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PREFACE.

The Cabinet Dictionary is offered to the public as a compendious and

handy exposition of the English language, adapted by numerous alterations

and additions to present times. The vocabulary includes, in addition to

all purely English words, and those which have been sanctioned by the

usage of standard Authors in Prose and Poetry, such colloquial expressions

as have passed into the domain of general as distinguished from local or

provincial speech; many new phrases, mainly of Continental origin, now

current in the daily and periodical press; and those terms in science,

philosophy, and art^ which are to be met with in popular essays and

lectures, or in other works not purely technical or scientific.

The usefulness of a Dictionary, and its chief value to the scholar and

ordinary reader, lies in the Definitions or explanations of the words; a

secondary importance attaches to the Etymology as fixing the primary, and

throwing light on the secondary senses in which words are employed ; and

a further use, as a book of general reference, depends on the correctness

of the Orthography, and the soundness of the principles and rules of

Pronunciation.

It has therefore been the first object in the Cabinet Dictionary to

furnish a clear, accurate, and complete description of each and all the

meanings which belong to the words in the Vocabulary—the disconnecting

hyphens indicating the transitions and gradations of signification; and

wherever it was practicable, these have been so arranged as to exhibit either

the logical concatenation from the primary and fundamental idea, or the

natural and historical development of it. It is confidently hoped, that

precision and succinctness have not been sacrificed in the attempt to bring

out the various shades of meaning which even a single word may assume,

as it is applied in a literal, metaphorical, or abstract relation.

The Etymology has been prepared from comparison of the views of

different lexicographers; and advantage has been taken of the labours of

Max Muller, Wedgwood, Farrar, and others in the new science of Compara

tive Philology. Where so little space could be spared, it was incumbent to

designate only one root-form, in order to show how the word assumed its

present aspect, and acquired its primary meaning. In some instances more

than one rootrform is adduced, chiefly to indicate the origin of its secondary

and accidental meanings.
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The Orthography maintained, both in the entries and throughout the

work, is such as is obtained from the usage of the best writers of modern

English.

The proper Pronunciation of the words is clearly and unmistakably

designated by reprinting them after the entry in phonetic spelling, with

distinct syllabication, distributed accents, and marked vowel sounds.

Numerous Illustrations have been added of interesting objects in natural

history, of mechanical contrivances, of scientific and artistic forms and pro

ductions, &c While these serve their main design to convey a more vivid

idea of the objects illustrated than can be afforded by mere verbal descrip

tion, they will also form an attractive feature in the book as specimens of

good engraving.

Fully furnished with the material requisite to answer the demands of

the ordinary reader, the Cabinet Dictionary is specially fitted and intended

for the use of students and the more advanced pupils in the classes of Eng

lish language and literature ; and it will form a valuable aid to parents,

schoolmasters, and others employed in the instruction of the young.

The form and character of the typography, and the arrangement of the

matter, is so clear and distinct as to render the finding out of an individual

word a comparatively easy task; the unusual fulness of the definitions insures

that the particular meaning required will be included among those attached

to the word, and the precision and minute accuracy of the distinctions,

facilitates the discovery of which out of the many is the one required. In

the Etymology, the root-forms adduced are those which best serve to show

the origin and affinity of the words, and throw the clearest light on their

signification and usage, without cumbering the work and confusing the

scholar with too great a number of cognate terms. And, finally, the book

both in size and appearance, and in the quantity and quality of its contents,

will favourably compare with similar works of a more expensive kind, and

the price at which it is offered cannot fail to procure for it a speedy intro

duction and an increasing employment even in our common schools.

Glasoow, April, 1871.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS WORK.

adv.

Amer.

A.

Armor.

A.-S.

Braz.

Catal.

Celt

ef.

stands for adjective.

t
Chin.

comp.

couj.

Copt.

D.

Dan.

dim.

Eng.

e. y.

fern.

F.

GaeL

Ger.

Go.

G.

H.

Hung.

Icel.

i. e.

imp.

interj.

Ir.

It.

masc.

Malay.

avert).

American.

Arabic.

Armorican.

Anglo-Saxon.

Brazilian.

Catalan.

Celtic.

confer (compare).

Chaldee.

Chinese.

comparative.

conjunction.

Coptic.

Dutch.

Danish,

diminutive.

English.

exempli gratid (for example).

feminine.

French.

Gaelic.

German.

Gothic

Greek.

Hebrew.

Hungarian.

Icelandic.

id est (that is).

imperfect.

interjection.

Irish.

Italian.

Latin.

masculine.

Malayan.

v. stands f ar noun.

if Hi. neuter.

Norm. F. Norman French.

Nor. . . Norse.

p. participle.

p. a. participial adjective.

pass.

Per.

passive.

Persian.

It : :
Portuguese.

Pol. . .

plural.

Polish.

PP- participle past

& ■: : participle present.

Provencal.

prep. preposition.

pret. preterite.

priv. privative.

pron. pronoun.

q. v. quod vide (which see).

B, Roman.

B. C. . Roman Catholic.

Russ. . Russian.

S. . . Saxon.

sc. scilicet (being understood)

Scottish.Scot. .

sing. singular.

Skr. . Sanskrit.

Slav. Slavonic

Sp. . . Spanish.

superl . superlative.

Sw. . Swedish.

Syr. . . Syriac

Turk . Turkish.

v. verb.

v. i. verb intransitive.

v.U verb transitive.

w. Welsh.

KEY TO THE PRONUNCIATION".

The consonants employed in the Phonetic spelling, with the exception of g, retain their name

sounds, and the vowels, unless marked, retain their short sounds. The diphthong au or aw

represents the sound of a, as heard in all ; cm or ow that of ow, as in now ; and oo unmarked,

as in book; the short sound of 66, as in moon. The sharp sound of th is indicated by common

letters, as in thin; the flat sound by small capitals, as in THen. The syllabic sound of hit,

whether terminal or incidental, is represented by bl, and the termination hly by ble. By

referring to the following Key, it will be seen that the notation of long and peculiar vowel

sounds is remarkably simple :—

Fate, far; me, her; mine; note; tune; m66n.



DICTIONARY

THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

A. The fint letter of the alphabet in most languages ;

—the indefinite article, signifying one or any, placed

before nouns of the singular number denoting an

individual object, before collective nouns, and also

before plural nouns when the adjective fete or the

phrase great many is interposed. It is a contraction of

the Anglo-Saxon an, or arte, one, and is substituted for

an before all words beginning with a consonant sound,

except words beginning with the sound of h and hav

ing the accent on any other syllable than the first ;

as, a table, a woman, a year. A sharp (A I ), the name

of a musical tone intermediate between A and B. A

fat (A B ), the name of a tone intermediate between

A and G. [priestly office.

Aar-jaie. (5-ron'ik) a. Pertaining to Aaron or to his

Abatk. (a-bak7) adv. Backward, against the masts—said

o/ the sails when pressed by the wind.

Aiacua, (ab'a-kus) a. (L.J The upper plate upon the

capital of a column, sup

porting the architrave;—

an instrument for effect

ing arithmetical calcula

tions with hiding balls or

counters. Abacus.

, (ab-ad'dun) n. [H.] The destroyer, or angel

of the bottomless pit ; the same as Apollyon.

Abaft, (vbaff) prep. Towards the stern ; from back of;

fiarther aft

Abaisaaee, (a-ba'sans) n. Obeisance : a bow ; respect

■ balimatc, (ab-iU'yen-at) v. t. [h. abalirnarc; ah and

alien-us, foreign.] To transfer the title of property

from one to another :—imp. dt pp. abalienated ; ppr.

abalienating.

Abalieaation, (ab-al'yen-a-ahun) n. Act of abalienating.

flhandsw, (a-han'dun) v. t. f F. abandonner, from L. ad,

and L. bandurn, proclamation , interdiction. ] To

rive up wholly and finally, or with a view never to

resume:—imp. A pp. abandoned ; ppr. abandoning.

Abandoned, (a-ban'dnnd) p. a. Given up entirely, as to

a tic*. [abandoned.

Abandon—, (a-b*n'dun-C) n. Ono to whom a thing is

Assjvioner, (a-ban'dun-er) n. One who abandons.

Abandonment, (a-bandun-mout) n. Act of abandon

ing, or state of being abandoned ; entire desertion or

r*hrj^uiih.iaent.

Abase, (a-b&V) v. I [F. aoatuer, from L. basis, base.]

To bring low, as to the ground ; to cast down : —

imp. A pp. abased ; ppr. abasing. [very low.

Abasement. (a-baVment) n. Act of abasing, or bringing

Abash, (a-baahO r. t. [F abauser.) To destroy the self-

pewewinn of. as by suddenly exciting a consciousness

of guilt, inferiority, or the lir." . to strike with *ud-

ABBREVTATirilE

den shame or fear \—imp. & pp. abashed ; ppr. abash-

ing. [fear, or the like.

Abashment, (.vbaah/ment) n. Confusion from shame,

Abatable, (a-bat'a-bl) a. Capable of being abated.

Abate, (a-bit^ v. t. [F. abattre, from L. ab and batuere,

to strike.] Literally, to beat or batter down : hence,

to bring down or reduce from a higher to a lower state,

number, degree, or the like; to diminish: to lessen;

specifically, to cause to fail, as a writ ; to destroy, aa

a nuisance ;—v. i. To decrease ; to become less in

strength or violence ;—to be defeated :—imp. & pp.

abated; ppr. abating.

Abatement, (a-bit'mont) n. Act of abating, or state of

being abated ; decrease ; specifically, a remitting, as of

a tax ; failure, as of a writ ; removal, as of a nuis

ance; entry of a stranger into a freehold after the

death of the last possessor, before the heir or devisee.

Abatis, (a-ba-ttV) n. [F.] A row of sharpened branches

of trees turned outward for defence in war.

Abator, (a-bi'ter) a. One who, without right, enters

into a freehold on the death of the last possessor,

before the heir or devisee; one who reduces or re

moves a nuisance.

Abattoir, (a-bat-twar7) n. [F.] A public slaughterhouse.

Abb, (ab) n. [A.-S. ab, 06.] Among weavers, yarn for

the wai-p. Ilence, "60-1000/ ia wool for the abb.

Abba, (Jib'ba) n. A Syriac word meaning father, used

to denote a religious superior. [abbot.

Abbacy. (nVba-se) n. The condition or privileges of an

Abbe, (aba) a. [F.J Originally, an abbot; but now

an ecclesiastic without charge, devoted to teaching,

literature, <fcc.

Abbess, (aVbes) n. The governess of a nunnery.

Abbey, (ab'be) n, A residence of monks or nuns;—

the dwelling of an abbot;—a church attached to a

monastery, as Westminster Abbey.

Abbot (ab'but) n. [L. abba, gen. abbatis.] Head of a

community of monks; superior or governor of an

abbey. [abbot.

Abbotship, (ab'but-ship) n. The state or office of an

Abbreviate, (ab-bre've-at) v. t. [L. aft and breviare.)

To bring within leas space ; to reduce by contraction or

omission:—imp. &pp. abbreviated; ppr. abbreviating.

Abbreviation, (ab-brfi-ve-a'shuu) n. The act of abbrevi

ating;—the form to which a word or phrase is reduced

by contraction or omission, as Oen. for Genesis;—one

dash, or more, through the stem of a note, dividing it

respectively into quavers, semiquavurs, or demi-semi-

quavers. [or reduces to a smaller compais.

Abbreviator, (ab-bre've-fi-ter) n. One who abbreviates

Abbreviature, (ab-brC've-li-tur) n. An abbreviation ;

—an abridgment or eompend.
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A, B, C, Tho first three letters of the alphabet, used

for the whole alphabet

Abdicant, (ab'de-kant) n. One who alxiicates.

Abdicate, (ab'de-kiU) r. (. [L. abdicare, from ab and

dicare, to say.] To give up right or cftum to ; to with

draw from;— v. i. To relinquish an office, right,

power, trust:—imp. & pp. abdicated; ppr. abdicating.

Abdication, (ab-dt k'l'shuu) n. The abandonmerit of a

public office or of a right or trust. [abdication.

Abdicative, (ab'de-ka-tiv) a. Causing, or implying

Abdicator, (ab-de-kti'ter) n. One who resigns or alrdi-

cates. [for secreting or preserving goods.

Abditory, fab'de-tjr-e) n. [L. abditorium.] A place

Abdomen, (ab-d6'inen) n. [L.] The belly, or that part

of the body which lies between tho thorax and the

bottom of the pelvis. [men.

Abdominal, (ab-dom'in-nl) a. Pertaining to the abdo-

Abdominal, (ab-dom'in-al) n. A kind of fish, like sal

mon, &o., with ventral fins

behind the pectoral.

Abdominous, (ab-dora'in-us)

a. Having a big belly ;

pursy.

Abduce, (ab-dus-) vt. [L, abdu- Abdominal.

cere, from ab and dacere, to

lead. ] To draw away ; to draw to a different part :—

imp. & pp. abduced; ppr. abducing.

Abduct, (ab-dukf) v. t. [L. abductug.) To take away

by stealth or by unlawful force:—imp. and pp. ab

ducted; ppr. abducting.

Abduction, (ab-duk'shun) n. The act of carrying away,

especially of a person, by fraud, or stealth, or force.

Abductor, (ab-duk'ter) ". A person guilty of abduction ;

—a muscle which servos to draw a part out or from

the median line of the body. [the ship's keel.

Abeam, (a-beni) adv. On the beam ; at right angles with

Abearance, (u-biir'ans) n. Behaviour; demeanour.

Abecedarian, (a-be-se-da're-nn) a, Oae who teaches or

who learns the a, b, c, or letters of the alphabet ; an

alphabotarian.

Abed, (a-bed') adv. In bed ; on the bed.

Abele or Abeltree, (a-beT, or a'bel-tre) 7k The white

poplar. [mallow.

Abelmosk, (atwl-mosk) n. Tho musk-mallow, or Syrian

Aber, (a'ber) n. [Celtic] The mouth of a Btreani or

river.

Aberrance, (ab-cr'ans) n. [L. aberrarc, from ab and

errare, to wander.) Doviation from rectitude.

Aberrant, (ab-er'ant) a. Straying from tho right way;

—exceptional ; abnormal

Aberration, (ab-er-a'shun) n. Act of wandering ; devia

tion, especially from truth or moral rectitude, or from

the natural state ;—alienation of mind;—a small

periodical change of position in a star or other heavenly

Abet^ (a-bef) v. t [Old F. abeler from the root of bait.]

To encourage or incite by aid or countenance ;—to

encourage to commit a crime, or assist in a criminal

act:—imp. & pp. abetted; ppr. abetting.

Abetment, (a-bet'ment) n. Act of abottiug or encourag

ing ; support. [ages ; an instigator.

Abettor, (a-bet'er) n. One who at>ets, aids, or encour-

Abeyance, (a-ba'ans) n. [P. bar/er, Old F. bacrt tecr, to

gape, tarry.] A state of suspension or temporary ex

tinction with the expectation of a revival.

Abhor, (rib-hoiO v. t. [L. abhorrere, from oh and korrere,

to bristle, shiver.] To regard with horror or detesta

tion;—to dislike or hate extremely:—imp. & pp. ab

horred ; ppr. abhorring.

Abhorrence, (ab-bor'rens) n. Detestation; great hatred.

Abhorrent, (ab-lnVrent) a. Abhorring; detesting ; hat

ing; struck with abhorrence;—contrary; repugnant;

inconsistent.

Abib, (a'bib) ti. The first month of the Jewish year.

Abide, (a-bid1) v. i. To continue in a place ;—to con

tinue finn or stable, as to abide by a contract ;—w. &

To stand firm under; to endure or bear without shrink

ing, or patiently :—imp. <fc pp. abode; ppr. abiding.

Abies, (a/be-ea) n. [L.] Belonging to the genus of coni

ferous trees.

Ability, (a-bilTe-te) n. [L. hahilitat, from habere, to

have, to hold.] Quality, state, or condition of being

able ; power to act, whether bodily, moral, intellec

tual, conventional or legal.

Abintestate, (ab-in-tes'tat) a. Inheriting tho estate of

one who died without a will [debility.

Abirritation, (ab-ir-re-ta'shun) n. Want of strength ;

Abject, (ab'jekt) a. [L. abjectux, from ab and jocere,

to throw.] Sunk to a low condition; hence, low in

estimation ; despicable.

Abject, (ab'jekt) u. One in a miserable state. [ness.

Abjection, (ab-jek'shun) «, Meanness of spirit ; base-

Abjectness, (ab'jekt-nes) n. State of being abject ; base

ness, [ment.

Abjudicate, (ab-j66'de-kat) v.t. To give away in judg-

Abjudication, (ab-j66-de-ka'ahun) n. Act of abjudicat

ing, [under oath, or solemnly.

Abjuration, (ab-joor-a'ahun) n. The act of renouncing

Abjure, (ab-joor*) v. t. [L. abjurare, from ab and ju-

rare, to swear.] To renounce under oath, or with great

solemnity :—imp. & pp. abjured; ppr. abjuring.

Ablactation, (ab-lak-ta'shun) n. [L. ab and lac, milk.]

A weaning of a child from the breast;—a method of

grafting by approach or inarching.

Ablaqueate, (ab-l&kwe-at) v. t. To lay bare or expose,

as the roots of a tree.

Ablaqueation, (ab-Iu-kwC-u'shun) n. [L. ab!aquealio.]

The act or process of laying baro the roots of trees.

Ablation, (ab-la'shun) n. A bearing or carrying away.

Ablative, (ab'la-tiv) a. [L. ablatirus, from ablatus,

pp. of auferrc, to carry away, from ub and fcrrc]

Taking away or removing;—applied to the sixth case

of Latin nouns.

Ablative, (ab'la-tiv) n. The sixth case of Latin nouns.

Ablaze, (a-blaz*) adv. On fire : in a blaze;—in a state

of ardent desire ; highly excited.

Able, (a'bl) a. [L. habitis.] Having ability or com

petency; possessing physical or mental iwwcr for the

accomplishment of some object; having property,

skill, or the like :—comp. abler; sapcrl. ablest.

Able-bodied, (a bl-bod -id) a. Having a sound, strong

body ; robust ; vigorous.

Ablegate, (able-gat) v. t. [L. from ab and (spare, to

send away.] To send abroad. [blindness.

Ablepsy, (ab'lip-se) n. [G. abUpsia.'] Want of sight ;

Abluent, (ab'lu-ent) n. Something reputed to have the

power of purifying the blood ; a detergent.

Ablution, (ab-lii'shun) n. [L. ablatioy from abhtere, to

wash away.] Act of cleansing or washing ;—religious

purification;—water used in cleansing.

Ably, (ii'ble) adv. In an ablo manner; with ability or

skill. [reject.

Abnegate, (ab'nc-gat) t'. L [L. abnegate,] To deny and

Abnegation, (ab-ne-gfi'shun) n. Denial and renuncia

tion, [trary to rule, law, or system ; irregular.

Abnormal, (ab-norm'al) a. [L, no and norma rule.] Con-

Abnormity, (ab-norm'e-te) n. State or quaUty of being

abnormal or irregular.

Aboard, (a-bord') adv. On board : in a vesseL

Abode, (a-bod') n. State or place of l-esidenca.

Abolish, (a-boiish) r. (. [L. abolescere, ubolere, from

ab and okscerc , olerc, to grow,] To do away with utter

ly ; to put an end to; to annul or destroy; to mako

void. fed.

Abiilishable, (a-bol'ish-a-bl) a. Capable of being abolish-

Abolishraent, (a-boiish-ment) n. Act of abohshing;

abolition.

Abolition, (ab-5-lish'un) n. Act of abolishing, or state

of being abolished ; a doing away with finally and for

ever—applied particularly to slavery.

Abolitionist, (ab-o-lish un-ist) u. One who favours abo-

j lition, especially the abolition of slavery.



ABOMASTTM 3 ABSTEMIOUS

Abotnasom, (ab-o-Tna'sum) n. [L. ] The fourth stomach

of & ruminant animal.

Abominable, (a-boni'in-a-bl) a. Worthy of, or causing,

imprecation or abhorrence ; odious in thu highest de-

Abominably, (a-bom'in-a-ble) adv. In an abominable

manner; det«stably ; execrably.

Abominate, (a-b-m'in-at) v. t. [L. abomiiiare, from ab

arid onrn, foreboding.] To turn from as ominous of

evil; to hate in the highest degree:—imp. &l pp.

abominated; ppr, abominating.

Abomination, (a-bom-in-a'shun) n. Act of abominat

ing : strong aversion or loathing ;—an object of hatred

and disgust. ftant.

Aboriginal, (ab-o-rij'in-al) ft. A first or original inhabi-

Aboriginea, (ab-6-rij'in-ex) n, pi. [L. from ab and

cmyo7 origin.] The original inhabitants of a country.

Abortion, (a-borshun) n. [L. abort io, from ab and oriri,

to rise, to be burn.] The act of miscarrying; expul

sion of an immature product of conception; —-any

thing which fails to come to maturity. [in its effect.

Abortive, (a-bort'iv) a. Immature; rudimentary; failing

Abortively, (a-bort'iv-le) adv. In an abortive or un

timely manner; iiumaturely.

Abound, (a-bound") v. i. [h. abundare, from ab and

undo, ware, stream, crowd.] To be in great plenty;

to bo prevalent ;—to be copiously supplied ; to pos

sess in abundance :—imp. & pp. abounded ; ppr.

abounding.

About, (about') /?r?n. [A.-S. abutan, from butan, with

out.] On every tide of; all over or around ;—in con

tinuity or proximity to ; in connection with ; near,

in plaoe, time, quantity, or thu like.

Above, (a-bavO prep. [A.-S. abuMn, from bu/an,

abive.j Higher in place than ;—surpassing or su

perior to in any respect; more in number, quan

tity, or degree than.
Above, (a-buvr) adv. Overhead ; in a higher place ;

—before in order of placo ;—higher in rank or power.

Abracadabra, ( ab-ra-ka-dab'ra) r. A combination of

letter*, in the form of an inverted cone, formerly

used as a charm ; unmeaning babble.

Abrade, (ab-r.id') v. t. [L. abradere, from ab and

rtuiflf, to scrape, shave.] To rub or wear off:—

taip. ek pp. abraded ; ppr. abrading.

Abrasion, tab-r.Vzhun) n. A rubbing or scraping off;

—sobstancx: worn off by attrition.

Abreast, (a-brest') adv. Side by side ; on a line with.

Abridge, (a-brij*) v.t. [F. abrtgrr.] To bring within

ham space ; to make shorter, especially by using fewer

words ;—to deprive ; to cut off ;—to reduce to a more

simple expression: — imp. & pp. abridged; ppr.

■bnqgisg

Aaridgment, (a-brij'ment) n. A cutting off, curtailing,

r* tha^rteriing ;—a work abridged or epitomized.

Abraach, (a-brOcb/) adv. Broached ; letting out liquor,

or in a condition to do so;—in a state to be diffused

'■* propagated.

Abroad, (a-bravd1) ode. At large ; without confinement

witian narrow limits ; over a wide space ;—beyond or

out of a house, camp, or other inclosuro;—in foreign

oountri-ss;—before the public at large; extensively.

Abrogate, (abr6-gat) v.t. [L, abrogare, from ab and

rvjirt \ Tu annul by an authoritative act ; to abolish

by tb= authority of the maker or his successor—ap

plied to the repeal of law*, the abolition of customs,

•&£_ :—-,r*p. & pp. abrogated; ppr. abrogating.

Aarogatiatt. (ab-rft-gA'shuri) n. The act of abrogating,

'mj'jxnilk.s:^. i.t -tetting aside.

AiruEt, (ifc-npV)a. [L. abmpttu, from ab and rumpere,

*** break.] Broken, steep, craggy, as rocks, precipices,

anri tin.- like;—without notice to prepare the mind

t-r the ev«nt; sudden:—having sudden transitions

firm <Aui subject to another; unconnected.

Abruption, (ab-rap'shun) n. A sudden breaking off;

a violent separation of Louie*.

a a Abscissa.

Abruptly, (ab-ruptle) adv. In an abrupt manner ; sud

denly, [steepness ; suddenness ; great haste.

Abruptness, (ab-rupt'nes) n. State of being abrupt ;

Abscess, (ab'ses) n. [L. abscessus, from abscedere, to

depart, separate.] A collection of pus or purulent

matter in an accidental cavity of the body.

Abscind, (ab-sind') v. t. [L. absriiuiere, from ab and

samtere, to rend, cut.] To cut off.

Abscissa, (ab-sis'a) 71. [L. abscissas.] One of the ele

ments of reference by which a point,

as of a curve, is referral to a

system of fixed rectilineal coordinate

axes.

Abscission, (ab-sizh'un) n. [L. abscti-

sio.] Act or process of cutting off;—

the state of being cut off;—a figure of

speech when a speaker stops abruptly, as supposing the

matter sufficiently understood.

Abscond, (ab-skond') v.i. [L. absconders, from ab, abx,

and condere, to lay up.] To secrete one's self—used

especially of persons who withdraw to avoid a legal

S'ocess :—imp. & pp. absconded ; ppr. absconding,

sence, (ab'sens) n. [L. absentia, from absum, abexse, to

be away from.] A state of being absent or withdrawn

from a place or from companionship;—inattention to

things present; heedlessness.

Absent, (absent) a. Withdrawn from, or not present

in, a place ;—inattentive to what is passing ; heedless ;

—v. t. To take or withdraw to such a distance as to

pi-event intercourse :—imp. & pp. absented; ppr. ab

senting, [from his country, office, post, or duty.

Absentee, (ab-sen-teO n. One who absents himself

Absinthe, (ab-sinth') n. [F. from L. absinthium.] A.

cordial of brandy tinctured with wormwood.

Absolute, (ab'sd-lut) a. [L. absolutus.] Freed or loosed

from any limitation or condition; uncontrolled; un

conditional; — completed, or regarded as complete;

finished; perfect; total;—positive; clear; certain;

authoritative;—self-existent; self-sufficing. In this

sense God is called the Absolute by the Thoist;—

pure ; unmixed.

Absolutely, (ab'so-hit-le) adv. In an absolute manner;

positively ; arbitrarily.

Absoluteness, (abso-lut-nes) n. Quality of being ab

solute; completeness; arbitrary power.

Absolution, (ab-so-lu'shun) n. An acquittal, or sen

tence declaring an accused person innocent ;—a re

mission of sin pronounced by the Roman Catholic

Church in favour of one who makes duo confession

thereof. [or its principles.

Absolutism, (ab'so-lu-tizm) n. Absolute government

Absolvable, (ab-sol'va-bl) a. Capable of being absolved.

Absolve, (ab-zolv') v. t. [L. absolvere, from ab and

solvere, to loose.] To set free from, as from some

obligation, debt, or responsibility, or from that wliich

subjects a person to a burden or penalty :—imp. & pp.

absolved; ppr. absolving.

Absorb, (ab-sorb7) v.t. [L. absorbert, from ab and sor-

btre, to suck in.] To drink in ; to suck up ; to imbibo

as a sponge ;—to engross or engage wholly :—imp. £1

pp. absorbed ; ppr. absorbing.

Absorbent, (ab-sorl/ent) n, A substance or a bodily

organ which absorbs.

Absorption, (ab-sorp'shun) n. Act or process of being

absorbed and made to disappear by mechanical means;

—process or act of being made passively to disappear

in some other substance, through molecular or other

invisible means; as, the absorption of light, heat,

electricity, Ac. Also, in living organisms, through tlio

vital processes of nutrition and growth;—entire en

grossment or occupation of mind.

Abstain, (abstfui') v. i. [L. abstincre, from ab, abs, and

tenere, to hold. J To forbear, or refrain, voluntarily,

and especially froin an indulgence of the passions or

appetites:—imp. <fc pp. abstained; ppr. abstaining.

Abstemious, (ab-stc'me-us) a. [L- absttmitu, from abt
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abt, and temetum, strong wine.] Sparing in diet; re

fraining from a free use of food and strong drinks;

temperate; abstinent;—sparingly used, or used with

temperance. [sparingly.

Abstemiously, (ab-ste'me-us-le) adv. Temperately;

Abstemiousness, (ab-ste"me-us-nes) n. Quality of being

abstemious ; a sparing use of food or strung drink.

Abstergent, (ab-ste.rj'ent) a. Serving to cleanse : deter

gent.

Abstersion, (ab-stershun) n. Act of wiping clean, or a

cleansing by lotions or similar applications.

Abstinence, (ar/ste-nens) n. The act or practice of ab

staining; voluntary forbearance of any action; modera

tion.

Abstinent, (ab'ste-nent) a. Refraining from indulgence,

especially in the use of food and drink ; temperate.

Abstract, (ab-strakf) v. t. [h. abstractus, pp. of ab-

strahere, from ab, abs, and trahcrt, to draw.] To draw

from or Boparate ;—to draw off, in respect to interest

or attention; — to separate ideas by the operation of

the mind;—to epitomize or reduce; to take Becretly

for one's own use from the property of another :—imp.

<fc pp. abstracted; ppr. abstracting. [separate.

Abstract, (ab'strakt) a. Distinct from something else ;

Abstract, (ab'strakt) n. That which comprises in itself

the essential qualities of a larger tiling, or of several

things; specifically, an invontory, summary, or epi

tome ;—a state of separation from other tilings, as,

to consider a subject in the abstract.

Abstractedly, (ab-strakt'ed-le) adv. By itself; in a

separate state. [abstracted.

Abstractedness, (ab-strakt'ed-nes)n. The state of being

Abstraction, (ab-strak'shun) n. Act of abstracting or

separating, or the stato of being separated;—act or

process of leaving out of consideration one or more

properties of a complex object, so as to attend to others;

analysis;—an idea or notion of a theoretical nature;—a

separation from worldly objects; a recluse life;—ab

sence of mind ; inattention to present objects ;—the

taking surreptitiously for one's own use part of the

property of another. [abstracting.

Abstractive, (ab-strakt'iv) a. Having the power of

Abstractness, (ab-strakt'nes) n, Stato of being abstract.

Abstruse. (ab-stro6s/) a. [L. abstrusus, pp. of abstru-

dere, to thrust away.] Literally, thrust away; hidden;

hence, difficult or hard to be understood.

Abstrusely, (ab-str66sTe)a</i>. Not plainly ; darkly.

Abstruseness, (ab-stroos'nes) n. Stato or quality of being

abstruse.

Absurd, (ab-surdO a. [L. absurdus, from ab and surdus,

deaf] Opposed to manifest truth: inconsistent witli

reason, or the plain dictates of common sense ; logi

cally contradictory.

Absurdity, (ab-surd'e-te) n. The quality of being ab

surd, or inconsistent with obvious truth, reason, or

sound Judgment

Absurdness, (ab-surd'nes) ». Absurdity; inconsistency.

Abundance, (a-bund'ans) n. [L. abundant ia.) An over

flowing fulness; ample sufficiency; great plenty—

strictly applicable to quantity only, but sometimes

used of number. [great quantity.

Abundant, (a-bund'ant) a. Fully sufficient ; being in

Abundantly, (a-bund'ant-le) ad v. Plentifully; amply.

Abuse, (a-buzO v. t. [L. abusus, pp. of abuti, from ab

and uti, to use.] To make an ill or improper use of;

to use with bad motives, to wrong purposes, or in a

wrong way;—to treat rudely, or with reproachful

language ; to maltreat ; to revile ;—to deceive or im

pose on:—imp. & pp. abused; ppr. abusing.

Abuse, (a-buV) n. Ill usage ; improper treatment or

employment ; application to a wrong purpose ;—a cor

rupt practice or custom ;—rude or reproachful language

addressed to a person ; contumely.

Abusive, (a-bus'iv) a. Practising abuse; offering harsh

words or ill treatment. {ill usage.

Abusiveness, (a-bus iv-nes) u. Quality of being ;:l>uai\e;

Abut, (a-butf) v. i. [F. aboutir, from bout, end, ex

tremity. ] To terminate or border ; to be contiguous ;

to meet ;—imp. & pp. abutted ; ppr. abutting.

Abutment, (a-but'meut) », Thaton which a thing abuts.

or that which meets or abuts on any thing ; the solid

part of a pier or wall, which receives the lateral pres

sure of an arch.

Abysmal, (a-biz'mal) a. Pertaining to, or resembling,

an abyss; bottomless.

Abyss, (a-bis') n, [Q. abussos, bottomless, from o priv.

and bussos, depth, bottom.] A bottomless depth; a

gulf; hence, any deep, immeasurable space, and specifi

cally, hell, or the bottomless pit

Acacia, (a-k&'she-a) n. [G. alalia,] A genus of legumi

nous trees and shrubs, usually with thorns and pinnate

leaves, and of an airy elegant appearance.

Academic, (ak-a-dem'ik) o. Belonging to the school or

philosophy of Plato;—belonging to an academy or

other institution of learning.

Academicals, (ak-a-dcm'e-kals) n. The robes worn by

members of the universities.

Academician, (ak-ad-C-mish'e-an) n. A member of an

academy, or society for promoting arts and sciences.

Academy, (a-kad'e-me) n. A garden or grove near

Athens, belonging originally to a person named

Academus, where Plato and his followers held their

philosophical conferences;—a school, or seminary,

holding a rank between a university, or college and a

common school ;—a society of men united for the

promotion of arts and sciences in general, or of some

particular art or science.

Acaleph, (ak'a-Iefj n. [G. alaltphi, a nettle.] A radiate

animal of the class Medusa?, or jelly-fishes—so called

from the stinging or nettling power they possess

and exercise.

Acanthus, (a-kan'thus) n. [G. akanthos, from ale,

point, and antkos, flower] A genus of herbaceous

prickly plants;—an ornament resembling the foliage

or leaves of the acanthus, used in the capitals of the

Corinthian and Composite orders.

Acatalectic, (a-kat-a-lok'tik) n. [G. akatalektos, not de

fective at the end.] A verse which has the complete

number of syllables without defect or superfluity.

Acataleptic, (a-kat-a-lep'tik) a. [G. akataliptos, from a

priv. and katalambanein, to seize, comprehend.] In

capable of being certainly comprehended or discovered.

Acaulous, (a-kawTus) a. [G. akaulos, from a priv. and

kaulos, stalk.] Having no stem, but flowers resting

on the ground.

Accede, (ak-sed') r. i. [L. accedere, from ad and cedert,

to move.] To agree or assent to terms proposed by

another; hence, to become a party, by agreeing to the

terms of a treaty or convention :—imp. & pp. acceded ;

ppr. acceding.

Accelerate, (ak-sel'cr-at) v. t. [L. aecelerare, from ad

and celcrare, to hasten.] To cause to move faster ;—

to add to the natural or ordinary progression of:—

imp. tz pp. accelerated ; ppr. accelerating.

Acceleration, (ak-sel-cr-.Vshun) n. The act of acceler

ating: increase of motion or action.

Accelerative, (ak-Bel'er-a-tiv) a. Accelerating ; quicken

ing motion. [accelerates.

Accelerator, (ak-sel'cr-a-tor) n. One who, or that which,

Accend, (ak-send') n. [L. accendo, to kindle.] To

kindle ; to set on fire. [state of being kindled.

Aooension, (ak-sen'shun) n. The act of kindling: a

Accent, (ak'sent) n. [L. accentus, from ad and cantits,

song.] A superior force of voice or of articulative

effort upon some particular syllable of a word, dis

tinguishing it from the others;—a mark used in

writing to regulate the pronunciation ; — words,

language, or expressions in general ;—a mark placed

at the right hand of a letter or number to distinguish

magnitudes of a similar kind, but differing in value.

Accent, (ak-senf) v. t. To pronounce, utter, or mark

with accent :— vnp. & riK accented; j>/i\ accenting.
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Accentual, (ak-eenfu-al) a. Relating to accent.

Accentuate, (ak-eenfu-at) v. t. To mark or pronounce

with an accent or accent*.

Accentuation, (ak-sent-u-a'shun) n. Act of placing ac

cent* in writing, or of pronouncing them in speaking.

Accept, (ak-sept') v. L [L. accejAare, from ud and

capere, to take.] To take or receive with a consenting

mind, a* an offer or present ;—to receive or admit and

agree to ;—to receive a* obligatory and promise to pay;

as, to accept a bill of exchange :—imp. fa pp. accepted;

ppr. accepting.

Acceptable, (ak-sept'a-bl) a. Capable, worthy, or sure

of being accepted or received with pleasure.

Arceptableness,(ak-sept'a-bl-ne8)n. The quality of being

acceptable or agreeable. [ner.

Acceptably, (ak-sept able) adv. In an acceptable man-

Acceptance, (ak-sept'ans) n. The act of accepting ;

favourable reception ;—an engagement by the person

en whom a bill of exchange is drawn, to pay it when

due; the bill itself when accepted;—an agreeing to

term* or proposals by which a bargain is concluded;

the taking of a thing bought as that for which it was

purchased;—an agreeing to the act or contract of

another.

Acceptation, (ak-sep-t&'shun) n. Kind reception.

Accepter, (ak-sept'er) n. A person who accepts; specifi

cally, who accept* a bill of exchange so as to bind

himftelf to pay it.

ftwi—, (ak-ses', ak'ses) n. [L. accttms.] A coming to,

or near approach ; admittance ; admission ; — the

means or way by which a thing may be approached ;

•—addition.

Accessary, (aJr/ses-ser-e) a. Additional ;—uniting in

a crime.

Accessary, (alr/ses-sfr-e) «. He who is not the chief

actor in the perpetration of an offence, but in some

way accede* to or becomes concerned therein, either

before or after the deed is committed.

Accessibility, (ak-eee-te-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

approachable.

Accessible, (ak-seffe-bl) a. Easy of access or approack

Accession, (ak-sesh'un) n. [L. acctsrio.) Act of acced

ing and becoming joined; — increase by something

added; that which is added;—act of arriving at a

throne, an office, or dignity ;—the commencement of a

disease. [sory.

Accessorial, (ak-ses-so're-al) a. Pertaining to an acces-

Ascesserily, (ak-ses-sc're-lc) adv. In the manner of an

accessory, [sory.

Aon—mini)■■. (ak-see-su're-nes) a. State of being acces-

Accessory, (ak'ses-ser-e) a. Aiding in producing some

e&rct, or acting in subordination to the principal

agent—used in a bad sense ;—additional.

Accessory, (ak'ses-ser-e) n. One who is guilty of a

fekmioo* offence, though not present at its perpetra

tion;—that which belongs to something else as it*

principal.

AjBctdsoce, (ak'se-dens) n. A small book containing tho

accident* or rudiments of grammar.

Accident, (ak'se-dent) n. [L. ad and cado, to fall.] An

?rsnt which is not expected ; casualty; contingency;—

pi. the properties and quahties of the part* of speech,

ai gender, number, and case.

Accidental, (ak-se-dent'al) a. Happening unexpectedly;

—non-eseential ; not necessarily belonging.

AeeastsntaL (ak-ee-dent'al) n. Any tiling happening

accidentally ; a casualty ;—a sharp, flat, or natural,

occurring not at the commencement of a piece of

rouse aa the signature, but before a particular note.

Accidentally, (ak-se-dent'al-le) adv. By chance; unex

pectedly.

A.v. isim, (ak-klam') v. t fL. acclamare, from ad and

citiwiTt, to cry aloud.] To honour or meet with ap

plause : —to salute.

Arxiaim, (ak-klim') n, A shout, expressive of assent,

choice, or approbation-

Acclamation, (ak-kla-ma'shnn) n, A shout of applause.

Acclamatory, (ak-klam'a-ter-e) a. Expressing applause.

Acclimate, (ak-kti'mat) *. (. To habituate to a climate

not native :—imp & pp. acclimated ; ppr. acclimat

ing.

Acclimation, (ak-kli-ma'shun) n. The process of be

coming, or the Btate of being, acclimated.

Acclimatize, (ak-kli'ma-tiz) v. f. To acclimate :—imp.

& pp. acclimatized ; ppr. acclimatizing.

Acctimature. (ak-kli'ma-tur) n. Act of acclimating.

Acclivity, (ak-klivVte) n. [L. atclivitas, from ad and

clivus, ascent] A slope or inclination of the earth;

rising ground ; ascent

Acclivous, (ak-kli'vus) a. Rising with a slope, as a hill.

Accolade, (ak'ko-l&d) n. [h. ad and colluyn, neck.] A

ceremony formerly used in conferring knighthood.

Accommodate, (ak-kom'mo-dat) r. t. [L. accommodare,

from ad and commottare, to make fit] To render fit,

suitable, or correspondent; to adapt; to conform;

—to furnish with something desired, needed, or

convenient; — to bring into agreement or harmony;

to reconcile:—imp. & pp. accommodated; ppr. ac

commodating.

Accommodating, (ak-kom'mo-dat-ing) a. Affording or

disposed to afford accommodation ; kind ; helpful ;

obliging.

Accommodation, (ak-kom-mo-da'shun) n. The act of

fitting, or the state of being fitted ; adaptation ;—

whatever supplies a want or affords ease or con

venience—chiefly in the plural;—an adjustment of

differences ; reconciliation ;—a loan of money ;—a note

or a fictitious bill drawn and accepted to raise money

on, not bonajldc given in payment of a debt.

Accommodator, (ak-kom-mO-da'ter) n. One who ac

commodates.

Accompaniment, (ak-kum'pa-ne-ment) n. That which

accompanies ; something that attends as a circum

stance, or which is added by way of ornament to the

principal tiling, or for the sake of symmetry ; a part

performed by instruments accompanying another part

or parts performed by voices.

Accompanist, (ak-kuin'pa-nist) n. The performer in

music who takes an accompanying part.

Accompany, (ak-kum'pa-ne) r. t. To go with or at

tend as a companion or associate ; to keep company

with :—imp. <fc pp. accompanied ; ppr. accompanying.

Accomplice, (ak-kom'plis) n. A co-operator or associate

in general; an associate in crime; a partaker in

guilt.

Accomplish, (ak-kom'pli»h) v. t. [F. accomplir, from L.

ad and compUn, to fill up.] To finish entirely in

time ; to complete ; — to bring to pass ; to perform ;

—to furnish with whatever may serve to render a

person or thing complete, &o:—imp. & pp. accom

plished; ppr. accomplishing.

Accomplished, (ak-kom'pusht) p. a. Complete and

perfected, as the result usually of training.

Accomplishment, (ak-kom'plish-ment) n. Act of accom

plishing ; completion ;—that which constitutes excel

lence of mind, or elegance of manners, acquired by

education.

Accord, (ak-kordO n. fFrom L. cor, cordi», heart]

Agreement or concurrence of opinion, will, or action ;

consent; — harmony of sounds; concord; chord; —

agreement ;—voluntary or spontaneous motion.

Accord, (ak-kord') v. t. To make to agree or correspond ;

—to bring to an agreement, as persons, or to adjust,

or compose, as things ;—to concede :—v. i. To be in

accordance ; to agree ;—to agree in pitch and tone :—

imp. & pp. accorded ; ppr. according.

Accordance, (ak-kord'ans) n. Agreement; conformity.

Accordant, (ak-kord'ant)a. Corresponding; consonant;

agreeing; agreeable.

According, (ak-kord'ing) p. a. In accordance or har

mony with ; agreeable ; suitable. [consequently.

Accordingly, (ak-kord'ing-le) adv. In accordance with;
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Accordion, (ak-kord'o-un) n. A small keyed wind-in-

struniont, whose tones ara

generated by the play of wind F-cTv vm mTV

upon metallic reeds. //^ui J&'l'.C >- vx\

Accost, (ak-kost') v. t. [L. ad and ^L^^—U-^ -- ' ■'■■■■■' _i*

•■■-.■.■'", rib, side.] To address; to ^~ ~_ : "~ "11

speak first to:—imp. & pp. ac

costed; ppr. accosting. Accordion.

Accouchement, (ak-koosh-mong') n. [F.] Delivery in

child-birth.

Accoucheur, (ak-koosh-urO n. [F.] A man who assists

women in child-birth ; a man-midwife.

Account, (ak-kounf) n. A reckoning, enumeration,

or record of some reckoning;—a detached written or

printed statement of debts and credits in pecuniary

transactions ;—a statement in general of reasons,

causes, grounds, &c, explanatory of some event;—a

statement of facts or transactions ; a relation, narra

tive, or description ;—an estimate or estimation;—

importance ; value ; advantage ; profit.

Account, (ak-kounf) v. t. [L. ac, ad, and compulare, to

reckon.) To reckon or compute;—to estimate;—i*. ?'.

To render an account or relation of particulars ;—to

constitute a reason ;—to render reasons or answer for

in a reckoning or judgment:—imp. & pp. accounted;

ppr. accounting.

Accountability, (ak-kount-a-bil'e-te) n. The Btate of

being accountable, or liable to give account, or pay

damages for injury done. [account

Accountable, (ak-kount'a-bl) a. Liable to be called to

Accountant, (ak-kount'ant) n. One who keeps, or is

skilled in, accounts. [keeping accounts.

Account-book, (ak-kounfbook) n. A book used for

Accoutre, (ak-koot'er) v.t. [F. accoutrer, from L. ac,

ad, and consuere, to sow together.] To furnish with

dress, equipage, or equipments, especially those of a

soldier;—imp. & pp. accoutred; ppr. accoutring.

Accoutrements, (ak-koo'ter-meuts) n, pi. Dress; equip

age; trappings; specifically, military dress and anus.

Accredit, (ak-kred'it) v.t [L. accreditus, pp. of accre-

derc, to assent to, from ad and credere, to believe.]

To give trust or confidence to ; to credit ;—to receive,

as an envoy, in Ids public character;—to send with

credentials, as an envoy :—imp. & pp. accredited ; ppr.

accrediting. [crease.

Accreacence, (ak-kres'sens) «, Gradual growth or in-

Accretion, (ak-krC'shun) n. [L. accrdio, F. accretion

from L. accresccre, to increase, from ad and crescere,

to grow.] An increase by natural growth, especially

the increase of organic bodies,by the internal accession

of parts ;—an increase by an accession of porta ex

ternally.

Accrue, (ak-kroo') v. i. [F. accrue, increase ; accrti, pp.

of accrottre.] To increase; to augment; to he added,

as increase, profit, or damage :—nap. h pp. accrued;

ppr. accruing. [augmentation.

Accrument, (ak-kroo'ment) n. Addition; increase;

Accubation, (ak-ku-ba'shun) n. A lying or reclining

on a couch, as practised by the ancients at Their meals.

Accumbent, (ak-kumljcnt) a. Leaning or reclining, as

the ancients did at their meals.

Accumulate, (ak-ku'mu-lat) v. t. [L accumulatus, pp.

of accumulare, from ad and cumutarc, to heap.] To

heap up in a mass ; to collect or bring together ;—v. t.

To grow to a great size, number, or quantity ; to

increase greatly:—imp. & pp. accumulated; ppr.

accumulating.

Accumulation, (ak-ku-mu-lil'shun) n. Act of accu

mulating, or that which is accumulated.

Accumulative, (ak-ku'iuu-lu-tiv) a. Causing accumula

tion; cumulative; increasing greatly.

Accuracy, (ak'ku-ra-se) n. State of being accurate;

precision which results from care ; exact conforhiity to

truth, or to a rule or model ; exactness ; correctness.

Accurate, (ak'ku-rilt) a. [L. accuratus, pp. and adj.

from accurate, from ad and curare, to take care, from

cura, care.) In careful conformity to truth, or to a

standard ; free from error, or defect.

Accurately, (ak'ku-rit-le) adv. In an accurate manner.

Accurse, (ak-kurs') v. t To devote to destruction ; to

imprecate evil or misery upon ; to curse:—imp. & pp.

accursed; ppr, accursing.

Accursed, (ak-kurs od) pp. or a. Doomed to destruc

tion or misery ;—worthy of a curse ; detestable ; exe

crable, [of which one is accused.

Accusation, (ak-ku-za'shun) n. Act of accusing ;—that

Accusative, (ak-kuz'at-iv) o. Producing or containing

accusations;—applied to the fourth case of Greek and

Latin nouns.

Accusative, (ak-kuz'at-iv) n. The case of Greek and

Latin nouns corresponding to the objective case in

English,

Accusatively, (ak-kuz'at-iv-]e) adv. In an accu&ative

manner ;—in relation to the accusative case.

Accuse, (ak-kfi.V) r. J. [L. accusare, from ad and causa,

cause, lawsuit.] To charge with, or declare to have

committed a crime, offenix;, or fiiult; m laic, to charge

with an offence, judicially or by a public process :—

imp. & pp. accused; ppr. accusing. [charge.

Accuser, (ak-kuVer) n. One who accuses, or brings a

Accustom, (ak-kustum) v. t. To make familiar by uso ;

to habituate or inure :—imp. «t pp. accustomed; ppr.

accustoming. [ordinary.

Accustomary. (ak-kus'tum-a-re) a. Usual ; customary ;

Ace, (its) n. (L. as, unity, unit, pound ; G. tis, one.] A

single point on a card or die ; or the card or die so

market! ;—a particle ; an atom.

Aceldama, (a-sel'da-ma) n. [C. kJialet, H. hhSleb,

field, and C. & H. dam, blood.] A field purchased

with the bribe which Judas took for betraying his

Master, and therefore called the field of blood.

Acephalan, (a-sefa-lan) n. An animal of the Mollusca

species.

Acephalous, (a-sefal-ns) a. [G. aie.pJialos, from a priv.

and kepkalt, head.] Without a head—applied speci

fically to animals of the class or division Acephala;—

plants having the stylo spring from the base, instead

of the apex ;—without a leader or chief.

Ace-point, (os'point) n. That side of a die which has but

ono spot.

Acerb, (a-serV) a. [L, acerbus.] Sour with bitterness.

Acerbity, (a-s^r'be-te) n. Sourness of taste, with bit

terness and astringency;—hence, bitterness, or severity

—auplied to persons or tilings.

Aceric, (a-ser'ik) a. [L. actr, a maple-tree.] Pertain

ing to, or obtained from, the maple, as, aceric acid.

Acescent, (a-ses'ent) a. [L. acescens, ppr. of acescere, to

turn sour.] Turning sour; readily becoming tart or

acid. [united to a base.

Acetate, (as'se-tiit) n. A salt formed by acetic acid

Acetic, (a-sefik) a. [L. actticus, from acetum, vine

gar.] Composed, as a certain acid, of lour parts each,

of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen; relating to such

an acid, as, acetic ether.

Acetincation, (a-sct-e-fe-kfi'Bhun) n. The act of making

acetous or Bour; or the operation of making vinegar.

Acetify, (a-set'e-fi) v. t. or t. [L. acetum, vinegar, and

facere, to make. ] To turn into acid or vinegar :—

imp. h pp. acetified ; ppr. acetifying.

Acetimeter, (as-e-tim'e-ter) «. [L. acetum, vinegar,

and metrum, measure.] An instrument for ascer

taining the strength of vinegar or other acids.

Ache, (:tk) v. i. [A.-S. acan, G. achein, Skr. aka, pain.]

To suffer pain; to have, or be in, pain; to be distressed:

—imp. &, pp. ached ; ppr. aching.

Ache, (Sk) n. Continued pain, in opposition to sud

den twinges, or spasmodic pain.

Acheron, (ak'er-on) n. [G. achos, pain, and roos, a

stream.] A fabled river in the lower regions.

Achievable, (a-cheVa-bl) a. Capable of being achieved.

Achieve, (a-ebfiv') v. t. [F. achever, from L. caput, F.

duf, head, end.] To carry on to a final close; to
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briny oat into a perfected stato; to accomplish:—

t»a. & pp. achieved : ppr. achieving.

Achievement, (a-chev-'ment) n. Act of performing ;

accomplishment;—a great or heroic deed;—an uscut-

cheim or ensign armoriaL [pose.

Achiever, (a-chev'er) s. One who accomplishes a pur-

Acher, (.Vkor) u. [L. from G. achor, dandruff.] A

cutaneous disease on the head ; scald-head.

Achromatic, (ak-ru-mat'ik) a. [G. acKromatos, from a

priv. and ckrdma, colour.] Free from colour; not

showing colour, from the decomposition of light.

Adcular, (a-sik'u-lax) a. [L. acicula, a small needle.]

Slender, like a needle ; needle-shaped.

Acid, (a* id) a. Sour ; having the taste of vinegar.

Acid, (asld) n. fL. acidits, from acere, to be sour; F.

ecidf.} A sc- or substance;—an electro-negative sub

stance having the properties ofcombining with alkalies

and alkaline oxides, and of reddening most blue vege

table colour*, and usually with a strong, sharp taste.

Acidification, (a-sid-e-fe-kaahun) n. The act of acidify

ing.

AcidiSer, (a-ade-fi-er) n. A simple or compound

principle, whose presence is necessary to produce

acidity, as oxygen, chlorine, bromine, iodine, Are.

Acidify, (a-?id e-fl) v. t. To make acid ; specifically, to

convert into an acid :—imp. & pp. acidified ; ppr.

acidifying.

Acidimeter. (as-e-dimVter) n. An instrument for

as-vrtaining the strength of acids.

Acidity, (a-tjd'e-te) n. Quality of being acid or sour ;

sharpness ; sourne'is.

Acidulate, (a-sid G-l&t) v. t. To make slightly acid :

—iwp. d: pp. acidulated; ppr. acidulating.

Acidulous, (a-sjd'u-lus) a. [L. acidulus, dim. of acidusJ]

Slightly boot ; sub-acid : sourish.

Acinifoxm. (a-sin'e-forra) a. [L. aciniformis.] Having

the form of a cluster of grapes or of a gi-apestone ;

faU of .•mall kernels.

Acknowledge, (ak-nol ej) v. t. [Old E. aknowiedge,

frcia prefix a and 'Ltwwledge.} To own, avow, or

confess a knowledge of; to recognize as a truth;—to

own or recognize in a particuLir character ;—to own

with gratitude:—imp. <fc pp. acknowledged; ppr.

acknowledging.

Acknowledgment, (ak-nol'ej-ment) n. Act of ac-

knc-wle«lging ; — something given or done in return

for a favour ;—a declaration or avowal of one's own

art, togi^e it legal validity.

Aclinic, (a-klin'ik) a. [G. a priv. and llinein, to in-

eline] Without iucliiMtion—said of the magnetic

equator, on which the magnetic needle is exactly

horizontal, and has no dip.

Acme. fakinC) 7i. [G. akme.] The height, top, or highest

point of a thing ; crisis.

Aeolyte, (ak'o-lit) n. [G. akolouthm.} A companion; an

tahceixt-z ;—an attendant or companion star.

Aconite, (ik'o-nit) n. Wolfs-bane, a poison.

Acorn, (a-Tcorn)n. [A.-S. actrn, from ate, oak, and corn,

enro, irrain. ] The seed or fruit of

the oak.

Anesyledaa. (a-ko-til-e'don) n. [G. a

priv. and kotu-lcdon, hollow knob

fM button- 1 A plant in which the Acorn,

fe-ed-labes, or cotyledons, are not present.

Aeeaatie, (a-kooa'tik) a. [G. akoustikos, from akouein,

V» bear.] Pertaining to the ears, to the sense of hear

ing, or to the science of sounds.

Acevstics, (Vkous'tiks) n. sing. The science of sounds,

teaching their nature, phenomena, and laws.

Acquaint, (ak-kwinf) v. t. [Old F. accointer, from L.

avoirs.,*, art, adcagnitare, to make known.] To make

folly or intimately known ; to make familiar;—

tss.j-i' £ pp. acquainted ; ppr. acquainting.

Acquaintance, (ak-kwunt'aiw) n. A state of being ac

quainted, or of having more than slight or superficial

knowledge ; farpiriftr knowledge ;—a person or persona

well known. [In this sense the word admits a plural ;

acquaintance and acquaintance* are both in use.]

Acquiesce, (ak-kwe-es') v. i. [L. ac<fute$c(-r<, from ad

and r/uiesetre, to be quiet ; quits, rest.] To rest satis

fied, or apparently satisfied ; — to concur upon con

viction :—imp. & pn. acquiesced; ppr. acquiescing.

Acquiescence, (ak-kwe-es'ens) n. A silent assent or a

submission with apparent compliance.

Acquiescent, (ak-kwe-es'ent) a. Submitting; disposed

to submit. [quired.

Acquirable, (ak-kwir'a-bl) a. Capable of being ac-

Acquire, (ak-kwir') v. t. [L. acquirere, from ad and

q-uarrerc, to seek for.] To gain, usually by one's own

labour or exertions:—imp, & pp. acquired; ppr. ac

quiring, [or that which is acquired.

Acquirement, (ak-kwfr'ment) ?u The act of acquiring,

Acquisition, (ak-kwS-srish'un) n. Act of acquiring ;—

the thing acquired, or gained ; acquirement.

Acquisitive, (ak-kwiz'it-iv) a. The desire of acquiring;

—disposed to make acquisitions.

Acquisitiveness, (ak-kwiyit-iv-nes) n. State or quality

of being acquisitive;—the organ which is supposed to

give rise to this desire.

Acquit, (ak-kwit) v.t. [F. acquitter, from ac, for ad,

and quitter, to forsake, from L. quietus, quiet.] To

set freo ; to release or discharge, especially from an

accusation, guilt, suspicion, or whatever lies upon a

person as a charge or duty ;—to bear or conduct one's

self:—imp. & pp. acquitted; ppr. acquitting.

Acquitment, (ak-kwit'ment) n. Act of acquitting.

Acquittal, (ak-kwit'al) n. Deliverance from the charge

of an offence, by verdict of a jury or sentence of a court.

Acquittance, (ak-kwit'aus) n. The act of discharging

from a debt, or other obligation ;—a writing which,

is evidence of a discharge ; a receipt in full.

Acrase, (a-kraV) v. t. To make crazy; to impair.

Acre, (alter) n. [A.-S. acer, acer, L. aaer, G. agrot.

Tho primitive sense is an open, ploughed, or sowed

field.] A piece of land containing 160 square rods or

perches, or 4840 square yards, or 43,560 square feet.

Acreage, (a'ker-aj) n. A sum total of acres.

Acrid, (ak'rid) a. [L. acer, sharp, sour.] Of a biting

taste; sharp; pungent; harsh.

Acridness, (ak'rid-nes) n. A sharp, harsh quality.

Acrimonious, (ak-re-nid'ne-us) a. Abounding with

acrimony ;—sarcastic.

Acrimony, (ak're-mun-e) n. A quality of bodies which

corrodes, dissolves, or destroys others;—sharpness or

severity, as of language or temjwr.

Aoritude, (ak're-tild) n. [L. ncritudo, from acer, sharp.]

An acrid quality; biting heat; acrimony.

Acroamatio, (ak-r5-a-matrik) a, [G. akroamatikos, from

akroasthai, to hear.] Designed only to be heard ; oral

Acrobat, (ak'ro-bat) n. [G. akros, on high, and bainetn,

togo.]_ One who practises high vaulting, &c.

Acrobatic, (ak-ro-bat'ik) a. Belonging to an acrobat.

Acrogen, (ak'ro-jen) n, [G. akros, extreme, and gig-

netthai, to be born.] A plant of the highest tribe of

Cryptogams, including the ferns, &c.

Acrogenoua, (ak-roj'en-us) a. Increasing in growth

from the extremity.

Acronycal, (a-kron'ik-al)a. [G. akronvktot, from ah-oa,

extreme, and nv.x, night.] Rising at sunset and set

ting at sunrise, as a star—opposed to cosmical.

Acropolis, (a-krop'o-lis) n. A citadel, and especially

the citadel of Athena

Acrospire, (ak'ro-spir) n. [G. akroi and <prira, spire.]

A Bprout at tlio end of a seed.

Across, (a-kros) prep. From side to side, or in a direc

tion opposed to the length of.

Acrostic, (a-kros'tik) n. [G. akrostiehon, from akros,

extt*eme, and stichos, order, line, vei-se.] A composi

tion, usually in verse, in which the first letter of every

line, read collectively, form a name or sentence.

Act, (akt) v. i. [L. actus, pp. of agere, to drive, lead,

do. J To exert power ;—to be in action or motion;—to
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behave or conduct, as in morals, private duties, or

public offices;—!?. (. To perform, especially upon the

stage;—to assume the office or character of:—imp.

& pp. acted ; ppr. acting'.

Act, <akt> n. That which is done or doing; perform

ance; deed. Hence, in specific uses, the result of

public deliberation, or the decision of a legislative

body, court of justice, or magistrate; a decree, edict,

law, judgment ;—a book, record, or writing, contain

ing laws and determinations;—one of the larger or

principal divisions of a play.

Actiniform, (ak-tin'e-form) a. [G. aktis, ray, and L.

forma, form.] Having a radiated form.

Actinism, (ak'tin-izm) n. A property in the solar rays

which produces chemical changes, as in photography.

Actinometer, (ak-tin-om'e-ter) a. [G. aktis, ray, and

metron, measure.) An instrument for measuring the

intensity of the sun's actinic rays.

Action, (ak'shun) n. Exertion of power or force; motion

produced; agency;—an act or thing done; a deed;

conduct ; behaviour ; demeanour ;—gesture or gesticu

lation ;—a suit or process, by which a demand is made

of a inght in a court of justice;—an engagement be

tween troops in war.

Actionable, (ak'shun-a- bl) a. Admitting a suit, or the

bringing of an action at law which may be sustained.

Active, (ak'tiv) a. Having the power or quality of act

ing; communicating action or motion—opposed to

passive;—constantly engaged in action; hence, ener

getic; diligent; busy ;—producing real effects—oppos

ed to speculative;—expressing the transition or passing

of an action from an agent to an object, as certain

verbs do; transitive.

Actively, (ak'tiv-lc) adv. In an active manner; nimbly.

Activity, (ak-tivVte) n. Quality of being active;

nlmbleness; agility.

Actor, (akt'er) n. One who acts ; especially, one who

represents characters on the Btage.

Actress, (akt'res) n. A female who acts or represents

characters on the stage.

Actual, (akt'u-al) a. [L. actualis.] ExUtingin act, and

truly and absolutely so; opposed to potential, possible,

virtual, or Uteorelical /—existing at the present time ;

present.

Actuality, (akt-u-al'e-te) n. The state of being actual.

Actualize, (akt'u-al-iz) v. t. To mako actual.

Actually, (akt'u-al-le) adv. In act or fact ; really ; verily;

truly.

Actuary, (akt'ii-a-re) n. A registrar or clerk;—the

manager of a joint-stock company, particularly of an

insurance company.

Actuate, (akt'u-at) v.t To put into action; to move

or incite to action :—imp. & pp. actuated ; ppr. ac

tuating, [points ; pointed.

Aculeate, (a-kule-at) a. Having prickles, or sharp

Acumen, (a-ku'men) n. [L. acuere, to sharpen.] Quick

ness of perception or discernment; penetration of

mind ; the faculty of nice discrimination.

Acuminate, (a-ku'inin-ut) v. t. To render sharp or keen;

—v. i. To end in, or come to, a sharp point.

Aoumination, (a-ku-min-a'shun) n. A sharpening ;

termination in a sharp point.

Acupuncture, (ak-u-pungk'tur) n. [L. acus, a needle,

and punctura, a pricking. ] The introduction of

needles into the living tissues for remedial purposes.

Acute, (a-kutf) a. Sharp at the end ; pointed—opposed

to blunt or obtuse;—having nice

discernment ; penetrating;

shrewd — opposed to dull or

stupid;—high, or shrill, in re

spect to some other sound—op- Acute angle,

posed to grave or low;—attended with symptoms of

some degree of severity, and coming speedily to a

crisis—opposed to chronic. [angles.

Aoute-angled, (a-kut'ang-gld) a. Having sharp or acute

Acutely, (a-kiit'le) adv. Sharply; slirewdly ; keenly.

Acuteness. (a-kut'nes) n. Sharpness of intellect

Adage, (ad'aj) n. [L. adagium, from adigere, to ad

duce ; ad and agere, to lead, da] A saying which has

obtained credit by long use.

Adagio, (ad-ii'je-6) a. [It] Slow; moving slowly,

leisurely, and gracefully. When repeated, it directs

the movement to be very slow.

Adagio, (ad-fl'je-6) n. A piece of music in adagio time.

Adamant, (ad'a-mant) n. [G. adamas, from a priv.

and daman, to tame, subdue.] A stone imagined by

some to be of impenetrable hardness ; a name given

to the diamond and other substances of extreme

hardness ;—loadstone. [qualities of, adamant

Adamantine, (ad-a-mant'in) a. Made of, or having the

Adamio, (ad'am-ik) a. Pertaining to Adam.

Adam's-apple, (ad'amz-ap'pl) n. A species of citron ;—

the projection formed by the thyroid cartilage in the

neck. [one of the largest of trees.

Adansonia, (ad-an-so'ne-a)n. The African calabash-tree,

Adapt (a-daptO r. t. [L. adaptare, from ad and aptare,

to fit.] To make fit, or suitable:—imp. & pp. adapted;

ppr. adapting. [adaptable ; suitableness.

Adaptability, (a-dapt-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

Adaptable, (a-dapt'a-bl) a. Capable of being adapted.

Adaptation, (a-dap-tu'shim) n. The act of adapting, or

fitting ; or the state of being adapted or fitted ; fitness.

Adapter, (a-dapt'er) n. One who adapts;—a vessel with

two necks placed between a retort and a receiver;

an adopter.

Add, (ad) v. t. [L. addere, from ad and dare, to give.]

To join or unite, as one thing or sum to another, or

so as to form into one aggregate :—imp. <t pp. added ;

ppr. adding. [an appendix:—pi. Addenda,

Addendum, (ad-den'dum) n. [il] A thing to be added ;

Adder, (ad'er) n. [A.-S. cetter, nadre, Go. 7iattrs, I*.

natrix, from nare, to swim.] A

venomous serpent ; a viper.

Adder's-wort, (ad'erz-wert)

Snakeweed, so named from its 'jl

supposed virtue in curing the

bite of serpents. ['

Addict, (ad-dikt')v.f. [L. addictus,

pp. of addicere, toadjuge, devote;

from ad and dicere, to say.] To

apply habitually ; to devote ; to accustom ; to habitu

ate:—imp. & pp. addicted; ppr. addicting.

Addictedness, (ad-dikfed-nes) n. Devotednosa.

Addition, (ad-dish'un) n. The act of adding two or

more things together;—any thing added ; increase;—

the branch of arithmetic which, treats of adding

numbers.

Additional, (ad-dish'un-al) a. Added ; something more.

Additionally, (ad-dish'un-al-le) adv. By way of ad

dition.

Addle, (ad'dl) a. [A.-S. axil, sick, diseased; adlian,

aidlian, to be sick.] Having lost the power of de

velopment, by becoming diseased ; putrid ; corrupt ;

unfruitful or barren.

Addle, (ad'dl) v. (. To make corrupt

Address, (rul-dres') v. t. [L. directus, pp. otdirigere, to

direct] To direct words or discourse to; to apply

to by words, as by a speech, or the like ;—to direct in

writing, as a letter;—to court:—imp. &2yP- addressed;

ppr. addressing.

Address, (ad-dreV) n. A formal application, speech,

petition, or the like ;—manner of speaking to another ;

—attention in the way of courtship ;—skill ; dexterity ;

—direction of a letter, or the title, and plaoe of resi

dence of the person addressed.

Adduce, (ad-duV) v. t. [L. adducere, to lead or bring

to ; ad and ducere, to lead.] To bring forward, present,

or offer ; to bring forward by way of proof: —imp, &

pp. adduced ; ppr. adducing.

Adducent, (ad-du'sent) a. Bringing forward.

Adducible, (ad-du'se-bl) a. Capable of being adduced.

Adduction, (ad-duk'shun) n. Act of bringing forward.

 

Adder.
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Adductor. (ad-dukt>r) n. A muscle which draws one

put of the body toward another.

Adenography, (ad-en-ogfra-fe) n. [G. adVn and orapAo.)

That part of anatomy which treats of the glands.

Adept, (a-depf) «. One well skilled in any art.

Adept, (%-dept') a. [L. adeptus, pp. of adipisri, to

arrive at, to obtain.] Well skilled; skilful; completely

versed or acquainted.

Adequate, (adVkwat) a. [L. adaquatm, pp. of ada-

quart, to make equal to] Equal, proportionate!, or

correspondent; fully sufficient. [ciently ; fitly.

Adequately, (ad'e-kwat-le) adv. In proportion ; sufti-

Adhere, (ad-herO ».i. fL. axUuerere, from ad and hwrere,

to stick.] To stick fast or cleave, as a glutinous

substance does ; to become Joined or united ;—to hold,

be attached, or devoted :—imp. & pp. adhered ; ppr.

sdktruig. [ing ;—steady attachment ; adhesion.

Adherence, (ad-heVens) n. Quality or state of adher-

Aaaerent, (ad-her'ent) a. United with or to ; sticking.

Adherent, (ad-heVent) n. One who cleaves to, or sup

ports some person or cause. [ner.

Adherently, (ad-h£r'ent-le) adv. In an adherent man-

Adhesion, (ad-hi'zlmn) n. The force with which dis

tinct bodies adhere when their surfaces are brought

into contact.

Adhesive, (ad-he'aiv) a. Sticky : tenacious.

AdhesiTely, (ad-h&'siv-le) adv. In an adhesive manner.

Adhesiveness, (ad-hCaiv-nes) n. The quality of stick

ing or adhering,

Adhartatory, (ad-hor'ta-to-re) a. [L. adhortari, to ad

vise; from ad and hortari.] Containing counsel or

warning. [farewell.

Adiett, (a-du') adv. rF. d Dieu, to God.] Good-by ;

Adieu, (»-du') n. A farewell ; commendation to the care

of God.

Adipocere, (ad-e-po-a^r') n. [F. adipocire, from L.

*&?*, soft fat, and ctra, wax.] A soft, waxy sub

stance, into which the fibre of dead animal bodies is

changed by immersion in water or spirit

Adipose, (ad'e-poz) a. II* adiporus, from adtps, fat]

Pertaining to, or consisting of, animal fat ; fatty.

Adit, (adit) «. [L. aditus, entrance, from adire, to

P to ) A horizontal or inclined entrance into a mine;

s drift ;—passage ; approach ; access.

Adjacency, (ad-ja'sen-ee) n. [L. adjacert, to lie near ;

fttua ad and jacere.] State of being adjacent or con-

tigaoas. [tiguous, but not actually touching.

Adjseemt, (ad-ja'swnt) a. Lying near, close, or con-

Ad;ectiTe, (ad'jek-tiv) n. [L. adjictivum, from attjicere,

to add to, from ad and jaeere, to throw.] A word

used with a noun or substantive, to describe, specify,

Jiaut, or define it, or to denote some property of it.

AdjecuTely, (ad'jek-tiv-le) odr. In the manner of an

*4j«uve.

Adjoia, (ad-join') v. t. [F. adjtrindre, L. adjiingert, to

J«ato.] To join or nnite to;—v. i. To be contiguous

or next; to be in contact or very near:—imp. <!t pp.

cdjaiaed; jpr. adjoining.

Adjourn, (ad-jura') v. t. [F. ajaurner, from Jour, day ;

L diamaj, belonging to the day.] To put off or

defar to another day, or indefinitely ;— r. t. To sus-

pssd business for a time ; to close the session of a pub-

He bedy:—im/>. & pp. adjourned; ppr. adjourning.

Adjtarnmeot, (ad-jurn'ment) n. The putting off to

*«:« specified day, or without day;—the interval dur

ing which a public body defers business.

*4pdft, (ad-juj') v.t. [F. adjuger, L. adjudicare,

tnxnai and judiearc, to judge.] To award or de-

°» judicially or by authority ;—to sentence ; to con

demn:—imp. & pp. adjudged; ppr. adjudging.

Adjudicate, (ad-joo'do-kat) r. (. [L. adjudicare, to ad-

jiidra ; from ad and judicart.) To try and deter

mine, as a court :—imp. & pp. adjudicated ; pjrr. ad-

Adjndieation, (ad-joo-de-ka'ahun) n. Act of adjudicat-

*H \—* j uciicial sentence, j udgnient, or decision.

 

Adjutant.

Adjudicator, (ad-joo'de-ka-ter) n. One who determines

or adjudicates.

Adjunct, (ad-jungkV) n. [h. adjunctut, pp. of ad-

juiitjere, to unite.] Something joined to another thing,

but not an essential part of it ; an apjwndage.

Adjunct, (ad-jungkf) a. Added or muted.

Adjunction, (ad-jungk'shun) ». The act of joining.

Adjunctive, (ad-jungk'tiv) a. Having the quality of

joining.

Adjuration, (ad-jdo-ru'shun) n. Act of adjuring ; a

Bolemn charging on oath, or under penalty of a curse ;

—the form of oath-

Adjure, (ad-joor') v. t. [h. ad/nrare, to swear to, from

ad and ju rare, to swear.] To cliarge, bind, or entreat,

as if under oath, or the penalty of a curse ;—imp. 4: pp.

adjured; pj/r. adjuring.

Adjuat, (ad-jusf) v. t. [L. adjustare, from ad and

Justus, just, right] To make exact or conformable ;—

to reduce to order ;—to set right :—imp. & pp. adjust

ed; ppr. adjusting.

Adjustable, (ad-juat'a-bl) a. Capable of being adjusted.

Adjuster, (ad-just'er) n. One who, or that which, ad

justs, [or due conformity ; arrangement; settlement

Adjustment, (ad-just'ment) n. Act of reducing to order

Adjutanoy, (ad'joo-tan-se) n. The ofllce of an adjutjtnt.

Adjutant, (ad'joo-tant) n. An officer who assists the

superior officers in the execution of

orders, conducting correspondence,

&c- ;—a very large species of stork,

a native of India.

Admeasure, (ad-mezh'ur) v. t. [L. ad

and nitnturart, to measure.] To tike

the dimensions, size, or capacity of; \

—to apportion:—imp. h pp. admeas

ured ; ppr. admeasuring. ,

Admeasurement, (ad-mezh'ur-ment) n.

Act or process of ascertaining the di

mensions of any thing ;—the dimensions ascertained.

Admeasurer, (ad-mezh'ur-er) n. One who admeasures.

Admensuration,(ad-men-8Ui'-{Vshuit)n. Admeasurement.

Administer, (ad-min'is-ter) v.t. [L. ad and minutrare,

to attend on ; from minister, servant.] To manage

or conduct, as public affairs ;—to dispense, as justice :

to tender, as an oath ;—to Bettle, as the estate of one

who dies without a will;—v.i. To contribute; to bring

aid or supplies;—to perform the office of adminis

trator :—imp. tfc pp. administered ; ppr. administering.

AUministerial, (ad-min-is-to're-al) a. Pertaining to

a/1 ministration, or to the executive part of government

Administrate, (ad-min'e-str.U) v. t. To administer.

Administration, (ad-min-is-tr<Yshun) n. The act of

administering ;—the executive part of the government;

—dispensation; distribution; — management of the

estate of an intestate, or of a testator having no

competent executor.

Administrative, (ad-niin'ia-trat-iv) a. Administering;

that by which a thing is administered.

Administrator, (ad-niin-is-tnlt'er) it. Ono who adminis

ters, or who directs, manages, or dispense* laws and

rights. [of administrator.

Administratorship, (ad-min-is-trafer-ship) n. Office

Administratrix, (ad-min-is-trat'riks) n. A woman who

administers.

Admirable, (ad'me-ra-bl) a. Worthy of admiration.

Admirably, (ad'me-ra-ble) a<it*. In an admirable manner.

Admiral, (ad'me-ral) n. [A. amtr-al-bdhr, commander of

the sea.] A naval officer of the highest rank.

Adtniralahip, (ad'iue-ral-ship) n. The office of an

admiraL

Admiralty, (ad'me-ral-to) v. The body of officers ap

pointed for the management of naval affairs ;—the

building where the lords of the admiralty transact

business.

Admiration, (ad-me-ra'shun) n. Wonder; wonder

mingled with pleasing emotions, as esteem, love, or

veneration.
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Admire, (ad-mTr/) v.t. [L. admirari, from ad and

mirari, to wonder.] To regard with wonder mingled

with approbation, esteem, or affection ;—to estimate

or prize highly;—<'.£. To wonder; to marvel:—imp.

<fc pn. admired; ppr. admiring.

Admirer, (ad-mir'er) n. Ono who admires ; a lover.

Admissibility, (ad-mifl-se-bil'e-te) n. The quality of

being admissible. [being admitted.

Admissible, (ad-mis'se-bl) a. Capable or worthy of

Admission, (ad-raish'un) «. Act of admitting;—power

or permission to enter ; access;—the granting of an

argument not fully proved.

Admit, (ad-mi t*) v.t. [L. admittere, from ad and mittere,

to send.] To grant entrance to, whether into a place,

or into the mind;—to receive as true:—imp. & pp.

admitted; ppr. admitting.

Admittance, (ad-mifana) tu Act of admitting;—per

mission to enter;—act of giving possession of a copy

hold estate.

Admix, (ad-miles') v.t To mingle with something else

Admixtion, (ad-mikst'yun) n. [L. admixtio.] A ming

ling of bodies; a union by mixing different substances

together.

Admixture, (ad-mikst'ur) n. A mixing ;—what is mixed.

Admonish, (ad-raonish) v.t. [L. udmonere, admoni-

turn, from ad and monere, to remind, warn.] To re

prove gently, or with mildness;—to counsel against

wrong practices ;—to instruct or direct :—imp. & pp.

admonished; ppr. admonishing.

Admonisher, (ad-mon'ish-rr) n. A reprover.

Admonition, (ad-mo-nish'un) n. Gentle or friendly re

proof or counsel ; advice.

Admonitor, (ad-mon'e-ter) n. One who admonishes.

Adnaacent, (ad-nas'ent) a, [L. adnascais, ppr. of arf-

naxci, adnatu*, to grow to or on.] Growing to or on

something else. [labour; difficulty.

Ado, (a-do<y) n. [Prefix er, to do.] Bustle; trouble:

Adolescence, (ad-o-les'ens) n. Youth; the period of

life between childhood and manhood.

Adolescent, (ad-o-les'ent) a. [L. adotescens, ppr. of

adoleacere, to grow up to.] Growing; advancing from

childhood to manhood.

Adopt, (a-dopf) t\ (. [L. adopter?, from ad and aptare,

to choose.] To receive the child of another and treat

it as one's own ; to choose or select :—imp. & pp.

adopted ; ppr. adopting.

Adopter, (a-dopt'sr) n. One who adopts.

Adoption, (a-dop'shun) n. The act of adopting, or

state of being adopted ;—the receiving as one's own

what is new or not natural

Adorable, (a-dor'a-bl) a. Worthy of adoration.

Adorableneia, (a-dorVbl-nes) n. The quality of being

adorablo.

Aaorably, (a-dorVble) adv. With adoration or worship.

Adoration, (ad-o-ra'shun) n. Worship paid to the

Divine Being ;—homage paid to one in high esteem.

Adore, (a-dor') v. t. [L. udorare, from ad and orarc,

to speak, pray, from os, oris, mouth.] To worship

with profound reverence;—to love in the highest

degree :—imp. &pp. adored ; ppr. adoring.

Adorer, (a-dor*er) n. A worshipper; a lover.

Adorn, (a-dorn') v. (. [L. adornare, from ad and ornart,

to furnish, embellish.] To render beautiful; to deco

rate :—imp. & pp. adorned ; ppr, adorning.

Adornment, (a- dorn 'ment) n, Ornament ; embell

ishment.

Adosculation, (ad-os-ku-liVshun) n. [L. ad and oKulari,

to kiss.] The impregnation of plants;—a species of

budding or ingrafting.

Adown, (a-doun') prep. Down ; toward the ground.

Adrift, (a-driff) a. or adv. Floating at random ; at

large.

Adroit, (a-droif) a. [F. d droit, to the right.] Pos

sessing or exercising skill or dexterity; ready in in

vention or execution.

Adroitly, (a-droit'le) adv. In an adroit manner.

Adroitnese, (a-droit'nes) n. Dexterity; readiness of

body or mind.

Adry, (a-drT) a. Thirsty ; in want of drink.

Adscititious, (ad-se-tish'ue) a. (From L. ad*ciscere,

ascwcfre, to take knowingly.] Taken as supplemental ;

added , additional.

Adulation, (ad-u-lit'shun) n. [L. adulatio, from adu-

lari, to Hatter. J Servile flattery: sycophancy.

Adulatory, (ad'ii-la-to-re) «. Flattering to excess.

Adult, (a-dulf) a. [L. adult us, pp. of adolescere.]

Having arrived at mature year*, or to full siae and

strength.

Adult, (a-dulf) n. A person grown to maturity.

Adulterant, (a-dul'ter-ant) n. A person or thing that

adulterates.

Adulterate, (a-dul'ter-St) v. t [L. adulterare, from

adulter, adulterer, unchaste; ad and alter, other.]

To debase or corrupt or make impure by admixture of

baser materials:—imp. ii, pp. adulterated; ppr. adul

terating, [debased ; corrupted.

Adulterate, (a-dul'tpr-at) a. Tainted with adultery ;—

Adulteration, (a-dul-ter-a'shun) n. Act of adulterat

ing, or state of Iwing adulterated.

Adulterer, (a-duTtor-er) n. [L. adulter.} A man who is

guilty of adultery. [mitted adultery.

Adulteress, (a-dul'trr-es) n. A woman who has com-

Adulterine, (a-dul'ter-in) n, A child born in adultery.

Adulterous, (a-dul'ter-us) a. Pertaining to, or guilty of,

adultery. [vow or marriage-bed.

Adultery, (a-dul'ter-e) n. A violation of the marriage

Adultness, (a-dnlfnes) n. The state of being an adult.

Adumbrant, (ad-um'brant) a. Giving a faint shadow.

Adumbrate, (ad-um'brrit) v.t. [L. aduuibrare, from ad

and umbra, shade.] To shadow faintly forth; to typify.

Adumbration,.(ad-um-bru'shun) n. The act of shadow

ing forth ;—a faint resemblance.

Adust, (a-dusf) a. [L. adustus, pp. of adurere.} Burnt

or scorched ; hot and fiery ;—looking as if burnt or

scorched.

Advance, (ad-vans') r. t. [Old F. advancer, or avancer, to

advance.] To bring forward;—to raise to a highor

rank; —to offer or propose;—to supply l-efore-hand;

to pay for others ;— r. i. To move or go forward ;—

to improve ;—to rise in rank, office, or consequence :—

imp. & pp. advanced; ppr. advancing.

Advance, (ad-vans') n. Act of moving forward ; ap

proach : — improvement or progression, physically,

mentally, morally, or socially ;—additional price or

profit;—a furnishing of something before an equival

ent is received. [in time, as, an adi'ancf-gw.isd.

Advance, (ad-vans') a. Before in place, or beforehand

Advancement, (ad-vans'ment) n. Act of advancing or

state of being advanced ; progression; improvement;

promotion:—payment of money in advance.

Advancer, (ad-vans'er) n. One who advances.

Advantage, (ad-vant'aj) iu [F. avantaae, advantage.]

Any state or means favourable to some desired end;—

superiority of state, or that which gives it; benefit;

gain ; profit.

Advantage, (ad-vanfaj) v.t To benefit ; to i>romote ;—

imp. it pp. advantaged ; ppr. advantaging.

Advantageous, (ad-van-t>lj'us) a. Being of advantage;

furnishing opportunity to gain benefit; gainful; pro

fitable; useful; beneficial [tageous manner.

Advantageously, (ad-van-taj'us-le) adv. In an advau-

Advent, (ad'vent) n. [L. advent wa, from advenire, to

come.] A coming ; approach: specifically, the first

or the second coining of Christ;—a season including

the four Sundays before Christmas.

Adventitious, (ad-ven-tish'u.s) a. [L. adventitiuit, not

essential ; foreign.] Added cxtrinsical.lv ; not essential

ly inherent; accidental; casual;—out of the proper

or usual place. [titious manner.

Adventitiously, (ad-ven-tish'us-le) adv. In an adven-

Adventual, (ad-vent u-al) a. Pertaining to the season

of advent.
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Adventure, (ad-venfur) n. fL. adventura, from L.

advenir*, future p. adrenturut, to arrive.] Th.it of

which one has no direction ; riik ; chance;—an enter

prise of hazard; a bold undertaking; — a striking

fctent

Adventure, (ad-vent'ur) v.t. To put at hazard; to

risk;—v. i. To try the chances; to daxe :—imp. li

pp. adventured ; ppr. adventuring.

Adventurer. (ad-vent'ur-cr) n. One who adventures ;

one who relies for success on his boldness or good

fortune.

Adventuress, (ad-vent'ur-ea) tu A female adventurer.

Adventuresome, (.id-vent'ur-sum) a. Incurring hazard ;

bold ; venturesome.

Adventurous, (ad-vent'ur-us) a. Inclined to adven

ture ; bold to encounter danger ; daring ; courageous ;

enterprising.

Adverb, (ad'vrrb) n. [L. adverbium, from ad and

V't^tu, word] A word used to modify the sense of a

verb, participle, adjective, or other adverb, and

usually placed near it. [verb.

Adverbial, (ad-verl/e-al) a. . Relating to or like an ad-

Adverury, (ad'v£r-sar-e) n. [L. adversarius, turned

toward.] One who is hostile or opposed ; an enemy.

Adversative, (ad-v5rs'a-tiv)a. Expressing contrariety,

opposition, or antithesis between two coimected pro

positions.

Adverse, (ad*ver*) a. [Tj. adversu*, pp. of adrertere.]

Acting in a contrary direction; conflicting;—oppos

ing desire ; unfortunate ; calamitous.

Adversely, (ad'vera-le) adv. With opposition; un

it-na oAteJy.

Adversity, (ad-veiVit-e) n. Adverse circumstances ;

tventa attended with severe trials or misfortunes.

Advert, (ad-vert) r.i. fL. adrtricrt, from ad and

verterv, to turn.] To turn the mind or attention;—

iRs. it pp. adverted ; ppr. adverting1.

Advertence, (ad-vert'ens) n. Attention ; notice ; regard.

Advertent, (ad-vert ent) a. Attentive; heedful.

Advertise, (ad-ver-tiz ) v. t. or i. [From L. adrertere]

To give notice or intelligence to ; to inform or apprise ;

—to make known through the press ;—imp. h pp.

advertised; ppr. advertising.

Advertisement. (ad-ver'tiz-ment) n. Information ;—

pabbc notice through the press.

Advertiser, (ad-ver-tiz'er) n. One who advertises.

Advice, (ad-vis1) n. [F. axis, advice.] An opinion

rect-rtmended or offered ; counsel ; suggestion ;—infor-

SAtitin as to the state of an affair or affairs ; notice ;

iiit«Uifence. [done ; expedient.

Advisable, (ad-vizVol) a. Fit to he advised or to be

Advissv&lesess, (jwl-viz'a-bl-ned) n. Fitness to bo done ;

nmtaw ; propriety ; expediency.

Advisably, (ad-viz'a-ble) adv. With advice ; wisely.

Advise, (ad-viz") v.t. [L. advi&are.] To give advice to;

to cf-an*el ;—to give information to; to apprise; to

inform ;—t. i. To deliberate ; to weigh well, or con

sider:—itup <fr pp. advised; p'pr. advising.

Advisedly, (ad-viz'ed-le) adv. With full knowledge.

Advisedness, (ad-viz'ed-nes) n. Deliberate consideration.

Advisement, (ad-viz'ment) n. Counsel; deliberation.

Adviser, (ad-viz'er) n. One who gives advice; a coun

selor.

Advisory, (ad-vi'zo-re) a. Having power to advise.

Advocacy, (ad■ vo-ka-sc) n. Act of pleading for or sup-

portin^; vindication ; defence; intercession.

Advocate, (ad'vo-kat) n. One who pleads any cause;

nect/eaitjf, before any tribunal or judicial court

Advocate, (ad'vo-kat) v.t. fL. advocatus, pp. of advo-

cart, to call to, from ad and vocare, to call.] To plead

in fsTour of ; to maintain by argument:—imp. & pp.

advocated; par. advocating.

Advocation. (ad-vd-kAshuu) n. Act of pleading.

Advowee, fad-van-O n. [F. oAvout, avmU.} One

who has the right of presenting to a benefice.

Advireraoa, (ad-vou'zun) n. The right of presenting

 

or nominating to a vacant benefice or living in the

church, [the vital powers ; weak ; feeble.

Adynamic, (a-de-nam'ik) a. Pertaining to debility of

Adytum, (a-di'tum) n. [L.] A secret apartment in

ancient temples whence oracles were given.

Adze, (adz) n. A carpenter's tool for chipping, formed

with a thin arching blade, and

its edge at right angles to the

handle.

.ffidilc, (C'dll) 7». [L. adilis, from

tides, temple.] An officer in an

cient Rome who had the care of Adie.

the public buildings, streets, public spectacles, dro.

JEgilops, (e'je-lops) n. [G. aiaitops, from aix, goat, and

dps, eye.] An abscess in the corner of the eye.

JEgis, (e'jis) n. [G. aigis.] A shield or defensive

armour, hence, any thing that protects.

JEolian, (5-6'le-an) a. Pertaining to JEoUa;—pertaining

to .Solus, the god of the winds; hence, pertaining to,

or produced by, the wind.

Aerate, (ii'er-at) v. t. [L. a«*, G. air, air.] To com

bine with carbonic acid;—to supply with common air:

—imp. dr pp. aerated ; ppr. aerating.

Aeration, (&-er-a'shun) n. Act of combining with car

bonic acid ;—the process of respiration ; arterializa-

tion ;—exposure of soil to the free action of the air.

Aerial, (a-u're-al) «. Pertaining to the air, or atmos

phere ;—consisting of air ;—produced by air ;—having

its place in the air; high; lofty;—growing, forming,

or existing in the air.

Aerie, (e'ro) n. [L. aeria, from L. area, an open space,

a fowling floor; for birds of prey like to build their

nests on flat and open spaces on the top of high

rocks.] The nest of an eagle, hawk, or other bird

of prey.

Aenferous, (a-er-ifer-us) a. [L. aer, air, and ferre,

to carry.] Conveying or containing air.

Aeriform, (a'er-e-form) a. Having the form of, or

similarity to, air, as gas.

Aerify, (a'er-o-fi)i'.fc [L. aer, air, and facere, to mako.]

To change into an aeriform state.

Aerography, (n-er-ogra-fe) n. [G. ner, air, and $ra-

phein, to write.] A description of the air.

Aerolite, (ii'c.r-6-lit) iu [G. aer, air, and lilhos, stone.]

A stone falling from tho air or upper regions ; a

meteoric stone. [aerology.

Aerologist, (a-er-ol'o-jist) «. One who is versed in

Aerology, (a-er-ol'o-je) n. [G. aer, air, and lot/at, dis

course.] That science which treats of the air and its

phenomena.

Aeromancy, (a'er-6-man-8e)n. [G. aeY,air,and«i(7?ifci'rt,

prophesying.] Divination by means of the air and

winds.

Aerometer, (.1-er-om'e-ter) n. [G. air, air, and metron,

me.osurc.] An instrument for measuring the weight

or density of air and gases.

Aerometry, (a-c.r-om'e-tre) n. Tlie art or science of

ascertaining tho mean bulk of air and gases.

Aeronaut, (a'?r-o-nawt) n. [G. aer, air, and nautSst

sailor.] An aerial navigator; a balloonist

Aeronautic, (a-fjr-O-nawt'ik) a. Portiining to aero

nautics, [or art of sailing in the air.

Aeronautics, (a-er-5-nawt'iks) n. sing. The science

Aerophyte, (a-er'o-fit) n. [G. aer, air, and pkuton,

plant.] A plant deriving its support from tho air

exclusively.

Aeroscopy, (a-er-osTco-pe) n. [G. from air, air, and

slopia, a looking out] The observation of the at

mosphere.

Aerostat, (a'er-o-stat) n. [G. air, air, and states,

standing.] A name given to air balloons.

Aerostatic, (:Vcr-6-stat'ik) a. Pertaining to the art of

aerial navigation.

Aerostatics, (ii-cr-o-stat'iks) n. *ino\ The science that

treats of the equilibrium of elastic fluids, or of bodic*

sustained in them ; the science of aerial navigation.
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Aerostation, (a-er-oa-LYshun) n. Aerial navigation.

JEruginoua, (5-ru'jin-us) a. [L. itruginosi'*, from

aruf/o, copper-runt.] Pertaining to copper-rust.

Esthetic, (es-thet'ik) a. Pertaining to the perception

of the beautiful.

.Esthetic*, (es-thet'iks) n. sing. [G. aisthanesthai , to

perceive.] The science of the beautiful in nature and

art.

JEtiology, (e-tc-ol'o-je) n. [G. aitiologia, from aitia,

cause, aud logos, description.] That philosophy, or

science, which is concerned with the causes or reasons

of phenomena.

Afar, (a-farO adv. At a great distance : remoto.

Affability, (af-fa-bil'e-te) n. The quality of being

affable ; readiness to converse ; ease of access.

Affable, (affa-bl) a, [L. ajfabilut, from ad and fan,

to speak.] Ready to converse ; easy of access.

Affably, (affa-ble) adv. In an affable manner.

Affair, (af-far') n. [From L. ad and facere, to make.]

Business of any kind ; public business ;—an engage

ment of troops.

Affect, (af-fokf) v. t. [L. offtctare, to strive after,

from ad and facere, to make. ] To act upon ; to pro

duce a change in;—to influence; to incline:—to aim at;

to covet;—to imitate in a manner not natural; to

put on a pretence of:—imp. & pp. affected; ppr.

affecting.

Affectation, (af-fek-ta'shun) n. Assumption of what is

not natural ; artificial appearance ; pretence.

Affected, (af-fekt'ed) a. Assuming or pretending to

possess what is not natural or real ;—not natural.

Affectedly, (af-fekt'ed-lo) adv. In an affected manner.

Affectedness, (af-fekt'ed-nes) n. The quality of being

affected; affectation. [practises affectation.

Affecter, (af-fekt'gr) n. One that affects; one that

Affecting, (af-fekt'ing) a. Having power to excite,

the passions; tending to move the affections; pa

thetic, [ner.

Affectingly, (af-fekt'ing-le) adv. In an affecting man-

Affection, (af-fek'shun) n. An attribute, quality, or

property, inseparable from its subject ;—a state of the

mind in which it is bent toward a particular object ;—

good-will ; tender attachment ;—disease ; as, a pul

monary affection. [proceeding from affection.

Affectionate, (af-fek'shun-at) a. Having great love ;—

Affectionately, (af-fek'shun-ftt-le) adv. With affec

tion ; tenderly.

Ailectioned, (af-fek'Bhund) a. Inclined : disposed.

Affective, (af-fek'tiv) a. Affecting or exciting emotion.

Affianoe, (af-fi'aus) n. [Old F., from L. fides, trust.]

Plighted faith; the marriage contract; — reliance;

confidence.

Affianoe, (af-fi'ans) v. t. To betroth ; to pledge one's

faith in marriage ;—to give confidence to ; to trust :—

imp. & pp. affianced ; ppr. affiancing.

Affianoer, (af-fi'aus-gr) n. One who makes a con

tract of marriage between parties.

Affiant, (af-fi'ant) n. One who makes an affidavit.

Affidavit, (af-fe-di'vit) n, [L. ad and jldts, an old law

term meaning he made oath.] A declaration or state

ment in writing, signed and made upon oath before an

authorized magistrate.

Affiliate, (af-fll'e-at) v. t [L. affiliate, from L. ad

and jUivt, son.] To adopt as a son ; to receive into

fellowship; to ally, &c :—imp. & pp. affiliated; ppr.

affiliating. [the same family or society.

Affiliation, (af-fii-e-a'shun) n. Adoption; association in

Affinage, (affln-ftj) n. A refining of metals.

Affinity, (af-fin'e-te) n. [L. affinitas, from affinis.)

Relationship by marriage ;—close agreement; connec

tion ;—that attraction which takes place between the

heterogeneous particles of bodies, and forms com

pounds ;—a relation dependent on resemblance in

structure, and making a species or group.

Affirm, (af-fgrm') v, t. [L. ajjlrmarc, from ad and

Jtrmare, to make firm.] To assert positively ; to aver;

to maintain as true ;—r. i. To make a solemn promise,

before an authorized tribunal, to tell the truth :—imp.

&. pp. affirmed ; ppr. affirming.

Affirmable, (af-ferm'a-bl) a. Capable of being affirmed.

Affirmance, (af-ferm'aus) n. Confirmation ; ratification.

Affirmant, (af-fcrm'aut) n. One who affirms or as

serts; s/xeijicaUy, one who solemnly affirms instead of

taking oath.

Affirmation, (af-ferm-a'shun) n. Act of declaring;—

that which is asserted; —ratification;—a solemn de

claration made by persons who decline taking an oath.

Affirmative, (af-fgrm'a-tiv) a. Affirming or asserting ;—

ratifying.

Affirmative, (af-fenn'a-tiv) n. A word expressing assent,

as yes;—an affirmative proposition;—that side of a

question which maintains—opposed to negative.

Affirmatively, (af-ferm'a-tiv-le) adv. In an affirmative

manner; positively.

Affirmer, (af-fcrm'er) n. One who affirms or declares.

Affix, (af-fiks') r. t. [L. ajjixus, pp. of af,igtre, to fasten

to.] To add at the close:—to attach, or connect ;—to

fasten in any manner :—imp. and pp. affixed ; ppr.

affixing. [end of a word.

Affix, (affiks) n. A syllable or letter joined to the

Affixion, (af-fik'shun) n. Act of affixing; annexation ;

addition. [annexed.

Affixture, (af-fiks'tur) n. That which is affixed or

Afflation, (af-fla'shun) n. [L. ajjlare, from ad and flare,

to blow or breathe.] A blowing or breathing on.

Afflatus, (af-fla'tus) n. A breath of wind ;—communica

tion of divine knowledge ;—the inspiration of a poet.

Afflict, (af-fliktf) v. t. [L. afflietare, to disquiet.] To

strike down ; to overthrow ;—to give continued pain ;

to cause dejection or distress ;—imp. & pp. afflicted;

ppr. afflicting.

Affiicter, (af-flikt'er) n. One who afflicts or distressea.

Afflicting, (af-flikt'ing) p. a. Causing pain ; grievous;

distressing.

Affliction, (af-flilr/shun) n. Cause of continued pain of

body or mind, as sickness, losses, &c. ;—the state of

being afflicted ; a state of pain, distress, or grief.

Afflictive, (af-flikt'iv) a. Giving pain ; causing afflic

tion, [pain.

Afflictively. (af-flikt'iv-le) adv. In a manner to give

Affluence, (afflu-ens) n. [L. affiuere, from ad and

Jluere, to flow to.] Abundance of any thing, especially

riches.

Affluent, (afflfi-ent) a. Wealthy; plentiful; abundant

Affluent, (afflu-ent) n. A Bti'eam flowing into a river or

lake. [autly.

Affluently, (afflu-en t-le) adv. In abundance; abund-

Affluxion. (af-fluk'shuu) n. The act of flowing to ;—

that which flows to.

Afford, (af-fordO l'- '• [F- offerer, to bring to market,

L. afforare; ad and forum.] To yield or produce as

the natural result, fruit, or issue ;—to give, grant, or

confer;—to grant, or expend, without prejudice to

one'scircumstances :—imp. & pp. afforded ; ppr. afford-

Afforest, (af-for'est) r. t. To turn into a forest. [bag.

Affranchise, (af-fran'chiz) v. t. [F. affranchir, to make

free.] To make free ; to enfranchise.

Affray, (af-fra') n. [F. tffraycr, to frighten.] The

fighting in a public place, to the terror of others;—a

tumultuous assault or quarrel.

Affreight, (af-fraY) v.t. [F. affriter, to hire.] To

hire a ship, for the transportation of goods.

Affreighter, (af-frat'er) n. One who charters a ship

to convey goods.

Affright, (af-frif) r. (. [A.-S. afyrhtan.] To impress

with sudden fear:—imp. & pp. affrighted; ppr.

affrighting.

Affright, (af-frif) n. Sudden and great fear ; terror.

Affront, (af-frunt/) n. Any reproachful or contemptu

ous act or word exciting resentment.

Affront, (af-fruntO v.t. [From L. ad and frons, forehead,

front.] To offend by some manifestation of disrespect,
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to

ppr.

as by crowing a person's path in front, or seeking

oppose hu progress:—imp. & pp. affronted; p}

affronting.

Affronter, (af-frunt'er) n. One who affronts or insults.

Affrcntive, (af-fruntiv) a. Giving offence; abusive;

insulting.

Affuse, (af-fuV) t. f. [L. ajfundere, affvsum, from ad

and /under*, to pour.] To poor out ; to sprinkle.

Affusion, (af-fir'zhun) n. Act of pouring upon, or

sprinkling with, a liquid, as in baptism ; specifically,

pouring water on the body, as a remedy in disease.

Afield, (a-feldO adv. To, in, or on, the field.

Afire, (Br-fTrO a, or adv. On fire.

Afloat, (a-6oY) ocfv. In a floating state;—moving from

place to place ;—without guide or control.

I Afoot, (a-fouf) adv. On foot ; borne by the feet ;—in

action ; in a condition for, or of being planned for

Afsre, (a-for*) adv. or prep. Before. [action.

Aforegoing, (a-for/go~ing) a. Going before; previous.

Aforehand, (a-for'hand) adv. Beforehand ; before.

Aforementioned, (a-forrnen-shund) adv. Spoken of or

named before.

Aforethought, (a-for'thawt) a. Premeditated.

Aforetime, (a-f6Vtim) adv. In time past; formerly;

of old.

Afoul, (a-foulO a. or adv. Not free; entangled.

Afraid, (a-frad') a. Btruck witli fear or apprehension.

Afresh, (afresh') adv. Anew ; over again.

Afrit, (afrit) n. An evil genius in the Mohammedan

Afreat, (a-frunf) adv. In front. [mythology.

Aft, (aft) adv. or a. Astern, or toward the stern of a

ship cr boat.

After, (aft'cr)' prep. [A.-S. o*/f«*.] Behind in place;

—later in time;—in pursuit of;—in imitation of;—

according to the direction and influence of ;—concern

ing ; in relation to.

After, (aft'rr) adv. Subsequently in time or place.

After-ages, (aftgr-aj-ez) n. Later periods of time ; suc

ceeding ages.

After-birth, (aft'er-berth) n. The membrane inclosing

the fetus, and coming away after delivery. [crop.

After-crop, (affgr-krop) n. A second or subsequent

Afternoon, (aft'gr-noon) n. Time from noon to evening.

Afterpiece, (aft'gr-pes) n. A piece performed after a

pfcay. [of after an act ; later expedient.

After-thought, (aft'gr-thawt) w. Something thought

Afterwards, (affe.r-we.rds) adv. In latex or succeeding

time; subsequently.

Again, (a-gerr^ adv. [A.-S. dgSn, ongin; g£n, against]

Another time; once more;—in return; back.

Against, (a-genstf) prep. [A.-8, dffin.] Abreast of;

opposite to ;—in opposition to ;—in provision or pre

paration for.

Agape, (ag'a-pe) n. [G. agapi, love] A love-feast,

cr feast of charity, among the primitive Christians.

Agape. (a-gfapO adv. [Prefix a and gape.] Gaping, as

with wonder or expectation, having the mouth wide

open.

Agaric, (ajrVrik) n. [G. agarikmi, from Agara, a town

m Sarmatia.} A large family of fungi ; touchwood.

Agate, (agUt) n- [G- achates.] A precious stone,

^si-pellucid, quartz, variegated with colouring mat

ter, [agate.

Aradne, (ag'a-tin) a. Pertaining to, or resembling

Artrt, (a-giVe) n. [G. agaul, fern., of agavos, noble.]

Tt* A^nericaii aloe, or century plant

Age, (aj) n. fL. cetas, contracted from avilas, from

«rrxra. age. } Whole duration of a being ;—the latter

part of lite :—* certain period of life, marked by a

euTfexence of state ;—period when a person is enabled

by law to act for himself;—a particular period of time

in history; the people who live at that period—

hence, a generation.

Are / i i ) r i To grow old : to become aged. [age.

Sd. ti'te&i *> Advanced years;—having a certain

JJJbTt, (^e-J-lr> «*'•- Ukc mi aged person.

Agency, (a'jen-se) n. [L. agens.] Quality of acting or of

exerting power; the state of being in action; in

strumentality ;—office or duties of an agent, or factor.

Agent, (a'ient) n. A person or thing that exerts power,

or has the power to act; an actor;—one intrusted

with the business of another ; a substitute ; a deputy ;

a factor ;—an active power or cause. [agency.

Agent-ship, (a'jent-ahip) n. The office of an agent;

Agglomerate, (ag-glon/er-at) v. t. [h. ad and glower-

are, to form into a glomus, a ball of yarn.] To wind

into a ball ;—v. i. To collect into a mass :—imp. &

Pp. agglomerated; pp>: agglomerating.

Agglomeration, (ag-gloni-er-a'shun) n. Act of gather

ing, or state of being gathered, into a ball or mass.

Agglutinant, (ag-glu<yt in-ant) a. Uniting, as glue.

Agglutinant, (ag-glootin-ant) n. Any adhesive sub

stance.

Agglutinate, (ag-gl6<ytin-S.t) v. t. [L. agglvtinorc,

from ad and glutinare, to glue.] To unite with gluo

or other viscous substance :—imp. & pp. agglutin

ated; ppr. agglutinating.

Agglutination, (ag-gloo-tin-a'shun) n. Act of unit

ing, or state of being united.

Aggrandizable, (ag-gran-diz'a-bl) a. Capable of being

increased or enlarged.

Aggrandize, (ag'gran-diz) v. t. [L. ad arid grar.dis,

large.] To enlarge ;—to make great in power or hon

our :—imp. & pp. aggrandized ; ppr. aggrandizing.

Aggrandizement, (ag-gran-diz'ment) n. The act or

state of being made greater.

Aggravate, (ag'gra-vat) v. t. [L. aggravate, from ad

and gravis, heavy.] To make worse; to enhance;—■

to give an exaggerated representation of:—to pro

voke ; to tease :—imp. & pp. aggravated ; j>pr, aggra

vating.

Aggravation, (ag-gra-va'shun) n. Act of making worse ;

—that which aggravates;—exaggerated representa

tion ;—provocation.

Aggregate, (ag^gre-gat) v . t. [L. aggregate, to lead to

a herd or flock, from ad and grex, flock, herd.] To

bring together ; to collect into a sum or mass :—imp.

& pp. aggregated ; ppr. aggregating.

Aggregate, (ag'grS-gat) a. Formed by a collection of

particulars into a whole ;—united in one body corpo

rate, [particulars.

Aggregate, (ag'gre-gat) v. A sum, or assemblage of

Aggregation, (ag-grc-ga'shun) n. Act of aggregating, or

state of being aggregated.

Aggression, (ag-gresh'un)n. [L. aggressio, from aggredit

to approach.] First act of hostility or injury; first

act leading to war or controversy.

Aggressive, (ag-gres'iv) a. Tending to attack ; prone

to encroachment. [of being aggressive.

Aggressiveness, (ag-grcs'iv-nes) n. Quality or state

Aggressor, (ag-gres'er) n. The one who first makes an

aggression.

Aggrievance, (ag-greVans) n. Injury ; grievance.

Aggrieve, (ag-greV) v. t, [L. ad and gravis, heavy.]

To give pain or sorrow to ; to afflict ; to injure ; to vex :

—imp. & pp. aggrieved; ppr. aggrieving.

Aggroup, (ag-groop') v, t. To bring together; to group.

Aghast, (a-gastf) a. or adv. [A contraction of agaxed,

pp. of ayaze.] Struck with amazement; stupefied with

sudden fright or horror.

Agile, (aj'il) a. [L. a gills, from agtre, to act] Quick

of motion ; nimble.

Agility, (a-jil'e-te) n. Quality of being agile ; power

to move quickly ; quickness of motion.

Agio, (a'je-o) n. [It. agio.] Difference in value be

tween metallic and paper money, or between one sort

of metallic money and another ;—premium.

Agiotage, (a'je-ot-aj) n. Tho manoeuvres of speculators

with the funds; stock-jobbing.

Agistment, (a-jist'ment) n. [L. gistvm, abode, jacere, it

lie.] Tlie taking and feeding of other mens cattle

price p.ijl for Mich feeding.
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Agitate, (aj'it-at.) v. t. [L. agitarc, to put in motion.]

To move with violent action ;—to distract or excite ;—

to discuss with great earnestness.

Agitation, (aj-it-a'th'un) n. Act of agitating, or Btate

of being agitated;—perturbation of mind;—discussion.

Agitative, (aj'it-at-iv)a. Having power or tendency to

agitate.

Agitator, (aj'it-at-er) n. One who agitates ; a disturber.

Agnail, (ag'n&l) n. An inflammation round tho nail;

a whitlow. [the father's side.

Agnate, (ag'nat)rt. [L. agnatio.] Any male relation by

Agnate, (ag'n'it) a. Related on the father's side.

Agnation, (ag-na'shun) n. Relation by the father's side.

Ago, (a-g60 adv. or a. [Old E. agone.] Past ; gone ;

in time past.

Agog, (a-gog*) a. or adv. [Corrupted from a-going.]

Highly excited by eagerness after an object. [to go.

Agoing, (a-go'ing) ppr. In motion ; going ; ready

Agonism, (ag'o-nizm) n. Contention for a prize.

Agonist, (ag'o-nist) n. [G. agonist&s.] One who con

tends for the prize in public games.

Agonistic, (ag-6-nist'ik) a. Relating to prize-fighting,

or to any contests bodily or mental.

Agonize, (ag'O-niz) i\ i. [G. agonizein.] To writhe with

agony ; to suffer anguish ;—v. t. To distress with

great pain ; to torture :—imp. & pp. agonized ; ppr,

agonizing. [anguish.

Agonizingly, (ag-o-niz'ing-le) adv. With extreme

Agony, (ag^o-ne) n. [G. agdnia.] Pain that causes

writhing or contortions of the body ; extreme distress

<»f mind.

Agrarian, (a-gru're-an) n. [L. ograrius, from ager, a

field.] One who favours an equal division of property.

Agrarian, (a-gra're-an) a. Relating or tending to equal

division of lands.

Agrarianiam, (a-gra'ro-an-izm) n. Equal division of

land or property, or the principles of those who

favour such a division.

Agree, (a-gre') r. i. [L. ad and gratut, agreeable.] To

harmonize in opinion, statement, or action ;—to yield

assent ;—to come to terms ;—to resemble ;—to cor

respond in gender, number, or case;—imp. & pp.

agreed; ppr. agreeing. [able.

Agreeability, (a-grc-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being agree-

Agreeable, (a-gre'a-bl) a. Agreeing or suitable;—in

conformity or accordance; — pleasing to the mind or

senses ; willing or ready to consent.

Agreeableness, (a-gre'a-bl-nes) n. The quality of being

agreeable or suitable ; conformity.

Agreeably, (a-gre'a-ble) adv. In an agreeablo man

ner ; pleasingly ;—conformably.

Agreement, (a-grg'ment) n. A state of agreeing, or

being in harmony or resemblance ;—concord of one

word with another in gender, number, or case ;—

union in council or action ; a bargain or contract.

Agrestic, (a-grestik) a. [From L. agresti$; ager,

field.] Pertaining to the fields ; rural ; unpolished.

Agricultor, (ag're-kult-er) n. A farmer; a husbandman.

Agricultural, (ag-re-kuTtur-al) a. Relating to agricul

ture.

Agriculture, (ag're-kul-tur) n. [L. agricultura, from

ager, field, and cultura, cultivation.] The art or

science of cultivating the ground ; fanning—including

the preparation of the soil ; the planting of seeds, the

raising and harvesting of crops, &c.

Agriculturist, (ag-re-kul'tur-ist) w, Ono skilled in

agriculture ; a husbandman ; fanner.

Agrimony, (ag're-mun-e) n. [L. ogrimania, from G.

argema, a disease of the eye, which this plant was

supposed to euro.] A genus of plants ; liverwort.

Aground, (aground') adv. On the ground; stranded.

Ague, (a'gu) h. Chilliness; a state of shaking with

cold ;—an intermittent fever, attended by alternate

cold and hot fits. [ague; chilly.

Aguish, (i'gu-ish) a. Having the symptoms of au

An, (&) inter). An exclamation expressive of surprise,

pity, complaint, contempt, dislike, joy, exultation,

<tc. , according to the manner of utterance.

Aha, (,i-]i;V) intcrj. An exclamation expressing tri

umph, contempt, or simple surprise.

Ahead, (a-hed) adv. Farther forward; farther in

front or in advance ; onward. [lashed.

Ahull, (a-huT) adv. With the sails furled and the helm

Aid, (ad) v. t. [Ij. adjut-are, from ad and juvan, to

help.] To support, by furnishing strength, or means;

to relieve:—imp. & pp. aided; ppr. aiding. [helper.

Aid, (ad) ti. Help;—tho person or thing that aids; a

Aidance, (ad'ans) n. Aid ; assistance ; help.

Aid-de-camp, (ad'da-kang) «. [F. from aide, assistant,

and camp, camp.] An officer selected to assist tho

General in his military duties.

Aidless, (ad'les) a. Helpless; unsupported ; friendless.

Aiprette, or Egret, (a'gret) n. [F. aigrette.] Tho small

white heron ;—a tuft, as of feathers, diamonds, &c.

Ail, (al) v, t. [A.-8. eglan, to feel pain, egle, sharp.]

To affect with pain or uneasiness ; to trouble ;—v. i.

To feel pain : to be troubled :—imp. & pp. ailed ; ppr.

Ail, (ul) a. Disorder; indisposition ; pain. [ailirg.

Ailment, (al'ment) n. Morbid affection of the body;

disease.

Aim. (am) v.i. [L. a$limare, to estimate.] To point

with a missile weapon; to direct tho intention or

purpose ;—v. t. To direct or point, as a weapon ; to

direct to a particular object :—imp. & pp. aimed ;

ppr. aiming.

Aim, (am) n. The direction to a particular object,

with a view to strike or affect it, as of a sj)ear, a blow,

a discourse, or remark; — the point, intended to bo

hit, or object intended to be affected ;—purpose ; in

tention, [poselcss.

Aimless, (amies) a. Without aim or purpose ; pur-

Air, (lr) 71. [G. air, air.] The fluid which we breathe,

and which surrounds the earth :—a particular state of

the atmosphere, as respects heat, moisture, and the

like;—a light breeze;—a tune;—peculiar look, man

ner, or carriage of a person ;—pi. an affected manner.

Air, (ar) v. t. To expose to the air for the purpose of

cooling, refreshing, exhibiting, or purifying; to ven-

tilato;—to expose to heat, for the purpose of drying

or warming.

Air-bath, (ar/bath) n. An arrangement for drying sub

stances in air of any desired temperature.-

Air-bed, (ar'bed) n. A case of India-nibber cloth,

air-tight, and inflated through tubes closed by stop

cocks.

Air-bladder, faVblad-der) n. A peculiar organ in fishes,

containing air, by which they maintain their buoyancy.

Air-cells, (ar'selz) n. pi. Cells containing air.

Air-engine, (fir-en'jin) n. An engine put in motion by

heated air; called a caloric engine. [force of air.

Air-gun, (ur'gun) n. A gun discharged by the elastic

Air-hole, (ir'hOl) n. An opening to admit or discharge

air.

Airily, (aVe-le) adr. In an airy manner ; gayly; merrily.

Airiness, (ur/e-nes) n. Openness to the air ;—levity ;

gayety. [the open air.

Airing, (aVing) n. A short excursion or erposuro to

Air-pipe, (ur'pip) n. A pipe for drawing off air.

Air-plant, (ar'plant) n. A plant nourished by air only.

Air-pump, (ar'pump) n. A machine, variously con

structed, for exhausting the air

from a closed vessel.

Air-shaft, (ar'shaft) n. A passage

for air into a mine.

Air-tight, (iir'tit) a. So tight as

not to admit air.

Air-vessel, (ar'ves-sl) ». A ves

sel in plants or animals which I

contains air.

Airy, (ur'e) a. Having tho nature

or properties of air ;—exposed to Air-pump.

the air;—unsubstantial ;—full of levity.
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(D) «l rL. ala, wing.] The wing of a building ;

one of the lateral divisions of a Gothic church ;—a

passage in m church into which the pews open.

Ajar. (a-jarO ode. Partly open, as a door.

Akimbo, (a-kim'bd) a. With a crook ; bent.

Akia, (akin') a. Related by blood ;—allied by nature ;

partaking of the same properties.

Alabaster, (aJa-bas-ter) n. [G. alabastron.] A com

pact variety of sulphate of lime, or gypsum, usually

white and semi-pellucid.

Alack, (a-lak7) inttrj. An exclamation expressive of

sorrow. [press! ve of regret or sadness.

Alackaday, (a-lak'a-d£) intcrj. An exclamation ex-

Alacrity, (sv-lakre-te) n, [L. alacritas.] Cheerful readi

ness, [fashion.

(al-a-mooY) adv. According to the mode or

(sl-4-mW) v.. A thin, glossy, silk.

Alarm, (a-linn) m. [It. allarmt.] A summons to

arms;—any sound or information giving notice of

approaching danger;—sudden surprise with fear or

terror;—a contrivance for awaking persons from sleep.

Alarm, (a-Unn) v.t. To call to arms for defence ;—to

' fill with apprehension ; to disturb. [danger.

Alarm-bell, (a-larm'bel) n, A bell that gives notice of

Alarm-clock, (a-larm'klok) n. A clock made to ring

loadly at a particular hour.

Alarmingly, (a-Linn'ing-le) adv. So as to alarm.

Alarmist, (a-larm'ist) n. One who intentionally ex

cites alarm. [a particular hour.

Alarm-watch, (a-Iirm'woch) n. A watch that Btrikes at

Alas, (a-lasl intery, [From L. lassus.] An exclama

tion expressive of sorrow, pity, or apprehension of evil.

Alated, (a-lat'ed) a. [L. alatus,] winged.
Alb. (alb) ■<<. | L. albus, white.] An ecclesiastical

vestment of white linen, enveloping the entire person.

Atbata, 'il-i'Vti) n. German silver.

Albatross, (aTba-tros) n. [Corrupted from Sp. & Fg.

tUatraz.] A very large, web-

xboted aes-bird, found chiefly

In that Southern Ocean.

Albeit. (awl-bdlt) eonj. or adv.

Althoegh; be it so; notwith

standing.

(al-be-jen'sez) n, pi.

party of Reformers who _

from the church of ^^■^■&»4«5k ^Ifc^,

in the twelfth century—

' from Albi, in Languedoc. Albatross.

fal-brno) n. [From L. albus, white.] A person

of a preternatural whiteness of the skin and hair, and

the iris and pupil of the eye of a peculiar pink colour.

Albagineoos, (af-bu-jin'e-us) a. [L. albugo.] Pertain-

i'i.* to the white of an egg, and hence to the white of

!.. t rye.

Album, (al'bam) n. [L. albus.) A white table on

which any thing was inscribed; — a blank book in

which to insert autographs or photographs;—a book

in which visitors enter their names.

AXbansn, (al-bu men) n. [L. froma/6i«, white.] Nour

ishing matter stored up between the embryo and in-

Vnramentt of the seed in many plants;—a thick,

visooa* substance, which forms a constituent part of

both animal fluids and solids, and which exists nearly

pure in the white of an egg.

Albanian, (al-bum'um) n. [L. from albus, white.]

That softer part of wood next to tho bark, called

snp-wod.

A-caudc (al-kldO n. In Spain, a magistrate or judge.

Alchemist, (sTkem-ist) n. One skilled in alchemy.

Alchemy, (aTke-me) n. [A. nl-Hmid.] Occult chemis

try; an ancient science which aimed to transmute

the baser metals into gold, and to find the panacea,

or universal solvent.

aUcsfasl. (aTkA-hoD n. [A. al-kotd.) Pure or highly

xectisad spirits; loosely applied to ardent spirits in

aBssssnsL

 

Alcoholic, (al-ko-hol'ik) a. Relating to alcohol.

Alcoholmeter, (al-ko-hol'me-ter) n. [Alcohol and G.

metron.] An instrument for determining the strength

of spirits.

Alcove, (al1tov) n. [A. al-gubba, arch, vault, from

gabba, to arch.] A recess, or part of a room, separ

ated from the rest by a partition.

Alder, (awl'der) n, [A.-S. aler, L. alnus.] A tree or

shrub of the Alnus genus growing in cold or tem

perate climates.

Alderman, (awl'der-roan) n. [A.-S. from eaUlor, older,

and man.'] A magistrate of a city or town corpora

tion next in rank to the mayor.

Ale. (il) n. [A.-S. cale, from alan, to nourish, L. alert.]

A liquor made from an infusiou of malt by fermenta

tion.

Alectryomancy, (a-lek'tre-o-man-se) n. [Q. aleltdr,

cock, and numfeia, divination.] Divination by means

of a cock.

Alee. (a-lC) adv. On the side opposite to the wind.

Ale-hoof, (iUTioof) n. Ground-ivy—formerly used in

making ale.

Ale-house, (ullious) n. A house or place where ale is

retailed or sold.

Alembic, (a-lein'bik) n. [A. al-ambiq, which was in

troduced into A. from G. ambix, cup.] A chemical

vessel, usually of glass or metal, used in distillation.

Alert, (a-lerf) a. [From It. all' erta, upon one's guard.]

Watchful; vigilant; upon tht altrt, upon tho watch,

guarding against surpriso or danger.

Alertly, (a-lertle) adv. Quickly; nimbly.; briskly.

Alertness, (a-lert'ncs) n. Watchful activity or readiness.

Ale-wife, (al'wif) n. A woman who keeps an ale-house.

Alexandrine, (al-egz-an'drin) n. A verse of twelve syl

lables, or six Iambic feet—so called from a poem writ

ten in French on the lift* of Alexander.

Alexipharmio, (a-leks'e-far-mik) a. [G. alejrein, to keep

off, and phai-makon, drug.] What expels or resists

poison.

Algebra, (al'je-bra) n. fA. al-ffabr, from aabara or

jabara, to bind together.] The mothod of investi

gating the relations and properties of numbers and

quantities by means of letters and other symbols.

Algebraic, (al-je-bri'ik) a. Pertaining to, or perform

ed by, algebra. [algebra.

Algebraist, (al-je-bri'iat) n. One who is skilled in

Algerine, (al-je-ren') n. A native of Algiers.

Algorithm, (al'go-rithm) n. [Taken by the Arabs from

G. arithmox, number.] The art of computing In any

particular way. [soa-wecd.

Algous, (al'gus) a. [L. alga, sea-weed.] Pertaining to

Alias, (a'le-as) adv. [L. from alius, another.] Other

wise; otherwise called—a term in law connecting tho

names of a party who has gone by several, as, Smith,

alias Simpson.

Alias, (tVIo-as)#n. A second writ issued after the first

has expired without effect.

Alibi, (al'e-be) n. [L. from alicubi, elsewhere.] When

a person on trial shows that he was in another place

at the time when the crime was committed, ho is said

to prove an alibi; the plea under which this defence

is mode.

Alien, (al'yen) a. [L. alienus, from alius, another.]

Not belonging to tho same country; foreign;—-differ

ent in nature. [privileges of a citizen.

Alien, (al'yen) n. A foreigner who does not possess the

Alienable, (ill'yen -a-bl) a. Capable of being alienated.

Alienate, (al'yen-at) v. t. [L. alienarc] To convey or

transfer to another a title, property, or right;—to

estrange ;—to withdraw, as the affections.

Alienate, (al'yen-at) a. Estranged ; stranger to.

Alienation, (al-yen-u'shun) ?l A transfer of title, or

a legal conveyance of property ;—state of being alienat

ed ;—-estrangement of the affections ;—derangement

of the montal faculties. [fere property.

Alienator, (Uyan-ft-ter) n. One who alienates or trans-
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Aliform, (are-form) a. [L. ala, wing, and forma,

shape.] Having the shape of a wing.

Alight, (a-bt) v. i. [A.-S. aWdan, gelihtan.] To

get down ; to dismount ; —to fall, or descend and settle,

or lodge.

Align, (a-HnO v. t. [L.' ad and lima, line.] To adjust

by a line;—t». i. To form in line, as troops;—to lay

out the plan of a road.

Alignment, (a-liu'nient) n. [F. alignemmt.'] The act

of adjusting to a line; the line of adjustment;—the

ground-plan of a road. [without difference.

Alike, (a-lik7) a. Having resemblance; similar;

Alike, (;v lik) ode. In the same manner, form, or

degree. [feed.] That which feeds or supports.

Aliment, (al'e-ment) n. [L. alimentum, from alerc, to

Alimentary, (al-e-meut'a-re) a. Pcrtniniugto food : nu

tritive ;—Alimentary canal, the great intestine by

which aliments are conveyed through the body, and

the useless parts evacuated

Alimentation, (al-e-men-ta'shun) n. The act or power

of affording nutriment.

Alimentiveneas, (al-e-ment'iv-nes) a. The organ of

appetite for food or drink. [ishing.

Aliinonious, (al-e-mo'ne-ua) o. Affording food; nour-

Alimony, (al'e-mun-e) n. [L. alimonia, from alere, to

feed.) An allowance made to a wife out of her

husband's estate or income upon her separation from

him, or during a suit for the same.

Aliped, (al'e-ped) a. [L. alines, from ala, a wing, and

pes, foot. J Wing-footed.

Aliped, (al'e-ped) n. An animal whose toes are con

nected by a membrane which serves as wings, as the

bat

Aliquant, (al'e-kwant) a. [h. atiqiiantvs, from alius,

other, and quantum, how great.] Not dividing another

number without a remainder.

Aliquot, (al'e-kwot) a. [L. aliquot, some.] Dividing ex

actly, or without remainder, [ceptible.

Alive, (a-lIV) a. Having life ; not dead ; active ; sua-

Alkalescent, (al-ka-lea'ent) a. Tending to the proper

ties of an alkali.

Alkali, (al'ka-li) n, [A. al-qali, ashes of glasswort, from

qalaj, to roast in a pan, fry.] One of a class of caustic

bases, soda, potash, ammonia, and lithia, distinguished

by their solubility in water and alcohol, their uniting

with oils and fats to form soap, their neutralizing and

forming salts with acids.

Alkalify, (al-kal'e-fi) v. t. To form or convert into an

alkali ;—e. i. To become changed into an alkali.

Alkatigenous, (al-ka-lij'e-nus) a. Producing alkali.

Alkalimeter, (al-ka-lim'e-ter) n [E. alkali, and G.

mctron, measure.] An instrument for ascertaining the

strength or purity of alkalies.

Alkalimetry, (al-ka-lim'e-tre) n. The act of ascer

taining the presence and strength of alkalies. [kali.

Alkaline, (arka-lln) a. Having the Qualities of al-

Alkalize, (allca liz) r. t. To make alkaline.

Alkaloid, (al'ka-loid) n. A salifiable base existing in

some vegetables. [The Mohammedan Bible.

Alkoran, (aTko-ran) n, [A. al, the, and koran, book.]

All, (awl) [A. -3. fait, al, radically the same word as

whole.] Every one, or the whole number of; the

whole quantity, extent, duration, amount, quality, or

degree of. [entirely.

All, (awl) adv. Wholly; completely; altogether: en-

All, (awl) n. The whole number, quantity, or amount;

the aggregate.

Allantois, (al-lan'tois) n. [G. aVantoeides, alias, gut,

and eidos, shape] A thin membrane situated be

tween the chorion and amnios in animals.

Allay, (al-LV) v.t. [Partly from A.-S. alecgan, to lay

down, L. alligare, to bind to.] To make quiet; to

pacify ;—to mitigate or subdue.

Allayer, (al-la'cr) n. He who, or that which, allays.

Allaymen t, (al-l.Vment) n. Art of allaying or state of

being allayed ;— Uiat wli.ch allay*.

Allegation, (al-le-ga'shun) tu Positive affirmation;—

that which is asserted.

Allege, (al-lej') v. t. [L. allegare, from ad and legate, to

send.] To bring forward with positivoneas ;—to pro

duce an argument or excuse.
Allegeable, (al-lejra-bl) n. Capable of being alleged.

Allegiance, (al-lej'ans) n. [L. allegiantia, from

alligare, to bind to.] The obligation which a subject

owes; loyalty. [g°rv; figurative.

Allegorical. (al-le-gor'ik-al) a. In the manner of alle-

Allegorically, (al-le-gorik-al-le) adv. In an allegorical

manner. [allegory.

Allegorist, (alle-gor-iat) n. One who teaches by

Allegorize, (alle-go-riz) v. (. To turn into allegory;—

v. i. To use allegory.

Allegory, (alle-go-re) n. [G. alligoria, allot, other,

and agoreuein, to harangue, from agora, assembly.] A

figurative discourse in which the literal meaning is not

the real or principal one, but is designed to image

forth the real meaning with greater vividness and

force; a figurative manner of speech or description.

Allegro, (al-le'grfi) a. [It. J Quick ; lively.

Allegro, (al-le'gro) n, A sprightly strain or piece of music.

Alleluiah, (aMe-loo'ya) n. [II. halal, and yehdicuh.]

Praiso to Jehovah.

Alleviate, (al-le've-at) v. t [L. alleviart, from levin,

Jight.] To make light or easy to be borne ;—to remove

in part ; to assuage :—imp. to pp. alleviated ; ppr.

alleviating. [light; lessening

Alleviation, (al-le-ve-1'shun) n. Act of making more

Alleviative, (al-16've-a-tiv) n. Something mitigating.

Alley, (al'le) n. [F. alUe, from alter, to go.] A walk

in a garden ;—a narrow passage.

All-fools'-day, (awl-foolz'da) n. The first of April, when

it is a custom to play tricks.

All-fours, (awl-fnnO "• A game at cards, with four

chances, for each of which a point is scored.

All-hail, (awl-hul') inter). All health;—a salutation,

expressing a wish for health or safety.

All-hallowmaa, (awl-hal'o-mas) n. [A.-S. al, halhi. holy,

masse, feast.] All-Sain N" -day, the first day of Novem

ber. [Tlte time near All-Saints'-day.

AU-hallow-tide, (awi-hal'o-tid) n. [A.-S. tid, time.]

Alliaceous, (al-Ie-a'she-us) a, [L. allium.} Pertaining

to garlic ; having the properties of garlic.

Alliance, (al-li'ans) n. [F. altier, to unite.] State of

being allied; union between families by marriage, and

states by treaty;—the compact which is the instru

ment of allying, [tie together; to unite.

Alligate, (alle-gat) r. t. [L. alligare, to bind to.] To

Alligation, (al-le-g;Mm») n. A rule to find out the

quantities and values of ingredients in a compound.

Alligator, (al-le-p.Ytcr) v. [Sp. el tayartoM L. lacertux,

lizard.] A large carnivorous

amphibious reptile, of the

Saurian family. The American

crocodile.

Allision, (al-iizh'un) n. [I..

allisio, from allidere, to dash

against.] A striking against.

Alliteration, (al-lit-er-it'shun) n.

[L. ad and Hteta.} In compo

sition the u .-o of words begin

ning with the same letter.

Alliterative, (al - lit ' or - a - tiv) a.

Pertaining to alliteration.

Allocate, (al'lo-k&t) v. t. To distribute ; to set apart.

Allocation, (al-lo-ka'ahun) n. [L. allocatio, ad and

locate, to place. ] Act of putting one thing to another ;

hence, the admission of an article of, or an allowance

upon, an account.

Allocution, (al-lo-ku'shun) n. [L. ad and loqui, to

speak.] An address; particularly of the pope to hia

clergy. [of rent or service.

Allodial, (al-16'de-al) a. Pertaining to allodium: frees

Allodium, (al lO'de-inn) n. [Old Ger. W, all, and <W

 

Alligator.
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property.] Freehold estate; land which ia the abso

lute property of the owner.

Allonge. (aMunjl n. [F. from allongtr, L. longus, long.}

A paai or thrust with a rapier or sword, in fencing.

Allopathic, (al-lo-path'ik) a. Pertaining to allopathy.

Aiiopathist, fal-Inp a-thist) n. One who practises medi

cine by allopathy.

Allopathy, (al-lop^a-the) n. [G. alios, other, and pathot,

*uffering.J Employment of medicines to produce effects

different from those resulting from disease—opposed to

homeopathy.

Allot, (al-lotf) r. t, [F. allotar, share.] To divide,

by lot;—to distribute in parts ; to grant, or appoint

in general :—imp. & pp. allotted ; ppr. allotting.

Allotment, (al-lot'ment) n. Act of allotting;—part

allotted.

Allow. (al-lonO v. £ [L. ad and loeare, to place.] To

afford or yield ;—to acknowledge ;—to abate ;—to per

mit ;—v. \. To make deduction :—imp, & pp. allowed ;

•ppr. allowing.

Allowable, (al-lou'a-bl) a. Capable of being, or proper

to be allowed ; lawful.

Allowably, (al-lou'a-ble) adv. In an allowable manner.

Allowance, (al-lou'ans) n. Act of granting, or admit

ting ;—permission or license ;—that which is allowed ;

a stated quantity ; — a deduction from the gross

weight.

Alley. (al-lorO r. t. fF. aloi, standard of gold or silver.]

To reduce the parity by mixing with a leas valuable

metal :—to impair or corrupt :—imp. & pp. alloyed ;

ppr- alloying.

Alley, (al-loi') n. Any compound of metals, as of copper

and einc to form brass ;—a baser metal mixed with a

finer ;—ervil mixed with good.

Alloyage, (al-loi'aj) n. The act of mixing metals.

ATl-saiats'-day, (awl-sintx*da) n. The first day of

November.

All-searching, (awl-eerch'ing) a. Pervading and search

ing every thing—generally applied to the Divine

Being*. [November.

All-eo-ils'-day, (awl -sob:Ma) n. The second day of

AQ-epice, (awl'spis) n. The berry of the pimento, u

toes of the West Indies. [thing.

AH-sufiUient, (awl-suf-fish'ent) a. Sufficient for every

Allttde, (aHud') v. i. [L. alludert, from ad and ludere,

to play J To refer to something not directly mentioned;

to runt by suggestion ; to have reference :—imp. & pp.

alluded; ppr. alluding.

AHuminor, (al-Nrmin-or) n. [L. iltuminare, to illu-

iii'"'*. from lumen, light] One who paints upon

Defer or parchment, giving ornament to letters and

figrms ; a limner.

AUore, (al-lurO v. t. [F. levrrtr, to decoy] To attempt

to draw to ; to tempt by the offer of good :—imp. &

pp sJhtred; ppr. alluring. [entices.

Aumwrneatt (al-lur'ment) n. That which allures or

Auorex. (al-lur'fr) n. One who allures or decoys ; a

tempter.

Alnsaon, (al-UVzhun) n. Indirect ref rence ; some-

ihuig applied to, or nnderstood of another.

ABoarve, (al-hrsiv) u. Hinting at; referring to in

directly.

Allusively, (al-lu'siv-le) adv. In anallurive manner.

AHusiTeneas, (al-lu'siv-nes) n. Quality of being allusive.

Allsvial. (al-lu/ve-al) a. [L. alluvia, inundation.] Per

taining to alluvium;—washed down; of fresh-water

origin.

Alluvium, (al-luJve-nm) n. Deposits of earth, gravel,

and other matter, by river or Hood, on bank or shore.

AU-wis*. (awl-wlr?) a. Possessed of infinite wisdom.

AQy, (al-lf) t. t. [L. alligare, from ad and ligure, to

bind.] To form a connection between families by

marriage, or between states by treaty ;—to connect by

similitude or friendship :—imp. & pp. allied : ppr.

aiiyiEg. [riage, &c. ; a confederate*

ABy, (al-lf) n. One who is united by compact, mar-

Almagest, (al'ma-jest) n. A book of problems in

astronomy and geometry, drawn up by Ptolemy.

Alma Mater, (al'ma ma'ter) n. [L. fostering mother.]

A college where one is educated.

Almanac, (awl'ma-nak) n, [A. manakh; manay, to

define; mand, measure.] A calendar of days, weeks,

and months, to which astronomical and other data an

added.

Almightiness, (awl-mit'e-nes) n. A power to do all

things ; omnipotence.

Almighty, (awl-mi'te) a. [A.-S. al, all, and inihtig,

mighty. ] All-powerful ; omnipotent.

Almighty, (awl-mi'te) n. Qod ; the Supreme Being.

Almond, (a/mund) u. [F. amandc] The fruit of the

almond-tree ;—one of the tonsils.

Almoner, (al'mun-er) n. One who distributee alms.

Almonry, (al'mun-re) n. A place for distributing alms,

or where they are stored for distribution.

Almost, (awl'most) adv. Nearly ; well-nigh ; for the

greatest part.

Alms, (amz) n.pl [A.-S. alma, from G. eleein, to pity.)

Any thing gratuitously given to relieve the poor; a

charitable donation.

Alms-deed, (amz'ded) n. An act of charity

Alms-house, (.irnzTious) n, A house appropriated for

the use of the poor.

Aloe, (al'o) n. [u aloe'.] A genua of herbaceous plants,

from which are prepared articles for medicine and the

arts ;—the inspissated juice of aloe, used as a purgative.

Aloetic, (al-6-et ik ) a. Pertaining to, or partaking of the

qualities of, aloes. [head.

Aloft, (a-loff) adv. On high ;—in the top ; at the mast-

Alone, (a-ldnp a. [From oil and one.] Apart from

others ;—solitary ; only.

Alone, (a-lon) adv. By itself; separately.

Along, (a-longO adv. [A.-S. andlang, from and, against,

and lung, long.] Ina line with; lengthwise ;—onward ;

—in company; together.

Along;, ( a-longO prep. By the length of, as distinguished

from acrou.

Alongside, (a-long'sid) adv. By the side of, especially

of a ship.

Aloof, (a-166f) adv. [All off.] At a distance, but with

in view ; apart.

Aloof, (a-loof) prep. At or to a distance from ; away

from.

Aloud, (a-loudO adv. With a loud voice ; loudly.

Alp, (alp) u. [Of Celtic origin.] A very high mountain ;

pi. the mountains of Switzerland.

Alpaca, (al-pas/a) n. An animal of Peru, having long,

fine, woolly hair ; a species of

the llama;—a thin kind of

cloth made of the wool of the

alpaca, mixed with silk or

cotton.

Alpha, (al'fa) n. The first

letter of the Greek alphabet,

used to denote tint.

Alphabet, (al'fa-bet) n. [G.

alphab&tot, from alpha, and 1

beta, the first two Greek let- '

ten*.] The letters of a lan

guage arranged in order.

Alphabetical, (al-fa-bet'ik-al)

a. Pertaining to, or in the order of, the alphabet.

Alphabetically, (al-fa-bet'ik-al-le) adv. According to,

or in the order of, the alphabet.

Alpine, (al'pin) a. Pertaining to the Alps, or to any

lofty mountain.

Already, (awl-red'e) adv. Before this time ; now.

Alto, (awl'so) adv. or eon}. In like manner; likewise;

further ; in addition to.

Alt, (awlt) a. or n. [From L. altvt, high.] The higher

part of the scale.

Altar, (awl'ter) «. [L. altart, from altux, high.) A

table or elevated place on which gifts and sacrifices

C

 

Atpaea.
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are offered to some duty. In Christian churches, the

communion table.

Altar-piece, (awl'ter-pes) n. A

painting placed over the altar.

Alter, (awl'ter) v.t. [L. aU

terare, from alter, another.]

To make some change in ;—to

change entirely or materially ;

—v. i. To become different ;

to vary:—imp. Si pp. altered;

ppr. altering.

Altcrali ill ty, (awl-ter-a-bil'e-

te) n. Quality of being sus

ceptible of chango.

Alterable, (awl'tcr-a-bl) a. Cap

able of being altered. Altar.

Alterably, (awrter-a-ble)o<Ztf. In an alterable manner.

Alteration, (awl-ter-a'shun) n. Act of altering or

state of being altered ;—the change made.

Alterative, (awl'tcr-at-iv) a. Having power to alter.

Alterative, (awl'ter-at-iv) n. A medicine which gradu

ally induces a change in the bodily functions.

Altercate, (al'ter-kat) v.t. [L, altcrcari.] To contend

in words; to wrangle :—imp. & pp. altercated; ppr.

altercating.

Altercation, (al-ter-ka'ahun) n. Warm contention in

words ; controversy.

Alternate, (al-tera'at) a. [L. alternatus.] Being by

turns ; one following the other in succession; reciprocal.

Alternate, (al-tera'at) n. That which happens by

turns ; vicissitude.

Alternate, (al-tern'at) v.'t. To perform by turns, or in

succession ; to change reciprocally ;—v. i. To happen

by turns :—imp. & pp. alternated ; ppr. alternating.

Alternately, (al-tern'at-le) adv. In rociprocal succes

sion ; by turns.

Alternation, (al-tcrn-a'shun) n. Reciprocal succession of

things in time or place ;—interchange. [things.

Alternative, (al-tern'at-iv) a. Offering a choice of two

Alternative, (al-tern'at-iv) n. That which may be

chosen or not ; a choice of two things. [manner.

Alternatively, (al-tern'at-iv-Ie) adv. In an alternative

Althea, (al-the'a) n. [G. althein, to heal.] A genus of

plant* including the common marah-mallow and the

garden hollyhocks. [notwithstanding.

Although, (awl-TH6') conj. Grant all this; admit that;

Altiloquenoe, (al -til o-kwens) n. [L. altut, high, lo-

gueatia.speaking.] Lofty speech ; pompous language.

Altimeter, (al-tim'e-ter) r*. 1 1., alius and metrum,

measure.] An instrument for taking altitudes.

Al timetry, (al-tim'e-tre) n. The art of ascertaining

altitudes. [or pompous.

Altisonant, (al-thVon-ant) a. High-sounding; lofty

Altitude, (aTte-tud) n. [L. altitudo.) Space extended

npward ; height ; the elevation of an object above a

given level ;—the elevation of a celestial object, above

the horizon:—height of degree ; highest point.

Alto, (al'to) n. The part between the tenor and soprano.

In instrumental music, the tenor.

Altogether, (awl-too-geTH'er) adv. With united action;

conjointly ; —without exception ; completely.

Alto-relievo, (al-to-re-16'vo) n. [It alto rilievo.] High

relief; that kind of sculpture in which the figure

stands out from the background.

Alum, (al'um)n, [L. alumen,] A double sulphate of

alumina and potaasa. It is white, transparent, and

very astringent.

Alumina, (al-ii'niin-n) n. One of the earths, consisting

of two parts of aluminum and three of oxygen.

Aluminous, (al-u'min-us) a. Pertaining to alum, or

alumina

Aluminum, (al-u'min-um) n. [I,.] The metallic base

of alumina; a light metal, with a bluish tinge, not

easily oxidized. [a college.

Alumam, (a-lum'nus) n. A pnpil; a graduate of

Alveary, (al've-ar-e) n. [L. alvearium, alvus, belly.]

A bee-hive, or something resembling one ; —the hollow

of the ear.

Alveolar, (al-ve'o-ler) a. [L. alveus, & hollow.] Pertain

ing to, or resembling, the sockets of the teeth.

Ahine, (al'vin) a. [L. alvus, belly.] Pertaining to

the intestines.

Always, (awl'waz) adv. Perpetually; throughout all

time ;— constantly during a period, or regularly at

intervals; invariably.

Am, (am) The first person singular of the verb to U,

in the indicative mood, present tense.

Amadou, (am'a-doo) «, [P. tinder.] A spongy com

bustible, prepared from agaric and saltpetre.

Amain, (a-mOn') adv. [Prefix a and main.] Vio

lently and suddenly.

Amalgam, (a-mal'gam) n. [G. malagma.] A com

pound of mercury, with another metal ;—a mixture

of different things.

Amalgamate, (a-mal'gam-at) v. t. To compound or

mix, as quicksilver, with another metal;—v. i. To

unite ;—to coalesce :—imp. & pp. amalgamated ;

ppr. amalgamating.

Amalgamation, (a-mal-gam-a'shun) n. Act of com

pounding; the process of separating gold and silver

from their ores by mixing them with mercury ;—the

blending of different things or races.

Amanuensis, (a-man-u-eu'ais) n. [L. ab and nanus,

hand. ] A person whose employment is to write what

another dictates, or to copy what another has written.

Amaranth, (am'a-rantb) n. [G. from a priv. and

marainein, to wither. ] A genus of annual plants with

green, purplish, or crimson flowers in largespiked clus

ters;—a flower that never fades;—a colour inclining

to purple, [aranth;—not fading;—ofa purplish colour.

Amaranthine, (am-a-ran'thin) a. Belonging to am-

Amaryllis, (am-a-riMU)n. A family of beautiful plants,

as the narcissus, jonquil, daffodil, &c

Amass, (a-nias') v. t. [L. vuissa, mass.] To collect

into a heap ; to gather a great quantity of :— imp. &

pp. amassed ; ppr. amassing.

Amassment, (a-nias'ment) n. A heap ; accumulation.

Amateur, (am-a-tur') n. [F. from L. aviator, lover.]

One who cultivates any study or art from taste or

attachment,

Amative, (am'a-tiv) a. Full of love ; amorous.

Amativeness, (am'a-tiv-nes) n, [L. amare, to love.]

An organ supposed to influence sexual desire ; pro

pensity to love.

Amatory, (am'a-t6-re) a. Relating to love.

Amaze, (a-maY) v. t. [A.S. mdse, gulf.] To confound,

with surprise ; to confuse with terror ; to astonish :—

imp. & pp. amazed ; ppr. amazing.

Amaze, (a-maz/) n. Astonishment ; perplexity.

Amazedly, (a-maVed-le) adv. With amazement

Amazednesi, (a-maVed-ncs) n. Astonishment; great

wonder. [perplexity.

Amazement, (a-xnaVment) n. A feeling of surprise and

Amazingly, (a-maz'ing-le) adv. In an amazing degree.

Amazon, (am'a-zun) n. [G. amaion, from a priv.

and masos, the breast.] One of a fabulous race of

female warriors ; a masculine woman.

Amazonian, (am-a-zd'ne-an) a. Pertaining to or re

sembling an Amazon.

Ambassador, (nm-bas'a-der) n. [F. ambatsadeur.'] An

envoy of the highest rank sent toaforeign government.

Ambassadress, (am-bas'a-dres) n. A female ambassa

dor; the wife of an ambassador.

Amber, (am'ber) n. [From A. 'anbar, perfume.] A

yellowish resin found as a fossil By friction, it bo-

comes electric. [amber.

Amber, (am'ber) a. Consisting of, or of the colour of

Ambergris, (am'ber-gres) n. A fragrant substance used

in perfumery.

Ambidexter, (am-be-deks'tcr) n. [L. ambo, both, and

dextra (so. manuj), the right hand.] One who uses

both hands with equal facility ; a double-dealer.
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Ambidexterity, (am-be-deks-ter'e-te) tu The power of

;-■:■; r- -rh hands;—doable-dealing.

Ambidextrous, (am-be-deks'trus) a. Having the faculty

of using both hands;—practising duplicity.

Ambient, (amT>e-ent) a. [L. ambiiv, to go around,]

Encompassing ; surrounding.

Ambiguity, (ain-be-gue-te) n. Quality or state of beiDg

ambiguous; uncertainty, particularly of signification.

Ambiguous, (am-big'u-us) a, [Lu ambigere, to wander

about.] Doubtful or uncertain ; equivocal.

Ambiguously, (am-big'u-us-le) adv. In an ambiguous

manner. [meaning.

AmbiguoTumeu, (am-big'u-us-nes) n. Uncertainty of

Ambit, (am'bit) «. [L. ambitus.] Circuit or compass.

Ambition, (am-biah'un) v.. \l.. ambitio.] An inordi

nate desire of superiority, or power;—in a good sense,

a laudable desire of excellence.

Ambitious, (am-biah'us) a. Possessing or controlled

by ambition ;—aspiring ; eager for fame.

Anbitiojsly, (am-biah'us-le) adv. In an ambitious

manner. [being ambitious.

Ambitioassess, (am-bish'us-nes) v.. The quality of

Amble, (am/bl) v.i. [ L. ambulare, to walk.] To move,

as a hone ;—to move affectedly.

*mhu ( iiu "t.|> n. A peculiar gait of a horse, in which

both legs on one side are moved at the same time

Ambler, (anVbler) n. A horse which ambles ; a pacer.

Ambrosia, (am-brVzhe-a) n. [G. from a priv. and brotos,

mortal. ] The fabled food of the gods, which conferred

eternal youth.

Ambrosial, (am-bryzhe-al) a. Partaking of the nature

of ambrosia ; delighting the taste or smell.

Ambxotype, (am'bro-tip) n. A picture taken on glass,

in which the lights are represented in silver, and the

shades by a dark background visible through the

unsilvered portions of the glass.

Ambry, (axn'bre) n. An almonry;—a pantry.

Ambulance, (am'bu-lans) n. [I* ambulate, to walk.]

A flying hospital, so or-

jM^yH as to follow an

army in its movements,and

intended to succour the

wounded as soon as pos

sible.

AssbuUnt, (am'bu-lant) a.

Walking ; moving from

place to place.

Ambulation,(anubu-lA,ahun) Ambulance,

n. The act of walking ; walking about

Ambulatory, (am'bu-ja-tor-e) a. Abie or accustomed to

move ;—not fixed in its legal character.

Ambulatory, (am'bu-la-tor-e) n. Any part of a build

ing intended for walking in, as a cloister or portico.

Azobascavde, (am ous-kad) n. [It. ini6o9car, Eng. he ah.]

A lying concealed, for the purpose of attacking an

enemy by surprise;—a plice in which troops lie

bad.

 

de, (am'bus-kad) v.t. To lie in wait; to attack

from a concealed position :—imp. & pp. ambuscaded ;

nr. ambuscading.

Ambush, (anrnOuBh) a. Act of attacking unexpectedly

from a concealed station;—troops posted in a con-

esslad place for surprise.

Ameliorate, (a-mel'yer-at) v. f. [L. ad and meliorare.]

To make better ; to improve ;—r. i. To grow better ;—

usf k pp. ameliorated; ppr. ameliorating.

Ameueration. (a-mel-y^r-a'ihun) n. Act of amelior-

Jtfbtg, or state of being ameliorated ; improvement.

(a-meTyer-at-iv) a. Producing im-

££ (i-menO R- [H. from amen, firm, true; G.

ess***-] An expression used at the end of prayers,

So be it At the end of a creed, it is a

sseveration of belief. When it introduces a

n, it !.- equivalent to truly, verily. It is

* to denote Christ as beinjone who is true

and faithful ; and adjective, to signify made true,

verified, or fulfilled.

Amenable, (a-mfin'a-bl) o. [F. amener, to bring to

account] Liable to be brought to account or punish

ment ; responsible ;—willing to yield or submit ;

submissive.

Amend, (a-mend') v. t [L. emendare, from e, and menda,

fault.] To change for the better, by removing what

is erroneous, superfluous, or faulty, and by supplying

deficiencies;—v. i. To grow better ; to improve morally;

—imp. & pp. amended; ppr. amending.

Amendable, (a-mend'a-bl) a. Capable of beingamended.

Amendatory, (a-mend'a-tor-e) a. Containing amend

ment; corrective. Ition; retraction.

Amende, (a-mongd^n. [P.] A pecuniary fine ; repara-

Amender, (a-mend'er) n. One who amends ; a corrector.

Amendment, (a-mend'ment) n. A change for the better ;

correction of a fault; reformation of life ;—an altera

tion in a bill or motion;—the correction of an error in

a writ or process.

Amends, (a-mendz') n. ting. & pi. Compensation for a

loss or injury; recompense; satisfaction.

Amenity, (a-mon'e-te) n. [L. amanitas, from amcenus,

pleasant] Quality of being pleasant or agreeable, in

situation, climate, manners, or disposition.

Ament, (am'ent) n. [L. amentum, thong.] A species of

inflorescence, consisting of a scaly sort of spike, as in.

the alder, birch, &c. ; a catkin.

Amerce, (a-mgrs') v. t. [L. amerciare, from mercest

wages, j To punish by a pecuniary penalty at the discre

tion of the court ;—to punish in general.

Amerceable, (a-mers'a-bl) a. liable to amercement

Amercement, (a - mem ' ment) n. A pecuniary penalty ;

a fine.

Amercer, (a-mers'er) n. One who amerces or fines.

American, (a-mcrVkan) a. Pertaining to America;

—in a restricted sense, pertaining to the United States.

American, (a-mc.r'e-kan) n. A native of America.

Americanism, (a-mgr'e-kan-izm) n. A word, phrase,

or idiom peculiar to America ;—the love which Ameri

cana have for their country.

Americanize, (a-mgrVkan-iz) v. t. To render Ameri-

\-in :—imp. ii pp. Americanized ; ppr. Americanizing.

Amethyst, (am'e-thist) n. [G. amethusto*.] A species

of quartz, of a bluish violet colour ; a precious stone.

Amethystine, (am-e-thistln) a. Pertaining to, or

resembling, amethyst

Amiability, (ft-me-a-bil'e-te) n. Amiableness ; gentle

ness of disposition.

Amiable, (il'me-a-bl) a. [L. amabilis, lovely. ] Worthy

of love ; deserving of affection.

Amiableness, (a'me-a-bl-nes) n. The quality of deserv

ing love; agreeableneas.

Amiablv, (a'me-a-ble) adv. In an amiable manner.

Amianthus, (am'e-an-thus) n. [G. amiantos, from a

priv. and miainein, to stain.] A mineral substance

composed of delicate filaments, often long, and re

sembling threads of silk. It is incombustible, and has

sometimes been wrought into cloth and paper.

Amicability, (am-e-ka-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

amicable; friendliness.

Amicable, (am'e-ka-bl) a. (L. amkabilis, from amove,

to love.] Friendly; peaceable; harmonious in inter

course, [amicable; kindness.

Amicableness, (am'e-ka-bl-nes) n. Quality of being

Amicably, (am'e-ka-ble) adv. In an amicable manner.

Amice, (am'es) n. [L. amicire, to wrap about] A loose

flowing garment like a cloak ;—an oblong piece of em

broidered linen, mode to wear on the head, like a hood,

or to rest on the shoulders like a cape.

Amidships (a-mid'ships) adv. Halfway between the

stem and the stern. [rounded by ; among.

Amidst or Amid, (a-midstf) prep. In the middle ; sur-

Amiss, (a-mis) a. [Prefix a and miss.] Wrong ; faulty ;

out oforder ; improper. [manner.

Amiss, (a-nuV) adv. Wrongly ; improperly ; in a faulty
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Amity, (am'c-te)n. [F. amitii, L. amicus.] Friendship

between individuals, societies, or nations; good under

standing, rgent smell ; spirit of hartshorn.

Ammonia, (am-mC/ne-a) n. A volatile alkali of a pun-

Ammoniac, or Gum-ammoniac, (am-mo'ne-ak) n. [6.

ammQniakon.] The concrete juice of an umbelliferous

plant brought from Persia. [monia.

Ammoniaoal, (am-mo'ne-ak-al) a. Pertaining to am-

Ammonite, (om'mon-it) n. [ L. cornu ammonis, horn of

Amnion.] A fossil shell belonging to the tribe of

Cephalopoda.

Ammonium, (am-mo'ne-um) n. The metallic base of

ammonia ;—a combination of hydrogen and nitrogen.

Ammunition, (am-mu-nish'un)n. (L. admunitio, from

ad and munirt, to defend] Military stores or provi

sions ; the articles which are used in charging firearms

and ordnance of all kinds.

Amnesty, (am'nes-te) n. [G. amngatia, a priv. and

mimnistein, to remember.] A pardon of offences

against government; proclamation of such pardon.

Among, (a-mung') prtp. [A.-S. amung, mengan, to

mix.] Mixed with ;—conjoined with, or making

part of.

Amorous, (am'or-us) a. [L. amor, love.] Inclined to

love; having a propensity to sexual enjoyment;—

enamoured ;—relating to, or produced by, love.

Amorously, (am'or-us-le) adv. In an amorous manner ;

lovingly. [ous.

Amorousness, (am'or-us-nes) n. Quality of being amor-

Amorphism, (a-mor'fizm) ». A state of being without

crystallization even in the minutest particles, as in

glass, opal, <tc.

Amorphous, (a-morrus) a. [G. amorphos, from a priv.

and morpM, form.] Having no determinate form;

of irregular shape ;—without crystallization in the

ultimate texture of a solid substance;—of no particular

kind or character; anomalous.

Amortization, (a-mor-tiz-a'Bhun) n. Act or right of

alienating lands to a corporation, which was considered

formerly as transferring them to dead hand*, or in

mortmain.

Amortize, (a-mor'tizj v. t, [F. amortiyer from L.

mors, death.] To alienate in mortmain ; to convey to

a corporation.

Amount, (a-mountf) v.i. [L. ud and mora, mountain.]

To rise to or reach by an accumulation of sums or

quantities; to compose in the aggregate;—to reach,

or extend in substance, or influence ; to be equivalent.

Amount, (a-mounf) ?u The Bum total ;—the effect,

substance, or result. [intrigue.

Amour. (a-mourO n. {F. from L. amor, love.] A love

Amphibia, (am-fib'e-a) n, pi. [G. amphibios, amphi,

on both sides, and bios, life.] The class of reptiles

which includes the saurians, crocodiles, lizards, ser

pents, frogs, turtles.

Amphibian, (ain-fib'e-an) n. An amphibious animaL

Amphibious, (am-flb'e-us) a. Having the power of

living in air and water;—of a mixed nature ; partak

ing of two natures.

Amphibiousness, (am-fib'o-us-nes) n. Quality of being

amphibious; ability to live in two elements.

Amphibological, (am-fib-o-loj'ik-al) a. Of doubtful

meaning ; ambiguous.

Amphibology, (am - fe - bol 'o-je) n. [G. amphibolos,

ambiguous, and logos, speech.] A phrase, or discourse

susceptible of two interpretations.

Amphibrach, (am'fe-brak) n. [G. amphi, on both sides,

and brachus, short] A foot of three syllables, the

middle one long, the first and last short.

Amphictyonie, (am-flk-te-on'ik) a. Fertaining to the

council of the Amphictyons.

Amphictyons, (am-fik'te-onz) n. pL [G. amphikluones,]

An assembly or council of deputies from the several

states of Greece. [states for common interest.

Amphictyony, (am-fik'te-on-e) n. An association of

Amphjgamous, (am-flg'a-mus) a, [G. amphi and

games, marriage.] A term applied to plants having a

structure entirely cellular, and no sexual organs.

Amphimaoer, (am-flm'a-ser) n. [G. amphi, on both

sides, and -makros, long.] A foot of three syllables, the

middle one short and the others long.

Amphilogy, (am-flTo je)n. [G. amphi, and logos, speech.]

Double speaking; equivocation.

Amphipneusta, (am'fe-nusts) n. A name given to rep

tiles, which have both lungs and gills.

Amphiprostyle, (am-fip'ro-stU) n. [G. amphi, on both

sides, and prostulos, with pillars in front.] A double

prostyle, or edifice with columns in front and behind.

Amphiscii, (am-fis'se-i) n. pi. [Q, amphi, on both sides,

and skia, shadow.] The inhabitants between the

tropics, whose shadows in one part of the year are

cast north, and in the other south, according as the

sun is south or north of their zenith.

Amphitheatre, (am-fe-the'a-ter) n. [G. amphi, about,

and theatron, theatre.] An oval or circular edifice,

having rows of seats one above another, around an

open space, used for public sports.

Amphitheatrical, (am-fe-the-at'rik-al) a. Fertaining to,

or exhibited in, an amphitheatre.

Ample, (am'pl) a. f L. ampins. ] Of large dimensions ;

great in size, extent, capacity, or bulk ;—fully suffici

ent;—extended ; diffusive.

Amplexicaul, (om-pleks'e-kawl) a. [L. amplecti, to

encircle.] Nearly surrounding the stem, as the base

of a leaf.

Amplification, (am-ple-fe-ka'shun) v. Act of amplify

ing ; enlargement ;—exaggerated or diffuse narration.

Ampliflcative, (am'ple-fe-ka-tiv) a. Serving or tending

to amplify or enlarge.

Amplifier, (am'ple-fi-cr) n. One who amplifies.

Amplify, (ani'ple-fi) v.t. [L. ampliflcars, amplus, and

facere. ] To render larger, more extended ;—to treat

copiously ;—v. i. To grow or become large ;—to be

diffuse ; to dilate :—imp. & pp. amplified ; ppr. ampli

fying.

Amplitude, (ain'ple-tfid) n. State of being ample ;

largeness of dimensions ;—extent of capacity or intel

lectual powers,—extent of means or resources;—an

arc of the horizon intercepted between the true east

or west point and the centre of the sun or a star

at its rising or setting;—the horizontal line sub

tending the path of a body thrown ;—the arc of the

horizon between the sun or a star, at its rising or

Betting, and the east or west point of the horizon, by

the compass. [ciently.

Amply, (am'plc) adv. Largely ; liberally ; fully ; sufn-

Amputate, (am'pu-tat) v. t. [L. amb, about, and

putare, to prune.] To cut off, as a limb:—imp. &

pp. amputated; ppr. amputating.

Amputation, (am-pu-ta'shun) n. Aot or operation of

cutting off a limb.

Amulet, (am'u-let) u. [A. hamdtat, hamola, to wear.}

Something worn to prevent evil; a charm inscribed

with mystic characters ; a talisman. (amused,

Amusable, (a-muza-bl) a. Fit or capable of being

Amuse, (a-muz')r. f. [F. amuser.] To entertain agree

ably ; to occupy in a pleasant manner ;—to keep in

expectation; to delude:—imp. & pp. amused; ppr.

amusing. [pleasurable occupation.

Amusement, (a-muz'ment) n. That which affords

Amuser, (a-muYer) n. One who amuses.

Amusive, (a-mua'iv) a. Capable of amusing; enter

taining; diverting.

Amygdalate, (a-mig'dal-at) a. Made of almonds.

Amygdalate, (a-mig'dal-at) n. An emulsion made of

almonds.

Amygdaline, (a-mig'dal-in) o. Pertaining to almouda.

Amygdaline, (a-mig'dal-in) n. A crystalline substance

obtained from bitter almonds.

Amygdaloid, (a-mig'da-loid) n. [G. amugdalon.,

almond, and ados, form.] A trap-rock, with embedded

almond-shaped minerals.
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Amylaceous, (am-e-hVsheVus) a. (G. amnion,] Per

taining to starch.

An, (&d) a. [A.-S. an, cine. Go. aina, L, wnui.] This

void is properly an adjective, but is commonly called

the tnd«/fni/e article. It ia used before nouns of

the lingular number only, and signifies one or any.

Am, (i'na) A suffix to names of persons or places,

used to denote a, collection of memorable sayings ; used

alone as a noun; also as a prefix to nouns of Greek

origin.

Anabaptist, (an-a-bap'tist) n. [G. ana, again, and bap-

firr*n, to baptize.} One who denies the validity

of infant baptism, and maintains that those who have

been baptized in infancy ought to be baptized again.

Anachronism, (a-nak'ron-izm) n. [G. anachronisnios,

ana, against, and chronos, time.] An error in chron

ology, by which events are misplaced. [chronism.

Anachronistic, (a-nak-ron-is'tik) a. Involving an ana-
Aaaelastiee, (an-a-klasytiks)n. ting. [G. ana, back, and

Han, to break.J That part of optics which treats of

the retraction of light ;—dioptrics. [Boa family.

Anaconda, (an-a-kon'da) «. A large snake of the

Aaacreontie, (a-nak-re-on'tik) a. Pertaining to, or

after the manner of, the Greek poet Anacreon ; ama

tory: convivial.

Anacreontic, (a-nak-re-ou'tik) n. A poem in the style

of Anacreon : a poem in praise of love and wine.

Anadem, (an'a-dem) n. [G. anodein, to tie up.] A

garland or fillet; a chaplet or wreath.

Anesthetic, (an-es-thet'ik) a. [G. a priv. aistJie'sis,

sensation.] Capable ofrendering insensible ;—charac

terized by insensibility.

t-,Mth«hf| (nn-cs-thet'ik) n. That which produces

insensibility, as chloroform, Ac.

Anaglyph, (an'a-glif) n. [G. anagluphon, from ana,

ap. and p-IupAewi, to engrave.] An embossed or chased

ornament, worked in relief, as a cameo.

Aia^lyphical, (an-a-glifik-al) a. Pertaining to the

art of chasing' or embossing in relief.

Aaagryptie, (an-a-gtip'tik) a. [G. anagluptos.] Re

lating to the art of carving, engraving, enchasing, or

embossing plate.

Ajaaragicau, (an-a-goj'ik-al) a. [From G. anagOgS, from

eao, up, agein, to lead.] Mysterious; mystical.

Analogies, (an-a-goj'iks) n. pi. Mystical interpreta-

ticna, especially of the Scriptures.

Anagram, (ana-gram) n. [G. ana, back, and gramma,

letter.] A transposition of the letters of a word, by

which a new word is formed. Thus, astronomers may

be turned into moon-starers.

Azagranunatic, (an-a-gram-mat'ik) a. Pertaining to,

or making, an anagram. [of making anagrams,

^agrammatism, (aii-a-gram'nuvtizm)n, Actorpractice

Aaagrammatiat, (an-a-granr'ma-tist) n. A maker of

■ssBgrasaua

Anagrammatize, (an-a-gram'ma-tiz) v. I. To transpose,

as the letters of a word, so as to form an anagram ;

—v. i. To make anagrama

Anal, (a'naj) a. Belonging to or near the anus.

Axaleedc, (an-a-lek'tik) a. Collecting or selecting;

nude up of selections.

AasdarU, (an'a-lekte) n, pi. [G. ana, up, and legein, to

jeavshnr.] A collection of literary fragments.

Anali isjiiis. (an-a-lem'ma) n. [G. analimma, ana-

fasafcoaei*, to take up ] A projection of the sphere

on the plane of the meridian, orthographically made

by straight tinea, circles, and ellipses, the eye being

snppatedat an infinite distance, and in the east or

wast point of the horizon ; —an instrument of wood

or brass, on which this projection ofthe sphere is made,

aad having a horizon fitted to it

Astalaptie, (sn-a-lep'tik) a. [G. analambanein, to take

otaJ Corroborating : giving strength after disease.

aSsssaeptae, (sn-a-lep'tik) n. Restorative medicine.

Analogical, (an-a-lojlk-al) a. According to, or founded

on, analogy.

Analogically, (an-a-loj'ik-al-le) adv. By way of analogy.

Analogism, (an-al'o-jizm) n. An argument from cause

to effect ;—investigation by analogy. [analogy.

Analogize, (au-al'o-jiz) v. t. To explain or consider'by

Analogous, (a-nal'o-gus) a. Having analogy; corres

ponding, [other thing.

Analogue, (an'a-16g) n, A thing analogous to some

Analogy, (a-nal'o-je) n. An agreement or likeness be

tween things in some circumstances or effects, when the

things themselves are different ;—eqnatity, proportion

or similarity of ratios.

Analysis, (a-nal'e-sis) n. [G. analysis, from analuein

to unloose, from ana, again, and luein, to loose.] A

resolution of any thing, whether an object of the

senses or of the intellect, into its constituent or origi

nal elements—opposed to synthesis;—a syllabus, or

table of the heads of a discourse;—a methodical illus

tration of the principles of a science;—separation of a

compound by chemical processes into its constituents;

—the tracing of things to their source, and the re

solving of knowledge into its original principles;

resolving problems by reducing them to equations.'

Analyst, (au'a-list) n. One who analyze* any thing.

Analytio, (an-a-tit'ik) a. Pertaining to analysis : resolv

ing into component parts or first principles; fond of

analysis.

Analytically, (an-a-lit'ik-al-le) adv. By way of analysis.

Analytics, (an-a-tit'iks) n. sing. The science of

analysis. [ivzed

Analyzable, (an-a-BVa-bl) a. Capable of being ana-

Analyze, (an'a-liz) v. t. To separate into the com

ponent parts ; to resolve into flntt principles or ele

ments :—imp. & pp. analyzed ; ppr. analyzing.

Anamorphosis, (an-a-nior'fo-sis) n. [G. anamorphoun,

to form anew.] A distorted representation of an

image on a plane or curved surface, which, viewed

from a certain point, or by reflection appears in pro

portion ;—a morbid development of form.

Anapsest, (an'a-pest) n. [G. anapaiein, to strike back.]

In Greek and Latin versification, a foot of three syl

lables, the first two short, the last long ; as, dt-l-t'ds.

In English versification, a foot of two unaccented^

and one accented syllable, as, in-ter-vene'.

Anapeestio, (an-a-pest'ik) a. Pertaining to an anapaest.

Anarch, (an'iirk) n. The author of anarchy.

Anarchical, (an-ark'ik-al) a. Being without govern

ment; lawless; confused. [an anarch.

Anarchist, (an'ark-ist) n. One who promotes disorder;

Anarchy, (an'ar-ke) n. [G. anarchos, without head.]

Want of government in society ; lawlessness ;—con

fusion, [saris, flesh.] Dropsical.

Anasarcous, (an-a-sark'us) a. [G. ana, between, and

Anastaais, (an-a-sta'sis) n. [G. anisttmi, to rise again.]

A recovery ; resurrection.

Anastomose, (a-nas'to-mdz) v. i. [G. anastomoun, to

furnish a mouth.] To iuosculate ; to communicate

with each other, as the arteries and veins :—imp. <&

pp. anastomosed; ppr. anastomosing.

Anathema, (a-nath'e-ma) n. [G. anathema, & thing de

voted, ana, up, and tithenui, to set] An offering

to some deity, hung up in a temple ;—a curse pro

nounced by ecclesiastical authority, and accompanied

by excommunication.

Anathematization, (a-nath-C-mat-Iz-a'-shun) n. Act of

anathematizing.

Anathematize, (a-nath'e-ma-tlz) v. t. To denounce

with curses:—imp. Si pp. anathematized; ppr. ana

thematizing, [or dissection.

Anatomical, (an-a-tom'ik-al) a. Belonging; to anatomy

Anatomically, (an-a-tom'ik-al-le) adi\By means of

dissection. [or is skilled in anatomy.

Anatomist, (a-nat'o-miat) n. One who dissects bodies,

Anatomization, (a-na-to-miz-a'ahun) n. The act of

anatomising.

Anatomize, (a-nat'o-mlz) r. t. To dissect ;—to lay

open the interior structure of parts, forth* ■cientifio
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purposo of examining each by itself :— imp. & pp.

anatomized; ppr. anatomizing.

Anatomy, (a-nnt'6-me) n. [G. ana, up, and temnein,

tocut.J Art of dissection;—act of dividing a thing

for the purpose of examining its parts ;—of separat

ing the various parte of an animal body, to discover

their structure and economy.

Ancestor, (an' ses-tsr)n. One from whom a person

is descended, either by father or mother.

Ancestral, (an-ses'tral) a. Relating to ancestors.

Ancestry, (an'ses-tre) n. A series of ancestors or pro

genitors; lineage;—hence,birth or honourable descent.

Anchor, (angTcgr) 7k An iron instrument for holding

a vessel at rest in water; any firm .

support ;—hence, any contrivance I ■ /

instrument designed to hold fast;— ™

that which gives stability or securit y.

Anchor, (angTcer) v. t. [L. anchora,

an anchor.] To place at anchor ;—

to fasten; to fix in a stable condi

tion ;—v. i. To cast anchor ; to com ■

to anchor ;—to stop ; to fix or rest :

—imp. & pp. anchored; ppr. an

choring.

Anchorage, (ang'ker-aj) n. A place Anchor,

where a ship can anchor ;—a duty imposed on ships

for anchoring in a harbour.

Anchoress, (angTco-res) n. A female hermit

Anchorice. (angTtor-is) n. Ice formed at the bottom of

running streams; ground-ice.

Anchorite, (ang'ko-rit) n. [G. ana, up, and chSrein,

to retire.] A hermit; a recluse; a monk.

Anchovy, (an-cho've) n. [Bisc anckua.] A small sea-

fish of the herring family.

Anchylose, (ane/ke-loz) v. 1. [Q. agkuloun, to crook.}

To unite or fix immovably ; to stiffen ; to make fast :

—imp. & pp. anohylosed ; ppr. anchylosing.

Anchylosis, (ang'ke-ldz-is) a. A fixed state of a bone-

joint.

Ancient, (in'shent) a." [F. ancien.] Old; that hap

pened or existed at a great distance of time;—of

great age ; advanced in years.

Ancients. (an'Bhentz) n. Those who lived in former ages,

opposed to moderns;—ting, the bearer of a flag—now

called an ensign.

Anciently, (an'shent-le) adv. In old times ; formerly.

Ancillary, (an'sil-ar-e) a. [L. ancilla, a female ser

vant] Subservient or subordinate, like a handmaid.

Ancipital, (an-sip'it-al) a. [L. anceps, double-headed

from am, and caput, head.] A two-edged stem, com

pressed, and forming two opposite angles, as a stem

of blue-grass. [nects words and sentences.

And, (and) conj. fA.-S.] A conjunction which con-

Andante, (an-dan'te) a. [It. andare, to go.] Rather

slow ; less slow than largo, more slow than allegro.

Andiron, (andl-urn) n. A utensil for supporting wood

in a fire-place.

Androgynal, (an-droj'in-al) a. [G. anir, man, lind

guni, woman.] Having the mental characteristics of

both sexes.

Android, (an'droid) n. [G. anir, man, eidos, form.] A

machine in the human form, which, by contrivance,

performs some of the motions of a man.

Anecdotal, (an'ek-d6-tal) a. Pertaining to anecdotes.

Anecdote, (an'ek-dot) n. [G. anekdotos, from o priv.

and ekdotos, given out] A particular fact ofan inter

esting nature ; a biographical incident [dotes,

Anecdotical, (an-ek-dot'ik-al) a. Pertaining to anec-

Anemology, (an-e-mol'o-je) n, [G. anemos, wind, logos,

d iscourse. ] The doctrine of winds, or & treatise on the

subject.

Anemometer, (an-6-mora'e-ter) n. [G. anemos, wind,

and metron, measure.] An instrument or machine for

measuring the force and velocity of the wind.

Anemomctry , (an-6-mom'e-tre) n. Measurement of the

force and velocity of wind.

Anemone, (a-nom'o-ne) n. A genus of plants of the crow-

foot family ; wind-flower.

Anemoscope, (a-nem'o-skop) n. [G. anemos, wind, and

skopein, to view.] A weather-cock ; a contrivance for

bringing down the indications of a wind-vane to a

dial below.

Aneroid, (an'e-roid) n. [G. a priv. neros, wet, moist,

and eidos, form.] A portable barometer, shaped, like a

watch, dispensing with the use of quicksilver.

Aneurism, (an'u-rizm) n, [G. aneurunein, to widen.]

A soft, pulsating tumour, arising from the dilatation

or rupture of the coats of an artery.

Anew, (a-nu") adv. Newly ; over again ; afresh.

Anfractuosity, (an-frak-tu-os'e-te) ft State of being

full of windings and turnings.

Anfractuous, (an-frak'tu-us) a, [L. anfractus, a turn

ing, from an, nndfrangere, to break.] Winding; full

of windings and turnings.

Angel, (an'jel) n, [G. aggelos.) A messenger;—a spirit

employed by God to communicate his will to man ;

a ministering spirit;—an evil spirit;—an ancient

gold coin of England, worth about ten shillings, bear

ing the figure of an angel.

Angel, (an'jel) a. Resembling, or belonging to, angels,

or partaking of their nature or dignity.

Angelet, (an'jel-et) n. A half-angel.

Angel-flan, (an'jel-fish) n. A species of shark, taking

its name from its pectoral fins, which are like wings

when spread. [angels.

Angelic, (an-jel'ik) a. Belonging to, or resembling,

Angelically, (an-jel'ik-al-le) adv. Like an angeL

Angelology, (an-jel-ol'o-je) n. A discourse on angels,

or the doctrine of angelic beings.

Anger, (ang'ger)n. [From L. angor, strangling.] A

strong passion or emotion of the mind excited by a

real or supposed injury.

Anger, (ang'ger) y. t. To excite to anger ; to rouse to

resentment :—imp. & pp. angered ; ppr. angering.

Angina, (an-ji'na) n. [ L. J Inflammation of the throat.

Angiography, (an -je-og'ra-fe) n . [G. aggeion, and

graphs, description. J A description of the vessels

in the human body.

Angiology, (an-je-ol'o-je) n. [G. aggeion, vessel, and

logos, discourse.] A treatise on the vessels of the

human body.

Angiotomy, (an-je-ot'o-me) n. [G. aggeion, and

tomi, cutting. ] A dissection of the vessels of the body.

Angle, (ang'gl) n. [L. angulus, G. agkos, a bend.]

The point where two lines meet or intersect ; a cor

ner ;—the difference of direction of two lines in the

same plane that meet, or that would meet, if suffici

ently extended ; or the difference of direction of two

planes intersecting, or tending to intersect each other ;

—fishing tackle ; a lino, hook, and bait, with or with

out a rod. Angle of incidence, the anglo which a ny

of light makes with a line drawn perpendicular to

the point on which it falls.—Angle of refraction, the

angle which a ray of light makes with a lino drawn

perpendicular to the refracting medium on which.

it falls. A right angle, one formed by a right lino

falling on another perpendicularly, or an angle of 90°,

making the quarter of a circle.—An obtuse mi;;!--,

one moro than 90°.—An acute angle, ono less than.

00°.—A rectilineal angle, one formed by two right

lines.—A curvilinear angle, one formed by two curved

lines.—A mixed angle, one formed by a right line

with a curved line.—Adjacent angles, such as have ono

leg common to both angles.—External angles, angles

of any right-lined figure without it, when the sides

are produced.—Internal angles, those which are within

any right-lined figure.—Oblique angles, angles that are

either acute or obtuse.—A solid angle, the angle pro

duced by the meeting of three or more plane angles.

at one point—A spherical angle, one made by the

meeting of two arcs of great circles, which mutually

cut one another on the surface of the globe or sphere.
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— ritual angle, the angle formed by two rays of ligh i,

or two straight tine* drawn from the extreme points

of an object to the centre of the eye.

Angle, (ang'el) v. i. To fish with line and hook;—

hence, to use artifice; to intrigue:— imp. & pp.

angled; ppr. angling. [angular shape.

Angle-bar, (ang'gl-bar) n. A rolled bar of iron of an

Angler, (angrier) n. One who fishes with a hook;

—a kind of fiAh called fishing-frog.

Anglican, (ang'gle-kan) a. [L. Angli.) English.

Anglican, (ang'gle-kan) n. A member of the church

of England.

Anglicanism, (ang'gle-kan-izm) n. Attachment to

English institutions; partiality to the principles and

rite* of the English church ;—the principles of the

established church in England. [lish manner.

Aagliw, (ang'gle-se) adv. [L.] In English; in the Eng-

AngUciam, (ang'gle-sizm) n. An English idiom or

txprertKon.

Anglicize, (ang'gle-siz) v. t. To render conformable

to English or to English analogies:—imp. & pp.

anglicized; ppr. anglicizing.

Anglo-, (ang'glo). A prefix meaning the same as Eng

lish—ased in composition.

Anger, (ang'ger) ». Intense bodily pain.

Angrily, (ang'gre-le) adv. I n an angry manner.

Angry, (ang'gre) a. Touched with anger ;—showing

anger ;— stimulated ; roused ; vigorous.

AngaOlifann, (ang-gwil'le-form) a. [L. anguilla, eel,

and forma, form.] In the form of an eel; resem

bling an eel. [treme pain, either of body or mind.

Anguish, (ang'gwish) n. [L. augustus, narrow.} Ex-

AngriLir, (ang'gu-Ier) a. Having an angle or angles;

pointed ;—consisting of an angle ; forming an angle ;

—sharp and stiff in character.

Angularity, (ang-gu-lar'e-te) n. The quality of being

aiij^ilar ; sharpness, [direction of the angles.

Angularly, (ang'gu-Iar-Ie) adv. With angles ; in the

Aagulated, (ang-gu-lat'ed) a. Formed with angles.

Aaroit, (an-gust') a. [L. anguttut. j Narrow ; strait.

Anheintion, (an-h?-U'shun) n. [L. ankelare, to breathe

with difficulty.] Shortness of breath ; difficult respira

tion, [water. ] Destitute of water.

Anhydrous, (an-hrMrus) a. [G. a priv. and htuior,

Anil, (anil) n. [A. an-nfl,from Skr. ntla, dark blue.]

A ihrub from whose leaves and stalks indigo is made.

Anile, (anil) a. [L. anus, old woman.] Old-womanish;

im*w«ril* [old age of a woman ; dotage.

Aaibty. (a-nil'e-te) n. State of being an old woman ;

Animadversion, (an-e-mad-v?r'flhun) n. Remarks by

way of criticism, censure, or reproof.

Aninaadversive, (an-e-mad-ve.r'siv) a. Having the power

at perceiving.

Animadvert, (an-e-mad-v$rt') v. i. fL. animus, mind,

and odcrr^re, to turn to.] To turn the mind with

intent to notice ;—to consider or remark by way of

criticism or censure :—imp. & pp. animadverted ; ppr.

animadverting. [verts.

Anuaadverter, (an-e-mad-vert'er) n. One who animad-

Aaimal, (an'e-mal) n. [L. anima, G. anemos,

breath, Skr. an, to breathe.] An organized living

being endowed with sensation and the power of vol

untary motion*—an irrational being, as distinguished

from man.

At*hM. (an'e-mal) a. Of, or relating to, animals ;—

pertaining to the sentient part of a creature, as distin

guished from the intellectual, or spiritual part ;—

consisting oi* the flesh of animals. [malcules.

Anxaalcular, (an-e-mar*ku-ler) a. Pertaining to ani-

Asizoaleule, (an-e-mal'kul) ». [Diminutive

of sstauxi ] A little animal that is in- Fj

visible, or nearly so, to the naked eye.

Animalcolist. (ao-e-inal'ku-l 1st) n. Ouv ^ . % \, i r,

versed in the knowledge of animalcules. J £

Animal-flower, (an'e-mal-flow/er) n. Aw #\.

name applied to several species of zo- Animalcules,

 

Gphytes. They adhere to rocks, and when expanded

are like large flowers. [brutish new.

Animalism, (an'e-mal-izm)n. The state ofmere animals;

Animality, (an-e-mal'e-te) n. The state of animal

existence. [ing, or of converting into, animal life.

Animalization, (an-e-mal-iz-a'shun) n. The act of giv-

Animalize, (au'e-mal-iz) v. t. To give animal life or

properties to ;—to convert into animal matter by the

processes of assimilation ;—to render or regard aa

merely animal or sentient :—imp. & pp. annualized ;

ppr. animalizing.

Animal-maguetizm, (an'e-mal-magnet izm) n. [L.

animal, a living being, and magnet, loadstone.] An

agent of mysterious nature, which has a powerful effect

on the individual, when acted on by contact, on the

part of the operator.

Animate, (an e-mat) v. U [L. animare, from anima,

breath, soul.] To give natural life to;—to give powers

to, or to heighten the powers or effect of;—to give

spirit or vigour to ',—imp. tt pp. animated ; ppr.

animating.

Animate, (anVmat) a. Alive; possessing animal life.

Animated, (an'e-mit-ed)p.a. Endowed with animal

life ;—full of life ; spirited ; lively.

Animation, (an-e-nia'shun) n. Act of animating, or

state of being animated.

Animosity, (an-e-moeVte) n. [L. animositas.] Violent

hatred leading to active opposition ; active enmity.

Animus, (an'e-mus) u. [L. mind.) Intention ; purpose;

spirit ; temper. [tic seeds.

Anise, (an'is) n. [G. anfthon,] A plant bearing aroma-

Anker, (ang'ker} n. [D.] A Dutch liquid measure,

formerly used in England, and containing ten wine

gallons.

Ankle, (ang'kl) n. [A.-S. ancleoie, dim. otanle, bent,

neck.] The joint which connects the foot with the leg.

Annalist, (an'nal-iat) n. A writer of annals.

Annals, (an'nali) n. pi. [h. annus, year.] A history

of events in chronological order, each event being re

corded under the year in which it happened; the

title of such a history ;—an annual publication of

discoveries, transactions of societies, Ac.

Annats, (an'nats) n. pi. [L. annus, year.] The first

year's profits of a spiritual preferment, anciently paid

to the pope, but in the reign of Henry VIII. trans*

ferred to the crown.

Anneal, (an-neT) v. t. [A.-S. prefix an, and alan, to

kindle.] To heat nearly to fluidity, and then cool

•lowly, for the purpose of rendering less brittle or in

order to fix colours :—imp. & pp. annealed ; ppr.

annealing.

Annex, (an-nekV) v. t. [L. ad, to, and nectere, to tie.]

To unite at the end ; to subjoin ; to affix ;—to add,

as a smallor thing to a greater;—to connect, especially

as a consequence :—imp. & pp. annexed ; ppr. an

nexing.

Annexation, (an-neks-a'shuft) n. Act of uniting, or

connecting ; addition;—union of property with a free

hold so as to become a fixture.

Annexment, (an-nekVment) n. The act of annexing,

or the state of being annexed ;—the thing annexed.

Annihilable, (an-ni'hil-a-bl) a. Capable of being anni

hilated.

Annihilate, (an-niliil-at) v. 1. [L. ad and nihil, no

thing. ] To reduce to nothing ; to cause to cease to

be ;—to destroy the form or peculiar properties of ;

*— imp. &pp. annihilated; ppr. annihilating.

Annihilation, (an-ni-hil-a'shun) n. Act of reducing

or state of being reduced to nothing ; destruction.

Annihilator, (an-nilul-a-ter) n. One who annihilates.

Anniversary, (an-ne-vcre'a-re) a. [L. annus, year,

versart, to turn] Returning with the year, at a stated

time.

Anniversary, (an-no-vgrs'a-re) n. A day celebrated as

it returns each year.

Annomination, (an-nom-in-a'shun) n. [L. ad and nomen.
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a name.] The use of words nearly alike in sound, but

of different meanings ;—alliteration.

Annotate, (an'no-tat) v. t. [L. ad and notart, to mark.]

To make annotation*, comments, or remarks.

Annotation, (an-nd-ta'shun) n, A remark, note, or

comment on some passage of a book, intended to illus

trate it. [mentator ; a scholiast.

Annotator, (an'nd-tst-er) «. A writer of notes ; a com-

Aonotto, (an-not'to) n. A species of red or yellowish-

red dyeing material, prepared from the seeds of a

tropical tree.

Announce, (an-nouns1) v. t. [L. ad and nunciare, to

report, from nunctuj, messenger.] To give public

notice, or first notice of; to make known :—imp. &pp.

announced; ppr. announcing.

Announcement, (an-nouus'ment) n. Act of giving pul>-

lie notice; proclamation; declaration.

Announcer, (an-nouns'er) n. One who, or that which,

announces.

Annoy, (an-noy1) v. t. [F. anoier, L. noc«o, to hurt.]

To injure or disturb by continued or repeated acta :—

imp. & pp. annoyed ; ppr. annoying.

Annoyance, (an-noy'ans) n. Act of annoying, or the

state of being annoyed;—that which annoys.

Annoyer, (an-noy'cr) n. One who annoys or disturbs.

Annual, (an'nu-al) a. Returning or happening every

year ; yearly ;—performed in a year ; reckoned by the

year ;—lasting only one year.

Annual, (an'nu-al) n, A thing happening or returning

yearly;—upecUilly, a literary work published once a

year ;—a plant that lives but one year or season.

Annually, (un'nu-al-le) adv. Yearly ; year by year.

Annuitant, (an-nu'it-ant) n. A person who has an

annuity.

Annuity, (an-nu'e-te) n. [L. annuitat, from annus,

year. ] A sum of money payable within the year, to

continue for a given number of years, for life, or for

ever.

Annul, (annul') v.t. [L. ad, to, and nullum, nothing.]

To make void or of no effect—used appropriately of

laws, decrees, decisions of courts, rules, usages, &c :—

imp. &, pp. annulled ; ppr. annulling.

Annular, (an'nu-ler) a. Pertaining to, or having the

form of, a ring ;—banded or marked with circles, dots,

Ac,

Annulated, (an'nu-Ut-ed) a. Having rings or belts.

Annulet, (an'nu-let)n. [ L. annulut.] A little ring:—

a small, flat fillet, encircling a column, &o. ;—a little

circle borne as a charge in coats of arms.

Annulment, (an-nul'ment) n. The act of annulling.

Annulose, (an'nu-los) a. Furnished with, or com

posed of, rings.

Annumerate, (an-nu'mer-at) v. t. [L. ad and numeraire,

to number. ] To add to a number.

Annumeration, (an-nu-mcr-a'ahun) n. Addition to a

former number.

Annunciate, (on-nun'so- at) v. t. [L. annunciate.) To

announce ; to bring tidings : — imp. <fc pp. annun

ciated; ppr. annunciating.

Annunciation, (an-nun-se-a'ahun) n. Act of announc

ing;—name of a festival in memory of the angel>

announcement to the Virgin Mary, that alio should

bear the Messiah.

Annunciator, (an-nun'se-o-ter) n. One who, or that

which, announces.

Anodyne, (an'6-din) n. Any medioine which allays

pain, as an opiate or narcotic.

Anodyne, (an'6-din) a. [O. a priv. and oduni, pain.]

Serving to assuage pain.

Anoint, (a-noinf) v. t. ; L in and ungere, to smear.]

To pour oil upon ; to rub over with oil or unctuous

substances ;—to consecrate, by unction ;—to set apart

to some important office :—imp. &pp. anointed; ppr.

anointing.

Anointed, (a-noint'ed) n. The Messiah.

Anointer, (a-noint'er) n. One who anoints.

Anointment, (a-noint'ment) n. The act of anointing ;

the state of being anointed, [anomaly.

Anomalism, (a-nom'al-izm) n. A deviation from rule ;
Anomalistical, (a-nom-a-listrik-al) a. Irregular ; de

parting from common or established rules.

Anomalous, (a-nom'a-lua) a. [G. a priv. and omalos,

even, from omot, same.] Deviating from a general

rule, method, or analogy ; abnormal. [equally.

Anomalously, (a-nom'a-lus-le) adv. Irregularly; tin-

Anomaly, (a-nom'a-le) n. Deviation from the com

mon rule or analogy ; irregularity ;—angular distance

of a planet from its perihelion ;—apparent irregularity

in the motion of a planet.

Anon, (a-nonO adv. [Old Eng. anoon, lit., in one mo

ment] Quickly; immediately;—at another time;

again.

Anonymous, (a-non'e-mus) a. [G. a priv. and onama,

name.] Wanting a name ; without the real name of the

author ; nameless :—frequently written Anon.

Anonymously, (a -non'e-mus-le) adv. Without a name.

Another, (an-uTii'er) a. [From an, a, one, and other.]

Not the same : different ;—one more, in addition to a

former number ;—any one else.

Ansated, (an'sat-ed) a. [L. aneatus, from ansa, a

handle.] Having a handle.

Anserine, (an'ser-in) a. [L. anxer, a goose.] Pertain

ing to, or resembling, a goose, or its skin.

Answer, (an'scr) v.t. [A. -8. and, against, and twarjan,

to affirm ] To speak or write in return to a call,

question, speech, declaration, argument, &o. ;—in an

intensive use, to respond to satisfactorily; to refute ;

—to perform in compliance with, or satisfaction of,

an order, obligation, demand, &c. ; to be opposite to ;

to face; to act in accommodation, conformity, rela

tion, or proportion to;—v.i. To make response;—to

make a satisfactory response ; to write in reply to ;—

to be accountable, liable, or responsible ;—to be or act

by way of compliance, fulfilment, reciprocation, or

satisfaction; to be opposite, or to act in opposition ;

to grant, as an equivalent, or as adequate or sufficient ;

to be or act in conformity, accommodation, relation,

or proportion ; to conform ; to suit :—imp. A pp.

answered; ppr. answering.

Answer, (an'ser) n. Something said or written in

return to a call, question, argument, address, or the

like ;—something done in return for, or in consequence

of, something else;—the solution of a mathematical

or arithmetical question.

Answerable, (an'ser-a-bl) a. Capable of being answered

—usually implying that the answer may be satisfac

tory ;—obliged to answer; liable to pay, indemnify, or

make good;—conformable; comparable;—suitable;

proportionate ;—equivalent.

Answerableneit, (an'se.r-a-bl-nes)n. Quality of being

answerable.

Answerably, (an'ser-a-ble) adv. Suitably; agreeably.

Answerer, (an'se,r-er) n. One who answers or replies.

Ant, (ant) n. An emmet; a pismire.

Antacid, (ant-as'id) n. [G. anlt, against, and L. acidu»t

sour.] A remedy for acidity of the stomach.

Antagonism, (an-tag'o-nizm) n. (O. anti, against, and

agdn, contest.] Opposition of action ; contrariety of

things or principles. [another in combat.

Antagonist, (an-tag'o-nist) n. One who contends with

Antagonistic, (an-tag-6-nist'ik) a. Opposing; actiug

in opposition. [to contend.

Antagonise, (an-tag'd-niz) v. i. To act in opposition ;

Antalgio, (an-tal'jik) a. [G. anti, against, and algos,

pain. ] Alleviating pain.

Antanaclasis, (an-ta-na-klu'sis) n, [G. anti, against,

and atiakl-aris, a bending back.] A play upon words ;

a repetition of words after a parenthesis.

Antarchism, (an-tark'izm) n, [G. anti, against, archt,

rule.] Opposition to regular government.

Antarctic, (ant-ark'tik) o. [G. onti, against, and arkto*

bear.] Opposite to the northern or arctic pole ; relat
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ttymtb0%&*

Ant-eater.

tag to the southern pole or to the region near it,

especially to a circle, distant from the pole 23" 23'.

Antarthrxtic, (ant-ir-thrit'ik) a. [G. anti, against,

and arthritis (sc. »ojw), goat.] Counteracting the

gout [the gout.

AnUxtbritic, (ant-ir-thrit'ik) n. A remedy against

Ant-eater, (anfet-er) n. An animal that feeds upon

ants.

Antecedence, (an -:'■ -s5d

ens) a. Act or state of

preceding in time ; pre

cedence.

Antecedent, (an-tS-sed'ent)

e, fl*. ante, before, and

etdert, to go.] Going

before in time.

Antecedent, (an-te-sed'ent)

n. That which goea be

fore in time;—the noun

to which a relative refers ;—the first and conditional

part of an enthymeme—opposed to consequent;— pi.,

the earlier events of one's life. [previously.

Antecedently, (an-te-sCd'ent-le) adv. Before in time ;

Antecessor, (an'te-ses-e.r) n. One who goea before ;

a leader;—one who possessed land before the present

possessor. ling to the chief apartment.

Antechamber, (an'te-cham-ber) n, A chamber lead-

A-.t*'-hipel. (an'te-chap-el) n. The part of the chapel

through which is the passage to the choir or body.

Antecureor, (an't£-kur-ser) ■«. [L. antecurrere, to run

before.] A forerunner.

Antedate, (an'te-dat) ft. A date before the true time.

Antedate, (an'te-dat) v. t. To date before the true

time,—to anticipate:—imp. & pp. antedated; ppr.

antedating;.

Aatedilnriaa, (an-te-de-166've-an) a. [L. ante, before,

and diluvium, flood.] Before the deluge ; pertaining

to the times before the flood. [before the flood.

Antediluvian, (an-te-de-16o've-an) n. One who lived

Aatelepe, (an'tC--16p) n. [G. antiwilops.] Oneofagroup

ef ruminant quadrupeds,

intermediate between the

deer and goat. The most

beautiful species or variety

u the gazelle.

Antelucan, (an'te-lu-kan) a.

L. ■:: „v. before, and lux,

— ! '. Being before light—

awordapplied to assemblies .,....,.

atChristian*, in times of per- fij^gfc^%

Mention, ■^■sswk

Antemeridian, (an-tS-tnc-rid'e- Antelope.

i-j ■. [L. ante, and meridies, noon.] Being before

noon.

Antwnetic, (ant-e-metlk) n. [G. anti, against, and

emetic. ] A medicine which checks vomiting.

Antvnmdaae, (an-te-mun'dan) a. [L. ante, before,

and iAM.nd.ns, the world.] Being before the creation of

the world.

Aateniceaw, (an-te-nS'sen) n. [Ante, before, and Nice.]

Creed or faith before the first council of Nice

AsQEuue, (an-ten'ne) n.pl. [h. antenna, sail-yard.]

afcrahle articulated organs of —, a

KBoniiaa attached to the heads

ef iaaecta and Crustacea.

Antenuptial, (an-te-nup'«he-al) a.

CL atUe, before, nuptia, mar

ruge j Being before marriage.

Aatepanehal, (an-te-pos'kal) a,

Being before Easter.

Aatepaat, (an't^past) n. [L. ante, before, and pastua

few. j A foretaste.

Antepenult, (an-U-pe-nult') n. [L. ante, before, pene,

si_a <.'*.z. and mitimai, last.] The last syllable but two

of a word.

Antepeaitaaa, (an-W jw sish'iin) n. [L. ante, before,

 

 

a a. Antenna*.

pono, to place.] Placing of a word before another—

opposed to juxtaposition.

Anterior, (an-teVe-er) a. [L.] Before in time ; prior;

antecedent;—before in place.

Anteriority, (an-ter-e-or'e-te) n. State of being

anterior; precedence. [sage to another.

Anteroom, (an'te-ruom) n. A room forming the pae-

Anthelmintic, (an-thel-mint'ik) «-. [G. anti, against,

and timing, worm.] Destroying or expelling worms.

Anthelmintic, (an-thel-mint'ik) n. A medicine which

destroys or expels worms; a vermifuge.

Anthem, (an'them) n. [G. anti, against, phGni, sound,

voice.] Formerly, a hymn sung in alternate parts;

any church music adapted to passages from the

Scriptures.

Anther, (an'ther) n. [G. anthos, flower.] That part

of the stamen containing the pollen, or fertilizing dust.

Antheral, (an'tbgr-al) a. Pertaining to anthers.

Antheriferous, (an-ther-if'er-us) a. [From anther,

and Ixferre, to bear.] Producing anthers.

Anthological, (an-tho-Ioj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to an

thology.

Anthology, (an-thol'o-je) n, [G. anthologia, from

anthos, flower, and legein, to gather.] A discourse on

flowers ;—a collection of flowers ; a garland ;—a collec

tion of beautiful passages from authors, especially a

collection of Greek epigrams.

Anthonys Fire, (an'ton-iz fir) n. The erysipelas.

Anthracite, (an'thra-sft) n. [Q. anthrakite*, from

antft rax, coal or charcoal. ] A hard, compact variety of

mineral coal highly carbonic.

Anthracitic,(an-thra-sit'ik)a. Pertainingto anthracite.

Anthropography, (an-thro-pog'ra-fe) n. [G. antltrdpos,

man, and {/raphe, description.] That which treats

of the actual distribution of the human race, as dis

tinguished by physical character, language, institu

tions, and customs.

Anthropological, (an-thro-po-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to

anthropology ; according to human manner of speaking.

Anthropology, (an-thro-poro-je) n, [G. anthrdpos,

man, and logos, discourse.] The natural history of the

human species;—the science of man, considered in hia

entire nature. [to anthropomorphism.

Anthropomorphic, (an-thrO-po-morfik) a. Pertaining

Anthropomorphism, (an-thro-pd-morfizm) n, [G.

anthropos, man, and morphS, form.] Representation

of the Deity as having a human form or attributes.

Anthropomorphous, (an-thrd-p6-morfus) a. Having

the figure of, or resemblance to, a man.

Anthropopathical, (an-thrd-po-path'ikal) a. Subject

to human passions.

Anthropopathy, (an-thro-pop'a-the) n, [G. anthrdpos,

man, and pathos, affection, passion.] The ascription

of human feelings and emotions to the Supreme

Being.

Anthropophagi, (an-thrd-pofa-ji) w.pJ. [G. anthrdpos,

man, and phagein, to eat.] Man-eaters; cannibals.

Anthropophagy, (an-thro-pofa-je) a. The eating of

human flesh, or the practice of eating it; cannibalism.

Antic, (an'tik)a. [F. antique.) Odd; fanciful; fantastic;

ludicrously wild. [appearance or devioe.

Antic, (an'tik) n. A buffoon or merry-andrew ;—odd

Antichrist, (an'te-krist) n. [G. anti, opposed to, and

Chrislos, Christ.] A great adversary of Christ; the

man of sin, described 1 John ii. IS. [Christianity.

Antichristian, (an-te-krist'yan) n. An opposer of

Anrichristian,(an-te-krist'yaii)a.OpposingChristianity.

AnUohronism, (an-tik'ro-nizm) n. [G. anti, against,

chronos, time.] Error or variation in the order or

account of time.

Anticipate, (an-tis'e-pat) v. t. [L. ante, before, and

eapere, to take.] To tike or do before another, so as

to prevent him ;—to take up beforehand, or before the

proper time;—to foretaste or foresee :—imp. & pp.

anticipated ; ppr. anticipating.

Anticipation, (an-tid-e-pa shun) A. Aet of anticipating :
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—view or impression of what is to happen after

ward ;—preconceived opinion, produced in the mind

before the truth is known ;—a conception generalized

from experience, and used to suggest the future.

Anticipative, (an-tia'e-pat-iv) a. Anticipating, or con

taining anticipation.

Anticipator, (an-tis'e-pat-e.r) n. One who anticipates.

Anticipatory, (an-tia'e-pat-o-re) a. Taking before time.

Anticlimax, (an-te-kli'maks) n, A sentence in which

the ideas become less important and striking at the

close—the opposite of climax.

Anticlinal, (an-te-kli'nal) a. [G. anti, against, and

klinein, to incline.] Harking inclination in opposite

directions.

Anticlinal, (an-te-kli'nal) n. The crest-line from which

strata dip in opposite directions, often called the

anticlinal axis.

Anticly, (an'tik-le) adv. In an antic manner.

Anticontagious, (an-to-kon-ta'je-us) a. Opposing con

tagion.

Anticosmetic, (an-te-koz-met'ik) a , Injurious to beauty.

AnUcosmetic, (an-te-koz-met'ik) n. A preparation to

injure the skin or the complexion.

Antidotal, (an-te-do'tal) a. Efficacious against poison

or any thing noxious.

Antidote, (an'te-dot) n. [G. anti, against, and didonai,

to give.] That which tends to counteract poison or

any thing noxious. [office and rule of bishops.

Anti-episcopal, (an-te-S-pisto-pal) a. Opposed to the

Anti-evangelical, (an'te-e-van-jeTik-al) a. Contrary

to sound doctrine, or the genuine sense of the gospeL

Antifebrile, (an-te-feb'ril) a. That has the quality of

abating fever. [tendency to allay fever.

Antifebrile, (an-te-feb'ril) n. A medicine having a

Anti-galactic, (an-te-ga-lak'tik) a. Tending to diminish

the secretion of milk.

Antilogy, (an-til'o-je) n, [Q. anti and logon, speech.]

A contradiction in terms. [masonry.

Antimaaon, (an-te-ma'sn) n. One opposed to free-

Antimonarchical, (an-te-mo-nark'ik-al) a. Opposed to

monarchy. [antimony.

Antinionial, (an-te-nuYno-al) a. Of, or pertaining to,

Antimonial, (an-to-nio'ne-alj n. A preparation of an

timony.

Antimony, (an'te-mun-e) n. [A al-Uhmidun.] A

whitish brittle metal used in medicine and the arts ;

—an ore of antimony, consisting of sulphur and

antimony. It is of a chrystalline platy structure, the

chief ingredient in type metal, and an excellent

remedy in many diseases.

Antinomian, (an-te-no'me-an) «. One of a sect (origi

nating about 1538) charged with maintaining, that,

under the gospel dispensation, the moral law is of no

obligation. [Antinomians.

Antinomian, (an-te-no'me-an) a. Pertaining to tho

Antinomianism, (an-te-nd'me-an-izm) n. Tho tenets of

Antinomians.

Antinomy, (an'te-n5-me) n. [G. anti, against, and

nomot, law.] Opposition of one law or rule to another.

Antipapal, (an-te-p&'pal) a. Opposing popery; anti-

papistic.

Antipapistical, (an-te-pa-pist'ik-al) a. Opposing the

papacy or popery.

Antiparalytic, (an-te-par-a-lit'ik) a. [G. anti, against,

and paraltuis, palsy.] Opposing, or good against, palsy.

Antipathetical, (an-te-pa-thet'ik-al) a. Having a

natural contrariety or aversion. [tions.

Antipathic, (an-to-path'ik) a. Having opposite aflec-

Antipathy, (an-tip'a-the) n. [G. anti, against, and

paschein, to suffer.] An aversion felt at the presence,

real or -ideal, of a particular object;—a contrariety

in the properties or affections of matter.

Anti-pedobaptiat, (an-te-pS-dc-bap'tist) n. [G. anti,

against, pais, child, baptitein, to baptize.] One

opposed to infant baptism. [acting infection.

Antipestilential, (aii-te-pes-te-len'she-al) a. Counter-

Antiphlogistic, (an-te-flo-jis'tik) a. [G. anti, against,

and pkloffidsein, to burn.] Opposed to the doctrine

of natural or inherent inflammability ;—counteracting

inflammation.

Antiphlogistic, (an-te-flo-jis'tik) v. Any medicine or

diet which tends to check inflammation.

Antiphonal, (an-tif6-nal) a. Pertaining to antiphonies,

or alternate singing.

Antiphony, (an-tifo-ne) n. [G. anti, against, and

phoni, sound.] An anthem or psalm sung alternately

1 by a choir or congregation divided into two parts ; a

response.

Antiphrosis, (an-tifra-sis) n. [G. anti, against, and

phratein, to speak.] Use of words in a sense opposite

to their proper meaning. [lating to antiphrasis.

Antiphrastioal, (an-te-fras'tik-al) a. Involving or re-

Antipodal, (an-tip'od-al) a. Pertaining to tho anti

podes; diametrically opposed.

Antipodes, (an-tip'o-dez) n. pL [G. anti, against,

and pons, podas, foot.] Those who live on opposite

sides of the globe, and whose feet are, of course, directly

opposite :—the opposite side of the globe. [prelacy.

Antiprelatical, (an-te-pre-lat'ik-al) a. Adverse to

Antiquarian, (an-te-kwa're-an) a. [il antiquus, old.]

Pertaining to antiquity.

Antiquarian, (an-te-kwa're-an) n. An antiquary.

Antiquarianiam, (an-te-kwa're-an-izm) n. Lore of

antiquity.

Antiquary, (an'te-kwa-re) n. One versed in antiquities ;

—a collector of ancient things, as coins, manuscripts,

books, &c [obsolete, old, or void.

Antiquate, (an'te-kw&t) v. t. [L. antiquare.) To make

Antiquated, (an'te-kwat-ed) p. a. Grown old, or out of

fashion; obsolete.

Antique, (an-tek') o. [L. from ante, before.] Old ;

ancient ;—of old fashion ;—made in imitation of an

tiquity.

Antique, (an-tekO n. In general, any thing very ojd ;

in a limited sense, a remnant of antiquity ; relic.

Antiqueness, (an-teVnes) n. Quality or appearance of

being antique.

Antiquity, (an-tikVe-te) n. Ancient times; former

ages ;—great age ;—pi. the remains of ancient times,

Antisabbatarian, (an-te-sab-ba-tiVre-an) n. One op

posed to a strict observance of the Sabbath.

Antiscii, (an-te'she-I) ». pi. [G. anti, against, aud

skia, shadow.] The inhabitants of the earth living on

different sides of the equator, whose shadows at nooii

are cast in contrary directions.

Antiscorbutic, (an-te-skor-bu'tik) a. [L. scorbutus,

scurvy.] Counteracting the scurvy. [Scripturu.

Anti scriptural,(an-t«-Bk rip tur-al) a. Not accordant with

Antiseptic, (an-te-aep'tik) a. Opposing putrefaction.

Antiseptic, (an-te-sep'tik) n. [U. anti, against, and

siptikos, power to putrify.] A substance which resists

or corrects putrefaction ;—a remedy which counter

acts putresoency in the system.

AntislaTery, (an-te-slav'er-e) n. Opposition to slavery.

Antisocial, (an-te-so'she-al) a. Averse to society or

hostile to its existence.

Antispasmodic, (an-te-spaz-mod'ik) a. Opposing spasm.

Antispastic, (an-te-spas'tik) a, [G. antupasis, a drawing

back.] Causing a revulsion of fluids or humours;—

counteracting spasm.

Antisplenetic, (an-te-splen'et-ik) a. [L. spleneticus,}

Counteracting diseases of the spleen.

Antistrophe, (an-tis'tro-fe) n. [G. anti, against, and

strophi, a turning.] Repetition of words in an inverse

order ;—the turning of an adversary's plea against

him ;—that part of a song or dance, around the altar,

which was performed by turning from the left to tho

right, in opposition to strophe.

Antistrophio, (an-te-strofik) a. Pertaining to the

antistrophe.

Antitheism. (an-te'the-izm) n. [G. anft, against, theos.

God. j Opposition to God or belief in a God.
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(an-tith'e-sis) it. [G. anti, against, and

(iaii, a setting, from titkenai, to set] An opposition

• of words or sentiments occurring in the same sen

tence; contrast;—any thing directly opposed to

another :—reverse of synthesis.

Antithetical, (an-te-thet'ik-al) a. Pertaining to, or

containing, antithesis. fdoctrine of the Trinity.

Antitrinitarian, (an-te-trin-e-tare-an) a. Opposing the

Antitrinitarianiam, (an-te-trin-e-tAr'e-an-ixm) n. Op

position to the doctrine of the Trinity.

Antitype, (an'te-tip) n. [O. anft, and iupos, type.]

That which is prefigured by the type ; thus the

paschal lamb was a type of which Christ is the antitype.

Antitypical, (an-te-tip'ik-al) a. Relating to an anti

type ; explaining a type.

Antler, (antler) a. [F. antoillier. ] A start or branch

of a horn of a cervine animal, as of the stag or moose.

Anvil. (an'ril)A. [A.-S. anjllt, onjllt.] An iron block,

usually with a steel face, upon

which metals are hammered and

shaped ;—to be on the anvil, to

be in a state of preparation.

Anxiety, (ang-ri'e-te) n. [L. anxi-

cfexa] Solicitude about some

future or uncertain event.

Anxious, (angk'shus)a. [L.atixius, Anvil.

from angm, to cause pain.) Greatly concerned or

solicitous, especially respecting something future or

unknown ;—accompanied with anxiety. (licitude.

Anxiously, (angk'shus-le) adv. With anxiety or so-

Anxiouaneaa, (angk'shus-nes) n. Great solicitude;

anxiety.

Any, (en'ne) a. [A. -8. anig, from an, tin, one, and

the termination iff, ie.] One out of many;—some;

an indefinite number or quantity.

Any, (en'ne) adv. To any extent ; at all.

Anywise, (en'ne-wiz) adv. Inanymanner; atanyrate.

Acmaa. (a-o'ne-an) a. Pertaining to the Muses, or

to Aonia in Bceotia.

Aoriat, (a'6-riat) il [G. a priv. and oras, limit.] A

Greek tense which expresses an action as completed,

but leaves it, in respect of time, indeterminate.

Aaristic, (i-o-nat'ik) a. Pertaining to an aoriat ; in

definite.

Aorta. (a-ort'a) * [G. atirein, to heave.] The great

artery from the heart. [artery.

Aortal, (i-ort'al) a. Pertaining to the aorta or great

Apaee, (a-p&sQ adv. Quickly ; nastily.

Apagogicaf, (ap-a-goj'ik-al) a. Proving indirectly by

shewing the absurdity of the contrary.

Apagosry. (ap'a-goj-e) n. [G. apo, from, ago, to lead.]

Abduction ;—the process from one proposition to

another ;—specially, leading to opposite results.

Apart, (a-part') adv. Separately, in regard to space or

company; aside;—in a state of separation, or dis-

tisction, as to purpose, use, character, or as a matter

cf thought ;—asunder.

Apartment, (a-pirfment) n. [L. a, from, and part,

part. ] A room in a building or house. [indifferent.

Ap*thetie,(ap-a-thet'ik)a. Void of feeling; insensible;

Apschy, (ap'a-the) n, [G. a priv. and pathos, suffering.]

Want, or a low degree, of feeling; privation of passion,

cr insensibility to pain.

Ape, (ip) a. [A. -8. apa, Skr. topi

A quadrumanous mammal

baring teeth of the same

number and form as in man,

and possessing neither a tail

nor cheek pouches;—one who

imitatee servilely, in allusion

tu the mannen of the ape.

Ape, (ip) v. L To imitate ser

vilely ; to mimic:—imp. 4z

pp. aped; ppr. aping.

Apeak. (a-p5k') adv. On the

point; in a posture to pierce.

G. Hpos, keipos.]

 

Apo.

Apennine, (ap'pen-nin) a. Pertaining to a chain of

mountains which extend through Italy;—n.pt., the

mountains themselves. [tive digestion.

Apepsy, (a-pep'su) n. [G. apeptos, uncooked.] Defec-

Aperient, (a-pe're-ent) a. [L. aperire, to open.] Having

the quality of opening ; laxative.

Aperient, (a-pe're-ent) n. A laxative medicine.

Aperitive, (a-perVtiv) a. Aperient

Aperture, (ap'er-tur) n. [L. avertura.] An opening,

either natural or artificial, through some solid sub-

Btance ; a hole.

Apery, (ap'er-e) n. The practice of aping.

Apetalous, (a-pefal-us) a. [G. a priv. and petalon,

leaf. ] Having no petals.

Apex, (tVpeks) a. The top, tip, or summit of any thing.

Apheresis, (a-ferVBis) n. [G. apo, from, and airein, to

take.] The taking of a letter or syllable from the

beginning of a word.

Aphelion, (a-fele-un) n. [G. apo, from, and hilios, sun.]

That point of a planet's or comet's orbit which is most

distant from the sun, the opposite point being called

the perifielion.

Aphis, (a'fis) n. [N. L.] The vine fretter, or plant-

louse ; a genus of hemipterous insects.

Aphony, (afone) n. [G. a priv. and phdnf, voice.] A

loss of voice ; dumbness.

Aphorism, (afor-izm) n. [G. aphoriuin, to define.] A

precept or principle expressed in a few words ; a short

sentence containing some important truth.

Aphoriat, (afor-ist) n. A writer of aphorisms.

Aphoriatical, (af-or-ist'ik-al) a. Having the form of an

aphorism. [aphorisms.

Aphoriitically, (af-or-ist'ik-al-le) adv. In the form ot

Aphrodite, (af-ro-di'te) n. [G.J Venus, the goddess of

love.

Aphthonite, (afthon-It) n. A mineral consisting chiefly

of sulphur, antimony, and copper.

Aphyllous, (afil-lus) a. [G. aphultos, from o priv.

and pAufion, leaf.] Destitute of leaves.

Apiarist, (a'pe-a-rist) n. One who keeps an apiary.

Apiary, (a'pe-ar-e) n. [L. apis, a bee.] A place where

bees are kept ; a bee-house. [each by itnelf.

Apiece, (a-pes') adv. To each ; to the share of each :—

Apish, (apish) a. Having the qualities of an apo; in

clined to imitate in a servile manner.

Apishnesa, (ilp'ish-nes) n. Mimicry ; foolery ; foppery.

Apocalypse, (a-pok'a-lips) n. [G. apotaluptein, to dis

close. J Revelation ; aiacloBuio—specifically the name

of the last book in the Bible.

Apocalyptical, (a-pok-a-lip'te-kal) a. Containing or

pertaining to revelation, specifically, to the Revelation

<>t St. John.

Apocopate, (a-pok'o-pat) v.t. To cut off or drop tho

last letter or syllable of a word :—imp. & pp. apoco

pated; ppr. apocopating.

Apocrypha, (a-pok're-fa) n. pi. [G. apo, from, and

kruptein, to hide.] Books whoso authenticity, as

inspired writings, is not admitted, and which are

not sacred Scripture. [pha ;—not canonical.

Apocryphal, (a-pok're-fal) a. Pertaining to the Apocry-

Apode, (ap'6d) n. [G. a priv. and pous, podos, foot.]

An animal that has no feet.

Apodictieal, (ap-G-dik'tik-al) a. [G. apo, from, and

deiknunai, to show.] Evident beyond contradiction;

indisputable.

Apogee, (ap'o-jfi)n. [G. apo, from, and gaia, earth.]

That point in the orbit of the moon which is at the

greatest distance from the earth—opposed to perigee.

Apolepsy, (ap-o-lep'se)n. An obstruction of the blood.

Apollo, (a-polio) ?j. A deity worshipped by the Greeks

and Romans;—tho god of the sun, music, and poetry.

Apollyon, (a-pol'yon) *, [G. apotlnon, the destroyer.]

Tho destroyer—a name given to the angel of the bot

tomless pit.

Apologetical, (a-pol-o-jot'ik-al) a. [G. apo, from, and

logos, speech.] Excusatory or defensive.
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Apologetics, (a-pol-6-jet'ika) n. sing. That branch of

theology which defends the Holy [Scriptures, and sets

forth the evidence of their divine authority.

Apologist, (a-pol'o-jist) n. One who makes an apology.

Apologize, (a-pol'o-jlz) v. i. To make an apology :—imp.

& pp. apologized ; ppr. apologizing.

Apologue, (ap'o-log) n. [G. apologos.) A moral fable.

Apology, (a-pol'6-je) n. [O. apo, from, and logos,

speech.] Something said or written in defence or

justification of what appears WTong, unjustifiable, or

liable to disapprobation;—an acknowledgment in

tended as an extenuation of some improper or in

jurious remark or act.

Apophlegmatic, (ap-6-fleg-mat'ik) a. [G. apo, from, and

phlegma, phlegm.] Having the quality of exciting

dischargee of phlegm or mucus from the mouth or

nostrils.

Apoplcctio, (ap-o-plelr/tik) a. [G. apo, from, and

pUssein, to strike.] Pertaining to, or consisting in,

apoplexy ;—predisposed to apoplexy.

Apoplexy, (ap 6-plek-se) n. [G.] A disease character

ized by sudden loss of sense and voluntary motion,

usually caused by pressure on the brain.

Apostasy, (a-pos'ta-se) n. [G. apo, from, and stinai,

to stand.] An abandonment of what one has vol

untarily professed ; a departure from ono's faith,

principles, or party ;—an abscess.

Apostate, (a-pos'tit) n. One who has forsaken his

faith, principles, or party. [renegade.

Apostate, (a-pos'tat) a. Falling from the faith; false;

Apostatize, (a-pos'ta-tiz) v. i. To abandon one's faith,

party, church, or profession :—imp. & pp. apostatized;

ppr. apostatizing. [and fill with pus.

Apostcmate, (a-poVte-mat)v.t. To form into an abscess,

Aposteraation, (a-pos-te-ma'shun) n. The formation

of an aposteme.

Aposteme, (ap'oe-tein) n. [G. aposlSmai, to stand off.]

An abscess ; a sore filled with purulent matter.

Apostil, (a-pos'til) n. [F. upostitle.} A marginal note

or reference; a postscript.

Apostle, (a-pos'sl) n. [G. apostellein, to send away.]

A person deputed to execute important business ; speci

fically, one of the twelve disciples of Christ sent forth

to preach the gospel.

Apostleship, (a-pos'sl-ship) n. The office of an apostle.

Apostolate, (a-pos'tol-ut) n. Mission ; apostleship.

Apostolic, (ap-os-tol'ik) a. Pertaining to tlie apostles,

their times, or their peculiar spirit ;—according to the

doctrines of the apostles ;—the Apostolic see, the juris

diction of the Pope.

Apostrophe, (a-poVtro-fe) n. [G. apo, from, andjttre-

phein, to turn.] A change of the course of a speech ;

a diversion ;—a change, in speaking, from one party to

another ;—a turning from the real auditory to address

an absent or imaginary one;—the contraction of a

word by the omission of a letter, noted by a mark

above the line ; as, call'd for called. [trophe.

Apostrophio, (ap-os-trofik) a. Pertaining to an a{>os-

Apostrophize, (a-pos'tro-fiz) v. t. To address by apos

trophe ;—to contract by omitting a letter or letters ;—

imp. bpp. apostrophized; ppr. apostrophizing.

Apothecary, (a-poth'e-kar-e) n. [G. apoUieki, reposi

tory.] One who prepares and sells drugs for medi

cinal purposes.

Apothegm, (ap'o-them) n. [G. apo and phthegma.]

A short, pithy, and instructive saying; a sententious

precept or maxim. [of an apothegm.

Apothegmatical, (ap-o-theg-mat'ik-al) a. In the manner

Apotheosis, (ap-o-the'd-sis) n. [G. apo, from, and Thtos,

God.] Act of elevating to the rank of the gods;

deification. [of a deity ; to deify.

Apotheosize, (ap-o-the'o-siz) v. t. To exalt to the dignity

Appal, (ap-pawl') v.t. [F. appatir, L. ad and patleo,

to grow pale.] To depress or discourago with fear ;—

v.i. To occasion fear or dismay ;—imp. App. appalled;

ppr, appalling.

Appanage, (ap'pan-iij) tl [It. appanaggio, L. ad and

panis, bread.] The portion of land assigned by a

sovereign prince for the subsistence of hia younger

one ;—means of nourishing ; sustenance.

Apparatus, (ap-pa-ra'tus) n, [L. aduud parare.] Things

provided as means to some end; especially, a lull

collection or set of implements, or utensils, for per

forming scientific experiments or operations.

Apparel, (ap-par'el) n. [F, appareil, h. paro, to pre

pare.] Covering for the body.

Apparel, (ap-par'el) v. t. To dress or clothe ; to attiro ;

—to cover with something ornamental ; to adorn ; to

embellish :—imp. & pp. apparelled; ppr. apparelling.

Apparent, (ap-paVent) a. (L. apparcre.] Capable of

being seen, or easily seen ;—beyond question or doubt;

—appearing to the eye, but not true or reaL

Apparently, (ap-par'ent-le) adv. Visibly ; evidently ; in

appearance only. [or mind ; visibleness.

Apparentness, (ap-par'ent-nes) n. Plainness to the eye

Apparition, (ap-pa-rish'un) n. Appearance ; visibility;

—a visible object ; specifically, a ghost ; a spectre.

Apparitor, (ap-par'it-e,r) n. A Roman officer who at

tended magistrates to execute their orders ;—in Eng

land, a messenger who serves the process of a

spiritual court ;—the beadle who carries the mace.

Appeal, (ap-peT) n. Removal of a suit from an inferior

to a superior court;—the mode by which such removal

is effected :—the right of appeal ;—a summons to

answer to a charge;—a call upon a person for proof

or decision, or to grant a favour;—resort; recourse;

as, an appeal to arms.

Appeal, (ap-pel*) v. i. [L. appellare, from ad and pelUre,

to drive.] To remove a cause from an inferior to a

superior judge or court for the purpose of re-cxaiui na

tion or decision ;—to refer to another for the decision

of a question; hence, to call on for aid; — v.t.

To remove a cause from an inferior to a superior

court :—imp. & pp. appealed ; ppr. appealing.

Appealable, (ap-peTa-bl) a. Capable of being appealed.

Appealer, (ap-pel'er) n. One who appeals ; an appellor.

Appear, (ap-per7) v. i. [ L. ad and parere, to come

forth.] To come or be in sight;—to stand in pre

sence of some superior;—to become visible to the

apprehension of the mind ; to be obvious or manifest ;

—to seem, in opposition to reality:—imp. & pp.

appeared ; ppr. appearing.

Appearance, (ap-perana) n. Act of coming into sight ;

—a phenomenon ;—semblance, or apparent likeness ;

—personal presence ; outward show or pretence;—in

troduction to the public in a particular character;

—the act by which a party places himself before the

court, and submits to it.

Appearer, (ap-per'er) n. One who appears.

Appeasable, (ap-pez'a-bl) a. Capable of being appeased

or quieted. [appeasable,

Appeasableness, (ap-peVa-bl-nes) n. Quality of being

Appease, (ap-pe'z') v. t. [F. apaiser, from L. ad

and pax, peace.] To make quiet :—imp. & pp. ap

peased ; ppr. appeasing. [Btate of being appeased.

Appeasement, (ap-peVment) n. Act of appeasing, or

Appeaser, (ap-pcz'er) n. One who appeases or pacifies.

Appellant, (ap-pel'ant) n. A person who makes an

appeal. [cognizance of, appeals.

Appellate, (ap-pel'at) a. Belonging to, or having

Appellation, (ap-pel-a'shun) n. The name by which

a person or thing is called ; title ; address.

Appellative, (ap-pel'a-tiv) a. [L. appellate.} Pertaining

to a common name. [guiahed from a proper name.

Appellative, (ap-pel'a-tiv) n, A common, as distin-

Appellatory, (ap-pel'a-tor-e) a. Containing an appeal.

Appellee, (ap-pel-6') n. The defendant in an appeal.

Appellor, (ap-pel'er) n. The person who institutes an

appeal, or prosecutes for a crime.

Append, (ap-pend') v.t [L. ad and pendere.] To hang

or attach, as by a string, so that the thing is sus

pended;-—to add, « an aooessory to the principal
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thing; to annex:—imp. A pp. appended; ppr. ap

pending, [dinate or incidental.

Appendage, (ap-pend'aj) n. Something added as subor-

Appendant, (ap-pend'ant) «. Any thing appended to,

or connected with. fpended by prescription.

Appendant) (ap-pend'ant) a. Hanging ; annexed ;—ap-

Apptndix. (ap-peudlks) n. Something appended; an

adjunct;—specifically, literary matter added to a

hook, but not essential to it ; a supplement.

Apperception, (ap-per-sei/shun) n. Perception that

reflects upon itself; self-consciousness.

Appertain, (ap'per-tan) v. i. [ L. ad and perfinere, to

pertain.} To belong, whether by nature, right, ap

pointment, or custom :—irop. & pp. appertained ; ppr.

appertaining.

Appetency, (ap'pe-ten-se) «. Strong natural desire ;

sensual appetite;—tendency to seek or select;—the

disposition of organized bodies to imbibe each por

tions af matter as nourish them ; inherent inclination.

Appetibility, {ap-pet-e-biTe-te) n. The quality of being

desirable for gratification.

Appetite, (ap/pe-tit) n. \h.appttere, to seek.] Desire

of gratification, either of the body or of the mind;

—*p*e»j?collyy a desire of food or drink.

Appetize, (ap'pt-tiz) v. i. To create, or whet, an appetite.

Appetiser, (ap'pe-tiz-er) n. Something which createe,

or whets, an appetite.

Applaud, (ap-plawd ) r. !. or i. [L. ad and plaudere.]

To praise by clapping the hands, or other significant

sign ;—to praise by words : to commend :—imp. & pp.

applauded; ppr. applauding.

Applauder, (ap-plawd'er) n. One who applauds,

praises, or commends.

Applause, (ap-plawz') n. Act of applauding; appro

bation publicly expressed; commendation.

Applausive, (ap-plawrlv) a. Applauding ; containing

applause.

Apple, (ap/pl) n. [A.-S. a>ppel% apl.] A well-known

tree and its fruit ;—the pupil of the eye. [apples.

Apple-moth, (ap'pl-moth) n. An insect destructive to

Apple-sauce, (ap'pl-sas) n. A sauce made of stewed

apple*. [applicable.

Appbable, (ap-pU'a-bl) a. Capable of being applied;

Appliance, (ap-pH'ans) n. Act of applying, or thing

applied ; instrument or means.

Applicability, (ap-ple-ka-bire-te) n. Quality of being

applicable or suitable.

Applicable, (ap'ple-ka-bl) a. Capable of being, or fit

to be, applied; suitable; fit; adapted. [tioner.

Applicant, (ap'ple-kant) n. One who applies ; a peti-

Applicate, (ap'ple-kat) a. Applied or put to some use.

AppUeate-ordinate, (ap'ple-kat-or'de-nat) n. A right

line applied at right angles to

the axis of any conic section, and

bounded by the curve.

Application. <ap - pie -ka'shun)

•l Act of applying or laying

on ;—the thing applied ;—act of

making request or soliciting;—

employment of means ;—act of

ftring the mind ; intenseness of

thought; — act of referring to aoo AppUcate-ordinate.

particular case, to discover agreement or corres-

jocdenoe. [applying.

AjrpiicatOTy, ("apple-ka-to-re) o. Including the act of

Arplicatary. Op'ple-ka-to-re) n. That which applies.

Apply. (ap-plK) v.t. [L. ad and plicare, to fold.] To

sty cr pUoe ; to bring, or carry ;—to employ for a

particular purpose, or in a particular case ;—to declare

as suitable, or relative;— to employ diligently, or

with attention;—v.i. To suit or agree ;—to have re

course to;—imp. &pp. applied; ppr. applying.

Appoint, (ap-poinf) v.L [C ad and punctum, a point.]

To fix with power or firmness; to establish by

decree, resolve, decision, or mutual agreement; to

constitute; to prescribe;—to allot, designate, or set

 

apart ;—to provide with every necessary ; to equip ;

—v.i. To determine; to ordain:—imp, & pp. ap

pointed ; ppr. appointing. [pointed.

Appointable, (ap-point'a-bl) a. Capable of being ap-

Appointer, (ap-point'er) n. One who appoints.

Appointment, (ap-point'ment) n. Act of appointing or

state of being appointed ;—stipulation ; arrangement ;

—whatever is appointed ;—a time fixed for meeting ;—

an allowance or salary;—pi. the accoutrements of

officers, or equipments of vessela

Apportion, (ap-porahun) v. t. [L. ad and portio, por

tion.) To divide and assign in just proportion; to

part out; to distribute a just share to each:—imp.

& pp. apportioned ; ppr. apportioning.

Apportioner, (ap-por'shun-er) n. One who apportions.

Apportionment, (ap-poYshun-raent) n. Act of appor

tioning, [the English Court of Exchequer.

Apposer, (ap-pdVer) n. An examiner; an officer in

Apposite, (ap'po-zit) a. [L. ad andponer*, to place.]

very applicable; well adapted; suitable or fit;

relevant.

Appositely, (ap'po-zit-le) adv. Properly ; fitly • suitably.

Appositeness, (ap'po-zit-nes) n. Fitness : suitableness.

Apposition, (ap-po-zish'un) n. Act of adding ; accretion;

—the state of two nouns in the same case, without

a connecting word between them.

Appraisal, (ap-praz'al) n. A valuation by authority ;

an appraisement.

Appraise, (ap-praY) v. t. [L. ad and pretium, price.]

To set a value on ; to estimate the worth of, particu

larly by persons appointed for the purpose :—imp. &

pp. appraised j ppr. appraising. [valuation.

Appraisement, (ap-praVment) n. Act of appraising;

Appraiser, (ap-praz'gr) n. One who appraises ; spect/f-

cally, one appointed and sworn to fix the value of

goods and estates. [prayer.

Apprecation, (ap-prS-ka'shnn) n. Solemn and earnest

Appreciable, (ap-prG'she-a-bl) a. Capable of being

estimated or appreciated.

Appreciate, (ap- pre 'she -fit) v.t. [L. appretiare.}

To set a price or value on; to estimate justly or truly ;

—v. i. To rise in value :—imp. & pp. appreciated ;

ppr. appreciating. [or estimate.

Appreciation, (ap-prfi-she-a'Bhun) n. A just valuation

Appreciative, (ap-pre'she-at-iv) a. Having or implying

appreciation. [ciatlon.

Appreciatively, (ap-prG'she-a-tiv-le) adv. With appre-

Apprehend, (ap-prfi-hend') v. t. [L. ad and prthen-

dertJ] To seize or lay hold of;—to understand;—to

entertain suspicion or fear of ;—v. i. To be of opinion ;

to believe:—imp. A pp. apprehended; ppr. appre

hending.

Apprehender, (ap-pr8-hend'er) n. One who apprehends.

Apprehensible, (ap-pre-hen'se-bl) a. Capable of

being apprehended.

Apprehension, (ap-pre-hen'shun) n. Act of seizing or

taking hold of;—taking by legal process;—grasping

an idea or argument ;—the faculty by which ideas are

conceived:—distrust or fear at the prospect of.

Apprehensive, (ap-prS-hen'siv) a. Fearful ; suspicious ;

perceptive. [hensive manner; suspiciously.

Apprehensively, (ap-pre-hen'siv-le) adv. In an appre-

Apprehenaiveness, (ap-pre-hen'siv-nes) n. The quality

of being apprehensive ; fearfulness.

Apprentice, (ap-pren'tis) n. One bound to another to

learn a trade or art.

Apprentice, (ap-pren'tis) v. t. To bind out as an ap

prentice:—imp. & pp. apprenticed; ppr. apprentic

ing.

Apprentice-fee, (ap-pren'tis-fe) n. A premium re

ceived by a master for instructing an apprentice.

Apprenticeship, (np-pren'tis-ship) n. The condition of

an apprentice ; the time for which he serves.

Apprise, (ap-priz7) v.t. [F. apprise.] To inform; to

give notice, verbal or written ;—v. i. To set a value

on:—imp. & po. apprised; ppr. apprising.
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Approach, (ap-proch') v. i. [L. ad and propiare, to

' draw near.] To come or go near, in place or time ;—

to draw near, in a figurative sense; to approximate;

—v. (. To cause to draw near ;—to approximate :—

imp. is pp. approached; ppr. approaching1.

Approach, (ap-proch') n. The act of drawing near:—

access or opportunity;—a passage or avenue;—pi. the

works thrown up by besiegers in their advances to

ward a fortress, or the advances themselves.

Approachable, (ap-proch'a-bl) a. Capable of being ap

proached ; accessible. [being approachable.

Approachableness, (ap-proch'a-bl-nes) n. Quality of

Approaches (ap-proch'er) n. One who approaches or

draws near.

Approbation, (ap-prd-ba'shun) n. The act of approv

ing ; consent on the ground of propriety ; approval.

Approbatory, (ap'pro-ba-tor-e) a. Approving; con

taining approbation, [appropriated.

Appropriable, fap-pro'pre'-a-bl) a. Capable of being

Appropriate, (ap-pro'pre-at) r. t. [L. ad and pro-

prius, one's own.J To set apart for a particular

purpose, or for one's self; to assign;—to alienate an

ecclesiastical benefice, and annex it to a corpora

tion;—imp. is pp. appropriated; ppr. appropriating1.

Appropriate, (ap-pro pre-at) a. Set apart for a particu

lar use or person ; hence, peculiar.

Appropriately, (ap-pro'pre-at-le) adv. In an appro

priate manner. [fitness.

Appropriateness, (ap-pro'pre-St-nes) n. Suitableness;

Appropriation, (ap-prO-prC-ft'shun) n. Act of sotting

apart for a purpose ;—any thing, especially money,

thus set apart.

Appropriates, (ap-pro'prS-at-er) n. One who appro

priates;—one who is possessed of an appropriated

benefice.

Approvable, (ap-prooVa-bl) a. Worthy of approbation.

Approval, (ap-proov'al) n. Act of approving; appro

bation.

Approve, (ap-proov') v. t [L. ad and probare, to

prove.] To be pleased with; to think well of;—to

prove;—to make or show to bo worthy; to com

mend ;—to improve by increasing the value or profits

of;—to sanction officially:—imp. is pp. approved;

ppr. approving1.

Approver, (ap-proov'er) n. One who approves ;—one

who confesses a crime, and reveals his accomplices.

Approvingly, (ap-pruov'ing-le) adv. With approbation.

Approximate, (ap-prok'se-mat) a. Near to;—nearly

approaching correctness.

Approximate, (ap-prok'se-mat) v. t. [L- ad and proxi-

mare, to come near.] To carry or advance near; to

cause to approach ;—v. i. To come near ; to ap

proach:—imp. it pp. approximated; ppr. approxi

mating, [a coming near.

Approximation, (ap-prok-se-ma'shun) n. An approach;

Approximative, (ap-prok'se-ma-tiv) a. Approximating;

approaching.

Appulse, (ap-puls*) n. [L. ad and petlere, to drive.]

Act of striking against ;—a touching, or near approach.

Appulsion, (ap-puTehun) n. A striking against by a

moving body.

Appurtenance, (ap-pur/ten-ans) n. That which apper

tains; an appendage;—pi. the out-houses, steading,

&c. , going with the land. [right.

Appurtenant, (ap-pur'ten-ant) a. Belonging to by

Apricot, (1'pre-kot) n. A fine fruit allied to the plum.

April, (a'pril) n. {h. aperire, to open.] The fourth

month of the year. [on the first day of April.

April-fool, (a'pril-fool) n. One sportively imposed upon

Apron, (a'purn or ft'prun) n. A cloth, or piece of

leather, worn on the fore part of the body, to keep

the clothes clean, or protect them from injury.

Apropos, (ap'r6-p6) adv. [F.j To the purpose; per

tinently ; seasonably.

Apsis, (ap'sis) n. [G.] One of the two points in an

elliptical orbit at the greatest and least distance from
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the centre ;—the domed part of a church, where the)

altar is placed.

Apt, (apt) a. [L.] Fit; suitable ;—liable ;—disposed

customarily;—ready; prompt

Apteral, (apteral) a. [G. a priv. and pteron, wing.]

Destitute of wings; — having no columns along the

sides, but only in front

Apteryx, (ap'te-riks) %. [G.] " A genus of birds found

in New Zealand, with only the rudiments of wings,

and without a tail.

Aptitude, (ap'te-tud) n. Natural or acquired dis

position or tendency ;—readiness; docility.

Aptly, (apt'le) adv. Properly: fitly; readily; wittily.

Aptness, (apt'nes) n. Quality of being apt ; fitness ;

readiness.

Aqua, (aTcwa) n. [L., Skr. ap,] Water—a word much

used In pharmacy and chemistry, in various signi

fications, determined by the word or words annexed.

Aquarium, (a-kw^'re-um) n. [L.] An artificial pond

for rearing aquatic plants;—a globe or tank of glass

for keeping aquatic animals.

Aquarius, (a-kwa're-us) n. [L. aqua,] The Water-

bearer, a sign in the Zodiac,

which the sun enters about the

21st of January.

Aquatic, (a-kwat'ik) a. Pertaining

to, inhabiting, or frequenting

water.

Aquatinta, (a-kwa-tin'ta) n. [It.]

A method of etching on copper

by aqua fortis. Aquarius.

Aqueduct, (ak'we-dukt) ft, [L. aqua and ducere.]

artificial conduit for water.

Aqueous, (a'kwC-us) a. Par

taking of the nature ofwater ;

watery ;—made by means of

water.

Aquiform, (ITtwe-form) a. [L.

aqua and forma.] In the

form of water.

Aquiline, (ak'we-lin) a. [L. aquila.]

eagle ;—curving ; hooked.

Arab, (ar'ab) n. A native ofArabia ;—an Arabian horse.

Arabesque, (arVbesk) n. A species of ornamentation

after the Arabian manner, often , , .r - -jjsbp-mj'

intricate and fantastic from the tf*'■■■!%$ '^j ^

intermingling of foliage, fruits,

&c.

Arabesque, (ar'a-besk) a. In the

manner of the Arabians; relating

to the style of ornament, called

arabesque.

Arabian, (a-ra/be-an) a. Pertaining

to Arabia, or to its inhabitants.

Arabic, (ar'ab-ik) n. The language

' of the Arabians.

Arabist, (ar/ab-ist) n. One versed in Arabic literature.

Arable, (aVa-bOa. [L. arare.] Fit for tillage or plough

ing; ploughed.

Arachnology, (a-rak-nol'o-je) n. [G. araehni, logos.]

The natural history of spiders, mites, Arc.

Aramean, (ar-a-me'an) o. Pertaining to the descend-

ants of Aram ; specifically to their language—the Syro-

Ckaldaic.

Araneous, (a-ra'ne-us) a. [L. aranea,] Resembling a

cobweb ;—extremely thin and delicate.

Arbalest, (ar'bal-est) n, \L. arcus, a bow, G. ballo,

to throw.] A cross-bow.

Arbiter, (artM-ter) n. [L.] A person appointed by

parties in controversy, to decide their differences.

Arbitrable, (arTje-tra-bl) a. Arbitrary ;—determinable.

Arbitrament, (ar-bit'ra-ment) n. [L.J Will ; decision ;

—award of arbitrators.

Arbitrarily, (ar'be-tra-re-le) adv. By will only ; ab-

. solutely.

Arbitrary, (ar'be-tra-re) a. [L. orbitrari.] Depending

 

Aquoduct

Belonging to the

 

Arabesque.
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oo will or discretion ;—despotic; absolute in power;

bound bj no law.

Arbitrate, (ar'be-txat) v. t To hear and decide, aa

arbitrators;—to determine generally ;—r.t. To decide;

—to act as arbitrator:—imp. & pp. arbitrated; ppr.

arbitrating.

Arbitration, (ar-be-tri'shun) n. The hearing and deter

mination of a cause between parties in controversy.

Arbitrator, (ir-be-trater) n. A person chosen by parties

who bare a controTersy, to determine their differences;

—one who hat the power of deciding; umpire.

Arbour, (irVr) n. f L. a tree.] A bower ; a seat shaded

by trees ;—a spindle or axis.

Arboreaa, (ir-bcV're-us) a. Belonging to, growing onf or

having the nature of, trees. [tree.

Arborttceace, (ar-bor-es'ens) n. The resemblance of a

Arborescent, (ar-bor-es'ent) a. [L. arOorescerc] Re

sembling a tree ; becoming tree-like.

Arborst, (ar^bo-ret) n. A small tree ; a shrub.

arboriculture, (ar-bor-e-kult'ur) n. [L. arbor and cal-

'."■-■■'. j The art of cultiTating trees.

arbonst, (ar'bor-ist) n. One who makes trees his study.

Arborization, (ar-bor-iz-a'shun) n, A tree-like appear

ance, especially in minerals or fossils.

Arborous, (ar'bor-us) a. Formed by trees.

Arbuscle, (aTous-al) n. [U arbuscula.] A dwarf tree.

Arbute, (ar-trat') a. [L. arbutus, akin to arbor, tree.]

The strawberry-tree ; a genus of evergreen shrubs, of

the heath family.

Are, (ark) n. [L. arcus, bow, arch.] Part of the cir

cumference of a circle or curve.

Arcade, (ar-kad') n. [Sp. areada,

L smu, bow, arch.] A series

of arches ;—a walk arched above ; Aro.

a range of shops along an archwl passage.

Arcadian, (ar-kad'e-an) a. Pertaining to Arcadia, a dis

trict in Peloponnesus, in Greece. [mysteries.

Arcanum, (ir-ka'num) n. [L.] A secret; generally pi.,

Arch, (arch) a. [Properly eAi</, viz., in art.] Cunning

or si; ; mischievous ; roguish.

Arab, (arch) a. [G. archein. ] Chief; of the first-class ;

principal—much used as a prefix in compounded words,

dost of which are self-explaining ; as, arch-aposttet

arek-fniJder, arch-conspirator, &c

Arch, (arch) a. A curve line or part of a circle;—any

work in that form, or covered

bj an arch.

Ana, (arch) r. t or i. To form an

■rca ;—i«p. & pp. arched ; ppr.

arching.

Artbeolo»^eal,(ar-ke-o-loj'ik-al) a.

Btlating to archaeology.

Arehaologiat, (ar-ke-oro-jtat) n.

One versed in antiquity or an-

acnt learning. Aroh.

Archaeology, (ar-kfi-ol'o-je) n. [G. archaios and logo*. ]

The science of antiquities : a treatise on antiquities or

ancient usages, customs, Ate.

ArduueaL, (ar-ka'ik-al) a. Characterized by obsoleto-

Besi; antiquated.

Archaism, (arfca-izm) n. [0. archi.] An obsolete word,

«rr«Mionf or idiom ;—antiquity of style or use.

Archangel, (ark-an'jel) n. An angel of the highest

order.

Anhaagelis, (ark-an-jer*ik)a. Belonging to archangels.

Archhiaoep, (arcb.-bien'np) n. A chief bishop ; a metro

politan, [of an archbishop.

Archbubcprie, (arch-bish'up-rik) n. The jurisdiction

Archdeacon, (arch-de'kn) n. An ecclesiastical dignitary

Bert in rank below a bishop.

ArchducaL (ireh-dukral) a. Pertaining to an archduke.

Archduchy, (areh-duch'e) n. The territory or jurisdic

tion of an archduke. [Emperor of Austria.

Archduke, (arch duk1) n, A grand duke ; a son of the

Archer, (archer) n. One who shoots with a bow; a

bowman.

 

 

Archimedes' Screw.

Archery, (arch'e,r-e) n. Art of shooting with a bow

and arrow. [tical court of appeal.

Arches-court (arch'ez-kort) n. An English ecclesias-

Archetypal, (ark'e-tip-al) a. Constituting, or pertain

ing to, a model ; original.

Archetype, (arkVtip) n. [G. archi, beginning, and

rupos, figure,] The original pattern of a work; the

model from which a thing is made.

Archfiend, (arch-fend') n. The chief of fiends ; Satan.

Archiepiscopal, (ar-ke-e-f>is'kd-pal) a. Belonging to an

archbishop. [from several species of lichen.

Archil, (ar'kil) n. [P. orchciL] A violet dye obtained

Archimagus, (ar-ke-ma'gua) n. The chief of the Magi,

or worshippers of fire. m

Archimedean, (ar-kc-mC-dG'an) a. Pertaining to Archi

medes. Archimedes' tcmr. an

instrument for raising water,

formed by winding a fiexiblo

tube round a cylinder in

the form of a screw.

Archipelago, (ar-ke-pel'a-go)

n. [G. archi and pelagos, g

sea.] A body of water inter- f

spersed with isles ;—the sea

between Greece and Asia

Minor.

Architect, (arTte-tekt) n. [G. archi and tekt&n, work

man.] One who plans and superintends the construc

tion of a building ;—one who contrives or builds up.

Architective, (ar-ke-tek'tiv) a. Adapted to use in

architecture.

Architectonic, (ar-ke-tek-ton'ik) a. [G.] Pertaining

to, or dulled in, architecture; evincing skill in design

ing or construction. [to, architecture.

Architectural, (ar-ke-tek'tur-al) a. Of, or pertaining

Architecture, (ar-ke-tek'tur) n. The art or science of

building;—frame or structure; workmanship.

Architrave, (arTce-trav) n. [G. archi, It. trave, I*.

trabs, beam.] The lower division of an entablature,

which rests immediately on the column ;—the orna

mental moulding round the exterior curve of an arch ;

—a moulding above a door or window.

Archives, (ar'kiYz)n. [G. archi, government] Place

in which public records are kept;—public records

and papers.

With sly humour; shrewdly.

7i. Sly humour; shrewdness;

[magistrate in Athena

[G. archein, to rule.] A chief

Archstone, (arch'ston) n. The stone that forms or binds

the arch.

Archway, (arch'wa) n. A passage under an arch.

Arctic , (ark'tik) a. [G. arttos, a bear. ] Pertaining

to, or Bituated under, the constellation called the Bear;

northern. Arctic circle, a circle 23J" from the north

pole.

Arcturui, (ark-tu'rus) n. A fixed star of the first

magnitude, in the constellation of Bootes. [a bow.

Arcuated, (ar'ku-at-ed) a. [L. arcus, bow.] Bont like

Arcuation, (ar-ku-a'shun) n. A bending; convexity.

Arcubalist, (aritu-bal-ist) n. [h. arcits and balisia, a

military engine.] A cross-bow, of different kinds,

used for discharging stones or bullets.

Ardency, (ar/den-se) n. Ardour ; eagerness ; zeal ; heat.

Ardent, (ar'dent) a. [L. ardere, to burn.] Hot or

burning ;—having the appearance of fire ;—passionate ;

affectionate. [affectionately.

Ardently, (ar'dent-le) adv. With ardour; zealously;

Ardour, (ar'der) n. [L.] Heat, in a literal sense;—

warmth of passion or affection ; eagerness.

Arduous, (ardu-us) a. [L. arduus, high.] High or

lofty ;—attended with great labour ; difficult

Arduousness, (ardu-us-nes) n. Great difficulty ; labori-

ousness.

Are, (ar). [Probably from Sw. xarat to be.] Present

indie pL of the substantive verb.

Archly, (arch'le) adv.

Archness, (arch'nee)

cunning.

Archon, (aykon) n.
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Argand Lamp.

Area, (a're-a) n. [L. ] Any plane surface, as the floor

of a room, church, or other building;—the site on

which a building stands; a sunken space around

a building ;—the superficial contents of any figure.

Areiaction, (ar-e-fak'ahun) n. [L. arf/acere, to make

dry.] Tbe act of drying; dryness.

Arefy, (a're-f i) v.t. To make dry, or to dry.

Arena, (a-rS'na) n. [L.] The area in the central part

of an amphitheatre, in which the gladiators fought

and other shows were exhibited ;—any place of public

contest or exertion.

Arenaceous, (ur-e-na'she-us) a. [L. arena, sand.] Hav

ing the properties of sand ; easily disintegrating into

sand; finable.

Areometer, (ar-e-om'e-tor) n. An instrument for meas

uring the specific gravity of fluids.

Areoraetry, (ar-e-om'e-tre) n. Act of measuring the

specific gravity of fluids. [pagus.

Areopagite, (ar-e-op'a-glt) n. A member of the Areo-

Areopagus, (ar-3-or/a-gus) n. [O.] A tribunal at

Athens, famous fur tin; justice of its decisions—held

on a hill named in honour of Ares or Mars,—in Scrip

ture Mars' hill, where Paul preached.

Argal, (ar'gal) n. Unrefined or crude tartar.

Argand Lamp, (ar'gand-lamp) n. A lamp invented by

Aimi Argand, in which a hollow

wick is surrounded by a glass chim

ney, thus producing a strong and

clear light.

Argent, (ar'jent) a. [L. argentum,

G. argos.] 8ilvery ; bright like silver.

Argent, (ar'jent) n. The white colour

on a coat of arms, designed to repre

sent silver, or, figuratively, purity.

Argentation, (ar-jen-ta'shun) n. Tbe

act of overlaying with silver.

Argentine, (ar'jent-In) a. Pertaining to, or resembling,

silver.

Argentine, (ar'jent-In) n, [From L. argentum, Bilver.]

A silicious variety of carbonate of lime, liaving a

silvery-white lustre;—white metal coated with silver.

Argentite, (ar-jentlt) n. Sulphuret of silver ; a mineral.

Argil, (ar'jil) n. [G.] Clay or potter's earth.

Argillaceous, (ar-jil-la'she-us) a. Partaking of the

properties of clay.

Argilliferous, (ar-jil-lif'er-us) a. [L. argilla, white

clay, and ferre, to bear.] Producing clay.

Argive, (arjiv) a. Pertaining to Argos in Greece, or

to the Greeks generally.

Argol, (argot) n. Crude tartar.

Argonaut, (ar'go-nawt) n. [G. Argo and nautis, sailor.]

One who sailed with Jason, in the Argo, in quest of

the golden fleece. [clise or war ; a galleon.

Argosy, (ar'go-ae) n. A large ship, either for merchan-

Argue, (ar'gu) v. i. [L. arguere.} To reason;—to con

tend in argument; to dispute;—v.t To debate or

discuss ;—to prove or evince ;—to persuade by reasons:

—imp. & pp. argued; ppi: arguing.

Arguer, (ar'gu-er) n. A diaputer ; reasoner.

Argument, (ar'gu-ment) n. [L. argumenttint.] A proof

or means of proving ; a reason offered in proof;—a

process of reasoning;—the subject-matter, or an ab

stract of the matter, of a discourse. Argvmentum ad

hominem, an argument against a man, drawn from

his principles or practice. [of reasoning.

Argumentation, (ar-gu-mont-a'shun) n. Process or act

Argumentative, (ir-gu-ment'a-tiv) a. Containing argu

ment ;—addicted to argument.

Argus, (ar'gus) n. A fabulous being said to have a

hundred eyes ; a watchful, vigilant person.

Aria, (il're-a) n. [It.] A song or tune.

Arian, (a're-an) a. Pertaining to Arius, a presbyter of

Alexandria, in the fourth century, who held Christ to

be only a superangelic being.

Arianism, (a're-an-ixm) n. The doctrines of the Arians;

—denial of the divinity of Christ.

 

Arid, (ar^d)a. [L- arare, to be dry.] Dry; parched

up with heat [nees.

Aridness, (arfd-nes) n. Absence of moisture; dry-

Aries, (a're-ex) n. The Ram, a constellation of fixed

stars, the first of the twelve

signs in the Zodiac ;—the batter

ing nun.

Aright, (a-rif) adv. In due order ; A

rightly ; without mistake. £ {&

Arise, (a-rizO «. *■ [A.-S. aruan.] svffl

To get up from a lower to a high- ***^

er position; to mount; to as

cend;—to come into action, be- Aries.

ing, or notice ;—to proceed ; to issue ; to spring:—imp.

arose ; ppr. arising ; pp. arisen.

Aristocracy, (ar-is-tok'ra-se) n. [G. arista*, best, and

kratein, to rule.] A government, in which the power

is vested in a privileged order ;—the nobility or chief

persons in a state.

Aristocrat, (ar'is-to-krat) n. One who favours aris

tocracy ;—a proud or haughty person.

Aristocratic, (ar-is-to-krat'ik) a. Pertaining to aris

tocracy, [totle.

Aristotelian, (ar-is-to-telVan) a. Pertaining to Aria-

Aristotelian, (ur-is-to-tere-a.il) n. A follower of Aris

totle, who founded the sect of Peripatetics, so called

because he gave his instructions to his followers while

walking in the Lyceum at Athens.

Arithmancy, (a-rith'man-se) n. [G. arithmos, number,

and manUia, divination.] The foretelling of events by

numbers.

Arithmetic, (a-rith'met-ik) n. [G. arithmot, number,

and techne, art] The science of numbers; the art of

computation by figures. [motlc.

Arithmetical, (a-rith'mot-ik-al) a. According to arith-

Arithmetician, (a-rlth-me-tish'e-an) n. One skilled in

arithmetic,

Ark, (ark) n. [A.-S. eHtr, Go. arka.] A small cloeo

chest which contained the tables of the covenant

among the Jews ;—the vessel in which Noah and his

family were preserved ;—a large boat used on Ameri

can rivers. [paid to bind a bargain ; an earnest.

Aries, (ar'lz) n. pi. [A. -N. tarles, Scotch airlc*.] Money

Arm, (arm) n. [A.-S. arm, earm.] The limb which

extendi from the shoulder to the hand ;—the branch

of a tree ;—the end of a yard;—part of an anchor ;—an

inlet of water from the sea ;—a branch of the military

service ;—an instrument of warfare.

Arm, (arm) v. t. To equip with weapons;—to furnish

what will add strength or efficiency ;—to fit with

armature, as a loadstone;—v.i. To be provided with

weapons, or means of attack or resistance ; to take

arms :—imp. & pp. armed ; ppr. arming.

Armada, (ar-ma'da) n. [Sp.] A fleet of armed ships;

siMCifically, the Spanish fleet intended to act against

England, a.d. 15&*.

Armadillo, (ar-ma-dillo) n. [Sp.

armed.] An animal pecu

liar to South America, and

liaving the body encased in

an armour composed of small ,

bony shell plates. /'"'

Armament, (arm'a-ment) n.

[L.] A body of land or naval

forces equipped for war;— Armadillo.

the defence of a fortification with musketry and

artillery ;—the guns and munitions of a ship.

Armamentary, (arm-a-ment'ar-e) n. An armoury ; a

magazine or arsenal.

Armature, (arm'a-tur) n. Armour;—a piece of iron

used to connect the two poles of a magnet

Arm-chair (arm'char) n. A chair with arms to support

the elbows.

Armenian, (ar-men'e-an) n. A native of Armenia, or

the language of the country.

Armful, (arm'fool) n. As much as the arms can hold.

dim. of armado,

'■■'Mm?
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Armhole, (irm hS] ) n. The cavity under the shoulder ;

—■ hole for the arm in a garment

Armiger, (ar'me-jer) a. [L. arma, and p/<ro, to bear.]

One entitled to bear arms , an esquire.

Arrniliary, (irmil-la-re)a. [L. armxlia, brarolet] Per

taining to, or resembling a brace

let or ring; consisting of rings

or circles. Armiilary tphere. an

instrument consisting of sevcntl

brass rings, all circles of the same

sphere, designed to represent Hm

position which belongstothegre.it

circles of the celestial sphere.

Anaollated, (arm'il-lat-ed) a. Fur*

rushed with bracelets.

Arming-preas, (arm'ing-pres) n. A

book-binder's tooL

Arrainiaa, (lir-min'e-an) n. A

follower of Anruniut, who denied Armiilary sphere.

the doctrines of predestination, limited atonement,

and persererance in grace.

Anninianiam, (ar-min'e-an-izm) n. The tenets of the

Ann? niftTf*

Armipotent, (ir-mipatent) a. [L. arma and potens,

powerful.] Powerful in arms; mighty in battle.

Armistice, (ar'mis-tis) n. [I,, anna and stare, to

stand. ] A temporary cessation of arms ; a truce.

Armlets, (armies) a. Without an arm or weapon ;

h-lpless.

AnnJet, (armlet) a. A small arm

kind of bracelet.

Armenr, (arm'er) n. [0. Eng.

armujr.) Defensive arms for the

body ; i :. y thing worn to pro

tect in battle ;—the steel or iron

covering of ships of war. A rmlei.

Armour-bearer, (arm-er-bar'er) n. One who carries the

armour or arms of another ; an esquire.

Armourer, (arm'er-er) n. A maker of armour or arms,

■rial, (ar-md're-al) a. Belonging to armour, or to

escutcheon of a family.

; (arm'er-e) n. A place where instruments of

war are deposited ;—a place in which arms are manu-

fcctoxed ;—that branch of heraldry which treats of

 

(arm'pit) n. The hollow under the shoulder.

(armz) n.pl. {L. arma.) Instruments for fight-

wbether offensive or defensive;—the ensigns

of a family.

Onn, (Arin'strong-gun) n. A breech-loading,

wrought-tron, rifled cannon,

named from its inventor.

Amry, (ir'me) n. A collec

tion or body of men armed

for war, and organized in

aocQpame*, regiments, and

diTjaona, under proper offl-

ecsa. Armstrong Gun.

Amy-wara, (arm/e-wurm) n. A voracious caterpillar.

Araet, (ar'not) n. A name of the bunium, pig-nut, or

earth-nut

Ansa*, (i-rVnu) a. [G.J The fragrant quality in

plants or other substances.

Arstnatia, (ar-o-mat'ik) a. Pertaining to, or con

taining, aroma , fragrant ; spicy.

Aramauc, (ar-o-mat'ik) n. A plant, or drug having

a fragrant smell, and usually a warm, pungont taste.

iissMiiis, (a-ro'ma-tiz) v. t. To impregnate with

aroma :—imp. A pp. aromatized ; ppr. aromatizing.

Arouad, (a-rcrund') prep. On all sides of; about;—from

mm part to another of.

Around, (a-roand') adv. In a circle ; on every side.

Arouse, (a-rouzO v. (. To awaken suddenly :—imp. <b

t>P areasad; ppr. arousing.

Arpeggio, (ar-pedj'e-o)n. [It J Tho striking of notes on

<ha strings of a violin in rapid succession.

 

Arquebuse, (arlce-bus) n. [D. haak-bu*.] A hand-gun,

supported upon a forked rest.

Arrack, (arak) n. [A. araq.] A spirit obtained in

the East Indies from rice or the cocoa-nut-tree, &c.

Arraign, (a-ran) v.t. [L. ad and ratio, reason.] To

call or set a prisoner at the bar ;—to call in question,

or accuse, before the bar of reason, taste or other

tribunal :—imp. & pp. arraigned; ppr. arraigning.

Arraignment, (a-rtn'ment) n. The act of arraigning;

accusation ; a calling in question for faults.

Arrange, u-r&nj') v- *• [F. arranger, from ad and

ranger. ] To put, placo, or dispose, in proper order ;—

to adjust or settle :—ton, & pp. arranged ; ppr.

arranging.

Arrangement, (a-ranj'ment) n. Act of putting in

proper order; the state of being arranged;—regular

and systematic classification;—adjustment by agree

ment;—tho adaptation of a composition to voices or

instruments ;—a piece so adapted

Arranger, (a-ranj'er) Is. One who puts in order.

Arrant, (ar'ant) a. [From Eng. errant, wandering.)

Very bad ; notorious.

Arraatly, (arant-le) adv. Infamously ; disgracefully ;

impudently.

Arras, (ar'aa) it. Tapestry ; hangings of tapestry, made

first at Arras in tho French Netherlands.

Array, (a-riO n. [F. arrai.] Order; disposition in

regular lines; hence, a posture lor fighting;—an

orderly collection;—dress; raiment

Array, (a-ra^ v. t. To place or dispose in order, as

troops for battle ;—to deck or dress ; to adorn with

dress;—to set in order, as a jury, for the trial of a

cause:—imp. & pp. arrayed; ppr. arraying.

Arrears, (a-rerz') n. pi. [F. arriere, behind] That

which is behind in payment, or remains unpaid,

though due.

Arrearage, (a-reVaj) n. The part of a debt unpaid.

Arrect, (a-rckf) a. [L. aii'igere, to raise.) Lilted up;

raised; erect.

Arreptitious, (ar - rep - tish ' us) a. [L. ampere, to

catch. ] Snatched away fraudulently or secretly.

Arrest, (a-resf) v. t. [h. ad and restart, to remain.]

To check or hinder the motion or action of;—to take

by authority of law ;—to seize on and fix :—imp. &

pp. arrested; ppr. arresting.

Arrest, (a-resf) n. The taking or apprehending of a

person by authority of law;—stay of judgment after

verdict ; —any seizure, physical or moral ;—ascurfiness

of the hind leg of a horse. [seizure.

Arrestation, (a-rest-u'shun) n. Act of arresting;

Arrestment, (a-rest'ment) n. An arrest or detention

of a criminal ; the seizure of a person's wages in pay

ment of debt

Arret, (ar-ref or ar-ra') ft, [F.] A judgment of court

or parliament ;—an edict of a sovereign ;—a seizure of

persons or goods.

Arris, (ar'is) n. [L. arista.] The edge formed by two

surfaces meeting each other, whether plane or curved.

Arrival, (a-riv'al) n. Act of arriving; act of reaching a

place by water or land ;—attainment of an object by

agreement, effort, practice, or study; —the person or

thing arriving.

Arrive, (a-riv') v.i. [L. ad and ripa, the bank of a river.]

Lit, to come to the shore, or bank ; to come in pro

gress by water, or by land ;—to gain an object by

effort, practice, study, Inquiry, reasoning, or experi

ment:—imp. & pp. arrived; ppr. arriving.

Arrogance, (ar'd-gans) n. [L. ad and rogare, to ask.]

Undue assumption of importance.

Arrogant, (ar'o-gant) a. Assuming undue importance ;

—containing, or characterized by, assumption.

Arrogantly, (aVo-gdnt-le) adv. Haughtily; very proudly.

Arrogate, (ar'o-gat) v. t. To claim unduly ; to assume :

—imp. ii pp. arrogated ; ppr. arrogating.

Arrogation. (ar-6-ga'ihun) n. The act of arrogating, or

making insolent pretensions.
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Arrogative, (ar'O-gat-iv) a. Making undue pretension ;

arrogant.

ArTondiasment, (ar-rongMis-mong) n. [F.] A circuit,

<liHt.nct, or division of country in France.

Arrow, (afo) n. [0. Eng. ante, A. -8. arcica.] A

pointed weapon to be shot from a bow.

Arrow-headed, (ar'o-hed-ed) a. Shaped like the head

of on arrow. Arrow-headed characters, consist of

strokes resembling arrow-heads, nail-heads, or wedges ;

hence called nail-headed, vedgt-formed, cuneiform, or

cuneatic ,- and abounding among the ruins of Perse-

polis, Nineveh, and Babylon.

Arrowroot, (ar'o-root) n. A tropical plant—so called

because the Indians use the roots to extract the poison

of arrows;—the highly nutritious farinaceous sub

stance or starch which it yields.

Arrowy, (ar/O-e) a. Consisting of arrows;—formed

like an arrow.

Arsenal, (ar'se-nal) n. [A. ddrcinah.] A public estab

lishment for the manufacture and storage of arms

and all equipments, for land or naval service.

Arsenic, (ar'sen-ik) n. [O. arsenikon.] A metal of a

steel gray colour. A racniout acid, a virulent poison,

called also oxide of arsenic, white arsenic, and ratsbane.

Arsenical, (ar-sen'ik-al) a. Belonging to, composed

of, or containing, arsenic.

Arson, (ar'sun) n. - [L. ardere, to burn.] Malicious

and voluntary burning of buildings, ships, &c.

Art, (art). [Probably Sw. vara, to be.] Second person,

indie, mood, pros, tense, of the substantive verb to be.

Art, (art) n. [L. an, G. arein, to fit ] Employment of

means to accomplish some desired end ; application

of knowledge, power, rules, or laws, to practical pur

poses ;—power of performing certain actions, acquired

by experience, study, or observation ; ■— cunning ;

artifice. [contained in an artery.

Arterial, (ar-tCre-al) a. Pertaining to an artery;—

Arterialization, (ar-tS-re-al-e-aa'shun) n. The process of

arterializing.

Arterialixe, (ar-tt-'re-al-Iz) v.t. To communicate the

qualities of arterial blood to the system:—imp. & pp.

arterialized; pirr. arterializing.

Arteriology, (ar-te-re-ol'o-je) n. [G. artiria and

logos. ] A treatise or discourse on the arteries.

Arteriotomy, (ar-te-re-ot'o-me) n. [G. artiria and tomi,

a cutting.] The opening of an artery by a lancet, for

the purpose of letting blood ; that part of anatomy

which treats of the arteries.

Artery, (ar'ter-e) n. [G. artiria, from airtin, to raise.]

One of the vessels which conveys the blood from the

heart to all parts of the body ;—a continuous or ramified

channel.

Artesian, (ar-tc-'zo an) a. [From Artots in France.]

Artesian veils, wells made by boring into the earth

till the water from internal pressure, flows upward,

like a fountain.

Artful, (irt'fool) a. Made with, or characterized by,

art or skill;—exhibiting art or skill;—practising

stratagem. [terously.

Artfully, (art'fuol-le) adv. With art; cunningly; dex-

Artiulness, (art'fooi-nes) n. Art; cunning; dexterity.

Artichoke, (ar'te-chftk) n. [A. ardt schauki.} An escu

lent plant somewhat resembling a thistle.

Article, (ar'te-kl) n. [L. urtus, a joint.] A writing,

or portion of a writing, treating of various topics ; a

clause in a contract, treaty, or the like ; a concise state

ment ;—a particular Biibstance or commodity ;—one of

the three words, a, an, the, used before nouns.

Article, (ar'te-kl) v. t. To set forth in particulars;—

to bind by covenant or stipulation;—v. i. To agree

by articles ; to stipulate :—imp. ii pp. articled ; ppr.

articling.

Articular, (ar-tik'u-ler) a. Of or belonging to Joints.

Articulate, (ar-tik'u-lat) a. Formed with joints;—

distinctly uttered ; clear. [and members jointed.

Articulate, (ar-tik'u-lat) n. An animal having the body

Articulate, (ar-tik'u-l.lt) v. t [L. articulare.] To joint;

to unite by means of a joint;—-to form into syllables

or words ;—v. i. To utter articulate sounds ; to enun

ciate :—imp. & pp. articulated ; ppr. articulating.

Articulately, (ar-tik'u-l&t-le) adv. Distinctly; clearly.

Articulation, (ar-tik-u-la'shun) n. Junction of the

bones of a skeleton ;—connect ion of the parts of a

plant ;—utterance of the elementary sounds of a Ian-

guage.

Artifice, (art'e-fls)n. [L. ars.art, and faccre, to make.]

Artful or skilful contrivance ; device. In a bad sense,

trick or fraud. [one who construct*.

Artificer, (ar-tlf'e-ser) «, A skilful workman;—

Artificial, (art-e-fish'e-al) a. Made or contrived by art ;

formed by human skill and labour;—feigned; ficti

tious;—not indigenous. [artificial.

Artificiality, (art-e-lish-e-al'e-te)n. Thequality of being

Artificially, (art-e-nsh'e-al-le) adv. By art; not na

turally.

Artillery, (ir-tiTfr-e) n. [F. artillerie.] Offensive weap

ons of war ;—ordnance;—the science of gunnery.

Artilleryman, (ar-tiTer-e-man) n. One who manages

a large gun ;—one of a regiment of gunners.

Artisan, (art'e-zan) tl A person skilled in any mechani

cal art; a handicraftsman.

Artist, (irtfist) n. One who professes and practises)

one of the liberal or fine arts.

Artiste, far-test') n. (F.J One who is dexterous and

tasteful in art, and who makes such a profession.

Artistic, (ar-tist'ik) a. Pertaining to, or characterized

by, art ; made in the manner of an artist

Artless, (art'les) a. Free from art, craft, or stratagem ;

simple ; undesigned.

Artlessly, (art'lee-le) adv. Without art ; naturally ;—

without guile.

Artlessness, (artles-nea) n. The quality of being artless.

Artocarpus, (ar-to-kar/pus) n. [G. artos, bread, and

karpos, fruit.] The bread fruit tree.

Art-union, (irt-un'yun) n. An association for encour

aging artists by the purchase of their works.

Arundinaceous, (a-run-de-mYshc-us) a. [L. arundo,

reed.] Pertaining to, or resembling, a reed or cane.

Arundo, (a-run'do) n. The reed grass.

Aruspiee, (a-rus'pis) n, [L. arvix and speeere.) A

priest whose business it was to inspect the entrails

of victims killed in sacrifice.

Aruspicy, (a-rus'pe-se) n. Prognostication or divination

by inspection of the entrails of beasts slain in sacrifice.

As, (az) adi\ [A.-S. ase, O. Eng. alt.] Like; similar

to; for example;—of thesamo kind with; in the

manner in which ;—while ; during ;—in the nature, or

condition of.

As, (az) n. A Roman weight of 12 oz.

Asafcetida, (as-a-fet'id-a) n. [L. asa &n&fcetulv*.] A

fetid inspissated sap from the East Indies, much used

in medicine.

Asbestos, (as-bes'tos) n. [L. , G. a priv. and sbennumi. ]

A mineral of a white-grey colour ; a fibrous variety of

hornblende and pyroxene.

Ascend, (as-send) v. i. [L. ad and scandere, to climb, ]

To move upward ; to mount ;—to rise, in a figurative

sense;—v. t. To move upward npon ; to climb :—imp.

<fe pp. aseended ; ppr. ascending. [cended.

Ascendable, (aa-seud'a-bl) a. Capable of being aa-

Asccndant, (as-send'ant) o. Above the horizon ;—pre

dominant; surpassing.

Ascendant, (as-aend'ant) n. Superiority or command

ing influence;—the horoscope.

Ascendency, (as-send'en-se) tu Superior or controlling

influence.

Ascension, (as-*en'shun) n. The act of ascending or ris

ing; specifically, the visible going up of our Saviour to

heaven.

Ascensional, (as-sen'shun-al) a. Relating to ascension.

Ascension-day, (as-sen'shun-da) n. The day on which

our Saviour's ascension is commemorated.
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Ascent, (as-senf) n. The act of rising ; a mounting

upward;—the way by which one ascends;—an emi

nence, or high place ;—inclination.

Ascertain, (as-ser-tan') v. t. | L. ad and cerium, sure.]

To make certain ; to establish with certainty or pre-

c i- ■ ■ n ;—to find out by trial, examination, or experi

ment :—imp. A pp. ascertained ; ppr. ascertaining.

Ascertainable, (as-ser-tan'a-bl) a. Capable of being as

certained, [ing certainty.

Ascertainment, (as-sgr-tan'ment) ft, A making or gain-

Ascetic, (aa-aet'ik)it. One who practises undue rigour

or self-denial in religious things.

Ascetic, (as-set ik) a. [G. a&Lciil-oj, from aslein, to

exercise, j Unduly rigid or self-denying in religious

Asceticism, (as-eet'e-sizm) n. The practice of ascetics.

Asenbsvhle, (as-krib'a-bl) a. Capable of being ascribed.

Ascribe, (as-tart b") v. t. [L. ad and scribere, to write.]

To attribute to, as a cause or quality ; to impute ; to

assign:—imp. dc pp. ascribed; ppr. ascribing.

Ascription, (as-knp'shun) n. The act of ascribing ;—the

thing ascribed. [the wood of the ash-tree.

Ash, (ash) n. [A.-S- rest.] A genus of forest trees;—

Ashamed, (a-shamd') a. Affected by shame ; confused

by guilt, or a conviction or consciousness of wrong.

>»'hf"i (ash'en) a. Hade of a&h-wood ;—of the colour

of ashes; ashy. [where potash is made.

Ashery, (aah'er-e) n. A place for putting ashes;—a place

Ashes, (aah'ez) ft. pi. [A.-S. aaca, Go. azga.\ The

ssvnhy or mineral particles remaining after combus

tion .—the remains of a dead body.

Ashlar, (ashler) «. Free-stones as they come from the

quarry ;—hewn stones for facing. [posed to aboard.

Ashore, (a-shoV) adv. On or to shore; on land—op-

Ash-Wednesday, (aah-wenzua) ft. The first day of

Ashy, (aah'e) a. Ash-coloured ; like ashes. [Lent.

Aside, ( *-aid ) adv. On or to one side ; out of the

way : apart. fing the qualities of, an ass.

Asinine (asVnin) a. [L. annus.] Belonging to, or hav-

Aak, (ask) v. t. [O. Eng. aaeke, A. -& ancian, Skr.

uk, to desire.] To seek to obtain by words; to peti

tion ;—v. i. To request or petition ;—to inquire :—

imp. at pp. asked ; ppr. asking.

i«Wiy^, (arskansO adv. [D. tehuin, sidewise.] Ob

liquely : toward one corner of the eye.

Askerl"(aak'er) iu An inquirer;—water-newt ; eft.

Askew, (a-ekoO adv. Sideways ; askant; with a wry or

s contemptuous look.

Aslant, (a-elanf) adv. In a slanting manner ; obliquely.

Asleep, (a-tiep') adv. In a state ofsleep; at rest;—<lead.

Aslope, (a-al&r/) adv. With a slope or descent

Asp, (asp) Ti. [G. aspis.) A small, hooded, and

puUonous serpent of Egypt and Lib

ya, whose bite is fatal

Asparagus, (a*-parVgus) n. A culin

ary plant cultivated in gardens

Aspect, (as'pekt) n. [L. ad and tpicere.

Is look- J Look of the face; mien;

—appearance to the eye or mind ; 5*3

—BsssMlon or situation.

Aspen, (as'pen) n. [A.-S. aspe.] One

m several species of poplar, especi

ally s specie* with trembling leaves.

Aspen, (as'pen) a. Pertaining to the aspen.

Aspergillus, (as-per-jillus) n. The brush used to

sprinkle holy water on the congregation.

Asperity, (aa-pere-te) n. [L. atptr, rough.] Bough -

Bess -A surface, taste, or sound;—harshness of spirit

and language. [seed.] Destitute of seeds.

AsperuMos, (a-eperm'us) a. [G. a priv. and tperma,

Asperse, (as-persV) ». (. [L. ad and apargere, to strew.]

To bespatter with find reports or false charges;—to

slander; vilify.

Asperser, (a*-pers'eT)n. One that abuses another.

A*per*ian,(»*-peT'*hun)n, A sprinkling;—the spreading

of report* or charges ; calumny.

 

Asphalt, (as-faltf) n. [G. asphaltoa.] Jew's pitch, or

compact native bitumen. [asphalt.

Asphaltic, (as-falt'ik) a. Pertaining to, or containing,

Asphodel, (as'fo-del) n. [G. Skr. tphut, A. -3. spud.]

A perennial plant, as king's spear, &c.

Asphyxia, (as-nks'e-a) u. [G. a priv. and aphitxia.]

Apparent death, or suspended animation.

Aspirant, (as-pir'ant) a. Aspiring ; ardently desirous

of rising.

Aspirant, (as-pir'ant) n. One who aspires or seeks

eagerly.

Aspirate, (as/pe-rat) v. t. [L. ad and apirare, to breathe,]

To pronounce with a breathing or full emission of

breath :—imp, & pp. aspirated ; ppr. aspirating.

Aspirate, (as'pe-rut) n, A letter marked with a note

of breathing :—a mark of aspiration (*) used in Greek;

—an elementary sound produced by the breath alone.

Aspirate, (as'pe-rat) a. Pronounced with a rough

breathing.

Aspiration, (as-pe-ra'shun) n. The pronunciation of

a letter with a full breath ;—act of ardently desiring ;

Btrong wish for what is noble and spiritual.

Aspiratory, (as-pirVtor-e) n. Pertaining to breathing.

Aspire, (as-pir') v. i. To desire with eagerness ; to

pant ;—to ascend :—imp. & pp. aspired ; ppr. aspiring.

Aspirer, (as-pir'er) n. One who aspires or seeks

earnestly.

Aspiringly, (as-pir'ing-le) adv. In an aspiring manner.

Asquint, (a-skwinf) adv. To the corner of the eye;

obliquely.

Ass, (as) n. [A.-S. assa, L. asinus.] A quadruped of

the horse family, having a harsh bray, and long,

slouching ears, patient, and slow but sure-footed ;—

a stupid fellow ; a dolt.

Assail, (as-saT) v. t. [L. ad and mlire, to leap.] To

fall on suddenly, and with violence ; to attack or in*

vade ;—to ply with arguments, motives, &o.

Assailable, (aa-sM'a-bl) a. Capable of being assailed.

Assailant, (as-sal'ant) n. One who attacks or assaults.

Assassin, (as-sas'sin) n. [A. 'hashUhin.] One who

kills or attempts to kill by secret assault.

Assassinate, (as-sas'sin-at) v. t. To murder by secret

assault or by sudden violence :— imp. A pp. assassi

nated; ppr. assassinating. [natlng.

Assassination, (as-sas-sin-a'shun) n. The act of assassi-

Assault, (as-sawlV) n. A violent attack with physical

means, as blows, weapons, <fcc. ; — an attack with argu

ments, appeals, and the like.

Assault, (as-sawlf) v. t. [F. aaaaulter.] To attack with

physical violence;—to attack with moral means, or

with a view of producing moral effects;—imp. & pp.

assaulted; ppr. assaulting.

Assaulter, (as-sawlt'er) n. One who assaults or storms.

Assay, (as-Bit') ft [L. exagium, from ex and ayere, to

lead.] Determination of the quantity of any par

ticular metal in an ore, or metallic compound;—4

trial of weights and measures.

Assay, (as-saO v. t. To subject an ore or alloy, to chem

ical examination ;—v. i. To attempt or endeavour;—

imp. & pp. assayed; ppr. assaying. [metals.

Assayer, (as-sa'cr) n. One who tries or examines

Assaying, (as-sa'ing) n. The chemical operation of

determining the quantity of any metal in an ore or

mixture.

Assemblage, (as-sem'blaj) n. State of being assembled ;

—a collection of individuals or things.

Assemble, (as-sem/bl) v. t. [L. ad and aimul, together.]

To bring or call together ;—v. i. To meet or come

together; to convene:—imp. & pp. assembled ; ppr.

assembling.

Assembly, (as-sem'ble) n. A company collected in

one place, and usually for some common purpose.

Assent, (as-sent'') n. The act of assenting, admitting,

or agreeing to anything.

Assent, (as-sent') v.i. [L. ad and ientire, to feel]

To admit a thing as true; to express agreement,
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concurrence, or concession:—imp. it pp. assented;

ppr. assenting-.

Assentation, (as-sent-a'shun) n. Assent by way of flat

tery or dissimulation ; adulation.

Assentator, (as-sent-at'er) n. A flatterer or dissembler.

Assenter, (as-sent'cr) n. One who assents.

Assert, (as-BPrt')v. t. [L. ad and ttrtrt, to join.] To

affirm positively ; —to maintain or defend by words or

measures; to vindicate a claim:—imp. & pp. as

serted; ppr. asserting.

Assertion, (as-se.r'shun) n. The act of asserting : affirm

ation ;—vindication.

Assertor, (as-scrt'cr) n. An affirmer ; a maintainer.

Assess, (as-ses') v. (. [L. assidere, to sit by.} To

charge a certain sum as a tax ;—to fix the value of

property or income, for the purpose of being taxed;—

to estimate :—imp. & pp. assessed; ppr. assessing.

Assessable, (as-ses'a-bl) a. Liable to be assessed or

taxed.

Assessment, (as-ses'mont) n. Act of assessing;—val

uation for the purpose of taxation ;—the specific sum

charged ; fixing the amount of damages by a jury.

Assessor, (as-seVer) n. One who sits by another, as

next in dignity, or as an adviser;—one appointed to

Assessorial, (as-ses-so're-al) a. Pertaining to assessors.

Assets, (as-Bet*) n. pi. [L. ad and gat or satis,

enough.] Property in possession or due, as opposed to

liabilities ; the effects of an insolvent.

Asseverate, (as-sev'er-at) v. (. [L. ad and severus,

severe.] To affirm with solemnity; to aver:—imp.

& pp. asseverated; ppr. asseverating.

Asseveration, (as-sev-er-a'shun) n. Positive affirma

tion; solemn averment. [tention.

Assiduity, (as-se-du'e-te) n. Close application or at-

Assiduous, (as-sid'u-us) a. [L. assiduus, from ad and

udire, to sit.] Constant in application or attention.

Assiduously, (as-sid'u-us-le) adv. Diligently; closely;

attentively.

Assign, (as-sin') v. t. [L. ad and tipnum, mark.] To

appoint ; to apportion ;—to make over to another ;—

to vest in persons called assignees, for the benefit of

creditors:—imp. & pp. assigned; ppr. assigning.

Assign, (as-sin^ n. A person to whom property or an

interest is transferred.

Assignable, (as sin'a-bl) a-. Capable of being assigned.

Assignation, (as-sig-na'shun) n. Act of assigning or

allotting;—an appointment of time and place—used

chiefly of love meetings. [assigned*

Assignee, (as-sin -C) n. One to whom something is

Assigner, (as-sin'er) n. One who assigns.

Assignment, (as-sin'ment) n. An allotting to a par

ticular person or use ;—a transfer of title or interest;

—the writing by which an interest is transferred ;—

the transfer of the property of a bankrupt.

Assimilate, (aa-mm'il-at) v. t. [L. ad, similis, like.]

To cause to resemble ;—to convert into a like sub

stance;—v.i. To become similar ; to be converted into

the substance of the body ;—imp. & pp. assimilated;

ppr. assimilating.

Assimilation, (aa-sim-il-a'shun) n. Act of assimilating ;

—a state of resemblance ;—conversion of nutriment

into the body, whether in plants or animals.

Assist, (as-sist') v. t. [L. ad and siitert, to stand.] To

give support to ;—to succour ;—v. i. To lend aid ;—

to be present ; to attend ;—imp. & pp. assisted ; ppr.

assisting. [succour; relief.

Assistance, (as-sist'ans) n. Help; aid; furtherance;

Assistant, (as-sist'aut) a. Helping; lending aid or

support [an auxiliary.

Assistant, (as-sist'ant) n. One who assists or aids ;

Assize, (as-siz') n. [L. assidirt, to sit by, from ad

and sedire, to sit. ] lit. , a sitting ;—an order or regu

lation;—the periodical sessions of the superior courts

in England ;—time or place of holding the court

Assize, (as-siz') v.t. To fix the weight, measure, or

price of, by authority:—imp. & pp. assized; ppr,

assizing. [rates, &c, by authority.

Assizer, (as-stz'cr) n. One who assizes, or fixes weights,

Associable. (as-sd'ahe-a-bl) a. Capable of being joined;

—companionable ;—liable to be affected by sympathy.

Associate, (as-so she-it) v. t. [L. ad and sociw,

companion.! To join as a friend, partner, or con

federate ;—to unite in the same mass ;—v. i To unite

in company ; to keep company :—imp. & pp. asso

ciated ; ppr. associating.

Associate, (as-ao'sbe-at) a. Closely connected with,

as in interest, purpose, or office ;—connected by habit

or sympathy.

Associate, (as-so'she-iit) n. A companion ; a fellow ;—a

partner in interest, or in business.

Association, (as-so-she-a'shun) n. Act of associating,

or state of being associated ; connection ;—union of

persons for some particular purpose.

Associational, (as-ed-she-a'ehun-al) a. Pertaining to

an association. [or set free. Scot , assoiht.

Aasoil, (as-soiT) v. t. [F. from L. abtolvo.] To release

Assonance, (as'so-nans) n. Resemblance of sounds ;—a

kind of imperfect rhyme.

Assonant, (as'so-nant) a. [L. ad and tonart, to sound.]

Having a resemblance of sounds.

Assort, (as-sortf) v.t [L. ad and tors, lot] To separate

and distribute into classes ;—to furnish with all sorts ;

—imp. & pp. assorted ; ppr. assorting.

Assortment, (as-sorfment) n. Act of selecting and

arranging ;—a number of things assorted or adapted to

various wants, or purposes.

Assuage, (as-swaj*) v. t. [L. ad and suavis, sweet.] To

soften : to allay, as pain or grief; to appease, as passion

or tumult :—imp. <te pp. assuaged; ppr. assuaging.

Assuagement, (as-swflj'ment) n. Abatement; mitiga

tion.

Assuasive, (as-Bwa'siv) a. Mitigating; softening; easing.

Aasuetude, (asVe-tud) n. Custom ; habitual use.

Assume, (as-sum') v. t. [L. ad and sumere, to take.]

To take, or take upon one's self;—to take for granted,

or without proof;—to suppose; to pretend;—v.i. To

be arrogant ; to claim unduly :—imp. & pp. assumed ;

ppr. assuming.

Assumpsit (as-sump'sit) n. [L. pret of assumert.) A

promise or undertaking, founded on a consideration ;—

an action to recover damages for a breach of contract

Assumption, (as-sum'shun) n. Act of taking to or upon

one's self;—act of taking for granted; supposition;—

the thing supposed ;—the minor proposition in a

syllogism ;—the taking up into heaven ;—* festival in

honour of the ascent of the Virgin.

Assumptive, (as-sum'tiv) a. That is or may be assumed.

Assurance, (ash-shoor'ans) n. Act of assuring ;—the

state of being assured; freedom from doubt;—firm

ness of mind ; intrepidity ;—boldness ;—a contract for

the payment of a sum on a person's death ;—legal

evidence of the conveyance of property.

Assure, (ash-shoor') v. t. [L. ad and securus, secure.]

To make sure or certain ; to render confident ;—to

confirm ; —to covenant to indemnify for loss :—imp. &

pp. assured; ppr. assuring. [doubt

Assuredly, (ash-eheor'ed-le) adv. Certainly ; without

Assuredness, (ash-ehoor'ed-nes) n. State of being as

sured ; certainty.

Assurer, (ash-ahuor'er) n. One who assures.

Assurgent, (as-ser'jent) a. [L. asturgtrt, to rise up, J

Rising upward obliquely.

Astatic, (as-tat'ik) a. [O. a priv. and istanai. to stand.]

Having little tendency to take a fixed position.

Aster, (as'ter) n. [G. astir, star.] A genus of plants

with radiated compound flowers ; star-wort

Asterisk, (as tcr-isk) n. [G. asteruias, dim. of atUr,

star.] The mark [*J in printing and writing.

Asterism, (as'ter-izm) n. [G. asterismos, from a*t$rt

star.] A small cluster of stars ;—three asterisks [*#*J

to direct attention to a particular passage.
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Astern, (a-etern') adv. In, at, or toward the binder

port of a ship ;—behind a snip, at any distance.

Asteroid, (as'ter-oid) s. [6. aster, star, and eidos,

form.] One of the small planets.

Asthenic, (as-thenlk) a. [G. a priv. and stkenos,

strength.] Characterized by debility.

Asthma, (ast'ma) n. [G. tuin, to blow.] A disorder

of respiration, attended with cough and difficulty of

breathing. [by, asthma.

Asthmatic, (ast-mat'ik) a. Pertaining to, or affected

Astir, (a-stir) a. Stirring; active; lively*; nimble;

alert.

Astonish (as-ton'ish) v. t. [O. Eng. astone, L. ad and

tonart.} To strike with sudden fear or wonder; to

Astonishing, (as-ton'ish-ing) a. Amazing ; marvellous.

Astonishment, (as-ton'ish-ment) n. Confusion of mind

from fear or surprise ; amazement.

Astound, (astound') v. t. [O. Eng.] To strike dumb

with amazement :—imp. & pp. astounded ; ppr. as

tounding, [tiling, or on different sides of it.

Astraddle, (a-strad'dl) adv. With the legs across a

Astral, (antral) a. Belonging to the stars ; starry.

Astray, (a-etra') adv. Out of, or from the right way;

wrong.

Astrict, (as-triktf) v. t. To bind fast; to constrict; to

contract :—imp. A pp. astricted; ppr. aetricting.

Astnction, (as-trifshun) n. The act of binding ; the

stopping of a flow of blood :—constipation.

Astride, (a-strid') adv. With one leg on each side ; with

the legs apart.

Astringe, (ae-trinj') *■ t. [L. ad and slrinaere.] To

bind fast ; to constrict ; to contract :—imp. & pp. aa-

tringed ; ppr. astringing. [tringent

Astringency, (aa-trurpen-se) n. Quality of being os-

Astruigent, (as-trinj'ent) a. Binding; strengthening

—opposed to laxative.

Astringent, (as-trinj'ent) n. A medicine causing con

traction in the organic textures.

Astrolabe, (as'trd-Ub) n. [G. astron, star, and lam-

bixein, to take.] An instrument

for taking the altitude of the sun

or •ten at sea.

Astrologer, (as-troro-jer) n. [O.

astrvn, star, and logos, discourse. ]

One who pretends to foretell

events by the aspects of the stars.

Astrological, (as-trc-loj'ik-al) a.

Pertaining to astrology.

Astrology, (as-trol'o-je) n. The

science of predicting events by

the stars. Astroiaoe.

Astrooomer, (.-\*-tron'o-mer)n. [G. astron, star, and

ojvmsos, law.] One versed in astronomy or laws of

the stars. [tronomy.

Astronomical, (as-trd-nom'ik-al) a. Pertaining to as-

Astronomically, (as-trd-nom'ik-al-le) adv. In the man

ner of astronomy. (heavenly bodies.

Astronomy, (as-tron'o-me) n. The science of the

Astute, (as-tuf) a. [L. astus, craft.] Critically ex

amining or discerning ; subtle ; sagacions ; crafty.

Astutely, (as-tut'le) ado. Shrewdly ; subtly ; cunningly.

Astuteness, (as~tut'nes) n. Shrewdness; cunning.

Asunder. (aHrarTder) adv. Apart; separately; into

two parts.

Asylum, (a-oilum) n. [G. a priv. and sule.] A place

of refuge, where criminals and debtors found shelter ;

—any place of retreat;—an institution for the unfortu

nate, as the deaf and dumb, or the insane.

Asymmetry, (a-aim'me-tre) n, [G. a priv. and summe-

trvx, symmetry.] The want of proportion between

the parts of a thing.

At, (at) ^rep. [K.S. art. Go. at, L. ad.] Primarily,

this word expresses the relations of presence, nearness

ia place or time, or direction toward.] It denotes the

relation of outward situation, or of attendant circum

 

stances ;—of state or condition ;—of employment or

action ;—of degree ;—of occasion, consequence, or

effect,

Ataghan, (at'a-gan) n. A long Turkish dagger.

Athanasian, (ath-a-na'se-an) a. Pertaining to Athana-

siuB, the great exponent of the received doctrine of

the Trinity, and the supposed author of the creed.

Atheism, (.Vthe-izm) n. A disbelief in the being of God.

Atheist, (a'the-ist) n. [G. a priv. and Theos, God.]

One who denies the existence of a Supreme Being.

Atheistical, (a-the-ist'ik-a!) a. Pertaining to atheism;

denying God; impious.

Athenseum, (ath-e-ne'um) n. [G.] In ancient Athens,

a place where philosophers and poets declaimed ;—an

association of persons of literary or scientific tastes;—a

building where a library, periodicals, and newspapers

are kept for public use. [Greece.

Athenian, (a-then'e-an) a. Pertaining to Athens, in

Athirst, (a-theraf) a. Thirsty ;—having a keen desire

for drink.

Athlete, (ath-lef) n. [G. athlos, prize.] A contender

in wrestling or other games.

Athletic, (ath-let'ik) a. Belonging to wrestling, box

ing, and other exercises;—hence, robust ; vigorous.

Athwart, (a-thwawrtf) prep. Across ; from side to

side of; transverse.

Athwart, (a-thwawrf) adv. Sidewise ;—in a manner

to cross and perplex.

Atlantean, (at-lan-te an) a. Pertaining to or resembling

Atlas, who was represented as bearing the world on his

shoulders.

Atlantea, (at-lan'tez) n.pt Figures or half -figures

of men, used instead of columns to -— . -.

support an entablature. ^*r*£>^*"' ■£>_=

Atlantic, (at-lan'tik) a. Pertaining to j

the ocean which lies between Europe

and Africa on the east and America

on the west

Atlas, (atlas) n. A collection of maps

in a volume;—large drawing paper;

—the first vertebra of the neck.

Atmosphere, (at'iuos-fcr) n. [G. at-

mos, vapour, and sphaira, sphere.}

The mass of aeriform fluid surround- Atlantea.

ing the earth ;—pressure of the air;—figuratively, a

pervading influence [mosphere.

Atmospherical, (at-mos-fer'ik-al) a. Relating to tho at-

Atom, (at'um) n. An ultimate indivisible particle of

matter ;—a constituent particle of matter ;—any thing

extremely small. [atoms.

Atomic, (a-toin'ik) a. Relating to, or consisting of,

Atomism, (at'um-izm) n. The doctrine of atoms.

Atomize, (at'um-iz) v. t. To reduce to atoms.

Atone, (a. ton') v. i. [From at one, i. e. , to be, at one]

To stand as an equivalent ; to make reparation or

satisfaction for ; to expiate ;—v. t. To reconcile ;—to

answer or make satisfaction for :—imp. & pp. atoned ;

ppr. atoning.

Atonement, (a-tdn'ment) n. Reconciliation after enmity

or controversy ;—satisfaction or reparation ; specifi

cally, the expiation of sin by the obedience and suffer

ings of Christ.

Atoner, (a-ton'er) u. One who makes an atonement.

Atonic, (a-ton'ik) n, A word that has no accent.

Atop, (a-t'ip'j adv. At or on the top ; above.

Atrabilious, (at-ra-bil'yus) a. Melancholic, from the

supposed presence of black bile.

Atramental, (at-ra-nient'al) a. [L. aier, black.] Black,

like ink; inky.

Atrip, (a-trip') adv. Said of the anchor, when lifted

from the ground, but not catted.

Atrocious, (a-trd'she-us) a. [h. atrox.] Extremely

heinous; enormous; flagitious. [mously.

Atrociously, (a-trd'she-us-le) adv. Outrageously ; cnor-

Atrocity, (a-tros'e-te) n. Extreme heinousne&s ; enor

mity of guilt.
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Atrophy, (at'ro-fe) n. [G. a priv. and trepJiein, to

nourish.] A wasting away from lack of nourishment

or inability to assimilate food.

Attach, (at-tach/)t\(. [F. attacker, Eng. tack.] To bind,

fasten, or tie ;—to take by legal authority ;—to lay

hold on by force ; to connect ; jUjvraUvebi, to bind by

moral influence :—imp, & pp. attached ; ppr. at

taching.

Attachable, (at-tach'a-bl) a. Capable of being attached.

Attache, (at-ta-shS') n. [F.J One attached to the suite

of an ambassador.

Attachment, (at-tach'ment) n. Act of attaching, or

state of being attached ; any passion or affection that

binds a person;—that by which one thing is attached

to another ;—some adjunct to an instrument, ma

chine, or other object ;—a seizure by virtue of a legal

process ; the writ or precept commanding such seizure.

Attack, (at-tak') v. t. [F. attaauer.] To fall upon with

force ; to assail ; to assault ;—to fall upon with un

friendly words or writing ; to begin a controversy with :

—imp. & pp. attacked ; ppr. attacking.

Attack, (at-tak') iu A falling on with force or vio-

lence, or with calumny or criticism.

Attain, (at-tan/) v. i. [L. ad and tangcre, to touch.]

To come or arrive, by motion, bodily exertion, or effort,

toward a place or object ; to reach ;—to come to, by an

effort of mind ;—r. (. To achieve or accomplish, by

effort ; to gain ; to compass ;—to reach in excellence

or degree ; to equal :—imp. & pp. attained ; ppr. at

taining, [tained.

Attainable, (at-tan'a-bl) a. Capable of being at-

Attainder, (at-tan'der) n. [F. atteindrc.] The forfeiture,

which follows on being condemned;—the act of attaint

ing for treason.

Attainment, (at-tan'ment) n. Act of arriving at, or

reaching; act of obtaining by efforts;—that which is

obtained by exertion.

Attaint, (at-tanf) v. t. To stain : to disgrace;—to cor

rupt ;—to taint the credit of jurors giving a false ver

dict:—imp. &pp. attainted; ppr. attainting.

Attaint, (at-tanf) n. A stain, spot, or taint ;—a writ

which lies after judgment, to inquire whether a jury

has given a false verdict;—a wound on tho log of a

horse. (tainted.

Attaintment, (at-tant'ment) n. State of being at-

Attemper, (at-tem'per) v. t. [L. ad and temperare, to

soften.] To reduce or moderate, by mixturo ;—to mol

lify ;—to mix in just projiortion ;—to accommodate ;

to adapt:—imp. & pp. attempered; ppr. attempering.

Attempt, (at-temf) v. t. [L. ad and tcntare, to try-]

To make an effort ; to make trial or experiment of;—

to make au attack upon ;—v. i. To make an effort, or

an attack :—imp. ii pp. attempted; ppr. attempting.

Attempt, (at-temf) n. An essay, trial, or endeavour;

an effort to gain a point. [tempted.

Attemptable, (at-temfa-bl) a. Capable of being at-

Attend, fat-tend') r. t. [L. ad and tcudtrc, to stretch.]

To go or stay with, as companion or servant; to

wait on ; to serve ;—to be present with ; to accompany;

to be united or consequent to;—v. i. To pay atten

tion ; to heed ;—to wait or bo in waiting :—imp. & pp.

attended ; ppr. attending.

Attendance, (at-tend'ans) n. Act of being in waiting ;

—the persons attending; a retinue.

Attendant, (at-tend'ant) a. Being; present in the reti

nue of a superior;—accompanying or following as

consequent; depending on, or owing duty to.

Attendant, (at-tond'ant) «. One who, or that which,

attends or accompanies. [—act of civility.

Attention, (at-ten'shun)n. Act of attending or beetling;

Attentive, (at-tenfiv) a. Full of attention ; regarding

with care. [diligently.

Attentively, (at-tent'iv-le)adV. Cheerfully; heedfully;

Attentiveness, (at-tenfiv-nos) n. Tho state of being

attentive ; attention ; carefulness. [ning.

Attenuant, (at-ten'u-ant) a. Making less dense ; thin-

Attenuant, (at-ten'u-ant) n. A medicine that thins or

dilutes fluids ; a diluent.

Attenuate, (at-ten'u-at) v. t. [L. ad and tenuis, thin.]

To make thin, or less dense; to subtilize, as the hu

mours of the body;—to break into finer parts;—to

make slender;—to draw out or extend in length;—

v. i. To become thin, slender or fine ; to lessen :■—

imp. & pp. attenuated; ppr. attenuating.

Attenuation, (at-ten-u-a'shun) n. Act of making thin,

as fluids ;—act of making fine or slender.

Atterate, (after-af) v. t. [L. ad and teres, smooth. ] To

wear away ; to polish by friction.

Attest, (at-tesf) v. r. [L. ad and testis, witness.] To

bear witness to ; to affirm to be true or genuine ;—to

give proof of;—to call to witness ; to invoke :—imp. &

pp. attested ; ppr. attesting. [official testimony.

Attestation, (at-test-a'shun) n. Testimony; especially,

Attestor, (at-tesfer) n. One who attest*.

Attic, (at'tik) a. [L. atticut, G. attilcos.) Pertaining to

Attica or Athens; pure; elegant; graceful.

Attic, (aftik) n. A story in tho upper part of a house ;

the garret. [by the Athenians; elegant Greek.

Atticism, (afte-sizm) v. Peculiar style of Greek used

Attire, (at-tirO v. t. [F. attirer.] To dress; to array;

to adorn, especially with elegant or splendid gar

ments:—imp. ii pp. attired; pj>r. attiring.

Attire, (at-tii^) «. Clothes; dress; especially orna

mental dress ;—horns of a buck.

Attitude, (afte-tud) «, [L. aptitudo, from aptus,

suited.] Posture of a person ;—position of things.

Attitudinal, (at-te-tud'in-al) a. Pertaining to attitude.

Attitudinize, (at-te-tiid'in-iz) v.i. To assume affecttxl

attitudes:—imp. & pp. attitudinized; ppr. attitudin

izing. [Lifting up; raising.

Attollent, (at-tollent) a. [L. ad and totlere, to lift.]

Attorney, (at-tnr'ne) n. [F. attome', L. ad and tornarc,

to turn.] One who is legally appointed by another to

transact business for him. Power of attorney, a legal

document by which a person authorizes another to

transact business for him.

Attorney-general, (at-tur'ne-jen'er-al) n. An officer of

the state, empowered to act in all cases in which the

State is a ]>:n t v.

Attorney-ship, (at-tur'ne-ship) n. Office of an attorney.

Attornment, (at-tum'ment) n. Act of a feudatory vas

sal, by which he consents, upon the alienation of an

estate, to receive a new superior; the agreement of a

tenant to acknowledge the purchaser of the estate as

his landlord.

Attract, (at-trakf) v. t. [h. ad and trahere, to draw.]

To draw or cause to tend toward ; to draw to, or cause

to adhere cr combine :—imp. & pp. attracted ; ppr.

attracting. [attractable.

Attractabuity, (at-trakt-a-bU'e-te) n. Qnality of being

Attractable, (at-trakfa-bl) a. Capable of being attracted.

Attractile, (at-trakfil) a. Having power to attract

Attraction, (at-trak'shun) n. A power in nature acting

between bodies or ultimate particles, tending to draw

them together, or to produce cohesion or combina

tion :—act of attracting;—power of alluring or en

gaging, [tracting; enticing; engaging.

Attractive, (at-trakfiv) a. Having the power of at-

Attractive, (at-trakfiv) n. That which attracts or

incites. [attracting-.

Attractively, (at-trakfiv-le) adv. With the power of

Attractiveness, (at-trakt'iv-nes) n. The quality of being

attractive. [buted.

Attributable, (at-trib'u-ta-bl) a. Capable of being attri-

Attribute, (at-trib'ut) v. t. [L. ad and tribv.errt to

bestow.] To consider as belonging to; to render as

due ; to ascribe to, as an effect to a cause : — imp.

& pp. attributed ; pjtr. attributing.

Attribute, (aftrc-but) n. An inherent quality; charac

teristic disposition ; essential or necessary property ;—.

a symbol [—-the quality attributed.

Attribution, (atrtre-bu'shun) n. The act of attributing;
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Attributive, (at-trib'u-tiv) a. Relating to, or express

ing, an attribute. [an attribute or quality.

Attributive. (at-trib'u-tiv) n. A word which denotes

Attrite, (at-trif) a. [L. ad and tertre, to rub.] Worn

by rubbing or friction.

Attrition, (at-triah'un) n. Act of wearing by friction ;

—state of being worn ;—forced grief or penitence.

Attune, (at-tunO v. t. [L. ad and tonus, a Bound.] ' To

tune or put in tune ;—to make accordant :—imp. & pp.

attuned; ppr, attuning.

Auburn, (awTrarn) a. [L. alburnus.] Reddish brown.

Auction, (awk'shun) n. [I* augere, to increase.] A pub

lic tak of property to the highest bidder, by a person

licensed for the purpose ; a vendue.

Auctioaary,(awk'fcliun-a-re)a. Belonging toan auction.

Auctioneer, (awk-shun-eV) n. The person who sells by

auction.

Audacious, (aw-d&'she-us )a. [L. aurfew.todare.] Bold;

daring ;—contemning the restraints of law, religion,

or decorum ; bold in wickedness ;—committed with

effrontery or contempt of law.

Aud4£ioualy,(aw-da'ahe-us-le)acfr. Boldly; impudently.

Audacity, (aw-das'e-te) n. Daring spirit, or confidence;

TentureKmeneas ;—implying a contempt of law or

moral restraint. (of being heard ; loud enough.

Audible, (awd'e-bl) a. [L. audire, to hear.] Capable

Audibleness, (awd'e-bl-nes) n. The quality of being

andibla

Audibly, (awd'e-ble) adv. In a manner to be heard.

Audience, (awd'e-ens) n. Admittance to a hearing ;—

an aaaembly of hearers.

Audit, (awd'it) n. An examination in general; but

tpmfeall?, an examination of as. account, with hear

ing of parties, by proper officers : a final account.

Audit, (awd'it) v. t. To examine and adjust accounts :

—imp. & pp. audited ; ppr. auditing.

Auditor, (awd'it-er) n. A hearer or listener ;—a person

authorized to examine accounts.

Auditorthip, (awd'it-er-ship) n. The office of auditor.

Auditory, (awdlt-cr-e) a. Pertaining to the sense of

hearing.

Auditory, (awdlt-er-e) n. An assembly of hearers ; an

audience ;—the place on which a judge sits to hear

Asgtr, (aw'ger) n. [A-S. no/a, nave, and gar, a dart.]

A carpenter's tool to bore holes «

*ilh;—an instrument for boring ^^.^ R

cr perforating soils or rocks. ~^*m7uifi*%~~~~~\ p

Aught, (awt) n. [A.-S. aukt] V

Any thing ; any part ; a jot or V

tittle. Auger.

Augment (awg-mentf) v. t. [L. augert, to increase.]

To increase in size or amount ; to swell; to make big-

!»;—r. i. To increase ; to grow larger :—imp. & pp.

augmented; ppr. augmenting.

Augment, (awg'ment) n. Enlargement by addition ; in-

"Wse ;—a sign of past time ; a syllable prefixed to

a mud, [tion.

"gawnflblB, (awg-nient'a-bl) a. Capable of augmenta-

*°giaenUtion, (awg-ment-a'shun) 71. Act of augment

ing, or itate of being augmented;—the thing added.

Aigmentatwe, (awg-menfat-iv) a. Having the quality

of »ugrr.enting.

*Sf«r, (aw'ger) n. [L. avis, bird; Celt. g$.r, man.]

Aa officer who pretended to foretell future events by

the singing, flight, and feeding of birds ; a soothsayer.

^■C**, U^ger) v- *• To conjecture by signs or omens ;

to prognosticate ; to guess :—v. t. To foretell ; to be

token .—imp. & pp. augured ; ppr. auguring.

AngarnL (awgu-ral) a. Pertaining to augurs or augury.

•Ofary, (aw'gu-re) n. Art of foretelling events by

tr«» actions ol birds ;—an omen ; prediction.

August, (aw-gusf) a. [L. augustus, from augere, to in

crease.) Creating extraordinary respect; imposing;

iBftJestic ; solemn. [month of the year.

fefBat, (aw'gust) «. {L. Augustus.] .The eighth

Augustan, (aw-gust'an) a. Pertaining to Augustus or

to his times. The Augustan age of literature is the

period of its highest state of purity and refinement

Augustine, (aw-gust'in) n. pi. One of an order ofmonks,

so called from St Augustine.

Augustnesi, (aw-gust'nes) n. Dignity of mien ; majesty;

grandeur.

Auk, (awk) n. An aquatic bird, as the penguin, diver,

puffin, Ac.

Aulio, (awlik) a. [0. auli, hall.] Pertaining to a

royal court ; especially to that of the German Emperor.

Aunt (ant) n. [F. tante, L. amita.} A father's or

mother's sister.

Aural, (aw'ralj a. [L. aura,] Pertaining to the air.

Aural, (aw'ral)a. [L. aurU, ear.] Belonging to the ear.

Aurated, (aw'rat-ed) a. [L. auratus.] Resembling gold.

Aureole, (aw're-dl') n. [L. aureus, golden.] The circle

of rays, with which painters surround the head of

Christ, saints, &c.

Auricle, (aw're-kl) n. [L. auris, ear.] The external

ear ;—one of two muscular sacs situated at the base

of the heart ;—a kind of ear-trumpet [bear's ear.

Auricula, (aw-rik'u-la) n. A species of primrose;

Auricular, (aw-rik'u-ler) a. Pertaining to the ear, or

to the sense of hearing ;—told in the ear ; as, auri

cular confession;—pertaining to the auricles of the

heart

Auriculate, (aw-rik'ii-lat) a. Shaped like an ear.

Auriferous, (aw-rifer-us) a. [L. aurum, gold, and

Serve, to bear. ] Yielding or producing gold.

Auriform, (aw're-form) a. [L auris, ear, and forma,

form.] Ear-shaped.

Aurist, (aw'rist) ,1. One skilled in disorders of the ear.

Aurora, (aw-rd'ra) n. [L. aurea hora, golden hour.]

The goddess of morning ; the dawn of day ;—a species

of crowfoot Auro'ra borea'lis (i. e., northern day

break), a luminous meteoric phenomenon, popularly

called northern lights or streamers.

Auroral, (aw-ro'ral) a. Belonging to, or resembling, the

aurora.

Auscultation, (aws-kul-ta'shun) n. Act of listening ;

—a method of distinguishing diseases, particularly in

the thorax, by means of a stethoscope.

Auspicate, (aws'pe-kat) v. t. To give a favourable turn

to in commencing any important business.

Auspioe, (aws'pis) n. [I*. avi», bird, and spicere, to

view.] The omens of an undertaking, drawn from

birds ; augury ;—protection extended ; favour shown ;

patronage.

Auspicious, (aw-spiah'us) a. Having omens of success

or favourable appearances ;—prosperous ;—propitious.

Auspiciously, (aw-spish'us-le) adv. With favourable

tokens ; prosperously ; happily.

Auspiciousness, (aw-spish'us-nes) n. A state of good

promise ; prosperity.

Austere, (aw-sterO u, [G. austeros.) Sour with astrin-

gency ; having acerbity ;—severe in judging, living, or

acting : harsh ; stern.

Austerely, (aw-sterle) adi». Severely ; sternly.

Austerity, (aw-stcrVte) n. Severity of manners or

living ; strictness ; roughness.

Austral, (aws'tral) a, [U auster.] Of or tending to

the south ; southern.

Australasia, (aws-tral-a'she-a) n. A name given to

the countries situated to the south-east of Asia.

Australia, (aws-trale-a) n. The name given to the

largest country in Australasia.

Austrian, (aws'tre-an) n. A native of Austria.

Authentic, (aw-then'tik) a. [G. authentikos.) Of genu

ine origin ; of approved authority; reliable: genuiue.

Authentically, (aw-then'tik-al-le) adv. With marks

of credibility.

Authenticate, (aw-then'te-kat) v. t To establish by

proof; to prove to be genuine:—imp. A pp. authen

ticated j ppr. authenticating. [ticating.

Authentication, (aw-then-te-ka'shun) n. Act of authen-
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Authenticity, (aw-then-tis'e-te) n. Quality of being

authentic ; reliability ; genuineness.

Author, (aw'ther) n. [L. augert, to increase.) The

beginner, or first mover of any thing ; the efficient

cause: creator ;—specifically, one who composes a book;

a writer in general.

Authoress, (awthgr-es) n. A female author or writer.

Authoritative, (aw-ihorMt-at-iv) a. Having authority ;

—having an air of authority ; positive.

Authoritatively, (aw-thorit-at-iv-le) adv. With au

thority ; positively.

Authority, (aw-thorVte) n. Legal or rightful power

to command or act ; dominion ;—influence of charac

ter, office, station;—mental or moral superiority, and

the like;—a decision of a court; official declaration,

opinion, or statement worthy to be taken as a pre

cedent ; a book that contains such, or the name of

its author ;—pi. the executive powers.

Authorization, (aw-thor-e-za'shun) n. Establishment

by authority.

Authorise, (aw'thor-Iz) v. t To clothe with authority,

or legal power; to empower ;—to legalize ;—to establish

by authority, usage, or public opinion ;—to give credit

or support to. [author.

Authorship, (aw-ther'ship) n. The state of being an

Autobiographer, (aw-to-bi-og're-fer) n. One who writes

a life of himself.

Autobiographical, (aw-to-bi-o-grafik-ol) a. Pertaining

to, or containing, autobiography.

Autobiography, (aw-to-bl-og'ra-fe) n. [G. autos, bios,

grapkein.] A memoir of a person written by him

self.

Autocracy, (aw-tok/ra-se)n. Independent or self-derived

power;—supreme or unlimited authority;—right of

self-government in a state.

Autocrat, (aw'to-krat) n. [G. autos, self, and brains,

strength.) An absolute prince or sovereign; a title

assumed by the emperors of Russia.

Autocratical, (aw-to-krat'ik-al) a. Absolute ; inde ■

pendent in power.

Autograph, (aw'to-graf) n. [G. autos, self, and gra

pkein, to write.) A person's own handwriting; an

original manuscript. [autograph.

Autographical, (aw-to-grafik-al) a. Pertaining to an

Autography, (aw-tog'ra-fe) n, A person's own writing;

—a process in lithography for transferring writing.

Automatical, (aw-to-mat'ik-al) a. Pertaining to an

automaton ; self-acting ;—machinery, in which move

ments commonly made by hand are made by the

machine;—not depending on the wilL

Automaton, (aw-tom'a-ton) n. [O. autos, self, and matin,

to move. ] A machine moved by invisible works which

imitates the actions of men or animals ; any self-

moving machine.

Automolite. (aw-tom'o-Ht) n. A kind of spinel ; a

mineral with pointed crystals.

Autonomy, (aw-ton'o-me) n, [G. autos, self, and nomas,

law.) Power or right of self-government;—man's

power, as possessed of reason, to give law to himself.

Autopsy, (aw'top-se) n. [G. autos, self, and opsis,

sight] Personal observation or examination;—post*

mortem examination.
Autumn, (awJtura) n. [L. augert, to increase.) The

third season of the year ; the season between summer

and winter.

Autumnal, (aw-tum'nal) a. Of or belonging to autumn.

Autumnal-equinox, (aw-tum'nal-e'kwe-noks) n. The

time when the sun intersects the equator.

Auxiliary, (awg-ril'e ar-e) a. [L. auxilium, help,]

Helping ; assisting ; aiding ; subsidiary.

Auxiliary, (awg-ztl'e-ar-e) n. A helper; an assistant;

—a verb helping to form the moods and tenses of

other verbs ; as, have, be, can, &c. ;—pL , foreign troops

in the service of a nation at war.

Avail, (a-vul) v. L [L ad and valere, to be strong.]

To turn to the advantage of ; to profit ; to assist ; to

promote ;—v. i. To be of use or advantage ; to answer

the purpose:—imp. is pp. availed; ppr. availing.

Avail, (a-voT) n. Advantage ; use ; benefit.

Available, (a-vilTa-bl) a. Capable of being used to

advantage ; profitable ^having sufficient power or

efficacy for the object ; valid.

Avariableness, (a-val'a-bl-nes) n. State of being avail

able ; power of promoting the end in view.

Availably, (a-val'a-ble) adv. With success or effect;

profitably.

Avalanche, (av'a-lamh) n. [F. aval, down, and lan

cer, to slide. ] A snow-slip ; vast body of snow, ice, or

earth sliding down a mountain.

Avarice, (av'a-ris) n. [L. avert, to covet] Excessive

love of money or gain ; greediness.

Avaricious, (av-a-rish'us) a. Actuated by avarice;

greedy after wealth or gain.

Avariciously, (av-a-rish'us-lejadi?. Covetously; greedily.

Avariciousness, (av-a-riah 'us-nes) n. Undue love of

money. [holdfast] Cease; hold; stop.

Avast, (a-vasf) interj. [Corrupted from D. haud/att,

Avatar, (a-va'tar) n. [Skr. avatdra, descent] An

incarnation or metamorphosis of a deity among the

Hindoos.

Avaunt, (a-vawntf) interj. [F. avant, forward.) Begone.

Ave-Mary, (a've-ma're) n. A prayer to the Virgin

Mary, beginning Ave Maria [Hail, Mary.]

Avenge, (a-venj') v. t. [F. renew, from L. vindieare,

to claim.] To take satisfaction for injury ; to inflict

pain on the wrong-doer ;—imp. & pp. avenged ; ppr.

avenging.

Avenger, (a-venj'er) n. One who avenges, or takes

vengeance. [which Rome is built

Aventine, (av'en-tin) n. One of the seven hills on

Avenue, (avVnu) n. [L. advenire, to come to.] An

entrance to any place ; passage ;—a walk in a park

or garden, usually planted with trees.

Aver, (a-vgrO v. t. [L. ad and verus, true.) To declare

positively; to assert with confidence.

Average, (av'er-aj) a. Medial ; containing a mean pro

portion ;—according to the laws of average.

Average, (av'er-aj) n. [F. avoir.] A contribution

to a general loss:—a mean proportion; medial sum

or quantity ;—a duty payable to shipmasters.

Average, (av'er-aj) v.t. To reduce to a mean ; to pro

portion ;—v. i. To be or form a medial sum or

quantity:—imp. is, pp. averaged; ppr. averaging.

Averment, (a-vcr'ment) n. Act of averring ; affirma

tion ; positive assertion ;—verification;—offer to justify

or prove.

Averse, (a-vera') a. Turned away ;—having a re

pugnance or opposition of mind ; unwilling.

Aversely, (a-vers'le) adv. Backwardly ; unwillingly.

Averseness, (a-vgrs'nes) n. Quality or state of being

averse.

Aversion, (a-vgr'shun) n. [L. aversio, hatred.] Oppo

sition or repugnance of mind ; dislike ; contrariety of

nature ;—the cause of repugnance.

Avert, (a-verf) v. t. [L. ab, from, and twfcre,to turn.]

To turn or cause to turn off, aside, or away ;—v. i. To

turn away :—imp. & j>p. averted ; ppr. averting.

Averter, (n-vgrt'er) n. One who averts or turns away.

Aviary, (a've-ar-e) n. [L. avis, a bird.] A house or

inclosure for keeping birds.

Avidity, (a-vid'e-te) n. [L. avert, to long.) An

intense desire ; strong appetite ; eagerness.

Avocation, (av-6-ka'shun) n. [L. ab, from, and vocart,

to call] Act of calling ; diverting from some employ

ment ;—the business that calls off.

Avocet, (av'o-set) n. An aquatic bird.

Avoid, (a-void') v. t. [L. ex, out of, and vitart, to

avoid.) To keep at a distance from ;—to make void ;

to annul or vacate ;—to evade, as a plea ;—v. i. To

become vacant, as a benefice; to withdraw:—imp, &

pp. avoided; ppr. avoiding.

Avoidable, (a-void'a-bl) a. Capable of being avoided.
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Avoidance, (a-void 'am) n. The act of shunning;—the

state of being vacant, as a benefice.

Avoider, (a-void'er) n. One who shuns ;—one who

carries anv thing away.

Avoirdupois, (av-er-dtt-poir') n. or a. [F. avoir du

voids.] A weight for ordinary commodities, in which

i pound contains 16 ounces, or 7000 Troy grains.

Avouch, (a-vouch') v.t. [L. ad and vocare, to calL]

To declare positively ; to maintain :—imp. & pp.

Mooched ; ppr. avouching. [avouched.

ATouchable, (a-vouch'a-bl) a. Capable of being

Avoflcher, (a-vouch'sr) n. One who avouches or

affirms, [of avouching.

Avouchment, (a-vouch'ment) n. A declaration ; the act

Avow, (a-vow') v. t. [F. avouer (L. xovert), to tow.]

To declare openly ; to own ; to confess ;—to acknow

ledge and justify, as an act done:—imp. & pp. avowed ;

ppr. avowing. [or confessed.

AvowaMe, (a-voVa-bl) a. Capable of being avowed

Avowal (a-vow'al) n. An open or frank declaration.

Avowedly, (a-vov/ed-le) adv. In an avowed manner;

openly.

Avower, (a-voVer) n. One who avows.

Avubed, (a-Tulst') a. Plucked or pulled off.

Avolaion, (a-vul'shun) n. [L. ad and teller?, to

pluck.] A tearing asunder;—a fragment torn off;—

ridden removal of land by an inundation, current, or

the like.

Avuncular, (a-vunk'u-lar) a. [L. avunculus, uncle.]

Of or pertaining to an uncle.

Await, (a-watf) v. r. [F. guetter.] To wait or look out

for ; to expect ;—to be in store for ; to be ready for :—

'ffi-p. 6 pp. awaited ; ppr. awaiting.

Awake, (a-wik') v. t. [A -S. dweccan, to rouse up. ] To

rouse from sleep ;—to arouse from a state resembling

■teep, as from death or inaction ;— v. i. To come out

of sleep; and, figuratively, out of a state resembling

»Wp:— imp, awoke, awaked; pp. awaked; ppr,

awaking. [fulness or vigilance.

Awake, (vwak/) a. Not sleeping ; in a state of wake-

Awaken, (a-wak/n) v. t. & i. [Atoake, with its A.-S.

infinitive.] To rouse from sleep or torpor:—imp. &

PP- awakened ; ppr. awakening.

Avakener, (a-wak'n-er) n. He who, or that which,

awakens. •

Award, (vwawroY) v.t. [F. awarder."] To give by judicial

determination ; to assign by sentence ; to adjudge ;—

*■ l To determine ; to make an award:—imp. & pp.

■warded; ppr. awarding.

Award, (a-wawrdO n. A judgment, sentence, or final

decision ; specifically, the decision of arbitrators in a

eaatnibinitted ;—the paper containing such decision.

Awarder, (a-wawrd'er) n. One who awards ; a judge.

Aware, (a-wlrO a. Watchful; vigilant; cognizant.

Away, (a-wi') adv. Absent; at a distance; as an

exclamation, it is an exhortation to depart.

Awe, (aw) «. [A-S. aige.] Profound fear mingled

*ith reverence ;—dread ; veneration.

Awe, (aw) t. *. To strike with fear and reverence :—

"ap. A pp. awed ; ppr. awing.

A*eary, (a-we're) a. Tired, languid through fatigue

•fCMVIti,

Aweather, (a-weru'er) adv. On the side toward the

*tnd—opposed to alee.

Aweigh, (a-wy) adv. Just drawn out of the ground,

«ad Liripng perpendicularly—said of the anchor.

Awe-struck, (aw'struk) n. Struck with great fear.

Awful, (aWfool) o. Striking with awe; filling with

fear and admiration.

! Awfully, (awfuul-le) adv. In an awful manner.

Awfulneaa, (aWfoul-ues) n. The quality of striking

with awe. [for a short time.

aZ^*' (**nw'^ aAv. A space of time ; for some time;

Awkward, (awk^werd) a. [O. Eng. aick, left, and want]

Wanting dexterity ; bungling ;—ungraceful ; unfavour-

In ungracefulAwkwardly, (awk'wjrd-le) adv.

manner.

Awkwardness, (awkwgrd-nes) n. The quality of being

awkward. [making small holes.

Awl, (awl) ft. rA.-8. at] A pointed instrument for

Awless, (aw'les) a, Wanting reverence or proper

respect.

Awn, (awn) n. [Qo. ahana, Q. ackni.] The bristle or

beard of barley, oats, grasses, Ac.

Awning, (awning) ft. [A. -8. helan, to cover.] A

cover of canvas, to shelter from the sun's rays ;—the

poop-deck beyond the bulk-head of the cabin,

Awnless, (awn'Ies) a. Without awn or beard.

Awny, (awn'e) a. Having awns ; full of beard.

Awry, (a-riO a. or adv. Turned or twisted toward

one aide; asquint ;—aside from the line of truth, or

right reason ; perverse.

Axe, (aks) n. [A-S. eax, Q. axing.). An instrument,

usually of iron, with a steel edge, for hewing timber,

chopping wood, &c.

Axial, (aks'e-al) o. Pertaining or having resemblance

to an axis.

Axiferous, (aks-ifer-us) a. [L. axis and fern, to bear.]

Plants consisting of an axis only without leaves.

Axiform, (aks'e-form) a. In the form of an axis.

Axil, (aks'il) n, [L. axilla.] The armpit;—the angle

between the upper side of a branch or leaf, and the

stem or branch.

Axillary, (aks'il-lf r-e) a. Pertaining to the armpit ;—

situated in, or rising from, the axilla.

Axiom, (aks'e-um) n. [Q. axioun, to think worthy.]

A self-evident and necessary truth or proposition;—

an established principle in art or science.

Axiomatical, (aks-e-um-at'ik-al) a. Pertaining to or

having the nature of an axiom.

Axis, (aks'is) n. [L.] The straight line on which a

body revolves, or may be supposed to revolve ;—the

second vertebra of the neck ;—the central part of a

plant, round which the others are disposed ; — a

medial bine between corresponding ports. Wheel and

axis, one of the six mechanical powers.

Axle, (aksl) n. [A-S. itx, eax.] A transverse bar

connecting the naves of the op

posite wheels of a carriage.

Axle-tree, (aksT-tre) n. An axle.

Ay, (i) adv. Yes; yea—a word

expressing assent, or an affirma

tive answer to a question.

Ay i (i) n. An affirmative vote ;

—a voter in the affirmative :—pi.

Ayes.

Aye, (a) adv. [A-S. aa, G. aei.]

Always; ever; continually.

Azalea, (a-za'le-a) n. [G. azaleas,

dry.] A genus of flowering plants.

Azimuth, (azVmuth) n. [A. as-samt,

a way or path.] An aro of the

horizon intercepted between the

meridian of the place and a

vertical circle passing through

the centre of any object Azi

muth compass, a compass re

sembling the mariner's compass,

but with a more accurate gradua

tion of the card, and vertical

sights. Mapvetical azimuth, an

arc of the horizon, intercepted

between the vertical circle pass- Azimuth,

ing through any object and the magnetic meridian.

Azoic, (a-zo'ik) a. [G.] Destitute of animal or organic

life.

Azote, (a-zof) «. [G. a priv. and zae, life.] A gas

unfit for respiration ; nitrogen.

Azotize, (az'0-tiz) v.t. To impregnate with azote or

nitrogen; to nitrogenize ;—imp. & pp. azotized; ppr,

azotizing.
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Azotous, (a -z-Vtus) a. Nitrous ; as, atotous acid.

Azure, (u'zhnr) a. (Per. Utjaward, & blue colour,

Idjuwardl, azure.] Of a sky-blue ; cerulean.

Azure, (a'zhur) n. The fine blue colour of the sky ;—

the blue vault above ;—a blue colour, represented in

engraving by horizontal lines.

B.

B(be) is the second letter, and the first consonant,

in the English alphabet. It is etymologically

convertible with m, p, /, v, and v, letters representing

sounds having a close organic affinity to it* own. In

music, B is the nominal of the seventh tone in the

scale of C major, or of the Becond tone in A minor.

I fe stands for B flat, the semitone lower than B ; also

for bass.

Boa, (ha) n. The cry or bleating of sheep.

Baa, (la) v.i. To cry or bleat as sheep.

Baal, (ba'al) n. ill* ba'al, lord.] Tho supreme male

divinity among the Phenicians ; image of the sun.

Babbitt-metal, (bab'it-met'al) n. A soft alloy of copper

zinc, and tin, named from the inventor.

Babble, (babTrt) v. i. [D. babbelen, It. babbolare.] To

litter words imperfectly :—to prate;—to chatter;—to

make a constant murmuring noise, as a small stream

running over rocks ;—v. t. To prate ; to chatter :—imp.

& pp. babbled ; ppr. babbling. [meaning words.

Babble, (babbl) n. Idle talk'; senseless prate; un-

Babbler, (baVbler) n. An idle talker ; a tell-tale ;—

a long-tailed, thrush-like bird, remarkable for chatter

ing notes.

Babe, (bab) n. fW. baban, modem.] An infant; a

young child of either sex ; a baby.

Babel, (ba'bol) n. [II. Bdbel, confusion, or Mth-bel, house

of Baal. See Gen. xi.] A confused combination of

sounds ; confusion ; disorder.

Baboon, (ba-boon') n. [O. Eng. babion, akin to babe.]

A kind of monkey of tho genus Simla, having a long

face, a broad high muzzle, cheek-pouches, canine teeth,

and naked callosities on the buttocks.

Baby, (ba'be) n. An infant ; a babe ;—a doll.

Baby, (ba'be) a. Pertaining to or resembling an infant.

Baby, (ba'be) v. t. To treat like a young child ;—imp.

& pp. babied ; ppr. babying.

Babyhood, (ba'be-hood) n. State of being a baby.

Baby-house, (bllje-hous) n. A place for children's

dolls and babies.

Babyish, (bn'be-ish) a. Like a baby ; childish.

Baby-jumper, (ba'be -jump - cr) n. A suspensory

support for a child, attached to the ceiling of a room

by a strap of vulcanized india-rubber, and used for

exercise. [mixed; confused.

Babylonish, (ba-be-15n'iBh) a. Pertaining to Babylon ;—

Babylonian, (ba-be-ldn'e-an) n. An inhabitant of

Babylonia;—an astrologer.

Baccalaureate, (bak-ka-laVrC-at) n. [L. bacca lauri,

bayberry, from the bachelors wearing a garland of

bayberries.] The degree of bachelor of arts.

Baccate, (bakTcat) a. [L. bacca, berry.] Having a

pulpy nature, like a berry.

Baccated, (bak'ku t-ed ) a. Having many berries.

Bacchanal, (bakOca-nal) 7*. \h. Bacchus, tho god of

wine.] A devotee of Bacchus; ono who indulges in

drunken revels.

Bacchanalian, (bak-ka-nale-an) a. Revelling, pertain

ing to intemperate drinking; riotous.

Bacchanalia, (bak-ka-na'lo-a) v. pi. Feasts in honour

of Bacchus ; drunken feasts or revels.

Bacchant, (bak-kantf) n. A priest of Bacchus;—a

bacchanal; a reveller. [female bacchanal.

Bacchante, (bak-kont'e) n. A priestess of Bacchus ;—a

Bacchic, (bak'ik) a. Relating to Bacchus; hence,

jovial with intoxication; drunken.

Bacchus, (baVkus) n, [G.j Tho god of wine and

revelry.

BacciferoTU, (bak-aif'ev-ns) a. [L. bacca, berry, and

fa-re, to bear.] Producing berries.

Baocivorous, (bak-siv'er-uB) a. [L. bacca, berry, and

vorare, to devour.] Subsisting on berries.

Bachelor, (bach'el-er) *u [F. bachelitr, W. bach, Ir.

beag. ] A man of any age who has not been married ;

—one who has taken a degree in tho liberal arts, at a

college or university ;—a young knight.

Bachelor's-button, (bach'el-grz-but'n) 11. An herbaceous

perennial plant. [bachelor.

Bachelorship, (bach'el-gr-ship) n. State of being a

Back, (bak$ n. [F. bac, Arm. bag, a bark, 1). bak,

tray.] A large tub or vessel into which the wort, &c.,

is drawn for tho purpose of cooling, straining, mixing,

<tc. ;—a broad, flat boat.

Back, (bak) iu [A.-S. bac. Sw. bad*, hill.] The

upper or hinder part of an animal, from the neck

to the loins;—the part opposed to the front; tho

rear ;—the outward or upper part, as opposed to tho

inner or lower;—the part opposite to that which.

fronts the speaker or actor, or the part out of sight.

Back, (bak) adv. To the place from which one came ;—

to or toward a former state, condition, or time ;—away

from the front ;—in a state of restraint or hindrance

—in return.

Back, (bak) v. t. To get upon the back of ;—to support

—to force backward ;—to endorse ; to bet in favour

of;—v. i. To move or go back :—imp. & pp. backed

ppr. backing.

Back, (bak) a. In the rear ; remote.

Backbite, (bak'btt) v. t. To speak evil of, in the

absence of the person traduced ;—v. i. To censure ox

revile the absent

Backbiter, (bak'bit-er) n. A secret calumniator or

detractor. [is fastened to prevent stooping.

Back-board, (bakTxird) n. A board to which the back

Backbone* (bak'bon) n. Tho spine ;—the ground or

seat of strength ;—firmness ; moral principle.

Backer, (bak'er) n. One who, or that which, backs

or supports another.

Backgammon, (bak-gam'mun) n. [W. bach, little, and

cammawn, combat.] A game played by two persons

with box and dice.

Background, (bak'ground) n. Ground in the rear or

behind ;—a place of obscurity or Bhade ; a situation

little noticed. [backward ;—indirect ; oblique.

Backhanded, (bak'hand-ed) a. With the hand turned

Backhanded, (bak'hand-ed) adv. With tho hand

directed backward. [for the saddle.

Backing, (bak'ing) n. The operation of breaking a colt

Back-piece or Back-plate, (bak'pes) n. A piece of

armour for covering the back. [thing ; the rear.

Backside, (bak'sid) n. Back or hinder part of any

Backslide, (bak-slid') v.i. To fall back or off ; to

apostatize : — imp. backslid ; pp. backslidden, back

slid ; ppr. backsliding.

Backslider, (bak-slid'er) n. One who backslides ; a

renegade ; one who falls from the faith and practice

of religion.

Back-stays, (bak'st&z) n. pi. Long ropes extending from

the top-mast heads to both sides of a ship, to assist in

Hiipltorting the mast

Backsword, (bak'sord) n. A sword with ono sharp edge.

Backward, (bak'w?rd) adv. [Back and ward.) With

the bock in advance ;—toward, or on the back ; —in

past time ;—from a better to a worse state ;—in a re

verse manner, or direction ; oontrarily.
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Backward, (bakVenl) a. Unwilling ; reluctant ;—dull

of apprehension ;—late or behind-hand in time,

Baekvrardly, (bak'we.rd-Ie) adv. In a reluctant or un

willing manner.

Backwardness, (bak'wsrd-nes) n. State or quality of

being backward ; aversion ; reluctance.

Backwater, (baVwaw-ter) n. Water held back by some

obstruction, as a dam ;—water thrown back by the

taming of a water or paddle-wheel.

Backwoodsman, (bak-woooVman) n. An inhabitant

of the forest in new settlements.

Btooo. (bukn) «. [O. D. baec, ham.] nog's flesh salted

or pickled and dried, usually in smoke.

Baconian, (ba-ko'ne-an) a. Pertaining to Lord Bacon,

or to the inductive system of philosophy.

Bad, (bad) a. [Per. bad, Ger. bos', bad.] Wanting

good qualities, physical or moral ; evil ; -vicious :—

romp, worse; superl. wont.

Bade, (hod or bad) The post tense of bid.

Badge, (baj) n. [A.-S. beag.] A distinctive mark or

sign worn on the person.

Badger, (baj'er) a, [Corrupted from L. blada, corn,

because the badger carried

away corn from the fields.]

A borrowing quadruped re

lated to the bear.

Badger, (baj'er) v.U To fol

low up with great eagerness,

as the badger is hunted; to

pertar or worry :—imp. «fc pp.

badgered ; ppr. badgering.

Badigeon, (ba-dij'un) n. [F.

badigetm, white-wash. ] A mixture of plaster and free-

ttoM, used to fill small holes in statues.

Badinage, (bad'in-azh) K. IF. badnur, to joke.] Light

or playful discourse.
Badly, 1 ■■ ... [ [■: ) adv. In a bad manner ; not welL

Badness, (bad'nes) n. State of being bad ; want of

good qualities, natural or moral.

Baffle, (baf'fl) v. t. [From Prov. Ger. baffen, chide.]

To treat with insult or mockery ;—to check by shifts

and turns;—to elude by perplexing:—imp. & pp.

baffled; ppr. baffling.

Bssk (bafler) n. One who baffles.

Bag, (bag) ti. [N. F. liage. A.-8.balg.] A sack or pouch,

naei to hold, preserve, or convey any thing.

Bag, (bag) v. t. To put into a bag ;—to seize or entrap ;

—t.i. To swell like a full bag :—imp. & pp. bagged ;

jpr, bagging.

Bagatelle, (bag-a-teO n. [F. bague, bundle.] A trifle;

a thing of no importance;—a game played with balls

and a cue on a board having nine holes at one end,

rato which the balls are to be struck.

Baggage, (bag'aj) n. [F. bagage, bague, bundle.] The

toots, clothing, utensils, and other necessaries of an

army ;—trunks, Arc, which ono carries with him on

a journey; luggage.

Baggage, (baguj) n. [It. bagatcin, F. bagasse.] A

strumpet ;—a playful, saucy young woman.

Bagging, (bag'ing) n. The cloth or materials for bags.

Bftgatt, (bagnet) n. An interwoven net for catching

ling-house ; a brothel.

Bagaia, (baxryo) n. [It. 60*7710, L. balneum.] A bath-

Hagpips. (bajr'pip) n. A musical instrument used in

Hwrthnd It consists of a

toatbern bag, which receives

tae sir by a tube, which

is Hepped by a valve, and

°f pipes, into which the air

to priaed by the performer.

Bafpijw, (bag'pip-eT) n. One

*lD)tm on a bagpipe,

Bafc, (hi) inter}. An ex

clamation expressive of dis

tort or contempt.

1*0, (bil) v. 1. [L. bajulare, Bagpipe.

 

to bear a burden. ] To set free from custody, and de

liver to other persons, on their undertaking for the

appearance at a certain day and place of the person

balled ;—to deliver upon contract that the trust shall

be faithfully executed : — imp. & pp. bailed ; ppr.

bailing.

Bail, (bit!) n. The persons who procure the release

of a prisoner, by becoming Burety for hia appearance

in court ;—the security given.

Bailable, (bal'a-bl) a. Capable of being admitted to

bail ;—admitting of baiL

Bail-bond, (baTbond) n. A bond or obligation given

by a prisoner and his surety, to insure the prisoner's

re-appearance in court ;—special bail in court to abide

the j udgnient. [mitted in trust.

Bailee, (bal-C) n. The person to whom goods are corn-

Bailor. (baTer) n. One who delivers goods to another

in trust, for some particular purpose.

Bailie, (bale) n. A municipal magistrate in Scotland,

Bailiff, (bal'if) n. A sheriff's deputy, appointed to

make arrests, collect fines, summon juries, die.

Bailiwick, (bal'e-wik) n. [F. baillit, A-S. tcic.]

11 le precincts in which a bailiff has jurisdiction.

Bailment, (bal'ment) n. A delivery of goods in trust.

Bairn, (bern) n. [A-S. beam.] A child.

Bait, (bat) n. Any substance used to catch fish, &a;

—any thing serving to allure; enticement; temptation;

—refreshment taken on a journey. Whitebait, a

<lclicate fish, of the pilchard family, found in the

'I i Lames.

Bait, (bat) «.t [A.-S. batan, from bitan, to bite]

To put on or in, as on a hook or in an inclosure, ti in,

fowls, &c. ; — To give food and drink to, upon the

road ;—v. i. To stop to take refreshment on a journey ;

—v. t. To provoke and harass, as bulls bydogs:—imp,

& pp. baited ; ppr. baiting.

Baize, (bilz) n. A coarse woollen stuff, with a long nap.

Bake, (bak) v. t. [A.-S. bacan.] To heat, dry, and

harden, by natural or artificial means; specifically, to

prepare for food, in a close place heated ;—v. i. To do

the work of baking ;—to be baked :—imp. & pp. baked ;

ppr. baking. [baking.

Bakehouse, (bak'hous) n. A house or building for

Baker, (bak'er) n. One whose occupation is to bake

bread, biscuit, &c. [house.

Bakery, (biik'er-e) n. The trade of a baker ; —a bake-

Baking, (baking) n. The quantity baked at once.

Balaena, (ba-le'na) n. [L.] A genus of aquatio mam

malia, the Greenland whale.

Balance, (bal'ana) n. [L. bis, twice, and lanx, plate.]

An apparatus for weighing

bodies; a beam with two op

posite scales;—act of compar

ing; estimate;—a just pro

portion ;—a wheel in a watch

serving to regulate the mo

tion of the others ;—a sign in

the zodiac, called Libra.

Balance, (bal'ans) v. t. To

weigh in a balance ;—to ren- Letter Balance.

dor equal in proportion, Ac.;—to compare in relative

force, value, &c. ; to estimate;—to adjust, as an ac

count ;—to move forward, and back reciprocally; —v. i.

To bo in equipoise;—to move toward, and then back ;

to fluctuate between opposite motives; to hesitate:—

imp. dc pp. balanced; ppr. balancing.

Balance-sheet, (bal'ana-Bhet) n. A paper giving a sum

mation of accounts.

Balcony, (bal-ko'ne) n. [O. H. Ger. balcho.) A gallery

on the outside of a building.

Bald, (bawld) a. [Sp. ba Ido, bare.] Destitute of natu

ral covering, as of hair, feathers, foliage, to.; —

unadorned; mean.

Balcia-chin, (bal'da-kin) n. [Baldach, a city in Turkish.

Asia. ] A structure in form of a canopy, or ornament

over doora, thrones, &c.
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Balder-dash, (bal'der-dash) n. [W. baldorduss, a

prattling.] A senseless jargon of words; ribaldry.

Baldhead, (bawldlied) n. One bald on the head.

Baldness, (bawld'nes) n. State of being bald ; mean

ness or inelegance of style. [person.

Baldpate, (bawld'pat) n. A pate without hair; a bald

Baldric, (bawld'rik) n. [A.-S. belt, L. balteus, girdle.]

A girdle worn pvndent from one shoulder across the

breast, and uadtr the opposite arm; a richly orna

mented scarf.

Bale, (bal) n. fO. H. Ger. balla, ball.] A bundle of

goods corded or hooped for transportation-

Bale, (bal) v. t. To make up in a bale ; to lave water

out of a boat :—imp. & pp. baled ; ppr. baling;.

Bale, fbul) it, [A.-S. beat.] Misery; calamity; misfor

tune; sorrow.

Bale-fire, (blTfir) n. TA.-S. bacl-fyr, the fire of the

funeral pile.} A signal-fire ; an alarm-fire.

Baleful, (bul'fool) a. Full of misery ; calamitous;—

full of sorrow; woful ; sad.

Bait-fully, (bal'fool-le) adv. Sorrowfully; perniciously;

in a calamitous manner.

Balize, (ba-leV) n. [F. pal, stake, L. palm.) A pole

raised on a bank ; a sea-mark.

Balk, (bawk)n. [A.-S. bale, Ger. bolken, beam.] A

great rafter, or timber ;—one of the beams connecting

the supports of a trestle-bridge or bateau -bridge; a

hindrance or disappointment ;—an unploughed ridge

or strip.

Balk,(bawk)v.f. [Balk, to put a beam in one's way.]

To disappoint; to frustrate; to leave untouched in

ploughing ;—v. i. To stop abruptly in one's course :—

imp. & pp. balked; ppr. balking'.

Ball, (bawl) n. [O. H. Ger. balla, patla.) Any round

body ;—any part of the body that is round or protu*

berant, as eye ball ; the globe ; the earth ;—a well-

known and familiar game.

Ball, (bawl) «. [F. bal, Ger, ball, a dancing.] A

social assembly for the purpose of dancing.

Ball, (bawl) v. i. To form, as snow, into balls, as on

horsee' hoofs, or on the feet '.—imp. & pp. balled ;

ppr. balling.

Ballad, (bal'lad) ru [It ballata, a dancing song.] A

popular song, narrative or sentimental, in homely

verses ; a simple air.

Ballast, (bal'last) n. (W. balasam.] Any heavy sub

stance, &c, placed in the hold of a vessel, to steady

it;—gravel, broken stone, &c., laid on the bed of a

railroad to make it firm and solid.

Ballast, (bal'last) v. t. To load or furnish with ballast :

—imp. i; pp. ballasted; ppr. ballasting.

Ball-cartridge, (bawl'kar-trij) n. A cartridge fur

nished with a ball.

Ball-cock, (bawrkok) n. A contrivance which allows

water to enter a cistern, but shut* of itself by means

of a floating hall, when the cistern is full.

Ballet, (ba-kV) n. [F. bal. | A theatrical exhibition

with music, dancing, decoratious, &c.

Ballister, (ballis-ter) n. [L. ballista.) A cross-bow.

BaUistics,(bal-lis'tiks)n.sin{7. The science of projectiles.

Balloon, (bal-loon') n. [Augm. of F. ballt, Sp. bala.)

A bag made of silk or other

light material, and filled with

hydrogen gas or heated air, so as

to rise and float in the atmos

phere;—a ball or globe on the

top of a pillar ;—a spherical glass

receiver.

Balloonist, (bal-loon 'ist) n. An

aeronaut.

Ballot, (ballot) n. [F. ballot?.}

Originally, a ball or shell used

in voting; a written or printed

vote;—act of voting by halls or

tickets;—whole amount of votes

cast. Vote by ballot, secret vot-

 

Balloon.

ing. To blackball, to put in a black or condemna

tory ball.

Ballot, (ballot) v. i. To vote or decide by ballot :—

imp. & pp. balloted; ppr. balloting.

Ballot-box, (bal'lot-boks) n. A box for receiving ballots.

Balm, (bam) n, [G. balsamon.] A kind of aromatic

plant ;—the resinous and odoriferous sap of certain

trees ;—any fragrant or valuable ointment ;—any thing

which heals, or mitigates pain. Balm of GiUad, a

plant of the terebinthine family, and the balsam ob

tained from it

Balm, (bam) v. t. To anoint with balm ;—to assuage.

Balmy, (bam'e) a. Having the qualities of balm ;

odoriferous ; aromatic ; soothing.

Balsam, (bal'sam) n. An aromatic resinous substance,

containing an essential oil;—a species of tree;—a

popular annual plant [Bam; unctuous; mild.

Balsamic, (bal-sam'ik) a. Having the qualities of bal-

Balsamic, (bal-sam'ik) n. That which has tho pro

perties of a balsam.

Balsamiferous, (bal-sam-ifer-us) a. [b. balsamum and

Jerrt, to bear.] Producing balsam.

Balsamine, (bal'sa-min) n. [G.] The touch-me-not, or

garden-balsam. [balsam.

Balsamous, (bal'sa-mus) a. Having the quality of

Baluster, (bal'us-tcr) n. [G. balavstion.) A small

column or pilaster, used as a support to tho rail of a

staircase, etc [by a raiL

Balustrade, (baTus-trAd) n. A row of balusters joined

Balzarine, (bal'za-rin) n. A light material of worsted

and cotton, for ladies' dresses.

Bamboo, (bam-boo') n. [Malay., bambU,] A plant ot

the reed kind growing in tropical countries ; a cane.

Bamboozle, (bam-bod'zl) v. t. To play tricks upon.

Bam, a lie ; a cheat

Ban, (ban) ft [F. ban, L. bannvs, O. II. Ger. ban,) A

proclamation or edict ;—public notice of a marriage

proposed ;—interdiction ; prohibition ;—a curse. Ban,

the ruler of Croatia.

Ban, (ban) v. t. To curse ; to execrate.

Banana, (ba-na'na) n. [Sp. banana.) A species of

the plantain-tree, and its fruit

Banco, (banglco) «, A court is

in banco when the whole of the

judges are on the bench.

Band, (band) n. [A.-S. bindan, to

bind.] A cord, tie, orfillet; any

ligament with which a thing is

tied, or fastened, or by which a

number of things are confined

together :—a broad, flat, low -

moulding;—means of union or"

connection;— a linen ornament Banana,

worn about the neck by clergymen ;—a company

united in any common design, especially a body of

armed men.

Band, (band) r.f. To bind or tie; to mark with a Kind;

—to unite in a comjiany; — v.i. To confederate for

Borne common purpose :—imp. & pp. banded ; ppr.

banding;.

Bandage, (band'nj) n. A fillet, roller, or swath, used

in dressing and binding up wounds, &c.

Bandage, (band'aj) v. t. To bind with a bandage:—

imp. & pp. bandaged; ppr, bandaging.

Bandana, (ban-dan'a) n. [Sp. bandano.) A species of

silk or cotton handkerchief.

Bandbox, (band'boks) n. A slight paper box for bond*,

caps, bonncta, or other light articles.

Banderole, (ban'der-61) n. [F. bandilrt.) A small

flag carried on tho masts of vessels, or on military

weapona

Bandit, (ban'dit) n. [It. bandire, to banish.] A law

less or desperate fellow ; a robber ; a brigand :—pi.

Banditti.

Bamllct, (bandlet) n. [Band and dim. let] Any-

little band or Hat moulding.
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Band-master, (band'mas-t£r) n. The leader of a mili

tary band. {kind of dog, kept chained.

Bandog, (han'dog) n. [Band and dog.) A large, fierce

Baadoleer,(ban'do-ler)n. [F. bandoulilre, bande, band. ]

A leathern belt, thrown over the right shoulder, and

hanging under the left arm, for sustaining fire-arms ;

—pi. small ease* for powder attached to the belt.

Bandore, (ban'dor) n. [O. pandoura,] A musical

stringed instrument, very similar in form to a guitar.

Bandy, (ban'de) n. [F. bander.) A club bent at the

lower part for striking a ball ;—the play with such a

dab.

Bandy, (ban'de) r. t. To beat to and fro, as a ball in

playing ;—to give and receive reciprocally ;—to toss

about ; to agitate:—imp. &pp. bandied ; ppr. bandying.

Bandy-ley, (ban'de-Ieg) n. A crooked leg.

Bandy-legged, (ban'de-legd) a. Having crooked legs.

Bane, (ban) n. [A-S. baiia.) A deadly poison ;

hence, any cause of injury or mischief ;—ruin ; de-

■ttuctfon. [noxious.

Baneful, (ban'fool) a. Having poisonous qualities;

Banefully, (ban'fool-le) adv. In a baneful mauner.

Bug, (bang) r. f. [Icel. banga, to beat] To beat, as

with a club ; to handle roughly !—imp. At pp. banged ;

ppr. banging. [a thump.

Bang, (bang) n, A blow, as with a club ; a heavy blow ;

Banian, (ban'yan) n. [Skr. pan, to sell, banikt mer

chant.} A Hindoo merchant;—a morning gown ;—the

Indian fig-tree.

Baniah, (ban'iah) v.t. [L. bannire, to banish.] To

condemn to exile ;—to drive away ; to expel :—imp. &

pp. banished ; ppr. banishing.

Banishment, (ban'ish-raent) n. Act of banishing, or

state of being banished.

Banister, (ban'nvter) n. [A corruption of baluster.]

A support to the rail of a stair.

Banjo, (ban'j6) n. {Corruption of bandore.) A stringed

musical instrument, resembling both the guitar and

tambourine.

Bank, (bangk) n. [A-S. bane. It. banco.) A bench ; a

ridge of earth ;—an acclivity ;—an elevation in the

sea ; a shoal ;—the side of a river or lake ;—a stock of

money deposited for use ;—place where money is de

posited ;—a private or incorporated banking company.

Bank, (bangk) r. t. To raise a mound or dike about ;

to inclose, or fortify with a bank ;—r. i. To deposit

money in a bank :—imp. &pp. banked; ppr. banking.

Back-agant, (bangk'a-jent) n. A person employed by

bankers, to conduct their operations in provincial

towns.

Bank-bill, (bangk'bil) n. A note or bill of exchange,

payable to order, and at some future specified time

Bank-book, (bangk/book) n. A book in which a per

son's bank accounts are entered.

Banker, (bangk'er) n. One who keeps a bank.

Banking, (bangk'ing) n. The business of a banker.

Bank-interest, (bangk-in'ter-est) n. The interest al

lowed by a bank on money deposited.

Bank-aote. (bangk'not) «. A promissory note issued by

a Making company, payable on demand.

Bankrupt, (bangk'rupt) n. [It. banco rotto, L. rumpere,

to break.] A trader who breaks or become-* unable

to pay his debts ; an insolvent ;—any individual unable

to pay his debts. [vent.

Bankrupt, (bangk/rapt) a. Unable to pay debts ; insol-

Baakrupt, (bangk'rupt) v. t. To fail in trade ; to make

insolvent:—****»• & PP- bankrupted ; ppr. bankrupting.

Bankruptcy, (bangk'rupt-se) n. State or act of be

coming bankrupt ; failure in trade.

Bsssfc stork (bangk'stok) n. A share or shares in the

capital stock of a bank.

Banner, (ban'ner) a. [F. banniere, a standard.] A

military ensign ; standard of a prince or state.

Banneret, (ban'ner-et) n. [L. ] A rank conferred on

such a* were able to bring a certain number of vassals

into the field ;—a knight made on the field.

Bannock, (ban'nok) n. [Gael, honnach.] A cake mado

of oat, rye, pease, or barley meal baked over the fire

Banquet, (bang'kwet) n. [F.] A feast; a rich enter

tainment.

Banquet, (bang'kwet) f, (. To treat with a feast or

rich entertainment ; —v. i. To regale with good eating

and drinking ; to feast :—imp. & pp. banqueted; ppr.

banqueting. [where entertainments are given

Banqueting-house, (bangkwet-ing-hous) n. A house

Banshee, (ban'ahe) n. [It. bean, woman, and sith

fairy. ] A fairy that warns of impending death !—

sometimes written Benshi

Banstickle, (ban-stik'l) n. A small fish; the stickle

back.

Bantarn,(ban'tam) n. A very small fowl, with feathered

legs, brought, probably, from Bantam, in Java.

Banter, (ban't?r) v. t. [F. badirur, to joke.] To play

upon in words and in good humour :—imp. & pp.

bantered; ppr. bantering [jest.

Banter, (ban'ter) n. Humorous raillery; pleasantry;

Banterer, (ban't$r-er) n. One who banters or rallies.

Bantling, (bantling) n. A young or small child ;

an infant.

Banyan, (ban'-yan) n. A kind of fig tree whose

branches drop shoots to the

ground, which tako root aud ,

form new stocks, till they t

cover a space of many hun

dred feet in circumference.

Baobab, fba'd-bab) n. [Ethio

pia ] The largest known

tree, a native of tropical

Africa. The trunk is from 20 '

to 30 feet in thickness, while i

the branches are often 70

feet long, and form a hemis

pherical head of 150 feet in

diameter.

Baptism, (bap'tizm) n. [G.

baptizein, to baptize.] Act

of baptising ; the application

of water to a perron, as a

religious ceremony, by which

he is initiated into the visible

church of Christ.

Baptismal, (bap-tiz'mal) a. ' —- -~—

Pertaining to baptism. l>a*,;.au line

Baptist, (bap'tist) n. One who administers baptUm,

specifically applied to John, the forerunner of Christ ;

—as a contraction of Anabaptist, one who rejects in

fant baptism, and holds to immersion as the proper

mode of administering this rite, generally only to

adults.

Baptistery, (bap-tis/ter-e) n. A place where baptism

is administered. [baptismal.

Baptistic, (bap-tist'ik) a. Pertaining to baptism ;

Baptize, (bap-thr) v. (. To administer the sacrament

of baptism to ; to christen :—imp. & pp. baptized ;

ppr. baptizing.

Baptizer. (bap-tiz'er) n. One who baptizes.

Bar, (bar) n. [F. oarrf, W. bar, branch.] ■ A long piece

of wood, metal, or other solid matter, used especially

for a hindrance or obstruction ;—any obstacle which

obstructs or defends ; a barrier ;—a bank of gravel, or

other matter, at the mouth of a river or harbour ;—

the place in court which counsel occupy, or where

prisoners are stationed ;—any tribunal ;—the inclosed

place of a tavern, where liquors are kept for sale ;—a

horizontal mark across the escutcheon :—in music, a

line drawn perpendicularly across the staff.

Bar, (bar) v. t. To fasten with a bar ;—to obstruct ; to

prevent;—to except;—to cross with stripes or lines:

—imp. & pp. barred; ppr. barring.

Barb, (barb) v. [L. barba.) Beard, or that which

resembles it ;—the point that stands backward in an

arrow, fish-hook, die. ;—defensive armour anciently
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worn by horses ;—a horse noted for speed; or a pigeon

of a black or dun colour, from Barbary.

Barb, (barb) v.t. To furnish with barbs, as an arrow,

fish-hook, or the like;—to clothe, as a horse, with

armour.

Barbarian, (bar-ba're-an) n. [G. barbaros.] A man

in his rude state :—a cruel, brutal man ;—a foreigner.

Barbarian, (bar-ba're-an) a. Pertaining to, or resem

bling, savages; uncivilized; inhuman.

Barbarism, (bar'bar-izm) n. An uncivilized state or

condition ;—ferociousness ; impurity of speech.

Barbarity, (bar-bar'e-te) n. Conduct of a barbarian ;

aavageness; cruelty; inhumanity.

Barbarize, (barTwj-iz) v.i. To reduce to barbarism ;—to

adopt a foreign mode of speech ;—v. t. To make bar

barous.

Barbarous, (bar'bar-us) a. Uncivilized or savage;—

cruel; ferocious;—contrary to the pure idioms of a

language. [manner.

Barbarously, (bar'bar-us-le) adv. In a barbarous

Barbarouaness,(bilr/bar-us-nes)n. Quality of being bar

barous ; rudeness ; fierceness.

Barbate, (bar'bat) a. [L. barba, beard.] Bearing lines,

s|»ts, or tufts of hair; bearded.

Barbecue, (bar'be-ku) n. [F. barbe-d-queue, i.e., from

snout to tail.] A hog, ox, or other large animal

roasted whole ;—a social entertainment, in the open

air, at which animals are roasted whole.

Barbecue, (bar'be-ku) v. t. To dress and roast whole :—

imp. & pp. barbecued ; ppr. barbecuing.

Barbel, (bur'bel) n. [h. barbut, from barba, beard.]

A small beard-like process appended to the mouth of

certain fishes ;—a large fresh-water fish, found in

many European rivers ;—pi. A disease incident to

horses and cattle, characterized by excrescences under

the tongue.

Barber, (barter) n. [L. barba, beard.] One who shaves

the beard, and cuts and dresses the hair, of others.

Barberry, (bar'ber-re) n. [L. berberU.] A shrubby

plant, common in hedges. Its berries are used for

preserves.

Barbet, (bar'bct) n. [F. barbe.] A variety of dog

having long curly hair;—a tropical bird having five

bunches of stiff bristles at the base of the beak;—a

species of worm.

Barbican, (bar/be-kan) n. [A. barbakhun.) An ad

vanced work defending the entrance to a castle or city ;

—an opening in the wall of a fortress for guns ;—also

Barbacan.

Bard, (bard) n. [W. barddj] A poet and minstrel

among the ancient Celts ; hence, in modern usage,

a poet.

Bardic, (bard'ik) o. Pertaining to bards, or their poetry.

Bare, Cb&r) a. [A.-S. bar, bar.) Without covering;

naked ;—destitute ; empty; unfurnished;—laid open

to view ; exposed.

Bare, (bar) v. t. To strip off the covering ; to make

naked :—imp. & pp. bared ; ppr. baring.

Barefaced, (bor'fast) a, [A.-S. bar, bare, and L. faciat,

face.] With the face uncovered;—shameless; impudent.

Barefacedly, (bar'filst-le) adv. Without disguise or re-

servo; impudently. [faced; effrontery; assurance.

Barefacedness, (bar'fast-nes) n. State of being bare-

Barefoot, (bar'fiVit) a. & adv. With the feet bare.

Barege, (ha-rajO it, [F. from Bartges.) A tliin stuff

for ladies' dresses, vails, &c. [covered.

Bare-headed, (barTied-ed) a. Having the head uu-

Barelegged, (barlegd) a. Having the legs bare.

Barely, (bir'le) adv. Only ; merely ; nakedly ; poorly.

Bareness, (b.irnes) n. The state of being bare ; naked

ness ; indigence.

Bargain, (bar'gin) n. fL. barea, a boat for mer

chandise.] An agreement between parties concerning

the sale of property ;—a stipulation of any kind ;—

a purchase, or the thing purchased ;—a gainful trans

action.

Bargain, (bar'gin) v.t. To transfer for a consideration;

—to sell ;—v. i. To make a contract ; to agree :—

imp. & pp. bargained ; pjtr. bargaining.

Bargainer, (bur'gin-er) if. The party who stipulates to

Bell and convey property to another.

Barge, (barj) n. [L. barca.] An elegant pleasure-boat;

—a large boat for the convey- _ -^_ _

ance of passengers or goods ; "

—tho chief boat of a man- ^

of-war ship.

Barge-board, (barj'bord)

[ Verge-board.} A board I

placed at the gable of a

building to hide the hori- Barge.

zontal timbers of the roof. [barge.

Barge-man, (barj'man) n. The man who manages a

Bargown, (bar'gown) n. The gown of a lawyer.

Barilla, (ba-rilla) ?u [Sp. barrilla.] A sea-shore plant

from which soda is made;—tho alkali produced;—

impure soda obtained from any sea-shore plant.

Bar-iron, (bar-i'urn) n. Iron wrought into bars of

malleable iron. [metallic basis of baryta.

Barium, (ba're-um) n. [G. baru*, heavy.] The

Bark, (bark) n. [loeL borkr.] The exterior covering

of a tree ; the rind.

Bark, (bark) v. t. [A. -8. beorcan.] To strip the bark

from ; to peel ;—to cover or inclose with Dark ;—v. i.

To make the noise of dogs ;—to clamour :—imp. & pp,

barked ; ppr. barking.

Bark* (bark) n. The noise made by a dog.

Bark or Barque, (bark) n. [L. barca, boat] A three-

masted vessel, having her

fore and main masts rigged

square, and her mizzen, fore

and aft.

Bark-bound, (barlcTxrand) a.

Having the bark too firm or

close.

Bar-keeper, (lur'kfp-rr) n.

One who tends the bar of an Barque.

inn. [strips trees of their bark.

Barker, (bark'cr) n. One who clamours;—one who

Barley, (bar'le) n. [A.-S. bere. Go. ban*.] A valuable

grain, of the family of grasses, used chiefly for mak

ing malt Scot, bere. [of swiftness.

Barley-brake, (borle-brak) n. A country play or game

Barley-corn, (barle-korn) n. A grain of barley, about

the third part of an inch in length.

Barley-sugar, (bar-le-shdog'er) n. Sugar boiled till

brittle and candied. [barley.

Barley-water, (barle-waw-te,r) n. A decoction of pearl

Barm, (barm) n. [A.-S. beorma,] The foam rising

upon malt liquors, when fermenting, and used &s

leaven in broad.

Barmy, (barm'e) a. Containing barm or yeast.

Barn, (barn) n. [A.-S. bere, barley, and era, a cloao

place.] A building for storing grain, hay, 00. ; also

for stabUng cattle and horses.

Barnacle, (bar'na-kl) n. [L. perna, F. bernacle.] A

shell-fish, common alongsea-shores, and found adhering

to rocks, timber, vessels, &,c. ;—a species of goose ;-au

instrument put upon a horse's nose, to confine lihn ;—.

a pair of spectacles.

Barometer, (ba-rom'e-ter) n. [G. barat, weight, and

metron, measure.] An instrument

for determining the weight or pres

sure of the atmosphere, and ascer

taining the changes of weather,

or height of any ascent.

Barometrical, (bar-o-met'rik-al) a.

Pertaining to the barometer.

Baron, (bar un) n. [Go. vair, A.-S.

ver, man.] In England tho low

est title of nobility ; one who ranks

between a viscount and baronet

Baronage, (bar'un-aj) n. The whole Barometer.
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body of barons:—the dignity of

ft baron ;—the land which gives

* tie to a baron.

Barontsi, (bar'un-es) n. A baron's

wife.

Baronet, (bar'un-et) n. [Dim. of

t-zrvn.] A degree of honour be

low a baron and above a knight ;

—tbe lowest hereditary title.

Baronetage, (bar'uii-et-iij) n, The

eoUectiTe body of baronets ;—the

itate of a baronet.

Baronetcy, (bar'o-net-M) n. Tlie rank of a baronet.

Baronial, (bjay-rtr*ne-al) a. Pertaining to a baron.

Barony, (bar'o-ne) n. The honour or fee of a baron.

Baroscope, (bax'o-skop) n. [Q. baros, weight, and

skopein, to view.] Any instrument showing the

ehan&es in the weight of the atmosphere.

Barouche, (ba-roosh') n. [L. bis, twice, and rota,

wheel] A four-wheeled carriage, with a falling top,

a teat on the outside for the driver, and two seats on

the inside, [strong stuff, somewhat like camlet.

Barracan, (bara-kan) n. [A. biirit, cameL] A thick,

Barrack, (bar'ak) u. [Sp. barra, bar.} A building set

apart fox soldiers ; generally pL , the whole range of

building* for officers and men.

Barrack-master, (horak-mas'ter) n. The officer who

caper-intends the barracks of soldiers.

Barra/. c-on, (barVkoon) n. [Barrack.) A slave ware

house, or an iaclosure where slaves are quartered; a fort

Barrator, (box'a-ter) n, [L. baratare.) An encourager

of litigation;—the master of a ship who commits

fraud in the management of it.

Barratry, (bar'a-tre) a. Practice of encouraging law-

sum ;—a fraudulent breach of duty on the part of a

master of a ship.

Barrel, (bar'el) n. [GaeL baraill, from barra, bar.] A

round bulgy cask made of staves and bound with

hoops ;—the quantity which such a vessel contains;—

any hollow cylinder or tube.

Barrel, (bar'el) c. f. To put or pack in a barrel : — imp. &

pp. barrelled; ppr. barrelling:.

Sarrtl-buik, (barel-bulk) n. A measure used in esti

mating capacity, as of a vessel for freight [organ.

Barrel-organ, (bar'el-or'gan) n. The common hand-

Barren, (bar'en) a. [Norman F. barein, F. baraigne.]

Incapable* of producing offspring, whether animal or

vegetable;—producing nothing. [sterility.

■aanniiii ■■ (bar'en-nes) n, State of being barren ;

Barricade, (bar/e-kad) n. [F. barrique, Sp. barrica,

cask.) A defensive fortification, made in haste, of

any thing that will obstruct the enemy ;—any obstruc

tion or means of defence.

Bsrricade,(bar/e-kad)p. f. To fortify with any slight work

that prevents the approach of an enemy : to stop up a

passage :—twp. & pp. barricaded; ppr. barricading.

Barrier, fhax'e-er) n. [F. barricre, from barre, bar.] A

kind at fence made to stop an enemy ;—a fortress or

fcrtified town on the frontier of a country;—any

obstruction ;—any limit or boundary.

Barring-oat, (bar'ing-out) n. Act of listening tbe doors

of a school-room against a master.

Barrister, (bar'is-ter) n. [From bar.] A counsellor at

star, admitted to plead at the bar.

Barrow, (bar/d) a. [A -8. btrevtt, beoran, to bear.] A

light, small frame boarded on the bottom, for carrying

goods, and borne by hand. Ulieel-barrow, the same

supported on wheels.

Barrow, (bar'o) m. [A -8. beorg.] A hillock or mound

of earth, intended as a repository of the dead.

Bar-shot, (bar-shot) n. Shot, consisting of a bar, with

a half ball or round head at each

end.

Barter, (bir't^T) p. t. fit barat-

tart, to exchange.] To traffic

by exchanging one commodity for Ear-shot
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another;—v. t To exchange or give in exchange :—imp.

& pp. bartered ; ppr. bartering.

Barter, (bar'ter) n. Act of exchanging commodities ;—

the thing given in exchange.

Bartizan, (bJr'te-zan) a, A small overhanging turret,

projecting from the angles of a square tower or tha

parapet of a building.

Ear-wood, (bar'wOod) n. A red wood from Angola

and the Gabboon, used as a dye-wood.

Baryta, (ba-ri'ta) n. [G. barus, heavy.] The heaviest

of the earths ; an oxide, the basis of which is a metallic

substance called barium or barytum.

Barytes, (ba-ri'tez) n. Sulphate of baryta, generally

called heavy-spar.

Barytone, (bor'e-ton) o, [G. barus, heavy, and tonmt

tone.] Grave and deep, as a kind of male voice.

Barytone, (bor'e-ton) n. A male voice, the compass

of which lies between the bass and the tenor.

Barytum, (ba-ri'tum) n. A metal, the base of baryta.

Basal, (ba'sal) a. Pertaining to, or constituting, the

base.

Basalt, (ba-zawltf) n. [L. basalt™, a dark and very

bard species of marble in

Ethiopia.] A rock of igneous

origin, consisting chiefly of

augite and feldspar. If is

usually of a greenish-black

colour ;—a kind of black por

celain.

Basaltic, (ba-zawlf ik)

Pertaining to, or containing,

basalt

Bas-blen, (baTjlu) n. [F. from bas-de-chausse, stock

ing, and bleu, blue.] A literary lady ; a blue-stocking.

Bascule Bridge, (baTcul-brij) n. [F. bascule, a swing,

and A.-S. brig.) A kind of drawbridge.

Base, (bis) a. [F. bas, h. bassus.] Of humble birth

and degree;—illegitimate;—low in value or estimation;

—morally low; unworthy; mean in spirit :—deep or

grave in sound—in this sense, written also Bass.

Base, (bas) n. [G. basis, step.] The bottom ; the part

of a thing on which it stands or rests ;—the broad

part of any thing;—the part of a column between

the top of the pedestal and bottom of the shaft :—

the principal element of a compound;—a substance

used to fix colours in cloth. [P. basse, bass, base,

from bas, low.] The lowest part; the gravest male

voice. A tract of country protected by fortifications,

or by natural advantages, from which the operations

of on army proceed ;—a line from which to compute

the distances and positions of objects by a system of

triangles. [imp. & pp. based; ppr. basing.

Base, (bus) v. t. To put on a base or basis ; to found :—

Base-born, (baVborn) a. Born of low parentage.

Baseless, (buB'les) a. Having no foundation or Bupport.

Base-line, (bis'lin) n. A main line taken as a base

of operations. [dishonourably.

Basely, (blsTe) adv. In a base manner ; illegitimately;

Basement, (baVment) n. The lower story of a build

ing, whether above or below the ground.

Base-minded, (bls-mind'ed) a. Mean spirited.

Baseness, (bas'nes) n. The quality of being base.

Bashaw, (ba-sha') n. (Per. bOshA, pdshd.] A title

of honour in the Turkish dominions :—now usually

written pasha or pacha. [very modest.

Bashful, (bosh/fool) a. Having a downcast look ; hence,

Bashfully, (bash'fool-lo) adv. In a bashful manner.

Bashfulness, (bash'foul-nes) n. [F. baisser, to lower.]

The quality of being bashful; diffidence; timidity.

Basify, (baVe-fi) r. L [L. basis, base, and facere, to

make.] To convert into a salifiable base.

Basil, (baVil) 7k [Base.] The angle to which tho

cutting edge of a tool is ground.

Basil, (baz'il) n. [G. basilikos, royal] A fragrant

aromatic plant, one species of which is much used

in cookery.
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Basil, (biz'il) n. [L. basanium.] The akin of a sheep

tanned :—also Basan.

Basilic, (ba-zil'ik) n. [G. basiliki oiJcia, rojal house.]

Originally the palace of a king; a large ball or court

of justice;—a church, chapel, or cathedral.

BasUioon, (ba-zU'e-kun) n. An ointment.

Basilisk, (baz'il-isk) n. [G. basiliskos.] A fabulous

serpent, called a cockatrice ;—a genus of crested

lizards ;—a large piece of ordnance.

Basin, (ba'sn) n. (F. 6a*«n, Ger. bccken.] A hollow

Teasel to hold water for washing, and other uses;—

any hollow place containing water ;—a circular or oval

valley;—the entire tract of country drained by a

river ; pond ; dock ; reservoir.

Basis, (ba'sis) n. [G. bans.] That on which a thing

rests ;—the principal ingredient; groundwork or first

principle.

Bask, (bask) v.i. [Ger. bachern.] To lie in warmth;

to be exposed to heat ;—v. (. To warm with genial

heat.

Bosket, (bas/ket)*. [W. basgavsd, basg, plaiting.] A

vessel made of twigs, rushes, or other flexible things,

interwoven ;—the contents of a basket.

Basque, (bask) n. [Probably from Basques.] A part of

a lady's dress, resembling a jacket with a short skirt.

Bass, (baa) n. sing. & pL [A. -8. baers.] A fish of several

species, much esteemed for food.

Bass, (has) n. [A modification of bast.] The tiel-tree,

or its bark, which 1b used for niata, &c.

Bass, (bis) n. The lowest part in a musical com

position ;—written also Base.

Basset, (bas'set) n. [F. bassette.] A game at cards

resembling the modern faro. [outcrop.

Basset, (bas'set) n. Emergence of strata at the surface;

Bassinet, (base-net) n. A wicker basket, with a hood

over one end ;—a cradle.

Bassoon, (bas-sodn') n. [It basso, low. ] A wind in

strument with eleven holes, which aro stopped by

the fingers, as in flutes.

Bass-relief, (ba're'lef) w. [F. bas, low, and relief,

raised work. ] Sculpture, whose figures do not stand

out far from the ground on which they are formed.

Bast, (bast) n. [A.-S. batt, 0. H. Ger. bast.] Inner

bark of the lime-tree, and hence matting, cordage,

<fci\, made of the bark.

Bastard, (bas'terd) n. [F. bast, bat.tmA ard, art] An

illegitimate child ;—an inferior quality of soft sugar.

Bastard, (bas'terd) a. Illegitimate;—spurious ; adul

terate ; counterfeit [a bastard.

Bastardize, (bas'terd -iz) v. t. To make or prove to be

Bastardy, (bas'ter-de) n. State of being a bastard;

illegitimacy.

Baste, (boat) v. t. [Icel. beysta, to strike.] To beat ; to

cudgel ;—to drip butter or fat ou meat in roasting;

—v.t. [0. H. Ger. bestan, to sew.] To sew slightly,

or with long stitches.

Bastile, (bas-teT) n. [F. bastir, to build.] Originally,

a temporary wooden tower used in warfare; hence,

fortification ;—a dungeon or prison.

Bastinado, (bas-te-ua'do) ». [F. baston, now bdton, a

stick.] A sound beating or cudgelling; specifically,

among the Turks, heating an offender on the soles of

his feet.

Baatinade, (bas-te-nadO v. t. To heat with a cudgel,

especially on the soles of the feet

Bastion, (bast'yuu) n. [F. ii Sp. bastir, to build.] A

part of the main inclosure

which projects toward the

exterior, consisting of the

faces and thejlaui-i.

Bat, (bat) n. [A. -3. beatan,

to beat] A club, used in

playing cricket ;—a sheet of

cotton for quilting ;—a piece'

of a brick. A. Bastion.

Bat, (bat) v. i. To manage a bat, or play with one.

 

 

Bat, (bat) «. [Corrupted from O. Eng. bade, Scot,

baekie, bird.] One of a class

of mammals having a body

resembling that of a mouse,

and a kind of wings made ,

by a membranous expansion '

stretching from the lore ex

tremities to the tail.

Batch, (bach) n, [From bake, Bat.

A. -a. bacan.] The quantity of bread baked at one

time ; a baking.

Bate,(bat) v.t. [F. battre, to beat.] To beat down; to

lessen ;—to allow by way of deduction.

Bateau, (bat-6') n. [F. from It batto, rowing-boat]

A light boat, long in proportion to its breadth.

Bath, (bath) n. [A. -8. baeth, Skr. vdd, to bathe.] A

place to batbe in;—act of exposing the body, &c,

to water or vapour;—a Hebrew measure containing

7 gallons and 4 pints for liquids ; and 3 pecks and 3

pints as a dry measure.

Bath-room, (bath'room) n. An apartment for bathing.

Bathe, (buTH) v. t. To wash by immersion ;—to moisten;

—v. i. To be, or lie, in a bath ;—to be immersed :—

imp. & pp. bathed; ppr. bathing.

Bathos, (bi'thos) n. [G. bathus, deep.] A descent

from the elevated to the mean, in writing or speech ;

the art of sinking.

Batlet, (bat/let) n. [Hat] A small bat for beating

linen when taken out of the buck.

Baton, (ba-tong') n. [F. bdton.] A staff or truncheon,

used for various purposes.

Batrachian, (ba-tr.Vku-au) «. [G. batrachos, a frog.]

An animal of the order Batrachia.

Battalia, (bat-Ul'ya) jl [L.] Disposition or arrange

ment of regiments, battalions, &c , as for action.

Battalion, (bat-tal'yun) n. [F. bataillon.] A body of

infantry ; in the British army about eight hundred

men, under the command of a lieutenant-coloncL

Battel, (bat'l) n. A trial in which a person accused

was allowed to fight with his accuser.

Battel, (bat'tel) n. [O. Eng. bat, and A.-S. da!.]

Provisions taken from the buttery; the charges

thereon.

Batten, (bat'n) v. t To fatten ;—to fertilize, as land ;

—v.i. To grow fat; to live in luxury ;—v. t. To fasten

with battens;—to cover and nail down the batches

of a ship : — imp. & pp. battened ; ppr. battening.

Batten, (bat'n) n. [F. bdton, stick.] A narrow piece

of board, or scantling ;-—the movable bar of a loom.

Batter, (bitter) v. t [L. batacre, to beat] To beat

repeatedly and with violence; specifically, to attack

with artillery; —to wear or impair;—v. i. To slope

gently backward:—imp. &»p. battered ; ppr. battering-.

Batter, (batter) n. A mixture of flour, eggs and milk

in cookery ;—paste.

Batter, (batter) n. One who holds the bat in cricket.

Battering-ram, (bat'ter-ing-ram) n. [From a re

semblance to the head of a ram. ]

An engine used to beat down the '

walls of besieged places;—a black

smith's hammer.

Battery, (bat'ter-e) n. [F. battcrie,

from battre.] Act of battering;

—any place where cannon are

mounted ;—a number of cannon

taken collectively ;—a number of

jars, charged with electric fluid ;

—an apparatus for generating galvanic electricity ;

—the unlawful beating of another.

Batting, (batting) n. Cotton or wool in sheets;—

using the bat.

Battle, (bat'l) n. [L, batuere, to beat] A fight or en

counter between opposing forces ; combat; engagement.

Battle, (bat'l) v. i. To contend in fight :—imp. & pp.

battled; ppr.t battling.

Bpttle-array, (bat'1-a-ra) n. Order of battle.

 

Battering-rani.



 

BATTLE-AXE

Battle-axe, (bat*l-akB) «• A kind of axe formerly

need as an offensive weapon.

Battle-door, (batl-dor) n. [Sp. batallar,

to combat.] An instrument of play,

with a handle and a flat board, used to

strike a shuttlecock.

Battlement, (batl-ment) n. [F. oatir, to

baila ) An indented parapet, originally

Med onlyon fortifications;—any wall with

openings or embrasures.

Battue, (bat'tu) a. [F. from batlre, to

beat.] Act of beating woods, etc., for

game ;—the game beaten up. Battle-axe.

Bauble, (baWbl) n. [It babbola.] A trifling piece

of finery ; a gew-gaw.

Bawd, (bawd) n. [Go. balths.] A person who keeps

a brothel, and conducts criminal intrigues—usually

appaad to females.

Bi-idy. (bawd'e) a. Obscene ; filthy ; unchaste; lewd.

BawL (bawl) r. i. [Icel baula, Ger. betlen, L. balare,

to bleat.] To cry with vehemence in exultation, or

from pain or vexation ;—v. t. To proclaim by outcry;

to cry :—imp. to pp. bawled ; ppr. bawling.

BawL (bawl) n. A loud prolonged cry.

Bay. (bl) a. [L badius. ] Red or reddish ; inclining

to chestnut.

Bay. (hi) n. [I* baia, Ir. to Gael badh, or bagh.] An

inJet of the sea smaller than a gulf;—a principal

osmpar&neut or division in a building ;—a place in a

barn for depositing hay.

Bay. <ba) tu [L. bcuxa, berry.] The laurel-tree; an

honorary garland or crown made of laurel; —pi.

literary excellence.

Bay. ( o&) n A state of defence and defiance when

escape has become impossible.

Bay, (ba) v. i. [F. abayer.) To bark, as a dog at his

game :—». t. To bark at ;—to enclose and set at bay.

Bayard, (ba'ard) n. Properly a bay horse, but often

any horse. [the plant itself.

Bmyberry, (bs/ber-e) ** The fruit of the bay-tree and

Bayonet, (bi'on-et) n, [So called because first made

at Bnjrmint. ] A short,

pcuited instrument of iron,

fitted to a gun.

sWjiiaf, (ba'on-et) v. t. ToC3~1 ,,

•tab with a bayonet ;—to^v

drive by the bayonet :—imp. a. Sword bayonet

to pjx bayoneted; ppr. bay- 6. Common bayonet-

oceting. [by evaporation.

Bay-aalt, (bi'sawlt) n. Salt obtained from sea-water.

Bay-window, (ba/win-do) n. A projecting window

fcrming a recess in a room.

Bazaar, (bo-air) a. [Per. b&z&r, market] In the

East a market-place; a spacious hall or suite of rooms

the sale of goods ;—a ladies* sale for a benevolent
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»t%)(fag) v. 1 and auxiliary, [A -8. Iron, beonne,

JjJBr, 64*1, to be. ] To have a state or existence ; to

axift logically, or in thought;—to exist actually, or

" the world of fact ;—to exist in some particular state

relation;—to become:—imp. was; pp. been; ppr.

fbech) a. [D. to Sw. bakke.] The shore of

the sea or lake washed by the tide.

Brsmh, (been) r. f. To run upon a beach.

Beacon, (bfkn) n. [A.-S. beactn.] A signal fire or

tiens on a hill top ;—a mark near the shore, or in

■hot! water, as a guide to mariners ;—a light-house.

Beacon, (bfkn) r. t. To give light to, as a beacon :—

ta^i to pp. beaconed; ppr. beaconing.

Bead, (bed) w. [A.-S. bead, prayer, from biddan, to

fray. ] A little perforated ball strung on a thread,

aad worn for ornament—necklace; or used to count

Cyers by Roman Catholics—rotary;—any small glo-

ar body ;—a round moulding.

(feeding) n. A moulding in imitation of beads.

Beadle, (he'd!) n. [A-S. beodan, to bid.] A messenger

or crier of a court ;—an officer in a university, who

precedes with the mace ;—a parish officer.

Bead-roll, (bed'rdl) n. A catalogue of deceased per

sons, for whom prayers are counted on a chaplet ; a

catalogue in general

Beagle, (be'gl) n. [Ir. to Gael, beag, smalt] A small

hound used in hunting hares.

Beak, (bek) n. [Ir. to Gael, bee, D. bek.] The bill or

nib of a bird, turtle, toe. ;—any thing ending in a

point, or projecting like a beak.

Beaked, (bekt) a. Having a beak; ending in a point

or process like a beak.

Beaker, (bck'er) n. A large drinking-cup or vessel.

Beak-iron, (bekl-urn) n. A pointed tool used by

blacksmiths.

Beal, (bel) v. i. To gather pus ; to fester.

Beam,(bem)n. [A.-S. beam, N. H. Ger. baum, tree,]

Any large piece of timber, long in proportion to its

thickness;—a main timber of a building, ship, loom,

plough, or other structure ;—the part of a balance

from which the scales hang ;—the pole of a carriage ;

—the shank of an anchor;—a collection of parallel

rays from any luminous body.

Beam, (bem) v. t. To send forth; to emit;—v. i. To

emit rays of light; to shine:—imp. &pp, beamed; ppr.

beaming.

Beamy, (bem'e) a. Emitting rays of light; radiant;

—resembling a beam : massy.

Bean, (ben) n. [A.-S. bean, Q. puanos.] A well-known,

leguminous plant, and its seed, of many varieties.

Bear, (bar) v. t. [A.-S. beran. Go. bairan, L. ftrre, G.

pherein.] To support or sustain;—to remove; to

convey ;—to have in mind ; to entertain ;—to en

dure ; to suffer ;—to sustain the effect of, or be answer

able for ;—to show or exhibit ;—to admit or be capable

of;—to behave ; to act ;—to bring forth ; to give birth

to ;—v. i. To produce, as fruit ; to be fruitful ;—to

suffer or endure ;—to lean upon ;—to press ;—to take

effect; to Bucceed;—to be situated, as to the point of

compass :—to relate or refer to :—imp. bore ; pp. born,

borne; ppr. bearing.

Bear, (bar) n. [A.-S. bera ] A wild quadruped of

the genus Ursus. Among the

species are the brown bear of

Europe, the white polar bear,

the grisly bear of the Rocky \

Mountains, the black bear of ;

North America. One of two con

stellations in the northern hemis- '

phere, called the Gitater and

Loser Sear.

Bearable, (bara-bl) a. Capable Black Bear,

of being borne ; tolerable.

Bearably, (bara-ble) adv. In a tolerable manner.

Beard, (berd) n. [A.-S. oeard, I,, barba.) The hair

that grows on the chin, and adjacent parts of tho

face ;—the long stiff hairs on a plant ; tho awn.

Beard, (berd) v. (. To pluck, or pull the beard of;—

to set at defiance :—imp. to pp. bearded ; ppr. bearding.

Bearded, (berd'ed) a. Having a beard ; prickly ; jagged.

Beardless, (berdles) a. Without a beard; youthluL

Bearer, (haVer) n. One who, or that which sustains,

or carries;—specifically, one who assists in carrying a

body to the grave ;—one who holds a cheque or other

order for the payment of money ;—a figure by the side

of a shield; a supporter.

Bear-garden, (bur'gur-den) n. A place where bears aro

kept for sport ;—a turbulent assembly.

Bearing, (b.lr'ing) n. The manner in which a person

bears himself; — the situation of an object, with re

spect to another ; relation ;—act of giving birth ;—span

of a beam, or other piece of timber;—any single

emblem in an escutcheon.

Bearish, (bur'ish) a. Partaking of the qualities of a

bear;—gruff; uncultivated.
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Bear's-foot, (baTzToot) n. A species of hellebore.

Bear-skin, (bir'skin) n. The skin of a bear ;—a shaggy,

woollen cloth.
Beast, (beat) n. [F. Wfc, L. ontia, H. Ger. balie.]

Any four-footed animal, which may be used for

labour, food, or sport; aa opposed to man, any

irrational animal. [brutality ; filthiness.

Beastliness, (beet'le-nes) n. The state of being beastly :

Beastly, (bestle) a. like a beast in form and nature ;

brutal ; filthy. . , . _ _,__
Beat, (bet) v. t. [A.-S. beatan, h. batuere.] To strike

repeatedly; to punish with blows;—to bruise, or

pulverize;—to hammer aa gold into form;—to range

over ;—to OTercome in contest ;—v. i. To throb ; to

pulsate;—to come or act with violence;—to be in

doubt;—to make progress against the direction of

the wind, by Bailing in a zigzag lino :—imp. beat; pp.

beat, beaten ; ppr. beating.

Beat, (bet) n. A stroke:—a recurring stroke ; a pul

sation:—the rise or fall of the hand or foot, in

regulating time;—a round or course prescribed or

frequently gone over ;—a place of frequent resort.

Btaten, (b'et'u) a. Made smooth by beating or worn

by uge [instrument for pounding.

Beater, (bet'er) n. One who beats, or strikes;—an

Beatific, (be-a-tifik) a. Imparting or completing

blissful enjoyment. [happy manner.

Beatifically, (be-a-tifik-al-lo) adv. In a beatific or

Beatification, (be-at-e-fe-ka'shun) n. Act of beatifying ;

—an act of the pope declaring a person beatified after

death.
Beatify, (b6-at'e-fi) v. t. [L. beatus, happy, and facere,

to make. ] To make happy ; to pronounce or regard aa

happy;—to bless with celestial enjoyment;—to declare,

that a person is received into heaven :—imp. & pp.

beatified ; ppr. beatifying. ,

Beating, (beting) n. Act of giving blows : punishment

by blows ;—pulsation ; throbbing ;—process of sailing

against the wind by tacks.

Beatitude, (be-at'e-tud) n. [L.] Folicity of the highest

kind ; heavenly bliss ;—the declaration of blessedness

made by our Saviour in regard to particular virtues.

Beau, (bo) n. [F. from L. btllus.] A man of dress ;

a fine gay man ; a lady's attendant or suitor.

Beau Ideal, (bo-1-de'al) n. [F.] A conception of

perfect or consummate beauty.

Bcauish, (Wish) a. Like a beau ; foppish ; fine.

Beau-monde, (bO-mongd') n. [F.] The fashionable

world ; people of rank and fashion.

Beauteous, (bu'te-us) a. [From beauty.] Very fair, or

very handsome; beautiful.

Beauteously, (bu'to-us-le) adv. In a beauteous manner.

Beauteousness, (bu'te-us-nes) n. State or quality of

being beauteous ; beauty.

Beautiful, (bu'te-fool) a. Having the qualities which

constitute beauty ; lovely.

Beautifully, (bu'te-fool-e) adv. In a beautiful manner.

Beautify, (bu'te-fi) v. t. [Eng. beauty, and L. facere,

to make.) To make or render beautiful ; — v.i. To

become beautiful : — imp. & pp. beautified j ppr.

Beauty, (binie) n, [F. beauti, from beau, beautiful.]

An assemblage of graces or of properties which please

the eye or the mind ;—a particular grace, feature,

ornament, or excellence ;—a beautiful woman.

Beaver, (bs'ver) ». [A.-S. beofer, bcj'er, L. fiber.] An

amphibious, rodent quad

ruped ; — the fur of the

beaver ;—a hat made of tho

fur ; — a cloth used for

making overcoats, &c.

Beaver, (be'v§r) a. Made of

beaver, or of the fur of the

beaver.

Beaver.O^ver))!. (F.bavitre,

It. baviera.] Fart of a,

'\l//^ 

 

a Beaver.

to captivate;

helmet in front, so constructed

that the wearer could raise or

lower it to eat and drink.

Becalm. ( be k -u\) v. t. {It. and

Sp. calma, calm.] To still ; to

appeaae ;—to keep from motion

by want of wind:—imp. & pp,

becalmed; ppr. becalming.

Because, (be-kawz') conj. [O. Eng.

from by and cau#c.J By or for

the cause that ; on this account ;

for the reason.

Becharm, (be-charnV) v.t To charm;

to enchant.

Beck, (bek) n. [A.S. btcnian, to beckon.] A signi

ficant nod or motion of the head or hand.

Beck, (bek) v. i. To nod, or make a sign with the

head or hand ;—v.t. To notify by a motion ofthe bead

or hand ; to intimate a command to.

Beckon, (bek/n) v. i. To make a sign to with band or

finger, &c. ;—v.t. To make a significant sign to;

to Bummon:—trap. & pp. beckoned; nr> beckoning.

Becloud, (be-kloudO r. t. To cause obscurity or dim

ness to ; to make dark or gloomy :—imp. "& pp. be

clouded; ppr. beclouding.

Become, (bS-kum/) v.L [A.-S. becuman, to come to.)

To pass from one state or condition to another ; to

enter into some new state ;—v. t. To suit or be

suitable to ; to befit :—imp. became ; pp. become ;

ppr. becoming. [grnous ; suitable ; graceful.

Becoming, (be-kum'ing) a. Appropriate or fit ; con-

Becomingly, (be-kum'ing-le) adv. After a proper or

graceful manner. [of suitableness; propriety.

Becomingness, (bc-kum'ing-nes) n. State or quality

Bed, (bed) n. [A.-S. bed, bedd, Go. badu) An article

of furniture to sleep or take rest on ;—matrimonial

connection ; marriage ;—a plat of ground in a garden,

usually a little raised ;—bottom of a stream ;—a layer,

seam, or stratum ;—place on which any thing rests.

Bed, (bed) v. t. To place in a bed ;—to plant and

cover;—to put in place of rest and security, sur

rounded or inclosed ;—v. i. To go to bed ; to cohabit :

—imp. & pp. bedded ; ppr. bedding.

Bedabble, (bS-dab'bl) v. t. To sprinkle or wet with

moisture :—imp. & pp. bedabbled ; pjrr. bedabbling.

Bedash, (be-dash') v. t. To wet by throwing water on :

—imp. A: pp. bedashed; ppr. bedashing.

Bedaub, (bb-dawb') v. t. To soil with any thing thick

aud foul ; to daub over :—imp. & pp. bedaubed ; ppr.

bedaubing.

Bedazzle, (be-daz'zl) v. t. To make dim by too strong

light:—imp. <fc pp. bedazzled; ppr. bedazzling.

Bed-chamber, (bed'eham-ber) n. A chamber for a bed.

Bedding, (bed'ing) M. Materials of a bed, whether

for man or beast ;—position of beds and layers.

Bedeck, (be-dek') v.t. To deck, ornament, or adorn :

—imp. &. pp. bedecked ; ppr. bedecking.

Bedevil, (be-devT) v. t. To throw into confusion, as

if by evil spirits ;—to destroy.

Bedew, (be-du') v. t To moisten with dew, or as with

dew :—imp. & pp. bedewed ; ppr. bedewing.

Bedight, (be-dif) v. t. [Be and dight.] To deck with

ornaments ; to set off.

Bedim. (bO-dim') v.t. To make dim; to obscure or

darken :—imp. & pp. bedimmed ; ppr. bedimin i ng.

Bedizen, (be-di'zn) v. t [Be and dizen.] To dress or

adorn tawdrily or with false taste.

Bedlam, (bed'lam) n. [Corrupted from Bethlehem.] A

mad-house ;—figuratively, a place of uproar.

Bedlamite, (bed'lam-it) n. An inhabitant of a mad*

house ; a madman.

Bedouin, (bed'60-in) n. [A beddai, badd, to live in

the desert.] One of a tribe of nomadic Arabs living

in tents.

Bed-post, (bed'post) n. The post of a bedstead.

Bedraggle, (bu-drag'gl) v, t. To soil, by dragging to

_
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dirt, mod, ftc. :—imp. & pp. bedraggled ; ppr. bed-

Bedrench, (be-drensh') v. L To drench ; to soak ; to

wet through : to saturate :—imp. d; pp. bedrenched ;

J Mr, bedrenching.

Bedridden, (bed'rid-n) a. [Bed and ride, pp. rid, rid-

den.) Confined to the bed by ago or infirmity.

Bedroom, (bed'ruom) n. An apartment for a bed.

Bedrop, (be-drop/) v. t. To sprinkle, or cover as with

drops.

Bedstead, (bed'sted) n. A frame for supporting a bed.

Bed-time, (bed'tim) n. Usual hour of going to bed.

Bee, (be) ». [A-S. beo.] A well-known four-winged

insect of many genera and

•pedes; — figuratively, an

industrious person.

Besch,(be-ch)n, [A-S. beee,

L Jaffju, Q. phigos.) A

toe of the genus Fagus.

Beeehen, (bech'n) a. Con

sisting of, or pertaining to, a Queen Bee. T- Working Bee.

the rood or bark of the beech.

Bee-eater, (Wet-er) n. A bird that feeds on bees.

Beef. (I*f) n. [F. bauf, from L. bos, Q. bout.} An

animal of the genus Bos,

including the bull, cow,

sad ox, in their full-grown

state, flu this, which is

the original sense, tho

*ord has a pi. beeves.] The

fliih of an ox, bull, or

cov, or of bovine animals

Generally, when killed.

Boef, (bef) a. Pertaining

to toe ue*h of bovine ani

mal*.

Beef- eater, fbcrct-?r) n. l,nock; 2, shakinR-pieco; 3.

[Betf and eater, or from chine; 4, ribs: 5, olod; 6,

bufetier a ke m r of the brisket; 7, flank; S, loin, sir-
£»!♦ i ' 7x *"!** OI ine loin; 9, rump; 10, ruuud;

J*uTsL] One who eat* Ut\eg; 12. foot; w.udderj

wa; hence, a large, well- h, shin; 18, cheek.

M person ; — one of the yeomen of the guard, in

Rozjand. [broiling.

Bafneak, (befstak) n. A slice of beef broiled, or for

Bee-bite, (bVhiv) n. A case or box used as a habitation

for bees. [moor.

BeeU, (held) n. Shelter ; a hut, or cattle shed on the

Bes-Hae, (bSlin) ". The shortest line from one place

to another.

Beer, (her) w. [A -8. bear, D. and Ger. bier.] A fer

mented liquor made from malted grain, with hops

sad other flavouring matters ;—a fermented extract of

J'ianu, as spruce, ginger, sassafras, die.

Beet-wax, (bex'waks) n. The wax secreted by

bees, of which their cells are constructed.

Met, (bet) a. ■ A -S. bete, L beta.} A plant, having

asaceuUnt root used for food, and for making sugar.

Beetle, (bTtl) a. [A. -3. byll, mallet ; btatan, to beat ;

'-'.iL- insect beetle, from bitan, to bite.] A heavy

■Ballet or wooden hammer;—a coleopterous insect

saving four wings, the outer beiug stifl' cases for

wverin? the others when folded.

Beetle, (betf) x. i. [A. -3. beotan,to threaten.] To hang

or extend out; to jut. [brows.

B^ue-browed, (ba'tl-browd) a. Having prominent

Beetle-headed, (be'tl-hed-ed) a. Having a head like a

beetle; dull, stupid.

Bema, (be-fawl*) v. t. TSax. befallan, to happen. ] To

happen to ; to occur to ;—v. t. To come to pass ; to

bappen : imp. befell ; pp. befallen ; ppr. befalling.

Befit (twftt) t. L To be suitable to ; to suit ; to

B«&ol, (be-fool") ». t To fool ; to infatuate ; to de

ceive >-*mp. «r pp. befooled; ppr. befooling.

Before, (beVforO prep. [Be and fore. A. -3. be/oran.)

la frost of; preceding in space, time, dignity, rank,

right or worth;—in presence or sight of; facing; in

the power ot

Before, (be-foV) adv. On the fore part; in front;—in

time preceding ; already.

Beforehand, (be-forliand) adv. In a state of antici

pation or pre-occupation;—by way of preparation or

preliminary.

Beforetune, (bG-for'tim) adv. Of old time; formerly.

Befoul, (be-foul') v.t. To make foul; to soil; to

dirty.

Befriend, (be-frend') v. t. To act as a friend to ; to

aid or countenance:—imp. & pp. befriended; ppr.

befriending.

Befringe, (bb-frinj') v. t. To furnish with a fringe.

Beg, (bii)n. [Turk, beg, which is pron. bay.\ The

governor of a town or district in Turkey ; a bey.

Beg, (beg) v. t. [A.-S. biddan, O. S. biddian.] To

ask earnestly, with humility, or in charity ;—to take

for granted ;—v. i. To ask alms or charity ; to prac

tise begging:—imp. & pp. begged; ppr. begging.

Beget, (bc-gef) v. t. [Zfcand A-S. getan, toobtain.] To

procreate, as a father or sire ; to get ; to produce :—

imp. begot, begat; pp. begot, begotten; ppr. be

getting.

Begetter, (be-get'er) n. One who begets.

Beggar, (beg'ger) ». [O. Eng. more properly begger,

from beg.] One who entreats earnestly, or with

humility; specifically, one who lives by begging; a

mendicant.

Beggar, (beg'ger) v.t. To reduce to beggary; to

impoverish;—to make destitute; to exhaust:—imp.

& pp. beggared; ppr. beggaring.

Bcggarlinesa, (beg'ger-lo-nea) n. State of being beg

garly.

Beggarly, (beg'ge.r-le) a. In tho condition of a beggar;

extremely indigent; mean. [or indigence.

Beggary, (beg[ger-o) «. A state of extreme poverty

Begging, (beg'ing) n. The act of asking, or the practice

of living on, alms.

Begild, (be-gild) v. t. To cover or overlay with gold:

—pp. begilt; ppr. begilding.

Begin, (bo-gin') v.i. [A.-S. beginnan, ginnan, G.

genomai, to be or to become.] To have an origiual or

first existence; to take rise; to commence;—to do

the first act : to take the first step ;—v. t. To enter

on; to commence :—imp. began; ,>.-. begun; ppr.

beginning. [practitioner; a tyro.

Beginner, (be-gin'er) n. One who bogins; a young

Beginning, (bG-gin'ing) n. The first cause ; origin ;

source ;—that which is first ; commencement ;—the

rudiments, first ground, or materials.

Begird, (be-ggrd') v, i. To biud with a band or girdle;

—to surround; to encompass:—imp. begirt, begirded ;

pp. begirt ; ppr. begirding.

Begloom, (De-gl66m') v. U To wrap in darkness ; to

cover with clouds.

Begnaw, (be-nav/) v. L To bite or gnaw :—pp. be-

gnawed ; ppr. begnawing.

Begone, (be-gonQ \tUeri. Go away; depart.

Begrime, (bC-grlra') v.t. To soil with grime or dirt:

—imp. & pp. begrimed; ppr. begriming.

Begrudge, (b6-gruj') v. t. To envy the possession of:

—imp. & pp. begrudged; ppr. begrudging.

Beguile, (be-gu") v. t. To delude by artifice ; to imposo

on;—to evade:—imp. &pp. beguiled ; ppr. beguiling.

Beguilement, (bo-gil'ment) n. Act of beguiling or

deceiving. [beguiles.

Beguiler, (bS-gil'er) ». One who, or that which,

Behalf, (bC-hdf) n. [A-S. behefe, profit] Advantage;

convenience; benefit; interest; support; defence.

Behave, (bC-biVv') v. t [A-S. behabban, to detain.]

To carry ; to conduct ; to manage ;—v. i. To act ; to

bear or carry oiio's self:—imp. & pp. behaved; ppr.

behaving.

Behaviour, (be-hlv'yer) n. Manner of behaving,

whether good or bad; bearing or carriage.
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Behead, (b3-hed0 v. t. To sever the head from the

body ; to decapitate :—imp. & pp. beheaded ; ppr. be*

heading;.

Behemoth, (bOTie-moth) n. [H. b'hfmotk, pi. of

blUmdh, beast] An animal described in the book

of Job, xl. 15-24, and variously supposed to be tho

ox, the elephant, the crocodile, the mastodon, and

the hippopotamus.

Behest, (be-hest') n, [A. -8. beha>$.] That which is

willed or ordered ; command; mandate ; injunction.

Behind, (behind') prep. [A.-S. behindan,] On the

back of; on the other side of;—left after;—left at

a distance by, in progress of improvement.

Behind, (be-hind') adv. At the back part; in the

rear ;—toward the back part ;—not yet brought for

ward to view ; remaining;—backward in time or order;

past

Behindhand, (be-hind'hand) a. In arrear ; in a state

where expenditures have preceded the receipt of

funds ;—in a state of backwardness ; tardy ; dilatory.

Behold, (behold') v. t. [A.-S. from prefix be and beat-

dan, to hold, keep.] To fix the eyes upon; to look

at; to see with attention ;—v. i. To direct tho eyes

to an object ; to look :—imp. & pp. beheld : ppr. be

holding, [indebted.

Beholden, (be-hold'n) a. Obliged ; bound in gratitude;

Beholder, (b$-hold'er)n. One who beholds ; a spectator.

Behoof, (bo-hoof) n. Need ; necessity; advantage ;

profit; benefit.

Behoove, (bC-hoovO *'• '- [A.-S. behojlan, O. H. Ger.

bihejfan, to take.] To be necessary for ; to be fit or

meet for, with respect to necessity, duty, or con

venience.

Being, (be'ing) ». Existence in fact or in thought ;—

that which exists;—a living spirit; an animal; a

creature. [to beat soundly; to cudgeL

Belabour, (be'-la'ber) v. t. To work diligently upon ;—

Belaoe, (be-laY) v.t. To fasten with lace or cord; to

whip.

Belated, (bS-lat'ed) a. Benighted; abroad late at

night ; later than the time appointed.

Belay, (be-lu') v.t. To block up: to obstruct; to lay

in ambush ;—to make fast, as a rope, by taking several

turns round a pin :—imp. & pp. belayed ; ppr. be

laying;.

Belch, (belsh) v. t. [A. -8. bealcjan.] To throw up from

the stomach with violence; to eruct;—v.i. To issue

with violence:—imp. & pp. belched; ppr. belching.

Beldam, (beldam) n. [F.lxlle-dame, fine lady; after

wards corrupted.] Grandmother;—an old woman in

general; an ugly old woman ; a hag.

Beleaguer, (be le'gor) v.t. [Ger. Uujern, to encamp,]

To surround with an army, so as to preclude escape ;

to besiege ; to blockade :—imp. & pp. beleaguered ;

ppr- beleaguering.

Belfry, (bel'fre) n. [Ger. berg, mountain, and friede,

peace, F. bejfroy, tower.] A movable tower, erected

by besiegers for attack and defence;—a bell-tower.

Belial, (bele-al) n, [H B'K, not, and ja'al, profit]

An evil spirit ; a wicked unprincipled person.

Belie, (be-li')v.(. [Bea.ndA.-S. liy, to he.] Togivethe

Ho to ; to show to be false ;—to give a false representa

tion or account of ;—to toll lies concerning ; to slander ;

—imp. & pp. belied : ppr. belying.

Belief, (he-lef) n. [From believe.] An assent of mind

to the truth ;—the thing believed ; a tenet, or body

of tenets ;—a creed ;—confidence ; reliance.

Believable, (be-lev'a-bl) a. Capable or worthy of being

believed.

Believe, (be-leV) v.t. [Prefix be and A.-S. ISfan, ly/fan,

to allow, permit] To bo persuaded of the truth of;

to regard as true ; to place confidence in ; to credit;—

v. i. To have a firm persuasion, which often ap

proaches to certainty ;—to think ; to suppose :—imp.

& pp. believed ; ppr. believing.

Believer, (be-leVer) n. One who credits ; especiallyt one

 

[bells.

who believes in the Scriptures as a revelation from

God ;—n professor of Christian faith.

Belike, (be-likO adv. It is likely ; probably ; perhaps.

Bell, (bel) «. [A.-S. bellant to bellow.] A hollow

metallic vessel which gives forth j-*

a clear, ringing sound on being //jIYt

struck ;—any thing in the form // 1| \\

of a bell, as the cup or calyx

of a flower.

Belladonna, (bel-la-don'na) n. [It

fine lady.] Deadly night-shade,

employed as a cosmetic.

Belle, (bel) n. [L. bellvt.) A

young lady of superior beauty,

and much admired.

Belles-lettres, (bel-let'tr) -n.pl.

[¥.] Polite or elegant literature.

Bell-founder, (bel'found-er) n. One who founds or casta

Bell-foundry, (bcl'found-re) n. A place where bells are

founded or cast [bells.

Bell-hanger, (belliang-er) n. One who hangs and fixes

Bellicose, (bel'le-kos) o. [L. bellieonu.] Disposed to

contention ; pugnacious.

Belligerent, (bel-lij'er-ent) a. [L. bellum, war, and

aerere, to wage.] Waging war; disposed for war.

Belligerent, (bel-lij'er-ent) n. A nation or state carry

ing on war.

Bellipotent. (bel-lip'o-tent) a. [L. bellum, war, and

potent, ppr. otpoue, to be able.] Powerful or mighty

in war.

Bell-metal, (bel'met-al) n. An alloy of copper and tin

—used for making bells, A*c. [strife; discord.

Bellona, (bel-16'na) n. [L.J The goddess of war:

Bellow, (bel'lo) r. i. [A.-S. bellan.] To make a hollow,

loud noise, as a bull ;—to clamour ; to roar.

Bellow, (bel'16) n. A loud outcry; roar; vociferation.

Bellows, (bends) n. ting. & pi. [A.-S. b<xlg, bag,

blast-brig, a blast-bag.] An instrument for propelling

air through a tube, for various purposes.

Bell-pull or Bell-rope, (bel'peol) n. The handle, wire,

or cord by which a bell is rung. [ring a beU.

Bell-ringer, (bel'ring-er) n. One whose business is to

Bell-wether, (bel'weTH-er) n. A sheep wliich leads the*

flock, with a bell on his neck.

Belly, (belle) n. [A.-S. ba-lg, bcelig.] That part of

the body which contain the bowels ; the abdomen ;—

the part of any thing which resembles the belly in

protuberance or cavity.

Belly, (belle) v. i. To swell and become protuberant

Belly-band, (belle-band) n. A band that encompasses

the belly of a horse ; a girth.

Bellyful, (bel'le-foul) n. As much as tills and satisfies ;

sufficiency ; over-abundance.

Belly-god, (bel'le-god) n. A glutton ; an epicure.

Belong, (be-long*) v.i. [Prefix be and O. Eng. Icng.]

To be the property of ; to be the concern or proper

business of;—to be a part or quality of;—to be native

to, or to have a legal residence:—imp. & pp. belonged ;

ppr. belonging. [one, as a quality or endowment

Belonging, (be-long'ing) n. That which pertains to

Beloved, (be-luvd') a. Greatly loved ; dear to the heart

Below, (be-ltV) prep. [Be and loic] Under in place;

beneath ;—inferior to ;—unworthy of ; unbefitting.

Below, (be-ldO adv. In a lower place; beneath;—on

the earth, as opposed to the heavens ;—in hell, or the)

regions of the dead.

Belt (belt) n. [A.-S. belt, L. battens.] That whidi

engirdles a person or thing; a band or girdle;—that

which resembles a girdle.

Belt, (belt) r. t. To encircle as with a belt; to encom

pass:—imp. & pp. belted: ppr. belting. [made.

Belting, (belting) n. The material of which belts are

Belvedere, (bel've-der) -a. [It. bello, beautiful, and

vedere, to see.] A small structure on the top of an

edifice, open to the air on one or more of its sides ;—

a summer-house on an eminence.
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Bemire, (be-mir') v. L To drag, encumber, or soil,

in the mire.

Bemoan, (be-mon*) v. t. To express deep grief for by

moaning ; to lament ; to bewail :—imp. & pp. be

moaned; ppr. bemoaning. [ridicule.

Bcmock, (be-mokO v. t. To treat with mockery ; to

Ben-nut, (ban'nut) n. [Per. & A. bahmen.] The aeed

or fruit of a species of Moringa, from which a

valuable oil is extracted.

Bench, (benah) n, [A.-S. btnc, W. bank.] A long seat ;

—a long table at which mechanics work ;—the seat

where judges sit in court ;—the persons who sit as

judges ; the court.

Bencher, (bensh'er) n» One of the senior members of

the inns of court ;—an alderman of a corporation.

Bench-warrant, (bensh'wor-ant) n. A process issued

by a court against a person guilty of contempt, or

indicted for crime.

Bead, (bend) t. t. [A.-S. bendan, to bind.] To crook

by straining; to curve;—to turn out of .the direct

course;—hence, to incline;—to render submissive ; to

sabdne;—to fasten, as one rope to another; or as a

sail to its yard ;—v. i. To be moved out of a straight

line ; to bow ; — to be inclined with interest, or

closely ; to be directed ;—to bow in prayer or in sub

mission :—imp. dc pp. bended or bent; ppr. bending.

Bend, (bend) n. A turn or deflection from a straight

line or direction; a curve;—a knot by which, one

rope is faczened to another or to an anchor.

Bendable, (benda-bl) a. Capable of being bent.

Bender, (bend'er) n. One who, or that which bends.

Beneath, (be-oeth') prep. [A.-S. beneodhan, down

ward.] Lower in place, under;—lower in rank or

excellence : unworthy of; unbecoming.

Beneath, (be-nEth') adv. In a lower place ;—below,

as opposed to heaven, or to any superior region.

Benedict, (ben'e-dikt) n. A married man, or a man

newly married.

Benedictine, (ben-e-diktln) n. One of an order of

monks, established by St. Benedict in the 6th century.

Benediction, (ben-e-dik'shun) n. [L. bene, well, and

dicers, to speak.] Act of blessing ; act of giving praise

or thanks;—prayer or invocation of good wishes;—

the words of blessing;—epecifically, the form of prayer

used at the close of worship.

Benefaction, (bon-e-fak'shun) n. [L. bene, well, and

f.jccrt, to do,] Act of conferring a benefit ;—a benefit

conferred; specially a charitable donation.

Benefactor, (ben-e-fak'ter) n. One who confers a

benefit.

Benefactress, (ben-e-faktres) n. A woman who con-

sen a benefit.

Benefice, (ben'e-fis) n. Literally, a benefit, advant

age, or kindness;—an ecclesiastical living.

BeaefiAcd, (ben'e-fist) a. Possessed of a benefice or

church preferment.

Beneficence, (be-nafe-eens) n. The practice of doing

good ; active goodness, kindness, or charity.

Beneficent, (be-nefe-sent) a. Doing good ; perform

ing acts of kindness aud charity ; bountiful.

Beneficently, (be-nefe-seiit-lu) adv. la a beneficent

manner.

Beneficial, (ten-c-fish'e-al) a. Conferring benefits;

useful ; profitable ;—helpful ; gainful.

Beneficially, (ben-e-flah'e-al-le) adv. In a beneficial or

advantageous manner.

Beneficiary, (ben-e-fiah'e-ar-e) n. One who holds a

benefice, and uses its proceeds ;—a feudatory or vassal;

—ace who is maintained by charity.

Benefit, (ben'e-fit) w- [L. bene/actum.] An act of

kindness ; a favour conferred ;—whatever contributes

to promote prosperity, happiness, or property ;—a per

formance at a theatre or elsewhere, the proceeds of

which are given to a particular person or object

Benefit, (ben'e-fit) x. t. To do good to ; to advance in

health or prosperity; to be useful to;—v. i. To gain

advantage ; to prosper ;—imp. & pp. benefited ; ppr.

benefiting.

Benevolence, (be-nev'o-lens) n. [L. benevolentia,] Dis

position to do good; good will; charitableness;—an

act of kindness.

Benevolent, (be-nev'5-lent) a. [L. bene, well, and

volens, ppr. of volo, I will.] Having a disposition to

do good; possessing love to mankind, and a desire

to promote their prosperity and happiness ; charitable.

Benevolently, (be-nev'6-lent-le) adv. In a spirit of

good will ; charitably. [of silk and hair.

Bengal, (ben'gal) n. A thin stuff for ladies' wear, made

Benight, (be-nitf) v.t. [Prefix be and A.-S. niht,

night.] To involve in night or darkness ;—to involve

in moral darkness or ignorance.

Benign, (be-nuV) a, [L,. benignus, from bonus, good,

and genua, kind.] Of a kind or gentle disposition ,—

exhibiting or manifesting kindness, gentleness, favour,

&c. [able.

Benignant, (be-nig'nant) «. Kind; gracious; favour-

Benignantly, (be-nig'naut-le) adv. With benignity;

graciously.

Benignity, (bG-nig'ne-te) n. Goodness of nature or dis

position ; kindness of heart ; suavity of manner ;—

salubrity.

Benignly, (be-nln'le) adv. Favourably ; graciously.

Benison, (ben'6-zn) n. Blessing; benediction.

Bent, (bent) n. State of being inclined from a straight

line; curvity;—leaning or bias; propensity;—parti

cular direction or tendency.

Bent-grass, (bent'gras) n. [A.-S. btonetj] A grass of

the genus Agroslis;—a stalk of coarse, withered grass.

Benumb, (be-uunV) v. t. [A. -3. benawian, pp. ot benu-

men, to take away.] To deprive of sensation; to

make torpid through cold; to Btupefy:—imp. & pp.

benumbed; ppr. benumbing.

Benumbednesa, (bc-numd'nes) n. Having no sensation

to the touch; destitution of sensibility.

Benumbment, (bS-num'ment) n. State of being torpid

or inactive. [from, benzoin.

Benzoic, (ben-zo'ik) a. Pertaining to, or obtained

Benzoin, (ben-zo'in) n. [Per. bandsab, bandslb, tere

binth resin.] Gum benjamin; a fragrant resinous

substance, obtained from a tree of Sumatra, Java,

&c.—used as a cosmetic, and for incense.

Benzole, (ben'zdl) n. An oily substance obtained from

bituminous coal, and possessing great solvent powers.

Benzule, (ben'zul)n. [Gei*. benzoc, and G. hule, wood.]

A compound radical, consisting of hydrogen, carbon,

and oxygen—the base of benzoic and kindred veget

able acids.

Beplaster, (be-plas'ter) v. t. To plaster over; to bedaub.

Bepraise, (be-praz') v. t. To praise greatly or extrava

gantly.

Bequeath, (be-kwgTH') v. t. [A.-S. becvedlian, from

prefix be and evedhan, to say.] To give or leave by will

—said of personal property;—to hand down ; to trans

mit :—imp. & pp. bequeathed ; ppr. bequeathing.

Bequeather, (be-kweTH'cr) n. One who bequeaths.

Bequeathment, (be-kwGTH'meut) n. Act of bequeath

ing ; a bequest.

Bequest, (u -kwest') n. Something left by will, appro

priately personal property ; a legacy. [scold.

Berate, (bc-riitf) v. t. To rate or chide vehemently ; to

Bereave, (be-revO v. t. [A.-S. bereajian.] To make

destitute ; to deprive ;—to take away from ;—imp. &

pp. bereaved, bereft ; ppr. bereaving.

Bereavement, (be-rev'incut) «. State of being bereaved ;

deprivation.

Berg, (berg) n. [A.-S. bcorg, bcork, liilL] A large

mass or mountain of ice.

Bergamot, (bcrgVniot) n. [From the town of Bergamo,

in Italy.] A species of orange-tree, having a fruit

of flue taste and odour, from the rind of which on

essential oil is extracted;—the essence or perfume

itself;—a pear.
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Bergander, (berg'an-dcr) n. A species of duck said to

burrow and breed in holes under cliffs; shell-drake.

Bergmeal, (bcrg'mOl) n. [Ger. berg, mountain, and

mehl, meal] An earthy substance resembling fine

flour composed of the shells of infusoria.

Berlin, (bgr'lin) n. A four-wheeled carriage, like a

chariot, invented at Berlin, Prussia.

Bernardine, (Ur'nar-din) n. One of an order ofmonks

named after St Bernard—called White Friars from

their official costume.

Bernouse, (ber'noos) n. A loose flowing mantle.

Berry, (be^re) n. [A-S. beria.] A pulpy and juicy

fruit ; the edible fruit of the rasp, currant, straw

berry, iic ;—one of the eggs of a fish.

Berry, (bcr're) v. i. To bear or produce berries.

Berth, (berth) n. [From the root of bear, like birth,

nativity.] The place where a ship lies at anchor, or

at a wharf ;—a place in a ship to sleep in ;—official

situation or employment.

Berth, (berth) v. U To giro anchorage, or a place to lie

at ;—to allot berths to.

Beryl, (bertl) n. [G. birullot.] A green or bluish-

green mineral of great hardness.

Besayle, (bCsal) n. [Prefix be, and N. ayle, F. aieul.]

A great grandfather; a remote ancestor.

Beicreen, (be-skrenO v. t. [Prefix be and threat.']

To cover with a screen ; to conceal ; to shelter.

Beseech, (bu-sCch/) v. t. [Prefix be and seek:] To ask

or entreat with urgency ; entreat ; supplicate :—imp. &

pp. besought; ppr. beseeching.

Beseechingly, (bi-sech'ing-le) adv. In an entreating

or importunate manner. [become; to befit.

Beseem, (be-sCm') v. t. To be fit for, or worthy of; to

Beseemingly, (be-sem'ing-le) adv. In a becoming

manner.

Beset, (bC-setf) v. t. [A-S. besettan.] To place on, in,

or around ;—to waylay ; to blockade ;—to hem in or

press on all sides ; encircle ; embarrass '.—imp. & pp.

beset : ppr. besetting. [pressing.

Besetting, (be-set'ing) a. Habitually attending or

BeBhrew, (be^brooQ v- '■ [Prefix be, and Ger. tchrauen,

to brawl. ] To wish a curse to ; to execrate.

Beshrouded, (be-shroud'ed) a. Covered with a shroud.

Beside, (bc-sid') prep. [Be taxd side, by the aide.] At

the side of;—aside from; out of the regular course or

order; cut of;—over and above ; distinct from.

Besides, (be-sidz7) adv. More than that; over and

above; moreover; in addition. ■

Besides, (bG-Bidz') prep. Over and above; separate or

distinct from ; in addition to.

Besiege, (bS-sejO v. U To lay siege to ;—to surround

with armed forces for the purpose of compelling to

surrender ;—imp. & pp. besieged ; ppr. besieging.

Besieging, (bCscj-ing) a. Surrounding a city or forti

fication in a hostile manner.

Besmear, (bu-smer/) r. t. To smear with any viscous,

glutinous matter ; to bedaub:—imp. St pp. besmeared;

ppr. besmearing.

Besom, (btrzum) n. [A-S. besma,] A brush of twigs

for sweeping ; a broom.

Besort, (be-sort') v. t. To sort out or arrange in

different classes or kinds ; hence, to suit, fit, or become.

Besot, (be-sotf) v. t. To make sottish by drink ; hence,

to make dull or stupid.

Besottedly, (be-sot'ed-le) adv. In a besotted manner.

Besottedness, (be-sot'ed-nes) n. State of being be

sotted; infatuation.

Bespangle, (W-spang'gl) v. t To adorn with spangles ;

—to sprinkle with something glittering or sparkling.

Bespatter, (bS-spat't^r) v. t. To throw dirt and water

on ; to foul with slanders, or calumnious report* :—

imp. St pp. bespattered ; ppr. bespattering.

Bespeak, (be-epek/) v. (. To speak for, order, or engage

beforehand, or for a future time ;—to speak to ; to

address ;—to betoken ; to show :—imp. bespoke; pp.

bespoke, bespoken; ppr. bespeaking.

Bespeaking, (bC-spek'ing) >i. Speaking for, or ordering

beforehand. [spots.

Bespeokle, (bS-spekT) v.t To mark with speckles or

Bespice, (be-spls') r. (. To sprinkle with spices ; to

season.

Bespot, (bo-spot') v. t. To mark with spots.

Bespread, (bi-spredOr.t. To spread or cover over:—

imp. & pp. bespread ; ppr. bespreading.

Besprinkle, (be^spring/kl) v. t. To sprinkle over ; to

scatter over:—imp. it pp. besprinkled; ppr. be-

spiuikling.

Best, (best) a. superL [A-S. besta, contracted from

betest, Go. batitta. This word has no connection in

origin with good.] Having good qualities in the

highest degree ;—most advanced ; most correct or

complete.

Best, (best) n. Utmost; highest endeavour.

Best, (best) adv. In the highest degree; beyond all

other ;—to the most advantage ; with the most success,

profit or propriety. [colour.

Bestain, (be-stan') v. t. To mark with stains ; to dis-

Bestead, (bested') v. t. To be in the stead or place of;

hence, to place, dispose, or circumstance ; to assist ;

to servo :—imp. & pp. bestead.

Bestial, (bestfe-al) a. [L. bettia, beast.] Belonging to

a beast, or to the class of beasts ;—having the qualities

of a beast ; brutish ; beastly.

Bestiality, (best-e-aTe-to) n. The quality of a beast ;

brutism ;—unnatural connection with a beast.

Bestialize, (best'e-al-iz) v. t. To make bestial, or liko

a beast [manner.

Bestially, (best'e-al-le) adv. In a brutal or inhuman

Bestick, (be-stik') v. t. To stick over, as with sharp

points :—imp. & pp. bestuck ; ppr. besticking.

Bestir, (be-st§rQ v. /. To put into brisk or vigorous

action :—imp. & pp. bestirred ; ppr. bestirring.

Bestow, (bests') r. t. [Prefix be and A-S. stov, a

fixed mansion.] To lay up in store; to deposit for

Bafe keeping;—to make use of; to apply;—to give,

confer, or impart:—imp. & pp. bestowed ; ppr.

bestowing.

Bestowal, (bfi-sto'al) n. Act of bestowing ; disposal.

Bestowment, (be-ato'ment) n. The act of giving

gratuitously ;—donation,

Bcstraddle, (be-strad'dl) v. t. To bestride.

Bestraught, (be-strawtf) a. [Prefix be and ttraught.]

Out of one's senses ; distracted ; demented.

Bestrew, (be-st n>) v. t. To scatter over ; to besprinkle;

to strow :— imp. bestrewed; pp. bestrewed, be-

strown ; ppr. bestrewing.

Bestride, (bS-strid') v.t. To stride over; to stand or

sit with anything between the legs, or with the lege

extended across :—imp. bestrid or bestrode ; pp. be-

strid, bestridden ; ppr. bestriding. [bosses.

Bestud, (be-stud') v. L To set or adorn with studs or

Bet, (bet) n. [A-S. bad, pledge.] A chance, stake,

or wager ;—tliat which is staked or pledged in a

contest.

Bet, (bet) v. t. To lay a bet ; to stake or pledge upon

the event of a oontest ; to wager :—imp. & jyp.

betted ; ppr. betting.

Betake, (b§-tak/) v. t. To have recourse to ; to apply ;

to resort :—imp. betook ; pp. betaken ; ppr. betaking.

Beteem, (be-tc-m') v.i. To bring forth; to shed; to

permit ; to suffer.

Betel, (bs'tel) n. [Malabar, beetla-codi.] A species of

pepper, the leaves of which are chewed by the inhabit

ants of the East Indies.

Betel-nut, (be'tel-nut) n. The nut of the areca palm.

Bethel, (beth'el) n. [H. Mth-el, house of God.] A

house of worship for seamen.

Bethink, (be-thingkO v. t. To call to mind ; to recall;

—v. t. To have in remembrance ; to consider :—imp.

&pp. bethought; ppr. bethinking.

Bethlehem, (beth'Ie-hem) n. A village of Judea, six

miles from Jerusalem, the place of our Saviour's
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birth ; — a hospital for lunatics ; — corrupted to

Bedlam.

Bethral, (be-thrawl') r. (. To enslave ; to subject.

Betide, (betid') v.L [Be and tide; A.-EJ. tidan,

to happen.] To happen to ; to befall ; to come to ;—

v. i. To come to pass ; to happen :—imp. betid or

betided ; pp. betid; ppr. betiding.

Betimes, (be-timx') adv. [Be and time; that is, by the

proper time.] In good season or time ; seasonably ;—

in a abort time ; soon.

Betoken, (be-to'kn) v. t To signify by some visible

object ; to denote ;—to foreshow by present signs ; to

pnssage ;—im.p. & pp. betokened; ppr, betokening-.

Betony, (befo-ne) n. [L. betoruca.] A plant used to

dye wool of a fin© dark-yellow colour.

Betp—, (W-tosO v. t. To shake violently ; to agitate.

Betray, (be-traV) v. t [From be and P. trakir, from

L. tradert, to give up.] To give up treacherously or

faithlessly;—to violate the confidence of; to deceive

by treachery;—to disclose or discover a secret;—to

mislead or expose to injury:—imp. A pp. betrayed;

ppr. betraying*. [trust.

Betrayal, (W-tra'al) n. Act of betraying; breach of

Betrim, (be-trim') r. (. To deck; to adorn; to embellish.

Betroth, (bE-troTHO v. t. [Be and troth, i.e., truth.]

To contract to any one, in order to a future marriage.

Betzxthal, (be-troTu'al) n. Act of betrothing.

Bctroihment, (be-troTif'ment) 7u A mutualengagement

between two parties for a future marriage between

them; espousals.

Bstnut, (De-trust') v.t. To confide; to entrust.

Better, (better) a., comp. of good. [A.-S. betera, Go.

taii-za, from bats, good] Having good qualities In a

greater degree than another ; — preferable in rank,

value, use, fitness, acceptablenees, or other respect;—

improved in health.

Better, (better) n. Advantage or superiority ; — im

provement ; greater excellence ;—usually pi. superiors;

those who have a claim to precedence.

Better, (bet'ter) adv.t comp. of velL In a superior or

more excellent manner ;—more correctly;—in a higher

or greater degree ; more.

Better, (bet'ter) v. t. To increase the good qualities

of ,—improve :—imp. & pp. bettered ; ppr. bettering.

Betterment, (beftgr-ment) n. A making better.
Bettor, (better) a. One who bets or lays a wager.

Between, (bfi-twen') prep. [From prefix be, equivalent

to Eng. oy, and tuxiin, two.] In the space that

separates two persons or things; in an intermediate

petition ; from one to another ; belonging in common

to two ; shared by two ; having mutual relation to two

or more ; noting the difference or discrepancy of one

thing from another.

Betwixt, (be-twikstf) prep. [From prefix be and ttoyg,

twig, two.] In the intermediate space of; between.

Bevel, (bevel) n. [F. bevcau, 8p. baiveL] A slant of a

surface at an angle greater or leas

than a right angle ;—an instru

ment of two limbs, called the blade

and the stock, jointed together by

a pivot, for adjusting the surfaces

of work to the same inclination.

Bevel. (beVel) a. Having the form of a bevel ; slanting.

BeweL, (ber*el) v. t. To cut to a bevel angle ;—v. i. To

slant or incline off to a bevel angle :—imp. & pp.

bevelled ; ppr. bevelling.

Bevel-fear, (bev'el-ger) n. A species of wheel-work, in

which the axis, or shaft of the

leader or driver, forms an angle

with the axis, or shaft of the fol

lower, or wheel driven.

Bevelling, (beVel-ling) n. Hewing

of timber to the proper or desired

carve.

Beverage, (Wer-aj) n. [L. bibcre,

to drink.] Liquor for drinking.

 

Bevel.

 

BoTol-gcar.

Bevy, (bev'e) n. [Probably from Arm. beva, life.] A

flock of birds, especially quails ;—a company ; an

assembly or collection of persons, especially ladies.

Bewail, (be-wal') v. t. To express deep sorrow for, as

by wailing ; to grieve for ; to lament ;—v. i. To

express grief or sorrow :—imp. & pp. bewailed ; ppr.

bewailing.

Beware, (Be-waV) v. i, [Be and ware.] To guard ono's

self;—to take care; to take heed—now restricted in

use to the imperative mood.

Bewilder, (be-wil'dcr) v. t. [Be and wild.] To lead

into perplexity or confusion ; to confound for want of

a a direct road :—imp. & pp. bewildered ; ppr. be

wildering, [bewildered.

Bewilderment, (be-wiTder-ment) n. State of being

Bewitch, (be-wich') v. t. [Prefix be, and A.-S. wiglere,

enchanter.] To charm or fascinate ;—to please to such

a degree as to take away the power of resistance;—to

affect by witchcraft or sorcery :—imp. & pp. bewitched;

ppr. bewitching. [or enticing manner.

Bewitchingly, (be-wich'ing-le) adv. In a fascinating

Bewitchment, (be-wich'ment) n. Power of ehunuirig;

fascination.

Bewray, (be-ia') v. t. [Prefix oeand A.-S. wregean,

icregan, to accuse.] To disclose perfidiously ; to betray:

—imp. ti pp. bewrayed ; ppr. bewraying.

Bey, (ba) n. A governor of a town or district in the

Turkish dominions :—the same as beg.

Beyond, (be-yond*) prep. [A.-S. bc&ndgeond, yonder.]

On the further side of;—before, in place or time;

—out of reach of; further than; past;—in a degree

exceeding or surpassing.

Beyond, (be-yond') adv. At a distance ; yonder.

Bezant, (bezant) n. A gold coin, first made at

Byzantium, worth about nine shillings.

Bezantler, (bez-antfler) n. [L. bis, twice, and Eng.

antler.] The second antler of a stag.

Bezel, (bezT) n. [C. betal, limits.] The part of a ring

which encompasses and fastens the stone.

Bezoar, (be'zor) n. [Per. WLd-zahr, from bad, wind, and

soar, poison.] A calculous concretion found in the

stomach of certain ruminant animals.

Bias, (bi'as) n. [F. biai», Catalan, biax, slope.] A

weight on the side of a bowl which turns it from a

straight line ;—a leaning of the mind ; propensity

toward an object;—a wedge-shaped piece of cloth taken

out of a garment to uiminish its circumference; in

clination; propensity. [athwart; diagonally.

Bias, (bi'as) adv. In a slanting manner; crosswise;

Bias, (bi'as) v. t. To incliue to one side; to give a

particular direction to; to prejudice; to prepossess:

—imp. U pp. biased ; ppr. biasing. [two axes.

Biaxal, (bi-aks'al) a. [L. bis, twice, and axis.] Having

Bib, (bib) «. [L. bibcre, to drink.] A small pieco

of cloth worn by children over the breast.

Bibacious, (bi-ba'she-us) a. [L. bibax, from bibere, to

drink.] Addicted to drinking.

Bibasio, (bi-bas'ik) a. Capable of combining with two

parts or equivalents of a base; or containing two

equivalents of a base to one equivalent of acid.

Bibber, (bibber) n. A man given to drinking ; a tippler.

Bible, (bi'bl) n. [G. bibtos, book] The Book, by way

of eminence ; the volume that contains the Scriptures

of the Old and New Testaments.

Bible-society, (bi'bl-so-si'e-te) n. A society for the

distribution of the Bible throughout the world.

Biblical, (bibOik-al) a. Pertaining to the Bible, or to

the sacred writings.

Bibliographer, (bib-le-og'ra-fer) n. [G. Motion, book,

and graphein, to write.] One who compiles the

history of books, &c ;—one versed in literary history ;

a transcriber. [the history of books.

Bibliographical, (bib-lo-d-grafik-al) a. Pertaining to

Bibliography, (bib-lo-og'ra-fe) n. A history or descrip

tion of books and manuscripts.

Bibliolatry, (bib-le-ol'a-tre) n. [G. biblion, and tatreia,
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worship.] Homage paid to books, especially to the

Bible.

Bibliolite, (bible-d-Iit) n. [G. bibHonnxid lithos, stone.]

Bookstone : a schistous stone with figures, like leaves,

between the lamina).

Bibuomancy, (bib-le-om'an-se) n. [0. billion and

manteia, divination.] Divination performed by select

ing passages of Scripture at hazard.

Bibliomania, (bib-le-6-ma'ne-a) n. [G. billion and

mania, madness.] A rage for possessing rare and

curious books.

Bibliomaniac,(bib-le-o-ma'ne-ak)n. Ono who has a rage

for books, especially such as aro curious and rare.

Bibliopegy, (bib-le-o'pa-je) n, [G- billion and pignumi,

to moke fast. ] The art of binding books.

Bibliophilist, (bib-le-ofil-ist) n. [G. billion and phiUin,

to love] One who loves books.

Bibliophobia, (bib-le-6-f6'be-a) n. [G. billion and

phobeitthai, to fear.] A dread of books.

Bibliopolist, (bib-le-op'ol-ist) n. [G. bibtion and polein,

to sell. ] A bookseller ; one who deals in books.

Bibliothecal, (bib-le-oth'e-kal) a. [G. billion, book,

and thikc, case.] Belonging to a library.

Biblist, (bib list ) n. One who makes the Scriptures the

sole rule of faith ;—a biblical scholar ; one conversant

with the Bible.

Bibulous, (bib'u-lus) o. [L. bibulus, from bibere, to

drink.] Having the quality of imbibing fluids or

moisture; spongy; porous.

Bioapsular, (bi-kap'su-lgr) a. [L. bit, twice, and Eng.

capsular.] Having two capsules, containing seeds,

to each flower.

Bicarbonate, (bi-kar'bon-at) n. [L. bit, twice, and Eng.

carbonate.] SupercarDonate ;—a carbonate containing

two equivalents of carbonate acid to one of base.

Bice, (bis) n. [F. & Pr. bis, It. bigu>, light-gray,

tawny. ] A pale blue colour, prepared from the native

blue carbonate of copper, or from smalt.

Bicephalous, (bi-sefa-lus) a. [L. lis, twice, and G.

kepnali, head.] Having two heads.

Bichromate, (bilcrd-mat) a. Having two parts of

chromic acid to one of the base.

Bicipital, (bi-sip'it-al) a. [L. bis, twice, and caput,

head. ] Having two heads ; double-headed ;—dividing

into two parts.

Bioker, (bik'er) v. i. [W. Hera, conflict] To skir

mish ;—especially, to contend in words or petulant

altercation ;—to move quickly ; to be tremulous, liXe

flame or water :—imp. a pp. bickered; ppr. bickering.

Bicker, (bik'er) n, A wooden bowl or dish.

Biokern, (bik'era) n. An iron instrument ending in

a point or beak. [colour. ] Of two colours.

Bicoloured, (bi-kurerd) a. [L. bis, twice, and color,

Bicornous. (bi-korn 'tis) o. [I* lit, twice, and m-nxi,

horn.] Having two horns or antlers ; crescent like.

Bicorporal, (bi-kor'pd-ral) a. Having two Iodic*.

Bicorporate, (bi-kor'po-r.it) a. [L. bis, twice, and

corpus, body.] Double-bodied.

Bicrnral, (bi-kroo'ral) a, [L. bis, twice, and Eng.

crural.] Having two legs.

Bicuspid, (U-kus'pid) a. [L. bis, twice, and cuspis,

point.] Having two points or fangs.

Bid, (bid) r. t. [A.-S. buldan,Xo&*k.] To ask or request;

—to order or direct ;—to invite ;—to offer a price ;

—to give greeting, farewell, threat, &c. :—imp. bid or

bade; pp. bid, bidden; ppr. bidding.

Bid, (bid) n. An offer of a price, especially at auctions.

Bidding, (bid'ing)n. Invitation; command; order.

Biddy, (bid'e) n. A fowl ; a chicken ;—a diminutive

of Bridget; a servant-girl.

Bide, (bid) v.i. [A. -8. bidan.] To dwell permanently;

to inhabit ;—r. t. To endure ; to sutler ;—to wait for.

Bident, (bi'dent) n. [L. bis, twice, and dens, tooth.]

An instrument with two prongs. [like processes.

Bidental, (bi-dent'al) a. Having two teeth, or tooth-

Bidet, (bo dot") n. [Gael, bideach.] A small horse; a

pony for carrying baggage ;—an article of bedroom

furniture.

Biennial, (bi-cn'ne-al) a. [L. biennium, a space of two

years.] Happening, or taking place, once in two

years ;—continuing for two years, and then perishing,

as certain plants.

Biennial, (bi-eu'ne-al) n. A plant that lasts for two

years, and then perishes.

Biennially, (bl-en'ue-al-le) adv. Once in two years ;

at the return of two years.

Bier, (ber) n. [From the same root as bear.] A frame

of wood for conveying the dead to the grave.

Biestings, (beatings) n.pi [A.-S. beost.] The first

milk given by a cow after calving :—also Beestings.

Bifacial, (bi-fa'she-al) u. [L. bit, twice, andfades, face.]

Having the opposite surfaces alike.

Bifarious, (bi-fa're-UB) a. [L. bifarius, from bis, twice,

and Jari, to speak.] Twofold; in two rows;—point

ing two ways. [diverse manner.

Bifariously, (bi-fVic-us-le) adv. In a two-fold or

Biferous, (bl'fer-us) a, [h. bis, twice, and ferre, to

bear.] Bearing fruit twice a year.

Bifidate, (bi'fid-at) a. [U bit, twice, and ftndtrt, to

split] Two-cleft ; opening with a cleft.

Bifilar, (bi'fe-ler) a. [L. lit, twice, and filum, thread.]

Two-threadoiL [bloom.] Bearing two flowers.

Biflorous, (bi-ilo'rus) a. [L. lis, twice, and flortrt, to

Bifoliate, (bi-fole-ut) a. [L. bis, twice, and Eng.

foliate.] Having two leaves.

Biforate, (bi'fd-rfit) a. [L. lis, twice, and forart, to

bore.] Having two perforations.

Bifonn, (bi'form) a. [L. lis, twice, and/ormo, shape.]

Having two bodies, or shapes.

Biformity, (bi-form'e-te) n, A double form,

Biiionted, (bl-frunt'ed) a. [L. bit, twice, and Eng.

fronted.] Having two fronts.

Bifurcated, (bi-fur'kat-ed) a, [L. bis, twice, and

fiirca, fork.] Forked ; divided into two branches.

Bifurcation, (bl-fur-ka shun) n. A forking, or division

into two branches'.

Big, (big) a. [W. baich, burden.] Bulky or huge in

size or magnitude;—great with young; fumce, figura

tively, pregnant with something portentous ; ready to

produce ;—having greatness, importance, distension,

&c, whether in a good or bad sense. [bigamy.

Bigamist, (big'a-mist) n. One who has committed

Bigamy, (big'a-mc) n. [L. bis, twice, and G. giu.ios,

marriage.] The crime of having two wives or husbands

at one time.

Bigaroon, (big-a-roonO n. The large white-heart cherry.

Biggin, (big'gin) n. [F. Mguin, a linen cap.] A child's

cap or hood. [O. Eng. fop, to build.] A building;—

a small wooden vessel ;—a strainer or percolator.

Bight, (bit) n. [From Go. biugan, to bend, A.-S.

bugan, a bending.] A bend in the sea-coast, forming

an ( 'pen bay ;—the double part of a rope when folded ;

a round or coil any whore except at the ends.

Bigly, (bigie) adv. In a swelling, blustering manner.

Bigness, (big'nes) n. Bulk ; size ; largeness of dimen

sions or capacity.

Bigot, (big'ut) n, [F.J One obstinately and unreason

ably wedded to a particular religious creed, opinion,

practice, or ritual.

Bigoted, (big'ut-ed) a. Obstinately devoted to a system

or party, and illiberal toward others.

Bigotry, (big'ut-re) ». Perverse or blind attachment

to a particular creed, or to certain tenets; excessive

Drejudice :—the practice or tenets of a bigot

Big-wig, (big'wig) n. A person of consequence.

Bijou, (be-rhot/) n. [F.J A little box;—a jewel or

trinket. [Jewelry, trinkets, Ac.

Bijoutry, (be-zhoo'tre) n. Small articles of vertu.

Biiugate, (bi-ju'gat) o. [L. bis, twice, jugart, to join.]

Having two pairs, as of leaflets.

Bilabiate, (bi-lab'e-iU) », [h. bis, twioe, and P»g

labiate.] Having two lips, as the oorols of flowers.
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Bilateral, (bi-lat'cr-al) a. [L. bis, twice, and Eng.

Lateral] Having two sides; pertaining to the two

tides of a central organ or axis.

Bilberry, (biTber-re) n. [Corrupted from blueberry.]

A shrub of the whortleberry family; —the fruit or

berry, which has a blue colour.

Bilbo, (biTbo) n. [From Jiilboa, in Spain, where

they were fabricated.] A rapier or sword ;—pi. bilboes,

bars of iron, with shackles sliding along them, and

bolt* at the end, to confine the feet of prisoners.

Bile, (bil) "• [L- bilis.] A yellow, greenish, bitter,

viscid fluid secreted by tho liver.

Bile-dnct, (bQ'dukt) n. [Bile and L. ductus.] A

vessel to convey bile ; the hepatic duct and its branches.

Bilge, (bilj) n. [A different orthography of bulge.] The

protuberant part of a cask ;—the broadest and flattest

part of a ship s bottom.

Bilgs. (bilj) v. t. To suffer a fracture in the bilge; to

rpnng a leak by a fracture in the bilge :—imp. & pp.

bilged; ppr. bilging.

BUr/e-water, (bilj'waw-ter) n. Water which enters a

thip. and lies upon her bottom. [the bile.

Biliary, (bil yar-e) a. Pertaining to the bile ; conveying

Bilingual, (bi ling'gwal) a. [L. bis, twice, and lingua,

tongue.] Having two tongues, or speaking two

languages.

Bilious, (bil'yus) a. [L. bilit, the bile.] Pertaining

to the bile ; disordered in respect of bile ;—having

an excess of bile ; choleric.

Biliteral, (bi-lit'er-al) a. [L. 611, twice, and litera,

letter. ] Consisting of two letters.

Bilk, (bilk) v. 1 [Go. bilaikan, prefix bi, and lail-an, to

leap] To disappoint, deceive, or defraud, by non-

fulfilment of engagement:—imp. & pp. bilked; ppr.

bilking. [a fowl.

Bill, (bil), n. [A.-S. bile, Ir. A- Gael. bil.] The beak of

BUI, (bil) n. [A. -3. bill, bil; Skr. bhil, to split, O. H.

Ger. bUUht.) A hook-shaped cutting instrument,

fitted with a handle ;—an ancient battle-axe, consist

ing of a broad, hook-shaped blade, a short pike at the

beak and another at the summit, and a long staff;—a

mattock ;—the point of the fluke of an anchor.

Bill, (bil) n. [N.F. bilU, a label, F. billet, a note, L.

bulla.) A note or written document;—a note of

charajte; an account;—a statement of goods sold,

work eume. service rendered with annexed prices ;—a

public notice or advertisement ;—a measure projected,

and 111 1 ipi—wl to become law ;—a written declaration

c r charge of injury, injustice, or crime ; a written

■.'^ligation to pay money, under the hand, or seal of

tiie granter. [doves; to caress in fondness.

Bail, (nil) v.i. [From bill, a beak.] To join bills, as

Bill-t/cak. (b*rbdiik)n. A book in which a person keeps

an account of Ids notes, bills of exchange, and the like.

Bill-broker, (bU-brok'er) n. One who negotiates the

discount ft bills.

Billet, (bil ct) n. [F. billet] A small paper or note

in writing ; a short letter;—a tieftet from a public

officer directing soldiers at what house to lodge.

Billet, (oife*) h. [F. bille, log. ] A small stick of wood ;

—an ornament in Norman work, resembling a billet

of wood.

Billet, (bil et) v. L To direct, by a ticket or note ; to

quarter or lodge soldiers in private houses :—imp. &

pp. billeted ; ppr. billeting.

BfclLet-doQx, (bil-k'-dodO a. [F. billet, note, and doux,

rwect] A love-note or letter. [to soldiers.

BiUet-Boaater, (bU'eVmas-ter) n. He who issues billets

Bai^kook,(bil'b.60k)n- Asmall hatchet with curved edge.

Billiard*, (bd'yardz) n. pi [F. billord, from bille,

boil] A game played with ivory balls and cues or

maces, on a rectangular table, with pockets at the

sides and ends.

Billingsgate, (billingz-gat) n. A fish market in

London, notorious for foul language ; hence, foul or

profane language ; ribaldry.

Billion, (biTyun) n. [L. bin, twice, and millc, F. million,

a million.] According to the French method of numer

ation, a thousand millions, or 1,000,000,000 ; according

to the English method, a million of millions, or

1,000,000,000,000. [axe.

Billman, (bil'man) n. One who uses a bill or hooked

Billow, (biTd) n. [Ger. bulge, from belgen, to swell]

A great wave or surge of the sea, occasioned by

violent wind.

Billow, (biTd) v. i. To swell ; to roll in large waves :

—pp. billowed; ppr. billowing. [waves.

Billowy, (bil'o-e) v. Swelling, or swelled into large

Bill-sticker, (bil'stik-er) n. One who posts up bills,

or placards, in public places.

Bile-bed, (bildbd) a. [L. bit, twice, and Q. lobos.)

Divided into two lobes.

Bilocular, (bl-lok'u-ler) a. [L. bis, twice, and locus,

place.] Divided into, or containing, two cells.

Bimana, (bi*ma'na) n. Applied to the highest order

of Mammalia, of which man is the sole genus.

Bimanous, (bi-ui;Vnus) a. [L. bis, twice, and manus,

hand.] Having two hands.

Bimedial, (bi-me'de-al) a. [L. bis, twice, and Eng.

medial.] When two lines commensurable only in

power (as the side and diagonal of a square) are add

ed together, and the sum is incommensurable in

respect to either, the sum is called by Euclid a

bimedial line.

Bimensal, (bi-men'sal) a. [L. bit, twice, and mentis, a

month. ] Occurring once in two months.

Bin, (bin) n. [A.-S. binn, crib, W. bam, cart.] A box

or inclosed place, used as a repository, as, corn-bin; an

open receptacle in a cellar for wine bottles.

Binary, (bi'na-re) a. [L. bini, two by two. J Com

pounded of two ; double.

Binate, (bi'n&t) a. [L. bintttus.] Being double or in

couples ; growing in pairs ; dual

Bind, (bind) v.t. [A.-S. bindan, Skr. bandh.) To

tie together, or confine with a cord, ligature, chain,

&c ;—to confine, or hold by physical force;—to

constrain or oblige by promise, vow, or other moral

influence;—to restrain from customary or natural

action ;—to strengthen by a band or border ;—to sew or

fasten together, and inclose in a cover ;—to place under

legal obligation to serve ;—v. i. To contract ; to grow

hard or stiff;—to be restrained from motion, or

from customary or natural action;—to be obligatory:—

imp. bound; pp. bound; ppr. binding.

Bind, (bind) n. A stalk of hops, so called from its

winding round a pole or tree, or being bound to it.

Binder, (bind'er) n. A person who binds; one whose

trade is to bind, as books or sheaves;—any thing that

binds ; a bandage. [obligatory.

Binding, (bind'ing) o. Having power to bind or oblige;

Binding, (bind'ing) n. Act of fastening with a band;

—any thing that binds, as a bandage, the cover of a

book, or something used to secure the edge of cloth

from ravelling. • [of the genus Convolvulus.

Bmd-weed, (bind'wed) n. A plant of different species,

Binnacle, (bin'a-kl) n. [L. habitaculum, from habitare,

to dwell.] A box containing tho

compass of a ship, and a light to

show it at night.

Binocle, (bin'o-kl) n. [L. bini, two

and two, and oculut, eye.] A

telescope fitted with two tubes

Joining.

Binocular, (bi-nok'u-ler) a. Having

two eyes ;—with, or pertaining to,

both eyes ;—adapted to the use of

both eyes.

Binomial, (bl-no'me-al) n. [L. bit,

twice, and nomen, name.] An expression consisting of

two terms connected by the sign plus or minus ; as,

a + b, or 7—3. [pertaining to binomials.

Binomial, (bi-no'iue-al) a. Consisting of two terms ;—
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Biographer, (bl-og'ra-fcr) «. One who writes the

life of a particular person ;—a writer of the lives of

men. [containing biography.

Biographical, (bi-6-grafik-al) a. Pertaining to, or

Biographically, (bi-fc-grafik-al-e) adv. In the manner

of a biography.

Biography, (bi-og'ra-fe) n, [G. bios, life, and graphein,

to write.] The history of the life and character of a

particular person ;—biographical writings in general.

Biological, (bi-o-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to biology.

Biology, (bi-ol'o-je) n, [Q. bios, life, and logos, dis

course.] The science of life—aualogous to physio

logy ;—a theory that thero is in the human frame

a life-force, magnetic and sympathetic, by the use of

which one man can move and control the mind and

actions of another.

Biparous, (bip'ar-us) a. [L- bis, twice, and parere, to

bring forth.] Bringing forth two at a birth.

Bipartient, (bi-parsh' ent) n. A number that divides

another into equal parts.

Bipartite, (bi-part'U) a. [L. bis, twice, and partilis,

divisible.] Capable of being divided into two parts.

Bipartite, (bi-parfit) a. [L. bis, twice, and partirt, to

divide.] Having two correspondent parts, as a legal

contract, one for each party ;—divided into two

parts, as a leal [two parts.

Bipartition, (bl-par-tish'un) n. Act of dividing into

Biped, (bi'ped) «. [L. bis, twice, and i-- , foot.] An

animal having two feet, as man. [of two feet.

Bipedal, (bi-ped'al) a. llaving two feet, or the length

Bipennated, (bi-pen'at-cd) a, [L. bis, twice, and Eng.

pennate. J Having two wings.

Bipetalous, (bi-pot'al-us) a. [L. bis twice, and Eng.

petalous.] Having two flower-leaves or petals.

Bipinnate, (bi-pin'at^ a. [L. bis, twice, and Eng.

pinnule.] Twice pinnate, or having, leaves on each

eido of the petiole.

Biplicate, (bi'ple-kat) a. [ I .. bist twice, and plicare,

to fold.] Twice folded together.

Bipunctual, (bl-pungkt'u-al) a. Having two points,

Biquadrate, (bi-kwod'rat) n. [L. bis, twice, and Eng.

quadrate.] The fourth power, arising from the multi

plication of a square number or quantity by itself.

Biquadratic, (bi-kwod-rat'ik) a. Pertaining to the

biquadrate, or fourth power.

Birch, (berch) n. [A-S. birr?.] A tree of several

species. The small twigs were used for rods in schools.

Birch, (bgrch) v. t. To beat with birch rods ; to punish.

Birchen, (bgrch'n) a. Made of birch ; consisting of

birch.

Bird, (berd) n, [A-S. bird, young, Eng. breed.] Pro

perly, a chicken ; the young of a fowl ; a two-legged,

feathered, flying animal, oviparous and vertebrated.

Bird-cage, (bcriTkuj) n, A cage for keeping birds

confined.

Bird-call, (l^rdTiawl) n. A little stick cleft at one

end, in which is put a leaf for imitating the cry of

birds ;—a short metal cylinder, having a circular plate

with a small aperture in the centre—used to decoy

birds. [catch birds ; a fowler.

Bird-catcher, (berd-kach'cr) u. One whose trade is to

Bird-lime, (bgrd'lim) n, A viscous substance used to

catch birds.

Bird-of-paradise, (bfjrd-ov-par'a-dls) n. A perching

bird of Beveral Bpecics, found in

New Guinea.

Bird's eye, (berdzT)id. Seen at a

glance, or from a distance ;—hence,

general ; not entering into details.

Bird's-nest, (bc.rdz'nest) n. The nest

in which a bird lays eggs:—in

China, the nest of the swallow;

a table delicacy.
Birr, (bir) v.i. [A.-& birrc] To m ^\J

make a whirring noise, as a ma

chine in motion. Scot. biri. Bird-ot-pandise.

 

Birth, (berth) n, [A.-S. beordh, benran, to bear.]

Act of coming into life, or of being born ;—lineage ;

extraction ;—natural state or position ;—act of bring

ing forth :—that which is born, animal or vegetable ;—

origin ; beginning.

Birthday, (berth'da) n. The day in which any per

son is born ;—the anniversary of one's birth.

Birthmark, (berth ' mark) n. Some peculiar mark

or blemish on the body at birth.

Birthplace, (be. rth'plos) n. The place where a person

is born ; place of origin.

Birthright, (berth'rlt) n. Any right or privilege to

which a person is entitled by birth.

Bis or Bi, (bis). [L.] A frequent prefix denoting two

fold or double ; in music, a repetition of the passage.

Biscuit, (bisTtit) n. [F. prefix bis and cuif, from L.

cooucre, to cook.] A kind of unfermented bread baked

hard ;—earthen ware or porcelain which has under

gone baking, before glazing :—sometimes Bisket.

Bisect, (bi-sekf) v. (. [h. bis, twice, and secure, to cut]

To cut or divide into two parts;—to divide into two

equal parts : — imp. & pp. bisected; ppr. bisecting.

Bisection, (bi-sek'shun) n. Division into two parts.

Bisegmcnt, (bi-seg'ment) n. [L. bis, twice, and Eng.

segment.] One of the parts of a line, or other

raaguitude, divided into two equal parts.

Bishop, (bish'up) n. [A. -8. biscop, G. epi, over, and

skopein, to view.] An overseer; one who has a

pastoral charge ;—a superintendent ; one who over

sees a number of charges;—the highest of the three

ministerial orders in the Anglican Church ; a prelate :

—the spiritual head, in a particular sphere;—lha

head of the Romish Church.

Bishop, (bish'up) n. A mixture of wine, oranges, and

sugar;—an article of a lady s dress.

Bishop, (bish'up) r. (. To confirm ; to admit solemnly

into the church.

Bishopric, (bish'up-rik) n. A diocese ; the district over

which the jurisdiction of a bishop extends ;—office of

bishop.

Bismuth, (bis'muth) n. [Ger. bismuth.] A metal of

a reddish-white colour, crystallizing in rbombohedroiis,

wluch look nearly like cubes. It is somewhat harder

than lead, and rather brittle. Specific gravity, 8.

Bismuthal, (bis'muth-al) a. Consisting of bismuth, or

containing it.

Bismuth-glance, fbis'muth-glans) n. An ore of bis

muth, composed of sulphur and bismuth :—often

Bismuthine.

Bison, (bi'zuu)n, [G. bisdn.] A quadruped inhabiting

tho interior of North Ameri

ca, especially about the Rocky

Mountains. Popularly called,

but slightly differing from,

the buffalo.

Bissextile, (bis-seks'til) n.

[L. bissextilis.] Leap year;

every fourth year, in which a '

day is added to the month of -

February. American Bison.

Bissextile, (bis-seks'til) a. Pertaining to leap year.

Bister, (bis'ter) »u [F. bistre, Ger. muter, frowning.]

A dork-brown pigment extracted from the soot of

wood.

Bistort, (bis'tort) n. [L. bis, twice, and torqucr*. to

twist] A plant, in popular language called snal-e-icced.

Bistoury, (bis'tu-re, bis-tow're) n. [From Ptstoria, now

Pistoja, in Tuscany, where it was first manufactured.]

A surgical instrument for making incisions.

Bisulcate, (bi-sul'kat) a. | L. bis, twice, and Eng.

sulcate.] Two-furrowed ;—cloven-footed, as swine op

oxen.

Bisulphate, (bi-sul'fut) n. fL. ow and Eng. sulphate.]

A sulphate having two equivalents of sulphuric aciU

to one of the base.

Bit, (bit) n, [A-S. bate, from bitan, to bite,] Trao
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to which tbo reinsiron month-piece of a bridle,

are fastened.

Bit. (bit) r. (. To put a hit in the mouth of a horse :—

imv. to pp. bitted; ppr. bitting.

Bit."(bit) «. [A.-S. bite.] A mouthful; a morsel; a

mite;—a small coin ;—a small instrument for boring ;

—the edge of a carpenter's plane.

Bitch, (bich) r. [A.-S. biece.] The female of the

canine kind, as of the dog, wolf, and fax;—a name

of reproach for a woman.

Bite, (bit) v. t. [A.-S. bitatu] To crush or seize with

the teeth ;—to pinch with cold; to cut sharply; to

take hold of and adhere to ; to eat into or corrode ;

to hart with reproach or sarcasm :—imp. & pp. bit,

bitten ; ppr. biting.

Bite, (bit) n. Act of seizing with the teeth ;—the

wound made by the teeth ;—a morsel ;—the purcliase

of a tool;—a cheat; a trick;—a sharper; one who

cheats.

Biting, (bit'ing) a. Sharp; severe ; caustic.

Biung-in, (bit'iug-in) n> The process of corroding

metallic plates by means of an acid.

Bitingly, (bitingle) adv. In a cutting or sarcastic

manner.

Bitt, (bit) r. £ To put round the bitts.

Bittacle, (bit'ta-kl) n. The box for the compass on

board a ship.

Bitter, (bitter) a. [A.S. biter.} Having a peculiar,

acrid, biting taste, like wormwood ;—causing pain or

smart to the sense of feeling, or pain or distress to

the mind ;—characterized by sharpness, severity, or

cruelty ;—mournful ; distressing.

Bitter, (bitter) n. A turn of the cable which is round

the bitts.

Bitter-almond, (bit'ter-a-mund) n. A plant and its

frail.

Bitter-earth, (bit'ter-erth) n. Talc earth; calcined

magnesia.

Bitterish, (bitterish) a. Slightly bitter.

Bitterly, (bitter-le) adv. In a bitter manner;

severely ; angrily.

Bittern, (bittern) ru [Eng. biitar, F. butor.] A wad-

ing-bird of Europe, related to

the heron family. It makes a

singular noise, which has been

thought to resemble the lowing

of a bull.

Bittern, (bittern) n. The brine

which remains in salt works after

the salt » concreted ;—a very bitter

compound of quassia, cocculus

iadittu. toe

Bittcrne**, (bit'ter-nes) n. Stato

or quality of being bitter;—ex- Bittern.

treat* hatred or enmity ;—deep sorrow or distress.

Bitten, (btt'terz) n, pi. A liquor, generally spiritu

ous, in which bitter herbs or roots have been steeped.

BUter-spax, (bitter-spar) n. A sparry mineral, consist

ing of carbonate of lime and carbonate of magnesia.

Bitter-sweet, (bitter-swot) n. A slender, climbing

plant, whose root, when chewed, produces first a

bitter, then a sweet taste.

Bitta, (bits) n.pl. [From the same root as bite.]

A frame of two strong pieces of timber on which

to fasten the cables, when the ship rides at anchor.

Bitumen, (be-tumen) n. [L.] Mineral pitch, a sub

stance baring a pitch-like odour, and burning readily

with a bright flame, without any residue.

Bitanunate, (be-tu min-rd) v. (. To impregnate with

bitumen;—imp. &pp. bituminated; ppr. bituminating.

Bitununize, (be-tu'min-Iz) v. t. To form into, or im

pregnate with, bitumen:—imp. to pp. bituminized;

Ppr. bitnxmzdzxng.

Bituminous, (be-tii'min-us) a. Having the qualities

of bitumen ; compounded with bitumen ; containing

biturnsn.

 

 

Bivalve.

Bivalve, (brValv) n. [L. bis, twice, and valva, valve.]

A molluscous animal, having a

shell consisting of two parts or

valves, which open and Bhut;—a

pericarp in which the seed-caso

opens or splits into two parts.

Bivalved, (bi'valvd) a. Having

two valves, as the oyster, or

which open at maturity, as the

seed-vessels of certain plants.

Bivascular, (bi-vas'ku-ler) n. Having two vessels.

Bivious, (bi've-UB) a. [L. bivius; bit, twice, and via,

way. ] Having or leading two ways.

Bivouac, (bivVak) n. [F. from H. Ger. bei, by, teache,

watch.] The guard or watch of a whole army;—an

encampment without tents or covering.

Bivouac, (biv'wak) v. t. To watch or bo on guard, as a

whole army; to encamp without tents or covering:—

imp. to pp. bivouacked; ppr. bivouacking.

Bi-weekly, (bi-wek'le) a. Occurring once in every

two weeks. [ance ; fantastical.

Bizarre, (be-zar') a. [F.] Odd in manner or appear-

Blab, (blab) v. i. [Ger. blabber*,] To speak without

thought; to talk loosely or foolishly; to tell tales;

—v. t. To reveal secrets without cause or motive;

to publish indiscreetly ; — imp. to pp. blabbed; ppr.

blabbing.

Black, (blak) a. [A.-8. fttofc] Dark ; night-like ;—

destitute of light; incapable of reflecting light;—

darkened or overshadowed as by clouds; gloomy;

sullen ;—atrociously wicked or horrible.

Black, (blak) n. The darkest colour, or destitution of

colour;—a negro; a person whose skin is black;—a

black dress or mourning.

Black, (blak) v. t. To make black ; to blacken ; to

soil:—imp. to pp. blacked; ppr. blacking.

Black-art, (blak'art) n. Conjuration ; magic.

Blackamoor, (blak'a-moor) n. [Black and moor.] A

negro ; a black.

Blackball, (blak'bawl) n. A composition for blacking

shoes, boots, &c. ;—a ball of black colour, used as a

negative in voting.

Blackball, (blak'bawl) v. t. To reject by putting black

balls into the ballot-box:—imp. & pp. blackballed;

ppr. blackballing.

Black-beer, (blak'ber) n. A beer of a dark colour, and

syrupy consistence, chiefly from the Baltic.

Blackberry, (blaktter-re) n. The berry of the bramble ;

a iwpul.tr name applied to different species of the

genus Rubus, and their fruit.

Blackbird, (blakberd) n. In England, a species of

thrush, a singing-bird with a fine

note, but very loud. In America,

this name is given to different

birds, as to the Quisculus versicolor,

or crow blackbird, and to the

Argrlaim phaniccus, or red-winged

blackbird.

Blackboard, (blak'bord) n. A board

used to write or draw on with

chalk.

Black-book, (blaktwok) n. A book of sentence and

doom ; a book compiled by the visitors of monasteries

under Henry VIII., detailing tho enormities and

crimes which led to thoir suppression ;—acollego book

recording the students' faults or misdemeanours;—a

book of necromancy, or the black art.

Black-cattle, (blakTcat-1) n. Cattle of the bovine

genus reared for slaughter.

Blackcock, (blaklcok) n. A large bird, the heath-

cock, called also Hack-grouse and black-game.

Black-currant, (blak -kur' ant) n. A garden fruit,

used for jellies, jams, ire.

Blacken, (blak'n) v. t. To make or render black ;—.

to darken ;—to sully, as reputation ;—v. i. To grow

black or dark:—imp. to pp. blackened; ppr. blackening.
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Black-fish, (blak'flah) n. A fish of New England ; the

tautog ;—a small kind of whale. [robber.

Black-flag, (blak'flag) n. The flag of a pirate or sea-

Blackguard, (blak'gard) n. [N. blachard, blacklike.]

A bad or treacherous guard ; a vilo fellow; one who

uses foul and abusive language, or commits base and

low actions.

Blackguard, (blak'gard) v. t. To revile in scurrilous

language:—imp. & pp. blackguarded; ppr. black

guarding, [guage of a blackguard.

Blackguardism, (blak'gard-izm) n. Conduct or lan-

Blacking, (blak'ing) n. A preparation used for black

ing shoes, boots, &c, variously made.

Blackish, (blak'ish) a. Slightly black or dark.

Black-jack, (blak'jak) n, A mineral ore, called also

false galeiw.. It is the sulphuret of zinc or zinc-

blende ;—a species of oak, called also barren oak;—a

thinking cup usually of leather.

Black-lead, (blakled) n. A mineral composed of car

bon ; plumbago ; graphite.

Blackleg, (blak'leg) n. A notorious gambler and

cheat :—pi. a disease in the legs among sheep.

Black-letter, (blaklet-trr) n. The old English or

modern Gothic letter, in which early manuscripts were

written, and the first books were printed.

Blackly, (blak'le) 'adv. Darkly ; gloomily ; atrociously.

Black-mail, (blak'mal) n, A rate of money, cattle,

or produce, paid to secure protection from pillage;

—extortion by threats. [the swallow genus.

Black-martin, (blak'roar-tin) n. A bird belonging to

Blackness, (blak'nes) n. The quality of being black,

in a literal or figurative sense, i. «., being dark as to

colour. [black used in making printers' ink.

Black-pigment, (blak'pig-ment) n. A very fine lamp-

Black-pudding, (blak'pood-ing) n, A kind of sausage

made of blood, suet, &c.

Black-rod, (blak'rod) n. The usher belonging to the

order of the Garter;—the usher in parliament.

Blackrust, (blak'rust) n. A disease of wheat

Blacksmith, (blak smith) n. A smith who works in

iron, and makes iron utensils.

Black-snake, (blak'snuk) ft, A serpent of a black

colour, sometimes venomous.

Black-strap, (blak'strap) n. A mixture of spirituous

liquor and molasses.

Blacktail, (blak'tal) n. A kind of perch.

Blackthorn, (blak'thorn) n, A spiny plant bearing

a small black fruit. [smelling.

Black-tin, (blak'tin) n. Tin ore when ready for

Black-vomit, (blak'vom-it) n. A vomiting of dark-

colourod matter, or the substance discharged—

symptom in yellow fever.

Black Walnut, (blak wal-nut) n. A well-known Ameri

can tree, tho wood of which is of a dark colour.

Bladder, (blad'djr) n. [A.-S. bladre, blaican, to blow.]

A bag or sack in animals, the receptacle of secreted

fluid ;—a blister or jmstule filled with water or

humour :—a dried membrane or bag inflated with air.

Blade, (blad) n. [A.-S. bUtd, G. platus, broad.] Pro

perly, the leaf, or flat part of the leaf, of a plant;

—the cutting part of an instrument ;—the broad part

of an oar ;—a dashing fellow ; a rake.

Blade-bone, (blad'bon) n. The scapula or upper bone

in the shoulder. [posed of long, narrow plates.

Bladed, (blad'ed) a. Having a blade or blades;—com-

Blain, (blan) n. [A.-S. btegen.] An inflammatory

swelling or Bore ; a pustule ; a blister.

Blake, (blak) a. Yellow. [reprehensible.

Bhunable, (blOm/a-bl) a. Deserving of censure ; faulty ;

Blamableness, (hlam'a-bl-nes) n. State of being blam-

able. [deserving of censure.

Blamably, (blUm'a-ble) adv. Culpably ; in a manner

Blame, (bllm) v. (. [F. blamer.] To censure; to ex

press disapprobation of; to find fault with :—imp.

& pp. blamed ; ppr. blaming,

Blame, (Mini) ». Expression of disapprobation ;—

that which la deserving of censure ; hurt ; injury ;

offence.

Blameful, (blam'fooi) a. Meritingblame; reprehensible.

Blamefully, (blam'fudl-e) adv. In a culpable manner.

Blameless, (blam'les) a. Without fault; stainless;

guiltless. [fault.

Blamelessly, (blamles-le) adv. Innocently; without

BIssuelessness, (blam' les-nes) n. Freedom from fault

or blame. [deserving censure.

Blameworthiness, (blum'wur-THe-nes) n. Quality of

Blameworthy, (blam wur-THe) a. Deserving blame;

censurable ; culpable.

Blancard, (blankard) n. [F. Mane, white, and ard,

kind.] A species of linen cloth made in Normandy .

Blanch, (blansh) v. t. [F. blanchtr.] To whiten; to

take out the colour of ; to Btrip off the peel ; to give

a favourable appearance to;—r. i. To grow or become

white; to remain blank or empty ; to evade or shift:

—imp. & pp. blanched ; ppr. blanching.

Blancher, (blansh'(r) n. One who whitens ;—one who

anneals and cleanses money.

Blanchimeter, (blansh-im'e-t^r) n. [F. blane, white,

and G. metron, measure.] An instrument for measur

ing the bleaching power of chloride of lime and

potash.

Blanc-mange, (blong'mongzb) n. [F. blane, white, and

manger, to eat] A preparation of dissolved isinglass,

or sea-moss, milk, sugar, cinnamon, Ax.

Bland, (bland) a. [L. blandus, smooth.] Producing a

pleasing impression by soft or &<xjthing qualities; gentle;

courteous.

Blandiloquence, (bland-il o-kwens) n. [L. blandus, mild,

and loqui, to speak] Fair, mild, nattering speech.

Blandish, (blandish) v. t. [L. blandiri.] To flatter

by kind words or affectionate actions; to soften; to

caress ;—r. t. To act or speak affectionately or caress

ingly :—imp. ii pp. blandished ; ppr. blandishing.

Blandishment, (bland'ish-rnent) n. Words or actions

expressive of affection or kindness; artful, winning

caresses.

Blandness, (bland'nee) n. Mildness ; gentleness.

Blank, (blangk) a. |Ger. blank; white, blhilrn, to

shine. ] Of a white or pale colour ;—pale from fear

or terror ; dejected ;—lacking something ; void ;—wit li

on, t mixture : pure ; straightforward.

Blank, (blangk) n. Any void space; a space in a

written or printed instrument ; a ticket in a lottery

on which no prize is indicated;—a paper unwritten;

without rhyme;—a legal instrument, with vacant

spaces left to be filled with names, dates, &c. ;—the

point of a target at which aim is taken, marked

with a white spot;—a piece of metal prepared, but

not stamped or finished, as a coin.

Blank, (blangk) r.t. To make void; to annul; to

damp or confuse the spirits.

Blanket, (blangk'et) n. [F. blanchet.) A coan*e,

loosely woven cover, to protect from cold ;—woollen

cloth, or white baize, to lay between the tympans

or printer's frame;—a kind of pear.

Blanket, (blangk'et) v. t To cover with a blanket ;—to

toss in a blanket:—imp. A pp. blanketed; ppr.

blanketing.

Blanketing, (blangk'et-ing) n. Cloth for blankets ;—the

punishment of tossing in a blanket fpnleneaa.

Blankly, (blangk'le) adv. In a blank manner ; with

Blankness, (blangk'nes) n. fetate of being void

Blare, (1*1. ir) v. i. [Ger. blarren, L. ploro.} To sound

loudly ; to roar.

Blare, (blar) n. Noise ; loud sound

Blarney, (blar'ne) n. [Ir. bladaireaeht, flattery.}

Smooth, deceitful talk ; flattery. i taik.

Blarney, (blar'ne) v. t. To deceive or flatter by smooth

Blaspheme, (blas-fGiu') v. U [G. blusphimtin, from

blaptein to damage; phfmi, I speak.] To speak

reproachfully or impiously of, as of God, Christ, or

the Holy Spirit;—to utter abuse or calumny against
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any person :—r. i. To utter blasphemy :—imp. &

pp. blasphemed; ppr. blaspheming.

Blasphemer, (blas-fcm'cr) n. One who blasphemes.

Blasphemous, (bias fe-mus) a. Containing blasphemy ;

impiously irreverent or reproachful.

Blasphemy, (blasfe-me) n. [G. blasphimia.} An in

dignity offered to God by reproachful, contemptuous,

or irreverent words or writing.

Blast, (blast) a. [A. -a blast, blcrsan, to blow.] A

gust or sudden puff of air; a destructive or per

nicious wind ;—a forcible stream of air from an orifice ;

the blowing necessary to smelt ore in a furnace;—

exhaObt steam from an engine, used to create draught

through the fire;—the sound made by blowing a

wind instrument ;—an explosion of gunpowder in

rending rocks, or of inflammable air in a mine;—a

blight :—a flatulent disease of sheep.

Blast, (blast) r. t. To injure, as by a noxious wind ;

to blight ;—to affect with some sudden violence, or

destructive influence ;—to split, as by an explosion of

gunpowder:—imp. & pp. blasted; ppr. blasting.

Blasted, (blasted) a. Confounded; accursed; de

testable.

Blast-furnace , (blast ' fur-nis) n. A furnace for smelt

ing, in which the supply of air is

ffirniahed by a powerful bellows,

or other pneumatic apparatus.

Blasting, (blasting) n. A blast;—

destruction;—explosion ; splitting

and breaking up of rocks by gun

powder or other agency.

Blast-pipe, (blastpip) n. The ex

haust pipe of a steam-engine.

Blatant, (bUt'ant) a. Bellowing;

noisy; brawling.

BUte. (bUt) a. Sheepish; blunt Blsst-famaee.

BUtter, (blatter) v. i. [Ger. blattern.] To patter;

to rail ; to prate idly. [ing.

Blattering, (blat'ter-ing)n. Senseless railing; bluster-

Blase, (bllz) n. [A.-CJ. blase, from blasan, to blow.]

A flame ; the stream of light and heat from any body

when burning;—a white spot on a horse;—a spot

made on trees by chipping off the bark ;—diffusion of

reports ; extensive publication.

Blaze, (blaz) v.i. To flame;—to send forth a bright

hght ;—to be conspicuous ;—v. t. To make pu blic far

and wide ;—to mark a tree by chipping off the bark :

— imp. & pp. blazed; ppr. blazing. [reports.

Blazer, (blaz'cr) n. One who publishes and spreads

Blazing-star, (blazing-stir) n. A comet

Blazon, (bli'zn) v. t. To diiplay conspicuously ;—

to embellish ;—to explain in proper terms, as the

figures on armorial ensigns:—imp. & pp. blazoned;

_syr, blazoning.

Blazon. (blA'zn) n. [F. ASp. binson, from A.-S. blase,

torch.] Art of drawing or explaining coats of arms ;—

the representation on coats of arms;—ostentatious

dispUy ; publication; show.

Blaxcnry, (bUzn-re) n. Art of describing or explain

ing coats of arms iu proper terms ; —exhibition of coats

of arms.

Blssssiiy, (ble oer>re) "• A plant and its fruit, having

snail leaves like those of box, and little purple berries.

Bleach, (blech) v.t. [A.-S. blacan, btican, to shine.]

To whiten ; to take out the colour of; to make white

by exposure to sun and air, or by chemical agency ;

—*. i. To grow white in any manner:—imp. & pp.

bkaehsd; ppr. bleaching.

Bseachery, (blech jr-e) n, A place or establishment for

bleaching.

Bleaching, (bitching) n. Act or art of whitening,

especially of whitening fabrics by chemical agents, ic.

Bleak, (blek) a. [A.-iS. bide, pale, bliean, to shine.]

Without colour; pale;—desolate and exposed ;—cold ;

(bUk'iah)o, Moderately bleak or chill.

Bleakly, (blekle) adv. Openly as to cold and wind;

desolately.

Bleakness, (blek'nes) n. State of being bleak.

Blear, (bier) a. Dim or sore with rheum—applied to

the eyes ;—causing dimness of sight

Blear, (blur) v. t. [Sw. blira, to twinkle. ] To make

sore ; to affect the eyes with watery humour ; to make

dim, as the sight :—imp. & pp. bleared ; ppr. blearing.

Blear-eye, (bleri) n. A chronic inflammation of the

eyelids, with a gummy secretion of the sebaceous

humour.

Blear-eyed, (bleVhl) a. Having sore eyes : dim sighted.

Bleat, (blot) r. i. [A.-S. blatan.] To cry as a sheep.

Bleat, (blot) n. The cry or noise of a sheep.

Bleb, (bleb) n. A small tumour or blister.

Bleed, (bled) v.i. [A.-S. bledan, G. blvdsd.] To

lose blood ;—to die a violent death, or by slaughter ;

—to drop blood from an incision; to lose sap, gum,

or juice ;—to pay or lose money ;—v. t. To take blood

from ;—to extract from, as juice. Bap, or gum ;—to

draw money from :—imp. & pp. bled ; ppr. bleeding.

Bleeding, (bled'ing) n. A running or issuing of blood;

—the operation of letting blood, or extracting sap,

juice, ic.

Blemish, (blem'ish) v.t. [F. blemiv.] To mark with

deformity; to mar, or make defective, either tho

body or mind ;—to tarnish, as reputation or character;

to defame :—imp. & pp. blemished ; ppr. blemishing.

Blemish, (blem'ish) ». Any mark of deformity, whether

physical or moral.

Blemishless, (blem'ish-les) a. Spotless; untarnished.

Blench, (blensh) v. i. [F. blanchir, from blanc, white.]

To shrink ; to start back from lack of courago or

resolution; to flinch:—v.t. To baffle; to hinder:

—imp. & pp. blenched ; ppr. blenching.

Blend, (blend) v. t. [A.-.S. blandan, Ger. blenden, to

blind.] To mix together ; to mingle ; to confound,

so that the things mixed can not be distinguished ;

—v.i. To be mixed; to be united:—imp. & pp.

blended ; ppr. blending.

Blende, (blend) n. [Ger. bUnden.] An ore of zinc, con

sisting of zinc and sulphur.

Blenny, (blen'ne) n. [G. blenna, slime.] A fish of

different species, usually of small size—so called from

the shining mucus covering their skin.

Bless, (bles) v. t. [A.-S. blutjuii, blidhe, blithe,] To

make happy, blithesome, or joyous ;—to invoke a

blessing upon ;—to praise or glorify for benefits ;—

to set apart or consecrate for holy purposes :—imp. &

pp. blessed or blest; ppr. blessing.

Blessed, (bles'ed) a. Happy; enjoying happiness or

bliss; favoured with blessings ;—imparting peace or

felicity;—pertaining to spiritual happiness;—hallowed;

heavenly. [manner.

Blessedly, (bles'ed-le) adv. In a happy or fortunate

Blessedness, (bles'ed-nes) n. Happiness; divine favour;

heavenly joy.

Blessing, (bles'ing) n. A means of happiness ; that

which promotes prosperity and welfare;—a wish of

happiness pronounced; a benediction. [ing.

Blest, (blest) a. Made happy ;—making happy ; cheer-

Blet, (blet) u. [F. blette.) A decayed spot on fruit.

Bletting, (blet'ing) n. The Bpotted appearance of over

ripe fruit froni incipient decomposition.

Blight, (bUt) n. Any thing nipping or blasting, as

mildew or frost ;—that which frustrates one's plans

or withers ones hopes;—a plant-louse.

Blight, (blit) v. t. [0. Ger. blech, pale, A.-S. blacan.]

To affect with blight ;—to stop the growth of ;—

to frustrate ; to ruin :—imp. & pp. blighted ; ppr.

blighting.

Blind, (blind) a. [A.-S. blind.] Destitute of the sense

of seeing;—not having the faculty of discernment;

unable to understand or judge ;—morally depraved ;

—having such a condition as a thing would have

to a blind person ; indiscernible ; oat of public view ;
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prirAte ; hidden ; unseen ; — undiscerning ; undis-

criminating.

Blind, (blind) v. i. To deprive of sight ; to darken or

obscure;—to deceive by concealment;—to cheat by

* false appearances ;—to mystify :—imp, & pp. blinded ;

ppr. blinding.

Bund, (blind) n. Something to hinder sight or keep

oat light; a screen;—something to mislead the eye

or the understanding ; a pretext.

Blind-coal, (blindTcol) n. A coal which burns without

name or smoke.

Blinder, (blind'er) n. One who blinds :—one of the

broad pieces of leather on the bridle of a horse, to

hinder him from seeing on the side.

Blindfold, (blind'fold) a. Having the eyes covered;

blinded; having the mental eye darkened.

Blindfold, (blind'fold) v. t. To cover tho eyes of ; to

hinder from Beeing :—imp. & pp. blindfolded ; ppr.

blindfolding.

Blindly, (blindle) adv. Without sight or under

standing ; — without discernment, examination, or

judgment.

Blindness, (blind'nes) n. State of being blind;—want

of discernment or appreciation.

Blind-aide, (bllnd'sid) n. Side on which one is most

easily assailed ; weak side ; fuibla

Blind-worm, (blind'wurm) n. A small reptile with

out feet, like a snake—called also slow-worm. Its eyes

being very minute, it has often been supposed to be

blind.

Blink, (blingk) v. i. [Ger. blinlen, to glance.] To

wink ; to see with the eyes half shut, or with frequent

winking ;—to glimmer, as a Limp ;—v. t. To shut out

of sight; to avoid, or purposely evado ;—imp. &

pp. blinked ; ppr. blinking.

Blink, (blingk) n. A glimpse or glance, as of sunshine;

—the dazzling whiteness about tho horizon occasioned

by the reflection of lightj from fields of ice at sea.

Blinkard, (blingk'erd) n. One who blinks ;—that which

twinkles, as a dim star.

Blinker, (blingk'er) n. One who blinks;—whatever

checks or obstructs sight or discernment ;—pi. broad

pieces of leather shading a horse's eyes.

Bliss, (bus) n. [A-S. blus.] The highest degree of

happiness.

Blissful, (buVfool) a. Pull ofjoy and felicity; supremely

happy.

Blissfully, (buVfool-le) adv. In a blissful manner.

Blissfulnesa, (buYfuol-nes) n. Fulness of joy ; supreme

folicity.

Blister, (blis'tcr) n. [Ger. blase.] A thin watery bladder

on the skin ;—any tumour made by tho separation of

the film or skin, as on plants ; or by the swelling

at the surface, as on steel ;—a vesicatory ; a plaster

applied to raise a blister.

Blister, (blis'ter) v. t. To raise blisters upon ;—to give

pain to, as if by a buster ;—v. i. To rise in busters :—

imp. &. pp. blistered ; ppr. blistering.

Blister-fly, (blis'tgr-fli) n. The Spanish fly, used in

raising a blister.

Blithe, (bliTH) a. [A.-S. bltdlte, Go. blciths.] Gay;

joyous ; sprightly ; mirthful.

Blitheful, (bliTH'fool) a. Gay ; jocund.

Blithely, (bllTHle) adv. In a gay, joyful manner.

Blitheness, (blrra'nes) n. Sprightlinesa ; gaiety.

Blithesome, (b)lTH'sum) a. Gay; merry; cheerful.

Blithesomeness, (bliTH Hiim-nes) n. State of being

blithesome.

Bloat, (blot) v.t. [Perhaps from pp. of blow, to swell,

Mowed, blowt, bloat.] To swell or make turgid, as

with water, air, A'c. ;—to puff up; to make vain;—

v. i. To grow turgid ; to dilate :—imp. & pp. bloated ;

ppr. bloating.

Bloater, (blot'cr) n. A dried and smoked herring,

primarily from Yarmouth.

Blobber-lip, (blob'er-lip) n. A thick lip.

 

Blocks.

Block, (blok) «. [Ger. block, F. bloc.] A solid mass

of wood, Btone, &c. ;—the piece

of wood on which criminals are

beheaded ;—the wooden mould on

which hats, bonnets, etc., are

shaped ;—a connected mass or row

of buildings ;—any obstruction, or

cause of obstruction;—a stupid fel

low; a dolt.

Block, (blok) v. t. To hinder egress

or passage;—to inclose or Bhut up;—to obstruct;—

to secure by means of blocks :—imp. & pp. blocked ;

ppr. blocking-

Blockade, (blok-adO n. [It bloceata, F. blocuM.) A

state of siege ; guarding the approaches to a town or

garrison, or the mouth of rivers or harbours, so as to

prevent the entrance or landing of provisions, re-iu-

forcements, Arc. , to the besieged.

Blockade, (blok-ad') v. t. To shut up by troops or ships,

so as to compel a surrender from hunger and want ;

to beleaguer :—imp. & pp. blockaded ; ppr. blockading,

Blockader, (blok-ad'er) n. One who blockades.

Blockhead, (bloktied) n. A atupid fellow ; a dolt

Block-house, (blok'hous) n. A place of defence made

of logs, and pierced for musketry;—a small fort.

Blockings, (blok'ings) n. Pieces of wood fitted and

glued in to strengthen the joints.

Blockish, (blok'ish) a. Like a block ; stupid ; dulL

Blockishly, (blok'ish-le) adv. In a stupid manner.

Blockiahnesa, (blok'ish-nes) n. Stupidity.

Block-tin, (blok'tin) n. Tin in blocks or ingots.

Blomary, (blom'ar-e) n. [A-S. bldvan, to blow.] The

first forge through which iron passes after it is smelted,

from the ore.

Blonde, (blond) n. [F. blo)td, blonde, A-S. blonden-

feax, fair-haired.] A person with fair complexion,

light hair, and light blue eyes. [fair.

Blonde, (blond) a. Of a fair colour or complexion ;

Blond-lace, (blondlOs) n. [F.] A fine kind of lace

made of silk.

Blood, (blud) n. [A.-S. bl6d, Ger. hint, blood, L.

Jluitare, to flow.] The fluid which circulates through

tho arteries and veins of men and animals;—the

juice of any thing reddish ;—relation; consanguinity;

—lineage ; honourable birth ;—murder ;—temper of

mind ; disposition ;—excited feeling ; passion ;—a man

of fiery spirit ; a rake.

Blood, (blud) v. t. To let blood from ;—to stain with

blood ;—to inure to blood, as a hound :—imp. &

pp. blooded ; ppr. blooding.

Blood-baptism, (blud'bap-tizm) n. In the ancient

church, the martyrdom of those who had not been

baptized. [of blood.

Blood-bought, (blud'bawt) a. Gained at tho prica

Blood-guiltiness, (blud'gilt-e-nes) n. Tho crime of

shedding blood.

Blood-guilty, (blud'gilt-e) a. Guilty of murder.

Blood-heat, (blud'het) n. Heat equal to the tempera

ture of blood, or about 9S° Fahr.

Blood-horse, (blud'hors) n. A horse whoso blood ia

derived from the purest stock.

Blood-hot, (bludliot) a. As warm as blood in its

natural temperature.

Blood-hound, (bludTiound) n, A ferocious, blood

thirsty variety of dog, remark

able for the acutencss of its scout,

and employed to pursue men or j

animals by tracing them by the '

scontof their tracks.

Bloodily, (blud'e-le) adv. In a

bloody manner.

Bloodiness, (blud'e-nes) n. State

of being bloody ;—disposition to

shed blood. Blood-hound.

Bloodless, (bludlos) a. Without blood ; dead ;—with

out shedding of blood ;—without spirit or activity.
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Bloodlewly, (bludlesde) adv. Without bloodshed.

Blood-letting, (bludlet-ing) n> Act of letting blood

bv ooesWng a vein ; venesection; phlebotomy.

Blood-relation, (blud'ro-la-shun) n. One connected by

blood or descent.

Bloodroot, (blud'rodt) n. A plant so named from

the colour of its root; red root.

Bloodshed, (blud'shed) n. Tho shedding or spilling of

blood ; slaughter ; waste of life. [ding blood.

Sloodshedding, (blud'shed-ing) n. The crime of shed-

Blood-shot, (bludshot) a. Red and inflamed by

» turgid state of the blood-vessels, as in diseases of

the eye.

Blood-spavin, (blud'spav-in) n, A dilatation of the

Tain that runs along the inside of the hough of a horse.

Blood-stone, (Llud'aton) n. A green silicious stone

sprinkled with red jasper, as if with blood ; hematite ;

a brown ore of iron.

Blood-sucker, (blud'suk-er) n. Any animal that

sacks blood ; specifically the leech.

Blood-thirstiness, (blud'thers-to-nee) n. Thirst for

shedding blood ; a murderous disposition.

Blood-thirsty, (bind'there-te) a. Desirous to shed

blood ; murderous.

Blood-vessel, (blud vea-1) n. Any vessel in which blood

circulates in an animal body; an artery or a vein.

Blood-warm, (blud'wawrm) a. Warm as blood; luke-

Bloody. (blud'e) a. Stained with or containing blood ;

—given to the- shedding of blood; murderous ;—at

tended with bloodshed. [bloody.

Bloody, (blud'e) v. t. To stain with blood ; to mako

Bloody-flux, (blud'e-fluks) n. Tbe dysentery.

Bloody-minded, (blud'e-mind-cd) a. Having a cruel

disposition ; inclined to shed blood.

B-oody-sweat, (blud'e-swet) n. A sweat accompanied

by a discharge of blood.

Bloom, (bloom) n. [Go. bldma. The root is A.-S.

U6;<m, to blow.) A blossom ; the flower of a plant ;

—the opening of flowers in general;—an opening to

higher perfection, analogous to that of buds into

blossoms ;—the powdery coating upon certain fruits.

[A. -3. bldma, a lump. ] A mass of crude iron that

has come through the blomary, and is undergoing

the first hammering.

Bloom, (bloom) v. i. To produco blossoms ; to flower ;

—to be in a state of youth and vigour; to show

beauty and freshness, as of flowers or youth :—imp.

£ pp. bloomed; ppr. blooming.

Bloomer, (bloom'er) n. A costume for ladies, con

fining of a short dress, with loose drawers gathered

round the ankle, and a broad hat;—a woman who

wears such a costume.

BWrwrilTir. (blooming) a. Flowering;—thriving in

health, beauty, and vigour.

Blxsauug. (blooming) n. The process ofmaking blooms;

—a clouded appearanco which varnish sometimes as

sumes on a picture, [ing with the vigour of youth.

Bloomy, (bloonie) a. Full of bloom ; flowery ; flourish-

Bln— ii, (lilnii'iiin) n [A.-S. bldsma.) The flower of a

plant; the essential organs of reproduction, with

their appendages.

Blossom, (bios uin) v. i. To put forth blossoms ; to

blow; to flower;—to flourish and prosper:—imp. &

pp. blossomed; ppr. blossoming.

Wfrnirmingi (bios um-ing) n. The flowering of plants ;

forth-putting of tender promise. [bloom.

Bloasossy, (blos'nm-e) a. Full of blossoms ; rich with

Bkst, (Wot) r. U [IceJ. Wet to.] To spot or bespatter ;

—to disgrace ; to disfigure ;—to obliterate ; to obscure;

—to cause to be unseen or forgotten :—imp. & pp.

blotted ; ppr. blotting.

Slot, (blot) n. A spot or stain, as of ink, on paper;—

an obliteration of something written or printed ;—a

■pot in reputation ; disgrace ; blemish. [the skin.

IsifBTij (bioch) n. [fltotj A pustule or eruption upon

Blotch, (bloch) v. t. To mark with biota ; to blacken.

Blotter, (bloter) n. One who, or that which, biota;

—a waste-book [paper serving to imbibe ink.

Blotting-paper, (blot'ing-pa-pcr) n. A kind of unsized

Blouse, (olouz)n. [F. blouse.] A light, loose over

garment.

Blow, (bio) n. [O. H. Ger. pluolit] A blossom; a

flower ;—a mass or bed of flowers.

Blow, (bid) ii. [Go. bliggvan.] Act of striking; more

generally, the stroke ;—a sudden calamity ;—an egg

deposited by a fly in flesh, or the act of depositing it ;

—a violent wind ; a gale.

Blow, (bio) v. i. [A.-S. bldvan, to blossom.] To flower;

to blossom ;—to cause to blossom ;—v. t. To throw a

current of air upon ;—to drive by a current of air ;—

to sound as a wind instrument ;—to spread by re

port; to publish;—to deposit, as eggs by flies;—to

form by inflation ; to swell by injecting air;—to put

out of breath ;—v. i. [A. -S. blavan. ] To produco a

current of air with the mouth ; to move as air;—to

breathe hard or quick ; to pant;—to sound on beiug

blown into:—imp. blew; pp. blown; ppr. blowing.

Blower, (blo'cr) n. One who blows; a smelter;—a

contrivance for creating a current of air in a cliini-

ney, «fec

Blowing, (blu'ing) n. Tho motion or action of wind.

Blow-pipe, (blo'plp) n. An instrument by which a

current of air is propelled through

the flame of a lamp, so as to

concentrate the heat on some point.

Blowy, (blo'e) a. Windy ; breezy.

Blowzy, (blouze) a. Coarse and (

ruddy-faced ; fat and ruddy. Blow-pipe.

Blubber, (blub'er) n. The fat of whales and other largo

sea animals, from which oil is obtained ;—sea nettle.

Blubber, (blub'er) v. i. [It. plub.] To weep noisily, or

bo as to disfigure the face ;—v. t. To swell or disfiguro

tho face with weeping :—imp. & pp. blubbered; ppr.

blubbering.

Bludgeon, (blud'jun) n. [Go. blaggican.] A short stick

with one end loaded, or heavier than the other.

Blue, (blu) n. [A.-S. bltoh, O. H. Ger. bldo.] The col

our of the clear sky ; one of tho seven primary col

ours ;—pi. low spirits ; melancholy. [cerulean.

Blue, (blu) a. Of the colour called blue;—sky-coloured;

Blue, (blu) v. t. To make blue ; to dye of a blue colour :

—imp. &, pp. blued ; ppr. bluing.

Bluebell, (blu'bel) n. A plant which bears blue bell-

shaped flowers. [several varieties.

Blueberry, (bliYber-re) n, A plant and its fruit of

Blue-book, (blu book) n. A parliamentary publica

tion, so called from its cover ;—a book of fashionable

addresses ;—in tho United States, a book containing

the names of all the persons in tlto employment of

the government, with tho amount of their pay.

Blue-bottle, (blu'bot-1) n. A plant which grows among

corn ; a fly with a large blue belly.

Blue-devils, (blu'dev-Iz) n. pi. Lowness of spirits;

appearance of imaginary things to a person after long

intoxication.

Blue-flsh, (blu'fish) n. A fish, often called dolphin,

found in the Atlantic ;—a fl&h allied to the mackerel,

but larger :—called also norae-mackereL

Blue-light, (bluTit) n. A composition burning with

a blue flame, used as a night signal in ships, &c

Bluely, (blu'le) adv. With a blue colour.

Blueness, (blu'nes) n. State of being blue.

Blue-peter, (blu'pe-tcr) «. [Blue repeater.] A blue flag

with a white square in the centre ; a signal that tho

vessel is to sail. [as an aperient, &c.

Blue-pill, (blii'pil) n. A pill of prepared mercury, used

Blue-stocking, (blu'stok-ing) n. A literary lady ; a

female pedant.

Blue- vitriol, (blu'vit-re-ol) n. Sulphate of copper:—

often blue-stone.

Bluff, (bluf) a. [0. Eng. blougkty, swelled.] Steep;
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bold ; rude or coarse in manner or appearance ; blus

tering ;—roughly frank ; outspoken.

Bluff, (bluf) n. A high bank presenting a steep or

precipitous front ;—a game of cards.

Bluffness. (Unfiles) ft. State of being bluff.

Bluing, (bluing) n. Act of rendering blue;—some

thing to give a bluish tint, as indigo.

Bluish, (blu'ish) a. Blue in a small degree.

Blunder, (blun'dcr) v. i. [Ger. blenden, to blind, G.

planad, to wander.] To mistake grossly: to err

through want of care or deliberation :—imp. & pp.

blundered ; ppr. blundering.

Blunder, (blun'dfr) n. A gross mistake.

Blunderbuss, (blun'rier-bus) ft, [Ger. donnerbucJtxe,

thunder-tube.] A short gun, with a large bore, dis

charging a number of balls with a wide range;—a

stupid, blundering fellow.

Blunderer, (blun'der-er) n. One who is apt to blunder.

Blunderhead, (bluu'de,r-hed) ft, A stupid fellow ; one

who blunders.

Blunt, (blunt) a. [G. amblnno, to blunt, Ger. bludde, a

dull knife.] Having a thick edge or point; dull;

—dull in understanding;—abrupt; unceremonious.

^lunt, (blunt) r. t. To dull the edge or point of ;—to

repress or weaken appetite, desire, or power:—imp. 6t

pp. blunted ; ppr. blunting1.

Bluntly, (blunt'le) adv. In a plain or abrupt man

ner ; unceremoniously.

Bluntness, (blunt'nes) ft. Want of edge or point ; dul-

ness ;—abruptness or coarseness of address.

Blur, (blur) n. That which obscures without effacing;

a stain ;—a dim, confused vision ;—a stain or injury,

as to character, &c.

Blur, (blur) v. t. [Scot bludder, to blot] To obscure

without quite effacing ;—to cause imperfection of

vision in ; to dim ;—to blemish :—imp. & pp. blurred ;

ppr. blurring.

Blurt, (blurt) v. (. [Scot, Mutter, to make a rum

bling noise.] To utter suddenly or unadvisedly; to

divulge inconsiderately : — imp. & pp. blurted; ppr.

blurting*.

Blush, (blush) v.i. [A.-S. ablisian, blysa, torch.]

To have a red or rosy colour ;—to redden in the face,

as from a sense of shame, confusion, or modesty:—

imp. & pp. blushed ; ppr. blushing.

Blush, (blush) n, A red or rosy tint:—a red colour

suffusing the cheeks or the face;—sudden appearance;

first glance or view.

Blushing, (blush'ing) n. The act of turning red.

Bluahingly, (blush'ing-le) adv. In a blushing, modest

manner.

Bluster, (blus'ter) v. i. [Allied to blast.] To blow fit

fully with violence and noiae, as wind ;—to talk with

noisy violence ; to swagger:—imp. U pp. blustered;

JWW. blustering.

Fluster, (blus'ter) n. Fitful noise and violence, as of

a storm ;—noisy and violent talk.

Blusterer, (blus'ter-c,r) n. A swaggerer : a bully.

Bo, (bo) n. [From wo.] An exclamation to frighten

children.

Boa, (bo'a) n. [L. boa, from bos, ox.] A genus of

serpents, having the belly and tail furnished with

scuta. They have no fangs or venom, but have great

muscular power ;—a round fur tippet.

Boa-constrictor, (bo'a-kon-strikt'er) n.

gert, to draw together. ] A large and

powerful serpent, sometimes thirty

or forty feet long, found in the

tropical parts of America, which

crushes its prey to death in its

coils.

Boar, (bor) n. [A.-S. bdr.] The

male of swine not castrated; ape-

ciiicaUy, the wild hog.

Board, (bord) n. [A.-S. brtd, board, Boa-constrictor.

brdd, broad.] A piece of timber sawed thin, and of

 

considerable length and breadth compared with the

thickness;—a table to put food upon;—food; en

tertainment—usually for pay ;—the table at which a

court or council sits, or the members of it;—the

managers of a public trust or work ;—the lmc over

which a Bhip runs between tack and tack ;—a tah>le

or frame for a game ;—paper made thick and stiff ;

—the stage in a theatre.

Board, (bord) v. (. To lay or cover with boards ;—to

go on board of, or enter ;—to furnish with food or

to place at board for compensation ;—r. i. To obtain

food or diet statedly for compensation :—imp. & pp.

boarded ; ppr. boarding. [ship ; approachable.

Boardable, (borda-bl) a. That may be boarded, as a

Boarder, (bord'er) n. One who lives and diets in

another's house for a consideration ;—one who boards

a ship in action. [boardera.

Boarding-house, (bord'ing-hous) n. A house for

Boarding-school, (bord'ing-skOol) u. A school in which

the scholars receive board and lodging as well a*

instruction.

Board-wages, (bord'wa-jes) n. pi. Wages allowed to

servants to keep themselves in victuals. [cruel.

Boorish, (bor'iah) a. [From boar.] Swinish : brutal ;

Boast, (host) v. i. [O. Eng. lost, G. phusad, to in

flate.] To vaunt one's self; to exalt, or extrava

gantly praise one's self ;—v. L To speak of with

pride, vanity, or exultation :—imp. Si pp. boasted ;

ppr. boasting.

Boast, (bost) ft. Expression of ostentation, pride, or

vanity ;—the cause or occasion of boasting.

Boaster, (b&st'cr) n. One who boasts ; a braggart

Boastful, (bost'fool) a. Given to boasting.

Boastfully, (bdst'fuol-le) adv. In a boastful manner.

Boastfulness, (bost'fool-nes) ft, State of being boostfuL

Boasting, (bost'ing) n. Ostentatious display; vaunt

ing; bragging.

Boat, (b&t) n. [A.-S. but, IceL bdtr.] A small open

vessel, usually moved by oars or rowing, but often

by a sail;—hence, any vessel, usually with same

epithet descriptive of its use or mode of propulsion.

Boat, (bot) v. t. To transport in a boat ;—r. i. To go

in a boat:—imp. & pp. boated; ppr. boating.

Boatable, (bota-bl) a. Navigable for boats, or small

craft.

Boat-bill, (bofbil) n. A species of wading bird, a

native of South America. It has a bill four inches

lung, not unlike a boat with the keel uppermost.

Boat-hook, (botfhook) n. An iron hook with a point

on the back, fixed to a long pole, to pull or push a

boat. [l>oats when not in tute.

Boat-house, (bot'hons) n. A shed on the banks to house

Boatman, (bot'man) ft. A man who manages a boat.

Boatswain, (bot'swan, bd'sn) <>. [A.-S. bdtaadn; /,= ;.*.

boat, and sicdn, swain, servant] An officer who lias

charge of a ship's boats, sails, A*c, and who sum

mons the men to their duties with his whistle.

Bob, (bob) ft, A short, jerking action;—any thing

that plays with a short motion, as at the end of a

string;—bait used in angling, as for eels;—the

weight at the end of a pendulum or plumb-Una

Bob, (bob) r. t. To move in a jerking manner ;—

to strike with a quick, light blow ;—to gain by fraud :

—to cut short;—i'. i. To liave a jerking motion;

—to angle with a Jerking motion of the bait:—ran,

& pp. bobbed ; ppr. bobbing.

Bobbin, (bob'bin) n. [L. bombus, a humming,] A

small cylindrical piece of wood, with a border at one

or both ends, on which thread is wound ; a spool

Bobbinet, (bob'bin-et) 71. A kind of lace wrought by

machines.

Bobbish, (bob'ish) a. Hearty ; cheery ; in good health

and spirits.

Bobolink, (bob'6-lingk) n. The rice-bird, rice-bunting,

or reed-bird ; an American singing bird.

Bobstays, (bob'stos) ,1. pU Hopes, or chains to confine
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the bowsprit of & ship downward to the item or exit-

water, it) jo nibble.

Bobtail, (bob'tal) «. A short tail, or A tail cut abort ;—

Becking, (bok'ing) a. A kind of baize or drugget—

ao called from the town of Backing.

Bode, (bod) r. £ [A.-S. bodian, command.] To indi

cate by signs, aa future events; to portend; to

presage ;—v. i. To foreshow ; to presage :—imp. A

pp. boded ; ppr. boding. [Stays ; a corset.

Bodice, (bod ia) a. [Properly the plural of body,]

Bodied, (bod id) .1. Having a body.

Bod ileal, (bod'e~les) a. Having no body or material

form ; incorporeal.

Bodily, (bod'e-le) a. Having or containing a body;

corporeal ;—pertaining to the body. [pletely.

B«Lly, (bod'e-le) odr. Corporeally ;—entirely ; com-

Boding, (boding) n. An omen; presage; foreshowing.

Bodxin. (bod It in) n. [W. bidogyn, bidaicg, short

•word.) A dagger;—anointed instrument for making

hole*, Ac :—an instrument with an eye, for drawing

tape or ribbon through a loop;—a pin for dressing

bur. [one sixth of an English penny.

Bodle, (bodl) *. An old Scottish copper coin, equal to

Body, (bode) n. [A.-S. bodig, trunk.) The frame of

aa arunaaJ;—the central part aa distinguished from

the head or extremities; — the material substance

and structure as distinguished from the vital force :—

a being; a person ;—a number of persons collectively ;

a corporation ;—a number of things or particulars

grouped together; a system:—a mass or solid sub

stance ;—the main part ; the bulk ;—reality ; con

sistency ; strength ; inherent or chAracteristic quality.

Body, (bod'e) v. i. To produce in definite shape ;

to embody:—tmp. & pp. bodied; ppr. bodying.

Body-colour, (bod'e-kul-er) n. Colour that has con

sistence, in distinction from a tint or wash.

Bedy-gurd, (bod'e-gard) n. A guard to protect the

person of the sovereign ; a life guard ; —any personal

defence or means of security.

Bedy-snaXcher, (bod'e-aiiach-pr) n. One who robs

graves vt dead bodies for the purposes of dissection.

Biastian. (be-6'abe-an) a. Pertaining to Boeotia, or to

its inhabitants ; thick; dull; stupid.

Bag* (bog) n. (lr. A Gael, bog, soft, moist.] A

quagmire covered with grass or plants ; a marsh ; a

Beg, (bog) v. t. To whelm or plunge, as in mud and

loggia, (bogl) r. i. To exhibit hesitancy ; to start:

—we a. A pp. boggled; ppr. boggling. [swampy.

Baggy, (bog'e) a. Containing bogs; full of bogs;

BegXt, (bogl) n. [W. bwg, something frightful. J A

sjDbgohlizi; a bugbear; a spectre; a nursery ghost

or demon. [or swampy land.

lag are, (bog'or) n. An ore of iron found in boggy

Bog-spavin, (bogspav-in)n. An encysted tumour on

the inside of the hough of a horse.

Bog-o-ctter. (bog'trot-er) n. One who lives in a

tt£gr country ;—applied to Irish peaaanta

aVaea, (bo- he*) n- [From- Chinese, Wu-l.] An in

ferior kind of black tea,

fcaesaian. (bo-he'me-an) a. Pertaining to Bohemia or

iai inhabitants ;—pertaining to the gypsies ;—charac

teristic of hack-writers for the press.

HAiiiiisii, (bo-he'me-an) n. A native of Bohemia;

""* P*P*7-

Bail, 0*1) v.i. [L- bullirt, allied to A.-S. vtaltan,

boil J To be agitated by the action of heat ;—to be

igitased by any other cause; to effervesce ;—to be

act or fervid ; to be moved or excited ;—v. t. To

agitate by the application of beat;—to dress, or

saoa, by boiling;—to subject to the action of heat in

t bothftg bqaid -.—imp. A pp. boiled ; ppr. boiling.

Bail, (bod) n. [A.-S. byle, bile, aore.] A hard, inflamed

taajiuT which commtmly suppurates. ' - <

Baiter. (basfer) n. One who boils ;—a vessel in which

say thing is boiled;—* strong metallic vessel in

which steam is generated for driving engines or

other purposes. [boiling, as salt.

Boilery, (boil'er-e) «. A place and apparatus for

Boiling, (boiling) n. Act or state of agitation by

heat; ebullition ;—act of subjecting to the action

of heat

Boisterous, (bois'ter-us) a. [O. Eng. boiitout, [eel.

bi*tr, stormy. J Loud; roaring;—exhibiting tumultu

ous violence;—noisy; turbulent. [manner.

Boisterously, (bois tcr-us-le) adv. In a noisy, violent

Boisterousneas, (bois'ter-us-nes) n. Disorderly noise or

turbulence.

Bold, (bold) a. [A.-S. bald, bold.] Daring; ready to

meet danger;—exhibiting or requiring courage ;—in

a bad sense, forward ; over-confident ; lacking proper

modesty or restraint ; rude ;—taking liberties in com

position or expression;—prominent; abrupt.

Boldly, (buld'le) adv. In a bold manner.

Boldness, (bold'nes) n. The quality of being bold ;

courage ; assurance.

Bole, (bol) n. [Sw. bdl, Dan. bul, Ger. boll] The

body or stem of a tree ;—a measure of corn.

Bole, (bol) n. [O. bOlot, clod.] A kind of fine, compact

earthy clay.

Boll, (b6l) n. The pod or capsule of a plant, as of

flax ; a pericarp ;—in Scotland, a measure in wheat

and beans equal to four Winchester bushels; of oats,

barley, and potatoes, equivalent to six bushels;—a

boll of meal is 140 lbs. avoirdupois.

Boll, (bol) v. i. To form into a pericarp or seed-veasel.

Bolster, (bol'ster) n. [A.-S. bottler. Bolla, a round

vessel] A long cushion—generally laid under the

pillows ;—a pad used as a support, or to hinder

pressure, or the like ; a compress;—any pad, bag, or

support.

Bolster, (bol'ster) v. f. To support with a bolster ;—to

hold up ; to maintain—usually a false case, or falling .

cause \~imp, A pp. bolstered; ppr. bolstering.

Bolt (bolt) n. [A.-S. bolt,) An arrow; a dart;—a

strong pin, used to fasten or hold something in place ;

—a thunder-bolt ;—a ahackle ;—twenty-eight ells of

canvas.

Bolt, (bolt) r. r. To fasten or secure with a bolt ;—

to restrain ;—to utter or throw out ;—to swallow with

out chewing;—v.i. To start forth liko a bolt; to

move abruptly ;—to spring suddenly aside;—to desert,

aa a party;—v.t. [F. butter, Uer. biu.teln.) To

sift ; to separate, assort, or purify :—imp. A pp. bolted ;

Ppr. bolting.'

Bolt, (bolt) adv. With sudden meeting or collision.

Bolter, (bolt'er) n. One who, or that which, bolts;

—a sieve ; a net.

Bolt-head, (bolt'hed) u. A long glass vessel for chemical

distillations:-—called also a matrau or receiver.

Bolting-mill, (b61t'ing-niil) n. A machine or engine

for sifting meal.

Bolt-rope, (boit'rop) n. A rope to which the edges of

sails are aewed to atrengthen them.

Bolus, (bo'lus) n. [L. bit, morsel. J A rounded mass

of any thing medicinal; a large pill

Bomb, (bum) n. [6. bombot, a humming noise, a hol

low sound. ] A hollow ball

or shell of cast iron filled

with explosive materials, to

be discharged from a mortar.

Bombard, (bum-bard') v. (.

To attack with bombs:—imp.

A pp. bombarded; ppr.

bombarding.

Bombardier, (bum-bard-eV) n.

throwing bombs ; an artillery-man.

Bombardment, (bum-bard inent) n.

bombs.

Bombast, (bum'bast) n. [L. bombasium, a doublet of

cotton.] Cotton, or any soft, fibrous material, used

aa a padding ;—high suunding language; fustian.

F

a humming noise, a hoi-

Bomb.

A person employed in

An attack with
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Bombast, (bum'bast) a. Bombastio; high-sounding;

inflated ; turgid ; extravagant. [of style.

Bombastically, (bum-bast ik-al-le) adv. With inflation

Bombazine, (bum-ba-zen') n. [L. bombyx, G. bom-

lux, silk, cotton.] A twilled fabric, with a silk

warp, and a worsted weft:—sometimes spelt Bombasin.

Bomb-vessel, (bum'ves-1) n. A strong vessel, carrying

mortars to be used in bombardments at sea.

Bomb-proof, (bom 'proof) a. Secure against the force

of bombs.

Bomb-shell, (bum'shel) n. A bomb or hollow globe

of iron, tilled with powder to be discharged from a

mortar.

Bombycinous, (bum-bis'in-us) o. [L. from bombyx,

silk . ] Silken; of the colour of the silk-worm ; trans

parent with a yellow tint.

Bona fide, (bo-na'fid-e) a. or adv. [L, ] In good faith ;

—without fraud or deception ;—veritable.

Bonapartism, (bd'na-part-iziu) n. The policy or man*

ners of Bopaparte ; adherence to his cause.

Bon-bon, (bong'bong) n. [F. from bon, good.] Sugar

confectionery; a sugar-plum.

Bond, (bond) n. [A. -8. bond, bound, for bundm, pp.

of bindan, to bind.] A band, tie or link ; that which

fastens, confines or unites ; a binding ;—means of con

nection or union ; moral force or obligation ;—a legal

deed by which a person engages himself and his

representatives to fulfil specific conditions or pay

moneys;—pi. chains; fetters; captivity; imprison

ment.

Bond, (bond) o. In a state of servitude or captivity.

Bond, (bond) v. t. To give bond for; to secure pay

ment of, by giving a bond '.—imp. & pp. bonded ;

ppr. bonding.

Bondage, (bond'aj) n. State of being bound, or under

restraint ;—binding power or Influence ; obligation ;—

villanage. [the obligation of a bond.

Bond-debt, (bond'det) n. A debt contracted under

Bonded-warehouse, (bond'ed-wai/hous) n. A warehouse

in which bonded goods are stored.

Bond-man, (bond'man) n. A man slave;—a villain, or

tenant in villanage.

Bond-servant, (bond'serv-ant) n. A slave ; a bondman.

Bond-service, (bond-se.rv'is) n. Condition of a bond

servant; slavery. [slavery.

Bond-slave, (bond'slav) n. A person in a state of

Bondsman, (bondr'man) n. A slave;—a surety; one

who gives security for another.

Bond-stone, (bond'ston) n. A stone running through

a wall from one face to another, to bind it together.

Bond-timber, (bond'tira-b^r) n. Timber worked into a

wall to tie or strengthen it longitudinally.

Bondwoman, (bond'wodm-an) n. A female slave.

Bone, (bon) n. [A. -8. bdn. Go. bain.] A firm, hard,

whitish substance, composing the skeleton in the

higher orders of animals ;—an integral portion of

the skeleton ;—any thing made of bone, as castanets.

Bone, (bon) v. (. To take out bones from;—to put

whale-boue into :—imp. A pp. boned; ppr. boning.

Bone-black, (bonnlak) n. A black carbonaceous sub

stance into which bones are converted by calcination

in close vessels. [used as a fertilizer.

Bone-dust, (bdn'dust) n. Ground or pulverized bones,

Bone-earth, (bon'erth) n. The earthy residuum after

the calcination of bone. [structure.

Boneless, (bon'les) a. Without bones ; without formal

Boneset, (bOn'set)n. A medicinal plant; thoroughwort.

Bone-setter, (bon'set-tr) n. One who sets broken and

dislocated bones.

Bonfire, (bon'f ir) n. [0. Eng. bonefirt, F. bon, good,

and fire..] A fire made to express public joy and

exultation, or for amusement

Boniform, (bon'e-form) a. [L. bonus, good, and forma,

form. ] Of a good shape ; elegant.

Bonito, (bo-nc'to) n. [Sp.J A fish of the Tunny

kind, growing to the length of 3 feet.

Bonmot, (bong-mo') n. [F. ban, good, and mot, word.]

A witty repartee ; a jest.

Bonnet, (bon'net) n. [V. bonnet, 8p. & Fg. bonete.

Originally the name of a stuff] A round fiat cap

or covering for the head ;—a head ornament of

various shapes worn by women ;—a part of a parapet

considerably elevated to screen the terre-plein ;—an

addition to a sail ;—a plate or a dome-shaped casing;

—a frame of wire netting over a locomotive chimney.

Bonnet, (bon'net) v. t. To knock the hat over the eyes.

Bonneted, (bon'net-ed) a. Wearing a bonnet ;—pro

tected by a bonnet.

Bonnily, (bon'ne-le) adv. Prettily; gayly; handsomely.

Bonny, (bon'ne) a. [F. bon, good, GaeL & Ir. bain,

white.] Handsome; beautiful;—merry; blithe;—

plump : well-formed :—sometimes Bonnie.

Bonten, (bon'ten) n. A narrow woollen fabric.

Bon Ton, (bong'tong) n. [F.] The height of the

fashion ; fashionable society.

Bonus, (bonus) n. [L. good.] An advantage ;—a

premium given for a loan, charter, or other privilege ;

—an extra dividend paid out of accumulated profits ;

—money paid to an agent, in addition to a snare in

profits, or to stated compensation.

Bon-vivant, (bong-ve-vongO n. [F. eon, good, and vivre,

to live.] A luxurious liver; a good fellow; a jovial

companion.

Bony, (bo'ne) a. Consisting [of bone ; full of bones ;

—having large or prominent bones.

Bonze, (bonze) n. [Japan, butso, a pious man.] A

priest of many different Oriental sects.

Booby, (boo'be) n. [F. bovbie, 8p. bobo.] A water

fowl allied to the pelican, found among the p*b*wm

Isles, die.;—the brown gannet ,—a dunce; a stupid.

fellow.

Book, (book) 77. (A.-S. ode, from bdee, beech, because

the Saxons wrote on beechen boards.] A collection of

sheets of paper, or similar material, blank, written,

or printed, bound together ;—a literary composition,

written or printed:—a subdivision of a literary work ;

—a volume in which accounts are kept.

Book, (book) v. t. To enter, write, or register in a.

book;—hence, to bind one to his word or engagement :

—imp. A pp. booked ; ppr. booking.

Book-binder, (book'blnd-er) n. One who binds books.

Book-bindery, (book'bind-cr-e) n. A place for binding

books. [binding books.

Book-binding, (boolr/bind-ing) n. Art or practice of

Book-case, (booVkas) n. A case with shelves) fbr

holdiag books.

Book-debt, (book'det) n. A debt for goods sold and

charged in the seller s books.

Booking, (book'ing) n. Act of entering debts or

accounts of sales or charges in a book.

Booking-office, (book'ing-of-fis) n. An office where

passengers or parcels are booked.

Bookish, (bookish) a. Given to reading; fond of study.

Book-keeper, (bookkip-er) n. One who keeps account*.

Book-keeping, (book'kep-ing) n. The art of record

ing mercantile transactions in a regular and systematic

manner ; the art of keeping aocounte.

Book-learned, (book'lcrn-ed) a. Versed in books.

Book-learning, (book'lern-ing) n. Learning acquired

by reading ; as distinguished from practical knowledge.

Book-maker, (boOk'mak-er) n. One who writes arid

publishes books;—a compiler ;—a systematic bettor

on horse races.

Book-making, (b66k'mik-ing) n. The practice of

writing and publishing books : compilation.

Book-man, (book'man) n. A scholar by profession ; a

student of books.

Book-mark, (bdok'rnark) u. Something placed in a

book to assist in finding a page or place.

Bookseller, (book'sel-er) a. One whose occupation U

to sell books.

Book-shelf, (bouk'shelf) n. A shelf to hold books.
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Book-shop, (book'ahop) .1. A shop where books are

•old.

Book-stand, (book'stand) n. A place for the sale of

books in the streets,—a, stand or support to hold

books.

Bookworm, (book'wurm) n. A worm or mite that eats

holes 1a books;—a. student of books.

Boom, (bourn) n. [S. beam, D. boom.) A long pole or

spar used for extending the bottom of sails ;—a chain

cable or connected line of spars extended across a

river or other water ;—a pole set up in Bhallow water,

to mark out the channel ;—a hollow roar, as of waves

or cannon ; the cry of the bittern.

Boon, (boom) v. i. [W. bvmp, dull sound, A.-S.

oymiaa, to blow.] To make a hollow sound, as waves

or cannon ;—to cry, as the bittern ;—to rusn or scud,

as a ship under a press of sail:—imp. et pp. boomed;

ypr. booming.

Boomerang, (boom'er-ang) ft. A missile weapon used by

the natiTdB of Australia. When thrown forward from

the hand it describes very remarkable curves, and

finally takes a retrograde direction, so as to fall near

or in the rear of the one who threw it.

Boom-irons, (booml-urnz) n. pi. Kings of iron attached

to the yard, through which the studding sail booms

are projected.

Boon, (boon) ft. [L. tonus, good.] Gift; grant; present

[A. -3. Mil, Icel t>6n., baen.] A prayer or petition.

Boon, (boon) a. [F. oon.] Gay ; merry; jovial ;—kind;

bountiful.

star, (boor) n. [A.-S. gtbur, D. botr, a tiller.] A

countryman ; a peasant ; a rude and illiterate person.

Boorish, (boorish) a. Like a boor ; clownish ; awk

ward, [manner.

Boorishly. (bocVish-le) adv. In a boorish or clownish

Saonahnsss, (boor'ish-nes) n. Clownishnosa ; rusticity.

Boot, (boot) v.t. [A.-& bdt, bitan, Go. b6tjan, to pro

as. ] To profit ; to advantage ;—to put boots on :—

imp. & pp. booted ; ppr. booting.

Best, (boot) a. That which is given to make an ex

change equal ; profit ; gain.

Boec (boot) n. [P. botUt Ger. botie, tub, cask, A. -S.

butu, G. trutini, flask] A covering for the foot and

leg ;—a rack for the leg, used to torture criminals;—

an apron or cover for a gig or other carriage;—

a box covered with leather in the fore part, or a

receptacle in the hind part, of a coach.

Boot-crunp, (bootkri nip) ft. A frame or last for

•drawing and shaping the body of a boot.

Booth, (buOth)A. [Icel. bUdk, PoL buda, W. bwth.) A

boose or shed of boards, boughs of trees, or other

alight materials ; a tent at a fair.

Boet-jaok, (boot'jak) n. An instrument for drawing

off boots. [useless.

Beotaeaa, (booties) a. Unavailing; unprofitable;

Beet-Last, (bootlast) n. An instrument to stretch and

widen the leg of a boot.

Booty, (boot's) a. [Ger. beute, F. butin] Spoil taken

in war, or by violence; plunder ; pillage.

(booz) v. i. [W. boti, to bathe.] To drink ex-

sveiy. [tippler.

(booVer) a. One who drinks to excess; a

y, (booz e) a. A little intoxicated.

Bo-peep, (bo-pep') n. A play to amuse children.

Boracie. (bo-ras'ik) a. Boracous ; pertaining to, or

produced from, borax. [cordial.

Borag-e, (bor'aj) a. A plant, formerly esteemed as a

Berate, (bo rat) n. A salt formed by the combination

or* boracic acid with a base.

Borax, (bo'raks) n. [A. bCraq, nitre.] Biborate of

soda ; a salt formed by a combination of boracic acid

with soda.

Border, (boruer) n. [A.-S. lord, F. bord.) The

triter part or edge of any thing; the exterior limit

of a place, district or country ; rim ; boundary.

, (bor*der) v. i. To touch at the edge ; to be

adjacent ;—to come near to ;—v. t. To make a border

for ; to adorn with a border ;—to touch at the edge or

boundary:—imp. & pp. bordered; ppr. bordering.

Borderer, (bor'dej-cr) n. One who dwells on the

border of another district.

Bore, (bor) v. t. [A. -8. borian,Jj.forare.] To perforate

or penetrate by turning an auger, gimlet, or other

instrument ;—to eat out or make hollow ;—to form a

round hole in;—to weary by iteration or dulness;

to trouble;—v. i. To pierce or enter by boring;—

to be pierced or penetrated;—to carry the nose to

the ground, as a horso:—imp. & pp. bored; ppr.

boring.

Bore, (bor) n. The hole made by boring; the cavity or

hollow of any firearm;—one who, or that which,

wearies by repetition or dulness.

Bore, (bor) n. [0. H. Ger. por, height, poran, to erect.]

A tidal flood of great height and force formed at the

mouths of some rivers ;—a sudden influx of the

tide.

Boreal, (bo'rS-al) a. [L. Boreas.] Northern ; pertain

ing to the north wind.

Boreas, (bore-as) n. A cold northerly wind; the

north wind

Borer, (bor'er) n. One who bores ; an instrument for

boring ;—a genus of worms that pierce wood.

Boring, (bor ing) n. The act of perforating ; specifically

the act of piercing the earth for water or minerals;—a

hole made by piercing. [related to carbon.

Boron, (bd'ron) n. An elementary substance, nearly

Borough, (buro) «. [A.-S. buruh, Ger. burg, from

A.-S. beorgan, to defend,] A fortified town or city ;

an incorporated town ; in England, a town or village

that sends members to parliament.

Borough-English, (bur'6-eng-glish) n. A customary

descent of estates to the youngest son or youngest

brother. [or sells the patronage of a borough.

Borough-monger, (burVmung-ger) n. One who buys

Borrow, (bor'o) v. t. [A.-S. borgian, from borh.

Sledge.] To take from another on trust, with the

ttention of returning or giving an equivalent for ;

—to take from another for one's own use ; to appro

priate :—imp. & pp. borrowed ; ppr. borrowing,

Borrower, (bor'ro-er) n. One who borrows.

Bort, (bort) n. Minute fragments of diamonds used

to make powder for lapidary work.

Boscage, (bosk'aj) n. [Ger. ousca, 0. Eng. buik, Eng.

6usA.] Wood; underwood; a thicket;—a landscape

representing thickets of wood

Bosh, (bosh)n. [Ger. boue, joke] Merc show ; empty

talk ; nonsense ; folly.

Bosk, (bosk) n. A thicket or small forest

Bosky, (bosk's) a. Woody; bushy; covered with

thickets or underwood.

Bosom, (boo'zum) n. [A.-S. b6wm, bdiem.] The

breast of a human being ;—the breast as the seat of

the passions and affections ;—embrace ; affectionate

inclosure ;—an ii inclosed place ; the interior ;—the

part of the dress worn upon the breast

Bosom, (boo'zum) v. t. To inclose in the bosom ; to

keep with care;—to hide from view:—imp. & pp.

bosomed ; ppr. bosoming. [of the sea.

Bosphorus, (bee'fo-rus) n. A narrow itrait or ami

Boss, (bos) n. [Ger. butz, butten, point, tip; bontn,

to beat.] A protuberant ornament on any work ; a

stud, a knob;—any protuberant part;—the enlarged

part of a shaft, on which a wheel is keyed;—a die

used for shaping metals ;—a foreman or super-

intendant. [stud.

Boss, (bos) v. t. To cover or ornament with bosses ; to

Bossy, (bos'se) a. Containing, or ornamented with,

bosses ; studded.

Botanic, (bO-tan'ik) a. Pertaining to plants, or to

their study and culture.

Botanicsily, (bo-tan'ik-aMe) adr. According to a

method or system of rearing or studying plants.
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Botanist, (bot'an-ist) n. One skilled in the knowledge

or culture of plants.

Botanize, (bot'an-Iz) r. i. To study plants : specifically,

to seek out and search for particular species, in any

district or country :—imp. & pp. botanized ; ppr.

"botanizing;.

Botany, (bot'a-ne) n. [G. botane, herb, from coat-tin,

\o feed.] The science which treats of the form,

structure, functions, and distribution of plants, and

classifies them accordingly.

Botch, (boch) n. [It. bozza, a swelling.] A large ulcer

ous affection ;—a patch of a garment ;—work done in

a bungling manner.

Botch, (boch) v. t. To mend or perform in a bungling

manner ;—to mark with botches :—imp. & pp. botched ;

ppr. botching.

Bot-fly, (bot'fli) n. An insect of many different species,

some of which are troublesome to domestic animals,

on which they deposit their eggs.

Both, (both) a. & pron. [A.-S. bd, MLI&, both the two.]

The one and the other ; the two.

Both, (both) eonj. As well as. It precedes the first

of two co-ordinate words or phrases, and is followed

by and before the other.

Bother, (boTH'er) r. t. To tease or perplex -.—imp. &

pp. bothered ; ppr. bothering.

Bother, (boTH'er) n. One who, or that which, bothers;

state of perplexity or annoyance. [perplexity.

Botheration, (boTH-er-.Yshun) n. Annoyance ; trouble;

Bothy, (both'e) n. A hnt or kitchen for farm servants.

Bots, (bets) 7i. pi. Small worms, larves of the bot-fly,

found in the intestines of horses.

bottle, (bot'l) n, [F. bouteille, botte, cask.] A hol

low vessel with a narrow mouth for holding liquors ;

—the contents of a bottle ;—a bundle of hay.

Bottle, (bot'l) r. (. To inclose in bottles :—imp. & pp.

bottled ; ppr. bottling.

Bottle-glass, (bot'1-plas) n. A coarse green glass.

Bottle-green, (bot'1-gren) n. A dark shade of green,

like that of a green glass-bottle.

Bottle-holder, (bot'1-hold-cr) n. One who aids a boxer,

by giving him refreshment and attention between

the rounds. [liquid into bottles.

Bottling, (bot1ing)n. The act of putting wine or other

Bottom, (bot'um) n. [A.-S. botm, Ger. bodrn, G.

bathus, deep.] The lowest part of any thing;—that

upon which a thing rests or is founded; foundation ;

base ;—low land formed by alluvial deposits along a

river; a dale: a valley;—the keel of a vessel, and

hence, the vessel itself; — power of endurance;

stamina ;—dregs or grounds.

Bottom, (bot'um) v. t. To found or build ;—to furnish

with a seat or bottom ;—v. i. To be based ; to rest

upon :—imp. & pp. bottomed ; ppr. bottoming.

Bottom-glade, (bot'um-glad) n. A low glade ; a valley ;

a dale. [alluvial deposits along a river.

Bottom-land, (bot'um-land) n. Low land formed by

Bottomless, (bot'um-les) a. Without a bottom ; hence,

fathomless.

Bottomry, (bot'um-re) n. [Prom bottom.] A contract

by which a ship is bound as security for the repay

ment of money advanced for its use.

Boudoir, (boo'dwar) n. [F.] A small private room,

usually a lady's.

Bough, (bow) n, [A. -S. boga, from betigan, bUgan,

to bow, bend.] An arm or large branch of a tree.

Bought, (bawt) n. A twist or knot: a bend; the

part of a sling that contains the stone.

Bougie, (boo'xhe) n. [F. from Bugxa, a town of

North Africa.] A long flexible instrument that is

introduced into the urethra, esophagus, &&, to

remove obstructions, or for other pur|>oses.

Beuilli, (booTje)n. [F.] Meat stewed with vegetables.

Boulevard, (booTvar) *. [F. from Ger. bdlhttrk, Eng.

bulwark.] A rampart ;—a street or promenade, on

the site of the ramparts, planted with trees.

Bounce, (bouns) v. i. [D. bonzm, lont, blow, L.

bombizart, from G. bombos, a hollow sound.} To leap

or spring suddenly ;—to beat or thump ;—to boast or

bully ;—v. t. To drive against suddenly and violently;

to jerk :—imp. & pp. bounced ; ppr. bouncing.

Bounce, (bouns) n. A sudden leap or bound;—a

heavy, sudden, blow or thump. [big.

Bouncer, (bouns'er) n. One who bounces ;—something

Bouncing, (bouns'ing) a. Stout ; plump and healthy ;

lusty. [gardly.

Bouncingly, (bouns'ing-le) adv. Boastfully ; brag-

Bound, (bound) n. [Arm. bonn, boundary, limit.]

External or limiting line of any object or space;

confine ; extent.

Bound, (bound) n. A leap ; a spring ; a jump.

Bound, (bound) v. i. To limit ; to terminate ; to fix

the furthest point or extension of;—to restrain; to

circumscribe ;—to mention the boundaries of;—v. i.

[L. bombut, G. bombos, a hollow, deep sound.] To

move forward by leaps; to jump; to spring;—to re

bound, as an elastic hall :—imp. & pp. bounded ; ppr.

bounding. [tending to go, drc.

Bound, (bound) a. Destined; tending; going, or in-

Boundary, (bound'a-re) n. A border or limit ;—that

which indicates or fixes a limit ; a visible mark ; a

march line.

Bounden, (bound'en) a. [From bind.] Made obligatory;

imposed as a duty; obligatory; binding.

Boundless, (bound 'les) a. Without bounds or confines;

infinite. [limitless.

Boundlessness, (bound'lcs-nes) n. The state of being

Bounteous, (boun'te-us) a. Disposed to give freely :

generous.

Bounteously, (boun'te-us-le) adv. Liberally; generously.

Bounteousness, ( boun'te-us-nes ) n. Liberality ;

munificence. [generous.

Bountiful, (boun'te-fool) a. Free in giving ; munificent;

Bountifully, (fcoun'te-fool-le) adv. in a bountiful

manner. [bouiitUul.

Bountifulneu, (boun'te-fool-nes) n. Quality of being

Bounty, (boun'te) n. [h. bonus, good.] Goodness;—

liberality ; munificence ;—that which is given liber

ally ;—a premium offered or given to encourage some

object.

Bouquet, (booTcfi) n. [F.] A nosegay; a bunch of

flowers ;—an agreeable perfume or aromatic odour.

Bourgeois, (bur'jois) n. A email kind of type, in size

between long primer and brevier.

(Bourgeois type.)

Bourgeois.(b«Vir'j6o-wa) 7i. [F.] A master-tradesman ; a

French citizen-

Bourgeon, (bur'jun) t\ i [F. bourgeonner.] To put

forth buds ; to shoot forth, as a branch.

Bourn, (born, boom) n. [F. corn*.] A bound: a

limit; hence, goal;—a stream or rivulet; a burn,—

figuratively, death.

Bourse, (boon) n. [F. from G. buna, akin, because

a purse was made of skin or leather.] The exchange,

especially the exchange in Paris.

Bout, (bout) n. [Same as O. Eng. bovgJit, bend.] A

conflict; contest; attempt; trial;—as much of an

action as is performed at one time ; a turn.

Bovine, (bo'vin) a. [L. bot, bovis, ox.] Pertaining

to cattle of the ox kind.

Bow, (bow) v.t. [A.-S. bUgan, bedgan, Go. bxugan,

Skr. bhudj, to be bent] To bend; to make crooked

or curved ;—to turn from a natural state or condition ;

—to incline the head or body in token of respect,

&c. ;—to depress, subdue or crush :—v. i. To beud or

incline through deference or respect;—to yield or sub

mit to force ;—to sink under pressure :—imp. & pp.

bowed; ppr. bowing.

Bow, (bow) h. An inclination of the head, or body,

in token of respect, civility, or submission ;—the

rounded part of a ship forward ; the stem or prow.
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Bow, (bo) n. Any thing bent, or in form of a curve ;

—e weapon, by means of which an arrow it pro

pelled;—any instrument or thing having a curved

farm, u a fiddle-stick.

Bow-chasera, (bd'chas-era) n. The guns pointed from

the bowB of a ship of war.

Bow-compasses, (bdlram-pas-ez) n. pi. A pair of

compasses, with an arched plate of metal riveted to

one of the legs, upon which the other leg slides;—

a small pair of compasses furnished with a bow-pen.

Bow-drill, ( Wdril) a, A drill worked by a bow and

string.

Bowel, (boWel) n. [L. bottllus, a small sausage.]

One of the intestines of an animal; an entrail; a

rut:—the interior part of any thing ;—chiefly pL the

teat of pity; tenderness ; compassion.

Bowel, (boWel) r. ». To take out the bowels of; to

tvtsosrate.

Bower, (bow'fr) n. [From bov, ] One who bows or

bends;—an anchor carried at the bow of a ship.

Bower, (bow'er) n. [A.-S. our, from bHan, to dwell.]

Anciently, a chamber ;—a country-seat; a cottage ;—

a shelter or covered place in a garden ; an arbour.

Bowery, (bow'er-e) a. Covering, as a bower; con

taining bowers.

Bow-hand, (bd'hand) n. The hand that holds the bow;

the left hand ;—the hand that draws the bow ; the

right hand.

Bowie-knife, (bdVnif) n. A peculiar kind of knife

*orn as a weapon—named from its inventor, Col.

Botrie.

Bowing, (btVing) n. Inclination ;—the art of handling

the bow in playing stringed instruments.

Bow-knot, (bVnot) n. A knot in which a portion of the

string is drawn through in the form of a loop or bow,

so as to be readily untied.

Bowl, (bol) n. [A. -3. boUa, any round vessel.] A con

cave vessel to hold liquors ;—the hollow part of any

thing.

Bowl, (bol) n. [L. bulla, any thing rounded by

art.] A ball used for rolling on a level surface in

play; a ball.

Bowl, (bol) r. (. To roll, as a bowl ;— v.i. To play

with bowl*;—to roll the ball on a level plane ;—to

move rapidly and smoothly, like a ball :—ittp. <fe pp.

bowled ; ppr. bowling.

Bowlder, (boTder) n. A large roundish pebble ;—a

mass of rock that has been transported by natural

agencies from its native bed :—also Boulder.

Bow-legged, (bd'legd) a. Having crooked legs.

Bswier, (boTer) n. One who plays at bowls ;—in

cricket, one who delivers the balls at the wicket.

Bowline, (bolin) «- A rope used to keep the weather

<dge of the sail tight forward, when the ship is close-

^ "ltd. fplaying at bowls.

••*^»sT**n*7» (bdl'ing-al-le) n. A covered place for

Bowling-green, (boTing-gren) n. A level piece of

sround kept smooth for bowling. [archer.

Bowman, (bowman) n. A man who uses a bow ; an

Bow-set, (bo'net) n. A contrivance for catching lobsters

saderawnah.

Bow-ear, (bow'or) n. The oar used by the bowman in

*boat ;—one who rows st the bow of a boat.

Bow-pen, (beVpen) a. A metallic ruling-pen, having

tha part which holds the ink bowed out toward the

middle.

Bow-taw, (bo'taw) n. A saw with a narrow blade set in

sotrong frame, and used for cutting carved forms

from wood. faccord-

Bowse, (bows) ». i. To pull or haul with one

Bow-shot, (bd'shot) n. The space which an arrow may

Cwhen shot from a bow.

prit, (bV/sprit) n. [Bow (of a ship) and tprit.]

* large spar which projects over the stem of a

vessel, to carry nil forward and to stay the

foremast.

Bowstring, (bo'*tring) n. The string of a bow;—a

string used by the Turks for strangling offenders.

Bowstring, (bo'string) v. t. To strangle with a bow-

string.

Bow-window, (Wwin-dS) n. A window projecting from

the plane of the building in a curved or rounded form.

Box, (boks)n. [A. -8. box, L. buxi*.] A small wooden

case or chest; a rectangular frame, square or oblong,

made of wood, tin, Ac. , and used to pack or preserve

goods, papers, money, die. ;—the contents of the chest

or case ;—au inclosed apace with seats in a place of

amusement;—a hut or temporary house for hunting

or shooting parties;—a cylindrical, hollow iron, used

in wheels, in which the axle-tree runs;—a hollow

tube in a pump, closed with a valve ; the bucket of a

lifting pump;—the driver's seat on a carriage;—a

present.

Box, (boles) n. A shrub flourishing in different parts

of the globe. The dwarf box is much used for borders

in gardens. [ear with the hand.

Box, (hoks) n. [G. pux, fist.] A blow on the head or

Box, (boks) v. t. To inclose in a box ;—to furnish with

boxes;—to strike with the hand or fist;—v.i. To

fight with the fist: — imp. & pp. boxed; ppr.

boxing. [pugilist.

Boxer, (boks'er) n. One who fights with his fist; a

Boxhaul, (bokslmwl) r. (. To wear a ship, when

close-hauled, round to the other tack;—imp. & pp.

boxhauled ; ppr. boxhauling,

Boxing-day, (boks'ing-du) n. The day after Christmas

when gifts are given. [called box.

Box-tree, (boks'trf) n. The tree variety of the plant

Box-wood, (boks'wood) n. The wood of the box-tree,

very hard and smooth, and much used by turners, <tc.

Boy, (boy) n. [Prov. Ger. bua, N. H. Ger. bube, L.

pupus. Arm. bugeL] A male child, from birth to the

age of puberty ; a lad. Sometimes used in contempt

or familiarity for a man. [age.

Boyhood, (boyliood) n. State of a boy, or of immature

Boyish, (boyish) a. Resembling a boy in manners

or opinions; childish; puerile.

Boyishly, (boy'ish-le) adv. In a boyish manner.

Boyishness, (boy'ish-nes) n. Manners or behaviour of

a boy.

Braccate, (brak'kat) a. [L. braecatus, from bracea,

breeches.] Furnished with feathers which conceal

the feet.

Brace, (bras) n. [L. brachium, arm.] A prop or

support, especially a piece of timber extending across

a corner from one piece of timber to another ;—that

which holds any thing tightly or firmly;—a vertical

curve line connecting two or more words or lines;

—a pair; a couple,—a thick strap which supports a

carnage on wheels ;—a rope reeved through a block

at the end of a yard, by which it is turned about;

—pi. straps that sustain pantaloons, etc. ; suspen

ders;—a bit-stock ;—state of being braced or tight

Brace, (bras) v. t. To furnish with braces; to

support ;—to tighten ; to put in a state of tension ;—

to move round by means of braces ;—to fortify or nerve

one's self:—imp. & pp. braced; ppr. bracing.

Bracelet, (bnis'let) n. [F. from L. brachium, arm.]

An ornament for the wrist;—a

piece of defensive armour for

the arm.

Bracer, (bras'er) n. That which

braces ; a hand or bandage

Brach, (brak) n. [F. brttqni] A

bitch of the hound kind. Bracelet.

Brachial, (brak'e-al) a. [L. brachium, arm.] belonging

to the arm;—of the nature of an arm; resembling

an arm.

Brachygraphy, (bra-kig'ra-fc) n. [G. brachut, short,

and oranftrin, to write. ] Art or practice of writing

in short-hand ; stenography. [tension.

Bracing, (brartng) n. Act of tightening ; state of
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Bracken, (brak'en) n. A coarse species of fern.

Bracket, (brak'et) n. [F. braquet, L. brachium, arm.]

A small projecting support fastened to a wall or

other surface;—short, crooked timbers, resembling

knees;—cheek of a mortar carriage, made of strong

plank ;—one of two hooks [ ], used to inclose a re

ference, explanation, note, Ac.—called also crotchet*.

Braoket, (brak'et) v. t. To place within or connect by

brackets :—imp, & pp. bracketed ; ppr. bracketing.

Bracketing, (brak'et-ing) n, A series of ribs or brackets

for supporting cornices, Ac. [from a side- wall.

Bracket-light, (brak'et-lit) n. A gas-light projecting

Brackish, (hrak'ish) a. [D. tn-ak; Gor. brad:] Saltish,

or salt in a moderate degree, as water.

Braokishness, (brak'ish-nes) n. Quality of being

brackish.

Bract, (brakt) n. [L. bract<a, a thin plate.] A small

leaf or scale, from the axil of which a flower proceeds.

Braoteal, (brakt'e-al) a. Furnished with bracts;

braetod.

Brad, (brad)n. [Dan. brand, prick.] A nail without

a head, fitted to be driven in below the surface.

Brad-awl, (brad'awl) n. An awl to make holes for

the insertion of brads.

Brag, (brag) v. i. [IceL bragga, to adorn, Ger.

prachen, to show.] To boast; to praise one's self, or

what belongs to one's self, in an ostentatious manner :

—imp. & pp. bragged j ppr. bragging.

Brag, (brag) n. A boast or boasting;—the thing

boasted of;—a game at cards.

Braggart, (braggart) n. [From brag, and ard, art,

kind. ] A boaster ; a vain fellow.

Braggart, (braggart) u. Boastful ; vainly ostentatious.

Bragger, (brag'er) a. One who brags ; a boaster.

Braggingly, (brag'ing-le) adv. Boastfully.

Brahma, (bra'ma) n. [9kr.] The first person in the

trinity of the Hindoos ; the creator.

Brahmin, (bra'min) n. A person of the upper or

sacerdotal caste among the Hindoos.

Brahminical, (bra-min'ik-al) a. Pertaining to tho

Brahmins, or to the religion of Brahma.

Brahminism, (bra'min-iun) n. The religion or doctrines

of the Brahmins.

Braid, (brad) v. t. [A.-S. b redan.] To weave or entwine

together; to plat ;—to mingle by rubbing in some

fluid or soft substance:—imp. ds pp. braided; ppr.

braiding.

Braid, (brad) n. A string, cord, band, or tape, formed

by weaving together different strands.

Brail, (brOl) n. [L. bracca.] A piece of leather to

bind up a hawk's wing ;—»£. ropes to haul up sails,

for the more ready furling of them.

Brail, (bral) v. t. To haul up, or truss up by the

brails:—imp. it pp. brailed; ppr. brailiog.

Brain, (bran) n. [A.-S. bragen.] Tho whitish soft

mass which occupies the upper cavity of the skull,

considered to be the centre of sensation and per

ception ;—the understanding ;—the anterior ganglion

in insects and other invertebrates. [destroy

Brain, (bran) v.t. To dash out the brains of; to

Brain-fever, (brin'fe-vgr) n. An inflammation of

the brain. [witless.

Brainless, (brinies) a. Without understanding;

Brain-sick, (bran'sik) a. Disordered in the under

standing, [sprouting of groin.

Braird, (brilrd) n. The springing up of seeds; the first

Brait, (brat) n. A rough diamond.

Brake, (brak) n. [L. Ger. brakt, D. brdgive, fern.] A

fern of different genera;—a place overgrown with

ferns or shrubs ; a thicket.

Brake, (brak) 7*. [From tho root of break.] An

instrument to break flax or hemp;—the handlo by

which a pump or fire-engino is worked ;—au inclosure

for horses ;—an instrument to hold them while being

shod ;—a curricle to train them ;—a harrow for

breaking clods ;—the mechanism by which an engine

is made to alter, turn, or stop ;—a piece of wood

pressed upon the circumference of a wheel to retard

or stop its motion. [brake or drag on railways.

Brakeman, (brak'man) n. One who works the

Braky, (brak'e) a. Full of brakes ; rough; thorny.

Bramah-press, (bra'ma-pres) n. A hydrostatic machine

for compressing goods, and raising great weights.

Bramble, (bram'bl) n. [A.-S. brimbel.) A species of

the genus /tubus, including the raspberry and black

berry ; a rough prickly shrub.

Brambly, (bxanVble) a. Full of brambles.

Bran, (bran) n. [F. & Sp, brcn.) The husk or outer

coat of the seed of wheat, rye, or other grain—often

applied to all refuse sifted out of flour or meaL

Branch, (bransh) n. [F. brancht, Ger. branke, claw.]

A limb; a bough growing from a stem, or from

another bough ;—a shooting from the main body ;

a ramification ;—a part of a body or system ; a section

or subdivision;—a line of family descent; a descendant;

—a commission given to a pilot ;—a chandelier.

Branch, (bransh) v. *. To snoot or spread in branches;

to ramify ;—to divide into parts or subdivisions ;—to

speak diffusively ; to diverge;—v.t. To divide as into

branches :—imp. A pp. branched ; ppr. branching.

Branchial, (braiig'ke-al) a. [G. bragchion, gilLJ Per

taining to, or performed by gills, as of fishes.

Branching, (bransh'ing) a. Shooting out; starting

from.

Branchiopods, (brangite-o-pods) n.pL [G. bragchion,

gill, and pou*, podos, foot] An order of Crustacea,

generally very minute—so named because their gills

are situated in their organs of locomotion.

Branchless, (bransh'les) a. Without branches or

shoots; without product or offspring.

Branchlet, (bransh'let) n. A little branch ; a twig.

Branchy, (bransb/e) a. Full of brandies.

Brand, (brand) n. [A.-S. brand, from brinnan, beornan,

to burn.] A burning or partly burnt piece of wood ;—a

sword, so called from its glittering brightness;—an

iron used for burning a mark on, as a cask, or a

criminal ;—a mark made by burning ; quality ; kind ,

stigma.

Brand, (brand) v. t. To impress with hot iron ;—to

fix a stamp or mark on ; to stigmatize :—imp. & pp.

branded ; ppr. branding.

Brand-goose, (brand'gous) n. A species of wild goose.

Brandied, (bran did) a. Flavoured or treated with

brandy. [brand with.

Branding-iron, (brand'ing-l-urn) n. An iron used to

Brandish, (brandish) v. (. [From brand.] To wave, as

a weapon ; to shake or flourish : — imp. it pp.

brandished; ppr. brandishing. [whip, drc.

Brandish, (brandish) n. A flourish as with a weapon.

Brandling, (brandling) n. A small red worm, used

as bait for fish. [the fire.

Brand-new, (brand'nu) a. Quite new, as if fresh from

Brandrith. (bran'drith) n. [F. brandir, to stop.] A

rail or fence around a well

Brandy, (bran'de) n, [O. Eng. brandtrine, Ger.

branlwfin, burned wine.] An ardent spirit distilled

from wine, husks of grapes and other ingredients—

often called cognac and uiu de vie. [a squabble.

Brangle, (brang'gl) n. [Buss, bran, war.] A wrangle;

Brangle, (brang'gl) v. i. To wrangle ; to dispute.

Brank, (brangk) n, [Probably of Celtic origin.] Buck-

wnab ;—a bridle for scolds.

Branlin, (bran'lin) n. A fish of the salmon kind,

called Jlngry, from several stripes and marks on its

sides. [bran.

Branny, (bran'no) a. Consisting of or resembling

Brash, (brash) a. [Ger. bartch, harsh.] Hasty in

temper ;—brittle.

Brash, (brash) n. A rash or eruption ;—refuse boughs

of trees ;—fragments of rocks underlying alluvial do-

posits ;—broken fragments of ice.

Brass, (bras) ft, [A.-S. bras.] A yellow alloy of copper
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and zinc .—impudence ; a brazen face ;—pi. utensils,

ornament*, or other articles made of brass ;—effigies

eat or engraved on brass on tombs or vaults.

Brass-band, (bras'band) n, A company of musicians

who perform on wind instruments of brass.

Brassa, (bras) n. [A.-S. bears.] The pale spotted

perch.

Brauet, (bras'set) n. An iron or steel head-piece.

Brass-foil, (bras'ibil) n. Dutch leaf, formed by beating

out plates of brass to great thinness.

Brtssiness, (bras/e-nes) n. Quality or appearance of

brass. [sheets.

Brass-leaf, (brasTef) n. Brass mado into very thin

Brassy, (bras'e) a. Pertaining to brass; hard as brass ;

the colour of brass ;—impudently bold.

Brat, (brat) n. [ A.-S. bratt, G. brut.] A child, so

called in contempt

Bravado. (bra-v&'do) n, [Sp. ornrada, F. bravade.]

Ad arrogant boast or brag ;—a boasting fellow.

Brave, (bray) a. [F. brave, Sp., Pg., and It. bravo.]

Courageous; bold; daring;—uniting boldness with

generosity and dignity ;—excellent ; noble.

Bnwe, (brav) ». A brave person ; specifically, an

Indian warrior ;—a boast or defiance.

BraTt, (brav) v. t. To encounter with courage and

for: it nft* ; to set at defiance ; to challenge ; to dare :

—tmp. ft pp. braved ; ppr. braving.

Bravely, (braVle) adv. Courageously ; gallantly.

Bravery, (brav'e.r-e) n. Courage; daring; fearlessness

of danger; undaunted spirit;—showy appearance;

ostentation ;—finery ; gaudiness.

Bravo, (bra'vo) n. A daring villain ; a bandit; an

assassin. [plau&e.

Bravo, (bra'vo) interj. Well done 1 expressive of ap-

Bravura, (bra-vdo'ra) n. fit.) An air with florid

graces, spirited, but difficult of execution.

Brawl, (brawl) v. t. [P. brailler.] To quarrel

noisily;—to complain loudly ;—to roar, as water.

Brawl, (brawl) n. A noisy quarrel; loud angry*

contention.

Brawler, (brawler) n. A noisy fellow: a wrangler.

Brawn, (brawn) n. [O. H. Ger. brdto.) The flesh of

a boar;—full strong muscles; muscular strength;—

pork salted and spiced, and made into sausage.

Brawainesa, (brawn'e-nea) n. Quality of being brawny.

Brawny (brawn'e) a. Having large strong muscles.

Bray, (bra) v. t. [P. brayer.] To pound, beat, or

grind small ;—to utter with a harsh grating sound ;

—* i To utter- a harsh cry, as an ass ;—to make a

grating noise:—imp. & pp. brayed; ppr. braying.

Bray, (bra) n. The harsh sound of an ass; any

grating sound. [spreading ink.

Brayer, (bra'cr) n. An instrument for mixing or

Braze, fbraz) v.t. [P. bnuer.] To solder with an

alloy of brass and zinc ;—to cover or ornament with

brass. [impudent

Brazen, (bra'zn) a. Pertaining to or made of brass ;—

Braces, (bra'zn) i\ t. To be impudent ; to face out ;

to put on a bold defiant front [excess; shameless.

Brazen-faced, (bra'zn-fast) a. Impudent; bold to

Brazenly, (bra zn-le) adv. In a bold, impudent manner.

Brazier, (ora'xher) n. An artificer in brass ;—a pan

to bold live coals:—sometimes Brasier.

Brazil-nut, (bra-zil'nut) n. The nut of a large South

American fruit-tree.

Brazilwood, (bra-oTwood) n. [Pg. trara.] A very heavy

wood, of a red colour, growing in tropical countries,

and used for dyeing red.

Breach, (brech)n. [A.-S. brice, F. breche, Ger. ©retire.]

Act of breaking, or state of being broken ; rup

ture ;—the gap or opening made by breaking ; chasm ;

—a violation or infraction of law, obligation, or tie ;

transgreaiion ; infringement ; — a breaking up of

friendly relations ; difference; disruption.

Breach, (br6ch) v. t. To make an opening in the walls

by means of artillery.

 

Bread-fruit.

Breach-battery, (lirech'bat-ter-e) n. A battery raised

against the face or .salient angle of a bastion, for

making a breach.

Bread, (bred) n. [A.-S. breads breotan, to bTeak.]

Food made of flour or meal ; —provisions in general ;

subsistence ; maintenance.

Bread-corn, (bred'korn) n. Corn or grain of which

bread is made, as wheat, rye, &c.

Bread-fruit, (bred'frut) n. The fruit of a tree found

in the isles of the Pacific. When

baked it somewhat resembles bread,

and is eaten as food. The name b j

also applied to the troe.

Bread-stuff, (bred'stuf) n. Bread-corn;'

meal; flour. ij

Breadth, (bredth) n. TA.-S. brado.

from br&d, broad.] Distance from \

side to side; width; — quality ofJ

having colours, shadows, and arrange

ment of objects, broad and massive, .

to produce an impression of large

ness and grandeur.

Break, (brak) v. t. [A.-S. fcritan, L. frangere, Q.

phraseOf to break.] To part, divide, or rend by

force ;—to burst or open by violence ;—to pierce as

light through a cloud ;—to make a gap in, as a wall ;—

to subdue, as the spirit ;—to impair, as the strength ;

—to train, as a horse ;—to crack, as the skin ;—to

open, as an abscess ;—to infringe, as a law ;—to vio

late, as an obligation ;—to disclose, as intelligence ;—

to terminate, as friendship;—to lessen the force of,

as a fall or blow ;—to make bankrupt ;—to cashier

or dismiss ;—v. i. To part;—to come to pieces ;—to

burst asunder ;—to open ;—to shine forth ;—to dawn ;

—to fail in health, business, Ac. ;—to issue with

violence ;—to fall out :—imp. broke; pp. broke or

broken; ppr. breaking.

Break, (brak) u. [A.-S. brae.] An opening mado

by force;—an interruption; a pause;—a dash indicat

ing a suspension or stoppage of the meaning;—tho

first appearing of light in the morning ;—a carriage,

used for training horses.

Breakable, (brak'a-bl) a. Capable of being broken.

Breakage, (brak'fij) n. A breaking;—an allowance for

things broken in transportation.

Break-down, (brak'down) ft. Act of breaking down,

as of a carriage ;—a riotous dance, terminating a ball

Breaker, (brak'er) n. One who or that which breaks ;

—a transgressor;—a small flat water cask used in

boats;—a pier or mound which breaks the force of

the waves ; generally pi. waves breaking into foam

on the shore or sunken rocks.

Breakfast, (brek'fast) n. The first meal in the day.

Breakfast, (brek'fast) v. t. To break one's fast in the

morning;—v. t. To furnish with the morning meal ;

—imp. &. pp. breakfasted; ppr. breakfasting.

Break-neck, (brak'nek) ft, A Bteep place endangering

the neck.

Break-neck, (brak'nek) a. Producing danger of a

broken neck ; hazardous.

Breakwater, (brak'waw-ter) n. Any structure or

contrivance to break the force of waves.

Bream, (brem) n. [F. brime.] A fish inhabiting lakes

and deep water, insipid, and little valued.

Bream, (brem) v. f. To burn rubbish, as grass, sea

weed, Ac, off from a ship's bottom.

Breast, (brest) n. [A.-S. breost.] The fore part of tlio

body, between the neck and the belly; the bosom;

—the corresponding part in an animal ;—the pro

tuberant glands in females, in which milk is secreted;

—the seat of the affections and passions; the heart

Breast, (brest) v. t. To meet with the breast; manfully

to oppose or struggle against.

Breast-band, (bresfband) «. A belt of canvas passed

round the body of the man who heaves the lead

in sounding
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Breast-bone, (brest'bon) n. The bone to which the ribs

are attached ; the sternum.

Breast-deep, (brest'dfip) a. As high as, or reaching up

to, the breast.

Breast-hook, (bresfhook) n. A piece of timber in the

form of a knee, placed across the stem of a ship.

Breasting, (hre*t'iug) n. The curved channel in which

a breast-wheel turns. [on the breast.

Breast-knot, (brest'not) n. A knot of ribbons worn

Breastpin, (breet'pin) n. A pin worn for a fasten

ing, or for ornament, on the breast.

Breastplate, (brest pUt) n. Defensive armour worn

upon the breast;—a strap across

a horse's breast ;—a part of th«

vestment of the high priest of

the Jews, consisting of a rich

embroidered stuff set with twelve

precious stones, on which were

engraved the names of the twelve

tribes.

Breast-plough, (brest'plow) n. A

- kind of plough used for cutting

turf.

Breast-rail, (brest'ral) n. The upper rail of a balcony

or of the breastwork on a quarter-deck.

Breast-whsel, (brest'hwSl) tu A water-wheel which

receives the stream of water at

about half its height.

Breastwork, (brest'wurk) n. A

defensive earth-work breast-high:

—a railing on the quarter-deck

and forecastle ;—a protection on

a balcony, or parapet on a

bridge.

Breath, (breth) ». [A. -3. ftrarrfA.]

Air respired ;—act or power of Uresst-wheeL

breathing naturally or freely;—time to breathe;

respite;—a single respiration, or the time of making

it : an instant ; a word ;—a very slight breeze.

Breathable, (breTH a-bl) a. Capable of being breathed.

Breathe, (breTii) v. t. To inhale and expel from the

mouth and lungs;—to iafuse or inspire, as life,

courage, fcc. ;—to emit or exhale, as odour, <fca ;

—to utter; to disclose;—to sound, as a wind instru

ment;—to put out of breath, as by violent exercise;

—f, i To inhale and emit air; hence, to live;—

to take breath; to rest:—imp. & pp. breathed; ppr.

breathing.

Breathing, (brBTit'ing) n. Respiration ;—air in gentle

motion ;—any gentle influence or operation ;—aspira

tion ; secret prayer;—exercise;—utterance ;—breath

ing place;—respite;—a mark placed over a vowel,

giving it the force aud sound of h [pired

Breathless, (breth'les) a. Out of breath;—dead; ex-

Breathlessaess, (breth'les-nes) n. State of being

breathless, or exhausted.

Breociated, (brek'se-at-ed) a. Consisting of angular

fragments cemented together.

Breeoh, (brech) n. The lower and hinder part of the

body ;—the hinder part of any thing, especially of a

fire-arm, behind the bottom of the bore.

Breach, (brech) v. t. To pat into breeches;—to

whip on the breech ;—to fasten with breeching:—imp.

& pp. breeched ; ppr. breeching.

Breeohea. (brich'ez) n. pi. [A.-S. broc, L. bracea.] 'A

garment worn by men, covering the hips and thighs.

Breeching, (brech'ing) n. That part of the harness

which comes round the breech of a horse;—a strong

rop • f. i-t mod to a cannon, to prevent it from recoiling

when fired ;—a whipping.

Breech-loading, (brt-ch'lod-ing) a. Inserting the charge

at the breech instead of by ttie muzzle.

Breed, (bred) v.t. [A.-S. br'idun, biydiaw, to beat.] To

procreate; to beget ; to hatch;—to nurse and foster;—

to instruct ; to form by education ;—to produce ; to

originate ;—v. t. To bear and nourish young ;—to

be generated, or grow before birth ;—to be produced :

—imp. & pp. bred ; ppr. breeding.

Breed, (bred) n. A progeny from the same stock :

—a race of men or animals which have an alliance

by nativity, or distinctive qualities in common ;

—progeny; offspring—applied to other things than

animals.

Breeder, (bred'er) n.. One who or that which produces,

or brings up; specifically, one who rears a particular

species of cattle, horses, fowls, &c.

Breeding, (bred'ing) n. The act of producing ;—the

rearing of live stock from one species, or by crossing

or intermingling ;—nurture ; formation of manners ;

—good manners ; behaviour or deportment.

Breeze, (brez) n. [Sp. Mm.) A light wind ; a gentle

gale ;—an excited state of leeling; a quarrel.

Breeze, (brez) v. i. To blow gently.

Breeze-fly, (breVfli) n. (A.-S, briosa.] A fly of various

species, noted for buzzing about animals, and tor

menting them by sucking their blood ;—the gad-fly ;

the bot-fly.

Breezeless, (brC-zles) a. Still ; calm ; motionless.

Breezy, (brez/e) a. Fanned with gentle winds or

breezes ;—exposed to frequent changes of air.

Brent, (brent) n. A brand-goose.

Brent, (brent) a. Burnt ;—high ; steep.

Brest-summer, (brest'sum-mer) n. A beam placed

breast-wise to support a superincumbent wall.

Brethren, (breru'reu) n. pi It is used almost ex

clusively in solemn and scriptural language in the

place of brother*.

Brett, (bret) n. A long four-wheeled pleasure-carriage,

with a calash top, ami seats for four, besides a driver's

seat.

Breve, (brev) n. [L. brevis, short] A note equivalent

to two semibreves, or four minims <3;—a brief;—a,

curved mark [■—j used to indicate the short quantity

of a vowel.

Brevet, (bre-vef) n. [F., from L. brevis, short.] A

royal warrant granting a privilege, title, or dignity ;—

a commission to an officer which entitles him to an

honorary rank in the army above his actual rank and.

j»y-

Brevet, (bre-vet") r. t. To confer rank or title upon.

Breviary, (bre've-ar-e) n. [L. brevis, short.] An

abridgment ; a conipend ; an epitome ; a brief account

or summary ;—a book containing the daily service of

the Roman Catholic and Greek church.

Brevier, (bre-vCrO n. A printing type in size be

tween bourgeois and minion.

(Brevier type.)

Breviped, (brevVped) a. [L. brevis, short, and ywz,

foot. ] Having short legs, as certain birds.

Brevipennate, (brev'e-pen-at) a. [L. brevis, short,

and penna, wing.] Short-winged— applied to a division

of birds, including the ostrich, cassowary, swan, <&c

Brevity, (brevVte) n. [I* brevis, short ] Shortness of

duration ;—contraction into few words ; conciseness.

Brew, (bnio) v. t. [A.-S. breovan.) To boil or seethe;

—to prepare, as a liquor, from malt and hops, or

other materials, by steeping, boiling, and fermenta

tion ;—to contrive; to plot;—v. i. To perform the

business of brewing ;—to be in a state of preparation :

to be forming or gathering; to be impending:—imp.

& pp. brewed ; ppr. brewing.

Brew,(brcHJ)». The liquid compound made by mingling

and boiling. Scot, broiett.

Brewage, (brou'aj) n. Malt liquor; drink brewed.

Brewery, (broo'c.r-e) n. The building and apparatus

for brewing.

Brewing, (browing) n. The act or process of preparing

liquora from malt aud hops, fcc, ;—the quantity brewed

at once.

Brewis, (broo'is) n. [A.-S. britc.] Broth ; pottage ;—

bread soaked in gravy.
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The art of building with

[the art of laying bricki.

A structure of bricks;—

A place where bricks

Sriarsaa, (bri-a're-an) a. Pertaining to, or resembling,

firiareus, a fabulous giant with a hundred hands;

beoce, many handed

Bribe, (brib) a. [F. bribe, a hunch of bread.] A

gift, place, or faTour offered or bestowed, with a Tiew

to influence the judgment and conduct ;—that which

seduces; allurement.

Bribe, (brib) v.t. To influence or corrupt by gifts ;—

to tain by favours rendered or promised:—imp. & pp.

bribed, ppr. bribing.

Bribery, (brib'er-e) n- Act or practice of giving or

receiving favours corruptly or illegally.

Brick, (brik) n. {Armor, prick, clayey, pri, day.] Clay

tad sand tempered with water, moulded into regular

forms, dried in the sun, and usually burnt ;—bricks

collectively ;—a loaf shaped like a brick.

Brisk, (brik) v. t. To lay or pave with bricks :—imp.

& pp. bricked ; ppr. bricking.

Brickbat, (brik 'bat) n. A piece or fragment of a brick.

Brick-kiln, (brik'kil) n. A kiln in which bricks are

baked or burnt. [bricks.

Brick-layer, (brikTa-er) n. One who builds with

Brick-laying, (brikli-ing) a.

bricks.

Bnck-work, (brik'wnrk) n.

Brick-yard, (brik'yard) r

sramade.

Bridal, (brid'al) a. [From bride.] Belonging to a

bride or to a wedding ; nuptial ; connubial

Bridal, (brid'al) n. The nuptial festival; marriage.

Bride, (brid) n. [A.-S. Oryd, Qw. Oraut.] A woman

recently married ;—a woman contracted to be married.

I Bride-cake, (bridTtik) n. Cake made for the guests

at a wedding. | incut.

Bnse-chamber, (brid'cham-ber) n. The nuptial apart-

Bridegroom, (brid'grwiu) n. [A. -8. bryd, bride, and

evsta, man.] A man newly married, or about to be

married. [on a bride at her wedding.

Brides-maid, (briaVmad) n. A woman who attends

Bndes-xnan, (bridz'man) n. A man who attends

upon a bridegroom and bride at their marriage.

Bridewell, (brid'wel) it. A house of correction—so

called from a hospital near St. Bride's or Bridget'*

**li, in London, subsequently turned into a work

house.

Bridge, (brij) n, [A.-S. brjjeg, Ger. briicke.] A structure

erected to make a continuous roadway over a water

course, ravine, railroad, or the like ;—something ana

logous as a support for the strings of a violin ; the bony

part of the nose, iic.

Bridge, (brn) v. t. To build a bridge or bridges over;

hence, to connect ; to lessen the distance between :

—isy. Jt pp. bridged ; ppr. bridging.

BridgiAg-joist, (brij'ing-joist) n. A joist sustained

"> trausTerse beams below—a binding-joint.

Bridle, (bridl) a. [A. -8. bridel, F. bride.] An in

strument with which a horse is governed; —a curb;

i check;—part of a gun-lock ;—a short cable with

| a swivel to enable a ship, when moored, to veer

with the wind and tide.

j Bridle, (brfdl) v. t. To put a bridle upon ;—to guide,

•t govern ; to curb, or control ;—r. i. To hold up

! tae bead, and draw in the chin, as an expression of

pride, scorn, or resentment .—imp. &. pp. bridled ; ppr.

aciiing. [the bridle in riding.

Bridie-hand, (brifdl-hand) n. The hand which holds

Brails-path, (bri'dl-path) n. A path or way for

travellers on hone-back.

Bndoon, (brfdoOn) «. [F. bridon.] Tho snaffle and

rein of a military bridle.

Brief, (brtf) a. [L. oreri*, short] Short in dura

tion ,—short in expression; concise ; succinct.

Brief, (brtf) a. A short writiug ; a statement in few

words ;—an abridgment of a client's case for instruc

tion of counsel, hence, to give a brie/, to engage

counsel .-a writ. *

 

Brig.

Briefless, (brefles) a. Having no brief; without clients.

Briefly, (brcfle) adv. Concisely ; in few words.

Briefness, (brefnee) n. Shortness ; conciseness in dis

course or writing.

Brier, (bri'er)n. [A.-S. brctr, brir, Ir. ortar.] A prickly

plant or shrub;—the sweet-brier and the wild-brier,

species of the rose :—also Briar.

Briery, (bri'sr-e)a. Full of briers; rough; thorny.

Brig, (brig) n. (Abbreviation of briguntine.] A vessel

with two masts, square-rigged.

Brigade, (brig'ad) n. [F. brigade.

It. brigata, a contending troop-,

from F. brigue, It briga,

quarrel.] A division of troojM

commanded by a general officer,

and consisting of an indeter

minate number of regiments or

battalions.

Brigade, (brig'ad) r. t. To form into a brigade, or into

brigade* :—imp. dt pp. brigaded; ppr. brigading.

Brigadier-general, (brig'a-der-jen'er-al) n. [V. bri

gade.] The general officer who commands a brigade,

in rank next below a major-general : — generally

Brigadier.

Brigand, (brig'and) n. [F. brigand, TV. brigant, from

brig, top, hill.] A lawless fellow who lives by plunder;

a robber; a freebooter; a highwayman.

Brigandage, (brig'and-aj) n. The! t ; robbery ; plunder.

Brigantine, (brig'an-tin) n. [F. brigantin, a piratical

vessel.] A light, two-masted vessel without a deck.

Bright, (brit) «. [A.-S. beorkt, brxht, Skr. bhr&dth,

to shine. J Shining ; full of light or splendour ; spark

ling ;—transparent ; clear; hence, evidentornianifest;

—illustrious; glorious ; — having mental activity ;

quick; keen;—full of promise or hope; cheerful;

radiant.

Brighten, (brit'n) r. t. To make bright or brighter ;

—to make illustrious, or more distinguished ;—to

shed light upon ; to illumine ;—to make cheerful ;—

to make acute or witty ;—v. i. To grow bright, or

more bright ;—to clear up :—imp. & pp. brightened ;

ppr. brightening. [vividly.

Brightly, (brit'Te) adv. Splendidly ; luminously ;

Brightness, (brit'nes) n. The quality of being bright ;

—acuteness, applied to the faculties ; sharp or ready

wit [kidneys.

Bright s Disease, (hrtta'diz-ez) ft A disease of the

Brill, (bril) n. A fish like the Turbot, much esteemed

as food.

Brilliancy, (bril yan-se) n. Great brightness, whether in

a literal or tropical sense ; splendour.

Brilliant, (bnl'yant) a. [F. britter, to sparkle, L.

berytlut, a precious stone.] Sparkling with lustre:

glittering;—distinguished by qualities which excite

admiration : splendid : shining.

Brilliant, (bril'yant) n. A diamond cut with facets to

refract the light in a sparkling manner.

Brillante. (bril'lant-a) a. [It] Brisk and lively in

spirit and manner.

Brilliantly, (bril'yant-le) adv. Splendidly ; radiantly.

Brim, (brim) n. [A.-S. brymme.] Rim or border of

any thing ; edge or margin.

Brim, (brim) r. i. To be full to the brim. [full.

Brimful, (brim'fool) a. Full to the brim ; completely

Brimmer, (brim'cr) n. A cup full to the brim.

Brimming, (brun'ing) a. Full to the brim ; hence,

exu berant.

Brimstone, (brim'ston) n. [A.-S. bryne, a burning

fire, and stone.] A hard, brittle, inflammable sub

stance, of a lemon colour ; sulphur.

Brinded, (brind'ed) a. [A.-S. 6^man,toburn.] Hav

ing different colours; variegated; streaked; tabby.

Brindle, (brind'l) n. The state of being brinded;

spottedness.

Brindled, (brindld) a. Spotted ; variegated.

Brine, (brin) ». [A.-S. bryne, from byrnan, to bum.]
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Water impregnated with salt;—the ocean or sea;

—tears, so called from their saltness.

Brine-pan or Brine-pit, (brin'pan) n. A pit of salt

water, for forming salt by evaporation.

Brine-spring, (brin'spring) n, A spring of salt water.

Bring, (bring) v. t. [A -8. bringan, Go. briggan.) To

carry; to fetch; to convey from one person or placo

to another ;—to draw in ; to induoe ; to prevail on ;

to influence :—imp. & pp. brought ; ppr. bringing.

Bringer, (bring'er) n. One who brings or conveys.

Brinish, (brin'iah) a. Like brine; slightly salt; saltish.

Brinishness, (brin'ish-nes) n. Saltnees; the quality of

being saltish.

Brink, (bringk) ft. [Dan. and Bw. brink, W. oryn, hilL)

Edge, margin, or border of a steep place, as of a pre

cipice ; verge. [salt.

Bnny, (brin'e) a. Pertaining to brine, or to the sea ;

Brisk, (brisk) a. [W. 6rys, quick.] Full of liveliness

and activity;—full of spirit or life;—effervescing, as

liquors.

Brisket, (brisket) n. [F. brtchtt, breast-bone.] Tho

breast of an animal, or that part of the breast that lies

next to the ribs.

Briskly, (briskle) adv. Actively; with life and spirit.

Briskness, (brisk'nes) n. Liveliness; vivacity;—

effervescence of liquors.

Bristle, (bris'sl) n. [A.-3. bristl and byrtt.] A short,

stiff, coarse hair, as of swine ;—a species of pubes

cence on plants. In form of stiff roundish hair.

Bristle, (bris'sl) v. t. To erect the bristles of;—to

fix a bristle to ;—v. i. To rise or stand erect, like

bristles;—hence, to raise the head and strut :—imp.

& pp. bristled ; ppr. bristling.

Bristly, (brirte) a. Thick set with bristles, or with

hairs resembling bristles ; rough ; fierce.

Bristol-board, (bris'tol-bdrd) n. A fine pasteboard made

with a smooth and sometimes glazed surface.

Bristol-brick, (bris'tol-brik) n. A sort of brick used

for cleaning steel.

Bristol-atone, (bria'tol-ston) n. Rock crystal, or crys

tals of quarts, found near Bristol.

Britannia-metal, (bre-tan'ne-a-met'al) n. A metallic

compound or alloy, consisting of 100 parts of block-

tin, with 8 of antimony, 2 of bismuth, and 2 ofcopper.

Britannic, (bre-tan'ik)a. Pertaining to Britain, in its

present use to Great Britain. [its inhabitants.

British, (brit'ish) a. Pertaining to Great Britain or

British-gum, (brit'ish-gum) ft. A substance of a

brownish colour, soluble in cold water, formed by

heating dry starch at a temperature of about 600*

Fahr. , and used in stiffening goods.

British-lion, (british-li-uu) n. The emblem of Great

Britain.

Briton, (brit'un) ft. An inhabitant of Great Britain.

Brittle, (brit'l) a. [A.-S breotan, to break.] Easily

broken ; apt to break ; fragile.

Brittleness. (britl-nes) n. Aptness to break ; fragility.

Britzska, (britaTta, bris'ka) a. [Rum. brittlJea.] A

long carriage with a calash top, and a couch in place

of seats.

Broach, (broch) ft. [F. broehe. It brocco, a peg.] A

spit ;—a tool of steel, generally tapering, for smooth

ing or enlarging holes in metal ;—a brooch.

Broach, (broch) v. t. To pieioe, as with a spit ;—to

tap, as a cask, in order to draw the liquor ; hence, to

let out ;—to open for the first time, as stores :—to

make public ; to give out :—imp. & pp. broached ;

ppr. broaching. [or utters opinions.

Bro&cher, (broch'er) n. A spit;—one who first opens

Broad, (brawd) a. [A.-S. br&d.) Wide; extended

from side to side ;—diffused ;—large ; ample ; com

prehensive ; coarse ; gross.

Broad-axe, (brawd'aka) ft. An axe with a broad edge

for hewing timber ;—an ancient military weapon.

Broad-brim, (brawd'brini) n. A hat like those worn by

the Friends or Quakers ;—a Quaker.

Broadcast, (brawdleast) n. A casting seed from, the

hand in sowing.

Broadcast, (brawdxast) adv. By scattering widely

at large from the hand.

Broadcast, (bravrd'kast) a. Dispersed with the hand.

as seed in sowing ;—widely spread or diffused.

Broad Church, (brawd'church) n. A body of men

holding liberal or comprehensive views of Christian

doctrine and fellowship—an influential portion of the

Church of England.

Broadcloth, (brawdtloth) n. A fine woollen cloth

for men's garments, exceeding 29 inches in width.

Broaden, (brawd'n) v.i. To grow broad ;—v. t. To make

broad ; to render more comprehensive.

Broad-guage, (brawd'gBj) n. A wide distance (usually

6 or 7 feet) between the rails on a railway, the narrow

gauge being four feet eight inches and a half.

Broadiah, (brawd'Uh) a. Bather broad; moderately

broad.

Broadly, (brawdle) adv. Widely; extensively; generally.

Broadness, (brawd'nes) ft. Extent from side to aide;

large width.

Broad-pennant, (brawd'pen-ant) n. A square piece

of bunting carried at the mast-head of a commodore'a

vessel. [country or state.

Broad-seal, (brawd'sel) ft. The public seal of a

Broadside, (brawdatd) n. The whole outer surface

of the side of a ship above the water ;—a discharge of

all the guns on one side of a ship at the same time ;

—a paper containing one large page, or printed on one

side only.

Broadsword, fbrawd'sord) n. A sword with a broad

blade and a cutting edge :—Scot claymore.

Brocade, (bro-kad') ft. [It. broccart, to prick.] Silk

stuffvariegated with gold, silver, or flowers, Ac. ;—any

stuff with raised flowers or other ornamentation.

Brocaded, (bro-kad'ed) a. Worked, as brocade;—dressed

in brocade.

Broccoli, (brok'o-le) n. [It broceolo, sprout.] A

variety of the cauliflower, esteemed best in early

winter or spring.

Brochure, (hro-shoor*) ft. [F. brocher, to stitch.]

A printed and stitched work containing a few leaves ;

a pamphlet.

Brock, (brok) ft. [A.-S. broe.) A badger.

Brocket, (brok'et) n. A red deer two years old

Brod, (brod) v. t. [IceL brodd.) To prick; to probe ;

to spur ; to incite.

Brogue, (brdg)n. [Ir. & Gael, brog.] A stout, coarse

shoe ;—a corrupt dialect or manner of pronunciation,

especially Irish.

Broider, (broid'er) v. t. [F. broder.] To adorn with

figured needle-work :—imp. & pp. broidered; ppr.

broidering.

Broil, (broil) ft, [Celtic origin: W. brog.] A noisy

quarrel ; contention between individuals or in the

state; fray ; tumult ; altercation.

Broil, (broil) v. t. To dress or cook over coals or on a

gridiron ;—v. i. To be subjected to heat; to perspire

through heat :—imp. & pp. broiled ; ppr. broiling.

Broiler, (broil'er) n. One who excites broils ;—a grid

iron.

Broke, (brok) v. i. To transact business for anothor.

Broken, (broOtn) a. [From break.] Parted by violence;

—weak; infirm;—subdued; humbled; contrite.

Broken-hearted, (bro-knliart-ed) a. Crushed by grief

or despair.

Brokenly, (brOTcn-lo) adv. In a broken, interrupted

manner.

Broken-winded, (brolcn-wind-ed) a. Having short or

disordered respiration.

Broker, (brd'ker) n. [O. Eng. oroccur.) One who

transacts business for another; an agent employed to

effect bargains and contract* between others for a

compensation.

Brokerage, (brolter-aj) n. The business of a broker ;—
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the fee or commission for transacting business as a

broker :—sometimes Brocage or Brokage.

Broma, (bro'ma) n. [G. brfana, food.] Aliment ;—a

chocolate preparation from the seeds or beans of the

cocoa. [oxygen.

Bromic, (bro'mik) a. Compounded of bromine and

Bromide, (bro'mid) n. A compound of bromine with

a metallic or combustible base.

Bromine, (bro'mln) n. [G. bromos.) One ofthe elements,

related in its chemical qualities to chlorine and

mhos. Tor ramifications of the windpipe.

Bronchial, (brong'ke-al) a . Belonging to the bronchia,

Bronchitis, (brong-ki'tis) n. An inflammation of the

bronchi or tubes which convey air to the lungs.

Brenchoeele, (bronglto-sel) n. [G. brongehot, windpipe,

sod HU, tumor.] A morbid enlargement of the

thyroid gland.

Bronehotomy, (brong-kot'6-me) n. [G. brongehos, wind

pipe, and tovit, a cutting.] An incision into the

windpipe or larynx

Brontology, (bron-tol'o-je) n. [G. brontf, thunder, and

iogot, speech.] A discourse on thunder.

Bronze, (brouz) n. [It. ttruno, brown.] An alloy of

copper with tin or zinc ;—a statue, medal, or other

work, of art cast in bronze ;—a brown colour ; the

colour of bronze.

Bronze, (bronz) v.t. To giro the appearance of bronze ;

to make brown, or of the colour of bronze :—to make

hard or unfeeling : — imp. &. pp. bronzed : ppr.

Bronzing. [use of copper dust, Ac.

Breezing, (bronz'ing) n. The art ofimitating bronze by

Brooch, (broch) n. An ornament in various forms,

with a pin or loop for attaching it to a garment

—usually worn, on the breast ;—a painting all of one

colour.

Brood, (brood) v. i. [A. -8. brdd.] To sit on and cover

eggi or young, as a fowl ;—to remain In anxious

thought . to muse ;—v. t. To sit over, cover, and

cherish .—imp. A pp. brooded ; ppr. brooding.

Brood, (brood) n. Offspring ; progeny ;—that which is

brad or produced.

Brook, (brook) n. fA.-S. brdc.] A small natural

mwm or current flowing from a spring or fountain ;

a rivulet

Brook, (brwk) v. t. [A. -8. ftrHcan, to eat, G. brucho,

to grind. ] To bear ; to endure ; to support ; to suffer

insult or injury.

Brooklet (brooklet) n. A small brook.

Brooky. (brook'e) a. Abounding with little streams

or rivulets.

Broom, (broom) n. [A.-S. ordm.] A genus of legu

minous plants ;—a besom or brush with a handle for

*»e*ping floors, Ac.

Broom-corn, (broom'korn) n. A species of Sorghum

or Guinea-corn, bearing a head of which brooms are

nude.

Broomstick, (broom'otik) n. The handle of a broom.

(broom'e) a. Full of broom; consisting of

. (brcz) n. A Scotch dish made by pouring a

hot liquid over oat meal or pease meal, and stirring

it to consistency.

Broth, (broth) n. [A.-S. brrxfh, from breovan, to brew.]

Water in which flesh has been boiled with vegetables

or herbs, and barley or rice.

Brothel, (broTH'el) n. [Bordet, a hut, from Go. batord.]

A house of ill-fame.

Brother. (bruTir*er) *. [A. -8. brdtttor, L. /rater. The

common plural is brother*; in solemn speech brethren

is used.] He who is born of the same father and

Bother with another ;—one closely united to another

by some common tie or interest ;—one who resembles

soother in manners or traits of character.

Brotherhood, (bru7H'er-bo6d) n. State of being a

brother ;—en association for any purpose ; a frater

nity ;—* class of the same profession or occupation.

 

Brother-in-law. '(bniTHVr-in-law) n. The brother of

a husband or wife ; also, a sister's husband.

Brotherliness, (bruTH'er-le-nes) n. State of being

brotherly.

Brotherly, (bruTH'er-le) a. Pertaining to brothers;

becoming brothers ; kind ; affectionate.

Brougham, (broom) n. A kind of two-wheeled or

four-wheeled carriage.

Brow, (brow) n. [A.-S. &rdt>,

Skr. bhra.] The ridge over the

eye, with the hair that covers

it ;—the forehead ;—the edge of a

steep place.

Browbeat, fbrow'bet) v. t. To bear *

down with stern looks or ar- Brougham.

rogant assertions ; to intimidate ; to bully : — imp.

browbeat ; pp. browbeaten ; ppr. browbeating.

Browbeating, (brow-bet'ing) n. Overbearing or bully

ing with arrogant and violent language.

Brown, (brown) n. A dark colour inclining to red or

yellow, the mixture of red, black, and yellow.

Brown, (brown) o. [The root is A.-S. beornan, Eng.

bur,,.} Of a dark or dusky colour, of various shades,

inclining to red or yellow.

Brown, (brown) r. t. To make brown ; to giro a brown

colour to :—imp. & pp. browned ; ppr. browning.

Brown-bread, (brown'bred) n. A coarse wheaten bread

made of unbolted meal;—bread made of wheat or rye,

mixed with Indian meal [soldier*.

Brown-bill, (brown'bil) n. An ancient weapon for foot

Brown-coal, (brownIt61) n. Wood-coal or lignite.

Brownie, (brown'e) *. A fairy ; a good-natured spirit,

supposed to perform domestic services by night.

Browning, (brown ing) n. Process of imparting a brown

colour to gun barrels, die. ;—a process in cookery.

Brownish, (brown'ish) a. Somewhat brown ; inclined.

to brown.

Browniat, (brown'ist) n. A follower of Robert Brown,

who in the 16th century, seceded from the Church of

England, and taught Independency,

Brownness, (brown'nes) n. Quality of being brown.

Brown-spar, (brown'spar) n. A magnesian carbonate

of lime, tinged by oxide of iron and manganese.

Brown-stout, (brown'stout) n. A superior kind of

porter. [serious reverie.

Brown-study, (brown'stud-e) n. Mental abstraction ;

Browse, (brows) v. t. To eat or nibble off, as the ends

of branches of trees, shrubs, Ac. ;—v. i. To feed on

the tender shoots of shrubs or trees; to graze:—

imp. A pp. browsed ; ppr. browsing.

Browse, (browz) n. [Armor, brow, sprout] The

tender branches of trees and shrubs, fit for the

food of cattle ; succulent pasture.

Bruin, (brooln) n. [D. bruin, brown, from his col

our. ] A bear.

Bruise, (brooz) v. t. [A.-S. orysan, Ir. & Gael bris,

to break,] To injure or crush, as by collision of, or

against, a solid body;—to injure a part of ; to con

tuse ; to crush or reduce to fragments ;—to fight

with the fists; to box;—imp. & pp. bruised; ppr.

bruising.

Bruise, (brooz) n. A hurt or injury to the flesh of

animals, to plants, or other bodies; a contusion.

Bruiser, (broor/er) n. A boxer.

Bruise-wort, (broOr/wurt) n. A plant; thecomfrey.

Bruising, (broor/ing) «. The act of crushing ;—the art

of boxing.

Bruit, (broot)*. [F. brv.it.] Report; rumour; fame.

Bruit, (broot) v. t. To report ; to noise abroad :—

imp. A pp. bruited; ppr. bruiting.

Brumal, (broo'mal) a. [L. bruma, winter.] Belonging

to the winter. rbrown or dark complexion.

Brunette, (broo-netf) n. [F. I/run.] A woman with a

Brunt, (brunt) n. [A.-S. brent, boiling.] The heat,

or utmost violence, of an onset;—the force of a

blow; shook.
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Brush, (bmah) «. [0. H. Ger. ' burtta, bristle.] An

instrument of bristles, kc, used for removing dust,

laving on colour*, <tc. ;— branches of trees lopped

off; brush-wood ;—a thicket of ahrube or small trees ;

—a skirmish; a slight encounter;—the bushy tail of

the fox or squirrel.

Brush, (brush) r. (. To apply a brush to ;—to remove,

gather, or sweep away ;—v. i. To move nimbly ;—to

skim over with slight contact :—imp. & pp. brushed ;

ppr. brushing, [brush ; shagginess.

Brushiness, (brush'e-nes) n. Quality of resembling a

Brushing, (brush'ing) a. Light ; brisk.

Brush-wheel, (brush'hwei) n. A wheel without teeth,

used in light machinery for polishing metals, <tc.

Brush-wood, (brush'wood) ti. A thicket or coppice of

small trees and shrubs ;—small branches cut from

trees. [shaggy.

Brushy, (brush'e) a. Resembling a brush ; rough ;

Brusque, (brusk)a. [F.] Rude, abrupt in manners.

Brussels-sprouts, (brus'selz-sprowts) n. pi. Small

green heads sprouting from an upright stem ; a species

of cabbage.

Brustle, (brusH) r. i. fA-S. brattlian, from b*rstant

to burst.] To crackle ; to make a rustling noise ; to

vapour, as a bully :—imp. & pp. brusUed ; ppr.

brustling. [savage ; cruel ; inhuman.

Brutalj (brou'tal) a. Pertaining to or like a brute;

Brutality, (broo-tal'e-te) «, Inhumanity; savageness;

cruelty.

Brutalize, (broo'tal-iz) v. t. To make brutal, coarse,

or cruel :—imp. &. pp. brutalized ; ppr. brutalizing.

Brutally, (broo'tal-le) adv. In a brutal manner;

cruelly.

Brute, (broot) a. [L. brutua.] Senseless ; unconscious ;

—irrational; savage; ferocious.

Brute, (broot) tu A beast ; any animal destitute of

reason ;—a low-bred unfeeling person.

Brutify, (brod'te-fi) v. t. [L. brutut, brute, and

faecre, to make.] To make a brute of;—to render

stupid, senseless, or unfeeling:—imp. & pp. brutified;

ppr- brutifying.

Brutish, (brootlsh) o. Pertaining to or resembling a

brute; having the qualities or characteristics of brutes,

inhuman; ferocious; sensual; bestial. [fiercely.

Brutishly, (broot'ish-le) adv. Stupidly; coarsely;

Brutishness, (broot'ish-nes) n. Stupidity; insensibility;

savageness. [or actions of a brute.

Brutism, (broot'izm) n. The characteristic- qualities

Bryony, (bri'c-ne) n. [G. brudni.] A genus of climb

ing punts of different species.

Bubble, (bubl) n, [D. bobbel, L. bulla.] A small

vcsiol s of water or other fluid inflated with air ;—

any thing that wants firmness or solidity ; a delusive

scheme; a dishonest speculation.

Bubble, (bubl) v.i. To rise in bubbles ;—to run with

a gurgling noise ;—v. t. To cheat ; to impose on ;—

imp. & pp. bubbled ; ppr. bubbling.

Bubbler, (bub'ler) n. One who cheats ;—a kind of

flali so called from the singular grunting noise which

it makes.

Bubbly, (buttle) a. Abounding in bubbles ; bubbling.

Bubo, (bu'bo) 7i. [G. boubdn, the groin.] The groin*

—an inflammation in the groin or armpit;—the horned

owl.

Bubonocele, (bihbon'o-Bel) u. [G. boubdn, groin, and

kite, tumour.] A tumour in the groin : inguinal

rupture. [round shape.

Bubulca, (bu-Viul'ka) n. A flat fresh-water fish of a

Buccal, (buk'kal) a. [L, bucca, cheek-] Pertaining

to the cheek.

Buccaneer, (bukVner) n. [F. boucanier.] A pirate;

a sea-robber—applied especially to the piratical ad

venturers who formerly infested the West Indies.

Buccinal, (buk'siu-al) a. [L. buccina.) Trumpet-

shaped or sounding like a horn.

Succinite, (buk'sin-lt) n. Fossil remains or petri

 

factions of the shells called Buccinum;—univalve

shells, called from their shape trumpet shells.

Bucentaur, (bu-sen'tar) n. [G. bout, ox, and ken-

tauros, centaur.] A fabulous monster, half ox and

half man.

Bucephalus, (bu-sefa-lus) n. An animal of the gazelle

tribe ;—the horse of Alexander the Great ; any noted

steed. [bladder :—often Bucku.

Buchu, (lju'ku) h. A plant used for diseases of the

Bucholzite, (buk'ulz-it) n. A hard mineral of fibrous

structure, and spotted black and white.

Buck, (buk) ji. [L. Ger. bate, probably from bbkt,

beech.] Lye in which cloth is soaked in bleaching;

the liquor in whicb clothes are washed ;—the cloth

or clothes soaked or washed.

Buck, (buk) v. t. To soak or steep in lye ; to wash in

lye or suds ;—to break up or pulverize, as ores.

Buck, (buk) n. [A-S. oversows.]

The male of the fallow deer,

goat, sheep, rabbit, and hare ;—

a fop ; a dandy ; a gay dashing

young fellow.

Buck-basket, (buk'bas-ket) n. A

basket in which clothes are

carried to the washing.

Bucket, (buk'et) n. [A.-S. ftuc, Buck.

F. baqutt, tub.] A vessel for drawing or carrying

water or other liquids ; one of the cavities on the rim

of a water-wheel ;—the float of a paddle-wheel

Buckeye, (buk'i) n. A tree indigenous in the Western

States of America.

Bucking, (buk'ing) n. Soaking clothes in lye ;—the

liquor in which clothes are steeped for bleaching.

Buckish, (buk'ish) a. Pertaining to a buck, or to

gay young fellows; foppish.

Buckle, (buk'kl) a. |L. hurra, cheek.] A metallic

link, with a tongue or catch attached to a belt or

strap, used for fastening things together;—a curl, or

a state of being curled or crisped, as hair.

Buckle, (buk'kl) v.i. To fasten with a buckle;—to

prepare for action ; to set stoutly to work ;—to con

fine :—r. t. To bend ; to bow ;—to struggle ; to con

tend :—imp. k. pp. buckled ; ppr. buckling.

Buckler, (bulr/lgr) n. A kind of shield, anciently nsed

in war.

Buck-mast, (buk'mast) v. [Scot, buck, beech, and

matt.) The mast or fruit of the beech-tree.

Buckra, (buk'ra) n. A white man; master—a term

used by the blacks of the African coast, the West

Indies, and the Southern States.

Buckra, (buk'ra) a. White; as, buckra yam.

Buckram, (buk'ram) n. [F. bovgran.) A coarse linen

cloth stiffened with glue. [precise.

Buckram, (buk'ram) a. Made of buckram;—stiff;

Buckskin, (buk'skin) n. The skin of a buck ; a kind

of leather :—pl. breeches made of buckskin.

Buckstall, (buk'stal) n. A toil or net to take deer.

Buckthorn, (buk'thom) n. A genus of plants of many

species, [vehicle.

Buck-waggon, (buk'wag-un) «, A rude four-wheeled

Buckwheat, (bukliwet) n. A plant and an edible

grain, the flour of which is much used for cakes.

Bucolic, (bu-kol'ik) a. [G. boukolo»t cowherd.] Re

lating to the life and occupation of a shepherd;

pastoral ; rustic.

Bucolic, (bu-kol'ik) «. A pastoral poem, representing

rural affairs.

Bud, (bud) n. [D. bot, H. Ger. butzc, F. bouton, G.

phuo, to plant] A shoot or outgrowth; a protuber

ance containing the rudiments of leaves or flowers ;—

an unexpanded branch or flower;—a prominence on

certain animals of inferior grades, which grows into

an animal, as a bud grows into a flower.

Bud, (bud) t>. i. To put forth buds ;—to begin to grow ;

to issue from a stock in the manner of a bad, as »

horn;—to be in bloom, or growing like a young plant;
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—r. t. To insert the bud of a plant under the

berk of another tree, for the purpose of raising a

species of fruit different from that of the stock;—to

inoculate ; to graft :— imp. & pp. budded ; ppr.

badding.

Buddhism, (budlzm) n. The doctrine taught by the

Hindu sage, surnamed Buddha, in the 6th century

B.C., and adopted a* a religion by the greater part

of Central and Eastern Asia and the Indian Islands.

Buddhist, (bud ist) n. A votary of Buddhism.

Buddhist, (bud'ist) a. Relating to, or connected with,

Buddhism, or its founder.

Bedding-, (bud'dtng) n. The act of putting forth buds;

the set of inserting a bud of one tree under the bark

of another for propagation.

Buddie, (bud'dl) a. A square frame of boards used in

washing mineral ore,

Bade-light, (budlit) n. [From Bude, the residence

of the inventor.] An intense white light produced

by burning a purified coal-gas in a compound Argand

lamp of a peculiar construction.

Boiga, (buj) v.t. [F. bougtr, to stir, move.] To

move off; to stir ; to wag :—imp. & pp. budged ; ppr.

budging.

Bodge, (buj) n. fL. bulga.] Lambskin fur, used as

*n edging to scholastic habits.

Budge, (buj) a. Lined with budge ; hence, scholastic ;

—austere or at iff ;—brisk : stirring.

Budget, (buj'et) n. (F. bongette, N. bouge.] A bag

or sack, with its contents;—a stock or store;—the

annual financial statement made in the House of

Commons by tlie Chancellor of the Exchequer.

Budlet, (bud'let) n. A little bud or shoot.

Buff, (buf) a. [F. bauf, beef, O. Eng. buffe.] A

leather prepared from the skin of the buffalo, oxen,

elks, and other animals, dressed in oil:—a military

coat mads of buff-skin or leather ;—a colour between

light pink and light yellow ;—a grayish viscid coat or

crust on diseased blood ;—the bare skin.

Buff, (buf) a. Made of buff leather ;—of the colour of

buff leather ; between light pink and light yellow.

Buffalo, (buffa-lo) n. [L. buculus, G. boubalos, a

wiid ox.] A kind of wild

ox found in most of the

warmer countries of the

•astern continent;—applied

to animals of the bovine

genus, and frequently to the

■ml

Buffalo-robe, (baffa-16-rob) n.

Tbe skin of the bison, or so-

eatted buffalo, of North

America, prepared with the hair on.

Boffer, (buffer) n. A cushion, or apparatus to

deaden the concussion be

tween a moving body and

one on which it strikes, as

at the ends of a railway

carriage.

Bufftt. (buffet) n. (F. buffet,

Sp. l-ujia.] A cupboard, side

board, or closet, at one side Buffer.

of a room, for the display of plate, china, and other

like articles ;—a refreshment bar or table.

Buffet, (buffet) n. |F. buffe. It. buffetto.] A blow

with the hand ; a cuff;—violent force or resistance,

as of winds and waves.

Buffet, (buffet) v. t. To beat; to cuff;—to contend

against .—». i. To play at boxing ;—to make one's way

bj exertion or contention:—imp. & pp. buffeted;

ppr, batfttmt.

Buffeter, (buffet-er) n. One who buffets : a boxer.

Buff-tiag, (buffet-ing) n. Striking with tho hand;

opposition ; contention.

Buffo, (buffo) H. [It] An Italian comic singer.

Buffo©*, (ouMoon') n. [It buffa, Sp. buff, joke,
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trine] A man who amuses by tricks, antic gestures,

jokes, and other pleasantries; a droll; a mimic; a

clown.

Buffoonery, (buf-foon'sr-e) n. The arts and practices

of a buffoon; low jests, ridiculous pranks; vulgar

tricks and postures.

Buttbonish. (buf-foon'ish) a. Like a buffoon.

Buffy, (bufe) a. Resembling buff on the blood;—of

the colour of buff.

Bug, (bug) n. [W. bu;g.] An insect ofmany species;

especially an hemipterous insect of the genus Cinux,

having a beaked or sucking mouth.

Bugbear, (bug'bar) n, [W. bwg, bu>, a terrifying ob

ject.] Something frightful, as a spectre; any thing

imaginary that frightens.

Buggy, (bug's) a. Abounding with bugs.

Buggy, (bug'e) ft, A light one-horse chaise, usually

with one seat, and without a calash top.

Bugle, (bu'gl) "■ IW. bugail, F. beugler.) A horn;

a musical wind instrument used in hunting or in

a military band. [bead.

Bugle, (bu'gl) n. [Ger. biigel.] An elongated glass

Bugle, (bu'gl) n. IF.') A deciduous herbaceous plant,

a native of Europe, used in medicine.

Bugloss, (bu'glos) u. [G. bous, ox, and gldssa, tongue.]

A plant used in dyeing and colouring ; ox-tongue.

Buhl, (bul) n. [Boute, a French carver in wood. J

Figure work ;—unburnished gold, braes, mother of

pearl, &c, wrought or inlaid into wood, tortoise

shell, i.ie.

Buhr-stone, (bur'ston) n. [0. Eng. our.] A variety

of flinty quartz, valuable for mill-stones.

Build, (bild) v. t. [A.-S. byldun, from bold, house.]

To frame, construct, and raise, as an edifice or

fabric of any kind; to frame or shape into a par

ticular mould or form;—to raise on any support or

foundation;—to increase and strengthen; to settle

or establish ; — v. t. To practise building ;—to rest

or depend for support:—imp. & pp. built; ppr.

building.

Build, (bild) ft, Form or mode of construction ; Bhape;

figure.

Builder, (bild'gr) n. One who builds.

Building, (bild'ing) n. Act of constructing, erect-

i ing, or establishing ;—architecture ;—a thing built,

' as a house, church, Sic.

Bulb, (bulb) n. [L. bulbut, G. botbos, W. bal.) A

round or spherical body ;—a bud or cluster of

partially developed leaves, growing from a plant

(usually below the ground), and producing a stem

above, and roots below, as in the onion ;—pro

tuberance on a stem, as the bulb of a thermometer;

a knob; a projection. [bear.] Producing bulbs.

Bulbiferous, (bulb-ifer-us)a. [L. bulbus, aud ferre, to

Bulbous, (bulb'us) a. Having or containing bulbs;

growing from bulbs ; protuberant ; knobby.

Bulbul, (bul'bul) n. The nightingale of the Persians.

Bulchin, (bool'shiii) n. A young male calf.

Bulge, (bulj) n. [A.-S. bdlg, W. bicig,] The pro

tuberant part of a cask ; protuberance ;—the bilge of

a vesseL

Bulge, (bulj) r. t. To Bwell or jut out; to be pro

tuberant ;—to bilge, as a ship.

Bulging, (bulj'ing) a. Swelling; protuberant

Bulk, (bulk) n. [IceL balka, W. butg.] Magnitude of

material substance ; <limensions ; size ; moss ; — the

majority; the largest or principal portion ;—the whole

cargo of a ship when stowed.

Bulker, (bulk'cr) ft. A person employed to ascertain

the capacity of goods, so as to fix the amount of

freight or ebore-dues to which they are liable.

Bulk-head, (bulklied) n. A partition in a ship, made

with boards, «tc, , to form separate compartments.

Bulkinest, (bulke-nes) n. Greatness In bulk, size, or

stature. [large.

Bulky, (bulk's) a. Of great bulk or dimensions -
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Boll, (bool) n. [A.-S. Mian, to roar.] Tha male of

any bovine quadruped ; hence, the male of any large

quadruped, as the elephant ;—Tauru*, one of tho

twelve signs of the zodiac ; — in stock-brolung, one

who nominally buys shares for delivery on a future

day at a certain price, speculating on their rising in

value before the day.

Bull, (boOl) n. [L. bulla, It. holla, F. bulle.) The

seal appended to the edicts and briefs of the Pope ;—

an edict or rescript of the pope containing some de

cree, order, or decision ;—an apparent congruity, but

real incongruity, of ideas;—a verbal blunder or con

tradiction ; a misnomer.

Bull-baitins;, (buol'bat-ing) n. The practice of baiting

or exciting bulls with dogs. (beef.

Bull-beef, (bool Wf) n. The flesh of a bull; coarse

Bull-calf, (booj'kaf) n. A male calf ;—a stupid fellow.

Bull-dog, (btxil'dog) n. A variety of dog of remark

able ferocity and courage— so

named, probably, from being

employed in baiting bulls, or

from the size of the head.

Bullet, (bool'let) n. [F. boule,

ball.] A small ball; especially

one of lead, to be disc ha

from small fire-anus.

Bullet-proof, (bool'let-proof) ». Bull-dog.

Capable of resisting the force of a bullet.

Bulletin, (bool'le-tin) n. [F. bulletin, It. bolla.] An

official report ; es])ecially a military or medical report;

—a brief statemeut of facts issued by authority;—any

public announcement of news recently received.

Bulletin-board, (bool'le-tin-bord) n. A board on which

announcements of news are put up.

Bull-fight, (bool'fit) n. A combat with a bull—the

favourite national pastime in Spain.

Bull-finch, (boolfinsh) n. A singing-bird allied to

the gross-beak, having the breast,

cheeks, and throat of a crimson colour.

Bull-frog, (bool'frog) n. A large spe

cies of frog, found in North America.

Itmakesaloud noise, whence its nam*.

Bull-head, (buc-l'hed) n. A fish of the

genus Cottu*;—* stupid fellow ; — i

small black water insect.

Bullion, (bool'yuu) n. [L. bulla.} Un

coined gold or silver in the mass:— Bull-finch.

gold and silver coin; the whole stock of the precious

metals in the bank.

Bullion-office, (boolyun-of-ns) n. An office in the

Bank of England for transactions in bullion.

Bullish, (bool'ish) a. Having tbo nature of a bull;—

bluudering.

Bullock, (buollok) n. [A.-S. bulluca.] A young bull

or male of the ox kind ;—an ox.

Bull's-eye, (boolzl) n. An oval wooden block without

sheaves, having a groove around it, and a hole

through it ;—a thick piece of glasa inserted in a deck,

roof, &c, to let in light;—any circular opening for

air or light;—a policeman's lantern, with a thick glass

reflector on one side ;—the cetitro of a target;—a

thick knob left on a sheet of plate-glass by the end

of the pipe through which it was blown ;—an old-

fashioned watch.

Bull-trout, (bool'trout) n. A Bpecies of trout larger

than the common kind, and, like the salmon, ascend

ing rivers periodically to spawn.

Bully, (boole) n. [O. Kng.] A noisy blustering

fellow more insolent than courageous ; a quarrelsome

person.

Bully, (bool'e) v. (. To insult with noise and blustering

menaces ; to treat with insolence ; — v. i. To bo

noisy and quarrelsome :—iinp. & pp. bullied; pyr.

bullying, [in wet land or water.

Bulrush, (booi'ruah) n. A large kind of rush growing

Bulwark, (boOl'werk) n. pj. H. Gor. pol6n, to hurl.

■-hml allied t

w

and Oer. verk, defence.] An ontwork for defence;

a bastion ; a rampart ;—any means of defence ; a

screen or ■belter;—pL tho sides of a ship above the

upper deck. [to protect.

Bulwark, (bool'werk) v. t. To fortify with a rampart;

Bum, (bum) v. t. To make a noise like a bee.

Bumbail iff, (bum-bal'if) n. An under bailiff.

Bumble-bee, (bum'bl-bfi) n. [O. Eng. bumble, to hum,

and bee.] A large bee, sometimes called huvible-bet.

Bumboat, (bum'bot) n. A clumsy boat, used for con

veying provisions, fruit, dec, for sale, to vessels lving

in port or off shore.

Buxokin, (minikin) n. [From boom and kin.] A

piece of timber projecting from the bow of a vessel

to haul the foretack to ; also from tho quarter for tho

standing part of the main brace ;—-a small outrigger

over the stern of a boat.to extend tbo mizzen.

Bummer, (bum'er) n. A houseless vagrant;—a forager;

a soldier who wanders in search of food and plunder.

Bump, (bump) n. A thump; a heavy blow;—«,

-swelling or protuberance ;—pi. the natural swellings

■n the cranium or skull, supposed to indicate the

mental qualities, affections, and propensities of the

individual.

Bump, (bump) v. t. [Ger. barmen, to strike.] To

strike, as with or against any thing large or solid ;

—to thump ; to beat ;—r.i. To make a heavy, or hol

low noise :—imp. li pp. bumped; pj/r. bumping.

Bumper, (bump'gr) n. A cup or glass filled to tho

brim.

Bumpkin, (bumpTcin) n. [W. pump o ddyn, a largo

heavy man.] An awkward heavy rustic; a clown or

country lout. [cake.

Bun, (bun) n. [Scot bun, Sp, bunuelo.] A small sweet-

Bunch, (bunsh) n, [Icel. btinki, W. puny, Dan.

bunke.] A protuberance; a hunch ; a knob or lump ;

—a collection, cluster, or tuft, properly of things of

the same kind, growing or fastened together.

Bunch, (bunsh) v.i. To swell out; to gather round;

to become protuberant;—v. t. To form or tie in a

bunch or bunches. [fulness ; protuberance.

Buncbineaa, (bunsh'e-nes) n. Thickness; roundness;

Bunchy, (bunsh e) a. Swelling out; growing in

bunches or tufts.

Bundle, (bun'dl) n. [A.-S. byndel, from bindan, to

bind.] A number of things bound together ; any

thing made into a package convenient for handling

or conveyance ; a parcel ; a roll.

Bundle, (bun'dl) v. t. To tie or bind in a bundle or

roll ; to put up together ;—v. i. To set off in a bivrry ;

to proceed confusedly ;—imp. & pp. bundled ; ppr.

bundling.

Bundle-pillar, (bun'dl-pil-ar) n. A column or pier,

with others of small dimensions attached to it.

Bung, (bung) n. [0. H. Ger. phung, Go. pugg, F.

bondon.] The stopper of the orifice in the bilge of &

cask. [close up.

Bung, (bung) v. t. To stop the orifice in a cask ; to

Bungalow, (bung'ga-lo) n. [Bengalee bdngld.} Tbo

country house of a Euro

pean iu India, of a single

floor and thatched, but of

slight materials.

Bung-hole, (bung'bdl) n.

The hole in a cask tlirough

which it is filled.

Bungle, (bung'gl) v. i. To

act or work in a clumsy,

awkward manner; to mis

manage ;—v. t. To make

or mend clumsily; to botch; Bungalow.

—imp. & pp. bungled ; ppr. bungling.

Bungle, (bung'gl) n. A clumsy performance; a mis

take; a gross blunder.

Bungler, (bung glgr) n. A clumsy, awkward workman;

an unskilful person; a blunderer.
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Bungling, (bang'gling) a. Unskilful ; Awkward;

elnmry ;—clumsily or unskilfully dona

Bunrlui{ly. (bung-gling-le) adv. Clumsily; awkwardly.

lank, (bangk) n. [Sw. bunk-?, A.-S. bunt.] A wooden

me or box, which serves for a seat in the day-time,

tod for a bed at night ;—one of a series of berths or

bed-places arranged in vertical tiers.

Bunker, (bangk ?r) n. A bin or receptacle for various

thingi, ss coals, «fcc [show.

Bunkum, (bungk'um) n. Speech-making for mere

Bunion, (bun'yun) n, [Scot, bunyan, O. £ng. bunny,

* until swelling.] An enlargement and inflamma

tion of the small membranous aac at the inside of

ti» ball of the great toe. [belly of a sail.

Bant, (bunt) n. [Uer. bund.) The middle part or

But, (bunt) v. i. To swell out ;—to push with the

bora; to butt

Banting, (bunting) n. [Got. bunt] A bird of differ

ent •pecies, of the genua Bmberita;—a thin woollen

■tuff, of which the flags and signals of ships are made.

BonUine, (bunt'lin) n. One of the ropes fastened

to cringles in the foot-rope of a sail, used to haul

it up.

Booy,(boy) n. [D.boey.] A float; especially a float

ing mark to point out the position

of objects beneath the water, or

the proper direction for sailing.

Biey, (boy) v.L To keep afloat;

-4o keep from sinking ; — to fix

boors to ; to mark by buoys ;—

* i To float ; to rise by specific

tifntoees .—imp. <fc pp. buoyed ; ppr. buoying.

Booyage, (boy'aj) n. Buoys taken collectively

providing of buoys.

Bnsyaacy, (boy 'an -so) it. The quality of floating;

ipecac lightness ;—the requisite gravity to suspend

in the air or he on the surface of water ;—lightueae of

■pint; vivacity.

Buoyant, (boyant) a. Floating ; light ; elastic ;—having

tos quality of rising or floating in a fluid ;—bearing

op, as a fluid ;—vivacious ; cheerful [manner.

Barytntly, (boy ant-le) adv. In a light, lively, cheerful

EurDot (bur but) n. [F. barbote, from barb?, beard.]

A fish of the genus Qadus, shaped like an eel,

hiring beards on the nose and chin.

Burdtlais, (bur'de-la) n. A species of coarse grape.

Borden, (bur'dn) n. [A. -8. byrdhtn, Go. oourtAn.]

That which is borne or carried ;—any thing grievous,

veuuome, or oppressive;—a fixed quantity; load;

•eight ; freight ;—the capacity of a ship to hold goods;

 

Buoy.

the

, (bur'dn) n. [F. bourdon, great bell, L. burdo,

drone] The verse repeated in a song; refrain ; the

xuin topic or theme.

Birdea, (bur'dn) v. t. To lay a heavy load on;- -to

I oppress with any thing grievous or trying; to sur-

^*ff» :—imp, to pp. burdened; ppr. burdening.

Baritooua, (bura\n-us) o. Heavy to be borne ; cum-

^w«me. [oppressive ; heavy ; fatiguing.

Burdensome, (bur'dn-sum) a. Grievous to be borne ;

Btrdenaomely, ( bur'dn-sum-le) adv. In a weary,

jreroua, oppressing manner. [oppressiveness.

Sunitnsomeneas, ( iiur dn-sura-nes) n. Heaviness ;

Burdock, (faurdok) n. A genus of weeds having a

rough, brutly leaf.

Bureau, (bu-rd) r.. [F. bureau, desk, burr, drugget]

A desk or writing table with drawers for papers ;

-*n office for business ;—a particular department of

the public service;—the body of otficers in such de

partment ;—a cheat of drawers for holding clothes, &c

Buresncraey, (bu-rd'kra-se) n. [F. bureau and G.

*?9tr>n, to govern.] A system in which the busi-

&*■ of government is carried on in departments, each

cinder the control of a chief.

Burg, (burg) n. [A. -8.] A fortified town ;—a borough

ptaaessing certain privileges.

Burgage, (burgaj) n. [L. burgagium.] A tenure by

which houses or lands are held of the king or lord

of a borough at a certain rent, or by service of

" watch and ward." [of perfume.

Burgamot, (burga-mot) a. A variety of pear ;—a kind

Burgeon, (bur'jun) v.i. [F. bourgeon,] To bud.

Burgess, (bufjes) w. [F. bourgeois, from bourg,

borough.] An inhabitant, citizen, or freeman of a

borough ;—a representative of a borough ;—a magis

trate of a borough.

Burghal, (burgal) a. Belonging to a burgh.

Burgher, (burger) n. [From burgh,] An inhabitant

or freeman of a burgh or borough ;—pi. the name of

a sect of seceders from the Church of Scotland.

Burglar, (burg'lgr) n. [Burg and L. latro. J One who

breaks and enters a house with intent to commit a

felony. [breaking and robbery.

Burglarious, (burgOa-re-us) a. Pertaining to house-

Burglariously, (burg-l.Vre-us-le) adv. With intent to

commit burglary ; in the manner of a burglar.

Burglary, (bnrg'la-ie) n. The breaking and entering a

house with intent to commit felony.

Burgomaster, (burg'd-mas-ter) n. [L. burgus, and

Eng. matter, D. burgemeetter. ] A chief magistrate

of a town in Holland and Germany ;—an aquatic

bird ; the glaucous gulL

Burgonet, (burg'o-net) n. [F. bourguignotte.] A hel

met, with a small visor, first used in Burgundy.

Burgout, (bur-goo') n. A kind of gruel made on

board ship. [so called from Burgundy, in France.

Burgundy, (bur'gun-de) n. A superior kind of wine—

Burgundy-pitch, (bur'gun-de-pich) n. Turpentine

from which the essential oil has been distilled.

Burial, (ber'e-al) n. [From burg.] Act of burying;

funeral solemnity ; sepulture ; interment

Burial-place, (bgre-al-plas) n. A place appropriated

to the burial of the dead ; a grave-yard;—tie precise

spot where one is buried.

Burin, (burin) n. [O. H. Gar. bora, borer, ooron, cor-

jau. to bore. ] An engraver's tool, made to produce a

sharp cutting point;—a graver;—manner or at vie of

an engraver.

Burke, (bin k) v. t. [From an Irishman who com

mitted the crime In 1829.] To murder secretly

and without external marks of violence, so as to

sell the corpse for the purpose of dissection ;—to dis

pose of quietly ;—to put a sudden end to ;—imp. &

pp. burked; ppr. burking.

Burl, (burl) v. t [V. bourreUt, Sp. borla, tassel.] To

dress, as cloth, by fulling;—to pick knots, loose

threads, Ac, from, in finishing cloth.

Burl, (burl) n. A knot or lump in thread or cloth.

Burlap, (burlap) n. A kind of coarse linen fabric.

Burler, (Imrl'er) n. A dreaser of cloth.

Burlesque, (bur-leslr/) a. [It. 6uW«*eo, from burlare,

to ridicule. ) Tending to excite laughter by ludicrous

images; jocular; farcical.

Burlesque, (bur-leek') n. A ludicrous representation ;

a travestie ;—treating a trifling theme in a grave

manner, or a lofty theme in a childish manner;—

ridiculing high events or characters, by putting them

in the awkward situations of humble life;—a clever

imitation or caricature.

Burlesque, (bur-leak) v. t. To turn into ridicule : to

make ludicrous ; to lampoon : — imp. <fc pp. bur

lesqued; ppr. burlesquing. [ness.

Burliness, (burle-ncs) n. Bulk; gruffness; coarse-

Burly, (buVle) a. [O. Eng. boorety, boorlike,

clownish.] Of great bulk; stout; lusty;—coarse and

rough.

Burn, (burn) v. t. [A. -8. byrnan. Go. brinnan.] To

consume with fire ; to reduce to ashes ;—to subject to

the action of fire ; to dry ; to harden ; to bake ;—to

injure by fire; to scorch; to wither;—to inflame;—

to cauterize ;—to combine with oxygen ;—v. i. To bo

on fire ; to flame ; to shine ;—to be in a state of com
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motion, beat, acidity, or pain ;—to feel excess of beat ;

to be inflamed:—imp. Si pp. burned or burnt; ppr.

burning.

Burn, (barn) n. A rivulet or brook.

Burn, (burn) n. A hurt or injury caused by fire;—the

operation of burning or baking, as bricks.

Burner, (burn'er) n. One who burns or sets on fire ;—

aii appendage to a lamp or gas-fixture designed to

promote combustion.

Burnettize, (bur'net-iz) v. t. To preserve, as timber,

by a solution of chloride of zinc.

Burning-glass, (bum'ing-glas) n. A convex lens

used for converging the sun's rays to a focus.

Burnish, (burn'ish) r. t. [P. oruair, to polish.] To

polish by rubbing with something hard ami smooth ;

—to render bright or resplendent;—v. i. To grow

bright, smooth, and glossy:—imp. Si pp. burnished;

ppr. burnishing, [polish.

Burnish, (burn'ish) n. Gloss ; lustre : brightness ;

Burnisher, (burn'ish-er) n. One who burnishes;—a

tool used in burnishing books.

Burnt-ear, (burnt'er) n. A disease in grain, which

covers the Bead with a black powder.

Burnt-offering, (burnt'of-er-ing) n. Something burnt

on an altar, as an atonement for sin. [hoarsely.

Burr, (bur) v.i. To pronounce with a burr; to talk

Burr, (bur) n. A rough prickly covering of the seeds of

certain plants ;—the lobe of the ear ;—a ring of iron

behind the handle of a lance, or the touch hole of a

cannon; — a triangular chisel used to clear the

corners of mortices;—a guttural pronunciation of the

letter r;—Bur.

Burrel, (bur'el) n. A pulpy pear. [breeze.

Burrel-fly, (bur'el-fli) n. The ox-fly, gad-bee, or

Burrow, (bur7©) n. [A.-S. btorg, hill, from beorgan,

to protect] A hole in the ground made by certain

animals, as rabbits, Sic., for shelter and habitation ; a

heap of rubbish.

Burrow, (bur'd) v. t. To excavate a hole in the earth ;

to lodge in a hole excavated in the earth, as conies or

rabbits;—to take refuge in any deep or concealed

place; to hide;—to mine :— imp. & pp. burrowed;

ppr. burrowing. [burrs.

Burry, (bur'e) a. Abounding in burrs, or resembling

Bursar, (burs'er) n. [L. bursarius, from bursa.] A

treasurer or cash-keeper; — a student to whom a

stipend is paid out of a burse or fund to aid him

during his educational studies.

Bursary, (burs'a-re) n. The treasury of a college or

monastery ;—a charitable foundation in a university.

Burse, (burs) n. [F. bonne, Ger. b&rse, purse, ex

change. ] A purse ;—a fund for the maintenance of

poor scholars;—a college or hall in a university;—a

public edifice in continental cities for the meeting of

merchants on matters of trade or money ; an ex

change :—also written Bourse.

Burst, (burst) v. t. [A.-S. byrstan, Icel. bresta.) To

fly or break open with force, or sudden violence ;

—to make a sudden change from restraint, invisi

bility, inaction or the like, to a different state ; to

issue or escape by a sudden or violent movement;

—v. t. To break or rend by violence ; to open sud

denly :—imp. & pp. burst; ppr. bursting.

Burst, (burst) n. A sudden breaking forth: a dis

ruption; a violent rending; a sudden explosion;—a

spasmodic effort

Burt, (hurt) n. A flat fish of the turbot kind.

Bury, (bexe) n. [A.-S. buruh, buhr.) A borough;

a manor.

Bury, (ber'e) v. t. [A. -8. byrigan.) To conceal by

covering ;—specifically, to cover out of sight, as in a

grave, a tomb, or the ocean; to inter :—to hide:—

imp. & pp. buried ; ppr. burying. [church-yard.

Burying-place, (ber'e-ing-plas) n. A grave-yard; a

Bus, (bus) n. [Abbreviated from omnibus.) An

omnibus ; a kiss.

Busby, (bus'be) n. A military cap of bear-skin.

Bush, (boosh) n. [D. botch, U H. Ger. bust, F.

bosquet. J A thicket, or a place abounding in trees or

shrubs;—a shrub; particularly a thick shrub;—a

branch of ivy (Bacred to Bacchus) hung out at Tint-

ners' doors ; a tavern sign ;—a lining of metal, let

into an orifice;—the backwoods of Australia and

Cape Colony.

Bush, (boosh) v. i. To grow thick or bushy ;—v. t.

To set bushes for ;—to use a bush-harrow on, or for

covering ,—to line, as a hole, with metal.

Bush-bean, (boosh'ben) n. The common garden-bean,

of two varieties, kidney-bean and Frtnck-bean.

Bushel, (boosh'el) n. [Norman F. busset, boisstl, G.

puxi*t box.] A dry measure, containing four pecks,

eight gallons, or thirty-two quarts ;—a vessel of the

capacity of a bushel, used in measuring;—the circle

of iron in the nave of a wheel ;—any large quantity.

Bushelage, (boosh'el-aj) «• A duty payable on com

modities by the bushel.

Bush-harrow, (boosh'har-o) n. A sort of harrow made

of bushes, for harrowing grass binds or covering seeds.

Bushiness, (buush'e-nes) n. State of being bushy:

overgrown with bushes.

Bushing, (boosh ing) n. A ring, tube, or lining placed

in a hole, and sometimes acting as a journal-box ;

—a thimble ;—a bush,

Bushman, (boosh'man) n. [D. bosehjes-nutn.] A woods

man;—a settler in the backwoods of Australia;—

one of a tribe of savages near the Cape ofGood Hope.

Bush-whacker, (boosh'hwak-er) n. One accustomed to

beat about, or travel through, bushes ;—a scythe

or other instrument for cutting brush or bushes.

Bush-whacking, (boosh'hwak-ing) n. Travelling, or

working a way, through bushes; pulling by the bushes.

Bushy, (boosh'e) a. [From bush. ] Full of bushes ;

overgrown with shrubs ;—thick and spreading, like a

bush.

Busily, (biz'ze-le) adv. In a busy manner.

Business, (biz'nes) n. That which busies one; employ

ment;—any occupation for a livelihood or gain ;—

traffic in general ;—concern ; right of action, inter

ference or interposition ;—affair ; transaction ;—need

in many senses, modified by the connected words.

Busk, (busk) 7i. [F. busc.] A long, thin piece of

metal, whale-bone, or wood, worn in the front of

women's corsets. [to dress or attire.

Busk, (busk) v, t. or r. i. To prepare or make ready;

Busked, (buskt) a. Wearing a busk ; ready; adorned.

Buskin, (busk'in) n. [Contracted from F. brossegvm,

or D. brosekvn, probably from G. bursaf skin, bide.)

A covering for the foot and leg, worn by hunters :—a

high-soled shoe worn by the ancient actors in tragedy ;

—hence, tragedy in general ;—a high and lofty style.

Buskined, (busk'ind) a. Dressed in buskins;—of,

or pertaining to, tragedy; tragic.

Busty, (buak'e) a. Bushy ; wooded ; shaded or over

grown with trees or shrubs:—generally written Bosky.

Buss, (bus) n. [Ger. bus, L. basium, kiss.] A kiss;

more strictly, a stolen or playful kiss. [D. puis.] A

small two-masted vessel, used in the herring fishery.

Bums, (bus) v. t. To kiss:—imp. & pp. bussed; ppr.

bussing.

Bust, (bust) n. [Ger. brust, breast, Go. crusts.]

The trunk of the body; the por

tion between the head and waist ;

—a piece of statuary, represent

ing the upper part of the hu

man figure, from head to waist

inclusive.

Bustard, (bustard) n. [F. lis-

tardt. It. ottarda, from L. ''arts

tarda, slow bird.] A bird of

the Ostrich family. The yrfat

bustard is the largest land bird

in Europe, It inhabits the tern-
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Great BusUrJ.

perate regions of Europe,

and pari* uf Asia and Africa.

Bustle, (btu'al) r. i. [O. Eng.

tnuite, A.-S. bytig, busy, L.

Jttiino, to haste.] To stir

quickly: to be very active:

—imp. & pp. buttled ; ppr.

bustling.

Bullc, (bus's!) ft. Great

rtir; hurried activity ; coin-

motkra.

Bustle, (bua'sl) n A kind of cushion worn behind

by ladies for the purpose of expanding the skirts.

Bustler, (bus'ler) n. An active, stirring person.

Busy, (bu'ze) a. [A.-A. byiig, Icel. btta, to work.]

Acuve and earnest in work ;—engaged in ousiness ;

wecupied;—constantly in motion ; restless ;—officious ; '

neddhng.

Busy, (bizze) v. t. To make or keep busy ; to em-

;■:.;■; to engage:—imp. & pp. busied; ppr. busying.

Busy-body, (biz'ze-bod-e) n. One who officiously con

cerns himself with the afluirs of others; a meddling

perwu. [mind.

Busy-minded, (biz'ze-mind-ed) a. Having an active

But, (but) prep. & conj. [A.-S. butan, from be and ut,

out] fc.ii.vi-t; besides; unless ;—save that; were it

not that ;—otherwise than tliat ;—only ; merely ;- not

longer ago than ; nothing more than ;—on the con-

tnry; on the other baud; yet; however; neverthe- '

has; moreover. }

Batcher, (booch'er) n. [F. boucher, from bouc, a

pat] One who slaughters animals for the market,

or kLIs their flesh :—one who recklessly destroys

humao lite ; one given to slaughter. !

BoUner, (booth er) r. t. To kill or slaughter, as

saiiuaJa, for food or for market;—to murder in a

bkwdy or barbarous manner :—imp. & pp. butchered ;

Vi* Butchering.

Butcher-bird, (booch'jr-berd) n. A bird of the species

called Lamus ;—the king bird ; the shrike.

Butcherly, (booch'er-le) a. Grossly cruel and barbarous ;

bloody; murderous, [slaughtered for the table.

Butcher-meat, (booch'er-met) n. The flesh of animals

Butchery, (boochgr-e) ft. The business of a butcher;—

great slaughter; carnage. [a thing.

Butt-end, (but end) n. The largest or blunt end of

Butter, (butler) n. [F. bouteiUier, a bottle-bearer. J

A servant whose principal business is to take charge

of the liquors, plate, &c.

Bntlerage, (but ier-uj) n, A duty on wine imported

by foreigners or merchant strangers—so called because

onfuuily paid to tlie king's butler.

Buueratup (butl$r-sliip) ft. The otfice of a butler.

Butment, (hutment) n, [P. aboutenunt, from bout,

end ] A buttress of an arch ; a support.

Bitt, (but) a. [F. but, aim, Gael, buta, mark.] The

ftrgereadofathing, as of timber : a limit;—a mark to

be shot at ;—one at whom ridicule, jests, or contempt

wt directed ;—a push or thrust given in fencing or

by the head of an animal ;— a large cask, also called a

7*}*.—the thickest and stoutest part of tanned

ex-hides,—a kind of hinge— used in hanging doors,

**• :—• piece of land left unploughed;—the metal

ring at the end of the hose of a fire-engine.

Butt, (but)».». IF. boutn; to push.] To join at the

end, or outward extremity ; to be bounded ; to thrust

the bead forward ;—v. t. To Btrike by thrusting the

bead against, as a ram.

Butter, (but'tcr) n. [A.-S. buter, L. butyrum.] An

aaetaous substance obtained from cream by churu-

ina,;—any substance resembling butter;—soft, in

sinuating speech.

BnttST, (bufter) v. t. To spread with butter;—to flat-

u*.- :—iwp. & jjp. buttered ; ppr. buttering.

Butter-cup, (but'tejr-kup) n. A plant of the genus Jta-

SHarsiaj, or crowfoot, Laving bright yellow flowers.

Butterfly, (but'ter-fli) n. A lepidopterous insect of

the family Papilio;—an inconstant person.

Butterfly-valve, (but t?r-fli:valv) ». A species of valve,

consisting of two seini-circular clappers or wings

hinged to a cross rib.

Butteris, (but'ter-ts) n. A steel instrument, set in

wood, used for paring the hoof of a horse.

Butter-milk, (butter-milk) n. The milk that remains

after churning. [in South America.

Butter-nut, (but'tgr-nut) n. The nut of a tree found,

Butter-tree, (but'tgr-tre) n. A tropical tree, the needs

of which yield a substance resembling butter.

Butterwort, (but'ter-wurt) n. A genus of herbaceous

plants growing in bogs and marshes.

Buttery, (but'ter-e) a. Having the qualities or appear

ance of butter.

Buttery, (but'ter-e) n. An apartment where pro

visions, die, are kept;—a room in colleges where re

freshments are kept for sale to the students; a

pantry; a larder;—a cellar in which butts of wine

are kept. [of timber or wood.

Butt-joint, (but'joint) n. A joint between two pieces

Buttock, (but'un) n. [From butt, end. J The rump,

or protuberant part of the body behind ;—the con

vexity of a ship under the stern.

Button, (but'n) ft, [F. bouton, from bout, end.) A

small ball ; a knob ;— a catch used to fasten together

the different parts of dress;—a bud; a germ of a

plant ;—a piece of wood or metal turning on a nail

or screw, to fasten doors, <fcc. ;—a round muss uf

metal remaining in the cupel alter fusion.

Button, (but'n) v. t. To fasten with a button or but

tons;—v.i. To be fastened by a button or buttons:

—imp. A pp. buttoned; ppr. buttoning.

Button-hole, (but'n-hoi) n. The hole or loop in which

a button is fastened.

Button-hole, (but u-hol) v. (. To hold by the button ;

to detain in conversation ; to bore.

Button-mould, (but'u-inold) ft. A disk of bone or

other material, made into a button by covering it

with cloth.

Button-wood, (but'n-wood) n. The western plane-tree,

growing in North America, producing rough bulls.

Buttress, (but'tres) n. [F. bouter, to push.] A pro

jecting support to the exterior of a

wall ; a prop ; a support.

Buttress, (but tree) v. t. To support

by a buttress ; to prop.

Butts, (buts) it. A place where archers

meet to shoot at a mark;—angu

lar ridges in a field ;—pieces of stout

sole leather.

Butt-weld, (but'weld) n. A weld

formed by forcing together the flat

tened endft of two pieces of iron or

steel, at a welding heat. Buttress.

Butyrous or Butyric (bu'ter-ua) a. [L. butyrum.}

Having the qualities of butter ; resembling butter.

Buxom, (buks'um) a. [A.-S. bocturn.\ Lively ;

brisk ; frolicsome. [briskly.

Buxomly, (buks'um-le) adv. In a gay, lively manner ;

Buxomness, (buks'um-nes) n. Briskness ; liveliness ;

jollity.

Buy, (bi) v.t. [A.-S. byegan. Go. bugjun.] To pur

chase ; to acquire by paying a price for ; to procure lor

a consideration;—to bribe; to corrupt;—v.i. To

negotiate or treat about a purchase;—imp. & pp.

bought; ppr. buying.

Buyer, (bi'er) n. One who buys ; a purchaser.

Buzz, (buz) r. i. To make a low, humming sound,

as bees ;—to speak with a low voice;—v. t. To make

known by whispers ;—to spread secretly : — tmp. &

pp. buzzed ; ppr. buzzing.

Buzz, (buz) ft. A continuous, humming noise, as of

bees ;—a whisper ; a report spread secretly.

Buzzard, (bux'erd) «. [L. butto, a kind of falcon or
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hawk.] A bird of prey of the Falcon family;—a

blockhead ; a dunce.

By, (bi) prep. [A. -a. be, bi, big, Go. & O. H. Gor. bi.)

In the neighbourhood of; near or next to; from ono to

the other side of; past ;—through or with, denoting

the instrument, cause, way, aud the like ;—accord

ing to, as in quantity, measure, or proportion.

By, (bi) adv. Near; in the neighbourhood; beside;

—passing near ; going or gone past.

By, (bi) a. Out of the common path ; aside.

Bye, (bi) n. A thing not directly aimed at ; an object

by the way.

Bye, (bi) n. [A.-8. by, byan, to dwell] A dwelling;

—in certain games, the station asido of an individual

player.

By-end, (bi'end) n. Private end or interest ; secret

purpose.

By-gone, (bi'gon) a. Past ; gone by.

By-gone, (bi'gon) n. Something gone by or past ; a

past event. [law ; a private law or regulation.

By-law, (bi'Iaw) n. (A.-S. bilage.] A subordinate

By-name, (bi'nam) n. A nickname ; a sobriquet.

By-path, (bi'path) n. A private path ; an obscure way.

By-play, (bi'pla) n. A scene which is carried on aside ;

—the looks and gestures of a player apart from his

utterances. [house.

Byre, (bir) n, A place where cows are kept ; a cow-

By-stander, (bi'stand-er) n. [By and stander.] A

looker-on ; a spectator.

By-the-bye, (bi'the-bi) adv. Incidentally ;—apropos.

By-word, (brVurd) n. A common saying ; a proverb.

Byzantine, (biz-an'tin) n. [L. Byzantinus.] A gold

coin of the value of fifteen pounds sterling, coined

at Byzantium.

C.

C(s3), the third letter in the English alphabet, and

the second consonant, has two sounds, one close,

like K; the other a sibilant, precisely like 3. The

digraph ch has three sounds, the first equivalent to

tsh, as in cAurcA ; the second equivalent to iA, as in

chaise; the third equivalent to it, as in chorus. C

after the cleft is the mark of common time, in which

each measure is a semi-breve, corresponding to -j*.

C is also the name of a note in the scale ; the key

note major, and the third minor, of the natural scale.

Cab, (kab) n. IAn abbreviation of cabriolet.} A

kind of covered carriage drawn by one horse.

Cab, (kab) n. [H. g&bab, to hollow. ] A Hebrew dry

measure, containing two and five-sixths pints.

Cabal, (ka-baT) n, [II. gabbdldh, from gdbal, to

receive.] A number of persons united to promote

their views by intrigue; a junto;—secret artifices;

intrigue.

Cabal, (ka-baT) v.i. To unite in secret intrigues;

to conspire:—imp. & pp. caballed; ppr. caballing.

Cabala, (kab'a-la) u. A mystical interpretation of the

Pentateuch, consisting in the meaning attached to

certain forms and combinations of the Utters of the

law;—hence, secret science in general; esoteric doc

trine, [lists.

Cabalism, (kab'a-lizm) n. Secret science of the caba-

Oabalistio, (kab-a-list'ik) a. Containing an occult

meaning. [a plotter.

Caballer, (ka-bal'er) n. Ono who cabals; an intriguer;

Caballine, (kab'al-lin) a. [L. cuballus, nag.] Pertain

ing to a horse.

Cabaret, (ka'ba-ret) n. [P. from L. caupo.) A tavern.

Cabbage, (kab'aj) n. [O. Eng. cabbish, from L. caput,

head.] A plant of different varieties, common as

a garden vegetable ;—cloth purloined by one who cuts

out garments.

Cabbage, (kab'aj) v. t. To form a head in growing ;—

v. t. To purloin cloth, in cutting out a garment; to

embezzle ;—imp. & pp. cabbaged; ppr. cabbaging.

Cabbage-rose, (kab'aj-roz) n. A species of rose of a

thick compacted form.

Cabin, (kab'in) n. [W. caban, F. cabatu.) A small

room ;—a hut or small house ;—an apartment in a ship

for officers and passengers.

Cabin, (kab'in) v. i. To live in a cabin; to lodge;—

v. t. To confine in a cabin .—imp. & pp. cabined ;

ppr. cabining.

Cabin-boy, (kab'in-boy) n. A boy whose duty is to wait

on the officers and passengers in a Bhip.

Cabinet, (kab'in-et) n. [Diminutive of cabin.] A

small room ; a closet ;—a private room in which con- |

tultations are held ;—the select council of a prince ;— |

the ministry : — a chest or box, with drawers and

door ;—a safe place for valuables.

Cabinet-council, (kab'in-et-koun'sil) n. Confidential

council of a prince;—meeting of the members of the

ministry.

Cabinet-maker, (kaVin-et-mak-er) n. A man who

makes cabinets, and the better sorts of wooden

furniture.

Cable, (kaT)!) n. [L. eapulum, D., Sw., and Ger. tabel.]

A large, strung rope or chain, used to retain a vessel

at anchor, Ac.

Cable, (ka'bl) v. f. To fasten with a cable.

Cableticr, (ka'bl-ter) u. The place where the cables are

coiled up and kept.

Cabman, (kab'man) n. The driver of a cab.

Cabob, (ka'bob) n. [Per. cobbob, meat reasted] A

small piece of meat roasted on a skewer ;—sometimes

Eabob.

Caboose, (ka-bocV) n. [W. cab, cabin, and Ger. bitch**,

Eng. box.] The kitchen of a ship;—a house on deck

where the cooking is done, the galley;—a box that

covers the chimney in a ship.

Cabriolet, (kab-re-6-l:V) n. [F. from L. eaprtolus, wild

goat.] A one-horse pleasure-carriage with two seats,

having a calash top. [used for seizing.

Caburns, (ka'burnz) n. pi. Small lines of spun yarn.

Cacao, (ka-ktVo) n. [Hex. cacauatl.] The chocolate

tree, found in South America and the West Indies.

Cachalot, (kach'a-lot) n. [Ger. lutcUalot.] The sperm

whale. [body.

Cachectical, (ka-kek'tik-al) a. Having a bad state of

Cachexy, (ka-keks'e) n. [G. kotos, bad, and exit, state.]

A deranged condition of the Bysteru.

Cachinnation, (kak-in-ushun) n, [L. cachinnare, to

laugh.] Loud or immoderate laughter.

Cackle, (kak'l) v.i. [Ger. tatetn, D. gagelen.] To

make a noise like a goose or hen ;—to laugh like the

cackling of a goose ; to giggle ;—to talk in a silly

manner ; to prattle : — imp. & pp. cackled ; ppr.

cackling. [talk ; silly prattle.

Cackle, (kakl) n. The noise of a goose or hen ;—idle

Cackler, (kakler) n. A fowl that cackles;—a tattler.

Cacochymy, (ka-kolce-me) n. [G. kotos, bad, and

chumot, juice. ] A vitiated state of the humours of tho

body, especially of the blood.

Cacodemon, (ka-ko-de'mon) n. [G. kotos, bad, and

daimon, demon.] An evil spirit ;—the nightmare,

Cacography, (ka-kog'ra-fe) n. [G. lotos, bad, and

graphs, writing.] Bad spelling or writing.

Cacophonous, (ka-kof6-nus) «. Harsh sounding.

Cacophony, (ka-kofd-ne) n. [G. tatos, bad, and phOru>

sound] A disagreeable sound of words;—a bad voice ;

—A combination of discords.
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Cactus.

Cactus, (kak'tus) n. !' '•. kaktos, a prickly plant] An

American plant, having thick

flesh/ sterna, generally without

leaves, and armed with spines.

Cad, (kad) «. One who tends the

door of an omnibus;—au errand

be* ; a hanger on.

Cadaverous, (Ita-daVer-us) a. [I,.

cudartr, a corpse.] Having the

sppearance or colour of a corpse ;

pale; ghastly.

CadaTerousnesa, (ka-dav'er-us-nes)

i Corpse-like appearance ; pate-

nest ; emaciation.

Caddioe-fly, (kad'dis-fli) n, A species of insect

frequenting marshy places.

Caddia, (kad'dis) «. [Allied to Gor. koder, bait.]

The larva of the caddice-fly. It is a favourite bait

with anglers.

Csddis, (kad'dis) n. [Ir. & Gael, eadat.] A kind of

worsted laco or ribbon ;—lint for dressing a wound.

Csddnr, (kad'do) n. [GaeL cad/tag.] A chough;

* jackdaw. [box for keeping tea.

Ctddy, (kad'de) n. [Diminutive of cadt, cask.] A small

Ctde, (k&d) n. [Q. kadot, jar.] A barrel or cask;—

a ode of herrings is 500.

Csie, (kid) a. Tame; domesticated.

Cadence or Cadency, (ka'dens) a. [L. cadentia, from

ndere, to fall.] A fall of the voice in reading or

•peaking ;—a modulation of sound ;—a uniform time

*ad pace in marching ;—a closing embellishment at

the end of an air—in this sense written Cadenza.

C*deace, (ka'dens) x. t. To regulate by musical mea

sure.

Cadene, (ka-den') n. An inferior sort of Turkish

■P* [gently.

Cadeot, (ka'dent) a. [L. cadere, to fall.] Failing

Cadet, (ka-def) "■ [F- from L. caput, head.] A gen-

tkaasnwho carries arms in a regiment as a private,

to obtain a commission ;—a young man in a military

•tbool. ^ [young officer.

Csdetahrp, (ka-det'ship) «. A commission given to a

wdge, (kaj) r. (. [Scot, eaich, cadge, to drive.] To

live on another meanly ;—to carry a bag or poke.

c**fer, (kaj'er) n. One who brings butter, eggs,

*od the like to market ; a huckster ; a packman ;—

<■■ who lives by trickery or begging.

C*di, (ka'de) n. The judge of a town or village among

tie Turks.

Csdsjeaa, (kad-me'an) a. Relating to Cadmus, who

: <! to have introduced into Greece the simple

rnusn of the alphabet. [oxide of zinc.

C«ana, (kad'me-a) n. [L. cadmia, brass ore.] An

Ctaainm, (kad'mG-um) n. A metal related to zinc.

s£l! WDite* dactila, and malleable.

Cseaeeat, (ka-du'se-us) n. [L.] Mercury's rod; a

*»fid entwined by two serpents, and surmounted

of two wings ;—a herald*s staff. [ness of old age.

0««ity, (ka-du'se-te) n. Tendency to fall ; feeble-

**M0Ba, (ka-duVkus) a. [L. caducus, from eaderc, to

JM-i Falling off quickly.

Cwara, (se-zu'ra) n. [L. cadere, to rat off.] A pause

<rr division in a verse.

Jswu-aL (sS-iu'ral) a. Pertaining to the caesura.

Ctrt, (ka'fa) n. [F. cafi.\ A coffee-house.

Cweie, (ka'fe-ik) a. Pertaining to or obtained from

coffee.

Ctftiae, (ka'fe-in) n.

obtained from coffee,

C^. (kag) n. [Dan.

A bitter crystalllzable substance

& Sw. kagge, Icel. kaggi.] A

small cask or barrel ; a keg.

Ck*. (kaj) a, [L. carta, from cavvt, hollow.] An

*adosare far confining birds or animals ;—a place

of cwiflnement for criminals.

Cage, (kaj) r. t. To confine in a cage;—to imprison :

—tap. A pp. caged ; ppr. caging,

[Turk, qdtq, boat] A Turkish

A tinker; i

 

Caique.

 

A composi-

baked;—a mass of

Caique, (ka'C-k) n,

skiff or light boat.

Caird. (ki.T.l) n.

wandering beggar.

Cairn, (kern) n. [Ir., Gael., 6s

W. cam, heap.] A rounded or

conical pile of stones.

Cairngorm, (kern'gorni) n. A

yellowish variety of rock-crystal,

used for rings and trinkets.

Caisson, (kaVsdn) n. [F.] A chest containing am*

munition; the waggon or tumbril

in which military Btores are con

veyed ;—a cheat filled with explosive

materials to be laid in the way of an

enemy ;—a wooden or iron frame

used for the foundations of a bridge ;

—a sunken panel in a vaulted

ceiling. Caisson.

Caitiff, (ka'tif)n. [L. captivut, from capere, to take.]

A captive;—a mean despicable person.

Caitiff, (ka'tif) a. Belonging to a caitiff; base; vile;

despicable. [Indies.

Cajeput, (knj'e-pnt) n. An essential oil from the East

Cajole, (ktvidn *.t [F. cajoler, to flatter.] Tp de

ceive or delude by flattery ; to wheedle ; to entrap :—

imp, & pp. cajoled; ppr. cajoling. [deceiver.

Cajoler, (ka-j6]'e,r) n. A flatterer; a wheedler; a

Cajolery, (ka-jdl'er-e) ft, A wheedling ; coaxing lan

guage ; flattery.

Cake, (kak) n. [L- cogverc, to cook.]

tion of flour, butter, sugar, Ac,

matter concreted.

Cake, (kak) v. t. To form into a cake or mass ;—v. i.

To concrete or form into a hard mass :—imp. & pp.

caked ; ppr. caking.

Calabash, (kal'a-basb) n. The fruit of the calabash-

tree;—a vessel made from the gourd or the gourd

itself;—a species of pear.

Calabash- tree, (kal'a-bash-tre) n. A tree of tropical

America, producing a large melon-like fruit, with

a hard shell. [a jail.

Calaboose, (kal'a-boos) n. [8p. calabozo.] A prison;

Calaite, (ka-hVit) n. A precious Btone ; the turquoise

Calamanco, (kal-a-mang/k6) n. [G. kamelaukion, a

head covering made of camel's hair.] A woollen stuff,

of a fine gloss, and either ribbed or plain.

Calambour, (kal'am-boor) n. A species of aloes wood,

mottled in colour, used in cabinet-making.

Calamiferoui, (kal-a-mifer-us) a. [L. calamus, reed,

and ferre, to bear.] Producing reeds; reedy.

Calamine, (kal'a-min) n. [L. cadmia.} The silicate

of rinc—formerly the carbonate of zinc.

Calamitous, (ka-lam'it-us) a. Buffering calamity ;

miserable;—producing calamity; making wretched;

grievous ; disaatroua [grievously.

Calamitously, (ka-lam'it-us-le) adv. Distressingly ;

Calamitousness, (ka-Iam'it-us-nes) n. Quality of pro

ducing misery ; wretchedness.

Calamity, (ka-lani it-t) ». [L, calamitat, injury ofcrops,

from calamus, reed, blad%] Any great misfortune or

cause of misery ; disaster.

Calamus, {kal'a-mus) ?;- 1LJ Tlie Indian cane, a

plant of the palm family ;—a plant, commonly called

tweet flag;—a pipe, wind instrument, or pen made of

reed.

Calash, (ka-lashO n. [F. caliche.] A light carriage

with low wheels, having a top that can be raised or

lowered;—a hood or top of a carriage ;—a covering for

the head in the form of a hood, worn by ladies.

Calcar, (kalltar) n. [L. calx, lima] A kind of oven,

or rcverberatory furnace;—a hollow tube into which

a petal is lengthened at the base ; a spur ;—a genus of

coleopterous insects.

Calcareous, (kal-ka're-us) a. Partaking of lime-stone ;

consisting of, or containing, carbonate of lime.
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Calceated, (kal-se-at'ed) a. [L. caiceut, shoe.] Fitted

with or wearing shoes ; shod.

Calceolaria, (kal-se-6-la're-a) n. A genua of herbaceous

plants producing beautiful yellow or purple flowers,

sometimes intermixed.

Cakiferous, (kal-sifer-us) a, [L. calx, lime, and ftrrt,

to bear.] Containing carbonate of lime.

Calciibrm, (kal'se-forni) a. [L. calx, lime, and forma,

form.] In the form of chalk or lime.

Calcify, (kaise-fi) v. t. [L. calx, lime, and facere, to

make] To change into lime.

Calculable, (kal'sin-a-bl) a. Capable of being calcined.

Calcinate, (kal'sin-at) v. t. To calcine.

Calcination, (kal-sin-a'shun) n. The operation of ex

pelling from a body its cementing principle, and

reducing it to powder. [cination.

Calcinatory, (kal-sin'a-to-re) n. A vessel used in cal-

Galcine, (kal-sin') v.t. (L. calx, lime. ] To reduce to

powder, or to a friable state by heat ;—to oxidize, as a

metal;—v.t. To be converted into a powder or

friable substance: — imp. & pp. calcined; ppr.

calcining.

Calcite, (kal'sit) u. Carbonate of lime.

Calcitration, (kal-se-tra'shun) n. The act of kicking.

Calcium, (kal'se-uin) n, [L. calx, lime.] The metallic

basis of lime.

Calcography, (kal-kog'ra-fe) n. [G, chatkos, and gra-

phein, to write.] Art of drawing and engraving in

brass. [of calcite.

Calc-sinter, (kalk sin-tor) n. A loose and porous variety

Calculable, (kal'ku-la-bl) a. Capable of being ascer

tained by calculation.

Calculary, (kal'ku-la-re) a. [h. calculus, a stone.] Re

lating to stone ; particularly to stone in the bladder.

Calculate, (kal'ku-Ut) v. t. [L. calenture, from cal

culus, pebble.] To compute; to reckon;—to deter

mine by arithmetical or mathematical processes;

—to ascertain by reckoning the peculiarities or

attendant circumstances of ;—to fit or prepare by tho

adaptation of means to end ;—v. i. To make a cal

culation ; to compute:—imp. & pp. calculated; ppr.

calculating. [of calculating ; computation.

Calculation, (kal-ku-LVshiin) n. The art, act, or result

Calculative. (kal'ku-l&t-iv) a. Pertaining to calculation.

Calculator, (kaTku-hit-er) n. One who computes or

reckons. [affected with the gravel.

Calculous, (kallcG-lus) a. Like stone ; hard; gritty ;—

Calculus, (kal'ku-lus) n. [L.] A pebble used in

counting or voting;—any hard, solid concretion,

formed in the excretory canals ;—a method of com

putation ;—one of the branches of mathematics.

Caldron, (kawl'drun) n. [L. culidus, warm.] A large

kettle or boiler, of copper or other metal.

Calefacient, (kal-e-fa'she-eut) a. [h. cale/aeere, to

make warm.] Making warm; heating.

Oalefacient, (kal-e-fa'she-ent) n. A substance that

excites warmth. {heating ;—state of being heated.

Calefaction, (kal-e-fak'shun) n. Act of warming or

Calefactor, (kal-e-fak'ter) n. A small stove.

Calefactory, (kal-e-fak'to-re) a. Making warm or hot

Calefy, (kal'e-fi) v. i. [L. ealefacerc] To grow hot or

warm ;—v. t. To make warm or hot,

Calendar, (kal'en-der) n. [L. catendarium, an account

book.] An orderly arrangement of the divisions of

time, as days, weeks, months, &c. ;—an almanac;—

an enumeration of persons or things ;—a list of

prisoners or criminal cases. [calendar.

Calendar, (kal'en-dgr) v. t. To enter or write in a

Calender, (kal'en-der) n. A machine or hot press used

to make cloths, paper, &c, smooth and glossy, or to

give them a wavy appearance ;—one who pursues

the business of calendering ;—one of a sect of dervisea

in the East.

Calender, (kal'en-der) r. t. To press between rollers for

the purpose of making smooth, glossy, and wavy :

—imp. & pp. calendered; ppr. calendering.

Calends, (kal'endz) «. pi. [L. calenda.] The first day

of each month among the Humans.

Calenture, (kal'en-tur) n. [L. cattre, to be warm.} A

violent delirium caused by the heat of the tropical

sun at sea.

Calescence, (kal-es'ens) n. [L. calactrt, to grow warm.]

Growing warmth; increasing heat.

Calf, (leaf) n. [A.-S. cealf.] The young of the cow;

—an ignorant stupid pei-son ;—the thick fletihv port

of the leg behind, below the knee.

Calf-akin., (kafskin) n. The hide or skin of the calf,

used in binding books, Arc.

Calibre, (kal'e-ber) n. [L. qua libra, of what pound.]

Weight of a bullet or other projectile ;—diameter of a

round body, as of a bullet or column ;—diameter of

the bore, as of a cannon;—mental capacity ;—tbe

quality or degree of the intellect.

Calico, (kal'e-ko) n. [From Calicut in the East Indies.]

Plain white cloth made from cotton ;—printed cotton

cloth coarser than muslin.

Calico Printing, (kal'e-ko printing) n. The art of

printing cotton fabrics with figures and colours.

Calid, (kal'id) a. [L. calidu*.} Hot ; bunting ; ardent.

Caliduct, (kal'e-dukt) n. [L. calor, heat, and dvcerr,

to lead.] A pipe used to convey heat.

! Caliginous, (ka-lij'in-us) a. [L. caligo, mist] Affected

J with darkness or dimness ; dark. [caligraphy.

Caligraphic, (ka-le-grafik) a. Of or pertaining to

Caligraphist, (ka-lig'ra-fist) n. An elegant penman.

Caligraphy, (ka-ligra-fe) n. [G. kalot, beautiful, and

I graphein, to write.] Fair or elegant penmanship.

' Calipash, (kal'e-pash) n. [F. carapace.} The upper

shell of a turtle, containing a gelatinous substance of

I a dull greenish tinge.

Calipee, (kal'e-pe) n. The lower shell of a turtle,

containing a gelatinous substance of a light yellowish

colour.

Calipers, (kal'e-perz) n. pi. Compasses with curved

legs for measuring the calibre or dia

meter of round bodies.

Caliph, (kal'if)«. [A. thattfah.] Successor

or vicar—a title given to the successors

of Mohammed :—also Calif.

Caliphate, (kal'if-at) n. Office or govern

ment of a caliph.

Callsthenic, (kal-is-then'ik) a. Pertaining

to calisthenics.

Calisthenics, (kal-is-then'iks) n. sing.

beautiful, and fthenot, strength.] Art or practice of

exercise, to promote strength and graceful move

ment of the body. (flower.

Calix, (ka'liks) n. A cup ;—the outer covering of a

Calk, (kawk) r. t. [Probably from A. gala/at to fill

up crevices with moss.} To drive oakum into the

seams of a ship to prevent leaking;—to furnish the

shoes with sharp points of iron to prevent slipping

on ice :—imp. it pp. calked ; ppr. calkins; ;—some

times Caulk.

Calk, (kawk) n. [A.-S. calc, hoof.] A pointed piece

of iron on a shoe to prevent slipping on ioe.

Calking-iron, (kawk'ing-i-uru) n. An instrument

like a chisel, used in calking ships.

Call, (kawl) r. t. [leal, ialla, G. kaltin.) To give a

name to ;—to designate, as for office or employment .

—to utter in a loud voice ;—to invite the presence

of; to assemble by order; to appeal to or invoke;—

v. i. To speak in a loud voice ; to cry out ;—to make

a brief stay or visit ;—to implore :—imp. & pp. called ;

ppr. calling.

Call, (kawl) n. A vocal address of summons or invita

tion ;—a public claim : a requisition :—a divine sum

mons that is, or seems, supernatural ;—authorised

command ;—vocation ; employment;—a short visit;—

a note blown on a horn ;—a whistle or pipe.

Callid, (kal'lid) a. [h. eallidu*.} Crafty ; cunninf .

artful.

3
Calipers.

[G. fctlM.
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Calling. (kawl'Ing) n. A summons or invitation ;—

I uftual occupation or employment.

Calliope, (kaJ-lFo-pe) n. { G. ] The muse that presides

over eloquence and heroic poetry ;—a steam-organ,

in which the tones are produced by steam instead of

wind.

Callosity, (kal-los'e-te) n. A horny hardness of skin.

Callous, (kal'lus) a. [L, cattoxut.] Hardened;

indurated :—hardened in mind ; unfeeling.

Callously, (kal'lusle) adv. In a hardened or unfeeling

manner. [insensibility to the sufferings of others.

Callouanesa, (kal'lus-nes) w. Hardness; induration;—

Callow, (kallo) «. [A.-S. culo, U calvat, bald.]

Destitute of feathers ; naked ; uuHedged.

Callus, (kaiius) n. [L. calleo, to be hard.] Any

unnatural hardness in the body, particularly of the

skin ;—osseous matter between the extremities of

fractured bones.

Calm, (kirn) a. Still f quiet ; at rest ;—undisturbed by

paajon ; not excited ; serene ; placid.

Calm, (k*m) n. [G. burnt*, heat, from kaiein, to

burn.] Freedom from motion, agitation, or dis

turbance; stillness; quiet; repose

Calm, (kiin) f. t. To render still or quiet, as the

elements ;—to pacify and soothe, as the mind;—to

allay agitation or excitement :—i>ap. & pp. calmed;

mm calming. [passionately.

Calmly, (kanile) adv. In a calm or quiet manner ; di's-

Calmaeat, (kam ' nes) n. Quietness; stillness; tran-
'.'-■; ii ity ; peaoefulnesa.

Calomel, (kal o-mel) n. [G. kalot, beautiful, and melat,

black.] A mild chloride of mercury, much used as

a medicine.

Caloric, (ka-lorlk) n. [L. ealor, heat] The principle

of heat, or the agent to which the phenomena of heat

and combustion are ascribed.

Calorific, (kal-or-ifik) a. [L. ealor, heat, and facere,

to make.] Possessing the quality of producing heat ;

causing heat.

Calorification, (kal-or-if-ik-a'shun) n. The production

of heat, especially animal heat

Csisrimeter, (kal-o-rim'e-ter) «. [L. color, heat,

and G. vutron, measure. ] An apparatus for measuring

toe amount of beat contained in bodies.

Calonmetry, (kal-d-riin'e-tre) n. The measurement

of heat in bodies.

Caierimoter, (kal-o-rinyd-ter) n. [L. ealor, heat, and

motor, a mover, from movere, to move.] A powerful

galvanic battery.

Calote, (lea-lot') n. [F. calotte.] A skull-cap worn by

cardinals ;—the cap of a sword-hilt.

Wotype, (kal'o-tip) n. [G. kalot, beautiful, and

'***>*. type.] A method of taking photographic pic

tures on prepared paper.

CaJeyer, (ka-loi'cr) n, [G. kalot, beautiful, good, and

gcron, an old man,] One of a sect of monks of the

Greek church.

Caltrop, (kal'trop) n. [A.-S. coltrappe.] A genus of

plants having a prickly fruit composed of five nuts

united in a whorl ;—an instrument with four iron

points, so arranged that, throe of them being on the

ground, the other projects upward.

Calumet (kaTu-met) n. [L. calamus, reed] A pipe

«asd by the American Indians for smoking tobacco

—* symbol of peace when offered to a stranger or

enemy.

Calumniate, (ka-lum'ne-at) r. t. [L. catumniari.] To

accuse falsely and knowingly ; to slander ; to defame I

—«4i». A pp. calumniated ; ppr. calumniating.

Calumniation, (ka~lum-ne~a'shun) n. False accusation

of a mme or offence ; slander ;—malicious and false

representation of the words and actions of another.

Calumniator, (ka-lum'ue-a-ter) n. [L.] One who

(landers.

Calumnious, (ka-lum'ne-us) a. Containing or implying

aianderi; defamatory.

Calumniously, (ka-lum'ne-us-le) adv. Slanderously.

Calumny, (kaTum-ne) n. [L. culumnia.) False ac

cusation of a crime or offence ; malicious ; de

famation ; slander ; libel.

Calvary, (kal'va-re) n. [L. ealvarivm, from calvut,

bald.] A place of skulls; particularly the place of

Christ's Crucifixion.

Calve, (kav) r. t. [From calf.) To bring forth a calf.

Calvinism, (kal'vin-izm) n. The tenets or doctrines

of Calvin and his followers.

Calvinist. (karviu-iat) n. One who embraces the

theological doctrines of Calvin.

Calvinistic, (kal-vin-ist'ik) «. Pertaining to Calvin, cr

to his opinions in theology

Calx,(kaiks)n, [L. catx, A. -S. cafe] Lime or chalk;

—the earthy residuum wliich remains after the cal

cination of a metal or mineral.

Calycle, (kaTe-kJ) ft, [L. calycttlut, diminutive cf

calyx.] A row of small leaflets at the base of the

calyx ;—the outer covering or crown of a seed.

Calyx, (ka'liks) n. [G. kalux, from kaluptein, to

cover.] The outer covering or leaf-like

envelope of a flower.

Cam, (kam)n. [W. cam, bent] A pro

jecting part of a wheel or moving piece,

so shaped as to give an alternating

or variable motion to another wheel or

piece meeting it.

Camaieu, (ka-nia'u) n. A stone engraved

in relief;—a monochrome.

Camber, (kani'ber) n. [L. camera, arch.] Calyx.

An arch or convexity on the top of a beam, or of an

aperture.

Cambist, (kam'bist) «. [L. cambire, to exchange.] A

banker; one who deals, or is skilled, in exchange.

Cambric, (kum'brik) n. [From Camuray, in r'landers,

where it was first made.] A fine, thin, white fabric

of flax or linen;— a fabric of cotton in imitation of

linen cambric.

Camel, (kam'el) n. [T.. camelut, 11. gdmdl.] A largo

ruminant quadruped with

out horns, used in Asia and

Africa for carrying burdens

and for riding;—a floating

machine for lifting ships over

shoals or ban.

Camellia, (ka- niel'e-a) n.

[From Cantelli, who brought

it from the East.] A genus

of flowering, evergreen

shrubs, brought from China

and Japan, but now common

in all greenhouses— the variety Japonica Is most

cultivated.

Camelopard, (katn-elo pud)

camel, and pardalit, pard,

leopard ; so named because

he has a neck and head like

a camel, and is spotted like

a pard.] A ruminant

quadruped, inhabiting the

tropical regions of Africa,

remarkable for its long neck ;

the giraffe. It is the tallest

of animals, its bead being

often eighteen feot abovo the

ground.

Camel's-hair, (kam'elz-har) n.

The hair of the camel, em

ployed in the manufacture

of pencils for drawing and

painting.

Cameo, (kam'5-6) n. [L. gemma.] A precious stone;

a variety of onyx;—any veined or Indented stone;

—a composite stone of which the under layer forms

the ground, and the upper bears the mark or effigy.

 

Camel.

[G. kamiloa,
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Camera, (kam'er-a) n. [L ] An arched roof or ceiling.

Caineraliatics, (kain-er-a hst.'ik.-) n. tiny. \L. camera,

chamber, treasury.] The science of public finance.

Camera Obscura, (kam'er-a ob-sku'ra) «. [L. literally

dark chamber.} An apparatus in which the images

of external objects, received through a double convex

glass, are thrown upon a white surface placed on the

focus of the glass within a darkened chamber.

Cameration, (kam-sr-a'shun) n. [L. camera, a cham

ber.] Arching or vaulting ; having chambers or

divisions.

Cameronians, (kam'gr-ft-ne-anz) n. pi. A body of Presby

terian dissenters in Scotland, so called from their

founder.

Canusade, (kam-is-ad') n. [F. camise, shirt] A shirt

worn by soldiers over their uniform to enable them

to recognize one another in a night attack; — on

attack by surprise at night.

Camlet, (kam'let) n. [Eng. camel.] A stuff originally

made of camel's hair, now of hair and silk, or of

wool and thread.

Camomile, (kam'6-mll) n. [G. cliamaime'lon, earth-

apple.] A bitter plant of different species, used in

medicine.

Camp, (kamp) n. [L. campus.] Open field or plain;

—ground which an army occupies in warfare ;—the

arrangement and disposition of its quarters:—the

movable huts of a travelling party ; encampment ;

—a heap of vegetables covered up for winter use.

Camp, (kamp) v. t. To afford rest or lodging for, as

an urmy or travellers ;—v. i. To rest or lodge ; to

pitch tents, &c. ; to encamp:—imp. & pp. camped;

ppr. camping.

Campaign, (kam-piin') n, [h. Campania.] A large,

open plain; an extensive tract of ground without

hills ;—the period during which on army keeps the

field.

Campaign, (kam-piln') r. t. To serve in a campaign.

Campaigner, (kam-pdn W) n. One who has served in

several campaigns; an old soldier; a veteran.

Campaniform, (kom-pan'e-form) a, [ L. campana, bell,

and forma, form.] In the shape of a bell.

Campanile, (kam-pa-nela) n. [It.] A bell or clock-

tower ;—a square tower to crown

the chief elevation of a building.

Campanology, (kam-pa-nol'5-je) n .

[L. campana, bell, and O. logo*, dis

course.] Art of ringing bells, or a

treatise on the art

Campanula, (kam-pan'u-la) n. The

bell-flower.

CampanuUte, (kam-pan'u-lat) a. Bell-

shaped.

Camp-bedstead, (kamp'bed-sted) ft,

A bedstead mode to fold up in nar

row space, used on a march, <fcc.

Campestral, (kam-pes'tral) a. [L.

campus, field-] Pertaining to, or growing in, a field,

or open ground. [of turpentine :—also Camphine.

Camphene, (kam'fen) n. Pure oil of turpentine; spirit

Camphor, (kam'fer) n. [G. from A. Per. kafrO,, Skr.

karpdra.] A whitish, semi-translucent substance

with a bitter taste and pungent smell, highly vola

tile. Of frequent use in medicine as a diaphoretic,

stimulant, or disinfectant

Camphormte, (kam'ffr-at) n. A compound of the acid

of camphor with a base, of which there are several

varieties. [camphor.

Camphorate, (kam'fer-ut) v. t. To impregnate with

Camphoric, (kam-for'ik) a. Pertaining to camphor, or

partaking of its qualities.

Camphor-oil, (kam'frr-oil) n. An essential oil distilled

from the camphor tree ; camphor in a liquid form.

Camphor-tree, (kam'fgr-tre) n. The tree from which

camphor is obtained. [bearing poisonous berries.

Campion, (kam'po-on) n. [L. campus, field.] A plant

 

Campanile.

Camp-meeting, (kamp'met-ing) n. A religious meeting,

held in some retired spot, for continuous devotion

during several days. [legs to fold up.

Camp-stool, (kamp'stoul) n. A stool with cross*

Cam-wheel, (kam'hwel) n. A wheel or a part of a

wheel, of irregular outline, employed to produce a

variable or alternating motion in machinery.

Cam-wood, (kam'wood) n. A hard red dye-wood from

Sierra Leone. [liquors mode of metal.

Can, (kan) n. [A.-S. canne.] A cup or vessel for

Can, (kan) v. i [A.-S. eunnan.] To be able; to have

power, either physical or moral ;—an auxiliary verb :

—imp. could. [of Canada.

Canadian, (ka-na'de-an) ft. An inhabitant or native

Canaille, (ka-naT) ft, [F.] The coarsest part of meal ;

—the rabble.

Canal, (ka-nol') n. [L. canna, reed.] An artificial

water-course, particularly one for the passage of boats

or vessels ;—a duct in the body of an animal through

which the juices pass ;—a surgical instrument , a

splint

Canary, (ka-n&'re) n. Wine made in the Canary Isles.

Canary-bird, (ka-na're-b$rd) n. A small singing-bird

of the Finch family, a native of the Canary Islands.

Canaster, (ka-nas'ter) n. A rush basket in which to

bacco is packed in South America ;—a species of cut

tobacco.

Cancel, (kan'sel) v.t. [L. cancclli, lattice] To cross

and deface the lines of; to blot out;—to annul or

destroy ;—to suppress for the sake of substituting

other matter :—imp. &, pp. cancelled ; ppr. cancelling.

Cancel, (kan'sel) n. The suppression and reprinting of

a page or part of a work ;—the part thus altered.

Cancellated, (kan'sel-I&t-ed) a. Marked with cross lines.

Cancellation, (kan-sel-lil'shun) n. Act of defacing by

cross lines;—the operation of striking out common

factors, as in dividend and divisor.

Cancer, (kan'ser) n. [S. eancre.] The crab;—a sign

in the zodiac resembling a crab

in form, and denoting the north

ern limit of the sun's course

in summer;—a livid scirrhous

tumour, \isually terminating in

an ulcer.

Cancerate, (kan'sgr-at) v. i. To

grow into a cancer.

Canceration, (kan-ser-a'shun) n.

Growing cancerous or into a cancer.

Cancerous, (kan'ser-us) a. Like, or consisting of, *

cancer ; affected with cancer.

Cane ri form, (kangltre-form) a. [L. cancer, and/ernw,

form.] Having the form of a crab.

Candelabrum, (kan-d€-hVbrum) n. [L. candela, caudle. ]

A tall stand or support for

a lamp ;—a branched and

highly ornamented candle

stick ;—a chandelier.

Candent, (kan'dent) a. [L.

canden*.] Heated to white

ness ; glowing with heat

Candid, (kan'did) a. [L. can-

didut.] White ; fair ; open ;

—free from bias ; unpreju

diced.

Candidate, (kan'de-dat) n. fL. eandidatu*-, from roHrfi-

J"\ white.] One who seeks, or who is proposed for

an office or place of trust ;—an aspirant ;—a competi

tor, [being a candidate.

Candidature, (kan'de-dat-ur) n. State or position of

Candidly, (kan'did-le) adv. Without trick or disguise ;

openly ; uprightly. [ness ; ingenuousness.

Candidness, (kan'did-nes) n. Openness of mind ; fair-

Candle, (kan'dl) n. [A. -8. candel] A cylindrical body

of tallow, wax, spermaceti, &c, inclosing a wick of

flax or cotton threads, used for giving light ; a lumin

ary.

 

Cancer.

 

Candelabrum.
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Candle-light, (kan'dl-Ht) n. The light of a candle.
Candlemas, (kan'dl-mas) n. [A.-S. can U '■ ■. ■ ■'.-•■■■ | A

festival on the second day of February in honour of

the purification of the Virgin Mary. [candle.

Caadit stick, (kin MI -etik) n. A utensil to hold a

Candour, (kan'dur) n. [L. condtre, to be white.] Open-

nev , freedom from prejudice or disguise; fairness;

ingeouonsness ; frankness.

| Candy, (kande) v. t. To conserve in sugar ;—to form

into crystals, as sugar ;—v. i. To be impregnated or

covered with sugar ;—to be formed into congelations,

M of sugar, Ac :—imp. & pp. candied; ppr. candying.

Caady, (kande) n. [A & Per. land, sugar, It. candire,

to praerve] A conserve or confection of sugar;—

in Bombay a weight of 560 lbs.

Candy-toft, (kan'de-tuft) n, [From Candia.] An annual

Ct cultivated in gardens.

(kin) n. [L. runna.] A plant of scvoral species,

si the bamboo, rattan, &c. ; also the

ngvr-cant ;—a light piece of wood

or other material used as a walking-

nick : a ttaff ;—a lance or dart made

of cant

Cane, (kin) v. t To beat with a cane ;

—to punish:—imp. & pp. caned ; ppr.

c using. *

Canebrake, (kan'brak) n. A thicket of

canes. Sugar-cane.

Cane-mitt, (kan'roil) n. A mill for grinding sugar-cane.

Canesceat* (ka-nes'aent) a. Growing white or hoary.

Canicua, (ka-nik'u-la) n, (L, camt, uog.j A star in

the constellation Cania Major ; the Dog-star or Sirius.

Canicular, (ka-nik'u-ler) a. Pertaining to, or measured

by, the rising of the Dog-star.

Canine, (ka-nin-) a. [L. can», dog.] Having the pro

perties or natare of a dog.

Caming, (kan'ing) n. A beating with a cane or rod.

Canister, (kan'ia-ter) n. [O. Lancutron, from kani,

reed] A small basket of rushes, reeds, or willow

twigs, Ac ;—a small case for holding tea, coffee, &c.

Canister-shot, (kan'ia-ter-shot) n. A number of sniall

iron balls inclosed in a case fitting a gun.

Canker, (kanglcer) n. [h. cancer.] An ulcer or a

collection of ulcers in the mouth :—any thing which

corrodes or destroys ;—a disease incident to trees ;—

a fhseafe in the feet of horses ;—a wild rose ; dog-rose.

Canker, (kangTser) v. t. To corrode ; consume ;—to

infect or pollute ;—v. i. To mat ; to grow corrupt ; to

data; .—imp. & pp. cankered ; ppr. cankering.

Cankered, (kanglterd) a. Having a crabbed, unkind,

« ihalignant temper.

Caakeroua, (kangker-us) a. Corroding like a canker.

Caaker-raah, (kanglter-rash) n. A variety of the scar

let feTor, in which the throat becomes ulcerated.

Canker-worm, (kang'ker-wurm) n, A worm destruc

tive to trees and plants: — also *pan-v:ormt green

'*>oer, Ac. [morose.

Cinktry, (kangTccr-e) a. Crusty ; surly ; crabbed ;

CMaeJ-ooaL (kan*nel-k61) n. [Candle-coal.] A hard

black coal, burning with a clear flame, without smoke.

It u capable of polish, and is cut into various forms

far trinkets. [who eats human flesh.

Cuaibal, (kan'ne-bal) n. [Sp. Carioafe*.] A person

Caanihaliim. (kan'ne-bal-izm) n. Act or practice of

eaung human flesh by man.

Clones, Otan'un) n. [L, eanna, reed.] A large hollow

metal cyhnder closed at one

«d, and variously mounted,

fined for throwing balls by

the force of gunpowder ;—

a hollow cylindrical piece

ihroBgh which a revolving

•eaft pasts*.

fcsssssssssa, (kan-un-adO n.

An attack with artillery ; a

«utau*d fire of big guns.

 

Cannon.

 

Canoe.

Cannonade, (kan-un-ad) r. t. To attack with heavy

artillery ;—v. i. To discharge cannon :—imp. & pp.

cannonaded ; ppr. cannonading.

Cannon-ball, (kan'un-bawl) ft, A ball, usually made

of cast iron, to be thrown from cannon.

Cannonier, (bnmimr) ?i. A man who manages

cannon ; an artilleryman. [tillery.

Cannonry, (kan'un-re) n. Cannon collectively ; ar-

Cannon-shot, (kan'un-shot) n. A ball for cannon ;—

the distance a cannon will throw balls.

Cannular, (kan'u-ler) a. [L. cannula, diminutive nf

canna, reed, tube.] Having the form of a tubo ;

tubular.

Canny, (kan'ne) a. Cautions ; wary ; skilful.

Canoe, (ka-1166') n, [F. canot] A boat formed of the

trunk of a tree excavated, or of *

bark or skins.

Canon, (kan'un) n. [L. canon,

measuring line, rule.] A law or j

rule in general;—an ecclesiastical £

law or rule of doctrine or dis-i

cipline; a formula;—the genuine

books of the Scriptures ; —a catalogue of saints ;—a

continued fugue ;—ono who possesses a prebend for

the performance of divine service in a cathedral

church ; —the largest size of type ;—a double hit in

billiards. [prebend.

Canoness, (kan'un-es) n. A woman who holds a

Canonical, (kan-on'ik-nl) a. Pertaining to a canon ;

according to rule.

Canonically, (kan-on'ik-al-Ie) adv. In a canonical

manner.

Canonicalneas, (kan-on'ik-al-nes) n. Tho quality of be

ing canonical [of the clergy.

Canonicals, (kan-on'ik-alz) n. pi. The full official dress

Ciinonicity, (kan-on-is'e-te) n. The authority be

longing to the Scriptures as genuine. [law.

Canonist, (kan'un-ist) n. A professor of ecclesiastical

Canoniatio, (kan-un-iat'ik) a. Of or relating to a

canonist.

Canonization, (kan-on-iz-a shun) n. Ceremony or act of

filacing the name of a deceased person in the cata-

ogue of saints -—the state of being sainted.

Canonize, (kan un-iz) v. t. To place upon the cata

logue of saints :—imp. & pp. canonized ; ppr. canoniz

ing.

Canonahip or Canonry, (kan'un-ahip) n. A benefice in

a cathedral or collegiate church;—the office of a canon.

Canopy, (kan'o-pe) n. (G. kondpeion, a net over a bed.]

A covering over a throne or bed ; a covering over

the head ;—an ornamental projection, iu the Gothic

style, over doors, arches, and the like.

Canopy, (kan'd-pe) r. t. To cover with a canopy :—

imp. is, pp. canopied ; ppr. canopying.

Canorous, (ka-no'rus) a. [L. canere, toning.] Musical;

sounding ; tuneful

Cant, (kant) n. [W. cant, circle, L. canthu$. iron

ring round a carriage-wheel, a wheel.] An angle ;—

an inclination from a horizontal line ;—a push, or

other impulse, with a sudden jerk.

Cant, (kant) v. t. To incline or place upon the edge,

as a cask;—to give a sudden turn or impulse to;—

r.i. [L. cantre, to sing.] To speak in a whining or

affected tone ;—to make whining pretensions: —

imp. di pp. canted ; ppr. canting.

Cant, (kant) n. [L. cantus, chant.] An affected mode

Of speaking ;—a word or phrase hackneyed or pecu

liar;—whining pretensions ;—the jargon of gypsies and

thiovea.

Cant, (kant) a. Affected, inelegant, or vulgar.

Can't, (kant) A contniction for can not.

Cantab, (kan-tabO n. [Cantabrigian.] A student

or graduate of the University of Cambridge.

Cantabile, (kan-tab'e-la)ua'i?. [It] In music, a smooth

flowing graceful style.

Cantaloupe, (kaji'ta-lOop) ?i. [From Canfafupo, in
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Italy.] A small round ribbed rarietj of muskmelon

of a delicate flavour.

Cantaliver, (kan'ta-le-vfr) n. [From cant, angle, and

lever, a supporter.] A bracket for supporting a cornice

or balcony.

Cantata, (kan-ta'ta) n. [It, L. canere, to sing.] A

poem set to mus.c ; a musical composition for one

voice, with choral accompaiunienta,

Cantatrioe, (kaii-ta-treche) n. [It. j A female singer.

Canteen, (kan-tcn') n. [Sp. eantina.] A vessel

used by soldiers lor carrying drink ;—a barrack tavern ;

a case with table necessaries for travelling.

Canter, (kan'ter) r. i. To more, as a horse, in a

moderate gallop : — imp. ii pp. cantered ; ppr.

cantering.

Canter, (kan'ter) n, A moderate gallop.

Canter, (kon'tfr) n. One who whines or makes hypo

critical pretensions. [divisions to hold music, Ac-

Canterbury, (kan'tcr-ber-e) n. A wooden stand with

Cantharis, (kau'tha-ris) n. [L.] A coleopterous insect

used for blistering ; Spanish-fly.

Cant-hook, (kant huok) n. A wooden lever with an

iron hook at the end for turning logs.

Canticle, (kan'te-kl) n. [I*, cantieulum, from canere,

to sing. J A httle song;—The Song of Songs, or

Song of Solomon.

Cantillate, (kan'til-at) v. t. [L. eantillare, from canere,

to sing.] To chant ; to recite with musical tones.

Cantiliation, (kan-til-a'shun) n. A chanting ; recitation

with musical modulations.

Cantle, (kan'tl) n. [Diminutive of cant] A corner, or

edge of any thing ;—the hind-bow of a saddle.

Canto, (kan'tu) ». [It. canto, L. canere, to sing.] A

division or part of a poem ;—the soprano part ; the

leading melody.

Canton, (kan'tun) n. [It. eantone, Gar. l-ante, edge.]

A small district of territory ; a division having a

separate government ; as, the eantom of Switzerland ;

—a part ot a shield or painting.

Canton, (kan'tun) v. t. To divide into districts, as

territory ;—to allot separate quarters, as to troops:—

Mi,-. & pp. cantoned ; ppr. cantoning.

Cantonal, (kan'tun-al) a. Pertaining to a canton;

divided into cantons.

Cantonment, (kan'tun-ment) n, A part of a town or

village assigned to troops;—separate quarters.

Cantoon, (kau-toon') n. A strong stuff' or fustian.

Cantraip. (kan'trap) n. An incantation or spell; mis

chief art tally permmte.l.

Canty, (kan'te) v. Lively ; cheerful ; merry.

Canvas, (kau'vas) n. [L. cmmaUm, hemp.] A coarse

cloth made of hemp or flax, used for tents, soils,

painting. Arc. ;—the sails of a vessel.

Canvas-back, (kaii'vas-l>ak) n, A specie* of sea-duck,

esteemed for the delicacy of its flesh.

Canvass, (kan'vas) v. t. [From canvas, a sieve.] To

sift ; to examine thoroughly ;—to discuss ;—to debate ;

—to go through in the way of solicitation ;—v. i.

To solicit votes or interest :—imp. 61 pp. canvassed ;

Ppr. canvassing.

Canvass, (kau'vas) n. Close inspection or sifting of a

subject:—examination in the way of discussion;—a

seeking to obtain votes, favours, &c

Canvasser, (kanSas-er) n. One who solicits votes,

favours, or subscriptions. [with canes.

Cany, (kan'e) a. Consisting of cane, or abounding

Canzonet, (kan-zo-ncf) n. [it. can2on«i(a.] A little or

short song.

Caoutchouc, (koo'chook) u. [A South American word.]

India-rubber;—an elastic substance, obtained from

the milky juice of tropical trees.

Cap, (kap) n. [A. -s. cappe.) A covering for the head ;

—the top or highest point.

Cap, (kap) v. t. To cover the top or end of ;—to render

complete; to consummate;—-to wdute:—imp. & pp.

capped ; ppr. capping.

Capability, (ka-pa-bile-te) n Power, adaptability, or

facility in any required direction.

Capable, (ka'pa-bl) u. [L. cn/xifcilu. from capert, to

take.] Possessing ability, qualification, or sufficiency ;

having capacity ;—possessing intellectual power; com

petent; skilful. [capable.

Capableness, (ka'pa-bl-nes) n. State or quality of wing

Capacious, (ka-pashe-us) a. [L. eapttx.] Able to take

in, hold, or embrace much;—having ability to toko

large views of things : comprehensive ; liberal.

Capaciously, (ka-pj she-us-le) adv. In a widely re

ceptive manner or degree. [or receiving.

Capaciousness, (ka-pa'she-us-nee) n. Power of holding

Capacitate, (ka-pas'it-at) v. t. To render capable ; to

qualify; to enable:—imp. Jb pp. capacitated; ppr.

capacitating.

Capacity, (ka-pasVte) n, [L. eapacito*, from onpax.)

Power of receiving or containing; extent of room or

space ;—power of tne mind to receive ideas, knowledge,

dto. ;—ability ;—aptitude or qualification ;—the solid

contents of a body. [completely armed.

Cap-a-pie, (kap'a-pe) adv. [F.] From head to foot;

Caparison, (ka-pare-sun) n. [Sp. caparazon.\ A cover

ing laid over the saddle of a horse; trappings ;—gay

or rich clothing.

Caparison, (ka-par'e-sun) v. t. To cover with a de

corated cloth, as a horse;—to adorn with rich dress:

—imp. & pp. caparisoned ; ppr. caparisoning.

Cape, (kap) n. [L. caput, head, F. cape.] A head*

land ; a neck of land extending into the sea ;—a gar

ment hanging from the neck over the shoulders.

Capellet, (kap'el-et) n. [F. capelet.] A wen-like swell

ing on the hough of a horse.

Caper, (ka'per) v. 1. [L. caper, a he-goat.] To leap

about in a sprightly manner ; to spring ; to dance.

Caper, (ka'per) n, A frolicsome leap or spring; a

skip; a jump. Lthe caperbush, used for pickling.

Caper, (ka'per) n. [G. kupparit.] The flower-bud of

Caper-bush, (ka'per-boosh) n. A genus of low shrubs,

which produce berries or nods. Ivery rare.

Capercailzie, (ka-per-karze) n. The wood grouse, now

Capillaceous, (kap-il-la'she-us) a. [L. capillut, hair.]

Having long filaments : resembling a hair.

Capillament, (ka-pilla-ment) n. A filament or fine

hair-like thread or fibre. [being capillary.

Capillarity, (kap-il-lare-te) n. State or condition of

Capillary, (kap'il-la-re) a. [L. eapitUts, hair.] Ite-

sembling a hair;—pertaining to capillary tubes or

vessels.

Capillary, (kap'il-la-re) n. A fine vessel or canal ; one

of the minute vessels connecting the arteries and veins.

Capillary-tube, (kap'il-la-re-tub) n. A tube with a

very small bore of which the diameter is only the half,

the third, Ac, of a line.

Capilliform, (kap-ilie-form) a. [L. capiUus, hair, ami

forma, shape.] In the shape of a hair.

Capulose, (kap'il-los) a. Hairy ; rough.

Capital, (kapit-ol) a. |L. caput, head] Pertaining

to the head ;— involving, the forfeiture of the head or

life ;—first in importance ; principal; leading.

Capital, (kap'it-al) n. The head or uppermost part

of a column, pilaster, Ac;—the

chief city or town in a country ;

a metropolis ;—a stock employed

in trade, manufactures, Ac.;—

ready money ; — the estimated

value of a business, property,

stock, Ac. ; — a printing type

larger, and differing in form from

those used in the body of the

page ;—the line which bisects the

salient angle of a ravelin.

Capitalist, (kap'it-al-ist) n. A Capital

man who has an investment in stock or trade ; a

man of large means; one who has much ready money

or funded property.
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Capitalization, (kap'it-al-iz-il'shufi) n. Act of con

verting money or stock into capital ,—use of capital

letters. [to print in capital letters.

Capitalize, (kap'it-al-iz) r. f. To convert into capital ;—

CipiUUy, (kap it-al-le) adv. Chiefly; principally;—

excellently ; fitly ; nobly.

Capitauon, (kap-it-a'shuu) it [L. capitatio, from caput,

I ,-:i L J A numbering of persons;—a tax upon each

bead ; a poll-tax.

Capitol, (kapit-ol) n. [L. eapitolium, from caput,

head.J The temple of Jupiter in Home, aud a fort

ou. toe Moos Capitoiiuus ,—the edifice occupied by the

congress of the united States,

Capitular, (ka-pit'u-ler) a. Belonging to a chapter ;—

growing in small heads, as the dandelion.

Capitoiary, (ka-pitii-ler-e) n. L. capitulum, diminu-

tiTe of caput, head. J An act passed in a chapter;

—& collection of laws or statutes;—the member of a

chapter. [of a cathedral.

Captuiiary, (ka-pifu-ler-e) a. Relating to the chapter

Capitulate, (ka-pit'u-Ut) v. i. To surrender on stipulated

terms ;—to draw up under heads or divisions ;—imp,

4 pp. capitulated ; ppr. capitulating.

Capitulation, (ka-pit-u-LVshun) n. A reducing to

heads or articles ;—act of surrendering to an enemy

Qpon stipulated terms ;—the instrument containing

r.i<; terms of surrender. [surrenders.

Capitulator, (ka-pit'u-lat-er) n. One who draws up or

Capun, (kaplin) n. A small fish found in the northern

seas;—a leathern thong:—also Gapelan.

Capoa, (ka'pnn) a. [L. capo.] A cock castrated, the

better to tatten lor the table.

Ctpoaiere, (Ica-pon-eY) n. [F. caponniere.] A sunken

aud covered way, with loop holes lor musketry.

Capot, (ka-pof) n. [F. trow L. cupio, to take.] A

winning of ail the tncks at piquet.

Capote, (ka-puf) n. { F. J A long cloak worn by women ;

—a coat with a hood. [hood ; the hood of a cloaK.

Capooxfi, (ka-poOch') n. [L. capucium.j A monk's

Capoacn, (aa-pouch') r. t. To cover with a hood ; hence,

to hood-wink or blind.

Cip-paper, (kap pi-ptr) k. A coarse brown paper ;

—a kind ot writing or printing paper—;foolscap.

Capping-plane, (kap'iiig-plau) n. in joinery, a plane

aied tor working the upper surface of staircase rails.

Capreauus, (kap re-ol-at) u. [L. copreotux.J Having

tendriA or spiral claspers. [species of composition.

Capnceio, (ka-preVcbu) n. [It.] A looee irregular

t.^nee, (ka-prea) n. [F. from L. caper.] Sudden or

treasonable change of mind or humour ; fickleness ;

atum. [fickle ; changeable ; lanciful.

Capricious, (ksv-prisb'e-us) a. Governed by caprice ;

Capriciously, (ka-prish'e-iuvle) adr. In a capricious

manner.

Capriciousneu, (ka-prish'e-ua-nes) n. Unsteadiness

of temper, purpose, or opinion; liability to change.

Capricorn, (kap're-korn) n. [h. caper and cornu.) The

tenth sign of the zodiac, into

which the sun enters at the \fj

winter solstice, about the 21st of

December. ^g

Clarification, (kap-rif-e-ka'ahtm) K^<^

1L [L. caper and,i?cus.] A pro- (>f

cen of accelerating the ripening \ Cj'.V

of fruit, particularly the fig.

Capriole, (kap're-oi) n. [h. caper, Capricorn.

goat. J A leap that a horse makes without advancing ;

—head-dress worn by ladies.

Dtp-sheaf, (kap'thef) n. The top aheaf of a stack of

grain.

Capsicum, (knr/ae-kum) n. [L. from capta, box, be

cause contained in pods.] A genus of tropical plants

producing the red or Cayenne pepper of domestic use.

Capaue, (kap-six) v. t. [Probably from cap, top, and

srijf. J To upset or overturn, as a vessel or other

body ; to invert.

 

 

» apetan.

Capsize, (kap-siz') ft. An upset or overturn.

Capstan, (kapatan) n. [L. caputruin., halter.] A wind

lass ; a truncated cone, pierced in

the upper part for bars or hand

spikes, by which it is turned,

coiling a rope or cablo for weighing

anchors or drawing up any great

weight

Capsular, (kaps'u-ler) a. Hollow, t

like a capsule ; pertaining to

capsule.

Capsule, (kaps'ul) n. [L. capsula,™-

lroni capta, case.] A seed pod or

pericarp, opening, when maturo, by the separation of

its valves;—a small saucer of clay fur smelting ores,

«kc. ;—a small membranous sac;—a globular lozenge;

—a metallic cover for closing a bottle ;—a percus

sion cap

Captain, (kap'tan) n. [L. caput, the head.] The head

or 'chief officer ;—one who commands a company or

troop ;—the commander of a ship ; the foreman of a

body of workmen and the like ;—a tried leader.

Captaincy, (kap'tun-se) n. Hank, post, or commission

of a captain.

Captainship, (kap'tan-ship) n. Condition, rank, or

authority of a captain ;—skill in military affairs.

Captation, (kap-td'shun) n. [L. cupto, to catch.] Art

of catching lavour by flattery ;—skilful address.

Caption, (kap'shun) n. [L. captio, from capere, to take.]

The act of taking or seizing by authority; arrest;—

the legal instrument by which a person is taken ;—

taking unawares ; imposition.

Captious, (kap'she-us) a. Apt to find fault or cavil ;

—insidious ; ensnaring ;—fault-finding ; censorious.

Captiously, (kapahe-us-le) adv. In an objecting or

fault-finding spirit. (fault.

Captiousness, (kap'she-us-nes) n. Disposition to find

Captivate, (kapte-vat) v. t. To take prisouer; to sub

due ;—to charm with excellence or beauty ; fascinate ;

enthral:- u.ij: & pp. captivated; ppr. captivating.

Captivation, (kap-te-vu'shun) n. Act of taking a

prisoner ; fascination ; bondage.

Captive, (kap'tiv) n. [L. captivus, from capere, to

take.] One taken and made prisoner in war;—one

charmed or subdued by beauty, &c

Captive, (kap'tiv) a. Made prisoner, especially in

war ; kept in confinement.

Captivity, (kap-tiv'e-te) n. State of being a prisoner;

—a state of being under control ; bondage ; slavery.

Captor, (kap'ter) n. [L. capere, to take.] One who

takes a prisoner or a prize either by sea or land.

Capture, (kap'tur) n. [L. captura, from capere, to

take.] Act of taking or seizing by force ; seizure ;

arrest ;—the thing taken. [prise, or stratagem.

Capture, (kap'tur) v. t. To take or seize by force, sur-

Capuohin, (ka-pu-ahenO n. [F. capucin, from capuce,

hood] One of the monks of the order of St. Francis;

—a cloak and hood.

Car, (kar) n, [L. eurrus.] Any wheeled vehicle or

carnage ;—in Ireland, a one-horse carnage, in which

the driver and the occupants sit back to back j—a war

or triumphal conveyance. [burden ; a galleon.

Carack. (kar'ak) n. [Fg. carraea.J A large ship of

Caracole, (kar'a-kol) n. A leap sideways, as of a horse ;

—a spiral staircase ;—a shifting movement of cavalry.

Carafe, (kar-af) ». A water bottle or decanter for

the dining or toilet table.

Caramel, (kar'a-mel) n. \\.. cannn,

reed, and met, honey.] Burnt sugar;

a substance obtained by heating

sugar to about 400°, and used for

colouring spirits.

Carapace, (kar'a-pfts) n . A thick

shell which covers the back of the .

tortoise, and other crustaceous ani- ■

mala.
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Carat, (karat) n. [A. tjirrdt, a bean.] A weight of

four grains, used in valuing diamonds, pearls, Arc;

—the proportion of pure metal to alloy in a com

pound.

Caravan, (kaxa-van) n. [Per. oinrdit, travelling]

A company of pilgrims, or merchants, travelling to

gether for greater security;—a large, close carriage on

springs for conveying wild beasts, &c. , for exhibition.

Caravansary, (kar-a-van'sar-e) n. [From caravan, and

sardt, inn.] A kind of inn in the East, where cara

vans rest at night.

Caravel, (kir'a-vcl) n. [Sp. caravcla.] A small two-

masted vessel with lateen sails—such as Columbus

used ;—in France, a herring boat :—Carvel.

Caraway, (kara-wa) n. [A. tarwiya.] A biennial

aromatic plant, and its seed ;—a sweetmeat contain

ing caraway seeds. [arm used by mounted troops.

Carbine, (karoin) n. [F. carabine.] A short gun or fire-

Carbineer, (kar-bin-CrO n. A soldier armed with a

carbine - a light horseman.

Carbon, (kartwn) n. [L. ear&o, coal] An elementary'

substance, forming the base of charcoal, and entering

largely into mineral coals and blacklead. [bon.

Carbonaceous, (kar-bon-a'she-us) a. Pertaining to car-

Carbonari, (kir-bo-nAr'e) a. pi. [It.] Members of a

secret political association in Italy.

Carbonate, (kur oon-it) n. A salt formed by the union

of carbonic acid with a base.

Carbonated, (karlxm-at-ed) a. Combined or impreg

nated with carbonic acid.

Carbonic, (kir-bon'ik) o. Of, or pertaining to, carbon.

Carboniferous, (kar-bon-ifer-us) a. (L. ear&o, and

fcrrt, to bear.] Producing, or containing, carbon.

Carbonisation, (kar-bon-iz-a'sbun) n. The act or pro

cess of producing carbon.

Carbonize, (kirton-Iz) v. I. To convert into carbon :

—imp. &pp. carbonized; ppr. carbonizing.

Carboy, (kar'boy) it. [Gael, earb, basket.] A large,

globular glass bottle inclosed in basket-work.

Carbunole, (kar'bung-kl) it. [L. carbunculut.] A

beautiful gem of a deep red colour ; garnet ; onyx ;

—a malignant boil of long continuance.

Carbunoled, (kar'bung-kld) a. Set with carbunclo ;—

having boils or inflamed lumps.

Carburet, (kar'bu-ret) n. A combination of carbon with

some other substanoe.

Carbureted, (kar'bu-ret-ed) a. Combined with carbon.

Carcanet, (kar'ka-uet) n. [Armor, larchm.] A collar

ofjewels worn round the neck.

Carcass, (ka^kas) n. [L. can, flesh, and eapm, box.]

The body; the dead body of man or animal ; a corpse;

—the decayed parts ; ruins ; remains ;—the frame or

main parts of a tiling, unfinished or without orna

ment ;—a vessel filled with combustibles, to be

thrown from a mortar.

Card, (kard) n. [L. charta.] A piece of pasteboard,

as address card, playing card, <£a ;—a written or

printed note, conveying a statement, invitation,

apology, dfce. ; — a board on which the points of the

compass are marked.

Card, (kird) v.i. To play at cards; to game;—r. f.

To comb or disentangle, as wool:—imp. & pp. carded ;

ppr carding. [for combing wool or flax.

Card, (kird) n. [L. earduuj, thistle.] An instrument

Cardamine, (kard'a-min) n. [L. cardamiva.} A genus

of plants, comprising the lady's-smock, meadow-

cress, Ac.

Cardamom, (kard'a-mum) n. [G. amOmon, spioe-plant,

and lard, from Skr. ttkhard, to vomit] A legumin

ous plant. Its seeds have a warm aromatic flavour,

and are used in medicine. [making cards, Ac.

Card-board, (kard'bord) n. A stiff paste-board for

Card-case, (kardltas) «. A case for holding cards.

Carder, (kard'er) n. One who combs and cleans wool.

Cardiac, (korue-ak) n. A medicine which excites action

in the stomach ; a cordial.

Cardialgy,(kar'de-al-je)ii. [G. Icardia, heart, and ilm,

pain.] Heartburn.

Cardinal, (karuin-al) a. [L. cardinal!; from carda.

liinge.] Primary or chief;—fundamental or origin

ating ;—of principal importance.

Cardinal, (kar'din al) n. One of the seventy eccle

siastical princes who constitute tho pope's council ;

a woman s short cloak. (dignity of a cardinal

Cardinalahip, (karain-al-ship) n. The office, rank or

Cardinal-bird, (karuin-al-berd) it. A bird having

fine scarlet plumage, and a high pointed crest on its

bead. [plant bearing brilliant red flowers.

Cardinal-flower, (kar'din-al-SoWer) n. An herbaceous

Carding-maohine, (kard'ing-ma-shen) «. A machino

for combing, breaking, and cleansing wool or cotton,

and forming it into a roll.

Cardiology, (kar-de-ol'o-je) n. [G. I-ardia, heart, and

iogot, speech.] A treatise on the heart.

Cardoon, (kar-doon') n. [L. carduua] A small sort

of artichoke. Iphwinsr

Card-table, (kird-tatl) n. A table used for carul

Care, (kir) n. [A. -a earn, L. euro.) Concern ox-

anxiety of mind ; — charge or oversight, implying

resi>on«ibility ;—attention or heed ; caution ; needful

ness ; watchfulness ;—the object of watchful attention

or anxiety ; solicitude ; management.

Care, (kar) v.i. To be anxious or solicitous; to bo

concerned ;—to be inclined or disposed :—imp. o» pp.

cared; ppr. caring.

Careen, (ka-ren') v. t. [O. Eng. caritit.] To hcavo on

one side, as a ship, for the purpose of calking, repair

ing, Ac. ;—v. t. To incline to one side, as a ship

under a press of sail;—imp. & pp. careened ; ppr.

careening.

Career, (ka-reV) n. [L. currus, waggon.] A course;

—rapidity of motion ;. a race ;—general course of

action; procedure; time of service.

Career, (ka-rtr ) v. t. To move or run rapidly :—irai>

* pp. careered ; ppr. careering.

Careful, (kurTool) a. lull of care or solicitude-

giving good heed ;—attentive ; anxious ; provident '

Carefully, (kar'fool-le) adv. With care, anxiety, or

solicitude. [cautious and vigilant conduct

Carelulness, (kar'fuol-nes) n. Anxiety; solicitudes

Careless, (kur'les) a. [From care and the termination

lot.] Having no care ;—free from anxiety ;—done or

said without care ; heedless ; thoughtless ; regardless.

Carelessly, (kirtes-le) adv. In an indiflerent or

heedless manner. [want of caution.

Carelessness, (karTes-nes) n. Inattention ; negligence ■

Caress, (ka-res') v. I. IF. cariuer.) To treat with!

affection or kindness; to fondle;—imp. it pp. caressed ;

ppr. caressing. [ing with affection.

Caress, (ka-res-) n. An Ret of endearment; ombrac-

Caressingly, (ka-res'ing-le) aid. In a loving and

fondling manner.

Caret, (ku'ret) n. [L. carere, to want] A mark ( a ]

which shows that something omitted in the line is

interlined above, or inserted in the margin.

Cargo, (kar'go) n. (Sp. earyar, to load.] The Incline

or freight of a ship. [kind.

Caribou, (kare-boo) n. A quadruped of tho reindeer

Caricature, (kar-e-ka-tuV) it [It. caricature:.) The

exaggerated representation, pictorial or verbal, of

that which is characteristic ;—a figure or description

in which the peculiarities of a person or thing are

made ridiculous.

Caricature, (k ii -e-ka-tur') r. t. To make a caricature

of; to burlesque:—imp. ds pp. caricatured; ppr.

caricaturing.

Caricaturist, (kar-e-ka-tur'izt) n. One who make*

caricatures.

Caries, (ku 're- Sz) n. [L..] An ulceration of bone

Carinated, (kar'in-a-tod) a. [L. carina, keeL] Shaped

like the keel of a ship. [carriage

Cariole, (kare-ol) a. [It can-iuofa.] A small open
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Cariosity, (ki-re-rw'e-te) n. Ulceration of a bone;

mortification ; rottenness. [ouj tooth.

Carious, (ka're-us) a. Ulcerated or decayed, as a cari-

Carking, (kirk'ing) a. Distressing ; perplexing.

Cad, (Jtirl) n. [A.-S. carU] A rude, rustic, rough

| man ;—a kind of hemp.

Carline, (kar'lin) n. [F. carhngue.} A timber, rang*

iag fore and aft, directly over the keel.

Canock, (karTok) a. A kind of isinglass.

Carman, (kar'man) n. A man who drives a cart.

Carmelite, (kar'uiel-it) n. A monk of an order estab-

Uthed on Mount Carmel, in Syria, in the twelfth

century.

Carminative, (kar-min'atdv) n. [L. carminare, to

clean*.] A medicine to remedy colic and flatulency.

Carmine, (karinin) n. [L. eurmesmus.J A pigment

) of a rich crimson colour, prepared from cochineal.

Carnage, (lurnaj) n. [L. caro, tlesh.J The flesh of

daia animals ;—slaughter ; massacre.

Carnal, (kar'nal) a [L. carnatis, from earo, carnis,

Asia. J Pertaining to flesh ; fleshly ;—given to sensual

1 indulgence ; natural as opposed to spiritual ; un-

i regenerate. (desire or appetite.

Carnality, (kar-nal'e-te) n. Sensuality ;—grosaneas of

Canalize, (kar'nal-iz) v. t. To mAke carnal ; to debase:

—ina. & pp. carnalized ; ppr. carnalizing.

Carnally, (kar'nal-e) adv. Acoordiug to the flesh.

Carnal-minded, (kar'nal-mind-ed) a. Worldly-minded.

Carnation, (kir-na'shun) n. [F.J Flesh-colour ;— a

■pectes of clove-pink.

Csrassos, (kar'ne-us) a. {h. carneus, from caro,

wraa, flesh.] Consisting of, or like, flesh.

Cnnufy, (jcar'ne-fi) v. t. [L. caro, flesh, and/a««, to

nuke.] To form flesh ; to grow corpulent.

Carnival, (lUr'ne-val) n. [It. carnoeaU.\ A festival in

ftunian Catholic countriee held before Lent;—a time

of revelry and frolic.

Carnivora, (kar-niv'd-ra) n.pt. [L. caro, flesh, and

*onrtt to devour.] Animals which feed on flesh, or

devour others.

Carnivorous, (kar-niv'd-rua) a. Feeding on flesh.

Camozity, (kar-nos/e-te) n. A fleshy excrescence ;—

Careb, (fcir'ob) n. [A, kkarrab.] A leguminous

«vergreen tree, a native of Spain,

Italy, and the Levant.

Carooos, (ka-roah') n. [It carox:a.]

A carriage for pleasure.

Carol, (kat'oI) *. [L. caroUt.) A

«Wg of joy or mirth ; a lay ;—a de

votional song.

OsraL (kar'ol) v. t. To praise or eele-

brate in song ;—r. t. To sing in joy

or fertility ; to warble : — imp. &

pp. earolsd ; ppr. caroling.

Carotid, (ka-rofid) n. [G. pi. Jca-

ritida. J A largo axtery conveying the blood from the

aorta to the head. [merrymaking.

CarsusaL (ka-ruuz'al) n. A jovial feast or festival ;

Carouse, (ka-roarr) v. i. [Ger. garaus, end.] To drink

■ ■■■ -i..-jy -. to drink in a jovial manner :—imp. &

./ caroused ; ppr. carousmg.

Carouse, (ka-roux') 71. A drinking match.

Cars, (karp) v. i. [L. carpere, to seize.] To censure,

or And fault without reason, or petulantly.

Carp, (karp) n. [L. carpo.] A family of soft-finnod,

flwh-water fishes.

Carpal (kar'pal) a. [L. carpus,

wrist) Pertaining to the carpus

or wrist

CarpeL (kir'pel) n. [G. iarptu.]

A simple pistil, or one of the parts

of a compound pistil

Carpenter, (kar'pen-t^r) n. [U carpcntum, waggon.]

An artificer who works in timber; a framer and

builder of houses) and ships.

 

Carob.

 

Carp.

Carpentry, (kar'pen-tre) n. Art of cutting, fram

ing, and Joining timber ;—pieces of timber framed

and connected, &c. ;—the work of a carpenter.

Carpet, (kar'pet) n. [L. earpere, to pluck.] A heavy

woollen fabric, used as covering for floors, stairs, Aic.

Carpet, (kar'pet) v. t. To cover with carpet or car

pets :—imp. & pp. carpeted ; ppr. carpeting.

Carpet-bag, (kar'pet-bag) n. A travelling-bag.

Carpeting, (karpet-ing) n. Materials for carpet;

carpets in general. [cavilling.

Carping, (karp'ing) n. Unreasonable fault-finding ;

Carpingly, (ktirp ing-lo) adv. Captiously.

Carpology, (kar-pol 6-je) n, [G. Jcarpot, fruit, and logo*,

discourse.] That branch of botany which relates to

the structure of seeds and fruit. [for jellies, &c.

Carrageen, (kar'a-gen) n. A kind of sea-weed, used

Carriage, (kar'rg) n. Act of carrying ;—that which,

carries ; a vehicle for pleasure or for passengers ;—de

meanour ; behaviour. [veyed in carriages.

Carriageable, (karrij-a-bl) a. That which may be con-

Carrier, (kar're-e.r) n. One who is employed to carry

goods ;—a species of pigeon.

Carrion, (kar're-un) n. [It. caroffna, L. caro, flesh.]

The dead and putrefying flesh of animals.

Carrion, (kar're-un) o. Kelating to dead and putrefy

ing carcasses;—feeding on carrion.

Carronade,(kar'un-ad)n. A short cannon.

Carrot, (kar'ut) n. [It. earota.] A plant having an

esculent root of a reddish-yellow colour. [yellow.

Carroty, (kar'ut-e) a. Like a carrot in colour ; reddish-

Carry, (kar're) v. t. [F. eAurrirr, from Mar, car.]

To convey or transport ;—to impel ;—to transfer, as

from one column, page, or book, to another;—to

effect or accomplish ;—to obtain possession of by

force ;—to exhibit ; to imply ;—to conduct or demean ;

—v.i. To convey or propel; to bear:—imp. & pp.

carried ; ppr. carrying,

Carte, (kars) n. Low fertile land traversed by a river.

Cart, (kiirt) n. [L. carrut.] A two-wheeled vehicle

used in husbandry, or for currying heavy goods.

Cart, (kart) v. t. To carry or convey on a cart :—imp.

& pp. carted ; ppr. carting. [price paid for carting.

Cartage, (kart'aj) n. Act of carrying in a cart ;—the

Carte-blanche, (kart'bUnsh) n. [l-'.J A blank paper;

—unconditional terms ;—an unlimited offer ;—dis

cretionary power. [portrait on a visiting card.

Carte-de-visite, (kart-de-viz-if) n. [F.J A photographic

Cartel, (kar'tel) n. [L. charta.} An agreement be

tween states at war as for the exchange of prisoners ;

—a note of defiance ; a challenge. [teamster.

Carter, (kart'er) n. The man who drives a cart; a

Cartesian, (kar-te^ze-an) a. Pertaining to the French

philosopher Des Cartes, or to his philosophy.

Carthusian, (kar-thu'ze-an) n. One of a religious order

named from Chartreux, in France, famed for their

austerities. [whitish elastic substance ; gristle.

Cartilage, (kar'te-lAj) n. [L. eartilago.] A smooth

Cartilaginous, (kar-te-laj'in-us) a. Pertaining to or

like cartilage ; gristly.

Cartography, (kar-togra-fe) n. [G. chart?, a leaf of

paper, and graphein, to write.] Art or practice of

forming charta or maps.

Cartoon, (kar-toon') n. [F. carton.] A design drawn

on strong paper to be painted in fresco ;—a design

coloured for working in mosaic, tapestry, &c ;—

a printed sketch or illustration.

Cartouch, fkar-toosh') n. [F. ] A tablet in the form of

a roll or scroll ;—a charge for a fire-arm ;—the box

containing the charge ;—a wooden bomb.

Cartridge, (kar'trij) n. [L. charta, paper.] A case of

paper containing a charge of powder and ball for a

fire-arm.

Cartridge-box, (kaVtrij-boks) n. A caso for cartridges.

Cartridge-paper, (kir'try-pa-per) n. Stout papal of

which cartridges are made. [a monastery.

Cartulary, (kar'tu-ler-e) n. A register or record, as of
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Cart-wright, (kart'rit) n. A maker of carta.

Caruncle, (kaj 'ung-ki) n. | L. euro, flesh.] A small

fleshy excrescence ;—an appendage at the injum or

scar of a seed.

Carve, (karv) v.t. [A-S. ctorfan.] To cut, as wood,

stone, or other material, in an artistic or decorative

manner;—to shape ; — to cut into small pieces or

slices ;—to distribute ;—r. t. To exercise the trade of

a carver ;—to cut up meat :—imp. & pp. carved; ppr.

carving.

Carving, (karv'ing) n. Act or art of cutting wood,

stone, &c. ;—device orfigure carved ;—cutting up meat

at table.

Caryatid, (ka-re-at'id) n. [G. karuatidet, priestesses of

Diana.] A female figure supporting au

entablature.

Cascabel, (kas'ka-bel) n. [Pg. cascavel.]

The knob or pommelion at the extre

mity of a cannon.

Cascade, (kaskad) n. [F. cascade.] A

waterfall, narrow in space, and small

in volume; an artificial lall in a gar

den, ttc.

Caacarilh\,(kas-ka-rilTa)n. [Sp. edscara.]

A plant of Jamaica, which furnishes a

tonic.

Case, (kas) n. [L. capsa.] A covering,

box, or sheath ; that which incloses or Caryatid.

contains ;—a box and its contents ; the quantity con

tained in a box ;—a frame containing buxes for hold

ing type. [imp. & pp. cased; ppr. casing.

Case, (kas) v. t. To cover with or put in a case :—

Case, (kas) n. [h. casus.) An event, occurrence, or cir

cumstance;—that which happens or belalls;—a state

or condition ot things or persons ;—a question of lacte

or principles requiring solution or decision;—a cause

or suit to be tried in court;—an inflection or termi

nal change in a noun.

Case-narden, (ktWhard-n) 0. t. To harden, as iron,

by converting the surface into steel.

Caseine, (kase-in) n. [L. caucus, cheese.] The curd or

coagulable part of milk ; — the lei;umiuous part of

substances. [case; a compositor.

Caseman, (kas'man) n. One who sets up type at the

Casemate, (kas'nidt) n. lit., casamatta.] A bomb

proof chamber, in which c *JJ»iia^.

cannon may be placed to l>o ° I'M

fixed through embrasures;—

also cajiable of being usad

as a magazine, or lor quar

tering troops.

Casemated, (kas'inat-ed) o.

Furnished with a casemate.

Casement, (kas'ment) n. A

wiuduw frame, usually in Casemate.

two parte, hinged so as to A^ Otaemale. A gun at B

turn outwards or inwards. weald tire through the em-

Caseous, (ka'se-us) a. [L. orowreiu the wall; a sun

eaten*, cheese.] Pertaining at u would fire saoaroeiie,

* »-mi» -«■--— orevtT the paraptt. V, a,
to, or hke cheese, poronct; E, scarv-wsU, the

Casern, (ka'zeru) n. [h. cam.] outer lace ot which is the

A lodging lor soldiers in gar- *c«wy; a 6, tcrre-plein.

rison towns.

Case-shot, (kiisshot) n. A collection of small projec

tiles inclosed in a case to be discharged from cannon.

Case-worm, (kas'wurm) n. A worm or grub that

makes itself a case.

Cash, (kash) n. [F. caisse.] Coin or specie ; money ;

ready money ; bank-notes, bonds, or any paper con

vertible into money.

Cash, (kash) t>. (. To turn into cash ; to exehauge for

money:—imp. & pp. cashed; ppr, cashing.

Cash-book, (kash'book) n. A book in which is kept

a register or account of money transactions.

Cashier, (kash-er') n. One who has charge of money

in a bank, &c. ; a cash-keeper.

 

Cashier, (kash-erO f. t. [L. cassarc] To dismiss from

an office or place of trust;—to discard:—imp. 6i pp.

cashiered ; ppr. cashiering.

Cashmere, (kash'nier) n. A rich and costly kind of

shawl ;—a fine woollen stuff.

Casing, (kas'ing) n. Act of covering a body to pro

tect from injury ;—a covering.

Casino, (ka-se'no) n. [It J A public saloon for danc

ing or singing.

Cask, {kask) n. [F. casque] A close vessel for con

taining liquors made of staves, headings, and hoops;

—the quantity contained in a cask.

Casket, (kask'et) n. [Cask.] A small box for jewels

or other articles. [head and neck ; a helmet.

Casque, (kask) n. A piece of defensive armour for the

Cassation, (kas-a'shun) n. [L. cassure, to annul | The

act of annulhng.

Cassava, (kas'sa-va) v. [Haytian kasabi.] A species

of the maiuhot, from which tapioca is obtained.

Casse-paper, (kas'se-pa-per) it, [F. papier casst.]

Broken paper ; the two outside quires of a ream.

Cassia, (kash'ya) n. |II. tjesWi.] A genus ot legu

minous plants ;—a species of laurel ;—the cheaper

kinds of cinnamon.

Cassimere, (kas'se-nier) n. [Sp. Casimira.] A thin

twilled woollen eluth used for men s garments;—also

kersey-mere.

Cassino, (kas-ai'no) it. A game at cards.

Cassius, (kas'se-us) ». A beautiful purple pigment ob

tained from the chloride of gold.

Cassock, (kasuk) n. [F. casugvf.] A close garment

worn by clergy under the surplice or gown.

Cassowary, (kas'Bu-wa-re) n, [Hindest ko.ssv t**ar**.\

A largo bird resembhug the

ostrich, and, next to it, the

largest living bird.

Cast, (kast) v.t. [Dan. kaste.]

To send or drive from by

force ; to fling ; to hurl ;—to

turn as the sight ;—to throw

on the ground, as in wrest

ling ; to overcome ;—to scat

ter as seed ; to throw as dice ;

to condemn by trial; — to

throw orT or shed ;—to com- Cassowary.

pate; to reckon;—to form by pouring liquid metal

into a mould ;—to distribute as the parts of a play

among actors :— i*. i. To turn or revolve in the mind :

—to receive form or shape ;—to warp, so as to bring

ft whip to the wind :—tap. & pp. cast ; ppr. casting.

Cast, (kast) n. The act of casting; a throw; — the

thing thrown ;—the distance to which a thing is

thrown;—a chance or venture;—act of casting in a

mould; —form or shape;—a slight degree of colour

as a cast of red ;—assignment of parts in a play ;—

the actors to whom the parte are assigned .—a mo

tion or turn as of the eye ; direction ; glance.

Castanea, (kas-ta'ue-a) n. [G. kastanon.] A genus

of trees including tho common chestnut-tree.

Castanet, (kas'ta-net) n. Two small concave shells of

ivory or hard wood, shaped like spoons, fastened to

the thumb, and beat with the middle finger.

Castaway, (kast'a-wa) ft. An abandoned person ; sv re-

prolwite. (value.

Castaway, (kast'a-wa) a. Rejected ; useless ; of no

Caste, (kast) n. [F. eeutlc] An order or class ;—one of

the four hereditary classes into which society in India

is divided.

Castellan, (kas'tel-lan) n, [L. caste 11 am, castle.} A

governor or constable of a castle.

Castellated, (kas'tel-lat-ed) a. Adorned with turret*

and battlements, like a castle.

Caster, (kast'er) n. One who casts or computes:—*

phial or cruet, used to cuntain cundiraeuts at the

tablo ;—a stand to contain such ;—a small wheel on *

swivel on which furniture is rolled :—Castor.
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Castor-oil Plan!

Castigate, (kas'te-gat) r. (. |L. caitigart.] lb punish,

by stripes: to correct ; to chastise :—imp. d: pp. cas

tigated; syir. castigating.

Cwtig-ation. (kas-te-ga'shun) m. Punishment by whip

ping; chastisement; correction.

Castigatory, (kaa'te-gat-d-re) a. Corrective; punitive.

Castile Soap, (kas'tel-sop) k. A fino, hard, white, or

mottled soap, made with olive oil and soda.

Casting, (kast'ing) n. The act of casting or founding ;

—anv thing formed in a mould ;—the taking of im

pressions of figures, boats, medals, &c. ;—assignation

of parts in a play ;—the warping of a board.

Casting-vote, (kast'ing-v6t) n. Vote of a presiding of*

tier, which decides a question when the votes are

equally divided. [into moulds.

Cast-iron, (kastl-urn) n. Iron wliich has been cast

Castle, (kaa'sl) n. [L. cattellvm.] A fortified residence :

a fortress ;—a piece made to represent a castle, used

in cheat. [a caatle.a

Castle, (kas'sl) r. t. In chess, to cover the king with"

Castle-builder, (kaa'sl -bild-er) ft, One who builds

castle* in the air; a visionary.

Cast-off, (kast'ofJ a. Laid aside ; as, cant-off clothes.

Castor, (kas'tfr) n. [L. carter. ] A genua of animals,

. in which the beaver is included;—a substance of a

teoetrating smell and hitter taste, found in the beaver.

Castor-oil, (kas'ter-oil) n. [A corruption of QoMumM,

The oil of a plant found in

the West Indie* (Palme

| Ckruti) It is a mild cath

artic.

Castrametation, (kaa-tra-me-

! tl'ahun) n. [L. castra nit-

tart.) Art or act of encamp

ing; the marking or laying

oat of a camp.

Castnte, (kas'trat) r. t. \T

cattran.] To deprive of the testicles ; to emasculate;

—to purge or punfy, as a book :—imp. & pp. castrated ;

ppr castrating.

Castrated, (kas-trat'ed) a. Purged ; purified.

Castration, (kas-tra'shun) n. Act of depriving of the

testicles. [sparrow-hawk.

CutreL (kaa'trel) n. A kind of liawk resembling the

Cast-steel, (kaststet) n. Blistered steel smelted, cast,

and rolled out into bars.

Casual, (kazh'u-aJ) a. [I. casus, fall] Happening

without design, avnd without being foreseen ; acciden

tal : fortuitous ; occasional.

Casually, (kaxh'u-al-le) adv. By chance ; accidentally ;

occasionally.

Casualty, (kazh'u-ai-te) n. That which comes without

design or without being foreseen ; an accident . -an

accidental injury ; misfortune. [cases.

Casuist, (kazh'u-ist) n. One who Btudies and resolves

Casuistic, (kazh-u-ist'ik) a. Relating to cases of con

science.

Casuistry, (kazh'u-iat-re) n. Science of determining

the right or wrong of acta and opinions, or of cases of

conscience ;—in a bad sense, sophistry.

Cit. i.. :*'; ■ A > eat.] A well-known domestic ani-

aaal ;—a strong tackle to draw an anchor up ;—a double

tripod ;—a game at ball ;—a whip. [anchor.

Cat, (kat) r. /. To hiing up to the cat-head, as an

Catachresis, (kat-a-kre'sis) n. [G. katachrg*thai, to

misuse.] An abuse of a trope; a far-fetched metaphor.

Cataclysm, (kat'a-klizm) n. [Q. kataktuzein, to inun

date.] An extensive overflow ; a deluge.

Catacomb, (kat'a-k6m) n. [G. kata, downward, and

< cavity.] A cave used for the burial of the

dead ;—a wine vault with. niches or divisions.

Catacoustica, (kat-a-kous'tiks) n. sing.- That part of

acoustics which treats of reflected aounds or echoes.

Catadioptric, (kat-a-di-op'trik) a. [G. kata, against,

«ta, through, and optcin, to see.] Pertaining to or

involving the reflection and refraction of light.

 

Catamaran.

Catalectic, (kat-a-lek'tik) «. [G. latalt'gein, to leave

off.] Vanting a Byllnble at the end.

Catalepsy, (kat'a-lep-se) h. [G. katntambanrin, to seize

upon.] A sudden suspension of the senses and ui

vohtion.the bodyand limbs preserving a fixed posture.

Cataleptic, (kat-a-ler/tik) </. Pertaining to or resem

bling catalepsy.

Catalogue, (kat'a-log) n. [G. kata, down, and legein,

to say.] A list or enumeration of names, titles, or

articles arranged methodically.

Catalogue, (kat'a-log) v. t. To make a list of.

Catalysis, (kat-al'e-sis) n. [G. kata.lu.tU.] Dissolution;

—decomposition of chemical bodies.

Catamaran, (kat-a-inar-anO >t. [Ceylon, cd(ha-i>uira>>.]

A raft consisting of three

pieces of wood lashed to- i

getlier, and moved by a large i

sail.

Catamenial, (kat-a-me'ne-al) ^

a. [G. kata, down, and ,

men, month.] Pertaining to*

menstrual discharges.

Catamount, (kat'a-mount) n.

[Cat and mount.] The wild

cat, cougar, or puma.

Cataphonics, (kat-a-fon'iks) n. ting. \G. lata, andp/.o/i?,

sound.] The doctrinu of reflected sounds.

Cataplasm, (kat'a-plazm)n. [G. k<ttaplu*stin, to anoint.]

\ poultice.

Catapult, (kata-pult) n. [G. kata, down, and batlein,

to throw.] An engine used

by the Greeks and Romans

for throwing stones, ar

rows, &c.

Cataract, (kat'a-rakt) n. [G.

katarignunai, to break

against. J A torrent ;—a wa

terfall ; the flow of a large.

body of water over a preci

pice ;—a disorder in the eye

by which vision is marred.

Catarrh, (ka-tarO n. [G. katarrein, to flow down.] An

inflammatory affection of the external organs of re

spiration.

Catastrophe, (ka-tas'tro-fe) n. [G. kata, down, and

strep/iein, to turn.] Final event, usually of a disas

trous nature ;—the winding up of the plot of a play ;

denouement. [thrush family.

Cat-bird, (katberd) n. An American bird of the

Catch, (kach) a, t, [ A.-S. ceac, fetter.] To seize with

the hand ;—to take, as in a snare or net ;—to take

hold on ;—to charm;—to take by sympathy, contagion,

or infection ;—to come upon unexpectedly;—to over

take ;—v. i. To seize and keep hold, as a hook ; to

grasp at ;—to spread by infecting : — imp. & pp.

caught ; ppr. catching.

Catch, (kach) n. Act of seizing; seizure ;—that which

is taken ; sudden advantage ; gain ; — a play upon

words;—a humorous round, in which the singers al

ternate the words ;—the last word in a page reprinted

at the top of the succeeding page ;—the closing word

of an actors speech serving as a cue to the speaker

following.

Catchpoll, (kach'pol) n. [From catch and poll, the

head.] A bailiffs assistant.

Catchup, (kach'up) n. [Chin, kitjap.] A sauce made

fre.ni mushrooms, tomatoes, walnuts, &c

Catechetical, (kat-e-ket'ik-aJ) a. Relating to or con

sisting iu asking questions and receiviug answers.

Cateohetioally, (kat-e-ket'ik-al-le) adv. By question

and answer.

Catechise, (kat'e-kTz) r. t. [Q. katfehizein.] To in

struct by asking questions and correcting the answers,

especially in religious doctrine ;—to question or in

terrogate.

Catechism, (kat'e-kizm) u. An elementary book Con-
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taining a summary of facta or principles in the form

of questions aud answers.

Catechiat, (kat'e-kist) n. One who catechises.

Catechu, (kat'6-ku) n. [Cochin-Chin, cay cau.] A

brown, astringent vegetable extract.

Catechumen, (kat-e-ku'men) n. [G. katichtin, to in

struct.] One who is receiving rudimentary instruc

tion in the doctrines of Christianity ; a neophyte.

Categorical, (kat-6-gor'ik-al) a. Pertaining to a cate

gory ;—admitting no conditions or exceptions ; abso

lute ; positive. [directly; positively.

Categorically, (kat-e-gor'ik-al-le) adv. Absolutely;

Category, (kat'e-gor-e) n. [G. kata, down, agoreuem,

to assert.] A class or order of ideas or conceptions ;

—the list of attributes, qualities, or predicates under

each class or order of ideas ; —a positive assertion or

affirmation of some quality or predicate ; a rule or

normal law ; condition.

Catenarian, (kat-en-ar'e-an) a. [L. catena, chain.]

Relating to or resembling a chain.

Catenary, (kat'en-ar-e) ■«. A curve formed by a

curd hanging between two points not in the aame

vertical line.

Catenate, (kafen-at) v. t. [L. catenary from catena,

chain.] To connect in a series of links:—imp. iipp.

catenated ; ppr. catenating.

Cater, (ka'tgr) v. i. [L. captart, to take.] To buy or

procure provisions ; to purvey :—imp. & pp. catered ;

ppr. catering.

Caterer, (ka't§r-er) n. One who provides provision ;

a purveyor in general

Caterpillar, (katfer-pil-lcr) n. [O. Eng. cater-piller,

from cute, food, and pillar, robber.] The larval state

of a butterfly or any lepidopterous insect ; a grub.

Caterwaul, (kat'er-wawl) v. i. [From cat and waul,

to cry. ] To cry as cats in rutting time ; to yell.

Gates, (kats) n. pL [F. acat, buying.] Food, especially

luxurious food ; delicacies ; dainties.

Cat-fish, (kat'fish) n. A large and voracious fish found

in the arctic seas, often from six to seven feet in

length, armed with formidable teeth.

Catgut, (kat'gut) n. A string or cord made from the

intestines of animals, especially of sheep .

Catharine-wheel, (kath'a-rin-hwel) n. A window, or

compartment of a window, of a circular form, with

rosettes or radiating divisions or spokes ;—a revolving

wheel ;—a species of firework.

Cat-hamkig, (kafharp-ing) n. A rope serving to brace

in the shrouds of the lower masts behind the yards.

Cathartic, (ka-thartik) a. [G. katharoi, pure.] Cleans

ing tii" bowels ; purgative.

Cathartic, (ka-thar'tik) n. A medicine that promotes

alviue discharges ; a purgative.

Cat-head, (kat'hed) n. A timber projecting from the

bow of a ship through which the ropes pass by which

the anchor is raised. [diocese.

Cathedral, (ka-the'dral) n. The principal church in a

Cathedral, (ka-theMral) a. Pertaining to the head

church of a diocese ;—emanating from the chair of

office ; official ; authoritative.

Catheter, (kath'e-ter) n. [G. from *afa, down, and

hicmi, to send] A tubular instrument intro

duced into the bladder to draw off the urine ;—a

bougie.

Cathode, (ka'thod) n, [G. kata, down, and odos, way.]

The surface by which the electric current leaves sub

stances through which it passes.

Cat-hole, (kat hoi) n. One of two small holes astern

through which hawsers are pa«ed

Catholic, (kath'ol-ik) a. [G. lata, throughout, and

oIob, whole. ] Universal or general ;—liberal ;—pertain

ing to or affecting Roman Catholics.

Catholic, (kath'ol-ik) n. A member of the Roman

Catholic church.

Catholicism, (ka-thol'e-sixm) n. The body of, or

agreement with, the general doctrine, practice, and

discipline of the church ;—now the faith and practice

of the Romish Chni-ch ; papistry,

Catholicity, (ka-thol-is'it-e) n. Liberality of thought

and sentiment, especially in religion.

Catholicon, (ka-thol'e-kon) n. [G. katholikon, sc

iama, remedy.] A remedy for all disease* ; a panacea.

Catkin, (kat'kin) n. [Diminutive of cat, from its re

semblance to a cat's toil] An anient; a kind of

inflorescence, consisting of overlapping scales.

Catling, (kat ling) n. A little cat ;—a double-edged,

sharp-pointed dismembering knife.

Catmint, (kat'mint) n. A well-known plant, having

a strong scent.

Cat-o-nine-tails, (kat-6-nin'talz) n. A whip with nine

lashos.

Catoptrical, (kat-op'trik-al) a. Relating to vision by

reflection.

Catoptrics, (kat-op'triks^ n. ting. [G. katoptron, mir

ror. J That part of optics which explains the propur-

ties and phenomena of reflected light.

Cats-cradle, (kats-kra'dl) «. A child's gome played

with a string twisted on the fingers.

Cat's-eye, (katsT) n. A variety of quartz or chalcedony,

with opalescent reflections, as those from the eye of

a cat.

Cat's-paw, (kats'paw) n. A light air, perceived by a rip

pling on the water ;—a turn in the bight of a rope;

—a dupe ; the tool of another.

Cat's-tail, (kats'tal)n. A tall reed with long, flat leaves;

—a kind of grass, herd'i-yrau. [ball called cat

Cat-stick, (kat'slik) n. A club used in the game of

Cattle, (kat 1) ii.pt. [L. capitalu, chief.] Domestic

quadrupeds collectively, especially those of the bovine

genus. [ing the breed of cattle.

Cattle-club, (katl-klub) n. An association for improv-

Cattle-show, (kat'l-sh6) n. An exhibition of domestic

animals for prizes, or the encouragement of agricul

ture, [the race originating near M t . Caucasus.

Caucasian, (kaw-k&'she-an) n. An Indo-European ;—

Caucus, (kaw'kus) n. A meeting for political or party

objects. [or of the nature of, a taiL

Caudal, (kawMal) a. [L. Cauda, tail.] Pertaining to,

Caudate, (kaw'dat) a. Having a tail, or tail-like ap

pendage, [sick persons.

Caudle, (kaw'dl) ». [F. eAaudW.] A warm drink for

Caudle, (kaw'dl) v. t. To make into caudle.

Cauf, (kuwf) n. [Celt caff. ] A chest for keeping fish

alive in water;—a vessel for raising cool from the

mine to the surface.

Caul, (kawl) 71. [Covl.] A net or covering for the

head ;—a membrane covering part of the lower in

testines ; the membrane enveloping 1 he ftetus.

Caulescent, (kaw-les'ent) a. [L. eaulis, stalk.] Hav

ing an herbaceous stem which bears both loaves and

fructification.

Cauliflower, (kaw'lo-flow-rr) n. [L. catili*, stalk,

and Jlover. ] A variety of cabbage having a short stem

and a curd-like head, which is edible.

Causal, (kawz'al) a. |L. couMatii.) Relating to, im-

plvlng, or containing, a cause or causes.

Causality, (kawz-al'e-te) n. The agency of a cause ;—

the mental faculty which discerns the relation be

tween causes and effects—the logical faculty.

Causation, (kawz-a'shun) n. Act of causing ;—act or

agent by which an effect is produced.

Causative, (kawz'a-tiv) a. [L. cau*o«, to cause.] Ex

pressing a cause or reason ;—effecting, as a cause or

agent.

Causatively,.(kawz'a-tiv-le) adv. In acausative monneT.

Cause, (kawz) n. [L. cauta.) That which produces or

effects a result ;—that which is the origin of an action ;

—a suit or action in court ; case ;—the side of a ques

tion or controversy espoused and advocated.

Cause, (kawz) v. t. To produce ; to be the occasion

of;—to effect by agency, power, or influence :—imp.

&pp. caused; ppr. causing.
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Cmteleu, (kawrles) a. Uncaused or uncreated; ori

ginal in itaelf ;—without reason or motive.

CiuMlestlv, (kawzles-le) adv. Without cause, reason,

or ground.

Cimeway, (kawz'wa) «. [O. Eng. calsey."\ A raised

way over wet or marshy ground ; the paved way on a

itreet,

Cuubc, (kaws'tik) a. [G. laustikos, from laiein, to

burn.] Destructive to the texture of any thing ; burn

ing; corrosive ;—severe ; satirical ; sharp.

Osaitic, (kaws'tik) n. Any substance which corrodes

or destroys the texture of animal substances ;—a curve

v.i.jch is a tangent to the reflection or refraction of

another curve. [mauner.

CuiticaUy, (kaws'tik-al-le) adv. In a bitter or Bevei-e

Cauteloos, (kaw'tel-us) a. [F. eautelettx.] Cautious;

wary ;—wily ; treacherous.

Ctster, (k&w'ter) n. [G. kavtiricn, a branding-iron,

from kaiein, to burn.] A hot, searing iron.

Cuterism, (kaw'ter-izm) n. Uso or application of

canities. [or searing.

Cauterization, (kaw-tgr-iz-a'shun) n. Act of burning

Cauterize, (ka w V : - iz) v. t. To burn or sear with fire

■■' i hot iron, as morbid flesh; — imp. & pp. caut

erized; ppr. cauterizing.

Cautery, (kaw'ter-e) n. A burning, as of morbid flesh,

by s hot iron, or by caustic medicines.

Caanon, (kaw'ahun) n. [L. cavtio, from eavere, to take

cut] Prudence in regard to danger ; provident care;

wariness;—exhortation to wariness; warning;—secu

rity for; bond.

Caution, (kaVshun) v. t. To give notice of danger to;

to warn ; to advise :—Imp, & pp. cautioned ; ppr.

csntioning. [or warning ;—given as a pledge.

Cautionary, (kaw/shun-ar-e) a. Containing caution

CtJitioner, (kaw'snun-er) «. One who cautions;—a

W Mi who is bound for another to the performance

of an obligation.

Cautious, (kaw'shus) a. Wary ; watchful ; prudent ;—

-attentive to examine probable effects and conse

quences of measures, with a view to avoid danger

or misfortune. [prudently.

Cautiously, (kawshe-ns-le) adv. With caution ; wariJy ;

Cautiousness, (kaw'she-us-nes) n. Thoughtful vigil-

u<» ; watchfulness ; provident core.

Cwvsleade, (kaVal-kad) n. [L. cabattut.} A proces-

*-■ ■ ;; of persons on horseback.

Cavalier, (kav-a-lerO n. [L. cuballv*.] A horseman : a

knight ;—one of the leaders of the court pony in the

una of Xing Charles 1.

Cavalier, (kav-a-Ur') a. Gay; sprightly; generous;—

bare; warlike;—supercilious; haughty; disdainful.

Csvalierly, (kav-a-lerle) adv. In a supercilious or

kiughty manner.

Cwshy, (kav'al-re) n. Troop* which serve on horse

back, m dragoons, light horse, tec.

Csvatisa, (kav'a-ten-a) n. A short or light air of one

movement [the earth ; a den.

Cave, (kav) n. [L. cavut, hollow.] A hollow place in

Cave, (kiv) v. t To make hollow ; to scoop out ;—

r- »- To dwell in a cave ;—imp. L pp. caved ; ppr.

eeviat>

wveat, (ka've-at) n. [L. let him beware.] An inti

mation of warning; caution;—a legal notice to stop

proceedings;—a bar or hindrance to action.

Cavendish, (kav'en-dish) n. Tobacco leaf smoothed

1 i*, and pressed into rectangular oblong cakes.

Cavern, (kav'ern) n. [L. eaverna, from cavut, hollow.]

A deep, hollow place in the earth ; any dark receptacle.

Cavernous, (kav'srn-us) a. Full ofcaverns; hollow.

Csnxre, (kav-e-4V) n. iTurk. havidr.] The roes of

«aa spiced and salted—used as a relish in Russia.

Owfl, (kav'il) v. i. [L. cavilUzri.] To raise captious

•ad frivolous objections ; to carp ; to wrangle ;—imp,

* pp. oarilled ; ppr. cavilling.

wu, (kav ii) n. A false or frivolous objection.

 

Cedar.

Cavilling, (kav'il-ing) n. Disputation ; groundless ob

jection.

Cavity, (kav'e-tc) n. [L. eavitas, from eavux, hollow.]

A hollow place ; an opening or aperture in an inclosed

space ;—hollowness.

Caw, (kaw) v. i. To cry like a crow or ravon :—imp.

& pp. cawed; ppr. cawing. [raven.

Caw, (kaw) n. The sound made by the crow, rook, or

Cayenne Pepper, (ka-en'pep-er) n. [From Cayenne, in

South America.] A very pungent pepper, the pro

duct of several Bpecies of Capsicum.

Cayman, (ka'man) ft, [From the language of Guiana.]

A genus of American reptiles of the crocodile family ;

the alligator.

Cazique, (ka-zekO n. [Sp. eaeique.] A chief among

some tribes of South American Indians.

Cease, (ses) v. i. [L. ceuare.] To stop; to come to an

end ; to desist from motion or action ; to fail ; to be

wanting ;—v. t. To put it stop to ; to bring to an end ;

—imp. & pp. eeaaed ; ppr. ceasing.

Ceaseless, (ses'les) a. Without cessation or end ; inces

sant; perpetual. [continually.

Ceaselessly, (ses'les-le) adv. Without intermission ;

Cedar, (aedgr) n. [G. Jtedrot.] An evergreen tree oi

different species ; the cedrut

libani is the scriptural cedar '

of Lebanon.

Cedarn, (se'dorn) a. Pertain- ,

ing to, or made of, the cedar.

Cede, (sed) v.t [L. cedere.] Toe

yiold or surrender; to give!

up ; to relinquish as a right*

or title ;—v. i. To submit ;

to give way :—imp. & pp.

ceded; ppr. ceding.

Cedilla, (se-dil'a) ft. [It.

diglia.] A mark placed un

der the letter c, to show that

it is to be sounded like s; as in facade, (fa-tad).

Cedrine, (se'drin) a. Belonging to cedar.

Ceil, (sel) v.t. [L. celare, to cover.] To overlay of

cover the inner roof of a room or building ;—(«p. &

i'p. ceiled ; ppr. ceiling,

Ceiling, (sering) n. The interior part of the roof of a

room ; especially the lath and plaster work which

cover it.

Celandine, (sel'an-din) n. [G. chelidon, the swallow.]

A genus of plants belonging to the poppy family—

twaUow-teort. [lie religious rite.

Celebrant, (sel'e-brant) n. One who performs a pub-

Celebrate, (sere-brat) v. t. fL. edebrare, from celebtr,

famous.] To praise highly; to extol; — to observe

with solemn rites ; to keep as a feast ; to distinguish

as a birth-day, &c., with honour and festivity;—to

commemorate : — imp. & pp. celebrated ; ppr. cele

brating, [known ; renowned ; illustrious.

Celebrated, (Bel'e-brflt-ed) a. Having celebrity ; well

Celebration, (sel-e-bra'shun) n. Honour or distinction

bestowed ;—commemoration or observance with ap

propriate ceremonies ;—solemnization.

Celebrity, (se-leb're-te) ft. Fame ; distinction ;—a per

son of mark.

Celerity, (se-lerVte) n. [L- celerita*, from celer, swift]

Rapidity of motion ; swiftness; speed.

Celery, (sel'er-e) n. [G. «Jinon, paisley.] A plant of

the pajsley family, cultivated as a salad or culinary

vegetable.

Celestial, (se-lost'.vol) a. [L. ealtttit, from eteluvi,

heaven.] Heavenly :—belonging to heaven ; dwelling

in heaven ;—supremely pure or blessed.

Celestial, (se-lest'yal) n. An inhabitant of heaven ; an

angel

Celestially, (se-lest'yal-le) adv. In a heavenly manner.

Celestine, (sel'es-tin)n. Native sulphate of hLruntiim.

Celestine, (sel'es-tin) n. One of a religious order foundod

by Celestine V. in the thirteenth century.
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Celiac, (sG'KJ-ak) a. [G. koilia, from koilos, hollow.]

Pertaining to the belly or intestines.

Celibacy, (sel'C-ba-se) n. [L. cwiibatus, from ealtbt,

unmarried. J The state of an unmarried man ; bachel

orship ;—a voluntary or prescribed single life.

Celibate, (sere-bat) n. Condition or life of an uu-

niarried man;—a bachelor.

Ceil, (set) n. [L. eetta.] A small and close apartment,

as in a prison or a monastery; — any small closed

cavity ;—a minute sac filled with fluid, fat, &c ;—the

minute vessels which form the cellular membrane in

animals, and the cellular tissue in plant*.

Cellar, (selTer) n. 1 1., ctllurium, a pantry.] A room

under a house or other building used tor storage.

Cellarage, (seU(r-aj) ft. The excavation for a cellar ; a

series of cellars connected ;—charge for storage in a

cellar. Ling liquor bottles.

Cellaret, (sel'ex-et) n. A case of cabinet work, for hold-

Cellular, (.-.■I ii Ivi) a. 1 1., cellula, a little celLj Con

sisting of cells or containing cells.

Celt, (selt) «. |1. Vetti] The primitive inhabitants of

the west of Europe, as Gaul, Spain, and Britain;—

an implement of stone or of metal found iu the bur

rows of the early Celts. [language.

Celtic, (selt'ik) a. Pertaining to the Celts or to their

Celtic, (selt'ik) n. The language of the Celts.

Celticism, (sell e-sizin) n. A Celtic custom or idiom.

Cement, (se-nient) «. [L. camtntum, F. ciment.] Any

suostance used lor making bodies adhere to each other,

as mortar, glue, &c ;—bond of union.

Cement, (»e-meiit ) v. t. To unite by the use of cement ;

—to unite firmly and closely ;—ft i. To unite and

cohere :—imp. & pp. cemented ; ppr. cementing.

Cementation, (Be-meut-a'shun) n. Act of cementing ;—

cohesion.

Cemetery, (sem'e-te,r-e) »k [G. koimttc~riont from koi-

matin, to sleep.] A grave-yard ; a church-yard.

Oenatory, (seim-to-re) a. [L. eamatorius, irom ccena,

supper.J Pertaining or relating to supper.

Cenooite, (seu'6-bit) u. [G. koinos, common, and biot,

life.] Oue of a religious order dwelling in a convent

or community.

Cenotaph, (sen'd-taf) n. [(■. kenotaphion, from jUhoi,

empty, and taplioi, tomb.] A

monument erected to one who

is buried elsewhere.

Cense, (sens) v. t. [Abbreviation

from incense.] To perfume with

odours from burning substances :

imp. <v pp. censed ; ppr. censing.

Censer, (senscr) n. A vessel or

pan in which incense is burned.

Censor, (sens or) n. [L. center*, to

value.] A Koman otlicer who

numbered the citizens, taxed

them, and supervised their manners or morals

hence an overseer or corrector in general ; —a critic

fault-finder.

Censorial, (sen-so're-al) a. Belonging to a censor.

Censorious, (sen-sd're-us) a. Addicted to censure ; apt

to blame or condemn ; fault-finding ; captious ; severe.

Censoriously, (sen-so're-us-le) adv. In a censorious

manner. [censoriou s.

Ceiisonousness, (seu-Bo're-ns-nes) n. Quality of being

Censorship, (sen ser-ship) n. Office or dignity of a

censor.

Censurable, (sen'shoor-a-bl) a. Worthy of censure :

blamable ; culpable : reprehensible.

Censurableness. (sen'shoor-a-bl-nes) n. State of being

censurable ; fitness tj be censured ; bhunableiiess.

Censurably, (sen'shoor-a-ble) adv. In a blameworthy

manner.

Censure, (sen'shoor) n. [L. etnrura.] Act of blaming,

finding fault, or condemning ; reproof; reprehension ;

reprimand.

Censure, (sen'shoor) r. I. To find fault with and con*

 

Cenotaph.

 

Coutaur.

demn as wrong; to express disapprobation of; to

blame ; reprove ; reprimand:—imp. 4: pp. censured;

ppr. censuring.

Census, (sen bus) n. |L. from eenserc] A numbering

of the inhabitants of a community or country taken

by authority, and usually with a table of their agw,

occupations, im.

Cent, (sent) n. [L. centum.] A hundred ; as 10 }*r

cent ;—a coin of the United States, worth the luuth

part of a dollar.

Centage, (sent'aj) n. Rate by the cent, or hundred.

Centaur, (sen'tawr) n. [G. kentauros, a herduniau,

from kentein, to goad, and

taurot, bulL] A fabulous be

ing supposed to be half man

ami hail horse.

Centaury, (.sen tawr-e) n, [G.

kentaurion.] A medicinal

plant of several species.

Centenarian, (sen-ten-i're-an)

». |L. centcnariat, from

centum, a hundred.] A per

son a hundred years old.

Centenary, (sen ten-a-re) n,

Aggregate of a hundred ; a century.

Centenary, (seu'teu-a-re) a. Helating to or consisting

of a hundred ;—occurring once in every hundred yearj :

—also Centennary.

Centennial, (seu-ten'e-al) a. [L. ctnturn, hundred, and

annus, year.] Belonging to the hundredth anniver

sary ;—happening once in a hundred years.

Centering, (seu'teMug) n. The temporary framing on

which any vaulted work is constructed.

Centesimal, (seu-tezVmal) a. [L. centenmui, from

centum, hundred.] Hundredth; by the hundred.

Centesimal, (sen-tez'e-mal) n. A hundredth part.

Centigrade, (sen te-giud) u. [L. cenfum, hundred, and

gradus, degree.] Consisting of a hundred, degree*,

graduated into a hundred equal parts.

Centipede, (scn'te-ped) n. [L. centum, hundred, and

pet, foot] A species of land articulates, many-

jointed, and having a great number of leet.

Cento, (sen'to) n. [L., G. kentrGn.] A composition

from different authors ;—a medley ou a large scale.

Central, (sen'tral) a. (L. centralis, from centrum, centre]

Relating to the ceutre; placed in, or containing, th«

ceutre. [a ceutre; concentration.

Centralization, (sen-tral-iz-a'shun) n. Reduction W

Centralize, (sen'tral-tz) v. t To draw to a central point .

to bring to a ceutre:—imp. 6i pp. centralized; pft.

centralizing.

Centrally, (beii'tral-le) adv. In a central manner.

Centre, (sen'ter) n. [G. kentrun, from kentein, to

prick.] The exact middle point or place of auy thing !

—the midst ;—a point of concentration ; nucleus ;—*

temporary Cramiug on which vaulted work is con-

Btmcted.

Centre, (sen'ter) r. i. To be placed in a centre ; to be

central;—to be collected to a point; to be coiicen

trated ;—v. t. To place on a centre or central point ;

—to collect to a point ; to concentrate :—imp. & pp

centred ; ppr. centring. [middle.

Centrical, (seu'trik-al) a. riaced in the centre «r

Centncally, (sen'trik-al-le) adv. In a central position.

Centricity, (sen-tris'e-te) n. The state of being centric

Centrifugal, (sen-trifu-gal) a. [L. antrum, centre,

and fugere, to flee.] Tending to recede from the

centre.

Centripetal, (sen-trip'e-tal) a. [L. centrum, centre, and

petere, to move toward.] Tending toward the centra

Centuple, (sen'tii-pl) a. [L. centum, hundred, and f«V

cur*, to fold.] Hundred-fold.

Centurial, (seu-ture-al) a. Relating to a century, or

a hundred years.

Centurion, (sen-turVun) n. [U anturia.] A militarr

officer who commanded a hundred man.
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Century, (sen'tu-re) n. [L. eenturia, from centum,

hundred.] A hundred ;—a period of a hundred yean.

Cephalic, (se-farik)a. [G. kephali. head] Pertaining

to the head. [disorder in the head.

Cephalic, (se-far'ik) n. A medicine for headache, or

Cephalopod, (se-faro-pod) n. (G. kephali, head, and

pout, foot] A genua of molluscs in which the feet,

or tentacles project from the head.

Cersseoua, (se-ra'she-us) a. [L. ctra, wax.] Partaking

of the nature of wax. [Pertaining to pottery.

Ceramic, (sc-ram'ik) a. [G. leramog, earthenware.]

Cerate, (ser&t) n. [L. cera, wax.] A thick kind of

ointment, composed of wax, oil, Ac.

Cert, (■&■) r. t. To wax, or cover with wax :—imp. &

pp. cered; ppr. cering.

Cereal, (se re-al) a. [L. CertalU.} Pertaining to edible

grain, at wheat, rye, Ac.

Cereal, (ae're-al) n. Any edible grain ;—any growing

plant producing grain.

Cerebellum, (ser-e-beTum) n. [L. cerebrum, brain.] The

hinder and lower division of the brain.

Cerebral, (sere- bra!) a. Pertaining to the brain.

Cerebrum, (ser'e-brum) ». [L.J The superior and

larger division of the brain.

Cerecloth, (serldoth) n. [L. tern, wax, and Eng. cloth.]

A cloth smeared with melted wax.

Cerement, (Mr'ment) n. [F.J A cloth dipped in melted

*ax, used for embalming.

Ceremonial, (ser-eVm&'ne-al) a. Relating to ceremony,

or external rite ; ritual.

Ceremonial, (ser-e-md'ne-al) r. An outward form or

obKrvance ;—the established or prescribed mode of

conducting a religious, political, or social rite.

Ceremonially, (aer - e - mo ' ne • al - le) adv. According to

rites and ceremonies.

Ceremonious, (ser-e-mdvne-us) a. Consisting of out

ward forms and rites ;—according to custom and form ;

—particular in observing forms ; precise ; formal.

Ceremoniously, (ser-e-mo'ne-us-le) adv. In a ceremoni

ous and formal manner.

Ceremony, (ser'e-md-ne) «. [L, cerimonia.} Form;

rite ; observance;—mode of showing reverence, civility,

4c ;—prescribed rale; etiquette;—formality.

Ceres, (wr'rez) n. The goddess of corn ;—a small planet

between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter.

Cerography, (se-rog'ra-fe) n. [G. kiro$t wax, and gra-

Mem, to write.] A writing on wax;—the art of en

graving on wax.

Certain, (seVtan) a. [L. certus, from cernere, to per

ceive.] Sure; real;—not to be doubted or denied;—

filed or stated ; determinate ;—having a parricular

number or part ; some or more; regular ; constant.

Certainly, (ser't&n-le) adv. Without doubt or ques

tion; in truth and fact; without failure.

Certainty, (ser'tan-te) n. State or condition of being

certain; exemption from doubt or failure;—a fact or

truth established.

Certificate, (ser-tife-kat) n. A written testimony to

the truth of a fact, or to the character and qualifica

tions of a person.

Certificate, (ser-tife-kat) v. t. [L, certut, certain, and

factre, to make.] To verify by certificate ;—to furnish

*ith a certificate :—imp. A pp. certificated; ppr. certi

ficating, [ing ;—a written declaration.

Certification, (ser-te-fe-ka'shun) n. lite act of verify-

c*rtu*y. (scr'te-f0 *■ '• To testify to in writing ; to

make known or establish as a fact ;—to give certain

information of or to : — imp. & pp. certified ; ppr.

certifying.

Certitude, (ser'te-tuVl) ». [L. ctrtitudo, from certu*,

teruin. ] Freedom from doubt ; assurance ; certainty.

Cerulean, (se-rule-an) a. [L. evruleu*.] Sky-blue;

light-blue [tivo carbonate of lead-

Cense, (se'riis) n. (U cerwssa.] White lead;—the na-

Cervical, (*<r ve-kal) a. [L. cervix, tuck.] Belonging

to the neck.
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Cervine, (ser'vln) «. [L. cervinus, from cervtu, deer.]

Pertaining to deer.

Cesarean, (se-za'rfi-an) a. Pertaining to Caesar ;—now

applied to the operation of cutting out the foetus

from the womb. [Growing in tufts ; turf-like.

Cespitose or Cespitous, (ses'pit-os) a. [L. caspes, turf.]

Cess, (sea) n. A land tax in Scotland.

Cessation, (sea-a'ahun) n. [L. ceMatio, from eestare.]

Stoppage or ending; — discontinuance of motion or

action.

Cession, (sesh'un) n. [L. cestno, from cedVre, to give

way.] A yielding or surrender, as of property or

rights.

Cesspool, (ses'pool) n. A cavity sunk in the earth to

retain the sediment contained in drains.

Cestus, (ses'tus) n. [G. kestot, girdle.] A girdle, par

ticularly the girdle of Venus ; — a mar

riage girdle ; — a loaded leathern cover

ing for the hands of boxers.

Cetacea,(KO-t.Vslu"-a)/). }•/. [G. Lrto*, whale.]

An order of vertebrated mammiferous

marine animals, as the whale.

Cetaceous, (se-ta'she-us) a. Pertaining to

the whale kind.

Chafe, (chaf) v. t. [L. calefacert,] To excite

physical heat by friction ;—to irritate ;—

to wear by rubbing ;—v. i. To rage ; to fret ;—to be

worn by rubbing :—imp. & pp. chafed ; ppr. chafing.

Chafe, (chaf) n. Heat excited by friction.

Chafer, (chafer) n. (A.-S. ctafor.] An insect:—also

called cock-chafer, or Maybug.

Chaff, (chaf) n. [A.-S. eeaf, Ger. kaff.] The husk of

grains and grasses, Ac. ;—straw and hay cut small for

cattle;—worthless matter ; refuse.

Chaff, (chaf) n. Raillery ; banter.

Chaff, (chaf)r. t. To quix or Jeer at ; to make fun of:—

imp. & pp. chaffed; ppr. chaffing.

Chaffer, (chaffer) v. i. [A.-S. ceapan, to buy.] To treat

about a purchase ; to bargain ; to haggle;—v. t. To

buy ; to exchange : — imp. & pp. chaffered ; ppr.

chaffering. [said to delight in chaff.

Chaffinch, (chaffinah) n. A bird of the finch family.

Chaffy, (chafe) a. Containing chaff;—light or worth

less, as chaff.

Chafing-dish, (chafing-dish) n. A vessel holding live

coal or charcoal, used to keep dishes warm. •

Chagrin, (sha-gren') n. [F. chagrin.] Ill-humour or

Taxation proceeding from annoyance, disappointment,

or failure ; fretfulness ; spleen.

Chagrin, (sha-gren') v. (. To excite ill-humour in ; to

vex ; to mortify :—imp. dc pp. chagrined ; ppr. cha

grining.

Chain, (chan) n. [L. catena.) A series of links or rings

connected and fitted into one another for use or orna

ment;—a fetter or manacle;—a neck ornament;—a

range as of mountains ;—a succession of events or ideas :

—a line for measuring land, being 100 links, equal to

66 feet ;—a strong iron plate bolted to a ship's side.

Chain, (chan) v. t. To fasten or connect with a chain ;

—to enslave ;—to unite closely and strongly :—imp.

& pp. chained ; ppr. chaining.

Chain-bridge, (chan'brij) n. A bridge suspended on

chains ; a suspension bridge. [links.

Chain-cable, (chanka-bl) n. A cable mado of iron

Chain-mail, (chan'mftl) n. A kind of armour made

of small interlaced rings.

Chain-pump, (chan'pump) n. A pump consisting of

an endless chain, carrying buckets through a wooden

tube, and moving on two wheela

Chain-shot, (chan'shot) n. Two balls, &c., connected

by a chain, and used to cut down masts, fee.

Chain-work, (ch&n'wurk) n. Work of threads, cords,

and the like, linked in the form of a chain.

Chair, (char) n. [L. cathedra.] A movable seat with

a back ;—an official seat, as of a judgo, professor, or

president; the office itself;—a sedan.
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Chair, (char) v. t To curry in a chair in triumph :—

imp. & pp. chaired; ppr. chairing.

Chairman, (chux'nian) n. The presiding officer of an

assembly ;—one who carries a sedan.

Chairmanship, (chur'inan-ship) u. The office of a chair

man, [carriage, with a calash top.

Chaise, (shaz) n. [F. chairc.) A two-wheeled, one-horse

Chalcedony, (kal-sed'd-ne) n. [Prom Vhalcedon.] A

variety of quartz ; white agate.

Chalcography, (kal-kog/ra-fe) n. [G. ehalkot, brass,

and graphcin, to write.] Art of engraving on copper

or brass.

Chaldee, (kal'de) a. Pertaining to Chaldoa. [deans.

Chaldee, (kal'de) n. Language or dialect of the Chal-

Chaldron, (chal'drun) v. [Caldron.] A measure for

coals consisting of thirty-six bushels;—also a weight for

coals. [munion-cup.

Chalice, (chal'is) n. [L. calix.] A cup or bowl ; a corn-

Chalk, (chawk) n. [A. -a. ctalc, from L. calx, lime

stone.] A soft, opaque, white, earthy substance, con

sisting of carbonate of lime.

Chalk, (chawk) v. t. To rub or mark with chalk :

—imp. & pp. chalked ; ppr. chalking.

Chalkiness, (chawk ones) n. State of being chalky.

Chalk-stone, (chawk'aton) ft. A calcareous concretion

in gouty persons.

Chalky, (chawk'e) a. Consisting of, or resembling chalk.

Challenge, (challenj) n. [Nor. calengt, G. kalto, to

call. ] An invitation or demand of any kind ; — a

summons to single combat ;—the call of a sentry at his

post ;—an exception to a juror.

Challenge, (challenj) v. t. To defy ;—to summon to

auswer;—to claim; to demand as a right ;—to make

objoction to, as to jurors. [or called to account.

Challengeable, (chal lenj-a-bl) a. That may be arraigned

Chalybeate, (kn-lib'o-at) o. [G. ehalups, steel.] Im

pregnated with iron or steel. [which iron enters.

Chalybeate, (ka-lib'e-at) n. Any water or liquor into

Cham, (kam) n. The sovereign prince of Tartary;—

usually written Khan.

Chamade, (sha-mud') ft, [F. from L. ctamart, to call.]

Beat of a drum, or sound of a trumpet, inviting to

a parley.

Chamber, (cham'ber) n. [L. camera, arched roof, G.

kaviara.] A retired room, especially an upper room,

used for lodging, privacy, or study ;—a compartment

or hollow closed space ;—a place where an assembly

meets, and the assembly itself.

Chamber, (cham'ber) v. i. To occupy as a chamber ;—

to be wanton j—v. t. To shut up, as in a chamber :

—imp. &> pp. chambered; ppr. chambering.

Chambcr-counwl, (eham'ber-koun-eel) n. A counsellor

who gives hia opinion in private, but does not advo

cate causes in court. [impropriety.

Chambering, (cham ber-ing) n. Intrigue ; wantonness ;

Chamberlain, (cham'oer-lan) it. |Ger. kammer and

liny.} An attendant who has charge of the chain bera,

as in a large house or hotel ;—one of the high officers

of a court ;—a treasurer of public money.

Chamberlainship, (chaml>er-lau-ship) n. Office of a

chamberlain. (the care of bod-rooms, &c.

Chamber-maid, (cham'ber-mari) «. A woman who Iris

Chameleon, (ka-mel'yun) n. [G. cAamaxlean,] Alizard-

like reptile, about 7 inches

in length, with a tail four

or five inches long, remark

able for the sudden chang'.-a-

of colour which it assumes.

Chamfer, (chamfer) v. (. To

cut a groove or channel in ;

to flute;—to bevel: —imp.

k pp. chamfered; ppr. chai

fermg.

Chamfret, (cham'fret) n. A

small gutter; a groove;—a

slope or boveL
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Chamois, (sham'waw) n. [Sp. gamuza.) A species of

antelope living on the mountain-

ridges of Europe ;—soft leather

prepared from the skin of this

animal.

Champ, (champ) v. t. [G. kapto,

to gnaw.] To bite with repeated

action of the teeth ;—to bite into

small pieces ; to crush ;—v. i. To

bite frequently ; — imp. & pp.

champed ; ppr. champing.

Champagne,(shani'paii)n. Alight

wine from Champagne, in Prance.

Champaign, (sham pan) n. A flat, open country.

Champaign, (Bhani'pan) a. Flat or open, as a country ;

leveL

Champerty, (chamr/er-te) n. [F. cham part.] Main

tenance of a lawsuit, with an agreement to divide

the thing in suit, in case of success.

Champion, (cham'pe-un) ft. [L ca .■-. put, field.] A com

batant ; a hero J—one who fights fur the cause of

another;—one ready to fight against all comers;—

the greatest proficient in any kind of physical prowess ;

—protector; defender.

Championship, (cham'pe-un-ship) n. State of being av

champion.

Chance, (chans) n. [F. chtoir, to falL] A fortuitous

event or occurrence ;—accident ;—opportunity ;—for

tune, good or bad;—the possibility of an occurrence.

Chance, (chans) r. i. To happen, come, or arrive, with

out design or expectation:—imp. it pp. chanced; ppr.

chancing. [fortuitous.

Chanoe, (chans) a. Happening by chance ; casual ;

Chancel, (clian ' sol) n. [L. cancdli, lattices.] That

part of a church where the altar or communion table

is placed.

Chan eel lor. (chan'sel-lcr) n. A chief notary;—the

highest officer, as in the state, university, &c., en

titled to sign and affix the official seal to laws, de

crees, 6ic. ;—the president of the court of chancery,

or exchequer. [a chancellor.

Chancellorship, (chan 'sel-ler-ship) n. The office of

Chance-medley, (chans'iued-le) n. The killing of an

other upon a sudden encounter, or by accident.

Chancery, (choui'ser-e) n. [L. cancelLariuj.] A court

of equity ; proceedings in equity.

Chancre, (shaugk'er) iu [F. chancrt. J An ulcer.

Chandelier, (shau-de-ler^ n. [L. eandda.] A frunie

with branches to hold lights to illuminate a room.

Chandler, (chandler) il [F. chanddxrr.] A manufac

turer of, or dealer in, candles ;—a dealer in other com

modities.

Chandlery, (chandlcr-e) n. The commodities sold by

a chandler.

Change, (chanj) r. t. [F. changer.] To alter or make

different ;—to sluft ; to substitute ;—to quit a place

or state for another ;—to give or receive an equiva

lent for, as money;—v.i. To bo altered; to un

dergo variation in form, quality, or nature, 6m. :—

imp. & pp. changed ; ppr. changing.

Change, (chanj) n. Variation or alteration ; a passing

from one state or form to another ;—substitution ;—

alteration in the order of a series ;—small pieces of

money given for larger pieces or for bank-notes ;—.

the balance of money paid beyond the price of goods

purchased;—a public room lor mercantile transac

tions.

Changeable, (chanj'a-bl) a. Capable of or liable to

change ;—appearing different, as colour under differ

ent lights ; variable ; fickle ; unsteady.

Changeableness or Changeability, (chanj a-bl-nes) ».

Fickleness ; inconstancy ; mutability.

Changeably, (chAnj'a-ble) udc. Variably.

Changeful, (chunj'foul) a. Inconstant ; mutable : vari

able, [munnex.

Chaugefully, (chanj ' foul-le) adv. In a changeful
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Oiant-efalneai, (chanj'foOl-nes) n. Quality of being

changeful

Changeless, (chanjles) a. Without change; fixed;

constant; unwavering.

Changeling, (chinjling) n. [From change and ling.]

A child left or taken in the place of another ;—one

apt to change.

Channel, (chan'nel) n. [P. coma!.] A watercourse ;

—the bed of a stream ;—a strait or narrow sea ;—a

fitter or furrow ;—that by which any thing passes ;

means of communication ;—medium :—pi. Flanks

totted to the aides of a Teasel to sustain the shrouds.

Channel, (chan'nel) v. t. To form channels in ; to

groove:—imp. 4pp. channelled; ppr. channelling.

Chant, (chant) r. t. [L cantare, to sing.) To utter

with a melodioue voice ;—to celebrate in song ; — to

intone ;—r. i. To make melody with the voice ; to

sing -.—imp. 4 pp. chanted ; ppr. chanting;.

Chant, (chant) n. 8ong ; melody ;—words recited to

musical tones ; a piece of sacred music.

Chanter, (chant'er) it. One who chants;—the tenor or

treble pipe in a bagpipe.

Chanticleer, (chanfe-kW) n. [Chant and clear.] A

c«k. so called from hia crowing.

Chantry, (chantre) n. An endowed chapel where

JJiMsea for the souls of the donors are said.

ttaos, (la'os) n. [G. chaoi, from cAainein, to gape]

onpty, infinite space ;—unorganized matter before

tie creation ;—a confused or disordered mass or state

'i things.

Chaotic, (ka-ofik) a. Resembling chaos ; confused.

Ourp, (chop) v. L [D. kappen.] To cleave or open

longitudinally ; to split ; to crack :—v. i. .To crack or

open in loDg slits :—imp. A pp. chapped j ppr. chap-

Chap, (—•*! (chop) n. A longitudinal cleft, gap, or chink ;—

the jaw, either of man or beast ;—a youth.

Chape, (chap) n. [F.] The catch as of a buckle;-*,

_Mit<; of metal at the end of a scabbard.

Ciipeau, (sha'po) n. [F.] A hat.

UiapeL (chap-el) n. (F. capelU, L. eapilla.] A pri

vate oratory ; a district church auxiliary to the par-

<■* church ;—an association of journeymen printers.

ujapu-rfjaj, (chap ol-roy-al) n. A chapel attached to

thepalace.

Ckapilry, (chajrel-re) n. The bounds or jurisdiction of

CJaperoi, (shap'e-ron) n. [F.] A hood or cap worn

oy anights of the Garter ;—one who attends or escorts

anviy in public places.

Chaperon, (shap'e-ron) r. f. To attend in public places

" a guide and protector :—imp. A pp. chaperoned ;

«"■ chaperoning.

Chap-fallen, (chop'fawln) o. Having the lower chap

JMJfeMed; dejected. *

Cfapiter, (cbapit-er) n. [U caput, head.] The upper

PsH of a jiiilar or column.

™N^n. (chaplan) n. [F. chapclain.] An eccleslas-

« who performs service in a chapel ;—a clergyman

" &Sa * P °' War' ""J'' PubUo institution,

Cbspla^ejChapl»mihlp,(chapTan-io)n. The office

w nation of a chaplain.

C*«ptat, (chap-let) n. [F. chapelet.] A garland or

*TOth for the head; — a string of beads used by

i.wnan athohes in counting theirpravera ;—feathers ;

-a tnjall chapel or shrine.

<*f™tt»D. (chop'man) n. [A.-S. aapan, to buy.] Ono

»ho trays or sella ; a merchant

»•»•, (chops) ii.pl. The mouth or jaws.

<Ji«pter, (char/ter> «. [L. capitulum, from caput,

■««• I A division of a book or treatise;—a corpora-

Jon of prebends and clergymen belonging to a cathe-

ini or collegiate church;—an organized branch of

Woe society;—a decretal epistle.

<*«ft«»l, (chap'trel) n. (From chapiter.] The capital of

 
a pier or pilaster which receives an .

arch. ~ I

Char, (char) n. [A.-S. cot.] Work I

done by the day ; a single job or task.

Char, (char) n. A fish of the same

family as the salmon or trout.

Char, (char) v. t. [Ir. caor, brand.]

To reduce to charcoal ; to burn par

tially :—imp. & pp. charred ; ppr.

charring.

Character, (karak-ter) n. [G. eAaruiMeY,

from charassein.] A distinctive mark; a Chaptrel.

letter, figure or sign ;—manner of writing or printing?

—the representation, or estimate of a person or

thing; reputation;—specific or personal qualities;

—the possessor of individual qualities ; an eccentric.

Character, (kar'ak-ter) v. t. To engrave ; to inscribe ;—

to portray.

Characteristic, (kar-ak-ter-is'tik) a. Serving to consti

tute the character ; peculiar ; distinctive.

Characteristic, (kar-ak-ter-is'tik) n. That which consti

tutes a character ; that which distinguishes a person

or tiling from another.

Characteristically, (knr-ak-ter-is'tik-al-le) ndv. In a

manner according with, and Bhowing individual char

acter.

Characterise, (kar'ak-ter-iz) v.t. To mark with a

stamp or figure;—to express or depict the peculiar

nature and qualities of:—imp. 4 2'P- characterized;

ppr. characterizing.

Charade, (sha-rad') n. [F.] A composition in which

are described enigmatically the objects expressed by

each syllable of a word separately, and then by the

word as a whole.

Charcoal, (char'ksi) n. The residue of animal, vege

table, and mineral substances, when heated in close

vessels. [of the white beet.

Chard, (chard) n. [L. cardans, the thistle.] A variety

Charge, (charj) n. [F. charge, carga, It carico.] Care;

management ;—the exercise of custody or care; trust;

commission ;—an earnest command or exhortation :

injunction ;—any burden on property, as taxes, Ac. ;—>

any thing debited to one, as for goods or value receiv

ed ;—accusation or imputation ;—a formal address, as

of a judge or bishop;—the force to serve a battery

or fire-arm ;—an onset or attack ;—the signal for at

tack ;—a bearing or emblem on an escutcheon.

Charge, (charj) v. t. [F. charger, from L. carrvs, wag

gon.] To impose, as a load, as a task, or trust;—

to exhort in an earnest or authoritative manner ;—■

to place to the account of, as a debt;—to accuse of;

—to intrust or commission ;—to load, as a gun ;—to

fill with electric force, as a battery;—to rush upon:

to attack ;—r. i. To make an onset, or attack :—imp.

& pp. charged; ppr. charging.

Chargeable, (charj a-bl) a. Capable of being imposed,

or imputed ;—subject to be accused ;—serving to cre

ate expense. [expensive.

Chargeableness. (charj 'a-bl-nes) n. Quality of being

Chargeably, (chaij a-ble) adv. At great cost

Charger, (charj'er) n. One who, or that which, charges ;

—a large dish ;—a horse used in battle.

Charily, (chaYe-le) adv. In a careful, wary manner;

cautiously. [cautious.

Chariness, (chor'e-nes) n. Quality of being chary or

Chariot (charVnt) n. [F. chariot, from char, car] A

war car or vehicle ;—a four-

wheeled pleasure or state

carriage.

Charioteer, (char-e-ut-£r') n.

One who drives a chariot.

Charitable, (char'c-ta-bl) a.

Full of love and good will ;

. —liberal to the poor ;—dic-

i tated by kindness ; benevo-

lent Chariot
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Charitableness, (char'e -ta- bl-nea) n. Quality of be

ing charitable, [ner; generously.

Charitably, (charVta-ble) adv. In a charitable man-

Charity, (char'e-te) n. [F. chariU, L. caritus.] LoTe;

good will to men ;—liberality to the poor;—alma ;—

liberality in judging of men and their actions ;—any

act of kindness or benevolence ;—a charitable insti

tution, [quack ; an empiric ; an impostor.

Charlatan, (shar'la-tan) n. fit. ciartare, to prate.] A

Charlatanism, (shar'la-tan-izm) n. Undue pretensions

to skill ; quackery.

Charles's Wain, (charbriz-wan)n. [A.-9. carln-wan.]

The cluster of seven stars commonly called the Plough.

Charm, (charm) n. [L. cat-men, song.] Something

possessing occult power ;—a spell ;—that whioh pleases

and attracts ; fascination.

Charm, (charm) v. C. To subdue or summon by oc

cult influence ;—to attract irresistibly ; to delight ex

ceedingly;—v. i. To act as a charm ; to please greatly :

—imp. & pp. charmed ; ppr. charming.

Charmer, (charm'er) n. One who charms, delights, or

enchants. [degree; fascinating; delightful.

Charming, (charm'ing) p. a. Pleasing in the highest

Charmingly, (charm'ing-le) adv. In a charming and

delightful manner.

Charnel, (char'nel) a. [ 1 .. caro.] Containing the re

mains of dead men or animals.

Charnel-house, (char'nel-hous) n. A place under or

near a church where the bones of the dead are de

posited, [coul or partaking of its qualities.

Charry, (char'e) o. Pertaining to charcoal ; like char-

Chart, (chart) n. [L. charta, G. ekartis, a leafof paper.]

A sheet of pasteboard, or the like, containing inform

ation in tabular form ;—a map on which is repre

sented a portion of sea, and the land which it sur

rounds, or by which it is surrounded.

Charter, (charter) n. [L. charta, paper.] An instru

ment in writing, bestowing rights and privileges ; an

act of incorporation;—privilege or immunity;—the

letting or hiring a vessel by special contract

Charter, (charter) t>. (. To establish by charter :—to

hire or let by charter, as a ship :—imp. & pp. char

tered; ppr. chartering.

Chartered-bank, (chartVnl -Kingk)n. A bank possessing

a charter of incorporation.

Charter-party, (chart'gr-par-te) n. [F. ckartre partie,

a divided charter.] A conditional agreement respect

ing the hire of a vessel between the owner and the

person who freights it.

Chartism, (chart'izm) n. [F. charte, charter.] The

principles of a political party in England expressed

in " the five points of the People's charter. "

Chartist, (chart'ist) n. A supporter or partisan of

chartism.

Chary, (char'e) a. [A -8. cearig, from cear, care.] Not

inclined to be liberal ; economical ; close ; cautious.

Chase, (chas) v.t. [L. captiarc, to seize.] To pur

sue, as an enemy, or game; to hunt;—to urge on

ward; to drive;—v.t. [A contraction of enchase.)

To engrave, as plate, with decorative figures ;—imp.

& pp. chased ; ppr. chasing.

Chase, (chas) n. [F. chatse, It. caccia.) Hunting as

of an enemy, or game, or some object greatly de

sired ;—that which is pursued or hunted ;—an open

hunting-ground to which game resort'*. [L. capta,

box.] An iron frame to confine type when arranged

in columns or pages ;—a wide groove.

Chaser, (chas'er) n. One who chases; a pursuer;—a

gun at the head or stern of a vessel.

Chasm, (kazm) u. [G, ehatma, from chain*in, to gape.]

A deep opening made by disrupture ; a cleft : — a

void space ; a gap or break.

Chaste, (ch;1st) a. [L. custu*.] Pure from unlawful

sexual intercourse; virtuous: modest;—free from bar

barisms, or coarse expressions; pure and simple in

taste and style.

Chastely, (chast'le) adv. In a chaste Tnanner; with

purity.

Chasten, (chas'n) v. t. [L. ctutigart.] To correct by

punishment ; to inflict pain for the purpose of re

claiming;—to purify from errors or faults:—imp. &

pp. chastened; ppr. chastening. [chaste.

Chasteneas, (chast'ues) n. State or quality of being

Chastiaable, (chas-tiz'a-bl) a. Deserving of correction

or punishment.

Chastise, (chas-tiz') v. t. [L. ctutigart.} To inflict pain

upon for punishment or reformation ;—to correct or

purify i to free from faults or excesses:—imp. i: pp.

chastised ; ppr. chastising.

Chastisement, (cliaa tiz-ment) n. Pain inflicted for

SLinisUment and correction.

astity, (chas'te-te) n. Purity or freedom from

unlawful sexual intercourse;—freedom from obscene,

corrupt, or extravagant thoughts or expressions.

Chasuble, (chaa'u-bl) n. [L. catuta.) A vestment,

with an embroidered cross, worn by the priest in say

ing mass.

Chat, (chat) v. i. [A. -8. cvxxdan, F. caqucter, to prate.]

To talk in a light and familiar manner :—imp. & pp.

chatted ; ppr. chatting.

Chat, (chat) n. Light, familiar talk ; idle talk ; prate.

Chateau, (sha-to') n. [F.] A castle ;—a country scat

ChateUany, (sha'tel-la-ne) n. The lordship or juris

diction of a castellan, or governor of a castle.

Chatoyant, (sha-toi'ant) n. A species ofchalcedony called

cat's eye.

Chattel, (chatfl) u. [F. ehatal] Any kind of propertj,

movable or immovable, except freehold.

Chatter, (chat'ter) v.i. [D. koeteren, to jabber.] To

utter rapid and indistinct sounds;—to talk idly or

foolishly; to prate;—to emit sound by rapid collision,

as the teeth from cold, iic:—imp. & pp. chattered;

ppr. chattering.

Chatter, (chatfter) n. Sounds like these of a magpie ;

idle talk.

Chatter-box, (chat'ter-boks) n. One who talks inces

santly and sillily.

Chatterer, (chat'ter-er) n. A prater ;—a bird, so called

from its loud and monotonous note. [ative.

Chatty, (chafe) a. Given to free conversation ; talk-

Chaud-medley, (shod rued-le) n. [F. ehattd, hot, and

melcr, to mingle.] Homicide in an affray, under

the influence of passion.

Chaw, (chaw) v.t. [A-S. eeotean.) To masticate, as

food; to chew, as the cud;—to revolve and consider:

—imp. & pp. chawed ; ppr. chawing.

Caaw, (chaw) n. As much as is put in the mouth at

once ; a chew.

Cheap, (chop) 'i. [A-S. crap, bargain.] Bearing a low

price ; of small cost ;—of small value ; common.

Cheapen, (chep'n) v. t [A-S. ceapan, to buy.) To at

tempt to buy ; to chaffer for ; — to beat down the

price of :—imp. & pp. cheapened ; ppr. cheapening.

Cheaply, (cheple) adv. At a small price ; at a low

rate. [ing the actual value or ordinary rate.

Cheapness, (chep'nee) v. Lowncss in price, cousider-

Cheat, (cbet) v. t. To deceive and defraud in any way ;

to impose upon :—imp. & pp. cheated ; ppr. cheating.

Cheat, (cbet) n. [A.-S. ceat.] An act of deception; a

fraud ; a trick ;—a person who cheats.

Cheek, (click) n. [F. echec, check.] A restraint, physi

cal or moral; a stop: a hindrance;—a mark put

against items, &c., in going over a list:—a token to

identify a thing or person ; -an order for money at

a bank ;—any counter-register used as security ;—

checkered cloth, as plaids, dec;—in chens-playing a

movement requiring the adversary to niovo or guard

his king.

Check, (chek) t\ t. To put a sudden or continued re

straint upon ;—to rebuke, chide, or reprove ;— to make

a mark as against names, sums, <fcc, in going over

a list ;—to compare with a counterpart or cipher ;—
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r. i. To make a stop ; to pause ;—to clash or interfere :

—imp. & pp. checked ; ppr. checking.

Checker, (ehekVr) r. (. To Tariegate with cross-lines ;

to form into little squares ;—to diversify with differ

ent qualities, scene*, or events :—imp. & pp. check

ered ; ppr. checkering :—also Chequer.

Checker, (chek'er) n. Work varied alternately as to

in* colours or materials.

Checkers, (chek'erz) n. pi. A game, called also draught*,

played on a board of sixty-four squares of alternate

colours.

Checkmate, (cbek'mat) *. [Per. tfiak mdt, king dead.]

The final movement in chess, when the king can neither

be moved nor protected ;—complete defeat ; overthrow.

Checkmate, (cnek'mat) v. f. To put in check, as tho

king of an adversary, so that it can neither be moved

nor guarded;—to defeat; to place in a position from

which there is no escape :—imp. & pp. checkmated;

Ppr. check-matin*;.

Cheek, (chek) n. [A.-8. ceac] Each side of the

nee below the eyes ;—assumption ; insolence ;—pL

Those pieces of a machine winch form corresponding

sides, or which are in pairs.

Cheek-hone, (chek'bon) n. Malar bone, the bone pro

jecting below the eye.

Cheep, (chep) v. i. To chirp, as a small bird.

Cheer, (cher) n. [0. biro, head.] The countenance

and its expression of joyous feeling ; — a Btate of

gayety, mirth, or jollity ;—provisions prepared for a

feast ; entertainment ;—outward expression of hap

piness or gayety, by shouting or acclamation, &c. ;

applause : encouragement

nicer, (cher) v. t. To cause to rejoice ; to render

cheerful;—to infuse courage, hope, &c, into;—to

urge or salute by cheers ;—v. i. To grow cheerful ; to

become gladsome :—imp. & pp. cheered ; ppr. cheering.

Cheerer, (cheVer) n. One who, or that which, cheers.

Chestful, (cheVfool) a. Having good spirits ; calmly

Joyful ;—promoting joy ; willing : lively ; sprightly.

Cheeifully, (duer'fool-le) adv. Heartily; readily; cor

dially, [spirits ; moderate joy or gayety.

C&WrrobuM or Cheeriaesa, (cher'fool-nes) *. Good

Cheerily, (cherVle) adv. With cheerfulness; with

spirit.

Ckseringly. (cher'ing-le) adv. In a cheerful manner.

Cheerless, (cheVles) a. Without joy, gladness, or com

fort ; gloomy ; dreary. [fort, or joy.

Cheexieasness, (cher/l«s-nes) n. Absence of hope, com-

Cheery, (cher'e) a. In good spirits; lively; hearty;—

promoting cheerfulness.

Cheese, (chez) n. [A. -8. cete, L. eaten*.] Curd of milk,

separated from the whey and pressed.

Cheese-cake, (chezxak) n. A cake made of soft curds,

sugar, and butter. [cheese.

Cheese-monger, (chez/mung-ger) n. One who deals in

Cheese-press, (chezpres) n. A press for expelling whey

from card in the making of cheese.

Cheesy, (cbez'e) a. Having the nature, qualities, or

form of cheese. [art, literature, &c.

Chef d'cBUvre, (sha-ddovr') n. [P.] A master-piece in

ChesoieaL, (kem'ik-al) a. Pertaining to chemistry ;—

relating to the chauges which physical substances un

dergo, by combination, heat, &c.

Chemically, (kem'ik-al-le) adv. According to chemical

principles ; by chemical process or operation.

Chemise, (she-mcr/) n. [P.] A shift or under-gar-

ment worn by females. [a druggist

Chfisrrist. (kem'ist) n. A person versed in chemistry ;—

Chemistry, (kem'ist-re) n. [F. chimie, 8p. chiiaia, A

kim-uty from kamai, to conceal] The science of mat-

tar in its elements, forms, and combinations ; that

snience which treats of elementary substances, the

mods* and processes by which they are combined or

separated, and the laws by which they act or are

influenced. [payable to the bearer.

Cheque, (chek) a. An order for money drawn on a bank,

Cherish, (cherish) v. t. [P. cliirir, from cher, dear.]

To hold dear ; to treat tenderly and fondly ; to uour*

i;-h ; to foster:—imp. £ pp. cherished; ppr. cher

ishing.

Cheroot, (she-roof) n. A cigar imported from Manilla.

Cherry, (chore) n. [L. ceratut, Ccrasus, a city in

Pontus.] The fruit of a tree of which there are many

varieties ;—the tree which bears the fruit ;—a cordial

composed of cherry-juice and spirit

Cherry, (cher'e) a. Ked ; ruddy ; like a cherry.

Chersonese, (keVso-nes) n. [O. eAerww, land, and niao$,

an isle.] A peninsula.

Chert, (chert) n. [Ir. ceirthe.) An impure, massive,

flint-like quartz or hornstone.

Cherub, (cher'ub) n. [H. kerOb.] A celestial spirit;

an angel;—a symbolic figure of man or animal seen

in prophetic vision, and graven in the tabernacle and

temple ;—a beautiful child.

Cherubical, (che-roo'bik-al) a. Of or pertaining to

cherubs; angelic. [cherub.

Cherubim, (cher'u-biin) n. The Hebrew plural of

Cherup, (cher'up) n. A short, sharp noise as of a

cricket.

Chess, (ches) n. [Per. slidh, king.] A game played

by two persons on a board containing sixty - four

squares, with two differently coloured sets of pieces

or men. [which grows among wheat.

Chess, (ches) n. [Per. kha*, weed.] A kind of grass

Chess-board, (ches'bord) n. The board used in the

game of chess, [of chess.

Chess-man, (ches'man) n. A piece used in the game

Chest, (chest) n. [A. -8. cett, cist, L. cmta.] A box or

coffer of wood or other material ;—the trunk of the

human body ;—the part inclosed by the ribs and

breast-bone : the quantity a case contains.

Chestnut, (ches'nut) n. [G. kattanon, from Kastana, a

city of Pontus.] The fruit, seed, or nut of a tree be

longing to the genus Cattanea, inclosed in a prickly

pericarp or bar ;—the tree itself, or its timber.

Chestnut, (ches'nut) a. Of the colour of a chestnut;

reddish brown.

Chetah, (sbe'ta) n. The leopard of India.

Cheval-de-frise, (she'val-de-frez, she'vo-de-frCz) ». [F.

from cheval, and Frist.] A

piece of timber traversed

with wooden spikes, pointed

with iron, used for defence ;

—pi. Chevaux-de-frise.

Cheval-glass, (she ' val - glas) Cheval-de-frise.

n. [F. cheval, horse.] A large looking-glass swing

ing within a frame.

Chevalier, (shev-a-leV) n. (>'.') A horseman;—a

knight;—a gallant young man;—a member of cer

tain orders of knighthood.

Cheveril, (chev'er-U) n. [F. chevrtl, kid.] Soft leather

made of kid-skin.

Chew, (choO) t». t. TA.-S. ceotmn.) To bite and grind

with the teeth ; to masticate ;—to ruminate men

tally ; — v. i. To grind with the teethe to champ :—

imp. & pp. chewed; ppr. chewing.

Chibouk, (che-book') n. [Turkish.] A Turkish to

bacco-pipe adorned with precious stones.

Chicane, (sheaan) n. [P., L. ciccu*, trifle.] Artifice,

trick, or stratagem ;—an artful subterfuge to lead

away from the merits of the case. [artifices.

Chicane, (she'kan) r. i. To use shifts, cavils, or mean

Chicaner, (she-kan'er) n. One who uses evasions or

undue artifices. [sophistry ; quibble.

Chicanery, (she-kan'er-e) n. Mean or unfai r artifice ;—

Chicory, (chik'o-re) n. [L. cichorium, G. kicherion.]

A plant extensively cultivated and used for adul

terating coffee ; succory.

Chicken, (chik'n) n. [A -8 ricen.] The young of fowls,

^particularly of the hen ;—a young person.

Chickadee, (chik'a-de) n. A bird, the black-cap tit.

mouse of North America.
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Chickaree, (chik'a-rfi) n. The American red squirrel.

Chicken-hearted, (chik'n-hart-ed) a. Timid ; cowardly.

Chicken-pox, (chik'n-poks) n. A mild, contagious, erup

tive disease, generally attacking children only.

Chick-weed, (chik'wed) n. A species of weeds of dif

ferent genera ; a common food of birds.

Chide, (chid) v.t. [A.-S. cidan.) To rebuke ; to reproach ;

to blame ;—v. i. To find fault ;—to make a clamorous

noise :—imp. chid ; pp. chid, chidden ; ppr. chiding.

Chief, (chef) a. [P. chef, L. caput, bead. J Highest in

oifice or rank ;—most eminent in any quality or ac

tion ; having most influence ; taking the lead ; most

important.

Chief, (chSf) n. Head or leader of any band or com

munity ;—principal person or thing ;—the upper part

of the escutcheon.

Chiefly, (chefle) adv. In the first place ; principally;

above all ;—for the most part ; mostly.

Chieftain, (cheftiu) n. [L. capitaneus, from caput,

head.] The head of a troop, army, or clan.

Chieftainship, (cheftan-ship) n. Bank, office, or qual

ity of a chieftain.

Chiffonier, fshif-fun-erO n. An ornamental cupboard.

Chilblain, (chil'blan) n. A blain or sore on the hand

or foot produced by cold.

Child, (child) n. [A.-S. cild, pL cildru.} A son or a

daughter ; the immediate progeny of human parents ;

—a young person of either sex ; hence, one who ex

hibits the character of a very young person ;—pi. de

scendants, however remote. [children.

Child-bearing, (child'bar-ing) n. Act of producing

Childbed, (child'bed) n. The state of a woman in labour.

Childbirth, (child'bertb) «. Act of bringing forth a

child.

Childermas-day, (chil'der-mas-da) n. [From child,

mat*, and day.] An anniversary of the church held

on the 28th of December, in commemoration of the

children of Bethlehem slain by Herod.

Childhood, (cliild'hood) n. The state of a child; the

period from birth to puberty.

Childish, (childish) a. Of or pertaining to a child ;

puerile. [child.

Childishly, (child'ish-le) adv. In the manner of a

Childishness, (chUd'ish-nes) n. State or qualities of

a child; simplicity; frivolity. [spring.

Child lew, (childles) a. Destitute of children or off-

Child-like, (child) ik) a. Like or becoming a child;

submissive ; dutiful ; docile.

Chiliad, (kele-ad) n. [G. chiiias.) A thousand; espe

cially a thousand years.

Chiliarch, (ke'le-ark) n. [G. chilion, thousand, and

archein, to lead.] The commander of a thousand

men.

Chiliasm, (ke'le-azm) n. [G. chiUatmoi.) The doctrine

of the personal reign of Christ on earth during the

millennium.

Chill, (chil) a. [A.-S. etle.] Cold; tending to cause

shivering;—characterized by coolness of manner, feel

ing, <fcc. ; formal; distant ;—depressed; dispirited.

Chill, (chil) n. A disagreeable sensation of coolness,

accompanied with shivering ;—a check to warmth of

feeling; discouragement.

Chill, (chil) v. (. To cool; to check circulation, as the

blood in the veins ;—to check enthusiasm or warmth

of feeling ; to discourage ;—to harden by cooling.

Chilliness, (chil'e-nes) n. A sensation of coolness;—a

degree of coldness.

Chillness, (chU'nes) n. Coolness ; coldness ; a shivering.

Chilly, (chile) a. Cold ; creating cold ; affected by cold ;

depressing; unkind; ungeniaL

Chime, (chim) n. [L. & it. campana, bell.] Harmoni

ous sound of bells or other musical instrument*;

r—a set of bells tuned to the musical scale;—corre

spondence of proportion, relation, or sound.

Chime, (chim) v. t. To sound in harmonious accord,

as belli;—to bo in harmony ; to correspond ;—v. t. To

& pp.
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strike, or sound in harmony, as bella :—imp,

chimed; ppr. chiming.

Chime, (chim) n. The edge or brim of a cask or tub

formed by the ends of the staves.

Chimera, (ke-mC-'ra) n. [G. ckimaira, a she-goat.] A

fabulous monster ;—a vain or foolish fancy.

Chimerical, (ke-mer'ik-al) a. Merely imaginary; fan-

ciful ; fantastic ; wild.

Chimney, (chim'ne) n. [G. kaminos, furnace.] The

passage through which the smoke of a fire-place, &c.,

is carried off;—a tube placed above a lamp, &c, to

create a draught and promote combustion.

Chimney-pot, (chim'ne-pot) w. A cylinder of earthen

ware placed at the top of chimneys to facilitate the

escape of the smoke. [and cleans chimneys.

Chimney-sweep, (chim'ne-swcp) n. One who sweeps

Chimpanzee, (chim-pan'ze) n. The African orang

outang, a species of monkey

which approaches most nearly

to man. It is a native of Af

rica, and when full grown is

from three to four feet high.

Chin, (chin) n. [A.-S. cinne, cin.]

The lower extremity of the face.

China, (chi'na) n. Fine earthen

ware or porcelain—first made in

China.

China-aster, (chi'na-as-tcr) n. A

species of the .4 J (er family, hav

ing large flowers.

Chinch, (chinsh) n, [Sp. chinche, bug, from L. cimex.]

The bed-bug;— an insect destructive to wheat and

other grains.

Chinchilla (chin-chil'la)n. [Sp.] A small rodent ani

mal, of the size of a large

squirrel, chiefly remarkable

for its fine fur, which is

very soft and of a pearly-gray

colour.

Ohincough,(chin'kof)n. [Scot.

kink.] Hooping-cough.

Chine, (chin) n. [0. H. Ger.

ikina.] The back -bone or

spine of an animal ;—a piece

of the back-bone of an animal,

parts, cut for cooking.

Chine, (chin) v. t. To cut through the back-bone of.

Chink, (chingk) n. [A.-S. cine, fissure.] A small cleft,

rent, or fissure ; a gap or crack.

Chink, (chingk) v.t. To crack; to open;—v.t. To

open ; to form a fissure in.

Chink, (chingk) n. The reverberation of a piece of

metal or coin, when struck;—the ring of coin.

Chink, (chingk) v. f. To sound by collision, as coins,

cymbals, dec. ;—v, t. To rattle; to jingle, as small

coin :—imp. & pp. chinked; ppr. chinking.

Chinky, (chingk e) a. Full of chinks or fissures ; gnpinc.

Chintz, (chintz) n. [Hind, chhtntnd, to sprinkle.] Cot

ton cloth printed with flowers and other devices, in

different colours.

Chip, (chip) t». t. [H. Ger. kippen, to clip, pare.] To

cut into small pieces ;—to detach or cut off ;—r. i. To

break or fly off in small pieces :—imp. & pp. chipped ;

ppr. chipping.

(Slip, (chip) 7i. A piece of wood, &c, separated from

a larger body by an axe, dsc. ;—a fragment broken

off ; a small piece. [breaking off into piecea.

Chipping, (chip'ing) n. Cutting in small pieces:—

Chip-hat, (chip'hat) n. A hat made of thin filaments

of wood.

Chirograph, (kl ro-graf) n. [G. cheir, hand, and pvo-

phein, to write.] A legal document, written in dupli

cate, as the present charter party ;—a fine upon land,

engrossed in duplicate.

Chirographist, (ki-rogra-fist) n. One who tells fortunes

by examining the hand.
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Chirography, (ki-rog'ra-fe) n. The art of writing;—

handwriting.

Chiroiogy, (ki-rol'o-je) n. [G. cheir, band, and logos.

speech] Convening by means of tbo hands and

nagera, as by the deaf and dumb.

Chiromancy, (kfro-man-ise) n. [G. cheir, hand, and

HOJUwa, divination.J Divination by inspection of the

hand ; palmistry.

Chiropodist, (ki-rop'od-ist) n. [G. cheir, hand, and pou*,

tool.) One who treats diseases of the hands and feet ;

one who removes corns and bunions from the feet

Chirp, (cherp) r. i. [Ger. txhirpen,} To make a short,

■harp sound, asof a fowl, bird, or cricket;—v. t. To

leaks cheerful ; to enliven ;—imp. & pp. chirped ; ppr.

Chirp, (cherp) n. A short, Bharp note.

Chirrap, (che.r'up) v. t. To quicken or animate by

chirping;—v.i. To chirp :—imp. & pp. chirruped;

ppr. chirruping. [to work.] A surgeon.

Chirurgeon, (ki-ruVjun) n. [G. cheir, hand, and trgcin,

Chirargery, {ki-rur'jer-e) n. Surgery.

Ousel, (cbiz'el) n. [F. cueau, L. tecare, to cut.] An

instrument sharpened to a cutting edge at the end,

used in carpentry, joinery, sculpture, &c., for paring,

hewaig, gouging, Ac.

Chisel, (chia'el) v. t. To cut, gonge, or engrave with a

chisel ;—to cut close, as in a bargain, etc. :—imp. &

pp. chiselled ; ppr. chiselling.

Chit, (chit) ». [A. -8. cidA, shoot] The first shooting

of a plant; a sprout;—a child or babe; — a short

aote or written card.

Chitchat, (chitchat) n. [From ckatt by reduplication.]

Familiar or trifling talk ; prattle.

Chttterlingt, (chit't^r-lings) n. pi. [Go. qvithus, belly.]

The emaller intestines of swine, &c., fried for food.

Chivalrous, (shiv'al-rus) a. Pertaining to chivalry ;

gallant ; heroic ; brave. [ner ; boldly ; gallantly.

Cnivalroualy, (shiVal-rus-le) adv. In a chivalrous man-

\ Chivalry, (shiv'al-re) n. [F. chevalier, knight] Knight-

n°od ;—the privileges, qualifications, or manners of

! J^fehts ; gallantry ; heroism ; knight-errantry.

Caivea, (chivz) n. pi. blender threads or filaments in

1 the blossoms of plants.

Chlorate, fkld'rat) n. A salt formed by the union of

chloric acid with a base. [tained from it.

Chloric, (klcYrik) a. Pertaining to chlorine, or ob-

Chlonde, (klo'rid) it A compound of chlorine with

1 another element.

Chlorine, (kl&'rin) n, [G. chIdrox, pale-green, greenish

Jwlow. ) a heavy gas of greenish colour which forma

s constituent of common salt, used in disinfecting

*nd in bleaching.

Chlsrite, (klo'rit) «. A mineral of a green colour,

sr^ft and friable, used in bleaching.

Chloroform, (kJo'ro-form)n. [FromcAZon'jwand/ormy*.]

An oily volatile liquid consisting of carbon, hydro-

Jen, and chlorine. It is a powerful ana*thetic agent

Cbiorophyl, (kld'rd-fll) n. [G. chlOros, hght-green, and

jAullon, leaf] The green colouring matter of plants.

Chlorosi*, (kld'ro-eis) n. [G.] The green aickneas ;—a

•Jjseaae in planta.

Chock, (chok) v. u To stop or fasten, as with a wedge;

r~*- i. To fill up, as a cavity ;—to encounter.

Chock, (chok) n. A wedge or block to confine a cask

or other body by fitting into the space around or be-

J>sath it j—an encounter :—also Shock. ,

Check-full, (cbok'fool) a. Completely full.

Ctocobrte,(cbok'5-lit)n. [Mexican cacuatl, cacao.] A

j**** composed of the roasted kernel of the Theo-

hyma cacao ground and mixed with other ingre

dients-—the beverage made by dissolving chooolate-

W*t* in boiling water.

Choice, (choia) n. [F. cXoitir.) Act of choosing ; elec

tion;—the power of choosing; option; preference;—

^ars in selecting ; discrimination ;—the thing chosen.

(choia) a. Worthy of being chosen or pre

ferred ;—selected with care ; deliberately chosen ;—

precious; rare.

Choicely, (choisle) adv. With care in choosing;— in

apreferable or excellent manner: excellently; carefully.

Choicenesa, (chois'nes) n. Particular value or worth.

Choir, (kwir) n. [G. choros.} An organized company

of singers ;—that part of a church appropriated to the

singers ;—the chancel.

Choke, (chok) v. t. [A. -8. dcedejan, to Buffocate.] To

stop the breath, as by compression of the windpipe;

to Btrangle ;—to check respiration, by foreign matter

in the windpipe ; to suffocate ;—to block up, as a pass

age ,—to suppress, as fire or action ;—to hinder the

growth of;—v.i. To have the windpipe stopped;—

to be checked ; to swell with rage : — imp. & pp.

choked; ppr. choking. [mutated in wells, mines, &c.

Choke-damp, (chdk'damp) n. Carbonic acid gas aocu-

Choke-full, (cbok'fool) a. Full as possible ; quite full.

Choky, (chdk'e) a. Suffocating; close and damp; con

fined and musty.

Cooler, (kol'er) n. [L. cholera, G. cholera, from cholos,

bile.] The bile—formerly supposed to be the seat of

the passions; anger; wrath.

Cholera, (kol'er-a) n. A bilious disease, exhibited in

violent purging* and vomitings, griping pain, and

spasmodic action of the limbs—classified as British

cholera, diarrhoea, and cholera morbus.

Choleric, (kol'er-ik) a. Abounding with choler or bile ;

—irascible ;—passionate. [cholera.

Cholerine, (kol'er-in) n. The precursory symptoms of

Chondrin, (kon'drin) ?i. [G. chondros, a cartilage.] The

substance which forms the tissue of cartilage in the

ribs, trachea, nose, &c

Choose, (chooa) v. t. [A.-S. ccosan.] To make choice

of;—v.i. To make a selection; to prefer;—to have

the power of choice :—imp. chose ; pp. chosen, chose ;

ppr. choosing.

Choosing, (choozTng) n. Act of selecting ; election.

Chop, (chop) v.t. [G. kolaphos, buffet] To cut into

pieces ; to mince;—to sever or separate by blows ; to

seize or devour greedily ;—v. i. To vary or shift sud

denly, as wind ;—imp. h pp. chopped; ppr. chopping.

Chop, (chop) v.t. [A.-S. ccapan.} To barter; to ex

change ;—v. i. To dispute.

Chop, (chop) n. Act of chopping; a stroke;—a piece

chopped off; a slice of meat ;—a crack or cleft

Chop-fallen, (chop'fawln) a. Dejected ; abashed ; cast

down in spirit [are sold ; an eating-house.

Chop-house, (chopTiouB) n. A bouse where chops, <fcc.,

Chopin, (chop'in) n. [Ger. sehoppen, from schop/en,

to scoop. ) A high patten formerly worn by ladies ;—

the Scotch quart in wine measure.

Chopper, (chopper) n. An instrument for cleaving.

Chopping, (cbop'ing) a. Stout or plump ; large ;—shift

ing suddenly ; clashing.

Chopping-block, (choping-blok) n. A log of wood on

which a thing ia laid to be cloven. [meat.

Chopping-knife, (chop'ing-nif) n. A knife to mince

Chopstick, (chop'stik) m. One of two small sticks of

wood, ivory, Sic, held by the Chinese between the

fingers to convey food to the mouth, [sung in chorus.

Choral, (ko'ral) a. [G. choros.] Belonging to a choir;

Choral, (ko'ral) n. A hymn-tune.

Chorally, (k&'ral-le) adv. In the manner of a chorus.

Chord, (kord) n. [G. chordi, string.] String of a

musical instrument ;— an harmoni

ous combination of musical tones ;

—a right line uniting the extremi

ties of the arc of a circle.

Chord, (kord) r. t. To provide with (a~

musical chords or strings :—imp. ft \

pp. chorded ; ppr. chordmg.

Chorist, (kcVrist) n. A singer in a

choir.

Chorister, (kor'ist-er) n. One of a Chord,

choir ; a singer in a concert AC, AU, chords.
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Chorographical, (ko-ro-grafik-al) a. Fert&iniiig to cho-

rography.

Chorography, (ko-rog'ra-fe)n. [G. ehorot, place, and

graphein, to describe.] Art or practice of making a

map or description of a region or coantry.

Choroid, (ko'roid) n. [G. chorion, akin, and eidos, form.]

The second coat of the eye.

Chorus, (ko'rua) n. [G. chorot.} A band of singers

and dancers ;—a company of singers singing in con

cert ;—what is spoken or sung by the chorus ;—the

part of a song in which the company join the singer.

Chough, (chuf) n. [D. kautc.) A bird of the crow

family ; a jackdaw.

Chouse, (chous) v. t. {Turk, chiaous] To cheat, trick,

defraud :—imp. & pp. choused ; ppr. chousing.

Chouse, (chous) n. One who is easily cheated ; a tool ;

a gull ;—a trick ; sham ; imposition.

Chowder, (chow'der) n. A dish made of fresh fish,

pork, biscuit, onions, it c. , stewed together.

Cnrestomathy, (kres-tom'a-the) n. {G. christot, use

ful, and mathein, to learn.] A selection of passages,

with notes, <&o., used in acquiring a language.

Chrism, (krizm) ». [G. chritmu, from chriein, to

anoint.] Holy oil:—oil used in the administration

of baptism, confirmation, ordination, and extreme

unction. [oil used in baptism.

Chrismal, (kri/mal) a. Pertaining to chrism, or the

Chrismatory, (kiiz'nia-to-re) ji. A vessel to hold the

holy oil.

Christ, (krist) n. [G. chriein, to anoint.] TheAnointed

—an appellation given to the Saviour of the world,

and synonymous with the Hebrew Messiah.

Christen, (kris'n) r. I. [A.-S. cristnian.) To baptize;

—to give a name to : to denominate :—imp. & pp.

christened ; ppr. christening.

Christendom, (kris'n- <lu m) n. [A.-S. cristendom.] That

portion of the world in which Christianity prevails ;

—the whole body of Christiana

Christian, (krist'yan) n. [G. christian'*.*. ] A follower or

disciple of Christ;—a believer in Christ and his salva

tion ;—a professed adherent to the church of Christ ;

—one born within the pale of the church.

Christian, (krist'yan) a. Pertaining to Christ or his

religion ;—professing Christianity;—ecclesiastical.

Christianity, (kris-te-an'e-te) n. The religion of Chris

tians ; the system of doctrines and precepts taught by

Christ.

Christianization, (kris-te-an-iz-a'shun) n. Act or pro

cess of converting to Christianity.

Christianize, (krist'yan- iz) v. t. To make Christian ; to

convert to Christianity ;—imp. & pp. christianized;

ppr- christianizing.

Christless. (krist'les) a. Having no faith in Christ ;

without the spirit of Christ.

Christmas, (kris'mas) n. [Chritt and mam.] The fes

tival of Christ's nativity, observed annually on the

26th day of December ;—Christmas-day.

Christmas-box, (kris'mas-boks) n. A box in which

presents are put at Christmas ;—a Christmas gift.

Christology, (kris-tol'o-je) n. [G. Chrixto*, Christ, and

logot, discourse.] A discourse or treatise concerning

Christ [chromic acid with a base.

Chromate, (kro'mat) n. A salt formed by the union of

Chromatic, (kro-mat'ik) a. [L. chromatic**, fromG.

chrOmatikot, suited for colour, from chroma, colour.]

Relating to colour ; — proceeding by half-steps or

semitones of the scale. [colours.

Chromatics, (kro-niat'iks) n. ting. The science ot

Chromic, (kro'mik) a. Pertaining to chrome, or ob

tained from it.

Chromium, (kro'me-um) n. [G. chroma.] A hard brittle

metal of a grayish - white colour, very difficult of

fusion, and rvlatwl to iron in many of its properties.

Chromo-lithography, (kKi'mo-lith-oVra-fe) »i. Litho

graphy adapted to printing in oil colours.

Chronic, (kron'ik) a. [L. cAronicus* G. CAronos, time,]

Relating to time ;—continuing for a long time; in

veterate.

Chronicle, (kron'e-kl) n. [L. chronica.] A register

of events in the order of time ;—a history ; a record ;

—pi. Two books of the Old Testament ;—annals.

Chronicle, (kron'e-kl) r. t. To record in history ; to re

gister :—imp. & pj>. chronicled ; ppr. chronicling.

Chronicler, (kron'e-kler) n. A writer of chronicles ; an

historian.

Chronograph, (kron'o-graf) n. [G. chronot, time, and

graphein, to write.] An inscription in which a date

is expressed by letters as :—

ChrlatVs DVX ; ergo trTVHphVs;

in which the capitals, considered as numerals give,

when added, the sum 1632.

Chronographer, (kro-nog'ra-fer) n. i chronologer.

Chronofoger, (kvu-iiol'u-jor)?!. One who arranges put

events, and dates, in systematic order.

Chronological, (kron-o-loj'ik-al) a. Relating to chron

ology ; according to the order of time.

Chronologically, (kron-o-loj'ik-al-le) tide. In a chrono

logical manner.

Chronology, (kro-nol'o-je) n. [G. chrono$, time, and

logos, discourse. ] The science of time ;—the art or

practice of computing times and eras, and recording

events and incidents under their proper dates and

epochs ;—a table or register of events and dates.

Chronometer, (kro-nom'e-t§r) n. [G. ehronoM, time,

and metron, measure.] A time-keeper; a portable

watch or clock of superior construction and accuracy.

Chronometrical, (kron-o-met'rik-al) a. Pertaining to

or measured by a chronometer.

Chronometry, (kro-nom e-tre) w. The art of measuring

time by periods or divisions.

Chrysslid, (kris'a-Ud) a. Pertaining to or resembling

a chrysalis.

Chrysalis, (kris'a-lis) n. [G. chrv$allU, from cArtuoi,

gold.] The form or pupa state

which the caterpillar or larva of but

terflies, moths, and other insects as

sume before they reach their perfect

form.

Chrysanthemum, (kris-an'tlie-mum) n. Chrysalis

[G. chrusot, gold, and anthemon, flower.) A genu*

of composite plants, including the sun-flower, mari

gold, &c

Chrysoberyl, (kris'o-ber-il) n. (G. chrvtot, gold, and

fce>u Ifos, beryl.] A yellowish-green gem, confuting of

alumina and gluoina.

Chrysolite, (krie'o-lit) n. [G. chru/ot, gold, and lUhot,

stone.] A greenish mineral, composed of silica, mag

nesia, and iron.

Chrysoprase, (kris'o-praz) n. [G. chruton, gold, and

proton, leek.] A kind of massive quartz, of a grayish

or leek-green colour.

Chub, (chub) n. [A.-S. copp, head.] A fresh-water

fish of the carp family.

Chubby, (chuV/e) a. Like a chub; plump, short, acd

thick; fat and florid in the cheeks.

Chuck, (chnk) r. i. To make a noise like that of a

hen calling her chickens ; to cluck ;—v. f. To call, as

a hen her chickens;—to touch under the chin;—to

throw, with quick motion ; — imp. & pp. chucked ;

ppr. chucking.

Chuck, (chuk) «. The call of a hen;—a sudden small

noise ;—a slight blow under the chin ;—a contrivance

fixed to a lathe for holding the material operated on.

Chuckle, (chuk'l) v. t. [From chuck.] To call, as a ben

her chickens ;—to fondle :—v. i. To laugh in a sup

pressed manner ;~-imp. & pp. chuckled ; ppr. chuck

ling.

Chuckle, (chuk'l) n, A short, suppressed laugh of exal

tation or derision.

Chuckling, (chukling) ?i. Suppressed laughter; Up

ward triumph or exultation.

OhufiUy, (chufe-le) adv. In a rough, surly manner.
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Chuffv , (chafe) a. Fat or swelled out in the cheeks ;

— ;r I) ; rude ; clownish.

Chum, (chnm) n. [A. -8. cumaJ] A chamber-fellow,

especially in a college or university.

Cham, (rim in) v. i. To occupy a chamber with another.

Chump, (chump) n. A lump of wood or other mat

ter:—sometimes Chunk.

Church, (church) n. [A.-S. circ, Ger. kii-chc.] A build

ing set apart for Christian worship ;—the worshippers

in it;—a denomination;—the whole body of Chris

tians, called catholic or universal church ; — the

clergy, in diatinctiou from the laity;—ecclesiastical

authority.

Church, (church) v. t. To unite with in returning

thanks in church, as after childbirth :—imp. & pp.

churched; ppr. churching;. [church.

Chnreh-foer, (church'go-er) n. A regular attender at

Churchman, (chnrch'nian) n. An ecclesiastic ;—an Epis

copalian, as distinguished from a Presbyterian or Con-

rregatiooalist, &c.

Church-rate, (church'rat) n. A rate or tax for the sup

port of the Pariah Church.

Church-warden, (church'wawr-den) n. An officer whose

duties respect the pecuniary interests of a church

or parish.

Church-yard, (church/yard) n. The ground adjoining

to a eharch, in which the dead are buried.

Can}, (churl) a. [A.-S. ceorl.) A rustic; a country

man ;—a surly, ill-bred man ;—a niggard.

Caoriuh, (churlish) a. Rude ; surly ; illiberal ; un

feeling ; (applied to things) wanting softness or pliancy ;

'Hij ,-_-)■ u'ng ; unbending; cross-grained.

Churlishly, (churriah-le) adv. Rudely ; roughly ; dis

courteously, [or temper.

CharUahneaa, (churlish-nee) n. Rudeness of manners

Chara, (< lmrn) n. A Teasel in which cream is stirred

and agitated to prodnoo butter.

Chora, (churn) r. t. \ A.-S. tertian.) To agitate as cream

in order to make butter;—to shake with violence:—

t*p. 4 pp. churned ; ppr. churning.

Churning, (churn'ing) n. The operation of making but

ter , - - •.},.- quantity made at one time.

Chat*, (shoot) n. [F. chute ] A rapid descent in a

river.

Chyle, (kil) a. [G. chuloa, juice.] A milky fluid derived

from chime, and conveyed into the circulation by the

lacteal vessels.

Chylifaction, (k!l-«-&k'shun) n. (G. chulos, and L.

/were, to make.] The act or process by which chyle

i* formed.

Chyme, (kim) a. [G. cAumoi, juice.] The pulp formed

by the food after it has been for some time in the

■tomach mixed with the gastric secretions.

Chymify, (kim'e-fi) v. t. [L. chymus, chyme, and

/ivrr, to make.] To form into chyme.

Chymoua, (kun'us) a. Pertaining to chrnm

Cicada, (se-ka'da) n. [Tj.] A hemipterous insect living

ou trees and ahruba ;—the tree-hopper.

Cicatrice, (sik'a-trie) n. A scar, seam, or elevation on

the skin remaining after a wound is healed.

Cicatrix*, (sikVtriz) r. t. To heal and induce the

fennation of akin, as in wounded or ulcerated flesh ;

—«. i. To heal or be healed :—imp. & pp. cicatrized ;

ypr. Cicatrixin g.

Cicerone, ( cbe-che-riVne ) n, [It] One who shows

•tranters the curiosities of a place ; a guide.

Cieereaiaa, (sis-er-cVne-an) o. Resembling Cicero in

«yk* or action. [juice of apples.

Cider, (si'der) n. fF. eidre.] A drink made from the

Cidemn, (sFder-kin) n. A liquor made by adding

water to the crushed mass of apples after cider is

pressed out. [into tubular form for smoking.

<-if*r, (■©-girO *. [8p. cigarro.] Tobacco leaf rolled

Ciliary, (airyar-e) a. Belonging to the eyelnshes ; per

taining to hair-like appendages in animals or vege-

 

Ciliated, (siTyS,-ted) a. Furniahed with filaments re

sembling the eyelashes.

Chneter, (sim'e-ter) n. [Per. ackimschir.] A short

sword with a recurvated point used by the Persians

and Turks.

Cimmerian, (sim-mC're-an) a. Pertaining to the Cim-

merii, said to have dwelt in darkness ;—intensely dark.

Cinchona, (sin-ko'na) n. [So named from the Countess

Crnchon.] A tree growing on the Andes in Peru and

adjacent countries, producing a medicinal bark of

great value, known as Peruvian bark-, Jeauit't bark,

<fec ;—the bark itaelf.

Cincture, (singk'tur) n. [L eingcre, to gird.] A belt,

a girdle ;—that which encompasses ; inclosure ;—a ring

at the top and bottom of a column.

Cinder, (snider) n. [A.-8. tinder, L. cinis.] A small

particle of matter remaining after combustion ; a par

tially burnt coal'; an ember.

Cinerary, (siu'er-ut-c) a. Pertaining to ashes; con

taining ashes.

Cineration, (sin-er-a'shun) iu [L. cinis, ashes.] The

reducing to ashes by combustion.

Cinnabar, (sin'na-bar) n. [G. *inna&ari*.] Red sul-

pburet of mercury ; vermilion.

Cinnamon, (sin'na-mun) n. [G. kinnamon.} The inner

bark of a tree growing in

Ceylon. It is aromatic, of a

moderately pungent taste.

Cinque, (Bingk) n. [L. quin-

que.] The number five upon

dice or cards.

Cinque-foil, (singk'foil) n. [F.

cinque and foil.] A plant of

different species ;—an orna

mental foliation having five

cusps.

Cipher, (ii'fer) n. [A. si/run.] Cinnamon.

The character [0] which, standing by itself, expresses

nothing, but when placed at the right hand of a

whole number, increases its value tenfold ;—a person

of no worth or character;—a combination of letters,

as a monogram ;—a private alphabet for the trans

mission of secrets ; the key to it.

Cipher, (si'fer) r. i. To practise arithmetic ;—1\ t. To

write in occult characters; — to represent:—imp. &

pp. ciphered; nr. ciphering.

Ciroean, (scr-se'an) a. Pertaining to Circe, a fabled

enchantress ; magical ; noxious.

Circcnsial, (ser-sen'Bhe-al) a. Pertaining to the Circus,

in Rome, where were practised games, as running,

wrestling, &c

Circle. (-iT'kl) n. [G. kirkos.) A plane figure, bounded

by a single curve line called its circumference, every

part of which is equally distant from a point within

it called the centre;—the line that bounds such a

figure ; a circumference ;—a round body ; a sphere ;

an orb ; a ring ;—compass ; circuit ; — the company

gathering round, or associated with a person or place ;

—a never ending series;—a form of reasoning, in

which one proposition proves a position, and is itself

proved by the same.

Circle, (s^rTd) v. t. To move or revolve around ;—to

encompass as by a circle ; to surround ;—v. i. To move

in a round or compass :—imp. & pp. circled ; ppr.

circling, [&c. ;—an orb.

Circlet, (serTtlet) n. A little circle, as of gold, jewels,

Circuit, (serTtit) n. [L. circuitus,] The act of mov

ing or revolving around ;—the space inclosed within

a fixed limit ;—that which incloses or encircles, as a

ring, band, or crown ;—a periodical visitation of cer

tain districts in succession, as by judges. &c ; —the

district thus visited ;—a round about mode of reason

ing or speech ;—circumlocution.

Circuit, (serTtit) r. t. To move or make to go round.

Circuitous, (ser-ku'it-us) a. Going round in a circuit;

indirect.
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Circuitously, (ser-ku'it-us-le) adv. In a round about

or indirect way.

Circular, (aer'ku-Ier) a. [L. circularity In the form

of a circle: round;—successive in order; inconclu

sive ;—repeating ; returning or ending in itself ;—ad

dressed to persona having a common interest.

Circular, (seyku-ler) n. An intimation, personal, offi

cial, or mercantile, copies of which are sent out to

' friends, customers, or tine public generally.

Circularity, (ser-ku-lar'e-te) n. State of being cir

cular.

Circularly, (serTsu-ler-le) adv. In a circular manner.

Circulate, (se^ku-lat) v. i. [L. circulars) To move in

a circle ; to move or pass round ;—to pass from place,

gerson, or hand to ;—to flow in veins or channels ;—to

ow round, as the blood;—v. t. To cause to pass from

place or person to:—imp. & pp. circulated; ppr. cir

culating.

Circulation, (ser-ku-hVshun) n. The act of circulating ;

motion in a circle ;—regular flow, as of blood ;—cur

rency of money, notes, bills, &c;—the extent of dif

fusion; dissemination.

Circulatory, (sgr'ku-la-tor-o) a. Circular;—circulating

or going round.

Circumambient, ( ser-kum-am'be-ent ) a. [L. circum,

around, and anibire, to go.] Surrounding; inclosing;

encompassing.

Circumambulate, (ser-kum-am'bu-lat) v.i. [L. from

ctrcum, around, and ambularc, to walk.] To walk

round about.

Circumcise, (sgrTtum-sIz) v. I. [L. circum, around,

and cadcrc, to cut] To cut off the foreskin ;—to put

away, as a sinful thought or habit.

Circumcision, (s^r-kum-aizh'un) n. Act of cutting off

the foreskin ;—rejection of the sins of the flesh ;

spiritual purification.

Circumoluaion, (ser-kum-klu'shun) n. [L. circum,

around, and ctauderc, to shut.] Act of inclosing on

all sides.

Circumference, (ssr-kum'fer-ens) n. [L. circum, around,

and ferre, to bear.] The line that goes round or en

compasses a circular figure ; a periphery;—external

surface of a sphere, or any orbicular body.

Circumferential, (ser-kum-fer-en'she-al) a. Pertaining

to a circumference.

Circumferentor, (ser-kum'fcr-en-ter) n. An instrument

used by surveyors for taking

horizontal angles and bear

ings.

Circumflex, (ser'kum-fleks)n.

|'L. circum, around, and

jUcUre, to bend.] A wave

of the voice embracing both

a rise and fall on the same

syllable ; — a Greek accent

L~ or "J, denoting a sound

intermediate between acute

and grave ; in Latin and Circumferentor.

other languages, a long contracted syllable marked ( " 1 .

Circumflex, (ser'kum-neks) v. t. To mark or pronounce

with a circumflex.

Circumfluent, (ser-kum'flu-ent) a. [L. circum, around,

and jtuei-e, to flow.] Flowing around; surrounding,

as a fluid.

Circumioraneous, (ser-kum-fo-ra'ne-us) a. [L. circum,

around, and forum, a market-plnce.] Going about or

abroad ; wandering from house to house.

Circumfuse, (ser-kum-fuzO •■ '• tfj- circum, around,

and fundere, to pour.] To pour round; to spread

round.

Circum fusion, (scr-kum-fu'zhun) n. Act of pouring or

spreading around ; state of being poured around.

Circumgyration, (ser-kuiu-je-ra'ahun) n. [L. circum,

around, and gyrare, to turn around.] The act of turn

ing, rolling, or whirling round.

Circumjacent, (ser-kun-Ja'sant) a. [L. circum, around,

 

and jacere, to lie.] Lying around; bordering oa

every side.

Circumlocution, (ser-kum-lo-ku'shun) n. (I., from cir

cum, around, and loqui, to speak.] A circuit of words ;

—the use of indirect or round about expressions.

Circumlocutory, (se,r-kuni-lok'u-tor-e) a. Pertaining to

circumlocution ; periphrastic.

Circiunnavigablc, (ser-kum-nav'e-ga-bl) a. Capable of

being sailed around, as the earth.

Circumnavigate, (ser-kura-nave-gat) v.t. [L. cirevm,

around, and navtyarc, to navigate.] To sail around;

to pass round by water :—imp. & pp. circumnavi

gated ; ppr. circum navigat i ng.

Circumnavigation, (ser-kum-nav-e-ga'-shun) n. Act

of sailing round—generally round the globe.

Circumnavigator, (Bgr-kum-nav'e-gatr*r) n. One who

sails around.

CircumpoUr,(ser-kum-pd'ler)a. [L. circum, around, and

Eng. polqr.} About the pole ; aituatcd near the pole.

Circumposition, (sgr-kum-po-zish'un) n. [L. circum,

around, and pontre, to set, put, or place] Act of

placing in a circle, or state of being so placed.

Circumrotary or Circumrotatory, (Ber-kum-ro'ta-re) a.

Turning, rolling, or whirling round.

Circurarotation, (scr-kuni-rd-tuahun) n. [L circum,

around, and rota, wheel.] Act of rolling or revolving

round, as a wheel ; state of being whirled round.

Circumscribe, (Ber/kum-akrib) v. t. [L. circum, around,

and scribert, to write.] To inclose within a certain

limit; to hem in:—imp. & pp. circumscribed; ppr.

circumscribing.

Circumscription, (ser-kum-skrip'shun) n. The exterior

line which determines the form or magnitude of a

body; — limitation by conditions, restraints, 4c;

bound ; confinement ; limit.

Circumscriptive, (ser-kum-skrip'tiv) a. Defining the

external form ;—inclosing the superficies.

Circumspect, (ser'kum-spekt) a. [L. circum, aronnd,

and spicere, to look.] Attentive to all the circum

stances of a case ; cautious ; prudent ; watchful.

Circumspection, (ser-kum-spek'shuu) n. Attention to

all the facts and circumstances of a case ;—caution ,

watchfulness.

Circumspective, (ser-kum-spek'tiv) a. Looking round

every way; cautious; careful of consequences ; waiT.

Circumspectly, (ser'kum-spekt-le) adv. Vigilantly;

warily; cautiously.

Circumspectness, (strTtum-spekt-nes) n. Caution ; -vigi

lance on every side;—minute general attention.

Circumstance, (serlEum-stans) n. [h. circum, around,

and start, to stand.] A particular fact, event, or case ;

—anything attending on, relative to, or artecting a

fact, or event ; accident ; incident ; particular ; ad

junct;—pi. worldly estate; condition as to pecuni

ary resources.

Circumstantial, (ser-kum-stan'she-al) a. Accidental;

not essential;—incidental ; casual ;—full of events or

incidents ; minute ;—inferred from a number of par

ticulars ; indirect.

Circumstantials, (ser-kum-stan'she-alz) n.pU Things

incidental to the main subject, but of leas importance

—opposed to essentials.

Circumstantiality, (ssr-kum-stan-ahe-alVte) n. The

state of any thing as modified by circunistancea ;—

particularity ; minuteness.

Circumstantially, (Ber-kurn-stan'Bhe-al-le) tulv. A -

cording to circumstances; — in every particular in

exactly ; minutely.

Circumstantiate, (scr-kum-stan'she-at) v. t. To place

in particular circum*.taiices ;—to detail exactly and

minutely ;—to prove or confirm by adducing particu

lars :— imp. & pp. circumstantiated; ppr. circum

stantiating.

Circumvallate, (ser-kum-val'lat)'v. t. [L. circum, around,

and vallare, to wall, from vallum, rampaxUJ To

. surround with a rampart.
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Cimnnvallation, (sgr-kum-val-lii'shun) n. Act of sur-

, rounding with a wall or rampart;—a line of field

I Turks round a camp.

; Circumvent, (ser-kuin-venf) v.t [L. drcum. around,

and ttnirt, to come. J To gain advantage over ; to get

round ; to deceive ; to delude :—imp. & pp. circum

vented ; ppr. circumventing.

Circumvention, ( ter-kum-ven'shun ) n. [L. circum-

warm] Deception ; fraud ; imposture ; delusion,

I Cireamvesture, (ser-kuni-vent'iv) a. Deceiving by art i-

1 tea ; deluding.

Circumvolution, (ser-kum-vo-lu'shun) n. Act of rolling

round, or state of being rolled ;—a thing rolled round

toother.

Cu«Bnrarn,(ser-kum-vo]v/) r. t. (L. circum, around,

| and teiwre to roll] To roll round ; to cause to re-

i Twlre ;—*. l To revolve ; to move in a circle :—imp.

t pp. circumvolved ; ppr. circumvolving.

I Cireus, (afrltus) a. [L. circus, G. kirkos, circle.] A cir

cular piece of ground for sports and games ; — an

amphitheatre with a central ring for feats of horse-

naaihip and dexterity ; the company of performers

I with their equipage.

Cirque, (aerk) a. A circus.

Cino-cumulttt, (ser-o-kum'u-lus) n. [L. cirrus, lock,

, and canu/tu.] A cloud broken up into small masses,

and presenting a fleecy appearance.

| Cnro-stratas, (sex-o-strat'us) n. [L. cirrus, lock, and

tfrotttij A cloud, dense in the body, and fringed or

fieeey on the margin.

Chrws, (str'us) a. [L. cirrus, lock, curL] Having,

| or terminating in, a curl or tendril

i Cum, (aer'uft) n. [L. ] A tendril ;—a thin fleecy cloud

rpreeding like a feather.

Cut or Cyst, (aist) n. [L. eijro,] A chest or basket;

—* membranous sac or bag ;—a tomb of the Celtio

I period, consisting of a stone chest, covered with stone

I ilaba>

Cistercian, (lis-ter'she-an) n. One of an order of monks

erttbhthed at Citeaux, in France.

CuUra, (as't^rn) n. [L. cista, chest] A reservoir or

nceptacie for holding water or other liquids.

Citable, (aita-bl) a. That which may be cited or

I Quoted.

Citadel, (sit'a-del) n. fit- cittadtlla.} A fortress or

natle in or near a fortified city, intended as a final

joint of defence.

Citation, (si-ta'shun) n. fL. citare, to cite.] A sum-

iboos ;_an ofBciaJ call or notice to appear ; the paper

i oontaming inch notice ;—quotation* from a book, or

front a person, in his own words ; the passage or

' *ona quoted ;—enumeration ; mention.

Cititory (ai'ta-tor-e) a. Summoning,

wie. (ait) v. t [L. citarc] To call upon officially or

authoritatively ; to summon ; — to quote or repeat,

** a passage, or the exact words uttered;—to call, in

proof or confirmation of :—imp. & pp. cited ; ppr.

*&*• t [guitar.

tthern, (si th;rn) ». A musical instrument like the

Citizen, (sife-zen) n. [F. citoyen.] An inhabitant in

a aty ;—a native or naturalized inhabitant of a coun

try ; a freeman ; a member of a state.

Ciassaship, (sife-2en-ahip) v. State of being a citizen ;

the freedom of a city.

Citrate, (sit rit) n. [L. dtreum, citron.] A salt formed

fcj the union of citric acid and a base.

Gtrie, (sit'rik) a. Of, or pertaining to, an acid which

exists in the juice of the lemon and allied fruits.

Cttriae, (sitrin) n, A yellow pellucid variety of

jasrtz.

Cart*, (tit'nin) m. [L. citrcunL] The fruit of the

atnivtree, resembling a lemon.

Caty, (site) n. fL. civitas.) A large town;—a cor-

pwate town, which is or has been the seat of a

uabop ;—in the U.S., one governed by a mayor and

fctrtfmen ;—the inhabitants of a city.

[L. cepa. ] A species of garlic grow-

A substance- of a

 

Civet.

Cives, (sivz) 7i. pi.

ing in tufts.

Civet, (siv'et) n. [G. zapetion.]

strong, musky odour, used as

a perfume ; — the animal

that produces civet ; a car

nivorous animal, ranking be

tween the weasel and the fox

—a native of North Africa.

Civic, (siv'ik) a. [L. civis,

citizen.] Relating to, or de

rived from, a city or citizen.

Civil, (aaVil) a. [L. civilis.] Pertaining to a city or

state;—pertaining to a citizen and Mb rights in the

community ;—lay, lawful, or intestine, as opposed to

ecclesiastical, criminal, or foreign ;—peaceful, mer

cantile, die, as opposed to military ;—cultivated and

polished, as opposed to rude and barbarous ; court

eous; polite.

Civilian, (se-vil'yan) v. One skilled in the civil law ;

—one whose pursuits are civil, not military or clerical.

Civility, (se-vil'e-te) «. Courtesy of behaviour ; polite

ness ; good-breeding ;—pi. Acts of politeness.

Civilization, (aiv-il-iz-a'shun) n. Act of civilizing, or

state of being civilized ; refinement ; culture.

Civilize, (siv'il-iz) v. t. To leclaim from a savage state;

to instruct in the arts of regular life :—imp, & pp.

civilized; ppr. civilizing.

Civilized, (si v'il-lzd) a. Reclaimed from savage life and

manners; refined; cultivated.

Civilizer, (siv-il-Iz'cr) n. One who, or that which,

civilizes. [litely.

Civilly, (siv'il-le) adv. In a courteous manner ; po-

Clack, (klak) v. i. To make a sudden, sharp noise, as

by striking or cracking ;—to talk rapidly and continu

ally ;—*. t. To clink ;—to utter rapidly :—imp. & pp.

clacked; ppr. clacking.

Clack, (klak) it. [W. dec, crack.] A sharp, abrupt sound

made by striking an object ;—any thing that causes

a clacking noise ;—continual talk ; prattle ; prating.

Claim, (klam) v. t. [ L. elamare, to cry out.J To call

for ; to challenge as a right ; to demand as due ;—v. i.

To be entitled to any thing as a right :—imp. & pp.

claimed ; ppr. claiming.

Claim, (klam) n. A demand ofa right or supposed right ;

—a right to claim or demand; a title to any thing

in possession of another ;—the thing claimed or de

manded.

Claimable, (klum'a-bl) a. Capable of being claimed.

Claimant, (klam'ant) n. One who demands.

Clairvoyance, (klar-voy'ans) n. Clear seeing ;—a power,

attributed to mesmerized persons, of discerning ob

jects not present to the senses.

Clairvoyant, (klAr-voy'ant) a. |F. from elair, clear, and

voir, to see.] Pertaining to clairvoyance; discerning

objects which are not present.

Clam, (klam) n. [Another form of dam]).] A bivalve-

shell-fish of different genera ;— /-/.

Strong pincers for drawing nails;—

a kind of vice usually made of wood.

Clam, (klam) v.t [A.-S. clamian.} To

clog, as with glutinous or viscous I

matter ;—v. i. To be moist or sticky ; <

—imp. & pp. clammed; ppr. clam

ming.

Clamant, (klam'ant) a. Crying earnest

ly; clamorously beseeching. CUun-ebeU.

Clamber, (klam'ber) v. i, [L. Ger. klimpern.] To climb

with difficulty, or with hands and feet :—imp. k pp.

clambered ; ppr. clambering.

Clamminess, (klam'e-nes) v. State of being clammy

or viscous ; ropiueas. [moists

Clammy, (kiam'e) a. Soft and sticky ; glutinous ; ropy ;

Clamorous, (klamV-r-ug) a. Noisy; vociferous; loud;

turbulent ; importunate. [words.

Clamorously, (kJam'e,r-us-le) adv. "With loud noise or
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Clamorousness, (klam'er-us-nes) ». State or quality of

being noisy.

Clamour, (klam'or) n. [L. from clamare, to cry oat.]

Loud shouting ;—any loud and continued noise ; out

cry ; vociferation.

Clamour, (klam'or) v. i. To shout loudJy ; to utter re

peated and loud cries; — to make importunate de

mands :—imp. & pp. clamoured ; ppr. clamouring-.

Clamp, (klamp) n. [D. klamp, from klampen, to fas

ten.] A piece of timber or iron used to fasten work

together;—a thick plank on the inner part of a

ship's side, used to sustain the ends of the beams ;—a

movable piece of lead to cover the jaws of a vice;—

a heavy footstep.

Clamp, (klamp) v. f. To secure or render firm by

aclamp ;—v. L To tread heavily :—imp. & pp. clamped ;

ppr. clamping.

Clan, (klan) n. [It. clann or eland, Celt, clan or Matin.]

A raoe or family ; —a tribe united under a chieftain ;

—a clique ; a body united by some common interest or

pursuit.

Clandestine, (klan-des'tin) a. [L. elandestiniu, from

celare, to hide.] Hidden; secret; kept from public

view or notice—mostly with an evil design. [ner.

Clandestinely, (klan-des'tin-le) adv. In a secret man-

Clang, (klang) v. t. [L. clangere, Ger. klingen, O.

klaztin.] To strike together with a ringing metallic

sound ;—v. i. To produce a sharp, shrill sound:—imp.

& pp. clang ed ; ppr. clanging.

Clang, (klang) n. A sharp, ringing sound, like that made

by metallic substances struck together.

Clangorous, (klang'ger-us) a. Making a harsh unpleas

ant sound. [sharp, shrill, harsh sound.

Clangour, (klang'ger) n. [L. clangere, to clang.] A

Clank, (klangk) n. The loud, ringing sound made by

a collision of Bonorous bodies.

Clank, (klangk) v. t. To educe a sharp ringing sound ;

—v. i. To make a sharp, ringing noise, as of pieces of

metal struck together : — imp. <fe pp. clanked ; ppr.

clanking.

Clannish, (klan'ish) a. Closely united, like a clan ;—

mutually aiding, as members of the same party or

cause. (manner.

Clannishly, (klan'ish-le) adv. In a clannish or united

Clannishness, (klan'ish-nes) n. Close adherence or dis

position to unite, as a clan.

Clansman, (klanz'man) n. One belonging to a partic

ular clan. [or clan.

Clanship, (klan'ship) Ti. A Btate of union, as in a family

Clap, (klap) v. t. [A. -8. clappan.] To strike one ob

ject against another ; to collide ;—to strike quickly

and sharply ; to strike together, as the palms in token

of approbation ; to applaud ;—v. i. To come together

suddenly with noise;— to enter with alacrity and

briskness :—imp. & pp. clapped ; ppr. clapping.

Clap, (klap) n. A loud noise made by sudden collision ;

—a stroke ; a thrust ;—a sudden explosion ; a strik

ing of hands to express approbation.

Clapper, (klap'er)n. A person who claps ;—that which

strikes, as the tongue of a bell. [applause.

Clap-trap, (klap'trap) n. A trick or device to gain

Clare-obscure, (klur'ob-skur) n. [I* clarus, clear, and

obtcuru*, obscure.] Light and shade in painting.

Claret, (klarVt) n. [F. clairet] A red wine from Bor

deaux and the Garrone of several qualities.

Clarification, (klar-e-fe-ka'shun) n. Act of clearing or

fining.

Clarifler, (klar'e-fi-er) n. That which clarifies or puri

fies ;—a vessel in which clarification is conducted.

Clarify, (klarVfi) v. t. [L. from clarut, clear, and

facere, to make.] To make clear ; to purify front fecu

lent matter ; to fine ; — v. ». To become pure, as

liquors ;—to grow clear or bright :—imp. & pp. clari

fied ; ppr. clarifying.

Clarion, (klar'e-un) n. [L. clarus, clear.] A kind of

trumpet, whose note is clear and shrill.

Clarionet, (klarVo-net) n. [L. clarug. ] A wind instru

ment of the reed kind;—a kind of hautboy, but

shriller, used to lead a military band.

Clash, (klash) v. i. [Ger. klaUchen. ] To dash noisily

together ;—to come in collision ; to oppose ;—v. t. To

strike noisily against:— imp. it pp. clashed; ppr.

clashing.

Clash, (klash) n. A meeting with violence; collision

of bodies ;—contradiction, as between differing or con

tending interests, views, purposes, &c.

Clashing, (klash'ing) n. Collision of bodies;—opposi

tion, as of claims or interests.

Clasp, (klasp) n. A catch for fastening or holding to

gether the parts of any thing ;—a close embrace.

Clasp, (klasp) v. f. [O. Eng. elapse, Ger. klappen, to

clap, flap.] To shut or fasten together with a clasp;

—to embrace; to grasp:—imp, & pp. clasped; ppr.

clasping.

Clasper, (klasp'cr) n. One who, or that which, clasps,

as a tendril of the vine which twines round some

thing for support.

Clasp-knife, (klasp'nif) n. A knife the blade of which

folds or shuts into the handle.

Class, (klas) n. [L. cla$si*.] An order or division of

persons or things;—a group of persons of the same

rank, habits, or pursuits;— a division of students

learning the same lessons ;—an order in natural hii-

tory of beings or substances having structure, quali

ties, or attributes in common.

Class, (klas) i\ t. [F. clasm\] To form into a class;

to arrange in classes ; to rank together ;—v. i. To be

grouped or classed: — imp. A. pp. classed; ppr.

classing.

Classic, (klas'ik) n. A work of excellence and au

thority ; — one learned in the classics ; —an author

of acknowledged worth.

Classical, (klas'ik-al) a. [L. clawix, class.] Of the

first class or rank in literature or art ; — chaste;

pure ; refined ;—pertaining to an assembly, or to a

Presbyterian assembly. [pression.

Classicalism, (klas'ik-al-izm) n. A classical style or ex-

Classically, (klas'ik-al-le) ac/v. In a classical manner.

Classification, (klas-e-fo-ka'shun) n. Act of forming

into a class or classes.

Classify, (klas'e-fi) v. t. [L. classit, class, and faen?,

to make.] To distribute into classes ; systematise :—

imp. & pp. classified; ppr. classifying.

Classmate, (klas'mat) n. One who is in the same class.

Clatter, (klat'er) r. i. [A.-K. clatrvng, rattle.] To maka

rattling sounds ;—to prattle with the tongue ;—v. t.

To strike and make a rattling noise ; to chatter ;—

imp. & pp. clattered ; ppr. clattering.

Clatter, (klat'er) n. A repeated rattling noise.

Clause, (klawz) n. [L. ctuuxa, from claudere, to abut]

A member or portion of a sentence ;—a distinct por

tion of a document containing specific injunctions ur

stipulations.'

Claustral, (klawVtr&l) a. [L. clavstntm,) Relating to

a cloister, or religious house,

Clavated, (kla'vat-ed) a. [L. clava, club.] Club-

shaped ;—knobbed.

Clavicle, (kla've-kl) n. The collar-bone.

Clavier, (kla've-er) n. [F. from L clavii, key.] The

key-board of an organ, piano-forte, or harmonium.

Claw, (klaw) n. [A.-S. clavn, eld.] A sharp, hooked

nail, as of a beast or bird; the foot of an animal

armed with hooked claws ; — any thing resembling

the claw of an animal ;—grasp ; clutch.

Claw, (klaw) v. t. To pull, tear, or scratch with claws

or nails;—to grasp :—imp. k pp. clawed ; ppr. clawing.

Clay, (kla) n. [A.-H. claeg, W. elai.) Soft earth, con

sisting of alumina and silica, with water :—earth in

general, as representing the elementary particles of

tho human body ; hence, the human body as formed

out of such particles ;—a corpse.

Clay, (kla) v. t. To manure with day;—to purify and
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whiten with clay, as sugar :—imp. & pp. clayed ; ppr.

claying.

Clay-cold, (klikold) a. Cold as clay ; lifeless.

Clayey, (kla'e) a. Consisting of clay ; abounding with

clay; partaking of clay; like clay.

Clay-ironstone, (kla'i-urn-ston) n. A variety of car

bonate of iron, from which a large proportion of the

iron manufactured in Britain is obtained. [clay.

day-marl, (kl.Vruarl) n. A whitish, smooth, chalky

Claymore, (kU'mor) n. [Gaol, claidheamh, Bword, and

wr, great.] A large two-handed sword used formerly

by the Scottish Highlanders.

•saa, (klen) a. [A.-S. clane.] Free from dirt or filth ;

—without defects;—free from awkwardness; adroit;

dexterous ;—free from restraint or limitation; com

plete:—free from moral defilement ; sinless ; pure ;—

free from ceremonial defilement.

Geaa, (klen) adv. Quite ; perfectly ; wholly ; entirely ;

—dexterously.

Cltta, (klfin) v. t To free from dirt ; to purify ; to

cleanse :—imp. & pp. cleaned; ppr. cleaning.

Cleanliness, (klenle-nes) u. Freedom from dirt;—

neatness of person or dress ; purity.

Cleanly, (klen le) a. [From clean. ] Habitually clean ;

carefully avoiding defilement ;—free from awkward-

sea; adroit

Cleanly, (klenle) adv. In a clean manner ; neatly.

Cleanness, (kl€n nee) n. State or quality of being clean.

CleiEsable, (kleuz'a-KlJ a. Capable of being cleansed.

Cleanse, (klenz) v. t. [A.-S. clcensja-A, from clone,

clean.] To render clean ;—to scour ; to'purify ; to free

from defilement, bodily or spiritually :—imp. & pp.

•jeansed 5 ppr. cleansing.

Gear, (kler) a. [L. clarut, clear.] Bright ; open ; free

frwn obstruction, cloud, uncertainty, guilt, and the

like ;—able to perceive ; acute : easily or distinctly

heard ; manifest ; pure ; plain ; perspicuous.

Clear, (kler) adv. In a clear manner ; plainly ;—

wholly ; quite ; entirely.

Qstr, (kler) r. (. To make bright ; to render evident;

—to free from obscurity, perplexity, impediment, and

the like ;—to lean over or pass by without touching;

—to cleanse ; to pnrify ; to free from suspicion or ac-

essation ;—p. i. To become free from clouds or fog ;—

to become free or disengaged :—imp. dt pp. cleared ;

Ppr. clearing.

CwaraBce, (kleVans) n. The act of clearing ;—a certifi

cate that a ship has been cleared at the custom-house ;

net profit.

Clesriag, (kleVing) n. Act or process of making clear ;

-* place or tract of land cleared of wood for cultiva

tion ;—the mode by which banks, railway companies,

*£-, settle their contrary accounts, by the mutual

exchange of notes, drafts, tickets, die.

Qstrry. (kleVle) adv. In a clear manner ; without

°bKunty, obstruction, or the like ;—manifestly; obvi-

■£»«ly : distinctly.

Clearness, (kler'nes) n. The state of being clear;

MaituuMs ; openness ; brightness ; purity.

^•sighted, (kler'sit-ed) a. Having acutcness of

3bt. [ment.

r>eax-aight«dneM, (kler'sit-ed-nes)n. Acute discern-

Ciear-atarch, (kleVstarch) i\ (. To stiffen with starch,

*nd then clear by clapping between the hands :—imp.

tp/>. clear-starched ; ppr. clear-starching.

Cleat, (kl«t) n. (Ger. kleiden.] A' piece of wood in

■K*nery nailed on to strengthen or fas

ten;—a piece of wood with two project-

&f ends, round which ropes are belayed.

CUat, (ktet) r. t. To strengthen with a

deal

Qeavable, (klevVbl) a. Capable of being

deft ox divided.

Ckavage, (kWv'aj) n. Act of cleaving ;—

Quality of splitting or dividing naturally.

Cleave, (kltv) v. i. [A-8. clifan.] Toad- Cleat.

 

here closely ; to stick ;—to be united closely in in

terest or affection ; — to be shaped or adapted ; to

agree :—imp. & pp cleaved ; ppr. cleaving,

Cleave, (klev) v.t. [A.-S. cltojan.) To part or divide

by force ; to split or rive ;—v. i. To part ; to open ;

to crack : — imp. cleft; pp. cleft or cleaved; ppr.

cleaving.

Cleaver, (klev'er) n. One who cleaves, or that which

cleaves ;—a butcher's instrument for cutting up meat.

Clef, (klef)n. [L. clavis, key, G. klais.] A character

in musical notation placed at the

beginning of the staff to deter- '.

mine the position and pitch of

the scale. t

Cleft, (kleft) n. [From cleave, to

split. ] An opening made by
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splitting ;—chasm ; fissure; chink. [fly.

Cleg, (kleg)n. [Ban. klaep.] The horse-fly; the gad-

Clematis, (klem-a'tis) n. [G. klema, twig.] A genus of

climbing plants of many species.

Clemency, (klem'en-se) n. [L. element, mild.] Mildness;

softness, as of the season ; gentleness of disposition ;

—readiness to forgive ; mercifulness.

Clement, (klem'ent) a. Mild in temper and disposition;

compassionate ; indulgent.

Clemently, (klem'ent-le) adv. With mildness of tem

per and disposition.

Clepsydra, (klep'se-dra) n. [G. klepgudra.] A time

piece used by the Greeks and Romans;—a contriv

ance for measuring time by the dropping of water

from and into graduated vessels.

Clergy, (kler'je) n. [G. kleroa, F. clergi.] Men or

dained for the public service of God ;—the body of

ordained ministers as distinguished from the laity.

Clergyman, (klrrje-uian) n. An ordained minister;

one of the clergy.

Clerical, (kleyik-al) a. Pertaining to the clergy;—

pertaining to a clerk or copyist.

Clerk, (klark) n. [A.-S. clerc.] A scribe; a man of

letters; a scholar; a clergyman; — a lay officer who

leads the responses in the Episcopalian church ser

vice ;—one who writes and keeps accounts ;—the sec

retary at a public board or court.

Clerkly, (klark'le) a. Scholar-like.

Clerkship, (klark'ship) u. Condition, office, or busi

ness of a clerk.

Clever, (klev'er) a. [A.-S. gleaw skilfuL] Talented;

dexterous; skilful ;— quick and ready in planning,

or neat and handy in executing ;—shrewd ; witty.

Cleverly, (klev'e.r-le) adv. Skilfully; fitly; dexter

ously.

Cleverness, (kleVer-nes) n. Quality of being clever.

Clew, (klu) n. [A.-S. cleow.) A ball of thread; the

thread used to guide a person in a labyrinth ;—tliat

which guides to the solution of any thing doubtful

or intricate ;—the corner of a sail

Clew, (klu) v. t To draw up to the yard, as a sail ;—to

direct, as by, a thread:—imp. & pp. clewed; ppr.

clewing.

Click, (klik) v. i. To make a small, sharp noise, as

by a gentle striking ; to tick :—imp. & pp. clicked ;

ppr. clicking.

Click, (klik) n. A small sharp sound ;—a small piece of

iron falling into a notched wheel.

Client, (kli'ent) n. [L. client.] One who puts himself

under the protection of a patron ;—a dependant ;—

one who applies to a lawyer for advice. [a client

Client-ship, (kli'ent-ship) n. The state or condition of

Cliff, (klif) n. [A.-S. clif.) A high, steep rock ; a pre

cipice, [cipitous.

Cliffy, (klife) a. Having cliffs; broken; craggy ; pre-

Climacterio, (kle-mak'ter-ik) a, [G. klimakterikot.]

Relating to a critical period of human life.

Climacteric, (kle-mak'ter-ik) n. A period in human

life, in which some great chango is supposed to take

place iu the constitution ;—any critical period.
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Climate, (kli'm&t) n. [G. klima, a zone ofthe earth, from

klincin, to slope.] One of thirty region* or zones of

the earth parallel to the equator; — condition of a

place in relation to temperature, moisture, ftc.

Climatic, (kli-mat'ik) a. Pertaining to a climate;

limited by a climate.

Climatize, (kli'mat-iz) t>. t. To acclimate ;—v. i. To

become acclimated :—imp. & pp. climatized; ppr. cli-

matizing.

Climatology, (kli-ma-tol'o-je) n. [G. klima and logos,

discourse.] The science of climates, or a treatise on

climates.

Climax, (kli'maks) n. [G. klimax, ladder.] Ascent;

gradation;—a figure of speech in which a sentence

progressively rises in importance, force, and dignity ;

—the highest point ; the greatest degree ; acme.

Climb, (klim) v. i, or t. [ A.-S. climban.] To ascend by

means of the hands and feet ; to mount laboriously

or slowly :—imp. ft pp. climbed; ppr. climbing.

Clime, (kltm) n. A climate ; a region.

Clinch, (klinsh) v. t*. To make, or hold fast ; to grasp ;

to gripe :—imp. ft pp. clinched ; ppr. clinching.

Clinch, (klinsh) n. Act of holding fast, or that which

serves to hold fast ;—a word used in a double mean

ing ; a pun ;—a kind of knot.

Clincher, (klinsh'er) n. One who, or that which,

clinches ;—a cramp of iron used to bind or fasten;—

a smart and conclusive reply.

Cling, (kling) v. i. [A.-S. clingan.] To adhere closely;

to hold fast ;—to stick to, as a viscous substance ;—to

adhere firmly in interest or affection ;—r. (. To cause

to adhere to :—imp. ft pp. clung ; ppr. clinging.

Clingy, (kling'e) a. Apt to cling ; adhering closely ;

adhesive. [ness.

Clinic, (klin'ik) n. One confined to the bed by sick-

Clinical, (klin'ik-al) a. [G. klinikos, from klini, bed.]

Pertaining to tbe sick-bed ;—applied to the oral in

struction given by medical or surgical professors to

students by the bedside.

Clink, (klingk) v.t. [O. H. Ger. klinkan.] To make a

sharp, ringing sound ; to jingle :—imp. ft pp. clinked;

ppr. clinking.

Clink, (klingk) n. A sharp, ringing sound made by

the collision of small sonorous bodies.

Clinker, (klingk'er) n. Avitrified brick;—soorim or re

fuse of a furnace or volcano.

Clinkstone, (kllngk'ston) n. [Clink and $tonef from its

sonorousness.] An igneous rook of felspathic compo

sition.

Clinometer, (klin-om'et-er) n. [Q.klinS, to bend, and

metron, measure.] An instrument for measuring the

dip of mineral strata. [tory.

Clio, (kli'6) n, [L.J The muse that presides over lus-

Clip, (klip) v. t. [A.-S. clyppan.] To embrace; hence,

to encompass ;—to out off, as with a single stroke of

scissors ;—to curtail ; to cut short ;—v. i. To move

swiftly :—imp. ft pp. clipped ; ppr. clipping.

Clip, (klip) n. An embrace ;—a cutting ; a shearing ;—

product of a single shearing ;—a stroke with the hand.

Clipper, (klip'er) n. One who clips ; especially coin1;

—a sharp built, and last sailing vessel

Clipping, (klip'ing)n. Act of embracing ;—act of cut

ting off ;—that which is clipped off.

Clique, (kick) a. [F..] A circle of persons ; a coterie;

an exclusive party.

Cloak, (kldk) n. [L- cloca, Gael, cleoc.] A loose, outer

garment ;—a disguise or pretext.

Cloak, (kl6k) v. t. To cover with a cloak ; hence, to hide

or conceal ; to disguise :—imp. ft pp. cloaked ; ppr.

cloaking.

Clock, (klok)n. [A.-S. clucge, O. H. Ger. cfoeca, from

clocc&n, to strike, beat.] An instrumeut for measur

ing time :—the vibrations of a pendulum which, by

a series of wheels, communicate motion to the hands,

that point out on a dial plate the divisions of time, as

hours, minutes, (Sic.

 

Cloister.

Clock-work, (klok'wurk) n. The movements or ma

chinery of a clock ;—regularity of movement, or work

of anv kind.

Clod, (klod) n. [A.-S. eI«dL] A lump of earth, turf, or

olay ;—the ground ; the earth ;—the body of man ;—

a dull, (*t upid fellow.

Clod, (klod) v. i. To collect into concretions ; to clot ;

—v. Z. To pelt with clods. [gross.

Cloddy, (klod'e) a. Full of clods ;—earthy ; mean;

Clod-hopper or Clodpoll, (klodTiop-er) n. A rude, rus

tic fellow ; a bumpkin ; a ploughman.

Clog, (klog) v. t. [Scot dag. W. cleg, a sonorous mass.]

To encumber or load ;—to obstruct so as to hinder

motion : to choke up ;—to hinder ; to embarrass;—v. i.

To become loaded or encumbered ;—to coalesce or aeV

here ;—imp. ft pp. clogged ; ppr. clogging.

Clog, (klog) n. Encumbrance ; that which hinders

motion ;—a wooden shoe.

Cloggy, (klog'e) a. Having power to clog ; adhesive.

Cloister, (klois'ter) n. [L. claustrum, from claudcre,

to shut] A covered arcade;

—a monastic establishment I

inhabited by monks and J

nuns.

Cloister, (klois'ter) v. t. To ]

confine in a cloister ; to shut i

up in retirement from tho

world;—imp. ft pp. clois

tered ; ppr. cloistering.

Cloistral, (klois'tral) a. Per-^

taining to, or confined to, a

cloister.

Cloistress, (klois'tres) n. A nun.

Clonic, (klon'ik) a. [G. ktoiiot.] Convulsive; irre

gular—the clonic spasm contracts and relaxes the

muscles alternately, in quick succession.

Close, (Id oz) v. t. To bring together the parts of; to

stop; to shut;—to bring to an end; to conclude ;—to

inclose ;—v. t. To come together ; to unite or coalesce ;

—to end ; to terminate : — imp. ft pp. closed ; ppr.

closing.

Close, (kids) n. Union of parts; junction;—conclu

sion ; end ;—a grapple in wrestling ;—end of a strain

of music ; cadence.

Close, (kids) n. An inclosed place ; especially a small

inclosed field or piece of land ;—a narrow passage lead

ing from a street ; a blind alley ; the confines of a

cathedral

Close, (klde) a. [L. c.laudcrr, to shut.] Shut fast;

tight ; — pent up ; confined ; retired ; —oppressive ;

without ventilation;—secretive; taciturn ;—niggardly;

penurious;—dense; compact ;—adjoining ; near;—in

timate ; familiar ;—adhering to rule ; strict ; — accu

rate ; precise ;—doubtful.

Close, (kids) adv. In a close manner or state.

Close-by, (klos'bl) adv. Within short distance ; very

near. [stingy.

Close-fisted, ( kids' fist -ed) a. Covetous; niggardly;

Close-hauled, (kldsliauld) a. Kept as near as possible

to the point from which the wind blows.

Closely, (klos'le) adv. In a close manner.

Closeness, (kir.s'nea) n. The state of being close

Closer, (kldz'er) n. One who, or that which closes;

a finisher.

Closet, (klor/et) n. [P.] A small room for retirement

or privacy; — a small apartment, in the side of a

room, for utensils, ftc.

Closet, (kloz'et) v. t. To shut up in a closet;—to tak*

into a private room for consultation ;—imp. & pp.

closeted; ppr. closeting.

Closure, (kloz'ur) n. [L. clausura, from claudert, to

shut. ] Act of shutting ; a closing ;—that which shuts

or confines. [character.

Clot, (klot) n. A concretion, especially of a soft, slimy

Clot, (klot)r.t. To concrete or coagulate;—to be formed

into clots or clods :—imp. ft pp. dotted; ppr. dotting*
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Cloth, (Uoth) h. [A-S. clddh.] A staff of a fibrous

material formed by weaving ; — a piece of such a

fabric appropriated to some particular use ;—a pro

fession or the members of it, especially the clerical

profession.

Cloths, (kl&TH) r. t. [A-S. clddhjan, D. kletden, Ger.

lltid&L] To put garments upon ;—to furnish with

rsiment;—to cover or invest, as with a garment ;—v. t.

To wear clothes ;—imp. dc pp. clothed or clad ; ppr.

clothing;.

Clothes, (kJoTHz) n. Covering for the human body

for deceney or comfort;—covering of a bed; bed-

* clothes:— pi. of cloth.

Clothier, (kloTH yer) n. One who makes, sells, or fulls

cloth;—an outfitter. 1raiment.

Clothing, (kJdTH'ing) n. Garments in general ; dress ;

Clotty, (klofe) a. Fall of clots, or smalJ, coagulated

Cloud, (kloud) n. [A. -8/ clUd,] A collection of visible

vapour suspended in the atmosphere;—a mass or

volume of smoke, or riving dust ;—ft dark vein or

' fpot, at in marble ;—that which has a dark, lower

ing, or threatening aspect ; — a great crowd or

multitude ;—ft state of obscurity or impending trouble.

I Cloud, (kloud) v. L To overspread with clouds ;—to

render dark or obscure ;—to sadden ; to defame ;—

I t.i. To grow cloudy or obscure :—imp. &, pp. olouded ;

Ppr. clouding. [touching the clouds.

Csuil-capt, (kloud'kapt) a. Capped with clouds;

Cloud-compeller, (kloud'kom-pel-er) n. He who collects

clouds ;—the name given by Homer to Jupiter.

Cloudily, (kloud'e-le) adv. With clouds; darkly ; ob

scurely.

Cloudiness, (kloud'e-nes) n. The state of being cloudy.

Cloudless, (kloud'les) a. Being without a cloud ; un

clouded.

Cloudy, (kloud'e) a. Overcast or obscured with clouds;

—misty; hazy; not discernible or intelligible;—

gloomy; sullen ;—marked with spots or veins, as

marble, [between two hills ;—a kind of sluice.

Cioofh, (klnf) it. [A-S. cleo/an.] A narrow valley

Clsitt, (klout) n. [A-S. el&t.) A piece of cloth,

leather, Ac. , used for a patch ; a rag ;—a piece of old

doth used for scouring, die. ;—the centre of the butt

*t which archers shoot ;—an iron plate on au axle-

■'■■" [F. clouct.] A small nail;—a blow with the

sand

Gout, (klout) r. t. [A-S. cl&tjan.] To cover with

doth ; to patch ;—to join in a clumsy manner ;—to

guard with an iron plate ;—to strike :—imp. & pp.

clouted ; ppr. clouting.

Qove, (kl6v) n. [L. clavus, nail.] A pungent aromatic

■pioe, the unexp&nded flower-bud of the clove-tree.

Clow-bark, (klov'baj-k) n. The bark of a large tree

which grows in Brazil.

Cleve-giJlyflower, (kl&v'jil-e-flow'er) n. A species of

pink bearing a beautiful flower :—called also carnation

pint and ciove-pinl:

Cloven-hoofed or Cloven-footed, (klov'n-hooft, kloVn-

t^t-ed) a. Having the foot or hoof divided into two

taru, as the ox.

Clove-pink, (kldVpingk) n. The carnation pink.

Clover, (klft'ver) n. [A.-S. clor/er.] A genua of plants

called trifolium or trefoil.

Clown, (klown) n. [L. colonus.] A husbandman ; a

r^tic ;—an ill-bred man ;—the fool or buffoon in a

plav, circus, die.

Clown, (klown) v.i. To act as a buffoon ; to play the fool.

frffwnish, (klown'ish)a. Coarse, like a clown ; vulgar;

rough ; awkward ; rude.

Clowniihly, (klown'ish-le) adv. Rudely; awkwardly.

Clown ishnems, (klown'ish-nes) n. Manners of a clown;

rusticity; incivility; awkwardness.

Cloy, (kloy) v.l. [F. cloutr, to nail.] To glut or satisfy;

to satiate; to surfeit:—imp. dt pp. cloyed; ppr.

cloying.

Club, (klub) n. [0. H. Ger. ehlojon, to knock.] A heavy

staff or piece of wood, to be wielded with the hand ;

—one of the four suits of cards, having a figure resem

bling the clover-leaf. [A.-S. cleojan, to split.] An

asociation for social converse, or for the promotion of

Bome common object ;—the share of expense in such an

association.

Club, (klub) v. i. To combine for the promotion of

some common object ;—to pay a proportion of a

common expense ;—v. t. To raise by a proportional

assessment :—imp. & pp. clubbed ; ppr. clubbing.

Glubbiah, (klub'ish) a. Disposed to associate.

Club-footed, (klub'f66t-ed) a. Having deformed or

crooked feet.

Club-house, (klur/hous) n. A house occupied by the

members of a club.

Olub-law, (klnblaw) n. Government by violence ; the

use of force in place of law.

Cluok, (kluk) v. i. [A-3. cloccan.] To make the nolso

of a brooding hen ;—v. t. To call as a hen does her

chickens :—imp. <fc pp. ducked ; ppr. clucking.

Clue, (klu) «. A ball of thread ;—a ball, used to guide

a person in a labyrinth ;—any thing serving to guide

or direct ;—the lower corner of a sail.

Clump, (klump) n. [Icel. klumpr, Ger. klimpfcii.] A

shapeless mass of wood or other substance ;—a cluster

of trees or shrubs.

Clumsily, (kluin'ze-le) adv. In a clumsy manner;

awkwardly.

Clumsiness, (klum'ze-nes) n. Quality of being clumsy.

Clumsy, (klum'ze) a. [From clump.] Short and thick ;

heavy ;—ill-made; badly constructed;—awkward; un

gainly.

Chinch, (klunsh) n. A species of indurated clay,

found in coal mines next to the coal.

Cluster, (klus'ter) n. [A.-S. cluster.] A bunch; a

number of things growing together, as grapes ;—a

number of things tied together; a knot;—a collection

of individuals or tilings ; a body ; a crowd.

Cluster, (klus'ter) r. i. To grow in clusters ; to gather

or unite in a bunch or mass ;—r. t. To collect into a

bunch or close body;—imp. & pp. clustered; ppr.

clustering, [of clusters.

Clustery, (klus'ter-e) a. Growing in clusters ;—lull

Clutch, (kludi) v. t. [O. H. Ger. chluppa, claw.) To

seize, clasp, or gripe with the hand ;—to clos* tightly;

to grasp:—imp. & pp. clutched; ppr. clutching.

Clutch, (kluch) n. A gripe ; grasp;—a projecting

piece of machinery for connecting

shafts, so as to be readily disen

gaged;—the cross-head of a piston-

rod ;—pi. the talons of a rapacious

animal ;—the hands, as instru

ments of cruelty or greed.

Clutter, (klut'er) n. [W. cluder,

heap.] A confused collection;

contusion ; disorder ; fuss :—Scot

shutter.

Clutter, (klut'rr) v. t. To crowd together in disorder ; to

fill with things in confusion;—v.i. To make dis

orderly noise:— imp. ii pp. cluttered: ppr. cluttering.

Clyster^ (klis'ter) n. [G. Llastfr, from ktuscin, to

wash out. J A liquid substauee injected into the lower

intestines by means of a syringe to produce an

alvine discharge or convey aliment. [con.

Co, (ko) n. An abbreviation of company, or of the prefix

Coach, (koch) n. A large, close, four-wheeled carriage,

for purposes of state, for pleasure, and for travelling.

Coach, (koch) v. t. To convey in a coach;—to prepare a

student for examination trials.

Coach-box, (koch'boks) n. Seat on which the driver

of a coach sits.

Coach-hire, (kochliir) n. Money for tho use of a coach.

Coachman, (koch'man) n. The person who drives a

coach.

Coaction, (ku-ak shun) n. [L. con, and agtvc, to drive. ]

 

Clutch.
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Force ; compulsion either in restraining or impelling ;

united force.

Ooadjutant, (ko-ad'joo-tant) a. Mutually assisting or

operating.

Coadjutor, (k6-ad-joo/ter) ti. An assistant ; an associate ;

—one who is empowered or appointed to perform the

duties of another.

Coadjutrix, (ko-ad-joo'triks) n. A female assistant.

Coagunt, (ko-aj'ent) n. An assistant or associate ; co

worker.

Coagulable, (kd-as/u-la-bl) a. Capable of being con

creted or congealed.

Coagulate, (ko-ag'u-lat) u. t. [L. coagulartJ] To change

into a curd-like state—said of liquids; — concrete;

congeal ;—v. i. To undergo coagulation :—imp. <t pp.

coagulated; ppr. coagulating.

Coagulation, (kd-ag-u-LVshun) n. Act of curdling ;—

the mass of matter concreted.

Coagulator, ( ko-as/u-lat-er) n. That which causes

coagulation.

Coakang, (kok'ing) n. Uniting pieces of wood together

in the centre by means of tabular projections.

Coal, (kol) n. [A.-S. col, L. calcrc, to be hot.] A black,

solid, combustible substance, consisting mainly of car

bon, found embedded in the earth, and used for fuel ;

—wood charred is called charcoal.

Coal, (kol) v. t. To burn to coal ; to char ;—to sup

ply with coal ;—v. i. To take in coal—said of steam-

vessels :—imp. & pp. coaled ; ppr. coaling.

Coal-black, (kol'blak) a. Black as coal ; very dark.

Coalesce, (ko-a-les^ v.i. [L. coaletcere.] To grow to

gether ; to unite into one body or mass ;—to unite in

society :—imp. k pp. coalesced"; ppr. coalescing.

Coalescence, (ko-a-les'ens) n. Act of growing or unit

ing together ; union ; concretion. [jug.

Coalesoent, (ko-a-Ies'ent) a. Growing together ; unit-

Coal-field, (kol'feld) n. A district where coal abounds.

Goal-formation, (kdl-form-i'shun) n. [A.-S. col and L.

formare, to form.] The group of strata in which coal

is found.

Coal-gas, (koTgas) n. Carburetted hydrogen gas pro

duced from coal, now extensively used for illum

inating.

Coal-heaver or Coal-whipper, (kolliev-er) n. One who

discharges coal from ships.

Coalition, (kd-a-liah'un) n. [L. coalitio.] Union in a

body or mass ; — combination of persons, parties, or

states ; league ; combination.

Coal-measures, (kol'mezh-urs) n. pi. Strata of coal

with the adjacent rocks.

Coal-mine or Coal-pit, (kol'min) n. A pit where coal

is dug.

Coal-scuttle, (koTskut-1) n. A parlour utensil for hold

ing coaL

Coal-tar, (kol'tar) n. A thick viscid substance ob

tained by the distillation of bituminous coal.

Coaly, (kol'e) a. like ooal ; abounding in coaL

Coarse, (kors) a. Thick ; gross ;—large in bulk, or com

posed of large parts;—not refined or nice;—of infe

rior material or workmanship; rough; vulgar; in

delicate.

Coarsely, (korsle) adv. Rudely ; roughly ; meanly.

Coarseness, (kurs'nes) n. Largeness or thickness, as

of fabric ; rudeness, as of speech ; gruflness, as of

manner.

Coast, (kost) n. fL. cotta, rib, side.] The border of

a country; — margin of the land next to the sea;

sea-shore;—the country near the shore.

Coast, (kost) v. i. To sail along or near to the shore ;—

to sail between ports in the same country :—imp. <£>

pp. coasted; ppr. coasting.

Coaster, (kost'er) n. A person or vessel that Bails along

a coast trading from port to jwrt.

Coastwise, (koet'wiz) adv. By way of or along the

coast

Goat, (k&t) n. [It. cotta, F. cottc] An upper garment

 

Coat-of-maiL

of cloth worn by men ;—an under garment for female* ;

—* dress for young children ;—dress which designates!

the office or status of a man;—the fur or skin of a

beast;—a membrane covering an animal substance;

a tegument;—a layer spread over another, as paint;

—the ground on which armorial ensigns are portrayed.

Coat, (kot) v. t. To cover with a coat ; to overspread :

—imp. £ pp. coated ; ppr. coating.

Coatee, (kot-eO n. A coat with short flaps.

Coating, (koting) n. Any substance employed as a i

cover or protection ;—cloth for coats,

Coat-of-mail, (kot'of-mal) n. Body armour, in the form

of a shirt, composed of iron or steel

rings or plates closely linked.

Coax, (koks) v. t. [O. Eng. cola, W

cocru.] To win or gain over by flat

tery; to persuade by gentle insinuat

ing speech and manner:—imp. & pp.

coaxed ; ppr. coaxing.

Coaxing, (koks'ing) n. Flattering;

wheedling.

Cob, (kob) ti. [A.-S. cop, W. eoo.] The

top or head; that which is large,

round, Ac ;—a lump or piece, as of

ooal or stone;—a spider; —a short-

legged and stout horse ;—the spike on

which the grains of maize grow.

Cobalt, (ktiltawlt) n, [M. H. Ger. tobolt.) A metal of

a reddish-gray colour, brittle and difficult of fusion.

Its oxides are used in the manufacture of glass to

produce the blue varieties called smalt.

Cobaltic, (ko-bawlt'ik) a. Pertaining to cobalt

Cobaltine.i (ko-balt'in) n. A crystallized mineral of a

yellowish colour, composed of the arseniate and sul-

phuret of cobalt

Cobble, (kob'1) v. t. [L. copularct to join.] To make

or mend coarsely, as shoes; — to make or do bung-

lingly :—imp. & pp. cobbled ; ppr. cobbling.

Cobbler, (kobler) n. A mender of shoes ;—a clumsy

workman.

Coble, (kobl) n. [Ger. hobel, coop, tub.] A small open

boat ; a fishing boat

Cobra-de-capello, (kobra-de-ka-pello) a. [Pg-, serpent

of the hood.] The hooded

snake , a highly venom*

ous reptile inhabiting the

East Indies.

Cobweb, (kob'web) v. [From

cob and web.] A spider's

web or net ;—any snare or (

device.

Cobweb, (kob'web) o. Thin;

flimsy.

Cochineal, (kooh'e-nGl) n.

L. coecum.) A dye-stuff

consisting of the dried bodies of in

sects, native in Mexico, and found on

several species of cactus.

Cochleated, ( kocb/le-at-ed ) a. fL.

eocldea, snail. Having the form of a

snail-shell ; spiral : turbinated.

Cook, (kok) a. [A. -8. coc, F. coq.] The

male of birds, particularly of domes- [

tic fowls;—a vane in the Bhape of a ]

cock ; a weathercock ; — an instru- V

ment to let out liquor from a cask, CochineaL

&c; a spout;—act of turning or of setting up ;—the

lock of a fire-arm ;—style or gnomon of a dial ;—

a small conical pile of hay ;—a small boat

Cock, (kok) v. t. To set up ; to erect ; to turn up

wards ;—to pile up hay in the field ;—to set the ham

mer of a gun ready to strike :—imp. dt pp. cocked ;

ppr. cocking.

Cockade, (kok-adO n. [F. cocarde, from coq, cock] A

knot of ribbons; a rosette—worn as a badge or sym*

bol ;—a leathern rosette on the bat of footmen, dn>

 

Cobra-de-capvUo.
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Cockatoo.

Cockatoo, (koka-too) «. [Malay, kaka t&a.] A bird

of ibo parrot kind, having

the head ornamented with a

tuft of feathers or crest,

which can be raised or de

pressed at pleasure.

Cockatrice, (kok'a-tris) n. [F.

eocatrice.] The basilisk; a

•erpent, imagined to be pro

duced from a cock's egg.

Cock-boat, (koknot) n. A

small boat belonging to a

■hip.

Cock-chafer, (kok'chaf-er) n.

An insect called also may-

hit or dor-beetle.

Cock-crow or Cock-crowing,

(kok'kro) n. The time at

which cocks crow ; early

morning.

Cocker, (kok'er) v. t. [W. eocru.] To fondle* to in

dulge; to pamper : — imp. & pp. cockered; ppr.

cockering, [for starting game.

Cocker, (kok'er) v. A dog of the spaniel kind, used

Cockerel, (kok'$r-el) n. A young cock.

Cocket, (kok'et) n. A custom-house certificate.

Cock-fight, (kok'f It) n. A match or contest of game

cocks.

Cock-hone, (kolr/hors) n. A child's rocking-horse.

Coekk, (kokl) h. [A.-S. eocect.] A plant or weed

that grows among corn ; the corn-rose. [G. kogxhe,

» muscle.] a bivalve shell-fish having a corrugated

*helL [To take the form of wrinkles or ridges.

Cockle, (kokT) r. (. To contract into wrinkles ;— r. i.

Coekle-thell, (kokl-ahel) n. The shell or covering of a

cockle.

Cock-loft, (kokloft) n. The top-loft; the uppermost

room. [fight

Cock-mateh, (kok'macfa) n. A match of cocks ; a cock-

Cockney, (kok'ue) n. [O. Eng. cokenay or eoektney.]

An effeminate person ; — a resident of the city of

Ixmdon. [of a cockney.

Cockaeyistn, (kok'ne-izm) n. The manners or dialect

Cock-pit, (kok'pit) n. An area where game-cocks fight ;

—a room under the lower gun deck, in which the

wounded are dressed.

Cockroach, (kok'roch) n. An insect of several species,

hiving a long, flattish body,

with large, thin wing-cases.

It is very troublesome, in

festing houses and ships.

Cockscomb, (kokakoni) n. The

taruacle or comb of a cock ;

—a plant of different genora ;

—a fop ur vain fellow.

Cockswain, ( kok 'swan ) n.

The man who steers or pulls Cockroaches

the after oar of a ship's boat, and has charge of the

host and its crew.

Cocoa, (kcVko) h. [It. cocco.) A palm-tree producing

the cocoa-nut. It grows in nearly all

tropical countries, attaining a height

of sixty nr eighty feet ;—a beverage

nude from the crushed kernels of

the cocoa tree.

Cocoon, (kcVkAAnO n. [F. cocon, shell

of egtfs and insects, from L. concha,

muscle • shell ] An oblong case in

which the silk-worm lies in its chry-

eslis state ; — the case constructed

by any insect to contain its larva.

Cectue, (kok'tU) a. [L. eactilit, from

tvpiere, to cook.) Made by baiting,

or exposing to heat, as a brick.

Coction, (kokshun) n, [L. eoetio.]

Act of boiling.

 

 

Coooa-tree.

 

Cod, (kod) n. [A.-S. codd, small bag.) Any husk or

envelope containing seeds ; a pod ;—tho scrotum.

Cod, (kod) n. [Gear, timid*.} A species of fish, of the

genus Godus, inhabiting the

northern seas, rdcI especially

tlie Banks of Newfoundland.

Coddle, (kod'])p.f. [L. cwruen, [

to cook.] To parboil; to

keep warm;— to nurse; to

fondle :—imp. &pp. coddled; Cod.

ppr, coddling.

Code, (kod) n. [L. codex.} An orderly oollection, bts-

teni, or digest of laws.

Codeine, (ko'de-in) n. Hydrockdorate of morphine.

Codex, (kod'eks) n. A collec ion or compilation of

manuscripts.

Codicil, (kod'e-sil) n. [L. ctklieiUvs, diminutive of

codex.) A supplement to a will.

Codification, (kod-e-fe-ka'sbun) n. Act or process of

reducing laws to a code or systeTi.

Codify, (kSd'e-fl) v. t. [L. code:; code, and factrc, to

make.] To reduce to a code or digest, 'as laws:—

imp. os pp. codified ; ppr. codifying.

Codling, (kod'ling) n. An immature apple ; a cooking

apple ;—the young of the cod-fish.

Cod-liver Oil, (kod'liv-er-oil) ». Oil obtained from the

liver of the common cod. Employed in rheumatism,

scrofula, and consumption.

Co-efficiency, (ko-ef-fisn'e-en-se) n. Co-operation ; joint

efficiency. [union to the same end.

Co-efficient, (kG-ef-fish'e-ent) a. Co-operating ; acting in

Co-efficient, (ko-ef-fish'e-ent) n. That which unites

in action with something else to produce the same

effect.

Coeliac, (sele-ak) a. [G. koilia, the belly.] Pertain

ing to the belly, or to the intestinal canal.

Coemption, (k6-em'Bhun) n. [L. coemptio, from con,

and emere, to buy.] Act of purchasing the whole*

quantity of any commodity.

Co-equal, (ko-e'kwal) a. Equal with another person

or thing ; of the same rank or power.

Co-equal, (ko-i 'kwal) ft. One who is equal to another.

Co-equality, (ko-e-kwal'e-te) n. State of being co-equal ;

equality in rank, dignity, authority, or power.

Coerce, (kd-era') v. t. [L. Mercer*, from con and arcere,

to shut up.] To restrain by force ; to constrain ; to

repress :—imp, & pp. coerced ; ppr. coercing.

Coercible, (ko-pr'se-bl) a. Capable of being, or deserv

ing to be, coerced.

Coercion, (ko-er'shun) n. Compulsory force; restraint;

—legal or authoritative power.

Coercive, (ko-crsiv) a. Compelling or having power

to compel ; compulsory.

Co-essential, (ko-ea-sen'she-al) a. Partaking of the

same essence.

Coetaneous, (ko-e-ta'ne-us) a. [L. corttaneun, from con

and o-.tax, age.] Of the same age ; beginning to exist

at the same time. [other.

Co-eternal, (ko-e-teVnal) a. Equally eternal with an-

Co-eternity, (ko-C-tjr'ne-te) n. Equal eternity with

another.

Coeval, (ko-e'val) a. [L. con and arum, age.] Of the

same age ; of equal age ;—beginning at the same time;

contemporary. [poraxy.

Coeval, (kd-e'val) n. One of the same age ;—a contem-

Co-executor, (ko-egz-ek'u-ter) n. A joint executor of

a will. [of a u ill.

Co-cxecutrix, (ko-egz-ek'u-triks) n. A joint executrix

Co-exist, (kd-egz-isf) r. t. To exist at the same time :

—imp. & pp. co-existed; ppr. co-exi*ting,

Co-existence, (k6-egz-ist'ens) n. Existence at the prim©

time with another. [time with another.

Co-existent, (ko-eez-ist'ent) o. Existing at the same

Co-extend, (ko-eks-tend') r. t. To extend through tho

same time or upset* with another:—imp. ii pp. co-

extended; ppr, cc-cxtending. \
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Coffee-plant.

Co-extension, (ko-eks-ten shun) a. Equal extension.

Co-extensive, (ko-eks-ten'siv) a. Equally extensive ;

having equal extent

Coffee, (koffe) n, [A. qahuah or qahvdt, F. caj't.]

The berries of a tree growing

in Arabia, Persia, and the

warm climates of Asia and

America. Each berry contains

two kernels of coffee ;--a drink

made from the roasted berry

of the coffee-tree by decoction.

Coffee-house, (koffe-hous) n. A

house where coffee and other

refreshments are supplied ;—

an inn.

Coffee-mill, (koff6-inil) n. A

small mill for grinding coffee.

Coffee-pot, (koffe-pot) n. A covered pot in which coffeo

is boiled, or brought upon the table.

Coffee-room, (koffe-room) n. The public room in an

inn ; a public reading-room.

Coffer, (koffer) n. [L. cophinut, Q. Icophinon, basket J

A chest ; especially one for mouey ;—a sunken paneL

Coffer, (koffer) v. t. To place in a coffer ;—to inclose :

—imp. &, pp. coffered; ppr, coffering.

Coffer-dam, (koffer-daiu) n. A wooden inclosure sunk

in the hed of a river, &c., made water tight, and then

pumpod dry, to lay the foundation of a pier, &c.

Coffin, (koffln) n. (L. copliinus.) Tlie case in which

a dead human body is inclosed for burial ;—a hollow

part ;—a wooden frame inclosing the stone on which

forms aro imposed.

Coffin, (koffln) t\ i. To put into or inclose in a coffin ;

—to confine :—imp. & pp. coffined; pjrr. coffining.

Cog, (kog) v. t. To wheedle; to deceive;—to thrust in

by deception ;—v. i. To deceive ; to cheat ; to wheedle :

—imp. & pp. cogged ; ppr. cogging,

Cog, (kog) n. [W. cog.] A tooth or projection on a

wheel oy which it receives or imparts motion.

Cog, (kog) v. t. To fix a cog upon ; to furnish with

cogs.

Cog, (kog) n, [Gad. coggan.] A wooden bowl or dish. ;

a drinking cup. [W. eweh.] A boat; a fishing-boat

Cogency, (k&'jen-se) n. Power of constraining or im

pelling; urgency; force.

Cogent, (kojent) a. [L. cogere, to force.] Having great

force ;—pressing on the mind ; forcible ; urgent

Cogently, (ko'jent-le) adv. With urgent force ; forcibly.

Cogitate, (koj'it-itt) v.i. [h. cogitart, to think.] To

engage in continuous thought; to reflect: — imp. &

pp. cogitated; ppr. cogitating.

Cogitation, (koj-it-a'shun) n. Act of thinking; me

ditation ; contemplation.

Cogitative, (koj'it-a-tiv) a. Possessing or pertaining

to the power of thinking ;—given to thought ; con

templative.

Cognac, (k&n'yak) n. French brandy of the best qual

ity, so called from the town.

Cognate, (kog'nftt) a. (L. con and n<i«ci, to be born.]

Allied by blood or birth ;—kindred in origin, forma

tion, &c.

Cognate, (kog'nat) n. A relative by birth ;—any thing

of the same kind, nature, or effect

Cognation, (kog-mVshun) n. Relation by descent ; kin

dred .—participation of the same nature.

Cognition, (kug-nish'un) n. [L. eogititio.] Knowledge ;

complete understanding or conviction; — an object

known.

Cognizable, (kogniz-a-bl) a. Cspablo of being known

or apprehended ;—fitted to be a subject of judicial

investigation.

Cognizance, (kctfniz-ans) n. Knowledge ; perception ;

observation; —judicial knowledge or jurisdiction ;—

acknowledgment;—» badge worn by a retainer or de

pendent, [knowledge of.

Cognisant, (kog 'nix -ant) it. Having cognizance or

 

Cognize, (kog'niz) v. f. [L. con and nonctrt, to know.]

To recognize ; to perceive ; to have a knowledge of.

Cognomen, (kog-no'men) ft. [L. con and nomen, name.]

A surname. [name.

Cognominal, (kog-noni'in-al) a. Pertaining to a sur-

Cognosce, (kog'uos) r. t. To inquire into, as the char

acter of a person, or the circumstances of a case, in

order to a judicial decision.

Cognosoible, (kog-noe'e-bl) >>. Capable of being known ;

—liable to judicial investigation.

Coguar, (ktfgwar) n. A carnivorous quadruped of

America.

Cog-wheel, (kogtiwSl) ft. A wheel with cogs or teeth.

Cohabit (k6-haV it) r. i. (L.

con and habitare, to dwell.]

To dwell with ; to reside in

the same place or country ;

—to live together as hus

band and wife :—imp. & pp.

cohabited ; pjtr. cohabiting.

Cohabitation, (ko-hab-e-ta'-

shuu) n. A dwelling to- Cog-wbeeL

gether ;—the state of living together as man and wife.

Co-heir, (ko-ar') n. A joint-heir.

Co-heiress, (ko-ar'es) n. A joint-heiress.

Cohere, (kd-h£r/) v.i. [L. con and harcrt, to stick.]

To stick together; — to be connected; to follow re

gularly in i Ik; natural order:—imp. & pp. cohered;

ppr. cohering.

Coherence, (kd-heVens) n. A sticking or cleaving to

gether;—suitable connection or dependence; consis

tency.

Coherent, (ko-hcVent) a. Sticking together; — con

nected by relation or agreement of form, order, A: c. ;

consistent

Coherently, (kf> hei Wit -le) adv. With due connection

or agreement of parts.

Cohesion, (ko-he'zhun) n. Act of sticking together ;

the attraction by which the particles of homogeneous

bodies unite;—a state of connection or dependence ;

union. [or cohering.

Cohesive, (ko-he'siv) a. Having the power of sticking

Cohesiveness, (kd-luVsiv-nes) 7k Quality of being co

hesive.

Cohobation, (ko-ho-ba'shun) n. [8p. cohobacion.] The

operation of repeatedly distilling the same liquor.

Cohort, (koTiort) n. [L. cohor$.] A body of about fivo

or six hundred soldiers.

Coif, (koif) n. [O. H. Ger. luppa, mitre.] A covering

for the head ; a cap or cowl.

Coifed, (koift) a. Wearing a coif.

Coiffure, (koifOr) n. [F.] Ahead-dress.

Coigne. (koin) n. A corner or external angle ;—a cor

ner-stone ;—a wedge.

Coil, (koil) v, (. [L. colligere, to gather.] To wind in

rings, as a lope :—imp. fo pp. coiled; ppr. coiling.

Coil, (koil) n. The ring, or series of rings, into which,

a tope or other like thing is wound ;—a noise ; tumult.

Coin, (koin) ft. [L. cuneu*, wedge.] A corner or exter

nal angle;—a wedge for raising, fastening, or level

ling;—a piece of metal on which certain characters

are stamped, making it legal money ;—that which

serves for payment

Coin, (koin) v. t. To stamp and convert into money,

as a piece of metal ; to mint ;—to make or fabricate :

—imp. & pp. coined ; ppr. coining.

Coinage, (koin'aj) n. Act or art of coining ; — the

money coined ;—coins of a particular utamp or date ;

—expense of coining ;—invention ; fabrication.

Coinoide, (ko-in-sid') v. i. [L. con, in and costm, to

I..1I. j To fall together ; to meet at the same point .

to agree in position ;—to correspond: — imp. & j*p.

coincided ; ppr. coinciding.

Coincidence, (ko-iu'se-deus) n. Act or condition of

falling together ;—agreement of facts or ideas ; con

currence of evonts at the same time.
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Coincident (ko-in'se-dent) a. Falling on the aarao

point.;—meeting as lines;—consistent with, or agree

able to ; corresponding.

Coiner, (koin'er) n. One who makes coin ;—a counter

feiter ; a maker of base money ;—an inventor.

Coition, (kd-ish'un) a. [L. coire, to come together.]

Sexual intercourse ; copulation.

Coir, (kwir) n. Cordage or rope made from the fibres

of tlie cocoa-nut.

Cojoia, (ko-join") v. t. [L. conjungo, to unite.] To join

together in the same office or duty.

Qoke,(k6k)n. [L. Ger. kole.) Mineral coal charred,

or deprived by fire of extraneous or volatile matter.

Coke, (kok) r. t. To convert into coke.

Colander, (kot'an-der) n. [L. coium, a strainer] A

sieve; a vessel with a bottom

perforated with little holes

for straining liquors.

WaWsnii, ( kol'che-kum ) n.

The meadow saffron ; a me

dicinal plant.

Cold, {k61d) o. [A.-S. ceald. Colander.

L. pin, cold.] Destitute of, or deficient in warmth,

physical, moral, or intellectual; chill; indifferent; re

served ; chaste.

> Cold, (kohl) n. Absence of warmth;— the sensation

, produced by the escape of heat; chilliness ;—a catarrh.

Cold-blooded, (kold'blud-ed) a. Having cold blood ;—

i without sensibility or feeling ; hard-hearted.

Cold-chisel, (kold'chix-el) n. A chisel of peculiar

•crength and hardness for cutting cold metal.

Coldly, (kold'le) adv. In a cold manner; without

I warmth ; indifferently.

Coldness, (kold'nee) n. State of being cold, in a physi-

I eal or a moral sense ; frigidity ; unconcern.

Cole, (kol) a. [L. coli*, G. kaulo$t stalk.] A name for

plants of the cabbage family.

Coleopterous, (kol-e-op'ter-us) a. [G. loleopteroi.]

I Having wings covered with a case or sheath, as beetles.

; Colo-wort, (koTwurt) n. A cabbage cut young, or be

fore the head becomes firm.

I Colic, (kolOk) n. [G. t6like(tc. diathetic, state).] An

****• pain in the abdomen or bowels, of various kinds.

Couseum, (kol-e-se'um) n. [L coloMeu*.) The amphi

theatre of Vespasian at Rome, the largest in the world.

Collaborator, (kol-lar/d-riit-er) n. [L. eon and laborare,

1 to labour.] An associate in labour, especially literary

1 <* scieatific ; an assistant.

Collapse, (kol-lapsO v.i. [I*, eon and loot, to fall.]

To rail together suddenly, as the sides of a hollow

' ^wsel ;—to shrink up ; to become prostrate J—imp. &

Pp. collapsed; ppr. collapsing.

CoUapat, (kol-lapsV) n, A falling together, as of the

j sides of a hollow vessel ;—a sudden failing of the vital

| powers ; prostration ;—a sudden failure, as of a pro

ject, Ac, for shrinking up.

CaUapsion, (kol-lap'ahun) n. A state of falling together

«Uar, (koller) n. (L. collum, neck.] Something worn

! round the neck ;—a chain worn by high officers of

Rate, and by the knights of several orders ;—a ring or

J cinctare: — a ring-like part of a machine used for

holding something in its place.

Collar, (keller) v. t. To seize by the collar;—to put

a collar on:—imp. & pp. collared; ppr. collaring.

CtUar-bone, (koller-bon) n. The clavicle; a bone

I ahaned like the mark <*• , joined to the breast-bone,

and the shoulder-blade,

i Collate, (koMif) r. L [L. conferre, collatum.) To com-

| pare critically ;—to gather and place in order, as the

>tic«U of a book for binding ;—to present and insti

tute in a benefice ;—to bestow or confer :—imp. & pp.

collated; ppr. collating.

Collateral, (kol-lat'cral) a. [L. can and latv*, side.] On

, the aide of; subordinately connected ; indirect;—de-

i acending from the same stock or ancestor, but not

I in a direct line, at UneaL

Collateral, (kol-lafer-al) n, A kinsman or relation.

Collaterally, (kol-lat'cr-al-le) adv. Bide by side;—in

directly ;—not lineally.

Collation, (kul-lu'shun) n. Act of bringing together and

comparing ;—act of conferring; —presentation to a

benefice ;—a repast or lunch.

Collator, (kol-lat'er) n. One who collates or compares

manuscripts or books;—one who presents to a benefice.

Colleague, (kolleg) n. [L. collega, from eon and legere,

to gather.] An associate or partner : one who is joined

to another in duty, office, or commission.

Colleague, (kol'leg) v. t. or t. To unite with in the

same office.

Colleagueship, (kolleg-ship) n. Partnership in office.

Collect, (kol-lekf) v. t. [L. eolligere, eoUectum.] To

gather into one body or place ; to assemble ;—to take

up, as money debts or contributions;—to put together,

as results of observation, Ac; to deduce;—v. i. To be

assembled i to accumulate; — to infer: — imp. & pp.

collected; ppr, collecting.

Collect, (kollekt) n. A short comprehensive prayer.

Collectaneous, (kol-lek-ta'ne-us) a. Gathered ; col

lected ; brought together.

Collected, (kol-lekt'ed) a. Not disconcerted; self-pos

sessed ; cool ; composed.

Collectedness, (kol-lekt'ed-nes) n. A cool or self-pos

sessed state of mind.

Collection, (kol-lek'shun) n. Actofcollectingorgather-

ing ;—that which is gathered ;—a contribution or sum

gathered for a religious or charitable object;—com

pilation ; selection.

Collective, (kol-lekt'iv) a. Formed by gathering ; gath

ered into a mass, sum, or body ;—deducing conse

quences ;—expressing a collection or aggregate.

Collectively, (kol-lekt'iv-le) adv. In a mass or body;

unitedly.

Collector, (kol-lekt'er) n. One who collects or gathers ;

—an officer appointed to receive customs, duties,

taxes, or toll.

Collectorship, (kol-lekt'er-ship) n. Office or jurisdiction

of a collector of customs or taxes.

College, (kol ej) n, [L. collegium, from eolligere, to

collect.] A collection or assemblage in general;—a

political or ecclesiastical assembly, as of electors or

cardinals;—a body of scientific or professional men,

as of physicians, heralds, Arc.; — an institution for

teaching literature and science ; — the building in

which such instruction is given.

Collegian, (kol-le'je-an) n. A member of a college ; a

student. [bling, a college.

Collegiate, (kol-le'je-at) a. Pertaining to, or rescm-

Collet, (kol'let) n, (L. collum, neck.] The part of a

ring in which the stone is set

Collide, (kol -lid') v.i. [L. con and ladere, to strike.]

To strike or dash together.

Collie, (kol'lo) n. [Gael eulie.] A shepherd's dog.

Collier, (kol'yer) n. [From coal.) A digger of coal;

—a coal merchant;— a vessel employed in the coal

trade. [coal trade.

Colliery, (kol'yer-e) n. Place where coal is dug ;—the

Colligate, (kol'fe-gat) v. t. [L. colligare, to bind.] To

tie, bind, or fasten together.

Collimation. (kol -le-ma 'shun) n. [L. eon and limes,

limit] Act of aiming at a markor fixed object.

Collingual, (koUing^gwal) a. [From con and lingual.}

Having, or pertaining to, the same language.

Colliquefaction, (kol-lik-we-fak'shun) n. [L. con

ligufre, to be liquid, and foren, to make.] A molt

ing together or reduction of different bodies into one

mass by fusion.

Collision, (kol-lizh'un) n. [L. collisio.] Act of striking

together ; a striking together, as of hard bodies ;—a

state of opposition ; conflict; encounter.

Collocate, (kol'16-kat) r. t. [ll con and tocare, to place.]

To set or place ; to station ; to arrange :—imp. <St pp.

collocated ; ppr. collocating,
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Collocation, (kol-15-ka'shun) n. The act of placing;

disposition.

Collodion, (kol-iyde-on) n. [G. holla, glue.] A solu

tion of gun-cotton in ether, used in surgery and pho

tography, [meat.

Collop, (kol'up) n. [G. kolapko*.] A small slice of

Colloquial, (kol-lolcwe-al) a. Pertaining to, or em

ployed in, common conversation.

Colloquialism, (kol-ld'kwe-nl-izm} ft. A colloquial form

of expression. [sation.

Colloquially, (kol-loTtwe-al-le) adv. By mutual conver-

Colloquist, (kol'lo-kwist) n. A speaker in a dialogue.

Colloquy, (kol'16-kwe) n. [L. con and toqui, to speak.]

The mutual discourse of two or more ; conference ;

dialogue.

Collude, (kol-liid') v. i, [h. con and tudere, to play.]

To conspire io. a fraud; to act in concert:—im2>. &

pp. colluded; ppr. colluding.

Collusion, (kol-lu'zhun) n. Secret agreement and co

operation for a fraudulent purpose ; deceit ; fraud.

Collusive, (kol-lu siv) a. Fraudulently concerted.

Gollusively, (kol-lusiv-le) adv. By collusion ; by secret

compact

Collusory, (kol-lu'sor-e) a. Carrying on fraud in concert

Colly, (kol'e) n. [From coal.] The black grime or soot

of coal or burnt wood.

Oolocynth, (kord-stnth) n. (L. coloct/nthis.] The colo-

quintida, or bitter apple of the shops; a strong ca

thartic.

Cologne, (kd-ldn') n. A liquid, composed of alcohol and

aromatic oils, used in the toilet

Colon, (ko'lon) n. [G. kolon.] The largest of the

large intestines ;—a point [;] marking a pause greater

than a semicolon, and loss than a period.

Colonel, (kur'nel) n. [F.] The chief officer of a regi

ment [of a colonel.

Colonelcy, (kur'nel-se) n. Office, rank, or commission

Colonial, (ko-lo'ne-al) a. Pertaining to a colony.

Colonist, (kol'on-ist) n. An inhabitant of a colony.

Colonization, (kol-on-e-za'shun) n. The act of coloniz

ing, or tho state of being colonized.

Colonize, (kol'on-iz) r. f. To plant or establish a colony

in ;—to people a new or remote territory subject to

the parent state ;—r. i. To remove and settle in a dis

tant country:—imp. & pp. colonized : ppr. colonizing.

Colonnade, (kol-on-ad') n. [L. cotuuinu.] A range of

columns placed at regular intervals.

Colony, (kol'o-ne)n. [L. cotonia, fromcolonus, farmer.]

A body of people emigrating to a remote territory to

cultivate and inhabit it ;—the country thus occupied.

Colophon, (kol'6-fon) n. [G. kolophon, summit, top,]

An insctiption on the last page of a book, containing

the place or year of publication, printer's name, &c.

Colophony, (kol'6-fon-e) n. [G. kolophdnia.] The dark-

coloured resin obtained by the distillation of tur

pentine, [scale ; gigantic.

Colossal, (ko-los'al) a. Of euormous size; on a large

Colossus, (ko-los'us)n. [G. l-olouo$.\ A gigantic statue ;

especially that at Rhodes,

which stood at the entrance

<>f the harbour.

Colour, (kul'er)n. [L.] An in

herent property in light,

which gives to external ob

jects different hueo or shades

when seen by the human

eye ;—any hue or tint as dis

tinguished from white ; —

that which is used to give

colour; paint ;—false show ; ^

disguise ; — a flag or stan

dard.

Colour, ( kul ' cr ) r. t. To

change the hue or tint of;

to give colour to; to dye;

to paint ; — to give a spe- CoWus.

 

 

cious appearance to ; to excuse ;—r. i. To turn red ;

to blush:—imp. & pp. coloured ; ppr. colouring.

Colourable, (kul'er-a-bl) a. Designed to cover or con

ceal ; specious ; plausible.

Colourably, (kul'er-a-ble) adr. With a fair external

appearance ; speciously ; plausibly.

Colouration, (kul-er-a'shun) n. Act or practice of col*

ouring, or state of being coloured.

Colour-blindness, (kul ' $r - blind - nes) iu An imperfect

sensation or appreciation of colours.

Coloured, (kulerd) a. Having colour;—having a spe

cious or plausible appearance.

Colouring, (kul'er-ing) n. The act or art of giving colour

to ;—manner of laying on colours, as in painting ;—a

specious appearance or representation.

Colourist, (kul'er-ist) n. A painter who excels in giv

ing colour to his designs.

Colourless, (kul'er-les) a. Destitute of colour.

Col our- sergeant, (kul'er-scr'jent) «. A non-commis

sioned officer, who is the colour-bearer of a regiment

Colportagc, (kol'pdr-taj ) n. Distribution of books,

tracts, &c, by colporteurs.

Colporteur, (kol'jxir-ter) n. [F. colporteur, from cot-

porter, to carry on one's neck.] Oue who carries reli

gious tracts and books for sale.

Colt, (kolt) n. [A. -8. from celtan, to swell.] The

young of the horse kind ;—a young foolish fellow.

Colter or Coulter, (kol't^r) n. [A.-S. cutter, from I*

culler.] The sharp fore iron of a plough

for cutting tho sod or earth.

Coltish, (kol'tish) a. Like a colt ; wanton ;

frisky ; gay.

Colt's-foot, (kOlts'foot) tt. A plant whose

leaves were once much employed in _

medicine.

Coluber, (kol'u-ber) "• [L-] A genus of

serpents having the plates or scales on the Colter,

under surface of the tail arranged in pairs.

Colubrine, (kol'u-brin)a. [L. coluber, serpent] Relat

ing to serpents; cunning; crafty ; sly; artful.

Golumbary, (kol'um-bar-e) n. [L. columbarium, from

columba, dove.] A dove-cot: a pigeon-house

Columbine, (kol urn-Kin) n. [1.. columbiiixis, from col-

umba, dove.] A genus of plants of several species ;—

the heroine in pantomime performances.

Column, (kol'um) n. [L. cotumna.] A round pillar;—

a cylindrical support for a roof, ceiling, &c, com

posed of base, shaft, and capital ;—any upright cylin

drical body;—a body of troops drawn up in flies;—

a body of ships arranged in a line ;—a division of a

page ;—a line of figures in arithmetic.

Columnar, (kol-mu'ngr) a. Formed in columns; hav

ing the form of columns, like the shaft of a column.

Colure, (kol-iu/) n. [Q. i-olos, docked, andowro, tail]

One of two great circles intersecting at right angles

in the poles of the equator.

Colza, (kol'za) n. [Sp.] A variety of cabbage whose

seeds afford an oil used in lamps.

Coma, (ko'ma) n. [G. from koiman, to put to sleep ]

A morbid propensity to sleep ; lethargy ; — a dense

nebulous covering round the nucleus of a comet

Coniate. (ko'mat) a. [h. comarc, to clothe with hair]

Encompassed with a bushy ap]>earance like hair.

Comatose, (ko'ma-tds) a. [From coma, lethargy.] Re

lating to coma; drowsy; lethargic.

Comb, (k6ra) n. (A.-S. comb, a hollow.] The struc

ture of hexagonal cells of wax in which bees store

their honey.

Comb, (kdm) n. [A.-S. camb.] An instrument with

teeth for separating, cleansing, and adjusting hair,

wool, &c. ;—tho crest on a cock's head:— the top of

a wave.

Comb, (kdm) r. t. To separate, disentangle, clesuiM,

and adjust with a comb ; to lay smooth and straight :

—r. i. To roll over, as the top of a wave, or to bmok

with a white totm.'.—imp. &, pp. combed ; ppr. combing.
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Combat, (kom'bat) r. *. IF. combattrc, L. batuere, to

strike,] To itruggle or contend, as with an oppos

ing force ;—r. t. To fight with ; to oppose by force ;

to contend against : — imp. & pp. combated; ppr.

combating.

Combat, (kom'bat) n. A struggle to resist or conquer ;

—an engagement ; contest; fight.

Combatant, (koni'bat-ant) u. Contending ; disposed to

contend. {a fighter ; a champion.

Combatant, (kom'b&t-ant) ft. One engaged in combat ;

Combative, (kom/bat-iv) a. Disposed to combat

Combitivfcness, (kom'bat-iv-nes) n. Disposition to con

tend ;—the organ in plirenology which indicates a

disposition to quarrel, &c. [fish.

Comber, (kom'er) n. One who combs :—a long, slender

Combinable, (kom-bin'a-bl) a. Camble of combining.

Combination, (kom-bin-a'shun) ft, Union or connection ;

—association of persons for a purpose ; alliance ;—

junction of particles ; chemical union ;—the variations

of numbers or quantities in every possible way.

Combine, (kom-bin') r. t. 1 1 ,. con and bini, two and

twa} To anite or join;— v. i. To form a union;

1 to confederate ;—to unite by affinity or natural attrac

tion :—im.fi. & pp. combined; ppr. combining.

Ccmbustible, (koin-bus'te-bl)u. 1 1, comburrre, to burn.]

Capable of taking fire and burning; inflammable ;

—easily excited ; quick ; irascible.

Combustible, (kom-bus'te-bl) >i. A substance that will

readily take fire aud burn.

Combustibility, (kom-bus-te-bil'e-te) 71. Quality of tak

ing fire or burning.

Combustion, (com-buss/yun) ft. The action of fire on

inflammable substances ;—great fire . conflagration ;—

the chemical process by which light and heat are

emitted by contact, friction, tic.

Come, (kam) r. i. | A.-.s. cuman, Icel. koma, Skr. gam,

to go. J To move hitherward; to draw near; to ap

proach ;—to arrive at some state or condition; to

occur ; to happen;—to become manifest or evident;

to appear;—of various meanings depending on the

annexed preposition or adverb ; — imp, came; pp.

come: ppr. coming.

Comedian, (ko-mede-an) n. An actor or player in

comedy ;—a writer of comedy.

Comedy, (kom'e-de) n. [L. comordta.] A dramatic

composition of a light and amusing character.

Comeliness, (kum'le-nes) ft. Quality of being comely;

suitableness ; gracefulness.

Comely, (kum'Je) a. [A.-S. cymlic, fit.] Handsome;

graceful ; well-proportioned ; fit ; agreeable ; becom

ing ; proper. [ner.

Comely, (amn'le) adv. In a becoming or graceful man-

Coiner, (kum'er) n. One who comes, or who has come ;

an* who draws near.

Comestibles, (ko-mest'e-bls) n. pi. [L. con and tdtre,

to eat] Eatables.

Comet, (kom'et) n. [G. komilit, from Lome, hair. 1 A

lominoas and nebulous member

of the solar system, moving in

an eccentric orbit, approaching

near, or receding far from, the

■on at its perihelion anil its

aphelion, and generally consist

ing of a nucleus, an envelope,

and a tail ;—a game at cards.

Ccmetary, (koin'et-ar-e) a. Per-

laming to, or reserublingacomet

Ccmnt (kuiu'fit) n. [L con and faeert, to make.] A

dry sweetmeat ; a oonfect or confection.

Comfort, (kum'fert) v.t. (I., con and fortis, strong.]

To rslisve or cheer under affliction or depression ; to

strengthen the mind when depressed and enfeebled by

sorrow ; cheer; solace; encourage:—imp. & pp. com

forted ; jpr. comforting.

Comfort, (kum'fert) n. Strength and relief received

under aflliction ;—a sense of relief, as from pain or
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anxiety;—whatever produces the feeling of ease or

satisfaction ; solace ;—a kind of warm wrap or quilt

Comfortable, (kum'fert-a-bl) a. Receiving comfort;

cheerful ;—affording comfort ; cheering ;—free from

pain, distress, or anxiety ;—in easy circumstances.

Comfortably, (kuiu'fert-a-ble) adv. In a manner to

give comfort ;—satisfactorily; agreeably.

Comforter, (kum'f$rt-er) n. One who 'comforts ; -the

Holy Spirit ;—the Paraclete who stands by the Chris

tian to counsel and support hini in his spiritual con

flicts ;—a knitted woollen tippet or scarf.

Comfortless, (kum'fert-les) a. Without comfort ; for

lorn ; wretched.

Comfrey, (kom'fre) n. [L. conferrerc, to boil together.]

A genus of plants used in medicine—the Symphytum.

Comic, (kom'ik) a. Relating to comedy ;—raising mirth;

fitted to excite merriment

Comical, (kom'ik-al) a. Relating to comedy ;—exciting

mirth ; laughable. [manner.

Comically, (kom'ik-al-le) adv. In a ludicrous or funny

Coming-in, (kum'ing-in) n. Entrance ; arrival • intro

duction ;—income.

Comma. (ItO-me'she-a) n. pi. [L. coire, to come together. ]

In ancient Rome, the assemblies of the people for

electing officers and passing laws. [bliea.

Comitial, (ko-me'she-al) «. Relating to popular assem-

Comity, (kom'e-te) n. [L. eomitat, from eomu, kind.]

Mildness 01 suavity of manners ; civility.

Comma, (kom'nia) ft. [G. iomma, from koptcin, to

cut off.] A character (',] indicating the smallest

grammatical division of a sentence, and usually the

shortest pause in reading.

Command, (kom-mand') v. t. [L. con and mandarc, to

commit to.] To order with authority ;—to exercise

supreme authority over ;—to have within a sphere of

influence, control, or vision ;—to exact or enforce by

moral influence ;—v. i. To issue an order ;—to exer

cise supreme authority ; to possess the chief power ;

to govern ; — imp. ii pp. commanded ; ppr. com

manding.

Command, (kom-mand') n. An authoritative order;—

application or exercise of authority ;—right or posses

sion of authority; — ability to overlook, control, or

watch ;—a body of troops under a particular officer.

Commandant, (koui-maud'ant) n. [K.J A command

ing officer.

Commander, (kom-mand'er) ft. A leader ; the chief offi

cer of an army, or of any division of it ;—an officer

next above a lieutenant in the navy;—a heavy wooden

mallet

Commanding, (kom-mand'ing) a. Fitted to impress or

control ; authoritative ; imperious ; haughty.

Commandingly, (kom-manding-le) adv. In an authori

tative or imperative manner.

Commandment (kom-mand'ment) ft. An order or in

junction given by authority ; charge ; precept ;—one

of the ten laws given by God to the Israelites at

Mount Sinai.

Commeasurable, (kom-mexh'ur-a-bl) a. (I., con and

Eng. meaturahle.] Reducible to the same measure;

proportional ; equal. [commemorated.

Commemorable, (kom-mem'or-a-bl) a. Worthy to be

Commemorate, (kom-mem'd-rat)v. (. [L. commemorurt,

to remember.] To call to remembrance by a solemn

act ; to celebrate with honour and solemnity:—imp.

& pp. commemorated ; ppr. comnumoraUug.

Commemoration, (kom-uiem-d-ra'ehun) n. Act of call

ing to remembrance ; — the act of honouring the

memory of some person or event by a public cele

bration, [serve the memory of.

Commemorative, (kom-mem'6-rut-iv) a. Serving to pre-

Commence, (kom-roens') r. t. [L. con and initiure,

to begin.] To begin ; to originate ;—to take a degree

in a university or college;—v.i. To enter upon; to

begin;—to begin to be or to appear:— imp, it pp.

commenced ; ppr. commencing,
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Commencement, (kom-mens'ment) n. Pint existence of

any thing; origin ; beginning ;—the day when de

grees are conferred by colleges and universities.

Commend, (kom-mend') v. t, [L. eommendare.] To com*

in a or intrust for care or preservation ;—to present as

worthy of confidence or regard ;—to praise ;—to recom

mend to the remembrance or kind reception of:—

imp. A pp. commended; ppr. commending.

Commendable, (kom-mend'a-bl) a. Capable or worthy

of being commended ; laudable.

Commendably, (kom-mend'a-ble) adv. In a praise

worthy manner.

Commendation, (kom-men-da'shun) u. Act of com

mending ; declaration of esteem ;—a message of affec

tion or respect ; introduction.

Commendatory, (kom-mend'a-tor-e) a. Serving to com

mend ;—holding a benefice till the proper pastor is

appointed.

Commensurability or Commensurableneas, (kom-men-

su-ra-bil'e-te) n. The capacity of being compared with

another in measure, or of having a common measure.

Commensurable, (kom-ruen'au-ra-bl) a. (L. con and

mentururt, to measure. J Having a common measure.

Gommensurably, (koni-nien'su-ra-ble) adv. In a com

mensurable manner.

Commensurate, (koni-nien'su-rat) a. Having a common

measure ;—equal in measure or extent ; adequate.

Commensurate, (kom-men'su-rat) v. t. To reduce to a

common measure:—imp. & pp. commensurated ; ppr.

commensurating.

Commensurately, (kom-men sil-rfit-Jc) adv. In a com

mensurate manner ,—with equal measure or extent.

Commensuration, (kom-men-au-ra'ahuu) n. Proportion

in measure; equality in measure; — reduction to a

common standard.

Comment, (kom-inenf) v. i. [L. commtntari, to medi

tate upon.] To annotate; to explain by remarks,

observations, or criticisms ',—imp. 4t pp. commented ;

ppr. commenting.

Comment, (kom'ment) n. An explanatory or illustra

tive remark; annotation; observation ; explanation.

Commentary, (kom'ment-ar-e) n. An exposition of a

book ; an explanation of diificult or obscure passages ;

—a collection of such. [tator.

Commentator, (kom'nient-at-er) n. Expositor; anno-

Commentitious, (kom-men-tish'us) a. [L. con and men-

tiri, to lie.} Fictitious; feigned.

Commerce, (kom'mers) n, [L. eon and merx] T.x-

change of merchandise on a huge scale between dif

ferent places or communities ; extended trade or

traffic ;—social or personal intercourse ; familiarity.

Commercial, (kom-nierahe-al) a. Pertaining to or

engaged in commerce ; mercantile.

Commercially, (kom-nier ahe-al-le) adv. In a commer

cial manner or view.

Commination, (kom-me-na'ahun) n. [L. con and min-

ari, to threaten.] A threat.; denunciation of punish

ment or vengeance;—a service in the church of

England. [denouncing punishment.

Comminatory, (kom- rain 'a-tor-e) a. Threatening or

Commingle, (kom-minggl) v. t. [L. con and Eng.

m\nglt.\ To mingle together in one mass, or inti

mately; to blend;—v. i. To mix or unite together;

to become blended :—imp. & pp. commingled ; ppr.

commingling.

Comminute, (Itom'me-nut) v. t. [L. eon and minuere,

to lessen.] To reduce to minute particles; to pul

verize :—wap. A pp. comminuted ; ppr. comminuting,

Comminution, (kom-me-nu'shun) n. Act of reducing to

small particles; pulverization;—attenuation.

Commiserate, (kora-miz'er-at) v. t. [L. con and viist-

rari, to pity.) To feel sorrow, pain, or regret for; to

pity ; compassionate :—imp. A pp. commiserated ; ppr.

commiserating.

Commiseration, (kom-mix-er-a'shun) n. Concern or ten

derness for another's pain; compassion; condolence.

Commiserative, (kom-miz'e,r-at-iv) a. Feeling or ex-

presaing pitv. [commissary.

Commissarial, (kom-mis-sare-al) a. Pertaining to a

Commissariat, (kom-mis-sa're-at) n. That department of

the public service charged with the supply of provi

sions for an army ;—the body of officers in that depart

ment ;—office of a commissary.

Commissary, (kom ' mia - ser - e) n. [L. commiuariu*,

from con and mi tte.tr, to send.] A deputy ; a commis

sioner;—an officer having charge of a department,

especially thatof providing subsistence.

Commissary-general, (kom'mis-aer-e-jen'er-al) n. Tho

head of the department for supplying an army with

provisions, etc. [ploy ment of a commissary*.

Commissaryship, (kom'mis-ser-e-ship) n. Office or em-

Commission, (kom-mish'un) n. (L. commiuio.] Act of

committing or intrusting ;—act of perpetrating ;—&

legal warrant to execute some office, trust, or duty ;—

the power under such warrant;—the document which

contains it ;—a body appointed by the crown to in

vestigate and report on some public matter;—the

acting under authority of, or on account of, another ;

—the thing to be done as agent for another;—broker

age or allowance made to a factor or agent.

Commission, (kom-mish'un) v. t. To give a commis

sion to; to send with a mandate or authority; dele

gate; empower:—imp. & pp. commissioned; ppr.

commissioning.

Commission-merchant, (kom-mish'un-mer'chnut) n, A

merchant who acts as the agent of others, receiving a

rate per cent, as recompense.

Commissure, (kom-mish'ur) n. A joint seam or closure:

—line of junction; point of union ;—an interstice be

tween parts.

Commit, (kom-mif) v. (. [L. com and mittere, to send.]

To give intrust; to delegate;—to perform; to perpe

trate ;—to place beyond one s control ; to pledge or

bind;— to send for trial or confinement:—imp. &

pp. committed; ppr. committing.

Commitment, (kom-mrtment) n. Act of committing;

particularly, committing to prison.

Committal, (kom-mit'al) n. Act of committing;— a

pledge, actual or implied.

Committee, (kom-mitte) n. [From commit] A select

number of persons appointed to attend to any particu

lar business by a legislative body, court, society, die.

Committeeship, (kom-mit'te-ehip) n. Office of a com

mittee.

Commix, (kom-miks') v. t. or i. (L. from com and mis-

cere, to mix.) To mix or mingle ; to blend different

substances together:— imp. & pp. commixed; ppr.

commixing.

Commixture, (kom-mikst'ur)n. Act of mixing, or state

of being mixed ;—the mass formed by mingling dif

ferent things ; compound.

Commode, (kom-mdd') n. (L. con and modus, measure. ]

A kind of head-dress formerly worn by ladies ;—a cheat

of drawers, with shelves and other conveniences.

Commodious, (kom-mo'de-us) a. [ L. conunodiorus . ]

Affording ease and convenience;—roomy; comfortable;

useful. [comfortably.

Commodiously, (kom-niG'de-us-le) adv. Conveniently ;

Commodiousness, (kom-mo'de-us-nea) n. Adaptation or

suitableness for its purpose ; convenience ; fitness.

Commodity, (kom-mode-te)n. | L. commoditas.] Con

venience;—that which affords advantage, especially in

commerce ; hence, goods, wares, merchandise, &c.

Commodore, (kom'o-dor) n. (It comandetort.) In the

Royal Navy, the commander of a squadron, having

rank immediately below that of rear-admiral;—the

highest rank in the navy of the United States;—the

senior captain in a fleet of merchantmen.

Common, (kom' un) a. [ L. communis, from eon and

munui, work.] Belonging equally to more than one ;

public; general;—usual; frequent;—not distinguished

by rank or character ; vulgar ; mean.
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Common, (kom'un) n. An uuinclosed tract of ground

belonging to the public, or to a number of persons.

Common, (koin'un) v. ». To have a joint right in

ground ;—to eat at a table in common.

Commonable, (koni'un-a-bl) a. Held in common ;—

allowed to pasture on common land.

Commonage, (kom un-aj) n. Right of pasturing on a

common ; joint right of using any thing in common

with others. Ibody of common citizens.

Commonalty, (kom'nn-al-te)n. The common people; the

Common-conned, (kom'un-kown-sil) n. The council of

a city or corporate town.

Commoner, (fcom'un-er) n. One under the degree of

nobility ;—o> member of the House of Commons .—one

who has a joint right in common ground ;—a student

of the second rank in the university of Oxford.

Common-law, (kom'uu-law) n. The unwritten law ;—

law which is based on usage, precedent, and general

acceptation, as distinguished from statute law.

Commonly, (kom'un-le) adi\ Usually ; generally ; or

dinarily ; frequently ; for the most port.

Commonness, (kom'un-nes) n. Frequent occurrence ; a

state of being common or usual.

Commonplace, (komun-plas) u. Common; ordinary;

trite ; hackneyed.

Commonplace, (aom 'mi - plas) u. A general idea ap

plicable to difierent subjects ;—a trite remark.

Commonplace-book, (kom uu-plus-book) n. A. book in

which things to be remembered are recorded.

Commons, (kom 'unz) n. pi. The mass of the people ;

the commonalty ;—the lower house of Parliament;—

provisions; fare at a common table.

Commonwealth, (kom'un-welth) n. Popular govern

ment; republic ;—the whole body of people in a state.

Qeaamstiaa, (kom-mo'shuu) n. [L. commotio.} Disturb

ance ; agitation ;—violent action, as of the elements ;

—mental disorder ;—public disorder; tumult

Commune, (kom-mun) v. i. [L. commuHicare, to com

municate.] To converse together familiarly; to con

fer ;—to partake of the Lord's ft upper '.—imp. & pp.

communed; ppr. communing.

Commune, (kom'mun) **. IF. J A small territorial dis

trict in France.

Communicabiiity or Communicableneat, (kom-mu-ne-

ka-bU e-te) ». CapabUity of being imparted.

Communicable, (koui-niu'ne-ka-bl) a. Capable of being

communicated or imparted.

Communicant, (kom-uiu'ne-kant) n. One who partakes

of the Lord's ftupper; a church-member.

Communicate, (kom-mu'ne-kat) v. I. [L communicart,

from eomj»u»u, common.] To impart for joint or

common pcfloession ; to bestow ;—to reveal, or give,

as information ,—v. i. To share or participate ; — to

have intercourse, or the means of intercourse; — to

partake of the Lord's Supper :—imp. & pp. commu

nicated ; ppr. communicating.

Communication, (Itoni-mu-ne-KiVshun) n. The act of

commujucating; intercourse by words, letters, or mes

saged ;—the means of passing from place to place ;—

that which is communicated or imparted ; intelli

gence; news.

Communicative, ( kom-inu'ne-kat-iv ) a. Inclined or

raady to impart to others ;—unreserved.

Communicatory, (kom-mu'ne-kat-or-e) a. Imparting

knowledge.

Communion, (kom-mun'yun) n. Intercourse between

persons;—union in religious faith; fellowship;—a

body of Christians having one common faith and

discipline ;—the celebration of the Lord's supper.

Communism, (kom'mun-izni) n. [F. covimvnume, from

ecmimut*, common.J The doctrine oi a community of

property among all the citizens of a state or society ;

socialism. [munism.

Communist, (kom'mun-ist) n. An advocate of coin-

Community, (kom-mu'no-te)n. [h.communita*.] Com

mon possession or enjoyment;—a society of people

having common rights, privileges, or interests; —

society at large ; the public or people in general.

Commutability, (kom-mu-ta-bilVte) n. quality of be

ing coininutablo.

Commutable, ( kom - mut'a-bl ) a. Capable of being

exchanged or given for something else.

Commutation, (kom-mu-t^'shun)n. Alteration; change;

—exchange ; barter ;—substitution of one penalty lor

another, as banishment for death ;—ransom; equiva

lent.

Commutative, (kom-mut'ut-iv) a. Relative to exchange;

mutually passing from one to another; interchange

able.

Commute, (kom-mut') v. t. [L. commutare, to change.]

To exchange ;—to put one thing in place of another ;

to give one thing instead of another;—to substitute,

as a less punishment for a greater;—v.i. To atone;

to bargain for exemption;—imp. At pp. commuted;

ppr. commuting.

Commutual, (koin-mut'u-al) a. Mutual ; reciprocal.

Compact, (kom-pakf) a. [L. compaclu$.) Finn ; solid ;

—closely and hrmly united;—brief; succinct; pithy.

Compact, (kom'pakt) n. An agreement between par

ties ; a covenant or con ti act—either of individuals

or of nations.

Compact, (kom-pakf) v. t . To press closely together ;

to consolidate ;—to unite or connect firmly ;—imp.

& pp. compacted ; ppr. compacting.

Compactedly, (kom-pakfed-Ie) adv. Closely; firmly;

solidly. Lparts ; closely ; densely.

Compactly, (kom-pakt'le) adv. With close union of

Compactness, (koiu-pakt nes) n. Close union of parts ;

density.

Companion, (kom-pan'yun) n. [F. compaffnon.] An

associate; comrade;—one who keeps company with

another; one in familiar converse with, or joined in

duty or office with another;—partner ; confederate;

accomplice.

Companionable, (kom-pan'yun-a-bl) a. Agreeable as a

companion ; fit lor good fellowship ; sociable.

Compauionably, (kom-pan'yun-a-bie) adv. In a com

panionable manner.

Companionship, (kom-pan'yun-ship) n. • Fellowship;

association.

Company, (kum'pa-no) n. An assemblage of persons ;

a group; a circle;—a party for social entertainment;

guests; — an association for business; corporation;

nun ;—the partners in the firm ;—a subdivision of a

regiment under a captain ; — the office or command

of the captain ;—the crew of a ship.

Company, (kum'pa-ue) v. ». To aasociate with ; to fre

quent the company of.

Comparable, (kuin'par-a-bl) a. Capable of being com

pared ; worthy of comparison; of equal regard or value.

Comparably, (koin'par-a-ble) adv. In a manuer worthy

to be compared.

Comparative, (kom-para-tiv) a. Estimated by oom.4

parison; proceeding from comparison;— having the

power of comparing ; — expressing a greater or leas

degree of a quantity or quality than the positive.

Comparatively, (kom-para-tiv-le) adv. In a compara

tive manner, or by comparison ; relatively.

Compare, (kom-parO v. t. [L. eomparart, irom cotnpar,

like.] To exainiue the mutual relations of;—to re

present as similar, for the purpose of illustration ; to

liken;—to inflect according to degrees of compari

son ;—v. i. To hold comparison ; to be like or equal ;

to vie :—imp. ii pp. compared ; ppr. comparing,

Comparison, (kom-par e-sun) n. Act of comparing ox

considering the relations between persons or things;

—proportunate estimate; degree of resemblance;—the

inflection of an adjective or adverb in one or two

degrees of signification ;—a simile or illustration.

Compart, (kom-part') v. t. [L. con and partiri, to share.]

To divide ; to mark out into several parts :—imp, &,

pp. comparted; ppr. comparting.
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Compartition, (kom-par-tish'un) ft. Act of dividing

into paxta ;— part divided ; a separate part.

Compartment, (kom-part'ment) ». One of the separ

ate part* into which any thing is divided ;—a divi

sion or partition.

Compass, (kum'pas) n. [L. compcusus, from eon and

paws, step. J Circle; round;—ji *

circuit; circumference; — an in

closing limit ; boundary ; — an .

inclosed space ; area ; extent ; \

range ;—the whole extent of a.

voice or instrument in the musi

cal scale ;—an instrument serv

ing to indicate the position or

bearing of any body towards the

horizon. It consist* of a mag

netic needle, which, oorrected for Compass,

variation, points due north, a Bight line pointing to

the horizon, and a circular card divided into thirty-

two equal parts. The deflection or difference between

the sight point and the north point of the needle,

gives the position or bearing.

Compass, (kum'pas) r. t. To go about or around ;—to

inclose on all sides ;—to besiege or invest;—to get

within reach or within one's power ;—to purpose ; to

intend ; to imagine ; to plot :—i.ap. & pp. compassed;

ppr. compassing.

Compass-card, (kum'pas-kard) n. The card on which

the different points or bearings toward the horizon

are marked.

Compass-dial, (kum'pas-di-al) n, A portable dial fitted

into a box to show the hour of the day.

Compasses, (kum'pas-ez) ft, pi. An instrument of two

Soiuted legs, moving on a rivet, for

escribing circles, measuring figures,

be.

Compassion, (kom-pash'un) n. [L. eon

and pati, to suffer.] A suffering

with another ; borrow excited by the

distress or misfortunes of another ;

pity ; sympathy.

Compassionate, (kom-pash'un-at) a.

Full of compassion ; inclined to pity. Compasses.

Compassionate, (koin-pash'un-at) r. t. To have com-

passiou for; to pity; to commiserate:—imp. & pp.

compassionated ; ppr. compassionating.

Compassionately, (kom-pash'un-ut-le) adv. In a com

passionate manner ; mercifully.

Compatibility, (kom-pat-e-biie-te) ft. Consistency;

suiiableness'. quality of suiting or agreeing.

Compatible, (kom-pat'e-bl) a. [L. compatibilit.] Con

sistent; capable of harmonious union ; suitable ; con

gruous, [sisteutly.

Compatibly, (kom-patVble) adv. Fitly; suitably; con-

Compatriot, (kom-pii'tre-ut) n. One of the same coun

try, [equal ; a com r(anion ; an associate.

Compeer, (koni-piV) n. [L. con and pur, equal] Au

Compel, (kom-pel) v. t. [I., eompttlere, to drive.] To

drive or urge irresistibly ; to necessitate; — to take

by force or violence .—imp. & pp. compelled ; ppr.

compelling. [pelled.

Compellable, (kom-pelVbl) a. Capable of being oom-

Compeliation, (koin-pel-lu'shun) n. [L. compellare, to

accost.] Manner of address or salutation.

Compend, (koru'pend) n. [L. con and pendere, to

weigh.] A brief compilation; an abridgment; a

summary.

Compendious, Qcom-pend'e-us) a. Summary ; concise ;

summed up witiiin narrow limits.

Compendiously, (kom-pend'e-us-le) adv. Summarily ;

in brief.

Compendium, (kom-pend'e-um) n. An abridgment or

epitome; abstract

Compensate, (kum'pens-ut) v. t. [L. comptntare, to

weigh.] To recompense ; to requite ; to give an equal

valu* to ; to give au equivalent for .—v. ■.". To luukc

 

amends; to supply an equivalent;—imp. & pp. com

pensated ; ppr. compensating.

Compensation, (kom-pens-a'shun) n. Recompense:

remuneration; act or principle of making up or

giving an equivalent for, as loss, service, &c.

Compensatory, (koin-pens'a-tor-e) a. Serving for com

pensation ; making amends.

Compete, (kom-pet) v. i. |1.. con and peiere, to seek.]

To contend, as rivals for a prize ; to strive emuloualy:

—imp. & pp. competed ; ppr. competing.

Competence, (kom pfi-tens) ft. |l, emnpetentia.] State

of being competent ; fitness ; adequacy ;—sufficiency,

especially of property or means of subsistence ;—

legal capacity or qualifications.

Competent, (kom'pC-tent) a. Suitable ; convenient ;—

able ; sufficient ;—having legal standing or capacity;

—qualified. [quately ; suitably.

Competently, (kom'pu-tent-le) adv. Sufficiently ; ade-

Competition, (kom-pC-tish'un) «. Common strife for

the same object; striving for superiority ; emulation ;

rivalry. [rival ; emulous.

Competitive, (kom-pefit-iv) a. Relating to competition;

Competitor, (kom-pet'it-er) n. One who seeks and en

deavours to obtain what another claims ; a rival.

Compilation, (kom-pil-u shun) ft. Act or process of com

piling ;—that which is compiled ; especially a book.

Compile, (kom-pTl') v. t. [L. eompilart.] To compose;

to put together materials from books or documents :

—imp. & pp. compiled ; ppr. compiling.

Compiler, (kom-pil'er) M. One who selects materials

from others, and combines them in a book.

Complacency, (kora-pkVsen-se) n. Quiet pleasure :—the

eauseof pleasure or joy;—manifestation of pleasure;

kindness of manners; contentment.

Complacent, (kom-pla'sent) a. [L. con and placere, to

please.] Civil; gracious;—gratified; displaying satis

faction, [satisfied manner.

Complacently, (kom-pUVsent-le) adv. In an easy and

Complain, (kom-plau') v. i. [L. con and plunaert. beat

the breast] To express distress, pain, or censure;—

to bring an accusation; to make a charge:—imp. &

pp. complained ; ppr. complaining.

Complainant, (kom-plan ant) u. One who makes a

complaint;—a plaintiff; a prosecutor.

Complainer, (kom-plan'er) n. One who complains or

laments.

Complaint, (kom-planf) n. Expression of grief, pain,

censure, or resentment; — cause or subject of com

plaining ;—a malady ; a disease ; a disorder ; — alle

gation of a designated offence.

Complaisance, (kom'pla-zans) n. [F.] Civility : defer

ence ; act of pleasing ; obliging compliance with the

wishes of others ; courtesy ; urbanity.

Complaisant, (komplo-zant) o. [K complaisant.] De

sirous to please ; kindly attentive ; affable ; courteous ;

civil.

Complaisantly, (kom'pla-zant-Ie) cod-. In a kind and

courteous manner; with civility.

Complanate, (kom-pliuiit) v. t. [L. con and planart,

to level.] To make level or even.

Complement, (koni'pK-ment) n. [L. complementum ]

Fulness ; the full number ; a complete set ;—that

which or supplies a deficiency ; quantity or number

required to complete.

Complements!, (kom-ple-ment'al) a. Filling up .-—cup-

plying a deficiency ; subsidiary. [complete.

Complementary, (kom-ple-ment'ar-e) a. Serving to

Complete, (kom-plet) u. Free from deficiency ; per

fect ; consummate ; — finished : concluded ; entire -

total ; lulL

Complete, (kom-plef) v. t. [L. eomplere, to fill] To fill

up; to perfect: to finish; to accomplish; to end:—

imp. & pp. completed ; ppr. completing.

Completely, (kom-pletie) adr. Fully; entirely; per

fectly, (pleto.

Completeness, (kom-plet'nes) n, St*U of being vw.
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Completion, (kom-plS'shun) n. Act of completing, or

itate of being complete ;—fulfilment . accomplishment;

«nd ; complete or entire.

Complex, (kom'pleks) a. [L. con and piectere, to twist.]

Composed of two or more parts;—involving many

interests, ideas, sic. ; composite , intricate.

Complexion, (kom-plek'fihun) n. [ L. complexion State

of being complex : connection of parts ; frame or text

ure ;—coloar or hue of the skin, particularly of the

face ;—general appearance or aspect.

Compiexional or Complexionary, (kom-plek'shun-al) a.

Pertaining to the complexion, or to the care of it.

Complexly, (koni-pleks'le) adv. In a complex manner.

Complexnesa or Complexity, (kom'pleks-nes) n. Intri

cacy; manifold or compound condition.

Compliance, (kom-pliana) n. Concession; acquiescence;

yielding, as to a wish, demand, or proposal ;—a dispo

sition to yield to others;—submission ; performance.

Compliant, (kom-pli ant) a. Bending ; — yielding to

request or desire ; obliging.

Compliantly, (koni-pii'ant-le) adv. Inayieldingmanner.

Complicacy, (koni'pte-ka-se) n. State of being complex

or intricate.

Complicate, (koin'ple-kat) v. t. [L. com and plieare, to

fold.] To fold or twist together; to interweave;—to

involve; — to entangle: — imp. & pp. complicated;

ppr, complicating,

Complicate, Atom pie-kit) a. Composed of two or more

parts united; involved; intricate. [manner.

Complicately, (kom'ple-kat-le) adv. In a comr>lex

Complication, (kom-ple-kasliun) n. Intricate or con

fused blending of parts ; entanglement.

Complicity, (kom-plis'e-te) ». Condition of being an

accomplice.

Compliment, (kom'ple-ment) n. [L. compleit, to fill

up. J An expression of civility, regard, or admiration;

—a present or favour.

Compliment, (koru-ple-menf) v. t. To natter or gratify

with praises ;— to congratulate ; — v. i. To use or

pass compliments.

Complimentary, (kom-ple-ment'ar-e) a. Expressive of

civility, regard, or praise ; civil; — congratulatory;

flattering.

Compiot, (kom'plot) n. [L. compUeatio, complication.]

A joint plot ;—a confederacy in some evil design ; a

conspiracy ; a cabal.

Compiot, (kom-plot') r. t, «fc i. To plot together ; to

conspire ; to join in a secret design :—imp. & pp. corn-

plotted; ppr. complottmg.

Comply, (kom-pli') r. i. [L. compltre, to fill up.] To

yield aaseut ; to accord, agree, or acquiesce ; to carry

into effect ; to perform or execute ;—imp. & pp. com

plied ; ppr. complying.

Component, (kom-pon'ent) a. [L. componere.] Serving

or helping to form ; composing ; constituting.

Component, kom-pon'ent) n. A constituent part ; an

ingredient.

Comport, (kom-p&TV) v.i. [L. con and portare.] To

agree ; to accord; to suit ;-r«. t. To behave ; to conduct

—with a reflexive pronoun ;—imp. ii pp. comported;

ppr. comporting.

C«mporta,ble, (kom-port a-bl) a. Suitable ; consistent.

Compote, (kom-pCz/) r. t. [L. con and ponere, to put.]

To form by uniting words, things, parts, or individuals;

—to constitute ;—to originate ; to become the author

of ,—to place in proper form ; to reduce to order ;—

to free from agitation or disturbance ; to set at rest ;—

to set up the types in proper order for printing ;—to

art words to music : — imp. 4* pp. composed ; ppr.

composing. [tranquil.

Composed, ( kom • pozd ' ) a. Calm ; sedate ; quiet ;

Composedly, (koui-poz/ed-le)(«fi». In acomposed manner.

Composedness, (kom-poz'ed-nes) ft, Calmness; sedate-

neas : tranquillity.

Composer, (kom-pox'er) n. One who composes ; an

au tlioi ; •specially an author of a piece of music.

 

Composing-stick.

w

M^iMSL

Composite Order.

Compounded, or hav-

Composing-itick, (kom-pOr'ing-stik) n.

ment in which types are ar

ranged into words and lines,

and adjusted to the length

of the lines.

Composite, (kom'poz-it) a. I L.

com,2>onc re.] Made up of

distinct parts or elements ;

compounded ;—belonging to

the fifth order of architec

ture, a combination of parts

from the Doric, Tuscan,

Ionic, and Corinthian :—

called also Italic. ,

Composition, (kom-p6-zish'un)

n. Act of composing ;—in- '

vention or combination of

the parts of a literary or ar

tistic work;—combination of

parts in due proportion ;—

arrangement of type for use

in printing ;— state of being

composed ;— adjustment of a

debt, or obligation, by some

compensation mutually

agreed on.

Compositive, (kom-poz'it-iv) a.

ing the power of compounding.

Compositor, (kom-por/it-gr) «. One who sets type and

makes up pages and forme.. [for fertilizing land.

Compost, (kom'pcst)». [L. compositum.\ A mixture

Composure, (kom-po'zhiir) n. Act of composing ; a

composition;—a settled state ; calmness; tranquillity.

Compote, (kom'pot) n. [F.J Fruit preserved in syrup.

Compound, (kom-pound') v. t. [L. con and ponere, to

put, set.} To put together, as elements, or parts to

formawhole; to combine or unite:—to settle amicably;

to adjust by agreement ;—v. i. To come to terms of

agreement ; to settle by compromise ;—to discharge a

debt by paying part ;—imp. & pp. compounded ; ppr.

compounding.

Compound, (kom'pound) a. Composed of elements,

ingredients, or parts.

Compound, (kom'pound) v. A body or mass com

pounded ; mixture of elements, ingredients, or parts.

Comprehend, (kom-pre-hend') v. t. [L. con and pre-

hendere, to grasp.] To hold within limits ; to con

tain ; to include ; to imply ;—to take into the mind ;

to understand : — imp. & pp. comprehended ; ppr.

comprehending.

Comprehensible, (kom-prc-hens'e-bl) a. Capable of

being contained, included, or understood.

Comprehensibleness, (kom-pr3-heiig'e-bl-nes) ft. Capa

bility of being understood.

Comprehensibly, (kom - pre -hens ' e - ble) adv In a

manner to include or signify a wide range, as of ideas,

&c.

Comprehension, (kom-pre-hen'shun) n. Act of compre

hending ;—that which is inclosed within limits ;—

capacity of the mind to perceive and understand ; per

ception.

Comprehensive, (kom-pre'-hena'iv)a. Including much

within narrow limits ;—extensive; large ; capacious ;

inclusive.

Comprehensively, (kom-pre-hens'iv-le) adv. With

great extent of embrace ; with large extent of signi

fication, [of being comprehensive.

Comprehensiveness, (kom -pr€ - hens'iv -nes) n. Quality

Compress (kom-pres) v. t. [L. con and premere, to

greas.] To press together; to bring within narrower

mits or space;—condense ; contract:—imp. & jtp.

compressed ; ppr. compressing.

Compress, (kom'pres) n. A folded piece of linen, con

trived to make due pressure on any part.

Compressibility, (kom-pres-e-biTe-te) ft. The quality

of being compressible.
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Compressible, (kom-presVbl) a. Capable of being

forced into a narrower compass.

Compression, (kom-preah'un) n. The act of compress

ing, or (he state of being compressed. [press.

Compressive, (kom-pres'iv) a. Having power to oom-

Comprint, (koin'print) n. The surreptitious printing

of a work belonging to another;—a work thus printed.

Comprisal, (kom-pru'al) n. Act of comprising or com

prehending.

Comprise, (kom-prur') v. t. [F. from L. eomprehendere.]

To comprehend ; to include ; to contain much in small

space, as the matter of a discourse in few words:—

imp. & pp. comprised ; ppr. comprising.

Compromise, (kom'pro-miz) n. [L. con and promittere,

to promise. J A mutual promise to refer matters in

dispute to the decision of arbitrators ;—adjustment

of differences by concessions ; mutual agreement.

Compromise, (kom'pro-miz) *. t. To adjust by mutual

concessions ; to compound ;— to commit one's self by

word or deed ;—to engage, or hazard, the good word

or honour of another ; — imp. & pp. compromised ;

ppr. compromising.

Compuisatory, (kom-pul'sa-tor-e) a. Constraining ;—

operating by force ; compelling.

Compulsion, (kom-puTshun) n. [L. compultio.]

Act of compelling ;—Btate of being compelled ; con

straint ; coercion. [pel; forcing: constraining.

Compulsive, (kom-pul'siv) a. Having power to com-

Compulaively, (koin-pul'siv-le) adv. By compulsion ;

by force. [manner.

Compuisorily, (kom-puiso-re-le) adv. In a compulsory

Compulsory, (kom-pul'sor-e) a. Compelling ; cou-

straining.

Compunction, (kom-pongk'shun) n. [I., compungcre, to

prick, sting, j Poignant grief or remorse proceeding

irom a consciousness of guilt ; the sting of conscience.

Compunctious, (kom-pungk'she-us) a. Attended with

compunction.

Compurgation, (kom-pur-ga'shun) n. [L. eompurgare,

to make pure.] Act or practice of justifying a man by

the oath of others.

Compurgator, (kom-purgat-gr) n. One who bears tes

timony to the veracity or innocence of another.

Computable, (kom-put .vol) a. Capable of being com

puted or numbered.

Computation, (kom-pu-ta'shun) n. Act or process of

computing; calculation; estimate.

Compute, ^kom-put') *■*■ \h computare.] To count;

to add up, as numbers or quantities, to flud the ag

gregate ;—to estimate the result from given data ; to

calculate:—imp, & pp. computed; ppr. computing.

Computer, (koni-put'er) n. A reckoner ; a calculator.

Comrade, (kumrad) n. [O. Eng. camarade, from L.

camera, chamber. J A mate, companion, or associate.

Con, (kon). A Latin proposition ; used as a prefix,

with the various inflections of co, coy, col, com, cor,

and conveying the idoa of union or opposition. Pro

and con, for and against, the affirmative and ne

gative sides of a question.

Con, (kon) v. t. [A.-S. eunnan, to know.] To know ; to

study over ; to endeavour to fix on the mind ; to per

use :—imp. St pp. conned; ppr. conning.

Concamerate, (kon-kam'er-at) v. t. [ L. 'eon and ca-

mera, vault, arch.] To arch over ; to vault.

Concameration, (kon-kam-er>a'Buun) n. An arch or

vault.

Concatenate, (kon-kat'e-nat) v. t. [h. con and catenart,

to chain, from catena, chain.] To link together; to

unite in a series things depending on each other:—

imp, & pp. concatenated ; ppr. concatenating.

Concatenation, (kon-kat-e-na shun) n. A series of

links united ; a successive series of things depend

ing on each other [concave.

Concavation, (kon-kav-u'sliun) n. The act of making

Concave, (konTtav) a. [L. coneavus, from eon and

caw*, hollow.] Hollow and curved or rounded—said

of the interior of any thing hemispherical or dome-

shaped.

Concave, (kon'kav) n. A hollow ; an arched vault.

Concave, (kon'kav) v.t. To make

hollow;—onp. & pp. concaved;

ppr. concaving.

Concaveness, (kon'-k&v-nes) h. Hoi-

lowneaa.

Concavity, (kon-kavVte)n. Hollow-

ness;—the internal surface of a Concave I/cns.

hollow rounded body, or the space within such body.

Concavous, (kon-kav us) a. Concave ; hollow.

Conceal, (kon-selO v.t. [L, con and eelore, to hide,

A.-S. helan.} To keep close or secret ;— to hide or

withdraw from observation ;—to witlihold from ut

terance or declaration ; disguise ; screen :—imp. &

pp. concealed; ppr. concealing. [cealed.

Concealable, (kou-scl'a-bl) a. Capable of being con-

Concealment, (kon-sel'ment) n. Keeping close or

secret; privacy;—place of hiding; a secret place;—

suppression of the truth.

Concede, (kon-sedO v. t. [L. con and cedere, to giva

way. To yield, suffer, or surrender ;—to admit to be

true ;—v. i. To yield or make concession :—imp. &

pp. conceded; ppr. conceding.

Conceit, (kon-Bef) n, [L. coneeptus.) Conception;

notion ; faculty of conceiving ; apprehension ;— a

quaint fancy ; a fantastic turn of thought or ex

pression ;—over estimation of one's self ; vanity.

Conceit, (kon-sgt') v. t. To conceive ; to imagine ;—r. t.

To form an idea ; to think ; to fancy.

Conceited, (kon-set'ed) a. Self opinionated ; vain ; hav

ing a high opinion of one's sell; egotistical

Conceitedly, (kon-set'ed -le) adv. In a conceited manner.

Conceitedness, (kon-set'ed-nes) n. The state of being

conceited. [gined or understood.

Conceivable, (kon-sev'a-bl) a. Capable of being ima-

Conceivably, (kon-seV a-ble) adv. Intelligibly ; sup-

posably.

Conceive, (kon-sCvO v. t. [L. con and capere, to take.]

To receive into the womb and breed;—to form an

idea in the mind ; to apprehend ;—to picture to the

mind ; to imagine ; to form in the mind ; to devise ;

to project ; to plan ; — v.i. To become pregnant ;—

to have a conception, idea, or opinion ; to think :—

imp. & pp. conceived ; ppr. conceiving.

Concent, (kon-senf) n. [L. eoneentus, from con and

canere, to sing.] Concert of Toices ; harmony.

Concentre, (kon-sen'ter) v. i. [L. con and centrare, to

centre, from centrum, centre.] To come to a point,

or to meet in a common centre :—imp. & pp. eon-

centred; ppr. concentring.

Concentrate, (kon-sen'trat) v. (. To bring to a common

centre, or to unite more closely ; to gather into one

place* as stores, forces, Ac. ;—to bring to bear upon

one point, as troops, mental powers, &c .—imp. & pp.

concentrated.; ppr. concentrating.

Concentration, (kon-sen-tra'shun) n. Act of concentrat

ing; — collection into a central point; compression

into a narrow space. [trate.

Concentrative, (kon-sen'trat-iv) a. Serving to oonceu-

Concentrativeneas, (kon-een'trat-iv-nes) n. In plureno-

logy, the faculty which fixes the mind, and brings all

its powers to bear upon one point or subject.

Concentric, (kou-sen'trik) a. Having a common centre.

Concentrically, (kon-sen'trik-al-le) adv. In a concen

tric manner. [centric.

Concentricity, (kon-sen-tris/e-te)n. State of being con^

Concept, (kon'sept) n. [L. eondpere, to conceive.] An

abstract, general conception.

Conception, (kon-sep'shun) n. Act of conceiving f—»

the state of being conceived ;—the formation in tho

miud of an image, idea, or notion; apprehension \—?

tho image, idea, or notion formed ; a rational beliefor

judgment ;—power or faculty of forming an idea.

Conceptualism, (kon-sep'tu-al-ixm) tu A theory that
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the mind baa the power of forming for itself general

conceptions—a kind of middle ground between realism

and nominalism.

Concern, (kon-sgrn') r. t. [L. concerntre, to mix to

gether, from con and eernere, to separate, to sift.] To

relate or belong to . to be of importance to ;—to interest

oreffect;—todisturb. to maku uneasy:—imp. &pp, con

cerned ; ppr. concerning.

Concern, (kon-sernO u. That which relates or belongs

to one ;—interest in, or care for, any person or thing ;

—persons connected in business ; a linn aud its busi-

ncss. [or affection.

Concernedly, (kon-sero'ed-le) adv. With interest, care,

Cane wrung, (kon-sern'ing) prtp. Pertaining to ; re

garding ; having relation to ; with respect to.

Concernment, (kon-scrn'ment) n. A thing in which

one is concerned ; affair ; business ; interest ; — im

portance; moment;—interposition; meddling ;—soli

citude; anxiety.

Concert, (kon-sertf) v. t. [L. con and eertart, to strive.]

To plan together; to design and settle, as procedure;

to devise for some common end ;—v. i. To act or

work together ;—to unite on a common ground or in

Joint action :—imp. & pp. concerted; ppr. concerting.

Concert, (kon'sert) n. Agreement in a design or plan ;

harmony ;— musical accordance or harmony ;—a pub

lic musical entertainment.

Concertina, (kon-s$rt-e'na) n. A small musical instru

ment of the accordion species.

Concerto, (kon-cher'to) n. [It A

composition for a solo instru

ment with orchestral accompani

ments.

Concert-pitch, (kon'sert-pich) u.

The pitch generally adopted for a

given tone, and by which the

other tones are governed.

Concession, (kon-sesh'nn) n. fL.

ctmcettto, from conctdere.] Act Concertina.

of granting or yielding ;—the thing yiclduil ; ;i grant;

a privilege ;—the granting of a point in argument.

Concessive or Concessory, (kon-seaiv) a. Implying con

cession ; yielding ; permissive.

Conch, (kongk) n. [L. concha, i i. kogchit Skr. cankha.)

A marine shell, especially one of

the genus Strombut ;—the domed

semicircular or polygonal termin

ation of the choir or aisle of a

church ; apsis.

Conchoid, (kong'koid) a. [O. kogche,

•hell, and eidot, form.] A curve of

the fourth order.

Conehoidal, (kung-koid'al) a. Hav

ing elevations and depressions liko

a bivalve shell.

Conetiological, (kong-ko-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to con-

 

 

Conch.

chology.

Concholocist, (k One versed in theong-kol'o-jist) n.

natural history of shelK

Concholosry, (kong-kol'o-je) n. [O. kogchi, shell, and

;. ;.'■.■!. discourse.} Science of shells and the animals

that inhabit them ; malacology.

Conciliate. (kon-sUe-at) r. t. [L. conetliarc, to bring

together. ] To win over ; to gain from a state of indit-

ferenoe or hostility;—to reconcile or bring to a state

of friendship :—imp. & pp. conciliated ; ppr. concili-

sting, (reconciliation.

Conciliation, (kon-sil-e-l'shun) n. Act of conciliating;

Conciliator, (kon-siTe-lt-er) n. One who conciliates or

reconciles.

Conciliatory, (k'.'n-sir.>A-tnr-t)'T. Tending to conciliate;

pacific.

Concise, (ken-sis') a. [L. con and ccedere, to cut.] Brief;

short ; erpressiug much in few words ; laconic ; suc

cinct, [hensiveiy.

Concisely, (kon-elsls) adv. In few words ; compre-

Concisenesi, (kon-sis'nea) n. Brevity in speaking or

writing.

Concision (kon-sizh'un) n. [L. concitio,] A cutting off;

a division ; a sect ;—circumcision,

Concxtation, (kon-sit-u'shun) n. [L. concilatio.) Act

of stirring up ; exciting or putting in motion ; a dis

turbance.

Conclave, (konldav) n. [L. con and davit, key.] A

private apartment in which the cardinals meet for the

election of a pope ; the body of cardinals ;—a priv

ate meeting.

Conclude, (kon-klud') v. t. [L. eon and claudtre, to

shut.] To bring to an end;—to close, as an argu

ment, by inferring ; — to make a final judgment or

determination of ;—v. i. To come to an ond ; to ter

minate ; — to form a final judgment:—imp. & pp.

concluded ; ppr. concluding.

Conclusion, (kon-klu'zhun) n. Last part of any thing ;

final decision ; determination;—consequence or deduc

tion drawn from premises ;—result from experiment ;

—end or close of a pleading.

Conclusive, (kon-klu'siv) a. Belonging to a close or

termination ;—putting an end to debate or question ;

final ; decisive. [tively.

Conclusively, (kon-klu'siv-le) adv. Decisively; deflni-

Ccmclusiveness, (kon-klu'siv-nes) ft. Quality of being

conclusive.

Concoct, (kon-kokV) v. t. fL. con and coqucre, to cook.]

To solve and digest, as food in the stomach;—to

compound from several materials, as a beverage ;—to

contrive ; to design, as a plan or plot :—imp. & pp.

conoocted ; ppr. concocting.

Concoction, (kon-kokshun) tu Solution and digestion

of food;—ripening or perfecting;— scheming; con

triving.

Conoomitancy, (kon-kom'it-an-se) n. State of accom

panying ; accompaniment.

Concomitant, (kou-koni'it-ant) a. [L. con, comet, com

panion.] Accompanying or conjoined with; attending.

Concomitant, (kon-kom'it-ant) n. A companion ; one

who or that which accompanies, or is collaterally con

nected with another. [with others.

Concomitantly, (kon-kom'it-ant-le) adv. In company

Concord, (kong/kord) n. [L. con and cor, cordis, heart]

Agreement;—union between persons, as in opinions,

tVc. ;—union between things ; fitness ;— the connection

between parts of speech in grammatical construction ;

—the relation between musical sounds ; liarmony.

Concordance, (kon-kord'ans) n. Agreement; accord

ance;—an index to a book, in which all the princi

pal words are set down in alphabetical order, with

numerical references to the pages in which they occur.

Concordant, (kon-kord'ant) a. [L. concordant, pjyr. of

concordarc] Agreeing ; correspondent ; harmonious ;

consonant.

Concordantly, (kon-kord ant-le) adv. In a concordant

or harmonious manner.

Concorporate, (kon-kor'por-at) v. C. To unite in ono

mass or body.

Concorporate, (kon-kor'por-at) a. United in one body.

Concourse, (kong'kftrs) n. [h. concurtut, from concur-

rerc, to run together.] A moving, flowing, or run

ning together ;—an assembly ; a meeting ; a crowd.

Concreate, (kon-krtj-af) v. t. (L. eon and ereare, to

create.] To create at the same time.

Concrement, (kon'kre-ment) n. [L. eoncrctccre.] The

collection or mass formed by concretion or natural

union.

Concrescence, (kon-kres'ens) n. Act of growing or in

creasing by spontaneous union, or by coalescence.

Concrete, (kon'kret) a. [L. concretut, from con and

cretcerr, to grow.] United in growth ; formed by coali

tion of separate particles into one body ; united in

a solid form ;—existing in a subject ; not abstract.

Concrete, (konlcrC-t) n. A compound ;—a mass of stone

drippings, pebbles, &c, cemented by mortar ;—a term
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designating both a quality and the subject in which

it exists.

Concrete, (kon-krft') v. i. To unite or coalesce, as sep

arate particles into a mass or solid body by spon

taneous cohesion or other natural process ;—v. t. To

form into a mass : — imp. & pp. concreted ; ppr.

concreting.

Concretely, (kon-kretle) adv. In a concrete manner.

Concreteness, (kon-kret'nes) n. State of being concrete.

Concretion, (kon-kre'shun) n. Act of concreting ;—

the mass or solid matter formed by congelation, con

densation, or other like process.

Concretive, (kon-kret'iv) a. Promoting concretion.

Concubinage, (kou-ku'biu-aj) n. The cohabiting of a

man and a woman not legally married ; state of being

a concubine.

Concubinal, (kon-ku'bin-al) a. Fertaining to a concu

bine or to concubinage.

Concubine, (kong'kii-bin) u. [L. con and rubart, to lie

down.] A woman who cohabits with a man without

being his lawful wife.

Concupiscence, (kon-ku'pjs-ens) n. Unlawful or irre

gular desire, especially of carnal pleasure ; lust.

Concupiscent, (kon-ku'pis-eut) a. [L. con and cupere,

to desire.] Covetous ;-—desirous of unlawful pleasure.

Concur, (kon-kur') v. i. [L. conevrrtre, to run to

gether.] To meet in the same point ;—to act jointly ;

—to unite in opinion; to assent;—imp. & pp. con

curred ; ppr. concurring,

Concurrence, (kou-kuv'eus) n. A meeting or coming

together ; conjunction ;—agreement in opinion ; mu

tual consent;—combination of circumstances ;—joint

rights.

Concurrent, (kon-kur'ent) a. Acting in conjunction ;

agreeing in the same act ;—conjoined ; associate ;—

joint and equal in claim or right.

Concurrent, (kon-kurent) n. Joint or contributory

cause. [unitedly.

Concurrently, (kon-kur'ent-le) adv. With concurrence ;

Concussion, (kon-kush'un) n. [L. cor,cusiio, from con-

ci'Urt, to shake.] Act of shaking or agitating, espe

cially by the stroke or impulse of another body ;—

the state of being shaken ; shock.

Concussive, (kon-kus'iv) a. Having the power or qual

ity of shaking or agitating.

Condemn, (kon-dem') v. t. [L. con and damnare, to

condemn.] To find fault with ; to censure ;—to show

or prove to be wrong or guilty ; — to denounce as

guilty, heretical, Arc. ; — to giro judicial sentence

against ; to 3ne ;—to declare unfit for use or service :

—imp. iV pp. condemned ; ppr. condemning.

Condemnable, (kon-dem'na-bl) a. Worthy of condem

nation ; blameworthy; culpable.

Condemnation, ( kon -dem-ua' shun) it. Act of con

demning ; — state of being condemned ; — cause or

reason of a sentence of condemnation.

Condemnatory, (kon-dem'na-tor-e) a. Bearing condem

nation or censure ; condemning. [densed.

Condensable, (kon-dens'a-bl) a. Capable of being con-

Condensate, (kon-deus'ut) v. I. To condense ; to com

press into a closer form ; to cause to take a more

compact state ;—p. i. To become more dense, close,

or hard ; to consolidate :—imp. & pp. condensated ;

ppr. conden sating.

Condensation, (kon-dens-a'shun) n. Act of making

more dense or compact ; consolidation.

Condensative, (kon-densat-iv) u. Having a power or

tendency to condense.

Condense, (kon-densO r. t. [L. con and drAsnrr, to

make thick, from dentus, thick, dense.] To make mora

close, compact, or dense ; to unite more closely, by

attraction or affinity, or by mechanical power ;—r. i.

To become close or more compact ; to grow thick or

dense :—imp. & pp. condensed ; ppr. condensing.

Condenser, (kon-dens'er) n. One who, or that which,

condenses ;—a pneumatic engine or syringe.

Condescend, (kon-de-seiuT) r. i. [L. con arid descender*.)

To let one's self down ; to relinquish the privileges uf

superior rank, and meet as equals ;—to yield one's

rights in order to do some act which strict justice

does not require ;■—deign; vouchsafe :—imp. &pp. eon-

descended ; ppr. condescending.

Condescendingly, (kon - de • send ' ing - le) ad v. By way

of condescension.

Condescension, (kon - de - sen ' shun) n. Voluntary de

scent from rank, dignity, or just claims ;—a kindly

and considerate bearing towards inferiors ; deference

to their wishes or prejudices, and readines to serve

them.

Condign, (kon-din') a. fL. condign if .1, very worthy,

from con and diffnus, worthy.] Deserved ; merited;

suitable. [worthily.

Condignly, (kon-dm'le) adv. According to merit; justly;

Condiment, (kon'de-meut) n. [L. condimentum, from

condire, to preserve.] Something used to give relish

to food ; seasoning.

Condition, (kon-dish'un) n. [L. conditio, from con-

deve, to put together.] A state or inode of existence ;

—that which is essential to any particular form of

existence; quality; property;—position as to worldly

circumstances; means; estate;—position as to society ;

rank ;—state of the mind ; temper ; disposition ;— the

terms of a contract ; stipulation ;—a clause in a bond.

Condition, (kon-dish'uu) v.i. To make terms: to stip

ulate ;—v.t. To contract ; to stipulate;—to impose con

ditions on : — imp. & pp. conditioned ; ppr. condi

tioning.

Conditional, (kon-dish'un-al) a. Containing, imply

ing, or depending on a oondition or conditions ; not

absolute ;—expressing a condition or supposition.

Conditionally, (kon-dish'un-al-le) adv. With certain

limitations; on particular terms ; not absolutely.

Condole, (kon -doT) r. i. [I* cou and dolnv, to grieve.]

To express sorrow or sympathy with another at his

pain or misfortune:—imp. & pp. condoled; ppr. con

doling;.

Condolence, (kon-doTens) n. Expression of grief or sym

pathy for the sorrow of another.

Condoma, (kon'dd-ma) n. A species of antelope.

Condonation, (kon-don-i&bun) il [L. condonare, to

pardon, from con and donate, to present.! Act of

overlooking or pardoning an offence ;—forgiveness of

a breach of conjugal duty.

Condone, (kon-don') v. t. [L. condonare, to forgive.) To

pat don ; to forgive for a violation of the marriage-

vow ;—to atone for ;—to renew conjugal intercourse

after a breach of conjugal duty, which bars an action

for divorce:—imp. & up. condoned; ppr. condoning.

Condor, (kon'dor) n. [From Peruv. cuntur.] A large

bird of the vulture family, found

in the most elevated parts of the

Andes.

Conduce, (kon-duV) v. i. [L. con

and ductre, to lead.] To pro

mote, answer, or further an end ; :

to tend ;—imp. & pp. conduced ; ,

ppi: conducing.

Conducible, (kon-dus'e-bl) a. Hav

ing a tendency to promote or for- 1

ward ; conducive.

Conduciblencss, (kou*duae>bl-iu»)

u. Quality of promoting or tend

ing to augment.

Conducive, (kon-dus'iv) a. Hav

ing a tendency to promote, help, or forward.

Conducive ticss. (kon-duViv-nes) u. The quality of con

ducing or tending to forward.

Conduct, (kon'dukt) n. Act or method of leading,

guiding, managing, or commanding;—skilful guid

ance ; generalship ;—that which leads, guides, escorts,

or brings safely ; — manner of guiding or carrying

one's self; behaviour.
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Cone.

Conduct, (kon-dukV) v. t. To lead or game ; to escort ;

—to lead as a commander ; to direct ;—to manage :—

x. k To behave ; to act :—imp. & pp. conducted ;

J>pr- conducting.

CoaducubUity, (kon-dukt-e-bile-te) n. Capability of

being conducted. [ducted.

Coaducttble, (kon-dukt'e-bl) a. Capable of being con-

Conduction, (kon-dukshun) «. Power of training aud

guiding ;—transmission by a medium, a* electric fluid,

beat, •'.<.:. [power of conducting.

Conductive, (kon-dukt'iv) a. Having the quality or

Conductor, (kon-dukt'er) n. One who conducts ; a

leader ; a guide ; a manager ; — the person who has

charge of a pnblic conveyance or railway train ;—a

substance forming a medium for the transmission of

hear, electricity, lie. [leads.

Conductress, (kon-dukt'res) n. A woman who directs or

Conduit, (koadit) n. [L. conducive, to lead.] That

which conducts or conveys ; a pipe, canal, or the like,

for conveying water, or to drain off filth.

Cone, (kon) ft. [Ex conus, G. konos, from Wkr. fo, to

bring to a point.] A solid body

tapering to a point from a circular

base, generated by the revolution

of a triangle about one of its sides;

—the conical fruit of the pine, fir,

cedar. &c

Confabulate, (kon-frVu-lat) v. i. [L.

con and f<-bulari, to Bpeak.] To

talk familiarly together; to chat :—

istp. & pp. confabulated ; ppr. con

fabulating.

Confabulation, (kon-fab-u-lashun)

». Familiar talk ; easy conversa

tion.

Confection, (kon-fekshun)u. [L. conficere, to prepare.]

A preparation of fruit, 4c, with sugar ; a couitit ; a

mixture.

Confectioner, (kon-fek'shun-er) n. One who makes or

sells confections, candies, dfcc.

Confectionery, (kon-fek'shun-er-e) m Sweetmeats in

general ;—a place where caudies, sweetmeats, &c. , are

made or sold.

Confederacy, (kon-fed'er-a-se) k. A league : union be

tween two or more persons, bodies of men, or states ;

—the persons or states united by a league ;—a combi

nation : coalition ; conspiracy.

Confederate, (kon-fed'er-at) a [L. con and faderare,

from fntdut, league.] United in a league; bound by

treaty.

Confederate, (kon-fed'er-at) n. A person or nation en

gaged in a confederacy ; an ally.

Confederate, (kon-fed'§r-at) v. t. To unite in a league ;

to ally ;—v. i. To unite iu a league; to be allied:—

imp. & pp. confederated ; ppr. confederating.

Confederation, (kon -fed-er-a' shun) N. Act of con

federating ; an alliance; a compact for mutual sup

port ;—-parties to a league.

Confer, (kon-fer') r. t. [L. con and ferre, to bear.] To

bestow ; to award;—to bring together for examina

tion and comparison; to compare;—v. i. To converse

together in a sennas manner ; to compare views ;—

imp. & pp. conferred ; ppr. conferring.

Conference, (kon'feT-ens) n. Act of conversing seri

ously; interchange of views;—a meeting for consul

tation, discussion, or instruction ; an interview.

Conferriable, (kon-fersvbl) a. Capable of being oon-

ferred-

Confess, (kon-feV) v.U [h. con and fatrri, to confess.]

To acknowledge or admit, as a crime, a fault, a debt ;

—to own or recognize ;—to admit as true ; to assent

to; — to make known one's sins to a priest; — to

hear snoh confession ;—r. i. To make confession ;—

imp. & pp. confessed ; ppr. confessing.

Confes«edly.(kon-fes,od-le)adr. Avowedly; undeniably;

indubitably.

 

Confession, ( kon - fesh ' un ) n. Acknowledgment;

avowal ; admission of a debt or crime ;—act of dis

closing sins to a priest ; — a formulary of religious

faith ; a creed.

Confessional, (kon-fesh'un-al) ft. The seat where a priest

sits to hear confessions.

Confessor, (kon-fes'er)

One who confesses ; one "

who admits, as sins and

obligations;—a priest who ;

hears confessions and

grants absolution; — one

who avowed his allegiance J

to Christ in times of perse- J

cution.

Confidant or Confidante, ]

(kon-fe-daiif) n. [F. con-

jidentc] A friend intrust- I

ed with private affairs, I

usually love affairs.

Confide", (kon-fid') v. i. [L. ^

con and Aden, to trust,]

To put faith in; to believe; Confessional,

to rely un ;—v. t. To intrust ; to give in charge :—

imp. & pp. confided ; ppr. confiding.

Confidence, (kon'fe-dens) n. Act of confiding ; belief

in the reality of a fact or the integrity aud veracity

of another;—that in which faith is put; trust;—

feeling of security; self-reliance; boldness.

Confident, (kon'fe-dent)n:. Havingfull belief; trustful ;

—exercising self-reliance; secure; — having assur

ance ; bold ; positive.

Confidential, (kon-fe-den'she-al) a. Enjoying, or treated

with, confidence ; trustworthy ; — communicated in

confidence.

Confidentially, (kon-fe-den'she-al-le) adv. In confidence.

Confidently, (kon'fe-deut-le) adv. With firm trust;

assuredly ; positively.

Configuration, (kon -fig- fir- a shun) n. [L. con and

Jtynra, form.] External form or figure ; — relative

position or aspect of the planets ; — resemblance of

one figure to another.

Confutable, (kon-fin'a-bl) a. Capable of being confined.

Confine, (kon fin) n. [L. con and Jinin, end.] Common

boundary ; border ; limit ; margin — used chiefly in

the plural.

Confine, (kon-fin*) v. t. To restrain within limits ; to

restrain by force from escaping ; to restrain by moral

power, as by salutary laws ;—p. t. To have a com

mon boundary ; to border: — imp, & pp. confined;

ppr. confining.

Confinement, (kon-fin'ment) n. Restraint within limits;

imprisonment ;—detention within doors by sickness,

especially that caused by child-birth.

Confirm, (kon-ferm') v. t. [h. con and .rtrwrtrr, to make

firm.] To make firm ; to give strength to ; to render

fixed or certain ;—to render valid by formal assent;

—to admit to the full privileges of the Episcopalian

church by the imposition of the bishop's hands ;—

imp. & pp. confirmed; ppr. confirming.

Conflrmable, (kon-ferm'a-bi) a. Capable of being con

firmed.

Confirmation, (kon-ferm-a'shnn) n. Act of confirming

or establishing ; — that which confirms ; convincing

testimony; additional proof;—ratification ;—a rite in

the Episcopal church.

Confirmatory, (kon-ffrra'a-tor-e) a, .Serving to confirm ;

corroborative ;—peitaining to tho rite of confirmation.

Confiscable, (kon-fia'ka-bl) o. Capable of being confis

cated ; liable to forfeiture.

Confiscate. (kon-tisTcat) r. (. [L. con and jiKus, basket,

state treasury.] To appropriate, as a penalty, to tho

public use:—imp. & pp. confiscated; ppr. confiscat

ing, [to the public use.

Confiscate, (kon-fisTtat) a. Appropriated, as a penalty,

Confiscation, (kon-fls-ka'shun) ft. The act of appro
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printing, as a penalty, to the public uie ; condemn

ing, as forfeited.

Conflscator, (kon/fis-kat-er) n. One who confiscates to

the public use.

Confiscatory, (kon-fis'ka-tor-e) a. Consigning to or

.promoting confiscation.

Conflagrant, (kon-fla'grant) a. [L. con and Jlagrare,

to blaze. ] Burning together in a common flame.

Conflagration, (kon-fla-grl'shun) n. A fire on a great

scale ;—the burning of the world at the consumma-

, tion of all things.

Conflict, (kon'flikt) n. Violent collision;—a striving to

oppose or overcome ;—the last struggle of life.

Conflict, (kon-fii kt ) v. i. [L. con and fiigtre, to strike.]

To strike or dash together; to meet in violent colli

sion j—to engage in strife ;—to differ or oppose, as the

opinions of recognised authorities :—imp. & pp. con

flicted ; ppr. conflicting.

Confliotive, (kon-flikt'iv) a. Tending to conflict.

Confluence, (kon'flu-ens) n. The meeting or junction

of two or more streams; the place of meeting ;—con

currence ; a concourse.

Confluent, (kon'flu-ent) a. [L. eon and Jluert, to flow.]

Flowing together ; running one into another ;—meet

ing in a common current or basin ; united.

Conflux, (kon'fluks) n. A flowing together ; a meeting

of currents ;—a large assemblage ; a crowd ; a con*

course. [flow or run together.

Confluxible, (kon-fluka'e-bl) a. Having a tendency to

Conform, ( kon - form'} v. t. [L. con and formal*, to

form.] To shape in accordance with; to make like;

to bring into harmony or agreement with ;—v. i. To

act in accordance ; to comply ; to render obedience :—

imp. & pp. conformed ; ppr. conforming*

Conformable, (kon-form'a-bl) a. Corresponding in form,

shape, character, opinions, &c. ; similar ; like ; — in

proper or appropriate form ;—disposed to compliance

or obedience ; submissive.

Conformably, (kon-fonn'a-ble)adv. With or in conform

ity ; suitably ; agreeably.

Conformation, (kon-form-a'shun) n. Act of conforming

or state of being conformed ; agreement ; harmony ;

—the structure of a body ; form ; shape.

Conformist, (kon-form'ist) n. One who complies with

the doctrine and discipline of the established church

of England.
Conformity, (kon-■form 'e-te) n. Likeness; resemblance ;

—correspondence in character or manner ; agreement;

—compliance with.

Confound, (kon-found1) v. t. [h. con and fundere, to

pour.] To mingle and blend so as to be indistin

guishable;—to throw into confusion or disorder;—

imp. & pp. confounded; ppr. confounding.

Confounded, (kon-found'ed) p. a. Confused; perplexed ;

—blended in disorder ;—astounded ; stupid.

Confoundedly, (kon-found'ed-le) adv. Enormously ;

greatly.

Confraternity, (kon-fra-ter'ne-te) n. [L. con and fro-

ternitai.] A brotherhood ;—a body of men united by

some common bond, often religious.

Confront, (kon-frunt) v. t. [L. con and front, the fore

head or front] To stand facing or in front of; to face;

—to stand in direct opposition to ; to oppose ; to re

sist ;—to bring or set together for comparison ; to

compare :—imp. & pp. confronted ; ppr. confronting.

Confrontation, (kon-frunt-a'shun) n. Act of bringing

persons or things face to face for examination and

elucidation of truth.

Confuse, (kon-fuV) v. t. [L. eonfundere, confusum.] To

jumble together ; to render indistinct or obscure ;—to

throw into disorder ; to derange ; to cause to lose self-

possession :—imp. & pp. oonfused ; ppr. contusing.

Confusedly, (kon-fuz'ed-le) adv. In a confused man

ner, [want of order.

Confusedness, (kon-fuYed-nes) u. A state of confusion ;

Confusion, (kon-fu'zhun) n. Promiscuous mixture;

combination of incongruous things ; disorder ; tumult;

—blending, as of ideas ; indistinctness ;—perturbation

of mind ; distraction ;—overthrow ; ruin.

Confutable, (kon-fut'a-bl) a. Capable of being con

futed or disproved.

Confutant, (kon-fut'ant) n. One who confutes or un

dertakes to disprove. [disproving.

Confutation, (kon-fut-a'ahun) n. Act of confuting or

Confute, (kon-fuf) v. t. [L. con, futart, to argue.] To

prove to be false or defective; to disprove ;—to con

vict of error by argument or proof ',—imp. <£ pp. con

futed; ppr. confuting.

Conge, (kongje) n. [F. conai.) Act of taking leave ;

parting ceremony ; farewell ;—a bow or a courtesy.

Conge, (kong'je) v.i. To take leave with the cna-

tomavy civilities ; to bow or courtesy :—imp. & pp.

congeed ; ppr. congeing.

Congeal, (kon-jeT) v.t [L. con and gtlare, to freeze,

from fftlu, frost] To freeze; to stiffen with cold;—to

stiffen, as from the effect of terror ;—to change from sv

fluid to a solid state ;—v. i. To grow hard or stiff

from cold:—imp. & pp. congealed ; ppr. congealing.

Congealable, (kon-jei'a-bl) a. Capable of being con

gealed.

Congelation or Congealment, (kon-jel-i'ahun) n. The

process or act of congealing, or the state of being

congealed; conglaciation;—the thing congealed; con

cretion.

Congener, (kon'jen-er) n. [L. from con and genus,

birth.] A thing of the same genus; a thing allied

in kind or nature to something else.

Congenial, (kon-jtVne-al) a. [L. con and gtnialU,

genial.] Partaking of the same nature, feelings, or

opinions; kindred; sympathetic;—naturally adapted

or suited.

Congeniality or Congenialness, (kon-je-ne-al'e-te) n.

Participation of the same genus, nature, or disposi

tion ; natural affinity; suitableness.

Congenital, (kon-jen'it-al) a. [L. con and gigncrt, to

beget ] Of the same birth ; begotten together ;—dat-

ing from birth.

Conger-eel, (kong'ger-Cl) n. [I* conger, G. goggrot.]

A large species of sea eeL

Congeries, (kon-je're-ez) n. ting. & pi. [I* congcrertt

to bring together.] A collection of particles or bodies

into one mass ; a heap ; a combination.

Congest, (kon-jestf) v. t. [L. eongerert, congatum.] To

collect into a mass ; to aggregate.

Congestion, (kon-jest'yun) n. An unnatural accumu

lation of blood in any part of the body.

Congestive, (kon-jest'iv) a. Indicating or attended by

an accumulation of blood in some part of the body.

Conglaciate, (kon-gU'she-at) v. t. To freeze ; to turn

to ice.

Conglaciation, (kon-gla-*the-a'shun) n. [L- eonglaeiare,

from con and. glaeics, ice. J The act of changing into

ice ; congelation.

Conglobate, (kon-gldb'at) <>. [L. con and globare, to

make into a ball.] . Formed or gathered into a ball ;

globular.

Conglobate, (kon-glob'at) v. t. To collect or form into

a ball, or hard, round substance :—imp. & pp. con

globated ; ppr, conglobating.

Conglobation, (kon-glob-A'shun) n. Act of forming into

a ball ; a round body.

Conglobe, (kon-glob) r. t. To gather or form into a

ball :—imp. & pp. conglobed ; ppr. conglobing.

Conglobulate, (kon-glob'u-lat) v. i. To form into a

little round mass or globule.

Conglomerate, (kon-glom'er-tlt) a. [L. con and gtomu*,

a bait] Gathered together in a mass or clustered to

gether ;—composed of stones or fragments of rucks,

cemented together.

Conglomerate, (kon-glomVr-at) v. t To gather or form

into a ball or round body ;—imp. & pp. conglomer

ated i ppr. conglomerating.
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Conglomerate, ( kun-gloni'er-iit ) n. Collection; accu

mulation; —a rock, composed of pebbles, cemented

tugtther; pudding atone.

Conglomeration, (kon-glom-cr-a'shun) n, A gathering

into a mass ; collection ; accumulation.

Conglutinant, (kon-glou'tin-ant) a. Serving to unite

closely ; healing.

Ccnglutinate, (kon-gl66'tin-&t) v. t. [L. con and gluten,

glue. J To glue together; to unite by some glutinous or

madous substance ;—v. i. To coalesce :—imp. & pp.

con glut mated ; ppr. conglutinating.

Conglutination, ( kon-gluo-tin-a'ahun ) >t. The act of

gluing together ; junction ; union.

Ccnghitinative, (kon-gloo'tin-at-iv) a. Having the

power of uniting by glue or other like substance.

Congou, (kong'gd) n. [Chin, l-ung-foo, labour.] A

specie* of black tea, a superior quality of Bohea.

Congratulate, (kon-grafu-lat) r. t. [L. con and gra-

tulari, to wish joy.] To wish joy to on account of

some happy event :—imp. <fc pp. congratulated ; ppr.

congratulating.

Congratulation, (kon-grat-u-la'shun) n. Act of express

ing pleasure and good wishes on the success or hap

piness of another.

Congratulatory, (kon-grat'ti-la-tor-e) a. Expressive of

sympathetic joy at the good fortune of another.

Congregate, (kong'grO-gat) v. t. [L. con and gregare,

from grtx, flock.] To collect into an assembly or

assemblage :—r. i. To come together ; to assemble :—

imp. & pp. congregated ; ppr, congregating.

Congregation, (kong-gre-ga'ahun) n. Act of congregat

ing or assembling;—a collection of separate things;

—an assembly of persons, especially for the worship

of God.

Congregational, (kong-gre-gashun-al) a. Pertaining to

a congregation ;—Independent.

Congregationalism, (kong-gre-ga'&hun-al-izni) n. A

system of church government which vests ecclesiastical

power in the assembled brotherhood of each local

church; Independency. [dependent.

Congregationalist, (kong-gre^ga'shun-al-ist) n. An In-

Congress. (kong'gTes) n. [L. congrtttus, from con and

gradvt, step.] A meeting of two or more individuals ;

—« formal assembly, as of deputies or commissioners ;

a convocation ;—the assembly of senators and repre

sentatives of the United States.

Congressional, (kong-gresh'un-al) a. Pertaining to a

congress. [ing together.

Congreasive, (kong-grerfv) cu Encountering, or coin-

Congreve. (kong'grCv) n. A lucifer match dipped

in a phosphoric pre|>aration.

Congruence, (konVgrou-ens) n. [L. congruerc, to agree.]

boitableness of one thing to another; agreement;

consistency. [responding ; consistent.

Congruent, (kong'groo-ent) a. Suitable ; agreeing ; cor-

Congruity, (kong-grof/it-e) «, Quality of being con

gruent ; fitness ; harmony ; correspondence.

Congruous, (kong'groo-ua) a. Accordant; suitable ; per

tinent ; agreeable to.

Congruously, (kong'grod-us-le) adv. Suitably ; accord

antly ; pertinently ; consistently.

Conic, (kon'ik) a. [G. k6nikos.] Having the form of,

or resembling a cone ;—pertaining to a cone.

Cenitally, (kon'ik-al-le) adv. In the form of a cone.

Conies, (kon'iks) n. ring. That part of geometry which

treats of the cone and the curves which arise from its

sections.

Coniferous, (ko-nifcr-us)ff. [L. conic*, cone, and ferrt,

to bear.] Bearing cones, as the pine, fir, cypress, <fcc.

Coniform, (konVfonn) a. [L. convs, cone, and/ormo,

shape.] In form of a cone ; conical.

CeBJecturahla, (kon-jek'tur-a-bl) a. Capable of being

guessed- [turc.

Conjectural, (kon-jek'tiir-al) ft. Depending on conjec-

Conjecturally, (kon-jek'tdr-al-le) adv. In a conjectural

manner ; by way of conjecture or guess.

Conjecture, (kon-jek'tur) n, A guess;.' formation of

an opinion on defective or presumptive evidence ;

surmise ; supposition.

Conjecture, (kon-jek'tur) u. (. [L. con and jacere, to

throw.] To forecast;—to infer from slight evidence;

to surmise ;—v. i. To surmise j to guess : — ivtp. &

pp. conjectured ; ppr, conjecturing.

Conjoin, (kon-join') v. t. [L. con. and jungere, to join.]

To join together ;—to associate or connect;—v. t. To

unite; to league:—imp. & pp. conjoined ; ppr. con

joining. ,

Conjoint, (kon-jointO o. [F. conjoint, L. conjungcrc]

United ; connected ; associated-

Conjointly, (kon-jointle) adv. In a conjoint manner.

Conjugal, (kon j66-gal) a. [L. coryux, from co)>jungfre,

to unite.] Belonging, suitable, or appropriate, to the

marriage state ; matrimonial ; connubial.

Conjugally, (kon'joo-gal-le) adv. Connubially ; mat

rimonially.

Conjugate, (kon'joo-gat) v.*. [L. con and jugare, from

jugwn yoke.] To unite ; to inflect, as verbs :—imp. &

pp. conjugated ; ppr. conjugating.

Conjugate, (kon'juu-gat) a. United in pairs ; yoked

together ;—agreeing in derivation with other words.

Conjugation, (kon-jou-ga'shun) n. Act of inflecting, as

a verb;—a class of verbs inflected in the same manner.

Conjunct, (kon'jungkt) a. [L. eonjunctu*, pp. of con-

jungere.] United ; conjoined; concurrent

Conjunction, (kon-jungk'shun) n. Union; connection ;

association ;—a connecting word used to join words

and sentences.

Conjunctive, (kon-jungk'tiv) a. Closely united ;—serv

ing to unite. [or union.

Conjunctively, (kon-junglr/tiv-le) adv. In conjunction

Conjunctly, (kon-jungktle) adv. In union; conjointly;

unitedly.

Conjuncture, (kon-junglr/tur) n. The act of joining,

or the state of being joined ; union ; combination ;

—an occasion or crisis ; concurrence.

Conjuration, (kon-jocr-a'shun) n. An earnest or solemn

entreaty;—invocation of divine power;—incantation;

magic spell.

Conjure, (kon-joor7) v. t. [h. con and jurare, to swear.]

To call on or summon by a sacred name; to implore

with solemnity ;—to effect by magic ;—v. i. To prac

tise magical acts:—imp. & pp. conjured; ppr. con

juring.

Conjurer,'(kun'j6or-er)n. One who conjures, or entreate;

—a practiser of magic or legerdemain.

Connascence, (kon-nas'ens) n. [L. con and nusci, to

be born. ] The common birth of two or more at the

same time ;—act of growing together, or at the same

time. [time.

Connaacent, (kon-nas'ent) a. Produced at the same

Connate, (kon'uat) a. [L. con and natv*, born.) Born

with another; existing from birth ;—united in origin.

Connatural, (kon-nat'ur-al) a. [L. con and Eng. na

tural.] Connected by nature; inborn; inherent;—

participating of the same nature. •

Connect, (kon-nekf) v. t [L. con and necfere, to bind.]

To knit or fasten together ; to link ;—v. i. To unite

or cohere ; to have close relation :—~imp. A pp. con

nected; ppr. connecting. [unitedly.

Connectedly, ( kon-nekt'ed-le ) adv. By connection ;

Connection, (kon-nek'shun) n. [L. connaio.] The act

of uniting, or the state of being united ; —the persons

or things connected ; — one who is connected by

family ties ;—a religious community; junction ; asso

ciation ; dependence. [necting.

Connective, (kon-nekt'iv) a. Having the power of con-

Connective, (kon-nekt'iv) n. A particle that connects

words or sentences ; a conjunction.

Connivance, (kon-niVans) n. Winking at ;—voluntary

blindness to a fault or crime ; hence, consent ; par

ticipation.

Connive, (kon-inV) v. i. [L. con and njvert, to dose.]
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To close the eyes upon ; to wink at ; to forbear to

seo ; to overlook, as a fault ; to pass without censure :

—imp. & pp. connived; ppr. conniving.

Connoisseur, (kou'is-sur) n. " [F. connoitre, from L.

con and nosccrc, to know.] Critical judge or master of

the fine arts, as painting, music, and sculpture.

Connoisseurship, (kon'is-sur-ship) n. Skill or taste of

a connoisseur.

Connotation, (kon-no-tu'shun) n. Juxta-position of

things or qualities. [additional.

Gonnotative, (kon-notat-iv) o. Implying something

Connote, (kon-nof) v. t. [L. con and nature, to mark. J

To mark out as having common qualities, attributes,

Ac. ; to rank in the same group ; to include :—imp.

& pp. connoted ; ppr. connoting.

Connubial, (kon-mTbe-al) a. [L. con and nubere, to

marry.] Pertaining to the marriage state ; conjugal;

nuptial.

Connumeration, (koii-nfi-incr-.VKliuii) n. [L. connunier-

arty to number with.] A reckoning together.

Conoid, (kdn'oid) n. [0. tono*, cone, and eidos, form.]

Any thing that has the form of a cone ;—a

solid which is formed by the revolution

of a conic section about its axis.

Conoid or Conoidio, (kon'oid) «. Pertain

ing to a conoid; having the form of a

conoid.

Conquer, (kong'ker) v.t. [L. con and

quarere, to seek.] To reduce by force ; Conoid,

vanquish ; subdue ;—to gain by force ; acquire ; sub

jugate ;—to overcome by argument, or other moral

influence ; to surmount, as difficulties or obstacles;—

V. i. To gain the victory ; to overcome; to prevail :—

imp. fopp. conquered; ppr. conquering.

Conquerable, (kong'ke.r-a-bl) a. Capable of being gained

or overcome.

Conquest, (kongTovest) n. Act of conquering, or over

coming opposition by force ;—that which is conquered;

— act of gainiug or regaining a possession by force

of arms.

Consanguineous, (kon-san-gwin'e-us) a. [L. con and

ffiurfuh, blood.] Of the same blood ; related by birth ;

near of kin. [ship of persons by blood or birth.

Consanguinity, (kon-san-gwin'e-te) n. The relation-

Oonsoienee, (kon'she-ens) v. [L. conacientia, from con

and scire, to know.] Self-knowledge ; knowledge of

one's character, motives, and conduct ; — the moral

sense, the faculty which determines and enforces right,

and prohibits and condemns wrong ;—the judgment

of the moral sense ; conviction ; feeling of duty ;—

moral judgment in general.

Conscientious, (kon - she - en ' she - us) a. Governed by

the dictates of conscience;—characterized by regard to

truth and right ; scrupulous ; exact.

Conscientiously, (kon-she-en'she-us-te) adv. In accord

ance with the dictates of conscience.

Conscientiousness, ( kon - she - en ' she -us - nes ) n. A

scrupulous regard to the decisions of conscience ; ten

derness of conscience ;—integrity of motives and prin

ciples.

Conscious, (kon'she-\is) a. [L. con and scire, to know.]

Possessing the faculty or power of knowing one's own

thoughts or actions ; — having knowledge ; avowing

knowledge of ;—said or done with knowledge of.

Consciously, (kon'she-ns-le) adv. With knowledge of

one's own mental operations or actions.

Consciousness, (konshe-ua-nes) n. The knowledge of

what jtasses in one's own mind; — innate sense of

guilt or innocence ;—immediate knowledge.

Conscript, (kon'skript)a. (L. c?nand scribere, to write.]

Enrolled ; written ; registered.

Conscript, (kon'skript) n. One taken by lot, and com

pelled to serve as a soldier or sailor.

Conscription, (kon-^krip'^hun) n. An enrollingor regis

tering ;—a compulsory enrolment of individuals for

military or naval service.

Consecrate, (kon'se-krflt) v. t. [h. con, tacrarc, from

sacer, sacred.] To make or declare to be sacred;

to dedicate ; to devote ;—to enrol among the gods or

saints ; to canonize :— imp. & pp. consecrated ; ppr.

consecrating. [lowed.

Consecrate, (kon'se-krat) a. Devoted ; sacred ; hal-

Consecration, (kon-so-kra'shun) n. Act of setting apart

from a common to a sacred use ;—devotion of a per

son or thing to the service of God ;—canonization ;—

act of blessing the elements in the Lord's Supper.

Consecution, (kon-ee-ku'shun) n. [L. con and stqui,

to follow.] A sequence; train of consequences;—a

chain of deductions.

Consecutive, ( kon-sek'u-tiv ) a. Following; uninter

rupted in course or succession; successive;—follow

ing as a consequence or result ; succeeding in the same

order.

Consecutively, (kon-sek'u-ti v-le) adv. By way of suc

cession ; in order, one after another.

Consent, (kon-seuf) n. Act of yielding ; —agreement

in opinion or sentiment; — correspondence in parts,

qualities, or operations;— voluntary accordance with

what is done, or proposed to be done, by another;

assent; acquiescence; concurrence.

Consent, (kon-senf) v. i. [L. con and tentire, to feeL }

To feel with; to be of the same mind ; to agree with;

—to yield to, as to force or argument; to submit; to

concede; to admit; to allow:—imp, & pp. consented ;

Ppr. consenting.

Consentaneous, (kon-sent-ane-us) a. [L. eonscntancua.]

Consistent ; agreeable or accordant ; suitable.

Consentaneousness, (kon - sent-a ' ne - us-nes) n. The

quality of being consistent; mutual agreement.

Consentient, (kon-sen'she-ent)a. [L. contcntitna.) Agree

ing in mind ; accordant in opinion.

Consequence, (kon'se-kwens) n. Event ; effect ;—a con

clusion from reason or argument ; inference : deduc

tion ;—connection of cause and effect; — influence;

importance: moment.

Consequent, (kon'se-kwent) rr. [L. constquena.} Fol

lowing as a result or effect ; — following by infer

ence or deduction.

Consequent, (kon'se-kwent) 11. That which follows,

or results from, a cause ; effect ;—that which is de-

dnced from reasoning or argument ;—a conclusion or

inference.

Consequential, (kon-se-kwen'she-al) a. Following aa a

consequence or result ;—arrogant ; pompous.

Consequentially, (kon-se-kwen'she-al-le) adr. With just

deduction of consequences; eventually;— with assumed

importance.

Consequently, (kon se-kwent-Ie) adv. By consequence ;

by logical sequence ; necessarily.

Conservable, (kon-serv'a-bl) a. Capable of being kept

or preserved. [preservation.

Conservancy, (kon-serv'an-se) ». Act of preserving:

Conservant, (Icon-servant) a. Having the power or

quality of preserving from decay or destruction.

Conservation, (kon-serv-a'shun) n. Act of preserving,

guarding, or protecting ; keeping safe and entire.

Conservatism, (kon-eerv'a-tizm) n. [For eonserrati*-

isvu] Disposition to preserve what is established ;

opposition to change;— the principles of the Tory

party.

Conservative, (kon-ssrVat-iv) a. Having power to pre

serve ;—disixjsed to maintain existing institutions.

Conservative, (kon-serv'at-iv) n. One who, or that

which, preserves from nun, injury, or radical change ;

—one who desires to maintain existing institutions

and customs. [for teaching music.

Conservatoire, (kon-eer'va-twar) n. fF.] An acadrray

Conservator, (kon-serv'ut-er) n. One who preserves from

injury, violation, or innovation ; a keeper.

Conservatory, (kon-serv'a-tor-e) n. A place for pre

serving things; — a greenhouse for exotic or tender

plants
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Conserve, (kon-*$rv/) r. (. [L. con and utrvart, to keep.]

To save ; to preserve ; to protect ;—to prepare with

•agar, 4c., for preservation, as fruits, &c. :—imp. fa

pp. conserved ; ppr, conserving.

Conserve (kon-serv') n. Any thing which is conserved ;

—a sweetmeat made of fruit, Ac., prepared with sugar.

Consider, (kon-sid'er) v. (. [L. conxiderare.] To think

on with caw ; to fix the mind on ;—to have regard

to; to take into view or account ;—to estimate ;—v.i.

To think seriously, maturely, or carefully ; to reflect;

to deliberate :—imp. fa pp. considered ; ppr. consid

ering.

Connoerable, (kon-sid'e.r-a-bl) a. "Worthy of regard or

attention ;—possessing consequence or importance; of

aome distinction ;—moderately large.

Considerably, (kon-sid'er-a-ble) adv. In a considerable

degree.

Considerate, (kon-sid'er-at) a. Given to consideration

or to sober reflection ; mindful of the- rights and feel

ings of others. [manner.

Considerately, (kon-sid'fr-Qt-le) adv. In a considerate

Conaiderateness, (kon-sid'er-fit-nes) n. The quality of

exercising consideration ; prudence.

Consideration, (kon-sid-gr-a'shun) n. The act of con-

odering; contemplation; deliberation ;—appreciative

f^ard ; — degree of importance or consequence ; —

pound of opinion or action ; motive ; influence ;—com

pensation'; equivalent.

Couidering, (kon-sid'er-ing) n. The act of deliberating;

—hesitation.

Consign, (kon-sin*) v. t. [L. consiynare, from signum,

mark, sign.] To give, transfer, or deliver in a formal

manner ;—to commit; to intrust;—to give into the

hands of an agent for superintendence, sale, fac. :—

•*j». A pp. consigned: ppr. consigning.

Consignee, (kon-sin-e") n. [F. eon*ign£.\ One to whom

pwds are delivered in trust, for sale or superinten-

dence; an agent.

CsBBgaer or Consignor, (kon-ain'gr) w. One who de-

Utent or transmits goods to another for sale.

Consignment, (kon-sin'ment) n. The act of consigning ;

—the thing consigned ; the goods sent or delivered to

aa agent for sale.

Caasist, (kon-aisf) v. i. [L. con and ristere, to stand.]

Tostand together; to be in a fixed or permanent state;

to subsist;—to be comprised or contained in ;—to be

<**b posed of ;—to agree ; to be compatible with :—imp.

JLpp. consisted ; ppr. consisting.

Csatisteaee or Consistency, (kon-sist ens) n. Condition

cf itanding together, or being fixed in union ;—a de-

P*e of firmness or density ;—a combination ;—firm-

was of constitution or character;—agreement or har-

I J**^; congruity.

J Consistent, (kon-sist'ent) a. Fixed; firm; solid, as op-

pGaad to fluid ; standing together ; congruous ; com

patible, [manner.

CoaaisteatlT, (kon-sist ent-le) adv. In a consistent

Caaiiatorial, ( kon-sia-to re-al ) a. Pertaining to an

ecclesiastical court.

Consistory, (kon-sis'tor-e) n. [L. eonsittorium, from

<a**iitert.) Any solemn assembly or council; — the

tytntual court of a diocesan bishop ;—the college of

cardinals at Home.

Censociate, (kon-soahe-at) r. t. [L. con and toeiart,

from toeiuM, companion] To associate; to unite ; to

(*ment :—r. i. To form an association :—imp. fa pp.

aonaociated; ppr. consociating.

Csasoeiation, (kon-sd-she-ashun) n. Intimate union ;

alliance ; association.

Conselahlc, (kou-eoTa-bl) a. Capable of receiving con

flation.

Coasoktion, fkon-*o-la'shun) n. Comfort;—act of com-

I trfting, or the state of being comforted ; alleviation of

■usery :—that which comforts ; the cause of comfort.

Consolatory, (kon-sol'a-tor-e) a. Tending to give com-

I fwt.

 

Console.

Console, (kon-aol') v. t. [L. con and iolari, to console.]

To comfort ; to cheer in distress

or depression :—imp. fa pp. con

soled ; ppr. consoling. |

Console, (kon'sol) n. [L. consoli-*

dtts, very firm, from con and soti-

das, firm, solid.] A bracket or

a projecting ornament on the

keystone of an arch.

Consolidate, (kon-sol'e-dat) v. t.

[L. con and solidart, from $o(idus,

firm.] To make solid; to unite

or press together into a compact

mass ;—to unite, as various par

ticulars, into one mass or body ;—v. i. To grow firm

and hard; to unite and become solid:—imp. fa pp.

consolidated; ppr. consolidating.

Consolidate, (kon-sol'e-dat) a. Formed into a solid

mass; compact.

Consolidation, (kon-sol-e-da'shon) n. Act of making or

becoming compact and firm ;—concretion or coagula

tion ;—combination, as of legal claims, moneyed inter

ests, fac., into one form, fac.

Consols, (kon'solz) n.pl. Consolidated annuities bear

ing an annual interest of three per cent.

Consonance, ( kon'so-nans ) n. A pleasing accord of

sounds produced simultaneously ; — a state of agree

ment or congruity.

Consonant, (kon'so nant) a. [L. con and soiwre, to

sound.] Having agreement; congruous;— harmoniz

ing together.

Consonant, (kon'so-nant) n. An articulate sound which

in utterance is combined with a vowel ; a letter repre

senting such a sound. [sonant*.

Consonantal, (kon-sd-nant'al) a. Pertaining to con-

Consonantly, (kon'so-nant-le) adv. In a consistent or

congruous maimer.

Consort, (kon'sort) n. [L. con and $ors, lot.] A com

panion or partner; especially, a wife or husband; a

spouse:—a twin or companion ship.

Consort, (kon-sort') v. i. To unite or to keep company;

to associate:—imp. fa pp. consorted; ppr. consorting.

Consortship, (kon sort-ship) n. Fellowship; partner

ship.

Conspectus, (kon-spek'tus) n. [L.] A general sketch

or outline or a subject ; a synopsis ; an epitome.

Conspicuous, (kon-spik'u-us) a. [L. from con and

spicert, to behold.] Obvious to the eye; easy to bo

seen; manifest;— distinguished; illustrious; promin

ent, [neutly.

Conspicuously, (kon-spik'u-us-le) adv. Obviously; emi-

Conspicuousness or Conspicuity, (kon-spik'u-us-nes) n.

State of being easily seen, as by exposure or promin

ence ;— state of being widely known ; eminence ; re

nown ; celebrity.

Conspiracy, (kon-spir'a-se) n. A combination of per

sons presumably lor an evil purpose ;—a concurrence

or tendency, as of causes or circumstances to one

event.

Conspirator, (kon-spir'at-$r) n. One who conspires ; a

plotter.

Conspire, (kon-spir') v.i. [Tj- con and tpirare, to

breathe.] To unite or covenant usually for an evil

purpose ; to plot together;—to concur to one end; to

agree '.—imp. fa pp. conspired ; ppr. conspiring.

Constable, (kunsta-bl)n. [F. connetable.] A high offi

cer in tin* monarchial establishments of the middle

ages ;—an officer of the peace ; a public officer execut

ing the warrants of judges, magistrates, fac.

Conetableship, (kun'sta-bl-ship) n. The office of a

constable.

Constabulary, flron-stab'fi-lar-e) a. Pertaining to con

stables ; consisting of constables.

Constancy, (kon'stan-se) n. Quality of being constant

or steadfast;—fixedness or flnnnero of mind; stabil

ity: resolution. .-
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Constant, (kon'atant) «. [L. con and stare, to stand.]

Fixed; steadfast; firm;—not liable or given to cliauge;

—unchanged; invariable; durable; unshaken; deter

mined.

Constant, (kon'Btant) n. That which is not subject to

change ;—a quantity whoso value always remains the

sanio in the problem.

Constantaa, (kon-stan'she-a) n. A South African wine

both red and white.

Constantly, (kon'stant-le) ode. "With constancy ; firmly ;

steadily ; continually.

Constellation, (kon-stel-la'shun) n. [L. con and »tella,

a star.] A cluster or group of fixed stars ;—an assem

blage of splendours or excellences.

Consternation, (kon-ster-na'shun) n. [L. con and stem~

ere, to throw down.] Amazement or terror which con

founds the faculties, and incapacitates for thought or

action; amazement; perturbation.

Constipate, (kon'ste-pat) v. t. (L. con and stipart, to

crowd together.] To cram into a narrow space ;—to

stop, as a passage, by filling it ; to render costive ;—

imp. & pp. constipated; ppr. constipating.

Constipation, (kon-ste-pasnun) n. Act of crowding into

less compass; condensation ;—costiveness ; stoppage of

the bowels. [constituents.

Constituency, (kon-stit'u-en-se) n. The whole body of

Constituent, (kon-stit'u-ent) a. Serving to form, com

pose, or make up; component; elemental;— having

the jx>wer of electing or api»inting.

Constituent, (kon-stit'u-ent) «. The person who estab

lishes, determines, or coustructs ;—a component part ;

an element ;—one who appoints to an office or employ

ment ;—a voter for a member of Parliament.

Constitute, (kon'ste-tut) v. t. [L. eon and ttatuere, to

set.] To cause to stand; to establish; to enact;—to

give formal existence to ; to compose ; to form ;—to

appoint or elect to an office or employment:—imp.

& pp. constituted; ppr. constituting.

Constitution, (kon-sto-tii'ahun) n. Act of constituting ;

formation ;—the state of being ; natural condition ;

—state of body or mind, in respect of health, vigour,

iic. ; — established fonn of government ; system or

body of laws under wluch a state subsists ;—a i>ar-

ticular law or usage.

Constitutional, (kon-stc-tu'shun-al) a. Belonging to,

or inherent in, the constitution ;—in accordance with

or authorized by the constitution of a government or

a society.

Constitutions!, (kon-ste-tu'shun-al) n. A walk or other

exercise taken for the benefit of health.

Constitutionalism, (kon-ste-tu'shun-al-izin) n. Adher

ence to the constitution;—conservatism.

Constitutionalist, (kon-sto-tu'shun-al-ist) n. One who

adheres to the existing state or order of things in a

government.

Constitutionally, (kon-ste-tushun-al-le) adv. In accord

ance with the constitution.

Constitutive, (kon'sto-tu-tiv) a. Tending or assisting to

constitute ;—having power to enact or establish.

Constrain, (kon-strun ) v. t. [L. eon and slringert, to

draw tight.] To strain or press ; to compel ; to force

to action;—to secure by bonds;— to hold back by

force;—to urge with jwwer; to necessitate:—imji. &,

pp. constrained; ppr. constraining,

Constrainable, (kon-strana-bl) a. Capable of being

forced or repressed. [compulsion.

Constrainedly, (kon-stran'ed-le) adv. By constraint; by

Constraint, (kon-striiiit') u. Compelling force; compul

sion ; violence ;—restraining force ; liindrance ; check ;

confinement.

Constrict, (koii-strikf) v. t. [h. cotutriuffare.) To draw

together; to contract or cause to shrink; to cramp;

to bind :—imp. &. pp. constricted; ppr. constricting.

Constricted, (kon-strikt'ed) a. Drawn together; con

tracted ; cramped. [ing together.

Constriction, (kon-strik'shun) n. A contraction or clraw-

Constrictive, (kon-strikt'iv) a. Serving to bind or

constringe.

Constrictor, (kon-strikt'gr) n. That which draws to

gether, or contracts ;—one of certain muscles which

contract parts or organs of the body. Boa cotatrictor,

a serpent which winds its folds round its prey, and

crushes it.

Constringe, (kon-strinj') r. t. [L. constrinffcre.] To

draw together; to contract;—imp. &pp. constringed;

ppr. constringing.

Constringent, (kon-strinj ant) a. Having the quality

of contracting.

Construct, (kou-strukf) v. t. [L. con and stntcrc, to

pile up.] To form; to build; to put together the

constituent parts of ;—to devise and put in order :—

imp. & pp. constructed; ppr, constructing.

Constructor, (kon-strukt'er) n. One who constructs or

frames.

Construction, (kon-struk'shun) n. Act of building, or

of devising and forming ; fabrication ; composition ;—

structure ; conformation ; — syntactical arrangement ;

—the method of construing or explaining a declara

tion or fact ; understanding ; interpretation.

Constructive, (kon-strukt'iv) a. Having ability to con

struct or form ;—derived by interpretation ; inferred.

Constructively, (kon-strukt'iv-le) adv. In a constructive

manner ; by way of interpretation or inference.

Construetiveness, (kon-etrukt'iv-nes) n. Tendency to

construct ;—the faculty which leads to the formation

of parts into a whole.

Construe, (kon'stroo) v.t. [L. conttruere.] To arrange

words in proper order ; to explain the connection of

words in a clause or sentence;—hence ; to interpret; to

render into plain English ; to translate ;—imp, 61 pp.

construed; ppr. construing.

Constuprate, (kon'stu-prat) v. t. [L. constvprare, from

stuprum, rape.] To violate the person of; to ravish :—

imp. & pp. constuprated ; ppr. constuprating.

Constupration, (kou-stu-pra shun) n. The act of violat

ing or debauching.

Consubstantial, (kim-sub-stan'she-al) a. [L. con and

suottantiali*.] Having the same substance or essence ;

—of the same nature.

Consubstantiality. ( kon-sub-stan-she-al'e-te ) n. Co

existence of different things in the same body.

Consubstantiate, (kon-sub-stan'she-at) v.t. [L. con and

substantia, substance.] To unite in one common sub

stance or nature :—imp. & pp. consubstantiated ; ppr.

consubstantiating.

Consubstantiation, (kon-sub-stan-she-a'shiui) n. Iden

tity or union of substance ;—the real presence of the

body of Christ in the bread and wine of the Lord s

supper.

Consul, (kon'Bul) n. [L. contulere, to deliberate, con

sult.] One of the two chief magistrates of the Roman

republic ;—an officer appointed by government to pro

tect the commercial and other interests of its citizens

in a foreign country. [consuls.

Consular, (kon su-)er) a. Pertaining to a consul or to

Consulate, (kon'su-lat) ». Office and official residence

of a consul. [the term of office of a consul

Consulship, (kon'sul-ship) n. The office of a consul ;—

Consult, (kon-sulf) v. i. [h. consulere, contultum.} To

Beek opinion or advice ; to take counsel ; to deliberate ;

—v. t. To ask advice of; to seek the opinion of;—to

. deliberate upon ; to contrive:—imp. & pp. consulted ;

ppr. consulting.

Consultation, (ion-sult-a shun) n. Act of consulting

or deliberating ;—a meeting of persons, especially of

lawyers or of physicians, to consult together.

Cons'ulter, (kon-sult'fr) n. One who asks advice or

information.

Consumable, (kon-sum'a-bl) a. Capable of being con

sumed.

Consume, (kon-sum') v.t. [L. from con and sumer*, to

take.] To waste or destroy, as by decomposition, use,
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or fire:—*.*'. To waste away slowly:—imp. & pp.

consumed; ppr. consuming.

Ctasmner, (kun-sum'er) n. One who or that which con-

mmee ;—one who buys and uses marketable goods.

Consummate, (kon-euin'at) c. t. [L. cottsum mitre, from

em and ««»ta, sum.] To bring to completion; to

nuse to the highest point or degree ; to perfect.

Consummate, (kon-sum'at) a. Carried to the utmost

extent or degree ; complete ; perfect. [pletely.

Conwanmately, (Won - sum ' at - le) adv. Perfectly ; coin-

Ccamnmation, (Icon-sum-a'shun) n. Act of carrying to

the utmost extent or degree; completion ; perfection ;

—final end of all things.

Consumption, (kon-sum'shun) n. [L. cemsvmptio.]

Act of coninming: waste ; —state of being wasted, or

dimiaithed ;—decay of the body, especially a disease

in the lung*, attended with a hectic fever, cough, ic.

Ccasaniptive, (kon-sum'tiv) a. Having the quality of

i«n*uming or dissipating;—affected with or inclined to

phthuda, or disease of the lungs.

CoosamptiTBly, (kon-suw'tiv-le) atlv. In a way tending

to consumption.

Cflawmptivenesa, (kon-sum'tiv-nes) n. Tendency to

o-Qiomption.

Contact (kon'takt) n. [L. eon and tange.re, to touch.]

Toach ; a touching or meeting of bodies ;—junction of

<&£ body to another ; close union.

Contagion, (kon-tajun) n. [L. contagio.] A touching ;—

cr-amiuucation of disease by contact ; propagation of

^factious disease ;—that which tends to transmit dis-

«s« ;—act or means of spreading immoral and vicious

tifiuence.

Coatagums, (kon-taje-us) a. Infectious; communicable

^ixintact; catching;—containing or generating con-

tigwn; pestilential.

Csitsgioasly, (kon-tuje-us-le) adv. By contagion.

C«tafiouanes«, (kon-ta'je - us-nes) 71. Quality of being

I'jQtanoua,

Csataia, (ken-tan*) v. t. [L. con and Unert, to hold.]

To bold within fixed limits; to comprehend ; to com-

|*i* ;—to keep within bounds ; to restrain ;—r. i. To

&>« in continence or chastity :—imp. & pp. contained;

wr. containing. [tained.

Coctaicable, (kon-tan'a-bl) a. Capable of being con-

Coauiaittahle, (kou-tam'in-a-bl) a. Capable of being

0 ^laminated.

Cnuininate, (kon-tam'in-at) r. t. [L. con and ancient

"■>"staarf, to violate.] To soil, stain, or corrupt by

d-tUng contact: — imp. & pp. contaminated; ppr.

> ^tuninatmg,

Cocuminstfon, (kon-tam-in-a'shun) n. Act of pollut-

-1*?; pollution; defilement; taint.

Catena, (Icon-tern') r. /. [L. con and temnere, toslight.]

Tj'isspise; to scorn ;—to consider and treat as unworthy

of n$&rd ; to reject with disdain : — imp. 6z pp. con-

tossed; ypr contemning.

, (kon-tem'ner)n. Adespiser; a scomcr.

, (kon-tern'per) v. t. [L. con and tanperare,

(< tamper.] To temper; to moderate; to reduce by

smart.

Gostaassste, (kon - tem ' plat) v.t. [L. contemplari,

^•a cm and templum, a space for observation marked

' J* t*y the augur with his stiff] To look at on all

*&*; to regard with deliberate care ; to meditate on ;

*o itudy ;—to have in view, as contingent or probable ;

**■■ l'<ik forward to ;—v. i. To think studiously ; to

prfider; to meditate :—imp. te pp. contemplated ; ppr.

s, (kon - tern -pbVshun) ft. Meditation;

*v*fc'jii thought; — serious reflection; a holy cxer-

£* of mind.

**>nn»lanvB, (kon-tem'plat-iv) a. Pertaining to, or

•liicled to, contemplation ; studious ; thoughtful ;—

living the pow*>r of thought or meditation.

feitOTplsxrVery. (kon-tem'plat-iv-le)adv. Thought-

™lj ; studiously.

Contemplator, (kou'tem-plat-c.r) n. One who studies

and meditates.

Contemporaneous, (kon-tem-po-rl'mT-UB) a. [L. from

con and tempus, time.] Living, acting, or happening

at the same time ; contemporary.

Contemporaneously, (kon-tem-po-ra'ne-us-le) adv. At

the same time with some other event.

Contemporaneousness, ( kon-t em - \ •o-ra'ne-us-nee) n. The

state or quality of being contemporaneous.

Contemporary, (kon-tem'po-ra-re} a. [L. con and tem

pus, time.] Living, acting, or happening at the same

time. [the same timo with another.

Contemporary, (kon-tem'po-ra-re) n. One who lives at

Contempt, (kou-temt) n. [L. eontemptus, from content

nere.] Act of contemning or despising ; disdain ; scorn ;

—the state of being despised ; shame ; disgrace ;—dis

obedience of the rules and orders of a court.

Contemptible, (kon-tem'to-bll a. Worthy of contempt;

deserving scorn ;—despicable ; vile ; base.

Contemptibleness, (kon-tem'te-bl-nes) n. State of being

mean, vile, or despicable. [meanly.

Contemptibly, (kon - tem ' te - ble) adv. Despicably ;

Contemptuous, (kon-tenifu-us) a. Manifesting or ex

pressing contempt or disdain ;—scornful in look, word,

or act. [temptuoiis manner ; scornfully.

Contemptuously, ( kon-temfu-us-le ) adv. In a con-

Contend, ( kon - tend *) v. i. [L. con and tendere, to

stretch.] To fight or struggle with; to combat ;—to

fight against ; to oppose ;—to strive or make an effort

for ;—imp. & pp. contended ; ppr. contending.

Contender, ( kon-tender ) n. One who contends; a

combatant.

Content, (kon-tenf) a. [L. con and tencre, to hold.]

Self-contained ; satisfied in desire ; happy in condi

tion; pleased.

Content, (kon-tenf) v.t. To satisfy the mind of; to

appease ;—to please or gratify.

Content, (kon-tenf) n. Rest or quietness of the mind

in one's present condition ; satisfaction ; moderate hap

piness ;—pi. That which is contained ; the things

held in any given space, as a box, book, room, &c. ;—

the sum of such.

Contented, (kon- tent 'ed) a. Content; easy in mind;

satisfied. {manner.

Contentedly, ( kon-tenfed-le) adv. In a contented

Contentedness, (kon-teufod-nea) n. Quiet satisfaction

in one's condition or lot.

Contention, (kon-ten shun) n. [L. contcntio.] Strife;

—a violent effort to obtain something, or to resist a

person, claim, or injury ; — contest in words; con

troversy ; debato.

Contentious, (koii-ten'she-ua) a. Apt to contend ; given

to angry debate ;—relating to, or involving, contention ;

wrangling; litigious.

Contentiously, (kon-ten'she-us-le) adv. In a quarrel

some or litigious manner. [contend.

Contentiousness, (kon-ten'she-us-nes) n. Disposition to

Contentment, (kon-tenfmenf) n. Satisfaction of mind,

without disquiet ; content ;—that which affords satis

faction ; gratification.

Conterminous, (kon-ter'min-UB) a. [L. con and ter

minus, border.] Bordering upon ; touching at the

borders or boundaries ; contiguous.

Contest, (kon-tesf) v. t. [L. con and tcstari, from testis,

witness.] To make a subject of dispute;—to strive

earnestly to hold or maintain :—to resist, as a claim

by law;—v.i. To engage in dispute, strife, or emula

tion ; to contend:—imp. & pp. contested; ppr. con

testing.

Contest, (kon'test) n. Earnest struggle for superiority,

defence, or the like ; strife in arms ;—earnest dispute ;

Btrife in argument. [vertible.

Contestable, ( kon-tesfa-bl ) a. Disputable ; contro-

Context, (kon'tekst) n. [L. context us, from contexere,

to knit together.] The parts of a discourse which

precede or follow a sentence quoted ;—the passages of
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Scripture which are near the text, either before it

or alter it.

Contextual, (kon-tekst'ur-al) a. Pertaining to con

texture ; composition of parts.

Contexture, (kon-tekst'ur) n. The wearing of parts into

one body ; fabric ; system ; — the disposition of the

parts towards each other ; composition ; constitution.

Contiguity, (kon-te-gu'e-te) n. Touching of bodies ; con

tact ; nearness in situation or place.

Contiguous, (kon-tigTi-us) a. [L. con and tangere, to

touch.] In actual or close contact ; touching; near;

adjacent.

Contiguously, (kon-tigu-us-le) adv. In a manner to

touch ; in close junction.

Contiguousness, (kon - tig ' u - us - nes) n. State of con

tact ; close union.

Continence, (kon'te-nens) n. Voluntary restraint put

on one's desires and passions ; self-command ; tpecijl-

cially, restraint of sexual passion ; chastity.

Continent, (kon'te-neut) a. [L. con and Unert, to hold.]

Exercising restraint as to the indulgence of desires or

passions, especially as to sexual intercourse ; temper

ate ; chaste.

Continent, (kon'te-nent) n. One of the larger bodies

of land on the globe ;—the main land of Europe, as

distinguished from the British Islands.

Continental, (kon-te-nent'al) a. Pertaining to a con

tinent ;—pertaining to the main land of Europe.

Continently, (kon'te-nent-le) adv. In a continent

manner.

Contingency, (kon-tin'jen-se) n. State of being con

tingent or casual ;—an event which may occur ; pos

sibility.

Contingent, (kon-tin'jent) a. [L. continperc, to hap

pen.] Possible or liable, but not certain, to occur;

—dependent on what is undetermined or unknown ;—

accidental ; casual ; conditional.

Contingent, (kon-tin'jent) n. A fortuitous event, or

that which happens without our foresight or expecta

tion ;—that which falls to one in a division or appor

tionment ; proper share ; proportion.

Contingently, (kon-tin'jent-le) adv. Without design

or foresight ; accidentally. [turned.

Continuable, (kon-tin'u-a-bl) a. Capable of being con-

Continual, (kon-tin'u-al) a. Incessant; proceeding

without interruption;— often repeated; of frequent

recurrence ; constant ; unceasing.

Continually, (kon-tin'u-al-le) adv. Without cessation ;

unceasingly ;—in repeated succession ; constantly ; per

petually.

Continuance, (kon-tin'u-ans) n. Lasting ; duration;

permanence, as of condition, habits, abode, <fce. ;—

uninterrupted succession ; constant renewal ; propa

gation.

Continuation, (kon-tin-u-a'shun) n. Act of continuing,

or the state of being continued ; extension, as of

space or line, or succession, as of time or event*; pro

longation ; protraction.

Continuative. (kon-tin'u-at-iv) n. A statement express

ing permanence or duration ;—a connective ; a con

junction.

Continuator, (kon-tinu-at-er) n. One who keeps up a

series, succession, or work.

Continue, fkon-tin'u) v. C [L. continuare, from con-

tinutu.] To remain in a given place or condition;—

to be permanent or durable;—to endure: to last;—

V. t. To extend; to prolong; to protract: — imp. &

pp. continued: ppr. continuing.

Continuity, (kon-te-nu'e-te) n. State of being contin

uous ; uninterrupted connection ; close union of parts;

cohesion.

Continuous, (kon-tin'fl-us) a. [L. eontinere, to hold

together.] Conjoined without break, cessation, or

interrupion; protracted; extended.

Continuously, (kon-tin'u-us-le) adv. In a continuous

manner.

Contort, (kon-tort) v. t. [L. con and torquere, to twist.]

To twist together ; to writhe.

Contortion, (kon-tor'shun) n. A twisting; a writhing; a

twist : wry motion ; distortion ; partial dislocation of

a limb.

Contour, (kon-toor^) n. [F. eon and tour.] Shape;

figure ; bounding line ; outline ; periphery.

Contra, (kon'tra) prep. [I.J Against; — a prefix to

many words, giving the sense of opposition or con

trast, [treaty ; forbidden.

Contraband, (kon'tra-band) a. Prohibited by law or

Contraband, (kon'tra-band) n. [L. contrabannum, con

trary to public proclamation.} Prohibited merchan

dise or traffic ;—the legal prohibition of traffic.

Contrabandist, (kon'tra-baud-ist) n. One who traffics

illegally ; a smuggler.

Contract, (kon-trakt) v. t. [L. con and trahere, to

draw. ] To draw together or nearer ; to reduce to a

less compass ;—to make a bargain or covenant for ;—

to betroth;—to unite into a long vowel or diphthong;

—v. i. To be drawn together or reduced in compass ;

—to make an agreement ; to bargain :—imp. & pp.

contracted; ppr. contracting.

Contraot, (kontrakt) n. A compact or bargain;-—an

agreement or covenant ;—a formal writing contain

ing such agreement ;—the act or deed of betrothal.

Contracted, (kon-trakt'ed) p.a. Drawn together : nar

row ; mean. [manner.

Contractedly, (kon-trakt'ed-le) adv. In a contracted

Contractedneas, (kon-trakt'ed-nes) n. The Btate of

being contracted.

Contractibility or Contractibleness. (kon-trakt-e-bil'e-te)

n. Capability of being contracted.

Contractible, (kon-trakt e-bl) a. Capable of contraction.

Contractile, (kon-trakt u) a. Tending to contract.

Contractility, (kon-trakt-il'e-te) n. The inherent qual

ity or force by which bodies shrink or contract.

Contraction, (kon-trak'shun) n. Act of contracting or

state of being contracted;—process of shortening any

operation ;—abbreviation ;— the shortening of a word

by the omission of a vowel or syllable. [contract.

Contractive, (kon-trakt'iv) a. Tending or serving to

Contractor, (kon-trakt'er) n. [L.] A party to a bar

gain ;—one who undertakes to furnish goods, or to

execute work at a stipulated rate, or for a fixed suiu-

Contradict, (kon-tra-dikt ') v. t. [L. contra, against, and

dicerc, to say.] To oppose verbally ; to assert the con

trary of ; to gainsay ; to deny ;—to be directly contrary

to ; to oppose :—imp. & pp. contradicted ; ppr. contra

dicting;.

Contradiction, (kon-tra-dik'shun) n. Verbal denial ;—an.

assertion of the contrary' to what has been affirmed ;—

direct opposition or repugnancy ; contrariety.

Contradict!ve, (kon-tra-dikt'iv) a. Containing contra

diction ; opposed. [dictory manner.

Contradictorily, (kon-tra-dik'tor-e-le)adr. In a contra-

Contradictory, (kon-tra-dik'tor-e) a. Affirming the con

trary ; implying a denial ; — inconsistent ; contrary ;

repugnant ,—opposed in every possible respect.

Contradictory, (kon-tra-dik'tor-e) n. A proposition or

thing which denies or opposes another in all its terms ;

—contrariety ; inconsistency.

Contradistinct. (kon - tra - dis - tingkf) a. Harked or

distinguished by opposite qualities.

Contradistinction, (kon - tra - dis • tingk 'shun) n. IHa-

tiuctioti by opposite qualities.

Contradistmctive, (kon-tra-dis-tingkt'iv) a. Distin

guishing by oontrast.

Contradistinguish, (kon-tra-dis-ting'gwish) r. t. To

distinguish by contrast; — to designate by opposite-

qualities :—imp. & pp. contradistinguished i ppr. con

tradistinguishing.

Contralto, (kon-tral'to) n. [It. contra^ against, stxul

alto.] The part sung by the highest male or lowesst

female voices; the counter-tenor ;—the voioe or tuasfssor.

performing tnis part.
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Contraposition, (kon-tra-po-zish'un) n. A placing over

against ; opposite position.

Contraries, (kon'tra-riz) -n.pl. Things of opposite

nature or quality ;—in logic, universal propositions

I which are antagonistic, but do not disprove each other.

Contrariety, (kon-tra-rre-te) a. Opposition in essence,

quality, or principle; discrepancy; inconsistency; re-

, pugnance. [in opposite ways.

Contrarily, (kon'tra-re-le) adv. In a contrary manner ;

Contrariness, (kon'tra-re-nes) n. The quality of being

contrary. [repugnant.

Contrarious, (kon-tra're-us) a. Showing contrariety ;

Contrariwise, (kon'tra-re-wiz) adv. On the contrary ;

on the other hand ;—conversely.

Contrary, (kon'tra-re) a. [L. contrariug, from contra.]

Opposite ; opposing ; different ; contradictory ;—given

to opposition ;—opposed in quality.

Contrary, (kon'tra-ns) n. A thing of contrary or opposite

qualities ;—a proposition contrary to another.

Contrast, (kon-trasf) v. i. (L. contra, against, and start,

to stand.] To be or stand in opposition; to exhibit

contrast :—r. t. To set side by side, or in opposition,

with a view to show the superiority of one thing over

another, or to make the one set off the other : — imp.

& pp. contrasted; ppr. contrasting.

Contrast, (kon'trast) n. Exhibition of dissimilarity ;

differential comparison; —juxtaposition of bodies,

figures, or qualities, to set off each other, or to show

their relative excellence ; — the result of such com

parison.

Contravallation, (kon-tra-val-la'shun) r.. A trench

guarded with a parapet, formed by the besiegers, to

check sallies.

Contravene, (kon-tra-ven') v. t. [L. contra and venire,

to come. ] To come against ; to oppose ;—to obstruct

to counteract ; to baffle :—imp, & pp. contravened

ppr. contravening. [atruction.

Contravention, (kon-tra-ven'shun) n. Opposition ; ob-
Centretemps, (kong-tr-tongr) n. [F.] An unexpected

accident. [contributed.

Coscributable, (kon-trib'ut-a-bl) a. Capable of being

Centributaxy, (kon-trib'ut-ar-e) a. Paying tribute to

the Tame sovereign ; contributing aid ; auxiliary.

Contribute, (kon-trib'ut) v. t. [L. con and tribuere, to

grant, impart.] To give to a common stock or for a

common purpose ,—r. i. To give a part ; to furnish a

portion ; to lend assistance or aid :—imp. & pp. con

tributed ; ppr. contributing.

Contribution, (kon-tre-bu'snun) n. Act of giving

money or lending aid ;—that which* is contributed ;

collection ;—imposition levied on a conquered city or

{■wince. [butc ; lending aid or influence.

Costributire. Oion-trib'ut-iv) a. Tending to contri-

Cantributor,(kon-trib'u-ter) n. One who contributes ;—

a writer in a periodical.

Contributory, (kon-trib'u-tor-e) a. Contributing to the

same itock or purpose ; promoting the same end.

Contrite, (kon'trit) a. [L. con and tcreref to rub, to

grind.] Bruised ; worn ;—broken down with grief ;

broken-hearted for sin, and especially for sin, as against

God. [penitently.

Contritely, (kon'trit-le) adv. In a contrite manner;

Cootriteneas, (kxm'trit-nm) n. Contrition ; penitence ;

sorrow.

Contrition, (kon-trish'un) n. [L. contritio.] Grinding

or rubbing down to particles or powder;—the state of

being contrite ; deep sorrow for sin ; repentance ;

<5Dmpanction.

Cootriturate, Oxon-trit'ur-ut) p. (. [L. con and terere,

to grind.] To pulverize or reduce to small particles.

Costrrvable, (kon-triva-bl) a. Capable of being con

trived.

Contrivance, (kon-triv'ans) n. Act of contriving ;—tho

thing contrived ; mechanical invention ; disposition of

part* by design ;—devioo ; invention ; project.

Contrive, (kon-triv ) v. t, [t\ con and trouvcr, to find.]

To form by an exercise of ingenuity ; to devise ;—v.i.

To make devices; to plan :—imp. &pp. contrived ; ppr.

contriving. [schemer.

Contriver, (kon-triv'er) n. One who plans a design ; a

Control, (kon-trfir) n. [F. contre, against, and rdle,

roll.] A register kept to correct or check another

register;—that which serves to restrain or hinder;—

power or authority to check ; restraining influence.

Control, (kon-troT) r. t. To check, as by a register ;—to

have under command, as mechanical force ;—to regu

late, as passions or moral influence;—to govern, as

troops ;—to direct ; to subdue :—imp. <fc pp. controlled ;

ppr. controlling.

Controllable, (kon-tr6Ta-bl) a. Capable of being con

trolled.

Controller, (kon-troTer) n. An officer appointed to

oversee or verify the accounts of other oflicers ; —

one who restrains or governs. [troller.

Controllership, (kon-troTcr-ship) n. The office of a con-

Controlment, (kon-trdTment) n. Power or act of con

trolling ; the state of being controlled.

Controversial, (kon-tro-ver'sbe-al) a. Relating to

disputes ; disputatious ; polemical.

Controversialist, (kon-tro-vgr'she-al-ist) n. One who-

carries on a controversy.

Controversially, (kon-trd-vgrshe-al-le) adv. In a con

troversial manner.

Controversy, (kon'tro-ver-se) n. [L. controversial Oonr

test in argument ; debate ;—a difference in opinion,

question of fact, doctrine or action, maintained by

reasoning; discussion ; — the point argued or dis

cussed.

Controvert, (kon'tro-vgrt) v. t. [L. contra, against, and

rertere, to turn.] To oppose or dispute by argu

ment ; to contend against in words or writings ; to

debate; to deny: — imp. & pp. controverted; ppr.

controverting.

Controvertible, (kon-tro-vert e-bl) a. Capable of being

controverted ; disputable.

ControvertibLy, (kon-tro-verte-ble) adv. In a contro

vertible manner.

Contumacious, (kon-tu-ma'she-us) o. Swelling against ;

rebellious ; — exhibiting contumacy ; — contemning

authority ;—wilfully disobedient to tho summons or

orders of a court.

Contumaciously, (kon-tfl-ma'she-us-le) adv. In a per

verse, haughty, or rebellious manner.

Con t umaciousness, (kon - tu - m ii ' she - us-nes) n. Ob

stinacy ; stubbornness.

Contumacy, (kon'tu-ma-se) n. [L. from con and turn-

ere, to swell.] Persistent obstinacy; stubborn per-

vcrseness;—wilful contempt of, and disobedience to,

any lawful summons, or to the rules and orders of

court.

Contumelious, ( kon-tu-mele-us ) a. Exhibiting con

tumely ; overbearingly contemptuous ; insolent.

Contumeliously, (kon-tu-me'le-us-le) adv. Reproach

fully ; rudely ; insolently.

Contumely, ( kon'tu-me-le ) n. [L. contumtlia, from

(itmere, to swell.] Insult ; indignity ; affront ;—ruder

ness or reproach compounded of haughtiness and

contempt.

Contuse, (kon-tuY) v. i. [L. con and lundere, to beat.]

To beat, pound, or bray together ;—to bruise or injure

by beating:—imp. & pp. contused; ppr. contusing.

Contusion, (kon-tu'zhun) n. Act of beating and bruis

ing;—state of being bruised ;—a hurt or injury to a

body by a blunt instrument or by a fall.

Conundrum, (ko-nun'drum) n, [O. Eng, conne, to

know.] A riddle in which some odd resemblance

between things quite unlike is proposed for discovery.

Convalesce, (kon-va-)es') r. i. [L. con and valescere^

to grow strong.] To recover health and strength

after sickness -.—imp. A pp. convalesced; ppr. con

valescing.

Convalescence, (kon-va-Ies/ens) n. Recovery of health
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and strength after disease ; the state of a body renew

ing its vigour after sickness.

Convalescent, (kon-va-les'ent) a. Recovering health

and strength. [sickness.

Convalescent, (kon-va-les'ent) n. One recovering from

Convallaria, (kon-val-la're-a) n. [L. liiiun convat-

lium, lily of the valley.] A genus of

British plants. The lily of the valley

is one of the most beautiful and

valued plants in the British flora.

Convection, (kon-vek'shun) a. [I,, eon

and rehtre, to carry, j Act or process

of conveying;—a process of transmis

sion, as of heat or electricity, by

means of currents in liquids or gases.

Convenable, ( kon-ven'a-bl ) a. Cap

able of being collected or assembled. Convallaria."

Convene, (kon-ven') v. i. [L. con and venire, to come.]

To come together; to meet in the same place;—v.t.

To cause to assemble ; to call together ; to convoke ;

—to summon judicially to meet or appear:—imp. &

pp. convened; ppr. convening.

Convener, (kon-veii'er) ». One who convenes ;—the

president of a county court, committee, or club, who

summons the members, and presides at their meetings.

Convenience, (kon-ven'yens) ?i. State of being conveni

ent ;—fitness or suitableness, as of place, time, &c.;

—that which is convenient; an accommodation.

Convenient, (kon-ven'yent) a. [L. convenire.\ Fit;

answering its object or purpose ; suitable;—adapted to

requirement ; handy ;—affording ease or advantage;

roomy. [commodiously ; easily.

Conveniently (kon-ven'yent-le) adv. Fitly; suitably ;

Convent, (kon'vent) n. [h. conventus.] A community

devoted to a religious life; a body of monks or nuns ;—

a house occupied by such a community.

Conventicle, (kon-ven'to-k!) n. [L. conventus.] An

assembly or gathering, especially for worship; — a

dissenters* meeting house.

Convention, (kon-venshun) n. [L. conventio.] Act

of coming together, or assembling ; union : coalition ;

—a formal assembly of delegates or representatives ;

—:i compact to suspend hostilities pending negotia

tions, &c.

Conventional, (kon-ven'shun-al) a. Formed by agree

ment or compact: stipulated;—growing out of, or sanc

tioned by usage; customary.

Conventionalism, ( kon - ven ' shun - al - izm ) n. Tliat

which is received or established by agreement and

common usage.

Conventionality, (kon-ven-shun-al'e-te) n. Conventional

character or rule. [tional manner.

Conventionally, (kon-ven shun-al-le)«(Zr. In a conven-

Conventual, (kon-vent'u-al) a. Belonging to a conveut;

monastic.

Converge, (kon-verj') v. i. [L. con and vergerc, to in

cline.) To tend to one point; to incline and approach

nearer together: — imp. & pp. converged; ppr. con

verging, [tendency to one point.

Convergence, (kon-verj'ens) n. Quality of converging;

Convergent, (kon-vgrj'eut) a. Tending to one point;

approaching.

Conversable, (kon-vc.rs'a-bl)a. Qualified for conversa

tion :—disposed to talk ; affable. [manner.

Conversably, (kon-vcrs'a-ble) adv. In a conversable

Conversant, (kon'vers-ant) a. Having frequent inter

course ;—familiar or acquainted with by use or study;

versed.

Conversation, (kon-vrr-sa'shun) n. General conduct;

behaviour; deportment ;—familiar intercourse; close

acquaintance;—familiar discourse; unrestrained and

informal talk.

Conversational, (kon-ve.r-so'&b.un-al) a. Pertaining to

conversation, or familiar and informal talk; colloquial.

Conversationalist or Conversationist, (kon-ver-aa'shun-

al-ist) n. One who excels in conversation.

Conversazione, (kon-ver-sat-se-6'nu) n. [It.] A party

for conversation, particularly on literary or scientific

subjects.

Converse, (kou-vers') v. i. [L. con and versari, to be

turned, from versare, to turn often] To keep com

pany or have familiarity ;— to talk familiarly; to

chat:—imp. Ai pp. conversed; ppr. conversing.

Converse, (kon'ven) n. Familiarity ; acquaintance :

—familiar discourse or talk;—a proposition which is

formed from another by interchanging the subject

and predicate.

Converse, (kon'vers) a. Turned about; reversed in

order or relation ; reciprocal.

Conversely, (kon'vers-le) adv. With change of order :

in an opposite order; reciprocally.

Conversion, (kon-vgr'shun) n. [L. conversio.] Act of

turning or changing from one state or condition to

another ;—a change from one side, party, or form of

religion to another ; — a change or reduction of the

form or value of a proposition ;—a radical change of

heart, character, and life.

Convert, (kon-vert') v. t. [L. eon and vertere, to turn]

To change from one state to another ;—to turn from

a party, religion, &c. ;—to turn to one's use : to ap

propriate ;—to alter the form of a proposition ;—to

turn, as the heart and life, from sin unto God ;—r. i.

To be turned or changed:—imp. &pp. converted; ppr.

converting.

Convert, (kon'vert) n. A person who is converted from

one opinion or practice to another ; especially one who

turns from the controlling power of sin to that of

holiness.

Convertibility or Convertibleness, (kon-vert-e-bil'e-te) n.

Condition or quality of being convertible.

Convertible, (kon-vert'e-bl) a. Capable of change;

transmutable ;—capable of being exchanged or inter

changed ; reciprocal.

Convertibly, (kon-vgrt'e-ble) adv. Reciprocally ; with

interchange of terms.

Convex, (kon'veks) a. [L. convexvs, from convehere, to

bring together.) Rising or swelling on the exterior

surface into a spherical or rounded form ; gibbous;—

opposed to concave.

Convex, (kon'veks) n. A convex body.

Convexed, (kon'vck&t) a. Made con

vex; protuberant in a spherical form.

Convexity or Convexness, (kon-vekse-

te) n. State of being convex ; exterior

surface of a convex body ;—rounded

or spherical form. Convex.

Convexly, (kon'veks-le) adv. In a convex form.

Convey, (kon-vu') v. t. [F. conreiVr, from L. con and

via, way.) To carry from one place to another:—to

transfer or deliver to another; to make over by deal

or assignment;— to impart or communicate ; — to

steal:—imp. & pp. conveyed; ppr. conveying.

Conveyable, (kou-va'a-bl) a. Capable of being con

veyed or transferred.

Conveyance, (kon-va'ans) n. Act of conveying ; trans

mission ;—the means of transit : coach ; waggon. £c.:—

the transference of titles, estates, &c, to another ;—

the legal document by which property, titles, &c.,ax»

transferred.

Conveyancer, (kon-va'ans-$r) ». One who draws up

conveyances of property, etc.

Conveyancing, (kon-vil'ans-ing) k. The act or practice

of drawing up conveyances of property, Ac.

Convict, (kon-vikf) v.t. [L. from con and rincrrr, to

conquer.) To prove or find guilty of an offence

or crime charged ; to pronounce guilty, as by le*p*l

decision; — to show by proof or evidence:—imp. £

pp. convicted ; ppr. convicting.

Convict, (kon'vikt) n. A person proved guilty of a

crime ulk'ged against him; one legally convicted •■!

crime.

Conviction, (kon-vik'shun) n. Act of proving or ad-
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I judging guilty of an offence ;—act of convincing of

error: confutation;—state of being convinced of sin,

or condemned by one's conscience ;—strong belief ;

:■-■■ SI n ,i I : r.< of A truth.

Convince, (kon-vins') v. t. [L. from con and vincere,

i to conquer.] To overcome by argument ; to satisfy

by proof;—to subdue the opposition of the mind to

truth :—itap. & pp. convinced; ppr. convincing.

Convincible, (kon-vins'e-bl) a. Capable of conviction.

Convivial, (kon-vivV-al) a. Relating to a feast or

I entertainment ;—festive ; festal ; jovial ; social.

Conviviality, (kon-viv-e-al'e-te) n. The good humour

or mirth indulged in upon festive occasions.

Convivully, (kon-viv'e-al-le) adv. In a convivial

manner.

Convocate, (kon'vo-kiit) v. t. [L. donvocare, from con

and vocart, to call.] To call together; to summon to an

assembly;—imp, &pp. oonvocated; ppr. convocating.

Convocation, (kon-vo-ka'shun) n. Act of calling or

assembling by summons ;—an assembly or meeting ;

—* genend assembly of the clergy of England and

Wales, by their representatives, to consult on ecclesi-

aatical affairs ;—an assembly of the heads in a uni

versity.

Convoke, (kon-vok') v. t. [L. conroerrrc.] To call to

gether; to convene; to assemble:—imp. & pp. con

voked; ppr. convoking.

Convolute or Convoluted, (kon'vo-lut)n. [L. convolutus,

pp. of eonvolvere.] Rolled together,

or one part on another.

Convolution, (kon-vo-lu'shun) n. Act

of rolling or winding together, or one

thing on another ; — state of bein^

rolled or wound together ;—a wind-

1 iag motion.

Convolve, (kon-volV) 9. (. [L. con and

Tolrtre, to roll.) To roll or wind Convolute,

together; to twist; to coil:—imp. & pp. convolved;

W*". convolving.

Convolvulus, (kon-volv'u-lus) n.

penua of plants with bell-shaped

flowers :—bindweed.

Cenfoy, (kon-voyO *. t. [F. con-

»*ycr.] To accompany for pro

tection either by sea or land :—

*»p. & pp. convoyed; -ppr. con-

wying.

**a*oy, (kon'voy) n. Act of at

tending for protection ; — a pro-

acting force accompanying ships

°r property on their way ;—that

*hich is convoyed. Convolvulus.

Cenvulie, (kon-vuLr*) v.t. [L. con and vetlerc, to

piuek.) To agitate or disturb ;—to contract violently

and irregularly;—to affect by irregular spasms:—imp.

4 Pp. convulsed ; ppr. convulsing.

Convulsion, (kon-vul'shun) n. A violent involuntary

contraction of the muscular parts of an animal body ;—

any violent and irregular motion or agitation.

Convulsive. (kon-vuhViv) a. Producing, or attended

*rth, convulsion ; spasmodic. [manner.

Convulsively, (kon-vuhViv-le) adv. In a convulsive

C*ny, (ko'ne) ». [L. cuniculus, a rabbit.] A rabbit ;—

a quadruped of the genus Ltput:

—also Coney.

Cot, (koo) r. *'. [Prom the sound.)

To make a low cry or sound, as

pigeons or doves :—imp. & p|

woed; ppr. cooing.

Cook, fkook) r. r. [L. roqwrc.J

Jo prepare, as food for the table,

' * *»'iLtng, roasting, baking, bn>il

OR, tc. ;—to concoct ;—to tarn

per with or alter;—r. i. To pro

I&re food for tho table :—mn

- **: otoked; ppr. cooking.

[L. convolvcre.] A

 

 

Couy.

Cook, (kook) n. One who prepares food for the table.

Cookery, (kook'cr-e) n. Art or practice of preparing

food for the table.

Cooky, (kook'e) n. [D. koek, cake.J A small, flat,

Cool, (kool) a. [A.-S. c6l, D. koel.) Moderately cold ;

slightlyi cold ;—producing coolness;—free from excite

ment or passion ; self-possessed; composed ;—manifest

ing dislike ; chilling ; repulsive ; frigid.

Cool, (kool) n. A moderate state of cold.

Cool, (kool) v. t. To make cool or cold ;—to moderate

the excitement of; to allay, as passion of any kind ; to

calm ; to abate ;—v. i. To become less hot ; to loso

heat ;—to become less ardent ; to become more mode

rate :—imp. & pp. cooled ; ppr. cooling.

Cooler, (kool'er) n. That which cools or abates heat or

excitement ;—a vessel in which liquors or other tilings

are cooled. [easily excited ; free from passion.

Cool-headed, (k66t'hed-ed) a. Having a temper not

Coolie, (kooTe) n. [Hind. IHU.] An East Indian

porter or carrier ; a labourer transported from tho

East for service in some other country.

Coolish, (kooTish) a. Moderately cool.

Coolly, (koolle) adv. In a cool manner ; with coolness.

Coolness, (kool nos) n. State of being cool ; moderate

cold ;—want of ardour, zeal, or affection ; estrange

ment ; indifference.

Coom, (k66m)u. [D. kaam, F. caw&ouis.] Foul refuse

matter, as that in the boxes of carriage-wheels, or at

the mouth of an oven.

Coomb, (ko<>m)H. [G. kv.mbos, cup.] A dry measure of

four bushels, or half a quarter.

Coop, (ko6p)n. [D. hiip, L. cupa.] A barrel or cask ;

—a grated box for keeping small animals, especially

poultry.

Coop, (koop) r. t. To confine in a coop ; hence, to con-

tine in narrow compass :—imp. k, pp. cooped; ppr.

cooping.

Cooper, (koop'gr) n. One who makes barrels, casks,

tubs, and the like.

Cooper, (koop'er) v.t. To do the work of a cooper ; to

mend or put in order.

Cooperage, (koop'cr-aj) n. The business of a cooper ;—

price paid for cooper's work ;—a place whore cooper's

work is done.

Co-operate, (ko-op'er-at) v. i. [L. con and opus, work.]

To act jointly with others ;—to concur in producing a

result ;—imp. & pp. co-operated ; ppr. co-operating.

Co-operation, (ko-op-gr-a'shun) n. Act of co-operating ;

concurrent effort; joint operation.

Co-operative, (ko-op'gr-a-tiv) a. Operating jointly to

the same end.

Co-operative-store, (ko-op'cr-at-iv-stor) n. A joint-

stock shop, or store, established by operatives, to sup

ply to the shareholders provisions, <kc., at the lowest

remunerative price.

Co-operator,(ko-op'er-a-ter) n. One who labours jointly

with others to promote tho same end.

Co-ordinate, (kd-orUUi-at) a. [h. con and ordinare,

to regulate.] Equal in rank or order; not subordin

ate.

Co-ordinate, (ko-or'din-at) v. t. To mako co-ordinate

or equal ; to harmonize.

Co-ordinate, (ko-or'din-at) n. A person or thing of the

wime rank with another ;—pl.t lines or angles drawn

through or about a fixed or given point called the

origin, in such relation and proportion as to furnish

data by which tho position and quantity of any other

point, line, &c., in the aame plane or curved figure,

may be defined and measured. The method of co

ordinates was invented by Descartes, the quantities

being treated under algebraic symbols. for rank.

Co-ordinately, (ko-or'din-at-li1) adv. In the same order

Co-ordination, (ko-orVlin-a-shun) n. State of being

co-ordinate, or of equal value ;—act of bruising into

similarity of condition or action.
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Coot.

Coot, (koot) n. pO- *<**■, W. acta, bobtailed.] A water

fowl of the genus Fulica,

which frequents lakes and

other still waters.

Cop, (kop) ft, [A.-S. cop or

copp.\ The top; a tuft ;—

the conical ball of thread

which is formed on the

spindle of a wheel or spin

ning-irame.

Copaiba, (kd-pa'ba) n. [Sp. &

Pg. from Brazil, cupauba.]

A resinous-juice of yellowish

colour and bitterish pungent taste, the produce of a

tree growing in Spanish America.

Copal, (kd'pal) n. [Mexican copalli, resins.] A resin

ous substance derived from trees found in the East

Indies, and in Southern America—used, in the manu

facture of varnishes.

Coparcenary, (ko-pars'en-ar-e) n. [L. con and Nor.

parcenitr, to divide.] Partnership in inheritance ;

joint heirship.

Coparcener, (ku-pars'en-er) n. A joint heir.

Copartner, (kd-part'ner) n. [From co and partner.] A

joint partner ; an associate ; a partaker.

Copartnership or Copartnery, (kd-part'iigr-ship) n. Joint

interest or concern in any matter;—an unincorporated

association of two or more persons for carrying on

business.

Cope, (kop) n. [W. cob, A. -8. cappe.] A covering for

the head ;—the vault of the Bky ;—a sacerdotal vest

ment worn during divine service ;—the top part of a

flask.

Cope, (kop) v. i. [0. Eng. coupe, P. coup, interchange

blows.] To strive; to contend, especially on equal

terms or with success ; to match ;—to exchange or

barter ;-~v. t. To match one's self against ; to encoun

ter I—imp, &; pp. coped ; pjtr. coping.

Copernican, (ko-pgr'ne-kan) a. Pertaining to Coperni

cus, or to the solar system, bearing his name.

Copestone, (kopston) n. Head or top stone of a wall ;

—called also coping-stone. [imitator.

Copier,(kop'e-er) n. One who copies ; a transcriber ; an

Coping, (kop'ing) n. The highest course of masonry hi

a wall, wider than the wall, and with sloping edges

to carry off water.

Copious, (ko'pe-us) a. [L. copia, abundance.] Large in

quantity or amount ; furnishing full supplies ;—abun

dant ; plentiful ; diffuse. [berantly.

Copiously, (ko po-us-le) adv. Fully ; plentifully ; exu-

Copiousness, (ko'pe-us-nes) n. State or quality of

being copious ;—abundance; fulness ; exuberance ; dif

fusion.

Copper, (kop'gr) n. [G. chalkos Kapriot, Cyprian brass,

from Cyprus, renowned for its copper mines.] A

familiar metal of a reddish colour, ductile, malleable,

and tenacious ;—a coin mode of copper ;—a vessel made

of copper ; a large boiler.

Copper, (kop'gr) p. t. To cover or sheathe with sheets of

copper :—imp. & pp. coppered; ppr. coppering1.

Copperas, (kop'er-as) n. [0. Ger. koper roose, L. cup-

rirosa, copper -flower.] Sulphate of iruu or green

vitriol. [poisonous American serpent.

Copper-head, (kop'er-hod) n. [From its colour.J A

Coppering, (kop'§r-ing) n. Act of covering with copper.

Copperish, (kop'er-iah) a. Containing copper; resem

bling copper.

Copper-plate, (kopVr-plat) n. An engraved plate of

highly polished copper ;—a print or impression taken

from such a plate. [copper utensils.

Coppersmith, (kop'cr-smith) n. One who manufactures

Copper-worm, (kop'er-wunn) n. A small worm which

penetrates the bottoms of ships ;— the ring-worm.

Coppeiy, (kop'cr-e) a. Mixed with copper; made of

copper ; like copper.

Coppice or Copse, (kop'ia) n. [F. couper, to cut.] A

wood of small growth, or consisting of underwood or

brushwood.

Copse, (kops) v. t. To trim or cut, as brushwood.

Copt, (kopt) ?i. A descendant of an ancient Egyp

tian race.

Coptic, (kop'tik)a. [An abbreviation of L. JEgyptiu*,

A. kibtl.] Belonging or relating to the Copts.

Coptic (kop'tik) n. The language of the Copts.

Copula, (kop'u-la) n. [L. con and capere, to take.] The

word which unites the subject and predicate of a

proposition ;—iu law, sexual intercourse.

Copulate, (kop'u-lut) v. i. [L. copitlarc, to couple.] To

unite in sexual embrace:—imp. & pp. copulated; ppr.

copulating. [union in general.

Copulation, (kop-u-la'shun) n. Act of coupling;—coition:

Copulative, (kop'u-hlt-iv) o. Serving to couple, or con

nect ;—uniting the sense as well as the words.

Copulative, (kop'u-iat-iv) n. A copulative conjunction.

Copulatory, (kop'u-la-tor-e) a. Pertaining to copula

tion ; serving to unite.

Copy, (kop'e) n. [F. copie.] A writing like another

writing ; a transcript ; a book printed according to the

original;—one of a series of imitations of an original

work ;—the manuscript, &c, placed in the composi

tor's hands ;—any thing to be imitated ; a model ;

pattern.

Copy, (kop'e) v. t. To write, print, or engrave after

an original ; to transcribe ; to model after ;—to follow

an example in manners, life, or conversation ; to imi

tate,— r. t. To do a tiling in imitation of something

else:—Imp, & pp. copied; ppr. copying.

Copy-book, (kop'e-book) n. A book in which copies

are written or printed for learners to imitate.

Copy-hold, (kop e-hold) n. A tenure of estate by copy

of court roll :—land held in copy-hold.

Copy-holder, (kope-hold-cr) n. One who is possessed of

land in copy-hold. [arist.

Copyist, (kop'e-ist) «. A copier ; a transcriber ; a plagi-

Copyright, (kop'e-rit) n. The exclusive right which,

by law, an author lias to print, publish, and vend bis

own works, during a certain period of time. .

Copyright, (kop'e-rit) v. t. To secure by copyright, as a

book.

Coquet, (ko-kctf) v. t. To attempt to attract notice,

admiration, or love;—v.i. To flirt: to trifle in love;

—to court admiration by specious airs and graces :—

imp. & pp. coquetted; ppr, coquetting.

Coquetry, (koTiet-re) «. Affectation of amorous ad

vances ; trifling in love;—airy graces, ogling, 4c., to

attract admirers.

Coquette, (ko-kef) n, [F. coquette, coquettish.] A

vain, trifling woman, who endeavours to attract ad

miration ;—a flirt.

Coquettish, (ko-ket'ish) a. Practising or exhibiting

coquetry ; befitting a coquet. [ner ; flirtingly.

Coquettishly, (ko-ket'ish-le) adv. In a coquettish man-

Coracle, (korVkl) n. [\V\ crrrwg, any round body or

vessel.} A boat used in Wales by

fishermen, made by covering a

wicker frame with leather or oil

cloth.

Coracoid, (kor'a-koid)a. [G.korax,

crow, and • idos, form.] Shaped

bike a crows beak.

Coral, (kor'al) «, [G. koratlion.]

A Bolid secretion of zoophytes,

or marine polypes. It consists

almost purely of carbonate of

lime;—a piece of coral, used by

children cutting their teeth.

Coralline, (kor'al-in)«. Consisting

of coral ; Uke coral.

Coralline, (kor'al-in) n. A sub

marine, calcareous plant, cou- "

sisting of many jointed branches,

resembling some species of moss. Coracle.
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Coral-reefs, (kor'al - rCfs ) n. pi. Reefs of coral, forma

tions produced by the operations of a species of marine

zoophytes.

Carb, (korb) ft. [L. corbis, basket.] A basket used in

collieries:—an ornament in a building; corbel ;—an

sinis-basket.

Corban, (koroan) n. [H. torbdn, A. kurbdn, offering,

sacrifice.] An aims-basket;—an offering or sacrifice

devoted to God; a vow by which a person bound

himself not to give or to receive somo particular

object.

Corbel-table, (kor'bel-ta'bl) n. A projecting course of

masonry; An entablature or other architectural ar

rangement requiring the support of a series of corbels.

Corbel, (kor'bel) ft. [P. corbcdlc, from L. corbis, bas

ket.] The representation of

a basket, sometimes set on

the heads of caryatides ;—the

vase of the Corinthian co

lumn ;—a short piece of tim

ber, iron, &c, in a wall,

jutting out in the manner of

a shoulder-piece ; — a niche

for statues, images, &c.

Cerby or Corbie, (korTw) n.

(L cornu.] The raven.

Cord, (kord) h. [L. chorda, Q.

chordi.] A string or small

rope; .1 solid measure for

wood, Ac, equivalent to 128 Corbel

cubic feet ; a pile eight feet long, four feet high, and

fear feet broad.

Card, (kord) r. (. To bind with a cord or rope ;—to

pile up, as wood, for measurement and sale by the

eonl;—imp. & pp. corded; ppr. cording.

Cordage, (kord'ftj) n. Ropes or cords — used collec-

'.■■■]■.■ ; the rupes of a ship.

Cordated, (kord'at-ed) a. Having the form of a heart ;

heart-shaped.

Cordelier, ( tor-de-ler") n. [F. from corde, rope, or

girdle worn by that order.] One of a religious

order founded by St Francis ; a Gray friar.

Cordial. (korVie-al) r>. [L. cordialis, from cor, heart,]

Proceeding from the heart ; sincere; heartfelt; cheering;

—tending to revive, cheer, or invigorate ; restorative.

Cardial, (kor'de-al) n. Any thing that comforts;—

that which cheers or invigorates, as a medicine ;—

aromatized and sweetened spirit employed as a bev

erage, (warm, and cordial affections.

Cordial-hearted, (kor'de-al-hart'ed) «. Having kind,

Cordiality, (kor-de-al'e-te) n. Sincere affection and

kindness ; warmth of regard ; heartiness.

Cordially, (koKde-al-le) adr. With real affection ; heart

ily ; sincerely.

Cordon, (kor-dongO n. [F. from corde.] A ribbon

borne as a badge of honour ; — the edge of a stone

on the outside of a building ;—a line or series of mili

tary posts;— a line of troops posted on the confines

of a district infected with disease, to prevent all com

munication.

Corduroy, (lcor-du-rov/) n. fF. corde du roi, king's

oord.] A thick cotton stuff corded or ribbed on the

surface.

Cordwain or Cordovan, (kord'won) ft. [Sp. cordoban.]

Spanish leather ; goat skin tanned and dressed.

Cordwainer, (kord"wan-e.r) n. A worker in cordovan

feather ; a shoemaker.

Core, (Mr) n. (Norm. F. from L, or, heart] The

heart or inner part of a thing, especially of fruit ;—

the centre of a boil or carbuncle ; — the internal

mould which forms a hollow in casting, as in u tubo

or pipe.

Core, (kor) v. t. To take out ihe core or inward parts

oft—imp. A. pp. cored; ppr. coring.

Coriaceous, (kor-e-a'she-us) a. [L. corivm, leather.)

Consisting of leather, or resembling leather ; leathery.

 

Corinthian Order

The art or trade

Coriander, (kor-e-ander) n. [L. coriandrum.} A plant,

the seeds of which are strongly aromatic, stomachic,

and carminative.

Corinthian, (kor-in'the-an) a. Pertaining to Corinth;

—pertaining to the third order of

Grecian architecture, which is

the most delicate, graceful, and

richly ornamented.

Cork, (kork) n. [L. cortex.] The

outer bark of the cork-tree, of

which stoppers are made ; — ■

stopper for a bottle or cask cut

out of cork.

Cork, (kork) r. t. To stop with

corks ;—to furnish with cork : -

imp. & pp. corked; ppr, corking.

Cork-cutting, ( kork'kut -ing) n.

of cutting and shaping corks

Cork-jacket, (kork'jak-et )

ft. A jacket having thin

pieces of cork inclosed within

canvas, and used to aid in

swimming.

Cork-screw, (kork'skroo) n. A

screw for drawing corks from

bottles.

Corky, (kork'e) ft. Consist

ing of, or pertaining to, cork;

tasting like cork.

Cormorant, (kor'mo-rant) n.

of web-footed sea-birds, of the

pelican family, characterized by

great voracity ;—a glutton.

Corn, (korn)n. [A. -S. corn.] A single

seed of plants, as wheat, rye, bar

ley, and maize; a grain. I In this

sense it has a plural.] The vari

ola cereal or farinaceous grains

which grow in ears, and are u • <!

for food, used collective] v; — the

plants which produce corn. Cormorant.

Corn, (korn) n. [L. cornu, horn.] A hard, horn-like

excrescence, or induration of the skin on the toee or

other part of the foot.

Corn, (korn) v. t. To cure by salting ; — to form into

small grains; to granulate:—imp, ii pp. corned; ppr.

corning.

Cornea, (kor'ne-a) ft, [L. cornu, a horn.] The strong,

horny, transparent membrane winch forms the front

part of the hall of the eye. [wood.

Cornel, (kor'nel) n. A shrub and its fruit; the dog-

Cornelian, (kor-nCle-an) n. A precious stone; a variety

of chalcedony of various colours.

Corneous, (kor'ne-us) a. [L. conicus, from cornu, horn.]

nom-like ; consisting of a horny substance.

Corner, (kor'ner)n. [L. cornu, horn, end, angle] The

point where two converging lines meet ; an angle ;—the

space between two converging lines or walls which

meet in a point; — an inclosed, secret or retired

place; a nook ; a bit of; a part;—an embarrassed

position.

Corner-stone, (kor'ner-stdn) n. The stone which lies

at the corner of two walls, and unites them ; the chief

stone ; hence, that which is of great importance or

indispensable. [corner in front.

Comerwise, (kor'ner- wiz) ad». Diagonally; with the

Cornet, (kor'net) n. [V. cornet, L. cornu, horn,] A

species of trumpet ;—the officer who carries the stand

ard in a cavalry troop.

Cornet-a-piston, (korn'et-a-pist'un) n. [F.] A brass

wind instrument, like the trumpet, furnished with

valves moved by small pistons or sliding rods.

Cornetcy, (kor'net-se) ft. The commission or rank of a

cornet.

Cornice, (kor'nis) ft. [G. L-ordnis, a curved line.] A

moulded projection which crowns or finishes the
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Cornucopia.

 

capital or column ; tho upper part of an entablature :

any ornamental projection, as in the coiling of a room.

Cornish, (korn'ish) a. Pertaining to Cornwall.

Cornish, (korn'ish) n. The dialect or the people of

Cornwall.

Corn-laws, (kornlawa) ft. Laws relating to the expor-

tuition and importation of grain.

Cornucopia, (kor-nu-ko'pe-a) n.

and copia, plenty.] The horn of

plenty, from which fruits and

flowers are represented as pro

ceeding—an emblem of abund

ance.

Cornuted, (k°r-nut'ed) «■ Grafted

with horns; horned; horn-sliaped.

Corny, (korn'e)a. [L. cornu, horn.]

Strong, stiff, or hard, like a

horn ; resembling horn.

Corny, (korn'e) a. Producing corn or grain;—tasting

of malt.

Corolla, (ko-rol'a) n. [L. corolla, diminutive of corona,

crown,] The inner covering of a flower,

which surrouiu'.s the organs of fructifica

tion, and is composed of one or more

leaves, called petals.

Corollary, (korol-la-re) n. [L. corolla.]

That which follows over and above a pro

position demonstrated ; an inference ; a

deduction ; a consequence.

Corona, (kor-o'na) n. [L. corona-, crown.]

flat member of a cornice, usually of considerable pro

jection;—a crown-like margin of the top of a flower;—

a circle around a luminous body, as trio sun, moon,

or stars;—a peculiar phase of the aurora ttorealis,

formed by the convergence of luminous beams around

a point in the heavens.

Coronal, (kor'd-nal) a. Pertaining to the crown or top

of the head.

Coronal, (kor'o-nal) n. A crown ; wreath; garland ;—the

frontal bone.

Coronary, (kor'o-nar-e) a. Relating to, or resembling

a crown.

Coronation, (kor-o-na'shun) n. Act, ceremony, or solem

nity of crowning a sovereign.

Coroner, (kor'o-ner) n. [L. coronnrius, from corona,

crown.] A legal officer appointed to hold inquest

on cases of death, especially such as are violent, sud

den, or suspicious.

Coronet, (kor'o-net) n. [L. corona, erownJ_ An in

ferior crown worn by noblemen;

—an ornamental head-dress ; —

tho upper part of a hone's hoof.

Coronoid, (kor'on-oid) ?t. [G. kor-

oni and eidos.] Denoting the up

per and anterior process of the

end of the lower jaw—called the

coronoid process. Curuuet,

Corporal, (kor'po-ral) n. [F. caporal, from L. caput.]

The lowest non-commissioned officer of a company or

troop, next below a sergeant ;—an officer under the

master at arms.

Corporal, (kor'po-ral) a. [L. corporalis, from corpus,

body. ] Belonging or relating to the body ;—having a

body or substance ; material.

Corporality, (kor-po-ral'e-te) n. State of being em

bodied ; materiality—opposed to spirituality.

Corporally, (kor'po-ral-lu) adv. In or with the body ;

bodily.

Corporate, (ko^po^riit) a. [L. corporatu.", from corpus,

body.] United in an association, and endowed by

law with the rights and liabilities of an individual.

Corporately, ( kor'po-rat-le ) adv. in a corporate

capacity.

Corporation, (kor-po-rfi'shun) n. A united body of

men;—a municipal, legal, mercantile, or professional

association! authorised to act, plead, or sue, aa a

 

single person, governed by its own bye -laws, and

electing its office-bearers from its own body.

Corporeal, (kor-p6're-al) a. [L. corportus, from corpus,

body. ] Having a material body or substance.

Corporealist, (kor-p6're-al-ist) u. One who denies the

reality of spiritual existences ; a materialist.

Corporeality, (kor-])d-re-al'e-te) ft. The state of being

corporeal. [manner.

Corporeally, (kor-po'rC-al-le) adv. In a bodily form or

Corps, (kor) n. sing. <fc pi. [F. from L. corpus, body. ]

A body of troops ; a division of an army.

Corpse, (korpe) n. [L. corpus, body.] The dead body

of a human being ; corse ; carcass.

Corpulency, fkor'pu-len-se) ft. Excessive fatness;

fleshiness ; obesity.

Corpulent, (kor'pu-lent) a. [L. corpulentus, from cor

pus, body.] Fleshy; fat;—stout: pursy; obese.

Corpuscle, (kor'pus-1) n. [ L. corpuscuhtm, diminutive

of corpus, body.] A minute particle or physical

atom ;—an animal cell.

Corpuscular, (kor-pua'ku-ler) a. Pertaining to or com

posed of corpuscles or small particles.

Corradiate, (ko-ri'de-at) v. t. [L. con and radian, to

radiate.] To concentrate to one point, as light or

rays. [in one point.

Corradiation, (ko-rii-de-a'shun) ?». Conjunction of rays

Correct, (kor-rekf) a. [L. corrtctu*, pp. of corrigtrt.}

Conformable to truth, rectitudo, or propriety, or to a

juBt standard ; free from error or fault ; accurate ;

exact.

Correct, (kor-rektf) v. t. [L. con and regcre, to lead.

straight J To make or set right ; to bring to tho

standard of truth, justice, or propriety;—to reprove

or punish for faults or deviations from moral rec

titude ; — to obviate or remove ; to counteract or

change ; to amend :—imp. & pp. corrected ; ppr. cor

recting.

Correction, (kor-rek'shun) n. Act of correcting ; emen

dation of faults or errors; change for the better;

amendment;—punishment; discipline; chastisement;

—that which is substituted in the place of what is

wrong : — counteraction of what is inconvenient or

hurtful.

Correctional, (kor-rek'shun-al) a. Tending to, or

intended for, reproof, punishment, or reformation.

Corrective, (kor-rekt'iv) a. Having the power to cor

rect ; tending to obviate or rectify.

Corrective, (kor-rekt'iv) n. That which has the power

of correcting. [rule or standard ; exactly.

Correctly, (kor-rekfle) adv. Accurately; according to

Correctness, (kor-rekt'nes) n. State of being correct ;

exactness ; accuracy.

Correlation, (kor-re-lVshun) n. [L. con and rclatio.)

Reciprocal or mutual relation ; corresponding simi

larity or relation. [reciprocal relation ; leciprocaL

Correlative, (kor-rel'flt-iv) a. Having or indicating

Correlative, (kor-rel'ttt-iv) n. One who, or that which,

stands in reciprocal relation to some other person or

thing;—the antecedent of a pronoun.

CorreLatively, (kor-rel'at-iv-le) adv. In a correlative

relation.

Correspond, (kor-re-spond') v. i. [h. con and renpondrre,

to answer.] To answer one to another;—to be adapted;

to be congruous ;—to have intercourse or communica

tion, ctpecialh/ by letter:—imp. & pp. corresponded;

,-/"'- corresponding.

Correspondence, (kor-re-spond ' ens) ft. Mutual adap

tation of one thing to another; congruity; fitness;

relation;—friendly intercourse, especially, by letters;

—the letters which pass between correspondents.

Correspondent, (kor-re-spond'ent) a. Suitable ; con

gruous ; conformable ; answerable.

Correspondent, (kor-re-spond'ent) ft. One with whom

intercourse is carried on by letters or messages.

Correspondently, (kor-re-spond'ent-le) adv. Conform

ably ; answerably ; suitably.
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Corridor, (kor're-dor) «. [F. from L. currere, to run.]

A gallery or passage-way in a building, flanked by the

doors of apartments . a covered way.

Corrigible, (kor're-je-bl) a. [L. corrigere, to correct.]

Capable of being right, amended, or reformed ;—

worthy of being chastised; punishable.

Comval, (k6-ri'val) n. A fellow-rival; a competitor;

an opponent. [emulous.

Comval, (ko-ri'val) a. Having contending claims ;

Corroborant, (kor-rob'6-rant) a. Having the power or

quality of giving strength ; confirming.

Corroborant, (kor- rob "o- rant) ft. A medicine that

strengthens the body ; a tonic.

Corroborate, (kor-rob'6-rat) v. t. [L. con aud roborare,

to strengthen. J To make more strong; to strengthen;

—to make more certain ; to confirm by additional

evidence or proof:—imp. £i jip. corroborated; ppr.

corroborating.

Corroboration, (kor-rob-6-ra'shun) n. The act of con

firming or strengthening;—confirmation by proof or

evidence: additional testimony.

Corroborative, (kor-rob'6-rat-iv) a. Giving additional

strength or proof ; confirmatory.

Corroborative, (kor-rob'6-ratriv) n. A medicine that

strengthens.

Corrode, (kor-rod') v. t. [L. com. and rodere, to gnaw.]

To eat away or consume by degrees :—imp. k pp. cor

roded ; ppr. corroding. [or eaten away.

Corrodible, (kor-rod'e-bl) a. Capable of being corroded

Corrosion, (kor-rd'zhun) n. [L. corrosio.] Action of eat

ing or wearing away ;—state of being fretted or worn

away.

Corrosive, (kor-ro'siv) a. Having the power of gra-

daally wearing, consuming, or inrnainng;—fretting

or vexing. [of corroding.

Corrosive, (kor-ros'iv) n. That which has the quality

Corrosively, (kor-ros'iv-le)at^t'. In a corroding manner.

Corrugant, (kor'roo-gant) a. Having the power of

contracting into wrinkles.

Corrugate, (kor'ruo-gat) v. t. [L. con and rttgare, to

wrinkle, from ruga, wrinkle.] To form or shape into

wrinkles or folds ; to purse up :—imp. & pp. corru

gated ; ppr. corrugating. [folds; furrowed.

Corrugate, (kor'roo-gat) a. Shaped into wrinkles ur

Corrugation, (kor-roo-gti'shun) a. A contraction into

wrinkles. [the forehead into wrinkles.

Corrugator, (knr'rod-gat-er) n. A muscle which knits

Corrupt, (kor-ruptf) v. L [L. con and rumpere, to

break.] To change from a sound to a putrid or pu

trescent state ;—to change from good to bad ;— to per

vert ; to vitiate ; to deprave ;—v. i. To become putrid

or tainted;— to become vitiated, to lose purity:—

imp. £ pp. corrupted ; ppr. corrupting.

Corrupt, (kor-rupO a- Changed from a sound to a

putrid state ; spoiled . tainted ;—changed to a worse

state; vitiated; depraved; debased; perverted.

Corrupter, (kor-rupt'er) n. One who vitiates or

destroys.

Corruptibility, (kor-rupt-e-bil'e-tc) n. Possibility of

being corrupted, vitiated, or bribed. [rupted.

Corruptible, (kor-rupt'e-bl) a. Capable of being cor-

Cerruptible, (kor-rupt'e-bl) n. That which may decay

and perish ; the human body.

Corruptibleness, (kor-rupt'e-bl-nes) n. Susceptibility

of corruption. [rupted, debased, or bribed.

Corruptibly, (kor-rupt'e-ble) adv. So as to be cor-

Corrup'ion. (kor-rup'shun) ft. Act of corrupting, or

state of being corrupt ;—putrid matter ;—perversion

or deterioration of moral principles [—effort to de

stroy moral principle ; bribery ;—taint ; defilement ;

depravation ; gross wickedness ;—taint or impurity

of blood.

Corruntionist, (knr-rupshnn-ist) n. One who defends

corrupt principles and practices.

Corruptive, (kor-rupt'iv) a. Having the quality of

corrupting.

In a corrupt manner.

The waist or bodice of a

to

 

Corselet

The

Corruptly, (kor-rupt'le) ad*

Corsage, (kor'saj) n. [I . j

lady's dress.

Corsair, (kor&ur) n. [F. corsaire, from L. currere,

run.] A pirate;—a piratical vessel.

Corse, (kors) n. A corpse ; the dead body of a human

being.

Corselet, (korBlet) *, [F. cars, L. corpus, body.] A

kind of light breastplate worn

by pikemen.

Corset, (kor'set) n. [F. corf, I*

corpus, body.] An article of dress

worn by women to support or

give Bhape to the figure; stays;

bodice.

Corset, (kor'set) v. t. To inclose

in a corset: — imp. & pp. cor

seted ; ppr. corseting.

Cortege, (kor'tOzh) n. [F. , It. cor-

Wjgio, train. ] A train of attend

ants.

Cortes, (kor'tez) n.pl. [Sp. & Pg. corte, court.]

legislative assemblies of Spain and Portugal.

Cortical, (kor'tik-al) a. [L. cortex, bark.] Belong

ing to or resembling bark or rind . external.

Corundum, (kor-un'dum) ?t, [Hind, kurund.] The

earth alumina, as found native in a crystalline state;

—adamantine spar. [shining.

Coruscant, (ko-rus'kant) a. Guttering by flashes;

Coruscate, (ko-rusTtilt) v.i. [L. coruscare, to flash.]

To lighten; to glitter; — to throw off vivid flashes

of light.

Coruscation, (ko-rns-ka'shun) ft. A sudden flash or

play of light;—a flash of intellectual brilliancy.

Corvette, (kor-vet') «. [F. corvette, Sp. eorveta.] A

Bhip of war, of less tonnage and armament than a

frigate, used to carry advices.

Corvine, (kor'vin)a. [L. corvus, crow.] Pertaining to

the crow or raven.

Corybant, (kor'e-bant) n. [G. korubas.] A priest of

Cybele ;—a frantic or frenzied person.

Corymb, (kor'im) ». [G. korumbos.] A species of in

florescence, in which the leaser flower-stalks are pro

duced along the common stalk on both sides, and

rise to the same height, so as to form an even surface.

Corymbose or Corymbous, (kor-im'bos) «. Consisting of

corymbs ; resembling clusters.

Corypheus, (kor-e-fe'us) n. [G. koruphaios, standing

at the head.] The conductor or leader of the dramatic

chorus; any chief or leader.

Co-secant, (ko-se'kant) ft, [L. complements secutis.] The

secant of the complement of au

arc or angle:—in the figure, AD,

which is the secant of the arc CE,

is the co-secant of the complement

of that arc, or BE.

Cosey, (ko'ze) a. Snug ; comfort

able.

Cosey, (ko'ze) n. A covering of

cloth or knitted worsted, for a

teapot. Co-secant.

Cosine, (ko'sin) n. [L. complcmenti sinus.] Tho sine

of the complement of an arc or

angle:—in the figure, BP, which is

the nine of the arc CF, is the co-sine

of KF, the complement of that arc.

Cosmetic, (koz-met'ik) a. [G. kosme-

tikon, from kosmos, order.] Iniprov- ^r

ing the beauty of the skin or com

plexion. Co-sine.

Cosmetic, (koz-met'ik) ft. Any external application

that helps to improve the complexion.

Cosmical, (koz'me-kal) a. [G. kosmikof, from ■'■■■■•■. 1

Pertaining to tho world; expressing the order in crea

tion; — pertaining to the solar system; — rising or

setting with the sun.
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Cosmically, (koz'mik-al-le) adv. With the sun at rising

or setting. [in cosmogony.

Cosmogonist, (koz-mogon-ist) n. One who is versed

Cosmogony, (koz-mog'on-e) il [G. 1-mmm, world, and

erignesthai, to beget.] The doctrine of the origin and

formation of the world.

Cosmographer, (koz-mog'ra-fe.r) n. One who is versed

in cosmography. [cosmography.

Cosmographical, (koz-md-graf'ik-oJ) a. Pertaining to

Cosmography, (koz-mog'ra-fe) n. ■ [G. kosmoa, world,

and graphein, to write.] A description of the world;

—the science which teaches the form or figure of the

world, and the disposition of its parts ;—the repre

sentation of such, as on a chart.

CoBmologist, (koz-iuol'o-jist) n. One who is versed in

cosmology.

Cosmology, (koz-mol'o-je) n. [G. kotmos, the world, and

logos, discourse. ] The science of the world ■—a treatise

on the elements or constituent parts of the world,

their structure and combination, the laws of motion,

and the general order and course of nature.

Cosmophutic, (koz-mo-phis'tik) a, [G. kosmo*, the

world, and platttin, to form.] Pertaining to the

formation of the world.

Cosmopolitan, (koz-mo-pore-tan) «. [G. kotmos, the

world, and polis, city.] A citizen of the world.

Cosmopolitism, (koz-mop'ol-e-tizm) n. Citizenship of

the world ;—regard to the general weal of mankind,

as opposed to patriotism or civism.

Cosmorama, (koz-mo-rl'ma) n. [G, kosmo*, the world,

And oran, to see.] An optical exhibition of drawings

or paintings of the world.

Cosmos, (koz'mos) h. [G. kosmos, older.] The universe

—so called from its perfect arrangement ;—the sys

tem of law and order in creation.

Cossack, (kos'suk) n. The name of a military people,

skilful as horsemen, who inhabit the Ukraine in the

Russian empire.

Cost, (kost) n. Amount paid, or ongaged to bo paid, for

any thing bought ; charge ; expense : — loss of any

kind ; suffering;—pi. Expenses incurred in litigation.

Cost, (kost) v. t. [L. con and stare, to stand.] To re

quire to be given or laid out for;—to require to be

borne; to cause to be suffered:—imp. & pp. cost;

ppr. costing.

Costal, (kost'al) a. [L. co*ta, rib.] Pertaining to the

sido of the body or the ribs.

Costean, (kos'te-an) r. i. [Sax. cottian, to try.] In

mining, to seek for lode by sinking small pits.

Costermonger, ( kost'er-mung-ger ) n. An itinerant

seller of fruit, Ac.

Costive, (kos'tiv) «. [L. con and stipare, to press to

gether.] Bound in the bowels ; constijMited.

Costiveness, (kos'tiv-nes) n. Obstruction in the bowels;

—prolonged detention of fecal matter in the bowels.

Costliness, (kostle-nes) n. Great cost or expense.

Costly, (kost'le) a. Of great cost; of a high price;

dear ; expensive.

Costume, (kos'ium)n. [F. from L. consuetudo, custom.]

An established manner, mode, or style, especially of

dress;—dress peculiar or appropriate, as to a nation,

office, or character.

Cot, (kot) n. [A.-S. cote, IceL kot.] A small house;

a hut ; a shod or inclosure for beasts.

Co-tangent, (ko-tan'jent) «. [L. complement tangent.]

The tangent of the complement of

an arc or angle.—In the figure, DL, ™

which is the tangent of the arc I>B,

is the co-tangent of BA, the com

plement of that arc.

Cotemporaneous. (ko-tein -p6-r;Vne-us)

(i. Living or being at the same time.

Cotemporary, (ko-tem'po-ra-re) a.

Living or being at the samo time.

Cotemporary, (ko-tem'pd-ra-re) ». One Co -tangent

who lives at the same time with another.

 

 

Coterie, (ko'te-rfi) n. [F.] A set or circle of persons ;

a friendly group ;—a select society.

Co-tidal, (ko-tid'al) a. [Co and tidal.] Marking or in

dicating an equality in the tides.

Cotillon, (ko-til'yun) n. [F. cotillon,] A brisk dance

of eight persons ; a quadrille.

Cott, (kot)n, [A.-S. cote.) A little bed; a cradle; a

bedstead which can be folded together.

Cottage, (*ot'taj) n. [From cot.] A small, neat dwell

ing house of one story. [hut or cottage.

Cottager or Cotter, (kot'taj-er) «. One who lives in a

Cotton, (kot'n) n, [A. qoton. ] A soft, downy substance,

resembling fine woo], growing in the cajMules or pods

of the cotton-plant ;—cloth made of cotton.

Cotton, (kot'n) v. t. To rise with a nap, as cloth ;—to

unite together ; to agree.

Cotton-plant, (kot'n-plant) n. A plant of several spa

ces, growing in warm climates,

and producing the cotton of com

merce.

Cotton-wood, (kot'-n-wood) n. A

tree of the poplar kind.

Cotton-wool, (kot'n-wool) n. Cot

ton in its raw or woolly state.

Cottony, (kot'n-e) a. Coveied

with hairs or pubescence, like

cotton ; downy.

Cotyledon, (kot-e-leAion) n. [G.

kotul&dfin.] One of the seed-lobes

of a plant which incloses and

nourishes the embryo plant, and

then perishes.

Cotyledonous, (kot-c-led'on-ns) a.

Pertaining to cotyledons ; having i

Couch, (kouch) v. t. [F. cov.cher, to lie down.] To lay-

down on a bed or resting-place ;—to composo to rest;

—to rest or fix, as a spear or lance ;—to express in.

obscure terms; to phrase;—to comprise; —to re

move a cataract ;—v. i. To lie down, as on a bed ; to

repose;—to lie down for concealment ; to hide; — to

bend the body, as in reverence, pain, &c. :—imp, &

pp. couched: ppr. couching.

Couch, (kouch) n. A bed ; a place for night rest and

sleep ;—a place for day rest ; a sofa or easy chair ;—

the lair of a beast ;—a layer or stratum, as of barley

for malting, or of size in painting.

Couchant, (kouch'ant) a. Lying down with the head

raised—said of a lion or other

beast

Coucher, (kouch'er) n. One

who couches a cataract. [¥.]

Bedtime.

Cougar, (kotVgar) n. A car

nivorous feline quadru]>ed of

the American continent:—

called also puma, and /«m-

ther.

Cough, (kof) n. [M. H. Ger. kitchen, to breath, lichen.

to gasp.] A violent effort of the lungs, usually nttended

with a harsh sound, to throw off irritating matter;

a violent sonorous expiration.

Cough, (kof) v. i. To make a violent effort, attended

with a harsh sound, to throw off irritating matter

from the throat or lungs ;—v. t. To expel from the

lungs by a cough ; to expectorate, as phlegm :—itup.

& pp. coughed ; ppr. coughin g.

Could, (kootl) imp. of can. Was able, capable, or sus

ceptible. Ttho cutting part of a plough.

Coulter, (kol'ter) n. [L. cutter.) A ploughshare:

Council, (koun'sil) n. [L. concilium, from coneire, to

assemble.] An assembly summoned for consultation

or advice;—the body nominated to advise the sove

reign in matters of government;—the representatives

elected by the citizens for the municipal government

of a city; an assembly of prelates and doctors, repre

senting the church; congress ; convocation.

 

Couchant.
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Councillor. (kouu'ail-er) n. A member of a council.

Counsel, (koun'sel) n. [L. consilium, from coiwulere,

to consult,) Advice, opinion, or instruction;—con

sultation; interchange of opinions ; — result of con

sultation or deliberation ;—deliberate purpose;—one

who gives advice, especially in legal matters; the

legal advocates united in the management of a case;

design ; scheme ; plan.

Counsel, (koun'sel) r. (. To advise, admonish, or in

struct ;—to recommend :—imp. &pp. counselled; ppr.

form selling

Counseilahle, (koun'sel-a-bl) a. Willing to receive coun

sel : disposed to follow advice.

Counsellor, (kounsel-er) n. One who counsels; an

sdviser ;—a member of a council ; — one who gives

advice in questions of law ; a barrister.

Couuellorsiup, (koun'sel-er-ahip) n. The office of a

counsellor.

Count, (kunnt) v. t. [F. confer, from L. coinputart, to

reckon.] To number ; to sum up or reckon ;—to place

to account; to regard as one's own; to ascribe or

charge to another ; to impute ;—r. t. To be counted ;

hence, to swell the number ; to add strength or influ

ence;—to depend; to rely;—to plead orally:—imp.

& pp. counted ; ppr. counting.

Count, (kount) ft. Act of numbering, or the amount

ascertained by numbering; reckoning;—a statement

of s plaintiff's case in court ;—one of several charges in

an indictment.

Count, (kount) n. [F. comte, from L. comes.] One

holding a title of foreign nobility equivalent to that

of an English earl.

Countenance, (koun'ten-ans) n. [F. contcnamce, from

L. cxmtinere, to hold.] Outline or external visage of

a body ;—appearance or expression of the face ; look ;

aspect ;— the face ; the features ;—approving aspect ;

favour ; encouragement.

Countenance, (koun'ten-ans) v. t. To give bodily pres

ence and support ; to look on with approving eye ;

to aid bj word and deed;—to make a show or pretence

at:—imp. A pp. countenanced; ppr. countenancing.

Counter, (kount'er) n. One who counts, or keeps an

account ;—a piece of metal, wood, Ac., in the form

of * coin, used in reckoning;— a table or board on

which money is counted, and on which goods are laid

for examination by purchasers ;—a check, as upon

articles delivered;—a tell-tale.

Counter, (kount'er) a. Contrary; opposite.

Oeuter, (kount'er) adv. [F. cord re, L. contra, against.]

Contrary ; in opposition ; in an opposite direction.

This word is prefixed to many others, chiefly verbs

and nouns, expressing opposition or contrariety.

Counteract, (koun-terakt) r. t. To act in opposition

to; to hinder, defeat, or frustrate by contrary agency:

—imp. & pp. counteracted ; ppr. counteracting.

Counteraction, (koun-ter-ak'shun) n. Action in oppo

sition ; contrary agency ; hindrance.

Counteractive, (koun-ter-akt'iv) 0. Tending to counter

act or hinder.

Counter-attraction, (koun-ter-at-trak'shun) n. Oppo

site attraction ;—allurement of a different kind.

Counterbalance, (koun-ter-bal'anfi) r. t. To oppose with

equal weight ; to act against with equal power or

effect:—iuip. & pp. counterbalanced; ppr. counter

balancing:.

Counter-balance, (koun-ter-bal'ans) n. Equal opposing

weight ; equal power or agency acting in opposition.

Counter-charge, (koun'ter-charj)n. An opposite charge.

Couatercharm, (koun-ter-charm') r. f. To destroy the

effect of enchantment :—imp. <fc pp. couateroharmed ;

ppr. countercharming.

Counter-charm, (koun'ter-charm) n. That which has

the power of dissolving or opposing the effect of a

assarm. [check.

vVintercheck, (koun'-ter-chek") v.t. To oppose ; to

Cs^intst-ohsek, (koun'ter-chek) ru Check ; (top . rebuke.

Counter-current, (koun'ter-kur-ent) n. A current run

ning in an opposite direction from that of the main

current.

Counterfeit, (koun tor-fit) v.t. [F. eontrefaire, L.

contra and Jacere.] To put on a semblance of;—to

copy or imitate without authority or right, and with a

view to deceive or defraud ; to forge ;—r. i. To dis

semble ; to feign: — imp, & pp. counterfeited; ppr.

counterfeiting.

Counterfeit, (koun'ftrfit) a. Having a resemblance

to ; — fabricated in imitation of ; — false ; spurious ;

hypocritical.

Counterfeit, (koun'ter-flt) n. An impostor; one who

personates another ;—one who obtains goods on false

pretences or by forged orders:—a forged imitation,

as of handwriting, bank-note, &c

Counterfeiter, (koun'ter-flt-er) n. One who counter

feits ; a forger.

Counter-irritant, (koun'ter-irrit-ant) n. That which is

used to produce irritation in some part of the body,

in order to relieve inflammation in some other part.

Counter-irritation, (kouiiter-tr-rit-a'shun) n. Irrita

tion excited in one part of the body with the view of

relieving irritation in another.

Countermand, (koun-ter-mand') v.t. [F. contre,

against, and intruder, to command. ] To revoke a former

command ; — to contradict the orders of another :—

imp. & pp. countermanded ; ppr. countermanding.

Countermand, (koun'ter-mand) n. Revocation of a

former command ; a contrary order.

Countermarch, (koun-ter-march') r.t. To march back,

or to march in a reversed order :—imp. & pp. coun

termarched; ppr. countermarching.

Counter-march, (koun'ter-march) n. A marching bock ;

—a change of the wings or face of a battalion.

Counter-mark, (kouu'ter-mark) n. An additional mark

on goods ; — the mark of the goldsmiths' company

placed over the mark of the maker; — an artificial

cavity made in the teeth of horses to disguise their age.

Counter-mine, ( koun'ter-min ) ).. A gallery under

ground, constructed to meet and surprise the mines

of the enemy ;—any scheme to frustrate the designs

of an opponent.

Countermine, (koun -ter-min*) v.t. To oppose by

means of a counter-mine ; — to frustrate by secret

and opposing measures;—r. f. To make a counter

mine or counter-plot: — imp. & pp. countermined;

ppr. countermining, [motion.

Counter-motion, (koun'ter-mo-shun) n. An opposing

Counter- movement, (koun 'ter-moov-ment) n. A

movement made in opposition to another;—a coun

teracting motion. [a counterpart.

Counterpane, (koun'ter-pSn) n. A coverlet for a bed ;—

Counterpart, (konn'ter-part) n. The corresponding

part; the part that fits, answers, or agrees with an

other ;—a duplicate ; a copy ;—a co-relative quality.

Counterplot, (koun-ter-plot7) v. t. To oppose one plot

by another ; to meet stratagem by stratagem.

Counterplot, (koun'ter-plot) n. A plot or artifice op

posed to another.

Counterpoint, (koun'ter-point) n. An opposite point ;

—a cover for a bed;—musical notation, exhibiting

the relations of the different parts or notes ; hence,

composition of harmonious modulations to a melody.

Counterpoise, (koun-ter-poiz) v. t. To act against with

equal weight; to counterbalance ;—to act against with

equal power or effect: — imp. <fc pp. counterpoised;

ppr. counterpoising.

Counterpoise, (koun'ter-poiz) n, A weight sufficient

to balance another ;—equal power or force acting in

opposition.

Counter-poison, (koun'ter-poi-zn) n. A poison which

obviates the effect of another ; on antidote.

Counter-pressure, (koun-ter-presh'ur)*t. Opposing force

or resistance;—force acting in a contrary direction.

Counterscarp, (kouu'^r^skarp) h. The exterior slope
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of the ditch ;—the whole covered way, with its para

pet and glacis.

Countersign, (koun-ter-sln') v. t. To sign in addition

and opposite, to the signature of a principal or supe

rior, in order to attest the authenticity of a writ

ing; — imp. & pp. countersigned; ppr. countersign

ing.

Countersign, (koun'ter-sm) n. The signature of a sec

retary or other subordinate officer to a writing signed

by tho principal or superior, to attest its authenticity;

—a private sign, word, or phrase, which must be

given in order to pass a sentry; a military watch

word.

Counter-signal, (koun'ter-aig'nal) n. A corresponding

signal.

Countersink, (koun-ter-singkO v. 1. To form, as a de

pression, for the reception of the head of a screw or

bolt below the surface: — imp. & pp. countersunk ;

ppr. countersinking.

Countersink, (koun'ter-singk) n, A cavity for receiv

ing the head of a screw or bolt ;—a tool for form

ing such.

Counterslope, (koun'ter-slop) n. An overhanging slope.

Counter-step, (kouii'ter-step) n. Contrary method of

procedure.

Counter-tenor, (koun'ter-ten'or) n. One of the middle

parts between the tenor and the treble.

Countervail, (koun-ter-vfd') v. t [Counter and L. volar,

to be Btrong.] To act against with equal force or

effect ; to thwart or overcome by such action ; to bal

ance : — imp. & pp. countervailed ; ppr. counter

vailing!

Countervail, (koun'ter-val) n. Equal weight, strength,

or value ; compensation.

Counterweigh, (koun-ter-wa') v.t To weigh against;

to counterbalance.

Counterwork, (koun-ter-wurkO r. t To work in oppo

sition to; to counteract.

Countess, (kount'es) n. [F. comUssc] Tho consort of

an earl or count

Counting-house, (kount'mg-bous)n. The house or room

appropriated to the keeping of books, letters, papers,

and accounts.

Countless. ( kountles ) a. Innumerable ; numberless ;

multitudinous.

Countrified, ( kun'tre-fid ) a. [Kng. country, and Tj.

facert, to make.] Having the appearance and man

ners of the country ; rustic; rude.

Country, (kun'tre) n. [R contrit, from L. contra,

against.] A tract of land ; district ; properly land in

the vicinity of a city ;—any large tract of land ; terri

tory ; kingdom ; — the land of one's birth or resid

ence ;—the inhabitants of a district or kingdom.

Country, (kun'tre) a. Pertaining to the territory out

side or distant from a city ; rural ; rustic.

Countryman, (kun'tre-man) n. An inhabitant or native

of a country; ono born in the same country;—one

who dwells in the country; a rustic.

County, (koun'te) n. [F. comtd, L. comitatut.] The

lands of a Count or Earl ; a shire ;—one of the large

districts or territorial divisions of the kingdom, hav

ing its Lord-lieutenant, Sheriffs, Justices, and Con

stabulary force, assessing itself for public and par

ochial burdens, and electing its representatives to

Parliament.

Couple, ^kupl) n. [L. copula.] Two things of the

same kind connected together or taken together ;

—a betrothed or married pair ; pair ; brace ; chain ;

link.

Couple, (kup'I) v. t. To link or connect together , to

join ;—to unite as male and female ; to marry;—v. i.

To come together as male and female ; to form a

sexual union ; to embrace :—imp. & pp. ooupled ; ppr.

coupling.

Couplet, (kuplet) n. [F. diminutive of couple] Two

verses ; two lines of verse which rhyme.

 

Coupling.

Coupling, (kupTing) n. Act of bringing or coming to

gether; connection;—that which

couples or connects one thing

with another, as a hook, chain,

or other contrivance.

Coupon, (koo'pong) n. [F. from ;

co't'pn; to cut. ] An interest cer

tificate attached to a transfer

able bond.

Courage, (kur'ai) n. [F. from L.

cor, heart] Bravery; fearless

ness ; fortitude ; — intrepidity ;

valour ; boldness ; daring.

Courageous, (kur-a'je-us) «. Bold ; daiing ;—possess

ing, or characterized by, courage ; brave ; intrepid ;

adventurous.

Courageously, (kur-a'je-us-le) adv. Boldly ; bravely-.

Courageousness, (kur-a'je-us-nes) n. The quality of

courage.

Courant, (k66r-anf)n. [F. courir, to run.] A piece of

music in triple time ;—a lively kind of dance ;—a

newspaper.

Courier, (koo're-er) n. [F. from courir, to run.] A

messenger sent in haste with letters or despatches,

usually on public business ; an express.

Course, (kdrs) n. [F. course, L. from currcrc, to run.]

A moving forward, or passing from one point to an

other ;—journey ; voyage: career;—the line of pro

gress; route; direction ;—the ground traversed ; path ;

way; bed of a stream; ground on which a race is

run ;—the manner of progress ; regulir series ; suc

cession ; systematized form of lecturing or teaching;

—way of life ; conduct ;—a service of dishes of one

kind at a meal ;—a continued level range of stones

of the same height throughout the face of a build

ing :—pi. The menstrual flux;—the lower Bails of a

ship.

Course, (kors) v.t To run, hunt, or chase after; to

pursue ; — to hunt hares with harriers ; — to nm

through or over;—to cause to run;—v. i. To run aa

if in a race, or in hunting ;—imp. & pp. coursed ; ppr.

coursing. [swift or spirited horse ; a racer.

Courser, (kors'er) n. Ono who courses or hunts:—a

Court, (kort) «. [A-S. curt, L. curia.] An inclosed

space; a yard or area;—the residence of a sovereign

or othor dignitary ;—persons composing the retinue of

a sovereign;—the Appointed assembling of the retinue

of a sovereign; — attention directed to a person in

power; conduct designed to gain favour; — a legal

tribunal ; the judge or judges, as distinguished from

the counsel ;—the session of a judicial assembly ;—the

hall where justice is administered ;—pi. Places where

worship is offered.

Court, (kort) v. t. To endeavour to gain the favour

of; to strive to please ;—to seek in marriage ; to woo :

—imp. & pp. courted ; ppr. courting,

Court-day, (kort'da) n. A day in which a court sits to

administer justice.

Courteous, (kurt'e-us) a. [From court.] Polite; well-

bred; of court-like or elegant manners: pertaining

to, or expressive of, courtesy ; gentlemanly.

Courteously, (kurt'e-us-le) adv. In a courteous manner.

Courteousness, (kurt'e-us-nes) n. Quality of being

courteous ; civility of manners; obliging condescen

sion ; complaisance.

Courtesan, (kurt'e-zan) n. [F. courtisaue.] A prosti

tute; a harlot

Courtesy, (kurt'e-ae) n. Elegance and politeness of

manners;—an act of civility or respect ;—favour or

indulgence, as distinguished from right.

Courtesy, (kurt'se) «. A gesture or expression of re

spect or civility by women—consisting in a slight

inclination of the body.

Courtesy, (kurt'se) t\ i. To bow the body slightly, aa

an expression of civility or respect :— imp. & pp.

courtesied ; ppr. courtesying.
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Court-hand, (korVband) n. Miuiner of writing, used

in records and judicial proceedings.

Court-house, (kort'hous) n. A bouse in which estab

lished courts are held.

Courtier, (kort'e-er) n. [From court.) One who fre

quent* the courts oty princes ; — one who courts or

solicits favour.

Courtliness, (k&rtle-nes) n. Quality of being courtly

or high-bred ; elegance of manners ; stately and digni

fied deportment.

Courtly, (kort'le) a. Relating to a court: court-like;

high-bred;—disposed to favour the great; fawning;

obsequious.

Court-martial, (kort-mar'shai) n. A court of military

or naval officers, for the trial of offences against mili

tary or naval laws. (of silk.

Court-plaster, (kort'plas-ter) n. Sticking-plaster made

Courtship, (kort'ship) n. Act of soliciting favour by

complaisance or flattery ;—act of wooing to marriage.

Court-yard, (kort'yard) n. A court or iuclosure be

longing to a house.

Cousin, (kuz'n) n. [F. cousin.] One collaterally

related ; a kinsman ; the son or daughter of an uncle

wannt.

Cstuun-german, (kuz'n-jer-man) n. A first cousin ; a

cousin in the first generation.

Cove, (kov) n. [A. -3. co/a.) A small inlet, creek,

or bay ; a recess in the sea-shore ;—a concave mould

ing ; the arched part of a vault.

Cove, (kov) r. t. To arch over.

Covenant, (kuv'en-ant) n. [F. convenant, L. convtnire.)

A mutual agreement in writing and under seal ; a

contract ;—a writing containing the terms of agree

ment between parties ;—a form of actiou for the viola

tion of a contract;—the terms in which God conde

scends to deal with bis creatures ; contract ; compact;

bargain ; stipulation.

Covenant, (kuv'en-ant) v. i. To enter into a formal

agreement; to bind one's self by contract; bargain;

stipulate ;—r. t. To grant or promise by covenant ;—

iw£, fc pp. covenanted; ppr. covenanting.

Covenantor, ( kuv'en-ant-er ) n. One who makes a

covenant; one who subscribed the Scottish National

CoTenant in the reign of Charles I.

Ctvtr, (kuv'er) v. t. (L. eon and optrirc, to cover.]

To overspread the surface or body of ;—to brood or

■-it oo ;—to hide fiom sight; to conceal; —to place

under shelter ; to protect ; to defend ;—to extend over ;

to be sufficient for; to comprehend or include;—to

put tho usual bead-dress on.: —imp. & pp. covered ;

kfr. oovering.

Cowr, (kuv'er) n. Any thing which is laid, Bet, or

•pread upon, about, or over another; an envelope;

* hd ;—any thing which veils or conceals; a screen;

disguise; a cloak ;—concealment, shelter, defence;—

*wdt, underbrush, <fcc., which conceal game. [F.

tourertt.] Table furniture for a raeaL

Coveriag, (kuv'er-ing) n. Any thing spread or laid

oTer another, whether for security or concealment.

Coverlet, (kuVer-let) n. [F. couvrir, to cover, and lit,

**•*■] The uppermost cover of a bed ; quilt.

CoTwt, (knv'ert) a. [F. covert, pp. of corrir.] Cov-

<*wl over;—sheltered; concealed;—under protection,

*• a married woman.

Covert, (knv'ert) n. A place which covers and protects;

*jheJter ; a defence ; a hiding place : a thicket.

Covertly, (kuv'frt-le) adv. Secretly; closely; in private.

Coverture, (kuv'e.rt-ur) n. Covering; shelter; defence;

--condition of a woman under the protection of her

husband.

Covet, (kuvVt) v. t. [F. eonwittr, L. cupere, to desire.]

To wudi for with eagerness:—to wish for inordinately,

wwwuonably, or unlawfully; hanker after ; lust after:

—»w>i. & pp. coveted ; ppr. coveting.

wwtable, (kuv'et^-bl) a. Capablo or worthy of being

desired.

Covetous, (kuv'et-us) a. Very desirous ;—inordinately

desirous ; excessively eager ; avaricious for gain.

Covetously, (kuv'et-ns-le) adv. With a strong or inor

dinate desire to obtain and possess ; eagerly ; avarij

ciotisly.

Covetousnesg, (kuv'et-us-nes) n. Strong or inordinate

desire of obtaining and possessing some supposed good,

especially riches ; avarice; greed.

Covey, (kuv'e) n. [F. couvtr, to brood.] An old bird

with her brood of joung ; a small flock of birds;—a

company; a set.

Covin, (kuv'in) n. [F. covinc, L. convtnire, to agree.]

A collusive or deceitful agreement between two or

more persons to prejudice a third.

Coving, (kcVing) n. The projection of the upper

stories of a house over those beneath ;—the jambs of

a fire-place.

Cow, (kow) n. [A.-S. eft, IceL ku.) The female of the

bovine genus of animals.

Cow, (kow) v. t. [Icel. kvga, to depress.] To depress

with fear; to sink the spirits or courage; to intimi

date :—imp. & pp. cowed ; ppr. cowing.

Coward, (kov/erd) w. [F, couard.) One who lacks

courage to meet danger ; a timid or pusillanimous

man ; poltroon ; dastard. [base.

Coward (kow'erd) a. Destitute of courage: timid;

Cowardice, (kow'crd-is) n. Want of courage to face

danger: timidity; pusillanimity.

Cowardline&St (kow'erd-le-nes) h. Want of courage ;

cowardice.

Cowardly, (koVerxl-le) a. Wanting courage to face

danger ;—proceeding from fear of danger ; befitting a

coward ; timid ; dastardly ; mean ; base.

Cowardly, (kow'erd-le) adv. In the manner of a

coward.

Cower, (kow'er) v. i. [W. cwrian, to cower.] To sink

by bending the knees ; to crouch, especially through

fear:—imp. & pp. cowered; ppr. cowering.

Cow-heel, (kow'hel) n. The foot of a cow boiled

Cowherd, (kowTierd) n. One who tends cows.

Cowhide, (kow'hld) u. The hide of a cow;—leather

made of the hide of a cow;—a scourge or whip made

of cow's hide.

Cowhide, (kowliid) v. t. To beat or whip with a cow

hide:—imp. & pp. cowhided; ppr. cowhiding.

Cowl, (kowl) n. [A.-S. cuhU, L, cucullus, cap, hood.]

A monk's hood or habit ; — a cowl-shaped cap for

the top of chimneys. [like a cowl.

Cowled, (kowld) a. Wearing a cowl; hooded;—shaped

Cow-leech, (kowlech) ». One who professes to heal

the diseases of cows.

Cow-pox, (kow'poks) n. A pustular eruption of the

cow, which, when communicated to the human sys

tem by inoculation, preserves from small pox.

Cowslip, (kow slip) n. iPerhaps for cow's-leek.) A spe

cies of primrose which appears early in the spring.

Coxcomb, (koks'kom) n. [Cock's comb.) A strip of red

cloth notched like the comb of a cock, which fools

wore in their caps;—the cap itself:—a superficial

pretender to knowledge or accomplishments ; a Top.

Coxcombry, (koks'koiu-re) n. The manners of a cox

comb; foppishness.

Coy, (koy) a. [F. coy, from L. quiet, rest.] Reserved :

shy:—shrinking from approach or familiarity; modest.

Coyish, (koy'iBh) a. Somewhat coy or reserved.

Coyly, (koy'le) adv. With reserve; shyly.

Coyness, (ko/nes) n. Reserve; shyness; backward

ness ; appearance or affectation of modesty.

Cozen, ( kuz'n ) r. t. [Ger. kosen, to wheedle.] To

cheat; to defraud; to beguile; to deceive:—imp. <fc

pp. cozened ; ppr. cozening.

Cozenage, ( kuz'n -ftj ) n. The art or practice of

cheating : artifice ; trick ; fraud.

Cosily, (koz'e-le) adv. Snugly ; comfortably.

Coxy, (koz'e) a. IF. causer, to talk, Ger. kosen.) Snug;

comfortable ; easy :—also Cosey.
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Crab.

Crab, (krab) n. [A-S. crabba, G. karabos.] A cruata

ceous animal having the body

covered with a crust - like

shell called the carapax. It

has ten legs, the front pair

of which terminate in claws ;

—the fourth sign in the

zodiac. [W.] A wild apple,

or the tree producing it :—

a crane for raising heavy

weights.

Crabbed, (kratred) a. [From crab.) Harsh; rough;

austere; contracted, as handwriting; sour; testy;

cross ; cynical.

Crabbedly, (krab'ed-le) adv. In a crabbed manner.

Crabbedness, (krab'ed-nes) n. State of being crabbed.

Crack, (krak) v. t. [F. craquer, Dan. krakke, Gael.

& Ir. crac.) To break without entire separation of

parts ; to fissure ;—to rend with, grief or pain ; to dis

tress; to disorder, as the brain ; to derange ;—to cause

to eound abruptly and sharply ; to snap ;—to utte?

smartly;—v.i. To be fractured without quite separ

ating into parts ;—to go to pieces ; to be ruined or

impaired;—to utter a loud or sharp sudden sound:

—imp. <fc pp. cracked ; ppr. cracking.

Crack, (krak) n, A partial separation of the parti

of a substauce ; a chink or fissure;—a sharp noice ;

the break in the voice at puberty ;—craziness of intel

lect ; insanity. [intellect ; orazy.

Crack-brained, (krak'brand) a. Having an impaired

Cracker, (krak'er) n. One who or that which cracks ;

—a small firework ;—a kind of hard biscuit.

Crackle, (krakT) v.i. [Diminutive of crack.] To mako

small, abrupt, snapping noises.

Crackling, (krak'ling) n. Small abrupt cracks or re

ports frequently repeated ;—the rind of roasted pork.

Cracknel, (krak'nel) n. A hard brittle biscuit.

Cradle, (kra'dl) n. [A.-S. cradcl, W. cryd.] A Bring

ing or rocking bed for infanta ; the place in v.hich

any thing is nurtured or protected in its infancy ;—

a light framework added to a scythe, for receiving the

grain as cut ;—an instrument used in preparing plates

for mezzotints ;—a framework of timbers used to sup

port a vessel on the stocks ;—a case for a broken bone.

Cradle, (kra'dl) v. (. To lay in a cradle, to rock in a

cradle; — to nurse in infancy; — v.i. To lie in a

cradle:—imp. & pp. cradled; ppr. cradling.

Craft, (kraft) «. [A.-S. craft, W. cntf, Btrong.] Art;

ability; dexterity in manual employment; hence,

the employment itself; a trade;—art, or skill, in a

bad sense ; artifice ; guile ; — sailing vessels of any

kind. [guile.

Craftily, (kraft'e-le) adv. With craft, cunning, or

Craftiness, (kraft'e-nes) n. Cunning; artifice; strata

gem ; wilinesa.

Craftsman, (krafts'man) n. One skilled in a manual

occupation ; an artificer ; a mechanic.

Crafty, (kraft'e) o. Cunning; skilful at deceiving;

full of plots or wiles; artful ; subtlo ; shrewd.

Crag, (krag) n- [W. craig, Gael. & Ir. creag.] A steep,

rugged rock ; a rough broken rock ;—a bed of gravel

mixed with shells ;—the throat or neck.

Cragged, (krag'ed) a. Full of crags or broken rocks.

Craggedness, (krag'ed-nes) n. State or quality of being

cragged. [broken rocks.

Craggy, (krag'e) a. Full of crags; abounding with

Crake, (krak) n. [Icel. krdka, crow.l A species of rail

found among gras*, corn, broom, or furze — so called

from its singular cry.

Cram, (kram) v. t. [A-S. crammian.] To stuff in ;

to crowd ; to fill to superfluity ;—to qualify for public

examination by special preparation ; — r. i. To eat

greedily or beyond satiety; —to make preparation for

an examination by study of special subjects or points :

—imp. A pp. crammed ; ppr. cramming.

Crambof (kram/bo) n. A play in whjch one person

 

Crane.

gives a word, to which another finds a rhyme ;—a

rhyme.

Cramp, (kramp) n. [D.&Sw. kramp, Dan. krampe.] A

restriction or restraint ;—an iron instrument serving

to hold together pieces of timber, stones, &c, ;—a

spasmodic and painful contraction of muscles of the

body;—shackle; confinement.

Cramp, (kramp) v. t. To hold tightly pressed together;

to restrain from free action;—to afflict with cramp:

—ivip.ii pp. cramped; ppr, cramping.

Cranberry, (krant>er-e) n. A red, sour berry, much

used for preserves.

Crane, (kr.ni) n. [A.-S. cran, G. gcranos, L. gnu.) A

wading bird, having a long

straight bill, and long legs and

neck; — a machine for raising;

lowering, and moving heavy

weights—so called from a fan

cied similarity between its arm

and the neck of a crane; — an

iron bar turning on a vertica

axis, in a fireplace, for support

ing kettles, ic, over a fire;—

a siphon, or bent pipe, for draw

ing liquors out of a cask ; — ■

; iece oi wood or iron form*-' I

with two arms, used, in pairs, to

stow spare Bpars in.

Crane, (kran) v. t. To cause to rise ; to luise by a

crane ;—to stretch the neck,

and look forward beforo tak

ing a leap in the hunting

field.

Crane's-bill, .(kriins'bil ) «,

The plant Geranium, of

many species ;— a pair of long-

beaked pincers used by sur

geons.

Cranial, (krane-al) a. Belong

ing to the cranium.

Craniologist, (kra-ne-ol'o-jist)

n. One who is versed in the science of craniology;

a phrenologist.

Craniology, (krl-ne^Vo-je) n. [G. Iranian, Bkull, and

logos, discourse.] The science which investixxtes the

structure of the skull, and its relation to the facul

ties of the mind ; phrenology;—a treatise on the skull.

Cranium, (kra'ne-um) n. [L. from G. kranion.] The

skull of an animal; the bones which inclose the brain.

Crank, (kraugk) n. [Ger. krink, IoeL kringr, circle. J

A bend or turn;—the bent

portion oi an axis, used to

produce circular motion, to

change a horizontal into a

vertical motion, &c. ; — an

iron brace for support;—a

sportive twisting of an idea

or word, analogous to pun.

Crank, (krangk) a. [D. & Crank.

Ger. krank, sick, weak.] Liable to careen or be over

set, as a ship;—full of spirit; brisk; lively.

Crankle, (krangk'l) v. i. To run in a winding course \

to turn;—r. t To break into bends or angles; to

crinkle.

Crankle, (krangkl) n. A bend or turn.

Crannied, (kran'id) a. Full of crannies; having rents,

chinks, or fissures.

Cranny, (kran'e) n. [F. cran, L. crcna, notch.) A

small narrow opening ; a fissure, crevice, or chink ;

—a secret, retired place; a hole.

Crape, (krap) n. [¥. cripe, from L. critpus, curled.]

A thin, trauBparent stuff, made of law silk gummed

and twisted, used for mourning garments.

Crapulence, (krap'u-leim) «. Sickness occasioned by

(ntemperance.

Crush; (kraJi) v.t, [Go. Jtriutfan.] To break to j
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violently;—v.i. To make a krad, clattering sound:

—imp. k pp. crashed ; ppr. crashing.

Crash, (kraih) n. The loud, mingled sound of many

things falling and breaking at once. [1.. crustus.) A

kind of coarse linen cloth.

Crisis, (khiius) ft, [G. i-rasin.] The healthy consti

tution of the blood in an animal body.

Crass, (kras) a. Thick; gross; dense ;—dnll in intellect.

Crassazaent (kras'a-ment) n. [L. cnuwmmtVM, from

crtuMUJt, thick.] The thick part of the blood, as dis

tinct from the aqueous part ; a clot.

Crassitude, (kras'e-tud) ft. [L. crcusitudo.] Grossness;

coarseness : thickness.

Crate, (krlt) n. [L. crates.] A hamper of wicker-work

for the transportation of crockery, glass, and similar

ware.

Crater, (krit'er) m. [L. , G. foratir. ] The aperture or

mouth of a volcano.

Crateriform, (krit-erVfonn) —

o. fL. cruttr, a bowl, and "

forma, form.] Having the J

form of a goblet.

Craonch, (kransh) v.t. [IV

scsruKSfn, to eat greedily.]

To crush with the teeth ; to

chew noisily ; to crunch :—

iisiy. &. pp. craunched ; ppr.

craunchins;.

Cravat (kra-vaf) n. [F.

crura U.] A neck-cloth ;—a

piece of muslin or other cloth

worn by men about the neck. Crater.

Crave, (krav) v. (. fA -S. crafian.] To ask with ear

nestness, submission, or humihty; — to long for;—

to require or demand:—imp. & pp. craved; ppr.

craving.

Craven. (kraVn) n. One who, being vanquished, has

craved his life of his antagonist; a spiritless fellow :

coward ; dastard. [hearted.

Craven, (kriv'n) a. Cowardly; spiritless; chicken-

Craw, (kraw) n. [D. foruag, Ger. forage, throat, crop.]

The crop or first stomach of fowls.

Craw-fish or Cray-fish, (kraw'fish) ft, IF. ,'.•,-.,,,,.] A

erajtaceoua animal, resembling the lobster, but small

er, found in fresh-water streams.

Cnwi, (krawl) v.i. [D. krabbelen, Dan. travler.] To

creep, as a worm ; or on the hands and knees, as a

banian being ;—to move in a slow and feeble manner :

—imp. & pp. crawled ; ppr. crawling.

Crawl, (krawl) n. The act or motion of crawling ;—a

staked net for catching fish.

Crawler, (krawl'er) n- One who or that which crawls;

—a creeper; a reptile.

Crayon, (kra on) n. [L. crtta, chalk.] A piece of chalk

or Lead in the form of a cylinder, used in drawing ;—

a drawing made with a pencil or crayon.

Crayon, (krl'on) v. t. To sketch, as with a crayon:—

istp. & pp. crayoned; ppr. crayoning*.

Craze, (kraz) r. t. [Icel. forassa, to grind, Sw. Irani,

to ci ii.-.>i. ] To break into pieces; to crush;—to con

fuse ; to impair ; — to derange ; to render insane :—

imp. .V pp. crazed ; ppr. crazing.

Craze, (kraz) n. State of craziness; insanity;—a strong

habitual desire or passion ; hallucination.

Crazily, (krizVle) adv. In a crazy, deranged manner.

Craziness, (krlzVnes) n. The state of being crazy ;

derangement : imbecility.

Crazy, (kraze) o. [From craze.] Characterized, by

weakness or feebleness ; decrepit ;—disordered in in

tellect ; deranged.

Creak, (krek) v. i. [A modification of eracl:] To make

a sharp, harsh, grating sound, as by the friction of

hard substances ;—v. t. To produce a creaking sound :

—imp. A pp. creaked ; ppr. creaking.

Creak cr Creaking, (krek) ft, A sharp, grating sound.

Cream, (krem) n. [L. eremor, thick juice or broth;

allied to A, -8. ream.] The unctuous substance which

forms a scum on the surface of milk ;—the best part

of a thing.

Cream, (krern) v. t. To skim or tako off by skimming,

as cream ;—to take off the best part of;— r. i. To

become covered with cream ; to froth or mantle :—

imp. & pp. creamed ; ppr. creaming.

Creamy, (krem'e)"- Full of cream ;—resembling cream;

unctuous.

Crease, (kres) n. [H. Ger. forause, crispness, hravten,

to curL J A line or mark made by folding or doub

ling ; a hollow streak; a groove.

Crease, (kres) r. (. To make a crease or mark in, as

by folding or doubling :—imp. & pp. creased ; ppr.

creasing.

Create, (kxe-uf) v.t. [L. creare, to create.] To form

or shape ;—to form out of nothing ; to give existence

to;—to give a particular form: to constitute;—to bo

the occasion of; to raise or produce;—to give a new

form, character, or title;—to reconstruct :—imp, .v pp.

created ; ppr. creating.

Creation, (kre-a'shun) n. Act of creating; especially

act of bringing the world into existence;—the mode

of creating ; constitution ; appointment ;—any thing

created; the world; creatures ; — fabric; work; in

vention, [active ; productive.

Creative, (krfi-at'iv) a. Having the power to create;

Creator, (kre-at'er) n. One who creates; apecijicaUy,

the Supreme Being.

Creature, (krCtur) n. [L. creatura.] Any thing cre

ated ; any being created with life; an animal ; a man;

—an epithet used in contempt or endearment ;—a

servile dependent

Credence, (krO'dens) n. [L. credentia, from credere,

to believe.] The act of believing ;—reliance on testi

mony; confidence in the veracity of another; belief;

—that which gives a claim to credit or acceptation.

Credential, (kre-den'she-al) a. Giving a title to credit

or belief.

Credential, (kre-den'she-al) n. That which gives credit

or a title to confidence ; —pi. testimonials showing

that a person is entitled to credit, or has a commis

sion from a state or court

Credibility or Credibleness, (kred-e-bU'e-te) ft. The

quality or the state of being credible : credibleness.

Credible, (kred e-bl) a. [L. credibitit, from erfdsrt.]

Capable of being believed ; worthy of belief ;—likely;

probable. [belief.

Credibly, (kred'e-ble) adv. In a manner that deserves

Credit, (kred'it) n. [L. creditum, trust, from credere,

to trust, to loan.] Reliance on the truth of some

thing said or done; belief;—authority derived from

character or reputation; interest;— trust given or

recei ved ; —the time gi ven for payment of goods bought

on trust; mercantile reputation;—the side of an ac

count on which are entered all values received.

Credit, (kred'it) v. t. To confide in the truth of ; to put

trust in ; to believe ;—to enter upon the credit side of

an account;—to set to the credit of :—imp. & pp. cred

ited ; ppr. crediting.

Creditable, ( kred'it^a-bl ) a. Deserving or possessing

reputation or esteem ; praiseworthy.

Creditablenest, (kred'it-a-hl-nes) n. Quality of being

creditable.

Creditably, (kred'it-a-ble) adv. Reputably; with credit

Creditor, (kred'it-^r) n. One who gives credit in busi

ness; one to whom money is due.

Credulity, (kre-du'le-te) n. A disposition to believe on

slight evidence :—liability to deception or imposition.

Credulous, (kred'u-lus) a. [L. crtduha, from credere,

to believe.] Apt to believe on insufficient evidence ;

easily imposed upon.

Credulously, (kred'u-lus-le) adv. With credulity.

Credulousness, (kred'u-lus-nes) n. Readiness to believe

without sufficient evidence.

Creed, (kred) n. [L. credo, I believc.J A brief sum-

L
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iuary of the articles of tho Christian religion ;—any

solemn profession of opinions or principles.

Creek, (krek) n. [A.-8. crecca.] A small inlet, bay,

or cove; a recess in the shore of the sea, or of a river,;

—any turn or winding.

Creel, (kr&) n. (Scot.) An osier basket.

Creep, (krep) v. i, [A. -8. creopan.] To move as a

worm or reptile ; to move on hands and knees ; to

crawl ;—to move slowly or timorously ;—to move in

a stealthy manner; to insinuate;— to fawn;— to

grow, as a vine, clinging to support: — imp. crept;

pp. crept ; ppr. creeping.

Creeper, (krep'er) n. One who creeps ; any creeping

thing;—a creeping plant ;—a small bird, allied to the

wren; — pi. An instrument with iron hooks for

dragging a harbour, river, &c

Creese, (kres) n. A Malay dagger.

Cremation, (krS-mi'shun) ». [la. cremare, to burn.]

A burning ; particularly the burning of the dead.

Cremona, (krS-mo'na) n. A superior kind of violin,

made at Cremona, in Italy.

Crenated, (kre'nat-ed) a. [L. creiia, notch,] Having

the edge cut or notched.

Crenelles, (kru'nelz) n. pi. [F. crtnenux.] The openings

in an embattled parapet ; embrasure* through which

to shoot.

Creole, (kreol) n. [Sp. eriollo, from criar, to nurse.]

One born in tropical America, or the adjacent islands,

of European ancestors.

Creosote, (kie'o-sot) n, [G. fcrwi. flesh, and *6zein, to

preserve.] An antiseptic oily liquid, obtained from

the distillation of wood.

Crepitate, (krep'it-at) r. i. [L. erepitare.] To burst

with a sharp, abrupt sound, rapidly repeated; to

crackle ; to snap :—imp. fa pp. crepitated ; ppr. crepi

tating, [a snapping or crackling.

Crepitation, (krep-it-a'shun) n. The act of crepitating ;

Crepuscular, (kre-pus'kul-e.r) a. Pertaining to twilight;

glimmering; imperfectly clear.

Crescendo, (kre-shen'do) n. A gradual increase in the

strength and fulness of tone with which a passage is

performed;—a passage to l» performed with increas

ing tone, [increase.] Increasing ; growing.

Crescent, (kros'ent) a. [L. ertscens, ppr. of crvtccrt, to

Crescent, (kres'ent) iu The increasing moon; the moon

in her first quarter;—the figure of the new moon,

borno in the Turkish standard;—the standard itself;

the Turkish power;—a lunge of buildings or street in

the form of a crescent.

Cress, (kres) «.. [A. -3. cresae.] A plant of various

species used as a salad.

Cresset, (kres'et) n. [F. croisette.] An open lamp, filled

with combustible material, placed on /km^^^.

a beacon, lighthouse, fac, or curried

on a pole.

Crest, (krest) n. [A.-S. crasta, h.

critta.) A tuft, growing osj an ani

mal's head ;—tbo plume or other de

coration, worn on a helmet: — the

helmet, as typical of a high spirit;

spirited bearing; lofty mien;—an

appendage to tbe shield, placed over

it. And usually borne upon a wreath ;

—the top of a wave ;—the summit. ciubbci.

Crest, (krest) v. t. To furnish or adorn with a crest;

to serve as a crest for:—imp. fa pp. crested; ppr.

cresting.

Crested, (krest'ed) a. Having a crest ;—bearing any

elevated appendage like a crest.

Crest-fallen, (krest'fawl-n) a. With lowered front;

dispirited ; dejected ; cowed.

Grestless, (kresfles) a. Without a crest ; not entitled

to wear or use armorial designs.

Cretaoeons, (kre-ta'ahe-us) a. [L. cretaccus, from creta,

chalk.] Having the qualities of chalk ; abounding

with chalk.

 

 

Cretin, (kre'tin) n. [F. cretin.] A deformed idiot,

afflicted with goitre.

Crevet, (krev'et) n. A melting pot used by goldsmitlis.

Crevice, (krev'is) n. [O. Eng. fa F. crevaxse.] A nar

row opening resulting from a split or crack ; a cleft ;

a fissure ; a rent.

Crew, (krod) n. [O. Eng. cruc] A company of people

associated together ; a gang ;—a ship's company ; the

Beamen belonging to a vessel or boat.

Crib, (krib) n. (A.-S. crybb, O. H. Ger. erippa.] The

manger or rack of a stall;—a stall for cattle;—a

small inclosed bedstead for a child ;—a bin for storing

grain, fac ;—a hut or small dwelling.

Crib, (krib) v. t. To shut or confine in a narrow habi

tation;— to pilfer or purloin ; —v.i. To crowd to

gether; to be confined, as in a crib:—imp. fa pp.

cribbed ; ppr. cribbing.

Cribbage, (krib'aj) n. [From crib.] A game at cards.

Cribble, (kriVI) n. [L. cribrum, sieve, from cernerf,

to sift.] A coarse sieve or screen ;—coarse flour or

meal.

Cribble, (kribT) v. I. To cause to pass through a sieve

or riddle; to sift :—imp. fa pp. cribbled; ppr. cribbling.

Crick, (krik) ». [A.-S. eric,] A spasmodic affection

of tbe neck or back.

Cricket, (krik'et) n. [W. ericiad, cricket, crictllu, tu

chirp.] An orthopterous in

sect, of the genus Gryllus,

characterized by a chirping

note.

Cricket, (krik'et ) n. [A.-S.

cricc] A game in which one

player defends a wicket with Crieket.

a bat, against another whotries

to throw it down with a ball ;—a low BtooL

Cricket, (krik'eO r. i. To play at cricket

Cricketer, (krik et-er) n. One who plays at cricket.

Crier, (kri'er) n. One who cries; one who makes pro

clamation.

Crime, (krim) n, [L. crimtnJ] Any violation of law,

either divine or human ; a gross offence ; an outrage

or great wrong.

Criminal, (krim'in-al) a. Guilty of crime ;—involving

a crime ;—relating to crime; culpable; wicked; felo

nious.

Criminal, (krim'in-al) n. A person who lias committed

or is accused of crime ; culprit ; malefactor; evil-doer.

Criminality, (krim-in-al'e-te) n. [L. criminalis.]

Quality or state of being criminal ; guiltiness.

Criminally, (krim'in-al-le) xidv. In violation of law-;

wickedly.

Criminate, (krim 'in -at) v.t. [L. criminare, from

crijaen.] To accuse or charge with a crime ; to con

vict of crime or guilt :—imp. fa pp. criminated ; ppr.

criminating.

Crimination, (krim-ln-a'shun) n. Act of accusing ; ar

raignment ; charge.

Criminatory, (krim'in-a-tor-o) a. Relating to accusa

tion; accusing; censorious.

Crimp, (krimp) a. [A.-S. ge-crympt, crimpod.] Easily

crumbled ; friable ; brittle.

Crimp, (krimp) r,t [Ger. krimmen.] To form into

ridges or plaits;—to pinch and hold;—to decoy into

the powor of a recruiting officer, or of a press-gang ;—

to contract the flesh of a fish :—imp. fa pp. crimped ;

ppr. crimping.

Crixnple, (krimpT) v. t. (Dim. of crimp.] To cause to

shrink or draw together; to contract; to curl ; to cor

rugate :—imp. fa pp. orimpled : ppr. crimpling.

Crimson, (krim'zn) n. [0. Eng. crmesyn, from A.

qermtz, cochineal insect] A deep-red colour tinged

witb blue ; red in general.

Crimson, (krim'zn) a. Of a deep-red colour.

Crimson, (krim'zn) v. t. To dye with crimson, or deep

bluish red;—v.|i To become deep red in colour ; to

blush :—imp. fa pp. crimsoned ; ppr. crimsoning-.
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Crinatory or Criaal, (krin'a-tor-e) a. Of, or relating to,

the hair.

Cringe, (krinj) v.t. [Icel. krinffi, to make round.]

To contract;—v. i. To draw one's self together, as in

fear or timid servility; to bow obsequiously; to fawn:

—imp. & pp. cringed ; ppr. cringing.

Cringe, (krinj) n. .Servile civility; a mean bow.

Cringingly, ( krinj'iug-lo ) adv. In a whining, servile,

or obsequious manner.

Cringle, (kring'gl) n, flcel. kringrf circle.] A withe

for fastening a gate ;—an iron ring strapped to the

bolt-rope of a naiL

Crinite, (krinlt) a. [L. crinitus, from crinis, hair.]

Having the appearance of a tuft of hair ; streaming.

Crinkle, (kringkl) v.t. [D. krinkenet, to wind or twist,

from kring, circle.] To form with short turns or

wrinkles ;—r. i. To run in and out in little or short

bends or turns; to run in flexures; — imp. <fe pp.

crinkled ; ppr. crinkling.

Crinoline, (krino-lin) it, [F. crin, L. crinis, hair.] A

device for expanding a lady's skirt by hoops, hair

cloth, wire-frame, Ac.

Cripple, (kripl) n. [A.-S. cre.opan, to creep.] A lame

person; one who halts, or limps; one who is partially

or wholly disabled in his limbs.

Cripple, (kripl) v. t. To deprive of the use of the limbs,

particularly of the legs and feet ; — to deprive of

strength or capability for service or use ; to disable :—

iiHp. & pp. crippled; ppr. crippling.

Crisis, (kri'sis)n. [O. Iritis, from krinein, to separate,

to decide.] The decisive moment ; the turning-point ;

—the change of a disease which indicates recovery or

death :—any unsettled or critical state in individual

life, or in public affairs.

Crisp, (krisp) a. [h. ertipy.*.] Formed into stiff curls

or ringlets;—brittle; friable; breaking short, with

■light resistance.

Crisp, (krisp) v. t. To curl, as the hair ; to wreathe or

interweave ;—to wrinkle ;—v. i. To form little curls or

modulations on the surface or edges: — imp. & pp.

crisped : ppr. crisping.

Crisper, (krisp'$r) n. One who, or that which, crisps

or curls ;—an instrument for friezing cloth.

Crisply, (krisple) adv. With criapuess; in a crisp man

ner, [or brittle.

Crispnesa, (kriapnos) n. State of being crisp, curled,

Crispy, (krisp'e) a. Formed into ringlets ; frizzled ;—

prepared so as to break short ; brittle.

Cristate, (kris'tat) a. [L. crista, a tuft of hair.]

Chested ;—tufted ; having an appendago like a crest.

Criterion, (kri-te^re-un) ?i. [G. from krinein, to sift,

discriminate, judge.] A rule, standard, or measure;

any established fact or principle, by comparison with

whk.h things are estimated or judged.

Critic (krit'ik) n. An examiner ; a judge in matters

of taste and beauty ;—one competent to discern merit

or demerit, as in literature or art ;—a writer or re

viewer of such ;—one apt to censure or detect faults ;

—a caviller; carper.

Critical, (krit'ik-al) a. Judging; discerning ;—accurate

and discriminating in estimating literary or artistic

productions ; — inclined to make nice distinctions ;

exact ;—inclined to find fault : captions;—relating to

criticism ; belonging to the art of a critic ;—pertaining

to, or indicating a crisis or turning point; derisivo;

idee ; of doubtful issue. [exactly.

Critically, (krit'ik -al-le) adv. In a critical manner ;—

Criticise, (krit'e-siz) v. t. To examine and judge as a

critic; to animadvert on ;—v. i. To act as a critic; to

pass literary or artistic judgment :—imp. & pp. criti

cised ; ppr. critioising.

Criticism, (krit'e-sizm) n. The act or process of judg

ing and estimating literature and the fine 'arts; sys

tem, rules, or principles on which literary or artistic

judgment is formed ;—a critical judgment expressed ;

stricture ; animadversion ;—a written review.

 

Crocodils.

Critique, (kre-tekO n. [F. critique.] The art of criti

cism ;—examination or estimate of a work of literature

or art.

Croak, (krSk) v.i. [A. -8. cracetan, G. krodsein, to

croak.] To make a low, hoarse noise in the throat,

as a frog or crow ;—to forebode evil ; to grumble ;—

v. t. To utter in a low, hoarse voice :—imp. & pp.

croaked : ppr croaking,

Croak, (krok) n. The low, harsh sound uttered by a

frog or a raven ; any like sound.

Croaker, (krOk'er) n. One who murmurs, or com

plains unreasonably; one who habitually forbodes evil.

Crochet, (kro'sha) n. [F., W. crdg, hook.] A kind of

netting made by a small hook from worsted, cotton,

or silk. [earthen vessel ; a pot or pitcher.

Crock, (krok)n. [GaeL croa, earthern vessel, jar.] An

Crockery, (krok'er-e) n. [From crock, earthen vessel.]

Earthen-ware ; vessels formed of clay, glazed and

baked ; pottery.

Crocket, (krok'et) n. An ornament formed in imi

tation of curved and bent foliage.

Crocodile, (krok'o-dil) n. [G. krokodeilos.] A genus of

the saurian animals grow

ing to the length of six

teen or eighteen feet It

inhabits the large rivers in

Africa and Asia, and lays

its eggs, resembling those

of a goose, in the sand, to

be hatched by the heat of

the sun—it is allied to the

alligator.

Crocodilian, (krok-6-dil'yan)

a. Pertaining to the cro

codile family.

Crocus, (kro'kus) tu [G. krokos.] A genus of plants

valued for their early flowering and brilliant blossoms.

Croft, (kroft) ». [A.-S. croft, cru/Q A close or in

closed field ;—a small farm.

Cromlech, (kromlek) n. [W. from crom, bending, and

llech, a flat stone.] A se

pulchral structure consist

ing of a large flat stone

placed in a slightly inclin

ed position upon other

stones set up on end, and*

supposed to be the remains ~

of druidical altars.

Crone, (kron) 7». [G. gcron,

old.] An old woman.

Crony, (kroii'e) n. An in

timate companion ; an associate ; a familiar friend.

Crook, (krook) n. [Icel. krdkr.] A bend or curve;

—an instrument bent at the end ; a shepherd's or a

bishop's staff ;—a trick or artifice.

Crook, (krook) v.t. To turn from a straigh't line; to

curve; — to turn from rectitude; to pervert;—v.i.

To be bent or curved :—imp. & pp. crooked ; ppr.

crooking.

Crook-back, (krook'bak) v. One who has a crooked

back or round sho\ilders;—hunchback.

Crooked, (krook'ed) ;;. a. Bent; oblique;—not straight

forward ; deviating from rectitude ; devious; perverse.

Crookedly, (kr66k'ed-le) adv. In a crooked manner.

Crookedness, (krook'ed-nes) n. Condition or quality of

being bent ; curvity; deformity.

Croon, (kroon) n. A low, continued moan ; a plain,

artless melody.

Croon, (kroon) v.t. To sing in a low tone ;—to soothe

by singing softly ;—v. i. [Hcot] To moan ;—to hum

in a low tono ; to murmur softly: — imp. As pp.

crooned ; ppr, crooning.

Crop, (krop) n. [A.-S. crop.] The first stomach of a

fowl; tho craw ;—the top or highest part of any thing,

especially of a plant ;—that which is cropped or gath

ered ; fruit ; harvest

 

Cromlech.
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Crop, (krop) v. t. To cut off the ends of; to pluck ;—to

reap the produce of a field ;—r. i. To iptwu above

the Biirfoce, as a seam or bed of coal:— to come to

light:—imp. & pp. cropped : ppr. cropping.

Crop-eared, (krop'erd) a. Having the end of the ears

cut dff. [mining of crops.

Cropping, (krop'ing) n. The act of cutting off:—the

Croquet, (kr6-kef) ft, A game played ou a lawn with

ballB and mallets.

Crosier, (kro'zhcr) v. [L. eruciarium, from crux,

cross.] The official staff of an

archbishop, terminating at the

top in a cross; the pastoral staff

of a bishop, which terminates

in an ornamental curve.

Cross, (kros) n. [L. crux.) A

gibbet, consisting of two pieces

of timber placed transversely

upon one another, in various

forms, as a T or t or X I

—the thoological and religious

import of the death of Christ; uroners,

the Christian doctrine ; the gospel ; — the symbol of

Christ's death, and hence, of Christianity and Chris

tendom ; — any thing wliich thwarts or tries one's

patience; affliction; disappointment; opposition;—an

ornament or monument in tire form of a cross ;—the

cross-like mark used instead of a signature by those

who cannot write ;—a mixing of breeds or stock, espe

cially in cattle-breeding; or the product of such in

termixture.

Cross, (kros) a. Lying or falling athwart ; transverse ;

—adverse; contrary; perverse;—peevish or fretful;

—mutually inverse ; interchanged; contrary.

Cross, (kros) r. t. To put across or athwart ;—to pass

from one side to the other of ;—to run counter to ; to

thwart; to clash or interfere with;— to debar;—to

make the Bign of the cross \ipon ; —to cancel: to

erase;—to mix the breed of; — v.i. To lie or be

athwart ;—to move or pass from one side toward the

other, or from place to place; — to interbreed, as

races :—imp. & pp. crossed ; ppr. crossing.

Cross-bar, (kros bar) n. A transverse bar or lying in

a cross direction.

Cross-bill, (kros'bil) ft, A genus of bird, the mandibles

of whose bill curve in oppo

site directions, and cross each

other.

Cross-bow, (kros 'bo) ft, A

weapon used in discharging

arrows, formed by placing a

bow crosswise on a stock.

Cross-breed, (kros'brCd) n. A

breed produced from parents

of different breeds.

Cross-cut, (kroa'kut) ft. A

short cut across. Cross-bill.

Cross-examination, ( kros'egz-nm-in-a'shun ) n. The

examination of a witness, called by one party, by the

opposite party or his counsel.

Cross-examine, (kros'egz-am-in) t\ (. To examine for

the purpose of eliciting facts which were not brought

out in the direct testimony :—imp. & pp. cross-exam

ined ; ppr. cross-examining.

Cross-fire, (kros'fir) n. A fire of musketry or artillery

upon one place or body, from two or more different

quarters or positions.

Cross-grained, (kros'grand) a. Having the grain or

fibres crowod or irregular;—perverse; untraceable na

ture ; crabbed.

Crosslet, (kros'let) n. [Croat.} A small cross.

Grossly, (kros'le) adv. Athwart ;—adversely ;—peev

ishly ; fretfully.

Crossness, (kros'nes) n. Peevishness ; fretfulness ; ill-

humour.

Cross-purpose, (kxos'pur-pos) a, A counter pr oppos-

 

Crotchet

 

ing purpose. A game in which questions and an

swers are made to involve ludicrous combinations or

contrarieties of ideas.

Cross-question, ( kros 'k west -yun) v.t To cross-ex

amine, [cross-way.

Cross-road, (kros'rod) n. A road that crosses another;

Cross-tie, (kros'tl) ft. A sleeper connecting the rails

of a railroad.

Cross-trees, (kros'trCz) v. pi. Pieces of timber at the

upper ends of the lower masts and topmasts to extend

the shrouds.

Cross-way, (kros'wa) n. A way that crosses another ;

cross-road.

Cross-wind, (kros'wind) ft. An unfavourable wind.

Crosswise, (kros'wiz) adv. In the form of a cross;

across. [branches ; fork.

Crotch, (kroch) n. Place of division, as of a trunk into

Crotchet, (kroch'et) ft, [F. crochet,] A forked piece of

wood; a crotch;—the third prin- ■—

cipal note, equal in duration to

half a minim, marked with a

hook, the stem of which may turn

up or down according to its situ

ation ; —a bracket ; — a perverse

fancy ; a capricious opinion ; a whim.

Crotchety, (kroch'et-e) «. Given to crotchets; whim

sical.

Croton-oil, (kro'ton-oil) n. A vegetable oil of a brown

ish-yellow colour, and a hot, biting taste. It is a

powerful drastic or cathartic.

Crouch, (krouch) v. i, [O. & Prov. Eng. crooch, from

crook, to bend.] To bend down ; to stoop or lie low ;

—to bend servilely or obsequiously; tofawn; to cringe:

—Imp. & pp. crouched; ppr. crouching.

Croup, (kroop) u. [F. erovpe.] The rump of a fowl;

the buttocks of a horse ; the place behind the saddle.

Croup, (kroop) n. [Go. bropian.] An inflammatory

affection of the larynx or trachea, accompanied by a

hoarse ringing cough and difficult respiration, which

chiefly attacks children.

Croupier, (kroo'per) ft, [F. from group*, group] One

who watches the game and collects the money at a

gaming-table; — an assistant chairman at a public

dinner party.

Crow, (kro) ft. [A.-S. crave, so named from its cry. J

A large bird of the genus Corvut,

usually black, having a conical and

somewhat curved beak, with pro

jecting plumes at its base, and ut

tering a harsh crooking note ;—an

iron lever with a claw shaped like

the beak of a crow ;—the voice of

the cock.

Crow, (kr6) v. i. To make the sluill

sound of a cock ; — to brag ; to Crow.

boast ; to exult ;—to utter a sound of joy or pleasure,

as an infant : — imp. crew or crowed ; pp. crowed ;

ppr. crowing.

Crow-bar, (kro'har) ft. A bar of iron sharpened, at

one end, and used as a lever.

Crowd, (krowd) r. (. To press or drive together;—to

fill by pressing together; to encumber by vumbers

or quantity ;—r. t. To press together in numbers ; to

swarm or be numerous:—imp. & pp. crowded; ppr.

crowding.

Crowd, (krowd) n. [A.-S. crodn.) A number of things

closely pressed together, or lying adjacent ;—a num

ber of persons congregated and pressed together ;

throng; multitude; populace; mob.

Crowdy, (krowd'e) n. A mixture of meal and water,

with milk, butter, or bacon fat.

Crow-foot, (kro'foot) ft. A genus of plants of many

species, some of which are common weeds, while

others are flowering plants ; the Ranunculus* . m

number of small cords roved through a long sMoafi

and used to suspend on awning by ;—a caltrop*
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Crown, (krown) 7*. [O. Eng. corone, from L. corona.)

A wreath, garland, or ornament

encircling the head as a badge of

dignity or power ; — the orna

ment worn on the head by so

vereign princes ; — any object

sought for as a prize or consum

mation ; any thing imparting

beauty, dignity, or distinction ;

—one entitled to wear a regal or

imperial crown ; the sovereign ;

—regal or imperial power ; so

vereignty; royalty ;—a piece of money bearing the im

age of a crown ;—top of the head ; topmost parr, as

of a mountain, or other elevation ;—the flat circular

part at the top of a hat ;—the highest member of a

cornice ; the summit ;—that part of an anchor where

the arms are joined to the shank.

Crown, (krown) v. (. To invest with a crown, or with

royal dignity ;—to bestow upon as a mark of honour

or recompense ; to adorn : to dignify ;—to form the

topmost part of ; to complete ; to consummate ; to per-

-imp. & pp. crowned; ppr.jtrowning,

Crown.

feet :-

Crown-antler, (krown ant-ler) n. The topmost branch

or antler of the horn of a stag. [crowns.

Crowner. (krown'er) n. One who, or that which,

C.*:wn-glass, (krown glas) n. The finest sort of window-

glass, formed in large circular plates or disks.

Crown-imperial, (krown'im-pe-re-al) a. A plant of the

lily family, having drooping flowers of beautiful ap-

i pearance.

Crown-jewel*, (krown'jod-elz) n. pi. The royal jewels.

Crown-law, (krown'law) n> That part of the common

law which applies to criminal matters.

Crown-paper, (krowu'pa-per) n. Paper of a particular

nxe, which formerly had the water-mark of a crown.

Crows-prince, (krown'prins) n. The prince royal who

l inherits and succeeds to the crown.

Crown-saw, (krown saw) m. A species of tubular saw ;

—a hollow cylinder with teeth on the edge.

Crown-wheel, (krownTiwei) n. A wheel with cogs or

teeth at right angles to its plane.

Crown-work, (krown'wurk) n. An

outwork running into the field,

i consisting of two demi-bastions

it the extremes, and a bastion in

the middle, with curtains.

Crow-quill, (kro'kwil) n. A pen

made from the quill of the crow,

Qted in marking linen, sketch

ing, £e Crown-wheeL

Crow's-foot, (krozToot) n, A wrinkle under and around

the outer comers of the eyes ;—a caltrop.

Crucial, (kr06'ahe-al) a. [L. crux, cross. J Having the

form of a cross ;—trying or searching ; testing by ex

periment.

Cruciate, (krod'she-at) r. t. [L. cructare, to torture,

from rrtur, cross.] To torture; to torment; to give

pain to.

Crucible, (kroo'se-bl) n. (L. Ger. kroos, jar, F. crtuut.)

A chemical vessel or melting-pot

' capable of enduring great heat

without injury—used in melting

ores or metals ;—a hollow place

»t the bottom of a furnace to re

ceive the melted metal

Craci/erous, (krod-sifVr-us) a. [L.

«mx, cross, and ferre, to bear.]

Bearing a cross ;—belonging to,

or resembling, the cruciform fam

ily of plants. Crucible.

Crucifix, (kroo'se-fiks) n. fL. crux, cross, and.rfperr, to

fix] A cross with the figure of Christ upon it.

Orneifixion, (kroo-se-fik'shun) ft. Act of fastening a

I person to a cross; — death upon a cross; — intense

1 soJTering or affliction.

 

 

Cruciform, ( kroo'se-forni) a. [L. crux, cross, and

forma.] Cross-shaped;—consisting of four equal pet

als, disposed in the form of a cross.

Crucify, (kroo'se-fi) v. t. fL. crucijlgert, from crux,

cross, and figere, to fix.] To fasten to a cross ;—to tor

ture ; to torment ;—to destroy the power of; to subdue

completely :—imp. & pp. crucified; ppr. crucifying.

Crude, (krdod) a. [L. erudus, from cruor, blood which

flows from a wound.] In its natural state; not cooked

or prepared for use : raw;—unripe ; immature ;—un

digested ;—hasty and ill-considered .—having, or dis

playing, superficial knowledge:—roughly or coarsely

done ; not accurately shaded or coloured.

Crudely, (krood'le) aitv. In a crude manner: withont

form or arrangement ; without due preparation.

Crudeness. (krood'nes) n. A crude state; unripeness;

immaturity.

Crudity, (krood'e-te) n. The condition of being crude;

rawness ;—that which is crude ; an imperfect concep

tion ; immature plan.

Cruel, (kroo'el) a. [L, crudelia.] Disposed or pleased

to give pain to others ;—causing, or fitted to cause

pain, grief, or misery; barbarous; hard-hearted; inhu

man ; pitiless ; merciless ; inexorable.

Cruelly, (kr66'el-e) adv. In a cruel manner.

Cruelty, (kr66'el-te) n. The attribute or character of

being cruel ; inhumanity;—a barbarous deed ; inhu

man treatment.

Cruet, (kroo'et) n. [F. cruckette, crucltt, jug.] A

small glass bottle for vinegar, oil, or the like.

Cruise, (krooz) ft, A small bottle.

Cruise, (krooz) v. i. [D. kruiwii, to move crosswise, from

cm is, a cross.] To go to and fro on the ocean ; to sail

in search of an enemy or for pleasure :—imp. & pp.

cruised; ppr. cruising.

Cruise, (krooz) n. A voyage made without a settled

course ;—sailing to and fro in search of an enemy's

ship.

Cruiser, (kr66zr?r) n. One who, or a ship that, cruises ;

an armed ship for capturing the vessels of the enemy,

or for protecting commerce.

Crumb, (krum)n. [A.-S. crwww, fromcruman, to break]

A small fragment or piece, especially of bread or

other food. [pieces.

Crumb, (krum) v.t. To break into crumbs or small

Crumble, (krum'bl) v. (. [Diminutive of crumb.) To

break into small pieces ; to divide into minute parts ;

—v. i. To fall or break into small pieces : hence, to

fall to decay ; to perish :—imp. & pp. crumbled; ppr.

crumbling. [crusty.

Crummy, (krum'e) a. Full of crumbs ; — soft ; not

Crumpet, (kruni'pet) n. A kind of soft bread-cake,

not sweetened

Crumple, (kruni'pl) v. t. To press into wrinkles or folds ;

to rumple ;—v. i. To shrink irregularly; to wrinkle:—

imp, & pp. crumpled ; jrer. crumpling.

Crunch, (krunsh) v.i. To chew with violence and

noise ; to crauuch : — imp. & pp. crunched ; ppr.

crunching.

Crupper, (krup'er) n. [F. croupitrc, from croupe.) The

rump of a horse;—a strap of leather buckled to a

saddle, and passing under a horse's tail.

Crupper, (krup'gr) v. t. To fit with a crupper ; to place

a crupper upon.

Crural, (krOo'ral) a. [L. cruralti, from crus, leg.] Be

longing to the leg ;—shaped like a leg.

Crusade, (kroo-sad') n. [Sp. cruzada, from L. crux,

cross.] A mediasval military expedition for the re

covery of the Holy Land from the Mohammedans ;—

any enterprise undertaken from religious motives; any

effort against existing or supposed evil. [sade.

Crusader, (krtxi-sad'er) n. A person engaged in a cm-

Cruse, (krooz) n. [D. Icroes.) A small cup or bottle.

Cruse t, (kroo'set) n. [F. creuset.) A goldsmith's cru

cible or Bmelting pot

Crush, (krush) v. t. [ I eel. irassa, to grind, F. ccraur.)
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To proas and bruise between two hard bodies ;—to

break into fragment*; to squeeze out by pressure ;—to

overcome completely ; to ruin ;—v. t. To be pressed

into smaller compass by external weight or force :—

imp. & pp. crushed; ppr. crushing.

Crush, (krush) n. A violent collision or compression

which breaks or bruises bodies ; a press or tlirong of

I k. i • i j i * ; a crowd.

Crust, (krust) n. [L. crusta, W. crest, from cre*u, to

harden by heat.} The hard external coat or covering

of any thing; concretion or incrustation;—the outer

part of baked bread; a piece of a loaf;—a deposit from

wine collected on the interior of bottles ;—the surface

of the earth.

Crust, (krust) v. t. To cover with a hard caso or

crust; to incrust; to envelop;—v.i. To gather or

contract into a crust ; to concrete or freeze at the

surface:—imp. A; pp. crusted; ppr. crusting.

Crustacea, (krus-ta'she-a) n. pi. |L. crusta, crust, shell.]

A class of articulated ani

mals, including lobsters,

shrimps, crabs, &c.—so called

from tho crust-like shell with

which tho body and legs are

covered.

Crustaceous or Crustacean,

(krus-ta'she-us) a. Having

a crust-like shell ;—belong

ing to the Crustacea.

Crustily, (krust'o-le) adv.

Peevishly; testily; morosely. Crustacea.

Crustiness, (krust'e-nes) n. The quality of being crusty;

—shortness and sharpness of temper and manner.

Crusty, (krust'e) a. Having the nature of crust ; hard;

—having a harsh exterior, or a short, rough manner;

peevish : surly ; morose.

Crutch, (kruch) n, [It. croccia, L. crux, cross.] A staff

with a cross-piece at the head, placed under tho arm

or shoulder to support the lame or infirm in walking;

—any fixture or support.

Crutched, (krucht) p. a. Supported on crutches;—

marked with tho sign of the cross.

Cry, Qui) v.i. [F. crier, L. qucri, to complain.] To

calj, or exclaim loudly; to proclaim;—to weep and

sob ; to bawl, as a child ;—to utter inarticulate sounds,

as animals ;—to call importunately ; to call for venge

ance or punishment ;—v. t. To utter loudly or vehe

mently;—to advertise by outcry, as things lost, Ax.:

—imp. & pp. oried; ppr. crying.

Cry, (kri) n. A loud utterance; especialI if, the inar

ticulate sound made by an animal or child ; scream;

yell ;—outcry ; clamour ; loud expression of triumph,

pain, or distress ;—acclamation ; expression of popular

favour; — an importunate call, as in entreaty or

prayer; — public report or complaint; noise; bruit;

proclamation ; — the noise made by hounds on the

scent ;—the shedding of tears.

Crying, (kri'ing) a. Calling for notice; notorious;

heinous ; clamant ;—weeping.

Crypt, (kript) n. [G. krupti, from kruptein, to hide]

A subterranean cell or cave; a vault under a church

used for burial purposes;—a subterranean chapel or

oratory. [occult.

Cryptical, (krip'tik-al) a. Hidden ; concealed; secret;

Cryptogam, (krip'to-gam) w. [G. kruptos, secret, and

ffamos, marriage.] A flowerless plant, or one which

does not fructify by the ordinary method.

Cryptogiimic. (krip-to-gam'ik) a. Pertaining to cryp-

togamy; having the fructification concealed.

Cryptogamy, (krip-tog'a-me) iu A concealed fructifi

cation.

Cryptography, (krip-tog*ra-fe) ft, [G. kruptos, secret,

and praphein, to write.) Art or art of writing in se

cret characters ;—secret characters or cipher.

Cryptology, (krip-tol'o-Je) n. [(J. kruptos, secret, and

logos, discourse.] ISeeret or enigmatical language.

Crystal, (kris'tal) n. [G. krustallos, from kruot, icy

cold.] A mineral body which, by the operation of

affinity, has assumed a regular geometrical form ;—a

fine kind of glass ;—any thing resembling crystal.

Crystal, (kris tal) a. Consisting of, or like, crystal ;

clear; transparent; pellucid.

Crystalline, (kris'tal-in) a. [L. crystallinus, G. irtts-

taltino*.] Consisting of crystal ;—produced by crys

tallization;—resembling crystal; transparent; pellucid.

Cry stall 12able, (kris'tal-liz-a-bl) a. That may be crys

tallized.

Crystallization, (kris-tal-iz-a'shun) sj. Process by which

a substance in solidifying becomes crystallized ;—the

body thus formed.

Crystallize, (kris'tal-Iz) v. t. [G. krustallizein.'] To

cause to form crystals, or to assume the crystalline

form ;—v. t. To be converted into crystals:—imp. &

pp. crystallized ; ppr. crystallizing.

Crystallography, (kris-tal-log'ra-fe) n. [G. krustallos,

and graphein, to write.] Discourse or treatise on crys

tallization.

Cub, (kub) n. [L. cubare, to lie down.} A young aui-

mal, esjKciallu the young of the bear or fox ; a whelp.

Cub, (kub) v. t. or f. To bring forth—said of animals :

—imp. cv pp. cubbed ; jgctr. cubbing.

Cubature, (kub/a-tur) n. [L. eubus.) The process of

measuring or determining the Bolid or cubic contents

of a body.

Cube, (kub) ft, \ L. ratals, G. kubos, a cube, a cubical

die.] A regular solid body with

six equal square sides ;—the pro

duct of a number multiplied twice

into itself, as 4 x 4=16, and 10x4

=64, the cube of 4.

Cube, (kub) v. t. To raise to the -

third power, by multiplying a I

number into itself twice :—imp.

& pp. cubed ; ppr. cubing,

Cubical, (kub'ik-al) a. Having

the form or'properties of a cube; Cube.

contained, or capable of being contained, in a cube.

Cubically, (kub'ik-al-le) adv. In a cubical method.

Cubicalneas, (kub'ik-al-nes) n. State or quality of be

ing cubical.

Cubiform, ( kub'e - form ) a. [L. cubus, and forma,

form.] Having the form of a cube.

Cubit, (kub'it) n. [L. cubitv.m, elbow.] The fore-arm ;

—a measure of length, being the distance from the

elbow to the extremity of tho middle finger.

Cubital, (kiib'it-al) a. Pertaining to the cubit ;—of the

length of a cubit.

Cuboidal, (kub-oid'al) a. [G. kubos, cube, and eidos,

form.] Having the form of a cube; relating to a cube.

Cucking-stool, (kuk'ing-stool) n. [Chvckiitft or chokissff

stool.] A ducking-stool for punishing scolds and re

fractory women.

Cuckold, (kuk'old)n. fL. cuculus, cuckoo] A man whose

wife is false to his bed.

Cuckold, (kuk'old) v. t. To make a cuckold of 3 imp,

& pp. cuckolded ; ppr. cuckolding.

Cuckoo, (kooTtoo) «. (I., cuculus, G. kokkux.] A

well-known bird, of the ge

nus Cuculus, deriving its

name from its note. -

CuculhUed, ( ku'kul-at-ed ) a.

[L. cucullvs, a cap, cowl]

Covered, as with a hood or

cowl ;—having the shape or

resemblance of a hood.

Cucumber, (ku'kum-ber) n. Cuckoo.

[L. cucumis.] A well-known plant and its fruit, used

as a salad and for pickling.

Cucumis, (kiikum-is) n. A species uf plants embrac

ing the melon, the cucumber, and some kinds of

gourds.

Cucurbit, (ku'kur-bit) n. [L. cucurbita, a gourd.] A
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chemical vessel in the shape of a gourd, used in

distillation.

CncarbitaceouB, (ku-kur-be-ta'she-us) a. Belonging to

the family of plants which includes the melon, gourd,

pumpkin, &c

Cad. (kud)n. [A.-S. cud, end, from cedtean, to chew.]

A portion of food brought up into the mouth by

ruminating animals from their first stomach, and

chewed a second time.

Cuddle, (kud'dl) r. i. [W. cuddiaw, to hide.] To lie

close or nag ; to squat ; to crouch ;—r. t. To make

snug; to caress ; to fondle:—imp. it pp. cuddled ; ppr.

cuddling.

Cuddy, (kud'e) n. [D. kajvtU, F. cakvte, cabin, hut.]

A small cabiu in the fore part of a lighter or boat ;—

a cabin under the poop of a ship ;—in Scotland a

donkey.

Cudgel, (kuoVjel) n. [W. cogel, from cog, mass or lump.]

A snort, thick stick ; a club ; a bludgeon.

Cudgel, (kud'jel) v. t. To beat with a cudgel :—imj>.

c. pp. cudgelled ; ppr. cudgelling.

Cudweed, (kud'wed) n. A plant, called also everlasting.

Cue, flcu) n. [F. queue, from L. cauda, taiL] A tail ;

a tail-like twist of hair formerly worn at the back of

the head ;—last words of an actor's speech, regarded

as a hint for the next succeeding player to speak;

—any hint or intimation;—the part one is to perform,

or the line he is to adopt; — the straight rod used in

playing billiards. [a box ; a buffet

Cuff, (kuf) n. A blow with the open hand ; a stroke;

Cuff, (kuf) r. (. [Sw. kvffa, Ger. knutfen, to cuff.] To

strike with the hand, as a man ; or with talons or

wings, as a fowl :—imp. & pp. cuffed ; ppr. cuffing.

Cuff, (kuf) *. (A. kau/u, Q. kuptein, to bend.] The

fold at the end of a sleeve ; the part turned back from

the hand.

Cuirass, (kwe'ras) n. [L. corium, leather, F. cuir.]

A piece of defensive plate or chain

armour covering the body from the

nack to the girdle.

Cuirassier, ( kwe - ras - sCr') it. A sol

dier armed with a cuirass or breast-

plate.

Cxish. (kwis) n. [F. cuisse, thigb.]

Defensive armour for the thighs ;—

generally plural.

vaisine, (kwe-zen') it. [F. from T„

■f.r-'i/-,-7, from eoquere, to cook.] The

kitchen ;—manner or style of cook

ing ; cookery.

Culaee*, (kul'dez) «. pi. [L. Cultores Dei, worshippeis of

God.} Monks who in the Gth century evangelised,

•specially the west of Scotland.

Culinary, (kuTin-ar-e) a. [L. culinarius, from culina,

kitchen.] Relating to the kitchen or to the art of

cookery.

Cull, (kill) v. t. [L. colligcrt, to collect.] To separate,

select, or pick out :—imp. & pp. culled ; ppr. culling.

Cullender, (knl'en-der) r, a strainer.

Culler, (bul >r) n. One who picks or chooses ; espe

cially, one w ho selects wares suitable for market.

Culling, (killing) n. Any thing selected or separated

from a mass ; refuse.

Cully, (kul'e) n. [D. kullen, to cheat, to gull.] A per

son easily deceived : a mean dupe.

Cully, (kul'e) r. t. To trick, cheat, or impose on ; to

deceive ; to befool.

Culm, (kulm) n. [L, cubitus, stalk.] The stalk or

stem of corn and grasses.

Cuhnen, (kuTinen) a. |I. ] Top; summit.

Culzniferous, (kul-miTer-us) a. [I., cubitus, :•:.■. I\, and

fire , to bear.] Bearing culms, er producing straw.

Culminate, (kul'min-at) v.i. [L. oilmen, top.] To

reach the highest point of altitude; — to reach the

highest point, as of rank, size, numbers, and like

qualities :—imp. &. pp. culminated ; ppr. culminating.

 

Cuirass.

Culmination, (kul-nim-a'Bhun) n. Attainment of the

highest point of altitude ; passage across the meri

dian ; transit ;—attainment or arrival at the highest

pitch of glory, power, and the like ; top or crown.

Culpability, (kulp-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality or condition of

being culpable ; blameworthiness; faultineas.

Culpable, (kulp'a-bl) a. [L. culpabUis, from culpare,

to blame.] Deserving censure; worthy of blame;

blameworthy ; censurable. [blamably.

Culpably, (kulp'a-ble) adv. In a culpable maimer ;

Culprit, (kuTprit) n. [O. Eng. culpit, L. culpa, fault.]

One accused of a crime, as before a judge ;—one con

victed of crime ; a criminal.

Cultirostral. (kul-tir-os'tral) a. [L. culler, and ros

trum, a beak.] Having a bill shaped like .the colter

of a plough, or like a knife, as the heron.

Cultivable, (kul'te-va-bl) a. Capable of being cultivated

or tilled.

Cultivate, (kul'te-vat) v. t. [L. cultivare, from colcre, to

tili] To till; to improve land by drainage or man

ure; to fertilize; — to prepare land for a particular

crop ; to foster a particular growth ;—hence, gener

ally, to improve by care and study ; to train in a spe

cial direction or for a special end ; to refine ; to civilize.

Cultivation, (kul-te-va'shun) n. Art or practice of till

ing land and producing crops ; agriculture ; husban

dry ;—process of improving by labour, training, &c;

fostering caro ;—the state of being cultivated ; mental

or moral improvement ; refinement. &c.

Cultivator, (kul'te-vat-er) n. One who tills and utilises

land ;—one who fosters improvement and progress in

any department of human industry.

Cultrated, (kul'trit-ed) a. [L. cutter.] Sharp-edged and

pointed, like a pruning knife.

Culture, (kul'tur) n. [L. cultura, from colere, to till.]

Tillage; means of making land productive ;—process

of effecting mental or moral growth; mental instruc

tion ; moral training or discipline ;—the result of such;

high attainment ; refinement, &c.

Culture, (kul'tur) v.t. To cultivate:—imp. & pp. cul

tured ; ppr. culturing.

Culver, (kul'verjn.. [Sax. eulfer.] A wood-pigeon.

Culverin, (kul'vgr-in) n. [L. colubrinus, liko a serpent.]

A piece of ordnance formerly in use—so called because

ornamented with castings of snakes.

Culvert, (kul'vert) n. [F. convert, covered, pp. of cour-

rirt to cover.] An arched drain for the |>as8age of

water under a road or canal, &c.

Cumber, (kunVber) v. t. [F. encombrer, from L. cum

ulus, heap.] To hang or rest on as a troublesome

weight; to be burdensome or oppressive to; burden;

overload; encumber; perplex; embarrass: — imp. &

pp. cumbered; ppr. cumbering.

Cumbersome. (kum'ber-sum) a. Burdensome or hinder

ing, as a weight or drag;—oppressive ; embarrassing ;

unwieldy. [embarrassment.

Cumbrance, (kum'brans) n. Encumbrance: hindrance;

Cumbrous, (kum'brus) a. Bulky ; unwieldy ; oppres

sive ; embarrassing ; troublesome.

Cumbroualy, (kum'brus-le) adv. In a cumbrous man

ner, [brous or burdensome.

Cumbrousness. (kum'brus-nes) n. State of being cum-

Cumin, (kum'in) il [G. kuminon, H. kammAn.] A

dwarf umbelliferous plant, somewhat resembling fen

nel, cultivated for its aromatic seeds.

Cumulate, (kum'u-lat) v. t. [L. cumulare, from cumu-

las, a heap.] To heap together; to amass:—imp. &

pp. cumulated; ppr. cumulating.

Cumulation, (kum-u-U'sbun) u. The act of heaping to

gether ; a heap.

Cumulative, (knm'u-l»t-iv) a. Formed in a mass ; ag

gregated; — ftugmeuting ; gaining or giving furce by

successive additions, as evidence or proof.

Cuneal or Cuncated, (kii'ne-al) a, [L. cun^vs, n wedge.]

Having the form or shape of a wedge ; cuneiform.

Cuneiform, (ku'ne-lbnu) <c. I L. cuhcus, a wed^L1, and
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forma, form.] Pertaining to the wedge-shaped char

acters found iu ancient Persian and Assyrian in

scriptions.

Cunning, (kun'ing) a. [A.-S. cunnan, to know.] Well-

instructed ; knowing; skilful;—wrought with skill or

craft: ingenious; curious;—artful; wily; shrewd; de

signing.

Cunning, (kun'ing) n. The faculty or act of using strat

agem to accomplish a purpose ; deceit ; art ; craft ;

artifice. [artfully.

Cunningly, (kun'ing-le) adv. In a cunning manner;

Cunningness, (kuu'ing-nes) it. Quality of being cun

ning ; craft.

Cup, (kup) n. [A.-S. cuppt from L. cupa, tub, cask,

Ac] A small vessel used to drink out of;—the con

tents of such a vessel ; a cupful ;—that which is to be

received or endured ; portion; lot;—any thing formed

like a cup; — a cupping-glass; — pi. Repeated pota

tions ; oxcessive drinking ; revelry.

Cup, (kup) v. t. To supply with cups ;—to bleed by

means of scarification ana a cupping-glass :—imi>. &

pp. cupped ; ppr. cupping.

Cup-bearer, (kup'bar-jr) n. An attendant at a feast

who conveys wine or other liquors 10 the guests ; an

ufiicer of the king's household.

Cupboard, (kub'lnird) n. A small closet with shelves

for cups, plates, &c.

Cupel, (ku'pel) v. [L, cupella, small cask.] A small

cup or vessel used in refining precious metals.

Cupel, (ku'pel) r. (. To separate by means of a cupel ; to

refine, as the precious metals.

Cupellation, (ku-pel-la'shun) n. Tho refining of gold,

silver, and other metals, iu a cupel.

Cupid, (ku'pid) n. In mythology the god of love.

Cupidity, (kii-pid'e-te) n, [L. cupiditas, from cupere, to

long for.] Eager desire to possess, especially wealth;

covetoueness.

Cupola, (ku'pd-la) n. [It. cupola, from L. cuya, a cup.]

A spherical vault on the top of

an edifice ; a dome ;—the round

top of a furnace, or the furnace

itself.

Cupping, (kup'ing) n. Operation

of drawing blood with a cup

ping-glass.

Cupping-glass, (kup'ing-glas) n. A

glass vessel like a cup, applied

to tho skin to draw blood by ex

hausting the air in the glass.

Cupreous, (ku'prc-us) a. [L. ew- IlWr ■ t

prtui, from cuprum, copper.] Cupola-

Consisting of copper, or resembling copper.

Cur, (kur) n. [Contracted from Ger. koter, a common

dog. | A worthless or mongrel dog; — a worthless,

marling fellow. [edied.

Curable, (kur'a-bl) a. Capable of being healed or rem-

Curacy, (kura-se) n. The office or employment of a

curato.

Curate, (ku'rat) n. (L. curatus.] One who has the

cure of souls ; a clergyman employed as an assistant

to the rector or vicar.

Curative, (ku'rat-iv) a. Relating to the cure of dis

eases ; tending to cure disease.

Curator, (ku-rat'fr) n. [L. curare, from ctira, care.] A

superintendent, as of a museum or collection ;—a

trustee ; a guardian.

Curb, (kurb) n, A check or hindrance ;—a chain or

strap attached to the bit of a bridle ;—a wall designed

to buttress a mass of earth.

Curb, (kurb) c. t. [F. courber, to bend, L. curvare, from

curvus, bent.] To restrain ; to confine ;—to furnish

with a curb, as a well ; to restrain by a curb :—imp.

& pp. curbed; ppr. curbing.

Curb-stone, (kurb'*ton) n. A stone placed at the

edge of pavement, or against earth or stonework to

prevent its giving wa£

 

Curd, (kurd) «. [Scot, crud.] The coagulated or thick

ened part of milk, eaten as food.

Curdle, (kurdl) r.i. [From curd.] To change into

curd; to be coagulated;—to be congealed;—r. t. To

change into curd; to coagulate or concrete;—to con

geal:—imp. & pp. curdled; ppr. curdling.

Curdy, (kurd'e) a. Like curd ; full of curd.

Cure, (kur) n. [L. cura, care.] Act of healing; medi

cal treatment of disease or hurt ;—that which heals;

remedy; restorative;—successful treatment; restora

tion of health or soundness .—the office of a curate;

charge of souls ; spiritual charge.

Cure, (kur) v. t. To heal ; to restore to health or san

ity;—to remedy; to remove ;—to preserve by drying,

Baiting, &c.;—imp. & pp. cured; ppr. curing.

Cure, (ku-raO n, [F.] A curate ; a parson.

Cureless, (kfir'les) a. Incapable of cure ; incurable.

Curer, (ktu/er) n. One wno cures ; a healer; a phy

sician.

Curfew, (kur'fu) n. (F. eouvre-feu, from couvrir, to

cover, and feu, fire.] The ringing of a bell at night

fall, or eight o'clock—a signal to cover fires, extinguish

lights, and retire to rest

Curiosity, (ku-re-os'e-te) n. Exactness or accuracy, as

of mind ;—neatness and delicacy, as of workmanship;

—disposition to enquire and search for knowledge,

especially in things rare, forbidden, &c. ; inquisitive-

ness;—any object of wonder; a rarity; a novelty, &c

Curious, (ku're-us) a. [h. curiosus, from cura, care.]

Solicitous ; scrupulous ;—-desirous to see the novel and

discover the unknown; inquisitive; prying; — ill to

please ; nice ; fastidious ; — wrought with skill and

art ; rare ; fanciful ; singular.

Curiously, (ku're-us- le) adv. In a curious manner.

Curiousness, (ku're-us-neB) n. State or quality of be

ing curious.

Curl, (km 1) v. t. [Icel. inilla, to curl, to crisp.] To

twist or form into ringleta; — to twist or make into

coils ;—to raise in waves or undulations ; to ripple ;

—v. i. To bend into curls or ringlets, as hair;—to

move in curves, spirals, or undulations:—imp. & pp.

curled ; ppr. curling,

Curl, (kuil) n. A ringlet of hair;—an undulating or

curving line in any substance; flexure ; sinuosity.

Curlew, (kur'lu) n. [F. corlieu, It. cAiitrfo.J An

aquatic, wading bird, with a long

bill ; its colour is diversified with

ash and black. Its cry is well

expressed in the name.

Curliness. (kur'le-nes) n. State

of being curly.

Curling-irons,, (kurOing-I-urnz) n.

pi. An instrument for curling

the hair :—curling tongs.

Curly, (kurle) a. Having curls; tending to curl.

Curmudgeon, (kur-nmj'un) n. [0. Eng. comiitttdgin,

F. ca'ur mechant, bad heart.) An avaricious, churlish

fellow ; a miser ; a niggard; a churl.

Currant, (kur'ant) u. [From Corinth.] A small kind

of dried grape, imported from the Levant—used in

cookery; — the fruit of a well-known shrub of the

genus Kibes.

Currency, (kur'en-se) n. State or quality of being

current; general acceptance; circulation; — current

value ; general estimation ; — that which is in cir

culation, as representing funds or property; money;

coin.

Current, (kur'ent) a. [L. currere, to run.] Running

or moving rapidly ;—now passing in ita progress ;—

circulating through the community ; generally re

ceived ; common.

Current, (kur'ent) n. A flowing of water in a par

ticular direction ; a stream ;—general course ; ordinary

procedure ; progressive and connected movement.

Currently, (kuVent-le) adv. In a current manner;

commonly.
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/ Curricle, (kure-kl) ft, [L. curriculum, from cxtrrere,

to run.] A chaise drawn by two horses abreast.

Curriculum, (kur-rik'u-lum) ft. [L.] A race-course;

—a specified course of study, as in a university.

Currier, (kure-er) n. [From curry.] One who dresses

and colours leather after it is tanned.

Currish, (kur'ish) a. Having the qualities of a cur;

snarling ; quarrelsome ; brutal.

Currishly , (kur'ish-le) adv. Like a cur ; in a brutal

manner. [ness.

Currishness, (kur'ish-nes) ft, Moroseness; churlish-

Curry, (kur'e) f. t . [F. eorroycr, from L. corium, leather.]

Jo dress leather; to seek favour by flattery;—to comb,

rub, or cleanse the skin of a horse :—to cook with

carry, as rice, Szc :—imp. & pp. curried ; ppr. currying.

Curry, (kur'e) ft. [Per. kh&rdt, broth.] A stew of fowl,

fish, Ac., cooked with curry-powder.

Curry-comb, (kure-kom) ft. An instrument for comb

ing and cleaning horses.

Currying, (kurre-ing) n. Rubbing down a horse ;—the

art of dressing skins after they are tanned.

Curry-powder, (kur'e-pow-de.r) n. An East India con

diment composed of turmeric, ginger, cayenne, and

other ingredients.

Curse, (kurs) r. t. [A.S. currian.] To utter a wish

of evil against ; to execrate ; to devote to evil ; — to

bring great evil upon ; to vex, harass, or torment ;

to injure ;—v. i. To use profane language ; to swear ;—

im/>. it pp. curwd or curst ; ppr. cursing.

Corie, (kurs) n. Imprecation of evil upon another;

—evil pronounced or invoked on another ;—sentence

of divine justice on sinners;—that which brings evil

or severe affliction; torment; malediction ; execration.

Cursed, (kurs'ed) a. Blasted by a curse ;—deserving a

curse. (Running; rapid; flowing.

Cursive, (knr'siv) a. {h. curgivue, from currere, to run.]

Cursorily, (kur'sor-e-le) adv. In a cursory manner;

without attention. [or attention.

Cursormess, (kur'sor-e-nes) n. Hasty or superficial view

Cursory, (kur'sor-e) a. [il curtorirw, from currere, to

run.] Characterized by haste ; hastily or superficially

performed ; perfunctory.

•Cert,(knrt) a. [L. curtiu.] Characterized by brevity;

short ; concise ; abrupt.

Curtail (kur-tAlO v. t. [F. curt, short, and tailler, to

cat] To cut short; to abridge; to diminish; to re

trench :—imp. k. pp. curtailed ; ppr curtailing.

Curtain, (kur'tin) ». [L. corthia.) A movable cloth

screen or covering intended to darken or couceal ;—a

eSrth used in theatres to conceal the stage from the

audience ;—part of the rampart between the flauks of

two bastions.

Curtain, (kur'tin) v. t. To inclose as with curtains;

to furnish with curtains; to conceal :— imp. ii pp.

curtained ; ppr. curtaining. {crustily.

Curtly, ( kurt'le) adv. Briefly ; shortly ; abruptly ;

Cirtness, (kurt'nes) n. Shortness; conciseness.

Curveted, (kurv'at-ed) a. [L. curvare, to bend, from

'■'•'■- J Bent in a regular form ; curved.

Curvation, (kurv-a'shun) ft. Act of bending or crook

ing ;—a curved form.

Curvature, (kurv'a-tur) n. The continual flexure or

beading; of a line or surface from a rectilinear direc

tion, [crooked : curved.

Ourre, (kurv) a. [L. curvus.] Bent without angles;

Carre, (kurv) n. A bending without angles; that

which is bent ; a flexure ;—a line of

which no three consecutive points are

ta the same direction or straight line.

Carve, (kurr) r. L To bend ; to crook ; Curve

Ut inflect ;—v. i. To bend or turn in a slanting direc

tion :—.,.■■/•. & pp. curved ; ppr. curving.

OsTvet, (kurv'et) n. [F. courbetU.] A leap of a horse ;

—a prank ; a frolic.

Curvet, (kurr-et') v. i. To make a curvet; — to leap

and frisk 3—imp. * pp. curveted ; ppr. curveting.

«fi

 

Cvirvilincal, (kurv-e-lin'C-al) «. [L. curve, and linta,

line.] Consisting ofcurved lines ; bounded by curved

lines.

Curvity, (kurv'e-te) ft. The state of being curved ; a

bending in a regular form ; crookedness.

Cushat, (kush'at) n. [A.-8, cusceote.] The ring-dove

or wixid-pigeon.

Cushion, (koosh'un) n. [F. cowsrin.Ger. ktin&tn, pillow.]

A stuffed case or bag used to sit or recline upon ;—

hence, any stuffed or padded surface used as a rest or

protector.

Cushion, (koosh'un) v. t. To seat on a cushion ; to fur

nish with cushions :—imp. & pp. cushioned ; ppr.

cushioning.

Cusp, (kusp) ft. [L. cuspu, point.] A projecting point

in the ornamentation of arches, panels, &c. ; — the

point or horn of the crescent;—the point at which two

curves meet.

Cuspidal, (kusp'id-al) a. Ending in a point

Cuspidated, (kusp'id-at-ed) a. Having a sharp end,

like the point of a spear.

Custard, (kus't?rd) n, [W. cam, curd.] A dish com

posed of milk and eggs, sweetened, and baked or boiled.

Custard-apple, (kus'terd-ap-pl) n. A plant growing

in the West Indies, whose fruit

contains a yellowish eatable pulp.

Custodial, (kus-to de-al) a. Relat

ing to custody or guardianship.

Custodian or Custodier, (kus-to'-

de-an) ft. [L. custas, a guard.]

One who has care, as of some pub

lic building; a keeper or superin

tendent ; a guardian.

Custody, (kus'to-de) n. A keep

ing or guarding ; especially, judicial or penal safe

keeping ; —restraint of liberty ; couflnement ; impri

sonment

Custom, (kua'tum) n. [F. coutume.] Way of acting;

habitual practice ;—habitual buying of goods ; busi

ness BUpport ; patronage ;—long established practice

or usage; toll, tax, or tribute; — pi. Duties im

posed on commodities imported into or exported from

the country.

Customable, (kuVtum-a-bl) a. Common ; habitual ;

subject to the payment of custom duties.

Customarily, (kus'tum-ar-e-le) oat*. Habitually; com

monly ; ordinarily.

Customary, (kus'tum-ar-e) a. According to custom :

ordinary ; — established by common usage ; conven

tional ;—holding or held by custom.

Custom-duties, (kus'tum-du-tiz) n. Taxes laid on im

ported or exported goods.

Customer, (kus tam-er) n. One who frequents any

place for buying what he wants.

Custem-house, (kus'tum-hous) ft. The building where

customs are paid, and where vessels aro entered or

cleared.

Cut, (kut) v. t. [Norm. F. cotu, cut] To separate the

parts of with a sharp instrument ; to mako an in

cision in ; to divide ; to sever ;—to hew, as wood ;—

to mow as corn ;—to remove by cutting ; to dock ;—

to form or shape by cutting ; to carve; to hew out ;—

to decline the acquaintance of; to wound or hurt

deeply;—to Intersect; to cross; to operate in litho

tomy;—v. i. To serve in dividing or gashing;—to ad

mit of incision or severance ;—to perform the opera

tion of dividing, severing, intersecting, and the like;

—to run rapidly ;—to divide a pack of cards ;—imp.

& pp. cut ; ppr. cutting;.

Cut, (kut) n. An opening made with a sharp instru

ment : a gash ; a wound ;—a stroke or blow with an

edged instrument, whip, or the like ;—a harsh re

mark, or avoidance of one's acquaintance;—a notch,

passage, or channel made by cutting; — a portion

severed or cut off;—an engraved block, the impres

sion from an engraving;— the act of dividing a pack
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of cards ; — the right to divide ; — maimer in which

a thing is cut or formed ; shape ; Btyle; fashion.

Cutaneous, (ku-ta'ne-us) a. [L. cutig, skin.] Belong

ing to the akin ; existing on or affecting the skin.

Cuticle, (kut'e-kl) n. [L. cuticula, diminutive of cutti,

skin.] The outer skin; the scarf-skin ;— the thin

covering of the bark of a plant.

Cuticular, (kn-tik ii-l<_*t") «. Pertaining to the cuticle

or external coat of the skin.

Cutis, (ku'tis) n. [L.] A dense resisting membrane,

next below the cuticle—the true »kin.

Cutlass, (kut'las) n. [L. culter, knife.] A broad

curving sword, with but one cutting edge, used by

seamen ; a hanger.

Cutler, (kut'ler) n. [L. cutter, knife.) One who

makes or who deals in knives and edged tools.

Cutlery, (kufler-e) n. The business of a sutler;—*

edged or cutting instruments in general ;—hardware.

Cutlet, (kut'let) n. [F. edtetette, from L. costa, a

rib.] A piece of meat cut for broiling.

Cut-off, (kut'of) n. That which cute off or shortens,

as a nearer passage ;—a contrivance in the (steam-

engine for cutting off the passage of steam from the

steam-cheat to the cylinder.

Cutpurse, (kut'purs) n. One who cuts purses for the

sake of stealing their contents ;—a pick-pocket.

Cutter, (kut'er) n. One who cute or hews ;—an in

strument used for cutting;—a

front tooth ; an incisor ;—a Miudl

boat used by ships of war ;—a

vessel rigged nearly like a stesob

with one mast, and a straight

running bowsprit

Cut-throat, (kut'throt) n. A mur

derer; anaasaasin; a ruffian.

Cutting, (kut'ing) n. Act of 0110

who cuts ; incision ; division ;— Cutter.

a twig cut from a stock fur grafting ; an excavation

cut through a hill ;—removing atone from the bladder.

Cuttle-fish, (kut'1-fish) n. [Ger. kutteljtxch.} A mol

luscous animal having ten anus fur

nished with cupules, by which it

attaches itself tenaciously to other

bodies. When pursued, it throws

out a blackish liquor which darkens

the water, and enables it to escape.

Cwt.. 7k An abbreviation for hun

dred-weight.

Cyanic, (si-an'ik) a. [G. humot,

blue.] Pertaining to, or containing,

cyanogen.

Cyanean, (si-a'ne-an) a. Dark blue or

azure in colour.

Cyanogen, (si-an'o-jen) n. [G. kuanoa, Cuttle-fihh.

blue, and gennacin, to beget] A compound radical,

being a gas composed of one equivalent of nitrogen

and two of carbon.

Cyole, (si'kl) h. [G. Initios, ring.] An imaginary

circle or orbit in the heavens ;—a period of time

in which a succession of events or phenomena is re

peated in the same order ;—one entire round in a

spire or circle.

Cyclic, (ai'klik) «. Pertaining to a cycle; moving in

cycles.

Cycloid, (si'kloid) [n. [G. kukloa, circle, and eidos,

form.] A curve described by

a point in the circumference

of a circle revolved on a

straight line.

Cyoloidal, (sl-kloid'al) a, Per-

tai ni ng or relating to a Cycloid.

cycloid.

Cycloidian, (si-kloi'de-an) n. One of an order of

fishes.

Cytometry, (si-klomV-tre) n. [G. kuklo.%, circle, and

metron, measure.] The art of measuring circles.

 

 

Cyclone, (si'klon) n. [G. kv.klog, circle.] A rotatory"

storm or whirlwind of extensive circuit.

Cyclopean, (si-kld-pt*'an) a. Pertaining to the Cyclops ;

huge ; gigantic ; vast and rough ; massive.

Cyclopedia, (si-kl6-pe'de-a) n. [Q. kuklos, circle, and

paideia, education.] The circle or comi>ass of the

arts and sciences, or of humau knowledge ;—hence*

a dictionary of arts and sciences.

Cyclopedic, (si-klo-ped'ik) a. Belonging to the circle

of the sciences, or to a cyclopedia ; encyclopedic.

Cyclops, (siltlops) n.pl. [G. kuklop*.] A fabulous

race of giants who had but one eye placed in the

midst of the forehead :—a family of minute Crustacea.

Cygnet, (sig'net) n. [P. cygne, G. kuknos, swan.] A

young swan.

Cylinder, (sU'in-der) n. [G. kulindror, from /,■■'■'-..'...,

to roll.] A geometric form generated by

the rotation of a parallelogram round

one of its sides ; a body of roller-like

form, of which the longitudinal section is

oblong and the cross section is circular;—a

body having two surfaces fiat and one

circular.

Cylindrical, (sil-in'drik-al) a. Having the

form of a cylinder, or partaking of its

properties.

Cylindroid, (sil'in-droid)n. [G! kulindros,

and cidos, form.] A solid body resem- Cylinder.

bling a right cylinder, but having the bases or ends

ulliptical. [A slight covering ; a scarf.

Cymar, (sfmar) n. [F. simarrt, H. simlaft, garment]

Cymbal, (sim'bal) n. [G. Lianbalon, from kuvibo*,

hollow vessel. ] A muaical instrument

consisting of two hollow rounded

pieces of brass or other metal held

in tho hand, and producing, when

htruck together, a sharp, ringing

sound.

Cynic, (sin'ik) n. One of the school

of ancient philosophers, founded by Cymbals.

Diogenes, who lived in a tub, and taught contempt

of riches, pleasure*, and the arts of refined life;—a

misanthrope.

Cynical, (sin'ik-al) a. [G. kvdn, dog.] Having the

qualities of a surly dog ; snarling ; captious ; currish ;

—belonging to the sect of cynics; resembling the doc

trines of the cynics. [manner.

Cynically, (sin'ik-al-le) adv. In a cynical or morose

Cynicism, (ain'o-sixm) n. Practice or principles of a

cynic.

Cynosure, (sin'o-shoor) n. [G. kvungoura, dog's tail,

from kuon, dog, and onra, tail ] The constellation of

the Lesser Boar, to which, as containing the polar

star, the oyes of mariners and travellers are often

directed ;—any thing to which attention is strongly

turned ; a centre of attraction ; a bright or dazzling

object

Cypress, (si'pres) ti. [L. cupremu.] A coniferous tree,

generally evergreen, and having wood remarkable for

ita durability—an emblem of mourning.

Cyprian, (sip're-an) a. Belonging to the island of

Cyprus, renowned for tho worship of Venus;—of or

pertaining to lewdness, or those who practise it.

Cyst, (sist) n. [G. kvstig, kuein, to swell.] A pouch

or sac containing morbid matter.

Cystic, (sist'ik) a. Having the form of a cyst .—con

taining cysts.

Cystocele, (aist'o-sel) n. [Q. Jrusft*, bag, and leli,

tumour.) Hernia of the urinary bladder.

Czar, (zor) n. [Russ. tsarj, h. Conor.] A king; a

chief; a title of the emperor of Russia:—written also

Tzar.

Czarina, (za-ru'na) n, [Rubs, tmritta.] A title of the

empress of Russia

Czarowitz, (zarVvita) «. [Russ. tsarfwitch,) The

title of tho eldest son of the czar of Russia.
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Dace.

D(deX in the English alphabet, is the fourth let

ter, and the third consonant or articulation ;—

as a numeral, it represents 500 ; and with a dash over

it, (u) 5000 ;—as an abbreviation, it stands for doctor.

Dab, (dab) r. L [Eng. dap, tap.) . To stvike gently,

Si with the hand, or with some soft or moist sub

stance .—imp. & pp. dabbed ; ppr. dabbing.

Bab, (dab) n. A gentle blow with the hand, or with.

some soft substance; hence,

a Midden blow or hit ;—a

small lump or mass of any

thing soft, as butter or nior

tar ;—an adept ; an expert ;

—a small flat fish, of dark-

brown colour, allied to the

flounder. I>ab.

Babble, (dab^l) r. t. [Diminutive of dub.] To wet

by little dips or strokes ; to moisten ; to splash ;—v. i.

To play in water, as with the hands ;—to work in a

•light or superficial manner ; to touch here and there ;

to tamper ; to meddle :—imp. & pp. dabbled ; ppr.

<Ubbliag, [ficial meddler.

Dabbler, (dar/bler) n. One who dabbles;—a super-

Bftbchick, (dab'chik) n. [From dab and chick.] A

snail water-fowl allied to the grebe—called also

dipehicl; didapper, and ilobchick.

Bftce. (dig) a. [W. darsen.] A small river fish, of

a bright silvery colour, liko

the roach. . .

MO, (dak'til) n. [G. dak-

Wat, a finger. J A poetical

root of three syllables, ono

wog followed by two short,

or one accented followed by

t«o unaccented, as tigmini, mer'ci/ul.

Birtylic, (dak'til-ik) a. FerUuiuug to or consisting

ofdactjla.

Dactylology, (dak-til-ol'o-je) n. [G. daktulos, finger,

*»d logo*, discourse. ] The art of conversing by spell-

nig words with the fingers.

Bwdy, (dad'e) tu [Fr. daid, W. tad.] Father—a

*ord used by little children.

B*A>, (da'dd) n, [It.] The die or square part in the

nucule of the pedestal of a column ;—that part of an

apartment between the plinth and impost moulding.

Daffodil, (dafo-dil) ». [G. asphodel™.] A plant of

the genus Jfarcissut. It has a bulbous root, and

beautiful flowers, usually of yellow hue.

Daft, (daft) a. [Scot) Insane ; stupid ; foolish ; giddy.

"Jf. (dag) n, [D. dagge, a dagger, Gael dag, a pistol.]

A dagger or poniard ;—a lend of pistol formerly used.

Dag. (dag)n. [A. -8. dag, any thing that is loose.] A

•owe end, as of lock* of wool ;—a leathern latchet.

Dagger, (dag^r) n. [F. dague.] A Bhort sword ;—a

poniard ;—a mark of reference in the form of a dagger,

thus [t}—called also ot>elvtk.

D*ffgera-drawing, (dag'erz-draw-ing) n. The act of

drawing daggers ; an approach to open rupture and

violence.

D»gr>, (dagTl v. t. To trail so as to wet or befoul :

jo wet; to dirty;—v.i. To bo drawn or trailed

through water and mud; to draggle: — imp. & pp.

daggled ; ppr. daggling.

"aguerreotype, (dag-er'6-tip) «. [From Dagucrre, the*

discoverer.] A method of taking pictures by photo-

paphy on plates of silvered copper ;—the picture pro

duced by the above process.

Daguerreotype, (dag-eVo-tip) v, t. To represent by

the photographic art, as a picture ;—to impress with

great diaUncUieas.

Daguerreotypy, (dag-er'o-tip-e) «. Art of producing

photographic pictures on metal plates.

Dahlia, (dal'e-a) n. [From Andrew Dahl, a Swedish

botanist.] A genus of plants, of the order composites,

a native of Mexico. It produces a large and beautiful

flower, and has many varieties.

Daily, (da'le) a. Happening or belonging to each suc

cessive day ; diurnal ; quotidian.

Daily, (da'le) adv. Every day; day by day.

Daintily, (din'te-le) ado. Fastidiously; nicely.

Daintiness, (dan'te-nes) n. State or condition of being

liainty.

Dainty, (dan'te) a. [W. deintiaidd, delicious, L.

ilcns, tooth.] Delicious to the taste;—elegant inform,

manner, or breeding;—requiring dainties ;—over-nice;

hard to please ; fastidious ; scrupulous ; afTccted.

Dainty, (dan'te) n. That which is delicious, delicate,

or nice.

Dairy, (da' re) «. [0. E. dry, milk.] The place where

milk is kept, set for cream, or converted into butter

or cheese.

Dairy-maid, (da're-mad) n. A female servant whose

business is to manage milk in the dairy.

Dais, (da'is) n. [G. diskos, a quoit, It. desco, Ger.

ttich, a table.] A raised floor at the upper end of

the dining-hall ;—the upper table of a dining-hall.

Daisy, (daze) n. [A.-S. dotges-edge, day's eye, daisy. ] A

well-known plant of the genus Bellis, of several varie

ties, and bearing a white flower with a tinge of red,

and a yellow centre :—Scot, gowan.

Dale, (dal) n. [O. Sax. <fc Go. dal, Icel. dala,] A low

place between hills ; a vale or valley.

Dalliance, (dalle-anB) n. Act of trifling or fondling;

interchange of caresses; — trifling with business;

procrastination.

Dallier, (dal'e-er) n. One who fondles ; a trifler.

Dally, (dalle) r.t. [Ger. dallm, A.-S. dol, foolish.]

To waste time in pleasure or trifles ; to linger ; to

delay;—to interchange caresses; to use fondling; to

sport ; to frolic ;—to while away tho time ;—imp.

<v pp. dallied ; ppr. dallying.

Daltonism, (dal'ton-izm) n. Inability to distinguish

colours ; colour-blindness.

Dam, (dam) n. A female parent—used of beasts ; —a

human mother—in contempt.

Dam, (dam) n. [D. dam, Ger. damn.] A mole, bank

of earth, wall, or frame of wood, to obstruct the flow

of water.

Dam, (dam) i\ t. To obstruct or restrain tho flow of by

a dam ;—to shut up ; to confine;—imp. is, pp. dammed ;

Ppr. damming.

Damage, (dam aj) n. [F. from L. damnum, loss.] Any

injury or harm to person, property, or reputation ;

—a compensation in money which a man claims

or gets by the verdict of a jury for some wrong or

loss he has sustained ;—hurt ; detriment.

Damage, (daru'aj) v.t. To inflict injury upon : to harm;

to hurt; to injure; to impair :—»wj». & pp. damaged;

ppr. damaging. [aged or impaired.

Damageable, (dam'aj-a-bl) a. Capable of being dam-

Damascene, (dam'a-sen) ft, [L. J)amasctnu*, from

Damascus, a city celebrated for its plums.] A par

ticular kind of plum—damson.

Damask, (dam'ask) n, A rich silk stuff with raised

figures, woven in the loom—originally made at Dam

ascus ; now made of silk intermingled with flax,

cotton, or wool ;—linen woven in imitation of the

figures in damask silk.

Damask, (dam'ask) r. t. To decorate, as silk or other

stuff with raised flowers, &c., or steel with etchings,
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or inlaid devices ; hence, to embellish ; to variegate.

—Damascene: — imp. & pp. damasked; ppr. dam-

asking.

Dame, (dam) n. [L. domina, mistress, from domiit,

house.] A lady (formerly applied to women of birth,

rank, or official station) ;—the mistress of a house

hold ; a matron ;—the mistress of a school.

Damn, (dam) v. t. [L. damwire, from damnum, dam

age.] To adjudge to punishment or death ; to cen

sure; to sentence;—to condemn to punishment in a

future world ;—to condemn as bad or displeasing, by

hissing, Ac. :—imp. & pp. damned; ppr. aamning.

Damnable, (dam'na-bl) a. Worthy of condemnation

or reprobation ;—-detestable.

Damnation, (dam-na'shuu) n. Condemnation to punish

ment in a future state.

Damnatory, (dam'na-tor-e) a. Containing a sentence

of condemnation ;—deserving judgment

Damp, (damp) a. Moderately wet ; moist ; humid.

Damp, (damp) n. (Ger. damp/, vapour, fog.] Mois

ture ; humidity ; fog ;—dejection ; depression ; dis

couragement;—pi. Gaseous products in coal-mines,

wells, &c, classed as choke-damp and fire-damp.

Damp, (damp) v. t. To moisten ; to make humid ;—

to chill ; to depress ; to deject ; to discourage :—imp,

& pp. damped ; ppr. damping.

Dampen, (damp'n) v. t. or i. To make or become damp

or moist :—imp. & pp. dampened ; ji/jt. dampening.

Damper, (damp'er) n. That which damps or checks ;

discouragement;—a valve in the flue of a stove to

regulate the draught of air;—a contrivance to check

action at a particular time. [ture.

Dampness, (damp nes) n. Moderate humidity : niois-

Damsel, (dam'zel) n. [F. demoiselle, It. damigella.)

A young unmarried woman.

Damson, (daman) n. [Contracted from damascene.]

A small black plum.

Dance, (dans) r. i. [F. danger, It. danzare.) To move

with measured steps to a musical accompaniment ;

—to move nimbly or merrily ; to caper : to frisk ;—

v. t. To cause to dance ; to dandle: — imp. A pp.

danced; ppr. dancing.

Dance, (dans) n. A lively motion or leaping, with

«et steps and postures of the body, in time with meaa-

UTOJ music ;—a figure in which two or more move or

leap in ;'um;i:rt;— the tune to which dancing is per-

Dancer, (dans'er) «. One wbo dances or practises

Dancing-muter, (dans'ing-maa-ter) n. Teacher of the

•tens and figures of dancing. .....

Dandelion, (dan-de-ii'iin) n, [F. dent de lion.) A well-

known plant, with large yellow compound flowers.

Dandle, (dan'dl) v.t. (Ger. tatideln, from tnntlt trifle.]

To move up and down, as an iufant ; to fondle ;—to

toy with; to pet ;—U> delay { to procrastinate :—imp.

& pp. dandled; ppr. Handling,

handling, (dandling) n. The act of fondling or danc

ing on the knee, as an infant

Dandruff, (dan'druf) n. [A. -8. fan/a totter, and drof,

dirty.] A scurf which forms on the head, and comes

off in small scales or particles.

Dandy, (dan'de) n. IF. dandxn, a ninny.] One who

affects special finery in dress ; a fop ; a coxcomb.

Dandyism, (dan'de-izm) n. The manners and dress of

a dandy ; foppishness.

Danger, (dan'jer) n. (L. damnum, damage.] Exposure

to injury, loss, pain, or other evil ;—peril ; hazard ;

risk; jeopardy.

Dangerous, (dan'jer-us) a. [F. danaereux.] Attended

with danger ; full of risk ; perilous ; hazardous ; caus

ing danger;—unsafe. (manner.

Dangerously, (dan'jer-ns-le) adv. In a dangeroui

Dangle, (danVgi) v. i. (Dan. diwjU.] To hang loosely,

or with a swinging, or jerking motion ; to hang about

or follow after ;—v. t To cause to dangle ; to swing.

Dangler, (dang'gle.r) n. One who hangs about or follofc-a

others, especially women ; trifier. (mark.

Danish, (din'ish) a. Belonging to the Danes or Deu-

Dank, (dangk) a. [Allied to damp,) Damp; moist;

humid ; wet ; raw.

Dankish, (dangk'isb) a. Somewhat damp.

Daphne, (dafne) n. [G. daphne.) The laurel, a genua

of diminutive shrubs, of great beauty and fragrance in

the flower;—an asteroid between the orbits of Mara

and Jupiter.

Dapper, (dap'e,r) o. [Ger. tapfer. ] Little and active ;

lively ; neat in dress or appearance ; smart

Dapple, (dap!) a. [Ger. dippelu.] Marked with spots

of different colour; spotted; variegated.

Dapple, (dap'l) v. t. To variegate with spots ; to spot :

—imp. & pp. dappled ; ppr. dappling.

Dare, (dar) r. i. [A.-S. dearr.) To liave pufficient conr-

age; to be bold enough; to venture;—r. t. To liavo

courage for ;—to challenge ; to defy; to brave :—imp.

& pp. dared ; ppr. daring.

Daring, (dar'ing) n. A bold act ; a hazardous attempt;

a rash venture.

Dark, (dark) o. [A.-S. dtarc, Gael & Ir. dorch.)

Destitute of light ; not reflecting or radiating light :

black;—obscure ; mysterious ; concealed ; hidden ;—

destitute of knowledge; ignorant ;—evincing black

traits of character;—foreboding evil; gloomy ; jealous ;

suspicious.

Dark, (dark) n. Absence of light ; gloom ; obscurity ;

—condition of ignorance ; secrecy ; unknown state.

Darken, (dark'n) v. t. To make dark or black ; to cloud ;

to obscure ;—to render dim ; to deprive of vision ;—to

render less clear or intelligible;—to cast a gloom upon;

—to sully ;—v. i. To grow dark or darker ;—trap. £

pp. darkened ; ppr. darkening.

Darkish, (darkish) a. Somewhat dark; dusky ; dim.

Darkling, (darkling) a. In the dark, or without light ;

twilight.

Darkly, (darkle) adv. With imperfect light ; ob

scurely ; dimly ; blindly ; uncertainly.

Darkness, (dark 'nes) n. Abseuce of light ; obscurity ;

—want of clearness or perspicuity;—a, state of privacy;

secrecy ;—a state of ignorance or error, especially on

moral or religious subjects; hence, wickedness; im

purity ;—a state of distress or trouble ; calamity ; per

plexity, [obscure.

Darksome, (dark 'sum) a. Somewhat dark, gloomy, or

Darling, (darling) a. [A.-S. deorling, from d<ore, dear.]

One dearly beloved ; a favourite.

Darling, (dar'iing) a. Dearly beloved ; regarded with

especial kindness and tenderness ; favourite.

Darn, (darn) v. t. [W. & Arm. darn, a piece or patch.]

To mend, as a rent or hole, in a garment, stocking,

&c, with thread, worsted. Ac., of the same colour ;—

imp. it pp. darned; ppr. darning.

Darn, (dam) n. A garment mended by darning.

Darnel, (dar'nel) n. [Prov. Eng. drani.) A plant of

the genus Lolium; a species of grass.

Darning, (darning) n. The act of mending, as a hole in

a garment ; patching ;—the piece mended

Dart, (dart) n. [H. Ger. tart) A pointed, missile

weapon, to be thrown by the hand ;—any thing that

pierces and wounds.

Dart, (dart) r. t. To throw with a sudden effort, as a

dart ; to hurl or launch ;—to emit ; to shoot, a Brays ;—

v. t. To be let fly or launched, as a dart ;—to start

and run with velocity ; to shoot rapidly along :—imp.

& pp. darted; vpr. darting,

Darter, (dart'er) n. One who darts or who throws a

dart ;—the snake-bird, a bird of the pelican family.

Dash, (dash) v. '. [Dan. daske, Sw. & Icel. dnnia, to

strike.] Tothrow with violence or haste;—to break by

collision ; to destroy ;—to put to shame; to confound;

to abash ;—to throw in or on in a rapid, careless man

ner ; — to form or sketch rapidly or carelessly ; —

to erase by a stroke; to strike oat; to blot out or
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obliterate ;—«e. i. To rash with violence through ;—to

strike violently against ;—to come in collision :—imp.

A pp. dashed ; ppr. dashing.

Data, (dash) ft, Violent striking of two bodies ; colli-

non; crash; — a sudden chock; frustration;—an

admixture, infusion, or adulteration ; a partial over

spreading ;—a rapid movement ; a sudden onset ;—

capacity for quick bold movements against an enemy ;

—<i show or parade; a flourish;—a mark or line thus

[—], in writing or printing, denoting a sudden break,

stop, or transition in a sentence.

Dastard, (aWterd) n. [A.-S. adastrigan, to frighten.]

One who meanly »nri"ka from danger; au arrant cow

ard ; a poltroon. [from danger.

Dastard, (dis'terd) a. Cowardly; meanly shrinking

Dastardly, (daa'te.rd-le) a. Cowardly ; meanly timid ;

base; sneaking.

Date, (dut) n. [h. datus, pp. of dare, to give.] Speci

fication of the time when a writing, inscription, coiu,

Ac, was given or executed ;—precise period or time of;

epoch ;—duration ; continual ice.

Date, (dat) v. t. To note the time of writing or execut

ing ;—to note or fix the time of ;—to refer to as a start

ing point or origin ;—v. i. To have a beginning ;—to

have a date ;—to reckon or count from :—imp. & pp.

dated; ppr. dating. (date-palm.

Date, (dSt) n. f G. dattvlos, a finger.] The fruit of the

Dateless, (dat'les) a. Without date; having no fixed term.

Date-palm or Date-tree, (dut'pam) ft. The genua of

palms which bear dates. Its

•tern shoots up in one cyli

column to the height of 50 or 00

feet, and is crowned by a luxuri

ant spread of foliage. Its fruit is

perhaps the moot nutritious <>f all

vegetable products.

Datrw, (dat'iv) n. [L. d»tiw*, ~*

from dart, to give.] That « Inch f

may be given or disposed of at ">

pkasure ; — the case of a noun

which expresses the object to

which any thing is given, di
rected, or referred. Uate-tree.

Di'jve. (dat'iv) a Capable of being disposed of at will

and pleasure ;—pertaining to the dative.

Datura, (datum) « [It-] Something given or ad

mitted ; a ground of inference or deduction—chiclly

plural, data.

Daub, (dawb) v. t. [W. dtebiav, Ir. dob.] To smear

with soft adheai n matter ; to piaster ;—to paint in a

coarse or unskilful manner ;—to disguise ; to conceal :

—tJtp. & pp. daubed ; pp.: daubing.

Daub, (dawb) ft. A viscous sticky application ; a pic-

tare coarsely executed.

Dauby, (dawb/e) «. Smeary; slimy: viscous; glutinous.

Daughter, (■law'ter) ft, [A.-S. dohtor, G. thugatit:] A

female child or offspring ;—a female descendant ;—a

female penitent or nun. [son.

Daughter-in-law, (daw'ter-in-law) ft. The wife of one's

Daughterly, (daw'ter-le) a. Becoming a daughter; filial.

Daunt, (dint) v. t. [F. doiapter, 1 .. domart, to tame.]

To repress or subdue the courage of ; intimidate ;

frighten :—imp. & pp. daunted ; ppr, daunting.

Dauntless, (dantles) a. Bold ; fearless ; intrepid ; un

daunted.

Dauntlessly, (dan t'les-Ie) adv.

In a heroic and fearless man

ner.

Iraupain, (dau 'fin or do-fang')

a- [P.] The eldest eon of

the king of France, and heir

of the crown, prior to 1830.

Davit, (dav'it) >u A spar BMd

oa board of ships as a crane

of hoist the flukes of tlio

anchor ;—pi. Pieces of UiuU>»

 

 

^avita.

or iron projecting over a ship's side or stern, having

tackle to raise a boat by.

Davy-lamp, (da've-lamp) ft. A lantern in which the

light is inclosed within fine wire gauze, for use in

mines. "

Daw, (daw) n. A bird of the crow family ; a jackdaw.

Dawdle, (daw^dl) v. i. [Allied to dandle.) To trifle : to

loiter about;—v. t. To waste time by trifling :—imp.

& pp. dawdled ; ppr. dawdling.

Dawk, (dawk) n. An incision in timber. In India, the

poet.

Dawn, (dawn) r. i. [A.-S. dagian, from dceg, day.] To

spread or expand, as rays of light ;—to grow towards

the hght of morning ;—to open out or develop, as

genius, hope, &c. ;—to glimmer ; to come to the mind

with a faint light:—imp. fcpp. dawned; ppr. dawning.

Dawn, ^dawn) ft. The break of day ; first appearance of

hght in the morning ;—first opening or expansion ;

beginning ; rise, as of hope, genius, drc.

Day, (da) n. [A.-S. dag, L. dies, Skr. dyw,] The

period from sunrise to sunset;—the period of the

earth's revolution on its axis-~divided into twenty-

four hours ;—a specific time or period ; time of life ;—

any particular day, as Christmas day ;—day of battle ;

victory.

Day-book, (da'book) n. A book in which are recorded

the accounts of the day in their order.

Day-break, (daTn-ak) n. The first appearance of light

in the morning ; dawn of day. [mine.

Day-coal, (da'kol) n. The upper stratum of coal in a

Day-dream, (dadrem) ». A vain fancy or speculation ;

—a castle in rtie air.

Day-fly, (da'fli) n. One of a genus of insects that live

oidy one day—called Ephemera. [the day.

Day-labour, (dala-ber) n. Labour hired or done by

Day-light, (dilit) «. The light of day ; sunlight.

Daysman, (dayman) n. [Properly the judge or umpire

on the U'.i-j appointed.] An umpire or arbiter ; a

mediator. [the dawn.

ayspring, (da'spring) ft. The beginning of the day ;

Days-work, (daz wurk) ft. The work of a single day ;

—the reckoning of a ship's course from noon to noon.

Day-time, (da'tim)n. Time between sunrise and sunset.

Daze, (dOz)r. t. [A.-S. dicaes, stupid.] To overpower

with light ; hence, to confuse ; to bewilder.

Dazzle, (daz'l) v. t. To overpower with light ;—to

strike or surprise with brilliancy, or display of any

kind ;—v. i. To blind or dim by excess of bright

ness '.—imp. & pp. dazzled ; ppr. dazzling.

Deacon, (de'kn) a, [L. diaeonus, from G. diakonos, a

servant.] Originally one appointed to serve tables, or

superintend the care of the poor ;—in the Romish

church, an assistant to the priest ;—in the English

church, one licensed to preach, but not to administer

sealing ordinances ;—in Presbyterian churches, one

charged with the care and distribution of Church Pro

perty and Funds. [primitive church.

Deaconess, (de'kn-es) n. A female deacon in the

Deaconahip, (de'kn-ship) n. The office or ministry of a

deacon or deaconess.

Dead, (ded) a. [A.-S. dead. Go. dauths.] Deprived or

destitute of life ;—inanimate ; without show of life ;

without motion ; inactive;—unproductive ; unprofit

able ;— lacking form, colour, or spirit; dull; monot

onous or unvaried; fixed;—producing death;—wanting

In religious spirit ; cold ; heartless :—cut off from the

rights of a citizen or property holder ;—breathless ;

useless; gloomy; still; cold; spiritless: tasteless; vapid.

Dead, (ded) adv. To a degree resembling death ; to the

last degree ; completely; wholly.

Dead, (ded) ft, The state of the dead ; the most quiet

or death-like time ; the period of profoundest repose,

inertness, or gloom;—pi. Those who are dead; the de

ceased ; the departed.

Dead-born, (ded'born) a. Born lifeless ; still-born.

Deaden, (ded'n) v. t. To impair in vigour, force, or
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sensibility; to benumb;—to lessen the velocity or

momentum of; to retard;—to make vapid or spirit

less; — to deprive of gloss or brilliancy: — imp. <te

pp. deadened; ppr. deadening.

Dead-eye, (dedl) n. [Dead-man'» rye] A round, flat-

tish, wooden block, pierced with three holes to receive

the lanyard, used to extend the shrouds, stays, oYo.

Dead-level, (ded'lev-el) n. Perfect or complete level.

Dead-lift, (ded'lift) n. The liftiug of a thing at the

utmost disadvantage, as of a dead body ; a lift made

with main strength; hence, an extrome exigency.

Dead-light, (ded'lit) tu A strong shutter for a cabin

window to prevent water from

entering.

Deadliness, (ded'le-nes) n. Quality

of being deadly ; destructivi.ii...

Deadly, (ded'le) a. Capable of caus

ing death ; mortal ; destructive ;—

willing to destroy ; hostile.

Deadly, (ded'le) adv. So as to re

semble death;—so as to occasion ^

death; mortally;—in an implac

able manner ; destructively. Dead-light.

Deadly-nightshade, (ded'le-nit'shiid) n. A poisonous

plant of the genus Atropa ; the belladonna-.

Dead-march, (ded'inurch) ». A piece of solemn music

at a funeral.

Deadness, (dod'nes) n. The state of being dead ;—dul-

nesa ; inertness; languor; coldness; iudiflerence.

Dead-shot, (ded'shot) n. An exact marksman.

Dead-water, (ded'waw-tor) n. The eddy water that

closes behind a ship. [burden.

Dead-weight, (ded'wat) n. A heavy or oppressive

Deaf, (def) «. [A.-S. deaf, Icei daufr.] Wanting the

sense of hearing either wholly or in part ;—unwilling

to bear or listen ; not to be persuaded ;—stifled ; iudis-

tinctly heard.

Deafen, (defn) v. t. To make deaf ; to stun ;—to ren

der impervious to sound, as a floor, wall, &c:—imp. &

pp. deafened ; ppr. deafening, [dumb.

Deaf-mute, (defmut) n. A person who is deaf and

Deafness, (defnes) n. State of being deaf;—incapacity

to perceive sound ; want of hearing;—act of refusing

to listen or attend to.

Deal, (del) v.t. [A.-S. datan. Go. dailjan.] To

divide; to distribute;—to bestow successively or in

discriminately ; — v.i. To make distribution ; — to

traffic ; to trade ;—to act between ; to intervene ;—to

have transactions with ; to manage ;—to distribute

cards to the players :—imp. & pp. dealt ; ppr. dealing.

Deal, (del) n. [A.-S. dad, O. Sax. del.] A part or

portion ; hence, an indefinite quantity, degree, or ex

tent;—distribution of cards; the portion distributed;

—division of a piece of timber made by sawing; a

pine or fir board or plank ;—wood of the pine or fir.

Dealer, (defer) n. One who deals ; a trader.

Dealing, (deling) ?i. Intercourse in buying and sell

ing; traffic;—conduct in relation to others; treat

ment ; practical action.

Dean, (dun) n. [L. deeamis, the chief of ten, from

decern, ten.] An ecclesiastical dignitary in cathedral

and collegiate churches ;—the head of a college ;—

president in an ecclesiastical court.

Deanery, (dfin'cr-e) n. Oflice, revenue, rosidence, or

jurisdiction of a dean.

Deanship, (den'ship) n. The oflice of a dean.

Dear, (der) a. [A.-S. deore, deor.] Bearing a high price;

costly ; expensive ;—marked by scarcity and exorbit

ance of price ;—highly valued; much esteemed ; greatly

beloved ; precious.

Dear, (der) adv. Dearly j at a high rate.

Dear, (der) n. A dear one ; one dearly beloved ; a

darling. [worth the expense or labour.

Dear-bought, (der'bawt) a. Bought at a high cost ; not

Dearly, (deYle) adv. In a dear manner ; or at a dear

rate.

Dearness, (deVnes) n. State or condition of being

dear. [scarcity;—want; destitution; famine.

Dearth, (derth) n. That which makes dear ; deficiency ;

Death, (deth) ft, [A.-S. deadh, Go. dauthus.) Ces

sation or extinction of bodily life ; decease ; demise ;

departure ; dissolution ;—mode or manner of dying ;

—cause, agent, or instrument of loss of life ;—the state

of the dead. ;—the emblem or image of mortality ;—

alienation from God ;—separation from the favour

and fellowship of God.

Death-bed, (deth'bed) n, Tho bed on which a person,

dies ; the closing hours of life.

Deathless, (deth'Ies) a. Not subject to death ; undy

ing ; immortal, as the soul. [deadly ; fatal.

Deathly, (dethle) a. Resembling death or a dead body ;

Death-rattle, (deth'rat-1) n. A rattling in the throat of

a dying person. [near approach of death.

Death's-door, (dethz'dor) n. Brink of the grave ;—tho

Death's-head, (dethzTied) n. A figure representing the

head of a human skeleton ;—a species of moth.

Death-warrant, (deth'wor-ant) n. An order from the

proper authority for tho execution of a criminal-

Death-watch, fdeth'woch) n. A small kind of beetle.

Debar, (de-bar) v. t. [From de and bar.] To cut off

from entrance ; to shut out or exclude ; to deny or re

fuse ; to hinder:—imp &pp. debarred; ppr. debarring.

Debark, (de-bark^ v. (. IF. dibarquer, from barque.]

To land from a snip or boat ; to disembark ;—v. i. To

leave a ship or boat, and pass to the land:—imp. &

pp. debarked; ppr. debarking. [barking.

Debarkation, (de-bark-a'shun) n. The act of disem-

Debase, (de-bas1) v.t. [From de and bate.] To re

duce from a higher to a lower state of worth, dignity,

purity, station, and the like; degrade; adulterate;

disgrace:—imp. & pp. debased; ppr. debasing.

Debasement, (de-bfls'ment) n. The act of debasing,

or the state of being debased ; degradation.

Debatable, (de-bat'a-bl) a. liable to be debated ; dis

putable.

Debate, (de-bat') w. Contention in words or arguments ;

dispute; controversy;—discussion for elucidating truth ;

argument or reasoning between individuals of diifer-

ent opinions ;—pi. The published reports of Parlia

mentary proceedings and discussions.

Debate, (de-batf) *. (. [F. d^battre.] To strive for ;—to

contend for in words or arguments ;—v. i. To engage

in strife ; to contend ; to dispute ; discuss ; wrangle ;—

imp, &, pp. debated; ppr. debating.

Debater, (de-bat'er) n. One who debates ; a disputant.

Debauch, (de-bawch') v. (. [F. ddbaucher.] To corrupt

in character or principles; to vitiate; to pollute ;

to lead astray ; to seduce i—imp. & pp. debauched ;

ppr. debauching.

Debauch, (de-bawch") «. Excess in eating or drink

ing ; intemperance; lewdness; — a drinking match;

carousal.

Debauchee, (deb'o-ahe) n. A sensual or dissipated per

son ; a rake ; a libertine. [seducer.

Debaucher, (de-bawch'gr) n. One who corrupts ; a

Debauchery, (de-bawch'er-e) n. Corruption ; seduction

from duty or virtue;—excessive indulgence of the

appetites ; intemperance ; sensuality ; luwdness.

Debenture, (de-bent'ur) n. [L. debentar, from debert,

to owe, becauso these receipts began with the words

Debtnturmihi, &c.] Awriting acknowledging a debt;

—a custom-house certificate entitling an exporter of

imported goods to a drawback ;—bonds and securities

for money loans.

Debilitate, (de-bil'it-at) v. t. [L. dtbilitart, from dtbili*,

feeble.] To weaken; to impair; — to make feeble,

faint, or languid : — imp. " & j->p. debilitated; ppr.

debilitating.

Debility, (de-bil'e-te) n. The state of being foeble

or weak ; want of strength ; languor ; imbecility ;

weakness.

Debit, (deb'it) «. fL. debitum, from dtbtre, to owe.]
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A recorded item of debt ; the debtor aide of on account:

debt.

Debit, (debit) r. t. To charge with debt ;—to enter on

tbe debtor side of a book :—imp. & pp. debited; ppr.

debiting.

Debonnaar, (deb-o-narO a. [F. ddbonnaire, from de, of,

6c*, good, and air, look, manner.] Bearing himself

well ; of good air or mien ;—characterized by courte-

cusness, affability, or gentleness ; complaisant ; civil.

Debouch, (de-booah') v. i. [F. ddboucher.) To issue or

march out of a confined place, or from defiles.

Debouchure, (de-bod-shur') «.. [R] The outward open

ing, as of a valley, river, and the like.

Debris, (da-ore) n. [F. bruer, to break.] Fragments

detached from a rock or mountain, and piled up at

the base ;—rubbish ; remains ; ruins.

Debt, (det) n. [F. delte, from L. debere, to owo.] Thing

owed ;—that which is due from one person to another,

whether money, goods, or services; obligation; lia

bility ;—a fault ; a crime ; a trespass.

Debtor, (deter) n. [L. debitor, from debere, to owe.]

I The person who owes another either money, goods, or

; service*; one who is indebted;—the side of an ac

count on which debts are entered.

Debut, (dsV-boo") n. (F. from but, aim, mark.] A

beginning ; a first appearance, as of an actor or public

•ptoker, Ac.

Debutant, (da-boo-tang*) n. [F. ] A person who makes

his first appearance before the public.

Decs, (delta) a. (G. deka.] A Greek numeral signi

fying ten, used as a prefix.

Decachord, (dek'a-konl) u. [G. deka and chords, a

string.) An ancient musical instrument of ten strings.

Decade, (dek'ad) n. [G. deka*, ten.] The sum or

number of ten ; an aggregate of ten parts ; a period

of ten years.

Decadence, (de-ka'dens) n. [h. de and cadere, to fall.]

' Decay ; fall ; deterioration.

Decagon, (dek'a-gon) n. [G. deka, ten, and gCnia,

comer, angle.] A plane figure of ten sides and ten

angles.

Decahedron, (dtk-a-he'dron) n. [G. deka, ten, and hedra,

a seat J A solid figure or body having ten sides.

Decalogiat, (dek-al'o-jist) n. One who explains the

decalogue.

Decalogtie, (dek'a-log) n. [G. deka, ten, and logo*,

speech.] The ten commandments.

Decamp, (de-kamp') v.i. [F. de"campert from camp, a

camp.J To move away from a camping ground ; to

depart suddenly ; to march off ; hence, to run away

with, as with money :—imp. & pp. decamped ; ppr.

decamping.

Decampment, (dS-kamp'ment) n. Departure from a

camp ; a breaking up of a camp ; a marching off.

ft^Ttal. (<i'.-k an-al) a. [L. dtcaiius.} Pertaining to

a dean or deanery. .

Decandrous, (dek-an'drns) a. [G. deka, ten, and antr,

amdrot, a male.] Having ten stamens.

Decangular, (dek-ang ' u-ler) a. [G. deka, ten, and

! angular.) Having ten angles.

Decant, (de-kant") v.t. [F. ddcanter.) To pour off

gently, as liquor from its sediment ; pour from one

veesel into another:—imp. & pp. decanted; ppr.

decanting.

Deeantation, (Ae-kant-a'shun) n. Act of pouring off a

fluid gently from its lees, or from one vessel into

another.

Decanter, (de-kanfer) n. A vessel used to decant

liquors, or for receiving decanted liquors ;—a glass

bottle for the table ;—one who decants liquors.

Decapitate, (dC-kap'it-at) v.t. [L. de and caput, head.]

To behead ; to decollate :—ihip. & pp. decapitated ;

- -aoitation, (de-kap-it-ashnn) n. The act of be

heading ;—state of being beheaded.

Decapod, (deka-pod) n. [G. deka, ten, and pous.

foot ) A crustacean with ten feet or legs, as the crab,

lobster, &c.

Dccarbonization, (de-kar-bon-e-zil'shun) n. The action

or process of depriving a substance of carbon.

Decarbonize, (dC-kar'bon-iz) v. t. [From de and ear-

bonize.] To deprive of carbon:—imp. & pp. decar

bonized ; ppr. decarbonizing.

Decastich, (dek'a-stik) n. [G. deka, ten, and ttichat,

a verse.] An ode or stanza consisting of ten lines.

Decastyle, (dek'a-Btil) n. [G. deka, ten, and ntulo*, a

column.] A building with a portico of ten columns

in front.

Decay, (de-kft") r. i. [L. de and cadere, to fall.] To

pass gradually from a sound, prosperous, or perfect

state to one of imperfection, weakness, or dissolu

tion; to fail ; to decline ;—v. t. To impair ; to bring

to a worse state :—imp. As pp. decayed ; ppr. decaying.

Decay, (de-ka') n. Gradual failure of health, strength,

soundness, prosperity, or any kind of excellence or

perfection;—decline; deterioration; rottenness.

Decaying, (de-ka'ing) n. Decay; decline.

Decease, (de-ses') n. [L. drcedere, to depart, die, from

de and cedere, to withdraw.] Departure, especially

departure from life ; death ; dissolution ; demise.

Decease, (dS-seV) v. i. To depart from this life ; to

die :—imp. & pp. deceased; ppr. deceasing.

Deceit, (de-set') n. [O. Eng. deceipt, from L. de-

expere.) An attempt or disposition to deceive or

lead into error; fraud; imposition; artifice; guile;

duplicity ; wile ; trick. [deceptive.

Deceitful, (de-set'fool) a. Full of deceit ; fraudulent ;

Deceitfully, (de-set'fooUe) adv. In a deceitful manner,

Deceitfulness, (de-set'fddl-nea) n. Disposition to de

ceive ; —quality of being fraudulent.

Deceivable, (de-sgv'a-bl) a. Subject to deceit or im

position ; liable to be misled, or imposed on.

Deceivably, (de-seVa-ble) adv. in a manner to

produce deception ; artfully; plausibly.

Deceive, (dfi-sevQ v. t. [L. decipere, from de and

capere, to take.] To lead into error ; to impose upon ;

delude; beguile; mislead; cheat; impose on:—imp.

*fc pp. deceived ; ppr. deceiving. (impostor.

Deceiver, (de-seVer) n. One who deceives ; a client ;

Decern, (de'sem) a. A Latin numeral signifying ten,

used as a prefix. (year.

December, (de-sem'ber) n. The last month in the

Decemvir, (de-sem'ver) n. [L. decern, ten, and rir,

a man.] One of ten magistrates who had absolute

authority in ancient Rome from 449 to 447 B. C.

Deeemviral, (de-sern'ver-al) a. Pertaining to the

decemvirs.

Decemvirate, (do-sem'ver-ftt) n. OfBco or term of

office of decemvirs ;—a body of ten men in authority.

Decency, (de'sen-se) n. (L. decentia.) State or quality

of being decent ; propriety in intercourse, actions or

discourse ; proper formality ; modesty ;—that which

is decent or becoming.

Decennary, (de-sen'ar-e) n. (L. decern, ten, and

amine, a year.] A period of ten years.

Decennial, (de-sen'e-al) a. Consisting of or continuing

for ten years, or happening every ten years.

Decent, (de'sent) a. [L. decent.) Fitting or becom

ing ;—suitable in words, behaviour, dress, and cere

mony ; — free from immodesty ; — graceful ; well -

formed ; — moderate but competent ; sufficient ; —

comely ; seemly. [manner ; with propriety.

Decently, (de'sent-le) ado. In a decent or becoming

Deception, (de-sep'shun) n. [L. deccptxo.) Act of de

ceiving or misleading ;—state of being deceived or

misled ;—that which deceives ; artifice ; cheat ; fraud ;

imposition ; artifice.

Deceptive or Deceptions, (dS-sep'tiv) a. Tending to

deceive ; having power to mislead ; giving a false

idea or impression ; delusive.

Deceptively, (de-sep'tiv-le) adv. In a manner to

mislead or deceive.
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Secern, (dS-sgrn') v.i. [L. de and eerneit, to judge.)

To pass a decree or judgment.

Decerption, (de>s$rp'shun) n. [L. de and carpert, to

pluck. J The act of pulling or rending off.

Decidable, (de-sid'a-bl) a. Capable of being decided.

Decide, (de-Bid') v. t. [L. de and cafdere, to cut.] To

determine the result of; to settle ; to end; to termi

nate ; to conclude ;—v. i. To determine ; to form a

definite opinion ; to judge : to come to a conclusion ;

to give decision: — imp. & pp. decided; ppr. de

ciding.

Decided, (de-eid'ed) a. Free from ambiguity; une

quivocal ; — free from doubt or wavering ; deter

mined ; undoubted ; clear ; resolute.

Decidedly, (de-sid'ed-le) adv. Iu a decided manner;

clearly ; resolutely.

Deciduous, (de-sid'u-us) a. [L. de and cadere, to fall.]

Falling off or away ; liable to fall ;—having but a

temporary existence.

Decillion, (de-sil'yun) n. [L. decern, ten.] A million

involved to the tenth power.

Decimal, (dese-mal) a. [L. decimu*, from decern,

ten.] Pertaining to the number ten ; counted by

tens ;—increasing or diminishing by tena.

Decimal, (dese-mal) n. A number expressed in the

scale of tens ; a tenth part. (by tens.

Decimally, fdes'e-mal-le) adv. By means of decimals ;

Decimate, (des'e-mat) v.t. [h. decimart.] To take

the tenth part of ; to tithe ;—to select by lot and

punish with death every tenth man :—imp. & pp.

decimated ; ppr. decimating, *

Decimation, (des-e-nia'shun) n. A tithing or the tenth

part ;— a selection of every tenth by lot, as for pun

ishment, &c.

Decimo-sexto, (des'e-md-seks'td) n. A book is in

decimo-sexto when the Bheet is folded into sixteen

leaves.

Decipher, (dS-si'fer) v. t. [F. dechifrer.] To find the

key to a cipher;—to translate from a cipher into

intelligible terms ;—to unravel ; to explain :—imp.

<fe Pp. deciphered ; ppr. deciphering. [ciphered.

Decipherable, (do-sffer-a-bl) a. Cajtable of being de-

Decipherment, (dS-Bi'fjr-ment) n. Act of deciphering.

Decision, (de-sizh'un) «. [L. decisio.] Act of settling

or terminating, as a controversy, battle, or event;

settlement: conclusion ;—final opinion or judgment;—

the quality of being decided ; determination ; resolu

tion.

Decisive, (de-si'siv) a. Having the power or quality

of deciding a question or controversy, &c. ;—marked

bydecision;resolute;conclusivo; positive.

Decisively, (de-si siv-le) adv. In a manner to end

deliberation, doubt, or contest ; conclusively.

Decisiveness, (de-si'siv-nes) n. Quality of ending

doubt, controversy, etc. ; conclusiveness.

Deck, (dek) v.t. [A.-S. d<can.] To cover; to over

spread ;—to dress ; to clothe with elegance ; array ;

adorn ; embellish ;—to furnish with a deck, as a

vessel:—imp. & pp. decked; ppr. decking.

Deok, (dek) n. The floor-like covering or division of

a ship :—a pack of cards piled regularly on each other.

Decker, (dek'er) n. One who, or that which, decks

or adorns ;—a vessel which has a deck or deckb.

Decking, (dek'ing) n. Act of adorning ; that which

embellishes.

Declaim, (dG-klam') v.i. [L. de and clamare, to cry

out.] To spoak rhetorically; to make a formal speech

or an oration ; to harangue ;—to Bpeak pompously ;

to rant;—v. t. To utter in public : to deliver in a

rhetorical manner:—imp. & pp. declaimed; ppr. de

claiming.

Declaimer, (dC-klam'er) n. One who declaims.

Declamation, (dek-la-ma shun) n. [L. declamation]

Act or art of declaiming ;—a set speech or harangue;—

pretentious rhetorical display.

Declamatory, (de-klam'a-tor-e) a. Pertaining to de

clamation ;—cliaracterized by rhetorical display ; with

out solid sense or argument ; — appealing to the

feelings or passions. [proof.

Declarable, (dC-klar'a-bl) a. Capable of declaration or

Declaration, (dek-la-ra'shun) n. Affirmation ;—act of

declaring ; explicit assertion ;—distinct statement ;—

the document by which an assertion or announce

ment is authoritatively verified.

Declarative, (de-klar'a-tiv) a. Making declaration,

proclamation, or publication ; explanatory.

Declaratory, (de-klara-tor-e) a. Making declaration,

explanation, or exhibition ; expressive: affirmative.

Declare, (de-klax) r. t. [h. de and clarart, to make

clear. ] To tell explicitly ; to manifest ; — to wake

known publicly ; to publish ; to proclaim ; — to

assert ; to affirm ;—to make full statement of;—v. i.

To make a declaration ; to proclaim one's opinion

or resolution ;—to decide in favour of:—imp. & pp.

declared ; ppr. declaring.

Declaredly, (d6-klired-le) adv. Avowedly; explicitly.

Declaring, (de-kl&r'ing) n. Declaration ; proclama

tion ; making explicitly known.

Declension, (de-klen'shun) n. Declination ; descent

slope ;—a falling off from excellence or perfection

deterioration ; decay ;—act of refusing or declining .

a declinature ; — inflection of a word according to

grammatical forms.

Declinable, (de-klin'a-bl) ft. Admitting of declension

or inflection ; capable of being declined.

Decimate, (dek'lin-at) a. Bending downward in a

curve : curved downward ; declining.

Declination, (dek-lin-a'shun) n. Act or state of bend

ing downward ; descent ; inclination ; — act or state

of falling off from excellence or perfection ; deteriora

tion ; decay ;—act of deviating or turning aside ; ob

liquity ; divergence ;—angular distance of any object

from the celestial equator;—act of inflecting a word

through its various terminations.

Declinature, (de-klin'a-tur) n. Act of putting away

or refusing.

Decline, (de-klin') v.i. [L. declinare.) To bend over

or hang down, as from weakness, weariness, sic. ;—

to tend or draw towards a close, or extinction ; to

fail ; to decay ;—to turn aside ; to deviate ; to stray ;—

to refuse;—to diminish; to fall in value;—r. t. To bend

downward ; to depress ; —to turn off or away from ;

to refuse ; to reject courteously ; to shun ; to avoid ;

—to change the terminations of a word in gramma

tical form; to inflect:—imp. 61 pp. declined; ppr.

declining.

Decline, (de-klin') «. A falling off; tendency to a worse

state ; diminution ; deterioration ;—a gradual sinking

and wasting away ; consumption ; phthisis.

Declinous, (dd-klin'us) a. Bent downward, as a branch

or shoot. [descending ; sloping.

Declivitous, (de-khVit-us) a. Gradually declining or

Declivity, (de-kliv'e-te) n. [L. declirig, sloping, down

hill, from de and clivui, aslope, hill.] Deviation from

a horizontal line ; inclination downward ;—a descend

ing or inclining surface ; a slope.

Decoct, (de-kokt") v. t. [L. de and coqvere, to cook.]

To prepare by boiling; to make an infusion of;—to

prepare for assimilation by the heat of the stomach ;

to digest i—imp. & pp. decocted; ppr. decocting.

Decoction, (do-kok shun) n. Act of preparing for use

by boi ling ;—an extract prepared by boiling something

in water.

Decoctive, fdO-kokt'iv) a. That may be easily decocted

or digested.

Decollate, (de-kol'at) v. t. [L. decotlare, from colturn,

the neck.] To Bcver the neck of; to behead: to

decapitate :—imp. &, pp. decollated; ppr. decollating.

Decollation, (de-kol-a'shun) n. The act of beheading •

decapitation.

Decolour, (de-kul'er) v.t. [From de and colour.] To

deprive of colour ; to bleach,
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Decolouration, (de-kul-er-uKhun) ». The removal or

absence of colour.

Decolourise. (de-kul'pr-Iz) r. /. To deprive of colour.

Decomposable, (de-kom-pdz'a-bl) a. Capable of

being decomposed.

Decompose, (de-kom-poz') r. t. [F. decomposer, L. de

and componere, to place together.] To Beparate the

constituent parts of; to set free from chemical com

bination ; to resolve into original elements ;—v. i. To

become resolved from existing combinations ; to un

dergo dissolution ;—imp. & pp. decomposed; ppr, de

composing.

Decomposition, (de-kom-po-ziBh'un) n. [From de and

ctnaixmtioR.] The resolution, either spontaneously

or artificially, of a chemical body into its elements ;—

state of being serrated ; release from previous com

binations ; dissolution.

Decompound, (de-kom-pound7) r. (. [Prom de and

compound.] To compound or mix with that which

a already compound ;—to decompose :—imp. & pp.

decompounded; ppr. decompounding.

Decompound, (de-kom-pound1) a. Compound of what

is already compounded ;—several times compounded

or divided, as a leaf or stem.

Decompoundable (de-kom-pound'a-bl) a. Capable of

being decompounded.

Decorate (dek-d-rjlf) v. t. [L. decorare, from decus,

ornament.] To deck with that which is becoming,

ornamental, or honorary ;—adorn ; embellish :—imp.

& pp. decorated ; ppr. decorating.

Decoration, (dek-6-ra'shun) n. Act of decorating :—

that wbich adorns, enriches, or beautifies; — orna

ment ; badge of an order of knighthood ;—ornament of

an edifice. [adorning ; ornamental.

Decorative, (dek'6-rat-iv) a. Suited to embellish ;

Decorous, (dC-ku'rus) a. [L. deem.] Suitable to a

character, or to the place, and occasion ; becoming ;

proper ; seemly ; befitting.

Decorously, (de-korus-le) adv. In a decorous or be

coming manner.

Decorticate, (de-kor'te-kat) v. t. [L. decorticare, from

dr and cortex, bark.] To take oft' the exterior coating

or bark of; to husk ; to peel :—imp. & pp. decorti

cated; ppr. decorticating.

D**>rticat«m, (de-kor-te-ka shun) n. The act of peeling

w stripping off the bark or husk.

Decorum, (de-kcYrum) n. [L.] Propriety of speech,

manner, or conduct > seemlinesa ; decency;—becoming

wstiid manner ; gravity.

fceoy, (de-koy') v. t. [From de and coy.} To lead or

entice into a snare ; to lead into danger by artifice ;

to entrap by any means which may deceive ;—allure ;

entice :—imp. tz. pp. decoyed; ppr. decoying.

Deeoy, (deVkoyO "• Anything intended to lead into a

*&are ; trap ; bait : allurement ; a lure used by sports-

m*n to entice birds within shot ;—a place into which

*ild fowls are enticed in order to take them.

Deemae, (de-kres') v. i. [L. decrexere, from de and

crveere, to grow.] To become less : to be diminished

gradually in extent, quantity, amount, quality, value,

"T ttrength :—to decline in mental or moral excellence;

—v.t. To lessen; to make less; to diminish gradually:

^—wp. & pp. decreased ; ppr. decreasing'.

Decrease, (dfi-kreV) n. A becoming less; gradual di

minution ; decay ;—wane, as of the moon.

IWeasingly, (de-kres'ing-le) adi\ In a decreasing

manner.

Decree, (de-kre') n. (L. decernere, to decide.] An

order or decision made by a court or other competent

authority ; an established rule or law ;—pi. The pre

determined purposes or plans of the Almighty.

Decree, (de-kre') p. t. To determine judicially, by

authority, or by edict; to order; to appoint; to estab

lish by law ;—r. i. To decide authoritatively; to deter

mine decisively; to resolve:—imp. & pp. decreed; ppr.

decreeing.

Decreeablo, (de-kru'a-bl)a. That whioh maybe decreed.

Decrement, (dek ru-ment) n. [L. decrementum, from

decrescerc] State of becoming gradually less ; de

crease;—quantity lost by gradual diminution or waste.

Decrepit, (de-krep'it) «. [L. decrcpitut, from de and

erepere, to break.] Wasted or worn by the infirmi

ties of old age ; broken down ; infirm.

Decrepitate, (de-krep'it-at) v. t. [From de and cre

pitate.] To roast or calcine with continual explosion

or crackling of the substance ;—v. i. To crackle, as

salts when roasting:—imp. & pp. decrepitated; ppr.

decrepitating.

Decrepitation, (de-krep-it-a/shun) n. Act of calcining

salts or other minerals in a crucible, usually with a

crackling noise ;—the noise produced in calcination.

Decrepitude, (de-kreplt-ud) n. The feeble or infirm

state of the body produced by decay and the in

firmities of age ; state of senility.

Decrescendo, (de-kres-sen'dd) a. [It.] With de

creasing volume of sound—a direction ■

to performers, either written upon the

staff or indicated thus :—

Decrescent, (de-krea'ent) a. Becoming Decrescendo.

less by gradual diminution ; decreasing.

Decretal, (dekret'al) a. [L. decretalis, from decrc-

turn.) Containing or appertaining to a decree.

Decretal, (de-kret'al) n. An authoritative order or

decree ; especially, of the pope ;—a collection of the

pope's decrees.

Decretive, (de-kret'iv) a. Having the force of a de

cree : of the nature of a decree ; determining.

Decretorily, (dek're-tor-e-le) adv. In a decretory

manner.

Decretory, (dek're-tor-e) a. Established by a decree;

judicial ; definitive;—Berving to determine ; critical.

Decrial, (de-kri'al) a. A crying down ; a clamorous

censure ; condemnation by censure,

Decrustation, (de-krust-a'shun) u. The removal of

crust.

Decry, (de-krf) v.t. [F. de'erier.] To cry down; to

censure as faulty, mean, or worthless ; to rail or

clamour against ; to bring into disrepute ; disparage ;

traduce :—imp. & pp. decried ; ppr. decrying,

Decumbency, (d*l-kum'beit-se) n. Act, posture, or

state of lying down.

Decumbent, (de-kum'bent) a. [h. decumbent, from

cubarc, to lie down.] Bending or lying down ; pro

strate, [posture.

Decumbently, (de-kum'bent-le) adv. In a decumbent

Decuple, (dek'u-pl) a. [G. dckaplous, from deka,

ten.] Tenfold ; multiplied by ten.

Decuple, (dek'u-pl) n. A number ten times repeated.

Decuple, (dek'u-pl) v. t. To make tenfold ; to multi

ply by ten.

Decurrent, (deVkuVent) a. [L. aVeurrere', from de

and eurrere, to run.] Running down ; extending

downward, as the base of a leaf.

Decursion, (de-kur'shun) n. [L, de and eurrere, to

run, to flow.] The act of flowing down, as of a

stream or current.

Decursive, (de-kurs'iv) a. Running down ; decur

rent ; — in Botany, applied to a leaf having the

leaflets running along the petiole.

Decussate, (de-kus'at) v. t. [L. decuseare, from de

cern asses, ten pounds weight, which the Romans

represented by X.] To cross at an acute angle; to

intersect or lie upon in the form of an X :—imp. &

pp. decussated ; ppr. decussating.

Decussated, (de-kuViit-od) a. Crossed ; intersected ;—

growing in pairs, at right angles or in opposition to

each other.

Decussation, (du-kus-ii'shun) n. Act of crossing at an

acute angle ; the state of being thus crossed ; an

intersection in the form of an X.

Dedicate, (ded'e-kat) v. t. [L. dedicare, from de and

dicart, to declare.] To set apart and consecrate for a
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sacred purpose ; — to devote or give wholly or

earnestly up to;—to inscribe or address, as a book, to

a patron or friend ;—imp. 6z pp. dedicated ; ppr. dedi

cating.

Dedicate, (ded'e-kat) a. Set apart ; devoted ; conse

crated ; addicted ; appropriated.

Dedication, (ded-e-kashun) n. Act of setting apart

or consecrating to the Divine Being, or to a sacred

use: solemn appropriation ;—an inscription of a book,

formerly to a patron, now to a friend in token of

respect or affection.

Dedicator, (ded'e-kat-er) n. One who dedicates ; one

who inscribes a book to a patron or friend.

Dedicatory, (ded'e-ka-tor-e) a. Composing a dedica

tion ; complimentary ; adulatory.

Dedition, (detliah'un) n. [L. deditio.] The act of

yielding or surrendering.

Deduce, (de-dus7) v. t. [L. deducere, from de and ducerc,

to lead.] To draw from ; to collect ;—to derive by

logical process ; to obtain or arrive at as the result

of reasoning ; to infer ; to gather from premises :—

imp & pp. deduced; ppr. deducing.

Deducement, (de-dus'ment) n. The act of deducing ;

that which is deduced ; inference.

Deducible, (de-dua'e-bl) a. Capable of being gathered

or inferred.

Deducive, (de-dus'iv)a. Performing the art of deduction.

Deduct, (de-duktf) v. t. [L. deducere.] To take away,

in calculating; to subtract:—imp. & pp. deducted;

ppr. deducting.

Deduction, (de-duk'shun) n. Act or method of in

ferring or concluding ;—that which is deduced ; an

inference; a conclusion;—act of deducting or taking

away ;—that which is deducted ; abatement ; sub

traction ; discount.

Deductive, (de-dukt'iv) a. Capable of being deduced

from premises ; deducible.

Deductively, (de-dukt'iv-le) adv. By process of reason

ing from premises ; by inference.

Deed, (ded) n, [A.-S. deed, from rf/m, to do.l That

which is done, acted, or effected ; an act ;—illustrious

act ; achievement ; exploit ;—power of action ; agency;

efficiency ;—a written contract or agreement.

Deedlesa, (dud'les) a. Inactive; indolent; not having

performed deeds or exploits.

Deem, (dem) v. t. [A.-S. aVman.] To believe on

consideration ; to .think ; to judge ; to regard ,—v. i.

To be of opinion ; to think ; to estimate ; to suppose :

—imp. & pp. deemed ; ppr. deeming.

Deep, (dep)o. [A.-S. deop.] Extending far below the

surface ; of great perpendicular dimension, as meas

ured downward ;—low in situation ; much beneath

the adjacent land ;—entering far ; piercing a great

way ; extending far back ; far from the outer part ;

—not obvious ; hidden ; secret ; — hard to under

stand ; mysterious ; intricate ;—having power to un

derstand ; penetrating ; searching ; profound ; — in

sidious ; designing ; treacherous ;—sunk low ; abject ;

depressed ; — very still or calm ; solemn ; — thick ;

black ; dark ; intense ;—of low tone ; grave ;—heart

felt ; affecting.

Deep, (dep) adv. To a great depth ; far down ; pro

foundly ; deeply.

Deep, (dep) n. That which is deep,, etpecialhj, deop

water ; the sea or ocean ;—that which is profound or

not easily fathomed ;—the most quiet or profound

part ; the midst.

Deepen, (dep'n) r. t. To make deep or increase the

depth of ;—to make darker or more intense ;—to

make more poignant or affecting ;—to make more

grave in tone ;—v. i. To become more deep :—imp.

&l pp. deepened; vpr. deepening.

Deeply, (dep'le) adv. At or to a great depth ;—pro

foundly ; thoroughly ;—gravely.

Deepness, (dep'nes) n. State or quality of being deep ;

depth ; profundity.

 

Deer, (der) n. ting. & pi. [A.-S. dear.] A ruminant

quadruped of the genus Cer-

vus, of several species, the

males of which have branch

ed horns, which they shed

annually—the deer hunted

in England is called staff or

red deer. \

Deer-stalking,(derstawk-ing)

n. The shooting of deer by

lying in wait, or by stealing

upon them unawares. iwr.

Deface, (de-fas') v. t. [L. de and facie*, face.] T\>

destroy or mar the face or external appearance of ; to

disfigure ;—to obliterate ; to erase ; to destroy :—imp.

& pp. defaced; ppr. defacing.

Defacement, (de-faVment) n. Act of defacing, or t!ie>

condition of being defaced; injury to the external

appearance ;—erasure ; obliteration.

De facto, (de-fakrt6) adv. [L.] Actually; in reality ;

substantially.

Defalcate, (de-falTtat) v. t. [L. defalcate, from tic

and faUf a sickle.] To cut off; to take away or de

duct a part of—used chiefly of money, acoounte, Jtc. :

—imp. ii pp. defalcated ; ppr. defalcating.

Defalcation, (de-fal-kaahun) n. A cutting off; a di

minution, deficit, or withdrawment ;—an abstraction

of money, &o., by an officer having it in charge ; an

embezzlement; fraudulent deficiency.

Defalcator, (de-fallcat-cr) 11. One who embezzles

money intrusted to Ins care ; one who is guilty of

breach of trust.

Defamation, (def a-ma'shun) n. Act of bringing in

famy upon ;—the malicious uttering of falsehoods, or

the circulating of reports tending to destroy the

good name of another ; slander ; detraction ; calumny ;

aspersion.

Defamatory, (de-fam'a-tor-e) a. Containing defama

tion ; injurious to reputation ; calumnious ; slander

ous ; libellous.

Defame, (de-famO r. t. [L. defamare, from tic and

fama, fame.] To make infamous ; to harm or destroy

the good fame or reputation of, by slanderous re

ports; to speak evil of; slander; calumniate:-—imp.

& pp. defamed; ppr. defaming.

Defamer, (de-fam'er) n. A slanderer ; detractor ;

calumniator. [To tire ; to weary.

Defatigate, (de-fat'e-gat) r.t. [L. de and fatiparr,]

Default, (de-fawit*) n. [F. defaut, from defailtir, to

fail.] Omission of that which ought to be done :—

fault ; offence ; defect ; failure ;—neglect to take some

step necessary to secure the benefit of law.

Default, (de-fawlt') v. i. To fail to appear in court ;

to fail to perform ;—to omit by neglect: — imp. &

pp. defaulted; ppr. defaulting.

Defaulter, /de-fawlt'er) n. One who fails to appear

in court w>fc«j called ;—one who fails to account for

money intrusted to bis care ; a peculator.

Defeasance, (de-fdyaus) n. [Norm. F. defesance, from

dffaire, to undo.] A rendering null or void ;—on

instrument which nullifies the force or operation of ;

—defeat.

Defeasible, (de-feVe-bl) a. Capableof being abrogated,

annulled, or made void.

Defeasiblenesa, (de-feYe-bl-nes) n. The qualityof being;

annulled or made void.

Defeat, (do-fetf) n. [F. dffaite, from dJfaire, to undo.)

An overthrow, as of an attack, an army, <fcc. ; rout ;

—frustration ; discomfiture.

Defeat, (de-fet) v. t. To render null and void ;—to

overcome or vanquish, as an army ;—to resist wiih.

Buccess ;—overpower ; subdue ; discomfit ; bafflo ; frus

trate :— imp. & pp. defeated ; ppr. defeating.

Defecate, (dere-kat) r.t. [h. defacare, from de and

fox. dregs, lees.] To clear from impurities, aa leee,

dregs, Ua. ; to clarify ; to purify ; — to free from,
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extraneous matter ;—v. i. To void excrement ; to be

come clear or pure; — imp. & pp. defecated; ppr.

defecating.

Defecate, (defg-kat) a. Freed from any thing that

can pollute, as dregs, lees, &c. ; refined ; purified.

Defecation, (def-e-ka shun) n. Act of separating from

impurities, as leea or dregs;—act of -voiding excrement

from the body.

Defect, (de-fektf) n. [L. dcficcre, to fail.] Want of

something necessary for completeness or perfection ;—

imjierfection, whether physical, intellectual, or moral ;

kiling; blemish ; deformity ; deficiency ; spot ; taint

Defection, (de-fek'shun) n. [L. defectio.) A falling

away; want or failure in duty;—act of abandoning a

person or cause ; apostasy ; revolt ; backsliding.

Doectrre, (de-fekt'iv) a. Wanting in substance,

quantity, or quality ; incomplete; inadequate; im

perfect; faulty;—lacking some of the usual forms of

•Ucleniiou or conjugation.

Defectively, (dfi-fekt'iv-le) adv. In a defective man

ner; imperfectly.

Defence, (de-fens') «• [F. difentc, L. defender*.] Act

of defending; or state of being defended ;—that which

defends or protects ; guard : protection ;—the art of

defending ; military skill ;—flanking works or bas-

tiena ;—resistance ; opposition ;—vindication ; justifi

cation ; plea ;—the reply of a defendant to a charge

or allegation.

IWsnceleia, (de-fenr'leB) a. Destitute of defence or

protection : unprotected.

Defend, (de-fend?) v. t. [L. defender*.] To drive from;

to thrust back ;—to repel ; to resist ;—to forbid ; to

prohibit;—to protect; to guard;—to vindicate ; to

maintain ; — to fortify ; to secure ; — to deuy, as a

leal claim; to contest, as a suit:—imp. & pp.

defended; par. defending;.

Dsfcndant, (de-fend'ant) n. One who makes defence ;

—the party that opposes a complaint, demand, or

f^arg*', at law or in equity.

Defender, (de-fend'er) n. One who defends ; a cham-

an assertor ; a vindicator.

Capable of being do-
Defeasible, (de-fens'e-bl) a.

fended.

Defensive, (de-fens'iv) a. Serving to defend ; proper

for defence ;—earned on by resisting attack or aggres-

■jon ;--in a state or posture to defend.

Defensive, (de-fens'iv) n. That which defends ; a aafe-

JFj*ri}-~state of defence or resistance.

Defeniively, (dS-fmis'iv-le) adv. In a defensive man-

■J Tdefend.

^^sory, (de-fens'or-e) o. Defensive; tending to

, Defer, (de-feT*) v. t. [L. differre, from de and ferre,

fc> bear.) To put off; to postpone to a future time ;

—to lay before; to submit in a respectful manner;

—»• ». To put off ; to delay ; to wait ;— to yield

town respect to the wishes of another :—imp. & pp.

Weired; ppr. deferring.

De/ereaee, (defer-ens) n. Regard ; respect ;—a yield

ing of judgment or preference from respect to the

wanes or opinion of another ; submission ; com-

rUasuce.

I yfctul, (defer-ent) a. Serving to carry or convey.

Deferential, (def-?r-en'she-al) a. Expressing deference ;

**oitomed to defer.

Defiance, (de-fi'ans) n. [F. defiance.] Act of defy

ing ; a challenge ; a provocation ; a summons to com

bat ;—a state of opposition : willingness to fight ; con

tempt of danger or opposition.

Dtflait, (deVfi'ant) a. Full of defiance ; bold ; insolent.

Deficiency, (de-fiah'e-en-se) n. Defect; shortcoming :

—etate of being deficient ; inadequacy ; want ; failure ;

i 'a perfection.

Deficient, (dft-fish'e-ent) a. (L. ' deficient, ppr. of «V-

fun, to be wanting.] Failing ;—wanting to make up

eompleteueM ,—lacking full or adequate supply ;—in

adequate ; imperfect ; insufficient.

Deficiently, (d&-nsh'e-enHe) adv. Imperfectly; insuffi

ciently.

Deficit, (defe-sit) n, [L. deflccre, to fail.] Defi

ciency in amount or quality ; balance on the wrong

side.

Defler, (de-fi'er) it. One who defies or challenges to

combat.

Defile, (dfr-fiT) «. [F. difili, from file, line; Ia. filum,

thread.] A narrow passage or way in which troops

can march only in a file, or with a narrow front ; any

long narrow pass ; a ravine.

Defile, (deVfiT) v. t. [A.-S. fytan, to pollute.] To

make unclean ; to render fool or dirty ; to pollute :

to corrupt ;—to make impure or turbid ;—to soil or

sully; to tarnish, as reputation; die. ;—to vitiate;

to corrupt ;—to debauch ; to violate ;—to make cere

monially unclean ;—v. i. [L. dia and fllum, a thread.]

To march off file by file; to file off; — imp. & pp.

defiled ; ppr. defiling. i

Defilement, (de-fil'ment) n. Act of defiling, or state

of being defiled, whether physically Or morally ; foul

ness ; uncleanness ; pollution.

Defiler (d6-fil'er) n. One who defiles or pollutes.

Definable, f(de-fln'a-bl) a. Capable of being defined,

limited, or explained.

Deflnably, (dS-fin'a-ble) adv. In a definable manner.

Define, (de-fin') v. t. [L. de and finite, to end, from

finis, end.] To end ;—to exhibit the boundaries of;

to mark the limits of ;—to determine with precision ;

to mark out with distinctness;—to fix the precise

nieaning'of ; to explain ; to expound or interpret ;—

imp. & pp. defined ; ppr. defining.

Definer, (de-fIn'er) n. One who defines or determines.

Definite, (def'in-it) a. Having certain limits ; deter

minate in extent or greatness ;—having certain limits

in signification ; precise ; fixed ; exact ;—serving to

define or restrict.

Definitely, (def 'in-it-le) adv. In a definite manner ;

exactly ; precisely.

Deftniteneaa, (defWit-nes) n. The state of being de

finite; certainty of meaning.

Definition, (def-e-nish'un) n. Act of determining, ex

plaining, or establishing the signification of ;—a de

scription of a thing by its properties ; an explanation

of the meaning of a word or term ;—an exact enuncia

tion of the constituents which make up the essence

of a being or substance.

Definitive, (de-fin'it-iv) a. Limiting ; determining ;—

determinate ; positive ; final ; express.

Definitive, (de-fln'it-iv) n. That which defines ; a

word used to define or limit the signification of a

common noun.

Definitively, (de-fin 'it-iv-le) adv. In a definitive man

ner ; finally ; positively ; expressly.

DefiagTate, (defla-grat) v. i. (I*. de and fiagrare, to

flame.] To burn witlt a sudden and sparkling com

bustion \—v. t. To cause to burn with sudden and

sparkling combustion :—imp. & pp. deflagrated ; ppr.

deflagrating.

Deflagration, (deMa-graahun) n. A sudden and spark

ling combustion ; consumption by fire generally.

Deflagrator, (defla-grat-cr) n. A form of the voltaic

battery for producing rapid and powerful combustion.

Deflect, (de-flektf) v. i. [h. de and fleeter*, to bend.]

To turn aside ; to deviate from a right line, course,

or direction; to swerve ;—v.'t. To oause to turn aside ;

to bend ; to divert from a true course or right line ;

—imp. & pp. deflected; ppr. deflecting,

Deflection, (de-flek'shun) n. Act of turning aside from

a right line or proper course ; deviation ; — distor

tion ; warping ; modification.

Deflexure, (dG-fleks'ur) n, [L. defiecterc] A bending

down or turning aside ; deflection.

Defloration, (def- lo-ra shun) n. [L. defhrratio.) Cut

ting of the flower ; selection or cutting of the beat

part ;—act of seducing or ravishing.
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Deflour, (dS-flour') v. t. [L. de and fiorare, to flower,

from floit, Jlorix, flower.] To deprive of flowers;—

to rob of the choicest ornament ;—to deprive of vir

ginity ; to ravish :—imp, & pp. defloured ; ppr. de-

flouring.

Deflux, (de-flukaO n- A downward flow.

Defluxion, (de-fluk'shun) n. [L. defiuere, to flow

down.] A discharge or flowing off of humours.

Defoliation, (defo-le-a'ahun) n. [L. de and folium,

leaf.] The fail of the* leaf, or shedding of leaves;—

the season of shedding leaves.

Deforce, (de-fors') r. t. [F. deforcer.] To keep from

the lawful possession of the owner;—imp. & pp. de

forced; ppr. deforcing.

Deforcement, (de-fors'ment) n. A wrongful withhold

ing, as of lands or tenements, to which another has

a right ;—in Scotland, resistance of a legal officer in

execution of a writ, Ac.

Defoliation, (de-fors-e-a'shun) n. A withholding by

force or fraud from rightful possession.

Deform, (de-form") v. t. [L. de and formare, to form.]

To mar or ;ilter in form; to disfigure ;—to render dis

pleasing or ugly; to dishonour: — imp. & pp. de

formed ; i>pr. deforming.

Deform, (de-form') a. [L. deformie, deformed.] Dis

figured ; having a distorted shape ; ugly.

Deformation, (de-form-a'shun) n. Act of disfiguring

or defacing.

Deformedly, (d5-form'ed-le) adv. In an ugly manner.

Deformednesa, (do-form'ed-nes) n. Ugliness; adistorted

or ungainly form.

Deformer, (dp-form'er) n. One who deforms.

Deformity, (dfi-form'e-te) ft. State of being deformed ;

want of uniformity or symmetry ; irregularity of

shape or features ;—any thing that destroys beauty,

grace, or propriety ;—gross deviation from order;—

disproportion ;—disfigurement ; blemish.

Defraud, (de-frawd') v. t. (L. de and fraudare, to

cheat.] To deprive of right by fraud, deception,

or artifice ; to withhold wrongfully from another

what is due to him; to injure by embezzlement;—

cheat ; rob ; pilfer :—imp. «fc pp. defrauded ; ppr. de

frauding.

Defray, (de-fra') v. t. \F. defrayer, from de" and frais,

expense.] To meet the cost of; to bear or pay the

expense of ; to discharge : — imp. & pp. defrayed ;

ppr. defraying.

Defrayment, (d&-frft'ment) n. Payment of charges.

Deft, (deft) a. [A.-8. daft, from da/an to be Lfit or

apt.] Apt; fit; dexterous; neat; handy.

Deftly, (deftle) adv. Aptly; fitly; dexterously; neatly.

Deftness, (deft'nes) n. Handsomeness ; neatness ;

beauty ; skill or dexterity in work.

Defunct, (dfi-fungktf) a. [L. de and fungi, to perform,

discharge.] Having finished the course of life ; having

done duty ; dead ; deceased.

Defunct, (d&-fungkf) n. A dead person ; one deceased.

Defy, (de-fT) v.t. [F. dtfier, from L. fides, faith.] To

renounce faith or obligation with ; to refuse or re

nounce ;—to provoke to combat or strife ; to chal

lenge; to dare; to brave :—imp. & pp. defied; ppr.

defying.

Degarmah, (dd-gar'nish) v. t. [F. tU and go.rn.ir, to

furnish. ] To strip of, as of furniture or apparatus :

—to deprive of a garrison or troops necessary for

defence:—imp. & pp. degarnished; ppr. degamiahing.

Degarnishment, (de-gar'nish-niont) ft. The act of de

priving of furniture, apparatus, or defence.

Degeneracy, (de-jen'er-a-ae) n. Act of becoming in

ferior ; a growing worse ;—state of having become

degenerate ;—decay ; deterioration ; meanness.

Degenerate, (de-jen'er-at) v. i. [L. degentrare, from

de and genu*, birth.] To be or grow worse than

one's kind ;—to decay in good or valuable qualities ;

to deteriorate ;—to be inferior ; to be degraded :—

imp. & pp. degenerated ; ppr. degenerating.

Degenerate, (de-jen'er-at) a. Having become worse

than one's kind ; declined in worth ; deteriorated ;

degraded ; mean ; base ; low.

Degenerately, (de-ien'er-at-le) adv. In a degenerate

manner ; unworthily.

Degenerateness, rdC-jen'er-at-nes) n. State of being

degenerate ; condition in which the good qualities of

the species are decayed or lost.

Degeneration, (dG-jen-er-a'shun) n. Act of growing

worse, or the state of having become worse ;—a decline

from former virtue and worth : a gradual deteriora

tion in plants and animals ;—the thing that has wink

or fallen from a high estate.

Degenerative, (de-jen'cr-at-iv)a. Tending to degenerate.

Deglutinate, (de-gloo'tin-at) v. t. [L. de and ptvten*

glue.] To loosen or separate by dissolving the glue

which unites ; to unglue :—imp. & pp. deglutinated ;

ppr. deglutinating.

Deglutition, (deg-Idd-tish'un) n. [L. de and fflutirr,

to swallow.] Actof swallowing;—power of swallowing.

Degradation, (deg-ra-dl'shun) n. [F. from L. rfe

and gradus, step.] Act of reducing in rank, charac

ter, or reputation ; abasement ; humiliation ;—state

of being reduced in rank, character, or reputation ;

disgrace ;—reduction of strength, efficacy, or value;—a

gradual wearing down or wasting ;—deposition ; de

cline ; diminution.

Degrade, (de-grad1 v. t. To reduce from a higher to a

lower rank or degree ; to deprive of any office or

dignity;— to reduce in estimation, character, or

reputation ;—to wear down, as hills and mountains ;

—demean ; lower ; reduce :—imp. & pp. degraded ;

ppr. degrading.

Degraded, (de-grad'ed) p. a. Reduced in rank, charac

ter, intellect, or reputation ; sunken; low; base.

Degradingly, (de-grOd'ing-le) adv. In a degrading

manner.

Degravate, (deg'ra-vat) v. t. [L. de and gravit, heavy.]

To make heavy ; to weigh down with sorrow, care, or

disease,

Degree, (dfi-gre') n. [F. degr4} from L. de and gradus,

step.] A step ; an advance in space or time; a step

upward or downward, in quality, rank, acquirement,

and the like ;—point to which a person has arrived ;

position ; station ; measure of advancement ; extent :

—grade or rank to which students or professional

men are admitted in recognition of their attain

ments by a college or university; — a certain dis

tance or remove in the line of descent determining

the proximity of blood ;—a 360th part of the circum

ference of a circle ;—a space, or interval, marked as

on a thermometer or barometer ;—difference in ele

vation between two musical notes.

Dehiscence, (de-his'ens) n. [L. dehiecere, to gape.] Act

of gaping ;—the opening of \w6b and of the cells of

anthers at maturity, for emitting seeds, pollen, <fcc

Dehiscent, (deVhis'ent) a. Opening, as the capsule of

a plant.

Dehort, (de-horf) v.t. [L. de and Aorfart, to exhort.]

To urge to abstain from ; to dissuade.

Dehortation, (de-hor-ta'shun) n. Act of dissuading ;

dissuasion.

Dehortatory, (de-hort'a-tor-e) a. Fitted or designed to

dissuade or warn against.

Deicide, (dee-sid) n. [L. deu$, god, and ardere, to

kill.] Act of putting to death a being possessing «

divine nature;—act of putting Jesus Christ to death ;

—one concerned in putting Christ to death.

Deifical, (de-ifik-al) a. Making divine ; producing re

semblance to God.

Deification, (de-if-ik-a'shun) n. Act of deifying; apo

theosis ; the act of enrolling among the heathen

deities.

Deiform, (de'e-form) a. [h. deut, a god, and forma. )

Like a god ; of a godlike form.

Deify, (de'e-fi) v.t. [L. deus, god, and facert, to
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make.] To make a god of; to apotheosize ;—to treat

as an object of supreme regard; to render godlike:

—imp. &. pp. deified; ppr. deifying.

Deign, (dan) v. t. [F. daiffner, from L. dignug,

worthy. J To think worthy: to vouchsafe; to con

descend ;—v. t. To condescend to give to ; to grant ;

to give or bestow ; to allow :—imp. & pp. deigned ;

ppr. deigning.

SetL (dt1* n. The Scottish word for the devil.

Deism, (dVizm) n. [L. dean, god] The being of God ;

—belief in the existence of God ;—belief that God is

net known otherwise than by the works of nature;

hence natural religion apart from revelation; — be

lief in the unity of God ; anti-trinitarianism ;—-denial

of the divinity of Christ—in this sense allied to

Unitorianism.

Deist, (deist) n. One who believes in a God ; a pro

fessor of deism.

Deistieal. (de-ist'ik-al) a. Pertaining to deism or to

defcts; embracing or containing deism.

Deistically, (de-iatik-al-le) adv. After the manner

of deists.

Deity, (de^it-e) n. [L- dem, God] Godhead ; divinity;

—the infinite, self-existing, omnipresent, and omni

scient Spirit;—the nature and essenoe of God;—

the qualities or attributes of God;—a fabulous god

er goddess:—their nature and functions;—the protec-

tk>a or help they were supposed to give.

Deject, (de^jekf) v.t. [L. dt and jacere, to throw.]

To cast down, as the countenance;—to cast down the

spirits of;—depress; dishearten; sink:—imp. & pp.

dejected; ppr. dejecting. [sadly.

Dejectedly, (de-jekt'ed-le) adv. In a dejected manner ;

Dejectednesj, (de-jekt'ed-nes) n. State of being de

jected ox cast down ; depression.

Dejection, (dt-jek'shun) ». Lownesa of spirits ooca-

aic&ed by grief or misfortune ; melancholy ;—a low

eondition : weakness ;—act of voiding the excre

ment*, [ment.

Dejeetuxe, (de-jektfuT)n. That which is voided ; excre-

Dejeaner, (de-xhod-na') n. [P. from, L. dtijejunare.j

A break&at ;—an early luncheon. '

Delaine, (de-lan) «. A thin figured muslin for ladies'

Dtlapte, (de-laps') v.t. [L. de and labi, to fall.]

To fall or slide down ;—to pass down by inheritance :

—i**p. & pp. delapsed ; ppr. delapsing.

Delate, (de-laf) v.t. [Lc delatus, being carried.] To

"bear a charge against ; to accuse ; to inform against.

Petition, (de-hVshun) n. Conveyance ;—accusation ;

set of accusing of a crime ;—business of an in-

fcrmer.

Delay, (de-U) -e.t. To put off; to defer;—to stop,

detain, or hinder, for a time : to retard the motion

of;—*, i. To move slowly ; to linger ; to tarry :—

imp, & pp. delayed; Ppr. delaying.

Delay, (d£-l£') «. [R dttai.] A putting off or de

ferring ; procrastination ;—a lingering ; stay ; stop ;

Attention ; hindrance.

Dele, (dele) v. t. [Imperative L. debre, to destroy.]

Erase; remove;—a direction to cancel something which

has been put in type—usually expressed thus: *■

Delcfele. (dele-hl) a. [L. delebilis.] Capable of being

blotted out.

Dtleetable. (dP-lekt'a-bl) a. [L. delectabilis, from de-

i«sare, to delight.] Highly pleasing ; affording great

joj or pleasure.

Deiectabty, {d£-lekt'a-ble) ads. In a delectable man-

sra-; delightfully, [light.

Delectation, (de-Iek-ta'shun) n. Great pleasure; de-

Delegate, (del'e-gat) r. t. [L. dt and Ugare, to send

as ambassador J To send as one's representative;

to commission ; to depute;—to intrust to the care or

lLanagenient of another ; to assign ; to commit ;—

tap. & pp. delegated ; ppr. delegating,

Delegate, (del'e-gat) n. One commissioned to act for

another ; one deputed to represent a party, or a civil

or ecclesiastical body ;—deputy ; a representative ; a

commissioner.

Delegated, (del ' e - gat - ed) a. Deputed; sent with a

commission to act for another.

Delegation, (del-e-ga'shun) n. Act of delegating ; the

appointment of a delegate; commission; deputation;

—a kind of substitution by which a debtor names a

third person, who becomes obliged in his stead to

the creditor.

Delenda, (de-len'da) n.pl. [L. dxUre, to blot out.]

Things to be erased or blotted out.

Delete, (de-leV) v. t. [L. delere.] To blot out ; to erase;

to destroy :—imp. & pp. deleted ; ppr. deleting.

Deleterious, (del-e-te're-us) a. Having the quality of

destroying or extinguishing life ;—destructive ; perni

cious ; injurious.

Deletion, (de-le'shun) n. Act of blotting out or erasing.

Delf, (delf) n. Earthenware covered with white

glazing in imitation of chinaware or porcelain ; delft-

ware.

Deliberate, (de-liVer-at) v. t. [L. de and librare, to

weigh.] To weigh in the mind; to consider maturely ;

to reflect upon ; to ponder ;—v. i. To take counsel

with one's sejf; to weigh the arguments for and

against a proposed course of action; to reflect ; to

consider;—ponder; debate; hesitate ; demur :—imp.

& pp. deliberated ; ppr. deliberating.

Deliberate, ( de-lib er-at ) o. Circumspect; wary;

cautious ;—weighing facts and arguments with a view

to a choice or decision ; carefully considering the

Srobable consequences of a step ; — formed with

eliberation ; well advised or considered ;—not hasty

or sudden ; slow.

Deliberately, (de-lib'er-at-le) adv. "With careful con

sideration ; slowly ; advisedly.

Deliberatenesa, (de-lib'er-at-nes) n. Quality of

being deliberate.

Deliberation, (de-lib-er-a'shun) n. Act of deliberat

ing ; careful consideration ; mature reflection ;—dis

cussion ; examination of the reasons for and against

a measure ; consultation ;—coolness ; prudence.

Deliberative, (de-lib'er-ut-iv) a. Pertaining to de

liberation ; proceeding or acting by deliberation, or

by discussion and examination ;—having power or

right to discuss and determine.

Deuberativeljr, (de-nVcr-at-iv-le) adv. In the way

of deliberation.

Delicacy, (dele-ka-se) n. [?, de'licateste.] State of

being delicate ; agreeableness to the senses ;—fineness

of form, texture, or constitution ; hence, frailty or

weakness ;—propriety of manners or conduct ; sus

ceptibility or tenderness of feeling ; hence, effemi

nacy ; — addiction to pleasure ; self-indulgence ;—

refined perception and discrimination ; critical like

ness ;—something pleasant to the senses, especially to

the sense of taste ; a dainty.

Delicate, (del'e-kat) a. [L. delicalus, from deticia,

delight] Full of pleasure; pleasing to the senses;

dainty ; nice ; — lightly or softly tinted ; — fine or

slender ;—alight or smooth ; light and yielding ;—soft

and fair;—refined; scrupulous not to trespass or offend;

—tender ; not able to endure hardship ;—requiring

nice handling ; — nicely discriminating ; — elegant ;

gentle ; frail : effeminate ; fastidious.

Delicately, (del'e-kat-le) adv. In a delicate manner ;

daintily ; tenderly.

Delicateness. (del'e-kat-nes) n. State of being delicate.

Delicious. (de-liahe-us) o. [L. delicia, delight.] Afford

ing exquisite pleasure ; most sweet or grateful to the

senses, especially to the taste ;—exquisite; charming.

Delicioualy, (de-lish'e-us-le) adv. In a delicious man

ner.

Deliciousness, (de-lish'e-us-nes) n. Quality of being

very pleasing to the taste or mind,
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Delict, (de-likf) n. [L. ddinquere, to leave.] A mis

demeanour;—a fanlt of omission.

Delight, (de-lit') n. A high degree of gratification

of mind ; lively pleaauro or happiness ;—that which

affords delight.

Delight, (de-Hf) v.t. [O. Eng. delite, L. de and

lacere, to entice.] To give great pleasure to ; to

afford joy, great satisfaction, or supreme content ;—

v.i. To have or take great pleasure: — imp. <fc pp.

delighted ; ppr. delighting.

Delighted, (dC-lit'ed) p. a. Full of delight or pleasure;

charmed; gratified ; joyful.

Delightful, ( dd-lit'foul ) a. Affording great pleasure

and satisfaction ;—charming; enjoyable.

Delightfully, (de-lit'fool-lo) adv. In a manner to

delight; charmingly.

Delightfulneas, (de-lit'fuol-nes) u. Quality of being de

lightful or yielding pleasure. [delight.

Delightless, (dO-lit'Ies) a. Affording no pleasure or

Delightsome, (de-lit'sum) a. Delightful.

Delightsomeness, (de-lifc'sum-nes) n. Pleasantness

in a high degree; sprightly pleasure.

Delincament, (de-line-a-ment) n. [L. delineare.] Re

presentation of outward form or appearance.

Delineate, (dC-Un'S-at) v. t. [L. tie and lineare, to

draw a line, from linea, a line.] ' To designate by

linear drawing ; to sketch ; to make a draught of, as a

plan or map;—to draw a likeness of; to portray, as

the face or features ;—to express by verbal descrip

tion ; to exhibit, as character, on :—imp. & pp.

delineated ; ppr. delineating.

Delineation, (dG-lin-5-a'shun) n. [L. delineatio.] Act

of representing or portraying, as by lines, diagrams,

sketches, etc. ;—representation by language ; verbal

description.

Delineator, (dO-lin'e'-&t-er) n. One who delineates.

Delinquency, (do-lin'kwon-se) n, Failure or omission

of duty; fault; offence; crime.

Delinquent, (de-lin/kwent) a. Failing in duty; offend

ing by neglect of duty.

Delinquent, (dfi-liu'kwent) n. [L. dr and linquere, to

leave.] One who fails to perform his duty; an of

fender or transgressor; one who commits a fault or

crime.

Delinquency, (d5-lin'kwent-Ie) adv. In a faulty or

neglectful manner.

Deliquesce, (del-e-kwes') v. i. [L. de and liquert, to be

fluid.] To dissolve gradually and become liquid by

absorbing moisture from the air:—imp. & pp. de

liquesced; ppr. deliquescing.

Deliquescence, (del-e-kwes'ens) n. Act or state of

being deliquescent.

Deliquescent, (del-e-kwes'ent) a. Liquifyins m *J*e

air; melting from moisture.

Deliquium, (dtS-lik'we-uni ) n, [L.] A melting or

dissolution, as in the air, or in a moist place;—a

liquid state;—a swooning; syncope.

Delirious, (de-lir'e-us) a. Having delirium; wandering

in mind; lightheaded: insane.

Deliriously, (de-lir'e-us-le) adv. In an insane or de

lirious manner.

Deliriousness, (dC-lirVus-nes) n. State of being de

lirious ; delirium.

Delirium, (dC-lir'o-um) n. [L. dtUrarr, to go out of

the furrow, from de and lira, a furrow.] A fever of

the brain ; a frenzied state of mind ; wandering of the

mind, characterized by wild incoherent ideas, and

strange or fearful visions ;—any strong excitement;

' passionate enthusiasm.

Delitescence, (del-e-tes'ens) «. [L. de later?, to lie

hid ] State of being concealed ; retirement ; ob-

senrity. [—lurking.

Delitescent, (del-e-tes'ent) a. Lying hid: concealed;

Deliver, (deMiv'er) v. t. [F. dilivrer, L. deliberare, to

liberate.] To free from restraint; to set at liberty;

to rescue or save from evil;—to give or transfer;—

to communicate ;—to give forth in action ; to dts-

cliarge ;—to relieve of a child in child-birth ;—pro

nounce ; utter: — imp. & pp. delivered ; ppr. de

livering.

Deliverance, (dG-hVer-ans) n. [F. dilivranee, from

detivrer.] Act of freeing from restraint, captivity,

Seril, and the like ;—state of being delivered ; free-

om ; gift or transfer ;—act of bringing forth chil

dren ;—act of pronouncing judgment ; utterance of

opinion;—acquittal by a jury. [server.

Deliverer, (de-liv'$r-er) n. One who delivers; a pre-

Delivery, (dfi-liv'jr-e) n. Act of delivering from re

straint ; rescue ; release ;—act of delivering up or

over; surrender;—act or style of utterance; pronun

ciation ; elocution ;—act of giving birth; parturition ;

—state of being delivered ; freedom ; preservation.

Dell, (del) 7i. [A.-S. defile.) A small retired valley

between two hills ; — & hollow place ; — a narrow

cavity.

Delphine, (del'fin) a. [L. delphinus, a dolphin.]

Pertaining to the dolphin, a genus of marine fishes,

and including the grampus, porpoise, &c.

Delta, (delta) n. The Greek letter A:—a tract of land.

of a similar figure, especially the space between two

mouths of a river, primarily applied to the space at

the mouth of the Nile.

Deltoid, (del'toid) a. [G. deltoeidfs, from delta and

eidos, form.] Resembling the Greek A (delta) ; tri

angular.

Deltoid, (del'toid) n. The muscle of the shoulder which

moves the arm.

Deludable, (do-lud'a-bl) a. Capable of being deceived

or imposed on.

Delude, (de-lud*) v. t. [L. de and ludere, to play, to

mock.] To lead from truth or into error ; to mis

lead the mind or judgment of ; to frustrate or dis

appoint ; to impose on ;—deceive ; beguile ; cheat :

—imp. A pp. deluded ; ppr. deluding.

Deluder, (de-lud'er) n. One who deceives ; an Im

postor, [reiving.

Deluding, (dC-lud'ing) n. Falsehood ; the act of do-

Deluge, (del'uj) ti. [F. deluge, h. dilncrt, to wash.

away.) An overflowing of the land by water; an

inundation ; a flood ; especially the great flood in

the days of Noah ;—any thing which overwhelms, as

a great calamity.

Deluge, (del'uj) v. t. To overflow, as with water ;

to inundate ; to drown ;—to overwhelm, or cause to

sink under a general or spreading calamity :—imp. &

pp. deluged; ppr. deluging.

Delusion, (de-lu'zhun) n. [L. delusio, from deluder*.]

The act of deluding ; deception ; a misleading of tha

mind ;—the state of being deluded ; false belief ;

erroneous conception ; vain fancy.

Delusive, (de-lu'siv) a. Fitted to delude; tending to

mislead the mind ; deceptive ; beguiling.

Delusory, (de-lii'sor-e) a. Apt to delude ; delusive ;

fallacious.

Delve, (delv) v. t. [A.-S. del/an.] To dig : to open with

a spade ;—to penetrate;—r. i. To labour with tha

spade ;—imp. & pp. delved ; ppr. delving.

Delve, (delv) n. A place dug ; a ditch ; pit ; cave ;

hole.

Delver, (delv'er) n. One who digs, as with a spade.

Demagnetize, (de-mag'net-iz) r. t. [From de aud mag

netize..] To deprive of magnetic polarity ;—to restore

from a sleep-waking state.

Demagogism, (dem'a-gog-izm) n. The practices of av

demagogue. a

Demagogue, (dem'a-gog) n. [G. dimas, the common

people, and apoaos leading, from agein, to lead] A

leatler of the people ; a political orator who sways or

influences the commonalty, usually by specious arts

and to bad ends.

Demand, (de-mand1) v. t. [L. de and mandart, to com

mit, to order.] To ask or call for, as one who has «
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claim, right, or power; to make requisition of;—to

enquire earnestly or authoritatively ; to question ;—

to require aa necessary or useful ; to be in urgent

need of ;—to call into court ; to summon ;—v. i. To

make a demand : to ask ; to inquire :—imp. & pp. de

manded ; ppr. demanding.

Demand, (de-mand') n. Act of demanding ; requisi

tion ; exaction ;—earnest inquiry ; question ; query ;

—that which may be claimed ; rightful claim ; due ;

—the asking of a price for goods ; or the price asked ;

—the desire to purchase, as goods, or the degree in

which they are desired ; great request.

Deniandable, (de>mand'a-bl) a. Capable of being de

manded.

Demandant, (de-raand'ant) n. One who demands ; a

plaintiff in a legal actioa [or requires.

Demander, (dft-mand'er) n. One who chums, asks,

Demarcation, (de-mark-a'shun) ». [F., from dimar-

q<i- 7. ] Act of marking, or of ascertaining and setting

a limit ;—a limit or bound ascertained and fixed.

Demean, (de-men') v. t. [P. demeiur, from de and

(w»fl-, to lead.] To manage; to conduct; to treat ;

—to behaTe or conduct one's self; to comport.

[From de and mean.] To debase; to lower:—imp.

& pp. demeaned; ppr. demeaning.

Demeanour, (de-mGn'er) n. Manner of behaving;

conduct ;—behaviour : deportment; bearing.

Demency, (de-men'Be) n. [L. de, from, out of, and

bmtm, the mind.] Dementia; insanity ; madness.

Dementate, (de-ment'at) v. t. [L. tUmentatus, pp. of

dr&mtart. ] To deprive of reason; to madden:—

imp. & pp. dementated ; ppr. dementating,

Dementia, (de-men ahe-a) n. [L.] Insanity;—4 par

tial or incipient loss of reason : fatuity.

Demerit, (de-merit) n. [F. de'merite, from d& and

ae'rite, merit.] That which deserves blame; mis

conduct; fault;—state of one who deserves ill; ill-

dasart,

Demersed, (de-merst') a. [L. demersus.) Situated or

growing under water.

Dcmersion, (de-mer'shun) n. Act of plunging into

s, fluid ; immersion.

Demesmerize, (de-mes'mer-iz) v.t. [From de and

aujTfutrize.] To relieve from mesmeric influence.

Demesne, (de-men') n. [O. Eng. dernayne.] A manor

house, and the lands attached to it ;—pi. Estates

in land

Demi, (dem'e) n. [F. from L. dimidivm, half.] A

prefix, signifying half, used only in composition.

Demi-bastion, (dem'e-bast'yun) n. A bastion that

has only face and one flank. [cadence.

Doai-cadenee, (dem'e-kad-ens) n. An imperfect

Demi-god, (dem'e-god) n. A fabulous hero, imagined

to be produced by the cohabitation of a deity with

a> mortal.

Demijohn, (dem'e-jon) n. A glass vessel or bottle with

a large body and small neck, inclosed in wicker-work.

Deai-lune, (dem'e-lun) ?u A work constructed in front

of the curtain between two bastions, intended to de

fend the curtain. [or leased.

Demisable, (de-miza-bl) a. Capable of being demised

; Demiae, (de-miz') n. [F. tUmettre, L. dimittere, to

put away. J Transmission by formal act or will to an

heir or successor ;—conveyance of an estate ;—trans

fer of the crown to an heir or successor; hence,

death of a king ; death of a man of rank ; death in

general ;—decease.

Demise, (de-mix') r. t. To transmit by succession or

inheritance ; to bequeath :

—**/<. & pp. demised; ppr.

demising.

DemiMmifluaveT, (dem'e-sem-

' e-kwi'vgr) «• A short note,

equal in time to the half Demiscmlquavers.

of a semiquaver, or to the thirty-second i>art of a

, whole note.

Demission, (de-mish'un) n. [L. itaniwo.] A letting

down or lowering ; depression ; degradation ; humilia

tion ;—resignation of an office.

Demit, (de-mit) v. i. [L. demittere, from de and

mitteve, to send.] To let fall; to depress; to lay

down, as an office;—to yield or submit.

Demi-tint, (demo-tint) n. A gradation of colour be

tween positive light and positive shade; half-tint.

Demivolt, (dem'e-volt) n. An artificial motion of a

horse, in which he raises his fore-legs in a peculiar

manner.

Democracy, (dc-mok'ra-se) n. [G. demos, the people,

and Lratein, to rule.] Republican government; a

form of government in which the power resides in the

collective body of the people, who conduct it by

representation and delegation of powers ;—the prin

ciples held by one of the two chief parties in the

United States.

Democrat, (deni'o-krat) n. One who is an adherent

or promoter of democracy.

Democratical, (deni-6-kratik-al) a. Pertaining to, or

favouring democracy; constructed upon the principle

of popular government ;—favouring popular rights.

Democratically, (dem-5-krat'ik-al-le) ode. In a demo

cratical manner.

Demolish, (dC-mol'ish) v. t. [h. from <t< and moliri, to

construct, from moles, a mass.) To throw or pull

down ; to pull to pieces ; to ruin ;—dismantle ; raze :

—imp. & pp. demolished; ppr. demolishing.

Demolisher, fde-mol'ish-er) n. One who demolishes.

Demolition, (de-mo-lish'un) n. [L. demolitio, from

demoliri.] Act of pulling down, or destroying a pde

or structure ; ruin ; destruction.

Demon, (de'mon) n. [G. datmdn.] A spirit holding a

middle place between men and the gods ; — also, a

departed soul ;—an evil spirit ; a devil

Demoniac, (de-mo'ne-ak) a. [L. damonioeus.) Pertain

ing to, or resembling, demons ;—influenced or pro

duced by demons or evil spirits ; devilish.

Demoniac, (de-mo'ne-ak) n. A human being pos

sessed by a demon or evil spirit.

Demoniam, (deinon-izm) n. The belief in demons or

false gods ;—the worship of demons.

Demonize, (do'mon-iz) v. t. To fill with the spirit of a

demon.

Demonolatry, (de-mon-ol'a-tre) ft. [G. daimon, do-

mon, and Uttrcia, worship.] Worship of demons or

of evil spirits.

Demonology, (de-mon-oro-je) n. [G. daimon, demon,

and logos, discourse.] A treatise on demons or evil

spirits, and their nature and agency.

Demonstrable, (de-mon'stra-bl) a. Capable, of being

demonstrated ; admitting of decisive proof.

Demonstrableness, (de-mon'stra-bl-nes) ft. The qual

ity of being demonstrable.

Demonstrably, (de-mon'stra-ble) adv. In a manner to

prove or put beyond doubt.

Demonstrate, (de-mon'strat) v. t. fL. de and mon-

strare, to show.] To point out; to indicate: to

manifest ;—to prove, or establish so aa to exclude

possibility of doubt or denial ;—to exhibit and de

scribe the parts of a dead body.

Demonstration, (dem-on-stra'shun) n. Act of showing,

or making clear ; exhibition or establishment of

truth ; proving by evidence ;—conclusive proof; proof

beyond doubt ; — exhibition and description of an

anatomical subject ;—display of the feelings ; show ;

pretence ;—an exhibition of force, or movement of

troops as if to attack ;—a nublic ceremony in favour

of a cause or party.

Demonstrative, (de-mon'strai-.?) a. Proving by

evidence ; exhibiting with clearness ; having the

power to prove or exhibit ;—expressing or inclined

to express one's feelings or sentiments ; frank ; un

reserved.

Demonstratively, (de-mon'strut-iv-le) adv. In a
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manner fitted to demonstrate ; clearly ; openly ; con

clusively.

Demonstrator, (dem'on-strat-er) n. One who explains

or proves ;—one who describes anatomical or dissected

subjects.

Demoralization, (dS-mor-al-iz-a'shun) n. The act of

corrupting morals ; the act of subverting discipline,

courage, kc. ; — the state resulting from loss of dis

cipline, courage, or moral principle.

Demoralize, (de-mor'al-iz) v.t. [F. dimoralUer.] To

destroy or undermine the morals of; to corrupt;—to

destroy the discipline, organization, or courage, as of

an army:—imp. & pp. demoralized ; ppr. demoralizing.

Demotic, (de-mot'ik) o. [G. d&mos, the people.]

Pertaining to the people ; popular ; common.

Demulcent, (de-mul'sent) <i. [L. dcmulcere.] Soften

ing ; soothing ; mollifying.

Demulcent, (de-mul'sent) n. Any medicine of a muci

laginous nature capable of protecting the tissues

from the action of irritant or acrid humours.

Demur, (de-mur') v. i. [F. demeurer, L. de and morari,

to delay.] To delay; to pause; to suspend proceedings

in view of doubt or difficulty ;—to raise an objection

in the pleadings, and rest upon it for a decision

by the court: — imp. & pp. demurred; ppr. de

murring.

Demur, (de-mur') 11. Stop ; pause ; hesitation as

to proceeding: suspense of decision or action.

Demure, (de-mur') a. (F. de mocurs, L. mores, man

ners, ] Of sober or serious mien ; grave ; downcast ;

—modest in outward seeming; making a show of

gravity.

Demurely, (de-murle) adv. In a demure manner.

Demureneaa, (dfi-mur'nes) n. Gravity of countenance;

soberness ; modest manner.

Demurrage, (de-mur'uj) n. Detention of a vessel by

the freighter beyond the time allowed by the charter-

party ;—payment made for such detention,

Demurrer, (dS-mur'er) n. One who demurs ;—a stop

in an action upon a point of difficulty;—an issue upon

a point of law.

Demy, (de-mi") n. A size of paper intervening between

royal and crown, which measures 22} inches by 13

inches.

Den, (den) n. [A.-S. den.] A cave or hollow place in

the earth used for concealment, shelter, or security ;

—a place of resort ; a haunt ;—the cave of a wild

beast.

Den, (den) v. i. To dwell as in a den.

Denarius, (de-narVus) n. [L.] A Roman silver

coin equivalent to about 7$d., English money.

Denary, (den'ar-e) a. [L. denarius.] Containing

ten; tenfold.

Denary, (den'ar-e) n. The number ten.

Denationalize, (de-naah'un-al-iz) r. /. [From de and

nationalize.) To divest of national character or

rights by transference to the service of another

nation; — to deprive of citizenship: — imp. & pp.

denationalized ; ppr. denationalizing.

Denaturalize, (de-nat'ur-al-iz) r. t. [From de and

l naturalize,] To render unnatural ; to alienate from

nature;—to denationalize:—imp. & pp. denatural

ized ; ppr. denaturalizing.

Dendroid, (den'droid) a. [G. dendron, tree, and

eidos, form.] Resembling a shrub or tree in form.

Dendrology, (den-drol'o-je) n. [G. dendron, a tree,

and logos, discourse.] A discourse or treatise on

trees; the natural history of trees.

Denegation, (den-e-g.Yshun) n. [L. de and ntgare, to

deny.] Denial ; refusal. [or refused.

Deniable, (de-nia-bl) a. Capable of being contradicted

Denial, (de-ul'al) n. Negation; affirmatiou to the

contrary ;—allegation of untruth in a statement; con-

traduction;—refusal to grant; rejection of a request

or petition ;—refusal to acknowledge ; disowning of

claims or interests; rejection of the truth or faith ;—

restraint put upon one's desires or propensities ;—

disavowal ; disclaimer. [or refuses.

Denier, (dc-111'er) n. One who denies, contradicts.

Denization, (den-iz-a shun) n. [L. denizatio.] Act of

making one a citizen or subject.

Denizen, (den'e-zu) jl [Norm. F. deinszein.] A natu

ralized citizen;—hence, an alien admitted lo residence

and certain rights in a country;—a dweller ; an in

habitant, [enfranchise.

Denizen, (den'e-zn) v.t. To make a denizen; to

Denmark-satin, (den'mark-satin) n. A stout worsted

stuff woven with a satin twill, used for ladies' shoes.

Dennet, (den'net) n. A kind of light, open, two-

wheeled carriage, like a gig.

Denominable, (de-noni'in-a-bl) a. Capable of being

denominated or named.

Denominate, (de-nom'in-at) v. t. [L. denominare, from

de and nomen, a name.] To give a name or epithet

to; to characterize; to designate:—imp. & pp. de

nominated; ppr. denominating.

Denominate, (de-noni'in-at) a. Having a specific

name or title.

Denomination, (de-nom-in-a'shun) n. [L. denomination

Act of naming;—that by which any thing is deno

minated ; a name, etpecialltf, a general name belong

ing to and indicating a class of like individuals;—a

class or collection of individuals, called by the same

name; a sect; division or body.

Denominational, ( de-nom-in-a shun-al ) a. Relating

to a distinctive body of the same class or name.

Denominative, (de-nom'in-at-iv) a. Conferring a name

or title;—possessing a distinct appellation or desig

nation;—derived from a substantive or an adjec

tive.

Denominator, (de-nom'in-at-er) n. One who, or that

which, gives a name ; — that number placed below

the line in vulgar fractions, which shows into how-

many parts the integer is divided.

Denotable, (de-not a-bl) a. Capable of being marked

or signified.

Denotation, (den-o-tashun) n. The act of denoting.

Denote, (de-nof) v. t. [L. de and notai-e, to mark, from

nota, a sign.] To indicate ; to point out ; to mark ;—

to be the sign of; to signify; to betoken; to mean; to

intend:—imp. & pp. denoted; ppr. denoting.

Denouement. (da-nOo-mang') n. [F. de and nover, to

tie.] The development of a plot; the solution of a

my story, as in a play 01- novel;—the final issue or

result.

Denounce, (de-nouns') *• '• t^- de and nundare, to

report.] To give official notice of; to declare ;—to

point out as deserving of reprehension or punishment,

arc; to inform against ; to accuse publicly; to stigma

tize :—imp. &. pp. denounced ; ppr. denouncing.

Denouncement, (de-nouns'ment) n. Notification or

announcement of evil ; menace ; threat.

Deuouncer, (dfi-nouns'er) n. One who denounces.

Dense, (dens) «. [L. densu*.] Having the constituent

parts closely united ; close ; compact ; thick ; heavy ;

opaque.

Densely, (densle) adv. In a dense, compact manner.

Density, (densVte) n. Quality of being close, or thick:

compactness ; imperviosity, as of a cloud ; closeness

of constituent parts, as opposed to rarity ;—the pro

portion in a body or mass of its weight to its bulk

or volume.

Dent, (dent) n. [F., L. dens, a tooth.] The mark

made by a blow ; indentation.

Dent, (dent) v. t. To make a notch, hollow, or de

pression in ; to leave the mark of a blow upon , to

indent:—imp. & pp. dented; ppr. denting.

Dental, (dental) a. [L. dens, a tooth.) Pertaining

to the teeth ;—formed by the aid of the teeth or of

the gum investing them, and the tongue.

Dental, (dent al) n. An articulation or letter sounded

by the feeth or the gum of the teeth and the tongue.
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Dentated, (denfat-ed) a. [L. dentatus, from dent, a

tooth. } Toothed ; sharply notched ; serrate.

Dentation, (dent-a'shurj) n. The form or formation of

teeth. [hollows.

Dented, (dent'ed) a. Indented; impressed with little

Denticle, (dent'e-kl) n. [L. denticalus, dim. of iteiu,

a tooth.] A small tooth or projecting point.

Denticulated, (den-tik'u-htt-ed) u. [U dinticulatus,

from dtnticulua, a little tooth.] Notched into little

tooth-like projections ; finely dentate.

Denticulation, (den-tik-u-la shun) n. The state of

being eet with small notches or teeth, as a saw.

Dentiform, (denfe-form) a. [L. cfens, a tooth, and

forma.] Having the form of teeth.

Dentifrice, (denfe-fris) 71. [L. dm.*, tooth, and fricare,

to rub. ] A powder or other substance used in clean

ing the teeth.

Dentist, (dentist) n. (L. den*, a tooth.] One who

cleans, extracts, repairs, or fills natural teeth, and

inserts artificial ones. [dentist.

Dentistry, (dentist-re) n. The art or profession of a

Dentition, (den-tish'un) n. [L. dentitio, from dens, a

tooth.] The natural formation and development of

the teeth ; — the system of teeth peculiar to an

Denudation, (de-nu-d&'shun) n. Act of stripping off

covering ; a making bare.

Denude, (de-nud') r. t. [L. de and rrndare, from

audus, naked.] To divest of all covering; to make

bare or naked ; to strip.

Denunciate, (de-nun'se-at) v. t. [L. dewmciart.] To

denounce ; to threaten ; to condemn publicly.

Denunciation, (de-nun-se-fi'shun) n. Act of denounc

ing ; solemn declaration ; formal accusation ;— that

by which any thing is denounced ; proclamation.

Denunciator, (de-nun'se-at-er) n. One who denounces,

threatens, or accuses another.

Denunciatory, (de-nun'se-a-tor-e) a. Containing a de

nunciation ; minatory ; accusing.

Deny, (de-nf) v. L [F. ddnier, L. de and ncgare, to

deny, from nt, not, and aio, I say.] To contradict;

to gainsay ; to declare not to be true ;—to refuse ; to

reject :—to refuse to grant ; to withhold ;—to disclaim

coonectiou with, responsibility for, and the like ; to

disown; to abjure:—imp. & pp. denied; ppr. deny-

Deobctruct. (de-ob-strukf) v. t. [L. de and strum,

to lay.] To remove obstructions; to clear away im

pediments or ol«tacles.

Deobstnunt, (dfi-ob'stroo-cnt) n. A medicine which

removes obstructions and opens the natural passages

of the fluids of the body ; an aperient.

Deodorization, (de - o - d(r • iz • a shun) n. Act of re

moving foul air, or process by which it is neutralized.

Deodorize, (de-oMgr-iz) v. t. To deprive of odour or

impurities.

Deontology, (de-on-tol'o-je) «. [G. deon, Docessary,

and logo*, discourse.] The science of positive duty

or moral obligation.

Deoxidate, Deoxidize, or Deoxygenate. (dS-oks'id-at)

r. f. [From de and oxidate.] To deprive of oxygen,

or reduce from the state of an oxide :—imp. i pp.

deoxidated; ppr. deoxidating.

Denudation, (dC-oks-id-a'shun) n. Act or process of

reducing from the state of an oxide.

Depaint, (de-pantf) v.t. (L. depingere.] To picture;

to describe by colours;—to represent as character.

Depart, (de-parf) v.i. [L. de and partiri, to divide,

from pur$t a part] To go forth or away ; to quit,

leave, or separate from a place or ]>crson ;—to quit

this* world ; to decease ; to die ;—to deviate ; to vary :

—imp. & pp. departed ; ppr. departing.

Department, (dS-part'ment) n. [F. dfpartemtnt, from

ddpartir.) A separation or division ;—s part or por

tion ;—a distinct course of life, action, study, or the

hke;—subdivision of business or official duty; one

of the principal divisions of executive government ;

—territorial division. [partment.

Departmental, (de-part'ment-al) a. Pertaining to a de-

Departure, (de-part'ur) n. Act of going away ; setting

out : removal from a place ;—death ; decease ;■—de

viation or abandonment, as of a rule of duty, of an

action or of a plan or purpose ;—the distance east or

west, as of a ship or the end of a course, from the par

ticular meridian from which the vessel or course de

parts.

Depasture, (dC-pas'tur) v. t. [L. de and pasci, to feed.]

To eat up ; to consume ;—v. i. To feed ; to graze.

Depatriate, (de-pat're-at) v. t. [L. de and pa tria,

country.] To banish; to expel.

Depend, (de-pend') v. i. [L. tie and pendire, to hang.]

To hang ; to be sustained by something above ;—to

be in suspense ; to remain undetermined ;—to rely

for support ; to stand related to any thing, as to an

efficient cause or condition, Ac. ;—to rest with con

fidence ; to confide ; to rely ;—to be in a condition of

service;—imp. & pp. depended; ppr. depending.

Dependence or Dependance, (de-pend'eus) «. [L. de-

pendentia.] The act or the state of depending or of

being dependent ;—suspension from a support ;—sub

jection to the action of a cause or law ;—mutual con

nection and support;—subjection to the direction or

disposal of another ; inability to help or provide for

one's self;—a resting with confidence ; reliance ; trust.

Dependency or Dependanoy, (de-pend'en-ee) n. State

of being dependent ; — a consequence, subordinate,

satellite, or the like ;—a territory remote from the

kingdom, but subject to its dominion ; a colony.

Dependent, (de-pend'ent) a. Hanging down ;—rely

ing on, or subject to ; contingent or conditioned ; sub

ordinate.

Dependent, (de-pend'ent) n. One who depends ; one

who is sustained by, or who relies on another ; a

retainer ; — that which depends ; corollary ; conse

quence, [manner.

Dependency, (de-pend'ent-le) adv. In a dependent

Dephlegmate, (de'-fleg'mat) v. t. [L. de and O. phlcg-

ma.] To deprive of superabundant water, as by

evaporation or distillation ; to rectify :—imp. & pp.

depnlegmated ; 'ppr. dephlegmating.

Dephlegtnation, (de-fleg-ma'shun) «. The operation of

separating water from spirits and acids by evapora

tion or repeated distillation.

Dephlogisticate, (de-flo-jist'e-kat) r. t. [From de and

pfdogUticate.] To deprivo of pldogiston, the sup

posed principle of inflammability :—imp. & pp. de-

phlogisticated ; ppr. dephlogistieating.

Depict, (de-pikf) v.t. [L. de and pingere, to paint]

To form a painting or picture of ; to portray ;—to

represent in words ; to describe :—imp. <b pp. de

picted ; ppr. depicting, [in words.

Depicture, (de-pfkt'iir) v. t. To represent in colours or

Depilatory, (de-pil'a-tor-e) a. [L. depilare, to Btrip

of. hair.] Having the quality or power to remove

the hair and make bald or bare.

Depilatory, (de-pil'a-tor-e) n. An external application

for removing hair.

Deplete, (dS-pleV) v.t. [L. de and plere, to fill.] To

empty the vessels by venesection ;—to exhaust the

strength of:—imp. & pp. depleted; ppr. depleting.

Depletion, (de-ple'shun) n. Act of depleting or empty

ing ;—venesection ; blood-letting.

Depletory, (de-plS'tor-e) a. Calculated to deplete, or

reduce fulness of habit

Deplorable, (de-pldra-bl) a. That which Is to be de

plored or lamented ;—that which causes grief or un

availing regret ; —grievous ;—miserable ; pitiable.

Deplorableneas, (de-plor'a-bl-nes) n. State of being

deplorable.

Deplorably, (de-plora-ble) adv. In a manner to be

deplored ; miserably.

Deplore, (de-piar') v. t. [L, de and plorare, to cry out]
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To weep over ; to bewail ; to feel or express deep and :

l>oignaut grief for ; to regret the loss of ; lament :—

imp. & pp. deplored ; ppr. deploring.

Deplorer, (de-plor'cr) n. One who deplores or laments.

Deploringly, (de-i>lur'ing-le) adv. In a lamenting or

l>ewailing manner.

Deploy, (dti-ploy') v. t. [F. d/ploj/rr, from L. plieare,

to fold.) To upon; to display;—to extend in a long

or narrow line, as troops ;—v. i. To open ; to extend

inline:—imp. fi pp. deployed; ppr. deploying.

Deplumation, (dep-lu-nia'shun) n. The stripping or

falling off of plumes or feathers; moulting;—a dis

ease of the eyelids.

Deplume, (de-plum') v.t. [L. de and ptuma, feather.]

To deprive of plumes or plumage ;—to lay hare ; to

expose :—imp. & pp. deplumed ; ppr. depluming.

Depolarization, (de-pol-er-iz-a'shun) iu Process by

which any substance, loses its polarity, as the rays of

light.

Depolarise, (de-pol'er-Iz) v. t. [From de and polarize.}

To deprive of polarity.

Depone, (de-pou') v. f. [L. de and ponrre, to put.] To

assert upon oath ; to depose ; — to lay down, as a

wager :—v. i. To testify upon oath ; to depose ;—to

make an assertion; to givo testimony:—imp. & pp.

deponed; ppr. deponing.

Deponent, (du-pdnent) a. [L. deponent, laying down.]

Having a passive form with an active moaning—

said of certain Latin verbs.

Deponent, (de-pon'ent) n. One who gives testimony

upon oath ;—a witness in a court of justice ;-~a. de

ponent verb.

Depopulate, (do-pop'u-lat) v. t. [L. depopnlari, to

ravage.] To deprive of inhabitants, whether by

death or by expulsion ; to lay waste inhabited coun

tries;—v.i. lo become dispeopled:—imp, & pp.

depopulated ; ppr. depopulating.

Depopulation (dO-pop-u-li'ahun) n. Act of destroying

mankind ; havoc : laying waste.

Deport, (dC-pdrf) v. t. [L. de and portare, to

carry.] To transport; to carry away; to exile ;—to

demean ; to conduct ; to behave ;—imp. & pp. de

ported; ppr. deporting.

Deportation, (do-port-:Vshun) n. Act of deporting or

state of being deported; baniahmeut; exilo; trans

portation.

Deportment, (do-port'menl) n. [P. deportement.]

Conduct ; management:—manner of demeaning one's

self ;—carriage ; behaviour.

Deposable, (de-poz'a-bl) a. Capable of being deposed.

Deposal, (de-poz'al) n. Act of deposing, or divesting

of office.

Depose, (do-pAV) v. t. [F. dipovr, from L. de and

ponere, to place.] To Lay down; to let fall; — to

reduce from a throne or other high station ; to

degrade ; to divest of office ;—to bear written testi

mony to ; to aver upon oath ;—v.i. To hear witness ;

to testify by deposition; to attest :—imp. & pp. de

posed; ppr. deposing,

Deposit, (de-pozlt) v.t. [L. deponere.) To lay down ;

to place; to put ;—to lay up or aside; to store:—

to commit to the custody of another ; to place in a

bank, as a sum of money ; — to let fall, as a sedi

ment:—imp. & pp. deposited; ppr. depositing.

Deposit, (de-poz'it) n. That which is laid, or thrown

down ; matter precipitated from solution in a liquid ;

—that which is intrusted to the care of another;—

money left with a banker ; a pledge given in security;

a sum of money as an earnest ; pledge ; pawn.

Depositary, (de-poz'it-ar-e) n. A person with whom

any thing is left or lodged in trust; a trustee; a

guardian.

Deposition, (de-po-zish'u») n. Act of deposing or de

positing ; precipitation;—act of dethroning a sove-

. reign or setting aside a public officer ; removal ;—

matter laid or thrown down; sediment;—act of giving

testimony or evidence ; testimony under oath or

affirmation taken down in writing ; oral evidence %jf

a witness before a court.

Depositor, (de-poz'it-er) n. One who makes a deposit.

Depository, (de-poz'e-tor-e) v. A place where any

thing is deposited for sale or safe keeping.

Depot, (de-po') «, [F. dtpdt.] A place of deposit ; a

warehouse; a storehouse ;—a military station where

stores are kept, or where recruits are drilled;— the

headquarters of a regiment ;—a goods station ; head*

quarters for rolling stock.

Depravation, (dep-ra-va/ahun) u. Act of degrading, or

corrupting ;—state of being depraved or degenerated ;

corruption ; profligacy.

Deprave, (dS-praV) v. t. [L. de and prarvj, crooked,

wicked.] To make bad or worse;—vitiate; contami

nate ; pollute:— imp. & pp. depraved; ppr. depraving.

Depravcdly, (du-praved-le) adv. In a corrupt or

vitiated manner.

Depravity, (de-prav'e-te) n. [L. de and pravita*m

crookedness, from pravus.] The state of being de

praved or corrupted : extreme wickedness ;—corrup

tion ; vice ; contamination.

Deprecate, (dep're-knt) v. t. [L. de and precari, to

pray.] To pray against ;—to seek to avert by prayer ;

to pray for deliverance from ; to regret deeply ; to

implore mercy of :—imp. Ac pp. deprecated; ppr. de

precating.

Deprecation, (dep-rf-ka'shun) n. Act of deprecating ;

prayer that an evil may be removed or prevented ;—

entreaty for pardon.

Deprecatory or Deprecative, (dep're-ka-tor-e) a. Hav

ing the form of urgent entreaty or earnest prayer ;

—tending to remove or avert evil by prayer or en

treaty.

Depreciate, (de-pre*she-at) v. t. [L. de and prttivm,

price.] To put at a lower price; to lessen the

value of;—to undervalue; disparage: traduce; de

tract ; — v. i. To fall in value ; to become of lews

worth; to sink in estimation:—imp. ii pp. depre

ciated; ppr. depreciating.

Depreciation, (de-prO-she-a'shun) w. Act of lessening;

price or value ;—running or crying down of merit or

character ;—falling in value ; reduction of worth.

Depreciative, (dc-pre'she-u.t-iv) a. Inclined to under

rate ; tending to depreciate. [predate.

Depreciatory, (de-pre'she-a-tor-e) a. Tending to de-

Depredate, (depVfi-dat) v. t. [L. de and prtt-dori, to

plunder, from prteda, plunder, prey.] To subject to

plunder and pillage; to despoil; to lay waste ; to

devour :—imp. & pp. depredated; ppr. depredating.

Depredation, (dep-re-da'shun) n. The act of plunder

ing or laying waste ; the act of making incursions or

inroads on;—waste: spoil: consumption.

Depredator, (dep're-dat-er) n. One who plunders or

pillages ; a spoiler.

Depredatory, (dep'rC-da-tor-e) a. Plundering ; spoil

ing ; roving to pillage.

Depress, (de-pros') r. t. [L. de and premrre, to press.]

To press down ; to cause to sink ;—to bring down or

humble;—to cast a gloom upon; to dispirit; — to

embarrass, as trade, Ac. ;—to lessen the price of ; to

cheapen :—imp. & pp. depressed; ppr. depressing.

Depression, (de-presh'un) n. [L. depressio,] Act of

pressing, or state of being pressed down ;—a hollow

or cavity ;—a falling in or sinking of the surface ;—a

low state of the mind or spirits : sadness : dejection ;

dospondoncy ;—the act of putting down: humiliation;

abasement;—a low state of business or trade:—angular

distance of a celestial object below the horizon ;—the

operation of reducing equations to a lower degree ;

—a method of operating for cataract ; couching.

Depressive, (de-pres'iv) a. Able or tending to depress.

Deprivable, (dG-privVbl) a. Liable to be deprived

or to lose position ; liable to be dispossessed or de

posed.
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Deprivation, (dep-re-v3'shun) n. The act of depriv

ing, dispossessing, or bereaving ;—the state of being

deprived ; loss ; want ; bereavement ;—deposition ; de

gradation.

Deprive, (de-priV) v. L [L. de and privart, to deprive,

from privut, one's own.) To take away ; to remove ;

—to dispossess of aomething owned or enjoyed ; to

divot ;—to depose; to dispossess of dignity, especially

of ecclesiastical dignity :—imp. & pp. depriTed; ppr.

depriving,

Deptk, (depth) a. [Prom deep, Go. diupitha.] Deep-

fwsi ; the distance or measure from the surface down

wards ;—o deep place ; the sea ; the ocean : an abyss :

» dark golf —the quality of being deep ; profundity ;

UMnhableness ; mystery ;—extent of penetration,

m of understanding or knowledge ;—the middle or

inner part of a thing.

Separata, (dep'u-rat) v.t. [L. de and purare, to

parify, from puna, pure.] To free from impurities,

heterogeneous matter, or feculence ; to purify :—imp.

& pp. depurated ; ppr. depurating.

Depaxanon, (dep-u-ri'shun) n. Act or process of de-

pnnting, or cleansing a wound.

Sortition, (dep-u-ta'shun) n. Act of deputing, or

« appointing a substitute or representative ;—the

penca or persons deputed or commissioned by an-

'Aher to act on his behalf.

Depitt, (de-put') r. t. [h. dtputare, to esteem, from

&and putare, to think.] To send with a special

commission ;—to appoint as substitute or agent ; to

delegate :—imp. £ pp. deputed ; ppr. deputing.

Deputy, (dep'u-te) n. [F. diputf.] One appointed as

'to substitute of another, and empowered to act for

Mm :—substitute ; representative; lieutenant; dele

ft* ; envoy ; agent ; factor.

Derange, (de-rinj') v.t [F. diranger, from dS and

raster, to range, from rang, rank.] To put out of

place, order, or rank ; to throw into confusion, em-

uarrasnnent, or disorder ;—to disturb in the action

«" function ; — to disorder the intellect ; to render

iflans :—imp. & pp. deranged ; ppr. deranging.

Dennpement, (de-ranj'raent) n. Act of deranging, or

Kate of being deranged ; disorder ; especially, mental

^diiorder ;—confusion ; irregularity; disturbance.

Derby, (de.r'be) «. A race for three-year-old thorough-

fcrwhorses run. annually at Epsom.

Derbrsbjre-spar, (de/be-sher-spar) n. Fluor spar, or

fluoride of calcium., found in Derbyshire, and wrought

Into vases and other ornaments.

Derelict, (der'e-likt) a. [L. derelict um, from de and

rtlizqurrt, to leave.] Forsaken by the rightful owner

« jTuardian; abandoned ;—abandoning responsibility;

■maithnU.

Derelict, (deys-likt) n. A thing voluntarily abandoned

by its proper owner or guardian ;—a tract of land

kft dry by the sea, and fit for cultivation or use ;—

j£ Goods found at sea.

Dereliction, (der-e-lik'shun) n. Act of leaving with

«Q intention not to reclaim ; abandonment ;—state

•jf being abandoned.

wide, (dfi-rid/) v. t. [L. dtridere, from de and ridere,

to laugh.] To laugh at with contempt; to turn to

ridicule or make sport of; — mock ; taunt ; insult;

■corn -.—imp. & pp. derided ; ppr. deriding.

Deader, (de-rid'er) n. One who derides; a mocker ; a

•toffer. [mockery.

Dmdiagry, (de-rid'ing-le) adv. By way of derision or

Derision, (de-rizhun) n. [L. d>n.no.] Act of derid

ing, or state of being derided : scornful or contemptu

ous treatment ; mockery ; ridicule ; an object of con-

trapt ; a laughing-stock.

Derisive, (de-ria'iv) o. Expressing, or characterized

by, derision ; mocking ; ridiculing.

Derisively, (de-risfiv-le) adv. In a derisive manner.

Derisory, (de-risor-e) a. [L. dertiorin*, from dcrtior,

mocker. J Mocking ; ridiculing ; scoffing.

Derivable, (de-rivVbl) a. Capable of being derived ;

transmissible ; communicable ; deduciblu.

Derivation, (der-e-va'shun) n. The act of drawing or

deducing from ;—act of procuring an effect from a

cause, means, or condition, as profits from capital,

truth from testimony, conclusions or opinions from

evidence;—act of tracing origin or descent, as in gram

mar or genealogy ;—state or method of being derived ;

—that which is derived ; a derivative ; a deduction ;

—a drawing of humours from one part of the body to

another. [derived ; secondary.

Derivative, (de-riv'at-iv) a. Obtained by derivation ;

Derivative, (de-riv'at-iv) iu That which is derived ;

any thing obtained, or deduced from, another; as a

word formed from another word by a prefix or suffix ;

—*chord, not fundamental, but obtained from another

by inversion ;—a mathematical term expressing the

relation between two consecutive states of a varying

function.

Derivatively, (de-riVat-iv-le) adv. In a derivative

manner ; by means of derivation.

Derive, (d3-rtv/) v. t. [L. derivarc, from de and rivus,

stream, brook.] To draw from ; to deduce ;-rto re

ceive, as from a source ; to obtain by transmission ; to

acquire ;—to trace the origin, descent, or derivation

of; to recognize transmission of; to communicate to

by descent ; to spread ; to diffuse ;—v. i. To flow ; to

proceed ; to be deduced ;—trace ; deduce ; infer ; draw;

—imp. & pp. derived ; ppr. deriving.

Deriver, (de-riVer) n. One who derives, transmits, or

deduces.

Derm, (djrm) n. [G. derma, skin, from derein, to

skin, flay.] The natural tegument or covering of

an animal ; the true skin as distinguished from the

epidermis or scarf skin.

Dermal, (derm'al) a. Pertaining to the exterior

covering or skin of animals.

Dermatology, (dcrm-a-tol'o-je) n. [G. derma, skin,

and loyox, discourse.] The branch of physiology which

treats of tho structure of the skin and its diseases.

Dernier, (der'ne-or) a. [F. derriere, behind, from L.

retro, backward.] Last; final; ultimate, ana dernier

resort.

Derogate, (dey5-g&t) v. t. [L. derogare, from de and

rogare, to ask.] To annul in part ; to rejwal partly ;

to restrict ;—to detract from ; to disparage ; to de

preciate ;—i'. i. To lessen, as reputation :—imp. &

pp. derogated; ppr. derogating.

Derogate, (de/o-glt) a. Diminished in value; damaged.

Derogation, (der-d-ga'shun) n. The act of derogating,

partly repealing, or lessening in value ; disparage

ment ; detraction ; depreciation ; defamation.

Dcrogatorily, (de-rog'i-tor-e-le) adv. In a derogatory

manner.

Derogatory, (dE-rog'a-tor-e) a. Tending to derogate or

lessen in value; detracting ; disparaging ; injurious.

Derrick, (der'ik) n. [Ger. dittricU.) A mast or spar

supported at the top by stays or guys, with suitable

tackle for raising heavy weights ;—a tackle at the

end of the mixzen-yard consisting of a double and

single block connected by a fall.

Dervis, (dgr'vis) n. [Per. denreach, poor, from Per.

derew, to beg,] A Turkish or Persian monk ; one

who professes extreme poverty, and leads an austere

life.

Descant, (desTtant) «. [F. deschant, from L, dit and

cantus, singing.) A tune composed in parts ; a varia*

tion of an air ;—a discourse formed on a theme ; a

comment or series of comments.

Descant, (des-kanf) v. t. To sing a variation or

modulation of an air ;—to comment ; to discourse

with fulness and particularity ; to animadvert freely :

—imp. <k pp. descanted; ppr. descanting.

Descend, (de-send^ v. i. [L. dencendeiY, from de and

9cundere, to climb.] To pass from a higher to a lower

place ; to go down in. any way, iic ; to plunge ; to,
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fell;—to make an attack or incursion, as if from a

vantage-ground ;—to lower or abase one's self ; — to

pais from the general or important to the particular

or trivial;—to be derived ; to proceed by generation

or by transmission ;—to movo toward the south, or

to the southward ;—to fall in musical tone ;—r. t. To

go down upon or along ; to pass from the top to the

bottom of :—imp. & pp. descended; ppr. descending.

Descendant, (defendant) n. One who descends, as

offspring, however remotely.

Descendant, (de-send'cnt) a. Descending ; proceeding

from an ancestor. [descending.

Descendibility, (de-send-e-bile-te) n. Capability of

Descendible, (dS-send'e-bl) a. Admitting descent;—

capable of descending or being transmitted by inherit

ance.

Detcension, (dc-sen'shun) n. [L. detceutio.] Act of

going downward ; descent ; falling or sinking ; degra

dation ; declension.

Descensional, (dtVsen'shun-al) a. Pertaining to de

scension or descent.

Descensive. (de-sen siv) a. Descending; tending down

ward ; having power to descend.

Descent, (de-sent) n. [F. dt$cente, L. descensus.] Act

of descending or coming down ; inclination ; decliv

ity;—incursion ; sudden attack ;— progress downward,

as in station, virtue, or the like, from the more to the

leas important, from a higher to a lower tone, <fcc. ;

—derivation, as from an ancestor; lineage; —that

which is derived or descended ; offspring ; descend

ants; issue;—a step in the process of derivation ; a

generation ; degree. [scribed.

Describable, (de-skrib'a-bl) a. Capable of being de-

Describe, (de-skrib') r. (. [L. dt and teribtre, to

write.] To form or represent by lines, real or imagi

nary ; to trace out ; to sketch ; to delineate ;— to mark

out or exhibit as a line, circle, or curve by a body in

motion;—to mark out any thing by mentioning its

character or properties ; to define; — to set forth or

sketch in oral or written language :—imp. & pp. de

scribed ; ppr. describing.

Description, (de-skrip'ahun) n. Act of delineating or

representing by a plan ; the figure or appearance

delineated ;—act of exhibiting the nature or proper

ties of iu words ; definition ; account of ; word-paint

ing ;—the qualities which belong to a certain class or

order represented ; the persons or tilings having these

qualities ;—cast ; turn; sort; kind.

Descriptive, (de-skrip'tiv) a. Tending to describe;

having the quality of representing ; containing de

scription.

Descriptively, (dfi-skrip'tiv-le) adi: In a descriptive

manner ; by description.

Descry, (dfi-skri') v. t. [Norm. F. descrier.] To dis

cover by the eye, as objects at a distance thst can be

faintly seen ; to explore ; to detect ;—behold ; espy ;

discern :—imp. & pp. descried ; ppr. descrying.

Desecrate, (des'e-krat) v. t. [L. daexmre, from de

and Macrare, to declare as sacred, to consecrate, from

Macer, sacred.] To divest of a sacred character or

office ; to divert from a sacred use ; to treat in a

sacrilegious manner :—imp. &, pp. desecrated; ppr.

desecrating.

Desecration, (des-e-kra'shun) n. Act of desecrating ;

act of treating sacrilegiously.

Desert, (da-serf) v. t. [L. d< and were, to join or

, bind together. ] To part from ; to quit ; to abandon ;

to end a connection with ; — to leavo without per

mission ; to forsake in violation of duty ;—r. i. To

quit a service without permission ; to run away:—

imp. & pp. deserted ; ppr. deserting.

Desert, (dez'ert) a. Wild ; waste : solitary ; without

life or cultivation ;—unfilled ; unproductive; desolate.

Desert, (dez'ert) n. A deserted or forsaken tract of

land ; an unproductive region ; a vast sandy plain ;

a wilderness ; a solitude.

Desert, (dC-zert') n, [F. dtterU, merit, from dettrvir,

to merit.] That which is deserved; the reward or

punishment to which one is entitled—usually in m

good sense ;—worth ; excellence ; due.

Deserted, (de-zert'ed) a. Entirely forsaken ; wholly

abandoned ; left alone.

Deserter. (de-z»;rt'er) it. One who forsakes his duty,

his post, or his party or friend : et^ciafly a soldier

or seaman who quits the service without permission.

Desertion, (de-zershun) k. Act of deserting, rfpenaffy

the abandonment of a service, a party, or a post ;—

state of being deserted or forsaken ; spiritual despond

ency.

Deserve, (d£-zervO r. t. fL. de and »errire, to serve.]

To earn by service ; to merit ; to be entitled to ;—to

be worthy of—in a bad sen**; to merit by an evil

act;—r. ». To be worthy of recompense ;—imp. & pp.

deserved ; ppr. deserving.

Deservedly, (de-zerv'ed-le) adr. According to desert,

whether good or evil ; justly.

Deservingiy, (de-zerv'ing-le) adv. Meritoriously; with

just desert

Deshabille, (des-a-bil') n, [F. dinhabilUr, to undress. )

An undress ; a loose morning dress : a careless toilet.

Desiccant, (de-sik'ant) a. Drying or tending to dry.

Desiccant, (d£~sik'ant) n. A medicine or application

that dries a sore.

Desiccate, (de-sik'ilt) r. f. [L. tit and sieeart, to dry.]

To exhaust of moisture; to dry:—imp. & pp. desic

cated; ppr. desiccating.

Desiccation, (dos-ik-u'shun) n. The act of making dry,

or the Btate of being dried.

Desiccative, (de-sik'at-iv) a. Drying ; tending to dry.

Desiccative, (de-sik'at-iv) n. An application which

tends to dry up morbid or ulcerous secretions

Desiderate, (de-sid'er-at) v. t. [L. detidtrarx.] To de

sire earnestly; to feel the want of; to miss greatly ; to

long for; to regret :—iwyt. 4; pp. desiderated; p/.-v.

desiderating. [ing desirv.

Desiderstive, (de-sid'er-at-iv) a. Expressing or denot-

Desiderative, (de-sid'er-at-iv) n. An object of desirv ;

a desideratum ;—a verb formed from another verb,

expressing the desire of doing that which is indi

cated by the primitive verb.

Desideratum, (de-sid-er-atum) n. [L. d€sid*mtvs.

Pp. of desiderart.) A requirement ; that which is

desired or is desirable ; a want generally felt and

acknowledged

Design, (de-sin'j v. t. [L. de and *i<tnare, to mark, from

signuui, sign.] To draw the outline or main featnrv^

of; to sketch a pattern or model;—to mark out

and exhibit ; to appoint ; to designate to a particular

end or use ;—to form a plan of ; to contrive ;—to in

tend or purpose;—r. i. To have a purpose; to in

tend:—imp. &. pp. designed; ppr. designing.

Design, (de-sin*) n. [F. dejuein.] A preliminary sketch

or representation; a delineation; a plait;—a pre

liminary conception ; idea intended to be worked out

or expressed ; aim : intent ;—contrivance ; adaptation

of means to a preconceived end ;—object for which

one plans — often in a bad sense ; scheme ; plot:—

emblematic or decorative figures, as of a medal, em

broidery, &c.

Desienable, (de-sin'a-bl) a. Capable of being designed

or distinctly marked out ;—distinguishable.

Designate, (des'ig-nat) r. t. [h. dttiffnare.] To mark

out and make known ; to indicate ; to call by a

distinctive title ; — to point out by distinguishing;

from others ; to specify ;—to set apart for a particu

lar use, purpose, or duty:—imp. & pp. designated;

ppr. designating.

Designation, (des-ig-na'shun) n. Act of pointing

out; indication ; denomination ;—selection and ap

pointment for a purpose;—that which designates; dis

tinctive title ; appellation ;—use or application ; sig

nification.
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By design ; purposely ;Designedly, (de-auTed-le) ad

intentionally.

Designer, (do-sln'er) n. One who designs, or famishes

de&igns, as for prints ;—a plotter ; a schemer—used in

a bad sense.

Designing;, (de-eln'ing) n. The art of drawing or

modelling designs ;—art of inventing patterns for

textile fabrics, or illustrations to a book.

Designless, (de-sin'les) a. Without design or intention.

Desipient, (de-sip'e-ent) a. [L. detipiens, from dt and

•aperc, to be wis©.] Trifling ; foolish ; playful; spor

tive.

Desirable, (de-zir'a-bl) a. Worthy of desire or longing ;

fitted to excite a wish to possess ; pleasing ; agreeable.

Desirableness, (de-zirVbl-nes) n. (Quality of being de

sirable.

Desirably, (de-zir'a-bie) adv. In a desirable manner.

Desire, (de-zir/) t. t. [F. ddsirer, L. dttsidtrart.] To

long for the enjoyment or possession of ; to wish for;

—to express a wish for; to entreat; to request;—imp.

&, pp. desired ; ppr. desiring.

Desire, (de-zir') n. Natural eagerness to obtain any

object from which pleasure, sensual, intellectual, or

spiritual, is expected ;—any good which is desired ;

object of longing ;—an expressed wish ; a request ;

petition;—craving; inclination; aspiration.

Desirer. (de-zir'e r) n. One who desires, asks, or wishes.

Desirous, (de-zir'uB) a. [F. dtsireux.] Full of desire :

longing after ; wishing for ; solicitous ; covetous ; eager

to obtain. (wish or longing.

Desirously, (de zir'ua-le) adv. With desire; with earnest

Desirouaness, (dS-zir'us-nes) n. State or affection of

being desirous.

Desist, (de-siflt/) v. i. [L. de and sistere, to stand.] To

stand aside ; to cease to proceed or act ; to forbear ;

to stop; to discontinue:—imp. & pp. desisted; ppr.

desisting;. [ceasing to ad

Resistance, (dS-aist'ans) *. Act or state of desisting ;

Desk, (desk) n. [Sax. & Icel. due, G. disios, a round

plate, quoit] A table with a sloping top for reading

or writing ; — a portable writing case of wood or

leather ;—part of a pulpit.

DeimogTaphy, (des-mog'ra-fe) n. [G. desmos, liga

ment, and graphein, to write.J Description of the

ligaments of the body.

Desmology, (des-mol'o-je) n. fG. desmos, ligament,

sod logos, discourse.] That branch of physiology

which treats of the ligaments and sinews.

Desolate, (des'd-lat) v.t. [h. de and solar*, to lay

waste, from solus, alone.] To deprive of inhabitants ;

to make desert ;—to lay waste ; to ruin ; to ravage :

—imp. & pp. desolated; ppr. desolating.

Desolate, (des'o-lat) «. Destitute or deprived of in

habitants :—laid waste ; in a ruinous condition ;—left

alone; without a companion; afflicted; — lonely;

waste ; solitary.

Desolately, (des'o-lat-le) adv. In a desolate manner.

Desolateness, (des'6-lat-nes) n. State of being lonely

and afflicted ; friendlessness.

Desolation, (des-d-la'shun) n. Act of desolating or

laying waste ;—state of being desolated, laid waste,

or ravaged ;—a desolate place or country ;—havoc ; de

vastation ; ravage; sadness; destitution; melancholy;

gloom ; gloominess.

Despair, (dC-sparO v. i. [F. dttetptrtr, to despair, L.

degptrart.] To be without hope ; to give up all hope

or expectation ; to despond :—imp. & pp. despaired ;

Ppr. despairing.

Despair, (da-sparO n. Loss of hope; the giving up

of expectation;—that which is despaired of;—despera-

tioti ; despondency ; hopelessness.

Despairingly, (de-splr'ing-le) adc. In a despairing

manner.

Despaircngnesi. (dS-spar'ing-nes) n. Sadness; sor

row . deep darkness of mind ; a hopeless state.

Despatch, (de-spach') r. (. [F. dtptchtr, It tpacciare.]

To send off or away ; to send in haste, or on a special

errand ;—to send out of the way; to kill ;—to perform

speedily, as business ; to execute :—also Dispatch :—

imp. & pp. despatched ; ppr. despatching.

Despatch, (de-spach) 71. Act of sending away ; espe

cially of sending off a letter, message, or messenger ;—

speed ; haste ; expedition ;—speedy performance ; dili

gent execution ;—the letter or message sent ; govern

ment or official letter.

Despatchful, (de-spach'fool) n. Bent on haste; indi

cating haste :—Dispatchful.

Desperado, (des-per-a'do) n. [Sp. pp. of desperar.] A

desperate fellow ; a person urged by furious passions,

regardless alike of law and personal safety.

Desperate, (des'per-at) a. Beyond hope ; despaired of;

past cure ;—proceeding from despair ; desponding ;

without regard to danger or safety ;—violent ; head

long ; precipitate ; furious ; frantic.

Desperately, (des'per-at-le) adv. In a desperate man

ner, [desperate.

Desperateness, (des'per-at-nes) n. The state of being

Desperation, (des-per-a'shun) u. Act of despairing ; a

giving up of hope;—state of despair or hopelessness;

abandonment of hope.

Despicable, (des'pik-a-bl) a. [L. despicari, to despise.]

Fit or deserving to be despised :—contemptible; mean;

paltry ; sordid ; base ; degrading.

Despicably, (des'pik-a-ble) adv. In a despicable or

mean manner. [unworthy.

Despisable, (de-spiz'a-bl) a. Contemptible; low; mean;

Despise, (de-spiz') v. t. [F. despU, L. detpiccre, to

despise.] To look down upon with contempt; to

have a low opinion of;—contemn; scorn; disdain; un

dervalue:—imp. & pp. despised; ppr. despising.

Despiser, (de-spiz'er) n. One who despises; a con

temner; a scorner.

Despite, (de-spit') n. [F. despite, from L. despectug^

contempt, from dexpicerc.] Extreme malice ; malig

nity ; angry hatred ;—an act prompted by malice or

hatred ; act of defiance.

Despite, (dC-spif) prep. In spito of; notwithstanding.

Despiteful, (dC-spit'fool) a. Full of despite; malicious ;

malignant [manner.

DespitefuUy, (dS-spit'fool-le) adv. In a despiteful

Despitefulneu, (de-spit'fool-nes) n. The state of being

despiteful.

Despoil, (de-spoil') v. t. [L. de and spotiare, to lay

waste.] To take from by force ; to deprive ; to strip

or divest, as of clothing or arms:—imp. & pp. de

spoiled; ppr. despoiling.

Despoliation, (dfi-spol-e-a'shun) n. The act of despoil

ing or the state of being despoiled.

Despond, (de-spond') v, i. [h. de and spondire, to

promise solemnly.] To sink under or fail by loss

of hope; to be cast down by failure ; to lose hope;

to become depressed or dispirited ; to give over or

give up, as effort; to fail in spirit or resolution:—

imp. &.' pp. desponded; ppr. desponding.

Despondency, (de-spond'en-se) n. State of desponding ;

abandonment of hope ; permanent depression or de

jection ; inactivity arising from discouragement or

want of hope.

Despondent, (de-spond'ent) a. [L. despondent.] Sink

ing in spirit or losing courage ; depressed; yielding

to discouragement. [manner.

Despondingly, (de-spond'ing-le) adv. In a desponding

Despot, (deVpot) rt. [G. dtspotis, master, lord.] One

who possesses absolute power over another; especially,

a sovereign invested with absolute power;—an auto

crat; one who rules according to his own pleasure,

without regard to the constitution, Laws, or opinions

of the country ; a tyrant ; an oppressor.

Despotic, (des-pot'ik) «. Having the character of,

or pertaining to, a despot ; absolute in power ; tyran

nical ; arbitrary. [manner.

Despotically, (dee-pot'ik-aMe) adv. In a despotic
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Despotism, (des'pot-izra) n. Absolute power ; — tho

jx>wer, spirit, or principles of & despot; tyranny ;—

arbitrary government : autocracy.

Despumate, (dos'pu-inat) r. i. [L. de and spumare, to

foam.] To throw off impurities: to form scum:—

imp. & pp. deapumated; ppr, despumating,

Despumation, ( des - pu - mii ' shun ) n. Separation uf

tho scum on the surface of liquor ; clarification.

Desquamation, (des-kwaw-miishuu) n. [L. desqua-

mare, to scale off.] Separation of the cuticle in flakes

or scales ; exfoliation.

Dessert, (dez-zjrt') n. [F. dessert, from desservir, to

clear tho table.] A service of pastry, fruits, or sweet

meats ; the last course.

Destinate, (des'tin-at) v. L To design ; to fix the end

or purpose of.

Destination, (des-tin-a'shun) n. Act of destining or

appointing ;—that to which any thing is destined or

appointed ; predetermined end, object, or use ;—place

or point aimed at; end of a journey.

Destine, (des'tin) v.t. [L. destiiiare, allied to G.

isttmi, to make fast or firm, to stand.} To deter

mine the future condition or application of; to set

apart by design or in tention ;—to fix, as by an authori

tative decree ; to establish irrevocably ; — appoint ;

decree; ordain:—imp. & pp. destined; ppr. destining.

Destioist, (dos'tin-ist) n. A believer in destiny; a

fatalist.

Destiny, (des'tin-e) n. State or condition appointed ;

foreordained position or lot; fate ; doom ;—the power

conceived of as determining the future ; divine de

cree ; invincible necessity ; mysterious fatality.

Destitute, (des'to-tut) a. [L. destitutus, from de and

atatuere, to set] In want; devoid ; deficient ; lacking ;

—not possessing the necessaries of life ; needy ; poor ;

indigent.

Destitution, (deB-te-tu'shun) n. State or condition of

lwing needy, or without resources ; deprivation ; defi

ciency ; lack ; poverty.

Destroy, (de-stroyO v. t [L. destrxure, from de and

ttniere, to build.] To pull down; to break up the

structure and organic existence of; — to bring to

naught ; to put an end to ;—to kill ; to extirpate ; to

lay waste ; to desolate;—to eat and devour ;—to mar

or spoil the beauty or form of:—in chemistry, to re

solve a body into its primitive elements :—imp. & pp.

destroyed; ppr. destroying. [stroyed.

Deslroyable, (de-stroyVbl) a. Capable of being de-

Destroyer, (de-stroy'er) n. One who destroys or ruins.

Destruotibility, (de-struk-te-bil'c-te) n. Tho quality

of being capable of destruction.

Destructible, (de-struk'te-bl) a. Liable to destruction ;

capable of being destroyed.

Destruction, (dO-struk'sbun) n. Act of destroying or

demolishing: ruin by any meaiiB ; — state of being

destroyed, demolished, ruined, slain, or devastated;

' —destroying agency; cause of ruin or devastation;

final ruin of the wicked.

Destruction! st, (de-struk'sbun - i*>t) n. One who de

light* in destroying; a destructive ;—one who believes

in the final destruction of the wicked.

Destruotive, (de-strukt'iv) a. [h. desfructivun.]

Causing destruction ; tending to brinz about ruin,

devastation, or death ;—taking pleasure in destruc

tion ;—mortal ; deadly ; poisonous ; fatal ; ruinous ;

mischievous.

Destructive, (de-strukt'iv) n. One who destroys;—an

opprobrious epithet applied to political reformers.

Destructively, (de-strukt'iv -le) adv. In a destructive

manner or degree; ruinously; mischievously.

Destructiveness, (de-strukt'iv - nes) it. The quality

of destroying:—the phrenological faculty which impels

to the commission of acts of destruction.

Desudation, (des-u-da'shun) n. [L. de and tudare, to

sweat.] A profn.se or mnrbiil inspiration, followed

by an eruption uf piutulcd, called heat pimples.

Desuetude, (des'wS-tud) n. [L. dest'ttudo, from de~

suescere, to become unaccustomed.] Cessation of

practice, custom, or fashion ; disuse.

Desulphurate, (de-sul'fu-rat) r. t. [Dc and tulphnr.]

To deprive of sulphur \~~imp. & pp. desulphurated ;

ppr. desulphurating.

Desulphuration, (de-sul-fu-ra'shun) n. Tho operation

of depriving of sulphur. [ner ; loosely.

Desultorily, (des'ul-tor-e-le) adv. In a desultory man-

Desultoriness, (des'ul-tor-e-nes) n. Quality or Btate of

being desultory ; absence of order and method.

Desultory, (des'ul-tor-e) a. [L. detultorim, from dc

and mhre, to leap.] leaping from one thing or sub

ject to another; without order or connection ; with

out logical sequence ; disconnected ;—unmethodical ;

cursory.

Detach, (dB-tach') v. t. [F. MtacJur, L. dis, and the

root of Eng. taci; to fasten.] To part ; to disunite;

—to separate for a si>ecial object or use ;—to select

men from their companies or regiments, or ships from

a fleet, for special service:—imp. & pp. detached;

ppr. detaching.

Detachment, (de-tach'ment) n. Act of detaching or

separating ;—state of being detached :—that which is

detached ; especially, a body of troops or part of a

fleet detailed for special service'.

Detail, (de-talO v. t. [F. tUtaiUer, to cut up in pieces,

from de and tailler, to cut, L. talea, a cutting.] To

relate minutely ; to particularize ;—to appoint for a

particular service, usually naval or military :—imp,

& pp. detailed ; ppr. detailing.

Detail, (de-taT) n. A minute portion ; item ; a par

ticular — used chiefly in the plural ; — a narrative

which relates minute points ; — the selection for a *

particular service of a person or company ; hence,

the person or company so selected.

Detailed, (de-taUT) a. Related in particulars; minutely

gone over in all its bearings.

Detain, (dB-tanO v. t. [L. de and tentre, to hold.] To

keep back or from ; to keep what belongs to another ;

to withhold ; to arrest ;—to restrain from proceeding ;

—to hold in custody :—imp. & pp. detained; ppr.

detaining.

Detainer, (de-tan'er) n. One who detains ;—detention

of what is another's ;—a writ to continue to keep a

person in custody. [detention.

Detainment, (d6-tan'ment) n. The act of detaining ;

Detect, (dS-tekf) v. t. [h. deteaeir, from de and iff/err,

to cover.] To uncover; to find out; to bring to

light; to discover; to expose:—imp. & pp. detected;

ppr. detecting.

Detectable, (de-tekt'a-bl) a. That may be detected.

Detecter, (de-tekt'gr) n. One who detects or brings to

light.

Detection, (de-tek'shun) n. Act of detecting : the

discovery of what was concealed or hidden ; discovery

of a fault, fraud, or crime.

Detective, (d5-tekt'iv) a. Fitted, skilled, or employed

in detecting.

Detent, (dc-tenf) n. [F, de'taite, from L. detinm.]

That which locks or unlocks a movement, as tiie

wheelwork in the striking part of a clock.

Detention, (de-ten'shun) n. Act of keeping back ; a

withholding ;—state of being detained ; confinement;

restraint ; delay.

Deter, (de-ter) v. t. [L. de and Urrere, to frighten, ter

rify.] To frighten from ; to discourage by foar ;—to

stop or prevent by considerations of danger, difficulty,

&c. ;—to debar from action by prohibition or threat :

—imp. & pp. deterred; ppr. deterring.

Deterge, (de-t?rj') v. t. [h. de and tuyere,. to rnb or

wipe off.] To cleanse; to purge away :—imp. & pp.

deterged ; ppr. deterging. [ing.

Detergent, (de-terj'ent) a. Cleansing ; purging : purity-

Detergent, (de-t^rj'ent) it-. A medicine that cleansoe

the Teasels or the skin from offensive matter.
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Deteriorate, (de-te're-d-rut) v. t. [L. deteriorare, from

deterior, worse.] To make worse ; to impair ; to

reduce by mixing, aa inferior ingredients or breed ;—

w. i. To grow worse ; to bo impaired in quality ; to

degenerate:—imp. &. pp. deteriorated; ppr. deterio

rating.

Deterioration, (de-te-re-6-ra'shun) ft. State of growing

or of having grown worse. [which deters.

Determent, (de-teVment) n. Act of deterring ;—that

Determinable, (de-term'in-a-bl) a. Capable of being

determined of ended ;—capable of being decided with

certainty.

Determinate, (de-term'in-at) a. [L. determinatus.}

Having denned limits ; fixed ; established ; — con

clusive ; decisive; positive.

Determinately, (de-term'in-iit-le) adv. In a deter

minate manner; definitely; distinctly; with fixed

resolve.

Determination, (de-term-in-a'shnn) «. Act of decid

ing or state of being decided;—act of bringing to an

end. ; termination ;—judicial decision ;—fixed purpose;

resolution ; firmness of mind ;—direction or tendency;

flow of blood to the brain, &c.

Determinative, (de-term'in-at-iv) a. Having power

to determine ; limiting ; shaping ; directing ; con

clusive.

Determine, (de-term'in) v. t. [h. de and terminarc, to

limit, from ferruinuj, limit] To fix the boundaries

of;—to set bounds to; to bring to an end;—to fix

the form or character of; to bring about, as a cause ;

to effect ;—to fix the course of ; to impel and direct ;

—to assign to its true place in a system ;—to settle

by authoritative or judicial sentence ;—to resolve on ;

to cause to come to a conclusion or resolve ;—to as

certain the quantity or amount of ;—v. ». To come

to a decision; to resolve:—imp. & pp. determined;

ppr. determining. [mannor.

Determinedly, (de-term'ind-le) adv. In a determined

Deterrent, (dc-ie/out) n. |L. deterrere.] That which

deten or prevent*. [soro.

Detersion, (de-ter'shun) n. The act of cleansing, as a

Detersive, (de-ter'siv) a. Having power to free from

offending matter : cleansing. [ulcers.

Detersive, (de-tersiv) n. A medicine to cleanse sores or

Detest, (de-tee^) v. t. [L. dettstari, to execrate, from

dt and testari, to testify.] To hate or dislike ex

tremely ; to abhor ;—abominate ; loathe :—imp. 61 pp.

detested ; jtp% detesting.

Detestable, (de-test a-bl) a. Worthy of being detested ;

deserving abhorrence ; extremely hateful;—odious;

execrable; abhorred. [nably.

Detestably, (de-U»t'a-ble) adv. Very hatefully : abonii-

Detestation. (de-test-a'shun) n. Act of detesting ; ex

treme hatred or dislike ; abhorrence ; loathing.

Dethrone, (de-thron') v. t. [F. ditrdner, h. thramti, a

tbrone.) To remove or drive from a throne ; to de

pose ;—to divest of royal authority and diguity :—

imp. & pp. dethroned ; ppr. dethroning.

Dethroned, (de-tbrond') a. Deposed or removed from

a throne.

Dethronement, (de-thrdn'ment) «.. Removal from a

throne ; deposition.

Detinue, .{det'in-H) n. fF.] A form of action for the

recovery of goods and chattels.

Detonate, (det'6-nat) v.i. [L. dttonare, from dt. and

tn*artt to thunder.] To explode with a sudden re

port like thunder;—v.t. To cause to explode:—

imp. Jk pp. detonated; ppr. detonating.

Detonation, (det-o-ni'shun) n. An explosion made by

the inflammation of certain combustible bodies, as

gunpowder, &c.

Detonise. (det'6-ntz) v.t. To cause to explode; to

burn with an explosion; to calcine with detonation;

—r. i. To explode; to burn with a loud report:—

itttp. & j>p. detonized; ppr. detonizing.

Detort, (de-tort) v.t. [L. dc and tor^uere, to turn

about, twist.] To turn from the original or plain

meaning; to pervert; to wrest:—imp. & pp. detorted;

ppr. detorting.

Detortion, (do-tor'shun) «. The act of dotorting, or

the state of being detorted.

Detour, (de-toor') n. [F. from dc, equivalent to L. din,

and (our.] A turning; a circuitous route.

Detract, (de-trakf) v. t. [L. de and trahere, to draw.]

To take away; to derogate;—to remove apart ; to sub

tract ;—to take credit or reputation from ;—disparage ;

depreciate; defame; traduce:—imp. &, pp. detracted;

ppr. detracting.

Detraction, (de-trak'shun) n. Act of taking away

from reputation or worth ; act of depreciating from

envy or malice;—disparagement ; derogation ; Blander.

Detractor, (de-trakt'er) n. One who attempts to lessen

the character or good name of another ;—calunni i ■■■

ator ; defamer ; depredator.

Detractory, (de-trakt'or-e) a. Defamatory; derogatory.

Detriment, (det're-ment) n. [t. detrimentum, from

dtterere, to rub or wear away.] That which injures

or causes damage; diminution ; loss;—hurt; mischief ;

harm.

Detrimental, (det-re-ment'al) a. Causing loss or dam

age ; hurtful or prejudicial to the character;—injuri

ous ; mischievous.
Detrition, (de-trishrun) «. [L. deterere, to rub or

wear away.] A wearing off or away from Bolid bodies

by attrition.

Detritus, (de-trit'us) n. Disintegrated parts or par

ticles of rocks ; substances worn off or detached by

volcanic, diluvial, or elemental agency, and carried

down by flood or river.

Detrude, (dc-trood') v. t. [L. de and trudere, to

thrust.] To thrust down ; to push down with force

into a lower place: — imp. & pp. detruded; ppr,

detruding.

Detruncate, (de-trungk'at) v. t. [L. de and trmtcare,

to maim by cutting off.] To shorten by cutting; to

cut off; to lop:—imp. k pp. detruncated; ppr. de

truncating,

Detruncation, (de-trungk-a'shun) n. Act of cutting off;

—loss of a limb ;—abridgment of a book.

Detrusion, (du-troo'shuu) n. [L. dctrusio.] Act of

thrusting or driving down.

Deuce, (dus) n. [F. deux, two, L. duo.] Two; a card

or a die with two spots.

Deuoe, (dus) n. [Armor, dus, tetis, phantom.] An

evil spirit ; a demon. [the second time.

Deuterogamist, (du-tcr-og'a-mist) n. One who marries

Deuterogamy, (du-ter-og'a-me) n. [G. dtuterox, the

second, and yamo*, marriage.] A second marriage,

after the death of the first husband or wife.

Deuteronomy, (du-tcr-on'5-me) n. [O. devteros, the

second, and nomos, law.] The fifth book of the Pen

tateuch, containing the second giving of the law by

Moses.

Deutoropathy, (du-ter-op'a-the) n. [G. deutcro*, tho

second, and pathein, to suffer.] A sympathetic affec

tion of one part of the body with another.

Dcvaporation, (de-vap-er-a'shun) n. [De and Sp. vapor.

It. vapore. ] The changing of vapour into water, as in

the generation of rain.

Devastate, (dev'as-tat) v. t. [L. de and vattare, to lay

waste, from vattut, waste.] To lay waste; to deso

late;—ravage; destroy; plunder; pillage:—imp. &

pp. devastated ; ppr. devastating.

Devastation, (dev-as-ta'shun) n. Act of devastating,

or state 6f being devastated ;—waste of the goods of

the deceased by an executor or administrator ;—deso

lation ; ravage ; havoc ; destruction ; overthrow.

Develop, (de-vel'up) v. t. [F. developer, It. svilluppare,

from vitlujipo, a packet, from L. retort, to conceal]

To flee from a cover or envelope ; to disclose or make

known; to unfold gradually; to lay open to view by

degrees ;—v. i. To go through a process of successive
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changes from a less perfect to a more perfect or fin

ished state ;—to become visible gradually ;—to expand

to view :—imp. & pp. developed ; ppr. developing.

Development, (dC-vel'up-nient) n. Act of developing

or disclosing ; process by which any thing secret or

unknown is unfolded or revealed ;—unravelling of

a plot ;—the growth or organic change in animal or

vegetable bodies from an embryo to a perfect state ;—

full disclosure or exhibition;—act or process of chang

ing or expanding an expression into another of equi

valent value or meaning ;—the equivalent expression

into which another lias been developed.

Devest, (de-vest) v. t. [L. deventire, to undress, from

rtxtU, garment. J To alienate, as title or light ; to de

prive of clothing or arms ; to strip ; to take away ;—

v. i. To be lost or alienated, as a title or an estate :

—imp. & pp. divested; ppr. divesting.

Devexity, (de-vekaVte) )*. [L. devexitat, from tie,

down, and vchere, to carry.] A sloping ; incurvation

downward.

Deviate, (de've-Ht) v. i. [L. de and viare, to go, travel,

from via, way. ] To go out of the common way ; to turn

aside from the right course or direction ; to diverge;

to stray from the path of duty;—swerve; wanner;

digress ; deflect :—imp. & pp. deviated ; ppr. de

viating.

Deviation, (dG-vo-a'shnn) n. Going or turning from

the way; aberration ;—turning from the right course;

wandering from the path uf duty ; obliquity of con

duct ; want of conformity to the laws of God;—

variation from the ordinary form, or from common

analogy.

Device, (de-vis*) n. [L. div'ulcre, to separate, distin-

guish.] That which is devised, or formed by design ;

a contrivance; an expedient; an invention; a strata

gem;—an emblem or ensign formerly borne on shields

or embroidered upon banners as a cognizance ; a

motto ;—power of devising ; invention ; geniuB.

Devil, (dev'il) n. [A.-S. diafol, G. teufel, G. diabolos,

from diabatlein, to accuse.] An evil spirit; a fallen

angel ; Satan, the tempter and accuser of men; the

father of lies ; the spirit or principle of evil;—any evil

spirit ; a demon ; an idol or false god;— a wicked

person ; a passionate temper or disposition ;—a piece

of flesh highly spiced and broiled ; — a revolving

cylinder armed with spikes or knives, for tearing,

cutting, or opening cotton, wool, rigs, &c

Devilish, (dev'il-ish) a. Resembling, or pertaining to,

the devil ;—infernal; satanic ; fiendish; wicked; de

structive, [diabolical ly.

Devilishly, (dev'il- ish-le) adv. In a devilish manner;

Devious, (deve-us) a. [L. de and via, way.] Out of

a straight line ; varying from directness;—going out

of tho right or common course of conduct ; erring ;

going aside from rectitude or the divine precepts.

Deviously, (dS've-ua-Ie) adv. In a devious manner.

Deviousuess, (de've-us-nea)a. Departurefrom a straight

course ; tendency to wander from tho path of duty.

Devisable, (de-viz'a-bl) «. Capable of being invented

or contrived ;—capable uf being bequeathed or left

by will.

Devise, (de-vizO v. t. To invent or contrive ; to form

in the mind by new combinations of ideas, new ap

plications of principles, or new arrangement of parts ;

lo strike out by thought ; — to plan or scheme ; —

project;—to give by will—used of real estate ;—v. i.

To form a scheme : to lay a plan ; to contrive ;—

imp. <fc pp. devised; ppr. devising.

Devise, (de-vur*) n. Act of giving or disposing of real

estate by a will ;—a will or testament, projwrly of

real estate :—property devised or given by will.

Devisee, (dev-e-ztv) n. One to whom a devise is made

or real estate bequeathed.

Deviser, (de-vizVr) n. One who devises; an inventor.

Devisor. (de-vTz>r) n. One who devises or gives real

estate by will ; a testator.

Devoid, (dfi-void') a. Void ; empty ; vacant ;—desti

tute ; not in possession.

Devoir, (dev-waw') n. [F. from L. debere, to owe.]

Duty; service owed; hence, act of civility; due re

spect ; compliment

Devolution, (de-vd-lu'shun) n. [L. devolutio.] Act of

rolling down ;—removal from one person to another ;

a passing or foiling upon a successor ; transference

as of office or right.

Devolve, (de-volv') v. t. [L. de and volvere, to roll]

To roll onward or downward; to overthrow; — to

transfer from one person to another ; to deliver over;

to hand down to a successor ; — r. i. To pass by

transmission or succession ; to be handed o*er or

down ; to come upon as a duty, privilege, &C. :—imp.

& pp. devolved ; ppr. devolving.

Devoivement, ( de-volv 'ment) n. The act of de- \

volving.

Devote, (de-vof) v. t. (L. de and vovere, to vow, to

promise solemnly.] To give or assign by vow ; to

set apart by solemn act ; to dedicate ;—to give as

time or attention to a subject ; to attach, as to a

cause or party ;—in a bad sense, to consign, as to the

flames ; to doom, as to destruction ;—to give over to

the spirit of evil ; to execrate :—imp. & pp. devoted ;

ppr. devoting.

Devotedness, (dS-voVed-nes) n. Attachment to a cause,

principle, or party ;—quaUty of being addicted.

Devotee, (dev-6-te') n. [F. devot.] One devoted, espe

cially to some form of religious faith or duty ; am

earnest worshipper ; a sincere follower ; — in a bad.

sense, a superstitious or bigoted follower.

Devotion, (de-vo'shun) n. State of being set apart or

dedicated ; especially to the worship or service of

God ;—yielding of the heart to God ; solemn and re

verent spirit ; piety; prayer; performance of religion!*

duties ; ardent zeal for the truth :—ardent attach

ment to any cause or principle ; voluntary addiction,

to and effort for ;—ardour ; earnestness.

Devotional, (de-vo'shun -al) a. Pertaining to, used,

in, or suited to acts of religious worship or service.

Devotionalist, (de-vo'shun-al-ist) «. One given to de

votion, or formally devout. [manner.

DevotionaUy, (de-vd'shun-al-le) adv. In a devotional

Devour, (de-vour*) v. t. [h. de and vara re, to swal

low up.] To eat up with greediness; to consume

ravenously ;—to enjoy with avidity ;—to destroy with

rapidity, as fire ; to consume ; to annihilate ; to ruin ;

—-destroy; ravage:—imp. is pp. devoured; ppr. de

vouring.

Devourer, (de-vour'e.r) n. One who, or that which,

preys upon or consumes.

Devout, (de-vouf) a, [Ii. devotus, pp. of devortrt.]

Solemn and earnest in religious feelings and exer

cises ; pious ; reverent ;—expressing devotion or piety;

—warmly devoted ; hearty ; — religious ; prayerful ;

earnest ; solemn ; sincere.

Devoutly, (de-voutfle) adv. In a devout manner ;—

with devout emotions ;—sincerely ; solemnly : earn

estly, [devout*

Devoutness, (do-vout'nes) n. Quality or state of being

Dew, (du) 11. [A. -8. deaic.] Aqueous vapour con

densed on the surface of bodies colder than the lower

strata of tho atmosphere.

Dew, (du) v. t. To wet with dew ; to bedew :—imp. &

pp. dewed; ppr. dewing. [dew-dropsu

Dew-bespangled, (du'be-spang-gld) a. Spangled with

Dew-claws, (duTclawz) n. A bone or little nail be

hind a deer's foot ; the uppermost claw in a dog's foot.

Dew-drop, (du'drop) n. A drop of dew.

Dewiness, (due-nee) n. State of being dewy.

Dewlap, (du'lap) n. [From dew and lap, to lick.] The

flesh hanging from the throats of oxen, which lap*

or licks the dew in grazing.

Dew-point, (du'point) n. The temperature or point

of the thermometer at which dew begins to form.
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Dtw-stone. (du'ston) n. A species of limestone which

collect* a Urge quantity of dew on its surface.

Dew-worm, (du'wurm) n, A worm of the genus

Lu.nbrictLA ; earthworm.

Dewy, (du'e) a. Covered with dew ;—pertaining to

'lew ; — resembling dew-drops ; failing gently, like

the dew.

Dexter, (deks'ter) a. [L. from G. dexitero*.] Per

taining to, or situated on the right hand ; right,

as opposed to left;—the right side of a shield in &

coat-of-arms.

Dexterity, (deles-t§rVto) n. [L. dexteritas, from dex-

Mr.] Readiness and grace in physical activity ;—ac

tivity and expertness of the mind ; quickness and

skill in managing any complicated or difficult affair ;

adroitness: expertness; ability; address; tact; clever

ness ; facility ; aptness ; aptitude ; faculty.

Dexterous, (deks'ter-us) a. [L, dexter.] Ready and

expert in the use of the body and limbs ;—skilful in

contrivance; quick at inventing expedients ;—done

with dexterity ;—adroit ; clever ; haudy :—Dextrous.

Dexterously, (deks'ter-us-le) adv. In a dexterous

manner. [nee*.

Dexterousness, (deks'ter-us-nes) n. Dexterity ; adroit-

Dextrorsal or Dextrorse, (deks-tror'sal) a. [L. dexter,

right, and ttrtere, to turn.] Rising from right fx>

laft, as a spiral line or a climbing plant.

Dty, (da) *. [T«rk d&i.) The title given to the

fenner governors of Algiers.

Di, (di) [h. from G. dit, or dicha.] A prefix to many

words, signifying difference, diversity, negation, two

fold or manifold state.

Dia, (dfa) [G.J A prefix to words taken from the

Greek, signifying thoroughness, intensity, division, or

'liTersity.

Diabetes, (di-a-be'tez) n. ting. & pi. [G. diaMtSs, from

djabainein, to pass through.] A disease of two varie-

I nss, one of which is simply an excessive discharge

of urine, in the other the urine contains abundance

'jf uecbarine matter.

IhiMtieai, (di-a-bet'ik-al) a. Pertaining to diabetes ;

tfflicted with diabetes.

Diablery, (di-ab'Ier-e) n. [F. Diablerie, from diabU.]

&*cery ; diabolical deed ; mischief.

1 DiaWioal, (di-a-bol'ik-al) a. [G. diakoliko*, from

j ««Mm, deviL] Pertaining to the devil ; resembling

or appropriate to the devil;—devilish; infernal; im-

Jwit ; atrocious ; nefarious. [manner.

Disholieally, (di-a-borik-al-le) adv. In a diabolical

Diabolism, (di-ab'ol-izra) n. The actions of the devil ;

pwssuon by a demon or evil spirit.

Dswaustic, (di-a-kaws'tik) n. [G. din, through, and

faieia, to burn. ] That which is caustic by refrac

tion, as the sun's rays concentrated by a convex

leis;—a curve formed by the consecutive intersec

tions of rays of light refracted through a lens.

Diachylum, (di-ak'e-lum) n. [G. dia and chulot.) A

ptsster originally made of several vegetable juices,

now made of an oxide of lead and oil.

Diaeeaal, (di-ak'on-al) a. [L. diaeonalis.] Pertain

ing to a deacon.

Daeonate, (di-alr/on-at) n, [L. diaconatus,] The

'Am of a deacon ; deacoiiship.

Diacoustics, (di-a-kous'tiks) n. sing. [G. dia, through,

xoda>oitfin, to hear.] That branch of natural phi-

Vaopby which treats of the properties of sound re

fracted by passing through different mediums.

Diacritical, (di-a-krit'ik-al) a, [G. dia, through, and

trintin, to separate.] Separating; indicating some-

t&iDg to he distinguished ; distinctive.

Diadem, (dra-dem) n. [Q. diadenia, dia, through,

and dein, to bind] "An ornamental fillet worn as a

hsdps of royalty; hence, a crown; — royalty; sove-

I *ignty ; dignity;—an arch rising from the rim of a

jrown, and uniting with others over its centre.

Diawtiia, (di-e're-eis) it. [G. dia, through, and airein,

to take.] The separation of one syllable into two ;—

a mark ["] placed over the second of two adjacent

vowels to denote that they are to be pronounced as

distinct letters, as aerial (a-er'e-al).

Diagnosis, (dl-ag-no'sis) n. [G. dia, through, and

gignoskein, to know.] Discriminating knowledge;—

the art of distinguishing one disease from another ;—

scientific determination of any kind.

Diagnostic, (di-ag-nos'tik^ a. Pertaining to, or fur

nishing, a diagnosis ; indicating the nature of a

disease.

Diagnoftio, (dl-ag-nos'tik) n. The mark or symptom

by which a disease is known or distinguished from

others ;—pi. The study of symptoms in disease.

Diagonal, (di-ag'on-al) n. A right line drawn from

one angle to another not adjacent,-.

of a figure of four or more sides.

Diagonal, (di-ag'on-al) a. [G. diago-

nios, from angle to angle, from dia,

through, and gonia, corner, angle.] Diagonal.

Joining two not adjacent angles of a quadrilateral or

multilateral figure, and dividing it into two parts;

hence, crossing at an angle with one of the sides.

Diagonally, (di-agon-al-le) adv. In a diagonal direc

tion.

Diagram, (dTa-gram) n. [G. diagramma, from dia-

graphein, to mark out by lines.] A figure or drawing

made to illustrate a statement, or facilitate a demon

stration.

Diagraph, (di'a-graf) n. [G. diagropkein.] An in

strument used in perspective drawing.

Dial, (di'al) n. [L. diatit, daily, from dies, day.] An

instrument for showing the time of day from the

shadow of a stile on a graduated surface ; — the

graduated face of a timepiece on which the time of

day is shown by pointers or hands.

Dialect, (di'a-lekt) n. [G. dialekton, from dia, through,

and legrin, to speak.] Means or mode of expressing

thoughts; language; tongue;—variety or subdivision

of a language ;—local form ; provincialism ; patois.

Dialectic, (di-a-lek'tik) a. Pertaining to a dialect or

form of a language ;—pertaining to dialectics ; logical.

Dialectician, (di-a-lek-te'she-au) n. One versed in dia

lectics; a logician ; a reasoner.

Dialectics, (di-a lek'tiks) n. sing. [G. dialeltike, sc

teehne, reasoning art.] Science of reasoning; that

which teaches the forms and rules of argument ; appli

cation of logical principles to the processes of thought,

and the statement or discussion of a question.

Dialist, (di'al-iat) n. A constructor of dials.

Diailage. (di'al-aj) n. [G. dialUtgt, change.] A dark-

green or bronze-coloured laminate mineral, considered

as a variety of hornblende or augite.

Dialling, (di'al-ing) n. The wience which unfolds

the priuciples of measuring time by dials ; the art of

constructing dials.

Dialogist, (df-al'd-jist) n. A speaker in a dialogue;—

a writer of dialogues.

Dialogistie, (di-al-6-jisfik) a. Relating to, or having

the form of, a dialogue.

Dialogue, (di'a-log) n. [G. dialogos, from diaUgetthai,

to converse.] A conversation between two or moro;

a formal conversation in theatrical performances, or

in scholastic exercises ;—a written conversation ;—a

composition in which two or more persons are repre

sented as conversing on some topic.

Dial-plate, (di'al-pliit) n. The graduated plate of a dial

or of a clock or watch.

Dialysis, (di-al'e-sis) n. \Q. dialuris, from dialuein,

to part asunder, to dissolve.] A diwresis ;—debility ;

—a solution of continuity ;—two marks over one of

two vowels to separate a diphthong.

Diamagnetic, (di-a-mag-net'ik) n. [G. dia, through,

across, and magnetis, magnet] Any substance,

which in a field of magnetic force is differently

affected from ordinary magnetic bodies; especially
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which, when freely suspended, takes a position at

right angles to the magnetic meridian.

Diaiiiagnetism, (dl-a-mag'net-izm) it. Tlio science

which treats of diamagnetie phenomena, and of the

nroiwrties of diamagnotic bodies.

Diameter, (di -ain'et-o,r) n. [G. dia, through, and

metron, measure.] Aright line through

the centre of a figure or body, as a

circle, sphere, cubo, Ac, and terminated

by the opposite boundaries;—length of a

straight Une through the centre of an

object from side to side ; width ; thick

ness. Diameter.

Diametrical or Diametral, (dl-a-niet'rik-at) a. Per

taining to a diameter ;—in the line or direction of a

diameter ; direct ; straight across.

Diametrically, (dl-a-met'rik-al-le) adv.

In a diametrical direction ; directly.

Diamond, (di'a-mond) n. [G. ada mas. ]

A mineral and gum remarkable for its

hardness, as it scratches all other mine

rals ; crystallized carbon ;—a geometrical diamond,

figuro otherwise called a rhombus or (Brilliant,')

lozenge; — one of a suit of playing cards, stamped

with the figure of a diamond ;—the smallest kind of

type.

(Diwnrmtl type.)

Diamond-edition, (di'a-raond-5-dish'un) n. An edition

of a book in very small typo ; miniature edition.

Diamond-mine, (di'a-iuoud-mln) n. A mine from which

diamonds are dug.

Diana, (di-an'a) ?l [L.] In mythology, the goddess of

hunting, of the moon, and of chastity.

Diapason, (dt-a-pa'zon) n. [G.J Tho octavo or in

terval which includes all the tones;—concord, as of

notes an octave apart ; harmony ;—the entire com

pass of tones ;—one of the stops in the organ, so called

because it extends through the whole scale of the in

strument.

Diaper, (dl'a-per) n. [F. diapre, dispersed.] Figured

linen cloth much used for towels, napkins, &c ;—a

towel or napkin ;—panelling filled np with arabesque

gilding and painting, or with carving or other wrought

work in low relief.

Diaper, (dl'a-per) v. t. To variegate or diversify with

figures, as cloth ;—to flower or cover with flowers ;—

v. i. To draw flowers or figures, as upon cloth.

Diapering, (di'a-pgr-ing) n. In heraldry, covering the

field of the shield with little squares, and filling them

with figures or scrolls, [phanous.

Diaphaneity, (di-a-fa-ne'e-te) n. Quality of being dia-

Diaphanous, (di-af'an-us) a. [G. dia, through, and

phainein, to show, to shine.] Having power to trans

mit rays of light, as glass; pellucid; transparent; clear.

Diaphonios, (di-a-fou'iks) n. sing, [G. dia, through,

and phone, a sound, tone.] The doctrine of refracted

Bound ; diacousties.

Diaphoresis, (di-a-fo-re'sis) n. [G. diaphorcin, to carry

through.] Augmentation of the insensible perspira

tion, or an elimination of the humours of the body

through the pores of the skin.

Diaphoretic, (ui-a-fo-retik) n. A medicine which pro

motes jnseusible perspiration ; sudorific.

Diaphoretical, (di-a-fd-ret'ik-al) a. Having the power

to increase the insensible perspiration.

Diaphragm, (di'a-fram) n. [G. diaphragm, from

diaphragnunai, to fence by.] A dividing membrane

or thin partition ;—the muscle separating the chest

or thorax from the abdomen ; the midriff.

Diarist, (di'a-rist) ■». One who keeps a diary.

Diarrhcsa, (di-a-re'a) n. [G. dia, through, and rem,

to flow.] A morbidly frequent evacuation of the in

testines.

Diary, (di'a-re) v. fL. diarium, from dies, day.] A

register of daily occurrences ; a journal ; a blank-book

dated for tho record of daily memoranda.

Diaspore, (di'a-spor) ru [G. diaspdrein, to disperse.]

A mineral occurring in lamellar concretions which

decrepitates and is dispersed before the blow-pipe.

It consists of alumina and water.

Diastase, (di'as-tas) n. [G. dia, through, and ttenai,

istanai, to stand.] A substance containing nitrogen,

generated during the germination of grain for the

brewery, and tending to accelerate the formation of

sugar during fermentation.

Diastole, (di-as'to-le) n. [G. dia, through, and *Ul-

lein, to set, place.] A dilatation of the heart, auri

cles, and arteries—opposed to systole ;—a figure by

which a syllable naturally short is made long.

Diathesis, (dl-ath'C-sis) a. [G. diatithenai, to place

separately, to arrange.] Bodily condition which pre

disposes to a particular disease ; habit of body.

Diatonic, (dl-a-ton'ik) a. [G. dia, through, and

teinein, to stretch.] Pertaining to the natural musi

cal scale of eight tones, the eighth of which is the

octave of the first.

Diatribe, (di'a-trib) n. [G. from dia, through, and

tribtin, to rub.] A continued disccmrse or disputa

tion ; — an invective harangue ; a strain of reviling

or reproach.

Dibble, (dir/1) n. A pointed hand instrument used

to make holes for planting seeds, ire.

Dibble, (dibT) v. t. To plant with a dibble ; to make

holes in with a dibble for planting seeds, &c. ;—v. i.

[A dim. of dib, for dip, to thrust in.) To dip, as in

angling ; to make holes :—imp. & jtp. dibbled; ppr.

dibbling.

Dice, (dis) n. pi. of die. A game.

Dice, (dis) r. i. To play with dice.

Dice-box, (dis'boks) n. A box from which dice are

thrown in gaming.

Dicer, (dis'cr) tu A player at dice.

Dichotomy, (di-kot o-ine) u. [G. dicha, in two, asunder,

and temnein, to cut.] A cutting in two;—division or

distribution -of genera into two species ;—that phave

of the moon in which it shows only half its disk.;

—distribution or growth by pairs, as when the stem

of a plant divides into two branches, each branch

into other two successively.

Dichromatic, (di-kro-niat'ik) a. [G. dis, twice, and

chroma, colour.] Having or producing two colour*.

Dicing, (dis'ing) n. The act or practice of playing at

dice.

Dicker, (dik'er) n. [L. decuria, a division consisting

of ten, from decern, ton.] The number or quantity

of ten, particularly, ten hides, skins, gloves, bars of

iron, &c,

Dickey, (dik'e) n. A seat behind a carriage for ser

vants, &c. ;—a sham bosom to tio over the front of a

shirt.

Dicotyledon, (di-kot-e-lu'don) n. [G. dis, twice, and

kotuiiddnJ] A plant whose seeds divide into two lobes

in germinating.

Dicotyledonous, (di-kot-e-loMo-nus) o. Having two

seed-lobes or cotyledons.

Dictate, (diktat) v. t. [L. dictare, frequentative form

of dicere, to say.] To speak with authority ;—to de

liver as an order or direction ;—to instruct what is

to bo written: to prescribe to an amanuensis or to a

scholar ;—to direct by impulse of the mind : to tirjre

or enforce, as by conscience or sense of duty ;—-r. t.

To deliver or communicate commands .—imp. & pp,

dictated; ppr. dictating.

Dictate, (diktat) n. An order delivered; command:

precept ; — an authoritative rule, principle, 01

maxim.

Dictation, (dik-tashun) n. Act of dictating or pre

scribing; in a bad sense, arbitrary power or habit of

ordering or admonishing ; -a school exercise.

Dictator, (dik-tat'fir) a. One who dictates;—one who

lays down rules and maxims for the guidanoe of

others ;—one invested with supreme authority ;-—a
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Roman magistrate elected in times of exigency with,

absolute power.

Dictatorial, (dik-ta-to're-al) a. Pertaining to a dictator;

—authoritative ; — absolute ; imperious; dogmatical;

overbearing. [a dictator.

Dicutonally, (dik-ta-td're-al-le) adv. In the manner of

Dictatorship, (dik-tat'er-ship) n. The office of a dic

tator: the term of a dictator's office; authority; im-

perkrasneas; insolent assumption.

Diction, (dik'shun) n. [L. dictio, from dicere, to say.]

Choice of words ; selection of terms ; manner of ex

pression ;—style ; phraseology.

Dictionary, (dik'shun-ar-e) n. [F. dictionnaire, from

h. dictio, speech.] A book in which words are alpha

betically arranged and explained; a lexicon ; a vocabu

lary; a word-book;—a work containing information

b any department of knowledge; an encyclopedia.

Dictum, (dik'tum) u. [I,, dicere, to say.] An authori

tative saying or assertion ;—an apothegm ;—a judicial

opinion expressed by judges on points that are not

necewarily involved in the case.

Did, (did) imp. of do.

Didactic, (de-dak'tik) a. [G. didaskein, to teach.]

Fitted or inclined to teach ; suitable for instruction ;

preceptive. [manner.

Didactically, (do-dak tik-al-le) adv. In a didactic

Didactics, (de-dak'tiks) n. sing. The act or science of

teaching.

Didaetyie, (di-dak'til) n. An animal having two toes.

Didactylous, (di-dak'til-us) a. [G. dis, and daktulos,

a finger, a toe.) Having two toes.

Didapper, (dfdap-per) n. [From dib.] A bird of the

genua Cplumbus, that dives into the water; dab-

chick.

Diddle, (did!) r. i. To totter, as a child in walking;—

'■'- To cheat; to cozen.

Didst, (didstX Second person iigperfect of do.

Die, (di) v. i. [loel. deya, deyja, O. Sax. doan, dojan,

Go. diran..] To cease to live ; to expire ; to leave

this world ;—to cease ; to come to an end ; to become

abort;—to fade away; to languish; to decay;—to

Iw*d« ; to diminish, as light or sound ;—to wither

& a plant ;—to become vapid or tasteless, as liquors ;

—to become indifferent to ;—to perish eternally :—

Jfcp. k pp. died ; ppr. dying.

Die, (di) n. [F. d£, from L. datum, from dare, to give,

to throw.] A small cube, marked on its faces with

r, from one to six, used in gaming; hence, hazard;

ce ;—any small cubical body ;—the cubical part

of the pedestal between its base and cornice ;—the

piece of metal on which is cut a device to be ini-

preMsd by stamping, as on a coin, medal, paper,

«rd,&c

"•■•taker, (di'singk-er) n. An engraver of dies for

"tamping or embossing.

Die-iinking, (di'singk-ing) n. The process of cutting

* engraving dies for stamping coin, medals, Ac.

Diesis, (di-esia) n. [0. diesis, division.] The division

°f a musical tone ;—a printing mark of reference

Jt) called double dagger.

Diet, (dTet)n. [G. diaita, manner of living.] Habi

tual food ; what is eaten and drunk ; victnals ;—

wirse of food selected with reference to a particular

***** of health ;—allowance of provision :—price paid

f;>r food ; board.

Diet, (diet) r. L To feed ;to nourish ; to furnish pro

vision ; to board ; to cause to eat and drink sparingly

« by prescribed rules;— v.i. To eat; to eat according

to prescribed rules;—imp. A pp. dieted; ppr. dieting.

Diet, (di'et)'n. [L. dieta, from L. dies, day.] A legis

lative or administrative assembly in some countries

"* Europe meeting from day to day;—in Scotland,

to* "lays in vhich parties in a civil or criminal pro

ws are cited to appear ; also one assembly or set

time for public worship. [of diet

■*****Ji (dfet-ar-e) a. Pertaining to diet, or the rules

Dietary, (dl'et-ar-e) n. Rule of diet; allowance of food;

especially that prescribed in almshouses, prisons,

Ac. [by rules.

Dieter, (di'et-er) n. One who diets or prescribes food

Dietetic or Dietetics!, (di-et-et'ik) a. Pertaining to

diet, or to the rules for regulating the kind and

quantity of food to be eaten.

Dietetics, (dl-et-et'iks) a. sing. That part of the medi

cal or hygienic art which relates to diet or food ; the

Bcience of determining what is most nutritive and

wholesome in articles of food.

Differ, (dif'er) t>. t. [L. dijf'erre, from dis and ferrc,

to bear, carry.] To be or stand apart ; to be distin

guished from; to be unlike or discordant;—to disagree

in sentiment ;—to have a difference or quarrel ; to

be at variance; — v. t. To cause to be different or

unlike :—imp. <fc pp. differed ; ppr. differing.

Difference, (dif'er-ens) n. Act of differing ; state of

being different, discordant, or unlike;—disagreement

in opinion ; dissension ; hence, cause of dissension ;

point in dispute; occasion of quarrel ;—that by which

one thing differs from another ; characteristic qual

ity ; — the sum or amount by which one quantity

differs from another ; remainder after subtraction.

Different, (dif'er-ent) a. Distinct; separate; not the

same ;—of various or contrary nature, form, or qual

ity ; unlike ; dissimilar.

Differential, (dif-er-en'she-al) a. Creating a difference ;

discriminating ; special ;—pertaining to the science of

infinitesimals or fluxions ;—differing in amount or in

the producing force—said of motions or effects ;—in

tended to produce or indicate difference of motion or

effect—said of machinery, 4c.

Differential, (dif-er-en'she-al) n. An increment, usually

indefinitely small, given to a variable quantity.

Differential thermometer, (dif-fer-enshe-al ther-mom'-

et-er) n. A thermometer for measuring minute dif

ferences of the temperature.

Differentiate, (dif-cr-en'she-at) v. t. To obtain the

differential, or differential co-efficient of.

Differentiation, (dif-er-cn-she-.Vshun) n. Act of dis

tinguishing or describing a thing, by giving its specific

difference from another ;—production of a diversity of

parts by a process of evolution or development

Differently, (dif'er-ent-le) adv. la a different manner;

variously.

Difficult, (dif'e-kult) a. [L. dificilis, from dis and

facilis, not easy to do or be done, from facere, to

make.] Not easy to do or perform ; hard to be made

or executed ; accomplished with pains and laborious

effort ; — hard to please ; not easily managed ; not

yielding readily. [ously.

Difficultly, (dif'e-kult-le) adv. "With difficulty: labori-

Difficulty, (dif'e-kul-te) n. [F. difficult*, L. dijflcilis.}

State or quality of requiring labour, and pains to

make, perform, or deal with ;—a thing hard to ac

complish or deal with; obstacle; hindrance;—toil-

someness, as of ascent ; perplexity, as of mind ; objec

tion, as to belief ;—embarrassment, as in business ; en

tanglement, as in conduct of affairs ; difference or

quarrel, as between related parties;—impediment, as

in utterance or speech.

Diffidence, (dif'e-dens) v. Distrust ; doubt of the

power or disposition of others ;—want of confidence

in one's self ; lack of self-reliance : modest reserve ;—

banhfulness ; modesty ; timidity ; hesitation.

Diffident, (dif'e-dent) a. [L. diffident, ppr. of diJH-

drre, to distrust.] Wanting confidence in others;—

wanting confidence in one's self; not self-reliant ;—

timid ; modest ; bashful.

Diffidently, (dif'e-dent-le) adv. In a diffident manner.

Diffluence, (dif'flu-ens) n. [Dis and Jv.n-e, to flow.]

A flowing or spreading through, or on nil sides.

Diffluent, (dif'flu-ent) a. Flowing; spreading; un

settled ; variable.

Difform, (dif'form) a. [L. dis and forma, shape, form. J
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Irregular in form ; not uniform ; anomalous ; unlike;

dissimilar.

Ditformity, (dif-for'me-te) «. Diversity of form ;

irregularity ; dissimilitude.

Diffract, (dif-frakf) v. t. [L. d\ffringtre, to break in

pieces, from dis and frangere, to break.] To break

or separate into parts or pieces : — imp. & pp. dif

fracted ; ppr. diffracting.

Diffraction, (dif-frak'shun) n. The deflection and de

composition of light in passing by the edges of opaque

bodies or through narrow slits, causing the appear

ance of parallel bauds or fringes of prismatic

colours.

Diffuse, (dif-fuz) v. t. [L. diffundere, from dis and

fundrre, to pour, to spread.] To pour out and

spread, as a fluid ; to send out or extend in all direc

tions ; — circulate ; disseminate ; disperse ; publish ;

spend ; waste; scatter :—imp. & pp. diffused; ppr.

diffusing.

Diffuse, (dif-fuY) a. Poured out ; widely spread ; not

restrained, especially as to style ; copious ; verbose ;

prolix. [with wide dispersion.

Diffusedly, (dif-fuYed-Ie) adv. In a diffused manner ;

Diffusedness, (dif-fuz'ed-nes) n. State of being widely

spread. [bosely.

Diffusely, (dif-fua'le) adv. In & diffuse manner; ver-

Diffuseneas, (dif-fus'nes) n. Quality of being diffuse ;

the use of a great number of words to express the

meaning ; lack of conciseness ; verbosity.

Diffusibihty, (dif-ffiz-e-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

diffusible.

Diffusible, (dif-fuz'e-bl) a. Capable of being diffused ;

that may flow or spread in all directions.

Diffusion, (dif-fu'zhun) n. The flowing, as of a liquid ;

the expansion, as of light or air; the spreading

abroad, as of truth ; dissemination ; circulation ;—

spread ; propagation.

Diffusive, (dif-ffis'iv) a. Having the quality of flow

ing, as fluids, or of expanding, as volatile particles ;

extending in all directions;—having power to circulate

or disseminate.

Diffusively, (dif-fuViv-le) adv. In a diffusive manner.

Diffusiveness, (dif-fus'iv-nes) n. Quality or state of

being diffusive or diffuse—said especially of style.

Dig, (dig) v.t. [A.-S. dician, Go. dtgan, to form.]

To turn and throw up, as the earth ; to loosen or

remove with a spade or other instrument ; to delve ;

—to hollow out, as a well ; to form, as a ditch, by

removing earth ; to excavate ;—to pierce ; to thrust

in ;—v. i. To work with a spade or other liko instru

ment ; to delve: — imp, & pp. dug or digged; ppr.

digging.

Dig, (dig) a. A thrust ; a poke.

Digamma, (di-gam'ma) n. [G. digamma, dis, double,

and gamma, the letter I\ ] A letter (p) of the Greek

alphabet, which early fell into disuse. It was pro

nounced, probably, much like the English ir.

Digastric (di-gas'trik) a. [G. dis, twice, double,

and gastir, belly.] Having a double belly ;—pertain

ing to the double muscle situated between the lower

jaw and the mastoid process.

Digest, (de-jest1) v. t. [L. digtrtrt. from di and genre,

to bear, carry.] To arrange methodically ;—to dis

tribute into classes, or under heads ;—to think over;

to reflect upon;—to bear with patience or submission;

—to dissolve in the stomach, as food ;—to soften and

prepare by heat for chemical change ;—to induce sup

puration ;—v. i. To undergo digestion ;—to be pre

pared by heat ;—to suppurate :—imp. & pp. digested ;

ppr. digesting.

Digest, (di'jest) n. [L. digettus, pnt in order, pp. of

digerert.] That which is digested ; that which is

worked over, classified, and arranged ;—a collection

of Roman laws arranged under proper titles by order

of the emperor Justinian ;—any compilation or ar

rangement of literary or legal materials ;—summary;

abridgment.

Digested, (de-jest'ed) a. Arranged in proper order;

concocted in the stomach ; disiHised for use.

Digester, (de-jester) n. One who disposes or arranges ;

one who digests food ; a medicine to aid in digesting

food. [gostible.

Digestibility, (de-jest-e-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being di-

Digestible, (de-jest e-bl) a. Capable of being digested.

Digestion, (de-jest'yun) n. [L. digtstio.) Act of di

gesting ; classification;—conversion of food into chyme ;

—preparation by heat and moisture ; gradual solu

tion ;—production of pus ; maturation.

Digestive, (de-jest'iv) a. Causing digestion; pertain

ing to digestion.

Digger, (dip/er) n. One who digs ; a delver.

Digging, (digging) n. Act or place of digging;—pi.

Places where ore, especially gold, is dug.

Digit, (dij'it) n. [L. digitus, a finger, the 16th itart of

a Roman foot.] A finger;—a finger's breadth, or

three fourths of an inch; — integer under ten; one

of the figures, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, by which, with the

cipher, 0, all numbers are expressed ;—a 12th part of

the diameter of the sun or nioon. [digit*.

Digital. (iUj it-al) a. Pertaining to the fingers or to

Digitalis, (ruj-it-al'is) ». [L. digitus, a finger.] A

genus of plants used medicinally as sedative, diuretic,

and narcotic ; the fox-glove.

Digitated, (dij'it-at-ed) a. [h. dipttaru^havingfingers.]

Having several leaflets arranged like the fingers of

the hand at the extremity of a stem or petiole.

Digitation, (dij-it-a'shun) n, A division into finger-

like processes.

Digitigrade, (dij'it-e-grad) n. An animal that walks

or steps on its toes, as the lion, wolf, Arc.

Dignification, (dig-ne^fe-ka'shun) n. Exaltation ; pro

motion to high station or rank.

Dignify, (dig'ne-iT) v. t. [L. dignus, worthy, and

faccre, to make.] To invest with dignity or hon

our; to give distinction to; to exalt; to honour;—

elevate ; advance ; ennoble ;—imp. &. pp. dignified ;

ppr. dignifying.

Dignitary, (dig/ne-tar-e) n. One who possesses exalted

rank, especially ecclesiastical rank.

Dignity, (digne-te) h. [L. dignitas, from dig>nu$r

worthy. ] State of being worthy or honourable ;

nobleness of nature, character, or disposition ; moral

excellence ; high tone of feeling or sentiment ; grave

and lofty form of speech ;—stately mien or deport

ment; high rank or official station;—preferment;—

one holding such ; a dignitary.

Digraph, (di'graO «• [G. di, twice, donble, and

graphe, a writing, from graphrin, to write.] A com

bination of two written characters to express a single

articulated sound.

Digress, (de-gres') v. i. [L. di and gradi, to step, walk. ]

To turn aside ; to step out of the way ;—to turn from

the main subject or course of argumeut;—to turn

aside from the right path:—imp. & pp. digressed;

ppr. digressing.

Digression, (de-gresh'un) n. Act of digressing ; a

part of a discourse deviating from the tenor or sub

ject ;—a turning aside from the right path ; transgres

sion ; offence. [consisting in digression.

Digressional, (de-gresh'un-al) a. PerU-uning to, or

Digressive, (de-gres'iv) a. Departing from the main

subject ; expatiating. [sion.

Digressively, (de-gres'iv-le) adv. By way of digzvs-

Dike, (dik) n. [A.-S. die.] A ditch; a channel for

water made by digging ;—a mound thrown up to ptv-

vent low lands from being inundated by the sea or a

river :—a wall-like mass of miners) matter, filling up

fissures in the original strata or stratified rocks.

Dike, (dik) v. t. To surround or protect with a dike

or bank ;—to drain by a dike or dikes ;—imp. & pp.

diked; ppr. diking.
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Diking, (.liking) n. The act of ditching, or protecting

by a dike.

Duaterate, (de-Iayer-at) r. t. [L. di and laeerare, to

tear] To rend asunder: to tear in two ; to separate

by force :—imp, & pp. dilacerated ; ppr. dilacerating.

Diiiceration, (de-las-ev-a'shun) n. Act of rending

•sunder.

Dilapidate, (de-lap'e-dat) v. t. [L. di for dis, and

lafjidar€, to throw stones, from lapis, a stone.] To

suffer to fall into a condition of decay or partial

rain;—to diminish by waste and abuse: to squander;

— r. i. To get out of repair ; to become decayed : to

goto ruin;—imp. & pp. dilapidated ; ppr. dilapidat

ing.

Dilapidation, (de-Iap-e-d"t'shun) n. Act of dilapidating,

or state of being dilapidated: decay or ruin in general ;

—decay of church or church property under the in

cumbent, [latable.

Dilatability, (de-Iat-a-biTe-te) n. Quality of being di-

Duatable, (de-lat'a-bl) a. Capable of expansion or

extension; expansive; elastic.

Dilatation, (dU-a-U'shuu) n. [L. dilatatio, from di-

iatu,t, to enlarge, dilate, J Act of dilating ; expan

sion ; a spreading or extending in all directions ; the

■tste of being expanded.

Dilate, (de-Uf) v. t. [L. di and latut, wide.J To

enlarge or extend in all directions ; to relate at large ;

to Mi in a copious or verbose manner;—v. t. To ex

pand ; to swell or extend in all directions ;—to speak

largely and copiously : to expatiate ; to descant :—

mo. 4 pp. dilated; ppr. dilating.

Dilator, (de-lat'er) n. That which widens or expands ;

a muscle that dilates any part.

Dilatorily, (dil'a-tor-e-le) adv. With delay ; tardily.

Dilatorineaa, (dil a-tor-e-nes) n. The quality of be

ing dilatory.

Dilatory, (d.'1'a-tor-e) a. [L. dilator, from d\{fe-,-rt, to

<M*y.] Tardy ; off-putting ; inclined to put off what

ought to be done at once ;—marked with procrastina-

tion ; intended to make delay, or to gain time and

defer decision or action ;—inactive ; loitering ; tardy.

Dilemma, (de-lem'a) u. [G. dilimma, from di, twice,

doable, and lemma, an assumption.] An argument

which presents an antagonist with two or more al

ternatives, but is equally conclusive against him,

whichever he chooses :—a perplexing state or alterna

tive ; a difficult or doubtful choice.

Dfltttante, (de-le-tant'e) n. |It. from L. dtlec tare, to

delight. ] An admirer of the fine arts ;—one who de

lights in promoting art or science ; an amateur ;—

one who dabbles in art or science from caprice or for

unmement.

Dilettaateiam, (de-le-tant'e-izm) n. Character, ob

jects, or pursuits of a dilettante.

Diligence, (dil'e-jena) n. Willing and earnest effort;

■toady application ; mental and bodily exertion ;—in

dustry; assiduity ;—attention ; constancy ; heedful-

oess; earnestness.

Diligence, (dele-zhong*) n. [F.] A four-wheeled public

1 •tage-coach used in France.

Dihgent» (dil'e-jent) a. [L. diligent.] Constant in

work ; laborious ; interested in work : persevering ;—

steady in application to business ;—prosecuted with

care and constant effort ; earnest ; assiduous ;—sedu-

Iptu; attentive; industrious; careful.

Diligently, (dil'o-jent-le) adv. In a diligent manner;

with industry or assiduity.

1HU. (ctil> n. [A.-S. dit, dite.] An annual plant, the

•wds of which are pungent and aromatic.

Diluent, (dil'u-ent) a. [h. diluere.) Diluting; making

thinner or weaker by admixture.

Duutnt. (dil'u-ent) n. That which dilutes, thins, or

weakens any thing by mixture.

Dilnjfl. (de-lutf) v. t. [L. diluere, to dissolve from di

and tuert, lavare, to wash.) To make thinner or

mors liquid by admixture with something ;—to di

minish by mixing the strength, flavour, colour, <fec.

of; to reduce, especially by the addition of water ;—

v. i. To become attenuated or thin :—imp. & pp. di

luted; ppr. diluting.

Dilute, (de-lut') a. Thin; attenuated; reduced in

strength, as spirit or colour.

Dilution, (de-lu shun) n. Act of diluting or state of

being diluted.

Diluvial or Diluvian, (de-lu've-al) a. [L. diluvialit,

from diluvium.} Pertaining to or produced by a

deluge, more especially by the deluge in Noah's days.

Diluviaiist, (de-lu've-al-ist) n. One who explains all

geological phenomena as resulting from the deluge.

Diluvium, (de-lu've-uni) n, JL.J A deposit of super

ficial loam, sand, gravel, pebbles, &c.( caused by for

mer action of the Bea or other water.

Dim, (dim) a. [A. -8. dim. Icel. dimma, to grow dark.]

Not bright or distinct ; of obscure lustre or sound ;—

of obscure vision; dull of apprehension; — dusky;

dark; darkish; mysterious; imperfect; sullied; tar

nished.

Dim, (dim) v. t. To cloud ; to render obscure ; to

darkeu ; — to deprive of distinct vision ; to darken

the senses or understanding of; to dull ; to sully ; to

tarnish :—imp. & pp. dimmed ; ppr. dimming'.

Dimension, (de-men shun) n. [L. dimetiri, to measure

out.] The extent of a body; — measurement in a

single direction, as length, breadth, height, or thick

ness—usually pi., length, breadth, and thickness;

definite extent or bulk; the capacity, size, or measure

of a body;—reach; application; importance.

Dimeter, (dim'et-er) a. [G. di, twice, double, two

fold, and metron, measure.] Having two poetical

measures or metres. [vision.

Dim-eyed, (dim id) a. Having indistinct or obscure

Dimication, (dim-e-ka'shun) n. A fight or battle; a

contest ; struggle ; an encounter.

Dimidiate, (de-mid'e-at) v. t. [L. dimidiare, from di-

midiut, half.] To divide into two equal parts:—

imp. & pp. dimidiated ; ppr. dimidiating.

Dimidiate, (de-mid'e-at) a. Divided into two equal

parts ;—appearing as if halved ;—having one half set

off against the other in functions.

Dimidiation, (de-mid-e-a'shun) n. Act of halving ;

division into two equal parts.

Diminish, (de-min'ish) v. t. [L. diminuere, to lessen.]

To make smaller; to lessen the extent, strength, value,

or authority of ; to weaken ; to reduce ; to impair ;—

to lower a musical note by a semitone; — to take

away ; to subtract \—v. i. To become or appear less

or smaller; to shrink; to contract:—imp. <fe pp. di

minished ; ppr. diminishing.

Diminishable, (de-min'ish-a-bl) a. Capable of being

diminished. [diminishes.

Diminisher, (de-min'ish-er) n. One who, or that which,

Diminuendo, (dim-in-u-en'do) adv. [It. ppr. of dimi-

nuire, to diminish.] In a gradually diminishing

manner ; — a direction, written on the staff, to de

crease the volume of sound.

Diminution, (dim-e-nu shun) n. [L. diminutio.] Act

of diminishing, or state of being diminished ; reduc

tion in aire, quantity, degree, or value; — loss of

dignity or esteem ; discredit ;—deprivation of official

rank ; degradation ;—an error or omission in a law

plea. [little.

Diminutive, (de-mi n'fi-tiv) a. Of small sire; minute;

Diminutive, (de-min'ii-tiv) n. Something of very

small size or value ; an insignificant thing ;—a deri

vative from a noun, denoting a small or young thing

of the same kind, quality, or nature.

Diminutively, (de-niin'u-tiv-le) adv. In a diminutive

manner.

Diminutiveness, (de-min'u-tiv-nes) n. Smallness: little'

ness : minuteness ; want of bulk or importance.

Dimissory, (dim'is-or-e) a. [h.dimitsoriut, from dU

mitl'ert, to sand away- J Betiding away ; dismissing
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to another jurisdiction ; — gi-anting leave to de

part.

Dimity, (dim'e-te) n. [G. dhnito*, of double thread.]

A kind of stout, white, cotton cloth, ribbed or

figured. [manner.

Dimly, (dimlo) adv. In a dim, indistinct, or obscure

Dimmish, (diin'ish) a. Somewhat dim; indistinct;

rather obscure, or of weak sight

Dimness, (dim'nes) v. State of being dim ; dulness

of sight or of apprehension ;—indistinctness ; obscur

ity ; uncertainty ; dulness.

Dimorphism, (di-mor'nzm) n. [G. di, twice, and mor-

phi, form.] IT).- state of having two forms or sliapes;

—the property some bodies have of crystallizing in

different forms under different degrees of tempera

ture.

Dimorphous, (dl-mor'fus) a. Occurring under two

distinct forms ;—crystallizing under two forms.

Dimple, (dim'pl) n. [Ger. diimpel, a pool, and Eng.

dingle, a narrow dell.] A Blight natural depression

or cavity on the cheek or chin ; — a slight indenta

tion on any surface.

Dimple, (dim'pl) v. i. To form dimples; to sink into

depressions or little inequalities ;—t*. t. To mark

with dimples: — imp. & pp. dimpled; ppr. dimp

ling.

Din, (din) n. [A. -8. dyne] Loud, stunning noise;

racket ; clamour.

Din, (din) v. t. To striko with continued or confused

sound ; to stun with noise :—imp, & pp. dinned; ppr.

dinning.

Dine, (din) v. i. [F. diner, L. dii and jejunare, to

fast.] To partake of the noon meal, or of the prin

cipal regular meal of the day; to take dinner; —

v. t. To give a dinner to ; to entertain ;—to cater

for ; to feed :—imp. & pp. dined ; ppr. dining.

Ding, (ding) v. i. [Scot ding, A.-S. dingan, to

knock.] To talk with vehemence or reiteration ; to

bluster ;—to sound, as a bell ; to ring or tinkle ;—

v. t. To drivo ; to beat ; to overcome ; to dash with

violence. [bell.

Ding, (ding) n. A thump or stroke, especially of a

Ding-dong, (ding'dong) n. The sound of bells ; hence,

a monotonous sound.

Dingey, (din'je) n. [Bengalee.] A kind of boat used

in the East Indies ;—a ship's smallest boat, rowed by

two men. [dingy.

Dingineu, (din'je-nea) n. Stato or quality of being

Dingle, (ding'gl), n. A narrow dale or valley between

Dingy, (din'jo) a. [Allied to dim and dun.] Soiled;

sullied; of a dark or dusky colour ; dun.

Dinner, (din'cr) n. The principal meal of the day,

eateu between noon and evening;—an entertainment;

a feast.

Dinotherium, (dT-no-tbe're-um) n. [G. deinoe, terrible,

and therion, wild beast.] A

genus of extinct, herbivor

ous mainiuifers, found in

strata of the tertiary for

mation.

Dinornii, (din-ornis) n. [G.

deinot and ornis, a bird.] A

genus of extinct birds of a

gigantic size, which formerly

inhabited New Zealand.

Dint, (dint) n. A blow; a

stroke ; force or power exerted ; the mark made by a

blow.

Dint, (dint) v. t. To make a mark or small cavity

on, by a blow or by pressure;—imp. & pp. dinted;

ppr. dinting.

Diocesan, (di-os/es-an) a. Pertaining to a diocese.

Diocesan, (di-os'ea-an) n. A bishop ; one holding a

diocese ;—one related or subject to it.

Diocese, (di'6-ses) n. [G. diuiUns, from dioikein, to

 

Dinotheriam.

keep house, from oikot, a house.] The district in

which a bishop exercises his ecclesiastical authority.

Dioptrical, (di-op'trik-al) a. [G. dioptrikos, from diat

through, and optein, to see.] Assisting vision by

means of the refractiou of light;—relating to dioptrics.

Dioptrics, (di-op'triks) n. sing. That part of optica

which treats of the laws of the refraction of light in

passing through different media.

Diorama, (di-6-ra'ma) n. [G. dia, through, and oran,

to see.] A mode of scenic representation, in which a

painting is seen from a distance through a large open

ing, with direct and reflected lights and coloured

blinds to produce light and shade;—a building for

such an exhibition.

Dioramio, (di-6-ram'ik) a. Pertaining to a diorama.

Dip, (dip) v. t. [A.-H. dippan, G. duptein, to bathe.]

To plunge or immerse in a liquid ; to put in and

withdraw;—to take out, by putting in the hand, a

spoon, ladle, «fcc., and then withdrawing it with ita

contents;—to engage or take concern in ;—to baptize

by immersion; — v. i. To sink; to immerse; to

bathe ;—to enter into ; to pierce ; to look into, as

a book;—to engage in, as the Funds; — to incline

downwards:—imp. <fc pp. dipped; ppr. dipping.

Dip, (dip) n. Action of dipping, or of plunging for

a moment into water ;—inclination downward : slope;

depression below the horizontal line;—a dipped candle.

Dipetalous, (di- pet 'a -Ins) a. [G. dis, double, and

pctalo/i, a leaf.) Having two flower leaves or petals.

Diphtheria, (dif-the're-a) n. [G. diphtheru} a mem

brane.] An epidemic disease in which the air passages

and the throat become coated with a false mem

brane.

Diphthong, (difthong, dip7thong) n. [G. dii, twice,

and phthoggos, sound.] A union of two vowel sounds

pronounced in one syllable, as ou in out, oi in iuum

—called a proper diphthong ;—a union of two vowela

in the same syllable, only one of tbem being sounded ;

as, to in people—called an improper diphthong.

Diphthongal, (dif-thong'gal, dip-thong'gal) a. Belong

ing to a diphthong ; consisting of two vowel sounds

pronounced in one syllable.

Diploma, (de-pl6'ma) n. [G. dipldma, from diploos,

twofold.] A writing or instrument conferring some

authority, privilege, or honour.

Diplomacy, (de-plo'ma-se) n. [From diploma.] The

art of conducting relations with foreign states ; pro

cess or forms of negotiation;—the persons appoiuted

to negotiate; ambassadors; envoys; representatives:

the whole body of representatives at a court or con

gress ;—dexterity and skill in negotiating ; tact.

Diplomate or Diplomatist, (dip'16-mat) n. One who is

skilled in diplomacy.

Diplomatic, (dip-lo-mat'ik) a. Furnished with a dj*

ploma;—pertaining to the state, privileges, functions,

or character of an ambassador ;—relating to the art

of deciphering charters and other old documents.

Diplomatic, (dip-lo-mat'ik) n. A diplomatist or envoy

to a foreign court.

Diplomatics, (dip-Jd-mat'iks) n, ting. The science of

diplomas, or of reading ancient writings, literary and

public documents, &c. ; paleography.

Dipper, (dip'er) n. One who or that which dips;—*

ladle :—a small bird resembling

the blackbird or thrush ; the

water ousel.

Dipping, (dip'ing) n. Act of plung

ing or immersing in water; bath

ing; washing ofsheep beforeshear-

iug; baptizing by immersion oftho

body ;—inclination downward ;— ^J

the termination of a stratum, as

of ore in a mine.

Dipping-needle, (dip'ing-ne-dl) n.

A magnetic needle suspended so

aa to move freely in a vertical Pipplng-needls.
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plane, and indicating on a graduated circle the mag

netic dip.

Dipsomania, (dip-so-ma'ne-a) n. (G. dipm, thirst, and

iwnia, madness.) An excessive desire for drink; con

firmed drunkenness.

Dipteral, (dir/ter-al) a. [Q. dU, double, and jderon,

wing.] Having two wings;—having a double row

of columns on each of the flanks as well as in front

and rear.

Dipterous, (dir/ter-us) a. Having two wings, as among

insects, or wing-like processes, as in some plants.

Diptych, (dip'tii) k. (Q. diti, twice, and ptuxscin,

to fold.) A writing tablet among the ancients, con

sisting of two leaves hinged at the back.

Dire, (dir) a. [L. dim*.] Evil in a gi-eat degree;

dreadful ; horrible ; terrible.

Direct, (de-rekt') a. [L. directvt, pp. of dirigere.]

Straight ; not crooked, oblique, or circuitous ; lead

ing to a point or end;—straightforward; not swerving

from truth and openness ; sincere ;—immediate ; un

ambiguous: plain; express; absolute ;—in the line of

descent ; not collateral ;—in the direction of the gene

ral pbuietary motion, or from west to east.

Direct, (de-rekf) r. t. [L. dirigcre, from dis and renerc,

to lead straight.] To point or aim at :—to show the

right road ; to guide ;—to prescribe a course ; to indi

cate the line of procedure;—to regulate; to govern;

—to order ; to instruct ;—to put a direction or ad

dress upon ;—to superscribe ;—v. i. To give direc

tion ; to act as guide:—imp. <fe pp. directed ; ppr. di

recting;.

Direction, (de-rek shun) n. Act of aiming, regulating,

guiding, or ordering ;—that which is imposed by di

rection ; authoritative instruction ; prescription ;—

name and residence of a person to whom any thing

is sent, written upon the thing sent ; superscription ;

address ;—line or course upon which any thing is

moving or aimed to move ; line or point of tendency ;

—a board of directors or managers.

Direetrre, (de-rekt'iv) a. Having power to direct;

pointing out or indicating; helping to guide or govern;

directing.

Directly, (de-rektle) adv. Id a Btraight line or course;

straightforwardly; expressly; without ambiguity;—

without interposition or interruption;—straightway;

immediately :—-immediately after; as soon as.

Directness, (de-rekt'nea) n. State or quality of being

direct.

Director, (de-rekt'er) n. One who, or that which di

rects ; superintendent ; overseer ; one of a body of

persons appointed to conduct the affairs of a com

mercial company or corporation;—one who prescribes

the course of procedure ; instructor ; counsellor ;—one

consulted in cases of conscience; father confessor;—

that which directs : rule ; ordinance ;—a surgical in

strument to guide the hand in operating.

Directorate, (de-rek'ter-ftt) n. The body of directors, or

the orBce of director.

Directorship, (de-rek'ter-ship) n. Office of a director.

Directory, (de-relr/tor-e) a. Containing directions ; in

structing ; commanding.

Directory, (de-rek'tor-e) n. A guide or rule ;—a col-

tectiori of rules or ordinances; especially, a book of

directions for the conduct of worship ;—a book con-,

taining the names and residences of the inhabitants

of a place;—a board of direc

tors. A n

Direc trix, (de-rekt ' riks) ft. A

woman who governs or directs ;

—in geometry, the line or plane

along which another line or

plane is supposed to move in the

generation of a plane or solid

figure ;—a Una, C D, drawn at

right angles to the axis A D,

when produced to a distance D

 

Directrix.

from the vertex K, equal to the distance of the ver

tex E from the focus A. [ous; horrible.

Direful, (dirToOj) a. Dire; dreadful; terrible; calamit-

Direfully, (dir'fool-le) adv. Dreadfully; terribly; wo-

fully. [fulness ; horror.

Direfulnesi, (dirYool-nes) n. Calamitousne&s ; dread-

Dirge, (dfrj) n. [Contr. from a hymn beginning "Dirigc

grt&tus meot. } A piece of muaio of a mournful

character ; a funeral chant.

Dingent, (de're-jent) a. Directing.

Dirk, (derk) n. [Scot, dark, from Ir. & Gael, dtiirc,

or dure, a dagger.] A kind of dagger or poniard.

Dirk, (derk) v. t. To stab with a dirk or dagger ; to

poniard.

Dirt, (dert) n. [Icel. drif, excrement, drita, to dung.]

Any foul or filthy substance, as excrement, earth,

mud, durt, etc. [basely.

Dirtily, (dgrte-le) adv. Filthily; sordidly: meanly;

Dirtiness, (dei-tfe-nes) n. State of being dirty ; foul

ness ; baseness ; sordid ness.

Dirty, (dtrt'e) a. Foul or filthy; defiled; muddy;

miry;—base; grovelling; mean; low.

Dirty, (dert'o) r. t. To foul; to soil ;—to tarnish; to

sully :—()«/). & pp. dirtied ; ppr. dirtying,

Diruption,(de-ru])'shun) n. [L. diruptio, from dh and

rnmpsrc, to break.] A bursting or rending asunder.

Disability, (dis-a-bil'e-te) n. [From disable.] Want of

power or ability.—physical weakness; impotence;—-

want of intellectual faculty ; mental incapacity ;—

want of proper means or instruments ;—want of legal

standing or qualification ; incompetency.

Disable, (dis-a'bl) v. t. To render unable or incapable ;

to deprive of competent physical or intellectual

power ; to deprive of efficient means or resources ;—»

to make unfit for service ;—to deprive of legal right

or qualification: — imp. & pp. disabled; ppr. dis

abling.

Disabuse, (dis-a-buzO v. t. [F. dembuser. ] To free from

mistake ; to undeceive ; to set right '.—imp. & pp.

disabused; ppr. disabusing.

Disaccommodate, (dis-ak-kora'mo-dat) v.t. [L. dit

and commodate, to suit.] To incommode; to put to

inconvenience.

Disaccommodation, (dis-ak-kom-mo-da'shun) ft. A

state of being unsuited or unprepared.

Disadvantage, (dis-ad-van'tnj) n. [F. detmrantage.\

Deprivation of advantage; — that which operates

against or hinders success ;—unfavourable situation

or position, as of troops ;—unfavourable state or

condition, as of business, money, market, &c. ;—any

thing prejudicial to interest, fame, credit, profit, or

other good ;—detriment ; injury; hurt ; loss; damage.

Disadvantage, (dis-ad-van'taj) v. t. To injure in in

terest of any kind ; to prejudice.

Disadvantageous, (dis-ad-van-tilj'e-us) a. Attended

with disadvantage ;—unfavourable to success or pros

perity ; inconvenient; prejudicial; detrimental

Disadvantageousry, (dis-ad-van-tiij'e-us-le) adv. In a

disadvantageous manner ; with loss or inconvenience.

DisafFect, (dis-af-fekt') v. t. [h. dti and ajficerf, to in

fluence.] To alienate or diminish the affection of;

to fill with discontent and unfriendliness;—to dis

dain ; to dislike ;—to disturb the functions of ; to dis

order :—imp. & pp. disaffected; ppr. disaffecting.

Disaffected, (dis-af-fek'ted) a. Alienated in affection ;

discontented—said of the enemies of the government.

Disaffection, (dis-af-fek'shun) n. 8tate of being dis

affected or unfriendly; want of good-will ;—ill-will ;

alienation ; disloyalty ; hostility.

Disaffirm, (dts-af-fenn') r. t. [L. dti and affirmn, to as

sert. ] To affirm the contrary of ; to contradict ; — to

refuse to confirm ; to annul, as a judicial decision.

Disaffirmance or Dissifirmation, (dis-af-ferm'ans) n.

Disproof; denial; negation;—overthrow" or annul

ment by the decision of a superior tribunal.

Disagree, (dis-a-grf) v. t. [F. agreer, to harmonize.
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L. dis and agret.] To fail to accord or agree; to be at

variance :—to differ in opinion ; to hold discordant

views ;—to be unauited ; to have unfitness ;—•diisent ;

dispute:—imp. & i>p. disagreed; ppr. disagreeing.

Disagreeable, <dis-a-grea-bl) a. Not agreeable, con

formable, or congruous ; exciting repugnance ; on-

pleasing to the mind or senses ;—unpleasant ; offen

sive ; displeasing.

Disagreeableness, (dls-a-gre'a-bl-nes) «. Unsuitable-

ness ; contrariety ;—offenslveness to the senses ; un

pleasantness to the mind. [manner.

Disagreeably, (dis-a-gre'a-ble) adv. In a disagreeable

Disagreement, (dis-a-grCment) n. Act of disagreeing,

or state of being disagreed ;—difference of opinion ;—

unsuitableness ; — a falling out or controversy;—di

versity; discrepancy; variance; dissension; dispute;

discord.

Disaggregate, (dis-ag'gre-gat) v. t. [L. dis, from, ad,

to, grex, a flock.} To separate a mass into its com

ponent parts.

Disallow, (dis-al-low*) v. t. [L. dis and F. allouer, to

grant.] To refuse to allow, permit, authorize, or

sanction ; to testify dislike or disapprobation ; to dis

own and reject :—v. i. To refuse permission :—imp.

Si pp. disallowed; ppr. disallowing.

Disallowable, (dis-al-low'a-bl) a. Not allowable ; not

to be suffered.

Disallowance, (dia-al-low'ans) n. Act of disallowing ;

refusal to admit or permit ;—prohibition ; condemna

tion ; rejection.

Disanimate, (dis-an'e-mat) v. t. [L. dis and animate,

to give life.] To deprive of spirit or courage ; to dis

courage; to dishearten; to deject.

Disannex, (dis-an-neks') v. t. \L. dis and annectare,

to unite.] To disunite ; to separate ; to sunder.

Disannul, (dis-au-nuT) v. t. To annul ; to render void;

to nullify.

Disappear, (dis-ap-pe'r') v. i. [L. dis and apparere, to

come in sight.] To vanish from the sigbt ; to be

come invisible ; to withdraw from observation ;—to

cease to be or exist ; to become merged or concealed

in something else :—imp. Si pp. disappeared ; ppr.

disappearing. [ing ; vanishing.

Disappearance, (dis-ap-peVans) ». Act of disappear-

Disappoint, (dis-ap-poinf) v. t. [L. dis and appoint.]

To defeat of expectation or hope ;—to hinder of re-

Bult ;—frustrate ; balk ; baffle; foil:—imp. <fc pp. dis

appointed; ppr. disappointing.

Disappointment, (dis-ap-point'ment) n. Act of disap

pointing, or state of being disappointed ; failure of

expectation or hope :—that which disappoints ;—mis

carriage ; frustration ; balk.

Disappreciate, (dis-ap-pr3'she-at) v. t. To undervalue ;

to disesteem.

Disapprobation, (dis-ap-pro-ba'shun) n. [L. dis and

approbare, to approve. ] Act of disapproving ; mental

condemnation of what is judged wrong or inexpedi

ent ; expression of blame or censure.

Disapprobatory, (dis-ap'pro-ba-tor-e) a. Containing

disapprobation ; tending to disapprove.

Disappropriation, (dis-ap-pro'pre-a-shun) n. Act of

alienating church property ; especially the proposal

to turn a portion of the funds of the Irish Church to

secular uses, first made in 1835.

Disapproval, (dis-ap-proov'al)n. Disapprobation; act

of finding fault or objecting to.

Disapprove, (dis-ap-proov') v. t. To pass unfavourable

judgment upon; to censure;— to refuse official ap

probation ; to decline to sanction ; to disallow ; to re

coct : — imp. Si pp. disapproved; ppr. disapprov

ing.

Disapprovingly, (dis-ap-pr66v'ing-le) adv. In a disap

proving manner.

Disarm, (dis-arm') v. t, [L. dis and anna,] To de

rive of arms or of the means of attack or defence ;—

i deprive of the means or the disposition to harm ;C

to render harmless :—imp. <fc pp. disarmed ; ppr. dis

arming, ting-

Disarmament, (dis-arm'a-ment) n. The act of disarm-

Disarrange, (dis-a-ranj') r. t. [L. dis and F. arranger,

to put in order.] To unsettle or disturb the older or

due arrangement of:—imp. &, pp. disarranged ; ppr.

disarranging.

Disarrangement, (dis-a-ranj'ment) n. Act of disar

ranging, or state of being disarranged ; confusion ;

disorder.

Disarray, (dis-a-raZ) v. t. [L. dis and Nor. araie,

order.] To throw into disorder: to break the array

of ;—to undress ; to unrobe :—imp. & pp. disarrayed ;

ppr. disarraying.

Disarray, (dis-a-ra) n. Want of array or regular order;

disorder ; confusion ;—state of being imperfectly at

tired ; undress ; dishabille.

Disassociate, (dis-as-so'she-at) v. t. [L. dis and sociut,

companion.] To disunite ; to disconnect.

Disaster, (diz-as'ter) n. [F. disastre.] An unfortunate

event ; a sudden misfortune ;—calamity ; mishap ;

mischance.

Disastrous, (diz-as'trus) a. Unlucky ; ill-starred : mi-

propitious ;—attended with suffering or misfortune ;

unfortunate ; calamitous. [manner.

Disastrously, (diz-as'trus-le) adv. In a disastrous

Disavouch, (dis-a-vouch') v. t. [L. dis and Nor.

voucher, to affirm.] To disavow ; to retract a pro

fession ; to disclaim knowledge of.

Disavow, (dis-a-vow/) v. t. [L. dis and F. avouer, to

confess.] To refuse to own or acknowledge ; to deny

responsibility for, approbation of, and the like ;—to

disprove ;—disown; disallow:—imp. Sz pp. disavowed;

Ppr. disavowing. [claimer.

Disavowal, (dis-a-vow'al) n. Act of disavowing; dia-

Disband, (dis-band) v. t. [L. dis and Sw. band, Sax.

banda.] To loose the bands or banded existence of;

to disperse ; to break up military organization ; to

dismiss from service in general ;—v. i. To be broken

up, or scattered; to quit military service:—imp. k pp.

disbanded; ppr. disbanding. [ing.

Di sbandment, (dis-band'ment) n. The act of disband-

Disbelief, (dis-be-lef) n. [L. dis and Sax. geteaf,

geleafan, to believe.] Act of disbelieving ; refusal of

credit ; denial of belief ;—system of error :—scepti

cism ; doubt ; unbelief.

Disbelieve, (dis-be-leV) r. t. Not to believe ; to hold

not to be true or actual ; to refuse credit to :—imp. &

pp. disbelieved; ppr. disbelieving.

Disbeliever, (dis-be-leVgr) n. One who distrusts or

refuses to believe ; a sceptic.

Disburden, (dis-burMn) v. t. [L. dis and Sax. byflett, a

burden.] To remove a burden from ; to discharge of

a weight, load, freight, or incumbrance :—to relieve,

as the mind ;—v. i. To empty or discharge ; to be

relieved '.—imp. Sz pp. disburdened ; ppr. disburden

ing.

Disburse, (dis-burs') v. f. [L- d" and F- bourse, an

exchange.] To pay out ; to expend :—imp. Sz pp. dis

bursed ; ppr. disbursing.

Disbursement, (dis-burs'ment) n. Act of disbursing or i

paying out ;—that which is paid out.

Disburthen, (dis-bur'THen) v. t. To disburden :—imp.

& pp. disburthened ; ppr. disburdening.

Disc, (disk) n. A flat circular plate or surface ;—the

visible projection of a celestial body ;—the width of

the aperture of a telescope.

Discard, (dis-kard') v. t. To throw out of the hand as ,

useless—said of cards ;—to cast off or dismiss as no

longer of service:— to put or thrust away; — dis- I

charge; cashier; reject:—imp. Si pp. discarded; ppr. I

discarding.

Discern, (dis-sern') v. U [L. dis and center*, to sep*>

rate.] To behold as separate ; to note the distinctive

character of;—to make out and distinguish by the

•ye ; to perceive and recognize ;—to perceive with th«
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mind; to apprehend with distinctness; — v.i. To

•se or understand the difference ; to make distinc

tion ; to discriminate :—imp. fz pp. discerned ; ppr.

discerning:. [corns ;—a judge.

Disceraer, (dis-sem'er) n. One who or that which dia-

Discernible, (dis-sern'e-bl) a. Capable of being dis

cerned ; discoverable to the eye or the mind ;—per

ceptible : apparent ; visible ; manifest.

Discernibleness, (dis-sern'e-bl-nes) n. Quality of being

discernible. [discerned.

Disceraibly, (dis-tern'e-ble) adv. In a manner to be

Discerning, (din-sern'ing) a. Having power to discern:

capable of seeing, discriminating, and judging ; pene

trating : acute. [acutely.

Discerningly, (dis-eern'ing-le) adv. With judgment ;

Discernment, (dis-sem'ment) n. Act of discerning ;—

power or faculty of the mind by which it distinguishes

one thing from another ;—judgment; acuteness; dis

crimination ; penetration ; sagacity.

Discharge, (dis-cbarj') r. (. (F. decliarger.] To free

from a load or weight ; to disburden ;—to unload, as

a ship ; to disembark, as cargo ;—to fire off, as a gun ;

to let fly, as a missile weapon ; to disengage, as elec

tric fluid ; to utter, as abusive or violent language;—

to pay, as a debt; to receipt, as an account ; to give

acquittance to, as a bankrupt: — to release from a

duty ; to absolve from an obligation ; — to dismiss

from service or employment ;—to clear from an ac

cusation ;—to set free from prison ; to release ; — to

perform or execute, as a commission, trust, or official

function ;—to emit matter from a sore or boil ;—v. i.

To throw off or deliver a load, charge, or burden:—

imp. &. pp. discharged; ppr. discharging.

Disc harge, (dis-charj') u. Act of discharging ;—etate

of being discharged ;—release ; absolution ; perform

ance ; execution ; acquittance.

Discharger, (dis-charj $r) n. One who or that which

di*ciiar<ea ; an instrument for discharging a Leyden

jar or an electrical battery.

Disciple, (dis-si'pl) v.t. To train; to bring up; to

correct : to discipline;—to convert ; to make followers

or adherents.

Disciple, (dis-si'pl) n. [L. dUcipulv.*, from discere,

to laarn. ] One who receives instruction from another;

—one who accepts the instructions or doctrines of

another; — scholar; pupil; follower; adherent: par

tisan ; supporter. [disciple or follower.

Diicipleship, (dis-sfpl-ship) n. The state of being a

Disciplinable, (dis'se-plin-a-bl) a. Capable of being

disciplined ;—liable or deserving to be disciplined.

Disciplinarian, (dis-se-plin-a're-an) n. One who en

force* rigid discipline ; one who teaches or rilled with

great strictness ; a martinet.

Disciplinary, (disse-plin-ar-e) a. Pertaining to disci

pline ; intended for instruction or government.

Discipline, (disse-plin) n. [L. discipline.} Education ;

instruction: training of the mind; formation of man

ners;—subject matter of instruction; course of study;

—method of training; subjection to authority; rule;

government ; penal infliction ; correction ; chastise

ment ; — military law or command ; — infliction of

church censure or punishment; — self-inflicted pun

ishment ; mortification of the flesh.

Discipline, (dis se-plin) v. t. To educate; to develop by

instruction and exercise;—to bring under control ; to

drill;—to improve by corrective and penal methods ;

—to inflict ecclesiastical censures and penalties upon :

—imp. £ pp. disciplined; ppr. disciplining.

Disclaim. (dia-kiamO v.t. [Ij. dis and clamare, to

call J To reject all claim to ; to deny ownership of, or

responsibility for ; to disown ;—to disavow ; to deny;

— to renounce or reject, as authority; — to decline

accepting* as an estate, interest, or office :—imp. it pp.

disclaimed ; ppr. disclaiming.

Disclaimer, (dis-klani'cr) n. One who disowns, or re

nounces;— a renunciation, as of a title, claim, in

terest, estate, or trust; — a public disavowal, as of

pretensions, opinions, and the like ; in law, an implied

or express denial of some things in question.

Disclose, (dis-kldzO v. t. [L. dis and F. ctoi, inclosed.]

To unclose ; to open ;—to bring to light ; to lay open

to the view ;—to make known, as that which has been

kept secret ; to reveal in words ; to impart ;—reveal ;

divulge; expose: — imp. & pp. disclosed; ppr. dis

closing.

Disclosure, (dis-klnz'ur) n. Act of disclosing ;—that

which is disclosed or revealed. [gruous.

Discoherent. (dis-ko-he'rent) a. Incoherent; incon-

DiscoLour, (dis-kuTer) v. t. [L. discolor, unlike in

colour.] To alter the hue or colour of; to stain ; to

tinge ;—to alter the true complexion or appearance

of:—imp. & pp. discoloured; ppr. discolouring.

Discolouration, (dis-kul-er-a'shun) n. Act of dis

colouring or state of being discoloured;—discoloured

spot; stain.

Discomfit, (dis-kum'fit) v. t. [L. dis and conficere, to

bring about] To scatter in fight ;—to break up and

frustrate the plans of ; to throw into perplexity and

dejection ;—disconcert; defeat ; vanquish :—imp. &

pp. discomfited ; ppr. discomfiting.

Discomfit, (dis-kuni fit) n. Rout; overthrow; total

defeat.

Discomfiture, (dis-kuru'flt-ur) n. Act of discomfiting

or state of being discomfited ; rout ; defeat ; over

throw ; frustration.

Discomfort, (dis-kum'fert) n. [I., dis and comfort.]

Want of comfort ; uneasiness ; disturbance of peace ;

inquietude.

Discomfort, (dis-kum'fert) v. t. To destroy or disturb

the comfort, peace, or happiness of; to sadden; to

deject;—imp. is, pp. discomforted; ppr. discomforting,

Discommend, (dis-kom-mend') v. t. [L. dis and com-

mendare, to commend.] To mention with disapproba

tion ; to blame ; to censure.

Discommendable, (dis-kom-menda-bl) a. Deserving

disapprobation ; blameable ; censurable.

Discommendation, (dis-kom-mend-a'shun) n. Blame ;

censure.

Discommode, (dis-kom-mod') v. t. [L. dis and com-

modare, to make fit, from eommodus, fit.} To put to

inconvenience ;—incommode ; trouble :—imp. & pp.

discommoded ; ppr. discommoding.

Discommodious, (dis-com-mo'de-us) a. Incommodious:

troublesome.

Discommodiousness or Discommodity, (dis-kom-rao'-

de-us-nes) n. Inconvenience; disadvantage; trouble;

hurt.

Discommon, (dis-kom'un) r. t. To deprive of the right

of common; to appropriate common land;—to deprive

of the privileges of a place.

Discompose, (dis-kom-pdzO v. (. [L. dis and compost.]

To disarrange ; to throw into disorder ; to destroy

the composure or equanimity of;—derange; discon

cert; agitate; ruffle; vex:—imp. & pp. discomposed ;

ppr. discomposing.

Discomposed, (dis-kom-pozd')a. Unsettled; disordered;

agitated ; disturbed.

Discomposure, (dis-kom-pd'zhur) n. State of being dis

composed ; disorder ; agitation ; perturbation.

Disconcert, (dsaJton-sert') r. (. [Ij. dis and concert.]

To break up the harmonious progress of; to throw

into disorder ;—to throw into confusion ; to disturb

the composure of ; to unsettle the mind ;—derango ;

confuse; disturb; frustrate;—imp. & pp. disconcerted;

ppr. disconcerting.

Disconcertion, (dis-kon-ser shun) n. Act of disconcerts

ing, or state of being disconcerted ; confusion ; dis

composure.

Disconformable, (dis-kon-form'a-bl) a. [L. dis and

cfinfonnare, to shape, to adapt.] Not conformable.

Disconformity, (dis-kon-form'e-te) n. Want of con

formity or agreement ; inconsistency.
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Discongruity, (difl-kon-groo'it-e)w. Want of congruity;

inoongruity; disagreement.

Disconnect, (dis-kon-nekf) v. (. [L. rfw and connectere,

to unite.] To dissolve the union or connection of; to

separate; to sever; to disjoint '.—imp. & pp. discon

nected ; ppr. disconnecting'.

Disconnection, (dis-kon-nek'shun) n. Act of separating

or state of being sepoiated ; separation ; disunion.

Disconsolate, (dis - kon ' so - lit) a. [L. dti and con-

solatux, pp. of consolari, to console] Destitute of

comfort or consolation ; deeply dejected ; sad ; melan

choly;—inspiring dejection ; saddening; cheerless.

Disconsolately, (dis-kon'sd-lut-le) adv. In a discon

solate manner.

Discontent, (dis-kon-tenf) n. Want of content ; un

easiness and inquietude of mind : dissatisfaction.

Discontent, (dis-kon-tenf) v. t. [L. dis and contentus,

contented.] To deprive of content ; to make uneasy;

to dissatisfy:—imp. & pp. discontented; ppr. discon

tenting.

Discontented, (dis-kon-tenfed) a. Uneasy; dissatis

fied ; unhappy ; miserable.

Discontentedly, (dis-kon-tenfed-le) adv. In a discon

tented manner or mood. [of mind.

Discontentedneas, (dis-kon-tont'ed-nes) n. Uneasiness

Discontentment, (dis-kon-tenfment) n. The state of

being discontented ; uneasiness; inquietude.

Discontinuance, (dis-kon-tin'u-ans) n. (L. dis and

continuus, F. continutt, continual.] Act of discon

tinuing, or the state of being discontinued ; want of

continued connection or continuity of parts ;—cessa

tion : intermission ; interruption ; separation ; dis

union.

Discontinuation, (dis-kon-tin-u-a'shun) n. Breach or

interruption of continuity ; intermission ; disruption

or separation of parts.

Discontinue, (dis-kon-tin'u) v. t. [L. dis and con-

tinuare, from co7i and tenere, to hold.] To interrupt

the continuance of; to intermit, as a practice or

habit; to put an end to;—to break the continuity

of; to disunite ;—t*. i. To lose continuity or cohesion

of parts: —to be separated or severed ; to part :—imp.

& pp. discontinued; ppr. discontinuing.

Discontinuity, (dis-kon-tin-u'e-te) n. Want of continu

ity or cohesion ; disunion of parts.

Discontinuous, (dis-kon-tin'u-us) a. Not continuous ;

interrupted; broken up; disrupted; — extended;

gaping.

Discord, (disTcord) n. [L. discordia, from dis and

cor, cordis, heart.] Want of concord or agreement;

variance leading to contention and strife ;—a union

of musical sounds which is inharmonious; combina

tion of discordant notes ; dissonance.

Discordance, (dis-kord'ans) n. State of being discord

ant : disagreement ; inconsistency.

Discordant, (dis-kord'ant) a. Being at variance; clash

ing : opposing ;—not in harmony or musical concord ;

—contradictory : dissonant ; harsh ; jarring.

Discordantly, (dis-kord'ant-le) ode. In a discordant

manner.

Discount, (disTcount) n. [Prefix dis and count.] A

sum refunded in making a purchase, or returned on

payment of an account, or deducted for prompt pay

ment ; a trade allowance on settlement of accounts ;

—a deduction made for interest in advancing money

upon a bill or note not due ;—act of discounting.

Discount, (dis-kounf) v. t. [Prefix dis and count.] To

deduct a sum or rate per cent from the account or

money paid ;— to advance money on a bill or other

security, deducting the term interest at a certain

rate per cent. ;—r. i. To lend, or make a practise

of lending money, abating the discount :—imp & pp.

discounted ; ppr. discounting. [counted.

Discountable, (dis-kounfa-bl) a. Capable of being dis-

Discountenance, (dis-koun'ten-ans) v. t. [L. dis and

countenance.] To put out of countenance ; to put to

shame ; to abash ;—to refuse to countenance or givo

support or approval to ; to discourage -.—imp. & pp.

discountenanced ; ppr. discountenancing.

Discountenance, (dis-koun'ten-ans) n. Unfavourable

aspect; unfrieudly regard; cold treatment ; disappro

bation.

Discounter, (dis-kounfer) n. One who discounts or

advances money on bills, notes, «Vc.

Discounting, (dis-kount'iug) n. The act or practice

of lending money on discounts.

Discourage, (dis-kur'aj) v. t. [L. dis and F. eovrnget

courage.] To extinguish the courage of; to deprive

of confidence ; — to deter from ; to dishearteu with

respect to;—dispirit ; depress; discountenance;—imp.

& pp. discouraged ; ppr. discouraging.

Discourageable, (dis-kuVaj-a-bl) a. Capable of being

discouraged.

Discouragement, ( dis-kurVij-ment ) n. Act of dis

couraging, or state of being discouraged ; dejection ;

—that which discourages.

Discourse, (dis-kors/) n. [L. disevrsus, from Oitcvr-

rtrt, to run to and fro.] Mental power of reason

ing from premises; comparison and deduction;—an

exercise or act of this power; — oral treatment or

exposition of a subject ; talk ; conversation ;—a for

mal dissertation or treatise ; a sermon.

Discourse, (dis-koro') v. t. To exercise reason ; — to

talk in a continuous or formal manner;—to treat

of in writing and in a formal manner ;—r. t. To

utter or give forth : — imp. it pp. discoursed ; ppr.

discoursing.

Discoursive, (dis-kors'iv) a. Reasoning from premises

to consequences; argumentative;—containing dialogue

or conversation.

Discourteous, (dis-kurt'e-us) a. Uncivil ; rude ; desti

tute of good manners. [ous manner.

Discourteously, ( dis-kurfe-us-le ) adv. Iu adisoourte-

Discourteiy, (dis-kurfe-se) n. Want of courtesy; rude

ness of behaviour or language ; incivility.

Discous, (disk'us) a. [L. discus, disk.] DiskHke ;

circular, wide, and flat.

Discover, fdis-kuv'cr) v. t. [L. dis and P. couvrir, to

cover.] To remove the covering or envelope from ;

to expose to view ;—to make known ;—to nave the

first sight of; to espy ;—to obtain the first knowledge

of; to find out ; to detect:—imp. & pp. discovered;

ppr. discovering. (discovered.

Discoverable, (dis-kuv'er-a-bl) a. Capable of being

Discoverer, (dis-kuv'er-er) n. One who discovers ; one

who first finds out an unknown country, or a new

principle, truth, or fact ; an explorer.

Discovery, (dis-kuv'er-o) «, Action of discovering;

disclosure;—a making known; revelation;—finding

out, or bringing for the first time to the sight or the

knowledge of ;—that which is discovered.

Discredit, (dis-kred'it) n. Want of credit or reputa

tion ; some degree of dishonour or disesteem ;—the

act of disbelieving or distrusting ;—the state of being;

disbelieved or distrusted.

Discredit, (dis-kred'it) v. (. [F. decrtditer, to distrust.]

To refuse to credit ; to disbelieve ;—to deprive of

credibility;—to deprive of creditor good repute; to

bring reproach upon ; to disgrace .—imp. & pp. dis

credited ; ppr. discrediting.

Discreditable, (dis-kred'it-a-bl) a. Tending to injure

credit ; injurious to reputation ; disgraceful : disre

putable, [manner.

Discreditably, (dis-kred'it-a-ble) adv. In a discreditable

Discreet, (dis-krof) a. [L. discretu.*, }>p. at disctr%ittr.)

Possessed of discernment or discretion : wise in avoid

ing error or evil, and in the adaptation of means to

ends ;—sagacious ; circumspect : cautious ; wary.

Discreetly, (dis-krBfle) adv. In a discreet manner;

prudently.

Discreetness, (dis-krefnes) n. The quality of being

discreet; discretion.
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Discrepancy, (dis-krep'an-se) n. Difference; contrariety;

disagreement : variance ; inconsistency.

Discrepant, (dis'krep-ant) a. [L. discrepant, ppr. of

ditcrtpart, to sound discordantly.] Discordant ; con

trary ; disagreeing ; different.

Diicrirte, (dis-kret') o. [L. discretus, pp. of disetmert.]

^pirate; distinct;—disjoined ;—disjunctive.

Discretion, (dis-kresh uu) n. [L. digcretio, separation,

from discernere. ] Prudence ; sagacity ; wise manage

ment ; power of ordering wisely one's conduct or

affairs;—liberty to act according to one's judgment;

uncontrolled *r unconditional freedom of action ;—

(injunction; separation.

DiicrtuonaUy, (dis-kreah'un-al-le) adv. At discretion;

according to discretion.

Discretionary, (dis-kresh'un-ar-e) a. Left to discretion;

unrestrained except by discretion or judgment.

Diieretive, (dis-krC-t'iv) a. Disjunctive; separating.

Discriminate, (dis-krim'in-at) v.t. |L dtierim-

i*"i«, from diserimen, distinction.] To separate;

to distinguish ; — to mark as different ; to distin

guish by a peculiar note or sign:—v.t, To runke

» difference or distinction ; to distinguish accurately

between :—imp. A pp. discriminated ; ppr. discrimi-

atting,

Ducriminate, (dis-krim'in-at) o. Distinguished; hav

ing the difference marked.

Diicruninately, (dis-krini'in-at-le) adv. Distinctly ;

minutely ; particularly.

Discrimination, (dis-krim-in-a'sbun) n. Act of dis

criminating ;—state of being discriminated ;—faculty

"' nicely dittinguishing;—that which discriminates;

mirk of distinction.

Discriminative, (dis-krim'in-at-iv) a. Marking a dif

ference; distinctive; characteristic: — observing dLs-

tinctioiH ; making differences ; discriminating.

Discriminative ly, (dis-krim'in-at-iv-le) adv. With dis-

CTunination or observance of due distinction.

DusrBwn, (dis-krown') v. t. To deprive of a crowu :

—trap. & pp. discrowned ; ppr. discrowning.

Diwulpate, (dis-kul'pat) v. t. [L. dis and cut-part, to

blsme, from culpa, fault] To free from blame; to

exonerate.

wseamber, (dis-knm'be.r) v.t. To free from that

*hich cumbers or impedes.

'"•anion, (dis-kurshun) n. [L. di» and eurrere, to

fun.) Ezpatiation ; desultory talk ;—act of discours-

"« or reasoning.

Ducanivs, (dis-kure'iv) a. Rational : proceeding by

process of argument, or from premises to conclu-

■wns ; — passing from one thing to another; desnl-

£*J : rambling ; digressive. [manner.

JJ^curiively, (dis-kurs'iv-le) adv. In a discursive

D*us, (diaTtns) n. A quoit ;—a disk.

Dunus, (dis-knV) v. t. [L. discutere, from dis and

latere, to shake.] To break up ; to disperse ;—10

"amine and debate a subject ; to sift ; to ventilate ;

to reason and dispute ;—to break in pieces ;—to par

take ofr as Tiands, Ac.

Discussion, (dis-kush'un) n. Act or process of discuss-

mg ; examination by argument ; debate ; disputa-

**• (cuss.

gwiuaive, (dts-lras'iv) a. Able or tending to dis-

Jwnuent, (dia-ku'she-ent) a. [L. disrutiens, ppr. of

dueiLtert, to shake off.] Serving to disperse morbid

Jpatter.

Ikscutient (dis-kushe-ent) n. A medicine to disperse

* tumour or any coagulated iiuid in the body.

Dudaitt, (dis-dan') r. t. [It disdegnare, from L. dis

"d d\#nari, to deem worthy ] To look upon as

worthless or despicable ; to consider unworthy of

Botiee or regard, Ac.; to look on with contemptuous

indifference; to scorn—said of others;—to regard as

unworthy of one's own character, Ac. ;—v. i. To be

ailed with contemptuous anger;— imp. A pp. dis-

**a*d; ppr, disdaining.

Disdain, (dis-dan*) n. A feeling of contempt and aver

sion ;—scorn ; contempt ; arrogance.

Disdainful, (dis-dan'fuol) a. Full of disdain ; ex

pressing disdain ; scornful ; contemptuous ; haughty.

Disdainfully, (dis-dan'fool-lu) adv. In a disdainful

manner. [disdainful.

Disdainfulness, (dis-dan'fool-nes) n. State of being

Disease, (diz-eV) n. [Prefix dis and case.] Lack of

ease ; uneasiness ;—a morbid or unhealthy condition

of body ; sickness—applied figuratively to the mind,

to the moral character and habits, to institutions,

Ac. ;—disorder; distemper; malady; sickness; indis

position.

Disease, (diz-eY) v. t. To cause uneasiness to ; — to

afflict with a malady or sickness ; to disorder ; to

derange ; to infect :—imp. A pp. diseased j ppr. dis

easing.

Disembark, (dis-em-barkO v. t. [F. desembarquer, to

land.] To put on shore; to land ;—v. i. To go on

land ; to debark :—imp. A ]>p. disembarked ; ppr.

disembarking.

Disembarkation or Disembarkment, (dis-em-biirfe-a'-

shun) n. Act of disembarking.

Disembarrass, (dis-em-biir'as) v. (. [L. dis and em

barrass.] To free from doubt, or perplexity ; to clear

from impediment [embarrashing.

Disembarrassment, (dis-em-bar'as-ment) n. Act of dis-

Disembay, (dis-em-ba') v. t. To clear from a bay.

Disembellish, (dis-eni-berish) v. t. To deprive of em

bellishment [ness or acrimony.

Disembitter. (dis-em-bit'ter) v. t. To free from bitter-

Disembodied, (dis-em-bod'id) a. Divested of the body;

separated, as the soul from the body.

Disembody, (dis-em-bod'e) v. t. To divest of the body;

to free from tho flesh ;—to discharge from military

organization ; — imp. A pp. disembodied ; ppr. dis

embodying,

Disembogue, (dis-em-bogO v. t. To discharge at the

mouth, as a stream ; to vent ;—v. i. To get a vent

or escape from :—imp. & pp. disembogued ; ppr. dis

emboguing, (tho bosom.

Disembosom, (dis-em-b66'zum) t\ (. To separate from

Disembowel, (diB-em-bow'e!) v. t. To take out the

bowels or entrails of ; to gut

Disembroil, (dis-em-broiT) v. t. To free from perplex

ity or confusion ; to disentangle :—imp. A pp. disem

broiled ; ppr. disembroiling.

Disenable, (dis-en-a'bl) r. t. To deprive of power,

natural or moral ; to disqualify.

Disenchant, (dis-en-chant') v. t. To free from enchant

ment or spells;—to undeceive:—imp. A pp. disen

chanted ; ppr. disenchanting.

Disenchantment, (dis-en-chant'ment) n. Act of disen

chanting, or state of being disenchanted.

Disencumber, (dis-en-kunVbcr) v. t. To free from en

cumbrance, clogs, or impediments :—imp. A pp. dis

encumbered ; ppr. disencumbering.
Disencumbrance, (dis-en-kumrbranB) n. Deliverance

from any tiling burdensome or troublesome.

Disengage, (dis-en-gfij') v. t. To separate a substance

from any thing with which it is connected or in

volved ; to disentangle ; to clear from impediments,

difficulties, and the like ;—to withdraw, as the mind

or affections from ; to wean ;—to release from a pro

mise or obligation;—v.i. To release one's self; to

withdraw one's affections; to become free from engage

ment or obligation:—imp. A pp. disengaged; 'ppr.

disengaging.

Disengaged, (dis'en-gajd) a. Free from business or

occupation; vacant: at leisure. [disengaged.

Disengagedness, (dis-en-gaj'ed-nes) n. State of Iwing

Disengagement, (dis-en-gaj'ment) «. Act of disengag

ing; extrication:—state of being disengaged;—free

dom from engrossing occupation ; leisure ; vacancy.

Disennoble, (dis-en-n<Vbl) v. t. To deprive of that

which ennobles ; to degrade.
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Disenrol, (dis-en-roT) v. i. To erase from a roll or

list.

Disentangle, (diB-en-tang'gl) v. t. To unravel ; to un

fold ;—to separate or disconnect things interwoven or

commingled ;—to disengage, as from complication of

circumstances or relations ; to extricate from impedi

ments or difficulties; to free from perplexity :—imp.

&, pp. disentangled ; ppr. disentangling.

Disentanglement, ( dis-en-taug'gl-meut) n. Act of dis

entangling, [to dethrone.

Disenthrone, (dis-en-throi/) r. (. To deprive of a throne;

Disentitle, (diB-en-ti'tl) v. t. To deprive of title or

claim.

Disentomb, (dis-en-toom') r. t. To take out of a tomb.

Diaentrance, (dis - en - trans') v. t. To awaken fi um a

trance.

Disestablish, (dis-es-tahliah) v. t. [Din and establish.]

To deprive of the position and privileges of an Estab

lishment.

Disestablishment, (dis-es-tablish-ment) n. Deprival

of the position or privileges of an Established Church.

Discsteem, (dis-es-tem') n. [L. dis and tstiutare, to

set a value on.] Want of esteem, low regard, inclin

ing to dislike; disfavour.

Diseiteem, (dis-es-tem) v. t. To feel an absence of

esteem for ; to regard with disapproval ; to slight :—

imp. & pp. disesteemed ; ppr. disesteeming.

Discstimation, (dis - es - tim - ft' shun) n. Disesteem ;

disfavour; bad repute.

Disfavour, (dis-fa'ver) n. Want of favour ; disesteem;

disregard;—an unkindness; a disobliging aet.

Disfavour, (dis-fa'ver) v. t. To withhold or withdraw

favour from ; to regard with disesteem ; to dis

countenance:—imp. & pp. disfavoured; ppr. disfav

ouring.

Disfeature, (dis-fefur) i\ (. To deprive of feature ; to

disfigure the countenance.

Disfiguration, (dis-fig-Or-a'shun) n. Act of disfiguring,

or state of being disfigured.

Disfigure, (dis-figTir) i\ t. To mar tho figure or ap

pearance of; to render less complete or beautiful ;

deface; deform: — imp. & pp. disfigured; ppr. dis

figuring.

Disfigurement, (dis-fig7fir-ment) n. Act of disfiguring,

or state of being disfigured.

Disfranchise, (dis-fran'chiz) v.t. [L. dig and F. fran

chise, privilege.] To deprive of a franchise or char

tered right ; to dispossess of the rights of a citizen :

—imp. h pp. disfranchised ; ppr. disfranchising.

Disfranchisement, (dis-fran'cliiz-ment) n. Act of dis

franchising or state of being disfranchised.

Disgorge, (dis-gorj') v.t. [F. dtyorgcr, from gorge,

the throat.] To eject from the stomach, throat, or

mouth ; to vomit;—to pour forth or throw out with

violence, as from the mouth of a stream or volcano ;

—to give up; to ma*ke restitution of:—imp. & pp. dis

gorged ; ppr. disgorging.

Disgorgement, (dis-gorj'ment) n. Act of disgorging;

tliat which is disgorged.

Disgrace, (dis-grfts) n, [L. dis and gratia, favour.]

Lack or loss of favour, support, or countenance ;—■

that which brings dishonour; cause of Bhame ;—re

proach ; discredit ; dishonour.

Disgrace, (dis-grfts') v. t. To deprive of favour ;—to

bring reproach or shame upon ; to dishonour:—imp,

& pp. disgraced ; ppr. disgracing.

Disgraceful, (dis-graVfool) a. Bringing disgrace or

dishonour ; causing shame ; shameful ; infamous; igno

minious, [manner.

Disgraceful!j, (dis-graVfool-le) adv. In a disgraceful

Disgracefulness, (dls-grfts'fool-nes) n. Shamefulneas ;

ignominy.

Disguise, (dia-giz') v. t. To change the appearance of;

to conceal by an unusual dress ; to hide by a counter

feit appearance;—dissemble; mask; cover; counter-

x»U :—\mp, A pp, disguised; ppr, disguising.

Disguise, (dis-giz) n. A dress or exterior pui on to

conceal or deceive;—artificial language or manne** as

sumed for deception ; false appearance ; cloak; mask,

Disguisedly, (dirs-giz'ed-le) adv. In disguise.

Disguising, (dis-giz'iiig) m. [L. dis and k\ deguiser,

to conceal.] The act of giving a counterfeit appear

ance; theatrical mask ; mummery.

Disgust, (dis-gusf) n. [L. dis and gustus, tasting, taste.]

Disrelish; distaste; aversion to what is unpleasant to

the organs of sense; loathing; nausea; hence, aversion

to what is offensive, unseemly, or odious in manners,

opinions, character, or conduct; dislike; repugnance.

Disgust, (dis-gusf) v. t. [L. dis and gustare, to taste.]

To provoke disgust in; to offend the taste of; to excite

aversion :—imp. & pp. disgusted ; ppr. disgusting.

Disgustful, (dis-gusffool) a. Provoking disgust; offen

sive to the taste or sensibilities ; exciting aversion ;

nauseous. [disgust.

Disgustingly, (dis-gusfing-le) adv. In a manner to

Dish, (dish) n. [A.-S. disc, dix.] A vessel used for

serving up food at the table; hence, victuals served in

a dish ; any particular kind of food ;—any body con

cave like a dish.

Dish, (dish) r. (. To put in a dish, ready for serving

at table ;—to make like a dish ;—to frustrate or dis

appoint ; — to damage: — imp. & pp. dished; ppr.

dishing. [deshabille.

Dishabille, (dis-a-bil') n. [F.] An undress; loose dress;

Dishcloth, (dish'kloth) n. A cloth used for wiping

dishes after they have been washed.

Dishcover, (di&h'kuv-er) n. A metal or earthenware

cover put on a dish in serving.

Dishearten, (dis-harfn) v.t. [L. dis and heart.) To

deprive of heart, courage, or hope;—dispirit; dis

courage; deject: — imp. & pp. disheartened; ppr.

disheartening.

Dishevel, (de-shev'el) r. 1. [F. dichereler.] To suffer

to hang in a loose or negligent manner, as the hair ;

to ravel :—twin. & pp. dishevelled; ppr. dishevelling.

Dishful, (dish'fool) n. As much as a dish holds or can

hold.

Dishonest, (dis-on'est) a. [L. dis and F. honete,

honesty.] Wanting in honesty ; fraudulent; disposed

to deceive or cheat;—characterized by fraud:—un

chaste, [ner.

Dishonestly, (dis-on'est-le) adv. In a dishonest man-

Dishonesty, (dis-on'est-e) n. Want of honesty, prob

ity, or integrity ;— violation of trust or of justice ;—

dishonour ; unchastity.

Dishonour, (dis-on'er) n. Disgrace ; want of honour ;

whatever stains the reputation ;—shame ; reproach;

opprobrium.

Dishonour, (dis-on'er) v. t. [L. dis and honor, honour.]

To deprive of honour; to bring reproach or sliame

on ;—to treat with indignity ;—to violate the chastity

of ;—to refuse to accept or pay—said of a draft or ac

ceptance :—imp. & pp. dishonoured; ppr. dishonour

ing.

Dishonourable, (dis-on'er-a-bl) a. Bringing dishonour ;

shameful ; base ;—wanting in honour ; vile ; shame

less, [manner.

Dishonourably, (dis-on'^r-a-ble) adr. In a dishonourable

Dishumour, (dis-u'mur) v. Peevishness; ill-humour.

Disincarcerate, (dis-in-kar'ser-at) r. t. To liberate from

prison.

Disinclination, (dis-in-klin-ft'shun) n. State of being

disinclined ; want of propensity, desire, or affection :

—unwillingness ; dislike ; aversion ; repugnance.

Disincline, (dia-fu-klm') v. t. To excite dislike or aver

sion : to make averse:—imp. & pp. disinclined; ppr.

disinclining.

Disincorporate, (dis-in-kor'por-at) v. t. [L. dti and

corpus, a body.] To deprive of corporate powers;

to disunite n corporate or established society.

Disincorporation, (dis-in-kor-por-i'shun) «. Depriva

tion of the privileges of a corporation.
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Disinfect, (diB-in-fektf) v. t. To cleanse from infection;

—to purify from contagious matter :—imp. & pp. dis

infected; ppr. disinfecting.

Disinfectant, (dis-in-fekt'ant) n. That which disin

fect* ;—agent used to disinfect, as chlorine.

Disingenuous, (dis-in-jen'u-us) a. Not noble or high-

toned ; mean; unworthy;— not ingenuous; wanting

in candour or frankness.

Disingenuously, (dis-in-jen'u-us-le)«ndt'. In a disin

genuous manner ; unfairly ; not openly and candidly.

Disingenuousness, (dis-in-jen'u-us-nes) n. The state or

quality of being disingenuous.

Disinherit, (dis-In-heyit) v. t. [L. eft* and harts,

heir.] To cut off from hereditary right; to deprive

of an inheritance:—imp. & pp. disinherited; ppr.

disinheriting. [ing.

Disinheritance, (dis-in-herlt-ans) n. Act of disinherit-

Disintegrable, (dis-in'te-gra-bl) a. Capable of separa

tion into parts.

Disintegrate, (dis-in'te-grat) v. t. [L. din and integratet

to renew, from integer, whole.] To separate into in

tegrant ports;—to destroy tho entirety or unity of:

—imp. & pp. disintegrated ; ppr. disintegrating.

Disintegration, ( dis-in-te-gra'shun ) n. Act of disin

tegrating, or state of being disintegrated ; reduction

to integrant parts.

Disinter, (dis-in-ter') v. t. To take out of the grave

or tomb ;—to bring out to view, as from obscurity; to

resuscitate, as an old idea or custom :—imp. &> pp.

disinterred ; ppr. disinterring;.

Disinterested, (dis-in'ter-est-ed) a. [L. di* and F. in-

trresstr, to concern] Not influenced by regard to

personal advantage; free from self-interest; —un

biassed ; impartial. [terested manner.

Disinterestedly, (dis-in'ter-est-ed-le) adv. In a disin-

Disinterestedness, (dia-in'tfr-est-ed-nes) n. State or

quality of being disjuterested ;—freedom from bias,

prejudice, or personal fooling; impartiality;—disre

gard of personal advantage or profit.

Disinterment, (dis-in-ter'nient) n. Act of disinterring.

Disinthral, (dis-in-thrawl') v. t. To release from

thraldom or bondage, physical or mental ; to emanci

pate.

Disinthraiment, (dis-in-thrawl'ment) n. Emancipa

tion ; liberation from constraint of any kind.

Disjoin, (dia-join') v.t. To part; to disunite; to

separate; to sunder ;—v. i. To be separated; to part :

—imp. & pp. disjoined; ppr. disjoining.

Disjoint, (dis-joint') r. (. To sever a joint ; to put out

of joint; to dislocate ;—to separate at junctures ; to

break in pieces:—to break the natural order and rela

tions of ;—r. i. To fall or break in pieces :—imp. &

■pp. disjointed ; ppr. disjointing.

Disjointed, (dis-joint'ed) a. Separated at the joints ;

put out of joint ;—incoherent ; unconnected.

Disjointedneas, (dis-joint'ed-nes) n. State of separation

or incoherence.

Disjunct, (dis-jungkf) a. Disjoined ; separated.

Disjunction, (dU-jungk'sbun) n. [L. dia and jvngcre,

to join.) Act of disjoining ; disunion ; separation.

Disjunctive, (dis-jungk'tiv) a. Tending to disjoin ;

separating ; disjoining.

Disjunctive, (dis-jungk'tiv) n. A disjunctive conjunc

tion ;—a disjunctive prorwsition. [manner.

Disjunctively, (dis jungk'tiv-le) adv. In a disjunctive

Disk, (disk) n. [G. dittost L. di*eug,] A flat circular

plate ;—a discus ; a quoit ; — the face of a celestial

body ;—the wholo surface of a leaf;—the central part

of a radiate compound flower :—Disc.

Dislike, (dia- Ilk*) n. Want of liking or inclination ;

aversion, a moderate degree of hatred ;—disrelish ;

distaste ; antipathy.

Dislike, (dis-lik') v. t. To regard with aversion or dis-

plajaiTK ; to disapprove ;—to disrelish : to have no

taste for:—imp. & pp. disliked; ppr. disliking.

Dislocate, (dislo-kat) v, t. [L. dia and locate, to place,

from locus, a place.] To displace ; to disjoint ; to

{>ut out of joint :—imp. & pp. dislocated ; ppr. dis-

ocating.

Dislocation, (dis-lo-ka'shun) n. Act of displacing, or

state of being displaced ;—displacement of rocks or

strata from their original position ;—a disjointing ;

luxation ;—a bone or joint displaced.

Dislodge, (dis-loj') v. t. To drive from a lodge or nlace

of rest, repose, hiding or defence; to remove, as troops,

to other quarters ;—v. i. To go from a place of rest :

—imp. & pp. dislodged ; ppr. dislodging,

Dislodgrnent, (dis-loj'ment) n. The act of dislodging,

or the state of being dislodged.

Disloyal, (dis-lo/al) a. [Dis and loyal.] Failing in

allegiance or duty to the crown ;—false or inconstant

in love ;—unfaithful to the marriage vow or bed ;—

perfidious ; treacherous. [treacherously.

Disloyally, (dis-loyal-le) adv. In a disloyal manner ;

Disloyalty, (dis-loyal-te) n. Want of loyalty ; lack of

fidelity ;— u ulaithfulness in love.

Dismal, (diz'nial) a. [h. dies malus, evil day.] Gloomy

to the eye or ear; sorrowful and depressing to the

feelings;—gloomy; dark; horrid; direful; lamentable;

calamitous ; sorrowful; melancholy ; unfortunate.

Dismally, (diz'mal-le) adv. In a dismal manner ;

gloomily ; sorrowfully.

Dismantle, (dis-man'tl) v.t. [Dis and mantle.] To

deprive of dress; to strip;—to throw off, as a cloak ; to

open ;—to deprive of apparatus, furniture, equip

ments, defences, fortifications, rigging, dfce. :—ihip. &

pp. dismantled ; ppr. dismantling, [unmask.

Dismask, (dis-niask') v. t. To strip a mask from; to

Dismast, (dis-masf) v. t. To take out the masts from

a ship ; to break or carry away the masts :—imp. &

pp. dismasted ; ppr. dismasting.

Dismastment, (dis-mast'ment) ». The act of dismast

ing; the state of being dismasted.

Dismay, (dis-ma') v. t. [8p. desmayar.] To deprive

of strength or courage ; to dishearten ; to depress

the spiri t or resolution ;—to fill with fear or appre

hension ; to affright; to appal:—imp. & pp. dis

mayed; ppr. dismaying.

Dismay, (dis-ma') n, Ixws of courage; sinking of the

spirit;—a fear impressed; terror felt;—Btate of alarm

and consternation.

Dismember, (dis-uiem'ber) v. t. To divide limb from

limb;—to strip of its essential parts:—imp. & pp.

dismembered ; ppr. dismembering.

Dismemberment, (dis-mem'ber-ment) n. Act of dis

membering, or state of being dismembered ;—mutila

tion.

Dismiss, (die-mis') v. t. [L. dimittere, from dis and

mittere, to send.] To send away; to permit to go;—to

remove from office, service, or employment ; to dis

charge ;—to despatch;—to discontinue ;—to reject, as

a petition or motion in court: — imp. & pp. dis

missed ; ppr. dismissing.

Dismissal, (die-misal) n. Dismission ; discharge.

Dismission, (dis-mish'un) n. Act of dismissing; leave

to depart ;—removal from office or employment ; dis

charge ;—a setting aside, as a plea.

Dismount, (dismount') v.t. To come down: to de

scend ;—to alight from a horse ; — v. t. To bring

down from an elevation, place of honour, or the like;

—to throw or remove from a horse; — to throw or

remove cannon or other artillery from carriages :—

imp. & pp. dismounted; ppr. dismounting.

Disobedience, (dis-o-bu'de-ens) n. [L. dis and o&eeft-

entia, obedience.] Neglect or refusal to obey.

Disobedient, (dis-o-be'de-ent) a. Neglecting or refusing

to obey. [manner.

Disobediently, (dis-o-be'de-ent-le) adv. In a disobedient

Disobey, (dis-o-ba') v. t. To neglect or refuse to obey;

to break or transgress the commands of :—imp. & pp.

disobeyed ; ppr. disobeying.

Disoblige, (dis-d-bllj') v.t. [L. dis and obligatio,
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binding.] To offend by an act of unkindness or in

civility; to be unaccommodating to :—imp. & pp. dis

obliged; ppr. disobliging. [manner.

Disobligingly, (dis-o-blij'mg-le) adv. In a disobliging

Disorder, (dis-or'dcr) n. [L. dis BJxd onto, order.]

Want of order; irregularity; confusion; disturbance;

disarrangement;—disturbance of tbe bodily functions;

indisposition; sickness ;—disturbance of the mental

functions ; discomposure ; mental derangement;—

violation of public rule and law ; unsettled state ;

tumult.

Disorder, (dis-or'dcr) v.t. To disturb the order of;

to throw into coufuaion;—to make sick;—to disturb

the regular operations of:—imp. & pp. disordered;

ppr. disordering. [disorderly.

Disorderliness, (dis-or'der-le-nes) n. State of being

Disorderly, (dis-order-le) a. Confused; marked by

disorder ; irregular ;—not acting in an orderly way,

as the functions of the body ;—lawless ; not comply

ing with the restraints of order and law;—vicious;

loose; not regulated by the restraints of morality.

Disorganization, (dis-or-gan-e-za'shun) n. Destruc

tion of organic form or structure ; subversion of order

or system.

Disorganize, (dis-or'gan-Iz) v, t. [L. dis and P. or

ganiser, to organize.] To break or destroy the or

ganic structure or connected system of; to throw

into utter disorder :—imp. & pp. disorganized; ppr.

disorganizing.

Disown, (dis-on*) v. t. To refuse to own or acknow

ledge ; to renounce ;—disavow ; disclaim ; disallow :—

imp, & pp. disowned ; ppr. disowning.

Disparage, (dis-par"aj) v. t. (Norm. F. desparagtr,

from dts and parage, peer, pair, L. par, equal.] To

unite unequally; to marry to an inferior;—to asso

ciate with or liken to something of less value or ex

cellence; to lower in rank or estimation; to dishonour;

to undervalue ;—decry ; depreciate :—imp. & pp. dis

paraged; ppr, disparaging.

Disparagement, (dis-par'uj-inent)n. Unequal marriage;

alliance with an inferior;—unjust comparison; un

fair representation ;—depreciation ; detraction.

Disparager, (dis-par'aj-er) v. One who traduces or de

preciates, as character or reputation, by unfair repre

sentation or unjust comparison.

Disparity, (dis-parVto) n. [L. disparitas, from dispar,

unlike, from par, equal.] Inequality in form, char

acter, or degree ;—difference iu age, rank, condition,

or excellence ;—disproportion.

Dispark, (dis-park') v. t. To throw open, as a park ;

—to set at large ; to release from confinement.

Dispart, (dis-parf) v. t. [h. dis and F. partir, to

separate ] To part asunder ; to divide ; to separate ;

to burst ; to split ;—v. i. To separate ; to open ; to

cleave:—imp. h pp. disparted; ppr. disparting.

Dispart, (dis-part) n. Tho difference between the

semi-diameter of tho base ring at the breach of a gun,

and that of the ring at the swell of the muzzle.

Dispassion, (dis-pash'un) n. [L. dis and It. passioaato,

irascible. ] Freedom from passion ; apathy.

Dispassionate, (dis-pash'un-at) a. Free from passion ;

unmoved by feelings ;—moderate ; impartial ;—cool ;

composed ; serene ; unruffled.

Dispassionately, (dis-paali'un-at-le) arte. Without pas

sion ; calmly; coolly.

Dispatch. Bee Despatch. [ing haste.

Dispatohful, (dis-pach'fool) a. Bent on haste; indicat-

Dispauper, (dis-paw'per) v. t. To deprive of tho claim

of a pauper to public support.

Dispeace, (dis-peV) n. Want of peace, rest, or quiet.

Dispel, (dis-pel ) v. t. [L. disprtiere, from d%* and

peUere, to push, drive.] To drive away; to scatter;

to cause to disappear ; to dissipate ; to banish ;—v. i.

To fly different ways ; to be dispersed ; to disappear,

as duBt or clouds :—imp. & pp. dispelled ; ppr. dis-

pfcliing.

Dispensable, (dis-pens'a-bl) a. Capable of being dis

pensed or administered ;—capable of being dispensed

witlu

Dispensary, (dis-pens'ar-e) n. An institution for sup

plying the poor with medical and surgical advice, and

with medicines gratuitously; — the shop or place in

which niedicines are prepared.

Dispensation, (dis-pens-a'shun) n. Distribution ; act

of giving or dealing out ;—the dealings of God with

his creatures ; general distribution of good or evil

in the divine economy ;—the particular mode or form

of God's dealings, embodied in laws, rites, and pro

mises ; the Mosaic dispensation ; the Christian dis

pensation ;—in the Romish church, a licence to do

what is forbidden, or omit what is commanded ; ex

emption, [penser.

Dispensator, (dis-pena'at-er) n. A distributor ; a dis-

Dispensatory,(dis-pens/a-tor-e)a. Granting, or author

ized to grant, dispensations.

Dispensatory, (dis-pens'a-tor-e) n. A book of directions

for compounding medicines ; a pharmacopoeia.

Dispense, (die-pens') v. t. [L. dispensare, from dis and

pendere, to weigh.] To deal or divide out in parts ;—

to apply, as laws to particular cases;—to make up a

medicine ;—r. i. To excuse from ; to grant a dis

pensation, as from duty, obligation or vow •—to do

without :—imp. &. pp. dispensed ; ppr. dispensing.

Dispenser, (dis-pens'er) n. One who distributes or ad

ministers ; a compounder of medicines.

Dispeople, (dis-pe'pl) r. t. To depopulate;—to empty of

inhabitants by war, pestilence, or expulsion :—imp.

& pp. dispeopled ; par. dispeopling.

Dispermous, (dis - perm ' us) a. [G. di, twofold, and

Kperma, seed] Containing two seeds only.

Disperse, (dis-pere1) v. t. [L. dispergert, from dis and

fparyere, to strew.] To scatter here and there ; to

distribute ; to spread, as knowledge, light, &c. ;—to

cause to vanish or separate ;—v. i. To separate ; to

go in different directions ; to vanish ; to be dispelled :

—imp. & pp. dispersed; ppr. dispersing.

Dispersion, (dls-per'shun) n. Act of scattering or dis

sipating ;—state of being scattered.

Dispersive, (dis-pcrs'iv) a. Tending to separate and

Bcattcr ; capable of dispersion.

Dispirit, (dis-pir'it) v. t. To depress the spirits of ;—

dishearten; discourage; deject; damp; depress :—imp.

& pp. dispirited ; ppr. dispiriting.

Displace, (dis-plOs/) v. t. [F. dcplacer.) To change

the place of; to remove; to put out of place ;—to

disorder-—derange; dismiss; discard:—imp. &. pp.

displaced ; ppr. displacing. [placed.

Displaceable, (dis-plas'a-bl) a. Capable of being dis-

Displacement, (dis-pluVment) n. Act of displacing, or

state of being displaced ; removal; discharge;—quan

tity of water displaced by a floating body, as by a

ship.

Displant, (dis-plantf) v. t To root up a plant ;—to re

move from the natural or usual place ;—to strip a

country of its inhabitants :—-imp. & pp. displantcd ;

ppr. displanting-.

Display, (dis-pla') v. t. [F. deptoyer, from dts and

ptoyer, L. plicart, to fold.] To unfold ; to spread

wide ;—to exhibit to the eyes or to the mind ; to

manifest ;—to set in view ostentatiously ;—r. i. To

make a show, especially in talk :—imp. & pp. dis

played; ppr. displaying.

Display, (dis-pla') n. An unfolding; exhibition;

manifestation ;—ostentatious show ; parade.

Displayer, (dis-pbVer) n. One who, or that which,

displays.

Displease, (dis-plez1) v. t. [L. dis and placer*, to

please. ] To offend ; to excite a feeling of disappro-

lation or dislike in ; to make angry ;—to disgust, as

the taste:—imp. A: pp. displeased; ,>)»■. displeasing.

Displeasing, (dis-plezing) a. Disagreeable and offen

sive to the mind or the senses.
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Displeasure, (dis-plezh'ur) n. The feeling of one who

18 displeased ; slight anger or irritation ;—that which

displeases ; offence ; state of disfavour or disgrace ;—

disapprobation ; dislike.

Displode, (dis-plod') v.t.hi. [L. displodere, from

dis and plodere, plautUre, to clap, strike, beat.] To

discharge ; to explode ; to burst with a loud sound:—

imp. & pp. disploded ; ppr. disploding.

Displosioa, (dis-pl5'zhun) n. An explosion ; a dis

charge.

Displume, (dis-plum') v. t. To strip of plumage ;—to

direst of badges of honour. [sion.

Disport, (dis - port ' ) n. Play ; sport ; pastime ; diver-

Disport, (dis-pOrtf) r. t. [F. despartcr, L. disportare,

from portare, to carry.] To play ; to wanton ; to

sport; to move lightly and gayly;—v. t. To divert

or amuse :—trap. <fc pp. disported ; ppr. disporting.

Disposable, (dis-pozVbl) a. Subject to disposal ; liable

to be disposed of or made use of ; disengaged ; free

to be bought or employed.

Disposal, (dis-poz'al) v. Act of disposing, or disposing

of; orderly distribution ;—power of ordering; regula

tion of the fate, condition, application, <fcc, of any

thing ; government ; management ; control ; — power

or right of bestowing ;—dispensation ; arrangement.

Dispose, (dia-pdz') v. (. [X. disponere, from dis and

pOT«re, to lay, put, set.] To distribute and put in

place; to set in order; to arrange; to adjust; to

regulate ;—to assign to a service or use; to bestow for

an object or purpose ;—to give a tendency or inclina

tion ; to fit ; to adapt ; to incline the mind of :—imp.

A pp. disposed ; ppr. disposing.

Disposed, (dis-pozd') a. Inclined ; minded; ar

ranged; set in order.

Disposer, (dis-pdz'er) n. One who or that which dis

poses ;—one who arranges, regulates, or bestows.

Disposition, (dis-pd-zish'un) n. The act of disposing ;

disposal ; regulation ;—the state or manner of being

disposed ; arrangement; order; method;—natural fit

ness or tendency; bias; propensity; — inherent or

acquired frame of mind ; temper ; inclination ;—be

stowal or distribution, as of estates or goods; deed

ofgift.

Dispositive, (dis-poz'e-tiv) «. Implying alienation or

transfer, as of real property.

Dispossess, (dis-poz-zes) v. t. To put out of posses

sion ; to eject:—imp. £ pp. dispossessed; jipi: dis

possessing;.

Dispossession, (dis-poz-zeah'un) n. Act of putting out

of possession ; the state of being dispossessed.

Dispraise, (dis-praY) ». [Dis and praise.] Blame ;

censure ; reproach ; dishonour ; disparagement.

Dispraise, (dis-pruzO r. (. To withdraw praise from ;

to censure; to blame:—imp. & pp. dispraised; ppr.

dispraising*!

Dispread, (dis-pred') v.t. [L. dU and Sax. sprcdnn,

to spread. ] To spread abroad ; to expand widely ;—

v. i To be spread ; to extend itself.

Disproof, (dlfr-proof) n. [L. dis and Sax. profwn,

Sw. prof, proof.] A proving to be false or erroneous ;

conviction of error ; confutation; refutation.

DUproportion, (dU- pro- por 'shun) n. Want of pro

portion or of symmetry ;—want of suitableness or

adequacy ; disparity ; inequality.

Disproportion, (dis-pro-pdr'shun) v. I. [L. din and pro-

portio, measure.] To make unsuitable; to mismatch;

to join unfitly :—imp. & pp. disproportioned ; ppr.

duproportioning •

Disproportionabfe, (dis-pro-poVshun-a-bl) a. Dispro

portions! ; unsuitable ; inadequate.

DUproportionably, (dis-pro-poVshun-a-blc) adv. With

«*nt of proportion or symmetry ; unsuitably.

Disproportions!, (dis-pro-pdr'shun-al) a. Not having

due proportion ; unsuitable in form or quantity ; un

equal ; inadequate.

DUproportionaily, (dis-pro-por'shun-al-Io) adc. Un

suitably with respect to form, quantity, or value ; in

adequately.

Disproportionate, (dis-pro-por'shun-at) a. Not pro

portioned ; unsymmetrical ; unsuitable in bulk, form,

or value.

Disproportionately, (dis-pro-jwr'ahun-at-le) adv. In a

disproportionate degree ; unsuitably ; inadequately.

Disprovable, (dis-proov'a-bl) a. Capable of being dis

proved, [tion.

Disprove!, (dis-prOov al) n. Act of disproving ; refuta-

Disprove, (dis-proov/) v. t. [L. din and Dan. prater,

L. probare, to prove.] To prove to be false or errone

ous ; to confute; to refute:—tmp. & pp. disproved;

ppr. disproving.

Disputable, (dis put-a-bl) a. Capable of being disputed;

liable to be called in question ; controvertible.

Disputant, (disput-ont) n. One who disputes ; a con

troversialist.

Disputation, (dis-put-a'shun) n. Act of disputing; con

troversy in words;—a. college exercise in, argument

and discussion.

Disputatious, (dis-put-a'she-us) a. Inclined to dispute;

apt to cavil or controvert

Dispute, (dis-putf) v.i. [L. disputare, from dis and

putare, to set in order, think.] To think differently;

to contend in argument ; to argue a question for and

against ; to discuss ; to debate ;—to strive in opposi

tion to a competitor ;—v. t. To argue for and against;

to discuss;—to struggle for the possession of ; to strive

to maintain;—to oppose by argument; to call in ques

tion :—imp. & pp. disputed ; ppr. disputing.

Dispute, (dis-putf) n. Verbal discussion ; contest in

words and arguments ;—effort to maintain one's opin

ion or vindicate one's claims ;—a fact or argument

not to be denied or controverted. [vertist.

Disputer, (dis-put'er) n. One who disputes; a oontro-

Disqualification, (dis-kwol-e-fe-ka'ahun) n. Act of dis

qualifying or state of being disqualified ; disability;

especially, legal disability ;—that which disqualifies

or incapacitates.

Disqualify, (dis-kwol'e-fI) v. t. [L. dis and L. qualis,

such like, and faeere, to make.] To render unfit; to

incapacitate;—to deprive of legal capacity, power, or

right:—imp. & pp. disqualified; ppr. disqualifying.

Disquiet, (dis-kwi'et) n. Want of quiet or tranquil

lity; uneasiness; restlessness; disturbance; anxiety.

Disquiet, (dis-kwi'et) v. t. [L. dis and quietus, rest.]

To render unquiet ; to make uneasy or restless ; to

disturb; to harass; to vex; to fret: — imp. & ppt

disquieted; ppr. disquieting,

Disquietude, (dis-kwret-ud) n. Want of peace or tran

quillity; uneasiness; disturbance; agitation; anxiety.

Disquisition, (dis-kwe-zish'un) n. [L. disquisitio, from

dimptireir, to investigate.] A formal or systematic

inquiry into, or discussion of, any subject; elaborate

argumentative essay ; a written treatise.

Disregard, (dis-re-gurd') v. t. [h. dis and F. regardcr,

to look to.] To take no notice of; to overlook; to

pay no heed to; to neglect; to slight:—imp. & pp.

disregarded ; ppr. disregarding.

Disregard, (dis-re-gurd') n. The act of disregarding,

or the state of being disregarded; omission to notice;

indifference.

Disrelish, (dis-rel'ish) n. Want of relish; distaste; dis

like; aversion; antipathy;—bad taste; nauseousness.

Disrelish, (dis-rel'ish) v. t. To dislike the taste of;

to feel some disgust at:—imp. & pp. disrelished ; ppr.

disrelishing. [or in bad condition.

Disrepair, (dis're-pur) n. State of being out of repair,

Disreputable, (dis-rep'ut-a-bl) a. [L. dis and reputatio,

reputation.] Not reputable; tending to bring into

disesteem or discredit ;—discreditable ; disgraceful ;

shameful.

Disreputably, (dis-rep'ut-a-ble) adv. In a disreputable

manner.

Disreputation or Disrepute, (dis-rep-ut-a'shun) n.
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Lobs or want of reputation or credit ;—discredit ; dis

honour ; disgrace.

Disrespect, ( dis - re" - spekt ' ) n. Want of respect or

reverence; disesteem ; incivility; rudeness.

Disrespect, (dis-re-spekt') v. L [L. dis and respectare,

to regard.] To show disrespect to:—imp. & pp. disre

spected; ppr. disrespecting.

Disrespectful, (dis-re-spekt'fool) o. Wanting in re

spect; uncivil ; unceremonious ; rude.

Disrespectfully, (dis-re-spokt'fool-le) adv. In a disre

spectful manner.

Disrobe, (dis-rdb') v. t. [L. dis and F. robe, a gar

ment.] To divest of a robe, or of that which dresses

or decorates:—imp. & pp. disrobed; ppr. disrobing.

Disroot, (disroot ) v. t. To tear up the roots of, or by

the roots ; to extirpate ; to loosen ; to undermine :—

imp. & pp. disrooted ; ppr. disrooting.

Disrupt, (dis-rupf) a. [L. disruptus, pp. of disrumpcre,

to break asunder.] Rent asunder; broken.

Disruption, (dis-rup'shun) n. The act of rending

asunder, or the state of being rent asunder; disrup-

ture; dilaceration; rent; breach.

Disruptive, (dis-rupt'iv) a. Causing, or accompanied

by, disruption. [ruption.

Disrupture, (dis-rupt'ur) n. A rending asunder ; dis-

Dissatisfaction, ( dis-sat-is-fak'shun ) n. State or con

dition of being dissatisfied ;—discontentment ; disap

probation ; distaste ; dislike.

Dissatisfactory, (dis-sat-is-fak'tor-e) a. Causing dis

satisfaction ; giving discontent ; displeasing.

Dissatisfy, (dis-sat'is-fi) v.t. [L. dis and eatisfacere,

to afford gratification.] To render unsatisfied or dis

contented ;—to disappoint ; to displease :—i,ttp. & pp.

dissatisfied; ppr. dissatisfying.

Dissect, (dis-sekf) v. t. (L. dis and secare, to cut.]

To cut up ; to cut in pieces ; to separate the parts of

organized bodies in Buch a manner as to display their

structure ; to anatomize ;—to analyze into its consti

tuent parts for the purpose of examination, as in

science or criticism:—imp. &pp. dissected; ppr. dis

secting, [sected.

Dissectiblc, (dis-sekt'e-bl) a. Capable of being dis-

Dissection, (dis-sek'shun) n. Act of dissecting; ana

tomy;—act of separating into constituent parts for the

purpose of critical examination. [wist.

Dissector, (dis-sekt'er) n. One who dissects ; an anato-

Disseize, (dis-sez') v. t. [L. dis and F. saisir, to lay

hold on.] To deprivo of actual seizin or possession ;

to dispossess wrongfully:—imp. & pp. disseized; ppr.

disseizing.

Disseizin, (dis-sez'in) n. An unlawful dispossessing of

a person actually seized of the freehold.

Dissemble, (dis-eoin'bl) r. (. [F. dissembler, L. dis and

similis, like.] To hide under a falso semblance; to

put an untrue appearance upon; to disguise; to mask;

—to moko pretence of ; to feign ;—r. i. To assume a

false appearance; to conceal the real fact, motives,

intention, or sentiments, under some pretence:—imp.

& pp. dissembled ; ppr. dissembling.

Dissembler, (dis-sem'bler) n. One who dissembles.

Disseminate, (dis-sem'in-at) r. (. [I... dis and snni-

nare, to sow, from semen, seed.] To sow, as seed ; to

scatter for growth and propagation ;—to spread or

extend by dispersion ;—diffuse ; circulate :—imp. &

pp. disseminated ; ppr. disseminating.

Dissemination, (dis-som-jn-a'shun)rt. Act of disseminat

ing, or atate of being disseminated; propagation; dif

fusion ; dispersion.

Dissension, (dis-sen'shun) n. [L. dissatsio, from dis

sent ire.] Violent disagreement in opinion ; breach

of friendship and union; strife; quarrel; contention.

Dissent, (dis-seut) v. L [L. disseutirr, from dis and

sentire, to feel, think, judge.] To differ in opinion ;

to disagree ;—to differ from the established church ;

—to be of a contrary nature : — imp. & pp, dis

sented ; ppr. dissenting.

Dissent, (dis-senf) n. Act of dissenting ; difference of

opinion ; disagreement ;—declaration of difference ;—

sejjaration from an established church.

Dissenter, (dis-sent'er) n. One who dissents ; one who

differs in opinion, and declares his difference ;—one

who withdraws from the established church ; one

who denies the principle or right of the establish

ment of a state church. [dissent.

Dissentient, (dis-sen'she-ent) a. Disagreeing; declaring

Dissentient, (dis-sen'she-ent) n. One who dissents.

Dissertation, (dis-ser-td'shun) «, [L. dissertatio, from

disscrta re, to discuss.] A formal or elaborate discourse;

a disquisition ; an essay ; a written treatise.

Disserve, (dis-SfrvO v. t. To injure; to hurt; to harm:

-—imp. & pp. disserved ; ppr. disserving.

Disservice, (dis-serv'is) n. Injury; harm ; mischief.

Dissever, (dis-sev'er) r. f. [L. dis and sever.] To

part in two ; to divide asunder ; to disunite ; to sepa

rate \~imp. & pp. dissevered; ppr. dissevering.

Disseverance or Disseveration, (dis-sever-ans) n. Act

of dissevering ; separation.

Dissidenoe, (dis'e-dens) n. Disagreement ; dissent.

Dissident, (uis'e-dont) a. [L. dissiderc, to sit apart,

to disagree, from dis and sedere, to ait.] Not agree

ing ; dissenting.

Dissident, (dis'e-dent) n. One who separates from the

established religion ; a dissenter. [asunder.

Dissilience, (dis-sire-ens) n. Act of leaping or starting

Dissilient, (dis-sil'e-ent) a. [L. dti and salirt, to leap.]

Starting asunder ; bursting and opening with elastic

force.

Dissimilar, (dis-sim'e-lar) a. [L. dis and similis, re

sembling.] Unlike; heterogeneous; having no re

semblance.

Dissimilarity, (dis-sim-e-lare-te) n. Want of resem

blance ; uulikeness ; dissimilitude.

Dissimilarly, (dis-sim'e-lar-le) adv. In a dissimilar

manner.

Dissimilitude, (dis-simdlc-tod) n. Want of similitude

or resemblance ; unlikeness ; dissimilarity ;—a com

parison by contrast.

Dissimulate, (dia-sim'u-lat) v. i. To dissemble; to feign.

Dissimulation, (dis-sim-u-la'shun) n. [L. dissi mulatto.]

Act of dissembling or feigning ; false pretension ;

hypocrisy.

Dissipate, (dis'se-pat) v. t. [L. disiipart.) To drive

asunder ; to scatter every way; to spread on all sides;

—to spend, as money : to squander ;—to divide, as the

attention ; to waste the mental powers in desultory

pursuits;— r. i. To separate into parts and disappear;

to waste away ; to vanish ;—to be extravagant or dis

solute in pleasure:—imp. & pp. dissipated; ppr. dis-

sipating.

Dissipation, (dis-se-pu'shun) «, Act of dissipating ; a

state of dispersion ;—a dissolute course of life ; vicious

indulgence; debauchery;—that which diverts or dis

tracts the mind.

Dissociate, (dis-so'she-at) r. t [L, dis and sociart, to

unite, from socius, a companion.] To separate; to

disunite ; to port :—imp. & i>p. dissociated ; ppr. dis

sociating.

Dissociation, (dis-eo-ehe-a'shun) n. Act of dissociating;

a state of separation ; disunion.

Dissolubility, (dis-sol-u-bil'e-te) «. Capacity of being

converted into a fluid by heat and moisture.

Dissoluble, (dis'sol-u-bl) a. [L. dissolubilis,] Callable

of being dissolved 01 liquefied ; — capable of being

disunited.

Dissolute, (dis'ol-ut) a. [L. dissotutus, pp. of dissotvertt

to loose.] Loose in morals and conduct :—abandoned

to;—disorderly; wild; vicious; lax; licentious; rakish:

debauched. [manner.

Dissolutely, (dis'ol-ut-le) adv. In a loose or dissolute

Dissoluteness, (dis'ol-ut-nes) n. State or quality of be

ing dissolute ; debauchery ; dissipation.

Dissolution, (dia-ol-u'shun) n. Act of dissolving or
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separating Into component parts ;—state of being dis

solved; — change from a solid to a fluid state;—

decomposition ;—dispersion of an assembly by ter

minating its sessions ; the breaking up of a partner

ship:—extinction of human life; death; destruction.

Dissolvable, (diz-zolvVbl) a. Capable of being dis

solved.

Dissolve, (diz-solv7) v. t. [L. dis and solvere, to loose,

free.] To separate into component parte;—to break

the continuity of ; to disconnect ;—to convert into a

liquid ; to melt ; to liquefy ;—to destroy the power

of; to waste away ; to consume ;—to terminate ; to

cause to disappear ;—to annul ; to rescind ;—v. i. To

waste away;—to be melted;—to be decomposed; to

crumble;—to break up; to be dismissed :—imp. & pp.

dissolved; ppr. dissolving.

Dissolved, (diz-xolvd') a. Melted; disunited; re

laxed ; separated into minute parts ; ended ; dis

persed, [dissolve.

Dissolvent, (diz-zoIVent) a. Having power to melt or

Dissolvent, (diz-zol vent) n. That which has the power

of dissolving ; a solvent.

Dissonance, (dis'so-nans) a. A mingling of discordant

sounds; jargon ;—want of agreement; incongruity.

Dissonant (dis'so-nant) a. [h. dis and sonarc, to

sound.] Discordant; unharmomous; harsh;—disagree

ing; incongruous.

Dissuade, (dis-swad*) v. t. [L. di* and suadere, to per

suade. | To advise or exhort against ;—imp. & pp.

dissuaded ; ppr. dissuading.

Dissuasion, ( clis-swa'zhun ) n. Act of dissuading ;

exhortation against a thing.

Dissuasive, (dis-swa'siv) a. Tending to dissuade.

Dissuasive, (dis-swa'siv) n. An argument or counsel

employed to deter one from a measure or purpose.

Dusuasiveiy, (dis-swa'siv-le) adv. In a way to dis

suade or induce to refrain from. [only.

Dissyllabic, (dis-sil-lab'ik) a. Consisting of twosyllablcs

Dissyllable, (dis-silla-bl) n. [O. dis, twice, double,

and tuMuo£, syllable.] A word consisting of two

syllables.

Distaff, (dis'taf) n. [A.-S. ditto/, D. towstaff.] The

staff for holding the flax, tow, or wool, from which

the thread is drawn in spinning by hand;—the holder

ofa distaff.

Disuin, (dis-tan/) v. t [F. dis and teindre, L. tingert,

to dye. tinge.] To stain ; to discolour ; to sully ; to

defile; to tarnish:—imp. & pp. distained; ppr. dis*

tsining.

Distance, (dis'tons) n. [L, distort, to stand apart,

from tits and itare, to stand] The space between

two objects or bodies ; the linear extent from one

place to another ;—a measure of division or separa

tion ;—part of a race course ;—the near, middle, or

back ground of a picture :—a certain period or in

terval of time ;—remoteness in succession or relation;

—state of standing aloof, as from fear or respect ; re

serve ; coldness.

Distance, (dis'tans) v. t. To place at a distance ;—to

remove hack from the viewpoint;—to leave behind

in a race; to surpass or excel ;—imp. & pp. distanced;

at, (distant) a. Separate ; having a space or in

terval between ;—remote in place or time ;—remote

in relation or succession ;—unconnected: indirect; in

distinct; remote in view; faint; slight; — cold in

manner ; reserved ; ceremonious ; haughty.

Distantly, (dis'tant-le) adv. At a distance; remotely;

with reserve.

Distaste, (dis-tasf) n. [Dis and taste.] Aversion of

tho taste ; dislike of food or drink;—uneasiness; dis

pleasure ;—alienation of affection.

Distaste. (dis-tAsf) v.i. To dislike tho tasto of; to

disrelish ; to loathe : — imp. <fc pp. distasted ; ppr.

distasting.

Distasteful, (distist'fool) a. Unpleasant to the teste ;

—displeasing to the feelings;—offeusivo;—displeasing;

repulsive. [manner.

Distastefully, (dis-tast'fodMe) adv. In a distasteful

Distastefulness, (distast'fool-nos) n. Dislike; disagreo-

ableness ; offeiisiveness.

Distemper, (dis-tem'per) n. [L. dis and temperare, to

moderate.] Disproportionate mixture of parts ;—

predominance of some bad humour ; disease ; espe

cially in dogs ;—predominance of any passion or ap

petite ;—ill humour ; bad temper ;—malady ; indispo

sition.

Distemper, (dis-tem'per) v. t. To disorder ; to do-

range the functions of ; — to disturb; to ruffle ;—to

mix opaque colours; to form desteruper : — imp. &

pp. distempered; ppr. distempering,

Distemperature, (dis-tem'per-a-tur) n. Bad tempera

ture ; excess of heat, cold, or moisture ;—confusion ;

irregularity;—violent disturbance ; outragoouHncsa ;—

mental uneasiness ; perturbation ;—indisposition.

Distend, (dis-tend1) v. t. [L. distendere, from dis and

tendere, to stretch, stretch out.] To lengthen out;—

to stretch or spread in all directions;—to spread ajwirt;

to divaricate ;—v. i. To become expanded or inflated;

to swell :—imp. & pp. distended ; ppr. distending.

Distensible, (dis-ten'se-bl) a. Callable of being dis

tended.

Distention, (dis-ten'shun) n. Act of distending ; state

of being distended ; — spreading ; divarication ; —

breadth ; extent or space occupied by the thing dis

tended.

Distich, (dis'tik) n. [G. disticftos, from di, twice, two

fold, and stiehos, row, verse. J A couplet; an epigram

of two lines or verses.

Distich, (dis'tik) a. Having two rows, or disposed in

two rows ; two-ranked.

Distil, (dis-til') v. t. [L. de and ttillart, to drop, stilla,

a drop.] To fall in drops ;—to flow gently ;- to use

a still; to practise distillation ;—v. t. To let fall in

drops;—to extract by heat, evaporation, and conden

sation ; to extract spirit from : to rectify; to purify:

—imp. & pp. distilled ; ppr. distilling.

Distillation, (dis-til-a'shun) n. Act of falling in drops;

—the operation of extracting spirit from a substance

by evaporation and condensation ; rectification ;—the

substance extracted by distilling.

Distiller, (dis-tiFer) n. One who distils.

Distillery, (dis-til 'er-e) n. The building and works

where distilling is carried on.

Distinct, (dis-tingkf) a. [L. distinetus, pp. of dit-

tinguere.] Flaviug tho difference marked; distinguish

ed by visible signs ;—spotted ; variegated ;—separate

in place ; not united by growth ;—different in num

ber, kind, die. ; individual ;—-clear ; manifest;—defin

ite; obvious ; precise.

Distinction, (dis-tingk'shun) n. [L. distinctio.] Mark

ing off by visible signs ; separation ;—exorcise of dis

cernment ; discrimination ; — distinguisliing quality ;

—estimation of difference;—conspicuous station ; hon

ourable estimation ; elevation in rank or character;—

honorary mark or badge.

Distinctive, (dis-tingkt'iv) a. Marking or expressing

distinction or difference. [plainly.

Distinctively, (dis-tingkt'iv-le) adv. With distinction ;

Distinctly, (dis-tingkt'lo) adv. With distinctness ;

clearly ; plainly.

Distinctness, (du-tingkt'nes) n. The quality or state

of being distinct ; nice discrimination ; clearness ;

precision.

Distinguish, (dis-ting'gwish) v. t. fL. dis and stin-

ffvere, to quench.) To note the difference between ;

to separate by mark or visible sign ;—to se)iaratc by

character or quality; to ascertain and indicate differ

ence; to specify ; to characterize ;— to discern criti

cally ; to judgo ;—to sciwirate by mark of preference

or honour ; to make eminont or illustrious ; to exalt ;

—to separate by definition of tonus or logical divi-

O
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sion ;—v. i. To make distinctions ; to show the dif

ference between ;—to exercise discrimination :—imp.

<fc pp. distinguished ; ppr. distinguiahing.

Distinguishable, (dis-tiug'gwiBh-a-bl) a. Capable of

being distinguished.

Distinguished, (dis-tin^gwiBht) a. Having distinc

tion ; made eminent or known; noted ;—conspicuous;

illustrious ; marked ; famous.

Distinguishing, (dis-ting'gwish-ing) c. Constituting

difference or distinction ; peculiar ; characteristic ;

distinctive.

Distort, (dis-tortf) r. t. [L. dis and torquert, to twist.]

To twist out of natural or regular shape;—to force out

of the true posture or direction ;—to wrest from the

true meaning:— i.np. & pp. distorted; ppr. distorting.

Distortion, (d is-tor shun) n. The act of twisting out

of shape ;—the state of being twisted out of shape ;

visible deformity ;—perversion of the sense or mean

ing.

Distract, (dis-tvakf) v. t. [L. dis and trahere, to draw.)

To draw apart ;—to turn from ; to divert ;—to draw

toward different objects ;—to perplex ; to confuBe ;—

to agitate by conflicting passions ;—to render insane ;

to craze—used in the past participle :—imp. & pp.

distracted ; ppr. distracting.

Distraction, (dis-trak shun) n, [L. diitractio.] Draw

ing apart ; separation ;—confusion of mind ; state in

which the attention is disturbed by variety or mul

tiplicity of objects or motives ;—confusion of affairs ;

public disorder ;—wandering of the mind; loss of the

wits; madness.

Distrain, (dis-tran') v. t. [T. destraindre, from L. dis

tringas, to draw asunder.] To seize for debt; to take

a man's movables in order to compel him to discharge

some duty, or make amends for some wrong :—imp. 61

pp. distrained ; ppr. distraining.

Distrainor, (dts-tran'gr) n. One who distrains or seizes

fjooda for debt or service.

Distraught, (dis-trawf) a. Distracted ; perplexed.

Distress, (dis-tres') u. [F. detrcssc, L. districtus, pp.

of distringere.] Extreme pain or Buffering of body or

mind;—that which occasions suffering;—a state of

danger or necessity:—calamity; misfortune; adversity;

—the act of distraining;—the thing taken by dis

training.

Distress, (dis-tres') v. t. To cause pain or anguish to ;

—to afflict greatly; to make miserable;—to seize for

debt; to distrain:—imp. St pp. distressed; ppr. dis

tressing.

Distressed, (dis-tresf) a. Severely afflicted ; suffering

misfortune or calamity.

Distressful, (dis-tres'fool) a. Inflicting, indicating, or

proceeding from distress; calamitous.

Distributable, (dis-trib'ut-a-bl) a. Capable of being

distributed.

Distribute, (dis-triVut) v. t. [L. dis and tribuere, to

bestow.] To give in parts or portions;—to divide

among several;—to dispense; to administer, as justice;

—to divide or separate, as into classed, orders, &c. ; to

{.-ivu in charity;—to separate types, and put them in

their proper caso ;—v. i. To make distribution :—

imp. & pp. distributed; ppr. distributing.

Distributor, (dis-trib'ut-gr) u. One who distributes or

dispenses.

Distribution, (dis-tre-bu'shun) n. Act of distributing

or dispensing;—almsgiving ;—separation into parts

or classes ; arrangement of topics in a discourse ;—the

separating of the typos, and placing each letter in its

proper cell in the cases.

Distributive, (dis-trib'ut-iv) a. Tending to distribute;

dealing to each his proper share ;—assigning the vari

ous species of a generic term ;—expressing separation

or division.

Distributive, (dis-trib'ut-iv) n. A word tliat divides

or distributes a collective number, as each, every,

tUhw.

Distributively, (dis-trib'ut-iv-le) adv. By distribution;

singly.

District, (dis'trikt) n. [L. districtus, from distringere,

to bind.] A limited extent of country; circuit; pro

vince ;—a division or quarter of a city;—a territory

within given linos; region or portion of the earth;

—an undefined territory.

District, (dis'trikt) v.t. To divide into districts:—

imp. & pp. districted; ppr. districting.

Distrust, (dis-trusf) v. t. [L. dis and Dan. trb.it, re

liance.] To doubt or suspect; not to confide in or rely

upon; to mistrust; to misbelieve:—imp. & pp. dis

trusted ; ppr. distrusting.

Distrust, (diB-trusf) «. Doubt of reality or sincerity;—

suspicion of evil designs ; want of faith or reliance ;

—discredit; loss of confidence.

Distrustful, (dis-trust'foul) a. Apt to distrust ; sus

picious;—not confident; diffident; modest; timorous.

Distrustfully, (dis-truat'fool-le) adv. In a distrustful

manner ; with doubt or suspicion.

Distrustfulness or Distrusting, (dis-trust'fuol-nes) n.

State of being doubtful or suspicious; want of confi

dence.

Disturb, (dis-turb') v. t. [L. dis and turbare, to dis

turb, from turba, crowd.] To stir; to move; to dis

compose ;—to move from regular course or action ;

interrupt; hinder; interfere with; — to throw into

confusion ; to disorder ;—to affect the mind ; to excite

uneasiness ; to disquiet :—imp. & pp. disturbed ; ppr.

disturbing.

Disturbance, (dis-tnrVans) n. Derangement of the

regular course of things;—confusion or agitation of the

mind ;—public commotion; right;—tumult; brawl;

disorder ; derangement.

Disunion, (dis-unyun) n. Disjunction ; separation ;

stato of division; want of agreement; contention;

strife.

Disunite, (dis-u-nnY) r. (. [L. dis and It unire, to join. J

To destroy the continuity or union of;—to break the

concord of;—v. i. To part; to become separate; to fall

asunder;—divide; part; sever; disjoin; sunder; sepa

rate :—imp. & pp. disunited ; ppr. disuniting.

Disusage, (dis-uz?aj) n. Gradual cessation of use or

custom ; neglect of use, exercise, or practice.

Disuse, (dis-us) n. Cessation of use, practice, or exer

cise;—cessation of custom; desuetude.

Disuse, (dis-uz) r. t. [L. dis and P. u«r, to employ.]

To cease to use or practise; to desist from employing;

—to disaccustom :—imp. & pp. disused; ppr. disusing.

Ditch, (dich) n. [A.-S. die.] A trench in the earth,

particularly for draining wet land, for guarding or

fencing inclosures, &c.;-«-a moat surrounding a for

tress.

Ditch, (dich) v.t. To dig a ditch: to surround with

ditches ;—v. i. To dig or make a ditch or ditches :—

imp. & pp. ditched; ppr. ditching.

Ditcher, (dich'er) n. One who digs ditches.

Ditheism, (di'the-izm) n. [G. di, double, and theism*]

The doctrine of the existence of two gods, a good on*

and an evil one, [theism.

Ditheistical, (di-the-ist'ik-al) a. Pertaining to di-

Dithyrambus, (dith-e-rani'bus) n. [G. dithurantbtis, a

name of Bacchus.] An ode or song in honour of

Bacchus or in praise of wine;—hence, any wild, en

thusiastic strain :—also Dithyrambio.

Ditone, (di'ton) n. [G. dis, twioe, and tonos, a tune.]

An interval comprehending two whole tones.

Dittany, (dit'ta-ne) n. [G. diktamnon, a plant grow

ing on Mount J)ieti, in Crete.] A kind of aromatic

perennial plant, the leaves of which in smell resemble

lemon-thyme, and yield an essential oil.

Ditto, (dit'o) n. Lit. detto, from L. dictum, said—con

tracted into do, iu books of account] That which lias

been said ; the aforesaid thing ; the same thing.

Ditto, (ditf6) adv. As before ; in the same manner ;

also.
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Ditty, (dit'e) n, [A.-S. tUht, L. dictum, from diarc, to

•ay.) A song: a lay ; a little poem to bo sung.

Diuresis, (di-u-re'sis) v. |G. dia, through, and ouron,

Tirine.] Excretion of urine.

Diuretic, (di-u-rot'ik) a. Exciting the secretion and

discharge of urine. [probities.

Diuretic, (di-u-ret'ik) n. A medicine with diuretic

Diurnal, (di-urnal) a. [L. diurmts, from diet, day.]

Relating to daytime ;—-daily ; recurring every day;

performed in a day.

Diurnal, (di-urn'al) n. A day-book;—a l>ook containing

the canonical hours of the Roman Catholic breviary.

Diurnally, (di-urnal-lo) ndv. Daily; every day.

Divan, (de-van) n. [Per. diiedn, A. daiicdnJ] A

council; the Turkish council of state ;—the council
•■:: ■ n 1 1 ) ■ .-r ; an audience chamber for company;—^ kind

of cushioned seat ;—a public coffee-house for tobacco

smokers.

Divaricate, (de-var'e kat) i». i. [h. du and vnricare,

from varus, bent, outward.) To part into two

branches: to open; to fork;—v.t. To divide into

two branches:—imp. it pp. divaricated; ppr. divari-

cahng.

Divarication, (de-var-e-kii'shun) n. A parting ; a fork

ing:—a wide divergence;— intersection of fibres at

different angles.

Dive, (div)v. i. [A.-S. dtl/an.] To descend or plunge

into water head first ; — to go deep Into a subject ;

—to plunge into any business or condition, so as to

be thoroughly engaged in it ;—to sink ; to penetrate :

—imp. b pp. dived; ppr. diving.

Dive-dapper, (div'dap-?r) n. A small bird: a didapper.

Divellent, (de-vel'lent) a. [L. direlieu*, drawing

asunder.] In chemistry, tending to arrange the par

ticles of a compound in a new form ; producing de

composition.

Diver, (div'gr) n. One who dives ;—one who goes

deeply into a study or business ;—a bird of the genus

Colymbiffce, remarkable for their habit of diving.

Diverge, (do-verj) r. i. [L. di and vert/erf, to in

cline. J To proceed from a point and extend; to

spread or shoot as rays;—to deviate from a given

course or lino;—to vary from a type, or a normal state,

or from the truth:—imp. & pp. diverged; ppr. di

verging.

Divergence, (de-vprj'ens) n. A receding from each

other in radiating lines;—agoing further apart.

Divergent, (de-verj'ent) a. Doviating from a given

point or direction ; receding.

Divers, (dfvfrz) a. [U. divrnvM, pp. of divertere.}

Several; sundry; more than one, but not a great num

ber ; various. [unlike; dissimilar.

Diverse, (di'v?rs) a. [L. diwrxut.) Different in kind ;

Diversely, (di-v§rsTe) adv. In different ways ; vari

ously ;—in different directions.

Diversification, (de-vers-e-fo-kii'shun) n. Act of chang

ing forms or qualities ; variegation ;—state of being

altered or different; variation;—variety or multi

plicity of forms.

Diversified, ( de-vers'e-fId ) p. a. Distinguished by

various forms, or by a variety of aspects.

Diversify, (de-vgnVfI) r. t. [L. diver.ius, and facere,

to make.] To make diverse or various in form or

qualities ;—to give variety to ; to exhibit in different

lights:—imp. & pp. diversified; ppr. diversifying.

Diversion, (tle-vjrshiui) n. Act of turning aside from

any course, occujwition, or object;—that which diverts;

sport; play; pastime ;—act of drawing the attention

and force of an enemy from the point where the prin

cipal attack is to be made ; the attack, alarm, or feint

wnich diverts.

Diversity, (de-vcrVe-te) n. A state of difference ; un-

likeness: dissimilitude; — distinct being or form as

opposed to identity ;—variety.

Divert, (de-vcrf) v. t. [L. dirertere, from di and

tt.rter€, to turn.] To turn off from any course,

direction, or intended application ;—to turn aside ;

to draw off, as the forces of an enemy ;—to turn from

business or study ; to give pleasure or amusement ;—

v. i. To turn aside ; to depart from the main branch

or design of an argument or subject :—imp. «k pp.

diverted ; ppr. diverting.

Divertingly. (de-verting-le) adv. In an amusing and

diverting manner.

Divertisement, (do-vrrt'iz-ment) jj. [F.] A short bal

let or other entertainmeut between the acts of longer

pieces.

Divest, (de-vesf) r. (. fit. direstire] To strip, as

of clothes, anus, or equipage ;—to deprive:—imp. &

]>p. divested ; ppr. divesting.

Divide, (de-vld') v. t. [L. dividers, from dU and ridu-

are, to part.] To part or separate ;—to cut into parts

or pieces ; to cleave ;—to keep apart, as by a ]Hirti-

tion ; to separate, as by conflicting opinions or in

terests ; — to apportion in parts ; to distribute, as

profits, Ac. ;—to distinguish or classify ;—to take tho

votes of a meeting or legislative assembly for or against

a motion ;— i\ t. To be separated ; to part : to open ;

—to vote :—imp. & pp. divided; ppr. dividing.

Dividend, (div'e-dend) n. [L. dividendus, from divi-

dere, to divide.] A thing divided; part; portion;

share; — interest on bank or railway sliares, public

funds, or other stock, paid half-yearly to tho share

holders or proprietors ;—amount of profit from busi

ness or trade divided annually among the partners;

—proportionate sum paid to a creditor out of the

realized effects or assets of a bankrupt;—arithmeti

cal term for a sum that is to be divided.

Divination, (div-in-a'shun) «. Act or art of foretell

ing future events; augury; omen; conjectural presage;

prediction.

Divine, (de-vm/) a. [L. dirinus, divine, from tHvui, a

deity, G. theos.] Belonging to God ; godlike in na

ture ;— proceeding from God;—appropriated to God,

or celebrating his praise ; — relating to divinity or

theology ; — supernatural ; superhuman ; heavenly ;

holy.

Divine, (de-vinO n. A priest ; a clergyman ;—a man

skilled in divinity ; a theologian.

Divine, (de-vm1) r. t. [L. divinare.] To foresee or fore

know ;—to conjecture; to guess ;—r. i. To practise

divination ;—to impart presages of the future ;—to

have forebodings ;—to guess or conjecture:— imp. &

pp. divined ; ppr. divining.

Divinely, (de-vin'le) adv. In a divine manner;—by

the agency of God ;—supremely ; excellently.

Diviner, (de-vTn'jr) n. One who divines;—one who pre

tends to reveal secret things by suiwrnatural meaus ;

—a conjecturer.

Diving-bell, (dlv'ing-bel) n. A hollow vessel, some

times I «1 I ! 1 1 pei 1 , so contrived as

to enable persons to descend in

to deej) water, and while under

water furnished with fresh air

by means of a flexible pip*-.

Divinity, (de-vin'e-to) n. State of

being divine ; Godhead ; — the

Deity ; God ; — a false god ;— a

celestial being inferior to God,

but superior to man ;—sui>er-

natural power orvirtue:—science

of divine things ; theology.

Divisibility, (de-viz-e-bil'e-te) ?l

The quality of being divisible;— '

the general property of all ma- DMnff-beU.

terial bodies of being capable of division in their

parts or component particles.

Divisible, (de-vizVbl) a. Capablo of being divided.

Divisibly, (de-viz'o-ble) adv. In a divisible manner.

Division, (de-vizh'un) n, (L. divinio. from dividere,

ritri.mm.] Act of dividing;—state of being divided ;

— tliat which divides;—the portion separated by the
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dividing of a mass ;—difference in opinion or feeling ;

—difference of condition ;—sejKiratioii of the members

of a deliberative body to ascertain the vote;—process

of finding how many times one number or quantity

is contained in another;—the rule by which the

operation is performed ; — a section of an army or

fleet;—pi. Parts of a discourse ; heads.

Divisional, ( de-vizh'un-al ) a. Marking or making

division ;—belonging to a district.

Divisive, (de-viz'iv) a. Forming division or distribu

tion ;—creating division or discord.

Divisor, (de-vuror) n. [L.J The number by which the

dividend is divided.

Divorce, (de-Tors') n. [L. dirortium, from dis and

vertere, to turn.] A leg;U dissolution of tho marriage

contract ;—the separation of a married woman from

the bod and board of her husband; —separation of

things closely united ;—the decree by which marriage

is dissolved.

Divoroe, (de-Tors') r. t. To separate by divorce;—to

disunite; to sunder; to put away:—imp. <fc j»p. di

vorced ; ppr. divorcing. [marriage tie.

Divorcement, (de-vonr*ment) n. Act of dissolving the

Divorcer, (de-vflrs'jr) n. The person or cause that pro

duces divorce.

Divulge, (de-vulj') v. t. [L. di and vulgare, to make

pubbc, from valgus, the common people.] To make

public: to reveal; to disclose:—imp. & pp. divulged;

Pirr. divulging.

Divulsion, (de-vul'shun) n. [I*. divutno, from divtt-

Irre.] Act of pulling or plucking away; a rending

asunder. [rend.

Divulaive, (de-vuls'iv) a. Tending to pull asunder or

Dizziness, (diz'e-nes) n. Giddiness ; vertigo.

Dizzy, (diz'e) a. IA.-H. dysip, foolish.] Ilaving a

sensation of vertigo ; giddy ; hence, confused ; indis

tinct ;—unreflecting ; heedless ; thoughtless. '

Dizzy, (diz'e) v. (. To whirl round ; to make giddy ;

to confuse.

Do, (do) n. A syllable attached to tho first tone of

tho major diatonic scale for the purpose of solmization.

Do, (duo) n. A feat ; what one can perform ;—a cheat;

a trick ;—contraction of ditto.

Do, (doo) v. (. or auxiliary. [A.-S. d/ln, Go. tav.gim.']

To perform ; to execute ; to make ;—to product), as an

effect or result ; to effect;—to perform completely ; to

finish; to accomplish ;—to cook completely;—to trans

late or transform into, as a written text ;—to deceive :

to play a trick upon; to hoax; to humbug: — r.i.

To act or behave ;—to fare ; to be in a state with

regard to sickness or health ;—to manage ; to accom-

Slish a purpose ; to answer an end;—imp. did; pp.

one; ppr. doing,

Docile or Docible, (do'sil) a. [L. docilU, from dnccrc,

to teach.] Teachable; easily instructed; ready to

learn ; tractable.

Docility, (do-ail'e-te) n. Teachableness ; readiness to

learn ; aptness; submissiveness.

Do'iimacy, (dosVma-se) n. [G. dnkimasia, from doki-

fttfizein, to assay metals.] The art or practice of assay

ing of ores and metals ; metallurgy.

Docimaatic, (dos-e-mas'tik) a. Proving by experiments

or tests.

Dook, (dok) n. [A. -9. docce.] A common weed of

the genus Jlumcx, having a long tap root arid large

broad leaves.

Dock, (dok) v. t. To cut off, as the end of a thing ; to

curtail ; to clip ;—to deduct from, as an account;—to

break an entail ;—to defeat ; to bar ;—to place in a

dock, as a eliip ;—imp. & pp. docked ; ppr. docking.

Dock, (dok)n. [Icel. dnckr.] The stump of a tail, or

tho part loft after cutting or clipping; — a case to

cover the clipped or cut tail of a horse.

Dock, (dok) a. [(.;. dttchi, receptacle, from decJusthai,

to receive.] An inclosure artificially constructed on

the side of a harbour or bank of a river, and closed

by gates, for the reception of ships ;—usually classed

as dnj dock or yraviny dock, in which the water can

be pumped out to facilitate repairs on the *«>tt<>m

of ships ; and Wft dock, in which the water is kept at

high level to float the ships, and permit their exit

at high tide ;—the place where a criminal or accused

person stands in court

Dockage, (dok'iij) n. A charge for the use of a dock.

Docket, (tlok'et) n. [From dock.) A paper containing

the heads of a written document ;—a summary or

digest ;—a bill or label tied to goods ,—a list of causes

rejuly for hearing or trial.

Docket, (dok'et) v. t. To make an abstract of the

heads of ;—to enter in a docket ;—to mark the con

tents on the back of papers ;—to initial or mark :—

i m a & pp. docketed ; ppr. docketing.

Docking, (dok'ing) u. Act of placing ships in a dock.

Dock-yard, (dok'yard) n. A yard or magazine near a

harbour for all kinds of naval stores and timber.

Doctor, (dok'tor) n. [L. from doccre, to teach.] A

teacher or expounder ; — one who has received an

honorary degree in any of the learned professions ; a

man of science, erudition, or professional acquire

ments ;—one licensed to practise medicine; a physi

cian ;—one of the authorities in tho early or medi

aeval church ;—a mechanical contrivance ;—the reser

voir or duct of ink in a steam press.

Doctor, (dok'ler) v. t. To attend or treat as a physician ;

—to make a doctor ;—v. i. To practise physic :—imp.

<fc pp. doctored ; ppr. doctoring.

Doctoral, (dok'tcr-al) a. Relating to the degree or

practice of a doctor. [of a doctor.

Doctorate, (dok't?r-iit) n. The degree, rank, or condition

Doctorship, (dok'tcr-ship) n. Degree of a doctor ; doc

torate.

Doctrinal, (dnk'trin-al) a. Pertaining to, or contain

ing, doctrine ; pertaining to the act, mode, or means

of teaching. [or form.

Doctrinally, (dok'trin-al-le) adv. In a doctrinal manner

Doctrine, (doVtrin)n. [L. doctrina.) Act of teaching;

instruction ;—that which is taught ; a principle, or

the body of principles, in any branch of knowledge ;

dogma; tenet ;—the truths of the gospel ; instruction

in gospel truth; form or system in which gospel truth

is embodied or taught ; any special truth ;—learning ;

knowledge.

Document, (dok'u-ment) n. [L. documentum, from

docere, to teach.] Precept : direction ;—written in

struction ; evidence or proof ;—an official paper con

taining instruction, conveying information, or estab

lishing the allegation of facts ; memorial ; certificate;

affidavit ; deed ; record.

Document, (dok'u-ment) v. t. To furnish with docu

ments or with ]tapers necessary to establish facta ; to

instruct ; to direct.

Documental, (dok-u-ment'al) a. Pertaining to instruc

tion ; consisting in, or derived from, documents.

Documentary, (dok-u-mentar-e) a. Pertaining to writ

ten evidence ; consisting in documenta.

Dodder, (dod'der) «. [Dan. doddcv, Ger. dotter.] A

parasitical vine, winch fixes itself to some other

plant, and, decaying at tho root, is nourished by tixe

plant that supports it

Dodecagon, (do-dek'a-gon) n. [G. d&dtka, twelve, and

(jonia, angle.] A regular figure or polygon bbundad

by twelve equal sides, and containing twelve equal

angles.

Dodecohedral, ( do-dek-a-h5 dral )

p. Pertaining to a dodecahe

dron.

Dodecahedron, (do-dek-a-hudron)

n. [O. dodeka, twelve, and hfdra,

scat] A regular solid contained

under twelve equal and regular

pentagons; a solid having twelve

equal bases,

DoJecahodroua.
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Dodge, (doj) v.i. [Probably a modification of dog.)

To start suddenly aside ; to shift in place or posi

tion ;—to play fast and loose ; to l»o evasive j to quib

ble ;—r. t. To evade by a sudden shift of place ; to

escape by starting aside :—imp. & pp. dodged ; ppr,

dodging. [a dexterous device or trick.

Bodge, (doj) n. Act of evading by skilful movement;

Dodger, (dnj'er) n. One who dodges or evades ; one

who lines tricky devices.

Dado, (do'do) n. [Pg. doudo.) A bird of large sizo of

the genua Colymfridm, once inhabiting the Mauritius,

but now extinct. [fallow-deer.

Doe, (do) ft. [A.-S. dd.] A she-deer ; the female of the

Doer, (doo'er) n. Olio who does or performs ; an actor ;

an agent. [of do.

Does. (duz). Third person singular prut/it indicative

Doeskin, (do'skin) n. The skin of the doe;—a com

pact twilled woollen cloth.

Doff, (dof) v.t. [From do and of.] To put off, as

dress ; to strip ; to divest ;—to rid one's self of ; to de

fer ; to delay :—imp. & pp. doffed; ppr. doffing.

Doer, (dog) n. [Icel. dogw; F. dogut.] A quadruped

of the genus Cants—there

are more than thirty varie

ties :—a mean wortldeas fel

low ;—a constellation called

Sirius or Canieula; — an

andiron with a dog's head at

top :—a grappling iron ;—a

kind of catch or clutch.

Dog, (dog) r.(. To hunt;— -"

to follow insiduously or in- **

defatigably; to worry with

importunity ; — imp. & pp. Dog.

dogged; ppr. dogging.

Dog-brier, (dog*bri-er) n. The dog-rose.

Dog-cart, (dog'kart) n. A one-horse vehiclo for sports

men—so called from being used to carry dogs for

hunting in an open space behind ;—a light jaunting

vehicle, [very cheap.

Dog-cheap, (dog'chep) a. Cheap as dog's meat or offal ;

Dog-day, (dogdA) n. One of the days when Sirius or

th« Dog-star rises and sets with tho sun.

Doge, (doj) n. [It. from L. dux, a leader.] The chief

magistrate in the republics of Venice and Genoa.

Dog-eared, (dog'erd) a. Having the corners of the

leave* turned down by careless usage—said of a book.

Dogfish. (dogfish) n. A species of shark.

Dog-fly, (dog^fli) 7i. A native, voracious, and biting fly.

Dogged, (dog'ed) a. [From dog.] Surlily obstinate ;

sullen ; morose. [lenly; obstinately.

Doggedly, (dog'ed-le) adv. In a dogged manner ; sul-

Doggedness, (dog'ed-nes) «. Sullcnness ; morosenets.

Dogger, (dog'er) n. [D.] A two-masted fishing vessel,

used especially by the Dutch.

Doggerel, (dog'cr-el) a. [From dog.] Low in style

and irregular in measure. [lar verse.

Doggerel, (dogVr-el) n. Afean, undignified, and irregu-

Doggish, (dog'ish) a. Like a dog ; churlish ; snap

pish.

Dog-head, (dogned) n. Part of a gunlock.

Dog-kennel, (dog-kon'nel) n. An inclosed yard or ken

nel where dogs are kept.

Dog-Latin, (dogT&t-in) n. Barbarous Latin.

Dogma, (dog's]a) n, [L. dopma, G. dogma, from dokein,

to think.} Form in which truth is apprehended ;

opinion ; belief ;— maimer of expressing doctrinal

truth; formula; canon ;—established principle, max

im, or tenet;—authoritative expression of truth ; an

arbitrary article of belief.

Dogmatical, (dog-niat'ik-al) a. Pertaining to a dogma;

—magisterial ; — positive; asserted with authority;

authoritative. [arrogantly .

Dogmatically, ( dog - mat'ik - al-le ) adv. Positively ;

Dogmatics, (dog-mat'iks) n. sing. Tho forms of Chris

tian doctrine;—the history of doctrines; historical

discussion, of the different modes in which Chris

tian truth has been presented and defended.

Dogmatism, (dog'raat-izm) n. Positive assertion ;—

positivoness in opinion or in disputation ; — laying

down the law;—arrogant assumption of right or ability

to determine a question.

Dogmatist, (dogmat-ist) n. One who dogmatizes.

Dogmatise, (dog'mat-iz) v.i. To assert positively; to

teach with bold and undue confidence; to advance

with assumption of authority : — imp. & pp. dog

matized; ppr, dogmatizing.

Dogmatizer, (dog'mat-iz-er) n. One who dogmatizes.

Dog-rose, (dogroz) n. A species of wild rose which

bears the hip.

Dog's-ear, (dogz'er) n. Tho corner of a leaf in a book

turned down like the ear of a dog.

Dog's-fenneL (dogzTen-nel) n. A plant, corn-camomile.

Dog-shores, (dogshorz) n. Pieces of timber used to pre

vent a vessel from starting, while the keel-blocks are

being taken out beforo launching.

Dog-star, (dog star) n. Sirius, a star of the first mag

nitude, whose rising and setting with the sun gave

name to the dog-days.

Dog-tooth, (dog'tooth) n. A sharp-pointed human tooth,

growing between the incisors and grinders, and re

sembling a dog's tooth—eye-tooth, [treatment.

Dog-trick, (dog'trik) n. An ill turn; surly or brutal

Dog-vratch, (dogVoch) n. One of two watches on

board ship of two hours each, tbo first being from

4 to 0, the second from 0' to 8 o'clock p.m.

Dogwood, (dog'wood) n. A genus of small trees,

the wood of which is hard and serviceable.

Doily, (doil'e) n, A species of woollen stuff;—a small

napkin, generally coloured, set on tho table with fruit

and wine. [about half a farthing.

Doit, (dolt) «. [D. duit.] A small Dutch coin, worth

Dolce, (dol'cha) adv. [it,] Softly; sweetly—a direc

tion to the musical performer.

Dole, (dol) n, [A.-S. iidl, dal.] Actof dividing and dis

tributing;—that which is dealt or distributed ; alms ;

charity ; gratuity;—blows dealt out;—grief ; sorrow.

Dole, (dol) v. t. To deal out in small portions; to dis

tribute :—imp. A: pp. doled; ppr. doling.

Doleful. (d51'f661) a. Sorrowful ; expressing grief;

querulous ; —feeling grief ; melancholy; —conveying

grief; dismal;—rueful; woful. [sadly.

Dolefully, (dol'fotu-le) adv. In a doleful manner;

Dolefulncss, (duTfool-nes) n. Borrow; gloominess; dis-

malntss ; melancholy.

Dolesome, (dol'sum) a. • Doleful ; dismal ; sorrowful.

Doll, (dol)?*. [G. eidolon.] A puppet or baby for acliild.

Dollar, (dol'lar) ft, [An abbreviation of Joachims-

thaler.] A silver coin of tho United States, Mexico,

Spain, &c—from 4*. %d. to 4s. 10/.

Dolmen, (dol'men) n. [Celt] A table of stones, or a

large stone resembling a table, found among the relics

of the druida ; a cromlech. [lime.

Dolomite, (dol'6-niit) u. A magnesian carbonate of

Doloriferous, (do-ler-ifVr-us) a. [h. dolor, pain, and

JW"IW. to bear.] Pi-educing pain or distress.

Dolonflc, (do-lgr-ifik) a. [L. dotorifteus, from dolor and

Jacert, to make.] Causing pain or grief; dolorous.

Dolorous, (dolrr-us) n. Full of dolour or grief;—

occasioning paiu or grief;—dismal ; sorrowful ; pain

ful ; distressing.

Dolorously, (d&'ler-us-Ie) adv. In a dolorous manner.

Dolour, (do'ler) n. [I-. from dotere, to grieve.] Pain;

grief; distress; anguish.

Dolphin, (dol'fln) n. |L. dolphin, dtlphinus.] A ceta-

seous mammal ;—a fish of about

5 feet in length, celebrated for

its surprising changes of colour

when dying. .

Dolt, (dolt) n. [A.-S. drol, from

dvtlcm, to err.] A heavy, stupid Dolphin.

fellow ;—blockliciid ; dunce ; simpleton.
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Doltish, (ddlt'ish) a. Dolt-like; dull in intellect;

stupid.

Doltishncss, (dolt'jsh-ues) u. Dulness of intellect;

stupidity.

Dom, (dum). A termination signifying right, property

or quality, jurisdiction.

Domain, (do-man',) n. [L. dominium, from dominus,

master, from dumus, a house.] Dominion ; author

ity ;—territory over which dominion is exerted ;—

landed property; estate; especially, the land about

the mansion-house of a lord, and in Ins immediate

occupancy. [landed estates.

Domanial, (do-uian'o-al) a. Related to domains or

Dome, (dom) «. [L. domus, a house.] A building ;—a

noble edifice; fabric;— a structure raised above thereof

of an edifice, usually hemispherical in form ; a cupola;

—any erection resembling the dome or cupola of a

building;—the upper part of a furnace.

Domestic, (dft-mes'tik) a. [L. domestical, from domus,

houso.] Belonging to the house or homo ; pertaining

to one's place of residence, and to the family ;—per

taining to a nation considered as a family, or home,

or to one's own country ; intestine ;—remaining much

at home ; devoted to home duties or pleasures ;—living

in or near the habitations of man ; tame;—niade in

one's own house, nation, or country.

Domestic, (do-mes'tik) n. One who lives in the family

of another, as a chaplain, secretary, or companion ; a

servant or hired attendant residing in the house ;—pi.

Newspaper paragraphs relating to home or local

matters.

Domestically, (do-mes'tik-al-e) adw. In a domestic

manner ; relatively to homo or household affairs ;

privately.

Domesticate, (do-mes'tik-at) v. t. (L. domestical-?, from

domus, house.] To make domestic ; to familiarize ; to

treat as one of the family ;—to retire from the public ;

to remain much at home ;—to accustom to live near

the habitations of man ; to tame '.—imp. & pp. domes-

ticated; ppr. domesticating.

Domestication, (do-mes-tik-a'shun) n. The act of

domesticating.

Domett, (dom'et) n. A plain cloth, of which the warp

is cotton and the weft woollen.

Domicile, (dom e-sil) n. [L. domicitium, from domus, a

house.] An abode or mansion; place of permanent

residence ;—a residence at a particular place accom

panied with positive or presumptive proof of an inten

tion to remain there.

Domicile or Domiciliate, (dom'e-sil) v. t. To establish

in a fixed residence ;—to render domestic or familiar ;

—imp. & pp. domiciled ; ppr. domiciling.

Domiciliary, (dom-e-sil'e-ar-e) a. Pertaining to a do

micile, or the residence of a person or family;—intrud

ing into a house for purposes of searching.

Domiciliation, (dom-e-sil-e-a shun) n. Permanent resi

dence, [rule.

Dominance, (dom'in-ans) n. Ascendancy ; authority ;

Dominant, (dom'in-ant) a. [I* dominant, ppr. of dnuii-

nari.] Ruling: prevailing ; governing; presiding;

ascendant; predominant.

Dominant, (dom'in-ant) n. The fifth tone of the scale.

Dominate, (dom'in-at) v. t. [L. dominari, from do-

minus, master, from domus, house.] To predominate

over; to rule; to govern;—r.i. To predominate:—

imp. & pp. dominated; ppr. dominating1.

Domination, (dom-in-ii'shun) h. Exercise of power ill

ruling; dominion; government; authority; tyranny;

—the fourth of the supposed orders ofangelical beings.

Domineer, (dom-in-er) r.i [F. dominer,] To rule with

insolence or arbitrary sway ; to bluster ; to swell with

haughty assumption :—imp. & pp. domineered ; ppr.

domineering.

Domineering, (dom-in-eVing)a. Ruling with insolence;

rbitrary ; overbearing; tyrannical,

ninical, (do-min'ik-al) a. [\.. dominieus dies, the

-relat-Lord's day.] Indicating Lord's day or Sunday ;

Ing to, or given by, our Lord.

Dominican, (do-min'ik-an) a. Belonging or relating to

the Dominicans, or to St. Dominic.

Dominican, (do-min'ik-an) n. One of the order of

monks founded by Dominic de Guzman :— called also

■prrdicants, preacfiing-Jrittrs, jacobins, and black-friars.

Dominie, (dom'in-e) n. [L. dominus, master, from

domus, house.] A schoolmaster ;—a parson.

Dominion, (do-miu'yun) n. [L. dominium.] Sovereign

or supreme authority ;—superior prominence ; predo

minance;—a governing power of very high rank;—

the right to govern others j sovereignty ; govenmntal

rule ;—that which is governed ; territory; state; king

dom ; principality ; subjects ;—the power to dispose or

use what is one's own ; itoasessions ; personal property;

—pi. An order of angels.

Domino, (dom'in-o)». [It. and Sp., from L. dominus,

master.] A cape with a hood, formerly worn by

priests ;—a mourning veil worn by women ;—a half-

mask ;—a long, loose cloak, with a hood, used as a

disguise ;—a person wearing a domino ;—jd. A game

played with twenty-eight pieces of ivory, enx, indented

on the face with spots from a one to double-six ;—one

of the pieces with which the game is played.

Don, (ilon) »i. [Sp., Pg. dom, It. donna, from L. dnmi-

jut*, master.] Sir; Mr. ; Signior—a title of courtesy

in Spain ;—a grand personage, or one making preten

sion to consequence ;—the students' name for the head

men in college.

Don, (don) r. t. [To do on.] To dress ; to put on; to

invest one's self with :—imp. & pp. donned ; ppr.

donning.

Donation, (do-na'shun) n. Act of giving ;—that which

is given; a gift; a grant; a grant of money to a

charitable purpose;—benefaction; gratuity; largess;

presentation.

Donative, (don'a-tiv) n. [L. donatirum, from donair.]

A gift ; a gratuity ; a present j—a benefice conferred

by the founder or patron, without presentation or in

duction by the ordinary.

Donative, (don'a-tiv) a. Vestetl or vesting by donation.

Donax, (don'aks) n. A genus of molluscous bivalves.

Done, (dun) pp. of do. Performed ; executed ; finished;

—given out ; issued ; made public ; — word used in

accepting an ofler, wager, or bet.

Donee, (do-mY) «. [K donni, pp. of donntr, from

L. donors.] One to whom a gift or donation is made ;

one to whom a grant or transfer of lauds or tene

ments is conveyed.

Donjon, (don'jon) «. A massive tower in ancient

castles, regarded as the

strongest part of the fortifi

cations, and usually in the

innermost court or oallium :

—also called the keep.

Donkey, (dong'kO) n. [Per

haps from dun, in allusion

to the colour of the animal,

and the termination kin.]

An ass or mule;—a stupid or

obstinate and wrong-headed

fellow.

Donkey-engine, (donglc6-en'-

• i n ) 7i. A small assistant

engine in steam-vessels, de

riving its Bteam from the boiler.

Donna, (don'na) n. [It. donna, 1

A lady; madam; mistress.

Donor, (do'ntjr) it, [P. donntur, from L donare, to

give.] One who gives or bestows gratuitously ; a

benefactor ;—one who confers a power or estate.

Doob-grass, (doob'gras) n. A perennial creeping grass

much prized in the Bast Indies.

Doodle, (dood'l) n. [Perhaps corrupted from do Utile]

A trinei . a simple fellow.

 

Donjon.

domina, mistress.]
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Dooly, (dool'e) a. In the East Indios, a palanquin for

the sick.

Doom, (doom) v. t. To pronounce sentence or judgment

on , to condemn ;—to ordain as penalty ; to mulct or

fine ;—to destine; to fix irrevocably the fate of:—imp,

& pp. doomed ; ppr. dooming.

Doom, (doom) n. [A.-S. dom, IeeX donir. Go. dot**,]

Judgment; judicial sentence ; penal decroe:—tliat to

which one is doomed or sentenced : penalty ; fate ;

destruction ; final condemnation ; ruin.

Doomsday, (doomz'da) ft, A day of sentence, or con

demnation ;—the day of the final judgment

Doomsday-book, (doomx'dS-book) n. A book compiled

by order of William the Conqueror, containing a sur

rey of all England, with a view to taxation.

Door, (dor) n. [A.-S. dom, L. fores.] An opening in

the walls of a house for going in and out at;— the

frame of boards or other material by which an open

ing into or in a house is closed ; —means of approach

or access :—portal ; entrance.

Door-bell, (doVbel) u. A bell that can he rung at the

outer door of a dwelling to give notice of visitors, 4c.

Door-keeper, (dorTtep-cr) r*. One who guards the en

trance of a house or public building ; a porter ; a

Janitor.

Door-nail, (doVnal) n. The nail or knob on which the

knocker of a door strikes.

Door-way , (dor'wa) n. Tho passage by a door.

Dor, (dor) n. [A.-S. dora, drone.] The black-beetle or

the hedge-chafer.

Dorado, (do-ri'do) n. [Sp. dorado, gilt.] A southern

constellation containing six stars;—a large fish, a spe

cie* of dolphin.

Soree, (do~reO n. An acanthopterygious fish esteemed

a table delicacy, commonly called John Dory, from

P. jaunt-dorr, yellowish-golden.

Doric, (dor'ik) a. Pertaining to Doris, or the Dorian

race, in ancient Greece ;—

belonging to or resembling

the second order of architec-

tore ;—relating to one of tho

ancient musical modes or

keys.

Dcricisra, (dorVsizm) n. A

phrase of the Doric dialect.

Jfonnancy, (dor'man-se) it.

8tata of being dormant ;

quiescence.

Dormant, (dor'mant) a. [P. -ppr. of dormir, to sleep.]

Sleeping : hence, not in action ; quiescent ; not dis

closed, asserted, or insisted on :—in a sleepingposture.

Dormant, (dor'mant) n. The large beam lying across

a room; a joist:—& sleeper.

Dormer-window, (dor'mer-win'do) n. F. dormir, L.

dormire, to sleep.] A window placed vertically on

the inclined plane of the roof of a house.

Dermitire, (dor'mo-tiv) n. [L. dormirf, to sleep.] A

medicine to promote sleep; an opiate; a narcotic;

a soporific.

Dsrmitive. (dor'me-tiv) a. Causing sleep.

Dormitory, (dor'me-tor-e) n. [L. dormitorium, from

darmire, to sleep.] A room, Buite of rooms, or huild-

ing, used to sleep in ; a bed-room ;—the gallery bi a

eonvent or monastery divided into cells for the nuns

or monks.

Dormouse, (dor'mons) n. [Ftov. Eng. dorm, to doze, and

moiue.] A small rodent mam

mal which lives on trees like tho

squirrel, and feeds on acoms,

nuts, Ac.—so called because it is

usually torpid during the winter.

Domic, (dor nik) n. Coarse dam

ask and table-linen, made at

Tournay.

Dornoch, (dor'noch) n. A stout Ijormoose.

figured linen, first made in Do-mock, Scotland.

TirtTTrnprwiu'-'iiujij i p

ii

Doric Order.

 

Dorsal, (dorsal) a. [I* dorsum, tho back.] Pertaining

to the buck.

Dorsiferous, (dor-sifer-us) a. [L. dorsum, the back,

and ferre, to bear.] Bearing seeds on the back of

the loaves, as the ferns.

Dorsum, (dorsum) n. [L.] The ridge of a bill;—the

back of tho body.

Dose, (dos) ft. [G. dotit, from didonai, to give.]

Quantity of medicine given or prescribed at one time ;

any thing nauseous that one is obliged to take; potion;

draught.

Dose, (dos) v. (. To form into suitable dots* ;—to give

medicine or physic to;—to give any tiling nauseous

to:—imp. & pp. dosed; ppr. dosing.

Dost, (dust). Second person present of do.

Dot, (dot.) n. [Perhaps from, A.-S. dyttan, to close up.]

A small point or spot mado with a pen or other

pointed instrument; a Bpect:—in music, a point plarod

after a note or rest, to lengthen the sound or pause.

[F. dot, from L. dojt, dotis, dowry.] A marriage por-

tiou ; dowry.

Dot, (dot) v. t. To mark with dots or specks ; — to

diversify with small detached objects ;—v. i. To make

dots or specks ;—imp. <fc pp. dotted; ppr. dotting.

Dotage, (dotuj) ft, [Froiudonr.J Childishness; imbe

cility of mind, particularly in old age ; senility ;—

excessive fondness; weak and foolish affection.

Dotal, (d&t'al) a. [L. dotalis, from dos, dowry.] Per

taining to a dowry or marriage settlement.

Dotard, (dot'erd) n. [From dote] A man whoso in

tellect is impaired by age;—a foolishly fond fellow.

Dotation, (do-tishun) n. [L. dotare, to endow, from

dos, dower.] Act of bestowing a marriage portion

on a woman;—endowment; establishment of funds

for support, as of an hospital.

Dote, (dot) v. i. [D. doten, F. rndoter, to rave.] To

have the intellect impaired, especially by ago, bo that

the mind wanders or wavers ;—to be excessively or

foolishly fond:—imp. ii pp. doted; ppr. doting.

Doter, (dot'er) n. One who dotes.

Doth, (duth). Third person praent of do.

Dotingly. (do'ting-le) adv. With extreme affection ;

fondly; excessively.

Dotted, (dot'ed) a. Marked with dots or email spots;

diversified with small, detached objects.

Dottrel, (dot'rel) n. [From dote.] A wading bird of

the genus Grallus, a congener of the plovers. It is

said to imitate tho action of tho fowler, and to lie

easily taken by stratagem ;—a silly fellow ; a dupe ;

a gull.

Double, (dubl) a. [F. from L. duplex, from duo, two,

and plieare, to fold.] Noting two things of the same

kind ; existing or exlubited in pairs ;— twofold ; twice

as much;—divided into two; of two kinds; acting

two parts ; serving two purposes ; vacillating ; de

ceitful.

Double, (dubl) adv. Twice : twofold.

Double, (dubl) v. t. To multiply by two; to make twice

as great ;—to fold one part upon another part of; —

to contain or bo worth twice as much as ;—to pass

around or by ;—to unite, as ranks or files, so as to form

one;—r. i. To increase or grow to twice as much ; —

to return upon one's track;— to use shifts or arti

fices:—imp. & pp. doubled; ppr. doubling.

Double, (dub'l) n. Twice as much;—that which U

doubled over or together; a plait ; a fold ;—a turn in

running to escape pursuers; hence, a trick ; a shift;

an artifice ;—a counterpart. [rels, as a gun.

Double-barrelled, (dub'l-bar-cld ) a. Having two bar-

Double-base. (dub'1-bas) n. The largest aud lowest-

toned instrument in the violin form.

Double-cylinder engine, (dubl-sil'en-d^r-on'jin) n. A

marine engine which has two cylinders placed exactly

at right angles to the crank-shaft.

Double-dealer, (dub/1-deTer) n. One who acts two dif

ferent parla.
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Double-dealing, (dut/l-deTing) n. Artifice ; duplicity.

Double-entry, (dub'l-en'tre) n. A modo of book-keep

ing in which every item or sum is entered to the debit

of one account, and the credit of another, so that

the ledger should always balance.

Double-minded, (dul/1 -niiud'od) a. Having different

minds at different times; unsettled; wavering; un

stable, [doubled; duplicity.

Doubleness, (dubl-nes) n. State of Ijcing doulile or

Double-quick, (dub'1-kwik) n. The fastest time or step

in marching next to the run, requiring 105 stops, each

33 inches in length, to be taken in one minute.

Doublet, (dub'ler) n. One who, or that which, doubles.

Double-star, (dub'1-stur) n. Two stars so near to each

other as to be Been separate by means of a telescope

only.

Doublet, (dub'lot) n. [F. doublet, dim. of double.]

Two of the same kind ; a pair ; a couple ;—the inner

garment of a man ; a waistcoat.

Double-tongued, (dul/1-tnngd) a. Speaking differently

about a thing at different times ; deceitful.

Doublets, (dublets) n. pi. Two dice which, having

been thrown, have each the same number of spots on

the face lying uppermost.

Doubling, (dubling) n. Reduplication ; turning or

winding to escape pursuit; shift; quirk; artifice; sail

ing round, as a cape or promontory.

Doubloon, (dub-loonO n. |Sp. doblon.} A Spanish and

Portuguese coin, being double tho value of the pis

tole, or about thirty-two shillings.

Doubly, (dub'le) adv. In twice the quantity ; to

twice the degree.

Doubt, (dout) v. i. [F. doubter, L. dubitare.} To be

in a state of uncertainty ; to question ;—to be in a

state of suspense ; to fluctuate ;—to bo undetermined;

to hesitate;—to be apprehensive ; to fear; to suspect ;

—v. (. To question or hold qnestionable; to hesitate

to believe ;—to fear ; to apprehend ; to suspect ; to

distrust; to withhold confidence from :—imp, & pp.

doubted ; ppr. doubting.

Doubt, (dout) n. Uncertainty of mind ; suspense; un

settled opinion ;—uncertainty of condition; fear; ap

prehension ;—distrust of others ; suspicion ; difficulty

expressed or urged for solution; objection ; state of

perplexity, as to moral or religious truth; irresolu

tion;—unbelief; difficulty; sceptical objection.

Doubtable, (dout'a-bl) a. Capablo of being doubted ;

questionable.

Doubter, (dout'er) n. One who doubts.

Doubtful, (dout'fool) a. Dubious ; not settled in opin

ion ; undetermined—said of a person ;—ambiguous ;

equivocal; undefined — said of an expression; —not

clear or certain ; questionable—said of a statement

or proposition;—of uncertain issue; undecided, as an

eveut;—affected by fear; distrustful; suspicious.

Doubtfully, (dout'fooi-le) adv. In a doubtful manner.

Doubtfulness, (dout'fool-nes) n. A state of being doubt

ful; dubiousness; ambiguity; uncertainty.

Doubtingly, (dout'ing-le) adv. Without perfect confid

ence; suspiciously; warily; dubiously.

Doubtless, (doutles) adv. Without doubt or question;

unquestionably.

Douce, (does) a. [P. doux, from I* dulcis, sweet.]

Quiet; sober; sedate.

Douceur, (doo-sgr') n. [P. from doux, sweet.] A pre

sent or gift; a bribe.

Douche, (doosh) n. [F.t from L. ducerr, to lead.] A

jet or current of water or vapour directed upon Bome

diseased part of the body, to benefit it medicinally.

Dough, (do) n. [A.-S. dah.] A mass of flour or meal

moistened and kneaded, but not yet baked.

Doughtily, (dow'te-le) adv. In a doughty manner ;

bravely; valoruusly.

Dodghtuess, (dow'te-nes) n. The quality of being

doughty; valour; bravery.

Doughty, (dow-te') a. [A.-S. dohtig, from duyan, to

 

be able or strong.] Characterized by bravery; valiant;

redoubtable.

Doughy, (do'e) a. Like dough ; soft; yielding to pres

sure ; pliable ; palo : weakly.

Douse, (dous) v.t. [G. duein, to plunge into.] To

thrust or plunge into water ; to dip ; — to strike or

lower in haste, as a sail ; to slacken suddenly;—to

extinguish, as a light: — imp. & j>2>. doused; ppr.

dousing.

Dove, (duv) n. [A.-S. duva Scot, doo, II. dabab, to

murmur.] A bird of the pigeon family, some species

of which are domesticated, and all of gentle and inof

fensive character;—a tame pigeon;—a word of en

dearment, [which domestic pigeons breed.

Dove-cot, (duVkot) n. A small building or box in

Dovelet, (duv'let) n. A young or little dove.

Dover's powder, (d6've.rz-pow'der) n. [So called from

Dover, its inventor, an English physician.] A com

pound of ipecacuanha, opium, and sulphate of pot

ash, designed as a sedative and sudorific.

Dove's-foot, (duvz'foot) n. A plant of the Geranium

species.

Dovetail, (duv'tal) n. A joint or tenon made by letting

one piece, in the form of a dove's

tail spread, into a corresponding

cavity in another, so that it can

not be drawn out

Dovetail, (duv'tal) v. t. To unite

by a tenon in form of a dove's

tail spread, let into a board or

timber ; — to fit ingeniously :— DovcUiL

imp. & pp. dovetailed; ppr. dovetailing.

Dowable, (dow'a-bl) a. [From dower.) Capable of

being endowed ; entitled to dower.

Dowager, (dow'a-jer) n. [F. douairiire, from douaire,

dower.] A widow endowed, or having a jointure—

chiefly applied to the widows of personages of rank.

Dowdy, (dow'de) a. [Scot. daxedie.) Awkward ; ill-

dressed ; vulgar-looking ; slovenly.

Dowdy, (dow'de) «. An awkward, ill-dressed, inele

gant woman.

Dowdyish, (dowMe-ish) a. like a dowdy.

Dowel, (dow'el) v. t. To fasten together by dowels :—

imp. & pp. dowelled ; ppr. dowelling.

Dowel, (dow'el) n. A wooden or iron pin or tenon

used in connecting two pieces of wood or other sub

stance, as boards or felloes—the pin is driven in half

its length into one board, and then is fitted into a

corresponding hole made in the other; a dovet-pin.

Dower, (dow'er) n. [F. douaire, from L. dotare, to

endow.] Endowment; gift; — the property with

which a woman is endowed ;—that which a woman

brings to her husband in marriage;—that portion of

the real estate of a man which his widow enjoys dur

ing her life. [tion.

Dowered, (dow'e.rd) a. Furnished with dower or por-

Dowerless, (dowser-lea) o. Destitute of dower ; por

tionless.

Dowlas, (dowlas) n. [Probably from Doulleru, in

France, formerly celebrated for this manufacture.] A

kind of coarse linen cloth.

Down, (down) n. [Icel. rfrtn.] The fine soft feathers

of birds, especially of the eider duck;—the fine hair

growing on the chin at puberty ;—the pubescence of

plants; the pappus or fine hairy growth by which

seeds are conveyed, as in the thistle.

Down, (down) «. [A.-S. effl-n, P. dune, from Ir. oh^n,

hill, fortified hilL] A bank or hillock of sand thrown

up by the sea;—a tract of sandy and barren land ;

—a large open plain on elevated Land ;—pi. A road

for shipping in the English Channel, near Deal.

Down, (down) prep. [A.-S. otftiti, from diin, hilL]

.Along a descent; towards a lower place, station, or

position;—toward the mouth of a river, or toward

the place where water is discharged into the ocean or

a lake.
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Down, (down) adv. In a descending direction ; tend

ing from a higher to a lower place ;—from a higher

to a lower condition ;—from a remoter or higher an

tiquity ;—below tho horizon;—in a low position or

condition; on the ground;— in humility, disgrace,

and the like.

Down, (down) a. Downcast ; dejected ;—downright ;

plain ; flat ; absolute ; positive ;—down ward ; proceed

ing from the chief terminus.

Downcaat, (downtast) a. Cast downward; directed

to the ground.

Downfall, (down'fawl) n. A falling downward;—a

sudden descent from rank, reputation, happiness, or

the like ; destruction ; ruin.

Downfallen, (down'fawln) a. Fallen ; ruined.

Downhearted, (downlmrt-ed) a. Dejected in spirits.

Downhill, (downliil) a. Declivous; descending; sloping.

Down-lying, (down'li-ing) n. Act of lying down ;—

time of repose ;—period of confinement ; travail in

child-birth.

Downright, (down'rit) adv. Straight down ; perpen

dicularly;—in plain terms ; absolutely; completely.

Downright, (down'rit ) a. Plain ; unceremonious ;

blunt—said of persons ; —plain ; undisguised ; abso

lute ; unmixed—said of things.

Down-sitting, (down'sit-ing) ». Act of sitting down ;

repose. [floor.

Down-stairs, (down'stfixz) a. Below ; upon a lower

Down-stairs, (down'st&rz) adv. Down the stairs ; to

a lower floor. [from the chief terminus.

Down-train, (down'tr^ln) n. A railway train departing

Downtrodden, ( down ' trod - n ) a. Trodden down ;

trampled under foot.

Downward, (down'werd) a. Declivous ; bending ;—

moving from a higher to a lower place ; tending to

ward the earth or its centre ;—descending from a head

or source;— tending to a lower condition; depress

ing ; dejecting.

Downwards, (down'werdz) adv. [From down and

vardL] From a higher to a lower place; in a descend

ing course ;—from a higher to a lower condition ;—

from a remote time.

Downy, (down'e) a. Covered with down;—made of or

resembling down ; hence, soft; soothing.

Dowry, (dow're) n. A gift;—the estate which a woman

brings toner husband in marriage;—the portion given

with a wife ; dower.

Doxological, (doks-5-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to doz-

ology; giving praise to God.

Doxciogy, (doks-oro-je) n. [G. doxologia, from doxa,

opinion, glory, and legein, to speak.] Act or form of

giving glory to God ; especially, a short hymn express

ing praise and honour to God."

Doze, (doz) v. i. [Dan. dose, to make dull, A.-S. dieat,

dull] To slumber ; to sleep lightly ; to be drowsy or

half asleep ;—v. t. To pass or spend time in drowsi

ness ; to stupefy :—-imp. & pp. dozed ; ppr. dozing.

Daze, (doz) n. A light sleep ; a slumber; a nap.

Dozen, (dur/n) a. [F. douzaine, from douze, twelve,

from L. duodeeim.] A collection of twelve ; a set of

twelve. [clination to sleep.

Doziness, (ddzVnes) n. Drowsiness; heaviness; in-

Dozy, (doze) a. Drowsy ; heavy ; inclined to sleep ;

sleepy ; sluggish.

Drab, (drab) n. [A.-S. drabbc, dregs.] A slut; a strum

pet; a prostitute.

Drab, (drab) n. [F. drap, cloth.] A kind of thick,

woollen cloth of a dun, or dull brownish-yellow or

gray colour. [called.

Drab, (drab) a. Of a dun colour, liko the oloth so

Drabble, (dralrl) v. t. [A-S. drabh,; dregs.] To

draggle : to wet and befoul ;—v. i. To fish for bar

bels with a long lino and rod '.—imp. & pp. drabbled;

}■>:-. drabbling.

Drachma, (drak'ma) n. [G. draekme, dratoesthai, to

grasp with the hand.] Ancient Greek silver coin of

the average value of flfd. ;—an ancient Greek weight

about 2 dwt. 7 grs. Troy.

Draff, (draf) n. [A.-S. drabbe, dregs.] Refuse; lees;

dregs ; wash given to swine, or grains to cows ; refuse

of malt from the brewery.

Drafiy, (draf'e) a. Dreggy ; waste ; worthless.

Draft, (draft) n. [Originally a corrupt spelling of

draught.] Act of drawing;—a selection of men from

a military company;—an order directing tho payment

of money ; a bill of exchange; — a deduction niude

from the gross weight of goods ;—a figure described

on paper ; sketch ; outlino ;—depth of water neces

sary to float a ship ;—a current of air ;—first or rough

copy of a written composition ;—n. pL Game played

on a checkered board.

Draft, (draft) v. t. To draw the outline of; to deline

ate ;—to compose and write;—to draw from a military

band or post, or from any collection or Bociety ; to de

tach :—imp. & pp. drafted ; p)rr. drafting.

Draftsman, (draftsman) n. One who draws designs

or plans of buildings, &c.

Drag, (drag) v. t. [A.-S. dragan, L. trakere.] To draw

along by main force ; to pull ; to haul ;—to break, as

land, by drawing a harrow over it ; to pass through

with a drag or net, as a stream or harbour-bed ;—to

haul or pull roughly or ignominiously, as prisoners or

captives ;—to carry on or pass, as a weary or miserable

time or condition ;—v. i. To be drawn along, as a

rope or dress, on the ground;—to move heavily, labo

riously, or slowly onward ;—to fish with a drag :—

imp. & pp. dragged; ppr. dragging.

Drag, (drag) n. A. draw-net used in deep sea fishery ;

— a net or hook used to bring up sunken bodies

from the bottom of a river or harbour ;—a low cart or

car ; a kind of carriage ; a heavy harrow ;—any tiling

that retards motion ; a clog ; instrument for stopping

tho wheels of a vehicle ;—that which is drawn or

towed ;—any hindrance to success or prosperity.

Draggle, (drag!) v. t. [Dim. of drag.] To wet and

dirty by drawing on the ground or mud or on wet

grass ;—v. i. To become wet or dirty :—imp, & pp.

draggled; ppr. draggling.

Drag-net, (drag'net) n. A net to be drawn along the

bottom for taking fish.

Dragoman, (dragb-nian) n. [It. dragomanno, A. tard-

jama, targama, C. targtm, to explain.] An interpreter

attached to the European consulates and embassies

in the Levant.

Dragon, (drag'un) n. [L. draco, G. drakdn.] A

fabulous winged serpent or liz

ard, with crested head and enor

mous claws, regarded as very

powerful and ferocious ; — it is

used in Scripture for Satan or

the devil ;—a fierce, violent per

son ;—a northern constellation ;

—a short musket hooked to a

swivel attached to a soldier's belt

—a genus of reptiles in the East

Indies.

Dragonet, (drag'un-et) n. A little dragon ;—a genua of

fishes belonging to the Goby family.

Dragon-fish, (dragon-fish) n. The dragonet.

Dragon-fly, (drag^in-fli) n. The popular name of a

genus of swift and powerful insects, having large and

strongly reticulated wings, a large head with enor

mous eyes, and a long body.

Dragon's-blood, (drag'unz-blnd) n. A resinous sub

stance obtained from several tropical trees—its colour

is red, or dark brownish red ; it is used for tooth

powders, staining marble, colouring varnishes, &e.

Dragon's-head, (drag'unz-ned) n. A plant of several

species;—the ascending node of a planet, indicated,

chiefly in almanacs, by the symbol Qm

Dragon's-tail, (dragunz-tal) n. Ilia descending node

of a planet, Indicated by the symbol t9.

 

Dragon.
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Dragoon-bird.

Dragoon, (dra-godnO n. [L. draco, dragon.] A soldier |

trained and armed to serve on horseback or on foot, i

as occasion may require.

Dragoon, (dra-godn') v. t. To give a town or country

over to martial law; to persecute or ravage by soldier*; !

—hence, to compel submission by violent measures ;

to discipline to obedience or duty by force :—imp. &

pp. dragooned; ppr. dragooning.

Dragoonade, (dra-goon'ttd) u. The abandoning of a

place to the fury and rage of soldiers.

Dragoon-bird, (dra-godn'herd) it. A Brazilian bird,

having a large, umbrella-like

crest of feathers above tbo bill.

Drain, (drfci) v.t. (A.-S. drehni-

geun, from drtehen, drill, drop,

tear.] To filter; to pass through

a porous substance ; — to draw

off by degrees ; to empty ; — to

make gradually dry; to exhaust ;

to empty of wealth, resources,

or the like ;—v. i. To flow off

gradually ; — to be emptied of

liquor by flowing or dropping :—

imp. 6l pp. drained; ppr. draining.

Drain, (dran) n. Act of drawing off, or of emptying

by drawing off;—that by moans of which any tiling

is drained ; a channel ; a trench ; a water-course ; a

sower ; a ditch ; a sink ;—a gradual or steady with

drawal, as of men, means, resources, &c.

I) rain able, (dran'a-bl) u. Capable of being drained.

Drainage, (dran'uj) n. A draining ;—mode in which

the waters of a country pass off by its streams and

rivers;—system of drains and their operation, by

which water or Bewage is removed from towns, rail

way beds, &c.

Drainer, (drln'er) n. One who, or that which, drains;

—a stream from a lake or morass ; — a perforated

plate, used in the kitchen.

Drake, (drik) n. (Ger. drake, L. anna, onatin, drake

or duck.] The male of the duck kind ;—the drake-

fly. [L. draco, dragon.] A small piece of artillery.

Dram, (dram) n. [Contracted from drachma.] A

weight of the eighth part of an ounce, or sixty grains;

—the sixteenth part of an ounce ;—a minute quan

tity; a mite ;—as much Bpirituous liquor as is drunk

at once;—a glass of spirits;—spirituous liquors in

general.

Drama, (dram'a dra'ma) n. fL., Q. drama, from

dran, to do, to act.] A composition designed to be

acted on the stage, representing various phases of

human life, grave or humorous;—■jiyurtttivrlv, a real

series of events invested with dramatic unity and

interest.

Dramatic, (dram-at'ik) a. Pertaining to the drama ;—

represented by action ; not narrative ; theatrical ;—

hence, unreal ; specious ; affected.

Dramatically, (dram-at'ik-al-le) ode. By representa

tion ; in tho manner of the drama.

Dramatist, (dram'at-ist) 71. The author of a dramatic

composition ; a writer of plays.

Dramatize, (drani'at-iz) v. t. To compose in the form

of tho drama ; to represent in a drama : to adapt for

the stage: — imp, & pp. dramatized; ppr. drama

tizing.

Dramming, (dram'ing) 11. The practice of frequently

taking spirits ;—an apparatus for silk-throwing.

Drape, (drap) f. i. [F. draper, from drap, cloth.] To

make cloth ;—v.t. To cover or adorn with drapery;

to clothe.

Draper, (draper) n. One who sells cloths ; a dealer in

cloth*.

Drapery, (dra|i\'r-e) n. Occupation of a draper ;—cloth

or woollen stuffs in general ; — the garments with

which any thing is draped; hangings; curtains ; tapes

try ;—the clothing of the human figure in sculpture

and painting.

Drastic, (dras'tik) a. [G. drattikot, from draft, to do,

act.] Acting with strength or violence ; powerful.

Drastic, (dras'tik) n. A speedy and effective purgative

—generally used in the plural.

Draught, (draft) n. [A.-S. drdht, a drawing, course,

from druaan, to draw.] Act of moving loads by

drawing ;—act of drawing a net ;—act of drinking ;—

act of drawing men from a military company; detach

ment ;—that which is taken with a net;—quantity

drawn in at once in drinking ; a potion or potation;

—a sketch, outline, or representation, whether writ

ten, designed, or drawn ;—an order for the payment

of mouey ; a bill of exchange ;—a current of air ;—

a sink or drain ;—a mild vesicatory;—depth of water

necessary to float a ship, or the depth to which a

ship sinks in water, especially when laden ;—a small

allowance on wcigliable goods to insure full weight ;—

pi. A game played on a checkered board ; checkers.

Draught, (draft) a. Used for drawing;—drawn directly

from the barrel or other receptacle.

Draught, (draft) r. t. To draw out ; to call forth j—to

select ; to detach.

Draw, (draw) v. t. [A.-S. & O. 8. drogan.] To causa

to move toward or after one by the exertion of force ;

to pull along; to haul ; to drag ;— to pull up; to raise

from any depth ;—to attract, as a magnet ; to allure,

as beauty; to entice ;—to pull from a sheathe, aa a

weapon ;—to extract ; to force forth ; to let out, aa

blood ;—to deduce from premises ; to derive ;—to take

from a place of deposit :—to receive from a lottery;

hence, to obtain by good fortune; to remove the

contents of, as a cask ;—to extract the bowels of, aa

a fowl ; — to inhale ; as breath ; — to extend ; to

lengthen out;—to produce, as a line, a sketch, figure,

or picture ;—to delineate ; to describe ;—to write in

due form ;—to require a depth of water, for floating

—said of a vessel ;—to close or unclose, as curtains ;

—to wrest or distort, as the words or meaning of a

passage;—r. i. To exert sti-ength, as in drawing;—

to act, as a weight or drag ;—to be contracted ; to

shrink ;—to move towards ;—to act, as an attractive

or alluring force ;—to act, as a blister or poultice ;—

to give vent or exit to, as a chimney ; — to un-

Bheathe, as a sword ;— to bo inflated with wind, as a

sail ;—to sketch :—to write a cheque or bill for accept

ance on ;—imp, drew ; pp. drawn ; ppr. drawing.

Draw, (draw) n. Act of drawing ; draught;—a lot or

chance drawn.

Drawable, (draw'a-bl) a. Capable of being drawn.

Drawback, (draw'bak) n. Amount or sum paid back;

—sum of customs duties remitted to an importer on

exportation of goods that bad paid duty; excise duty

remitted on export* of home manufacture ; — dis

couragement ; hindrance ; any stop or bar to pleasure

or enjoyment.

Draw-bridge, (draw'brij) n, A bridgo of which either

the whole or a part is made to be raised up, let

down, or drawn aside, to admit or hinder commu

nication.

Drawer, (drawer) «• One who, or that which, draws;

—one who draws a bill of excliange or order for pay

ment;—a sliding box or receptacle in a case;—pi. A

close under garment for the lower limbs.

Drawing, (drawing) «. Act of pulling, hauling, or

attracting;—a representation on a plain surface, by

means of lines and shades, of the appearance of ob

jects ;—allocation of prizes and blanks in a lottery.

Drawing-maater, ( drawing - mas - ter ) n. One who

teaches the art of drawing.

Drawing-room, (drawing-room) n. A room for the re

ception of company; a room to which company with

draws from the dining-room ;—the company assem

bled in such a room ; also, a reception of company

in it ;—a formal reception by the sovereign on stated

occasions ; levee.

Drawl, (drawl) v. t. (D. draelen, to linger, tarry.]
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To utter in a slow, lengthened tone ;—v. ?'. To speak

with elow ami lingering utterance : — imp. A. pp.

drawled; ppr. drawling;.

Drawl, (drawl) n. A lengthened utterance of the voice.

Draw-well, (draw'wel) n. A deep well from which

water is drawn by a windlass and bucket.

Dray, (dra) «. [A.-S. drage, from dragon.] A low

cart oo wheels, drawn by a horse, and used for heavy

burdens.

Dread, (dred) s. Overwhelming apprehension of dan

ger; terror,—reverential or respectful fear; awe;—an

object of terrified apprehension or of reverential

fear.

Dread, (dred) a. Exciting great fear or apprehension;

terrible; frightful;—venerable in the highest degree;

awful ; appalling.

Dread, (dred) v. t. Tu fear in a great degree; to look

forward to with apprehension of danger or trouble ;

—v. i. To be in great fear:—imp. & pp. dreaded; ppr.

dreading;.

Dreadful, (dred'fool) a. Inspiring dread ; fearful ; for

midable:—inspiring awe or reverence; awful; vener

able [awfully.

Dreadfully, (dred'fool -le) adv. In a dreadful manner;

Dreadfulness, (dred'fool-nee) n. The quality of being

dreadful.

Dream, (dreni) tu [O. Sax. drdm, L. dormire, to sleep.]

A thought, or series of thoughts, of a person in sleep; a

sleeping vision;—an idle) fancy; wild conceit ; ground-

leu suspicion ; a reverie ; a vagary.

Dream, (drfm) v. i. To have ideas or images in tlio

mind in the state of slumber;—to think idly; to

waste time in vain fancies ;—to let the mind run on

in reverie or vagary ;—to anticipate as a comingreality ;

to imagine ;—v. t. To imagine, think of, or see as

in a dream or in an analogous state :—imp. & pp.

dreamed or dreamt ; ppr. dreaming.

Dreamer, (drem'cr) n. One who dreams or indulges in

reverie ; a visionary ; one given to ideal or Utopian

schemes-

Dreamy, (drvm'e) a. Full of dreams ; appropriate to

dreams; misty; fanciful; shadowy; uureaL

Drear, (drer) a. Dismal ; gloomy.

Drearily, (dreYe-le) «<fr. Gloomily; dismally.

Dreariness, (drer'e-nes) n. Dismalneas ; gloomy soli

tude.

Dreary, (dreYe) a. [A.-S. dreorig, bloody, from drair,

blood.] Exciting cheerless sensations, feelings, or

associations ; comfortless ; dismal ; gloomy ; distress

ing ; sorrowful.

Dredge, (drej) n. [A.-S. drage.] Any instrument to

gather or take by dragging; especially, a machine for

taking up mud, dtc. , from the bed of a stream or har

bour ;—a drag-not for taking oysters.

Dredge, (drej) r. f. To catch, gather, or deepen with a

dredge ;—to sprinkle flour on, as in culinary prepara

tions :—imp. & pp. dredged ; ppr. dredging.

Dredger, (drej'er) n. One who fishes with a dredge.

Dredginsj-box, (drej'ing-boks) «. A box with holes in

the cover for sprinkling flour, nsed in the kitchen.

Dredging-machine, (drej'ing-ma-shen) n. An engine to

take up mud from the bottom of rivers, docks, kc.

Dree, (dre) v. i. [Scot.] To endure ; to bear the pen

alty of ; to rue. .

Dregs, (dregs) n, pi. floeL drtgg, G. trui, lees.] Cor

rupt or defiling matter contained in a liquid or pre

cipitated from it; lees; grounds; sediment;— the

vilest and most worthless part of any thing.

Dreggy, (dreg'ge) a. Containing dregs or lees ; con

sisting of dregs ; foul ; feculent.

Drench, (drensh) v. t. [A-S. dsencan, to give to drink.]

To cause to drink ; etpeeiatty, to put a potion down

the throat of a horse ; hence, to purge violently ;—

to wet thoroughly; to soak ; to saturate with water

or other liquid :—imp. & pp. drenched ; ppr. drench-

Drench, (drensh) n. A drink; a draught; tpeciJJcally, a

potion of medicine poured down the throat of an

ariim.iL

Dress, (dres) v. t. [F. dreuer, L. dirigerc, to direct.]

To make straight ; to arrange as soldiers in a line ;

—to adjust; to trim ;—to treat with remedies, as a sore;

—to prepare, as victuals for the table ;—to cut to pro

per dimensions ; to smooth or finish work ;—to put

clothes upon; to attire; adorn;—v. i. To arrange one's

self in due position in a line of soldiers ;—to clothe

one's self; to put on one's garments : — imp. & pp.

dressed; ppr. dressing.

Dress, (dres) n. Clothes; garments; habit; apparel;

—a lady's gown;—attention to apparel, or skill in

adjusting it.

Dresser, (dres'er) n. One who dresses. [F. dretsoir.]

I A table on which meat and other things are prepared

for use ;—a cupboard or set of shelves for dishes and

cooking utensils.

Dressing, (dres'ing) n. Dress ; attire ; raiment ;—an

application to a sore or wound ;—manure spread over

land ;—correction or chastisement; —stuffing; force

meat;—gum, starch, die, used in stiffening or pre

paring silk, linen, and other fabrics ;—an ornamental

moulding round doors, windows, &c.

Dressing-gown, (dres'ing-gown) n. A light gown used

by a person while dressing : a study gown.

Dressing-room, (dres'ing-rdom) n. An apartment ap

propriated for dressing the person.

Dress-maker, (dres'mOk-er) n. A maker of gowns, or

similar garments ; a mantua-maker.

Dressy, (dres'e) cu Showy in dress; attentive to dress;

fond of dress.

Dribble, (drir/1) v. i. [Drip.] To fall in drops, or in

a quick succession of drops ;—to slaver, as a child or

an idiot ;—r. (. To throw down in drops ;—imp. & pp.

dribbled; ppr. dribbling.

Driblet, (driblet) n. [From dribble.] A small piece or

part ; a small sum.

Drier, (drier) n. [From dry.] One who, or that

which, dries; a desiccative.

Drift, (drift) n. [From drive.] Tliat which is driven,

forced, or urged along; a mass of matter driven to

gether by the wind ; heap ;—a storm or shower, as of

rain or snow;—that which drives; impelling force;

impulse;—a drove or flock, as of cattle, birds, die.;—

course or direction ;—tendency of an act, argument,

conduct, or the like ; object aimed at or intended ;

import of words ;—a conical hand-tool of steel for en

larging or shaping a hole in metal ;—a passage made

for a road under ground ;—direction of a current ;—

the distance to which a vessel is drawn off her course

by currents or other causes.

Drift, (drift) v. i. To float or be driven along by a cur

rent of water;—to accumulate in heaps;—to follow

a vein in mining:—v.t. To drive into heaps; to

urge along:—imp. & pp. drifted; ppr. drifting.

Drifty, (drift'e) a. Full of drifts; tending to form

drifts, as snow and the like.

Drill, (dril) v. t. [D. & Ger. drillen, A.-S. thyrlian.]

To pierce or bore with a drill ;—to sow, as seeds,

in rows, drills, or channels;—to train in the mili

tary art ; hence, to instruct in the rudiments and

methods of any art or branch of knowledge ;—v. i.

To sow or plant seed in drills ;—to muster for military

or other exercise ;—to flow gently or slowly ;—imp.

& pp. drilled; ppr. drilling.

Drill, (dril) n. A pointed steel instrument, used for

boring holes, particularly In

metals and other hard sub

stances; a drill-press;—an im

plement, for making holes for Drill,

sowiug seed ;—a light furrow or channel made to put

seed into in sowing ; — act or excrciso of training

soldiers in tho military art; instruction and exercise

in the rudiments and methods of any business.
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Drill-box, (driVboks) n. A box containing seed for

sowing.

Drilling, (driving) n. Act of piercing with a drill,

or of lifting a drill in sowing seeds. [Ger. dritlielu] A

coarse linen or cotton cloth, used for trowsers, Ac.

Drill-plough, (dril'plow) n. A sort of plough used

for sowing grain in drills.

Drill-press, (dril'pres) n. A machine-tool embodying

one or moro drills for making holes in metal.

Drill-sergeant, (dril'Bar-jent) n. A non-commissioned

officer who instructs soldiers as to their duties, and

trains tliwu to military evolutions.

Drink, (driugk) v. i. fA.-S. drincan, Ger. trinkev.] To

swallow, as a liquid ;—to partake of wine or other

stimulants; — to take spirituous liquors in excess;

to be addicted to their use; to be intemperate;—v. t.

To receive as a liquid into the mouth ; to swallow ;

to imbibe ;—to take in, as air; to inhale ;- to suck

up, as moisture ; to absorb ;—to take in by any inlet ;

to receive through the senses, as sounds, words im

pressions, visions, Ac. :—imp. drank (formerly drunk);

pp. drunk or drank (formerly drunken) ; ppr. drink-

xng. [lowed.

Drink, (dringk) n. liquor of any kind to be swal-

Drinkable, (dringk'a-bl) a. Capable of being drunk;

fit or suitable for drink.

Drinker, (dringk'er) n. One who drinks, particularly

one who uses spirituous liquors to excess; tippler ;

drunkard.

Drink-offering, (dringk'of-fer-ing) n. An offering or

oblation of wine, &c., in the Jewish temple service.

Drip, (drip) v.i. [A-S. dripan, Ger. triufan.] To

fall in drops ; to let tail drops of moisture or liquid ;

—v. t. To let fall in drops;—imp. &. pp. dripped;

ppr. dripping.

Drip, (drip) it. A falling in drops; that which drips or

falls in drops;—the edge of a roof; the eaves; a large,

fiat member of the cornice projecting so as to throw

off water.

Dripping, (drip'ing) n. That which falls in drops, as

fat from meat in roasting.

Drive, (drlv) r. t [A. -3. drifan, IceL drifa, Gor.

trciben.] To move by hindward pressure; to force

along; to impel ;—to force down, as a nail;—to urge

forward, as cattle on the road ;—to chase; to hunt ;—

to direct or guide, as a vehicle ;—to impel to greater

Bpeed; to hurry;—to clear out and send away;—to

impel by passion; to urge by threat or violence; to

press to a conclusion;—to carry on, as business; to pro

secute;—v. i. To rush and press with violence ;—to

be forced along; to be impelled; -to ride in a carriage;

—to aim or strike at with fury;—to tend to; to be

directed, as to a purpose or design :—imp. drove ; pp.

driven; ppr. driving.

Drive (driv) n. An excursion in a carriage ;—a road

prepared for driving ; carriage road.

Drivel, (drivel) v.i. [From drip.] To slaver; to let

spittle flow from the mouth, like a child, idiot, or

dotard ;—to be weak or foolish; to dote :—imp. & pp.

drivelled ; ppr. drivelling.

Drivel, (driv'l) n. Slaver; saliva flowing from the

mouth;—inarticulate or unmeaning utterance; non

sense.

Driveller, (drivl-gr) n. An idiot; a fool.

Driver, (driver) n. One who drives a herd or flock ;

one who guides and directs a vehicle, as a team,

waggon, carriage, or locomotive engine ;—in mechan

ics, that which communicates motion, as a driving

wheel ;—the after-sail in a ship.

Drizzle, (driz'l ) v.i. [A-S. drcomn, Go. driusan, to

fall.] To rain gently : to fall in very small drops ;—

v. t. To shed in minute drops or particles :—imp. &

pp. drizzled ; ppr. drizzling.

Drizzle, (driz'l) n. Fine rain or mist.

Drizzly, (drizzle) a. Shedding small rain; drizzling.

Droit, (dxwa) n, [F., from L. dirtctus, pp. of dirigerc,

 

to direct.] Right; titlu; fee; a writ of right; duty;

custom.

Droll, (drol) a. [F. dr6U, P. drol, a thick and short

person.] Fitted to provoke laughter; queer; amusing;

funny; capable of amusing actions or sayings; comi

cal; diverting; facetious.

Droll, (drol) n. One who raises mirth by odd tricks;

jester; buffoon; antic;—something exhibited to raise

mirth or sport; a farce.

Droll, (drol) v. t. To banter; to ridicule;—to befool ; to

cheat ;—r. t. To jest ; to play the fool.

Drollery, (drol'gr-e) n. Quality of being droll ; sportive

tricks ; funny manners or gestures ; ludicrous ideas or

images.

Drollish, (droTish) a. Somewhat droll

Dromedary, (drum'e-dar-e) n. [V. dromedaire, from G.

drmna*, running.] A species

of camel having one bunch t

or protuberance on the back,

in distinction from the Bac

trian Camel, which lias two

bunches. Originally a na- ^

tive of Arabia, it has Bpread *

into all the north of Africa ;

and Syria, and is peculiarly j

fitted for long journeys in •

the desert, being lighter, I>romtxUry.

swifter, and more enduring than the other species.

Drone, (dron) n. [A.-S. dran, drccn, Ger. drone.} The

male of the honey-bee ;—a lazy, idle fellow : a slug

gard ;—a humming or low sound ; the largest tube

of the bagpipe.

Drone, (dron) v.i. To live in idleness ;—to emit a low,

heavy, dull sound :—imp. & pp. droned; ppr. drcning.

Drone-bee, (dron'be) n. The male of the bee-kind ;

drone.

Drone-fly, (dron'nT) n. A two-winged insect resem

bling the drone-bee.

Drongo, (dxon'go) n. A bird having

an arched beak and a long forked

tail, inhabiting the deep forests of

South Africa.

Dronish, (dron'iah) a. Like a drone ;

idle; sluggish ; lazy.

Droop, (droop) r. i. [A.-S. drepan, Prone-Bee

Icel. drwpa.j To sink or hang down, as an animal,

plant, &c, from weakness ; to grow weak or faint ; to

be dispirited or depressed '.—imp. & pp. drooped; ppr.

drooping.

Drooping, (druop'ing) a. Hanging or bending down;

—declining; languishing.

Droopingly, (droop'ing-le) adv. In a declining or lan

guishing manner.

Drop, (drop) n. [A.-S. dropa, Ger. tropfrn.] The quan

tity of fluid which falls in one small Bpherical mass;

a globule about to fall ; hence, the smallest measur

able quantity; a sip; a taste;—that which rusemMtw

a liquid drop;—a door or platform opening downward;

a trap-door; part of a gallows;—a machine for lower

ing heavy weights to a ship's deck;—a curtain which

drops in front of the stage of a theatre, &c.;—pL

Medicine measured by drops.

Drop, (drop) v. t To pour or let fall in drops ; to

distil ;—to cause to descend suddenly like a drop; to

let fall ;—to let go; to dismiss; to set aside;—to bestow

or communicate in an indirect, cautious, or gentle

manner; — to lower, as a curtain; —'to cover with

drops; to speckle; to bedrop ;—v. i. To distil; to

fall iu globules or drops;—to let drops fall :— to de

scend suddenly, abruptly, or spontaneously;—to oume

in unexpectedly ;—to come to an end ; to cease ; u>

fall down ; to die suddenly:—to fall or be depressed;

to lower :—imp. & pp. dropped ; pi>r. dropping.

Droplet, (droplet) n. A little drop.

Dropsical, (drop'se-kal) a. Diseased with dropsy ;—

resembling or tending to dropsy.
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Dropsicalness, (dropse-kal-ues) n. The state of being

ilropsicaL

Dropsy, (drop'se)n. [G. Jtudropa, dropsy, from kudor,

water, ur»l <5/w, face.] An unnatural collection of ser

ous fluid in any part of the body ;—a disease of suc

culent plants occasioned by an excess of water.

Drcsky, (dros'ke) n. [Ru&s. drozhki.] A low four-

wheeled carriage, without a top, with a long, narrow

bench, on which the passengers ride as on a saddle,

with their feet reaching nearly to the ground.

Drosometer, {<Iros-om'et-er) n. [G. drvtos, dew, and

i.utron, measure.] An instrument for measuring the

quantity of the dewfall—a balance with one plate to

receive the dew, and the other covered to weigh it.

Dross, (dros) n, [A.-S. drew, from dreosan, to fall.] The

■cum or extraneous matter of metals thrown off in the

process of smelting ;—rust; crust of metals;—waste

matter; refuse; impure matter; dregs.

Dressiness. (dros'e-nes) n. Quality or state of being

drossy ;—foulness ; rust ; impurity.

Drossy, (dros'e) a. Composed of, or pertaining to

dross ; impure " worthless.

Drought, (droat)n. [A.-S. drug&lk, Eng. dry.] Dry

ness of the. weather affecting the earth and the growth

of plants ;—want of rain or moisture ; thirstiness.

Droughtiness, (drout'e-nes) ft. A state of dryness of

the weather ; want of rain.

Droughty, (drout'e) a. Sultry; wanting rain; dry;

arid ;—thirsty.

Drouth, (drowth) n. Dryness ; want of rain or mois

ture ;—thirstiness ; want of drink.

Drouthiness, (drowth'enes) tu Parched or arid state,

as of the ground or mouth ; thirstiness.

Drouthy, (drowth'e) a. Dry. as the weather ; lacking

moisture, as the ground;—thirsty; wanting drink.

Drove, (drov) imp. of drive.

Drove, (drov) «. [A.-S. drdf, from dr\fan, Eng.

drivt.] A herd or flock driven to or from market ;

—any body of animals driven or in motion;—amov

ing crowd ;—a road for driving cattle.

Drover, (droVcx) n. One who drives cattle or sheep to

market ;—onu who buys cattle at one place to sell at

another.

Drtrwn, (drown) v. t, [Dan. drurrntr, A.-S. adrencan,

to drown.] To overwhelm in water; to submerge:

—to overflow ; to deluge ;—to kill by submersion ; to

suffocate by water ;—to overpower ; to overwhelm ;

—to sink or plunge into sensual pleasure;—v.i.

To bo suffocated in water or other fluid :—imp. &

vp. drowned ; ppr. drowning.

Drowse, (drowz) v.i. [A.-S. dreosan, Ger. driusan,

droop.] To sleep imperfectly or unsoundly; to slum

ber; to doze ;—i*. t. To make heavy with sleepiness:

—-imp. & pp. drowsed ; pf/r. drowsing.

Drowse, (drowz) n. A slight or imperfect sleep; a doze.

Drowsily, (drowzVle) adv. In a drowsy manner; sleop-

iiy; lazily; sluggishly. [sleepiness.

Drowsiness, (drowze-nes) n. State of being drowsy;

Drowsy, (drowz'e) a. Inclined to drowse or doze; heavy

with sleepiness ;—-disposing to sleep ; letliargic ; sop

orific ;—dull ; stupid.

Drub, (drub) v.t. [IceL drahba, to boat, G. frifirin,

tomb.] To beat with a stick; cudgel; thump; bang:

—imp & pp. drubbed ; ppr. drubbing.

Drub, (drub) n. A blow with a stick or cudgel ; a

thump.

Drubbing, (drub'ing) n. Cudgelling; a sound beating.

Drudge, (drui) v. i. [Provincial Eng. druf/ge.] To work

hard; to labour in mean or unpleasant offices with

toil and fatigue ; to slave :—imp. & pp. drudged ; ppr.

drudging.

Drudge, (druj) n. One who drudges; one who labours

with toil and fatigue.

Drudgery, (drujVr-e) n. Servilo occupation; mean or

ignuMe labour ; toilsome work.

Drudgingly, (druj'ing-le) adv. With hard and labori

ous effort ; with fatiguing exertion ; in a servile

manner.

Drug, (drug) n. [F. drogue, from D. droog.] Any

substance used in the composition of medicine; any

stuff used in dyeing or in chemical operations ;—any

commodity that lies on hand or is not saleable ;—a

dca'Uy medicine ; a poison.

Drug, (drug) v. i. To proscribe or administer drugs ;

—v. t. To affect or season with drugs ;—to tincture

with something offensive- or injurious;— to dose to

excess :—imp. & pp. drugged ; pp. drugging.

Drugged, (drugd) a. Dosed with a drug, as a per

son ; tinctured with a drug, as a liquid.

Drugget, (drug'et) n. [F. droguet.] A coarse, woollen

cloth, stamped on one side with figures, and generally

used over carpets.

Druggist, ( drug'ist ) n. One who deals in drugs ;

primarily, one who sella drugs without compounding

or preparation ; now apothecary or chemist.

Druid, (droo'id) n. [W. demy/rfd, from ddr, oak, and

gici/dd, knowledge, G. drus, oak.] A priest or minis

ter of religion among the ancient Celtic nations in

Gaul, Britain, and Germany—so called because their

religious rites were performed under the oak.

Druidess, (droo'id-es) ft. A female druid.

Druidical, (droo-id'ik-al) a. Pertaining to the Druids

or their manners, customs, and rites.

Druidiam, ( droc/iddzm ) n. The system of religion,

philosophy, and instruction received and taught by

the Druids.

Drum, (drum) n. [O. Sax. drom, noise, A.-S. drynu.}

An instrument of military music, consisting of a hol

low cylinder or hemisphere, upon which vellum is

Btretched, to bo beaten with a stick ;—any thing re

sembling a drum in form ;—a small cylindrical box in

which figs, &c are packed ;—the tympanum or barrel

of the ear ;—the upright part of a cupola, either abovo

or below a domo ;—a short cylinder revolving on an

axis for the transmission of motion ;—a genus of

fishes which make a drumming or grunting sound

under water ;—an evening assembly ; a rout.

Drum, (drum) v. i. To beat or play a tune on a drum ;

—to beat with the fingers, as with drum-sticks ; to

beat, as the heart ; to throb ;—v. t. To execute on

a drum, as a tune ; to expel with beat of drum ; to

assemble by boat of drum; hence, also, to solicit cus

tom by personal application :—imp. <fe pp. drummed ;

ppr. drumming.

Drum-head, (drumTied) n. The upper part of a drum;

—the top of a capstan. [parent.

Drumly, (drum'le) a. Turbid; muddy; not trans-

Drum-major, (drxim-imVjer) k. The chief drummer of a

regiment.

Drummer, (drum'er) n. One who beats a drum.

Drum- stick, (drum'stik) n. A stick with which a drum

is beaten ;—the upper joint of the leg of a fowl.

Drunk, (drungk) u. [From drunken.] Overcome by

drinking ; intoxicated ; inebriated ; — saturated ;

drenched.

Drunkard, (drungk'ard) ft. One given to excess in the

use of stimulants or intoxicants ; one who i.i fre

quently or habitually drunk.

Drunken, (drungk'n) a. Given to excessive drinking ;

intoxicated ; inebriated;—pertaining to, or proceeding

from, intoxication.

Drunkenness, (drungk'n-nes) n. Intoxication; state of

being overcome by spirituous liquors ; habit of drink

ing and being intoxicated ;—a frenzied disorder resem

bling intoxication.

Drupaceous, (droop-ft'she-us) a. Producing, or pertain

ing to drupes ; resembling a drupe.

Drupe, (droop) ft. [L. drupa, -G. drvppa, from dru-

ptt£*, ready to fall, from drvs, oak.] A pulpy peri

carp or fruit, without valves, containing a nut or

stone with a kernel.

Dry, (dri) a. [A. -S. dryg.] Free from moisture of any
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kind ; arid ;—free from rain or mist, as a day, season,

or weather; — free from juices or sap, as vegetable

products;—not giving milk, as the cow; — without

tear?, as the eyes;—thirsty ; craving drink ;—barren ;

plain ; jejune, as style ;—frigid : cold, as manner ;—

uninteresting; unamusing, as conversation ;—sarcastic;

wiping, as a remark or juke ;—hard, as in outline ;—

cold and harsh in colour.

Dry, (dri) v. t. To free from water or from moisture

of any kind, and by any means ; to wipe away ; to

parch ; to drain ; to exhaust ;—r. i. To grow dry ; to

lose moisture ;—to evaporate wholly ; to be exhaled ;—

imp. & pp. dried; ppr. drying.

Dryad, (dri'ad) n. [L. dryas, pi. dryadts, G. druut.] A

female deity or nymph of the woods.

Drying, (dri'iug) a. Adapted to exhaust moisture ;—

having the quality of rapidly becoming dry and hard.

Dryite, (drfit) n. [O. drug, oak, and Uthos, stone.)

Fossil or petrified wood, in which the structure of

the wood is visible.

Dryly, (drile) adv. In a dry manner.

Dryness, (dri nes) n. The state of being dry.

Dry-nurse, (dri'nurs) n. A nurse who attends and

feeds a child by hand, in distinction from a wet nurse

who suckles it.

Dry-rot, (dri'rot) n. A rapid decay of timber, by which

it* substance is converted into a dry powder.

Drysalter, (dri'sawlt-er) n. A dealer in salted or cured

meats, pickles, sauces, A:c. ;—a dealer in drugs, dye-

stuffs, and chemicals generally.

Drysaltery, (dri ' sawlt - er - e) n. The articles kept by

a drysalter ;—the business of a drysalter.

Duad, (du'ad) n, [G. duas, from duo, two.] Union

of two ; duality.

Dual, (dual) a. [L dualis, from duo, two.] Ex

pressing, or consisting of, two; belonging bo two.

Dualism, (du'al-izm) n. The dividing into two ; a

two-fold division ; two-fold state ; a belief in the ex

istence of two dissimilar primitive principles in nature,

or in the constitution of man.

Dualist, (du'al-ist) n. One who believes in dualism.

Dualistic, (du-al-ist'ik) a. Consisting of two ; pertain

ing to dualism or duality.

Duality, (du-al'e-te) n. That which expresses two in

number ;—division ; separation ,—the state or quality

of being two.

Dub, (dub) v. t. [A.-S. dubban, Icel. dubba, to strike,

beat.] To strike with a sword and make a knight ;—

to invest with any dignity; to entitle :—imp. &, pp.

dubbed; ppr. dubbing.

Dubious, (chTbe-ns) «. [D. oJ«Wtt*j from du.bitn.re, to

doubt. J Doubtful ; not settled in opinion;—occasion

ing doubt ;—of uncertain event or issue; undetermin

ed ; ambiguous; equivocal; uncertain; precarious.

Dubiously, (du'be-us-le) adv. In a dubious manner;

doubtfully; uncertainly.

Dubiousness, (dn'be-us-nes) n. The state or condition

of being dubious ; doubtfulness ; uncertainty.

Ducal, (du'kal) a. [h. dux, leader.] Pertaining to a

duke.

Ducaily, (duTcal-le) adv. In the manner of or becom

ing a duke.

Ducat, (duk'at) n. [P. ducat.] A coin, either of silver

or gold, current in Beveral countries of Europe—the

silver ducat is worth a dollar, or about As. Hd,; the

gold is twice that value.

Duchess. (diicliV's) n. [F. duehrsse, from due, duke.]

The consort or widow of a duke ; also, a lady who has

the sovereignty of a duchy in her own right.

Duchy, (duch'e)n. Territory or dominions of a duke ;

dukedom.

Duck, (duk) n. fO. Sax. doi; Ger. Inch, cloth.] A

species of coarse cloth or light canvas, used fur small

sails, sacking of beds, too.

Duck, (duk) n. [From the verb to duel:] A well-

known water-fowl, of the genua Anas;—an inclina

tion of the head, resembling the motion of a duck in

water;—a term of endearment.

Duck, (duk) v.t. [D. duiker*, to stoop, Ger. dueken,

tauchen.] To dip or plunge in water; to immerge;

—to nod, as the head; to stoop or bend, as the body;

—v. i. To plunge into water; to dip; to dive:—to

bow; to nod; to stoop; to cringe;—imp. ii pp. ducked;

ppr. ducking.

Ducker, (duk'er) n. One who ducks; a plunger; a

diver;—a cringing, servile person ; a fawner.

Duckling, (duk'ling) n. A young or little duck-

Duckweed, (duk'wed) n. A plant of the genus LemntL,

of several species, growing in, ditches and shallow

water ; it float* on the surface, and frequently forma

extensive plats, edible by ducks and geese.

Duct, (dukt) n. [L. ductus, a leading conduit, from

ducere, to lead.] Any tube or canal by which a fluid

or other substance is conducted or conveyed—usually

applied to the vessels in an animal body.

Ductile, (duk' til) a. [h. ductMs, from ducere, to lead.]

Easily led or drawn out; trectable; flexible; pliable;

compliant ; obsequious ;—capable of being drawn out

into wire or threads, or beaten out into aheets—said

of metals.

Ductility, (duk-til'c-tc) n. Quality of being ductile ;

tractableneee ; flexibility; pliablencss; the property

which metals havo of being beaten out, as in sheets,

or drawn out, as in wire, without fracture.

Dudgeon, (duj'un) n. [Ger. degen.] A small dagger ;

the hilt of a dagger.

Dudgeon, (duj'un)n. [W. dygen.] Anger; resentment;

malice : ill-will ; discord.

Duds, (duds) n. pi. [Scot, dud, D. to>lde.] Old clothea;

tattered garments; effect* in general.

Due, (du) n. [F. dH, pp. of devoir, L. debere.] Owed ;

proper to be paid or done to another: — suitable;

becoming ; appropriate ; — appointed ; exact ; — liable

to come at any moment ;—owing to; occasioned by.

Due, (du) adv. Directly ; exactly ; duly.

Due, (du) n. That which is owed ; that which, custom,

station, or law requires to bo paid; tribute; tax;

cess ;—right ; just title or claim.

Duel, (du'el) «. [I., duellum.] A premeditated fight

between two persons to decide some private differ

ence ;—any contention or contest

Duel, (du'el) v. i. To fight in single combat; to fight a

duel ;—r. ( To attack or fight singly.

Duellist, (dii'el-ist) n. One who fights in single combat.

Duello, (du-eHd) n. [It.] A duel;—practice of duelling,

or the code of laws which regulates it.

Duenna, (du-en'a) n. [Sp. duenna, from L. domino..]

The chief lady in waiting on the queen of Spain ;—ait

elderly lady in a Spanish family kept to guard a

younger ;—a governess.

Duet, (du'el) «. [L. duo, two.] A musical composition

for two performers, vocal or instrumentiL

Duffel, (dufel) n. [D. duffel, from Duffel, in the

Netherlands.] A kind of coarse woollen cloth having

a thick nap :—written also Duffle.

Dug, (dug) n. [Sw. dunga, D. dapge, to suckle.] A

teat, or nipple, especially of a cow or other beast.

Du<?, (dug) imp. & pp. of dig.

Dugong, (du-gong') n. [Malay. dHydng, Javan. dityung }

A swimming mammal of the

East Indian seas having the

aquatic habit* of the whales,

but herbivorous, and refer

red to a separate group.

Duke, (duk) n. [F. due, from

L. dux, leader.] A lender:

a chief;—one of the highest

order of nobility in England;

—a sovereign prince in some

European countries.

Dukedom, (duk'dum) n. Seigniory or possessions of

' a duke ;—title or quality of a duke.

 

Rogons.
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Dulcet, (dul'setja. [F. dulcet, L. duleit, sweet.] Sweet

to the taste; luscious;—sweet to the ear; melodious;

harmonious.

Dulcify, (duTse-fi) v. r. flj. dulei*, sweet, and facere,

to make.] To make sweet ; to sweeten ;—to free from

acidity or acrimony :—-imp. & pp. dulcified ; ppr. dul

cifying.

Dulcimer, (dul'se-mer) n. [L, dulcia, sweet, and G.

tnetos, melody.] Ancient musical instrument, of con

struction unknown, unless that it was stringed ;—a

musical instrument played by striking brass wires

with sticks.

Dull, (dul) a. fA.-S. dot, from dvelan, to be dull J

Stupid; slow in understanding ;—slow in motion ; list-

low ; sluggish ;—slow in hearing or seeing ; unready;

awkward ;—sleepy ; drowsy :—not pleasing or lively ;

cheerless ; gloomy ;—not bright or clear ; dim ; cloudy;

overcast;—having a thick edge; blunt; obtuse;—grave

in tone ;—gross ; heavy;—insensible.

Dull, (dul) v. t. To make dull or sluggish ; to stupefy;

—to blunt;—to render dim or obscure ;—to sully; to

tarnish :—v. i. To become dull or blunt ; to become

stupid:—imp. & pp. dulled; ppr. dulling.

Dullard, (dul'ard) n. A stupid person ; a dolt ; a

dunce. [intellect

Dull-brained, (dul'brand) a. Stupid ; doltish ; of dull

Dully, (dulle) adv. In a dull manner.

Dulnesa, (dul'nes) n. State of being dull ; slowness;

stupidity; heaviness; drowsiness; bluntness; obtuse*

ness ; dimness.

Duly, (du'le) cutv. [From due.] In a due, fit, or bo-

coming manner ; properly ; regularly ; at the proper

time.

Dumb, (dum) a. [A.-S, dumb, Go. dumbs, IceL

dumbi.] Destitute of the power of speech ;—mute;

silent ; speechless.

D iimb-bells, 0 1 u m/belz) n. Two spheres of iron or other

heavy material connected by a

short bar for a handle—used as

a weight for swinging in the

hands for gymnastic exercise.

Dumbly, (dumle) adv. In sil

ence ; mutely ; without speech. Dumb-bells.

Dumbness, (dum'nes) n. The quality or state of being

dumb ; muteness ; silence.

Dumb-show, (dum sho) n. Gesture without words ;

pantomime.

Dumfounder, (dum-found'er) v. t. To Btrike dumb ;

to confuse; to stupefy; to stun :—also written Dumb

found.

Dummy, (dnm'e) n. One who is dumb ;—a sham pack

age in a shop;—a figure on which clothing is exhib-

' ited, as in shop windows ;—the fourth or exposod

hand when three persons play at whist.

Dummy, (dnm'e) a. Silent; mute ;—fictitious or sham.

Dumoos, (du'mus) a. [L. dumus, a bush,] Abound

ing with bushes and briers ; thicket-like.

Dump, (dump) n. [D. damp, damp, Ger. dump/,

damp, dull, gloomy.] A dull gloomy state of the

mind; sadness ; melancholy; sorrow ; despondency—

usually in the plural Dumps;—a melancholy air; an

elegy. [it up.

Damp, (dump) r. (. To unload from a cart by tilting

Dumpish, (dumpish) a. Dull ; stupid ; sad ; moping ;

melancholy.

Dusipishly, (dump/ish-le) adv. In a dumpish manner.

Dumpishness, ( dump'ish-nes ) n. A state of being

dampish.

Dumpling, (dumpling) n. [Eng. dumpy.] A kind of

pudding or mass of boiled paste, with or without

omit in it.

Dumpy, (dump'e) a. [Icel. domp.] Short and thick.

Dun, (dun) n. [A.-S. dunn, W. dwti.] Of a colour

partaking of a brown and black ; swarthy ;—dark ;

gloomy; obscure.

Dun, (dun) v. t. [A. -8. dynian, IoeL dynia, to make a

din, to clamour.] To cure, as cod-fish, in such a man

ner as to give them a dun colour;—to beset or ask

with importunity, as a debtor for payment:—imp.

& pp. dunned ; pj/r. dunning.

Dun, (dun) n. One who duns ;—an urgent request

or demand of payment ;—an eminence; mound; lull-

frequently used in composition.

Dunce, (duns) n. [Gen dun*, from Johannes Dum

Scotus, colled the subtle doctor.) A ]wrsou of weak

intellect; a dullaxl; a dolt; a thickakull; a sim

pleton. [Lees ; dregs.

Dunder, (dun'der) w. fSp. redundar, to overflow.]

Dunderhead, (dun'de.r-hed) n. [Pro*. Eng. dander.]

A dunce ; a dullard ; a stupid fellow.

Dune, (dun) «. [F. dune.] A low hill of sand accu

mulated on a sea-coast ; down. [animaL

Dung, (dung) n. [A.-S. dung.] The excrement of an

Dung, (dung) v. t. To manure with dung ;—to im

merse in a bath of cowdung diffused in hot water ;—

v. i. To void excrement.

Dungeon, (dun'jun) n. [Ir. daingtan, F. donjon,

tower.] A close or secure prison ; e$pecialty, a dark,

subterranean place of confinement.

Dung-fork, (dungTork) n. A fork with several tines,

used to remove or spread dung.

Dunghill, (dunghil) n, A heap of dung;—any mean

situation or condition ; a vile abode.

Dunlop, (dun-lopO n. A sweet, rich kind of cheese made

in Ayrshire, Scotland.

Dunnage, (dun^j)n, [Dun, mound.] Fagots, boughs,

or loose materials of any kind laid on the bottom of a

ship to prevent injury to goods by water in the hold ;

—loose articles of merchandise wedged between ]>arta

of the cargo to prevent rubbing and to hold them

steady.

Dunner, (dun'cr) n. [From dun.] One employed in

soliciting the payment of debts.

Dunnish, (dun'ish) a. Inclined to a dun colour.

Duo, (du'd) n. [L. two.] A duet.

Duodecimal, (du-6-des'e-mal) a. [L. duodecim, twelva]

Proceeding in computation by twelves.

Duodecimals, (du-d-des'e-niah,) n. pi. A multiplication

by twelves, as of feet and inches, employed by arti

ficers in computing the superficial and solid contents

of their work.

Duodecimo, (du-o-des'e-inft) a. [L. duodecim, twelve.]

Formed of sheets folded so as to make twelve leaves.

Duodecimo, (du-o-des'e-mo) n. A book in which a

sheet is folded into twelve leaves :—12mo or 12*.

Duodenary, (du-o-den'ar-o) n. [L. duodenariua.] Re

lating to twelve ; twelvefold ; increasing by twelves.

Duodenum, (dfl-o-den'um) n. The part of tho intes

tinal canal next to the stomach.

Dupe, (dup) n. [F. equivalent to duppe, hoopoe, a

kind, foolish bird, which is easily caught.] One who

is easily duped or misled ; a gulL

Dupe, (dup) v. (. To deceive ; to trick ; to mislead by

imposing on one's credulity:—imp. & pp. duped ; ppr.

duping.

Duple, (du'pl)rr. [h. duplua.] Double.

Duplex, (dujdeks) a. [L., from duo, two, and plicare,

to fold.] Double; twofold.

Duplicate, (du'ple-kut) a. [L. duplicatus, pp. of dupli-

care, to double.] Double ; twofold.

Duplicate, (dii'ple-k&t) n. That which exactly resem

bles something else ; a copy; a transcript ; a coun

terpart.

Duplicate, (du'ple-kat) v. t. To double; to fold; to

make a copy or transcript of;— to divide into two

by natural growth: — imp. & j>/>. duplicated; ppr.

duplicating.

Duplication, (du-ple-kit'shun) n. Tho act of doubling;

multiplication by two;—not of folding ; a fold, as oi a

membrane;—act of growing in a divergent or radiat

ing form. [duplicating or doubling.

Duplicative, (du'ple-kOt-iv) a. Having the quality of
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Duplicators, (dfi'i>lo-kiit-ur) n. A doubling ; a fold, as

of a membrane or vessel.

Duplicity, (dii-puVe-te) n. [L. duplicita*, from duplex,

double. J The state of being double ;—doublenesa of

heart, speech, or conduct;—the act of concealing one's

real opinions with a view to mislead; dissimulation;

—use of ambiguous or deceptive language ; equivo

cation;—double-dealing; deceit;—in law, the advance

of two or more allegations or pleas.

Durability, (dur-a-bil'e-te) n. State or quality of be

ing durable.

Durable, (durVbl) a, [L. dxtrabilvt, from durare, to

last.] Able to endure or continue in a particular

condition; not j>erishable or changeable ; abiding;

permanent ; stable.

Durableness, (dur'a-bl-nes) n. Tower of lasting: c«n-

tinuance. [manner.

Durably, (duVa-ble) adv. In a durable- or lasting

Durance, (dur'ans) n. Continuance; duration;—impri

sonment; custody; restraint.

Duration, (dur-tl'shun) «. Continuance in time; pro

longed existence;—portion of time during which auy

thing exists ;—power of continuance; permanency.

Durbar, (durbar) ?i. [Hind, and Per. darb&r.] An

audience chamber in India; a meeting of potentates ;

a council of state.

Duress, (dur'cs) n. [L. duntt, hard.] Hardship; con

straint ; imprisonment :—restraint of liberty.

During, (during) ppr. of dure, to last. Continuing;

lasting; in the time of; as long as the action or exist

ence of—commonly used as a preposition.

Durion. (du're-on) n. [Malay, dury, a thorn.] The

fruit of a Largo and lofty tree, Du.riot

growing in the Malayan Archipelago.

It is of the size of a melon, is in

closed in a prickly husk, and is the

favourite food of the natives when

in season.

Durst, (durst) imp. of dare.

Dusk, (dusk) a. [Gor. duster, D.

dv.uter.] Tending to darkness or

blackness; darkish.

Dusk, (dusk) 7i. Incipient obscurity;

state between light and darkness ; Durion.

gloamin ; twilight ;—a colour partially black or dark.

Duskily, (duak'o-te) adv. In a dusky manner; darkly;

dimly. [dimness.

Duskiness, (dusk'o-nes) n. The state of being dusky;

Duskish, (dnsk'ish) a. Moderately dusky; partially

obscure.

Dusky, (dusk'e) a. Partially dark or obscure;—tend

ing to blackness in colour; dark-coloured;—gloomy;

sad ; melancholy.

Dust, (dusi) n. [A-S., IceL, «fc Ger. dust, Oct. dun*t,

vapour] Very fine, dry particles of earth or other

matter ; powder; fine sand ;—the earth as the resting-

place of tho dead ; the grave ;—a low condition ;—

gold dust; hence, money; cash;— the pollen of the

anther.

Dust, (dust) v.t. To free from dust;—to sprinkle

with dust ;—to reduce to a fine powder ; to levigate :

—imp. & pp. dusted ; ppr. dusting.

Duster, (dust'gr) n. One who dusts; a utensil for

dusting;—a dredger.

Dustiness, (dust'e-nes) n. The state of being dusty.

Dusty, (dust'e) a. Filled, covered, or sprinkled with

dust ;—like dust ; of the colour of dust.

Dutch, (duch) a. [D. duitteh, popular, national, from

Ger. dint, A.-S. th<6d, the people.] Pertaining to

Holland, to its inhabitants, or their Language.

Dutch-clover, (duch-klo'vcr) n. A grass plant valuable

for pasture.

Dutch-gold, (duch'gold) n. An alloy of copper and

zinc ; pinchbeck.

Duteous, (du'W-us) a. [From duty.\ Performing that

which is due, or that which law, justice, or propriety

 

requires;—enjoined by right or obligation;—obedient;

obsequious ; dutiful.

Duteously, (du'US-us-le) adv. In a duteous manner.

Duteousness, (dii'tc-us-nea) n. Quality of being dute

ous, (duty.

Dutiable, (du'to-a-bl) a. Subject to the payment of a

Dutiful, (du'te-fool) a. Performing the duties or ob

ligations required by law, justice, or propriety; sub

missive to natural or legal superiors ;—proceeding

from a sense of duty; required by duty; obedient;

reverential ; submissive ; respectful.

Dutifully, (du'te-fool-le) adv. In a dutiful manner;

obediently; respectfully.

Dutifulness, (du'te-fool-nes) n. State of being dutiful ;

obedience, especially to parents.

Duty, (dii'te) n. [From due.] That which is duo,

proper, or enjoined ; obedience ; submission ; rever

ence ; obligation ;—military guard or watch ;—tax ;

toll; customs; excise;—work; business; engagement;

service; employment; occupation.

Dwarf, (dwawrf) n. [A.-S. du-eorg, D. d iffry. J An

animal or plant much below the ordinary size of the

species; ttpeeialty, a diminutive mau ; mannikin.

Dwarf, (dwawrf) v. L To hinder from growing to tho

natural size ; to stunt :—imp. & pp. dwarfed ; ppr.

dwarfing.

Dwarfish, (dwawrf'ish) a. Like a dwarf; below the

common stature or size; very small ; low ; petty; des

picable, [dinmiutiveneas.

Dwarfishness, (dwawrf'ish-nes) n. Smallness of stature;

Dwell, (dwel) v. i. [IceL dvetia, to linger, dvuti, de

lay.] To abide in, as a permanent resident, to inhabit

for a time ; to be domiciled ; to be attentive ; to hang

on with fondness ;—to continue long, as on a subject;

to expatiate :—imp. & pp. dwelled, usually dwelt;

ppr. dwelling.

Dweller, (dwel'er) n. An inhabitant ; a resident.

Dwelling, (dwel'ing) n. Habitation ; abode ; domicile.

Dwindle, (dwin'dl) v. i. [A.-S. dvinan, to pine.] To

diminish ; to waste away ;—v. t. To make lees ; to

bring low;—to break; to disperse:—imp. & pp. dwin

dled ; ppr. dwindling.

Dwindle, (dwin'dl) n. Process of dwindling ; decline.

Dwine, (dwin) v. t. To waste away ; to pine ; to dis

appear gradually.

Dwt. , (dwt. ) n. An abbreviation of pennyweight.

Dye, (di) v. t. [A.-S. deagan, L. tingere, to stain.] To

stain ; to colour ; to give a new and permanent colour

to :—imp. & pp. dyed ; ppr. dyeing.

Dye, (di) n. A colouring liquor ; stain ; tinge.

Dyeing, (dfing) n. The art or practice of giving new

and permanent colour to wool, silk, cotton, hair, &c.

Dyer, (di'er) n. One whose occupation is to dye

cloth, Ac.

Dying, (di'ing) a. Destined to death ; mortal :—per

taining to death ; manifested in the hour of death.

Dynamic, (di-nam'ik) a. [G. dunamis, power, from

dunatkai, to be able.] Pertaining to strength or

power, or to dynamics.

Dynamics, (di-nam'iks) n. ting. Doctrine of forces

and powers; science of matter in motion, as opposed

to statics ;—that part of mechanics which treats of

forces in action, as opposed to forces in equilibrium.

Dynamometer, (di-na-mom'et-er) n. [G. dunamiM,

power, and nwtron, measure.] An instrument for

measuring the relative force or power, as of men, or

animals, in traction; or for determining the motive

power of a steam engine.

Dynastic, (di-nast'ik) o. Relating to a dynasty ox line

of kings.

Dynasty, (dr*nas-te) n. [G. dunatteia, lordship, from

dunastes, lord, dunasthai, to be able.] Sovereignty;

government ;—rule in the same line or order ;—a rare

or family of rulers or kings in a country ;—the epoch

or period of their reign.

Dyscrasy, (dia'kra-se) n. [G. dusJcratia, from rfu*.
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hard, difficult, and krasi*, mixtnre.] Unequal mix-

tnre of the blood; distenipcrature of the bodily

juice*.

Dysenteries!, (dis-en-te/ik-al) a. Pertaining to dysen

tery ;—afflicted with dysentery.

Dysentery, (dis'en-ter-e) n. [G. dtttenteria, from dua,

ill, and entoa, within.] Inflammation of the rectum

or colon, attended with griping pains, oonstant desire

to evacuate the bowels, and discharge of mucus and

blood.

Dyipepty, (dia-pep'se) n, [G. dutpepsia, from dus, ill,

and peptein, to couk.] Indigestion; a state of the

stomach in which its functions are disturbed ; chronic

difficidty of digestion.

Dyspeptic, (dis-pcp'tik) a. Afflicted with, or consisting

in, dyspepsy or bad digestion.

Dyspeptic, ( dis-pep'tik ) n. A person afflicted with

dyspepsy. [dystiry.

Dysuric, (dis-ur'ik) a. Pertaining to, or afflicted with,

Dyiury, (dis'ur-o) n, [G. dusouria, from dim, ill, and

ouron, urine.] Difficulty in discharging the urine, at

tended with pain and a sensation of heat.

E.

E(e> The second vowel and the fifth letter of the

English alphabet. At the end of words it is usu

ally silent, but serves to indicate that the preceding

vowel has a long sound, where otherwise it would

be short, as in mane, cane, mete. It has a long sound,

as in m£r '■'■■■'■.■ a short sound, as in men, met; and

a sound like a, as in there, prey. As a prefix, it has

a privative meaning, noting from or out of;—as a

numeral, it stands for 250 .—it is the third tone of

the model diatonic scale; E|> (E fiat) is a tone inter

mediate between D and E.

Each, (ech) a. [A.-S. alie.] This word is a distribu

tive adjective pronoun, denoting every one of the two

or more individuals composing a whole, considered

separately from the rest.

X*g*r, (eg?r) a- If- aiffre, L. acer, sharp.] Ardent;

vehement; impetuous;—inflamed by desire; earnestly

longing ; strongly solicitous to pursue, obtain, or per

form ;—sharp; keen; biting;—sour; acid;—brittle; in

flexible.

Eagerly, (e'ger-le) adv. With great ardour of desire;

earnestly ; warmly ; with prompt zeal ;—hastily ; im

petuously;—keenly; sharply.

Eagerness, ( e'ger-nes ) n. Quality or state of being

eager ; vehemence ; impetuosity ; fervour ; avidity.

Eagle, (e'gl) n. [h. aquila,] A rapacious bird of the

falcon family, remarkablo for

its strength, size, graceful

figure, and extraordinary

flight ;—a gold coin of the

United States, of the value

of forty-two shillings.

Eagle-eyed, (egl-id) a. Sharp-

ligbted, as an eagle ; dis

cerning.

Eagles*. (Sffles) n. A fe

male or hen eagle.

Eaglet, (eg'let) n. A young

eagle.

Eagre, (e'ger) n. [A.-S. tdp&r, e'rror, edr, water, sea.]

A sudden and rapidly rising tide ;—a tide swelling

above another tide, as in the Severn.

Ear, (er) n. (A. -8. tan. L. auriti.] The organ of hear

ing;—the sense of hearing ;—the power of distinguish

ing sounds; musical perception or taste;—a favourable

hearing; attention; regard; heed ;—pi. The head or

person;—parts projecting from a domestic vessel, used

as handles. [A. -8. ear, Go. alia.] The spike of a

plant of corn or other grain.

Ear, (er) r. i. To form ears, as corn ; to plough.

Earache, (eYak) n. Acute pain from inflammation

in or about the ear. [ear.

Ear-drop, (er'drop) n. An ear-ring or pendant for the

Ear-drum, (eYdrum) n. The tympanum of the ear.

Earing, (er'ing) n. Ploughing ;—growing, as corn into

...,,. : — a rope attached to the cringle of a sail by

which it is bent or reefed.

Earl. (erl) n. [A. -8. tori.] A British title of nobility; a

nobleman ranking between a marquis and a viscount

 

Eagle.

I Earldom, (frl'dum) n. Seigniory, jurisdiction, or dig

nity of an earl. [hear.

! Earless, (eYles) a. Without ears; deaf; unwilling to

i Earl-marshal, (errmar-shal) n. The eighth officer of

state in England who ordered and superintended

I military ceremonies or court solemnities.

Earlock. (eVlok) n. A curl of hair near the ear ; a

love-lock.

Early, (grle) a, [A.-S. artice, from ar, before.] Prior

in time ; snowing itself soon ; forward; being in ad

vance ; being in good or seasonable time ; timely ;

opportune.

Early, (erfe) adv. Soon; in good season ; betimes.

Ear-mark, (CVmark) v. t. To mark, as sheep, by crop-

ing or slitting the ear: — imp. & pp. ear-marked;

ppr. ear-marking.

Ear-mark, (eVmark) n. A mark on the ear by which

a sheep is known ; — any distinguishing mark by

which the ownership or relation of a thing is known.

Earn, (ern) v.t. [A.-S. earnian.] To merit or de

serve by labour J—to acquire by labour, senice, or

performance :—imp. & pp. earned ; ppr. earning.

Earnest, (ern'est) a. [A.-S. eornost.) Ardent in the

pursuit of an object ; eager to obtain ; zealous ;—in

tent ; fixed ; — serious ; important ; eager ; warm ;

fervent.

Earnest, (ern'est) n. Seriousness ; reality ;—a pledge

given as an assurance of earnest or serious intention;

a token of what is to come ; sum paid in hiring or

engaging.

Earnestly, (ern'est-le^ «•?:-. Tn an earnest manner;

warmly; eagerly; with fixed attention ; intensely.

Earnestness, (ern'est-nes) n. State of being earnest;

zeal.

Earning, (ern'ing) n. That which is earned : wages ;

stipend ; reward :—used mostly in plural, Earnings.

Ear-ring, (CVring) n. An ornament suspended from

the ear by means of a ring passing through the lobe;

a pendant.

Ear-shot, (er'shot) n. Reach of the ear ; distance at

which words may be heard.

Earth, (grth) n. [A.-S. eordhc, earth, eard, country,

G. era, earth.] The globe we inhabit; tho world;—

the solid materials which make up the globe ; the

dry land ;—soil of all kinds, including gravel, clay,

loam, Ac. ;— a region ; a country ;—the people on the

globe ;—a hole in tho ground ; a fox-hole ;—a taste

less and inodorous, uncoloured, metallic oxide.

Earth, (erth) v. t. To hide, or caaBo to hide, in the

earth ;—to cover with earth or mould ;—1\ i. To retire

under ground; to burrow:—imp. & pp. earthed; ppr.

earthing.

Earth-board, (erth'bord) n. The board of a plough,

which turns over tho earth; mould-l>oard.

Earth-born, (crth'born) a. Born of the earth ; hence,

frail ; mortal ;—meanly born ; vulgar.

Earthen, (erth'n) a. Made of earth ; made of clay.

Earthenware, ( erth ' n - wur ) n. Household utensils

made of clay hardened in tho fire ; crockery; pottery.
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Quality of being earthy;

 

Earthiness, (erth'o-nes) n.

grossness.

Earthliness, (erthTe-nes) n. Tho state of being earthly;

materiality;—state of mind attached to earthly things ;

worldlineas; carnality; sensuousness.

Eartnlin*;, (erthling) n. An inhabitant of the earth; a

. mortal.

Earthly, (erthle) a. Pertaining to the earth ; mate

rial ; sensual ;—pertaining to tho present world : not

spiritual or heavenly : carnal ;—corporeal ; not men

tal ; mean ; base ; grovelling.

Earthly-minded, (ertb'le-mind-ed) a. Having a mind

devoted to earthly things ; worldly-minded.

Earth-nut, (frth'nut) n. The root of an umbelliferous

plant, which is farinaceous, sweet, and nourishing ;

pig-nut.

Earthquake, (erth'kwak) n. A shaking, trembling, or

convulsion of the earth, due to subterranean causes.

Earth-work, (erth'wurk) n. The removal of largo

masses of earth in the construction of canals, rail

ways, and the like ;—any fortification made by throw

ing up embankments of earth.

Earth-worm, (erth'wurm) n. The common worm found

in the soil ; dev-uorm ;—\ mean, sordid person.

Earthy, ^rth'e) a. Consisting of, or relating to, earth ;

terrestrial ;—gross ; unrefined.

Ear-trumpet, (ertruxnp-et) «. An instrument applied

to the ear to aid in hearing.

Ear-wax, (eYwaks) v. The cerumen ; a thick, viscous

substance, secreted by the glands of tho ear.

Earwig, (CrVig) n. [A.-S. ear-icigga, 'fixtm care, ear,

and viega, beetle.] An insect

with vory short wing-cases, which

eats fruit and flower leaves—so

called because it has been erro

neously supposed to creep into tho

human brain through the ear.

Earwig, (firwig) v. t. To whisper

in the ear ; to influence by covert statements or in

sinuations.

Ear- witness, (eYwit-nes) n. One who gives the testi

mony of hearing as to any matter.

Ease, (ex) n, [F. ai*<t A.-S. eadh, easy.] Rest : quiet;

undisturbed state ; — freedom from bodily effort or

pain ; rest from labour ; relaxation ;—freedom from

annoyance, anxiety, or other mental disquietude ;—

freedom from stiffness or constraint ; unaffectedness

in manner;—facility in speech or literary composition.

Ease, (ex) r. t. To quiet ; to calm ; to free from any

thing that pains, disquiets, or oppresses ;—to render

lees painful; — to relieve; to mitigate;—to release

from pressure or restraint; to shift a little '.—imp. &

pp. eased; ppr. easing.

Easel, (eVel) n. [Ger. ael, ass.] A wooden frame with

movable pegs or a sliding

rack, on which a painter

places his canvas.

Easement, (eVment) n. That

which gives ease ; conveni- -

•nee ; accommodation ; as-

si stan re ; support ; subsidy ; £

—a liberty or advantage !

which one proprietor has in

the estate of another, as a

way, water-course, &c.

Easily, (QaVle) adv. With

ease; without difficulty; readily; gently: smoothly.

Easiness, (ez'e-nes) «. State or condition of being

easy;—act of moving with ease.

East, (est) n. [A. -is. tost, lAth. auxzta, it grows light]

One of the four cardinal points :—the point in the

heavens where the sun is seen to rise at the equinox ;

the point directly opposite the west ;—the eastern

part of a country ; especially, tho parts of Asia which

lie east of Europe and the Mediterranean.

East, (est) ci. Toward the rising sun.

Earwig.

 

Easel.

Easter, (es'ter) n. [A.-S. tdster, tdttran.] A festival

commemorating Christ's resurrection, occurring on

Sunday, the second day after Good Friday.

Easter-egg, (es'tfr-eg) ft, An egg stained or dyed,

usually purple, given as a present at Easter—pace egg.

Easterly, (cst'ei-le) a. Coming from the eastward;—

situated, looking, or moving toward the east.

Easterly, (est'er-lc) adv. On, or in the direction of,

the east.

Eastern, (est'era) a. Situated or dwelling in the east ;

oriental ;—going toward the east, or in the direction

of east [from a given meridian.

Easting, (est'ing) n. Distance run by a ship eastward

Eastward, (est'werd) adv. Toward the east.

Easy, (ex'e) a. At ease ; free from pain, care, anxiety,

or constraint;—not causing or attended with pain,

exertion, or disquiet ; affording rest;—not difficult;

not requiring labour ;—causing ease ; furnishing com

fort;—not making resistance;—not straitened as to

money matters; tranquil; secure; calm; yielding; com

pliant; ready. [repose.

Easy-chair, (ezVchar) n. An arm-chair for ease or

Eat, (et) v. (. [A.-S. etan, L. edere, G. edein, to eat.)

To chew and swallow, as food;—to corrode, as metal,

by rust; to consume gradually, as a cancer, the flesh

to waste or wear away;—r. t. To take food ; to feed

to taste or relish ; to ]>enetrate : — imp. eat or ate

pp. eat or eaten ; ppr. eating.

Eatable, (et'a-bl) a. Capable of being eaten ; fit to

be eaten ; proper for food ; esculent ; edible.

Eatable, (et'a-bl) ft, Any thing that may be eaten.

Eater, (5t'gr) n. One who, or that which, eats or

corrodes.

Eau-de-Cologne, (6-de-ko-Idn') n. [F. eau, water, det

of, and Colognt.) A perfumed spirit used in the

toilet, originally prepared at Cologne.

Eau-de-vie, (6-de-ve') «. [F. eau, water, de, of, and rte,

from L. vita, life.] Laterally, water of life; tho

French name for brandy.

Eaves, (evz) n. pi. [A.-S. ffe$e.) The lower edges of

the roof of a building which overhang the walls.

Eavesdrop, (evr/drop) r. i. To stand under the eaves

or near the windows of a house, to listen and learn

what is said within doors ; hence, to watch for op

portunities of hcaiing the private conversation of

others.

Eavesdropper, (evz'drop-cr) n. One who skulks about

to hear the private conversation of others.

Ebb, (eb) n. [A.-S. ebba, ebbe.\ The reflux of the tide:

the return of tide-water toward the sea;—a falling

from a better to a worse state; decline; decay.

Ebb, (eb) v. i. To flow back; to return, as the water

of a tide toward the ocean ;—to fall from a better to a

worse state; to decline: — imp. & pp. ebbed; ppr.

ebbing. [tide.

Ebb-tide, (eb'tid) n. Reflux of tide-water ; tho retiring

Eblis, (eb'hs) n. An evil spirit or demon.

Ebon, (eb'on) a. Consisting of ebony; like ebony;—

black as ebony.

Ebenize, (ebon-ix) v. t. To make black like ebony :—

imp, & pp. ebonized ; ppr. ebonixing .

Ebony, (eb'on-e) n. [G. ebenat, H. hobnt, from e*&en,

stone.] A species of hard, heavy, and durable wood,

wliich admits of a fine polish or gloss—the most fre

quent colour is black.

Ebriety, (e-bri'e-te) n. [L. ebrietas, from tbriua, intoxi

cated.] Intoxication : drunkenness.

Ebrious. (e'bre-us) a. Partially intoxicated ;—inclined

to drink to excess.

Ebullience, (e-bul'yens) n. A boiling over.

Ebullient, (S-bul'yent) a. [L. rbttUire, to boil up, to

bubble up, from bulla, bubble.] Boiling over, as a

liquor ; hence, exuberant; over-excited.

Ebullition, (e-bul-lish'un) «. The operation of boiling:

—effervescence from fermentation ;—outburst of ex

cited feelings.
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Eccentric.

[manner.

In an eccentric

(e-bur'ne-an) a, [L. ebumcus, from ebur,

ivory. ] Made of ivory.

Ecarte, (ek-ar'te) n. [F.] A game at cards.

Ecbatic, (ek-bat'ik) a. [G. ekbatikos, from el'bainein,

to go or step out. ] Denoting a result or consequence.

Xcee-homo, (ek'se-homo) n, [L. behold the man,] A

picture which represents the Saviour given up to the

people by Pilate, and wearing a crown of thorns.

Eccentric, (ek-sen'trik) a. [G. ekkentros, L. tccentricit*,

from ex, out of, and centrum, centre.] Departing

from the centre ;—not terminating in the same point;

—not having the same centre—opposed to concentric;

—departing from the usual course ; deviating from

stated, forms, methods, or laws ; anomalous ; singular ;

odd ; strange ; whimsical.

Eccentric, (ek-sen'trik) n. A circle not having the same

centre as another ;—one who or

that which deviates from re-

gularity;--the supposed circular

orbit of a planet about the earth

in the Ptolemaic system ; — a

wheel or disk having its axis of

revolution out of iu centre of

figure.

Eccentrically, (ek-sen'trik-al-le) adv.

Eccentricity, (ek-sen-tria'e-te) n. Deviation from

centre ;— state of having a centre different from that

of another circle; — distance of the centre of a

planet s orbit from The centre of the sun ; — devia

tion from custom or established method ; irregularity ;

singularity: oddity; whimsicality.

Ecclesiarch, (ek-kle'ze-ark) n. (G. ckktesia, church,

and archot, leader.] A ruler of the church.

Ecclesiastical, (ek~kle-ze-as/tik-al)c. (G. ekklesiastiko*,

from ekklitxa, an assembly.] Pertaining to the church

or to its organization or government.

Ecclesiastic, (ek-klc-ze-astik) n. A person in orders; a

clergyman ; a priest.

Ecclesiastically, (ek-kle-ze-as'tik-al-le) adv. In an

ecclesiastical manner; according to ecclesiastical rules.

Ecclcsiatticism, (ek-kle-ze-as'te-sizm) n. Strong attach

ment to church observances, privileges, &c.

Ecclesiastical, (ek-klC-ze-as'tik-us) n. A book of the

Apocrypha.

Ecclesiology, (ek-kle-ze-ol'o-je) n. [G. cl-lle'sia, church,

and logos, discourse.] The science of church building

and decoration, or a treatise on church organization.

Echelon, (e'she-lGng) n. [F. from ichelle, ladder, L.

tcn-fa.) The position of an army or other military

bMy in the form of steps, or with one division more

advanced than another.

Echidna, (e-kid'na) 11. [G. echidna, adder, viper.] A

genus of ant-caters found in New Holland.

Echinated, (G-kin-fit'ed) a. [L. echinatuit, from echinus.]

Prickly like a hedgehog ; having sharp poiuts.

Echinus, (Ckin-ua) n. [L. from G. echinos, hedgehog.]

A hedgehog ;—a sea-urchin ;—a prickly head or top

of a plant ;—a form of moulding having eggs and

anchors carved on it

Echo, (ek'6) n. [L. from G. tehd, same as ichi, sound.]

A sound reflected or reverberated from a solid body;

repercussion of sound.

Echo, (eVd) v. t. To reverberate or send back ; to re-

tarn; — to repeat with assent; to adopt;—v.i. To

be echoed or reverberated ; to send back a sound ; to

return what has been uttered:—imp. .'- pp. echoed;

j/^r. echoing.

EcUircissement, (ck-larsis-mong) v. [F.] The clearing

up of anv thiug obscure or not easily understood.

Eclat, (e-kbV) n. [F. from fritter, to splinter.] Splen

dour ; show ; lustre ;—renown ; approbation of suc

cess ; applause ; acclamation.

Eclectic (ek-L-lr'tik) a. [G. tkltktikos, from tkUgein,

to pick out, choose.] Selecting ; choosing at will.

Eclectic, (ek-lek'tik) n. A selector ; one who forms a

system in any department of knowledge by selecting

from the principles, opinions, or systems of others ;—

applied to a sect of ancient philosophers ; to a class

of ancient physicians ; and, specially, to a sect in the

Christian church who combined the teaching of Plato

with the doctrines of Scripture. [ner.

Eclectically, (ek-lek'tik-al-le)aaV. In an eclectic man-

Eclecticism, (ek-lek'te-sizni) n. The doctrine or prac

tice of an eclectic ; an eclectic system.

Eclipse, (e-klips') n. [G. tklcipsis, from cklcipci?i, to

leave out,] An interception or

obscuration of the light of the

sun or moon, or other luminous

body, as eclipse of the sun by the

intervention of the moon be

tween it and the earth, or eclipse Eclipse.

of the moon by the interposition of the earth between

it and the sun ;—temporary or partial loss of bril

liancy, honour, aud the like ; obscuration.

Eclipse, (e-klips') r. t. To darken or hide—said of a

heavenly body;—to obscure or extinguish the beauty,

honour, Ac. , of ; to throw into the shade ;—v. i. To

suffer an eclipse ; to become eclipsed :—imp. .1 pp.

eclipsed ; ppr. eclipsing.

Ecliptic, (e-klip'tik) n. An imaginary great circle of

the sphere, which is the apparent path of the sun,

or the real path of the earth as seen from the sun ;—

a great circle on the terrestrial globe, answering to

the celestial ecliptic.

Eoliptio, (e-klip'tik) a. [G. ekleiptikos, from eklcipein,

to leave. | Pertaining to, or described by, the ecliptic;

—pertaining to an eclipse or to eclipses.

Eclogue, (ek'log) n. [G. cklogi, selection.] A pastoral

composition ; a bucolic ; an idyl.

Economical, ( e-kon-om'ik-al ) a. Pertaining to the

household ; domestic ;—relating to the management

of household or pecuniary affairs, private or public ;

saving ; prudent in expenditure ;—managed with fru

gality, [frugally.

Economically, (o-kon-om'ik-al-le) adv. With economy;

Economics, (e-kon-om'iks) n, sing. The science of do

mestic management.

Economist, (e-kon'om-ist) «. One who manages domes

tic or other concerns with frugality ;—one who is

conversant with political economy.

Economize, (e-kon'om-iz) v. t. To use with prudonce;

—to expend with frugality ;—v. i. To manage pecuni

ary concerns with frugality; to make a prudent use,

as of money, time, labour, Ac. ; to save :—imp. &

pp. economized ; ppr, economizing.

Economy, (6-kon'o-me) n. [L. aconomia, G. oikos, house,

and 7WJitos, law.] Management of the house; pru

dence and frugality in the use of money and means ;

arrangement or disposition ; system, rules, or regula

tions by which things are disposed, as in the kingdom

of nature, the providence of God, and the Jewish or

Christian dispensations ;—political government, espe

cially with reference to taxation and the development

of national wealth and resources ; frugality ; thrifti-

ness; saving.

Ecstasy, (ek'sta-se) n. [G. tkstasis, from exislanai, to

put out of place, derange.] A fixed state ; a trance ;

bodily condition in which the functions are suspended

and the mind arrested;—excessive joy; rapture;—

enthusiasm ; excessive elevation of the mind.

Ecstatic, (ek-stat'ik) a. Arresting the mind; en

trancing ; — transporting ; rapturous ; delightful in

the highest degree.

Ectype, (ek'Lip) n. A copy from an original ; a type

of .something that has previously existed.

Ecumenical, (ek-u-men ik-al) a. [L. ozeumenicus, G.

oikoameni (sc. ge), the inhabited world, from oikos,

house.] Relating to the whole world; — general;

universal.

Edacious, (u-cU'she-us) a. [L. cdax, from edcrt, to

eat.] Given to eating; greedy; voracious; devouring.

EdaciouaJy, (e-da'she-ua-le) adv. Greedily; voraciously.
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1 Edacity, (e-das'e-te) n. Tendency to or habit of eat*

ing largely; gluttony; gn*edineaB; voracity; rapacity.

j Eddy, (ed'e) n. i A. -S. <</, backward, and fa, running

water.] A current of air or water running back, or

in a direction contrary to the main current ;—a cur

rent moving in a circular direction ; a whirlpool.

Eddy, (ed'e) v. t. To move in a circular direction, as a

whirlpool or current :—imp. & pp. eddied ; ppr. ed

dying.

Edematous, (6-dem'a-tus) a. [Q. oidima, tumour, from

ouiein, to swell.] Pertaining to or affected with a

serous humour ; dropsical.

Eden, (e'den) n. [H. Mo, delight.] The garden

where Adam and Eve first dwelt : a delightful re

gion or residence ; a paradise.

Edentate, (G-dent'at) n. [L. edentare, from e, ex, out

of, and dens, a tooth] An

animal of the sloth and ar

madillo tribes, wanting foro

teeth and canines.

Edentated, ( e-denfat-ed ) a.

Destitute of teeth ; tooth

less ; belonging to the sloth

and armadillo tribes.

Edge, (ej) n. [A. -8. eeg, 1,

aeies, G. ak€, edge of sword.] Tho thin cutting side

of the blade of an instrument ;—the border or part

adjacent to the line of division; brink: margin; sharp

or narrow side ;—that which cuts or wounds; point;

—keenness, as of appetite ;—intensity of desire; sharp

ness ; acrimony.

Edge, (ej) r. (. To furnish with an edge ; to sharpen ;

—to fringe or border ;—to provoke ; to exasperate ;

to embitter ; to urge or egg on ; to instigate;—to move

by little and little ;—v. i. To move sideways ; to move

gradually ;—to sail close to the wind :—imp. &, pp.

edged ; ppr. edging.

Edgeless, (e/les) a. Wanting edge ; blunt ; obtuse ;

unfit to cut or pierce ; pointless.

Edge-tool, (ej'tool) ?l An instrument having a sharp

edge ; a cutting tool used in carpenter or joiner

work.

Edgewise, (ej'wiz) adv. In the direction of the edge.

Edging, (ej'ing) ft. That wliich forms an edge or bor

der ; fringe ; trimming.

Edible, (ed'e-bl) a. [L. edere, to eat] Fit to be eaten

as food ; esculent ; eatable.

Edict, (Cdikt) ft, [L. edicere, edietum, from e, ex, out,

and dicere, to say.] That which is uttered or pro

claimed by authority, as a rule of actiou : a si>ocial

proclamation of command or prohibition; statute ;

decree ; ordinance ; manifesto.

Edification, (ed-e-fe-ka'shun) n. The act of edifying

or the state of being edifted ; a building up, espe

cially in a moral and religious ftense ; instruction ;

improvement

Edifice, (ed'e-tts) n. [L. (rdificare, to build.] A build

ing ; a structure ; a fabric—chiefly applied to large

structures.

Ediflcial, (ed-e-fisn'e-al) a. Pertaining to an odifice.

Edify, (ed'e-fi) v.t. [L. a,diLdedre, from ad**, a build

ing, and facere, to make.) To build ;— to instruct

and improve in knowledge generally, particularly in

moral and religious knowledge :—imp, & pp. edified ;

Rpr. edifying.

Edile, (e'dil) n. [L. adilU, from ade*, a building.] A

Roman magistrate who had the care of buildings,

highways, public places, &c.

Edileship, (e'dil-ship) n. The office of edile.

Edit, (ed'it) v.t. [L. etiere, from t, ex, out, and dart,

to give.] To suj>erintend the publication of; to re

vise and correct ; to prepare for publication :—imp.

& pp. edited ; ppr. editing.

Edition, (e-dish'un) n. [I* rditio, from edere, to pub

lish.] Tho publication of any literary work ;—repub

lication of a book, often with revisions, corrections,

or additions; — impression; the number of copier

printed at one publication.

Editor, (ed'it-er) «. A publisher of books ;—one who

prepares, revises, and corrects a book, newspaper, oi

the like, for publication.

Editorial, (ed-e-tore-al) a. Pertaining to, or written

by, an editor.

Editorial, (ed-e-to're-al) n. A leading article in a news

paper or other periodical.

Editorially, (ed-e-tore-al-Ie) adv. In the manner or

character of an editor. [editor.

Editorship, (editor-ship) v. Business or office of an

Educate, (ed'u-kat) v.t. 1 1... educare, from e, out, and

dueere, to lead.] To bring up, as a child; to culti

vate and discipline the various powers of the mind ;

instruct; teach; train; rear; indoctrinate:—imp. &

pp. educated ; ppr. educating.

Education, (ed-u-kashun) n. Act or process of edu

cating ; bringing up ; training ; formation of charac

ter or manners ; the drawing forth and cultivation of

the human faculties, especially among the young .

tuition ; nurture ; admonition. [cation.

Educational, (ed-u-kashun-al) a. Pertaining to edu-

Educationist, (ed-u-ka'shun-ist) n. One who is versed

in, or who promotes, education. [structa.

Educator, (ed'u-kat-er) n. One who educates or in-

Educe, (e-dus') r. t. [L. etlucere, from e, out, and dueere;

to lead.] To draw forth, as if from concealment; elicit;

extract :—imp. & pp. educed; ppr. educing.

Eduction, (e-duk'shun) ft. Act of drawing out or bring

ing into view. [forth.

Eductor, (e-dukt'er) n. One who, or that which, brings

Edulcorate, (tJ-dul'kor-tit) r. (. [L. c, out, and duleorare,

to sweeten, from dnteit, sweet.] To render sweet ; to

sweeten ;—to purify :—imp. & pp. edulcorated; ppr.

edulcorating.

Edulcoration, (e-dul-kor-a'shun) n. The act of edulcor

ating or sweetening.

Eel, (el) ft. [A. -8. al, Ger. d*.] A species of soft-

finned, snake-like fishes.

Eel-basket, (eTbas-ket) ft, A basket for catching eels.

Eel-grass, (eTgras) ft, A kind of grass-like marine

plant.

Eel-pout, (ei'ixmt) n. The burbot, a fresh water fish

somewhat resembling the eel.

E'en, (On). A contraction for ewn,

E'er, (ar). A contraction for ever.

Enable, (effa-bi) a. [L. ejfabitis, from ex, out, and

fari, to speak.] Capable of being uttered or spoken ;

utterable.

Efface, (ef-ffuO r. (. fP. efTaccr, from fare, L. facte*,

face, form.] To erase or Bcrotch out; to rub off; to

render illegible ;—to remove from the mind, as an

impression ; to wear away :—imp. & pp. effaced; ppr.

effacing. [expunging.

Etfaeement, (ef-fus'ment) n. The act of effacing or

Effect, (ef-fekf) n. [L. effectus, from ejticere, to pro

duce.] That which is produced by an agent or cause;

rosult; consequence; event; impression produced;—

purpose; general intention;—profit; advantage;—

force; validity; efficiency;— reality; actual fact;—pL

Goods ; movables ; personal estate.

Effect, (ef-fekf) i<. t. [I*. fjHcerc, from rx, out. and facere,

to make.] To produce, as a cause or agent ; to causo

to be ;—to bring to pass ; to accomplish ; to perform ;

achieve; complete; oxecute; — imp. & pp. effected;

Pin-, effecting.

Eftectible, (ef-fekfo-bl) a. Capable of being done or

achieved ; practicable ; feasible.

Effection, (ef-fek'shun) n. Creation or production;—

the construction of a proposition in geometry.

Effective, (ef-fekfiv) a. Suited or tending to produce

effects; in a condition to act efficiently; efficacious:

effectual ; operative; forcible; active; powerful; en

ergetic, [fully.

Effectively, (ef-fekfiv-le) adv. With effect ; power-
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Effectiveness, (ef-fekt'iv-nea) n. Tho quality of being

effective.

Effector, (ef-fekt'er) n. [L.] One who produces or

causes ; a maker or creator.

Effectual, (ef-fekt'u-al) a. Producing, or having power

to produce, an intended effect; adequate; efficient.

Effectually, ( ef - fekt'u - al - le ) adv. Efficaciously ;

thoroughly; completely.

Effectuate, ( ef-fekt'u-ut ) v.t. To bring to pass; to

achieve ; to accomplish ; to fulfil :—imp. & pp. effec

tuated ; ppr. effectuating^.

Effeminacy, ( ef-feni'in-a-se ) n. Unmanly delicacy ;

womanly softness or weakness ; voluptuousness.

Effeminate, (ef-feni'in-fit) a. [L. ejftminare, from ex,

out, and fe.in.ina, a woman.] Soft or delicate to an

unmanly degree; womanish; weak;—woman-like; ten

der :—vol uptuous.

Effeminate, (ef-feni'in-at) v. t. To make womanish ;

to unman ; to weaken : — imp. & pp. effeminated ;

ppy. effeminating:,

Effeminately, (ef-fem'in-at-le) adv. In a womanish

manner; weakly; softly; delicately.

Effeminateneae, (ef-fem'm-ut-nes) n. Unmanly softness.

Effendi, (ef-fen'de) u. [Turk. J Honorary title of a Turk

ish state official and man of learning.

Effervesce, (ef-fer-ves') r. i. [L. eft'ervescere, from ex,

out of, and ferveseere, to begin boiling.] To grow

hot ; to escape as air or gas, from a boiling liquid,

fermenting liquor, or compound of carbonate and an

acid, with a bubbling and hissing sound;—to boil

over; hence, to be in a state of commotion and un

controllable impulse :—imp, & pp. effervesced; -ppr.

effervescing.

Effervescence, (ef-fer-ves'ena) n. State of effervescing.

Effervescent, (ef-fcr-ves'ent) a. Gently boiling or

bubbling by means of the disengagement of gas.

Effete, (ef-fStf) a. [L. ex, out, and fetus, foetus, preg

nant, productive.] No longer capable of producing

young ; barren ; — worn out with age or excessive

indulgence.

Efficacious, (ef-fe-ka'she-us) a. fL. efficax, from efflcere,

to produce.] Productive of effects; producing the

effect intended; effectual; powerful.

Efficaciously, (ef-fe-ku'sbe-us-le) adv. Effectually; in

such a manner as to produce the effect desired.

Efficaciousness, (ef-fe-ka'she-us-nes) n. Quality of be

ing efficacious.

Efficacy, (effe-kS-se) n. Power to produce effects ; pro

duction of the effect intended; virtue; force; energy.

Efficiency, (ef-fisb'e-en-se) n. The act of causing or

producing; effectual agency; — power of causing or

producing; competent power; state of activity.

Efficient, (ef-fish'e-ent) a. [L. efficient, ppr. of efficere.)

Causing effects; producing results; actively operative;

effectual; competent; able; capable.

Efficient, (ef-fish'e-ent) n. The agent or causo which

produces.

Efficiently, (ef-fish'e-ent-le)rt(^. With effect: effectively.

Effigy, (effe-je) /*. [L. effigies, from ex, out, nndjingtre,

to form, shape.] lma^o or representation of any per

son or thing; a likeness in sculpture, painting, bas-

relief, or drawing.

Effloresce, (efflo-res') v. i. [L. ex, out, and fforescere,

from flos, a flower.] To change from a compact or

crystalline state to powder ; to form a mealy powder

on the surface ;—to bo covered with the crust of

evaporated salts.

Efflorescence, ( ef flo-res'ena ) n. Time of flowering;

—€ruptlon, as in rash, measles, small-pox, AVc. ;—the

formation of the whitish loose powder on the surface

of efflorescing bodies, as salts, &c

Efflorescent, (ef-flo-res'ent) a. Showing, as flowers, on

the surface;—branching out in threads, or appearing

in the form of white dust.

Effluence, (ef flu-ens) n. A flowing out ;—that which

issues from any body or substance; issue; emanation.

Effluent, (ef'flu-ent) o. [L. effiuere, from ex and jtuere,

to flow.] Flowing out, as a stream from a lake.

Effluvium, (ef-flu've-um) n. [L. from effivere, to flow

out.] Subtle or invisible emanation or exhalation;

especially, noxious exhalation from diseased bodies or

putrefying animal or vegetable substances; miasma.

Efflux or Effluxion, (ef'fluks) n. [L. efluere, it.

cJIukso.} Act or state of flowing out or issuing forth ;

effusion ;—that which flows out ; emanation.

Effort, (effort) n. [L. fortis, strong.] An exertion

of strength or power, whether physical or mental ;

struggle ; attempt ; trial ; essay.

Effortless, (effort-lea) a. Making no effort.

Effrontery, (ef-fmnt'er-e) n. [L. ejfrons, shameless,

from ex, out, and from, the forehead, j Excessive

assurance ; sauciness ; shamelcsaiiess ; audacity ; im

pudence, [splendour.

Effulge, (ef-fulj') v.t. [L. effulgere.] To shine with

Effulgence, (ef-tul'jens) n. Tho state of being efful

gent ; extreme brilliancy; great lustre or brightness;

splendour.

Effulgent, (ef-ful'jent) a. [L. effulgent, ppr. of tff'ulgtre,

to flash forth.] Diffusing a flood of light; shining;

b.ight ; splendid ; luminous. [uer.

Effulgentlv, (ef-ful'jent-le) adv. In an effulgent man-

Effuse, (ei-fuz1) v. t. [L. effvndere, ejtuswn, to pour

out.] To pour out, as a fluid ; to spill ; to shed ;—

r. i. To emanate ; to issue :—imp. & pp. effused; ppr.

effusing. [travagaut.

Effuse, (ef-fuy) a. Spreading loosely, dissipated ; ex-

Effusion, (ef-fu'zhun)«. [L. effusio, from ejfundere, to

pour out] Act of pouring out, as a liquid ;— act of

shedding, as blood; — lavish use of words; expatia-

tion; — bestowal of divine grace or influence;—the

escape of a fluid out of its natural vessel into an

other part. [largely; dispersing.

Effusive, (ef-fus'iv) a. Pouring out ; pouring forth

Effusively, (ef-fus'iv-le) adv. In an effusive manner.

Effusiveness, (of-fus'iv-nes) n. State of being poured

forth.

Eft, (eft) «, [A.-S. efete, allied to G. ophis, a ser

pent.] A salamander or newt, especially, the common

smooth newt.

Egeria, (C-je're-a) n. An asteroid between the orbits

of Mars and Jupiter ;—a goddess worshipped by the

ancient Romans.

Egg, (eg) n. [A.-S. ag, L. ovum, G. (Jon.] A spheroidal

body formed in the ovary of a female oviparous animal,

containing the germ of a new individual of the species

within a shell or viscous membrane ;—any thing like

an egg in form.

Egg, (eg) v. t. To urge on ; to instigate ; to provoke to

action:—imp. & pp. egged; ppr. egging.

Eglantine, (eglan-tin) n. [F. Eglantine, L. aculentus,

prickly, from acus, a needle or pin,] A species of

rose ; the sweet-brier.

Egoism, (C-'go-izm) n. [L. ego, I.] Subjective idealism:

—terra applied to a German philosophical system,

which holds that the only thing knowable and cer

tain is the Ego (1, me, the person thinking), his ex

istence, and the ideas and operations of his mind—

called the subjective—all else being non-Ego, not mo,

objective, uncertain, and undefined ; — an excessive

love of self : egotism.

Egoist, (e'go-ist) n. A believer in the doctrine of

subjective idealism.

Egotism, (egot-izm) n. The practice of too frequently

using the word /; hence, self-praise; self-importance.

Egotist, (6'got-ist) n. One who repeats the word /

very frequently in conversation or writing.

Egotistical, (e-got-ist'ik-ai) a. Addicted to, or mani

festing, egotism: vain; self-important; opinionated.

Egotize, (e-got-iz*) v. i. To talk or writo much of

one's self.

Egregious, (S-gre'je-us) a. [L. effrepivn, from e, out

of, and grex, herd.] Eminent ; remarkable ; extra*-
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ordinary ;—distinguibhed from common men or ac

tions ;—enormous ; moustrous.

EgTegioualy, (e-gre'je-us-le) adv. Greatly; remarkably;

enormously.

Duress, (e'gres) n. (L, egre&sus, from t, out, and gradi,

to step, go.] Act of issuing or proceeding from;—

net of going out from or leaving a place—usually

a confined or besieged place; d< porture ; — right or

liberty to depart.

Egression, (e-gresh'un) m. The net of going out.

Egret, (e'gret) n. The lesser white heron ; an elegant

fowl of the genus Ardea, with a

white body and a crest ou the

head ;— a heron's feather;— the

feathery crown of seeds.

Egrette, (e-gret) *, [F. aigrette.]

A tuft of feathers, diamonds,

tic. ; an ornament of rib! „,!,-..

Egyptian, ( e-jip'shan ) «. Per

taining to Egypt in Africa.

Egyptian, (e-jip'ahan) n. A Da*

live of Egypt; — a gipsy — so

called because supposed to h;i\o

originated in Egypt.

Egyptology, (e-jip-tol'o-je) n. [Egypt and G. iogo»t

discourse.] The science of Egyptian antiquities ;—a

treatise ou Egyptian antiquities.

Eh, (a) interj. An expression of inquiry, doubt, or

olight surprise.

Eider-duck, (I'der-duk) n. [Sw. ejder, Dan. eder/ugl,

Ger. eiderganx.] A species of sea-duck about twice

the size of the domestic duck, frequenting rocky

shores and islands, and found in Orkney, the Shet-

lands, and especially in the Arctic regions. Its down

has a high marketable value from its great lightness,

elasticity, and warmth.

Eidograpn, (i'do-graf) n. [G. eido*, form, and graphein,

to describe.] An instrument for copying drawings

or designs.

Eight, (it) n. [A.-S. ahtn, L. & G. veto, F. hv.il.]

A symbol representing eight units, as 8 or via.

Eighteen, (at'en) n. A symbol representing eighteen

units, as IS or xviii.

Eightccnmo, (at en-mo) n. A book is said to bo in

l8mo when the sheet is folded into eighteen leaves.

Eighteenth, (at'eiith) a. Consisting of one of eighteen

equal parts into which any thing is divided.

Eighth, (at'th) «. Consisting of one of eight equal

parts into which any thing is divided.

Eighth, (at'th) ft. One of eight equal parts; an eighth

port ;—the interval of an octave.

Eightieth, (at'e-eth) a. Consisting of one of eighty

equal parts into which any thing is divided.

Eighty, (at'e) ft, A Bymbol representing eighty units,

as 80 or lxxx.

Either, (e'Tuer, i'THer) a. or pron. [A.-S. iigdher,

Ger. jeder.) One or the other — properly of two

thing*, but sometimes of more;—each of two; the

one and the other.

Either, (e'THer) conj. Either is a distributive pro

noun used to indicate the first of two or more alter

natives, and is answered by or, which precedes the

second or subsequent alternatives.

Ejaculate, (e-jaku-hit) Wit. JL. e, out, and jaculari,

from jaculum, javelin, dart.] To throw out, as an

exclamation ;—v. i. To utter ejaculations ;—imp. tfc

pp. ejaculated ; ppr. ejaculating.

Ejaculation, (u-jak-u-hVahun) «. Uttering of a short

sudden exclamation or prayer ; the exclamation or

prayer uttered. [out ;—uttered in short sentences.

Ejaculatory, (e-jak'ii-ia-tor-e) a. Casting or throwing

Eject, (e-jekf) v. t. [L. ejieere, from e, out, and jactre,

to throw.] To throw out; to cast forth;—to dis

charge, as excrement ;—to dismiss with disgrace j to

banish;—to dispossess of land or estate;—to throw

away; to reject:—imp. & pp. ejected ; ppr. ejecting.

Ejection, (e-jek'shun) n. The act of casting out ; ex

pulsion ; — dismission from office ; — dispossession of

land, iic. ;—discharge of excrementitious matter.

Ejectment, (C-jekt'ment) ft. Expulsion; dispossession:

—a species of mixed action wliieh lies for the recovery

of possession of real property, and damages for the

unlawful detention of it.

Ejector, (e-jekt'er) n. One who ejects or dispossesses

another of his land.

Eke, («?k) r. t. [A.-S. eacan.] To increase; to extend;

—to add or supply what is deficient or scanty; to pro

long:— imp. & pp. eked; ppr. eking.

Eke, (ek) act*. [Derived from the preceding verb.] In

addition; also: likewise.

Eking, (frk'ing) n. Increase or addition.

Elaborate, (c-lsb'or-at) v. t. [L. e, out, and taborart,

to labour.] To produce with labour ;—to perfect with

painstaking ; to improve and heighten by successive

touches :—imp. & pp. elaborated; ppv. elaborating*.

Elaborate, (C- labor •at) a. Wrought with labour;

executed with care and exactness; highly finished.

Elaborately, (e-Iab'or-at-le) culv. With great labour or

study.

Elaborateness, (e-lab'or-at-nes) n. The state of being

wrought out and finished by successive endeavour*.

Elaboration, (e-lab-or-a'shun) n. Act or process of pro

ducing with labour ; state of being so produced ;—tha

natural process of formation or assimilation performed

by the living organs in animals and vegetables.

Elaborative, (e-labor-ut-iv) a. Serving or tending to

elaborate.

Elaine, (C-LVin) n. [G. elaia, olive tree, etaion, olive-

oil.] The liquid principle of oils and fats.

Eland, (6'lnud) n. A species of clumsy antelope in

Africa.

Elapse, (C-Iaps') v.t. [L. etubi,

from e, out, and labi, to fall,

slide.] To slide, slip, or glide

by ; to pass away silently, as

time:—imp. (z pp. elapsed; ppr.

elapsing.

Elastic, (e-last'ik) <i. [I. ela$ti-

cun, from G. tlauneiv, to drive.]

Springing back; having the in

herent property of recovering its

former figure; springy;—readily Eland.

returning to a previous state or oonditiou after being1

depressed or over-taxed.

Elasticity, (e-las-tis'e-te) n. Quality of being clastic :

Bpringiness ; rebound ;—power of resistance to, or

recovery from, depression or overwork.

Elate, (e-hitf) a. Lifted up; elevated; — having the

spirits raised by success, or hope of success; llushod

or exalted with confidence.

Elate, (e-)at') v. t. [L. efferre, elatum, from ee, out,

and fcrre, to bear.] To raise ; to heighten ;—to exalt

the spirit of; to elevate or flush with success . to pufif

up:—imp. k pp. elated; ppr. elating.

Elation, (e-hVshnn) ?u Inflation or elevation of mind ;

self-esteem, vanity, or pride, resulting from success.

Elbow, (elbO) ii. [A.-S. elboga, from elnt an ell, audi

boga, bow.] The joint connecting the arm and fore

arm;—any flexure or angle, eepecially if obtuse, aa

of a wall, building, and the like; an angular or jointed

part of any structure.

Elbow, (olVi) 1\ (. To push with the elbow j—». £,

To jut into nu angle ; to project ;—to push rudely

along; to jostle:—imp. & pp. elbowed; ppr. elbowinsf.

Elbow-room, (el'bS-ruoni) «. Room to extend the

elbows on each side; hence, room for motion or action.

Eld, (eld) H. IA.-S., old age, from aid, eald.] Old ago;

—old times; antiquity.

Elder, (eld'er)o. [A.-S. ealdor.) Older; more advance*!

in age; senior; prior, as In origin.

Elder, (eld Vr) n. One who U older ; a senior ; — an

ancestor; a predecessor ; — one who is appointed to
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office on account of his ago and presumable experi

ence and wltdom;—presbyter ;—ordained minister;—

a layman associated with the minister in the govern

ment and discipline of the church.

Elder, (eld'er) n. [A.-S. ellarn.] A genus of plants

having broad umbels of white flowers and dark-red

berries. [old age.

Elderly, (eld'er-le) a. Somewhat old ; bordering on

Eldership, (eld'sr-ship) n. State of being older ; senior

ity;—office of an elder ; order or body of elders.

Elder-wort, (eld'er-wert) n. A plant:—called also dane-

srort and realtitort.

Eldest, (eldest) a. [A.-S. ealdut] Oldest; most ad

vanced in age.

Eldorado, (el dd-ra'do) n. [Sp. from el, the, and dorado,

gilt.] A fabulous region in the interior of South

America, rich, especially in gold, gems, ic. ; hence,

any region abounding in gold or other precious uro-

eracts of nature. [weird; haggish.

Eldritch, (el'drich) a. [Stder-vitcK] Hideous; ghastly;

Elecampane, (el-e-kam-p&n') n. [G. eltnion, and L, &

It. eampana, a bell. J A plant of the genus Inula,

whose root has a pungent taste, and was formerly of

much repute as a stomachic ;—a sweetmeat from the

root of the plant.

Elect, (e-lekf) v. t, [L. tUgere, eleetum, from t, out,

and Itgere, to choose.] To pick out; to choose from;

—to designate or appoint to office by rote or other

mark of preference ;—to make choice of and determine,

aa the subjects of divine grace;—to decide in favour

of; to prefer; to select:—imp. h pp. elected; ppr.

•lectins;.

Elect, (e-lekf) a. Chosen ; taken by preference from

among two or more;—set apart for eternal life;—

chosen, but not invested with office.

Elect, (e-lekf) n. One chosen or set apart \—pl. Those

who are chosen or separated for salvation.

Election, (5-lek'shun) n. [L. eleetio, from eligere, to

choose. ] Act of choosing; choice ;—the act of choosing

a person to All an office or employment ;—power of

choosing or selecting ; voluntary preference ; liberty

to take or reject; —discriminating choice; distinc

tion between ;—divine choice ; predetermination of

God with, regard to the subjects of his grace ;—those

who are chosen ;—public choice of representatives or

members ;—time or day of electing members.

Electioneer, (6-lek-shun-eV) v. i. To mako interest, or

use arte for securing the election of a candidate :—

imp. A pp. electioneered ; ppr. electioneering.

Electioneering, (e-lek-shun-erlng) n. The arts used

for securing the choice of a person to office.

Elective, (e-Iekfiv) a. Exerting the power of choice ;

making selection; — depemdent on choice; bestowed

by election.

Eectively, (e-lekfiv-le) adv. By choice or preference.

Elector, fe-lekfe. r) n. One who elects or has the right

to vote in favour of a candidate for office ;—one of the

princes of Germany formerly entitled to choose the

emperor. [election.

Electoral, (3-lokt'er-al) a. Pertaining to electors or

Electorate, (e-lekt'er-at) n. The dignity of an elector;

electorship ;—the territory of an elector in Germany.

Electorship, (e-lek'ter-ship) n. The office of an elector.

Electresa, (e-lekfres) n. The wife or widow of an

elector in the German empire.

Eectric, (e-lek'trik) n, A non-conductor of electricity.

Electrical, (e-lek'tri k-al) a. Pertaining to electricity;

—occasioned by, or derived from, electricity;—con

taining electricity.

Electrically, (C-lek'trik-al-le) adv. In the manner of

electricity, or by moans of it.

Electric-eel, (e-lek'trik-el) n. An eel from three to

five feet long, and able to give a violent electric shock.

Electrician, (6-lek-trish'e-au) n. One versed in the

science of electricity.

Electricity, (e-lek-tris'e-te) n. [G. tUktron, amber.]

A subtle agent or power in nature, evolved in any

disturbance of molecular equilibrium, whether from

a chemical, physical, or mechanical cause, and exhibit

ing itself in a variety of ways;—the science which

unfolds the phenomena and laws of the electric fluid.

Electrifiable, (e-lek'tre-fi-a-bl) a. Capable of receiving

electricity, or of being charged with it

Electrify, (e-lek'tre-f i) v. t, [L. eUctrum and fac*rt, to

make.] To charge with electricity ;—to give an elec

tric shock to ;—to excite suddenly ; to give a sudden

shock, as of surprise, admiration, delight, itc. :—imp.

& pp. electrified ; ppr. electrifying.

Electro-biology, ( e-lek'tro-bi-ol'o-je ) n. [G. elelctron,

amber, and Eng. biology.] That phase of mesmerism

in which the actions, feelings, Ac., of a mesmerized

person are supposed to be controlled by the wUl of

the operator ;—the science of the electrical currents

developed in living organisms.

Electro-chemistry, (6-lek'trd-kem'is-tre) n. That

science which treats of the agency of electricity in

effecting chemical changes.

Electrode, (e-lek'trod) n. [G. elelctron, amber, and

odos, a way.] Direction of the electric current;—

either of the so-called poles of the voltaic circle.

Electro-gilding, (e-lek'trd-gi)d'ing) n. The process of

gilding copper, &c, by means of voltaic electricity.

Electrology, (e-lek-troro-je) n. [G. electron, amber,

and logos, discourse.] That branch of physical science

which treats of the phenomena of electricity and its

properties.

Electrolysis, (e-lek-trol'e-sis) n. [G. electron, amber,

and lusis, dissolving, from limit, to loose.] The act

or process of chemical decomposition by the action

of electricity or galvanism.

Electro-magnet, (e-lelftro-mag'net) n. A mass of soft

iron rendered temporarily magnetio by being placed

within a coil of wire through which a current of elec

tricity is passing.

Electro-magnetism, ( e-lek'tr6-mag'net-izm ) n. That

science which treats of the development of magnetism

by voltaic electricity.

Electrometer, (C-lek-trom'e-ter) n. G. tlektron, amber,

and mttron, measure.] An instrument for measuring

the quantity or intensity of electricity ;—an instru

ment which indicates the presence of electricity or

for discharging it.

Electromotor, (e-lek-trom'o-tor) n. An instrument for

generating a current of electricity.

Electro-negative, (e-lek'tro-neg'a-tiv) a. Having the

property of being attracted by an electro - positive

body, or a tendency to pass to the positive pole in

electrolysis.

Electro-plating, (S-lelr/tro-plafing) n. The process of

silvering, as plate, spoons, pots, Arc, by voltaic elec

tricity.

Electro-polar, (e-lek'tro-poler) n. A name given to

conductors, one end of which is positive and the

other negative.

Electro-positive, (3-lek'tro-poz'it-iv) a. Attracted by

an electro-negative body, or passing to tbo negative

pole in electrolysis.

Electroscope, (e-lek'tr6-skSp) «. [G. elektron, amber

(for electricity), and Mkopein, to look.] An instru

ment for detecting changes in the electric state of

bodies, or the species of electricity present.

Electrotype, (c-lek'trft-tip) n. [G. eltctron, amber, and

tupot, an impression, from tuptein, to strike.] A

copy or stereotype taken by elecfrotypy.

Electrotype, (e-lek'tro-tip) v. t. To stereotype or take

copies of by electrotypy :—imp. & pp. electrotyped ;

ppr. eleotrotyping,

Electrotypy, (e-Iek'tro-tip-e) n. The process of copy

ing medals, engravings, Aic. , by electric deposition.

Electuary, ( e-lelr/tu-ar-e ) n. [G. ekteich*in, to lick

up.] A medicine oomposed of powders made up into

a confection.
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Eleemosynary, (el-e-nios'in-ar-e) a. [G. eUcmotune,

from eleot, pity.] Relating to charity; — given in

charity or alms ; founded by charity ;—supported by

charity.

Eleemosynary, (el-e-moe'in-ar-o) n. One who subsists

on charity.

Elegance, (el'5-gans) n. State or quality of being ele

gant ; beauty characterized by grace, propriety, deli

cacy, and refinement ,—that which is elegant.

Elegant, (el'c-gant) a. [L. elegans, from digere, to

choose, select.] Polished; refined;—pleasing or grace

ful, as manners; — correct; neat; pure, as style ;—

uttered with propriety, ease, and grace, as speech ;

—shapely; symmetrical, as a structure;—nice; deli

cate, as taste ;—costly and decorated, as furniture ;

—beautiful ; handsome.

Elegantly, (el'e-gaut-le) adv. In an elegant manner ;

with elegance.

Elegiac, (el-eje-ak) a. Belonging to elegy or written

in elegiacs;—used in elegies.

Elegiac, (el-e'je-ak) n. £legiac verse.

Elegy, (el'6-je) n. [G. elegeioi, elegiac, from dtgot, a

lament.] A mournful or plaintive poem ; a funereal

■ong.

Element, (el'e-ment) n. [L. eUmentum.] The first or

constituent part of ;—the minutest part of ; an atom ;

an ingredient ;—tho matter or substance which com

poses the world ;—that which is the proper habitation

of an animal ; sphere ; suitable position ;—that wliich

excites action ; moving cause or principle;—a part of

a system ;—a point to be taken into account ; an im

portant part iu a case ;—a sum or item in a calcula

tion ;—pi The simplest or fundamental principles

of any system in philosophy, science, or art ; rudi

ments ;—that which ancient philosophy supposed to

be simple and undecomposabfe, as the four so called

ettihtitit, air, earth, water, and fire ;—tho broad and

wine used in the eucharist.

Elemental, (el-e-ment'al) a. Pertaining to first prin

ciples ; rudimentary ; elementary.

Elementally, (el-5-ment'al-le) adv. According to ele

ments ; literally.

Elementary, (el-6-ment'ar-e) a. [L. elenuntariun, from

tlementum.] Primary; simple;—having only one prin

ciple or constituent part;—pertaining to the elements,

rudiments, or first principles of any thing ;—treating

of elements or first principles of a science or art; rudi

mentary; introductory.

Elench, (e-lengk') n. [L. deiiehut, G. degchdn, to

confute.] A vicious and fallacious argument ; a

sophism. '

Elenchical, (fi-lengk'ik-al ) a. Pertaining to an

elench.

Elephant, (el'e-fant) n. [L. dephantiis, G. dephas.]

A quadruped of tho tribe

of pachyderms, of two living

species, characterized by a

proboscis and two large ivory

tuskB. They are the largest

quadrupeds existing ; — tht

tusk of the elephant ; ivory

Elephantiasis, (el - e-fan-ti'a

sis) n. [h. & G., from eh

J3AOS, elephant.] A disease

of the skin, attended with

either destniction or deform- Eleyliant

Ity of tho part affected.

Elephantine, (el-O-fau'tin) a. Pertaining to, or resem

bling the elephant; huge; immense; bulky; unwieldy;

—made of ivory, as Roman tablets.

Xleusinian, (el-u-sin'e-an) a. Pertaining to Eleusis, in

Greece, or to secret rites in honour of Ceres there

celebrated.

Elevate, (el'e-vat) v, i. [L. tlerare, from t, out, and

levart, to lift up] To lift up; to put in a higher place;

to set on a higher level ;—to raise to a higher rank

 

or station ; to exalt ;—to animate or cheer, as tho

spirits ;—to refine or purify, as character or motives ;

—to elate, as with pride ;—to raii*e the pitch of, as

the voice ; to increase the volume of, as sound ;—to

intoxicate :—imp. & pp. elevated ; ppr. elevating.

Elevation, (ol-e-va'shun) h. Act of raising from a

lower place to a higher ;—condition of being lifted

or elevated ; exaltation ;—an elevated place ; rising

ground; hill; — an elevated station; dignity; pre

eminence ;—altitude of a heavenly body;—the angle

which the line of direction of a cannon or mortar

makes with the plane of the horizon ;—front view

of a machine, building, or other object, drawn with

out regard to perspective.

Elevator, (el'e-vat-er) n. One who, or that which, ele

vates ; —a mechanical contrivance for lifting grain,

&c., to an upper floor;—a muscle which serves to

raise a part of the body;—an instrument for raising

a depressed portion of a bone.

Elevatory, (el'u-vat-or-e) n. An instrument used iu

trepanning, or for raising a fractured skull.

Eleven, (e-lev'n) n. [Go. aintif.} Ten and one added;

—a symbol representing eleven units, as 11 or xi.

Eleventh, (5-lov'nth) a. Constituting one of eleven

parts into which a thing is divided.

Elf, (elf) n. [A. -8. Pift fairy, Ger. alp, demon of the

mountains, from Celt, alp, mountain.] A wandering

spirit ; a hobgoblin ; a diminutive fairy, supposed

to inhabit wild and desert places, and to delight in

mischievous tricks.

Elfin, (elfin) n. A little elf or urchin.

Elfish, (elfish) o. Elf-like; mischievous.

Elgin-marbles, (el'gin-mar-blz) n. pi. A series of an

cient sculptured marbles, named after the Earl of

Elgin, who brought them from Greece to England.

Elicit, (e-lis'it) V. t. [L. dictre, from e, out, and locert,

to entice.] To draw out; to bring to light; to de

duce;—to extort:— imp. & pp. elicited; ppr. eli

citing.

Elide, (e-lid^ v. t. \Tj. ditlere, from e, out, and lardert,

to dash against.} To cut off or suppress, as a syllable:

—tap, &. pp. elided; ppr. eliding.

Eligibility, (el-e-je-bil'e-te) n. Capability of being

elected; legal qualification; — worthiness or fitness

to be chosen.

Eligible, (ele-je-bl) a. Legally qualified to be chosen ;

—worthy to be chosen or selected ; desirable ; pre

ferable.

Eligibleness, (el'e-jo-bl-nes) «. Fitness to be thoaau

in i inference to another; suitableness; desii.il i

Eligibly, (el'e-je-ble) adv. In an eligible manner;

suitably.

Eliminate, (e-lim'in-at) v. t. [L. diminare, from r, out,

and limcn, threshold.] To put out of doors ; to get

rid nf ; -t" set aside as unimportant in a process of

inductive inquiry ; to leave out of consideration ;—to

obtain by separating, as from foreign matters ; to de

duce ; to infer:—imp. & pp. eliminated; ppr, elimi

nating.

Elimination, (e-lim-iii-a'sbun) n. The act of expelling

or throwing off ;—tho causing a quantity to disappear

from an equation ;—deduction.

Elision, (C-lizh'un) n. [L. duio, from didtrt.] The

cutting off, for the sake of metre or euphony, of a

vowel or syllable, especially at the end of a word.

Elite, (e-Kt) n. [F. from I* elteta, dectus, pp. of

digert, to choose.] A choice or select body; the best

in society.

Elixir, (5-likVer) n. [A, ef-M-fir, the philosopher's

stone.) A compound tincture or medicine ;—a liquor

which was supposed to transmute metals into gold;—

the refined spirit, or quintessence ;—any cordial or

substance which invigorates.

Elizabethan, (e-)izVbcth-an) a. Pertaining to Qneen

Elizabeth or her times, and to a style of architec

ture first adopted in her reign.
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Elk.

Ellipse.

Elk, (elk) n. [A.-S. tick.] A quadruped of the stag

kind, with very large, spread-

..'■.-.■, branched or palmate

horns.

XO, (el) n. [A.-8. rfn, L.

ulna.) A measure of dif

ferent lengtlis in different

countries, used chiefly for

measuring cloth. The Eng

lish ell is 45 inches ; the

Flemish ell, 27; the Scotch,

37.2; the French, M.

Ellipse, (el-lips') n, \L. el

lipsis, G. eiteipsis, properly

defect, the inclination of the ellipse to the base of

the cone being in defect when com

pared with that of the aide to the

base.) An oval figure produced from

the section of a cone by a plane in

tersecting it obliquely, or in a line

not parallel to the base;—the path

which a planet describes in its revolutions round

the sun.

Ellipsis, (el-lips'is) n. [L. ellipsis, G. ellipsis, a de

fect, from en, in, and leiptein, to leave.] Omission ; a

figure of syntax by which one or more words are

omitted.

Ellipsoid, (el-lips'oid) n. [G. elleipsis and eidos, form.]

A solid or figure, all plane sections of which are

ellipses or circles.

Elliptical, (el-lip'tik-al) a. [G. elleiplikos.] Pertain

ing to or having the form of an ellipse ;—having a

part omitted : defective.

illiptically, (el-lip'tik-al-le) oat*. According to the

form of an ellipse ;—with a part omitted : defectively.

Ellipticity, (el-lip-tis'e-te) n. Deviation from the form

of a circle or sphere.

Ellwand, (el'wand) n. A mete yard or measuring rod,

which in Engtand is 45 inches long, and in Scot

land 37£.

Elm. (elm) n. [A.-S. elm, L. uZmiu.] A tree of the

genus l/lmus, of which nine

teen species are described, of

which six are native. It is

a hardy and rapidly growing

tree, and is prized for its um-

brageousness and the varied

usefulness of its timber.

Elocution, (el-6-kushun) n. [L.

elocutio, from eloqui, to speak

out, express, declare. J Pro

nunciation ; — proper or ele

gant utterance or delivery of

spoken or written words ;—

the power of speaking fluently and olegantly.

Elocutionary, (el-o-ku'shun-ar-e) a. Pertaining to elo

cution.

Elocutionist, (el-o-ku'shun-ist) n. One who is versed

in elocution ; a teacher of elocution.

Hope, (a-lozh') n. [!•'. from L. eloyium, a short say

ing, from G. logos, speech.] A funeral oration ; a

panegyric on the dead.

Eiohisric, (e-lo-hist'ik) a. [H. elohim, gods, one of the

names of God.] Relating to Elohim—said of those

passages in the Old Testament characterized by the

use of Elohim instead of Jehovah. (gated.

Elongate, (Mong'gat) a. Drawn out at length; elon-

Elongate. (e-long'gat) r. t. [J., eloiiaare, tlongatum,

from lonfftts, long.] To lengthen; to extend; to

stretch out ;—v. i. To depart from ; to recede, as a

planet in its orbit from the sun:—imp. & pp. elon

gated : ppr. elongating.

iSongation, (e-long-ga'ahnn) n. Act of lengthening

out, or the state of being lengthened out : protrac

tion ; extension; continuation ;— that which lengthens

out or makes longer;—removal to a distance; inter-
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veiling space ; — angular distance of a planet from

the sun.

Elope, (e-lop') t\ i. [A.-S. hledpan, to leap.] To run

away or escape privately—said especially of a woman

who runs away with a lover:—iww. & pp. eloped; ppr.

eloping.

Elopement, (e-lop'ment) n. Private or unlicensed de

parture, as a wife from her husband, or a daughter

with her lover. .

Eloquence, (el'6-kwens) n. Power of speech ; oratory,

as forcible or effective argument ; convincing or per

suasive statement; elegance and propriety of diction;

impassioned invective or declamation ; fluency and

animation of delivery ; vivid expression of emo

tion, &c.

Eloquent, (el'o-kwent) a. [L. eloquent, ppr. of eloqui,

to speak out, to declaim.] Having the power of ex

pressing thoughts and emotions in an elevated, im

passioned, and effective manner;—able to speak with

elegance, fluency, and power. [iter.

Eloquently, (ero-kwent-le) adv. In an eloquent man-

Else, (els) a. & pron. [A.-S. ellcs, otherwise,] Other ;

one or something besides.

Else, (els) adv. & conj. Besides ; except that men

tioned ;—otherwise ; if the facts were different.

Elsewhere, (ekrnw&T) adv. In any other place;—in

other places indefinitely.

Elsin, (el'sin) it, A shoemaker's awl.

Elucidate, (6-lu'sid-at) v.t. [L. clucidare, from lucidus,

light, clear.] To make cltar or manifest; to explain;

to illustrate '. — imp. &. ;»■;. elucidated; ppr. eluci

dating.

Elucidation, (6-lu-Bid-a'shun) n. Act of throwing light

on, or bringing out the meaning of ;—explanation ;

exposition; illustration.

Elucidative, (e-lu'sid-at-iv) a. Making clear, or tend

ing to make clear. [expositor.

Elucidator, (e-lu'sid-at-er) ft. One who explains ; an

Elucidatory, (e-lu'sid-at-or-e) a. Tending to elucidate.

Elude, (G-lud') r. t. [L. e, out, and ludere, to play.]

To evade or avoid by artifice, stratagem, or dexterity;

to escape sight or discovery ;—to remain unexplained

or undiscovered -.—imp. & pp. eluded; ppr. eluding.

Eludible, (e-lud'e-bl) a. Capable of being eluded.

Elusion, (G-lQ'zhun) n. [L. elusio.] An escape by

artifice or deception; evasion.

Elusive, (e-lu'siv) a. Tending to elude; eluding.

Elusoriness, (C-lu'sor-e-nes) n. The state of being

elusory.

Elusory, (G-lu sor-e) a. Tending to elude or deceive ;

evasive; fraudulent; deceitful.

Elutriate, (e-lu'tre-at) *.fc [L. elutriare, from eluere,

to wash out, Ger. lauter, pure.] To purify by wash

ing ; to pulverize a metallic substance and mix it

with water, so that foul matter may be strained off:

—imp. &, pp. elutriated ; ppr. elutriating,

Elutriation, (C-lu-tre-ashun) n. Act of cleansing or

disengaging.

Elysian, (C-lizh'e-an) a. Pertaining to Elysium or the

abode of the blessed after death: blissful.

Elysium, (e-lizh'e-um) n. [L. Elysium, G. Elusion.]

In ancient mythology, a dwelling place assigned to

happy souls after death; hence, any delightful place.

Emaciate, (e-ma'she-at) v.i. [L. emacwre, from e,

out, maeies, leanness.] To lose flesh gradually; to

waste away in flesh; — v.t. To cause to Iobo flesh

gradually:—imp. & pp. emaciated; /<,-''• emaciating.

Emaciation, (e-ma-she-a'shun) n. Condition of becom

ing lean; the state of being emaciated.

Emanate, (em'a-nut) v. t. [L. emanore, from e, out,

and manure, to flow.] To issue forth from a source:

—to proceed, as a fountain ; to take origin ; proceed ;

issue ; spring ; — imp. & pp. emanated ; ppr. em

anating.

Emanation, (em-a-nii'shun) n. Act of flowing forth

from a fountain head or origin ;—that which issuss,
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flows, or proceeds from any source, substance, or

body; effluvium; efflux.

Emancipate, (e-man'ee-pat) v. t. [L. emancipare, from

e, out, manus, hand, and caperet to take.] To set

free from servitude or slavery by voluntary act; to

liberate;—to free from any thing which exerts undue

or evil influence:—imp. & pp. emancipated; ppr.

emancipating1.

Emancipation, (e-man -se-pa'shun) n. Act of setting

free from slavery or subjection; act of setting free

from civil restraints or disqualifications ; the state of

being thus set free; liberation.; release; freedom.

Emancipationist, (e-man-se-piVshun-ist) n. One who

advocates the emancipation of slaves.

Emancipator, (e-man'se-pat-er) n. One who emanci

pates or advocates emancipation.

Emasculate, (e-masku-lat) v. t. [L. e, out, and mai-

cuius, masculine, mat, male.] To castrate;—to render

effeminate; to take the vigour, life, or spirit from:

—imp. & pp. emasculated ; ppr. emasculating.

Emasculation, (e-mas-ku-la'shun) n. Act of emasculat

ing or the state of being emasculated; castration.

Embalm, (em-bam') v. t. [F. embaumer, from baume,

balm. ] To preserve a dead body by aromatic oils or

spices ; — to perpetuate in grateful remembrance:—

imp. & pp. embalmed*; ppr. embalming.

Embank, (em-bangkO v. t. [Prefix en, and ban!;.] To

inclose with a bank ; to bank up ; to defend with

mounds or ditches : — imp. & pp. embanked ; ppr.

embanking.

Embankment, (em-bangk'ment)u. Act of surrounding

or defending with a bank ;—a mound or bank raised

for any purpose.

Embar, (em-bar') v. t. [It imbarrare.] To shut, close,

or fasten with a bar ; to inclose, so as to hinder

egress or escape ; to stop or shut from entering ; to

block up.

Embargo, (em-bar'go) n. [Sp. embaraar, to restrain,

from barra, bar.] A prohibition by public authority,

and for a limited time, of departure from a port, or

into port ; hence, any hindrance or restraint.

Embargo, (em-bar'go) r. t. To hinder or prevent from

sailing out of or into port, by law or edict;—to hinder

from going forward :—imp. & pp. embargoed ; ppr.

embargoing.

Embark, (em-bark') v. t. [Prefix en, and barque, bark.]

To put or cause to go on board a vessel or boat ;—to

engage, enlist, or implicate a person in any affair ;—v. i.

To go on board of a vessel ;—to engage in any busi

ness ; to enlist in ; to undertake :—imp. & pp. em

barked; ppr. embarking.

Embarkation, (em-burk-a'shun) n. Act of putting or

going on board of a vessel; that which is embarked.

Embarrass, (em-bar'as) r. t. [F. tmbarraster. } To hin

der through perplexity ; to render intricate ; to con

found ;—to encumber with debt ; to mako incapable

of paying; entaugle , confuse; disconcert : — imp. &

pp. embarrassed ; ppr. embarrassing.

Embarrassingly, (em-bar'as-ing-le) adv. In an embar

rassing manner.

Embarrassment, (em-bar'as-ment) n. A state of per

plexity, entanglement, or confusion;—mental doubt

or difficulty;—perplexity arising from insolvency or

from temporary inability to discharge debts.

Embassy, (em'bas-e) n. [F. ambassade.] The public

function of an ambassador ;—the person or persons

sent as ambassadors ;—the dwelling or office of an

ambassador.

Embattle, (em-batl) v. t. To arrange in order of battle;

to prepare or arm for battle ; to furnish with battle

ments :—\mp. & pp. embattled ; ppr. embattling.

Embattled, (em-bat Id) p. a. In heraldry, having the

outline resembling a battlement, as an ordinary;—

furnished with ramparts or battlements ;—arrayed in

order of battle.

Embattlement, (em-batfl-ment) n. An indented para

pet, used now in decorative architecture, but belong

ing originally to military works.

Embay, (em-baV) v. t. To inclose in a bay or inlet ; to

landloek :—imp. & pp. embayed ; ppr. embaying.

Embed, (cm-bed') v. t. To lav, as in a bod ; to bed in

the soil :—imp. & pp. embedded ; ppr. embedding.

Embedment, (em-bed'ment) n. The act of embedding;

state of being embedded.

Embellish, (em-berish) v. t. [F. embetlir, from en, and

beI, beautiful.] To make beautiful or elegant by or

naments ; to make graceful ; decorate ; enrich : orna

ment ; grace; illustrate:—imp. & pp. embellished;

ppr. embellishing. (adonis.

Embellisher, (eni-bel'ish-er) n. One who embellishes or

Embellishment, (eni-bellsh-ment) n. The act of em

bellishing ; that which adds beauty or elegance; orna

ment ; decoration; enrichment; adornment.

Ember, (em'ber) n. [A.-S. amyrie, hot ashes.] A

lighted coal smouldering amid ashes—used chiefly in

the plural to signify mingled coals and ashes ; cin

ders. Ember-dayt, certain days set apart for fasting

and prayer in each of the four seasons of the year.

Ember-goose, (em'ber-goos) n. [Norw. emberaaa*,] A

web-footed bird of the genus Colymbut, called also

the great northern diver or loon.

Embezzle, (em-bezT) v. t. [Norm. F. embeatiler, to

filch.] To appropriate fraudulently to one's own use,

as that intrusted to one's care : — imp. & pp. em*

bezzled ; ppr. embezzling.

Embezzlement, (em-bezl-ment) n. Fraudulent appro

priation to one's own use of what is intrusted to

one's care.

Embitter, (em-bit'er) v. t To make bitter.

Emblaze, (em-blAz') v.t. To adorn with glittering

figures or colours.

Emblazon, (em-bla'zn) v. t. To deck in glaring colours;

to decorate ; — to adorn with figures of heraldry or

ensigns armorial :—imp. & pp. emblazoned ppr. em

blazoning, [decoration.

Emblazonry, (em-bla'zn-re) n. Heraldic or ornamental

Emblem, (em'blem) n. [G. emhlema, inlaid work.] An

object or the figure of an object, symbolizing and

suggesting some other object, quality, or the like;

type ; sign ; BymboL

Emblematical, (em-blem-at'ik-al) a. Pertaining to, or

comprising, an emblem ; using emblems.

Emblematically, (eni-blem-at'ik-al-le) adv. By way

or means of emblems ; in the manner of emblems,

Emblematist, (em-blem'at-ist) n. A writer or Inventor

of emblems.

Emblematize, (em-blem'at-iz) v. t. To represent, as

by au emblem ; to symbolize : — imp. <fe pp. em

blematized; ppr. emblematizing.

Embloom, (em- bloom') v. t. To cover or enrich with

bloom.

Embodiment, (em-bod'e-ment) n. Act of embodying:

state of being embodied ;—that which is embodied ;

a complete system ; full expression of an idea or plan.

Embody, (em-bod'e) v. t. To form into a body ; to in

vest with matter ; to make corporeal ;—to collect into

a whole ; to incorporate ; to concentrate : — imp. &

pp. embodied; ppr. embodying.

Embogue, (em-bog7) v. t. To discharge, as & river, its

waters into the sea or into another river.

Embolden, (eni-bold'n) v. t. To give boldness or courage

to ; to encourage : — imp. & pp. emboldened ; ppr.

emboldening.

Embolism, (enVbol-izin) n. [G. embollein, to put

in, to insert.] Intercalation; the insertion of days,

months, or years, in an account of time, to produce

regularity ; intercalated time.

Embonpoint, (ongljong-pwang) n. [F. from en : --

point, in good condition.] Plumpness of person; a

degree of stoutness.

Emborder, (oni-bor'de.r) v. t. To adorn with a border.

Emboss, (em-bos') v. t. To cover with bosses or pro-
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tuber&ncea; to ornament in relief;—to fashion relief

or raised work upon:—imp. & pp. embossed; ppr.

embossing.

Embossment, (em-bos'ment) n. Act of embossing, or

state of being embossed ; raised work.

Embouchure, (ong-boo-shoor7) n. [F.l A mouth or open

ing, as of a river, cannon, and the like.

Embowel, (em-bow'el) v.t To remove the bowels of ;

to eviscerate ;—to hide in the inward parts : to bury;

to secrete : — imp. & pp. cmbowelled; ppr. embow-

elling.

Embower, (em-bow'er) v.i. To lodge or rest in a

bower ;—p. t. To cover with a bower ; to shelter with

trees:—imp. to, pp. embowered; ppr. embowering.

Embrace, (em-bras') v.t. [P. embrauer, from prefix

em and bras, arm, from L. braehium.] To clasp or

inclose in the arms ; to press to the bosom ; — to

cherish with affection ;—to surround or inclose ;—to

include as parts of a whole, or as subordinate divisions

of a part ; — to seize eagerly or with alacrity ; to

welcome ;—to have sexnal intercourse ;—v. i. To join

In an embrace ; comprise ; contain ; comprehend :—

imp. & pp. embraced ; ppr. embracing.

Embrace, (em - bras') n. Close encircling with the

arms ; pressure to the bosom ; clasp ; hug.

Embrasure, (em-bra'zhur) n. [F. from embracer.'] An

opening in a wall or parapet through which cannon

are pointed and discharged ;—the enlargement of the

aperture of a door or window on the inside of the

wall for giving greater space or for admitting more

light

Embrocate, (em'bro-kat) v. t. [G. embrochS, from em-

brechein, to soak in, to foment.] To moisten and rub,

as a diseased part, with a liquid, as spirit, oil, &c. :

—imp. & pp. embrocated: ppr. embrocating.

Embrocation, (em-bro-ka'shun) n. Act of moistening

and rubbing a diseased part ;—the lotion with which

an affected part is rubbed or washed.

Embroider, (em-broid'er) i\ (. To border or cover with

ornamental needle-work or figures :—imp. & pp. em

broidered; ppr. embroidering.

Embroidery, (em-broid'er-e) n. Variegated needle

work ;—ornamental decoration of any kind.

Embroil, (em-broil') v. t. [F. embrouiller.] To throw

into perplexity, contention, or trouble; entangle; dis

tract ; disorder: — imp. & pp. embroiled; ppr. em

broiling.

Embroilment, (em-broil'ment) n. A state of conten

tion, perplexity, or confusion ; disturbance.

Embryo, (ein'bre-o) n. (G. embruon, from em, in,

and brxein, to bo full of, to swell with.] The first

rudiments of an organized being or thing, whether

animal or plant;—an incipient or undeveloped state;

a conception not yet executed.

Embryo, (em'bre-d) a. Pertaining to or having the

quality of any thing in its first rudiments or unde

veloped state.

Emend, (e-mend') r. t. To amend.

Emendation, (e-niend-a'shim) w. [L. emendatio.] Act

of altering for the better; correction ;—alteration of

a text so as to give a better reading.

Emendator, (e-mend'ut-er) n. One who amends by re

moving faults or errors. [dation.

Emendatory, (C-raenda-tor-e) a. Pertaining to emen-

Emerald, (em'er-ald) n, [F. imeraude, G. smaragtloi.]

A precious stone of a rich green colour ;—a type in

sue between minion and nonpareil.

(Emerald type.)

Emerge, (S-mgrj') r. t. [L. emergere, from e, out, and

mrrgere, to dip.] To rise out of a fluid ; to spring

an :—to come forth from obscurity ; to come to light ;

to reappear;—to proceed from; to issue:—imp. &

vp, emerged; ppr. emerging.

Emergency, (e-m$ij'en-se) n. Act of rising out of a

flmd: sudden uprisal or appearance; — an unfore

seen occurrence ; a sudden occasion ;—pressing neces

sity ; exigency.

Emergent, (S-merj'ent) a. Rising out of a flnid or

any thing that covers or conceals ; issuing ;—suddenly

appearing; calling for prompt action; urgent; pressing.

Emeritus, (G-merit-us) n. [L. emera-e, to serve one's

term, from e, out, and merer?, to merit, serve.] Ono

who lias been honourably discharged from publio

service.

Emeroids, (ero'er-oids) «. pi. [Corrupted from hemor

rhoids.] Hemorrhoids; piles.

Emersion, (e-merthtm) n. [L. emergen. ] Act of rising

out of or coming forth from any enveloping or over

shadowing substance or body.

Emery, (em'er-e) n. (G. smlris.] Corundum blended

with oxide of iron, used in the arts for grinding and

polishing metals, hard stones, and glass.

Emetic, (C-met'ik) a. [G. emetiioi, from emein, to

vomit.] Inducing vomit, [ing.

Emetic, (e-met'ik) n. A medicine which causes vomit-

Emeute, (e-muf) n. [F. from L. emovere, to stir up.]

A seditious commotion or mob; a riot.

Emiction, (e-niik'ahun) n. [L. e, out, and mingerc, to

make water.] The discharging of urine.

Emigrant, (em'e-grant) a. Pertaining to an emigrant ;

—removing from one country to another.

Emigrant, (em'e-grant) n. One who quits one coun

try or region to settle in another.

Emigrate, (em'e-grat) v. t. [L. emigrare, from e, out,

and migrare, to migrate.] To remove from one coun

try or Btate to another for the purpose of residence :—

imp. &pp. emigrated; ppr. emigrating.

Emigration, (em-e-gra'shun) n. Removal of inhabitants

from one country or state to another for the puri>ose

of residence.

Eminence, (em'e-nens)n. Elevation ; height;—arising

ground ; projecting part or place ; highest part ; sum

mit ;—an elevated station among men ; rank; official

dignity; preferment; high estimation; fame; con-

spicuousness ; celebrity;—a title given to cardinals.

Eminent, (em'e-nent) a. [I*. eminent, ppr. of eminere.

to be prominent] High; lofty; towering;—exalted

in rank ; high in office or public estimation ; dis

tinguished ; remarkable ; conspicuous ; prominent ;

famous. [high degree.

Eminently, (em'e-nent-le) adv. In an eminent or

Emir, (e'mir) «. [A. emir, amtr.) An Arabian prince,

military commander, or governor of a province ; an

honorary title given in Turkey to the descendants

of Mohammed.

Emissary, (em'is-sar-e) n. (L. emiuariut, from emittere,

to send out] A secret agent employed to advance,

in a covert manner, the interests of his emplovers ;

a spy.

Emissary, (em'is-sar-e) a. Exploring ; spying.

Emission, (e-mish'un) n. Act of sending or throwing

out ; issue ;—that which is sent out, or put in cir

culation at one time.

Emissive, (e~mis/iv) «.. Sending out ; emitting.

Emit, (c-mitf) v. t. [L. emitter*, to send out, from e,

out, and mittere, to send.] To send forth ; to cause

to issue ;—to let fly ; to shoot ; to discharge ;—to

issue forth, as an order or decree ; to print and send

into circulation, as notes or bills of credit:—imp.

fy pp. emitted; ppr. emitting.

Emmet, (em'et) n. [A.-S. amtt, Got. ameite.] An

ant or pismire.

Emolliate, ( C-mol'e-at ) v. t. [L. emollire, to soften,

from mollis, soft,] To soften; to render effeminate:

—imp, & pp. emolliated; ppr. emoUiating.

Emollient, (e-mol'e-ent) a. Softening; making supple.

Emollient, (e-mol'e-ent) n. An external application to

allay irritation and alleviate soreness, swelling, and

pain.

Emolument, (e-mol'u-ment) n. [L. emolumentum, a

working out, from e, out, and moUre, to grind.)
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Profit arising from office or employment; —gain in

fI«iieraI ; profit ; advantage.

Amotion, (e-nio'shun) n. [L. emovere, to more, excito,

from e and movtre, to move.] A moving of the mind

or soul; a state of excited feeling ; agitation ; trepida

tion; tremor; passion.

Emotional, (e-m&'shun-al) a. Pertaining to emotion ;

indicating some affection of the mind.

Empale, (em-pal') r. t. [F. empater, from em, in, and

t*tl, L. patus, stake.] To fence or fortify with stakes;

to inclose ; to surround ; to shut in ;—to put to death

by fixing on a stake '.—imp. & pp. empaled ; ppr. em-

paling.

flmpalement, (era-pal'raent) n. A fencing or inclosing

with stakes ;—a putting to death by thrusting a stake

into the body ;—the calyx of a plant.

Empearl, (era-perl) v. t. To cover or adorn with pearls,

or any thing resembling pearls:—imp, & pp. em-

pearled; ppr. empearling,

Emperil, (em-perll) v. t. To put in peril; to endanger.

Emperor, (em per-er) n, [F. empertur, L. imjtei-ator,

from imperare, to command.] The sovereign of an

empire ; the highest title given to a monarch.

Emphasis, (enTfa-sis) n, [L. emphasis, G. emphasis,

from emphainein, to indicate.] Stress of utterance or

force of voice given to the words or parts of a dis

course, intended to be impressed specially on an audi

ence ; force or meaning given to a word or sentence

by the pronunciation: — significance of a particular

expression ;—weight or value of a thought in a par

ticular connection.

Emphasize, (em'fa-siz) t*. (. To utter or pronounce

with a particular stress of voice ; to lay stress upon ;

to make emphatic:—imp. & pp. emphasized; ppr.

emphasizing.

Emphatic, (em-fat'ik) a. Uttered with emphasis ; for

cible ; requiring emphasis ; momentous ;—attracting

special attention; striking:—positive; decided ; im

pressive ; energetic ; earnest.

Emphatically, (em-fat'ik-al-le) adv. Strongly; for

cibly; in a striking manner;—positively; decidedly;

—pre-eminently.

Empire, (em'pir) n. fL. imperium.] Imperial power;

supreme dominion ; sovereign command ;—region or

country over which rule or dominion is extended ;

kingdom ; state;—control ; governing influence; moral

sway.

.Empiric, (em-pir'ik) w. An experimenter;—one who

relies upon experiment and observation ;—one who

confines himself to the results of his own observa

tion and practice ;—a quack doctor ; a charlatan.

Empiric, (em-pir'ik) a. [G. empeirikos, from ptira,

a trial, experiment.] Pertaining to, or founded upon,

experiment or experience ;—in a twid sense, depending

upon personal experience or observation alone.

Empirically, (em-nir'ik-aMe) adv. By experiment or

experience ;—without professional learning or know

ledge ; in the manner of quacks.

Empiricism, (em-pir'e-sizm) n. Method or practice of

an empiric; — a practice of medicine founded on a

man's own experience ;—charlatanry ; quackery.

Employ, (em-ploy') r. t. [F. employer, from L. plicare,

to fold.] To keep in service; to use; to exercise;—

to use as an instrument or means for accomplishing

some purpose, or as materials for forming any tiling ;

—to use as an agent, servant, or representative ; to

engage; to hire;—to ooenny ; to devote to;—imp. &

Pp. employed; ppr. employing.

Employ, (em-ploy') n. Employment ; business ; occu-

uation ;—public office ; agency ; service for another.

.employe, (ong-ploy'a) n. (F. pp. of employer.] One

who is employed. [gages another.

Employer, (eiu-ploy'cr) n. One who employs or en-

Employtnent, (em-ploy'mcnt) #i. The act of employing

or using ; the state of being employed ;—that which

•agagos or occupies ; service ; agency ; occupation.

Empoison, (em-poi'zn) v. t. [V. empoiionntr, to poison.]

To administer poison ; to taint with venom ; to ren

der deleterious by an admixture of poisonous sub

stance ; to embitter ; to destroy, as the sources of

pleasure.

Emporium, (em-pO're-um) n. [G. an}*orion, from em-

poros, traveller, trader, from poros, wuy through.]

A place of extensive commerce or trade ; a commer

cial city or town ; a mart.

Empower, (em-power) r. t. To give legal or moral

power or authority to ; to authorize ;—to give physi

cal power or force to; to enable:—imp. <t pp. em

powered; ppr. empowering.

Empress, (em'pres) n. [Contracted from empress.]

The coDsort of an emperor ;—a woman who governs

an empire.

Emprise, (em-priz') h. [F. from prefix em, and prise,

a taking, from prendre, to take, L. prthauUre.] An

undertaking ; an enterprise.

Emptiness, (emp'te-nes) n. State of being empty;

void space or vacuum ; exhaustion ; destitution ;—

want of solidity or substance ; vacuity; unsatisfac-

toriness ;—want of knowledge or sense.

Empty, (emp'te) a. [A.-S. emtio, from emta, rest-]

Containing nothing ; void ;—unfurnished, as a room ;

—wanting force or meaning, as words ;—unsubstantial ;

unreal, as visionary dreams ;—hollow; unsatisfactory,

as worldly pleasure; — unfitted; unfruitful; unpro

ductive ;—waste ; desolate, as a country:—hun^Ty:—

ignoraut ; lacking ideas, said of the head ;—without

cargo ; in ballast, as a ship.

Empty, (emp'te) v. 1. Toexnanst ; to deprive of the con

tents ; to waste ; to desolate ;—c. i. To pour or flow

out; to discharge itself;—to become empty:— »»•/>.

&, pp. emptied; ppr. emptying.

Emptying, (emp'te-ing) ». Act of making empty;—pt.

Emptyings, the lees of beer, cider, &c.

Empurple, (em-pur'pl) v. t. To tinge or dye of a purpte

colour.

Empyreal or Empyrean, (em-pir'e-al) a. Formed of

{mro fire or light; refined beyond aerial substance ;

leavenly; ethereal.

Empyrean, (eni-pe-re'an) n. [L. empyra-um, from G.

empurot, in fire.] The highest heaven, where the pure

element of fire was supposed by the ancients to subsist.

Empyrenma, (em-pir-u'ma) n. [G. empureutin, to set

on fire.] The peculiar smell and taste of animal or

vegetablo substances when burnt in close vessels, aris

ing from an oil developed by the process of decom

position.

Emu, (e'mu) n. A bird of very large size, found in

Australia, related to the cas

sowary and the ostrich.

Emulate, (em'ii-lat) r. t. [L.

ttiiiulari, from armulus> emu

lous.] To strive to equal or

excel in qualities or actions;

to vie with ; to rival :—imp. ,=

.V pp. emulated ; ppr, emu-

lating.

Emulation, (em-u-hVshun) n.

Rivalry ; act of attempting

to equal or excel in quali- Emo.

ties or actions; desire of superiority, attended with

effort to attain it;—coiupetitiuii ; contention; con

test ; strife.

Emulative, (em'u-lat-iv) a. Incline*! to emulation;

disposed to competition ; rivalling.

Emulator, (em'u-lttt-cr) iu One who emulates; a rival:

a competitor.

Emulgent. (e-muTjent) a. [L. emulanis, from e, out,

and mulgere, to milk.] Milking or draining out—

said of the renal arteries and voins.

Emulgent, (e-niul'jeut) n. An emulgent vessel:—a

remedy which excites the flow of bile.

Emulous, (ora'u-lus) a. Ambitiously desirous of like
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excellence with another;— engaged in competition;

rivalling ;—factious ; contentious.

Emulously, (em'u-Ius-le) adv. With desire of equalling

or excelling another.

Emui&ion, (e-mal'shun) n. [L. emulgere.] A soft, liquid

remedy, of a colour and consistence resembling milk,

prepared from oily substances, as almonds.

Emulsive, (e-mul'siv) o. Softening ;—yielding oil by

expression ;—producing a milk-like substance.

Emunctory, (e-mungk'tor-e) n. [L. emungere, to blow

the nose. ] Any organ of the body serving to cany off

excrementitions matter; an excretory duct

Enable, (en-aYbl) v. t. [F. enJtabler, from en, in, and

kable, Kng. able.} To give strength or ability to;—

to supply with sufficient power, physical, moral, or

legal : to empower : — imp. ii pp. enabled ; ppr.

enabling.

Enact, (en-akf) v. t. To decree; to make into a law ;—

to perform ; to act the part of ; to play :—imp. in pp.

enacted ; ppr. enacting. [law.

Eaactive. (en-akt'iv) a. Having power to enact as a

Enactment, (en-akt'ment) n. The passing of a bill into

a law ;—a decree ; a law ;—the acting of a part or

character in a play.

Enactor, (en-akt'er) n. One who enacts or passes a

law ; an actor.

Enallage, (en-alla-je) n. [G. enallagi, an exchange,

from 'nallttMstin, to exchange.] A substitution of one

gender, number, case, person, tense, mode, or voice,

of the same word for another.

Enamel, (en-am el) n. [Prefix en and F. email.] A

substance of the nature of glass, but more fusible and

nearly opaque;—that which is enamelled;—the smooth,

hard su bstance which covers the crown or visible part

of a tooth.

Enamel, (en-am'el) r. t. To inlay colours, as in gold or

nlver ;—to paint in enamel ;—to form a glossy sur-

&ce like enamel upon ;—v. i. To practise the art of

enamelling:—imp. is pp. enamelled; ppr. enamelling.

Enameller, (en-ain'el-er) n. One who enamels or in

lays colours.

Eaamour, (en-anVer) v.t. [F. en, in, and amour, L.

aK!*w.J To inflame with love; to charm; to capti

vate:—imp. & pp. enamoured; ppr. enamouring,

Esarration, (en-ar-ra'shun) n. [L. e and narrare, to re

late. J Relation ; recital; exposition.

Eseage, (eu-kSj') v. t. To shut up or confine in a cage.

Encamp, (en-kamp') i>, i. To pitch tents as an army;

to oeenpy as a temporary resting place;—to pitch

tent* for a siege ; to besiege ;—v. f . To form into a

camp :—imp. & pp. encamped; ppr. encamping.

Encampment, (en-kamp'ment) n. Act of pitching tents

or farming huts for temporary lodging or rest ;—the

place where an army or company is encamped; a camp.

Encardion. (en-kar'de-on) n. [G. icardia, the heart.]

The heart and pith of vegetables.

Eacarpua, (en-karp/us) n. [G. en and tarpon, fruit]

An ornament on a frieze or capital, consisting of fes-

toons of fruit, flowers, and the like.

Encaustic, (en-kawVtik) a. [L. cncavMicux, G. cgtaiein,

to bnrn in.] Pertaining to the art of burning in

eotonrs — applied to a species of painting in wax

liquefied by neat ; also, to painting on glass, porce

lain, earthenware, or any other style where colours

are fixed by heat.

Encaustic, (en-kaws'tik) ». The method of painting In

heated or bit nit wax, or in any way where heat is used

to fix the colours.

Eaceinte, (ang-sanf) n. [F. (vceindre, L. cingere, to

^ird.] TTie main inclosure;—the rampart which sur

rounds a place.

Eaceinte, ('ing-sanf) a. [F. pp. of enccindre.] Preg

nant; with ehild.

Enchain, (en-chan) v. t. To chain ; to fasten with a

chain ;—to hold fast ; to restrain ;—to connect ; to link,

together;—imp. & pp. enchained; ppr. enchaining.

Enchainment, (en-chan'ment) u. Act of enchaining, or

state of being enchained.

Enchant, (en-chant') r. f. [F, enchanter, L. incantarr.}

To charm by sorcery; to hold as by a spell ; — to

delight in a high degree; to fascinate; to bewitch :—

imp. & pp. enchanted; ppr. enchanting.

Enchanter, (en-chant'er) n. One who enchants ; a sor

cerer or magician.

Enchantment, (en-ehant'ment) n. Act of enchanting;

use of magic arts, spells, or charms;—that which en

chants ; irresistible influence or delight; fascination ;

witchery.

Enchantress, (en-chant'res) n. A woman who enchants,

as by magic spells, beauty, and the like ; a sorceress.

Enchase, (en-chas') v. t. [F. enchdtser, from chun e,

frame.] To incase in a border or rim; to encircle; to

inclose ;—to adorn with embossed or engraved work :

—imp. & pp. enchased; ppr. enchasing.

Encircle, (en-ser'kl) v. t. To forai a circle about : to

embrace ; to go or come round ; inclose ; surround ;

environ :—imp. A pp. encircled; p^rr. encircling.

Encirclet, (en-scrTtlet) n. A small circle or ring.

Enclasp, (en-klasp'J v. (. To fasten with a clasp ; to

inclose; to embrace.

Enclitic, (en-klit'ik) a. [G. tpHitiko*, inclined, inclin

ing, from egklinein, to inoline.] Subjoined; throw

ing the accent back on the foregoing syllable.

Enclitic, (en-klit'ik) n. A word subjoined to another;

a suffix ;—a particle which throws the accent or em

phasis on the previous syllable.

Encloister, (en-klois'tgr) r. (. To shut up or confine

in a cloister. [confine on all sidi s.

Enclose, (en-klcV) v.t. To inclose;—to surround; ;o

Enclosure, (en-klcVur) n, Inclosnre ; a space inclosed.

Encomiast, (en-ko'ine-ast) v. fG. egtdmiastes, frmn

egk&miazein, to praise.] One addicted to praise ; a

panegyrist ; a eulogist

Encomiastic, (en-ko-me-ast'ik) a. Bestowing prai-o;

praising ; eulogistic ; laudatory.

Encomium, (en-ko'me-nm) n. [G. egkdmion from en, in,

and LUmot, a jovial revel.] Formal praise; high com

mendation ; eulogy ; panegyric.

Encompass, (en-kum'pas) v. f. To describe a circle

about ; to shut in ; to surround; inclose; environ;

invest ; hem in:—imp. & pp. encompassed; ppr. en

compassing.

Encompassment, (en-kum'pas-ment) n. The act of

surrounding, or the state of being surrounded.

Encore, (ang-koV) arfp. [F.] Once more; again—a

call for a repetition of a particular part of a play, &c

Encore, (ung-kor7) v. t. To call for a repetition of :—

imp. h pp. encored; ppr. encoring.

Encounter, (en-konn'tcr) n, [F. encontre, from L. in

and contra against.] A meeting ; an unexpected

meeting ;—accosting ; casual address ;—a hostile meet

ing; duel; combat ;—meeting of hostile troops ; en

gagement ; conflict; — animated discussion; trial of

wits ;—occasion ; casual incident.

Encounter, (en-konn'ter) v. t. To meet face to face;

to meet unexpectedly ;—to meet in a hostile man

ner ; to nish against in conflict;—to meet in debate

or controversy;—to meet with opposition or difficul

ties ; to oppose ; to oppugn ;—v. i. To confront ; to

conflict; to fight with ; to engage;—imp. (t pp. en

countered; ppr. encountering.

Encourage, (en-kur'aj) i*. t. [V. wemrayer, from prefix

en and courage, hf cor, heart.] To give courage to ; to

inspire with spint or hope; animate; cheer; stimu

late ; countenance ; sanction; strengthen; promote;

advance:—imp. fi pp. encouraged; pjn: encouragir. g.

Encouragement, (en-kur'aj -ment) n. The act of giving

courage or confidence; incentive;—that which serves

to support, promote, or advance, as favour, counten

ance, profit, &c.

Encourager, (en-kur'aj-er) n. One who encourages,

incites, or stimulates to action.
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Enoouraging, (en-knr'aj-ing) a. Furnishing ground to

hope for success ; favouring.

Encouragingly, (en-kur'aj-ing-le) adv. In a manner

to give courage or hope of success.

Encrinuon, (en -krim'zn) c. t. To give a crimson colour

or hue.

Encrinite, (enlcrin-it) n. [G. en, in, and krinon, a lily.]

A fosssil animal of the star-fish family. The joints of

the stems are small calcareous disks.

Encroach, (en-krochO v. t. [P. accrochtr, to grapple,

from croc, hook.] To pass the bounds, and enter on

other ground ; to trespass;—to invade the rights and

possessions of another ; trench ; infringe :—imp. & pp.

encroached ; ppr. encroaching.

Encroacher, (en-krdch'er) ». One who encroaches.

Encroachment, ( en-kroch'ment ) n. Act of entering

gradually on the rights or possessions of another ;—

that which is taken by encroaching on another.

Encrust, (en-krusf) v. t. To cover with a crust.

Encumber, (en-kura'ber) v. t. [F. tncombrcr.] To load;

to burden;—to impedo the motion or action of, as with

a burden;— to load with debts, mortgages, or other

legal claims:—imp. «fc pp. encumbered; ppr. encum

bering.

Encumbrance, (en-kum'brans) n. A burden : a load ;

a useless addition ;—that which impedes action; clog ;

iiupedimont ;—that which encumbers an estate, as a

debtor legal claim.

Encyclical, (en-stkTik-al) a. [Q. en, in, and luklot,

circle.] Sent to many persons or places ; circular.

Encyclopedia, (eu-si-kto-pe'de-a) n. [Q. egkuklios

paideta, instruction in a circle.] A general system

of learning or knowledge; the circle of sciences; espe

cially, a work in which the various branches of science

or art are discussed separately, and usually in alpha

betical order.

Encyclopedic, (en-sl-klo-ped'ik) a. Pertaining to an

encyclopedia; universal in knowledge.

Encyclopedist, (en-si-klo-pedlst) n. The compiler of

an encyclopedia ; — one whose knowledge embraces

the whole range of the sciences.

Encysted, (eu-sist'ed) a. (Prefix en and cyst.) Inclosed

in a cyst, bag, bladder, or vesicle.

End, (end)H. [A.-S. ende, Icel. endi, Go. andeit.] The

extremity of a line, thread, or other body extended

lengthwise;—the last part in general ; termination of

an action; conclusion of a book or chapter:—point

beyond which' no progress can be made; final deter

mination; issue of debate or deliberation ;—ultimata

state; final doom;—close of life; death ; fate;—cassa

tion in time; period;-—consequence ; issue; result; —

thing aimed at; intention; purpose; design; — part

left ; fragment ; remnant.

End, (end) v. t. To bring to an end or conclusion ;—

to destroy; to put to death:—1». i. To como to the

ultimate point ; to be finished ; to come to a close;

to cease ; to terminate : — imp. & pp. ended ; ppr.

ending.

Endamage, (en-dam'aj) r. t To bring loss or damage

to ; to harm ; to injure ; to prejudice :—imp. it pp.

endamaged ; ppr. endamaging.

Endanger, (eu-dan'jcr) v. t. To put to hazard ; to ex

pose to loss or injury ; to peril:—imp, iV pp. endan

gered; ppr. endangering.

Endangennent, (en-dan'jcr-ment) n. Act of endanger

ing ; peril ; hazard.

Endear, (en-dei') v. t. To make dear or more dear :—

imp. & pp. endeared; ppr. endearing.

Endearment, (en-der nient) n. The cause of love ; that

which excites tender affection ;—state of being loved ;

fond regard.

Endeavour, (en-dev'$r) «. [F. en devoirt in duty.] A

putting forth of one's power for some specific end; an

attempt or trial ; effort ; exertion ; essay.

Endeavour, (en-dev'cr) v. i. To exert physical strength

ox intellectual power for the accomplishment of an
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object ;—v. t. To attempt to gain ; to try; attempt;

try; strive; struggle; essay; aim :—imp. & pp. en

deavoured ; ppr. endeavouring.

Endecagon, (en-dek'a-gon) n. [G. en, dekat and g&nia.]

A plane figure of eleven sides and angles.

Endemic, (en-dem'ik) a. [Q. en, in, ouu dimos, tho

people.] Peculiar to a people or nation.

Ending, (ending) n. Termination; result; conclusion;

—the terminating syllable or letter of a word.

Endive, (en'div) n. [F.] A species of the genus Cic-

ftoriuni or succory—used as a salad.

Endless, (end'les) a. Without end ; having no end or

conclusion ;—perpetually recurring ; everlasting ; in

finite; incessant; perpetual; uninterrupted; continual.

Endlessly, (end'les-le) adv. In an endless manner ;

without end;—incessantly; continually; perpetually.

Endlessness, (end'les-nea) n. The state of being endless.

Endogen. (en'dd-jen) n. A plant which increases in

size by internal growth and elon

gation at the summit, instead of

externally, as the ratan, the

palm, the cornstalk.

Endogenous, (en-doj'en-us) a. [G.

endon, within, and gigneMhai, to

be produced.] Increasing by in

ternal growth and elongation at (

the summit.

Endorse, (en-dors') v. t. To write

on the back of, as of a note or

bill ; indorse.

Endorsement, (en-dors'ment) n. Act of indorsing, or

state of being indorsed.

Endow, (en-dow^) v. t. (Norm. F. endouer, L. dotarc,

from dos, marriage portion.] To make pecuniary pro

vision for ; to furnish with dower ; to settle on, as

an hospital, &c. : to furnish with funds or property

for the support of;—to enrich with any gift, quality,

or faculty ; to indue :—imp. & pp. endowed ; ppr.

endowing.

Endowment, (en-dow'ment) n. The act of settling a

fund or permanent provision for the support of any

one, as a widow, professor, and the like ;—property,

fund, or revenue- permanently appropriated to any

object ;—gift of nature ; talents ; natural capacity.

Endue, (en-du') v. t. [L. induere.] To invest; to

clothe ;—to endow.

Endurable, (en-dfira-bl) a. Capable of being endured

or borne ; tolerable.

Endurable] ices, (en-dura-bl-neB) n. State of being en

durable : tolerableness. [ner.*

Endurably, (en-dur'a-ble) adv. In an endurable man-

Endurance, (en-diirans) n. A state of lasting or dura

tion ; continuance; — act of bearing pain or distress

without resistance, or without sinking or yielding to

the pressure; patience ; fortitude ; resignation.

Endure, (on-dur/) v.t. [L. in and durare, to harden,

to persist, from durv*, hard.] To remain firm nduer;

to sustain; to brook; to undergo; — to bear with

patience; to bear up under;—v.i. To continue in

the same state without perishing: to abide; to last;

—to remain firm under trial ; to sustain suffering

with self-command :—imp. A pp. endured; ppr. en

during, fably.

Enduringly, (en-dur/ing-le) adv. Lastingly ; unaltor-

Endwite, (end'wiz) adv. On the end ; erectly ;—with

the end forward.

Enema, (c-nc'ma) n. \Q. eniemi, to send in.] An

injection or clyster thrown into the rectum.

Enemy, (en'e-me) n. (F. ennemi, L. inimicxu, from

in, negative, and ami cum, friend.] A foe ; an ad

versary ; one who is actuated by unfriendly feelings ;

one who hates or dislikes ;—the opposing army ,—

Satan.

Energetic, (en-?r-jet'ik) o. Exerting force ; operative :

active: — exhibiting energy; operating with vigour

and effect ; powerful ; poteut , vigorous ; effective.
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Energetically, (en-er-jet'ik-al-le) adv. In an energetic

manner.

Energetic*, (en-er-jefiks) n. ting. That branch of

science which treats of the laws of the physical or

mechanical, in distinction from the vital forces.

Energize, (en'er-jiz) v. i. To act with force or vigour ;

—*. t. To give strength or force to :—imp, & pp.

energised ; ppr. energizing.

Energy, (en'er-je) n. (G. en, in, and ergon, work.] In

ternal or inherent power;—power efficiently ami for

cibly exerted ; effectual operation; efficacy;—strength

of expression ; emphasis ; — capacity for performing

work or moving against resistance ; vigour ; strength ;

spirit ; efficiency.

Enervate, (e-ner'vat) a. Weakened ; without strength

or force.

Enervate, (S-ner/vat) v.t. [L. tnervare, to weaken,

from t, out, and nervut, nerve.] To deprive of nerve,

force, strength, or courage;—to cut the nerves of; to

emasculate ; enfeeble ; debilitate :—imp, & pp. ener

vated ; ppr. enervating.

Enervation, (en-er-vi'shun) n. Act of weakening;—

state of being weakened ; effeminacy.

Enfeeble, (en-fe*bl) v.t. To render feeble; to deprive

of strength : to reduce the force or strength of:—imp.

& pp. enfeebled; ppr. enfeebling. [noss.

Enablement, (en-fe'bl-nient) n. Enervation ; weak-

Enfeoff. (en-fCf) *. t. [L. infeojfare, equivalent to

in/tadart, to invest with a feud.] To give a feud to;

to invest with a fee:—imp. & pp. enfeoffed; ppr. en-

Enfeoffment. (en-fefraent) n. The act of giving the

fee-simple of an estate;— the deed which conveys

the fee.

Enfilade, (en-fe-lao") n. [F. from enjlter, to thread, from

en and At, thread, L. Jtium.) A line or straight pass

age ;—narrow line, as of troops in marching.

Enfilade, (en-fe-lad^ r. t. [Fro11* the nouu.] To pierce,

teour, or rake with shot through the whole length

of, as a. work or line of troops : — imp. & pp. en

filaded; /'/>.". enfilading.

Enforce, (en-furs') v.t. [F. enforeir, enand/or«.] To

give strength to; to invigorate ;—to drive; to insti

gate ; to animate ;—to compel ; to constrain :—to put

in force; to give effect to, as laws;—to impress on

the mind; to evince: — imp. 4: pp. enforced; ppr.

enforcing.

Enforcement, (en-fors'ment) n. Act 01 enforcing ; com

pulsion ; restraint ;—sanction ; urgent motive ; press-

ing exigence; — putting into execution, as laws or

penalties.

Enfranchise, (en-fran'chiz) v. (. [F. en and franehe,

free. J To set free ; to liberate ; to release ;—to make

free ot a city, corporation^ or state:—imp. & pp. en

franchised ; ppr. enfranchising.

Enfranchisement, (en-fran'chiz-ment) n. Act of releas

ing from slavery or custody;—admission to the free

dom ot a corporation or state.

Engage, (en-guj") v. t. [F. engager, from en and gage,

pledge.] To make liable for a debt ; to give as a

pledge : to stake : to pawn ;—to win over, as .adher

ents ; to attach ;—to fix, as the attention ;—to bespeak

the service of; to employ;—to embark in an affair;—

to bind by contract or promise;—to meet in con

test; to encounter; — v.t. To become bound; to

warrant ;—to embark ; to take a part ; to enlist ;—to

enter into conflict:—imp. & pp. engaged; ppr. en-

Engage iagaged, (en-gajd0 a. Pledged; promised in mar

riage ; affianced ; betrothed ;—greatly interested ; at

tached ; enlisted.

Engager, (en-gaj'er) n. One who enters into an eu-

^afrment or agreement ; a surety.

Engagement, (en-gaj'ment) n. Act of engaging: —

state of being engaged ;—obligation by contract or

agreement ;—adherence to a cause or party ;—employ

ment of one's time and attention; occupation;—fight;

conflict ; battle ;—mutual agreement to marry.

Engagingly, (en-gaj ingle) adv. In a manner to win

or attract.

Engender, (en-jen'der)i'X [F. engtndrtr, from L. in and

genus, birth. J To form in embryo; to procreate;

—to cause to exist ; to produce ; to sow the seeds of;

—v.i. To be caused or produced:—imp. & pp. engen

dered ; ppr. engendering.

Engine, (en'jin) n. [L. xngenium, natural capacity, in

vention.) An instrument or tool in general ;—any

mechanical contrivance for producing and conveying

motive power ;—specifically, a complex mechanism of

wheels, shafts, and cranks, to which motion is com

municated by steam ;—the meclianical apparatus by

which steam power is concentrated and conveyed';—a

military missile machine ;—an instrument of torture ;

the rack ;—a species of pump to play water upon a fire ;

—any means used to effect or compass an object ;—an

agent for another ; a handle ; a tool.

Engineer, (en-jm-er') n. A constructor of engines ; a

mechanist; — one who manages a steam engine;—

a person skilled in the principles and practice of en

gineering, either civil or military.

Engineer, (en-jin-erO v. t. To perform the work of an

engineer ;—to guide or carry through a measure or

enterprise: — imp. & pp. engineered; ppr. engin

eering.

Engineering, (en-jin-er'ing) n. The business, work,

or skill of an engineer ;—the art of constructing and

using machines and other mechanical contrivances;

©specially, the art of constructing defensive and offen

sive works—called military engineering ; or of con

structing roads, bridges, canals, drainage, &c, civil

engineering.

Engird, (en-ggrd') v. t. To encircle ; to surround ; to

encompass :—iiiyi. & pp. engirded or engirt ; ppr. en

girding.

English, (ing'glish) a. (From Englt, Angle, Angles, a

tribe of Germans who settled in Britain.] Belonging

to England, or to its inhabitants, or to the language

spoken by them.

English, (ing'glisb) n. The people of England;—tho

language of England.

Engorge, ( en-gorj ' ) r. (. [F. engorger, from gorge,

throat.] To swallow with greediness or in large quan

tities ;—v. i. To feed with eagerness or voracity ; to

devour:—imp. & pp. engorged; ppr. engorging.

Engrail, (en-groT) v. t. (F. engrfter, from grf.lt, hail.]

To variegate or spot, as with hail; to indent or make

ragged at the edges: — imp. & pp. engrailed; ppr.

engrailing.

Engrailment,' (en-griil'ment) n. The ring of dots round

the edge of a medal.

Engrain, (on-gran') v. t. To dye in grain, or in the raw

material ;—to dye deep :—imp. & pp. engrained ; ppr.

engraining.

Engrave, (en-graV) v. t. To carve figures, letters, or

devices upon; — to form or represent by means of

incisions upon wood, stone, metal, or the like ;—to

impress deeply; to infix ; to imprint :—imp. engraved ;

pp. engraved or engraven : ppr. engraving.

Engraver, (en-grav'er) n. One who engraves.

Engraving, (en-graVing) n. Act or art of cutting

metals, wood, &c, and representing thereon figures,

characters, and devices, especially for the purpose of

subsequently printing from them on paper;—an en

graved plate ;—an impression from on engraved plate;

a print.

Engross, (en-groV) v. t. To enlarge ; to increase in

bulk: — to c«py in a large, fair hand; — to occupy

wholly ; to absorb ; — to take or assume in undue

quantity, proportion, or degree; to monopolize:—

imp. At />;>. engrossed ; ppr. engrossing.

Engrossing, (en-gros'ing) «. The copying of a writ

ing in round legible characters ;—purchasing goods
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to such an amount as to increase their value in the

market.

Engrossment, (en-grds'ment) «. Act of engrossing;—

tliat which has been engrossed.

Engulf, (en-gulf) v. (. To absorb or swallow up, as

in a gulf.

Enhance, (en -bans') v.t. [Norm. F. enhauncer, L.

aftu.M, high.] To raise to a higher point ; to advance

in value or worth ; — to augment ; to increase ; to

aggravate ;—v. i. To be raised up ; to grow larger ;

to increase -.—imp. & pp. enhanced; ppr. enhancing.

Enhancement, (en-hans'ment) n. Act of increasing or

state of being increased ; augmentation ; aggravation.

Enharden, (en-hard'n ) v. t. To embolden; to en

courage.

Enharmonic, (en-har-mon'ik) a. Denoting a scale in

music or modulation, which proceeds by smaller in

tervals than the diatonic or chromatic.

Enigma, (6-nig'ma) n. [L. anigma, (J. ainiutetthai, to

speak darkly, from ainot, tale, fable.] An obscure

question or saying; a puzzle ; a riddle ;—a statement,

the hidden meaning of which is to be discovered or

guessed ;—an action or mode of action which can not

be satisfactorily explained.

Enigmatical, (6-nig-mat'ik-al) a. Relating to, con

taining, or resembling an enigma; obscure; ambigu

ous, [manner.

Enigmatically, (^-nig-mat'ik-al-lo) adv. In an obscure

Enigmatilt, (e-nig'mat-ist) ». One who makes ur talk

in enigmas.

Enigmatize, ( e-nig'mat-iz) v. i. To deal In riddles :—

imp. & pp. enigmatized; ppr. enigmatizing.

Enjoin, (en-join* v.t. [F. enjoindre from L. injungeve,

to join into, to charge.] To put an injunction on ;

to direct with authority : to order ;—to prohibit or

restrain by a judicial older or decree:—tmo, & pp.

enjoined ppr. enjoining.

Enjoy, (en-joy0 v.t. [F. enjoitr, to receive with joy,

from en and jnie , joy.] To feel or perceive with plea

sure ;—to have, possess, and use with satisfaction ;—to

obtain jx ^session of ;—imp. & pp. enjoyed ; ppr. en-

.njoyable, (en-joy'a-bl) a. Capable of being enjoyed.

Enjoyment, (enjoyment) n. Condition of enjoying;

pleasure; — cause of joy or gratification; fruition;

happiness; pleasure.

Enkindle, (eu-kin'dl) v. t. To set on fire ; to inflame ;

to kindle ;—to excite ; to rouse into action :—imp. &

pp. enkindled ; ppr. enkindling.

Enlarge, (on-larj') v. t. [F. enlargcr.) To make larger;

—to increase the capacity of ; to dilate, as with joy,

affection, and the like ;—to expand ; to amplify ;—to

set free ; to release ;—v. i. To grow large or larger ;

to expand ;—to be diffuse in speaking or writing ; to

expatiate :—imp. A pp. enlarged ; ppr. enlarging.

Enlargement, (en-larj'ment) v. Act of increasing in

size or bulk ; state of being increased ;—expansion or

extension, as of the powers of the mind or affections;

ennoblement;—release from confinement, servitude,

distress, &c ;—diffusiveness of speech or writing.

Enlighten, (en-lit'n) r.(. [A.-S. tnlihtan.] To supply

with light; to illuminate;—to make clear to the in

tellect or conscience; to inform; to instruct:—imp. &

pp. enlightened ; ppr. enlightening.

Enlightenment, (en-Ht'n-ment) n. Act of enlighten

ing, or the state of being enlightened or instructed.

Enlist, (en-list') p. (. To enter on a list ; to enrol ; to

register; — to engage in public service, as suldicrs ;

—to unite firmly to a cause ;—v. i. To engage in pub

lic service by enrolling one's name:—to enter heartily

into a cause :—imp. & pp. enlisted; ppr. enlisting.

Enlistment, (en list'ment) n. Act of enlisting or state

of being enlisted; — the writing by which a soldier

is bound.

Enliven, (en-liv'n) v. t. To give life, action, or motion

to ;—to give spirit or vivacity to ; to cheer ; exhil

arate ; inspirit ; invigorate :—imp. & pp. enlivened ;

ppr. enlivening.

En maue, (ong-masO- [F.] In the mass or whole body.

Enmity, (en'me-te) n. [F. inamitie, from in and L.

amicus, friend.] The quality of being an enemy: hos

tile or unfriendly disposition ;—a state of opposition;

—malice ; hostility ; hatred : animosity.

Ennoble, (en-iuVbl) v. (. To make noble; to dignify ;—

to give titular rank to; exalt ; elevato ; aggrandize:—

imp. A pp. ennobled ; ppr. ennobling.

Ennoblement, (en-no U-nient) n. The act of ennobling;

—exaltation ; elevation ; dignity.

Ennui, (ung-we')n. [F. from L. inodio, in hatred.] A

feeling of weariness and disgust; listlessness ; tedium;

lassitude; fastidiousness.

Enodation. (e-nd-da'shun) n. [L. enodatio, from e and

nodus, a knot.] Act of untying a knot ; the solution

of a difficulty.

Enormity, (e-nor'me-te) n. State or quality of being

immoderate, monstrous, or outrageous ;—that which

is enormous ; atrocious crime ; flagitious villainy ;

atrocity.

Enormous, ( 5-nor'mus ) a. [L. tnonnis, out of rule,

from t, out, and norma, rule.] Deviating from, or

exceeding, the usual rule or measure ;— excessive ;

irregular ; unusual ;—exceedingly wicked ; atrocious.

Enormously, (e-nor'mus-le) adv. Beyond measure:

excessively.

Enough, (e-nuf *) a. fA.-S. gen6h, genog.] Satisfying

desire ; adequate ; sufficient.

Enough, (e-uuf) adv. Sufficiently;—fully; quite;

—in a tolerable degree.

Enough, (e-nuf ") n. A sufficiency ; a quantity which

satisfies desire ;—that which is equal to one's powers

or wishes.

Enow, (6-now/). Another form of enough.

En passant, (ang-pas-aang') [F.] In passing ; by the

way.

Enrage, (en-rajO r. t. To fill with rage ; to provoke to

frenzy or madness; incense ; inflame ; exasperate ; pro

voke :—imp. & pp. enraged; ppr. enraging.

Enrapture, (en-rap'tur) r. t. To transport with plea

sure ; to delight excessively :—imp. & pp. enraptured ;

ppr. enrapturing.

Enravish, (en-ravish) v. t. To transport with delight;

to enchant ; to throw into ecstasy :—imp. & pp. en-

ravished; ppr. enravishing.

Enravishingly, (en-rav'ish-ing-le) adv. In a manner

to enravish, or produce an ecstasy of delight.

Enravishment, (en-rav'ish-men t) n. Ecstacy of delight;

rapture ; exhilaration.

Enrich, (on-rich') v. t. To make rich with any kind of

wealth ; to adorn ; to embellish ; to make fruitful ;

to fertilize ;—to store with knowledge ; to instruct :

—imp. & pp. enriched; ppr. enriching.

Enrichment, (en-rich'ment) n. Act of making rich, or

that which enriches ; decoration ; embellishment.

Enrobe, (en-rob) v. t. To invest or adorn with a robe.

Enrockment, (cn-mk'ment) n. A mass of large stones

thrown in to form the foundation of piers, break-

waters, Ac.

Enrol, (en-rol') r. f. To write in a roll or register ; to

record; to enlist;—to envelop: to involve; to en

wrap:—imp. A pp. enrolled; ppr, enrolling.

Enrolment, (en-roTment) n. Act of enrolling ;—that

in which any thing is enrolled ; a register ; a record.

Ensample, (en-sampl) n. An example ; itattern ; sub

ject of imitation.

Ensanguine, (en-sanggwin) r. t. To stain with blood.

Ensconce, (on-skonsQ r. t. To cover or shelter, an with

a sconce or fort; to protect ; to hide securely;—imp.

& pp. ensconced ; pvr. ensconcing.

Ensemble, (ang-sam'bl) n. [F. from L., in and aim ft,

together, at once. ] The whole ; all the jmrta taken

together.

Enshrine, (en-shrin') v. t To inclose in a aluino or
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EnsiRB.

chest : hence, to cherish : — imp. & pp. enihrined ;

ppr enshrining,

Ensign, (en'sin) n. [F. enseigne, from L. in and tig-

Aun, mark, sign.] The flag or ban

ner which distinguishes a company

of soldiers, or army, or Teasel : a

badge : a mark of distinction ; em

blem of power ; — a signal to give

notice and assemble ; — a commis

sioned officer who carries the flag of

a regiment.

Ensigncy, (en'sin-se) n. The rank or office of an

ensign ; junior lieutenantship.

Enslave. (en-slaV) v. t. To reduce to slavery or bond

age : — to reduce to servitude or subjection, as to

habits or evil passions t—imp. & pp. enslaved; ppr.

enslaving1.

Enslavement, (en-alav'ment) n. Act of reducing to

slavery, or state of being enslaved ; bondage ; ser

vitude.

Eastamp, (en-stamp1) r. t. To impress as with a stamp:

to impress deeply :—imp. & pp. enitamped; ppr. en-

stamping.

Ensue, (en-su") r. t. [Norm. F. ensuer, from L. insequi,

to follow.] To follow; to pursue;—v. i. To follow

or come after; to succeed:—imp. & pp. ensued; ppr.

ensuing.

Entablature, (en-tabla-tur) n. [F. from L. in and

tabula, board, table.] That part ^a^a^M

of an order which is over the

columns, including the archi

trave, frieze, and cornice.

Entail, (en-taT) n. [F. tntnille,

from en and tailler, to cut J An

estate or fee entailed or limited

in descent to a particular heir or

heirs ;—the rule by which the

descent is fixed or settled.

Entail, (en-til ) r. t. To settle the

descent of an estate, so that it Entablature,

cannot be sold or bequeathed by any subsequent pos

sessor ;—to bestow inalienably on a person and his

heirs or successors;—in a bad sense, to transmit or

devolve evil:—imp. «t pp. entailed; ppr. entailing.

Entailment, (en-tll'ment) n. The act of entailing ;—

the condition of being entailed.

Entangle, (en-tang'gl) v. t. To twist or interweave in

rich a manner as not to be easily separated ;—to in

volve ;—to perplex ; to embarrass ; to puzzle ; to be

wilder :—imp. & pp. entangled ; ppr. entangling.

Entanglement, (en-tang'gl-ment) n. The state of being

entangled : intricacy ; perplexity.

Enter, (en't^r) v. t. [F. entrer, L. intrare, from (filer,

between. ] To come or go into ; to penetrate ; — to

smite in : to join ; to engage in ;—to attain ; to reach ;

—to begin ; to cause to enter ; to insert ;—to inscribe ;

to record ;—to take actual possession of :—v. i. To go

or come in ; to begin ; to engage in ;—to get within ; to

penetrate ;—to form or constitu te a part ;—to penetrate

deeply or profoundly: — imp, & pp. entered; ppr.

entering.

Enterprise, (en'ter-priz) n. [F. entreprite, from entre,

between, and prendre, to take.] That which is un

dertaken ; a bold attempt : an adventure : an under

taking :—willingness or eagerness to engage in labour

which requires bYildness, promptness, energy, &c.

Enterprise, (en'ter-priz) v. t. To undertake ; to ven-

. tare upon. [undertake.

Enterprising, (en'ter-priz-ing) a. Bold or forward to

Entertain, (en-ter-tiu) r. t. [F. entretenir, from entre,

between, and tenir, to hold, L. ttnere.] To main

tain : to support ;—to show hospitality to : to receive

as host;—to engage agreeably the attention of: to

divert ;—to receive and take into consideration :—to

harbour ; to cherish;—v.i. ■ To recejve guests :—imp.

ft pp. sxrtartained ; ppr. entertaining.

 

Entertainer, (en-ter-tfin'er) n. One who entertains,

amuses, pleases, or diverts.

Entertaining, (en-ter-tan'ing) a. Affording entertain

ment ; pleasing; amusing; diverting.

Entertainingly, (en-ter-tan'ing-le) adv. In an amusing,

pleasing, or diverting manner.

Entertainment, (en-ter-tan'ment) n. Act of receiving as

host, or of amusing, admitting, or cherishing; recep

tion ; admission ; — that which entertains, or with

which one is entertained ; etpecxally, a hospitable re

past ; a feast ; diversion ; recreation ; pastime ; banquet.

Enthrone, (en-thron') v. t. To place on a throne ; to

invest with sovereign authority ;—to induct or in

stall, as a bishop, into the powers and privileges of

a vacant see :—imp. & pp. enthroned ; ppr. enthroning.

Enthronement, (en-thron'ment) ft. The act of enthron

ing or the state of being enthroned.

Enthronization. (en-thron-iz-a'sbun) n. The placing of

a bishop in his stall or throne in his cathedral.

Enthusiasm, ( en-thu'ze-azm ) n. [G. enthoundwmat,

from enthouriauin, to be inspired or possessed by tho

god.] Belief in a special personal revelation from

God ;—heated imagination ;—passionate excitement in

pursuit of an object; ardent zeal;—exalted ideas;

olevated fancy or conception ; fanaticism ; extrava

gance ; devoteeism.

Enthusiast, (en-thii'zo-aat) n. [G. enthounattSi.'] One

who is actuated by enthusiasm :—one devotedly at

tached to a cause or object ; — a person of ardent

feelings and warm imagination;—one who is exces

sively earnest and zealous ; fanatic ; devotee ; zealot.

Enthusiastic, (en-thu-ze-as'tik) a. Filled with enthu

siasm ; zealous in the pursuit of an object ;—highly

excited ; olevated ; vehemently attached.

Enthusiastically, (en-thu-ze-as'tik-al-le) adv. With

enthusiasm.

Enthymeme, (en'the-mem) n. [G. enthumeitthai, to

consider, from en, in, and thumot, mind, soul.] An

argument consisting of only two propositions, an an

tecedent and a consequent deduced from it
Entice, (en-tisr) v. t. [Norm. F. enticer, from prefix en

and Ger. Mtechan, to prick, goad.] To draw on or

instigate by exciting nope or desire; especially, in

a bad sense, to lead astray ; to tempt ; decoy ; seduce ;

inveigle ; persuade ; prevail on :—imp. & pp. enticed ;

ppr. enticing. [or led away.

Enticeable, (en-tls'a-bl) a. Capable of being enticed

Enticement, (en-tis'ment) ft. Act or practice of en

ticing;—that which incites to evil; alluring object;

attraction ; blandishment ; seduction.

Enticingly, (en-tising-le) adv. Delightfully ; charm

ingly; in an attractive and winning manner.

Entire, (en-tir') a. [F. entier, from L. integer, from

in, negative, and tangere, to touch.] Complete in all

parts ;—whole ; not participated with others ; singlo ;

—full; comprising all requisites in itself; complete;

—without mixture or alloy of any thing ; pure ;—

without irregularity or defect ; perfect ;—unbroken ;

undivided ; unmingled.

Entirely, (en-tir'le) adv. In an entire manner ; wholly ;

completely : fully.

Entireneui (en-tlrnes) n. State or condition of being

entire; completeness; fulness; totality.

Entitle, (eu-ti'tl) v. t. [Norm. F entitler, h. intitulart,

from in, in, and titulut, title.] To give a title to;

hence, to dignify by an honorary designation;—to de

nominate ; to call;— to give a claim to; to qualify;

designate; characterize:—imp. & pp. entitled; ppr.

entitling.

Entity, (en'te-te)n. [L. entita*, from tnt, entit, thing.]

A real being; essenee ; existence.

Entomb, (en-toom') v. t. To deposit in a tomb ; to

bury; to inter; to inhume:—imp. & pp. entombed;

ppr. entombing.

Entomological, (en-tom-o-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to

the science of entomology. x
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An Entomoitomata.

Entomologist, (en-tom-ol'o-jist) n. One versed in the

science of entomology.

Entomology, (en-toui-ol'o-je) n. [G. entomon, insect,

and logos, discourse.] The natural history of insects ;

the science which treats of the structure, habits, and

distribution of insects.

Entomostomata, (en-toni-o-atom'a-ta) n. [G. entomos,

cut into, and stoma, mouth.]

In zoology, a family of Mullusca,

mostly marine.

Entonic, (on-ton'ik) a. [G. en-

tnnon, strained.] Having great

tension or exaggerated action ;

noting a morbid increase of vital

power and strength of action in

the circulating system.

Entozoon, ( en-to-z6'on J u. [G.

entos, in, and z6on, animal.]

intestinal worm.

Entrails, (en'tralx) ii.pl. [F. eiUrailles, from L. tn-

tmlia, from intra, within.] The bowels; viscera;

—the internal parts, as of the earth.

Entrance, (en'trans) n. Act of entering or going into ;

the act of taking possession, as of property or of

office ;—permission or power to enter ; access ; — the

door or passage by which a place may be entered;

avenue;—act of beginning; commencement; initia

tion.

Entrance, (en-trans') v. t. [Prefix en and trance.] To

put into a trance ; to make insensible to present ob

jects ;—to ravish with delight or wonder ; to enrap

ture :—imp. £ pp. entranced ; ppr. entrancing.

Enhancement, (en-trans/ment) n. Act of entrancing ;

state of trance or ecstasy.

Entrap, (en-trap') v. (. To catch as in a trap ; to in-

■nare; to involve in difficulties; to entangle:—imp.

& pp. entrapped; ppr. entrapping.

Entreat, (en-tretf) v. t. To treat ; to deal with ; to

use or manage ;—to treat with ; hence, to ask ear

nestly ; to supplicate ; to importune ; to prevail with

by solicitation: — imp. & pp. entreated; ppr. en

treating.

Entreaty, (en - tret ' e) n. The act of entreating or

beseeching ; request ; suit ; supplication ; importun

ity ; petition.

Entree, (ong-tra') n. [F. from cntrer, to enter.] Entry;

permission or right to enter; — a course of dishes

placed upon the table.

Entremets, (ong-tr-ml') «. [F. from tntre, between,

and met*, a dish] Small or dainty dishes set on

between the priiici[ial dishes at table.

Entry, (en'tre) n. [F. e7itrte.] Act of entering; en

trance ; ingress ; beginnings or first attempts ;—act

of making or entering a record ;—that by which en

trance is made ; a passage ; a vestibule ;—the exhi

bition or depositing of a ship's papers at the cus

tom-house ;—the actual taking possession of lands or

tenements, by entering or setting foot on the same.

Entwine, (en-twin') v.t. To twine ; to twist together :

—imp. &;>/>. entwined; ?>/»•. entwining.

Entwist, (en-twist') v. t. To twist or wreathe around :

—imp. & pp. entwisted; ppr. entwisting.

Enumerate, (G-nu'mer-at) v. t. [L. «, out, forth, and

<num*rare, to count, from numerus, number.] To

count ; to number ; to reckon ; to compute ; hence,

to recount ; to recapitulate :—imp. & pp. enumerated ;

ppr. enumerating.

Enumeration, (e-nu-mer-a'shun) n. Act of enumerat

ing ;—a detailed account, in whiuh each thing is spe

cially noticed; statement of particulars;—recapitula

tion in the peroration of the heads of an argument.

Enumcrative, (e-riu'mer-at-iv) n. Counting, or reckon

ing up, one by one.

Enunciate, (6-nun'se-at) v. t. [L. enunciare, from e,

out, and nuncius, messenger.] To announce ; to pro

claim ; to declare ; — to make distinctly audible; to

utter ; to pronounce ;—v. i. To utter words or syl

lables :—imp. & pp. enunciated; ppr. enunciating.

Enunciation, (e-nun-se-a'shun) n. Act of announcing;

or proclaiming ; — mode of utterance or pronuncia

tion; distinctness of articulation ;—declaration ; pub

lic attestation ; open proclamation ;—intelligence ; in

formation, [ciation or utterance.

Enunciatory, (6-nun'se-a-tor-e) a. Pertaining to en mi-

Envelop, (en-vel'up)v. (. [F. envelopper. It. sviluppare,

from sviluppo, bundle. ] To cover by folding or wrap

ping ; to enwrap ; — to cover on all aides ; to sur

round ; to conceal ;—to cover on the inside ; to line:

—imp. &■ pp. enveloped; ppr. enveloping.

Envelope, (ang'vel-dp) n. A cover ; a wrapper ; an

integument ; — paper or paper-cloth cover for a let

ter or other document.

Envelopment, (en-verup-ment) n. Act of enveloping:

an inclosing or covering on all sides; entanglement ;

perplexity.

Envenom, (en-ven'um) v. t. To impregnate with venom

or any substance noxious to life ; to poison ; — to

taint with bitterness or malice ; to exasperate :—

imp. & pp. envenomed ; ppr. envenoming.

Enviable, (en've-a-bl) a. Fitted to excite envy ; de

sirable.

Envious, (en've-us) a. [F. envieitx, L. invidiosus, from

invidia, envy.] Feeling or harbouring envy ; ex

hibiting envy; affected or directed by envy; repin

ing or pained by the excellence, prosperity, or hap

piness of another.

Enviously, (en've-us le ) adv. In an envious manner.

Enviousness. (en've - us - nes) n. The quality or state

of being envious.

Environ, (en-vi'run) v. (. [F. environ, about, there

about, from viron, circle, circuit.] To surround ; to

encompass; to encircle ;—to involve ; to envelop ;—to

invest ; to besiege : — imp. & pp. environed ; py>r.

environing. [state of being surrounded.

Environment, (en-vi'run-ment) n. Act of environing ;

Environs, (en-vfrunz) n. pi. Places which surround

another place or lie in its neighbourhood.

Envoy, (en'voy) n. [F. envoyer, to send, from enr in,

and voie, h. via, way.] One despatched upon an

errand or mission ; especially, a person deputed to

negotiate a treaty or transact special business with

a foreign prince or government. [envoy.

Envoyship, (envoy-ship) n. The office or rank of an

Envy, (en've) v. t. To feel uneasiness, mortification,

or discontent by the sight of another's superiority ;—

to grieve or repine with covetousness ,—to withhold

maliciously ; to grudge ;—v. i. To be filled with envi

ous feelings :—imp. & pp. envied; ppr. envying.

Envy, (en've) n. [F. rnvie, L. invidta, from inridere.]

Pain, uneasiness, mortification, or discontent excited

by the sight of another's superiority or success;—

unwillingness to be excelled ; emulation ; rivalry ;

competition ;—malice ; malignity;—invidiousneas ; Ul

repute ;—object of desire.

Envying, (en've-ing) n. Mortification at the happiness

and prosperity of another; ill-feeling to others on ac

count of supposed superiority.

Eolian, (e-ole-an) a. Pertaining to J£olia, in Aaia

Minor ;—pertaining to iEoIus, the god of the winds ;

and hence to the wind.

Eolian-harp, (e-ole-an-harp) n. A musical stringed t u-

strument, the chords of which

vibrato under the simple action

of the wind, swelling or subdued Cm

according to the strength of the ™e

breeze.

Eon, (."'on) n. An emanation

- i~ a

Eolian-harp.

from God :—an eternal and spiritual being possessing

divine virtues and perfections.

Ep, epi, (ep, ep'e). [G. cpi.) A prefix which signifies

addition ; something applied to ; on; upon ; to; over;

near.
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Epsxt, (epakt) n. [G. epo.ktog, added, from epi and

agein, to lead.) The excess of the solar year or month

beyond the lunar.

Epaulet, (ep'awl-et) n. [F. ipaulettf, from tpaule,

shoulder.] A badge worn on the ahoulder by military

and naval officers.

Epergne, (e-pcrn') n. [F. epargne, economy, from

tparyner, to save, A.-S, spartan, Kng. tpare.] Au or

namental stand with branches for the centre of a table.

Ephah. (e'fe) n. [H. tp/tdh, Copt, tpi, measure, G.

oipH, triphri.] A Hebrew measure equal to one

l . ■ be! and four-ninths.

Ephemera., (ef-cm'er-a) n. [L. from G. ephfmerot, daily,

Luting but a day.] A fever of one day's continuance

only : — the day-fly or May-fly, a genua of insects ;

strictly, a fly that lives one day only ; but the word

is applied also to insects that are very short-lived.

Ephemeral, ( ef-eni'er-al ) m. Any thing which lasts

but a day, or a very short time.

Ephemeral, (ef-fem'er-al) a. Beginning and ending in

a day; diurnal ;—existing for a short time only; short

lived ; transitory.

Ephemeris, ( ef-em 'er-is) n, [G. eptemero*.] A

journal; a diary;— an astronomical almanac;—any

tabular statement of the assigned places of a heavenly

body on successive days.

Ephod. (efod) 71. [H. from dphad, to put on.] A kind

of girdle worn by the Jewish

priests. There were two

sorts, one of plain linen,

the other embroidered for

the high priest. On the

front two precious stones

were set, engraved with the

names of the twelve tribes,

and a kind of breast-plato

was attached to it.

Sue, (er/ik) a. [G. epikot,

from epos, word, speech, tide,

song. J Containing narration

— commonly designating ^

her"ic poem.

Epic, (epTk) n. An epic or heroic poem, in which

real or fictitious events, tho achievements of some

distinguished hero, real or fabulous, are narrated in

an elevated style.

Epicene, (e^e-sSn) a. or n. [G. tpi, and koinot, com

mon.) Common to both sexes—a term applied in

grammar to such nouns as have but one form and

gender for both sexes.

Epicure, (epe-kur) n. A follower of Epicurus, a Greek

philosopher who assumed pleasure to be the highest

good ; hence, one Addicted to sensual enjoyments ;

voluptuary ; sensualist; gourmand.

Epicurean, (ep-e-ku-re'an) «. Pertaining to Epicurus,

or following his philosophy;—given to luxury.

Epicureanism, (ep-e-ku-re'an-izin) n. Attachment to

the doctrines of Epicurus ; the principles or belief of

Epicurus;—-sensual enjoyments ; voluptuousness.

Epicycle, (ep'e-si-kl) n. [G. epi, and kuklot, circle.] A

circle whose centre moves round in the circumference

of a greater circle called the deferent.

Epicycloid, (ep-e-si'kloid) n. [G. epikuklos, and eidot,

form. ] A curve generated by

a point in the circumference

of a movable circle, which

rolls on the inside or out-

aide of the circumference

of a fixed circle, aa by

the point a in the circle

A.

Epidemic, (ep-o-dem'ik)a. [G.

epiaVntoj, among the people.]

Common to or affecting a

whole people or community;

—generally prevailing,

 

Ephod.

 

Epicycloid.

Epidemic, (op-e-dem'ik) n. An infectious or contagi

ous disease which affects numbers of persons at the

same time.

Epidermis, (ep-edcr'mis) n. [G. epi, and derma, akin.]

The cuticle or scarf-skin of the body ;—the outer layer

of the skin of animals ; — the external layer of tho

bark of a plant.

Epigastric, (ep-e-gas'trik) o. [G. epigattriot, from epi,

on, and oast&r, belly.] Pertaining to the upper part

of the abdomen.

Epiglottis, (ep-e-glot'is) n. (G. epi and glotta, gloua,

tongue.] A leaf-shaped cartilage, whose use is to pre

vent food or drink from entering the larynx and

obstructing the breath while eating.

Epigram, (ep'e-grain) n. [G. epigramma, from epi and

pmpheiii, to write.] A short poem or sentence de

scriptive of one person or subject, or containing one

thought or idea, ending with au ingenious point, or

witty sting ;—hence, any brief, sententious, pointed

description of a character or action.

Epigrammatic, (ep-e-gram-mat'ik) a. Writing epi

grams ; — belonging to epigrams ; concise ; pointed ;

poignant.

Epigrammatically, (ep-e-graro-mat'ik-al-lo) adv. In

the way of epigram ; In an epigrammatic style.

Epigrammatist, (ep-e-gram'mat-ist) n. One' who com

poses epigrams.

Epigrammatize, (ep-e-grani'mat-Iz) r. t. To write an

epigram on ;—to describe pointedly and wittily:—imp.

<fe pp. epigrammatized ; ppr. epigrammatizing.

Epigraph, (ep'e-graf ) n. [G. eptgraphe, from epiava-

phein, to write upon.] An inscription on a building,

Ac. ;—a motto.

Epilepsy, (ep'e-lep-se) «. [G. epilepsia, from epilom-

banein, to seize, attack.] The falling sickness—char

acterised by clonic spasms, violent muscular agita

tion, and loss of sensation and consciousness.

Epileptic, (ep-e-lep'tik) a. Pertaining to, or affected

with, epilepsy; consisting of epilepsy.

Epilogistic, (ep-o-16-jist'ik) a. Pertaining to epilogue ;

of the nature of an epilogue.

Epilogue, (ep'e-log) n. [G. epilogog, conclusion, from

epilegtin, to say in addition.] A speech or short poeni

addressed to the spectators by one of the actors, at

the conclusion of a play ;—the closing part of ;i dis

course ; peroration.

Epiphany, (e-pifa-ne) n. [G. epiphaneia, appearance,

from eyiphainein, to show forth.] An appearance ;

a manifestation:—the glorious appearing of Christ;—

a church festival celebrated on the sixth day of

January, in commemoration of the appearance of our

Saviour to the wise men.

Episcopacy, (G-pis/k&-pas-e) n. [G. episkopot, from epi,

and ikopeim, to look.] Government of the church

by bishops ; rule of diocesan prelates over priests and

deacons in their diocese ; — established religion in

England.

Episcopal, (e-pisTco-pal) a. Governed by bishops ;—bo-

longing to, or vested in, bishops.

Episcopalian, (d-pis-kd-p&'le-an) a. Pertaining to epi.s-

copacy ; episcopal.

Episcopalian, (e-pis-ko-pa'le-an) n. One who adheres

to the episcopal form of church government ; a church

man, [copacy.

Episcopalianiam, (e-pis-ko-pa'le-an-izm) n. Epis-

Episcopally, ( e-pis'ko-pal-le ) adv. In an episcopal

manner.

Episcopate, (C-purlco-pat) >>. A bishopric ; the office

and dignity of a bishop; — the collective body of

bishops.

Episode, (ep'e-sod) n. [G. epi, and euodo*, entrance.]

An incidental narrative, or digression, naturally aris

ing from the main subject.

Episodical, (ep-e-sod'ik-al) a. Pertaining to, or con

tained in, an episode.

Epistle, (e-pisT) n. [L. epittofa, from G. epiitoli, from
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epittellein, to send to.] A writing direct**! or sent to

a jwrson ; a letter.

Epistolary, (e-pis'td-lar-e) a. Pertaining to epistles or

letters; suitable to correspondence; — contained in

letters ;—transacted by letter.

Epitaph, (ep'e-taf) n. [G. epi and tophon, tomb.]

An inscription on a monument in honour or in

memory of the dead. [nature of, an epitaph.

Epitaphic, (ep-e-tafik) a. Pertaining to, or liaving the

Epithalaniium, (ep-e-tlial-il'me-um) n. [L., G. tpi

and thalamos, brido-cliamber, marriage.] A nuptial

song or poem in praise of the bride and bridegroom.

Epithet, (ep'e-thet) n. [G. epitketot, added, from epi,

upon, and tithtnai, to place.] A title; name; desig

nation ;—an adjective expressing a quality, attribute,

or characteristic, appropriate to the person or thing

described. [of, or abounding in, epithets.

Epithetio, (ep-e-thet'ik) a. Pertaining to, consisting

Epitome, (B-pit'6-me) ». [G. epitome, from tpi and

temnein, to cut.] A brief nummary; abridgment;

compendium ; abstract ; synopsis.

Epitomist, (6-pit'o-mist) n. One who makes an epi

tome or abridgment.

Epitomize, (e-pit'S-miz) v. t. To shorten or abridge, as

a writing or discourse ;—to abstract ; to condense :—

imp. & pp. epitomized ; ppr. epitomizing.

Epitomizer, (e-pit'6-miz-er) n. One who abridges.

Epooh, (e'pdk) n. [G. epoch?, a check, stop, from tpi,

and eehein, to have, hold.] A fixed point of time

from which succeeding years are numbered : a re

markable period of time ; era; date ; period ; age.

Spode, (e'pod) n. [G. e/t6dox, from epi and udein, to

sing.] The third or List part of the ode ;—a lyric

poem in which a long verse is followed by a short.

Epopee, (ep-o-pG') n. [G. tpoa, Bong, and poiein, to

make.] An epic poem ;—the action or fable which

makes the subject of an epic poem.

Epsom Salt, (epsum-sawlt) n. Sulphate of magnesia

having cathartic qualities—from Ki»som, England.

Equability, (e-kwa-bil'e-te) n. Quality or condition

of being equable ; evenness or uniformity of mind

and temper.

Equable, (etwa-bl) a. fl*. (tqvabilit, from ttquare,

to level, ctqitut, even, equal] Equal and uniform ;

continuing the same at different times ;—uniform in

action or intensity ; not variable or changing ; even ;

smooth ;—unruffled. * (equable.

Equableness, (c'kwa-bl-nes) «. The state of being

Equably, (c'kwa-ble) adv. In an equable manner ;

evenly.

Equal, (CTcwal) a. [L. frqualU, from aquus, oven,

equal.] Having the same magnitude, dimensions,

value, degree, or the like ;—having coin]>etont power,

abilities, or means ; fit ; adequate ;—nut variable ;

equable ;—not nnduly inclining to either side ; fair ;

impartial ; equitable.

Equal, (e'kwal) n. One not inferior or superior to

another; one of the same age, rank, talents, Arc.

Equal, (e'kwal) r. t. To be or become equal to ; to

be commensurate with ;—to recompense fully ;—to

make equal; to equalize ; hence, to compare or regard

as equals; to rival in excellence ur beauty :—imji.

& pp. equalled; ppr. equalling.

Equality, (3-kwal'e-to) n. Condition or quality of being

equal ;—exact agreement between two expressions

or magnitudes with respect to quantity or value.

Equalization, (e-kwal-e-za'shun) n. The act of equal

izing, or the state of being equalized.

Equalize, (tVkwal-iz) v. t. To make equal ;—to pro

nounce equal ; to oomuare as equal :—imp, & pp.

equalized; ppr. equalizing.

Equally, (tVkwal-le) adr. In the same degree with

another ; alike ;—in equal shares or proportions ;—

with equal justice ; impartially ; — evenly ; uni

formly, [equal; cvennoss ; uniformity.

(tVkwal-nes) n. Equality ; state «f being

Equanimity, (e-kwa-nim'e-te) n. [L. aquas, equal,

and animu*, mind.] Evenness of mind ; composure;

calmness.

Equate, (e-kwatO v. t. [L. trquare, to level, from

(films, equal.] To make equal ; to reduce to an

avenge:—imp. <fc pp. equated; ppr. equating.

Equation, (e-kwa'shun) n. A making equal, or an

equal division ;—an expression of the condition of

equality between two algebraic quantities or seta

of quantities, the sign = being pineed between

them ;—the difference between the true and the

mean place of a celestial body, or between apparent

and mean timo.

Equator, (e-kwa'ter) n. A great circle on the earth's

surface, every where equally distant from the two

poles, and dividing the earth's surface into two

hemispheres ; the line. [equator.

Equatorial, (e-kwa-to'ro-al) a. Pertaining to the

Equatorial, (e-kwa-to'ro-al) n. An astronomical in

strument with a telescope attached, so constructed as

to keep a celestial body in view, notwithstanding the

diurnal motion.

Equatorially, (6-kwa-Wre-al-le) adv. Bo as to have

motion or direction parallel to the equator.

Equerry, (ek'we-re) n. [F. Neurit, a stable for horses.]

A large stable for horses ;—an officer of nobles or

princes charge* 1 with the care of their horses.

Equestrian, (e-kwes'tre-an) u. [L. equts, horseman,

from tonus, horse.] Pertaining to houses ;—riding on

horseback ;—representing a person on horseback, as

an equestrian statue.

Equestrian, (e-kwes'tre-an) n. A horseman : a rider.

Equiangular, (O-kwe-aug'gu-lar) a. Consisting of or

having equal angles.

Equidifferent, (O-ku-e-differ-ent) a. [L. trquut, equal,

and different, different.] Having equal differences:

arithmetically proportional.

Equidistant, (e-kwe-dis'tant) «. [L. o-quut, equal,

and di*taru, distant.] Being at an equal distance

from the same point or tiling.

Equilateral, (5-kwe-lat'gr-al) « [L. trquut, equal, and

la tux, side.] Having all the sides

equal, as an equilateral triangle.

Equilibrate, (o-kwo-li'bn'it) v. t. [L.

tequvt, equal, and tibrare, to weigh,

to poise, from libra, balance.] To

balance equally two scales, sides, or

ends; to keep in eqni]»oise: — imp.

& pp. equilibrated; ppr. equilibrat

ing- Equilateral

Equilibrium, (G-kwe-lib're-um) n. [L. triangle.

irquxis, equal, and libra, balance.] Equality of

weight or force ;—a just poise or balance in iWpect

to an object, so that it remains firm; eqnipoiso ;—

equal balancing of the mind between motives) or

reasons ;—state of indecision or doubt.

Equimultiple, (£-kwe-mul'te-pl) «. [L. tequut, equal,

and multiplex, manifold.] Multiplied by the aaino

number or quantity.

Equimultiple, (e-kwe-murto-pl) n. A product arising

from the multiplication of two or more primitive

quantities by the same number or quantity.

Equinal, (u-kwin'al) a. [L. rquinus, from equux,

horse.] Pertaining to or resembling a horse.

Equinootial, (e-kwo-nokshe-al) a. Pertaining to the

equinoxes ;—pertaining to the regions or climate of

the equinoctial line or equator ;—pertaining to the

time when the sun enters the equinoctial points.

Equinoctial, (e-kwe-nok'she-al) n. The celestial equa

tor — so called, because when the sun is on it the

nights and days are of equal length.

Equinox, (eTtwe-imks) n. [L. o»/«hj, equal, and. root,

night] Tho precise time when the sun enters one

of the equinoctial points.

Equip, (erkwipO v.t. [F. {quiper, to snpi>ly. A.-S ,

$cip, ship.] To fit a ship for soa;—to furnish with
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arms or munitions of war ; to provide for service of

any kind; to accoutre; to array: — imp. & pp.

equipped ; ppr. equipping.

Equipage, (ek'we-paj) n. Furniture ; especially, the

furniture and supplies of a vessel, army, a body of

troops, horseman, or single soldier, including what

ever is necessary for efficient service; — ornamental

furniture ; accoutrements ; habiliments ; — carriage

of state;—attendance; retinue.

Equipment, ( 6-kwip'ment ) n. Act of equipping or

state of being equipped ;—any thing that is used in

equipping; furniture;—warlike apparatus; necessaries

for a military or naval expedition.

Equipoise, (eTcwe-poiz) it. [L. nquvt, equal, and Eng.

poiie.] Equality of weight or force; equilibrium ;—

a state in which the two ends or sides of a thing are

balanced.

Equipollence, (e-kwe-pollens^ n. Equality of power,

force, or application ;—equivalence between two or

more propositions.

Equipollent, (e-kwe-pollent) a. [L. aquvs, equal,

and pollens, strong, powerful.] Having equal force;

equivalent ; — having equivalent signification and

reach. [weight ; equipoise.

Equiponderance, (e-kwe-pon'der-ans) n. Equality of

Equiponderant, ( e^kwe-pon'dgr-ant ) a. Having the

same weight

Equiponderate, ( e-kwe-pon'der-at ) r. t. [L. <*qvM*,

equal, and pondernrr, to weigh.] To be equal in

"eight ;—to counterbalance.

Equitable, (ek'we-ta-bl) a. Possessing or exhibiting

equity ; giving, or disposed to give, each his due;—

pertaining to the court or the rule of equity ; fair ;

reasonable ; right ; honest ; impartial.

Equitablenesa, (ek/we-ta-bl-nes) n. Quality of being

equitable. [tier.

Equitably, (ek'we-ta-ble) adv. In an equitable man-

Equitation, (ek-we-tashun) n. Horsemanship.

Equity, (efwe-te) n. (L. (pqv.itaji, from cequus, even,

equal-] Evenness; uniformity; —equal adjustment

or distribution ; giving to each his due according to

natural right; — system of jurisprudence differing

from justice, as not being based on positive statute;

—a law court to decide cases by regard to moral, as

distinguished from legal, right or claim ; impartiality;

fairness ; uprightness.

Equity-court, (ek'we-te-kort) u. The Court of Chan-

eery, or rather one of its jurisdictions.

Equivalence, (e-kwiVa-leris) n. Equal worth or value;

—equal power or force.

Equivalent, (6-kwiva-lent) a. [L. annus, equal,

and ra/rre, to be worth.] Equal in value, worth,

fyrce, power, effect, import, and the like ;—equal in

dimensions ;—contemjwraneous in origin.

Equivalent, (e-kwiv'a-Ient) n. That which is equal

'm value, weight, dignity, or force;—atomic weight of

a substance, or a number which expresses the pro-

pt4-tion by weight in which it combines with other

substances.

Equivocal, (e-kwivo-kal) a. [L. (pquu*, equal, and vot,

rarity word.] Having different significations equally

appropriate or plausible ; ambiguous ; uncertain ;—

capable of being ascribed to different motives ;—un

certain as to its cause or effect.

Equivocally, (6-kwiv'd-kal-le) adv. In an equivocal

manner.

Equivocate, (e-kwiv'6-kat) r. t. [L. eqitirocux.] To

tusc words of ambiguous or doubtful signification with

a view to mislead ; prevaricate ; evade ; shuttle ;—imp.

& pp. equivocated : ppr. equivocating.

Equivocation, (e-kwiv-6-kashnn) v. Ambiguity of

speech; shuffling; evasion; quibbling.

Equivoeatory, (e-kwiv-6-kut'or-e) a. Indicating orchar-

acterixed by equivocation or double-dealing.

Equivoke, (ek we-vdk) n. An ambiguous term ; equi

vocation.

Equivorous, (e-kwiv'or-us) a. [L. equvs, a horse, and

wrare, to devour.] Feeding or subsisting on horse

flesh.

Er, (er). Tlio termination of many English words, and

the Teutonic form of the Latin or; it is indiscrimin

ately applied to men or things, as a farmer, grater;

at the end of names of places, it signifies a person

belonging to the place, as a Londoner.

Era, (e'ra) n. [L. ara, F. ere.] A fixed point of time

from which a series of years is reckoned; — a suc

cession of years proceeding from a fixed point, or com-

Srehended between two fixed points ; epoch ; time ;

ate ; period ; age. [cated.

Eradicable, (S-rad'e-ka-bl) a. Capable of being eradi-

Eradicate, (e-rad o-kat) v. t. [L. eradicare, from e, out,

and radix, root] To pull up by the roots ; to extir

pate ; to root out ; to put an end to ; to destroy

thoroughly ; to exterminate :—imp. & pp. eradicated ;

•ppr. eradicating.

Eradication, (o-rad-e-ka'shun) n. Act of plucking up

by the roots ; extirpation ;—state of being plucked up

by the roots.

Erasable, (0-ras'a-bl) a. Capable of being erased.

Erase, (e-rus) v.t. [L. eradere, from e, out, and ra-

dcre, to scrape. ] To rub or scrape out ; to effaco ;—

to obliterate, as ideas in the mind or memory :—imp.

<k pp. erased ; ppr. erasing.

Erased, (e-rastf) a. Rubbed or scraped out ; obliter

ated; defaced;—in heraldry, torn off, leaving jagged

and uneven edges. [tion ; destruction.

Erasement, (e-ros'ment) n. Act of erasing ; obiitera-

Eraser, (e-r&z'er) n. One who, or that which, erases;

hence, a sharp instrument used to erase writings, &c.

Erasion, (e-ra/zhun) ». Act of rubbing out or effac

ing; obliteration.

Erastian, (e-rast'e-an) n. A follower of Thomas Eras-

tus, a learned German physician,who maintained that

the church is subject to the state in all matters of

doctrine and discipline, as well as in its civil rights.

Erasure, (e-ra'zhur) it. Act of erasing ; part or word

of a writing that has been erased.

Ere, (ar) adv. [A.-S. irr, Ger. er, IceL dr, Go. air.]

Before ; sooner than.

Ere, (Or) prep. Before in respect to time.

Erebus, (ere-bus) n, [G. erebos, darkness, n. ereb,

evening.) The region of the dead; a dark and gloomy

place ; hell.

Erect, (e-rektf) a. [L. erectus, pp. of erigerc.] Up

right, or in a perpendicular posture ;—raised ; uplifted;

—firmly established ; bold ; intellectually active;

intent.

Erect, (e-rekt^ v. t. [L. erigtre, from e, out, and regerr,

to lead straight.] To set upright; to lift up; — to

raise, as a building;—to give loftiness or high tone

to ; to exalt ;—to cheer ; to animate ;—to extend or

lengthen out; institute; establish; found:—imp. &

pp. erected; ppr. erecting.

Erectile, (e-rekffl) a. Capable of being erected.

Erection, (5-rek'shun) n. Act of erecting ;—state ol

being erected ;—any thing erected ; a building of any

kind ; formation ; establishment ;—elevation ; exalta

tion ;—excitement ;—distension or extension.

Erective, (e-rekt'iv) a. Setting upright ; raising.

Erectly, (6-rekt'le) adv. In an erect manner or

posture.

Erelong, (iirlong) adv. Soon : before long.

Eremite, (er'e-mit) n. One who lives in a wilderness,

or in retirement; a hermit; an ascetic; an anchoret.

Erenow, (ar'now) adv. Before this time.

Ergo, (ergo) adv. [L.] Therefore ; consequently.

Ergot, (ergot) iu [F. ergot, argot, spur, a disease of

cereal grasses.] A parasitic fungus, having a spur-

like form, of narcotic and poisonous qualities, found

in some grains, especially rye; — a protuberance be

hind and below the pastem-joint of a horse's leg,

Erin, (e'rin) n. Ireland.
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Ermine, (sr'min) n. [F. hermine, Port, anninho.] An

animal of the genus Muatela,

allied to the weasel, an in- - — vlfa^jj ^at

habitant of northern ch- _ )»JM 9Sm^'/>

mates in Europe and Arac-

rica. In winter, the fur b

white, but the tip of the

tail is of the most intense 5

black throughout the year ; "^gj

—the fur of the ermine;— "^5* <m£y^_Jr?^'

the dignity of judges and

magistrates, whoso state Ermine,

robes, lined with ermine, are regarded as emblematic

of purity.

Erode, (e-rod') p. t. [L. trodtre, from e, out, and rod-

erf, to gnaw.] To eat into or away; to corrode:—

imp. & pp. eroded; ppr. eroding.

Erosion, (e-rd'zhun) n. [L. erorio, from erodere.] Act

or operation of eating away ; — the Btato of beiDg

eaten away ; corrosion ; canker.

Erotic, (e-rot'ik) a. [G. erotikot, from erds, Ioto.] Per

taining to or prompted by lore; amatory; prurient.

Erpetelogy, (er-pe-tolo-je) n. That part of natural

history which treats of reptiles.

Err, (er) v. i. [L. en-are, Ger. irren.] To wander from

the right way: to go astray;—to commit error; to do

wrong;—to fail in judgment or opinion ; to mistake;

to ramble :—tap, & pp. erred ; ppr. erring'.

Errand, (gr'and) n. [A.-S. cerrnde. Go. aivui, messen

ger.] A special business intrusted to a messenger;

a message ; a commission. [senger.

Errand-boy, (cr'and-boy) n. A boy employed as a mes-

Errant, (cr'ant) a. [L. erratis, ppr, of tin-are.] Devi-

ating from an appointed.course or from a direct path ;

wandering; roving; rambling;— wild ; extravagant ;

notorious ; arrant.

Errantry, (er'ant-re) ft. A wandering; a roving or

rambling about; the employment of a knight-errant.

Erratic, (cr-at'ik) a. [h. erratieut. from errare, to

wander.] Roving about without a fixed destination;

eccentric;—moving; not fixed or stationary ;—mut

able ; irregular. [larly.

Erratically, (gr-at'ik-al-lo) adv. Without rule; irregu-

Erratum, (er-a'tum) ft. [L. errare.] An error or mis

take in writing or printing.

Erroneous, (er-rd'ne-us) a. [L. en-oueus, from errare,

to err.] Deviating from a right course ; not con

formed to truth or justice ;—containing error : liable

to mislead ; falso ; mistaken.

Erroneously, (er-ru'ne-us-lo) adv. By mistake ; not

rightly ; falsely.

Error, (fr'er) n. [L. error, from errare, to wander.]

A wandering or deviation from the right course or

standard ;—want of truth ; inaccuracy ;—violation of

law or duty ;—departure from the ordinary or ap

pointed course ;—blunder; mistake; misapprehension;

transgression; iniquity; fault.

Errorist, (srVer-ist) n. One who errs or who encourages

and propagates error.

Erse, (grs) n. [O. Kng. Trithe.] The language of tho

descendants of tho Gaels or Celts in the Highlands of

Scotland.

Erst, (erst) adv. fA.-S. arett, cprfot, superlative of

err.] First; at first;—in early times; once; form

criy ; long ago ; —until now ; hitherto.

Ernbescence, (cr-u-bes'ens) n. Act of becoming red ;

redness ; a blushing.

Erubescent, (er-ii-bes'ent) c [L. erubeKens, ppr.

of trubetcere, from ruber, red.] Red or reddish ;

brushing.

Eruct, (e-ruktf) v. f. [L. e, out, and nictare, to belch.]

To eject, as wind from the stomach ; to belch.

Eructation, (er-uk-tashun) a. Act of belching wind

f><m the stomach ;—a violent bursting forth or ejec

tion, as of wind or other matter from the earth.

Erudite, (jr'u-dH) a. [L. ei'vdire, to polish, to instruct.

from e, out, and rudi*, rude.] Characterized by ex

tensive reading or knowledge ; learned. [ing.

Eruditely, (ei-Ti-dit-lo) adv. With erudition or learn-

Erudition, (er-u-dish'uii) ft, State of being erudite

or learned; knowledge gained by extensive reading

or study ;—intimate acquaintance with literature as

distinct from the sciences ; scholarship; learning.

Eruginous, ( e - ru'jin - us ) a. [L. arvpinonUj from

ctrugo, rust.] Partaking of copper or tho mst of cop

per; resembling rust.

Eruption, (e-rup'shuD) n. [L. truptio, from t, forth,

and rumpere, to break.] Act of breaking or bursting

forth, as from inclosuro or confinement ; that which

bursts forth in a sudden or violent manner :—the

breaking out of a cutaneous disease ; — the disease

itself.

Eruptive, (6-rup'tiv) a. Breaking or bursting forth ;—

attended with eruption or producing it;—produced

by eruption.

Erysipelas, (cr-o-sip'el-as) n. [G. eruthrot, red, and

petla, hide, skin.] Ht. Anthonys fire; the rose;—

a febrile disease accompanied with a diffused inflam

mation of the skin, especially tliat on the face.

Erysipelous, (jr-e-sip'el-us) a. Resembling erysipelas,

or partaking of its nature.

Escalade, (es-ka-l&oV) n. [F., It. scalata, L. ecala, lad

der.] An attack by troojts on a fortified place, in

which ladders are used to mount a rampart.

Escalade, (es-ka-lad') r. L To scale ; to mount and

enter by ladders.

Escalop, (es-kal'up) n, [F. esealope, D. tchulp, shell.]

A bivalve shell, with one straight side, and the face

usually marked with ribs;—a regular curving inden

ture in the margin of any thing.

Escaloped, (es-kal'upt) a. Cut or marked in the form

of an escalop.

Escapade, (es-ka-pad') ft, [F., Sp. tscapada.] Fling1,

or backward kick, of a horse ;—an impropriety of

speech or behaviour of which one is unconscious ;—a

wild freak ; an inconsiderate adventure.

Escape, (es-kapO v. t. [F. tehapper.] To flee from and

avoid ; to shun ;—to avoid the notice of ; to evade ;—

v. i. To hasten away; to avoid danger or injury ;—to

be passed without harm :—imp. <& pp. escaped; ppr,

escaping.

Escape, (os-ktlp') n. Act of getting out of danger ;

flight ;—state of being passed by with

out injury ;—act of avoiding notice;

evasion ; excuse ; subterfuge ;—freedom

from legal restraint or custody.

Escapement, (es-kup'ment) ft, Act of

escaping; escape;—the contrivance in

a time-piece which connects the wheel-

work with the pendulum or the bal

ance, giving to the latter the impulse

by which they are kept in vibration.

Escarp, (es-karp') n. [F. escarps.] The

exterior slope of a fortified work ;— Clock

the side of the ditch next the parapet. Escapement.

Escarp, (es-karp') v. t. [F. eaearper, to cut straight

down.] To make into, or furnish with, a steep slope.

Escarpment, (cs-karp'ment) n. A steep descent or

declivity.

Eschalot, (esh'a-lot) «. [F. ieJialotte,] A species of

small onion or garlic.

Eschar, (esTcar) n. [P, MtttfW, G. e*ehnm.] A dry

I slough, crust, or scab, produced by burns or caustics.

Eschaxotic, ( ea-ka-rot'ik ) a. Scaring or tending to

form a scar ; caustic.

Eschatology, (ea-ka-tol'o-je) n. [G. e*c7to.tox. List, and

loyoM, discourse.] The doctrine of the last things, as

death, judgment, &c.

Escheat, (us-chef) ft, (O. Eng. evhtte, F. esrhrt, I,.

cadere, to fall.] Tho reverting of lands to the lord

of the fee or to the state, as original and ultimate

proprietor, by failure of persons leg&Uy entitled to hold
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the same ;—the Linda which fall to tho lord or state

by escheat ;—that which falls to one ; a reversion.

Escheat, (en-chef) v. i. To revert, as land, to tho

lord of the manor hy failure of the tenant's right;

—to fall to the crown or state by forfeiture or lack of

heirs :—imp. & pp. escheated ; ppr. escheating,

Escheatable, (es-chet'a-bl) a. liable to escheat.

Eschew, (cs-choo') v. t [O. Eng. tscheiec, Ger. schenen,

to shun, avoid.] To flee from; to shun; to seek to

avoid :—imp. & pp. eschewed ; ppr. eschewing.

Escort. (esTsort) n. (F. escort*, It. searta, a guard or

guide.] A guard ; a convoy ;—a body of armed men

sent along with, as protection or defence;—an offi

cial train or retinuo;—act of accompanying or pro

tecting on the road.

Escort, (es-korf) v, ft, To attend with a view to guard

and protect ; to convoy :—imp. & pp. escorted ; ppr.

escorting.

Escritoire, (os-kre-twor/) n. [F. from ecrirt, L. scribcre,

to write, j A writing-desk, either portable or fixed.

Esculapiau, (es-ku-la'pe-an) a. Pertaining to .F.-.-uh-

pius, the god of the healing art ; hence, medicinal ;

curative.

Esculapius, (es-ku-Ia'pe-us) it. In mythology, tho god

of the healing art.

Esculent, (eeTtu-lent) a. [L, esculcntus, from Men,

food, tdrrt, to eat.} Suitable to be used by man for

food : eatable ; edible.

Esculent, (esku-lent) n. Any thing that is edible and

proper for food.

Escutcheon, (es-kuch'un) n. [F. ieusmm, from Sett,

shield, L. scutum.] The shield ; the

field or ground on which a coat of

arms is reprceen ted ; also, the shield

of a family. The two sides of an

escutcheon are respectively designat

ed as dexter and sinister, as in tho

cut, and tho different parts or points

by the following names : A, dexter

chief point ; B, middle chief point;

C, sinister chief point ; D, honour or Escutcheon (Her.)

collar point ; E, fesse or heart point ; F, nombril or

navel point; G, dexter base point; H, middle base

point; I, sinister base point ;—that part of a vessel's

stern on which her namo is written

Esophagus, (e-sof 'a-gus) n. [G. oisnphagotj] The pass

age through which food and drink pass to the stomach ;

the gullet : sjfao (Esophagus.

Esoteric, (es-o-tor'ik) a. [G. esdterikos, from tsoteros,

inner.] Secret ; private; designed for, and understood

by the initiated alone—said of the instruction and

doctrines of certain ancient philosophers.

Esoterics, (ea-o-tcr'iks) n. pi. Secret and mysterious

knowledge;—doctrine taught by Pythagoras and other

ancient philosophers to their disciples, but concealed

from the public generally.

Espalier, (es-pal'yer) n. [F. ipttult, shoulder.] A

row of trees trained up to a lattice, and forming a

shelter for plants ;—a lattice-work to train fruit-trees

and ornamental shrubs on.

Especial, (ee-pesh'e-al) a. [F. special, L. species, kind,

or quality.] Distinguished among others of the same

class or kind ; peculiar ; special ; particular ; princi

pal: chief. [uncommonly.

Especially, (es-pesh'e-al-le) adv. Princijwlly; chiefly;

Espial, (es-pral) n. Act of espying; notice; observa

tion ; discovery ; a spy.

Espionage, (eape-on-aj) n. [F. tspionvagej] Practice

or employment of spies; secret watching ; spy system.

Esplanade, (es-pla-nild ) n. [F., L. e.r, out, and planus,

even, flat.] The sloping of the para]>et of the cov

ered way toward the country ; the glacis,;— a clear

•pace between a citadel and the lir-t. houses of tho

town ;—a grass plat ;—any clear space used for publio

walks or drives.

Espousal, (tvpotural) n. [F. ipoitsaiUes, L. tponsalis,

•-spy, (es-piO v.t. [P. epitr, L. sjnerre] To catch

sight of ; to see at a distance ; to discern nnexpect-

 

Esquimau Bog.

belonging to betrothal or espousal.] Act of espous

ing or betrothing ; tsfxeiaUy, in the plural, betrothal

or marriage ceremony ;—the taking upon one's self

the care and cause of any thing; adoption j protection.

Espouse, (es-pouz/) v. t. [F. spouter, from L. spon

sor*, to betroth, from spanderc, to promise.] To give

as spouse ; to affiance ; to unite by a promise of mar

riage or by marriage ceremony ;—to take as spouse ;

to accept in marriage ; to wed ;—to take up the causa

of; to adopt; to embrace :—tap. A; pp. espoused;

ppr, espousing.

Esprit, (es-pruj n. [F., L. spirit tut from spirorc, to

breathe. J Spirit; animation. Esprit de corps, the

spirit of the body, class, or society to which one be

longs ; attachment and fellow feeling in a particular

pursuit or profession.

Espy

sigh

edly ;—to inspect narrowly ; to examine and keep

watch upon ;—r. i. To look narrowly; to look about ;

to watch :—imp. & pp. espied ; p)*r. espying.

Esquimau, (es'ke-md) «. An Indian of any of the

tribes inhabiting the north

western parts of arctic Am

erica;— a rough and hardy

dog found in arctic America

and Greenland, &c, used for

drawing sledges and other

works of traction.

Esquire, (es-kwirO ft, [F. «-

cuyer, from escn, now ten,

shield.] A shield-bearer or

armour-bearer; an attend

ant on a knight ; hence a

titlo of dignity next in de

gree below a knight ;—common form of superscription

or address by way of compliment, used m place of

Mr. ;—Squire.

Esquire, (es-kwir') r. r. To wait on ; to attend :—imp.

& pp. esquired ; ppr. esquiring.

Essay, (es-si') v. t. To try ; to attempt ; to endeavour;

to make experiment or trial of; to assay:—imp. &

>)>. essayed; ppr. essaying.

ssay, (es'sa) n. [Norm. F. fssai, from L. eraffivm,

weight, balance.] A trial ; attempt ; endeavour ;—a

literary composition shorter and less methodical than

a treatise;—experiment; assay; first taste of any thing.

Essayist, (es's.Vist) n. A writer of essays.

Essence, (es'sens) n. [L. esscntial from esse, to be.]

Existence ; subsistence ;—formal cause of being ; sub

stance ; peculiar nature or quality ;—constituent part ;

necessary element;—a being; an existent person ;—

chief or predominant quality in any substance : vola

tile oil extracted from a substance;—perfume; odour;

scent.

Essence, (es'sens) r. (. To perfume ; to scent :—imp. &

pp. essenced ; ppr. essencing.

Essene, (es-sfln') n. [G. tufnoi, II. ntd, to heal.] One

of a Jewish sect remarkable for their strictness and

abstinence.

Essential, (es-sen'she-al) a. Belonging to the essence :

necessary to the being or constitution of;—important

in the highest degree ; vital ;—rectified ; pure ; hence,

unmixed;—necessary; indispensable.

Essential, (es-son'ahe-al) n. First or constituent prin

ciple ; the chief point ; that which is most important.

Essentiality or Essentialness, (es-sen-she-ai'e-te) n.

Existing nature or character ;—first or constituent

principle ;—state or quality of being inherent in or

necessary to the existence of.

Essentially, (es-sen'she-al-le) adv. Really; in the

nature of ; by constitution ;—primarily; necessarily.

Establish, (establish) v. t. [F. (tablir, from L. stabili*,

firm, stable, from stare, to stand.] To make stable or

firm ; to settle ;—to enact or decreo by authority ; to

ordain ;—to secure the reception of ; to uphold ;—to

J*
ES!
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found ; to institute ; to fix : to fulfil ; to make good ;—

to set up in business:—imp. & pp. esUbUshed; ppr.

establishing.

Establishment, (es-tablish-raent) n. Act of establish

ing ;—state of being established ;—settle-men t ; fixed

state ;—confirmation ; ratification :—form of govern

ment ; ordinance ; regulation ;— military force or gar

rison;—commercial agency ; place of business : depot;

—stated income ; fixed allowance ; style of living ;—in

England, the Episcopalian form of religion;—in Soot-

land, the Presbyterian church sanctioned by the state.

Estate, (es't&t) n. [F. Hat, from L. statu*, from stare,

to Btand.l Fixed condition of any thing or person ;

rank ; state ; position ; quality; means ; circumstances ;

fortune ;—a property which one possesses ; especially

property in land ; also, property of all kinds which one

leaves to be divided at his death ;—one of the ranks or

classes of men constituting the state ;—business or in

terest of government ; political body ; commonwealth ;

republic.

Esteem, (es-tenV) v. t. \h. astimare, from tts, brass,

and obsolete tumare.] To set a value on ; to estimate ;

—to set a high value on ; to regard with respect or

affection ; to prize ;—to hold in opinion; to think ; to

judge; to repute:—imp. & pp. esteemed; ppr. es

teeming, [regard; favourable opinion.

Esteem, (es-tem') n. High value or estimation ; great

Esthetics, (os-thet'iks) n. sing. The science of the

beautiful, or the theory of taste :—aesthetics.

Estimable, (es'tini-a-bl) a. [L. astimabilis.] Capable

of being estimated or valued ;—worthy of esteem or

respect ; honourable ; praiseworthy.

Estimableness, (es'tim-a-bl-nes) it. Quality of deserving

crteem.

Estimably, (es'tim-a-ble) adv. In an estimable manner.

Estimate, (es'tim-at) v. t. [h. cettimare, cettimatum.]

To rate ; to value ;—to Judge and form an opinion of

the value of, without actually measuring or weighing ;

to compute :—imp. & pp. estimated ; p/n: estimating,

Estimate, (es'tim-at) n. Valuation ; opinion or judg

ment formed of the quantity, extent, worth, expense,

Ac. ; computation ; calculation ; value ;—pi. Official

statements of the probable expense in any govern

mental department;—offers of a contractor to execute

work, or furnish goods, (fee., for a fixed Bum, or at a

specified rate.

Estimation, (es-tim-a'shun) iu Act of estimating;—

an opinion or judgmont of the worth, extent, or

quantity of any thing, formed without using precise

data ; —favourable opinion ; esteem ; — calculation ;

computation ; appraisement. [mate.

Estimative, (es'tim-at-iv) a. Inclined, or able, to esti-

Estival, (es'tiv-al) a. [L. aestivalis, from astas, summer.)

Pertaining to, or continuing through, the summer;

aestival.

Estivation, ("es-tiv-5'shun) n. Act of passing the

summer ;—disposition of the petals within the floral

germ or bud.

Estop, (es-top') v. t. [F. elouper, to'! hinder, from L.

stitpa, tow, oakum.] To impede or bar; to stop the

progress of:—imp. & pp. estopped; ppr. estopping.

Estrade, (es-trud') n. [F. originally a carpet and an

elevated place in a room, covered with a carpet.] A

level and slightly raised place in a room ;—a teacher's

bench in a school-room.

Estrange, (es-trinj') v. t. [F. etrauger.] To make

strange ; to keep at a distance ;—to divert from it*

original use or possessor ; to alienate ;—to withdraw

tbe affections or confidence of; to withhold :—imp. &

pp estranged ; ppr. estranging.

Estrangement, (es-tranj'ment) n. Act of estranging,

or state of being estranged ; alienation ; removal ;

voluntary abstraction.

Estray, (es-tra') n. Any domestic animal found

wandering from its owner.

Estray, (es-tra') v. i. [F. cstraicr. ) To wander ; to stray.

Estreat, (es-tref) n. [Norm. F. estrait, from L. *x*

tractus, pp. of extrahere, to draw out.] A true copy^

duplicate, or extract of an original writing or record.

Estreat, (es-tret') v. t. To extract from the records of

a court, and return to the court of exchequer to be

prosecuted ; to bring into the exchequer, as a fine :—

imp. & pp. estreated; ppr. estreating.

Estrich, (cs'trich) n. The ostrich ; the fine down of

the ostrich, lying immediately beneath the feathers.

Estuary, (esVu-ar-e) n. [L. astuarium, from astuart,

to boil up, to be in violent motion.] A narrow

passage, as the mouth of a river or lake, where the

tide meets the curreut ; an arm of the sea ; a frith.

Estuary, (est'u-ar-e) a. Belonging to or formed in an

estuary.

Estuation, (est-u-fi'shun) n. [L. astuatio.] State of

boiling ; commotion of a fluid ; agitation.

Esurient, (S-su're-ent) a. [L. entriens, from edtre, to

eat.] Inclined to eat ; appetized ; hungry.

Etat Major, (a-ta'ma-zhor) n. [F. itat, state, L. statu*

and major, greater.] A military position in the French

service ;—the whole staff in a corps or army.

Etc,, or et cetera, (et-set'er-a) n, [L.] The rest;

others of the same kind ; and so on ; so forth.

Etch, (eon) v. t. [Oer. atzen, to corrode, Go. ifan, Eng.

eat] To produce, as figures or designs, by drawing

lines with a needle through a coat of varnish spread

on the surface of a steel or copper plate, and deepening

them with aquafortis ;—to sketch or delineate with

pen and ink ;—v. i. To practise etching :—imp. & pp.

etched ; ppr. etching.

Etching, (ech'ing) «. Act, art, or practice of etcliing ;

—the impression taken from an etched plate ;—a pen

and ink sketch.

Etching-needle, (echlng-ne-dl) n. An instrument of

steel with a fine point, used for tracing out lines, &c,

on the plate.

Eternal, (e-t$rn'al) n. [F. eternel, L. aternus,] With

out beginning or end of existence ;—everlasting ;

endless ; immortal ;—continued without intermission ;

perpetual ; ceaseless ;—existing at all times without

change ; immutable. [or end ; the Deity : God.

Eternal, (C-tera'al) n. That which is without beginning

Eternally, (e-tern'al-le) adv. In an eternal manner ;

without beginning or end; perpetually; unchangeably;

at all times.

Eternity, (ti-tern'e-te) n. [L. aternitas, from trtfrnu*.]

Condition or quality of being eternal ; duration with

out beginning or end ;—future state ; condition or

time after death.

Eternize, (c-ternTz) v. t. To make eternal or endless ;

to perpetuate ;—to make for ever famous ; to immor

talize:—imp. <t pp. eternized ; ppr. eternizing.

Etesian, (5-te'zhan) a. [G. efe>iai (sc. anemoi), winds,

eto*t year.] Blowing at stated times of the year ;

stated : periodical ; annual.

Ether. (e4her) «. [G. aither, from aithein, to light up,

kindle, to burn.] A subtle fluid or medium supposed

to pervade all space, and to be the medium of trans

mission of light and boat ;—a very light, volatile, and

inflammable fluid, produced by the distillation of

alcohol with sulphuric acid.

Ethereal, (e-thtfre-al) a. Pertaining to the ether, ox

to the regions beyond the earth or atmosphere ; celes

tial ;—consisting of ether: hence, exceedingly light or

airy ; tenuous; volatile.

Etherealize, (e-the're-al-12) v. t. To convert into ether ;

to saturate with ether;—to render ethereal or spirit

like, [or heavenly manner.

Ethereally, (5-the're-al-le) ad>\ In an ethereal, celestial.

Etherization, (5-thgr-iz-a'shun) 11. Administration of

etber by inhalation ;— state of the system under the

influence of ether.

Etherize, (e'ther-iz) v. t. To convert into ether ;—to pnX

under the influence of ether :—imp. in pp. etherized ;

ppr. etherizing.
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Ethical, (eth'ik -al) a. [Q. ethikos, from ethos, custom.]

Relating to manners or morals ; treating of the moral

feelings or duties ; containing precepts of morality.

Ethically, (eth'ik-al-le) adv. According to ethics.

Ethics, (eth'iks) «. ring. Doctrine of morality; that

part of moral philosophy which treats of human

duties, their grounds and obligations ;—system of

morality ; code or rules fur social observance.

Ethiopian, (e-fhe-op'e-an) n. A native or inhabitant

of Ethiopia. [Ethiopia.

Ethiopia, (e-the-op'ik) a. Belonging, or relating, to

Ethiopia, (e-the-op'ik) n. The language of Ethiopia.

Ethnical, (eth'nik-al) a. [G. ethuikos, from ethnos,

nation.] Belonging to races ; based on distinctions

of race ;—heathen ; pagan.

Ethnicism, (eth'ne-sizm) n. Heathenism ; paganism ;

idolatry.

Ethnography, (eth-nog'ra-fe ) n. [G. ethnos, nation,

and graphein, to write. } A description of the different

races of men, with their peculiar characteristics,

manners, habits, &c. [logy.

Ethnological, (eth-no-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to ethno-

Ethnoiogy. (eth-nol'o-je) n. (Q. ethnos, nation, and

logo*, discourse.] The science which treats of the

division of man into races, their origin, relations, and

differences.

Ethology, (eth-ol'o-je) n. [G. ithos, ethos, custom,

manners, and logo*, discourse. ] That branch of ethics

which treats of character as influenced or moulded

by position, circumstances, Ac.

Etiolate, (e'te-6-lat) v. i. [F. itioler, to become slender,

from Ger. stiel, stalk.] To be whitened or blanched by

excluding the light of the sun, as plants ;—to become

pale through disease or absence of light ;—r. t. To

whiten by depriving of the sun's rays ;—to cause to

grow pale by disease or absence of light :—imp. & pp.

etiolatad ; ppr. etiolating.

Etiolation, (e-te-d-la'shun) n. Operation of blanching

so as to render plants white, crisp, and tender.

Etiology, (e-te-oro-je) n. [G. aitict, cause, and logos,

discourse.] That branch of medical science which

treats of the causes of disease.

Etiquette, (et-e-kof) n. [F. a label, ticket, from Ger.

stiile, peg, pin, tack.] System of artificial rules and

observances for behaviour in society ; conventional

decorum ; studied ceremony.

Etonian, (e-tdn'e-an) n. A school-boy at Eton.

Etrurian, (e-troo're-an) a. Belonging or relating to

ancient Etruria in Italy.

Etui, (i- two') n. [F. etui, Ger. stauch, stauche, a short

1 and narrow muff] A lady's reticule or work-box ; a

case for small instruments. [mology.

Etymological, (et-e-md-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to ety-

Etymologically, (et-e-roo-Ioj'ik-al-le) adv. According

to, or by means of, etymology.

Etymologist, (et-e-niol'o-jist) n. One versed in etymology.

Etymologize, (et-e~nioro-jiz) r. t. To give the ety

mology of ;—x. i. To search into tho origin of words ;

to deduce words from their simple roots.

Etymology, (et-e-mot'o-je) n. [G. etuuwlogia, from etu-

bwwi and logos, discourse, description.] That part of

philology which explains the origin and derivation

of words ;—that part of grammar whicli relates to

the changes in the forms of words in a language.

Etymon, (et'e-mon) n. [G. etttmon, literal Beime, from

etumos, true, real] 'An original form; primitive word;

root.

Eu. A prefix from the Greek, signifying well; easy;

advantageous; entire ; and the like.

Eucharist, (lilcar-ist) n. fG. eucharistia , thanksgiving,

from eu, well, and charts, favour, grace. ] The sacra

ment of the Lord's supper ; the communion.

Eucharistic, (u-kar-isfik) a. Pertaining to the Lord's

supper ;—expressing thanks or thanksgiving.

Euchology, (u-kol'o-ju) u. [G. tuchologion, a prayer

book.] A formulary of prayers; the Greek ritual, in

 

which are prescribed the order of ceremomea, sacra

ments, and ordinances ; a liturgy.

Euchre, (ulcer) n- A game at cards.

Eudiometer, (u-de-om'et-er) n. [G. eudios, fine, clear;

from eu, well, good, and Zeus, genitivo,

Dior, Jove, as ruling in the lower air,

and metron, measure.] An instrument

for ascertaining the purity of the air, or

its quantity of oxygen.

Eudiometric, (u-de-o-met'rik) a. Pertain

ing to, performed or ascertained by, a

eudiometer.

Euharmonio, (u-har-mon'ik) a. [G. eu,

well, and armonikoii, harmonic.] Pro

ducing perfect harmony or concord.

Eulogist, (u'lo-jiat) n. Oue who eulogizes.

Eulogistic, (u-lo-jist'ik) a. Pertaining or

given to, or characterized by, eulogy; com

mendatory; laudatory. Eudiometer.

Eulogium, (u-ld'je-uni) n. [L. from G. eulogia, eulogy.]

A formal eulogy.

Eulogize, (u'lo-jiz) v. t. To speak or write in com

mendation of another ; to praise ; to extol ;—imp. &

pp. eulogized; ppr. eulogizing,

Eulogy, (ulo-je) n. [G. eulogia, from eu, well, and

legein, to speak.] A speech or writing in commenda

tion of the character or services of a person; enco

mium ; panegyric ; praise.

Eunomia. (u-nom'e-a) n. A small asteroid between the

orbits of Mars and Jupiter.

Eunuch, (tVnuk) n. [G. eunouchos, guarding the couch,

from cuni, couch, bed, and echein, to have, keep.]

A male of the human species castrated, often em

ployed as a chamberlain.

Eunuchism, (u'nuk-izm) u. The state of being a eunuch.

Eupathy, (u'path-e) n. [G. eu and pathos, passion,

feeling, from paschein, to suffer.] Right feeling;—

good or kindly feeling.

Eupepsy, (u-pep'se) w. [G. eu, well, and peptein, to

cook, digest.] Good digestion—opposed to dyspepsy.

Eupeptic, (u-pep'tik) a. Having good digestion, or be

ing easy of digestion.

Euphemism, (u'feni-izm) n. fG. eupMnrisvios, from

eu, well, and phemi, to speak.] A delicate word or

expression used for one that is harsh or indelicate

Euphemistic, (u-fem-ist'ik) a. Pertaining to euphem

ism ; rendering more delicate or agreeable.

Euphonic, (u-fou'ik) a. Pertaining to, or exhibiting,

euphony ; sounding smoothly.

Euphonious, (u-fo'ne-us) a. Agreeable in sound ; pleas

ing to the ear.

Euphonism, (u'fon-izm) ft. An agreeable sound or com

bination of sounds ; euphony.

Euphony, (u'fo-ne) n. [G. eu, well, and phone, sound,

voice.] An agreeable sound ; an easy, smooth enun

ciation of sounds.

Euphuism, (u'fu-izm) n. [G. euphues, well-grown,

graceful.] Affectation of excessive elegance and re

finement of language.

Euphuist,(u'fu-ist))i. One who affects excessive refine

ment and elegance of Language.

Euphuistic, (u-fu-ist'ik) a. Belonging to the euphuists

or to euphuism.

Euroclydon, (u-rokle-don) n. [G. eurokludon, from

euros, the south-east wind, and klv.don, wave.] A

tempestuous easterly wind in tho Mediterranean; a

levanter.

Europe, (ii'rop) n. One of tho four quarters of the

world, lying between the Atlantic Ocean and Asia.

European, (u-ro-pean) a. Pertaining to Europe, or to

its inhabitants. [of Europe.

European, (u-ro-pG'an) n. A native or an inhabitant

Eurythmy, (iVritn-me) «. |G. eu, well, and rvthmos,

rhythm, measuro, proportion, symmetry.] Just or

harmonious proportion or movement ;—regularity of

tho pulse.
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Euterpe, (u-ter'pC) n. In mytholoyy, the muse who pre

sided over wind instruments aud music in general;

the inspirer of pleasure ;—au asteroid between the

orbits of Mara aud Jupiter.

Euthanasia, (u-than-a'ahe-a) n. f 0. eu, well, and than-

atot, death.] An easy death ; a mode of dying to be

desired.

Eutychian, (ii-tik'e-an) n. A follower of Eutychius,

who held that the divine and human natures of Christ

formed but one nature ; a monophysite.

Evacuant, (6- vak'u-ant) a. [L. evaeuans, ppr. of

evacuart.) Emptying; freeing from; purgative; ca

thartic.

Evacuant, (e-vak'u-ant) n. A purgative or cathartic.

Evacuate, (G-vak'u-at) v. t. fL. tvaeuare, from e, out,

and vacuus, empty.] To make empty;—to remove;

to eject ; to discharge ;—to withdraw from or desert,

as a city, fort, and the like ;—to make void; to nul

lify:—imp. & pp. evacuated; ppr. evacuating.

Evacuation, ( e-vak-u-a'shun ) n. Act of evacuating,

emptying, or clearing ;—withdrawal, as of a garri

son or army from a place ;—a discharge by stool or

other natural means ;—abolition ; nullification.

Evade, (e-vad') v. t. [L. e, out, from, and vadere, to

go.] To avoid by dexterity ; to escape by artifice or

stratagem ; to elude ;— to escape by sophistry or in

genious plea ;—to escape, as imperceptible or subtle

—said of a volatile essence ;—v. i. To slip away from

or by; to use pleas or quibbles in order to elude or

deceive; to make or utter evasions: — imp, & pp.

evaded ; ppr. evading.

Evanesce, (e-van-esO v. i. [L. e, out, and vanescere,

to vanish.] To vanish ; to become dissipated and dis

appear like vapour.

Evanescence, (ev-an-es'ens) n. Act of vanishing ; state

of vanishing or of being vanished ; disappearance.

Evanescent, (ev-an-es'ent) a. [L. e, out, and vanescere,

to vanish, from vanus, empty.] Vanishing; fleeting;

—im]wrceptible.

Evancscently. (cv-an-es'ent-le) adv. In a fleeting and

vanishing manner.

Evangel, (e-van'jel) n. [G. euaggelion, good news.]

Good news ; glad tidings ; the gospel

Evangelical, (6-vanjel'ik-al) a. [L. evangelicns, G.

tuaggeliios.] Contained in or relating to the four

Gospels ;—belonging to, consonant with, or contained

in the gospel ;—earnest for the tnith taught in the

gospel ; sound ; orthodox — technically applied to a

party in the English and other churches.

Evangelically, (c-vau-jorik-al-le) adv. In an evan

gelical manner ; in a maimer according to the gospel.

Evangelicism, (e-van-jel'e-sizin) n. Evangelical

principles.

Evangelism, (e-van'jel-izm) n. The preaching or pro

mulgation of the gospeL

Evangelist, (e-van'j el-ist) n. One of the writers of the

gospel history ; — a preacher of the gospel; a mis

sionary ; an itinerant preacher ; one who has no set

tled cure or charge, but publishes the glad tidings

of the gospel wherever he can.

Evangelistic, (fi-van-jel-ist'ik) ft. Designed or fitted

to evangelize; evangelical.

Evangelise, (6-van'jel-fz) r. t. To preach the gospel to ;

to convert to a belief of the gosjiel ;—r. i. To preach

the gospel : — imp. & ;>p. evangelized ; ppr. evan

gelizing.

Evanish, (e-van'ish) r. i. To disappear ; to vanish.

Evanishment, (e-van'ish-ment) ». A vanishing; a dis

appearance, fpafcsl by evaporation.

Evaporable, (e-vap'er-a-bl) a. Capable of being dissi-

Evaporate, (e-vap'er-ftt) v. i. [L. evaporare, from c, out,

and vaprrrart, to emit steam or vapour.] To pass off

in vapour, as a fluid ;—to be dissipated ; to be wasted;

—t*. t. To dissipate in vapour or fumes :—imp. & pp.

evaporated ; ppr. evaporating.

Evaporate, (e-vap'er-at) a. Dispersed in vapours.

Evaporation, (C-vap-fr-a'shun) «. Act or process of

turning into or passing off in vapour ;—transforma

tion of a portion of a fluid into vapour to obtain

the fixed matters contained in it in a state of greater

consistence.

Evasion, (6-va'zhun) n. Act of eluding, avoiding, or

escaping from an argument, accusation, charge, in

terrogation, &c. ; shift ; subterfuge ; shuffling ; pre

varication; equivocation.

Evasive, (e-va'siv) a. Tending to evade or marked by

evasion ; elusive ; shuffling ; slippery; sophistical.

Evasively, (e-va'siv-le) adv. By evasion or subterfuge.

Evasiveness, (6-va'siv-nes) n. The quality or state of

being evasive.

Eve, (ev) n. [A.-S. e/en, Ger. abend, level. ] Latter

part or close of the day ; evening ;—the evening pre

ceding some particular day; the period juit preceding

some important event.

Eve, (C-v) n. The wife of Adam and mother of the

human race.

Evection, (e-vck'Bhun) n. fL. evectio, from exthere, to

carry out.] Carrying away ;—lifting up; extolling;

exaltation ;—an inequality of the moon's motion in

its orbit.

Even, (o'vn) a, [A.-S. e/en.) Level; smooth; equal in

surface ; uniform in rate of motion or mode of action;

—equable ; calm ; not easily ruffled or disturbed ;—

parallel; on a level; — equally balanced; adjusted;

fair; equitable—said of accounts, bargains, Ac. ;—

not odd ; capable of division by 2—said of numbers.

Even, (e'vn) v. t. To make even ; to level ; to smooth ;

—to equalize; — to balance accounts:—imp. & pp.

evened ; ppr. evening.

Even, (C'vn) adv. In an equal or precisely similar

manner ; likewise ; exactly ; equally ;—at the very

time ;—so much as ;—indeed ; verily.

Even-handed, (o'vn-hand-ed) a. Fair or impartial.

Evening, (e'vn-ing) n. The latter part and close of

the day, and the beginning of darkness or night ;—the

latter portion, as of life ; the declining period.

Evenly, (e'vn-le) adv. With a level or smooth sur

face;—equally; uniformly;—in equipoise;—horizon

tally ;—impartially.

Evenness, ((rvn-nea) n. State of being even, level, or

undisturbed ; smoothness ; calmness ; uniformity ;

regularity ; equanimity.

Event, (e-venf) n, [L. eventxtx, from e, out, and venire,

to come.] That which happens; occurrence ; any in

cident, good or bad ;—consequence ofany thing ; issue ;

result.

Eventful, (e-venffo61) «. Full of, or distinguished by

events or incidents ;—producing numerous or im

portant changes or results.

Even-tide, (e'vn-tid) n. Evening ; the time of evening.

Eventual, (e-vent'u-al) a. Happening as a consequence

or result; consequential;—final; terminating; ulti

mate, [ner ; finally ; ultimately.

Eventually, (C-vent'u-al-le) adv. In an eventual man-

Ever, (ev'er) adv. [A.-S. dfer, L. mum, G. aion.] At

any time ; at any period, past or future ;—at all times;

always ; continually ;—without cessation or interrup

tion ; to the end ;—in any degree.

Evergreen, (ev'er-gren) a. Always green; verdant

throughout the year.

Evergreen, (ev'er-greri) n. A plant that retains its

venture throughout all the seasons.

Everlasting, (ev-er-last'iiig) a. Lasting or enduring

for ever ; immortal ; eternal ;—continuing indefin

itely ; perpetual ; endless ; unintermitting ; continual,

unceasing.

Everlasting, (ev-er-last'jng) n. Eternal duration, past

and future ; eternity ;—the everliving God ;—a woollen

material for shoes, Ac. ;—a plant whose flowers dry

without losing their form or colour.

Everlastingly, (ev-er-last'ing-le) adv. Eternally ; per

petually ; continually.
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Everliving, ( ev'er-liv-ing ) a. Living without end ;

eternal ;—continual ; incessant.

Evermore, (ev'cr-mor) adv. During eternity ; always ;

eternally ;—for an indefinite future period.

Every, (ev'er-e) a. fO. Kng. everyche, everich, A.-S.

a/re, ever, and die.] Each one; the separate individuals

which constitute a whole, regarded one by one.

Evexy-day, (ev'er-e-da) a. Used or fit for every day;

common ; usual ; customary. fin all places.

Everywhere, (ev>r-e-hwar) adv. In every place;

Evict, (e-viktf) t\ (. [L. evincere, from e, out, and vin-

eere, to conquer, vanquish,] To dispossess by a judicial

process ;—to take away, as lands or tenements, by sen

tence of law:—imp. & pp. evicted; ppr. evicting.

Eviction, (5-vik'shun) n. Dispossession or deprivation

by judicial sentence.

Evidence, (evVdens) n. State of being evident ; clear

ness ; indubitable certainty; notoriety; testimony

derived from our own perceptions, from the witness

of others, or from inference and deduction ;—one who

can testify to a fact ; a witness ;—any instrument or

writing which conveys proof.

Evidence, (ev'e-dens) r. t. To render evident or clear ;

to prove; to evince'; to manifest:—imp. & pp. evi

denced : ppr. evidencing.

Evident, (eVe-dent) a. [L. *, out, and videns, ppr. of

ridere, to see.] Clear to the vision;—open ; plain;

clear to the understanding ; manifest ; obvious ; ap

parent ; notorious.

Evidential, (ev-e-den'she-al) a. Relating to or fur

nishing evidence; clearly proving.

Evidentially, (ev-e-den'she-al-le) adv. In a clear and

convincing manner.

Evidently, (ev'e-dent-le) adv. Clearly; obviously;

plainly ; so as to be seen ;—so as to evince ; certainly ;

assuredly.

Evil, (evil) a. [A.-S. efel, D. evel.] Having bad natural

qualities; mischievous; hurtful;—having or exhibiting

bad moral qualities ; corrupt ; wicked ;—producing or

threatening sorrow, distress, injury, or calamity ; un

fortunate : disastrous.

Evil, (e'vil) n. Ill ; wrong ; sin ;—that which causes

pain, suffering, or other distress; misfortune: mis

chief; injury ;—state of being morally bad ; wicked

ness ; depravity ; sinful disposition ;—a malady ; a

disease. (juriously; ill

Evil, (e'vil) adv. In an evil manner ; unjustly ; in-

Evil-eye, (G'vil-i) n. A supposed power of bewitching,

or injuring by the eyes. [Satan.

Evil-one, (e'ril-wun) n. The great enemy of man ;

Evil-speaking, (e'vil-spek'ing) n. Slander; defama

tion ; calumny ; censoriousness.

Evince, (©-Tins') v. t. [L. evincere, from e, out, and

rineere, to vanquish.] To provn beyond any reason

able doubt ; to make evident :—imp. & pp. evinced ;

ppr. evincing. [demonstrable.

Evincible, (6-vina'e-bI) a. Capable of being proved ;

Evinoibly, (c-vinse-ble) adv. In a manner to force

conviction.

Eviscerate, (O-vis'ser-at) v. t. [L. eviscerare.] To take

out the entrails of; to embowel or disembowel; to

gut ;—imp. & pp. eviscerated; ppr. eviscerating.

Evisceration, (e-vis-ser-a'shun) n. Act of eviscerating.

Evoke, (e-volr) v. t. [L. tvneare, from e, out, and

voctire, to call.] To call out; to summon forth;—to

call away:—imp. <fc pp. evoked; ppr. evoking.

Evolute, (ev'd-liit) n. [L. erohitut, pp. of evolvere, to

unroll, from *, out, and volvere, to e

rolL ] A curve from which another

curve, called the involute or evolv

ent, is described by the end of a

thread gradually wound upon the

former or unwound from it.

Evolution, (ev-d-hVshun) n. Act of

unfolding or unrolling ; hence the

process of growth ; development ;—

 

ABC, Evolute.

a series of things unrolled or unfolded ;—formation

of an involute by unwrapping or unwinding a thread

from another curve as an evolute ;—the extraction of

arithmetical or algebraic roots;—movements or series

of movements in attack or defence of a body of troops,

or of a vessel or fleet.

Evolutionary, (ev-d-lu'shun-ar-e) a. Pertaining to

evolution.

Evolve, (e-volv7) v. t. [L. evolvere.] To unfold or un

roll; to develop;—to throw out; to emit;—v. i. To

become open, disclosed, or developed:—imp. & pp.

evolved ; ppr. evolving.

Evulsion, (e-vul'shun) n. [L. evulsio, from evelUre,

to pluck out.] Act of plucking or pulling out by force.

Ewe, (u) n. [A.-S. eowu, h. ovis, G. ois, Gael, ai.] A

female sheep.

Ewer, (u'er) n. [0. Eng. eure, F. erilre.] A pitcher

with a wide spout;—a stoneware jug of the same

pattern as the basin, used in the bedroom.

Ex (eks). A Latin preposition or prefix, Greek ex or

ek, signifying out of, out, proceeding from, and of

frequent use in composition, with these significations.

Ex prefixed to official designations denotes that a

person has held that office, as, ex-chancellor, ex-

president.

Exacerbate, (egz-as'er-bat) v. t. [L. ex, out, and aeerbut,

harsh, bitter.] To render more violent or bitter; to

irritate ; to exasperate ; to increase the violence of

a disease :—imp. & pp. exacerbated ; ppr. exacerbat

ing.

Exacerbation, (egz-as-er-ba'shun) n. Act of rendering

more violent or bitter; the state of being exacerbated;

—a periodical increase of violence in a disease.

Exact, (egz-akf) a. [L. exactus, pp. of exigere, from

ex and agere, to drive.] Precisely agreeing with a

standard, a fact, or the truth ;—formal ; methodical ;

punctual ;—marked by habitual or constant nicety or

care ; strict ; correct ; precise.

Exact, (egz-akf) r. t. To demand or require authori

tatively or of right ; to extort ; to enforce ;—v. i. To

practise extortion:—imp. & pp. exacted; ppr. ex

acting.

Exaction, (egz-ak'shun) n. Authoritative demand ;

levying by force ; extortion ;—that which is exacted ;

tribute : unjust demand.

Exactitude, (egz-akt'e-tfid) n. Exactness.

Exactly, (egz-aktfle) adv. In an exact manner ; pre

cisely ; accurately ; strictly.

Exactness, (egz-akt'nes) n. Quality of being exact;

accuracy ; nicety ; regularity ; punctuality.

Exactor, (egz-akt'er) n. One who exacts or demands

by authority or right ; an extortioner.

Exaggerate, (egz-ajer-at) r. (. [L. exaggerare, from

ex and aggware, to heap up.] To increase or amplify ;

to heighten ; especially, to represent as greater than.

truth or justice will warrant ; — to heighten in

colouring or design :—imp. A pp. exaggerated; ppr.

exaggerating.

Exaggeration, (egz-aj-er-a'shun) n. Amplification ;—a

representation beyond the truth; hyperbole ;—un

natural or excessive pictorial or descriptive repre

sentation.

Exalt, (egz-awlt') r. £, [L. exaltare, from ex and altare,

to make high, from alius, high.] To raise high; to

lift up;—to elevate in rank, dignity, power, or the

like; to dignify ;—to magnify ; to extol ; to glorify;—

to lift up with joy, pride, or success ; to elate ;—to

elevato the tone of: to raise the voice ;—to render

pure or refined ; to subtilize:—imp. & pp. exalted ;

ppr. exalting.

Exaltation, (egz-awlt-ashnn) n. Act of exalting or

raising high; state of being exalted; elevation;—re

finement or su utilization of bodies.

Examinable, (egz-am'in-a-bl) a. Capable of being ex

amined ; proper for investigation or judicial inquiry.

Examination, (egz-ain-in-u'shun) n. The act of ex-
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amining, or the state of beiDg examined ; a careful

search, investigation, or inquiry ;—a process pre

scribed or assigned for testing qualification ;—trial

by a law or standard ; judicial inquiry ; interrogation

of witnesses.

Examine, (egz-am'in)r.*. [L. examinarc, from examen,

means of examining, from cxigere.] To try and assay

by the appropriate methods or teste;—to inquire into

and determine ; to investigate the fact, reasons, or

claims of: to consider the arguments for or the merits

of;—to try, as an offender; to test the attainments

of, as a scholar ; to question, as a witness ; to prove by

a moral standard :—imp. <fc pp. examined ; j>pr. ex

amining.

Example, (egz-am'pl) n. [L. fxemplum, from ex, out,

and rimili*, like.] A portion taken to show the

character of the whole ; a sample ;—a pattern or

copy ; a model ;—a warning ; a caution ;—a precedent ;

—an instance serving for illustration of a rule or

precept.

Ex ammo, (eka-an'e-mo) f L. ] From the mind ; cheer

fully ; sincerely ; heartily.

Exarch, (eks'ark) n. [G. ex, out, and archcln, to

begin, rule.] A chief or leader; a superior bishop;

an inspector of the clergy under the Greek patriarch.

Exasperate, (egz-as'per-at) v.t. [L. ex and axpenire,

to make rough, from cuptr, rough, harsh. } To irritate

in a high degree ; to enrage ;—to aggravate ; to era-

bitter ; to exacerbate ;—imp. & pp. exasperated ;

ppr. exasperating.

Exasperation, (egz-as-per-a'ahun) n. Act of eirasper-

ating, or state of being exasperated ; irritation ; pro

vocation ; violent passion j rage; fury;—exacerbation,

as of a disease.

Excandescence, (eks-kan-des'sena) n. A white or glow

ing heat ; heat of passion ; violent auger.

Excandescent, (ekB-kan-des'sent) a. [L. excandetcere,

to kindle.] White or glowing with heat.

Ex cathedra, (eks-ka-the'dra) ado. [L.] From the

chair, as of authority ; hence, with an air of assump

tion ; dogmatically.

Excavate, (cks'ka-vat) v. t. [L. ex, out, and carare, to

make hollow, from cavus, hollow.] To hollow out ; to

form a cavity or hole in ;—to form by hollowing :—

imp. & pp. excavated; ppr. excavating.

Excavation, (eks-ka-va'shun) n. Act of excavating ;—

a hollow or cavity formed by removing the interior.

Exceed, (ek-scd) v. t. [L. excedere, from ex, out, and

c<dr re, to go, to pass.] To pass or go beyond; — to

surpass ; to excel ; to transcend ;—v. i. To go too

far ; to pass the proper bounds ;—to be more or

larger :—imp. & pp. exceeded ; ppr. exceeding.

Exceeding or Exceedingly, (ek-sed'ing) adv. In a very

great degree; unusually; surpassingly; transcendently.

Excel, (ek-eel') r. t. [L. exctllere, from ex, out, and

root cell, akin to G. kelleintto urge on.] To exceed ; to

surpass, especially in good qualities or laudable deeds ;

— v. i. To have good qualities in an unusual degree;

to surpass others :— imp, & pp. excelled ; ppr.

excelling.

Excellence, (ek'sel-lens) n. [L. excellentia.] State or

quality of being excellent; eminence; superiority;

perfection ; worth ; goodness ; purity ; greatness :—an

excellent or valuable quality ; — a title of honour ;

excellency.

Excellency, (eksel-len-so) n. Valuable quality: ex

cellence;—a title of honour given to the highest

dignitaries of a court or state ; also, to ambassadors

and ministers.

Excellent, (ck'sel-lent) a. [L. excellent, ppr. of ex-

cellere.] Excelling or surpassing others in virtue,

worth, dignity, attainments, or the like; of great

value or use; remarkable; distinguished for superior

attainments ;—consummate ; complete.

Excellently, (ck'sel-lcntrle) adv. In on excellent man

ner ; exceedingly ; transcendently.

Excelsior, (ek-sel'se-or) a. [L.J More lofty; still

higher ; ever upward.

Except, (ek-septf) v. t. [L. excipere, from ex, out, and

capere, to take.] To leave out of any number speci

fied ; to exclude ;—v. i. To take exception to ; to

object -.—imp. &, pp. excepted ; ppr. excepting.

Except, ( ek - sept ' ) prep. Originally and properly

a rerb in the imperative mode. With exclusion of;

leaving out; excepting; all but.

Except, (ek-sepf) conj. Unless ; without that ; if it

be not so that ; but that.

Excepting, (ek-sept'ing) prep., but properly a partici

ple. With exception of ; excluding; omitting.

Exception, (ek-sep'shun) n. Act of leaving out from

a specified number or class ; exclusion from the terms

of a general rule or position ;—that which is separ

ated or not included ;—an objection ; dissent ; cavil ;

—offence taken ; resentment ;—a stop or bar to legal

action. [objection ; objectionable.

Exceptionable, ( ek - sep ' shun - a - bl ) a. Liable to

Exceptional, (ek-sep'shun-al) a. Forming an excep

tion ; giving a case or instance of exemption ; single;

solitary.

Exceptive, (ek-sept'iv) a. Including an exception ;—

making or being an exception.

Excerpt, (ek-serpf) v. t. [L. exctrpere, from ex, ont

of, from, and enrjyere, to pick, gather.] To make ex

tracts from ; to select ; to extract ; to cite or cite from:

—imp. & pp. excerpted; ppr. excerpting.

Excerpt, (ek-serpf) n. An extract ; a passage selected

from an author.

Excerption, (ek-scrp'shun) n. Act of selecting ;—that

which is selected or picked out.

Excess, (ek-ses') n. [L. excegtun, from excedere, to ex

ceed.] State of surpassing or going beyond limits ;

superfluity ; superabundance ;—transgression of due

limits ; indulgence of passion or appetite ; violence ;

intemperance ; gluttony; dissipation ; — degree or

amount by which one thing or number exceeds an

other ; remainder after subtraction.

Excessive, (ek-ses'iv) a. Marked with, or exhibiting,

excess; — transgressing the laws of morality, pru

dence, propriety, or the like; extreme; extravagant;

unreasonable.

Excessively, (ek-ses'iv-le) adv. In an extreme degree.

Exchange, (eks-chauj) v. t. [F. cchangtr, from ex, out

of, from, and chauffer.) To give or take in return for

something else ; to trade, to barter;—to part with for

a substitute;—to interchange; to give and receive

reciprocally ;— t*. t. To be changed or received in ex

change for; to pass in exchange : — imp. &, pp. ex

changed ; ppr. exchanging.

Exchange, (oks-chanj') n. Act of giving or taking as an

equivalent ; barter ; the act of giving and receiving

reciprocally;—the thing given or received in return;

—the process of settling accounts or debts between

parties residing at a distance from each other, with

out the intervention of money, by exchanging orders

or drafts, called bill* of exchavffe;—a rule in arith

metic to determine the proportional value of money

in different countries ;—the place where the merchants,

brokers, and bankers of a city meet to transact busi

ness at certain hours.

Exchangeability, (eks-chanj-a-bil'e-te) n. The quality

or state of being exchangeable.

Exchangeable, (eks-chOnj'a-bl) a. Capable of being

exchanged ; fit or proper to be exchanged.

Exchequer, (eks-chek'er)n. [Norm. F. r.*ctieqnirr, chess

board.] One of the superior courts of law—eo called

from a checkered cloth which formerly covered the

table ;—the public treasury.

Exchequer, (eks-chek'er) r. (. To institute a procens

against a person in the Court of Exchequer:—imp.

& pp. exchequered ; ppr. exohequering.

Exchequer-chamber, (eks-chek'tr-cham-ber)/!, A court

of appeal to correct the errors of other jurisdictions.
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Excisable, (ek-sirVbl) a. Liable, or subject, to excise.

Excise, (ek-six') n. [L. exctium, cut off, from exciderc,

to cnt off, from ex, off, and ctedere, to cut.] An in

land, duty or impost on articles produced and con

sumed in a country ;—a tax on licenses to pursue cer

tain trades, and deal in certain commodities.

Excise, (ek-siz/) v. t. To lay or impose an excise upon :

—imp. & pp. excised; ppr. excising.

Exciseman, (ek-ei/man) n. An officer who is charged

with collecting the excise ; one who inspects and rates

excisable commodities ; a gauger.

Excision, (ek-aizh'un) n. Act of cutting off; extirpa

tion ; destruction ;—excommunication ;—the removal,

especially of small parts, with a surgical instrument.

Excitability, ( ek-sit-a-bil'e-te ) n. Quality of being

readily excited ;—irritability.

Excitable. (ek-sit'a-bl) a. Capable of being excited

or roused into action.

Excitant, (ek-sit'ant) n. A stimulant.

Excitation, (ek-ei-ta shun) n. Act of rousing or awak

ening;—act of producing excitement; the excitement

produced.

Excitative, (ek-alt'at-iv) a. Having power to excite;

tending or serving to excite.

Excitatory, (ek-sit a-tor-e) a. Tending to excite ; con

taining excitements

Excite. ek-sitf) v. t. To rouse; to call into action;—

to stimulate, as the vital organs ;—to animate, as the

spirits;—to inflame, as the passions;—to put in motion;

to create, as mutiny :—imp. & pp. excited ; ppr. ex

citing.

Excitement, (ek-slt'ment) w. The act of exciting, or

the state of being excited ; agitation ; — that which

excites or rouses ;—a state of increased vital activity

in the body or any of- its parts.

Exciting, (ek-sit'ing) a. Calling or rousing into action ;

producing excitement; stimulating.

Excitingly, (ek-sit'ing-le) adv. In an exciting manner.

Exclaim, (eks-klamO v.%. [L. exclamart, from ex, out,

and elamare, to cry out.] To cry out from earnestness

or passion ; to vociferate ; to declare loudly :—imp. &

jj>. exclaimed ; ppr. exclaiming.

Exclamation, (eks-klam-ushun) it. Act of exclaiming

or making an outcry ;—an uttered expression of sur

prise, joy, and the like;—a word expressing outcry;

an interjection ;—a mark or aign by which emphati-

cal utterance or outcry is marked, thus [ ! ].

Exclamatory, ( eks-klam'a-tor-e ) a. Containing, ex

pressing, or using exclamation.

Exclude, (eks-klud') i\ f. [L. excluder*, from ex, oat,

and elautUre, to shut.] To thrust out or eject;—to

hinder from entrance or admission ; to debar from

participation or enjoyment;—to except '.—imp. & pp.

excluded; ppr. excluding.

Exclusion, (eks-klu'zhuu) n. Act of excluding or of

thrusting out.

Exclusionary, (eks • klu ' zhun - or - e) a. Tending to

exclude; causing exclusion; exclusive.

Exclusionist, (oks-klu'zhun-ist) u. One who would ex

clude another from some privilege.

Exclusive, (eks-klu'aiv) a. Having the power of for

bidding entrance; denying admission ; — debarring

from participation ;—possessed or enjoyed, as a privi

lege denied to others ;—not taking into account ; not

comprehending ;—select ; fastidious.

Exclusive, (eks-klu'siv) n. One of a coterie who ex-

elude others ; an exclusionist.

Exclusively, ( eks-klu'siv-le ) adv. In a manner to

exclude. [being exclusive.

Exclusivenes*. (eks-khVeiv-nes) n. State or quality of

Exclusory, (eks-klu'sor-e) a. Able to exclude ; ex

clusive.

Excogitate, (eks-koj'rt-ftt) v. t. [I., excogitare, from ex,

out, and cogitare, to think.] To think out; to dis

cover by thinking: to oontrjve ; to invent: — imp.

A pp. exeogitated; ppr. excogitating.

Excogitation, (eks-koj-it-a'shun) n. Act of devising in

the thoughts; contrivance; discovery.

Excommunicate, (eks-kora-mu'ne-kat) v.t. [h. ex-

communicare, to put out of the community, from ex,

out of, and communicare.] To expel from the com

munion of the church by an ecclesiastical sentence ;

to deprive of spiritual privileges ;—to denounce :—

imp. & pp. excommunicated; ppr. excommunicating.

Excommunicate, (eks-kom-mu'ne-kat) a. Cut off from

communion with the church.

Excommunication, (eks-kom-mu-ne-kashun) n. Act of

excommunicating ; exclusion from the fellowship of

the church;—ecclesiastical interdict of two kinds-

lesser excommunication, debarring from the euchar-

ist; greater, total excision from the church: an

athema, [excommunicates.

Excommunicator, (ekB-kom-mu'ne-kfit-er) n. One Mho

Excoriate, (eks-k&re-ftt) v. t. [L. excoriare, from eec,

out of, from, and corium, skin.] To strip or wear off

the skin of ; to abrade ; to gall ; to flay :—imp. & pp.

excoriated; ppr. excoriating.

Excoriation, (eks-ko-re-a'shun) n. The act of flaying :

the state of being stripped of the akin ; abrasion.

Excrement, (eksTcrfi-ment) n. [L. excrementum, from

ex, out, and cerncre, to sift.] An outgrowth from the

surface of the body, as the hair and nails ;—matter ex

creted and ejected ; especially, alvine discharges.

Excremental, (eks-kre-ment'al) a. Pertaining to or of

the nature of excrement; ejected from the body as

useless.

Excrementitious, (eks-kre-men-tish'e-us) a. Pertaining

to or containing excrement.

Excresoence, (eks-kres'ens) n. An out-growth ;—a pro

tuberance growing on any part of the body, as a

wort; — an unnatural enlargement of a plant; an

abnormal shoot;—any preternatural production;—a

superfluous and troublesome part.

Excrescent, (eks-kres'ent) «, [L». excrescent, from ex,

out, and cretcere, to grow.] Growing out in a preter

natural or morbid manner.

Excrete, (eks-kref) v. t. To discharge from the body

as useless; to eject: — imp. &, pp. excreted; ppr.

excreting.

Excretion, (eks-kreshun) n. The act of throwing off

effete matter from the animal system ;—that which

is excreted ; excrement

Excretive or Excretory, (eks-kret'iv) a. Having the

quality of excreting or throwing off excremeutitious

matter.

Excretory, (eksTtrt-tor-e) n. A duct or vessel that

serves to receive secreted matter and to eject it.

Excruciate, (eks-kroo'tshe-iit) v. t. [L. excruciare, from

ex, out of, from, and cruciare, to slay on the cross,

to torment.] To inflict most severe pain upon; to

torture ; to torment :—imp. & pp. excruciated ; ppr.

excruciating.

Excruciation, (eks-kroo-she-a'shun) n. Act of inflict

ing extreme pain, or the state of being thus afflicted ;

torture ; torment ; vexation.

Exculpate, (eks-kul'pat) v. t. [L. ex, out of, from,

and culpa, fault] To clear from the charge or impu

tation of fault or guilt; exonerate: absolve; justify;

acquit ; clear ;—imp. & pp. exculpated ; ppr. excul

pating, [pating.

Exculpation, (eks-kul-pa'shun) n. The act of excul-

Exculnatory, (eks-kul'pa-tor-e) a. Able to clear from

the charge of fault or guilt; excusing; containing

excuse.

Excursion, (eks-kur'ahun) n. [L. excursio, from ex,

out, and curcere, to run.] A setting out from soiuo

point ; an expedition :—a trip for pleasure or health ;

—a wandering from a subject ; digression.

Excursionist, (eks-kurshun-ist) n. One who goes on

an excursion.

Excursion-train, (eks-kur'shun-trail) n. An extra pas

senger train at reduced fares for a pleasure trip.
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Excursive, (eks-kur'aiv) a. Prone to make excursions ;

wandering; rambling: hence, enterprising; exploring.

Excursively, (eks-kur'siv-le) adv. In an excursive man

ner ; at random.

Recursiveness, (eka-kur'siv-nes) n. A disposition to

wander or pass the usual limits.

Excursus, (eks-kur'sus) n. [L. excurrtre, to exceed.]

A dissertation or digression appended to a work, and

containing a more full exposition of some important

doctrinal point.

Excusable, (eks-kura-bl) o. Capable or worthy of be

ing excused ; pardonable ;—admitting of justification

or palliation. [ner ; pardonably.

Excusably, (eks-kus'a-ble) adv. In an excusable man-

Excusatory, (eks-kuYa-tor-e) a. Making excuse ; con

taining or admitting excuse or apology; apologetics!.

Excuse, (ekB-kuz') v. t. [L. excittare, from ex, out of,

and eautari, to blame.] To free from accusation or

the imputation of fault or blame ; to exculpate ; to

absolve ;—to pardon, as a fault ;—to regard with in

dulgence ; to overlook ;—to free from an impending

obligation or duty ; not to exact ; to remit ;—to ask

pardon or indulgence for;—to vindicate; to justify:

—imp. & pp. excused ; ppr. excusing;.

Excuse, (eks-kus7) n. Act of excusing, apologizing,

releasing, and the like ;—a plea offered in extenua

tion of a fault or irregular deportment; apology;—

that which extenuates or justifies a fault ; apology ;

alleviation ; mitigation ; palliation ; extenuation.

Excuseless, (eks-kuzles) a. Having no excuse ; that

for which no apology can be offered.

Excuser, (eks-kuz'er) n. One who offers excuses or

pleads ;—one who excuses or pardon a.

Execrable, (elts'O-kra-bl) a. Deserving to be execrated ;

very hateful ; detestable; abominable.

Execrably, (eks/e-kra-ble) adv. Cursedly; detestably;

abominably.

Execrate, (eks'6-krat) v. t. [L. execrart, from ex, out

of, from, and aaeer, holy, sacred.] To denounce evil

against; to imprecate evil upon; — to abhor; to

abominate ; to detest :—imp. & pp. execrated ; ppr.

execrating.

Execration, (eks-e-kru'shun) n. Act of cursing; a

curse pronounced ; imprecation of evil.

Executable, ( eks-e-kuta-bl ) a. That may be exe

cuted ; capable of being done ; feasible.

Execute, (eks'e-kut) v. t. [L. exsequi, to pursue, from

ex, out, and tequi, to follow.] To follow through to

the end ; to carry into complete effect ; to finish ;—to

perform what is required to give validity to, as by

signing and sealing; to complete a deed;—to give

effect to ;—to inflict capital punishment on; to put

to death ;—to perform, as a piece of music;—r. i. To

perform an office or duty ; to produce an effect ;—to

play on a musical instrument :—imp. L pp. executed;

ppr. executing.

Execution, (eks-e-ku'shun) n. The act of executing ;

performance ; achievement ; accomplishment :—act of

carrying out the sentence of a court ; legal distraint

for debt, &c. ;—death inflicted by law; capital pun

ishment ;—act of signing and sealing a legal instru

ment ;—legal order or warrant ;—something done or

accomplished ; effect ;—destruction ; slaughter ;—per

formance or style of performance in music, painting,

and other works of art.

Executioner, (eks-e-ku'shun-fr) n. One who executes;

especially, one who carries into effect a sentence of

death.

Executive, (egx-ek'ut-i v) a. Having power to execute

or perform ; active ;—putting the laws in force ; car

rying into execution.

Executive, (egz-ek'ut-iv) n. The officer, whether king,

pretiideut, or other magistrate, who superintends the

execution of the laws;— governmental power; the

ministry. [cuting or performing.

Executively, (egz-ek'flt-iv-le) adv. In the way of exe-

Executor, (egz-ek'ut-er) n. f L. from exsequi, to pur

sue.] One who executes or performs;—the person

appointed by a testator to execute his will or to see

it carried into effect after his decease.

Executorship, (egz-ek'ut-er-ship) n. The office of an

executor.

Executory, (egz-ek'u-tor-e) a. Performing official

duties; executive;—designed to be executed or carried

into effect in future.

Executrix, (egz-ek'u-triks) n. A female executor; a

woman appointed by a testator to execute his will.

Exegesis, (eks-«-je'sis) n. [G. from exigtuthai, to ex

plain, to guide.] Exposition ; explanation ; inter

pretation ; especially, the systematic interpretation of

the Holy Scripturee.

Exegetical, (eks-3-jet'ik-al) a. Pertaining to exegesis ;

explanatory ; expository.

Exemplar, (egz-em'plar) n. [L. exemplar, from exem-

plum.] A model, original, or pattern, to be copied or

imitated. [example.

Exemplarily, (egz-em'pla-re-lo) adv. By way of

Exemplary, (egz-em'phvre) a. [L. exemplar.] Acting

as an exemplar ; serving as a pattern or model ; oom-

mendable ; conspicuous.

Exemplification, (egz-em -pie -fe - ka 'shun) «. Act of

exemplifying :—that which exemplifies ; a copy ; a

transcript ; on attested copy ;—an instance ; a case in

point ; an illustration.

Exemplify, (ogz-eni'ple-fi) t>. f. [L. exempl\ficare, from

exemplum, example, and facere, to make. J To show

or illustrate by example ; — to copy ; to make an

attested copy of;—to prove or show by an attested

copy :—imp. & pp. exemplified ; ppr. exemplifying.

Exempt, (egz-em t') v.t. [L. eximere, exemplum, to

take out, remove, free.] To take out or from ; to

release ; to grant immunity from ; to privilege :—imp.

& pp. exempted; ppr. exempting.

Exempt, (egz-emf) a. Taken out ; not included ; clear :

—free from duty, burden, service, or evil to which

others are liable*; not subject to ; privileged.

Exempt, (egz-emf) n. One freed from duty ; one not

subject ; a privileged person.

Exemption, (egz-em'shun) n. Act of exempting ; state

of being exempt ; freedom from that to which other*

are subject; immunity; privilege.

Exenterate, (egz-en'ter-at) v. t. [G. ex, out, and enterou,

intestine.] To disembowel ; to eviscerate ; to gut.

Exequy, (eks'S-kwa) n. [L. exstquicr, a funeral proces

sion, from exsequi, to follow out.] A funeral rite ; the

ceremonies of burial :—generally pi. Exequies.

Exercise, (eks'er-sis) n. |L. exercitium, from ex, out.

and arcere, to shut up, inclose.] Act of exercising;

labour ; work ; activity ;—continued exertion ; em

ployment ; application ; use ; — habitual exertion ;

performance; practice;—bodily exertion for the sake

of health ; — trial ; training; discipline ; — mental

application ; task ; lesson :—discharge of official tenet

or duty ; employment of official power ;—public or

private act of divine worship.

Exercise, (eks'er-siz) v. t. To put in motion ; to exert ;

to engage ; to use or employ, as power or authority ;

—to exert for the sake of training or improvement ;

to practise; to cultivate; to discipline;— to keep

employed; to occupy; to task;—to vex; to afflict;—

v. i. To take exercise ; to use action or exertion :

—imp. & pp. exercised; ppr. exercising. [use.

Exercitation, (eks-er-se-ta'shun) n. Exercise ; practice ;

Exert, (egz-ertf) i*. t. [L. exerere, from ex and sercrt,

to join or bind together.] To put forth, as strength,

force, or ability ; to bring into active operation ;—to

do or perform ;—to strain ; to strive :—imp. & pp.

exerted; ppr. exerting. [struggle.

Exertion, (egz-erahun) n. Act of exerting ; effort ;

Exfoliate, (eks-fo'le-at) v. i. [L. txfoliare, to strip of

leaves, from ex, out of, from, and folium, leaf.] To

separate and come off in scales, as pieces of canon*
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bone ;—to become converted into scales at the surface,

as minerals ;—v. t. To free from splinters or small

scales on the surface :—imp. & pp. exfoliated ; ppr.

exfoliating.

Exfoliation, (eks-fo-le-a'shun) n. The scaling off of

a bone, a rock, or a mineral.

Ex gratia, (eks-gri'she-a) n. [L.] From or by favour ;

gratuitously, [haling.

Exhalant, (egz-halant) a. Having the quality of ex-

Exhalation, (eks-hal-a'shun) n. The act or process of

exhaling ; evaporation s—that which is exhaled ; fume

or steam ; effluvium ;—meteoric vapour.

Exhale, (egz-haT) v. t. [L. ex, out of, from, and halare,

to breathe.] To emit, as vapour; to send out, as an

odour ;—to cause to be emitted in vapour ; to evapo

rate ;—». t. To rise or be (riven off, as vapour :—imp.

ft pp. exhaled ; ppr. exhaling.

Exhxlement, (egz-hal'ment) n. Hatter exhaled;

vapour ; exhalation.

Exhaust, (egz-haustf) v.t. [L. ex, out of, from, and

kavrire, to draw.] To draw out or drain off com

pletely :—to empty by drawing out the contents ;—to

use, employ, or expend entirely ; to consume ; to

wear out; to weary:—imp. & pp. exhausted; ppr.

exhausting.

Exhaust, (egz-haustf) a. Brained ; exhausted ; having

expended or lost its energy. [hausted.

Exhaustible, (egz-haust'e-bl) a. Capable of being ex-

Exhaustion, (egz-haust'yun) n. The act of drawing off

or emptying ; creation of a vacuum ;—the state of

being drained or emptied ;—the state of being de

prived of strength or spirits ; lassitude ; weariness.

Exhaustive, (egz-haustiv) a. Serving or tending to

exhaust. [inexhaustible.

Sxhaustless, (egz-aaustflea) a. Not to be exhausted ;

Exheredation, (eks-her-e-da'shun) n- [!■*■ exkeredatio,

from ex, out of, from, and heret, keredii, heir.] A

disinheriting.

Exhibit, (egz-hib'it) v. t. [L. ex, out of, from, and

habere, to have or hold.] To hold forth or present to

view ; to show ; to display ;—to present in a public or

official manner ;—to administer as a remedy :—imp.

ft pp. exhibited ; ppr. exhibiting.

Exhibit, (egz-hib'it) u. Any paper produced or presented

as a voucher, or in proof of facts.

Exbibitant, (egz-hib'it-ant) ». In late, one who makes

an exhibit, or presents a voucher to a court or to

arbitrators in proof of facts ;—a scholar holding a

presentation or bursary in a university.

Exhibiter, (egz-hib'it-er) n. One who exhibits.

Exhibition, (eks-be-biah'un) n. Act of exhibiting ;

manifestation ;—production of titles or other legal

documents in evidence ;—any public show or display,

as of works of art, «tc. ; show of feats or dexterity ;

representation ;—benefaction for the maintenance of

scholars at a university ; bursary ; — the act of

administering a remedy.

Exhibitioner, (eks-he-bish'un-er) n. In Englkh uni

versities one who has a pension or allowance.

Exhibitive, (egz-hib'it-iv) a. Serving for exhibition.

Exhibitory, (egz-hit/e-tor-e) a. Showing ; displaying ;

setting oat to view. [pleasure.

lijulixant, (egz-hil'ar-ant) a. Exciting joy, mirth, or

ExhUarmnt, (egz-hil'ar-ant) n. That which exhilarates.

Exhilarate, (egz-hil'ar-at) v. t. [L. ex, out of, and

kilarare, to make merry, from hilaris, cheerful.] To

make cheerful or merry ; to enliven ; to gladden ; to

cheer; to inspire; to animate; — v. ». To become

cheerful or joyous:—imp. ft pp. exhilarated; ppr.

exhilarating.

Exhilaration, (egz-hil-ar-fi'shun) n. Act of enlivening

the spirits or of making glad or cheerful ;—stite of

being enlivened or cheerful;—joyfulness ; gladness;

cheerfulness ; gayety.

Exhort, (egz-hortf) v. t. [L. ex, out of, from, and hor-

tarit to incite.] To incite by words or advice ; to

advise, warn, or caution ;—v. i. To deliver exhorta

tion :—imp. & pp. exhorted ; ppr. exhorting.

Exhortation, (eks-hort-a'shuu) «. Act or practice of

exhorting; incitement ;—language intended to incite

and en courage ; advice ; counsel.

Exhortative or Exhortatory, (egz-hort'at-iv) a. Con

taining, or serving for, exhortation ; hortatory.

Exhumation, (eks-hu-ma'shun) n. Act of exhuming;

the disinterment of a corpse.

Exhume, (eks-humO v. (. [L. exhumare, from ex, out,

and humut, ground, soil.] To dig up, as from a grave ;

to disinter; to unbory:—imp. & pp. exhumed; ppr.

exhuming.

Exigence or Exigency, (eks e-jens) n. State of being

exigent ; urgent want ; pressing necessity ; sudden

occasion ; urgency ; distress ; pressure ; emergency.

Exigent, (eks'e-jent) o. [L. exigent, from ex, out of,

from, and agere, to lead, drive.] Requiring imme

diate aid or action ; pressing.

Exigible, (eks'e-je-bl) a. Capable of being exacted ;

demandable; requirable.

Exiguity, ( eks-ig-u'e-tc ) ft, State of being small;

slenderness ; tenuity.

Exiguous, (eks-ig'u-us) eu [L. exiguus.) Small ; slen

der ; minute ; diminutive.

Exile, (eksll) n. [L. exilium, banishment, from exnul,

one who quits or is banished from liis native soil,

from ex, out, and jo/um, ground, soil.] Banishment;

forced separation from one's native country; volun

tary separation from one's land;—the person ban

ished or expelled from his country.

Exile, (egz'il) v. t. To banish or expel from one's own

country; to drive away; to transport:—imp. ft pp.

exiled ; ppr. exiling.

Exile, (ege-il') a. [L. exitia, contracted from exigilit,

from exigere.] Small ; slender; thin ; fine.

Exinanition, (eks-in-an-ish'un) «. [L. ex and ittanU,

empty.] Emptying; deprivation; destitution.

Exist, (egz-isf) v.t. [L. ex, out of, from, and tittere,

to cause to stand, to set, put, place.] To be ; to have

an actual or real being whether material or spiritual;

—to occur ; to manifest itself;—to live ; to have life ;

—to continue in being ; to remain ; to endure ;—imp.

ft pp. existed; ppr. existing.

Existence, (egz-istfens) n. Being; entity;—state of hav

ing form and life; substance; vitality; animation;

—state of being ; reality ; actual occurrence ;—a liv

ing being ; a creature ;—exiitency.

Existent, (egz-ist'ent) a. Having being or existence.

Exit, (eks'it) n. [L. exire, to go out, from ex, out,

and ire, to go.] A going out ; departure ;—departure

of a player from the stage when he has ]>erformed

his part ;—any departure ; act of quitting the stage

of action or of life ; death ; decease ;—way of depart

ure ; passage out of a place.

Exo, (eWo) A Greek preposition signifying without;

outward ; on the outside of—used as a prefix to scien

tific words.

Exodus, (eks'6-dus) n. [L., G. exodioa, from ex, out,

and odos, way.] Departure from a place , particularly

the departure of ths Israelites from Egypt under

Moses ; — second book of the Old Testament, which

gives a history of this departure.

Exogen, (eks'd-jen) n. [G. ex6, outside, from ex, out,

and geneilhai, to bring forth.] A

plant characterized by having

distinct wood, hark, and pith,

the wood forming a layer be

tween the other two, and in

creasing by the annual addition

of a new layer to the outside

next to the bark.

Exogenous, ( eks - oj ' en - us ) a.

Growing by successive additions

to the outside of the wood be

tween that and the bark.

 

Exogen.
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Exonerate, (egz-on'er-at) v. t. [L. ex, out of, from, and

onerare, to load, from onus, load.] To unload ; to dis-

burtheu ; - to relievo of, as a charge, obligation, or

blame renting on one ; to discharge from liability or

responsibility :—imj). &, pp. exonerated; ppr. exon

erating.

Exoneration, (egz-on-er-a'shun) n. Act of disburden

ing ; act of freeing from a charge or imputation;—

the state of being disburdened or freed from a charge.

Exonerative, (egz-ou'er-at-iv) a. Freeing from a bur

den or obligation ; tending to exonerate.

Exorable, (egz'or-a-bl) a. [L. exorabiltM, from ex, out

of, and orare, to pray, beseech. J Capable of being

moved by entreaty.

Exorbitance or Exorbitancy, (egz-orrbit-ans) n. A going

beyond the usual limit ; hence, enormity ; extrava

gance ; deviation from rule or right.

Exorbitant, (egz-or'bit-ant) a. 1 1. exorbitant, from ex,

out of, from, and orbita, track or rut made by a

wheel, from orbit, circle, wheel. ] Departing from an

orbit or usual track : hence, deviating from the usual

coarse; excessive; extravagant; enormous ; — anom

alous : irregular. [enormously.

Exorbitantly, (egz-or'bit-ant-lo) adv. Excessively;

Exorcise, (eks'or-siz) r. t. (L. exorcitare, G. ex, out, and

arLizcin, to make one swear, to bind by an oath, from

orkot, oath.] To drive away, as an evil spirit; to

adjure by some holy name ;—to deliver from the influ

ence of an evil spirit :—imp. & pp. exorcised; ppr.

exorcising.

Exorcism, (eks'or-sixm) n. Act of exorcising : also a

form of prayer or incantation used for this end.

Exorcist, (eks'or-sist) n. One who pretends to expel

evil spirits. [of a discourse ; introductory.

Exordial, (egz-orMe-al) a. Pertaining to the exordium

Exordium, (egz-or'de-um) n. [L. from ex, out of, from,

and ovdiri, to begin a web.] Beginning of any thing;

etpeciaUy, tho introductory part of a discourse ; for

mal preface.

Exortive. (eks-or'tiv) a. [L. exoriri, to arise, orient,

east.] Rising; relating to the east.

Exosseous, (eks-os'se-us) a, [L. ex and ot, ottit, frontal

bone.] Destitute of bones.

Exoterio, (eks-o-teVik) a. [G. exoteril-ot, from erd, out

side.] Public ; not secret ; hence, capable of being im

parted to and comprehended by the public ; external

—opposed to etoterit.

Exoterics, (eks-o-teViks) n. The instruction or lectures

given by Aristotle on Rhetoric, to which every class

of persons was admitted.

Exotic, (egz-ot'ik) a. [L. exotieut, Q. exotil-on, from

exd, outside.] Introduced from a foreign country;

not native; foreign.

Xxotio, (egz-ot'ik) rt. Any thing of foreign origin,

as a plant , a word, a custom, &c.

Expand, (eks-pand) r. t. [L. ex, out of, from, and pan

der*, to spread out, to throw open.] To lay open;

to spread ; — to make larger ; to dilate ; to distend ;

hence, to enlarge; to extend; to diftuso ;—v. i. To

become opened, distended, or enlarged :—imp. & pp.

expanded; ppr. expanding.

Expanse, (eks-paW) n. That which is expanded ; a

wide extent of space or body ; tpecijlcally, the firma

ment, [expanded.

Expansibility, (eks-pans-o-bil'o-te) n. Capacity of being

Expansible, ( eks-pans'o-bl ) a. Capable of being ex

panded.

Expansile, (eks-pan.%11) a. Capable of expanding, or

of being dilated ; expansible ; expansive.

Expansion, (oks-pan shun) n. Act of expanding, or

condition* of being expanded; dilatation; distention;

enlargement ;—that which is expanded ; expanse ;—

extent ; space ; room.

Expansive, (eks-pans'iv) rt. Serving or tending to ex

pand, as. heat, <feo. ; haying the capacity of being

expand*!, as sir, 1c. |—widely extended ; Uiffuaivo.

Expansiveness, (eks-pans'iv-nes) n. Quality of being

expansive.

Expatiate, (eks-pa'she-at) r. i. [L. ex, out, and tpati-

ari, to walk about, to spread out, from ipatium,

space.] To move at large; to wander without re

straint ;—to enlarge in discourse or writing ; to dew-

cant;—v. t. To cause or allow to roam abroad; to

extend; to diffuse: — imp. & pp. expatiated; ppr.

expatiating.

Expatiation, (eks-pa-ehe-a'shun) n. Act of expatiating.

Expatriate, (eks-pa'tre-at) v. t. [L. ex, out, and patna

(sc. terra), one's fatherland, from pater, father.] To

banish ; reflexively, to remove from one's native coun

try :—imp. & pp. expatriated ; ppr. expatriating.

Expatriation, (eks-pa-tre-ashun)n. The act of banish

ing, or the state of banishment ; the act of forsaking

one's own country.

Expect, (eks-pekf) v. t. [L. expectare, from ex, out of,

from, and tpectare, to look at.] To wait for ; to await;

—to look forward to, as to something that is believed

to be about to happen or come; to anticipate;—to

require; to demand: — imp. A pp. expected; ppr.

expecting.

Expectanoy, (eks-pekt anse) n. Act or state of expect

ing; expectation ;—that which is expected; object of

expectation ; hope ; anticipation of pleasure.

Expectant, (eks-pekt'ant) a. Having an attitude of ex

pectation ; waiting; looking for;—in medicine, wait

ing for the efforts of nature. [tation.

Expectant, (eks-pekt'ant) n. One who waits in erpec-

Expectation, (eks-pek-ta'shun) n. Act or state of ex

pecting ;—state of being expected ; — that which is

expected ; — object of expectation ; the Messiah ;—

ground of expecting ; reason for anticipating future

benefits or excellence ;—value of any prize or property

depending upon the happening of some uncertain

event ;—the leaving of a disease to the effort* of na

ture to effect a cure.
Expectorant, (eks-pekvto-rant) a. Tending to promote

discharges from the lungs or throat.

Expectorant, (uks-pek'to-rant) ». A medicine which

promotes expectoration.

Expectorate, (eks-pek'to-rat) v. t. [L. expectorare, from

ex, out, and pectus, pectoris, the breast.] To eject

mucus or phlegm from the throat or lungs ; to cough

up, and spit omt ;—». i. To discharge matter from

the lungs or throat; to spit:—imp. A pp. expec

torated ; ppr. expectorating.

Expectoration, (eks-pek-to-ra'shun) n. The act of

expectorating ;—that which is expectorated.

Expectorative, (eks-pek'to-rat-iv) a. Having the

quality of promoting expectoration.

Expediency, (eks-pe'de-en-se) n. State or quality of

being expedient ;—fitness or suitableness to effect an

end or design ;—propriety in the particular circum

stances ;—urgency ; haste.

Expedient, (eks pe'de-ent) n. [L. expedient, ppr. of

exj>edire, to hasten.] Hastening forward ; tending to

further a proposed object; fit; suitable; proper un

der the circumstances ; advisable ; profitable ; useful ;

desirable.

Expedient, (eks-pe'de-ent) n. Snitable means to ac

complish an end ;—means devised or employed in an

exigency ; contrivance ; resort ; resource ; substitute ;

device. [suitably.

Expediently, (eks-pe'de-ent-le) adv. With expedience ;

Expedite, (eks'pe-tlit) r. t, [L. erpetlire, to free one

caught in a snare by the feet, from ex, out, and pt*r

pi'dU, foot.] To free from hindrance or obstacle ; to

quicken ; to accelerate ;—to send forth with haste ;

to push or hurry on, as an official messenger or war

like expedition : — imp. A pp. expedited; ppr. ex

pediting, [peditious.

Expedite, (eks'pu-dit) a. Free from impediment; ex-

Expeditely, (eks'pe-dit-le) adv. Readily ; hastily ;

speedily.
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iixwdition, (eks-pe-diah'un) n. Efficient promptness ;

uauKj; Bpeed ;—an enterprise or undertaking;—the

despatch of an army or fleet to a particular place

iftiui hostile intent ;—the despatch of a body of men

to a distant place or country with all needful aids

for exploration, scientific discovery, &c ; the vessels,

troops, or meu sent forth for such purposes.

Expeditionary, (ekB-p€-dish'un-ar-e) a. Constituted by

or belonging to an expedition.

Expeditious, (eks-p6-dish'e-ua)«. Speedy; hasty: quickly

done;— nimble; active; swift; acting with celerity;

ready; alert.

Expeditiously, (eks-pe-dish e-us-le) adv. 'With celerity

or despatch. [ing expeditious.

Expeditiousness, (eks-p£-dish'iis-nes) n. Quality of be-

Expel, (eks-pel') v. t. [L_ ex, out of, from, and peltere,

to drive. J To drive or force out ; to eject ;—to drive

from one's country; to banish;—to keep out ; to ex

clude:—imp. & pp. expelled; ppr. expelling.

Expend, (eks-jwnd') v. t. [L. exptndere, from ex, out

of, from, and pendere, to weigh.] To lay out; to

spend ; to disburse ; to consume by use ; to dissipate ;

to waste ;—v. i. To be laid out, used, or consumed ;

—imp. h pp. expended ; ppr. expending.

Expenditure, (eks-peud'e-tflr) n. Act of expending ;

disbursement ; — that which is expended ; expense ;

cost; outlay.

Expense, (eks-pens') n. [L-. expenta (sc. peeunia),

money laid out, from expendere.} Act of expending;

dubursement; outlay ;—that which is expended ; cost;

charge.

Expensive, (eks -pens' iv ) a. Occasioning expense;

costly; dear;—given to expense; very liberal; lav

ish; extravagant.

Expensively, (eks-pens'iv-le) adv. With great expense.

Expensivenesa, (eks-pens'iv-nes) n. Quality of being

expensive.

Experience, (eks-pe're-ens) n. [L. experientia, from

ezperient, ppr. of txpcriri, to try.] Act of proving ;

frequent experiment ; — personal proof or trial ;—

knowledge gained by ta-ial or practice;—practical ac-

qnaintance with; personal suffering of; endurance;

hardship;

Experience, (eks-pe're-ens) r. I. To try ; to prove ;—to

know by personal trial or practice ;—to undergo; to

Buffer \—imp. & pp. experienced ; ppr. experiencing.

Experienced, (eks-pe're-enst) a. Taught by experience,

or by practice or repeated observations.

Erperiment, feks-per'e-ment) jj. [L. experimtnhtm,

from exptriri.] A trial deliberately instituted ; prac

tical teat ; proof.

Experiment, (eka-pere-ment) v. t. To make trial of ;—

to operate on a body in such a manner as to discover

some unknown fact, or to establish or illustrate a

known one : to test ; to prove by trial or test:—imp.

4 pp. experimented ; ppr. experimenting.

Experimental, (eks-per-e-nient'al) a. Pertaining to ex

periment ; skilled in experiment ; founded, derived

from, or affording experiment ;—taught by, or derived

from, experience ;—known by personal trial and ob

servation.

Experimentalist, (eks-per-e-ment'al-ist) n. One who

makes experiments.

Experimentally, (eks-per-e-ment'al-le) adv. By expe

riment ;—by experience ; by personal trial; practically.

Experimenter, (eks-per-e-ment'er) n. One who makes

experiments; one skilled in experiments.

Expert, (eks-pert') a. [L. expertus, pp. of experiri.]

Taught by use, practice, or experience ; having a facility

from practice ; adroit; dexterous; ready; skilful.

Expert, (eka-perf) n. A skilful or practical person; a

scientific or professional witness.

Expertly, (eks-pert'le ) adv. In a Bkilful manner;

adroitly.

Expertness, (eka-pcrt'nos) n. Skill derived from prac-

tioe; readiness; dexterity; adroitness; skill.

Expiable, (eks'pe-a-bl) a. Capable of being expiated

or atoned for.

Expiate, (eks'pe-iit) v. t. [L. expiare, from ex, out of,

from, and pirn, pious, devout,! To make satisfaction

or reparation for ; to atone for:—imp. & pp. expiated ;

Ppr. expiating.

Expiation, (eks-pe-a'shun) n. Act of expiating; ntone-

ment ; satisfaction ;—means by which atonement for

crimes is made.

Expiatory, (ets'pe-a-tor-e) a. Having the power to

make atonement or reparation.

Expirable, (elcs-pirVbl) a. Liable to expire ; capable

of being brought to an end.

Expiration, ( eks -pe-rS'shun) n. Act of breathing ;

emission of air from the lungs ;—last breath issued ;

death;—cessation; close; conclusion; termination in

time;—evaporation;—exhalation; vapour; fume.

Expiratory, (eks-pir'ii-tor-e) a. Pertaining to the emis

sion of breath from the lungs.

Expire, (eks-piY) v. (. [L- « out of, from, and tpirare,

to breathe.] To breathe out ; to emit from the lungs;

—to emit in minute particles; to exhale;—v. i. To

emit the breath, especially, to emit the last breath ;

to die;—to come to an end ; to terminate ; to perish :

—imp. <fc pp. expired ; ppr. expiring.

Expiring, (eks-plring) a. Breathing out air from the

lungs; emitting & fluid or volatile matter; breathing

the hist breath; dying; terminating ; ending;—uttered

in the hour of death.

Expiry, (eks'pir-e) n. End ; termination, as of a lease.

Expiscate, (eks-pisTtflt) v.t. [L. expiscari, to fish out.]

To ascertain by artful means or by strict investigation;

to search out.

Explain, (eks-plan1) v. t [L. ex, out of, from, and

planare, to level, from planus, even.] To make plain,

manifest, or intelligible ; to illustrate in notes or by

comments;—expound; interpret; elucidate; clear up ;

—v. t. To give explanation :—imp. & pp. explained ;

ppr. explaining. [explained.

Explainable, (eks-plan'a-bl) a. Capable of being

Explanation, (eks-phvna'&hun) n. Act of expounding

or interpreting ;—that which makes clear :—meaning

attributed to any thing by one who explains or

expounds it ;—a mutual exposition of meaning or

motives, with a view to adjust a misunderstanding;

hence, reconciliation ; good understanding ; descrip

tion ; exposition; interpretation; illustration; account.

Explanatory, (eks-plan'a-tor-e) a. Serving to explain ;

containing explanation.

Expletive, (eJurplet-iv) a. [L. expletivut, from (xplere,

to fill up.] Filling up ; additional ; added by way of

ornament ; superfluous.

Expletive, (eks'piet-iv) ■«. A word or syllable not

necessary to the sense, but inserted to fill a vacancy

or for ornament. [pletive ; superfluous.

Expletory, (eks'ple-tor-e) a. Serving to fill up ; ei-

Explicabie, (eks'ple-ka-bl) a. Capable of being

explained or made intelligible; that may be accounted,

for.

Explicate, (eks'ple-kat) v. t. [L. ex, out of, from, and,

pticare, to fold, G. plekein.] To open ; to expand, as

leaves ;—to unfold the meaning of; to explain ; to.

interpret:—imp. & pp. explicated; ppr. explicating.

Explicate, (eks'ple-kat) a. Evolved ; unfolded.

Explication, (eks-ple-ka'Bhuu) n. Act of unfolding or

opening;—act of explaining; explanation; exposition;

interpretation ;—the sense given by an expositor.

Explicative, (eks'ple-kat-iv) a. Serving to unfold or

explain ; explanatory.

Explicit, (eks-plis'it) a. (L, explieare, to unfold.] Dis

tinctly stated ; clear ; not obsenre or ambiguous ;

definite ; precise ;—having no disguised meaning or

reservation ;—express ; unreserved ; unequivocal.

Explicitly, (eks-plis'it-le) adv. Plainly; expressly;

without disguise or reservation. [explicit.

Explioitness, (eks - phV it - neo ) n. Quality of being
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Explode, (eks-pl&d') v. i. [L. explodert, from ex, out

of, from, and plaudere, to strike the hauds.] To

utter a burst of sound ;—to burst with a loud report ;

to ditonate ;—v. t. To cause to explode ;—to drive out

with violence and noise, as by powder ;—to reject with

loud marks of disapprobation, as a play ; hence, to

condemn ; to decry ; to bring into disrepute :—imp.

& pp. exploded ; ppr. exploding.

Exploit, (eks-ploif) n. [P. exploit, from I*. exjrtieare,

to display.] A deed or act; especially, an heroic act;

a great achievement ; a feat.

Exploration, (eks-plo-rH'shun) n. Act of exploring ;

search; examination. [searching; examining.

Exploratory, (eks-plorVtor-e) a, Serving to explore ;

Explore, (eks-plorO v. t. [L. explorare, from ex and

plorare, to cry aloud.] To search through; to look

into all parts of ; to examine thoroughly :—imp. &. pp.

explored; ppr, exploring. [examined closely.

Explored, (eks-plord') a. Viewed : searched carefully ;

Explosion, (eks-pld'zhun) n. A bursting with noiso ;—

sudden expansion of an elastic sulwtance with loud

report ;—discharge of a piece of ordnance ;—eruption

of a volcano ;—violent manifestation of excited feeling

or passion. [with violence.

Explosive, (eks-plo'siv)a. Causing explosion ; bursting

Explosively, (eks-pl&'siv-le) adv. In au explosive

manner.

Exponent, (eks-pfi'nent) n. [L. exponent, ppr. of ex-

ponere, to set forth, to expose.] An index ;—a repre

sentative; an exhibitor; — an algebraic number or

letter written on the right hand of and above a

quantity, and denoting how many times the latter is

repeated as a factor to produce the power indicated.

Exponential, (eks-po-nen'sho-al) a. Pertaining to ex

ponents ; involving variable exponents.

Export, (eks -port') v.t. [L. ex, out of, from, and

portare, to carry.] To carry out ; to convey or trans

port, as produce, goods, or wares in commerce, to

other nations or communities :—imp. <fc pp. exported;

ppr. exporting.

Export, (eks'pfirt) n. Act of exporting ; exportation ;—

that which is exported—used chiefly in the plural.

Exportable, (eks-p6rt'a-bl) o. Capable of being exported.

Exportation, (eks-port-ft'shun) ». Act of ex}K>rting.

Export-trade, (eks port-trad) iu Tho trade of exporting

home produco and manufactures, or of re-shipping

imported goods.

Expose, (eks-poz') v. t. [L. exponere, from tx, out of,

from, and ponere, to place.] To lay open ; to set in

view ; to disclose ;—to draw from concealment ; to

uncover ;—to remove from shelter ; to put in danger ;

to subject;— to offer for inspection; to exhibit, as

goods for sale ;—to explain ; to ex{>ound ;—to divulge,

as the acts or character of another ; to put to shame :

—imp. & pp. exposed ; ppr. exposing.

Expose, (eks-po-za') n. [P.] A formal statement or

exposition ; — usually in a bad sense, exposure of

deceitfid or immoral character, motives, or conduct.

Exposed, (eks-pozd) u. Offered to view ; laid out for

sale ; made public ;—unprotected ; open to attack.

Exposedness, (eks-poVed-nea) n. Act of exposing or

state of being exposed ; open or unprotected state.

Exposition, ( eks-po-ziah'un ) u. [L. txpotitio, from

exponere.) Act of laying out or exhibiting; hence, a

public exhibition or show ;—the act of expounding or

of laying open the sense or meaning of an author or

passage ; explanation ; interpretation;— a work con

taining explanations or interpretations ; the sense put

upon a passage by an interpreter.

Expositive, ( eka-poz'it-iv ) a. Serving to explain;

expository ; explanatory ; exegeticaL

Expositor, (eks-poz'it-er) n. [L. cxponei-e.] One who,

or that which, expounds or explains ; an interpreter.

Expository, (eks-poz'it-or-e) a. Belonging to an ex

positor, or to exposition ; intended to interpret ;

explanatory ; illustrative ; exegetioU.

Expostulate, (eks-post'u-iat) r. t. [L. ex, out of, from,

and pottulare, to ask, require.] To discuss ; to

examine ;—v. i. To remonstrate with ;—to reason in

a kindly and earnest manner with a person in opposi

tion to his conduct; to urge mutives and inducements

for a change of conduct :—imp & pp. expostulated ;

ppr. expostulating. [lating; remonstrance.

Expostulation, (eks-pos-tu-la'shun) n. Act of expostu-

Expostulatory, (eks-pos'tu-la-tor-e) a. Containing

expostulation or remonstrance.

Exposure, (eks-po'zhur) n. Act of exposing ;—state of

being exposed ;—position in 'regard to points of com

pass, or to influences of climate, access of light, air, &o.

Expound, <eks-pound') v. t. [Norm. F. etpondre, h.

exponere.] To explain ; to clear of obscurity ; to in

terpret :—imp. & pp. expounded ; ppr. expounding.

Expounder, (eki-pound'er) n. One who interprets or

explains the meaning of.

Express, (cks-pres') v. t. [L. ex, out of, from, and

premere, to press.] To press or squeeze out; — to

imitate; to represent by pictorial art;—to indicate; to

show; to exhibit, as an opinion or feeling, by a look,

gesture, or by language ; — to make known one's

opinions or feelings—used reflexively;—to denote;

to designate—to send by express messenger;—to elicit;

to extort:—imp. & pp. expressed ; ppr. expressing.

Express, (eke-pres') a. Closely resembling ; exactly

copied;—directly stated ; unambiguous; clear; plain;—

despatched with special speed or directness.

Express, (eks-pres') n. A messenger Bent on a special

errand; hence, a regular and quick conveyance for

packages, commissions, die. ;—a message sent.

Expressed, (uks-presf) a. Pressed or squeezed out ;—

declared ; put down in writing ; uttered in worda

Expressible, (eks-pres'e-bl) a. Capable of being

expressed.

Expression, (eks-presh'un) n. Act of forcing out by

pressure ;—act of representing; declaration ; utterance;

—lively or vivid representation of meaning, sentiment,

or feeling, Ac, as in musical or pictorial art ;—look

or appearance of the countenance, as indicative of

thought or feeling;—a mode of speech; a phrase;—the

representation of any quantity by its appropriate

characters or signs.

Expressionless, (eks-presh'un-les) a. Destitute of

expression; dull; stolid.

Expressive, (oks-pres'iv) a. Serving to express, utter,

or represent ; indicative ;—full of expression ; signifi

cant ; omphaticaL [manner.

Expressively, (eks-pres'iv-Ie) adv. In an expressive

Expressiveness, (eks-pres'iv-nes) n. Quality of being

expressive; impressive significance ; vividness.

Expressly, (eks-preale) adv. In sn express or pointed

manner; in direct terms; plainly.

Exprobrate, (eks'pro-brat) v. t. [L. exprobrare.] To

censure ; to condemn ; to upbraid.

Exprobration, (eks-prd-bra'shun) n. The act of charging

or upbraiding ; reproachful accusation.

Expropriate, (eks-pro'pre-at) v. t. [L. ex. out of, and

propriut, one's own.] To put out of ones possession ;

to give up a claim to exclusive property.

Expropriation, (eks-pro-pre-a'shuu) n. The act of

declining to hold as one*s own; surrender of a right,

title, or claim.

Expugn, (eks-pun*) v.t. [L. ex, out of, from, and

puffnare, to fight, pugna, fight.] To conquer; to tako

by assault.

Expugnable, (eks-pun'a-bl) a. Capable of being

expugned, forced, or conquered.

Expulsion, ( eks -pul' shun ) «. [L. fxjmlaio, from

expellere.) Act of expelling ; a driving away by

violence :—state of being expelled.

Expulsive, (eks-puls/iv) a. Having tho power of driving

away ; serving to expel.

Expunge, (eks-punj') v. t. |L. ex, out of, from, and

pungere, to prick.] To blot out, as with a pen;— Ui
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strike out : to wipe out or destroy ;—efface ; erase :

obliterate :—imp. & pp. expunged; ppr. expunging.

Expurgate, (eks-pur/gftt) v. t. [L. ex, out of, from, and

purgare, to cleanse.] To purify from any tiling

noxious, offensive, or erroneous ; to cleanse; to purge :

—iuip. & pp. expurgated; ppr. expurgating.

Expurgation, (eks-pur-ga'shun) n, Act of expurgating ;

purification.

Expurgatory, (eks-pur'ga-tor-e) «. Serving to purify

from any thing noxious or erroneous.

Exquisite, (ekn'kwe-zit) a. [L. ex, out of, from, and

qutrrere, to seek, search.} Carefully Belectod ; hence,

of surpassing excellence ;—exceeding ; accurate ; per

fect, as workmanship;—nice; delicate; critical, as

taste or judgment ;—keen ; susceptible, as the feelings ;

—discriminating; fastidious.

Exquisite, (eksTtwe-zit) n. One who is over-nice in

dress or ornament ; a fop ; a dandy.

Exquisitely, (eka'kwe-zit-le) adv. In an exquisite

manner;—with keen sensation or with nice perception.

Exquisiteness, (ekaxwe-zit-nes) *. Nicety ; accuracy :

—completeness; perfection; — keenness; sharpness;

extremity.

Exsanguious, (eks-sang'gwe-us) a. [L, ex, out of, from,

and sanguis, blood.] Destitute of blood, as an insect.

Exscind, (eks-sind') v. t. [h. ext out of, and scindere,

to cut.] To cut off; to remove from fellowship.

Exsiecant, (ek-sik'iuit) a. Having the quality of drying

up ; drying.

Exsiccate, (ek-sik'at) v. t. [L. ex, out of, from, and

sicca**, to dry, from siccus, dry.] To exhaust or

evaporate moisture from; to dry:— imp. &. pp.

exsiccated; ppr. exsiccating.

Exsuccous, (ek-snkkus) a. [L. ex, from, and aureus,

moisture.] Dry ; destitute of juice.

Exsuction, (ek-suk'ahun) h. [L. ex, out of, from, and

sugere, to suck. ] The act of sucking out.

Extancy, (eks-tan'se) n. State of being : subsistence ;—

*tate of rising above other forms of being ; prominence.

Extant, (eks'tant) «. [L. extant, from ex, o\it of, from,

ami stare, to stand.] Standing out or above the

surface : protruding ;—continuing to exist ; in being ;

now subsisting.

Extemporaneous, (eks-tem-po-ra'ne-us) a. [h. ex

tempore. ] Proceeding from the impulse of the

moment; called forth by the occasion; unpremedi

tated ; off-hand.

Extemporaneously, (eks-tern-po-ra'ne-ns-Ie) adv. With

out previous study ; unpremeditatedly.

Extemporary, (eks-tem'po-ra-re) «. Composed, per

formed, or uttered, without previous study or pre

paration ; extemporaneous.

Extempore, (eks-tem'p6-re) adv. [L. from ex, out of,

from, and tempus, time.] Without previous study or

meditation ; without preparation ; suddenly.

Extempore, (eks-tem'po-re) a. Without previous study

or preparation ; extemporaneous.

Extemporize, (eks-tem'po-riz) v. i. To speak without

previous study or preparation ; to make an off-hand

address ;—v. t. To do in a hasty, off-hand, or unpre

meditated manner:—imp. & pp. extemporized ; ppr.

extemporizing.

Extemporizer, (eks-tem'po-riz-er) n. One who speaks

without previous study, or without notes or written

composition.

Extend, (eks-tend*) r. t. fL. ex, out of, from, and

tender*, to stretch, G. triueiih] To prolong in a single

direction, as a lino; to lengthen ;—to dilate, as a sur

face or volume ; to expand ;—to enlarge ; to widen ; to

continue, as time : to protract ;—to hold out or reach

forth ;—to bestow on ; to offer ;—to impart ; to com

municate ; — to value, as lands taken by a writ of

extent in satisfaction of a debt ;—v. i. To be continued

in length or breadth; to stretch; to reach '.—imp. &

pp. extended; ppr. extending. [manner.

Extendedly, (eks-teud'ed-le) adv. In an extended.

Extendible, (eks- tond'e-bl) a. Capable of being

extended ;—liable to be taken by a writ of extent

and valued.

Extensibility, (eks-tens-e-bil'e-te) «. Capacity of being

extended or of suffering extension.

Extensible or Extensile, (eks-tens'e-bl) a. Capable of

being extended, whether in length or breadth.

Extension, ( eks - ten ' shun ) n. [L. extensio, from

exteitdere.] Act of extending ; a stretching;—state of

being extended ;—that property of a body by which it

occupies a portion of space ;—a written engagement

on the port of a creditor, allowing a debtor further

time to pay a debt

Extensive, (eks-tens'iv) a. Having wide extent ;

expanded ; large ; broad ; wide. [widely.

Extensively, (eks-teus'iv-le) adv. To a great extent ;

Extensiveness, (eks-tens'iv-nes) n. Extent ; wideness ;

largeness ; diffusiveness.

Extensor, (eks-tens'gr) n. {h.] A muscle which servos

to extend or straighten, as an arm or a finger.

Extent, (eks-tenf) n. Space or degree to which a

thing is extended ; hence, superficies ; bulk ; size ;

length ; compass ; volume ;—a peculiar species of exe

cution upon debts due to the crown.

Extenuate, (eks-ten'u-at) v. t. [L. ex, out of, from, and

tenuare, to make thin, from tenuis, thin.] To draw

out, as the line of an army; to make thin, lean, or

slender;—to lessen; to palliate, as a crime; to lower

or degrade, as reputation or honour ;—v. i. To become

thinner or more slender ; to be drawn out or ex

tenuated :—hap. & pp. extenuated ; ppr. extenuating.

Extcnuatingly, ( eks - ten ' u - at - ing - le ) adv. In an

extenuating manner.

Extenuation, (eks-teu-u-a'shun) n. Act of extenuating:

losing of flesh ; maceration ;—palliation, as of a crime ;

—mitigation, as of punishment. [to soften down.

Extenuatory, (eks-ten'u-a-tor-e) a. Palliative; tending

Exterior, (eks-te're-er) a. [L. exterior, comparative of

titer or txterus, on the outside, out- n

ward.] Outward; outside of, said of

a body ; — external ; extrinsic, said

of a person or quality ; — foreign.

Sxterior angles in geometry are pro

duced by extending any of the sides

of a plane figure. In the cut BCD / \ P

is the exterior angle of the triangle A C

ABC. Exterior Angle.

Exterior, (eks-te're-er) n. That which is external;

surface; outside;—outward appearance or deportment:

—generally pi., visible acts, forms, or ceremonies.

Exterminate, (eks-ter'rain-fit) r. (. [L. exterminare,

from ex, out of, from, and terminus, boundary, limit.]

To drive from within the limits or borders of ; to

drive away ;—to put an end to the power of; to eradi

cate ; to extirpate ; to destroy;—to cause to disappear;

to eliminate :—imp. & pp. exterminated; ppr. exter

tomating.

Extermination, (eks-ter-min-a'shun) n. Act of exter

minating ; . eradication ; extirpation ; excision ; —

elimination.

Exterminatory, (eks-ter'min-il-tor-e)rc. Of or pertaining

to extermination ; serving or tending to exterminate.

Extern, (eks-tern^o. [L. externum] Not inherent ; not

intrinsic; outward; visible.

Extern, (eks-tern') it. A scholar in a seminary who

lives without its walls.

External, (eks-tcrn'al) a. [L. externus, from exter,

extents, outward.] Having relation to space ; outward ;

exterior;—outer; visible; apparent; not inherent;—

accidental ; irrelevant ;—foreign ; related to or con

nected with foreign nations. [exteriority.

Externality, (eks-t^rn-al e-te) n. Existence in space :

Externally, (eks-tern'al-le) adv. In an external manner ;

outwardly.

Externals, (eks-te.rn'alz) n. pi. Whatever things are

external or without ; outward parts.
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Extil, (ekH-tiV) v. t [L. ex, from, and stillart, to drop.]

To drop or distil from.

Extinct, (eks-tingkt )o. [L. extinctas, pp. ottx$tinau*re,

to quench.] Extinguished; put out; quenched .—

ended ; terminated ; closed.

Extinction, (eks-tiugkshuii) «. Act of extinguishing

or making extinct ;—state of being extinguished.

Extinguish, (eks-ting'gwish) >-. i. [L. ex, out of, from,

and itinguere., to quench.] To smother ; to quench ;—

to put an end to ; to destroy;—to obscure by superior

splendour : — imp. & pp. extinguished ; ppr. ex

tinguishing'.

Extinguishable, (eks-ting'gwish-a-bl) a. Capable of

being extinguished.

Extinguisher, (eks-ting'gwish-e.r) «, One who, or that

which, extinguishes ; ttpftiaiiy, a hollow, conical

utensil to be put on a candle or Limp to extinguish it.

Extinguishment, (eks-tiug'gwish-nient) n. Act of ex

tinguishing ; extinction ; suppression ; destruction ;

nullification; abolition;—the putting an end to a

right or estate by consolidation or union.

Extirpate, (eks-te.rp'at) v. t. [h. extirpart, from ex, out

of, from, and ttirpt, stock, stem, root.] To pull or

pluck up by the roots ; to destroy totally ;—to cut out ;

to remove :—imp. & pj>. extirpated ; ppr. extirpating.

Extirpation, (eks-tern-a'shun) n. Act of extirpating or

rooting out ; eradication ; excision ; total destruction.

Extol, (ekfl-toT) v. (. [L. ex, out of, from, and tollert,

to lift, take up, or raise.] To elevate by praise ; to

eulogize; to magnify; celebrate; laud ; glorify:—imp.

& pp. extolled ; ppr. extolling.

Extorsive, (eks-tors'iv) a. Serving to extort.

Extorsively, (eks-tors'iv-lu ) adv. In an extorsive

manner ; by extortion.

Extort, (eks-torf) v. t. [L. tx, out of, from, and tar-

autre, to turn about, twist.] To wrest or wring from

by physical or other means ; to gain by force ; to

exact ;—v. i. To practise extortion :—imp. & pp.

extorted ; ppr. extorting.

Extorted, (eks-tort'ed) a. Drawn or taken from by

compulsion ; forced, as an admission or confession.

Extortion, (eks-tor'ahun) ». Act of extorting; illegal

exaction ; unjust demand ; compulsion ;—oppression ;

rapacity.

Extortionate or Extortionary, (eks-tor'-shun-at) a.

Practising or implying extortion; exacting; oppres

sive;—over-charged; exorbitant;—rapacious ; greedy.

Extortioner or Extortionist, (eks-tor'snun-er) n. One

who exacts or over-charges ; a usurer.

Extra, (eks'tra). A Latin preposition signifying beyond ;

on the other or outside of;—a prefix to many words.

denoting beyond, without, more tlian, further tlian,

or generally, excess. It is also used in composition

with the same meaning. Extras, extra charges ; items

not included in the estimate or scale.

Extract, (eks-trakt') v. t. [L. ./, oat of, from, and

trahere, to draw.] To draw out ;—to remove forcibly

from a fixed position ;—to express, as juice or essenee

by distillation or other chemical process ;—to take out

or select, as passages from a book :—imp. & pp. ex

tracted ; ppr. extracting.

Extract, (eks'trakt) n. That which hi extracted or

drawn out ;—a passage from a Ixxik or writing ; a

citation; a quotation; — any thing drawn from a

substance by heat, solution, distillation, or chemical

process.

Extractable, (eks- trakt'a- bl) a. Capable of being

extracted.

Extraction, (eks-trak'shun) n. Act of extracting ; the

drawing out, as of a tooth; — derivation from an

original ; descent ; lineage ; birth ; —chemical operation

of ovolving the substance ; essence ; tincture ;—arith

metical process of finding the root of a number.

Extractive, (oks- trakt'iv ) a. Capable of being ex

tracted ;—tending or serving to extract.

Extradition, (eks-tra-diah'un) n. [L. tx, out of, from,

and tntditio, a delivering up, from tradcre, to deliver.]

Delivery by one nation or state to another, csptcially

of fugitives from justice, in pursuance of a treaty.

Extrados, (oks-tra'dos) n. [L. txtra and ¥. do*, back.]

The exterior curve of an arch.

Extrajudicial, (eks-tra-joo-dish'e-al) a. [L. txtra and

Eng. judicial.] Out of the projK.T court or the ordin

ary course of legal procedure : not legally required.

Extramundone, (eks-tra-mun dan) a. [L. rxtr<\ and

' wuftdus, world.] lleyund the limit of the material

I world, or relating to that which is so.

Extramural, (eks-tra-rnur'al) a. |L. extra, beyond,

■ without, and iav.ru*, wall.] Without or beyond the

walls, as of a fortified city.

Extraneous, (eks-tra ne-u») a. [L. extra neu*, from

extm, without.] Not l>elonging to or dependent on m

thing: irrelevant; not essential : not intrinsic; foreign.

Extraneoualy, (eka-tru'ue-us-le) adt: In an extraneous

manner.

Extraordinarily, (eks-tra-or'din-ar-e-le) adv. In tx

manner out of the ordinary or usual method.

Extraordinary, (eks-tra-urVlin-ar-e) a. [L. extra and

oi-dinurius.] beyond or out of the common order or

method ;—exceeding the common degree or mtaMire ;

hence, remarkable ; uncommon ; rare ; special ; ]>ar-

ticular;—employed or sent for an unusual or special

object.

Extraordinary, (eks-tra-or'din-ar-e) ?j. Tliat which

is extraordinary or unusual ; an uncommon circum

stance or quality— used especially in the plural loa

things which surpass the usual order.

Extravagance, (eks-trav'a-gans) n. Tlie act of wander

ing beyond proper limits ; irregularity ; wihlnew ;—.

excess of passion or appetite ;—lavish expenditure of

means or substance ; vain or superfluous expense ;—

exuberance in thought or diction ; prodigality ; profu

sion ; waste ; dissipation.

Extravagant, (eks-trav'a-gant) a. [L. extra and vayaum,

wandering, from vayut, wandering.) Wandering be

yond bounds ; excessive ; unreasonable ; irregular ;—

wild; unrestrained ;— profuse in expense ; prodigal.

Extravagantly, (eks-trav'a-gant-le) ade. In an extra

vagant manner.

Extravaganza, (eks-trav-a-gan'za) n. fit.] A musical

composition characterized by its wild irregularity ;—

an extravagant flight of sentiment or language.

Extravasate, (eks-trav'a-s'it) v. t. [L. txtra and rax,

vessel.] To let out of the proper vessels, as blood :—

imp. & pp. extravaaated ; ppr. extravasating.

Extravasation, (eks-trav-a-su'shun) n. Act of forcing

or of being let out of the proper vessels or duets, as>

blood ; illusion.

Extreme, (eks-trem') n. (L. extrtmvs, superlative of

exter, extern*, on the outside, outward.] At the

utmost point, edge, or border ; outermost ; furthest;—.

last; final; conclusive;—utmost; the woret or beet;

most urgent; greatest; highest;—extended or con

tracted as much as possible.

Extreme, (eks-trem') h. The utmost point or verge

of a thing ; extremity ;—utmost limit or degree that

is supposahle or tolerable; hence, great necessity—

often in the pi.

Extremely, (eks-trem le) adv. In an extreme manner

. or state ; in the utmost degree ; to the utmost point ;

' very greatly ; intensely.

Extremity, (eks-trem'e-te) ». The utmost or most

distant point or side, as of a place or country ;—Uio

outermost parts, as of an animal ;—the highest state

or condition ; — the greatest degree of difficulty,

danger, or distress ;—the utmost rigour or violence ;

—the worst or most aggravated state; — exigency;

urgency. [cated.

Extricable, (eks'tre-ka-bl) a. Capable of being extri-

Extrioate, (eks'tre-k.lt) <*. t. [L. extricare, from exp

out of, from, and trica, hindrances, vexations, per

plexities.] To disentangle ; to free from difficulties ox-
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perplexities;—to emit or evolve:—imp. & pp. extri

cated; ppr. extricating.

Extrication, (eks-tre-kashun) n. Act of extricating or

disentangling; disentanglement;—act of Bending out

or evolving.

Extrinsic, (eks-trins'ik) a. [L. fxlrintect**.] Not

contained in or belonging to a body; external; out

ward ; unessential.

Extrinsicaily, (eks-trins'ik-aide) adv. In an extrinsic

manner; externally; from without.

Extrude, (eks-trood ) r. t . [L. extrude,-?, from ex, ont

of, from, anil trudere, to thrust.] To thrust out ;

to urge, force, or press out; to cx]>e-l ; — to drive

away :—imp. & pp. extruded ; ppr. extruding.

Extrusion, (eka-troo'zhun) n. Act of thrusting out ;

expulsion.

Extuberance, (eks-tuber-ans) n. A swelling or rising

of any part of the body ; a protuberance.

Exuberance or Exuberancy, (eks-u'ber-ans) n, (State

if being exuberant ; superfluous abundance ; hutu-

riance ; excess ; superfluity ; ovorflow.

Exuberant, (eks-u'ber-ant) o„ [L. exuberant, ppr. of

exaberare.) Characterized by abundance; ovei-flow-

iiuj ; over-abumlant; superfluous.

Exuberantly, (eks-u'ber-ant- le) adv. Abundantly;

very copiously; in great plenty; to a sui^i-fluons

decree. [abundance or plenty.

Exuberate, (eks-iVber-at) r.i. To abound; to be in great

Exudation,!(eka-u-da'shuii) n. Act of exuding; a dis-

cliarge of humours or moisture ; — tho substance

exuded.

Exude, (eks-ud') r. t. [L. rx, out of, from, and nudare,

to sweat.] To discharge through the pores, as moistnro;

to discbarge its sap by incision, as a tree ;—v.i. To

flow from a body through the pores, or by natural

discharge, as juice or moisture :—imp. fc pp. exuded;

ppr. exuding.

Exulceration, ( egz-ul-ser-a'shun ) li, [L. cxulctratio,

from ex, out of, from, and ulcerate, to make sore,

from ulcus, sore, ulcer.] Act of causing ulcers on a

body ; process of becoming ulcerous ;—exacerbation ;

corrosion.

Exulf.era.te, (egz-ul'ser-at) v. t. To produce an ulcer

in ;—to corrode ; to fret ;—r. i. To become ulcerous.

Exult, (egz-ulf) r. i. [L. exultare, from rx, out of,

from, and satire, to spring, leap.] To leap for joy;

to rejoice in triumph:—imp. & pp. exulted; ppr.

exulting.

Exultation, (egz-ult-a'shun) v. Act of exulting; rap

turous delight ; triumph. [ncr.

E-Kuilingly. (egz-ult'ing-le) adv. In an exulting man-

Exungulate, (egz-ung'gu-lat) r. t. fL. ex and niujui*,

nail.] To pare ofl" the nails; to remove 8uj>erfluous

iiarts.

Exuviable, (egz-u've-a-bl) a. Capable of being cast or

thrown off in the form uf exuviae.

ExuviiB, (egz-u've-e) n.pl. [L. exuere, to draw out,

to pull ofl'.] Cast skins, shells, or coverings of ani

mals;—fossil shells and other animal remains left in

the strata of the earth.

Eyas, (i'as) n. [F. niait, fresh from the nest, from

L. nidu$t nest.] A young hawk just taken from

tho nest.

I Eye, (i)w. [A.-S. eage, G. okos, L. oeulus.] Tho organ of

sight or riaion ;—sight ; view ; perception ;—position

of the organ of Tision ; face ; front ; presence ;—ap

pearance of the organ of vision : look; countenance;

—act of seeing ; observation ; inspection ; notice ;—

power of seeing; extent, range, or delicacy of vision ;

—mental view; estimate; judgment ; — the small

hole in the end of a needle ;—a catch for a hook ;—

the spots on a feather, as of a peacock ;—the bud or

sprout of a plant or root ;—the centre of a target ;—

that part of a loop or stay by which it is attached

to, or suspended from, any thing; — that which

resembles the organ of sight in relative importance or

beauty.

Eye, (i) v. t. To fix the eve on; to view; to observe or

watch narrowly, or with fixed attention: — unp. <fc

pp. eyed ; ppr. eying. [eye.

Eyeball, (Tbawl) n. Tho ball, globe, or apple of the

Eyeboam, (fbem) n. A glance of the eye.

Eyebolt, (fbolt) n, A bar of iron or bolt, with an eve at

one end, driven into the deck or sides, for hooking

tackles to.

Eycbright, (I'brit) n. A plant formerly much used as

a remedy for diseases of the eye. [the eye.

Eyebrow, (ITarow) n. Tho brow or hairy arch above

Eyeflap, (i'flap) ru A blinder on a horse's'bridle.

Eyeglass, (i'glas) n. A glass to assist the sight;—

the eye-piece of a telescope and like instruments.

Eyelash, (Hash) n. Tho line of hairs that edges the

eyelid ;—a single one_of the hairs on the edge of the

eyelid.

Eyeless, (ilea) a. Wanting eyes or sight; blind.

Eyelet, (Hot) n. [F. oHllet.] A small hole or perfora

tion for a lace) or small rope or cord, as in garments,

sails, ire.

Eyelid, (Hid) n. The cover of the eye.

Eye-piece, (i'pes) n. The lens, or combination of

lenses, at the eye-end of a telescope or other optical

instrument.

Eye-salve, (i'salv) n. Ointmont for the eyo.

Eye-service, (i'ser-vis) n. Service performed oidy

under the eye or inspection of an employer.

Eyesight, (fait) n, Sight of tho eye ; view ; observa

tion ;—power or relative capacity of seeing.

Eye-sore, (i'sor) n. Something offensive lo the eye or

sight i [is moved.

Eye-string1, (tstring) n. The tendon by which the eye

Eye-tooth, (i' tooth) n. The pointed tooth in the

upper jaw next to the grinders—called also canine

tooth, find cuspidate tooth.

Eye-water, (fwaw-ter) n. A medicated water or lotion

for the eyes. [done.

Eye-witness, (i'wit-nes) v. One who sees a thing

Eyre, (or) n. [Norm. F. errf, from L. iter, a going,

way.] A journey or circuit ;—a court of itinerant

justices.

Eyrie, (ii're) «. The place whore birds of prey con

struct their nests and hatch their young, especially

the eagle's nest.

F.

P(ef), the sixth letter of tho English alphabet, is a

labial articulation formed by the passage of breath

between the lower lip and the upper incisivo teeth.

The figure of the letter F is the same as that of the

Eolic digamma [F], to which it is also closely related

in power. As a contraction it stands for fellow ; as

a numeral it denotes 40, and with a dash over it ( y ),

40,ooO. In music F is the fourth tone of tho model

scale. F sharp (F JI ) is a tone between F and G.

Pa, (fa). A Rvllablo applied to the fourth tone of the

gamut or model scale lor the purposes of solmizatjon.

Fable, (fiVbl) n. [L. fabula, from fari, to speak, say.]

A fictitious story or tale intended to enforce some

useful truth or precept; on apologue;—the plot of

an epic or dramatic poem ;—fiction ; falsehood.

Fable, (fu'bl) v. i. To feign ; to write or apeak fiction;

—v. t. To feign ; to invent; to tell of falsely:—imp.

ii pp. fabled; ppr. fabling.
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Pabric, (fab/rik) n. [L. faber, a worker in hard mate

rials, from focere, to make.) Structure of any thing ;

workmanship; texture; make;—that which ia fabri-

cated ; — frame-work ; edifice; building ;— manufac

tured cloth.

Fabricant, (fab'ro-kant) n. [F.] A mauuf;icturcr ;

—an artificer : a working tradesman.

Fabricate, (fal/re-kat) v. t. [L. fab rice re.) To frame;

to construct ; to build ;—to form by art and labour ;

to manufacture ;—to forge ; to devise falsely :—imp.

& pp. fabricated ; ppr. fabricating.

Fabrication, (fab-re-ku'shun) n. Act of devising, fram

ing, or constructing ; construction ; manufacture ;—

that which is fabricated ; a building or structure ;—

a falsehood ; figment ; invention; forgery.

Fabrile, (fab'ri!) a. Pertaining to a workman, or to

work in stone, metal, wood, or other handicrafts.

Fabulist, (fab'u-list) n. One who invents or writes

fables.

Fabulixe, (fab'u-llz) v. *. To invent, compose, or relate

fables :—imp. & pp. fabulized ; ppr. fabulizing.

Fabulous, (fab'u-lua) a. [L. fabula, from fori, to

speak.] Feigned, as a story or fable; related to fable ;

not real ; fictitious.

Fabulously, (fab'u-Ius-le) adv. In a fabulous manner.

Facade, (fa-sad') n. [F. facade, from face, face. J Front ;

front view or elevation of an edifice.

Face, (fas) n. [L. facie*, make, form, shape, from

facere, to make.] The exterior form or appearance

of any thing ;—one of the bounding planes of a solid ;

— the surface of a plate or disk ; — outside appear

ance ; surface show ;—that part of the head of an

animal, especially of a human being, in which are

the eyes, nose, mouth, &c.; visage; countenance;

—east of features ; look ; air ;—boldness ; shameless-

ness ; effrontery:—presence; sight; front;—mode of

regard, whether favourable or unfavourable ;—state

or condition of affairs ;—pl.f distortion of the features.

Face, (fas) v.t. To meet in front; to oppose with

firmness ;—to turn the front toward ; to confront ;—

to cover in front ;—to make flat or smooth the sur

face of;—to trim a garment with something of a dif

ferent texture or colour;—v. t. To turn the face ; to

carry a false appearance ; to brave ; to brazen out :—

imp. & pp. faced ; ppr. facing.

Face-ague, (fOs'a-gu) «. A form of neuralgia; tic-

doloureux ;—face-ache.

Face-guard, (fas'giird) n. A kind of mask to defend

the face and eyes while engaged in chemical and

mechanical processes.

Face-plate, (fAs'plilt) n. The disk attached to the

revolving spindle of a lathe, on which the work is

fastened.

Facet, (fas'ot) u. [F. facettt, diminutivo of face.) A

little face; a small surface;—a sujwrficies cut with

several angles, as in diamonds and other precious

■tones.

Facetiae, (fa-se'she-C) n. pL [L. fhcetu*.] Witty or hum

orous writings or sayings ; witticisms.

Facetious, (fa-se'she-us) a. Given to wit and good

humour; merry; sportive; jocular; — characterized

by wit and pleasantry. [ner.

Facetiously, (fa-se'she-us- le) adv. In a facetious man-

Facctiousness, (fa-sc'she-us-iies) n. State of l>eiiig face

tious; pleasantry. [Pertaining to the face.

Facial, (iH'she-a]) a. [U faciali*, from facie*, face.]

Facially, (fa'she-al-le) adv. In a facial manner.

Facile, (fas'H) a. [L. fi'tilis, from facnr, to make,

do.] Easy to bo done or performed; not difficult ;—

easy to be surmounted or removed ;—easy of access

or converse; courteous : affable;—easily persuaded to

good or bail; pliant ; flexible;—ready in jjerfonning ;

dexterous.

Facilitate, (fa-si lit- iit) r. /. fL. facilitng, facility.] To

make easy or less difficult;—to expedite ; to help for-

word;—i»ip. &, pp. facilitated; ppr, fao;litating.

Facilitation, (fa-sil-it-a'shun) n. Act of making easy.

Facility, (fa-sire-te) n. Quality of being easily per

formed ; ease ;—readiness proceeding from skill or tir-e;

dexterity ; cxpeitness ; — easiness to be persuaded—

usually m a bad sense ; pliancy ;—easiness of access ;

complaisance ; affability ;—pi. Facilities, suitable or

convenient means ; opportunities ; advantages.

Facing, (fusing) n. A covering in front for ornament

or defence; — movement of soldiers to the right or

left ;—collar or lappet of regimental uniform ;—the

front or conspicuous part of an architectural struc

ture ;—any superficial layer or coating.

Facingly, (fasing-le) adv. In a facing manner or

position ; in front.

Fac-simile, (fak-sim'e-le) n. [L. from facere, to make,

and Mhiilin, like.] An exact copy or likeness, as of

handwriting.

Fact, (fakt) n. [L. factum, from facere, to make.] A

making or preparing: any tiling done or that which

comes to pass; an act; an event ;—reality ; truth;—

assertion or statement of a tiling done or existing ; a

thing supposed or asserted to be done; performance;

incident ; occurrence ; circumstance.

Faction, (fak'shun) n. [L.factio, from facere, to make

or do ] A party acting against a government or estab

lished order of things ;—dissension ; tumult ; cabal ;

combination ; clique ; junto.

Factionist, (fak'slmii-ist) n. One who promotes faction.

Factious, (fak'she-us) a. Given to faction; prone to

clamour against public measures or men ;—pertain

ing to, or proceeding from, faction ; indicating faction.

Factiously, (fak'sho-us-lo) adv. In a factious manner.

Factiousness, (fakshe- us-nes) «. State of being

factious.

Factitious, (fsk-tish'e-us) a. [L. factitiut, from facere,

to make.] Made by art, in distinction from what

is produced by nature; artificial; forced; conven

tional ; artful.

Factor, (fak'ter) u. An agent; a mercantile agent who

buys, sells, and transacts business, for others on com

mission;—one of the numbers or quantities which,

when multiplied together, form a product.

Factorage, (fak'tcr-aj) n. Allowance given to a factor

by his employer as a compensation for his services.

Factorial, (fak-to're-al) a. Pertaining to a factory;

—in mathematics, relating to factors.

Factorship, (fak'ter-ship) n. The office of a factor.

Factory, (fak'tor-e) u. [L. factor,] A house or place

where factors reside to transact business for their

employers^;—the body of factors in any place: —a

building, or collection of buildings, appropriated to

the manufacture of goods ; a manufactory.

Factotum, (fak-to'tnm) n. [L. do every thing.] A

person employed to do all kinds of work.

Faculty, (fak'ul-te) n. [L. faeulta*, from facul, easily,

from facere, to make.] Ability to act or perform,

whether inborn or cultivated ; mental power or capa

city; intellectual endowment or gift ;—privilege or

permission ; license :—a body of men to whom any

specific right or privilege is granted ; tho graduates

in any of the four departments of a university or

college—philosophy, law, medicine, or theology ; run*.

ciatly, the members of a profession or calling ;—the

professors and tutors in a college.

Facundity, (fa-kund'e-te) n. Eloquence ; readiness of

speech.

Fade, (fad) v. i. (O. Eng. radc, D. radden, to fade.]

To perish gradually ; to wither, as a plant ;—to lose

fredinea*, colour, or brightness ;— to sink away: to

grow dim ;—v. t. To cause to wither ; to wear away;

—imp. & pp. faded; ppr. fading.

Faded, (fud'ed) a. Declined ; withered ; decayed ;

losing colour and becoming less vivid.

Fadeless, (fiidles) a. Not liable to fade; unfading.

Fading, (fading) n. I-oas of colour, freshness, or

vigour ; decay ; weakness.
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Fadingly, (fad'ing-le) adv. In a fading manner.

Fadge, (faj) r. i. [A. -8. fegttn, grjt'jctn, to join, fit to

gether. J To come close, an the porta of things united ;

to fit :~imp. & pp. fadged ; pyr. fadging.

Feces, (fe'sez) n. pi. [L. fax.] Excrement ; ordure ;

settling*, sediment-

rag, (fag) 7i. A laborious dnidge ; a school-boy who

does menial services for another boy of a higher

form in English schools.

Fas;, (fag) v. i. [A.-9. fnge, dying, weak.] To act as

a fag ; to drudge ;—to become weary ; to tire ;—v. t.

To treat as a fag ; to compel to drudge ;—to tire by

labour :—i mp. & pp. fagged; ppr. fagging.

Fag-end, (fag'end) n. [Fag and end,} An end of

poorer quality or in a spoiled condition, as of a web

of doth. At. ;—the refuse or meaner jtart of any thing.

Fagot, (fag ut) n. [F. fagot, It. fagotto, L. fax., torch.]

A bundle of sticks used for fuel, for raising batteries

or other purposes in fortification ; also, a single stick :

—a bundle of pieces of iron or of steel in l»rs ;—a

person hired to take the place of another at the mus

ter of a company.

Fagot, (fag'nt) r. (. To make a fagot of; to tie or

bundle together; to bind in a bundle:—imp. & pp.

fagoted ; ppr. fagoting.

Fahrenheit, (fah'ren-hit) a. [Ger.] Pertaining to a

thermometer, having the zero of its scale marked at

32 degrees below the freezing-point of water, and the

boiling-point at 212 degrees above — so called from

the inventor of the scale.

Fail, (fad) r. i. [F. failtir, to fail, L. fallen, to deceive.]

To be wanting: to be lacking;—to be affected with

want ; to come short ;—to decline ; to decay ;—to fall

off in respect to vigour, activity, resources, or the

like ;—to become extinct ; to perish ; to die ;—to miss ;

—to be disappointed of access or attainment ; to be

baffled or frustrated;—to become bankrupt or insol

vent ;—v. t. To be wanting to ; not to be sufficient

for; to disappoint :—imp. £ pp. failed; ppr, failing.

Fail, (fal) w. Failure ; deficiency ; lock ; want.

Failing, (faring) n. The act of one who fails ; de

ficiency ; imperfection; lapse; foible; defect; weak

ness ; miscarriage ; misfortune.

Failure, (fcU'ur) n. [From fail.] Cessation of supply,

or total defect ; deficiency:—omission; non-perform

ance ; decay, or defect from decay ; — bankruptcy ;

suspension of payment.

Fain (fan) a. [A.-S. fagen, glad.] Well-pleasod ; glad;

disposed ; inclined ; especially, content to accept.

Fain, (fan) adv. With joy or pleasure ; gladly.

Faint, (font) a. [F. faint, pp. of te feindn, de quelque

chose, to feign, to sham, from L. Jlnaerc, to contrive,

feign.] Lacking strength: weak; languid;—wanting

iu courage, spirit, or energy ; timorous ; cowardly ;

dejected ; depressed ;—hardly perceptible ; indistinct ;

—dune, or acted, in a weak or feeble manner.

Faint, ( fiut ) v. i. To become weak or feeble ; to

languish ; to swoon ; — to lose courage or spirit ; to

be dejected ; to sink ; to succumb ; — to fado away ;

to vanish :—imp. & pp. fainted; p/rr. fainting.

Faint-hearted. (fanVhart-od) a. AYanting in courage ;

cowardly ; timorous ; dejected.

Fainting, (ranting) n. A swoon ; syncope ; a tem

porary loss of strength, breath, and colour '.—faint-

ing-Jlt.

Faintiah, (fant'ish) a. Slightly faint.

Faintishneas, ( fant'ish-iies ) n. A slight degree of

faintnesa.

Faintly, (fantle^ adv. In a feeble or languid man

ner ; without vigour or activity ;—with a feeble light;

—in a low tone;--imperfectly;—weakly; timorously.

Faintnesa, (funt'nee) n. Loss of strength, colour, and

respiration, as in a fit; — languor; inactivity; —

uni>erfection, as of light or representation ;—mental

weakness.

Fair, (fir) a. [A.-S. fdger, Ger. fagar, Icel. faar.]

White ; pure ; free from spots or blemishes ; free from

a dark hue or complexion ; beautiful ; handsome ;—

clear, as water ;—not cloudy or overcast, as the sky,

weather, Ac ; — blowing in the right direction, as

wind ; favourable ; — oj>en ; direct, as a passage ; —

unobstructed ; undefended, as a mark ; — frank ;

candid, as a statement ;—just ; equitable, as a bar

gain ;—plain ; legible, as handwriting ;—untarnished ;

Bpotless, as reputation ; — moderate ; middling, as

means or livelihood.

Fair, (far) adv. Clearly; openly; frankly; civilly;

honestly ; favourably.

Fair, (far) n. A fair woman ; a handsome female.

Fair, (far) n. [F. foin, L. forum, market place, or

/rt-wr, holidays.] Originally a market hold at stated

times in a town or district, for the interchange of

agricultural and man iifactured produce ; — now an

annual holiday gathering for sports and games.

Fairing, (faring) n. A present given or purchased at

a fair. [novel ; wonders.

Fairlies, (faYles) n. pi. [Scot.] Any thing new or

Fairly, (farle) adv. In a fair manner; clearly; openly;

distinctly ; frankly ; honestly.

Fairness, (far'nes) tu The state of being fair ; freedom

from spots or stains ; whiteness, as of Une skin ; agroe-

ableness, as of form and features ; clearness, as of

water ; honesty, as of dealing ; candour, as of an,

argument; distinctness, as of handwriting and the like.

Fairy, (fa're) n. [F. /eVrte, enchantment, from fier,

to charm, It. fata, from L. Fata.] An imaginary

supernatural being or spirit, supposed to assume a

human form, and to meddle for good or evil in the

affairs of mankind.

Fairy, (fa're) a. Belonging to fairies;—given by fairies.

Faith, (fath) n. [L. jides, from JUlere, to trust] Belief ;

assent of the mind to a fact or truth established by

evidence ; reliance on testimony ; dependence on the

authority or veracity of another; conviction from

observation or experience ; confidence ; assurance ;—

belief in tho facts and doctrines of the Bible ;—belief

in the person and work of Christ;—personal reliance

on Christ with surrender of the heart and will to

his service for salvation ;—the ground of Christian

belief; the faithfulness of God ;—the object of Christian

belief; doctrineorsystera of doctrines believed ; creed;

—profession of belief in gospel truth ;—strict adherence

to duty ; fidelity ;—sincerity ; honesty.

Faithful, (fath'fool) a. Full of faith ; disposed to be

lieve, especially in the declarations and promises of

God;—keeping faith; firm in adherence to promises,

contracts, or other engagements;—firm in the obser

vance of duty; loyal ; honest ;—conformable to truth ;

exact ; veracious ;—true ; worthy of belief.

Faithfully, (fath'fool-le) adv. In a faitliful manner.

Faithfulness, (fath'fool-nes) n. Quality or chaiactcr of

being faithful ; fidelity ; truth ; loyalty ; constancy.

Faithless, (fiithles) a. Doubting; distrusting;—not

believing in God ; not believing in the Christian

religion ;—not observant of promises ;—not true to

allegiance, duty, or vows ;—false ; perfidious ; treach

erous ;—serving to disappoint or deceive ; deluding.

Faithlessness, (fslthles-nes) n. Want of faith ; unbelief

as to revealed religion ; perfidy; treachery; disloyalty,

as in subjects; violation of promises or covenants;

inconstancy, as of a husband or wife.

Fake, (fak) n. [Scot, fait, fold, A.-S. faec, space.] A

single turn or coil of a cable or hawser.

Fakir, (fiVkCr ) tu An Oriental religious ascetic or

begging monk.

Falcated, (fal'kat-ed) a. [L. falcatu/t, fromfalx, sickle.]

Hooked or bent like a sickle or scythe.

Falcation, (fal-k&shuu) n. Crookedness ; a bending in

the shape of a sickle.

Falchion, (fawl'aliun) n. [F. fauchon, from L. faU, a

sickle.] A short broad sword with a slightly curved

point ; a scimitar.
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Falcon.

Falcon, (fawTcn) n, [L falco, from falx, a sickle.]

One of a family of raptorial

birds, characterized by a short,

hooked beak, powerful claws,

and great destructive power ;

rsptcially, one of this family

trained to the pursuit of other

birds or game.

Falconer, (faw'kn-cr) n. A person

who breeds and trains hawks ;

one who follows the sport of

fowling with hawks.

Falconet, (fal'kon-et) n. [F. fal-

conette.] A small cannon.

Falcon-gentil, (fa-kn-jen'til) n. A

falcon when completely bred and

full feathered.

Falconry, (lYkn-rc) u. The art of training hawks ;—

the practice of taking wild fowls or game by means of

hawks.

Faldstool, (fawld'stool) n. [A.-S. fald,jml<l, fold, and

stool.] A portable seat made to fold up in the manner

of a camp-stool ;—a small desk at which the litany is

enjoined to be sung or said.

Falernian, (fa-ler'nC-au) a. Belonging or pertaining

to Falernia in Italy.

Falernian, (fa-kjr'iie-an) n. The wine made in that

territory, celebrated by Horace, Martial, and other

Latin authors.

Fall, (fawl) V. i. rA.-S./«iUanf Oer./aUan.] Todescend

from a higher position to a lower, either suddenly or

gradually ; to drop down ;—to become prostrate ;—to

empty ; to disembogue :—to cease to live ; to perish ;

to vanish ;—to be brought forth ;—to decline in power,

glory, value, or the like ;—to become degraded ; to

sink into disgrace or disrepute;—to sink into vice,

error, or sin ;—to become embarrassed ;—to pass into

a new state ; to become ;—to happen; to come to pass;

—to light on ; to come by chance ;—to rush on ; to

assail ;—to become the property of ; to be transferred

by lot, inheritance, or otherwise ;—to be dropped or

uttered carelessly, as words ;—to revolt ; to apostatize;

—v. t. To sink ; to depress ; to diminish ; to depre

ciate:—imp. fell; pp. fallen; ppr. falling.

Fall, (fawl) n. Act of descending from a higher to a

lower place by gravity; descent;—act of dropping or

tumbling ;—death ; destruction ; overthrow ; ruin ;—

declension in rank, office, or virtue ;—downfall ; de

gradation ; the apostasy of our first parents ;—dimin

ution of price or value ; depreciation ;—a sinking of

tone; cadence ;—declivity ; a slope ;—descent of water ;

a cascade; a cataract ;—extent of descent; downfall,

as of rain or snow ;—a lady's veil ;—the loose end of a

tackle. [to thirty-six square ells.

Fall, (fawl) j). In Scotland, a superficial measure equal

Fallacious, (fal-la'she-uf) o. Deceitful ; wearing a false

appearance ; misleading ; sophistical : — false ; ill-

founded ; delusive ; disappointing.

Fallaciously, ( fal - la 'she - us - le ) adv. In a fallacious

manner. [fallacious.

Fallaciousness, (fal-lS'she-us-nes) n. The state of being

Fallacy, (fal'la-se) n, [L. fallax, from ftrtltre, to de-

cotve.] Deceptive or false appearance; deceitfulness;

deception ; mistake ;—an argument which professes to

be decisive of the matter at issue, while in reality it is

not ; sophistry.

Fallen, (fawln) a. Dropped; descended; degraded;

decreased ; ruined.

Fallibility, (fal-e-bil'e-te) n. State of being fallible;

liablencss to deceive or to be deceived.

Fallible, (fal'e-bl)a, [L. faUere, to deceive.] Liable to

fail or mistake ; liable to deceive or be deceived.

Fallibly, (fal'e-ble) adv. In a fallible manner.

Falling-sickness, (fawl'ing-sik-nes) u. The epilepsy;

a disease in which the patient suddenly loses his

senses and falls down, '

Falling-stone, (fawl'ing-ston) n. A stone falling

from the atmosphere ; a meteorite ; an aerolite.

Fallow, (falls) a. [A.-S. fcalu, Oer. fa to.] Left un-

tiiled or unsowed after having l>een ploughed ;—pale

red or pale yellow.

Fallow, (fal'16) n. Land that has lain a year or more

untilled or unsown ;—the ploughing or tilling of land

without sowing it for a season.

Fallow, (fal'lo) p. t. To plough, harrow, and break up,

a* land, without seeding;—imp. &, pp. fallowed; ppr.

fallowing.

Fallow-deer, (fal'Id-dGr) n. So called from its /a Wow or

pale-yellow colour ;—a species of deer, smaller than

the stag, and most common in England, where it is

often domesticated in the parks.

Fallowing, (fal'16-ing) n. The ploughing and harrow

ing of land without sowing it.

Fallowness, (fal'16-nes) n. A fallow state; barrenness ;

exemption from bearing fruit

False, (fawls) a. [L. fal«u», pp. of /alien, to deceive.)

Untrue ; not conformable to fact ; erroneous ; ill

founded, as a claim; unjust;—deficient, as a weight

or measure; dishonest ;—counterfeit, as coin; forged,

as paper ;—unsound, as a foundation ; deceptive ;—

ill-construed, as a verse or quantity ; improper ;—

unfaithful ; treacherous ; perfidious ;—feigned : hypo

critical, as tears or grief ;—substituted for another,

as an heir; supposititious. False i-eel, the timber

used below the main keel, to serve both as a defence

and an aid in holding the wind better.

False, (fawls) adv. Not truly ; not honestly; falsely.

False-hearted, (fawlaliart-cd) a. Hollow ; treacher

ous ; deceitful ; dishonest ; perfidious.

Falsehood, (fawls 'hood) n. [From false and hood.]

Want of truth or veracity ; an untrue assertion ;—

want of honesty or integrity ; deceitfulness ; perfidy ;

—counterfeit; imposture.

Falsely, (fawls le) ode. In a false manner ; untruly ;

—treacherously; perfidiously.

Falseness, (fawls'ncs) n. State of being false ; want of

integrity or uprightness;—duplicity; treachery; per

fidy; unfaithfulness.

Falsetto, (fawl-set'to) n. [L. Jixltus.] That peculiar

species of voice in a man, the compass of which lies

above his natural voice. [fled.

Falsifiable, (fawls'e-fi-a-bl) a. Capable of being falsi -

Falsiflcation, (fawls-e-fe-ka'shun) n. Act of making

false ; a counterfeiting ;—wilful misstatement or mis

representation.

Falsifier, (fawls'e-fi-er) n. One who falsifies, or gives

to a thing a false appearance; a liar;— utterer of

falso coin.

Falsify, (fawls'e-ff) v. t [L. falsun, false, And facere, to ■

make.] To represent falsely; to counterfeit ; to forge ;

—to prove to be false or untrustworthy ;—to violate ;

to break by falsehood ; — to show that an item of

charge in an account is wrong;—v. i. To tell lies;

to violate the truth: — imp. & pp. falsified; ppr.

falsifying.

Falsity, (fawls'e-te) n. Quality of being false ; con

trariety or inconformity to truth ;—a false assertion ;

lie ; counterfeit.

Falter, (fawl'ter)v. t. [O. Eng. faulttr, L. falltrt.) To

hesitate; to stammer; — to tremble; to totter:—to

fiul in distinctness or regularity of exercise—said of

the mind or of thought:—imp. & pp. faltered; ppr.

faltering.

Faltering, (fawl'ter-ing) n. Feebleness ; deficiency.

Falteringly, (fawTter-ing-le) adv. With broken ac

cents ;—with trembling, hesitation, or feebleness.

Fame, (film) ?». [L. fama, G. pMmi, I say.) Public

report or rumour; — favourable report ; — reuown ;

notoriety ; celebrity.

Fame, (fam) *. t. To report ; to make famous :—imp.

& pp. famed ; ppr. faming,

Familiar, (fa-niiTe-cr) u. [L familiaris, from famUia,
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family.] Pertaining to a family; domestic ;—closely

acquainted or intimate, as a friend or companion ;

well versed in, as any subject of study ;—unceremoni

ous ; free ; easy ; unconstrained ;—well known, as a

friend ; well understood, as a book or science.

Familiar, (fa-inil'e-er) n. An intimate ; a closo com

panion:—a demon or evil spirit supposed to attend

at a call ;—one in the service of the inquisition.

Familiarity, (fa-mil-e-ar'e-te)7i. State of being famil

iar ; intimate converse ; unconstrained intercourse ;

freedom from ceremony; fellowship; intimacy; affa

bility.

Familiarize, (fa-mil'e-er-iz) r. t. To make familiar or

intimate ; to habituate ; to accustom ;—to make easy

by practice or study :—imp. & pp. familiarized; ppr.

familiarizing.

Familiarly, (fa-mile-fr-le) adv. In a familiar man

ner; without formality ;—commonly; frequently.

Familial, (fam'e-list) n. One of a fanatical sect founded

in Holland, and existing in England about 1580,

called the Family of Lm-e, from the affection its

members professed to bear to all people.

Family, (fam'e-le) n. [L. familia, from famulus, ser

vant. 1 The collective body of persons who live in

one house, and under one head or manager ; a house

hold ;—a tribe or race ; kindred ;—course of descent ;

genealogy; lineage ;—honourable descent; — a group

of kindred individuals, usually more comprehensive

than a genua, and founded on more indefinite re

semblances.

Famine, (fam'in) n. [L. /onw, hunger.] Scarcity of

food ; dearth ; a general want of provisions ; desti

tution ; want ; hunger.

Famish, (famish) v. f. To starve ; to kill or destroy

with hunger ;—to exhaust the strength of by hunger ;

—to kill by deprivation or denial of any thing neces

sary ;—v. i. To die of hunger; to starve ;—to suffer

extreme hunger or thirst;—to suffer extremity from

deprivation :—imp. & pp. famished; ppr. famishing.

Famishment, (fam'ish-ment) n. Fain of extreme hun

ger or thirst

Famous, (fS'mus) a. Celebrated in fame or public

report : renowned ; distinguished in story ; remark

able ; illustrious ; eminent ; in a bad sense, notorious.

Famously, (fa'mus-le) adv. "With great renown or

fame ; admirably ; splendidly.

Famulus, (fam'u-lus) n. (!..] Servant or familiar of

a magician ;—drudge or doer of hard work under a

superior.

Fan, (fan) n, [A.-S. fann, Oer. wanna, L. vannut,

fan, van.] Any instrument used for producing arti

ficial currents of air, by the wafting or revolving

motion of a broad surface ; as a lady's fan, made of

paj)er, feathers, Ac., and agitated by the hand to

cool t-ho face; — a farmer's implement to winnow

grain and blow away the chaff;—an instrument used

in iron works to raise the fire or flame; —a movable

part of a window to circulate air and ventilation ;—

any thing spread out like a fan, as a peacock's tail,

a species of gas burner, &c. ;—a small vane used to

keep the large sails of a windmill in the direction

of the wind.

Fan, (fan) v.t. To move, as with a fan;—to cool and

refresh by moving the air with a fan ;—to ventilate ;

—to winnow ;—to raise a ftre or flame ; to excite :—

imp. it pp. fanned; ppr. fanning.

Fanatic, (fa-uatfik) n. A person affected by excessive

enthusiasm, particularly on religious subjects ; wild

visionary ; bigot ; zealot ; devotee.

Fanatical, (fa-nat'ik-al) a. [L. fanaticux, from O.

phainathai, to appear.] Seeing visions; struck with

frenzy; wild and extravagant; excessively enthusi

astic '; superstitious ; bigoted.

Fanatically, (fa-nat'ik-al-le) adv. In a fanatical

manner.

Fanaticism, (fa-nat'e-aizm) ». Excessive enthusiasm ;

wild and extravagant notions of religion ; religious

frenzy ; superstition.

Fancier, (fan'se-er) ft, One who is governed by fancy;

—one who has a special liking for or interest in cer

tain objects ; hence, one who keeps for sale, as birds

or dogs.

Fanciful, (fan'se-fool) o. Full of fancy ; guided by

fancy ; whimsical, said of persons ; — dictated by

fancy ; abounding in images, as a book ;—unreal ;

visionary; fantastical; capricious; whimsical.

Fancifully, (fan'se-fool-le) adv. Iu a fanciful manner;

wildly.

Fanciless, (fhn'se-les) a. Having no fancy ; destitute

of poetical thought or imagination.

Fancy, (fan'se) n. [G. phunlatia, from phnintin, to

appear.] Imagination; conceptive faculty; idealiza

tion ; — power by which the mind forms to itself

images or representations of outward tilings, persons,

or scenes ;—mental power of recalling and reproduc

ing images or ideas ; — faculty of expressing such

images or ideas in literary or artistic form ; taste ;—

notion ; inclination ; liking ;—whim ; caprice; humour;

—a vain or false idea ;—something that pleases or

entertains without real value.

Fancy, (fan'se) v. i. To figure to one's self ; to imagine ;

to believe ; to suppose ;—v. t. To form a conception

of ; to imagine ;—to have a liking for ; to be pleased

with ; to desire :—imp. & pp. fancied ; ppr. fancying.

Fancy, (fan'se) a. Adapted to please the fancy or taste.

Fandango, (fan-dan'go) n. [Sp.] A lively dance prac

tised in Spain and Spanish America.

Fane, (fan) n. [L. fanum, from fari, to speak.] A

temple ; a place consecrated to religion ; a church.

Fanfare, (fun-far') n. [F.] A flourish of trumpets ;—a

lively hunting tune.

Fanfaron, (fan'fa-ron) n. [F., Sp. fanfarron.] A bully;

a swaggerer ; an empty boaster.

Fanfaronade, (fan-fa-ron-ad') n. Vain boasting ; osten

tation ; bluster.

Fang, (fang) n. [A.-S. fang, a taking.] The tusk of a

boar or other animal by which the prey is seized and

held ; a long pointed tooth ;—a claw or talon ;—that

which is Beized and carried off ; booty ; stolen goods.

Fang, (fang) v. t. To catch ; to seize ; to lay hold of ;

to griiie ; to clutch ; to snatch ; to grasp.

Fanged, (fangd) a. Having teeth, claws, or other pre

hensile weapons. [toothless.

Fangleas, (fangles) a. Having no fangs or tusks ;

Fanner, (fan'er) n. One who fans;—a circular machine

with revolving vanes, placed in a door or window,

Ac, and set in motion by the current of air passing

through it; a ventilator ;—pi. An agricultural imple

ment for separating the grain from the chaff.

Fanon, (fan'un) n. [F. fanon, L. jxumus.] An em

broidered scarf worn round tho left arm of a Roman

Catholic priest, in the celebration of the mass ;—a

flag ; an ensign.

Fan-palm, (fan'pam) n. The talipot-tree, a native of

the East Indies. It attains to the height of 60 or 70

feet, with a straight trunk crowned by a tuft of enor

mous leaves.

Fan-tail, (fan'tal) n. A variety of the domestic pigeon,

so called from tho fan-like shape of their tails ;—a

form of gas-burner.

Fantasia, (fan-ta'zhe-a) n. [It] A musical composition

of various airs and movements according to the

author's or performer's fancy ; a capriccio.

Fantastic, (fan-tas'tik) a. Fanciful ; producing or

existing only in imagination ;—having the nature of

a phantom ;—indulging the vagaries of imagination ;

—irregular ; wild ; capricious. [manner.

Fantastically, (fan-tas'tik -al-le) adv. In a fantistio

Fantom, (fan'tom) n. [F. fantome, L. phatitasmn.]

Something that appears to the imagination; a spectre;

a ghost; an apparition.

Far, (far) «. [A.-S. feorr, fyr, L. porro, O. pon-6.)
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Distant in any direction : remote ;—contrary to design

or wishes ;—at enmity with ; alienated ;—nioro distant

of the two.

Far, (far) adv. To a great extent or distance of apace ;

—to a great distance in time from any point; remotely;

—in great part ;—iu a great proportion ; by many

degrees ; very much ;—to a certain point, degree, or

distance.

Farandains. (far an-damz) n. A kiud of fabric made of

silk and wool.

Farce, (fare) n. [L. farsus, pp. of fareire, to stuff.]

Stuffing, like that used in dressing a fowl ; force*

meat ;—a low style of comedy in which qualities and

actions are exaggerated for the purpose of exciting

mirth and laughter;—ridiculous or empty show.

Farcical, (farsok-al) a. Belonging to a force ; appro

priated to farce ; ludicrous ;—deceptive- ; illusory.

Farcically, (fars'ik-al-lo) adv. In a- manner suited to

farce; ludicrously; ridiculously.

Farcin, (fars'in) n. (F. farcin, from L. farcire.] A

disease of the absorbents, affecting the akin and its

blood-vessels. [pack, load, or burden.

Fardel, (fardel) n. [It. fardetlo, Sp. fardel.) A little

Fore, (fir) v. i. [A.-S. & Go. faran, Ger. fahren.] To

go ; to pass ; to journey ; to travel ;—to be in any

state, good or bad ;—to bo treated or entertained at

table ; to feed ;—to happen well or ill ;—imp. ii pp.

fared; ppr. faring;.

Fare, (far) n. Price of passage by land or water ;—

food ; provisions for the table.

Farewell, (farVel) interj. [Fare and welt.] Go well ;

good-by ; adieu ; a wish of happiness or welfare at

parting ; a parting compliment.

Farewell, (iar'wel) n. A wish of happiness or welfare

at parting ; adieu ;—act of departure ; leave-taking.

Farewell, (farVel) a. Parting ; valedictory.

Far-fetched, (farTecht) a. Brought from far ;—not

easily or naturally deduced or introduced ;—forced ;

strained

Farina, (fa-rFna) n. [L. meal, flour, from far, a sort

of grain. ] The flour of any species of corn or starchy

root ;— starch or fecula, one of the proximate principles

of vegetables.

Farinaceous, (far-in-a'she-us) a. Consisting or mode of

meal or flour;—yielding farina or flour;—like meal ;

mealy ; pertaining to meat.

Farle, (farl) n. (A.-S. feorth dael, fourth or quarter

cake.] A small cake or biscuit.

Form, (farm) ti. TO. Eng. ferme, farm, abode, Sp./rmn,

bargain, contract, from L. Jlrmits, fast] A tract of

land inclosed or set apart for cultivation by a tenant;

—an extended piece of ground devoted by its owner

to agriculture ; a landed estate.

Farm, (farm) r. t. To lease or let for an equivalent, as

laud for a rent ;—to give up to another, as an estate, a

business, revenue, privilege, Ac., on condition of re

ceiving a percentage of what it yields ;—to tako at a

certain rent or rato ;—to cultivate, as land ;—v. i. To

till the soil; to labour as an agriculturist:—imp. &

pp. farmed ; ppr. farming.

Farmable, (farm a-bl) a. Fit or capable of being farmed.

Form-bailiff, (farm'ba-Iif) n. An overseer appointed

to superintend the farming operations ; land steward.

Farmer, (farm'cr) n. One who farms, as a cultivator

of leased ground;—one who takes taxes, customs,

excise, or other duties, to collect for a certain rate per

cent;—an agriculturist; a husbandman.

Farmery, ffarni'er-o) n. The building and yards neces

sary mr the business of a farm.

Farm-house, (farm/houa) «. A houso attached to a

farm ; the residence of the farmer. [land.

Farming, (farm'iug) n, Tho business of cultivating

Faro, (fa'ro) n. [So called because a P/turaoh was

represented on one of the cards. J A game at cards

in which a person plays against the bank kept by the

proprietor of the table.

Farrago, (far-ra'go) n. [L. from far, groin.] A mass)

of various materials confusedly mixed ; a medley.

Farrier, (far're-e.r) n. [O. Kng. fcrrrr. It. ferrura, F.

ferrer, from L. ferru.ni, iron.] A smith who shoes

horses ;—a veterinary surgeon.

Farriery, (far'ro-er-e) n. Art of shoeing horses :—art

of preventing, curing, or mitigating the diseases of

horses and cattle ; veterinary art.

Farrow, (far'ro) n. [A-S. fearh, Ger. ferid] A lit

ter of pigs.

Farrow, (far'ro) v. t. & i. To bring forth, as pigs :

—imp. & pp. farrowed; ppr. farrowing.

Farther, (far'THer) a. enmp. of far. More remote ;—

tending to a greater distance ; longer ;—additional ;

further.

Farther, (far'THer) adv. At or to a greater distance ;

beyond;—moreover; in addition : further.

Farthest, (far'THest) a. supcrl. of far. Most distant

or remote ; furthest. [tance.

Farthest, (far'THest) adv. At or to the greatest dis-

Farthing, (far'Tiiing) n. [A.-S. fcordha, the fi-urth,

from feoicr, four.] The fourth of a penny ; hence,

very small price or value.

Farthingale, (far'THing-gul) n. [O. Eng. fardingale, F.

vert u(ftiriin. ] A hoop petticoat.

Fasces, (fas'sez) n.pl. [L. fascis, bundle, allied to

fascia, band.] An axe tied up with a bundlo

of rods and borne before tho Roman magis

trates as a badge of their authority.

Fascet, (fas'set) n. An iron instrument used

in making glass bottles.

Fascia, (fa she-a) n. A fillet, band, or sash ;—

a bandage ; a ligature ;—a flat member pro

jecting in a building ;—the belt of a planet;

—a thin tendinous covering wluch surrounds

the muscles of the limbs and binds them in Fssoes.

their places.

Fascial, (fas'se-al) a. Belonging to tho faxes.

Fasciated, (fas'se-at-ed)<[. [L. fasciatust pp. offasctarc,

from fascia, baud.] Bound with a fillet, sash, or

bandage ;—flattened in form by growth.

Fascicle, (fas'se-kl) n. [L. fasciculus, diminutive of

fasti*.] A close cluster or cyme, with tho flowers

much crowded together, as in the sweet-william.

Fasciculated or Fascicular, (fas-sik'u-lat-ed) a. Grow

ing in bundles or bunches from the same point

Fasciculus, (fas-sik'u-lus) n. [L.] A little bundle ;—a

division of a book ;—a bouquet ; a nosegay.

Fascinate, (fas'se-nat) v. t, [L. fascinarc.] To bewitch ;

to enchant ;—to excite and allure irresistibly or power

fully ; to charm ; to captivate :—imp. & pp. fascin

ated ; ppr. fascinating.

Fascination, (fas-se-na'shun) n. The act of fascinating,

bewitching, or enchanting ; enchantment ; witch

craft ; unseen, inexplicable influence; — that which

fascinates ; a charm ; a spell ; attraction.

Tascine, (fas'sen) n. [L. fascina, from fascis, bundlo.]

A fagot ; a bundle of rods or of small sticks of wood

used iu raising batteries, in filling ditches, «fca

Fashion, (fash'un) n. [L. factw, a making, from

facere, to make.] The make or form of any tiling ;

pattern ; model ; workmansh ip ; execution ;—the pre

vailing modo or style, especially of dress ; f-hajw ;

cut ;—mode of action ; manner ; sort; way ; custom ;

—good society ; genteel air.

Fashion, (fash'un) r. (. To form ; to give shape or

figure to; to mould;—to fit; to adapt; to accom

modate ;—to counterfeit :—imp, & pp. fashioned ; ppr.

fashioning.

Fashionable, (fash'un-a-bl) o. Conforming to the

fashion or established mode ;—established by custom

or use ; current: prevailing at a particular time ;—

oltservaut of the fashion or customary mode ; modish;

stylish ;—genteel ; well bred.

Fashionable, (fash'un-a* bl) n, A person of fashion—

used cliiefiy in the plural.
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Fashionably, ( taah'un-a-blo ) adv. In a manner ac

cording to fashion, custom, or prevailing practice.

Fast, (fast) a. [A.-S. fitit, Ger. fett] Fixed; close;

tight : — firmly fixed ; immovable ; — firm against

attack ; fortified ;—strong in attachment, as a friend;

stedftst ; faithful;—deep; sound, as sleep; —moving

rapidly ; speedy : swift ; — permanent, as colour ;—

rash ; inconsiderate ; gay ; dissipated ; extravagant.

Fast, (fast) adv. Firmly; immovably; stedfkstly;—

quickly ; swiftly ; rapidly ; — closely ; nearly ; — fre

quently.

Fast, (fast) v. i, [A.-S. fiutan, Go. foMum, to keep,

to fast.] To abstain from food; to go hungry;—to

practise abstinence as a religious exercise or duty; to

abstain from particular kinds of food, as Romanists in

Lent; to mortify the body by abstinence:—imp. &

pp. fasted ; ppr. fasting.

Fast, (fast) n. Abstinence from food; — voluntary

abstinence from food, as a religious mortification or

humiliation ; — a time of fasting, whether a day,

week, or longer period.

Fast, (fast) n. That which fastens or holds ; a ropo

which fastens a vessel to a wharf.

Fasten, (fas'n) v.t. fA.-S. fastan, ftutmion.] To

fix firmly ; to make fast ; to secure ; — to hold to

gether ; to cause to cleave, or to cleave together, by

any means;— to impress or fix in the mind; — v. t.

To fix one's self ; to clinch ; to seize and hold fast :—

imp. & pp. fastened ; ppr, fastening-.

Fastening, (fas'u-ing) n. Any thing that binds and

makes fast, as a lock, catch, bolt, bar, &c.

Faster, (fast's r) n. One who fasts.

Faster, (fastfer) a. Comparative degree otfiut

Faster, (fast'er) adv. More rapidly; swifter.

Fastest, (fast'est) a. Superlative degree of fatt.

Fasti, (fae'ti) n. [L.] The Roman calendar, which gave

Use days for festivals, courts, &c. , corresponding to a

modern almanac; records or registers of important

events.

Fastidious, (fas-tide-us)«. [L. faitidiotut, from fastui,

haughtiness.] Difficult to please ; delicate to a fault ;

squeamish ; critical ; over-nice ; punctilious.

Fastidiously, ( faa-tiiTe-us-le ) adv. In a fastidious

manner.

Fastidiousness, (fas-tid'e-us-nes) ft. State or quality

of being fastidious; squeamish neas.

Fastigiated, (fas-tij'o-at-ed) a. Narrowed to the top;

tapering to a point.

Fastigiuxn, (fas-tij'e-um) n. [L-] The ridgo or sum

mit of a house or pediment.

Fasting, (fasting) «. The act of abstaining from food ;

religious mortification.

Fastness, (fast'nes) u. State of being fast ; fixedness;

security ;—a stronghold ; a fortress or fort.

Fastuous, (fas'tu-us) a. [L. fastus, disdain.] Disdain

ful ; proud ; liaughty.

Fat, (fat) a. [A.-S. fat, O. Sax. fct, Ger. fett) Abound

ing with fat; — fleshy; plump; corpulent ; — oily;

greasy ; unctuous ; rich :—coarse ; heavy; gross; dull ;

stupid ;—yielding a rich or abundant supply ; pro

ductive ; fertile.

Fat, (fat) n. An oily, concrete substance, deposited

in various parts of animal bodies ; tallow ; lard ;—the

best or richest production ; the best ]»art.

Fat, (fat) v.t. To make fat; to fatten;—v.i. To

grow fat, plump, and fleshy;—imp. & pp. fatted; ppr.

fatting.

Fat, (fat) n, [A.-S. fat.'] A large tub, cistern, or

vessel ; a vat ;—an old measure of capacity.

Fatal, (fiit'al) a. [L. fatalig, fromfatuui.) Proceeding

from, or appointed by, fate; necessary ; inevitable ;—

causing death or destruction; deadly; mortal ; de

structive; calamitous. [inevitable necessity.

Fatalism, (fat'al-ixm) n. The doctrine of fate or

Fatalist, (fat'al-ist) n. One who maintains that all

things happen by inevitable necessity.

Fatality, (fat-al'e-te) n. State of being fatal, or pro

ceeding from destiny; invincible necessity;—tendency

to destruction or danger ; mortality.

Fatally, (fui'ai-le) adv. In a fatal manner.

Fata Morgana, (fa'tn-mor-ga'na). [It.] A phenomenon

in which, by an extraordinary atmospheric refrac

tion, images of objects at a distance appear as in

verted, distorted, displaced, or multiplied.

Fate, (fat) ii. [h. fat am, from, fari, to speak.] A decree

or word pronounced by God ; hence, inevitable neces*

sity ;—appointed lot ; especially, final lot ; death ; de

struction, [doomed; destined.

Fated, (fat'ed) a. Decreed or regulated by fate ;

Fateful, (fat 'fool) a. Bearing fatal power; produc

ing fatal events. [ful manner.

Fatefully, (fat'fool-le) adv. In a disastrous and fate-

Fates, (fats) n. pi. In ancient mythology, the Destinies

or Parcaa, who were supposed to determine the course

of human life, their names were Clotho, Lachesis, and

Atropos, the first is represented as holding the dis

taff, the second as spinning, and the third as cutting

the thread of human life.

Father, (tu'THer)n. [A.-S. fader, L. pater, G. pater.]

Male parent ;—a male ancestor more remote than a

parent ; a progenitor ; especially, a first ancestor ;—

he who is to bo venerated for age, kindness, wisdom,

Ac. ;—a senator of ancient Rome ;—a dignitary of the

Roman Catholic church, a superior of a convent, a

confessor, or a priest; also, a dignitary or elder clergy

man in the Protestant church ; — one of the chief

ecclesiastical authorities of the first centuries after

Christ ;—a producer, author, or contriver ;—the Su

preme Being; the first person in the Trinity.

Father, (fa'THcr) v. t. To make one's self the father

of; to beget;—to take as one's own child ; to adopt ;

hence, to acknowledge one's self author of ; — to

ascribe or charge to another, as his offspring or work ;

—imp. A pp. fathered; ppr. fathering.

Fatherhood, (fa'THgr-hood) n. State of being a father;

paternity. [husband or wife.

Father-in-law, (fa'THer-in-law) n. The father of one's

Father-land, (fa'THer-laud) n. The native land ox*

one's fathers or ancestors.

Father-lasher, (fiVTH?r-lash-er) n. A Bait-water fish of

the genus Coitus, allied to the river bull-head.

Fatherless, (fa'Tiier-les) n. Destitute of a living father;

—without a known author.

Fatherlineas, (fa'THer-le-nes) n. The qualities of a

father ; parental kinduess, care, and tenderness.

Father-long-lega, (fa'TUgr-long-leg*) n. An insect of

the genus Tiputa ; a crane-fly ;—a species of spider

having very long legs, by which it is enabled to run

with great rapidity.

Fatherly, (fa'THgr-le) a. Like a father in affection and

care; paternal; tender; protecting; careful;—pertain

ing to a father.

Fathom, (faTH'um) n, [A.-S. fcethtm, Ger. faden, a

thread, a line.] A measure of length containing six

feet ; the space to which a man can extend his arms;

—reach ; penetration ; depth of contrivance ; compass

of thought.

Fathom, (faTH'um) v. t. To measure with the arms

extended ;—to measure with a line ; to ascertain the

depth of ; to sound ;—hence, to get to the bottom of;

to penetrate ; to comprehend ;—imp. & pp. fathom

ed ; ppr. fathoming. [fathomed.

Fathomable, (famum-a-hl) a. Capable of being

Fathomless, (faTH'uni-les) a. Incapable of being fath

omed ; bottomless.

Fatigue, (fa-teg1) n. Weariness from bodily labour

or mental exertion ; — cause of weariness; labour;

toil ;—the labours of military men, distinct from tho

use of arms.

Fatigue, (fa-teg") v. t [L. fatiffare.] To weary with

labour or any bodily or mental exertion : to exhaust

the strength or endurance of; to jade ; to tire ;—to
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importune; to harass:—imp. &, pp. fatigued; ppr.

fatiguing.

Fatimitcs, (fafim-its) n. pi. Arabian princes who

claim descent from Fatiraa, the daughter of Mahomet.

Fatling, (fat'ling) n. A lamb, kid, or other young

animal fattened for slaughter; a fat animal.

Fatly, (fat'le) adv. Grossly ; greasily.

Fatness, (lat'nes) n. [h'rvm fat.] Quality of being fat ;

corpulency ; fulness of flesh ;—hence, richness ; fer

tility; fruitfulness ; — that which is fat or greasy ;

that which makes fat or fertile.

Fatten, (fat'n) v. t. To make fat ; to fill full ; to feed

for slaughter ; — to make fertile and fruitful ; to

enrich ;—v. i. To grow fat or corpulent :—imp. &, pp.

fattened ; ppr, fattening.

Fattener, (fafn-er) v. One who, or that which, fattens.

Fattiness, (fafe-nos) n. The state of being fatty ;

grossness.

Fatty, (fofe) a. Containing fat, or having itsqualities;

greasy; unctuous; oleaginous.

Fatuity, (fa-tu'e-te) n . Weakness or imbecility of mind ;

feebleness of intellect; foolishness.

Fatuous, (fafu-tis) a. [L. fatuui.] Feeble in mind;

weak ; silly ; idiotic ; — impotent ; without reality ;

illusory.

Faubourg, (fo-boorgO n. [F. from foux, false, and

bourff, a market town.] A suburb in French cities.

Faucal, (faw'kal) a. [L. faucet, throat] Pertaining

to the fauces or opening of the throat.

Fauces, (faw'sez) n. pt. [L] The posterior part of the

mouth, terminated by the pharynx and larynx.

Faucet, (faw'set) n. [L. fauces.] A fixture for draw

ing liquor from a cask or vessel, consisting of a tube

stopped with a peg, spigot, or slide.

Faufel, (faw'fel) n. • The fruit of a species of the palm

tree. [borrence.

Faugh, (faw) inter). Exclamation of contempt or ab-

Faujaaite, (fAw'jas-it) n. A mineral ; a hydrous sili

cate of alumina.

Fault, (fawlt) n, [F. fattte, It fallo, L. fatlcre, to

deceive.] A failing ; an error; a mistake; a blunder;

—a want ; defect ; absence ; lack ;— a moral failing ;

imperfection ; neglect of duty ; impropriety ; slight

offence;—a difficulty; a puzzle ;—losing of the scent

in hunting ;—a break or interruption of strata.

Fault, (fawlt) v. t. To charge with a fault ; to accuse ;

—to cause a displacement in—said of strata or veins ;

—v. i. To fail ; to lack ; to be deficient or wrong ; to

commit a fault :—imp. & pp. faulted; ppr. faulting.

Faulter, (fawl'ter) >u One who commits a fault ; an

offender. [ably.

Faultily, (fawlfe-le) adv. In a faulty manner ; blam-

Faultineas, (fawlt' e-nes) n. Stito of being faulty,

defective, or erroneous ; defect.

Faultiest, (fawlfles) a. Without fault; froo from

blemish ; spotless ; stainless ; perfect

Faultlessly, (fhwlfles-le) adv. In a faultless manner.

Faultlessness, (fawlfles-nes) it. Freedom from faults

or defects.

Faulty, (fawife) a. Containing faults, blemishes, or

defects ; defective ; imperfect ;—guilty of a fault or of

faults ; hlamable ; censurable ;—wrong ; erroneous.

Faun, (fawn) n. [h. Favnu*, from farrre, to be fav

ourable.] A demigod supposed to inhabit the woods

—usually represented as naif goat and half man.

Fauna, (fawn'a) n. [L. /fount, rural deities among

the Romans.] The animals of any given area or

epoch. requisitions; a naturalist.

Faunist, (fawn'ist) «. One who attends to rural dis-

Fauteuil, (fo-tur) n. [F.] An armchair, usually

highly ornamented ; hence, a scat or membership in

the trench Academy.

Faux pas, (fo'pa) n. A false step; a mistake.

Favilloua, (fa- virus) a. (L. favilla, glowing ashes.]

Consisting of, pertaining to, or resembling ashes.

Favonian, (fa-vun'e-an) a. [L. favouiui, the western

 

Favosa,

-partiality; bias ;-

breeze.] Blowing from the west; fortunate; fhvour-

able ; prosperous.

Favose, (fa-vos') u. [L. favu*, honeycomb.] Honey

combed ; like the section of a

honeycomb ; having pilb, de

pressions, or cells.

Favour, (fa'ver) n. [L. favtre,

to be favourable.] Kind re

gard; propitiousaspect;—friendly

disposition ; regard ; counten

ance ; — inclination to support;

defence ;—a kind act or office ;

grace; good will;—mitigation of

punishment ; lenity ; mildness ;

advantage ; opportunity ;— object of regard": peiaon or

thing favoured;—a gift or present ; a lady's token of

regard to be worn or displayed ;—a letter.

Favour, (fa'ver) r. (. To regard with kindness; to

support; to befriend;— to afford advantages to; to

facilitate;—to ease; to spare ;—to resemble in feature:

—imp. & pp. favoured; ppr. favouring.

Favourable, (fa'ver-a-bl) a. Manifesting or indicating

partiality; propitious; friendly;—advantageous ; con

ducive: beneficial; suitable: fit.

Favourableness, (fa ' vyr - a - bl - nes) n. Condition or

quality of being favourable ; kindness ; suitableness.

Favourably, (fa'vgr-a-ble) adv. In a favourable man

ner ; kindly.

Favourite, (fl'vyr-it) n. A person or thing regarded

with peculiar favour; one treated with partiality; a

darling ; a minion.

Favourite, (fu'vyr-It) a. Regarded with particular

affection, esteem, or preference.

Favouritism, (fa'ver-it-izm) n. The disposition to pro

mote the interest of a favourite ; partiality ;—exercise

of power by favourites.

Favourlesa, (ftVver-Ies) o. Unfavoured ; not regarded

with favour; having no patronage or countenance.

Fawn, (fawn) n. IF. faon.] A young fallow doer ; a

buck or doe of the first year.

Fawn, (fawn) v. i. (.0. Eng.

fnirhne, A.-S. fahhitin, to

rejoice, flatter, wheedle.] To

court favour by low cring

ing, and the like, as a dog;

—to court servilely ; to flat

ter meanly : — imp. Ai pp.

fawned; ppr. fawning.

Fawn-coloured, (fawn'kul-rrd)

a. Having a colour resem

bling that of a young deer.

Fawningly, (fawn'ing-le) adv.

manner; obsequiously.

Fay, (Hi) n. A fairy ; an elf.

Fay, (fa) v.t. [Contracted from fadgc.] To fit ; to

suit; to unite closely with.

Fayalite, (fa'al-Il) n. A black, greenish, or brownish

mineral, consisting chiefly of the silicate of iron— to

called from the island Fayal, where it is found.

Fealty, (fe'al-te) n. [L. jiddita*, from fdelis.] Fidel

ity to one's lord ; fidelity to a superior power, or to

a government; homage; loyalty.

Fear, (fer) n. f A.-S. far, fear, danger.] A painful emo

tion excited by an expectation of evil, or the appro*

hension of impending danger; anxiety: solicitude;

alarm; dread; terror; — holy awe and reverence of

God ;—the worship of God ;—the law and word of

Cod ;—proper respect ; duo regard ; — the can*o or

ground of alarm ;— the object of apprehension or

dread.

Fear, (fer) r.t. To feel a painful apprehension of ; to

Ikj afraid of ;— to have a reverential awe of; to vener

ate ;—to affright ; to terrify ;—r. t. To be in appre

hension of evil; to bo afraid:— imp. & pp. femrod -

ppr. fearing.

Fearful, (ferTool) a. Full of fear; afraid; frightened,—

 

Fawn.

In a cringing, servile
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inclined to fear ; easily- frightened ; timid ; timorous ;

—inspiring fear ; exciting apprehension or terror ; ter

rible ; dreadful;—awful.

Tearfully, (ferToOl-le) adv. In a fearful maimer.

Fearfulnesa, (feVfool-nes) n. State of being fearful ;

apprehension.

Fearless, (fer'les) o. Free from fear or apprehension;

daring; courageous; intrepid ; undaunted.

Fearlessly, (fSr'les-le) ade. In a fearless maimer;

intrepitUy.

Fearlessness, (feVJes-nes) u. State or quality of being

fearlesB : courage ; boldness ; intrepidity.

Feasibility, (fez-e-biTe-te) n. Quality of being feasible;

practicability.

feasible, (fezre-bl) o. [F. faiiible, from /aire, to make

or do, L. facei-e.] Capable of being doue, executed,

or effected; practicable. [bility.

Feasibleness, (feze-bl-nea) u. Feasibility; practiea-

Feasxbly, (feze-ble) adv. Practicably.

Feast, (feat) n. (L. futum, Ger. feat, F. fete.) A fes

tival ; a holiday: a solemn, or more commonly, a

joyous anniversary ;—a festive or joyous meal; a rich

repast ; a banquet ;—something delicious or highly

agreeable ; a treat-!;— ruvol ; carousal ; festival.

Feast, (fest) v. i. To eat sumptuously ; to dine or sup

on rich provisions; — to be highly gratified or de

lighted;—v. t. To entertain with sumptuous provi

sions;—to delight ; to gratify luxuriously; to pamper.

Feaster, (fest'er) n. One who fares dchciously ; one

who entertains magnificently.

Feasting, (fest'ing) ». The act of eating luxuriously ;

a feast ; a rich entertainment.

Feat, (fet) n. [L. factum, from faeere, to make or

do.] An act: a deed; an exploit; — a striking act

of strength, skill, or cunning; a trick.

Feather, (feTH'er) n. [A.-S. ftdher, G. pteron, L. jxnna.]

One of the growths, generally formed of a central

quill and a vane on each side of it, which make up

the covering of a bird ; a plume ; something resemb

ling a feather;—an ornament; an empty title;—spe

cies ; kind : nature.

Feather, (feTH'er) v. t. To dress in feathers ; to furnish

with a feather, as an arrow or a cap;—to adorn ; to

deck ;—to tread, as a cock ;—to feather an oar, to turn

the blade horizontally in lifting from the water:—

imp. & pp. feathered ; ppr. feathering.

Feather-bed, (feTH'er- bed) n. A bed stuffed with feath

ers ; a soft bed. [with feathers.

Feathered, (feTii'erd) a. Clothed, covered, or fitted

Featherings, (feTH'er-ings)n. pi. The ornamental cusps

or projecting ix>inU forming a lace-like ornament

within the spandrils of an arch.

Feathery, (fem'er-e) a. Pertaining to, resembling, or

covered with feathers. (adroitly.

Featly. (fet'le)adv. [From feat.] Neatly; dexterously;

Feature, (fet'ur) n. [F. failure, fashion, make, from

L. factura, a making, formation, from faeere, to

make.] Make, form, or appearance of the body;—

the cast or appearance of the human face, and espe

cially of any single part of the face ; a lineament—

often used in the plural for the face, the counten

ance ;—cast or structure of any thing; any marked

peculiarity ; outline ; prominent part ; characteristic.

Featureless, (fet'ur-lcs) a. Having no distinct features.

Featurely, ( fet'ur-le ) a. Having features showing

marked peculiarities.

Feaze, (ft-z) r. t. To untwist, as the end of a rope.

Febriflc, (fe-brifik) a. [L. febri*, fever, and faeere, to

make.] Producing fever; feverish.

Febrifuge, (feb're-fuj) w, [L. febri*, fever, and/i<j/«re,

to put to flight.] A medicine serving to mitigate or

remove fever.

Febrifuge, (feb're-fuj) a. Having the quality of miti

gating or subduing fever; antifebrile.

Febrile, (nVbril) a. [L. febri*, fever. J Pertaining to

fever ; indicating fever or derived from It.

February, (feb'r66-ar-e) ». (L. Fcbruariux, from ftb-

rua, the Roman festival of purification, and februare,

to purify, expiate.] The second month in the year.

In common years this month contains 28 days ; in

the bissextile or leap year, 29 days.

Fecal, (fe'kal) a. [L. fmx, pi. faeces.] Pertaining to

or containing dregs or feces.

Feces, (fesCz)tt. pi. Dregs; lees; sediment ;—excrement.

Feck, (fek)n. [Scot.] Quantity or number; the most

part of ; the greatest number of.

Feckless, (fek'les) a. [Scot.] Spiritless ; weak ; feeble;

worthless.

Feculence, (fek'u-lens) ». State or quality of being fecu

lent ; muddiness ; foulness ;—sediment ; Ices ; dregs.

Feculent, (fok'u-leut) a. [L. fuculentu*, from fax.]

Foul with extraneous or impure substances ; dreggy ;

muddy ; thick ; turbid.

Fecundate, (fuTrund-at) v.t. [L. fecundare, from the

root of fatuxj] To make fruitful or prolific ;—to im

pregnate :—imp. «t pp. fecundated ; ppr. fecundating.

Fecundation, (fe-kund-a'shun) n. The act of making

fruitful ; impregnation.

Fecundity, (fe-kund'e-te) n. Quality or power of pro

ducing fruit or young in great numbers; fruitfill

ness ;—fertility ; richness of invention.

Federal, (fed'cr-al) a. [L. fadus, league.] Pertaining

to a league or treaty. (alista.

Federalism, (fed'er-al-izm) n. Tho principles of Feder-

Federalist, (fed'er-al-ist) n. An advocate of union in

America—term applied to those who seek to strengthen

the authority of the Federal government, in opposi

tion to the Confederalists or Confederates, who seek

to strengthen the authority of the separate states

Federate, (fed'er-at) a. [h. fuderatux, from ftedux,

league.] United by compact; leagued ; confederate.

Federation, (fed-er-a'shun) n. The act of uniting in a

league ;—a league ; a confederacy.

Federative, (fed'er-at-iv) a. Uniting; joining in a

league.

Fee, (fe) n. [A.-S. feoh, cattle, G. pdn, flock, L. pecua.]

Possession of land ; property in general ;—reward for

services; recompense; remuneration : especially, re-

waul for professional services ;—charge ; claim ; offi

cial due ;—land or tenement held on conditions ;—a

right to the use of a superiors land, as a stipend

for services to be performed or rent to bo paid ; the

land so held ; a fief.

Fee, (fe) v, t. To reward for services performed or

to be performed ; to recompense ; to hire ; to bribe :

—imp. & pp. feed; ppr. feeing.

Feeble, (fCbl) a. [O. Eug. feble, F. faible, L. fiebilix,

wretched, from fit re, to weep.] Weak ; deficient in

physical strength; infirm; — not loud; faint, as the

voice ;—not bright or strong ; imperfect, as light or

colour:—wanting vigour ; languid, as efforts ;—slow,

as motion ;—imbecile ; incapable, as the mind.

Feeble-minded, (fe"bl-mind-ed) a. Weak in mind; irre

solute ; inconstant.

Feebleness, (fe"bl-nes) n. Quality or condition of being

feeble ; weakness of body or mind ; infirmity.

Feebly, (fe'ble) adv. In a feeble manner; weakly;

without strength.

Feed, (fed) r. (. [A.-$.fedan,Go.f<Mlian.] To give food

to; to supply with nourishment ;—to fill the wants of;

to satisfy ; to nourish ; to cherish ; — to graze ; to

cause to be cropped by feeding; — to supply with

materials, as a printing press with paper; to supply

with fuel, as an engine ;—v. i. To take food ; to eat;

—to subsist by eating ; to prey;—to jwisture : to graze:

—imp. & pp. fed; ppr. feeding.

Feed, (fed) n. That which is eaten by beasts; pro

vender ; fodder ;—a grazing or pasture ground ;—

allowance of provender given to a horse, cow, &c.

Feeder, (fed'er) n. One who gives food ;—one who, or

that which feeds a printing-press or other machine:

—one who eats or subsist* ;—one who fattens cattle
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for slaughter; —a fountain or channel that supplies

a main canal with water ;—a branch railroad, or a

side lino which increases the business of the main line.

Feeding. (feU'ing) n. The act of eating;—that which

ia eaten ; nourishment ; victuals :—pasture.

Feel, (fel) v. t. [A.-S. ffla* gefelan, L. patpart.) To

perceive by the touch ;—to touch ; to examine by

touching.; hence, to make trial of: to teat;—to suffer

or enjoy ; to experience ; to be affected by ;—to have

an inward persuasion of : to know intuitively ;—r. i.

To have perception by the touch, or the nerves of

sensation ;—to have the sensibilities moved or affected;

—to perceive one's self to be—followed by an adjec

tive describing the inward state, foe;—to know with

feeling; hence, to know certainly:—imp. <fc pp. felt;

ppr. feeling.

Feel, (fel) n. Sense of feeling ; perception ;—a ftensa-

tion communicated by touching.

Feeler, (fi-l'er) n. One who, or that which, feels;—

one of the organs with which certain animals are

furnished for trying objects by the touch ; a palp ;—

a proposal, observation, or the like, put forth to ascer

tain the views of others.

Feeling, (fel'ing) a. Possessing great sensibility ; sen

sitive ;—expressive of great sensibility ; affecting ;

interesting ; exciting.

Feeling, (fel'ing) n. One of the five senses; sense of

touch ;—an act or state of perception by the senses ;

consciousness ;—capacity of the soul for emotional

states ; sensibility ;—any state or condition of emo

tion ; any mental state.

Feelingly, (fol'ing-le) adv. In a feeling manner ; affeet-

ingly ; tenderly ; sympathetically.

Feign, (fin) v. (. [F. feindre, L. JivgrrtJ] To conceive

by an act of mind; to imagine; to invent; — to

make a show of; to pretend ; to assume a false ap

pearance; to counterfeit; to dissemble; to relate falsely :

—imp. & pp. feigned; ppr, feigning.

FeignedJy, (fun'ed-le) adv. In an assumed or ficti

tious manner * in pretence.

Feigning, (fairing) n. A hypocritical appearance ; an

artful contrivance ; deception.

Feigningly, (fan'ing-le) adv. In a feigning manner;

with a false appearance.

Feint, (fiint) n. That which is feigned ; an assumed

or deceptive appearance ; a pretence ;—a seeming aim

at one part when another is intended to be struck; a

mock attack ; false show.

Feint, (fiint) v. i. To make a feint or mock attack.

Feldspar, (feldspar) n. [Ger. feld*path, from ftId,

field, and $path, spar.] A crystalline mineral, some

what vitreous in lustre, and breaking rather easily in

two directions. It consists of silica, alumina, and

potash:—also Felspar; feldspath.

Feldapathic, (feId-spath'ik) a. Pertaining to, or con

sisting of, feldspar.

Felicitate, (fe-lis'it-ilt) v.t. [L. ftlicitare, felix, happy.]

To make very liappy; to delight;—to express joy or

pleasure to ; to congratulate :—imp, fopp. felicitated;

ppr. felicitating.

Felicitation, (ft-lis-it-a'shtui) n. Act of felicitating ;

congratulation.

Felicitous, (fe-lis'it-us) a. [L. felix, happy.] Happy;

delightful ; skilful ; well applied or expressed ; ap

propriate, [ner.

Felicitously, (fe-lis'it-us-lo) adv. In a felicitous man-

Felicity, (fe-lia'e-te) n. State of being happy ; bless

edness ;—that which promotes happiness ; a successful

or gratifying event or circumstance ; prosperity ; en

joyment: bliss; beatitude.

Feline, (fulin) a. [L. fetinut, from felU, cat.] Pertain

ing to a cat.

Felis, (felis) «, A genus of carnivorous quadrupeds,

including the lion, tiger, panther, cat, and Bimilar

animals, characterized by the great development of the

organs of destruction, as in the teeth and claws.

Fell, (fel) a. [Celt, fall, fal, bod, evil, A.-S. fell,

D. fel.] Cruel : barbarous ; inhuman ; fierce ; savage ;

ravenous ; bloody.

Fell, (fel) n. [A.-S. fell. Icel. fell, Go. fill, allied to

L. jyeltii.] A skin or hide of a beast.

Fell, (fel) r. t. [A.-S. fellaa, ft/Uan, causative form of

fealtan, to fall.] To cause to fall; to prostrate; to

knock down ;—to cut or hew down ;—to sew or hem

—said of Beams only:—imp. k pp. felled; ppr, felling.

Fell, (fel) u. [Ger. felt.) A barren hili ; a rocky moun

tain ; a tract of high unarable land.

Fellah, (fel'in) n. A peasant or cultivator of the soil

among the Egyptians, Syrians, &c.

Feller, (fel'er) n. One who fells, hews, or knocks

down. [barity.

Fellness, (fel'nes) n. State of being fell or cruel ; bar-

Fellow, (folio) m. [0. Eng. fdaice, A.-S. fetate, from

feliyran, to follow.] One who follows ; an adhereut ;

a companion ; a comrade ; an associate ;—a man with

out good breeding or worth ;—an equal in power,

rank, character, or the like ;—one of a pair; a mate ;—

a person; an individual ;—one of the associates in an

English college admitted to share in its revenues ; a

member of a literary or scientific society or corpora

tion ;—one of the trustees of a college.

Fellow-citizen, (fel'Id-sit'e-zen) n. A citizen of the

same nation, state, or city.

Fellow-countryman, (fel'16-kun'tre-man) n. One of the

same country. [race or kind.

Fellow-creature, ( fell^-krCfur ) n. One of the same

Fellow-feeling, (fel'ld-feTing) n. Sympathy; a like feel

ing ; joint interest,

Fellow-heir, (fello-ar) n. A joint heir ; a co-heir; one

who has a right to a share of the same inheritance.

Fellow-labourer, (fel'15-la'ber-er) n. One who labours

at the same business or design.

Fellowship, (fello-ship) n. Companionship; society;—

association; combination;—partnership; joint interest;

—company; frequency of intercourse ; social familiar

ity ; fondness of and fitness for festivity ;—a founda

tion for the maintenance, on certain conditions, of

a resident scholar ;—the rule for dividing profit and

loss among partners.

Fellow-student, (fcl'lo-stu'dent) n. One who prosecutes

his studies in the same company or class with another.

Felly, (fel'e) n. [A.-S. felg, feige.] The exterior rim,

or a part of the rim of a wheel :—also Felloe.

Felly, (fel'le) adv. Cruelly ; savagely ; inhumanely.

Felon, (fel'un) n. [F. felon, It. ftlltmt, L. feto.) A

person who has committed felony ;—a person guilty

or capable of heinous crime ;—a whitlow ; a painful

inflammation of the fingers or toes.

Felon, (fel'un) a. Malignant; fierce; malicious;—

traitorous ; disloyal.

Felonious, ( fe-l&'ne-ua ) a. Having the quality of

felony ; malignant; malicious; villainous ; traitorous;

perfidious.

Feloniously, (fe-lfl'ne-uR-le) adv. In a felonious man

ner ; with deliberate intention to commit crime.

Felony, (fel'nn-e) n. [L. feloma, from ./Wo.] An

offence which occasions a total forfeiture of lauds or

goods, at the common law, and to which capital or

other punishment may be added according to the

degree of guilt;—a heinous crime; especially, a crime

punishable by death or imprisonment.

Felt (felt) n. [A.-S. felt, G. pilos, hair or wool

wrought into felt, L. pilun, hair.] Cloth or stuff of

wool, or wool and fur wrought into a compact sub

stance by rolling and pressure with lees or size ;—a

hat made of wool.

Felt, (felt) r. (. To make into felt, or a felt-like sub

stance;—to cover with felt:—imp. & pp. felted; ppr.

felting,

Felting, (felt'ing) n. The material of which felt is

made ; also, felt-cloth.

Felucca, (fe-luk'ka) *. [It. from A. fetiU-aM, from
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fi ■..'•-■, a ship.] A boat or vessel with oani and lateen

sails used in the Mediterranean. The helm may be

applied to the head or stern as occasion requires.

Fersrort, (fel'wurt) n. (Probably a corruption of fitld-

Kf*rt.] A plant, a species of gentian.

Female, (fe'rual) n. [L. femelta, diminutive of fe-

mina, woman.] One of the sex that bears young;

—a plant wmch bears the pistil, and is impregnated

by the pollen of the male flowers, and produces fruit.

Female, (fe'mal) a. Belonging to tho sex which con

ceives and gives birth to young; — belonging to an

individual of the female sex; characteristic of the

■ex ; feminine ;—having pistils aud do stamens ; pis

tillate

Feminine, (fem'in-in) a. [L. fanimnut, from femina,

woman.] Pertaining to a woman, or to women;

womanish ; womanly ; soft ; tender ; delicate ;—hav

ing the qualities of a female; either in a good sense,

becoming or appropriate ; modest ; graceful ; affection

ate ; confiding ; or in a bad sense, lacking force or

vigour ; effeminate ;—having the grammatical form

or gender of words which are epithets of females.

Femoral, (fem'6-ral) o. [L. femur, ftunoris, thigh.]

Belonging to the thigh.

Femur. (nVmur) n. [L.] The thigh bone ;—the third

Joint of an insect's leg.

Fen, (fen) n. [A.-S. fen, marsh, mud, Joel. fen.]

Boggy land ; moor ; marsh.

Fence, (fens) n. [Abbreviated from defence.] That

which fends off attack or danger ; a defence ;—a wall,

hedge, or other inclosing structure about a field, gar

den, or the like ; — self-defence by the use of the

sword ; fencing ;—a guard for a carpenter's plane ;—a

receiver of stolen goods.

Fence, (fens) r. t. To fend off danger from ; to pro

tect ; to guard ;—to Inclose with a fence or other pro

tection ;—v. ». To make a fence ; to give protection

or security ;—to defend one's self by use of the sword :

—imu. & pp. fenced; ppr. fencing. (guarded.

Fenceless, (fens'les) n. Without a fence; open ; un-

Fencer, (fensVr) n. One who fences.

Fencible, (fens'e-bl) a. Capable of being defended, or

of making or affording defence.

Fencibles, (fens'e-bls) n. pi. Soldiers enlisted for the

defence of the country, but not liable to be sent

abroad.

Fencing, (Tensing) n. The art or practice of self-

defence with the sword ;—the materials of fences for

farms ;—a system of fences.

Fend, (food) p. *. [Root of defend.] To keep off; to

•hut out; toward off;—v.i. To act in opposition;

to resist ; to parry:—imp. A pp. fended ; ppr. fending.

Fender, (fend'er) n. One who, or that which, fends

or wards off; especiofly, a metallic frame to hinder

coals of fire from rolling forward to the floor;—a

piece of timber, bundle of old ropes, or other tiling

hung over the side of a vessel to prevent it from

injury by striking against a wharf or another vessel.

Fenerate, (fen'er-at) r. t. [L. j'vtnua, usury.] To put

to use ; to lend on interest.

Feneration, (fen-er-a'shun) n. Act of lending ; usnry;

the interest on money lent.

Fenestra!, (fe-nes'tral) o. [L. f-nertrc., window.] Per

taining to a window or to windows.

Fennec, (fen'nek) n. An animal of the dog kind,

found in Africa. It resembles a small fox, but has

very long ears.

Fennel, (fenel) n. [A.-S. fenol, from L. fenieulum,

fennel, diminutive of fenvm, hay.] A plant culti

vated in gardens for the agreeable aromatic flavour

of its seeds.

Fenny, (fen'e) ei. Pertaining to, or inhabiting, a fen;

abounding in fens ; swampy ; boggy.

Fenugreek, (fe'nu-grek) u. [Ij. fernum Grrrcvm, liter

ally Greek hay.] A plant cultivated for its seeds,

which are used by farriers.

Feed, (furl) u. A feud.

Fcod.il, (fud'al) a. Kendal.

Feoff, (fcf) r. t. [F. ftojrer, tmmjtef.] To invest with

a fee or feud; to enfeoff:—imp. & pp. feoffed ; ppr.

feoffing.

Feoff, (fef)». Aflef.

Feoffer, (fef 'er) n. One who enfeoffs or grants a fee.

Feoffment, (fef'ment) «. Grant of a feud or fee in

trust ;—a gift or conveyance in fee of land or other

corporeal hereditaments, accompanied by actual de

livery of possession ;—the instrument or deed by which

corporeal hereditaments are conveyed.

Ferae, (fere) n.pl. [L.] Beasts of prey; order of cam i-

vorous animals.

Feretory, (fer'e-tor-e)'n. [h. feretrum, bier, litter, O.

pherttron, from pherein, to bear.] A portable bier or

Bhrine of wood, gold, &c, for containing relics of

saints — also, the tomb In which their bodies aro

deposited.

Ferial, (fe're-al) a. [L. ferialu, from feria, holiday.]

Pertaining to holidays.

Ferine, (ferin) a. [L. frrinu*, from ferrn or fera,

a wild animal.] Wild ; untamed ; savage.

Ferment, (fer'ment) ft, [L. fevmentum, from fervent,

to boil, ferment] That which causes fermentation ;—

heat ; tumult ; agitation ;—fermentation.

Ferment, (fer'ment) v. t. To cause fermentation in ;—

to set in motion ; to heat ; to raise by intestine

motion ;—v. i. To undergo fermentation ; to work ;

to effervesce ;—to be active or excited.

Fermentability, (fer-ment-a-bile-te) n. Capability of

being fermented. [tion.

Fermentable, (fer-ment'a-bl) a. Capable of furmenta-

Fennentation, (fer-ment-a'shun) n. That change of

organic substances by which their starch, sugar,

gluten, arc., under the influence of water, air, and

warmth, are decomposed, and recombined in new

compounds ;—the active stato of the intellect or the

feelings. [in fermentation.

Fermentative, (fer-ment-a'tiv) «. Causing or consisting

Fermented-liquors, (fer-ment ed-lik'erz) ft. pi. liquors

which have undergone fermentation, as porter, ale,

and beer. [clasp.

Fermillet, (fgr'mil-let) n. [F. fermaitUt.) A buckle or

Fern, (fern) n. [A.-S. fearn.) An order of crypto-

gamous plants, of the family Filicea,

which have their fructification on the

back of the leaves, or borne on foot

stalks which overtop the leaves. There

are about 1600 known species.

Fernery, (fprn'er-e) n. A place where

ferns are raised artificially.

Ferny, (fern'c) a. Abounding in fern;

overgrown with fern.

Ferocious, (fe-ro'sho-us) n. [L. Jvrox,

fierce, allied to fcrut, wild.] Indicating

cruelty; fierce; wild;—ravenous; rapacious ;—savage ;

barbarous. [cruelty.

Ferociously, (le-ro'shc-us-le) adv. Fiercely; with savage

Ferociousness, (fe-rS'she-us-nes) n. Savage fierceness ;

cruelty ; ferocity.

Ferocity, (fe-ros'e-te) n. The state of being ferocious;

savage wildness or fierceuess; fury; cruelty; barbarity.

Ferrara, (fer-ni'ra) fi. A Bword of superior temper

made at Ferrara, in Italy.

Ferreous, (fer're-us) a. [L.

ferreu*t from ferrum, iron.]

Partaking of, made of, or

iwrtaining to, iron ; like iron.

Ferret, (fer'ot) n. [F. furet.-

It furetto, from L. fur, thief. ) |

An animal of the weasel kind,

about 14 inches in length, of a 4

pale yellow or white colour,

with red eyes ; — a kind of

narrow tape usually made of rYrret.

 

Fern.
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woollen :—the iron used to try the smelted matter to

Bee if it is fit to work.

Ferret, (fer'et) r. t. To drive or hunt out of a lurking-

place, as a ferret does the cony or rat :—imp. Si pp.

ferreted ; ppr. ferreting-. (ferry.

Ferriage, (feye-aj) n. The price or fiiro to be paid at a

Ferrotype, (fer'o-tip) n. A term which is applied to

photographic agents prepared by washing paper with

porsalts of iron.

Ferruginous, (fer-ru'jin-us) a. [L. ferruffineits, from

ferrugo.] Partaking of iron; containing particles of

iron ;—resembling iron-rust in appearance or colour.

Ferrule, (fertool) n. [h. ferritin, iron.] A ring of

metal put round a cane, tool-handle, or other thing to

strengthen it or prevent splitting.

Ferry, (fcr'e) v. t. To carry or transport over & river,

strait, or other water in a boat ;— r. i. To wiss over

water in a boat:—imp. Si pp. ferried; ppr. ferrying.

Ferry, (fere) n. [Ger. ferren, A. -8. ferjan. Go. farjan,

to carry, convey.] A vessel in which passengers and

goods are conveyed over narrow waters ; a wherry ;—

a place where persons or things are carried across a

river or other water in ferry-boats :—the right or

lilwrty of carrying persons, animals, or goods across a

river or other water in boat*, for hire.

Fertile, (fgr'tiJ ) a. [L. fertility from ferre, to bear,

produce.] Producing fniit in abundance; prolific;

productive ; rich ; — having abundant resources ;

inventive ; fruitful.

Fertilely, (fe/til-le) <tdv. In a fertile or fruitful manner.

Fertility, (fer-til'e-te) a. State of being fertile or

fruitful ; fruitfulnesa.

Fertilization, (fcr-til-iz-a'shun) u. The act or process

of rendering fertile :—the process by which the pollen

renders the ovule fertile.

Fertiliie, (fijr'til-Ix) v. t. To make fertile, fruitful, or

Jiroductive ; to enrich :—imp. & pp. fertilized; ppr.

ertilizing,

Fertilizer, (feVtil-iz-er) n. Manure ; any substance,

animal or vegetable, used to enrich the soil.

Ferula, (feyu-la) n. Giant fennel, a Hpeciea of umbel

liferous plants.

Ferule, (ferYwl) «. [L„ It., Sp., Sz Pr. ferula, F.

ferule.] A flat piece of wood, used for striking cliildrcn

in punishment :—also a cant. .

Ferule, (fer'ool) v.t. To punish with a ferule :—\mp.

Sc Pp. feruled ; ppr, feruling.

Fervency, (fcVvun-se) n. State of )*eing fervent or

wann ; heat of mind; ardour; warmth of devotion.

Fervent, (feVvent) a. (L. ferretm, from ferrere, to be

boiling hot, to boil, to glow.] Hot ; ardent ; boiling;

—wann in feeling ; ardent in temperament ; earnest ;

vehement ; excited ; animated.

Fervently, (feVvent-le) adv. With great heat ;—eagerly;

vehemently ;—with pious ardour ; with holy zual.

Ferventness, (fer'vont-nes) n. Fervency ; ardour ; zeal.

Fervescent, (fer-ves'ent) a. Growing hot

Fervid, (fervid) o. [L. fervid u», from ferrere.] Very

hot; burning; boiling;—ardent; vehement: zealous.

Fervidly, (fcr'vid-le) adv. In a fervid manner.

Fervidneaa," (fer'vid-nes) n. Glowing heat; ardour

of mind ; great zeal.

Fervour, (fer'ver) «. [L. fervor.] Heat; excessive

warmth;—intensity of feeling; glowing ardour; warm

or animated zeal.

Fescue, (fes'ku) n. [O. Eng. fettue, L. featue-a, a straw,

little stick.] A straw, wire, stick, or the like, used

chiefly to point out letters to children when learning

to lead.

Fescue, (fes'ku) r. t. To assist in reading by a fescue :—

imp. & pp. fesoued; ppr. fescuing.

Fesse, (res) n. [L. fatcia, band, girth.] A band drawn

horizontally across the centre of an escutcheon ; one

of the nine honourable ordinari"?*.

Festal, (fest'al)o. [h.fextvm.] Pertaining to a holiday,

joyful anniversary, or feast ;—joyous ; gay ; mirthful.

Festally, (fest'al-le) adv. In a joyous or festal maimer.

Fester, (fes'ter) v. i. [A modification of fo*t<r, to feed.

to nourish.] To grow virulent; to corrupt; to rankle;

—to become malignant ;—v. t. To nurse, a* something;

that rankles '.—imp, A pp. festered; ppv. festering.

Fester, (fester) n. A sore which rankles and discharges

corrupt matter ; a pustule. #>

Festival, (fes'tiv-al) a. [L. festivvm, fMum, feast.]

Pertaining or appropriate to a feast ; festive ; festal :

jovial; joyous; mirthful.

Festival, (fes'tiv-al) n. A time of feasting or celebra

tion ; an anniversary day of joy, civil or religious ;

banquet; carousal.

Festive, (fes'tiv) o. Pertaining to, or becoming a feast ;

festal ; joyous ; gay ; mirthful.

Festivity, (fes-tiv'c-te) n. Condition of being festive;

joyfulness ; gayety ;—a festival ; a festive celebration.

Festoon, (les-tcon') n. [h.ff$tum, festival ; hence, an

ornament for a festival] A garland or wreath hanging

in a depending curve; any thin,: arranged in this way.

Festoon, (fes-toon') r. t. To form in festoons, or to

adorn with festoons :—imp. & pp. festooned j jppr.

festooning.

Fetal, (fe'tal) a. [From fettt*.] Pertaining to a fetus.

Fetation, (fe-ta'shun) n. The formation of a fetus in

the womb ; pregnancy.

Fetch, (fecb)v. f. [A.-S. fetian, to draw; fran, to lead,

take.] To go and bring; to bring;—to draw from a

source : to derive ;—to obtain, as price or equivalent ;

to sell for; — to recall from a swoon ;—to bring to

accomplishment ; to make ; to do ; — to reach ; to

arrive at ; to attain ;—v. i. To move ; to turn ;—to

arrive :—imp. to pp. fetched ; ppr. fetching.

Fetch, (fech) n. A stratagem ; a trick ; an artifice ;—

the apparition of a living person.

Fete, (tat) n. [F.] A festival, holiday, celebration, or

festivity.

Fete, (fat) v. t. To feast ; to honour with a festive

entertainment:—imp. & pp. feted; ppr. feting.

Fete-champetre, (fat-shong-putr) n. [F.] A festival or

entertainment in the ojien air.

Fetich, (fG'tish) n. [Pg. feitico. sorcery, charm.] A

material thing, living or dead, worshipped among cer

tain African tribes.

Fetid, (fetid, fe'tid) a. [L. fattidut, from ftttrrt, to

have an ill smolL] Having an offensive smell ;

stinking.

Fetlock, (fetlok) n. fFrotn feet or /<*>/, and loci.)

The part of tho leg where the tuft of hair grows

behind the pastern joint in horses;—the tuft itself.

Fetor, (fe'tor) h. [L. fator.] A strong offensive anull ;

stench.

Fetter, (fet'er) «. [A.-8. fetor, allied to G. pedf and

Ij. pedica. Chiefly used in the plural.] A chain for

the feet ;—any thing that confines or restrains from

motion.

Fetter, (fet'er) t*. t. To put fetters on ; to shackle ; to

bind ; to enchain ;— to impose restraints on ; to con

fine:—imp. & pp. fettered ; ppr. fettering.

Fetterless, (fet'er-lea) u. Free from fetters; unre

strained ; at liberty.

Fettle, (fet'tl) n. Act of fettling or putting in order ;

—state of readiness or fitness for work ; activitv.

Fettle, (fet'tl) r. (. To repair ; to do jobbing work.

Fetus, (ff'tus) n. [L. fatkm, fetut, a bringing forth,

offspring.] The young of viviparous animals in the

womb, and of ovijwrous animals in tho egg, after it

is perfectly formed, before which time it is called

embryo.

Feu, (fu) n. [Scot] A fief: land held of a sui*rior

on payment of an annual rent.

Feu, (fu) r. t. To give In fen ; to grant a light to

heritable property for some annual consideration or

rent.

Feud, (fud) «. [A.-S. fahdh, from /jwn, to hate.]

Quarrel ; contention ; mortal strife ;—a combination
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of kindred to revenge injuries or affronts done or

offered to any of their blood;—an inveterate Htrife

between families, clans, or parties in a state ; deadly

hatred ; affray ; broil ; contest.

Feud, (fud) n. [Norm. F. feudt, It feudo.] A stipen

diary estate in land held of a superior by service ;

a fief ; a fee.

Feudal, (fiid'al) a. Pertaining to feuds, fiefs, or fees ;

—consisting of, or founded upon, feuds or fiefs ; em

bracing tenures by military services.

Feudalism, (fud'al-izm) n. The feudal system ; the

principles and constitution of feuds or lands held on

condition of subjection and service to the superior.

Feudality, (fud-al'e-te) n. The state or quality of being

feudal ; feudal form or constitution.

Feudary, (fud'ar-e) a. [L. feudnrius, from feudum.]

Held by, or pertaining to, feudal tenure.

Feudatory, (fud'a-tor-e) a. Held from another on some

conditional tenure.

Feudatory, (fud'a-tor-e) n. A tenant or vassal who

held his lands of a superior on condition of feudal

service ; the tenant of a feud or fief.

Fra-de-joie, (fu-de-zhwa) n. [F.] A bonfire or a firing

of guns in token of joy.

Feudist, (fud'ist) n. One learned in the law of feuds ;

a feudal antiquary.

Fever, (fe'ver) a. [A.-S. fefer, F. fitvre, L. febrig, from

fertere, to be hot.] A diseased state of the system,

marked by increased heat, acceleration of the pulse,

and a general derangement of the functions ;—strong

excitement of any kind; heat; agitation; violent action

or impulse; frenzy.

Fever, (fe'ver) v. t". To be seized with fever.

Feverfew, (fever-fii) n. [A.-S. ftferfuge.] A plant

allied to chamomile — so named from its supposed

febrifugal qualities.

Feverish, (fe'ver-ish) a. Affected by, pertaining to,

indicating, or resembling fever.

Feverishly, (fe'ver-ish-le) n«Y. In a feverish manner.

Feverishness, (fe'ver-ish-nes) n. The state of lieing

feverish ; a slight febrile affection.

Few, (fii) a. [A\-S. fed. Go. far*.] Not many ; small

in number; indicating a small portion of units or

individuals constituting a whole.

Fewness, (fu'nes)n. The state of being few; smallnesss

of number : paucity.

Fey, (fe) r. (. To sweep ; to cleanse.

Fez, (fez) n. A red cap without a brim, worn by

Turks, 4c.

Fiacre, (ffc-a/kr) n. [F.] A French hackney coach.

Fisxs, (fe'arz) n. pi. The price of grain as fixed in the

counties of Scotland by the respective sheriffs and a

Jury.

Fiasco, (fi-asTto) n. [It] A failure in a musical per

formance ;—a failure of any kind.

Fiat, (fi'at) n. [L. let it be done, from fnccre, to

make.] A command to do something ; a decree.

Fib, (fib) 7i. [Probably abbreviated and corrupted

from fable. \ A lie or falsehood.

Fib.#(ftb) r. i. To lie ; to speak falsely '.—imp. & pp.

fibbed ; ppr. fibbing.

Fibber, (nr/er) n. One who tells lies or fibs.

Fibre, (fibber) n. [F. fibre, from 1^ fibra.] A thread;

one of the delicate, thread-like portions (if which the

tisHues of plants and animals are constituted;—any

fine, slender thread ; one of the slender rootlets of a

plant

Fibreless, (frber-les) a. Destitute of fibres.

Fibril, (fVbril) n. A small fibre ; the branch of a

fibre ; a very slender thread.

Fibrinous, (fi-brirus) a. Pertaining to fibres ; formed

of small fibres, as the cap of a mushroom.

Fibrine, (fiTwin) n. [h. fibra.] A peculiar organic

compound found in animals and vegetables of the

same nature as albumen. Fibrine may be regarded as

the chief constituent of the softer solids in animal

bodies, being found largely in chyle, in the blood, and

in muscular flesh.

Fibrous, (fTbrus) c Containing or-consisting of fibres.

Fibula, (tlb'ii-la) n. [L. from fiffnr, to fasten.] A clasp

or buckle;—the outer and smaller bone of the leg;—

a needle for Bewing up wounds ;—a fossil echiuite.

Fibular, (fib'u-lar) a. Pertaining to the outer bone of

the leg.

Fickle, (fik'l) a. [A.-S. fieot.] Wavering; inconstant;

changeful in opinion or purpose ; unsteady; caprici

ous;—liable to vicissitude or change; not fixed or

firm ; variable ; unsettled.

Fickleness, (fik/1-nes) n. State of being fickle ; insta

bility ; inconstancy.

Fictile, (fik'til) a. [L. fietitis, from fiwjen, to shape.]

Moulded into form by art; manufactured by the

potter.

Fiction, (flkshun) n. [L. fictio.] Act of feigning, in

venting, or imagining; — that wliich is feigned, in

vented, or imagined ; especially, a fictitious story ;

fable ; fabrication ; falsehood.

Fictitious, (fik-tish'e-us) a. Feigned ; imaginary ; coun

terfeit; false ; not genuine.

Fictitiously, (fik-tish e-us-le) adv. In a fictitious man

ner ; by fiction ; falsely ; counterfeitly.

Fid, (fid) n. [Provincial Eng. fid, a Small thick lump.]

A equate bar of wood or iron used to support the

top-mast;—a pin of hard wood tapering to a point,

used to open the strands of a rope in splicing.

Fiddle, (fld'l) n. [h. fides, a stringed instrument.] A

stringed instrument of music ; a violin.

Fiddle, (fld'l) r. i. To play on a fiddle or violin ;—to

shift the hands often and do nothing ; to tweedle ; to

trifle:—imp. & pp. fiddled; pi>r. fiddling.

Fiddle-head, (fidi-hed) n. An omanieut on a ship's bow

curved like the head of a fiddle.

Fiddler, {fld'ler) n. One who plays on a fiddle or violin.

Fiddle-stick, (fid'1-stik) n. The bow and string with

which a fiddler plays on a violin.

Fiddle-wood, (fidVl-wood) «. The wood of a true which

grows in the West Indies, and belongs to a genus of

ornamental timber trees.

Fidelity, (fe-del'e-te) ». [li. fidtliias, txomfide*. faith.]

Faithfulness ; adherence to a j>en*on or party ; loyalty ;

—adherence to one's promise or pledge ; honesty ;

—adherence to the marriage contract;—adherence to

truth; veracity; integrity; fealty.

Fides, (fi'dez) n. An asteroid between the orbit of

Mars and Jupiter.

Fidget, (flj'et) r. t. [D. fijje, Sw. fiko, to move quickly. 1

To move uneasily one way and the other -.—imp. &

pp. fidgeted ; ppr. fidgeting. [lessuess.

Fidget, (flj'et) n. Irregular motion ; uneasiness ; rest-

Fidgety, (flj'et-e) o. Restless ; uneasy.

Fiducial, (fe-du'she-al) a. [L. fiducktt from fidere, tp

trust] Having faith or trust; confident; undoubt-

ing ;—having the nature of a trust ; fiduciary.

Fiduciary, (fe-dii'she-al-le) adi\ With confidence.

Fiduciary, (fe-du'she-ar-e) «. fL. fidv.eiariu.t, from

fidttcin.) Confident: uodoubting; unwavering; firm;

—holding, held, or founded, in trust

Fiduciary, (fe-du'she-ar-e) n. One who holds a thing

in trust for another ; a trustee ;—one who depends for

salvation on 04th, without works.

Fie, (fi) interj. An exclamation denoting contempt or

dislike.

Fief, (fef). n.. [T. fief-} An estate held of a sn]>erior

on condition of military service ; a fee ; a feud.

Field, (fSld) n. [A.-S., <fc Ger. feld.] Cleared land;

--any part of a farm inclosed for tillage or pasture :

—ground not inclosed ; the country ;—a cleared space

or plain where a battle is fought ; also, the battle

itself ;—an open space of any kind ; a wide extent ;

an expanse ;—the surface of the shield ; hence, any

blank space or ground on which figures are drawn or

projected.
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Field-book, (fekTbook) n. A note-book used in sur

veying or civil engineering, in which are marie entries

of measurements taken in the field

Field-colours. (feUTkul-era) n.pl. Small flags of about

a foot and a half square.

Field-day, (feld'da) n. A day when troops are drawn

out for instruction in field exercises and evolutions ;

—a military review ;—a gala day ; a fete.

Field-fare, (f&ld'fur) n. [Field and.fart, A.-S. faran, to

go.] A migratory bird of the thrush tribe, about

ten inches in length, the head ash-coloured, the body

chestnut, and the tail black — it winters in Great

Britain.

Field-gun, (feld'run) n. A small cannon used on the

battle-field ; a field-piece.

Field-marshal, (feld'mar-shal) n. The commander of

an army; a military officer of the highest rank in

England.

Field-mouse, (ff'ld'mous) n. A mouse that burrows in

banks, and makes hor house with compartments.

Field-officer, (feld'of-fe-aer) «. A military oflicer, as

a major, lieutenantrKwlonel, or colonel

Field-preacher, (feld-prech'er) n. One who preaches in

the open air. [shooting and hunting.

Field-sport, (ftildspdrt) n. Diversion in the field, as

Field-work, (feld ' wurk) n. Out-door work of a sur

veyor, engineer, or agriculturist ;—pi. Earthen works

thrown up by troops in the field ; trenches.

Fiend, (f6nd) n. [A.-S. fednd, fromjian, /ton, to hate.]

An implacable or malicious foe; the devil ; an infernal

being. [ical ; malicious.

Fiendish, (fend'ish) a. Like a fiend ; malignant ; diabol-

Fiendishneu, (fend'ish-nes) n. The state of being fiend

ish ; maliciousness.

Fiendlike, (fend'lik) a. Like a fleud ; savage ; desper

ately wicked ; devilish.

Fierce, (fere) o. [O. Eng. fern, Jten, F. Jter, from L.

/eriw, wild.] Vehement ; violent ; furious ;—savage ;

wild ;—ferocious ;—passionate ;—excessively eager or

keen. [a fierce expression or aspect.

Fiercely, (fersle) adv. In a fierce manner, or with

Fierceness, (fers'nes) n. Ferocity ; savageness, as of

a beast;—fury; impetuosity, as of n storm ;—outrage

ous passion; violence, as of temper;— keenness of

anger or resentment ; vehemence.

Fierily, (fi'er-e-le) adv. In a hot or fiery manner.

Fierineta, (fi'er-e-nes) n. The quality of being fiery ;

heat ; acrimony ; irritability.

Fiery, (fi'er-e) a. [Formerly written Jlry, from Jlre.}

Consisting of, or resembling, fire; — vehement; ar

dent; impetuous:—passionate; easily provoked ; irri

table ;—unrestrained ; fierce ;—heated by fire, or as if

by fire ;—glaring.

Fife, (tit)n. [F.fi/re, O. Ger. pjlfo, h. pipe, pipe.] A

■ small pipe used aa a wind-instrument.

Fife, (fif) v.i. To play on a fife:—imp. & pp. fifed;

vpr. fifing.

Fifer, (fifer) n. One who playB on a fife.

Fifteen, (firton)n, [A.-S. JXftyne.} Five and ten.

Fifteen, (fiften) 71. The sum of five and ten ;—a si

bol representing this number, as 15 or xv.

Fifteenth, (fiftenth) a. Being one of fifteen equal parts

into which a whole is divided.

Fifteenth, (fiftenth) n. One of fifteen equal parts of

a unit or whole ;—a species of tax upon personal pro

perty, formerly laid on towns, burghs, &c, in Eng-

Uand, being one fifteenth part of what the personal

property in each town, &c., had been valued at ;—in

music, a stop in an organ, tuned two octaves above

the diapason.

Fifth, (fifth) o. [A..-8. fjfta] Being one of five equal

parts into which a whole is divided.

Fifth, (fifth) h. The quotient of a unit divided by

five ;—one of five equal parts;—the interval between

any tone and the tone represented in tho fifth degree

of the staff nbove it.

I sym-

Fifthly, (fifthle) adv. In the fifth place.

Fiftieth, (fif'te-eth) a. [A.-S. ftftigddhn.) Being

one of fifty equal parte into which a whole is divided.

Fiftieth, (fif'te-eth) n. One of fifty equal parts ; the

quotient of a number divided by fifty.

Fifty, (flf'te) a. [A.-S. fiftig.) Five times ten.

Fifty, (flf'te) n. Five tens ;—a symbol representing

fifty units, ba SO'or L.

Fig, (fig) n. [A.-S. fie, L. fieu*t F. Jtgue.] A fruit-tree

of the genus Ficvji, growing in warm climates ;—the

fruit of the fig-tree, which is of a round or oblong

shape and of various colours;—a worthless thing—in

expressions of contempt.

Figary, (fe-ga're) n. A frolic; a vagary; a whim.

Fig-cake, (fiVkak) n. A ruund cake made of dried figs

and almonds.

Fight, (fit) r. i. [A.-S. ftoktan, Ger. ftchttn.] To

strive or contend for victory in battle or in single com

bat ; to contend in arms ;—to make resistance ; to

strive against ; to oppose ;—to act as a soldier ;— v. t.

To carry on or wage, as a conflict or battle ;—to con

tend with in battle ; to war against ;—to cause to

fight; to manage or manoeuvre in a fight:—imp. &

pp. fought; ppr. fighting.

Fight, (fit) n. A battle; an engagement; a struggle for

victory, either between individuals or between armies,

ships, or navies ; combat ; contest ; encounter ; duel ;

action.

Fighter, (fit'er) n. One who fights ; a combatant.

Fighting, (fifing) n. Contention ; strife ; quarrel ;

combat.

Fig-leaf, (fig'lcT) n. The leaf of a fig-tree; hence, a

thin covering, in allusion to the first covering of Adam

and Eve.

Figment, (flg'ment) n. [L. Jtgmentvm, from fingrrt,

to feign.] An invention; a fiction; something im

agined ; fabrication.

Figulated, (flgTi-lat-ed) a. Made of potter's clay ;

moulded ; shaped. [figurable.

Figurability, (fig-ur-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

Figurable, (fijrur-a-bl) a. [L. Jlgttrabilin, from figura.)

Capable of being brought to, or of retaining, a certain

fixed form or shape.

Figurate, (fig'ur-at) a. Of a certain determinate form

or figure;—in mutic, relating to discords and con

cords ; figurative.

Figuration, ( flg-ur-a'shun ) n. Act of giving figure

or determinate form ;—mixture of concords and dis

cords in music.

Figurative, (fig'ur-at-iv) a. Representing by a figure

or by resemblance ; typical ; representative*; — used

in a sense that is tropical, as a metaphor ; not literal;

—abounding in figures of speech ; flowery ; florid.

Figuratively, (fig'ur-at-ivde) adv. In a figurative

manner.

Figure, (fig'ur)n. [L. figura, from Jhtgtre, root Jig,

to form, shape.] Form of any thing ; shape ; fashion;

outline:—distinguished appearance; eminence;—tho

representation of any form by drawing, painting, too.;

an image; a statue; a drawing;—a pattern conjed in

cloth, paper, or other manufactured article ; — ap

pearance or impression made by the conduct or career

of a person ;—a character standing for, or represent

ing, a number ; a numeral ; a digit, as 1, 2, 3, &c ;—

value as expressed in numbers; price ; — a type or

representative ; — mode of speaking or writing In

which words are diverted from their literal sense ;

metaphor ; trope ; — the form of a syllogism with

respect to the relative position of the middle term;

—in astrology, the horoscope.

Figure, (fig'ur) v. t. To form or mould into any deter

minate shape ;—to show by a visible or corporeal re

semblance ; to draw ; to depict : to carve ; to engrave;

to sculpture ;—to adorn with designs ; to cover with

forms or patterns ; to variegate ;—to note by nnmeral

characters ; to cipher ; hence, to calculate ;—to repn-
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sent by a typo ; to signify : to symbolize ;—to image

I in the mind ; to prefigure ; to foreshow ;—to write

over or under the bass, as characters, to indicate the

accompanying chords; —to embellish with running

notes or Tariations ;—v. i. To make a figure ; to be

distinguished :—imp. & pp. figured ; ppr. figuring.

Figure -head, (fig'ur-hed) it. The statue or bust on the

projecting part of the head of a ship

Figure-weaving, (fig'ur-wev'ing) n. Process of weaving

patterns in damasks, velvets, and similar stuffs.

Figuring, (fLrur-ing) n. Act of making figures.

Filacious, (fll-a'she-us) a. [L. ."!■•<,>, thread.] Com

posed or consisting of threads,

i Filament, (fil'a-ment) it. [U jtlum, thread.] A thread;

a fibre ; a thread-like object or appendage ; especially,

the thread-like part of the stamens supporting the

anther.

Filamentous, (fil-a-ment'us) a. Resembling a thread;

consisting of fine filament* :—also Filamentary.

Filander, (fll'an-dgr) »t. pi. (F. jilandre*, from L. /!wm,

tbread-J A disease in hawks, consisting of filaments

of coagulated blood ; also, of small worms wrapped in

a thin net-work near the reins.

Fiiatory. (fil'a-tor-e) n. A machine which spins or

makes thread.

Filature. (ttl'a-tur) ». [L. flatura, from.Alar?, to spin.]

A drawing out into threads ;—a reel for drawing off

silk from cocoons, or an establishment for reeling.

Filbert, (fll'bert) n. The nut or fruit of the culti

vated hazeL

Filch, (filsh) v.t. [A.-S. filhan, Go. Jllhan, to hide,

F. JtlottUr, to pick the pocket] To steal or take

privily —applied to that which is of little value;

to pilfer:—imp. & pp. niched; ppr. filching.

Filcher, (fllsh'er) n. One who filches ; a thief; a petty

thief. [ish manner.

FUchingly. (filah'ing-le) adv. By pilfering; in a thiev-

Kle, (fil) m. [L. jtlum, thread.] An orderly succes

sion; a line; a row of soldiers ranged behind one

another;—an orderly collection of papers arranged

for preservation and ready reference ; also, the line,

wire, or other contrivance by which papers are put

and kept in order.

File, (fil) v.t. To set in order; to place on filo; to

insert in its proper place in an arranged body of

papers ;—to bring before a court or legislative body

by presenting proper papers in a regular way;—to

put upon the files or records of a court ; — to rub,

smooth, or cut away with a file;—to defile ; to spoil ;—

r. i. To march in a file or line, as soldiers, one after

another :—imp. & pp. filed ; ppr. filing.

File, (fil) n. [A.-S. feol, Got. jVa.) A steel instru

ment having the surface covered with sharp-edged

furrows, used for abrading or smoothing other sub

stances.

File-cutter, (filTcut-er) n. A maker of files.

Fue-leader, (filled-cr) u. The soldier placed in the

front of a file.

Filemot, (fil'e-mot) w. [F. fniillt morte, dead leaf.]

Brown or yellow-brown colour.

Filer, (fQ'er) n. One who uses a file in smoothing

and polishing.

Filial, (nl'e-al) a. [F., Sp., & Pg. .filial. It filiate,

from ll filiuM, son, Jllia, daughter.) Pertaining to a

son or daughter; becoming a child in relation to his

parents ;—bearing the relation of a child.

Filially, (fil'e-al-le) adv. In a final manner; becoming

a son or daughter.

Filiate, (fil'e-at) v. t. To adopt as son or daughter.

Filiation, i fil <•- Y-hun) n. The relation of a son or

child to a father ;—the fixing of a bastard child on

some one as its father ; affiliation.

Filibuster. (fiTe-bua-ter) n. [Sp fiibuttero, F. fiibu*-

tier, from Sp. filibote, a small fast-sailing vessel.] A

lawless military adventurer, especially, one in quest

of plunder ; a freebooter ; a pirate.

Filibuster, (fil'e-bus-ter) v. i. To act as a filibuster.

Filiform, (fil'e-form) a. [L. Jilum, thread, and

forma, form.] Having the form of a thread or fila

ment.

Filigree, (fil'e-gre) ». [It. & Sp. filigrana, from L.

Jilum, thread, and gran urn, grain.] Net-work con

taining beads ; hence, ornamental work executed in

fine gold or silver wire, plaited and formed into

delicate arabesques and flowers:—also Filigrane.

Filigree, (fil'e-gre) «. Relating to, or composed of,

work in filigree.

Filings, (firings) n. pi. Fragments or particles rubbed

off bv the act of filing.

Fill, (fil) f. (. [A.-S. fyllan, Go. fulljan.] To make

full; to stuff or press into; to supply; to replenish;

—to satisfy ; to content;—to glut; to surfeit; — to

distend, as a sail ;—to make plump ; to expand, as

an animal or vegetable body ;—to pour into, as a

glass ;—to hold, as an official position : to perform the

duties of; — to take up the room or Bpace of; to

occupy ;—to complete; to accomplish ;—to supply, as

a vacant situation or office with a new appointment ;

—v. i. To become full ; to bavo an abundant supply;

to be satiated ;—to fill a cup or glass for drinking ; to

give to drink :—imp. & pp. filled ; ppr. filling.

Fill, (fil) it, A full supply ; as much as gives complete

satisfaction ;—a thill or shaft of a carriage.

Filler, (fil'er) n. One who, or that which, fills ; a tube

or funnel for conveying liquids into bottles, casks, «tc.

Fillet, (fil'et) ft. [F. filet, diminutive of jil, thread, from

L. jilum.] A little band or twist, especially, one in

tended to tie about the hair of the head ;—the fleshy

part of the thigh ; — meat rolled together and tied

round; — a little square moulding; a listel ; — the

longitudinal ridge between the flutings of a Grecian

column; — a kind of ordinary crossing the shield

horizontally.

Fillet, (fil'et) t>. t. To bind, furnish, or adorn with a

fillet:—imp. Ai pp. filleted; ppr. filleting.

Fillibeg, (fire-beg) n. (Gael filteadhbeag, i.e., little

plaid, from Jllleadh, plait, fold,

and >""</, little, small.] A kilt

or dress reaching nearly to the

knees, worn in the Highlands of .

Scotland.

Filling, (filing) ft. That which '

fills tip ; the woof in weaving.-

Fillip, (fil'ip) v. /. To strike with

the nail of the finger, first placed |

against the ball of the thumb,

and forced from that position with Fillibeg.

a sudden spring :—imp. Ai pp. filliped; ppr, filliping.

Fillip, (fil'ip) ft, A jerk of the finger forced suddenly

from the thumb.

Filly, (file) ft, [lcetfyt, colt,^. Jjxlawg, a young mare.]

A young mare ; a female colt ;—a wanton girl ; a flirt ;

—a young girL

Film, (film) n. [A.-8. jtlm, akin, fylmen, membrane.

Go. film.] A thin skin; a pellicle; a membranous

covering causing opacity, as on the eye.

Film, (film) v. t. To cover with a thin skin or pellicle.

Filminess, (film'e-nes) ft. State of being filmy.

Filmy, (fllm'e) a. Composed of film ; membranous;

cobweb-like. [thread-like process.

Filose, (fi'los) a. |X. fllvm, thread.] Ending in a

Filter, (filter) n. [F. Jlllre, It. jXllrare, feltro, fulled

wool, this being used for straining liquors.] A strainer;

a percolator ;—a piece of cloth, paper, or other sub

stance, through which liquors are strained.

Filter, (filter) r. t. To purify, as liquor, by causing it

to pass through a filter ; to filtrate ;—v. i. To pass

through a filter; to percolate;—imp. & pp. filtered;

ppr. filtering.

Filth, (filth) n. [A.*S. fvldh, from fill, foul.] Foul

matter ; dirt ; nastinesB ;—any thing that sullies or

defiles the moral character ; corruption ; pollution.
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Filthily, (filth'e-le) adv. In a filthy mannor ; foully;

grossly, [that which U filthy, or makes filthy.

Filthiness, (filth'o-nes) ». The state of being filthy ;—

Filthy, (filth e) «. Defiled with filth ; foul ; dirty ;

muddy ; miry ; squalid ; unclean ; gross ; impure ;

licentious; polluted.

Filtrate, (fil'trat) v. t. To filter ; to defecate liquor by

straining or percolation:—imp. & -pp. filtrated; ppr.

filtrating.

Filtration, (fil-trH'shun) n. Act or process of filtering.

Fimbriate, (flm'bre-ilt) a. [L. fimbrtutit*, from jhnbria,

fibre, fringe.] Bordered by filiform processes thicker

than hairs ; fringed.

Fimbriated, (finYDre-at-ed)n. In heraldry, oraameuted

as an ordinary, with a bonier of another tincture.

Fin, (fin) 11. A native of Finland.

Fin, (fin) n. [A. -8. Jin, Jinn, allied to L. pinna, fin.]

An organ of a fish, consisting

of a membrane supiwrted by

rays, and serving to balance **

and propel it in the water.

Finable, (fin'a-bl) «. Liable or

subject to a fine or penalty. ±

Final, (final) a. [L. jinatis,

from fini*, boundary, end. J

Pertaining to the end or

conclusion ; last ;—ultimate ;

conclusive; — decisive; mor

tal ;—respecting the purpose

or ultimate end in view.

Finale, (fe-na'la) n. [It.] The last note or end of a

piece of music;—the closing scene of nn opera; the

last piece at a concert ;—close; termination-

Finality, (fi-nal'e-te) n. Final state; a final or con

clusive arrangement ; a settlement.

Finally, (fi'nal-e) adv. At the end or conclusion;

ultimately ; lastly ;—completely ; beyond hope.

Finance, (fe-nans^ n. [L. Jinare, to pay a fine or

subsidy, from.rfjii*, end.] The income of a ruler or of

a state; revenue;— the income of an individual;

profit ;— often UBed in the plural, funds ; general

revenue of the kingdom. [public revenue.

Financial, (fe-nan'she-al) a. Pertaining to finance or

Financially, (fe-nan'she-al-le) adv. In a financial

manner ; in relation to public reva.me.

Financier, (fe-nan'ser)«. An officer who administers the

public revenue;—one skilled in financial operations.

Finch, (flnsh) n. [A.-S. fine, Ger. Jini; W. pine, ft

finch.] A small singing bird.

Find, (find) v.t, [A.-S. findmntfinde, Ger. Jlnden, L.

venire.] To come to; to meet with; to light upon ;

to discover by accident ;—to obtain by search ; to dis

cover ; to obtain ; to acquire ;—to reach to ; to attain ;

—to detect; to catch in j—to observe ; to perceive ;—

to experience; to enjoy ;—to supply; to furniih ;—to

give a verdict, as a jury; to establish;—i*. i. To deter

mine an issue of fact, and to declare such a determina

tion to a court :—imp. & pp. found ; ppr. finding,

Find, (find) n. A discovery ; a tiling found ; es)>ecialiy,

a collection of coins found in any particular place.

Finder, (find'er) »• One who or that which finds;

specifically, a small telescope attached to a larger one

for finding an object more readily.

Finding, (finding) v. The act of discovering; that

which is found ; discovery ;—the return made by a

jury to a bill of indictment; verdict ;—in the plural,

that which a journeyman finds or provides for himself.

Fine, (fin) a. [F. ,rin. It. Jlno, Ger. /tin, L. jXnitut,

from jtnirt, to finish.] Thin; slender; minute;—

subtile ; tenuous, as spirit ;—keen ; sharp, as a cutting

edge;—delicate ; not coarse, as a fabric ;—clear ; pure ;

refined :—nice ; critical, as taste;—handsome ; elegant,

as figure;—beautiful; lovely, as the countenance;—

polished, as manners : — accompliMied ; excellent;

superior; showy; splendid;—subtle; artful; dexterous,

sly; fraudulent.

0 FINISH

Fine, (fin) v.t. To refine; to purify ;—to impose a

pecuniary penalty upon ; to mulct :—imp. & pp. fined ;

ppv. fining.

Fine, (fin) n, [L. jtnia, end.] End; conclusion;—

a final agreement between parties concerning lands

and rents ; a sum paid for liberty to alienate or trans

fer land ;—a payment imposed as a punishment : a

pecuniary penalty; amulet.

Fine-draw, (fin'draw) r. t. To sow up, as a rent, so

that the seam is not j>eroeived ; to renter;—imp. &.

pp. fine-drawn ; ppr. fine-drawing.

Finely, (f In'le) adv. In a fine or finished manner;—

delicately; with subtiltv;—to a fine state; into minute

parts ; to a thin or nharp edge or point; nicely;—

wretchedly; poorly—said ironically.

Fineness, (fin'ues) ji. Thinness; slenderness : minute

ness ;—clearness ; purity ;—niceness : delicacy ;—keen

ness; sharpness;—elegance; beauty;—allow; splendour;

—Bubtilty ; ingenuity; artfulness;—smoothness.

Finer, (fin'oi) n. One who fines or purifies.

Finery, (fin'er-e) n. Ornament; decoration ; especially,

showy or excessive decoration ;—a refinery ; a furnace

for making iron malleable.

Fine-spoken, (fin-spok'n) «. Using fine phrases.

Fine-spun, ( fin 'spun ) a. Drawn to a fine thread;

minute; subtle;—ingenious; artful.

Finesse, (fe-nes') u [F.] Subtilty of contrivance to

gain a point; artifice; stratagem.

Finesse, (fe-nes') r. i. To use artifice or stratagem :—

imp. A: pp. finessed ; ppr. finessing.

Fine-stuff, (f ui'stuf) ?i. Tlie second coat of plaster for

the walls Of a room.

Fin-footed, (fin'foot-ed) a. Having palmate*! feet, or

feet with toes connected by a membrane.

Finger, (fing'ger) ». [A.-S. finger, Ioel. fiveir. Go.

jxppen, to take eir seize.] One of the five terminating

members of the hand; a digit; also, one of the

extremities of the hand, not including the thumb : —

the breadth of a finger;—skill in the use of the finger*,

as in music.

Finger, (fing'ger) r. /. To touch with the fingers ; to

handle; — to perform on. or to perform with, the

fingers;—to touch lightly;—to pilfer; to purloin:—

r. i. To use the Angel's in playing ou an instrument :

—imp. &. pp. fingered; ppr. fingering.

Finger-board, (fing'ger-bord) h. The part of a stringed

instrument on which the fingers are pressed to vary

the tone; key-l>oard.

Finger-grass, (fing'gf.r-gras) ?i. A kind of wild grass,

of the genus Diitilurio.

Fingering, (fing'ger-iiig) v. The act of touching or

handling lightly with the fingers; the manner of using

or managing the fingers in playing or striking the

keys of an instrument of music ; delicate work made

with the fingers.

Finger-post, (finger-port) v. A poet with a finger

pointing, for directing passengers to the road ; a sign

post.

Finial, (fin'e-al) n. fL. fini,-?, to finish, end.] The

knot or bunch of foliage, or flower, that ferine the

upper extremities of pinnacles in Gothic arcliiUscture ;

sometimes the pinnacle itself.

Finical, (nn'ik-al) a. [From fiiu.) Affectedly fine;

unduly particular ; fastidious ; foppish ; affectedly

nice or showy.

Finicality, (fiu-ik-al'e-te) n. State of being fiuicaL

Finically, (fin'ik-al-lo) adv. In a finical manner;

foppishly. [are rvniud.

Fining-pot, (fin'ingqwt) i>. A vessel in which metals

Finis. (I'i'nis) n [L] An end ; cunclu.aon.

Finish, (finish) v.t. |U jinire^ to end, from >wu,

boundary, end] To bring to an end ; to put an end

to; to tcrminato ;—to bestow the utmost possible

labour upon; to polish; to jterfect :— i»Jin. & rf.

finished ; pt>r. finishing. * [perfect*.

Finish, (fln'ish) ». That which finishes, terminates, or
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Finisher, (fln'ish-er) n. One who finishes, concludes,

completes, or perfeetA

Finite, (fi'uit) a. [L. finitim, pp. of fintrt.] Limited

in quantity, degree, or capacity ; bounded.

Finitely, (fi'nit-le) adv. Within limits; to a certain

dcgrue only.

Finies*, (finies) a. [From fin.] Destitute of fins.

Finnikin, (fin'e-kiu) n. [Prov. Kng.finniLin, equivalent

Ui finical.] A sort of pigeon with a crest somewhat

resembling the mane of a horse.

Finny, (fine) a. Furniahed with fins; pertaining to

fins or fi&h.

Fin-toed, (fln'tod) a. Having toes connected by a

membrane, as aquatic fowls.

Fiord, (fe^erd) n. [D. and Noi-w. fiord, Icel. fiordr.]

A long, narrow inlet, bounded by high banks or rocks,

running into the land, as on the coast of Norway.

Fioria, (fi'6-rin) n. A species of creeping bent gross,

called also black couch grai*.

Fir. (fer) n. [A.-S. furh, W. pyr.] A resinous tree

allied to the pines, and valued for its timber. It is

highly combustible, and used for fuel—one species in

Scotland being called candle fir.

Fire, (fir) n. [A.-S. fyr, Ger. fiur, allied to G. pur.]

The evolution of light and heat in the combustion

of bodies ; combustion ; state of ignition ; —fuel in a

state of combustion, as on a hearth or in a furnace ;

the burning of a house or town ; a conflagration ;—the

discharge of fire-arms ;—lustre ; splendour ;—torture

by burning ;—the future state of the impenitent ;—

ardour; violence, as of zeal or love; — intellectual

force ; liveliness of imagination ; vigour of fancy ;

energy of thought or diction ; animation in delivery;

—rage; contention;—trouble; affliction.

Fire, (fir) v. t. To set on fire ; to kindle ;—to inflame ;

to irritate, as the passions ;—to animate ; to give life

or spirit to ;—to cause to explode ; to discharge ;—in

farriery, to cauterize ; — v. i. To take fire ; to be

kindled ; to kindle ;—to be irritated or inflamed with

passion ;—to discharge artillery or fire-arms :—i»i/*. &

pp. fired ; ppr. firing.

Fire-alarm, (fu/a-larm) n. An alarm given of a con

flagration ;—an apparatus for giving an alarm of fire,

as by telegraphic signals, [force of gunpowder.

Fire-arm, (fir arm) n. A weapon which acts by the

Fire-ball, (fir'bawl) n. A grenade ; a ball filled with

powder or other combustibles.

Fire-board, (fn/bord) n. A chimney-board used to

close a fire-place in summer.

Fire-brand, (fir'brand) ». A piece of wood kindled

or on fire ;—one who causes contention and mischief;

an incendiary-

Fire-brick, (firTrnk) n. A brick capable of sustaining

intense heat without fusion, usually made of fire-clay.

Fire-brigade, (fir'brig-ad) n. A body of men trained

and organized for managing engines to extinguish fires.

Fire-brush, (fu/brush) n. Small brush used to sweep

the hearth.

Fire-clay, (flrTcla) n. A kind of clay, chiefly pure

silicate of alumina, used in making fire-bricks.

Fire-cock, (firltok) n. A oock or spout to let out water

for extinguishing fire.

Fire-cracker, (f irkrnk-er) n. A small paper cylinder

charged with gunpowder, which, being lighted, ex

plodes with a loud report.

Fire-damp, (fir'damp) n. The explosive carburetted

hydrogen of coal-manes.

Fire-dress, (fu/dres) n. A species of covering which

enables him who wears it to approach and even to

pass through the flames, to save life or property.

Fire-eater, (fir'et-e.r) n. One who pretends to eat fire ;

hence, a fighting character ; a hotspur.

Fire-engine, (firen-jin) n. An hydraulic or forcing

pomp for throwing water to extinguish fires.

Fire-escape, (fir'es-kap) n. A machine for escaping

, from the upper part of a building when on fire.

Firefly, (flr'fll) it. A winged, luminous insect which

emits a brilliant light from a yellow spot on each side

of the thorax and from other parts of the body.

Fire-irons, (fir*i-urnz) n. pi. Utensils for a fire-place

or grate, as tongs, poker, and Bhovel.

Firelock, (fir'lok) n. A lock which discharges a gun

by striking fire with flint and steel ; hence, a musket

furnished with such a lock.

Fireman, (fir'nian) n. A man whose business is to

extinguish fires in towns ;—a man who tends the fires,

as of a steam-engine. [quite new.

Fire-new, (flr'nu) a. Fresh from the forge ; bright ;

Fire-pan, (fir'pan) n. A pan for holding or conveying

fire; specially, the receptacle for the priming in a gun.

Fire-place, (fippl&s) n. The part of the chimney appro

priated to the fixe ; a hearth.

Fire-plug, (fir'plug) n. A plug for drawing water from

a pipe to extinguish fire.

Fire-pot, (fir'pot) n. A small earthern pot filled with

combustibles used in warfare ;—also stint-pot.

Fire-proof, (fhiproof) a. Proof against fire ; incom

bustible, [sets fire to; an incendiary.

Firer, (fir'er) n. One who discharges a gun ; one who

Fire-ship, (firship) n. A vessel filled with combustibles,

and furnished with grappling-irons, to hook and set

fire to an enemy's ships.

Fireside, (fir'sid) iu A place near the fire or hearth ;—

home ; domestic life or retirement.

Fire-wood, (fIr'wood) n. Wood for fuel.

Firework, (fir'wurk) ». Preparations of gunpowder

and other inflammable materials for making explosions

in the air ;—usually in the plural, pyrotechnics.

Fire-worship, (firVur-ship) n. The worship of flro

which prevailed in Persia among the followers of

Zoroaster, and among the Parsees of India.

Firing-iron, (fir'ing-I-urn) n. Instrument used in

farriery to remove swellings or knots.

Firk, (ferk) v. t. To whip ; to flog.

Firkin, (fprk'in) n. [A.-8. /cover, four, and tin.] A

measure of capacity equal to seven and a half imperial

gallons ;—a small cask of indeterminate size—used

for butter, herring, &a

Firlot, (fer'lot) n. A dry measure used in Scotland,

being the foiirth part of a boll, or four pecks.

Firm, (fc;rm) a. [L. firm it*.] Strong; fixed; closely

compressed ; compact ; hard, as opposed to soft ; solid,

as opposed to fluid ;—constant ; steady ; resolute ;

unshakeu ;—stable ; secure.

Firm, (fe.rm) v. [It.firma, signature, from h.firmus.]

The name, title, or style, under which a company

transact business ; hence, a mercantile partnership or

house. [direct with firmness.

Firm, (ferm) v. t. To fix ; to settle ; to confirm ;—to

Firmament, (fgrm'a-ment) n, [L. flrmamtntum, from

firmu*, firm.] The region of the air; the sky or

heavens. [firmament ; celestial.

Firmamental, (fcrm-a-nient'al) a. Pertaining to the

Firman, (fer'man) n. [Pen. ferm&n, Skr. pramdna,

measure.] A decree of the Turkish or other Oriental

•government, as a passport, permit, license, &c.

Firmity, (f?rm'e-te) «. Strength ; firmness ; stability :

—also Firmitude.

Firmly, (feraile) adv. In a firm manner ; solidly ;

closely ; constantly ; steadily.

Firmness, (fgrm'nes) n. The state of being firm ; fixed

ness ; compactness ; hardness ; solidity ; — strength ;

stability ; — steadfastness ; constancy ; — certainty ;

soundness.

First, (feret) a. [A.-S. firtt, Icel. fyrstr Ger. furst.)

Preceding all others of a series or kind ;—placed in

front of, or in advance of, all others ; foremost ;—most

eminent or exalted ; most excellent ; — primitive ;

highest; chief; principal.

First, (ferat) adv. Before any thing else in time, space,

rank, Arc—used in composition with many adjectives

and participles.
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First, (fgrst) n. The upper part of a duet, trio, &c.,

either vocal or instrumental.

First-begotten, (f?rst'"oo-got-n) n. The eldest child ;—

the chief; the most excellent ; Christ.

First-born, (fe,rst'boru) «. The eldest child ; the first

in the ovder of birth ;—the most excellent or exalted ;

Jesus Christ.

First-born, (feretfoorn) a. First brought forth ; first in

the order of nativity ; eldest

First-class, (f;rst'k)as) a. Being of the highest rank, or

the best quality ; first-rate ; of the highest excellence.

First-floor, (fgrst'fldr) tu The floor or tier of apartments

next above the ground-floor.

First-fruit, (fprst'fruot) n. [Usually in the pi.) The

fruits earliest gathered ; the earliest results or profits

of any action or position ;- the first year's whole

profits of a benofioe or spiritual living.

Firstling, (firstling) «. The first produce or offspring

—said of domestic animals.

Firstly, (ferst'le) adv. In the first place ; to commence.

First-rate, (ferst'rAt) a. Of the highest excellence;

pre-eminent in quality, size, or estimation.

First-rate, (f(rst'rat) n. A ship of war of the largest

size and armament. [sea; a frith.

Firth, (ferth) n. [Scot, Eng./rifft.] An arm of the

Fiso, (fisk) ». [F. from L. JUcm, basket] The treasury

of a prince or state. [or revenue.

Fiscal, (flVkal) «. Pertaining to the public treasury

Fiscal, (fiVkaH n. Exchequer ; revenue ;—a treasurer ;

—in Scotland, the public prosecutor in criminal coses

—proc u ra tor-JUca I.

Fish, (fish)". [\.-H.Jtsc, Go fi*l-xt Ger.fiscfi, L.puci*.]

An animal tliat lives in water ;—an oviparous, verte

brate animal, having a covering of scales or plates, and

breathing by means of gills or branchiae, and living

almost entirely in the water ;—the flesh of fish, used

as food.

Fiah, (fish) n. [F. fiche, a peg, from Jtcher, to fix.] A

counter or marker at cards ;—a piece of timber used

to strengthen a mast or spar when sprung;—a machine

for hoisting the flukes of the anchor to the bow.

Fiah, (fish) v. i. To attempt to catch fish ;—to seek to

obtain by artifice ;—to hoist the flukes of the anchor

to the bow of the sliip ;—v. t. To catch ; to draw out

or up ; — to search by raking or sweeping ; — to

strengthen, as a mast or yard, with a piece of timber ;

—to splice, as rails, with a fish-joint :—imp. & pp.

fished; ppr. fishing.

Fish-basket, (fish'bas-ket) «. Angler's basket slung

over tho shoulder for carrying his fish.

Fish-carver, (flsh/karv-cr) n. A silver or plated knife

for helping fish at table.

Fished, (fisht) a. Strengthened or made fast by pieces

of wood, as a most

Fisher, (fish'er) »• One who is employed in catching

fish ;—a carnivorous quadruped of the weasel kind.

Fisher-boat, ( fish'er- bot) a, A boat employed in

catching fish.

Fisherman, (fish'cr-man) n. One whose occupation is

to catch fish:—a ship or vessel employed in taking fish.

Fishery, (fish'er-e) n. Business or practice of catching

fish ;—a place for catching fish.

Fish-garth, (fish'garth) n. A dam or wear in a river

for the catching of fish.

Fish-gig, (flsh'gig) iu A staff with barbed prongs

for striking fish at sea.

Fish-glue, (fish'gloo) n. Isinglass.

Fishhook, (fish'hook) u. A hook for catching fish.

Fishiness, (fiah'e-nes) n. The state of being fishy.

Fishing, (fishing) n. The art or practice of catching

fish ; a fishery.

Fishing-frog, (fishing-frog) n. A rapacious, spinous-

finned sea-fish, having a very large head:—angle);

frogfidi. [for angling.

Fishing-line, (flsh'ing-lin) n. line attached to a rod

Fish-joint, (fish'joint) n. A splice consisting of ope or

more pieces of iron or wood bolted to the sides of two

adjacent rails.

Fish-kettle, (fisliTcet-tl) n. An oblong kitchen pot or

pan for boiling fish whole.

Fish-market, (fish'mar-ket) «, Place where fish ore

exposed for sale.

Fish-maw, (fiah'maw) n. The sound of a fish.

Fish-monger, (flsh'mung-ger) «. A seller offish.

Fish-pot (fish pot) n. A wioker basket sunk with a

cork float attached for catching crabs, lobsters, tic.

Fish-slice, (fish'slis) n. A broad knife for dividing

fish at table : a fish-trowel.

Fish-spear, (fish'spCr) w. An instrument for striking

or stabbing fish ;—a harpoon, when used for whales ;—

a leister, when used for salmon.

Fish-strainer, (flsh'stra-ner) n. A metal cullender per

forated and with handles for lifting fish from the

kettle and draining off the water.

Fish-trowel, (fish'trow-el) n. A broad knife for serving

fish at table.

Fish-weir, (fish'wfr) n. A dam in a river for stopping

the ascent of salmon.

Fish-woman, (flsh'woum-an) n. A woman who sells

fish ; a fish-wife.

Fishy, (fish'e) a. Consisting of fish ; fish-like ; having

the qualities or taste of fish ; filled with fish.

Fissile, (fiVail) a. [L. lUtili*, in im fi, ah-,-. , to split]

Capable of being split, cleft, or divided in the

direction of the grain or of natural joints.

Fissility, (fis-sile-te) «. The quality of being fissile.

Fission, (nsh'un) n. A cleaving, splitting, or breaking

up into parts ;—a subdividing into two parts from the

progress of natural growth.

Fissirostres, (fis-eir-roe'trez) n. pi. [L. Jhtvs, split, and

ro«t)*uijt, beak.] The swallow order of birds, compre

hending goatsuckers, wlGp-poor-will, swifts, and mar

tins, [tudinal opening.

Fissure, (fish'ui) n. [L. JUsvra.] A cleft; a lougi-

Fist, (fist) n. [A.-S. fyst.) The hand with the fingers

doubled into the palm.

Fist, (fist) v. t. To strike with the fist:—imp. & pp.

fisted; ppr. fisting.

Fistic, (fist'ik) a. [From fi*t.] Pertaining to boxing or

to encounters with the fists ; pugilistic

Fisticuffs, (fist'e-kufs) n.pL [Fvtt and a>jT.] Blows,

or a combat with the fists; a boxing match.

Fistula, (ftst'u-la) ». [L.] A reed; hence, a pipe;—a

deep, narrow, chronic abscess.

Fistular, (flst'u-lar) u. Hollow and cylindrical, like

a pipe or reed.

Fistulate. (flst'u-lat) v. i. To become a pipe or fistula ;

—v. t. To moke hollow,like a pipe ; to perforate.

Fistulous, (flst'u-lus) a. Having the form or nature

of a fistula ;—hollow, like a pipe or reed.

Fit, (fit) a. [A.-S. /tat, neat, well mode, Go. fetjun, to

deck.] Adapted to an end, object, or design : quali

fied by nature, by art, or by culture ;—suitable to

a standard of duty, propriety, or taste; proper ; appro

priate ; becoming ; correspondent ; convenient ; com

petent; adequate.

Fit (fit) v. t. To make fit or suitable ; to adapt to

the purpose intended; to qualify ;—to bring into a

required form;—to furnish duly ;—to be suitable to;

to answer the requirements of ;—v. i. To- be proper

or becoming ;—to be adjusted to the shape directed ;

to suit:—imp. & pp. fitted; ppr. fitting.

Fit (fit) n. Adjustment ;—coincidence of parts that

come in contact.

Fit, (fit) n. [Probably from the root of Jlght.} A sud

den and violent attack of a disorder; a convulsion ;

a paroxysm ; hence, in general, an attack of disease ;

—an attack of any thing which masters or possesses

one for a time;— a passing humour; an impulsive

and irregular action.

Fitch, (fiuh) n. A chick-pea, [Contraction of Jttchtt.]

The fur of tho pole-cat
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Fitchet, (neh'et) n. [O. P. JUtav, D. jwe, Gael, ftocnl-

Ian.} A polo-cat; a foumart.

Fitful, (flt'fool) <t. Full of fit* ; irregularly variable ;

spasmodic ; impulsive and unstable.

Fitfully, (flt'fooi-le) adv. In a fitful manner ; by fits.

Fitly, (title) atlv. In a fit manner ; suitably ; pro

perly; comniodioualy; conveniently.

Fitness, (fit'nes) n. State or quality of being fit ; pro

priety ; meatuses ; justness ; reasonableness ; — con

venience ; suitableness ;—qualification ; preparedness.

Fitter, (fit'er) n. One who makes fit or suitable.

Fitting. (fifing) n. Any tiling used in fitting up;

especially, in the plural, necessary fixtures or ap

paratus, [per.

fitting, (fifing) a. Fit; appropriate; suitable; pro-

Fittingly, (flt'ing-le) adv. In a fitting manner ; suit

ably : appropriately.

Fittin guess, (flt'ing-nes) n. The state or quality of

fitting ; suitableness.

Fit*, (fit*) n. [Norm. F. fis,fiuz, Y.fiU, son, L. filius.]

A son—used in compound names, as Fitz-Herbert.

Fire, (fiv) n. [A.-S. & O. Sax. f\f, L. ouin?ue, G.

pente. ] The sum of four and one ;—a symbol repre-

senting this number, as 6 or V.

Five, (fiv) a. Four and one added ; one more than four.

Fivefold, (fiv'fold) a. & adv. In fives ; five times re

peated ; quintuple. [finger.

Five-leaf, (fivlef) n. Cinquefoil:—called also five-

Fives, (fiTz) b. [L. vivolat, F. avieea.) A disease of

the glands under the ear in horses ; the vives.

lives, (fivz) ?i. pi. A kind of play with a ball, re

sembling tennis.

Fix, (fiks) n. A position of difficulty or embarrass

ment: predicament; dilemma; quandary.

Fix, (fiks) v. t. [F. fixer, Sp. & Pg. fixar, L. figere,

fixuw.] To make firm, stable, or fast ;—to fasten ; to

secure ; to establish ; — to hold steadily, or without

moving, as the eye on an object, the attention on a

speaker, and the like ;—to implant ; to pierce ;—to

set or place in the manner desired or most suitable;

—to deprive of volatility;—v. i. To nut tie or remain

permanently; to rest ;—to become firm ; to cease to

flow or be fluid ; to become hard and malleable :—

imp. & pp. fixed ; ppr, fixing,

Fixation, (flks-i shun) n. Act of fixing, making firm,

or establishing ;—state of being fixed ; steadiness ; con

stancy ;—a state of resistance to evaporation or vola

tilization by heat.

Fixed, (flkst) a. Settled ; established ; firm ;—deter

mined ; resolute.

Fixedly, (flks'ed-le) adv. In a fixed or firm manner;

firmly ; steadfastly.

Fixedness, (flksW-nes) n. A state of being fixed ;

stability ; firmness ; steadfastness ; solidity ;—settled

opinion or state of mind.

Fixity, (flks'e-te) n. Fixedness ; coherence of parts—

' pj* m te of volatility.

Fixture, (flks'tur) n. [From.ffcrf, equivalent to fixed.)

That which is fixed or attached ;—firmness ; stability;

fixedness; —any thing of an accessory character an

nexed to houses and lands, so as to constitute a part

of them

Fizgig, (flxgig) n. A flshgig;—a gadding, flirting girl ;

—a firework which makes a fizzing or hissing noise

when it explodes.

Fizz, (flz) x. i. (Icel. fi*a, to ventilate, Sw. fit, a blow

ing, G. phuta.] To make a hissing sound ;—to fail of

success in an undertaking ; to bungle.

Fizzle, (flxl) n, A failure or abortive effort.

F.abbiness. (flabVnee) n. State of being flabby or soft.

Flabby, (flab'e) a. [W. tlbin, lank, flaccid.] Soft ;

yielding to the touch, and easily moved or shaken ;

wanting firmness ; flaccid.

Flaccid, (flak'sid) «. [h. finccidva, from fiaccua, flabby.]

Yielding to pressure for want of firmness and stiff-

bsm . soft and weak ; limber ; lax ; flabby.

Flaccidity or Flaccidness, (flak-eid'e-te) n. The state

of being flaccid ; want of firmness or stillness ; laxity ;

limbernesB.

Flaccidly, (flak'sid-le) adv. In a flaccid manner.

Flag, (flag) v. i. [IceL fiaka, to droop, D. fiaggheren, to

be loose, L. fiaecus, flabby.] To hang loose without

stiffness; to be loose and yielding ;—to grow spiritless

or dejected;—to lose vigour; to become languid or

dull;—v. t. To let fall into feebleness; to droop;—

to lay with flat stones:—imp. & pp. flagged; ppr.

flagging, [stone used for paving.

Flag, (flag) n. [Allied to Ger. fiach, flat.) A flat

Flag, (flag) ». [From Jlag, to hang loose.] An aquatio

plant with long ensiform leaves.

Flag, (flag) n. [Ger. fiagye, IceL fiagg, D. JUig.] An

ensign or colours ; a banner ; a standard ; a signal ;

—in the army, a banner by which one regiment Is

distinguished from another ;—in the marine service)

a standard by which the ships of one nation are dis

tinguished from another;—in the British navy, a ban

ner denoting the rank of the officer in command of

the fleet—an admiral flies hiB flag at the main top

gallant mast head, a vice-admiral at the fore, and

a rear-admiral at the mizzen ; and there is a further

gradation in rank noted by the colour of the flag, red,

white, or blue.

Flag-bearer, (Aagltar-er) n. One who bears a flag.

Flagellant, ( flaKel-ant ) n. One of a fanatical sect

which arose A.D. 1260, who maintained that flagella

tion was of equal virtue with baptism and the aoo-

rament.

Flagellate, (flaj'el-lat) v. t. (L. fiagellare, from fiagel-

tum, whip, scourge.] To whip; to scourge.

Flagellation, (flaj-el-hVshuu)n. A whipping; a flogging;

discipline of the scourge.

Flagellum, ffla-jel'um) n. [L. flagtltutn, a whip.] A

long brancning shoot of a plant ;—an appendage to

the legs of some crustaceous animals having resem

blance to a whip.

Flageolet, (flaj'el-et) n. [F. fiageolet.] A small wind-

instrument having a mouth-piece at one end, and six

principal holes. [flaggy.

Flagginess, (flagVnea) n. The condition of being

Flagging, (floglng) n. A pavement or sidewalk of flag -

stones ;—flag-stones spoken of collectively.

Flaggingly, (flag'ing-le) adv. In a weak, flexible, or

flagging manner.

Flaggy, (fiag'e) a. Weak ; flexible ; limber ;—weak in

taste; insipid ;—abounding with the plant called .Hag.

Flagitious, (na-jish'e-us) a. [L. fiagitiotut, from fiagi-

tium, a shameful act, from fiagi taref to demand

hotly. ] Disgracefully or shamefully criminal ;—guilty

of enormous crimes; atrocious; villainous; heinous;

profligate ; abandoned. [ner.

Flagitiously, (fla-Jish'e-us-le) adv. In a flagitious man-

FJagitiousness, (fla-jishe-ua-nes) n. The condition or

quality of being flagitious ; extreme wickedness ;

villainy.

Flag-lieutenant, (flagTif-ten-ant) n. The lieutenant in

a flag -ship who has charge of the flags, and makes

the signals to the fleet.

Flag-officer, (flog'of-fe-ser) 11. The commander of a

squadron.

Flagon, (fl&g'iin) ». [F. fiocon, from L. va>, vessel] A

vessel with a narrow mouth for holding and convey

ing liquors.

Flagranoy, (fl.Vgran-se) n. Condition orquality of being

flagrant ; heinousness ; enormity.

Flagrant, (flagrant) a. [L. fiaprant, ppr. of fiagrare,

to bum.] Flaming; inflamed; glowing; burning;

raging; — flaming into notice; notorious; glaring;

enormous. [ardently.

Flagrantly, (fla'grant-le) adv. In a flagrant manner;

Flag-ship, (fl/urship) n. The ship which bears the com

manding officer of a squadron, and on which his flag

is displayed.
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Flag-staff, (flag'staj) u. A polo or staff on which a flag

in hung.

Flag-stone, (flag'ston) n. A flat stone for pavement;

- -any sandstone which splits up into flags.

Flail, "(flil) u. [O. F. .rtaej, from L. JktfftUm. whip]

An instrument for thrashing or beating grain from

the ear.

Flake.(flak) n. [A.-8.Jtacf, Lb ^lorru*.] A film ; flock;

lamina; layer ; scale ;—a small particle of snow falling

from the air or clouds ;—a small stage hung over the

ship's side for workmen to stand on in calking, Ac.

Flake, (flak) v. (. To form into flakes ;—v. i. To separ

ate in layers ; to peel or scale off ;—imp. &, pp. flaked ;

ppf. flaking.

Flakiness, (flak'e-nes) n. The state of being flaky.

Flake-white, (flakliwit) «. The purest white lead in

flakes or scales ;—a subnitrato of bismuth or pearl-

white, [like.

Flaky, (flak'e)a. Consisting of flakes or locks ; flake-

Flam, (flam)n. [A. S ' ed , a flight, Jfeam, smut. J A

freak or whim; also, a falsehood ; an illusory pre

text

Flambeau, (flam'bo)n. fF. from L. Jlamma. flame.] A

flaming torch used in the streets at night, at illumina

tions, and in processions.

Flamboyant, (flam-boy'ant) a. [F.l In architecture,

characterized by waving or flame-like curves, as in

the tracery of windows, Ac.

Flame, (flam) n. [L. jtamma.) A stream of burning

vapour or gas: a blaze; Are in 'general:—burning

zeal or passion ; fervency ; passionate excitement or

strife ;—warmth of affection ;—a sweetheart.

Flame, (flam) r. i. To burn with rising, streaming, or

darting fire; to blaze;—to break out in violence of

passion ;—v. t. To excite ; to animate ; to inflame:—

imp. & pp. flamed; ppr. flaming.

Flame-coloured, (flam'kul-erd) a. Of the colour of

flame ; of a bright yellow colour.

Flameleu, (flam'les) a. Destitute of flame.

Flamen, (fl.Vmen) n. [L. called from Jilvm, fillet] A

priest devoted to the service of a particular god, from

whom he received a distinguishing epithet.

Flaming, (flam'ing) ft. Bright ; red ; glaring;—violent;

vehement ;—exaggerated ;—gaudy.

F]amingo,(fla-min'go) n. [L. jffffliTOg, flame, on account

of its red colour.) A bird of the

order G'ralhig, native of Africa

and Southern America, of ft

bright red colour, having long

legs and neck, and a beak K-ut

down as if broken.

Flamy, (flam'e) a. [From Jlamt,}

Flaming ; blazing ; flame - like ;

composed of flame.

Flange, (flanj) n. [Prov. Eng.

flany*, to project out] A pro

jecting edge, rib, or rim, as of %

railway carriage wheel to keep it

on the rail, or of a casting or

other piece, by which it is

strengthened or may bo fastened to something else.

Flange, (flanj) r. t. To make a flange on ;—r. i. To

be bent into a flange ; to take the form of a flange :—

imp. & pp. flanged ; ppr. flanging.

Flank, (flangk) ft [F. Jlanc, It flanco, Ger. fianke.]

The fleshy part of the side of an animal, between

the ribs and the hip ;—the side of an army, or of

any division of an army: the extreme right or left ;

—that part of a bastion which reaches from the cur

tain to the face, and defends the oppcutta face ;—the

•■!'!■' of any building.

Flank, (flangk) v. t. To stand at the flank or side

of; to border upon;— to overlook or command the

Hank of; to pass around or turn tlia flank of;—v.i.

To border ; to touch :—to bo posted on the side '.—imp.

& pp. flanked; ppr, flanking.

 

Flaminjro.

Flanker, (fl&ngk'cr) v.t. [F. fiantpur.] To defend by

lateral fortifications ;—to attack sideways.

Flannel, (flan'el) n. [F. fianelle, Ger. fianetl, L. tana,

wool.] A soft, nappy, woollen cloth of loose texture.

Flap, (flap) ». [D. JtaObe, saiy thing jteuduloue, Dan,

fiab,dk drooping or hanging mouth, allied to L. fiftccug,

flabby.] Any thing broad and limber that hangs

loose, or attached by one side or end and easily moved ;

—the motion of any thing broad and loose, or a stroke

with it ;—a disease in the Hi* of horses.

Flap, (flap) v. t. To beat with a flap: to strike ;—to

move, as something broad and flap-like ;—r. t. To

move as wings, or as something broad or loose :—to

fall and hang like a flap :— imp. & pp. flapped; ppr.

flapping.

Flap-eared, (flap'erd) a. Having broad, loose ears.

Flapjack, (flap'jak) n, A sort of broad pancake ; also,

an apple-puff.

Flapper, (ftap'er) n. One who, or that which flaps.

Flare, (flar) r. i. [Dan. flaegre, Ger. flachern. Norm.

F. fair.] To burn with a glaring and waving flame :

—to shine out with a sudden and unsteady light or

splendour;— to be exposed to too much light;—to

open or spread outward :~imp. A: pp. flared; ppr.

flaring.

Flare, (flar) n. An unsteady, broad, offensive light

Flare-up, (fiar'up) 11. A sudden passion or passionate

controversy.

Flaring, (wring) a. Shining with a wavy light;

fluttering;—showy; opening wide.

Flaringly, (flarlng-le) adv. In a flaring, showy manner.

Flash, (flash) «. [F. flccht ardent*, a burning arrow.]

A sudden buret of light ; a momentary blaze ; — a

momentary brightness or -show ;—an instant ; a very

brief period.

Flash, (flash) n. The slang language of thieves, robbers,

and the like.

Flash, (flash) v. t. To break forth, as a sudden flood

of light ; to show a momentary brilliancy: to gleam ;—

to burst forth with a flood of flame and light; to glare:

—to shine out, as a bright idea or stroke of wit :—

v. t. To send out in flashes : to convey by a flame, or

by a quick or startling motion :—..■..,- & pp. flashed ;

ppr flashing'.

Flashily, (flash'e-le) ad*. In a flashy manner ; with

empty show ; without solidity of wit or intellect.

Flashing, (flash'ing) n. A sudden burst of light.

Flashy, (flash'e) a. Dazzling for a moment; transi

torily bright ;—-ehowy; gay; gaudy.

Flask, (flask) n. [A.-S. jla*c, F. Jta*che.] A narrow-

necked vessel for holding fluids ;—a powder-horn.

Flasket, (flasket) u. A vessel in which viands are

served up; a long, shallow basket.

Flat (flat) a. [Icel. ftatr, Ger. JUxx.] Having an even

and horizontal Burface: level;—lying at full length;

prostrate ; hence, fallen ; laid low; mined ;—wanting

relief; destitute of variety; monotonous;—tasteless;

stale; insipid;—inanimate; frigid; without point or

spirit;—lacking liveliness; depressed; dull;—not re

lieved, broken, or softened ; clear ; absolnte ; down

right:—below the true pitch ; hence, minor, or lower

by a half-step ; — not sharp or shrill ; not acnte ;

vocal ; Bonant—said of certain consonants, as 6, cf,

z, .':■-.

Flat (flat) n. A level surface without elevation, re

lief, or prominenoee;—a low, level tract of ground ; a

shoal : a shallow ; a strand ;—the fiat part or side of

anything;—a dull fellow; a simpleton;—a character

before a note, indicating a tone which is a half-step

or semitone lower.

Flat, (flat) r. t. To make flat: to flatten: to level ;— to

render dull, insipid, or spiritless ;—v. i. To become

flat or flattened :—imp. & pp. flatted ; ppr. flatting.

Flat-fish, (Hat'flsh) n. A fish which has its body of a

flattened form, swims on the side, and has both eyes

on one side, as the flounder, halibut, itc.
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Flat-iron, (fiat'I-urn) n. An iron for smoothing cloth ;

a sadiron.

Flatly, (flatle) adv. In a flat manner ; evenly ; hori

zontally ; without spirit; dully; peremptorily; posi

tively; plainly.

Flatness, (tlat'nes) n. Evenness; levelness ; want of

prominence or relief;—deadneas ; insipidity ;—dejec-

tion; lowness of spirits;—dulness; want of point;—

eravity of tone—opposed to sharpness.

Flatten, (flat n) v. t. [From fat.] To level ; to make

flat ;—to depress ; to deject ;—to make vapid or insipid ;

—to lower the pitch of;—v. i. To become flat, even,

dejected, dull, or depressed below pitch '.—imp, & pp.

flattened; ppr. flattening.

Flatter, (flat'er) v. t. [P. fatter, IceL JUitr.] To gratify;

to coax ; to wheedle ;—to gratify the self-love, vanity,

and pride of; to please by artful and interested com

mendation ; — to please with false hopes ; to praise

falsely ; to compliment :—imp. &, pp. nattered; ppr.

flattering.

Flatterer, (flat'er-er) n. One who natters ; a fawner.

Flatteringly, (flat'er-ing-le) adv. In a flattering man

ner ; in a manner to favour ; with partiality.

Flattery, (flat'er-e) ju Act of flattering, or praising

in a way to gratify vanity or gain favour ; ad\Ua-

tion; compliment; obsequiousness; wheedling; syco

phancy.

Flattish, (flat'isli) a. Somewhat flat; approaching to

flatness.

Flatulence, (flat'u-Iens) n. The state or condition of

being flatulent

Flatulent, (flafu-lent) a. [L. flatulmtv/t, from flare, to

blow.] Affected with gases in the alimentary canal:

windy ;—generating, or tending to generate, wind in

th'e stomach ;—turgid with air.

Fiatulently. (flat'u-lent-le) adv. In a flatulent man

ner ; windily.

Flatus, (fla'tus) n. [L.] Breath of air; a blowing, as

of wind ; breeze ;—wind in the intestines.

Flatwise, (flat'wiz) a. or ode. With the flat side down

ward ; not edgewise.

Flaunt, (flawnt) v.i. [Go. flautan, to boast, vaunt.]

To throw or spread out; to move ostentatiously ;—1\ t.

To display ostentatiously ; to face ; to wear a bold or

saucy look:—imp. & pp. flaunted; ppr. flaunting.

Flaunt, (flawnt) n. Any thing loose and airy ;—a brag;

ostentations display ;—a taunt ; a jibe.

Flautist, (flaw'tist) u. [It. riant o, a flute.] A player on

the flute ; a flutist.

Flavine, (fli'vin) n. [L. fiavua, yellow.] A vegetable

extract, in the form of a light brown or greenish-

vellow powder, which gives a fine colouring to cloth.

Flavour, (fla'ver) n. [O. Eng. fl-ayre, smell, F. fairer,

to scent, to smell, from L. jnujrare.] Odour; fra

grance;—that quality of any thing which affects the

taste or smell ; relish ; savour ;—that which imparts

to any thing a peculiar odour or taste.

Flavour, (fla'ver) r. (. To give flavour to ; to season,

as a dish, with a spice, essence, or other condiment ;

—to perfume: — imp. & pp. flavoured; ppr. flav

ouring.

FTavorous, (fla'ver-us) a. Imparting flavour;—pleasant

to the taste or smell ; sapid.

Flavourless, (fla'ver-les) a. Without flavour; taste

less.

Flaw, (flaw) n. [A.-S. f6h , fragment, piece, from flean,

to flay, W. flaw.] A bursting or cracking; a breach;

a gap or fissure ;—a sudden gust or blast of;—quarrel ;

—any defect made by violence or occasioned by ne

glect; a fault; aspot; blemish; imperfection; speck.

Flaw, (flaw) v. t. To break ; to crack ; to violate :—

imp. & pp. flawed; ppr. flawing.

Flawless, (flaw 'lea) a. Without faults ; without defect;

without cracks ; free from flaws.

Flawy, (flaw'e) a. Full of flaws or cracks;—subject

to sudden gusts of wind,

 

Flax.

Flax, (flaks) v. [A.-S. JUax, Ger. flaclix.] A plant hav

ing a single, slender stalk, about a foot

and a half high, with blue flowers. The

fibre of the bark is used for making thread '

and cloth, called linen, cambric, Uncn,

lace, <Lc. Linseed oil is expressed from

the seed ;—the fibrous part of the flax

plant, when broken and cleaned by

hatcheling or combing.

Flax-comb, (flaksltoni) n. A toothed in

strument through which flax is drawn in

preparing it for spinning ; a hatchel.

Flax-dresser, (flaks'dres-er) «. One who

breaks and swingles flax, or prepares it

for the spinner.

Flax-dressing, (flaks 'drea-ing) n. The process of break

ing and swingling flax.

Flaxen, (flaks'n) a. Made of flax;—resembling flax;

—loose, flowing, and golden, as hair.

Flaxseed, (flaks'sed) n. The seed of the flax-plant ;

linseed.

Flaxy, (flaks'e) a. Like flax ; of a light colour ; fair.

Flay, (flu) v. t. [A.-S. fletniA To skin ; to strip off the

skin of :—imp. & pp. flayed; ppr. flaying.

Flea, (AC) n. [A.-S. fed.] An insect of the genus

Pulex, remarkable for its agility and troublesome bite.

Flea-bane, (fltTban) n. One of various plants sup

posed to have efficacy in driving away fleas.

Flea-beetle, (fle'bet-1) n. An insect destructive to

cucumbers and similar plants.

Flea-bite, (flerjit) n. The bite of a flea, or the red spot

caused by the bite ;—a trifling wound or pain.

Flea-bitten, (fte'bit-n) a. Bitten or stung by a flea;

—mean'; worthless.

Fleak, (fluk) n. A lock ; a small thread or twist.

Fleam, (flOm) n. [W. fiaim, D. vlieme.) A sharp in

strument used for opening veins for letting blood ; a

lancet.

Fleohe, (flash) n. A spire with a small base and great

altitude ; in fortification, a field-work usually at the

foot of a glaciB ; a redan.

Fleck, (flek) n. A spot ; a streak ; a speckle ; a dapple.

Fleck, (flek)r. (. [Ger. feci-, spot, I), fek:] To spot;

to streak or Btripe ; to variegate ; to dapple :—imp,

& pp. flecked : ppr. flecking.

Flection, (flek'shun) n. Act of bending, or state of be

ing bent; inflection.

Fledge, (flej) r. t. To supply with the feathers neces

sary for flight;—to furnish with any soft covering:

—imp. &, pp. fledged'; ppr. fledging.

Fledgeling, (flej'ling) n. A young bird just fledged.

Flee, (AG) v.i. [A.-S. feon, Ger. Jtichen.) To run

with rapidity ; to attempt to escape ; to hasten away

from danger or expected evil ;—to depart; to leave;—

v.t. To keep at a distance from ; to shun ; to avoid :

—imp. & pp. fled ; ppr. fleeing.

Fleece, (ties) n. [A.-S. fiys, Ger. fleUs, L. yelliut,]

The coat of wool that covers a sheep, or that is shorn

from a sheep at one time;—any soft woolly covering.

Fleece, (flea) v. t. To shear off a coat or growth of

wool ;—to strip of money or property ; to rub ; to

steal from ;—to spread over, as with wool ; to whiten :

—imp. &, pp. fleeced ; ppr. fleecing.

Fleeced, (flest) a. Furnished with a fleece;—stripped ;

robbed; cheated.

Fleecer, (flesVr) «. One who fleeces, robs, or exacts.

Fleecy, (fles'ej a. Woolly ; covered with wool ;—resem

bling wool; soft;—complicated.

Fleer, (flex) v. i. [Scot, fryer, to make wry faces.] To

make a wry face in contempt ; to deride ; to sneer ;

to gilw ;—v. t. To mock ; to flout at ;—imp. & pp.

fleered : ppr. fleering. [or looks.

Fleer, (fler) n. Derision or mockery expressed by words

Fleet, (riot) n. [A.-S. ftiet, flota, Bhip, from fledttm,

to float, swim.] A navy or squadron of ships; t*/t-

cially, a number of ships of war.
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Fleet, (flet)a. [Icel. fliGtr, quick.] Swift in motion ;

moving with velocity; nimble ;—skimming the sur

face ;—superficial ; light.

Fleet, (net) v. i. To fly swiftly ; to hasten ;—to flit,

pass, or fly off, as a volatile body ; to be in a tran

sient state ;— v. t. To pass over rapidly ;—to cause

to pass lightly, as in mirth and joy :—hup. & pp.

fleeted; ppr. fleeting-.

Fleeting, (flet'iug) a. Not durable ; transient ; tran

sitory ; evanescent. [manner.

Fleetingly, (flet'ing-le) adv. In a transitory or shadowy

Fleetly, (flOt'le) adv. In a fleet manner; rax>idly.

Fleetness, (ftet'nes) n. The quality of being fleet or

swift; swiftness; rapidity ; velocity; celerity ; speed.

Fleming, (flem'ing) n. A native of Flanders.

Flemish-bond, (flem'ish-boud) n. A kind of bond

which shows a header and Btretchor alternately in

bricklaying.

Flense, (flens) v.t. {Dun. flense, Icel. fiU'ut, to flay,

akin. J To cut up and obtain the blubber of—said of

a wliale.

Fleah, (flesh) n. [A.-S.jtftv, Qvr. fleiteh.] The muscles,

fat, &c, covering the framework of bones in ani

mals ;—animal food, as distinguished from vegetable;

—the flesh of beasts and fowls, as distinguished from

fish ; — animal nature ; animals of all kinds ; — the

body, as distinguished from the soul;— human na

ture;—men in general; mankind ;—fleshly appetites

or tendencies ; carnality;—natural or unrenewed state;

—corrupt nature or frame of the body ;—kindred ;

stock ; race ;—the soft pulpy substance of fruit ; that

part of a root, fruit, ic, wiiich is fit to be eaten.

Flesh, (flesh) v. t. To feed with flesh, as hawks, dogs,

&c. ; to initiate in hawking or sporting; —to harden ;

to accustom; — to plunge into flesh, as a hostile

weapon :—imp, A pp. fleshed; ppr. fleshing,

Flesh-brush, ( flesh'brush ) n. A brush for exciting

action in the skin by friction.

Flesh-coloured, (flesh'kul-crd) a. Tinted with the col

our of flesh ; carnation-coloured.

Flesh-diet, (flesh'di-et) n. Food or regimen of flesh.

Flesh-fly, (flesh'fli) n. A fly which feeds and deposits

its eggs in flesh, and taints it. [a pot or caldron.

Flesh-hook, (fleshliook) n. A hook to draw flesh from

Fleshiness, (flesh'e-nes) ?u [From jte*hy.\ The state

of being fleshy ; plumpness; corpulence; groasness.

Fleshing, (flesh'ing) n. Dress worn by actors of the

colour of the natural skin—generally pi., Fleshings.

Fleshless, (fleah 'lea) u. Destitute of flesh: lean;

gaunt. [carnal passions and appetites,

Fleshliness, (fleshle-ncs) n. The state of being fleshly;

Fleshly, (fleshle) a. Pertaining to the flesh; corporeal;

—animal ; not vegetable ; — human ; not celestial ;

not spiritual ;—carnal ; lascivious.

Flesh-meat, (flesh'niet) n. Animal food.

Flesh-monger, (flesh'inung-gxr) n. A dealer in animal

food ; a butcher.

Flesh-pot, (flesh'pot) n. A vessel in which flesh is

cooked; hence pi. , plenty of provisions ; high living.

Flesh-wound, (flesh'woond) n. A wound not reaching

beyond the flesh, or one not deep.

Fleshy, (flesh'e) <f. Pertaining to the flesh: cor

poreal:—full of flesh; plump; corpulent; gross;—

composed of firm pulp, as fruit ; succulent.

Fletch, (flech)r. t. [F. Heche.) To feather an arrow.

Fleur-de-lis, (flur'de-le) n. [F. flower of the lily.] The

royal insignia of France—whether origin

ally representing a lily or the head of a

Javelin is disputed.

Flew, (flu) n. [D. flabbe.] The large chaps fX ' W^\

of a deep-mouthed hound. T\JL^/

Flew, (flu) n. The fibrous or cottony dust

found in spinneries and lint manufac

tories :—also Fluff.

Flex, (fleks) v. t.) L. fleetere, .nVxitm.] To Fleur-de-lis.

bend ;—imp. & pp. flexed ; ppr. flexing.

 

Flexibility, (fleks-e-biTe-te) n. Capability of bending

or of being bent;—pliability ;—ductility ;—facility of

mind, temper, or disposition ; easiness to be per

suaded. ; readiness to comply or yield ; pliancy.

Flexible, (fleks'e-bl) a. [h. flexibitis, from fleeter*, to

bend.] Capable of being'flexed or bent; pliable;

supple ; ductile ;—capable of yielding to the influence

of others ; tractable ; too easy and compliant ;—man

ageable; obsequious; inconstant; wavering.

Flexibleness, (fleks'e-bl -nes) n. Condition or quality

of being flexible; flexibility; pliableness.

Flexibly, (fleks'e-bJe) adv. In a flexible manner.

Flexile, (fleks'il) a. [L. flexilis, from fleetere, to bend.]

Pliant ; pliable ; easily bent; yielding to power, im

pulse, or moral force.

Flexion, (flek'shuu) n. Act of bending;—a part bent ;

a fold ; a turn or cast, as of the eye ;—inflection ;—the

action of the flexor muscles.

Flexor, (fleks'er) n. [L. fleetere, flexani, to bend.] A

muscle which contracts the joints in bending or

stooping.

Flexuous or Flexuose, (fleksTi-us) a, [L. flexuo$u*t

from flexm, a bending, from fleetere, to bend.] Hav

ing turns, windings, or flexures ; winding ; bending ;

tortuous ;—variable : unsteady.

Flexure, (fleks'ur) «. Act of bending ; flexion ;—a turn ;

a bend ; a fold ;—the bending of the body ; obsequi

ous or servile cringe.

Fley, (flei) n. [Scot] A fright ; afleg.

| Fley, (flei) r. t. To frighten ; to terrify.

Flicker, (flik'er) r. i. [A. -8. fiyceerian, to move the

| wings, from flyege, able to fly.] To flutter ; to flap

i the wings without flying ; to waver or fluctuate, like

a flame in a current of air :—imp. & pp. flickered ;

ppr. flickering.

Flicker, (flik'gr) n. Fluctuation ; sudden and brief

increase of brightness ;—act of wavering or of flutter

ing, as the dying flame of a lamp.

Flickering, (uik'gr-ing) iu A fluttering;—short, irre

gular movements. [mouse.

Flicker-mouse, (flik'er-mous) n. The bat ; the flitter-

Flier, (fli'er) n. One who flies or flees : a runaway; a

fugitive ;—a fly-wheel ;— pi. The arms attached to

the spindle of a spinning wheel;—a straight flight of

steps or stairs.

Flight, (flit) «. [A.-S. fliht, from fledgan, to fly.] Act

of fleeing; hasty departure; escape ;—the act of flying:

mode or style of flying ;—a number of beings or

things passing through the air together ; a flock of

birds;—a discharge or volley, as of arrows ;—a mount

ing ; a soaring ; lofty elevation, as of imagination ;—

extravagant range, as of folly ;—display or caprice,

as of temper ; — periodical migration oi birds;—the

birds produced in one season ;—a reach of steps or

stairs from one landing to another.

Flightiness, (flit'e-nes)ji. State of being flighty : irre

gularity ; caprice ; eccentricity ; giddiness ; volatility;

wildnesa

Flighty, (fllt'e) a. Fleeting; swift; transient ;—indulg

ing in flights or wild and unrestrained sallies of im

agination, humour, caprice, &c. ; volatilo ; giddy.

Flimsily, (flim'ze-le) adv. In a flimsy manner.

Flimsiness, (flim'ze-nes) ». State or quality of being

flimsy; thin, weak textnre ; weakness.

Flimsy, (flim'ze) a. [W. Uymai, fickle.] Weak; feeble;

slight ; vain ; of loose and unsubstantial structure ;

without reason or plausibility; of thin or light tex

ture ;—spiritless ; superficial : shallow.

Flinch, (flinsh) v. i. [Probably corrupted from bleach.}

To show signs of yielding or of Buffering ; to shrink ;

to wince;—to withdraw from; to fail:—imp. & pp,

flinched; ppr. flinching.

Flincher, (flinBh'er)rt. One who shrinks, withdraws, or

fails in any matter.

Flinching, (flinsh'ing) n. Act of shrinking or with*

drawing from duty, suffering, Ajc. ; shirking.
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Fling, (ding) v. t. [IceL fleygia, to hurl, send ; allied

to L. fligcit, to strike down.] To cast, send, or throw

from the hand ; to hurl ; to dart;—to shed forth ; to

emit ; to scatter ; to throw down ; — to prostrate ;

hence, to baffle; to defeat ;—v.i. To wince; to flounce;

to kick, as a horse ;—to cast in the teeth ; to utter

harsh language ;—to throw one's Belf in a violent or

hasty manner :—imp. k, pp. flung ; ppr. flinging.

Fling, (fling) n. A cast from the hand ; a throw ;—a

severe or contemptuous remark; a gibe; a sneer; a

sarcasm ;—a kind of dance.

Flint, (flint) a. [A.-S. flint, Sw. flinta, allied to G.

plinthos, brick.] A very hard variety of quartz—it

strikes fire with steel, and is an ingredient in glass;—

a piece of flinty stone used in fire-arms to strike fire.

Flint-glass, (flint'glas) n. A pure and beautiful kind

of glass, originally made of pulverized flints.

Flint-hearted, (flintliart-ed) «. Having a hard unfeel

ing heart. [flinty.

Flintineu, (flint'e-nes) n. State or quality of being

Flint-look, (Ainflok) n. A musket lock with a fliut

fixed in the hammer for striking on the cap of the

pan. [fliut.

Flint-stone, (flint'ston) n. A hard silicious stone ; a

Flinty, (flint'e)a. Consisting of, abounding in, or re

sembling, flint; — very hard; unimpresaible; hence,

crnel; unmerciful ; inexorable.

Flip* (flip) «. [Provincial Eng. flip, flippant.] A

mixture of beer and spirit Bweetened and heated by

a hot iron.

Flippancy, (flir/an-se) n. State or quality of being

flippant ; smoothness and rapidity of speech.

Flippant, (flip'ant) «. [Provincial Eng. flip, to move

nimbly.] Of smooth, fluent, and rapid speech;

voluble; talkative;—speaking fluently and confidently,

without knowledge or consideration ; pert ; petulant.

Flippantly, (flip'ant-le) adv. In a flippant manner;

fluently. [flippant.

FlippantDess, (flip'ant-nes) m. State or quality of being

Flipper, (flip'er) n. The paddle of a sea-turtle; the

brood fin of a fish.

Flirt, (flert) v.t. [A.-S. fleard, trifle, folly, flcardian,

to trifle.] To throw with a jerk or quick effort ; to

fling suddenly;—to move playfully to and fro;—to

jeer at ; to abuse ; to treat with contempt ; — v. i.

To act with giddiness, or from a desire to attract

notice: esoertnlty, to play the coquette;—to jeer or

gibe:—imp. & pp. flirted; ppr. flirting.

Flirt, (flert) n. A sudden Jerk ; a darting motion ;

hence, a jeer. One who flirts ; a coquette; a pert girl.

Flirting, (flert'ing) a. Darting about ; jerking ; toss

ing : giddy ; coquettish.

Flirtation, ( flert-a'Bhun ) n. A flirting; a quick,

sprightly motion ;—playing at courtship ; coquetry.

Flit, (flit) v.i. (D. vtiedat, Dan. flutter, Sw. flytta% to

remove.] To fly away with a rapid motion ; to dart

along ;— to flutter: to rove on the wing;—to pass

rapidly from one place to another ;—to be unstable ;

to be easily or often moved ;—in Scotland, to remove

from one house to another :—imp. «fe pp flitted ; ppr.

flitting.

Flitch, (flich) n. [A.-S. fliecc. Provincial Eng. flick.]

The side of a hog salted and cured.

Flite or Flyte, (flit) r. i. [A.-S. flitan.} To scold or

quarrel.

Flitting, (flit'ing) n. A fleeing ; a fluttering ; a re

moval from one dwelling to another [Scot.].

Float, (flot) n. [Ger. flons, F. flotu, A.-S. fledt, river.]

Any thing which floats or rests on the surface of a

fluid : a raft ;—the cork or quill on an angling line

to support it, and indicate the

float-board of a wheel

to support it, and indicate the bite of a fish ;—the

Float, (flot)r. i. (A.-S. Jtfotan.jlotian, to float, swim.]

To rest on the surface of any fluid ; to be buoyed up;

—to move quietly or gently on the water, as a raft ;

to move gently and easily through the air ;—to pass

or move by ;—v. (. To cause to rest or move on the

surface of a fluid ;—to flood ; to inundate :—to give

buoyancy; to set or keep up, as a commercial scheme

or company:—imp. & pp. floated; ppr. floating.

Floatage, (fiot'aj) n. Any thing that floats uii the

water.

Float-board, (flofbord) n. One of the boards on the

rim of an undershot water-wheel, or of a steamer's

paddle wheels.

Floating, (fl5t'ing) n. Spreading of plaster or stucco

on walls ;—the second of three coats in house-painting.

Floating-battery, (fl&t'ing-bat'ter-e ) u. A battery

erected on rafts or the hulls of shi])s.

Floating - breakwater, (flot'ing-brakVaw-ler ) «. A

breakwater made by square frames of timber joined

to one another, and forming a basin of a quadran

gular shape.

Floating - bridge, (not'ing-brij) «. A bridge of rafts

or timber with a floor of plank.

Floating-light, (flot'ing-lit) «. A substitute for a light

house, being the hull of a ship moored on sunken

rocks or shoals.

Floating-meadows, (flot'ing-med'oz) n.pl. Low lands

close to water by which they may bo flooded when

required.

Floating-pier, (flot'ing-per) n. A wooden landing-place

which rises and falls with the tide.

Floaty, (fl&t'e) a. Buoyant; swimming on the surface;

light.

Floedilation, (ltok-sil-la'shun) ?i. [L. Jloccus, a lock

of wool.] A delirious picking of bed-clothes by a sick

person, as if to pick off locks of wool, <fcc.—an alarm

ing symptom in acute diseases. [culent.

Flocculence, (flok'u-lens) it. The state of being, floc-

Flocoulent, (flok'u-lent) a. \h.floceus, a lock or flock

of wool.] Coalescing and adhering in flocks or flakes.

Flock, (flok) n, [A.-S. ./tare, flock, Ger. Jloche, L. floc-

cus, a lock or flock of wool. ] A company or collection

of living creatures—especially applied to sheep and

birds;—a Christian congregation;—a lock of wool or

hair; — finely powdered wool or cloth, used when

coloured for making flock-paper;—pi. The refuse of

cotton and wool, or the shearing of woollen goods.

Flock, (flok) v.i. To gather in companies or crowds :—

imp. & pp. flocked; ppr. flocking.

Floe, (flo) n. [Dan. flag, Sw. Jtaga.] An extensive

surface of ice floating in the ocean.

Flog, (flog) v.i. [Scot, fleg, blow, stroke, L. flagrvm,

whip, from fligere, to strike, G. plesgi, blow.] To

beat or strike with a rod or whip ; to whip ; to lash :

—imp. & pp. flogged ; ppr. flogging.

Flogging, (flog'ging) n. Act of one who flogs;— a

whipping i'or punishment.

Flood, (flud) n. [A.-S. flOtl, IceL flod.] A body of

moving water ; especially, a body of water overflowing

land not usually thus covered; an inundation;—*peci~

fically, the Noachian deluge ;—the flowing in of the

tide—opposed to ebb;—abundance; superabundance;

—a great body or stream of any fluid substance, as of

light, Arc. :—menstrual discharge.

Flood, (flud) r. t. To overflow ; to inundate ; to delugo :

—imp. <fc pp. flooded; ppr. flooding.

Flood-gate, (flud'gat) n. A gate to stop or to let out

water ; hence, any opening or passage ; also an

obstruction or restraint

Flooding, (flud'ing) iu Flow of blood ; especially dis

charge of blood from the uterus.

Flood-mark, (flud'mark) 71. The mark or line to which

the tide rises ; high-watermark.

Floor, (flor)ti. [A.-S. rfdr, IceL /or, allied to W. tlor,

floor, ground.) The level portion on which one walks

in any building ;—a suite of rooms on a level in a

house; a story; — any platform or flooring; — that

part of the bottom of a vessel which is most nearly

horizontal.

Floor, (flor) v. t. To cover with a floor;—to strike down
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or Liy level with the floor ; hence, to put to silence by

some decisive argument or retort : — imp. &, pp.

floored; ppr. flooring.

Flooring, (flowing) a, A platform ; the bottom of a

room or building ;—materials for floors ;—act of laying

a floor.

Plop, (flop) i'. (. [A different spelling offlap.] To clap

or strike, as a bird its wing*, &a ; to flap;—to let

down the brim of, as of a hat ;—v. i. To strike about

with something broad and flat ; to rise and fall :—

imp. & pp. flopped ; ppr. flopping.

Flora, (flo'ra) n. \L. Jios, flower.] The goddess of

flowers ; — the vegetable species native in a given

locality or period ; a list or description of such.

Floral, (flf/ral) a. Pertaining to Flora or to flowers ;—

containing or belonging to the flower.

Floralia, (flo-ra'le-a) n. Games in honour of Flora,

the goddess of flowers, at Rome.

Florence, (ilor'eus) it. An ancient gold coin of Edward

III., of Os. value;—a kind of cloth ;—a kind of wine

from Florence in Italy.

Florentine, (flor'en-tin) w. A native of Florence ;—a

species of silk cloth ;—a custard ;—a mosaic of marbles

or rare stones.

Florescence, (flo-res'sens) n. [L. flore&ctng, from Jlos,

flower.] A bursting into flower ; a blossoming.

Floret, (flo'ret) n. [F. fleurette, L. flot, flower.] A

little flower ; the partial or separate little flower of an

aggregate flower ;—a fencing sword ; a foil.

Floriculture, (florVkul-tiir) n. [L. floa and cultura,

culture.] The cultivation of flowering plants.

Floriculturist, (flor'e-kul-tur-ist) n. Ojio who is in

terested in the cultivation of flowers ; a florist.

Florid, (florid) a. [L. floridus, from flos, flower.]

Covered with flowers ; abounding in flowers ; flowery;

—bright in colour; of a lively red colour;—embellished

with flowers of rhetoric ; excessively ornate.

Floridity or Floridneat, (flor-id'e-te) u. Freshness of

colour or complexion; brightness;—vigour; spirit;

—embellishment ; ambitious elegance of style ; orna

mentation, [manner.

Floridly, (flor'id-le) adv. In a showy, gay, or imposing

Floriferoua, (flor-if'gr-us) a. [L. Jlos, flower, and Jure,

to bear.] Producing flowers.

Floriform, (florVforai) a. [L. flot, flower, and forma,

shape.] Having the form of a flower.

Florin, (florin) «.. fit. Jlore, L.flos, flower.] A coin

of gold or silver, of different values in different

countries ;—a two shilling piece.

Florist, (flor'ist) n. A cultivator of flowers ;—one who

writes a flora or an account of plants.

Floscule, (flos'kul) n. [L. flo«utiu, a little flower.] A

floret of an aggregate flower.

Flosculoui, (tios'ku-lus) a. Consisting of many tubulose,

monopetalons florets :—also Floscular.

Floss, (flos) n. [U Jim, flower.] A downy or silken

substance in the husks of maize, &c. ;—a fluid gloss

floating on iron in the puddling-furnace ;—uutwiBted

filaments of silk.

Float-yarn, (floe'yarn) n. Yarn from floss-silk.

Flota, (flota) ». A fleet ; etpeeiatb/, a fleet of Spanish

vessels which formerly sailed every year to Vera lYvz,

in Mexico, to transport to Spain the productions of

Spanish America. [science of floating bodies.

Flotation, (uot-ushun) n. The act of floating;—the

Flotilla, (flo-til'la) n. [Diminutive of Sp. flota, a

fleet.] A little fleet, or a fleet of small vessels.

Flotson, (flot'son)u. [F.flotttr, Eng.flo<il.] Goods lost

by shipwreck and floating on the sea :—also Flotsam.

Flounce, (nouns) v. i. [Sw. fluiua, to inimerge, Ger.

fiuntMcli€tu] To spring, turn, or twist with sudden

effort or violence; to flounder ;—v. t. To deck with

a flounce or flounces :—imp. & pp. flounced ; ppr.

flouncing.

Flounce, (nouns) ?i. Act of flouncing ; a sudden, jerking

motion of the body. [Ger. Jlaus, a tuft of woo] or

hair.] An ornamental strip gathered and sewed by its

upper edge around the Bkirt of a lady's dress.

Flounder, (floun'dcr) n. [Ger. Jtundrr, Sw. Jtvndra.]

A flat fish, allied to the halibut—found on the sea-

coast and near the mouths of large rivers.

Flounder, (floun'der) c. i. [Allied to flounce.] To fling

the limbs and body, as in making efl'orts to move ; to

roll, toss, and tumble; to flounce: — imp. & pp.

floundered ; ppr. floundering.

Flour, (flour) n. [IoeL Jt&r!) The finely ground meal

of wheat or any other grain ; the fine and soft powder

of any other substance.

Flourt*(flour) v.t. [From tho noun.] To grind and

bolt;—to sprinkle with flour:—imp. & pp. floured;

ppr. flouring. [into flour.

Flouring, (flouring) n. The business of converting grain

Flourish, (flur'ish) r.i. [O. Eng. fluriche, florvske, L.

florescere, from flos, flower.] To grow luxuriantly ; to

thrive;—to be prosperous; to be increased with good

things or qualities ;—to use florid language ; to be

copious and flowery ;—to make ornamental strokes

with the pen ;—to execute an irregular or fanciful

strain of music :—to boast; to vaunt ; to brag ;—r. f.

To cause to thrive ; to develop ; to expand ;—to orna

ment with any thing showy ; to embellish ;—to s«;t off

with the flowers of diction ;—to move in bold or irre

gular figures ;—to brandish :—imp. & pp. flourished ;

Ppr. flourishing.

Flourish, (flur'ish) n. Decoration ; ornament ; showy

splendour ;—show or parade of figures or graces ;—a

fanciful stroke of tho pen or graver ;—the waving of a

weapon or other thing; a brandishing;—a shake.

arpeggio, cadenza, or other musical grace.

Flourishingly, ( flurish-iu

increasingly ; thrivingly.

Ostentatiously ;

[ing flour.

Flour-mill, (flour'mil) n. A mill for grinding and sift-

Floury, (flour'e) a. Of or resembling flour.

Flout, (flout) v. t [Go. flautan, A.-S. flytun.] To mock

or insult; to treat with contempt ;— v. i. To practise

mocking ; to sneer;—imp. &, pp. flouted ; ppr. flouting.

Flout, (flout) it. A mock ; an insult.

Floutingly, (flout'iiig-le)urfr. With flouting; insultingly.

Flow, (AG) r. i. [A.-H.fldroit, Icel. JlOa, to deluge, L.

flit are, to flow.] To change place or circulate, as a

liquid ;—to become liquid ; to melt ;—to glide smoothly

or without friction ; to proceed ; to issue forth ;—to

abound ; to be copious ;— to hang loose and waving ;—

to rise, as the tide—opposed to ebb;— to circulate, as

blood in the veins ;—to discharge blood in excess from

the uterus ;—r. t . To cover with water ; to overflow ;

to inundate ; to flood ; to cover with varnish :—imp &

pp. flowed ; ppr. flowing.

Flow, (fl6) n. A stream of water or other fluid ; a

current ;—any gentle, gradual movement or procedure

of thought, diction, music, Ac. ; a pouring out;—free

expression ; volubility ;—abundance ; copiousness ;—

the tidal setting in of the water from tlie ocean to

the shore. [water which thus overflows.

Flowage, (flo'aj) n. An overflowing with water ; the

Flower, (flow'cr) n. [O. Eng. flour, ftura L. Jtot, flori*.]

A circle of leaves on a plant, usually of some other

colour than green ; a bloom or blossom ;— that part of

a plant destined to produce seed, and including the

sexual organs ;—the fairest, freshest, and choicest part

of any thing ;—the best ; the most distinguished of a

class or company ;—the prime ; the essence ;—a figure

of speech ; an ornament of style ;—pi. Bodies in the

form of a powder or mealy substance, especially when

condensed from sublimation ;—menstrual discharge*.

Flower, (flow'cr) v. i. [From the noun.] To blossom ;

to bloom ; to produce flowers ; to come into tho finest

or fairest condition ;—to be in the prime ; to flourish ;

—to cream ; to froth ; to mantle ;—v. t. To embellish

with flow era:—imp. & pp. flowered; ppr. flowering,

Flower-de-luce, (flow'er-de-Ius) n. [F. Jleu r-de-li*, flower

of the lily.] A plant of several species of the genus IrU.
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Floweret, (flow'?r-et) n. A small flower ; a floret.

Flowerineu, (flow'^r-e-nes) it. The state of being

flowery: floridneas of speech.

Flowering', (flow'er-ing) it. The Reason whon plants

bloom ; the act of adorning with flowers.

Flower-stalk, (flow'gr-stawk) n. The peduncle of a

plant, or the stem supporting the flower or fructifi

cation.

Flowery, (flow'er-e) a. Full of flowers ;—highly etnbel-

1Lined with figurative language ; florid.

Flowing, (fio'ing) n. Act of moving or issuing as a

fluid ; overflowing.

Flowing, (floing) c. Issuing; proceeding;—inundating;

—fluent ; smooth and easy, as style or diction.

Fluctuant, (fluk'tii-ant) a. [L. fluctuant, ppr. of fluc-

tuare.) Moving like a wave ; wavering.

Fluctuate, (fluk'tu-at) v. i. [L. fluctuare, tromfluctus,

wave, from fluert, to flow.] To move, as a wave ; to

r<>U hither and thither ;—to move now in one direction

and now in another ; to be unsettled in state or con

dition;—to bo irresolute or undetermined;—to rise

and fall, as stocks in the exchange : — imp. & pp.

fluctuated; ppr. fluctuating.

Fluctuation, (fluk-tu-a'ahun) n. Act of fluctuatiug;

unsteadiness ; a sudden rise or fall ;—undulation.

Flue, (flu) n, [O. F. flue, a flowing, fromjtufr, to flow,

L. fiacre.] An air-potsago ; t*iKcially, one for convey

ing smoke and flame from a fire ;—a passage in a wall

to convey heated air through a building ;— a passage

surrounded by water, for the gaseous product* of com

bustion, in distinction from tubes, which hold water

and are surrounded by fire.

Flue, (flu) n. [Ger. ftaam, L. pluma.] Light down,

such as rises from beds, cotton, &.O. ; soft down, fur

or hair. •

Fluency, (flu'on-sc) n. Quality of being fluent ; smooth

ness; facility; volubility; affluence.

Fluent, (flu'ent) n. [L.jlirtntA, ppr. of fiutre, to flow.]

Flowing or capable of flowing ; liquid : ciurrent ;—

ready in the use of words ; voluble ; copious ; .smooth.

Fluent, (fluent) n. Running water; a stream; —a

variable quantity, considered as increasing or dimin

ishing—/unc/ion.

Fluently, (flu'ent-lo) adv. Volubly; in a fluent manner ;

with ready flow ; without hesitation.

Fluey, (fln'e) a. Having a resemblance to, or containing

loose fur or soft dowu.

Fluff, (flnf) n. Nap or down ; flue.

Fluffy, (flufe) a. Pertaining to, or resembling, fluff

or nap ; soft and downy.

Flugelman, (flu'gl-nian) n. [Ger. fliiael, wing, and

»«»»(», man. J The leader of a file ; a fugleman.

Fluid, (flu'id) a. [L. fluidux, from flwn, to flow.]

Capable of flowing ; liquid or gaseous.

Fluid* (flu'id) n. Any substance, the particles or com

ponent parts of which flow or move in any direction

without separation—opposed to solid; generally used

in the plural to signify water, blood, or other liquid

bodies, and gases or other aeriform bodies.

Fluidity, (flii-id'e-te) ». The quality of being fluid ; a

liquid, aeriform, or gaseous state.

Fluidneaa, (flu'id-nes) a. The stato of being fluid ;

fluidity ; a liquid state—opposed to solidity.

Fluke, (fluk) it. [A.-S. floe.) A flat-fish bearing a re

semblance to the flounder.

Fluke, (fluk) n. [Gut. fluid; wing, the palm of an

anchor.) The part of an anchor which fastens in the

ground ; also, one of the points of a whale's tail ;—in

mining oj>eratknis, an instrument for cleansing the

hole before blasting.

Fluky, (iluk'e) a. Formed like, or having a fluke.

Flume, (fluin) n. [A.-S. flam, L. flwun, from Autre, to

flow.] A stream ; t*ptc'w.Uiff a passage for the water

that drives a mill-wheel; or an artificial channel of

water for gold-washing. [abounding in rivers.

FluminouSf (flu'min-us) a. Pertaining to rivers;

Flummery, (flum'er-e) n. [W. lU/mnj, Uymru, oatmeal

steeped in water until sour.] A light kind of food,

formerly made of flour or meal ;—empty compliment ;

mere flattery ; nonsense.

Flunk, (flungk) v. i. To fail; to back out through fear:

—imp. & pp. flunked; pi>r. flunking.

Flunky, (flungk'e) n. [F. flanquier, from flanquer, to

flank.] A livery servant;—one who is obseqiuous or

cringing. [flunky.

Flunkyism, (flungk'e-izm) n. Character or quality of a

Fluoborate, (flu-o-bdr'at) n. A -compound of fluoborie

acid wi th a base.

Fluor, (flu'or)«. [L. fluere, to flow.] A fluid state;—

fluoride of calcium, called also fluor-spar ; a mineral

of beautiful colours, and much used for ornamental

vessels :—often called Derbyshire-spar.

Fluorescence, (flu-or-es'ons) n. [From fluor.] That

property which some transparent bodies have of pro

ducing surface reflections of light different in colour

from the mass of the material.

Fluoric, (flu'or-ik) u. Pertaining to, or obtained from,

fluor-spar.

Fluoride, (flii'or-id) n. A compound of fluorine with a

metallic or combustible base.

Fluorine, (flu'or-in) n. [L. fluorina.] An element re

lated to both chlorine and oxygen, but not known

in the separate state.

Fluorous, (flu'or-us) a. Obtained from, or pertaining

to, fluor.

Flurry, (flur'ro) n. [Provincial Eng. flitr, to ruffle.] A

sudden and brief blast or gust ;—violent agitation ;

commotion ; bustle ; confusion.

Flurry, (flur're) v. t. To agitato ; to excite or alarm :—

imp. i pp. flurried; j'pr. flurrying.

Flush, (flush) v.i. [Ger. flt>.*c, loose, flowing, flitizan,

to flow; A.-S fleotan.] To flow and spread suddenly ;

to become suffused, as the cheeks ; to turn red ; to

blush ;—to shine suddenly ; to glow ;— r. t. To put

to tlio blush ;—to make rod or glowing ; to redden ;—

to animate with joy ; to elate; to elevate ;—to cause

to start, as a hunter a bird :—imp. & pp. flushed ;

Pi-r. flushing.

Flush, (flush) adv. In a manner to bo even or level

with the surface adjoining.

Flush, (flush) m. A sudden flowing; impulse or excite

ment ;—a rush of blood to the face ; a blush ; a glow ;

bloom ; growth : abundance ;—a flock of birds suddenly

started up. [F. d. Sp. flux.] A run of cards of the

same suit.

Flush, (flush) a. Full of vigour; fresh; glowing;

bright ; — affluent ; well furnished ; hence, liberal ;

prodigal ;—forming a continuous surface;—consisting

of cards of the same suit.

Flu she r, (fln&h'er) n. [Got. fleischer.] Tho^lesser

butcher-bird.

Fluster, (flutter) r. t. [L. flustnnn, a swell of the sea,

Ger. fliUU rn, to wlmper, to buzz.] To make hot and

rosy ; to confuse; to muddle ;—r. i. To be confused ;

to be in a heat or bustle :—imp. & pp. flustered ; ppr*

flustering.

Fluster, (flus'tcr) n. Heat or glow ; agitation ; confu

sion ; disorder.

Flute, (flut) n. [F. flute, L. flatus, a blowing, from

flare, to blow, sound.] A cylindrical wind instru

ment, with holes along its length, stopped by the fin

gers or by keys opened by tho fingers ;—a channel in

a column or pilhir ;—a similar channel or groove in

wood-work, or in muslin, as a lady's ruffle.

Flute, (flut) v. t. To play or sing in a clear soft note,

like that of a flute;— to form flutes or channels in,

as in a column or in a ruffle:—imp. &, pp. fluted;

Pi»; fluting.

Fluted, (fluted) a. Thin; fine; flutc-liko ; — formed

with flutes ;—grooved ; channelled.

Fluting, (fluting) n. A channel or furrow in a column,

or in tho muslin of a lady's ruffle ; fluted work.
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Flutist, (flut'ist) n. A performer on the flute; a

flautist.

Flutter, (flut'er) v.i. [A.-S. jtatta-nn, Ger. Jfattern,]

To move or flap the wings rapidly without flying,

or with short flights; to hover ;—to move with quick

vibrations or undulations;—to move irregularly; to

fluctuate ;—v. t. To vibrate or move quickly ; — to

agitato ; to disorder ; to throw into confusion :—imp.

<fc />/>. fluttered ; >>;»•. fluttering.

Flutter, (flut'er) n. Act of fluttering ; quick and irre

gular motion;—hurry; tumult; confusion.

Fluttering, (flut'ter-ing) n. The act of flapping the

wings without flight ; a wavering ; agitation.

Fluvial, fflii'vo-al) a. [L. jlo.rmlU, from fiuvius, river,

from fiurre, to flow.] Belonging to rivere; growing

or living in streams or ponds.

Fluviatile, (ftu've-a-tO) a. [L. fluviatilis, from ftitrius,

river.} Belonging to rivers; existiug in rivers;

formed hy rivers.

Flux, (fluks) n, [L. Jluzm, fromfluen, to flow.] Act

of flowing ; quick succession ; change ;—the matter

which flows, as the tide setting in toward the shore ;

—state of being liquid;—any substance or mixture

used to promote the fusion of metals or minerals ;—

discharge of a fluid from the bowels or other part ;

dysentery ; etprcialli/, an excessive nnd morbid dis

charge ; diarrhoea ;—the matter thus discharged.

Flux, (fluks) a. Flowing; moving; maintained by a

constant succession of parts ;—inconstant ; variable.

Flux, (fluks) v. t. To fuse ; to melt ;—to waste by melt

ing :—imp. & pp. fluxed; ppr. fluxing.

Fluxiblc, (fluks'e-bl) a. Capable of being melted or

fused, as a mineral.

Fluxion, (fluk'shun) n. Act of flowing ;— the matter

that flows ; fusion of metals ;—pi. A method of an

alysis of small variable quantities, developed by New

ton, and based on the conception of all magnitudes

as generated by motion—now called differential cat-

culti a.

Fluxions], (fluk'shun-al) a. Pertaining to, or solved

by fluxions ; variable :—also Fluxionary.

Fly, (fli) r.i. [A.-S. Jletfyan, Ger. fiierjen.] To move

in the air with wings ;—to float in the air, as the

cloudu, &c. ; — to move rapidly in any manner ;—to

hasten away; to depart ;—to pass swiftly by, as time ;

—to spread, as a rumour;—to vibrate or flutter, ns

a flag in the wind;— to run away; to attempt to

escape ;—to jvirt suddenly with violence ; to burst ;—

to spring with elastic force ;—v. t. To shun; to avoid;

—to quit by flight ;—to cause to fly ; to set floating,

as a kite : —imp. flew ; pp. flowed ; ppr. flying.

Fly, (fli) n. A winged insect of various species, eupe-

e\ally, the house fly ; — a hook dressed with silk,

woollen, &c, in imitation of a fly, used for fishing;

—a kind of light carriage ;—that part of a flag which

extends from the union to the extreme ond ;—that

part of a compass on wliich the points are marked ;

—a contrivance to equalize motion or accumulate

power in a machine.

Fly-blow, (fli'blo) v. The egg of a fly.

Fly-blow, (fli'blo) v. t. To deposit an egg in or upon,

as a fly ;—to taint.

Fly-blown, (fli'blon) a. Tainted ; maggoty, as flesh

from the deposit of flies.

Flyboat, (fli hot) «, [D. vliehoot.] A long, narrow

boat used on canals ;—a Dutch coasting vessel.

Flyer, (fli'cr) n. One who, or that which, flies or

flees ;—tho fly of a jack.

Fly-flsh, (fli'nsh) v. i. To angle with flies for bait

Fly-fishing, (fli'fish-iug) a. Angling; the art of

angling for fish with hooks baited with artificial flies.

Flying, (firing) n. The act of moving in the air with

wing1* ; flight.

Flying-bridge, (fli'ing-brij) n. A bridge supported by

light boats, or a ferry-boat made to cross by the force

of the current.

 

 

Flying-buttress, (fli'ing-but-res) n. A contrivmnoe for

strengthening a part of a build

ing which rises considerably

above the rest, consisting of a

curved brace or half arch be

tween it and the opposite face

of some lower part.

Flying-camp, (fli'ing-kamp) «. A

camp or body of troops formed

for rapid motion from one place

to another.

Flying-Dutchman. ( fli'ing-duch-

man) n. A phantom ship wliich Flying-buttress.

superstitious mariners aver they have encountered

in storms off the Cape of Good Hope.

Flying-fish, (fli'ing-flsh) n. A fish of the genus Bxo-

catus, which has the power

of sustaining itself in the air

for a short time by means of

its long, pectoral fins.

Flying-jib, (fli'ing-Jib) jl A

sail extended outside of the

standing-jib.

Flying-pinion, ( fli 'ing - pin-

yun) n. The division of a

clock, having a fly or fan,

which restrains the rapidity Flying-fish.

of the clock's motion when the weight descends on tho

striking part.

Flying-squirrel, (fiTing-skwir-el) n. A squirrel having

an expansive skin on each side, reaching from the

fore to the hind legs, by which it is borne tip in

leaping. [end of a bt>ok.

Fly-leaf, (fltlef) n. A blank leaf at the beginning or

Fly-rail, (fli'rnl) n. That part of a table which turns

out to support the leaf.

Fly-wheel, (ftrTiwel) n. A wheel in machinery that

equalizes its movements or accumulates power for a

variable or Intermitting resistance.

Foal, (fol) n. [A-S. fola, G. j>o7o«, L. pwWtw, a young

animal.] A colt or filly.

Foal, (fol) v. /. To bring forth, as a colt or Ally ;—r. i.

To bring forth young, as an animal of the horse kind:

—imp. & pp. foaled; ppr. foaling.

Foam, (fom) n. [A.-S. fdm, Ger. fanm, allied to L.

spuma.) Bubbles on the surface of liquors ; froth ;

Bpume.

Foam, (fom) v. t. To froth ; to gather foam ;—to form

foam, or become filled with foam ;—to fume ; to be

agitated with rage or passion ;—v. t To throw out

with rage or violence ;—to cause to foam :—imp. &

pp. foamed ; ppr. foaming.

Foamy, (fom'o) a. Covered with foam ; frothy; spumy.

Fob, (fob) n. [Ger. fuppe.] A little pocket for a

watch.

Fob, (fob) v. t. [Ger. fappen.] To cheat; to trick ; to

impose on :—imp. &■ pp. fobbed ; ppr. fobbing.

Focal, (fSTcal) a. Belonging to or concerning a focus.

Fooile, (fo'sil) n. A bone of the fore-arm or of tho

fore-leg.

Focus, (foTcus) n. [L. fonts, hearth, fire-place.] A

point in which the rays of light meet after being

reflected or refracted ;—a point on the principal axis

of a conic section, such that the double ordinate to

the axis through the point shall be equal to the

parameter of the curve ;—a central point ; a point of

concentration.

Fodder, (fod'er)*. [A-S. fdder, fddder, from ffdan^

to nourish.] That which is laid out to cattle, hones,

and sheep, as hay, straw, and various vegetables;—a

miner's weight of 2400 lbs.

Fodder, (fod'er) v. t. To feed, as cattle, with dry food

or cut grass, &c. : — imp. & pp. foddered ; ppr.

foddering.

Fodient, (fo'de-ent) a. [L. fodwe, to dig.] Digging;

turning up earth with the spade.
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Foe. (fo) n. [A.-S. fd, fdJt, from jiogo.n, to hate.] An

enemy; a national enemy; a hostile army ;—oue who

opposes any thing ; an opponent ; antagonist , adver-

Toeiike. (folik) a. Like an enemy.

Foexnan, (fo'mau) n. An enemy in war; an antagonist.

Fog, (fog) n. [IoeL fok, jiHl:) Thick mist; watery

Tapour precipitated in the lower part of tho atmos

phere or rising from the earth ;—a cloud of dust or

of smoke.

Fog, (fog) n. [Scot.] A second growth of grass; after-

gross;—long grass that remains in pastures till winter.

Fog, (fog; r. (. To envelop, as with fog; to befog;

to render dark or obscure :—itnp, & pp. fogged;

ppr. fogging.

Fog-gage, (fog'aj^ n. Rank or coarse grass not mowed

or eaten dowu in summer or autumn.

Foggily, (fog'e-le) adv. With fog ; darkly.

FoggLnees, (fog'e-nes) n. State of being foggy ; a state

of the air filled with watery exhalations.

Foggy, (fog'e) a. [From faff.] Filled or abounding

with fog or watery exhalations; cloudy; misty;—

beclouded ; darkened ; dull ; obscure.

Fogy, (fog'e) n. [Dan. /joy.] A dull old fellow; a

person behind the times:—also Fogie, Fogey, and

Fogram. [tempt; poh; fy.

Foh. (fo) interj. An exclamation of abhorrence or con-

Foible, (foi'bl) n. [FoibU.] Weak side ; a particular

moral weakness; a failing; a weak point; a frailty;

imperfection ; infirmity.

Foil, (foil) v.t. [F. fouler, to trample under one's

feet.] To render vain or nugatory, as an effort or

attempt ; to frustrate ; to defeat ; to baffle ; to balk ;

—to bin n t ; to dull ;— to interrupt : — ihip. di pp.

foiled ; ppr, foiling.

Foil, (foil) n. Failure of success when on the point of

being secured ; defeat ; frustra

tion ; miscarriage ; — a blunt

■word, or one that has a button

at the end—used in fencing.

Foil, (foil) n. [L. folium.] A

leaf or thin plate of metal ;—

a thin leaf of metal placed under precious stones to

increase their brilliancy or colour ; hence, any thing

of another colour, or of different qualities, which

aerres to adorn, or set off another thing to advantage;

—a ronndedor leaf-like ornament in windows, niches,

&c., called trefoil, quatrefoil, cinqnefoil, &c, accord

ing to the number of arcs of which it is composed ;

—a thin coat of tin on the back of a looking-glass.

Foilable, (foil'a-bl) «. Capable of being foiled or frus

trated.

Foiler, (foil'er) n. One who foils or frustrates.

Foiling, (foil'ing) n. Among hunters, the slight mark

of a passing deer on the grass.

Foin, (foin) *, t. [F. potndre, L. pitngcrt.] To push

in fencing ;—to prick ; to sting.

Foin, (foin) n. A push ; a thrust.

Foist, (foist) v. t. [F. fauuer, to falsify, pervert, from

faux, false.] To insert surreptitiously, wrongfully, or

without warrant ; to interpolate :—imp. & pp. foisted ;

ppr. foisting.

Fold, (fold) ». [A.-S. fald, from fealdan, to fold up,

wrap.) A doubling of any flexible substance ; a plait;

complication ; — times or repetitions—used with nu

merals in composition to denote multiplication or

increase ; —that which is folded together, or which

infolds ; embrace ;—a sheep-pen ;—a flock of sheep ;—

hence, the church.

Fold, (fold) p. t. To lap or lay in plaits ; to double ;—

to lay together, as the aims; — to inclose within

folds ; to infold ;—to confine in a fold, as sheep ;—v. i.

To be plaited or doubled ;—to join with or close over,

as doors, Ac. :—imp. & pp. folded ; ppr. folding.

Folder, (folder) n. One who, or that which, folds;

especially, a flat instrument for folding paper.

 

Fofla. {Arch.)

Folding, (fold'ing) ». Bending; doubling; a fold:—

act of doubling one part over another, in symmetri

cal form, as sheets of printed matter ;—the penning

of sheep or cattle for feeding and manure.

Folding-machine, (fold'ing-nia-shOu) u. A machine for

folding newspapers or printed sheets to the required

shape and size.

Foliaceous, (fd-le-ftshe-us) a. [L. fnliaccv*, from foli

um, leaf.] Belonging to a leaf; having leaves inter

mixed with flowers ; — consisting of leaves or thin

lamina ; having the form of a leaf or plate.

Foliage, (fole-aj) ?*. [L. folium, leaf.] Leaves in gen

eral; a cluster of leaves or flowers;—the representa

tion of leaves, flowers, and branches in architecture.

Foliate, (fdle-at) v.t. To spread over with a thin

coat of tin and quicksilver;—to beat into a thin leaf,

plate, or lamina ;—imp. & pp. foliated ; ppr. foliating.

Foliated, ( fo'le-at-ed ) a. Having leaves or leaf-liko

projections, as a shell spread over or covered with foil ;

—consisting of thiu plates ; laminated ; schistose.

Foliation, (fo-le-a'shun) n. Actof forming into leaves ;

—act of beating a metal into a thin plate, leaf, or

lamina ;—act of spreading foil over the back part of a

mirror; — act of enriching with ornaments resem

bling leaves, or the ornaments themselves ;—tho pro

perty possessed by some crystalline rucks of dividing

into plates or slabs.

Folio, (fo'le-6) n. [Ablative of L. folium, leaf] A

sheet of paper once folded ;—a book made of sheets of

paper each folded once ;— a page in a day-book or

ledger ; sometimes two opposite pages bearing the

same serial number ; — in law copying, a leaf con

taining a certain number of words; hence, a certain

number of words in a writing.

Folio, (fo'le-o) a. Formed of sheets folded so as to

make two leaves ; of the size of one fold of a sheet of

printing or writing paper ; noting a book or printed

j>age of the largest size.

Foiiole, (fole-ol) n. [F. foliole, from L. folium, loaf.]

One of the single leaves which together constitute a

compound leaf ; a leaflet.

Folk, (fok) ft. [A. -8. folc, Icel. foil; Ger. volt.] People

in general, or a certain class of people — generally

used in the plural.

Follicle, (fol'e-kl) ft, [L. follicwlu*, a small bag, from

follia.] A simple pod opening down the inner suture;

—a vessel distended with air;—a tittle bag in auimal

bodies ; a gland. [consisting of, follicles.

Follicular, (fol-ik'fl-ler) a. like, pertaining to, or

Follow, (fol'6) v.t. [A.-S. fohiian, Oer. folgtn.) To

go after ; to move or walk behind ;—to pursue, as a

course ; to chase, as game ; — to accompany ; to go

along with; to attend;—to come after in time; to

succeed;—to result from, as an effect or inference;

—to imitate ; to copy ;—to adopt ; to embrace, as the

opinions or teaching of another ; — to observe ; to

obey, as precepta ;—to strive to obtain ; to endeavour

after ;—to use ; to practise, as a trade or calling;—to

adhere to; to side with, as a cause or person; — to

pursue with the eye ;—to understand or catch the

meaning, as of a speaker ;—r. i. To go or como after ;

—to pursue ; to attend ; to accompany ; to be a re

sult; to succeed;—to be posterior to in time:—imp.

& pp. followed; ppr. following.

Follower, (fol'o-er) «.. One who follows;—copier; dis

ciple ; adherent ; partisan ; dependent ; attendant ;

retainer;—the cover of a piston ;—a gland ;—the part

of a machine that receives motion from another part.

Following, (fol'o-ing) a. Being next after ; succeed

ing; ensuing.

Following, (fol'u-ing) ft. Vocation ; business ; calling ;

—retinue : band of followers.

Folly, (folle) ft. [F. folie, fmni fol,fou, foolish, mad.]

State of being a fool; want of sense; weakness or

derangement of mind;—a foolish act; weak or light-

minded conduct; act of levity; absurdity.
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Foment, (f6-ment') v. t. [L. /omentum, a warm appli

cation, from foreret to warm.] To affect by heat; to

apply warm lotions to ;—to cherish and promote by

excitement**; to encourage ; to abet: — imp. & pp.

fomented ; ppr. fomenting.

Fomentation, (fo-ment-a'slmn) h. Act of fomenting or

of applying warm lotions or poultices ;—the lotion

applied to a diseased part ;—excitation ; instigation ;

encouragement.

Fond, (fond) a. [For finned, pp. of O. Eng. fonne,

to be foolish.] Foolish ; simple ; silly ; — foolishly

tender; duting ; indulgent; — loving ardently; de

lighted with ; highly relishing.

Fond, (fond) v. t. To treat with tenderness or great

indulgence ; to caress ;—v. i. To be fond of; to be in

love with ; to dote on.

Fondle, (fon'dl) r. t. [From fimd.) To treat with ten

derness; to caress ;—imp. & jrp. fondled ; ppr. fondling.

Fondling, (fondling) n. A person or thing fondled

or caressed.

Fondly, (fondle) adv. In a fond manner ; foolishly ;

tenderly; weakly; imprudently.

Fondness, (fnnd'nes) v. Foolishness ; weakness;—

foolish tenderness ; doting ;—warm affection ; tender

passion ; strong inclination or propensity ; — strong

appetite or relish for.

Font, (font) «. [L. /ona, fountain.] A fountain : a

spring ;—In Episcojnl churches a stone

erection, usually of an octagonal form

and highly decorated, for holding thfl

baptismal water ;—in Romish churches

it is used also for holy water—pitcina.

Font, (font) n. [F. Jmte, from fondrr,

to cast, L. funder?, to pour out.] A

complete assortment of printing type

of one size and style.

Fontal, (font'al) a. Pertaining to a

fount, fountain, source, or origin.

Fontanel, (font'a-nel) n. [F. Jbntaitttle, a little foun

tain, from fontaine, fountain.] An issue for the dis

charge of humours from the body ;—a space in an

infant's skull occupied by n cartilaginous membrane.

Food, (food) r, fA. -a. foda, from fedan, to feed.] What

is feil upon : victuals ; provisions ;—any thing that

sustains, nourishes, and augments; aliment ; susten

ance ; nutriment ; meat.

Fool, (fool) n, [F. fnl, foit, foolish, mad.] One who

is destitute of reason; an idiot; a natural;—a person

deficient in intellect; a simpleton; a dunce ; — a

wicked person;—a professional jester or buffoon.

Fool, (fool) p. i. To act like a fool ; to triflo ; to toy;

—v.t. To make a fool of; to impose on;—to frus

trate ; to defeat;—to infatuate ;—to cheat ;—to spend

or waste, as time or money ;—imp. & pp. fooled ; ppr.

fooling.

Fool, (fool) n. Viand or beverage made of gooseber

ries and cream ;—also gooseberry fool.

Foolery, (fool'gr-e) n. Fractice of folly; absurdity;—

an act of folly or weakness.

Fool-hardiness, (fool'liard-e-nes) n. Courage without

sense or Judgment ; mad rashness.

Fool-hardy, (foolTiard-e) a. Daring without judgment ;

foolishly rash; venturesome; precipitate; luadlong.

Fooling, (fooling) «. Act of playing the fool; trilling;

—act of imposing on or making a fool of.

Foolish, (foorish) n. Marked with, or exhibiting folly;

void of understanding; weak in intellect ;—exhibiting

a want of judgment or discretion ; unwise ; impru

dent ;—sinful; wicked ;—ridiculous ; despicable ; con

temptible, [weakly.

Foolishly, (fooHsh-le) adv. In a foolish manner ;

Foolishness, (fdollah-nea) n. The quality or condition

of being foolish ; folly ;—a foolish practice ;—deviation

from right; wickedness.

Foolscap, (foolz'kap) v. [So called from the water

mark of a fooV* cap and belU used by old paper-

makers.] A long folio writing paper about 1SJ by

16^ inches.

Fool's errand, (fdolz'er-and) n. A fruitless mission;

vain search ; hopeless eudeavour.

Foot, (f66t) 7j. [A.-S. & O. Sex /<W, pi. fit. G. pom,

podot, L. pea, pedie.] The part of the limb below the

ancle; that part on which we stand ; — that which

supports like a foot, as a table ;—the lower part ; the

base, as of a mountain ;—the end ; the bottom, as of

an account or soil ;—infantry ; foot soldiers ;—founda

tion; condition; state;—plan of construction; funda

mental principle; — in poetry, a certain number of

syllahles, forming part of a verse ;—step ; pace ;—the

part of a stocking or shoo on which the foot rests;—a

measure of length consisting of twelve inches, sup

posed to be taken from the length of a man's foot.

Foot, (foot) v. t. To tread to measure or music ; to

dance ;—to walk ;— v. t. To strike with the foot ; to

kick ; — to spurn;—to sum up, as the numbers in a

column ; - 1 1 1 add a foot to : to put a foot on, as a

boot, Ac ;—Imp. & pp. footed; ppr. footing.

Foot-ball, (foot'bawl) n. An inflated ball cased in

leather, to l>e kicked about in sport;—the sport of

kicking the foot-ball.

Foot-boy, (foot'boy) n. An attendant in livery ; a

footman. [will cover.

Foot-breadth, (foofbredth) n. Space which a foot

Foot-bridge, (foofbrij) n. A narrow bridge for foot-

passengers, [for a horse.

Foot-cloth, (footle loth) n. Sumpter cloth ; housings

Footfall, (foot'fawl) n. A footstep ;—a misstep ; a trip

or stumble.

Foot-guards, (foot garth?) n.pl. Guards of infantry at

tached to the court.

Footing, (footing) n. Ground for tho foot; firm foun

dation to stand on;—support; root;—place; stable

position ;—treat!; step; walk;—dance to measure;—

act of adding up a column of figures; sum total of

such a column ;—act of putting a foot to any tiling.

Foot-light, (foot'lft) n. One of a row of lights at tho

front of the stage in a theatre, &c.

Footman, (footman) n. A soldier who marches and

fights on foot ;—a male servant whose duties ate to

attend the door, tho carriage, the tablo, <fcc.

Foot-mark, (foot'mark) n. A mark of a foot ; a foot

print, [of a page.

Foot-note, (foot'not) n, A note of reference at the foot

Foot-pad, (foot/pad) v. A highwayman or robber on

foot.

Foot-print, (foot'print) v. A trace or foot-mark.

Foot-soldier, (fout'sol-jer) n. A soldier who senwon

foot. [much walking.

Foot-sore, (foot'sor) n. Having tender or sore feet from

Foot-stalk, (foot'stnwk) n. The stalk of a leaf or of a

flower ; a petiole, or peduncle.

Footstep, (foot'step) n. The mark or impression of

the foot ; a track ; visible sign of a course pursued;

token; mark;—example.

Footstool, (footstool) «. A stool for the feet.

Foot-warmer, (foot'wawrm-er) v. A tin vessel iuto

which hot water is put for warming the feet.

Foot-way, (foot'wu) n, A path for foot-passengers.

Foot-worn, (foofwom) a. Worn by or wearied in the

feet

Fop, (fop) n. [Ger. foppen. to make a fool of one.] A

ga.Vj trifling fellow ; a coxcomb ; a dandy.

Fopling, (fopling) n. Apetty fop.

Foppery, (fop'er-e) n. The liehaviour, manners, drees,

or the like, of a fop; coxcombry;—folly; impertinence.

Foppish, (fop'ish) a. Fop-like; vain of dress; affected

in manners ; spruce : dandyish ; vain ; trifling.

Foppishly, (fopish-le) adv. In a fqppish manner.

Foppishness, (fup'ish-nes) n. Condition or quality of

being foppish.

For, (for) prep. [A.-S. for, fort, Icel. for. allied to

1. pro, Q. pro.} In the place of; instead of; be-
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cause of ; by reason of; with respect to; concerning;

in the direction of; toward ; during ; as being, &c.

Pot, (for) eonj. Because; on this account that ;—a term

introrhicing the cause, motive, explanation, or the

like, of an action related or a statement made.

Forage, (foraj) n. [F. fmtrrage, A.-S. foder, Eng.

fodder.} Food of any kind for horses and cattle, as

grass, pasture, hay, corn, and oats ;—act of providing

food for an army ; search for provisions ; act of

ravaging or pillaging.

Forage, (for'aj) r. i. To wander or rove in search of

food; to ravage ;—v. t. To strip of provisions; to

supply with forage : — imp. & pp. foraged ; ppr.

foraging.

Forager, (foraj-er) n. One who goes in search of food

for horses and cattle.

Foramen, (fo-ru'inen) n. [L. from forare, to bore.] A

little opening: a perforation.

Faraminous, (for-am'in-us) a. Perforated ; having little

holes ; porous :—also Foraminate.

Forasmuch, (for'az-much) conj. In consideration of ;

because that. [border war ; a raid.

Foray, (fori) n. A sudden or Irregular incursion in a

Foray, (fori) v. i. To ravage ; to pillage ; to make an

incursion and return with booty.

Forbear, (for-bar) v. i. [A.-S. forberan.] To refrain

from proceeding ; to pause ; to delay ;—to abstain ; to

be patient ;—to refuse ; to decline ;—v.t. To avoid ;

to abstain from ; — to treat with consideration or

patience ;—to withhold :—imp. forbore ; -pp. forborne ;

ppr. forbearing.

Forbearance, (for-barans) n. Act of restraining or

abstaining from ;—restraint of temper; command of

passions ; —exercise of patience; long-suffering ;—in

dulgence to those who injure us ; delay of punishment.

Forbearingly, ( for-bar'ing-le ) adv. In a forbearing

manner.

Forbid, (for-bidO v. t. [A.-S. forbeodan.] To command

against ; to prohibit ; to interdict ;—to order to desist

or forbear; to hinder from approaching or entering;

to oppose ; to obstruct :—imp. forbade j pp. forbidden f

ppr. forbidding.

Forbiddance, ( for-bid'ans ) n. Act of forbidding, or

condition of being forbidden ; prohibition ; command

or edict against.

Forbidding, (for-bid'ing) a. Repelling approach ; re

pulsive ; disagreeable; displeasing; offensive; odious;

abhorrent.

Force, (for*) n. [F. force, from h. fortin, strong.]

Strength; active power; might; vigour; energy:—

virtue; efficacy; validity;—violence; coercion; com

pulsion;—that which moves a physical body; impulse;

momentum ; stress ; vehemence ;—body of troops ; an

army or navy;—destiny; necessity;—in law, unlawful

violence to person or property ; stress ; coaction.

Force, (fors) r. t. To constrain to do, or to forbear, by

the exertion of power;—to compel; to drive; to coerce;

—to nrge by strength of evidence ;—to enforce ;—to do

violence to ; to ravish ; to violate ;—to obtain or win

by strength ; to capture by assault ;—to exert to the

utmost ; hence, to strain ; to overstrain : to distort;—

to urge the growth of plants by artificial means :—to

provide with forces ; to garrison :—imp. & pp. forced ;

Pit. forcing.

Forcedly, (fors'ed-le) adv. In a forced manner; vio

lently; constrainedly; unnaturally.

Forceful, (fors'fooj) a. Full of force or might ; driven

with force ; acting with power; mighty.

Force-meat, (fors'inft) n. [Farce-meat, from F. farce,

sinning. | Meat chopped fine and highly seasoned,

used as a stuffing.

Forceps, (forseps) n. [L.] A pair of pincers or tongs ;

eipeeiaUg, one for delicate operations, as those of

watchmakers, dentists, surgeons, &c.

Forcer, (fors'er) n. One who, or that which, forces

or drives ; tpecijlcat-ly, the solid piston of a pump.

Forcible, (fors'e-bl) «. Possessing force; powerful;

acting with force; impetuous, as a current ;—done by

force; violent; compulsory, as means;—having force;

cogent, as an argument; weighty; impressive, as a

statement or words ;—binding ; obligatory, as a deed.

Forcibleness, (fors'e-bl-nes) n. Force ; violence.

Forcibly, (fors e-ble) adv. In a forcible manner ; power

fully : by violence; by constraint.

Forcing, (fors'ing) n. The art of raising plants, flowers,

and fruit, at an earlier season than the natural one,

by artificial heat. [plants, fruits, and flowers.

Forcing-house, ( fors ' ing - hous ) n. A hot-house for

Ford, (ford) n. [A.-S. ford, fyrd, Ger. furt, G. porox.]

A place in a river or other water where it may be

passed on foot by wading ;—a stream ; a current.

Ford, (ford) v. t. To pass through by wading ; to wado

through:—imp. & pp. forded; ppr. fording.

Fordable, (ford'a-bl) a. Capable of being forded.

Fore, (for) a. [A.-S. fore] Advanced in place or

position ; toward the front; forward :—advanced in

time; antecedent; — advanced in order or series;

prior ; anterior.

Fore, (for) adv. [A.-S. fora, fore, from faran, to go.]

In advance ; at the front; in the part that precedes or

goes first ;—of frequent use as a prefix, with the sense

of priority in time, order, or importance.

Fore-admonish, (fur-admonish) v. t. To warn before

or in anticipation of an event or action :—also Fore-

advise, [affirmed.

Fore-alleged, (f&r-al-lejd') a. Previously stated or

Fore-arm, (for-arm') r. (. To arm or prepare for attack

or resistance before the time of need :—imp. it pp.

fore-armed; ppr. fore-arming.

Fore-arm, (for'arm) n. That part of the arm between

the elbow and the wrist.

Fore-bears, (for^burs) n. pi. [A.-S. fore and beran, to

bear.] Ancestors ; forefathers.

Forebode, (for-bod') v. (. To foretell: to prognosticate ;

—to have an inward conviction of, as of a calamity

which is to happen ; to foreknow ; presage ; portend ;

betoken :—imp. & pp. foreboded ; ppr. foreboding,

Foreboder, (f&r-bod'er) n. One who forebodes ; a sooth

sayer.

Forebodingly, (for-bod'ing-le) adv. In the way of

anticipating evil ; in a foreboding manner.

Foreby, (for'bi) adv. Near; hard by. [Scot.] Besides ;

moreover.

Forecast, (for-kasf) v. t. To contrive beforehand ; to

project;—to foresee; to provide against;—v. i. To

contrive beforehand : — imp. & pp. forecast ; ppr.

forecasting.

Forecast, (forTcast) v. Previous contrivance or deter

mination ;—foresight of consequences and provision

against them.

Forecastle, (foVkas-l) n. That part of the upper deck

of a vessel forward of the foremast;—the forward part

of the vessel, under the deck, where the sailors live.

Forecited, (for-slt ed) a. Cited or quoted before or above.

Foreclose, (for-kloz') v. t. To Bhut up or out ; to pre

clude ; to stop ; to prevent : to bar ; to exclude '.—imp.

& pp. foreclosed; ppr. foreclosing.

Foreclosure, (for-kld'zhur) n. The act or process of fore

closing ; prevention ; deprivation of a mortgager of

the right of redeeming a mortgaged estate.

Foredeek, (fbVdek) n. The forward part of the dock ;

the forepart of a ship. [hand.

Foredesign, (for-de-sin*) v. t. To plan or design before-

Foredetermine, (for-de-tgr'min) v. t. To decree or deter

mine beforehand. [predestinate.

Foredoom, (for-doom') v. t. To doom beforehand ; to

Forefather, (for'fa-THer) n. One who precedes another

in the line of genealogy in any degree; an ancestor.

Forefend, (f&r-fend') v.t. To fend off; to avert; to

prevent the approach of ; to forbid or prohibit ;—to

defend ; to guard ; to secure ;—imp. & pp. forefended ;

ppr. forefending.
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Forefinger, (f6Yflng-ge.r) n. The finger next to the

tli unit) ; the index.

Forefoot, (foYfoot) n. One of the anterior feet of an

animal ;—a piece of timber which terminates the keel

at the fore-end, connecting it with the lower end of

the stem.

Forefront, (foYfrunt) n. The foremost part or place.

Fore girth, (fcYgerth) n. A martingale.

Forego, (f6r-go') r. t. To quit ; to leave ;—to relinquish

the enjoyment or advantage of; to renounce ;—to go

before ; to precede :—imp. forewent j pp. foregone ;

vpr. foregoing.

Foregoing, (foPgo-ing) a. Previous ; antecedent.

Foregone, (for-gon) a. Predetermined; settled before;

—given up or relinquished.

Foreground, (foYground) n. That, part of the field of a

picture which seems to lie nearest the spectator or

before the figures.

Forehammer, (for nam-mer) n. The sledge hammer.

Forehand, (fcYhand) n. All that part of a horse which

is before the rider ;—the most important part .—

prudence ; advantage. [able.

Forehanded, (forTiaud-ed) a. Early ; timely ; season-

Forehead, (forhed) ft. That part of the face which

extends from the hair on the top of the head to the

eyes ; the brow ;—assurance ; impudence. [ship,

orehold, (forTiold) n. The front part of the hold of a

Forehook, (for nook) n. A piece of timber placed across '

the stem to strengthen the forepart of the ship.

Foreign, (for'in) a. [A.-S. faran, to go, L. fori*, out of

doors, F. Aors, abroad. ] Not nativo ; extraneous ;

alien ;—remote ; not pertaining or pertinent ; not

appropriate ; not agreeable—with to or from ;—not

admitted ; excluded ;—coming from another country ;

not of home growth ; exotic.

Foreigner, (fbYin-er) n. A person belonging to a foreign

country ; an alien ; a stranger.

Foreignness, (for'in-nea) n. The state of being foreign ;

remoteness ; want of relation.

Foreimagine, (fdr-im-aj'in) v. t. To conceive or fancy

before proof or beforehand.

Forejudge, (for-juj') v. (. To judge before hearing the

facts and proof: to prejudge i—imp. & pp. forejudged;

ppr. forejudging.

Foreknow, (for-rio') r. t. To have previous knowledge

of; to know beforehand:—imp. foreknew; pp. fore

known; ppr. foreknowing,

Foreknowledge, (for-nol'ej) ft, Knowledge of a thing

before it happens ; prescience.

Forel, (for'el) u. A kind of parchment for the cover of

books :—Bhecpskin dressed on one side only.

Foreland, ( fdr ' land ) ft, A promontory or cape ; a

head-land.

Forelock, (forlok) n. The lock of hnir that grows from

the forepart of the head ;—a fiat piece of Iron driven

through the end of a bolt, to retain it firmly in its

place.

Forelock, (for-look1) v. t. To look forward ; to foresee ;

to anticipate.

Foreman, (foYman) n. The first or chief man ;—the

chief man of a jury, who acts as their speaker ;—the

chief of a set of hands employed in a shop; an overseer.

Foremast, (for'maKt) n. The forward mast of a vessel.

Forementioned, (for-men'shund) a. Mentioned before ;

recited in a former part of the same discourse.

Foremost, (for'most) «. First in place or time; chief

in rank or dignity.

Forenamed, (for nimd) n. Named or nominated before;

mentioned before in the Mime writing nr discourse.

Forenoon, (fuYnoon) n. The former part of the day,

from morning to meridian or noon.

Forensic, (fo-ren'sik) n. [L. fort.ixit, from forum,

market place, a court.] Belonging to courts of judi

cature ; used in legal proceedings, or in public discus

sions : argumentative.

?ore-ordain, (for-or-dan') r. t. To ordain or appoint

beforehand ; to predestinate ; to predetermine:—imp.

in, pp. fore-ordained ; ppr. fore-ordaining.

Fore-ordination, (for-or-din-a'shun) n. Previous ordina

tion or appointment ; predetermination ; predestina

tion.

Forepart, (foYpart) n. The part most advanced, or first

in time or in place ; the anterior part ; the beginning.

Forcpassage, (foYpas-aj) n. A fore-cabin berth in a

passenger vessel. [pre-engaged.

Forepromiaed, (for-prom'ist) a. Promised beforehand ;

Forerank, (fdYrangk) n. The first rank ; the front.

Forereach, (for-rech') v. i. To advance upon or gain

on in sailing ; hence, to get the better of.

Forerun, (for-run1) i\ t. To run before ; to precede ;—

to come before as an earnest of something to follow ;

to announce :—imp. foreran ; pp. forerun ; ppr. fore

running.

Forerunner, (for'nin-gr) ft, A messenger sent before to

give notice of the approach of others; a harbinger;

a sign foreshowing something to follow ; a prognostic ;

—an ancestor. [former period.

Foresaid, (for sed) a. Mentioned before ; stated at a

Fore-sail, (for'sal) n. A sail extended on the foreyard :

—the first triangular sail before the mast of a sloop or

cutter.

Foresee, (for-so') *, (. To see beforehand ; to see or

know before occurrence ; to foreknow:—imp. foresaw;

pp. foreseen; ppr. foreseeing.

Foreshadow, (for-ahado) v. t. To shadow or typify

beforehand : to prefigure :—imp. & pp. foreshadowed ;

ppr. foreshadowing.

Foreshadowing, (fdr-shad'6-ing) n. The act of shadow

ing beforehand; anticipation.

Foreship, (foYship) ft. The anterior part of a vessel.

Foreshore, (fcYshor) ft. That sloping section of a shore

which is comprehended between the high and low

water-marks.

Foreshorten, (for-short'n) r. t. To shorten by represent

ing in an oblique position ; to represent as seen

obliquely : — imp. ii pp. foreshortened; ppr. fore

shortening.

Foreshortening, (for-short'n-ing) ft. The representation

or appearance of objects when viewed obliquely.

Foreshow, (for-sho') v. t. To show or exhibit before

hand; to prognosticate ; to foretell :—imp. foreshowed;

pp. foreshown; ppr. foreshowing.

Foreside, (for sid) n. The front side ; superficial ap

pearance ; a specious outside.

Foresight, (forsit) n. The act or the power of foresee

ing ; prescience: foreknowledge;—wise forethought;

provident care of futurity.

Foresighted, (foYsft-ed) a. Prudent in guarding against

evil ; provident for the future.

Foresignify, (for-sig'ne-fi) v. (. To betoken ; to fore

show ; to typify. [penit; the prepuce.

Foreskin, (for'skin) ft, Tin- skin that covers the glan*

Foreskirt, (foYskirt) n. The loose hanging part of a

coat in front. [hand.

Forespeak, (for-sjtfk') r.i. To predict ; to tell before-

Forespeaking, (for-speVing) n. Prediction ;—a preface.

Forespent, (for spent) a. Exhausted ; tired ; worn out ;

wasted in strength.

Forest, (for'eat) n. [F. fortt, from L. fori*, fora*, out

of doors.] An extensive wood; an uncultivated tract

of ground covered with trees;—royal hunting-ground.

Forest, (for'est) a. Relating to the woods ; sylvan ;

rustic.

Forest, (for'est) t\ t. To cover with trees or wood :—

imp. ii pp. forested; ppr, foresting.

Forestall, (for-stawl') v. t. [A.-S. foreiteatlan.) To

take beforehand ; to anticipate;—to pre-occupy; also,

to exclude or prevent, by prior occupation or by

measures taken in advance ;—to obstruct or stop up,

as a way ;—to intercept on the road and buy up ; to

monopolize ; to engross ;—imp, & pp. forestalled; ppr.

forestalling.
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Forestalling, (for-stawl'ing) n. Anticipation ; purchas

ing provisions before being offered in fair or market

for the purpose of selling them at a higher price.

Forestay, (forsta) n. A large, strong rope, reaching

from the foremast head toward the bowsprit end to

support the mast.

Forester, (for'est-er) n. One who has charge of a forest;

—an inhabitant of a forest.

Forest-tree, f for'est-tre) n. A tree of the forest

Foretaste, (foVtast) n. A taste beforehand ; antici

pation.

Foretaste, (for-tastf) v.L To taste before full possession;

to anticipate ;—to taste before another:—imp. & pp.

foretasted; ppr. foretasting.

Foretell, (fdr-tel") v.t. To tell before occurrence; to

foretoken ; to foreshow ;—v, i. To utter prediction or

prophecy:—imp. & pp. foretold ; ppr. foretelling.

Forethought. (f&Vthawt) n. Anticipation ; prescience;

premeditation ;—provident care ; forecast.

Foretoken, (for-toTin) v. t. To foreshow :—imp. & pp.

foretokened ; ppr. foretokening.

Foretoken, (for-toTtn) n. Prognostic ; previous sign.

Foretold, (for-told') a. Told or uttered before; pre

dicted.

Fore-tooth, (for'tooth) n. One of the teeth in the fore-

nut of the mouth ; an incisor.

Fore top, (for'top) n. The hair on the forepart of the

head ;—that part of a head-dress that is forward ;—

the platform at the head of the foremast.

Forever, (for-ev'cr) adv. To eternity ; eternally;—at

all time**; constantly; continually; incessantly; always:

perpetually ; ceaselessly ; everlastingly ; endlessly.

Forewarn, (for-wawrn') r. t. To warn beforehand ; to

caution in advance ; to inform previously :—imp. <fc

pp. forewarned; ppr. forewarning.

Forewarning, (for-wawrn'ing) n. Previous notice, cau

tion, or admonition.

Forfeit, (foVflt) a. Lost or alienated for an offence

or crime ; liable to penal seizure.

Forfeit, (for'flt) n. [F. for/ait, L. forif, out of doors,

and factre, to make.] A thins lost or alienated by a

crime, neglect of duty, or breach of contract: hence,

a fine ; a mulct ; a penalty ;—something deposited and

redeemable by a fine in children's game.

Forfeit, (for'fit) r. t. [From the noun.] To lose, or lose

the right to, by some fault, offence, or crime :—imp.

A pp. forfeited; ppr. forfeiting.

Forfeitable, (for'nt-a-bl) a. Liable to be forfeited ; sub

ject to forfeitnre.

Forfeiture, (for'flt-ur) n. Act of forfeiting; the losing

of some right, privilege, estate, honour, office, or

effects, by an offence, crime, breach of condition, or

other act;— that which is forfeited; fine; mulct;

penalty.

Forge, (forj) n. [F. forge, It. fcrriera, a forge, from L.

jerrttm, iron.] A place where Iron is wrought by heat

ing and hammering ; a smithy ; also, the works where

iron is rendered malleable by puddling and shingling;

—a workshop ; a place where any thing is produced,

shaped, or devised.

Forge, (forj) v. c. To form by heating and hammer

ing;—to form or shape out in any way; to produce;

—to make falsely; to produce, as that which is untrue

or not genuine; to counterfeit: — r. i. To commit

forgery;—to move slowly, as a ship after the sails are

furled :—imp. & pp. forged; ppr. forging.

Forger, (forj'er) «. One who makes or forms; a fabri

cator ; especially, one guilty of forgery.

Forgery, (forj'er-e) n. The act of forging or fabricat

ing, <9}>etinUg, the crime of counterfeiting, as a signa

ture, or issuing, as false notes or coin ;—th.it which

is forged.

Forging, (forj'ing) n. The act of beating into shape;

—the act of counterfeiting.

Forget, (for-gef) r. (. [A.-S. forgr.tan, from for and

ovtan, to get.] To lose the remembrance of; not to

think of;—to treat with inattention ; to alight; to

neglect : — imp. forgot ; pp. forgot, forgotten j ppr.

forgetting, [careless; neglectful.

Forgetful, (for-get'fool) a. Apt to forget; — heedless;

Forgetfully, (for-get'fool-le) adv. In an oblivious or

forgetful manner.

Forgetrainees, (for-get'fool-nes) n. Quality of being

forgetful; proneness to let slip from the mind;—loss

of remembrance or recollection; oblivion;—failure to

bear in mind; careless omission; inattention; heed

lessness.

Forgivable, (for-giv'a-bl) a. Capable of being forgiven.

Forgive, (for-giv') v. t. [A-S. forgifan, from for and

gifan, to give.] To cease to impute ; to overlook ; to

pardon ; to cease to feel resentment against on account

of wrong committed ; to remit or relinquish, as a debt

or claim:—imp. forgave ; pp. forgiven; ppr. forgiving.

Forgiveness, (for-giv'nes) n. Act of forgiving4; pardon

or remission of an offence, crime, debt, or penalty;-—

disposition to pardon ; willingness to forgive.

Forgiving, (fur-giv'ing) a. Disposed to forgive; mild;

merciful; compassionate.

Fork, (fork) n> [A.-S. fore, L. furca.] An instrument

with two or more prongs or tines;—any thing like a

fork in shape; also, one of the parts into which any

thing is divided; a prong; a point; an arm or branch

of a river.

Fork, (fork) v. i. To shoot Into blades, as corn;—to

divide into two branches; — v. t. To raise or pitch.

with a fork, as hay; to dig and break with a fork,

as ground :—to form into a fork-like shape; to bifur

cate :—imp. & pp. forked ; ppr. forking.

Forkedness, ( fork'ed-nes ) n. The quality of being

forked. [fork-like manner.

Forkiness, (forlr/e-nes) n. The state of opening in a

Forky, (fork'e) a. Opening into two or more parts,

shoots, or points ; forked ; furcated.

Forlorn, (for-lorn') a. [A.-S. forloren, pp. atfortedsan,

to lose, from for and UtSsan, to go.] Deserted; aban

doned; forsaken; solitary; friendless; wretched; mis

erable : pitiable.

Forlorn-hope, (for-lornlion) n. A detachment of men

to load in an assault or other service attended with

uncommon peril. porn.

Forlornneas, (for-lorn'nes) n. Condition of being for-

Form, (form) n. [L. forma.] The shape and structure

of any thing; configuration; figure; frame; external

appearance ; likeness ;—constitution ; mode rf con

struction organization, or the like ; — established

method or practice, formula; manner; system;—con

ventionality ; formality ; ceremony;—shapeliness; come

liness; beauty;—a shape; a phantom;—mould; pat

tern ; model ;—a long bench or seat ; hence, a class in

a school :—the seat or bed of a hare ;—a page or pages

of printed matter imposed and locked up In a chase.

Form, (form) v. t. To make out of matter; to givo

shape to ; to construct ; to fashion ; — to plan ; to

scheme ;—to arrange :—to mould ; to train ;—to con

stitute; to establish;—to be a part or element of ;—to

compile ;—to enact ;—to provide with a lair, as a hare ;

—v.i. To assume position;—to be arranged, as troops:

—imp. &■ pp. formed ; ppr. forming.

Formal, (formal) a. Belonging to the form, external

appearance, or organization of a thing;— essential;

—done in due form; express;—proper; regular; metho

dical ;—having the form or appearance without the

substance or essence ; external ;—dependent on form;

conventional ; precise ; ceremonious; punctilious; stiff;

starched.

Formalism, (form'al-izm) n. Quality of being formal,

especially in matters of religion ; formality.

Formalist, (fonn'al-ist) n. One who observes forms or

practises outward ceremonies ;—a follower of routine ;

—one who has the form of religion without the power

or spirit of it.

Formality! (for-mal'e-te) n. Condition or quality of
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being formal, regular, precise, Ac. : — form without

substance ;—ceremony ; coiiTcntionality ;—the formal

part ; essence ;—customary order ; decorum,

formally, (form'al-le) adv. In a formal manner ; essen

tially ; regularly; precisely.

Formate, (for'mat) «. A salt composed of formic acid

combined with a base :—also Formiate.

Formation, (form-a'shun) n. Act of giving form or

shape to; the act of giving being to; — manner in

which a thing is formed ; structure ; construction ;—

the series of rocks belonging to an age, ]>eriod, or

epoch, which may include many strata ;—an arrange

ment of troops, as in a square, column, &c.

Formative, (form'at-iv) a. Giving form; plastic ;—serv

ing to form ; derivative.

Formative, (form'ut-iv).n. That which serves merely

to give form, and is no part of the radical ;—a word

formed In accordance with some rule or usage, as

from a root

Former, (form'er) n. One who or that which forms.

Former, (form'er) a. comp. [A. -3. forma, Go./cmim.]

Preceding in time; hence, ancient: long past;—first-

mentioned ; previous ; antecedent ; preceding ; fore

going, [heretofore.

Formerly, (fnrmVr-le) adv. In time past ; of old ;

Formic, (for'mik) a. [h. formica, an ant. J Pertain

ing to ants, as the formic acid, an acid obtained orig

inally from red ants, but now formed by artificial

distillation.

Formication, (for-mik-a'shun) n. [h. formicatio, from

formica, ant.] A sensation of the body resembling

that made by the creeping of ants on the skin.

Formidable, (for'mid-a-bl) a. [L. formidabilis, from

formidare, to fear, dread.] Exciting fear or appre

hension; adapted to excite fear; impressing dread;

fearful ; terrible ; frightful ; terrific ; tremendous.

Formidably, (for'mid-a-ble) adc. In a formidable

manner.

Formless, (formlos) a. [From form.] Shapeless; with

out a determinate form; wanting regularity of slnjwx

Formula, (formu-la) n. [L. diminutive of forma,

form.] A prescribed or set form ; an established rule;

—a written confession of faith ;—a rule or principle

expressed in algebraic language;—a prescription or

recipe ;—an expression, by means of symbols and let

ters, of the constituents of a compound.

Formulary, (form'u-lar-e) u. A book containing stated

and prescribed forms;— prescribed form or model;

formula. (prescribed ; ritual.

Formulary, (form'il-lar-e) a. [L. formula.] 8tated ;

Formulate or Formalize, (form'u-lat) r. t. T« reduce

to a formula : to express in a formula :—imp. & pp.

formulated ; ppr. formulating.

Fornicate, (for'ne-kat) r. i. [L. fornicari.] To have

unlawful sexual intercourse.

Fornicated, (for'ne-kat-ed) a. [L. fornicalu*, from for

nix, arch, vault.] Vaulted; arched.

Fornication, (for-ne-kaahun) n. The incontinence or

lewdness of an unmarried person, male or female;

also, the criminal conversation of a married man with

an unmarried woman; adultery;—idolatry;—an arch

ing ; the forming of a vault.

Fornix, (for'niks) n. In botany, a collection of little

plates over-arching in some plants the orifice of the

tube of the flower ;—in coucholoay, the part under

the umbo, which is excavated, and likewise the upper

or convex shell in the ontca.

Forray, (for-ra) v. t. To ravage.

Forray, (for'ra) n. The act of ravaging ; a predatory

excursion.

Forsake, (for-saV) v. t. [A.-S. fontacan, to oppose, re

fuse, fmni for and $acan, to contend.] To quit or

leave entirely; to depart from; abandon ; desert ; relin

quish ; give up; renounce; reject :—imp. forsook; pp.

forsaken ; ppr. forsaking, [liction.

Forsaking, (for-sak'ing) n. The act of deserting; dare-

Straightforward ; in a

[delay; directly.

Immediately ; without

Forsooth, (for-sooth') adv. [A.-S. forsodh, from for and

addh, sooth, truth.] In truth; in fact; certainly;

very well—often used ironically.

Forswear, (for-swar) v. t. [A. -H. forswerian, from for

and *i«ria«, to swear.] To reject or renounce upon

oath ; hence, to renounce earnestly or with protesta

tions;—to deny upon oath;—v. t. To swear falsely;

to commit perjury :—imp. forswore ; pp. forsworn ;

ppr. forswearing.

Forswearer, (for-swaVer) n. One who swears a false

oath ; a perjurer.

Fort, (fort) v. \F.fort, L. fortis, strong.] A fortifiod

place ; usually, a small fortified place; a fortress.

Forte, (fort) n. [It. forte, F. fort.) The strong point;

that in which one excels.

Forte, (for'ta) orfr. [It. from L. fortit, strong.] Loud;

strong ; powerfully.

Forth, (forth) adv. [A.-S. fortlh, from faran, to go.]

Forward ; onward in time or in place ;—out from a

state of concealment, confinement, or the like ;—be

yond the boundary of a place ; away ; abroad ;—

thoroughly; out and out

Forthcoming, (forth'kum-iug) a. Ready to come forth

or appear ; making appearance.

Forthgoing, (forth-going) n. A going forth or utter

ance ; a proceeding from.

Forthright, (forth'rit) adv.

straight direction.

Forthwith, (forth-with") adv.

Fortieth, (for'te-etty a. Constituting one of forty parts

into which any thing is divided.

Fortieth, (for'te-eth) n. One of forty equal parts into

which one whole is divided. [fied.

Fortifiable, (for'te-fi-a-bl) a. Capable of being furti-

Fortiflcation, (for-te-fe-ku shun) n. Act of fortifying ;

—that which fortifies ; especially, the works erected

to defend a place against attack ; a fortified place ;

fortress ; citadel ; bulwark.

Fortify, (for'te-f i) v. t. [L. fortin, strong, and facert.

to make.] To add strength to ;—to strengthen and

secure by forts, batteries, and other works of art ;—

to fix ; to establish in resolution; to encourage; to con

firm :—imp. L pp. fortified ; ppr. fortifying.

Fortilage, (for'te-luj) n. A block house; a small fort.

Fortissimo, ( for-tes se-mo ) adv. [It. superlative of

forte.) Very loud ; with the utmost strength or loud

ness of tone or voice.

Fortitude, (for'te-tud) n. [L. fortitude, from foriit,

strong.) Strength of mind; courage; magnanimity;—

power to confront trial, loss, or adversity ; strength

to endure pain or suffering ;—resolution ; firmness; un

shaken confidence; capacity to meet danger or diffi

culty with calm or cool purpose.

Fortitudinous, (for-te-tuu'iu-us) a. Having fortitude;

courageous.

Fortlet, (fort'let) n. A little fort.

Fortnight, (fort 'nit) n. [Contracted from fourteen

niaktx.) The space of fourteen days ; two weeks.

Fortnightly, (fort'nit-le) adv. Once in a fortnight

Fortress, (fort'res) n. [F. fortcrtase, from L. fortiit,

strong.] A fortified place; a fort; a stronghold; a

city or town well fortified ;—place of safety ; resort in.

danger; stronghold ; safety ; security ; defence.

Fortress, (fort'res) v. t. To guard ; to fortify.

Fortuitous, (for-tu'it-us) «. [h. fortuitu.*, from /or*,

fortis, chance, hazard.] Happening by chance; coming

or occurring unexpectedly, or without any Known

cause; accidental; casual; contingent; incidental.

Fortuitously, (for- tu'it- us- )e) adv. Accidentally;

casually ; by chance.

Fortuity, (for-tft'it-e) n. Accident ; chance ; casualty.

Fortuna, (for-tu'na) w. In mtftholo<ry, the goddess of

fortune, represented as blind, with winged feet, and

resting on a wheel ;—a small planet between the orbits

of Mars and Jupiter.

Fortunate, (for'tu-nat) o. [L. fortunatu*, pp. of for
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tunare, to make prosperous.] Coming by good luck

or favourable chance ;—successful; prosperous; happy;

lucky;—betokening success ; auspicious.

Fortunately, (fortu-nilt-le) adv. In a fortunate man

lier ; luckily ; successfully ; happily.

Fortune, (for'tun) n. [L. fortuna, a protracted form of

fort.] Chance ; accident ; luck ; fortuity ; hap ;—ap

pointed lot in life; fate; destiny;—that which befalls

one ; event ; good or ill success ; especially, favour

able Lwue ; — estate ; possessions ; especially, large

estate ; great wealth. [happen.

Fortune, (for'tun) v. i. To come casually to pass ; to

Fortune-hunter, (for'tun-liunt-er) ». A man who seeks

to marry a woman with a large portion, with, a view

to enrich himself.

Fortune-hunting, (for'tun-hunt-ing) n. The seeking of

a fortune by marriage.

Fortuneless, (for'tun-les) a. Luckless ; destitute of for

tune or portion.

Fortune-teller, (for'tun-tel-e.r) n. One who pretends

to reveal the future events of one's life.

Forty, (for'te) a. [A.-S. frotrer, four, and tiff.] Four

times ten ;—an indefinite number.

Forty, (for'te) n. The sum of forty units ;—a symbol

expressing forty units, as 40 or xl.

Forum, (forum) n. \L., kindred with fori*, forax, out

of doors.] A market-place;—a public place in Home

where onuses were judicially tried, and political ora

tions delivered to the people ;—a tribunal ; a court ;—

jurisdiction.

Forward, (forVerd) adv. fA.-S. forward, from for

and -tcfani, towards.] Toward a part or place before

or in front ; onward ; in advance ; progressively.

Forward, (forward) a. Near or at the forepart;—

ready; prompt; willing; earnest: eager; in an ill

sense, quick; nasty; impulsive; impudent;—advanced

beyond the usual degree ; early in season.

Forward, (for'werd) v. t. To help onward ; to advance ;

to promote; to accelerate; to hasteu ;—to send for

ward; to transmit: — imp. & pp. forwarded; ppr.

forwarding.

Forwarder, (for'werd-er) n. One who promotes or

advances ;—ono who transmits goods.

Forwarding, (for'werd-ins) n. Advancing, promoting,

helping in progress ; sending onward : transmitting.

Forwarding, (for'wenl-ing) ». Act or employment of

transmitting merchandise or other property.

Forwardly, (for'werd-le) ndr. Eagerly; hastily; quickly.

Forwardness, (for'w^rd-nes) n. Cheerful readiness;

promptness ;—eagerness ; ardour ;—boldness ; confid

ence ; assurance ;—state of advance beyond the sea

son : earlinesa ; precocity.*

Forwards, (foriwenlz) adv. Straight before; progres

sively ; onward ; forward.

Forzando, (for-tsan'do) adv. [It., properly pj»: of for-

zar?, to force.] With loud, forcible, and continued

expression—a musical direction :—also written Sfor-

zando.

Foiae, (fos) n. [I,. fo**a, from fodtre, to dig.] A ditch

or nioat ;—a non-articular depression in a bone;—

one of variously shaped cavities in the soft parts.

Fossil, (fossil) a. [L. fos&ilis, from fodeve, to dig.]

Dug out of the earth ;—pertaining to or resembling

fossils; petrified.

Fossil, (fos'sil) n. A substance dug from the earth ;—

the petrified form of a plant or animal in the strata

couii«.*ing the surface of the globe.

Fossiliferous, (fos-eil-iffr-us) a. [L. fotxilin, fossil, and

frre, to bear, produce.] Containing fossil or organic

remains.

Fossiliat, (foe'ail-ist) n. Ono who studies the nature and

properties of fossils ; a paleontologist.

Fosailization, (fos-sil-iz-a'shuu) n. Act or process of

converting into a fossil or petrifaction.

Fosdlize. (fos'sil-iz) v. t. To convert into a fossil or

petrifaction ;—r. i. To become changed into a fossil ;

—to become antiquated or fixed beyond change or

progress:—imp. &i pp. fossilized; ppr. fossilizing.

Fossilogy, (fos-sil'o-jo) v. [Eng. fonsil and G. logos,

treatise.] A discourse on fossils; the science which

treats of fossils.

Fosaorial, (fos-so re-al) a. Adapted for digging and bur

rowing in the earth, as moles.

Foster, (fos'ter) r.t. [A.-S. fdstrian, from /Utter, food,

ftdan, to feed.] To feed ; to nourish ; to support; tu

rear up ; — to cherish ; to forward ; to promote the

growth of;—to encourage; to stimulate ;—imp. & pp.

fostered ; ppr. fostering.

Foster-brother, (fos'ter-bruTfl'er) n. A male nursed at

the same breast, or led by the same nurse, but not the

offspring of the some parents.

Foster-child, ( foster-child ) n. A child nursed by a

woman not the mother, or bred by a man not the

father.

Foster-daughter, (fos'tcr-daw'ter) n. A female brought

up as a daughter, though not so by birth.

Foster-earth, (fos ter-erth) n. Earth by which a plant

is nourished, though not its native soil.

Fosterer, (fos'ter-er) n. One who fosters; a nurse.

Foster-father, (fos'ter-fa'THer) n. One who takes the

place of a father in bringing up and educating a child.

Fosterling, (fos'ter-ling) n. A foster-child

Foster-mother, (foa'ter-niuTH'cr) n. Ono who takes the

place of a mother in the care of a child ; a nurse.

Foster-parent, (foe'ter-parent) n. One who rears up a

child in place of its own parent.

Foster-sister, (foster-sis't§r) ». A female nursed at

tho same breast, or reared by the same nurse, but

not the offspring of the same paronta.

Foster-son, (foa'ter-sun) ». One fed and educated like

a son, though not a sou by birth.

Fother, (foTii'er) n. [Ger. fuder, fuhr, a waggon load.]

A weight of lead.

Fother, (foTii'er) v. t. [A.-S. jollier, food, fodder, stuf

fing.] To endeavour to stop, as a leak in a bottom of

a ship, by letting down a sail under her bottom by

its comers, and putting between it and the ship's

sides oakum to be sucked into the cracks:—imp. &

pp. fathered ; p/>r. fothcring.

Pothering, (foTii'er-ing) n. The operation of stopping

leaks in a ship.

Foul, (foul) a. [A.-S. ful, sordid, Go. fulu, rotten,

fetid, I eel. full, fetid.] Covered with or containing

extraneous matter which is injurious, noxious, or

offensive ; — thick ; muddy; turbid; — impure; pol

luted ; filthy ; profane ; obscene;—wicked ; detestable;

abominable, as deeds ;—ugly ; loathsome, as appear

ance ; disgraceful ; shameful ;—coarse ; gross ;—cloudy

and stormy ; unfavourable, as weather or wind ;—

unfair, as a stroke in a gauio ;—entangled, as a rope ;

—covered with barnacles, as a ship's bottom ;—full of

weeds, as a garden.

Foul, (foul) v. t. [A.-S. ffftan, to defile : f&ljan, to be

putrid.] To make filthy; to defile; to daub; to dirty;

to soil ;—to bring into'collision with something that

impedes motion; — r. i. To become entangled or

clogged;—imp. & pp. fouled; ppr. fouling.

Foulard, (foG-lanr) n. [F.J A thin fabric of silk or

si Ik -cotton.

Foully, (foulle) adv. In a foul manner ; filthily ; nas

tily: shamo-fully; unfairly; dishonestly.

Foul-mouthed, (foul'mouthd) a. Using language scur

rilous, obscene, or profane ; habituated to the use of

abusive terms.

Foulness, (foul'nes) «). The quality of being foul;

filthiness: defilement ; pollution : impurity ;— ugli-

nesB ; deformity ; — hatefolness ; — unfairness ; dis

honesty.

Foul-spoken, (foul'spok-n) a. Using profane, scurrilous,

or obscene language.

Foul-weather. (fonl'weTH-cr) n. Rainy, cloudy, stormy

or teinjteatuuus weather.
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Foumart.

Foumart, (foo'mart) n. [Scot, fowmarte, A.-S. f&l and

v,urini.] The pole-cat ; the

fitchew ; a small carnivor

ous quadruped, secreting in

its glands a fetid liquor.

Found, (found) v. t. [F. fon

der, L. fundare, from fun-

«'".', bottom.] To lay Iht

basis of; to fix firmly ;—to

build ; to raise ; — to con

stitute ; to establish ; — to

originato ; institute; endow.

Found, (found) v. t. {F. fondrt, L. fundert.) To form

by melting a metal, and pouring it into a mould ; to

cast:—imp, & pp. founded; ppr. founding;.

Foundation, (fouu-da'shun) n. The act of founding or

establishing ;—groundwork ; basis ;—original ; rise ;—

establishment; settlement;—a donation appropriated

for any purpose, especially for a charitable one ; an

endowment ;■—an endowed institution or charity.

Foundationer, (foun-da'shun-er) n. One who derives

support from the funds or foundation of a college

or great school, [dowed school.

Foundation-school, (foun-dA'shun-skool) n. An en-

Foundation-atone, (foun-da'shun-ston) n. A stone laid

with ceremony at the commencement of a building ;

especially of public or national edifices.

Founder, (founder) n. One who lays a foundation ;

one who begins or originates ; author ;—one who en

dows or constitutes a permanent fund for the sup

port of;—one who founds ; one who casta metals in

various forms ; a caster.

Founder, (founder) t*. t. [F. fondrt, to sink, to fall,

L. fundus.] To fill or be filled with water and sink,

as a ship ;— to trip ; to fall ; to stumble and go lame,

as a horse ;—p. t. To cause inflammation and sore

ness in the feet or limbs of, so as to disable or lame-

said of a horse:—imp. & pp. foundered; ppr. found

ering.

Founder, (found'er) n. A lameness occasioned by

inflammation in the foot of a horse.

Foundery, (found'er-e) n. The art of founding or cast

ing metals ;—the house and works occupied for casting

metals.

Founding1, (found'ing) n. The act of forming from

smelted metal any articles from given designs or

patterns.

Foundling, (foundling) ii. (From foitud, pp. of find.]

A child found without a parent or owner ; child de

serted or exposed.

Foundress, (found'res) n. A female founder; —a

woman who founds or endows with a fund.

Foundry, (foand're) n. A foundery.

Fount, (fount) n. A font of type.

Fountain, (fount'&u) n. 1 1. fontnna, from font, /emits,

fountain.] A spring or natural sonrco

of water ;—*n artificial jet or stream

of water ; also the structure or works

in which such a jet or stream rises or

flows ;—origin ; first cause ; source.

Fountain-head, (fount'an-hed) n. Prim

ary source ; original ; first principles.

Four, (for) a. [A* -8. fedicer, L. quatuor.]

Twice two.

Four, (for) n. The sum of four units ;—

a symbol representing four units, as 4

or iv.

Fourfold, (foVfold) a. Four double ; quadruple ; four

times told.

Fourfold, (foVfold) n. Four times as much.

Fourfooted, (foVfoot-ed) o. Having four feet ; quad

ruped.

Fouriericm, (foo're-er-irm) n. The system of Charles

Fourier, who recommends the re-organization of so

ciety into small communities, having all things in

common ; communism ; socialism.

 

Fountain.

Fourscore, (foVskdr) a. Four times twenty ; eighty.

Fourscore, (fdr'skor) n. Eighty unit*; twenty taken

four times.

Foursquare, (foVskwar) a. Having four side* an. I

four equal angles ; quadrangular.

Fourteen, (for'ten) n. [A. -8. feOieertyne, from fe6tcer,

four, and tyne, equivalent to tyn, ten.] The sum of

ten and four?;—a symbol representing this number,

as 14 or xiv.

Fourteen, (for'ten) a. Four and ten more; twice seven.

Fourteenth, (for'tenth) a. Making one of fourteen

parts into which any thing is divided.

Fourteenth, (for'tunth) n. One of fourteen equal parts

into which one whole is divided ;—the octave of the

seventh.

Fourth, (forth) a. Forming one of four parts into

which any thing is divided.

Fourth, (forth) n. One of four equal parts into which

one whole is divided ;—the interval between nny tone

and the tone that is represented on the fourth degree

of the stafj above it.

Fourthly, (forth'le) adv. In the fourth place.

Foveate, (fo've-at) a. Covered with small excavations

or pita ; deeply pitted :—also Foveolated.

Fowl, (fowl) it. [A.-S. fugol, from flt6gan. to fly, Ger.

vogel, O. ptteugein, so that it originally signifies the

flying animal.] A bird ;—a barn-door fowl ; a cock

or hen ;—birds collectively.

Fowl, (fowl) r. i. To catch or kill wild fowl

Fowler, (fowl'er) n. A sportsman who pursues wild

fowl or takes or kills them for food.

Fowling, (fowling) n. The practice of shooting or

catching fowls ; falconry.

Fowling-piece, (fowl'Lng-p£s) n. A light gun for shoot

ing fowl or birds.

Fox, (foks) n. [A. -8. fox, IceL fax, hair, maue.] An

animal of the genus Canti,

with a straight bushy tail,

erect ears, and straw-colour

ed hair—it burrows in the

earth, preys on lambs, poul

try, birds, &c, and is 10

markable for its cunning ;

—a sly, cunning fellow j—in Fox.

navticat language, a small strand of rope made by

twisting several rope-yarns together.

Fox, (foks) r. t. | [(.■■!. fox, Imposture.] To cover the

feet of boots with new front upper leather ;—r. i. To

turn sour, said of beer, &o., when it soma in fer

menting :— imp. & pp. foxed; ppr. foxing.

Fox-brush. (fokVbrush) n. The tail of a fox.

Fox-chase, (foks'ch&s) n. The pursuit of a fox. with

hounds.

Foxed, (fokst) o. Discoloured or stained—said of tim

ber and also of the paper in printed books.

Fox-evil, (foks'e-vil) n. A kind of disease in which the

hair falls off.

Fox-glove, (foks'gluv) n. A handsome biennial plant

of the genus Digitalis, with purple

or white flowers. Its leaves are used

extensively in medicine— externally

for ulcers or tumours, and internally

as a sedative and diuretic.

Fox-hound, (foksliound) n. A variety

of hound for chasing foxes.

Fox-hunt, (foksliunt) u. The chase

or hunting of a fox.

Fox-like, (fokslik) n. Resembling a

fox in qualities ; cunning.

Foxtail, (foks'tal) «. A species of

grass.

Fox-trap, (foks'trap) n, A trap or snare to catch foxes.

Foxy, (foks'e) a. Pertaining to foxes ; fox-like ; wily;

—having the colour of a fox ; of a yellowish or red

dish-brown colour ;—sour ; not properly fermented.

Fozy, (ftfze) a. [A.-S. icotig.} Spongy ; soft.

 

 

Fox-glOTe.
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Fracas, (fra-ka') n. [F.] An uproar ; a noisy quarrel ;

a disturbance.

Fracted. (frakt'ed) a. In heraldry, broken or parted

asunder, or having a part displaced.

Fraction, (frak'shuD)n. [L. fructio, from frangert, frac~

turn, to break.] A portion ; a fragment ;—a division

or aliquot part ot a unit or whole number.

Fractional, (frak'shun-al) a. Pertaining to fractions;

—comprising or expressing a part or parts into which

an integer or whole body is divided.

Fractionary, (frak'shun-ar-e) a. Fractional.

Fractious, (frak'she-us) a. [Probably from /rack, for

ward, eager.] Apt to break out into a passion; apt

to fret; quarrelsome; snappish ; peevish; cross ; irrit

able ; pettish.

Fractioualy, (frak-she-us-le) adv. Passionately; snap

pishly, [temper.

Fractiousness, (frak'she-us-nes) n. A cross or snappish

Fracture, (frak'tur)n. [L. fractura, from frangere, to

break.] Act of breaking or snapping asunder ; rup

ture ; breach ;—the breaking of a bone ;—the appear

ance of a freshly-broken mineral ; or the mode in

which it breaks, by which its texture is displayed.

Fracture, (frak'tur) v. t. To break ; to crock ; to separ

ate continuity; to burst asunder:—imp. is. pp. frac

tured; ppr. fracturing.

FragLle, (fraj'il) a. [L. fragilis, from frangere, to

break.] Brittle; easily broken or destroyed;—liable

to fail; infirm; weak; frail.

Fragility, (fra-jil'e-te) n. Condition or quality of being

fragile;—brittleiiess ; easiness to be broken;—weak

ness ; liability to fail ; frailty.

Fragment, (frag'rnent) ?l [l. fragmentum, from from-

fftre, to break.] A part broken off; a small detached

portion ; an imperfect part ; a bit ; a scrap.

Fragments!, (frag-mental) a. Pertaining to or com

posed of fragments ; fragmentary.

Fragmentary, (frag'meut-ar-e) a. Composed of frag

ments ; broken up ; not complete or entire ;—com

posed of the fragments of other rocks.

Fragrance, (fra'grans) n. Quality of being fragrant;

sweetness of smell ; grateful odour or perfume.

Fragrant, (fra'grant) a. [L. fragrant, ppr. of frag-

rare, to emit a smell or fragrance.] Sweet smell;

diffusing an agreeable perfume; odorous; odoriferous;

sweet-scented; balmy; spicy; aromatic.

Fragrantly, (fra'grant-le) adv. With sweet scent.

Frail, (fral) o. [F. frUe, It frale, from L. frangere.]

Easily broken; fragile; liable to fail and perish ; not

tenacious of life; weak; infirm;—of infirm virtue;

weak in resolution.

Frail, (fral) n. [Norm. F. fraile, basket.] A basket

made of rushes, used chiefly for containing figs aud

raisins ; — the quantity of raisins—about 70 pounds

—contained in such a basket ;—a rush for weaving

baskets.

Frailness, (frll'nes) n. Weakness; infirmity; frailty.

Frailty, (fral'te) n. Condition or quality of being frail ;

bodily infirmity ;—weakness of resolution ; liableness

to be deceived ;—a fault proceeding from weakness ;

■in of infirmity; imperfection; failing; foible.

Praise, (friiz) n. [FT] In fortification, a defence con

sisting of pointed stakes driven into the ramparts in

a horizontal or inclined position.

Framahle, (from a-bl) a. Fit or capable of being framed.

Frame, (fra.ni) v.t. [A.-S. fremman, IceL jrama, to

frame, shape.] To construct ; to adjust aud put

together ; to compose;—to originate; to devise ; in a

bad sense, to fabricate, as something false ;—to regu

late ; to conform ;—to provide with a frame, as a pic-

tare:—imp. & pp. framed; ppr. framing.

Frame, (fram) n. Any thing composed of parts fitted

and united together ; a fabric ; a structure ;—any kind

of case or structure for admitting, inclosing, or sup

porting tilings, aa that which contains a window,

door, picture, or looking-glass ;—a sort of loom ;—the

bodily structure ; make or build of a person ; the

skeleton ; — form : constitution ; system ; — contriv

ance ; projection ;—particular state, as of the mind;

humour.

Framer, (fr&m'er) n. One who frames ; a maker.

Frame -work, (friun'wurk) n. That which supports

or incloses any^ thing else; a framing ;— fabric made

in a loom.

Framing, (framing) n. The manner or style of put-

ting together ; fitting and joining in due construction

of a frame or frame-work.

Franc, (frangk) n. [F. .Franc.] A silver coin of France,

equal to about tenpence.

Franchise, (fran'chiz) n, [F. franc, franche, free.) A

particular privilege conferred by grant from a sove

reign or a government, and vested in individuals ;—

the district to which a particular privilege extends ;

hence, an asylum or sanctuary ;—the right of voting

in elections for members ofparliament.

Franchise, (fran'chiz) v. t. To make free :—imp. & pp.

franchised; ppr, franchising.

Franchisement, (fran'chiz-ment) «. Release ; deliver

ance ; freedom. [of St. Frauds.

Franciscan, (fran-sis'kan) a. Belonging to the order

Franciscan, (fran-sis'kan) u. A monk of the older of

St. Francis, founded in 1200. They are called also

Gray Friars and Friars Minor.

Francolin, (fran'kol-in) n. A species of partridge, in

habiting both Europe and Asia.

Frangibility, (fran-je-bil'e-te) it. State or quality of

being frangible.

Frangible, (frau'je-bl) a. [L. frangere, to break.] Capa

ble of being broken ; brittle; fragile.

Frangipane, (fran'je-pan) u. [From the inventor, the

Marquis Frangipani.] A species of pastry, contain

ing cream and almonds ;—a perfume of jasmine.

Frangipanni, (fran-je-pan'ne) n. A perfume derived

from or imitating the odour of a flower produced by

a West India tree.

Frank, (frangk) a. [F. frame, 8p. & It franco, Ger.

frank.] Open; ingenuous; candid; free in uttering

one's sentiments ; unreserved ; undisguised ;—liberal ;

generous ; not niggardly ;—free ; without payment ;

unconditioned;—unrestrained ; licentious.

Frank, (frangk) v. t. To send by public conveyance

free of expense ;—to exempt from charge for postage :

—imp. &pp. franked; ppr. franking.

Frank, (frangk) n. A letter free of postage ; also,

that which makes a letter free, as the signature of a

person possessing the privilege—once possessed by

members of both nouses of parliament, now abolished.

Frank, (frangk) n. One of the German tribes inhabit

ing Franoonia;—a term applied by Turks, Greeks, and

Arabs to the people of Western Europe.

Frank, (frangk) n. [Norm. F. franc] A place to

feed hogs in ; a sty. [to fatten ; to cram.

Frank, (frangk) v. t. To inclose in a sty;—to feed high;

Frank-chase, (frangk chits) », A liberty of free chase

within the precincts of a forest.

Frankfort-black, (frangk'fort-blak) n. A very suj>erior

block pigment, applied successfully in copperplate

printing.

Frankincense, ( frangk'in-sens ) n. A dry, resinous

substance, produced from various trees, and used as a

perfume.

Franklin, (frangklin) n. A freeholder.

Franklimte, (irangk'lin-it) n. A mineral composed of

iron, manganese, and zinc, named from Benjamin

Franklin.

Frankly, (frangkle) adv. In a frank manner ; openly;

C*'nly; unreservedly; sincerely; candidly; artlessly;

ly; readily; unhesitatingly; liberallv; willingly.

Frankness, (frangk'nes) n. Plainness of speech; can

dour; openness,; ingenuousness; fairness.

Frank-tenement, (frangk'ten-e-ment) n. An estate of

freehold ; the possession of the soil by a freeman.
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Frantic (fran'tik) a. [L. phrenetic**, G. phrenetilco*,

from phren, the mind, reason.] Mad; raving; furious;

outrageous ;—characterized by violence, fury, and dis

order ; noisy; wild ; irregular.

Franticly, (fran'tik-le) adv. Madly; distractedly; out

rageously, [fury of passion.

Franticness, (fran'tik-nes) ». Madness ; distraction ;

Frateroula, (fra-ter'kii-la) ti. The puffin; an order of

web-footed birds having short wings.

Fraternal, (fra-ter'iial) a. [L. fratmm*, from /rater,

brother.] Pertaining to brothren ; becoming brothers ;

brotherly. [manner.

Fraternally, ( fra- ter'nal- le) adv. In a fraternal

Fraternity, (fra-ter'ne-to) n. State or quiility of being

fraternal ; brotherhood ;—a body of men associated for

their common interest, business, or pleasure ;—a re

ligious community. [nizing.

Fraternisation, (fra-ter-niz-a'shun) n. The act of frater-

Fraternize, (frat'er-niz) v, i. To associate or hold

fellowship as brothers, or as men of like occupation

or character:— imp. &. pp. fraternized; ppr. frater

nizing, [volving, fratricide.

Fratricidal, (frat're-sid-al) a. Pertaining to, or in-

Fratricide, (frat're-sid) n. [h. fratricid htm, from /rater,

brother, and etrdere, to cut down, kill.] The crime

of murdering a brother ;—one who kills a brother.

Fraud, (frawd) ». [L. frau*,/raudi*.] Deception de

liberately practiced to gain an unlawful and unfair

advantage ;—i,".iiJe ; subtlety ; craft ; wile ; circum

vention ; imposition ; cheat. [trickish.

Fraudful, (frawd'iuul) u. Full of fraud ; treacherous;

Fraudfully, fYrawd'fool-le) adv. In a fraudful manner ;

treacherously. [cunning or guile.

Fraudless, (frawd'les) a. Free from fraud ; destitute of

Fraudulence, (frawd'u-lens)«. Quality of being fraudu

lent; i leei'itfulnoss ; triekUhness.

Fraudulent, (fruwd'ii-lent) a. [L. fraudulentu$, from

fraun, fraud.] Using fraud in making contracts;—

dishonest ; designing ;—containing, founded on, or

performed by artifice ; deceitful ; treacherous ; —crafty;

trickish; cheating; deceptive; unfair; knavish.

Fraudulently, (frawd'u-leut-le) adv. In a fraudulent

manner.

Fraught, (frawt) a. Freighted ; laden ;—filled ; stored.

Fraxinus, (fraks'in-us) n . A genus of arborescent plants

of several species, including the common ash.

Fray, (fra) u. [F. fracas, L. /ranyere, to break.]

Affray; broil ; contest ; combat ;—a fret or chafe in

cloth; a place injured by friction.

Fray, (fra) r. t. To frighten ; to terrify :—i.np. ex pp.

frayed ; ppr. fraying,

Fray, (fra) v.t. [F. frayer, L. /Heart, to rub.j To

rub ; to wear off by rubbing ; to fret, as cloth ;—r. i.

To rub * to wear out easily by rubbing ; to ravel.

Freak, (frek) n. [A. -8. /rec, Ger. frech, bold, Icel.

freka, to quicken.] A sudden, causeless change or

turn of the mind ; capricious prank ; humour ;—whim ;

fancy ; caprice.

Freak, (frek) v. t. [Prov. Eng. frei-en, spot, Gcr. pet.]

To variegate ; to ckecker :—imp. tz pp. freaked; ppr.

freaking.

Freakiah, (frek'ish) a. Apt to change the mind

suddenly; whimsical; capricious.

Freakishly, (frek'ish-le) adv. In a freakiah manner ;

capriciously.

Freakishness, (frek'ish-nes) n. The quality of being

freakish; capriciousness; whimsicalness.

Freckle, (frek'l) n. [From freak.] A spot of a yellowish

colour on the skin ; especially, a spot on the face or

hands caused by the sun;—any small spot or dis

colouration.

Freckle, (fre^l) v. t. To colour with freckles or small

discoloured spots ; to spot ;—r. i. To become covered

with freckles:—imp. <fc pp. freckled; pj>r. freckling.

Freckly, (frek'le) «. Full of freckles j sprinkled with

spots,

Free, (fre) a. [Icel. & Ger. fri, A.-8. frig,frtoh, Ger.

fret, 1). vry.] Being at liberty; unrestrained; uncuii

fined ;—liberated ; set at large, as a prisoner;—©pen :

unobstructed, as a passage or channel;—permitted;

allowed, as access ;—candid ; frank ; ingenuous, as

manners or deportment;—licentious; rude; familiar,

as siwech ;—liberal ; not niggard, as in the uao of the

purse; — gratuitous; unbought, as a gift or divine

grace;—guiltless; innocent, as from crime;—exempt

from, as pain;—unencumbered;—invested with the

franchise ; enjoying certain immunities, as a citizen ;

—not arbitrary or despotic, as a government or con

stitution ;—-come of age ; liberated from the control of

parents or guardians ;—ready ; eager, said of a horse ;

—disunited, said of parts of plants.

Free, (fre) r. t. To make free; to release;—to disengage:

to disentangle; to clear;—to manumit; to give a alnve

his freedom ;—to absolve from duty or obligation ; to

exempt ;—to clear from water, as a leaky ship :—imp.

iepp. freed; ppr. freeing.

Free-agency, (fre'a-jen-se) n. The state of acting freely

without necessity or constraint of the wilL

Freebooter, (fre'boot-er) n. [Ger. freibeuter.] One who

wanders about for plunder ; a robber ; a pillager ; a

buccaneer. [freebooters.

Freebooting, (frS'boot-ing) n. Pillage or plunder by

Free-born, (fre'born) a. Born free ; inheriting liberty.

Free-church, (frechurch) n. The name of the very

large body of the members of the Established Church

of Scotland, who seceded in 1843, and formed them

selves into a separate community.

Freedman, (fred'man) u. A man who has been a slave,

and is manumitted.

Freedom, (fre'dum) n. [A.-S. /redddm.] State of being

free; liberty; independence; franchise; immunity;—

exemption from constraint or necessity, said of the

will;—ease: facility of address ;—lrankuess; boldness;

—license ; improper familiarity. [generous.

Free-hearted, (fre'hart-ed) a. Open ; frank ; liberal ;

Freehold, (fre'hold) n. An estate in real property of in

heritance or for life, or the tenure by which it is held

Freeholder, (frChold-er) n. One who owns a freehold.

Freely, (frC'le) adv. In a free manner; without re

straint or compulsion ; voluntarily ; spontaneously ;

willingly ; readily ; liberally ; generously ; largely ;

abundantly ; copiously ; plentifully.

Freeman, (fre'man) n. One who enjoys liberty ; one

not a slave or vassal ;—one who enjoys or is entitled

to a peculiar privilege or franchise.

Freemason, (fre'mu-snt n. One of an ancient and secret

association, said to have been at first composed of

masons, but now of persons united for social enjoy

ment and mutual assistance.

Freemasonry, (fre ma-an -re) n. The institutions or the

practices of freemasons ; hence, figuratively, secret

understanding between different individuals.

Freeness, (fre ' nes) n. The state or quality of being

free ; freedom ; liberty ;—openness ; frankness ; candour ;

—liberality; generosity;—gratuitousness.

Freestone, (friVston) iu A stone composed of sand or

grit—so called because it is easily cut or wrought.

Freethinker, (fre'thingk-er) n. One who forms his

opinions independently of the authority of others ;—

a deist ; one who denies the truths of revelation ;—an

unbeliever ; a sceptic.

Freethinking, (fre'thingk-ing) n. Practice or system

of freethinkers ; deism ; scepticism.

Free-trade, (fretrad) n. Trade or commerce free from

all restrictions or prohibitory duties ; a free inter

change of commodities between nations.

Free-will, (fre'wil) «. The power of choosing or

willing without the restraints of natural or physical

necessity.

Free-will, (fre'wil) a. Spontaneous; voluntary.

Freeze, (frez) r. i. [A.-ti. /ry$an. Go. friut, cold.] To

become congealed by cold ; to be hardened into ice;—
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to become chilled with cold ;—to die through cold ;—

t. t. To congeal ; to harden into ice ;—to chill :—

imp. froze; pp. frozen ; ppr. freezing.

Freezing-mixture, (frez'ing-miks'tur) ». A mixture as

of salt and snow, or of chemical salts for producing

intense cold.

Freezing-point, (frez'ing-point) n. That degree of a

thermometer at which water begins to freeze.

Freight, (frat) m. [D. rragt, Gcr. fracht, F. fret. ) The

cargo of a ship ; lading ; any part of the cargo ;—

transportation of goods ;—money charge for conveying

goods ;^the hire of a ship.

Freight, (frit) r. (. To load with goods, as a ship or

vehicle of any kind ;—to load or burden :—imp. <fc

pp. freighted ; ppr. freighting.

Freightage, (frat'aj) u. Charge for transportation ;—

freight ; cargo ; lading.

Freighter, (friit'cr) n. One who loads a ship ;—one

whose business it is to receive and forward freight ;

—one for whom freight is transported.

Freightless, (fratles) a. Having no cargo ; being in

ballast, as a ship. [tants.

French, (frensh) a. Pertaining to France or its inliabi-

French, (frensh) n. The language spoken by the people

of France ; the people of France.

French-bean, (frensh' bC-n) n. The- dwarf bean ; scarlet

runner.

French-berry, (frensh'ber-e) n. The berry of a species of

buckthorn, which affords a green or purple pigment.

French-chalk, ( frensh ' chawk ) n. A variety of t;ile,

of a pearly-white or grayish colour—used fur drawing

lines on cloth.

French-horn, ( frenah'horn ) n. A brass wind-instru

ment of music.

Frenchify, (frensh'e-fl) v.t. [From Eng. French, and

L. facere, to make.] To make French; to Gallicize,:

—imp. & pp. Frenchified; ppr Frenchifying.

Frenchman, (frensh'man) n. A native or naturalized

inhabitant of France.

French-polish, (frensh-polish) n. A varnish for furni

ture composed of shell-lac, gum-copal, and gum-arabic

dissolved in spirit* of wine.

French-roof, ( frensh ' roof ) n. A kind of roof with

curved sides, and flat, or nearly so, at the top ; a

mansard roof.

Frenzy, (fren'ze) n. [F. frtnitie, G. phrSn, mind.]

Any violent agitation of the mind approaching to

distraction ; madness ; rage ; delirium.

Frequency, (freTtwon-se) n. Condition of returning

frequently ; occurrence often repeated ;—concourse ;

assembly.

Frequent, (fnTkwent) a. [L. fre/juens.] Happening at

short intervals ;—often seen or done ; often repeated

or occurring.

Frequent, (frt-kwent*) v.t. [L. frequentare.] To visit

often ; to resort to habitually :—imp. & pp. fre

quented ; ppr. frequenting. [quenting.

Frequentatton, (frB-kwent-a'shun) n. The habit of fre-

Frequontative, (fre-kwent'at-iv) a. Serving to express

the frequent repetition of an action.

Frequentative, (fre-kwent'at-iv) n. A word which

expresses the frequent repetition of an action.

Frequently, (freTcwent-le) adv. At frequent or Bhort

intervals; many times ; often; commonly.

Frequentness, (frCkwent-nes) n. The quality of being

frequent or often repeated.

Fresco, (fresTco) n. [It fresco, fresh.] Coolness;

shade;—a method of painting on walls on a freshly

laid stucco-ground of lime or gypsum.

Freaoo, (free ko) v. t. To paint in fresco, as walls :—

imp. & pp. frescoed; ppr. frescoing.

Freah, (fresh) a. [A. -8. fre*c, Ger. frinch.] Brisk;

strong, as a breeze; — pure and cool, as water ;—re

cent ; just arrived, as news or goods como to hand;

—sweet; not stale, as butter;—newly cut, as vege

table products;—florid; ruddy, as complexion;—uu-

faded : unimpaired, as recollection ;—repaired; invig

orated, as strength or courage; — raw; unpractised,

as a new hand on board ship;—unsalted ; uncurvd;

untainted, as provisions:—ti]«y.

Fresh, (fresh) n. A pool or spring of fresh water;—

an inundation ; a freshet.

Freshen, (freah'n) v. t. To make fresh ; to take salt-

ness from any thing: — to refresh; to revive;—r, i.

To grow fresh; to lose saltness ;— to grow brisk or

strong:—imp, & pp. freshened; ppr. freshening.

Freshet, (fresh'et) n. Stream of fresh water ;—a flood

or overflowing of a river by heavy rains or melted

snow.

Freshly, (fresh'le) adv. In a fresh manner ; newly.

Freshman, (fresh'man) n. A novice ; a student during

his first years residence at a college or university.

Freshness, (fresh'nes) ». State- of being Jtesh ; new

ness ; perfectiiess; vigour; briskness; liveliness; raw

ness.

Fresh-water, (fresh'waw-tcr) a. Accustomed to sail on

fresh water only, or in the coasting trade ; hence,

unskilled ; raw.

Fret, (fret) r. t, [F. frotter, from L. fricare, to rub,

A.-S. fr<t<tn, to eat, to gnaw. J To wear away by fric

tion ; to eat away ; to corrode ; to chafe ;—to agitate

or disturb ;—to tease ; to irritate ; to vex ; to make

angry. [A.-S. fratu, ornament, friitrjan, to adorn .J

To ornament with raised work ;—to variegate ; to

diversify;— v.i. To be worn away; to be corroded ;

to chafe;—to be agitated;—to be vexed ; to be irri

tated; to utter ]>■. .-vt.sh expressions:—imp. & pp.

fretted.; ppr. fretting.

Fret, (fret) n. Agitation of the surface of a fluid by

fermentation or other cause ;—agitation of mind; irri

tation ;—a suiwrstitious notion or practice ;—in archi

tecture, small fillets intersecting each other at right

angles; — a Bhort piece of wire fixed on the finger

board of a guitar or a similar instrument, to indicate

where the finger is to be placed in playing ;—pi. The

worn sides of river banks, where ores, or stones con

taining them, accumulate.

Fretful, (fret'fool) a. Disposed to fret ; ill-humoured;

irritable; rwe visit; uneasy; waspish; cross.

Fretfully, (fret'fool-le) adv. in & fretful manner;

peevishly. (peevishness.

Fretfulness, (fret'foOl-nes) n. State of being fretful ;

Fretted, (fret'ed) a. Rublted or worn away; varie

gated ; ornamented with fret-work ; furnished with

frets. [sected by arches.

Fretted-roofs, (fret'ed-roofs) n.pl. Groined roofs inter-

Fretty, ffret'e) a. Adorned with fretwork.

Fretwork, (fret'wurk) n. Work adorned with frets.

Friable, (fri'a-bl) c [L. friabili*, from friare, to

break, into pieces.] Easily crumbled or pulverized ;

easily reduced to powder.

Friableness or Friability, (fri'a-bl-nes) n. Stato or

quality of being friable.

Friar, (fri'cr) w. [F. frere, from L. frater, brother.]

A brother or member of auy religious order;— one

of the Romish secular clergy; a monk, as distin

guished from a priest; — a white patch on a page

caused by a deficiency of ink on the type.

Friary, (fri'er-e) «. [F. fe«ri*% from frire.] A mon

astery; a convent of friars;—monkery.

Fribble, (frib'l) a. [F. frivole, h. frixolut.] Frivolous;

trifling; silly. [beau or fop.

Fribble, (frib'l) n. A frivolous fellow ; a coxcomb; a

Fribble, (frib'l) v. i. To trifle;—to totter.

Fricandeau, (frik-an-dc/) n. [F.] Dish of dressed veal.

Fricassee, (frik-as-so') n. [¥. frktiMit, L. frige re,

frixum, to roast, fry.] A dish of fowls or smalt ani

mals cut into pieces and stewed with a rich sauce.

Fricassee, (frik-as-se/) v.t. To make a fricassee of:—

imp. & pp. fricasseed; pi-r. fricassceing.

Friction, (frik'shun) it. [L. friclio, from fricare, to

rub.] Act of rubbing the surface of one body against



that of another; attrition; abrasion;—the effect of

rubbing, or the resistance which a moving body

meets with from the surface on which it moves ;—

medicinal rubbing of the body with a flesh brush or

with unguents.

Frictions!, (frik'shun-al) a. Relating to friction ; moTcd

by friction ; produced by friction.

Frictionless. (irik'shun-les) a. Having no friction ; pre

senting no perceptible resistance.

Friday, (frixhi) n. [A.-S. /rigedag, from Friga, the

Venus of the north, and A. -3. dag, day.] The sixth

day of the week.

Friend, (frend) n, [A.-S. freond, from frtan, love,

Ger. freund.] One who is attached to another by sen

timents of esteem, respect, and affection; a well-

wisher; an intimate associate;—one not a foe or enemy;

one whose friendly feelings may be assumed ;—a fav

ourer; a promoter; —a kindly or familiar term of

salutation ;—one of tho religious sect usually called

Quaker*. [—imp. & pp. friended ; ppr, friending.

Friend, (frend) v. t. To act as the friend of ; tu favour :

Friendless, (frendles) a. Destitute of friends; forlorn.

Friendliness, (frond'le-nes) n. Condition or quality of

being friendly; a disposition to favour or befriend;

good-will.

Friendly, (frend'le) «. Having the temper ami disposi

tion of a friend ; — kind ; favourable ; benevolent ;—

amicable; disposed to peace; uot hostile;—salutary;

propitious; kind; conciliatory; social; neighbourly.

Friendship, (frend ship) n. An attachment to a person

{iroceeding from intimate acquaintance, or from a

avourable opinion of the estimable qualities of his

mind;—a mutual relation or intimacy;—favour; per

sonal kindness ;—friendly aid, office, or kindness.

Frieze, (frez) n. [F. frtie, originally a woollen cloth

from FHetland, O. Eng. Frixe.] A kind of coarse

woollen, cloth with a nap on one side;—that part of

the entablature of a column which is between the

architrave and cornice, usually enriched with sculp

tured figures.

Frieze, (frez) v. t. To make a nap on, as on cloth.

Frigate, (frig'at) n. [Probably contracted from L. fabri-

etita, something constructed or

built.] A ship of war of a size-

larger than a corvette or sloop

of war, aud less than a ship of

the line — formerly with two

decks aud mounting from 50 so

00 guns.

Fright, (frit) v. [A.-S. fyrhtu,

fear, J'orht, timid.] A passion Frigate,

excited by the sudden appearance of danger; sudden

and violent fear; alarm; consternation ; dread;—an

ugly or frightful object.

Fright, (frit) 9. t. To alarm suddenly with danger; to

shock suddenly with the approach of evil ; terrify;

scare; dismay; intimidate: — imj: & j>p. frighted;

par. frighting.

Frighten, (frit'n) v. t. To disturb with fear :—imp. &

po. frightened; ppr. frightening.

Frightful, (frit'fuol)rt. Pull of terror;—exciting alarm;

impressing terror; terrible ; dreadful ; fearful ; hor

rible ; shocking.

Frightfully, (frit'fooMe) adv. In a frightful manner;

droadfully; horribly;—disagreeably ; shockingly.

Frightfulness, (frit'fool-nes) n. Qualityof being" fright

ful; power of impressing terror.

Frigid, (frii'id) a. [L. frigidus, from /rigere, to be

cold.] Cold; of low temperature;—unfeeling; passion

less, as temperament;—stiff: formal; forbidding, as

look or manner; — dull j jejune ; lifeless ; spiritless,

as style; — listless; formal, as a religious service ;—

impotent.

Frigidarium, (frij-id-are-um) n. [L.] The apartment

in which a cold bath is placed, or the bath itself.

Frigidity, (frij-id'e-te) n. Condition or quality of be

 

ing frigid; coldness; — want of warmth, affection,

vivacity, virility, or the like.

Frigidly, (frij'id-le) adv. Coldly; dully; without affec

tion, [net*.

Frigidneu, (frij'id-nes) n. State of being frigid ; cold-

Frigoriflo, (frig-6-rifik) a. [L. /rigut, cold, and facere,

to make.] Causing cold; producing or generating cold.

Frill, (fril) n. An edging of linen, lace, or other mate

rial ; — a ruffle ; — the ruffling of a hawk's feathers

when shivering with cold.

Frill, (fril) r. (. To provide or deoorate with frills ;—

v. i. [F. fritter, from L. /rigidus, cold.] To shake or

shiver, as with cold I—imp. & pp. frilled ; ppr. frilling.

Fringe, (frinj) n. [F. frangt, Ger. franse.) A kind

of trimming consisting of loose threads ;—something

resembling fringe ; a border ; a confine.

Fringe, (frinj) v. t To adorn or border with fringe or

edging;—imp, & pp. fringed; ppr. fringing. m

Fringeleai, (friuj'les) a. Having no fringe.

Fringillidse, (frin -jil'le-de) n. pi The family of

finches , the class of passerine birds :—they are distin

guished by short conical pointed bills, have three toee

before and one behind, and thus are fitted either for

walking or perching.

Frippery, (frip'er-e) n. [F. friperie, from /riper, to

rumble.] Old clothes; cast dresses; hence, second

hand finery; useless matter; trumpery ; — a place

where old clothes are sold ; — the trade or traffic iu

old clothes. [dresser.

Friseur, (fre-zur') n. [F. ./H«v, to curl] A hair-

Frisk, (frisk) r. i. [Ger. j'risch, Icel. friskr,] To leap,

skip, dance, or gambol in frolic and gayety :—imp. it

pp. frisked; ppr. frisking.

Frisk, (frisk) ft, A frolic ; a fit of wanton gayety.

Frisket, (frisk'et) «.. [F. frisquette, so named from

the velocity or frequency of its motion.] The light

frame in a hand press which keeps the sheet of paper

in its place upon the tympan, and raises it from the

form when printed.

Friskiness, (frisk'e-nes) n. State or quality of 1 .ting

frisky, [some ; gay.

Frisky, (frisk'e) a. Jumping with gayety; frolic-

Frieure, (friz'ur) ft. [F.] A crispation or curling of

the hair.

Frith, (frith) ft, [Scot, firth, Dan. & Norw. fiord.] A

narrow arm of the sea ; an estuary ;—a kind of wear

for catching fish.

Frith, (frith) ft. [W. frith or friz.] A forest ; a woody

place : a small field taken out of a common.

Fritter, (frit'fir) «. [L. frigtrt, fvictuin, to fry.] A

• n,.'i II pancake of fried batter ; also, a small piece of

meat fried ;—a fragment ; a shred ; a small piece.

Fritter, (frit'gr) v. t. To cut, as meat, into small pieces)

for frying ;—to break into small pieces or fragment* :

—to diminish ; also, to Bpeud in trifling employment:

—imp, & pp. frittered ; ppr. frittering.

Frivolity, (fro-vol'e-te) «. The condition or quality of

being frivolous ; also, acts or habits of trifling.

Frivolous, (friv'ol-us) a. [L. fricatu*.] Slight; trivial;

—of little weight, worth, or importance ;—vain ; fool

ish ; petty ; silly.

Frivolously, (friv'ol-us-le) adv. In a frivolous or trifl

ing maimer. [volous.

Frivolousness, (friv'ol-us-nes) ft. Quality of being fri-

Friz, (friz) r. t. [F. /riser, to curl.] To form into

small curls, as hair ; to crisp ;—to form into little

burs or knobs, as the nap of cloth ;—written also

Frizz:—imp. A' Rp. frizzed; ppr. frizzing.

Friz, (friz) u. That which is frizzed ; any thing crisped

or curled.

Frizzle, (frizT) v. t. [Diminutive of fru.) To curl or

crisp, as hair ; to friz ;—imp. & pp. frizzled ; ppr.

frizzling.

Frizzle, (friz!) n. A curl ; a lock of hair crisped.

Fro, (fro) adv. [A.-S. fra, abbreviated from /ram.,

Scot frol frat.] From ; away; back qk backward-
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Frock, (frok) n. [P. froc, a monk's cowl, coat, L. froc-

cum, from Jtoccns, a flock of wooL j An outer garment;

especially, a loose, coarse garment wont by men over

their other clothes ; or a kind of gown, open behind,

worn by women and children.

Frock-coat, ( frok'kdt ) n. A body-coat with broad

■kirta, cut like a aurtout, but shorter and lighter.

Fro*;, (frog) n. [A.-S. frogga, /rote.] A well-known

amphibious anir»*l of the genus Rana, with four feet,

a naked body, and without a tail—it swims rapidly

in water, moves on land by long leaps, and is torpid in

winter ; — a tender, horny substance in the middle of

a horse's foot;—an ornamental fastening or loop to

a professional or official gown ; a tag or tassel.

Frogbit, (frog/bit) u. A native aquatic plant.

Frog-eater, (froget-er) n. A term of contempt ap

plied to Frenchmen.

Frog-fish, (frog'fish) n. A British fish,' the Lophius—

called from its industry and skill in procuring its

food, thejlsker;—in Scotland, wide-yob.

Frogged, (frogd) a. Ornamented with tassels.

Frog-hopper, (frog'hop-er) n. A small insect living on

plants, and remarkable for its powers of leaping.

Froise, (fruiz) n [ F. frouter, to bruise. ] A pancake or

omelet with shreds of bacon inclosed in it.

Frolic, (frol'ik) a. [Ger. /rd, glad, and lick, like.]

Full of levity; full of pranks; gay; merry.

Frolic, (frol'ik) n. A wild prank ; a flight of levity

and fun ;—a scene of gayety and mirth ; a merry

making.

Frolic (frol'ik) v. i. To play wild pranks; to play tricks

of levity, mirth, and gayety; to sport:—imp. & pp.

frolicked; ppr. frolicking.

Frolicsome, (frol'ik-sum) a. Full of gayety and mirth;

sportive. [frolicsome.

Frolicsomeneas, (frol'ik-sum-nes) n. Quality of being

From, (from) prep. [A.-S. from, from, O. Sax., Fries.,

Ger., Go., & Sw. fram.] Away ; at a distance in time

or space ; out of, as an effect from a cause ; in relation

or reference to ; consequently, aa an inference ; in

opposition or contrariety to; by aid of—expressing

generally the idea of distance or remoteness from a

source or origin, or of departure and procession.

Frontward, (from'wfird) adv. [A.-S. fi-am and veard.}

Away from ; in a contrary direction :—the opposite

of Uncard.

Frond, (frond) n. [L. front, frondit, foliage.] A green

or leafy branch or bough ;—the union of the leaf and

the branch, as in the ferns.

Frondescence, (frond-es'sens) n. [L. frondetcens, ppr.

of frondeaeere, from front.] The time at which each

species of plants unfolds its leaves ;—the act of burst

ing into leaf.

Frondiferous, (frond - if 'er- us) a. [L. frontlifer, from

Aon*, leaf, and/err*, to bear.] Producing fronds.

Front, (fronz) n. [L.J The region of the cranium be

tween the orbits and the vertex ; the forehead.

Front, (frunt) n, [L. front, frontis.) The forehead

or brow ; sometimes, also, the whole face ;—the fore

head or countenance, as expressive of character, tem

per, or disposition ; boldness ; impudence ;—the fore

part; the principal face or side, aa of a house ;—the

van of an army ;—the most conspicuous portion or

particular ;—a front-piece of hair worn by ladies.

Front, Cfront) v. t. To oppose face to face ; to meet ;

—to adorn in front;—v. i. To stand foremost;—to

have the face or front toward any point :—itup. & pp.

fronted ; ppr. fronting.

Front, (frunt) a. Of, or relating to, the forward part;

baring a position in front ; foremost.

Frontage, (frunt aj) n. The front part of an edifice

or lot. [front part.

Frontal, (front'al) a. Belonging to the forehead or

Frontal, (front'al) n. [L. frontalc frontlet.] A front

piece ; something worn on the forehead or face ;—a

medicinal application to the forehead ; a bandage ;

—a brow-band worn in the Jewish synagogue, in

scribed with scripture texts ;—a little pediment over

a small door or window.

Fronted, (frunt'ed) a. Formed with a front.

Frontier, (front'er) n. [h. front, forehead, front.)

That part of a country which fronts or faces another

country ; the marches ; the border ; the outmost limit

or verge.

Frontier, (front'er) a. Lying on the exterior part ; bor

dering; conterminous. [frontiers.

Fronttered, (fron'terd) a. Guarded ; protected on the

Frontingly, (frunt'ing-le) adv. In a fronting or facing

I position ; opposingly.

| Frontiniac, (frou-tiu'yak) n. A species of light wine

I from Frontiguac.

Frontispiece, (frout'is-pes) «. [L. frmti*pieiv.r,i, from

front and spicere, to look at.] That which presents

itself to the front view, as the principal face of a

building;—an ornamental figure or engraving front

ing the title page of a book

Frontlets, (frunt'lee) a. Shameless ; impudent.

Frontlet, (frunt'let) n. [Eng. front and temiination

let.] An ornament worn on the forehead ;-—a fillet

or band used by the Jews consisting of four pieceB of

vellum with a text inscribed on each;—a medical

brow-band or bandage.

Fronton, (fronton) n. In architecture, an ornament

over a door or window ; a pediment.

Front-view, (frane'vu) «. In perspective, a representa

tion of the front part of a building or other object.

Frost, (frost) n. [A. -8. forat, from frefaan, to freeze.]

The act of freezing; congelation of fluids ;—severe cold

or freezing weather ;—frozen dew—called also hoar-

frott or -white-frost;—decorative work in imitation

of frost.

Frost, (frost) v. t. To cover with any thing resem

bling hoar-frost, as cake with powdered white sugar,

silver and plated goods, glass-ware, &c, ;—imp. fz pp.

frosted; ppr. frosting. [frost.

Frost-bitten, (frost ' btt - n) a. Nipped or affected by

Frost-bound, (frost'bound) a. Confined or detained by

frost or frosty weather.

Frostily, (frost'e-le) adv. "With frost or excessive cold ;

—without warmth, of affection ; coldly ; ungraciously.

Frostineu, (frost'e-nes) «. State or quality of being

frostv.

Frosting, (frost'ing) ft. The composition resembling

hoar-frost, used to cover cake, &c.

Frost-weed, (frost'wed) n. A plant of the genus lleli-

anthum, used in medicine as an astringent or tonic :—

called also/rOAfirort and roctrose.

Frosty, (frost'e) a. Attended with, or producing, frost;

—containing frost;—without warmth of affection ;—

chilling in manner ; cold ; cutting ;—appearing as if

covered with hoar-frost ; white ; gray-haired.

Froth, (froth) n. [A. -8, freodhan, to rub, to froth,

G. aphros, foam.] A collection of bubbles in liquors;

spume ; foam ;—any empty, senseless show of wit 01

eloquence ;—light, unsubstantial matter.

Froth, (froth) v. t. To cause to foam ;—to cover with

froth ;—v. i. To throw up foam :—imp. & pp. frothed;

ppr. frothing, [foam.

Frothily, (froth'e-le) adv. In a frothy manner; with

i Froth-spit, (froth'spit) n. An exudation like froth on

i the joints or leaves of plants.

Frothy, (froth'e) a. Full of foam or froth, or con

sisting of froth ; spumous ; foamy ;—not firm or solid ;

soft ;—vain ; empty ; unsubstantial.

Frounce, (frouns) v. t. [F. froncer, to wrinkle.] To

curl or frizzle about the face or head, as the hair :—

imp. & pp. frounced; ppr. frouncing.

Frounce, (frouns) n. A wrinkle, plait, or curl ;—an

ornament of dress ; a flounce.

Frouzy, (frou'ze^o. [Provincial Eng. frouzy, froward,

peevish.] Fetid ; musty ; rank ;—dim ; cloudy.

Frow, (frow) n. [Ger. frau.] A woman.
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Froward, (fro'werd) «. [A.-S. framictant, averse.]

Perverse ; obstinate ; wayward ; ungovernable ; re

fractory ; petulant ; peevish.

Frowardly, (fro'w^rd-le) arfr. In a froward manlier.

Frowardness, (fro ' wcrd - nes) ». Perverseuess ; way

wardness ; obstinacy; sullen resistance.

Frown, (frown) v.i. [F. refroijucr, to knit the brow. J

To contract the brow ; to scowl ; to put on a stem,

grim, or surly look ;—to look on with disfavour; to

look threatening; to lower;—v.t. To rebuke with a

look ; to repel liaughtily ;—imp. & j>p. frowned ; ppr.

frowning.

Frown, (frown) n. A wrinkling of the brow in dis

pleasure, rebuke, sternness, Ate. ; a scowl ;—any ex

pression of displeasure.

Frowning, (frown'ing) a. Knitting of the brow in

anger; showing displeasure by a stem and severe look ;

threatening : lowering.

Frowningly, (frown'ing-le) adv. Stonily; with a severe

or displeased aspect.

Frozen, (froz'n) a. Subject to frost, or to long and

severe frost; chilly; ice-cold.

Fructed, (fruk'ted) a. [L. fructus, fruit.] Bearing fruit

—term used in heraldry for a tree represented on an

escutcheon.

Fructescence, (fruk-tes'ens) w. [F. fructtKence, from

L. fructus, fruit] The time when the fruit of a

plant arrives at maturity.

Fructification, (fruk-tif-e-ktt'shun) n. [L. fructificntio.]

Act of forming or producing fruit; act of fructify

ing ;—those parts of a plant, taken collectively, which

compose the flower and fmit ;—the process by which

these parts develop so as to produce the fruit.

Fructify, (fruk'te-fi) t\ (. [L. fructus, fruit, and facert,

to mako.] To make fruitful; to render productive;

—to fertilize;—v. i. To bear fruit:— imp. & pp. fruc

tified ; ppr, fructifying.

Fnictuary, (fruk'tu-ar-e) n. One who has the use of

the profits or increase of any thing. [dating.

Fructuoua, (fruk'tu-us) a. Fruitful ; fertile ;—fecun-

Frugal, (froogal) a. [L. frugalis, from fruor, frui,

to UBe, to take the profit of.] Sparing ; saving ; eco

nomical in the use of money, time, means, or resour

ces ; careful in expenditure ; thrifty ; parsimonious ;

miserly.

Frugality, (froo-gal'e-te) n. Quality of being frugal :

prudent economy ; good husbandry or housewifery ;

thrift.

Frugally, (rrdo'gal-le) adv. With economy ; with good

management; sparingly; thriftily.

Frugiferous, (froo-jifer-us) a. [L. frugifer, frvmfvvx,

fruit of the earth, and ferrv, to bear.] Producing

fruit ; fruitful.

Frugivorous, (froo-jiv'er-us) a. [L. fruge* and roro.]

Footling on fruit*, seeds, or corn, as birds.

Fruit, (froot) n. |i.. fructt/M, fruit, from frui, to use, to

enjoy.] The produce of the earth in general ; the pro

duce of a tree or plant ;—the seed of a plant, or the

part which contains the seed ; especially the part

which is eaten for food; — product ; tliat which is

brought forth ;—offspring of the womb ; young of

any animal ;—effect or consequence of any action ;—

advantage; profit; good derived ;—dessert after meat.

Fruit, (froot) v. i. To produce fruit ; to yield or bear

fruit. [ous kinds.

Fruitage, (frootTy) n. Fruit collectively; fruit of vari-

Fruiterer, (froot'er-cr) u. One who deals in fruit ; a

seller of fruits.

Fruitery, (fr66t'er-e) n. Fruit collectively taken ;—a

repository for fruit. ; fruit-loft.

Fruitful, (froot'fool) a. Full of fruit ; producing fruit

abundantly; richly productive; — bearing children ;

not barren ; prolific. [dantly.

Fruitfully, ( froot' fool-le) adv. Plonteously ; abun-

Fruitfulneas, (froot'fool-nes) n. State or quality of be

ing fruitful; exuberant abundance; productiveness;

—the quality of being prolific or producing many

young; fecundity;—productiveness of the intellect.

Fruition, (froo-ish'un) h. [F. fruition, from L. frvi,

to use or enjoy.] Pleasure derived from possession

or use ; gratification ; enjoyment

Fruitless, (froot'les) a. Lacking or not bearing fruit;

—productive of no advantage or good effect ; barren ;

unprofitable; abortive; ineffectual; vain.

Fruitlessly, (froot'les- le) adv. In a fruitless manner;

idly ; vainly. {fruitless.

Fruitlessness, (froot'les-nes) «. The quality of being

Fruit-loft, (froot'loft) n. A place for the preservation

of fruit

Fruit-tree, (froot'tre) n. A tree cultivated for its fruit

Fruity, ( froot 'o) a. Resembling fruit or the taste

of fruit.

Frumentaoeous, (froo-mon-ta'she-us) a. [L. frwneiitu-m,

corn or grain.] Made of or resembling wheat or

other grain.

Frump, (frump) n. [Perhaps from obsolete frump, to

mock, to jeer.] A stiff, formal, old woman.

Frush, (frush) v. t. [F. froister, to bruise.] To bruise

or dash violently to pieces.

Frush, (frush) a. Broken or crushed.

Frush, (frush) n. [Ger. froscfi, frog.] A tender sub

stance in the middle of the sole of a horse ; the frog ;

—also called Thrush.

Frustrate, (frua'trat) v. t. [L. frustrare, from fntstra,

in vain.] To bring to nothing; to prevent from at

taining a purpose ;—to make null or of no effect ;—to

disapitoint :— imp. & pp. frustrated; ppr. frustrating.

Frustrate, (fras'trat) a. Vain ; ineffectual ; useless ;

null ; void.

Frustration, (frus-tra'shun) n. The act of frustrating;

disappointment ; defeat.

Frustulent, (frus'tu-lent) a. [L. frustum, a fragment]

Abounding in fragmonts.

Frustum, (frus'tum) n. [L. piece, bit] The part of a

solid next the base, formed

by cutting off the top by a

plane parallel to the base ;—

any piece cut off or separated

from a Ixxly ; a cruni ; a

fragment.

Frutescent, (froo-tes'ent) a. .

[ L. frutex, shrub, bush. ]

Becoming shrubby, or having Frustum*.*

the api«arance of a shrub.

Fruticose, (froo'te-koz) «. fL. fndicotua. from frutex,

shrub, bush.] Pertaining to shrubs; shrubby; shrub

like.

Fry, (fri) v. t. [K frire, I,, frigrre.} To dress food in a

flat pan laid with butter or lard, and placed over the

fire;—r. t. To suffer the action of fire;—to bubble

and hiss, as meat heated in lard ;—to be in a state of

excitement ;—to ferment ; to foam :—imp. & pp. fried ;

ppr. frying.

Fry, (frH ?i. [F. frai.] Swarm of little fish just

spawned ;—any swarm of animals ;—young people,

said in contempt ;—a dish of any thing fried ;—a kind

of sieve.

Frying-pan, (fri'ing-paii) n. A pan with a long handle,

used for frying meat and vegetables.

Fuchsia, (fu'slie-a) n. A genus of beautiful flowering

plants, named in honour of Fuchs, a German botanist,

Fucoidal, (fu-koid'al) a. Pertaining to, or resembling,

sea-weed.

Fucus, (fiVkus) n. [L.] A paint ; dye ; false show ;—a

genus of cryptogamic plants of a tough, leathery kind ;

sea-wrack ; sea-weed, Ac.

Fuddle, (fud'l) v.t, [Perhaps a diminutive of fulL\

To make foolish or disordered by drink ;—v. i. To

drink to excess:—imp. & pp. fuddled; pjr. fuddling.

Fudge, (fudj) n. [From fndvr.\ A made-up story ;

stuff; nonsense ;—an exclamation of contempt.

Fuel, (fu'el) n. [F. feu, L. focus, tire place.] Any coin-
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bustible matter, as wood, coal, peat, &c. ;—any thing

that serves to feed flaine, beat, or excitement.

Fuel, (fu'el) v. t. To feed with fuel or combustible

matter ; to store with firing materials.

Fugacious, (fu-ga'ahe-u») a. [L. fugax, from fugere,

to flee. J Flying or disponed to fly ; volatile.

Fugacity, (uVgas'e-te) n. The quality of being fugacious;

volatility ;—uncertainty ; instability.

Flight (fu) n. An exclamation of disgust or abhorrence:

—also/oft,- phew.

Fugitive, (fu'jit-iv) a. [L- fugitivuf, from fugciv, to

flee. J Apt to flee away ; liable to disappear ;—easily

blown away or absorbed ;—flying or escaping from

duty, service, danger, and the like;—fleeting; unstable;

wandering ; uncertain ; volatile ; evanescent.

Fugitive, (fu'jit-iv) w. One who flees from his station

or duty ; a deserter ; one who flees from danger or

from punishment.

Fugitively, (fu'jit-iv-le) adv. In a fugitive manner.

Fugleman, (fu'gl-nian) n. [Ger. jfugdnwvn, a file-

leader, from Jtugel, wing.] One who stands in front

of soldiers at drill as an example or model to them ;

a file-leader ; a director.

Fugue, (fug) n. [F. from L. fugay flight.] A musical

composition in which a passage or phrase is delivered

by one part of the chorus and repeated by the other

parts at alternating intervals—so called because the

different parts seem to chase each other.

Fuguist, (fug'ist) n. A musician who composes and

performs fugues.

Fulcrum, (ful'krum) n. [L. , from fulcire, to prop.] A

prop or support; — the point

upon or by which a lever rests

or is sustained, or the point

about which it moves.

Fulfil, (fool-fil) r. (. [Full and

.PL] To fill up; to make full A. Fulcrum,

or complete ;—to accomplish or carry into effect ; to

bring to pass ; to effectuate ;—to execute as a design,

promise, prophecy, law, &c. ; to perform :—imp. & pp.

fulfilled; ppr. fulfilling.

Fulfilment, (foOl-fil'ment) n. Accomplishment ; com

pletion ;—execution ; performance.

Fuigency, (ful jen-se) n. Brightness; splendour: glitter.

Fulgent, (fuljent) a. [h. fulgent, ppr. of fulgere, to

shine. J Exquisitely bright ; shining ; dazzling ;

effulgent

Fulguration, (ful-gur-a'shun) n. [L. fulguratio.] The

act of lighting; flashing ;—gleam ; coruscation;—tho

sudden brightening of a fused globule of gold or silver,

when the hist film of the oxide of lead or copper

leaves its surface.

Fulgurite, (ful'gu-rit) n. [L, fulgvr, lightning.] A

vitrified sand-tube, supposed to have been produced

by lightning.

Fuliginous, (fii-hj'in-us) a. [L. fulUjo, soot] Pertain

ing to soot; dark; dusky;—pertaining to smoke; smoky.

Fullginouily, (fu-lij'in-us-le) adv. In a smoky or sooty

state.

Full, (fool) «. [A.-S. full, Go. fulls.) Filled up;

replete; ample; rich;—plump; fat, as the body;—

well-stored, as the mind;— large; satisfying, as a

meal ;—strong ; loud ; clear ; distinct, as sound or

voice ;—mature ; ripe, said of years ;—adequate ; suffi

cient, as compensation ;—complete ; entire ; expressing

much, as a statement or account ;—abundant ; plente

ous, as supply ;—final, as a stop ;—exhibited in all ite

dimensions, as a view or representation ; showing its

whole surface, as the moon.

Full, (fool) n. Complete measure; utmost extent;

highest state or degree ;—whole ; total ; state of being

satiated or satisfied;—time when the moon presents

its whole orbit to the earth. [directly.

Full, (fool) adv. Quite; completely; exactly; entirely;

Full, (fool) r. I. [A.-H. fullian, to whiten, L. fullare,

to thicken cloth, Julio, cloth-fuller. ] To cleanse, scour,

and thicken in a mill, as cloth ; to mill :—imp. & pp.

fulled ; ppr. fulling.

Fullage, (fddl'Aj) n. The price paid for fulling cloth.

Full-blown, (fooll)lon) a. FuUyexpanded,asabloesom ;

fully distended with wind. [body.

Full-bodied, (foorood-id) a. Having a full or large

Full-bottomed, (fooroot-umd) a. Fully spread at the

extremities, as a wig. [cloth.

Fuller, (fooler) n. One whose occupation is to full

Fuller's-earth, (foc-rgrz-erth) n. A variety of clay,

marly and friable, useful in scouring and cleansing

cloth, as it imbibes grease and oil.

Fullery, (fool'cr-e) n. The place or the works where

the fulling of cloth is carried on. [eyes.

Full-eyed, (foolld) a. Having large and prominent

Full-grown, (foorgrOn) a. Grown to full size ; having

reached its proper dimensions.

Fulling, (fool'ing) n. The art of thickening cloth in a

mill, and making it firm and compact.

Full-length, ( fool ' length ) a. Embracing the whole

person, as a portrait.

Full-pay. (fool'pa) n. A retiring allowance, or liberty

to retire on an allowance, equivalent to the pay when

in active service.

Fully, (foolle) vdv. In a full manner or degree ; with

out lack or defect ;—completely ; entirely ; maturely ;

plentifully ; abundantly ; copiously; amply; suffi

ciently ; clearly ; distinctly ; perfectly.

Fulminate, (ful'min-at) v. i. [L. fulminare, to lighten,

from fulmen, thunderbolt.] To thunder ; to make a

loud, sudden noise ; to explode ;—to issue denunciation

or censure ; to thunder forth menaces ;—v. t. To

cause to explode ;—to utter or send out, as a denuncia

tion or censure:— imp. & pp. fulminated; ppr. ful

minating.

Fulminate, (ful'min-lt) n. A compound which explodes

by percussion, friction, or heat.

Fulmination, (ful-min-ii'shun) n. Act of fulminating ;

detonation ;—that which is fulminated ; menace or

censure. [terror.

Fulminatory, (fuTmin-a-tor-e)a. Thundering; striking

Fulminic, (ful-min'ik) a. Pertaining to, or capable of,

detonation.

Fulness, (fool nes) n. The Btate of being full or filled ;

repletion; entireness; completeness; abundance; suf

ficiency; adequatencss ; arBuenee ; perfection.

Fulsome, (ful'sum) a. [A.-S.j'Ul and some.] Offending

or disgusting by excess, or grossness ;—nauseous ;

rank ; obscene.

Fulsomeness, (ful'sum-nes) n. The quality of being

fulsome : nauseousness ; offensive grossness ; rankness ;

obscenity. [with a mixture of gray and brown.

Fulvous, (ful'vus)a. [L. fulvus.] Tawny; dull yellow,

Fumble, (funVbl) v. i. [Prov. Eng. Jimble, to do imper

fectly, O. Eng. fumble* t hands.] To feel or grope

about ;—to seek awkwardly ;—to handle much ; to

turn over and over;—v. t. To manage awkwardly :—

imp. & pp. fumbled; ppr. fumbling. [person.

Fumbler, (funvDler)n. One who fumbles; an awkward

Fume, (film) i\. [L. fumus.) Vapour from combustion

or exlialation ; smoke ; reek ;—rage ; heat of mind.

Fume, (Mm) v. i. To smoke ; to throw off vapour or

exhalations ;—to pass off in vapours ;—to be in a rage ;

—v. L To smoke ; to dry in smoke ;—to throw off in

vapour, or in the form of vapour ; to perfume :—imp.

& pp. fumed; ppr. fuming.

Fumigate, (fu'rae-gat) v. t. [L. fumigare, from /uncus,

smoke.] To apply smoke to ; to expose to smoke or

gas, as in cleansing infected apartments, clothing, &c. ;

—to perfume :—imp. & pp. fumigated ; ppr. fumi

gating.

Fumigation, (fu-me-gii'shun) n. Act of fumigating or

applying gas or smoke to purify from infection ;—

vapour ; scent raised by fire.

Fumy, (fum'e) a. [L. fumomut, from Junius, smoke.]

Producing fume ; full of vapour ; vaporous.
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Fun, (fun) m, [A.-S. /can, joys, Gor. teoune, 0. Eng.

fount, to be foolish.] Sport; merriment; frolicsome

amusement.

Funambulatory, (fu-nam'bu-la-tor-e)a. [Jj. funis, rope,

and ambutare, to walk.] Performing like a rope-

dancer;—narrow, like the walk of a rope-dancer.

Funambulist) (fu-nam'bu-list) n. A rope-walker or

dancer.

Function, (fungk'shun) n. [L. functio, from fungi, to

perform.] Act of executing ; performance ; discharge ;

—duty; office; employment; especially the duty proper

to a particular character, relation, or official station;—

trade ; business ;—the organic action of a part or

member in an animal or vegetable body ;—in mathe

matics, the relation of one quantity to another as

derived from or formed by it, or as being dependent

on and subordinate to its mutations.

Functional, (fungk'shun-al)o. Pertaining to functions;

performed by or involved in the appropriate action.

Functionally, (fungk'shun-aMe) adv. In a functional

manhoi ; by means of the functions.

Functionary, (fungk'shun -are) n. One charged with

the Jperformance of a function ;—une who holds an

office or trust ; an official.

Fund, (fund)n. [L. fundus, bottom, ground, founda

tion.] A stock or capital; an invested sum whose

income is devoted to a specific object ;—a store laid up

from which one may draw at pleasure ; a supply ;

hence, abundance; ample stock or store;—pi. The

stock of a national debt ; public securities.

Fund, (fund) v. t. To provide and appropriate a fund

or permanent revenue for the payment of the interest

of; — to place in a fund, as money: —imp. & ;>;>.

funded ; ppr. funding.

Fundable, (fund'a-bl) a. Capable of being funded.

Fundament, (fun'da-ment) n. [L. fundamentum, from

fundus, bottom.] The seat; the lower part of the

body on which one sits ; also, the orifice of the intes

tines ; the .inn*.

Fundamental, (fhn-da-ment'al) a. Pertaining to the

foundation or basis ; hence, essential, as an element,

principle, or law ; elementary ; primary.

Fundamentally, (fun-da-ment'al-le) adv. In a funda

mental manner ; primarily ; originally ; essentially ;

at the foundation.

Funded-debt, (fund'ed-det) n. That portion of our

national debt for which certain funds are appropriated

for the payment of the interest.

Fund-holder, (fund"h61d-er) w. One who has property

in the public funds.

Funebrial, (fii-neb're-al) a. Pertaining to funerals ;—

solemn ; melancholy ; doleful :—also Funebrious.

Funeral, (fu'ner-al)n. The ceremony of burying a dead

human body; obsequies; burial;— the procession of

persons attending the burial of the dead.

Funeral, (fu'ner-al) a. [L. funerali*, from funtts,

funeral.] Pertaining to burial; used at the' inter

ment of the dead.

Funereal, (fu-ne're-al) a. [h. funerevn, from fvnvs,

funeral.] Suiting a funeral: dismal; dark; mournful.

Fungia, (fun'je-a) n, A genus of corals resembling a

mushroom in their form.

Fungosity, (fung-gos'e-te) n. The quality of that which

is fungous ; fungous excrescence.

Fungous, (fung'gus) a. [L. fungosus.] Like fungus or

a mushroom ; excrement ;—growing suddenly, but not

substantial or durable.

Fungus, (fung'gus) n. [L. fungus, mushroom.] A large

natural order of cryntogamic plants, comprehending

mushrooms, toadstools, the microscopic plants which

form mould, mildew, smut, kc ;—a spongy morbid

growth or granulation in animal bodies; proud-flesh.

Funicle, (fu'ne-kl) n. [L. funiculus, diminutive of

funis, cord, rope] A small cord or ligature; a fibre.

Funicular, (fu-nik'u-U*r) a. Consisting of a small cord

or fibre ;—-dependent on the tension of a cord.

Funk, (fungk)n. [Icel. funi, spark, f&na, to become

rotten.] An offensive smell ; a stink ; a stench.

Funk, (fungk) «. Great fear and shrinking back ; panic

Funk, (fungk) v. i. To emit an offensive smell ; to

stink ;—to be in great fear and shrink back.

Funnel, (fun'el) n. [1.. infundibulum, funnel, from

infundere, to pour in.] A kind of inverted hollow

cone with a pipe, used in filling vessels or bottles with

narrow mouths ; a tunnel ;—the shaft or hollow chan

nel through which smoke ascends ; a stove-pipe.

Funny, (fun'e) a. [From fun.] Droll ; comical ;

sportive.

Fur, (fur) n. [L., T.fourrure, fur.] The short, fine,

soft hair of certain animals;—the skins of certain wild

animals with the fur ;—an article of dress made or

skirted with fur ;—a coat of morbid matter collected

on the tongue in fever.

Fur, (fur) r. r. To line, face, or cover with fur :—to

cover with morbid matter, as the tongue :—imp. & pp.

furred ; ppr. furring.

Furbelow, (fur'be-ld) a. (F., It., & Sp. falbala.] A

padding to a gown : a plaiting or puckering on a

gown ;—a flounce ; an ornamental border to a gown.

Furbelow, (fur'be-16) v. t. To put a furbelow on :—imp.

& pp. furbelowed ; ppr. furbelowing.

Furbish, (furbish) v. t. [F. fourbir. It. forbire, Ger.

in rba n, to cleanse.] To nib or scour to brightness ; to

polish ; to burnish—usually that which has been dis

used or neglected :—imp. & pp. furbished ; ppr. fur

bishing.

Furbisher, (furbish-*r) n. One who furbishes or cleans.

Furcated, (fur'kat-ed) a. [L. furca, fork.] Forked ;

branching like the prongs of a fork.

Furcation, (fur-ka'shun) n. A branching like the tines

of a fork ; divarication.

Furcula, (furTtu-la) n. [L.] The breast-bone in birds,

serving to distend the wings in flying.

Furcular, (furTtu-ler) a. Shaped like a fork ; furcate ;

—noting the breast-bone of birds.

Fur-dresser, (furMres-er) n. One who dresses fur Bkins,

and makes them into muffs, tippets, Ac.

Furfur, (fur'fur) «. [L.] Scurf ; dandruff*.

Furfuraceous, (fur-fu-ra'she-us) a. [L. furfurae*nst

from furfur, bran, scurf] Made of bran ; like bran ;

scurfy.

Furious, (fu're-us) a. [h. furiosu*.] Pushing with

violence; raging; violent; transported with passion ;

—frenzied ;—impetuous ; frantic.

Furiously, (fu're-us-le) adv. In a furious manner ;

violently ; vehemently ; madly.

Furiousness, (fu're-ns-nes)rt. The state of being furious;

violent agitation; impetuous motion ; madness; frenzy.

Furl, (furl) r. t. [F. ferler, to furl, or from fardel, a

bundle. ] To draw up ; to contract ;—to wrap or roll,

as a sail, close to the yard, stay, or mast:— imp. &

pp. furled ; ppr. furling.

Furlong, (furlong) n. [A.-S. furlang, from fur, furrow,

and long, long.] The eighth part of a mile.

Furlough, (furio) n. [Dan./oWor, Sw. forlof] Leave

of absence ; especially, leave given to an officer or

soldier to be absent from service for a certain time.

Furlough, (fm 16) v. t. To grant leave of absence to

an officer or soldier:—imp. & pp. furloughed; ppr.

furloughing.

Furnace, (fur'nas) n. [Ij. furnax.) An inclosed place

where a hot fire is maintained, as for smelting ores,

for warming a house, for baking bread, or other pur

poses :—fire-place ; oven ; stove ;—a place of trial or

affliction ;—a place of torment ; hell.

Furnish, (fnr'nish) r. t. [F. fournir, It. fornire, allied

to L. ornare.] To supply with any thing necessary or

useful; to provide;—to offer for use; to afford;—to

fit up ; to supply with the proper goods, vessels,

domestic articles and utensils, or ornamental append

ages;—to store; to stock :—imp. A pp. furnished;

ppr. furnishing.
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Furnished, (fur'nisht) a. Supplied ; provided with ;

well stored or stocked ;—in heraldry, decorated and

garnished.

Furnishing, (fur'niah-ing) n. Act of supplying ;—act

of fitting up a house.

Furniture, (fur'ne-tur) n. [P. foitrniture, It. forni-

vtento.] Supply or provision of any kind ;—movables;

chattels ; effect* ; whatever is put into a house or

apartment for use or ornament ; domestic articles or

utensils ; decorations ; embellishments ; equipage ;

appendages ;—necessary materials for work of any

kind ; apparatus for a machine, a carriage, &c. ; im

plements ; tools ;—trappings for a horse,

furniture-broker, (fur'ne-tur-brok'er) n. One who

deals in old furniture. [furs.

Furrier, (furV-er) n. A dealer in furs ; one who dresses

Furriery, (fuKe-er-e) n. Purs in general;—the business

of a furrier ; trade in furs.

Furrow, (fur'rft) n. [A.-S. fur.] A trench in the earth

made by a plough;—any channel or groove; a wrinkle

on the face.

Furrow, (foVro) v. t. To cut a furrow in; to plough ;—

to mark with channels or with wrinkles :—imp. & pp.

furrowed; ppr. furrowing.

Furrowed, (fur'Sd) a. Marked with, or cut into

furrows ; having lineal or longitudinal grooves or

channels.

Furry, (fur'e) a. Covered with fur ; dressed in fur;—

consisting of fur.

Further, (fur'THer) a. comp. [A.-S. corap. offorth, from

fior, far.] More remote ; more in advance ; farther ;—

additional. {over.

Further, (fur'THer) adv. To a greater distance ; more-

Further, (fur'THer) v. t. [A.-S. fyrthrian, Ger. fordern.]

To help forward; to promote; to advance; to forward;

to assist :—imp. & pp. furthered ; ppr. furthering.

Furtherance, ( fur ' THer - ans ) n. Act of furthering;

belp; promotion: advancement.

Furthermore, (fnr'THer-mor) adv. Moreover ; besides :

in addition to what has been said.

Furthermost, (fur'THer-m&st) a. Most remote ; furthest.

Furthest, (fur'THest) a. suptrl. Most remote ;—most

distant in time or space.

Farthest, (fur'THest) adv. At the greatest distance.

Furtive, (fur'tiv) a. [L. fvrtivvs, from fvrtuvt, theft,

from fur, thief.] Stolen ; obtained by stealth ; secret;

clandestine.

Furtively, (fur'tiv-le) adv. By stealth ; secrotly.

Fury, (fu're) n. [I* furor, from furtrt, to burn.] A

violent rushing ; impetuous motion, as of wind or

storm ;—rago ; passion of anger ; tumult of the mind

approaching to frenzy;—heat of mind ; enthushu*m ;

—in mythology, a goddess of vengeance ;—hence, a

violent woman ; a virago ; a termagant.

Furze, (furz) n. [A.S. fyrn, from W. ferdd,forz, thick.]

A thorny evergreen shrub with beautiful yellow

flowers—called also gorst and whin. [gorsy.

Tuny, (furz'e) a. Overgrown with furze ; full of gorse ;

Fuscation, (fuVka-shun)n. Act of darkening ; obscura

tion.

Fuscous, (fWkus) a. [L. fuscui.] Of a dark colour ;

brown or grayish-black.

Fuse, (fuz) v. t. [L. fundere, fusum, to pour, melt,

cast.] To liquefy by heat ; to dissolve ; to melt ;—r. i.

To be melted ; to melt :—imp. & pp. fused ; ppr.

fusing.

Fuse, (fuz) n. A tube filled with combustible matter,

used in blasting or in discharging a shell, &c.

Fusee, (fu-zo") n. [F. fuseav, from L. fusus, spindle.]

The conical wheel of a watch or clock round which

the chain is wound, designed to equalize the power of

the main-spring.

Fusee, (fu-ze") n. [P. fusde, a squib.] A small, light

musket ; a fusil ;—a fuse ;—the track of a buck.

Fusibility, (fuz-e-bil'e-te) n. The quality of being

fusible.

Fusible, (fuVe-bl) a. [F. from L. funtlere, to pour, to

melt] Capable of being melted or liquefied.

Fusiform, (fus'e-fonn) a. [L. fusus, spindle, andforma,

shape.] Shaped like a spindle ; tapering at each end.

Fusil, (fu'zil, fu'zfi) n. [F.] A light musket or firelock.

Fusile, (fu'zil) a. [F. fusile, from L. fundere, to melt,

to pour.] Capable of being melted or liquefied by

heat ;—running or flowing, as a liquid.

Fusileer, (fu-zil-eV) n. [F. fusillier, from fusil] For

merly a soldier armed with a fusil, but in modern

times an infantry soldier distinguished by wearing a

bear-skin cap like that of a grenadier.

Fusillade, (fu'zil-ftd) ». A simultaneous discharge of

fire-arms in a military exercise.

Fusillade, (fu'zil-ad) v. t. To shoot by a simultaneous

discharge of fire-arms:—imp. & pp. fusilladed; ppr.

fusillading.

Fusion, (fu'zhun) it, [L. fusio, from fundere, to pour,

melt] Act or operation of molting without the aid

of a solvent;—state of being melted;—union or blend

ing of things into one.

Fuss, (fus) n. [A-S. f&s, ready, quick.] A tumult ; a

bustle; ado; stir.

Fuss, (fu») v. i. To make a bustle or ado :—imp. & pp.

fussed; ppr. fussing,

Fussiness, (fus'e-nes) n. Bustling activity ;—in a bad

sense, making a noise or stir without purpose and to

no end ; making much ado about nothing.

Fussy, (fus'e) a. Making a fuss ; disposed to make an

unnecessary ado about trifles.

Fust, (fust) rt. [F.fut, cask, taste or smell of the cask.}

A strong, musty smell ; mustiness.

Fust, (fust) v. i. To become mouldy ; to smell ill ;—to

grow rusty or useless by neglect

Fusted, (fust'ed) «. Mouldy ; ill-smelling.

Fustian, (fust'yan) n. [F. fut&ine, Sp. funtan.] A kind

of coarse twilled cotton stuff, including corduroy,

velveteen, &c. ; — an inflated style of writing ; a

swelling style ; bombast.

Fustian, (fust van) a. Made of fustian;— swelling;

too pompous; turgid ; inflated; bombastic.

Fustic, (fus'tik) n. [Sp. fuste, L. fasti*, stick.] The

wood of a tree growing in the "West Indies, used in

dyeing yellow.

Fustigate, (fust'e-giit) r. t. [L. fustis, stick, and age-re,

to do, use.] To beat with a stick ; to cudgel.

Fustiness, (fus'te-nes) n, A fusty state or quality ;

mouldiness.

Fusty, (fus'te) a. Mouldy ; musty ; rank ; rancid.

Futile, (fu'til) a. [L. futilis, from fundere, to pour

out] Trifling ; of no weight or importance ; answer

ing no valuable purpose; failing of the designed effect;

inconsequential ;—talkative ; tattling.

Futilely, (fu'til-le) adv. In a futile manner ; vainly ;

to no purpose* ; without effect.

Futility, (fu-til'e-te) n. Want of importance or effect ;

trifiingness ; uselessness;—want of weight or solidity,

as in arguments ;—quality of producing no good effect

or of coming to nothing.

Futtock, (fut'tok) 7i. [Corrupted either from foot-lock

or from foot-hook.] One of the middle timbers

between the floor and the upper timbers. Futtock

plate* are small iron plates on the caps of the fore,

main, or mizzen masts, -fastened on the upper part to

the deadVeyes, and with round holes or eyes in the

lower part through which the futtock shrouds are

reeved. Futtock shrouds are small shrouds leading

from the upper ends of the fore, main, or mfzzeu

shrouds to the caps of the mast, and there joining

the topmast shrouds respectively.

Future, (fu'tur) a. [L. futurus, properly future p. of

esse, to be. ] About to be ; liable to be or come here

after.

Future, (fu'tur) n. Time to come : time subsequent to

the present ;—in grammar, a tense expressing the

fut-uro act or condition conveyed by the verb.
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Futurist, (fQ'tur-ist) «. One who maintains that the ■ Fuzz, (fuz) n. [Ger. fast, fibre, fumg, light, fibrous.]

prophecies of the Apocalypse arc yet to bo fulfilled. Fine, light particles ; loose, volatile matter.

Futurity, (fu-ture-te) The state of being yet to

come ;—future time ; the future ;—a future event.

Fuze, (fuz) n, A tube filled with combustible matter,

used both in blasting and discharging a shell.

Fuzz, (fuz) v. i. To fly off in minute particles.

Fuzz-ball, (fuz'bawi) n. A kind of fungus, which, when

pressed, bursts and scatters a fine dust ; a puff-ball.

Fy, (fi) inter). [F. fy, G. pheit.] A wonl which ex

presses blame, dislike, disapprobation, abhorrence, or

contempt

G.

G(je), the seventh letter and the fifth consonant of

the English alphabet, has two sounds— «

one simple (called the hard sound) aa in gave, — ^

go, gull ; the other com]>ound, like that of j 3

(called the soft sound), being nearly equivalent X£ +-

to dzky as in gem, gin, gyve, dingy. As a

numeral it denotes 400, and with a dash (<.;) •/

40,000. As an abbreviation it stands for O Clef,

grand, aa in G. C. B., Grand Cross of the Bath, or for

gratia, aa in e, g., exempli gratis, by way of example.

G is the name of the fifth tone of the natural or

model scale—called also fol. It was also originally

used as the treble clef. G £ (G Bharp) is a tone inter

mediate between G and A.

Gab, (gab) n. [Dan. gab, orifice, Sw. gap, Ir. gob,

mouth.] The mouth; hence, idle prate; loquacity.

Gab, (gab) v. i. [A. -8. gabban, to scoff, jeer, Icel. gubba,

to delude.] To talk idly; to prate ;—to impose upon

one ; to lie.

Gabardine, (gab'ar-den) n. [Sp. gabardina, It. garar-

dina.] A kind of coarse frock or loose upper garment.

Gabble, (gab!) i\ i. [Diminutive of gab, D. gabberen,

to jest, It. gabbare, to deceive.] To talk noisily or

without meaning; to prate;— to utter inarticulate

sounds with rapidity; to cackle:—imp. A: pp. gabbled;

P/n\ gabbling.

Gabble, (gab'I) n. Loud or rapid talk without mean

ing* — inarticulate sounds rapidly uttered, as of

fowls.

Gabbler, (gablgr) n. One who gabbles or jabbers; one

who talks loudly, rapidly, and without meaning; a

prater. [chattering ; prating.

Gabbling-, (gabling) ??. Indistinct and rapid utterance;

Gaberlunzie, (gab'er-liin-e) n. A beggar;—one who

cannot pay for his entertainment.

Gabion, (ga'be-un) ». [F., It gabbia, gabhiane, a cage,

from L. cavus, hollow.] A hollow wicker cylinder

filled with earth, and used in constructing parapets

and temporary defences to shelter from the enemy's

fire.

Gable, (ga'bl) n. [Ger. gubrl, W. govad.] The end of

a house, as opposed to the side ; — especially the

vertical triangular end of a building, from the eaves

to the top.

Gad, (gad) n. [A. -9. odd.] The point of a spenr, or an

arrow-head ;—a wedge-shaped instrument of metal,

used by miners; —a style; a graver;—a goad;—a

wedge or ingot of iron or steel.

Gad, (gad) v. i. [Ir. gad, Gael, goid.] To rove or ram

ble idly. [gadder.

Gad-about (gad'a-bout) v. One who roves idly; a

Gadder, (gade.r) n, A rambler; oue who roves about

idly. [manner.

Gaddingly, (gad'ing-Ie) adv. In a rambling, roving

Gaddish, (gad'isb) a. Disposed to wander, ur gad idly

about.

Gadfly, (gad'fli) 7*. [A.-S. god, sting, and Jly.] An

insect of the genus CRnt.rii*, which stings cattle, and

deposits it* eggs in their skin :—also called breeze-fly.

Ganoid, (gad'oid) ». [L. gadn», G. tidm, shape.]

One of a family of soft-finned fishes having the ven

tral fins below orin advance of the pectoral, of which

family the cod is the type.

Gadwall, (gad'wawl) n. [From gad, to walk about,

and velC] A bird of the genus Ana*, with long

jointed wings and a sharp, loud voice, frequenting

marshes and aquatic herbage.

Gael, (gal) n. A Scotch Highlander of Celtic origin

—often used collectively for the Celtic race.

Gaelic, (gal'ik) a. [Gael. Gdidhcatach, (faelaeh, from

Gdidhml, Gcel.] Belonging to the Gael tribes of

Celtic origin inhabiting the Highlands of Scotland.

Gaelic, (gal'ik) n. The language of the Highlanders

of Scotland.

Gaff, (gaf) m. [F. gaffe, Ir. & Gael, gaf, an iron hook.]

A light spear or barbed iron used by fishermen ;—a

boom or yard, extending the upper edge of a fore-and-

aft saiL

Gaffer, (gafer) v. [Contracted from god-father, A.-S.

gefader.] An old man; an aged rustic; a respect

able and good old man ;—a gossip ;—the foreman or

overseer in a workshop or manufactory.

Gag, (gag) v, t. [A.-S. caggian, to lock, shut, W.

cegiatr, to choke.] To stop the mouth of by thrusting

in something, so as to hinder speaking ; hence, to

silence :—imp. & j>p. gagged; ppr. gagging.

Gag, (gag) n. Something thrust into the mouth or

throat to hinder speaking.

Gage, (gfij) n. [F., Sp., & Pg. gage, Go. radi, from

vidan, to bind.] A pledge or pawn; security;—a

challenge to combat : a glove, a gauntlet, or the

like, cast on the ground by the challenger, and

taken up by the accepter of the challenge.

Gage, (gaj) n. A measure or standard.

Gage, (gaj) v.t. To bind by pledge, caution, or

security; to engage:—imp. & pp. gaged; ppr. gaging.

Gagger, (gag'er) n. One who gags.

Gaily, (g.Vle) adv. Finely ; in a showy or ostentatious

manner ;—merrily ; joyfully.

Gain, (gait) v. t. [F. gagner, A. hava, to gain, to

possess.] To attain to : to arrive at; to reach, as the

summit ;—to get profit or advantage :—to earn, aa

livelihood ; — to win by superiority, as a battle, or

by skill, as a prize or cause ;—to procure, as favour ;

—to achieve; to acquire;—to receive;—to woo suc

cessfully, as a suitor ;—to draw to one's side ;—to ob

tain strength or influence; to increase; — v.i. To

have mlvantage or profit ; to grow rich ; to advance in

interest or happiness ;—to advance on ; to encroach ;

—to make up with ; to overtake, as in a pursuit or

chase :—to prevail against ;—to obtain influence with:

—imp. & pp. gained ; ppr. gaining.

Gain, (gan). A prefix contracted from against, and

implying opposition or contrariety.

Gain, (gun) n. That which is gained; profit; ad

vantage ; benefit ; winning ;—acquisition ; accumula

tion.

Gain, (gan) a. [A.-S. genu, gegen, against.] Straight ;

direct ; forward : ready ; dexterous.

Gainable, (gan'a-bl) a. That may be obtained or

reached.

Gainer, (gan'cr) >i. One who gains or obtains profit.

Gainful, (gin'fwl) a. Producing profit or advantage;

profitable ; advantageous;—lucrative.

Gainfully, (gun'fool-le) adv. In a gainful manner;

profitably.
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Gainfulneas, (gan'fool-nes) u. The quality of being

gainful ; profit ; advantage.

Gaining*. (gon'ingB) n. pi. Wealth acquired by labour

or enterprise ; winnings. [profitable.

Gainleaa, ( gan ' lee ) a. Not producing gain ; un-

Gainlessness, (g&nles-nes) n. Unprofitableness ; want

of advantage; uselessnes*. [readily; dexterouBly.

Gainly, (gan'le) adv. [From gain.] Handily-

Gainsay, (gln'si) v. t . [A.-S. yedn, against, and

«y. J To contradict; to oppose in words; to con

trovert; to dispute: — imp. & pp. gainsaid; ppr.

gainsaying.

Gainsayer, (gan'sa-er) n. One who gainsays, contra

dicts, or denies ; an opposer. [tion.

Gainsaying, (gan'sa-ing) n. Opposition ; contradic-

Gair-fowl, (gaVfowl) n. The auk or penguin, a large

aquatic bird. [or stepping.

Gait, (gat) n. Walk ; march ; way;—manner of walking

Gaiter, (gat'er) n. [F. guttrt.] A covering of cloth

for the ankle, fitting down upon the shoe ;—a kind

of shoe.

Gaiter, (gat'er) v. t. To dress or furnish with gaiters.

Gala* (gila) n. [F. gala, It. gala, finery.] Pomp,

show, or festivity.

Galactometer, (gai-ak-tom'et^er) n. [G. gala, galaktos,

milk, and mttron, measure.] An instrument for

ascertaining the quality of milk by indicating its

specific gravity ; a lactometer.

Galangale. (galan-gal) n. A dried root from China,

with a strong aromatic smell and pungent flavour.

Galantine, (gal'an-tin) n. A dish of veal or poultry,

freed from bone, boiled, and served cold, with a

border of jelly.

Galaxy, (gal'ak-se) n. [G. galaxia* (sc. kuklos), from

gala, milk.] The Milky Way;—an assemblage of

splendid persons or things.

Galbanum. (gal'ban-um) n. Gum-resin, with a fetid

odour, imported from the Levant and India, and used

as an antispasmodic.

Gale, (g&l) n. [Ir. gal, gale, led. gola, allied to L.

gelu, cold.] A wind between a stiff breeze and a storm

or tempest ;—a moderate current of air ; a breeze.

Gale, (gal) v. i. To sail or sail fast.

Gale, (gal) n. A native plant of the genus Myrica,

found in marshes and wet heaths, and exhibiting a

pleasant odour.

Galea, (gale-a) n. A genus of sea hedge-hogs or echini,

found only in the fossil state.

Gal":ated, (gale-at-ed) a. [L. galeatut, from galea,

helmet.] Covered, as with a helmet ;—having a flower

like a helmet.

Galena, (ga-le'na) n. [L.] Sulphuret of lead; the princi

pal ore from which lead is extracted.

Galiot, (gaTe-ut) n. [F. galiote, It. gateotta.) A small

galley or sort of brigantine built for chase.

Galipot, (gaJ'e-pot) n. [F. galipot, garipot.] A white

resinous juice which flows from pine or fir trees.

Gall, (gawl) n. [A. -8. gealla, Icel. gall.] The bitter,

alkaline, viscid liquor found in the gall-bladder be

neath the liver ;—any thing bitter ; bitterness ; spite ;

malignity.

Gall, (gawl) n. [L. galla.] A vegetable excrescence

produced by an insect in the bark or leaves of a

slant, as the oak-apple, ius.

Gall, (gawl) v.t. [P. galer, to scratch, gale, scab.]

To fret and wear away by friction ; to excoriate ;

to chafe ;—to tease ; to vex ; to chagrin ;—to injure ;

to harasa ; to annoy:—imp. & pp. galled; ppr.

galling.

Gall, (gawl) n. A wound in the skin by rubbing.

Gallant, (gal'Ian t) a. [F. galant. It galante.] Showy ;

splendid ;—noble in bearing or spirit ; heroic ;—cour

ageous ; brave ; — diguiftwi ; — courteous ; courtly ;—

.polite and. attentive toladios.

Gallant, (gallant) «. A gay or sprightly man ;—a

brave, high-spirited fslWw ;—a oourtiy or fashionable

man ;—one who is polite and attentive to ladies ;—a

wooer ; a suitor.

Gallant, (gal-lanf) v. t. To attend or wait on, as a

lady ;—to handle with grace, or in a modish style, as

a fan :—imp. & pp. gallanted; ppr. gallanting.

Gallantly, (gal'lan tie) adv. In a gallant manner, fpirit,

or bearing ; nobly ; bravely ; heroically ;—in a polito

or courtly manner ; like a gallant or wooer.

Gallantry, (gallant-re) n. [F. galanterie, It. & Sp.

galanteria.} Showy appearance ; magnificence ; gran

deur ;—nobleness ; generosity ;—bravery ; heroism ;—

civility or polite attentions to ladies; honourable

courtship ;—in a bad sense, lewdness ; debauchery.

Gall-bladder, (gawl'blad-er) n. A small membranous

sac, shaped like a pear, seated on the under side of

the liver, and containing gall.

Gall-ducts, (gawl'dukts) n. pi. Ducts which servo to

convey the bile.

Galleon, (galle-un) n. [Sp. galeon, It. galeone.] A large

ship with three or four decks, formerly used by tho

Spaniards as a man-of-war, and also in their com

merce with South America.

Gallery, (gal'er-e) n. [F. galerie.] A long and nar

row corridor or connecting passage-way ; — any apart

ment whose length exceeds its breadth, or a succes

sion of such for the exhibition of works of art ; hence,

also, a collection of paintings, sculptures, &c. ;—a long

and narrow platform attached to one or more sides nf

the interior of a building, and supported by brackets

or columns ;—a long portico with columns on ono

side ;—the upper floor of a theatre, church, hall, <tc. ;

the seats in huch ;—an ornamental garden walk lined

with trees.

Galley, (gaTe) n, [F. gattre, Sp. galtra, from L. galea,

helmet.} A low, flat-built vessel, with ono deck, and

navigated with sails and oars;—a light open boat,

used on the Thames ;—the cooking room of a ship of

war.

Galley-slave, (gal'e-alav) n. A person condemned for

a crime to work at the oar on board of a galley.

Galliard, (gal 'yard) a. [F. gaillurde, from yai, gay.]

Gay ; lively ; brisk ; spruce ; trim.

Galliard, (gal'yard) n, A brisk young fellow ;—a lively

measure or dance. [derived from galls.

Gallic, (gal'ik) a. Belonging to galls or oak-apples ;

Gallio, (gal'ik) a. Pertaining to Gaul or France;

Gallican. .

Gallicism, (gal'e-sizm) n. A mode of speech peculiar

to tho French nation ;—use of French idioms in

English writing or speech.

Gallicise, (gal'e-siz) v. t. To render conformable to

the French idiom or language:—imp. it pp. gallicizcd;

ppr. gallicizing.

Galligaskins, (gal-le-gas'kinz) 7i.pl. [Gallic Gascons.]

Large open hoso or trowsers;—leather guards worn

on the legs by sportsmen.

Gallimaufry, (gal-le-mawfre) n. [F. galimafrie.] A

hash of various kinds of meats ; a ragout ;—any in

consistent or ridiculous medley ;—a woman.

Gallinaceous, (gal-in-a'she-us) a. [L. gallina, hen,

gallut, cock.] Belonging to an order of birds includ

ing the common domestic fowls.

Gallinipper, (gaTle-nip-er) n. [L. galla, gall-nut, and

nip.] A large musquito.

Gallinule, (gaTle-nul) n. [L. gallhntla, diminutive ••*

gallina, hen.] An aquatic bird of the order Grallui,

which inhabits rivers, ponds, sedgy spots, and marshy

places.

Gallipot, (galle-pot) n. fD. gltye, potter's clay, and

pot.] A small glazed earthen pot, used by apothe

caries for containing medicines.

Gall-nut, (gawl'nut) n. An excrescence on a species of

oak, used in dyeing, making ink, <fce.

Gallon, (gal'nn)?i. [Norm. F, ,;rtfoti| Sp- pnlon.] A

measure of capacity for dry Cr liquid tilings, liui

usually fur liquids, and containing four quarts.
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Galloon, (gal-loon') n. [F. palon. It. galone, from

pala, pomp.] Gold and silver Laos usedlu embroidery;

—a tape-like tissue o£ cotton, silk, ic. , used for bind

ing hats, shoes, &c.

Gallooned, (gal-loond') a. Furnished, embellished,

or adorned with galloon.

Gallop, (gal'up) r. i. [F. paloper, It paloppare, Ger.

luuj'en. Go. klaupan,] To move or run with leaps or

bounds, as a horse ; to move very rapidly ; to ride at

the gallop ; — hence, to ran or pass over without

notice :—ivip. &. pp. galloped ; ppr. galloping.

Gallop, (gal'up) n. The springing or leaping move

ment of a quadruped ;—the pace of a horae, lifting

alternately his fore feet and his hind feet simultane

ously with a forward spring or bound—a dance in

which two partners advance with a leaping.

Gallopade, (gallup-ud) n. [F.] A kind of dance, and

a kind of music appropriate to the dance.

Gallopading, (gal-lup-iid'ing) n. Act of dancing a

gallopade ; galloping.

Galloper, (gal'up-cr) n. One who, or that which

gallops.

Galloway, (gal'lo-wa) n. A horse, or a species of

horses, of a small size, first bred in Galloway,

characterized by great spirit, endurance, and easiness

of gait.

Gallows, (gal'us) it. [A.-S. ptalpn, Go. palpa, Ioel.

g&lgi.] An instrument of punishment consisting of

two posts and a croas-beani on the top, to which a

criminal is suspended by a rope fastened round his

neck :—pi. A pair of suspenders or braces.

Gallows-bits, (gid'us-bitz) n. pi. Two strong frames,

Consisting of upright posts with a cross piece, placed

one at the foro and the other at the main hatchway,

between which the long boat, spare spars, booms,

tie, are stowed.

Galls, (gawlz) ». pf. Wounds on a horse induced

by the friction of the harness.

Gaily or Galley, (galTe) n. [Pg. gale, V. galie.] A

printer's frame ; an oblong board lodged on three

sides into which composed matter is put, and from

which proofs are taken for correction.

Galoche, (galosh) n, [P., Pp. palocha, a clog.] An

overshoe ;—a gaiter to cover the leg and upper part of

the foot.

Galvanic, (gal-van'ik^ a. Pertaining to galvanism ;

containing or exhibiting galvan

ism. Galvanic battery, any ap

paratus for generating electricity

by chemical action;—two plates

of different metals, one positively

affected bv the brine or acid in-

torposed and the other negative, ^(pL_

with a wire or conductor to trans-

mit tho electric current thus Galvanio Battery.

generated ;—a number of Kiniilar plates, placed alter

nately one above the other, usually of silver and zinc,

called" from the inventor, Volta, Voltaic battery;—

now a kind of trough divided into compartments,

Into which double plates cf zinc and copper soldered

together are put ; the lower part of tho plates is sub

merged in tho acid, and the upper parts arc connected

by a metallic rod w> as lo transmit the whole electric

force generated—the galvanic battery in iiecessnrily

less powerful than the electrical, but its power is

more continuous and available.

Gc.Ivanisra, (gal ' van - tan) ". (From (fatrani, »>f

Bologna, the discoverer.] Electricity developed by

chemical action between different substances without

tho aid of friction.

Galvanist, (gal'van-ist) n. One versed in galvanism.

Galvanize, (gal'van -iz) r. t. To affect with galvanism ;

—to plate <»r coat with metal by means of galvanism ;

—to restore to consciousness by galvanic action:—imj).

«£ VP- galvanized; ,<rr. galvanizing.

Galvanometer, (gal-v:in-om'et-er) *. [From galvan

ism and G. nerroa, measure.] An instrument for

measuring tho force of minute quantities of galvanic

electricity.

Gambado, (gam-ba'dc-) n. [It. & Sp. gainba, leg, of

Celtic origin.] A case of leather formerly used to de

fend the leg in riding on horseback.

Gambit, (gam'bit) n. [F. gambit, from pambitr. to

march, walk.] A mode of opening the game in chess

playing.

Gamble, (gamlil) v. i. [Diminutivo of game.] To play

or game for money or other stake ;—v, t. To lose or

squander by gaming :—imp. & pp. gambled ; ppr.

gambling.

Gambler, (gambler) ?*. One who gambles.

Gambling, (gam'bling) n. The act or practice of play

ing for money.

Gamboge, (gam-boH «. A concrete vegetable juice or

gum-resin of a beautiful reddish - yellow colour,

brought from Cambodia or Cambogia. It is used as

a pigment and a cathartic.

Gambol, (gam'bol) v. i. To dance and skip about ia

sport; to frisk;—to jump for joy; to frolic:—imp. &

pp. gamboled; ppr. gamboling.

Gambol, (gam'bol) n. [O. Eng. gambolde, F. perss-

bade.] A skipping or leaping about in frolic ; a skip ;

a hop.

Gambrel, (gamTirel) «. [F. yambt, for jambe, leg.]

The hind leg of a horse;—a stick crooked like a horse's

leg, used by butchers.

Gnmbroon, (gam-broon') v. A kind of twilled linen

cloth for lining.

Game, (gum) n. [A.-S. gamen, play, joke, IcuL

paman, joke, Ger. gaman, jest.] Sport of any kind;

jest; frolic ;—mockery; derision;—hence, object of

ridicule ; butt ;—an exercise or play for Amusement

or for Btakes ; trial of strength, skill, or hazard ;—a

single match at play;—advantage in playing; — »

scheme pursued; measure planned;—field sport; chase;

falconry, inc. ;—animals pursued or shot at, as deer,

hares, grouse, &c. ;—pi. Public contests or diversions

for tho gratification of the people.

Game, (gam) a. Heady to fight to the last, like a

game-cock; brave; plucky ;—pertaining to animals

hunted for game.

Game, (gim) v. i. To play at any sport or diversion ;

—to play for a stake or prize ;—to gamble :—ir.ip. &

pp. gamed : ppr. gaming.

Game-cock, (gamkok) n. A cock bred or used to fight.

Gameful, (gum'fool) a. Full of game; rpertive;

frolicsome.

Gamekeeper, (gumTcep-er) «. Ono who has the car©

of game, especially in a jwirk or preserve.

Gome-leg, (gumleg) n. [\Y. cam, or pass, crooked,

wry, wrong.] A lame or crooked leg.

Gamely, (giimTe) adv. In a game or courageous man

ner ; pluckily.

Gamesome, (gum'sum) a. Gay; sportive; frolicsome.

Gamesomely, (gum'Bum-le) adv. In a gamesome man

ner ; merrily ; playfully.

Gamester, (gam'ster) u. [Eng. posse, and A.-S. attwa,

leader.] One Addicted to gaming ; one accustomed to

play for money or other stakes ; a gnmblor ;—one en

gaged in play ; partner in a game.

Gamin, (gam'in) n. [F.] A neglected and unruly

child in the streets ; a city arab.

Gaming, (gaming) ». Act of contesting a game for a

prize or stake;—practice of playing cards, dice, &&,

for money ; gambling.

Gammer, (gam'mer) n, [Contracted from tjodmothtr,

A.-S. gamedtr.] An old wife—correlative of gaffer,

as applied to an old man.

Gammon, (gam'un) u. [Sp. jamon, ham. It pa>*bont,

a big leg.] The thigh of a hog pickled and smoked

os dried ; a smoked ham ;—backgammon :—an im

position or hoax ; humbug.

Gammon, (gam'un) r. L To raako bacon of;— r. *. To
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beat in the game of backgammon ;—to impose on by

improbable stories; to humbug:—imp. & jqp. gam

moned ; ppr. gammoning.

Gammoning, (gam'un-iug} n. Lashing ; seizing : —

especially the lashing by which the Iwwsprit is at

tached to the prow of the ship.

Gamut, (gam'ut) n. [G. gamma, the third letter of

the Greek alphabet, and ut, the name of a musical

note.] The scale—so called from the tint tone of the

model scale of Guido, which was represented by

gamma..

Gamy, (gftm'o) a. HaTing the flavour of dead game

when kept uncooked until tainted ;—showing an un

yielding spirit to the last.

Gander, (gan'der) n. [A.-S. gandra, Ger. gam, L.

(■■!■»-.'. j The male of the goose.

Gang, (gang) u. [A.-S., Dan., D., & Ger. gang, Sw.

ffdng, a going paco, gait, way.] A going ;—a number

going in company ; a crew ; a band ; a troop ;—portion

of a Uiip's crew detailed for special service ;—in min

ing, a course or vein ;—the substance which contains

the ore; a gangue. [Scot.]

Gaag, (gang) v. i. fA.-S. gangan.) To go; to walk.

Gang-board, (gang'bord) n. A board or plank, with

cleats for steps, used for walking into or out of a

▼eaeeL

Ganglion, (gang'gle-on) n. [ I,. . G. gagglion, a swelling,

a tumour.] A collection of nerve cells from which

nerre fibres are given off in one or more directions ;—

a globular, bard, indoleut tumour, situated on a

tendon, generally about the wrist.

Ganglionic, (gang-gle-ou'ik) a. Pertaining to a gang

lion.

Gangrene, (ganggren) n. [F. from G. gaggralna, from

grainrin, to gnaw, eat.] The first stage of mortifi

cation of living flesh—so termed from its eating away

the fleah. «

Gangrene, (ganggren) v. t. To mortify ;—v. i. To be-

eonie mortified or putrescent ; to lose vitality.

Gangrenous, (gang gren-us) a. Mortified ; putrified—

said of living fleah.

Gangue, (gang) n. [F. Ger. gang, a metallic vein.]

The mineral substance which incloses any metallic

ore in the vein.

Gangway, (gang^wil) v. A thoroughfare or narrow

passage of any kind ;—the temporary access to a build

ing, formed by an inclined plane of wooden planks ;—

a strip of planking from the quarter-deck to the fore

castle-deck ;—the part of a ship's side by whicti one

enters or leaves it; also the ladder or steps attached

thereto.

Gannet, (gan'et) ». [A.-S. gatut, ganot, a sea-fowl.]

The Solan goose, a sea fowl

of the genus Ptlecv a M,

nearly three feet in length,

with a long, straight bill,

and palmated feet — it ih

migratory, frequenting the

isles at Scotland in suuiiikt,

and feed* principally ou

herring.

Gantlet, (gantTct) n. [From

D. pant, all, and looptu, to

run.] A military or naval

punishment in which the

offender is made to run be

tween two files of men fitting one another, who strike

him as he passes :—also Gantlope.

Ganymede, (gan'e-med) n. In mythology, a beautiful

youth who was carried by J upiter from Mount

Ida to heaven , and made page and cup-bearer to the

gods.

Gaol, (jal) n, A place of confinement for criminals

and debtors.

Gap, (gap) n. [loci, gap, mouth.] An opening in any

thing made by breaking or parting ; an opening for

 

Cannot.

a passage or entrance ;—a breach ; a flaw ;—a hiatus;

a chasm ; an interstice ; vacuity.

Gape, (gap) V. i. (A--S. geapan, to open, IceL gapa, to

gaze, to open.] To open the mouth for food; to crave;

to look and long for; to desire earnestly;— to stretch

from weariness; to yawn;—to open and gaze with

wonder or surprise ; to stare ;—to utter with open

mouth ;—to seek to injure or devour ;—to divide or

separate with fissures or crevices ;—to have a hiatus,

as between vowels, or a pause or break in the mean

ing or words ^—imp. & pp. gaped; ppr. gaping.

Gape, (gap) 'i. The act of gaping ;—the width of the

mouth when opened, as of birds, fishes, ic.

Gaper, (giip'er) 71. One who gapes; one who stares

foolishly ;—one who craves or covets.

Gar, (gar) n. [A.-S. gar, dart.] A fish of the pike

family, having a long, pointed head.

Gar, (gar) r. t. [Go. gotra, to make.] To force ; to

compel.

Garb, (garb) n. [Norm. F. garbt, dress, garb?. Rub.

gerb.] Clothing, especially, official or Appropriate

dress ; —fasluon or mode of dress; external appearance;

looks.

Garbago, (garb'fij) n. [0. Eng. garbash, F. garber, to

make fine.] Refuse parts of flesh; offal; the refuse

matter It '-m a kitchen;—gross or immoral language

or writing.

Garbed, (garbd) a. Dressed ; habited.

Garble, (gar'bl) v. t. [F, garbeter, to examine, from

L. cribdlum, allied to cerntre, to separate.] To sift or

bolt ;—to pick out such parts of as mny serve a pur

pose ; to mutilate; to corrupt;—iiup. Al pp. garbled;

ppr. garbling.

Garbler, (gar' bier) n. One who garbles, sifts, aolects.

Garboard, (gar'bord) n. The first plank fastened on the

keel on the outside.

Gardant, (giird'ant) a. [F. gardcr, to look.] In

heraldry, in a full faced position, or in the act of

looking at the observer—applied to an animal.

Garden, (gar'dn) n. [F. il Sp. jardin, It. giardino.

A.-S. geard, L. hortiu, garden.] A piece of ground

for the cultivation of truiU, flowers, or vegetables ;

—a rich, well-cultivated spot or tract of country.

Garden, (gar'dn) v.i. To lay out or to cultivate a

garden ; to labour in a garden:—imp. 61 pp. gardened ;

ppr. gardening. [garden.

Garden, (gar'dn) o. Belonging to or produced in a

Gardener, (gar'dn-er) v. One who makes and tends a

garden ; a horticulturist.

Gardening, (gar'dn-ing) ». The art of laying out and

cultivating gardens.

Garden-mould, (gar/dn-mold) n. Mould or rich mel

low earth suitable for a garden.

Garden-stuff, (gnr'dn-stuf) n. Plants growing in a

garden ; vegetables for the table.

Gardon, (gar don) n. A fish of the roach kind.

Gar-fish, (garfish) n. A long and slender marine fish,

with a sharp, pointed snout, appearing on the British

coasts before the mackerel season.

Gargariam, (gir'gar-izm) n. A liquid preparation to

gargle the throat

Gargle, (gur'gl) v.t. [Ger. gvrr/el, throat, gurpeln, to

gargle.] To wash or rinse, as the mouth or throat :—

imp, & pp. gargled ; mw, gargling.

Gargle, (gur'gl) n. A liquid preparation for washing

the mouth and throat.

Gargoyle, (gar'goil)M. [F. gargouillc, from gargouitler.]

A projecting water-spout in ancient buildings, carved

grotesquely.

Garish, (garish) u. [A.-S. gar, or from Scot, gair, a

stripe, G. gauros, proud.] Gaudy; showy; fine;—

glaring; glittering;—extravagantly gay ; flighty.

Garishly, (giVish-le) adv. Gaudily ; showily ;—in a

wild or flighty manner.

Gai■lsliness, (garish-net) n. Finery : gandineas ; osten

tation in dress or manner;—flighty or extravagant joy.
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Garland, (garland) n. [F. gvirlande, It. gkirlanda.]

A wreath or chaplet made of branches, flowers,

feather*, fcc. ; a coronal :—the top ; the principal

thing, or thing most prized;—a collection of little

printed pieces ; an anthulogy.

Garland, (gar'land) v. f. To crown or deck with a

garland :—imp. & pp. garlanded ; ppr. garlanding.

Garlic, (garlik) n. [A.-S. gdrlede, from g<Xr, s]>ear,

and leac, leek.] A plant of the genus Allium, having

a bulbous root, a very strong smell, and an acrid,

pungent taste.

Garment, (garnient) n. [0. Eng. & Norm. F. o/anw-

mtnt, from garnir.] Any article of clothing, as a

coat, a gown, <fcc ;—pi. Clothing in general ; dress.

Gamer, (gar'ner) n. [F. grtnier, Jr. geirneal, Scot.

girnel, from L. granum, grain.] A granary; a building

or place where grain is stored.

Garner, (gar'ner) v. t. To store in a granary :—imp.

& pp. garnered ; ppr. garnering.

Garnet, (garnet) n. [F. grtnat.) A mineral of a

deep-red colour, occurring in symmetrical twelve-

aided crystals ; it consists of silica, alumina, and

lime, with more or less oxide of iron or manganese ;

—a sort of tackle fixed to the main-stay, and used to

hoist the cargo.

Garnish, (garnish) v. t. [F. garnir, A. -3. varnian, to

take care.] To adorn; to embellish ;—to ornament,

as a dish with something laid about it ; to furnish,

as a fort with troops ;—to warn ; to give notice to :—

imp. & pp. garnished ; ppr garnishing.

Garnish, (garnish) n. Decoration; ornament;—some

thing set round a dish as an embellishment ;—fetters.

Garnishment, (garnish-ment) n. Ornament ; decora

tion ;—warning or legal notice to one to appear and

give information to the court.

Garniture, (garne-tur) n. That which garnishes ; em

bellishment ;—furniture ;—dress.

Garret, (gar'et) n. [F. gutrite, Sp. garita, a place

of refuge.] That part of a house which is on the

upper floor, immediately under the roof; an attic.

Garreteer, (gar'et-er) n. An inhabitant of a garret ; a

poor author; a literary hack.

Garrison, (gar'e-sn) n. [F. garnison, garrison, from

garnir, to furnish.] A body of troops in a fort or

fortified town, to defend it against an enemy, or to

keep the inhabitants in subjection;—a strong place in

which troops are quartered for its security;—the state

of being placed in a fort for its defence.

Garrison, (gar'e-sn) v. t. To place troops in, as in a

fortress for its defence;—to secure or defend bj

fortresses manned with troops : — imp. & pp. garri

soned; ppr. garrisoning.

Garrote, (gar-rotO n. [Sp. garrote, F. garret, a bend

ing lever, from Sp. garra, claw, talon.] A Spanish

mode of execution by strangulation, with an iron

collar affixed to a post and tightened by a screw

until life becomes extinct.

Garrote, (gar-rot') v. (. To strangle with the garrote ;

hence, to seize by the throat from behind with a

view to choke and rob :—imp. <fc pp. garroted ; ppr.

garroting.

Garroter, (gir-rofer) n. One who seizes a person by

the throat from behind with a view to choke and rob

him. [talkativeness ; loquacity.

Garrulity, (gir-ul'e-te) n. Quality of being garrulous;

Garrulous, (garn-lus) a. [L. garrvlus, from garrire,

to chatter.] Talkative; loquacious ; chattering.

Garrulously, (gar'u-lus-le) adv. In a garrulous or

talkative manner.

Garter, (gar'ter) n. [F. jarrttilre, It. garretto, bend

of the knee, from Sp. garra, claw.] A string or band

used to tie a stocking to the leg ;—the badge of the

lugheat order of knigbthood in Great Britain, insti

tuted by Edward 111., and consisting of a garter,

collar, and mantle;—the order Itself;—tlm herald at

tached to the order—GarVsr king at»aruu.

Garter, (garter) r. (. To bind with a garter;—to in

vest with the order of the Garter:—imp. & pp. garter

ed; ppr. gartering.

Garth, (garth) n. [W. gardd, garden.] A close; a

yard ; a croft; a garden ;—a dam or wear for catch

ing flsh.

Garum, (gar'um) n. [G. garon.] A sauce much prized

by the ancients, made of small fish preserved in

pickle or brine.

Gas, (gas) n. [F. gaz; perhaps from A.-S. gd*t, Ger.

geist. spirit.] Any aeriform elastic fluid;—carbur-

etted hydrogen, commonly obtained from coal, and

used for illuminating purposes.

Gas, (gas) v. t. To burn oft any thing light with gas, as

hairs or thread. [gas.

Gaselier, (gas'a-ler) n. A chandelier arranged to burn

Gascon, (gas'kon) n. A native of Gasoony, in France ;

a boaster :—also Gasconader.

Gasconade, (gas'kon-ild) n. [F. from Gatcon, an in

habitant of Gasoony, the people of which are noted

for boasting.) A boast or boasting; a vaunt; a bra

vado.

Gasconade, (gas'kon-ad) v. i. To boast ; to brag ; to

vaunt; to bluster:—imp. & pp. gasconaded; ppr.

gasconading.

Gaseous, (ga'zC-us) a. In the form of gas or an

aeriform fluid ;—lacking substance or solidity ; tenu

ous, [pipes, brackets, &c., for gas-lights.

Gas-fitter, (gas'fit-er) n. One who puts up and adjusts

Gash, (gash) t>. t. [F. hache, Ger. & D. kacle, hatchet.]

To make a gash or long, deep incision in, particu

larly in flesh :—imp. is, pp. gashed; ppr. gashing.

Gash, (gash) n. [From the verb] A deep and long

cut, particularly in flesh. (ful.

Gashful, (gash'fool) a. Full of gashes ; hideous; fright-

Gasification, (gos-if-e-ka'shun) n. The act or process

of converting into gas.

Gasify, (gas'e-fi) v. t. [Eng. ga$ and L. factrt, to

make.] To convert into gas, as by the application of

heat, or by chemical processes:—imp. & pp. gasified ;

ppr. gasifying.

Gasket, (g.is'ket)«. [F. gareette, 8p. cazeta.] A flat,

plaited cord, used to furl the sail, or tie it to the yard

when furled.

Gaakins, (gas'kins) n. pi. Wide, open hose.

Gas-meter, (gaVmSt-er) ft. An instrument for meas

uring the quantity of gas consumed at a particular

place.

Gasometer, (gas-om'et-er) n. A reservoir for coal

gas ;—chemical instrument for holding, testing, or

mixing gases.

Gasometxy, (gas-om'et-re) n. Art or practice of measur

ing gases.

Gasp, (gasp) v. i. [Sw. gaspa, Dan. gitpt, to gape,

yawn.] To open the mouth in panting for breath ; —

to labour for breath; to respire convulsively or

violently;—to pant with eagerness;—to long for;—

r. !. To emit breath with open mouth and spasmodic

action of the lungs ; to breathe with effort :—imp.

& pp. gasped; ppr. gasping.

Gasp, (gasp) n. A laboured respiration : a painful

catching of the breath, especially in the agonies of

death.

Gasping, (gasp'ing) n. Catching breath by opening

the mouth wide ;—a passionate wish or desire.

Gas-pipe, (gas'pip) n. A pipe for the conveyance of

gas. [exhilarated.

Gassy, (gas'e) a. Full of gas ; gaseous ; hence, inflated ;

Gas-tar, (gas'tar) a. Coal-tar which is produced in gas

works.

Gasteropod, (gaa/ter-d-pod) ft. [Q. gaatir. stomach, and

povn, podot, foot.] A molluscous animal having a

fleshy ventral disk, which serves to take the plaw-Vf

•fset. ■ . ' . -(Belonging to the mxuiiaWi.

Gastric, (gas'trik) a. [0. gaiter, gattrot, bully, stomach.]

Oastriloquiit, (gas- tril'o-kwist) n. IF. gastril^ut,
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from G. gastir, belly, and L. loqui, to speak.] Ono

who appears to speak from his stomach : a ventrilo

quist, [flanimation of the stomach.

Gastritis, (gas-tri'tia) ft. [G. gutter, stomach.] Iti-

Gastrology, (gas-trol'6-je) n. [G. gastfr, stomach, and

logos, discourse.] A treatiso on the stomach.

Gastromancy. (gas'trd-man-se) n. [G. gnster, the

bellj, and mnnteia, divination.] A kind of divination

among the ancients, by means of words uttered from

the stomach.

Gastronomer, (gas-trono-rncr) «• [G. fftutir. belly,

and nomas, law.] Ono who is fond of good living; an

epicure ; a glutton.

Gastronomy, (gas-tron'o-me) tl The art or science of

good eating ; epicurism.

Gat'., (gat) n. [A.-S. geat, pat, gate, Icel. (rata.] A

pasaage-way in the wall of a city, a grand edifice, and

the like; also, the frame of timber, &c, which closes

the passage ;—a frame stopping the passage of water

through a dam or leck;—an avenue; a means of

entrance. *

Gate-house, (gafhous) n, A structure forming an

entrance to a park, public building, or mansion ; a

lodge.

Gate-way, (gat/w.1) n. A passage through a fence or

wall : a gate ; also a frame, arch, or the like, in

which a gate is hung.

Gather, (gaTH>r) r.t. [A.-S. gaderutn, from gador,

at the same time, together.] To bring together; to

collect; to assemble; to congregate;—to harvest; to

cull ; to pick ; to pluck ;—to gain ; to acquire ;—to

contract ; to compact ; to unite in one bodv or interest;

to consolidate ; to draw together, as a piece of cloth,

by a thread ; to pucker- to plait;—to derive, as an

inference; to infer; to conclude;—v.i. To come to

gether; to collect; to congregate ;—to increase;—to

come to a head, as a sore ;—to draw an inference :—

imp. & pp. gathered; ppr. gathering.

Gather, (ganger) «. A plait or fold in cloth ; a pucker.

Gatherer, (gaTH'er-er) n. One who gathers or collects.

Gathering, (gaTH'cr-iug) «. That which is gathered or

brought together;— a crowd; an assembly;—a tum

our suppurated or maturated ; an abscess.

Gaud, (gawd) n. [L. gaudivm, joy.] A piece of

worthless finery ; a trinket.

Gaudily, (gawd'e-le) adv. In a gaudy manner ; osten

tatiously, [showinesa ; finery.

Gaudineas, (gawd'e-nes) n. Quality of being gaudy ;

Gaudy, (gawd'e) a. Ostentatiously fine ; showy ;—gay ;

merry ; festal.

Gauffer, (gawfer) v. t. [F. gaufrer.] To plait, crimp,

or flute ; to goffer, as lace.

Gauge, (giij) w.l, [F. jauger.) To measure or to

ascertain the contents of, as of a pipe, puncheon,

hogshead, or the like ;—to measure the capacity or j

ability of; to estimate; to ascertain by test or trial:

— imp. A pp. gauged; ppr. gauging.

Gauge, (glj) n. An instrument to determine dimen

sions or capacity; a standard of any kind ;—dimen

sions; estimate;—any apparatus for measuring the

elate of a phenomenon ;—position with reference to

a Teasel and to the wind;—the depth to which a vessel

•inks in the water ;—the distance between the rails of

a railway ;—the calibre of a gun ;—the size of metallic

wire or rods.

Ganger, (gij'er) n. One who gauges or measures the

contents of casks, barrels, &c. :—an excise officer who

measures the quantity and tests the quality of casks of

excisable liquor.

Gauging, (grij'h'K) ft. The art of measuring the con

tents or capacities of Teasels.

Gaul, (gawl) n. A native or inhabitant of Gaul or of

ancient France.

Gaunt, (gant) n. [Perhaps from A.-S. aeiranal, pp.

of geieanian, to diminish, to w-ane, W. giran, weak,

poor.] Lean ; meagre; pinched and grim.

from gant,

 

Gauntlet, (gant'let) n. [I*, ganttlet,

glove.] A large glove with plates

of metal on the back, worn as

part of the defensive armour in

ancient times;—a long glove cover

ing the wrist.

Gauze, (flaws) n. (F. gaze, Sp.

gasa.] A very thin, slight, trans

parent stuff of silk or linen. Gauntlet.

Gauzy, (gawz'e) a. Pertaining to or resembling gauze;

thin as gauze.

Gavel, (gav'el) n. [F. javelle, take.] The ground :

—tribute ; toll ; gabel ;—the end of a building ; gable ;

—a small bean of wheat, rye, or other grain not tied

up ;—the mallet of a presiding officer.

Gavial, (gav'e-al) n. [The East Indian name.] A

species of crocodile found in India

Gavot, (ga-vof) n. [F. garotte, It garotte.] A.

lively dance performed after the minuet

Gawk, (gawk) u. [A.-S. gedc, gdc, L. eueultu.]

A cuckoo j—ia simpleton ; a booby ;—Scot, gowk.

Gawky, (gawk'e) a. Foolish and awkward ; clumsy ;

clownish.

Gawky, (gawk'e) ft, A fellow who is awkward from

being overgrown or from stupidity.

Gay, (gii) a. [F. gai. It gaio.) Airy ; merry ; cheer

ful ; sportive ; — fine ; Bhowy ; bright ; brilliant ;

gaudy ; — specious ; — addicted to sensual pleasure ;

loose ; dissijtated.

Gayety, (ga'e-te) n. Cheerfulness ; airiness ; mirth ;

merriment; acta or en bertainroenta prompted by or

inspiring merry delight—used often in the plural;—

finery ; show.

Gayly, (ga'le) adv. With mirth and frolic ; merrily ;

—splendidly ; showily.

Gaynets, (ga'nes) n. Gayety ; finery.

Gaysome, (gasum) a. Full of gayety.

Gaze, (gftz) r. i. [G. agazesthai, to be astonished, Go.

geisan, to smite, to be terrified.] To fix the eyoe in a

steady and earnest look ; to gape ; to stare ;—r. t. To

behold with earnest attention ; to view steadfastly :—

imp. & pp. gated ; ppr. gazing.

Gaze, (gaz) n. A fixed look ; a look of eagerneaa, won

der, or admiration ;—the object gazed on.

Gazeful, (gaz'fool) a. Looking intently ; staring.

Gazelle, (ga-zel*) n. [F. from A. gdzal, a wild goat.]

A small, swift, elegantly form

ed species of antelope, cele

brated for the lustre and soft

expression of its eyes. It is

found in Northern Africa and

Persia.

Gazer, (gilz'cr) n. One who gazes

or looks steadfastly.

Gazette, (ga-zef) n. [F., It.

gazzctta.] A newspaper ; especi

ally an official newspaper or

journal.

Gazette, (ga-zef) v. t. To insert

or publish in a gazette; to an- Gazelle,

nounce officially :—imp. & pp. gazetted ; ppr. gazet

ting.

Gazetteer, (gazet-Wr) n. A writer of news, or an

officer appointed to publish news by authority ;—the

title of a newspaper ; a gazette ;—a geographical dic

tionary ; a book of topography ;—a descriptive work

in alphabetical form on subjects of general or useful

knowledge.

Gazing-stock, (gaz'ing-stok) ft, A person gazed at

with curiosity— usually as an object of loathing or

contempt

Gazon, (ga-zoon') n. [F. gaton, turf.] Piecea of turf

used to lino parapets and earthworks in fortification.

Gean, (gen) it [F. pidgne.] The wild cherry.

Gear, (gCr) n. [A.-S. geara, gearwa, provision. 1 Ap

paratus ; furniture ; accoutrements ; dress ; habits ;
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ornaments ;—harness for horses or oxen ; draught traces

or tackle ;—riches ; possessions ;—a toothed wheel, or

toothed wheels collectively.

Gear, (g6r) v . t. To dress ; to put on gear ; to har

ness :—iiJip. & pp. geared; ppr. gearing.

Gearing, (goring) «. Harness ; a train of toothed

wheels for transmitting and varying motion in

macliinery.

Gearing-chain, (gcr'ing-chaii)n. An endless chain, with

regular projections like those of a rack, passing like a

belt around toothed wheels, and transmitting motion

between them.

Geat,(jet)"> [D- gat.] The hole through which metal

runs into a mould in casting.

Geek, (gek) n. [Ger., A.-S. geac, cuckoo. ] A fool ; a

simpleton;—a jibe; a jest.

Geek, (gek)v.i. To jest at; to flout; to sneer at;—v.t.

To client ; to gilll.

Gecko, (gck'6) n. A nocturnal lizard of the Saurian

genus, having flattened toes and sharp claws, by

means of which it is enabled to run upon walls and

ceilings.

Gee, (je) v.i. [A.-S. gegan, to go, F. dia, gee.] To

turn to the off-side or from the driver—said of cattle

or a team—used in the imperative:—imp. & pp. geed;

opr. geeing.

Gehenna, (gg-hen'na) )u [L. Gehenna, G. Geenrta.]

The valley of Hinnom, neav Jerusalem, a receptacle for

all the refuse of the city, perpetual fires being kept

up in order to prevent pestilential effluvia ;—in the

New Testament, hell.

Gelatinate, (jO-latin-it) r. (. To convert into gelatine

or into a substance resembling jelly ;—r. i. To be

converted into gelatine :—also Gelatinize:—imp. in pp.

gelatinated ; ppr. gelatinating.

Gelatiuation, (je-lat-in-;Vshun) 11. Act or process of

converting or being turned into gelatine.

GelutLne, (jela-tin)». [P. gelatine, Sp. & It. gelatina,

from L. gelare, to congeal.) An animal substance or

organic tissue, soluble in hot water, and congealing

into a tremulous jelly. It exists almost pure in the

skins of some fish, and from the boiling of these is

formed ising-glass ; from the boiling of hoofs, Ac. is

formed glue; and from the boiling of hides, &c. is

formed size.

Gelatinous, (jel-at'in-us) a. Of the nature and

consistence of gelatine ; resembling jelly; viscous;—

also Gelatine.

Geld, (geld) v. (. [Ger. peilen, pelten, D. gilder.] To

castrate; to emasculate; — to deprive of any thing

essential ;—to deprive of any thing exceptionable ; to

expurgate :—im». & pp. gelded or gelt ; ppr. gelding.

Gelding, (geld'ing) n. Act of castrating ;—a castrated

animal ; especially, a horse.

Gelid, (jel'id) a. [L. pelidus, from gel a, frost, cold.]

Cold ss ice ; very cold.

Gelidity, (jel-id'e-to) n. Extreme cold; the state of

being frigid; freezing :—also Gelidneas.

Golidly, (jol'id-le) «dr. Coldly; frigidly.

Gem, ( jem) n, [L. gemma.] A bud;—a precious stone

of any kind, especially when cut and polished for

ornament ; a jewel.

Gem, (jem) v. t. To adorn with poms or precious

stones ;—to embellish : to stud with detached beauties

or ornaments ;—v. i. To bud ; to germinate :—imp.

& pp. gemmed ; ppr. gemming.

Gemcl, (jom'el) n, [F. gemeau,

/em. ptmelle, from L. pemin-

us, twin.] A pair — term

used in heraldry.

Geminate, (jem'in-at) «,

Doubled ; formed or existing

in pairs :—also Gcminous.

Gemini, (jem'e-ni) n. pi. [L.

twins, pi. of peminu*. ] A

constellation of the zodiac, Gemini.

.^L^ 11

«&5

containing the two bright stars, Castor and Pollux;

—the third sign of the zodiac, which the sun enters

about the 25th of May.

Gemmate, (jem'mat) a. [L. gemmatus, pp. of gemmare,

to put forth buds, from gemma, bud.] Having buds ;

reproducing by buds.

Gemination, (jem-infi'shun) n. Budding ;—the arrange-

ment of buds on the stalk ; — tho period of the

expansion of buds. [or resembling gems.

Gemmeoui, (jem'e-us) a. [L. gemmeps.] Pertaining to

Gemmule, ( jem'ul) n. A little gem or bud.

Gemmy, (jem'e) a. Full of gems; bright ;— sparkling

like a gem ; neat ; smart ; spruce.

Gemsbok. (jeniz'hok) ft. [Ger., from gemse, chamois,

and bole, buck.] A species of the antelope iound in

South Africa.

Gem-sculpture, (jem'skulp-tur) n. Art of engraving

designs on precious stones—when done in relief or

raised work it is called cameo ; when cut into the

stone or below the surface, intaglio.

Gendarme, (zhang-darm') ><. [F. pent d'armes, men at

arms.] An armed policeman in France.

Gender, (jen'der) n. [F. genre, L. genus, from pignert,

to beget.] Sex, male or female;—in grammar, a

difference in words to express distinction of sex ;—

kind ; sort

Gender, (jen'der) v. t. To beget ; to engender ;—r. i.

To copulate :—imp. & pp. gendered; ppr. gendering.

Genealogical, (jen-e-a-Ioj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to

genealogy, or the descent of persons or families; —

exhibiting the descent of a person or family from an

ancestor. {descent of persons or families.

Genealogist, (jen-e-al'6-jist) n. One who traces the)

Genealogy, (jen-e-ald-je) n. [G. genealogia, genea,

birth, race, and logos, discourse.] An account or

history of the descent of a person or family from an

ancestor ; a pedigree ;—regular descent of a person

or family from a progenitor ; lineage.

Genera, (jen'er-a) a., pi. of genus.

Generable, (jen'er-a-bl) a. [L. getierabili*, from

generare, to beget.] Capable of being generated or

produced.

General, (jcn'er-al) a. [F. from L. genus.] Relating to

a genus or kind ; pertaining to a whole class or order ,

—comprehending many species or individuals ;—lax

in signification ; not precise or particular ; abstract ,

not specific ; universal ;—common ; public; vulgar;—

widely spread ; extensive ; prevalent ; usual.

General, (jen'er-al) n. The whole ; the total ; — the

main or chief part ;—the public ; the vulgar ;—the

chief or head of a body or community ;—the com

mander of an army ;—a military officer commanding

a brigade or division of an army.

General-assembly, (jen'er-al-as-sem'ble)w. The highest

court of the Free Church and of the Established

Church of Scotland. [beat of drum.

Generale, (zhen-e'ru.l) n. [F.] A calling to arms by

Generalissimo, (jen-er-al-isc-md) n. [It., F. ptnelralis-

rime.] The chief commander of an army or military

force.

Generality, (jen-tr-al'e-te) n. The state of being gene

ral ; a general or vague statement or phrase ;—the

main body ; the bulk ; tho greatest part.

Generalization, (jen-;r-al-e-zu'shun) "• Act of gene

ralizing, or of bringing individuals or particulars

under genera or clashes.

Generalize, (jen'cr-al-iz) v. t. To bring under a genus

or under genera ;—to use with a more extensive appli

cation ; to make universal in application, as a formula

or rule ;—to derive, as a genus, or as a general con

ception, or principle;—v. t. To form classes or genera;

to take general or comprehensive views :—imp. & pp.

generalized; ppr. generalizing.

Generally, (jen'er-al-le) adv. In general ; commonly :

extensively, though not universally;—in tho main;

without detail ; upon the whole.
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Generalship, (jen'er-al-ship) n. Office of a general ;—

exercise of the functions of a general ;—skill and con-

d act of a general officer.

Generant, (jen'jr-ant) n, [L. generaiis, ppr. of gene-

rare.) That which generates; productive principle

or force ;—a line, surface, or solid, generated by the

motion of the generatrix.

Generate, (jen'e.r-at) v. t. [L. generare, generatum.]

To beget ; to procreate ;—to propagate ; to engender ;

—to originate by chemical process ; to produce-; to

cause:—imp. & pp. generated; ppr. generating.

Generation, (jen-er-ashuu) u. Act of begetting; pro

creation; propagation:—act of producing; production;

formation ;—that which is generated ; progeny ; off

spring ;—form of generation ; race ; breed ; kind ;

stock ;—period of generation ; the whole number of

human beings living within a certain time ; an age,

usually calculated at 33 years ; each successive ]>eriod

and race of men ;—descendants from the same stock ;

family; genealogy;—formation of a geometrical magni

tude by a moving point or body.

Generative, (jen'er-at-iv) a. Having the power of

generating or producing ; prolific.

Generator, (jcn'er-at-er) n. One who or that which

generates ;—a vessel in which steam is generated ;—

the principal musical sound or sounds by which others

are produced.

Generatrix, (jen'er-a-triks) n. [L.] The point or the

mathematical magnitude winch, by its motion, gener

ates another magnitude.

Generic, (jfi-ncrlk) a. Pertaining to a genus or kind ;

—very comprehensive—opposed to specific.

Generically, (je-nryik-al-lc) adv. With regard to a

genus or an extensive class.

Generosity, (jen-cr-oa'e-to) n. [L. generositas.} Mag

nanimity ; nobleness of heart and feeling ; high-toned

sentiment ;—liberality in giving ; munificence ; boiuiti-

fulnesa.

Generous, (jen'er-ua) a. [L. generosus.] Noble;

honourable, as extraction ; — magnanimous ; high-

spirited ;—liberal ; bountiful ;—strong ; full of spirit,

as wine;—full: abundant, as hospitality; — lively;

sprightly, as a steed.

Generously, (jen'sr-us-lo) adv. Honourably; nobly;

freely ; liberally ; handsomely.

Gencrousnesa, (jen'cr-us-nes) n. The quality of being

generous ; magnanimity ; nobleness ; — liberality ;

munificence.

Genesis, (jen'e-sis) n. [G. genesis, from gignestkai, to

beget, be born.] Act of producing or giving birth or

origin; production; formation; origination; — the

fir&t book of the Old Testament.

Genet, (jen'et) m. [Sp. horse.] A small-sized, well-

proportioned, Spanish horse ; a jennet. [F. genette,

Sp. ginetta.] A carnivorous animal, allied to the

civet, of a gray colour, spotted and banded with black

or brown, and found in the south of Europe and in

Africa.

Genethliacs, (j6-nethTe-aks)n. [G. genethlios, belonging

to one's birth.] The science of calculating nativities

or predicting the future events of life from the stars

which preside at birth.

Genetic or Genetical, (jon-et'ik) ti. Pertaining to the

creation or mode of production of any thing.

Genera, (je-ne'va) n. [P. genievre, juniper, L. Juni-

prrus.] A spirit distilled from grain and flavoured

with juniper-berries. [inhabitant of Genera.

Genevan, (je-ne'van) a. Belonging to Geneva;—on

Genial, (jtVhc-al) a. [L. grniati*.] Contributing to <>r

concerned in propagation or production ; productive ;

—sympathetically cheerful and cheering ;—festive ;

enlivening; merry; cordial.

Geniality, (je-ne-al'e-te) n. Quality of being genial ;

gayety ; sympathetic cheerfulness.

Genially, "(je ne-al-le) adv. By genius or nature ;

naturally ; cheerfully.

Genialness, (je'ne-al-nes)". The quality of being genial ;

cheerfulness.

Geniculated, (je-nik'fi-lat-ed) a. [L. geniculum,

diminutive of genu, knee.] Bent abruptly at an angle,

like the knee.

Geniculation, (je-nik-u-la'shun) n. State of being bent

abruptly at an angle ; knottiuess. [disposition.

Genie, (zhen-e') ti. [P.] Inclination ; bent of n.ind ;

Genii, (je'ue-i) n. One of a fabulous olass of beings,

created of fire, and capable of assuming any form, or

of becoming invisible at pleasure.

Genio, (Jen'e-6) n. [It] A man of a particular turn

of mind. •

Genital, (jen'it-al) a. [L. genitalis, from gignere, to

beget.] Pertaining to generation.

Genitals, (jeu'it-alz) n. pi. [L. genitalia, ac. numbfa.]

The sexual organs.

Genitive, (jeu'e-tiv) ». [h. genitivus, from gipnere,

to beget.] A case in the declension of nouns ex

pressing such relations as are expressed in English by

of or belonging to; possessive case.

Genitive, fjon'e-tiv) «. Pertaining to or indicating

source, origin, possession, and the like, [father.

Genitor, (jen iter) n. One who procreates ; a sire ; a

Genius, (jC-'ue-us) n. [L. genius, from gignere, to be^et.

bring forth.] A tutelary deity supposed by the

ancients to preside over a man's life and fortune ;—

the protecting power of a particular man or locality ;

—the animating spirit of a people or generation;—

peculiar structure of mind ; individual talent or

faculty ; disposition ; hence, bent, inclination, or

aptitude for any kind of intellectual labour;—a special

gift or strength of mind ; uncommon intellectual

powers ; specifically, gift of imagination ; power of

invention or origination ; intuitive perception ;—a

man endowed with the highest mental gifts; a thinker

or writer of the highest order;—prevailing character ;

spirit; tendency.

Genoese, Qon'o-Oz) it. The language of Genoa ; an

inhabitant of Genoa;— a. pi. The people of Genoa.

Gent, 0ellt) »• Abbreviation for gentleman.

Genteel, (jen-tel") a. [F. <fc Sp. gentil, L. gent His, from

gens, race, family.] Possessing or exhibiting the

qualities belonging to high birth and breeding; well-

bred ; easy in manners ; — elegant in appearance ;

graceful ; decorous ;—polite ; refined ; polished ; ele

gant ; fashionable.

Genteelly, (jen-telle) adv. In a genteel manner.

Gcnteelness, (jen--t*l'ue*) n- Quality of being genteel ;

elegance; politeness.

Gentian, fjen'ehe-an) n. [F. gentiane. L. gentiana.) A

genus of plants of wjveral species. The root, which is

of a brownish-yellow colour and very bitter, is of

common use as a tonic, stomachic, antiseptic, and

febrifuge.

Gentianella, (jen'she-an-cl-la) n. A genus of ]>crcniiial

C*nt.-i allied to the gentian, found in turfy or boggy

d in the south of England—one species produces

beautiful blue flowers, hence a kind of blue colour.

Gentile, (jen'til) n. [L. gentilis, belonging to the came

people or nation.] One of a gentile or non-Jewish

nation; a worshipper of false gods; a heathen; a pagan.

Gentile, (Jen'til) a. Belonging to the nations at large

as distinguished from the Jews; of pagan or heatheu

people ;—denoting a race or country.

GenUlism, (jen'til-izm) m. Heathenism; paganism;

worship of false gods.

Gentility, (jen-til'e-te)n. [L. gentUitas.] Politeness of

manner ; graceful and easy mien or behaviour; stato

or quality of being genteel.

Gentle, (jen'tl) o. [L. gentitir..) Well-born ; of a good

family or respectable birth; — soft and refined in

manners; bland ; mild; mtek:— quiet and docile;—

soothing; treating with mildness.

Gtntlcfolk, (jen'tl-fok) n.pl. [(JtntUa.ua foil.} Persons

of good breeding and family.
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Gentleman, (jen'tl-man) n. A man who U well-born ;

one who is of good family;--one of gentle or refined

manners ;—one who bears arms but has no title ;—a

title of courtesy ;—the attendant of a man of rank

or official station ;—pi. Citizens ; people—a common

appellation in popular assemblies.

Gentlemanly, (jen'tl-man-le) «. Pertaining to, resem

bling, or becoming a gentleman ; polite ; complaisant,

Gentle manliness, (jen'tl-man-le-nes) n. The act of

being gentlemanly ; well-bred behaviour.

Gentleness, (jen'tl-nes) n. State of being well-born or

well-bred ;—gentility; softness of manners ; sweetness

of disposition; mildness of temper; suavity;—meek

ness ; tenderness ;—mild or considerate treatment.

Gentlewoman, (jen'tl-wdotn-an) n. A woman of good

family or of good breeding ;—a woman who waits

about the person of one of high rank.

Gentlewomanlike, (jen'tl-woom-an-lik) a. Becoming a

gentlewoman ; ladylike.

Gently, (j en'tie) adv. Meekly ; mildly ; tenderly ;—

softly ; slowly ;—without roughness or violence.

Gentoo, (jen-tou) n. A native of India or Hindostan ;

a Hindoo.

Gentry, (jen'tre) n. [For pentEery, from gentle.] People

of birth and good breeding ; the- class of people be

tween the nobility and the vulgar.

Genuflection, (je-nu-flek'shun) n. [L. genu, knee, and

Jlectere, to bend.] Act of bending the knee, particularly

in worship.

Genuine, (jen'u-in) a. [L. genuinus, from genus, birth,

race.] Belonging to, or proceeding from, the original

stock; native; natural; real; true; unadulterated;—

authentic ; pure ; unalloyed.

Genuinely, (jeu'u-in-le) adv. In a genuine manner ;

naturally ; sincerely.

Genuineness, (jen'u-in-nes) n. State or quality of

being genuine ; purity ; reality ; sincerity.

Genus, (je'nus) n. [U, G. genos, from gennaein,] A

race; a class; a kind;—in logic, a class embracing

several particulars ; a universal predicable of different

subjects or qualities ;—in natural science, an assem

blage of species possessing certain characters in com

mon ; a tribe comprising one or more divisions of

animal, mineral, or vegetable bodies, larger than a

species, but subordinate to an order or family ;—in

music, the general name for any scale.

Geocentric, (j<; 6-sent'rik) a. [G. gi, earth, and kentron,

centre.] Having reference to the earth as centre ; in

relation to or seen from the earth, in contradistinction

to heliocentric, as seen from the sun.

Geode, (je'dd) n. [G. gi, earth, and eidot, form.] A

rounded nodule of stone, containing a small cavity,

usually lined with crystals.

Geodesy, (je-od'e-se) n. [G. gi, earth, and daiein, to

divide.] Mathematical survey and measurement of

the earth's surface ;—that branch of practical geometry

which determines the figure of the earth, the areas

and boundaries of large portions of its surface, its

elevations or heights, and the intensity of gravity in

different regions, by actual measurement.

Geognostic, (je-og-noa'Uk) a. Pertaining to a knowledge

of the structure of the earth ; geological.

Geognosy, (je-og'no-se) *. [G. gi, the earth, and

gigndskein, to know.] Science or study of tho struc

ture of the earth.

Geogony, (jO-og'o-ne) n. [G. gi, the earth, and goni,

birth.] The doctrine of the formation of the earth.

Geographer, (je-og'ra-fcr) n. One who is versed in

geography. [graphy.

Geographical, (jS-6-grafik-al) a. Pertaining to geo-

Geographically, (j3-d-giafik-al-le) adv. In a geographi

cal manner.

Geography, <J5-°8'rft***) »■ [&• geographia, gi, the

earth, and praphi, description . ] A general description

of the earth, its physical divisions into seas, rivers,

mountains, plains, Ac, and the minerals, plants, and

animals in each ; its political divisions into countries,

kingdoms, states, cities, &c. ;—a work or book cos.'

taining such.

Geological, (je-6-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to geology, or

the science of the earth. [geology.

Geologist, (je-ol'o-jist) n. One versed in the science ot

Geologize, (je-ol'6-jiz) v. i. To study geology ; to make

geological investigations :—-imp. <b pp. geologized ;

ppr. geologizing.

Geology, (je-ol'd-je) n. [G. gi, the earth, and logos, dis

course.] The science which treats of the structure and

mineral constitution of the globe, with special refer

ence to the different strata of which it is composed,

the visible changes that have taken place In its organic

and inorganic matter, the causes that have produced

these, the effect they have had in altering its out

ward configuration, the duration of each geological

era or epoch, and the antiquity of the globe.

Geomancy, (jeo-man-se) n. [G. gi, the earth, and

manteia, divination.] A kind of divination by means

of figures or lines, formed on the earth, and after

ward on paper. [to geomancy.

Geomantic, (je-6-man'tik) n. Pertaining or belonging

Geometer, (je-om'et-er) n. [G. gi, the earth, and

metron, measure.] One skilled in geometry ; a geo

metrician, [determined by geometry.

Geometrical, (jO-S-met'rik-al) a. Pertaining to, or

Geometrically, Oe-d-met'rik-al-le) adv. According to

the rules or laws of geometry.

Geometrician, (je-om-e-trish'e-an) n. One skilled in

geometry ; a geometer.

Geometry. (jC-om'e-tre) n. [G. geometria, from gi, the

earth, and metrein, to measure.] The science 01 ex

tension, magnitude, or quantity, either in theory or

in practice ;—that branch of mathematics which

investigates the relations, properties, and measure

ment of solids, surfaces, lines, and angles.

Geoponical, (jO-O-ponik-al) a. [G. gi, the earth, and

ponos, labour.] Pertaining to Ullage of the earth or

agriculture.

Geoponics, (j&^'P00-'***) n.sing. [G. ta gedponika.]

The art or science of cultivating the earth.

Georama, (je-o-ra'ma) n. [G. gi, the earth, and oramat

sight, view.] An invention for exhibiting, on a

hollow sphere, a general view of the earth's surface.

George, (jorj) n. An ornament worn by knights of the

garter, having the figure of St. George on horseback.

Georgian, (jorj'e-an) a. Pertaining to the reigns of

the four Georges in Great Britain.

Georgic, (jorj'ik) n. [G. biblion gedrgikon, from gi,

the earth, and ergon, work.] A rural poem ; a poeti

cal composition on the subject of husbandry.

Geoscopy, (je-osTto-pe) n. [G. gi, the earth, skeptet-

thai, to view.] Knowledge of the earth, ground, or

soil, obtained by inspection.

Gerah, (ge'ra) n. [H. gerah, a bean.] A small piece

of money among the ancient Jews—nearly three half

pence.

Geranium, QS-rii'ne-um) n. [L., G. geranos, crane.)

A genua of plants having a beak-like torus or

receptacle. Most of the species have showy flowers

and a pungent odour—popularly called crane's bill.

Germ, (jC*11*) n- [I* germen, from gerert, to bear.] That

which is to develop an embryo ; an ovary : a bud ;—

that from which any thing springs ; origin ; first

principle.

German, (jer/man) n. [F. germain, L. germanus.]

Brother; one closelv related ; near of kin. Cousin*-

yerman, children of brothers or sisters ; first cousins.

German, (jer'man) a. Belonging to Germany.

German, Oer'man) rt. [L. Germanus, neighbour, i. «.,

of the Gauls.] A native or inhabitant of Germany;

—the German language.

Germane, (jer-mun') a. [L. germanus.] Literally, near

akin; hence, closely allied; appropriate or fitting;

relevant.
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Germanic, (jer-ruan ik) a. Pertaining to Germany.

Germanism, (jgr'man-izm) n. An idiom of the German

language, [zinc, and nickel.

Gcrman-silTer, (jeVman-sil-ver) n. An alloy of copper,

Germinal, (jerm'in-al) a. [L. germen,] Pertaining to

a germ or seed-bud.

Genninant, (jerm'in-.int) a. [L. genninans, ppr. of

germinare.] Sprouting; sending forth germs or buda

Germinate, (jerm'in-at) v. i. [L. germinare.) To

sprout : to bud ; to shoot ;—v. (. To cause to sprout ;

—imp. A pp. germinated; pj)r. germinating.

Germination, (jgrm-iii-a'shun) "• Act of sprouting ;

—the time in which seeds vegetate.

Gerund, (jerund) n. [L. genuidium, tram gerere, to

bear. ] A kind of verbal neuter noun, governing cases

like a participle.

Gestation, (jes-ta'ahun) n. [L. gestatio, from gettare,

to bear, to carry.] The act of carrying young in the

womb ; pregnancy ; — the act of wearing, as arms

or ornaments ;—the act of airing, as sick persons in a

carriage ;—exercise in which one is borne or carried

about.

Geatatory, (jes'ta-tor-e) a. Capable of being carried

or worn ;—pertaining to gestation or pregnancy.

Gestae, (jes'tik) a. [L. gettus, from gerere, to bear.]

Pertaining to deeds or feats of arms ; legendary ;—

relating to bodily motion.

Gesticulate, (jes-tik'u-Ut) v. i. [L. gesticulut, diminu

tive of gestu*, gesture.] To make gestures or motions,

as in speaking ; to posture ;—r. t. To represent by

gesture; to imitate by action:—imp. &^p. gesticulated;

Ppr. gesticulating.

Gesticulation, (jes-tik-u-lu'shun) n. Act of gesticulat

ing ;—a gesture ;—antic tricks or motions,

Gestidilator, (jes-tik'ti-lat-er) «• One who gesticulates.

Gesticulatory, (jes-tik'u-lo-tor-e) a. Representing by

or belonging to gestures. [gesture.

Gestural, (jes-tural) a. Pertaining or belonging to

Gesture, (jestur) n. [L. gettura, from gerere, to bear.]

A motion of the body or limbs expressive of senti

ment or passion ;—carriage ; graceful movement of

the body.

Get, (get) v. t. [A.-S. getnn, IceL geta, to produce,

obtain.] To procure ; to obtain; to gain possession of ;

to acquire ; to come by ; to win, by almost any

means ;—to have ; to possess ;—to beget ; to procreate;

—to learn; to commit to memory;—to prevail on;

to induce ;—to procure to be or to occur—with a

following participle ;—to betake; to remove; to go

—in a reflexive use ;—r. i. To arrive at any place,

state, or posture ; to go ; to repair ;—to put one's

self in any condition or relation, with some idea of

labour, effort, or difficulty, and followed by an adverb,

proposition, or word used adverbially, defining or

modifying the sense;—imp. got; pp. got (gotten);

ppr. getting. [creates.

Getter, (get er) n. One who obtains, acquires, or pro-

Getting1, (get ing) n. Act of one who gets ; obtaining;

acquiring; acquisition;—thing got; gain; profit; ac

quirement.

Gewgaw, (gu'gaw) n, [O. Eng. gttgawe, P. joujou,

plaything.] A showy trifle ; a toy ; a bauble ; a splen

did plaything. [and trifling.

Gewgaw, (gu'gaw) a. Showy without value ; vain

Geyser, (gi'zer) n. [IceL giysa, to be impelled.] A

fountain common in Iceland, which spouts forth

boiling water.

Ghastlinesa, (gastle-nes) n. State of being ghastly;

a death-like look.

Ghastly, (gast'le) a. [A.-S. gdstlic, from g&st, ghost,

spirit.] Ghost-like ; death-like ; pale ; dismal ;—

horrible; shocking.

Ghastly, (gast'le) adv. I n a ghastly manner ; hideously.

Ghaut, (gawt) n. [Hind, gkdt.) A pass through a

mountain ;—a range or chain of mountains in India ;

—a flight of stairsleading down to the water's edge.

Ghee, (ge) n. In the East Indies, butter clarified by

boiling, and thus converted into a kind of oil.

Gherkin, (ggr'kin) n. [Ger. gurice, Dan. agurke.] A

small species of cucumber used for pickling.

Ghost, (gost) n. [O. Eng. gast, A.-S. g&st, spirit]

The spirit ; the soul of man ;—the soul of a deceased

person ; an apparition. Holy Ghost, the Holy Spirit;

the third person in the Trinity.

Ghostless, (gost'ies) a. Without life ; without spirit.

Ghost-like, (gost'lik)a. Ghastly; wrinkled and withered,

and having sunken eyes.

Ghostly, (gostle) o. Relating to the soul ; spiritual ;

I —pertaining to apparitions. [a demon.

Ghote, (got) n. Among Eastern nations, an evil spirit ;

Ghoul, (gool) n. [Per. gh.61, a sylvan demon.] An

imaginary evil being among Eastern nations, supposed

to prey upon human bodies.

Giant, (jiant) n. (A.-S. gigant, from G. gigas, pro

perly gegenfo, earth-born.] A man of extraordinary

bulk and stature ;—a person of extraordinary strength

or powers, bodily or intellectual. [or strength.

Giant, (jiant) a. Like a giant ; extraordinary in size

Giantess, (jiant-es) n. A female giant.

Giant-killer, (ji'ant-kil-gr) n. Destroyer of giants—

term in nursery literature.

Giant's-causeway, (ji'ants-kawz-wa) n. A vast collec

tion of basaltic columns in the county of Antrim,

Ireland.

Giaour, (jour) n. [Turk, gidour, Per. g&irr,] An

infidel—a term applied by the Turks to disbelievers in

the religion of Mahomet, and especially to Christiana

Gib, (jib) if. A piece or slip, in a machine or

structure, to hold other parts together, or keep tbem

in place.

Gibber, (gib'er)«. i. [Allied to jabber and gabble.] To

speak rapidly and inarticulately ; — imp. & pp.

gibbered; ppr. gibbering.

Gibberish, (gib'er-ish) n. [From gibber.] Rapid and

inarticulate talk ; unmeaning words.

Gibberish, (giber-ish) a. Unmeaning, as words.

Gibbet, (jib'et) n. [F. gibet, A. gibel.] A kind of

gallows ; an upright post with an arm projecting from

the top on which malefactors were hanged ;—any

transverse beam ;—the projecting beam of a crone, ou

which the pulley is fixed.

Gibbet, (jib'et) v. t. To hong on a gibbet or gallows, as

an infamous punishment ;—to expose to infamy :—

imp. & pp. gibbeted ; ppr. gibbeting.

Gibbon, (gib'oon) it. A kind of ape remarkable for

the length of its arms, — native of the Indian

Archipelago.

Gibbosity, (gib-os'e-te) n. Stato of being gibbous ; pro

tuberance ; convexity. [convex ; swelling.

Gibbous, teib'us) a. [L. gibbus, hump.] Protuberant ;

Gibe, (jib) v.i. [A.-S. gabban, O. F. gaber, to deride.]

To rau ; to utter taunting, sarcastic words ; to flout ;

to fleer; to sneer;—v. t. To deride; to scoff at; to

treat with sarcastic reflections; to taunt:—imp. &

pp. gibed; ppr. gibing.

Gibe, (jib) n. An expression of censure mingled with

contempt; a scoff; a railing; a sneer ; a taunt.

Gibeonite, (gib'e-on-it) n. An inhabitant of Gibeon,

near Jerusalem.

Giber, (jlb'er) n. One who derides or makes cutting,

sarcastic, or sneering reflections ; a scoffer.

Gibingly, (jir/ing-le) adv. In a taunting or sneering

manner; scornfully; censoriously; sarcastically.

Giblets, (jib'lets) n. pi. [F. giblet, equivalent to

gibier, game.] Those parts of a fowl which are

removed before cooking, as the heart, liver, gizzard, Ac.

Giddily, (gid'e-le) adv. In a giddy, unsteady manner ;

inconstantly.

Giddiness, (gid'e-nas) n. A swimming in the head;

vertigo ; a sensation of reeling or whirling round;—

inconstancy; unsteadiness; — levity; frolicsome or

wanton disposition.
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Giddy, (gid'e) a. [A. -3. gtdig, gdd, goad.] Having

in the bead a sensation of whirling or reeling about ;

light-headed ; dizzy ;—whirling with celerity ; gyra

tory ; — inconstant ; unstable ; changeable ; — wild;

thoughtless ; excited.

Giddy, (gid'e) v. i. To turn rapidly ; to reel ;—v. t. To

make dizzy ; to render unsteady.

Giddy-headed, (gld'e-hed-ed) a. Heedless ; volatile ;

unsteady ; thoughtless :—also giddy-brained.

Gier-eagle, (jer'e-gl) n. [Ger. geieradler, i.e. vulture-

eagle.] A bird of the eagle kind mentioned in Leviti

cus xi. 18.

Gift, (gift) n. [A.-S. gift, from gifetn, to give.] A

{ireaent ; any thing given or bestowed; transfer of

and or property without consideration ;—act of be

stowing or conferring ;—power or right to give ;—a

religious offering; oblation;—a donation ;—a reward:

a bribe ;—faculty ; endowment ; mental power or

moral quality given to man by God.

Gift, (gift) v. t. To endow with some power or faculty:

—imp. & pp. gifted; ppr. gifting.

Gifted, (gift'ed) a. Endowed by nature; talented; able;

capable.

Giftednesa, (gift'ed-nes) n. State of being endowed

by nature, or of possessing high mental or moral

qualities or faculties.

Gig, (gig) u. [It. ii Sp. giga, F. gigite, jig, romp.] A

top or whirligig;—a light carriage with one pair of

wheels, drawn by one horse ;—a ship's wherry, or

long, light boat, designed for rapid motion ;—a play

ful or wanton person ;—a rotatory cylinder, covered

with wire teeth, for teazling woollen cloth ;—a dart

or harpoon.

Gigantic, (ji-gant'ik) a. [L. gigas, gigantis.] Of

extraordinary size; very large; huge; enormous;

colossal ; immense ; prodigious.

Giggle, (gig!) tu A kind of laugh with short catches

of the voice or breath.

Giggle, (gig!) v. i. [D. gigchelen, Ger. Hehetn, L.

eachinnare, to laugh aloud.] To laugh with short

catches of the breath; to laugh idly; to titter :—imp.

& PP- fin***; PP*- Boggling;.

Giggler, (gig'lcr) n. One who giggles or titters.

Gig-lot, (guflot) n. [A.-S. geagl, Norm. F. giglot] A

wanton girl ; a romping, flirting girL

Giglot, (giglot) o. Giddy ; light ; wanton.

Gild, (gild) v. t [A.-S. gildan, from gold, gold, gylden,

golden.] To overlay with a thin covering of gold-leaf

or dust ; to cover with a gold-like colour ;—to illumi

nate ; to brighten ;—to give a fair and agreeable

external appearance to;—imp. A pp. gilded or gilt;

ppr. gilding.

Gilder, (gilcTer) n. One who gilds or overlays with

gold-leaf or dust ;—a Dutch coin of 20 stivers, equal to

Is. Od. sterling :—also Guilder.

Gilding, (gild'ing) n. Art or practice of overlaying

with gold-leaf;—a thin surface of gold covering some

other substance.

GUI, (gil) n. [A.-S. gedgl, Dan. gidlle, gill of a fish.]

A ciliated organ of respiration in fishes and other

water animals ;—the flap below the beak of a bird ;—

the flesh on the lower part of the cheeks or under

the chin.

Gill, (jil^ n. [L. gitlo, flask.] A measure of capacity

containing the fourth part of a pint

Gill, (jil) n. The ground*ivy ;—malt liquor medicated

with ground-ivy.

Gillie, (gille) n. A running footman; a menial attend

ing in sporting or deer-stalking.

Gilly-flower, (jil'e-flow-?r) n. fO. Eng. jfrejtourr, F.

giroJMe.] A native flowering plant blooming in July,

of the genus Laranx.

Gilt, (gilt) n. Gold laid on the surface of a thing ;

gilding.

Gilt-head, (gilfhcd) n. A kind of fish—so named from

a golden-coloured space over the eyes.

 

(iimbal.

Gimbal, (gini'bal) n. [L. gemellus, double.J Two brass

ring* or noope, moving each per

pendicularly to its plane about

two axes, which are at right

angles to each other—used fur

suspending the ship's compass.

Gim-crack,(jim'krak)M. [O. Eng.,

from jim and crack, lad, boaster.]

A trivial mechanism ; a device ;

a toy ; a pretty thing.

Gimlet, (gimlet) n. [F. gvimbelet, from D. icimyel, a

bore.] A small instrument with a screw point for

boring holes in wood.

Gimmer. (gim'er) n. [Go. i^mma,] A two-year-old

ewo ;—movement ; machinery.

Gimp, (gimp) n. [F. guipure, from guiper, to whip or

bind with silk.) A kind of silk, cotton twist, or

edging, used as trimming.

Gin, (jin) n. [Contracted and corrupted from Genera.]

A distilled spirit or alcoholic liquor, flavoured with

juniper berries.

Gin, (jln) n. [A contraction of engine.) A machine or

instrument for raising or moving heavy weights, <fcc,

or diiving piles ;—a machine for separating the seeds

from cotton ;—a snare ; a trap.

Gin, (Jin) v. t. To clear of t-eeds by a machine :— imp.

& pp. ginned ; ppr. ginning.

Ginger, (jin'jer) n. [L. zingiber, G. ziggiberi*.] A

plant found in both the East and West Indies, the

hot and spicy root of which is extensively used in

cookery and in medicine.

Gingerbeer, (jin'jer-ber) n. An effervescing beverage

made by fermenting ginger, cream of tartar, and

sugar, &c [cake flavoured with ginger.

Gingerbread, (jin'jer-bred) h, A kind of plain sweet

Girgerly, (jin'j?r-!e) adv. (Prov. Eng. ginger, brittle,

Ger, timperiich, coy.] Nicely; cautiously; factidiciiuly;

daiutily.

Gingerwine, (jin'jer-win) «. Wine made from ginger

by fermentation with other ingredients.

Gingham, (gingOiam) n. [F. guingan, Jav. ginggang.]

A Kind of cotton cloth, the yarn of which is dyed

before it is woven.

Ginseng, (jin'seng) n. A plant, the root of which is

highly valued as a medicine among the Chinese.

Ginshop, (jin'shop) n. A house for the retail of gin;

a dram-shop.

Gipsy, (jip'se) n. [Corrupted from Egyptian.] One of

a nomadic tribe of Indian origin, coming by way of

Egypt into Europe in the fourteenth century ; called

Bohemians because entering Western Europe from

Bohemia ; Zingari, in Italy, and Gitanos in Spain ; in

this country they live by tinkering, fortune-telling,

and stealing ;—a reproachful name for a person of

dark complexion ;—playful name for a woman, sug

gesting artifice or wile.

Gipsyiim, (jip'se-izm) n. The arts and practices of

gipsies; deception; cheating; flattery.

Giraffe, (zhe-raf, je-raf") n. [A. zira/ah, zorafch, Egypt.

torapht, i.e., long neck.] An African quadruped

whose fore legs are much longer than the hinder ones ;

the camelopard.

Girandole, ( jir'an -dol ) n. [It. girandola, fiom giro,

torn, and andare, to go. ] A chandelier.

Giratole, (Jir'a-scl) «. [It giraretuxd L. sol, the sun.]

A plant ; tom-sole ; heliotrope.

Gird, (gerd) n. [A-S. grrd, rod, Ger. gvrt, G. lentron.]

The stroke of a rod ; hence, a severe twitch or po ng ;—

a cut; a sarcastic remark; a gibe;—in Scotland, a hoop.

Gird, (gcrd) v.t [A.-S. gin-dan, Ger. gurtrn.] To

encircle with any flexible band ; to make fast by Wild

ing :—to surround ; to inclose ;—to invest ;—to strike ;

to gibe ;—r. i. To gibe ; to Mieer ; to break a scornful

jest ; to utter severe sarcasm* ;—imp. ii yp. girded

or girt; ppr. girding.

Girder, (gerd'er) n. Ono who girds; — the principal
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piece of timber or iron in a floor, girding or binding

the others together.

Girdle, (gsrd'l) n, [A- -8. gyrdel, from gyrdan.] That

which girds or encircles; especially, a band which en

circles the body;—inclosure ; circumference ; — the

zodiac ;—a fillet round the shaft of a column ;—a round

iron plate for baking.

Girdle, (g?rd'l) v. t. To bind with a belt or Fash ;

—to inclose; to environ ;—to make a circular iucision

through the bark and alburnum of a tree, to kill it :

—imp. & pp. girdled; ppr. girdling. [woman.

Girl, (jgcrl) a. [A. -8. ceorl.] A female child or young

Girlhood, (gerl'hood) n. The state or time of being a

girL

Girlish, fgezTish) a. Like or befitting a girl;—pertain

ing to the youth of a woman.

Girliahness, (gerl'ish-nes) n. The quality of being girl

ish ; the character or manners of a girL

Gira, (gern) v.*. To grin; to gnash the teeth ; to fret

Girt, (gert) v. r. To gird ; to surround :—imp. & pp.

girted ; ppr. girting.

Girt or Girth. (g§rt) n. [A.-S. ffyrd.) A band or straw;

especially, one by which a saddle is fastened upon tfio

back of a horsa ;—the measure round the body, as at

the waist or belly ; the circumference of any thing.

Girth, (gerth) v. t. To bind with a girth.

Gist, (jist) w. [F. gUte, from gitir, to lie, L. jacHre.]

The main point of a question ; the point on which an

action rests ; the pith of a matter. [a guitar.

Gittern, (git'teru) a. A stringed instrument of music ;

Give, (giv) v. t. [A. -8. gifan, IceL gefa, Ger. geben.)

To bestow ; to impart ; to grant ;—to transmit ; to

deliver ;—to utter, as an opinion or advice ;—to com

municate, as tidings ;—to pay the value of ;— to lend,

as attention ;—to yield to ; to expose ;—to allow ; to

permit ; to empower ;—to afford ; to supply ; to furnish;

—to render what is due ;—to pronounce, as a sentence

or judgment;—to vent, as a shout;—to produce or

show, as a result ;—to emit ; to send forth ; — to ad

dict ; to apply ; to devote ;—to pledge, as one's word ;

to offer, as one's hand ;—to allow or admit in argu

ment ;—v. i. To yield to force or pressure ;—to move;

to recede—used in many of the senses of the transitive

verb with a preposition following :—imp. gave ; pp.

given ; ppr. giving. [stower.

Giver, (giv'er) n. One who gives; a donor; a be-

Giving, (giViug) n. Act of bestowing ; contribution ;

—false assertion or allegation ; pretence.

Gizzard, (gix'erd) n. [F. giltier.) An enlarged part

of the alimentary canal in birds.

Glabrous, (gla'brus) a. [L. glaber.] Smooth ; having

a surface without hairs or any unevenness.

Glacial, (gli'she-al) a. [L. glacialis, from glacies,

ice.) Pertaining to ice or its action ; pertaining to

glaciers ;—having a glassy appearance, as crystals.

Glaciate, (gLVshe-it) v. i. To convert or turn to ice.

Glaciation, (gla-sbe-a'shun) n. Act of freezing ; con

gelation;—process of becoming covered with glaciers.

Glacier, (gli'she-tr) «• [F- from L. glades,, ice.)

An immense mass of ice, or snow and ice, formed in

the region of perpetual snow, and moving slowly

down mountain slopes or valleys.

Glacis, (gla'Bis) ». |F., Ger. filatt, smooth, even.]

An easy, insensible slope; especially, a sloping bank

serving as a parapet to the covered way.

Glad, (glad) a. [A.-S. Icel. gladkr.) Happy ;—well

contented ; joyous ; pleased ;—weariug a gay or bright

appearance ; cheerful ; — pleasing; exhilarating ;—ex

pressing joy ; animated ; radiant ; delighted ; joyful.

Glad, (glad) v.t. To make glad; to affect with

pleaaore ; to cheer ; to gladden : — imp. & pp.

gladded ; ppr. gladding.

Gladden, (gladii) v. t. [A.-S. gladian.] To make glad ;

to cheer ; to please ; to exhilarate ;—r. i. To be or

become glad; to rejoice :—imp. & pp. gladdened; ppr.

sjastfsajMsc,

Glade, (glad) n. [W. golev, clear.] An open passage

through a wood ; a cleared space in a forest.

Gladiate, (gl.Vde-it) a. [L. gladius, sword.] Sword-

shaped ; resembling a sword in form, as the legume

of a plant.

Gladiator, (glad'e-at-cr) w. [L. gladius, sword.] A

sword-player; a prize-fighter; especially, in ancient

Rome, one who lought in the arena lor the enter

tainment of the people. [fully.

Gladly, (glad'le) adv. With pleasure ; joyfully ; cheer-

Gladness, (glad nes) ». State or quality of being glad ;

joy ; cheerfulness.

Gladsome, (glad'sum) a. Pleased ; joyful ; cheerful ;—

cansing joy, pleasure, or cheerfulness ; pleasing.

Gladsomeness, (gladsum-nes) n. The state of being

gladsome; pleasure of mind.

Glair, (glar) n. [A.-S. glare, amber.] The white of

an egg ;—any similar viscous, transparent substance.

Glair, (glar) v.t. To snitar with the white of an

egg ; to varnish ;—imp. & pp. glaired ; ppr. glairing,

Glairine, (glar'ln) n, A glairy substance which forma

on the surface of thermal waters. [ties.

Glairy, (glar'e) a. Like glair or partaking of its quali-

Glamour, (glam'or) n. Witchery, or a charm on the

eyes, making them see things differently from what

they really are.

Glance, (glans) n. [Ger. glanz, brightness, D. & iceL

glans, shining.] A sudden shoot of light or splen

dour ;—a sudden look or darting of the sight ; a quick

turn oi the eye ;—momentary view ; a glimpse ;—a

name given to some minerals with metallic lustre.

Glance, (glans) v. i. To shoot or dart a ray of light or

splendour ;—to fly off in an oblique direction ;—to

snatch a momentary or hasty view ;—to make an

incidental or passing reflection ; to allude ; — to

twinkle ; — v.t. To shoot or dart suddenly or

obliquely :—imp. & pp. glanced ; ppr. glancing.

Glance-coal, (glans k.61) n. Anthracite ; a mineral

composed chiefly of carbon. [—transiently.

Glancingly, (glans'ing-le)adv. By glancing ;—obliquely;

Gland, (gland) n. [L. glans, acorn.] A cell or collection

of cells, having the power of secreting some peculiar

substance from the blood or animal fluids ;—a small

cellular spot or duct which secretes oil or aroma,

as in orange-peel ;—any very small prominence.

Glanders, (glan'd?rz) n. [From gland.} A contagious

disease o'f the mucous membrane in the nostrils of

horses.

Glandiferous, (gland-ifer-us) a. [L. glans, acorn, and

ferre, to bear.] Bearing acorns or other nuts.

Glandiform, (gland'e-fonn) a, [I., glans, acorn, and

forma, shape.] In the shape of a gland or nut.

Glandular, (gland'u-ler) a. Containing or supporting

glands ; consisting of glands.

Glandulation, (gland-u-la'*hun) n. The situation and

structure of the secretory vessels in plants.

Glandule, (gland'ul) ».. [F. glandule, L. glans. J A

Biuall gland or secreting vessel.

Giandulous, (gland'u-lua) a. Containing glands; con

sisting of glands ; pertaining to glands ; resembling

glands.

Glans, (glanz) n. [L.] The vascular body which

forms the apex of the penis ;—a pessary ;—an acorn.

Glare, (glar) n. [Dan. glar, Icel. gler, glass, L. ctarust

clear.] A bright dazzling light;—a fierce, piercing

look ;—a viscous transparent substance ; glair.

Glare, (glar) v. i. To shine with a bright, dazzling

light ;—to look with fierce, piercing eyes ;—to be

ostentatiously splendid ;—1\ t. To shoot out or emit,

as a dazzling light :—imp. & pp. glared; ppr. glaring.

Glareous, (glar'e-us) a. Resembling the white of an

egg ; viscous and transparent or white.

Glaring, (glaring) a. Clear ; brilliant light ; notori

ous ; open and bold ; barefaced.

Glaringly, (glar'iug-le) adv. In a glaring manner;

openly ; clearly ; notoriously.
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Olau, (glas) n. [A.-S. gliia, D., Dan., Sw., & Icel.

plat.] A hard, brittle, transparent substance formed

by fusing sand with fixed alkalies;—a looking-glass;

a mirror ;—a glass filled with running sand for meas

uring time; the time in which a glass is exhausted

of its sand ; hence, measure of time ; destined period

of life ;—a drinking glass ; a tumbler ; wine gloss ;—

the quantity contained therein ; draught ;—a perspec

tive instrument; telescope; spy glass; opera glass,

Ax. ;—an instrument to indicate the weight of the

air; barometer;—pl.t Spectacles.

Glass, (glos) v. t. To see, as in a glass ;—to reflect, as

in a mirror;—to cover with glass; to glaze:—imp.

<fc pp. glassed ; ppr. glassing.

Glass-blower, (glasnlo-er) n. One whose business is to

blow and fashion gloss.

Glass-blowing, (glas'blo-ing) n. Act or process of

making glass vessels by inflation—one end of a tube

is dipped into the melting pot and lifts a quantity of

metal at the discretion of the blower, who breathes

into the other end, and distends it with air into the

required size and form.

Glass-cutting, (glos'kut-ing) n. Act or process of

ornamenting or engraving glass ware by grinding

parts of the surface with emery and water on a

metallic wheel.

Glassful, (glas'fool) n. The contents of a glass.

Glass-furnace, (glas'fur-nas) n. A furnace in which

the materials of glass are melted. [polishes gloss.

Glass-grinder, (glas'grind-er) n. One who grinds and

Glass-house, (glas nous) n. A house where glass is

made ; a manufactory of glass. [smooth.

Glossiness, (glos'e-nes) n. Quality of being glassy or

Gloss-work, (glas'wurk) n. Manufacture of glass;—

pi. The place where glass is made.

Glass-wort, (glas'wurt) n. A plant which, when

burned, yields soda—used in the manufacture of glass.

Glassy, (glas'e) u. Made of glass ; vitreous ;—resem

bling glass in its properties.

Glauber'a-salt, (glaw'berz-sawlt) n. [From Glauber, a

German chemist] Sulphate of soda, a well-known

cathartic.

Glaucescent, (glaw-ses'ent) a. [G. glavkos, blue-gray.]

Having something of a bluish-hoary appearance.

Glaucopu, (glaw-ko'pis) n. [G. glaukoa, sea-green, and

Ops, eye.] A genus of birds—the great wattle bird

found in New Zealand.

Glaucous, (glawlcus) a. [L. glaucut, Q.glaukos.] Of

a sea-green colour ;—covered with a fine bloom or

fine white powder easily rubbed off, as that on a blue

plum or a cabbage-leaf.

Clave, (glav) n. [F. glaive, L. gladiut.) A broadsword;

—a curved cutting weapon used by infantry in re

pelling cavalry.

Glaze, (glaz) v, t. [O. Eng. glaac.] To furnish with

glass, as a window ;—to cover or overlay with a thin

surface, as earthenware ;—to make smooth and glossy,

as cloth ;—to coat with the yolk of an egg, as pastry,

ham, &c ;—to give a specious appearance to ;—to gloss

over :—imp. & pp. glazed ; ppr. glazing.

Glaze, (glaz) n. The vitreous coating of pottery or

Xrcelain ; glazing,

zer, (glaz'er) n. A workman who glazes pottery, Ac.

Glazier, (gla'zher) n. [From glaze or gla**.] A dealer

in glass :— one who sets gloss, especially, window glass.

Glazing, (glazing) n. The act or art of setting window

glass ; the art of crusting with a vitreous substance,

or of polishing, smoothing, or rendering glossy ;—the

glass or glass-like substance with which any surface

is intrusted or overlaid.

Gleam, (ijCm) n. [A.-S. gleam, from gl&wan, to shine. ]

A shoot of light ; a beam ; a ray ;—brightness ; splen

dour.

Gleam, (glum) v. i. To shoot or dart, as rays of light ;

—to shine ; to cast light ;—to flash :—imp. & pp.

gleamed; ppr. gleaming.

Gleaming, (glem'ing) n. A shoot or shooting of light ;

a sudden flash.

Gleamy, (glem'e) a. Darting beams of light. ; flashing.

Glean, (glen) v. t. [F. glaner, to glean, W. plan,

clean.] To gather after a reaper, as grain;—to collect

with patient and minute labour ; to select, as pass

ages fn. ni an author ; to cull the best or fairest por

tion of ;—r. i. To gather stalks or ears of groin left

by reapers :—imp. & pp. gleaned } ppr. gleaning.

Glean, (glen) u. A collection made by gathering here

and there.

Gleaner, (glen'er) n. One who gathers after reapers ;

one who collects, as parts or numbers, with patient

labour.

Gleaning, (glen'ing) n. Collecting what is left by

reapers ; gathering in small parcels ;—that which is

collected or gathered.

Glebe, (gleb) n. [F. glebe, L. gleba, clod.] Turf ; soil ;

ground ;—the land belonging to a parish church or

ecclesiastical benefice. [cloddy.

Gleby, (gleb'e) a. Pertaining to the glebe ; turfy ;

Glede, (gl£d) n. [A. -8. ylida, glioda, probably from

(/l Ulan, to glide.] The common kite of Europe, a

rapacious bird.

Glee, (gle)n, [A.-S. gleo, joy, song, gledirian, to jest,

sing.], Joy ; merriment ; mirth ; particularly, the

mirth enjoyed at a feast ;—a composition for three ox

more voices ; a part song; a catch ; a round.

Gleeful, (gkVfool) a. Merry; gay; joyous.

Gleeman, (gle'rnan) a. An itinerant minstrel or

musician.

Gleesome, (gle sum) a. Full of merriment ; joyous.

Gleet, (glet) v. i. To flow in a thin, limpid humour,

as water.

Glen, (glen) n. [A.-S. glen, from W. gltf*.] A

secluded and narrow valley ; a dale.

Glenlivet, (glen-Uv'et) n. A superior Scotch whisky,

named from the district in whicn it is made.

Glenoid, (glen'oid) n. [G. gttnoeidii, from glint,

socket, and eidot, form.] A part having a shallow

cavity.

GUadine, (glfa-din) n, [G. glia, glue.] The viscid

portion of glue ; a yellow substance obtained from

gluten.

Glib, (glib) a, [F. glib, slippery, D. glibberen, glippen,

to slide, A.-S. glid, L. glaber, smooth.] Smooth;

slippery ;—voluble ; easily moving, as the tongue ;

fluent ; flippant.

Glibly, (glib'le) adr. In a glib manner.

Glibness, (glir/nes) n. Smoothness; slipperinees ;—

volubility of the tongue.

Glide, (glid) v. ». [A.-S. glidan% D. glyden,] To

move gently or smoothly ; to pass rapidly and easily,

as over a smooth surface ; to flow gently, as a river:

—imp. & pp. glided; ppr. gliding,

Glidingly, (gliding le) adr. In a smooth, flowing

manner.

Glim, (glim) n. [Ger. glim, glowing, a spark.] A

light or lamp—term used by sailors.

Glimmer, (glim'er) i\i. [Ger. gtimmtrn, to glimmer,

glimmen, to shine faintly.] To give feeble or scattered

raj's of light ; to shine faintly and unsteadily :—imp.

& pp. glimmered ; ppr. glimmering.

Glimmer, (glim'er) n. A faint light ; feeble, scattered

rays of light ;—mica; glist.

Glimmering, (glim'gr-ing) n. A faint gleam of light ;

a faint view ; n glimpse; a notion or faint idea.

Glimpse, (glimps) n. [D. glimptn, to shine faintly.]

A weak, faint light ; a flash or gleam of light ; tran

sient brightness ;—a brief passing view ; a short

transitory enjoyment ;—a faint resemblance ; a faint

notion ; on inkling.

Glint, (glint) n. [Scot.] A glimpse : glance ; gleam.

Glint, (glint) v. i. To glance ; to peep forth, as a

flower from the bud.

Glist, (glist) n. Mica ; glimmer.
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Glisten, (glis'n) v.i. [A.-S. glisian, Ger. gleiuen.] To

sparkle or stone ; especially, to shine with a mild,

subdued, and fitful 1 astro :—imp. & pp. glistened ;

ppr. glistening.

Glister, (gUYter) n. Glitter ; lustre ; splendour.

Glister, (gUVter) v.i, [Ger. plutern.] To be bright;

to sparkle ; to shine ; to glisten :—imp. & pp.

glistered; pfw. glistering.

Gutter, (glii'er) v.i. [Sw. glittra, IceL glitra, A.-S.

ffiittrnan.) To sparkle with light;—to be showy,

specious, or striking, and hence attractive.

Gutter, (glit'er) n. A bright, sparkling light; bril

liancy ; splendour ; lustre ; sparkling show*

Gloaming, (glom'ing) n. [Scot, from A.-S. glomvng.]

The fall of the evening ; dusk ; twilight.

Gloat, (.dot) v. i. [Sw, glutta, to peep.] To look

covertly or with side glance* ; to gaze with eagerness,

desire, or lust ; to see with malignant and revengeful

satisfaction :—imp. A pp. gloated; ppr. gloating.

Gloating', (glot'ing) a. Looking with earnestness ;

gazing greedily, lustfully, or malignantly.

Globated, (glob&t-ed) a. [L, globare, to make into a

hall, globus, ball.] Having the form of a globe ;

spherical ; spheroidal.

Globe, (glob) n. [],. globus.) A round or spherical

body ; an orb ; a ball ; a sphere ; —

a body, every part of whose surface

is equidistant from the centre ;—

the earth; the planet we inhabit ;—

pL Two spheres of metal, paper,

or other matter, on whose convex

surfaces are drawn a map or figure

of the earth or of the heavens, called

terrestrial and celestial globes.

Globe-fish, (glob fish) n. A fish which, by inflating an

abdominal sue, can swell out its body to a globular

shape. [nearly so.

Globose, (glob'os) a. Round ; spherical ; globular, or

Globosity, (glo-bos'it-e) n. The quality of being round:

sphericity.

Globous, (glot/us) a. Round ; spherical ; globose.

Globular, (glob'u-ler) a. Globe-shaped ; spherical, or

nearly so. [globosity ; sphericity.

GlobuJaxity, (glob-u-larVte) n. State of being globular ;

Globule, (glob'ul) n. [L. globulin, diminutive ot globus.}

A little globe ; a small particle of matter of a spherical

form—term applied to small red particles which swim

in a thin liquor, called serum, and constitute the blood.

Globulet, (glot/u-let) n. A globular particle.

Globulous. (glob'u-lus) a. Having the form of a small

sphere ; round ; spherical ; orbicular.

Glomerate, (glom'er-i&t) v. (. 1 1., glomerare, glomeratus,

from glomus, ball. ] To gather or wind into a ball or

rounded mass:—imp. At pp. glomerated; ppr. glomer-

itirg

Glomerate, (glom'?r-at) a. Gathered into a head or

heap ;—formed of a congeries or number.

Olomt-ration, (glom-er-a'shun) n. The act of forming

into a ball or spherical body ;—that which is formed

into a ball.

Gloom, (gloom) n. [A.-S. gldm,] Obscurity; thick

shade ; partial or total darkness ;—cloudiness or heavi

ness of mind ; melancholy ; sadness ; tnoroseness ;

suilennesa.

Gloom, (gloom) v. i. Toshine obscurely; to glimmer :—

to appear dark, dismal, or gloomy ; to be dejected pr

sullen:—imp; & pp. gloomed; ppr. glooming.

Gloomily, (gl6om'e-le)ad». Obscurely; dimly; dismally.

Gloominess, (gloom'e-nes) n. State of being gloomy ;

obscurity.

Gloomy, (gloome) o. Dark : destitute of light : imper

fectly illuminated ; dim ; dusky ; — depressed with

gloom ; dejected ; downca&t ; heavy at heart.

Giorincation, (glo-Te-ftf-ka'ahun) n. Act of giving glory;

—state of being glorified.

OUrixy, (gW r*-G) * t. (L. glvnjkart. gU>riat glory,

Kad/acere, to make.] To make glorious; to exalt;—

to praise in words; to laud;—especially, to praise,

magnify, or extol in worship ; to give all the glory to,

as God ;—to raise to a divine or heavenly state ; to

make eternally blessed :—imp. & pp. glorified ; ppi\

glorifying.

Glorious, (glo're-us) a. [F. glorieux, L. glorioaus.]

Possessing divine attributes- all perfect; entitled to

highest adoration, as God ;—illustrious ; noble ; excel

lent ; renowned ;—boastful ; proud ; haughty ; osten

tatious ;—grand ; splendid ; magnificent.

Gloriously, (glo're-us-le) adv. In a glorious manner.

Glory, (gliVre) n. [L. gloria, allied to clarus, bright,

clear.] Brightness; splendour; magnificence;—honour;

praise ; fame ; renown ;—the divine presence ; the

manifestation of it ; the ark of the covenant ;—the

divine perfections ;—praise and adoration due to God ;

—heavenly state ; the happiness of the redeemed ;—

circle of rays round a head or figure in painting ;—

cause or ground of excellence or of honourable pride ;

—boastfulness ; arrogance.

Glory, (glo're) v. i. To exult with joy ; to rejoice ;—to

boast; to be proud of:—imp. & pp. gloried; ppr.

glorying. [tion ; manifestation of pride.

Glorying, (glo're-ing) n. The act of boasting ; exulta-

Gloss, (glos) n. [Ger. glosse, comment, glotzen, to shine,

G. _'/'(<■ .■■•/. | Brightness or luBtre from a smooth sur

face; polish;—a specious appearance or representation;

—interpretation ; comment ; explanation.

Gloss, (glee) v.t. To make smooth and Binning;—to

render specious and plausible ;—to illustrate ; to ex

plain ; — v. i. To comment ; to make explanatory

remarks :—imp. & pp. gloaaed ; ppr. gloating.

Glosaarial, (glos-sa're-al) u. Containing explanation.

Glossariat, (glos'ar-ist) ft, A writer of glosses or of a

glossary.

Glossary, (gloa'ar-e) n. [F. glossaire, from G. gloua.]

A vocabulary of words requiring special elucidation ;

—a dictionary of obscure or antiquated terms;—an

index or vocabulary to a book in general.

Glosser, (glos'er) n. A writer of glosses; a commentator.

Glossiness, (gios'e-nes) ft. Condition or quality uf being

glosBy. [of a glossary or of comments.

Glossographer, (glos-og'ra-fer) a, A scholiast ; a writer

Glossography, <gloB-og'ra-fe) n. [G. gloua and grttphein,

to write.] The writing of glossaries or glosses.

Glossologist, (glos-ol'o-jiat) n. One who defines and

explains terms.

Glossology, (glos-ol'o-je) ft. [G. jlom, tongue, speech,

and logos, discourse.] Definition and explanation of

terms ;—science of language ; comparative philology ;

linguistics. [plausible.

Glossy, (gloVe) a. Smooth and shining ; — specious ;

Glottis, (glot'ia) n. [G. glotta, gloxsa, the tongue.]

The narrow opening at the upper part of the larynx,

between the vocal cords.

Glove, (gluv) n. [A.-S. gldf, Icel. gl6jl.] A cover for

the hand with a separate sheath for each finger.

Glove, (gluv) r. (. To cover with a glove :—imp. & pp.

gloved ; vpr. gloving.

Glover, (gluv'er) ft, One who makes or sells gloves.

Glow, (glo) v.i. [A.-S. glovan, Icel. gl6a, to shine.]

To shine with an intense or white heat ;—to be bright

or red ;— to feel hot, as the skin ;—to feel the heat of

passion ; to bum ; to rage :—imp. ii pp. glowed ; ppr.

glowing.

Glow, (glo) n. Shining heat or white heat ; mcandca-

oence ; — brightness of colour : redness ; — intense

excitement or earnestness ; vehemence ; ardour.

Glowet, (glour) v. i. [Scot.] To stare ; to gaze in

wonder at.

Glow-worm, (glo'wurm) n. A coleopterous insect :—

the fenialu emits, in the night-time, a shining gtfcen

light. • <

Gloze, (gloz) v. i. [A.-S. glfae, glow, plemn, to gluw.J

Toflatwr; to wheedle ;—to Wli smoothly; to misin-
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terpret ;—to smooth over ; to palliate or extenuate :—

imp. ii, pp. glozed ; ppr. glozing,

Gloze, (gloz) n. Flattery; adulation ;—specious show.

Glozer, (gloz'er) n. A flatterer ; a fawner.

Glue, (gliio) *. [L. gluten, gluere, to draw together.]

A hard, brittle, brownish gelatine, obtained by boiling

the skins, hoofs, <fec., of animals. When heated with

water it becomes viscid and tenacious, and is used as

a cement

Glue, (gloo) v. t. To join with glue ;—to hold together;

to unite:—imp. ii pp. glued; ppr. gluing.

Glue-pot, (gloo'pot) n. A utensil for melting glue.

Gluey, (gloo'e) a. Viscous ; glutinous.

Glum, (glum) a. Sullen ; moody ; silent

Glume, (gloom) n. [L. gluvui, hull, husk, from glubere,

to bark or peel] The floral covering of

grain or grasses.

Glump, (glump) v.%. [From glum.] To ex

hibit sullenness ; to be out of humonv.

Glumpy, (g)ump'e) a. Sullen ; moody.

Glut, (glut)r.f. [L. glut ire.] To swallow

greedily ; to gorge ;—to satiate ; to sate :—

imp. A' pp. glutted ; ppr. glutting.

Glut, (glut) n. That which Is swallowed

down;— full supply; overmuch; super- Glnme.

abundance ;—auy thing that fills up or obstructs &

passage.

Gluten, (gloo'ten) n. [L.J The viscid, tenacious sub

stance found in grain which gives adhesiveness to

dough ;—the cohesive element in blood.

Glutinate, (gloo'tin-at) v. r. [L. glutinare.] To unite

with glue ; to cement ;—imp. & pp. glutinattd ; ppr.

glutinating. [with glue.

Glutination, (glo6-tin-&'shun) n. The act of uniting

Glutinative, (gloo'tin-at-iv) a. Tenacious; viscous;

glutinous.

Glutinous, (gloO'tin-us) a. [L. glutinotutt, from gluten.]

Resembling glue ; viscous; viscid; tenacious.

Glutinousness, (gloo'tin-us-nes) n. The quality of

glue ; tenacity.

Glutton, (glutn) n. [L. glutto, gluto.] One who eats

voraciously ; a gormandizer ; hence, one eager for any

thing to excess ;—a carnivorous mammal, at one time

regarded as inordinately voracious ; the wolverine—

found in Northern latitudes.

Gluttonize, (glut'n-iz) v.i. To eat voraciously; to

indulge the appetite to excess ; to gormandize.

Gluttonous, (glut'n-us) a. Belonging to gluttony ; given

to excessive eating.

Gluttonously, (glut'n-us-le) adv. In a gluttonous or

voracious manner ; excessively.

Gluttony, (glut'n-e) n. Act or practice of a glutton ;

excess in eating ; voracity.

Glycerine, (glis'er-in) n. [G. plukut, sweet] A sweet

viscid liquid formed from fatty substances, and con

sisting of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.

Glyphograph, (gbf'6-graf ) n. A plate made by glypho-

grnphy, or an impression taken from such a plate.

Glyphography, (glif-og'ra-fe) n. [G. glvphein, to

engrave, and graphi, drawing.] A process of etching

by means of voltaic electricity.

Glyptic, (glip'tik) a. Figured.

Glyptics, (glip'tikB) ». ting. The art of engraving

figures on precious stones.

Glyptodon, (glip'to-don) n. [G. pluptot, carved, and

ixious, tooth.] An extinct quadruped of the armadillo

covered with tessellated scales, and having fluted teeth

—found in South America.

Glyptography, (glip-tog'ra-fe) n. [G. ghiptos, carved,

and graphein, to write.] A description of the art of

engraving on precious stones.

Gnarl, (narl) v. i. [A.-S. griyrran, Ger. knarren.] To

growl ; to murmur ; to snarl:—also Guar ;—imp. &

pp. gnarled; ppr. snarling.

Gnarl, (narl) n. A knot in wood :—also Guar.

Gnarled, (narld) a. Knotty ; full of knots.

 

Gnash, (nash) v. t. [O. Eng. gnatte, Icel. gnitta.) To

strike together, as in anger or pain ;—v. i. To grind

or strike together the teeth :—imp. & pp. gnashed ;

ppr. gnashing.

Gnashing, (nash'ing) n. Grinding or collision of the

teeth in rage or pain.

Gnat, (nat) n. [A.-S. gnat, from gntdan, to rub.] A

delicate blood sucking fly of the genus Cuttx.

Gnaw, (naw) v. t. [A.-S. gnagan, loel. gnaga.] To

bite or wear away by scraping with the teeth ; to pick

with the teeth, as a dog a bone ;—to bite in pain or

rage ;—to fret ; to corrode ;—v. i. To use the teeth in

biting:—imp. & pp. gnawed; ppr. gnawing.

Gneiss, (nis) n. (Ger. gneis or gneiu.] A crystalline

rock, consisting of quartz, feldspar, and mica.

Gnome, (nom) n. [G. gnOmon, one that knows.] An

imaginary being, supposed to inhabit the inner parts

of the earth, and to be the guardian of mines, quarries,

&c. ;—a dwarf ; a goblin ;—a maxim ; an apothegm.

Gnomic, (noni'ik) a. [G. gnome, opinion.] Sententious ;

containing maxims or reflections.

Gnomon, (no'mon) n. [G. gnomon, from gigno«krin,

to know.) The style or pin of a sun-dial, which

shows by its shadow the hour of the day ;—the index

of the hour-circle of a globe. [dialling.

Gnomonics, (no-mon'iks) n. ting. The art or science of

Gnostic, (noa'tik) «. [G. onostikot, from gignoaktin, to

know.] One of a sect of so-called philosophers in the

first ages of Christianity—their system was a combina

tion of oriental theology and Greek philosophy with

Christianity. [their doctrines.

Gnostic, (noVtik) a. Pertaining to the Gnostics or

Gnosticism, (nos'te-sizm) n. The doctrines taught by

the Gnostics.

Gnu, (nu) n. [Hottentot gnu or vju.] A South African

antelope having the neck,

body, and tail like those of a

horso, and single, recurved

horns.

Go, (go) v. {. [A.-S. gangan,

gdiu] To move or pass from

one place, station, or condi

tion to another:—to proceed;

to advance ;—to travel : to

journey ;—to be an ingredient

of ;—to conduce ; to contri

bute ;—to he applicable or apply to ;—to have recourse

to ;—to circulate ; to spread ;—to be rated or valued ;

to be worth ;—to be in motion, as a machine ; to flow,

as a river ;—to reach ; to extend ;—to be in a good or

ill state ; to fare ;—to be in a state of pregnancy ;—to

be loosed ; to be freed from restraint :—to he spent :—

to depart ; to pass away ; to die :—of various ahadea

of meaning, determined by the connected words ;—

r. t. To take, as a share in an enterprise ; to bear or

enjoy a part in :—imp. went; pp. gone; ppr. going.

Goad, (god) n. [A. -S. gdd, gaed. ] A pointed instrument

to urge on a beast ; hence, any thing that stimulates.

Goad, (god) r. t. To prick ; to drive with a goad. ;

hence, to urge forward; to stimulate:—imp. & pp.

goaded ; ppr. goading.

Goaf, (gof) ». That part of a mine from which trie

mineral has been partially or wholly removed ; the

waste.

Goal, (gftl) n. [F. gaute, pole, Go. xalu$, staff, W. enrya I,

goal.] The point set to bound a race ; the mark ; ~t.be

starting post ;—the end or final purpose.

Goat, (got) n, [A.-S. gdt, L. hadut, a young goat,]

A mammiferous quadruped having cloven hoofs, and

chewing the cud. It is allied to the sheep.

Goat-herd. (gotTierd) n. One who tends goats.

Goatish, (got'ish) a. Resembling a goat in any quality,

especially in smell or lustfulness.

Goatskin, (g&t'skin) ». Skin of a goat ;—dressed leather

from the skin of the goat

Goat's-thorn, (gots'thorn) n. A leguminous plaint found
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in the Levant—this, with other species, yields the gum.

tragacantk of commerce.

Goat-sucker, (got'suk-cr) n. A nocturnal bird of the

genus Caprimulyus, something like the owl in appear*

Ajuoe—so called from the mistaken notion that it sucks

goats :—also called fern-owl, night-jar, and night-hawk,

from its cry.

Gob, (gob) n. [F. gobe, morsel ; Gael. &. Ir. gob, mouth.]

A small quantity ; a mouthful ;—the mouth.

Gobbet, (gob'et) n. A small piuce; a mouthful; a lump.

Gobble, (got/1) v. /. To swallow hastily; to eat down

Toraciously ;—r. i. To make a noise in the throat,

aa a turkey :—imp. & pp. gobbled ; ppr. gobbling.

Gobbler, (gobler) n. A greedy eater ; a gormandizer ;

—a turkey-cock.

Gobelin, (go'be-lin) n. A species of rich French tapestry,

ornamented with beautiful designs in brilliant and

permanent colours.

Gobemouche, (gob-moosb/) n. (F. fly-catcher.] A

swaliower of trifles ; weak, credulous person ; a gull.

Goblet, (goblet) n. [F. gobelet.] A drinking vessel

without a handle.

Goblin, (goblin) n. [F. goblin, Ger. kobold.} An evil

spirit , a frightful phantom ; an elf ; a spirit.

Goby, (eo be) n. [h. gobiut, G. kdbioa. ] A spiny-

finned, fish, having the ventral fins on the breast

capable 01 forming a funnel-shaped sucker.

Go-by, (go'bi) *. Evasion ; escape by artifice ; slip ;—

act of evading or passing without notice.

God, (god) n. [A.-S. god, Ger. gott, Go, guth.\ The

Supreme Being ; Jehovah ;—an object of worship ; a

divinity ;—a heathen deity ; an idol ;—a ruler ; a

judge ;—an angel ;—any person idolized or honoured

sinfully;—any object esteemed and pursued as the

chief good. [comes sponsor at baptism.

Godchild, (godchild) n. One for whom a person be-

Goddaughter, (god'dawt-er) n, A girl for whom one

becomes sponsor at baptism.

Goddeaa, (god'es) n. A female deity or idol.

Godfather, (god'fa-THer) n. [A. -8. godfiuter.] A man

who becomes sponsor for a child at baptism.

Godhead, (godlied) n. [Eng. god, and head, from A.-S.

hdd, person.] Deity; divinity; divine nature or

essence ;—the Deity ; God ; the Supreme Being.

Godless, (god'les) a. Having or acknowledging no

God. atheistical;—having no reverence for God; im

pious;—living without God; ungodly; irreligious;

wicked. [piously.

Godlessly, (godles-le) adv. In a godless manner; iin-

Godlessness, (godles-nee) n. The state of being godless

or irreligious; impiety.

Godlike, (godlrk) a. Resembling God ; divine ; superior

in excellence, purity, or goodness.

Godliness, (godle-ncs) n. Piety; belief in God ; rev

erence ;—observance of the laws of God ; religious

life ; devout frame or spirit ;—revelation of God ;

truth manifested in Christ.

Godly, (god le) a. Heverencing God, his character and

laws;—living in obedience to God ; conformed to his

iniud and will ;—pious ; holy ; devout ; religious.

Godly, (godle) adv. Piously: devoutly; holily.

Godmother, (god'rnuTH-er) n. [A.-S. gothiu'klor.] A

woman who becomes sponsor for a child in baptism.

Gods, (godz) n. pi. False deities; idols ;—the audience

in the gallery of a theatre.

Godsend, (gou'send) n. Something sent by God ; an

unexpected acquisition or piece of good fortune.

Gouship, (god'snip) n. Deity; divinity; rank or char

acter of a god. [flpfmsor at the font.

Godson, (god sun) n. One for whom another has been

Godspeed, (god'sped) «. Success; prosperous journey.

Codward. (godwe,rd) adv. Toward God.

Godwit, (god wit) n. [A.-S. gM, good, and wiht, crea

ture.] A European and North African bird, having

long legs and a long flexible bill. [or walker.

Goer, (go'er) n. One who, or that which, goes ; a runner

Full and rolling or staring—said

Goffer, (gofer) v.t. To plait or flute, as lace, <fcc.:—

imp. & pp. goffered ; ppr. goffering.

Goggle, (gogl) v. i. [Scot, gogge, to blindfold, L.

coetet, blind with one eye.] To strain or roll the

eyes:—imp. & pp. goggled; ppr. goggling.

Goggle, (gogl) a. Full i

of the eyes.

Goggle, (gogl) n. A strained or affected rolling of the

eye;—pi. A kind of spectacles to protect the eyes,

or to cure squinting.

Going, (going) n. Act of moving in any manner ;—

departure; — pregnancy ;—course of life;—procedure;

behaviour; deportment;—pL Divine acts or provi

dential dealings.

Goitre, (goi'ter) n. [F. gottre, from L. guttur, throat.]

Bronchocele ; an enlargement of the thyroid gland.

Gold, (gold) n. [A.-S. gold, Icel. giil'l,\ A precious

metal of a reddish-yellow colour and metallic lustre,

remarkable for its ductility and malleability ;—

money; riches; wealth;—a_ yellow colour like that of

the metal.

Gold, feold) a. Made of gold ; golden.

Gold-beater, (gold bet-gr) n. One who beats or foliates

gold for gilding.

Gold-dust, (gold'dust) n. Gold in very fine particles.

Golden, (gold'n) a. Made of gold ; consisting of gold ;

—having the colour of gold ; yellow ; — precious ;

valuable; excellent, as the golden rule; favourable;

auspicious, as an opportunity; — pure and simple in

manners, as the golden age.

Golden-pheasant, (gold'n-fez-ant) n. A native of China,

and esteemed the most beautiful of its genus from

the richness and variety of the tints of its plumage.

Goldfinch, (gold'finsh) n. A beautiful sinying-bird—

so named from the colour of its wings.

Gold-fish, (goldfish) n. A small fish so named from

its colour. It is a native of China

Gold-leaf, (goldlcf) n. Gold beaten into a thin leaf.

Goldsmith, (goldsmith) 11. One who manufactures

vessels and ornaments of gold.

Goldylocks, (gold'e-loks) n. sing. A plant of the genus

Chrysocoma, having tufts of yellow flowers.

Golf, (golf) 7u [D. kolj, club or bat, Icel. Mtfr.] A

game played with a small ball and a bat or club

crooked at the lower end.

Gondola, (gon'do-la) n. [It. diminutive of gonda.] A

flat-bottomed boat used at Venice on the canals,

about 30 feet long by 4 broad, terminating at each

extremity in a high ornamental peak, and propelled

by pushing with poles ;—a ferry or pleasure boat with

oars. [ages a gondola.

Gondolier, (gon'do-ler) n. A man who propels or man-

Gong, (gong) n. A Chinese musical instrument of per

cussion ; a circular plate of about 20 inches in dia

meter, made of three parts copper to one part tin,

and producing a onorous and piercing sound.

Gonga, (gon'ga) n. An oriental plant with an esculent

root.

Goniometer, (g5-ne-om'et-er) n.

and metron, measure.] An in

strument for measuring angles,

especially, the angles of crystals (

or the inclination of planes.

Goniometry, (go-ne-oni'et-re) n.

The art of measuring solid angles.

Gonorrhea, (go-no-re'a) n. [G.

goni, semen, and reein, to flow.]

A contagious inflammatory dis

charge from the membrane of

the genital organs.

Good, (good) a. [A.-S. god, Ger.

gut, G. agatho*.] Worthy of approbation; virtuous;

honest; just; true; pious;—adapted to an end; com

plete; perfect; sufficient, as means;—suitable;

seasonable, as opportunity ;—valid ; legally firm,

as a claim;—sound; effective, as an argument;—un-

 

Goniometer.
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damaged ; untainted ; wholesome, &s food ;—salutary;

beneficial, as a medicine;—useful; valuable, as a gift ;

—favourable ; convenient ; safe, as a position ;—quali

fied ; able; skilful, as a leader;—kind; affectionate;

benevoleut in relation to others ;—faithful, as a friend;

—fair ; unblemished, as reputation ;—able to meet

pecuniary engagements : solvent ;—pleasant ; agree

able, as society ;—comely ; pretty, as looks;—mild;

calm, as temper, &c. ;—full, as weight ;—clever; skil

ful, followed by at.

Good, (good) n. That which possesses desirable quali

ties, promotes success, welfare, or happiness, is ser

viceable, fit, excellent, kind, benevolent, or the like ;

—welfare ; prosperity ; advantage ; benefit ; — pi.

Wares, commodities, chattels, effects, and merchandise;

freight.

Good, (good) inter,'). Well ; right; so be it.

Good -breeding, (good'bred-ing) n. Polite manners or

education.

Good-bye, (good-br) n. or interj. [Either a contraction

of God be with ye, or compounded with by, bye, way,

journey.] Farewell—a form of address used at parting.

Good-day. (good-da') n. or interj. Farewell—a term of

salutation at meeting or parting.

Good-fellow, (gbod-fel'lo) n. A merry fellow over his

cups ; a boon companion.

Good-fellowship, (good-fello-ship) n. Merry or lively

society ; coinpanionableness.

Good-friday, (good-fri'da) n. A fast in memory of our

Saviour's sufferings, kept on the Friday of Passion-

week, [stale of mind.

Good-humour, (good'um-ur) n. A happy or cheerful

Good-humoured, (good-um'urd) a. Having a cheerful

spirit and demeanour ; good-natured ; good-tempered.

Goodlineas, (good'le-neB) n. Beauty of form ; grace ;

elegance.

Good -luck, (goodTuk) n. Prosperity ; success ; a happy

or fortunate event

Goodly, (goodie) a. Pleasant ; agreeable ;—comely ;

graceful ;—large j swelling.

Goodman, (good-man') n. A familiar api>ellation of

civility ;—a husband ; master of a house or family.

Good-manners, (good-man'ufrz) n. Propriety of conduct

or behaviour ;—decorum ; politeness.

Good-morning, (good-moi-n'ing) n. or interj. A form

of salutation or expression of good wish in the

morning :—also Good-morrow.

Good-nature, (good-nit'ur) n. Natural kindness of

disposition : good temper ; kindly forbearance.

Good-natured, (good-ni'turd) a. Naturally mild in

temper; not easily provoked;—good-humoured.

Goodness, (guod'nes) «. The quality of being good in

any of its various senses ; excellence ; virtue ; kind

ness ; benevolence.

Good-night, (guod'nlt) n. or interj. A form of salu

tation in parting for the night.

Good-tempered, (good-tem'ptrd) a. Having a good

temper ; not easily irritated or annoyed.

Good-wife, (guod-wif) n. The mistress of a household.

Good-will, (good-wil) n. Benevolence ;—the custom

of any trade or business.

Goody, (good'e) n. [Probably from fjoo>.i-iri/e.] Good-

wife;—pi. Goodies, sweet-meats, bon-bons, and the

like.

Goose, (gojs)n. [A.-S. g6», Icel. gds, L.anser.] Awell-

known aquatic fowl of the genus Anas—its feathers

are used for beds and W* quills for pens ;—a tailor's

smoothing iron ;—a simpleton ;—a game of chance

formerly common in England.

Gooseberry, (godsfbcr-e) n. [Corrupted from gorseberry,

' Ger. kriiuteibecre.) The fruit of a certain thorny

shrub, and the shrub- itself, found in all temperate

i-erlous of the world.

Goose-neck, (.■,'-"■ nek) «. A piece of iron bent like

the neck of a goose, umd to eobnect a lw>om-yard» be

to a mast.

Goose-quill, (goos'kwil) n. The large feather or quill

of a goose, or a pen made from it.

Goose-wing, (gooe'wing) n, A sail set on a boom on the

lee side of a ship.

Gopher, (go'fer) n. [H. gdpher.) A species of wood

used in the construction of Noah's ark.

Gor-cock, (gor'kok)n, [Either from gore, blood, cr from

gorse, furze or heath.] A gallinaceous bird—the moor

cock, red-grouse, or red-game.

Gordian, (yor'de-an) u. Pertaining to GcrdiuB, or to

a knot tied by him, which Cuuld not be untied, but was

cut by Alexander the Great ; hence, intricate ; com

plicated ; difficult.

Gore, (gor) n. [A.-S. gov, gore.] Blood; thick or

clotted blood.

Gore, (gor) u. [A.-S. gdr, Icel. geir.] A wedge-shape4

piece of cloth sewed into a garment. &c, to give

greater width at a particular part; —a triaiigular

piece of land.

Gore, (gdr) v. t. [A.-S. gdr, spear.] To pierce with the

point of a spear ;—to pierce with the horns, as a bull ;

—to cut in a triangular form : — imp. & pp. gored ;

p/»\ goring.

Gorge, (gorj) n. [L. purges, whirlpool, gulf.) The

throat ; the gullet ;—a narrow jiassage or defile

between mountains ;— the entrance into a bastion

or other outwork of a fort ;—that which is swallowed,

especially by a hawk.

Gorge, (gorj) v. t. To swallow with greediness ;—to glut ;

to satiate ;—i-. t. To feed greedily :—imp. & pp.

gorged; ppr. gorging.

Gorgeous, (gorje-us) a. [F. gorgias.] Showy ; splen

did ; glittering with gay colours ; magnificent.

Gorgeously, (gor'je-UB-le) adv. In a gorgeous manner ;

with showy magnificence.

Gorgeousneu, (gor/je-us-nes) n. Quality of being

gorgeous : splendour of dress or appearance ; Bhow of

ornament ; magnificence.

Gorget, (gorjet) ft. [F. gorgette, from gorgef the

throat.] A piece of armour for defending the throat

or neck ;—a pendent metallic ornament worn by

officers when on duty ;—a cutting instrument used

in lithotomy.

Gorgon, (gor'gon) n. [G.gorgon.] A fabulous monster

of terrific aspect, with snakes intertwined iu place of

hair, and by her look turning the beholder into stone;

—hence, any thing ugly or horrid ; a repulsive or

hateful person.

Gorgonia, (gor-go'ne-a) n. A family of flexible coral

zoopbites, growing in the form of shrubs, twigs, and

reticulated fronds. [bling a Gorgon.

Gorgonian, (gor-g&'ne-aii) a. Pertaining to or resent-

Gorilla, (gor-il'aj u, A large monkey inhabiting the

western shores of Africa—

it is as large as man, and

is remarkable for its strength

and ferocity.

Gonnand, (gor'mand) n. [F.

pourmand, W. gor, extreme,

pormas, excess.] A greedy I

or voracious eater; a glutton; •

—an epicure ; a bon-vivant.

Gormandize, (gor'mand-Iz) v.x.

or /. [F. gourmand isc, glut

tony.] To eat greedily; to

feed ravenously.

Gorse, (gors) n. [Ger. grast, Gorilla,

hay, A.-S. garst, L. erauut, thick, dense, Ger. l-ratan,

to scratch.] A thick, prickly shrub, bearing yellow

flowers ; furze ; whin.

Gory, (goi^e) a. Covered with gore ;—bloody ; mur

derous.

Gory-dew, (g6Ve-du) n, , Perhaps this may be *et

down as one 0f the very simplest forms of veewt*-

tiou, being only found like a reddish slime on ba*&

substances,
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Goshawk, (gosTiawk) n. [A.-S. goshdfuc, gfa, goose, and

hafvc, hawk. ] A short-winged siender bird of the genus

Falco, of a deep brown colour, save on the breast which

is white, formerly used in falconry.

Gosling, (gosling) n. [A. -3. g6t, a goose, and termina

tion ling.] A young goose.

Gospel, (gospel) n. [A.-S. godspell, from (i6d, good,

and spelt, story.] Glad tidings; e*pecially, the good

news concerning Christ and his salvation ;—one of the

historical narratives of the life and sayings of Jesus

Christ;—the word of God in general ;—a system of

religious truth;—doctrine; divinity; —any general

system or form of truth.

Gospel, (gos'pel) r. t. To instruct in the gospel ; to

teach the truths of Christianity.

Gospeller, (goa'pel-er) n. Au evangelist;—a priest who

reads the gospel at the altar during the communion

service.

Gospellize, (goa'pel-Iz) v. t. To evangelize ; to instruct

in the gospel ;—to reduce or conform to gospel law.

Gospel-truth, (gos'pel-trooth) n. The doctrines or truths

which are made known in the gospel ;—sure and cer

tain truth.

Goss. (gos) n. A kind of low gorse or furze.

Gossamer, (gos'a-mer) n. [O. Eng. gotsomer, from gorse

and summer.] A filmy substance, like cobwebs, float

ing in the air, or stretched from blade to blade along

the grass ;—the delicate webs of a species of spider or

motii. [unsubstantial.

Gossamery, (gosVmer-e) a. Like gossamer ; flimsy ;

Gossip, (gos'ip) n. [A.-S. godsibb, from god, God, and

$ii>, alliance, relation.) A sponsor ;—a friend or com

rade ;—an idle tattler; newsmonger;—talk or tattle;

idle and groundless rumour.

Gossip, (gos'ip) v.i. To prate; to talk much;—to

run about and tattle:—imp. & pp. gossiped; ppr.

gossiping.

Gossiping, (gos'Ip-ing) n. Going about to collect and

report idle stories;—a meeting of tattlers and busy-

bodies, [attendant or messenger.

Gossoon, (gos-soon') n. [P. garcon.) A boy; a young

Gossypium, (gos-sipVum) n. [L.] The cotton plant.

a shrub ranging from 6 to 15 feet high, with beautiful

flowers, and producing in its pods a soft downy white

su!jstance, which is the principal material from which

cloth for personal and domestic purposes is manu

factured.

Goth, (goth) n. [Go. gut/tans, L. gothi.] One of an

ancient tribe of Scandinavian origin, who overran and

subverted the Roman empire ;—a barbarian ; a rude,

ignorant person ;—one destitute of tasto ; a Vandal.

Gothic, (goth'ik) a. Pertaining to the Goths;—per

taining to a style of architecture with

high and sharply-pointed arches, clus

tered columns, &c. ;—rude ; barbarous.

Gothic, (goth'ik) n. The language of the

Goths.

Gothicism, (goth'e-sizm) «. A Gothic

idiom ;—coiiformity to the Gothic stylo

of building; — rudeness of manners;

barbarouaness.

Gothicise, (goth'e-siz) v. t. To make

Gothic or barbarous : — imp. & pp.

gothicized; ppr. gothicizing. Gothic-window.

Gouda. (gou'da) n. A well-known kind of cheese, from

Gouda, in Holland.

Gouge, (gowj, gooj) n. [F. goitge, Biscayan, gitbia.

bow, ffubioa, throat.] A chisel with a semi -cylindrical

blade.

Gouge, (gowj, gooj) r. t. To scoop out with a gouge ;

—to force out, as the eye of a person, with the thumb

or finger: —imp. L pp. gouged; ppr. gouging.

Gourd, (godrd, gord) it. (P. gourde, L. cucurbita.] A

fleshy, one-celled, many-seeded fruit. The bottte-govrd

has a hanl outer rind, which, when dry, is used for

cups, bottles. Ac

 

Gourmand, (guor'mangd) n. [F.] A greedy or raven

ous eater ; a glutton.

Gout, (gout) n. [F. goutte, L. gutta, drop.] A painful

constitutional disease ; inflammation of the joints,

particularly of the great toe — in its last stages it

attacks the stomach.

Gout, (goo) n. [F., L. gustus, taste.] Taste; relisli.

Goutiness, (gout'e-nes) n. State of being gouty ; gout.

Gouty, (gout'e) a. Diseased with, or subject to, the

gout ;—pertaining to the gout.

Govern, (guv'erii) r. t. [F. gouverner, L. gubemare.]

To regulate by authority ;—to influence ; to direct ;

to manage ; to keep in subjection ; to restrain, as

passion ;—to steer, as a ship ;—in grammar, to re

quire to be in a particular case ;—v. i. To exercise

authority ; to administer the laws ; to have the con

trol :—imp. & pp. governed; ppr. governing.

Governable, (guv'ern-a-bl) ". Capable of being

governed ; controllable ; manageable ; obedient.

Governance, (guv'er-nans) v. Direction ; control ;

management ;—hence, behaviour ; deportment.

Governante, (guv'ern-ant) a. [F. youvernante.] A

lady who has the care and management of (young

women ; a governess.

Governess, (guv'er-nes) n. A female invested with

authority to control and direct ; an instructress ;

preceptress ; tutoress.

Government, (guv'ern-ment) n. Act of governing :

exercise of authority ; direction ; regulation ; — con

trol ; restraint ;—system of polity in a Btate or com

munity ; mode in which legal authority is exercised ;

—territory over which rule is exercised ; empire ;

kingdom ; state ; commonwealth ; — administrative

council or body ; the executive power; the ministry;

—in yramviar, the relation of one word as depending

or construed by another.

Governmental, (guv-era-ment'al) a. Pertaining to

government ; made by government.

Governor, (guv'ern-er) n. He who has all power and

authority; God ; Christ ;—one invested with supreme

authority in a state; ruler; magistrate;—one acting

with delegated authority ;—a father ; a guardian ; a

tutor ;—a pilot ;—head manager or director, as of a

banking corporation ; — a contrivance in mills or

machinery for maintaining a uniform velocity with

a variable resistance.

Gowan, (gow'an) n. The daisy.

Gowk, (gowk) n. [A.-S. gawk, cuckoo.] A fool ; a

simpleton.

Gown, (gown) «. [O. Eng. goune, "W. gicn, gown.]

A loose flowing upper garment ; the ordinary outer

dress of a woman ;—the official robe of professional

men and scholars ; hence, a peaceful dress, or civil

officers in distinction from military.

Gownpiece, (gown'pes) ii. Material for a gown.

Gownsman, (gownz'man) n. One whose professional

habit is a gown, as a divine, or lawyer, or student ;

hence, a civilian in distinction from a Boldier.

Grab, (grab) w. A sudden grasp or seizure.

Grab, (grab) v. 1. &, t. [Ger. grabben, grappen.] To

gripo suddenly; to seize; to clutch:—imp. & pp.

grabbed ; ppr. grabbing. [Malabar coast.

Grab, (grab) n. A three masted vessel used on the

Grace, (gras) n. [F., L. gitttia, favour, from grain*,

free, ready.] Favour; kindness; good-will ;—mercy;

pardon ; the free gift of God ; salvation ; the gospel ;

—state of reconciliation to God ; — effect of God's

spirit ; renewal ; sanctification ; faith, love, humility,

and other works of the spirit ;—oflico or meetness

for the office of an apostle ;—natural excellence ;

beauty ; ornament ; elegance in form, mien, or lan

guage ; charm ;—a short prayer before or after meat ;

—the title of a duke, archbishop, Ac. ;—an act, vote,

or decree of a uidversity;—pt. Three graceful and

beautiful females represented as the attendants of

Venus ;—ornamental musical turns, trills, or shakes,

A
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Grace, (gras) v. t. To adorn: to decorate ;—to dignify ;

to honour :—imp. & pp. graced ; ppr. gracing.

Grace-cup, (grOs'kup) n. The cup or health drank

after saying grace.

Graceful. (gnVfool) a. Displaying grace or beauty in

form or action ; elegant ; easy ; agreeable in ap

pearance.

Gracefully, (graVfool-le) adv. In a graceful man

ner ; elegantly.

Gracefulness, (graa'f661-nes) n. The quality or state of

being graceful : elegance of manner or deportment.

Graceless, (gras'los) a. Wanting in grace or excellence,

especially divine grace ; hence, depraved ; degenerate ;

corrupt.

Gracelessly, (gTasles-le) adv. In a graceless manner.

Gracelessness, (grasles-nes) «. The state of being grace

less ; profligacy.

Gracious, (gra'she-us) a. Favourable ; kind ; friendly ;

—benevolent; merciful;—acceptable; pleasing;—virtu

ous ; good ; proceeding from divine grace ;—conde

scending ; pleasing.

Graciously, (gra'she-us-le) adv. In a gracious manner.

Graciousness, (gra'she-us-nes) n. The quality of being

gracious; kindness ; condescension.

Gradation, (gra-di'shuu) ■«.. [h. yradatio.] Act of pro

gressing by regular steps ; the Btate of being graded

or arranged in ranks;—any degree in an order or

series. [tion.

Gradational, (grad-a'shun-al) a. According to grada-

Gradatory, (grada-tor-e) a. Proceeding step by step;

gradual.

Grade, (grid) n. [L. gradvtt, from gradi, to step, go.]

A step or degree in any series, rauk, or order ;—in &

railroad or highway, the rate of ascent or descent ;—

a graded ascending or descending portion of a road ;

a gradient.

Grade, (grud) v. t. To reduce to a level, or to an evenly

progressive ascent, as the line of a canal or road:—

imp & pp. graded ; ppr. grading.

Gradient, (gra'de-cnt) a. [L. gradient, ppr. of gradi,

to step, to go.] Moving by steps; walking;—rising

or descending by regular degrees of inclination.

Gradient, (gri'de-ent) n. Kate of ascent or descent in

a road, &c. ;—a part of a road which slopes upward

or downward ; a grade.

Gradine, (gra-den^ n. [F. gradin, step.] A toothed

chisel used by sculptors \—pl. Keats rained over each

other in an amphitheatre.

Gradual, (grad'u-al) a. Proceeding by steps or degrees ;

progressive ; slow.

Gradual, (,-i-ad'tl-al) n. An order of steps ;—an an

cient book of hymns and prayers.

Gradually, (grad'u-al -le) adv. In a gradual manner;

step by stop; progressively ; slowly.

Graduate, (grad'u-at) v. t. [h. graduare, graduatum,

from L. gradvt, a step.] To mark with degrees; to

divide hito regular steps, grades, or intervals ;—to

form nice shades or distinctions; —to advance by

degrees; to improve:—to prepare gradually; to temper;

to admit to a certain grade or degree; especially, to an

academical degree ;—v. i. To receive an academical

degree;—to pass by degrees; to change gradually,:

—imp. &. pp. graduated; ppr. graduating.

Graduate, (grad'u-at) n. One who has beeu admitted

to an academical degree.

Graduate, (grad'u-at) a. Arranged by successive Bteps

or degrees.

Graduateship, (grad'u-at-ship) n. State or rank of a

graduate in a university.

Graduation, (grad-u-a'shun) n. Act of conferring or

receiving an academical degree ;—art of dividing into

degrees or other definite parts ;—regular procession

by degrees ;—improvement.

Graduator, (gradu-at-er) n. fL. graduare.] One who

graduates ;--nn instrument for dividing any line into

unaii regular intervals.

 

Grafts.

Graft, (graft) v. A small Bhoot or scion of a tree in

serted in another tree.

Graft, (graft) v. t To insert,

as a cutting from one tree

in a branch or stem of an

other ; to propagate by in

sertion of shoots or cuttings ;

—heuco, to implant or in

corporate, as a bud upon a

stem;—v. i. To insert scions

from one tree into another :

—imp. & pp. grafted; ppr.

grafting. [stocks.

Grafter, (graft'er) n. One who inserts scions on foreign

Grail, (gral) n. (F. grtle.] Small particles of earth;

gravel ; small particles of any kind.

Grain, (gran) n. [¥., L. yranutn, grain, seed.] A

kernel; especially of corn, wheat, ic. :—the fruit of

certain kindred plants which constitute the chief

food of man, viz., corn, wheat, rye, oats, barley, and

the like—used collectively ;—any small, hard j»article;

a email portion ;—a small weight, being the 20th part

of a scruple in apothecaries' weight, and the 2-lth of

a pennyweight troy ;—a red colour of any tint or

hue, especially Tyrian purple;—that arrangement of

the particles of any body which determines its com

parative roughness; direction of the veins or fibres

of wood; — hence, natural temper, disposition, or

iuclination ;—»/-. The husks or remains of malt after

brewing, or of any grain after distillation ; hence, any

residuum.

Grain, (gran) v. t. To paint in imitation of the grain

of wood ;—to form into grains, as powder, sugar, and

the like ;—v. i. To form grains or assume a granular

form '.—imp, &pp. grained; ppr. graining.

Grained, (grand) a. Divided into small particles or

grains ;—dyed in grain ; ingrained.

Grainer, (gran'er) n. A lixivium obtained by infusing

pigeon's dung in water—used by tanners to give flexi

bility to skins;—one who paints in imitation of the

grain of wood.

Grain-mill, (gran'mil) n. A mill for grinding the

different species of grain ; a grist mill.

Grains, (grilnz) n. pi. A kind of harpoon with several

barbed points—used for striking dolphins, &c.

Graip, (grup) n. A spade with forks or prongs—used

for digging potatoes and lifting dung.

Grallatorea, (gral-a-to'res) «, pi. A class of wailing

birds marked by the length and nakedness of their

legs, as rails, coots, snipes, &c.

Gramineous, (gra-min'e-us) a. [L. gramineit*, from

armnen, grass.] Resembling or pertaining to grass;

grassy.

Graminivorous, (gra-min-iv'cr-us) a. [L. gramm, grass,

and vorare, to eat greedily.] Feeding on grays and

the like food.

Grammar, (gram'ar) w. (F. gravihiaire, from O.

orauuna, writing, graphein, to write.] The science

of language, or of words in their constructive rela

tions :—the art of using words in correct and proper

connection ;—a system of general principles or deduced

rules for speaking and writing according to the forms

and usage of a language ;—a book containing such

rules or principles; a text-book in teaching the ele

ments of a language ;—an elementary uttccliisui on

any science or art.

Grammarian, (gram-mii're-on) n. [F. gramhiaire.]

A philologist ;—one who teaches grammar.

Grammar School, ( gram ' ar - skool ) h. An endowed

school in which languages are taught; f/pecudtv, a

school in which Latin and Greek grammar arc taught.

Grammatical, (gram-inat'ik-al) a. Belougiug to gram

mar :—according to the rules of gramm.ir.

Grammatically, (grain-mat'ik-al-le) adv. According to

the principles and rules of grammar.

Grammaticize, (gram-mat'e-siz) v. t. To render grain-
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(J ram pus.

matical:—imp. It pp. grammaticized; ppr, grammati

cizing, [ledge of grammar.

Grammatist, (grazn'niat-ist) n. A pretender ti> a know-

Gramme, (gram) ?.. [F.] The French unit of weight,

equivalent to 13.433 grains troy or avoirdupois.

Grampus, (gram'pus) u. A fish of the cetaceous order,

allied to the Dolphin, having

socketed, conical teeth, and -

breathing by a spout-hole on

the top of the head.

Granary, (gran ar-e) «. [L.

(rruHi'itt, grain.] A store

house for grain after it is

thrashed.

Grand, (grand) o. [L. graudU.] Great; illustrious;

high in power or dignity;—splendid : magnificent;— j

principal; chief—often used in composition;—eminent;

superior : noble ; sublime- ; lofty;—majestic ; dignified ; i

stately ; august. [grandmother. ■

Gran-lam. (gran'dam) h. An old woman, specifcully, a I

Grandchild, (grand'chlld) n. A son or daughter's child. '

Grand-cross, (graud'kros) ». The highest order among

knights of tho Bath. [son or daughter. \

Granddaughter, (gntnd'daw-ter) n. The daughter of a

Grand-duke, (gniud'duk) n. An arch-duke ; a duke pre

sently reigning:—a name given to the great horned owL

Grandee, (gran-de) «. [Sp. gramie.} A man of rank ;

—in Spain, a nobleman of the first rank.

Grandeeship. (gran-dC'ship) «. Estate or rank of a

grandee ; lui-dship.

Grandeur, (grand'ur) n. [F. from graul.] The quality /

of being grand ; splendour of appearance ; elevation

of tliought or expression, or of mien or dejwrtment ;

nobility of action ; majesty; loftiness; magnificence.

Grandfather, (grand'fa-THer) u. A father or mother's

father.

Grandiloquence, (grand-ilo-kwens) «. Lofty words or

phrases; bombast; pomposity of speech.

Grandiloquent, (grand-il'6-kwent) a. [L. grandit, grand,

and fo*/tti, to speak.) Pompous; bombastic.

Grandiose, (gnuul'e-oz) «. [L. grand**, grand. 1 Im

posing ; striking ;— llaunting; turgid; bombastic.

Grandly, (grand'le) adv. In a grand or lofty manner;

splendidly ;—sublimely.

Grandmother, (graud'niuTH-cr) u. The mother of one's

father or mother.

Grandness, (grand'ues) n. Greatness ; magnificence.

Grand*seignior, (grand'sen-yur) u. The Turkish sove

reign ; the Sultan.

Grandsire, (grand'sir) ■«. A grandfather: any ancestor.

Grandson, (grand'sun) u. The son of a son or daughter.

Grange, (granj) w. [F. grange, from L. granum, Kng.

{/rain.} A granary; a barn; also, a farm, with its

stables, Jfce.

Graniferous, (gran-ifcr-us) a. [L. granum, grain, and

ferre, to bear.] Bearing seeds like grain.

Graniform, (gran'e-form) a. Formed like grains of corn.

Granite, (gran'it) n. [F. granit, It. granxto, grained.]

A crystalline, unstratified rock, consisting of quartz,

ft;lds)>ar, and mica.

Granitic, (gran-it'ik) «. Like granite in composition,

colour, Are, ;—consisting of granite.

GraniUform, (gran-it'e-form) a. [Kng. granite and L.

forma, form.] Resembling granite in structure or

shape.

Granivorous, (gran-lvo-rus) a. [L. granum, grain, and

rorare, to eat greedily.] Eating grain or seeds.

Granny, (gran'e)n. A grandmother.

Grant, (grant) r. t. [Norm. F. grantir, from L. gratits,

agreeable, gratum or grantam, a gift.] To allow ; to

yield ; to concede ;—to bestow or confer in answer to

prayer or request ;—to make conveyance of ; to give

the possession or title of :—imp. & pp. granted ; ppr.

granting.

Grant, (grant) v. Act of granting ; a bestowing or

conferring ; admission of something as true ; cou- |

' cession ;—the thing granted or bestowed ; a gift ; a

boon ;—a transfer of property by deed or writing.

Grantable, (grant'a-bl) a. Capable of being granted.

Grantee, (giunt-eO n. One to whom a grant is made.

Grantor, (grant'or) «. The person by whom n grant or

conveyance is made, [grams or granules.

Granular, (gran'u-ler) a. Consisting of or resembling*

Granularly, (gran'u-ler-le) adv. In a granular form.

Granulate, (giun'u-lat) v. t. To form iuto grains or

small masses ;—to raise in small asi>erities ; to mako

rough on the surface ;—v. i. To collect or be formed

into grains :—imp. tepp. granulated; ppr. granulating.

Granulated, (gran'u-litt-eu) a. Consisting of or re

sembling grains.

Granulation, (gran -ii-la'shun) n. Act of forming into

grains ; development of small grain-like cells in a

sore, serving to fill up the cavity and unite the sides.

Granule, (gran'ul) ji. [L. granum, grain.] A little grain ;

a small particle. [substances ; granular.

Granulous, (gran'u-lus) a. Fnll of grains or granular

Grape, (grup)H. [F. grt'ppe, bunch, It. grapt,o.] The

fruit of the vine, growing in clusters; commonly a

single berry of the vine ;—grape-shot

Grapery, (grap'er-e) «. A building for the cultivation

i of grapes.

,G rape-shot, (grup'shot) (ft. A number of iron balls put

together by means of circular iron plates at top and

bottom, with two rings and a central connecting pin

and nut. [grajie.

Grape-stone, (grSp'ston) «. The stono or seed of the

Grape-sugar, (grip'sh66-g{r) u. The sugar of fruits, the

best is that which is extracted from honey or dried

grapes.

Grape-vine, (grap'vin) n. A vine having small green

flowers, lobed leaves, and fruit, called grapes, growing

in clusters.

Graphic, (graf'ik) a. [G. grapltiko*, from praphein, to

write.] Truly descriptive ; forcible; telling; — per

taining to writing ;—written ; inscribed ;—well deline

ated or described. [picturesque manner.

Graphically, ( graf 'ik-al - le) our. In a graphic or

Graphiology, (graf-e-6l'o-je) it. [G. gmphe, writiug,

and logos, discourse.] A treatise on written characters

—the science of forms or styles in writing, grai ing, &o.

Graphite, (grafit) u. [G. (rraphein, to write.] Carbon

in one of its conditions, distinguished by its softness,

its metallic lustre, and by leaving a dark lead-coloured

trace on paper—it is used for pencils, and is often

called /dumbago or black-lead.

Graphometer, (graf-om'et-^r) n. [G. graphein, to write,

and iuctron, measure.] A mathematical instrument,

commonly called a semi-circle, for measuring angles

in surveying.

Grapnel, (grnu'nel) n. [From Eng. grapple, F. grappin.]

A small anchor with four or

five fluke-, or claws, used to

hold boats or small vessels.

Grapple, (grapT) r. t. [Dimin

utive of grap for grob,"\ To i

seize ; to lay fast hold on, "

either with the hands or with

hooks ;—r. i. To contend in .

close fight : — imp. <fc pp.

grappled ; ppr. grappling.

Grapple, (grapT) «. A seizing ; close hug iu contest ;—

a close or hand-to-hand fight ;—an iron hook by which

one ship may fasten on another.

Grappling-irons, (grap'ling-i-urnz) v. pi. Irons used as

instruments of grappling and holding fast.

Grasp, (grasp) v. t. [It. graspare, Ger. grappen, grab-

ben.] To seize and hold ; to catch ; to take possession

of;—v. i. To endeavour to seize; to catch at;—to

strive; to struggle;—to encroach:—imp. L pp. grasped;

ppr. grasping.

Grasp, (grasp) n. Gripe of the hand ;— the power of

seizing and holding ;—possession ; hold ; tenure ;—

 

Grapnel.
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OtMiboppar.

reach of tho arms ; extent uf power ;—mental power

or capacity.

Grasper, (grasp'cr) n. One who grasp* or seizes.

Grasping, (grasp'ing) a. Seizing; embracing; catching;

avaricious ; greedy of gain ; exacting ; miserly.

Graapingly, (grosp'ing-le) adv. In an eager, grasping

manner.

Grass, (gras)n. [A.-S. griis. Go. k, Icel. grat, L. g-ramen,

grass, and O, graiaein, to gnaw, eat.J Herbage ; the

plant* which constitute the food of cattle aud other

beasts;—an endogenous plant liaving simple leaves,

a stem generally jointed and tubular, a husky calyx,

called glume, and the seed single.

Grass, (gras) v. t. To cover with gross or with turf ;

—v. i. To breed grass ; to be covered with grass.

Grass-green, (gras'gren) a. Green with gross ;—green,

as grass ; of the colour of grass.

Grasshopper, (grasliop-er) n. A well-known jump

ing orthopterous insect, which

feeds on gross or leaves, allied

to the locust family.

Grassinoss, (grasViies) u. State

of abounding with grass; a grassy

state.

Grass-plot, (gras'plot) n. A plot

or space covered with gross; a

lawn.

Grassy, (gras'e) a. Covered or abounding with grass ;

—resembling grass : green.

Grate, (grit) n. [L-j A kind of lattice work, such as

is used in the windows of prisons and cloisters ;—»

frame of iron bars for holding coals used as fuel.

Grate, (grat) v. t. To furnish with grates or cross-bars :

—imp. & pp. grated; ppr. grating.

Grate, (grat) v. t. [P. grader, to scrape, It. grattart,

Ger. L-ratzen.] To rub roughly or harshly, as one body

against another ;—to wear away in small particles, by

nibbing with anything rongh ;—to fret; to vex; to

irritato ;—v. i. To rub hard, so as to offend ;—to make

a harsh sound by the friction of rough bodies.

Grateful, (grat'fool) a. [L. grains, agreeable, and

Eng. termination ful.] Having a duo sense of bene

fit* ; willing to acknowledge and repay benefits ;

thankful;—agreeable; acceptable;— pleasing to the

taste ; delicious ; ]>alatable.

Gratefully, (grfit'fool -le) cut*. In a grateful manner.

Gratefulness, (grat'foul-nes) rt. Tho quality of l»eing

grateful ; gratitude ; ogreeableness to the mind or

to tho taste.

Grater, (grot'er) 11. Ho who, or that wliich grates;

(specially, on instrument for rubbing off small

particles of a body.

Gratification, (grat'o-fe~kiV*hun) n. Act of gratifying,

or pleasing, either the mind, tho tosto, or theapputite;

—that which affords pleasure ; satisfaction ; delight ;

—recompense ; reward.

Oratifler, (gTot'e-f i-cr) n. One who gratifies or pleases.

Gratify, (grat'e-fi) v.t. [h. gratiticari, gratus, pleas

ing, and facere, to make.] To please by satisfying some

wish; to give pleasure to;—indulge; humour; re-

?Lnite; recompense ;—imp. & pp. gratified; ppr. grati-

ying.

Grating, (grat'ing) n. A. harsh sound of rubbing :—a

partition of parallel or cross-bars ;—a lottioe-work

resembling a window-grate ; an open cover for the

hatch ■ .-) of a ship.

Grating, (grat'ing) a. Harsh ; diROEpceable ; irritating ;

vexing ; jarring. [a manner to irritate.

Gratingly, (;rrat'mg-le) adv. Harshly; offensively; in

Gratis, (gra'tia) adv. [h. from gratia, favonr.J For

nothing ; freely ; gratuitously.

Gratitude, (grat'e-tud) n. [L. gratitiulo, from gratus,

agreeable. 1 State of Ming grateful or thankful ; good-

>r.\\ and kindness awakened by a favour received;

thankfulness.

Gratuitous, (gra-tii'it-us) a. [h. gratuitut, from gratu.]

Free ; voluntary; spontaneous ; grouted without claim

or merit ;—assorted or assumed without cause or proof.

Gratuitously, (gra-tu'it-us-le)f«it'. In a gratuitous man

ner; without claim or merit ; without proof : freely.

Gratuity, (gra-tu'e-te) a. A free gift ; a present ; a

donation ; a reward or acknowledgment of service.

Gratulate, (grat'u-lat) v, t. [L. gratalari, gnttulatitm,

from gratu*, pleasing, agreeable.) To salute with

declarations of joy ; to congratulate ;—to reward :—

imp. .V pp. gratulated; ppr. gratulating.

Gratulation, (grat-u-LVshun) n. The act of gratulating

or felicitating ; congratulation.

Gratulatory, (grat'u-la-tor-e) a. Expressing joy ; cou-

grotulotory.

Gravamen, (gra-va'men) n. [L., from gravis, heavy]

Point of pressure ; stress laid ou a part ;—burden of a

charge or accusation ; substantial ground or reason of

a process.

Grave, (grav) r. f. [F. grower, Ger. graben.] To carve

or cut ; to engrave ;—to give shape to by cutting with

a cliisel ;—to clean, as a ship's bottom, by burning off"

filth, grass, or other foreign matter, and covering

it ovor with pitch :—v. i. To write or delineate on

hard substances; to practise engraving:—imp. graved;

)ip. graven or graved ; ppr. graving.

Giave, (grav) n. fA.-S. grat', from grafiin, to dig,

grave, carve.] An excavation in the earth as a place

of burial ; place of interment ; tomb ; sepulchre ;—

any place of great mortality or slaughter ; field of

death or destruction ;—pi. Graves, the sediment of

melted tallow.

Grave, (grav) a. [L. gravis, heavy.] Weighty; im

portant ; momentous ;—solemn ; serious ;—plain ; not

showy, as apparel ;—severe ; stern, as a look ;—in

music, slow ; low in tone ; deep ; not sharp or acute.

Grave-clothes, (grov kloTHz) n. pi. The clothes or dress

in which the dead are interred.

Grave-digger, (grav'dig-?r) «. One who digs graves ;

sexton ;—also grave-uial-er.

Gravel, (grav'el) n. [F. gravelte, praritr, Ger. prober,

sand.] Hard sand ; sand consisting of small jtehbles;

—small stones or fragments of stone ;—a disease pro

duced by small calculous concretions in the kidneys

and bladder.

Gravel, (grav'el) v. t. To cover with gravel ; to stick

in the sand ; hence, to puzzle ; to embarrass ;—to hurt,

ns the foot of a horse, by gravel lodged under the

shoe :—imp. As pp. gravelled ; ppr. gravelling.

Gravelled, (grav'eld) a. Stopped ; embarrassed ; per

plexed, (of gravel.

Gravelly, (grav'el-le) a. Abounding with or consisting

Gravel-pit, (grav'el-pit) n. A pit from which gravel

is dug.

Gravel-walk, (grav'el-wawk) n. A walk or alley covered

with gravel, making a dry and hard bottom.

Gravely, (griiv'le) udi'. In a grave, solomn manner;

Boberly ; seriously ; plainly ; unosteutatiously.

Graveness, ( grov ' nes ) n. Seriousness ; solemnity ;

sobriety of speech or behaviour.

Graver, (grfivgr) n. One who carves or engraves ; a

sculptor ;—an engraving tool ; a burin.

Grave-stone, (gruv'ston) n. A stone set upon or near

a grave, as a memorial.

Grave-yard, (griiv'yard) «. A yard for tho interment

of tho dead ; a cemetery ; a necropolis.

Gravid, (grav'id) a. fL. praridus, from gravis, heavy,

loaded.] Being with child ; pregnant.

Graving, (grilv'ing) n. Act of one who graves or cuts

figures in hard substances;— that which is graved or

carved ;—engraving ; print ; carved work ;—the act of

cleaning a ship's bottom.

Gravitate, (gravVtat) r. i. To obey the law of gravi

tation ; to tend toward the centre of attraction ;—

hence, to have a bias or tendency towards;— iir.^i. &

Pp. gravitated ; ppr. gravitating.

Gravitation, (grav-o-ta'shun) N. Act of tending toward
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the centre ;—the law or force by which bodies are

drawn together or by which they tend toward the

centre — classified as terrestrial gravitation, or the

tendency of earthly bodies to each other and to the

centre of the earth : and universal gravitation, or the

tendency of satellites to planets, planets to each other,

and to the sun as their centre, Ac. It operates

directly as the sum of the two attracting bodies, and

inversely as the square of their distance.

Gravity, (gravVte) n. [L. grarita*, from orai'M, heavy.]

Weight; heaviness;—seriousness; solemnity; sobriety

of character or conduct ; — importance ; serious con

dition ; critical state ;—enormity ; atrocity, as of a

crime ;—lowness of tone or sound ;—tendency of a

mass of matter toward a centre of attraction ; eipeci-

ally, the tendency of a body toward the centre of the

earth.

to^TT' (grl'w) n. [Either from A.-S. greofa, pot, or

allied to W. crau, blood.) The juices obtained from

meat in cooking ; a sauce or soup mode from the

natural juices of cooked meal

Gray, (gr&) a. [A. -9, grng, G. graios, aged, gray.]

Hoary ; white mixed with black ;—of a mixed colour ;

ashy ;—old ; mature.

Gray, (gra) u. Any mixture of white and block ;—

an animal of gray colour.

Gray-beard, (gra'berd) v. An old man.

Grayish, (gra'ish) a. Homewhat gray ; moderately gray.

Grayling, (grating) n. A native fish of the genus

Salmo, of a silver gray colour

on the back and sides, and

said to emit an odour like

thyme when fresh caught;

the umber.

Gniy-mare, (gra'mar) n, ["The Grayling,

gray mare is the better horse."] A woman who rules

her husband.

Grayness, (gra'nea) n. The quality of being gray.

Graywacke, (gri'wak-e) n. [Ger. grau, gray, and icackt,

wacke.] A conglomerate or grit-rock, consisting of

rounded pebbles and sand firmly united together.

Graze, (graz) v. t. [A.-S. grtuiait, from grds, gran.]

To rub or touch lightly in passing ;—to feed or supply,

as cattle, with grass ;—to eat from the ground, as grow

ing herbage ; to tend grazing cattle;—v. i. To eat

grass or herbage ;—to supply grass ; to move, as cattle

in eating field grass :—imp. & pp. grazed ; ppr. graz

ing, [on herbage.

Grazer, (grar/er) n. An animal which grazes or feuds

Grazier, (gra'zher) n. One who pastures cattle and

rears them for market.

Grazing, (graz'ing) n. Act of feeding on grass ;—a

pasture ;—a light touch in passing.

Grazioso, (gratse-6-ed) adv. [It.] In music, elegantly,

smoothly, and gracefully.

Grease, (gres) a. [F. graisse, It. grasxo, L. crntmti,

thick, gross.] Fat ; tallow ; lard ;—animal fat in a

soft state ;—an inflammation of the heels of a horse.

Grease, (gres) v. t. To smear or anoint with grease ;

—to bribe :—imp, A pp. greased ; ppr. greasing.

Greasily, (grezVle) adv. With grease or an appearance

of it ;—grossly ; indelicately. [ness.

Greasiness, (greVe-ncs) n. State of being greasy ; oili-

Greasy, (greVe) a. Composed of or characterizeil by

grease; oily; fat; unctuous;—smeared with grease :—

like grease or oil ; smooth ;—affected with the disease

called grease.

Great, (grit) a. [A.-S. gredt, I>. grandi*, F. </m», Ger.

pro?*.] large in bulk, or dimensions; of wide ex

tent; big; expanded;—numerous;—long in time or

duration;— superior; admirable; commanding;— en

dowed with extraordinary powers; uncommonly gifted;

strong ; powerful ; mighty ; noble ; eminent ; distin

guished;—weighty; important;—generous; magnani

mous;—rich; sumptuous; magnificent:—proud ; swell

ing ; pompous ;—hard ; difficult ;—pregnant ; teeming

with young;— denoting consanguinity either in the

ascending or descending line.

Great, (grat) n. The whole ; gross ;—the lump. The

great, people of rank or distinction.

Great-coat, (grat'kOt) n. An over-coat.

Greaten, (grut'ii) v. t. To enlarge ; to magnify ;—v. i.

To become large ; to increase.

Great-hearted, (grat'hart-ed) a. Undejected ; high-

spirited; noble.

Greatly, (grat'le) adv. In a great degree ; much ;—

nobly ; illustriously ; generously ; magnanimously ;

bravely.

Greatness, (gr.lt'nes) n. Largeness of bulk, dimen

sions, number, quantity, or the like ; large amount,

extent, or degree;—high rank or station; distinction;

eminence ; power ; rule ;—elevation of soul or senti

ment; magnanimity; strength or variety of intellect ;

—force ; intensity ;—pomp ; grandeur ; magnificence.

Greaves, (grevz) n. pi. [F. grcves, from greve, shank.]

Ancient armour for the legs ;—the sediment of melted

tallow.

Greoe, (greb) u. [W. crib, comb, crest.J A marino

bird having a straight, sharp beak, flattened, lobated

toes, and very short wings, and export at diving.

Grecian, (gre'ehan) a. Pertaining to Greece.

Grecian, (grtS'shan) n. A native of Greece ; a Greek ;

—one well versed in the Greek language, literature,

or history.

Grccism, (gres'izm) «. An idiom or peculiarity of the

Greek language ; a Hellenism.

Grecize, (greViz) v. U To render Grecian;—to translate

into Greek :—imp. & pp. grecized ; ppr. grecizing.

Greed, (gred) n. [Go. ore'dV.t, hunger, Icel. grdd,

avidity.] An eager desire or longing ; greediness.

Greedily, (gred'e-le) adv. In a greedy manner;

eagerly ; voraciously ; ravenously.

Greediness, (gred'e-nes) n. The quality of being greedy.

Greedy, (gred'e) «. [A.-S. grddig, D. greetigt Go.

gredon, to be hungry.] Having a keen appetite

for food or drink ; ravenous ; voracious ;—having a

keen desire of any thing ; eager to obtain.

Greek, (grek) a. Pertaining or belonging to Greece ;

Grecian.

Greek, (grek) n. A native or inhabitant of Greece ; a

Grecian ;—the language of Greece.

Greek-fire, (grek'fir) n. A combustible used in war

fare—said to be composed of asphalt, nitre, and

sulphur, and not extinguishable by water.

Green, (grCn) a. [A.-S. grtnc, grdvjttn, Eng. grow.]

Having the colour of grass when fresh and growing ;

composed of blue and yellow rays; verdant; emerald ;

—full of life and vigour; flourishing;—new; recent;—

immature ; young ; raw ; awkward ;—not seasoned ;

not dry ; containing its natural juices ;—pale ; sickly ;

wan.

Green, (grCn) n. The colour of growing plants ;—a

grassy plain or plat ;—pi. Fresh leaves or branches ;

wreaths ;—leaves and stems of young plants dressed

for food. [greened ; ppr. greening.

Green, ( greii ) v. t. To make green : — imp. A pp.

Green-crop, (grfinTtrop) n. A crowing crop ; a crop of

grasses, turnips, &c. {gross-beak.

Greenfinch, (grun'flnsh) n. A native bird :—called also

Green-gage, (gren'gSj) n. A choice variety of plum,

whose pulp, when ripe, is of a greenish hue.

Green-grocer, (gron'grd-ser) n. A. retailer of Tegetablea

or fruits in their fresh or green state.

Greenhorn, (greunorn) n. A row youth; one easily

imposed on.

Greenhouse, (grenlions) n. A house for preserving

tender plants during winter or cold weather.

Greening, (gren'ing) n. A sort of apple of a green

colour. [green.

Greenish, (greii'ish) a. Somewliat green; tinged with

Greenishncss, (grenlsh-nee) n. The quality of being

greenish.
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Greenly, (grPit'le) adv. With a green colour; newly ;

ini maturely.

Greenness, (grCu'nea) «. Quality of being green;

viridity ;—freshness ; vigour ; newness ;—immaturity ;

rawness ; unripeness ;—inexperience.

Greenroom, (grfin'room) n. The retiring room of actors

in a theatre.

Grccnsand, (gren'sand) fl, A stratum in the lower

chalk formation, so called from the chlorite which

it contains. [species of snipe.

Greenshank, (grt-n'shangk) n. A name given to a

Greenstone, (gren'ston) n. A rock of the trap forma

tion, consisting of crystals of hornblende and feldspar.

Greensward, (gren'sward) n. Turf green with grass.

Green-vitriol, (gren'vit-re-ol) n. Sulphate of iron, used

as a caustic.

Greenwood, (gren'wood)*. Trees In spring or summer ;

—WDOd when green or undried.

Greenwood, (grSn'wood) a. Pertaining to greenwood.

Greet, (grut) v.t. [A. -8. gritan, Ger. grittzen.] To

salute; to hail; to address: to accost ;—v.i. To givo

salutations -.—imp. & pp. greeted ; ppr. greeting.

Greet, (gret) v. i. [Go. grtitan.] To weep ; to grieve.

[Scot.] [pliment addressed from one absent.

Greeting, (grGt'ing) n. Salutation at meeting ; com-

Gregarioui, (gre-gil're-us) a. [L. ffwgarivt, from prtx,

gregis, herd. ] Having the habit of living in a Hock

or herd ; not solitary. [manner.

Gregariously, (gre-gsVre-us-lc) adv. In a gregarious

Gregorian, (gre-go're-an) a. Belonging to, or estal*-

lished by, Pop* Gregory, as the Gregorian chants,

calendar, tfec

Grenade, (gre-nad') «. [F. grfnade.)

or shell filled with powder, and

fired by means of a fuse ; a bomb

shall.

Grenadier, (gren-a-deV) n. For

merly, a soldier who threw gren

ades ; now, one of a company of

i ;il I . stout soldiers, who takes post

on the right of a battalion, and

leads it in every movement:—

one of the regiments of guards

attached to the court. Grenade,

Grenadine, (gren'a-dfn) n. A thin silk used for

ladies' dresses, shawls, &c.

Grey, (gra) n. Colour of white mingled with black ;—

a horse of this colour :—usually Gray.

Greyhound, (gru'hound) n. [A.-S. graph it n>l , grig, gray,

and hund, hound.) A sym

metrical, slender, graceful

dog, remarkable for its keen

sight and swiftness in tho

chase, of several varieties:—

written also Grayhound.

Grioe, (griz) n. sing, or pi, A

young pig or the young of the

pig ;—the young of any ani

mal.

Griddle, (gridl)n. [W. grei-

dell, from grndiaw, to heat,

scorch, pamh.1 A pan, broad

and shallow, for baking cakes ',-

which closes tho top of a stove

bottom, used by miners.

Gridiron, (grid'i-urn) n. [W. gr'idiair.] A

utensil for broiling flesh and fish over the fin

Grief, (gref) «. [F. A D. grief, F. ffrvter, L. gravis,

heavy.] Sorrow ; pain ; regret ;—distress of mind

caused by affliction, loss of friends, tfce. ; sadness :—

disquietude arising from sin or misconduct ; anguish ;

repenting pain;—cause of sorrow or distress; grievance.

Grievance, (grev'ans) n. A cause of grief or uneasiness;

—Just or real ground of complaint ;—wrong done and

suffered ;—grief ; affliction ; oppression ; hardship ;

Injury; injustice.

 

 

Greyhound.

a detached iron plate,

—a sieve with a wire

grated

Grieve, (grev) r. t. To occasion grief to; to indict

mental pain upon ; to afflict; to wound or hurt, as

the feelings ;—to vex ; to offend ; to provoke to with

draw, as tho Holy Spirit;—r. t. To feel grief; to

bo in pain of mind on account of an evil ; to sorrow ;

to mourn :—imp, & pp. grieved ; par. grieving.

Grievous, (grCv'us) a. Causing grief; painful ; heavy ;

oppressive; burdensome;—afflictive ; distressing ;—

great ; atrocious ; flagitious ;—offensive ; provoking ;

—hurtful ; destructive. [painfully.

Grievously, (grev'us-le) ad*. In a grievous manner:

Grievousness, (grev'us-ne*) ». Quality or condition of

being grievous; atrocity; enormity.

Griffin, (griffin) a. [l-\ griffon. L, grjfpi, from G.

gntpoif curved, hooked.] A fabled animal with the

body and paws of a lion, and the bead and wings of

an eagle ;—a species of vulture;—a greenhorn In the

East Indian service.

Grig, (grig) n, [8w. hUeka.] A small eel; tho sand

oel ;—a merry little body.

Grill, (gril) v. t. [F. jrrilfer, from L. craticvlc,i\. pmall

gridiron, diminutive of rmtfs.1 To broil uii a grate

or gridiron ;—to torment as if by broiling.

Grillade, (gril-lild')«. [I 'J Uroiled meat; a dish cooked

by broiling.

Grillage, (gril'.Oj) n. A framework of sleepers and

crossbeams used to sustain foundations in marshy

soils. [fresh water.

Grilse, (griln) if. A yonng salmon on its first return to

Grim, (grim) a. (A.-S. grim, from griviman, to rage.]

Stern ; severe ; of forbidding aspect ; fierce ; ferocious;

horrid; frightful; grisly; hideous ; sullen; surly.

Grimace, (gre-mOs') a. (F. from A.-S. &. Icel fiftn 1 A

distortion of the countenance to express some feeling,

as contempt, disapprobation, or the like; a smirk; a

made-up face. [look.

Grimaced, (gre-masf) a. Distorted ; having a crabbed

Grimalkin, (gro-mallrin) n. [Corrupted from givjf-

viaUin, from gray and malkiu.) An old cat.

Grime, (grim)». [A.-S. ftrynir, soot, Icel. hrtm.] Foul

matter ; dirt ; sullying blackness, deeply ingrained.

Grime, (grim) r. t. To sully or soil deeply ; to dirt.

Grimly, (grimle) adv. In a grim manner ; fiercely ;

sullenly.

Grimness, (grim'nes)«. Fierceness of look ; sternness.

Grimy, (grim'e) a. Full of grime ; dirty ; foul

Grin, (grin) v. i. [A.-S. grinuian.) To open themonth

and withdraw tho lips from the teeth so as to show

them, as in laughter, scorn, or pain;—v.t. Tbeoe*

press by grinning:—imp. ii pp. grinned; ppr. grinning.

Grin, (grin) v. The act of closing the teeth and

showing them.

Grind, (grind) r.t. [A.-S, f/rhutftn.) To reduce to

powder by friction, as in a mill or with the teeth ;—

to polish or sharpen by friction ;—to prepare for ex

amination ;—to oppress by severe exactions ; to

harass ;— c t. To perform the operation of grinding ;

—to become ground or pulverized by friction;—to

t •ecome polished or sharpened by friction ;—to drudge :

—imp. & pp. ground; /»;«'. grinding.

Grinder, (grind er) v. One who, or that which, grinds?

—one of the double teeth used to grind or masticate

tho food ; a molar ;—pi. The teeth.

Grinding, (grinding) n. The act of pulverizing, polish

ing, or sliarpening ;—oppression.

Grindstone, (grind stou) v. A flat circular sandstone

used for grinding' or sliarpening tools.
Grinner, (grin'er) ;j. One whorgrins.

Grip, (grip) n. [Ger. griff, Dan. grtb.] A grasp or

pressure of the hand ;—a peculiar mode of clasping

or shaking tho hand—the masonic grip;—tenacious

power, purcliase, bite of pincers or other tool ; hold ;

clutch.

Grip, (grip) n, [A.-S. ffrtep, I). gripptL) A small < ' iit ■ h

or furrow. [and hold fast.

Grip, (grip) r. t. To £rasp and squeeze ; to nip, bite.
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Gripe, (grip) t\ t. [A.-8. gripan, Go. greipan, Ger.

grti/tn, F. gripper.] To catch with the linnd ; to

clutch;—to seize and hold fast;—to compress; to

squeeze ; to tighten ;—to pain the bowels by pressure

or contraction ;—to pinch ; to distress ;—r. i. To hold

or pinch, as with a gripe ; to get money by hard

bargains or exactions;—to suffer griping pains;—to

tend to come up into the wind, as a ship :—imp, & pp.

griped; ppr. griping.

Gripe, (grip) n. Grasp ; seizure ; clutch ;—that on

which the grasp is put ; a handle ;—oppression ; cruel

exaction ; pinching distress;—pinching and spasmodic

pain in the intestines—chiefly used in the plural.

Griper, (grip'cr) n. One who gripes; an extortioner;

exactor; usurer.

Griping, (grip'ing) ft, A pinching or grasping; a

pain in the bowels.

Oris, (gre) n. [F.] A kind of fur, gray in colour.

Grisette, (gre-zef) n. [F. grittette, a gray woollen cloth,

from grit, gray.] Wife or daughtur of a tradesman ;

—in Paris, a flower girl, milliner, or shop girl, who

lives, but is not kept, as a mistress—chiefly with

clerks and students.

Griakin, (gris'kin) n. [Prom gric, and termination

kin.] A sucking pig ;—loin of pork broiled.

Grisliness, (grizlc-nes) n. Quality of being grisly.

Grisly, (grizle) n. [A.-S. grlnltc, gryslil; from grUan,

to dread.] Frightful; hoirible; terrible.

Griaon, (gri'sun) n. [F. grison, gray, gray-haired, from

gris, gray.) A South American animal, the glutton,

which is a little larger than a weasel.

Grist, (grist) n. [A. -3. grist, pearled barley, allied

to G. Ln-ithi, L. horde ttm, barley.] That which is

ground atone time ;—supply ; provision ; hence, profit;

gain.

Griatle, (grisO) n, [A.-S. gri/ttt, Ger. krosel] A

smooth, solid, elastic substance in animal bodies;

cartilage. [gristly.

Griitlineaa, (grisTe-nes) n. State or condition of being

Gristly, (gris le) a. Consisting of gristle; like gristle;

cartilaginous.

Grit, (grit) n. [A.-S. gri/tt, greot, bran, dust, grUt,

barley. J The coarse part of meal;—oats or wheat

hulled or coarsely ground ;—sand or gravel;—a coarse

grained silicious sandstone;—spirit; resolution.

Grit, (grit) v. i. To give forth a sound as of sand

under the feet; to grind ;—v. t. To grind ; to grate :—

imp. A pp. gritted; ppr. gritting-.

Grittiness, (grit'e-nes) n. Quality or state of l>eing

gritty.

Gritty, (gnt'e) a. Containing or consisting of sand

or grit ;—spirited and resolute.

Grizzle, (grizT) n. [F. gris, gray.] Gray; a gray colour;

a mixture of white and black.

Grizzled, (grizTd) a. Gray; of a mixed white and black.

Grizzly, ( grizle) a. Soniewliat gray.

Groan, (gron) v. i. [A.-S. prdnian.] To giro forth

alow, moaning sound, as in pain or sorrow;—to sigh

under affliction; to be oppressed; to labour under

exactions or heavy burdens:—imp. &. pp. groaned;

pt,r. groaning.

Groan, (gron) «. A low, moaning sound—usually

uttered in pain, sometimes in derision.

Groaning, (gron'ing) n. The act of groaning ; coxn-

pLai tit ; lamentation; a sound expressive of sorrow

or pain;—in hunting, the cry of the buck.

Groat, (grawt) n, [D. groot.] An old English coia

and money of account, equal to fourpeuce ;—any

small sum.

Groats, (grawts) ft, pi. [A.-S. grOi.] Oata or wheat

deprived of the hulls or outer coating.

Grocer, (gro'sgr) n. [Fonnarly written groutr, one

who sells by the gross.y A trader who deals in tea,

sugar, spices, coffee, liquors, fruits, &c

Grocery, (gro'ser-e) a. pi. The couimodities sold by

grocers ;—a grocer's store.

 

Grog, (grog) n, A mixture of spirit and cold water,

usually not sweetened.

Groggery, (grog'er-e) u, A grog-shop.

Grogginess, (grogVnes) n. State of being groggy ;—

tenderness or stiffness in the foot of a horse.

Groggy, (grog'e) a. Overcome with grog; tipsy :—

weakened in a fight so as to stagger;—moving In an

uneasy, hobbling manner, owing to a tenderness about

the feet—said of a horse.

Grogram, (grog'ram) n. [F. gros-frrnin, of a coarse

texture.] A kind of coarse stuff mado of silk and

moliair ; also, a kind of strong, coarse silk.

Groin, (groin) n. [Icel. grrin, branch.] The depressed

part of the body between the belly and the thigh ;—

the angular curve made bv the intersection of two

semi-cylinders or arches ;—the snout or nose of swine.

Groin, (groin) v. t. To fashion into groins ; to adorn

with groins.

Groined, (groind) a. [From groin.] Having an

angular curve made by the intersection of two semi-

cylinders or arches.

Groined roof, (groind'roof) »■ An arched roof or ceiling

formed by the junction of two

opposite sets of intersecting or

groined vaults In the figure,

marked by ribs or beads leading

up to the apex.

Grommet, (grom ' et ) w. [F.

goun>utttt from gourmer, to j

curb.] A ring formed of a

strand of rope laid in three

times round, and used to fasten |

the upper edge of a sail to the

yard-rope or stay;—a wad for|

cannon, made of rope.

Groom, (groom) n. [D. gromA

boy, A.-S. &. Go. giiian, man,'

L. homo.] A servant, e$peei- Groined mof.

ally, a man or boy who has the charge of honuB?*—

one of several officers of the English royal house

hold;—a man recently married, or about to bo mar

ried ; a bridegroom.

Groom, (groom) v. (. To tend or care for, ns a horse:

—imp, & pp. groomed; ppr. grooming.

Groomsman, (groOmz'man) n. An attendant of a bride

groom at hiB wedding.

Groove, (groov) n, [A.-S. & Icel. grdf, ditch, D.

groeve.] A furrow, channel, or long hollow cut by a

tool ;—a sliaft in mines.

Groove, (groov) v.t. To cut a groovo or channel in;

to furrow:—imp. & pp. grooved; ppr. grooving.

Grope, (grop) V. i. [A.-S. grapian, propian, allied to

gripe.] To attempt to find something in the dark,

or as a blind person, by feeling ; to feel one's way;—

v.t. To tearoh out by feeling in the dark;—imp. &

pp groped; ppr, groping,

Groas, (gros) a. [F. gran, L. cras*it*, thick, dense. I

Thick; bulky;—fat; corpulent; — rude, , rough, as

work ;—vulgar; indelicate; low; impure, ns language;

—coarse ; large-grained, as wood or fabric ;—plain ;

palpable, as an act of injustice ; — dense ; close, as

air, Ac, ;—enormous; shameful, as wicked deeds;—

stupid ; dull, as perception or sense ;—whole ; entire ;

total.

Gross, (gros) u. The main body; the bulk; the mass;

—the number of twelve dozen.

Grossbeak, (gros'bek) n. A singing bird of tho genus

Loxin, allied to the finch and linnet.

Grossly, (grosle) ottv. In a gross manner; greatly;

coarsely ; shamefully.

Grossness, (gros'nes) n. State or quality of being gross;

thickness; corpulence; coarseness; enormity.

Grossular, (gros'u-lcr) n. A translucent garnet of a

pale green colour.

Grot, (grot) ft. A grotto.

Grotesque, (grO-teak') a. [F., It. grottesca, from
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grotto.) "Wildly formed ; whimsical ; extravagant;—

irregular in design or form ; ludicrous ; antic.

Grotesque, (gro-tesk') n. Whimsical figure ; ludicrous

image ; caricature.

Grotesquely, (grd-teskle) adv. In a grotesque manner.

Grotesquenesa, ( grd - teak ' ues ) n. State of being

grotesque.

Grotto, (grot'to) n. [F. grotte, It. {rrotta, L. ert/pta,

from G. kruptein, to hide.] A natural cave in the

"earth;—a cave for coolness and refreshment ;—an arti

ficial structure in gardens in imitation of a natural

cave.

Grotto-work, (grot'to-wurk) n. Ornamental or shell-

work on a garden grotto.

Ground, (ground) n. [A.-S. & Ger. grund, Go. prtin-

das.] The surface of the earth ; dry land ;—region ;

territory ;—land ; estate ; possession ; — floor ; pave

ment; — basis; foundation; hence, first principle;

reason; cause; origin; — the surface on which an

object or figure is represented ;—the primary colour

on which others are wrought ;—a plain tune or air ;

a tune on which variations are made ;—a place or

field of action ;—a foil or set-off ;—credit; advantage;

—pi. Sediment ; dregs ; lees.

Ground, (ground) v. t. To lay or set on tho ground ;—

to found ; to fix or set, as on a foundation ; to fix

firmly ;—to instruct in elements or first principles;—

v. i. To ran aground ; to strike and remain fixed :—

imp. & pp. grounded ; ppr. grounding.

Ground-ash, (ground'ash) n. A sapling of ash.

Ground-bait, (ground 'bat) n. Bait dropped to the

bottom of the water to collect together the fish.

Groundedly, (ground'ed-le) adv. Upon good grounds ;

on firm principles ; fixedly.

Ground-floor, (ground'flor) n. The floor of a house on

a level, or nearly so, with the exterior ground.

Ground-form, (ground ' form) n. The basis of a word

on which the other parts are formed by declension

or conjugation.

Groundless, (groundOes) a. Having no foundation;

wanting cause or reason ; false ; unauthorized.

Groundlessly, (ground'lee-le) adv. Without cause or

reason ; without authority.

Groundlessness, (ground'les-nes) n. Want of just reason,

cause, or authority.

Groundling, (groundling) 11. A fish that keeps" at the

bottom of the water ;—a spectator in the pit of the

theatre; hence, a low, mean, vulgar person.

Ground-nut, (ground'nut.) n, Tho pea-nut; —a legu

minous, twining plant, having an edible root of a glo

bular shape, and sweet, aromatic taste.

Ground-plan, (ground'plan) n. The surface representa

tion of the divisions of a building.

Ground-plot, (ground'plot) n. The ground on which a

building is placed ;—the plan of the lower part of a

building.

Ground-rent, (ground'rent) n. Rent paid for the privi

lege of building on another man's land.

Ground-sel, (ground'sel) n. [A.-S. grund, and $yl, silL]

The timber of a building which lies next to the

ground : tho silt

Ground-sel, (ground'sel) it. [A.-S, grundtmlige.] A

native plant of the genus Smecio, the seeds of which

are a common food for small birds.

Ground-swell, (ground'swel) n. A broad, deep swell of

the ocean, caused by a long continued gale, and felt

even at a remote distance after the gale hits ceased.

Ground-tier, (ground'ter) n. The lowest tier of casks

in a vessel's hold ; the lowest range of boxes in a

theatre.

Ground-work, (ground'wurk) n. Foundation; basis;—

the essential part ; the ground ; — first principle ; ori

ginal reason.

Group, (group) n. [F. groupe, cluster, bunch, A.-S.

crop, bunch.] A cluster, crowd, or throng; an assem

blage, either of persons or things;—an assemblage of

figures or objects in a certain order or relation in.

painting or sculpture;—in uuuic, a number of eighth,

sixteenth, &c., notes tied together ;—any musical orna

ment consisting of several short tones.

Group, (group) v. t. [F. grouper.] To form a group

or assemblage;—to arrange in a group or order; to

classify:—imp. & pp. grouped; ppr. grouping.

Grouping, (groop'ing) n. The relative arrangement of

figures or objects in drawing, painting, and sculpture.

Grouse, (grous) n, [Perhaps from gorge, furze or heath.]

A native gallinaceous bird, having feathered feet, a

short bill, and a red liand over the eyes—esteemed as

the best ganio for its greater rarity and wildncss

and the superior flavour of its flesh, as red grouse,

black game, ptarmigan, capercailzie : — also called

moorfowl.

Grouse, (grous) v. t. To seek or shoot grouse.

Grout, (grout) n. [A.-S. prut, Ieel. grantr.] Coarse

meal; pollard;—lees: grounds;—a thin, coarse mor

tar ; also, a finer material used in finishing the best

ceilings.

Grout, (grout) r. /. To fill up with grout, as the joint*

between stones;—t»ip & r»/>. grouted; ppr. grouting.

Grouting, (grouting) n. The process of filling in or

finishing with grout; tho grout thus filled in.

Grove, (gruv) ?). [A.-S praf, grove, from grafan, to

dig.] A cluster of trees shading an avenue or walk ; a

group of trees smaller than a forest ; a wood of small

extent ; any cluster or group resembling a grove ; a

temple in the woods.

Grovel, (grov'el) v. i. [D. prabbrlen, IceL grufa, to lie

on the ground.] To creep on the earth, or with the

face to the ground; to act in a prostrate posture;—

to be low or mean: — imp. & pp. grovelled; ppr.

grovelling.

Groveller, (grov'el-cr) u. One who grovels; an abject

wretch.

Grovelling, (grov'el-ing) a. Abject; mean ; despicable.

Grow, (gro) r. i. [A.-S. protean, Icel. griia.] To en

large in bulk or stature ; to develop ;—to be produced

or angmented by vegetation ;—to come forward ; to

advance ;—to be changed ; to turn from one state to

another; —to extend; to progress; — to thrive; to

flourish;— to swell; to increase ;—to proceed from;

to spring ; to result ;—to become attached or fixed ;

to adhere;—v.t. To cause to grow; to cultivate; to

produce ; to raise : — imp. grew ; pp. grown ; ppr.

growing. (duces.

Grower, (gro'er) n. One who grows, cultivates, or pro-

Growl, (growl) v.i. [D. grollen, to grunt.) To mur

mur or snarl, as a dog; to utter an angry, grumbling

sound ; to grumble ;—r. t. To express by growling:—

imp. &, pp. growled ; ppr. growling.

Growl, (growl) v. The murmur of a cross dog.

Growler, (growl'er) n. One who growls ; a grumbler.

Growling, (growl ing) n. The act of snarling, as an

ill-natured cur.

Growlingly, ( growl'ing-le ) adv. In a growling or

snarling manner.

Growth, (groth) n. Process of growing ; gradual in

crease of animal and vegetable bodies ; augmenta

tion ; production ; produce ; product ;—advancement ;

improvement;—consequence; effect; result.

Grub, (grub) v.i. [Go. graban, to dig, A.-S. grafan.}

To dig in or under the ground ; to bo occupied in

digging ;—to beg food ;—v. t. To dig up ; to eradicate;

—imp. A pp. grubbed; ppr. grubbing.

Grub, (grub) n. A fleshy, dingy-coloured larve ; wpt-

oially, a larve of a beetle or weevil;—a short, thick

man ;—that which is grabbed up for food ; victuals.

Grabber, (grub'ci) n. One who grubs; — an instru

ment for uprooting trees, shrubs, arc.

Grabble, (grub'l) r. i. To foei in the dark ; to grope ;

—to fumble.

Grab Street, (grub'stret) n. Tho name of a street near

Moorfiolds, in London, much inhabited by poor authors;
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—hence, a., applied to writings or literary work done

by hirelings.

Grudge, (gruj) v. t. [O. Eng. grutche, Ger. grunzen,

G- grudsKin,] To envy; to view with discontent;

—to give or take unwillingly or reluctantly ; — 1\ t.

To murmur ; to repine ; to complain ;—to be covetous

or envious; to be unwilling or reluctant:—imp. &i

pp. grudged; ppr. grudging.

Grudge, (gruj) n. Uneasiness at the possession of some

thing by another; ill will ; envy; secret enmity; aver

sion ; dislike ; spite ; hatred.

Grudging, (gmj'ing) «. Act of envying or being un

happy at the prosperity of another; regret for having

given something in the way of gift ; relnctancy.

Grudgingly, (gruj'ing-le) ado. In a grudging manner.

Gruel, (groo'el) n. [F. grvel, from A.-S. grUt.) A light,

liquid food, made by boiling meal in water.

Gruff, (gruf) a. [D. grqf, Ger. grob.) Rough or stern

in manner, voice, or countenance; rugged; harsh.

Gruffly, (gruf'le) adr. Roughly; harshly; sternly.

Gruffness, (gruf'nes) n. The quality or state of being

gruff.

Gram, (grum) a. [A. -8..] Morose ; severe of counten

ance ; grim ;—low ; deep in the throat ; guttural.

Grumble, (grum'bl) r.i. [Ger. grummet**, D. grom-

utrn.) To murmur with discontent; — to growl ; to

snarl : — to rumble ; to roar ;— v. t. To express or

utter with grumbling :—imp. & pp. grumbled ; ppr.

grumbling. [murs.

Grumbler, (grum'blcr) n. One who grumbles or mur-

Grambling, (grum'bling) n. A murmuring through dis-

oontent ;—a rumbling sound, as of distant thunder.

Gruntblingly, (grnm'bling-le) adv. In a complaining,

discontented manner. [as of blood.

Grume, (groom) n. [h. grumux, a little heap.] A clot,

Grumly, (grum'le) adv. Morosely; sullenly.

Grumous. (groo'mus) a. Thick; clotted; — clubbed;

knotted.

Grunt, (grunt) r. i. [A.-S. grvnan, allied to L. gintn-

nire.] To make a deep guttural noise, like a hog :

—imp. * pp. grunted; ppr. grunting.

Grunt, ( grunt) *. A deep, guttural sound, as of a

hog. [pig.

Grunter, (grunt'er) n. A fish of the gurnard kind ;—a

■Grunting, ( granting ) n. The guttural sound made

by hogs or other animals.

GTuntiing, (gruntling)n. Ayoung hog.

Gryphon, (grif'un) n. A griffin.

Guacharo, (gwa-sha'ro) n. A nocturnal bird of South

America—it feeds on hard fruits, and is valued for

its fat.

Guaiacum, (gwa'ya-kum) n. [Sp. guayaco.] A genus

of small crooked trees growing in several of the West

India Islands.

Ouan, (gwau) n. A Brazilian bird about the size of a

guinea-hen, and often domesticated for food.

Guano, (gwa'no)n. [Sp. guttno or huano, from Peru

vian kuanu, dung.] The excrement of certain sea-

fowls—used as a manure.

Guarantee, ( garan-WS ) «. A promise to answer for

the payment of some debt or the performance of some

duty in case of the failure of another person who is

primarily liable; a warranty; a security;—a warranter;

one who binds himself to see the promises or stipu

lation* of another person fulfilled : — also written

Guaranty.

Guaraatee, (gar'an-tS) v.t. [F. garantir, W. girar,

smooth, A--H. tcerian, to defend.) To warrant; to

make sure ; to secure the performance of ;—to con

tract or engage for the payment of a debt or the i>er-

fornianee of a duty, promise, or stipulation made

by another ;—to save harmless ; to in demnify in cose

of loss :—imp. & pp. guaranteed ; ppr. guaranteeing.

Guarantor, (giir'an-tor) ». A surety ; a warranter ; a

cautioner; one who undertakes that the promises or

stipulations of another shall be fulfilled.

Guard, (gard) v.t. [F. garder, from Ger. intrt/n, to

Bee, A.-S. weavian.) To protect from danger ; to

secure against surprise, attack, or injury ; to accom

pany for protection;—to protect the edge of; to bind;

—v.i. To watch by way of caution or defence ; to

be in astatoof defence or safety:— i»jj>. &pp. guarded;

ppr. guarding.

Guard, (gard) n. That which guards or secures ; pro

tection ; security; defonco ;—vigilance ; watchfulness;

—care in the use of language : caution in statement;

a watch ; a sentinel ;—one who has charge of a mail

coach or a railway train ; a conductor ;—part of a

sword hilt which protects the hand ;—ornamental lace

or hem protecting the edge of a garment ;—a chain or

cord for fastening a timepiece to one's person ; — a

fence round the deck of a vessel;—a posture of defence

in fencing.

Guardable. (gard'a-bl) a. Capable of being guarded.

Guarded, (garded) o. Cautious ; wary; circumspect,

said of persons;—framed with caution, said of words;

—reticent; reserved.

Guardedly, (gard'ed-le) adv. In a guarded or cautions

manner. [guarded.

Guaxdedneu, (gard'ed-nes) n. State or quality of being

Guarder, (gard'er) n. One who guards.

Guardian, (gard'e-an) n. [F. gm-ditru) One who

guards, preserves, or secures ; a warden ; — one who

has the custody of the person or property of an in

fant, a minor without living parents, or a person

incapable of managing his own affairs.

Guardian, (gard'e-an) a. Guarding ; protecting.

Guardianship, (gard'e-an-ship) it. The office of a guar

dian, [modation of guards.

Guard-room, (gard'room) ft. A room for the accom-

. Guard-ship, (gard'ship) n. A vessel of war to super

intend the marine affairs in a harbour or river—

used formerly to receive impressed seamen ;—care ;

protection.

Guardsman, (gttrdzmaii) n. An officer or soldier of

the guards.

Guava, (gwVva) n. [Sp. guayaba.] A tropical tree

or its fruit, which makes a delicious jelly.

Gudgeon, (guj'un) n. [F. poujon, from G. Hbion.) A

small fresh-water fish of the

genus Cyprinus, allied to the

carp;—a bait; allurement;

—the piece of iron in the^

end of a wooden shaft on

which it turns in a collar or Gudgeon,

block.

Gueber, (gwe'ber) n. A fire-worshipper ; a follower

of Zoroaster.

Guelphs, (gwelft) v. pi. The adherents of the Pope,

opposed to the Ghibellines or adherents of the Em

peror—so-called from the name of a family in Italy

—the contention existed from 1250 to 1500.

Guerdon, (ger'dun) n. [F. guerdon.] A reward ; re

quital : recompense.

Guerrilla, (ger-ril'la) n. [Sp. diminutive of guerra,

war.] An irregular mode of carrying on war by the

constant attacks of indejwndent bandB ; — one who

.carries on, or assists in carrying on, irregular or pre

datory warfare.

Guess, (ges) v, t. [D. giasen.) To conjecture; to judge

at random; to form an opinion on what is likely or

probable, but is not certain or decisive ;—to suppose ;

to think; — to conjecture rightly; — to hit upon by

accident ;—v. i. To make a guess or random judg

ment ; to conjecture: — imp. & pp. guessed; ppr.

guessing.

Guess, (ges) n. Judgment without sufficient or decisive

evidence or grounds ; conjecture.

Guesser, (ges'er) n. One who guesses.

Guess-work, fees'wurk) n. Work performed at hazard;

result obtained by conjecture.1

Guest, (gest)n. [A.-S. gest,Go. gattt,!*. hottu, stranger.]
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lodger at aA visitor entertained for a short time

hotel, lodging, or boarding-house.

Guest-chamber, (gestt'chaiu-ber) n, A room for the

entertainment of guests.

Guffaw, (guf-faw) a, A loud burst of laughter; a

horse-laugh.

Guidable, (gid'a-bl) ft. Capable of being guided.

Guidage, (gid'flj) n. Reward given to a guido ; —

guidance.

Guidance, (ptd'ans) n. Act of guiding; direction; gov

ernment ; niode <>f conducting.

Guide, Qrid) v, t. [F. gnidn\ from Go. ritan, to watch

ovlt.J To lead or direct; to conduct by counsel; to

instruct in the path of duty:—to order or manage, as

one's own affairs ; — to regulate; to superintend, as

the actions of others: — imp. & pp. guided; ppr.

guiding.

Guide, (gid) ». One who leads another in his way;

a conductor;— one who directs or regulates;—tliat

which instructs and influences, as example or ex

perience.

Guide-book, (gid'bortk) m. A descriptive hand-book of

countries, localities, or towns, for the use of travellers.

Guide-post, (gid'post) n. A post at the junction of

two or more roads to direct travellers in the way.

Guidon, (gid'on) n. [F. guidon.] A small flag or

streamer; the flag of a guild or fraternity ;—one who

carries a flag.

Guild, (gild) «. [A.-S. gihl, from gildan, to pay.) A

corporation ; a society or fraternity of merchants or

tradesmen bound by their own laws, and united for

the protection of their class and trade—all the old

trades had their several guilds ;—in Scotland, a cor

poration of merchants or tradesmen of all kinds made

freemen of the city.

Guildhall, (gild bawl) n. The hall where a guild or

corporation usually assemble ; hence, the lown hall :

—in London it is also the chief policu court.

Guile, (gil) ft. [F. guile, from A. -8. vile.] Craft;

cunning ; artifice ; duplicity ; deceit.

Guileful, (gil'fool) a. Full of guile ; characterized by

cunning, deceit, or treachery.

Guilefully, fgtt'fool-e) adv. Artfully; insidiously;

treacherously-

Guilefulnesa, (gil'fool-nes) n. Deceit; secret treach

ery ; habit or disposition to deceive.

Guileless, (gillea) a. Free from guile or deceit ; art

less ; honest ; frankly sincere.

Guilclessneis, (gil'les'-nes) n. State or quality of be

ing guileless ; freedom from deceit ; simplicity.

Guillemot, (gil '16- mot) a. [F., W. chwilawg.] A

marine diving bin!, allied to the

penguins, auks, and divers, anil

found iD the northern parts of

Kurope, Asia, and America-

Guillotine, (gil'16-ten) n, [F. from

Guillotin, the inventor.] A ma

chine for beheading a person by

the descending stroke of a heavy

axe or cutting knife.

Guillotine, ( gil-16-ten ') v.t. To

behead with the guillotine : —

imp. & pp. guillotined; pj>r.

guillotining;,

Guilt, (gilt) n, [A.-S. gi/ltt crime,

from gildan, to pay. J Crini- Guillemot,

inality and consequent liability to punishmont ;—

wilful violation of law, or neglect of known duty;

crimo ; offence :—condition of being charged with, or

convicted of, crime;—in civil law, exposure to for

feiture or fine, Ac.

Guiltily, (gilt'e-le) adv. In a guilty manner.

Guiltiness, (gilt'e-ne*) n. State of being guilty ; crim

inality.

Guiltless, (giltlca) n. Free from guilt; innocent;—

without experience or trial ; unconscious.
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Guiltlessness, (giltles-nes) n. Innocence; freedom from

crime or guilt.

Guilty, (gilt'e) o. Criminal ; having done, or proved

to have done wrong ;—sinful ; wicked ; evil ;—con

scious of having done evil.

Guinea, (gin'e) n. [From Guinea, in Africa, abound

ing in gold.] An old gold coin of England current for

twenty-one shillings sterling. [let.

Guinea-corn, (gin'C-korn) «. The great or Indian mil-

Guinea-fowl, (gin'6-fowl) n. A gallinaceous bird, with

plumage of a dark-grey colour spotted with white,

and a fleshy excrescence on each sido of the head,

originally from Africa.

Guinea-pig, (gin'6-pig) n, [Guinna-pig.) A small Bra

zilian rodent, of a white colour, with spots of orange

and black.

Guise, (giz) n, [F. ga.i*e, from Ger. wi*c] External

appearance in manner or dress; garb; behaviour;

mien ;—custom ; mode ; practice.

Guiaer, (giz'er) a. A person in disguise; a mummer or

masker at Christmas.

Guitar, (go-laV) n. [F. guitare, from G. kitkara.] A

stringed instrument of music

resembling the violin, out

larger, and having six strings,

with seventeen frets, played

upon with the fingers.

Gulch, (gulch) «. [Icel. gull,

mouthful.] A glutton ;—act

of swallowing or devouring;

—a ravine; a gully.

Gulei, (gulz) *. [F. guevles,

from L. gvla, reddened skin.]

A red colour; red in her

aldic shields.

Gulf, ( gulf) n. [F. golfe, It. golfo, G. lolpof.) A

large bay; a sea extending widely into the land be

yond the coast-line;—an abyss; a deep chasm in the

earth; hence, an immeasurable depth;—a whirlpool;

a sneking eddy;—any thing insatiable.

Gulfy, (gulf'e) a. Full of whirlpools or gulfs.

Gull, (gul) v. t. [Sw. gylla, to deceive. D. ItdltnA

To deceive; to cheat; to trick; to defraud:—imp. &

pp. gulled; j>;»r. gulling, [dupe.

Gull, (gul) n. A trick ; fraud ;—one easily cheated; a

Gull, (gul) n. [W. gin/Ian.] A web-footed sea-fowl

of the genus Laru*, with lonp,

narrow wings, a straight beak

hooked at the tip, and palmated

feet with a small hind toe.

Gullet, (gul'et) ft. [F. goulet, L. ■

quia.] The throat; the passage in

the animal neck through which

food enters into the stomach ; the 1

ajsophagus; — a small stream or

channel ;—a cut or narrow pass

age in excavations.

Gullibility, ( gul-e-bil'e-te ) ft. Quality of being

lible ; credulity.

Gullible, (gul'e-bl) a. Easily gulled or imposed on ;

credulous.

Gully, (gul'c) n, A channel worn in the earth by a

current of water ; a gulch ; a ditch ; a gutter ;-auo,

in Scotland, a large, broad knife.

Gully-hole, (gule-hol) n. The aperture by which drains

or gutters discharge into the sewer.

Gulo, (gu'lo) n. A genus of carnivorous Animals, as

the wolf, glutton, and grison, &c.

Gulotity, ( gu-losVte ) n. (L. gvlosmt, from ff*Uif

throat.] Greediness; voracity.

Gulp, (gulp) v.t. [D. guipen, from golpe, gulf] To

swallow eagerly; to swallow up;—to gulp vp, to dis

gorge :—imp, & pp. gulped; ppr. gulping.

Gulp, (gulp) n. A swallow or as much as is swallowed

at once;—a disgorging.

Gum, (gum) a. [A.-S. g6ma, palAte, Icel. gvmr J The
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hard, fleshy substance covering the Jaws and invest

ing the teeth.

Com, (grim) n. [A.-S. g6ma, Ger. gummif L.

ffummi% G. Lonimi.] A concrete mucilage which exudes

from thu bark of several trees, and thickens on the

surface—of sevcr.il qualities, and generally soluble m

cold ur liot water—used largely for stiffening and ad

hesive purposes.

Gum, (sum) r. (. To smear with gum ; to unite or

stiffen by gum :—imp &, pp. gummed ; ppr. gunMning.

Gum-arabic, (gum-ar'a-bik) n. A giun obtained from

various species of the acacia, the best kind coming

from Arabia. [gum.

Gum-boil, (guni'boil) n. A Ixiil or small abscess on the

Gum-cistus, (gum'sis-tns) n. A plant of the genus

CittK*; a species of rock-rose.

Gnmmiferous, (guin-if'er-us) ft. [L. gummi, gum,

and frrrty to bear.] Producing gum.

Gumming**, (gum'e-nes) n. State or quality of being

gummy: viscousnesa.

Gummy, (gum'e) a. Consisting of gtim; viscous; ad

hesive ;—productive of gum ;—covered with gum.

Gumption, (gum'shun) m. [O. & Prov. Eng. gaum,

to understand, poam , to look after. ] Capacity ;

shrewdness; address;—the art of preparing colours;

—magilp.

Gum-rash, (gum'rash) w. A cutaneous disease in the

gums, frequent in infants.

Gam-resin, (gum'rCz-in) h. An inspissated sapor juice

drawn from various plants by incision—composed of

resin with some other vegetable compound, according

to the nature of the tree, as aloes, myrrh, gamboge,

scammony, olibanum, Ac.

Gum-water, (gum'waw-ter) n. Gum-arabic dissolved

in water.

Gun, (gun) n. [Etymology uncertain ; porhajis from

the root of engint, or from L. canna, a tube.] A

tube or barrel, usually of iron, for discharging balls,

shot, or other missiles, by the explosion of gunpow

der ; a fire-arm in general — the larger kinds are

called cannon, and the smaller, musket, carbine, rifle,

fowling-piece, Ac,

Gun, (gun) v. i. To shoot with a gun ; — to practise

fowling or huuting small game. [gun.

Gun-barrel, (gun'bar-el) n. The barrel or tube of a

Gun-boat, (gnn'bot) n. A boat or small vessel of light

draught, fitted to carry one or more guns.

Gun-carriage, (gunltar-aj) n. A heavy wooden frame

resting on wheels, on which cannon are placed—neces

sary for the recoil of the gun when fired, and to shift

its position.

Gun-cotton, (gun'kot-n) «. A highly explosive sub

stance obtained by soaking cotton, Ac, in nitric and

sulphuric acids. [the gun-room is.

Gun-deck, (gun'dek) «. A lower deck of a ship where

Gun-flint, (gun'flint) n. A piece of flint fixed in the

lock of the gun to strike against the cap and ignite

the charge.

Gun-metal, (gun met-al) n. An alloy of nine parts of

copper and one part of tin, used for cannon, Ac.

Gunner, (gun'er) n. One who works a gun; also, a

warrant-officer in the navy having charge of the ord

nance, [guns.

Gunnery, (gun'gr-e) n. The art and science of firing

Gunny, (gun'e) n. [Hind, tfc Bengal, guni.] A

strong, coarse kind of sacking.

Gunpowder, (gun'pow-dgr) n. A mixture of saltpetre,

sulphur, and charcoal pulverized, granulated, and

dried ;—a fine kind of green tea.

Gun-room, (gunroom) u. An apartment on the after

end of the lower gun-deck of a ship of war, occupied

at. a mess-room by the lieutenants.

Gunshot, (gun'shot) n. The distance of the point-

blank range of a cannon-shot ;—the distance to which

shot can be thrown from a gun so as to be effective.

Gunshot, (gun'shot) a. Made by tho shot of a gun.

Gunsmith, (gun'smith) n. A maker of small arms ; an

armourer.

Gunstick, (gun'stik) n, A ramrod.

Gunstock, (gun'stok) ju The stock or wood in which

the barrel of a gun is fixed.

Gunter's Chain, (gun'tcrz-chan) n. [From Edmund

Guntei; the inventor.] The chain commonly used tut

measuring land. It is four rods or 00 feet long, and

divided into 100 links.

Gunter's Scale, (gun'tcrz-skal) n. Anile, two feet long,

marked with graduated lines for solving questions in

arithmetic and geometry, &a

Gunwale, (gun'wal) n. [From gun and wa'c] The

upper edge of a ship's side ; the uppermost walo of A

ship :—also Gunnel.

Gurgle, (gur'gl) v.i. [Ger. purgetv, to gargle.] To

run or flow in a broken, irregular, noisy current :—*

imp. & pp. gurgled; ppr. gurgling.

Gurgle, (gur'gl) n. A gush or flow of liquid.

Gurgling, (gur'gling) n. A running with a broken

and noisy current.

Gurnet, (gur'net) n. [F. {journal, Ir. guivntad.] A

sea- fish, of the genus Triglo, having a large and spiny

head, with mailed cheeks ;—-also gurnard.

Gush, (gush) v.i. [D. gudsen, A.-S. grotav, to pour

out.] To flow copiously ; to rush forth, as a fluid

from confinement ;—to net with a sudden and rapid

impulse :—imn. & pp. gushed; ppr. gushing.

Gush, (gush) n. A sudden and violent issue of a fluid

from an inclosed place ; the fluid thus emitted.

Gushing, (gush'ing) a. Rushing forth with violence,

as a fluid ;—emitting copiously, as tears; hence, soft

hearted; sentimental.

Gushingly, (gush'ing-le) adv. In a gushing manner.

Gusset, (gus'et) n. [F. gou*stt, arm-pit, fob, diminu

tive of gouw, pod, husk.] A piece of cloth inserted

in a garment for the purpose of strengthening or en

larging some part.

Gust, (gust) ii, [L. gvttvK, F. gaUt] The sense or

pleasure of tasting ; relish ;—gratification of any kind ;

enjoyment ;—intellectual perception or appreciation ;

critical taste.

Gust, (gtut) n. [Icel. guntr, a cool breeze, gunta, to

blow cold] A sudden squall or blast of wind; — a

sudden, violent burst of passion.

Gustable, (gust'a-bl) a. Capable of taste ;—pleasant to

the taste; eatable; enjoyable.

Gustatory, (gust'a-tor-e) a. Pertaining to taste.

Gusto, (gust'o) n. [It <fc 8p.] Nice appreciation or

enjoyment ; relish ; taste ; liking.

Gustoso, (goos-to'zo) adv. [It.] In music, with taste;

elegantly ; feelingly.

Gusty, (gust'e) a. Subject to sudden blastB or storms;

windy ; stormy ; tempestuous.

Gut, (gut) a. [Ger. i-uttel.) The intestinal canal of an

animal;—the stomach;—a narrow passage between

rocks or hills ;—pt. The whole mass of intestines.

Gut, (gut) v. t. To take out the bowels from ; to evis

cerate ;—to destroy the interior of ; to remove the con

tents of :—imp. & pp. gutted; ppr. gutting.

Gutta-percha, ( gut'a-perch'a ) «, [From putta t gumr

and percha, tree.] An inspissated sap obtained from

various trees found in the Malayan archipelago—in

many of its properties it resembles caoutchouc.

Gutta-trap, (gut'a-trap) n. The inspissated juice of

the bread-fruit tree—it is sometimes used in making

bird-lime on account of its glutinous properties.

Gutter, (gut'er) n. [F. goHttiere, from gouttt, drop.]

Any passage for water;—a tube or pipe for convey

ing rain from the roof or eaves of a building;—a hol

low or channel in the earth for conveying water—

usually on tho side of a road or street.

Gutter, (guffr) r. (. To form into small, longi

tudinal hollows or channels;—v.i. To become hol

lowed or channelled : — imp. & j>p. guttered ; ppr.

guttering.
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Guttural, (gut'ur-al) «. [L. guttvr, throat.] Pertain

ing to thy throat ; formed in the throat

Guttural, (gut'ur-al) it, A letter pronounced in the

throat, as the Greek Xi or C* *n the Scottish word

loch. [ncr.

Gutturally, (gut'ur-al-le) adv. In a guttural man-

Gutturalnets, (gut'ur-al-nes) n. The quality of being

guttural.

Guy, (gi) ?j. [Sp. gvia, guide rope.] A rope used to

steady or confine other parts of a ahip'ti tackle ;—a

caricature.

Guzzle, (guzT) r. i. fA modification of put.] To swal

low liquor greedily ; to drink frequently ;—r. t. To

swallow much or often ; to eat or drink inordinately :

—imp. & pp. guzzled; ppr. guzzling.

Guzzler, (guz'lcr) n. One who guzzles ; an immoderate

drinker or eater.

Gybe, (jib) v. t. & i. To shift from one side of a Tessel

to the other, as a boom-sail :—imp. & pp. gybed ; ppr.

gybing.

Gymnasium, (jim - n;Vze-um) n, [L. gymnasium, G.

f/»m»n:fi'n, to exercise, from gumnos, naked.] A place

where athletic exorcises are performed ; — a school

for the liigher branches of literature and science.

Gymnast, (jim ' nast) n. One who teaches or prac

tises gymnastic exorcises; the manager of a gymnasium.

Gymnastic, (jim-nas'tik) n. Athletic exercise ;—one

who practises or teaches athletic exercises.

Gymnastical, (jirn-nas'tik-al) a. Pertaining to ath

letic exercises of the body, intended for health, defence,

or diversion.

Gymnastically, (jim-nas'tik-al-le) adv. In a gymnastic

manner.

Gymnastics, (jim-nas'tiks) n. sing. The art of perform

ing athletic or disciplinary exercises.

Oymnic, (jim'nik) a. Pertaining to athletic exercises;

—performing athletic exercises.

Gymnosophist, (jim-nos'o-fist) n. \0. gumnos, naked,

and sophist?*, philosopher.] One of a wet of East

Indian philosophers and religious teacher*, who went

almost naked.

Gymnosperm, (jim'no-sperm) n. [G. gumnos, naked,

and sperma, seed, sp*irtin, to sow.] A plant that

bears naked seeds, as the common pine and hemlock.

Gymnote, (jim'not) n. (G. gumno*, naked, and tujtos,

the back.] A genus of fresh-water fishes, having no

dorsal fin, including the gymnotu* eUctriciu, or elec

tric eel—it is about five feet in length, shaped like

an eel with small round pectoral fins, and has the

power of giving a strong electric shock.

Gynarchy, (jin'ar-ke) n. [G. guui, woman, and

archfin, to rule, govern.] Government by a female.

Gyneocracy, (jin -e -ok'ra -so) n. |G. gune, genitive

gunaikm, woman, ami Iratein, to rule.] Government

administered by a woman.

Gypseous, (jip'se-us) a. [L. pypseus.] Resembling or

containing gypsum.

Gypsum, (jip'sum)n, [J,, gypsum, G. pupsos, A.

Ojihsin.] A mineral consisting of sulphate of lime,

and 21 per cent, of water. When burnt to drive off

the water, and ground up, it forms piaster nf Paris.

Gyral, (ji'ral) a. Moving in a circular path or way;

whirling ; gyratory.

Gyrate, (ji'rat) v.i. [h. gyrore, gyratumj] To revolve

round a central point ; to move spirally : — imp, &

pp. gyrated ; ppr. gyrating.

Gyration, (ji-ru'shun) «. Act of turning or whirling

around a fixed centre ; a circular or spiral motion ;

rotation. [ally.

Gyratory, (ji'ra-tor-e) a. Moving in a circle or spir-

Gyre, (jir) n. [L. gyrus, G. pvros, round.] A cir

cular motion, or a circle described by a moving body;

a turn ; a wheel.

Gyrfalcon, (jer'fa-kn) n. [F. ger/ault, Gcr. peier-

/all:] The peregrine falcon.

Gyrodus, (jiro-dus) u. [G. guros, round, and odov*,

tooth.] A genus of fossil fishes having the mouth

furnished with rows of round grinding teeth, which

enabled them to crush the hard crustaceans and fishes

of the oolite neriod.

Gyromancy, (jTr'o-Tnan-se) n. [G. guros, ring, circle,

and manteia, divination.] A kind of divination per

formed by drawing a ring or circle, and walking in or

around it.

Gyron, (ji'ron) tt. [F., Sp. giron.] An ordinary made

by two lines drawn from any part of the escutcheon,

and meeting in an acute angle in the fesse point.

Gyroscope, (jirVskop) u. [G. guros, ring, circle, and

skopein, to view.] A rotating wheel mounted in a

ring or rings for illustrating the dynamics of rotat

ing bodies, the composition of rotations, kc

Gyve, (jiv) n. [W. pe/yn, Ir. geibhion.} A shackle,

especially one to confine the legs ; a fetter.

Gyve, (jiv) v. (. To fetter ; to shackle ; to chain :—

imp. & pp. gyved ; ppr. gyving.

H.

H(acM, the eighth letter of the English alphabet,

and usually classed as the sixth consonant.

Formatively it is not a consonant, but it resembles a

vowel in being an expiration, only more forced and

guttural. Sometimes before vowels it is mute, as in

honest, and also when allied with g, as in bright, light ;

when preceded by w it is pronounced before the w,

as in what, where. As a numeral it stands for 200,

and with a dash over it (TI) 200,000. H is the seventh

degree in the diatonic scale, being used by the Ger

mans for B natural.

Ha, (ha) inter}. An exclamation denoting surprise, joy,

or grief. Ha, hat ha, laughter;—ha-hum, expression

of doubt.

Haaf, (tint) ft. A fishing ground.

Habeas-corpui, (ha'be-as-kor'pus) n. [L. you may have

the body,] A writ having for its object to bring a

party before a court or judge ; especially, one to in-

3 u ire into the cause of a person's imprisonment or

etentiun by another, with the view to protect the

right to personal liberty;—or a writ for the purpose of

delivering an individual from false imprisonment.

HllHFfnT, (ha'bek) n. An instrument used by clothier*

in dressing cloth.

Haberdasher, (hab'er-dasb-er) n. fA.-S. habr l-ir das,

will you buy this?] Retailer of stuffs, as silks, rnus-

lins/linen,*Iace, tic, or of small wares, such as tapes,

tiins, needles, thread, Ac.

Haberdashery, ( hab ' gr - dash - er - e ) n. Goods sold by

a haberdasher.

Habergeon, (ha-bcr'jfi-un) n. [F. haubtrpeon, a small

hanberk, diminutive of Norm. F. haubere, halbtrc,\

Defensive armour descending from the neck to the

middle, and formed of little iron rings or meshes.

Habile, (habTl)a. [L. habilis.] Sustainable ;—fit ; pro

per ; qualified ; capable.

Habiliment, (ha-bil'e-ment.) n. fF. habillemmt, from

habilter, to clothe, from L. habitus, dress, attire.] A

garment ; clothing ;—usually pi. Dress ; garments.

Habilitate, (ha-bil'e-tat) v.t. To qaalify; to fit; — to

accoutre.

Habit, (hab'it) n. [I/, habitus, from habere, to have,

hold.] Dress ; garment ; clothes in general ;—an up

per coat or cloak worn by ladies ; a coat with a long
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■kirt worn in riding ; — usual state or condition ; cus

tom ; practice : usage ;—particular state or condition

of the body; bodily temperament; — mental condi

tion acquired by custom or practice ; tendency to

repeat an action or act in the same way;—mode; man

ner ; way; style.

Habi(. (bar/it) r. f. To dress ; to clothe; to array :—

imp, & pp. habited ; ppr. habiting.

H&bitability, (hab-it-a-bU'e-te) n. Hahitablenese.

Habitable, (hab'it-a-bl) a. [L. habilubUis, from habit-

arr, to dwell. ] Capable of being inhabited or dwelt in;

fit for occupation or residence.

Habitobly, (hab'it-a-ble) adv. In a manner to be occu

pied or inhabited.

Habitancy, (hab'it-ans-e) n. Legal residence or settle

ment ; domiciliation.

Habitant, (hab'it-ant) n. An inhabitant; a dweller ; a

resident ; one who has a permanent domicile or set

tlement.

Habitat, (har/e-tat) n. The natural abode or locality

of a plant or animal ;—dwelling or place of residence.

Habitation, (hab-it-a'shun) n. Act of inhabiting; state

of dwelling ;—place of abode ; a settled dwelling ; a

mansion ; a residence. [clothing.

Habit-ahirt, (hab'it-shert) n. Fart of a lady's under-

Habitual, ( ha-bit'u-al ) a. Formed or acquired by

habit; — customary;—according to habit;—rendered

permanent by frequent use or practice; accustomed;

usual ; common.

Habitually, (ha-bitfu-al-le) adv. In an habitual man

ner ; customarily ; usually ; commonly.

Habituate, (ha-bit'u-at) r. t. To accustom to a practice

or usage ; to familiarize : — imp. & pp. habituated ;

j'frt: habituating.

Habituation, (ha-bit-fi-a'shun) n. The act of habituat

ing, or the state of being habituated.

Habitude, (hab'e-tud) «. [L. habitude] External

form or condition of a body; relative state or quality;

customary mode ; repetition of an act, thought, or

feeling ; confirmed practice.

Habitue, (ba-bit'u-a) n. One habituated to a certain

place ; a frequenter, as of a theatre.

Hab-nab, (hab'nab) adv. [From hap-ne-hap, let it hap

pen or not.] At random ; by chance; without order

or rule; at all risks.

Hschure, (hach'ur) n. [F. hacher, to liack.] A short

line used in delineating surfaces, especially mountains,

in map engraving.

Hacienda, (ha-she-en'da) n. [Sp. estate, from L.

faecre, to make, do.] An isolated farm or farm

house.

Hack, (hak) r.f. [A. -8. haccan, D. haU-en, Ger

AaofcCTL] To cut irregularly and awkwardly; to notch:

to mangle ;—to speak with stops or hesitation ;—to

hire, as a hack ;—v. i. To be exposed to common use

for hire ;—to make an effort to raise phlegm; to hawk;

to cough :—imp. & pp. hacked ; ppr. hacking.

Hack, (hak) n. A notch ; a cut ;—hesitating or falter

ing speech.

Hack, (hak) n. [F. Jiagve, Iool. /Utr, horse.] A horse,

or coach, or other carriage, let out for common hire;

also, a family horse used in all kinds of work ;—

a man who hires himself out for any literary work;

—a large pick for working stone ;—a rack fur feeding

cattle ;—a frame for drying fish or cheese ;—a place

where bricks are dried before burning ;—the wooden

frame in the tail-race of a mill.

Hack, (hak) a. Hackneyed; lured; mercenary;—worn

out by service.

Hackberry. (hak'ber-e) n. An American tree having

the appearance of on elm, and bearing sweet, edible

fruit, about the size of a cherry.

Hackle, (hak'l) v. t. [D. kekelen.] To separate, as the

coaree part of flax or hemp from the fine, by drawing

it through the teeth of a hackle or hatcliel ;—to tear

rudely asunder ;—to question sharply and minutely,

as a candidate for office :—written also Heckle '.—imp.

& pp. hackled ; ppr. hackling.

Hackle, (hak'l) h. [D. hckd, Ger. hachel, allied to

haken, Eng. hook.] An instrument with teeth for sepa

rating the coarse part of flax or hemp from the fine;

—any flimsy substance unspun, as raw silk;—a fly

for angling.

Hackly, (hak'le) a. Hough or broken, as if hacked.

Hackmatack, (hak'ma-tak) w. [A name of ludian ori

gin.] The tamarack tree ; the red birch.

Hackney, (hak'ne) n. [F. haqutntt, a pacing horse,

an ambling nag.] A horse for riding or driving;—a

horse or pony kept for hire : a horse and carriage

kept for hire ;—a hack; a hireling ; a prostitute.

Hackney, (hak'ne) a. Let out for hire ;—prostitute ;

vicious for hire ;—much used ; common ; trite.

Hackney, (hak'ne) v.t. To use much; to practise in

one thing; to accustom ; to make trite or common

place;—to carry in a hired coach :—imp. & pp. hack

neyed; p)>r. hackneying. (hire; hack.

Hackney-coach, (hak'ne-koch) n, A coach kept for

Hackneyed, (hak'ned) a. Used much; practised; accus

tomed ; worn out; commonplace.

Hacqueton, (hak'e-tong) n. [F.] A quilted jacket

worn under steel armour.

Hadder, (had'er) n. Heath.

Haddock, (had'uk) n. [W. hating, F. Wo*.] A sea-

fish of the genus Gadus, abundant in the northern

seas, and a common article of food. It is smaller

than the cod, which it resembles, with silver white

belly, dusky brown shoulders, black lateral line, and

a spot above the gills, popularly called Saint Peter's

thumb.

Hade, (had) n. [A.-S. heald, inclined, Ger. haldr, de

clivity.] The inclination or deviation from the ver

tical of any mineral vein; the slope of a lull; the

deep descent of a shaft.

Hades, (hii'dez) «. [G. hadit, from a privative, and

tideiii, to see.] The habitation of the dead ;—the state

of departed souls of men.

Haffit, fhaf'it) n. [Half-head.] The side of the head;—

generally pi. The temples.

Haft, (haft) n. [A.-S. haft, haft, ha/tan, to take, seize.)

A handle, as of a knife, sword, or dagger; hilt.

Haft, (haft) v. t. To furnish with or to set in a handle.

Hog, (hag) f. (. To harass; to torment.

Hag, (hag) n. [A.-S. hiiyes, hiigesse, from Ger. hag,

hedge, bush.] An ugly old woman ; a fury; a she-

monster;—a witch; a sorceress; an enchantress.

Haggard, (haggard) a. [F. hugard, from O. Eng. havke,

now hawk, and the suffix ard.] Wild or intractable;

—lean and gliastly ; having the expression of one

wasted by want or suffering.

Haggard, (hag'ard) n. A species of hawk;—any thing

wild and intractable.

Haggardly, (hag'ard-le) adv. In a haggard manner.

Haggis, (hag'is) n, [Scot, hag, to hock, to chop, Gael.

taiyis.] A pudding containing the pluck of a sheep

or lamb, chopped with fine herbs and suet, highly

seasoned with leeks and spices, and boiled in the maw.

Haggish, (hag'ish) a. Like a hag; deformed; ugly;

horrid.

Haggle, (hagl) v. t. [Diminutive of Scot, hag.] To

cut into small pieces ; to notch or make rough by

cutting;—to tease; to worry;—v. i. To bo difficult in

bargaining; to chaffer; to higgle:—imp. 6i pp. hag

gled; ppr. haggling.

Haggler, (hagler) n. One who haggles; one who fore

stalls a market.

Haggling, (hagiing) 7). Hacking; mangling:—chaffer

ing ; prigging ; hesitation in making a bargain with

effort to beat down the price.

Hagiography, (hiVjG-og'ra-fe) n. pi. (G. Juigiographo*,

from hagios, sacred, holy, and graphein, to write.]

That part of the Old Testament not embraced by

the Law and the Prophets ;—the lives of the saints.
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Hagiographal, (ha-jO-og'ra-fa]) «. Pertaining to the

hagiograpby, or to sacred writings.

Hagiology, (hA-je-ol'o-je) h. [G. hayios, sacred, and ■

hnjos, speech.] A narrative of the lives of the saints.

Hah, (ha) inter). An exclamation expressing surprise i

or effort; ha.

Ha-ha, (ha-ha) n, [Haic, hedge.] A fence or bank \

sunk ill a slope, not visible until one is close upon it. j

Haik, (hak) n. [A. fi-uin lulfca, to weave.] A large j

piece of woollen or cotton cloth worn by Arabs over

the tunic.

Hail, (lial) 3). [A.-S, hagal, hilgel.] Frozen rain or j

lumps of ice precipitated from the clouds.

Hail, (hal) v. L To pour down masses of ice or frozen :

vapour;—v. t. To pour down, as hail :—imp. & jtp. \

hailed ; ppr. hailing.

Hail, (hal) inter). An exclamation usually of respect- |

ful, and sometimes of reverent, salutation.

Hail, (hal) n. [A. -a hal, safety.] A wish of health;

a salutation.

Hail, (h."d) v.t. [Ger. hol6nt to call; G. lalcin, to

call.] To call after loudly; to salute; — to name;

to call;— <■. i. To report one's self, as when hailed '

from another ship at sea.

Hailstone, (hal'ston) 9*. A frozen rain-drop.

Haily, (hfd'e) a. Full of hail ; consisting of hail.

Hair, (hir) n. [A.-S. J,dr, loel. hdr. Ger. hoar.) A

small filament growing from a bulbous root in the

skin of an animal ;—a collection or mass of such serv

ing as a covering to the skin : hair of the head; fur;

down ; bristles ;—a species of pubescence on plants ;

—any thing small or fine ; exact value or distance;—

course; grain; direction.

Hair-breadth, (har'bvedth) ?r. The diameter or breadth

of a hair ; a very small distance.

Hair-breadth, (haVbredth) «, Having the breadth of

a hair ; very narrow. [hair.

Hair-dresser, (hur'dres-cv) n. One who dresses or cuts

Haired, (hard) a. Having hair — with an adjective

prefixed to define its quantity, quality, colour, or

texture. [hair for rubbing the skin.

Hair-gloves, (hiirgluvz) n. pi. Gloves made of horse-

Hairiness, (har'e-nes) n. The state of abounding, or

being covered, with hair.

Hairless, (har'les) a. Destitute of hair ; wanting hair.

Hair-splitting, (har'split-ing) n- Tlie practice of mak

ing nice and minute distinctions in reasoning.

Hairy, (hur'e) a. Covered or abounding with hair;—

made of hair;—resembling or having the texture of

hair.

Hake, (hak) n. [Provincial English, half, hook, Ger.

hecht, pike.] A sea-fish, of the cod family, having oidy

two dorsal fins.

Hake, (hak) v. i. To loiter about; to sneak.

Hakcm, (ha'kein)*. A physician ; in the East, a ruler;

a governor.

Halberd, (halT>erd) n. [F. halltbanU, Ger. hellebartle,

..from halle., porch, and marten, to watch.]

An ancient military weapon for cutting

and thrusting ; a combination of a spear

and an axe ; a long shaft having a steel

pointed head, and a steel cross-piece,

with a cutting edge.

Halberdier, (hal-bord-Cr*) n. One who is

armed with a halberd.

Halce, (hal'se) n. fG. half, salt.] A salt

liquor made of the entrails of fish.

Halcyon, (hal'se-uu) v. [L. hotcyan or

atcyon, G. atkuQn.) The king-fisher.

Halcyon, (halae-un) a. Pertaining to, or

resembling, the tialcyon, which was said Halberd.

to lay her eggs in nests near the sea during the calm

weather; hence, calm; quiet ; peaceful; undisturbed;

happy.

Hale, (hal) a. [A.-S. hal, sound, whole, Ger. /<«/.]

Sound ; entire ; healthy ; robust.

 

Hale, (hal) r. t. To drag; to haul :—imp. A: >y. haled;

■ppr. haling, [btutness.

Haleness, (hal 'lies) n. Soundness; healthiness; ro-

Half, (haf) n. [A.-S. leal/, half, leal, hah'r.] One of

two equal part • of a thing.

Half, (haf) o , Consisting of a moiety or half.

Half, (haf) odr. In part, or in an equal part or degree

—used in composition with the import of imperfec

tion or approximation.

Half-and-half, (hafand-haf) n. A mixture of beer or

porter and ale in equal proportions.

Half-binding, (bafbiud-iug) :j. A style of book-bind

ing in which tlie backs and corners are in leather, and

the sides in paper or cloth.

Half-blood, (haf' bind) ». Relation between persons

born of the same father or of the same mother, but

not of both, [mean ; vulgar.

Half-bred, (haf'bred) a. Mixed; mongrel ;—hence,

Half-treed, (haf'bred) ». A person who is half-blooded ;

rsjKcicllit, the offspring of Indians and whites.

Half-brother, (haf'bruTH-er) <<. A brother by one

parent only.

Half-cock, (hafknk) n. Tlie jios-ition of the cock of a

gun when retained by the flist notch.

Half-hearted, (hafhart-e-d) a. "Wanting in tiue niLc-

tion; ungenerous; illiberal: unkind.

Half-moon, (haf'moon) «■ 11'*-* moon when half its

disk appears illuminated ;—any thing in the fhnpe of a

half-moon;—an outwork composed of two fact*, fum

ing a salient angle.

Half-note, (hafnot) «. A minim, in value one half of

a semibreve.

Half-pay, (hafpa) n. Half the amount of wages or

salary; diminished or reduced pay.

Half-pay, (hofpa)(i. Receiving or entitled to half- pay.

Half-penny, (ha'pon-e) n. A copper coin of the value of

half a penny. [half-penny.

Half-penny, (ha'pen-e) a. Of the value or worth of a

Half-pennyworth, (ha'pen-e-wurth) h. Value of a half

penny, or what it will purchase.

Half-sister, (hafsis-tcr) n. A sister by one parent* but

not by both.

Half-step, (haf'step) n. A semitone.

Half-tide, (haf'tid) n. The time or stato of the tide

equally distant from ebb and flood.

Half-way, (haf'wa) adv. Jn the middle ; at h(.Lf the

distance ; imperfectly ; partially.

Half-way, (haf'wa) a. Equally distant from the ex

tremes, [foolish.

Half-witted, (haf'wit-ed) a. "Weak in intellect ; silly;

Half-yearly, (haf'yer-le) o. Occurring, paid, or pay

able twice in the year; semi-annual.

Half-yearly, (hafyer-le) tnle. Twice in the rear.

Halibut, (halVbat) >.. [D. hrfbvt, Ger. heitOvtt.) A

native sea-fish of the genus Pleuronecten, allied to

the turbot and flounder, with compressed body, dark

back, and white belly, considered' lather coarse as a

table dish.

Halidom, (hal'e-dum) v. [A. -8. halia, holy, and ter

mination doin.1 Holy state—formerly used as afonn

of adjuration.

Halimas, (hare-mas) w. [A.-S. hdlia, boly, and r„{i.**ef

mass, festival.] The feast of All Souls ; Hallowmas.

Hall, (bawl) n. [A.-S. healt, Ger. halla, L. avlo, G.

at'le, palace.] A covered edifice or a room, usually of

stately dimensions ;—a passage-way at the entrance

of a house or suit* of chambers ;—a manor-house ;—a

large edifice belonging to a collegiate institution ;—

a court of justice ;—a place of public assembly ;—a

college in a university.

Hallelujah, (hal-le-loo'ya) n. & inter). [H. Wo/, to

lift the voice, and Joh, Jehovah.] Praise ye Jehovah

—an exclamation used in songs of praise to God.

Hall-mark, (hawl'mark) n. The official stamp of tho

goldsmith's company and other assay office's.

Halloo, (hal-loG') v. i. [F. lailtr, to set or excite a
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dog.] To cry out ; to call to by narao or by the word

halloo ;—r. r. To encourage with shouts ;—to chase

with shouts;—to call or shout to: — imp. & pp.

hallooed ; ppr. hallooing.

Halloo, (hal-lm/) a. A shout ; a call.

Halloo, (hal-loiV) intrrj. Ho, there ! ho t—an exclama

tion to call attention or to encourage one.

Hallow, <hal'6)i\ i. [A. -8. MUiffan, from hdlig, holy.]

To make holy : to consecrate ; to treat as sacred : to

reverenco:— tin/), it pp. hallowed; ppr. hallowing.

Halloween, (hal'6-Cn) n. The evening preceding All

Hallow* or All 8ainU' ilay.

Hallowmas, (halo-mas) n. The feast of All Souls, All

Saints, or All Hallows.

Hallucinate, (hal-lu'sin-at) v. i. To wander in mind ;

to talk idly ; to dream ; to stumble ; to blunder.

Hallucination, (hal-lu-sin-a'shun) v. [L. hallvcinatio,

from Jutllutiiiari, to wander in mind.] Krror ; delu

sion : mistake ;—an error or illusion of sensible per

ception occasioned by bodily or organic disorder.

Halo, (halo) ». [F. halo, G. halo*, a threshing-floor,

and also the disk of the sun or moon.] A luminous

circle round the sun or moon ; a corona or crown ;—

in painting, the golden circle or glory round the head

of Christ or the Saints ; a gloriole.

Halo, (halo) r. f. or i. To form or surround with a

halo :—imp. & pp. haloed; ppr. haloing.

Halse, (lulls) n. [A.-S. hats.) The neck or throat.

Halse, (lials) r. t. To embrace ; to ling.

Halser. (haw>r) i». [Ger. halse, a collar of hounds,

from h<rU, neck.] A liawser.

Halt, (hawlt) p. i. [A.-S. healtian, to limp, Ger. halten,

to hold, to stop.] To stop in walking or marching ;—

to step with lauiuiiess ; to limp;— to hesitate; to

falter ;—to make an Irregular rhythm;—r. *. To cause

to cease marching ; to stop:—imp. & pp. halted; ppr.

halting.

Halt, (hawlt) a. Halting or stopping In walking ; lame.

Halt, fliawlt) a. A stop in marching ; a stopping ;—

act of limping; lameness;— hesitation in speech;

stammer.

Halter, (hawlt'rr) n. [Ger., A.-S. hiilfur, noose.] A

strong strap or cord ;—a rojw or strap and head-stall

for leading a horse ;—a rope for hanging malefactors.

Halter, (hawlt'er) r. t. To put a halter on ; to bind

with a rope or cord, and hold fast:—imp. &, pp.

haltered: ppr. haltering.

Halting, (hawlt'ing) n. The act of stopping or faltering

in gait or speech.

Haltingly, (hawlt'ing-le) ode. In a halting or limping

manner ; slowly ; with hesitating or falterluy utter

ance.

Halve, (hav) v. t. [From half.) To divide into two

equal parts:—imp, & pp. halved ; ppr. halving.

Halves, (havz) n,, pi. of half. Two equal parts or

divisions of a thing. To cry halves, to claim an equal

■hare ; to go halve.*, to liave an equal share or rink in.

Halyard, (hal'yard) n. [From hale or haul, and yard.]

A rope or tackle for hoisting or lowering yards or

sails :—also Halliard.

Ham, (ham) n. [A.-S. ham, from Ger. ham, crooked,

bent, Celt, cam.] The inner or hind part of the knee ;

—the thigh of any animal; especially, the tlugu of a

hog enred by salting and smoking.

Hamadryad, (hara'a-dri-ad) r.. [G. Amadrua*, from

ama, together, and drus, oak, tree. J A wood-nymph,

feigned to live and die with the tree to which she was

attached.

Hames, (bfimz) n. [Celt, cam, crooked, curved, Flem.

h€arA., a collar.) The curved pieces of wood or metal

hy which the traces and body-harness of a horse are

attached to the collar. [descendants.

Hamitie, (ham-it'ik) a. Pertaining to Ham or his

Hamlet, (hamlet) «. [A.-S. hdm, home, house, and

let, a diminutive termination.] A small village; a

little cluster of houses in the country.

Accustomed to a hamlet or

 

Hamleted, (ham'let-ed) a.

to a country life.

Hammer, (ham'er) »i. [A.-S. hamer.] An instrument

for driving nails, beating metals, and the like :—

something which in loan or action resembles the

common hammer.

Hammer, (ham'cr) t\ t. To beat with a hammer ;—to

form or forge with a hammer ;—to contrive by intel

lectual labour, with out;—v.i. To be busy ;—to be

working or in agitation:— imp. & pp. hammered;

ppr. hammering,

Hammerable, (ham'fr-a-bl) a. Capable of being formed

or shaped by a hammer.

Hammer-beam, (ham'cr-bem) n. A beam acting as a

tie at the feet of a pair of principal rafters, but not

extending so as to connect the opposite Bides.

Hammer-cloth, (ham'er-kloth) n. The cloth which

covers a co:u:h-box— so called either from the old

practice of carrying a hammer, nails, Ac, in a pocket

hid by this cloth, or from A.-S. ha ma, skin, skins

being the first material used in chariots for a covering.

Hammerer, (haiu'er-er) a. One who works with a

hammer.

Hammer-harden, (hom'er-hard'n) v. t. To harden, as a

metal, by hammering in the cold state :—imp. A; pp.

hammer-hardened; ppr. hammer-hardening.

Hammer-head, (ham'er-hed) n. A shark having the

eyes set on projections from the sides of the head,

which gives it a hammer sha]>e.

Hammerman, (ham'er-inau) «. One mho beats or

v. ,.!■!. . in metal with a hammer; a hammerer.

Hammock, (liam'uk) n. [Sp. hamuca, of Indian origin.]

A kind of hanging bed, cousistiriK

of a piocrf of canvas alxmt six feet

long and three wide, gathered at

the t-mls, and suspended by cords

from hooks fixed in the beams of a

vessel. In camping, the liammock

is hung between two trees or posts.

Hamper, (ham'per) n. [Contracted

from hanaper.] A large basket for conveying things

to market, &c.

Hamper, (ham'i>er) u. [IoeL hanpr, hemp.] An instru

ment that shackles ; a fetter.

Hamper, (ham'i>er) v. t. To put in a hamper;—to put

a hamper or fetter on; to shackle; to embarrass; to

encumber:— imp, 4: pp. hampered; ppr. hampering.

Ham-shackle, (ham'shak-1) v. t. [Lug. ham and xhacllc.]

To fasten by a rope binding the head to one of the fore

legs ; hence, to bind or restraiu ;—imp. 4z pp. ham

shackled; ppr. ham-shackling.

I Hamster, (ham'ster) n. [Ger. hdmistro, hdmastro.] A

species of rat remarkable for having a bag on each

side of the jaw under the skin, in which it carries

grain, peas, and acorns to its winter hole. [ham.

Hamstring, (ham'string) ■«. One of the tendons of the

Hamstring, (ham'string) i*. t. To lame or disable by

cutting the tendons of the ham :—imp. & pp. ham

strung or hamstringed; ppr. hamstringing.

Hanaper, (han'a-per) n. [L. havapv*, vase, bowl,

A.-S. hnllp, cup.] A kind of basket usually of wicker-

work ;—a bag or basket, in the English chancery, used

to receive fees due to the king ; hence, the exchequer

of the cliancery.

Hand, (hand) u. [A.-S. hand, Icel. hand, Go. handvs.]

The outer extremity of tho human ami, consisting

of the palm and fingers;—a liinbof certain animals;

—an index or pointer of a dial;—a measure of the

hand's hrcadth ; four inches; a palm;— fide: part;

direction :—act; deed;—power of making or produc

ing: influence ; agency;—manner of execution ; skill ;

dexterity;—trnnsmitwion ; conveyance ;—reach ; state

of nearness ;— iw»s<e*sion : property ; — ministry ; ser

vice ;—form or cast of writing ; style in artistic work ;

—an agent : a workman: a sailor ;—prepared state;

readiness ; — catch, or take ; — rate ; price ; — check ;

Hammock.
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control ;—cards held in a game ; a share in a game

at cards.

Hand, (hand) r. f. To give or transfer with the hand ;

—to guide or lead by the hand ; to conduct ;—to lay

hold on; to Beize ; — to trim or furl, as a sail;— to

transmit ;—to join hands ;— <\ i. To go hand-in -hand ;

to co-operate :—imp. & pp. handed; ppr. handing.

Hand-barrow, (hand'bar-o) «. A flat, oblung wuuden

frame with handles at each ond for carrying goods.

Hand-bell, (hand'bel) n. A small bell rung by the hand.

Hand-bill, (hand'bil) n. A loose printed sheet to be cir

culated or stuck up for some public announcement.

Hand-book, (hand'book) n. A small book of reference ;

a manual ; a guide-book.

Hand-breadth, (haud'bredth) n. A space equal to the

breadth of the hand ; a palm.

Handcuff, (haud'kuf) n. A fastening for the hands of

prisoners or criminals, consisting of an iron ring

around the wrist, usually connected by a chain with

one on the other wrist; a manacle.

Handcuff, (haud'kuf) v. t. To put handcuffs on ; to

manacle:—imp. & pp. handcuffed; ppr. handcuffing.

Handful, (hand'fool) n. As much as the hand will

grasp or contain ;—a small quantity or number.

Hand-gallop, (haud'gal-up) m. A alow and easy gallop,

in which the hand pi-eases the bridle to hinder in

crease of speed.

Hand-gear, (hand'ger) n. The contrivances in a steam-

engine for working the valves by hand ; the starting

gear.

Hand-glass, (hand'glaa) n. A glass or small glazed

frame used for placing over, protecting, and forcing

plants.

Handicap, (hand'e-kap) n, A race in which the horses

are weighted, according to their ago and character for

speed, &.c. ; — an allowauce of time or distance in

skirting, granted in a foot-race or other contest to

Inferior competitors.

Handicraft, ( hand'e-kraft) n. Manual occupation;

work performed by the hand.

Handicraftsman, (hand e-krafts-man) n. A man em

ployed or skilled in manual occupation.

Handily, (hand'e-le) adv. In a handy manner; dex

terously; adroitly;—easily; conveniently.

H&ndiness, (haud'e-nes) u. Quality or state of being

handy; — easiness of performance acquired by prac

tice; dexterity ;—readiness ; state of being near and

available.

Handiwork, (hand'e-wnrk) n. [A corruption of ?tand-

vtork. ] Work done by the bands; any work or product.

Handkerchief, (hand'kcr-chif) n. [From hand and ler-

chit/.] A piece of silk or linen carried about the per-

sou for wiping the mouth, blowing the nose, &c;—a

piece of silk or cambric, or cotton, worn round the

neck ; a neckerchief ; a neckcloth.

Handle, (hand'l) v.t. [A.-S. futudlian, to touch.] To

touch; to use or hold with the hand ;—to manage or

wield; often, to manage skilfully; to make familiar

by frequent touching;— to deal with;—to practise

on;— to treat well or ill;—to discourse on; to dis

cuss;—imp. &, pp. handled; ppr. handling.

Handle, (hand'l) n. That part of a vessel or instrument

which is held in the hand when used ;—instrument or

means for effecting a purpose.

Hand-lead, (handled) n. A small lead for sounding in

rivers, harbours, and shallow water.

Handles*, ( band ' les ) a. Without a hand ; incap

able ; awkward.

Handling-, (handling) n. A touching or use by the

hand ; action ;—the mode of using the pencil or of

treating a topic.

Handmaid, (hand'mild) n, A maid that waits at hand;

a female servant or attendant.

Hand-mill, (hand'inil) n. Mill turned by the hand,

as in grinding coffee, kc.

Hand-organ, (haud'or-gan) n. A jwrtable organ played

by means of a cylinder set with pins and staples, and

turned with a crank.

Hand-rail, (hand'rol) n. A rail, usually supported by

balusters, as in staircases. [band.

Handsaw, (hand'saw) n. A saw to be used with the

Handsel, (handsel) n. [A.-S. handscllan, to deliver up,]

A sale, gift, or delivery which is the first of a series :

a tir.-t instalment ; an earnest ; the first act of using

any new thing.

Handsel, (hand'sel) v. t. To use or do any tiling for

the first time.

Hand-shaped, (hand'shapd) a. Having the sliape of a

hand ; formed or made by the hand ; created.

Handsome, (hand'sum) a. [D. handzaam, ready, frura

hand and the termination zatim, equivalent to Eng.

some.} Having a pleasing appearance or expression;

comely; good-looking; — marked with propriety and

ease ; becoming ; appropriate ; — liberal ; generous ;—

ample ; moderately Lirge.

Handsomely, ( hand'sum -le ) adv. Skilfully: dexter-

ously;—neatly; elegantly;—liberally; generously.

Handsomeness, (hand' sum -nes) n. Beauty in form;

richness or elegance in dress ; gracefulness in manner ;

—liberality.

Handspike, (hand'spik) n. A bar, usually of wood,

used with the hand as a lever for various purposes.

Hand-stroke, (hand'Btrok) n. Stroke or blow with the

hand ;—act of putting the hand to work:—nlaohttiul't-

turn.

Handwriting, (hand'rit-ing) n. Tlie form of writing

peculiar to each hand or person ; chirograph}- ;—that

which is written by hand ; manuscript.

Handy, (hand'e) a. Skilful in using the hand ; dexter

ous ; adroit ;—ready to the hand ; convenient ; near.

Hang, (hang) r. t. [A.-S. ha npan, Icel. lutnpfi, (Jo.

h«han.) To suspend ;—to fix from above and leave

free to swing or move below ;—to kill by sns]iendiiig

from a rope round the neck ;—to let fall ; to decline :

—to show aloft;—to display;—to cover or ornament

with curtains, pictures, Arc, fastened to the wall:—

to fix so as to have a swinging motion ; to set on hinges,

as n door;—r.t. To be suspended;—to dangle; to in

cline; to droop;—to float; to swing in the air;—to

hover ;—to be dependent on ; to cling to ;—to be fixed

on, as look or attention ;—to be in suspense or uncer

tainty;—to be delayed ; to linger;—to be displayed;

—to adhere;—to be suspended by a halter:—imp. &

pp. hanged or hung; ppr. hanging.

Hang-bird, (hang'b^rd) «. A bird, the Baltimore oriole

—so called from its nest, which is suspended from the

limb of a tree.

Hanger, (hang'-er) n. One who or that which hangs ;

—a girdle or belt by which a Bword was attached to

the person;-— a short, broad sword, incurvated to

wards the point ; — that by which a thing is sus

pended : pot-hook.

Hanger-on, (hang'er-on) n. One who hangs on, or

sticks to a person, place, or plan in soliciting favours;

a dependent.

Hanging, (hanging) n. Death by suspension ;—that

which is hung, as linings or drapery for a room—used

chiefly in the plural.

Hanging-sleeves, (hang'ing-slCvs) n. pi. Stripes of the

same stuff with the gown hanging down the back iroui

the shoulders.

Hanging-valve, (hang'ing-ralv) n. A hinge-valve.

Hangman, (hang'man) n. Ono who hangs another;

a public executioner.

Hank, (hangk) n. [Dan. hank, handle, hook, clasp,

Icel. hdni-i, cord.] A parcel of skeins of yam or tin cat

tied together ; also, a single skein.

Hanker, (hangk'cr) r. t. [I), hunktren, allied to Eng

hunger.] To desire vehemently '.—imp, & pp. hank

ered ; ppr. hankering.

Hankering, (hangk'cr-ing) n. Ardent longing for ; rest.

less and uneasy appetite.
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Hankeringly, (hangk'er-ing-le) adv. In a hankering

manner; eagerly.

Bap, (hap) n. [Ioel. happ, W. hap, luck, fortune.]

That which happens or conies suddenly or unexpect

edly ; chance ; fortune ; accident ; casual event : late ;

lot. [chance.

Hap, (hap) i*. i. To happen ; to befall ; to come by

Hapless, (haples) a. Luckless; unfortunate; unlucky;

unhappy. [haps.

Haply, (haple) adv. By hap, chance, or accident ; per-

Happen, (hap'n) v. i. [Eng. hap.] To come by chance;

to fall out ;—to take place ; to occur ;—to meet with ;

to fall or light upon :—imp. & pp. happened ; ppr.

happening.

Haupiry, (bap'e-le) adv. By good fortune; luckily;

successfully ; prosperously; dexterously; felicitously;

gracefully.

Happiness, (hap'e-nes) n. Felicity; pleasure; con

tentment:—gratification of animal appetite or desire;

possession and enjoyment of any good ;—anticipation

of future bliss ;—good luck ; good fortune ;—fortuit

ous gift of. thought or speech; unstudied grace or

elegance in expression.

Happy, (hap'e) a. [Eng. hap. ] Favoured by hap, luck,

or fortune; lucky; fortunate; successful ; — enjoying

good of any kind ; delighted ; satisfied ; — secure of

good ; prosperous .—propitious : favourable ;—dexter

ous ; ready; able;—easy; agreeable;— blessed in the

favour of God.

Happy-family, (hap'e-fam'e-le) n. Wild animals living

together in a cage and at peace ;—a union of men of

opposite views—said ironically.

Harangue, (ha-rang ') n. [F. harangue, A.-S. Iringan,

to sound.] A public address ; a speech addressed to

a large assembly; a popular oration ; declamation.

Harangue, (ha-rang') v. i. To make an address or

speech to a large assembly;—v. t. To address by ora

tion or formal speech :—imp. & pp. harangued ; ppr.

haranguing.

Harass, (haVas) v. t. [F. haratoer, probably from kar~

ast*, a heavy shield.] To fatigue to excess; to weary;

to tire ; to tease ; to vex with importunity, care, or

perplexity;—to annoy by repeated and unlooked-for

attacks, as an enemy:—imp. & pp. harassed ; ppr,

haraasing.

Harassing, ( har ' as - ing ) a. Tiring ; fatiguing;—bur

densome; oppressive.

Harassment, (har'os-ment) n. The act of harassing ;

state of being harassed;—vexation; worry; bother.

Harbinger, (har'bin-jer) n. [Ger. heroerger, D. her-

bergier,cnw who provides or gives lodging.] An officer

of the English royol household who precedes the court

when travelling to provide lodgings, &c.;—a forerun

ner; a precursor;—a note, warning, or omen of the

future.

Harbour, (har'ber) n. [A.-S. herebarga, a military sta

tion. Go. bairgan, to shelter.] A place of security and

comfort ; a lodging ; an asylum ;—a refuge for ships ;

a port or haven; a place of security from storms and

danger.

Harbour, (har'ber) v. t. To entertain, as a guest; to

shelter ; — to protect, as a ship from storms ;—r. t.

To lodge or abide for a time; to take shelter ;—imp.

A pp. harboured ; ppr. harbouring.

Harbourage, (har'ber-jj) n. Shelter; entertainment.

Harbour-dues, (har' ber - dfiz) n, pi. Charges to which

a ship or its cargo is liable when in harbour.

Harbourer, (har^ber-er) n. One who entertains or

■belters.

Harhourless. (har'ber-les) a. Without a harbour.

Harbour-master, (har'ber-mas'ter) n. An officer who

executes the regulations respecting harbours, and

assigns U* shins their plr.ee in (locks.

Hard, (hard) ni A fonl or p:uwa;.,'e across a river; a kind

of i>ier or landing place for boots In a riv«r|— pU

Th« refuw or ooarstf part W Bat br tb*»

W* -nf—-fcirri. ** , . ..i -. ....m^. -.^... . ....... -

Hard, (hard) a. [A. -8. heard, Icel. hardr, Go. hardim,

allied to G. kratos, strength.] Finn ; solid ; compact ;

—impenetrable ; indivisible ;—difficult to understand;

puzzling;—difficult to perform; arduous; laborious;—

difficult to endure; oppressive; exacting; burdensome;

—harsh ; stern ; austere ; — unjust ; unreasonable ;—

pinching ; bitter, as winter;—meagre; scanty, as fare;

—unfeeling; insensible;—keen at a bargain; griping;

avaricious;—rough or harsh to the taate, as liquids ;—

stiff; constrained, as style;—dry and cold, as colouring

in pictures.

Hard, (hard) adv. With pressure; with urgency ; hence,

diligently; earnestly ; — with difficulty ; — uneasily;

closely; nearly; rapidly; nimbly;—forcibly; violently.

Hard-cash, (liard'kash) v. Coin, silver or gold.

Harden, (bard'n) v. t. [Eng. hard, A.-S. heardian.] To

make hard or more hard; to indurate;—to strengthen ;

to inure ; to confirm in wickedness, obstinacy, <fce. :

—v. i. To become hard or more hard ; to acquire

solidity;—to become confirmed or strengthened ; to be

inured ;—to become insensible :—imp. & pp. hard

ened ; ppr. hardening.

Hardened, (hard'nd) a. Made compact and firm ; im

penetrable ;—confirmed in error or vice ; callous ; ob

durate ; unfeeling. ,

Hardening, (hurd'n-ing) n. Act or process of making

bodies more compact and impervious; especially, t lie

tempering of iron or steel.

Hard-fisted, ( hard ' fist -ed) a. Having hard or strong

hands, as a labourer ;- covetous; niggardly.

Hard-fought, (hard'fawt) a. Vigorously contested.

Hard-got, ( hard'got ) «. Obtained with labour and

pains ; hard-gotten.

Hard-handed, (hard'nand-cd) a. Having hard hands,

as a labourer ;—exercising severity in the administra

tion of law, Ac.

Hard-headed, (hard'hed-ed) a. Strong in intellect ;

shrewd ; intelligent. [feeling.

Hard-hearted, (hard'hart-ed) a. Cruel ; pitiless ; un-

Hardihood, (hird'e-hood) n. [Eng. hardy and tlio ter

mination hood.] Daring courage ; boldness ; firm

ness; intrepidity;—bodily strength acquired by exer

cise ; vigour; robustness;—assurance; excessive con

fidence ; effrontery. [stoutly.

Hardily, (hard'e-le) adv. In a hardy manner; boldly;

Hardiness, (hard'e-nes) n. The quality or state of being

hardy;—hardihood; boldness; firmness; assurance.

Hardish, (hard'ish) a. Somewhat hard.

Hardly, (hard'le) adv. With difficulty; with laborious

effort;— barely; scarcely;—painfully; severely; dis

tressingly;—harshly; roughly; coarsely.

Hard-mouthed, (hard'mouTHd) a. Not sensible to the

bit ; not easily governed;—coarse in rebuke; harsh.

Hardness, (hard'nes) n. The quality or state of being

haul in any sense of the word.

Hardship, (hardship) n. A hard rtate or condition ;

severe labour ; want; injury; grievance; annoyance;

oppression ; burden of any kind.

Hard-visaged, (hard'viz-ijd) a. Having coarse feature* ;

of a harsh couutenance.

Hardware, (hard'war) n. Ware made of metal, as cut

lery, kitchen furniture, and the like.

Hard-wood, (hard'wood) n. Wood of a close and hard

texture, as oak, mahogany, maple, &c.

Hardy, (hard'e) n. An iron smith's tool.

Hardy, (hard'e) a. [A.-S. heardinn.] Bold ; brave ;

stout ; intrepid ;—strong ; firm ; compact ;—inured to

fatigue ;—able to bear exposure to cold weather ; con

fident ; stubborn ; impudently bold.

Hare, (har) n. [A.-S. hara.] A swift, timid rodent,

having long hind legB, a Bhorttail, and a divided upper

lip;—a constellation situated directly under Orion. ..

Hare-bell, (har'bel) n. A plant having boll-shaped

flowers ;—the blue bell ofScotlnnd.

gM^brftinea, (liftr'brAnd) Ri Wild; gidilv; heedless.

JUrt'hsHud; (lUr'btmnd) «.. A ntfuitd for h'untiag harr*
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Hare-lip, (harTip) «. A lip, more commonly the upper

one, having a fissure or perpendicular division like

that of a hare.

Harem, (harem) n. [A. Itorom, sacred, from Iiarama,

to forbid.] The apartments allotted to females in the

East;—the wives and concubines belonging to one

man. [of France.

Haricot, (hare-kot) n. [F. haricot.) The kidney-bean

Hark, (hark) v.i. [From hearken.] To listen—used

only in the imperative.

Harlequin, (har'le-kwin) n. [F., etymology uncertain

—said to be from a player.] A buffoon dressed in

party-coloured clothes ; a merry-andrew ; a zany.

Harlequinade, (harle-kwin-ad) u. Exhibitions of har

lequins.

Harlot, (harlot) n. [From hordet, A.-S. ftyrrian, to

hire.] A prostitute ; a common woman ; a Btrumpet.

Harlotry, (harlot-re) it. The trade or practice of

prostitution.

Harm, (harm) n. [A-S. harm, hearm, allied to Slav.

xramiti, to shame.] Injury; hurt; damage; detri

ment ; misfortune ; evil ; loss.

Harm, (harm) r. t. To hurt ; to injure ; to damage :—

imp. &. pp. harmed; pp-r. harming.

Harmful, (hirm'lool) a. Full of harm ; injurious.

Harmfully, (hann'fOol-c) tide. HurtfuUy; injuriously;

noxiously. [or power of injuring.

Harmfulnesi, (harm'fool-nes) n. Hurtfulness ; quality

Harmless, (harm'les) a. Free from harm ; unhurt ;—

free from power or disposition to harm ; inoffensive ;

—free from crime or guilt ; innocent.

Harmlessly, (hurni'les-Io) adv. In a harmless manner.

Harmlessness, (harui'les-nes) n. State of being harm

less ; innocence.

Harmonic, (hnr-nion'ik) n. A musical note produced

by a number of vibrations which is a multiple of the

number producing some other.

Hannonical, (hir-mon'ik-al) a. Relating to harmony

or music ; harmonious ;—musical ;—concordant ; con

sonant ;—designating in mathematics a relation be

tween quantities, analogical to that between harmonic

chords.

Harmonically, (har-mon 'ik-al-le) adv. In an hannoni

cal manner ; —in respect to harmony, as distinguished

from Melody.

Harmonics, (har-mon'iks) n. Hng. & pi. Harmonious

sounds ; consonances ;—the doctrine or science of

musical sounds ;—secondary tones which accompany

any principal, and Tpparently simple, tone.

Harmonious, (har-md'ne-us) a. Adapted to each other :

having the parts proportioned to each other ; symme

trical ;—vocally or musically concordant; gymphoni-

ous ; agreeing in action or feeling ; corresponding ;

living in peace and friendship.

Harmoniously, (har-md'ne-us-le) adv. In an harmonious

manner or relation.

Harmonist, (har'moii-ist) n. One who shows the agree

ment or harmony of correspondhiL' passages of different

authors, as of the four evangelists:—a musical com

poser ; one who sets or arranges pieces to different

keys, or with variations.

Harmonium, (har-imVne-nrn) n. A keyed-instrument

of music, in which the tones are produced by the

vibration of metallic reeds.

Harmonize, (har'nion-Iz) v.i. To agree in action,

adaptation, or effect on the mind ;—to be in peace and

friendship, as individuals or families ; — to agree in

vocal or musical effect ;—r. t. To adjust in fit propor

tions ; to cause to agree ;—to reconcile ; to set an air

to music ; to arrange into parts for the voice, or with

instrumental accompaniments : — imp. &, pp. har

monized ; ppr. harmonizing. [a harmonist.

Harmonizcr, (har'mon-iz-cr) n. One who harmonizes ;

Harmonometer, (har-mon-oiu'et-pr) n. [F. ha rmono-

metre.] An instrument for measuring the harmonic

relations of sounds.
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Harmony, (har'nio-ne) n. [O. harmonia, joiut propor

tion, concord, from armottin, to fit together.] Just

adaptation of parts to each other ;—concord or agree

ment in facts, opinions, manners, interests, Ac. ;—

correspondence ; good understanding ; peace ; friendli

ness ;—a literary work which brings together parallel

passages respecting the same events, and shows their

agreement or consistency :—musical concord ; a com

bination of different musical tones, according to the

laws of modulation;—the science which treats of

musical sounds in their combination and progression.

Harness, (har'nes) n. [W. fiarnau, from ham, to fit.]

The iron covering or dress which a soldier formerly

wore ; also the armour of a horse ;—the equipments of

a draught horse ; tackle ; tackling ;—the part of a

loom comprising the heddles with their means of

support and motion.

Harness, (har'nes) r. t. To dress in armour ;—to equip

or furnish for defence ;—to make ready for draught :—

imp. & pp. harnessed ; ppr. harnessing.

Harness-cask, (har'nes-kask) n. A tub lashed to a

vessels deck, and containing salted provisions far

daily use.

Harns, (barns) n. pi. [Scot.] The brain ; brains.

Harp, (harp) n. [A-S. hearpe, L. harpa, allied to

G. harpe, sickle.] A stringed instrument of music,

of a triangular figure, usually played with the fingers.

Harp, (harp) r. t. To play on the harp ;—to dwell

tediously or monotonously in speaking or writing ;—

imp. & pp. harped; ppr. harping.

Harper, (harp'cr) n, A player on the harp.

Harping, (harping) ,i. A continual dwelling on and

reiteration of a subject.

Harpings, (harp'ingz) n. pi. The foreparts of the wales,

which encompass the bow of the ship.

Harpist, (harpist) n. A player on the harp ; a harper.

Harpoon, (har-puon') n. [F. harpon, from harper, to

grapple, G. harpadtein, to seize.] A spear or javelin

used to strike and kill large fish, as whales, consisting

of a long shank with a flat triangular barbed iron

point for piercing the fish, and a long line to play it.

It is usually thrown by the hand, but sometimes it is

discharged from a species of gun—gun-harpoon.

Harpoon, (har-poon') v. (. To strike, catch, or kill with

a harpoon :—imp. & pp. harpooned ; ppr. harpooning.

Harpooner, (har-poon'er) n. One who throws the

harpoon. [a harp.

Harp-shaped, (harp sh&pd) a. Formed or shaped like

Harpsichord, (harp'se-kord) n. A harp-shaped instru

ment of music, now superseded by the piano-forte.

Harpy, (har'pe) n. [L. harpyia, G. havpuia, Kurpuuin,

to snatch, to seize.] A fabulous winged monster, ra

venous and filthy, having the face of a woman and

the body of* a vulture ; — one who is rapacious ; an

extortioner; a plunderer ;—any ravenous or rapacious

creature. [of hand tun,

Harquebuse, (harTcwe-bus) n. An arquebuse ; a kind

Harrico, (har'e-ko) n. [F. haricot, beau.] A dish of

meat, usually mutton, stewed with carrots, French

beans, or other vegetables.

Harridan, (har'e-dan) w. [F. haridelle, a worn-out

horse, jade.] A decayed strumpet.

Harrier, (har'e-?r) n. [From hart.] A kind of hound

for hunting hares ;—a beagle ;—[F.] A kind of hawk

allied to the buzzard, but swifter.

Harrow, (har'o) n, [A-S. herev-e, hyncc] An iron-

toothed instrument drawn over ploughed land to level

it and break the clods, and to cover seed when sown.

narrow, (har'o) v. t. (A.-S. hyrician, fareician, to vex,

afflict.] To draw a harrow over for the purpose of

breaking clods and levelling the surface, or for

covering seed sown ;—to lacerate ; to torment :—iwp.

&. pp. harrowed ; ppr. harrowing.

Harrowingly, ( har'o -ing-le) adv. In a tormenting

manner ; torturingly.

Harry, (haro) v.t. [A..-S. htrian, htrgian, to ravage.
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plunder, from here, arniy.] To strip; to pillage;—

to worry ; to agitato ; to harass ;—v. i. To make

incursions for plunder ; to ravage :—imp. & pp. har

ried; ppr. harrying'.

Harsh, (harsh) a. [Ger. harsch, D. haersch, hoarse.]

Rough to the touch; rugged ; — rough to the ear;

grating ; jarring ;—rough to the taste ; sour ; bitter ;

—rough to the feelings ; peevish ; morose ; severe :

austere ;—rude ; abusive, as speech.

Harshly, (harsb'le) adv. In a harsh manner; gratingly.

Harshness, (harsh'nes) n. Quality or state of being

harsh ; roughness ; sternness ; asperity ; tartness ;

severity.

Hart, (hart) n. [A.-S. heart, Icel. hiortr, allied to L.

cervus. ] A stag ; the male of the red deer.

Hartshorn, (harta^iom) n. The horn of the hart or

male deer. Salt of hartshorn, an impure, solid car

bonate of ammonia. Spirit of hartshorn, an impure

solution of carbonate of ammonia.

Harum-scarum, (har'um-skar'um) a. [Hare, to fright,

aDd scare, to terrify suddenly.] Wild; precipitate;

giddy: rash.

Haxuspice, (ha-rus'pis) n. [L. haruspex, from haniga,

a ram for offering, and npicere, to look, view. ] A

person in ancient Rome who professed to interpret

the will of the gods by inspecting the entrails of beasts

sacrificed, or by observing extraordinary natural

phenomena ; a diviner : a soothsayer.

Harvest, (har'vest) ». [A.-S. harftst, harvest, autumn,

Ger. herbist, allied to G. karpos, fruit. J The season

of gathering a crop of any kind ; — that which is

reaped ;—the product of any labour ; gain.

Harvest, (har'vest) v. t. To reap or gather, as corn and

other fruits, for the use of man and beast :—imp. &

pp. harvested ; ppr. harvesting.

Harvester, (har'vest-er) n. One who harvests.

Harvest-home, (harvest-horn) n. The song sung by

reapers at the feast made at the gathering of corn, or

the feast itself ;—the time of harvest.

Harvest-moon, (har'vest-mdon) n. The moon near the

full at the time of harvest in England, or about the

autumnal equinox, when it rises nearly at the same

hour for several days.

Harvest-mouse, ( h;ir' vest -mows ) n. A very small

field-mouse, which builds its nest on the stems of

wheat or other plants.

Harvest-queen, (li,ir/vtst-kwen) n. An image repre

senting Cere*, formerly carried about on the last day

of harvest.

Hash, (hash) v. t. (P. hacher, Eng. had.] To chop

into small pieces ; to mince and mix :—imp. & pp.

hashed ; ppr. hashing.

Hash, (hash) n. That which is hashed or chopped up ;

minced meat, or meat and vegetables minced ;—hence,

a mess ; confused or bungled state .—a repetition or

second exhibition.

Hask, (hask) n. A basket made of rushes or flags.

Haslet, (haslet) n. The pluck, especially of a hog;

heart, liver, and lights—used for food :—also Harslet.

Hasp, (hasp) n. [A.-S. Uiixpe or haps, Icel. hexpa.]

A clasp, especially, one that passes over a staple to be

fastened by a padlock;—a spindle to wind thread or

silk on.

Hasp, (hasp) v. t. To shut or fasten with a hasp :—

imp. & pp. hasped ; ppr. hasping.

Hassock, (has'uk) n. [Boot, hassock, a besom, W. hesor,

a hassock, from heso, rush, sedge.] A thick mat or

bass for kneeling on in church ;—a small square stool

covered with rush or carpet.

Haste, (hast) n, [Ger. hast, Icel. hastr, F. hate.]

Celerity of motion—applied only to voluntary motion;

—speed ; swiftness ; expedition ; despatch ; — sudden

excitement ; vehemence ; precipitation ; — state of

being in a hurry, or pressed by business ; urgency ;

eagerness ; activity.

Hasten, (his'n) v. t. To drive or urge forward ; to

push on; to accelerate; to precipitate; to expedite;

to hurry ;—v. i. To move with celerity ; to bo rapid

in motion ; to be speedy or quick : — imp. & pp.

hastened ; ppr. hastening,

Hastener, (haVn-er) n. One who or that which hastens

or urges forward.

Hastily, (hast'e-le) adr. In haste ; speedily; nimbly;

—precipitately ; rashly ;—passionately ; impatiently.

Hastiness, (hast e-nes) n. 1 he quality or state of being

hasty, haste; precipitation ; rashness; irritability;

quickness or warmth of temper.

Hasty, (hast'e) a. Quick; speedy: expeditious;—

eager; precipitate; rash .—irritable : easily excited;

passionate ;—growing quickly ; forward ; early ripe.

Hasty-pudding, (haste-pood-ing) n. A pudding made

of meal stirred into boiling water; — a batter or

pudding of flour and milk, sometimes with egg, boiled

quickly together.

Hat, (hat) n. [A. -8. hat, Icel. hattr, Ger hut, a cover.)

A covering for the head worn by men or women ;—

the distinctive cap worn by a cardinal ; hence, the

dignity of a cardinal.

Ratable, (hat'a-bl) a. Capable of being or deserving

to be hated *. odious. (mourning band.

Hat-band, (hat 'band) n. A band round a hat; a

Hat-brush, (hat brush) n. A soft brush for hats.

Hatch, (hacb) v. t. [Ger. hecken, aushecken, allied to

hage, bull.) To produce from eggs by incubation, or

by artificial heat,— to contrive or plot; — v. i. To

produce young ; to bring the young to maturity ;—to

be in a state of growing or producing. (F. hacher, to

chop, hack. | To cross with lines in a peculiar manner

in drawing and engraving ; to shade by lines ;—to

chase :—imp. & pp. hatched ; ppr. hatching.

Hatch, (hach) n. As many chickens as are produced

at once: a brood:—act of exclusion from the egg;—

disclosure ; discovery.

Hatch, (hach) n. [A.-S. haca. D. dek, railing, gate.]

A half door ; a door with an opening over it;—the

frame of cross-bars laid over the opening in a ship's

deck :—the cover of the hatchway ;—the opening of a

passage into a vault or cellar, and the lid or cover to it.

Hatchel, (hach'el) n. [Ger. hechel.) An instrument

with long iron teeth set in a board for cleansing flax

or hemp.

Hatchel, (hach'el) v. t. To draw through the teeth of a

hatchel, as flax or hemp,—to tease or vex by sar

casms or reproaches '.—imp. & pp. hatchelled j ppr.

hatehelling.

Hatcher, (hach'er) n. One who hatches or contrives ;

a plotter : a schemer.

Hatchet, (hach et) n. [F. hachette, diminutive of hade]

A small axe with a short handle, used with one hand.

Hatching, (hach'ing) n. Act or process of producing

young from eggs by incubation or artificial heat ;—act

of contriving or plotting ;—a kind of drawing or

engraving—usually written etching.

Hatchment, (hach'ment) n. [Corrupted from achieve

ment.) A frame bearing the escutcheon of a dead

person, placed in front of the houso, on a hearse at

funerals, or in a church ;—an ornament on the hilt of

a sword.

Hatchway, (hach'wl) n. An opening in a deck or floor,

affording a passage from one deck or story to another.

Hate, (hilt) v. t. [A.-S. Action, Go. hatan, Icel. hata,

allied to L. Oiluse.] To have a great aversion to ; to

dislike ; to regard with" ill-will ; — abhor ; detest ;

loathe :—imp. & pp. hated ; ppr. hating.

Hate, (hat) n. Strong or extreme dislike or aversion. ;

hatred.

Hateful, (hilt'fool) a. Full of hate; feeling hate or

aversion ; detesting ; malignant ; malevolent ;—excit

ing or deserving great dislike, aversion, or disgust ;—

odious ; detestable ; ugly ; — execrable ; loathsome ;

abhorrent; repugnant. [maliciously.

Hatefully, (hatfuol-e) adv. Odiously; abominably;—
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Hatefulness, (hat'fool-nea) n. State or quality of being

hateful.

Hater, (hat'er) n. One who hates.

Hatred, (h.tt'red) 71. [From hale.) Very great dislike

or aversion ;—ill-will ; enmity; hate : animosity: male

volence; nuicour; detestation ; loathing; abhorrence;

repugnance ; antipathy.

Hatter, (hat'gr) n. One who makes or sells hats.

Hauberk, (haw'berk) v. [Norm. F. haul/ere, Ger. halt-

bear*;, from halt, the neck, and btrgtnt to defend,

protect.] A shirt of mail formed of small steel rings

interwoven ; a habergeon.

Haugh, (haw) n. [Ger. hage.] A piece of low-lying

flat ground, usually in the vicinity of a river ; a kind

of meadow. [proudly; arrogantly.

Haughtily, (hawt'e-le) adv. In a haughty manner ;

Haughtiness, (hawt'e-nes) n. Quality of being haughty ;

—arrogance ; disdain ; superciliousness ; loftiness.

Haughty, (hawt'e) a. [O. Eng. haught, F. hout, L.

altus, high.) High; lofty ;—having a high opinion

of one's self with contempt for others ;—proud ; dis

dainful ;—boastful; arrogant ;—imperious ; insolent;

supercilious.

Haul, (bawl) v. t. [Icel. kala, Ger. holen, F. hater.]

To pull or draw with force ; to drag ;—to steer a vessel

closer to the wind ; to close-haul :—imp. & pp. hauled ;

j>;>r. hauling.

Haul, (hawl) n, A pulling with force : a violent pull ;

—a draught of a net;— that which is taken at once,

as by hauling a net and the like.

Hauler, (hawl'cv) n. One who hauls.

Haulm, (hawm) n. [A.-S. & Ger. halm, L. calnmit*,

G. ialamog, reed.] The stem or stalk of grain of all

kinds ; also stubble ; straw in general.

Haunch, (hawnsh) n, [F. hanche,] The hip ; that

part of an animal body between the last ribs and the

thigh; the rear; the hinderpart of any thing;—the

spandril of an arch, or the part between the vertex

or crown and the ground or springing.

Haunt, (hawnt) v.t [F. hunter, A.-S. hentan, to

pursue.] To frequent; to resort to frequently ; also,

to visit pertinaciously or intrusively ;—to visit as a

ghost or apparition ;—v. i. To loiter about a place ;—

to abide or be found in a place :—imp. <b pp. haunted ;

ppr. haunting. [resorts.

Haunt, (hawnt) n. A place to which one frequently

Haunter, (hawnt'er) n. One who haunts a place.

Haurl, (harT) r. t [Probably L. havrire, to draw.] To

trail ; to drag along the ground ; — in Scotland, to

rough-cast a wall or side of a house with lime :—

also Harl.

Hautboy, (hoTwy) tj. [F. kavtboiit, haut, high, and

bois, wood, on account of the high tone of the instru

ment, It. obo}.] A wind instrumentof music, similar

in shape and tone to the clarionet, only thinner ;—

a sort of strawberry.

Hauteur, (ho'tur) n. [F. from haut, high.] naughty

manner or spirit ; haughtiness : pride ; iusolc-noe.

Haut-gout, (ho-goo') n. [F.] High taste or relish;

high seasoning.

Have, (hav) v. t. [A.-S. kabban, Ger. haben, Icel. ha/a,

allied to L. habere.) To own : to hold in possession ,—

to take ; to obtain ;—to catch ; to seize ; —to accept,

as a husband or wife ;—to esteem ; to regard ;—to

maintain ; to keep ;—to gain ; to receive ;—to procure;

to purchase;—to bring forth; to produce ;—to em

brace ; to contain :—to carry ; to wear ;—to be under

necessity or obligation:—imp. &p».had; py<r. having.

Haven, (hiVn) n. [A.-S. hd/cn, Icel. ho/n.] A har

bour ; a port ;—a bay or inlet of the sea affording safe

anchorage ;—any place of shelter or security ;—hence,

rest in general ; final place of rest.

Haver, (hav'er) n. Possessor ; holder ; occupier ;—in

Scot's law, the holder of a deed, bond, or other legal

document, forming part ofa process or suit. [Oer. hafer,

I* uiv/iu. J OaU or other grain Used for horses' food.

 

Haversack, (hav'er-sak) n. [Ger. habermck, sack for

oats.] A bag or case in w)iich a soldier carries his

rations when on a march ; — a gunner's case for

ordnance.

Havoc, (hav'uk) n. [W, ha/og, devastation, A.-S. Jm/oe,

hawk, rapacious bird.] Wide and general destruction;

devastation ; waste. [waste.

Havoc, (hav'uk) v.t. To waste; to destroy; to lay

Havoc, (hav'uk) interj. A cry originally used in hunt

ing, but afterward in war as a call to slaughter.

Haw, (haw) >t. [A.-S. hag, hedge, hoga, garden, fruit

of the haw.] A hedge ; an inclosed garden or yard ;—

the berry and seed 01 the hawthorn.

Haw, (haw)*. An hesitation or intermission of speech.

Haw, (haw) t\ i. To stop, in speaking, with a haw, or

to speak with hesitation.

Haw, (haw) v.i. [F. huhav, haw.] To turn to the

near side, or toward the driver—said of cattle or a

team; — v.t. To cause to turn, as a team, to the

near Bide, or toward the driver:—imp. & j>p. hawed;

Ppr. hawing.

Hawfinch, (haw'finsh) n. A small bird ; the grossbeak.

Hawk, (hawk) n. [A.-S. hv/oc, Icel. hautr.] A

rapacious bird of the genus

Falco, of several species, with

crooked beak, thickly ffath

ered head, and wings shorter

than those of the other mem

bers of the family. It feeds

on birds, mice, frogs, &c,

and was formerly trained and

used in falconry;— a quad

rangular board with a handle

underneath, on which plas

terers carry their mortal-. Swallow-tailed Hawk.

Hawk, (hawk) v. i. To catch birds by meaus of hawks

trained for the purpose; to practise falconry; — to

soar or strike like a hawk:—imp. 61 pp. hawked;

ppr. hawking.

Hawk, (hawk) v.i. [Scot, kawgh, W. hochi.] To

oough ; to force up phlegm with noise;—r. (. To raise

by linwking, as phlegm.

Hawk, (hawk) ». An effort to force up phlegm from

the throat accompanied with noise.

Hawk, (hawk) v.t. [Ger. hoi-en, hoelni, to higgle, to

retail, from kocien, to take upon the lock.] To sell

by outcry ; to cany about wares for sale.

Hawker, (hawker) n. One who hawks; a peddler;—

a falconer. [sight.

Hawk-eyed, (hawk' Id) «. Having a keen eye or acute

Hawking, (hawk'ing) n- The sport of taking wild

birds by hawks trained for the purpose ;—practice of

selling in the street by outcry ;—act of coughing up

phlegm.

Hawse, (hawz) n. (Norm. F. haulser, A.-S. halt,

neck.] The situation of the cables before a vessel's

stem, when moored with two anchors, one on the

starboard, the other on the larboard bow ; the

distance ahead to which the cables usually extend.

Hawse-hole, (hawzliol) «. A hole in tho bow of &

ship through which a cable passes.

Hawse-piece, (hawz'pes) n. One of the foremost timbers

of a ship through which the hawse-hole is cut.

Hawser, (hawz'er) n. A small cable, or a large rope in

size between a cable and a tow-line.

Hawthorn, (hawthorn) n. [A.-S. hagathorn, h&ffthorn,

from haga, hedge, haw, and thorn.} A native shrub

or tree of several varieties—the common liawthom,

extensively used as a hedge plant, produces beautiful

and fragrant blossoms.

Hay, (ha) n. [A.-S. Mgt hearan, to cut, hew, Icel. hey\

Grass cut and dried for fodder.

Hay, (ha) v. i. To dry gras3 for preservation.

Hay-cock, (ha'kok) ft, A conical pile of hav in the field.

Hay-loft, (haloft) n. A loft or scaffold for hav.

Haymaker, Oi Viii;"ik-c i') 'J. On* «k«uU and dri«s hay,
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Hay-making, (ha'm&k-ing) n. The business of catting

grass and curing it for fodder.

Hay-rick, (ha'rik) n. A rick of bay; usually a long

pile for preservation in the open air.

Hay-stack, (ha'stak) n. A stock or large conical pile

of bay in the open atr, laid up for preservation.

Haytian. (ha'te-an) n. A native or inhabitant of the

island of Hayti.

Hay-ward, (ha'werd) n. [F. haief hedge.] A bailiff or

petty officer formerly appointed to guard the hedges

in a village.

Hazard, (haz'grd) 11. [F. hasard, from L. casus, fall,

chance. It. atzardo.] That which comes suddenly or

unexpectedly ; chance ; accident ; casualty ;—danger ;

peril ; risk ; a game of dice.

Hazard, (har/erd) v. t. To expose to chance ; to put in

danger of loss or injury ; to venture ; to risk ; to run

the chance of ; to imperil ;—v. i. To encounter risk

or danger ; to run a risk ; to stand a chance :—imp. &

pp. hazarded; ppr. hazarding.

Hazardous, (haz'erd-us) a. Dangerous ; perilous ; ex

posed to risk of loss or injury ;—daring ; adventurous ;

venturesome : precarious; uncertain. [ner.

Hazardously, (haz'crd-us-le) adv. In a hazardous man-

Haze, (has) u. [Armor. a6z, warm vapour, A. -a. hnxu,

dusky.] A dry kind of vapour or mist floating in the

air, and obscuring or vetting any luminous body ;

dimness; obscurity.

Haze, (biz) r. t. To vex with chiding or reproof; to

play abusive tricks upon ;—v. i. To be hazy or thick

with haze:—imp. & pp. hazed; ppr. hazing.

Hazel, (ha'zl) n. [A.-S. kasel, Icel. ka*l, allied to L.

corylus.] A shrub or plant bearing a nut containing

a kernel of a mild, farinaceous taste ; the filbert.

Hazel, (ha'zl) a. Of a light brown colour, like the

baxel-nut. [of a light brown.

Hazelly, (b.Vzl-e) a. Of the colour of the hazel-nut ;

Hazel-nut, (ha'zl-nut) n. The nut or fruit of the hazel.

Haziness, (hlz'e-nes) n. The state of being hazy.

Hazy, (haze) a. Thick with vapour ; misty; cloudy;—

hence, obscure ; vague ; uncertain.

He, (he) prm. [A.-S. he, fem. ht6 or hid.) The man

or male person named before ;—man : any male.

Head, (hed) n. [A.-S. ktdfud, htdfd, L. caput, G.

t€phali.\ The top; the highest part; the summit :—

the chief or principal part;— the foremost or most

advanced ]iart ;—the highest part of the human body ;

the foremost part of animals ;—the seat of the percep

tive and sensitive faculties ; brain ; understanding ;

intellectual capacity;—face; front ;—presence; coun

tenance;—a chief; a leader;—the first place: seat of

honour or command ;—opposition to ; resistance :—

source ; spring ; origin ;—topic of discourse ; theme or

point of discussion ;—pitch ; height ; crisis ;—force ;

strength ;—liberty ; freedom to go ;—an individual ;—

a rounded mass of foam on beer, <tc. ;—the top of corn

or other grain ;—the point of maturation, as in a

nimple or boil ;—the hair of the head ; a head-dress.

Head, (hed) a. Chief; principal; first—often used in

composition.

Head, (hed) r. t. To act at the head of : to lead ; to

direct :—to fit or furnish with a head ;—to pet into the

front of, so as to hinder or stop; hence, to chock or

restrain ;—to set on the head ;—to lop off;—to decapi

tate or behead ;—r.i. To originate ; to spring from ;—

to go or tend to :—to form n head :—imp. Ai pp.

headed; p»r. heading.

Headache, (hed'ak) n. Pain in the head.

Head-band, fhed'hand) n. A fillet: a band for the

head ;—the band at each end of a book.

Head-dress, (hed'dres) tu A dress or ornamental cover

ing worn on the head.

Header, (lied'er) n. One who heads nails, pins, or the

like ;—one who heads a mob or party ;—a brick or !

stone laid with its shorter face or head in the surface

of the wall;—a leap head-foremost into the water.

Head-gear, (hed'ger) «. Covering or ornament of the

head. [bly.

Headily, (hed'e-le) adv. Hastily; rashly; uncontrolla-

Headiness, (hed'e-nes) n. Hushuess ; precipitation ;—

stubbornness ; obstinacy.

Heading, (hed'lng) n. Act of providing with a head ;—

that which stands at the head ; title ;—material for

the heads of casks.

Headland, (hed'land) n. A cape ; a promontory ; — a

ridge or strip of unplougbed land at the ends of

furrows.

Headless, (hed'Ies) o. Having no head ; beheaded ;—

destitute of a cluef or leader ;—wanting sense or pru

dence ; rash ; obstinate.

Head-line, (hedlin) n. The line at the bead or top of

a page ;—pi. The ropes of the sails which are next

to the yards.

Headlong, (hed'long) adv. With the head foremost ;—

rashly ; precipitately ; — hastily ; without delay or

respite.

Headlong, (bedlong) «. Steep; precipitous: — rash;

thoughtless; precipitate; bent on a course obstinately;

reckless.

Head-man, (hed'man) n. A chief; a leader.

Head-money, (hed'mnn-e) n. A poll-tax ; a capitation

tax formerly levied by the crown.

Headmost, (hed'most) a. Most advanced ; first in a line

or order of progression.

Head-piece, (hed pes) n. Armour for the head; a

helmet ; a morion ;—understanding ; mental capacity;

intellectual force.

Head-quarters, (heditwar-tcrz) n. pi. The quarters or

place of residence of any chief officer ; hence, the

centre of authority or order. (place.

Headship, (hed'ship) n. Authority or dignity; chief

Headsman, (hedz'man) tl An executioner.

Headspring, (hed'spring) n. Fountain ; source ; origin.

Head-stone, (hed'ston) n. The principal stone in a

foundation ; the corner-stone ;—the stone placed at

the head of a grave.

Headstrong, (hedVtrong) a. Violent ; ungovernable ;

resolute to have his own way ;—obstinate ; stubborn ;

unruly ; venturesome.

Head-tire, (hed'tir) u. Dress or attire for the head.

Headway, (hed'wa) it. Progress made by a ship in

motion ; hence, progress or success of any kind.

Head-wind, (hed'wind) n. A wind that blows in a

direction opposite to the ship's course.

Head-work, (hed'wurk) n. Mental labour ; exertion of

the intellect. [the head ; intoxicating.

Heady, (hed'e) a. Wilful ; rash; hasty;—apt to affect

Heal, (hel) v. t. fA.-S. hatan, from hdt, hale.] To

make sound or whole ; to cure of a disease or wound ;

—to cicatrize, as cut flesh ;—to restore purity to ; to

make clean; hence, to forgive;—to remove differences;

to reconcile ;—to cover, as a roof ;—r. i. To grow

sound; to return to a sound state:— imp. & pp. healed;

ppr. healing. •

Healable. (hel'a-bl) o. Capable of being healed.

Healds, (heldz) n. pi. The harness for guiding the

warp-threads in a loom. [or restores to soundness.

Healer, (hcTer) n. One who, or that which, cures

Healing, (hel'ing) a. Tending to cure ; mild : molli

fying ; gentle ; assuasive, as words ; medical, as art,

so called. [cure iB effected.

Healing, (hel'ing) n. Act or process by which a bodilv

Health, (helth) n. TA.-S. ftdidJi, from Ad/, whole.]

.Stite of being sound, or whole, said of animals and

plants ; — freedom from pain or disease ;—welfare of

mind; vigorous action of the intellect;—moral well-

being: state of salvation ; purity; goodness :—divine

srace or favour ;—a wish of health and happiness.

Healthful, (helth'fool) a. Free from illness or disease ;

well ; healthy ;—serving to promote health ; whole-

Borae; salubrious; salutary;—indicating health ; pros

perous.
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Healthfully, (helth ' fuol - lo) adv. In health; whole

somely.

Healthfulness, (helth 'fool-nes) n. A state of being

healthy or healthful : wholesomenees ; salubrity.

Healthily, (helth'e-le) adv. In a healthy manner

Healthiness, (helth e-nes) n. State of being healthy ;

soundness ; freedom from disease.

Healthless, (helth'les) a, Sickly ; infirm ; weak ;—

not conducive to health. [out health.

Healthlessness, (helthles-nes) n. State of being with-

Health-officer, (helth'of-fis-e,r) n. A medical supcrin-

tendent of the sanitary state of a town or district.

Healthy, (helth'e) a. Being in a state of health ;—

enjoying health : hale ; sound ;—vigorous ; active ;

—promoting health ; wholesome ; salubrious.

Heap, (h5p) n. [A.-S. hedp, Ger. kauj'c] A pile or

mass ;—a crowd ; a throng.

Heap, (hep) v. t. To throw or lay In a heap ;—to pile ;

—to amass ; to accumulate ; to add to ; to lay on in

large quantities:— im/>. & pp. heaped; ppr. heaping.

Hear, (her) v.t. [A. -8. h&ran, Ioel. heyra, Ger.

Mren.] To perceive by the ear;—to listen to; to

heed ; to attend to for the purpose of judging a cause

butween parties ;—to listen to favourably ; to regard ;

—to entertain; tbem1>race;—to wait on the ministry

of; to sit under a preacher, [Scot.];—v.i. To have

the sense or faculty of perceivinir sound ;—to perceive

or apprehend by the ear ; to listen ; to hearken ; to

attend ;—to be told ; to receive by report :—imp. &

pp. heard ; ppr. hearing.

Hearer, (herVr) n. One who hears ; an auditor.

Hearing, (hC-ring) n. Act of perceiving sound ; the

sense by which sound is perceived; — attention to

what is delivered ; audience ;—a listening to facts and

evidence or public trial, with a view to adjudication ;—

extent within which sound may be heard ; reach of

the ear.

Hearken, (hark'n) v. i. f A.-S. htrcnian, Ger. horen.] To

listen ; to give ear with eagerness or curiosity :—to

give heed to ; to comply ; to obey ;—to attend to ; to

comply with; to grant -.—imp. A pp. hearkened; ppr.

hearkening. [talk.

Hearsay, (heVsa) n. Report ; rumour ; fame ; common

Hearse. (Tiers) ju [Ger. hirtch.] A carriage for con

veying the dead to the grave ;—a hind in the second

vear of her age.

Hearse, (hers) v. t. To lay or inclose in a hearse.

Heart, (hart) n. [A.-S. heortt, I eel. Inarta, Ger.

ken, allied to L. cor, cordis, G. kardia ] A hollow,

muscular organ, contracting rhythmically, and serving

to keep up the circulation of the blood ;—the vital

part ; the seat or source of lifo ;—the inner part ; the

centre ; kernel ; pith ; marrow ; — the vigorous or

efficacious part ;—the seat of the affections and pas

sions ; the seat of love ; hence, warmth of affection ;

geniality ; cordiality : the seat of the will : hence,

secret purpose, design, or intention;—disposition;—

strength; courage; spirit; vigour; fertility; — a

roundish or oval figure like a heart in shape ;—a

playing-card distinguished by that figure.

Heart-ache, (hart'ak) n. Sorrow ; anguish of mind ;

mental pang.

Heart-bond, (harfbond) n. In maionry, a kind of

bond in which one stone is lapped over two others.

Heart-broken, (hart brok-n) a. Deeply affected or

grieved.

Heart-burn, (htirt'burn) n. An uneasy, burning sensa

tion in the stomach.

Heart-burning, (harfburn-ing) n. Discontent; secret

enmity.

Hearten, (h;'i rt'n) r. (. [A.-S. hiertan.] To encourage;

to incite or stimulate the courage of; to embolden.

Heart-felt, (hart'felt) a. Deeply felt ; intense.

Hearth, (harth) n. (A.-S. heordli, Ger. herd, ground,

altar.] Pavement of stone or brick in a house on

which the fixe or the fire-grate is laid;—the bouse

itself, considered as the abode of comfort to its

inmates and of hospitality to strangers.

Hearth-rug, (harth'rug) n. A small thick carpet placed

before the fire-place. [hearth ; fire-side.

Hearth-stone, (harth'ston) n. Stone forming the

Heartily, (hart'e-le) adv. From the heart ; sincerely ;

really ;—with all the heart ; earnestly ; vigorously ;—

eagerly ; freely ; largely.

Heartiness, (hart'e-nes) n. The state of being, hearty ;

sincerity ; zeal ; earnestness ; keenness, as of appetite;

—eagerness ; ardour ; warmth ; cordiality in speech or

behaviour.

Heartless, (hartles) a. Without a heart ; unfeeling ;

cold : insensible ;—spiritless; weak; pusillanimous.

Heartlessly, (hart'les-le) adv. In a heartless manner:

without courage or affection. [heartless.

Heartlessness, (hart'les-nes) n. The state of being

Heart-rending, (hart'rend-ing) a. Breaking the heart;

—overwhelming with pain or grief ; intensely wound

ing or afflicting.

Heari's-blood, (hartz'blud) n. Life's blood ;—the essence

or spirit;—hence, life itself.

Heart-searching, (hart's?rch-ing) a. Knowing the

secret thoughts and intents of the heart.

Heart's-ease, (harta'ez) n. Peace or tranquillity of

feeling ;—a species of violet—pan»y. [spirited.

Heart-sick, (htirt'sik) a. Sick at heart : depressed ; low-

H' art-sickening, (liartsik-ii-iug) a. Tending to make

the heart sick or depressed.

Heart-string, (hart'string) n. A nerve or tendon sup

posed to brace and sustain the heart.

Heart-wheel, (harfhwel) n. A wheel shaped like a

heart, used for converting a circular motion into an

alternating rectilinear motion.

Heart-whole, (hortTiol) a. Sound ; unimpaired ;—

having the affections free or disengaged.

Hearty, (hart'e) a. Sincere ; true ; undisguised ;—

warm ; cordial :—earnest; vigorous;—sound ; healthy ;

—strong ; durable ;—having a keen appetite ; nourish

ing, as food.

Heat, (het) n. [A.-S. hate, Icel. hita, Ger. Aifye, L.

CMtu-*.] Caloric; the force, agent, or principle in nature

upon which depends the state of bodies as solid,

fluid, or aeriform, and which becomes directly known

to us tlirough the sense of feeling ;—the sensation

caused by caloric when present in excess ; high tem

perature ; — indication of high temperature; redness:

nigh colour; flush ;—the state of being once heated or

hot ;—a single effort, as in a race ; n course ;—utmost

violence; rage; vehemence;—agitation of mind; ex

asperation: — animation in thought or discourse;

ardour ;—fermentation.

Heat, (het) r. t. To make hot ; to communicate heat

to ; to agitate ; to make feverish ; to inflame ; to excite;

—r. i. To grow warm or hot:—imp. & pp. heated,

formerly, and still vulgarly, heat; ppr. heating.

Heater, (het'er) n. One who, or that which, heats ;—

any contrivance or implement, as a heated body, a

vessel, &c , used to impart heat, or to contain some

thing to be heated.

Heath, (heth) ft. [A.-S. kddJt, Ger. Jtcide, Scot, leather. ]

A native plant of the genus Erica, bearing beautiful

flowers ;—a place overgrown with heath ; a desert tract

of country. [quenta heaths ; the black grouse.

Heath-cock, (heth/kok) n. A large bird which ire-

Heathen, (he'THn) n. [A.-S. hadhai. Go. haithn*.] A

pagan ; an idolater ; a rude and barbarous person.

Heathen, (he*THn) «. Gentile ; pagan.

Heathendom, (he'THn-dum) n. That part of the world

where heathenism prevails; — the heathen nations

collectively.

Heathenish, (he'Tim-iBh) a. Belonging to the heathen ;

—rude ; savage ; cruel ; inhuman. [heatheu.

Heathenishness, (he'run-ish-nes) ■«. State of being

Heathenism, (he" iHu-izni) n. The religious system or

rites of a heathen nation; idolatry; paganism ;—the
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manners or moials usually prevalent in a heathen

country ;—rudeness ; barbarism ; ignorance of the

true God.

Heathenize, (he'Ten-Iz) v. t. To render heathen or

heathenish :—imp. & pp. heathenized ; ppr. heathen

izing-. [Scotland) n. Heath.

Heather. (heTiiVr, this is only the pronunciation in

Heathery, ( heTH Vr-e) a. Heathy; abounding in

heather. [of the black grouse.

Heath-hen, (hetb/hen) n. A kind of bird ; the female

Heath-throstle, (he th'thros-1) n. A bird of the thrush

family which frequents heaths. [heath.

Heathy, (heth'e) a. Full of heath ; abounding with

Heating, (het'ing) a. Tending to impart heat ; pro

moting warmth or heat ; exciting action ; stimulating.

Heatingly, (het'ing-le) adv. In a heating maimer ; so

as to become hot or heated.

Heave, (hCv) v. t. [A.-S. htbban, he/an, Ger. heben.] To

move upward ; to lift ;—to raise ; to elevate ;—to

throw ; to cast ; to send;—to force from the breast, as

a sigh;—to cause to swell; to puff; to elate;—v. i.

To be thrown up ; to be raised ;—to rise and fall

with alternate motions, as the lungs in heavy

breathing, as waves in a heavy sea, as ships on the

billows, &c.; to swell ; to dilate ; hence, to labour ; to

pant ;—to make an effort to vomit; to retch :—imp.

heaved or hove; pp. heaved, hoved; ppr. heaving.

Heave, (hCv) n. An upward motion ; swell or disten

sion, as of the breast, of the waves, and the like ;—

an effort to raise up something, as the contents of

the stomach, &a

Heaven, (hev'n) n. [A.-S. hco/on, kehen, from he/an,

hAban, to heave.] The arch which overhangs the

earth ; the sky ; the atmosphere—often used in the

pi. ;—the dwelling-place or immediate presence of God;

the home of the blessed ;—the sovereign of heaven ;

God ;—supreme happiness ; great felicity ; bliss ;—

elevation ; sublimity.

Heaven-born, (hev'n-born) a. Born from heaven ;

divinely created or inspired.

Heaven-directed, (hev'n-de-rek-ted) a. Looking up

ward or Godward ;—divinely led and guided.

Heavenlinesa, (her'n-le-nes) n. Supreme excellence.

Heavenly, (hev'n-le) a. Pertaining to, resembling, or

inhabiting heaven ; celestial ;—appropriate to heaven

in character or happiness ; perfect ; pure ; supremely

blessed; divine; godlike.

Heavenly, (hev'n-le) adv. In a manner resembling

that of heaven ;—by the influence or agency of heaven.

Heavenly-minded, (her'n-le-mind-ed) u. Having the

thoughts and affections placed on heaven and spiritual

or eternal realities.

Heavenward, (hev'n-werd) a. &. adv. Toward heaven.

Heave-offering, (hev'of-fer-ing) n. An offering or obla

tion made to God—so called because it was to be

heaved or elevated [used as a lever.

Heaver, (hev'er) ;?. One who heaves or lifts ;—a bar

Heavily, (hev'e-le) adv. [From heavy.) With great

weight ; oppressively ;—with great weight of grief ;

grievously ; sorrowfully ; — slowly and laboriously ;

with difficulty.

Heaviness, (hevVnea) n. Weight ; gravity ;—depres

sion ; dejection ;-r<lulness of spirit ; languor ; sluggish

ness ;—burden ; oppression ;—thickness ; dampness, as

of the air. [jxdpitjition.

Heaving. (heVing) n. A rising or swell ; a panting or

Heavy, (hev'e) a. [A.-S. fir rig, htyig, from he/an,

hebban, to lilt, heave.J Weighty ; ponderous;—sad;

sorrowful ; dejected ;—grievous ; oppressive ; afflictive ;

—doll ; slow ; indolent ; lazy ; — stupid ; foolish ;—

wearisome ; tedious ;—loaded ; encumbered ;—indiges

tible ; lying on the stomach ;—difficult ; laborious ;

—inattentive, as ears ;—large in amount, as a debt ;—

swelling, as the sea ;—dense ; black, as a cloud ;—

violent, as a gale;—abundant; copious, as rain, Ac. ;—

close : clammy, as bread ;—stiff ; clayey, as land ;—

having body or strength—said of malt liquors ;—low ;

deep, as a vocal sound.

Heavy, (hev'e) adv. With great weight; ponderously.

Heavy-laden, (hevVlad-n) a. Laden with a heavy

burden ;—sorrowful ; depressed.

Hebdomadal, (heb-dom'ad-al) a. [L. hcbdovialti, G.

hebdomos, the seventh, from Jitpta, seven.] Weekly;

consisting of seven days, or occurring every sovon days.

Hebdomadary, (heb-donia-dar-e) n. A member of a

chapter or convent whose week it is to officiate in the

choir.

Hebe, (heTae) n. In mythology, the goddess of youth,

and cup-bearer to the gods;—a small planet between

the orbits of Mars and Jupiter.

Hebetate, (heo'e-tilt) v. t. [L. hebetare, from hebe*,

dull.] To render obtuse; to dull; to blunt; to

stupefy :—imp. & pp. hebetated; ppr. hebetating.

Hebetude, (heb'e-tud) n. Dulness ; obtuseness ; blunt-

ness ;—torpidity of the intellect.

Hebraic, (he-bra'ik) a. Pertaining to the Hebrews ;

designating the language of the Hebrews.

Hebraically, (he-bra ik-al-le) adv. After the manner of

the Hebrew language ; from right to left.

Hebraism, (li5l>ri-ja:iii) it, A Hebrew idiom.

Hebraist, (hebra-ist) ju One versed in the Hebrew

language and learning.

Hebraistic, (he-bri-ist'ik) a. Pertaining to or resem

bling Hebrew.

Hebrew, (he'broo) n. [G. ffibraio*, F. Mbrev, H.

ibher, the country beyond the Euphrates, or Heber,

a descendantof Shem.] One of the ancient inhabitants

of Palestine; an Israelite; a Jew;— the Hebrew

language [their language.

Hebrew, (he'broo) a. Pertailiing to the Hebrews or to

Hebreweu, (hu'brOo-es) 11. An Israelitish woman ; a

i Jewess.

, Hebridean, (hC-brid'e-an) n. A native or inhabitant of

the Hebrides or Western Islands of Scotland.

Hecatomb, (hek'a-toom)n. [G. helatoa, hundred, and

bout, ox. J A sacrifice of a hundred oxen or beast-a of

I the same kind ; hence, any large number of victims.

Hecht, (hecht) v.t. [Scot] To name;—to engage; to

I promise;—to proffer.

I Heck, (hek) n. A kind of fish-net or gin ;—a rack for

■ holding fodder for cattle;—a bend in a stream ;—the

| latch of a door.

Hectare, (hek'tar) n. [F.) A French measure of area,

or a superficies, containing a hundred are*, or ten

[ thousand Bquare metres, and equivalent to 2.47U

English acres.

Hectic, (hek'tik) a. [(». hekt ikon, habitual, eommmp-

' tive.] Pertaining to hectic; habitual; constaut;—

affected with hectic fever.

Hectic, (hek'tik) n. The fever of irritation and de

bility, at an advanced stage of exhausting disease,

| as in pulmonary consumption.

Hectogram, (hek'to-graro) n. [F. hectogrxihtute.] A

I French measure of weight, containing a hundred

grammes, or about 3. .027 ounces avoirdupois.

Hectoliter, (hek-tol'et-er) ». [F. hectolitre.] A French

measure of capacity for liquids, containing a hundred

I litres, equal to a tenth of a cubic metre, nearly 20j

| gallons of wine measure.

'Hectometer, ( hek - torn 'et-cr) n. [F. hectometre.] A

French measure of length, equivalent to iJl&.cy Kiif,-

lish feet.

Hector, (hek'ter) n. [From Hector, a bravo Trojan

warrior.] A bully ; n blustering, turbulent, noisy

fellow ; hence, one who teases or vexes.

Hector, (hek'ter) v. t. To bully : to bluster ; hence, to

tease ; to irritate ; to vex ;— v.i. To play the bully ;

to bluster :—imp. & pp. hectored ; ppr. hectoring.

Hectostere. (hek-tos-ter') n. [F.] A French measure

of solidity, containing one hundred cubic metres,

and equivalent to 3531.06 cubic feet.

Heddle, (hed'l) n. One of the aete of parallel doubled
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Hedgehog.

threads which compose the liarness employed to guide

the warp threads to the latho or batten.

Huddling, (hed'ling) ft, The act of drawing the warp

threads tlirough the heddle-eyesof a weaver's harness.

Eedcral, (hed'gr-al) a. [L. hedera, ivy.] Composed of

or pertaining to ivy.

Hedge, (hej) n. [A.-S. hegc, Gor. fuck, Icel. hagi.} A

thicket of bushes, usually thorn-bushes ; especially,

such a thicket planted as a fence between any two

portions of land.

Hedge, (hej) v. J. To inclose with a hedge;— to fence,

as fields ;—to separate by a hedge, as garden plots ;—to

set up a hedge against ; to obstruct ; to block the way ;

—to surround ; to hem in :—v. t. To hide, as in a

hedge ; to skulk;—to bet on both sides :—imp. & pp.

hedged; p/rr. hedging. [hedges.

Hedge-bill, (hej'bil) n, A cutting hook used in dressing

Hedge-born, (hej'born) a. Meanly born ; of uncertain

Darentage ; obscure.

Hedgehog, (hej hog) n. A small quadruped of the

genus Erinaeeut, about nine

inches long, and covered on the

upper part of its body with

prickles or spines, and endowed

with power of rolling itself Into

a ball.

Hedge-priest, (hej'prest) n. A

Sriest officiating in an obscure

istrict ; an itinerant or men

dicant priest.

Hedger, (hej'f r) w. One who makes or mends hedges.

Hedge-row, (hej'ro) n. A row or series of shrubs or

trees, planted for inclosure, or se]»nration of fields.

Hedge-school, (hej'skool) n. Formerly a district school

in Ireland, taught by poor students for board and

lodging, which they got from the parents of their

scholars in turn.

Hedonio, (he-don'ik) a. [G. htdonitot, from hidenii,

pleasure.] Belonging or pertaining to bodily grati

fications.

Heed, (hed) v. t. [A.-S. hidan, Cer. huten.] To mind ;

to regard with care ; to take notice of; to attend to ;

to observe ;—V. i. To consider :—imp. & pp. heeded ;

ppr. heeding.

Heed, (hed) n. Attention; notice; observation; regard;

—care ; caution ; circumspection.

Heedful, (hed'fool) a. Attentive; observing: watch

ful ;—cautious ; circumspect; careful; wary.

Heedfully, (hed'fuol-le) adv. In a heedful manner.

Heedfulness. (hed'fOOl-nes) n. Attention; caution;

care in avoiding danger, 01 m discharging duty.

Heedless, (hed'les)a\ Inattentive; negligent; careless;

thoughtless ;—regardless ; unobserving.

Heedlessly, (hed'les-lo) adv. In a heedless manner;

carelessly.

Heedlessness, (h&iles-nes) "■ The state of being heed

less ; inattention ; carelessness ; thoughtlessness.

Heel, (hel) n. [A.-S. Ml, Icel. hOU, allied to L. calx.)

The hinder part of the foot in man ;—the foot of an

animal j—the hinder part of a shoe, boot, or stocking ;

—the latter or remaining part of any thing ;—some

thing shaped like a human heel; a protuberance;—

a spur ;—the after end of a ship's keel ;—the lower end

of a mast, bowsprit, &c

Heel, (hel) v. t. To use the heels in, as in dancing,

running, and the like;—to a/Id a heel to ;—to put a

spur on, as a oock j—r. t. To incline; to lean, as a

ship ;—imp. & pp. heeled; ppr. heeling.

Heel-top, (b>l'tap) n. A small piece of leather for the

heel of a shoe ;—a small portion of liquor at the bottom

of a tf\*m after drinking. [woollen threads.

Heer, (her) ft. The length of two cuts of linen or

Heeae, (his) r. /. [A.-& heah, high.] To lift ; to hoist;

—v. i. To swing ; to rock.

Heft, (heft) n. [From Eng. heave.] Act of heaving ;

effort to lift ;—handle ; haft.

Heft, (heft) v. t. To heave up ; to lift ;—to prove of

try the weight of by raising :—imp. & pp. nci'd;

ppr. hefting.

Hegira, (hfi-jfra) n. [A. hid/rat, hidjrah, departure.]

The flight of Mohammed from Mecca, July 16, A. D.

622, from which date time is reckoned by the Moham

medans ; hence, any flight or exodus.

Heifer, (hefer) n. [A.-S. hedh/urc] A young cow.

Heigh-ho, (hi ho) inter). An exclamation expressing

uneasiness or weariness.

Height, (hit) ft. [A. -8. JtedJidho from hedh, high.]

Condition of being high ; elevated position ;— altitude ;

highest point : top ; summit ;—an eminence ; a hill or

mountain ;—elevation in excellence of any kind, as

in power, learning, arts, reputation, rank. &c ;—

utmost degree in extent;—utmost exertion of force ;—

progress upwards; advance; degree.

Heighten, (hit'n) v. t. To raise higher ,* to elevate ;—

to carry forward ; to advance :—to improve ; to meli

orate ;—to augment in violence or evil ; to aggravate ;

—to add colour or force to in artistic work ;—to set ofF

to advantage by means of contrast: — imp. & pp.

heightened ; ppr. heightening.

Heightening, (hit'ii-ing) n. Elevation ; increase ; im

provement; aggravation.

Heinous, (bAnus) a. [F. haineux, from haine, hatred,

from hair, to hate.] Hateful; odious; enormous, as

to crime or wickedness ;—monstrous ; flagrant : flagiti

ous ; atrocious. [hatefully.

Heinously, (hfm'us-le) adv. In a heinous manner;

Heinousness, (ban'us-nes) n. State of being heinous ;

odiousness ; enormity.

Heir, (Or) n. [L. tares,] One who receives, inherits,

or is entitled to succeed to property after the death of

its owner ;—one who receives any endowment from an

ancestor or relation.

Heir, (Ar) v. t. To inherit ; to succeed to ; to take

possession of a property after the death of the testator

or ancestor.

Heir-apparent, ( ar-ap-pa'rent ) n. The person who,

during the life of the present possessor, has the right

to succeed, or is first in the line of succession to an

estate, crown, etc.

Heir-at-law, (ar-at-law') n. The legal heir; the nearest

of kin entitled to succeed to an intestate estate, &c ;—

also, one entitled to claim the residue or surplus after

the provisions of the will have been executed.

Heirdom, (artluin) ft. Succession by inheritance ; state

or possessions of an heir.

Heiress, (ar'es) 71. A female heir.

Heirloom. (Jr'loom) n. [Eng. heir, and A.-S. /■>.,.<'.

geloma, household stun*.] Any piece of personal pro

perty which descends to the heir aloug with the in

heritance.

Heir-presumptive, ( ar-pre-sump'tiv ) «. The person

who is nearest of kin, atid next in succession to the

present occupant, but whose claim to inheritance;

may be set aside, as by the birth of a child, or other

contingency. [of an heir ; right of inheriting.

Heirship, (ar'ship) u. The state, character, or privileges

Heliacal, (he-li'ak-al) a. [G. heliatos, from hetiot, trie

sun.] Emerging from the lustre of tin- sun, or falling

into it.

Helianthus, ( h&-le-an'thus ) n. [G* helios, sun, and

antho*, flower.] The sun-flower, a native plant of the

natural order Composita, of two species.

Helical, (helik-al) a. Of or pertaining to a helix ;

having a spiral form : spiral : coiled.

Heliooidal, (he-lik-oidal) a. Spiral ; curved like tha

spire of a univalve -Ik Li.

Helicon, (hel'e-kon) n. A mountain in Bceotia, sup

posed by the Greeks to be the residence of Apollo

and the Muses.

Heliocentric, (he-le-o-sen'trik) a. [G. hftio*, sun, and

■:■■■■'.".., centre.] Pertaining to the suu's oentre, or

appearing to be soeu from it.
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Heliolatry, (ho-le-ol'a-tre) n, [G. hiliox, the sun, and

latreia, worship.] The worship of the sun.

Heliotrope, (hC'le-6-trdp) n. [Or. helios, the sun, and

treptin, to turn, tropott, turn.) A very fragrant plant,

called also turngoU;—an instrument for making signals

to an observer at a distance by means of the sun's

rays thrown off from a mirror ;—a variety of chalce

dony, of a deep-green colour, variegated with blood-red

or yellowish spots ;—blood-stone.

Helix, (he'liks) n. [L. helix, G. helix, twisted, spiral,

from htlissein, to turn round.] A spiral line, as of

wire in a coil: something that is spiral;—a little

volute under the flowerB of the Corinthian capital;—

the whole circuit or extent of the external border of

the ear ;—the snail-shell.

Hell, (hel) n. [A.-S. hell, Ger. UlU, Ioel. hel, death.]

The place of the dead ; the lower regions, or the grave ;

—the place or state of punishment for the wicked

after death ;—the fear of death ; death pangs ;—the

infernal powers; Satan and his angels;—a dungeon

or prison :—in certain games, a place to which those

who are caught are carried for detention;—a gam

bling-house ;—a place into which a tailor throws his

shreds, or a printer his broken type.

Hell-cat, (helkafc) n. A witch; a hag :—also hell-hag.

Hellebore, (helle-bor) n. {G. helleboros, L. htlieboru*.]

An exogenua plant of the genus Ranvnci<lace<e of

several species—formerly used in medicine as a ca

thartic, but in large doses poisonous ; one species is the

popular Christmas rose.

Hellenic, (hel-len'ik) <>. Pertaining to the Hellenes,

or inhabitants of Greece ; Greek; Grecian.

Hellenism, (herien-izm) n, A Greek phrase, idiom, or

construction : a ( re 'Urn.

Hellenist. (heHen-ist) ■». A person of Jewish extrac

tion who used the Greek language as his mother

tongue ;—one skilled in the Greek language ; a Grecian.

Hellenistic, (hel-len-isfik) a. Pertaining to the Hel

lenists.

Hellespont, (helles-pont) n. A narrow strait between

Europe and Asia, now called the Dardanelles.

Hell-flre, (hel'f ir) n. The pains or torments of hell.

Hell-hound, (helTiound) n. A dog of hell ; an agent

of heU.

Hellish, (hel'ish) o. Pertaining to hell ; fit for hell ;

infernal ; malignant ; wicked j detestable.

Hellishly, (hel'ish-le) ailv. In a hellish manner ; in

fernally.

Hellishness, (hel'ish-nes) n. The qualities of hell, or

of it« inhabitants ; extreme wickedness, malignity, or

impiety.

Helm, (helm) n. TA.-S. helma, heahno, rudder] The

instrument by which a ship is steered ;—the place of

direction or management.

Helm, (helm) v. t. To cover with a helmet ;—to steer ;

hence, to guide ; to conduct.

Helm, (helm) n. A small, dense cloud that gathers

round the mountain peaks in the noith of England, in

the form of a cap or helmet.

Helmet, (helm'et) n. [A.-S. helm

Ger. helan, to hide.] Defensive

armour for the head ; a head

piece; a morion ; — the upper

part of a retort ; — the hood-

formed upper sepal of some

flowers.

Helmet-shell, (helm'et-shel) n. A

genus of Moltu&ca living in oblong

shells.

HelmlesB, (helmles) a. Without

ahelmet; unguarded ;—without a

helm ; rudderless ; ungovernable. Helmet.

Helminthic, (hel-min'thik) «. [G. hehnint, worm,

especially a tape-worm.] Relating to worms ; expell

ing worms. [worms ; a vermifuge.

Helminthic, (hel-min'thik) n. A medicine for expelling

hidlmr, from

 

Helminthologist, (hel-min-thol'o-jist) n. One who is

versed in the natural history of worms.

Helminthology, (hel-min-thol'o-je) n. [G. helming,

worm, and logo*, discourse.] The science or description

and natural history of worms.

Helmsman, (helmz'man) n. The man at the helm.

Helot, (he'lut) n. [G. Heilotis, a bondman of the

Spartans, from helm, a town of Laconia, whose

inhabitants were enslaved.] A slave in ancient

Sparta ; hence, a slave.

Helotism. (he'lot-izm) n. The condition of the Helots,

slaves in Sparta ; slavery.

| Help, (help) v. (. [A. -8. helpan, Go. hilpon, Ger.

ketfun.] To aid; to assist; to succour ; to deliver;—

to relieve ; to remedy ; to mitigate ;—to promote ; to

forward;—to prevent; to hinder;—to forbear; to

avoid ;—v. t. To lend aid or assistance ; to contribute

strength or mean* : to eke out :—imp. & pp. helped

(imp. holp, pp. holpen) ; ppr. helping.

Help, (help) n. Aid; assistance;—remedy; relief;—

in America, a domestic servant

Helper, (helr/er) m. One who helps, aids, or assist* ;

an assistant ; an auxiliary. [some , salutary.

Helpful, (hetp'fudl) a. Furnishing help ; useful ; whole-

Helpfulness, (help'fool-nes) n. State of being helpful ;

assistance ; usefulness.

Helpless, (helples) a. Destitute of help or strength ;

feeble ; weak ;—beyond help ; irremediable ;—bringing

no help ; useless.

Helplessly, (help'les-le) adv. In a helpless manner;

irremediably ;—inactively; idly ; without effort.

Helplessness, (help'les-nes) w. The state of being

helpless.

Help-mate, (help'mat) n. [From help and meet, fit,

proper.) An assistant ; a helper ; a companion ; a

consort ; a wife.

Helter-skelter, (helt'er-skelt'er)adv. [Anonomatopoetio

word.] In hurry and confusion.

Helve, (lielv) n. [A. -8. hidfa, he!/.] The handle of

an axe or hatchet ; sometimes the head of the axe.

Helve, (helv) r. t. To furnish with a helve, as an

axe:—imp. & pp. helved; ppr, helving.

Hem, (hem) ». [A.-S. hem, W. hem, margin.] The.

border of a garment, doubled and sewed, to strengthen

it ;—tuck ; fringe.

Hem, (hem) v. t. To fold and sew down the edge of;—

to border ; to edge;—to confine ; to shut in ; to inclose;

—v. i. To utter an inarticulate breathing sound or

kind of cough ; to hum and haw ; to hesitate in the

utterance :—imp, &■]>]>■ hemmed; ppr. hemming1.

Hem, (hem) inter). An inarticulate vocal utterance,

like a suppressed cough, expressing doubt or hesitation

—when loud, it denotes strong dissent or objection ;

when subdued, uncertainty or indifference.

Hematemesis, (hem-a-tem'e-sis) n. [G. hoima, blood,

and emeO, to vomit.] A vomiting of blood from the

stomach.

Hematite, (hem'a-tit) n. [L. hazmatitex, G. haimatiti*,

bloodlike, from haima, blood.] An important ore of

iron, the sesqui-oxide, so called because of the red

colour of the powder.

Hematology, (hem-a-toro-je) «. [G. liaima, blood,

and logos, treatise.] That branch of medical science

which pertains to the blood. [circle.

Hemicycle, (hem'e-sik-H n. A half circle; a semi-

Hemihedral, (hem-e-hO dral) a. [G. hemi, half, and

hedra, a seat.] Having only half of the sides or

planes proper to a crystal.

Hemipteran, (hem-ip'ter-an) n. fG. Mm£, half, and

pteron, feather, wing, "from ptesthai, to fly.] One of an

order of insects having the anterior wings or wing-

covers transparent toward the end, the true wings

straight and unplaited, and feeding on vegetable or

animal juices by means of a sucking-tube.

j Hemipterous, (hem-ip'ter-us) a. Of or pertaining to

| the hemipterans.
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Hemisphere, (hem'is-fer) n. [I*. hemupharium, G.

kimisphairion, from hi mi, half, and tphaira, sphere.]

A half sphere ; one half of a sphere or globe;—halt of

the terrestrial globe, or a projection of the same in

a map or picture.

Hemispherical, (hem-ia-feyik-al) a. Containing or per

taining to a hemisphere.

Hemistich, (hem'is-tik) n. [L. hemistichium, G. kimi,

half, and Michot, row, line, verse.] Half a poetic

Terse, or a verse not completed.

Hemitone, (hem'e-tun) n. [L. hemitonium, G. kimi,

half, and tonat, tone.] A half tone in music ; a semi

tone.

Hemlock, (hemlok) n. fA.-S. hemledc, kemlt/c.] An

umbelliferous plant having active properties which

frequently render it poisonous;—an evergreen true

common in North America ; hemlock spruce ;—an in

fusion or decoction of the plant ; poison.

Hemoptysis, (hem-op'te-sia) n. [G. haima, blood, and

ptuetn, to spit.] .Spitting of blood from the lungs.

Hemorrhage, (hem'or-aj) n, [G. haima, blood, and

rtjnunai, to break, burst.] Any discharge of blood

from the blood-vessels. [hemorrhoids.

Hemorrhoidal, (hem-or-oid'al) a. Pertaining to the

Hemorrhoids, (hem'or-oids) n.pL [G. haimorroidee,

flowing with blood, haima, blood, and reein, to flow.]

Tubercles around the anus, from which blood or

mucus is discharged ; piles.

Hemp, (hemp) n. [A.-S. hcenep, Icel. hanpr, G. lan-

nairis.] A plant whose fibrous akin or bark is used

for cloth and cordage ;—the skin or rind of the plant

prepared for spinning.

Hempen, (hemp'n) a. Made of hemp.

Hemp-seed, (heinpsed) n. The seed of the hemp—used

as food for domestic birds, and yielding a useful oil.

Hen, (hen) n. [A.-S. hen, Ger. htnne, Icel. hani, a cock,

allied to L. canere, to sing.] The female of any kind

of bird ; etptcialbj, the female of the domestic fowl.

Henbane, (hen'ban) n. (Eng. hen and bane.) A plant

which is poisonous to domestic fowls. All parta of

the plant are highly narcotic, and it is used in medi

cine as a substitute for opium.

Hence, (hens) adv. [O. Eng. henna, hent, A.-S. hinan,

heona, Ger. hin.) From this place ;—from this time ;

—from this cause or reason ;—from thia source, origin,

or power. [henceforward.

Henceforth, (hena'fdrth) adv. From this time forward ;

Henceforward, (uens-for'w£rd) adv. From this time

forward ; henceforth.

Henchman, (hensh'xnan) n. [For haunekman, from

following the haunch of hia master.] A page or squire

to a knight ; a servant.

Hen-coop, (henTtoop) n. A coop or cage for fowls.

Hendecagon, (hen-dek'a-gon) n. [G. htndtlu, eleven,

and goma, angle.] A plane figure of eleven aides

and as many angles.

Hen-harrier, (hen'har-e-e.r) n. A species of falcon or

kite :—also hen-tirictr.

Hen-house, (hen'hous) n. A house of shelter for fowla

Henna, (hen'na) n. [A. hinnA-a, the dyeing or col

ouring shrub, cyprus. ] A thorny tree or shrub of the

genus Ixttcionia ;—a paste made of the pounded leaves

of the henna-tree, and much used by the Egyptians

and Asiatics for dyeing their nails, &c, of an orange

hue.

Hen-pecked (hen'pokt) a. Governed by one's wife.

Hen-roost, (hen'ruoet) n. A place where poultry rest at

night.

Hcpatical, (he-pat'ik-al) a. [G. hipatil-ox, from hipar,

the liver.] Pertaining to the liver; —having the col

our of the liver.

Hepatization, (lu'-pat-iz-a'shun) n. Conversion of the

lungs into a substance resembling the liver.

Heptaglot, (hep'ta-glot) u. [G. htpta, seven, and glotta,

glotta, tongue, language.] A book, especially an

edition of the Scriptures, in seven languages.

 

Heptagon, (hep'ta-gon) n. [G. hepta, seven, and gOnia,

angle.] A plane fighre consisting of

seven aides and as many angles.

Heptagonal, (hep-tag'onal) a. Having i

seven angles or sides.

Hcptangular, (hep-tang'gu-ler) a. [G.

htptOy seven, and Eng. angular.) Hav

ing seven angles.

Heptandria, (hep-tan 'dre-a) n. [G. Heptagon.

kepta, seven, and anir, male.] A clase of plants

having seven stamens. [eminent.

Heptarchic, (hep-tark'ik) a. Denoting a sevenfold gov-

Heptarchy, (hep'tar-ke) n. [G. hepta, seven, undarchS,

sovereignty, rule.] A government by seven persona,

or the country governed by seven persons ; specifically

the Saxon dynasty in England, conaiating of seven

independent provinces and princes,

Heptateuch, (hep'ta-tuk) n. [G. hepta, seven, and

teuehot, book.] The first aeven books of the Old Testa

ment

Hex, (her) pron. & a. [O. Eng. hire, hit\ A.-S. hire.]

The objective case of the personal pronoun the;—

belonging to a female ;—being the possessive case of the

personal pronoun the, hers.

Herald, (hfir'ald) n. [F. heraut. Ger. herold, from

hart, army.] An officer whose business was to pro

claim war or peace, and to bear messages from the

commander of an army ;—an officer whose business

is to regulate royal cavalcades and other public cere

monies ; also, to record and blazon the arms of the

nobility and gentry;—a proclaimer; a publisher;—a

forerunner ; a precursor ; a harbinger.

Herald, (herald) v. t. To introduce or give tidings of,

as by a herald ; to proclaim; to Ufaher in:—imp. & pp.

heralded; ppr. heralding, [heraldry.

Heraldic, (her-ald'ik) a. Pertaining to heralds or

Heraldry, (hgr'ald-re) n. The art or office of a herald ;

the art or practice of recording genealogies, and

blazoning arms.

Heraldship, ( h?r'ald-ship) n. The office of a herald.

Herb, (erb, herb) n. (L. herba.) A plant having a

"ft or succulent stalk or stem, that dies to the root

every year ;—an edible or nourishing plant.

Herbaceous, (crb-fi'she-us) a. Pertaining to herbs ;

having the nature of an herb.

Herbage, (ert/aj) n. Herbs collectively ; grass ; pas

ture ;—right of pasture in the grounds of another man.

Herbal, (<; rl ■ ;il) «. A book containing the names and

descriptions of plants ; —a collection of dried plants.

Herbalist, (ert/at-ist) n. A person skilled in plants ; one

who makea collections of plants.

Herbarium, (erb'ur-e-um) n. [L. herba.] A collection

of dried plants ;—a book for preserving plants.

Herbary, (jrb'ar-e) n. A garden of herbs ; a cottage

garden.

Herbelet, (erb'e-let) n. A small herb ; a dwarf shrub.

Herbescent, (erb-ea'ent) a. [L. herbeacene, ppr. of

kerbctcere, to grow into herbs.] Growing into herbs.

Herbiferous, (erb-ifer-us) a. [L. herbat herb, and

ferre, to bear.] Bearing herbs.

Herbiat, (erb'ist) n. One skilled in herbs.

Herbivorous, (firb-iv'$r-us) o. [L. herba, herb, and ro-

rait, to devour.] Eating herbs ; feeding on vegetables.

Herborixation, (erb-or-iz-a'shun) n. Act of seeking

plants in the field;—the figure of plants in mineral

substances.

Herborise, (erb'or-iz) v. i. To search for plants, or to

seek new species of plants :—imp. & pp. herborized ;

ppr- herborizing;. [herbs ; herbose.

Herbous, (err/us) a. [L. htrbosu*.] Abounding with

Herby, (erb'e) a. Having the nature of, pertaining to,

or covered with, herbs.

Herculean, (her-ku'10-an) a. [L. fhreulent.] Very

great, difficult, or dangerous, as a task or work ;—

having extraordinary size and strength, as limbs;—

massive; powerful.
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Hercules, (herTtu-les) «. A hero in Greek mythology,

noted for achieving twelve laborious feata supposed to

be impossible ; hence, the emblem of active vigour,

usually a powerful figure of a man wielding a club ;—

a constellation in the northern hemisphere.

Herd, (herd) n. [A.-S. heord, Ger. herde, Go. hairdo..']

A collection or assemblage ;—a drove of cattle going

to market ; a number of beasts grazing in the field;—

a company of men or people; a crowd ; a rabble ;—-one

who tends or drives cattle ; a herdsman.

Herd, (herd) v. i. To go together ; to graze together,

as beasts ;—to congregate ; to associate by inclination

ox party spirit ;—v. t. To form or put into a herd :—

imp. A pp. herded ; ppr. herding. [herds.

Herdsman, (herdz'man) n. The owner or keeper of

Here, (her) adv. [A.-S., IceL Mr, Ger. hier.] In this

place—opposed to there ;—in the present life or state ;

—used also interjectionally, as in drinking a health

or making a proffer.

Hereabouts, (herVhoute) adv. About this place ; in

this vicinity or neighbourhood ; hereabout.

Hereafter, (her-aft'er) adv. In time to come ; in some

future state.

Hereafter, (her-aft'er) n. A future existence or state.

Hereat, (her-atf) adv. At, or by reason of, this.

Hereby, (her-bi') adv. By means of this ; by this.

Hereditament, (her-e-dit'a-ment) n. Any species of

property that may be inherited.

Hereditarily, (he-red'e-tar-e-le) adv. By inheritance.

Hereditary, (he-red'e-tar-e) a. [F. hereditaire, from

L. have*, heir.] Descended by inheritance;—cajwible

of descending from an ancestor to an heir ;—trans

mitted, or capable of being transmitted, from a

parent to a child.

Herein, (her-inp adv. In this.

Hereinto, (her-in-to6/) adre. Into this. [this.

Hereof, (her-of) adv. Of this ; concerning this ; from

Hereon, (her-on') adv. On this ; hereupon.

Hereout, (hcVout) adv. Out of this; from this.

Heretiarch, (he-re'ze-ark) n. [G. hairesU, heresy,

and arehos, leader.] A leader in heresy; chief heretic.

Heresy, (heiV-se) n. [G. hairesis, a taking, a choosing,

a sect, from hairein, to take. ] An opinion opposed to

the established or usually received doctrine, especially,

a. lack of orthodox or sound belief; heterodoxy ;—any

unsound or untenable opinion or position in literature,

politics, science, ifcc.

Heretic, (her'e-tik) a. One who holds and promul

gates an opinion contrary to the established or ortho

dox faith ;—one who denies the validity or authority

of the Scriptures ;—among papists, a protectant ;—in

popular language, one who holds or proclaims any

new opinion or idea. [to, heresy.

Heretical, (he-ret'ik-al) a. Containing, or pertaining

Heretically, (he-ret'ik-al-le) adv. In a heretical manner.

Hereto, (her'too) adv. To this.

Heretofore, (her-tdo-foV) adv. In times before the

present ; formerly. [hereto.

Hereunto, (her-un-too7) adv. Unto this, or this time;

Hereupon, fheVup-on) adv. On this ; hereon.

Herewith, (her-with') adv. With this. Tfully.

H'.towithal. (hfirwith-al) adv. Herewith ; with this

Heriot, (hsrVot) n. [A.-S. heregeatu, from here, army,

and geat, supply.] A payment of arms or military

accoutrements, or the best beast ; or, in modern use,

a customary tribute of goods or chattels to the lord

of the fee, made on the decease of a tenant.

Heritable, (hcr'it-a-bl) a. Capable of being inherited ;

inheritable ;—capable of inheriting ;—attached to the

property or house, as opposed to movable.

Heritage, (herit-aj) n. That which is inherited ; in

heritance ;—the saints or people of God.

Hermaphrodite, (her-mafro-dit) n. [L. JJermaphrodi-

tUM.] An animal of the invertebrate and molluscous

or radiate class, having both male and female organs ;

—a human being whose sexual organs are imperfect

and equivocal ;—a flower that contains both the

stamen and the pistil within the same calyx.

Hermaphroditic, (her-maf-ro-dit'ik) a. Partaking of

both sexes,

Hermeneutic, (her-mfi-nu'tik) a, [G. hermineutil'o*,

from hermes, Mercury, the god of eloquence.] Per

taining to interpretation ; exegeticaL

Hermeneutios, (her-mG-nu'tiks) n. sing. Science of in

terpretation ; exegesis—especially the interpretation

of the Scriptures.

Hermes, (heYmcz) n. In Greek mythology, Mercury;—in

archaeology, a stone or pillar having the head of

Hermes sculptured on the top, placed by the Greeks in

front of buildings, and used by the Romans as a

boundary or landmark.

Hermetic, (her-met'ik) a, [From Hermt* Trismeguttts,

the fabled inventor of alchemy.] Pertaining to

chemistry ; chemical ;—pertaining to a philosophy

which pretends to explain all the phenomena of

nature from the three chemical principles, salt, sul

phur, and mercury;—perfectly .close, so that no air,

gas, or spirit can escape.

Hermetically, (her-met'ik-al-le) adv. In an hermetical

maimer ; chemically ;—closely ; tightly ; imperviously.

Hermit, (hcr'mit) n. [L. eremita, G. erimiti*, from

> i fit, os, lonely.] A solitary ; one who retires from

the world ; a recluse ; an anchoret ;—a beadsman.

Hermitage, (herrnit-aj) n. The habitation of a hermit ;

—an artificial structure in a garden in imitation of a

hermit's cell ;—a French wine produced on the lower

Rhone, of two kinds, white and red.

Hermitess, (her'mit-ea) «. A female hermit.

Hernia, (her'ne-a) n, [L. probably from G. ernos, a

young sprout, shoot.] An external tumour formed

by the protrusion of any internal part through a

natural or accidental opening in the inclosing mem

brane ; a rupture. [hernia.

Hernial, (hgrne-al) a. Pertaining to or connected with

Hero, (he'ro) n. [h. hero*, G. hero*.] A man of dis

tinguished valour or enterprise ; hence, n great or

extraordinary person ;—the principal personage in a

poem, story, and the like;—an illustrious man, sup

posed after his death to be placed among the gods.

Heroic, (he-ro'ik) a. Pertaining to or becoming a hero ;

bold; daring; courageous; valiant; gallant; enter

prising ; illustrious ;—magnanimous ; noble ;—pi-oduc-

tive of heroes, as an age or lineago ;—narrating the

exploits of heroes, as a poem ;—noting the verso or

measure in such poems—usually hexameter in Greek

and Latin, and in £nglish the rhymed Iambic couplet

of ten syllables.

Heroically, (he-rift k-al-le) adv. In the manner of a

hero ; with valour ; bravely; courageously; intrepidly.

Heroi-oomic, ( he'rd-I-kom'ik ) a. Consisting of the

heroic and the ludicrous. [female hero.

Heroine, (hero-in) «.. [L. heroina, G. heroini.] A

Heroism, (hero-ism) w. The qualities or character

of a hero ; ourage; fortitude; bravery ; valour; in

trepidity ; gallantry.

Heron, (her'un) n, [F. htron, IceL hegri.] A large,

native, wading bird, of the genus

Cirdta, with compressed body,

short wings, long, slender legs,

and great length both of neck

and I >i I i . ,

Heronry, (hgr'uu-re) n, A place J

where herons breed.

Heroship, (he'ro-ehip) n. Condi

tion or character of a hero.

Hero-worship, (he'io-wur-ship) «.

Regard or homage paid to heroes;

in mythology, a kind of deifica

tion ; — inordinate and slavish

admiration of a public character,

as king, general, statesman, au

thor, &c.
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Herpetology, (hsr-pe-tol'o-je) n. [G. herpeton, reptile,

from herpein, to creep, and logon, discourse.] The

natural history or description of reptiles.

Herring, (hgr'ing) n. [A. -8. Juiring, F. /uireng, Ger.

hering, Go. harjis, multitude, because they usually

appear in large numbers.] A small fish of the genus

Ciupea. Herrings more in vast shoals, coming from

high northern latitudes in the spring, to the shores of

Europe and America, where they are taken and salted

in great quantities.

Herringbone, (heying-bon) a. Resembling the spine

or bone-frame of a herring—applied to masonwork in

which the courses are laid in pairs, the stones lying

obliquely in one to the right side, in the other to the

left ; applied also to a kind of cross-stitch in mending

or repairing a rent and in sewed work.

Heri, (herz) pron. Belonging to her : of her.

Herschel, (her'Bhcl) n. A planet discovered by, and

named in honour of. Dr. Herschel, in 1781—now called

Uranus.

Herse, (hera) n. [F. herse, L. hirpex, harrow.] A

lattice or portcullis in the form of a harrow ; a harrow

used instead of a cheval-de-frise.

Herself, (her-self) pron. An emphasized form of the

third person feminine pronoun she;—in her ordinary,

true, or real character ; in her right mind ; sane.

Hesitancy, (hez'e-tan-ee) n. The act of hesitating or

doubting ;—dubiousness; suspense ;— indecision.

Hesitate, (hez'e-tut) v. i. (L. katitare, intensive form

of harrtre, to hang or hold fast.] To stop or pause

respecting decision or action ; to be in suspense or

uncertainty ;—to stop in sneaking ; to stammer :—imp,

A pp. hesitated ; ppr. hesitating.

Hesitation, (hez-e-ta'shun) n. Act of pausing or delay

ing in thought or action ; suspense ; uncertainty ;

indecision ;—a stopping in speech ; Btamnaering.

Hesper, (heVp^r) n. The eveuing star ; Hesperus.

Hesperian, (nes-p€'re-an) a. [L. hesperhts, from Jits'

perus, the evening star.] Western; occidental.

Hesperis, (hes'per-ts) n. A genus of plants;—rocket

—so called from the increased fragrance of the flowers

towards evening.

Hest, (hest) n. [A. -3. has, from kdtan, to coll, bid.]

Command; precept; injunction; order.

Heteroclite, (hefer-o-klit) n. [G. heteros, another, and

klinein, to bend.] A word which is irregular or anom

alous, especially, in declension;—any thing or person

deviating from common forms.

Heteroclitical, (het-cr-6-klifik-al) a. Dcviatingfrom or

dinaryforms or rules; irregular; anomalous; abnormal.

Heterodox, (het'tT-o-doks) «• [G heteros, other, and

doxa, opinion.) Contrary to the doctrine of scripture,

the creed of a church, and the like ; not orthodox;—

holding opinions or doctrines contrary to some acknow

ledge^! standard ; heretical.

Heterodoxy, (het'er-o-doks-e) n. Heresy; an opinion or

doctrine contrary to some established standard of

faith, as the Scriptures, creed, confession, Ac.

Heterogeneous, (het-er-d-jen'e-us) a. (G. heteros, other,

and genos, race, kind, from genein, to beget] Differing

in kind; having unlike qualities ; dissimilar.

Heterogeneousness, (het-er-o-jene-ua-nes) n. Opposi

tion of nature; contrariety;—difference in kind or

quality; dissimilarity :—also written heterogeneity.

Heteropathy, (het-er-opVthe) n. [G. heteros, other,

and pathos, affection, from paschein, to suffer.] Allo

pathy ; treatment of a disease by medicines producing

an opposite or different morbid affection in the system

—opposed to homoeopathy.

Heteropoda, (het-er-op'a-da) n, pi. A class of molluscs,

in which the foot is compressed into a vertical, mus

cular lamina, serving for a fin.

Heteroscian. (het-er-o'she-an) n. [G. heteros, other, and

skia, shadow.] One whose shadow at noon falls one

way, as an inhabitant of the regions between the

tropics and the polar circles.

 

Hetman, (het'man) n. [Pol. hetman, Ger. havptmarmt

head man, chieftain.) A Cossack commander-in-chief.

Hew, (hu) v.t. [A.-S. hedtwan, Ger. haven.) To cut

with an axe ; to cleave ;—to cut in pieces ; to chop ;

to hack ;—to shape or form ;—to render smooth, as

stone ;—to produce laboriously:—imp. hewed; pp.

hewed or hewn ; ppr. hewing.

Hewer, (hu'er) "• One who hews wood or stone.

Hexagon, (heks'a-gon) n. [G. hex, six, and g6niat

angle. ] A plane figure of six sides and

six angles.

Hexagonal, (heks-ag'onal) «. Having six

sides and six angles.

Hexahedral, (heks-a-he'-dral) a. Of the

figure of a hexahedron, having six equal

Bides or faces ; cubic.

Hexameter, (heks-am'et-er) n. [G. hex. Hexagon,

six, and metron, measure, L. hexameter. ] A verse of six

feet, either dactyls or spondees for the first four, but

the fifth must be a dactyl, and the sixth a spondee.

Hexameter, (heks-am'et-er) a. Having six metrical feet.

Hexangular, (heks-anggii-ler) a. [G. hex, six, and L.

anguluris, angular.] Having six angles or corners,

Hexapla, (heks'a-pla) «. [G. hexapla, from hex, six,

and apleein, to fold.] A collection of the Holy Scrip

tures in six languages. [columns

Hcxaplar, (heks'a-plar) ". Sextuple ; containing six

Hey, (ha) interj. An exclamation expressive of joy

or mutual exhortation.

Heyday, (ha'da) interj. [Ger. hcida, or hei da,] An

expression of frolic and exultation, and sometimes of

wonder.

Hiatus, (hl-u'tus) n. [L. from hiare, to gape.] An

opening ; a gap; a chasm ;—a blank space in a manu

script, where some part is lost or effaced.

Hibernal, (hi-ber'iial) o. [L. hibernus, from hiemn,

winter.] Belonging or relating to winter ; wintry.

Hibernate, (hl-oer'nat) v. i. To winter ; to pass the

winter in seclusion, as birds or beasts :—imp. & pp.

hibernated; ppr. hibernating.

Hibernation, (hi-ber-na shun) n. The act of wintering

in close places, as an animal ; act of placing an army

in winter quarters. fnow Ireland; Milesian.

Hibernian, (hi-ber'ne-an) a. Pertaining to Hihernia,

Hibernian, (hi-be/ne-an) n. A native or an inhabi

tant of Ireland; a Milesian.

Hiccough, (hik'up) »■ [O. Eng. hiclcet, Ger. hicknp.)

A spasmodic inspiration, accompanied with a closure

of the glottis, producing a sudden sound ; also, the

sound itself

Hiccough, (hik'up) r. t. To have a convulsive catch of

some of the respiratory muscles, causing a sudden and

peculiar ""^d '.—imp. & pp. hiccoughed ; ppr. hie-

coughing. [species.

Hickory, (hi*'o-re) n- An American tree of several

Hidalgo, (he-dal'go) n. P*p. hiJ° de alV°> Le> myu °*

somebody. ] A man of noble birth.

Hidden, (hid'n) a. Secret : concealed ; unseen ; un

known ; covert ; mysterious.

Hiddenly. (hid'n-le) adv. In a hidden or secret manner.

Hide, (hid) v.t. fA.-S. hvdan, lcel. hi/do, to spread

skins over.] To withhold or withdraw from sight :—

to conceal from knowledge; to keep secret;—to protect

from danger ; to defend ;—to beat ; to thrash ;—r. L

To lie concealed or secreted ; to keep one's self out of

view; to abscond :—imp. hid; pp. h"*, hidden; ppr.

hiding.

Hide, (hid) n. [A.-S. hyd, IceL hawlhr, uncultivated

land.] A house or dwelling;—a certain jwrtion taT

land, in the old English Law, which was deemed

sufficient for the support of a family.

Hide, (hid) n. [A.-S. hyd, lcel. hydi, Ger. lout. L

cutis.] The skin of a beast, either raw or dressed ;—.

the human skin—so called in contempt

Hide-bound, (hidlxmnd) n. Having the skin stuck so

closely to the ribs and back as not to be easily loosened
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or raised ;—having the bark bo close or firm that it

impedes the growth.

Hideous, (hid'e-iiB) a. [F. hideux, from hide, fright.]

Frightful or shocking to tho eye ; ugly ;—distressing

to the ear ; discordant;—hateful; abominable; detes

table;—horrid; dreadful; terrible.

Hideously, (hid'e-us-le) adv. In a hideous manner ;

dreadfully ; frightfully ; shockingly.

Hideouaness,(hid'e-us-nea)». The state of being hideous.

Hiding, (hid'ing) ru Concealment ; act of withholding

from sight. [meut ; covert or refuge in danger.

Hiding-place, (hiding-plus) n, A place of conceal-

Hie, (hi) v.*. [O. Eng. highe, A.-.S. hiegian, make

haste.] To hasten ; to go in haste ;—to betake one's

self ; to repair :—imp. & pp. hied; ppr. hying.

Hiemal, (hi-.: 'ma!) a. Belonging to winter.

Hierarch, (hi'$r-ark) n. [G. hieros, sacred, and archos,

leader, ruler.] One who rules or has authority in

sacred things ; the chief of a sacred order ;—the chief

of an order of angels.

Hierarchical, (hi-er-ark'ik-al) a. Pertaining to a sacred

order;—pertaining to church government.

Hierarchy, (hi'er-ark-e) n. Dominion or authority in

sacred things ,—the body of persons having ecclesias

tical authority ;—a form of government administered

solely by the priesthood;—an order or the rank of

angels.

Hieratic, (ht-er-at'ik) a. [G. hieratevein, to be a priest,

hieros, sacred, L. hieraticus.] Consecrated to sacred

uses ; sacerdotal ; pertaining to4meats.

Hieroglyphic, (hi-er-o-glifik) h. An emblem or sym

bol of sacred things ; a figure or m ^ .-. * •

representation of some material W ^ 7^ T J

object expressing a spiritual >?

thought or idea;—hence, any^"*» V -_

character or figure of mysterious I

significance ;—pl. Egyptian char- •

acters or sym bols used in

letters or words.

Hieroglyphics!, (hT-er-3-glifi

a. [G. hierogluphikon (<jc. gram-

ma), an hieroglyphic character.]

lifik-al) ^ '/l

Hieroglyphics.

Emblematic ; ex

pressive of some meaning by characters, pictures, or

figures ;—obscure ; enigmatical.

Hieroglyphically, (hi-er-o-glifik-al-le) adv. In a hiero

glyphic manner.

Hierogram, (hi'er-6-gram) it, (G. hiero*, sacred, and

aramma, letter, writing.] A species of sacred writing.

Hierographic, (hi-er-6-grafik) a. [G. hieros, sacred,

and tjraphein, to write.] Pertaining to sacred writing.

Hierology, (hl-er-ol'd-je) n. [G. hieros, sacred, and

logos, discourse.] A discourse on sacred things;

especially, the science which treats of the ancient

writings and inscriptions of the Egyptians.

Hierophant, (hier-o-fant) n. [G. from hieros, sacred,

and phainein, to show, make known.] A priest;

one who teaches the mysteries and duties of religion.

Higgle, (higi) v. i. [Dan. lighter, to wheedle, Ger. hoke,

hoker, a retail trader.] To chaffer; to dispute, or be

difficult in making a bargain ;—to carry provisions

about for sale ;—imp. & pp. higgled ; ppr. higgling.

Higgler, (hig'l-er) n. One who carries about provi

sions for sale ;—one who is tedious and nice in

bargaining.

High, (hi) a. [A.-8. hedh, Ger. hoeh, Go. hauhs.]

Elevated; raised up, tall; towering;—exalted in nature;

lofty; sublime ;—elevated in rank, condition, or office;

eminent; distinguished;—possessing excellence; mag

nanimous; dignified;—proud; arrogant;—loud ; angry,

as words;—severe; oppressive, as measures;—noble;

honourable, as birth ;—powerful ; mighty ;—violent;

stormy ;—inflamed; turbulent, as passions ; —rich ;

luxurious, as living;—vivid; strongly marked, as colour;

—deal' ; costly ;—extreme ; intense ;—acute ; sharp, as

tone or voice ;—remote in time ;—far advaneed in,

acquirement ; -^tainted, as flesh :—remote from the

equator, as altitude or latitude ;—raised above the

surface ; done in relief ;—solemn ; sacred.

High, (hi) adv. In a high manner ; to a great altitude;

eminently; profoundly ; powerfully ; greatly.

High, (hi) n. An elevated place ; superior region.

High-admiral, (hi'ad-me-ral) n. A chief admiral.

High-altar, (hi'awl-ter) n. The altar where high mass

is celebrated in the Roman Catholic Church.

High-born, (hi'born) a. Being of noble birth or ex

traction.

High-bred, (hfbred) •'. Bred in high life.

High-caste, (hrkast) «. The highest order or class

among the Hindoos.

Hiyh-church, (hi'church) a. Inclined to magnify a par

ticular form of church government or ecclesiastical

rites and ceremonies ;—more usually appl.ed to such

as attach the highest importance to the episcopal office

and the apostolic succession.

High-churchman, (hi church-man) n. One who holds

high-church principles.

High-coloured, (hi'kiil-erd) a. Having a strong, deep,

or glaring colour; vivid; strong or forcible in represen

tation.

High-dutch,(hi'duch)n. The Germans or their language.

High-fed, (hi'fed) a. Fed luxuriously ; pampered.

High-flier, (hi fli-er) n. One who is extravagant in pre

tensions, manners, or opinions.

High-flown, (hi'flon) a. Elevated ; swelled ; proud ;—

turgid; extravagant. [sive; violent; arbitral y.

High-handed, (hi'hand-ed) o. Overbearing ; oppres-

Highland, (hi land) n. Elevated land ; a mountainous

region. [esttecially of the Highlands of Scotland.

Highlander, (hiland-er) -n. An inhabitant of highlands ;

Highly, (hi'le) adv. In a high manner, or to a high

degree. [ardent ; full of tire.

High-mettled, ( hfmet-ld) a. Having high spirit;

High-minded, (hi'miud-ed) a. Proud; arrogant;—of

elevated principles and feelings; magnanimous.

Highness, (hi'nes) n. Altitude: height; elevation in

rank, character, or power ; excellence ; value ; amount ;

intensity ;—a title of honour given to princes or other

men of rank.

High-principled, (hi-prinW-jild) a. Acting from high

motives, and with high views ; Btrict in principle.

High-road, (hi'rod) n. A highway : a much frequented

or travelled road.

High-seas, (hi'sez) n. pi. The open ocean.

High-seasoned, (hi'se-znd) a. Enriched with spices or

other seasoning. [ostentatious.

High-sounding, (hi'sound-ing) o. Pompous ; noisy ;

High-spirited, (hi'spir-it-ed) « . Full of spirit or natural

fire; easily irritated ; irascible ;—bold ; daring.

High-treason, (hi-tre'zn) n. Treason against the

sovereign or supreme government of a country.

High-water, (hi'waw-ter) n. The highest flow or eleva

tion of the tide ;—also, the time when the tide is at its

height [to all passengers.

Highway, (hi'wa) w. A public road ; away that is open

High-wrought, (hi'rawt) a. Wrought with exquisite

art or skill ;—inflamed to a high degree.

Hilarious, (he-laYe-us) a. [L. hila7"is, G. hilaros.]

Mirthful ; merry ; jovial ; jolly.

Hilarity, (he-lar'e-te) n. Merriment ; gayety ; mirth.

Hill. I hit) n. [ A. -S. hilt, allied to L. colli*.] A natural

elevation of laud ; a mound ; a heap ; an eminence

less than a mountain :—in America, a group or cluster.

Hill, (hil) r. t. [A. -8. helan.] To cover; to surround

with earth ;—to accumulate :—imp. & pp. hilled ; ppr.

hilling.

Hilliness, (hil'e-nes) n. The state of being hilly.

Hillock, (hil'uk) n. A small hill. [a hill.

Hillside, Qiil'sid) n. The declivity or sloping face of

Hilly, (bile) a. Abounding with hills.

Hilt, (hilt) n. [A.-8. htit, Icel. hialt, hilt, hialti,

sword.] The handle of any thing, especially of a cut

ting instrument.
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Him, (him) pron. [A.-8.] The objective case of A*.

Himalayan, (him-a-la an) a. Relating to the Himalaya,

a range of lofty mountains in the north of India.

Hinuelf, Ouin-eelf) pron. An emphasized form of the

third person masculine pronoun he, used both in

the nominative and objective case ;—alone ; unaccom

panied ;—sane ; in his right mind ; in hii true

character.

Hin, (hin) n. [H. Awi.l A Hebrew measure of liquids

containing about ten pints English measure.

Hind, (hind) n. [A.-S. hind, I eel. hind, Ger. hinde.]

The female of the red deer or stag.

Hind, (hind) n. [0. Eng. hyne, A.-S. hint, htna.] A

peasant ; a rustic ; a farm servant ; a ploughman ; a

bondager ; a herd.

Hind, (hind) a. [A. -3. hind, hindan, after, back.]

Placed in the rear, and not in front.

Hinder, (hinder) a. [Comparative of hind] Of or

belonging to that part which is in the rear, or which

follows ; posterior.

Hinder, (hinder) v. t. [A.-S. hindrian, from hinder,

back, after, Go. hindar.) To prevent from moving

forward ;—to stop ; to interrupt ; to obstruct ;—to

retard ; to delay ;—to prevent ; to shut out ; to debar ;

—v. i. To interpose or cause obstacles or impediments:

—imp. & pp. hindered ; ppr. hindering.

Hinderanoe, (hin'der-am) u. Act of impeding or restrain

ing motion ;—that which stops progression or advance;

obstruction :—written also Hindrance.

Hindmost, (hind'most) a. [The superlative of Aiiid".]

The hut; the rear; noting the most backward or

laziest part :—also Hindennost.

Hindoo, (hin'doo) n. [Hind] A native inhabitant

of Hindostan.

Hindooism, (hin'doo-izm) n. The doctrines, rites, or

religious principles of the Hindoos.

Hindoostanee, (liin-doo-stan'e) a. Of or pertaining to

the Hindoos or their language. [Hindoos.

Hindoostanee, (hin-ddo-st&n'e) n. The language of the

Hinge, (hinj) n. [Ger. angel, D. heng^el, allied to Eng.

hang.] The hook or joint on which a door, gate, or

lid, Ac., turns ;—that on which any tiling depends or

turns ; a governing principle, rule, or point.

Hinge, (hinj) v. t. To furnish with hinges ;—v. i. To

stand, depend, or turn, as on a hinge ;—iuip. & pp.

hinged ; ppr. hinging.

Hinny, (hin'ne) n. [L. hiunits, G. ginnos, mule.] The

produce of a stallion and a she-ass ; a mule.

Hint, (hint) v. t. [A.-S. hentan, to pursue, Dau. ymte,

to whisper.] To bring to mind by a slight mention or

remote allusion ; to allude to ;—v. i. To make an in

direct reference, suggestion, or allusion '.—imp. &, pp.

hinted; ppr. hinting.

Hint, (hint) n. A distant allusion ; slight mention ;

intimation ; insinuation : a suggestion.

Hintingly, (hint'ing-le) adv. lu a hinting manner;

suggestively ; allusively.

Hip, (hip) n. [A.-S. hype, hipe. Go. Au;w.] The

lateral parts of the pelvis and the thigh-joint, with

the flesh covering them ; the haunch ;—the external

angle formed by the meeting of two sloping sides of a

roof. (rose or sweet-briar.

Hip, (hip) n. [A.-S. heap, hiop.] The fruit of the dog-

Hipped, (hipd) a. Melancholy ; languid.

Hippocentaur, (hip-pd-sen'tawr) n. [L. hippocentaurvs,

G. hippos, horse, and ientauros, centaur.] A fabulous

monster, half man and half horse.

Hippocraa, (hip'po-kras) n. [i. e. , wine of Hippocrates.]

Wine with an infusion of spices and other ingredi

ents, used as a cordial

Hippodrome, (hir/po-drom) n. [G. hippos, horse, and

dromos, course.] A circus or place in which horse-

l-aces and chariot-races are performed.

Hippogriff, (hip'pd-grif) n. [G. hippos, horse, and

Srups, griffin.] A fabulous animal or monster, half

oree and half griffin ; a winged hone.

 

Hippomane, (hir/6-man) n. [G. hippos, horse, and

mania, madness.] A discharge from mares supposed

to be poisonous ;—a concoction used as a love-charm ;

—a genus of poisonous plants ; the manchineel.

Hippophagy, (hip-pofa-je) n. [G. hippos, horse, and

phagein, to eat] The act or practice of feeding on

horses.

Hippopotamus, (hip-po-pot'a-mus) n. [G. hippos, horse,

and potamtt*, river.] A

pachydermatous mammal

of Africa, allied to the hog,

having a very large muzzle,

small eyes and ears, thick \

and heavy body, short legs,

a short tail, and skin with

out hair, except at the ex

tremity of the tail. Hippopotamus.

Hip-roof, (hip'rwf) n. A roof having sloping ends and

sloping sides. [other.

Hipihot, (hipshot) a. Having one hip lower than the

Hire, (hir) v.t. [A.-S. hyrian.] To procure from,

another person, and for temporary use, for a compen

sation ;—to engage in service for a stipulated sum ;—

to contract with for wages ;—to bribe ;—to giant the

temporary use of for compensation ; to let ; to lease-

usually with out :—imp. & pp. hired; ]>pr. hiring.

Hire, (hir) n. Price, reward, or compensation for the

temporary use of any thing ;—recompense for personal

service ; salary ; stipend : pay ; allowance ;—a bribe.

Hireling, (hlr'ling) n. One who is hired ; a mercenary;

a prostitute. [cenary.

Hireling, (hirling) a. Serving for wages ; venal ; mer-

Hirer, (hir'tjr) n. One who hires.

Hirsute, (hir-suf) a. [L. hirsntus, from hirtus, hairy.}

Rough with hair ; set with bristles ; shaggy ;—coarse

in manner ; rude.

Hirsuteness, (hir-sut'nes) n. Hairiness.

His, (liiz) pron. [A.-S. his or hyt.] Of him ; the pos

sessive of he.—formerly used as the possessive of it for

its;—belonging or pertaining to a male person.

Hispid, (his'pid) a. [L. hispidus.] Rough with bristles

or minute spines ; bristly.

Hiss, (his) v. i. | A. -IS. hifsian.] To make a sound like

that of the letter s, especially in contempt or disappro

bation :—to make a sound, as a goose or serpent, or as

water thrown on hot metal, or Bteam escaping through

a narrow orifice ;—to glide with a whizzing noise ;—

v. t. To condemn by hissing ;—to disgrace .—imp. &

pp. hissed; ppr. hissing.

Hiss, (his) »i. The sound made in pronouncing the

letter s, especially as a mark of disapprobation or

contempt ; — the noise made by a serpent, goose,

escaping steam, water falling on hot metal, &c.

Hissing, (his'ing) n. A hiss ;—an expression of dislike

or contempt ;—occasion of contempt ; object of scorn

and derision. [ing silence.

Hist, (hist) interj. Hush ; be silent—a word command-

Histology, (his-tol'o-je) n. [G, histos, tissue, and logos,

discourse.] The science which treats of the minute

structure of the tissues of plants, animals. &c.

Historian, (his-to're-an) n. [F. historien,] A writer or

compiler of history ; a chronicler ; an annalist.

Historical, (his-tor'ik-al) a. Containing history ;—per

taining to history;—contained or exhibited in history;

—deduced from history ;—representing history.

Historically, (his-tor'ik-al-le) adv. In the manner of

history ; according to history ; by way of narration.

Historiette, (his-tor e-et) n. [F.] A "short history ; a

sketch.

Historiographer, (his-to-re-ogra-fer) n. [G. historic^

history, and graphein, to write.] An historian ; a

writer of history ; especially, an officer employed to

write the history of a prince or state.

Historiography, (his-to-re-og'ra-fe) n. The art or em

ployment of a historiographer.

History, (liis'to-re) n. [L. hittoria, G. histortin, to
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learn or know by inquiry.] A relation, statement, or

account in order and detail ;—a written record or

narration of facts and events in the life of a nation,

state, institution, or epoch, with disquisitions on

their causes and effects ;—a verbal narrative : a story ;

—an account of the life and actions of an individual—

biography;—a description of animals, plants, minerals,

&c., existing on the earth, called natural history.

History-painting, (his'tor-e-pant-ing) n. The art of

representing subjects of historical interest, with por

traits of. the chief actors, and accessories of costume,

furniture, &c., of the period.

Histrionic, (bis-tre-on'ik) a. [L. hUtrionicvs, from

histrio, a player. ] Pertaining to stage - playing ;

theatrical ; pantomimic.

Histrionically, (his-tre-on'ik-al-le) adv. Theatrically.

Histrionics, (his-tre-on'iks) ». sing. The art of theatrical

representation ; dramatic art : acting.

Hit, (hit) v. t, (Icel. hitta, to hit, A, -3. kettan, hetian,

to pursue, drive.] To strike ; to touch : to reach with

a stroke or blow ; especially, to reach or touch au

object aimed at, as a mark usually with force ;—to

reach or attain exactly; to accord with ; to fit ; to

suit;—v.i. To meet or come in contact ; to strike;

to fall upon by accident ; to succeed ;—to reach the

intended mark or point:—imp. & pp. hit; ppr. hitting.

Hit, (hit) n. A collision ; stroke or blow ; a casual

event; a lucky chance ; a happy attempt; a successful

stroke in business or speculation;—a neat or pointed

turn of thought or expression.

Hitch, (hich) v. i. [Scot, hitch, a motion by a jerk.]

To become entangled or caught by a hook ;—to move

spasmodically or by jerks, as if caught on a hook ;—to

fidget ; to hop ;—v. t To hook ; to catch as by a hook ;

—to make a rope fast ;—to raise ; to hoist :—imp. &

pp. hitched ; ppr. hitching.

Hitch, (hich) n. A catch ; a hook ;—act of catching, as

on a hook, Ac.:—a sudden halt in walking or moving;

—a defect causing a break or failure in a scheme or in

a performance :—a knot or noose in a rope for fasten

ing it to a ring or other object.

Hitching, (hich'ing) n. A fastening in a harness ;—a

coil ; a bent knot. [thii* place.

Hither, fliiTH'er) adv. [A.-S. hidhcr. Go. hidre.] To

Hither, (hiin.Vr) a. Being on the side or direction

toward the person speaking ; nearer.

Hitherto, (hiTH'er-tiio) adv. To this place ;—up t<5 this

time ; as yet ; until now. [this place ; hither.

Hither-ward, (hiTH'er-werd) adv. This way ; toward

Hive, (hiv) n. [A.-S. hvfe, hive, Go. heiva, family,

house. ] A box or chest for the reception of a swarm

of honey-bees ;—a swarm of bees ;—a company.

Hive, (hiv) v. t. To collect into a hive ; to cause to

enter a hive ;—to collect and lay up in store ;—v. ».

To take shelter or lodgings together ; to reside in

company:—imp. &. pp. hived; ppr. hiving.

Hives, (hivz) n. [Scot. , allied to heave.] A disease ; the

crouo ; an eruptive disease allied to the chicken-pox.

Ho, (ho) inter). [Ger. & F. ho, L. eho.] Halloo ! oho !

oh! attend!—a call to excite attention, or to give

notice of approach. [Corrupted from hold.] Stopt

stand still ! hold.

Host, (hor) a. [A.-S. hdr.] White or grayiah-white ;—

gray or white with age ; hoary.

Hoard, (hord) n. [A.-8. hord, Icel. hodd.) A Btore or

large quantity of any thing laid up ; a hidden stock ;

a treasure.

Hoard, (h5rd) v. t. To collect and lay up : to store

secretly ;—v. i. To collect and form a hoard ; to lay

up a store:—imp. & pp. hoarded; ppr. hoarding.

Hoarder, (hord'er) n. One who hoards.

Hoar-frost, (hoYfrost) n. The white particles formed

by congelation of dew.

Hoarhound, (horTiound) n. [A.-S. hvne, hdrahvne,

from hdr, hoar, gray.] A plant which has a bitter

taste, and is a weak tonic :—also written Horehound.

Hoariness, (hSrVnes) n. State of being hoary, whitish,

or gray.

Hoarse, (hors) a. [G. heiseh, D. httseh, A.-S. has.)

Having a harsh, rough, grating voice, as when affected

with a cold ;—rough ; discordant.

Hoarsely, (hftrs'le) adv. With a rough, harsh sound.

Hoarseness, (hors'nes) n. Harshness or roughness of

voice or sound.

Hoary, (hoYe) a. "White or whitish ;—gray with age ;

hoar ;—covered with short, dense, grayish-white hairs.

Hoary-headed, (hor'e-hed-ed) a. Having a hoary head ;

white from age.

Hoax, (hoks) n. [A.-S. kites, kux, mockery.] A trick

played off in sport; a practical joke; imposition;

deception.

Hoax, (hoks) v. t. To play a trick upon for sport, or

without malice ; to impose on ; to deceive:—imp. &

pp. hoaxed ; ppr. hoaxing.
' Hob, (hob) ru [Ger. hub, a heaving, lifting, WT. hob,

j any thing which riBes or swells out.] The nave of a

wheel ;—the flat part of a grate at the side where things

| are placed to be kept warm.

Hobble, (hobT) v.i. [Diminntive of hop.] To walk

j lamely, bearing chiefly on one leg ; to limp ;—to move

roughly or irregularly ;—v. t. To hopple; to clog:—

I imp. & pp. hobbled; ppr. hobbling.

Hobble, (hot/l) n. An unequal, lialting gait;—diffi

culty; perplexity.

Hobbledehoy. (hob'1-dS-hoy) n. A stripling.

Hobbly, (hoole) a. Full of holes; rough; uneven—said

of a road.

Hobby or Hobby-horse, (hoWe) n. [Dan. hoppe, a mare,

G. hippos.] A Btrong, active horse, of a middle size ;

a nag;—a stick on which boys ride;—a subject or

plan upon which one is constantly setting off; a

favourite theme of discourse, thought, or effort.

Hobgoblin, (hob-goblin) n. A iairy ; a frightful ap

parition ; an imp.

Hobnail, (hob/ntil) n. [Ger. hvfiiagel, hoof-nail.] A

thick headed nail for Bhoes ;—a clownish person.

Hobnob, (hob'nob) adv. [A.-S. habban, to have, and

nabban, from vc, not, and habban, to have.] Take or

not take—a familiar invitation to reciprocal drinking.

Hobnob, (hob'nob) v. i. To drink familiarly.

Hock, (hok) r. t. To hamstring , to hough.

Hock, (hok) n. [From Hochheim, in Germany.] A

light-yellowish Rhenish wine, which is either

sparkling or stilL

Hock, (hok) n. The joint of an animal between the

knee and the fetlock. [curved at the bottom.

Hockey, (hok'e) n. A gome at ball played with a club

Hocus, (luYkus) v.f. To deceive or cheat; to adulterate.

Hocus-pocus, (hoTtus-poTius) n. [D. hohts botus,

Ger. ockes bockes.} A juggler ; a juggler's trick.

Hocus-pocus, (hft'kus-pokuB) v. t. To cheat.

Hod, (hod) n. {F. hottc, a basket for the back, Ger.

hotte, huttc] A kind of tray for carrying mortar and

brick ;—a coal-scuttle.

Hodden-gray, (hod'n-gra) n. Cloth made of wool

I in its natural state without being dyed, t&'ot.]

Hodge-podge, (hoj'poj) n. [F. hocher, to shake, and pot,

pot.] A mixed mass ; a medley of ingredients.

| Hodiernal, (ho-de'ern-al) a. [L. hodien\us} from hoe

die, on this day.] Of this day ; belonging to the

j present day. [a mason's tender.

Hodman, (hod'man) n. A man who carries a hod ;

Hoe, (ho)*-. [F. hmie, Ger. banc] An instrument for

cutting np weeds and loosening the earth.

Hoe, (hfi) v. t. To cut, dig, scrape, or clean with a

hoe ; to clear from weeds, or to loosen the earth about,

with a hoe ;—r. t. To use a hoe ; to labour with a

hoe:—imp. & pp. hoed; ppr. hoeing.

Hoeins;, (ho'ing) n. The act of stirring the soil, of

weeding or earthing up plants with a hoe.

Hog, (hog) n. fW. htech.] A well-known domesticated

animal, of gluttonous and filthy habits, kept for the
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fat and meat, called respectively, lard and pork,

which it furnishes ; swine; porker;—a castrated noar;

—;i castrated ram of a yoar old ;— a mean, filthy, or

gluttonous fellow.

Hog, (hog) v. t. To cut short the hair of ;—to scrape

a ship's bottom ;—v. i. To become bent upward in the

middle;—imp &, pp. hogged; ppr. hogging.

Hoggerel, (hog'er-el) n. A sheep of the second year ;

a hogget. • [coal pit

Ho^gers, (hog'srz) «« pi- Stockings worn by miners in a

Hogget, (hogget) n. A two year old sheep;—a boar

of the second year ;—a young colt.

Hoggish, (hog'ish) a. Having the qualities of a hog ;

brutish ; gluttonous ; filthy ; mean : selfish ; swinish.

Hoggishly, (hog'ish -le) adv. In a hoggish, gluttonous,

or filthy manner.

Hog-herd, (hog'herd) n. A keeper of swine.

Hog-pen, (hogpen) n. A pen or sty for hogs :—also

hog-cote. .

Hogshead, (hogzTied) n. [D. okshoofd, Ger. oxhofl,

i. e., ox-head.) An English measure of capacity con

taining 63 wine gallons, or about 52} imperial gallons;

—a large cask of indefinite capacity. [of swine.

Hogskin, (hogskin) n. Leather tanned from the skin

Hog's-lard, (hogz'lard) n. The fat of swine, used

extensively for ointments, &c.

Hog-wash, (hog'wosh) n. The refuse matters of a

kitchen or brewery, or like matter for swine ; .-will.

Hoiden, (hoi'dn) n. [O. Eng.,W. hoedtn, flirt.] A

rude, bold girl ; a romp.

Hoiden, (hoi'dn) rc. Rude; bold; inelegant; rustic.

Hoidenish, (hoi'dn-ish) a. Having the manners of a

hoiden ; romping ; bold.

Hoist, (hoist) v. t. [O. Eng. hoist, F. hauler.] To

raise; to lift; especially, to raise or lift upwards by

means of tackle ;—imp. & pp. hoisted; ppr. hoisting.

Hoist, (hoist) n. That by which auy tiling is hoisted ;

—pulleys and tackle for lifting or hoisting :—a con

trivance for raising or lowering goodB, die, from one

floor or story to another ;—the perpendicular height

of a flag or sail.

Hoity-toity, (hoi'te-toi'te) a. [From hoit, to caper.]

Thoughtless; giddy; flighty—used also as an exclama

tion, denoting surprise or disapprobation, with some

degree of contempt ; Scot, hoot-toot.

Hold, (hold) r.t. [A. -8. healdan, Ger. halten.] To

grasp with the hand ; gripe ;—to hinder from escape ;

to restrain ; to confine ;—to stop; to detain ;—to con

nect ; to join ;—to contain ; to keep from running or

flowing out, as a sound vessel ;—to keep in possession;

to maintain ; to defend ;—to possess ; to derive by

title ;—to continue ; to prosecute ;—to celebrate ; to

solemnize ;—to sustain ; to support ;—to bind ; to

oblige ;—to carry ; to wield ;—to consider ; to regard ;

—v. i. To keep one's self in a given position or con

dition ; to remain fixed ; to be fast or firm ;—to halt ;

to stop—mostly in the imperative ;—to remain un

broken or unsubdued;—to last; to endure;—to be

valid; to continue on being tested ;—to cleave ; to

adhere;—to derive right or title:—imp, & pp held;

ppr. holding. Hoiden pp. is used in legal lauguage.

Hold, (hold)«. Act of holding ; seizure; grasp; clasp;

grii>e;—authority or ground to take or keep ; claim ;

—binding power aim influence:—something which

may be seized for support;—a prison ; confinement ;

custody ;—a fortified place ; a fort ; a castle ; the

Interior cavity of a vessel in which the cargo, &c

is stowed ;—a character [thus 'T^J placed over or

under a note or rest, and indicating that it is to be

Solder, (hold'er) a. One who holds or ^Tasps with the

■ hand;—an occupier ; a tenant ;—possc;*sor ; owner ;—

one who works in tht- hold of a vessel;— that by which

any thing is held ; clip; clasp.

Hold-fist, (hold t'odt) n. Something used to Mcura

and hold, e4 a oaten; * hook, fte.

' Holding, (hold'ing) n. A tenure; a farm held of a

I superior ;—hold ; influence ; power.

J Hole, (hoi) u. [A.-S. hoi.) A hollow place or cavity;

I a pit ; a den :—a perforation ; an aperture ;—means of

' escape : a subterfuge ;—a low or mean lodging or

habitation.

Hole, (hoi) v. i. To go into a hole ;—v. t. [A.-S. holictn.)

To cut, dig, or make a hole or holes in ; to drive

into the pocket in billiards; to drive the ball in, in

golf.

Holiday, (hol'e-da) u. [Holy and day.] A consecrated

day ; a religious anniversary ;—a day of exemption

from labour ;—a public festival. [cheerful

Holiday, (hol'e-da) a. Pertaining to a festival ; gay;

Holily, (ho le-le) adv. In a holy manner ; piously ;

with sanctity.

Holiness, (ho'le-nes) n. State or quality of being holy ;

freedom from sin ; — piety ; sanctity ;—state of being

set apart or dedicated to God ; devotion ;—an essen

tial attribute of God ; moral perfection and purity ;—

a title given to the Pope.

Holla, (hollo) inter). Hollo.

Holla, (hollo) v. i. To hollo. [tured in Holland.

Holland, (h'jland) n. A kind of linen first manufac-

Hollands. (hol'andz) n. Gin made in Holland.

Hollo, (hol'lo) interj. tin. [F. hold.] Ho ; attend ; here.

Hollo, (hollo) v. i. To call out or exclaim ; to halloo.

Hollow, (hold) a. [A.-S. hoi.] Containing an empty

space within a solid substance ; deep ; sunk in the

orbit;—low; muttered;—unsound; faithless; insincere.

Hollow, (hol'o) it. A cavity, natural or artificial ; a

hole ; a cavern ; a concavity; a groove; a channel ; a

canal ; pit

Hollow, (hol'o) r. f. To make hollow ; to excavate ;—

v. i. To shout; to hollow :—»»/>. & pp. hollowed;

ppr. hollowing.

Hollow, (hold) adv. So as to make hollow, or empty

of resources, strength, and the like ; completely.

Hollow, (hol'o) inter). Hollo.

Hollow-hearted, (hoi'6-huxted) a. Insincere; deceitful:

false ; not sound and true.

Hollowness. (hoi 6-nes) n. The state of being hollow ;

cavity ; excavation ;—insincerity ; deceitfulneas.

Holly, (hole) n. [A.-S. holen, from W. cetyn.] An

evergreen tree or shrub having glossy green leavea,

and bearing red berries.

Hollyhock, (hol'e-hok) n. [A.-S. Jiolihfc.) A plant

bearing flowers of various colours—called also rwe-

malloir. [oak ; the ilex.

Holm, (hom) n. [A.-S. holen, holly.] The evergreen

Holm, (hom) n. [A-S. hoi,;,, I eel. hdhni, hilL) An

islet, or river isle ;—a low, flat tract of rich land on

the banks of a river.

Holocaust, (hoi o-kawst) n. [L. holo canst urn, from G.

holos, whole, and Lavstos, burnt.] A burnt sacrifice

or offering, the whole of which was consumed by fire.

Holograph, (hol'6-graf) n. [G. holographa*, wholly

written, from holos, whole, and graphein, to write.l

Any writing, as a letter, deed, will, Ac, wholly in

the* handwriting of the one from whom it proceeds.

Holographic, (hol-o-graf ik) a. Of the nature of a

holograph ; pertaining to holographs.

Holster, (holatcr) n. [Ger. hvlst, hulft, covering, aad-

dle, I eel. hulstr, case.]* A leathern case for a pistol,

carried by a horseman.

Holt, (holt) n. [A.-S. holt, grove, wood, W. eel, celt,

shelter, covert. ] A wood or piece of woodland ;

especially, a woodv hill.

Holy, (hole) a, [A.-S. Mlin, hdlie, hdli, Ger. h*ititr,

from hdl, sound, safe, whole.] Pure; immaculate;

morally perfect ; good ; pious ;—set apart to the ser

vice or worship of God ; hallowed ; sacred ;—free from

sinful affections ; irreproachable ; guiltless.

Holy-cross-day. (h6'lo-kros-d."i) v. A frttival in com*

nicmoration of the exaltation of our Saviour's wo**,

observed on tin fourvunth &f 8«pt*hiV#r.
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Holy Ghost, (hd'Ie-gust) t*. [A.-S. halig, holy, and gast,

spirit.] The thinl person of the holy Trinity ; the

Spirit; the Comforter. [Inquisition.

Holy-office, (ho'le-of-fis) fi. A name applied to the

Holy-one, (hii'le-wun) ». An appellation of the Divine

Being;—a name applied to our Saviour ;—one con

secrated to the service of God.

Holy-orders, (h6'lo-or-de.rz) h, pi. The service by which

a person is set apart to the duties of a clergyman ; the

state or office of a clergyman.

Holy-rood, (hole-rood) 11. The cross or crucifix ;

especially a cross placed in Roman Catholic churches

at the entrance to the chancel.

Holy-stone, (hoTe-ston) n. A stone used by seamen

for cleaning the decks of ships.

Holy Thursday, (ho'le-thurz'da) n. The day on which

the Ascension of our Saviour is commemorated, tun

days before Whiten ntide.

Holy-water, (hole-wawter) n. Water consecrated by

the priest for sprinkling persons and things used for

holy purposes.

Holy-writ, (hole-rit) n. The Scriptures.

Homage. (hoiuTij) n. [F. kommage, from L. homo,

a man.] An acknowledgement made* by a tenant to

his lord, on receiving investiture of fee, that he was

his man or vassal ;—fealty ;—respect or reverential

regard; especially, respect paid by external action;

obeisance ;—reverential worship ; devout affection.

Home, (horn) n. [A.-S. hdm, Go. haims, allied to G.

kdtni, Lith. kaimns, village.] The house in which

one resides : residence :—the place or country in

which one dwells, and also all that pcrtainB to a dwell

ing-place :—the present state of existence ;—the grave;

the future state.

Home, (horn) a. Pertaining to one's dwelling, country,

or family; domestic;—close; severe; poignant.

Home, (horn) adv. To one's home or country ;—close ;

closely ; to the point ; fully.

Home-bred, (hom'bred) a. Bred at home ; native ;

domestic ;—rude ; uncultivated ; plain ; artless.

Home-built, (hom'bilt) a. Constructed in this country;

I not of foreign build. [own breast.

Hamefelt, (hom'felt) a. Inward ; private ; felt in one's

Homeless, (hom'le*) a. Destitute of a home.

Homeliness, (hom'le-nes) n. Plainness of features;

want of beauty;—rudeness ; coarseness.

Homely, (hom'le) a. [From home. ) Belonging to home ;

domestic : familiar ;—plain ; rude ; unpolished ;—of

plain features ; not handsome.

Homely, (hom'le) adc. Plainly; coarsely,

i Home-made, (hftm'mad) a. Made at home; of domes

tic manufacture. [homeoiiathy.

Homeopathic, (hO-me-o-path'ik) a. Of or pertaining to

Homeopatbist, (hd-me-op a-thist) n. A believer in or

practitioner of homeopathy.

Homeopathy, (hd-me-op'a-the) n. [G. homopathein,

likeness of condition or feeling.] The theory and

its practice that disease is cured by remedies which

produce on a healthy person effects similar to the

symptoms of the complaint under which the patient

suffers, the remedies being usually administered in

rainuto doses.

Homer, (homer) n. [H. khSmer, from khdmar, to move

i to and fro, to swell.] A Hebrew measure containing,

as a liquid measure, seventy-five wine gallons, and,

ms> a dry measure, eleven and one-ninth bushels*.

Homeric, (hA-roer'ik) a. Pertaining to Homer, the great

poet of Greece, or to his poetry.

Homesick, (horn sik) a. Depressed in spirits, or grieved

at a separation from home.

Homesickness, (hom'sik-nes) n. A morbid sorrowing

for homo when absent.

Homespun, (horn'spnn) o. Spun or wrought at homo ;

coarse ;—plain in manner or style ; rude.

Homespun, (hnni's-pun) h. Cloth made at homo.

Homestead, (hom'sted) n. The inclosure or ground im

mediately connected with a mansion ;—the home or

seat of a family ;—a person's dwelling-place, with

that part of his landed property which is about and

contiguous to it.

Homeward, (hom'wjrd) adv. Toward home.

Homicidal, (hom-e-sid'al) a. Pertaining to homicide ;

murderous.

Homicide, (hom'e-sld) n. [L. homicidium, from homo,

man, and cadere, to cut, kill.] The killing of any

human being by the act of man ; manslaughter ;—a

person who kills another ; a manslayer.

Homiletic, (hom-e-let'ik) a. [G. homilitilos, from

homilein, to be together, to converse,] Social ; com

panionable :—pertaining to hoiniletics.

Homilet ics. (hom-e-let'iks) n. sing. The art of preaching

or of preparing and delivering homilies or sermons.

HomiUst. (home-list) «, One who preaches to a con

gregation.

Homily, (hom'e-le) n. [G. homilia, communion,

assembly, converse, sermon.] A lecture or sei'inon ;

a plain and homely discourse upon sume religious

con)monplace. [sameness.

Homo, (li'Vinn) A Greek prefix denoting resemblance ;

Homocentric, (ho-mo-Kent'rik) a. [G. homo*, one and

the same, and knitron, centre] Having the same

centre.

Homocercal, (ho-m6-serk'al) a. [G. homos, and Lerkoa,

tail.] Having the tail symmetrical, the vertebral

column terminating at its commencement.

Homogeneity, (ho-mo-jen'e-it-e) n. Participation of tho

same principles or nature ; similitude in kind.

Homogeneous, (ho-mo-je'ne-us) a. [G. homo*, the same,

and genes, race, kind, from genein, to beget] Of the

same kind or nature ; consisting of elements of the

like nature.

Homogeneousness, (ho-mo-je'ne-us-nes) n. Sameness

of kind or nature ; uniformity of structure or material.

Homoiousian, (ho-moi-oo'se-an) n. [G. homoios, hke,

and ousin, substance.] One who held that the Son

was of like, but not the same, essence with the Father.

Homologate, (ho-niol'o-gat) v. t. To approve ; to con

firm by assent.

Homologous, (ho-mol'd-gus) o. [G. homos, the same,

and logon, Bpeech, discourse, proportion.) Having the

same relative position, proportion, value, or utvueture ;

corresponding.

Homonymous, (hn-mon'im-us) a. [G. homos, tho same,

and onoma, name.] Having different significations,

or applied to different things ; equivocal ; ambiguous.

Homonymy, (ho-mon'ini-e) n. Sameness in sound or

form in words which differ in signification ; ambiguity.

Homoousian, (h"-mo-6o'se-an) it. [G. homos, tho same,

and nusia, being, essence.] One of a sect in the fourth

century, who maintains that the Sou hod the same

essence with the Father ; an Arion.

Homophonous, (ho-mofon-us) a. [G. homos, the same,

and phone, sound, tone.] Of the same pitch ; unison

ous—said of mimical tones ;—applied to words having

the same sound, but different in orthography.

Homophony, (ho-mofon-e) n. Sameness of sound ;—

singing in unison.

Homunculus, (ho-mun'ku-lua) n. Manikin ; dwarf; a

little man.

Hone, (hon) n. [A.-S. hanan, to stone : probably allied

to G. akoue, whetstone.] A stone of a fine grit, used

for sharpening instruments.

Hone, (hon) '■■ '- To rub and sharpen on a hone :—

imp. <fc pp. honed; ppr. honing.

Honest, (on'est) o. [L. honestns, from honos, honor,

honour,] Upright; just; truo ; mncere ; free from

fraud or deceit: faithful, said of persons ; — just;

equitable, as a transaction; — frank; entire; unre

served, as a confession ;—good; tin impeached, as char

acter; — decent; becoming; suitable; honourable;—

gained hv fair means, as livelihood;—chaste; virtuous;

—jolly; having an open and happy countenance.
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Honestly, (on'est-le) adv. In an honest manner ;—

justly; fairly; equitably; uprightly; sincerely; frankly.

Honesty, (on'est-t) n. Quality or state of being honest ;

upright disposition or conduct ;—integrity ; upright

ness ; faithfulness ; justice ; equity; fairness ; candour ;

plain deal ng ; veracity.

Honey, (hun'e) n. [A. -S. hunig, Ger. honig.'] A sweet,

thick fluid collected by bees from flowers ;—that which

is sweet or pleasant ;—sweet one ; darling

Honey, (hun'e) v. i. To use endearments ; to fawn ;—

r. t. To make luscious ; to sweeten :—imp. & pp.

honeyed ; ppr. honeying. [a bee.

Honey-bag-, (hun e-hag) n. The receptacle for honey in

Honey-comb, (hun'e-kora) k, A mass of cell* formed

by bees, and used as reposi

tories for their honey;—any y*\ \

substance perforated with ^<

cells like those of a honey

comb.

Honey-dew, (hun'e-du) n. A $

sweet saccharine substance "*

found on plants in small 1

drop1* like dew ;—a kind of ^ l»' flfe

tobacco moistened with mo

lasses. Honey-comb.

Honeymoon, (hun'e-moon) n. The first month after

marriage. [speech ; persuasive ; flattering.

Honey-mouthed, (hun'e-mouTHd) a. Soft or smooth in

Honeysuckle, (hun'e-suk-1) n. One of several species

of flowering plants, much admired for their beauty,

and some for their fragrance ; woodbine.

Honey-wort, (hun'e-wurt) n. A plant of the genus

Cerintht, whose flowers are very attractive to bees.

Hong, (hong) n, [Chinese hang or hong.] A company

of Chinese merchants at Canton, who had the exclusive

right of trading with foreigners;—the house or factory,

with separate departments for foreign merchants, in

which the trade was carried on—now abolished.

Honiton, (hon'e-ton) n. A superior kind of laco.

Honorary, (on'er-ar-e) n. [L. honorariut, honorary,

from honor.] A fee offered to professors in universities,

and to medical or other professional gentlemen.

Honorary, (on'er-ar-e) a. Conferring honour, or in

tended merely to confer honour ;—possessing a title or

place without performing services or receiving a reward.

Honour, (ou'$r) n. [L. honor, lioitos.] Esteem due or

paid to worth—when said of the Supreme Being,

reverence ; veneration ; — reputation ; fame : — high

rank; distinction;—a title given to judges in chancery;

—true nobleness of mind ; probity ; rectitude ; high

principle ; scorn of what is base and mean ; bravery in

man; chastity in woman ;—that which adornB; orna

ment; decoration;—glory; boast;—pi. Public marks

of respect ;—privileges of rank or birth ;—a mode of

drinking healths;—academic or university prizes or

distinctions;— the four highest cards—the ace, king,

queen, and jack.

Honour, (on'er) v. t. To regard or treat with honour,

esteem, or respect ; to revere :—to adore ; to worship ;

—to dignify ; to elevate in rank or station ;—to accept

and pay when due:—imp. & pp. honoured; ppr.

honouring.

Honourable, (on'er-a-bl) a. Worthy of honour ; noble ;

illustrious ; estimable ; — actuated by principles of

honour or noble motives ;—proceeding from an upright

and laudable cause;—ennobling; conferring honour ;

—performed or accompanied with marks of honour ;—

an epithet of respect or distinction ;—becoming men of

rank and character. [honourable.

Honourableness, (on'er-a-bl-nes) n. The state of being

Honourably, (onVr-a-ble) adt\ In a manner conferring

or conBUtent with honour ; — generously ; nobly ;

worthily; justly; equitably; fairly; reputably.

Honouring, (on'fr-ing) n. The act of giving honour.

Honourlcss, (on'er-les) a. Destitute of honour ; un-

honotircd.

Hood, (hood) n. [A.-S. h6d, hat, Dan. Kattr, hood,

cowl.] A covering for the head, or for the head and

shoulders ;—a monk's cowl;—a covering for a hawk's

head used in falconry;—a coloured fold in u graduate's

gown designating his college and degree ;—the cover of

a pump ;—the top or head of a carriage ;—a chimney

top, often movable on a pivot

Hood, (hood) t>. t. To cover or furnish with a hood ;—

to cover; to hide; to blind:—imp. & pp. hooded;

ppr. hooding.
Hoodwink, (nood'wingk) r. t. [From liood and vri. >!■■.]

To blind by covering the eyes ;—to cover ; to hide ;—

to impose on :—imp. it pp. hoodwinked ; ppr. hood

winking, [blinded.

Hoodwinked, (hood'wingkt) a. Deceived ; imposed on ;

Hoof, (hoof) n. [A.-S. h6f, Icel. h6fr, Ger. Ah/.] The

horny substance that covers or terminates the feet of

certain animals, as horses, oxen, sheep, goats, deer,

&c ;—an animal ; a beast.

Hook, (hook) n. [A.-S. h6c, allied to haccr, hook, crook.]

Some hard material bent into a curve for catching,

holding, and sustaining any thing. [W. hoc, a scythe.]

A scythe or sickle.

Hook, (hook) v, t. To catch or fasten with a hook ; to

seize or draw, as with a hook ;—to draw or obtain by

artifice ;. to insnare ;—to steal or rob ;—r. i. To bend :

to be curved:— imp. & pp. hooked; nr, hooking.

Hooked, (hookt) a. Having the form of a hook ;

curvated ; aquiline.

Hooker, (hook'er) n. A small vessel or smack, used in

the Netherlands and on the Irish coast.

Hook-nosed, (hook'nozd) a. Having a curvated or

aquiline nose.

Hooks, (hooks) n. pi. Hooks and eyes, bent metallic clip*

and catches, used for fastening the dresses of ladies.

Hoop, (hoOp) «. [A.-S. hdp.] A ring of wood or metal

for holding together the staves of casks, Ac. ;—some

thing resembling a hoop ; any thing circular ;—a com

bination of rings of whale-bone, wire, or other elastic

material, used for expanding the skirts of ladies'

dresses ; a farthingale.

Hoop, (hoop) v. t. To bind or fasten with hoops ;—to

clasp ; to encircle :—imp. & pp. hooped ; ppr. hooping.

Hoop, (hoop) v. i. [A.-S. fuajian, to howl.] To shout;

to utter a loud cry by way of call or pursuit ;—r. t. To

drive with a shout or outcry. ' [a cooper.

Hooper, (hoop'er) n. One who hoops casks or tubs ;

Hooping-cough, (hoop'ing-kof) n. A cough in which,

the patient hoops or whoops, with a deep inspiration

of breath :—written also ichooping-covgh.

Hoopoe, (hodp'5) v. [So called from its cry.] A bird

whose head iB adorned with a beautiful crest, which

it can erect or depress at pleasure.

Hoot, (hoot) v. i. [F. houtfr, hutier, htter, to call, W.

hint, away!] To cry out or Bhout in contempt;—to

cry as an owl ;—v. t. To utter contemptuous cries or

shouts at :—imp. & pp. hooted ; ppr. hooting.

Hoot (hoot) n. A cry or shout in contempt.

Hop, (hop) v, i. [A.-S. hoppan, Icel. koppa.] To leap

or jump on one leg ; also, to skip, as birds do ;—imp.

& pp. hopped ; ppr. hopping.

Hop, (hop) n. A leap on one leg; a skip; a jump; a

spring ;—a dance.

Hop, (hop) n. [D. hop, Ger. hopftn.)

A well-known climbing, bitter plant

having a long, twining stalk— the

aromatic flower-scales and fruit art

largely used in brewing and in

medicine. ^

Hop, (hop) r, t To impregnate orSj

season with hops ;—v. i. To gather

hops.

Hop-bind, (hopTjind) n. The stalk or

vine on which hops grow.

Hope, (hop) n. [A.-S. hnpn.] A de

sire of some good, accompanied with

I

 

Hop.
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expectation of obtaining it, or a belief that it

is obtainable ;—that wliich gives hope or furnishes

ground of expectation ;—that which is hoped for ;—

confidence ; expectation ; anticipation.

Hope, (hop) v.i. To entertain or indulge hope;—to

place confidence ;— v. t. To desire with expectation,

or with belief in the possibility or the prosjwct of ob

taining :—imp. & pp. hoped; ppr. hoping.

Hopeful, (hop'fool) u. Full of hope ;—having qualities

which excite hope ; promising.

Hopefully, (hopxooMe) adv. In a manner to excite or

encourage hope ; with hope. [hopeful.

Hopefulness, (h&p'fool-nes) n. State or quality of being

Hopeless, (hoples) a. Destitute of hope ; despairing;—

giving no ground of hope; desperate;—unhoped for;

unexpected.

Hopelessly. (hoples-Ie) adv. Without hope.

Hopelessness, (hoples-nes) n. A state of being hopeless ;

despair.

Hopper, (hop/er) n. One who hops ;—a wooden trough

through which grain passes into a mill by jolting or

shaking;—a vessel in which seed-corn is carried for

sowing ;—a conical vessel filled with sand and water,

and suspended over a glass-cutter's wheel ;—an iron

steam barge into which the useless matter raised by

the dredging machine in a river or harbour is put,

carried out to sea, and dropped by opening the hinges

of its bottom. [miners to measure ore in.

Hoppet, (hop'et) n. A hand-basket ;—a dish used by

Hopping, (hor/ing) n. The act of leaping on one leg ;

a springing, frisking, or dancing;—a gathering of hops.

Hopple, (hop'l) p. t. [From hop. ] To tie the feet of

loosely together, to prevent running or leaping :—

ii*yj. & pp. hoppled; ppr. hoppling.

Hopple, (hop'l) h. A fetter for horses or other animals,

when turned out to graze.

Hop-yard, (hop'yard) n. A field or inclosuro where

hops are cultivated.

Horal, (hdraJ) a. [L. horalit, horn, hour.] Relating

to an hour, or to hours.

Horary, (hor'ar-e) o. [F. horttire, from L. hora, hour.]

Pertaining to an hour; noting the hours ;—occurring

once an hour; continuing an hour; hourly.

Horatian, (ho-rii'she-an) a. Relating or pertaining to

Horace the Latin poet, or resembling the style of his

writings.

Horde, (hord) n. [Turk, ordil, camp, Per. orrfrt, palace,

camp, a horde of Tartars, Hind. urdA, army, camp.]

A wandering troop or gang ; especially, a clan or tribe

of a nomadic people possessing no fixed habitations.

Horde, (hdrd) v. i. To herd together ; to dwell in tents,

as migratory tribes.

Horizon, (ho-rfznn) n. [G. horizdn (sc. k-uLlo*), the

bounding line, from horizein, to bound. J The apparent

junction of the earth and Bky;—a plane passing through

the eye of the spectator and at right angles to the

vertical at a given place—called the $enrible horizon;—

sv plane parallel to the sensible horizon of a place, and

passing through the earth's centre— called also the

rational or cetettial horizon.

Horizontal, (hor-e-zon'tal) a. Pertaining to, or near,

the horizon ;—parallel to the horizon ; on a level ;—

measured or contained in a plane of the horizon.

Horizontally, (hor-e-zon'tal- le) adv. In a horizontal

direction or position ; on a level.

Horn, (horn) n. [A.-S. & Icel. aorn, Go. aavrn, L.

eornu, G. ieras.] A hard, projecting, and usually

pointed organ, growing from the heads of certain ani

mals ;—the antenna of an insect ; the feeler of a snail ;

—an extremity of the moon when waxing or waning ;

—a wind instrument of music ;—a drin king-cup ;—a

utensil for holding powder ;—the material of which

horns are composed ;—a symbol of strength; power,

exaltation.

Hornbill. (horn'bil) n. A large bird found in Africa

and Asia, of the genus Buceros, with a large bill

covered with protuberances, often as large as the bill

itself.

Hornblende, (horn'blend) n. [Ger. horn, horn, and

blende, blende.] A common mineral occurring massive,

or in prismatic crystals, and of various colours. It

consists of silica, with magnesia, lime, or iron.

Horn-book, (horn'book) n. A primer—so called because

formerly covered with horn to protect it;—any ele

mentary text-book ; a hand-book.

Horned, (hornd) a. Furnished with horns ;—shaped

like a horn.

Hornet, (horn'et) «. [A.-S. hyrnet, hirnet, from hyrne,

horn, horn, so called from its antennas or horns. J A

large, strong wasp of a dark brown and yellow colour.

Horn-owl, (horn owl) n. A species of owl, so called

from two tufts of feathers on its head.

Hornpipe, (horn'pip)n. [W. pib-*jorn.] An instrument

of muBic consisting of a wooden pipe with holes, and

a horn at each end ;—a lively air or tune of compound

triple time ;—a characteristic dance ; a sailor s dance/

a reel.

Horn-quicksilver, (hornkwik-sil-ver) n. The native

calomel or bichloride of mercury.

Horn-silver, (horu'sil-v§r) n. A whitish, grayMi. or

brownish mineral, the native chloride of silver—so

called because it may be easily cut like born ;

kerargyrite. [resembling flint.

Horn-stone, (horn'ston) n. A silicious stone closely

Hornwork, (horn'wurk) n. An outwork composed of

two demi-bastions joined by a curtain.

Horny, (horn'e) a. Consisting of horn or horns ;—com

posed of horn, or of a substance like horn;—hard;

callous.

Horography, (hor-og'ra-fe) n. [G. k6ra, hour, and

graphem, to describe.] An account of the hours;—

art of constructing dials ; dialling.

Horologe, (hor'd-loj) n. [L. horologium, G. h6ra, hour,

aud Itgein, to say, tell.) A time-piece of any kind.

Horological. (hor-d-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to a horo

loge, or to horology.

Horologist, (hor-ol'6-jist) n. One versed in horology.

Horology, (nor-ol'o-je) n. The science of measuring

time by mechanical apparatus.

Horometry, (hor-om'et-re) n. [G. hora, hour, and

i,< rt run, measure.] The art, practice, or method of

measuring time by hours and subordinate divisions.

Horoscope, (hor'os-kop) n. [G. horotio />■>.', observing

hours or times, from hora, hour, and slopot, observing.]

An observation of the heavens at the moment of a

person's birth, by which the astrologer claimed to

foretell the events of his life ;—the scheme of twelve

houses or signs of the zodiac, into which the whole

circuit of the heavens was divided for this purpose.

Horoscopist, (hor-os'kop-ist) n. One employed in

horosoopy ; an astrologer.

Horoscopy, (hor-oskop-e) n. Art or practice of pre

dicting future events by the disposition of the stars and

planets ;—aspect of the stars at the time of birth.

Horrent, (hor'ent) a. [L. horrent, ppr. of horrere, to

bristle.] Standing erect, as bristles ; bristled. *

Horrible, (horre-bl) a. [L. horribilis.) Exciting or

tending to excite horror;—dreadful ; frightful ; fearful;

terrible; awful: terrific; shocking; hideous; horrid.

Horriblcness, (horre-bl-ues) n. State or quality of

being horrible.

Horribly, (hor'ro-ble) adv. In a manner to excite

horror ; dreadfully ; terribly.

Horrid, (horrid) «. Rough; ragged; bristling; prickly;

—fitted to excite horror ; frightful ; hideous ; very

offensive ;—shocking ; dreadful ; terrible ; horrible.

Horridly, (horrid-le) adv. In a manner to excite

horror ; dreadfully ; shockingly.

Horridness, (hor'rid-nes) n. Quality or state of being

horrid; hideousness.

Horrific, (hor-rifik) a. [L. horritlcit*, from Aorrer ani4

facere, to make.] Causing horror; frightful,
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Horrify, (hor're-fi) v.t. To make horrible; to strike

with horror; to shock:—imp. & pp. horrified; ppr.

horrifying.

Horror, (hor'rer) n. [L. horror, from horrere, to bristle,

to shiver, to bo dreadful.] A shaking, shivering,

or shuddering, us in the cold fit which precede* a

fever;—a painful emotion of fear, drew!, tmd abhor*

rence ;—that which excites horror or druul.

Horror-stricken, (hor'rer-strik'ij) a. Struck or seized

with hoiTor.

Hors-de-combat, (uor-de-kong'bu) n. [F.] Out of the

combat; disabled from lighting.

Horse, (horn) n. [A.-S. hor*t F. rotse, Ger. tom, Skr.

hrfak, to neigh.] A well-known hoofed quadruped

used for draught or the saddle ;—the male of the

genus horse in distinction from the female ;—mounted

soldiery; cavalry;—a frame with legs used lor sup

porting something:—a wooden machine on which

soldiers ride for punishment ;—a rope stretched under

the yard on which sailors stand whon handing the

■ada.

Horse, (hors) v. t. To mount a horse ;—to carry on the

back ;—to ride or sit astride ;—to piovide horse* for,

as stage coaches ; to furnish with a horse, as a friend

in hunting ;—to cover a mare ;—1\ i. To get ou

horseback :—imp. Si pp. horsed; ppr. horsing.

Horseback, (hors'bak) n. The back of a horse ;—state

of being mounted on the back of a horde ; riding

posture. fairy.

Horse-barracks, (hors'bar-oka) n. pi. Barracks for cav-

Horsc-bean, (hors'beu) n. A kind of small field bean

usually given to horses.

Horse-block, (hors'blok) n. A block on which one

steps in mounting and dismounting from a horse.

Horse-boat, (horVbot) n. A boat for conveying horses

over water ;—a boat drawn by horses ; fly-boat.

Horse-box, (hors'boks) n, A stall for the use of horses;

a vau for convoying horses on railways, steamers. Arc.

Horse-breaker, (hors'brak-er) n. One whoso employ

ment is to break horses, or to teach them to draw or

carry.

Horse-chestnut, (hors'ches-nut) n. A largo nut, the

fruit of a tree wliich was brought from Constantinople

in tho beginning of the 16th century.

Horse-cloth, (hors'kloth) v. A cloth to cover a horse.

Horse-dealer, (hore'dd-cr) n. Ono who buys and sells

horses.

Horse-fly, (hors'ni) n. A large fly that Btinga horses

and sucks their blood.

Horse-guards, (hur*'£ard2) n. pi. A body of cavalry

usually attached to the court and government offices

in London. [that of the mane and tail.

Horse-hair, (hors'har) n. The hair of horses, especially

Horse-jockey, (hors'jok-e) n. A dealer in the purchase

and sale of horses. | laugh.

Horse-laugh, (horslaf) n. A loud, coarse, boisterous

Horse-leech, (horslech) n. A large leech;—a farrier; a

veterinary surgeon. [or draw.

Horse-load, (horslod) n. Load such as a horse can carry

Horse-mackerel, (hors'mak-cr-el) u, A spiny finned

fish about the size of the mackerel.

Horseman, (honrman) n. A rider on horseback ; a

skilled rider ;—a mounted soldier.

Horsemanship, (hors'man-ship) ». The act or art of

riding, and of training and managing horses ; manege.

Horse-mill, (hors'mil) n. A mill turned by a horse.

Horse-play, (hors'plii) ». Ilough, rude play.

Horse-pond, (hors pond) u. Pond for watering horses.

Horse-power, (hors'jiow-er) n. Tho power which a

horse is capable of exerting :—a standard by which the

capabilities of steam-engines and other prime-movers

are measured, estimated as 32,000 pounds raised one

foot in a minute. [of horses in running.

Horse-race, (hors'ras) n. A race by horses ; a match

Horse-racer, (hora'riut-er) u. A horse tliat runs races ;

—a person who runs horses in races.

Horse-radish, (hors'rad-isb) n. A species of scurry

grass, having a root of a pungent taste, used, when

grated, as a condiment.

Horse-road, (hors'rod) n. A way or road in which

horses may travel ; bridle path.

Horseshoe, (hors'shuo) n. An iron shoe for horses, in

shape somewhat like tho letter U ;—any thing shaped

like a horseshoe. (shoeing horses.

Horseshoeing, (horsshoo-ing) n. Tho act or trade of

Horse-tail, (hont'tal) n. A leafless plant with hollow

rush-like stems, of the genus E^uisetum ;—a Turkish

standard.

Horse-tamer, (hors'tflm-er) n. One who breaks young

horses : a person who tames wild horses.

Horsewhip, (hors'hwip) n. A whip for driving or

striking horses.

Horsewhip, (hors'hwip) r. t. To strike with a horse

whip ;—imp. k pp. horsewhipped ; ppr. horsewhipping.

Horsewoman, (hors'woom-an) «. A woman who rides

on horseback.

Hortation, (bor-til'shun) «. [L. hortatio, from hortnri,

to incite, exhort.] The act of exhorting or givingadviee.

Hortative, (hort'a-tiv)a. Giving exhortation ; advisory, j

Hortative, (hort'a-tiv) n. A precept ; exhortation.

Hortatory, (hort'a-tor-e) a. Giving exhortation or

advice.

Horticultural, (hor-te-kul'tur-al) «. Pertaining to horti- i

culture, or the culture of gardens.

Horticulture, (hor'te-knl-tur) n. [ L. hortu*, garden, and l

cultura, culture.) The art of cultivating gardens.

Horticulturist, (hor-te-kul'tur-ist) n. One who practises

the art of cultivating gardens.

Hortua Siccus, (hor'tus-sik'kus) n. [L. a dry garden.] |

A collection of specimens of plants carefully dried and

preserved ; a herbarium.

Hosanna, (ho-zan'na) n. [G. hdmnna, from H. hdthi-

dJinad, save now, savo, we pray.] An exclamation of

praise to God.

Hose, (hoz) n. [A-S. hour, hose, Ger. host, I eel. Tiosn,

stocking, boot.] Close-fitting breeches, as formerly

worn, reaching to the knee ;—stockings ;—a flexible

pipe or tube attached to a pump or hydraulic engine

for conveying water to any required point.

Hoseman, (hdz'mau) n. The person who carries the

pipe of a fire-engine.

Hosier, (ho'zhe-er) n. Ono who deals in hose, or in

goods knit or woven like hose.

Hosiery, (ho/zhe-er-e) n. The business of a hosier;— '

stockings in general; a manufactory for weaving or

knitting stockings and similar wares.

Hospice, (hos'pis) n. [F. from L. hospe*, stranger,

guest.] A place of refuge or entertainment fur

travellers among the Alps.

Hospitable, (hos'pit-a-bl) a. (L. hospitality from kaspet,

guest.] Receiving and entertaining strangers without

reward ; kind to strangers and guests ;—proceeding

from or indicating kindness to guests ;—generous ;

abundant; inviting.

Hospitablenesa, (hos'pit-a-bl-nes) n. Kindness to

strangers ;—disposition to welcome and entertain.

Hospitably, (hos'pit-a-ble) ndv. In a hospitable manner.

Hospital, (os'pit-al) n. [L. hotpitnlis, relating to a

guest, from ho*pet, guest. ] A building in which the

sick or infirm are received and treated ;—a house for

disabled seamen or soldiers, &c., maintained as. the

public cost ;—a house for the insane, foundlings,

infected persons, <fcc., maintained by private charity.

Hospitality, (hos-pit-al'e-te) n. The act or practice of

one who is hospitable ;—receiving strangers without

reward ;—friendly welcome and generous entertain

ment of guests.

Hospitaller, (hoVpit-al-er) n. One residing in a howrutal

for the purpose of receiving the poor and strangers :

—one M an older of knights who built a hoepifeU

at Jerusalem in a. d. 104'2, for pilgrims;—Knight* qf

Ht. John, and Knightt o/ Malta.
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Hospitate, (hos'pe-tat) v, i. To reside or lodge under

the roof of another ;—v. t. To receive with hospital

ity ; to lodge.

Hospodar, (hos-po-dar') n. [Slav. & Rubs, pospodarj,

ffospodj, lord, G. dexpotis.] A title of a prince or

governor in Moldavia and Wallachia.

Host, (host) n. [F. hote, from L. hospesJ] One from

whom another receives food, lodging, or entertainment ;

a landlord ;—an innkeeper.

Host, (host) /(. [L. hostis, enemy, army.] An army;—

any great number or multitude.

Host, (host) n, [L. hostia, sacrifice, victim.] The con

secrated wafer, believed to be the body of Christ,

which in mass is offered as a sacrifice in the Roman

Catholic Church.

Hostage, (host'aj) n, [F. hostage, otage, from L. iA>ses,

obsidis, hostage.] A person given as a pledge or

security for the performance of conditions.

Hostelry, (hos'tel-re) n. An old term for an inn or

lodging—now hotel. [keeiK?r.

Hostess, (host'ee) n, A female host ;—a female inn-

Hostile, (hos'tTl) a. [L. hostilis, from hostis, enemy.]

Belonging or appropriate to an enemy ;—warlike ;

inimical ; unfriendly ; contrary; repugnant.

Hostilely, (hos'tiMe) adv. In a hostile manner.

Hostility, (hos-til'e-te) n. State of being hostile :—an

act of an open enemy; especially, in the plural, acts of

warfare;—animosity; enmity; opposition; aggression.

Hostler, (osier) n. [F. hotelier.] One who lias the

care of horses at an inn ;—a stable-boy ; a groom.

Hot, (hot) a. [A.-S. h&t, Ger. hew, allied to G. l-aiein,

to burn.] Having much sensible heat; very warm;

burning ;—ardent ; vehement ; quick, as temper ;—

violent ; furious, as an assault ;—brisk ; keen ; ani

mated, as a chase ; — lustful ; lewd ; — acrid ; bitiug ;

pungent.

Hot-bed, (bofbed) n. A bed of earth well manured

and covered with glass for raising early plants;—a

place which favours rapid development;—a nursery

of eviL

Hot-blast, (hofblast) n. A stream of heated air thrown

into a furnace by means of a blowing machine.

Hot-blooded, (hofblud-ed) a. Having hot blood ; high

spirited ; irritable : lustful. [rash.

Hot-brained, (hotfbrand)u. Ardent in temper; violent;

Hotch. (boch) 1'. i. [D. heutsen, to jog, to jolt.] To

move the body with sudden jerks.

Hotchpotch, (hoch'poch) n. [F. hochepot, from hocher,

to shake.] A confused mixture of ingredients ;—a

Scottish dish of mutton boiled or stewed with peas,

carrots, turnips, 4c., chopped into small pieces.

Hotel, (ho-tel') n. [F. hdtel, from host it, a palace.] An

inn or public house; especially, one of some style or

pretensions.

Hot-headed, (hot'hed-ed) a. Vehement ; violent ; pas-

sionate ; rash.

Hot-house, (hofhous) n. A house kept warm to shelter

tender plants and shrubs from the cold air ;—a bagnio,

or house providing hot or vapour baths ;—a brothel.

Hotly, (hotle) adv. In a hot manner ; ardently ;

vehemently ; violently ;—lustfully.

Hotness, (hot'nes) n. Condition or quality of being

hot ;—violence ; vehemence ; fury.

Hot-press, (h°tVres) r- *• To press between hot plates,

for giving a smooth and glossy surface;—imp. &. pp.

hot-pressed ; ppr. hot-pressing.

Hot-pressed, (hot'prest) a. Pressed between heated

plates or rollers, so as to give a smooth and glossy

surface, as to paper, linen, and other fabrics.

Hot-spur, (hot'spur) n. [Hot and spur. ] A man violent,

passionate, rash, or precipitate ;—a kind of early pea.

Hottentot, (hot'n-tot) n. A native of Southern Africa ;

a cruel, savage, brutal man.

Hot-wall, (hot-wawl) n. A wall constructed with flues

for the conducting of heat, to secure or- hasten the

growth of fruit-trees.

Hot-well, (hot'wel) n. A receptacle for the hot watet

drawn from the condenser by the air-pump.

Hough, (hok) n. [A.-S. h6h, h6, the heel or the hough.]

The lower part of the thigh ; the ham ;—the joint of

the hind leg of a beast connecting the tliigh and leg.

Hough, (hok) v. t. To disable by cutting the sinews of

the ham ; to hamstring :—imp. & pp. houghed ; ppr.

houghing.

Hound, (hound) «. [A.-S. hund. Go. hands, allied to

L. canis, G. faldn.] A dog used for hunting; properly,

one which hunts game by the scent.

Hound, (hound) r. t. To incite, as a hound, to pursuit ;

—to hunt; to chase;—to urge on; to incite:—imp.

& pp. hounded; ppr. hounding.

Hour, (our) n. [L. hora, G. hora, a season, time of day,

an hour.] The twenty-fourth part of the natural day;

sixty minutes ; the time of the day, as indicated by a

timepiece ;—fixed or appointed time ; conjuncture ;—

pL Suited times for devotion in the Romish Church.

Hour-glass, (our'glas) n. An instrument for measuring

time, especially the interval of an hour, by the

running of sand out of one glass vessel into another.

Hour-hand, (ourliand) n. The hand or index which

shows the hour on a chronometer or watch.

Houri, (ou're) n. [Per. h&rt, from A. Attr, pi. ofabtrar,

beautiful-eyed, black-eyed, j A nymph of paradise—

so called by the Mohammedans.

Hourly, (ourle) a. Happening or done every hour;

occurring hour by hour ; frequent ; often repeated.

Hourly, (ourle) adv. Every hour; frequently.

Hour-plate, (our'plat) n. The dial of a timepiece. -

House, (hous) n. [A.-S., Go., Icel. & Ger. AUs.] A

building used as a habitation or shelter for animals of

any kind ; especial!}/, one for the habitation of man ;

a dwelling; mansion ;—a temple; a church ;—a col

lege; a monastery:—style or manner of living; enter

tainment; table;—household; family;—a race; a noble

family ; — the station of a planet in the heavens ; —a

legislative body;—the quorum or number necessary to

form a legal session ;—a firm or commercial company ;

—the body or habitation of the soul ;—the grave ; the

final home ;—an inn ; hotel ; lodging ;—a Bquare in a

chess-board.

House, (houz) v. t. To shelter ; to protect by covering;

to admit to residence ; to harbour ;—to deposit and

cover;—to drive to a shelter;—v. i. To take shelter

or lodgings ; to abide ; to dwell :— imp. & pp. housed ;

ppr. housing. [breaks into a honso.

House-breaker, (hous'brak-er) n. One who feloniously

House-breaking, (housT>rak*irig) n. The act of feloni

ously breaking into a house.

Household, (housTiold) n. Those who dwell under the

samo roof, and com pose a family.
Household, (household) a. Belonging to the house and

family ; domestic. [the occupier of a house.

Householder, (lunnVhold-gr) n> The master of a family;

Housekeeper, (housTcep-er) *. One who occupies a

house with his family ; a householder ;—a female ser

vant who has the chief care of the family.

Housekeeping, (hous'kep-ing) n. Care of domestic con

cerns ;—hospitality ; a plentiful and hospitable table.

Houseless, (housTes) a. Destitute of a house or habita

tion ; without shelter.

Housemaid, (hons'mad) n. A female servant

House-room, (hous'room) n. Room or place in a house.

House-surgeon, (hous-sur'jun) n. The resident medical

officer in an hospital or infirmary.

House-warming, (hous'wawrm-ing) n. A feast or merry

making at the time a family enters a new house.

Housewife, (hons'wlf) n. The mistress of a family ;—

a little case or bag for materials used in sewing, Ac.

Housewifely, (hou*?wif-Ie) a. Pertaining to a housewife ;

or to female management of home affairs.

Housewifery, ( hous'wif-ro ) n. The business of the

mistress of a family; female management of domestic

concerns.
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Housing, (housing) n. [From house.] A saddle-cloth;

a horse-cloth ;—the act of putting under shelter ;—

any habitation ;—the number or extent of inhabited

dwellings in a locality;—a three strand rope-yarn used

for seizings ;—a niche for a statue ;—the part of the

framing which holds a journal-box in place.

Hovel, (huv'el) n. [W. hogul, hogl, hovel, shed, A. -9.

Ad/, house, cave, den.] An open shed for sheltering

cattle, protecting produce, &c., from the weather ;—a

_ small, mean house.

Hovel, (huv'el) v. t. To put in a hovel ; to shelter:—

•imp. & pp. hovelled ; ppr. hovelling.

Hoven, (nov'n) o. Swelled or puffed out.

Hover, (huv'eri v. i. [W. hq/lan, hqflaw, to hang over,

hover.] To hang fluttering in the air, or upon the

wing ;—to move to and fro in the neighbourhood of ;

to be in a state of suspense or expectation ;—i„tj>. ft

pp. hovered ; ppr. hovering.

How, (how) adv. [A.-S. All, AwtJ, of %chat what, who,

what, pronoun interrogative.] In what manner or

way ; by what means ;—to what degree or extent ; in

what proportion ;—for what reason ;—in what state,

condition, or plight ;—for what price.

Howbeit, (how-beit) con;. (Compounded of how, be,

and it.] Be it as it may ; nevertheless ; notwith

standing ; yet ; but : however.

Howdah, (how'dah) n. [Hind, ft A. haudah or

. haudadj,] A seat on the back of an elephant or

camel to ride in. [midwife :—also Howdie.

Howdy, (howMe) n. [Gael, cudigkam, to help.] A

Howe, (how) n. [Go. holl, a cavern. ] Any hollow place;

—a plain or flat ground between hills.

However, (how-eVer) adv. In whatever manner or

degree ;—at all events ; at least ;—nevertheless ; not

withstanding ; yet ; still ; though.

Howitzer, (how/itz-er)n. [Ger. kaubitze,] A short, light

cannon intended to throw large projectiles with small

charges. [Scot.].

Howie, (howk) v. t. [Qo. kolka.] To dig ;—to burrow

Howl, (howl) v. i. [D. fntilen, Ger. heulen, h. ululare,

G. hulan.] To cry as a dog or wolf; to utter a loud

and mournful sound ;—to wail :—to roar, as a tempest ;

—v. t. To utter or speak with outcry :—imp. ft pp.

howled ; ppr. howling.

Howl, (howl) n. The cry of a dog or wolf; a loud,

piercing cry of distress ; a yell.

Howlet, (howl'et) n. [Equivalent to ovrkt, diminu

tive of oiol.] An owl ; an owlet.

Howling, (howling) n. The yell of a wolf or dog ;—

the cry of one in distress;—any loud or horrid sound ;

—the roaring of the wind in a tempest.

Howling, (howling) a. Filled with howls or beasts

howling ; dreary ; wild ; roaring. [variety of tea.

Howqua, (howTcwa) a. Of, or pertaining to, a fine

Howsoever, (how-so-eVer) adv. [Compounded of how,

mo, and ever.] In what manner soever ; to whatever

degree; however; although; nevertheless; notwith

standing, [vessel usually rigged as a sloop.

Hoy, (hoy) n, fD., Ger., ft F. heu.] A small coasting

Hoyman, (ho/man) n. One who navigates a hoy.

Huanaoo, (haw-nsTko) n. The Llama of South America,

about the size of a deer.

Hub, (hub) n. The central part or nave of a wheel ;—

the hilt of a weapon ;—a projecting obstruction ;—a

goal or mark at which quoits, &c., are cast ;—a pro

jection on a wheel for a pin.

Hubble-bubble, (hub'l-bub-1) n. A tobacco-pipe so ar

ranged that the smoke passes through water, making

a bubbling noise ;—hence its name.

Hubbub, (hur/bub) n. A great noise of many confused

voices; a tumult ; uproar; riot.

Huckaback, (huk'a-bak) n. A kind of linen with

raised figures, used for table-cloths and towels.

Huckle-backed, (huk'1-bakt) a. [Ger. hocker, hump,

and Eng. back.] Having round shoulders.

Huckleberry, (huk'l-b$r-«) n. [Gar. puckelbcer*.] A

low branching shrub, producing a small, black, berry,

of pleasant flavour:—written also Whortleberry.

Hucklebone, (huk'1-bon) n. The hip-bone.

Huckster, (huk'ster) n. (Ger. kocken, Dan. hotter,

to carry on the back.] One that carries his wares on

his back ;—a retailer of Bmall articles ; a peddler ; a

hawker ;—a mean, trickiah fellow.

Huckster, (huk'ster) v. i. To deal in small articles!

or in petty bargains.

Huddle, (hud'l) v. i. [Ger. hudeJn.] To press or hurry

in disorder; to crowd;—v. t. To throw together; to

crowd promiscuously ;—to put on hurriedly and un

tidily, as clothes;—to bundle up hastily and put out

of sight ;—to perform carelessly or perfunctorily :—

imp. ft pp. huddled: ppr. huddling.

Huddle, (hud'l) n. A crowd ; tumult ; confusion.

Huddler, (hud'l-er) n. One who throws things into

confusion ; a bungler.

Hudibrastie, (hu-de-bras'tik) a. Similar in manner to

Hudibras, the hero of a burlesque poem ; hence, in

the style of doggerel poetry.

Hue, (hu) it, [A.-S. Aiu>, Mow, Go. kivi, form, colour.]

Colour ; tint ; dye.

Hue, (hu) n. [Norm. F. hue, cry, clamour.] A shouting

or vociferation ;—specifically a legal pursuit of a

criminal, an alarm given to the neighbourhood or

country—usually written hue and cry.

Huel, (hu'el) n. A mine ; a tin-mine. [distinct.

Hueless, (hules) a. Destitute of colour; shadowy ; in-

Huff, (huf) n. A fit of petulance, ill temper, or anger ;

—a boaster.

Huff, (huf) v.'t, [A modification of O. Eng. hoore,

hove, equivalent to heave.] To swell : to puff up ;—to

treat with insolence and arrogance: to bully;—r. i.

To dilate; to swell up;—to bluster; to storm;—

tmp. ft pp. huffed; ppr. huffing.

HufTer, (buffer) n. A bully ; a swaggerer ; a blusterer.

Huffmess, (hufe-nes) n. State of being puffed up;

puffinesa :—petulance ; ill humour ; sulky indignation.

Huffish, (hurish) a. Disposed to put on swelling,

petulant, or sullen airs; arrogant ; sulky.

Huffishness, (hufish-nes) «. Arrogance; bluster ; petu

lance, [by arrogance or petulance ; sulky.

Huffy, (hufe) o. Puffed up ; swelled ;—characterized

Hug, (hug) v. t. [Dan. keyer, to hug, Ger. hocten, to

carry, A.-S. hegan, to inclose.] To press close in an

embrace ; to clasp ;—to hold fast ;—to treat with fond

ness ;—to gripe in wrestling ;—to keep close to the

wind or the land, as a ship:—imp. ft pp. hugged;

ppr. hugging.

Hug, (hug) n. A close embrace ; a clasp or gripe ;—a

particular kind of catch or gripe in wrestling.

Huge, (huj) a, [Ger. ftoch, D. hoog, high.] Very large

or great ; monstrous ; immense ;—extended ; carried

to a high degree :—enormous ; gigantic ; prodigious.

Hugely, (hujie) adv. Very greatly ; enormously ; im

mensely, [ncss.

Hugeness, (huj'nes)n, Enormonsbulk; largeness; vast-

Huggery, (hug's,r-e) n. Flattery ; fawning.

Huguenot, (hu'ge-not)n. [F.] A French Protestant or

Calvinist in the sixteenth century.

Huguenotism, (hu'ge-not-izm) n. The religion of the

Huguenots in France.

Hulk, (hulk) n. [A.-S. hitlee, a ship, Ger. holchr, G.

holkat, a ship of burden.] The body of a ship or

vessel ; especially, the body of an old ship or vessel

laid by as nnflt for service;—any thing bulky or un

wieldy ;—pi. Old government vessels formerly used

as prisons.

Hull, (hul) n. [A.-S. huh, hut, Go. huljan, to cover.]

The outer covering of any thing, particularly of n nut

or of grain ; the husk ;—the frame or body of a vessel.

Hull, (1ml) r. t. To Btrip off or separate the hull or

hulls of ;—to pierce the hull of, as of a ship ;—v. i. To

drive to and fro without sails or rudder ',—imp. ft pp,

hulled ; ppr. hnllins.
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Huller, (hul'er) n. One who or that wliich hulls ;

especially an agricultural machine fur separating seeds

from their hulls.

Hulotheism, (hu-lo'thfi-izm) n. [G. hulr, matter, and

theot, God.] The doctrine that matter is God, or that

there is no God uuless the form and being of the

material universe.

Hum, (hum) v.i. [Ger. kummen, D. hommelen.] To

make a dull, prolonged sound, like that of a bee in

flight ; to drone; to buzz ; to mumble; to murmur ;

—to pause in speaking, and emit a loud audible

breath; to hum and haw:—r. (. To Bing with shut

mouth : to murmur without articulation ;—to impose

upon ; to humbug:—imp. & pp. hummed; ppr. hum

ming.

Hum, (hum) n. The noise of bees in flight, of a swiftly

revolving top, of a whirling wheel, or the like ;—any

inarticulate and buzzing sound ; low, confused noise,

m of a crowd ;—an imposition or hoax.

Hum, (hum) inter). Ahem ; hem ; a sound with a

pause implying doubt 6r deliberation.

Human, (hu'niau) a. [L. humanus, from homo, man.]

Belonging to man or mankind; having the qualities or

attributes of man ;—not divine or sacred.

Humane, (lm-mlnO a. [L- Rumania.] Pertaining to

man : human ;—having the feelings and dispositions

proper to man; inclined or disposed to treat other

human beings or animals with kindness; — kind;

benevolent ; compassionate ; tender ; merciful.

Humanely, (hu-manie) adv. in a humane manner ;

kindly.

Humanist, (hii'man-ist) n. One who pursues tho

study of the humanities or polite literature;—one

Tersed in the knowledge of human natnre.

Humanitarian, (hu-man-e-t&r'e-an) n. One who holds

that Jesus Christ was merely a man ; one who exalts

the human element in Christ's nature.

Humanitarianism, ( hu-man-e-tar'e-an-izm) n. The

doctrine of the humanitarians.

Humanity, (hu-man'e-te) «. Quality of being human;

the nature of man;—the human race; mankind col

lectively;—the quality of being humane; kindness;

benevolence;—mental cultivation; liberal education ;

-in Scotland, grammatical study of Latin;—pi. The

branches of polite or elegant learning; belles-lettres.

Humanize, (hG'man-iz) v. (, To render human or

humane ; to soften or subdue ; to make susceptible

of gentle or kindly feelings ;—v. i. To become or be

made more humane ; to become civilized ; to be

ameliorated:—imp. <fc pp. humanized; ppr humanizing.

Humanizer, (hu'man-iz-?r) »• One who humanizes.

Humankind, (hu'man-kind) n. The whole race of man;

the human species; mankind.

Humanly, (hu'man-le) adv. In a human manner; after

the manner of men.

Humble, (hnur*bl) a. [L. humilis, on tho ground, low,

from humus, tho earth, ground.] Low ; insignificant;

mean;—thinking lowly of one's self; not proud,

arrogant, or assuming ; modest, lowly ; meek ; sub

missive.

Humble, (hunVbl) v. t. To bring low ; to reduce ; to

abase ;—to break ; to subdue ;—to mortify ;—to lower

in height ; to sink ;—to make humble or lowly in

mind ; to produce meekness and submission to tho

divine will; — to eTince condescension ;—to deprive

of chastity; to deflower:—imp. & pp. humbled; ppr.

humbling.

Humblebee, (hum'bl-be) n. (Probably from hum.) A

large, hairy bee, of a black colour, with bauds of

yellow or orange ; a bumblebee.

Humbleness, (hunv*bl-nes) n. State of bein" or feeling

humble ; humility ; meekness.

Humble-plant, (buin'bl -plant) n. A species of sensi

tive plant of the genus Mimosa.

Humbles, (uni'blz) n.pl. Entrails of a doer:—also

tJmbles.

Humbling, (hum'bling) n. Loweringof pride ; humili

ation, [manner.

Humblingly, (hum'bling-le) adv. In a humiliating

Humbly, (hum'ble) adv. Iu a humble manner; with

humility.

Humbug, (hum'bug) n. [Probably from hum, to impose

on, deceive, and bug, a frightful object, bugbear.] A

piece of trickery ; a hoax ;—trickishness ;—one who

deceives or hoaxes.

Humbug, (hum'bug) v. t. To deceive ; to impose on ;

to cajole; to hoax:—imp. it pp. humbugged; ppr.

humbugging. [position.

Humbuggery, (hum'bng-er-e) n. The practice of im-

Humdrum, (hum'drum) a. [Probably from hum and

drum, for drone.] Dull; stupid; commonplace.

Humeral, (hu'mer-al) a. [L. humerus, the shoulder.]

Belonging to the shoulder.

Humid, (hu'mid) a. [L. humidits, from humere, to be

moist.] Containing sensible moisture: damp ; moist;

watery. [also Humidness.

Humidity, (hti-mid'e-te) n. Moisture; dampness:—

Humiliate, (hii-rail'e-at) v.t. [L. humiliate, humilia-

tum.] To reduce to a lower position ; to humble ; to

depress ; to abase ; to mortify :—imp. & pp. humili

ated ; ppr. humiliating.

Humiliation, (hu-mil-e-i'shun) n. Act of hnmiliating

or humbling ; abasement of pride ; mortification ;—

state of being humiliated ; descent from greatness ;

meek submission ; penitence ;—indignity ; affront.

Humility, (hu-mil'e-te) n. State or quality of being

humble ; lowliness of mind ; modest estimate of one's

worth;—sense of unworthiness ; penitence for sin;

self-abasement ;—an act of submission.

Humming, (hum'ing) n. Sound made by bees or flies ;

—any inarticulate sound ;—low murmuring or un

meaning noise.

Humming-bird, (hum'ing-berd) n, A very small tropi

cal bird, remarkable for the

metallic brilliancy of its plum

age, and for the swift motion

and noise of its wings in flight.

Humoral, (ii'mur-al) a. Per

taining to, or proceeding from,

the humours.

Humoralism, (u'mur-al-izm) n. <*■".

State of being humoral ;—the

doctrine that diseases have numming-bird.

their seat in the humours or fluids of the body.

Humorist, (u'mur-ist) n. One who attributes dis

eases to the diseased state of the humours ;—one who

has some strong peculiarity of character, odd, or whim

sical conceits ; an eccentric or crocbety person ;—one

who has a playful fancy or genius ; a wag ; a droll.

Humorless, (u'raur-les) a. Destitute of humour.

Humorous, (u'mur-us) a. Full of humour ; capricious;

whimsical; jocose; jocular; playful; witty; pleasant;

merry. [ner ; capriciously ; jocosely.

Humorously, (ii'mur-us-Io) adv. In a humorous man-

Humorousness, (u'mur-us-ues) n. State or quality of

being humorous.

Humorsome, (u'mur-sum) a. Influenced by humour;

peevish ; petulant;—odd; funny ; jocular.

Humour, (u'mur) n. [F. humeur, from L. humere, to

be moist.] Moisture ; especially, the moisture or fluids

of animal bodies ;—a vitiated or morbid animal fluid,

such as often causes an eruption on the skin j—an

eruptive affection of the skin ; a rash ;—state of mind

(formerly fancied to depend on the oondition of the

fluids of the body); temper;—freak ; whim ; caprice;

fancy ;—present disposition ; frame ; mood ;—trick ;

practice;—petulance ; peevishness;—jocularity; mer

riment ; pleasantry;— that quality of the imagination

which gives to ideas a ludicrous or grotesque turn,

and evokes mirth and laughter.

Humour, (u'nmr) v. t. To comply with the humour

of; to indulge by gentle and skilful adaptation;—
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indulge; favour; yield to; suit; fall in with:—imp.

& pp. humoured ; ppr. humouring.

Hump, (hump) n. [L. umbo, any convex elevation,

boss of a shield.] A protuberance ; a bunch ; especi

ally, the protuberance formed by a crooked back ; a

hunch. (backed person.

Humpback, (hump'bak) ». A crooked back ;—a hump-

Humpbacked, (hump'bakt)a. Having a crooked back.

Humpy, (hump'e) a. Full of humps or bunches;

covered with protuberances.

Hun, (hiui) n. [A.-S. hunt, L. hv.nni, Ger. hcune, a

pi nit.] One of the Scythians who conquered Pauuonia,

and gave its present name to Hungary.

Hunch, (hunsh) «. [Ger. lively, IrncLt, bunch.] A

hump; a protuljerance ;—a thick piece; a hunk;—a

push or jerk with the fist or elbow.

Hunch, (hunsh) v. t. To push with the elbow or with

ix sudden jerk ;—to crook, as the back:—imp. & pp.

hunched ; ppr. hunching.

Hunchback, (hunsh'bak) n. A humpback.

Hundred, (hundred) n. [A.-S. hund, hundred, Ger.

hun dert, L. centum, G. htfatton.) The number of ten

times ten, expressed by 100 or C :—a division or part

of a county in England, supposed to have originally

contained a hundred families or freemen.

Hundred. (hunYlred) a. Ten times ten.

Hundred-fold, (hundred-fold) n. Product of the

multiple of a hundred ; a hundred times as much.

Hundredth, (hun'dredth) a. Forming one of a hun

dred jMirta into which any thing ft divided.

Hundredth, (hun'dredth) u. One of a hundred equal

parts into which one whole is or may be divided.

Hundred-weight, (hun'dred-wiit) n. An avoir.lupois

weight of 112 pounds—usually written cat.—tneuty

of which make a ton. [inhabitant of Hungary.

Hungarian, (hung-g'ir'e-an) n. A native or naturalized

Hung-beef, (hung'hef) n. The fleshy part of beef

slightly salted ami hung up to dry ; dried beef.

Hunger, (hung'ger) "■ [A.-8, hitnyur, kvngtr. Go.

huhrun.] A craving or desire for food;—any strong

or eager desire.

Hunger, (hung'ger) r. i. To crave food ;—to long for ;

—v.t. To make hungry; to famish:—i»tj>. & pp.

hungered; ppr. hungering,

Hungerer. (hung'grr-er) ». One who craves or longs

for ;—a seeker of office and emolument

Hungerly, (hung'gpr-le) adv. Needing food or support ;

ernvingly ; beggarly. {voraciously

Hungrily, (hung'gro-le) mh: In a hungry manner;

Hungry, (hung'gre) a. Feeling hunger ; having a keen

appetite ;—eager in desire : covetous ; greedy ;—lean ;

emaciated, as looks ;—poor ; barren ; dry and cold, aa

land.

Hunk, (hnngk) n. A large lump or piece ; a hunch.

Hunks, (hungks) n. A covetous, sordid man ; a miser;

a niggard.

Hunt, (hunt) v. t. [A.-S. huntian, to hunt, hentan,

to follow.] To follow after, as game or wild animals ;

to chase ;—to search diligently after ; to pursue ;—to

keep or manage hounds in the chase :—v.i. To fol

low the chase ; to go out in pursuit of game ;—to seek

by close pursuit ; to search : — imp. & pp. hunted ;

ppr- hunting.

Hunt, (hunt) n. A chase of wild animals for catching

them; hence, pursuit; search;— an association of

huntsmen ;—a pack of hounds.

Hunter, (hunt'er) n. One who pursues wild animals ;

a huntsman ;—a dog that is employed in the chase ;—

a horse used in the chase ;—a watch which has the

crystal protected by a metallic cover.

Hunting, (hunting) »i. Act or practice of pursuing

wild animals ; search or pursuit in general.

Hunting-horn, (hunt'ing-horn) n. A bugle; a horn

used to cheer the hounds in pursuit of game.

Hunting-seat, (hunting-set) vi. A temporary house or

cottage for hunters and sportsmen.

Huntress, (hunt'res) n. A female who hunts or follows

the chase ;—Diana, the goddess of hunting.

Huntsman, (huntsman) n. One who hunts or who

practises hunting ;—a servant whose office it is to

manage the hounds in the chase.

Hurdle, (hur'dl) n. [A.-S. hi/rdet, hyrdhil, allied to L.

fr'ih\t.) A texture of twigs, osiers, or sticks ; a crate

of various forms and used for various purposes ;—a

sledge on which criminals were borne formerly to

execution ;—a movable fence on a farm.

Hurdy-gurdy, (hurMe-gur'de) h. A stringed instru

ment of music whose sounds are produced by the

friction of a wheel, and regulated by the fingers.

Hurl, (hurl) r.t. [Probably from vkirl] To send

whirling or whizzing through the air; to throw with

violence ;—to utter with vehemence, as violent lau-

guage ;—to wheel or to be wheeled (Scot.) :—imp. & pp.

hurled ; ppr. hurling, [motion ; tumult ; riot.

Hurl, (hurl) n. Act of hurling ; a cast ; a fling ;—com-

Hurler, (hurl'er) «• One who*hurls.

Hurling, (hurling) n. The act of throwing with force;

—a certain game of ball.

Hurly-burly, (hur'le-burle) n. [Eng. hurl, and Pro

vincial Eng. burly, big, strong.] Tumult ; bustle ;

confusion. [tion, or applause.

Hurra, (hdor-nY) inter). Huzza ! a shout ofjoy, cxulta-

Hurricane, (bur ro-k in) u. {Originally a Carib word.]

A violent storm characterized by the extreme fury

of the wind and its sudden changes.

Hurricane-deck, (hurre-kiiii-dek) n. The upper deck

of steam-boats.

Hurrier, (hur're-er) n. One who hurries, urges, or impels.

Hurry, (bur/re) v t. [A.-S. hrtran, to move hastily,

I eel. Ann*, noise of sledges.] To hasten ; to urge on

ward ; to drive with precipitation and confusion ;—to

impel to violent or thoughtless action ;—r. i. To move

or act with haste or precipitation :—imp. it pp.

hurried ; pjrr. hurrying.

Hurry, (hurra) n. The act of driving or pressing for

ward in haste ;—haste ; speed ; dispatch ; expedition ;

urgency : precipitation ; bustle ; commotion.

Hurry-skurry, (hur/re-skur're) adv. Confusedly ; in a

bustle.

Hurst, (hurst) n. [S. hunt, or hyrft, wood, grove.)

A wood ; a grove ;—used in composition.

Hurt, (hurt) r. t. [A.-S. hurt,, hurt, \V. hxcrdd, thrust,

F. heurter.} To wound or bruise; to pain by some

bodily harm ;—to do mischief ; to damage ; to impair;

—to wound the feelings of; to annoy; to grieve:—

imp. A- pp. hurt; ppr. hurting.

Hurt, (hurt) n. A wound ; a bruise ;—harm ; mis

chief;—injury ; wrong ;—damage ; detriment ; loss.

Hurtful, (hurt'fdol) a. Tending to impair or destroy ;

—pernicious ; destructive ; harmful ; prejudicial ;

detrimental: mischievous; injurious.

Hurtfully, (hurt'fooMe) adv. Injuriously ; mischiev

ously, [chievousnee*.

Hurtfulness, (hurt'fool-nes) n. Injuriousness ; mis-

Hurtle, (hurtT) v. i. [Diminutive of hurt.) To clash ;

to jostle ;—to move rapidly ; to skirmish.

Hurtle, (hurt'l) v. t. To brandish ;—to push forcibly :

to whirl.

Hurtless, (hurtles) a. Doing no injury; harmless ; in

nocent; receiving no harm ; uninjured; unimpaired.

Husband, (liuz"band)«. [A.-S. hv\«bonda, the master of

the house or family, from h&s, house, and bcrnda,

peasant, bUan to dwell.] A married man ;—the male

of animals ;— a manager ; an economist—with a quali

fying adjective ;—one charged with providing stores

of all kinds for a Bhip in port.

Husband, (huz'band) v. t. To direct and manage with;

frugality ;—to cultivate, as land ; to till:—imp. dE pp.

husbanded; ppr. husbanding.

Husbanding, (huz'band-ing) n. The practice of econo

mizing; frugal management of time, means, resources.
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Husbandman, (huz^band-man) n. A farmer ; a culti

vator or tiller of the ground..

Husbandry, (huz'band-re) n. The business of a hus

bandman or farmer; agriculture;—the management

of a household;—domestic economy; frugality; thrift.

Hush, (hush) a. [An onomatopoetic word. J Silent;

still ; quiet.

Hush, (fin -M v. t. To still ; to nilence ;—to appease;

to allay; to suppress ; to conceal;—r. i. To be still ;

to be silent—especially, used in the imperative, as an

exclamation :—imp. A pp. hushed ; ppr. hushing.

Hush-money, (hush'mun-e) n. A bribe to secure

silence.

Husk, (hnsk)tt. n>- hulsche, Oer. hut**, A.-S. Wan,

to conceal.] The external covering of certain fruits

or seeds of plant*.

Husk, (husk) v. t. To strip off the external covering

- -r :-■'..■■.■ ■. & pp. husked; ppr. husking. [roughly.

Huskily, (husk'e-le) adv. In a husky manner ; dryly;

Huakiness, (husk'e-nes) n. State of being husky;—

roughness of sound ; harshness ; hoarseness.

Husky, (husk'e) a. Abounding with, consisting of, or

resembling husks ;—rough in tone ; hoarse ; raucous.

Hussar, (hooz'zAr) ft, [Hung, huszdr.] Originally one

of the national cavalry of Hungary and Croatia ; now

one of the light cavalry of European armies.

Hussite, (hu it) n. A follower of John Huss, the

reformer of Bohemia, who was burned alive in 1415.

Hussy, (huz'e) w. [Contracted from huttexfe, housewife.]

An ill-behaved woman or girl ; a jade ;—a case or

bog containing thread, needles, Ac.

Hustings, (hus'tingz) ii.pl. [A.-S. hunting, from hits,

bouse, and thing, council.] The principal'court of the

city of Londou ;—the placo where the electiou of a

member of Parliament is held ; the platform on which

candidates stand.

Hustle (hus'l) v. t. [D. hntxelen, fatten, to shake.] To

•hake together in confusion ; to handle roughly:—Imp.

& pp. hustled ; ppr. hustling.

Huswife, (huz'wif) u. [From housewife.] A female

economist or house keeper; — a case for sewing

materials. [economical ; prudent.

Huswifely, (huzVif-le) *■ Becoming a huswife ; frugal ;

Hut, (hut) ». [Ger. Mitt, F. hutte, A.-S. has, house.]'

A small house, hovel, or cabin ; a temporary building

for housing soldiers, of stronger materials than a tent.

Hut, (hut) r. *. To place in huts, as troops ;—r. ».

To lodge or encamp in huts :—imp. & pp. hutted ; ppr.

hutting;.

Hutch, (buch) it. [O. Eng. hveche, A.-S. htcecca, chest,

butch.] A chest or box ; a corn-bin ;—a rat-trap ;—

a box for holding rabbits:—a safe or cupboard for

holding the sacred utensils in a church, &c. ;— a box

in which coal is drawn up from the mine; also the

quantity of coal in such a box—six hutches make a cart.

Hutch, (huch) v. t. To lay up, as iu a chest ; to hoard.

Huzza, (hooz-za') n. [F. houca, an exclamation in

hurling.] A shout of joy.

Huzza, (hoo-zu) «. i. To utter a loud shout of joy, or

an exclamation in joy or praise :—imp. &, pp. huzzaed;

ppr. huzzaing.

Hyacinth, (hia-sinth) n. [L. hyacinth us, O. hual-intlios.]

A bulbous plant bearing beautiful

spikes of fragrant flowers ;—an ever

green, one variety of which produces

white, and another blue flowers ;—a

red variety of zircon, sometimes used

as a gem.

Hyacinthine, (hi-a-sinth'In) a. Mode

of, or resembling hyacinth ; of a

violet, purple, dark auburn, or brown

colour.

Hyades, (hi'a-dez) ft, pi. [G. Hyades,

from hutin, to rain.] A cluster of

five stars in the constellation Taurus,

supposed by the ancients to indicate

 

Hyacinth.

the approach of rainy weather, when they rose with

the sun. [Glassy ; crystalline ; transparent.

Hyaline, (hi'a-lin) a. [L. hyalinus, G. kualox, glass.]

Hyaloid, (hi'al-oid) a. [G. hualoeidis, glassy, trans

parent.] Resembling glass ; vitriform ; transparent.

Hybrid, (hi'brid) n. [L. hybrida, allied to G. hubris,

wantonness. ] An animal or plant produced from the

mixture of two species ; a mongrel ; a mule.

Hybrid, (hi'brid) a. Produced from the mixture of

two species ; mongrel ; bastard ;—applied to words

compounded from two different languages ; also to

any combination of heterogeneous elements.

Hybridize, (hfbrid-iz) v. t. To render mongrel ; to pro

duce by the union or mixture of two different stocks.

Hydra, (lri'dra) n. [L. hydra, G. hudra, huddr, water.]

In mythology, a water-serpent having many heads,

one of which, being cut off, was immediately succeeded

by another, unless the wound was cauterized;—the

name of a genus of zoophytes ; polypus ;—a large con

stellation in the southern hemisphere ;—also, any evil

principle or system, ramified and prolific.

Hydrant, (hi'drant) n. [G. hudrainein, to irrigate,

hudor, water.] A pipe or spout at which water may

be drawn from the mains of an aqueduct.

Hydrargyrum, (hi-dnlr'je-rura) n. [L. hydrargyrvs,

G. hudor, water, and aryuros, silver.] Quicksilver;

mercury.

Hydraulic, (hi - drawl 'ik) a. [h. hydraulics*, G.

hudraulis, a water-organ, from hudor, water, and

anion, flute, pipe.) Conveyirjg water through pipes ;—

pertaining to hydraulics, or science of fluids in motion.

Hydraulics, (hi-drawl'iks) », sing. The science which

treats of the motive power

of fluids when in motion,

as opposed to hydrostatics,

which treats of their power

when in equilibrium;—

science or art of utilizing the

properties and powers of a

fluid in motion, as in the

construction of water-works,

artificial fountains, A*c. Hy

draulic ram, a forcing pump

in which the water is raised

to considerable heights above

the level by the momentum

of a large body of water.

Hydraulic press, a machine Hydraulic press,

for producing an equable and powerful pressure by

the exiMinsive power of a body of water forcibly con

densed into a cistern or cylinder by a pipe ur tube of

smaller dimensions.

Hydro, (hi'drd). [G. ftvdQr, water.] A Greek prefix,

formerly used to denote the presence of water, but

limited now to the presence of hydrogen in chemical

coni]>ounds.

Hydro-carbonate, (hi'dro-kar-bo-nut) «. A compound

of hydrogen and carbon ; tire-damp in coal mines.

Hydrocephalus, (hi-drn-sefal-us) «. [G. hudor, water,

and iephale, head.] Dropsy of the brain.

Hydrochloric, (hl-dro-kkVrik) a. Noting an acid of

hydrogen and chlorine ; muriatic.

Hydrocyanic, (ht-dr&-Bi-aii 'ik)H. A compound of hydro

gen and cyanogen :—called also prussic acid.

Hydrodynamic, (hi-dro-di-nam'ik) a. Pertaining to, or

derived from, the force or pressure of water.

Hydrodynamics, (hi-dro-di-nom'iks) n. ting. [G. hudor,

water, and dynamics.) That branch of general me

chanics which treats of the motive power of fluids—

it embraces hydrostatics, or the force of fluids in

equilibrium, and hydraulics, or the force of fluids in

motion.

Hydrogen, (hi'dro-jen) n. [G. huddr. water, and geuein,

to beget, generate.] An inflammable colourless gas of

extreme lightness, which constitutes one of the ele

ments of water, and of all organized bodies.
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Hydrogenize, (hi'dro-jeu-Iz) r, r. To combine with

hydrogen; tohydrogenate:—imp. & pp. hydrogenized ;

«/>r. hydrogentzing. [containing hydrogen.

Hydrogenous, (hi-droj'en-us) a. Pertaining to hydrogen ;

Hydrographer, (hi-drog'ra-fer) n. One who draws maps

of the sea, lakes, or other waters, with the adjacent

shores. [hydrography.

Hydrographies!, (hi-dro-graf ik-al) a. Relating to

Hydrography, (hl-drog'ra-fe) n. [<i. hudor, water, and

graphein, to write, describe.] Art of measuring and

describing the sea, Likes, rivers, and other waters, or

of forming charts of the same.

Hydrology, (hi-drol'6-je) n. [G. huddr, water, and logos,

discourse.] The science of water, its properties,

phenomena, and laws, its distribution in lakes, rivers,

Ac. , over the earth's Burface.

Hydromel, (hi'dro-mel) n. [L. hvdromel, G. huddr,

water, and meli, honey.] A liquor consisting of honey

diluted in water.

Hydrometeors, (hi-dro-me'te-erz) n. pi. [G. kttddr,

water, and nuledra, meteors.] Meteors or atmospheric

phenomena dependent upon the vapour of water ;—a

general term for the whole aqueous phenomena of the

atmosphere, as rain, snow, hail, &c.

Hydrometer, (hi drom'et-er) n. [Q. hudor, water, and

metron, measure.] An instrument for determining

the specific gravities, and thence the strength of

liquids ;—an instrument for measuring the velocity or

discharge of water, as in rivers, from reservoirs, &c.

Hydrometrical, (hi-dr6-met'rik-al) a. Pertaining to an

hydrometer;—made by means of an hydrometer.

Hydrometry, (hi«drom'et-re) n. The determining the

specific gravity, and thence the strength of liquids ;—

the art or operation of measuring the velocity or dis

charge of running water.

Hydropathical, (hi-dro-path'ik-al) a. Pertaining to

hydropathy or the water-cure.

Hydropathist, (hi-drop'a-thist) 71. One who practises

hydropathy ; a water-cure doctor.

Hydropathy, (hi-drup'a-the) n. fG. hudor, water, and

pathos, suffering.] The water-cure, a mode of treating

diseases by the use of pure water, both internally and

externally.

Hydrophobia, (hT-dr6-fo/be-a) n. [L. hydrophobia, G.

hudor, water, and phobos, fear.] A preternatural dread

of water ; a symptom of canine madness ; the disease

caused by inoculation with the saliva of a rabid dog.

Hydrophobio, (hi-dro-fob'lk) a. Pertaining to a dread

of water or canine madness.

Hydropioal, (hi-drop ik-al) a. [L. hydropievs.] Drop

sical ;—resembling dropsy.

Hydroscope, (hi'dro-skop) n. [G. huddr, water, and

skopos, view.] An instrument to measure the mois

ture in the air or gaseous body ;—a kind of water-

clock used by the ancients.

Hydrostatieal", (hi-dro-stat'ik-al) a. [G. hudGr, water,

and statikos, causing to stand, from histanai, to stand.]

Relating to hydrostatics ; pertaining to or in accordance

with the principles of the equilibrium of fluids.

Hydrostatics, (hi-drd-stat'ika) n. sing. That branch of

science which relates to the pressure and equilibrium

of non-elastic fluids, as water, mercury, jic.

Hydrothorax, (hi-drc-thor'aks) n. [O. huddr, water,

and thdraxy chest.] Dropsy in the chest.

Hydrous, (hi'drua) a. Containing water ; water}'.

Hyemal, (hi-e mal) a. [L. hiemalis, from hums,

winter.] Belonging to winter ; done in winter.

Hyemation, (hi-e-ma'shun) n. Act of wintering in a

place : hibernation.

Hyena, (hi-e'na) n. [L. hycena, G. huaina, a Libyan

wild beast, probably the modern hyena, which has a

bristly mane like the hog, from hus, hog.] A carniv

orous mammal of Asia and Africa, allied to the dog.

Its habits are nocturnal, and it generally feeds upon

carrion.

Hygeiau, (hi-je'an) a. [G. hugieinos, hugiis, sound,

healthy, L. ffygcia.] Relating to Hygeia, the goddess

of health : pertaining to health, or its preservation.

Hygeia (hi-je'a) n. The Grecian goddess of health ;—

the figure of a maid holding a cup out of which a

serpent eats.

Hygiene, (hi'je-en) n. That department of medical

science which treats of the preservation of health.

Hygienic, (hi-je-en'ik) a. Pertaining to health or

hygiene ; sanitary.

Hygrology, (hi-grol'o-je) «. [G. hugros, wet, moist,

and logos, discourse. ] Doctrine of the phenomena and

causes of moisture in the atmosphere.

Hygrometer, ( hi -grom 'et- er ) n. [Q. hugros, wet,

moist, and metron, measura] An instrument for

measuring the degree of moisture of the atmosphere.

Hygrometrical, (hl-gro-metrik-al) a. Pertaining to,

made by, or according to, the hygrometer.

Hygrometry, (hi-grom'et-re) n. That branch of physics

which relates to the determination of the humidity of

bodies, particularly of the atmosphere.

Hygroscope, (ht'gro-sk&p) n. (G. hugros, wot, moist,

and skopos, spying, viewing.] An instrument which

shows whether there is more or less moisture in the

atmosphere, without indicating its amount.

Hygroscopic, ( hi-gro-Bkop'ik ) a. Pertaining to the

hygroscope ; readily imbibing moisture from the at

mosphere.

Hylotheism, (hi-lo-the'izm)n. [G.AU#,wood,matter,and

thtos, God. J The doctrine or belief that matter is God.

Hylozoiam, (hi-16-zd'izm) n. [G. hule, wood, matter,

and zor, life, from tan, to live.] The doctrine that

matter possesses a species of life.

Hymen, (hi'men) n. [L., G. Jfumen, the god of marri

age ] The god of marriage and nuptial solemnities ;—

the virginal membrane ;—the tine pellicle which

, incloses a flower in the bud.

Hymeneal, (hi-men-eal) a. Pertaining to marriage or

a wedding ; nuptial. [thalamium.

Hymeneal, (hi-men-e'al) n. A marriage song ; an epi-

Hymenopteral, flu-men-op'ter-al) a. [G. kumen, akin,

membrane, and pteron, wing.] Belonging or pertain

ing to an order of insects having four membranous

wings, as the bee, the wasp, «fcc.

Hymn, (him) n. [L. hymnus, G. humnos, a festive song,

a song of praise.] An ode or song of praise ; especially,

a religious ode ; a sacred lyric.

Hymn, (him) v. t . To praise in song ; to celebrate ;—

to worship with singing ;—v. i. To sing in praise or

adoration :—imp. <fc pp. hymned : ppr. hymning.

Hymnal, (him'nal) n. A sacred lyric ; a hymn.

Hymnic, (him'nik) a. Relating to hymns.

Hymnology, (him-nol'c-je) n. fG. humnos, hymn, and

logos, discourse. ] A body or collection of hymns ;—

a treatise on hymns :—also hymnody.

Hyoid, (hi-oid') a. [G. huocidts, from letter «, and

eitfos, form.] Having the form of an arch, or of the

Greek letter upsilon [v] — applied to the bones be

tween the jaw and collar bones supporting the tongue.

Hyp, (hip) n, (Contraction of hypochondria,] A morbid

'depression of spirits; melancholy. [spirits ofc

Hyp, (hip) v. 1. To make melancholy ; to depress the

Hyper, (hi'per) [G. hupcr, allied to L. »uprr.) A prefix

used in composition to denote excess, or something

over or beyond.

Hyperbola, (hl-pe.r'bo-la) n. fG. hupcr, over, beyond.

and ballein, to throw.) A curve formed

by a section of a cone, when the cutting-

plane makes a greater angle with the base

than the side of the cone makes.

Hyperbole, (hi-per'bo-le) n. A figure of

speech which expresses more or less than

the truth ; exaggeration.

Hyperbolical, (hi-per-bol'ik-al) a. Belong

ing to or having the nature of the hyper

bola ;—relating to, or containing, hyper

bole Hyperbola.
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Hyperbokcally, (hl-per-bol'ik-al-le) adv. In the form

of a hyperbola ;—with exaggeration,

Hyperbolist, (hi-pe.r'bol-iat) n. One who uses hyper

boles.

Hyperborean, (hi-per-bo're-an) a. [L. hyptrboreu*, O.

huperboiros, beyoud Boreas, i. t., in the extreme

north.] Northern; very far north; arctic; hence very

cold ; frigid.

Hyperborean, (hl-per-boro-an) n. An inhabitant of

the most northern region of the earth.

Hypercataleotie, (hl-per-kat-a-lek'tik) a. [G. huper*

over, beyond, and katulektikos, L. hyperealalcctictu.]

Having a syllable or two beyond the regular measure.

Hypercritic, (hi-per-krit'ik) n. [G. hupcr, over, beyond,

and Irritikot, critical, critic.} One who is critical

beyond measure or reason ; a captious censor.

Hypercritical, (hi-per-krit'ik-al) a. Over -rUica!; critical

beyond use or reason ;—excessively nice or exact.

Hypercriticism, (hi-per-krit'e-sizm) ru Excessive rigour

of criticism ; zoilism.

Hyperion, (hi-p€'re-«n) n. In mj/tholopy, a name of

Apollo, the god of day, who was distinguished for his

beauty.

Hypenneter, (hi -per 'me-tgr) n. [G. hnper, over,

beyond, and nittron, measure.] An hypercatalectic

verse ; any thing exceeding the ordinary standard of

measure.

Hypertrophy, (hi - per ' tro - fe) n. [G. huper, over,

beyond, and trophe, nourishment.] State of an organ

or part of the body in which, from excessive nutrition,

its bulk is unnaturally enlarged.

Hyphen, (hi'fen) n. [G. huphcn, from kupo, under,

sfn, one, into one, together.] A mark thus [-], used

to connect syllables or compound words.

Hypnotic, (hip-not'ik) a. [G. hupnouu, to lull to sleep,

from hupnot, sleep.] Tending to produce Bleep ;

soporific ;—charicterixed by unnatural or morbid sleep.

Hypnotism, (hip'nut-izm) n. A kind of mesmeric sleep

or somnambulism.

Hypo, (hip'n) [G. Kupo.] A Greek preposition, used

in composition with the sense of under, beneath.

Hypochondria, (hip-6-kon'dre-a) n. A mental disorder,

in which one is tormented by melancholy and gloomy

views, particularly about his own health.

Hypochondriac, (hip-o-kon'dre-ak) a. Pertaining to the

hypochondrium ;—affected by hypochondria;—pro

ducing melancholy or low spirits.

Hypochondriac, (hip-o-kon'dre-ak) n. A person affected

with hypochondria,

Hypochondrium, (hip-d-kon'dre-um) n. [G. hupochon-

drioM.] That part of the cavity of the abdomen which,

on either aide, is beneath the cartilages of the false

rib*.

Hypocrisy, (he-pok're-se) n. [L. hf/pocriris, G. hupo-

trxsu, acting a part.] Simulation ; pretence ; feigning

to be what one is not;—dissimulation; concealment

of one's motives ; deceitful appearance ; especially, the

assuming of a false appearance of virtue or religion.

Hypocrite, (hip o-krit) n. A false pretender to virtue

or piety;—a dissembler; one who feigns to be what he

is not ; a deceiver.

Hypocritical, (hip-o-krit'ik-al)a. Simulating; assuming

a false character ;—dissembling ; concealing the real

character or motives;—professing religion without

the power of it ;—exhibiting the look or manner of

a hypocrite ;—deceitful.

Hypocritically, (hip-o-krit'ik-al-le) adv. In a hypo

critical manner.

Hypogastric, (hip-o-gas'trik) a. [G. hvpo, under,

and gnttcr, belly.] Relating to, or situated in, the

lower part of the abdomen.

Hypogenous, (hi-poj'enua) a. Growing from below

the base of the ovary.

Hypogeum, (hi-pd-je'um) n. [G. hupo, under, and gi,

the earth.] A structure or part of a structure under

ground.

 

Hypostasis, (hi-pos'ta-sis) n. [G. hupo$ta*is, subsistence,

from httpo, under, and hixtaxthai, to stand.] State of

being ; existence ;—formation ;—that in the being,

essence, or substance of each person in the Holy

Trinity, which constitutes his individuality—term

used in the ancient church, now expressed by the

word person.

Hypostatics!, (hi-po-stat'ik-al) a. Relating to hypostasis

or substance ; constitutive ; elementary ;—distinctly

personal ; individual—term applied to the union of

two distinct natures in the one person of Christ.

Hypostatically, (hi-pd-stat'ik-al-le) adv. In a hvpos-

tatical manner ; personally.

Hypotenuse, (hi-pot'e-nus) n. [G. hupoteinein, to sub

tend ; from hupot under, and teintin,

to stretch.] The longest side of a right-

angled triangle, or the line that sub

tends the right angle.

Hypothec, (hi-poth'ik) n. [L. hypotheca,

G. hupotithenai, to put under, to sup

pose. ] A legal security over the effects

of a debtor granted to his creditors ;-

the claim of a shipowner over the cargo,

for the freight of it ;—in the law of ABIIrpotcnuw.

Scotland, the claim which a landlord has to the crop,

stock, &c, of his tenant, for the rent ;—the claim of

seamen over the freight of a ship, or the ship itself,

in security of their wages.

Hypothecate, (hi-poth'e-kit) v. t. [L. hypothecart, G.

kupotheki, support.] To pledge ; to give in security ;

—to pledge the keel of a ship, that is, the ship itself,

for advances made on a voyage ;—to grant to a creditor

a bond or security over property, goods or effects,

without actual transfer of title or delivery of goods :—

imp. & pp. hypothecated ; ppr. hypothecating.

Hypothecation, (hi-poth-e-ka'shun) u. The act or con

tract by which property is pledged in security.

Hypothesis, (hi-poth'e-sis) n. [G. hupotkesui, hupoti

thenai, to place under.] A supposition ; something

not proved, but assumed for the purpose of argument ;

—a theory assumed to account for known facts or

phenomena.

Hypothetic, (hi-po-thet'ik) a. Characterized by an

hypothesis ; conditional ; assumed without proof for

the purpose of reasoning :—also hypothetical.

Hypotheticsily, (hi-po-thet'ik-aide) adv. In an hypo

thetical manner; conditionally.

Hyrax, (hfraks) n, [G. hurax, shrew-mouse.] A genus

of pachydermatous animals—the Cape hyrax is called

rocje-badgtr or rocjt-ra66i(.

Hyson, (hi'sun) n. iChinese hi-ttkun, i. e.t literally,

first crop, or blooming spring.] A fragrant species of

green tea.

Hyssop, (his'up) n. (G. h\w*6pot, from H. €»obh, A.

*u/d. J A plant, the leaves of which have an aromatic

smell, and a worm, pungent taste.

Hysteria, (his-te're-a) n. [L. from G. ta hustcriha (sc

pathi), from hustera, womb.] A species of nervous

affection, the principal characteristics of which consist

in alternate fits of laughing and crying, with a sensa

tion of strangulation :—also written Hysterics,

Hysterical, (Ms-ter'ik-al) a. Of or pertaining to

hysterics ; affected or troubled with hysterics ; con*

vulsive ; fitful

HysteTon-proteron,(his'ter-on-prot'er-on)n. [G. hutteros,

the latter, following, and protfrot, before others,

sooner.] A figure in which the word that should

follow comes first ; an inversion of logical order, in

which the conclusion is put before the premises, or

the thing proved before the evidence.

Hysterotomy, (his-ter-ot'6-me) n. [G. hvttera, womb,

and tomf, a cutting, from ttmnetn, to cut.] The

operation of cutting into the uterus for taking out a

fetus ; the cesarean section.

Hystrix, (his'triks) n. The porcupine; a genus of

rodent animals.
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I.

I(i), the ninth letter and the third vowel of the

English alphabet, has two principal sounds : the

long sound, as in pine, fine, tee ; and the short sound,

as in pin, fin, gift. In Latin, French, and cognate

languages, it lias the sound of i, and the same sound

is retained in some words derived from French, as

machine (ma-Bheu'), intrigue (in-treg'). As a numeral,

I Btands for 1 ; among the Romans, for 500.

Z, (i) pron. [A. -8. ic, Go. ikt L. ego, G. ego.) The

pronoun of the first person ;—the word by which a

speaker or writer denotes himself.

Iamb, (i'amb) n. An iambus or iambic.

Iambic, (i-am'bik) a. Consisting of a short or an un

accented syllable followed by a long or an accented

one ;—pertaining to or composed of iambics.

Iambic or Iambus, (i-am'bik) n, [L. iambus, G. iambos.]

A foot consisting of two syllables, the first short and

the second long, or the first unaccented and the second

accented ;—a Terse composed of such feet ;—pl. A

satirical poem, as such poems were often written in

iambic verse ; a satire.

Ibex, (i'beks) n, [L. | A species of goat found in the

Alps and other mountainous parts of Europe, remark

able for having long, recurved horns.

Ibidem, (ib-i'dem) adv. [L.] In the same place-

abbreviated Ibid.

Ibis, (i'bis) n. [L., G.] A genus of grallatory birds,

one species of which was regarded in ancient Egypt

with a degree of respect bordering on adoration.

Icarian, (i-ka're-an) a. [From Icarus.] Adventurous

in flight ; soaring too high for safety.

Ioe, (is) n. [A. -8. & IceL ts, root Uan, Ger. cis.] Water

in a congealed or solid state ;—concreted sugar.

Ioe, (is) v. t. To cover with ice ; to convert into ice ;—

to cover with concreted sugar ; to frost ;—to frecz-j ;

to chill :—imp. &, pp. iced ; ppr. icing.

Ice-belt, (Is'bclt) n. A belt of ice along the shores in

Arctic regions.

Iceberg1, (is'bgrg) n. [Ger. eitbtrg, from eis, ice, and

berg, mountain.] A hill or mountain of ice floating

on the ocean.

Ice-blink, (ts'blingk) n. A bright appearance near the

horizon, occasioned by the reflection of light from ioe,

and visible before the ice itself is seen.

Ice-bound, (is'bound) a. Totally surrounded with ice,

so as to be incapable of advancing or retreating.

Ice-cream, (ia'krem) n. Cream or milk sweetened,

flavoured, and congealed by a freezing mixture.

Ice-field, (is'fold) n. A vast expanse of sea either frozen

or covered with floating masses of ice.

Ice-floe, (Is'flo) n. A large mass of floating ice.

Ice-house, (ts'hous) >l A repository for the preservation

of ice during warm weather.

Ice-island, (isi-laud) n. A vast body of floating ice,

distinguished from an ice-field as being less extensive

and often high above the water. [Iceland.

Icelander, (Js'land-er) «. A native or inhabitant of

Icelandic, (is-landik) n. The language of the inhabi

tants of Iceland.

Iceland-moss, (is'land-mos) n. A kind of lichen found

in the mountainous districts of Europe.

Ice-pail, (is'pal) n. A pail filled with ice for cooling

wine, &c.

Ioo-plant, (is plant) n. A plant sprinkled with glitter

ing, watery vesicles, which make it appear as if covered

with ice.

Ice-pudding, (urpood-ing) n. Pudding of eg?rs, cream,

and seasoning of fruits, <fcc. , iced by a freezing iu ixture.

Ice-spar, (is'spar) «. A variety of feldspar, the crystals

of which are very clear like ice. [handling ice.

Ice-tongs, (is'tongz) n.pt. Large hooked nippers for

Ice-water, (w'waw-ter) n. Water from melted ice.

Ich-dien, (ek-den1) a. [Ger.] I serve—the motto of

the Prince of Wales.

Ichneumon, (ik-nu'mtw) n. [G. from iehneueiu, to

I track or hunt after.] A carnivorous animal which in

habits Egypt, and is very destructive to the eggs of the

J crocodile and of poultry :—a genus of hymeuopterous

( insects whose larves are parasitic in other insects.

1 Ichor, (i'ki'i) n. [L., G.] An ethereal fluid that

supplied the place of blood in the veins of the gods :—

colourless matter flowing from an ulcer ; thin watery

matter like serum. [ichor ; thin ; watery.

Ichorous, (i'kor-us) a. Composed of or resembling

Ichthyology, (ik-the-ol'o-je) n. [G. ichthus, fish, ana

logos, discourse.] The science of the systematic ar

rangement or classification of fishes.

Ichthyophagous, (ik-the-ofa-gus) a. [G. ichthus, fish,

and phagein, to eat.] Eating or subsisting on fish.

Ichthyosaurus, (ik-the-o-saw'rus) n. [G. ichthus, fish,

and sauros, lizard.] A fossil marine reptile, having

an organization intermediate between that of a

Saurian and a fish. From specimens found, it lias

been calculated that the largest of these reptiles were

about thirty feet long.

Icicle, (is'e kl) n. [A.-S. Ugicel, from is, ice, and fficcl,

icicle.] A pendent conical mass of ice.

Iciness, (is'e-nes) n. State of being icy, or very cold ;

the state of freeziug or forming ice. [ing.

Icing, (Is'ing) n. A covering of concreted sugar ; frost-

Icon, (i'kon) n. [G. eiL6,i.] An image ; figure ; repre

sentation, [destroying images.

Iconoclasm, (T-kon'6-klazm) n. The act of breaking or

Iconoclast, (i-kon'5-klast) n. [G. eik&n, image, and

klastSs, a breaker, from klan. to break.] A breaker

of images or idols ;—one who exposes or deetroys

impositions or shams of any kind.

Iconoclastic, (i-kon-d-klast'ik) a. Breaking images.

Iconography, (i-kon-og'ra-fe) n. [G. eitdn, an image,

and graphein, to describe. ] The description of ancient

images or representations, as statues, paintings in

fresco, mosaic, engravings on gems or metals, and the

like.

Iconolater, (I-kon-oTa-teT) n. [G. eikdn, image, and

iatrtia, worship,] A worshipper of images — term

formerly applied in controversy to Papist*.

Icoaandria, (i-kos-an'dre-a) re. [G. eifcori, twenty, and

anir, male.] A class of plants, having twenty or

more stamens inserted in the calyx.

Icteria. (ik-te're-a) n. [L. icterus, G. Utcros.) A genus

of birds, including the chattering fly-catcher.

Icteric, (ik-ter'ik) re. A remedy for the jaundice.

Icterical, (ik-ter'ik-al) a. [Q. ikteros, jaundice.] Per

taining to, or affected with, jaundice ;—good against

the jaundice.

Ictio, (ik'tik) a. [L. ictus, blow.] Produced by a

stroke; sudden; marked; abrupt.

Ictus, (ik'tus) ji. [L. from icere, ictum, to strike.] The

stress of voice laid upon the accented syllable of a word.

Icy, (is'e) a. [From ice] Pertaining to, composed of,

resembling or abounding in ice ; cold; frosty;—char

acterized by coldness of manner, influence, &c. ;

chilling; frigid; destitute of affection.

Idalian, (i-da.1 e-an) a. Pertaining to Idalia, a mountain

city in Cyprus ; or to Venus, to whom it was sacred.

Ide, (id) n. A native fresh-water fish akin to the roach.

Idea, <i-de'a) n. [G. idea, from idem, to see.] The

imago or picture formed by the mind of any tiling

external, whether sensible or spiritual ;—any object

apprehended, conceived, or thonght of by the mind ;

a notion, conception, or thought ;—a belief, doctrine,

or opinion ;—the complete conception of an object in
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its necessary element*, constituents, and relations ;—

one of the archetypes or patterns of created things,

conceived by the Platomsts to have existed from

eternity in the mind of the Deity.

Ideal, (i-de'al) n. A high standard proposed by tho

mind for imitation, realization, or attainment; an

imaginary model of perfection.

Ideal, (i-de'al) a. Existing in idea or thought; intel

lectual; mental;—proposed for imitation, realization,

ox attainment ; — existing in fancy or imagination

only ; visionary ; unreal.

Idealism, (i-de'al-izm) n. The theory that makes every

thing to consist in ideas ;—the metaphysical system

which teaches that matter is merely a phenomenon

of the mind. [idealism.

Idealist, (i-de'al-ist) n. One who holds the doctrine of

Ideality, (i-de-aTe-te) n. A phrenological organ pro

ducing the sense of beauty and perfection : the faculty

which elevates and refines ; the poetical faculty.

T^**1;»*L (i-de'al-iz) v. t. To give an ideal form or value

to ; to ratine : to spiritualize ;—v. i. To form ideas :—

imp. & pp. idealized; ppr. idealizing.

Idem, (fdeni). [L.J Tho same as above—abbreviated id.

Identical, (i-den'tik-al) a. [L. identicut, idem, the

same.] The same; not different;—uttering sameness

or the same truth. [form ; exactly.

Identically, (I-den'tik-al-le) adv. In tho same manner or

Identification, (i-den-tif-e-ka'shun) n. The act of iden

tifying or proving the same.

Identify, (i-den'te-1 i) v. t. [L. from idem, the same,

and factre, to make.] To make the same ; to treat

as being one; —to unite or combine in the same

state, cause, &c. ;—to ascertain or prove to be tho

same ; to recognize ;—v. i. To become the same ; to

coalesce in interest, purpose, use, effect, ic. :—imp. A:

pp. identified; ppr. identifying.

Identity, (i-den'te-te) n. State of having the same

nature or character with ; absolute sameness, as

opposed to similarity ;—condition of being the same

in all circumstances;—personal or individual char

acter.

Ideographical, (I-de-d-grafik-al) a. [O. idea, idea, and

ffrapkeui, to write.] Representing a notion or idea,

by figures, symbols, or hieroglyphics.

IdeogTaphy, (I-de-og'ra-fe) n. The science of represent

ing ideas without names or sounds ;—the art of writ

ing words on an ideal system of sounds; phonetic art ;

short-band writing.

Ideology, (i-dfr-ol'd-je) n. [G. idea, idea, and logos, dis

course. ] The science of ideas ; mental philosophy—

especially a psychological system which derives all

ideas from certain original sensations, and their gradual

modifications.

Ides, (idz) n. pi. [L. trfus.] The fifteenth dny of March,

May, July, and October, and the thirteenth day of

the other months in the Roman calendar.

Id est, (id estX [U] That is.

Idiocy, (id'e-o-se) n. The condition of being idiotic;

natural absence or marked deficiency of aense and in

telligence.

Idiom, (id'e-um) n. [0. idi&ma, from idioun, to make

peculiar, from idiot, proper.] A peculiar mode of

expression ; a phrase ; phraseology ;—the genius or

peculiar cast of a language;—dialect; local form or

variety of language.

Idiomatic, (id-e-um-at'ik) a. Peculiar to a language;

conformed to the particular genius of a language.

Idiopathic, (id-e-6-path'ik) a. Pertaining to, or indicat

ing, a disease not preceded and occasioned by any other

disease.

Idiopathieally, (id-e-o-path'ik-al-le) adv. In the manner

of an idiopathic disease; not symptomatically.

Idiopathy, (id-e-op'a-the) n. [G. idiot, peculiar, and

pathos, suffering. J A morbid state or condition not

preceded and occasioned by any other disease ;—any

peculiar affection of the system.

Idiosyncrasy, (id-e-o-shYkra-se) n. [G. idiot, peculiar,

and tugirrasit, a mixing together.] A peculiarity of

constitution and susceptibility of bodily affection ;—

peculiar disposition or temper of mind and character.

Idiot, (ide-ut) «. [L. idiota, from G. idiotts, a private

person.] An unlearned, ignorant, or foolish person ;

—a natural fool, or fool from birth ; a simpleton ; an

innocent.

Idiotic, (id-e-ot'ik) a. Pertaining to, or like an.idiot;

foolish ; sottish.

Idiotiam, (id'e-ut-izm) n. [G. idiotismos.] An idiom ;—

folly; natural imbecility.

Idle, (i'dl) a. [A. -8. idel, ydel.) Empty; vain ;—in

active ; unemployed ; — lazy ; slothful;—vacant; af

fording leisure ;—useless ; ineffectual;—unfruitful;

unproductive;—trifling; unimportant ; silly.

Idle, (i'dl) v. t. To spend in idleness; to waste ; to

consume unprofitably ;— v. i. To be inactive; to

lounge ; to loiter.

Idleness, (idi-nes; n. Laziness; sloth ; sluggishness ;—

state of being unemployed; inaction;—unimportance ;

—inefficacy; uselessness ; worthlessness ;—unreason

ableness ; foolishness. [gard.

Idler, (I'dler) «. One who idles ; a lazy person ; a slug-

Idly, (i'dle) adv. In an idle manner ; vainly ; lazily ;

carelessly ; foolishly.

Idol, (i'dul) n. [G. eidolon, from eidos, that which is

seen, form, figure, eidein, to sea] An image or repre

sentation of any thing ;—an image made as an object

of worship :—a person loved or honoured extremely

—hence, that on which the affections are strongly,

excessively, and improperly set ;—a deceitful image ;

a phantom.

Idolater, (i-dolut-er) n. [G. eidolon, idol, and latret,

servant.] A worshipper of idols ; a pagan;—an adorer;

a great admirer. * [idols.

Idolatress, (i-dola-tres) n. A female worshipper of

Idolatrous, (i-dol'a-trus) a. Pertaining to, or partaking

of the nature of, idolatry ;—consisting in, or partaking

of, an excessive attachment or reverence.

Idolatry, (i-dol'a-tre) n. The worship of idols or false

gods ;—excessive attachment or veneration for any

thing.

Idolize, (i'dul -I/) v.t. To make an idol of; to pay

idolatrous worship to :—to love or reverence to adora

tion ;—imp. & pp. idolized; ppr. idolizing.

Idolixer, (i'dul-iz-er) a. One who idolizes ; an idolater.

Idol-worship, (i'dul-wur-Bhip) n. The worship of or

adoration paid to idols and images.

Idoneous, (i-done-us)n. [L. idontus.] Suitable; con

venient ; fit ; proper.

Idyl, (i'dil) »• [L- idyllium, G. tidullion, diminutive

of eidot, form.] A short pastoral poem ; also a nar

rative or descriptive poem written in an elevated aud

highly finished style.

If, (if) conj. [0. Eng. and A.-S. gif.] Incase that;

granting, allowing, or supposing that;—whether or not.

Ig, (ig). A prefix—one of the forms of in.

Igneous, (ig'nt-uji) a. [L. igneut, from ignis, fire.]

Pertaining to or consisting of fire ; containing fire ;

resembling fire;—resulting from the action of fire.

Ignescent, (ig-neVent) a. [L. igntttcens, from ign it, fire.]

Emitting sparks of fire when struck with steel ; scin

tillating.

Ignify, (ig'ne-fi) v. t. [L. ignis, fire, and facere, to

make.] To form into fire.

Ignis-fatuus, (ig'nis-fat'u-us) n. [L. ignis, fire, and

fatuus, foolish.] A light that appears in the night

over marshy grounds, supposed to be occasioned by

the decomposition of animal or vegetable Bubstances,

producing phosphoric or other inflammable gas :— WiU

of the wisp; Jack o" lantern.

Ignite, (ig'nit) v. t. [L. igniir, from ignis, fire.] To

kindle or set on fire ;—v. i. To take fire ; to begin to

burn :—imp. <fc pp. ignited ; ppr. igniting;.

Ignitible, (ig-nit'e-bl) a. Capable of being ignited.
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Ignition, (ig-nish'un) n. The act of kindling or setting

on fire ;—state of being kindled and burning so as to

be red and luminous ;—calcination.

Ignoble, (ig-no'bl) a. [L. itrnobitti, from in, not, and

iiobilu, noble.] Of low birth or family; nut noble

or illustrious ;—mean ; worthless :—not honourable,

elevated, or generous ; base ;—degraded ; dishonour

able ; disgraceful ; shameful

Ignobleness, (ig-no'bl-ues) ?j. The condition or quality

of beiug ignoble ; want of dignity ; meanness.

Ignobly, (ig-nolDle) adv. Of low birth ;—meanly ; dis

honourably ;—basely ; disgracefully.

Ignominious, (ig-no-miu'e-us) a. Marked with igno

miny ; incurring public disgrace ; dishonourable ;

infamous ; shameful ;— deserving ignominy ; des

picable, [gracefully; shamefully.

Ignominiously, (ig-no-min'e-us-le) adv. Meanly; dis-

Ignominy, (uVno-min-e) m. [L. ignominia, from in,

against, and nomen, name.] Public disgrace or

dishonour ;—an act deserving disgrace ; opprobrium ;

dishonour ; shame ; contempt.

Ignoramus, (ig-no-ra'uius) n. [L. we are ignorant,

from ignorare.] The word endorsed by a grand jury

on a bill of indictment which they throw out ;—an

ignorant person ; a vain pretender to knowledge.

Ignorance, (ig'no-rans) n. [L. ignorantia.] The con

dition of being ignorant ; want of knowledge.

Ignorant, (ig no-rant) a. Destitute of knowledge ; un-

instructed or uninformed;—unacquainted; unconsci

ous; unaware ;—illiterate ; unenlightened ; unlettered.

Ignorantly, (ig'no-rant-le) adv. Without knowledge

or information; unconsciously; unskilfully; inexpertly.

Ignore, (ig-noi/) v. t. [L. ignorart, from ignaru*, igno

rant] To be ignorant of ;—to throw out as false or

ungrounded—said of a bill ;—hence, to refuse to take

notice of; to leave out of account or consideration :—

imp. & pp. ignored; ppr. ignoring.

D, (il). A prefix—one of the forms of in.

Ilex, (ileks) n. [L.] A genus of evergreen trees and

shrubs, including the holly.

Uiaeal, (il-i'ak-al) a, [L. iliactit, from ilia, groin, flank,

small intestines. ] Pertaining to the ileum or flank-

bone ;—pertaining to the third division of the lower

intestine.

Iliad, (Head) n. An epic poem composed by Homer

on the destruction of Ilium, the ancient Troy.

Ilk, (ilk) a. [Scot, ill; eik, A.-S. ale, etc.] The same ;

also ; each ; every.

HI, (il)a. [Usually said to be contracted from evil, A.-S.

yvtl, L. vilit, but perhaps from Sw. ilia, Dan. tide,]

Bad or evil in auy respect;—sick ; indisposed, said of

persons ;—diseased ; impaired, as health ;—wicked ;

wrong ; iniquitous, as acts or conduct ;—disastrous ;

unfortunate, as fate or end ;—cross ; surly, as temper ;

—harsh; discordant, as Bound;—ugly; unprepossessing,

as look;— unfavourable; doubtful, as the state of

affairs; rude; unpolished, as breeding;—improper:

unsuitable, as an agent ;—irregular, as a grammatical

construction.

111,00 n. Kvil of any kind; misfortune; calamity;

diseaso ; pain ;—wickedness ; depravity ; iniquity.

Ill, (il) adv. With pain or difficulty; not easily;—

not rightly or perfectly ; not well ; badly.

Ulapse, (il -laps') n. [L. il lapsus, from illabi, prefix

il, lor in, and labi, to fall, slide.] A sliding in ; sudden

entrance;—a falling on ; a sudden attack.

Hlaqueate, (il-la'kwe-at) v.t. [L. illaaueare.] To in-

snare ; to entrap ; to ontangle ; to catch :—imp. & pp.

illaque&ted ; ppr, illaqueating.

Illation, (il-la'shun)n. [L. illatio, from ir\ferret iltutum,

to carry, or bring in.] Act of inferring from premises

or reasons;—that which is inferred; inference; deduc

tion ; conclusion.

Illative, (il-l&'tiv) a. Relating to illation ; inferential ;

—denoting an inference or conclusion—said of the

particles then, therefore, for, <Lc.

Illative, (il-lVtiv) «. An illative particle.

Ill-blood, (il'blud) u. Enmity ; resentment; unfriendly

feelings. [civil; rude; unceremonious. #

Ill-bred, (iTbred) a. Not well-bred ; impolite : un-

Ul-breeding, (il'bred-ing) n. Impoliteness ; want of

good-breeding ; incivility ; rudeness.

Illegal, (il-hVgal)a. [L. prefix it, for in, and kgalit,

legal.] Contrary to law ; unlawful ; illicit.

Illegality, (il-15-gal'e-te) it. Quality or condition of

being illegal ; unlawfulness.

Ulegalixe, (il-lfi'gal-iz) v. t. To render unlawful.

Illegally, (il-legal-le) adv. In an illegal manner; un

lawfully, [illegible.

Illegibility, (il-lej-e-bile-te) w. Tlie quality of being

Illegible, (il-lej'e-bl) «. [L. prefix il, for in, and tegi-

bilu, legible.] Incapable of being read; not legible

or readable ; obscure ; defaced.

Illegibly, (il-lej'e-ble) adv. In a manner not to be read.

Illegitimacy, (il-le-jit'e-ma-se) n. State of being born,

out of marriage; bastardy;—state of being not genuine.

Illegitimate, (il-le-jit'e-mitt) a. Not regular; unlaw

ful ;—unlawfully begotten; born out of wedlock;—

illogical ;—not authorised by good usage.

Illegitimate, (il-le-jit'e-mat) v.t. To render illegiti

mate;—to prove bastardy against a person:—itup. it

pp. illegitimated ; ppr. illegitimating.

Illegitimately, (il-le-jit'e-mat-le) adv. Unlawfully;

unauthorised!}' ;—in the state of bastardy.

Ulegitimation, (il-le-jit-e-ma'shun) «, Act of illegiti

mating ;—state of being illegitimate ; illegitimacy.

Ill-favoured. (iTfa-verd) a. Ill-looking; wanting

beauty ; deformed ; ugly.

Illiberal* (il-libcr-al) a. [h. illiberalin, from prefix il,

for in, and liberatit, liberal.] Not liberal : not free

or generous ; close ; niggardly ; mean ; base :—disin

genuous ; uncharitable in judging;—unauthorized;

inelegant.

niiberality, (il-lib-er-al'e-te) n. Narrowness of mind ;

want of catholicity ; bigotry ;—parsimony ; niggardli

ness.

Illiberally, (il-Iib'er-al-le) adv. In an illiberal manner;

ungenerously ; uncharitably ; parsimoniously.

Illicit, (il-lia'it) a. [l*. illicitut, from in, and Ucitua,

pp. of licere, to be allowed or permitted.] Not per

mitted or allowed ; prohibited ; unlawful.

Illicitly, (il-lis'it- le) adv. In an illicit manner ; unlaw

fully.

Illimitable, (il-lim'it-a-bl) a. [Prefix il, for in, and

HmitabU.] Incapable of being limited or bounded ;—

unlimited; unbounded; immeasurable; infinite;

immense.

Ulimitableneas, (il-lim'it-a-bl-nes) n. State or quality

of being illimitable ; boundlessness ; infinitude.

inimitably, (il-lim'it-a-ble) adv. Without possibility

of being bounded ; without limits ; boundlessly ; in

finitely.

Ill-informed, (il'in-formd) a. Not well-informed;

ignorant in general ; destitute of knowledge on a

particular point.

Illiteracy, (il-lit'er-a-se) n. [From illiterate.] SUte of

. being untaught or unlearned ; want of letters or

I learning; ignorance.

1 Illiterate, (il-Ut'er-at) a. [L. illiteratut, prefix il for

, in, and literatu.*, learned.] Ignorant of letters or

books; untaught; unlearned; uninstructed in science

I —said of persons;—devoid of literary grace and culture;

rude ; barbarous ; coarse or vulgar—said of style or

written productions.

Illiterately, (il-lit'er-at-le) adv. In an illiterate manner.

Illiterateness, (ill it'er-at-nea) n. Want of learning.

Ill-judged, (il'jujd) a. Erroneous ; founded ou mis

conception or mistake, as an opinion ;—futile ; badly

devised ; likely to fail, as a plan or project.

Hi-nature, (il'nft-tur) n. Habitual bad temper; cross

ness ;—malevolence ; want of common kindness.

Ill-natured, (U-mVturd) a. Of habitual bad temper;
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peevish ; fractious ; cross : crabbed ; surly ;—indicating

ill-nature. [manner ; crossly ; unkindly.

Ill-naturedly, (il-n&'tiird-le) adv. In an ill-natured

Illness, (lines) n. [From ill.} Disease; indisposition;

malady; sickness ;— wickedness ; iniquity.

Illogical, (il-loj'ik-al) a. [Prefix il for in, and logical.]

Ignorant or negligent of the rules of logic ;—contrary

to the rules of logic.

Tllogically, (il-loj'ik-al-lo) adv. In an illogical manner.

Hlogicalneas, (il-loj'ik-al-nes) n. The quality of being

illogical. [ure ; inauspicious ; unpropitious.

Ill-omened, (ilo-mend) a. Foreboding disaster or fail-

Ill-starred, (il'stard) a. [From it and star.] Fated

to be unfortunate ; unlucky.

Ill-tempered, (il'tem-p-prd) a. Of bad temper; morose;

crabbed ; sour ; peevish ; fretful.

Hi-turn, (il'turn) n. An injurious or ungenerous act

done to another ;—an attack of illness.

Illume, (il-lum') v. t. To make light or blight ; to illu

minate ; to enlighten; to brighten ; to adorn:—imp.

& pp. illumed ; ppr. illuming. [initiated.

Uluminable, (il-lum'in-il-bl) a. Capable of being illu-

Illuminate, (il-lum'in-ilt) v. t. [L. itluminare, from in,

and luminare, from lumen, light.J To enlighten; to

supply with light;— to light up, as a building or

buildings, in tokou of rejoicing ;—to adorn, as a book

or page, with coloured decorations or illustrations:—

imp. & pp. illuminated; ppr. illuminating.

Illuminating, (il-lum'in-at-iug) n. The art or practice

of adorning books or manuscripts with paintings and

ornamental letters.

Illumination, (il-lum-in-a'shun) n. Act of illuminating

or state of being illuminated;—festive decoration of

houses or buildings with lights ;—adornment of books

and manuscripts with coloured illustrations ;—that

which illuminates or gives light ; brightness ; splen

dour ;—infusion of intellectual light or knowledge ;

communication of divine light ; inspiration.

Illuminative, (il-lum'in-at-iv) a. Tending to illuminate;

illustrative.

Illuminator, (il-lum'in-ftt-er) n. [L. ] One who or that

which illuminates ; nptcially, one whose occupation

is to illuminate manuscripts and books. [adorn.

Illumine, (il-lum'in) v. t. To illume ; to illuminate ; to

Illusion, (il-lu'ihun) n. [L. itlusio, from ittudere,

■iUutuiu, to illude.] An unreal image presented to

the bodily or mental vision ; deceptive appearance ;—

deception ; chimera ; fallacy ; error ; hallucination.

Illusive, (il-lu'siv) a. Deceiving by false show ; deceitful.

Illusively, (il-lu'siv-lu) adv. In an illusive manner.

Dlusiveness, (il-lu'siv-nes) n. The quality of being

illusive.

Illusory, (il-lu'sor-e) a. Deceiving or tending to

deceive by false appearances; fallacious.

Ulustrable, (il-lus'tra-bl) a. Capable of being illus

trated ; admitting of illustration.

Illustrate, (il-lus'trit) v. t. [L. iltiutrare, from illut-

tri$, bright.] To make clear or bright ;—to set in a

clear light; to exhibit distinctly ;—to explain; to

exemplify, especially by means of figures, compari

sons, examples, and the like ;—to ornament with

pictures or figures :—imp. & pp. illustrated ; ppr.

illustrating.

Illustration, (il-lus-tra'shun) n. Act of illustrating ;

explanation ; elucidation ;—state of being illustrated ;

—an illustrative engraving, picture, Ac.

Illustrative, (il-lus'trat-iv) a. Tending .or intended to

illustrate; exemplifying; explaining.

Illustratively, (il-lus'tra-tiv-le) adv. By way of illus

tration or elucidation.

Illustrator, (il-lus'trat-er) n. [L.] One who illustrates.

Illustrious, (U-lus'tre-us) a. [L. illuttrit, from in, and

Itutrare, to purify.] Bright; shining; brilliant;

glorious, as a display ; — conferring nouour; re

nowned, as actions ; —possessing honour, rank, or

digmity ; eminent ; noble ; distinguished.

Illustriously, (11-lus'tre-us-le) adv. In an illustrious

manner. [ness; grandeur; glory.

Illustriousness, (il-lus'tre-us-nes) n. Eminence ; great-

Ill-will, (il'wil) n. Enmity ; malevolence,

Tm (im). Contracted from 1 am.

Im (im). A prefix—a form of in.

Image, (ini'aj) a. [L. iniaao.] A representation or

similitude of a person or object formed of material

substance; a statue; an effigy;—a likeness painted

on canvas ; picture ; portrait ;—a resemblance in

bodily form or features ; likeness of a child to its

parent ;—object set up for worship ; idol ;—outward

show ; semblance ; appearance ;—a picture formed by

fancy; mental idea; conception; notion;—hence a

lively description ; rhetorical figure ; illustrative

example ;—the figure of any object formed at the focus

of a lens or mirror by rays of light ; the view of an

object by reflection.

Image, (ini'aj) v. t. To represent or form an image

of ;—to represent to the mental vision ; to imagine ;

to fancy:—imp. & pp. imaged; j)jtr. imaging.

Imagery, (im'aj-er-e) n. Images in general; material

representations ; pictures ; statues ; figures of speech ;

fanciful representations ; similes ; metaphors ;—show ;

appearance ;—false ideas ; phantasms.

Imaginable, (iin-aj'in-a-bl) a. Capable of being im

agined.

Imaginary, (irn-aj'in-ar-e) a. Existing only in imagina

tion or fancy ;—ideal ; fanciful ; visionary ; unreal.

Imagination, (im-aj-in-a'shun) n. The mental faculty

which apprehends and forms ideas of external objects;

—the faculty of recalling to the mind such ideas, and

the feelings or impressions which attended them ;—

the power of reproducing these mental sensations,

and of combining them, so as to exhibit them vividly

in expressed thought, figures, pictures, tic. ; the

poetical faculty; inventive powers ;—any single mental

idea; a conception ;—a fanciful or -vain idea ; a con

ceit ;—a scheme ; a contrivance ;—the first notion or

purpose in the mind.

Imaginative, (im-aj'in-fit-iv) a. Proceeding from,

and characterized by, the imagination ;—full of images,

fancies, sYc.

Imaginativeness, (im-aj'in-Ht-iv-nes) n. Possession of

the conceptive faculties ; high degree of fancy or in

vention.

Imagine, (im-aj'in) v. t. To form in the mind a notion

or idea of ;—to contrive in purpose ;—to represent to

one's self;—v. i. To form images or conceptions;—to

think ; to suppose :—imp. & pp. imagined ; ppr.

imagining,

Imago, (im-a'go) n. [L.] An image ; the last and

perfected state of insect life, 'when the pupa case is

dropped, and the inclosed imago or being comes forth.

Imaum, (i-mawm') n. [A. imdm.] A minister or priest

among the Mohammedans.

Imbankment, (im-bangk'ment) n. Act of surrounding

or defending with a bank ;—banks or mounds of

earth raised to defend a place, especially against

floods :—written also Embankment.

Imbecile, (im'be-sel) a. [L. imbecillis, from in, and

btuiUum, a small staff.] Destitute of strength, either

of body or of mind ;—weak; feeble , infirm ; impotent.

Imbecile, (im'be-sel) n. One destitute of strength,

either of body or mind.

Imbecility, (iiu-bc-sil'e-te) n. Quality of being im

becile ; feebleness of body or of mind ;—impotence.

Imbed, (im-bed') v. t. To sink or lay, as in a bed of

sand or earth.

Imbibe, (im-bib/) v. t. [L. in, and bibere, to drink.] To

drink in; to absorb;—to receive or admit into the

mind and retain :—imp. kpp. imbibed; ppr. imbibing.

Imbibing, (im-bib'ing) n. The act of drinking in;

absorbing.

Imbibition, (im-be-bish'un) n. The act of drinking in ;

absorption of a liquid into the pores of a solid.
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Imbitter, (iin-bit'er) v. t. To make bitter ; hence, to

make uuliappy or grievous ;—to render more violent ;

to exasperate; — imp. & pp. imbittered ; ppr. im-

bittering.

Zmbosom, (im-b66z'um) v. t. To hold in the bosom ; to

caress ; hence, to admit to the heart or affection ;—to

BUrround ; to inclose ; to cover:—imp. <k pp. un

bosomed; ppr. imbosoming.

Imbosomed, (im-booz'uuid) a. Preserved in the bosom,

or pressed to the breast ; protecting ; inclosing.

Imbow, (im-lxV) v. t. To make of a circular form ; to

arch ; to vault.

Imbricated, (ini'bre-k&t-ed) a. [L. imbricatus, pp. of

imbrieare, to cover with tiles, imbrex, a hollow tile.]

Bent and hollowed like a roof or gutter-tile ;—lying

over each other in regular order, like tiles or shingles

on a roof.

Imbrication, (im-bre-ka'shun) n. An overlapping of

the edges, like that of tiles or sliingles.

Imbroglio, (im-bro'lyo) n, [It.] An intricate, compli

cated plot ;—a complicated and embarrassing state of

tilings.

Imbrown, (iin -brown*) r. t. To make brown ; to darken

the colour of ; to tan:—imp. A: pp. imbrowned; ppr.

imbrowning.

Imbrue, (ini-broo') v. t. [Prefix im for in, and 0. Eng.

brue, bretc.] To soak ; to drench in a fluid, as in

blood :—imp. &■ pp. imbrued ; ppr. imbruing.

Imbrute, (im-broot*) v. (. To degrade to the state of a

brute ;—v. i. To sink to the state of a brute :—imp.

& pp. imbruted ; ppr, imbruting.

Imbue, (im-bu) r. t. [L. imbuerc] To tinge deeply ;

to dye ;—to cause to become impressed ; to instil ; to

instruct with:—imp. & pp. imbued; ppr. imbuing.

Instability, (ini-it-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

imitable.

Instable, (im'it-a-bl) a. Capable of being imitated ;—

worthy of imitation.

Imitate, (im'e-tat) v. f. [L. imitari, i?nitatua.] To

follow, as a pattern, model, or example ;—to copy ;—

to produce a likeness of in form, colour, qualities,

conduct, manners, and the like ; to counterfeit :—

imp. & pp. imitated; ppr. imitating.

Imitation, (ini-e-ta'shun) n. Act of imitating ;—that

which is made or produced as a copy; likeness; resem

blance;—counterfeit ; false or forged resemblance.

Imitative, (im'e-tat-iv) a. Inclined to imitate ; imitat

ing ; exhibiting, or designed to exhibit an imitation

of a pattern or model ;—formed after a model, pattern,

or original. [imitative.

Imitativencss, (im'e-tTit-iv-nes) n. Quality of being

Imitator, (im'e-tat-er) n. One who imitates, copies, or

follows.

Immaculate, (im-niak'u-hit) a. [L. immaculattut, prefix

in, and macula-, spot.] Spotless ; without blemish;

unstained; undented; pure;—limpid. [purity.

Immaculately, (im-niak'u-liit-le) adv. With spotless

Immalleable, (im-mal'e-a-bl) a. Not capable of being

extended by hammering.

Immanent, (im'a-nent) a. [L. immanent, ppr. of im-

manere, to remain in or near.] Remaining within;

inherent; internal or subjective ; intrinsic.

Immanity, (im-man'e-te) n. [L. immanitas, from im-

manis, huge.] Monstrosity; atrocity; barbarity.

Immanuel, (iiu-man'u-el) n. [H.t from im, with, nnu,

us, and £1, God.] God with us—an appellation of the

Saviour.

Immaterial, (im-ma-te'ro-al) a. Not consisting of matter;

incorporeal ; spiritual ;—of no essential consequence ;

unimportant :—trifling ; insignificant.

Immaterialism, (irn-ma-te're-al-izn>) n. The doctrine

of the non-existence of matter ; idealism.

Immaterialist, (im-ma-te're-al-ist) n. One who believes

in or professes immaterialism.

Immateriality, (im-ma-te-re-al'e-te) n. Quality of being

immaterial, or not consisting of matter.

Immaterially, (im-ma-te're-al-e) adv. In an immaterial

form : to an unimportant degree ; unsubstantially.

Immature, (im-uia-tur') a. Not mature or ripe ;

unripe ; not arrived at perfection or completion ;

crude ;—too early ; premature.

Immaturely, (im-ma-tur'le) adr. In an immature

manner ; unripely ; crudely ; unseasonably ; prema

turely.

Immaturity, (im-ma-tuVe-te) n. State of being imper

fect or incomplete ; imperfection ; unripeness ; crudity:

—also imimtturcness.

Immeasurable, (iin-mezh'ur-a-bl) a. Incapable of being

measured; immense; indefinitely extensive.

Immeasurableness, (im-mezh'ur-a-bl-nes) n. The state

of being incapable of measurement.

Immeasurably, (im-mezh'ur-a-ble) adv. To an extent

not to be measured ; immensely; beyond calculation.

Immediate, (im-me'de-at) a. [L. immediatut, in, and

medius, middle.] Not separated in respect to place by

anything intervening; proximate; close;— not deferred

by an interval of time ; present ; instant ;—producing

its effect by direct agency ; acting directly.

Immediately, (im-me'de-at-le) adv. Closely; proxi

mately; at hand;—without interval of time;—directly;

instantly; quickly; presently.

Immediateness, (im-me'de-at-nes) ». Quality or relation

of being immediate ; exemption from second or inter

vening causes. [incurable.

Immedicable, (im-med'e-ku-bl) a. Not to be healed ;

ImmelodiouB, (im-mel-6'de-us) a. Not melodious;

harsh. [out of mind.

Immemorial, (im-m5-mo're-al) a. Beyond memory ;

Immemorially, (im-m6-md're-al-le) adv. Beyoud

memory.

Immense, (ira-mens*) a. [L. immensus, from in, and

mttiri, to measure.] Unlimited ; unbounded ; very-

great ; huge ; — immeasurable ; vast ; prodigioust ;

enormous. [sure; vastly; very greatly.

Immensely, (im-memrle) adv. Without limits or mea-

Immenseness, (im-mens'nes) «. Unbounded extent of

greatness ; immensity.

Immensity, (im-mens'e-te) n. UnUmited extension;

infinity ;—vastness in extent or bulk ; greatness.

Immensurability, (im-men-sur-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality of

being immensurable.

Immensurable, (im-raen'sur-a-bl) a. |L. in, and men-

surabilis, measurable.] Not to be measured ; im

measurable.

Immensurableness, (im-men'siii-a-hl-nee) n. The state

of not being capable of measurement.

Immerge, (im-merj') v. t. To plunge into, under, 01

within any thing, especially a fluid ; to immerse.

Immerse, (im-mgrs') v. t. [L. immergtrt, immertum.,}

To plunge into any thing that surrounds or covers,

especially into a fluid ;—to engage deeply ; to involve:

—imp. & pp. immersed ; ppr. immersing.

Immersion, (im-iner shun) n. Act of immersing, or

statu of being immersed;—state of being overwhelmed

or deeply engaged ;—disappearance of a celestial body

by passing either behind another, or into its shadow- ;

—mode of baptizing among Baptists ; dipping of the

whole body, as opposed to sprinkling.

Immesh, (im-mesh') i: t. To entangle in the meshfls of

a net, or in a web:—imp. <L pp. immeshed; pjrr.

immeshing.

Immethodical, (im-mC-thod'ik-al) a. Not methodical ;

wanting method ; without systematic arrangement ;—

irregular ; confused ; disorderly.

Immethodically, (im-me-thod'ik-al-le) adv. Without

order or regularity ; irregularly.

Immigrant, (im'e-grant) n. One who removes into

a country for the purpose of permanent residence.

Immigrate, (im'e-grat) v. i. [L. immigrare, from prefix

im for %n, and migrare, to migrate.] To remove into

a country for the purpose of permanent residence ;—

imp. <fc pp. immigrated; ppr. immigrating.
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Immigration, (im-e-gra'shun) n. Act of immigritting.

Imminence, (im'e-nens) n. (Quality or condition of

being imminent or, threatening ;—impending evil or

danger.

Imminent, (im'o-nent) a. fL. imminent, ppr. of immi-

nere, to iiroject,] Threatening immediately to fall or

occur; impending; near; at band.

Imminently, (im'e-nent-le) adv. In a threatening

mariner ; dangerously.

Immingle, (im-mingi) v.t. [In and mingle,] To

unite ; to mix ; to compound.

Immiscible, (im-mhre-bl) a. Not capable of being mixed.

Immiasfon, (im-nush'un) n. Act of sending or thrusting

in ; injection.

Immit, (im-mitf) v. L [L. immittere, from prefix im

for in, and mitlere, to send.] To send in ; to inject;

to infuse :—imp. & pp. immitted ; ppr. immitting.

Immix. (im-miksO v. I. To mix ; to mingle.

Immobility, (im-md-biFe-tc) n. [L. for in, and mobilti,

morable, from movere, to move.} Incapability of being

moved ; resistance to motion ; fixedness or state or

condition ; immovableness.

Immoderate, (im-mod'er-at) a. Exceeding just bounds

or the proper mean ; not confined to suitable limits ;—

excessive ; exorbitant ; extravagant ; intemperate.

Immoderately, (im-mod'er-at-le) adv. In or to an undue

degree ; excessively ; unreasonably.

Immoderateneat, (im-mod'er-at-nes) n. The quality of

being immoderate ; excess ; extravagance.

Immodest, (im-mod'est) a. Not limited to due bounds ;

immoderate ; exorbitant ;—wanting in modesty or

delicacy; indecent; impure; indelicate;—wanting

chastity ; lewd ; unchaste ; obscene.

Immodestly, (im-mod'est-le) adv. Without due reserve

or restraint ; indecently ; unchastely ; obscenely.

Immodesty, (im-mod'es-te) n. Want of modesty ; in

decency ; unchastity ;—want of delicacy or decent

reserve ; impudence.

Immolate, (un'd-lAt) v. t. [L. immolare, immolatum,

to sprinkle a victim with sacrificial meal, from prefix

in and mota, grits mixed with salt,] To sacrifice ; to

kill, as a victim ;—to offer in sacrifice :—imp. & pp.

immolated ; ppr. immolating*.

Immolation, (im.-6-la'shun) n. Act of sacrificing or

killing a victim in sacrifice ;—a sacrifice offered.

Immoral, (im-mor'al) a. Uninfluenced by moral prin

ciple ; contrary to the divine law ; regardless of social

rights and obligations; wicked; unjust; dishonest;

vicious ; profligate ; dissolute ; depraved.

Immorality, (im-md-ral'e-te) n. Quality of being im

moral ;—an immoral act or practice ;—dishonesty ;

pride ; slander; profaneneas ; gaming; intemperance ;

wickedness ; viciousness ; impurity.

Immorally, (im-mor'al-le) adv. In violation of moral

law or obligation ; sinfully ; viciously.

Immortal, (im-mortal) a. [L. immortali*, from prefix

in, not, and mortalti, mortal] Not mortal ; exempt

from liability to die ;—having an eternal existence ;

never-ending ; everlasting ; — perpetual ; continuing

its existence by succession ;—imperishable, as fame ;

destined to live in all ages of this world.

Immortal, (im-mor'tal) n. One exempt from death or

decay ;—a divine being;—an angel ;—a god or goddess.

Immortality, (im-mor-taTe-te) n. Quality of being im

mortal ; unending existence;—exemption from obli

vion ;—perpetuity ; continuance of existence, as of a

corporation or office by succession.

Immortalization, (im-mor-tal-iz-a'shun) n. The act of

immortalizing.

Immortalize, (im-mor'tal-Iz) v. t. To render immortal ;

—to exempt from obUvion ; to perpetuate :—imp. &

pp. immortalized ; ppr. immortalizing'.

Immortally, (im-mor'tal-le) adv. I nan immortal man

ner ; with exemption from death.

Immortal, (im-mor'tol) n. [F. immortelle.] The flower

commonly called everlasting ; the cudweed of America.

Immovability, (im-m66v-a-bire-te) n. Condition or

quality of being immovable.

Immovable, (ini-moOv'a-bl) a. Incapable of being

moved ; firmly fixed ; fast ;—steadfast ; resolute ; firm ;

—unalterable; unchangeable:—uninipressihte ; hard

hearted;—permanent iu'placeor tenure; not removable.

Immovable, (im-nioova-bl) ». That which can not be

moved. [immovable.

Immovableness, (im-moova-bl-nes) n. Quality of being

Immovably, (im-moov'a-ble) adv. In an immovable

manner; unalterably; unchangeably. fness.

Immundicity, (im-mun-dise-te) a. Uncleanness ; filthi-

Immunity, (im-mu'ne-te) «. [L. immunitat, from

immunit, free from a public service, prefix in, not,

and munu-, service, duty.] Exemption from any

charge, duty, tax, or imposition ; a particular privi

lege ; prerogative ;—freedom from obligation of any

kind ;—preservation from, as error, &c.

Immure, (im-mur/) v.t. To inclose within walls;

to confine ; to imprison ; to surround with a wall :—

imp. & pp. immured ; ppr. immuring.

Immurement, (im-mur'ment) n. The state of being

immured ; confinement ; imprisonment.

Immutability, (im-mu-ta-bil'e-te) ». Quality of being

unchangeable; unchangeableneas ; invariableness.

Immutable, (im-mut'a-bl) a. [L. immutabitit, prefix

iIn, not, and mutabilis, mutable.] Not mutable ; not

susceptible of change ; unchangeable ; invariable ;

unalterable. [immutability.

Immutablenesi, (im-mut a-bl-nes) a. Unchangeableneas;

Immutably, (im-mut'a-ble) adv. Unchangeably ; in

variably.

Imp, (inij))fl. [A. -8. impan, to graft.] Agraff; a scion;

—offspring; progeny; son;—a young or inferior devil ;

a little demon.

Imp, (imp) v. t. [A.-8. impan, G. empknteuein, to

plant in.] To graft;—to adopt into a family ;—to mend

by a graft or insertion ; to extend by addition ;—in

falconry, to repair a hawk's wing by inserting feathers;

to plume:—imp. & pp. imped; ppr. imping.

Impacable, (im-pak'a-bl) a. Not to be appeased or

quieted.

Impact, (im-pakf) v. t, [L. impingere, prefix in, and

pangere, to strike or drive.] To drive close ; to press

or drive firmly together:—imp. k pp. impacted ; ppr.

impacting.

Impact, (im'pakt) v. Collision;—touch; impress;—

force communicated ;—the single instantaneous blow

or stroke of a body in motion against another cither

in motion or at rest.

Impages, (im-pa'jes) n.pl. Those parts of tho frame

work of a door which are horizontal.

Impair, (im-par*) v. t. [F. empirer, from pire, L. pfjor,

worse.] To make worse ; to diminish in quantity,

value, excellence, or strength;—v. i. To be lessened

or worn out ; to grow worse :—imp. & pp. impaired ;

ppr. impairing. [pairs.

Impairer, (im-par'cr) n. Ono who or that which im-

Impairment, (im-payment) n. The state of being

impaired ; diminution ; decrease.

Impale, (ira-paT) v.t. [L. in, against, and palus, a

stake.] To fix on a stake; to put to death by fixing

on an upright, sharp stake ;—to inclose, as with stakes,

posts, or palisades ;—to join, as two coats of arms,

pale-wise ;—imp. &, pp. impaled ; ppr. impaling.

Impalement, (im-pal ment) n. Act of impaling ;—a

space inclosed by stakes or pal est, and the like ,—the

division of a shield pale-wise, or by a vertical line.

Impalpability, (im-pal-pa-bil'e-te) n. Quality of not

being palpable or perceptible by the touch

Impalpable, (im-pai'pa-bl) a. Not palpable ; not to be

felt or perceived by touch ;—not obviously or readily

apprehended by the mind ; not coarse or gross.

Impalpably, (im-pal'pa-ble) adv. In a manner not

readily felt or apprehended.

Impanation, (im-pan-a'shun) n. [L. impanare, from

2 A
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prefix in and pa n is, broad. ] Tlio su p]>osed real

presence of Christ's body with the substance of bread

and wine in the eucharist ; consubstantiation.

Impannel, (im-pan'ol) v. t. To write or enter, as the

uaines of a jury, in a list; to form, as a list of jurors:

—imp. & pp. impannelled; ppr. impannelling,

Imparasyllabic, (im-par-a-sil-ab'ik) a. [L. impar, un

equal, and syllaba, syllable.] Not having the same

number of syllables—said of words which augment in

declension.

Impardonablc, (im-par'dun-a-bl) a. Unpardonable.

Imparity, (im-pnrVte) n. Inequality; disproportion;

—difference of degree, rank, excellence, number, and

the like;—indivisibility into equal parts; oddness in

number.

Impark, (im-park') v. t. To inclose for a park ; hence,

to inclose or shut up:—imp. It pp. imparked; ppr.

imparking.

Imparlance, (im-parlans) n. Mutual discourse ; con

ference;—in law, time given to a party to converse

with his opponent with a view to effect an amicable

arrangement—hence the continuance of a cause till

another day.

Impart, (im-parf) v. t. [L. impartirr, in and pars,

part.] To bestow a sharo or portion of; to allow

another to partake in ;—to grant ; to confer ;—to show

by woids or tokens ; to disclose ;—v. i. To give a part

or share :—imp. & pp. imparted; pjtr, imparting'.

Impartial, (jin-pur'she-al) a. Not partial ; unpre

judiced ; disinterested ; equitable ; just ; unbiassed.

Impartiality, (im-par-she-aTe-to) n. Freedom from

bias ; disinterestedaess ; equitableness.

Impartially, (im-par'she-al-le) adv. Without bias or

prejudice ; fairly; justly; equitably.

Impartibility, (ini-part-e-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

impartible ; indivisibility ;—quality of being imparted

or communicated.

Impartible, (iin-part'e-bl) a. [Prefix im, not, and

partible.] Not partible; indivisible. [From impart.]

Capable of being imparted or communicated.

Impartment, (im-part ment) n. Disclosure ;—distribu

tion ; conveyance ; allotment.

Impassable, (im-pas'a-bl) a. Incapable of being passed;

—impervious ; impenetrable ; pathless.

Impassably, (iua-pas'a-ble)adi\ So as to hinder passage

or restrain the power of passing.

Impassibility, (im-pas-e-bil'e-te)». Quality or condition

of being impassible.

Impassible, (im-pas'e-bl) a. [F. from L. in and patiri,

passus, to suffer.] Incapable of suffering; without

sensation. [of being impassible.

Impassiblcness, (im-pas'e-bl-nes) n. State or quality

Impassion, (im-pash'un) v. t. To move or affect strongly

with passion.

Impassioned, (im-pash'und) a. Actuated by passion ;

animated ; excited ; expressing strong feeling or

emotion. [suffering ; insensible ; impassible.

Impassive, (im-pas'iv) a. Not susceptible of pain or

Impassively, (im-paa'ivde) adv. Without sensibility

to pain or suffering.

Impassiveneu, (im-pas'iv-nes) n. State of being insus

ceptible of pain or feeling :—a.\ao impassivity.

Impaste, (im-pastf) v. t. [Prefix im and paste.] To

knead ; to make into paste;—to lay on colours ttnek

and bold;—imp. &pp. impasted; ppr. impasting.

Impasto, (im-pas'to) n. The thickness of the layer or

body of pigment applied by the painter to his canvas.

Impatienoe, (ini-pa'she-ens) n. Uneasiness under pain

or suffering ; intolerance of opposition ; restlessness

under delay ;—fretfulness ; irritability of disposition;

—passionate eagerness of desire or affection. *

Imp&tiens, (im-pa'she-enz) n. A genus of plants, so

called because the elastic capsules burst when touched,

and scatter the seeds with considerable force—touch-

me-not, jeml-ttetd and snap-uetd.

Impatient, (im-pa'she-eut) a. Uneasy or fretful under

trial or suffering ; unable to bear with composure :—

quick ; hiisty ; not enduring delay ;—eager for ; ar

dently desirous to get ;—intolerant ; reckless.

Impatiently, (im-pashe-ent-le) adv. In an impatient

manner. [<fc pp. impawned; ppr. impawning.

Impawn, (im-pawn') v. (. To pawn ; to pledge :—imp.

Impeach, (im-pech') v. t. [F. empicher. It. impacnare,

L. impingrrf.,to thrust or drive against.) To charge

with a crime or misdemeanour ; especially, to charge

as an officer, with misbehaviour in office ; to call to

account ; to summon, as answerable ;—to call in ques

tion ; to challenge :—imp. & pp. impeached ; ppr.

impeaching.

Impeachable, (im-pCch'a-bl) a. Liable to impeach

ment ; chargeable with crime;—liable to be called in

question ; accountable.

Impeachment, (im-pech'ment) n. Act of impeaching,

or state of being impeached; a calling to account;

accusation ; arraignment of a public officer for mal

administration ;—a calling iu question, as purity of

motives, or rectitude of conduct, &c.

Impearl, (ini-perl1) v. t. To form into pearls or their

likeness ;—to decorate with pearls, or with tilings

resembling pearls: — imp. & pp. impearled; ppr.

impearling.

Impeccability, (im-pek-a-bil'e-te)n. The quality ofbeing

not liable to sin ;—the moral grace which prevents the

possibility of sin—properly applicable to the human

nature of Christ.

Impeccable, (im-pek'a-bl) a. [L. impeeeabills.] Not

liable to sin ; exempt from the possibility of doing

wrong.

Impeccancy, (im-pek'an-se) n. Freedom from actual

sin, error, or offence ; freedom from failure ;—state of

being made not liable to sin, nor subject t«> ita

power—said of the regenerate. [money.

Impecuniosity, (im-pC-ku-ne-os'e-te) n. The want of

Impecunious, (ini-pe-kun'e-us) a. [L. in, not, and

ptcunia, money.] Not having money ; poor.

Impede, (im-ped') v. t. [L. impedire, lit. to entangle

the feet, from in and pes, pedis, foot] To hinder;

to obstruct ; to stop the progress of; to retard; to

hamper :—imp, & pp. impeded; ppr. impeding.

Impediment, (ini-pede-ment) n. That which impede*

or hinders progress or motion ; obstruction ; obstacle;

difficulty. Impediment in speech, a defect which pre

vents distinct utterance.

Impel, (im-pel1) v. L [L. impellere, prefix im for in, and

pclltrc, to drive.] To drive or urge forward ; to incite

to action in any way;—instigate; influence ; actuate :—

imp. & pp. impelled ; ppr. impelling. [pelling.

Impellent, (im-pel'ent) a. Having the quality of im-

Impellent, (im-pel'ent) n. A power or force that drives

forward. [place.

Impen, (im-pen') v. t. To pen ; to inclose in a narrow

Impend, (im-pend') v. i. [L. hapendere, prefix tm for

in, and pendfre, to hang.] To hang over ; to bo sus

pended above ; to be imminent ;—v. t. [L. in audi

pendgre, to weigh.] To weigh out ; to pay; to render:

—imp. &pp. impended; ppr. impending.

Impendence, (im-pend'ens) n. The state of impending;

near approach ; a menacing attitude.

Impending, (im-pend'ing) a. Lowering; threatening;

hanging over ; imminent ; menacing.

Impenetrability, (im-pou-C-tra-bile-te) n. Quality of

being impenetrable; — that property of matter by

which it excludes all other matter from the space it

occupies;—obtuseness; stupidity;—want of sympathr

or susceptibility.

Impenetrable, (im-pen'e-tra-bl) a. Incapable of being;

penetrated or pierced : impervious ;—shrouded in niisfc

or obscurity ; undiscernible ;—incapable of being in

formed, moved, or affected. [trability.

Impenetrableness, (im-pen'e-tra-bl-nes) n. Impene-

Impenotrably, (ini-pen'o-tra-blo) adv. In an impenetra

ble manner.
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Impenitence, (im-pen'e-tens) n. Want of penitence or

repentance ; absence of coiitrition or sorrow for sin ;

—obduracy ; confirmed hardness of heart ;—total and

final disregard of God's threatenings or mercy :—also

impenitency.

Impenitent, (im-pen'e-tent) a. [h. impanitcn*, prefix

in, not, and panitnm, penitent.] Not penitent; not

repenting of sin ; not contrite ; obdurate.

Impenitent, (im-pen'e-tent)n. One who does not repent;

a hardened sinner. [tance ; obdurately.

Impenitently, (ini-pen e-tent-le) adv. Without repen-

Impennous, (im-pen'us) a. Having no wings ; wing

less :—also impennate.

Imperative, (ini-peyat-iv) a. [h. imperatives, from

tmprmre, to command.] Expressive of command; com

manding; authoritative;—not to be avoided or evaded;

obligatory ; binding.

Imperative, (im-pe.r'at-iv) n. The mood of a verb

which enjoins, orders, or exhorts—used principally in

the second person.

Imperatively. (im-peV&t-iv-le) adv. In an imperative

manner ; authoritatively.

Impermtor, (im-pcr-at'er) n. A commander ; a title of

honour conferred on Roman generals after victory ;—

a supreme ruler ; king ; emperor.

Imperceptibility, (im-per-sep-te-biTe-te) n. The state

or quality of being imperceptible ; imperceptiblencss.

Imperceptible, (ini-per-sep'te-bl) a. Not perceptible ;—

not discernible by the senses;—invisible;—impalpable;

—inaudible:—minute; fine; faint; shadowy;—alow

in motion or growth ; unobservablo ; indistinct.

Imperceptibleness, (im-per-sep'te-bl-nes) n. Quality of

being imperceptible. [not to bo perceived.

Imperceptibly, (im-per-sep'te-ble) adv. In a manner

Imperception, (im-per-sep'shun) n. Want of perception.

Imperfect, (im-perTekt) a. Unfinished ; incomplete ;—

wanting some part ; defective ;—impaired ; vitiated ;—

incapable; unfit;—failing in moral duty; weak; sin

ful ;—failing in discernment ; erroneous ; fallible.

Imperfection, (im-per-fek'shun) n. Quality or condition

of being imperfect ;—defect ; want ; deficiency;—fault ;

failure ;—incompleteness ; insufficiency.

Imperfectly, (im-per'fekt-le) adv. In an imperfect

manner or degree. {perforated.

Imperforable, (im-ppyfor-a-bl) a. Incapable of being

Imperforate, (iin-per'fdr-at) a. [L. in and perforatut.]

Not perforated or pierced ;—having no opening or

passage.

Jinperforation, (im-per-for-a'shun) n. State of being

imperforated, or without aperture.

Imperial, (im-pe're-al)a. [L. imperialit, from imperiv.m,

command, empire.] Pertaining* to an empire, or to

an emperor ;—belonging to supreme authority ;—

royal ; sovereign ;—of superior size or excellence ;

powerful ; influential ;—noting a large size of paper,

30 by 22 inches ;—noting a standard measure.

Imperial, (im-pe're-al) n. A kind of dome, such as

is found in Moorish buildings ;—a tuft of hair on a

man's lower lip;—an outside seat on adiligeuco;—a

case for luggage on top of a coach.

Imperialism, (im-pe're-al-izm) n. The state or system

at an imjwrial government ;—the spirit of empire or

arbitrary power. [an emiwror.

Imperialist, (im-pe're-al- ist) n. A subject or soldier of

Imperiality, (im-pe-re-are-te) n. Imperial power;—

an imperial right or privilege.

Imperially, (im-pe're-al-le) ad v. In an imperial manner.

Imperil, (im-peyil) v. t. To bring into peril ;—to en

danger :—imp. & pp. imperilled ; ppr. imperilling.

Imperious, (im-pe're-us) a. Commanding ; ruling with

rightful sway ; authoritative ;—powerful ; over-ruling,

afl cast of mind ;—overbearing, as temper;— lofty;

haughty ; arrogant ; dictatorial, as manners or words;

—urgent; imperative, as duty or obligation.

Imperiously, (im-pO're-us-lu) adv. In an imperious

manner.

Imperiousness, (im-pfi're-us-nes) n. The quality of

being imperious ; authority ; arrogance ; haughtiness.

Imperishable, (iin-per'ish-a-bl) a [F. imperiMobte,

Eng. in and pcrUti.] Not liable to decay or ruin ; in

destructible ; undying ; enduring.

Imperishableness, (im-pcrlsh-a-bl-nes) «, The quality

of being immortal or imperishable.

Imperishably, (im-pe/iah-a-ble) adv. In an imperish

able manner.

Impermeability, (iin-per-mS-a-biTo-te) n. The quality

of being impermeable ; impermeableness.

Impermeable, (im-pjr'mfi-a-bl) a. [L. in and permeare,

to pass through.] Not permitting passage, as of a

fluid, through its substance ; impervious.

Impermissible, (im-per-mis'e-bl) a. Unallowable;

objectionable ; deniable.

Impersonal, (im-peraun-al) a. [F. unpersonncl, froin

L. in and persona, person.] Wanting personality ;—

individual; not representative;—especially denoting

a verb which is employed only in the third case, with

it for the nominative.

Impersonality, (im-per-sun-al'e-te) n. Want of person

ality or individuality ; indistinct or anonymous

character. [manner.

Impersonally, (ini-pcr'sun-al-le) adv. In an inipersoiutl

Impersonate, (im-pgr'sun-at) v. t. To give a real form,

body, or character to; to embody; to personify;—to

represent in character or form ; to personate ; to act :

—imp, & pp. impersonated ; ppr. impersonating.

Impersonation, (lm-per-sun-a'shun) n. Act of imper

sonating ; personification.

Impersuasible, (im-per-swaz'e-bl) a. Not to be moved by

persuasion ; not yielding to arguments.

Impertinence, (im-pe.r'te-nens) n. Condition or quality

of being out of place; irrelevance ;—unbecoming con

duct ;—act of thoughtless levity or improper famili

arity ; presumption ; pertness ; rudeness ; incivility.

Impertinent, (iin-peyte-uent) a. [L. impertinens,

from prefix in, not, and pertinent.] Not pertinent;

having no bearing on the subject; irrelevant ; inap

plicable ;—contrary to or offending against the rules

of propriety or good-breeding;—of no account; trilling;

frivolous.

Impertinently, (im-per'to-nent-le) adv. In an imper

tinent manner ; officiously ; rudely ; intrusively.

Imperturbability, (im-per-turb-a-bil'e-te) n. State of

being imperturbable ; self-possession ; coolness.

Imperturbable, (im-per-turb'a-bl) a. (L. in, not, and

perturbare, to disturb] Incapable of being disturbed

or agitated.

Imperturbation, (im-per-turb-a'Bhun) n. Freedom from

agitation of mind ; calmness ; quietude ; tranquillity.

Impervious, (im-p^r've-us) a. Not pervious ; not admit

ting of entrance or passage through ;—impassable ;

impenetrable.

Imperviously, (im-per've-us-le) adv. In an impervious

manner; impenetrably. (impervious.

Impenriousness, (im-per've-Ufl-nos) n. State of being

Impetigo, (im-pet-igo) n. A cutaneous, pustular

eruption not attended with fever, nor contagious.

Impetrate, (im'pe-trat) v. t. [L. impetrare.] To obtain

by request or entreaty.

Impetration, (im-pC-tri'shun) n. The act of obtaining

by prayer or petition ; tbe pre-obtaining of benefices

from the Church of Rome which belonged to the

disjHxal of the king and other lay patrons of the

realm.

Impetratory, (im-pe-tra'tor-c) a. Containing entreaty ;

beseeching ;—obtaining by entreaty.

Impetuosity, (im-pet-u-oVe-to) u. Condition or quality

of being impetuous; fury; violence;—vehemence of

temper.

Impetuous, (ini-pot'u-us) «. [L. impctvou'*.} Untiring

with force and violence ; rapid; fierce ; furious ; raging;

—vehement of mind or passion; hasty; quick; ar»

dent; violent; passionate.
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Impetuously, (im-pet'u-ua-le) adv. In an impetuous

manner. [impetuous.

Impetuousness, (ini-pet'u-UB-nes) n. Quality of being

Impetus, (im'i>C-tuj») n, [U impeterr, to nu»h upon,

attack, from prefix in and petere, to fall upon.) The

force with which any body is driven or impelled ;

momentum ; -the force with which a moving body

strikes another ;—tendency or violent inclination to a

point.

Impiety, (im-pi'e-te) n. [L. impietas, from impiiu,

impious.] Quality of being impious; irreverence

toward the Supreme Being;—ungodliness; profanity;

—want of filial affection or obedience to parents ;

—any act of wickedness, irreligion, or profanity.

Impinge, (im -pi nj') r. i [L. impingere, from in, and

panoere, to fix, strike.] To fall or dash against; to

strike ; to hit ; to clash ;—to touch upon ; to infringe:

—imp. & pp. Impinged ; ppr. impinging.

Impious, (im'pe-us) a. [L. impius, from prefix in, not,

and pius, pious.] Not pious ; irreligious ; profane ;—

proceeding from or manifesting a want of reverence

for theSupreme Being;—irreverent; scoffing; mocking.

Impiously, (im'pe-us-le) adv. In an impious manner ;

profanely. [God and his laws.

Impiousness, (i m'pe-us-nes) n. Impiety ; contempt of

Impish, (imp'ish) a. Having the qualities of an Imp.

Implacability, (ini-pla-ka-bil'o-te) n. Unappeasable

wrath ; irreconcilable emnity; inexorable disposition :

—also implacableneu.

Implacable, (im-pla'ka-bl) a. [L. implacabilis, from

im, not, and plaeabitis, placable.] Inexorable ; not to

be appeased ; relentless ; vindictive, said of persons ;

—not to bo subdued; malicious; stubborn, said of

temper ;—not to be assuaged ; admitting of no remedy

or relief ; constantly irritating, said of disease.

Implacably, (im-pla'ka-ble) adv. In an implacable

manner ; with unappeasable enmity ; inexorably.

Implacental, (im-pla-sent'al) a. Without a placenta,

as certain marsupial animals.

Implant, (im-planf) v. i. [L. in and plantare, to sow,

filant. ] To sow seed ; to plant shoots ; to graft or

nsert scions ;—especially, to sow, instil, or settle in

the young mind or heart, as rudiments or principles

of knowledge and virtue :—imp. & pp. implanted ;

ppr. implanting.

Implantation, (im-plant-a'shun) n. Act of implanting,

setting, or infixing in the mind or heart.

Implead, (im-pled) v. t. To institute and prosecute

a suit against a person in court ; to sue at law :—imp.

& pp. impleaded ; i>pr. impleading. [—an accuser.

Impleader, (im-pled er) n. One who prosecutes another;

Implement, (im pie-roent) n. [L. implementum, from

implere, to fill up.] Something that fills up a vacancy

or supplies a want; tool; utensil; vessel; instrument;

—generally pi. Tools of a trade ; kitchen vessels, Ac

Implement, (im-plB-mentf) v. t. To fulfil an engagement

or contract that has been entered into. [Scot.]

Implex, (im'pleks) o. [L. implextu, ppr. of implectere,

to infold, entangle.] Infolded ; intricate ; entangled ;

complicated.

Implexion, (im-plek'shun) n. The act of infolding or

involving ; the state of being involved ; involution.

Implicate, (im'ple-kat) v. t. [L. imp hear?, prefix im

for in, and plicart, to fold.] To infold ; to connect in

many relations ;—to bring into connection with ; to

show to be connected or concerned:—imp. & pp.

implicated ; ppr. implicating.

Implication, (im-ple kil'ahun) n. Act of implicating, or

state of being implicated ; involution ; entanglement;

—that which is implied ; meaning or inference under

stood, but not; expressed.

Implicatively, (im ple-kftt-iv-le) adv. By implication.

Implioit, (im-phVit) a. [L. implicitm.) Fairly to be

understood, though not expressed in words; implied ;

—trusting to the word or authority of another without

doubting or reserve ;—entire ; absolute ; unreserved.

Implicitly, (invplis'it-le) adv. By implication ; by fair

inference: virtually: — with confidence; trustingly ;

unreservedly ; assuredly. [out reserve.

Implicitness, (im-pUVit-nes) n. State of trusting with-

Impliedly, (im-pli'ed-le) adv. By implication.

Implore, (im-proV) r. t. [L. implorare, from in and

ptorare, to cry aloud, to cry out. ] To call upon or for,

in supplication ; to pray earnestly ; — supplicate ;

entreat; beg; solicit:—imp. & pp. implored; ppr.

imploring. [earnestly.

Implorer, (im-ploVer) n. One who implores or prays

Imploringly, (im-plorlng-le) adv. In an imploring

manner; with earnest entreaty.

Imply, (im-pli') v. t. To contain by implication ; to

include virtually:—involve; comprise; import; signify:

—imp. & pp. implied ; ppr. implying.

Impoison, (ini-poi'xn) r. (. To impregnate or affect

with poison ;—to imbitter ; to impair.

Impolicy, (im-pore-se) n. Quality of being impolitic ;

inexpedieuce ; bad policy ; indiscretion.

Impolite, (iro-po-lit) a. Not of polished manners ; un-

polite ; uncivil ; rude ; unmanuarly. [uncivilly.

Impolitely, (ira-po-lit'le) adv. In an impolite manner ;

Impoliteness, (im-po-lit'nes) n. The quality of being

impolite; incivility; want of good manners.

Impolitic, (im-pol'it-ik) a. Not politic ; wanting in

policy or prudent management ; unwise ;—indiscreet ;

incautious ; imprudent ; inexpedient

Impoliticly, ( im-pol it-ik-le ) adv. In an impolitic

manner. [of being imponderable.

Imponderability, (im-pon-der-a-bil'e-te) n. The quality

Imponderable, (ini-pon'der-a-bl) a. Nut ponderable ;

without sensible weight.

Imporosity, ( im-pd-rosVto ) n. Want of porosity;

closeness of texture. [in texture ; solid.

Imporoua, (im-pdYus) a. Destitute of {tores : compact

Import, (im-porf) v.t. [L. importare, prefix in and

porta rt, to bear. ] To bring in from abroad ; e*i>eeiaUy,

to bring, as wares or merchandise from another state

or country ;—to convey a meaning or intention ; to

imply; to signify;—to be of importance or consequence

to; to affect the interest of:—imp. At pp. imported;

ppr. importing.

Import, (import) n. That which is brought in from

abroad ; — purport ; meaning ; drift ; — importance ;

consequence.

Importable, (im-port'a-bl) a. Capable of being imported.

Importance, (im -port am) n. Weight ; consequence ;

moment ;—significance or value attached to a state

ment of views or declaration of opinion ;—bearing or

influence of anv kind upon questions of public interest

—relative rank or- position in the scale of being, or

in the social, political, or religious world ;—personal

estimate of one's position ; self-importance.

Important, (ira-port'aut) a. Carrying or possessing

weight or consequence ; significant ; weighty ; moment

ous ;—assuming an air of gravity ; consequential.

Importantly, (ira-port'ant-le) adv. In an important

manner ; forcibly ; weightily.

Importation, (im-port-a'shun) «. Act or practice of

importing, or of bringing from another country or

state ;—goods introduced into a country from abroad.

Importer, (im-port'er) n. One who imports or brings

goods from another country or state.

Importing, (im-port'ing) a. Bringing productions or

goods into a country from a foreign state ;—having

weight or consequence ;—meaning ; implying.

Importunacy, (im-port'u-ua-se) n. Quality of being

importunate.

Importunate, (ira-port'u -nat) cl [L. importunu*.]

Urgent in solicitation ; earnest in entreaty or demand

—said of persons ;—pressing ; exacting ; urgent, as a

call, claim, Ac. ;—inciting to indulgence or gratifica

tion ; clamorous, as desire or appetite.

Importunately, (im-port u-nat-le) adv. In an impor

tunate manner.
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Importune, (im-por-tun') v. t. [L- importunate, prefix

ia and portare, to bear.] To request with urgency ;

to press with solicitation : to dun :—imp. & pp. im

portuned ; ppr. importuning.

Importunity, (im-por-tun'e-te) n. Quality of being im

portunate ; pressing solicitation ; urgent request.

Imposable, (im-pozVbl) a. Capable of being imposed.

Impose, (im-p6V) v. t. [L. importer*, prefix in and

ponrre, to place. ] To lay on ; to Bet or place ; to put ;

to deposit j—to lay as a charge, burden, tax ; to levy ;

—to enjoin, as a duty, obligation, command, or the

like ;— to pasa off; to palm ;—to lay, as the hands in

confirmation or ordination ;—to prepare for printing,

by arranging the pages 4ipon the stone and confining

them in the chase : — imp. & pp. imposed ; ppr.

imposing. [impressive ; commanding.

Imposing-, (im-poz'ing) a. Adapted to impress forcibly;

Imposingly, ( im-poz'ing-le ) adv. In an imposing

manner.

Imposing-stone, (im-poYing-ston) n. A stone on which

the pages or columns of type are imposed or made

into forma.

Imposition, (im-pJS-zish'un^ «. Act of imposing, layiug

on, affixing, enjoining, inflicting, obtruding, &c. ;—

that which, is imposed ; charge ; burden ; injunction ;

levy ; tax ;—a trick or deception put or laid on others ;

—act of laying on the hands as a religious ceremony

in ordination and the like ;—a supernumerary exercise

prescribed to scholars as a punishment.

Impossibility, (im-poa-e-bil'e-te) «. Incapability of

existing or appearing in the state or condition asserted

or supposed ;—incapability of being made or executed;

impracticability;—any thing inconceivable in thought,

inconsistent with natural or moral laws and conditions,

unfeasible in design, or impracticable in execution.

Impossible, (im-posVbl) a. [h. impossibiiis, prefix in,

not, and posxioilis, possible.] Not possible;—incon

sistent with the laws or course of nature, as a miracle ;

—inconsistent with the state or condition of individual

existence: incongruous; — inconsistent with mathe

matical laws, as certain proportions or relations of

form or number;—inconsistent with the laws of

thought ; inconceivable ;—in popular language, highly

unlikely or improbable ;—unfeasible ; impracticable ;

imaginary.

Impost, (im'post) n. [L. imponere, impotitum.} A tax,

tribute, or duty ; often a duty on goods

imported into a country ;—that part of n

pillar in vaults and arches on which thu

weight of the building rests, or the capi

tal of a pillar or cornice which receives

an arch.

Imposthumate, (im-pos'tum-at) v. i. To

form an abscess; to gather;—v.t. To affect,

with an imposthume or abscess :—imp. &

jpp. imposthumated; ppr. imposthum&ting.

Imposthumation, (im-pos-tum-a'shun) n.

The formation of an abscess ;—an abscess.

Imposthume,(im-pos'tum}n, [Acorruption

of apostrme, ) A collection of pus or Itiij>u*L.

purulent matter in any part of an animal body ; an

abscess.

Impostor, (im-pos'ter) n. [L. imponere, to impose upon,

deceive.] One who imposes upon others ;—deceiver ;

pretender.

Impostorship, (im-poe'ter-ship) n. The condition,

character, or practice of an impostor.

Imposture, (im-pos'tur) n. Act or conduct of an im

postor ; deception practised under a false or assumed

character;—fraud; trick; imposition.

Impotence, (im'po-tens) n. Want of strength or power,

whether animal or intellectual ; weakness ; feebleness ;

imbecility;—any defect of power, whether natural or

acquired; inability; — specifically the want of pro-

creativu power.

Impotent, (inVpd-tent) a. [L, impotens, prefix in and

 

potens, powerful.) Weak; feeble;—wanting natural

strength or functional activity; diseased or disabled ;—

wanting power or means ;—wanting restraint ; un

governable ; — wanting the power of propagation ;

unproductive. [without self-control.

Impotently, (im'po-tent-le) adv. Weakly; helplessly;—

Impound, (ini-pound') *. t. To confine in a pound or

close pen ; to restrain within limit* '.—imp. & pp.

impounded; ppr. impounding. [cattle.

Impoundage, (ini-pound'aj) ft. The act of impounding

Impounder, (ini -pound'er) n. One who impounds the

beasts of another, as for trespass, &c

Impoverish, (im-pov'gr-ish) v. t. [Prefix im, not, and

F. povere, pauvre, poor.] To make poor ; to reduce to

poverty;—to exhaust the strength, richness, or fertility

of :— imp. & pp. impoverished; ppr, impoverishing.

Impoverishment, (ini-pov'er-ish-raent) n. Act of im

poverishing ; reduction to poverty ; drain of richness

or fertility.

Impracticability, (im-prak-te-ka-bil'e-te) n. State or

quality of being impracticable; unmanageable state ;

stubbornness.

Impracticable, (im-prak'te-ka-bl) a. Not practicable ;

incapable of being accomplished by the means employed

or at command;—untractable; stubborn;—unmanage

able ; unreasonable; obstinate; perverse;—incapable

of being passed or travelled.

Impracticably, (im-prak'te-ka-ble) adv. In an imprac

ticable manner.

Imprecate, (im'pre-kat) v. t. [L, iraprecari, from prefix

im and precari, to pray.] To call down by prayer, as

something hurtful or calamitous ; to invoke, as evil :—

imp. & pp. imprecated; ppr. imprecating.

Imprecation, (im-pre-ka'shun) n. The act of imprecat

ing, or invoking evil ;—curse ; execration ; anathema.

Imprecatory, (im'pre- ka- tor-e) a. Invoking evil ;

cursing ; maledictory.

Impregnability, (im-preg-na-bil'e-te) n. State of being

impregnable, or of being unattainable.

Impregnable, (im-preg'na-bl) a. Not to be stormed, or

taken by assault;—not to be moved, impressed, or

shaken ; invincible. [manner.

Impregnably, (im-preg'na-ble) adv. In an impregnable

Impregnate, (im-pregnat) v. t. [L. impregnate, im-

pra>.gnatum, from prefix in and pnegnans, pregnant.)

To make pregnant ; to get with child ;—to render

fruitful or fertile in any way ; to fertilize ;—to infuse

partiolea of another substance into ; — imp. & pp.

impregnated ; ppr. impregnating.

Impregnate, (im-preg'nat) a. Rendered prolific or

fruitful ; impregnated.

Impregnation, (im-preg-na'shnn) n. Act of impregnat

ing; fecundation ;—state of being impregnated; con

ception ;—intimate mixture of porta or particles;

infusion; saturation.

Imprescriptible, (im-pre-skrip'te-bl) a. Not capable of

being lost or impaired by neglect to use, or by claims

founded on prescription.

Impress, (im-presO r. t. [L. imprimere, impremim, in

and premere, to press.] To press or stamp in or upon,

to make a mark or figure upon ;—to indent ; to print ;

—to fix in the mind ; to inculcate ; to imprint ;—to

take by force for public service:—imp. &pp. impressed;

ppr. impressing.

Impress, (im'pres) n. A mark mode by pressure ; in

dentation ; imprint ; stamp; mould ;—device; motto ;

seal ;—impression or influence wrought on the mind ;

—the act of impressing for the public service.

Impressibility, (im-pres-e-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

impressible ; susceptibility of impressions.

Impressible, '(im-pres'e-bl) a. Capable of being im

pressed ; yielding to an impression ; susceptive ;

susceptible. [or leave an impression.

Impressibly, (im-pres'e-blo) adv. In a manner to make

Impression, (im-presh'un) ft. Act of impressing or

stamping ;—a stamp made by pressure ; mark ; seal ;—
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sensible effect made by external fnrce, as hy a blow,

discharge of cannon, or other warlike attack ;—effect

which external objects, through thw' senses, produce

on the mind ; idea ; notion ;—faint notion ; vague

idea; indistinct remembrance- ;—effect of truth or

other mental or moral influence on the mind ; hence,

effectual operation of truth ; conviction ;—a copy taken

by pressure from tyjw, from an engraved plate, or the

like ; hence, also, all the copies taken at once ; an

edition.

Impressionable, (im-presh'un-a-bl) a. Snsoeptible of

impression ; capable of being moulded : susceptive.

Impressive, (im-pres'iv) a. Making an impression ;

affecting ; exciting ; forcible ; adapted to touch the

heart or conscience : earnest in tone and manner;—

susceptible ; impressible.

Impressively, (im-pres'iv-le) adv. Forcibly; in a man

ner to touch the feelings or arouse the conscience ;

earnestly : affectingly. [impressive.

Impressiveness, (im-prea'iv-nes) n. Quality of being

Impressment, (im-pres'ment) n. Act of seizing for

public use, or of impressing into public service.

Impressure, (im-prosh'ur) n. [L. im)rre$*um.] The

mark made by pressure; indentation ; dent ; impression.

Imprevalence, (im-prev'aOens) n. State of not prevail

ing; failure to influence or effect;—infreouency; rarity.

Imprimatur, (im-pri-ma'tur) n. [L. let it be printed.]

A license to print a book, &c.

Imprimis, (ira-pri'mis) adv. [L. imprimis, among the

first, chiefly, in, in, aud primus, first.] In the first

place : first in order.

Imprint, (im'print) n. Whatever is printed on the

title-page of a book ; especially the name of the printer

or publisher, with the time and place of publication;—■

also, the name of the printer in the last page ofthe book.

Imprint, (im-prinf) v. t. To mark by pressure ; to

stamp, as a character or device, in wax, or cloth, &c ;

—to print ;—to stamp or mark, as letters or paper, by

means of types ;—to fix indelibly, as on the mind or

memory ; to impress :—imp. &z pp. imprinted ; ppr.

imprinting.

Imprison, (im-pri/n) v. t. [F. emprisfmnrr, Eng. in

and prison.} To put into a prison ; to confine in a

prison or jail;—to limit, hinder, or restrain in any

way :—imp. &. pp. imprisoned; ppr. imprisoning.

Imprisoning, (im-priz'u-ing) n. Act of confining in

prison ; incarceration.

Imprisonment, (im-priz'n-mont) n. Act of imprisoning,

or state of being imprisoned ; restraint of liberty ;—

incarceration ; custody ; confinement.

Improbability, (im-prob-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

improbable ; unlikelihood.

Improbable, (im-prob'a-bl) a. Not probable ; unlikely

to be true. [manner.

Improbably, (im-prob'a-ble) adv. In an improbable

Improbity, (im-prob'e-te) n. [L. improbitax, prefix in

and probitas, probity.] Want of integrity or rectitude

of principle; dishonesty.

Impromptu, (ini-promp'tu) adv. or a. [L. in promptn,

in readiness, at hand, from promptus, visible, ready.]

Off-hand ; without previous study.

Impromptu, (hn-promp'tu) n. An off-hand or extem

poraneous composition.

Improper, (im-prop'er) a. Unsuitable : ill-adapted to

the end or design ;—unqualified ; unfit ;—unbecoming;

indecent;—inaccurate ; unusual ; contrary to the rules

or usage of a language ; ungrammatical.

Improperly, (im -prop'er-le) adv. In an improper

manner; not fitly ; unsuitably; incongruously; in

accurately, [unfavourable.

ImpropiUous, (im-pro-pish'e-us) a. Ill-omened;

Impropriate, (im-pro'pre-at) v. t, [L. in and propriare,

propria turn, to appropriate.] To appropriate to private

use ;—to place the profits of, for care and disburse

ment, in the hands of a layman ;—imp, & pp. impro

priated ; ppr. impropriating,

Impropriation, (im-pro-pre-a'shun) n. Act of putting

an ecclesiastical benefice in tho hands of a layman or

lay corporation ;—a benefice in the hands of a layman,

or of a lay corporation.

Impropriety, (irn-pro-pri'e-tc) n. Unfitness or unsuit-

ableness to character, time, place, or circumstances ;—

inaccuracy of speech; ungrammatical construction;—

any unbecoming act.

Improvable, (im-prodv'a-bl) a. Capable of being im

proved; susceptible of improvement;—capable of being

used to advantage ; available ;—capable of cultivation.

Improvableneu, (im-proov'a-bl-nes) n. Susceptibility

of improvement ; capableness of being made better.

Improvable, (ira-proov'a-ble) adv. In a manner that

admits of improvement.

Improve, (im-proovO v. t. [Prefix in and L. probart, to

esteem as good.] To make better ; to advance in value

or good qualities ;—to use or employ to good purpose ;

to turn to account ;—to augment : to increase in a bad

sense ;—to handle a theme or subject, so as to derive a

practical moral lesson from it ;—v. i. To grow better ;

to advance in goodness, knowledge, or other excellence;

to be made more productive, as land by culture ;—to

become more prosperous, as business ;—to show marks

of improvement; to look better ;—to increase in value ;

to be enhanced ; to rise in the market ;—to advance

in evil ; to grow worse ;—imp. Si pp. improved ; ppr.

improving.

Improvement, (im-prodv'ment) n. Act of improving,

or state of being improved ; advancement in moral

worth, knowledge, or other excellence ; — tillage ;

cultivation of land ;—culture ; instruction, as of the

mind ;—edification ; practical application of a sermon ;

lesson taught or learned from a subject or event ;—

beneficial use of means or advantages ; act of turning

to account. [improves.

Improver, (im-pr66v'er) n. One who, or that which.

Improvidence, (im-proVe-dena) n. Quality of being

improvident; want of foresight.

Improvident, (im -prov'e-dent) a. Not provident;

wanting forecast ; neglecting to provide for the future ;

spending or wasting present means without thought

for future exigencies ; — inconsiderate ; negligent ;

careless ; heedless. [sight or forecast.

Improvidently, (im-prov'e-dent-le) ado. Without fore-

Improving, (Im-prooVing) a. Making better ; using

advantageously; turning to account ;—growing better,

as in health ; advancing in excellence of any kind.

Improvingly, (im-prdov'ing-le) adv. In an improving

manner.

Improvisation, (im-prov-e-sa'shun) n. Act or art of

making poetry, or performing musicexteiuporancously ;

—that which is improvised.

Improvise, (im-pro-veY) v. t. [L. improvisv*, from

prefix in and provisos, foreseen, provided.] To com

pose and speak extemporaneously, especially verse ;—

to get up off-hand, or without previous preparation,

as an entertainment, &c. ; to do any thing suddenly ;

to extemporise ;—v. t. To utter compositions, especially

in verse, without previous preparation :—imp. & pp.

improvised; ppr. improvising.

Improviser, (im-pr5-vez'cr) n. One who improvises,

Improwiaatore, (ira-pro-ve-sa-to'ra) n. [It.] A man

who composes and sings or recites rhymes and short

poems extemporaneously, on any given subject.

Imprudence, (ira-proo'dens) n. Want of prudence ;

incaution ; indiscretion ; inconsideration ; rashness..

Imprudent, (im-proo'dent) a. [L. imprudent, from

prefix in and prvdms, prudent.} Wanting prudence

or discretion ;—indiscreet ; injudicious ; incautious ;

unadvised ; heedless ; rash.

Imprudently, (im-pr66'deut-le) adv. In an imprudent

manner ; indiscreetly.

Impuberty, (ini-pii'ber-te) n. [In and puberty.] State

of being under the age in which marriage can be

legally contracted ; immaturity.
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Impudence, (im'pu-denB) n. Quality of being impudent ;

shafnelessnesa ; wont of modesty ;—effrontery ; sauci-

ness ; audacity ; impertinence ; portnoss.

Impudent, (iin'pu-deut) a, [L. impudent, from prefix

in ami pudens, ashamed, modest.] Shameless; wanting

modesty ; unblushing ;—forward ; bold ; saucy ; im

pertinent ;— brazen ; pert; immodest; insolent.

Impudently, (im'pu-dent-le) adv. In an impudent

manner ; with indecent assurance ; shamelessly.

Impugn, (im-ptin') v. t. [L. impuf/nure, from prefix in

and pugnart, to fight.] To attack by words or argu

ments ; tu contradict ; to call in question.

Impugnable, (im-pun'a-bl) a. Capable of being

impugned. [ness ; inability.

Impuissance, (im-pu'is-ans) tu [F.] Impotence ; weak-

Impulse, (im'puls) n. [L. impulsus.] A sudden force

communicated by a body in motion to a body at rest ;

—the motion or effect produced by a sudden action of

applied force ;—influence on the mind ; motive ; insti

gation ; — impression ; idea received ; — inclination ;

bias or tendency to.

Impulsion, (im-pul'shun) n. Act of impelling or driving

onward:—influence acting wiexpectedly or temporarily

on the mind ; impulse.

Impulsive, (im-puls'i v) a. Having the power of driving

or impelling ;—acting momentarily, or by impulse ;

hence, quick and forcible ; violent ; rash ; hasty.

Impulsively, (im-pula'iv-le) adv. With force; by

impulse. [being impulsive.

Impulsiveness, (im-puls'iv-nes) n. The quality of

Impunity, (im-pu'ne-te) n. [L. impunitas, from im-

punit, without punishment, from puna, punishment.]

Exemption from punishment or penalty;—exemption

from injury or loss; security.

Impure, (im-pur') o. [L. impurut, from in, not, and

purus, pure, clean, G. pur, fire.] Not pure; mixed;

adulterated ;—foul ; feculent ;—defiled by sin ; tainted ;

vitiated ; corrupt ;—uidiallowed ; unholy ; having no

redeeming or purifying element ;—unchaste ; lewd ;—

ceremonially unclean. [pollute.

Impure, (im-pur7) v. t. To render foul ; to defile; to

Impurely, (iin-purlo) adv. In on impure manner ;

with impurity. [being impure.

Impureness, (im-puVnes) n. The condition or state of

Impurity, (im-pure-te) n. Want of purity ; state of

being mixed with Borae foreign or baser substance :—

imperfect or adulterated form of a material body ;—

any inferior or foul element or ingredient ;—hence, in

morals, defilement ; pollution ;—lewdness; obscenity;

—legal or ceremonial uncleanness ;—any foul or filthy

thought, act, or word ;—also an incorrect or ungram-

matical form of speech.

Immutability, ( iin-put-a-bn'e-to ) n. The quality of

being imputable ; imputableness.

Imputable, (im-put'a-bl) a. Capable of being imputed

or charged; chargeable; ascribable; attributable.

Imputation, (im-pu-ta'ahun) n. Act of imputing;—

charge of evil; censure; reproach;—hence, hint;

intimation ; alight notice ; the act of charging or

attributing to one that which really belongs to another ;

—the attribution of the Bin and guilt of mankind, with

their penal consequences, to Christ ; the attribution of

Christ's sufferings and death, with his meritorious

righteousness, to those who believe in his name.

Imputative, (im-put a-tiv) a. Coming by imputation;

imputed.

Imputatively, (im-put'a-tiv-le) adv. By imputation.

Impute, (im-put) r. (. [L. imputart, from in and

piitare, to reckon, think.] To ascribe ; to attribute ;

—to charge to one as the author or occasion of ;—to

reckon to one what n not properly his:—imp. & pp.

imputed; ppr. imputing. [account of.

Imputed, (im-put'ed) a. Ascribed; charged to the

Imputrescible, (iru-pu-trcs'e-bl) a. Not subject to

putrefaction or corruption.

In, (in) jffYn. [A.-S., L. in, G. en.] Within ; inside of;

indicating a present relation to time, space, or condi

tion:—on behalf of; on account of; by; through;

because; since, with that.

In, (in) adv. Not out ; within ; inside ;—with privilege

or possession ; closely ; immediately.

In, (in) ». A person who is in office—the opposite of

out;—a nook or corner, generally plural.

In, (in). [L. in.] A frequent prefix, with the sense of

negation or privation, and also of intensity or addition.

Inability, (in-a-bil'e-te) n. Want of physical strength;

impotence ;—want of sufficient means ; deficiency ;—

want of moral power ; incompetence.

Inaccessible, (in-ak-ees'e-bl) a. Not accessible ; unap

proachable ; unattainable. [of being inaccessible.

Inaccessibleness, (in-ak-ees'e-bl-nes) n. Quality or statu

Inaccessibly, (in-ak-ses'e-ble) adv. In an inaccessible

manner ; unapproachably.

Inaccuracy, (in-ak'ku-ra-se) n. Want of accuracy or

exactness ;—mistake ; fault ; defect.

Inaccurate, (in-ak'ku-rat) a. Not accurate; inexact:

incorrect ; not according to truth or reality ; erroneous ;

carelessly formed.

Inaccurately, (in-aklcu-rat-le) adv. In an inaccurate

manner ; incorrectly ; erroneously. [rest.

Inaction, (iu-ak'shun) n. Want of action ; idleness ;

Inactive, (in-ak'tiv) a. Not active; having no power

to move ; inert ;—not disposed to action or effort ;

idle :—sluggish : indolent; slothful; lazy.

Inactively, (inak'tiv-le) adv. In an inactive manner;

idly ; sluggishly.

Inactivity, (in-ak-tivVte) n. Quality of being inactive ;

inertness ;—idleness ; sluggishness.

Inadequacy, (in-ad'8-kwa-se) «. Quality of being

inadequate; defectiveness; inequality;—insufficiency;

incompetency.

Inadequate, (in-ad'ft-kwRt) a. Not adequate ; unequal

to the purpose ; insufficient to effect the object ;—

partial; incomplete: defective;—unequal; insufficient;

incompetent ; incapable.

Inadequately, (in-ad'e-kwat-Ie) adv. Not fully or suffi

ciently : incompletely.

Inadmissibility, (in-ad-mis-e-bil'e-te) n. Quality of

being inadmissible, or not proper to be received.

Inadmissible, (in-ad-mis'e-bl) a. Not admissible ; not

proper to be admitted, allowed, or received; incom

petent ; irrelevant.

Inadvertency, (in-ad-vert'en-se) n. Act or habit of not

turning the mind to ; want of thought or uttcntion ;

absence of mind ;—an oversight, mistake, or fault pro

ceeding from negligence or want of thought :—also

inadvertence.

Inadvertent, (in-ad-vert'ent) a. Not turning the mind

to a matter; heedless of events or occurrences; care

less ; negligent ;—al»sent in mind.

Inadvertently, (in-ad-vert'ent-le) adv. From want of

attention ; inconsiderately ; thoughtlessly ; carelessly.

Inalienable, (in-al'yeu-a-bl) a. Incapable of being

alienated, or transferred to another.

Inalienably, (in-al'yen-a-blo) adv. In a manner for

bidding alienation.

Inamorato, (in-am-or-a'to) n. [It. innamorato, pp. of

innamorare, to inspire with love.] One who is

enamoured or in love ; a lover. [parentage.

In-and-in, (in-and-in') a. From animalB of the same

Inane, (in-an ) a. [L. inanti.] Destitute of contents ;

empty ; void of sense or intelligence.

Inanimate, (in-an'e-mat) a. Not auimate ; destitute of

life or spirit ; — inert ; inactive ; dull ; soulless ;

spiritless.

Inanition, (in-a-nish'nn) n. Emptiness; want of fulness,

as in the body or vessels ;—want of nutrition ; starva

tion : exhaustion from want

Inanity, (in-an'e-te) n. Vacuity; void space; empti

ness :—vanity ;—frivolity.

Inapplicability, (in-ap-ple-ka-bU'e-te) n. The quality

of being inapplicable ; unfitness.
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Inapplicable, (in-ap'ple-ka-bl) a. Not applicable ; not

suited or suitable to the purpose ;—uusuited ; uu*

adapted ; inappropriate : inapposite.

Inapplicably, (iu-ap'ple-ka-ble) adv. In a manner not

suited to the purpose.

Inapplication, (in-ap-ple-ka'shun) «. Want of applica

tion or attention : negligence ; indolence.

Inapposite, (in-ap'po-zit) a. Not apposite ; not fit or

suitable ; not pertinent.

Inappreciable, (in-ap-pre'she-a-bl) a. Not appreciable ;

incapable of being duly valued or estimated.

Inapproachable, (in-ap-proch'a-bl) a. Notapproachable;

inaccessible.

Inappropriate, (in-ap-pro'pre-at) a. Unbecoming ; un

suitable ;—not belonging to ; impersonal.

Inapt, (in-apt') a. [L. in and apt as, fit.] Unfit ; un

suitable, [ness ; unsuitablenesa.

Inaptitude, (in-ar/te-tud) n. Want of aptitude ; unfit-

Inaptly, (in-apt'le) adv. Unfitly : unsuitably.

Inarable, (in-ar'a-bl) a. Not arable ; not capable of

being ploughed or tilled.

Inarch, (in-arch*) v. t. To graft by uniting, as a scion

to a stock, without separating it from its parent tree :

—imp. & pp. inarched ; ppr, inarching.

Inarticulate, (in-.u -1 ik'fi-1 "it ) a. Not articulate ; not

distinct, or with distinction of syllables;—not jointed

or articulated.

Inarticulately, (in-ar-tik'u-lat-le) adv. Not with

distinct syllables ; indistinctly.

Inarticulation, (in-ar-tik-u-la'shun) n. Indistinctness of

sounds in speaking.

Inartificial, (in-ar-te-fish'e-al) a. Not artificial ; not

made or performed by the rules of art;—artless;

simple.

Inartificially, (fn-ar-te-flsh'e-ol-le) adv. Without art;

in an artless manner ; contrary to the rules of art.

Inasmuch, (in-az-much1) adv. Seeing that ; considering

that ; since—followed by as.

Inattention, (in-at-ten'shun) n. Want of attention or

consideration;—heedlessness; thoughtlessness; neglect.

Inattentive, (in-at-tent'iv) a. Not fixing the mind on

an object;—careless ; heedless ; regardless ; thoughtless.

Inattentively, (in-at-tent'iv-le) adv. Without atten

tion ; carelessly.

Inaudible, (in-awd'e-bl) a. Not audible ; incapable of

being heard ;—making no sound ; noiseless ; silent.

Inaudiblenesa, (in-awde-bl-ues) n. The state of being

inaudible; inaudibility. [heard.

Inaudibly, (in-awd'e-ble) adv. In a manner not to be

Inaugural, (in-aw'gu-ral) a. Pertaining to, or performed

or pronounced at, an inauguration.

Inaugural, (in-aw'gu-ral) ». Au inaugural address.

Inaugurate, (in-aw'gu-rat) v. t. [L. inauyurare, from

prefix in and augarari, to augur.] To induct into

an office in a formal manner ;—to set in motion or

action ; to begin with good omens ;—to make a public

exhibition of for the first time :—imp. & pp. inaugu

rated ; ppr. inaugurating.

Inauguration, (in-aw-gQ-ra'shun) n. Act of inducting

into office with appropriate ceremonies ;—solemn or

formal beginning of any movement, public exhibition,

and the like [ing to inauguration.

Inauguratory, (in-aw'gu-ra-tor-c) a. Suited or pertain-

Inaurate, (in-aw-raf) v. t. [Ij. inaurare, from in and

aurum, gold.] To cover with gold ; to gild.

Inaurate, (in'aw-riit) a. Covored with gold ; gilded ; gilt.

Inauspicious, (in-aw-gpish'e-ua) a. Not auspicious ;

ill-omened; unfortunate; unlucky; evil; unfavourable.

Inauspioiously, (in-aw-spish'e-us-le) adv. With ill

omens ; unfortnnately ; unfavourably.

Inauspiciousneas, (in-aw-spiah'e-us-nes) n. Unlucki-

ness; unfavourableness.

Inbeing, (in'be-ing) n. Inherence : inherent existence.

Inboard, (in'bord) adv. In or on the hold of a ship.

Inborn, (tn'born) a. Born in or with ; implanted by

nature ; innate.

Inbreathe, (in-brera') v. t. To infuse by breathing:—

imp. & pp. inbreathed; ppr. inbreathing.

Inbred, (inbred) a. Bred within : innate ; natural.

Inbreed, (in-bredO *■ '• To produce or generate within:

—imp. & pp. inbred ; ppr. inbreeding?.

Inca, (in'ka) n. A king or prince of Peru, before its

conquest by the Spaniards.

Incage, (m-kfij') r. (. To confine in a cage ; to inclose:

—imp. & pp. incaged; ppr. incaging.

Incagement, (in-kAj'ment) n. Confinement in a cage;

imprisonment.

Incalculable, (in-kaTkii-la-bl) a. Not capable of being

calculated ; beyond calculation.

Incalculably, (m-kalTcu-la-ble) adv. Beyond calculation

or reckoning; inconceivably.

Incalescent, (in-ka-lea'ent) a. [L. ineatesefns, prefix tn

and caUscerc, to grow warm or hot.] Growing worm ;

increasing in heat.

Incandescence, (in-kan-des ens) n. A white heat, or the

glowing whiteness of a body caused by intense heat

Incandescent, (in-kan-des/ent)a. [L. incandescent!, ppr.

of incandftcere, to become warm or hot] White or

glowing with heat.

Incantation, (in-kan-ta'shun) n, [L. inrantatio, from

ineantare, to chant.] Act of enchanting ; enchant

ment ;—a charm for raising spirits, die, by singing or

chanting mystic words.

Incapability, (in-ka-pa-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being in

capable ; incapacity ; wont of power ;—want of legal

qualifications.

Incapable, (in-ka'pa-bl) a. [L. in and capabilis, from

capert, to take.] Wanting size or space to hold or

contain;—wanting physical strength;—wanting mental

power or ability ; unable to learn or understand ;—

unfit; incompetent; insufficient;—not admitting of;

not susceptible of ;—unable by moral character or

disposition to do, as a dishonourable deed ;—unquali

fied or disqualified in a legal sense.

Incapably, (in-ka'pa-bla) adv. In an incapable manner.

Incapacious, (in-ka-pa'she-us) a. Not large or spacious ;

narrow ; of small extent.

Incapaciousness, (in-ka-pa'abo-us-nes) n. Narrowness ;

want of containing Bpace.

Incapacitate, (in-ka-paVe-tat) v. t. To deprive of natural

power ;—to disable ; to deprive of competent power or

ability ; to weaken ;—to deprive of legal or constitu

tional requisites ; to disqualify :—imp. & pp. incapa

citated; ppr. incapacitating.

Incapacity, (in-ka-pas e-te) n. [F. incapacity Eng. in

and capacity.] Want ofcapacity; defect of intellectual

power ;—want of legal ability or competency ; dis

qualification ; disability;—incompetency; unfitness.

Incarcerate, (in-kar'ser-at) v. t. ft. in and carcerart.]

To imprison ; to confine in a jail or prison ;—to shut

up or inclose :—imp. & pp. incarcerated ; ppr. incar

cerating.

Incarcerate, (in-karVr-St) o. Imprisoned ; confined.

Incarceration, (in-kar-ser-a'shun) n. Act of imprison

ing or confining ; imprisonment

Incarnadine, (in-kar'na-din) a. [Sp. encamadino. It

incarnatina.] Flesh-coloured ; of a carnation colour ;

pale red.

Incarnadine, (in-kar'na-din) v. t. To dye red.

Incarnate, (in-kar'nat) v. t. [L. itwarnarc, from in

and caro, carnis, flesh.] To clothe with flesh ; to em

body in flesh :—imp. & pp. incarnated ; ppr. incar

nating.

Incarnate, (in-kar'nat) a. Invested with flesh; embodied

in a fleshy nature and form ; flesh-coloured ; reddish.

Incarnation, (in-kar-na'shun) n. Act of clothing with

or adding flesh ;—process of healing and filling up a

cut or wound by the growth of new flesh ;—fspecialty

act of assuming human body and the nature of man,

as Jesus Christ ;—a striking exemplification in person

or act; a manifestation.

IncarnatiTCi (in-kor'ua-tiv) n, A medicine that t«n4a
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to promote the growth of new flesh and cicatrize

wounds.

Incase. (tn-kiW) v. t To inclose in a case ; to surround

with something solid:—imp. & pp. incased; ppr. in-

Incasement, (in-ksis'ment) n. Act or process of inclos

ing ;—any inclosing substance.

Incautious, (in-kaw'she-us) a. Not cautious ; unwary ;

not circumspect ;—indiscreet ; inconsiderate ; impru

dent : careless ; heedless ; thoughtless.

Incautiously, (in-kaw'she-us-le) adv. In an incautious

manner.

Incautiousness, (in-kaw'she-us-nee) n. Want of cau

tion ; unwariuess.

Incavated, (in'ka-viit-ed) a. Made hollow ; bent round

or inward.

Incavation, (in-ka-vaahun) n. [L. ineavare, to make

hollow, from cavut, hollow.] The act of making

hollow ;—a hollow ; an excaration ; a depression.

Incend, (in-eend') v.t. [L. incendere, to set on fire.]

To inflame ; to excite ; to arouse.

Incendiarism, (in-sen'de-ar-izm) n. The act or practice

of maliciously setting fire to buildings.

Incendiary, (in-sen'de-ar-e) n. Otio y, ho maliciously sets

fixe to another's dwelling-house or other building :—

a person who excites or inflames factions ; an agitator.

Incendiary, (in-sen'de-ar-e) a. [L. incendiariu*, from

ineendium, a fire.] Pertaining to the malicious burn

ing of adwelling;—inflammatory ; seditious: factious.

Incense, (in-senV) v.t. [L. inccntare.] To perfume

with incense. [L. incendereJ] To enkindle or inflame

to Tiolent anger ;—enrage ; exasperate ; provoke ; ir

ritate; heat; fire:—imp. &pp. incensed; ppr. incens

ing.

Incense, (in'sens) n. Odours of spices and gums burned

in religious rites ;—a mixture of fragrant gums, spices,

and the like, for producing a perfume ;—hence, accept

able offerings, prayers, or praises.

Incensive, (iii-sen'siv)a. Tending to excite or provoke;

inflammatory.

Incensory, (in-sen'so-re) n. The vessel in which incense

was burned and offered ; censer.

Incentive, (iii-sen'tiv) a. [L. incentivus, tune, from

prefix in and canere, to sing.] Inciting; encouraging

or moving.

Incentive, (in-sen'tiv) n. Motive ; spur ; stimulus ; in

citement ; encouragement.

Inception, (in-sep'shun) n. [L. ineeptio, from inciptre,

to begin.] Beginning ; commencement.

Inceptive, (in-sep'tiv) a. Beginning ; expressing be

ginning ;—noting a verb which expresses the beginning

of an action or course of conduct. [ner.

Inceptively, '(in-sep tiv-le) adv. In an inceptive man-

Inceptor, (ln-sep'ter) n. A beginner ; one in the rudi

ments ; one who is on the point of taking the degree of

master of arts at an English university.

Incertitude, (in-ee/te-tud) n. Uncertainty ; doubtful

ness; doubt.

Inoesaancy. (in-ses/an-se) n. Quality of being incessant ;

unintermitted continuance.

Incessant, (in-aes'ant) a. [L. inceuant, from in and

ctttart, to cease.] Continuing or following without

interruption ;—uninterrupted ; ceaseless ; continual ;

constant ; perpetual. [tinually.

Incessantly, (in-see/ant-le) adv. Without ceasing; con-

Inoest, (in seat) n. [L. incettum, from in, not, and cat-

tut, chaste.] The crime of cohabitation or sexual con

nection between persons related within the degrees

wherein marriage is prohibited.

Incestuous, (in-sest'u-us) a. Guilty of incest ; involv

ing the crime of incest.

Incestuoualy. (in-sest'u-us-le) adv. In a manner to in

volve the crime of incest.

Incestuousness, (in-sest'u-us-nes) n. The state or qual

ity of being incestuous.

Inch, (inah) n. [A.-H. ince, L. uncia, the twelfth pai t. ]

 

The twelfth part of a foot ;—a small distance, degree

or quantity ;—a point of time.

Inch, (insh) v. t. To drive by small degrees or by

inches ; to deal out or give sparingly.

Inch-meal, (insh'mi*]) n. A piece an inch long.

Inch-meal, (insh'rael) adv. By small degrees ; little by

little.

Inchoate, (in'ko-at) a. [L. inehoatut, pp. of inchoare,

to begin.] Recently or just begun ; incipient ; also,

incomplete.

Incidence, (in'so-dens) n. An

accident or casualty ;—direction

in which a body, or a ray of

light or heat, falls on any sur

face. Angle of incidence, the

angle which a ray of light

or body, falling on any sur

face; makes with a perpendicu- j> B p » h of f

lar to that surface. cidence ; C II V, Anglo

Incident, (in'se-dent) a. [L. in- of KetJection.

cidens, ppr. of incident, from in and cadere, to fall.]

Falling upon, as a ray of light upon a reflecting sur

face ; — coming accidentally ; casual ; fortuitous ;—

liable to happen; occasional ;—dependent upon, or

appertaining to, another thing, called the principal.

Incident, (in'se-dent) n. That which falls out or takes

place ; event ; casualty ;—that which happens aside of

the main design ; an episode or subordinate action ;—

circumstance ; fact ; adventure ; accident.

Incidental, (in-se-dent'al) a. Happening, as an occa

sional event; casual;—not necessary to the chief pur

pose ; occasional ;—accidental ; fortuitous ; contingent.

Incidental, (in-se-dent'al) iu An incident.

Incidentally, (in-se-dent'al-le) adc. Without intention :

accidentally ; casually ;—beside the main design ; occa

sionally.

Incinerate, (in-Bin'er-ftt) r. (. [L. incinerare, in and

einit, cinerit, ashes.] To burn to ashes :—imp.&pp.

incinerated; ppr. incinerating.

Incineration, (in-sin-er-a'shun) n. Act of reducing to

ashes by combustion.

Incipient, (in-sipVent) a. [L. incipient, from ineipere,

to begin.) Beginning; commencing. [ner.

Incipiently, (in-sip'e-ent-le) adv. In an incipient mau-

Incise, (in-sizO v. t. [L. incident, from in and ccedere,

to cut, to cut off.] To cut in ; to carve j to engrave :

—imp. & pp. incised ; ppr. incising.

Incision, (in-stzh'un) «. Act of cutting into a sub

stance ;— separation of the surface of any substance

made by a cutting or pointed instrument ; a cut ; a

gash.

Incisive, (in-sT'siv) a. Having the quality of cutting

or penetrating, as with a sharp instrument ; hence,

sharp ; acute : sarcastic ; biting ; trenchant.

Incisor, (in-slz'er) n, A cutter ; a foretooth which cuts,

bites, or separates.

Inciaory, (in-siz'er-e) a. Having the quality of cutting.

Incisure, (in-sizh'ur) n. A cut ; an incision.

Incitation, (in-se-tashun) n. Act of inciting : incite

ment; — that which incites; motive; incentive; im

pulse.

Inoite, (in-eit/) v. t. fL. incitare, from in and citare, to

rouse, intensive form of ciere, to put into motion.] To

move to action ; to stir up ; to spur on ; to stimulate ;

—to animate ; to encourage :—imp. & pp. incited ; ppr.

inciting.

Incitement, (in-sit'ment) n. Act of inciting ; — that

which incites or moves to action :—motive ; incentive ;

stimulus; encouragement

Incitingly, (in-sit'iug-le) adv. So as to excite to action ;

in a way to stimulate or rouse up. [uncivil.

Incivil, (in-sivl) a. [In and civil.] Rude; unpolite;

Incivility, ( in-se-vil'e-te ) n. Want of courtesy ; rude

ness ; im|>olitcnuss ;—any act of ill-breeding ; breach of

good manners;—uncourteousness ; unmannerliness ;

disrespect.
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Inclemency, (in-klem'cn-se) n. Want of clemency;

harshness; severity; cruelty;—ooisterousncsa ; stonui-

ness ; severe cold ; raininess.

Inclement, (in-klum'ent) a. Not clement ; void of ten

derness; unmerciful; severe ; harsh;—rainy ; stormy ;

boisterous ; rigorously cold, &c.

Inclinable, (in-klin'a-bl) a. Leaning ; lending to ;—

having a propension of will ; somewhat disposed ; capa

ble of Iwing influenced or biased.

Inclinableneaa, ( in-klin a-bl-nes) n. State of being

inclinable ; inclination.

Inclination, {m-kJin-a'shun)n. Act of inclining; lean

ing ;—tendency towards a point ;—bent of the mind

or will ; propensity ; natural aptness ; — particular

disposition ; bias ; favour fur one thing more than

another ;—love for ; fancy of ; regard; desire;—in phar

macy, the act of decanting a clear liquid from sediment ;

—the dip of the magnetic needle;—the meeting of

two lines or planes in a point, or the angle of their

incidence.

Inclinatory, (in-klin'a-tor-e) a. Having the quality of

leaning or inclining.

Incline, (in-klin') v. i. [L. inclinare, G. klinein, to

bend.] To doviate from a line, direction, or course;

to bend; to slope; to lean;—to favour an ojiinion, a

course of conduct, or a person ; to be disposed ;—v. t.

To cause to deviate from a line, position, or direction :

—to give a tendency or propension to, as to the will

or affections ; to dispose ;—to bend ; to cause to stoop

or bow :—imp. & pp. inclined ; ppr. inclining.

Incline, (in-klin') n. An ascent or descent, as in a road

or railway ; a grade ; a slope.

Inclined, (in-klind ) a. Having a leaning or tendency;

disposed ; making an angle with D_

some line or plana Inclined

plane, a plane that makes au

oblique angle with the plane of

the horizon ; a sloping plane. It

is one of the mechanical powers

founded on the principle that

the power necessary to sustain or AD, Inclined Plane,

raise a body, C, on the plane AD, is to the weight of

C, as the height of the plane DB is to its length, AB.

Incloister, (in-klois'ter) v. t. To shut up or conflne in

a cloister.

Inclose, (in-klozO v- '■ (&■ *nclo$, L. includere, from in

and claudere, to shut.] To surround; to shut in; to

confine on all sides ; to encompass ;—to put within a

case, envelope, or the like; to cover:—imp. & pp.

inclosed ; pj/r. inclosing. [incloses.

Incloser, (in-klo'zer) n. One who or that which

Inclosure, (in-klo'zhur) n. Act of inclosing ; state of

being inclosed, shut up, or encompassed ;—that which

is inclosed ; a space separated and fenced up ; letter

or paper put under the same cover ;—a barrier or fence.

Include, (in-klOd') r. *. [L. inclvdere, from in and

claudere, to shut.] To conflne within; to shut up;

—to comprehend, as a genus the species, the whole a

part, au argument or reason the inference ; to em

brace ; to comprise : — imp. & pp. included ; ppr.

including.

Inclusa, (in-klu'sa)n. pi. [L. i-ncludert, to shut in ] A

tribe of shell-bearing acephalous molluscs, character

ized by the closed state of the mantle which sur

rounds and envelops she body.

Inclusion, (in-klu'zhun} n. Act of including or state of

being included.

Inclusive, (in-klu'aiv) a. Inclosing; encircling ;—com

prehending the stated limit, number, or extremes.

Inclusively, (in-kliYsiv-le) adv. In an inclusivo man

ner ; so as to include.

Incog, (iii-kog') adv. [Contracted trota incognito.] In

concealment ; in disguise ; in a manner not to be

known.

Incognito, (in-kogne-to) a. or adr. fit. , Sp. , A F. incog

nito, from L. incognitw, unknown.] Unknown ; in a

 

disguise ; in an assumed character and under an as

sumed title.

Incognito, (in-kog'no-to) n. One unknown or in dis

guise, or under an assumed character ;—the assump

tion of a feigned character ; the state of being in

disguise.

Incognizable, (in-kog-mYa-bl) a. [L. tn and cognosce?-*,

to know.] Not to be recognized ; uiidistinguishable ;

undiscernible.

Incoherence, (in-ko-hGVenB) n. Want of cohesion or

adherence ;—want of connection ; incongruity ; incon

sistency.

Incoherent, (in-ko-her'ent) a. Not coherent ; loose ;

unconnected;—wanting agreement; incongruous; in

consistent.

Incoherently, (in-ko-heVent-le) adv. In an incoherent

manner ; inconsistently ; without coherence of parts.

Incombustibility, (in-kom-bust-e-bile-te) n. Quality

of being incombustible.

Incombustible, (in-com-bust'e-bl) a. Not combustiblo;

not capable of being burned, decomposed, or consumed

by fire.

Income, (inlcum) n. That gain which proceeds from

labour, business, or property of any kind ; revenue ;

receipts; rents; profits; interest, &c; — the annual

receipts of an individual, or funds of a corporation ;—

entrance ; admission.

Income-tax, (in'kum-taks) n. An annual assessment

levied on all incomes, &c., above a given amount.

Incoming, (in'kum-ing) a. Coming in ; accruing ;—

coming in as occupant or possessor.

Incommensurability, (in - kom - men • sfir - a - bil ' e - te) n.

Quality or state of being incommensurable.

Incommensurable, (in-kom-meu'sur-a-bl) a. [L. tn, not,

con, with, and men-sura, measure.] Not commensur

able ; having no common measure or standard of

comparison.

Incommensurable, (in-kom-men'sur-a-ble) adv. So as

not to admit of mensuration.

Incommensurate, (in-kom-raen'sur-at) a. Not com

mensurate; not admitting of a common measure ;—not

of equal measure or extent ;—unequal ; inadequate ;

insufficient

Inconunensurately, (in-kom-men'sur-at-le) adv. Not

in equal or due proportion or measure.

Incommode, (in-kom-nidd') v. t, [L. incommodare, from

in, not, and commodux, convenient.] To give incon

venience to ; to give trouble to ;—annoy ; disturb ;

trouble; vex; embarrass:—imp. & pp. incommoded;

ppr. incommoding.

Incommodious, (in-kora-mo'de-us) a. Inconvenient;

not affording ease or advantage ; giving trouble.

Incommodiously, (in-kom-mo'de-us-le) adv. In an in

commodious manner ; inconveniently ; Unsuitably.

Incommodiousness, (in-kom-mo'de-ua-nes) n. Incon

venience; unsuitableness.

Inoommodity, (in-kom-mod'it-e) n. [P. incommrnHtf,

L. in and commodu*,] Inconvenience: trouble:—

article useless or out of place ; encumbrance.

Incommunicability, (in-kom-mu-ne-ka-bil'e-te) n.

Quality of being Incommunicable ; inooninuinicable-

ness.

Incommunicable, (in-kom-mu'ne-ka-bl) a. Incapable of

being communicated or shared; inalienable; not trans

ferable;—incapable of being imparted or told to others;

inexpressible ; unspeakable.

Inoommunicably, (in-kom-rau'no-ka-ble) adv. In a

manner not to be imparted or communicated.

Incommunicative, (in kom-mu'ne-kat-iv) a. [L- >*•

not, and communicatu*, from communis, having a

common function, from con, with, and munus, office,

function.] Not communicative ; not disposed to hold

conversation or intercourse with ; unsocial ; reserved ;

reticent.

Incommutability, (i n-kom-mut-a-bil'e-tc) n. Quality of

being incommutable.
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Incommutable, (in-kom-mut'a-bl) a. [I*. in, not. con,

with, nmtatio, change.] Not eouimutable ; not capa

ble uf being exchanged with annt'evx

Incomparable, (in-kom par-a-bl)". [L. in ant\ cmnpar-

abilix, from con, with, par<irt, to set.] Not com

parable ; admitting of no comparison with utlieia ;

peerless ; matchless ; transcendent.

Incomparableness, (iii-kom'par-a-bl-nes) n. Quality of

being incomparable.

Incomparably, (in-kom'par-a-ble) adv. Beyond com

parison : without competition.

Incompatiblity, (in-kom-pat-e-bire-te) «. Quality of

being incompatible ; inconsistency.

Incompatible, (in-kom-pat'e-bl) a. [F.] Not compati

ble; incapable of co-existence ; irreconcilably opposed;

—inconsistent; incongruous; repugnant ; contradictory.

Incompatibly, (in-kom-pat'e-ble) adv. Inconsistently ;

incongruously.

Incompetence, (in-kom'pe-tens) n. [In and compet

ence.] Quality of being incompetent ; want of suffi

cient power; inability;—want of means or opportu

nities ; insufficiency ; inadequacy ; — want of legal

claim or qualifications.

Incompetent, (in-kom'pe-tent) a. Not competent;

wanting in adequate strength, power, capacity, means,

qualt fications, or the like ;—wanting the legal or con

stitutional qualifications ; — not lying within ones

power, capacity, or legal right ; unfit; unable ; inade

quate ; insufficient; improper.

Incompetently, (in-kom'pe-tent-le) adv. Insufficiently ;

inadequately ; not suitably.

Incomplete, (in-kom-plef) a. [F. ineomplet, from L.

in and compare, to fill up.] Not complete; unfinished;

imperfect ; defective.

Incompletely, (in-kom-plCt'le) adv. In an incomplete

manner; imperfectly.

Incompleteness, (in-kom-plet'nes) n. An unfinished

state; imperfectness ; defectiveness.

Incompliance, (in-kom-pli ans) n. Want of compliance ;

unyielding temper or constitution.

Incomposite, (in-koni'po-zit) a. Not composite ; un-

compounded ; Bimple.

Incomprehensibility, (in-kom -pre -hens-e-bil'e-te) n.

Quality of being incomprehensible ; inconceivableness.

Incomprehensible, (in-kom-pre-hens'e-bl) a, [F., from

L. in, not, con, with, and prthendere, to take.] In

capable of being comprehended or understood ; in

conceivable ; unintelligible.

Incomprehensibly, (in-kom-prS-hcns'e-ble) adv. In an

incomprehensible manner; so as not to be intelligible.

Incompressibility, (in-kom-pres-e-mTe-te) n. Quality

of being incompressible, or of resisting compression.

Incompressible, (in-koni-pres'e-bl) a. [L. in, not, and

pritntre, pre**um, to press, squeeze.] Not compressible;

resisting compression.

Incompressibleness, (m-koni-pres'e-bl-nes) n. The state

or quality of being incompressible.

Incomputable, (in-kom-puta-bl) a. [L. in, not, con,

with, and putare, to think.] Incapable of being com

puted ; incalculable.

Inconcealable, (in-kon-scTa-bl) a. [L. in, not, con,

with, and cetarc, to hide.] Not concealable ; not to

be hid or kept secret.

Inconceivable, (in-kon-seVa-bl) a. [L. in, not, nnd

conciperc, from con and enpere, to take.] Not con

ceivable ; incapable of being conceived by the mind :

incomprehensible.

Inconceivableness, (in-kon-seVa-bl-nes) n. The quality

of being inconceivable ; incomprehensibility.

Inconceivably, (in-kon-seVa-ble) adv. In a manner

beyond comprehension.

Inconclusive, (in-kon-klus'iv) a. [L. in, not, and con-

ctudrre, conclusum, from con and claudere, to shut.]

Not conclusive ; not settling a point in debate, or a

doubtful question. [elusive manner.

Inconclusively, (in-kon-klu'siv-le) adv. In an incon-

Inconclusiveness, (in-kon-klu'siv-nes) n. Quality of

being inconclusive.

Inconcocted, (in-kon-kokt'ed) a. Not fully digested;

not matured or ripened: crude; raw. [densation.

Incondensable, (in-kon-dens a-bl) a. Incapable of con-

Incondite, (in-kon'dlt) a. [L. inconditus.] Inartificial;

rude ; unpolished. [adaptation, or agreement.

Incongruence, (in-kong'grod-ens)n. Wantof congruence,

Incongruent, ( w-kong'groo-ent ) a. Not congruent ;

unsuitable ; inconsistent.

Incongruity, (in-kong-grooVte) n. Want of congruity;

unsuitableness of one thing to another ; Inconsistency;

impropriety.

Incongruous, £in-kong,groo-us) a, [L. in and congruere,

to agree.] Not congruous ; not reciprocally agreeing ;

—inconsistent ; unsuitable ; inappropriate ; unfit ;

improper. [unfitly.

Incongruously, (in-kong'grdo-UB-le) adv. Unsuitably ;

Inconnection, (in-kon-nekahun) n. Want of connection ;

loose, disjointed state.

Inconsequence, (in-kon'se-kwens) n. Quality of being

inconsequent ; inoonclusiveness.

Inconsequent, (in-kon'sG-kwent) a. [L. in and contequi,

to follow. ] Not following from the premises ; invalid ;

illogical ;—inconsistent.

Inconsequential, (in-kon-se-kwon'she-al) a. Not regu

larly following from the premises;—not of consequence ;

of little moment ; unimportant.

Inconsiderable, (in-kon-aid'er-a-bl) a. [L. in ami con*

siderare, to consider.] Unworthy of consideration;

unimportant ; trivial

Inconsiderableness, (in-kon-sid'er-a-bl-nes) n. Quality

of being inconsiderable ; small importance.

Inconsiderably, (iii-kun-sid'er-a-ble) adv. In a small

degree : to a small amount ; very little.

Inconsiderate, (in-kon-sid'er-at) a. Not considerate ;

not attending to the circumstances which regard safety

or propriety ;—proceeding from heedlessness ; rash ;—

thoughtless: inattentive; negligent; improvident; care

less ; imprudent; indiscreet; incautious; injudicious.

Inconsiderately, (in-kon-sid'er-at-le) adv. In an incon

siderate manner; without due regard to consequences.

Inconsiderateness, (in-kon-sid'er-at-nes) n. Want of

due regard to consequences ;—carelessness ; thought

lessness ; inadvertence ; inattention ; imprudence.

Inconsistence, (in-kon-eist'ens) n. Want of consistence;

incoherence; difference; disagreement; — such con

trariety between things as prevents connection or sub

sistence ; incongruity ; incompatibility ;—discrepancy

in speech or writing between one statement or

argument and another ;—variance from one political

opinion or system to another ;—unsteadiness ; change-

aojeness :—also inconsistency.

Inconsistent, (in-kon-sist'ent) a. [L. in, not, and con-

si»tere, tOBtand together.] Incompatible; incongruous;

unsuitable;—discordant; contradictory;—not uniform;

inconstant : variable ; changeable.

Inconsistently, (in-kon-sist'ent-le) adv. In an incon

sistent manner ; without steadiness or uniformity.

Inoonsolable, (in-kon-sol'a-bl) a. [L. in, not, and

contiolari, to comfort.] Not consolable ; not to be

comforted. [inconsolable.

Inconsolableness, fin-kon-BoTa-bl-nes) n. Ktate of being

Inconsolably, (in-kon-soTa-ble) adv. In a manner or

degree that does not admit of consolation.

Inconsonance, (in-kon'so-nans) n. [L. in, not, con,

with, sonare, to sound.] Want of consonance or har

mony of action or thought ;—disagreement of sounds ;

discord. [sistent ;—discordant.

Inconsonant, (in-kon'so-nant) a. Not agreeing ; incon-

Inconspicuous, (in-kon-spik'u-us) a. Not conspicuous;

hardly discernible.

Inconstancy, (in-kon'stan-se) n. [L. in, not, and con*

stare, to stand together, to remain.] Want of con

stancy; mutability; fickleness ;—want of uniformity;

dwsiniilitude.
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Inconstant, (in-kon'stant) a. Not constant ; subject to

change ofopinion,inclination,or purpose;—changeable;

variable ;—fickle ; unsteady ; unstable : capricious.

Inconstantly, (in-kon'stant-le) adv. In an inconstant

manner.

Incontestable, (in-kon-test'a-bl) a. {From in and mn-

tatabU.) Not contestable; not to be disputed; too

clear to be controverted ;—undeniable ; unquestion

able ; indubitable. [incontrovertibly.

Incontestably, (in-kon-test'a-ble) adv. Indisputably ;

Incontinence, (in-kon'te-nens) n. Quality of being in

continent ; want of restraint of the passions or

appetites ; lewdness ;—inability of the animal organs

to restrain their contents ; involuntary discharge.

Incontinent, (in-kon'te-nent) a. [L. m and continere,

to hold, restrain.] Not continent ; not restraining the

passions or appetites, particularly the sexual appetite ;

unchaste ; lewd ; —.unable to restrain natural eva

cuations.

Incontinently, (in-kon'te-nent-le) adv. Without due

restraint of the passions or appetites; unchastely ;—

immediately ; at once.

Incontrovertible, (in-kon-tro-vert'e-bl) a. [L. '"> n°t»

contra, against, and vertere, to turn.] Not contro

vertible ; too clear or certain to admit of dispute ;

indisputable. [dispute ; undeniably.

Incontrovertibly, (in-kon-tr6-vert'e-ble) adv. Beyond

Inconvenience, (in-kon-ve'ne-ens) n. Want of 'con

venience ;—that which gives trouble or uneasiness ;—

ineoinniodiousneas ; uneasiness; disturbance; annoy

ance ; molestation ; trouble.

Inconvenience, (in-kon-ve'ne-ens) v. t. To put to in

convenience ; to occasion inconvenience to ; to trouble.

Inconvenient, (in-kon-vene-ent) a. (L. iti, not, and

convenient, pjrr. of convenire, to come together, to

suit.] Not becoming or suitable; unfit; inexpedient;

—giving trouble or uneasiness ; disadvantageous ; in-

opjmrtune ; unseasonable ; annoying.

Inconveniently, (in-kon-ve'ne-ent-le) adv. In an

inconvenient manner; unsuitably; incommodiously ;

unseasonably.

Inconvertibility, (in-kon-vert-e-bile-te) 71. The quality

of being not changeable or convertible into something

else.

Inconvertible, fin-kon-vert'e-bl) a. [L. in, not, and

convertere, to be engaged in.] Not convertible ; not

capable of being changed into something else.

Incon vincible. (in-kon-vinsVbl) a. [L. in, not, and con

vince^.] Not convincible; incapable of being con

vinced, [not admitting of conviction.

Inconvincibly, (in-kon-vinVe-ble) adv. In a manner

Incorporate,.(in-kor'po-rat) a. Not consisting of matter;

not having a material body;—unembodied; immaterial;

—worked into another mass; mixed;—united in one

body ; associated.

Incorporate, (iukor'po-rat) v. t. (L. in, not, and cor

pus, corpora, body. ] To combine, as different ingredi

ents, into one body or mass;—to give a material form

to ; to embody ;—to combine into a structure or or

ganization, whether material or mental; — to form

into a legal body or body politic ; to constitute into a

corporation ; — 1>. i. To unite so as to make a part of

another body ; to be mixed or blended :—imp. & pp.

incorporated; ppr. incorporating.

Incorporation, (in-kor-po-rft'shun) n. Act of incorpora

ting, or state of being incorporated ;—union of differ

ent ingredients in one mass ; — combination into a

■tincture or organization ;—the formation of a legal,

mercantile, or political body by the union of individ

uals, interests, trades, Ax.

Incorporeal, (in-kor-porfi-al) a. Not corporeal ; not

consisting of matter ; — unembodied ; — immaterial ;

unsubstantial; spiritual.

Incorporeally, (in-kor-pd're-al-le) adv. Without body;

immaterially.

Incorrect, (iu-kor-rekf) a. [L. in, not, and correctut,

pp. of corriyere, to put right or straight. ] Not cor

rect ; not according to a copy or model, or to estab

lished rules ;—faulty ; inaccurate ;—not in accordance

with the truth ; erroneous ;—wrong; illegal; immoral.

Incorrection, (in-kor-rek'abun) n. Want of correction,

restraint, or discipline.

Incorrectly, (in-kor-rektle) adv. In an incorrect man

ner ; inaccurately ; not exactly.

Incorrectness, (in-kor-rekt'nes) n. Want of conformity

to truth or to a standard; inaccuracy.

Incorrigibility, (in-kor-re-je-bil'o-te)K. Quality of being

incorrigible ; hopeless depravity.

Incorrigible, (in-kor're-je-bl) a. Not corrigible; incapa

ble of being corrected or amended ; irreclaimable.

Incorrigibleness, (in-korre-jo-bl-nea) n. Incorrigibility.

Incorrigibly, (in-korre-je-ble) adv. In a manner or to

a degree beyond amendment or correction ; incurably.

Incorrodible", (in-kor-rod'e-bl) a. [h. in, not, and cor-

rodere, to gnaw, to wear away.] That can not be cor

roded or worn away.

Incorrupt, (in-kor-rupf) a. [L. in and corruptu*. pp.

of corrumpere, to destroy.] Unbroken ; unimpaired ;

free from decay ; sound; whole;—morally pure ; un

tainted ; undeflled ;—not to be bribed.

Incorruptibility, (in-kor-rupt-e-bil'e-te) n. Incapabil

ity of corruption.

Incorruptible, (in-kor-rupt'e-bl) a. Incapable of cor

ruption, decay, or dissolution ;—Inflexibly just and

upright ; not to be seduced or bribed.

Incorruption. (in-kor-rup'shun) it. Absence of, or ex

emption from, corruption.

Incorruptness, (in-kor-rupt'nes) ». Exemption from

decay or corruption ;—purity of mind or manners ;

probity ; integrity ; honesty.

Incrassate, (in-kraVat) r. t. [L. incrauare, from in

and ctomus, thick. J To thicken ;—to make thick ;—

v. i. To become thick or thicker:— imp. & pp. in-

crauated; ppr. incrassating.

Incrassation, (in-kras-.Vshun)n, Act of thickening or

becoming thick ;—inspiration.

Increasable, (in-kres'a-bl) a. Capable of being increased.

Increase, (in-kres') v. i. [L. tncretcere, from in and

crtMCtre, to grow.] To become greater in bulk, quan

tity, number, degree, value, intensity, authority,

reputation, &c. ; to grow ; to advance ;—to multiply

by the production of young ;—v. t. To augment or

make greater in bulk, quantity, or amount ; to im

prove in quality; to extend; to lengthen ;—to distend;

to spread ;—to aggravate : — imp. & pp. increased ;

ppr. increasing.

Increase. (in-kreV) n. A growing larger in size, extent?

quantity, number, intensity, value, &c. ;—that which

results from growth; produce: profit; interest;—pro

geny ; issue ; offspring ; — enlargement ; extension;

addition ; accession.

Increasingly, (in-kreVing-le) adv. In a growing man

ner or degree ; progressively.

Incredibility, (in-kred-e-bire-te) n> Quality of being

incredible or surpassing belief.

Incredible, (in-kred'e-bl) a. Not credible : impossible

to he believed ; highly improbable.

Incredibly, (in-kred'e-ble) adv. In a manner to pro-

elude belief.

Incredulity, (in-kr6-du'le-te) n. Quality of being incre

dulous; indisposition to believe ; scepticism; unbelief:

disbelief.

Incredulous, (in-kred'u-lus) a. Not credulous; indis

posed to believe; sceptical : doubting.

Incredulously, (iu-kred'u-lus-le) adv. With unbelief;

doubtingly ; suspiciously.

Increment, (in'kre-ment) n. [L. incrementum.] In

crease; augmentation;—matter added; increase; pro

duce ;—the increase of a variable quantity or fraction.

Incriminate, (in - krini ' in - at ) r. t. To accuse ; to

charge with a crime or fault; to criminate,

Incrust, (ui-krusf) v. t . To cover with a crust, or witb
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a hard coat ; to deposit on the surface :—imp. & pp.

incrusted; ppr. incrusting.

Incrustation, (in-kruat-a'shun) v. Act of incrusting,

or state of being incrusted ;—a crust or coat'of any

thing on the surface of a body.

Incubate, (in'kti-bat) v. i. (L. incubare, from in and

cubare, to lie down.] To sit, as on eggs for hatching ;

to brood :—imp. & pp. incubated; pirr. incubating.

Incubation, (in-ku-ba'shun) n. Act of sitting on eggs

for the purpose of hatching young; brooding;—hence,

cogitation.

Incubus, (in'kfi-bus) n. [h. from incubare.] The night

mare ;—an imaginary demon or fairy ;—hence, a dead

weight; any burdensome or depressing influence ; en

cumbrance.

Inculcate, (in-kuiTcat) v.t. [L. inculcare, from in and

catcare, to tread, from calx, the heel.} To press or

urge forcibly and repeatedly ; to impress by admoni

tion ; to enforce by repetition ; to infuse ; to instil :—

imp. & pp. inculcated ; ppr. inculcating.

Inculcation, (in-kul-ka'shun) n. The action of im

pressing by repeated admonitions.

Inculpable, (in-kul'pa-bl) a. Without fault ; blameless.

Inculpably, (in-kuTpa-ble) adv. Without blame;

unblaioably.

Inculpate, (in-kurpat)r.(. [L. inculpare, from in and

culpa, fault.] To blame ; to censure ;—to accuse of

crime ; to impute guilt to :—imp. Sz pp. inculpated ;

ppr. inculpating. fcrimination.

Inculpation, (in-kul-pa'shun) n. Blame ; censure ;

Incumbency, (in-kum'ben-se) n. State of leaning,

resting, or lying upon ;—a weight ; a burden ;—a rule,

duty, or obligation ;—state of holding a benefice or

office.

Incumbent, (in-kum'bent) a, [L. incumbent, from in

and cumbere, cubnre, to lie down.] Lying or resting

upon ;—supported ; buoyed up ;— lying or resting, as

duty or obligation ; indispensable.

Incumbent, (in-kum'bent) n. The person who is in

present possession of a benefice or office.

Incumbently, (in-kum'bent-le) otic. In an incumbent

manner.

Incur, (in-kur1) v. t. [L. incurrere, from prefix in and

eurrere, to run.] To run against ; to meet ; to expose

one's self to ; to become liable; to be subject to ;—to

enter into, as an obligation ;—to bring on ; to induce :

—imp. & pp. incurred; ppr. incurring. fable.

Incurability, (in-kur-a-bil'e-te) n. State of being incur-

Incurable. (in-kuYa-bl) a. Incapable of being cured;—

not admitting remedy or correction ; hopelessly bad ;

remediless ; irretrievable.

Incurable, (in-kurVbl) n. A person diseased beyond

the reach of cure. [ting cure or remedy.

Incurableness, (in-kuVa-bl-nes) n. State of not admit-

Incurably, (in-kurVble) adv. So as to be incurable.

Incurious, (in-kurVus) a. Not curious or inquisitive ;

destitute of curiosity ; inattentive.

Incurrence, (in-kur'rens) n. Act of bringing on, or

subjecting one's self to.

Incursion, (in-kur'shuii)n. [L, incur/do.] Entering into

a territory with hostile intention ; a predatory' or

harassing inroad ;—irruption; raid ; foray. [sion.

Incursivc, (in-kur'siv) a. Making an attack or inenr-

Incurvate, (in-kurVat) v. t. [L. incurvare, from prefix

in and curvu», bent.] To bend ; to crook :—imp. &

pp. incurvated ; ppr. incurvating.

Incurvation, (in-kurv-a'shnn) n. The act of bending

or of being curved ;- -the state of being bent ; curva

ture ;—the act of bowing.

Incurvity, (in-kurvVte) n. A state of being bent or

crooked; crookedness; curvature inwards.

Indart, fin-dart') v. t. To dart or strike in.

Indebted* (in-det'ed) a. [L. in and tlehitug, due, debere,

to owe.) Placed in debt; being under obligation ;—

obliged by something received, for which restitution

or gratitude is due.

Indebtedness, (in-det ed-uea) n. State of being indebted .

Indeoency, (iii-de'sen-se) 71. Want of decency ; lack of

modesty ;*—that which is indecent ; an indecent word,

act, or the like ;—indelicacy; indecorum ; immodesty;

impurity.

Indecent, (in-de'sent) a. [L. in, not, and decent, fit.]

Unbecoming; unfit to be seen or heard;—indelicate: un

seemly; immodest ; gross ; impure ; unchaste ; filthy.

Indecently, (in-de'sent-le) adv. In a manner to offend

delicacy or modesty.

Indeciduous, (in-de-sid'u-us) a. [L. in and deciduus,

liable to falLJ Evergreen ; not falling, as leaves in

autumn. [deciphered.

Indecipherable, (in-de-si'fer-a-bl) a. Incapable of being

Indecision, (in-de-sizh'un) n. Want of decision;

wavering of mind ; irresolution.

Indecisive, (in-de-sis'iv) a. [In and decinive.) Not

decisive ; undetermined ; not bringing to a final close ;

—prone to indecision ; wavering ; vacillating ; hesi

tating.

Indecisiveness, (in-de-sis'iv-nes) n. State of being

indecisive or undecided ; indecision.

Indeclinable, (in-de-klin'a-bl) a. Not declinable ; not

varied by terminations.

Indeclinably, (in-de-klin'a-ble) adv. Without variation

of termination.

Indecomposable, (in-de-kom-poE'a-bl) a. Incapable of

decomposition, or resolution into its first elements.

Indecorous, (in-de-ko'rus) a. [L. indeearitt, from tn

and decus, decoris, honour.] Unbecoming ; contrary

to good breeding; violating good manners;—unseemly;

rude ; coarse ; impolite ; uncivil. [manner.

Indecorously, (in-de-ko'rus-le) adv. In an unbecoming

Indecorouanesa, (in - de - ko ' rus - nee) n. Violation of

propriety in conduct or speech.

Indecorum, (in-de-ko'rum) n. Impropriety ; unbecom

ing conduct;—any act or word contrary to the estab

lished rules of social intercourse; rudeness; incivility;

noisy or boisterous behaviour.

Indeed, (in-decT) adv. In reality ; in truth ; in fact ;

—used interjectionally as an expression of surprise.

Indefatigable, (in-de-fat'e-ga-bl) a. [L. indtfatigabili*,

from fotigare, to tire.] Incapable of being fatigued;

—unwearied ; untiring ; persevering ; assiduous.

Indefatigably, (in-de-fat'e-ga-ble) adv. Without weari

ness ; without yielding to fatigue.

Indefeasibility, (in-de-fOz-e-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

indefeasible.

Indefeasible, (in-de-ferVbl) a. [F. from defaire, to

undo, from /aire, L. faccre, to make.] Not to be de

feated ; incapable of being made void.

Indefeaaibly, (in-de-feze-ble) adv. In a manner not to

be defeated or made void. [indefectible.

Indefectibility,(in-de-fekt-e-bil'e-te)n. Quality of being

Indefectible, (in-de-fekt'e-bl) a. [Prefix tn and defect.]

Not liable to defect, failure, or decay.

Indefensible, (in-du-t'ens'e-ul)«. Untenable; not capa

ble of being maintained, vindicated, or justified.

Indeflcienoy, (in-de-fish'e-en-se) «, Quality of being

complete, or of suffering no loss or decay.

Indeflcient, (in-de-fiah'e-ent) a. Not failing; perfect;

complete. [fined.

Indefinable, (in-de-fin'a-bl) a. Incapable of being de-

Indefinite, (in-defin-it) a. [L. indejinitut, from de

and Jinire, .rfntfum, to end.] Unlimited; undefined ;

inexact; uncertain;—indetermined; having no known

limits ; infinite. [ner ; not precisely.

Indefinitely, (in-defin-it-le)arf». In an indefinite man-

Indeflniteness, (in-defin-it-nes)Jrt. The quality of being

undefined, unlimited, or not precise and certain.

Indeliberate, (in-de-lib'er-At) a. [In and deliberate, F.

vad6lib6r4.] Doneor performed without deliberation;

sudden ; unpremeditated.

Indelibility, (in-del-e-bil'e-te) it. Quality of being indel

ible:—also indelibleneu.

Indelible,.(in-del'e-bl) a. [I* prefix in, not, and dclebilis,
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capable of being destroyed, from dels re, to destroy, blot

out.) Not to be blotted out; incapably of being

effaced, lost, or forgotten. {effaced.

Indelibly, (in-del'e-ble) adv. In a manner not to be

Indelicacy, (in-del'e-ka-Re) ?t. Want of delicacy ; coarse

ness of manners or language.

Indelicate, (in-del'e-kat) a. [L. in, and delicatw, from

deticue, delight] Not delicate; offensive to good man

ners, or to purity of mind ;—unbecoming ; unseemly ;

rude ; coarse ; broad ; gross ; indecent.

Indelicately, (i[i-dere-kat-le)ad>. In an indelicate man

ner ; indecently : coarsely ; grossly.

Indemnification, (in-dem-ne-fe-ka'ahnn) «. Act of in

demnifying : reimbursementof loss, damage, or penalty.

Indemnify, (in-dem'ne-fI) v. t. [L. in, not, ilatniium,

damage, loss, and facere, to make.] To save harmless;

to secure against future Loss or damage ;—to make up

for that winch is past; to reimburse: — imp. & pp.

indemnified ; ppr. indemnifying.

Indemnity, (in-dem'ne-te) n. [L. indemnitort from in-

demnis, uninjured, from in, not, and damnum, damage,

loss.] Security given to save harmless; exemption

from loss or damage, jxist or to come ;—compensation

or remuneration for loss, damage, or injury sustained.

Indemonstrable, (in-de-nion'stra-bl) a. Incapable of

being demonstrated : not susceptible of proof.

Indemonstrablcneas, (in - de - inon ' stra - bl • nes) n. The

quality of being indemonstrable or incapable of proof.

Indent, (in-dent') v. t. [L. indenture, from in and dens,

tooth.] To cut into points or inequalities, like a row

of teeth ;—to bind out by indenture or contract ;—to

begin further in from the margin than the rest of a

paragraph ;—v, i. To be uut or notched ;—to crook or

turn ; to bargain ; to contract :—imp. & pp. indented ;

ppr. indenting.

Indent, (in-dent7) n. A cut or notch in the margin of

any thing; mark, as of a tooth.

Indentation, (in-dent-a'shun) u. A notch ; a cut in the

mary in of paper or other things ;—a recess or depression

in any border. [by written contract.

Indented, (in-dent'ed) a. Jagged ; notched ;—bound

Indenting, (in-dent'ing) n. An impression like that

made by a tooth or a seal.

Indenture, (in-dent'ur) n. Act of indenting or Btate of

being indented ;—a mutual agreement in writing be

tween two or more parties, whereof each party retains

a copy ;—in Scotland, the mutual contract between a

master and an apprentice to his trade or calling.

Indenture, (in-dent'ur) i>. t. To bind by indentures :—

imp. &i>/>. indentured; ppr, indenturing.

Independence, (in-de-pendens) n. State or quality of

being independent ; exemption from reliance on

others, or control by them ; freedom in action or

opinion ; self-reliance ; self-support.

Independent, (in-de-pend'ent) a. Not dependent; not

subject to the control of others ;—affording a comfort

able livelihood ;—not subject to bias or influence ; self-

directing;— expressing or indicating the feeling of

independence ; free : easy ; bold ; — separate from ;

exclusive ; unconnected ;—pertaining to the indepen

dent*? or congregationalista.

Independent, (in-de-pend'ent) n. One who believes

that an organized Christian congregation is complete

in itself, and independent of a superior ecclesiastical

authority. [trol.

Independently, (in-do-pend'ent-le) adv. Without con-

Indescribable, (in-de-akrib'a-bl) u. Incapable of being

described. [being incapable of destruction.

Indestructibility, (in-de-strukt-e-bire-te) n. Quality of

Indestructible, (in-de-strukt'o-bl) a. Not destructible ;

incapable of decomposition.

Indeterminable, (in-de-term'in-a-bl) a. Impossible to

be determined, ascertained, or fixed ;—endless.

Indeterminate, (in-de-term'in-at)tt. Not determinate;

not settled or fixed ; uncertain ; indefinite.

Indeterminately, (m-do-term'in-ut-lu) adv. Not in

any settled manner ; indefinitely ; not with precise

Limits.

Indeterminateness, (iu-de-tcrm'in-at-iies) n. Want of

precision ; indefinitenesa.

Iiidetermination, (m-do-te.rm-in-a'shun) n. Want of de

termination ; an unsettled or wavering state, as of the

mind; want of fixed or stated direction.

Index, (in'deks) n. [L. indicere, to announce, indicare,

to point out.] That which points out, shows, indi

cates, or manifests; (socially, a pointer or a hand that

directs to any thing, as the hour of the day, the road

to a place, and the like ;—any table for facilitating

reference to topics, names, and the like, in a book ;—

the fore-finger or pointing finger ;—the figure or letter

which shows the power or root of a quantity ; the

exponent. Index exparffatorins, an annual catalogue,

published by the Church of Rome, of books which it

pronounces heretical, or forbids to be read by the

faithful.

Index, (in'deks) v. t. To provide with an index or table

of references:—imp. & pp. indexed; ppr. indexing,

Indexer, (in'deks-er) n. A maker of an index.

Indexterity, (in-deks-tcr'e-te) n. Want of dexterity;

awkwardness: clumsiness; want of ski 1L

India, (in'de-a) n. A country in Asia, so named from

the river Indus. [the India trade.

Indiaman, (in'de-a-raan) n. A largo ship employed in

India-matting, (in'de-a-raat-ing) n. Grass or reed mats

made in the East, usually from the PapyruscorymOofus.

Indian, (in'de-an) «. [From/ndta, and this from Indus,

the name of a river in Asia.] Of or pertaining to

either of the Indies, Bast or West, or to the aborigines

of America.

Indian, (in'de-an) n. A native or inhabitant of the

Indies;—one of the aboriginal inhabitants of America.

Indian corn, (in'de-an-korn) n, A plant of the genus

Zeamai/s, a species of maize, native

of America.

Indian ink, (in ' de - an - ingk) n. A

substance used for watercolours,made

from lamp black and animal glue. It

is brought from China in small rolls

or cakes.

Indicate, (in'de-k&t) r. t. [L. indiearc,

indication, from inanddtcare, to pro

claim.] To point out ; to discover ;

to show ;—to manifest by symptoms ;

to point to as the proper remedies :

—imp. & pp. indicated; ppr. indi

cating.

Indication, (in-de-ka'shun) n. Act of Indian com.

pointing out orindicating;—that which serves to indi

cate or 1 1. ii n t out ; mark ; token ; sign ; symptom ;—

note ; explanation.

Indicative, (in-dik'at-iv) a. Pointing out ; bringing to

notice;—meaning; signifying;—designating that mood

of the verb which positively affirms, denies, or inter

rogates, [mood of a verb.

Indicative, (in-dik'at-iv) n. The direct or positive

Indicatively, (in - dik ' ut -iv - le) adr. In a manner to

indicate.

Indicator, (in ' do - kat - gr) n. One who, or that which

shows or points out ; — the extensor muscle of the

fore-finger ; — nn instrument attached to a steam-

engine, which shows the amount of the steam pressure,

and the state of the vacuum at each stroke of the

piston. (known.

Indicatory, (iu'de-kat-or-e) a. Serving to show or make

Indicia, (iu-dis'e-a) >>.. [L.] Discriminating marks;

signs ; badges ; tokens ; indications.

Indict, (iii-dtf) r. t. [L. indiccre, indicium, to pro

claim, from in and dicere, to say, speak.] To charge

with a crime in due form of law, by the finding or

presentment of a grand jury; to accuse; to arraign;

to summon for trial : — imp, & pp. indicted ; ppr,

indicting.
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Indictable* (in-dit'a-bl) a. Capable of being, or liable

to be, indicted ; subject to indictment.

Indiction, (in-dik'shun) n. Declaration; proclamation;

—a cycle of fifteen years, instituted by Constantino

the Great,

Indictment, (in-dit'ment) n. Act of indicting or state

of being indicted ; — a written accusation or formal

charge of a crime, preferred to a court by a grand jury

under oath ; in Scots' law, the form of process by which

an accused party is charged at the instance of the

Lord-Advocate or public prosecutor ;—the paper or

parchment on which a charge or accusation is written

—called bill of indictment:— accusation in general;

impeachment ; allegation of high misdemeanour.

Indictor, (in-dit'er) it. One who indicts.

Indifference, (in-dif'er-ens) n. Quality of being indif

ferent, or not making or measuring a difference ;—

passableness; mediocrity;—impartiality ; freedom from

prejudice or bias ;—a state of the mind wben it feels

no anxiety or interest in what is presented to it;—

negligence ; unconcern ; apathy.

Indifferent, (in-difer-ent) a. Not making a difference:

having no influence 01 weight; of no account ;—neither

particularly good, nor very bad ; passable ;—neutral;

impartial; unbiased; disinterested;—feeling no inter

est, anxiety, or care respecting any thing.

Indifferently, (in-dif'er-ent-le) adv. In an indifferent

manner ; impartially ; tolerably ; passably.

Indigence, (in'de-jens) n. Want of estate or means of

comfortable subsistence ;—poverty ; penury ; desti

tution.

Indigenous, (in-dij'en-us) a, [L. indigenus, from in

and yignere, to beget, to be born.] Native ; bom or

originating in, as in a place or country ;—produced

naturally in a country or climate ; not exotic.

Indigent, (in'de-jent) a. [L. indigvns, pjyr. of intligere,

to stand in need of, egert, to be needy.] Destitute of

property or means of subsistence ; needy ; poor.

Indigested, (in-de-jest'ed) a. Not digested ; not con

cocted in the stomach, as food;—not disposed or ar

ranged in form ; shapeless ;—crude ; immethodical, as

a scheme ;—not brought to suppuration, as on abscess ;

—not sublimed or purified by neat.

Indigestible, (in-de-jest'e-bl) a. Not digestible ; not

easily converted into chyme;—not to be received or

patiently endured.

Indigestion, (in-de-jest'yun) n. Want of due digestion;

a failure of the natural changes which food undergoes

in the alimentary canal ; dyspepsia; difficult or pain

ful digestion.

Indignant (in-dig'nant)a. [L. indignant, prefix in and

dignari, to deem worthy, digitus, worthy.] Affected

with indignation ; feeling wrath and scorn or con

tempt [ner.

Indignantly, (in-dignant-le)<tdv. In an indignant man-

Indignation, (in-dig-ruVshun) n. A high-toned feel

ing of resentment mingled with scorn ; extreme anger

caused by a sense of injury or injustice; contemptuous

hatred of what is mean or base;—the wrath of God

against sin ; — the effects of God's anger ; punitive

judgments ;—holy displeasure with one's self for sin.

Indignity, (in-digne-te) n. Unmerited contemptuous

treatment ;—affront; contumely; injury accompanied

with insult

Indigo, (in'de-go) n. [L. indicum, indigo, from Indicns,

Indian.] A blue colouring matter obtained from

woad and other plants.

Indigefera, (in-de-gd'fer-a) n. [L. indicum and ferre,

to Dear.] A variety of plants of the order Legumi-

nosa, native of tropical climates, and producing indi

go; anil.

Indiminiihahle, (in'de-min-ish-a-bl) a. fL. in and di-

minishabte.] Incapable of being lessened or reduced.

Indirect (in-de-rekf) a. Not direct ; not straight or

rectilinear ; oblique ; circuitous ;—not tending to an

aim, purpose, or result by the most plain and obvious

method or course ; remote ;—not straightforward or

upright; unfair; dishonest.

Indirectly, (in-de-rektle) adv. In an indirect manner;

obliquely;—unfairly ;—not expressly ; iufurentially.

Indirectness, (hi-de-rekt'nes) n. Obliquity; devious-

ness ; — unfairness ; dishonesty ; fraudulent act or

practice.

Indiscernible, (iu-dis-sern'e-bl) a. Incapable of being

discerned ; not discoverable.

Indiscreet (in-dis-kretf) o. [L. in and dittcretu*, pp.

of dUccrnere, to separate, judge. ] Not discreet ; grant

ing in discretion ;—imprudent ; injudicious ; incon

siderate ; rash ; hasty ; incautious.

Indiscreetly, (in-dis-kret'le) adv. Not discreetly ; in

considerately.

Indiscretion, (in-dis-kresh'un) «. Want of discretion ;

imprudence ;—an indiscreet act; indiscreet behaviour.

Indiscriminate, (m-dis-krim'in-at) a. fL. indiscrimin-

atus.] Wanting discrimination; not making any

distinction.

Indiscriminately, (in-dis-krim'in-at-le) adv. In mi in

discriminate manner ;withoutdistinction; inconfusion.

Indiscrimination, (in-dis-krim-in-a'shun) n. Want of

discrimination or distinction.

Indispensable, (in-dis-pens'a-bl) a, [L. in, not, dis,

apart, and pensare, to weigh.] Not dispensable ; im

possible to be omitted or spared ; absolutely necessary.

Indispensableness, (in-dis-pens'a-bl-nos) n. The state or

quality of being indispensable, or absolutely necessary.

Indispensably, (in-dia-pens'a-ble) adv. In an indispens

able manner ; necessarily.

Indispose, (in-dis-poz') v.t. [F. indisposer, from L.

ponere, to place.] To render unfit or unsuited ;—to

disqualify for the exercise of proper functions; to

disorder; to make somewhat ill;—to disincline; to

render averse, unfavourable, or disinclined—with to

ward:—imp. & pp. indisposed; ppr. indisposing.

Indisposedness, (in-dis-p6z'ed-nes)n. Condition or

quality of being indisposed ; disinclination ; slight

aversion ; indisposition.

Indisposition, (in-dis-po-zish'un) n. Disinclination ;

aversion ; unwillingness ; dislike ;—slight disorder of

the bodily functions ; sickness ; ailment ;—want of

affinity or tendency to combine — said of material

substances.

Indisputable, (in-dis'put-a-bl) a. [F., from in and dis

putable] Not disputable ; too evident to admit of dis

pute;—unquestionable; undeniable; certain; positive.

Lidisputableness, (in -dis'put-a-bl-nes) n. State or

quality of being indisputable.

Indisputably, (in-dis'putra-ble) adv. Without dispute ;

unquestionably- fvurted.

Indisputed. (in-dis-puted) a. Not disputed or contro-

Indissolubiliry, (in-dis-sol-u-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

indissoluble, or incapable of being dissolved;—perpetu

ity of union, obligation, or binding force.

Indissoluble, (in-disW-u-bl) a. [F. from L. in, not, dii,

apart, and solvere, to loose.] Not capable of being dis

solved, melted, or liquefied;—perpetually binding or

obligatory.

Indissolubly, (in-dis'sol-u-bte) adv. In a manner resist

ing separation ; inseparably ; firmly.

Indissolvable, (in-dis-zolvn-bl) a. Incapable of being

dissolved; indissoluble.

Indistinct (in-dis-tingktf) a. [L. in and distinct**, ppr.

of distingven, to separate, distinguish.] Not distinct

or distinguishable ;—obscure to the mind ; confused ,

—not presenting clear and well-defined images or per

ceptions ; imperfect ; faint ; undefined ; indefinite ;

vague ; uncertain.

Indistinction, (iu-dis-tingk'shun)?). Want of distinc

tion ; confusion ;—-equality of rank or condition.

Indistinctly, (in-dis-tingkt'le) adv. In an indistinct

manner ; not clearly ; confusedly ; obscurely.

Indistinctness, (in-dis-tingkt'nes) n. Want of distinct

ness ; confusion ; uncertainty ;—obscurity ; xanitness.
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Indistinguishable, (in-dis-ting'gwiBh-a-bl) a. Not dis

tinguishable; unable to bo distinguished or se]tarat«d.

Indite, (in-dif)*'. t. [L. indicere, indicium,] To direct

or dictate what is to be uttered or written ;—to com

pose ; to writo ; to be author of:—imp. & pp. indited ;

ppr. inditing.

Inditement, (in-dlt'mcnt) n. The act of inditing.

Inditer, (in-dlt'er) n. One who indites.

Individual, (in-de-vid'u-al) a. [L tit, not, and divid-

v.w, divisible, from dividere, to divide.) Not divided,

or not to be divided ; single : one ;—of or pertaining

to #ue only; hence, peculiar to or characteristic of a

single person or thing ; distinctive ; personal.

Individual, (in-de-vid'u-al) n. A single person, animal,

or thing of any kind ; especially, a human being ; a

person.

Individualism, (in-de-vid'u-al-izm) n. Quality of being

individual ;—an excessive regard to one's personal in

terest ; — a political system which regards the rights

and interests of individuals in a community—opposed

to socialism.

Individuality, (in-de-vid-u-al'e-te) n. Condition or

quality of being individual ; separate or distinct

nature or existence ;—distinctive character.

Individualise, (in-de-vid'G-al-iz) v. t. To select or mark

as an individual ; to distinguish the personal or

peculiar properties of :—imp. & pp. individualized ;

ppr. individualizing.

Individually, (in-de-vid'u-al-le) adv. In an individual

manner or relation ; separately;—inseparably; inoom-

municably.

Individuate, (in-de-vid'u-ftt) v. t. To distinguish from

others of the species; —to cause to exist as an

individual whole; to make single: — imp. «fc pp.

individuated ; ppr. individuating.

Indivisibility, (in-do-viz-e-bil'e-te) n. State or property

of being indivisible ; inseparableness.

Indivisible, (in-de-viz'ebl) a. [In and divisible.] Not

divisible ; not separable into parts ;—not capable of

exACt division ; incommensurable.

Indivisible, (in-de-viz'e-bl) n. That which is indivisible;

—one of the elements or principles, supposed to be

infinitely small, into which a body or figure may be

resolved ; an infinitesimal.

Indiviaibleness, (in-de-viz'e-bl-nes) n. Indivisibility.

Indiviaibly, (in-de-vizVble) adv. Ho as not to be capa

ble of division.

Inde-Briton, (in'do-hrit'on) n. A person born in India,

one of whose parents is a native of Great Britain.

Indocile, (in-dos'iJ) a. [F. from L. in and docere, to

teach.] Not teachable ; not easily instructed ; dull ;

intractable. [teachablcnes ; intruetableness.

Indocility, (in-do-aile-to) n. Dulness of intellect; un-

Indoctrinate, (in-dok'trin-at) v. t. [h. in, in, and

doctrina, doctrine.] To instruct in the rudiments or

principles of learning, or of a branch of learning ; to

instil into ; to imbue with :—imp. & pp. indoctrinated ;

ppr. indoctrinating.

Indoctrination, (in-dok-trin-a'shun) n. Act of indoc

trinating ; information ;—instruction in any branch

of knowledge or in the principles of a system.

Indo-English, (in'do-ing'gliHh) a. Of or relating to the

English who are born or reside in India.

Indolence, (in'do-lens) n. fU imlnlmtia, from in and

dotert, to feel pain.] Habitual idleness ; indisposition

to labour ; laziness; sluggishness.

Indolent, (indd-lent) a. Indulging in ease : avoiding

labour and exertion ; habitually idle ; inactive ;—free

from pain, as an indolent tumour. [lazily.

Indolently, (in'do-lent-le) adv. In an indolent manner ;

Indomitable, (in-dora'it-a-bl) a. [L. in and domitare,

intensive form of domare, to tame.) Nut to bo sub

dued ; untamable ; invincible.

In-door, (in'd&r) a. Being within doors.

Indorsable, (in-dors'a-bl) a. Capable of being indorsed,

assigned, and made payable to order.

Indorsation, (in-dors-fi'shun) n. The act of indorsing

or writing on the back of a note, bill, or other written

instrument.

Indorse, (in -dors') v.t. [L. indorsare, from in and

dorsum, the back.] To write upon the back or outside

of;—to write one's name upon the back of, as a paper,

for the purpose of transferring it, or to secure the

payment of, as a note, draft, £c ;—hence, to give one's

name or support to ; to sanction :—imp. & pp. in

dorsed ; ppr. indorsing.

Indorsee, (in dors-C) n. The person to whom a note or

bill is indorsed or assigned by indorsement.

Indorsement, (in-dors'ment) «. Act of writing on the

back of a note, bill, or other written instrument ;—a

writing usually upon the back of a negotiable instru

ment, Dy which the property therein is assigned and

transferred ;—sanction or support given.

Indorser, (in-dorser) n. One who indorses ; the party

by whom a bill, note, or check is indorsed.

Indubious, (in-dub e-us) a. [L. indubius.] Not dubious

or doubtful ; certain.

Indubitable, (in-dub'it-a-bl) a. [F. from L. in and

diibitnbilin, from dubius.] Unquestioned ; undoubted ;

too plain to admit of doubt ;—evident ; incontestable ;

undeniable. [questionably.

Indubitably, (in-dub'itra-ble) adr. Undoubtedly; un-

Indubitate, (in-dub'e-tat) r. (. To bring into doubt.

Induce, (in-dus) v. t. [L. inducer*, from in and dticere,

to lead.] To bring in or upon ; to produce ; to cause ;

—to bring into view; to introduce; to exhibit;—to

lead by persuasion or argument ; to prevail on ; to

influence ; to actuate :—imp. & pp. induced ; ppr.

inducing.

Inducement, (in-dua'ment) n. That which induces ; a

fact, reason, or consideration that leads on or persuades

to action ;—motive ; reason ; incitement ; influence.

Inducer, (in-dus'er) n. One who, or that which, induces.

Induciary, (in-du'she-ar-e) o . [L. inducm, truce.] Per

taining to a truce or treaty.

Inducible, (in-dusVbl) a. Capable of being induced ;—

in law, brought on or effected ;—capable of being

shown or proved by induction.

Induct, (in-dukt') r. (. [L. ittducere, inductum.] To

bring in ; to introduce ;—to introduce, as to a benefice

or office ; to instal or put formally into possession of:

—imp. & pp. inducted ; pjir. inducting.

Inductile, (in-uuk'til) n. Not ductile ; incapablo of

being drawn into threads, as a metal.

Induction, ( in - Juk'shuu) n. Act of inducting or

bringing in ; introduction ;—prelude ; preface ;—act

of inferring or drawing a conclusion from premises ;—

act or process of reasoning from a part to a whole, or

from particulars to generals ;—introduction of a clergy

man into a benefice, or of a person into an office by

the usual forms and ceremonies.

Inductions!, (in-duk'shun-a!) a. Pertaining to, or pro

ceeding by, induction ; inductive.

Inductive, (in-duk'tiv) a. Leading or drawing ; tempt

ing;—inferring; drawing conclusions from premises;

—proceeding not by demonstration, but by induction.

Inductively, (in-duk'tiv-le) adr. By induction or in

ference.

Inductor, (in-dnk/ter) n. The person who inducts an

other into an office or benefice.

Indue, (in-du1) r. t. [L. induere, allied to G. endutin,

to put on.] To put on, as clothes; to draw on :—to

clothe; to invest; hence, to endow; to furnish; to

supply:—imp. <fc )-p. indued; ppr. induing.

Indueraent, (tn-du'mont) n. Investment ; clothing ;

endowment.

Indulge, (in-dulj') v.t. [L. indufpere, from in and

dtilcis, sweet, kind.] To puffer to be: to permit;—not

to restrain or oppose ; to givo freedom or scope to ; to

gratify;—to yield to ; to grant ; to favour ; to humour ;

~v. i. To be favourable ; to yield ; to comply ;—to

givo one's self to the habit or practice of ; to continue
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in the enjoyment of :—imp. & pp. indulged ; ppr.

indulging.

Indulgence, (in -dulj'ens) n. The quality of being

indulgent; forbearance of restraint or control ;—favour

granted; liberality; gratification ; licence ; liberty;—

fondness : kindness ; — remission of the temporal

punishment due to sins, granted by the pope or church,

and supposed to save the sinner from purgatory.

Indulgent, (in-dulj'eu t) a. Prone to indulge or humour ;

not opposing or restraining ;—yielding to the desires

or wislies of an inferior;— kind; liberal; tender;

mild ; favourable ;—gratifying ; favouring.

Indulgently, (in-dulj'ent-le) adv. In an indulgent

manner ; mildly ; favourably; not severely.

Indurate, (in'du-rat) v.i. [L. induraref from in and

duruM, hard.] To grow hard ; to harden or become

hard ;—v. t. To make hard ; to deprive of sensibility;

to render obdurate: —imp. & pp. indurated; ppr.

indurating. [hearted ; callouB ; unfeeling.

Indurate, (ln'dii-rat) a. Hardened ; indurated ;—hard-

Induration, (in-du-ra'shun) a. Act of hardening or

process of growing hard ;—stiffness ; want of pliancy;

—hardness of heart ; obduracy.

Indusium, (in-dfi'se-um) n. | L. induere, to put on.] A

collection of hairs united so as to form a sort of cup,

and inclosing the stigma of a flower; the shield or

scale covering the fruit spot of a fern.

Industrial, (in-dus'tre-al) a. Consisting in industry;

pertaining to the arts of Industry.

Industrial-schools, (in-dus'tre-al skoolz) v. pi. Schools

for reclaiming neglected children, and training them

to habits of morality and industry ; ragged tchools.

Industrious, (in-dus'tre-us) a. Diligent in business or

study ; laborious ; assiduous ; not remiss or alack ;

steady; careful; attentive; active; — diligent in a

particular pursuit, or to a particular end.

Industriously, (in-dus'tre-us-le) adv. In an industrious

manner; diligently; assiduously.

Industry, (in' tins- tre) n. [L. induttria.] Habitual

diligence in any employment, either bodily or mental ;

steady attention ; careful application ; activity ; —

assiduity.

Indwell, (in'dwel) v. t. A i. To dwell in ; to abide

within :—imp. A pp. indwelt ; ppr. indwelling.

Indwelling, (in'dwel-ing) n. Residence within, or in

the heart or soul ; interior abode.

Indwelling, (in'dwel-ing) a. Abiding in the heart after

renewal, as sin.

Inebriant, fin-e^bre-ant) a. Intoxicating.

Inebriant, (in-e'bre-ant) n. Any thing that intoxicates.

Inebriate, (in-Cbre-at) v. t. [L. inebriare, from in and

ebriv-t, drunk.] To make drunk ; to intoxicate ;—to

stupefy, or to make furious or frantic ;—to exhilarate ;

—v. i. To be or become intoxicated. :—imp. & pp.

inebriated ; ppr. inebriating. [a toper.

Inebriate, (in-e^bre-ftt) n. One who is drunk ; a sot ;

Inebriety, (in-$-bri'e-te) n. Drunkenness ; intoxication.

Inedited, (in-ed'it-ed) a. Not edited ; unpublished.

Ineffable, (in-efa-bl) a. [F. from L. in and effari, to

■peak.] Incapable of being expressed in words ; un-

speakable ; unutterable.

Ineffably, (in-efa-ble) adv. In a manner not to be

expressed in words; unspeakably; unutterably.

Ineffaceable, (in-ef-faa'a-bl) a. Incapable of being

effaced. [to be effaced.

Ineffaceably, (in-ef-fas'a-ble) adv. Indelibly; so as not

Ineffective, (in-ef-fekt'iv) a. [In and effective.] In

capable of producing any effect, or the effect intended ;

—useless ; inefficient ; vain ; fruitless ; weak.

Ineffectual, (in-ef-fekt'ii-al) a. [In and ejjtctual.] Not

producing the proper effect ; inefficient ; weak.

Ineffectually, (in-ef-fekt'u-al-le) adv. Without effect ;

in vain.

Ineffervescence, (in-ef-fer-ves/ens) n. [In and ejferva-

eenct.) Want of effervescence; deadness ; vapidity of

a liquor.

Inefficacious, (in-ef-fe-ka'she-us) a. [L. ineJHeax, from

in and efficere, to accomplish.] Not efficacious; not

having power to produce the effect desired, or the

proper effect.

Inefiicacy, (in-effe-ka-se) n. Want of power to produce

the desired or proper effect ; inefficiency.

Inefficiency, (in-ef-fish'e-en-se) «, Want of power or

exertion of power to produce the effect ; inefiicacy.

Inefficient, (in-ef-ftsh'e-ent) a. [L. in and <0ici«w, ppr.

of efficere, to perform.] Not efficient ; not producing

the effect ; inefficacious ;—habitually slack or remiss ;

incompetent. [ticity.

Inelastic, (in-S-las'tik) a. Not elastic ; wanting elas-

Inelasticity, (in-8-las-tis'e-te) n. The absence of

elasticity; the want of elastic power.

Inelegance, (in-el'e-gans) n. Quality of being inelegant ;

want of elegance.

Inelegant, (in-el'G-gant) a. [I* in and elegans, from

elxtjere, to choose. ] Not elegant ; unrefined ; un

polished; awkward ;—wantingfnrm or beauty;—want

ing grace or ornament ; unclassical ; vulgar ; coarse.

Inelegantly, (in-el'e-gant-le) adv. In an inelegant or

unbecoming manner ; coarsely ; roughly.

Ineligibility, (in-el-e-je-bil'e-te) n. Incapacity of being

elected to an office ;—state or quality of not being

worthy of choice.

Ineligible, (in-el'e-je-bl) a. [In and eligible.] Incapable

of being elected to an office ;—not worthy to be chosen

or preferred.

Inept, (in-eptf) a. [L. inepttu, from in, not, and apt km,

fit.] Not apt or fit; unfit; unsuitable; improper;—

foolish; silly; nonsensical.

Ineptitude, (in-ept'e-tud) n. The quality of being inept ;

unfitness ; unsuitableness ;—foolishness ; nonsense.

Ineptly, (in-eptle) adv. Unfitly; unsuitably; foolishly.

Inequality, (in-e-kwal'e-te) n. [L. in and erptatis, from

aquut, level] Quality of being unequal ; lack of

uniformity; diversity;—unevenness ; want of level-

ness ;—disproportion to any office or purpose ; inade

quacy ; incompetency;—difference in rank, condition,

or fortune.

In equilibrio, (in-e-kwe-lib're-6) [L.] In a state of

equipose or even balance ; hence, in a state of calm

or rest.

Inequitable, (in-ek'wit-a-bl) a. Not equitable ; not just.

Ineradicable, (in-e-rad'ik-a-bl) a. [L. in and radix,

root.] Incapable of being rooted out or removed ;

deep-seated. [stable ; stationary.

Inerratic, ( in-er-at'ik ) a. [In and erratic] Fixed;

Inert, (in-ert') a. [L. inns, inertit, from in, not, and

art, art.] Destitute of the power of moving itself, or

of active resistance to motion impressed ;-—indisposed

to move or act ; dull ;—powerless for an effect or

influence ;—inactive ; sluggish ; slothful.

Inertia, (in-er'she-a) n. That property of matter by

which it tends when at rest to remain so, and when in

' motion to continue in motion ; — indisposition to

move ; inactivity ; sluggishness.

Inertly, (in-ertle) adv. Without activity; sluggishly.

Inertness, (in-ert'nes) n. Want of acti vity or exertion ;

sluggishness.

In esse, (in-es'se) [L.] In being or actual existence.

Inestimable, (in-es'tim-a-bl) a. Incapable of being

estimated or computed ; above all price ;—invaluable ;

priceless. [be estimated.

Inestimably, (in-es'tim-a-ble) adv. In a manner not to

Inevitable, (in-ev'it-a-bl) a. Incapable of evasion or

escape ; unavoidable ;—not to be withstood or resisted.

Inevitably, (in-ev'it-a-ble) wlv. Unavoidably; certainly.

Inexact, (in-egz-akf) a. Not exact ; not precisely cor

rect or true. [accuracy.

Inexactness, (in-egz-akt'nes) n. Want of precision ; in-

Inexcitable, (in-ek-sit'a-bl) a. Not susceptible of ex

citement.

Inexcusable, (in-eks-kuVa-bl) «. Not admitting excuse

or justification.

2 B
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Inexcusableneas, (in-eks-kuz'a-bl-nes) n. Quality of not

being excusable, [excusable.

Inexcusably, (iii-eks-kfur'a-ble) adv. So as not to be

Inexertion, (in-egz-crahun) n. Want of exertion ; want

of effort. [emptied ; not spent.

Inexhausted, (in-egz-hansfed) a. Not exhausted ; not

Inexhaustible, (in-egz-hauat'e-bl) a. Incapable of being

exhausted or emptied. [of being inexhaustible,

Inexhaustibleness, (in-egz-hauBt'e-bl-nes) n. The state

Inexorability, (in-eka-or-a-bii'e-te) n. Quality of being

inexorable or unyielding to entreaty.

Inexorable, (in-ek*ror-a-bl) a. Not to be persuaded or

moved by entreaty or prayer; unyielding; unrelenting.

Inexorably, (in-eks'or-a-b'lo) adv. bo as to be im

movable by entreaty.

Inexpedience, (in-oks-po'de-ens) n. Quality of being

inoxiiedient ; wantof fitness ; impropriety; unsuitable-

nees to the purpose.

Inexpedient, (in-eka-pe'de-ent) a. Not expedient ; not

tending to a good end ; hence, unfit ; improper.

Inexpediently, (in-eks-po'de-ent-le) adv. Unfitly; not

expediently ; unsuitably.

Inexpensive, (iii-uks-pena'iv) a. Not expensive.

Inexperience, (iu-eka-pere-ens) n. Absence or want of

experience. [perieuce; unskilled.

Inexperienced, (in-eks-pCre-enst) a. Not having ex-

Inexpert, (in-eks-jitrt') o. Not expert ; without know-

lodge or dexterity derived from practice.

Inexpiable, (in-okV]>e-a-bl) a. Admitting of no atone

ment or satisfaction.

Inexpiably, (in-okirpe-a-ble) adv. To a degree that

admits of no atonement. [being inexplicable.

Inexplicability, (in-ekB-ple-ka-biTe-te) n. Quality of

Inexplicable, (in-oka'ple-ka-bl) a. Incapablo of being

explained, interpreted, or accounted for.

Inexplicably, (in-uka'ple-ka-ble) adv. In on inexpli

cable manner. [stated.

Inexplicit, (in-eks-plis'it) a. Not explicit ; not clearly

Inexpressible, (iu-ukB-pres'e-bl) a. Not capable of ex

pression ; unspeakable ; unutterable; indescribable.

Inexpressibly, (in-eks-pres'o-ble) adv. In an inexpres

sible manner or degree ; unspeakably ; unutterably.

Inexpressive, (in-eka-pres'iv) o. Not expressing or

intending to express ; vacant; unmeaning, as look ;—

conveying little meaning ; deficient in interest or

jKtint, as a work of art.

Inexpreasivenesa, (in-eks-pros'iv-nes) n. The state of

Iwing inexpressive ; want of proper expression.

Inextinguishable, (iu-eks-tingVwiah-a-bf) «. [L. in and

cxtinpueir, to put out, quench.] Not capable of being

extinguished; unquenchable.

Inextricable, (in-eks'tre-ka-bl) a. [F. from L. rxtricare.]

Not to be disentangled or untied, as a coil or knot ;—

incapable of being cleared up or explained ; hope

lessly obscure. [manner.

Inextricably, (in-eks'tre-ka-ble) adv. In an inextricable

Infallibility, (in-fal-e-bil'e-to) n. Quality of being

infallible, or exempt from error.

Infallible, (in-fal'e-bl) a. [P. infailliole, from faillir,

L. fallert, to deceive.] Incapable of error ; exempt

from liability to mistako ; sound ;—not liable to fail,

or to deceive confidence ; certain.

Infallibly, <in-fal'e-ble) adv. Certainly; unfailingly.

Infamous, (in'fa-wu*) «. |F. ittfaiiir, from L. in and

fama, report.] Of ill report ; Ijaso ; scandalous ;

notoriously vile ; — held m abhorrence ; odious ;

detestable

Infamously, (uVfa-mus-le) adv. In an infamous man

ner or degree ; w:\mlalou9ly; disgrnoefully; shamefully;

with open reproach. [of being infamous.

Infamouanesa, (in'fii-niUB-nes) n. The state or quality

Infamy, (in'fa-me) n. Total loss of reputation ; pubhc

disgrace ;—extreme Kiseness or vilenuss ;—that loss of

character or public disgrace which a convict incurs.

Infancy, (infan-se) a. The flrnt part of life, extending

from birth to cluldhood ;—state or condition of one

under age ; nonage ; minority ;—the first stage of

any thing ; beginning ; commencement,.

Infant, (in'fant) a. [L. infant, from in, not, and fari,

to speak.] A young babe ; sometimes a child several

years of age ;—a person not of full age ; a minor.

Infant, (in fant) a. Pertaining to infancy ;—intended

for young children.

Infanthood, (in 'fant-hood) n. The state of being in

infancy ; the condition of an infant ; infancy.

Infanticidal, (in-fan-to-aid'al) a. Pertaining to or guilty

of child-murder.

Infanticide, (m-fhnt'e-sld) n. [L. infant, child, and

cmiere, to kilL] The murder of a newly-born child ;—

specifically, the slaughter of infants by Herod ;—a

slayer of infanta. [an infant.

Infantile, (in'fant-il) a. Pertaining to infancy, or to

Infantine, (in'fant-in) a. Pertaining to, or characteristic

of, infants or young children; young; tender; imma

ture ;—fitted or intended for young children.

Infantry, (infant-re) n. [Sp. & It. infanteria.] Foot-

soldiers, in distinction from cavalry;—children, or a

family of children.

Infatuate, (in-fat u-at) v.t. [L. infatvare, from in and

fatuut, foolish.] To make foolish ;—to weaken the

intellectual powers of;—to inspire with an extravagant

or foolish passion :—imp. & pp. infatuated ; ypr.

infatuating;.

Infatuate, (in -fat u-at) a. Stupefied ; infatuated.

Infatuation, (hvfat-u-4'ahun) n. Act of affecting with

folly; want of sound judgment; state of mind in

which the desires and will are bent or inclined to

some object contrary to reason, prudence, or common

sense.

Infeaaibility, (ta-le'z-e-bil'e-te) n. The state of being

infeasible ; impracticability.

Infeasible, (in-fexVbl) a. [In and F. faisibU, from

faiw, L. facerc, to do.] Not capable of being done or

accomplished ; impracticable.

Infect, (in-fekV) v. t. [L. iafictre, infectum, from in

and facere, to make.] To taint with disease ;—to affect

with morbid or noxious matter ;—to communicate

bad qualities to ; to corrupt ;—to contaminate with

illegality, or expose to penalty:—imp. At pp. infected ;

ppr. infecting.

Infected, (in-fekt'ed) a. Tainted with virulent matter,

or noxious exhalations ; corrupted by evil.

Infection, (in-fek'ahun) n. Act or process of infecting ;

contagion ; communication of disease by contact ;—

result of infecting influence ; a prevailing disease ;—

that which taints, poisons, or corrupts, by cotnmun iea-

tion from one to another;—contamination by illegality,

as in cases of contraband goods.

Infectious, (in-fek'she-us) a. Having qualities that

may infect ; pestilential ;—corrupting, or tending to

corrupt or contaminate ; vitiating ;—contaminating

with illegality;—capable of being easily diffused or

spread. . [tagioualy.

Infectiously, (in-fek she-us-lo) adv. By infection ; oon-

Infectiousness, (in-fek'she-us-nes) n. Quality of being

infectious.

Infective, (in - fekt ' i v ) c 1. Communicating disease ;

having the power or quality of tainting or corrupting ;

active in spreading by contact.

Infecund, (m-fe/kund) a. [L. tn and /orcunduj, pro

lific] Unfruitful ; barren.

Infecundity, (iu-fe-kund'e-te) n. Want of fecundity ;

un fruitfulness ; barrenness.

Infeftment, (in-feft'ment) n. [In MtdfeofFmrnt.] IVed

or process of putting in possession of heritable prope rty.

Infelicitous, (in-fe-lis'it-us) a. Not felicitous ; unh-ai>pv;

unfortunate.

Infelicity, (in-fe-lisVte) n. [F. inftUcitt, from L. in

and ./Wtr, happy,] Unhappiness : misery; misfortune;

—unfortunate state : unfavourableness.

Infelt, (in'felt) a. Felt deeply in the heart

Infer, (iu-fer/) i*. (. [L. inj'irrt, from in and fcmt to
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carry, bring.] To derive either by deduction or in

duction ; to draw or derive, as a fact or consequence ;

to deduce ; to gather : — imp. & pp. inferred ; ppr.

inferring.

Inferable, ( in-fgr'a-bl ) a. Capable of being inferred

or deduced from premises.

Inference, (in'fer-ens) n. Act of inferring ; — a truth

or proposition drawn from another admitted or sup

posed to be true ; conclusion from jtreniisos ; deduc

tion ; consequence.

Inferential, (iu-fcr-en'she-al) a. Deduced or duducible

by inference. [ference.

Inferentially, (in-fer-eu'slie-al-le) adv. By way of in-

Inferior, (iu-fere-er) a. [L. couqwirative of inferut,

lower.) Lower in place, social rank, or excellence;

subordinate ; — secondary ; subsidiary ;—between the

earth and the sun; below the horizon;—growing below

some other organ.

Inferior, (in-fere-er) n, A person who is younger, or of

a lower station or rank in society.

Inferiority, (in-fe-re-orVte) n. State of being inferior;

a lower state or condition.

Infernal, (in-fgrn&l) a. [F. from L. in fernut.] Per

taining tothe lower regions, or regions of the dead ;—

pertaining to hell; resembling hell; inhabiting hell;

bullish ; diabolical ;—Batanic ; fiendish ; malicious.

Infernal, (in-fernal) n. An inhabitant of hell, or of the

lower regions.

Infernally, (in-fe.r'nal-le) adv. In an infernal manner.

Infertile, (in-fer'til) a. [F. from L. in and fertilit,

from ffrre, to bear.] Not fertile or productive ; barren.

Infertility, (in-fer-til'e-te) a. Unproductiveness ; bar

renness ; uufruitfulness.

Infest, (in-feat1) v. t. [L. infe&tare, from itifeBtut, hos

tile, troublesome.] To trouble greatly; to disturb; to

annoy ; to harass ; to plague : — imp. & pp. infested ;

pw". infesting. [inveterate.

Infestered,(in-fes'terdja. [In and fetter.'] Rankling;

Infective, (in-fea'tiv) o. Having no mirth ; dull ;

cheerless. [ness ; choerlessness.

Infestivity, (in-fes-tivVte) n. Want of festivity ; dul-

Infibulation. (in-flb-u-hVshun) n. [L. iitjllmlare, from

in and fibula, clasp.] Act of clasping or confining,

as with a buckle or padlock.

Infidel, (in'fe-del) a. [L. in, not, and jidclis, faithful,

from.;fcfe*, faith.] Faithless; unbelioving ; disbeliev

ing tile inspiration of the Scriptures, or the divine

institution of Christianity.

Infidel, (in'fe-del) n. One who is without faith; unbe

liever ; sceptic ; a freethinker ; a heathen;—one who

disbelieves in Christ or the divine origin and authority

of Christianity ; deist.

Infidelity, (in-fe-del'e-te) n. Want of faith or belief:—

disbelief of the divine origin of Christianity ; unbelief ;

—unfaithfulness to the marriage contract ;—breach of

trust ; treachery ; deceit.

Infflter, (in-fil'ter) r. t. or i. To filter or sift in.

Infiltrate, (in-fll'trat) v. i. To enter by penetrating the

pores or interstices of a substance :—imp. & pp. in

filtrated ; ppr. infiltrating.

Infiltration, (in-fll-tra'shun) n. Act or process of in

filtrating ;—the substance which has entered the pores

or cavities of a body.

Infinite, (in'fin-it) a. [L. in and fin it its, ppr. of Jlnire,

to bound.] Unlimited or boundless in time or spneo ;

.—without limit in power, capacity, intensity, or moral

excellence; perfect;—indefinitely large or extensive ;

—in mathtntatics, greater or smaller than any assign

able quantity of the same kind;—in music, capable

' of endless repetition, as a fugue.

Infinite, (in'fin-it) n. Infinite space or extent. ;—infinite

time or duration ; eternity ;—in vtathrmatict, an in

finite magnitude, quantity, or number ;—also, the

Almighty.

Infinitely, (in'fln-it-le) adv. Without bounds or limiU ;

immensely ; greatly ; to a degree beyond expression.

Infinitesimal, (in-fln-it-ez'e-mal) a. Infinitely small ;

less than any assignable quantity.

Infinitesimal, (in-fin-it-ez'e-mal) n. An infinitely small

quantity, or one less than any assignable quantity.

Infinitesimally, (in-fin-it-ez'e-mal-lo) adv. By infini

tesimals ; in infinitely small quantities.

Infinitive, (in-fin'it-iv) a. Unlimited; unbounded; un

restricted; — designating the mood of a verb which

expresses its action without limitation of persons or

numbers.

Infinitude, (in-fin'e-tud) «. Quality of being infinite ;

endlessness in time or duration ;—infinite extent ; im

mensity;—boundless number.

Infinity, (in-tinVte) n. [L. injlnitus, from in, not, and

jinx*, boundary, end.] Unlimited extent of time, siwieo,

or quantity ; boundlessness ; immensity;—unlimited

capacity, energy, or excellence ;—endless or indefinite

number.

Infirm, (in-ferm') a. [L. injfrmus, from in and firmus,

stable.] Not firm or sound ; weak ; feeble ;—weak of

mind ; irresolute ;—not solid or stable.

Infirmary, (in-fgrra'ar-e) 71. An hospital where the in

firm or sick are lodged and nursed.

Infirmity, (in-fcrin'e-te) n. State of being infirm ;—

unsound or unhealthy state of body; weakness; fcoblo-

ness ;—disease ; malady ;—mental weakness ; failing;

fault ; foible ;—want of will ; irresolution ; — defect ;

imperfection. [ner.

Infirmly, (in-fermle) adv. In a weak or infirm nian-

Infix, (ln-flluOv.f. ft- infgere, infixum, to fix.] To fix

by piercing or thrusting in ;—to implant as principles,

thoughts, instructions:—imp. & pp. infixed ; pjrr. in

fixing.

Inflame, (in-flam*) v.t, [L. in and Jtammare, Jlamma,

flame.] To set on fire ; to kindle ;—to heat ; to excite-

the blood; — to provoke, as appetite or desire;—to

arouse; to incite, as passion; to irritate; to exasperate;

—to exaggerate by description; to aggravate;—v.i.

To grow hot, angry, and painful:—ihip. & pp. in

flamed ; ppr. inflaming.

Inflamed, (in-flamd') a. Set on Are; heated; provoked;

—in heraldry t adorned with Haines; flamant.

Inflammability, (iu-flam-a-bil'e-te) n. Susceptibility of

readily taking fire.

Inflammable, (in-flam'a-bl) a. Capable of being set on

fire; easily enkindled; susceptible of combustion.

Inflammation, (in-flam-a'shun) «. Act of setting on

fire :—state of being in flame or on fire ;—a redness and

swelling of any part of an animal body, attended^with

heat, pain, and febrile symptoms;—violent excitement;

passion : animosity.

Inflammatory, (in-flam'a-tor-e) o. Inflaming : tending

to excite heat or inflammation: — accompanied with

preternatural heat and excitement of arterial action;

—tending to excite anger, animosity, tumult, or sedi

tion ; seditious:

Inflate, (ii)-tlut') v.t. [L. injlare,intlat\tm, from in and

jlare, to blow. J To swell or distend with air: to blow

into ;—to puff up ; to elate :—imp. & pp. inflated ; ppr.

inflating.

Inflate, (in-flflt') a. Filled with air ; blown up ; dis

tended ;—puffed up ; turgid : bomlwistic.

Inflatingly, (in-flat'ing-lo) adv. By way of inflation ;

in a manner tending to inflate.

Inflation, (in-fla'shun) «■. Act of inflating ;—the state

of being distended with air ;—swelling ; pufnness ;—

mental elation ; vanity : conceit.

Inflect, (in-flekf) v, t. [L. infieetere, infcxvin, from in

imdjlcctere, to bend.] To bend ; to turn from a direct

line or course ;—to vary, as a noun or a verb, in its

terminations; to decline; to conjugate;—to modulate,

as the voice :—imp. & pp. inflected; ppr. inflecting.

Inflected, (in-flekt'ed) a. Bent from a direct line ;

changed in the termination, as nouns or verbs.

Inflection, (in-flrkVlnin) h. Act of inflecting, or state

of beint' inflected;—a bund; afold;—a slide ormodula-
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tion of the voice in speaking ;—the variation of nouns,

&c., by declension, and verbs by conjugation.

Inflectional, (In -flak'shun -al) a. Pertaining to in

flection.

Inflective, (in-flekt'iv) a. Having the power of bend

ing ; flexile ;—capable of declension or conjugation.

Inflex, (in-fleks) v. t. To bend ; to curve ; to make

crooked.

Inflexed, (in-fleksf) a. Turned in : bent inward.

Inflexibility, (in-fleks-e-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being in

flexible : unyielding stiffness ; — obstinacy of will or

temper ; unbending pertinacity.

Inflexible, (in-fleks'e-bl) a. [F. from L. in and fiexlbilis,

from fUctere, to bend.] Incapable of being bent ;—

Arm in purpose ; unyielding to influence or entreaty ;

inexorable ;—unchangeable ; unalterable.

Inflexibly, (ui-fleksVole) adv. In an inflexible man

ner; firmly.

Inflict, (in-flikf) v. *.' [L. infligere, injlictum, from in

and fligere, to strike.] To lay or send, as a punish

ment, &c. ; to apply ; to impose:—imp. &pp. inflicted;

ppr. inflicting.

Infliction, (in-tiik'shun) 71. Act of inflicting or impos

ing ;—that which is imposed, as a punishment.

Inflictive, (in-flikt'iv) a. Tending or able to inflict.

Inflorescence, (in-flor-es'ens) n. [L. injioreseem, from

in and Jtoreseere, to begin to blossom.] A flowering;

the unfolding of blossoms ; — mode of flowering, or

general arrangement and disposition of the flowers.

Influence, (in'flu-ens) n. [L. influentia, from influere,

to flow in, from in and fluere, to flow.] A flowing in

or upon; influx ;—the visible operation of an invisible

power;—in jihytic$, the effect produced on material

bodies by the secret forces in nature, as of light, heat,

air, Ac. ;— the effect formerly supposed to be produced

by the planetary system on terrestrial persons and

events ;—in moraU, the effect of truth on the mind;

motive; consideration; reasonable inducement ; force

acting on the heart or affections ; constraining power

of love or sympathy ;—effect produced by individual

character, social rank, wealth, 61c. ; sway ; authority ;

control ; — spiritual or divine power acting on the

heart or life.

Influence, (in'flu-ens) v. t. To move or Impel by force ;

—to effect by natural or physical law ;—to act on, or

affect the mind, by motives of any kind; to induce; to

persuade;—in a bad sense, to move, as the passions;—to

bias; to pervert, as the judgment:—imp. & pp. influ

enced; ppr. influencing.

Influential, (in-flu-en'she-al) a. Exerting influence or

power by invisible operation. [move, or direct.

Influentially, (in-flu-en'she-al-le) rule. Bo as to incline,

Influenza, (in-flu-en'za) n. [It.] A violent, form of

catarrh, usually occurring in the manner ofan epidemic.

Influx, (in'fluks) n. [L. inHuxus. from influere, intluxuvi,

to flow in.] Act of flowing in ;—infusion ; intromis

sion ;—introduction ; importation in abundance.

Infold. (in-foM')i'. i. To wrap up or inwxap; toinclose;

—to embrace :—imp. A; pp. infolded ; ppr. infolding.

Infoldment, (in-fold'ment) n. Act of embracing, infold

ing, or inwrapping ; state of being infolded.

Inform, fin-form') v. (. [L. in and formare, from forma,

form, shape.] Toform; to fashion ; to animate ;—to

make known to ; to advise ; to instruct ;—to commu

nicate a knowledge of facts to, by way of accusation ;

—v. i. To give intelligence or information:—iynp. &

pp. informed ; ppr. informing.

Informal, (in-form'al) a. Not in the regular, usual, or

established form : irregular.

Informality, (in-form-al'e-te) n. Want of regular or

customary form; any neglect or breach of rule or order.

Informally, (in - form ' al - le) udr. Without the usual

forms; irregularly. [intelligence.

Informant, (in-form'ant) n. One who informs or jtives

Information, (in-forcn-a'slmn) n. Act of communicating

knowledge;—intelligence; news; notice or advice sent

or received by message or writing; — knowledge de

rived by perception, or by reading, instruction, &c. ;—

communication of facts leading to a charge or accusa

tion ;—a charge or accusation exhibited before a court.

Informer, (in-fonn'er) n. One who in forms or ani

mates ;—one who lodges a charge against another for

the violation of some law ;—one who makes a business

of informing against others. [used as a prefix.

Infra, (iu'fra). [ L. ] Beneath ; below ; under ; often

Infraction, (in-frak'shun) n. [L. infraetio, from in*

fringere, from in and frangtre, to break.] Breach ;

violation ; infringement.

Infrangible, (in-franj'e-bl) a. Not capable of being

broken or separated into parts ;—not to be violated.

Infrequence, (in-frSTtwens) n. State of rarely occur

ring; uncommonness; rareness.

Infrequent, (in-fre'kwent) a. [h. infrequent.] Seldom

happening or occurring to notice ; unfrequent ; rare;

uncommon.

Infrequently, (in-freTtwent-le) adv. Not frequently.

Infringe, (in-frinj*) r. t. [L. infringere, from in and

frangcre, to break.] To break, as contracts ;—to vio

late ; to transgress ; to neglect to fulfil or obey;—r. i.

To violate some rule ; — to encroach ; to trespass :—

imp. & pp. infringed ; ppr. infringing.

Infringement, (in - frinj ' meut) n. Act of violating;

breach ; violation ; non-fulfilment ; — encroachment ;

transgression; trespass. [or encroaches.

Infringer, (in-frinj'er) it. One who violates, trespasses,

Infrugal, (in-froo'gal) a, [L. in, not, and frvgatii.)

Wasteful ; improvident ; extravagant

Infundibular, (in-fun-dib'u-ler) a. [L. infundibulum,

a funnel, from infundere, to pour in or into.] Having

the form of a funnel.

Infurcation, (in-fur-ka'shun) v. [L. in and /urea, a

fork.] A forked expansion or extension.

Infuriate, (in-fu're-at) a. Enraged; mad; raging; furi

ously angry.

Infuriate, (in-fu're-at) r. t. [L. in and furiare, to en

rage, from furia, fury, rage.] To render furious or

mad ; to enrage : — imp. & pp. infuriated ; pj>r. in

furiating.

Infuse, (ln-fuz*) v. t. [h. infundere, infunum, from in

and fandere, to pour.] To pour in, as a liquid ;— to

instil, as principles or qualities :—to inspirit or ani

mate ; — to steep in liquor without boiling, for the

purpose of extracting medicinal qualities :—imp. &

pp. infused ; ppr. infusing.

Infusibility, (ln-fuz-e-biTe-te) n. [From infute.) Capa

bility of being infused, or poured in ;—[prefix in, not,

and fusibility. ] I ncapability of being fused or dissolved.

Infusible, (in-fiizVbl) a. [From inj'usc] Capable of

being infused ; — [prefix in, not, and fitribte.] Not

fusible ; incapable of fusion.

Infusion, (in-fu'zhun) n. Act of infusing, pouring in,

or instilling; instillation; introduction; inspiration ;

suggestion ;—act or process of steeping any insoluble

substance in water in order to extract its virtues ;—

the liquid which is obtained by this process ;—act of

introducing into the veins by a syringe, as opiates, &c

Infusive, (in-fQ'siv) a. Having the power of infusion.

Infusoria, (in-fu-so're-a) n. pi. [L. infundere, infusam,]

Minute or microscopic animalcules found in water and

other fluids. png infusoria.

Infusorial, (in-fu-ad're-al) a. Pertaining to or contain-

Ingate, (in'gat) n. Entrance ; passage in.

Ingathering, (in'gaTH-er-ing) ?;. Act or business of col

lecting and securing the fruits of the earth ; harvest.

Ingemination, (in-jem-in-a'shun) n. Repetition ;

reduplication.

Ingencrable, (in-jen'gr-a-bl) <i. [L. in and penerabilU,

that lias the power of generating, from genera re, to

engender.] Incapable of being engendered or produced.

Ingenerate, (in-jen'er-at) v. t. fL. in and generxtrr, to

engender.] To generate or produce within:—impx A

pp. ingenerated; ppr. ingenerating.
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Ingenerate, (in-jen'er-at) a. Generated within ; inborn ;

innate.

Ingenious, (in-jC'ne-us) a. [h. ingenium, natural capa

city, from in and gignere, to beget.] Possessed of

genius or the faculty of invention ; skilful or prompt

to invent ;—proceeding from genius or ingenuity ;

curious in design or structure; skilfully contrived;

well adapted ;—witty ; clever ; smart ; sharp.

Ingeniously, (in-je'ne-us-le) adv. In an ingenious

manner.

Ingeniousness, (in-je'ne-us-nee) n. The quality of being

ingenious ; ingenuity.

Ingenuity, (in-je-nu'e-te) n. Quality or power of ready

invention ; ingeniousuess ; skill ; inventiveness ;—

enriouaness in design or construction ; clever adapta

tion or combination, as of mechanism ;—openness ;

fairness ; candour.

Ingenuous, (in-jen'u-us)a. [L. ingenuus.] Of honour

able extraction ;—noble ; generous ;—free from reserve

or dissimulation ; — frank ; unreserved ; artless ;

sincere ; candid ; fair. [candidly.

Ingenuously, (in-jen'u-us-le) adv. Openly ; fairly ;

Ingenuousness, (in-jen'u-us-nes) n. State or quality of

being ingenuous ; openness of heart ; frankness ;

fairness.

Ingestion, (in-jest'yun) n. [L. ingestio, from in and

gertre, to bear.] Act of throwing into the stomach.

Ingle, (ing'gl) n. [L. igniculus, diminutive of ignis,

fire, Gael. & Ir. aingeat, eingeal.] A fire or fireplace.

Inglorious, (in-ghVre-us) a. [L. ingloriosus, from in

ami gloria, glory. J Not glorious ; not bringing honour

or glory ;—shameful : disgraceful.

Ingloriously, (in-glo're-us-le) adv. Dishonourably;

shamefully ; disgracefully.

Ingloriousness, (in-gl6're-us-nes) n. Want of fame or

celebrity ; disgraoefulness ; meanness.

Ingoing, (in'go-ing) a. Entering in or upon.

Ingot, (in'got) n. [F. I ingot.] A mass or wedge of

gold, silver, or other metal cast in a mould ; a mass of

unwrought metal.

Ingraft, (in-graff) v. t. To insert, as a scion of one tree

or plant into another for propagation ;—to subject to

the process of graftin g ;—to set or fix deeply and firmly :

—imp. & pp. ingrafted ; ppr. ingrafting.

Ingraitment, (in-graftment) n. Act of ingrafting ;—

the thing ingrafted ; a scion. [inwrought.

Ingrain, (in-gran') a. Dyed in the grain ; thoroughly

Ingrain, (in-gran1) v. t. To dye in the grain or before

manufacture ;—to work into the natural texture, as

colour :—imp. & pp. ingrained ; ppr. ingraining.

Tngrata, (in'grat) a. [L. in and gratus.] Ungrateful ;

unthankful :—unpleasing to the sense.

Ingrate, (in'grat) ■«. An ungrateful person.

Ingratiate, (in-grfl'she-at) v.t. [L. in and gratia,

favour.) To introduce or commend to the favour of

another :—imp. & pp. ingratiated ; ppr. ingratiating.

Ingratiating, (in-gra'she-at-ing) n. Recommendation ;

act of bringing into favour.

Ingratitude, (in-grat'e-tud) n. Want of gratitude ;

insensibility to favours ; unthankfulness ;—return of

eril for good.

Ingredient, (in-gre'de-ent) n. [L. ingredient, ppr. of

ingredi, to enter, from in and gradi, to walk, go.)

That which is a component part of any compound

or mixture : an element.

Ingress, (in'gres) n. Entrance ;—power, liberty, or

means of entrance or access.

Inguinal, (in'gwin-al) a. [L. inguen, inguinis, the

groin.] Pertaining to the groin.

Ingulf, (in-gulf) v. t. To swallow up in a vast deep,

gulf, or whirlpool ;—to cast into a gulf ; to overwhelm:

—imp. & pp. ingulfed; ppr. ingulilng.

Ingulfment, (in-gulfment) n. A swallowing up in a

gulf or abyss.

Ingurgitate* (in-gur'je-tat) v,t. [L. ingurgitare, from

in and gurgti, whirlpool, gulf.) To swallow greedily*

or in great quantity :—to swallow up, as in a gulf ; to

ingulf ;—v. i. To drink largely.

In gurgitation, (in-gurj-it-&'Bhun) n. The act of swal

lowing greedily, or in great quantity.

Inhabit, (in-hat/it) v. t. [L. inhabit are, from in and

habitare, to dwell.] To live or dwell in ; to occupy,

as a place of abode;—v.t. To have residence; to

abide :—imp. & pp. inhabited ; ppr. inhabiting.

Inhabitable, (in-hab'it-a-bl) a. Capable of being in

habited ; habitable.

Inhabitanoe, (in-hab'it-ans) n. Condition of an inhabi

tant ; legal residence ; the right to support in case of

poverty, acquired by residence in a town, parish, or

district ; domiciliation :—also inhabitancy.

Inhabitant, (in-hab'it-ant) n. One who dwells or re

sides permanently in a place ;—one who has a legal

settlement in a town, city, or parish ; a resident

Inhabiter, (in-hab'it-er) n. One who inhabits ; an

inhabitant.

Inhalation, (in-hal-a'shun) n. Act of inhaling ;—act of

drawing in with the breath vapour or other gaseous

matter for medicinal purposes.

Inhale, (in-h&T) v. t. [L. inhalare, from in and halare,

to breathe.) To draw into the lungs ; to inspire :—

imp. & pp. inhaled ; ppr. inhaling.

Inharmonious, (in-har-mo'ne-us) a. Not harmonious ;

discordant ;—incongruous ; inconsistent; disagreeable.

Inharmoniously, (in-har-ind'ne-us-le) adv. Without

harmony; discordantly.

Inhere, (in-her') v. i. [L. inharere, from in and harert,

to stick, hang.] To exist in ; to be a necessary part or

component of ; to be essential to ;—u> be fixed or per

manently embodied in :—imp. & pp. inhered j ppr.

inhering.

Inherence, (in-heVens) n. State of inhering ; existence

in soniething.

Inherent, (in-heVent) a. Existing in something, so as

to be inseparable from it ;—naturally pertaining to ;—

innate ; inborn ; native ; inbred ; natural ; inwrought

Inherently, (in - her ' eut - le ) adv. By inherence ;

inseparably.

Inherit, {in-hertt) v. t. [F. Jieriter, from L. hares, heir.]

To receive by descent from an ancestor ;—to receive

or take by birth ; to have by nature ;—to become

possessed of; to own;—v.i. To take or have as an

inheritance, possession, or property: —imp. & pp.

inherited; ppr. inheriting.

Inheritable, (in-her'it-a-bl) a. Capable of being in

herited ; — capable of being transmitted from the

parent to the child ;—capable of taking by inheritance,

or of receiving by descent.

Inheritable, (in-hgr'it-a-ble) adv. By inheritance.

Inheritance, (in-heVit-ans) n. An estate which a man

has by descent as heir to another, or which he may

transmit to another as his heir ;—a permanent or

valuable possession or blessing ;—a possession received

by gift, or without purchase ; possession ; ownership;

—right or title to a succession of property.

Inheritor, (in-herft-cr) n. One who inherits or may

inherit ; an heir.

Inhesion, (in-he'zhun) n. [L. inhossio.] State of exist

ing, or belonging to something ; inherence.

Inhibit, (in-hib'it) v. t. [L. inhibere, from in, not, and

habere, to have.] To check ; to repress ; to restrain ;

—to forbid ; to interdict :—imp. & pp. inhibited ; ppr.

inhibiting.

Inhibition, (in-he-bish'un) n. Hinderance ; restraint;

—prohibition; embargo; writ of interdict.

Inhospitable, (in-hos'pit-a-bl) a. [L. in, not, and hospes,

guest.] Not hospitable; not disposed to entertain

strangers ; unfriendly ; discourteous—said of persons;

—affording no shelter or means of subsistence, as a

desert, Ac.

Inhosuitableness, (jn,-hns'pit-a-bl;nes) n. Want of

hospitality or kindness to strangers; —also mhospi-

tality*
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Inhospitably, (in-hos'pit-a-ble) adv. In an inhospitable

manner.

Inhuman, (in-hfi'man) a. [R inhxunain, L. in and Am-

vianus.) Destitute of the kindness anil tenderness

that belong to a human being ;—unfeeling ; pitiless ;

—marked by cruelty ; savage ; merciless ; harharous.

Inhumanity, (in-hu-man'e-te) n. Want of human feel

ings; unkind or unfeeling disposition; coldness of

heart;—cruelty; barbarity.

Inhumanly, (in-hu'nian-le) adv. Cruelly; barbarously.

Inhumation, (in-hu-imVshun) n. Act of burying; inter-

merit ; sepulture.

Inhume, (ln-hihn') v.t. [L. in and Humare, to cover

with earth. ] To miry ; to inter ;—to digest a chemical

substance in a vessel covered with warm earth :—also

inhumate:—imp. & pp. inhumed; ppr. inhuming.

Inimical, (in- im 'ik- al) <f. [L. inimicug, unfriendly,

from in, and amicus, friendly.! Having the flispusition

or temper of an enemy; unfriendly ; hostile ;—repug

nant ; adverse : hurtful.

Inimicality, (in-im-ik-al'e-te) n. The state of being

inimical or hostile. [ner.

Inimically. (in-im'ik-al-le) adv. In an inimical man-

Inimitability, (m-im-it-a-bil'e-te) n. The quality of

being inimitable.

Inimitable, (in-ira'it-a-bl) a. [h. in and imitabilin, from

imitari, to imitate.] Not capable of being imitated

or copied. • [manner.

Inimitably, (in-im'it-a-bte) adv. In an inimitable

Iniquitous, (in-ik'wit-us)a. Characterized by iniquity;

—wicked; unjust; unrighteous ; criminal.

Iniquitously, (in-ik'wit-us-le)ffc£i'. Unjustly; wickedly.

Iniquity, (m-ik'we-te) n, [L. inuptita*, from iniquug,

unjust, from in, not, and eequus, even, equal. ] In

justice; unrighteousness; want of rectitude or moral

principle ;—a particular deviation from rectitude ; act

of injustice; crime; sin; wickedness,—want of origi

nal righteousness; depravity.

Initial, (in-ish'e-al) a. [L. inittalis, from initium,

entrance, beginning.] Of or pertaining to the begin

ning ;—placed at the beginning or head, as of a list or

series, [name.

Initial, (in-ish'e-al) n. The flret letter of a word or

Initially, (in-ish'e-al-le) adv. In an incipient degree ;

by way of commencement.

Initiate, (in-ish'e-ilt) v. t. To introduce by a first act ;

to begin ;—to instruct in the rudiments or principles ;

—to introduce into a society, club, or sect, by ac

quaintance with its principles, rules, and ceremonies ;

—v i. To do the first part ; to perform the first rite :

—imp. & pp. initiated ; ppr. initiating.

Initiate, (in-ish'e-ilt) a. Begun ; commenced ; incom

plete, as a right, and the like; introduced to a

knowledge of.

Initiation, (in-ish-e-a'shun) n. Act or process of initi

ating ;—the form or ceremony by wlilch a person is

introduced into any society; introduction into the

principles of any thing unknown or mysterious.

Initiative, (in-iah'e-at-iv) a. Serving to initiate ; initi

atory.

Initiative, (in-iah'e-at-iv) n. An introductory Btep or

movement ; — right or power to introduce a new

measure or law, as in legislation.

Initiatory, (in-ish'e-a-tor-e) a. Suitable for an intro

duction or beginning; introductory.

Inject, (in-jekf) v.t. [L. injiterc, injeetum, from in

nndjacere, tothrow.J To throw in; 4o dart in; tocast

or throw on :—imp. & pp. injected ; ppr. injecting.

Injection, (in^ok'shun^ n. Act of injecting or throw

ing in—applied particularly to the forcible throwing

in of a liquid or aeriform body by means of a syringe,

fmmp, Ac. : — that which is injected ; especially, a

iquid medicine injected into a cavity of the body ;

clyster: enema.

Injudicial, (in-joo-dish'e-al) a. (L. in and judicium,

judgment.] Notaocording to the forms of law.

Injudicious, (m-joo-dish'e-us) a. Not judicious ; void

of judgment ;—indiscreet; imprudent; — incautious ;

rash. [cious manner.

Injudiciously, (in-joo-dishVus-le) adv. In an injudi-

Injudiciousness, (in-joo-dish'o-us-nes) n. Want of

judgment; indiscretion; imprudence.

Injunction, (in-jungk'shun) n. [L. injunctio, from

injungere, to join into, to enjoin.] Act of enjoining or

ommauding ;—that which is enjoined ; an order ; a

command ; a precept ; urgent advice or exhortation ;

—a writ or process, granted by a court of equity,

whereby a party is required to do or to refrain from

doing certain acts.

Injure, (in'joor) v. t. [L. injnriari, from injuria.] To

do harm to ; to inflict evil or loss on ;—to hurt or

wound, as the person ; to impair soundness, as of

health ;—to damage or lessen the value of, as goods or

estate ;—to annoy ; to give pain to, as the feelings ;—

to violate, as rights;—to weaken, as a good cause ;—

to make bad, as roads ;—to slander ; to tarnish, as re

putation or character : — imp. & pp. injured; ppr.

injuring.

Injurious, (in-JooVe-us) a. [L. ir<juriu», from in, not,

and ju», juris, right] Unjust; wrongful; hurtful or

prejudicial to the rights of another; — pernicious;

mischievous;—reproachful; wrongful ;— lessening or

tarnishing reputation ; detractory. [fully.

Injuriously, (ln-jooYe-UE-le) adv. Wrongfully ; hurt-

Injuriousness, (in-j66r,e-us-nes)u. The quality of being

injurious or hurtful ; injury.

Injury, (in'joor-e) u. [L. injuria.] That which injures

or brings harm ; that which occasions loss or diminu

tion of good; mischief; detriment; damage; injustice.

Injustice, (in-jus'tis) u. Want of justice and equity ;

violation of the rights of an individual ; wrong ; a

withholding of due praise ; improper ascription of

blame.

Ink, (ingk) n. [D. inht, F. encre, from G. egkaustos,

burnt in, from kaicin, to burn.] A coloured fluid used

in writing, printing, and the like.

Ink, (ingk) v. t. To black or daub with ink '.—imp. &

pp. inked; ppr. inking. [holding ink.

Ink-bottle, (ingk'bot-l) n. Glass vessel or receptacle for

Ink-horn, (ingk'horn) u. An inkstand — so called as

formerly made of horn.

Inkiness, (ingkVnes) n. State or quality of being inky.

Inkling, (ingkling) n. [Contracted from inclining.]

Inclination ;—a hint or whisper ; an intimation, i

Ink-stand, (ingk'stand) n. A vessel for holdingink and

writing materials.

Inky, (ingk'e) a. Consisting of ink ; resembling ink ;

black ; tarnished or blackened with ink.

Inlace, (in-hV) v. t. To work in, as lace ; to embellish

with work resembling lace : — imp. & pp. inlaoed;

ppr. inlaoing.

Inland, (m'land) a. Within the land; remote from the

sea; interior;—carried on within a country ; domestic ;

not foreign ;—drawn and payable in the same coun

try, as an inland bill.

Inland, (inland) n. The interior part of a country.

Inlander, (iu'land-er) n. One who lives in the interior

of a country.

Inlay, (in-hY) v. t. To insert, as pieces of pearl, ivory,

choice woods, or the like, in a ground-work of some

other material '.—imp & pp. inlaid ; ppr. inlaying.

Inlay, (inln) n. Pieces of wood, ivory, Ac, inlaid, or

prepared for inlaying. [tion it is to inlay.

Inlayer, (in-U'er) n. One who inlays, or whose occupsw

Inlaying, (in-la'ing) n. The process of variegating and

ornamenting with ivory, ic., on the surface of a

coarser material.

Inlet, (inlet) n. A passage or opening by which an

inclosed place may be entered ;—a bay or recess in

the shore of the sea, or of a lake or largo river, or

between isles.

Inly, (iu'lu) a. Internal ; interior : secret*
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Inly, (in It-) adv. Internally ; in the heart ; secretly.

Inmate, (in'mat)n. [Eng. inn and mate.] One who

lives in the same apartment or house with another ; a

lodger ;—a person under public or private care, as in

an asylum, workhouse, poorhouse, &c.

Inmost, (in'must) a. Deepest or furthest within.

Inn, (in).n. [A.-S. inne, inn, house, chamber.] A

house for the lodging and entertainment of travellers;

& tavern ; a public house ; a hotel ;—a corporate asso

ciation or college of lawyers and students of law.

Inn, (in) v. t. To affoid lodging and entertainment to;

to Lodge ; — to bring into cultivation ; to reclaim, as

land ;—v. i. ' To take up lodging ; to dwelL

Innate, (in'nat) a. [L. innatus, from in and natus,

born, pp. of nasci, to be born.] Inborn ; native ; na

tural ; — inherent ; — denoting ideas or conceptions

which were supposed to be essential constituents or

necessary products of the mind.

Innately, (in'nit-le) adv. Naturally. [inborn.

Innatenest, (in'nat-nes) n. Quality of being innate or

Innavigable, (in-navVga-bl) a. Incapable of being

navigated.

Inner, (in'er) o. Farther in : interior; internal ; —not

obvious or easily discovered ; obscure.

Innermost, (in 'er- most) a. Furthest inward ; most

remote from the outward part.

Inner-plate, (in'er-plat) n. The wall plate which lies

nearest to the centre of the roof in a double-plated roof.

Innerve, (in-ngrv7) e. t. To give nervous energy or power

to; to invigorate; to strengthen: — imp. & pp. in-

nerved ; ppr. innerving.

Innholder. (in ' hold - er) n. A person who keeps an

inn or house for the entertainment of travellers.

Inning, (iu'ing) n. [Eng. in, prep. &, adv.] Ingather

ing of grain ;—time or turn for using the bat ;—pi.

Lands recovered from the sea. [keeps an inn.

Innkeeper, (inkep-er) n. An innholder;—a person who

Innocence, (in'nd-sens) n. State of being innocent;

harmJessness ; — freedom from sin or guilt; purity;

integrity; rectitude; uprightness;—freedom from a par

ticular charge; blameleesuess;—simplicity;—ignorance.

Innocent, (in'no-sent) a. [L. innocens, from in, not,

and noccnt, ppr. of nocere, to harm, hurt.] Innocuous ;

harmless;—inoffensive; gentle;—free from sin ; pure;

simple; upright; blameless;—not guilty of crime; legally

absolved from charge or accusation ; — lawful; per

mitted. [—an ignorant person ; a Bimpleton,

Innocent, (in'no-sent) n. One free from guilt or harm ;

Innocently, (in'nd-sent-le) adv. In an innocent man

ner; without guilt; harmlessly.

Innocent's day, (in'no-sents-da) n. A festival com

memorative of the slaughter of the infante by Herod,

held on the 28th of December.

Innocuous, (in-nok'u-us) a. [L, innoeuus, from in and

nocere, to hurt.] Harmless; safe; producing no ill

effect; innocent. (effects.

Innocuously, (in-nok'fl-us-le) adv. Without injurious

Innovate, (in'nd-vat) v. t. [L. innovare, from in and

novare, to make new.] To change by introducing

something new ;—to introduce as a novelty ;—v. i. To

introduce novelties : — imp. & pp. innovated ; ppr.

innovating.

Innovation, (in-no-va'shun) n. Act of innovating ;—a

change in established law, rite, custom, or practice.

Innovator, (in'nd-vat-er) n. One who innovates.

Innoxious, (in-nok'she-us) a. Free from mischievous

qualities ; harmless in effects ; innocent ;—free from

crime ; guiltless.

Innoiiously, (in-nok'she-us-!e) adv. Harmlessly.

Innubilous, (in-nu'bil-us) a. [L. innubilis, cloudless.]

Not cloudy; cloudless; clear; bright; fair.

Innuendo, (in-nu-en'do) n. fL. from innuere, to givo a

nod, from in and nacre, to nod.] An oblique hint ; a

remote intimation or allusion; insinuation.

Innumerability, (uwiu-mer-a-bilVW) n. State of being

innumerable.

Innumerable, (in-nu'mer-a-bl) a. Not capable of being

numbered for multitude ; —very numerous;— count

less ; numberless.

Innumerably, (in-nu'mer-a-ble) adv. Without number.

Innutrition, (in-nu-trish'un) u. Want of nutrition ;

failure of nourishment.

Innutritious. (in-nu-trish'e-us) a. Not nutritious or

nourishing ; innutritive. [tritious.

Innutritive, (in-nu'trit-iv) o. Not nourishing; innu-

Inobservance, (in-ob-zgrv'ans) n. Want of observance;

heedlessness; negligence; disregard.

Inobservant, (in-ob-zervant) o. Not taking notice ;

heedless.

Inobtrusive, (in-ob-troo'siv) a. Unobtrusive.

Inocular, (in-ok'u-ler) a. Inserted in the corner of the

eye—said of the antenna) of certain insects.*

Inoculate, (in-ok'u-ltit) v. t. [L. inoculare, in and ocv-

lare, to furnish with eyes, from oculus, an eye.] To

insert, as the bud of a tree or plant in another tree or

plant for the purpose of propagation ;—to communi

cate, as a disease to a person by inserting infectious

matter in his skin or flesh ; hence, to instil into the

mind; to indoctrinate; to imbue with ;—v. i. To graft

by inserting buds ;—to communicate disease by insert

ing infectious matter:—imp. & pp. inoculated; ppr.

inoculating, [inoculating.

Inoculation, (in-ok-u-hVshun) v. Act or practice of

Inoculator, (iu-ok'u-lat-er) n. One who inoculates.

Inodorous, (in-o'dcr-us) a. [L. inodoras.] Wanting

scent ; having no smell.

Inodorousness, (in-o'der-us-nes) n. The quality of being

inodorous ; absence of smell or scent.

Inoffensive, (in - of - fens ' iv) a, [L. in and offender*,

ojj'at&um, to offend.] Giving no offence, provocation,

or disturbance;—harmless; doing no injury or mis

chief; giving no uneasiness or alarm.

Inoffensively, (in-of-fens'iv-le) adv. Without giving

offence ; harmlessly. [inoffensive.

Inoffensiveness, (in-of-fens'iv-nes) n. Quality of l>eing

Inofficial, (in-of-flsh'e-al) a. Not official ; not done in

the usual forms or by the proper officer.

Inofficially, (in-of-fish'e-al-le) adv. Without the usual

forms, or not in the official character.

Inoperative, (in-op'er-aMv) a. [L. in and optran,

from opus, work.] Not operativo ; producing no effect.

Inopportune, (in-op'por-tun) a. [h. in and opportune*.]

Not opportune; unseasonable in time ; inconvenient.

Inopportunely, (in-op'por-tun-lu) adv. Unseasonably ;

at an inconvenient time.

Inordinaoy, (in-or'din-aft-e)n. Deviation from order or

rule prescribed ; — excess or want of moderation ;—

irregularity ; disorder.

Inordinate, (iu-or'din-at) a. [L. inordinatu*.] Not

limited to rules prescribed, or to usual bounds : ir

regular ; disorderly ; excessive ; immoderate.

Inordinately, (in-or'din-atrle) adv. Irregularly ; im

moderately ; excessively.

Inordinateness, (in-or'din-at-nos) n. Quality of being

inordinate ; want of moderation.

Inorganic, (in-or-gan'ik) a. Not organic: devoid of an

organized structure ;—pertaining to thodeiiartment of

unorganized substances or species. [structure.

Inorganized, (in-or'gan-Izd) o. Not having organic

Inosculate, (in-os'ku-lat) v.i. [L. in and otculari,

osculatum, to kiss.] To unite, as two vessels at their

extremities ;—v. t. To unite by apposition or contact,

as two vessels in an animal body :—imp. & pp. inoscu

lated ; ppr. inosculating.

Inquest, (inkwest) n. [L. inquisita, from inquisitus,

pp. oi inquirere.} Act of inquiring ; inquiry; quest;

—judicial inquiry" official examination ;—a jury, par

ticularly a coroner's jury for investigating the cause uf

a sudden death.

Inquietude, (in-kwi'ot-ud) n. [F. from L. in and quiet,

rest.] Disturbed state ; uneasiness either of body or

mind.
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Inquirable, (in-kwirVbl) u. Capable of being inquired

into.

Inquire, (iu-kwlr/) v. i. [L. inquirere, from in and

qucerere, to seek. J To ask a question or questions ;—

to make investigation ;—v. t. To ask about ; to make

examination or inquiry respecting :—imp. & pp. in

quired ; ppr. inquiring.

Inquirer, (in-kwir/er) n. One who interrogates or oaks

a question ; one who seeks and searches for knowledge

or information ; especially one who seeks the way to

solvation of the souL

Inquiry, (in-kwire) h. Act of inquiring;—search for

truth, information, or knowledge ; examination into

facts or principles;—a question; a query;—investiga

tion ; research.

Inquisition, (in-kwe-rish'un) n. Act of inquiring ; in

quiry; examination; investigation;—judicial inquiry;

inquest ;—a tribunal for the examination and punish

ment of heretics in the Roman Catholic Church, estab

lished in the 12th century.

Inquisitional, (m-kwe-zish'un-al)a. Relating to inquiry;

making inquiry ;—of or pertaining to the Inquisition.

Inquisitive, (in-kwiz'it-iv) a. Apt to ask questions ;

given to research ; seeking knowledge by personal ob

servation and investigation ;—curious; prying.

Inquisitively, (in-kwiz'it-iv-le) adv. With curiosity to

find out or obtain information.

Inquiaitiveneu, (in-kwiz'it-iv-nes)n. Quality of being

inquisitive ; curiosity.

Inquisitor, (in kwiz'it-er) n. One who inquires ; espe

cially, one whose official duty it is to inquire and

exiMnine ;—a member of the Court of Inquisition.

Inq ltorial, (in-kwiz-it-d're-ol) a. Pertaining to inqui-

sit.^u ;—pertaining to the Court of Inquisition, or re

sembling its practice*. [manner of an inquisitor.

Inquisitorially, (in-kwiz-it-o're-al-le) adv. After the

Inroad, (in'rod) n. [In and road.] A sudden or desul

tory incursion or invasion ; irruption ; encroachment;

infringement.

Insalivation, (in-sal-iv-a'shun) n. The mingling of

saliva with food in the act of eating or mastication.

Insalubrious, (in-aa-lu'bre-us)a. [L. insalubris, from in

aud talus, health, soundness.] Unhealthy; unwhole

some: prejudicial to health. [wholesomeness.

Insalubrity, (in-sa-lu'bre-te) n. Unhealthfulness ; un-

Insalutary, (in-eal'u-ta-re)a, [L. in and .talus, saint it,

soundness, health] Unfavourable to health; unwhole

some;—productive of evil ; hurtful ; injurious.

Insane, (in-san') a. [L. in and sanus, sound, whole.]

Unsound in mind ; deranged ; lunatic ;—used by, or

appropriated to, insane persons ;—distracted ; deliri

ous ; demented ; mad.

Insanely, (in-sanle) adv. Without reason ; madly.

Insanity, (in-san'e-te) n. The state of being insane;

unsoundness of mind ; derangement of intellect;—

lunacy ; madness ; mania ; delirium.

Insatiable, (in-sa'she-a-bl) a. [L. insatiabilii, from

in, not, and satiare, to satiate.] Incapable of being

satisfied or appeased; inordinately greedy;—unquench

able.

Insatiableneat, (in -sa 'she - a - bl - nes) n. Greediness of

appetite that can not be satisfied or appeased :—also

insatiability. [to be satisfied.

Insatiably, (in-ea'she-a-ble) adv. With greediness not

Insatiate, (in - so/she -at) a. Not to be satisfied; in

satiable.

Insolent, (in'she-ent) a. [h. insciens, from tcirt, to

know] Having little or no knowledge; ignorant.

Inscnbable, (in-skrib'a-bl) a. Capable of being in

scribed.

Inscribe, (in-skriV) r. t. [L. inscribtre, from in and

scribtrc, to write.] To write or engrave: to mark with

letters, cliaracters, or words ;—to commend by a short

address less formal than a dedication ; — to imprint

deeply ; to impress i—to draw within, as one figure

Within another:—imp, ftftcn inssrifcsdj ppr, iosorihins;,

Inscriber, (in-skrlb'er) n. One who inscribes.

Inscriptible, (in - skript ' e - bl) a. Capable of beingeu-

graved upon or drawn within.

Inscription, (in-skrip'ahun) n. The act of inscribing ;

—any thing written or engraved on a solid substance

for duration ;—a title ; an address ; a dedication of a

literary or artistic work to a person as a mark of

respect

Inscriptive, (in-skript'iv) a. Bearing inscription.

Inscrutability, (in-skroo-ta-bil e-te) n. Quality of being

inscrutable ; inscrutablenees.

Inscrutable, (in-skrou'ta-bl) a. [F. from L. in and sera-

tan, to search.] Incapable of being searched into

and understood by inquiry or study ; — Incapable of

being discovered or understood by human reason.

Inscrutably, (in-skroo'ta-ble) adv. So as not to be

found out or understood.

Insect, (in'sekt) n, [L. insectum, from inseetus, pp. of

insecare, to cut in.] An articulate animal that, in its

mature state, has the body divided into three distinct

parts, the head, the thorax, and the abdomen, lias six

legs, never more than four wings, and that breathes

air through the body in tubes opening externally by

■piracies ;—any thing small or contemptible.

Insect, (in'sekt) a. Pertaining to insects or insect life;

—small ; mean.

Insectile. (in-sektll) a. Having the nature of insects.

Inscction, (in-aek'shun) n, A cutting in; incisure;

incision.

Insectivorous, (in-sek-tiVo-rus) a. [h. insect um, an

insect, and vorare, to devour] Feeding or subsisting

on insects.

Insectology, (in-sek-tol'o-je) n. [L. inteetum, insect,

and G. logos, discourse.] The science and description

of insects ; entomology.

Insecure, (in-se-kur') a. [L. in and stcurus, from prefix

se and cura, care.] Unguarded ; unprotected ; — not

secure; not safe ;—exposed to danger or loss.

Insecurely, (in-se-kur'le) adv. Without security or

safety.

Insecurity, (in-se-kur'e-te) n. Want of safety : expo

sure; risk; hazard;—want of security; danger; appre

hensive or timid state ;—want of confidence ; uncer

tainty.

Inseminate, (in-sem'in-at) v. t. [L. in and seminare,

from semen, seed.] To sow; to plant seed ; to impreg

nate.

Insensate, (in-sens'at) a. [F. instnst, from L. in and

jfnsus.] Destitute of sense ; stupid; foolish.

Insensibility, (in-sens-e-bil'e-te)n. Want of sensibility,

or the power of feeling or perceiving ;—want of tender

ness or susceptibility of emotion and passion;—dul-

ness ; stupidity; apathy; indifference.

Insensible, (in-sens'e-bl) a. [F, from L. in and sensus.]

Imperceptible; not perceived by the senses ; — pro

gressing Iby imperceptible degrees; gradual;—wanting

bodily sensation ; hard ; callous ;—not susceptible of

emotion or passion ; void of feeling;—void of intelli

gence ; dull; stupid :—void of sense ; unmeaning.

Insensibly, (iu-sens'e-ble) adv. Imperceptibly; by slow

degrees. [or the power of perception.

Insentient, (in-sen'slie-ent) a. Not having jierception.

Inseparability, (in-sep-or-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

inseparable ; inseparablenesa.

Inseparable, (in-«ep/ar-a-bl) a. [L. in and stparabilist

from separare, to separate. ] Not separable ; incapable

of being separated or disjoined ; always united or in

company.

Inseparably, (in-eep'or-a-ble) adv. So as to prevent

separation; iudissolubly ; in a state of constant con

nection.

Insert, (in-sert') r. t. [L. inserert, tnsertum, from in

and ssrtrt, to join, cop**""!] To bring into ; to intro

duce; to plaoo in or aiuuiig:—imp. &. pp. inserted;

ppr. i inserting.

Insertion, (in-ae/shun) n. Act of setting or placing iO
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or among other thing! ;—the mode, place, or the like,

of inserting ; — piece or breadth added to a lady's

dress ;—interpolation of a letter, word, or sentence in

a writing; advertisement in a newspaper or periodical ;

—in botany, the growth of one part in or from another.

Insessores, (in -see-so rez) n.pl. [L.J An order of birds

whose feet are formed for perching.

Insessorial, (in-see-Bore-al) a. Having feet suitable for

perching.

Inset, (in'set) n. That which is set in; an insertion ;—

a parenthetical note.

Inaheathe, (in-ahem') v. (. To hide or cover in a sheath ;

to sheathe. [the shore.

Inshore, (in'shor) adv. Near to the shore ; by or along

Inside* (in'sid) prep, or adv. Within the sides of; in

the interior. [internal.

Inside, (in'sid) a. Being within ; contained; interior;

Inside, (in'sid) n. The part within ; interior portion ;

—pi. The inward parts ; the bowels ;—one who, or

that which, is within or inclosed.

Insidious, (in-sid'e-us) a. [L. insidiotits, from insidia,

an ambush.} Lying iu wait;—watching an opportu

nity to insnare or entrap;—crafty ; artful ; designing;

treacherous ; deceitful ; deceptive. [ner.

Insidiously, (in-sid'e-us-le) adv. In an insidious man-

Insidiousness, (in-sid'e-ua-nes) n. A watching for on

opportunity to inanare; deceitfulness ; treachery.

Insight, (in'sit) n. Sight or view of the interior of any

thing; introspection; thorough knowledge;— power

of acute observation and deduction.

Insignia, (in-sig'ne-a) u. pi. [h. insignis, distinguished

by a mark, from in and lignum, a mark, sign.] Badges

of office or honour ;—marks or signs by which any

thing is known or distinguished.

Insignificance, (in-sig-nife-leans) n. Want of signifi

cance or meaning;—want of force or effect ; unimport

ance ; — want of claim to consideration or notice ;

meanness.

Insignificant, (in-sig-nif'e-kant) n. Not significant;

destitute of meaning ;—having no weight or effect ;

—unimportant ; trivial ;—without weight of charac

ter ; mean ; contemptible.

Insignificantly, (in-sig-nifo-kant-lo)n<*r. Without

meaning ;—without importance or effect.

Insincere, (in-sin-ser') a. [L. in and sincerus.] Not

, being in truth what one appears to be ;—deceitful ;

hypocritical ; false ;—not to be trusted or relied upon;

unfaithful ; unsound.

Insincerely, (in-sin-serle) adv. Without sincerity.

Insincerity, (in-sin-serVte) n. Want of sincerity or of

being in reality what one appears to be ; dissimula

tion ; hypocrisy ; deceitfulness.

Insinuate, (in-.Hin'u-at)r. t. [L. insinuare, insinuation,

from in and sinus, the bosom.] To introduce gently,

or as by a winding or narrow passage ; to wind in ;—

to introduce artfully; to instil ;—to hint ; to suggest

by remote allusion ;—to push or work one's self into

favour ; to wheedle ;— v.i. To creep, wind, or flow

in ;—to ingratiate one's self; to gain on the affections

artfully:—imp. & pp. insinuated; ppr. insinuating.

Insinuation, (in-sin-u-a'shun) n. Act of insinuating ;

a creeping or winding in ;—act of gaining favour or

affection by gentle or artful means ;—a runt ; a sug

gestion by distant allusion.

Insipid, (in-sip'id) a. [L. insipidus, from in, not, and

sapidus, savoury, from sapere, to taste.] Destitute of

taste; — wanting spirit, life, or animation;—vapid;

dull ; spiritless ; lifeless ; flat.

Insipidity, (in-se-pid'e-te) n. Quality of being insipid ;

tastelesaness ;—want of interest, life, or spirit.

Insipidly, (in-sip'id-le) adv. In an insipid manner;

without taste ;—without life, spirit, or enjoyment.

Insist, (in-sistl v. i. [L. insistere, from in and tistert,

to stand.] To rest or dwell upon as a matter of special

nrouient ; to be persistent, urgent, or pressing ;^

i**p. A pp> insisted) ppr> insisting;

Insistence, (in-sist'ena) n. The act or quality of in

sisting ; urgency ; pressing demand.

Insnare, (in-snar") r. t. [In and snare.) To catch in a

snare ; to entrap ;—to inveigle ; to seduce by artifice ;

—to entangle ; to involve in difficulties or perplexities:

—imp. & pp. inanared; pur. insnaring.

Insnaringly, (in-snaring-le) adv. In an insnaring

manner. [temperance.

Insobriety, (in-ao-bri'e-te) n. Want of sobriety ; in-

Insociable, (in-so'she-a-bl; a. [L. in and sociabilis, from

socius, companion.] Not sociable ; not given to con

versation ; taciturn.

Insolate, (in'sd-lat) v. t. [L. insolare, from in and sol,

the sun.) To dry in the sun's rays ; to ripen or pre

pare by exposure to the sun >—imp. & pp. insolated ;

Ppr. insolating.

Insolence, (in'so-lens) n. Pride or haughtiness mani

fested in contemptuous and overbearing treatment of

othero ; — impudence ; contemptuouaness ; offensive-

ness ; pertness ; rudeness.

Insolent, (in'so-lent) a. [L. intolens, from in and so-

tens, accustomed, ppr. of tolere, to be accustomed.]

Proud and haughty ; overbearing ; domineering ;—

contemptuous ; arrogant ; insulting ; abusive.

Insolently, (in'so-lenUe) adv. In an insolent manner;

haughtily ; rudely ; saucily. [tiess.

Insohdity, (in-so-lid'e-te) n. Want of solidity; weak-

Insolubility, (in-sol-u-bil'e-te) n. Quality of not being

soluble or dissolvable, particularly in a fluid ;—quality

of being inexplicable.

Insoluble, (in-aol'u-bl) «. [L. in and solubilis, from

solvere, to loose.] Not soluble; incapable of being

dissolved, particularly by a liquid ;—not to be solved

or explained.

Insolvable, (in-solv'a-bl) a. Not solvable ; not capable

of solution or explication ;—Incapable of being paid or

discharged.

Insolvency, (In-solv'en-se) n. The condition of one who

is unable to pay his debts;—insufficiency to discharge

all debts of the owner.

Insolvent, (in-solv'ent) a. [L. in and solvens.] Not

solvent; not having sufficient means to pay one's debts;

bankrupt—said of persons;—insufficient to meet the

debts or obligations on it, as an estate ;—denoting the

laws which affect bankrupts, or persons who can not

pay their debts. [his debts ; a bankrupt.

Insolvent, (in-solvent) n. One who is unable to pay

Insomuch, (iii-so-much/) adv. So that; to such a de

gree ; in such wise that.

Inspect, (in - spekt ' ) v.t. [L. inspicere, from in and

specere.) To look at ; to view narrowly and critically;

—to examine officially, as troops, arms, or goods offered

for sale, &c ;—to superintend ; to oversee:—imp. «b pp.

inspected ; ppr. inspecting.

Inspection, (in-spek'shun) n. Act of inspecting ; close

or careful survey ; official view or examination ;—act

of overseeiug ; superintendence.

Inspector, (in-spekt'er) n. One who inspects, views, or

oversees ; a superintendent ; an overseer.

Inspectorship, (in-epekt'er-ship) n. The office of an

inspector ;— the district embraced by an inspector's

jurisdiction: —also inspectorate.

Inspirable, (in-spir'a-bl) a. Capable of being inspired.

Inspiration, (in-spe-ra'Bhun) n. Act of drawing air

into the lungs; inhalation; — act of breathing into;

infusion ;—communication of ideas or poetical concep

tions from a supernatural source ; afflatus; — hence,

lofty tone of thought or emotion; rapture; enthusiasm;

genius;—specifically, the influence of the Spirit of God

on the mind and soul of man ; the divine influence

exerted on the writers of Scripture, by which they

were enabled infallibly torecord infallibly the acts of

God in the origin and history of the human species, to

express the truth or doctrine of God, and to declare

hut mind and will. [iuspiratioiL

tnttumtory, (tn-opirVlor-s) a. Pertaining to or aiding
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Inspire, (in-spb/) v. t. [L. inapirart, from in and spirare,

to breathe.] To draw in breath ; to inhale air into

the lungs;—to breathe; to blow gently; —v. t. To

breathe into; to fill with breath;—to infuse by breath

ing, or as if by breathing ;—to infuso into the mind ;

—to affect, as with a superior or supernatural influ

ence ; — to inhale ; — imp. & pp. inspired ; ppr.

inspiring.

Inspired, (in-spird') a. Breathed in ; inhaled ;—com

municated or given by divine inspiration ; having

divine authority ; hence, sacred ; holy.

Inspirer, fin-spir<£r) n. One who inspires.

Inspirit, (iu-spir'it) v.t. To infuso or excite spirit In;

to givo new life to ;—invigorate; animate; cheer ; en

courage:—imp. & pp. inspirited; ppr. inspiriting.

Inspissate, (in-spis'at) v. t. [L. in and spissare, to

thicken, from »pit*utt thick.] To thicken, as fluids, by

evaporation ; — imp. A: pp. inspissated; ppr. inspis

sating.

Inspissate, (in-spis'at) a. Thick ; inspissated.

Inspissation, (in-spis-a'shun) n. Act of rendering a

fluid substance thicker by evaporation.

Inst, (in- f ) [Contracted from irutant.] Present or

current, as the month.

Instability, (in-sta-bil'o-te) n. [L. instabilitat, from

Mtare, to stand.] Want of stability ; want of firmness

in purpose;—inconstancy; fickleness; changeableneBs;

unsteadiness.

Install* (in-stawr) v. (. [L. installare, from in and

Ger. stal, a place, Eng. staff.] To set in a seat ; to

give a place to ;—to instate in an office, rank, or order

with the usual ceremonies : — imp. & pp. installed ;

ppr. installing.

Installation, (in-stawl-a'shun) n. Act of installing or

giving possession of an office, rank, or on ler, with the

customary ceremonies.

Instalment, (in-stawl'ment) n. 'Act of installing ;—a

part of a sum of money paid or to be paid at a parti

cular period.

Instance, (in'stans) n. Quality or act of being instant

or pressing ; — occurrence ; occasion ; order of occur

rence ; — something cited in proof or exemplification;

a case occurring;—example.

Instance, (in'stans) v. t. To mention as an example or

case :—imp. & pp. instanced ; ppr. instancing.

Instant, (in'stant) a. [L. instant, ppr. of inquire, to

stand upon, to press upon, from in and stare, to stand.]

Pressing; urgent; importunate; earnest;—closely im

pending in respect to time ; immediate ;—making no

delay ; quick ;—present ; current.

Instant, (in'stant) a. A point in duration ; a moment;

—a particular time ;—a day of the present or current

month.

Instantaneous, (in-stant-a'no-us) a' Done in an

instant ;—acting or occurring without perceptible in

terval or succession ; done with the utmost speed.

Instantaneously, (in-stant-a'ne-us-le) adv. In an in

stant ; in a moment. [of being instantaneous.

Instantaneousness, (in-stant-a'ne-us-nes) n. Quality

Instanter, (in-stant'er) adv. [L.] Immediately; with

out delay ; instantly.

Instantly, (in'stant-le) adv. Without the least delay

or interval ; directly; immediately;—with urgency or

importunity; earnestly ; urgently.

Instar, (in-star') u. (. To set with stars orwith brilliants.

Instate, (in-statf) v. t. [In and state.] To set or place;

to establish, as in a rank or condition!; to install:—

imp. & pp. instated ; ppr. instating.

Instauration, (in-staw-ra'shun) n. Restoration of a

thing to its former state; renewal ; renovation.

Instead, (in-sted') adv. [In and sUadt place.] In the

stead, place, or room.

Insteep, (in-step') v. t. To steep or soak; to drench:—

imp. & pp. insteeped ; ppr. insteeping.

Instep, (in'step) n. [Prefix inand ttep.] The projection

on thy upper side of the human foot, near its junction

with the leg ; — that part of the hind leg of a horse

which reaches from the ham to the pastern-joint.

Instigate, (in'ste-gat) r. t. [L. instigare, instigatum,

from instinguere, to incite.] To goad or urge forward;

to set on;—stimulate ; impel ; animate ; encourage :—

imp. & pp. instigated ; ppr. instigating.

Instigation, (in-ste-ga'shun) n. Act of instigating; in

citement to evil or wickedness ; temptation.

Instigator, (in'ste-gat -er) n. One who instigates; a

tempter.

Instil, (in-stilO v. t. [L. inttillart, from in and stillare,

to drop, stilta, a drop.] To pour in by drops;—to

infuse slowly or by degrees:— imp. & pp. instilled;

ppr. instilling.

Instillation, (in-stil-.Vshun) n. Act of instilling, or in

fusing by drops or by small quantities ;—act of infus

ing slowly into the mind ;—that which is instilled or

infused. [stiller.

Instillator, " (in-stil'at-er) n. One who instils ; an in-

Instiller, (in-stil'gr) n. One who instils; an instillator.

Instilment, (in-stil'meni) n. The act of instilling; in-

stillation ;—that which is instilled.

Instinct, (in'stmgkt) a. [L. instmrtus, pp. of instin-

gwre, to incite.] Urged from within; moved; ani

mated ; excited.

Instinct, (in'stingkt) n. Impulse; instigation; —a

natural desire or aversion arising in the mind without

forethought or deliberation ; spontaneous dictate or

prompting of natural feeling ;—especially the power

which determines the will and action of animals ;

natural perception of, and appetency for that which

will preserve the individual, or propagate the species;

also sense of danger.

Instinctive, (in-stingkfiv) a. Prompted by instinct ;

acting without reasoning, deliberation, instruction, or

experience ; caused by natural propensity ; spon

taneous ; involuntary.

Instinctively, (in-stingkfiv-le) adv. By force of instinct.

Institute, (in'ste-tut) v. t. [L. in and statuere.] To set

up; to establish;—to appoint; to ordain;—to originate;

to found ;—to begin ; to commence ;—to educate ; to

instruct ;—to invest with the spiritual part of a

benefice, or the care of souls :—in, p. & pp. instituted ;

ppr. instituting.

Institute, (in'ste-tut) n. Any thing instituted ; estab

lished law; settled order;—precept; maxim; principle;

—an institution ; a literary or philosophical society;—

pi A book of elements or principles ; a treatise ; a

commentary—applied to certain standard works in

theology, medicine, and jurisprudence.

Institution, (in-ste-tu'shuu) n. Act of instituting ;—

establishment ; foundation ;—instruction ; education ;

—act or ceremony of investing a clergyman with the

spiritual part of a benefice ;—established order or

method, or custom ; enactment ; ordinance ; — an

established or organized society.

Institutional, (in-ste-tu'shuu-al) a. Instituted by

authority;—elementary; rudimentaL

Institutive, (in'ste-tut-iv) a. Tending or intended to

institute ; having the power to establish ;—established;

depending on institution. [an institution.

Institutively, (in'ste-tut-iv-le) adv. In conformity with

Institutes, (in'ste-tut-§r) n. One who institutes or

establishes ; founder of a system or society ; enactor

of rules or laws ; instructor or educator of youth.

Instratined, (in-strat'e-fid) a. Stratified witliin some

thing else.

Instruct, (in-strukf) v.t. [L. instruertt instructum,

from in and struert, to pile up, to set in order.] To

furnish ; to make ready ;—to inform the mind ; to

enlighten; to teach;—to load in the right way; to

guide ; to direct ;—to furnish with orders ; to com

mand ; to enjoin ; — to give information to ; to

acquaint ;—to give notice of ; to advise ;—to form ; to

model :—imp. a pp. instructed ; ppr. instructing.

Instruction, (in-struk'shun) n. Act of instructing car
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teaching:—that which instructs, or by which one is

instructed, as precept ; in formation ; teaching ;—-direc

tion ; order * command ; mandate.

Instructional, (in-struk'shun-al) a. Pertaining to or

promoting instruction ; educational.

Instructive, (in-strukt'iv) a. Conveying knowledge ;

serving to inform or teach. [manner.

Instructively, (m-etrukt'iv-le) adv. In an instructive

Instructiveness, (in-strukt'iv-nes) n. Quality of being

instructive ; power or capacity of teaching.

Instructor, (in-strukt'er) n. One who instructs ; a

teacher ; preceptor ; tutor ; professor.

Instructress, (in-strukt'res) n. A female instructor ; a

preceptress.

Instrument, (in'stroo-ment) n. [L. instrumentum.]

That by which work is performed ; a tool ; a utensil ;

an implement ; — a contrivance by which musical

sounds are produced ;—a legal writing expressive of

some act, contract, process, or proceeding ;—one who

or that which is made a means or Berves a purpose ;

agent.

Instrumental, (in-stroo-ment'al) a. Acting as an in

strument : contributing aid ; conducive ; helpful :—

pertaining to, made by, or prepared for musical

instruments.

Instrumentalist, (m-stroo-ment'al-ist) ». One who

plays upon an instrument of music.

Instrumentality, (in-stroo-ment-al'e-te) n. Quality or

condition of being instrumental;— agency; subordinate

means or influence.

Instrumentally, (ln-stroo-ment'al-Ie) adv. In the nature

of an instrument, as means to an end;—with instru

ments of music.

Instrumentation, (in-stroo-ment-a'shun) n. Act of

using, as an instrument ; means; agency; — instru

mental composition ;—act or manner of playing upon

musical instruments.

Insubjection, (in-sub-jek'shun) n. \h. in, not, and

rubjicere, tubjectum, to throw or put down.] Want of

•abjection ; disobedience to government.

Insubordinate, (in-sub-or'de-nat) a. [L. in, not, sub,

tinder, and ordo, ordinis, rule.] Not submissive ;

mutinous.

Insubordination, (in-sub-or-de-na'shun) n. Want of

subordination : disobedience to lawful authority ;

disorder.

Insufferable, (in-suffer-a-bl) a. Incapable of being

suffered ; insupportable ; unendurable ; intolerable ;—

di.-tguating beyond endiu-ance ; detestable.

Insufferably, (in-suffer-a-ble) adv. To a degree beyond

endurance.

Insufficiency, (in-rmf-nWo-en-se) n. Want ofsufficiency;

deficiency ; inadequateness ;—want of power or skill ;

inability; incapacity;—want of force or value ; defect.

Insufficient, (in-suf-nsh'e-ent) a. [L. in, not, and tiif-

Jlcient, ppr. of sufficere, to suffice, to supply.] Not

sufficient ; inadequate to any need, use, or purpose ;—

wanting in strength, power, ability, or skill ;—inade

quate ; incompetent ; unfit ; incapable.

Insufficiently, (in-suf-flsh'e-ent-le) adv. With want of

sufficiency ; inadequately ; defectively.

Insular, (in'su-l§r) a. [L. insularia, from in*ulat

island.J Belonging to an isle ; surrounded by water.

Insular, (in'su-Ier) n. A person who dwells in an

island.

Insularity, (in-su-larVte) n. State of being insular.

Insulate, (in'su-lat) v. t. [L. insutaret from tmula,

island. ] To place in a detached situation ; to isolate ;

—to prevent the transfer to, or from, of electricity or

heat by the interposition of non-conductors :—imp. &,

pp. insulated ; ppr. insulating.

Insulated, (in'su-lat-ed) a. Standing by itself ; detached ;

—separated, as a body, from others, by means of non

conductors of electricity, or by non-conductors of heat.

Insulation, (in-sfl-la'shun) n. Act of insulating ;—state

of separation ; isolation ;—position in which the elec

tric fluid is confined, by the interposition of a non

conducting substance, as glass, silk, shellac, &c

Insult, (in'sult) n, [L. intuitwt from inrilire, to leap

upon.] Act of leaping in or upon ; sudden attack ;—

gross abuse offered to another, either by words or

actions ;—affront ; indignity ; outrage ; contumely.

Insult, (in-sulf) t>. t. To treat with abuse, insolence,

or contempt, by words or actions ;—v. i. To behave

with insolent triumph:—imp, & pp. insulted; ppr.

insulting.

Insultingly, (in-snlt'ing-le) adv. With insolent con

tempt ; with contemptuous triumph.

Insuperability, (in-su-pc,r-a-bii e-te) «. Quality of being

insuperable.

Insuperable, (in-su'per-a-bl) a. [L. in and svperabitis,

from svperare, to overcome.] Insurmountable; un

conquerable ; invincible. [overcome.

Insuperably, (in-su'per-a-ble) adv. So as not to bo

Insupportable, (in-sup-portfa-bl) a. [F. from L. in and

portarn, to carry.] Incapable of being borne or

endured ; insufferable ; intolerable.

Insupportableness, (in-sup-pdrt'a-bl-nes) n. Quality of

being insupportable.

Insupportably, (in-Bup-port'a-ble) adv. In a manner or

degree that can not be supported or endured.

Insuppressible, (in-sup-pres'e-bl) a. Not to be sup

pressed or concealed ;—not to be put down; irre

pressible.

Insuppressibly, (in-sup-pres'e-ble) adv. In a manner

or degTee that can not be suppressed or concealed.

Insurable, (in-shoor'a-bl) a. Capable of being insured

against loss or damage.

Insurance, (in-shoor'aus) n. Act of insuring, or assuring,

against loss or damage ; a contract whereby, for a

stipulated consideration, called a premium, one party

or company undertakes to indemnify another against

loss by certain risks ;—premium paid for insuring

property or life.

Insure, (in-shodV) v.t. To engage or contract to

indemnify for damage or loss done to person or

property by such risks as fire, peril of travel by land

or sea, &&, for a stipulated sum, or at a certain rate

per cent, on the declared value of what is insured ;—

to secure or purchase indemnity for damage or loss to

person or property by payment of the sum, rate, or

premium charged in the policy;—v. i. To underwrite ;

to practise making insurance :—imp. & pp. insured ;

ppr. insuring.

Insurer, (in-snoor'cr) n. One who insures or secures

against risks ;—one who undertakes risks ; an under

writer.

Insurgency, (in-sur'jen-se) n. Stato of insurrection ;

act of rebelling against civil or political authority.

Insurgent, (in-sur'jent) «. [L. insurffenst ppr. of insur-

{/ere, to rise up.] Rising in opposition to lawful civil

or political authority ; rebellious.

Insurgent, (in-sur'jeiit) n. A person who rises in revolt

or opposition to civil or political authority ; a rebel.

Insurmountable, (in-sur-mount'a-bl) a. [F. intur-

montable.] Incapable of being surmounted or over

come ; insuperable ; incapable of being ascended.

Insurmountableness, (in-sur-mount'a-bl-nes) it. The

Btate of being insurmountable ; insurmountability.

Insurmountably, (in-sur-mount'a-ble) adv. In a manner

or degree not to be overcome.

Insurrection, (in-sur-rek'shun) n. [L. inmrrtctin.] A

rising against civil or political authority; a seditious

or rebellious movement.

Insurrectionary, (in-sur-rok'sliun-ar-e) a. Pertaining

or suitable to insurrection ; rebellious ; seditioua.

Insusceptibility, (in-sus-sep-te-bil'e-te) n. Want of

susceptibility.

Insusceptible, (in-sus-eep'te-bl) a. [L. i" and suscipere,

to take up, undergo.] Not susceptible ; not capable

of being moved, affected, or impressed'* incapable of

receiving or admitting.
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Insusceptive, (in-sus-sep'tiv) a. Not susceptive; in

capable of admitting or receiving.

Intact, (in-taktf) a. [L. intactus, from in and tangere,

to touch.] Untouched, especially by any thing that

harms, defiles, or the like ;—uninjured ; undisturbed.

Intagliated, (in-tal'yat-ed) a. Engraved or stamped on.

Intaglio, (in-tal'yo) n. [It. from intagliare, to engrave,

carve. ] A figure cut into a material, as a seal, matrix,

or the like.

Intangibility, ( in-tan-je-bil'e-to ) n. The quality of

being intangible :—also intangibteness.

Intangible, (in-tan'je-bl) o. Not perceptible to the

touch :—incapable of being handled or dealt with.

Integer, (in'te-jer) n. [L.] A whole number, in con

tradistinction to a fraction or a mixed number ;—the

whole of any thing.

Integral, (m'te-gral) a. Complete ; whole ; entiro ;—

denoting a whole number or quantity; not fractional ;

—pertaining to the calculus, or mode of summing up

differential quantities to find the primitive function.

Integral, (in'tfr-gral) n. A whole ; an entire thing ; a

whole number.

Integrally, (in'tc-gral-le) adv. Wholly ; completely.

Integrant, (m'te-grant) a. Making part of a whole;

necessary to constitute an entire thing.

Integrate, (in'tS-gr&t) v. t. To inako entire; to restore;

—to g^ve the sum or total ;—ini}\ & pp. integrated ;

ppr. integrating.

Integration, (in-te-gra'shun) n. Act of making entire.

Integrity, (in-tegre-te) n . [L. intrgritas.] State of being

entire or complete ; wholeness ; — moral soundness ;

honesty; uprightness; —unimpaired or genuine state;

purity ; incorruptnesa;—probity ; virtue ; rectitude.

Integument, (in-teg'u-ment) n. [L. integumentum,

from integere, to cover.] That which naturally invests

or covers another thing ; tptcifically, a covering which

invests the body, as the skin, or a membrane that

invests a particular part.

Integumentary, (in-teg-u-ment'ar-e) a. Belonging to

or composed of teguments.

Intellect, (in'tel-lekt) n. [L. intelltrtua, from intelli-

gere, intellectum, to understand.] The faculty of the

human soul by which it knows, as distinguished from

the power to feel and to will ; the power to perceive,

comprehend, and judge ; power of understanding; the

thinking or reasoning faculty.

Intellective, (iu-tel-lekt'iv) a. Having power to under

stand ;—produced by the understanding.

Intellectual, (in-tel~lekt'u-al) a. Belonging to or per

formed by the mind : mental ; ideal ; — having the

power of understanding ; intelligent ; rational, as

man ;—relating to the understanding ; treating of the

mind, as philosophy or system so called.

Intellectualism, (m-tel-lekt'u-al-izm) n. Intellectual

power ;—the doctrine that knowledge is derived from

pure reason.

Intellectualist, (in-tel-lekt'u-al-jst) n. One who over

rates the understanding ;—one who believes or main

tains that human knowledge is derived from pure

reason. [understanding.

Intellectually, (in-tel-lekfu-al-le) adv. By means of the

Intelligence, (in-telle-jens) n. [L. inteUigerttia.) Un

derstanding ; mental power ; intellectual gift ;— skill ;

capacity ; — notice ; information ; — terms of inter

course ; mutual understanding ;—an intelligent being

or spirit.

Intelligent, (in-telle-jent) a. Endowed with the faculty

of understanding or reason ;—endowed with a good

intellect; knowing; sensible; skilful.

Intelligently, (in-tel'Ie-jent-le) adv. In an intelligent

manner. [of being intelligible; intelligiblenew.

Intelligibility, (in-tel-le-je-bil'e-te) n. Quality or state

Intelligible, (in-telie-je-bl)(i. Capable of being under

stood or comprehended;—perspicuous ; plain ; clear.

Intelligibly, (m-tel'le-je-ble) adv. In a manner to b«

understood f plainly;

Intemperance, (in-tem'pgr-ans) n. Want of moderation

or due restraint ; excess in any kind of action or in

dulgence ;—habitual indulgence in drinking spirituous

liquors.

Intemperate, (in-tem'per-fit) a. Indulging to excess

any appetite or passion; — excessive ; inordinate;—

ungovernable ; passionate ;—addicted to an excessive

or habitual use of spirituous liquors.

Internperately, (m-tem'per-at-lc) adv. In an intem

perate manner ; immoderately ; excessively.

Intemperateness, (in-tem'per-at-nes) n. State of being

intemperate.

Intend, (in-tendO v. t. [L. intendere, from in and

tendere, to stretch.] To fix the mind upon ; to regard;

—to mean ; to signify ; — to design : to purpose ;—to

strain ; to enforce :—imp. & pp. intended ; pyr. in

tending.

Intendancy, (in-tend'an-se) n. Office or employment of

an intendant ;—the district committed to the charge

of an intendant.

Intendant, (in-tend'ant) n. One who has the charge of

some public business ; a superintendent.

Intended, (in-tend'ed) it. One who is betrothed ; an

affianced lover. [tion ; by design.

Intendedly, (in-tend'ed-le) adv. With purpose or inten-

Intendcr, (in-tend'er) n. One who intends.

Intendment, (in-tend'ment) n. Intention : design ;—

the true meaning or intention of a law or of any legal

instrument.

Intense, (in-tens') a, [L. interuus, pp. of intruder*, to

stretch.] Strained ; stretched ; tightly drawn ; kept

on the stretch ;—extreme in degree;—anient : fervent;

—keen; biting;—vehement; earnest;—severe; violent.

Intensely, (in-tens'le) adv. To on extreme degree ;

vehemently ;—attentively ; earnestly.

Intenseness, (in-tens'nes) n. State of being intense;

intensity.

Intensify, (in-tens'e-fi) v. t. [L. inttnsu* and factrt,

to make.] To render more intense ;—v. i. To become

intense or more intense :—imp. & pp. intensified ;

ppr. intensifying.

Intensity, (in-tens'e-te) n. State of being stretched or

strained ; tension ;—state of being raised to a high

degree ; high pitch ; extreme force or violence ; excess

of zeal or passion ; closeness or earnestness of ap

plication.

Intensive, (in-tens'iv) a. Stretched or admitting of

intension or increase of degree ;—assiduous ; intense ;

—serving to give force or emphasis. [force.

Intensively, (in-tena'iv-le) adv. In a manner to give

Intensiveness, (in-tens'iv-nes) n. The state or quality

of being intensive.

Intent, (in-tentf) a. Having the mind strained or bent

on an object ; hence, fixed closely; anxiously diligent ;

eager in pursuit of.

Intent, (in-tenf) n. Act of turning the mind toward

an object ; hence, a design ; a purpose ;—intention ;

object ; end ; aim.

Intention, (in-ten'shun) n. A bending of the mind

toward an object ; closeness of application ; earnest

ness ;—bent of the mind in a particular direction ;

determination ; — purpose ; design ; — end ; aim ; —

meaning ; signification ; drift.

Intentional. (in-ten'shun-al) a. Bone by intention or

design ; intended ; designed. [by design.

Intentionally, (in-ten'shun-al-le) adv. With intentkm ;

Intently, (in-tent'le) adv. In an intent manner; with

eagerness;—steadfastly; earnestly; attentively: dili

gently ; eagerly. [close application.

Intentness. (in-tent'nes) n. State of being intent ;

Inter, (in-tcr1) v. t. [L. A It. ir.terrart, from L. in and

terra, the earth.] To deposit and cover in the earth ;

to bury ; to inhume :—imp. & pp. interred ; ppr.

interring.

Inter, (in'ter). [L.] A prefix used to signify among or

between, mutuality, and ton>*jtii"»es intensity,
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Interact, (in'ter-akt) n. An interlude between the acts

of a play ; a short performance of music or dancing to

fill up the interval between the acts.

Intertalar, (in-teykal-er) a. Inserted or introduced in

the midst of others : applied particularly to the odd

day (Feb. 2Mb) inserted in leap-year.

Intercalate, (in-tergal-at) v. t, [L. intercalare, inter-

calatum.) To insert, as a day or other portion of

time, in a calendar ;—to insert, as a bed or stratum,

between the layers of a regular series of rocks :—imp.

& pp. intercalated ; ppr. intercalating.

Intercalation, (iu-ter-kal-ashun) «. Insertion of a day

in a calendar ;—intrusion of a bed or layer between

other layers.

Intercede, (in-ter-sSd') v. i. [L. intercede™, from infer,

between, and ctdere, to pass.] To act between parties

with a view to reconcile those who differ or contend ;

to interpose ; to mediate;—to make intercession ; to

plead in favour of one:—imp. & pp. interceded;

ppr. interceding. [or cellules, as iu plants.

Intercellular, (in-ter-sel'u-l^r) «. Lying between cells

Intercept, (in-ter-sepf) v. t. [L. inttrcipere, from inter,

between, and eapere, to take, seize.] To stop on its

passage ; to take or seize by the way ;—to obstruct

the progress of ;—to cut off, as a course ; to preclude ;

—to cut short, as speech ; to check ;—to include or

comprehend between:—imp. & pp. intercepted; ppr.

intercepting. [or stopping ; binderance.

Interception, (in-ter-sep'shun) n. Act of intercepting

Interceptive, (in-tgr-sep'tiv) o. Serving to intercept or

obstruct.

Intercession, (in-ter-sesh'un) n. Act of interceding ;

mediation ; interposition between parties at variance ;

—prayer or solicitation to one party in favour of, or,

less often, against another. [cession or entreaty.

Intercessions), (in-tgr-seah'un-al) a. Containing inter-

Intercessor, (in-ter -ees'er) n. One who intercedes; a

mediator ;—one who pleads for another ; an advocate.

Intercessory, (iii-ter-ses'or-e) a. Containing inter

cession ; interceding.

Interchange, (in-t^r-chanj') v. t. To put each in the

place of the other ; to exchange ; to reciprocate ;—to

cause to follow or to alternate :— v. i. To succeed

alternately :—imp. &, pp. interchanged ; ppr*. inter

changing.

Interchange, (in'ter-chanj) n. Mutual change ; per

mutation of commodities; barter ;—alternate succes

sion ;—a mutual giving and receiving ; reciprocation.

Interchangeable, (in-ter-chunj'a-bl) a. Admitting of

exchange ;—following each other in alternate suc

cession, [state of being interchangeable.

Interchangeableness, ( in-ter-chiinj'a-bl-nes ) n. The

Interchangeably, (in-ter-chanj'a-ble) adv. In an inter

changeable manner ; alternately ; reciprocally.

Interchapter, (in-ter-chap'ter) n. An intervening or

interpolated chapter.

Interclude, (in-ter-klud') v. t. [L. interclvdcre, from

inter, between, and ctaudere, to shut.) To Bhut off or

out from a place or course by something intervening ;

to intercept ; to interrupt:—imp. & pp. intercluded;

ppr. interceding. [stopping.

Interclosion, (in -tcr-klu'ehun) n. Interception; a

Intercolonial, (in-ter-kd-lo'ne-al) a. Pertaining to the

mutual relations of, or existing between, different

colonies.

Intercommune, (in-ter-kom-mun') v. i. To have asso

ciation or intercourse with ;—to prohibit from com

munion. [Scot.]

Intercommunicable, (in-ter-korn-raunVka-bl) a. Capa

ble of being mutually communicated.

Intercommunicate, (in-ter-kom-mun'e-kat) v. t. To com

municate mutually ; to hold mutual communication.

Intercommunication, ( in-ter-kom-mun-e-ku'shun ) n.

Reciprocal communication or intercourse.

Intercommunion, (in-te,r-kom-niun'yun) n. Mutual

oouuuunion.

Intercourse, (in'ter-kois) u. Communication or converse

between individuals, communities, or nations;—com

merce ; exchange of goods ;—correspondence by letter ;

—exebajige of civilities ;—interchange of thoughts ;

communion ; fellowship ;—a silent communication, as

by look or sign ; secret understanding ; familiarity ;

acquaintance.

Intercurrent, (in-ter-kur'ent) a. [L. intercurrent, ppr.

of intereurrere, to run between, to run.] Running

between or among ; occurring ; intervening.

Interdependence, (in-tcr-de-potid'eiis) n. Mutual de

pendence.

Interdict, (in-ter-diktf) v. t. [L. in terdicere, from infer,

between, and dicere, to say, speak.] To forbid by order

or charge ; to prohibit or inhibit ;—to cut off from the

enjoyment of communion with a church:—imp. & pp.

interdicted ; ppr. interdicting.

Interdict, (in'tfr-dikt) n. A prohibition ;—a decree or

order forbidding or prohibiting ;—a papal ordinance

by which the clergy are restrained from performing,

or laymen from attending, divine sevvice, or from

admistering or receiving the sacraments .—in Scots'

law, an order of the Court, prohibiting any act, pro

ceedings, sale, publication, dec., challenged as illegal

or as infringing on patent or other right.

Interdiction, (iu-ter-dik'shun) n. Act of interdicting ;

prohibition ; inhibition.

Interdictivc, (in-tfi-dikt'iv) a. Having the design,

power, or effect to prohibit :—also interdictory.

Interest, (in'ter-est) r. t. To excite emotion or passion

in, in behalf of a person or thing ;—to concern ; to

affect ;—to have a shore in ;—to give a share in ; to

engage ; reflexively, to take part in ; to be concerned :

—imp. & pp. interested; ppr. interesting.

Interest, (in'ter-est) n. [L. interest, from interetM, to

be between, from inter, between, and esse, to be.]

Special attention to some object; concern ; regard;

affection ;—advantage ; good ; benefit ;—share; portion ;

—regard to personal profit or advantage ;—premium

paid for the use of money; the profit per cent, derived

from money lent ;—any surplus advantage or benefit ;

return of good or evil with increase.

Interested, (in'ter-est-ed) a. Having a share or interest

in ;—feeling an interest in ; affected ; moved ; excited ;

—having regard to personal interest ; biased ; pre

disposed.

Interesting, (in'ter-est-ing) a. Engaging the attention

or curiosity ; exciting emotions or passions ; engaging

the affections in favour of.

Interfere, (m-t$r-feiO v.i. fL. inter, between, and

ferire, to strike.] To interpose; to intermeddle; to

enter into or take part in the concerns of others ;—to

be in opposition ; to come in collision ; to clash ;—

to strike one foot against its opposite, so as to break

the skin or injure the flesh—said of horses :—imp. &

pp. interfered ; ppr. interfering.

Interference, (in-ter-fer'ens) n. Aet or state of inter

fering ; interposition ;—collision ; clashing.

Interfering, (in-tcr-fCVing) it. Interference ; meddling ;

opposition.

Interfluent, (in-t^r'fiu-ent) a. [L. interfluent, from in-

terjluere, to flow between.] Flowing between.

Interfused, (in-tcr-fuzd') a. [L. inter/utus, pp. of inter-

fumUre, to pour between.] Poured or spread between.

Interim, (inter-ixn) n. [L. inter, between, and im,

contracted from ipsum (sc. temputt).] The mean time ;

time intervening.

Interior, (in-te're-cr) a. [L. comparative of interna, for

intermit, inward, internal.] Being within any limits,

inclosnre, or substance ; internal; inner;—remote

from the limits, frontier, or shore ; inland.

Interior, (in-te're-er) n. Internal part of a thing ; the

inside ; — the inland part of a country, state, or

kingdom.

Interiorly, (in-te're-er-le) adv. Internally; inwardly.

Interjacence, (iu-tcr-ju'sens) n. State of being or lying
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between ; interposition ; intervention ;—that which

lies between.

Interjacent, (in-tgr-ja'aent) a. [L. interjacent, ppr. of

interjacere, to lie between.] Lying or being between ;

intervening.

Interject, (in-ter-jekf) t>. /. [L. interjicere, from inter,

between, and jacere, to throw.] To throw in between;

to insert ;—r. t. To come between ; to interpose :—

imp. & pp. interjected ; ppr. interjecting.

Interjection, (in-ter-jek'shuu) ?i. Act of throwing

between ;—a word thrown in between words con

nected in construction, to express some emotion or

passion.

Interjectional, (in-ter-jek'Bhun-al) a. Thrown in be

tween other words or phrases ;—having the nature of

an interjection.

Interlaoe,(in-ter-las/) v.f. [F. tntrelacer.] To unite, as

by lacing together ; to insert or interpose one thing

with another ; to intermix :—imp. & pp. interlaced;

ppr. interlacing.

Interlard, (in-ter-lard') v. t. To mix in, as fat with

lean ; to diversify by mixture ; hence, to interpose ;

to insert between:—imp. & pp. interlarded; ppr.

interlarding.

Interlay, (in-ter-lii') v. t. To lay or place among or

between :—imp. A pp. interlaid ; ppr. interlaying.

Interleave, (in-ter-leV) v. t. To insert, as a blank leaf

or blank leaves in a book, between other leaves :—

imp. (V pp. interleaved ; ppr. interleaving.

Interline, (in-ter-lin') v. t. To write in alternate lines ;

—to write between lines already written or printed,

for the purpose of adding to or correcting what is

written :—imp. & pp. interlined ; ppr. interlining.

Interlineal, (in-ter-line-al) a. Written or inserted

between other lines.

Interlinearly, (in-ter-lin'B-ar-le) adv. In an interlinear

manner; by way of interlineation.

Interlineation, (in-tcr-lin-e-iVshun) n. Act of inter

lining ;—a passage, word, or line inserted between

lines before written or printed.

Interlining, (in-ter-lin'ing) n. Correction ; alteration

or explanation made by writing between the lines.

Interlink, (in-ter-lingk') v. t. To connect by uniting

links :—imp. & pp. interlinked ; ppr. interlinking.

Interlock, (in-ter-lok^ v.i. To unite, embrace, com

municate with, or now into one another ;—v. t. To

unite by locking together :—imp. & pp. interlocked ;

ppr. interlocking.

Interlocution, (in-ter-lo-ku'shun) n. [L. interlocutio,

from interloqui, interlocutug, to speak between.] Dia

logue ; conference;— an intermediate act or decree

before final decision ;—hence, intermediate argument

or discussion.

Interlocutor, (in-ter-lok'u-ter) «. One who Bpea&s in

dialogue ; a dialogist ;—in Scots' law, a preliminary

finding or judgment.

Interlocutory, (in-t«r-lok'u-tor-c) a. Consisting of dia

logue ;—intermediate ; not final or definitive.

Interlope, (in-ter-lopO v. i. [L. inter, and 1). loopen,

Eng. hap.] To traffic without a proper license; to

forestall ; to prevent right :—imp. & pp. interloped ;

ppr. interloping.

Interloper, (in-t^r-lor/er) ft. One who interlopes or

runs into btisiness to which he has no right ; one who

interferes wrougfully or officiously.

Interlude, (in'ter-lud) n. [L. inter, between, and

Indus, play, from ludere, to play.] A theatrical enter

tainment between the acts of a play or between the

play and the after-piece;—a short piece of instrumental

music played between the ]iarts of a song or hymn.

Interlunar, (In-ter-lfi'nar) a. [L. inUr and Iuna, the

moon.] Belonging to the time when the moon, at or

near its conjunction with the sun, is invisible.

Intermarriage, (in-ter-mar'ij) n. Marriage between two

families, where each takes one and gives another.

Intermarry, (in-ter-mar'e) r. t. To becomo connected

by a marriage between two of their members :—imp.

& pp. intermarried ; ppr. intermarrying.

Intermeddle, (in-ter-medl) r. i. To meddle in the

affairs of others, in which one has no concern ; to

meddle officiously—interpose; interfere:—imp. & pp.

intermeddled ; ppr. intermeddling.

Intermeddler, (in-ter-medler) n. One who intermeddles

with, or intrudes into business which does not concern

him. [posed to intermeddle.

Intermeddlesome, (in-tgr-medl-sum) «. Inclined or dis-

Intermediate, (in-ter-meMe-at)a. [L. intermedins, froni

inter, between, and medivt, themiddle or midst.] Ly

ing or being in the middle place or degree between

two extremes ; intervening ; interposed ; central.

Intermediately, (in-ter-me'de-at-le) adv. By way of

intervention. [common means.

Intermediation, (in-tcr-mo-de-a'shuri) n. Intervention ;

Intermedium, (in-ter-me'de-um)n. Intermediate space;

an intervening agent or instrument.

Interment, (in-tcr'ment) n. Act of depositing a dead

body in the earth; burial: sepulture.

Intermention, (in-ter-men'shun) v.t To mention

among other things ; to include.

Interminable, (in-ter'min-a-bl) a. Boundless; endless;

—limitless; unbounded; unlimited.

Interminableness, (in-te.r'min-a-bl-nes) n. The state

of being endless. [limit.

Interminably, (in-tcymin-a-ble) adv. Without end or

Interminate, (in-teVmin-at) a. [L. in, not, and termi

nates, pp. of terminare, to terminate.] Unbounded ;

unlimited; endless.

Intermingle, (in-te.r-ming'gl) v.t. To mingle or mix

together; to put with other things; — v.i. To be

mixed or incorporated ;—imp. & pp. intermingled ;

ppr. intermingling.

Intermission, (in - ter - mfob ' un) n. [L. inttrmUtiio.]

Cessation foratimo; an intervening period of time;

a temporary pause;—the temporary cessation or sub

sidence of a fever;—interruption; interval; pause;

Btop; rest.

Inter-missive, (in-ter-mis'iv) a. Coming by fits or after

temporary cessations ; not continual.

Intermit, (in-tcr-mit') v. t [L. intermittere, from infer,

between, and mitten, to send.] To give up or forbear

for a time ; to interrupt ; to suspend ;—r. ?'. To cease

for a time ; to go off at intervals, as a fever :—imp. &

P/>. intermitted ; ppr. intermitting.

Intermittent, (in-ter-mit'ent) a. Ceasing at intervals.

Intermittent, (in-ter-mit'ent) «. A disease which

subsides or ceases at certain intervals. E"»~ 4

Intermittinglv, (in-ter-mit'ing-le) adv. With inter

mission ; at intervals.

Intermix, (in-ter-miks')?. t To mix together; tointer-

minglo ;—v. i. To bo mixed together ; to bo inter

mingled :—imp. & pp. intermixed; ppr. intermixing.

Intermixture, (in-ter-miks'tur) n. A mass formed by

mixture ;—admixture ; something additional mingled

in a mass.

Intermundane, (in-ter-mun'dan) a. [L. inter, between,

and vnundanus, mundane, from viundus, the world.]

Being between worlds or between orb and orb.

Intermural, (m-ter-mur'al) a. [L. intermuratis, from

inter, between, and nturus.] Lying between walls.

Internal, (in-ter'nal) a. [L. internus.] Inward ; in

terior; not external ; derived from or dependent on

the object itself ; — pertaining to its own affairs or

interests—said of a country; domestic, as opposed to

fnreitm :—intrinsic ; real;—pertaining to the heart.

internally, (in- tcr'nal-le) adv. Inwardly; beneath

the surface; — within the body; — hence, mentally;

spiritually.

International, (in-ter-nash'un-al) a. Pertaining to the

relations of two or more nations ; regulating the inter

course lietweeii different nations.

Internationally, (in-ter-nash'un-al-le) adv. In a manner

affecting the mutual relations or interests of nations.
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Internecine, (in-ter-ne'sin) a. [L. internttart, to kill,

to slaughter, from inttr, between, and necare, to kill.]

Mutually destructive ; deadly ; fatal.

Internode, (in'ter-ndd) n. The space between two nodes

or point* of the stem from which the leaves arise.

Internuncio, (in-ter-nun'she-o) n. [L. internunciut,

from inttr, between, and nuncins, messenger, Sp.

internuncio.] A messenger between two parties ;—the

pope's representative at republics and small courts—

distinguished from the nuncio, or representative at

the courts of kings or emperors.

Interpellation, (in-ter-pel-la'shun) n. [L. interpellatio,

from interpellere.] A summons ; a citation ;—an ear

nest address ; intercession;—an interruption; a ques

tion put or raised in the course of a debate.

Interplead, (in-ter-plCd') v. i. To discuss or try a point

incidentally happening, before the principal cause can

be tried:—imp. & pp. interpleaded; ppr. interpleading.

Interpleader, (in-ter-pled'er) n. One who interpleads ;

—the discussion of an incidental point.

Interpolate, (in-teypo-lat) v. t. [L. interpolare, from

inter, between, and polire, to polish.] To insert, as a

spurious word or passage in a manuscript or book ;

to foist in ;—to change, asa book or text, by the inser

tion of matter that is new or foreign to the purpose of

the author ;—to fill up intermediate terms of, as of a

series, according to the law of the series :—imp. & pp.

interpolated; ppr. interpolating.

Interpolation, (in-teT-p6-la'shun) n. Act of foisting a

word or passage into a manuscript or book ;—a spuri

ous word or passage in the genuine writings of an

author.

Interpolator, (in-teypo-lSt-er) n. Onewho interpolates.

Interposal, (in-ter-poz'al) n. Act of interposing ; in

terposition ; interference ;—intervention.

Interpose, (in-ter-poz') v. t. [L. intcrponere, from inter,

between, and ponere, to place.] To place between ;—

to intrude, as an obstruction, interruption, or incon-

Tenience ;—to offer, as aid or services ;—v. i. To step

in between parties at variance ; to mediate ;—to put

in bjr way of interruption :—imp, & pp. interposed ;

ppr. interposing.

Interposition, (in-ter-po-zish'un) n. A being, placing,

or coming between; intervention;—mediation; agency

between parties ;—any thing interposed.

Interpret, (in-ter'pret) v.t. [L. in terpretari, I from

interpret, interpreter.] To explain the meaning of; to

expound ;—to put in other words ; to translate, as a

foreign speech or writing ; — to decipher, as hiero

glyphics ;—to give a solution to, as an enigma ; to tell

the meaning of, as dreams or visions ; to put a moan

ing or construction on, as looks, signs, conduct;—to

explain by synonymous terms; to define:— imp. &

pp. interpreted ; ppr. interpreting.

Interpretable, (in-ter'pret-a-bl) a. Capable of being in

terpreted or explained.

Interpretation, (in-ter-pret-a'shun)n. The act of inter

preting ; explanation of what is otherwise unintelli

gible, not understood, or not obvious ; translation ;

version; construction;—the sense given by an inter

preter ; exposition or explanation rendered ; meaning ;

sense ;—the power of explaining.

Interpretative, (in-teVpret-at-iv) a. Designed or fitted

to explain ; expository ;—collected or known by inter

pretation.

Interpreter, (in-teYpret-er) n. One who explains or

expounds; an expositor ;—a translator ; one who ren

ders the words of one language in words of corres

ponding significance in another ;—formerly an official

attached to an embody to a foreign court; a person

; sworn to translate the evidence of a foreign witness

faithfully into the vernacular before a court or jury.

Interregnum, (in-ter-reg'nura) n. [L. infer, between,

and rfgnum, dominion, reign.] The tinio a throne is

vacant between the death or abdication of a king and

the accession of his successor ; — any period during

which the executive branch of a government is for

any cause suspended or interrupted.

Interrogate, (iu-ter'rd-gat) v. t. [L. interrogare, from

inter, between, and rogare, to ask.] To question

formally ; to examine by asking questions ;—v. i. To

ask a question ; to put questions ; to inquire ; to ask :

—imp. Si pp. interrogated ; ppr. interrogating.

Interrogation, (in-ter-i-d-gashun)«. Act of questioning ;

examination by questions ;—a question put ; an in

quiry;—a point, mark, or sign, thus [?J, indicating

that the sentence immediately preceding it is a

question.

Interrogative, (in-ter-rog'atov) a. Denoting a question;

expressed in the form of a question.

Interrogative, (in-ter-rog'at-iv) n. A word used in

asking questions. [of a question.

Interrogatively, (in-ter-rog'at-iv-le) adv. In the form

Interrogator, (in-ter'6-gat-fr) n. One who asks ques

tions ; a questioner. fquiry.

Interrogatory, (in-ter-rog'ii-tor-e) n. A question or in-

Interrogatory, (in-tgr-rog'a-tor-e) a. Containing or

expressing a question.

Interrupt, (in-ter-mpt') v.t. [L. interrumpere, from

inter, between, and rumpere, to break.] To break

, into or between; — to stop or hinder the current,

motion, or progress of ;—to divide ; to separate ;—to

I destroy the continuity or succession of:—imp. & pp,

| interrupted; ppr. interrupting. [irregular.

Interrupted, (in-ter-rupt'ed) a. Broken ; intermitted;

Interruption, (in-ter-rup'shun) n. Act of interrupting

or breaking in upon ;—intervention ; interposition ;—

hinderance ; cessation ; break.

Interruptive, (in-tgr-rup'tiv) a. Tending to interrupt ;

interrupting. [so as to interrupt.

Interruptively, (in-t<;r-rur/tiv-le) adv. By interruption ;

Intersect, (in-ter-soktf) r. r. [L. intertecare, from inter,

between, and Becare, to cut.] To cut into or between ;

to divide into parts : to cut or cross mutually ;—v. i.

To cut into one another ; to meet and cross each other :

—imp. & pp. intersected ; ppr. intersecting.

Intersection, (in-ter-sek'shun) n. Act or state of inter

secting ;—the point or line in which two lines or two

planes cut each other.

Interspace, (in'ter-spas) ti. An intervening space.

Intersperse, (in-ter-spers') v. t. [L. intersperpere, from

inter, between, among, and apargere, to scatter. J To

scatter or set here and there:—imp. & pp. inter

spersed; ppr. interspersing.

Interspersion, (in-ter-Bperahun) n. Act of interspersing.

Interspinous, (in-ter-spln'ns) a. Lying between the

processes of the spine :—also interspinal.

Interstellar, (in-ter-stel'lar) a. Situated among the

stars—applied to such bodies as are beyond our solar

system.

Interstice, (in-ter'stiB) n. [L. interstitium, from inter,

between, and sutere, to stand.] A small or narrow space

between two bodies, or between the parts of a body.

Interstitial, (in-ter-stish'e-al) a, Fertaining to or con

taining interstices.

Interstratified, (in-ter-strat'e-fid) a. Stratified among

or between other bodies.

Intertie, (in'ter-ti) n. In carpentry, a short timber

framed between two upright posts, in order to tie

them together :—called also intcrduce.

Intertropical, (in-tfir-troplk-al) a. Situated between

the tropics.

Intertwine, (in-ter-twin") v. t. To unite by twining one

with another ;—v. i. To be twined or twisted together ;

—imp. & pp. intertwined ; ppr. intertwining.

Intertwist, (in-ter-twist*) <\ /. To twist one with another:

—imp. & pp. intertwisted ; ppr. intertwisting.

Interval, (in'ter-val) n. [L. intervallum, from inter,

between, ami vallum, a wall, vallus, stake.] A space

between things;— space of time between any two

points or evuiita;—space of time between two paroxysms

of disease, pain, or delirium ; remission ; period of re-
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taxation ;—difference in pitch between any two tones ;

—a fertile tract of low or plain ground between hills,

or along the banks of rivers :—also intervale.

Intervene, (in-ter-vfln') v. t. [L. intervenire, from inter,

between, and venire, to come.] To come or be between

persons or things ;—to occur between points of time

or events ;—to happen in a way to disturb, cross, or

interrupt ;—to interpose or undertake voluntarily for

another;—imp. ft pp. intervened; ppr. intervening,

Intervention, (in-te.r-ven shun) n. Act of intervening ;

interposition ;—agency between persons ; mediation ;

—interference ; act of one state meddling with the

Internal or domestic affairs of another ;—influence or

agency of natural causes, as death, birth, Ac.

Interview, (in'te.r-vu) n. A mutual sight or view ;—a

meeting for conference or mutual communication of

thought*, views, Ac. ;—a formal or appointed meeting.

Interweave, (in-ter-weV) v. t. To weave together ; to

unite in texture or construction ;—to intermix ;—to

connect closely :—imp. interwove ; pp. interwoven ;

ppr. interweaving.

Intestacy, (in-test'a-se) n. The state of one dying

without having made a valid will.

Intestate, (in-test'at) a. [L. wn, not, and testatum pp.

of testari, to make a will.] Dying without having

made a valid will ;—not devised or bequeathed ; not

disposed of by will.

Intestate, (in-test'at) n. A person who dies without

making a valid will [of an animal body.

Intestinal, (in-test'in-al) a. Pertaining to the intestines

Intestine, (in-test'in) a. [L. inttstinut, from intus, on

the inside, within.] Internal; inward; — depending

upon the internal constitution;—subjective;—internal

with regard to a state or country; domestic, not foreign.

Intestine, (in-test'in) n. The canal ur tube that extends

from the right orifice of the stomach to the anus.

Inthral, (in-thrawl/) v. t. To reduce to bondago or

servitude ; to enslave:—imp. ft p2>. inthralled ; ppr.

inthrslling. [servitude ; slavery ; bondage.

Inthralment, (in-thrawl'ment) n. Act of inthralling;

Intimacy, (in'te-mfi-se) n. State of being intimate ;

close familiarity or fellowship ; friendly intercourse.

Intimate, (in'te-mut) a. [L. intimut, from inttu,

within.] Innermost ; inward ; internal ;—near; close ;

•—close in friendship or acquaintance ; familiar.

Intimate, (in'te-mat) u. A familiar friend or associate.

Intimate, (in u--m.it) v. t. [L. intimare, intimatum, to

make known, from intimut, inmost] To suggest

obscurely, indirectly, or not very plainly ; to give

slight notice of; to hint :—imp. ft pp. intimated;

ppr. intimating.

Intimately, (in'te-mat-le) adv. Closely; with full

intermixture of parts ;—nearly ; familiarly ;—particu

larly; thoroughly.

Intimation, (in-te-ma'shun) n. A hint ; an obscure

declaration ; indirect suggestion ; announcement of

purpose or intention ;—notice ; information ; warning.

Intimidate, (in-tim'id-at) v.t. [L. intimidart, to

frighten, from in and timidut, fearful, timid.] To

make timid or fearful; to inspire with fear;—dis

hearten ; deter ; frighten ; terrify :—imp. ft pp. in

timidated; ppr. intimidating.

Intimidation, (in-tim-id-a'shun) n. Act of influencing

by fears ; a process of threatening ; state of being

frightened ; subjection to threats and fears.

Intitule, (in-tit'ul) v. t. To entitle ; to give a title to :

—imp. ft pp. intituled ; ppr. intituling.

Intituled, (in-tit'uld) a. Entitled ; designated ; headed.

Into, (in'too) prep. [In and to.] Noting entrance with

respect to place ; penetration from the ontitide to the

inside; insertion of one thing into another ; mixture;

inclusion ; transition from one state or condition to

another, ftc.

Intolerable, (in-torer-a-M) a. [F, from L. in and

tolerare, to bear.] Not tolerable ; not capable of being

borne or endured ; insufferably.

Intolerablenees, (in-tol'rr-a-bl-nes) n. Quality of being

not tolerable. [endurance ; insufferably.

Intolerably, (in-tol'er-a-ble) adc. To a degree beyond

Intolerance, (in-tol'er-ans) n. State of being intolerant ;

refusal to allow to others the enjoyment of their

opinions, chosen modes of worship, and the like ;

illiberality ; bigotry.

Intolerant, (in-tol'cr-ant) a. Not enduring difference of

opiidon or sentiment, especially in religion.

Intolerantly, (in-tol'er-anMe) adv. In an intolerant

manner.

Intoleration, (in-tol-tr-a'shun) «. Want of toleration ;

intolerance ;—refusal to grant to others the full enjoy

ment of their opinions, rights, or worship.

Intomb, (in-toom') v. (. To deposit in a tomb; to bury:

—imp. ft pp. intombed ; ppr. intombing.

Intonate, (in-ton'at) r. i. [L. intonare, from in and

tonare, to thunder, from (onus, sound, tone.] To

sound the tones of tho musical scale ;—to read, as in

liturgical services, in a musical manner:—imp. ft pp.

intonated; ppr. intonating.

Intonation, (in-ton-a'shun) n. Act of sounding the

tones of the musical scale ;—the peculiar quality of a

voice or musical instrument as regards tone;—a singing

true or false ;—in speaking, the expressive modulation

of the voice ;—the act of reading, as a liturgical ser

vice, with a musical accentuation and tone.

Intone, (in-ton') v. i. To give forth a deep, protracted

sound ;—v. t. To utter with a musical or prolonged

note or tone; to cliai it '.—imp. <fc pp. intoned; ppr.

intoning. [—also intonator.

Intoner, (in-ton'er) n, A person who intones or chants :

Intorsion, (in-tor'shnn) n. A bending, winding, or

twisting in any particular direction.

Intoxicate, (in-toksVkat) v. t. [G. toxiton (sc. phar-

makon), a poison in which arrows were dipped, from

(oxoTi, bow, arrow.) To make drunk ; to inebriate ;—

to excite to a kind of delirium :—imp. ft pp. intoxi

cated ; ppr. intoxicating.

Intoxication, (in-toks-e-ka'shun) n. State of being

intoxicated ; the act of making drunk ;—elation which

rises to enthusiasm, frenzy, or madness.

Intoxioator, (in-toksVkat-er) n. That which inebriates

or intoxicates :—also intoxicant.

Intra, (in'tra). [L.] A prefix signifying in ; within.

Intractability, (in-trakt-a-bilV-te) n. (L, in and traeta-

biiit, from tractart, to handle.] Quality of being

ungovernable ; obstinacy ; perversenees ; indocility.

Intractable, (in-trakta-bl) a. Stubborn ; refractory ;

not to be managed or governed ;—indocile ; unteach

able ; — violent ; obstinate ; unmanageable ; un

governable.

Intractableneae, (in-trakt'a-bl-nes) n. Quality of not

being tractable. [manner.

Intractably, (in-trakfa-ble) adv. In an intractable

Intramural, (in-tra-mur'al) a. Within the walls, as

of a city.

Intransitive, (in-trans'it-iv) a. Not pawing or trans

ferring ;—denoting such verbs as express an action or

state that is limited to the agent, or that does not

pass over to, or operate upon, an object.

Intransitively, (i n- trans' it- iv-le) adv. Without an

object following ; as an intransitive verb.

Intransmissible, (in-trans-mis'e-bl) a. Not capable of

being transmitted.

Intranamutability, (in-traiiB-niut-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality

of not being transmutable.

Intransmutable, (in-trans-niflt'a-bl) a. Not capable of

being transmuted or changed into another substance.

Intrant, (intrant) a. [L. intrant.] Entering ; pene

trating.

Intrench, (in-tremuY) v. t. [/nand F. trancher, to cut.]

To dig or cut a trench round a place, as i n fortification ;

to fortify with a ditch and parapet ;—to make hollows

or trenches in or upon ;—v. i. To invade ; to encroach :

—imp, ft pp. intrenched ; ppr. intrenching.
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Intrenchment, (in-trenah'ment) «. Act of intrenching ;

—a trench or ditch dug out for a defence against an

enemy : hence, a slight fortification or field-work ;—

any defence or protection .—any encroachment on the

rights of another. [brave; undaunted.

Intrepid, (in-trep'id)n. [L. intrepid ut.] Fearless ; bold ;

Intrepidity, (in-tre-pid'e-te) n. Fearless bravery ; un

daunted boldness ; daring. [fearlessly.

Intrepidly, (in-trep'id-le) adv. In an intrepid manner ;

Intricacy, (in'tre-ka-se) n. State of being intricate or

entangled ; involution ; — perplexity ; complication ;

complexity.

Intricate, (in'tre-kat) a, [L. intricare, from in and

trieari, from tricat, hmderances.] Entangled ; in

volved ; perplexed ; complicated ; obscure.

Intricately, (in'tre-kat-le) adv. In an intricate manner.

Intricateneis, (in'tre-kat-ues) n. The state of being

intricate.

Intrigue, ^in-treg') v. [F.] A complicated plot or

scheme intended to effect some purpose by secret

artifices ;—the plot of a play or romance ;—secret com

merce of forbidden love between two persons of

different sexes : amour.

Intrigue, (in-tregO v. i. [F. intriguer.] To form a

plot or scheme, usually complicated, and intended to

effect some purpose by secret artifices ;—to carry on a

commerce of forbidden love :—imp, A; pp. intrigued ;

ppr. intriguing.

Intriguer, (in-treg'er) n. One who intrigues.

Intrinsic, (in-trin'sik) a. [JL intrhuneus, from intra,

within, and tecu*. side.] Inward ; internal ; henoe,

true; genuine; real ; essential; inherent

Intrinsically, (in-trin'sik-al-le) adv. Internally ; in its

nature ; really ; truly.

Intro, (in'tro). [L.J A prefix signifying into ; within.

Introduce, (in-tro-dua') v. t. [L. introduce**, from intra,

within, and dveere, to lead.] To lead or bring in ; to

conduct or usher in ;—to bring to be acquainted ; to

make known to each other ;—to import, as foreign

goods ; to bring into practice, as a new mode, fashion,

tfcc ;—to open to notice -—to bring before the public:

—imp. & pp. introduced; ppr. introducing.

Introduction, (in-tro-duk'shun) n. Act of introducing

or bringing to notice;—the act of making persons

known to each other ;—act of importing into a country ;

—act of bringing into use or practice;—the preliminary

part of a speech or discourse ;—Che preface to a book ;

—a formal treatise, introductory to other treatises, or

to a course of study.

Introductive. (in-tro-duk'tiv) a. Serving to introduce ;

introductory. [introduction.

Introductorily, (in-tro-duk'tor-e-le) adv. By way of

Introductory, (in-tro-duk'tor-e) a. Serving to introduce

something else ; previous ; preliminary ; prefatory.

Introit, (in-tr&'it) n. [L. introire, to go into, to enter,

from intro, within, and irt, to go.] Any musical vocal

composition appropriate to the opening of church

services, or church service in general.

Intromission, (in-tro-mish'un) n. [L. infro, within, and

mittere, mistum, to send.] The act of sending in ;—in

Scots* law, the act of dealing with or managing the

effects or property of another ;—generally pi. The

specific receipts or payments of an agent or factor on

a trust or other estate.

Intromit, (in-tr6-mif) v. (. [L. intromittere, from intro,

within, and mittere, to send.] To send in ; to let in :

to admit ;—to allow to enter ;—imp. & pp. intromited ;

ppr. intromittin*. [inside or interior.

Introspection, (in-trd-cpek/shun) n. A view of the

Introspective, (in-tro-spekt'iv) a. Inspecting within ;

seeing inwardly.

Introversion, (in-tro-vershun) n. Act of introverting,

or state of being introverted.

Introvert, (in-tro-vcrt') v. t. [L. intro, within, and

vertere, to turn.] To turn inward :—imp. 4i pp. in

troverted ; ppr. introverting.

Intrude, (in-trood') v. i. [L. intrudere, from in and

trudere, to thrust.} To thrust one's self in ; to enter,

unwelcome or uninvited, into company ;—to go on

without leave ; to trespass ; to encroach ;—v. t. To

thrust in or cause to enter;—to force into:—imp. 4;

pp. intruded ; ppr. intruding.

Intruder, (in-trood'er) n. One who intrudes.

Intrusion, (iu-troo'zhun) n. Act of intruding ; entrance

without invitation, right, or welcome ; encroachment

or trespass on the property or possessions of another.

Intrusionist, (in-troo'zhun-ist) n. One who intrudes into

the place of another, or who favours such intrusion.

Intrusive, (in-troo'siv) a. Apt to intrude ; entering

without right or welcome ;—forward ; impudent.

Intrusively, (in -trot/siv-le) adv. Without invitation or

welcome ; forwardly.

Intrusiveness, (in-troo'siv-nes) n. The act of entering

without permission or invitation ;—forward or imper

tinent spirit

Intrust, (in-trust') v. t. To deliver in trust ; to confide

to the care of; to commit ; to consign :—imp. & pp.

intrusted ; ppr. intrusting.

Intuition, (in-tQ-ish'un) n. [L. intueii, intuitu*, to

look on, from in and tueri, to look.] Act of looking

into ; insight ; immediate perception ; the faculty of

at once discerning or apprehending the true nature of

an object, person, motive, dec. — corresponding to

instinct in animals ; direct understanding or know

ledge without the process of reasoning or inference ;—

a simple idea or conception.

Intuitive, (in-tu'it-iv) a. Seeing clearly; knowing

directly ; having an immediate knowledge or percep

tion of ;—acquired by intuition without reasoning ;

formed in the mind naturally or unconsciously.

Intuitively, (in-tu'it-iv-le) adv. In an intuitive manner;

—by immediate perception ; naturally.

Intumescence, (in-tu-mes'ens) n. Action of swelling ;

a tumid state.

Intumeaoent, (in-tu-mes'ent) a. Expanding ; swelling.

Intwine, (in-twin') v. t. To twine or twiet into or

together ; to wreathe :—imp. *fc pp. intwined ; ppr.

intwining.

Intwinement, (in-twin'ment) n. The act of intwining.

Intwiit, (in-twisty r. t. To twist into or together :—

imp. &. pp. intwisted; ppr. intwiating.

Inumbrate, (in-um'brat) v. (. [L. imnnbrare, from in

and uvibrare, to shade, from umbra, shade.] To shade.

Inundate, (in-un'dat) r. t. [h. in and undare, to rioo in

waves, to overflow, from unda, a wave.] To overflow ;

to deluge; to flood: — to fill with an overflowing

abundance or superfluity :—imp. & pp. inundated ;

ppr. inundating.

Inundation, (in-un-du'shun) n. Act of inundating or

state of being inundated ; a flood ;—an overflow ing or

superfluous abundance.

Inure, (uvur/) v. t. [Prefix in and urt, to me, practise,

from Ij. utura, use, usage. ] To apply or expose in use

or practice : to harden ; to habituate ; to accustom ;—

v. i. To take or have effect ; to bo applied ; to serve

to the use or benefit of:—imp. & pp. inured; ppr.

inuring.

Inurement, (in-ur'ment) n. Use; practice; habit;

custom.

Inurn, (in-urnO v. t. To bury ; to inter ; to intomb.

Inutile, (in-u'tii) a. [L. inutilii.] Useless ; unprofitable.

Inutility, (in-u-til'e-te)«. Uselessness; unprofitableness.

Invade, (in-vad') v. t. [L. invadere, from in and vadere,

to go.] To enter with hostile intentions; to attack;

to assail ; to assault ;—to infringe ; to encroach on ;

to violate :—imp. & pp. invaded ; ppr. invading.

Invader, (in-vad'er) u. One who invades; an assailant;

an encroacher.

Invalid, (in-val'id) a. [I., invalidus, from in and

vaiidut, from latere, to be strong] Of no weight or

cogency; weak ;—having no force or efficacy; void;

null ;—fwblt ; infirm ; sick*

20
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Invalid, (in'val-Sd) ft. A person who is weak and infirm ;

a persou sickly or indisposed.

Invalid, (in-val-ed') v. t. To enrol or register on the

list of invalids in the military or naval service.

Invalidate, (in-vaTid-at) v. t. To weaken ; to lessen the

strength ;—to destroy the validity or efficacy of; to

make null and void, as a deed or contract ;—to over

throw ; to show the weakness or futility of, as an

argument :—imp. & pp. invalidated ; ppr. invalidating.
Invalidity, (in-va-lidre-te) n. Weakness; want of bodily

strength ;—want of moral power or cogency;—want of

legal force or obligation; —want of argumentative

weight or relevanoy.

Invaluable, (in-val'u-a-bl) a, [Prefix in and valuable.]

Incapable of being valued ; inestimable; priceless.

Invaluably, (in-val'u-a-ble) adv. Inestimably.

Invariable, (in-vft're-a-bl) a, [F. from L. in and variut,

changeable.] Constant ; immutable ; unalterable ;

always uniform.

Invanableness, (in-vli're-a-bl-nes) n. Constancy of

state, condition, or quality; immutability; unchange-

ableness.

Invariably, (in-vu're-a-ble) adv. "Without alteration or

change ; constantly ; unchangeably.

Invasion, (in-v&'zhun) n. Act of encroaching upon the

rights or possessions of another ; violation ; infringe

ment ;—a warlike or hostile entrance into the posses

sions or domains of another ; a raid ;—approach of any

thing hurtful or pernicious :—incursion ; irruption.

Invasive, (in-va'siv) a. Tending to invade ; aggressive ;

encroaching.

Invective, (in-vekt'iv) n. A severe or violent utterance

of censure or reproach ; a harsh or reproachful accusa

tion ;—railing ; sarcasm ; satire.

Invective, (in-vekt'iv) a. [L. invectivus, from invchere.]

Satirical ; abusive ; railing.

Inveigh, (in-vtf) v. i. [L. invehere, to carry or bring

into or against, to inveigh, from in and vehere, to

carry.] To exclaim or mil against ; to express reproach.

Inveigle, (in-ve'gl) v. t. [Norm. P. enveoater, to blind,

F. aveugle, blind, from L. ab and oculug, eye.] To

persuade to something evil by deceptive arte or flattery;

to entice; to seduce; to wheedle ;—imp. & pp. in

veigled ; ppr. inveigling.

Inveiglement, (in-vegl-nient) n. Act of inveigling ;

enticement ; seduction.

Invent, (in-ventf) v. t. [L. invenire, inventum, to find,

from in and venire, to come.] To discover, commonly

by study or inquiry ; to find out ; to contrive or pro

duce something new ; to devise ;—to frame by the

imagination ; to construct, as plot, incidents, or char

acters ; — to forge ; to fabricate: — imp. & pp. in

vented; ppr. inventing.

Invention, (in-ven'shun) n. Act of finding out or pro

ducing something new ; power of designing or con

triving ;—that which is invented ; discovery of a new

power in nature, contrivance of a new mechanism,

formation of a new design, and the application of

such to the industrial arts ;—fabrication ; forgery ;—

the artistic power of selecting and adapting materials

to the proposed end or design.

Inventive, (in-vent'iv) a. Able to invent ; quick at

contrivance. [vention.

Inventively, (in-veut'iv-le) adv. By the power of in-

Inventiveneaa, (in-vent iv-nes) n. The faculty of

inventing. [new ; a contriver.

Inventor; (in-vent'er) n. One who finds out something

Inventonal, (in-von-to're-al) a. Of or pertaining to

an inventory.

Inventory, (in'ven-tor-e) n. [L. inrentarium.] A list

of the property of which a person or estate is found to

Vie possessed ;—any catalogue of movables, as the goods

or wares of a merchant, and the like.

Inventory, (in'ven-tor-e) v. t. To mako a list, catalogue,

or schedule of ;—to insert or register in an account of

goods :—imp. <fe pp. inventoried ; ppr. inventorying.

Inverse, (in-vers') a. [L. inversus, pp. of inverttrc]

Opposite in order or relation ; reciprocal ;—inverted ;

having a position or mode of attachment the reverse

of that which is usual. [manner.

Inversely, (in-vgrs'le) adv. In an inverted order or

Inversion, (in-vsrshun) n. Act of inverting ;—change

of order or time, so that the last becomes first, and

the first last ;—change of place, as in the terms of a

logical proposition ;—in matiiemattes, a change of the

mode of operation, as proving multiplication by divi

sion ;—in grammar, a change of the natural arrange

ment of words ;—in geology, change of the position of

Btrata by upheaval or other agency.

Invert, (in-ve,rtf) v. t. [L. invertert, from in and tertere,

to turn.] To turn over ; to put upside down ; to place

in a contrary order ; to give a contrary direction to :—

imp. & pp. inverted ; ppr. inverting.

Invertebral, (in-veytS-bral) o. Destitute of a vertebral

column. [vertebral column.

Invertebrate, (in-vgr'te-brat) n. An animal having no

Invertebrate, (in-veyte-brat) a. Destitute of a back

bone ; having no vertebras ; invertebral

Inverted, (in-vgrt'ed) a*. Changed in order ; reversed ;

—situated apparently in reverse order, as Btrata by

upheaval and the like. [order.

Invertedly , (in-vert'ed-le) adv. In a contrary or reversed

Invest, (in-vestf) v. (. [L. investire, from in and ve*tirtt

to clothe.] To put garments on; to clothe; to dress;

to array ;—to endow ; hence, to confer ; to give ;—to

clothe, as with office or authority ;—to grace ; to

bedeck ;—to inclose ; to surround, so as to intercept

succours of men and provisions ; to lay siege to ;—to

place or lay out, as money in the funds or property ;—

r. i. To make an investment :—imp. & pp. invested ;

ppr. investing.

Investigate, (in-ves'te-ga-bl) a. Admitting of being

investigated or searched out ; discoverable by search.

Investigate, (in-ves'te-gat) r. t. [h. in and ve$Hgaret

from vestigium, footstep, track.] To follow up ; to

pursue ; to search into ; to inquire into ; to examine :

—imp. & pp. investigated; ppr. investigating.

Investigation, (in-ves-te-ga'shun) n. Act of investigat

ing ; research ; study ; inquiry ; examination.

Investigator, (in-ves'te-gat-er) n. One who searches

diligently into a subject.

Investiture, (in-vest'e-tur) n. The action of investing,

giving possession, or 1 ivory of seizin ;—the right of

giving possession of any manor, office, or benefice.

Investment, (in-vest'ment) n. Action of investing ;—

that with which any one is invested ; a vestment ;—

act of besieging by an armed force ;—the laying out of

money in the purchase of some species of property,

usually of a permanent nature.

Investor, (in-vest'er) n. One who invests.

Inveteracy, (in-vet'gr-a-se) n. Long continuance, or

the firmness or deep-rooted obstinacy of any quality or

state acquired by time.

Inveterate, (in-vet'er-at) a. [L. inveterart, to render

old, from prefix in, not, and vetu$, veterin, old] Firmly

established by long continuance ; obstinate ; deep-

rooted ;—having habits fixed by long continuance;

confirmed ; habitual. (violently.

Inveterately, (in-vet'er-at-le) adv. With obstinacy ;

Inveterateness, (in-vet'er-at-nes) n. Obstinacy con

firmed by time ; inveteracy.

Invidious, (in-vid'e-us) a. [L. invitliosvs, from invidic*,

envy.] Enviable; desirable ;—likely to incur ill-will

or hatred, or to provoke envy ; hateful ;—envious ;

malignant.

Invidiously, (in-vid'e-us-Ie) adv. In a manner to pro

voke envy or hatred ;—malignantly ; enviously.

Invidiousness, (in-vid'e-us-nes) n. The quality of pro

voking envy or hatred.

Invigorate, (in-vig'or-At) v. t [L. in and vigor, force,

strength.] To give vigour to ; to strengthen : to ani

mate :—*mp. ii pp. invigorated ; ppr. invigorating.
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Invigcration, (in-vig-or-ii'shun) n. Act of invigorating,

or state of being invigorated.

Invincibility. (in-vin-Be-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

invincible ; invincibleness.

Invincible, (in-vin'se-bl) a. [F from L. M and vincei-e,

to conquer.] Incapable of being conquered or over

come ; unconquerable ; insuperable.

Invincibly, (in-vin'se-ble) adv. Unconquerably; in

superably, [inviolable ; inviolableness.

Inviolability, (in-vl-o-la-bil'e-to) a. Quality of being

Inviolable, (in-vi'6-la-bl) a. Not to be profaned or

polluted ; sacred;—not to be broken; obligatory;—

not to be tarnished ; unspotted ;—not susceptible of

wound or hurt.

Inviolably, (in-vl'o-la-ble) adv. Without profanation ;

without breach or failure : sacredly ; strictly.

Inviolate, (in-v I'd-lilt) a. [L. in, not, and violatns, pp.

of riolare, to violate.] Unhurt ; unprofaned ; mi-

polluted ; unbroken. [trodden.

Invious, (in've-us) a. [J., inviux.) Impassable ; un-

Invisibility, (in-viz-e-bil'e-te) n. State of being invisible;

—that which is invisible.

Invisible, (in-vizVbl) a. [F. from L. in and vUere,

videre, to see.] Incapable of being seen ; imperceptible

by the sight. [the sight.

Invisibly, (in-vizVble) adv. In a manner to escape

Invitation, (in-ve-taVahun) n. Act of inviting ; the re

questing of a person's company to visit, to dine, or to

accompany one to any place ; solicitation ; personal

request. [vitations.

Invitatory, (in-vitVtor-e) a. Using or containing in-

Invite, (fn-vif) v. t. 1 1,, inviiare.] To ask ; to request ;

especially, to ask to an entertainment or visit ;—to

allure ; to tempt to come ; to induce by hope or

promise ;—v. i. To ask or call to any thing pleasing ;

—to persuade to :—imp. ii pp. invited ; ppr. inviting1.

Inviter, (in-viter) n. One who invites.

Invitingly, (in-vit'ing-le) adv. In a manner to invite

or allure ; temptingly.

Invocate, (in'vo-kat) v. t. [L. invocart, from in and

rocare, to call. ] To invoke ; to call on in supplication ;

to address iu prayer:— imp. & pp. invocated ; ppr.

invocating.

Invocation, (in-vo-ka'shun) n. Act of addressing in

prayer ;—the form or act of calling for the assistance

or presence of any being, particularly of some divinity ;

—judicial call, demand, or order.

Invoice, (in'vois) n. [F. envois, things sent, from

envoyer, to send.] A written account of the particulars

of merchandise shipped or sent to a purchaser, con

signee, factor, Ac, with the value or prices and

charges annexed.

Invoice, (in-vois) r. (. To make a written account of,

as goods ; to insert in a priced list :—imp. & pp. in

voiced ; ppr. invoicing,

Invoke, (in-vok7) v. t. To call for or ask; to invite

earnestly or solemnly ;—to address in prayer ; to beg

for protection or assistance :—imp. & pp. invoked ;

ppr. invoking.

Involuntarily, (in-vol'un-tir-e-le) adv. Not by choice ;

not spontaneously; independently of the will ; against

one's will. [being involuntary; unwillingness.

Involuntarineu, (in-vol'un-tar-e-nus) n. Quality of

Involuntary, (iii-vol'un-tar-e) a. \V. involuntaire, from

!,. in and voluntas, will.] Unwilling; not proceeding

from choice; not done willingly; constrained;—not

affecting the wilt or choice; independent or indifferent;

spontaneous; off hand.

Involute, (in'vo-lut) n. A curve traced by the end of

a string wound upon another curve, or unwound

from it.

Involute, (in'vo-lut) a. [L. involutes, pp. of involvere.]

Rolled inward from the edges.

Involution, (in-vo-lu'shun) n. [L. involutio.] Action

of involving :—state of being involved ; complication ;

—that in which any thing is involved ; envelope ;—

the act or process of raising a quantity to any power

assigned ;—the act of multiplying a number or quantity

by itself.

Involve, (in-volv^) v. t. [L. involvere, to roll about,

wrap up, from in and volveve, to roll.] To envelop ;—

to inwrap ; to cover with any surrounding medium, as

dust, mist, darkness, <fec. ;—to comprise; to imply;—to

conjoin; to intwist; hence, to complicate ; to en

tangle;—to bring into difficulties or debt ; to embar

rass :—to multiply a number or quautiiy any number

of times by itself:—imp. & pp. involved; ppr. in

volving, [state of being involved.

Involvement, (in-volv'ment) n. Act of involving ;

Invulnerability, (m-vul-ner-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality or state

of being invulnerable.

Invulnerable, (in-vul'n^r-a-bl) a. [F. from L. in and

vulnerare, to wound.] Incapable of being wounded,

or of receiving injury.

Inward, (in'wgrd) a. [A.-S. inieeard, Ger. eimcarU.]

Internal ; interior ;—intimate ; familiar;—seated in

the mind or soul.

Inward, (in'wgrd) n. That which is inward or within ;

especially, in the plural, the inner parte of the body ;

the viscera.

Inward, (in'werd) adv. Toward the inside;—toward

the centre or interior ;—into the mind or thoughts :

—also Inwards.

Inwardly, (in'werd-Ie) adv. In the inner parts ; in

ternally ;—in the heart; privately ; secretly ;—toward

the centre or interior part.

Inweave, (in-wGv 0 v. t. To weave together ; to inter

mix or intertwine by weaving :—imp. inwove ; pp.

inwoven, inwove ; ppr. inweaving.

Inwork, (in-wurk") v. I. To work in or within :—imp.

& pp. inworked ; ppr. inworking.

Inworking, (iu'wurk-ing) n. Internal operation ;

energy within.

Inwrap, (in - rapO v. t. To cover by wrapping ; to

infold;—to involve in difficulty or perplexity:—imp.

& pp. inwrapped ; ppr. inwrappin*;. [wreath.

Inwreathe, (in-rern') v. t. To surround, as with a

Inwrought, (in-rawf) a. Wrought or worked in or

among other things.

Io, (i'5) n. | r, . oh I ah ! huzza I ] An exclamation of

joy or triumph—often used interjectionally.

Iodic-acid, (i-o dik-as-id) n. A compound of iodine with

five equivalents of nitric acid.

Iodide, (i'6-did) n. A non-acid compound of iodine with

a metal or other substance.

Iodine, (I'd-din) n. [G. iddts, violet-like, from ion,

a violet, and eidoe, form.] A grayish or bluish-black

solid, of a metallic lustro, obtained from the ashes of

Bea-weed. At 347" of Fahrenheit, it becomes a beauti

ful violet vapour, whence its name. It is used in

medicine as a counter-irritant, as in glandular affec

tions, or for blistering, &c.

Iodyrite, (i-od'e-rit) n. A silver oro of a yellowish

colour, composed of iodine and silver.

Ionic, (i-on'ik) a. Pertaining to Ionia, In Greece, or

to the Ionians:—pertaining to

the dialect, music, or philosophy

of Ionia;—especinllydenoting the

second of the Grecian ordera of

architecture, distinguished by the

plain concave moulding of the

shaft, and the volnte of the

capital, which was probably sug

gested by the incurvation of an

animal's horn.

Iota, (i-ota) n. [G. i6ta, tho

smallest letter of the Greek

alphabet.] A tittle; a very Bmall

quantity or degree ; a jot.

I 0 TJ, (i'6-u) n. [i.e., I owe you.]

A |)aper having on it these letters with a sum named,

and duly signed, as an acknowledgment of a debt.

 

Iouio.
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ipecacuanha, (ip-e-kak-ii-an'a) n. [Braz.] An emetic

substance of a nauseous odour and bitter taste,

obtained from the loots of several South American

plants.

Ir, (ir). A prefix—a form of in.

Irascibility, (i-ras-e-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being iras

cible; irritability of temper.

Irascible, (i-ras'e-bl) a. [L. \ra*cibili$, from ira*ei, to

be angry, from ira, anger. ] Susceptible of anger ;

easily provoked ; irritable.

Irascibly, (i-ras'e-ble) adv. In an irascible manner.

Irate, (i'rat) a. [L. iratus, angry, from irasci, to be

angry.) Angry ; incensed : enraged. [ment.

Ire, (ir) n. [L. ira. ] Anger ; wrath ; keen reseut-

Ireful, (u/fdol) a. Full of ire ; angry ; wroth.

Irefully, (ir'fool-le) adv. In a wrathful orangrymanner.

Ironical, (i-ren'ik-al) a. [G. eirinf, peace.] Peaceful;

desirous of or promoting peace.

Irenieon, (i-ren'ik-on) n. [G. eirent, peace.] A pro-

I>osition or measure for peace.

Iridescence, (i-re-des'ens) n. Exhibition of colours like

those of the rainbow.

Iridescent, fl-re-des'ent) a. [L. iris, iridis, the rain

bow.] Having colours like the rainbow.

Iridium, (I-ridVum) n. [L. iris, iridis, the rain

bow, in allusion to the iridescence of some of its

solutions.] An elementary metallic substance, found

in the ore of platinum, or combined with osmium.

Iris, (i'ria) n. [L. iris, G. iris, the rainbow.) The rain

bow ; — an appearance resembling the rainbow;—a

coloured membrane at the anterior part of the eye,

and perforated by a circular opening called the pupil ;

—a genus of bulbous or tuberous rooted plants.

Irish, (i'rish) a. Pertaining to or produced in Ireland.

Irish, (i'rish) n, A native or inhabitant of Ireland ;—

the language of the Irish. [to the Irish.

Irishism, (t'rish-izm) n. A mode of speaking peculiar

Irk, (erk) v. t. (A. -8. carg, Ger. arg% bad.) To weary ;

to give pain to—used impersonally.

Irksome, (erk'sum) a. Wearisome ; tiresome ; giving

uneasiness ; — tedious ; — troublesome ; burdensome ;

annoying. [manner.

Irksomely, (erk 'sum - le ) adv. In a wearisome

Irksomenen, (erksum-nes) n. Tediousness ; weari-

someness.

lion, (i'urn) n. [A.-S. irtn, Go. eisarn, I eel. jam, W.

iuiiarn.] One of the metallic elements. It is hard,

and very malleable when hot, and oxidizes under

moisture. It is very widely diffused, and the most

useful of all the metals ;—an instrument or utensil

made of iron ;—pi. Fetters ; chains ; manacles ;

hand-cuffs.

Iron, (i'urn) a. Made of iron;—resembling iron in

colour;—like iron in hardness, strength, &c; hence,

robust ; vigorous ;—stern ; severe.

Iron, (Purn) v. t. To smooth with a heated flat-iron ;—

to shackle with irons ; to fetter or hand-cuff ;—to fur

nish or arm with iron:—imp. & pp. ironed; ppr.

ironing:. [°r surrounded with rocks.

Iron-bound, (Turn-bound) a. Bound with iron ;—faced

Iron-clad, (t'urn-klad) n. A vessel prepared for naval

warfare by having the parts above water plated with

iron. [castings from iron.

Iron-founder, (i'urn-found'er) n. One who makes

Iron-foundry, (i'urn-found're) n. Place where iron is

smelted, puddled, or cast. [inn: cruel.

Iron-hearted, (i'um-hart'ed) a. Hard-hearted ; unfeel-

Ironical, (I-ron'ik-al) a. Pertaining to, containing, or

expressing irony ;—expressing one thing and meaning

the opposite.

Ironically, (i-ron'jk-al-le) adv. By way of irony.

Iron-monger, (i'urn-raung-gev) n. A dealer in iron

wares or hardware.

Iron-mould, (I'urn-mold) n. A spot on linen or other

like fabric by contact of rusty iron with the cloth when

moist or damp :—also iron rust.

Iron-shod, (Turn-shod) o. Shod with iron.

Iron-smith, (i 'am -smith) ?i. A worker in iron ;—

blacksmith ; locksmith, &c.

Iron-work, (i'urn-wurk) n. Any thing made of iron ;—

pi, A furnace where iron is smelted, or a forge, roUing-

mill, or foundry, where it is made into heavy work.

Irony, (i'urn-e) a. Made or consisting of iron ; partak

ing of iron ;—resembling iron : hard.

Irony, (i'run-e) *. [L. ironia, G. tirCneia, from eirtin,

to speak.] A kind of ridicule which exposes the errors

or faults of others by seeming to adopt, approve, or

defend them.

Irradiance, (ir-ra'de-ans) n. Emission of rays of light ;

— effulgence ; — beams of light emitted ; lustre ;

splendour ; dazzling light :—also irradiancy.

Irradiate, (ir-ra'de-at) v. t. [L. irradiart, from in and

radius, beam, ray.) To cast a bright light upon; to

brighten ;—to enlighten intellectually ; to illuminate ;

—to animate by light or heat ;—to decorate with glit

tering ornaments ; — v, i. To emit rays ; to shine

upon :—imp. & pp. irradiated ; ppr. irradiating.

Irradiate, (ir-ra'de-at) a. Adorned with brightness or

glittering ornaments.

Irradiation, (ir-rft-de-a'shun) n. Act of emitting beams

of light ; — illumination ; brightness ; — intellectual

light ; mental enlightenment.

Irrational, (ir-rash un-al)a. [L. in and rationntit, from

ratio, reason.] Not rational; void of reason or under

standing ; — contrary to reason; absurd; — foolish;

unreasonable.

Irrationality, (ir-rash-un-are-te) n. Want of reason or

the powers of understanding.

Irrationally, (ir-rash'un-al-le) adr. Without reason ; in

a manner contrary to reason ; absurdly.

Irreclaimable, (ir-r6-klam'a-bl) a, [In and rtelaimable. ]

Incapable of being reclaimed ; lost beyond recovery ;

—incapable of being recalled from sinful habits or

vice ; incorrigible. [able manner.

Irreclaimably, (ir-re-klam'a-ble) adr. In an irra-laim-

Irreconcilable, (ir-rek-on-sQ'a-bl) a. Incapable of being

reconciled or appeased ; implacable ; — incapable of

being made to agree or harmonize;—incongruous;

incompatible ; inconsistent

Irreconcilableness, (ir-rek-on-sil'a-bl-nes) n. The quality

of being irreconcilable ; incongruity; incompatibility.

Irreconcilably, (ir-rek-on-sil'a-ble) adv. In a manner

that precludes reconciliation.

Irrecoverable, (ir-re-kuv'e.r-a-bl) a. Not capable of

being recovered, remedied, or regained ;—irreparable ;

irretrievable; irremediable.

Irrecoverably, (ir-rC-kuv'er-a-ble) adr. In an irrecover

able manner ; beyond recovery.

Irredeemable, (ir-re-dem'a-bl) a. Not redeemable ;—

not subject to be paid at the nominal value, as a not*

or bill of indebtedness. (redeemable.

Irredeemably, (ir-re-dem'a-ble) adv. So as not to b«

Irreducible, (ir-re-dus'e-bl) a. Incapable of being re

duced, or brought into a different state or form of

expression.

Irrefragable, (br-ref'ra-ga-bl) a. [Xj. in and rtfraaari,

from j'rangert, to break.] Incapable of being refuted

or thrown ; undeniable ;—incontrovertible ; unanswer

able ; indisputable.

Irrefragably, (ir-ref'rav-ga-ble) adv. With certainty

beyond refutation ; inoontrovertibly.

Irrefutable, (ir-re-fut'a-bl) a. Incapable of being re

futed or disproved.

Irregular, (ir-reg'u-ler) a. [F. irrtgv Iter, from L. in

and regula, rule, order.] Not regular ; not according

to common form or rules ; unsystematic ; immethodi-

cal ;—not according to established principles or cus

toms ; anomalous ; not conformable to the ordinary

laws of nature ; abnormal ;—not straight, as a line :

crooked; eccentric;—contrary to the rules of art:

extravagant ;—deviating from moral law or principle ;

vicious ;—having no fixed principle or action, ; uu-
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settled ; changeable ; — deviating from the ordinary

form in respect to the inflectional terminations of

nouns and verbs ;—disorderly ; wild ; intemperate ;

inordinate. fregular service or army.

Irregular, (ir-reg'u-l^r) n. A soldier who is not in the

Irregularity, (ir-reg-u-larVte) n. State of being irre

gular ; deviation from established form, custom, or

rule ;—deviation from moral rectitude ; an act of vice.

Irregularly, (ir-reg'u-ler-le) adv. Without rule, method,

or order. [relations ; unconnected.

Irrelative, (ir-rcl'a-ti v) a. Not relative; without mutual

Irrelevancy, (ir-rel'e-van-se) n. Quality of not being

applicable, or of not serving to aid and support.

In elevant, (ir-rel'e-vant) a. Not relevant ; not appli

cable or pertinent. manner.

Irrelevantly, (ir-rel'S-vant-le) adv. In an irrelevant

Irreligion, (ir-re-lij'un) n. Want of religion or contempt

of it;—ungodliness; worldliness : wickedness; impiety.

Irreligious, (ir-re-lije-ua) a. Destitute of religion ;

impious ; ungodly ;—profane ; wicked.

Irreligiously, (ir-re-lij'e-us-le) adv. With impiety ;

wickedly. [cured, corrected, or redressed.

Irremediable, (ir-re-me'de-a-bl) a. Not to be remedied.

Irremediably, (ir-re-me'de-a-ble) adv. In a manner or

degree that precludes remedy, cure, or correction.

Irremissible, (ir-re-mis'e-bl) a. That can not be passed

by or forgiven ; unpardonable.

Irremovable, (ir-re-moov'a-bl) a. That can not be

moved or changed ; fixed : unalterable ;—that can not

be removed from office ; indeposable.

Irremovably, (ir-re-moov'a-ble) adv. So as not to

admit of removal. [of being irreparable.

Irreparability, (ir-rep-ar-a-bire-te) n. Quality or state

Irreparable, (ir-rep'ar-a-bl) a. That can not be repaired

or mended ; incurable ;—that can not be recovered or

regained ; irretrievable ; irrecoverable.

Irreparably, (ir-rep'ar-a-ble) adv. In an irreparable

manner- beyond cure or recovery.

Irrepealable, (ir-re-pSl'a-bl) a. Not capable of being

repealed. (of repeal.

Irrepealably, (ir-re-peTa-ble) adv. Beyond the power

Irreprehensible, (ir-rep-re-hens'e-bl) a. Not reprehen

sible ; not to be blamed or censured ; free from fault

Irrepressible, (ir-re-presVbl) a. Not capable of being

repressed.

Irrepressibly, (ir-re-pres'e-ble) adv. In a manner or

degree that can not be repressed.

Irreproachable, (ir -re-proch'a- bl) a. Incapable of

being justly reproached; free from blame; upright;

innocent.

Irreproachably, (ir-re-proch'a-ble) adv. In a manner

not to deserve reproach ; blamelessly.

Irreprovable, (ir-re-pruov'a-bl) a. Incapable of being

justly reproved , blameless ; upright

Irreprovably, (ir-re-proov'a-ble) adv. So as not to be

liable to reproof or blame.

Irresistance, (ir-re-zist'ans) «. Forbearance to resist ;

passive submission. [irresistible.

Irresistibility, (ir-re-ziat-e-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

Irresistible, (ir-re-rist'e-bl) a. Incapable of being suc

cessfully resisted.

Irresistibly, (ir-rc-zist e-ble) adv. In a manner not to

bo successfully resisted or opposed.

Irresolute, (ir-rez'o-lut) a. Infirm or inconstant in

purpose ; undecided ; undetermined ;—given to doubt ;

wanting decision ; wavering;—unstable; unsteady.

Irresolutely, (ir-rez'o-lut-le) adv. Without firmness of

mind ; without decision. [irresolution.

Irresoluteness, (ir-rez o-lutnes) n. Want of resolution ;

Irresolution, (ir-rez-d-lu'shun) n. Want of firm deter

mination or decision;—fluctuation of mind; vacillation.

Irresolvable, (ir-re-zolvVbl) a. Incapable of being

resolved. [regard.

Irrespective, (ir-re-spekt'iv) a. Not having respect or

Irrespectively, (ir-re-spekt'iv-le) adv. Without regard ;

not taking circumstances into consideration.

Irrespirable, (ir-rej-spir'a-bl) a. Unfit for respiration.

Irresponsibility, (ir-re-spons-e-bire-te) n. Want of rr »

sponsibility.

Irresponsible, (ir-re-spons'e-bl) a. Not responsible ;

not liable or able to answer for consequences.

Irresponsibly, (ir-re-spons'e-ble) adv. So as not to be

responsible or accountable.

Irretrievable, (ir-re-trev'a-bl) a. Incapable of recovery

or repair ;—incurable ; irreparable ; irrecoverable.

Irretrievably, (ir-re-treVa-ble) adv. In a manner not

to be retrieved ; irreparably. [vealed.

Irrevealable, (ir-re-vel'a-bl) a. Incapable of being re-

Irreverence, (ir-rcvVr-ens) n. Want of due regard or

respect ;—want of veneration and holy fear toward

the being, name, and laws of God ; — a careless,

impious, scoffing state of mind.

Irreverent, (ir-rev'er-ent) a. Not reverent ; not enter

taining or manifesting due regard to the Supreme

Being ;—wanting in respect to superiors ;—proceeding

from or expressive of irreverence. [manner.

Irreverently, (ir-rev'er-ent-le) adv. In an irreverent

Irreversible, (ir-re-vere'e-bl) a. Incapable of being re

versed ;—irrevocable ; unchangeable.

Irreversibly, (ir-re-vers'e-ble) adv. In a manner which

precludes reversal or repeal.

Irrevocable, (ir-rev'6-ka-bl) a. Incapable of being re

called or revoked.

Irrevocably, (ir-rev'6-ka-ble) adv. Beyond recall ; in

a manner precluding recall or reversion.

Irrigate, (ir-re-gatf) r. t. [L. irrigare, irrigatum, from

in and rigare, to water.] To wet; to moisten;—to

water, as land, by causing a stream to flow upon and

over it:—imp. & pp. irrigated; ppr. irrigating.

Irrigation, (ir-re-ga'Bhun) n. Act of watering or

moistening; specially, the operation of causing water

to flow over lands for nourishing plants.

Irriguoua, (ir-rig'O-us) a. [L. irrigun*.] Watered ;

watery ; moist. [scorn ; derision.

Irrision, (ir-rizh'un) n. The act of laughing at another ;

Irritability, (ir-rit-a-bire-te) n. Quality of being easily

irritated ;—a healthful vital susceptibility of the influ

ence of natural, medicinal, and mechanical agents ;—

a morbid or excessive susceptibility of the muscular

or nervous tissues.

Irritable, (ir'rit-a-bl) a. Capable of being irritated ;—

easily inflamed or exasperated, as temper ;—susceptible

of heat or action, as animal organism ;—susceptible of

contraction, as the muscular fibres.

Irritably, (ir rit-a-ble) adv. In an irritable manner.

Irritant, (ir'rit-ant) a. [L. irritan*.] Irritating.

Irritant, (ir'rit-ant) n. That which irritates ; that

which in any way causes pain, heat, or tension.

Irritate, (ir'rit-at) v. t. (L. irritare, from in and ira,

wrath.] To excite heat and redness in, as the skin or

flesh of living animal bodies, as by friction ;—to in

crease the action or violence of ;—to excite anger in ;

to tease ;—to exasperate ; to provoke :—imp. & pp.

irritated ; ppr. irritating.

Irritation, (ir-rit-ft'shun) n. Act of irritating ; excite

ment of anger or passion ; provocation ; exasperation ;

anger ;—the act of exciting heat, redness, action in

the skin or flesh by friction or external stimulus :—a

morbid sensation or action, or both in conjunction,

produced by natural, medicinal, or mechanical agents.

Irritative, (ir'rit-at-iv) a. Serving to excite or irritate ;

—accompanied with or produced by increased action.

Irritatory, (ir'rit-ft-tor-e) a. Exciting; producing

irritation.

Irruption, (ir-rup'shun) n, [L. irruptio, from t'rrum-

jfrit, to break in, from in and reaiprre, to break or

burst.] A breaking or sudden, violent rugging into a

place ;—a sudden invasion or incursion.

Irruptive, (ir-rupt'iv) a. Rushing in or upon.

Is, (iz) v.i. [A.-S. it, Go. Ut, allied to L. at, G. etfi.]

The third person singular of the substantive verb in

the indicative mood, present tense.
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Iahmaelite, (ish'ma-el-it) n. A descendant of lshmael,

the son of Abraham.

Isinglass, (i'zing-glas) n. (That is, ice-glass, from icing,

ice, and glass.) A semi-transparent, whitish form of

gelatine, chiefly prepared from the sounds or air-

bladders of various species of sturgeons ;—sheets of

mica—popularly so called.

Islam, (islam) n. [A. isldm, obedience to the will of

God, from salama, to submit to God.] The religion

of Mohammed, and also the whole body of those who

profess it throughout the world.

Islamiam, (is'lam-izm) n. The faith or creed of the

Mohammedans ; MahometanUm. [hammedan.

Islamitic, (is-lam-it'ik) a. Pertaining to Islam ; Mo-

Island, (Hand) n. [L, insula, from in and salvm, the

sea, A. -8. ealond, Ger. eiland.] A tract of land sur

rounded by water ;—a large, floating mass resembling

an island.

Islander, (iland-er) n. An inhabitant of an island.

Isle, (il) n. [F. isle, It. isola, L. insula.] An island.

Islet, (rlet) n. [Diminutive of isle.) A little isle.

lao, (iso). [G.] A prefix signifying equality or co

ordination.

Isochromatic, (i-sd-kro-mat'ik) a. [G. isos, equal, and

chroma, colour.] Having the same colour.

Isochronal, (i-sd'kron-al) a. [G. isochronos, from isos,

equal, and ckronos, time.] Uniform in time ; of equal

time ; performed in equal times :—also Isochronous.

Isochronism, (i-so'kron-izm) n. The state or quality of

being uniform in time, or performed in equal times—

said of a pendulum in its vibrations, Jbc.

Isogeotherm, (i-so-jS'd-thgrm) «. [G. isos, equal, gi,

earth, and thermi, heat.] An imaginary line passing

beneath the earth's surface through points having the

same mean temperature.

Isolate, (is'o-lat) v. (. [It. isolare, from isola, h. insula,

island.] To place in a detached situation : to place by

itself ; to insulate ;—to separate from other substances;

to obtain in a pure state :—inip. & pp. isolated ; ppr.

isolating.

Isolation, (is-o-la'shun) n. State of being isolated.

Isomeric, (i-so-mer'ik) a. [G. isos, equal, and meros,

part] Consisting of the same elements, and in tho

same proportions, but with different pro]«rties.

Isomerism, (i-som'er-izm) n. An identity of elements

and of atomic proportions, with a difference in the

physical form or chemical qualities.

Isometric, (i-so-met'rik) a. [G. isos, equal, and mctron,

measure.] Pertaining to, or characterized by, equality

of measure.

Isomorphism, (i-so-mor'fizm) «. [G. Uos, equal, and

morphi, form.] A similarity of crystalline form with

difference of composition or atomic proportion.

Isoperimetry, (i-Bo-per-im'et-re)n. The science of figures

having equal perimeters or boundaries.

Isopod, (i'so-pod) n, [G. isos, equal, and pous, podm,

foot.] A species of crustaceans whose legs are alike on

each side. *

Isosceles, Osos'se-lez) *t [G. isos, equal, and skdos,

leg, L. isosceles.] Having two legs or

sides that are equal— said of a triangle.

Isotherm, (i'so-therm) n. (G. isos, equal,

and thtrmf; heat] An imaginary line

over the earth's surface passing through

points having the same mean annual

temperature.

Isothermal, (i-so-thcrm'al) a. Having

equal heat or uniform temperature. Isosceles.

Israelite, (iz'ra-el-it) n. A descendant of Israel or

Jacob; a Jew. [Jewish; Hebrew.

Israelitiah, (iz-ra-el-it'ish) a. Pertaining to Israel ;

Issuable, (ish'6o-a-bl) a. [From issue.] Capable of

being issued.

Issue, (ish'do) n. [F. isnir, tissir, L. erire, to go out]

Act of passing or flowing out ; a moving out of any

inclosed place ; egress ; exit ; — means of passage ;

 

outlet ;—act of sending out ; delivery ;—the whole

number sent out at one time ; edition ;—event ; con

sequence;—result; end; termination; conclusion;—

progeny ; offspring ; produce or profit of land or other

property ;—a morbid discharge from the body ; flux of

blood ; flow of pus ;—a fontanel ; an artificial vent to

promote the discharge of purulent matter ;—in law,

the specific point in a suit between two parties needing

to be determined ; a question of law determined by

the court ; a question of fact determined by a jury.

Issue, (ish'oo) v. i. To pass or flow out ;—to go out ; to

rush out ;—to proceed, as from a source ;—to spring

out of, as progeny ;—to be produced, as an effect ; to

result ;—to grow from ; to accrue, as interest or rents ;

—to come to a point in fact or law, on which the

parties join and rest the decision of the cause ;—to

close ; to end ; to terminate ;—r. (. To send out ; to

put into circulation, as notes ;—to deliver for use, as

provisions from a store ;—to proclaim or set forth

with authority, as an order or writ :—imp. cfc pp.

issued; ppr. issuing.

Isthmian, (iat'me-au) a. Pertaining to an isthmus.

Isthmus, (ist'mus) n. [L., G. isthmos.) A neck or

narrow strip of land by which two continents are

connected, or by which a peninsula is united to tho

main land.

It(it) pron. [A.-S. hit, L. id, Skr. it.] An impersonal

pronoun, usually regarded as a demonstrative, but

properly the neuter of Ac, and applied to objects with

out sex, to tliingB, or to persons treated as things ;—a

substitute for any word of the neuter gender ;—a

substitute for the state or condition of a person or

affair ;—the nominative case to an impersonal verb ;—

the nominative to is or -was, followed by a personal

pronoun or name of a person.

Italian, (it-tal'yan) a. Of or pertaining to Italy, its

inhabitants, or their language.

Italian, (it-tal'yan) n. A native or naturalized inhabi

tant of Italy ;—the language used in Italy or by the

Italians.

Italian ism, (it-tal'yan-izm) n. A word, phrase, or

idiom, peculiar to the Italians ; an italicisnt,

Italianize, (it-talyan-iz) v. i. To play the Italian ; to

speak Italian:—imp. &. pp. Italianized ; yyr.italianizing.

Italic, (it-tal'ik) a. Relating to Italy.

Italics, (it-tal'iks) n. Italic letters or characters, as U%e

letters in which this clause is printed.

Italicize, (it-tal'e-slz) v. t. To write or print in Italic

characters :—imp. & pp. italicised ; ppr. italicising,

Itch, (ich) n. [A-S. gictha, gicenes, itching, scab.) A

cutaneous disease forming small watery pustules with

a sense of irritation, and tendency to scratch the part

affected—formerly supposed to be generated by a para

sitic insect ;—the sensation occasioned by the disease ;

a constant irritating desire for novelty.

Itch, (ich) v. i. To feel a particular uneasiness in tho

Bkin, which inclines the person to scratch the part ;—

to have a constant desire or teasing inclination ; tu

covet ; to desire, as bribe or gift ;—imp. & pp. itched ;

ppr. itching.

Itchiness, (ich'e-nes) n. State of being itchy.

Itchy, (ich'e) a. Infected with the itch.

Item, (ftem) adv. [L.\ Also ; at the same time.

Item, (i'tem) n. An article ; a separate particular in

an account *

Item, (i'tem) v. t To make a note or memorandum of.

Iterate, (it'er-at) v. t. [L. itcrare, iteratum, from ifnTw,

again.] To utter or do a second time ; to repeat :—

imp. & pp. iterated; ppr. iterating.

Iteration, (it-cr-a'shun) n. Recital or performance a.

second time ; repetition.

Iterative, (it'er-ftt-iv) a. Repeating. [place.

Itinerancy, (i-tin'er-an-se) n. A passing from place to

Itinerant, (i-t'n'e.r-ant') a- V^1- itinerant, from itrr.

itincris, a walk, way, journey.] Passing or travelling

about a country ; wandering.
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Itinerant, (I-tin'er-ant) n. One who travels from place

to place, particularly a preacher; one who is unsettled.

Itinenntly. (i-tin'er-ant-te) adv. In an unsettled or

wandering manner.

Itinerary, (i-tin'er-ar-e) n. An account of travels, or a

register of places and distances as a guide to travellers.

Itinerary, (i-tin'cr-ar-e) a. Travelling; passing from

place to place, or done on a journey.

Itinerate, (I-tin'er-at) v.i. [L, itinerarc, to make a

journey.] To travel from -place to place, particularly

for the purpose of preaching, lecturing, &c. ;—imp. &

pp. itinerated ; ppr. itinerating.

Itself, (it-self) pron. The neuter reciprocal pronoun, or

substitute applied to tilings ; the reflective form of it.

Ivory, fi'vo-rs) n, [L. eboreus, made of ivory, from

ebur, tborit, ivory, from Egyptian ebur, elephant, Skr.

ibha.] The hard, white, opaque, fine-grained sub

stance constituting the tusks of the elephant ;—any

white organic structure resembling ivory ;—the teeth.

Ivory, (i'vo-re) a. Made of ivory ;—hard and smooth,

like ivory.

Ivory-black, (i'v6-re-blak) ti. A kind of charcoal in

powder, made by charring ivory or bones.

Ivy, (I've) n. [A.-S. ijly. J An epiphytic climbing plant,

common in Europe. Its leaves are dark, smooth,

shining, and five-pointed ; the flowers yellowish and

small; the berries black or yellow.

Ivy-gum, (i've-gum) n. A rezin that exudes from the

trunk of the ivy-tree. [covered with ivy.

Ivy-mantled, (i've-man-tld) a. Ovorgrown with ivy ;

Izard, ( j/.inl ) n. The wild goat of the Pyreuean

mountains.

Izzard, (iz'zard) n. [Probably a corruption of a Jiard.]

The letter 2—formerly so called.

Jfja) is the tenth letter and seventh articulation or

consonant of the English alphabet, to which it

has been added in modern days, the letter i being

written formerly in word* where j is now used. The

English sound of this letter, which is precisely the

same as that of g soft, as in genius, may be very nearly

expressed by dzh.

Jaal-roat, (j&'al-gut) n, A species of goat or ibex found

in the mountains of Abyssinia, Upper Egypt, and

Mount Sinai.

Jabber, (jab'er) v. i. [D. gabbern, F. jaboler, Eng. gab,

gibe.] To chatter; to prate; to talk rapidly or indis

tinctly ;—v. t. To utter rapidly or indistinctly ; to

blurt out confusedly or incoherently :—imp. & pp.

jabbered; ppr. jabbering. [of words.

Jabber, (j»b'?0 "- Rapid talk, with indistinct utterance

Jacchus. (jak'us) n. The squirrel monkey of South

America.

Jacent, (ja'sent) a. [L. jacens, ppr. of jacere, to lie.]

Lying at full length.

Jack, (jak) n. [P. Jacquen, James.] A nickname or

diminutive of John ;—a saucy or

paltry fellow ; an upstart ; — a

playing card marked with the

figure of a servant ; the knave ;

—a sailor; a tar;—a menial; a

lad ;—an instrument to pull off

1 r ■■ •'. ■ ; boot-jack ; — a portable

machine for raising heavy weights

to a small height, consisting of

an endless screw working into a

worm wheel, and turned by a handle or winch;—a

small engine for turning a kitchen spit ;—the male of

certain animals ;—a leathern cup or drinking horn ;—

a small bowl thrown out as a mark to the bowlers ; a

tee. [Norm. F. jacque, Ger. jackc] A coat of mail ;

a jerkin or buff coat worn over armour. [Carib.] A

tree, or the fruit of a tree, allied to the bread fruit-

tree;—an ensign, pennon, or flag. Union Jack, the

British naval colours, composed of a field of blue,

bearing St George's cross and St. Andrew's, both of

which are red, with a margin of white ; in the yacht

or merchant service the field is red.

Jack-a-dandy, (jak'a-dand-e) n. A little, foppish, im

pertinent fellow.

Jackal, (jak'awl) n. [Per. shagdl, Skr. srigdh.] A

carnivorous animal of India and Persia, allied to the

wolf. It is gregarious and nocturnal in its habits,

and remarkable for its piercing wail.

Jackanapes, (jak'a-naps) «. TEng. jack and ape.] A

monkey; an ape ;—a coxcomb ; an impertinent fellow.

Jackass, (jak'as) n. The male of the ass ;—a dolt ;

a blockhead.

 

Union Jack.

Jack-boots, (jak'boots) n.pl. Large boots reaching

above the knee, and serving to protect the leg.

Jackdaw, (jak'daw) v. A native bird of the genus

Corvus, extremely thievish and mischievous—it is

easily tamed and taught to imitate sounds or words.

Jacket, (jak'et) n. [F. jaqiiftte.] A short, close gar

ment, extending downward to the hips.

Jack-ketch, (jak'kech) n. A public executioner or

hangman. [the pocket.

Jack-knife, ( jak'nif) 71. A large strong clasp-knife for

Jack-of-all-trades, ( jak'ol -aw ) -trail/) n. One who can

turn his hand to any thing.

Jack-plane, (jak'plan) n. A plane of about eighteen

inches long, used by joiners for coarse work.

Jack-rafter, (jak'raf-ter) n. A Bhort rafter, used espe

cially in hip-roofs.

Jack-staff, (jak'staf) «. A staff fixed on the bowsprit

cap of a ship, upon which the union jack is hoisted.

Jack-towel, (jak'tow-el) ■». A long, endless towel

placed upon a roller.

Jacobin, (jak'6-bin) n. [So named from the place of

meeting, which was the monastery of the Jacobines.]

One of a society of revolutionists in France in 1789 ;

hence, a turbulent or factious demagogue.

Jacobine, (jak'6-bin) n. A Dominican friar ;—a pigeon

with a high tuft.

Jacobite, (jak'6-bit) n. [L. Jacobus, James.] A parti

san or adherent of James the Second, after he abdi

cated the throne, and of his descendants.

Jacobite, (jak'o-bit) a. Pertaining to the partisans of

James the Second of England :—also Jacobitic.

Jacob's-ladder, (ja'kobz-lad-dcr) n. A plant having

numerous flowers of a bluo or white colour, somewhat

drooping ;—a rope-ladder, with wooden steps, for going

aloft.

Jacob' s-staff. QH'k.obz-itfkf) n. A pilgrim's staff;—a

staff concealing a dagger;—a kind of astrolabe.

Jacobus, (ja-ko'bns) n. [L.] An English gold coin of

the value of twenty-five shillings sterling, Btruck in

the reign of James the First.

Jaconet, (jak'6-net) n. [F. kxconas.'] A thin muslin

fabric for dresses, neck cloths, and the like.

Jacquard, (jakTcard) n. [So named rrom tho inventor,

Jacquard.) An appendage to a weaver's loom for pro

ducing figured goods both in silk aud cotton, and also

for tho weaving of carpets.

Jactitation, (jak-te-ta'shun) n. [L. jacti tare, jactare,

to throw, boast.J Restlessness ; — vain boasting ;

vaunting.

Jaculate, (jak'u-lfit) p. /. [L. jaculari, from jacvlum,

dart, from jacere, to throw.] To throw like a dart ; to

throw out; to emit;—imp. &, pp. jaculated ; ppr.

jaculating. .
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Jaculation, (jak-u-hVshun) n. Action of darting or

throwing, as missile weapons.

Jaculatory, (jak'u-la-tor-«) a. Darting out suddenly,

or suddenly thrown out ; ejaculatory.

Jade, (j&d) "• [Of Oriental origin.] A hard stone of a

dark-green colour, used for ornamental purposes.

Jade, (Jad) «. [Provincial Eng. yaud, Scot, yaud.] A

mean or poor horse ;—a mean woman ; a wench ;—a

young woman—in contempt.

ade, (j.ul) v. t. To reduce to the condition of a jade ;

to tire out ;—to exhaust by excessive labour of any

kind;—weary; harass;—v. i. To become weary; to

sink ; to lose spirit:— imp, k pp. jaded; ppr. jading.

Jadish, (jld'ish) a. Vicious; bad; like a jade ;—un

chaste—applied to a woman.

J*g< (j&g) n- [Scot, jag, a leather bag or wallet, a

pocket J A small load, as of hay or grain in the straw.

J*eT< (jag) "■ [W> Ir-> & Gael, gag, cleft, chink.] A

notch ; a ragged protuberance ;— in botany; a cleft or

division.

Jag, (jag) v. t. To cut into notches or teeth like those

of a saw ; to notch :—imp. & pp. jagged ; ppr. jagging.

Jagged, (jaged) a. Having notches or teeth ; cleft ;

uneven :— also jaggy, [unevenness.

Jaggedneu, (jagcd-nes) n. State of being jagged;

Jaguar, (jag'war) n. [Braz. jagodra.] A carnivorous

animal of the genus Felis, marked with large dark

circular spots, and closely resembling the ounce or

panther in size and disposition. It is the largest

feline quadruped in America, is found from Brazil to

Texas, and is often called the American tiger.

Jah, (jah) n. [H.] The Living One ; Jehovah.

Jail, (jll) n. [F. geole, Sp. jaula.) A prison ; a place

for the confinement of persona arrested for debt or for

crime :—also gaol.

Jailer, (jal'er) "■ The keeper of a jail or prison.

Jalap, ( jalap) n. [So called from Ja lapa, whence it was

first imported in 1610.] The root of a plant found in

Mexico. It is much used in powder as a cathartic.

Jalousy, ( jaloos-e) n. [F.] A Venetian window blind :

—also^afou*tf.

Jam, (jam) n. A mass of people crowded together;

also, the pressure from a crowd ;—a conserve of fruit

boiled in mass with sugar and water;—a kind of

muslin drees worn in India.

Jam, (jam) r. t. [Sans, yam.] To press ; to crowd ; to

squeeze tight ; to wedge in:—imp. & pp. jammed;

ppr. jamming.

Jamb, (jam) n. [F. jambe, It. gamba, leg, support.]

A supporter or prop ;—the side-piece of a door, a fire

place, or other aperture in a building.

Jane, (jan) n. A cotton fabric ;—a kind of fustian.

Jangle, (jainrgl) v. i. [D. iangelen, to chide, quarrel,

Ger. zanken.] To sound harshly or discordantly, as

bells out of tune ;—to bicker ; to wranglo ;—r. t. To

cause to sound harshly, inharmoniously, or discor

dantly :—imp. & pp. iangled; ppr. jangling.

Jangle, (jang'gl) n. Discordant sound ; contention ;

prate ; babble.

Jangler, (jang'gljr) n. A wrangling, noisy fellow.

Janitor, (jane-tor) n. [L. jan.ua, a door.] A door

keeper ; a porter.

Janizary, (jan'e-zar-e) n. [Turk, yenttshtri, new sol

diers or troops.] A soldier of a privileged military

class, which formed the nucleus of the Turkish infantry,

but was suppressed in 1826.

Jansenism, ( jan'sen-izm) n. The doctrine of Jansen in

regard to free will and grace, opposed to that of the

Jesuits.

Jansenist,(jan'sen-ist)n. A follower of Cornelius Jansen,

a Roman Catholic Bishop of Ypres, in Flanders, who

held views similar to those taught by Calvin respect

ing grace, limited atonement, and free will.

January, (jan'u-ar-e) n. [L. Januarit^s, from Janus, a

Roman deity to whom this mouth was sacred.] Tho

first month of the year.

Janus, (ja'nus) n. A deity of tho ancient Romans,

represented with two faces looking in opposite direc

tions—his temple was open in time of war, and dotted

in time of peace.

Japan, (japan') n. [From the country so called.] Work

varnished and figured in the manner practised by the

natives of Japan ;—the peculiar varnish or lacquw

used in japanning metallic or other articles.

Japan, (ja-pan') r. t. To cover with a thick coat o?

hard, brilliant varnish ;—to black and gloss, as in

blacking shoes or boots :—imp. L pp. japanned ; ppr.

japanning. [it* inhabitants.

Japanese, (ja-pan-eV) a. Of or pertaining to Japan or

Japanese, (ja-pan-ezO n. A native or inhabitant of

Japan; in the plural, the people of Japan;—the

language of the people of Japan.

Japanner, (ja-pan '(r) n. One who varnishes in the

manner of the Japanese, or one skilled in the art.

Jar, (jar) v. t. [Oer. kerran, L. garr'trt, to chatter,

prate.] To give forth a short rattle or tremulous

sound ; to vibrate harshly or discordantly ;—to clash ;

to interfere ;—to be inconsistent with ; to disagree ;—

r. (. To cause to tremble ; to shake :—imp. & pp.

jarred ; ppr. jarring.

Jar, (jar) n. A rattling vibration of sound ; a harsh

noise; collision; angry strife; — clash of interest or

opinions ; discord ;—stato of a door half open.

Jar, (ja*) »■ [Per. & A. jarrah, jar, ewer.) A vessel,

as of earth or glass, with a large belly and narrow

mouth;—the measure of what is contained in a jar.

Jargon, Qar'gun) n. [F. jargon. It. go-gone.] Confused,

unintelligible talk or language ; gabble : gibberish ;—

cant language ; slang. [ripens early.

Jargonelle, (jar'gun-el)H. [F.] A variety of pear which

Jarringly, (j"r'iug-le) adv. I" a jarring manner.

Jas-hawlc, (jasTiawk) n. A young hawk ; a contraction

of eyas-hawk.

Jaimine, (jas'min) «, [A. & Per. jdsaman, jdsmtn.)

A climbing plant, bearing flowers of a peculiarly

fragrant odour:—also written jessamine.

Jasper, (jm'PC1*) n- U-> O. iaspis, A. yasheb, H. ytUh-

pheh.] An opaque variety of quartz, of red, yellow,

and other colours, easily polished, and manufactured

into vases, seals, ic.

Jaundice, (jan'dis) n. [F. jaunUse, from jaune, yellow,

from L. galbus.] A disease in its most common form

characterized by yellowness of the eyes, skin, and

urine, and supposed to be caused by a suffusion of the

biliary secretions.

Jaundiced, (jan'dist) a. Affected with the jaundice;—

prejudiced ; seeing with discoloured oigans.

Jaunt, (jant) v.i. [Scot jauudtr, F. janctr.] To

ramble here and there ; to make an excursion ; to

stroll :—imp. Ai pp. jaunted ; ppr. jaunting.

Jaunt, (jant) n. An excursion ; a ramble ; a short

Journey for pleasure.

Jauntily, (jan'te-le) adv. In a jaunty manner.

Jauntiness, (jiVn'te-nes) n. Quality of being jaunty;

showinees ; airiness.

Jaunty, ( jan 'to) a. Airy; showy ; finical; hence,

affected or fantastical.

Javanese, (ja'van-ez) n. A native or inhabitant of Java;

language of Java ; in the plural, the people of Java

Javelin, (javlin) *»■ [F- javeline.] A sort of spear

about five feet and a half long, anciently used by

horse or foot.

Jaw, 0RW) *• tA modification of chate, F. joue, the

cheek.] The bone of the mouth in which the teeth

are fixed ; hence, also, the bono with its tooth and

covering ; in the plural, the mouth ; — scolding ;

abusive clamour ;—any thing resembling the jaw of

an animal in form or action.

Jaw-bone, (jaw1n>n) n. The bone of the jaw con

taining the tooth.

Jaw-fall, (jaw'fawl) n. Depression of the jaw ; hence,

depression of spirits.
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Jay, (ja) «. [F. gai, geai, Sp. gayo, gaya.] A rather

showy bird of the genus Garrvlua, common in Euroi>e,

of red-brown colour above, ami a faint yellow below,

and having a low, erectile crest of feathers ;—a common

American oird having the larger part of the feathers

of a brilliant sky-blue—called also blue-Jay.

Jealous, (jel'us) a. [F.jaloux, L. zetu*t G. xelon, emula

tion.] Suspicious ; apprehensive of rivalship ;—uneasy

under the fear that another may or has engaged the

affections of one we lt»ve ;—eager or anxious for one's

rights or claims ; hence, watchful ; vigilant ;—solicitous

for the name or character of ; vindicating the honour of.

Jealously, (jel'us-le) adv. With jealousy or suspicion ;

emnlously.

Jealousy, (jel'us-e) n. Quality of being jealous; sus

picions fear or apprehension of rivalship in cases

nearly affecting one's happiness ; hence, vigilance ;

watchful car© ;—solicitude for the honour or good

name of;—holy indignation or displeasure with sin.

Jean, (j In > n. A twilled cotton cloth.

Jeora, Qerz) n. pi. In nautical language, an assemblage

of tackles, by which the lower yards of a ship are

hoisted or lowered.

Jeer, (jer) v.i. [Ger. tcherz, sport, jest.] To make a

mock of some thing or person ;—v. t. To treat with

scoffs or derision;—scoff; deride; flout:—imp. & pp.

Jeered ; ppr. jeering.

Jeer, (jer) n. A railing remark or reflection; a scoff;

taunt ; biting jest ; flout ; gibe ; mock.

Jeerer, (jf'r'5r) n- A scoffer ; a railer ; a scorner ; a

mocker.

Jehovah, (jS-ho'va) n. [H. kdtcdh, to be.] The Living

One ; the "I am that I am." [name of God.

Jehovistic, (je-ho-vist'ik) a. Relating to Jehovah, as a

Jehu, (jeTiu) n. [H.] One of the kings of Israel, noted

for his furious driving ;—a daring rider or driver ;—

a coachman.

Jejune, (je-j66n/) a. [L. jejunus, fasting.] Craving

food; hungry ;—wanting contents; empty; vacant;—

barren ; dry ; uninteresting.

Jejunely, (j£-j66n'le) adv. In a jejune, barren manner.

Jejuneness, (jfl-jodn'nes) n. Poverty ; penury ;—want

of interesting matter in literary composition ; baldness

or dryness of style.

Jellied, (jellid) a. Brought to the consistence of jelly.

J*Uyt (Je''e) n- [F. gelie. from geler, to freeze.] Any

viscous or glutinous substance ; a stiffened solution of

gelatine, gum, or the like ;—the inspissated juice of

fruits boiled with sugar ;—a transparent gelatinous

substance, obtained by decoction of animal bodies,

usually calves' feet, seasoned with wine, lemon, tax,

and stiffened with isinglass in a mould or shape for

the table.

Jelly-fish, (jel'e-flsh) n. One marine species of radiate

Animals which have a jelly-like appearance.

Jennet, (jen'net) n. A smaU Spanish horse :—also genet.

Jenneting, (jen'net-ing) n, [Said to be corrupted from

JunttttTiff, an apple ripe in June, or at St. Jean.] A

species of early apple.

Jenny, (jcn ne) n. [Corruption of gin, a contraction

of engine.) A machine for spinning, moved by water

or steam, and used in manufactories.

Jeopard, (jep'ard) v. t. , To put in danger ; to expose to

loss or injury;—risk; peril; endanger '.—imp. fc pp.

jeoparded; j>pr. jeoparding.

Jeopardous, (jer/ard-us) a. Exposed to danger ; peril

ous ; hazardous.

Jeopardy, (jep-ard'e) n. [F. jeu partie, an even game.]

Exposure to death, loss, or injury ;—danger ; peril ;

hazard : risk.

Jerboa, (j^rbd'a) v. [A. yerbda, yarbua.] A small,

jumping, rodent animal of the genus Dipux, having

very long hind legs and a long tail. It burrows in the

ground.

Jereed, (je-red) n. A blunt javelin used by the Turks,

especially in their mock fights :—also written Jerid.
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Jeremiad, (jer-e-mi'ad) n> [From Jeremiah, the pro

phet.] A tale of grief, sorrow, or complaint ; a doleful

story ; lamentation.

Jericho, (jer'ik-6) n. A town in Palestine ;—used

colloquially for any place of indefinite distance.

Jerk, (j(rk) v. t. (O. Eng. girk, a rod, to beat ; Icel.

jarhi, a kick.] To throw with a quick and suddenly

arrested motion ; to give a sudden pull, twitch,

thrust, or push ;—to cut into thin slices or strips, and

dry in the sun;—v.i. To make a sudden motion;

to start quickly ; to move by start* :—also yerlc ;—

imp. & pp. jerked; ppr. jerking.

Jerk, (j^rk) n. A short, sudden thrust, push, or twitch ;

a motion suddenly arrested ;—a spring ; a bound.

Jerkin, (jerk'in) n. [Diminutive of D. jurt, a frock.]

A jacket ; a kind of short coat or close waistcoat

Jerky, (jerk'e) a. Fitful ; going or moving by starts.

Jersey, (jCr'2e) "• [From the island so called.] The

finest of wool separated from the rest ; also, fine yarn

of wool ;—a kind of jacket of coarse woollen cloth.

Jess, 0**) *• (L. jactui, from jaeere, to throw.] A

short strap of leather or silk tied round the legs of a

hawk, to fasten it to the wrist.

Jessamine, (jes'a-min) ». A plant of certain species of

the genus Jatminnm; jasmine.

Jesaant, (jes'ant) a. Shooting forth or springing up,

in heraldry, as lions or other animals from a fesse.

Jest, (j©8*) "■ [0. Eng. jut and gut.] A joke ; some

thing done or said in order to amuse ; something

ludicrous meant to excite laughter;—the object of

laughter or sport ; a laughing-stock.

Jest, (jest) v. i. To make merriment by words or

actions ; to joke ;—to utter what is not true in sport ;

—to play a part :—imp. & pp. jested; ppr. jesting.

Jester, (jest'gr) n. One given to jesting, sportive talk,

and merry pranks ;—a buffoon ; a person formerly

retained by princes to make sport for them.

Jesting, (jest'ing) n. Joking ; sportive wit ; pleasantry;

punning. (sportively.

Jestingly, (jestmg-le) adv. In fun ; not in earnest ;

Jesuit, ( jez'u-it) n. One of a religious order founded by

Ignatius Loyola, in 1534, under the title of The Society

of Jesus ;—a crafty person ; an intriguer—an oppro

brious use of the word.

Jesuitesa, (jez'u-it-es) n. One of an order of nuns

established on the principles of the Jesuit*.

Jesuitic, (jez-u-it'ik) a. Pertaining to the Jesuits, or

to their principles ;—designing ; cunning ; deceitful ;—

prevaricating ; equivocal :—h]»o Jesuitical.

Jcsuitically. (jez-u-it'ik-al-Ie) adv. In a Jesuitical

manner; craftily; cunningly.

Jesuitism, (jeru-it-izm) n. The principles and practices

of the Jesuits ;—cunning ; deceit ; deceptive practices

to effect a purpose.

Jet, (jet) •«. [F. jayet.] A variety of lignite, of a very

compact texture, and velvet-black colour, and often

wrought into toys, buttons, jewellery, &c.

Jet, (jet) n. [L. jeiclus, from jeicere, Jactum, to throw.]

A sudden rush, as of water from a pipe, or of flame

from an orifice;—also, that which issues in a jet;—a

gas bracket or burner.

Jet, (jet) v. i. To shoot forward ; to stand out ; to

project ; to jut ;—v. t. To spout forth ; to emit in a

stream or spout :—imp. & pp. jetted ; ppr. jetting.

Jet-black, (jefblak) a. Of the deepest black ; having

the colour of jet.

Jetty, (jet'e) n. [F. jettie, from Jeter, to throw.] A

part of a building that jetB or projects beyond the

rest ;—a kind of pier, mostly constructed of timber,

with open spaces lor the sea to play in.

Jetty, (jet'e) a. Made of jet, or black as jet.

Jew, (joo) n, [L. Judaa, G. loudaia, the country of

the Jews.] A Hebrew or Israelite.

Jew, (joo) r. t. To cheat or defraud.

Jewel, (joo'cl) n. (It. giojello, F. joyau.] An orna

ment of dress, in which the precious stones form a
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principal part ;—a precious stone ; a gein ;—any object

very liighly valued ; a precious thing ;—a name ex

pressive of fondness.

Jewel, (jou'el) v. t. To dress or adorn with jewels ;

—to fit or provide with a jewel:— imp. & pp.

jewelled ; ppr. jewelling*.

Jeweller, (joo'el-cr) n. One who makes or deals in

jewels and other ornaments. [trade of a jeweller.

Jewelry, (j66'el-re) «. Jewels in general ; the art or

Jewess, (joo'es) n. A Hebrew woman.

Jewish, (joo'iah) a. Pertaining to the Jews or Hebrews ;

Isroelitish.

Jewry, (jOo're) n. Judea ; also, a district inhabited

by Jews, and henoe the name of a street in London.

Jew's-harp, (jooz'harp) n. A small musical instru

ment held between the teeth, and having a metal

tongue, which when struck by the finger produces

musical sounds that are modulated by the breath.

Jib, (jib) n. [Prov. Eng. jibs, tatters.] The foremost

sail of a ship, beinga large, triangular stay-sail extended

from the outer end of the jib-boom toward the fore

topmast-head ;—the projecting beam of a crane.

Jib-boom, (jib'booro) «, A spar run out from the ex

tremity of the bow-sprit, which serves as a continua

tion of it.

Jibe, (jib) v. t. To shift from one side of a vessel to

the other, as a sail ;— v. i. To shift, as a boom-sail,

from one side of a vessel to the other:—imp. & pp.

Jibed; ppr. jibing. [moment ; an instant.

Jiffy, (jiffe) «. [Perhaps from glijf, a glance.] A

JisTi O'S) "• [*""• gigue, dance, tune.] A light, brisk,

musical movement ;—a frolicsome, quick dance to

such a movement ;—a piece of sport ; a trick.

3i%< (ji?) v- '• To sort or separate by shaking, as ore ;

—to trick or cheat ; to delude ;—v. i. To move with

a light or jolting carriage : to dance.

Jigg", (jigger) n. [Eng. jig.] A minor who Borts or

cleans ore by passing it through a wire sieve ;—a

machine on which earthen vessels are shaped by

rapid motion ;—a small tackle, consisting of a double

and single block and the fall :— a leaden weight used

by compositors to mark the place in the copy.

Jiggiah, (jig'ish) a. Light ; wanton ;—suitable to a

jig or dance. [gigot.

Jigot, (jig'ot) n. [F. gigot.] A leg of mutton :—also

Jill, ( jil) n. A young woman—so called in contempt :

—also gill.

Jilt, (jilt) n. [Contracted from Scot, gillet, a giddy

girl.] A woman who capriciously deceives and dis

appoints her lover ; a coquette ; a flirt.

Jilt, (jilt) v. t. To encourago and then frustrate the

hopes of, as a lover ;—v. i. To play the j Lit ; to practise

deception in love, and discard lovers:—imp. AT pp.

jilted ; ppr. jilting, [breaking open doors.

Jimmy, (jim'me) n. A short bar used by burglars in

Jimp, (jimp) a. Neat; handsome; elegant of shape ;—

also, short in measure; scant. [Scot.]

Jingle, (jing'gl) v. i. To sound with a fine sharp

ratlle ; to clink ;—i*. (. To cause to give a sharp

sound, as a little bell, or as pieces of metal :—imp. &

pp. jingled.; ppr. jingling.

Jingle, (jing'gl) n. A rattling or clinking sound,, as of

little bells or pieces of metal ;—a bell ; a rattle ;—

correspondence of sound in rhymes.

Job, (job) n. [A modification of chop.] A piece of

work ; chance work ;—labour undertaken at a stated

price, or paid for by the hour or day ;—a lucrative

business or transaction ; a good stroke or hit;—any

public work, contract, appointment, &c, used or

turned to personal or private advantage ;—a selfish,

mean, or dirty transaction ;—a stab or prick with a

sharp or pointed instrument.

Job. (job) v. t. To hire by the job or period of use

and service :—to do by separate portions or lots ;—to

buy snd sell as a broker ;—to strike or stab with a

sharp point or instrument;—to drive or thrust in;—v. i.

Merriment ; jesting.

In jest ; for sport or

To perform pieces of work ; to work by the job ;—to

seek private gain under the pretence of public service:

—imp. & pp. jobbed; ppr. jobbing.

Jobber, (job'er) n. A worker by the job;—a dealer in.

the public stocks or funds;—one who purchases goods

from importers, and sells to retailers ;—one who turns

official actions to private advantage.

Jockey, (jok'e) n. [Diminutive of Jack, Scot. Jock,

diminutive of John.] A man who rides horses in a

race ;—a dealer in horses ;—one who cheats in trade.

Jockey, (jok'e) v. t. To ride or manage a horse in a race;

—to jostle against in riding ;—hence, to manoeuvre;

to trick ;—to cheat out of ; to deceive j—v. i. To play

or act the jockey :—imp. & pp. jockeyed ; jtpr.

Jockeying.

Jockeythip, (joke-ship) n. The art or practice of

riding horses in a race ;—skilful riding or management

of a horse;—hence, artful practice ; manoeuvre ; dodge;

trick.

Jocose, (j5-koV) a. [L. jocostw, from jocus, joke.]

Given to jokes and jestings ;—containing a joke;—

facetious; witty: merry; waggish; sportive.

Jocosely, (jo-kdslc) «<**■ In jest ; for sport or game.

Jocular, (jok'Q-lar) a. [L. joculari*, from jocvlus,

diminutive of jocii*, joke.] Given to jesting ; con

taining jokes ; sportive.

Jocularity, (jok-u-lai-'e-te)n.

Jocularly, (jok'u-lar-le) adv.

mirth.

Jocund, (jok'und) a. [L. jv.cv.ndu*, from jocu*, a jest,

joke.] Merry; gay; airy; lively; sportive;

Jocundity, (j6-kund'e-te) n. State of being merry;

gayetv.

Jocundly, (jok'und-le) adv. Merrily; gayly.

JojTi ( J°s) v- *■ [G9T. schocken, to jolt or shake, Eng.

shock:] To push or shake with the elbow or hand; to

urge gently or repeatedly ;—v. i. To move by jogs

like those of a slow trot ;—to walk or travel heavily

or slowly ;—to move or get along :—imp. 6t pp.

Jogged ; ppr. jogging.

Jog, (j°g) n- A slight shake ; a shake or push to

awaken attention;—an irregularity of motion; ob

struction ; stop ;—a notch.

Jogger, (jogVr) n. One who walks or moves heavily

and slowly ;—one who gives a sudden push.

Jogging, (jog'ing) n. Act of pushing or shaking ;—a

slight push or shake.

Joggle, (jogl) r. /. [Diminutive of jog.] To shake

slightly ; to jostle or cause to move irregularly ;—to

join or match by jogs or notches, so as to prevent

sliding apart ;—v. *. To shake or totter :—imp. & pp.

joggled; ppr. joggling.

Joggle, (jog'l) n. A joint between two bodies so con

structed by means of jogs

or notches, as to prevent

their sliding past each other;

—;v similar joint held in

place by means of pieces of

stone or metal introduced

into it;—pi. The pieces of

Mori" or metal used in a jog-

gle-joi nt Joggles.

John, (jou) n. A proper name ;—a familiar appellation:

—a footman. John Bull, an honest, blunt fellow—the

nickname for the Plnglish people.

John Dory, (jon-dnr'e) n. [F. jaune dorfr, golden yellow

(sc. la pouson, fish).] A small golden-coloured sea-

fish, [of maize or Indian corn.

Johnny-cake, (jon'e-kuk) n. A cake made of the meal

Join, (join) v.t. [F. joindre, L. jungerc, from jugttm,

yoke.] To bring together; to place in contact; — to

connect; to combine :—to unite in marriage; to coapte:

—to league ; to associate :—to attach one's self to ; to

act in concert with;—to bring together or dash against,

as hostile forces ;—r. i. To be contiguous or in con

tact ; to grow to ; to adhere ;—to clash ; to collide ;—

H

±
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to unite in marriage, partnership, league: church so

ciety, &c. :—imp. & pp. joined ; ppr. joining.

Joinder, (joinder) n. Act of joining ; conjunction ;

—a joining of parties, as plaintiffs or- defendants in a

suit, ox of causes of action ; —acceptance of an issue

tendered in law or fact.

Joiner, (join'er) n. One who joins ; — a mechanic who

does the wood-work in the covering and finishing of

buildings, or compacts pieces of wood into utensils or

articles of furniture. [joiner.

Joinery, (join'er-e) n. Art of a joiner; the work of a

Joint, (joint) n. The place or part in which two things

are joined or united ; junction ;—the joining of two or

more bones in animal bodies ; articulation ;—the com

missure of parts of a plant ; knot; internode ; — a

hinge ; juncture of parts, as in wood-work, to admit of

motion ;—one of the limbs of an animal, or part of it

cut by t he butcher for the table ; — a crack or seam

transverse to the stratification.

Joint, (joint) a. Joined; united; combined; concerted;

—uniting or sharing with another or with others ;—

held in common.

Joint, (joint) v. I. To unite ; to fit together ;—to pro

vide with a joint or joints; to articulate ;—to separ

ate the joints of ; to cat up, as meat ; — v.i. To fit

perfectly ; to coalesce as joints do : — imp. & pp.

jointed ; ppr. jointing.

Jointer, (joint'er) n. The longest plane used by a joiner;

-i~a bent piece of iron used to secure the joints of a

wall in order to strengthen it.

Jointly, (joint'le) adv. In a joint manner; together;

unitedly ; in concert.

Jointress, (joint'res) n. A woman who has a jointure.

Joint-stock, (joint'stok) n. Stock held in company.

Joint •stock Company, (joint'stok-kum-pa-no) «. A

mercantile banking or operative association, usually

of a large number of partners, with a stock or capital

made up of transferable shares, which have been paid

up in part or in fulL [inserted in each other.

Joint-stool, (joint'stool) n. A stool consisting of parts

Joint-tenancy, (joint-ten'an-se) n. A tenure of estate

by unity of interest, title, time, and possession, under

which the survivor takes the whole.

Jointure, (joint'ur) n. [L. junctara, from jungcrt,

juHCtum.] An estate settled on a wife, and which

she is to enjoy after her husband's decease for her own

life, and in satisfaction of dower.

Jointure, (joint'ur) v, t. To settle a jointure upon :—

imp. &, pp. jointured ; ppr. jointuring.

Joist, 0oiljt) rt- (F. ffi*te, from fftsir, to lie, L. jactrt.]

A beam or plank resting on the walls or girders, to

which the boards of a fl'or or the laths of ceiling are

nailed. [& pp. joisted; ppr. joisting.

Joist, (jedst) v- '• To fit or furnish with joists :—imp.

Joke, (jok) n. [L. jocus.] Something said for the sake

of exciting a laugh ; a jest ; a witticism ;—what is not

in earnest or actually meant.

Joke, (jok) v. t. To make merry with ; to rally ; to

banter ;—v. i. To do something for sport, or to make

sport ; to jest :—imp. A pp. joked ; ppr. joking.

Joker, (jok'er) n. A jester ; a merry fellow.

Jokingly, (jok'ing-le) adv. In a jesting and mirthful

way ; m fun. [—the head of a fish.

Jole, (jol) «■ [A.-S. ceote, cta/t, jaw, chap.] Thecheek;

Jollily, (jol'le-le) adv. With noisy mirth.

Joliiness, (jol'le-nes) n. Noisy mirth ; gayety ; merri

ment ; festivity ; hilarity ; joviality.

Jolly, (j°116) «- [F- J°H> JoliA JoyfiUi merry, Icel. jol,

Eng. ytt.lt, Christmas feast.] Full of life and mirth ;

jovial ; joyous; merry;—expressing mirth or inspiring

it ;—of fine appearance ; handsome ; plump.

Jolt, (jOlt)r.i. [Eng. jolt, Ger. KholUni, to roll down,

to bowl. J To shake with short, abrupt risings and

fallings, as a carriage moving on rough ground ;—r. t.

To shake with sudden jerks :—imp, & pp. jolted; ppr.

jolting.

Jolt, (jolt) n. A shock or shake by a sudden jerk.

Joltingly, (jolt'ing-le) adv. In an unpleasant and jolt

ing manner.

Jonquil, (jonTtwil) n. [F. jonquille, from L. juneus, a

rush.] A bulbous plant of the genua fiarci&su*, allied

to the daffodil. It has long lily-like leaves, and spikes

of yellow or white fragrant flowers.

Joram, (jo'ram) n. [Probably from jordeu, an earthen

pot] A large drinking vessel, and also its contents.

Joso, (jo'so) n. A fish of the gudgeon species.

Joss-stick, (jos'stik) n. [Chinese jots, deity.] A small

cylinder, made of gum mixed with the dust of odorifer

ous woods, which the Chinese burn before their idols.

Jostle, (J08^) "■ '• [P- jouster, jouter, from joitstt, a tilt.]

To run or strike against ; to encounter ; to clash ;—

v. i. To push ; to drive ; to force by running against :

—imp. & pp. jostled ; ppr. jostling.

Jostle, (Jos'!) n. A pushing or driving against ; en

counter ; clash ;—bustle ; confusion, as in a crowd.

Jot, (Jot) n- IG- iota, the name of the letter i.] An

iota ; a point ; a tittle ; the least quantity assignable.

Jot, (jot) v. t. To set down ; to make a memorandum

of;—imp. & pp. jotted; ppr. jotting.

Jotting, (jot'ing) n. A memorandum ; a written note,

calculation, or extract, in or from a book.

Journal, (jur'nal) n. [F. from L. diurniu, belonging to

the day, from ditt, a day.] A diary ;—a book in which

every particular article or charge is fairly entered un

der the date of each day ;—a daily register of the ship's

course and distance, &c. ;—a paper published daily ;

a periodical publication giving an account of passing

events, the proceedings and memoirs of societies, &c. ;

—the short, cylindrical portion of a shaft or other

revolving piece which turns in some other piece, or in

a journal-box ; a bearing.

Journal-box, (jur'nal-boks) n. The part of a machine

in which the journal of a shaft, axle, or pin bears and

moves.

Journalism, (jur'nal-izni) n. The keeping of a journal ;

—the profession of editing or writing for journals.

Journalist, (jur'nal-iBt) n. The writer of a diary ;—the

conductor of, or contributor to, a public journal.

Journalistic, (jur-nal-ist'ik) a. Fertainiug to journals

or journalism.

Journalize, (jur'nal-Iz) v. t. To enter in a journal an

account of daily transactions ;—v. t. To aid by writing

in a public journal : — imp. & pp. journalized; ppr.

Journalizing.

Journey, (jurne) n. [F. journie, a day's work, a day's

journey.] Travel from one place to another ; passage ;

voyage.

Journey, (jurne) v. i. To travel from place to place :

—imp. & pp. journeyed; ppr. journeying.

Journeyman, (jur'ne-man) n. A man hired to work

by the day ; hence, any mechanic hired to work for

another, whether by the month, year, or other term.

Joust, O0081) n- [F- joitstt, joute, It. pioatra.] A

mock encounter on horseback; a tilt: a tournament.

Joust, (joust) v. t. To engage in a mock fight on horse

back ; to tilt. [Romans ; Jupiter.

Jove, fldv) *• The chief divinity of the ancient

Jovial, (j°'ve-*d) <*■ [L. JovUUu.) Under the influ

ence of Jupiter the planet; — gay; merry; airy;

joyous; jolly. [jovialness.

Joviality, (jo-vo-aTe-te) n. Quality of being jovial;

Jovially, (jo've-al-le) ativ. Merrily ; gayly ; with noisy

mirth.

Jovialness, (jo've-al-nes) n. Noisy mirth ; gayety.

Jovialty, (Jo've-al-te) n. Merriment ; festivity.

Jowl, (jol) a. [F. gutv.lt, L. gula, throat] The cheek.

Jowler, (joi'er) n. [Eng. jowl or Jolt, the cheek.] A

hunting-dog, beagle, or other dog.

Joy, (j°y) *• [F. joie, L. gaudium, from gaudtre, to

rejoice.] The emotion excited by the acquisition or

expectation of good ; gladness ; exultation ; exhilara

tion of spirits ;—gayety ; mirth ; festivity ;—happi-
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ness ; felicity :—the prospect of eternal blessedness ;—

the cause or source of happiness or rejoicing;—a

term of fondness.

Joy. (j°y) "■ *■ To rejoice ; to be glad ; to exult ;—u. a.

To gladden ;—to enjoy ;—to congratulate :—imp. &

pp. joyed ; ppr. joying.

Joyance, (joy'ans) n\ Gayety ; festivity.

Joyful, (j°y'f,Jol) a. Full of joy; very glad; gay;

exulting; joyous.

Joyfully, (joy'fool-le) adv. With joy ; gladly.

Joyfulness, (joy'*"0!-1168) n- Great gladness ; joy.

Joyless, (joy'les) a. Destitute of joy ;—giving no joy

or pleasure ; nnenjoyable.

Joylessly, (joy'Ies-le) adv. Without joy.

Joylessness, (jo/les-nes) iu State of being joyless.

Joyous, (jo/us) a. Full of joy ; joyful ; glad; blithe;

gleeful ; gay; mirthful; blissful ; charming ; delightful.

Joyously, (joy'ua-le) adv. With joy or gladness.

Joyousness, (joy'ua-nes) n. The state of being joyous.

Jubilant, (joo'be-lant) a. [L. jubilant, ppr. of jubi-

lare, to shout, j Uttering songs of triumph ; rejoicing;

shouting with joy.

Jubilation, (j oo-be-hVshnn) n. Act ofdeclaring triumph.

Jubilee, (j6o'be-Ie) n. [L. jubilteus, G. iobilaios, from

H. ydbil, blast of a trumpet] Every fiftieth year, at

which time Blavcs were liberated, and lands which had

been alienated reverted to their former owners ;—a

church solemnity at Rome, at stated intervals, latterly

of twenty-five years, at which plenary indulgence is

given ;—a season of great public festivity and joy ;—

jovfillness ; exultation.

Judaioal, (jod-da'ik-al) a. Pertaining to the Jews.

Judaically, (j66-da'ik-al-le) adv. After the Jewish

manner.

Judaism, (juo'da-izm) n. The religious doctrines and

rites of the Jews, as enjoined in the laws of Moses ;

—conformity to the Jewish rites and ceremonies.

Judaist, (joo'dH-ist) n. Oho who conforms to, or be

lieves in, Judaism.

Judaize, (joo'da-iz) r. i. To conform to the religious

doctrines and rites of the Jews ;—to reason and

interpret like a Jew:—imp. & pp. judaized; ppr.

judaizing. [religion of the Jews.

Judaizer, (joo'da-Iz-cr) n. One who conforms to the

Judaizing, (j°°'da-iz-ing) a. Agreeing or conforming

to the doctrines of the Jews and their ritual.

Judean, (jOO-do'an) a. A native of Judea; a Jew ;

a Hebrew.

Judge, (juj)«. [L. judex, from judicare.] A civil officer

invested with authority to hear and determine causes

civil or criminal ;—one who sits on the bench in police

or other inferior courts ;—one to whom a question is

referred ; arbitrator ; umpire ; referee ; a connoisseur ;

an expert ;—a chief magistrate, such as those who

governed the Hebrew nation more than three hun

dred years;—the Supreme Being ; God the judge of

all;— pi. The title of the seventh book of the Old

Testament

Judge, 0uj) r. i. [L. judicare, from jus, law or right,

and dicare, to proclaim.] To hear and determine, as

in causes on trial ; to pass sentence ;—to give the de

cision of the court ;—to compare, as facts, statements,

or reasons ; to weigh or consider in the mind ;—to

distinguish or discern between ; to find the truth or

right of ;—to form an opinion ; toconclude; to decide ;

—v. t. To hear and determine, as a case ; to decide ;—

to try, as an accused person ; to pass sentence on ;

to condemn, as guilty; to absolve, as innocent ;—to

censure ; to condemn rashly ;—to rule ; to govern ;

—to punish ; to afflict ;—to esteem ; to reckon ; to

regard;—imp. & pp. judged; /'/"'judging.

Judgeship, (juj ship) n. The office of a judge.

Judgment, (juj'iuent) «■ Ac* °i" process by which the

mind forms an opinion or comes to a decision ;—faculty

of comparing ideas or propositions to ascertain truth ;

discernment ; discrimination ;—faculty of deciding

between different courses of action ; wisdom; sagacity:

—faculty of investigating facts and evidence in a case

of justice ; legal acumen ;—faculty of estimating the

merits of, as a work of art ; critical skill ; taste ;—

a decision of the civil court; decree; order;—a de

cision of a criminal court ; sentence : doom ; — a

remarkable calamity or special infliction of suffering

or death ;—the final trial and doom of the world ;—

also pi. The decrees, the statutes, and the truths and

doctrines of God. [decided upon.

Judicable, (joo'de-ka-bl) a. Capable of being tried and

Judicatory, (j6o'de-ka-tor-e) a. Dispensing justice.

Judicatory, (joo'de-ka-tor-e) n. A court of justice ; a

tribunal ;—distribution of justice.

Judicature, (j66'de-kii-tur) w. [F.J Power of distri

buting justice by legal trial ;—a court of justice ;—

extent of jurisdiction of a judge or court.

Judicial, (joo-dish'e-al) a. [L. judicuitit, from judicium,

judgment] Pertaining or appropriate to courts of

justice, or to a judge thereof;—practised in the ad

ministration of justice;—proceeding from a court of

justice ;—inflicted, as a peualtyor in judgment.

Judicially, (joo-diah e-al-le) adv. In the forms of legal

justice ;—by way of penalty or judgment

Judiciary, (joo-diBh'e-ar-e) a- Passing judgment or

sentence ;—pertaining to the courts of judicature.

Judiciary, (joo-dish'e-ar-e) n. That branch of govern

ment in which judicial power is vested ; the judges

taken collectively.

Judicious, (juo-dish'e-us) a. According to sound judg

ment;—prudent; rational; wise; discerning ; sagacious.

Judiciously, Q66-dish'e-us-le) adv. In a judicious

manner; with good judgment; wisely; prudently.

Judiciousness, (j°6-dish'e-us-nes) n. Quality of being

j udicious.

Jug, (jug) n. [Gael. & Ir. cuaeh, A. -8. ceac] A vessel

with a swelling belly and narrow mouth ; a large

earthen or stone bottle ;—a pitcher ; a ewer.

Jug, Qug) *• '• To boil or stew, as in a jug ;—r. i. To

utter a note or call, as the nightingale.

Juggernaut, (jug/g5r-nawt)n. The chief idol among the

Hindoos, whose temple is situated in Orissa, and has

a kind of pyramidal carriage 200 feet high—fsnnerly

pilgrims were accustomed to sacrifice themselves by

falling between its wheels when in motion.

Juggle, UUK'1) v- *• [Norm. F. jongler, L. jocuUxri, to

jest] To play tricks by sleight of hand; to conjure;

—to practise artifice or imposture ;—v. t. To deceive

by trick or artifice:— imp. & pp. juggled; ppr. jug

gling, (ture ; a deception.

Juggle, (jug*!) «■ A tric^ by legerdemain ;—an ixupos-

Juggler, (jug'ler) n. [Sp. juglar, F. jongleur, L, jocu~

la tor. ] One who practises or exhibits tricks by sleight

of hand ; a cheat ; a deceiver.

Jugglery, (ju8flsr_*) M- Art or act of a juggler ; leger

demain ; trickery; imposture.

Juggling, (Jngliug) n. Practising tricks by legerde

main; hence, trickery ; imposture; deceit

Jugglingly, (jug'ling-le) adv. In a deceptive manner.

Jugular, Oou'gu-l?r) a. [L. juaularis, from jugulum,

the collar-bone, the throat] Pertaining to the neck

or throat.

Jugular, (j66'gu-l?r) n. One of the large veins by

which the blood is returned from the head to the heart

Juice, (joos)«. [F. & L. jut, broth, juice.] The sap;

the watery part of vegetables, especially of fruits ;

—the fluid part of animal substances.

Juiceless, (joWles) a. Destitute of juice; dry.

Juiciness, tjoos'e-nes) n. State of being juicy; succu

lence.

Juicy, (joos'e) a. Abounding with juice; moist; suc

culent.

Jujube, (jou'joob) n. [F. from L. zizttphum.] The fruit

of a plant, a native of Syria—it is of a blood-red or

saffron colour, and has a sweet, granular pulp, formerly

decocted and used as an expectorant ;—a lozenge mads
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from or flavoured with this fruit ;—any kind of mucila

ginous fruity lozenge.

Julep. (jou'ley)n. [A. & Per. julAb, julldb.] A sweet

drink; especially, a liquid, in which repulsive medi

cines are taken ;—a beverage composed of brandy, or

other spirituous liquor, with sugar, pounded ice, and

sprigs of mint.

Julian, (j66'le-an) a. Belonging to or, derived from

Julius Caesar. Julian calendar, the calendar as

adjusted by Julius Ccesar, in which the year was

made to consist of 365 days, 6 hours, instead of 365

days.

July, 06641) n. The seventh month of the year:—so

called from Julius, the surname of Cuius Cassar, who

was born in this month.

Jumart. (j&i'mart) «. [Either from L. jumentum, a

beast of burden, or from Ckimorra.] The supposed

offspring of a bull and a mare.

Jumble, (JiUD'bQ v.t. [F. conibler, L. cumutare, to

heap.] To mix in a confused mass ; to put or throw

together without order .—v. i. To meet, mix, or unite

in a confused manner:—imp. & pp. jumbled; ppr.

Jumbling. [or collection.

Jumok?, (jtim'bl) ,<. Confused mixture; orderless mass

Jump, (jump) v. i. [D. gumptn, Oer. gumpm, jnmptn.)

To lift the feet wholly from the ground and alight

again upon them ; to skip ; to spring ; to bound ; to

jolt ;—to agree with ; to coincide ;—v. t. To pass by

a leap ; to pass over eagerly or hastily ; to skip over;

—to risk :—imp. & pp. jumped ; ppr. jumping.

Jump, (jump) ». Act of jumping ; a leap; a spring ;

a bound ;—the space or distance leaped over;—a dis

location in a mineral stratum ; a fault.

jumper, (juniper) »• One who jumps ;—a long iron

ehisel or borer ;—a rude kind of sleigh ;—one of a

certain religious sect in America; shaker;—a cheese-

mite.

Juncate, (jungTcat) n. [It. giuncata.] A cheese-cake;

hence, any kind of delicate food ;—a furtive or private

entertainment :—now Junket.

Junction, (jungk'shun) n. [L. junctio, from jungere,

to join.] Act of joining or state of being joined ;

union ; combination ; coalition ;—place or point of

union ; specifically, the place where two lines of rail

way meet.

Juncture, (jnngk'tur) n. (L. junctura, from jvngere,

to join.] The line or point at which two bodies are

joined ; a joint or articulation ;—a point of time ;

an exigency ; au emergency. [month of the year.

June, (joOn) n, [Etymology uncertain.] The sixth

Jungle, (jung'gl) n. [Hind, jangal, Skr. janggala,

desert] Land mostly covered with forest-trees, brush

wood, &c. , nr coarse, reedy vegetation ; a wooded, rank,

and noxious Bwaiup.

Jungly, (jung'gle) a. Consisting of or abounding with

jungles.

Junior, (j66'ue-er) a. [L. comparative of juvenis,

young.] Less old ; younger;—belonging to a younger

person, or to a junior.

Junior, (joo'ne-er) «. A young person ;—the younger

of two ;—one under age ; a minor ;—one of a lower

standing or position.

Juniority, (jod-ne-or'e-te) n.

The state of being junior.

Juniorship, (joo'ue-er-ship) ft.

The state of being under

age ; juniority.

Juniper, (joo'ne-per) n. [L.

juniperus.] An evergreen

coniferous shrub or tree.

Junk, (jungk) n. \ I... juncus,

a bulrush.] Pieces of old

cable or old cordage;—a thick

piece ; a chunk ;—hard and

dry salted beef—the name

given by sailors to the mew

 

Junk.

beef;—a flat-bottomed Chinese vessel, with three masts,

and a short bowsprit running from the star

board bow.

Junket, (jungk'et) n. [It. giuncata.] A juncate;

—a sweetmeat ;—a stolen entertainment.

Junket, (jungk'et) v.i. To make a private enter

tainment ;—to feast : to banquet;—v. t. To feast ;—

imp. & pp. junketed ; ppr. junketing.

Junketing, (jungk'et-ing) n. A private feast or enter

tainment ;—pi. Rich and luxurious feastings.

Juno, (joo'no) «. In mythology, the sister and wife

of Jupiter, and queen of heaven ; the goddess of

fertility or fruitfulness ;—an asteroid between the

orbits of Mars and Jupiter.

Junta, (jun'ta) n. [Sp. from L. junctus, joined, pp. of

jungere, to join. J A grand council of state in Spain or

her possessions.

Junto, (jun'to) n. [Sp. junta.] A select council or

assembly which deliberates in secret on any affair of

government ; a faction ; a cabal.

Jupiter, (j66p'e-te.r) n. [L. ] The supreme deity among

the Greeks and Romans; Zeus; Jove;—one of the

planets, the largest, and, next to Venus, the brightest.

Jupon, (jup'on) n. [F.] A sleeveless jacket or over

coat ;—a petticoat

Jura-limestone, ( joo'ra-llm-ston) n. The group of rocks

comprised in the oolitic period or formation.

Jurassic, (jOo-ras'ik) a. Oolitic — so called from

certain rocks of the Jura mountains belonging to

that period or formation.

Juridio, (joo-rid'ik) a. [L. juridicus, from jus, juris,

right, law, and dicare, to pronounce.] Pertaining to

a judge ; acting in the distribution of justice ;—used

in courts of law:—also juridical. [of law.

Juridically, (jod-rid'ik-al-le) adv. According to forms

Jurisdiction, (j66-ria-dik'sbun) n. [L. jurisdictio, from

jus, juris, right, law, and dicare, to pronounce.] The

legal power or authority of hearing and determining

causes ;—power of governing or legislating ; the power

or right of exercising authority ;—the limit within

which power maybe exercised. [jurisdiction.

Jurisdictional, (joo-ris-dik'shun-al) a. Pertaining to

Jurisprudence, (jo6-ri8-pr66'dens)n. [L.jurisprudeutia,

froni Jus, juris, right, law, and prudentia, knowledge

of.] The science of law; the knowledge of the laws,

customs, and rights of men in a state or community.

Jurisprudent, (j66-ris-pr66'deut) a. Understanding

law; jurisprudential

Jurisprudent, (jod-ris-proo'dent) n. One who under

stands or 1b skilled in law.

Jurisprudential, (joo-ris-proo-den'shc-al) a. Pertaining

to jurisprudence.

Jurist, (joo'rist) n. [T. juriste, from L. jus, juris, law.]

One versed in the law; especially, one versed in the

civil law; a civil lawyer;—one versed in the law of

nations ; a writer on the theory or practice of law.

Juror, (joo'rer) n. [L. jurare, to swear.] One who

serves on a jury ; a juryman ;—one of a committeo

chosen to adjudge prizes at a public exhibition.

Jury, (joo're) n. A body of men selected and sworn to

inquire into and try any matter of fact, and to declare

the truth on the evidence given them in the case ;—

a committee for adjudging prizes at a public exhi

bition, [sit during the trial of a cause.

Jury-box, (jo0'10-00!™) n- The place where the jury

Juryman, (jou're-man) n. One who is impannelled on

a jury, or who serves as a juror.

Jury-mast, (juo're-mast) n. [Probably for injury-mast,

one carried away by the injury of weather.] A tem

porary mast erected in a ship, to supply the place of

one carried away in a tempest or au engagement, Ac.

Jury-rudder, (J66 re-rudder) n. A temporary rudder

in case of accident. [of meat minoed.

Jussel, (pis -\) n. A dish made of different kinds

Just, (just) a. [L. Justus, from jus, right, law.]

Straight ; exact, as a line;—full ; complete, as measure
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or weight ;—true ; correct, as an account ;—upright ;

honest ;—righteous ; good ; — innocent ; blameless—

said of persons ;—sound ; accurate, as ideas ;—equi

table : fiur, as dealings ;—doing justice; impartial;

—founded on truth or fact, as a charge;—rightful;

founded on right, as a claim.

Just, (just) GC*r- Closely; near at hand ;—near in time;

almost;—nicely; exactly; accurately;—merely ; barely;

narrowly.

Justice, (jua'tis) n. [L. jiiatitia, from juthts, just.]

Quality of being just ; the rendering to every one

his due, right, or desert ;—conformity to truth and

reality ; fair representation of facts respecting merit

or demerit ; impartiality ;—just treatment ; merited

reward or punishment;—agreeableneas to right;

equity ; justness. [L. jutticiaHu*.] A person duly

commissioned to hold courts, or to try and decido con

troversies and administer justice.

Justiceship, (jus'tis-ship) n. Tho office or dignity of a

justice.

Justiciar or Justiciary, (jus-tish'e-ar) n. A judge or

justice ;—a lord chief justice.

Justifiable, (jus'te-fi-a-bl) a. Capable of being proved

to bo just ; defensible ; vindicable ; warrantable ; ex

cusable.

Juatiflableness, (jus'te-fl-a-bl-nes) n. Quality of being

Justifiable ; possibility of being defended or vindicated.

Justifiably, (jus'te-fi-a-ble) adv. In a manner that

admits of vindication or justification; rightly; de-

fensibly.

Justification, (jus-te-fe-ka'shun) n. Act of justifying ;

vindication ; defence ; absolution ;—remission of sin,

guilt, and punishmont ; an act of Ood's free grace,

by which a Hinner is forgiven, counted and dealt with

as righteous, through the faith of Christ.

Justificatory, (jus-tif e-kat-or-e) a. Vindicatory ; de

fensor}'.

Justifler, (jus'te-f I-er) n. One who justifies ;—one who

pardons and, absolves from guilt and punishment

Justify, (jus'te-fI) v. r. [L. juat\JtcareI from ju*tu*,

just, and facere, to make.] To provo or show to be

just, or conformable to law, right, justice, propriety,

or duty ; to vindicate as right ; to defend 01 maintain;

—to free from blame or guilt ; to acquit ; to absolve ;

to declare or pronounce just ; to regard and treat as

righteous through the faith of Christ ;—to excuse ; to

palliate ; to exculpate ;—to form even or true lines of,

as type by proper spacing ; to adjust :—imp. 6 pp.

justified; ppr. justifying.

Justle, (jusT) n. An encounter or shock:—aim jostle.

Justly, (just'le) adv. In a just manner; by right ;

according to truth or fact, law or justice ;—fairly- ;

honestly ;—exactly ; accurately.

Justness, (juBt'nes) n. Quality of being just ; justice ;

equity ; uprightness ; fairness ; exactness ; fitness ;

propriety ; reasonableness.

Jut, (jut) v. i. [A different spelling of jet.) To shoot

forward ; to project beyond the main body :—imp.

A pp. jutted ; ppr. jutting.

Jut, (jut) n. A shooting forward; a projection.

Jute, (joot) n. A substance resembling hemp, used in

the manufacture of mats, coarse carpets, and the like;

also, the plant which produces it. [Jutland.

Jutlander, (jut'land-cr) n. A native or inhabitant of

Juvenescence, ( joo-ven-os'ens) «. A growing young.

Juvenescent, (j 66-ven-es'ent) a, [L. juvenescent, ppr.

of juveneacere, to grow young, from juvenit, young.]

Becoming young.

Juvenile, (j66've-nil) a. [L. juvenilis, from jurenis,

young.] Young; youthful;—pertaining or suited to

youth.

Juvenile, (j66'v5-nil) n. A young person or youth :—

also juvenal ;—a book for young people ; picture or

story-book.

Juvenility, (jod-ve-nil'e-te) n. Youthfulness : youth

ful age ;—the manners or customs of youth.

Juxtaposition, (juks-ta-po-zish'un) n. A placing or

being placed in nearness or contiguity.

K.

K(ka), the eleventh letter and eighth consonant of

the English alphabet, comes directly from the

Greek kappa, II. kaph. Its sound is invariably like

that of c hard, as in call, keel, ken. Before n it is

silent, as in know (no), knee (nt*). Ab a numeral it

stands for 200, or with a dash over it ("K), 250,000.

Kabob, (kiVbob) ». [Per. kiOaub.] A dish of meat

stewed with savoury herbs.

Xafrre, (kaffer) n. One of a woolly-haired race inhabit

ing the eastern part of South Africa :—also Caffre.

Kail, (kal) n. [Scot.] Any green vegetable; cabbage;

greens ;—broth mado of meat and green vegetables ;—

hence, dinner.

Kain, (kan) jl [Scot.] Poultry, Ac, payable by a

tenant to Iub landlord as rent in kind.

Kaiser, (ka'ze,r) n. [Ger. from L. Cwor,] An emperor.

Kale, (kal) n. [A.-S. cawl, Ger. kohl, L. caulis.} Cole-

wort ; cabbage ; greens ;—a maritime plant, ci~am.be.

Kaleidoscope, (ka-li'dos-kop) n. [G. kalot, beautiful,

eidot, form, and ikoptin, to look carefully.] An optical

instrument, which, by means of small mirrors in tho

end of a cylinder, multiplies an object into an endless

variety of beautiful colours and symmetrical forms.

Kali, (kale) n. [A. qali] A species of glasswort, the

ashes of which are used in making glass.

Kangaroo, (kang'ga-roo) n. A ruminating, marsupial

animal, found in Australia. The fore legs are very

short, useless in walking, bat used for digging or

bringing food to the mouth. It sits and moves upon

its hind legs, which are very long, and is enabled to

bound or leap a considerable distance from the spring

 

Kangaroo.

of its long powerful tail. It is gregarious, and feeds

principally on grass and roots.

Kantism, (knnt'izm) n. The

system of Kant ; the doctrine

of the supremacy of pure

reason over intellectual per

ception or logical under

standing.

Karagane, (kar'a-giin) n. A

kind of gray fox found in

Tartary.

Karob, (kft'rob) «. With gold

smiths, the twenty - fourth

part of a grain.

Kayle, (kal) n. [Ger. kegil.]

A nine-pin ; a kettle-pin.

Keblah, (keblu) n. [A. kabala, to lie opposite.] The

point toward which Mohammedans turn their faces in

prayer, being the direction of the temple at Mecca.

Keek, (kek) c.i. [Ger. kocken, kiiken,] To heave the

stomach ; to retch, as in an effort to vomit ;—also

kcckle '.—imp. & pp. kecked; ppr. kecking'.

Keck, (kek) n. A reaching or heaving of the stomach.

Keckle, (kek'l) v. t. [Ger. kugtln. to roll, G. J-mAWoa,

circle.] To wiud old rope round, as a cable, to pre

serve its surface from being fretted, or to wind iron

chains round to defend from the friction of a rocky

bottom or from the ice \—imp. & pp. keckled ; ppr,

keekling.

Kecksy, (kek'se) n. [F. eigne, L. acuta.] The dry-

stalk of the hemlock and other umbelliferous plants.
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Kedge, (kej) n. A small anchor used to keep a ship

steady when riding in a harbour or river, and particu

larly at the turn of the tide to keep hor clear of her

bower anchor ;—also used to move a ship from one

place to another in shallow water, being carried out

by a boat, and dropped with a cable attached, by

hauling on which the ship is warped or kedged to

the desired station.

-Kedge, (kej) v. t. [Scot, kedge, cadge, to toss about.]

To warp, as a ship; to move by means of a kedge, as in

a river or harbour:—imp. «fe pp. kedged ; ppr. kedging.

Kedger, (kej'er) n. A kedge.

Keek, (kek) v. t. [Scot.] To peep ; to look pryinglv.

•Keel (kel) n. [A.-S. ceol, Ger. kieL] The principal

timber in a ship, extending from stem to stern at the

bottom, and supporting the whole frame ; hence, a

ship ;—a low, fiat-bottomed vessel, used in the river

Tyne to convey coals from Newcastle for loading the

colliers ;—a broad, flat vessel used for cooling liquids ;

a keeler.

Keel, (kel) v. i. [A.-S. cellan, Ger. chuolan.] To plough

with a keel ; to navigate ;—to turn up the keel ; to

show the bottom:—imp. &. pp. keeled; ppr. keeling.

Keelage, (kel'aj) *i. The right of demanding a duty or

toll for the bottom of ships resting in a port or har

bour ; the duty so paid.

Keeler, (keTer) ». •» shallow tub for holding materials

for calking ships or for other uses ;—one who manages

a barge—also ieelman.

Keelhaul, (kerhawl) 7. t. To haul under the keel of a

ship, as a punishment, by ropes attached to the yard-

arms on each side :—imp. & pp. keelhauled ; ppr.

keelhauling.

Keeling, (kel'ing) n. [IceL Jreita.] A kind of small cod.

Keelson, (kel'sun) n. [From ire. I.] A timber in a ship

laid over the keel, and binding the floor timbers to

the keel

Keen, (ken) a. [A.-S. cfne, Ger. lilhn, bold.] Eager;

vehement;—sharp; having a fine, cutting edge,—

piercing; penetrating ; severe ;—bitter ; acrimonious;

—acute of mind ; shrewd ; deep or far-seeing. ,

Keen-eyed, (kSnld) a. Quick ; sharp-sighted.

Keenly, (kenle) adv. In a keen manner ; sharply ;

eagerly; vehemently; severely; bitterly.

Keenness, (kfin'nes) n. Quality of being keen ; eager

ness ; vehemence ; sharpness ; asperity ; acuteness.

Keep, (key) v. t. [O. Eng. ktpen, A.-S. crpan, to inter

cept, IceL Jeippa, to seize, pull.] To hold in possession ;

to retain ;—to have in custody; to confine ^-to detain ;

to restrain ;—to hold in safety ; to preserve ;—hence,

to support ; to protect;—to have the care of; to watch,

as a military post ;—to tend ; to feed and pasture, as

Socks ;—to board ; to entertain, as lodgers ;—to have

in service ; to engage and employ, as an assistant, i'c. ;

—to continue in any state ; to maintain ;—to use

habitually ; to practise ;—to obey ; to observe, as the

laws of God ;—to hold or adhere to ; to fulfil, as a

promise or engagement ;—to celebrate ; to solemnize,

as a rite ;—to remain in; not to quit, as the bod or

house in sickness; hence, to frequent;—not to disclose;

to conceal, as a secret ;—with other sliades of meaning,

qualified by the annexed prepositions, up, to, down,

on, off", Ac. ;—v. i. To remain in any position or state ;

—to last ; to endure ;—to dwell ; to adhere to :—imp.

& pp. kept; ppr. keeping.

Keep, (kt*p) n. Care ; guardianship ;—custody; confine

ment ;—maintenance or entertainment of persons;

board ; also cliarge or cost of boarding ;—food or fodder

for cattle ;—that which keeps or protects ; a strong

hold ; a castle ; the donjon.

Keeper, (ker/er) n. One who keeps or has possession

of any thing;—defender; preserver;—guardian; tutor;

—jailor; governor; —superintendent of a museum,

park, or other public trust ;—that which keeps another

thing in its place : a ring or guard.

Kecpership, (k£p';r-sliip) n. The office of a keeper.

Keeping, (kep'ing) n. A holding; restraint; custody;

guard ; — maintenance ; support ; — just proportion ;

conformity ; cengruity.

Keepsake, (kep'sak) n. Anything kept, or given to be

kept, for the sake of the giver ;—a token of friendship.

Keeve, (kev)n. [A.-S. cyf, L. cttpa, a tub, cask.] A

large vessel for fermenting liquors ;—a large vat used

in dressing ores.

Keeve, (kev) v. t. To set in a keeve or tub for fermenta

tion ;—to unload a cart by tilting it up.

Kep, (keg) n. [F.caque.] A small cask or barrel ; a cag.

Keir, (ker) n. A large boiler used in bleaching

establishments.

Kelp, (kelp) n. [O. Eng. kilpe.} The calcined ashes of

sea-weed, used in the manufacture of glass;—the sea

weed from which kelp is produced.

Kelpie, (kelp'e) n. [Perliaps allied to Gael. & Ir. cealg,

to deceivo, or to ceal, death.] An imaginary spirit of

the waters, which is vulgarly believed to warn those

who are to be drowned. [spawned ; a spent fish.

Kelt, (kelt) n. A salmon spawning, or just having

Kelter, (kelt'er) n. [Gael. & Ir. eealtair, dress, clothes,

Dan. kilter, to fold up, to truss.] Regular order or

condition ;—state of readiness ; fettle.

Kemp, (kemp) «. Coarse, rough hair in wool, injuring

its quality.

Ken, (ken) v. t. [O. Eng. kennen, totfie, to know, A.-S.

cim»«n.] To know; to understand ;—to recognize ; to

descry:—imp. & pp. kenned; ppr. kenning.

Ken, (ken) n. Cognizance; view; etptciaily, reach of

sight or knowledge. [made at Kendal.

Kendal-green, (kend'al-gren) n. A species of green cloth

Kennel, (ken'el) n. [F. chcnil, It canile, from L. cams,

a dog. ] A house or cot for dogs ;—a pack of hounds ;

—the hole of a fox or other beast.

Kennel, (ken'el) v. i. To lodge ; to lie ; to dwell, as a

dog or a fox ;—r. t. To keep or confine in a kennel :—

imp. & pp. kennelled; ppr. kennelling.

Kentle, (ken'tl) n. [W. cant, L. centum, a hundred.] A

hundred pounds in weight ; a quintal.

Kentledge, (kent'lej) n. [D. kant, edge, corner, and the

termination ledge.] Figs of iron for ballast laid on

the floor of a ship.

Kerchief, (ker'chif) n. [Contracted from O. Eng.

coverchiej, F. courrir, to cover, and chef, the head.] A

square of fine linen used by women to cover the head ;

hence, any cloth used in dress, especially on the head.

Kerchiefed, (kgr'chift) o. Covered with a kerchief;

hooded.

Kerf, (kerf) n. [A.-S. arrf, a cutting off, from ccorfan,

to cut, carve.] The cut of an axe, a saw, or other

instrument ; the notch or Blit made in wood by cutting

or Bawing.

Kern, (kern) n. [Gael. A Ir. ccarn, a man.] An Irish

foot-soldier of the lowest rank ;—any kind of boor.

Kern, (kern) n. [A.-S. etctorn, cteym.] A hand-mill ;

a quern ;—that part of a type which hangs over the

body or shank ;—a churn ; kirn. [Scot.]

Kern, (kern) v. i. [D. tern, a kernel, Ger. ivrncn, to

curdle.] To harden, as corn in ripening;—to granulate:

—imp. & pp. kerned; ppr. kerning.

Kernel, (kem'el) n. [A.-S. cyrnet, Eng. corn, L. granuvi,

grain, seed.] A little grain or corn ; hence, any thing

included in a shell, husk, or integument ;—the see*! of

pulpy fruit, as the apple ;—the edible part of a nut;—

a small mass around which other matter is concreted ;

a nucleus ; the central part of any thing.

Kernel, (kem'el) v. i. To harden or ripen into kernels,

as the seeds of plants.

Kersey, (kcr'ze) n. [D. kanai, Ger. kersey.] A species

of coarse woollen cloth, usually ribbed, woven from

long wooL

Kerseymere, (ker'zS-mer) n. A thin woollen cloth,

generally woven from the finest wool ; cassimure.

Kerseynette, (krr'zu-net) n. A thin woollen stuff;

cassinette.
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Kettledrum.

Kestrel, (kes'trel) n. [F. cresserelle.] A small, slender

hawk, of a reddish fawn colour, streaked and spotted

with white and black.

Ketch, (keen) n. [Etymology uncertain.] A vessel with

two masts, supposed to have been a yacht ; probably a

privateer ;—afterwards a kind of floating battery—

tomb-ketch.

Ketchup, (kech'up) n. A sauce.

Kettle, (ketl) n. [A.-S. cetel. Go. katiU, a deep vessel,

bowl.] A metallic vessel with a wide mouth, used for

heating and boiling water or other liquor.

Kettledrum, (ket'1-drum) u. A drum made of a copper

vessel, usually hemispherical or

shaped like a kettle, covered with

parchment or Bkin ; — an evening

entertainment in fashionable lii ;

a rout.

Kettle-pins, (ketfl-pinz) n. pi. Niflt

pins ; skittles.

Kevel, (kev'el) n. A piece of wool

with projecting horns round which

the sheets of the large square sails

in a ship are belayed.

Key, (ke) n. [A.-S. edg, cage.] An instrument which

serves to shut or open a lock, by turning its bolt one

way or the other ;—an instrument by which any thing

is screwed and turned, as a watch-in/, bed-Jay, Ac. ;—

a piece of wood let into another across the grain to

prevent warping;—the highest central stone of an

arch ; the key-stone ;—a piece of wood or metal placed

in coincident slots or mortises, to hold parts together ;

a cotter;—a lever of wood, or ivory, or metal, in an

organ, pianoforte, etc., struck or pressed by the fingera

in playing the instrument ;—the fundamental tone of

a movement ; key-note ;—the index or letters inter

preting a cypher ;—hence, that which serves to explain

any thing difficult or obscure ; solution ;—a book of

answers to questions in arithmetical or other school

books :—a translation.

Key, (ke) v. t. To fasten with keys or wedge-shaped

Irieces of wood or iron:—imp. & pp. keyed; ppr.

ceying.

Key-board, (ke'bord) n. The whole range of the keys of

an organ or pianoforte.

Keyed, (ked) a. Furnished with keys;—set to a koy,

as a tune.

Key-hole, (kelidl) n. A hole in a door or lock for re

ceiving a key ;—an excavation in beams Intended to be

joined together to receive the key which fastens them.

Key-note, (ke'not) 11. The first tone of the scale iu

which a piece or passage is written.

Key-stone, (kt/ston) n. The wedge-shaped stone on the

top or middle of an arch or

vault which binds the work.

Khan, (kan) «. [Tart. & Turk.

kh&n.] A prince ; a king; a

chief.

Khan, (kin) n. [Por. khdn,

khdnah, house, tent, inn.]

An Eastern inn or caravan

sary.

Kibble, (kib'l) n. A huge

bucket for raising ore out of mines.

Kibe, (kib) n. [W. cibvst.) An ulcerated chilblain, as

in the heels ;—a chap or crack in the skin.

Kick, (kik) r. t. [W. ciciate, from cic, foot] To strike,

thrust, or hit violently with the foot;—r. i. To prac

tise striking with the foot or feet ;—to thrust out the

foot or feet with violence ; to manifest opposition ;—

to recoil—said of a musket, &c :—imp. & pp. kicked ;

ppr- kicking.

Kn-k, (kik) n. A blow with the foot or feet ;—the recoil

of a mnsket or other fire-arm when discharged.

Kicker, (kik'er) n. , One who kicks.

Kickshaw, (kik'shaw) n. [Corrupted from F. guelgve

chon, something.) bomethiug fantastical or unoom-

 

i Key-itone.

mon, or that has no particular name;—a fanciful

dressed dish ; a light ragout.

Kid, (kid) n. [Icel. kidh, L. hadus.] A young goat ;—

a bundle of heath and furze ;—a small wooden tub or

vessel—applied among seamen to one in which they

receive their food ;—a glove of kid leather.

Kid, (kid) v. t To bring forth, as young ;—to bundle

or tie in a bundle.

Kidderminster, (kid'er-min-ster) n. A species of superior

carpets made at Kidderminster. [kid.

Kidling, (kidling) n. [Diminutive of lid.] A young

Kidnap, (kid'nap) v.t. [Eng. kid, child, and u/ip, to

seize, to grasp.] To steal and carry away or secrete, as

a humau being, man, woman, or child:—imp. 4; pp.

kidnapped; ppr. kidnapping.

Kidnapper, (kid'nap-?i) n. One who steals or forcibly

carries away a human being ; a man-stealer.

Kidnapping, (kid'nap-ing) n. The act of stealing or

forcibly carrying oft a human being lrom Lis natiTe

country.

Kidney, (kid'ne) «. [Etymology uncertain ; probably

from A.-S. cynne and neah.] Oue of two oblong,

flattened glands, situated at each side of the lumbar

vertebne, and surrounded with an abundant fatty

tissue. They constitute the secretory organs of the

urine ;—habit ; disposition ; sort ; kind.

Kidney-bean, (kid'ne-ben)n. A sort of bean—so named

from its resemblance in shape to the kidney.

Kil, (kit) n. An old Gaelic word which signifies a,

churchyard : used as a prefix to the names of place*,

as Kil-winning.

Kilderkin, ( kil'der-kin ) n. [D. kindeken, kinneken,

Scot. kinken, a small barrel.] A small barrel ; a liquid

measure containing sixteen or eighteen gallons.

Kill, (kil) r. t. [O. Eng. qvellen, A.-S. acelian, to kill,

torment) To deprive of life, animal or vegetable, in

any manner or by any means ; to put to death ; to

Blay ;—to slaughter for food ;—to quell ; to calm ; to

still :—imp. & pp. killed ; ppr. killing.

Killdeer, (kil'dc-r) «. A small aquatic bird found in

America, allied to the plover :—called also kiltdte.

Kiln, (kil) n. [A.-S. cyln, W. ci/l, eylyn.] A large stove

or oven which may be heated for the purpose of

hardening, burning, or drying any thing ;—a pile of

brick constructed for burning or hardening.

Kiln-dry, (kil'dri) p. t. To dry in a kiln :—imp. & pp.

kiln-dried ; ppr. kiln-drying.

Kilogram, (kil'o-gram) n. [F. kilogramme, from G.

Chilian, thousand, and gramma, the twenty-fourth

part of an ounce.] A French measure of weight, being

a thousand grammes, equal to 2.67951 pounds troy, or

2.204S5 pounds avoirdupois (15442.42 grains).

Kilolitre, (ke-lol'it-er) n. [F. kilolitre, from G. chilion,

thousand, and litra, a certain weight] A French

measure of capacity equivalent to 35.3166 English

cubic feet, and to 220.0907 imperial gallons.

Kilometre, (ke-lom'et-er) n. [F. kilometre^ from G.

chilion, thousand, anil metron, measure.] A French

measure of length, equal to 3280.S99 English feet, or

5-8ths of a mile.

Kilostere, (ke-los-tiV) n. [F. from G. chilion, thousand,

and stereos, solid.] A French measure of solidity or

volume, containing one thousand cubic metres, and

equivalent to 35316.6 English feet

Kilt, (kilt) n. [Gael. <te lr. cealt.] A kind of short

petticoat worn by men in the Highlands of Scotland.

Kilted, (kilt'ed) a. Dressed with or wearing a kilt.

Kimbo, (kini1>o) a. [Celt, cam, crooked, and Eng. bote,

to bend.] Crooked; arched; bent.

Kin, (kin) ?i. [A. -8. cyn, cyiid, L. pants, G. genets,

birth, race.] Relational!p, consanguinity, or affinity;

—relatives; kindred; a relative; a relation;— the

same generic class ; a thing related ;—a termination to

some words with the &eiiBe of diminution or contenii.it.

Kin, (kin) a. Of the same nature or kind; kindred ;

akin.
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Kind, (kind) ». fA. -S. cynd. ] Race ; genus ; particular

nature; quality: character ;—natural produce or ooin-

niodity, an opposed to money ;—way ; manner ;—sort ;

variety ;—one of the two element* in the Eucharist.

Kind, (kind) a. [A.-S. cynde, gtcynde, natural, har

monious. ] Having feelings befitting a common nature

showing tenderness or goodness; benevolent; active

in doing good and conferring happiness; beneficent;—

obliging; sympathetic; bounteous; gracious; indul

gent ; tender ; humane ; compassionate ; mild ; gentle ;

friendly; affectionate; loving.

Kindle, (kin'dl) v. t. | led. kinda, W. cynneu, L. accen-

tlert.] To set on fire; to light;—to inflame, as the

passions ; to exasperate ; to rouse ; to provoke ;—v. i.

To take fire ;—to begin to be excited ; to grow warm

or animated :—imp. & pp. kindled ; ppr. kindling.

Kindiess, (kindles) a. Unnatural ; destitute of human

affection or sympathy.

Kindliness, (kindle-nes) n. Quality of being kindly ;

benignity ; benevolence ; gentleness ; affectionate

nature. [inflaming or exciting.

Kindling, (kin'dling) «. .Act of setting on fire, or of

Kindly, (kindle) a. Belonging to the kind or species ;

natural; homogeneal ; kindred;—sympathetic; con

genial ;—benevolent ; gracious ; — favourable; mild ;

gentle. [will ; benevolently ; favourably.

Kindly, (kindle) adv. In a kind manner ; with good

Kindness, (kind nes) n. [From kind, adjective.] Quality

of being kind ; good will ; benevolence ;—tenderness ;

oompassionateness ;—any good or kindly act ; benefi

cence ; charity ; hospitality ; favour ; attention ;

sympathy.

Kindred, (kin'dred) n. [A.-S. cynn, offspring, cyimrtn,

Vf. eenal, kindred.] Relation by birth ; consanguinity;

—relation by marriage ; affinity;—connection in kind ;

suit ;—relatives by blood or marriage ; especially, re

lations from a common ancestor or stock.

Kindred, (kin'dred) a. Related ; congenial ; cognate.

Kine, (kin) n. [Plural of cow.] Cows.

Kinematics, (ki-ne-uiat'iks) n. pi. [G. tinea.] The

science which treats of motions considered in them

selves or apart from their causes.

King, (king) n. [A.-S. cyng, Ger. konig, IceL tyn, Go.

tuni, the head or chief.] A sovereign ; a monarch ;—

a playing card having the picture of a king ;—the chief

piece in the game of chess ;—pi. The title of two

nooks in the Old Testament. [royaL

King, (king) r. t. To supply with a king ; to make

Kingcraft, (king'kraft) n. The craft of kings ; art of

governing—commonly in a bad sense.

Kingdom, (king'dum) n. (Eng. king and termination

d<>„i.) Quality and attributes of a king ; royal autho

rity; monarchy;—the territory or country subject to a

king;—the inhabitants or population of a state or

country subject to a king ;—sway ; rule ; administra

tion ;—in Scripture, the reign of the Messiah ; the

gospel state ;—state of grace ;—state of glory ;—in

natural history, an extensive scientific division dis

tinguished by leading or ruling characteristics.

Kingfisher, (king/fish-er) n. A bird of the genus Alcedo.

It has a gay plumage, and lives on fish, which it takes

by darting down into the water.

Kmgbness, (king/le-nes) n. State of being kingly.

Kingly, (king'le) a. Directed or administered by a

king ; monarchical ; royal ; becoming a king ;—regal ;

sovereign ; noble ; splendid ; august.

Kingly, (king'le) adv. With au air of royalty ; in a

king-like manner.

King-post, (king'post) n. A beam

in the frame of a roof, or any

compound girder rising from the

tie-beam to the ridge.

Xing' i-evil, (kingz'e-vl) n. A

disease of the scrofulous kind, <rsr

formerly supposed to be healed

by the touch of a king.
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Kingship, (kiiurship) n. State, office, or dignity of a

king ; royalty.

Kink, (kingk) n. [D. kink, a bend or turn.] A twist

of a rope or thread spontaneously formed ;—a crotchet;

a whim.

Kink, (kingk) v. t. To twist spontaneously ;—imp. &

jap, kinked ; ppr. kinking. [the samo family.

Kinsfolk, (kinzTok) n. Relations ; kindred ; persons of

Kinship, (kin'ship) ». Relationship.

Kinsman, (kinz'man) n. A man of the same race or

family ; one related by blood.

Kinswoman, (kinzVoom-an) n. A female relation.

Kiosk, (ke-osk') n. [Turk, kiushk, kiiisht, from Per.

ku-<itk.) An open pavilion or summer-house supported;

by pillars.

Kip, (kip) n. The skin of a young beast.

Kipper, (kir/er) v. t. To cure, as fish, by sal ting and smok

ing or drying :—imp. & pp. kippered ; ppr. kippering.

Kipper, (kip'er) n. A salmon that has recently spawned ;

akelt;—a salmon split open, salted,and dried or smoked.

Kip-skin, (kip'skin) n. [Compounded of kip and ti-i».]

Leather prepared from the skin of young cattle, inter

mediate between calf-skin and cow-hide.

Kirk, (kerk) n. [A. -8. circe, D. kcrk, Dan. kirke.] A

place of worship ; a church. [Scot.] One of the

religious bodies or churches in Scotland, as Established,.

Free, United Presbyterian, Ac

Kirkman, (kerk'man) n, A member of a church ;—a

regular church-goer ; a strong adherent of a particular

church.

Kirk-session, (krrk'sesh-un) n. The lowest court in,

Presbyterian churches, consisting of the minister and

elders of a congregation, and charged with the rule,

discipline, and general welfare of its members and ad

herents.

Kirtle, (kertl) n. [A.-S. cyrtel, IceL tyrtill] An upper

garment; a short jacket ;—a petticoat;—a mantle; a

cloak.

Kiss, (kis) r. (. f A.-S. cyssan, IceL kyua, Ger. Ituuen ]

To salute with the lips ; to buss ; to caress ;—to touch

gently;—v.i. To salute with the lips:—imp. & pp.

kissed ; ppr. kissing.

Kiss, (kis) n. A salute made by touching with the

lips pressed closely together and suddenly parting

them ; a buss ;—a small piece of confectionery.

Kisser, (kis'er) n. One who kisses.

Kit, (kit) n. [D. kit, a large bottle, title, beaker,

decanter.] A vessel of various kinds aud uses; etpe-

dally, a wooden tub or pall ;—that which contains or

comprises a complete outfit, as of tools, necessaries, &c. ,

as of a workman, a soldier, and the like ;—a small

violin or fiddle.

Kitchen, (kich'en) n. [A. -8. cycene, Ger. tuc?ie, L. culina,

kitchen, from coquere, to cook.] The room of a house

appropriated to cookery;—a utensil for roasting meat ;

—in Scotland, any thing eaten along with bread ; a

relish.

Kitchen-garden, (kich'en-gar-dn) n. A garden appro

priated to the raising of vegetables for the table.

Kitchen-maid, (kich'en-mad) n. A woman employed

in the kitchen.

Kitchen-range, (kich'en-ranj) n. A long grate with

apparatus for roasting, baking, and boiling, Ac, all

heated by a small central fire.

Kite, (kit) n. [A.-S. cita, cyta, W. cud, cut.] A rapa

cious bird of the genus Falco, distinguished from

hawks and falcons by having a forked tail and by the

length of its wings ;—one who is rapacious ;—a light

frame of wood ooverod with paper for flying in the

air ; — fictitious commercial paper ; accommodation

bill;—the stomach. [Soot]

Kite, (kit) v. i. To raise money or sustain one's credit

by the use of fictitious mercantile paper.

Kith, (kith) n. [A. -8. cydh.) A person or persons

well known ; acquaintance. Kith and JL * # i , all one's

acquaintances and relations.
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Kitten, (kit'n) n. [Diminutive of eat.] A young cat

or the young of the cat

Kitten, (kit'n) v. i. To bring forth young, as a cat :—

imp. & pp. kittened : ppr. kittening.

Kittiwake, (kit'e-wak) n. A species of gull.

Kleptomania, (klep-to-ma'no-a) n. [G. kltptts, thief,

and mania, madness.] A morbid impulse or desire

to steal ; propensity to thievishness.

Klick, (klik) v. i. To click.

Knab, (nab) v. t. [D. &■ Ger. knappeii.] To seize with

the teeth ; to bite ; to nibble ;—to catch ; to lay hold

of; to apprehend :—also written htabble;—imp. & pp.

knabbed; ppr. knabbing.

Knack, (nak) n. [Ger. knacken, to break, Ieol. gnaka,

to crack, gnak, cracking.] A petty contrivance; atoy;

—a trick or feat requiring skilful or neat performance ;

—habitual facility of performance ; dexterity ; adroit

ness, [work.

Knacker, (nak'er) n. A maker of knacks, toys, or small

Knackish, (uak'ish) a. Trickish; artful;—handy; dex

terous :—also knacky.

Knag, (nag) n. [Sw. knagg, a knot in wood.] A knot

in wood, or a protuberant knot ;—a peg for hanging

things on ;—a shoot of deer's horn ;—a knoll ; hillock.

Knaggy, (nag'e) a. Knotty ; full of knots ; rough with

knots; hence, rough in temper.

Knap, (nap) n. [A.-S. cndp, cvdpp, top, nob, button.]

A protuberance ; a knob or button ;—rising ground ;

a summit.

Knap, (nap) v. t. [D. knappm, to chew, bite, crack,

Ger. knuppen.] To bite ; to bite off ;—to striko with

a loud noiie ; — v.i. To make a short, sharp sound;

to snap :—also knapple '.—imp. & pp. knapped ; ppr.

knapping.

Knapsack, (nap'sak) n, [D. knapzak, Ger. knnpptack.]

A frame of leather for containing necessaries of food and

clothing, borne on the back by soldiers, travellers, Are.

Knapweed, (nap'wed) it, A plant of the genus Cen-

taurea, common in meadows. [knar, guar.

Knarl, (narl) n. [D. ifcnorre.] A knot in wood :~also

Knurled, (narld) a. Knotted ;—also gnarUd.

Knave, (nav) n. [A -8. cnapa, or enafa.] A dishonest

person ; a rascal ; a villain ;—one of a set of playing-

cards marked with the figure of a servant or eoldier ;

a jack.

Knavery, (nav'er-c) n. Dishonesty; petty villainy;

fraud ; trickery ;—mischievous tricks or practices.

Knavish, (nfiv'isb) a. Like a knavo ; fraudulent; vil

lainous ;—dishonest ;—mischievous ; waggish.

Knavishly, (nav'ish-le) adv. In a knavish manner ;

fraudulently; mischievously.

Knavishness, (nuv'ish-nes) n. Quality or habit of

knavery ; dishonesty.

Knead, (nCd) v. t. [A.-S. cnedan, Ger. kneten.] To

work and press into a mass; especially, to work into

a well-mixed mass, as the materials of bread, cake, or

paste:—imp. & pp. kneaded; ppr. kneading.

Kneading, (ned'ing) n. The act of mixing and working

into a mam.

Kneading-trough, (nCd'ing-trof) n. A large shallow

vessel, usually of wood, in which the materials for

bread or pastry are mixed and worked.

Knee, (ne) n. [A. -8. kntd, I eel. kni, allied to L. genu,

G. gonu.] The joint connecting the two principal

parts of the leg ;—a piece of timber or metal with

an angle somewhat in the shape of the human knee

when bent. [to the knees.

Knee-deep, (nS'dCp) a. Rising to the knees ;—sunk

Kneel, (nel) v.i. [A.-S. cjkoicwh, D. knielen.] To

bend the knee ; to fall on tho knees :—imp. & pp.

knelt or kneeled; ppr. kneeling.

Kneelingly, (neTing-le) adv. In the act of kneeling ;

in a posture of submission and supplication.

Knee-pan, (ne'pan) n. The patella, a flattened, round

boneon the front part of the knee-joint:—also L-nec-cap.

Kiie 11, (nel) n, [ A . S, cnytl. ] The stroke of a bell rung

at a funeral, or at the death of a person ; hence, a

death-signal.

Knell, (nel) v. i. To sound as a knell ; to toll, as a.

funeral bell; hence, to sound as a warning or evil

omen :—imp. & pp. knelled ; ppr. knelling.

Knickerbockers, (nik'er-bok'erz) n. pL [D.] Loose

trowsers gathered in at the knee.

Knickknack, (nik'nak) n. A trifle or toy.

Knife, (nif) n. [A.-8. ml/, IceL knifr, F. canif.] A.

cutting instrument, consisting of a thin sharp-edged

blade of steel sunk in or fastened to a handle, of

various forms and names according to its purpose antl

use—pocket or pen-knife ; table or carving knife :

paper knife ; guillotine, &c. ;—a dagger; a poniard. ;

any killing instrument ; hence, death by slaughter.

Knife-board, (nifbdrd) n. A board covered with leather

for cleaning knives. [of knives, scissors, dec.

Knife-grinder, (nifgrin-der) n. An itinerant sharpener

Knight, (nit) n. [A.-8, cniht, cneoht, Ger. knecht.}

A young man admitted to the privilege of bearing

arms ;—one admitted, in feudal times, to a certain

military rank, with appropriate ceremonies;—one on

whom knighthood is conferred by the sovereign,

entitling him to be addressed as Sir;—a piece used in

the game of choss, usually bearing a horse's head.

Knight, (nit) v. t. To dub or create a knight:—imp.

& pp. knighted ; ppr. knighting.

Knightage, (nit'aj) n. The whole body of knight*.

Knight-baronet, (nit-bar'o-net) n. A hereditary knight;

a baronet.

Knight-errant, (nit-er'ant) n. A knight who travelled

in search of adventures for the purpose of exhibiting;

military skill, prowess, and generosity.

Knight-errantry, (nit-e.r'ant-re) n. The practice at

wandering in quest of adventures.

Knighthood, (nnVhodd) n. Character, dignity, or con

dition of a knight ;—the whole body of knights at a

particular time. [a knight.

Knightly, (nit'le) a. Pertaining to a knight; becoming

Knightly, (nit'le) adv. In a manner becoming a knight.

Knightship, (nit'ship) n. Knighthood ; the honour or

dignity of a knight

Knit, (nit) v.t. [A. -3. cnyttan, IceL knyta.] To form

into a knot; to tie; to fasten;—to form by tho in-

terlooping of yarn or thread in a aeries of connected

knots by means of needles ;—to join ; to cause to

grow together, as a fractured l»one ;—to contract, as

the brows;—to unite closely; to bind, as hearts in

love or friendship ;—v. i. To unite or weave any

thing by making knots;—to be united closely:—imp,

& pp. knit or knitted ; ppr. knitting.

Knitter, (nit'?r) n. One who knits.

Knitting, (nit'ing) n. The work of a knitter;—the

net-work funned by knitting.

Knitting-needle, (nit'ing-ne-dl) it. A long needle used

for knitting threads into stockings and the like.

Knob, (nob) n. [A. -8. cna?p, Ger. knapf, IX knob.] A

hard protuberance ; a bunch ; a round ball at the end

of any thing.

Knob, (nob) v. i. To grow into knobs ; to bunch.

Knobbiness, (nob'e-nes) n. Quality of having knobs

or protuberances.

Knobby, (nob'e) a. Full of knobs or hard protul«cr-

aiices ; hence, hard.

Knock, (nok) v. i. [A.-8. cnudan, W. cnoeinw.] To

strike or beat with something hard or heavy;—to strike

against ; to clash ;—r. t. To strike ; to drive against :

—to strike for admittance ; to rap upon as a •door:—

imp. & pp. knocked ; ppr. knocking.

Knock, (nok) ». A stroke with something thick or

heavy ;—a stroke on a door ; a rap.

Knocker, (nok'er) n. One who or that which knocks ;

a kind of hammer fastened to a door to bo used iu

socking for admittance.

Knoll, (nol) n. The ringing of a bell ; knell.

Knoll, (nol) n. [A. -8. awll, Ger. knollc, lump, knoU]
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Tlit' top or crown of a hill ; especially, a little round

hill or mount ; a small elevation of earth.

Knop, (nop) n. [A. -8. ciuep, D. knop.] A knob; a

tufted top ; a button ; a bud ;—a round bunch of

flowers or leaves.

Kno^ (not) n, [A.-S. cnot, cnotta, L. norfus.] A com

plication of threads, cords, or ropes, formed by tying,

Knitting, or entangling ; a tie ;—a bond of union :

nupti;U knot :—hence, confederacy ; clique ;—a col

lection ; a cluster ; a group ;—a Joint in the stem of

a plant ; a hard protuberance in wood ; knob ;—an

epaulet : shoulder knot ;—pad for supporting burdens

on the head ; porter's knot ;—figuratively, something

not easily solved; a difficulty;—a division of the log-

line ;— a nautical mile of 6080.7 ft.

Knot, (not) v. t. To form a knot ;—to unite closely ;

—to entangle: to perplex;—v. i. To form knots or

joints;—to knit knots for fringe:—imp. & pp. knotted ;

P/rr. knotting.

Knot-grass, (not'graa) n. A weed-like plant of several

species—so called from the joints of its stem :—also

called knot-irnrL

Knotltss, (notles) a. Free from knots ; without knot*.

Knottiness, (not'e-nes) n. Quality of being knotty ;

—difficulty of solution ; intricacy.

Knotty, (not'e) a. Having many knots ; hard ; rugged ;

—difficult ; intricate ; perplexed.

Knout, (nout) «. [Riiss. knut, Go. hnut6.} An instru

ment of punishment in Russia, with which stripes

are inflicted on the bare back ; the punishment itself.

Know, (no) v. t. [A. -S. cn&wan, L. notcere, G.

fpidmi,) To bo aware of as true or actual ; to perceive

or apprehend clearly ; to learn ; to ascertain ;—to

have knowledge or experience of; to recognize; to dis

tinguish :—to have assurance of;-—to be acquainted

or familiar with;—to have sexual intercourse -with ;—

toacknowledge; to approve:—v. i. To have knowledge;

to possess information ; to be persuaded or assured

of ;—to take cognizance of :—imp. knew; pp. known;

Vpr. knowing,

Knowable, (n6'a-bl) o. Capable of being known, ascer

tained, or understood.

Knowing, (no'ing) a. Skilful ; well informed ; intelli

gent ;— self-conscious;—shrewd; cunning.

Knowingly, (no'ing-le) adv. With knowledge; intelli

gently ; deliberately.

Knowingness, (no'ing-nes) n. The state or quality of

being knowing or intelligent ; shrewdness ; skilfulnesa.

Knowledge, (nol'ej) n. [Eng. know and tho termination

ledge.] Act of knowing ; direct perception ; apprehen

sion ;—cognition ; comprehension ; understanding ;—

mental enlightenment ; learning; erudition; science;—

acquaintance with ; cognizance ; familiarity acquired

by experience ; hence, practical skill ;—in a general

sense, notice ; information.

Knubs, (nubz) n. pi. Waste silk formed in winding off

the threads from a cocoon.

Knuckle, (nuk'l) n. [A.-S. evticl, Ger. knoclicl.] The

joint of a finger, particularly when made protuberant

by the closing of the fingers ;—the knee-joint, espe

cially of a calf.

Knuckle, (nuk'l) v. i. To submit in contest to an

antagonist ; to yield ;—v. t. To beat or strike with the

knuckles :—imp. & pp. knuckled ; ppr. knuckling.

Knuckle-duster, (nuk'l-dust-er) n. An iron or brass

instrument fitted to the fingers when closed—used

principally for assault by thieves and burglars.

Knurl, (nurl) n. A knot ; a hard substance :—also knur.

Knurly, (nurle) a. Full of knots ; hard :—also written

gnarly.

Kopeck, (ko'pek) «. fRuss. koptika.] A Russian coin

of about the value of a half-penny.

Koran, (ko'rau) n. The sacred writings, of the Moham

medans—the Alcoran.

Kow-tow, (kow'tow) v.i. To perform the Chinese cere

mony of prostration.

Kraal, (kral) a. [D. ffraal, probably from the language

of the Hottentots.] A village; a col

lection of huts; sometimes a single

hut

Kraken, (kra'ken) n. [Probably from

8w. krake, Danish krape, trunk or

stem of a tree.] A fabled sea animal

of enormous size.

Kremlin, (krem'lin) n. The citadel of

a town or city; especially the citadel

of Moscow,

Kyanize, (ki'an-iz) v. t. [From Kyan,

the inventor of the process.] To

render proof against decay, as wood, by subjecting it

for a time to a solution of corrosive sublimate, or

other appropriate agents :—imp. & pp. kyanizcel ; ppr.

kyanizing.

Kye, (ki) n. pi. Kine ; cows. [Scot.]

Kyloes, (ki'loz) n. pi. Highland cattle.

Kyrie eleieon, (ki're-e-el-eis-on) n. [G.] Lord, have

mercy on us—a form of invocation which is used in

the Roman Catholic Liturgy.

 

Kraal.

L(el), the twelfth letter of tho English alphabet, is

denominated a liquid semivowel or imperfect

articulation, and has only one sound, as in like, canal.

In words terminating in le, tho e is silent, and I forms

a syllable by itself, as in able, eagle, pronounced ttbl,

SffL As a numeral, L stands for 50, and with a dash

over it, [TJ] 50,000. It also stands for libra, a pound

in money, and lb. a pound in weight.

La, (la). A syllable applied to the sixth tone of the

scalo in music for the purpose of solmization.

La, (law) inUrj. [A.-S. Id.) Look ; seo ; behold !

Labefaction, (lab-e-fak'shun) ». [L. labare, to totter,

and facrre, to make.] Act of making weak; state of

being weakened ; decay ; downfall.

Label. (LVhel) n. [L. labdlvm, diminutive of laltrvm,

Jip, edge, margin.] A narrow slip of paper, parchment,

<fcc. , affixed to any thing, denoting its contents, owner

ship, &c. ;—any paper annexed to a will by way of

addition, as a codicil ;—in heraldry, a fillet with pen

dants or points, usually three ■—a projecting tablet or

moulding over doorways, windows, &c. ; dripstone.

Label, (la'bel) v- *. To affix a label to :—imp. & pp.

labelled ; ppr. labelling.

Labial, (la'be-al) a. [F. from L. labium, lip.] Pertain

ing to the lips ;—uttered principally with the lips, as

6, in, and p.

Labial, (la'be-al) n. A letter representing a sound

formed chiefly with the lips.

Labially, (Ifl'be-al-le) adv. By means of the rips.

Labiated, (l;Vbe-iit-ed) a, [L. labium., lip.] Having

the limb of a tubular corolla or calyx divided into two

unequal parts, one projecting over the other liko tho

lips uf a mouth.

Labiodental, (la-be-o-denfal) a. [L. labium, lip, and

dens, tooth.] Formed or pronounced by the co-opera

tion of the lips and teeth, as /and v.

Laboratory, (LiVor-a-tor-e) ». [L. laboratorium, from

taborare, to labour.] A place for operations and ex

periments in chemistry, pharmacy, Ac. ; — a placo

where any thing is prepared for use ; a place where

military arms are manufactured or repaired.

Laborious, (Uv-bo're-UB) a. Requiring or employing
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labour, perseverance, or sacrifices ; toilsome ; tiresome ;

—diligent ; industrious ; assiduous. [culty.

Laboriously, (la-bo re-us-le) adv. With labour or diffl-

I.uboriousness, (la-bo're-ua-nes) n. Quality of being

laborious; toilsomeness ;—diligence; assiduity.

Labour, (la'ber) n. [L.] Physical toil or bodily exer

tion, especially when fatiguing, irksome, or unavoid

able ;—intellectual exertion ; mental effort ;—work ;

undertaking ; especially hard or difficult work ;—

travail ; the pains of childbirth ;—the action of a ship

in a heavy sea :—pt. Heroic achievements ;— the trials

and sufferings of life.

Labour, (hVber) v. i. To exert muscular strength ; to

work ; to toil ;—to exert one's powers of mind in the

piosecution of any design ; to take pains ; to strive ;

—to be oppressed with difficulties ; to be burdened ;—

to be in travail ;—to pitch and roll heavily, as a ship

in a turbulent sea ;—v. t. To work at ; hence, to attain

by labour ;—to form or fabricate with toil, exertion, or

care ;—to finish or prosecute with effort ;—to till ; to

cultivate;—to beat; to belabour:—* >>tp. &, pp. laboured ;

par. labouring.

Laboured, (lVlxjrd) a. Cultivated ; formed with labour ;

—hard or constrained in style, as artistic or literary

productions.

Labourer, (lji1>cr-?r) n. One who labours in a toilsome

occupation, or on work that requires little skill, as

distinguished from an artisan.

Laboursome, (LVbe.r-sum) a. Made with toil or effort ;

laborious ;—inclined to roll or pitch, as a ship in a

heavy sea.

Laburnum, (la-bur'num) n. [L.] A tree of the genus

Cytisut, native of the Alps, but now indigenous,

bearing pendulous yellow flowers—the wood is exten

sively used by cabinet-makers and turners.

Labyrinth, (lab'e-rinth) n, [G. laburinthos, L. laby-

rinthus.] An edifice or place full of intricacies or

formed with winding passages :—an ornamental maze

or wilderness in gardens ; —a complicated part in tho

cavity of the ear ;— figuratively, entanglement; com

plication ; inexplicable difficulty.

Labyrinthiant(lab-e-rinth'e-an)a. Winding; intricate.

Labyrinthine, (lab-e-rinthln) a. Pertaining to or like

a labyrinth.

Lao, (lak) u. [Per. lal; Skr. randj, to die.] A resinous

substance produced by an insect mainly upon the

banyan tree. [as a lac of rupees.

Lao, (lak) n. [Hind, lak.] One hundred thousand,

Lace, (las) n. [L. tuqueus, noose,* snare.] A string

or cord ;—a fabric of fine threads of linen, silk, or

cotton, interwoven in a net ;—a tissue of silver or gilt

thread used as a trimming to military and official

dress ;—a plaited string with which women fasten their

stays ; stay-lace ;—also their boots ; boot-lace.

Lace, (las) v. t. To fasten with a lace or string ;—to

adorn or deck with lace; to beat; to lash:—imp. &

pp. laced; ppr. lacing. [binet is produced.

Lace-frame, (lasTrilm) n. A machine by which bob-

Lacerable, (las'er-a-bl) a. Capable of being lacerated.

Lacerate, (las'er-at) v. t. [L tacerare, from laccr,

mangled, lacerated.] To tear ; to rend ; hence, to in

jure or afflict :—imp. & pp. lacerated ; ppr. lacerating.

Laceration, (laa-er-a'shun) n. Act of tearing or rending;

—the breach made by rending.

Laccrative, (hv/er-at-iv) a. Tending to lacerate.

Laohe, (lash) n. [F. from L. laxus,/loose.] Negligence;

remissness ; neglect to do a thing at the proper time.

Lachrymal, (lak'rim-al) a. Generating or secreting

tears;—pertaining to or conveying tears:—also lack*

ryuiaru.

Lachrymatory, (lak'rim-a-tor-e) n. [L. lacrymatorium,

from lacryma, a tear.] A vessel found in sepulchres

of the ancients, in which it has been supposed the tears

of a deceased person's friends were collected and pre

served, [tears.

Lachrymose, (lak nm-Gz) a. Generating or shedding

Lacing, (losing) n. A fastening with a string or cord

through eyelet-holes ;—a cord used in drawing tight

or fastening.

Lack, (lak) r. t. [Sw. lacla, to fail, D. letgtn.) To h*

destitute of; to be in need of; to want;— v. i. To

be in want;—to be wanting:—imp. & pp. lacked;

ppr. lacking.

Lack, (lak) u. Want; destitution; need; failure.

Lackadaisical, (lak-a-dOz ik-al) a. Affectedly pensive;

sentimental.

Lackey, (lake) n. [F. lacquais, from L. legere, to send.

Go. taitan, to run, jump.] An attending servant;

a footman. [wait upon.

Lackey, (lak'e) v. t. or r. t. To attend as a lackey ; to

Lack-lustre, (lak" lust-er) a. Wanting lustre or bright

ness.

Lac-lake, (lak'l&k) n. A lake prepared from gum-lac.

Laconic, (la-kou'ik) a. Pertaining to Lacedemonia,

Sparta, ortothe Lacones, its inhabitants;—expressing

much in few words; brief; concise; sententious;

pithy ; pointed.

Laconically, (la-kon'ik-al-lc) adv. Briefly; concisely.

Laconiam, (lak'on-izm) n. A concise manner of ex

pression ;—a brief, sententious phrase:—loconidstu.

Lacquer, (lak'er) n. [F. toque.] A yellowish varnish,

consisting of a solution of shell-lac in alcohol, coloured

by gamboge, saffron, and the like :—also lacier.

Lacquer, (Lak'er) v. t. To varnish with lacquer :—imp.

& pp. lacquered; ppr. lacquering. [lacquer.

Lacquerer, (lak'er-er) n. A person who varnishes with

Lacquering, (lak'er-ing) n. Act of putting ou lacquer;

—the covering of lacquer or varnish put on.

Lactation, (lak-ta'shun) n. Act of giving suck, or timo

of suckling. [milky ;—conveying chyle.

Lacteal, (lak'te-al) a. Pertainingtoorresemblingmilk:

Lacteal, (lak'te-al) n. An absorbent vessel of tho

mesentery, for conveying chyle from the intestines to

the thoracic duct.

Lactescence, (lak-tes'ens) n. Tendency to milk ; milki-

ness or milky colour ;—the juice, commonly white,

which flows from a plant when wounded.

Lactescent, (lak-tes'ent) a. [L. lactescere, to turn to

milk, lac, lactis, milk.] Producing milk or white

juice ;—abounding with a thick, coloured juice.

Lactic, (lak'tik) a. [L. lac, lactis, milk.] Pertaining to

milk, or procured from sour milk or whey.

Lactiferous, (lak-tif'er-us) a. [ I ,. lac, lactis, milk, and

ferre, to bear.] Bearing or conveying milk or whito

juice; producing a thick, coloured juice, as a plant.

Lactometer, (lak-tornVt-er) ». [L. lac, lactis, milk, and

G. metron, measure.] An instrument for ascertaining

the proportion of cream in milk ; a galactometer.

Lactuca, (lak-tuka) n. The lettuce, a genus of annual

garden herbs useful as salad and culinary plants—the

Juice of the several species is usually milky.

Lacustral, (la-kus'tral) a. [h. lacus, lake.] Pertain

ing to lakes or swamps :—also lacustrine.

Lad, (lad)n. [A.-S. U6d, W. llawd.] A young man or

boy ; a stripling.

Ladanum, (lad'a-num) n. [L. ladanum, G. ladaunn,

H. loth.] A gum-resin of a dark colour and pungent

odour, and exuded from a species of Cuius, which

grows in Syria and the isle of Candia.

Ladder, (lad'er) w. [A.-S. bladder, Ger. letter.} A

frame of wood, rope, Ac, consisting of two side-pieces

connected by rounds, thus forming Btens by which ]««.'r-

sons may ascend a building, Ac. ;—that which rweru

bles a ladder in form or use ; hence, that by means of

which one attains to eminence ;—gradual rise or

elevation.

Lade, (lad) v. t [A.-S. hladan, to load.] To load ; to

put on or in, as a burden or freight ;—to throw In or

out, as a fluid, with a ladle; to dip :~imp, laded; pp.

laded, laden ; ppr. lading.

Lading, (lad'ing) n. That which lades or constitutes

a load or cargo ; freight ; burden.
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ladle, (ladl) n. [A.-S. hladle, from hladan, to load,

drain.] A cup with a long handle, used in laving or

dipping:—the float of a null-wheel ;—an instrument

for drawing the charge of a cannon.

Ladle, (lodl) r. t. To use a ladle for dipping or drawing

out;—imp. dt pp. ladled; ppr. ladling. [ladle.

Ladleful, (la'dl-fool) n. The quantity contained in a

Lady, (la'de) n. [A.-S. hUefdigf, from hlirian, to raise.]

A gentle or noble woman ;—a woman of social dis

tinction or position — the feminine corresponding to

lord;—a woman of gentle or refined manners;—a

wife ; a spouse ;—the mistress of a household ;—the

owner of a manor or estate; a chatelaine.

Lady-bird, (la'de-berd) n. A small beetle of various

brilliant colours, feeding on plant-lice.

Lady-chapel. (l.Yde-chap-el) n, A chapel dedicated to

the Virgin Mary.

Lady-day, (la'de-da) «. The day of the annunciation

of the Virgin Mary, March 26.

Ladylike, (la'de-JDt) a. Becoming a lady ; soft ;

delicate ;—-elegant ; refined;—effeminate; affected.

Lady-love, fla'de-luv) «. A sweetheart or mistress.

Ladyship, (la'de-ship) n. The rank or position of a

lady—given as a title. [or dresses a lady.

Lady's-maid, (hVdiz-mad) n. A female who attends on

Lag, (lag) a. [Gael. <fc Ir. lag, weak, feeble, faint, W.

Hug.) Slow ; tardy ;—last ; long-delayed.

Lag. (lag) n. One who lags ; that which comes in last ;

—the fag-end ; the rump ; hence, the lowest class.

Lag. (lag) v. i. To walk or move slowly ; to stay be

hind; linger; delay:—imp. & pp. lagged; ppr. lagging.

Lager-beer, (lag'gr-btir) n. [tier, lager, storehouse, and

bier, beer.] A German beer—so called from its being

laid up or stored for some months before use.

Laggard, (lag'ard) a. [Eng. lag.] Slow; sluggish;

backward.

Laggard, (lag'ard) n. One who lags ; a loiterer.

Lagger, (lag'gr) u. A laggard ; a loiterer ; an idler.

Lagoon, (la-goon') n. [It. & Sp. laguna, from L. lacuna,

from 6. lakko$, hole, pit, tank.] A marsh, shallow

pond, or lake, especially one into which the sea flows ;

—a lake in a coral island :—also lagune.

Laic, (la'ik) a. [L. laicut, G. laUot, from loot, the

people.] Belonging to a layman or the laity, as dis

tinguished from the clergy :—also laical.

Laic, (la'ik) n. A layman.

Lair, (lar) n. [Ger. lager, from legen, to lay, L. Vxut,

Elaoe, G. lecho*, couch.] The place where an animal

ee down and rests ; the bed of a boar or wild beast ;

—a covered shed for cattle ;—sometimes the ground ;

Xcially burying ground ;—the narrow strip of earth

t-ted in a public cemetery to a coffined body ; a

family burying-place.

Laird, (l&rd) a. [Contracted from A.-S. hldfteeard,

hld/ord.] A lord. [Scot.] A landholder under the

degree of a knight or squire.

Laity, (UVe-te) n. The people, as distinguished from

the clergy.

Lake, (lak) ». [A.-S. ldcf Idea, F. lae, L. laeus.] A

large sheet or body of water contained in a cavity or

hollow of the earth, as between hills—the waters may

be either fresh or brackish, but the situation must be

inland.

Lake, (lak) n. A deep-red colouring matter, consisting of

aluminous earth and cochineal or other red substance.

Lakelet, (laklet) n. A little lake.

Lallation, (lal-a'shun) u. [G. lalein, to chatter, babble.]

An imperfect pronunciation of the letter r, in which

it sounds like I, as among the Chinese.

Lama, (la'ma)n, [Thibetan llama, pronounced tatna,

a chief, a high priest.] A Boodhist priest in Thibet,

Mongolia, dec.

Lamb, (lam) n. [A.-S., Go., 4 I col. lamb.} The young

of the sheep kind ;—any person who is innocent and

gentle as a lamb. Lamb of God, the Saviour Jesus

Christ, who was typified by the paschal lamb.

Lamb, (Urn) v.i. To bring forth a lamb or lambs, as

sheep ; to yean. [by licking.

Lambatire, (lam'bat-iv) a. [L. lambere, to lick.] Taken

Lambative, (lam'bat-iv) n. A medicine taken by licking

with the tongue.

Lambent, (lanVbent) a, [L. lambent, ppr. of lambere,

to lick.] Playing on the surface; gliding over;—

twinkling or gleaming around, as a flame.

Lambkin, (lam'kin) u. A small lamb.

Lamb-like, (lamlik) a. Meek ; gentle ; mild ; humble.

Lame, (lam) a, [A.-S. lam, tame, Ger. lahm.] Crip

pled or disabled in a limb, or otherwise injured so as

to be unsound and impaired in strength ;—imperfect;

not satisfactory, as an excuse;—hobbling; not smooth,

as verse or rhythm.

Lame, (lam) v. t. To make lame ; to cripple ; to render

imperfect and unsound ; to disable :—imp. & pp.

lamed; ppr. laming.

Lamellar, (lam'el-ar) a. [L. lamella, diminutive of

lamina, plate.] Composed of or disposed in thin

plates, layers, or scales.

Lamellated, (lam'el-at-ed) a. Composed of or covered

with thin plates or scales.

Lamely, (lamle) adv. In a lame, crippled, disabled,

or imperfect manner ;—weakly ; unsteadily ; feebly.

Lameness, (lam'nes) n. The condition of being lame ;

disability ; weakness ;—imperfection.

Lament, (la-menf) v. i. [L. lamentari.] To weep or

wail ; to mourn ;—to feel deep regret or sorrow ;—v. t.

To mourn for; to bemoan ; to deplore ; to bewail ;—

imp. & pp. lamented; ppr. lamenting.

Lament, (la-menf) n. [il lamentv.ni, tamenta.] Grief

or sorrow expressed in complaints or cries; lamenta

tion ;—an elegy or mournful ballad.

Lamentable, (lam'ent-a-bl) a. Mourning ; sorrowful ;

expressing grief ;—fitted to awaken lament ; pitiable ;

—miserable ; pitiful ; low ; poor.

Lamentably, (lam'ent-a-ble) adv. In a manner to cause

or express sorrow ;—pitifully ; despicably.

Lamentation, (lam-ent-a shun) n. Act of bewailing ;

expression of sorrow.

Lamina, (lam'in-a) n. [L.] A thin plate or scale lying

over another ;—a bone, or part of a bone, resembling

a thin plate ;—the blade of a leaf.

Laminar, (lam'in-ar) a. Consisting of thin plates or

layers :—also laminary.

Laminated, (lam'in-at-ed) a. Consisting of plates,

scales, or layers, one over another.

Lamination, (lam-in-a'shun) n. Lamellar structure ;

arrangement in thin plates or layers ; condition which

allows of cleavage in one direction only. [limping.

Lamish, (lam'ish) a. Somewhat lame ; — halting ;

Lammas, (lam'mas)n. [A.-S. hlA/mawe, from hid/, loaf,

and maw, feast.] The first day of August.

Lammergeir, (larn'mgr-gC-r) n. [Ger. lamm, lamb, and

geier, vulture,] The bearded vulture, inhabiting tho

Swiss and German Alps, and forming a link between

the eagle and the vulture, seeking living prey like

the one, and feeding on carrion like the other.

Lamp, (limp) n. [G. lampas, torch, from lampein, to

shine. ] A contrivance for producing arti

ficial light ;—a torch ; a link ;—a lantern; '

—a vessel contaning combustible oil to be

burned by a wick , or inflammable gas from

a jet, used for illuminating purposes;—

the outward configuration of such ; chan

delier ; gasalier, dux ; — figuratively,

spiritual light; direction;—a guide;—a

beacon. Saftly-lamp, a contrivance of

Sir H. Davy's for lighting mines safely.

The vessel holding the oil and wick is

inclosed in a cylinder of wire gauze, which

jtermita the transmission of the light, but Safety-lamp.

prevents the access of the fire-damp to the flame un

til it has been reduced below the point at which it

explodes.
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Lamp-black, (larup'blak) ft, A fine soot formed by the

cotidensatioQ of the smoke of burning resinoxis sub-

Btauces.

Lampoon, (lam'poon) n. [F. lampon, a drinking song.]

A bitter personal satire, usually printed, and in verse ;

—any malicious attack, as on public character or private

reputation ;—abusive or scurrilous publication.

Lampoon, (lam-peonO v. t. To abuse iu written satire ;

—libel; defame; calumniate ; satirize :—imn, .V pp.

lampooned; ppr. lampooning.

Lampooner, (lam-poon'er) n. The writer of a lampoon.

Lamp-post, (lamp post) a. A post on the top of which

a lamp is fixed.

Lamprey, (lam'prii) ». [L. lampetra, from lambert,

to ln:k, and petra, rock. J An eel-like fish, having a

round, sucking mouth, set with numerous minute

teeth. [for wool.

Lanary, (lan'ar-e) n. [L. lana, wool.] A store-place

Lanated, (bln'at-ed) a. [ L. lanatus, from lana, wool.]

Woolly.

Lance, (lans) n. [F. lance, Ger. lame.} A weapon of

war, consisting of a long shaft or handle and metal

point ; a spear ;—a soldier armed with a spear.

Lance, (lans) v. t. To pierce with a lance or sharp-

pointed weapon ;—to open as with a lancet ; to cut

into;—to throw or project; to dart:—imp. & pp.

lanced ; ppr. lancing.

Lanceolatfcd. (lans'e-6-lat-ed) a. [L. lanceola, diminu

tive of lancea, lance.] Oblong and gradually tapering

toward the outer extremity.

Lancer, (lans'gr) n. One who lancea ; one who carries

a lance ;—pL A kind of light cavalry in the British

service ;—a kind of quadrille dance.

Lancet, (laus'et) «. [F. lancette, diminutive of lance]

A surgical instrument, sliarp-pointed and two-edged,

used in venesection, and in opening tumours, absces

ses, Ac.

Lancet-window, (lancet-win-do) 11 .

straight, and narrow window, ter

minating in a peak or curve in tho

form of a lancet. It is almost peculiar

to early English architecture, and is

found single, double, three or five-fold.

Lance-wood, (lans'wood) n. The wood

of a tree winch growH in the West

Indies, possessing great toughness and

elasticity.

Land, (land) si. [A.-S., Go., £ losL

land, W. llan.] Earth, or the solid

matter which constitutes the fixed

part of the surface of the globe ;—

any portion of the solid surface of Lauect-wiuilow.

the globe, considered as set apart or belonging to

an individual or a people ;—ground ; soil, or the

earth iu respect to its nature or quality ;—the inha

bitants of a country or region ;—the main land in

distinction from an adjacent island ;—the ground or

floor ;—any earth whatsoever ; real estate.

Land, (laud) v. t. To Bet on shore ; to debark ;—v. i.

To go on shore from a ship or boat ; to disembark :—

imp. & pp. Ian (led ; ppr. landing.

Landau, (lan'daw) n. A kind of coach or carriage

whose top may be opened and thrown back—so called

from Landau, a town in Germany.

Land-breeze, (laud'brCz) n. A current of air from the

land towards the sea.

Landed, (land'ed) a. Having an estate in land:—con

sisting in real estate or land. [water ; a freshet.

Land-flood, (land'flud) n. An overflowing of land by

Land-tore, (land'fdrs) ft, A military force, army, or

body of troops serving on land.

Landgrave, (land'grav) n. [Gen land, land, and graf,

count] A German nobleman of a rank corresponding

to that of an earl in England and of a count in

France.

Landgraviate, (l&nd-grav'e-at) n. Tho territory held

A very long.

 

by a landgrave;—the jurisdiction or authority of a

landgrave. [prietor of land.

Land-holder, (landliold-gr) n. A holder, owner, ar tiro-

Landing, (landing) n. Act of going or setting on shore

from a vessel ;—a place for going or setting on shore ;

—the level part of a staircase, connecting one flight

with another.

Landing-place, (land'ing-plils) n. A place for the

landing of persons or goods from a vessel.

Landlady, (landla-de) ». A woman who has tenants

holding from her ;—the mistress of an inn or lodging-

house.

Landless, (land'les) a. Having no property in land.

Landlock, (land'lok) v. I. To inclose or encompass by

land.

Landlord, (land'lord) n. [A.-S. land-hlAford.] Tho

lord of a manor ; the owner of land or houses who has

tenants under him ;—the master of an inn or lodging-

house ; host ; the giver of an entertainment or feast.

Landmark, (Land'mark) n. A mark to designate tb«

boundary of land ;—any elevated object on land that

serves as a guide to seamen ; hence, any fixed mark,

point, or station.

Land-measure, (land'mezh-ur) n. A line or chain ap

plied to i Iiu survey and measurement of lands ; an

arithmetical table to facilitate calculations in land-

surveying.

Land-measurer, (land'mezh-ur-£r)}t. One who profes

sionally surveys and measures land.

Land-measuring, (land'niezh-ur-ing) «. The act or art

of measuring and computing the superficial contents

of portions of land, as of fields, farms, .;■...

Land-owner, (laud ou-er) n. The owner, possessor, or

proprietor of land. [Rallidtt; corn-crake.

Land-rail, (land'ral) n. A native bird of the genua

Landscape, (laud'skap) n. [A.-S. landtcipt.) A portion

of land or territory which the eye can comprehend in

a single view ;—a picture exhibiting some real or

fancied scene in nature.

Land-slip, (laud'slip) n. The sliding down of a con

siderable tract of land from a mountain ;—the land

which slips down.

Landsman, (landz'nian) n. One who lives on the land

—opposed to staman;—a sailor on board a ship who

has not before 1 >een at sea.

Land-surveying, (land'sur-va-ing) «, The business of

fixing the boundaries and superficial extent of portions

of land.

Land-surveyor, (land'sur-va-cr) n. One who profes

sionally determines the boundaries and measures the

areas of fields, farms, estates, &c , and draws plans or

maps of the same. [buildings.

Land-tax, (land'taks) ». A tax assessed on land and

Land-waiter, (land'wat-er) n. A custom-house officer

who superintends the lauding of goods, to levy tho

proper duties and prevent smuggling.

Landward, (land'wjrd) adv. Toward the land.

Lane, (Ian) ft. |l>. laan, lam.] A narrow passage;

—a narrow way between hedges ;—a narrow street ;

an alley ;—a passage between lines of men or jieople

standing on each side.

Language, (lang'gwaj)n. [L. lingua.] Speech ; tongue ;

expression of ideas by words or written characters;—

mode of speech or expression peculiar to a nation;

dialect;—mode peculiar to an individual ; diction;

style ;—inarticulate expression of feeling, as of too

eye ; or of irrational animals ;—a nation, as distin

guished by its speech .

Languid, (lauggwid) a. [L. lan'/uidug, from languere,

to be faint.] Feeble ; weak^; drooping or flagging from

exhaustion ; indisposed to exertion ;—dull ; inanimate;

listless ;—weary ; heartless.

Languidly, (langgwid-le) «</». Weakly; feebly ; slowly.

Languidness, (langgwid-nes) n. Weakness from ex-

haustionof strength;—sluggishness; dulness; languor;

heaviness; bIowucss.
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Languish, (Laug'gwish) v.i. [F. languir.] To become

languid or weak ;—to sutler, a - from heat or drought ;

—fade ; droop ; faint :—to look with softness or ten

derness:—imp. & pp. languished; ^>r. languishing.

Languishing, (lang'gwish-iiig) n. Act of becoming

weak ; pining ; drooping.

Languishing, (lang'gwish-ing) a. Drooping ; fainting ;

—beaming softly ; melting, as the eye.

Languishingly, ( lang ' gwish - iug - le ) adv. Weakly ;

feebly ;—slowly ; faintly ;—softly ; tenderly.

Languishment, (lang'gwish-niunt) «. State of lan

guishing : softness of look or mien.

Languor, (lang'gwe.r) n. | J .. | State of being languid ;

lassitude j—feebleness ; enervation ;—dulness of mind

or spirit : listlessness ;—softness ; laxity.

Laniary, (lan'e-ar-e) a. [I., latiiare, to tear in pieces.]

Lacerating or tearing. [or lacerating.

Laniataon, (lan-e-a'shun) n. The act of tearing, rending,

Laniferous, (lan-if'er-us) a. [L. lana, wool, and ferr(,

to bear.] Bearing or producing wool.

Lank, (langk) a. [A.-S. htanc, Ger. scklanl:) Loose or

lax, and easily yielding to pressure;—weak and slender;

thin ; meagre ;—drooping ; dishevelled, as hair.

Lankly, (langk'le) adv. In a lank manner ; weakly ;

thiuly ; loosely. [—leanness ; slenderness.

Lankneis, (langk'nes) n. Flabbiness; softness; laxity;

Lanky, (langk'e) a. Somewhat lank ; slender ; slim.

Lansquenet, (laWke-net) n. [F., Ger. landshnceht, a

foot-soldier.} A German foot-soldier;—agamoatcards.

Lantern, (lant'ern) n. [L. lanttrna, Interna.] Some

thing inclosing a light, and protecting it from wind,

nun, «fcc.—sometimes portable, and sometimes fixed :—

a little dome over the roof of a building to give light ;

a square turret placed over the junction of the cross

in a cathedral, and having windows in all aides of it

Lantern-wheel, (lant'§rn-hwel) n. A kind of pinion

with cylindrical bars, spindles, or trundles, on which

the teeth of the main wheel act

Lanuginous, (la-nuj'in-us) a. [L. lanugo, from lana,

wool] Covered with down or fine, soft hair ; downy.

Lanyard, (lan'yard) n. [F. lanitre.] A short piece of

rope or line for fastening something in ships ;—a piece

of strong twine, with an iron hook at one end, used

in firing cannon with a friction-tube.

Laodicean, (la-o-de-se'an) a. Like Christians of Lao-

dioea ; lukewarm in religion.

Lap, (lap) ft, [A.-S. lappa, Ger. lappen.] The loose

part of a coat ;—the part of the clothing that lies on

the knees when one sits down ; that part of the body

thus covered ;—that part of any substance or fixture

which extends over or lies upon another ; an edge ; a

border or hem.

Lap. (lap) v. t. To fold ; to bend and lay over or on ;—

to wrap or twist round ;—to infold ; to involvo ;—v.i.

To be spread or laid on or over ; to be turned over

or upon.

Lap, (lap) i*. i. [A-S. lapian, G. laptein, L. lambeiv.)

To take up food or drink by licking j—to make a sound

like thatproduced by taking up drink with the tongue ;

—v. t. To lick up:—imp. & pp. lapped ; ppr. lapping.

Lap-dog, (lap'dog) n. A small dog fondled in the lap.

Lapel, (la-pel) ft. [Eng. lap.) That part of a coat

which laps over the facing.

Lapful, (lap'fodl) n. As much as the lap can contain.

Lapidarun, (lap-e-tlur'e-an) «. Inscribed on stone.

Lapidary, (lap'e-dar-e) n. [L. lapidarius, from lapis,

atone.] An artificer who cuts, polishes, and engraves

precious stones ;—a dealer in precious stones ;—a

virtuoso skilled in gems or precious stones.

Lapidary, (lap'e-dar-e) a. Pertaining to the art of

cutting stones. f—death by stoning.

Lipi'iation. (lap-e-da'shun) n. Act of stoning to death ;

Lapidescence, (lap-e-des'ens) n. A hardening into a

stony substance ;—a stony concretion.

Lapidt-scent, (lap-e-des'ont) a. [L. Utpidetceir, to become

stone, from lapis, stone.] Growing or turning to stone.

Lapidescent, (lap-e-dea'ent) «. Any substance which

has the quality of petrifying a body or of being

converted to atone.

Lapidification, (la-pid-if-e-ka'shun) n. The operation of

forming or converting into a stony substance.

Lapidify, (la-pid e-fi) v. t. To form into stone ; to

petrify ;—v. i. To become stone or Btony :—imp. & pp.

lapidified ; ppr. lapidifying. [or gems.

Lapidiit, (lap'e-dist) n. A dealer in precious stones

Lapper, (lap'er) n. One who wraps or folds ;—one who

takes up with his tongue.

Lappet, (lap'et) a. [Diminutive of lap.] A part of a

garment or dress that hangs loose.

Lapsable, (laps' a-bl) a. Capable of lapsing or falling.

Lapse, (laps) ft, [L. lapsus, from labi, to slide, to fall.]

A gliding or flowing; a slipping or falling ;—a smooth

flow, course, or descent;—a slip; an error;—a failing

iu duty; a deviation from truth and rectitude;—

apostacy ;—omission of a patron to present a clerk to

a benefice within six months after it becomes void.

Lapse, (laps) v. i. To pass slowly, silently, or by degrees;

—to deviate from rectitude ; to commit a fault by

inadvertence or mistake ;—to fall or pass from one

proprietor to another by the omission, negligence, or

failure of some one ;—to become ineffectual or void ;—

imp. & pp. lapsed ; ppr. Lapsing.

Lapsided, (lap'sid-ed) «.. Having one side heavier than

the other, as a ship. [shoemakers beat leather.'

Lapstone, (lap'ston) ft, A stone for the lap, on which

Lap-streak, (lap'strek) a. Made with boards whose

edges lap one over another.

Lapwing, (lap'wing) «. [A-S. leporine, from hleapan

to leap, jump.] A native gral-

latorial bird of the genus Van-

ellus, with loud, flapping wings,

and a peculiar sharp chirp, .

found on the borders of rivers

and lakes and marshes:—called

also green-plover, peewit.

Larboard, (lar'bord) n. [Lar,

contracted from lower.} The r'■■'■'

left-hand side of a ship when •"^*

one stands with his face to the

head; port.

Larcenist, (lar'sen-ist) ft, One who commits larceny ;

Larcenous, (lar'aeu-us) a. Thieving ; robbing ; —

burglarious.

Larceny, (lar'sen-e) n. \h. lutrocinium.} Unlawful

taking and carrying away of personal property with

intent to deprive the right owner of the same; theft.

Larch, (larch) ft, [L. larix, laricU, G. larix.) A con

iferous tree having deciduous leaves in whorls or

clusters. Its wood is durable and extensively used.

Lard, (bird) ft, [L. lardum, G. larinos, fat.] The fat

of swino after being melted and separated from the

flesh.

Lard, (lard) v. t. (F. larder.] To smear or mix with

lard ; to grease ;—to fatten ; to enrich ;—to mix with

something by way of improvement; to interlard:—

imp. &. pp. larded; ppr. larding. [bling lard.

Lardaceous, (lard-a'she-us) a. Consisting of or resem-

Larder, (lard'er) n. A room where meat and other

articles of food are kept before they are cooked; a

pantry.

Large, (larj) a. [L. larg-us.] Being of great size;—

wide; extensive; broad—said of surface or area :—

abundant ; plentiful—of quantity ; also, with refer

ence to number, numerous : populous ;—bulky ; huge

—in reference to size ;—-diffuse : full—with reference

to language, style, &c ;—liberal; comprehensive—of

the mind ;—generous; noble—of the heartor affections.

Large-hearted, (larj'hart-ed) a. Having a liberal dis

position, broad sympathies, generous feelings.

Largely, (larjHe) act*. Widely ; extensively ;—fully;

amply ; — copiously ; diffusely ; — liberally ; bounte

ously ;—abundantly ; plentifully.

 

Lapwing.

[a thief.
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Largeness, (larj'nes) ft. Bigness ; bulk ; magnitude ;—

wideness ; extensiYeness ; breadth ; comprehensive-

iii's.- ;—greatness ; Tartness ;—liberality ; generosity.

Largess, (larj'es) n. [F. largesse.] A present ; a gift

or donation. [as to time ;—stress of voice.

Largo, (1^6*°) * [!*•■] Slowly—a musical direction

Lariat, (lare-at) n. [8p. lariata.] The lasso, a long

cord or thong of leather with a noose for catching

wild horses, Ac.

Lark, (Urk) n. [O. Eng. laverock.) A aingiiig bird

characterized by having a long,

straight, hind claw, and ■

rather long bill. Itisgenerally

crested ;—a frolic ; a jolly time.

Lark, (lark) r. i. To catch larks ,

—to make sport; to frolic :--

imp. & pp. larked; ppr.

larking.

Larmier, (lar'me-er) n. [F. from *'

larme, tear.] The eave or drip /%

of a house ;—a membranous

pouch at or below the inner

corner of the eye in the deer Lark.

and antelope.

Larrup, (Urlip) r. t. [A. -8. tarrian.] To flog ; to whip.

Lamm, (liir'um) n. [Abbreviation of alarum.) Any

thing used for giving an alarm or notice.

Larva, (lar'va) ft. [L. mask.] An insect in the

first stage after leaving the egg ; a caterpillar, grub, or

maggot. [in the state of larva;, as certain insects.

Larviparoua, (lar-vip'jr-us) a. Producing their young

Larynx, (l.Vr'mgk*) ft, [O. larupx.) The upj>er part of

the trachea or windpipe ; a cartilaginous cavity serving

to modnlate the sound of the voice.

Lascar, (las'kar) it, [Per. &■ Hind, Ioshkar, a camp fol

lower.] A native sailor employed in European vessels.

Lascivious, ( las-siv'e-us) a. [L. lascivus, from laxus,

loose.] Loose; wanton; lewd; lustful;—tending to

produce voluptuous emotions ; luxurious.

Lasciviously, (las-sivVus-le) adv. In a lascivious

manner ;—loosely ; lewdly ; wantonly.

Losciviouaness. (las-siv'e-us-nes) n. State or quality of

being lascivious ; wantonness ; lustfulness.

Lash, (lash) n. [Oer. tatche.] The thong of a whip ; a

oord ; a string ;—a stroke with a whip or any thing

similar ;—a stroke of satire or sarcasm ; a cut.

Itaah, (lash) v, t. To strike with a lash ; to whip or

scourge, as a horse;—to dash against, as waves;—to

tie or bind with a rope or cord ;—to satirize; to

censure with severity ;—v. i. To ply the whip ; to strike

at ;—to break out ; to become unruly or extravagant :

—imp. & pp. lashei; ppr. lashing.

Lather, (lash'er) n. One who whips or lashes ;—a

piece of rope for binding or making fast one thing to

another ;—a lathing. [woman ; a girl.

Last, (las) n. [Laddess, feminine of lad.] A young

Lassitude, (los'e-tud) n. f I... lassitudo.] State of being

relaxed or weak ; languor of body or mind ; dulness ;

heaviness ; weariness.

Lasso, (las'so) n. [Sp lazo, I laqueus } A rope or

cord with a noose, used for catching wild horses, Ac.

Last, (last) a. [Latest.] Following all the rest ; final ;

closing ; hindmost ; — next before the present ;—in

capable of being increased or surpassed; utmost ;—most

unlikely ;—lowest; meanest.

Laat, (last) adv. The last time ; the time before the

present;—in conclusion; finally;—after all others in

order or time.

Last, (last) v. i. [A.-S lattan.] To continue in time ;

to endure ; to keep fresh, as fruits ; to retain colour,

as fabrics ; to hold out, as a stock or store : to serve

for the required time or purpose :—imp. & pp. lasted ;

/;>r. lasting.

Last, (last) ». [A.-S. hlrnt, from htadan, to lade.] A

weight or measure, generally estimated at 4000 lbs.,

but varying exceedingly as to different articles.

Last, (last) n. [A.-S. last.] A mould or form of tbo

human foot, made of wood, on which shoes are

formed.

Laatage, (last'aj) n. Charge for freight or carriage of

goods ;—a duty on goods sold by the last

Lasting, (last'ing) a. Continuing; enduring;— dur

able ; long-standing; that may continue or endure;—

permanent ; undecaying. [stuff.

Lasting, (last'ing) n. A species of very durable woollen

Lastingly. <hut'iug-le) adv. Durably ; with continu

ance. |—at length ; at last ; finally.

Lastly, (last'le) adv. In the last place ; in conclusion ;

Latakia, flat-a-ke'a) ». [Turk.] A superior quality

of Turkish tobacco.

Latch, (lach) n. A small piece of iron or wood used to

fasten a door ; a catch ;—pi. Loops on the head-line of

a bonnet by which it is fastened to the foot of a

course, jib, or staysail :—also latehings.

Latch, (lach) r. t. To catch or fasten by moais of a

latch :—imp. & pp. latched; ppr. latching.

Latchet, (lach'et) ft. [Diminutive of latch, F. lacft.]

The string that fastens a shoe.

Latch-key, (lachlte) n. A key used for raising the

latch of a door ;—pass-key; check-key.

Late, (lot) o. [A.-S. UU, IceL fair, alow.] Cttning

after others, or after the time ; slow ; tardy ;--i\r ad

vanced towards the end or close ;—existing not long

ago, but not now ; deceased ;—happening n<>t long

ago ; recent .—lost in any place, office, or character ;—

coming after the usnol season.

Late, (lit ) adv. After the usual time or the time ap

pointed ;—not long ago; lately ;—far in the night, day,

week, or other particular period.

Lately, (little) ao*t\ Not long ago; recently.

Lateness, (lat'nes) n. State of being late or tardy,

or of coming after the usual or appointed time;—time

far advanced in any particular period.

Latent, (la'tent) a. [L. latere, to lie hid or concealed,

allied to G. lathe in, lanthanein.] N't visible or ap

parent ; hid ; concealed ; secret.

Latently, (la'teut-le)atfp. In a latent manner; secretly.

Later, (later) a. [Comparative of lute.) Posterior;

subsequent.

Lateral, (lat'er-al) a. [L. lateralit, from latvt, side.]

Relating to the side ; proceeding from the side ;—di

rected to the side. [the direction of the side.

Laterally, (lat'er-al-le) adv. By the side; s:dewise ;—in

Latest, (lat'est) a. [Superlative of late.] Longest after

the usual time ; tardiest. [plants.

Latex, (la'teks) ft, [L.] The vital sap or fluid of

Lath, (liith)n. [A.-S. tattu, \V. Udth, a rod, staff, yard.]

A thin, narrow board or slip of wood to suppoit the

plastering. | A; pp. lathed ; ppr. lathing.

Lath, (lath) v. t. To cover or line with laths ;—imp.

Lathe, (lam) ft. [Allied to lath.] A machine-tool for

turning or shaping articles of wood, metal, or other

material.

Lather, (laTH'er) v. i. To form a foam with water and

soap ;—v. t. To spread over with lather:—imp. & pp.

lathered ; ppr. lathering.

Lather, (laTH'er) n, [A.-S. leadJtor.] Foam or froth

made by soap moistened w-ith water ;—froth fiom

profuse sweat, as of a horse.

Lathing, (lathing) n, A covering of laths on a wall ;

also the act or process of covering with laths.

Lathy, (lath'e) a. Thin as a lath : long and slender.

Latin, (lat'in) a. Pertaining to the people of Latium,

in Italy ; Roman ;—composed in the language used

by the Romans.

Latin, (lat'in) n. A native or inhabitant of Latium ;—

the language of the ancient Romans.

Latinism, (lat'in-izm) ft, A Latin idiom ; a mode of

speech peculiar to the Latins, [scholar.

Latinist, (lat'in-ist) n. One skilled in Latin ; a Latin

Latinity, (la-tin'e-te) n. The Latin tongue ; specifically,

purity of the Latiu style or idiom.
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Latinize, (lat'in-Iz) r. t. To give Latin terminations or

forms to, as foreign words ;—to translate into Latin :

—imp. & pp. latinized; ppr. latinizing-.

Latish, {1,'it i.sli) a. [Eng. late.] Somewhat late.

Latitude, (lat'e-ttiil) n. [L. latitndo.] Extent from

side to side, or distance sidewise from a given point or

line ; breadth ; width ;—room; space; hence, looseness;

laxity;— breadth of signification, application, &c. ;

extent of deviation from a standard, as truth, style,

and the like;—amplitude; scope;—the angular dis

tance of a heavenly body from the ecliptic ;—the

distance of any place on the globe north or south of

the equator. fin the direction of latitude.

Latitudinal, (lat-e-tud'hval) a. Pertaining to latitude ;

Latitudinarian, (lat-e-tud-in-a're-an) a. Free; unre

strained in religious principles or views.

Latitudinarian, (lat-e-tud-in-a're-an) n. One who exer

cises freedom in thinking;—one who departs in opinion

from the strict principles of orthodoxy.

Latitudinarianism , (lat-e-tud-in-a're-an-izm) n. Free

dom of opinion in matters pertaining to religious

belief; hence, in a bad sense, indifference to religion.

Latria, (la'tre-a) n. [L., G. laireia, from latreuein, to

serve, worship.] The highest kind of worship, or that

paid to God—distinguished from doulia, or worship

of saints in the Romish Church.

Latten. (lat'en) n. [It. latta.] A kind of brass or bronze;

—sheet-tin; iron-plate, covered with tin; — milled

brass, reduced to different thicknesses.

Latter, (lat'er)<i. [An irregular comparative of late.]

More late or recent;—mentioned the last of two;—

lately done or past ; modern ;—last ; latest ; final.

Latterly, (lat'er-le) adv. In time not long past ; lately;

of late.

Lattice, (lat'is) n. [F. lattis, from latte, lath.] Any

work made by crossing laths, rods, or bars, and forming

a net-work ; —especially, a window or window-blind.

Lattice, (lat'is) a. Consisting of cross pieces or net

work ;—furnished with a lattice.

Lattice, (lat'is) v. t. To form into open work ;—to fur

nish with a lattice:—imp. & pp. latticed ; ppr. latticing.

Laud, (lawd) n. [L. laun, laudiz.] A eulogy ; praise ;

commendation ;—that part of divine worship which

consists in praise ;—music or singing in honour of

any one.

Laud, (lawd) v. t. To praise in words alone, or with

words and singing ; to extol ; to celebrate :—imp. &

pp. lauded ; ppr. lauding.

Laudable, (lawd'a-bl) a. Worthy of being lauded ;

praiseworthy ; commendable.

Laudableness, (lawd'a-bl-nes) n. Quality of being

laudable ; praise-worthiness. [praise.

Laudably, (lawd'a-ble) adv. In a manner deserving

Laudanum, (lawd'a-num) n. [L. ladanurn.] A prepara

tion of opium in spirit of wine ; tincture of opium.

Laudation, (lawd-irshun) n. Praise ; commendation.

Laudatory, (lawd'a-tor-e) a. Containing praise ; ex

pressing praise.

Laugh, (laf) v. i. [A.-8. Meahhan, hlihhan.] To give

expression to pleasure, mirtb, or sense of the ludicrous

by a twinkling of the eyes, contortion of the features,

convulsive catching of the breath, and heaving or

shaking of the sides ;—to smile or grin ;—to chuckle ;

to titter ;—to be merry or gay ;—to seem favourable,

pleasant, or fertile ;—to shout for joy ;—v. t. To

ridicule or deride ;—to scorn :—imp. & pp. laughed ;

ppr. laughing. [human species ; laughter.

Laugh, (laf) n. An expression of mirth peculiar to the

Laughable, (laf'a-bl) a. Fitted to excite laughter ;—

droll ; ludicrous ; comical. [laughable.

Laughableness, ( laf'a-bl-nes ) n. Quality of being

Laughably, (laf'a-ble) adv. In a manner to excite

laughter. [merriment.

Laugher, (lafVr) n. One who laughs or who is fond of

Laughing-stock, (laf'ing-atok) n. An object of ridicule ;

a butt.

Laughter, (laf'ter) n. An involuntary movement of

the muscles of the face, or a peculiar expression of the

eyes, indicating merriment or satisfaction, and usually

attended by a sonorous and interrupted expulsion of

air from the lungs.

Launch, (lansh) v. t. [F. lancer.) To throw as a spear ;

to let fly ; to dart ;—to send forth ; to despatch ;—to

push or shove into the water, as a boat ;—to move or

slide down the water-ways, as a ship ;—r. i. To go

into the water ;—to push from the land or out to sea ;

—hence, to go forth as into the world ;—to expatiate,

as in talk or discussion ;—to plunge into, as expense :

—imp. & pp. launched; ppr. launching.

Launch, (lansh) n. The sliding of a ship from the land

into the water ;—the largest size of boat belonging to

a ship.

Launder, (lan'der) 71. A long, hollow trough which

miners use for receiving the powdered ore from the

box where it is bruised.

Laundress, (lan'dres) n. A female whose employment

is to wash clothes ; a washerwoman.

Laundry, (lan'dre) n. [O. Eng. lavendry, F. later, to

wash.] A washing; — the place where clothes are

washed ;—the room where clothes are dried, mangled,

and ironed.

Laureate, (law'r6-at) v. t. To confer a University degree

on, formerly symbolized by crowning with a WTeath

of laurel. [honoured.

Laureate, (law'reVat) a. Crowned with laurel ; publicly

Laureate, (law're-at) n. A poet attached to the royal

household, and composing verses for state or festive

occasions—the office now is honorary.

Laureateship, (law're-at-ship) n. Office of the laureate.

Laurel, (lawrel) n. [L. laurut.] An evergreen shrub,

having aromatic leaves of a lanceolate shape, with

clusters of small, yellowish-white flowers in their axils.

Laurestine, (law'res-tin) n. An evergreen shrub of the

south of Europe, which flowers during the winter

months.

Lauriferous, (law-rif'er-us) a. [L. (aunts and ferre, to

bear.] Producing or bringing laurels.

Lava, (la'va, la'va) n. [It.] The melted rock ejected

by a volcano ; also, the scoria; or ashes when cooled.

Lavandula, (lav-an'du-la) n. A genus of shrubs of the

order Labiatct, producing beautiful and fragrant

flowers. From one species is procured the oil of spike,

used in porcelain painting and varnish-making ; from

another, the essential oil of lavender. [washing.

Lavatory, (laVa-tor-e) a. 'Washing, or cleansing by

Lavatory, (laVa-tor-e) n. [L. lavatorium, from lavare,

to wash.] A place for washing ;—a wash or lotion for

a diseased part ;—a place where gold is obtained by

washing.

Lave, (lav) v. *. [L. lavare, allied to G. louein.] To

wash ; to bathe ;—v. i. To bathe ; to wash one's self :

—imp. &pp. laved; ppr. laving.

Lavender, (lav'en-der)«. [L. Cavandula.) An aromatic

plant yielding an essential oil, used in medicine and

perfumety.

Laver, (la'vgr) n. [L. lavare, to wash.] A vessel for

washing ;—a basin placed in the court of the Jewish

tabernacle, where the officiating priests washed their

hands and feet, and the entrails of victims.

Laverock, (l&Vrok) n. A lark.

Lavish, Qa.y'inh) a. [Eng. lave, to throw out, from L.

levare, to raise.] Prodigal ; wasteful ; extravagant ;—

scattered in waste ; profuse ; immoderate ; excessive ;

—wild ; unrestrained.

Lavish, (lav'iBh) v. t. To expend or bestow with pro

fusion; — to squander:— imp. & pp. lavished; ppr.

lavishing. [wastefully.

Lavishly, (lav'iah-le) adv. With profuse expense ;

Lavishness, (laVish-nes) n. Profusion ; prodigality.

Law, (hw) *■ [°. Eng. lay, A.-S. lak, from leegan, to

lay.] A rule of order or conduct established by

authority ;—the appointed rules of a community or
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state for the control of its inhabitants, whether un

written or enacted by formal statute ;—the regular

method or sequence by which certain phenomena or

effects follow certain conditions or causes, &c. ; any

force, tendency, propension, or instinct, whether

natural or acquired ;—the will of God, as the supreme

moral ruler, concerning the character and conduct of

all responsible beings ;— established usage; a rule,

principle, or maxim of science or art ;—the Jewish

or Mosaic code, in distinction from tho gospel;—judicial

process; litigation ;— legal science; jurisprudence.

Lawful, (law'fOoI) a. Conformable to law; legal, as a

transaction ;—allowed by law ; competent, as a process ;

—constituted or confirmed bylaw; rightful, as a chum.

Lawfully, (law'fool-le) adv. In accordance with law ;

without violating law ; legally.

lawfulness, (law'fool-nes) n. Quality of being con

formable to law ; legality. [law ; a legislator.

Lawgiver, (law'giv-er) n. One who makes or enacts a

Lawgiving, (Iaw'giv-ing) a. Making or passing laws ;

legislative.

Lawless, (lawles) a. Contrary to law ; illegal ;—un

authorized ; unwarranted ; — regardless of moral or

Bocial restraints or requirements ; self-willed ; reck

less; wild.

Lawlessly, (law'les-le) adv. In a lawless manner.

Lawlessness, (law'les-ues) n. Quality or state of being

lawless.

Law-maker, (law'milk-er) n. A legislator ; a lawgiver.

Lawn, (lawn) n. [W. llan, an open, clear place.] An

open space between woods ; a space of ground covered

with grass, generally in front of or around a house

or mansion.

Lawn, (lawn) n. [F. linon, from L. Hnum, flax.] A

sort of fine linen or cambric, used especially for certain

parts of the official robes of a bishop, and hence, the

official dress itself. [made of lawn.

Lawny, (lawn'e) a. Level, as a plain ; , like a lawn ;—

Lawsuit, (law'sut) n. A process in law instituted for

the recovery of a supposed right ; an action instituted

by a party to compel another to do him justice.

Lawyer, (laVyer) «. [Law-icer, law-man, from wer,

L. vir.] One versed in the laws, or a practitioner of

law—a general term, comprehending attorneys, coun

sellors, solicitors, barristers, sergeants, and advocates.

Lawyerly, (laVyer-le) a. Judicial; legal; formal.

Lax, (laks) a. [L. laxux,) Loose ; wide ;—not firm ;

flabby ; soft ;—loose in texture ; not tight or tense ;—

vague in meaning ; inexact ;—loose in morals ; licen

tious ; dissolute ;—loose in discipline ; unrestrained ;

nnconflned ;—having too frequent alvine discharges.

Lax, (laks) n. A looseness; diarrhoea.

Laxation, (laks-a'shun) n. [L. laxare, to loosen.] Act

of loosening or slackening, or the state of being loose

or Blackened. [or opening.

Laxative, (laks'at-iv) a. Having the power of loosening

Laxative, (laks'at-iv) n. A medicine that relaxes the

bowels ; a gentle purgative.

Laxity, (laks'e-te) n. [L. laxilas, from laxus, loose,

slack.] Quality of being lax or loose ; slackness, as of

a coid :—looseness, as of a texture ;—want nf exactness

or precision ; vagueness ;—licentiousness ;—dissolute

ness ;—openness or relaxation of the bowels :—also

laxne&s.

Laxly, (laksle) adv. In a lax or loose manner ; loosely.

Lay, (la) v.t. [A.-S. lecgan, causative form of ligan,

to lie.] To put or place; to set down or upon;—to

Slace along ;—to place in order ; to dispose ;—to beat

own, as com ;—to settle, as dust by rain ;—to fix, as

stones in building ;—to still, as wind ;—to appease, as

passion ;—to exorcise, as an evil spirit ;—to spread on

a surface, as colour ;—to set in order ; to prepare, as

the table ;—to put in the earth ; to plant ;—to turn

to ; to apply, as the hand;—to impose, as a tax ;—to

impute, as blame ;—to inflict, as punishment ;—to

enjein, as duty ;—to exhibit, as an indictment ;—

to wager or stake, as a bet ;—to bring forth and drop,

as eggs ;—to oury ;—to station, as an ambush ;—to

form, as a scheme or plot ;—to state ; to allege ;—». z.

To bring or produco eggs ;—to take a position :—imp.

& pj>. layed ; ppr. laying.

Lay, (12,) n. [Ger. lage,] A row ; a stratum ; a layer ;

—a wager ; a bet :—a venture ; an undertaking.

Lay, (la) n. [A.-S. Iqi, Ger. lied.] A song ;—a species

of narrative poetry among the ancient minstrels.

Lay, (J j.) n, A swinging frame in a loom, by which the

weft-tlireads are laid parallel to each other against

the cloth previously woven. [from the clergy.

Lay, (lu) a. Pertaining to the laity or people, as distinct

Layer, (13,'pt) n. One who or that which lays ;—a

Btratum ; a bed ; a body spread over another ;—a

course, as of bricks, stones, and the like ;—a shoot or

twig of a plant, not detached from the stock, laid

under ground for growth or propagation.

Laying, (la'ing) n. The first coat on laths of plasterer's

two-coat work ;—act or period of laying eggs ; the eggs

laid.

Layman, (l.Vnian) n. [Eng. lay and man.] One of the

people, in distinction from the clergy ;—a lay clerk ;—

a lay-figure.

Lazar, (la'zar) n. [From Lasarvs, the leprous beggar.]

A person infected with a foul and pestilential disease.

Lazaretto, (laz-a-ret'to) n. A public hospital or pest-

house for the reception of diseased persons*;—a hospital

for quarantine. [idly ;—heavily.

Lazily, (hVze-le) adv. In a lazy manner ; sluggishly ;—

Laziness, (l&'ze-nea) n. Indolence; sluggishness;

habitual sloth ;—slowness ; tardiness.

Lazy, (la'ze) a. [O. Eng. lane, Ger. la**,] Disinclined

to action or exertion ; naturally or habitually slothful;

idle ; indolent ;—moving slowly or apparently with

labour ; sluggish ; tedious.

Lea, (le) n. [A.-S. leap, leak.] A meadow or sward

land ;—iu rotation of crops, land under grass or clover.

Leach, (lech) v. t. To wash, as ashes, by causing water

to pass through them, and thus to separate from them

the alkali ;—v. i. To pass through by percolation ;—

■tin p. & pp. leached ; ppr. leaching.

Leach, (lech) n. [A-o. lenh, Ger. lauge.] A quantity

of wood-ashes through which water passes, and thus

imbibes the alkali ;—a tub in which ashes are leached.

Lead, (led) n. [A.-S. lead.] A well-known metal of a

dull white colour with a cast of blue :—an article made

of lead, as a plummet, used in sounding at sea ;—a

thin plate of type-metal, used to separate lines in

printing;—a small cylinder of black lead or plumbago,

used in pencils ;—sheets of lead used as a covering for

roofs.

Lead, (led) v. t. To cover with lead ; to fit with lead ;

—in 'printing, to widen, as the space between lines,

by inserting a lead or leads :—imp. it pp. leaded ;

ppr. leading.

Lead, (led) v. t. [A-S. Icedan, Ger. ltdan, Go. Uitkan,

to go, to travel] To show the way to ; to conduct ;—

to guide by the hand, as a child or animal :—to direct,

as a chief or commander ;—to govern ;—to introduce

by going first ; to precede ;—to draw ; to entice ; to

allure ; to infiuenco ;—to pass ; to spend ;—v. i. To

go before and show the way ;—to conduct, as a chief

or commander;—to tend to; to draw towards;—to

exercise infiuenco or authority :—imp. & pp. led ; ppr.

leading.

Lead, (led) n. Precedence ; guidance.

Leaded, (led'ed) a. Fitted with lead ; set in lead ;—

separated by leads, as the lines of a page.

Leaden, (led'n) a. Made of lead;—heavy; indisposed

to action ; dull.

Leader, (led'er) n. A guide : a conductor ;—a chief ; a

commauder ;—the chief of a party or faction ;—a per

former who leads a band or choir in music ;—the

editorial article in a newspai>er ;—a horse placed in

advance of others, or one uf a forward pair;—pi. A
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Leaf.

6, blade: p.

petiole, foot

stalk, or leaf-

row of dots used in tables of contents, Ac., to lead the

eye to the end of a line.

Leadership, (lod'er-ehip) n. The state, condition, or

office of a leader.

Leading, (led'ing) a. Chief; principal ; most important

or influential ;—showing the way by going first.

Leading, (led'ing) n. Lead, or sheets or articles of lead

collectively.

Leading, (led'ing) n. Guidance; direction.

Leading- strings, ( lcd'ing-strings ) n. pi. Strings by

which children are supported when beginning to walk ;

hence, a state of dependence.

Lead-pencil, (led'pen-sil) n. An instrument for drawing,

made of plumbago or black lead.

Leaf, ()ef) n. [A.-S. tea/, IoeL lauf, Co. lavfs.] A

deciduous shoot from the stem or branch

of a plant or tree, greenish in colour,

thin and palmated in shape, and reticu

lated in texture for the elaboration of

the sap;—figuratively, promise or hope ;

—part ofa book containing two pages ;—

side or division, as of a double door,

shutter, &c ;—movable side of a table,

or one of the parts of a telescope table ;

—Hi foliated or thinly beaten plate, as of

gold, silver, dec.

Leaf, (lef) v. i. To shoot out leaves ; to

produce leaves: — imp. & pp. leafed;

ppr. leafing.

Leafage, (lefaj) n. Leaves collectively ;

foliage.

Leaf-bud, (leTbud) n. The rudiment of "talk; «*■ *&?■

a young branch, or a growing point M"

covered with rudimentary leaves called tcales.

Leafed, (left) a. Having leaves.

Leanness, (lefe-nes) n. A state of being full of leaves.

Leafless, (leflee) a. Destitute of leaves.

Leaflet, (leflet) n. A little leaf ;—one of the divisions

of a compound leaf. [supports a leaf.

Leaf-stalk, (lefstawk) n. The petiole or stalk which

Leafy, (lefe) a. Full of leaves.

League, (leg) n. [F. ligue, L. ligare, to bind.] A com

bination of two or more parties for promoting their

mutual interest, or for executing any design in concert ;

—a national contractor compact ;—confederacy; coali

tion; combination.

League, (leg) r. i. To unite in a league or confederacy ;

to confederate :—imp. & pp. leagued ; ppr. leaguing.

League, (leg) »• fW. lUch, a stone.] Originally a kind

of mile-stone ;—a measure of length or distance, equal,

in England and the United States, to three geographical

miles—used chiefly at sea. [confederate.

Leaguer, (leg^r) n. One who unites in a league; a

Leaguer, (lSg'er) «, [Ger. lager. ] A camp ;—investment

of a town or fort ; siege.

Leak, (lek) n. [A. -8. hlecc, leaky.) A crack, crevice,

fissure, or hole in a vessel, that admits water, or

permits a fluid to escape ;—the oozing or passing of

water, or other fluid or liquor, through a crack, fissure,

or aperture in a vessel, either into it or out of it.

Leak, (lek) v. i. [Icel. Uka, A.-S. leccan, to wet] To

let water or other liquor into or out of a vessel through

a hole, crevice, or other defect :—imp. & pp. leaked ;

ppr. leaking.

Leakage, (Ituraj) n, A leaking ; or the quantity of a

liquor that enters or issues by leaking ;—an allowance

of a certain rate per cent, for the leaking of casks.

Leakineas, (lek'e-nee) n. The state of being leaky.

Leaky, (lek'e) a. Admitting water or other liquor to

leak in or out.

Leal, (lei) a. [F. teat.) Faithful ; loyal ; true. [Scot.]

Lean, (len) r. i. [A.-S. hlinian, L. dinar?.] To deviate

or move from a perpendicular position or line ; to

bend; to incline ;—to rest upon : to depend on; to

rely;—to tend towards ; to have a propensity or inclina

tion in favour of ;—v. t. To cause to lean ; to incline ;

to support or rest:—imp. & pp. leaned, sometimes

leant ; ppr. leaning.

Lean, (leu) a. [A.-S. l<rne, allied to L. tents, mild.]

Wanting in flesh ;—slender; spare; thin; meagre.

Lean, (len) u. That part of flesh which consists of

muscle without the fat

Leanness, (len'nes) n. Condition of being lean ; thin

ness ; want of flesh ; meagreness;—in Scripture, want

of spiritual grace and joy.

Leap, (lep) v. i. [A.-S. hleapan.] To spring from the

ground; to vault; — to make a sudden jump; to

bound ; to skip ;—to fly out ; to start ;—to spring

upon with sudden violence ;—to dance for joy :—i*. t.

To pass over by leaping ; to copulate with ; to cover :

—imp & pp. leaped, rarely leapt ; pj>r. leaping.

Leap, (lep) n. Act of leaping ; a jump ; a spring ; a

bound :—space passed by leaping ;—a hazardous or

venturesome act ;—copulation.

Leaner, (lep'er) n. One that leaps.

Leap-frog, (lep'frog) n, A play among boys, in which

one stoops down and another leaps over him.

Leaping, (lep'ing) n. The act of jumping or passing

by a leap.

Leap-year, (lep'yer) n-. A year containing 366 days ;

every fourth year, which leaps over a day more than

a common year, giving to February twenty-nine

days.

Learn, (lern) v. t. [A.-S. tcornian, allied to Icrran,

to teach, Go. leisan, to know.] To acquire new know

ledge or ideas from or concerning;—to acquire skill

in any thing;—r. i. To receive information or intelli

gence;—to gain or acquire knowledge; to take pattern

or example from:—imp. & pp. learned or learnt ; ppr.

learning.

Learned, (U-rnVd) a. Versed in literature or science ;

—well acquainted with arts; knowing; skilful .•—con

taining or exhibiting learning ;—versed in scholastic,

as distinct from other, knowledge.

Learnedly, (le.rn'ed-le) adv. With learning or erudition.

Learnedness, (Icrn'ed-nes) n. State of being learned ;

knowledge ; erudition.

Learner, (le.rn'er) n. One who learns or acquires know

ledge, as by instruction ; scholar ; disciple ; pupil ; or

by personal observation or study ; student.

Learning, (lern'ing) n. The knowledge of principles or

facts received by instruction or study ;—knowledge ac

quired by experience, experiment, or observation ;—

hence, practical acquaintance with or skill in ;—the

matter or subjects of instruction ; letters ; science ;

literature.

Lease, (16s) n. A letting of lands or tenements to

another for life, for a term of years, or at will, for

a rent or compensation reserved ;—the contract for

such letting ;—any tenure by grant or permission ; the

time for which such a tenure holds good.

Lease, (les) v. t. [F. laiutrt L. laxarc, from laxttt, loose.]

To grant the temporary possession of lands, tenements,

or hereditaments, to another, for a rent reserved ; to

let :—imp. & pp. leased; ppr. leasing.

Leasehold, (lfs'hold) a. Held by lease.

Leasehold, (kVlmld) n. A tenure held by lease.

Leash, (lesh) n. [F. laitse, ItMt, L. laqueus.} A thong

of leather or long line by which a falconer holds his

hawk, or a courser his dog ;—a brace and a half ; three

creatures of any kind, especially greyhounds, foxes,

bucks, and hares.

Leash, (lesh) v. t. To bind ; to hold by a string:—imp.

& pp. leashed ; ppr. leashing,

Least, (lent) a. [A.-S. last.] Smallest; most diminu

tive in size, strength, degree, Ac. ;—feeblest; faintest;

minutest ;—most insignificant.

Least, (lest) adv. In the smallest or lowest degree.

Leather, (lern'er) n. [A.-S. hdher, Ij/ttker.] The skin

of an animal dressed and prepared for use ;—dressed

hides collectively.

Leather, (IcTH'jr) a. Made of leather ; leathern.
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Made of leather ; consisting ofLeathern, (lem'evn) a

leather.

Leathery, (leTH'er-e) a. Resembling leather ; tough-

Leave, (lev) 11. [A.-S. te<tf.] Liberty granted ; permis

sion ; license ;—a formal parting of friends ; farewell ;

adieu.

Leave, (lev) v. t. [A.-S. las/an, IceL leifa, G. Ui}mn.]

To quit ;—to forsake ; to desert ; to abandon ; to re

linquish ;—to suffer to remain ;—to have remaining at

death ; hence, to give by will ; to bequeath ;—to com

mit to, as a deposit ; to intrust ;— to permit or allow ;

—to refer ;—to cease from ; to forbear;—r. i. To cease;

to desist ; to depart from ; to withdraw :—imp. & pp.

left; ppr. leaving. [leaf.

Leave, (lev) r. i. [Eng. lea/.] To send out leaves; to

Leaved, (levd) a. Furnished with foliage or leaves ;

having a leaf, or made with leaves or folds, as a table,

gate, &c.

Leaven, (lev'n) n. [F. levain, from lerer, to raise.] A

mass of sour dough, which, mixed with a larger

quantity, produces fermentation in it, and renders

it light ;—any thing which makes a general, especially

a corrupting, change in the mass.

Leaven, (lev'n) v. t. To excite fermentation in;— to

raise and make light, as dough ;—to taint ; to imbue :

—imp. & pp. leavened; ppr. leavening.

Leavening, (lev'n-ing) n. Act of making light by means

of leaven ;—that which leavens or makes light.

Leaves, (levs) n. pL of leaf. The foliage of trees ;—the

pages of a book ;—the teeth of a pinion.

Leavings, ( lev'ings ) n, pi. Things left ; remnant ;

relics ;—refuse ; offal.

Lecher, (lech/er) it, [It. Ucco, from tcccare, Ger. leck-en.]

A man given to lewdness.

Lecher, (lech'cr) v. i. To practise lewdness ; to indulge

in carnal desires:—imp. &pp. lechered; ppr, lechering.

Lecherous, (loch'er-us) a. Addicted to lewdness ; lewd;

—provoking lust ; lascivious; lustful.

Leoherously, (lech'er-us-le) adv. Lustfully ; lewdly.

Lecherousnesa, (lech'cr-us-nes) u. Strong propensity to

indulge the sexual appetite.

Lechery, (lech'er-e) n, Free indulgence of sensual de-

Bire ; lewdness; hist.

Lectern, (lek'tern) n. [F. lutrin, from L. tectum, Ugere,

to read.] A bookstand for hold

ing the volumes from which tho

church service was read—usually

of brass or highly polished wood,

and often in the form of a bird

with expanded wings;—a reading

desk of wood, stone, or marble, <>f

various construction.

Lection, (lek'shun) n. [L. lectio,

from tegfre, to read.] A differ

ence in copies of a manuscript or

book; a reading;—a portion of

Scripture read in divine service.

Lecture, (lek'tur) iu [h. tectura,

from legere, to read.] A dis- Lectern,

course on any subject ; especially, a formal or me

thodical discourse intended for instruction ;—a magis

terial reprimand ; a formal reproof.

Lecture, (lek'tur) r. t. To instruct by discourses ;—

to instruct authoritatively : to reprove;— r. i. To read

or deliver a formal discourse ;—to jn-actise reading

lectures for instruction:—imp. & pp. lectured; pjrr.

lecturing.

Lecturer, (lek'tur-er) n. One who reads or pronounces

lectures;—a preacher in a church hired by the parish

to assist the rector, vicar, or curate.

Lectureship, (lek'tur-ship) n. The office of a lecturer.

Ledge, (lej) n. [A.-S. leger, from licgan, to lie.] A

layer or stratum;—a prominent or projecting part ;

a shelf ;—a ridge of rocks near the surface of the sea ;

—a small moulding.

Ledger, (lej'er) n, [A.-S. leger, lying, from licgan, to

 

lie] A book lying open for record or inspection;—

specifically, the principal account book among mer

chants, into which entries from the journal, cash-

book, <fcc, are transferred in brief form ;—a large, flat

stone, such as is frequently laid over a tomb ;—one of

the pieces of timber used in forming a scaffolding.

Lee, (le) n. [Icel. hlie, A.-S. hte6, Soot lee, shelter.]

A place defended from the wind ; hence, that part of

the hemisphere toward which the wind blows, as op-

posed to that from which it proceeds.

Lee, (le) a. Of, or pertaining to, the part or side oppo

site to that against which the wind blows.

Leech, (lech) n. [A.-S. Itzce, Idee, physician, leech, Gov

teikinan, to heaL] A physician;—an aquatic sucking

worm, largely used for the local abstraction of blood.

Leech, (lech) n. [L. lieium.] The border or edge of a

soil at the sidos.

Leech, (lech) v. t. To treat with medicine ; to heal ;

—to bleed by the use of leeches.

Leech-craft, (lechTtraft) n. The art of healing ;—skill

in treating or curing disease.

Leek, (lek) n. [A.-S. te.de.) A garden plant allied to

the onion, having a cylindrical body of succulent leaves

which are eatable—the national emblem of the Welsh.

Leer, (lf*r) v. i. To look obliquely, either in contempt,

defiance, or with sly allurement:—imp. it pp. leered*,

ppr. leering.

Leer, (ler) ». [A.-S. A ifor, litear, the cheek, face.] An

oblique view j—an affected cast of countenance.

Lees, (lez) n. pi. [F. lie, L. limus.] The coarser parts

of a liquorwhich settle at its bottom; sediment; dregs.

Lee-shore, (leshor) x. The shore under the lee of a

ship, or that to which the wind blows.

Lee-side, (leald) n. Side of a vessel opposite to the

direction of the wind.

Leet, (let) n. [A.-S. te<xl, Ger. leute, people] An

assembly or convention of the people.

Leet, (let) «. [A.-S. htete, lot.] A portion, division,

or share ;—a list of candidates nominated for election

to office.

Leeward, (lSVerd) a. Pertaining to, or in the direction

of, the part toward which the wind blows.

Leeward, (le'wgrd) adv. Toward the lee, or that part

toward which the wind blows—opposed to wiit'Jfon/.

Leeway, (leVa) n. The lateral movement of & ship to

the leeward of her course.

Left, (loft) a. [L. lasvut, G. Utiof.] In the direction,

or on the side of, the part opposed to the right of uw

body.

Left, (left) n. The side opposite to the right;—in legis

lative assemblies, the left side of the speaker's chair,

where the opposition usually sit.

Left-hand, (left'tiand) n. The hand on the left side.

Left-handed, (leffhand-ed) a. Having the left hand

or arm more strong and dexterous titan the right ,—

hence, clumsy ; awkward;—sinister ; malicious.

Leg, (leg) n. [Icel. leggr, leg, shin.] The limb of an

animal used in supporting the body ; especially, that

part of the limb from the knee to the foot ;—any

long and slender support on which any object rests.

Legacy, (lega-ee) iu [I* tegare, to bequeath, ] X gift

by will of personal property ; a bequest.

Legal, (10'gal) a. [L. legalis, from lex, legis, law.] Ac

cording to law;—lawful ; permitted by law ;—accord

ing to the law of works, as distinguished from free

grace ;—governed by the rules of law, as distinguished

from the rules of equity;—constitutional ; legitimate.

Legalism, (lG'gal-izm) n. Strictness in adhering to law,

or trusting to conformity to law.

Legalist, (le'gal-ist) n. One who regards conformity to

law as a ground of salvation.

Legality, (le-gale-te) n. State of being legal; conformity

to law ;—an outward conformity to law without the

inward principle.

Legalize. (le'gal-Iz) i\ t. To make lawful ; to authorise;

—to sanction after being done ; — to interpret at
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apply in a legal spirit :—imp. &, pp. legalized; ppr.

legalizing.

Legally, (le'gal-le) adv. Lawfully ; according to law ;

in a manner permitted by law.

Legate, (leg'at) n, [1,. tetjatus.] An ambassador or

envoy ;—the pope's ambassador to a foreign ])rinue or

state. [queathed.

Legatee, (lo^-u-tr-) «. One to whom a legacy is be-

Legateohip, (leg'tit-ship) n. Tho office of a legate.

Legatine, (legVtin) «. Pertaining to a legato ;—made

by, or proceeding from, a legate.

Legation, (16-ga'shun) n. The commissioning one person

to act for another;—a legato or envoy, and the persons

associated with him in his mission ;—the official resi

dence of a diplomatic minister at a foreign court.

Legend, (lej'end) n. [L. legendut, to be read, from

legere, to read.] A chronicle or register of the lives of

saints, formerly read at matins or refections ;—any

marvellous story or incident respecting the saints ;—

hence, any ancient tale ; unauthentic fable ; family

tradition ;—an inscription or motto, as on a shield,

medal, coin, &c. [strange ; fabulous.

Legendary, (loj'end-ar-o) a. Consisting of legends ;

Legendary, (k-j end-are) n. A book of legends or

romantic tales ;—a relator of legends.

Legerdemain, (lej-er-de-man') n. [F. Ugtr, light, de,

of, and main, L. manujt, hand.] A trick performed

with such art and adroitness, that the manner or art

eludes observation ; sleight of hand.

Legged, (U-^'d) a. [From left.] Having legs—used in

composition, as a two-lerrgcd animal.

Leggin, (leg'in) n. [From leg.] A cover for the leg,

like a long gaiter. [legible.

Legibility, (lej-e-bil'e-te) «. Quality or state of being

Legible, (lei'e-bl) a. [L. legibitis, from legere,to read.]

Capable of being read;—capable of being discovered or

understood by apparezit marks or indications.

Legibleness, (lej'e-W-nes) ». Quality or state of being

legible; legibility. [read.

Legibly, flej'e-ble) adv. In such a manner as may be

Legion, (le^jun) n. [L. legio, from legerf, to gather,

collect.] A body of infantry, consisting of from three

to five thousand men ;—a military force;—a great

number ; a multitude.

Legionary, (le'jun-ar-e) a. Relating to, or consisting

of, a legion, or of legions;—containing a great number.

Legislate, (lej'is-lat) v. i. [L. lex, legist, law, and /Vrre,

to bear.] To make or enact a law or laws:—imp. &

pp. legislated; ppr. legislating.

Legislation, (lej-is-hVshuu) n. The act of legislating

or enacting laws.

Legislative, (lej'is-lftt-iv) o. Making or giving laws;

having power to enact, as a council or legal body ;

—enacted by authority; prescribed, as a law or rule ;

constitutional ; legal. ,

Legislator, (lej'is-lat-er) n. A lawgiver; one who makes

laws for a state or community.

Legislature, (lej'isdat-ur) n. The body of men in a

state or kingdom invested with power to make and

repeal laws.

Legist, (le'jist) n. One skilled in the laws.

Legitimacy, (le-iit'e-ma-se) n. Accordance with law ;

—lawfulness of birth;—genuineness or reality;—logical

sequence or validity ;—the accordance of an action or

measure with established law.

Legitimate, (le-jit'e-mat) a. Accordant with law ;—

lawfully begotten or born ;—genuine ; real ;—following

by natural sequence ;—in accordance with established

usage.

Legitimate, (le-jit'e-mat) v. t. [L. leg'ttimus, lawful,

legitimate, from lex, legit, law.] To make lawful ; to

legalize;—to render legitimate; to communicate the

rights of a legitimate child to one that is illegitimate ;

—imp. & pp. legitimated ; ppr. legitimating.

Legitimately, (le-jife-mut-le) adv. In a legitimate

manner ; lawfully ; genuinely.

 

Lemming.

Legitimation, (le-jit-e-ma'shun) n. The act of investing

with the rights and privileges of lawful birth.

Legitimize, (le-jit'e-miz) v. t. To legitimate or make

lawful '.—imp. & pp. legitimized ; ppr. legitimizing.

Legume, (legum) n. [h. Tegumen, from Ugere, to gather. ]

A pod dehiscent into two valves, and having the seed

attached at one suture, as the pea ;—pi. The fruit of

leguminous plants of tho pea kind ; pulse ; beans, &c.

Leguminous, (leg-u'min-us) a. Pertaining to pulse ;

consisting of pulse ;—bearing legumes, as seed-vessels.

Leisure, (le'zhur) n. [F. loisir, L. licert, to be permitted. ]

Freedom from occupation or business ; vacant time :

spare or unemployed time;—also convenient time; con

venience ; ease—frequently used adjectively.

Leisurely, (lezhur-le) a. Exhibiting or employing

leisure ; deliberate ; slow. [slowly.

Leisurely, (le'zhur-le) adv. In a deliberate manner ;

Lemma, (lem'a) n. [G. lemma, from lambanein, to

take, assume.] An assumption or premise taken for

granted ; — a preliminary proposition assumed or

proved to aid in the demonstration of another pro

position, or in the working out of a problem.

Lemming, (lem'ing) n. [Dan., Norw.] A burrowing

animal of the rat family found in

the north of Europe, and remark- .iM|/tf

able for its periodic migrations in vAuiJj^p

great swarms southward. ,

Lemon, (lem'un) n. [A. laimUnJ]

An oval or roundish fruit resem

bling the orange, and containing *

an intensely acid pulp ;—the tree

that produces lemons.

Lemonade, (lem'un-ud) n. A beverage consisting of

lemon-juice mixed with water and sweetened.

Lemur, (le'mur) n. [L.] One of a family of nocturnal

mammals allied to the monkeys, but of small size,

and having a sharp, fox-like muzzle. They are natives

of Madagascar and the neighbouring islands.

Lend, (lend) v. t. [A.-S. to-new, Go. leihvan, Ger. leihen.]

To grant the temporary use of on condition of return,

or of receiving an equivalent in money or kind ;—to

afford or give in general ; to furnish or supply, as

aid ;—to permit the use of, as one's name to a bill ;—

to let for hire or compensation :—imp- & 1>P- len* ;

■ppr. lending.

Lender, (lend'er) n. One who lends ; especially, one

who makes a business of lending money on interest.

Length, (length) v. [A. -8. lengdlt, from lang, teng,

long.] The extent of a body from end to end, or tho

longest linear measure parallel to its sides ; extension ;

longitude, as opposed to latitude ;—a certain portion

or extent of space ;—intervening distances, as in racing ;

—measures of fabric for ladies' dresses;—space of time;

duration ; especially continuance or long duration ;—

extent ; reach.

Lengthen, (length'n) v. t. To extend in length ; to

elongate ;—to extend in time ; to protract ;—to occupy

time with ; to expand :—to draw out in pronuncia

tion ;—v. i. To grow longer; to extend in length:—

imp. & pp. lengthened ; ppr. lengthening.

Lengthiness, (length'e-nes) «. State of being lengthy ;

tendency to spin out, as a speech ; prolixity.

Lengthwise, (length'wlz) adv. In the direction of the

length. [long ; prolix.

Lengthy, (length'e) a. Having length ; immoderately

Leniency, (le'ne-en-se) n. Lenity; clemency; mild

ness ; gentleness.

Lenient, (le'ne-ent) a. [L. lenire, to soften, from Unit,

soft, mild.) Emollient; — softening: mitigating; —

acting without rigour or severity ; mild ; clement ;

merciful.

Leniently, (le'ne-ent-le) adv. In a lenient manner.

Lenitive, (leu'it-iv) a. Softening or mitigating, as pain

or acrimony; emollient; assuasive.

Lenitive, (leu'it-iv) n. A medicine or application that

has the quality of easing pain ;—a mild purgative ; \
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laxative ;—that which tends to allay passion or excite

ment; a palliative.

Lenity, (len'e-te) n, [L. Inritas, from lenif, soft, mild.]

Mildness oftemper;—tenderness; softness; clemency;

mercy.

Lens, (lenz) n. [L. tens.] A piece of glass or other

transparent substance, ground

with two opposite regular sur

faces, either both curved, or one

curved and the other plane, used,

cither singly or combined, in

optical instruments, for changing

the direction of rays of light,

and thus magnifying objects, or

otherwise modifying vision.

Lent, (lent) n. [A.-S. lencten,

, spring, lent, lencgan, to lengthen.]

A fast of forty-days, beginning

with Ash Wednesday and con

tinuing till Easter, commemora

tive of the fast of our Saviour.

Lenten, (leut'en) a. Pertaining to

Lent ; used in Lent ; hence,

spare : plain .

Lenticular, (len-tik'u-lar) a, [L.

lenticularis, from lens, lentil.]

Kesombling a lentil in size or

form ;—having the form of a

 

Lenses.

Of spherical lenBce,

there are six varie

ties, as shown in sec

tion in the figures,

viz., a, double-con-

eave; 6, plano-concave;

e, double-convex ; d,

uano-couvex; *, men-

o

a p]

double convex lens:—also lenti- iscus; /, concavo-con

form. T6X*

Lentil, (len'til) v. [F. tentille, from L. lens, lentis.] A

leguminous plant allied to the bean, cultivated for

fodder, and for its seeds which are edible, but

chiefly by cattle.

Lento,"(lento) adv. [It.] Slowly and gently in music :

—also lente.

Leo, (1C6) n. [L.] The lion : the fifth sign of the

zodiac ;—a constellation con

taining ninety-five stars;—

loo-minor, a smaller constel

lation containing fifty-thin

stars.

Leonine, (le'o-nin) n. [L.

leoninics, from leo, teonix,

lion.] Belonging to, or re

sembling, a Hon.

Leopard, (lep'ard) n. [G. Leo.

le,6n, Hon, and pardos, pard.] A carnivorous digiti-

grade mammel of the genua Felis. It is of a yellow

or fawn colour, with black spots along the back and

sides. It is found in India and Africa.

Leper, (lep'er) n. [G. lepra, the leprosy.] A person

affected with leprosy.

Lepidoptera, (lep-id-op'tcr-a) n.pZ. [G. lepis, a scale, and

pteron, wing.] An order ofinseetshaving four wings cov

ered with fine gossamer scales, as moths, butterflies, &c

Lepidopterous, (lep-id-op'ter-us) a. Scale-winged;—

having fine scaly or powdery wings, as the moth, Ac.

Leporine, (lep'6-rin) a. [L. leporinas, from Upus,

Ifpons, hare.] Pertaining to a hare ; having the

nature or qualities of the hare.

Leprosy, (lep'ro-se) o, A cutaneous disease characterized

by Bcaly spots, usually of a white colour, but some

times gray or black ;—a form of elephantiasis.

Leprous, (lep'rus) a. [F. teprevx, from L. lepra, leper.]

I nfected with leprosy.

Leprouaness, (lep rus-nes) n. The state of being leprous.

Lepus. Qe'piu) n, [L.] A genus of rodent animals,

including the bare and the rabbit ;—also, a southern

constellation.

Lesion, (le'zhun) n. [L. Icesio, from ktden, to hurt.]

A hurt; an injury;—loss from failure to fulfil a

bargain or oontract; — any morbid change in the

exorcise of functions or the texture of organs.

Less, (les) a. [A. -8. lassa, laes, Go. Um$.] Reduced or

diminished ;—smaller in size or bulk;—not equal to

in comparison or contrast ;—lower in height, position,

rank, Aic. ; inferior.

Less, (les) adv. Not so much ; in a smaller or lower

degree ;—a termination to nouns and adjectives with

the sense of negation or privation. [younger.

Less, (les) iu A smaller portion ;—the inferior ; the

Lessee, (les-e') n. One to whom a lease is given, or

who takes an estate by lease.

Lessen, (les'n) f. (. To make less or smaHer ; to reduce

in size, quantity, number, or amount ;—to diminish in

quality, state, or degree ;—to reduce ;—v. i. To be

come less ; to contract in bulk, quantity, number, or

amount ; to be diminished ;—to become less in degree,

quality, or intensity ; to decrease : — ii«p. & pp.

lessened ; opr, lessening.

Leaser, (les'cr) a. [A.-S. lassa, litera, Idsre.] Less;

smaHer ; inferior.

Lesson, (les'n) n. [F. lecon, L. lectio.] A reading or

recitation ;—a piece of instruction ; that which has to

be learned and repeated by scholars; that which is

explained and enforced by teachers ;—the particular

portion, as of a text-book, prescribed or gone over at

one time ;—the portion of Scripture prescribed for tnu

day ;—instruction or truth gained by experience ;—

reproof ; rebuke.

Lessor, (k-.--.Vr) n. One who leases or gives a least

Lest, (lest) conj. [A.-S. last, leastly.] Tliat not; for

fear that.

Let, (let) v. t. [A.-S. lata*, Go. titan.'] To give leavo

or power by a positive act ; or, negatively, not to pre

vent ; to permit ; to allcw ; to Buffer ;—to grant posses

sion and use for a compensation ; to lease :—r. i. To

be let or leased :—imp. &, pp. let; m*r. letting*.

Let, (let) v. t. [A.-S. lettnv, to delay, to hinder, from

Hit, late.] To retard; to hinder; to impede.

Let, (let) n. A hinderance ; obstacle ; impediment.

Lethal, (lethal) «, [L. lethalis, from Uthum, death.]

Deadly ; mortal ; fatal.

Lethargic, (le-thar'jik) a. Given to lethargy ; preter-

naturally inclined to oleep ; drowsy ;—pertaining to

lethargy. [induce a morbid drowsiness.

Lethargize, (leth'ar-jlz) r. t. To render lethargic : to

Lethargy, (leth'ar-je) n. [L. Ictlmrrria, G. Whartro*,

from lithi, forgetfulness, and argot, idle.] Preter

natural sleepiness ; morbid drowsiness ; — dulneaa ;

inaction ; inattention.

Lethe, (lS'the) n. [G. JeW.) One of tho rivers of hell,

feigned, to cause forgetfulness to those who daank «'

its waters ;—a draught of oblivion. [oblivion.

Lethean, (le-thCan) a. Inducing forgetfulness or

Letter, (let'er) n. [Eug. let) One who lets or permit* ;

—one who retards or hinders.

Letter, (let'er) ft, [L. litera, from linerc, to spread *r

rub over (with wax), for writing with a stylus,] A

mark or character used as the representative of an

articulate elementary sound ;—a written or printed

message ; an epistle ;—mere verbal expression ; the

literal statement ;—a character formed of metal or

wood, and used in printing ; typo :—the quantity of

type in tho printing office, with reference to its abutr"

dance or scarcity for the job;—pi. Learning; erudition.

Letter, (let'er) r. t. To impress or form letters on ;—4o

stamp in gilt, as the title of a book on the back or side

of the binding :—imp. &■ pp. lettered ; ppr. lettering.

Letter-box, (let'er-boks) n. A box for receiving letters ;

a post-office box.

Letter-carrier, (let'er-kar-e-er) n. A postman ; ono

who carries and delivers letters. [serving letters.

Letter-case, (let'er-kas) n. A case for holding and pro-

Lettered, (let'erd) a. Literate; educated; versed in

literature or science; cultivated ;—marked or registereu;

doqueted ;—stamped with name or title, as a book.

Letter-founder, (let'er-found-er) h. One who cadta

letters ; a type-founder.

Lettering1, (let'er-ing) n. The act of impressing letters ;

—the letters impressed.
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Letterpress, (let'cr-pres) n. Print ; the reading matter

of a work in distinction from plates or engravings.

Lettuce, (let'us) n. [L. lattuca, from lac, milk.] A

common garden plant of the order Composites, culti

vated for use as a salad.

Leucorrhcea, (lu-kor-re'a) n. [O. Icul-os, white, and

rein, to flow. J A discharge of mucus peculiar to

females : fluor albus ; the whites.

Levant, (le-vanf) a. Eastern.

Levant, (15-vautO n. (F. levant, from lever, to raise.]

The countries washed by the eastern part of the Medi

terranean and its contiguous waters.

Levanter, (le-vant'er) %, A strong easterly wind in the

Mediterranean ;—one who bets at a horse-race and

rons away without paying the wagers he has lost.

Levantine, (15-vant'in) a. Pertaining or belonging to

the Levant.

Levantine, (le-vantln) n. A native or inhabitant of

the Levant ;—a particular kind of silk cloth.

Levator, (le-va'ter) n. [L. from Urare, to raise.] A

muscle in the animal body which moves or raises any

part, as the eye-lid, lips, &o. ;—a surgical instrument

used in trepanning, &c.

Levee, (lev'e) «, (F. Itvte, from lever, to raise, se lever,

to rise.] The time of rising:—concourse of persons

who visit a prince or great man in the morning ;—

public reception by the sovereign of the distinguished

or privileged classes.

Level, (level) a. Not having one part higher than

another ; even ; flat j smooth ;—horizontal ;—of the

same height ;—equal in rank or degree.

Level, (lev'el) v. t. To make smooths or even ;—to make

horizontal ;—to reduce to the samo height with some

thing else ; to lay flat ; to reduce to an even surface or

plane ;—to reduce to equality of condition, state, or

degree ;—to point in taking aim ; to aim ;—to direct ;

to utter;—to adapt to the capacity of; to suit; to

proportion ;—v. i. To point a gun or an arrow to the

mark ;—to direct the view or purpose ; to aim—usually

with at;—imp. & pp. levelled; ppr. levelling.

Level, (lev'el) n. [A.-S. lee/el, a level, from L. libelta,

water-level, diminutive of Ubm, balance.] A line or

plane which is every where parallel to the horizon ;—

a smooth or even line, plane, or surface ;—equal eleva

tion with something else ; a state of equality;—degree

of energy, intensity, or attainment ; rate ; standard ;—

fixed or quiet condition ; a position of rest ;—rule ;

plan ; scheme ;—line of direction in which a missile

weapon is aimed ;—a horizontal gallery excavated in a

mine at different depths ;—an instrument to find or

draw a true horizontal line, and thence to determine

and adjust the relative heights or positions of ad

jacent surfaces or bodies.

Leveller, (lev'el-er) n. One who levels or makes even ;

—one who destroys or attempts to destroy tlistinctions,

and reduce to equality.

Levelling, (lev'el-ing) n. The reduction of uneven sur

faces to a level or plane ;—the art or operation of

ascertaining the different elevations of points of the

earth's surface included in a survey.

Levelneai, (le/el-nes) n. Condition of being level;

equality.

Lever, (le'ver) n. [F. levier, from Uver, to raise.] A

bar of metal, wood, or other

substance, used to exert a

pressure or sustain a weight

at one point of its length by

receiving a force or power at

a second, and turning at a

third on a fixed point called

a/uferuTu.

Leverage, (leVcr-iy) n. The

mechanical advantage gained by the use or operation

of the lever.

Leveret, (lev'er-et) n. [F. diminutive of litvre, hare.]

A hare in the flxat year of its age.

 

lever ;—

Leviable, (lev'c-a-bl) a. Fit to be levied: callable of

being assessed and collected.

Leviathan, (lC-via-than) n. [H. livydthd*.] An

aquatic animal described in the book of Job, xli.

and mentioned in other passages of Scripture ;—the

whale, or a great wliale.

Levigate, (lev'e-gat) v. t. [h. Uvigare, from In-ift,

smooth.] To rub or grind to a fine, impalpable powder;

to make fine ; to comminute;—to polish:—imp. & pp.

levigated ; ppr. levigating, [levigating.

Levigation, (lev-e-gu'shun) n. Act or operation of

Levite, (lCvit) n. One of the tribe or family of Levi ;

a subordinate to the priests or descendants of Aaron ;

—an official employed in manual service connected

with the tabernacle or the temple ;—a player or singer

in the temple service.

LeviticaL (16-vit*ik-al) a. Belonging or relating to

the Levites ; hence, sacerdotal ; priestly.

Leviticus, (lc-vit'ik-us) n. The third book of tho Old

Testament.

Levity, (levVte) n. [L. Uvitat.) Want of weight in a

body compared with another that is heavier; light

ness;—ease; buoyancy; hence, inconstancy; fickleness;

—want of seriousness ; trilling disposition; frivolity;

—act of thoughtlessness ; vanity; freak.

Levy, (lev'e) v. (. [F. lever.] To raise ; to collect—said

of troops; to form into an army by enrolment, con

scription, &c. ;—to raise or collect by assessment ;—to

take or seize on execution :—imp. & pp. levied ; ppr.

levying.

Levy, (lev'e) n. The act of levying or taking by

authority or force for public service, as troops, taxe*,

&c. :—that which is levied or taken by authority, as

an army, tribute, &c. ;—the seizure of property on ex

ecutions to satisfy judgments, or on warrants for tho

collection of taxes.

Lewd, (liid)a. [A. -8. Iceiced, Ificd, from Itod, the people.]

Given to unlawful indulgence ; incontineut ; un

chaste ;—proceeding from unlawful desires ; profli

gate ; dissolute ;—exciting unlawful desire ; lascivious.

Lewdly, (ludle) adv. With unlawful indulgence;

lustfully.

Lewdness, (lud'nes) *■ 'The unlawful indulgence of

lust ; fornication or adultery ; unchostity ; debauch

ery ; lechery.

Lewis, (lii'is) n. An iron clomp dove-tailed into a largo

stone to lift it by :—also Uieisson;

—a kind of shears used in cropping

woollen cloth.

Lexical, (leks'e-kal)a. Pertainingto

a lexicon or to lexicography; settled

by lexicography.

Lexicographer, (leks-e-kog'ra-fcr) n.

[G. lexicon, dictionary, and ara-

phein, to write.] The author or ,

compiler of a lexicon or dictionary.

Lexicographical,(leks-e-ko-grafik-al)

a. Pertaining to the writing or

compilation of a lexicon or dictionary.

Lexicography, (leks-e-kog'ra-fo) n. Act of writing a

lexicon or dictionary, or tho art of composing diction

aries.

Lexicology, (leks-c-kol'o-jo) n. [G. lexikos and logos,

discourse.] The science of the derivation and signi

fication of words.

Lexicon, (leks'e-kon) n. [G. lexikon (sc biblion), from

texikos, of or belonging to words, from tegein, to Bay.]

A vocabulary or book containing an alphabetical ar

rangement of the words in a language, with the

definition of each ; a dictionary, especially, a Greek

or Hebrew dictionary.

Lexigraphy, (leks'e-graf-e) n. [G. lexis and grapho.]

The art of defining words.

Leyden-jar, (le'dn-Jar) n. A glass jar or bottle used

to accumulate electricity—so named from having been

invented in Leydcn, Holland,
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Liability, (li-a-bil'e-te) n. State of being bound or

obliged in law or justice ; responsibility ;—tendency ;

a state of being subject or exposed to ;—pi. That

which one is under obligation to pay ; debts.

Liable, (li'a-bl) a. [L. ligare, to bind.] Obliged in law

or equity ; answerable ; accountable ; responsible ;

—subject; exposed—used with reference to evils.

Liableness, (li'a-bl-nea) «. The state of being liable ;

liability.

Liaison, (le'tVzong) n. [F.] An intimacy, especially,

a secret, illicit intimacy between a man and a woman.

Liar, (li'ar) n. [Bug. lie.] A person who knowingly

utters falsehood ; one who lies.

Liard, (li'ard) a. Hoary ; roan ; gray.

Lias, (lias) n. An argillaceous lime-stone.

Lib, (lib) v. t. [D. lubben.) To castrate.

Libation, (lTba-shun) n. [L. libatio.] Act of pouring

a liquor, usually wine, either on the ground or on a

victim, in sacrifice, in honour of some deity ;—the

wine or other liquor poured out in honour of a deity.

Libbard's-bane, (h'b-ardz'ban) «. Leopard's-bane ; a

poisonous plant of the genus Doi-onicum.

Libel, (lrbel) n. [L. Ubellus, diminutive of liber, a

book.) A defamatory writing; a published defa

mation ; a lampoon ; a satire ;—a written declaration

or statement by the plaintiff of his cause of action,

and of the relief he seeks ;—the crime of publishing

a defamatory writing.

Libel, (li'bel) v. t. To defame or expose to public

hatred and contempt by a writing, picture, and the

like;—to satirize; to lampoon;—to proceed against

by filing a libel, particularly against a ship or goods ;

to exhibit the ground of charge :—imp. & pp. libelled ;

ppr. libelling.

Libeller, (li'bel-er) n. One who libels or defames.

Libellous, (H'bol-us) a. Defamatory ; containing that

which exposes a person to public hatred, oontempt, and

ridicule. •

Libellously, (li'bel-us-le) adv. In a defamatory manner.

Liber, (irb?r) n. [L.] The inner bark of plants;—a

book or division of a book.

Liberal, (lib'er-al) a. [L. liberalis, from liber, free.]

Free by birth : refined ;—befitting a freeman or gentle

man ;—bestowing with a free-hand ; open-hearted ;—

bountiful ; generous ;—enlarged ; catholic ; net nar

row or bigoted ;—unselfish ; not mean or miserly ;

open ; candid ;—general ; extensive ;—ample ; large ;

profuse ; excessive ;—unrestricted ; hence, licentious ;

—denoting or evincing the spirit of freedom in political

or religious philosophy; friendly to great freedom in

the forms of government.

Liberal, (lib'er-al) n. Onewho advocates greater freedom

of thought or action in political or religious matters.

Liberalism, (lib'cr-al-ixm) n. Liberal principles ;

freedom from narrowness or bigotry— especially in

matters of religion or politics.

Liberality, (lib-fr-al'e-to) n. Munificence; bounty ;—a

particular act of generosity: a donation; a gratuity;

—largeness of mind; Catholicism; candour; impar

tiality.

Liberalize, (lib'cr-al-iz) v. t. To render liberal or ca

tholic; to free from narrow views or prejudices; to

enlarge:—imp. & pp. liberalized ; ppr. liberalizing.

Liberally, fuVer-al-le) adv. In a liberal manner;

bounteously ; bountifully ; munificently ; — freely;

copiously ;—not meanly ; magnanimously ; nobly ;

unselfishly ;—not strictly or exactly ; not literally.

Liberate, (iil>Vr-at) v. t. (L. liberure, from liber, free.]

To release from restraint or bondage ; to set at liberty:

—imp. & pp. liberated; ppr. liberating.

Liberation, (lib-er-a'sbun) n. Act of delivering, or

state of being delivered from restraint, confinement,

or shivery. [free : a deliverer.

Liberator, (Hb'er-at-er) n. One who liberates or sets

Libertine, (lib'er-tin) n. [L. libertimts, from liber,

free,] A person set free from servitude ; a freodman ;

 

—one free from restraint ;—one who leads & dissolute,

licentious life ; a rake ; a debauchee.

Libertine, (lib'er-tin) a. Free from restraint ; uncon

trolled ;—dissolute ; licentious.

Libertinism, (lib'er-tin -izm) tu The conduct of a liber

tine ; debauchery ; lewdness;—licentiousness of prin

ciple or opinion.

Liberty, (lib'er-te) n. [L. libertas, from liber, free.]

Freedom from restraint ; state of being unconfined,

as the body, or uncontrolled, as the mind;—power to

act according to one's inclination, subject only to the

laws of nature—called natural liberty ,—the baiue

power abridged by civil law—called civil liberty; —

right to worship God, in private or in public, iu any

form, system, or organization, subject only to the law

of civil liberty—called religious liberty;—any specific

act or instance of freedom ;—permission ; leave ;—

privilege ; immunity ; exemption ;—the place or limit

within which any particular freedom or privilege is

allowed ;—freedom of act or speech unduly taken iu

social intercourse ;—the power of choice.

Libidinous, (le-bid'in-us) a. [L. libidinotus, from

libido, desire, lust, from Ubct, it pleases.] I^ewd ;

lustful ; lascivious ; unchaste ; impure ; licentious.

Libidinously, (le-bidln-ua-le) adv. With lewd desire;

lustfully. [of being lustful ; lasciviousneas.

LibidinousnerS, (le-bid'in-us-nesl ». The state or quality

Libra, (Ulna) n. (L.] The Balance; the seventh sign

in the zodiac, which the sun

enters at the autumnal

equinox in September.

Librarian, (li-bra're-an) ». [L.

librarius, from liber, book.]

One who has the care of a

library or collection of books.

Librarianship, (li - bra ' re-an-

ship) u. The office of a li

brarian.

Library, (lfbra-re) n. ( ! ..

librarivm.] A collection of books belonging to a private

person or to a public institution or a compauy ;—an

edifice or an apartment for holding a collection, of

books.

Librate, (lTbrat) v. t. [L. librare, from libra, a bal

ance.] To poise; to balance; to hold in or bring to

an equipoise;—v. i. To move as a balance; to oscillate,

to be poised :—imp. & pp. librated ; ppr. libratinp.

Libration, (H-bra'shun) n. Act of balancing ; act of

swaying or oscillating, as a balance before coming to

rest*;—state of being balanced ; equipoise.

Libratory, (li'bra-tor-e) a. Balancing ; moving like a

balance, as it tends to an equipoise or level.

Libretto, (le-bret'to) n. [It., diminutive of libro.] The

play or poem on which an ojiera is composed;—a

book containing the words and music of an opera.

Licensable, (li'sens-a-bl) a. That which may be allowed

by a legal grant.

License, (li'sens) n. [L. licentia, from licert, to be

permitted.] Authority or liberty given to do or for

bear any act ;—leave ; permission ; especially the

lawful warrant to practise, as in niedicme, surgery,

&c. , or to preach the gospel ; or to deal in intoxicating

liquors ;—the document granting permission ; certifi

cate ; permit ;—excess of liberty ; exorbitant freedom.

License, (li'sens) v. t. To permit by grant of authority;

to authorise to act in a particular character ;—hence,

to tolerate ; to permit :—imp. & pp. licensed ; ppr.

licensing.

Licensee, (li-sens-e") ». One to whom a license is given.

Licenser, (ll'sens-e.r) n. One who grants permission.

Licentiate, (li-sen'she-at) n. [L. licentia.) One who

has a license to exercise a profession, as in medicine or

theology.

Licentious, (li-sen'she-us) a. Using license; indulging

freedom; loose; dissolute :—exceeding the limits of

law, morality, or propriety; unrestrained; riotous ;

Lihra.
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wanton ; profligate : sensual ; intpnro ; lascivious ;

immoral. [manner; freely; loosely; dissolutely.

Licentiously, (ll-een'she-us-le) adv. In a licentious

Licentiousness, (li-sen'she-us-nes) n. State of being

licentious ; excess of liberty ; dissoluteness.

Lichen, (liken) n. [L., G. leichen.] One of an order

of cellular, flowerless plants, usually ofscaly, expanded,

frond- like forms ;—a cutaneous eruption.

Lick, (lik) v. t. [A.-S. liecian, F. lecher, Ger. lecken, h.

lingert, G. leichein, 8kr. lik.) To pass or draw the

tongue over;—to lap ; to take in by the tongue;—

to strike repeatedly for punishment ; to flog:—imp.

£ pp. licked ; ppr. licking.

Lickerish, (lik'er-ish) a. [Eng. ticker.] Nice in the

choice of food ; dainty ;—eager or greedy to swallow

or fctste ;—tempting the appetite.

Licking, (lik'ing) n. A lapping with the tongue ;—a

flogging or castigation.

Licorice, (lik'6-ris) n. [It. liquirizia, from G. ylulcut,

sweet,andrtz<i,root.] A plant the root ofwhich abounds

with a sweet juice, and is much used in demulcent

compositions ;—the inspissated juice obtained from

the root of this plant, much used as a remedy for

coughs or colds.

Lictor. (lik t< i) a. [L. from ligai-e, to bind.] An

officer attending the Roman Consul or Magistrate,

who bore an axe and fasces or rods, as ensigns of

his office.

Lid, (lid) n. [A.-S. klid, from hlidan, to cover.] A

cover of a vessel or box;—the cover of the eye ; the

eyelid.

Lie, (IT) n. A criminal falsehood ; an intentional

violation of truth; — any thing which misleads or

disappoints, as false doctrine and the like;—untruth ;

falsehood ; fiction ; deception.

Lie. (II) v. i. [O. Eng. tee, A.-S. leogan, Ger. liigen,

Scot, lee.] To utter an untrue statement knowingly;

to apeak falsely or deceptively ;—to misrepresent ; to

give an unjust idea of; to make an erroneous de

claration regarding:—t?np. & pp. lied; ppr. lying.

Lie, (li) v.i. [A.-S. liegan, Go. ligan,] To be low;

to rest extended on the ground, or on a bed or couch;

to be in a horizontal position or nearly so ;—to lean ;

to press on ;—to be placed with respect to situation

or direction ;—to be at rest ; to remain ;—to lodge ; to

sleep ;—to rest in the grave ;—to consist in ; to belong

to ;—to be recorded or sustained, as an action at law :

—imp. lay; pp. lain; ppr. lying.

Lief, (lef) adv. [A.-S. leof, Ger. lieb, loved.] Gladly ;

willingly ; freely.

Liege, (lej) a. [L. iigart, to bind, Ger. lediff, free from

bonds. ] Bound by a feudal tenure; subject;—enforcing

allegiance- ; sovereign.

Liege, (lej) n. One who owes allegiance ; a vassal

holding a fee by which he is bound to perform certain

services to his lord or superior ;—a lord or superior ;

a sovereign.

Lien, (lien) n. [L. liganun, from ligare, to bind.] A

legal charge upon real or personal property for the

satisfaction of some debt or duty. [stead.

Lieu, (lu) n. [F. from L. locus, place.] Place; room ;

Lieutenancy, (lef-ten'an-se) n. The office or commission

of a lieutenant :—the body of lieutenants.

Lieutenant, (lef-ten'ant) n. [F. from lieu, place, and

tenant, holding, ppr. of tenir, to hold.] An officer,

either civil or military, who supplies the place of a

superior in his absence ;—a commissioned officer in the

army next below a captain ;—a commissioned officer

in the navy next in rank below commander.

Life, (lif) n. [A.-S. Itf, Icel. lif.] State of being;

existence ;—animation ; vitality;— condition of organ

ised bodies, as plants or animals, in whtdi they exiT-

ci«e functional, active, rind reproductive powers;— in

man, the union of a living soul with the body ;—the

time from birth to death ; period of living ;—manner

of living; conduct; deportment;—condition; course,
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as of prosperity or misery ;—blood, as the supposed

source of animation ;—animal being ;—the living form,

as opposed to a copy ; exact resemblance ;—general

state of man or of society;—position in society; status ;

—common occurrences; course of daily events;—spirit;

briskness ; vivacity ;—resolution ;—a quickening prin

ciple or power ;—narrative of a person s history ;

biography ;—state of the blessed ; eternal felicity ;—

Christ, the author and giver of life;— a term of

endearment; darling;—pi, lives, men ; human beings ;

souls, as in the phrase lives lost

Life-annuity, (lifan-nu-it-e) ft. Claim to or payment

of an annual sum from interest in an estate or

property, or from money invested and insured on

the life or lives of the annuitants.

Life-belt, (lifbelt) n. A light, thin belt, inflated with

air, used to support one in the water.

Life-blood, (lifMud) n. The blood necessary to life;

vital blood ;—that which gives strength and energy.

Life-boat, (lifbot) n. A boat so constructed as to have

great strength and buoyancy

for preserving lives in cases

of shipwreck or other casu

alty at sea.

Life-giving, (lif 'giv-ing) a.

Giving life or spirit; inspirit

ing ; invigorating.

Life-guard, (lif'gard) n. A

guard that attends the person

of a prince or other high-officer ; a body-guard.

Life-insurance, (llf'in-shoor-ans) n. A contract for the

payment of a certain sum of money on a persons

death, on condition of an annual payment of a sum

fixed by a table of rates according to the age of the

party insuring.

Life-interest, (lifin-ter-est) n. An interest in an estate

or business that continues during one's life :—also

life-rent.

Lifeless, (lifles) a. Dead ; deprived of life, as a body ;

—destitute of life ; inanimate, as matter ;—wanting

force or vigour ; inactive; sluggish;—wanting spirit ;

dull; heavy; listless;—insipid; vapid, as liquors.

Lifelessly, (lifles-le) adv. lu a lifeless manner; with

out vigour or spirit ; coldly.

Lifelessness, (lirles-nes) n. Destitution of life, vigour,

and spirit ; inactivity.

Life-preserver, (lifpre-zerv-er) n. Any apparatus for

preserving or rescuing life, as in shipwreck, fire, Arc.

Life-spring, (lifspring) «. The source or spring of

life ;—hence, the animating power or spirit, as of a

social, political, or other movement*

Life-string, (Ufstring) n. Nerve or string supposed

essential to life ; any thing vital or essential.

Life-time, (liftim) n. The time that life continues;

duration of life.

Lift, (lift) v. r. [A.-S. Miflan, F. lever, from L. lexis,

light] To raise; to elevate;—to exalt; to improve

in estimation or rank ;—to cause to swell, as with

pride ; to elate ;—to take and carry away ; to removo

by stealing ;— v. i. To try to raise something heavy ;

—to rise ; to be raised ; to seem to rise :—imp. & pp.

lifted; }</>*. lifting.

Lift, (lift) it. Act of raising or lifting ;—assistance in

lifting, and hence assistance in general;—an elevator;

a lifter ;—a rise ; a degree of elevation.

Lifter, (lift'er) n. One who or that which lifts or

raises ; a hoist ;—a latch-key. [Scot.]

Ligament, (ligVment) n. [L. liganicntum, from ligare,

to bind.] Any thing that ties or unites one thing or

part to another; a bond;—a strong, compact sub

stance, serving to bind one bone to another.

Ligamental, (lig-a-iueut'al) a. Composing a ligament ;

of the nature of a ligament.

Ligature, (lig'a-tur) ?». [L. ligatura, from ligare, to

bind.] Any thing that binds ; a band or bandage ;—

act of binding ;—a band or line connecting notes;—a

2 E
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double character, or a typo consisting of two or more

Jotters united ;—a string for tying the blood-vessels to

prevent hemorrhage.

Light, (lit) n. [A.-S. lyht, leoht, Ger. licht, L. lux.]

That which shines and makes objects perceptible to

sight ;—un imponderable ethereal fluid propagated

from a luminous body, and diffused through all sur

rounding space, as opposed to darkness ;—tho diffusion

of luminous rays from the sun ; day ;— the dawn ;—

any thing that gives light ; candle ; lamp ; taper ;

light-house, Arc. ; — medium of light ; glass-pane;

window :—manner in wliich the light falls; position

of a scene or picture ; tho illuminated part, as opjMjsed

to shade; — explanation; illustration; — mental or

spiritual enlightenment ; instruction ; information ;—

open view ; a visible state or condition ;—a time of

prosperity and happiness ; life ; existence ;—the source

of spiritual or saving knowledge ;—a spiritual teacher,

guide, or example.

Light, (Ht) p. Not dark or obscure; bright ; clear;—

white or whitish ; not intense or very marked.

Light, (lit) a. [A. -8. liht, 0. tlachut, h. leris.] Having

little weight ; not heavy ;—easy to be lifted, borne, or

carried ;—easy to be suffered or performed, as duty ;—

easy to be digested, .as food ;—armed with weapons of

little weight, as troops:—clear of impediments; active;

nimble ;—not deeply laden ; not sufficiently ballasted,

as a ship ;—slight ; trifling, as error ;—not dense ; not

gross, as vapour ; inconsiderable ; not copious, as a

rainfall ;—not strong ; moderate, as wind ;—unsteady;

unsettled; volatile, as character;—wanting dignity;

trifling; airy: — wanton; unchaste; — not of legal

weight ; clipped, as a coin ;—loose ; sandy, as soil.

Light, Hit) v. t. To set fire to ; to kindle ; to inflame—

sometimes with up ;—to give light to ; to illuminate ;

—to attend or conduct with & light ;— t*. i. [A.-S.

''"'. tan, to raise, lighten.] To come to by chance; to

happen to find ;—to stoop from flight ; to settle : to

rest; to alight:—imp, &, pp. lighted (sometimes lit);

ppr. lighting.

Light-dues, (lit'duz) 11. pt. Shipping dues levied for

the purpose of maintaining light-houses, buoys, &c.

Lighten, (lit n) v. i. [A.-S. letihtan, lyhtan, to shine.]

To burst forth or dart, as lightning ; to shine like

lightning ; to flash ;—to grow lighter ; to become less

dark or lowering ;—v. r. To make light or clear ; to

illuminate ; to enlighten ;— to illuminate with know

ledge;—to free from trouble and fill with joy ;—imp.

& pp. lightened ; ppr. lightening.

Lighten, (lit'n) v.t. [A.-S. Mian, to lift, gelihtan,

to alleviate.] To make lighter or less heavy; to

reduce in weight ;—to make leBS burdensome or

afflictive ; to alleviate:—to cheer ; to exhilarate.

Lighter, (lifer) n. One who or that which lights ;—

a large open boat or barge, used in loading or un

loading ships.

Lighterage, (lit'er-aj) n. The price paid for unloading

ships by lighters or boats; also, the act of unloading

into the lighters.

Light-fingered, (lit'fing-gcrd) a. Dr- ma in taking

and conveying away ; addicted to pt. thefts.

Light-handed, (lit/hand-ed)(i. Not having a full com

plement of men.

Light-headed, (Iifhed-ed) a. Ths-

ordered in the head ; dizzy ; deliri

ous ; — thoughtless ; heedless ;

volatile.

Light-hearted, (Utliart-ed) a. Free

from grief or anxiety ; gay ; cheer

ful ; merry.

Light-horse, ( lit ' hors ) it. Light-

armed cavalry.

Light-house, (litliou*) n. A tower

with a powerful Ughl at top,

erected at the entrance of a poi t,

or at some important point on a Liaht-liuuse.

coast, to serve as a guide to mariners at nights-dis

tinguishable from the number, or position, or colour

ii the lights, or from the periods of time in which a

revolving light becomes visible or obscured.

Light-infantry, (lit'in-fant-re) n. A body of armed

men, trained for rapid evolutions.

Lightly, (lit'le) act*. With little weight;—without deep

impression;—without dejection; cheerfully;—cosily;

readily ;—without reason, or for reasons of little weight;

—wantonly;—nimbly; With agility;— with levity;

without heed or care. [volatile.

Light-minded, (lit'mind-cd) a. Unsettled; unsteady;

Lightness, (litiies) u. Want of weight ; inconstancy ;

unsteadiness;—levity; wantonness; lewdness;—agility;

nimbleness.

Lightning, (lit'ning) «. [For lightening.'] A discharge

of atmospheric electricity, accompanied by a vivid,

flash of light ;—abatement ; alleviation ; mitigation.

Lightning-rod, (lit'ning-rod) n. A metallic rod erected

on the top of a chimney or mast-head of a ship, and.

serving by a connected line or wire to carry the

electric current into the earth or water.

Lighta, (lit*) n. pi. Tho lungs ; the organs of breathing

in animals.

Lightsome, (lit sum) a. Luminous ; not dark ; gay ;

airy; cheering; exhilarating.

Lightsomeness, (lit'sum-nes) n. Luminousuess ; merri

ment ; cheerfulness.

Ligneous, (ligne-us) a. [L. Ugncvt, from lignum, wood.]

Made of wood ; consisting of wood ; resembling wood ;

woody ; producing or yielding wood.

Ligniflcation, (lig-ne-fe-ku'shun) n. Tho process of

becoming or of converting into wood, or the hard

substance of a vegetable.

Ligniform, ( lig'ne-form ) a. [L. lignum, wood, and

forma, form.] Like wood ; resembling wood.

Lignify, (lig'ne-fi) v.t. [L. lignum, wood, and faeert,

to make.] To convert or change into wood :—v. i. To

become wood :—imp. «fc ]>p. lignifled ; ppr. lignifying.

Lignite, (lig'uit) u. [L. lignum, wood.] Mineral coal

retaining the texture of the wood from which it was

formed.

Like, (lik) a. [A.-S. lie, tier, Dan. fti'o, Ger. glricM,

loel. lUr, Go. Uil, body, kind, form.] Equal in quantity,

quality, or degree :—having resemblance ; similar ;—

likely ; probable ;—hence, credible.

Like, (lik) n, An equal ; a person or thing resembling

another ;—hence, a counterpart ; an exact resemblance;

a copy.

Like, (lik) n. A liking ; fancy or inclination.

Like, (lik) adv. In the same manner ; to an equal

degree ;—in a becoming manner ; fittingly ; properly ;

—likely ; probably.

Like, (lik) v. t. [ A.-S. Itcian, Icel. Itla.] To he pleased

with in a moderate degree ; to enjoy; to choose with

preference ; to approve ;—r. i. To be pleased ; to

choose :—imp. & pp. liked ; ppr. liking.

Likelihood, (llk'le-hood) n. Appearance of truth or

reality ; probability ; verisimilitude.

Likeliness, (lik-le-nes) «. Probability ;—the qualities

that please.

Likely, (likie) a. [That it lilt-like.) Worthy of belief;

probable ; credible :—having or giving reason to expect

—followed by an infinitive ;—such as may bo liked ;

of honourable or excellent qualities ; pleasing ; agree

able ;—suitable ; convenient ; seemingly adapted.

Likely, (likie) adv. Probably ; reasonably.

Like-minded, (likinmd-ed) a. Having a like purpose

or disposition.

Liken, (lik'n) v. t. To represent as like or similar ; to

compare -.—imp. & pp. likened; ppr. likening.

Likonfss. (hk'n- ) n. State of being like; resemblance ;

—external appearance ; outward form ; — a copy ; a

counterpart ;—an image, picture, or statue of a person,

animal, or object. [over ; too.

Like-vise, (lik wiz) coxj. In like manner; also ; more-
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Liking, (lik'ing) ft. Inclination ; pleasure :—desire ; a

feeling of satisfaction in, or of attraction toward,

some object

Lilac, (lilak) n. [Turk. leildl; Per. Itlaj, F. Kfos.] A

shrub of tho genuB Stjringa, a native of Persia but

now indigenous, yielding fragrant flowers, cither

purple or white. [like.

Liliaceous, (lil-e-a'she-ua) a. Pertaining to lilies ; lily-

Iiilied. (lil ' id) ((. Kmbellished with lilies.

Liliputian, (lil-e-pu'shc-an) a. Of or pertaining to the

imaginary island of Liliput described by Swift, or to

its pigmy inhabitants ;—hence, diminutive; dwarfed.

LUt, (hit) 7i. [Go. tulla, to sing.] A light or lively

tune ;—a song ; a homely ballad.

Lily, (lil f) m, [L. litium, G. Uirion.] An endogenous

bulbous plant, having a regular perianth

of six coloured pieces, six Btamens, and a

superior three-celled ovary. Tho flowers

are generally very showy, and some are

very fragrant

Iamb, (lmi) n. [A.-S. Kin, IceL lim, L.

limbu*.) Edge or border ; extremity ;—

an extremity of the human body, as the

arm or leg ; a member ;—the branch of a Lily.

tree larger than a twig ;—the edge of the disk of a

heavenly body, especially of the sun and moon ;—the

edge of a graduated circle in an instrument

Limb, (lini) v. t. To supply with limbs ;—to dismem

ber ; to tear ofF the limbs of.

lambed, (limd) a. Having limbs—used in composi

tion, as large-limbed, &c [pliant.

Limber, (linVber) a. [Eng. Uutp.] Easily bent; flexible;

Limber, (lim'bgr) v. I. To attach to a gun - carriage ;

—to cause to become limber ; to supple :—imp. & pp.

limbered ; ppr, limbering'.

Limber, (lim'ber) n. The forward part of a gun-car

riage to which the horses are attached \—pl. holes cut

through the floor timbers of a ship to afford a passage

for water to the pump-well.

Limberneu, (lim'b$r-nes) r. Quality of being Umber ;

flexiblenesa . pliancy.

Limbo, (UmT>d)n. [L. limbiui, border, edge.] An ima

ginary region into which tho souls of unbaptized chil

dren, heathens, idiota, &c., jiasti at death ;—hence, a

place of restraint or confinement.

lame, (lim) n. [A.-S. Km, Icel. Itm.] A viscous sub

stance laid on twigs for catching birds ;—oxide of cal

cium ; the white, caustic substance obtained from

limestone, shells, Ac., by heat ;—the linden-tree.

Lime, (lim) ft, [Per. lima, llmftn.] A fruit allied to

the lemon, but smaller, and more in

tensely sour—produced by the Citnu

limetta.

Lime, (lim) v. t. To smear with a vis

cous substance;—to entangle; to in-

anare ; —to manure with lime; — to

cement:— imp. & pp. limed; ppr.

liming.

Lime-juice, (lim 'jus) iu Tho juice of

the ume, containing citric acid, and

used at sea as a siH^ific against scurvy. _

Limekiln, (lim'kil) n. A kiln or fur- ' Lime,

nace in which limestone or shells are burnt to make

lime.

Limestone, (Ilm'ston) n. A kind of stone consisting

largely or chiefly of carbonate of lime, from which

lime is obtained.

Lime-twig, (ltm'twig) u. A twig smeared over with

bird-lime for catching birds.

Lime-water, (lim'waw-t^r) ft, Water impregnated with

lime.

Liming, (liming) n. The act of manuring with lime.

Limit, (lim'it) ft, 1 1., ({met.] That which terminates,

circumscribes, or confines; bound, border, or edge;

utmost extent ; boundary.

Limit! (lioi'it) v. (. To bound ;—to confine within cer

 

tain bounds;—to restrain or restrict the signification

of :— imp. & pp. limited; ppr. limiting.

Limitable, (lim'it-a-bl) a. Capable of being limited,

restricted, or restrained.

Limitarian, (Uin-it-a'ro-an) ti. One who holds the doc

trine of particular redemption—opposed to univcr-

salist

Limitation, (lirn-it-a'shun) ft, Act of bounding or cir

cumscribing;—condition of being limited, restricted,

or circumscribed; restriction; restraint;—confinement

of sense, meaning, or import, to words or expressions:

implied condition or quality.

Limited, (lim'it-ed) «. Narrow ; circumscribed ; con

fined ; restricted.

Limitedly, (lim'it-ed-le) adv. With limitation; nar

rowly; strictly.

Limitedness, (hm'it-ed-nes) n. State of being bounded

or restrained within limits.

Limiter, (lim'it-er) 71. One who or that which limits

or confines.

Limitless, (lim ' it - lee) «. Having no limits; un

bounded ; boundless.

Limmer, (lim'gr) ft, [Norm. F. liamen.] A kind of

mongrel hound. ;—a coarse or loose woman. [Scot]

Limn, (lim) v. i. [F. enluminer, to illuminate.] To

draw or paint ; especially, to paint in water colours ;

to illumine, as books or parchments :—imp. & pp.

limned; ppr. limning.

Limner, (lim'ngr) ft. One who limns or decorates books

with initial pictures ;—a portrait or miniature painter.

Limning, (lim'ning) n. Drawing; painting; painting

in water colours.

Limp, (limp} v. i. [A. -8. limp-healt, lame, Ger. lam,

lame. j To halt; to walk lamely :—imp. &pp. limped;

ppr. limping.

Limp, (limp) n. A halt ; act of limping.

Limp, (limp) a. Lacking stiffness ; flexible; pliant.

Limpet, (lim'pet) n. [L. Ifpas, G. Upas.] A univalve

shell of the genus Patella, found adhering to rocks;

—a certain fresh-water mollusc.

Limpid, (lim'pid) a. [h. timpidus, allied to G. tampein,

to shine.] Clear; transparent; pellucid; pure; crystal.

Limpidity, (lim-pid'e-te) «. State or quality of being

limpid or clear ; clearness ; purity.

Limpidneu, (lim ' pid - nes) n. Limpidity; clearness;

purity.

Iampingly, (Umr/ing-le) adv. In a lame or halting

manner ; lamely.

Limy, (lim'o) a. Covered or bedaubed with lime;

viscous ;—containing lime ;—resembling lime.

Linchpin, (linsh'pin) n. [A.-S. lynis, the axlo-trce.]

iV pin used to prevent the wheel of a carriage from

.sliding off the axle-tree.

Linden, (lin'den) n. [A.-S. and Icel. lind, Ger. lintd.]

A handsome tree, having panicles of light yelluw

flowers, and large cordate leaves.

Line, (lin) n. (I,. In.-", from linum, flax, lint.] A linen

thread or string; a slender cord ;—a thread-like mark

of the pen ; an extended stroke, whether straight or

crooked ;—that which has length, but not breadth or

thickness ;—the exterior limit of a figure ; boundary ;

contour ; outline ;—a mark upon tho face or hand ;

lineament ;—a straight row ; a continued series or

rank ;—a short letter ; a note ;—a verse ;—course of

conduct, thought, occupation, or policy, conceived or

directed toward an end or object ; department ;—a

succession of progeny from a common progenitor ;—

a connected series of public conveyance* ; and hence,

an established arrangement for forwarding merchan

dize ;— the equator—usually called the line; — that

which is measured by a line or cord ; boundary ;—in

struction ; doctrine ;—the regular infantry of an army ;

—a trench or rampart ;—the twelfth of an inch.

Line, (lin) v. t. To mark out or cover with lines ;—to

add a covering to ; especially to cover the inside of;—

to place aloug thu side of for security or defence ; to
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extend a body of soldiers in a line or row ; to drees ;

—to read or rej»eat line by line;—to impregnate, as a

bitch :—imp. & pp. lined; ppv. lining.

Lineage, (lin'e-aj) n. [L. tinea, line.] Race ; progeny ;

descendants in a line from a common progenitor.

Lineal, (liii'e-al^ a. [L. tiiiealis, from linen, line.]

Composed of lines ; descending in a direct line from

an ancestor: hereditary ; derived from ancestors;—

in the direction of a line.

Lineally, (lin'6-al-le) culr. In a direct line.

Lineament, (lin'C-a-nient) n. [F. fix>m L. tinea, line.]

Feature; furm ; make; the outline or exterior of a

body or figure, particularly of the face.

Linear, flm'e-ar) a. \Jj. linearis, from tinea, line.]

Pertaining to a line ; consisting of lines ; in a straight

direction.

Linen, (lin'en) n. [A.-S. ttn, L. linum, G. linon,]

Thread or cloth made of flax or hemp ;—the under

part of dress, as being chiefly made of linen.

Linen, (LinVn) <>. Made of linen; resembling linen cloth.

Liner, (lm'er) n, A vessel belonging to a regular line

of packets.

Ling, (ling) «. [A.-S. tang, long.] A marine fish,

something like the cod, but

more slender, and having

only two dorsal fins, found

in Northern seas.

Linger, (ling'ger) v. i. [A.-S.

Ungra, comiiarative of lang, Ling,

long.] To delay; to loiter;—

to be in suspense ; to hesitate ; to remain long in

any state '.—imp. &. pp. lingered ; ppr. lingering.

Lingerer, (Ungger-cr) n. One who lingers.

Lingering, (ling ge,r-ing) n. A delaying; tardiness;

protraction, [with delay.

Lingeringiy, (lingger-ing-Ie) adv. Tediously ; slowly ;

Lingo, (hng'go) n. [L. lingua, tongue.] Language;

speech ;— slang.

Lingua-dental, (ling-gwa-denfal) a, [L. lingua, tongue,

and denx, tooth.] Formed or uttered by the joint use

of the tongue and teeth, or of the tongue and that

part of the gum just above the front teeth.

Lingua-dental, (ling-gwa-dent'al) n. An articulation

pronounced by aid of the tongue and teeth.

Lingual, (linggwal) a. [L. lingua, tongue.] Pertain

ing to the tongue.

Lingual, (ling'gwal) n. A letter pronounced with the

tongue, as /.

Linguist, (linggwist) n. [h. lingua, tongue, speech,

Janguage.J One skilled in languages.

Linguistic (ling-gwist'ik) a. Relating to linguistics,

or to the affinities of languages.

Linguistics, (ling-gwist'iks) n. sing. The science of lan

guages, or of the origin, signification, and application

of words.

Liniment, (lin'e-ment) n. [L. linimentnm, from linire,

to anoint.] A species of soft ointment;—an embro

cation, [of any tiling.

Lining, (lin'ing) n. The covering of the inner surface

Link, (lingk) n. [Sw. Hint, Ger. gtteni; from teni-en,

to bend.] A single ring or division of a chain;—any

thing doubled and closed like a link ;—any interme

diate rod or piece transmitting motive power from

one part of a machine to another ;—any thing con

necting ; hence, any constituent part of a connected

series.

Link, (lingk) n, [L. lychnue, O. luchnot, light, lamp.]

A torch made of tow and pitch.

Link, (lingk) v. t. To complicate ;— to unite or connect

by means of something intervening ;—v. i. To be con

nected ;—imp. & pp. linked; ;»/'»". linking.

Linnean, (lin-ne'an) a. Pertaining to Linnnuis, the

botanist of iSweden, Linnean titstem, the system ill

which the classes are founded upon the number of

stamen*, and the orders upon the pistils; the artificial

or sexual system.

 

Linnet, (lin'et) n. [F. linot, from L. linum, flax.] A

small bird of the genus J-'rin-

ffitla, allied to the finches, fre

quenting heaths and commons,

and noted for its sweet and .

cheerful song.

Linseed, (liu'sed) n. [Eng. lint,

lint, flax, and teed, A.-S. /|h-

*ml.) Flaxseed—it yields an

oil extensively used in the arts, and in the preparation

of liniments; and when ground, forms Iins«x-d meal,

which makes the most soothing kind of poultice.

Linsey-woolsey, (lins'C-wool-sC) a. Made of linen and

wool ; hence, of different and unsuitable parts ; Tile;

mean. [and wool mixed.

Linsey-woolsey, Qins e-wool-se) n. Stuff made of linen

Lint, (lint) n. [A.-S. Unel, L. linum.] Flax ;—linen

ravelled or scraped into a soft substance, and used

for dressing wounds and sores.

Lintel, (lin'tel) n. (F. linlfnu, Sp. lintel, from L.

timen, a threshold.] A horizontal piece of Umber or

stone placed over a door, window, or other opening.

Lion, (li'un) n. [L. Uo, Itonin, G. leon.] A carnivorous

mammal of the genus

Ft lit, noted for its great

size and strength, and its

terrific roar—found in Asia,

and all over Africa;—asiguL=-~j SP^'-TOHKV* w1^

 

in the zodiac: Leo ;—an ob

ject of interest and curiosity. \

Lioness, (li'un-es) u. The'

female of the lion kind.

Lion-hearted, (li'un-liart-ed)l

a. Having a lion's heart or

courage. Lion.

Lionize, (li'u.n-Iz) *•'■ To treat as a linn or object

of interest:—imp. & pp. lionized; pj-r. lionizing.

Lip, (lip) n. [A.-S. lippa, allied to L. labium.] One

of the two fleshy parts eum]x>sing tlie exterior of the

mouth iu man and many other animals ;—the edge of

anything ; border ; brim.

Lip, (!»»,) v. t. To touch with the lips; to kiss:—imp.

& PP- npp«d : ppr. lipping.

Lip-devotion, (lip-de-vo'shun) n. Prayers uttered by the

lips only ; mouth-honour.

Lippitude, (lipVtud) ,i. [L. lippitudo, from Upi-ut,

blear-eyed.] Soreness of eyes ; blearedness.

Lip-salve, (lip'salv) n. An unctuous application to

chapped lips ; cold cream ; glycerine, &c.

Lip-wisdom, (lip'wiz-dum) n. Wisdom in talk with

out wisdom in action.

Liquation, (lik-wa'shun) it. Actor operation of melt

ing ;—capacity of being melted.

Liquefaction, (lik-we-fak'shun) n. Act or operation of

melting or dissolving, fcc. ;—the state of being melted.

Liquefy, (lik'we-fi) v. t. (L. liquerr, to be liquid, and

j'ueere, to make.] To melt; to dissolve; technicnllv,

to melt by the sole agency of heat or caloric :—r. i. To

l>ecome liquid :—imp. & pp. liquefied; vpr. liquefying.

Liqucfier. (Mkwe-n-er) n. That which melts or dis

solves ; a solvent.

Liquescenoy,(le-kwes'en-se)?i. State of being liquescent;

aptness to melt.

Liquescent, (le-kwes'ent) a. [L. liquctcere, to become

liquid.] Tending to become liquid; inclined to melt

Liqueur, (le-kui/) n, [F.] A delicate preparation of

distilled spirits, usually flavoured with fruits and

aromatic substances.

Liquid, (lik'wid) a. [h. Uquutut, from liquerf, to be

fluid.] Fluid; not fixed or solid;—flowing smoothly

or easily ; sounding agreeably to the ear ;—pronounced

without any jar or harshness.

Liquid, (lik'wid) n. A substance whose ports change

their relative position on the slightest pressure*, and,

therefore, retain no definite form; a fluid that is not

aeriform ; — a letter which has a smooth, flowing
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sound, or which flows smoothly after a mute ; one of

the letters J, m, n, r.

liquidate, (lik'wid-at)v. t. [L. liquidity, from liquidvs,

liquid, clear.] To make clear, or transparent, as by

melting ;—to make smooth ; to soften, as harshness of

tone ;—to bring, as debts or obligations, under one

head and determine the precise amount of ; to adjust ;

—to reduce the amount of ;—to discliarge ; to satisfy

in full:—imp. & pp. liquidated ; ppr. liquidating.

liquidation, (lik-wid-aVsnun) n. Act of settling and

adjusting debts.

Liquidator, (lik'wid-at-er) n. One who adjusts and

settles ;— especiaUy a professional man, usually an

accountant, appointed to wind up the affairs of a

company. [liquid ; fluidity.

liquidity, (lik-wid'e-te) n. State or condition of being

Liquidize. (lik'wid-Iz) v. t. To reduce to the liquid state.

liquor, (lik'er) n. [L. liqvere, to be liquid.] Any

liquid or fluid substance;—especially, alcoholic or spi

rituous fluid, either distilled or fermented ; a decoc

tion, solution, or tincture.

Lisbon, (lizTran) n. A kind of sweet wine imported

from Lisbon.

lisp, (lisp) v. i. [A. -3. wlisp, stammering, lisping, Ger.

litpfn, to lisp.] To give s the sound of th in thin,

and z that of th in this ;—to speak imperfectly ; hence,

to make feeble beginnings or imperfect efforts ;—v. t.

To pronounce with a lisp :—imp. & pp. lisped ; ppr.

lisping.

Lisp, (asp) n. Habit or act of lisping, as in uttering

an aspirated th for #, and a vocalized Ik for z.

Lisper, (lisp'er) n. One who lisps.

Lispingly, (lisp'ing-le) adv. With a lisp ; imperfectly.

Lissome, (lis'um) a. [A.-S. loan, to loose.] Supple;

limber; elastic;—loose; free.

List, (list) n. [A.-S. list, a list of cloth, Ger. Itttd,

border, fringe.] The outer edge or selvage of cloth;

a strip of cloth forming the border; — a limit or

boundary ; a border ;—a row or line ;—a little square-

moulding ; a fillet ; a listel ;—roll ; catalogue ; register ;

inventory.

List, (list) ft. [Norm. F. lice.] A line inclosing a field

of combat; hence, in the plural, the ground or field

inclosed for a race or combat.

list, (list) v- *• [From list, a roll.] To sew together,

as strips of cloth, fo as to make a party-coloured show,

or to form a border ;—hence, to mark, as if with list ;

—to inclose for combat ;—to enrol ; to enlist ;—to en

gage in the public service, as soldiers ;—v. i. To engage

in public service by enrolling one's name ; to enlist ;

—imp. & pp. listed; ppr. listing.

List, (list) v.i. [A.-8. lystan, lustan. To lean or in

cline ; hence, to desire or choose; to please; — to

hearken ; to attend ; to listen.

List, (list) n. An inclination to one side, as a ship

has a list to port.

Listel, (listel) n. A list or fillet

Listen, (lia'n) r. i. [A.-S. hlystan.) To attend closely

with a view to hear ; to hearken ;— to yield to advice ;

to obey :—imp. & pp. listened ; ppr. listening.

Listener, (lis'n-er) «. One who listens ; a hearkener.

Listless, (listflee) a. Not attending; indifferent; care

less; thoughtless; inattentive; uninterested; languid;

weary. . [lessly.

Listlessly, (listfles-le) adv. Without at tention ; heed-

Listlessness, (list'les-nes) n. The state of being listless ;

indifference ; inattention ; heedlessness.

Litany, (lit'a-ne) n. [L. titania, G. UUtntia, from lit-

anew-iv, to pray, from Sans, lad, to desire.] A solemn

form of supplications for mercy and deliverance, used

in public worship.

literal, (lit'er-al) a. [L. literati*, from litem, a letter.]

AcconHngtn the letter; primitive; real; not figurative

or metaphorical ;—exact ; rendered word for word, as

a translation;— consisting of letters; expressed by

letters, as an equation.

Literalism, (lit'er-al-izm) u. A modo of interpreting

literally;—hence, narrow or formal interpretation.

laterality, (lit-er-al'e-te) «.. Quality of being literal;

exact interpretation of the words ; original import :—

also literal-nets.

Literally, (tit'ST-al-lo) adv. According to the primary

and natural import of words ;—word by word ; not

figuratively ; without exaggeration ; actually.

Literary, (lit'gr-ar-e) a. [L. littrarius, from litera, a

letter.] Pertaining to letters or literature ;—versed

in, or acquainted with, literature ;—consisting in let

ters or written or printed compositions.

Literate, (lifer-fit) a. [L. Hteratus, lrom litera, a let

ter.] Instructed in learning and science.; learned;

lettered. [learned men.

Literati, (lit-er-a'tl) n. pi. Men of learning or erudition ;

Literature, (lifer-a-tur) n. [L. lileratura, from litera, a

letter.] Learning; acquaintance with letters or books ;

skill, art, or grace in composition ; literary style ;—

the body of literary productions in a country or nation,

or in a particular age or period ;— especially, such lite

rary compositions as depend for their effect largely

on style and diction ; belles lettres ; critical essays ;

poetry, Ac., as opposed to scientific productions.

Litharge, (bth'ari) n. [L. lithargyrus, O. lithos, stono,

and arguros, silver.] Protoxide of lead, produced by

exposing melted lead to a current of air.

Lithe, (In n) a. [A.-S. lidhe, for Hinthe, tendor.] Capa

ble of being easily bent ; pliant ; flexible ; limber.

Litheness, (liTH'nes) n. State of being lithe; flexibility;

Umberness.

Lithesome, (llTHsnm)a. Pliant; limber: nimble.

Lithium, (lith'e-um) n. [L. from G. lithos, stone.] Ono

of the alkaline metals, so called because obtained from

a mineral. It is the lightest metal known.

Lithograph, (lith'6-graf) r. J. [G. lithos, «tone, and gra-

phein, to write, engrave.] To trace on stone, and trans

fer to paper by printing:—imp. & pp. lithographed ;

Pi>r. lithographing.

Lithograph, (hth'o-graf) n. A print from a drawing

on stone. [lithography.

Lithographer, (lith-og'ra-f?r) n. Ono who practises

Lithographic, (lith-6-graf 'ik) a. Pertaining to litho

graphy ; engraved upon or printed from stone.

Lithography, (lith-og'ra-fe) n. The art by which im

pressions or prints are obtained by a chemical pro

cess, from designs made with a greaBy material upon

stone.

Lithology, (Iith-ol'o-je) n. [G. lithos, stone, and logos,

disburse.] The science which treats of the charac

teristics and classification of rocks.

Lithophyte, (lith'6-f it) n. [G. lithos, stone, and phutmi,

plant.] A production apparently both stone and plant,

as the corals and sea-fans ; stone coral ; madrepore.

Lithotomist, (le-thof6-rnist) n. One who performs the

operation of cutting for the stone in the bladder.

Lithotomy, (le-thot'o-me) n. [G. lithos, stone, and

temntin, to cut.] The operation, art, or practice of

cutting for the stone in the bladder.

Lithotripsy, (lith'o-trip-se) n. [G. lithos, Btone, and

tripsis, a rubbing, grindi Dg. ] The operation of

triturating the stone in the bladder.

Litigant, (lit'e-gant) a. [L. litigans, ppr. of litigare,]

Disposed to litigate ; engaged in a lawsuit

Litigant, (lit'e-gant) n. A person engaged in a lawsuit.

Litigate, (lit'e-gat) v.t. [L. litigare, from lis, litix,

dispute, and agere, to carry on.] To contest in law;

to prosecute or defend by legal process ;—v. i. To

carry on a suit by judicial process ; to dispute :— imp.

& pp. litigated ; ppr. litigating.

Litigation, (lit-e-ga'shun) n. Act or process of litigat

ing : a suit at law ; a judicial contest.

Litigious, (lo-tij'e-us) «. [L. litiyiosim, from litigivm,

dispute, quarrel.] Inclined to judicial contest; quar

relsome ; contentious ; fond of litigation ;—subject to

contention ; disputable ; controvertible.
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Litigioualy, (le-tij'e-us-le) adv. In a litigious manner.

Litigiousness, (le-tij'e-us-nes) n. Disposition to engage

in lawsuits ;—a wrangling or quarrelsome disposition.

litmus, (lit'mus) n, [Ger. lack-mus.] A purple dye

obtained from a lichen, and from a kind of spurge

common in the south of Europe—it turns blue with

alkalies and red with acids.

Litre, (li'tcr) n. [F. litre.] A French measure of

capacity, being a cubic decimeter, equal to 61.027

cubic inches, or 1.76 English pints.

Litter, (lifer) n. [F. litiere, from L. lectus, couch, bed.)

A bed so furnished with supports that it may be easily

carried about with a person in it;—a coarse bed of

straw or hay for animals to rest upon ; also, a covering

of straw for plants ;—a confused mass of objects little

valued ; rubbish ;—a condition of disorder or con

fusion ;—the number of pigs or other small animals

born at once.

Litter, (lifer) r. t . To bring forth young, as swine and

other beasts ;—to scatter or throw about, as shreds,

fragments, &c. ;—to cover with straw, as a stable ;—

to make a bed for, as horses or cattle ;—v. i. To be

supplied with bedding or straw :—imp. &, pp. littered ;

ppr. littering.

Little, (lit'l) a. [A.-S. hjtd, litel) Small in size or

extent; diminutivo; — short in duration; brief;—

small in quantity or amount;— small in dignity,

power, or importance ; insignificant; contemptible;—

small in force or efficiency ; weak ; slight ; inconsider

able ;—small in generosity ; mean.

Little, (lit'l) n. A small quantity, amount, space, and

the like ;—small degree or scale ; miniature.

Little, (lit'l) adv. In a small quantity or degree ; not

much ; slightly.

Littleness, (litfl-nes) n. The state or quality of being

little ; smallness of size or bulk ; want of grandeur or

dignity; meanness;—insignificance; penuriousness.

Littoral, (lit'or-al) a. [L. littoralit, from littus, the

sea-shore.] Belonging to the interval on a sea-coast,

between high and low water mark.

Liturgical, (le-tur'jik-al) a. Pertaining to a liturgy, or

to public prayer and worship.

Liturgist, (lit'nr-jist) n. One who favours or adheres

strictly to a liturgy.

Liturgy, (lit'ur-Je) n. [G. Uitourgia, from leitos, public,

and erffein, to work.] The established formulas or

ritual for public worship in those churches which use

prescribed forms ;—the common prayer book in Episco

palian churches ;—in the Romish Church, the Mass.

Live, (liv) v.i. [A.-S. libban, Uofatt, Ger. lebtn, D.

Uven, allied to L. vivere.] To have being; to be

animated ; to exist;—to be in a particular form or

state of being ; to subsist ;—to have an organic struc

ture for growth and reproduction, as a plant or

animal ; to have in union therewith an indwelling

immortal soul, as man ;—hence, to be sentient or

conscious ; to be in a state of happiness, affluence, &c. ;

to be in a state of misery, Ac ; to continue ; to endure ;

—to dwoll in ; to reside ;—to be nourished by ; to feed

on, as animals ;—to be supported or maintained by ;

to keep one's self, as by wages, income, <fco. ;—to float ;

not to founder, as a ship in a storm ;—to appear real,

as an image or description ;—in Scripture, to be freed

from the doom and bondage of Bin ; to be inwardly

quickened, and actuated by faith ;—v. t. To spend,

as one's life ; to lead ; to pass ; to continue ;—to act

habitually in conformity to:—imp. & pp. lived; ppr,

living.

Jive, (liv) a. Having life ; quick ; not dead, as a plant

or animal ;—ignited ; not extinguished, as a coal ;—

active; earnest;—vivid; glowing, as colour.

Lived, (livd) a. Existing ; having life—used in com

position with a qualifying adjective, as long-lived.

Livelihood, (liv1e-hood) n. [A.-S. l{fUldu.) Means of

maintaining existence ; support of life ; maintenance.

Liveliness, (tiVle-nes) ».. Quality or state of being

lively or animated ; spirit ; vivacity ; sprightliness ;—

appearance of life, as in a portrait or description;

brightness of delineation or expression ;—briskness ;

effervescence, as of liquors.

Livelong, (livTong) a. Long in passing ; tedious.

Lively, (IIvie) a. Living ; animated ; active ; vigorous;

—gay ; light ; airy ;—expressive ; forcible ;—strong ;

energetic ;—spirited ; vivid ; glowing ;—brisk ; effer

vescent, [briskly ; vigorously.

Lively, (liv'le) adv. With strong resemblance of life ;

Liver, (hVer) n. One who lives ;—a resident ; a dweller.

Liver, (hVer) n. [A.-S. lifer, Icel. ti/ur.] The largest

gland of the body situated immediately beneath the

diaphragm. It secretes the bile.

Liver-colour, (hVer-kul-fr) a. Of the colour of liver ;

dark red. [liver.

Liver-complaint, (liv'er-koni-pllnt) w. Disease of the

Liveried, (hVer-id) a. Wearing a livery, as servants.

Livery, (liv'er-e) n. [F. livrle, from livrtr, to deliver.]

Act of delivering possession of lands or tenements ;—

the writ by which possession is obtained ;—deliverance;

release from wardship ;—the peculiar dress by which

the servants of a nobleman or gentleman are distin

guished :—the garb appropriated by any association or

body of persons to their own use ; also, the body or

company wearing such a garb :—an allowance of food

statedly given out, as to servants, to horses, &c;—the

body of liverymen in London.

Livery, (liv'er-e) r. t. To clothe in livery.

Liveryman, (UVer-e-man) n. One who wears a livery,

as a servant;—a freeman of the city, in London,

entitled to wear the distinguishing dress or livery of

the company to which he belongs.

Livery-stable, (liv'er-e-sta-bl) n. A stable where horses

are kept for hire, and where stabling is provided.

Live-stock, (liv'stok) n. Horses, cattle, and other

domestic animals stocking a farm.

Livid, (livid) c. [L. lividus.] Black and blue ; of a

lead colour ; discoloured, as flesh, by contusion.

Lividness, (liv'id-nes) n. A dark or black and blue

colour, like that of bruised flesh.

Living, (hVing) a. Having life ; active ; lively :—

issuing continually from the earth, as water ; flowing;

—producing action, animation, and vigour ; quicken

ing ; life-giving.

Living, (living) n. Means of subsistence : livelihood ;

—the benefice of a clergyman ;—one who is alive, or

those who are alive.

Livre, (li'vjr) n. [F. from L. libra.] A French silver

coin equal to 20 sous or tf}d., not now in use.

Lixivial, (liks-iv'e-al) a. [L. lixiHus, from fir, ashes,

lye.] Obtained by lixiviation ;—containing salt ex

tracted from the ashes of wood ;—of the colour of lye ;

resembling lye ;—having the qualities of alkaline salts

from wood-ashes.

Lixiviate, (liks-iv'e-at) v. t. To form into lye ; to

impregnate water with alkaline salt, by passing it

through the ashes of wood :—imp. & pp. lixiviated ;

ppr. lixiviating.

Lixivium, (tiks-iv'e-um) n. [L. lixivium and Hxiria.)

Water impregnated with alkaline salts imbibed from

wood-ashes.

Lizard, (hVard)n. [L. lactrta and lacertvit.] A four-

footed reptile having an elon

gate, round body, a very long

round tail, a head covered with t

polygonal plates, and a tongue

more or less divided at the end,

found in most of the warm

parts of the world.

Lizard-stone, (liz Vrd-ston) n.

stone found in Cornwall, near the Lizard Point, ami

worked into chimney pieces, &c.

Llama, (la/ma) n, [Peruv.] An ungulate ruminating

mammal of the camel kind, about four feet high, and

five feet long, when at full growth. It is a native of
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South America, is used as a beast of burden, and

prized for its light woolly hair.

Lloyds, (loidz) n. A part of the Royal Excliange in

London appropriated to the use of underwriters and

insurance brokers.

Lloyd's-hat. (loidzlist) 7». A London daily publication

giving full and early intelligence of shipping matters.

Lo, (16) inlei-j. [A.-S. Id.] Look; see; behold; observe.

Loach, (loch) n. [F. loch*.] A small fish, allied to the

miii now, inhabiting small, clear streams, and esteemed

dainty food ; a groundling.

Load, (lod) n. A burdeu ;—the amount or quantity

which can be* imposed and conveyed at one time, as

by a porter, horse, cart, van, waggon, truck, tfce. ;—

hence, a certain ueasure for articles, conveyed in

carts, trucks, kc. ;—any depending or heavy weight ;

—figuratively, pressire ; encumbrance ; accumulated

weight, as of debts difficulties, crimes, <fcc. ;—the

violence, as of blows «—the quantity of food or drink

which tills or oppresses the stomach ;—the charge of

a fire-arm.

Load, (lod) v. t. [A.-S. Hadan.] To lay a burden on ;

to put upon, for carriage or conveyance, as on a cart,

etc. ;—to put on board >f, as cargo ; to freight ;—to

charge, as a gun, with powder, ball, shot, &c. ;—to

burden unfairly or oppisssively ; to encumber;—to

give additional weight or force to, by something ap

pended or annexed :—imp. & pp. loaded; ppr. loading.

Loadstar, (lod'Btar) n. [A. s. Iddu, a leading, from

Ittdan, to lead.] The star tiat leads; the polestar :—

written also lodestar.

Loadstone, (lod'ston) n. [A. -J. ladu, Idd, course.l A

piece of magnetic iron ore possessing polarity like a

magnetic needle :—written alio lodestouc.

Loaf, (lof) n. [A.-S. hid/, 10.1} Any thick lump or

mass ; especially, a large reguarly shaped mass, as of

bread, sugar, or cake ;—pi. Loaves.

Loaf, (lof) v. i. To spend time h idleness ; to lounge;

to loiter :—imp. & pp. loafed ; }.pr. loafing.

Loam, (lorn) n. [A. -8. Idvi, alliedto L. limn*.1] A rich

friable soil chiefly composed oi siheious sand, clay,

oxide of iron, and carbonate of line.

Loam, (16m) v. t. To cover with loam :—imp. <fc 'pp.

loamed; ppr. loaming.

Loamy, (lom'e) o. Consisting of oam, or resembling

it ; clayey and marly.

Loan. (Ion) iu [A.-S. Icen.] Act of lending ;— that

which is lent ; any thing lent on condition that the

specific thing shall be returned, o- its equivalent in

kind ;—a permission to use ; grant >f the use.

Loan, (Ion) ■«. [Scot] A narrow imlosed way, usually

between hedges;—hence, a lane :—dso loaning.

Loan, (Ion) v. t. [A.-S. Itenan, Ger. 'ehnen.] To lend ;

—v. i. To lend money or other valuable property ;—

imp. & pp. loaned; pp\ loaning.

Loath, (16th) a. [A. -8. Iddh, hostie, odious.] Filled

with aversion ; unwilling ; backward ; reluctant.

Loathe, (Iotu) v. t. To have an extreme aversion of the

appetite to food or drink ;—to dislike greatly ; detest ;

abominate :—imp. & pp. loathed ; ppr. loathing.

Loathful, (ldth'fdul/ a. Full of loathing;—awakening

or exciting loathiig or disgust ; disgusting.

Loathing, (loTH'irg) n. Extreme disgust ; abhorrence;

detestation.

Loathsome, (lonr'sum) a. Causinj to loathe ; exciting

disgust ;—excising hatred or abljorreuce ; detestable ;

odious.

Loathsomeness (loTH'sum-nes) n. The quality of excit

ing extremodisgust or abhorrence.

Lobby, (lobe* n- [L. lobium, lobia, a covered portico

fit for walling, Ger. laube, arbour, bower.] A narrow

passage oi vestibule, forming the principal entrance

into a bulding, with doors leading to the chief apart

ments ; jn ante-chamber ; a waiting-room ;—an open

passage t zoom, usually unfurnished, attached to the

Houseaof Parliament, into which members retire for

 

freedom of conversation, &c, and also in voting ;—a

similar room attached to Law and other courts.

Lobe, (16b) n. [L. lobita, from G. Ixtbos, from lepein, to

peel.] Any projection or division, especially of a

somewhat rounded form; the thick, soft termination

of the human ear ;—a part of the lungs or liver ;—the

division of a simple leaf ;—the cotyledon of a seed.

Lobed, (lobd) a. Having lobes ; lobate. [seas.

Lobling, (lob'ling) n. A large fish found in the North

Loblolly, (lob'lol-e) n. [From lob and loll.] Water-

gruel or spoon-meat—so called among seamen.

Lobaoouse, (lob'skous) n. ^From lob and course.] A

hash of meat with vegetables of various kinds ; an

olio.

Lobster, (Iob'ster) n. [A.-S. loppestre, moist probably

corrupted from L. locusta ma- . _ ,

rina, a marino shell-fish.] A"-^

large, long-tailed crustacean *_

used for food.

Lobule, (lob'ul) n. [L. Utbulus,

diminutive of lobvs.] A small {

lobe.

Lob-worm, (lob'wurm) n. A"

large earth worm, called also Lobster.

deic-tcorm, used by anglers for bait.

Local, (lo'kal) «. [L. loca lit, from locvn, place.] Ter-

taining to a particular place, or to a fixed j>ortioii of

space;—limited or confined to a spot, place, or definite

district

Localism, (loTcal-izm) n. State of being local ; attach

ment to a place ;—a local idiom, phrase, or custom.

Locality, (16-kal'e-te) n. Existence in a place, or in a

certain portion of space;—position ; situation; place;

—limitation to a county, district, or place.

Localization, (16-kal-iz-u'shun) n. The act of fixing in

a spot or position.

Localize, (lO'kal-iz) v. t. To fix in or assign to a defi

nite place :—imp. «fe pp. localized; ppr. localizing.

Locally, (loltal-le) adv. With respect to place ; in place.

Locate, (16'kat) v. t. [L. toeare, from locus, place.]

To place ; to set in a particular spot or position :—

imp. & pp. located ; ppr. locating.

Location, (16-ku'shun) n. Act of placing, or of desig

nating a place ;—situation ; geographical position ;—a

leasing on rent. [American.]

Loch, (loch, lok) n, [Gael. A: Ir. loci/, L. laevs.'] A

lake ; a bay or arm of the sea. [Scot ]

Lochaber-axe, (loch-ab'cr-aks) n. A formidable weapon

of war formerly used by tho Scotch Highlanders.

Lock, (lok) n. [A.-S. loc, incloeure, locan, Iftcan, to

lock, fasten.] Any thing that fastens; specifically, a

fastening, as for a door, a lid, a trunk, and the like,

in which a movable bolt is projected or withdrawn

by the action of a separate piece, called a key;—a

fastening together; a state of being fixed or im

movable :—a grappling or wrestling ;—the barrier or

works which confine the water of a stream or canal ;

—an inclosure in a canal with gates at each end,

used in raising or lowering boats as they pass from

one level to another ;—that part of a fire-arm by which

fire is produced for the discharge of the piece ;—a

ringlet of hair.

Lock, (lok) r. t. To fasten with a lock and key ;—to

Bhut up or confine, ;—to close fast ;—to encircle or in

close;-— to furnish with locks, as a canal;—v.i. To

become fast ;—to unite closely by mutual insertion :—

imp. & pp. locked; ppr. locking.

Lockage, (lok'iij)n. Materials for locks in a canal;—

toll paid for passing the locks.

Locker, (lok'cr) n. A close place, as a drawer or an

apartment in a ship that may be dosed w.th a lock.

Locket, (lok'et) n. [F. loquet, A.-S. loc.] A catch or

spring to fasten a necklace or other ornament; — a

little gold case worn a3 an ornament, often containing

a lock of hair or a miniature ;—that part of a sword-

scabbard where the hook is fastened.
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Lock-gates, (lok'gftt*) ». The framed gates employed

on riven and canals for penning back the water and

forming locks.

Lock-jaw, (lok'jaw) n. A violent contraction of tho

muscles of the jaw by which its motion is suspended ;

a variety of tetanus.

Lockram, (lok'rain) n. A fabric of very coarse linen.

Lock-smith, (lok'smith) n. An artificer whoso occupa-

tion is to make or mend locks.

Lock-up, (lok'up) n. A place where bailiffs temporarily

confine persons under arrest ; a watch-house.

Locomotion, (16-kd-mo' shun) n. [L. locus, place, and

motto, motion, from mortre, to move. J Act or power

of moving from place to place.

Locomotive, (15-kd-mo'tiv) a. Changing place, or able

to change place ;—occupied in producing motion, or

in moving from place to place.

Locomotive, (16-ko-mo'tiv) n. A wheel-carriage sup

porting and driven by a steam-engine, and used to

draw railway carriages.

Locus, (UYkus) n. [I,, a place.] A geometrical lino,

from any point of which certain indeterminate pro

blems in conic sections may be solved.

Locust, (ldlcust) n. [L. tocusta.] A jumping, orthop-

terous insect, closely resembliug

the grasshopper ; in Africa and

Asia they fly in vast clouds, and

are destructive to vegetation.

Lode, (lod) n. [A.-S. tdd, courwe,

Icedan, to lead.] A metallic vein,

or any regular vein or course,

whether metallic or not ;—a cut

or reach of water.

Lodge, (loj) v. t. [F. loper.] To lay or deposit for

keeping or preservation ;—to infix ; to throw in : to

place; to plant;—to fix in the heart, mind, or memory;

—to furnish with a temporary habitation ; hence, to

harbour ; to cover ;—to throw down ; to lay flat ;—v. i.

To settle in or upon ; to rest ;—to dwell in ; to reside ;

—to take a temporary residence in ;—to be laid flat :

—imp. & pp. lodged ; ppr. lodging.

Lodge, (loj) n. [Ger. laube, arbour, laub, foliage.] A

place in which one may lodge or find shelter ;—a small

house in a park or forest . — the house of the gate

keeper on a gentleman's estate ;—a secret association,

as of the Freemasons, &c; also, the place in which

they assemble.

Lodger, (loj'er) n. One who lives at board, or in a

hired room, or who lias a bed in another's house for a

night ;—one who resides in any place for a time.

Lodging, (loj'ing) n. A place of rest for a night, or of

residence for a time ;—harbour ; cover ; — generally

plural—apartments ; rooms let or hired for the night,

week, or longer period.

Lodgment, (loj'ment) n. Act of lodging or state of being

lodged ;—accumulation of something deposited or re

maining at rest;—occupation of a |)oaition by a besieg

ing party, and the formation of an entrenchment

thereon to maintain it.

Loft, floft) n. [IooL lopt, height, A. -8. lyft, air, cloud,

allied to lift.] That which is lifted up ; an elevation

of one floor or story above another ; an upper room or

flat ;—the top room ; the space under tho roof ;—any

upper room used for storage, as of hay, grain, &c. ;—

the gallery in a church or bail.

Loftily, (loft'e-le) adv. On high ; in an elevated atti

tude;—proudly; haughtily:—nobly ; sublimely.

Loftiness, (luft'e-nes) n. Condition of being lofty ;

elevation j height ;—grandeur; sublimity ; — haughti

ness ; arrogance.

Lofty, (loft'e) a. [Ger. luftig, lofty, A. -8. toften,

high.] Lifted high up; much elevated in position ;

towering ;—elevated in character or rank ;—■ levated

In language or style; noble; exalted;—stately; digni

fied; elevated in sentiment oj- diction; sublime;—

proud; haughty.

Log, (1°k) "• (L). loy, heavy, dull.] A bulky piece or

stick of wood or timber;—an apparatus for measuring

the rate of a ship's motion through the water;—hence,

the record of tho rate of a ship'* velocity ; a log-book.

Log, (log) n. ; li. 1 A Jewish liquid measure about

five-sixths of a pint.

Logarithm, (logarithm) n. [G. logos, word, and arith-

mos, number.] One of a class of auxiliary numbers,

designed to abridge arithmetical calculations, by the

use of addition and subtraction in phce of multipli

cation and division.

Logarithmic, (log- a-rith'mik) a. Pertaining to

logarithms; consisting of logarithm*.

Log-book, (logoook) n, A book in vhich is entered the

daily progress of a ship at sea, as indicated by the log,

with notes on the weather, &c.

Log-cabin, (logltab-in) n. A log-iouse.

Loggerhead, (log'cr-hed) n. [Firm log and head,] A

blockhead ; a dunce ;—a spherical mass of iron with

a long handle, used to heat tor

Log-house, (loghoua) ». A hcuae or hut whose walls

are composed of logs laid an oie another.

Logic, (loj'ik) n. [h. logica, C. togiL-e (sc. techni), from

logikot, belonging to speakJig or reasoning.] The

science of pure and formal thought, or of the laws

according to which the procss of pure thinking should

be conducted.

Logical, (loj'ik-al) a. PertaUing to logic ; used in logic ;

—according to the rules oflogic ;—skilled in logic

Logically, (loj'ik-al-le) ado In a logical manner.

Logician, (16-jish'e-an) u. One skilled in logic.

Log-line, (loglin) n. A Ine or cord about a hundred

and fifty fathoms in loigth, used for ascertaining tho

Bpeed of a vessel.

Logography, (lo-gog'ra-f') n. [G. logos, word, speech,

and graphein, to writs.] A method of printing in

which whole words, <aat in a single type, are used

instead of single lette*.

Logomacoist. ( lo-goir'a-kist ) n. One who contends

about words.

Logomachy, (16-gom Vke) n. [G. logos, word, and

machi, fight, battle contest.] Contention in words

merely ; a war of wirds.

Logometer, (16-gom'it-yr) n. [G. logos and metron,]

A scale for measuriig chemical equivalents.

Logotype, (logo-tip n. [G. logos, word, and tupost

type. J A single pi»ce, or type containing two or more

letters, as <M,Ji,ji,% and the like.

Log-reel, (log'rel) w A reel carried near the stem of a

ship, on which th< log-line is wound.

Logwood, (log'woot) n. A South American tree, of m

deep red colour iiternally ;—the heart-wood of this

tree, used extensively in dyeitig.

Lohoek, (loliok) n [A.] A medicine of a middle

consistence between a soft electuary and a syrup.

Loin, (loin) n. [ArS. lend, Ger. lende,] That part of

an animal just nbove the hip-tone, on either side

of the spinal column, extending upwaid to the false

ribs ;—the ribs of a sheep or laml. cut by the butcher

for the table ;—pi. A correspoiding part of tho

human body: —called also the reim.

Loiter, (loi'ter) r. t. [D. Uuteren, Ger. luddern.) To

be slow in moving; to bo dilatory; U. spend time idly;

linger; delay; tarry:—imp. <K j>p loitered; ppr.

loitering.

Loiterer, (loi'ter-er) n. One who loiters an idler ; one

who is sluggish and dilatory.

Lolium. 0°'l°-uni) n- fl*] A genus of Trasses; espe

cially the common rye grass and darnel.

Loll, (lol) v. i. [IceL iolla, to act lazily.] ?o act lazily

or indolently ; hence, to throw one's self town ; to lie

at ease ;—to hang extended from the motth, as the

tongue of an ox or a dog; r. t. To thrust (ut, as tho

tongue :—-imp. & pp. lolled; )>pr. lolling.

Lollard, (lol'frd) n. [Ktymology uncertain—jrohably

from Ootianl, a dissolute priest, from L. ^u^o^hroni.]
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One of a sect of early reformers in Germany ;—one of

the followers of Wycliffe in England.

Lombard, (lom'bard) n. A native of Lonibardy : a

money-lender or banker, which profession was first

exercised in London by the Lombards.

Loment, (ld'ment) n. [L. (omentum, bean meal.] An

elongated pod, consisting of two valves, but divided

transversely into small cells, each containing a single

seed. [London.

Londoner, (lun'dun-er) «. A native or inhabitant of

Londonism, (lun'dun-izm) u. A mode of speaking sup

posed peculiar to London ; cockneyism.

Lone, (Ion) a. [Abbreviated from alone.] Having no

companv ; solitary ; retired ; unfrequented :—standing

by itself ;—single ; unmarried or in widowhood.

Loneliness, (lon'le-nes) n. Condition of being lonely ;

—love of retirement ; disposition to solitude.

Lonely, (lon'Ie) a. Sequestered from company or

neighbours ;—alone or in want of company ; solitary ;

retired; unfrequented. [tary.

Lonesome, (lon'sum) a. Secluded from society ; soli-

Lonesomely, (lon'sum-le) adv. In a lonesome manner.

Lonesomeness, (ldn'sum-nes) n. State of being soli

tary ; solitude.

Long, (long) «• TA.-S. long, L. lonpus.] Brawn out in

a line; protracted; extended in time; — far away;

distant ;—extended to any specified measure;—slow

in coming; dilatory;—continued to a great length,

as a look, a story, a line of ancestors, and the like ;

—tedious;—far-reaching ; extensive.

Long1, (long) adv. *To a great extent in space ;—to a

great extent in time ;—at a point of duration far dis

tant, either prior or posterior ;—through the whole

extent or duration.

Long, (long) v.i. [A.43. langian, from tang, long.]

To desire earnestly or eagerly ;—to have an eager, pre

ternatural, or craving appetite :—imp. & pp. longed ;

ppr. longing.

Long-boat, (longTwt) n. The largest and strongest

boat belonging to a ship.

Long-bow, (long'bd) n. A bow used in warfare princi

pally by the English. It was made of yew or ash,

from &£ to 6 feet long, and discharged an arrow about

half its length.

Longe, (lniij) n. [F. from allonge.] A thrust.

Longeval, (lon-je'val) a. Long-lived ; longevous.

Longevity, (lon-jev'e-te) n. Length of life; especially,

uncommonly long duration of life.

Longevous, (lon-je'vus) a. [L. ImffCBVus, from longut,

long, and arvuta, lifetime, age.] Living a long time ;

of great age.

Long-headed, (long'hed-ed) a. Far-seeing; having

an acute or penetrating intellect.

Longicoras, ( Ion 'je - kornz ) 7i.pl, [L, lonffut, long,

and coniu, a horn.] A tribe of coleopterous insects,

so named on account of the length of their antennae

Longimanous, (lon-jim'an-us) a. (L. tongus, long, and

manus, hand.] Having long hands.

Longing, (long'ing) n. An eager desire ; a craving or

preternatural appetite; an earnest wish; an aspiration.

Longingly, (long'ing-le) adv. With intense desire;

with eager or anxious expectation.

Longiroster, (Ion -je-ros'ter) n. [L. longnn, long, and

rostrum, beak.] One of a tribe of grallatory birds

having long, slender beaks, which they thrust into the

mud in search of food, as the snipes, &c.

Longirostral, (lon-je-ros'tral) a. Having a long bill.

Longish, (long'gish) a. Somewhat long; moderately

long.

Longitude, (lon'je-tud) n. [L. longitvdo, from longvx,

long.] Length ; measure or distance along the longest

line ; distance east or west of one place from another ;

—the arc of the equator intercepted between any

place andthe meridian of Greenwich.

Longitudinal, (lon-je-tud'in-al) a. Pertaining to longi

tude or length ;—running lengthwise.

Longitudinally, (lon-je-tud'in-al-le) adv. In the direc

tion of length. [ing.

Long-lived, (long/livd)«. Living long ; lasting; endur-

Long-meaaure, (loug/mezh-ur) n. Lineal measure ; the

measure of length.

Long-primer, (long'prim-er) n. A kind of typo in size

between small pica and bourgeois.

Long-range, (long'ranj) «. Great distance to which

shot or shells are projected by guns and mortars con

structed for tho purpose.

Long-run, (long'run) n. The whole courso of things

I taken together ; and hence, the final result.

Long-sighted, (long'slt-ed) a. Able to see at a great

distance; hence, sagacious. [long-spun.

1 Longsome, (longsum) a. Tedious ; tiresome : — also

i Long-suffering, (long'suf-er-ing) a. Patient ; not easily

provoked. (patience of offence.

1 Long-suffering, (long'suf-pr-ing) it. Long endurance ;

i Long-ways, (long^waz) adv. In the direction of tho

j length ; lengthwise.

Long-winded, (IongVind-ed) a. Long-breathed ; hence,

I tedious in speaking, argument, or narration.

Loo, (loo) n. [Probably from F. lot, a lot, a prize.] A

| game at cards.

Loo, (loo) v. t. To beat in the game of loo, by winning

every trick at the game :—imp. &, pp. looed ; ppr.

looing. [clumsy fellow.

Looby, (166'be) n. [L. Ger. lubbe.] An awkward,

Loof. (loot) n. [Ger. luf, allied to A.-S. ht/t.] Tho

after part of a ship's bow;—the hand. [Scot.]

Look, (look) v.i. (A-S. Idcian, Skr. 161; to see.] To

direct the eye toward an object so as to see it;—to

direct the attention to ; to consider ;—to direct the

gaze in all directions ; to be circumspect ; to watch ;—

to observe narrowly; to examine ;—to scrutinize ;—to

seem; to appear ;—to face ; to front ;—in the impera

tive, see ; behold ; take notice ; observe ;—v. t. To

influence, overawe, or subdue by looks or presence ;—

to express or manifest by a look :—imp. & pp. looked ;

ppr. looking.

Look, (look) n. Cast of countenance ; air of the face ;

aspect ;—act of looking or seeing ;—view ; watch.

Looker, (ldok'gr) n. One who looks.

Looking-glass, (look'ing-glas) ?'• A glass which reflects

the form of the person who looks on it ; a mirror.

Lookout, (lookout) n. A careful looking for any object

or event ;—the place from which such observation is

made;—a person engaged in watching.

Loom, (loom) n. (A.-S. I6ma, ytloma, pi. Ionian,

utensils.] A frame or machine of wood or other

material In which a weaver forms cloth out of thread ;

—any thing held in the liand or of frequent use ;

utensil; hence, heir -loom, a personal chattel that

descends with the inheritance.

Loom, (loom) v. i. [A.-S. ledmian, It/man, to shine.]

To appear above the surface either of sea or land, or

to appear larger than the real dimensions, and indis

tinctly, as a distant object, a ship at sea, or a mountain ;

—to riso and to be eminent :—imp. & pp. loomed ;

ppr. looming.

Looming, (loom'ing) n. The indistinct and magnified

appearance of objects seen in particular states of the

atmosphere ; mirage. [a rogue ; a rascal.

Loon, (loon) n. [A.-S. lun, poor, needy.] A sorry fellow;

Loon, (loon) n. [O. Eng. loom, Dan. lumme, IceL

l\t nde. ] A swimming and

diving bird, allied to tho

grebe, but having toes fully

webbed. It is found in

northern seas, particularly

about the Faroe Islands.

Loop, (loop) n. [Ir. & Gael.

Ivb, luba.] A doubling of"

a string through which alace•

or cord may be run for Loon,

fastening ;—a small, narrow opening ; a loop-hole.
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Loop, (lOOp) v. t. To fasten, secure, or ornament, by

means of a loop or of loops:—imp. <fc pp. looped;

ppr. looping.

Loop-hole, (luopliol) n. A small opening in the walls

of a fortification, or in tho bulkhead of a ship, through

which small arms are discliargod at an enemy;—a hole

or aperture that gives tho means of escape.

Loose, (100s) v.t. [A.-S. Usaa, Icel. Ityta, Ger. loseii,

G. luein.] To untie or unbind ; to free from any

fastening; to relieve;— to release from any thing

obligatory or burdensome ; hence, to absolve ; to

remit ;—to relax ; to loosen ;—to unfasten ; to undo ;

—v. i. To set sail ; to leave a port or harbour :—imp.

& pp. loosed ; ppr. looting.

Loote, (loos) a. [IceL &, Go. laus, allied to Io»e.] Free ;

at liberty : disenthralled ; — unsewod ; unbound, as

printed sheets ;—not cloeo or tight ; flowing, as a

garment ;—not compact or dense, as texture :—not

concise ; diffuse, as style ;—vague ; indeterminate, as

meaning;— unconnected; rambling, as remarks; —

desultory ; intermittent, as mental efforts ;—not strict

or rigid ; careless, as observance ;—lax of body ; not

costive ;—dissolute ; wanton ; licentious.

Loote, (160s) 7i. Liberty ; freedom from restraint

Loosely, (looslo) adv. Not fast ; not fiimly ;—without

confinement ;—without order, union, or connection ;—

wantonly; unchastely;—negligently ; hoedlessly.

Loosen, (loos'n) v.t. [A.-S. iemv, lytan.] To make

loose ; to free from tightness, firmness, or fixedness ;

—to render leas dense or compact ;—to free from re

straint;—to remove ooetivene&s from ;—v. i. To become

loose ; to become less tight, firm, or compact :—imp.

& pp. loosened; ppr. loosening.

Looseness, (loos'nes) n. Want of tension, compactness,

fixedness, as of material bodies ;—levity or irregularity

of conduct or life ;—laxity of principles or morals ;

deviation from strict rules ;—lewdness ; nncliastity ;—

alvine flux ; diarrhoea.

Loot, (loot) Ti. [Hind.) Act of plundering in a con

quered city ; booty.

Loot, (loot) i\ t. or i. To carry off as plunder or prize

lawfully obtained by war :— imp. &, pp. looted; ppr.

looting.

Lop, (lop) v. t. [D. lubben, to cut, allied to G. lOban, to

mutilate.] To cut off, as the top or extreme part of

any thing ;—to cut partly off and bend down ;—to let

fall ;—v. i. To fall or hang downward ; to be pendent :

—imp. & pp. lopped ; ppr. lopping.

Lop, (lop) it. That which is cut off, as from trees ;—

that which lops or falls over.

Lopper, (lop'er) v. i. [Ger. liOatn, Scot, tapper.] To

turn sour and coagulate from too loug standing, as

milk '.—imp. & pp. loppered ; ppr. loppering.

Lopping, (lop'ing) n. A cutting off, as of branches;

that which is cut off ; leavings.

Lopsided, (lop'sid-ed) a. Heavier on ono sido than the

other, as a ship.

Loquacious, (lo-kwa'she-us) a. [L. loquax, Intfuacig.]

Given to continual talking ; — noisy ; — talkative ;

babbling.

Loquacity, (lo-kwas'o-te) n. The habit or practice of

talking continually or excessively; — talkativeness;

garrulity : babbling.

Lord, (lord) n. [A.-S. klo/ord., Scot laird.] A master ;

a superior ;—a husband ;—a ruler ; governor ; king ;—

an oppressive ruler; a tyrant;—a proprietor of a manor;

—any peer of the realm ; especially, a baron ; also a

spiritual peer or bishop ;—by courtesy the son of a

duke or marquis, and the eldest son of an earl ;—the

holder of certain high governmental offices, as Chan

cellor, &c, or of judicial position, as Chief Justice,

Ac, and of municipal offices, as Mayor, Provost, &c. ;

—the Supreme Being ; Jehovah.

Lord, (lord) v. i. To play the lord ; to domineer :—imp.

& pp. lorded; ppr. lording. [proud; insolent.

Lord-like, (lordlik) a. Befitting a lord ;—haughty ;

Lordliness, (lordle-ncs) ». Dignity ; high station ;—

pride ; haughtiness.

Lordling, (lord ' liny) n. A little or diminutive lord.

Lordly, (lord'le) a. [From lord and termination tv.\

Becoming a lord; pertaining to a lord; —proud;

haughty ; imperious.

Lord's Day, (lordz'da) w. The first day of the week :

the Christian Sabbath.

Lordship, (lordship) n. State or quality of being a

lord; hence (with Aw, your, or their), a title applied

to a lord ; also to judges on the bench ;—territory of

a lord over which he holds jurisdiction ; a manor;—

dominion: power; authority.

Lord's-supper, (lordz'sup-er) w. The eucharist or holy

communion.

Lore, (lor) n. [A.-S. hlr, from l&ron, to teach.] Erudi

tion : knowledge gained from reading or study ;—

instruction.

Lorgnette, (lor-nef) n. [F. ] An opera-glass.

Loricate, (lor'e-kilt) r. t. (L. loricare, to clothe in mail,

lorica, a leather cuirass, from loruin, thong. J To plate

over ;—to cover with a coating or crust, as a chemical

vessel, for resisting fire:— imp. Ai. pp. loricated; ppr.

loricating.

Lorication, (lor-e-ka'shiin) v. Act of loricating ;—a

surface covered with plates like mail

Loris, (loris) n. A species of quadrumanous animals,

allied to the lemurs; they inhabit Ceylon, and are

called, popularly , lazy monkeys.

Lorn, (lorn) a. [A.-S. lortn, pp. of \t6san, to lose.) I>ost;

forsaken ; lonely.

Lory, (lor'e) n. A subordinate genus of tho parrot

family.

Lose, (lOoz) v. 1. [A.-S. leiimn, forledsan.) To mislay :

to put away unintentionally ;—to forfeit by unsuccess

ful contest ;—to part with ; to be deprived of ;—to

threw away; to waste ; to squander; — to wander

from ; to miss, so as not to be able to find ;—to per

plex or bewilder;— to ruin; to destroy:—to cease to

view ;—to fail to obtain ;—r.i. To forfeit any thing

in contest;—to suffer loss by comparison; to fail ; to

decline:—imp. & pp. lost; ppr. losing.

Loser, (looz'er) u. One who loses or is deprived of any

thing by defeat, forfeiture, or the like.

Loss, (los) k. [A.-S. los.] Act of losing; privation:

diminution or detriment;—harm ; injury ; damage;—

ruin ; destruction ;—waste by escape: leakage ;—usehKs

expenditure, as of time, <fcc. ;—defeat, as in battle ;

hence, the number of killed, wounded, and captured

persona, or the amount of captured property.

Lost, (lost) a. [From lose.] Mislaid; let go" or parted

from our hold or view ; that can not be found :

missing ;—forfeited in an unsuccessful contest;—de

prived of;—thrown away; wasted; squandered:—

bewildered; ]>crplexed ;—ruined or destroyed, either

physically or morally ;—not perceptible to the senses ;

not visible.

Lot, (lot) Ti. fA.-S. hlot.] That which happens with

out human design or forethought ; chance ; accident ;

hazard ; fortune ;—a contrivance to determine a ques

tion by chance ;—the part or fate which falls to one by

chance, a distinct parcel ; a separate part ;—a propor

tion or share of taxes :—an assemblage or set of men ;

—a large number or quantity ; abundance.

Lot, (lot) r. (. To allot ; to assign ;—to separate into

lots or parcels ; to assort : —imp. &, pp. lotted ; ppr.

lotting.

Loth, (loth) a. Hating ; detesting ;—unwilling ; re

luctant :—also Loath.

Lotion, (lo'shun) n. [L. totio, from larare, to wash.J

A washing, especially of the skin, for the purpose of

rendering it fair;—a liquid preparation for washing-

some part of the body ;—a healing application in a iluid

form, to be applied externally to the body.

Lottery, (lot'er-e) «. [F. loterie, from lot, a lot, prize.]

A distribution of prizes by lot or chance.
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Lotus.

Lotus. (lo'tus)n. [L. lotus, G. Idtoi.] A native plant

of the order Ltgu minosot,

akin to trefoil and clover

plants;—the Egyptian lotus, ■ ■

an aquatic plant something

like the water-lily ; — the

lotua of the lotus-eaters, a

tree in Northern Africa, the

fruit of which was fabled to

make strangers! who ate of it forget their native

country:—an ornament in the form of the Egyptian

water-lily.

Loud, (loud) a. [A.-S. hlud, L. inclytus, renowned, G.

klutos, heard.] Making a great sound ; high in tone

or pitch ; noisy ;—-clamorous ; boisterous ; — empha-

tical ; impressive.

Loud, (loud) adv. With loudness ; loudly.

Loudly, (loudle) adv. In a loud manner ; clamorously;

noisily;—with vehement complaint or importunity.

Loudness, (lond'nes) n- Great sound or noise ;—clam

our ; turbulence ; uproar.

Lough, (lok) n. [Celt loch.] A loch.

Lounge, ( lounj ) v. i. [F. long in, from L. longe, for

a long time.] To spend time lazily; to move idly

about;— to reclino at ease; to loll: — imp. & pp.

lounged ; ppr. lounging.

Lounge, (lounj) n. An idle gait or stroll ;—act of re

clining at ease ;—a place for lounging.

Lounger, (lounj'er) n. An idler ; one who loiters away

his time.

Lounging, (lounj'ing) a. Idle; hanging or loitering

about;—made for reclining or rolling on, as a chair.

Louse, (lous) n. [A.-S. tv \ Ger. Pass.] A wingless,

bemipterous insect having a sucking mouth. It is

found parasitic upon mammals :—pi . Lice.

Louse, (iouz) •. '• To cleanse from lice. [lice.

Lousiness, (louz'e-nes) n. The state of abounding with

Lousy, (lour'e) a. Swarming with lice; infested with

lice;—mean ; low; contemptible.

Lout, (lout) n. (A.-S. liltan, to bow, lie hid.] A mean,

awkward fellow ; a bumpkin.

Lout, (lout) r. i. [A.-H. htutan.] To bend; to bow ;

generally in an awkward manner.

Loutish, (lont'ish) a. Clownish: rude: awkward.

Loutishly, (lout'ish-le) adv. Like a clown ; in a rude,

clumsy, awkward manner.

Loutishness, (lout'ish-nes) n. Cclowuishness.

Louvre, (loo'vr) n. [F. Convert, the opening, onvrir,

to open.] An opening in the roof of ancient buildings

for the escape of smoke or for ventilation, often in

the form of a turret or small lantern.

Lovable, (luvVbl) a. Worthy of love ; amiable.

Lovage, (luVaj) n. [Corrupted from F. ttvtche, from

Li. leviiticum, a plant indigenous to Liguria, a country

of Cisalpine Gaul.] An umbelliferous plant, some

times used in medicine as an aromatic stimulant.

Lore, (luv) n. [A.-S. Ivfe, lufu] Affection; strong

liking ; wirm admiration and regard for; ardent at

tachment to a person, object, or pursuit ;—a* between

individuals, mutual sympathy and good-will ; as be

tween relatives, parental fondness and care ; filial

regard and dutifulness ; brotherly kindness, &c •

towards mankind, benevolence; charity;—a marked,

preference for and devoted attachment to one of the

opposite sex ; passion ; courtship;—towards one's coun

try, patriotism ;—towards God, a reverent esteem and

adoration, with an earnest desire to serve Him ;—in

a general sense, kindness ; concord ; union :—an ob

ject loved ; sweet-heart ; mistress ;—a term of endear

ment :—Cupid, the god of love.

Love, (luv) v. t. [A.-S. IvJIan, 8kr. lubh, to desire.] To

bo pleased or delighted with ; to be fond of : to like ;

—to have benevolence or good will toward ;—to regard

with pre-eminent or exclusive affection ; to be enam

oured of ;—v. i. To delight ; to take pleasure ; to be

in lore :—imp. & pp. loved ; ppr. loving.

 

Love-bird.

Love-bird, (luvlwrd) n. A bird of beautiful plumage,

belonging to the genua

Psittacula; bo called

from the great attach

ment these birds have

for each other.

Love-favour, (luv'fav-er)

n. Something given to

be worn in token of love.

Love-feast, ( luv'fost ) 7*.

A religious festival, hold

quarterly by some reli

gious denominations in

imitation of the agapte

of the early Christians.

Love-knot, (luVnot) n. An intricate kind of knot—

used as a token of love, or as representing mutual

affection.

Loveless, (luv1es)a. Void of love;—not attracting love.

Love-letter, (luv'let-er)ji. A letter professing love; a

letter of courtship.

Loveliness, (luv'le-nes) n. State of being lovely ; quali

ties of body or mind that may excite love; beauty;

amiableness.

Love-lock, (luVlok) n. A curl or lock of hair plaited

and tied with ribbon, and hanging at the ear.

lively, (luv'le) k. Fitted to excite, or worthy of, love;

—beautiful ; pleasing ; charming ; delightful ; en

chanting, [love.

Love-match, (luv'mach) n. A marriage for the sake of

Lover, (luv'er) n. One who loves ; a friend ;—especi

ally, one who is in love with a person of the opposite

sex ;—one who likes or is pleased.

Love-sick, (luv'sik) a. Sick or languishing with love;

—expressive of languishing love.

Love-sickness, (luv'sik-nes) n. State of being love-sick ;

languishing and amorous desire.

Love-song, (luv 'song) «. A song expressing love.

Loving, (luVing) «. Kind; affectionate; fond—said of

persons ;—expressing love or kindness, as words.

Loving-kindness, (luv'ing-kind-nes) n. Tender regard ;

mercy ; favour.

Lovingly, (luVing-le) adv. Fondly; with affection and

kindness.

Low, (lo) a. [D. laag, allied to Eng. lie, A.-S. licgan.]

Near to the ground ; not high or elevated, as place or

position ;—beneath the common height; small, as sta

ture ;—depressed below the adjacent surface ; sunken ;

—at or near the level of the ocean, as the tide ;—not

deep ; shallow, as a stream ;—near the equator ;—not

loud ; subdued ;—grave ; base ;—depressed ; dejected,

as spirits ;—humble ; mean ;—base ; dishonourable,

as a trick ;—dissolute ; licentious, as companions ;—

feeble ; weak, as the pulse ; — slow ; not active, as

fever;—cold, as temperature; — cheap, as price;—

moderate; reasonable, as a charge or offer; — poor;

impoverished;—plain; simple, as diet;—late in chrono

logy ;—,not lofty or noble ; — vulgar ; commonplace,

as style ;—submissive ; chastened.

Low, (16) adv. In a low position or manner ;—tinder

the usual price; cheaply ;—near the ground;—hum

bly; meanly;—in time approaching our own ;—with

a depressed voice;—in a state of subjection, poverty,

or disgrace.

Low, (16) v. a. [A-S. hldwan.] To belluw as an ox or

cow :—imp. &, pp. lowed ; mr, lowing.

Low, (lo) ft. The noise made by a bull, ox, cow, &c.

Low-Church, (lo'church) a. Noting a powerful section

or party in the Church of England, also called evan

gelical.

Lower, (loer) r. r. [Eng. loicer, comparative of low.]

To cause to descend ; to let down ; to take down ;—

to bring down ; to humble ;—to reduce in value,

amount, &c;—v.i. To fall; to grow less; to diminish;

to decrease :—imp. & pp. lowered ; ppr. lowering.

Lower, (low'er)v. i. |Ger. tauern.] To beclouded; to
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threaten a storm ;—to frown ; to look sullen : — imp. &

pp. lowered ; ppr. lowering.

Lowercase, (lf/er-kus) a. Pertaining to, or kept in, the

lowercase—used to denote the small letters in distinc

tion from capitals.

Lowermost, (16'er-most) a. [Irregular superlative of

loir.] Lowest.

Lowery, (low'cr-e) «. Cloudy ; gloomy.

Lowing, (10'ing)n. The bellowing or cry of cattle.

Lowland, (16'land) n. A low or level country.

Lowlands, (16'lands) n. pi. The southern division of

Scotland, as distinct from the Highlands.

Lowliness, (lole-nes) n. State of being lowly ; humi

lity ; humbleness of mind.

Lowly, (lole) a. [Eng. low and like.] Humble ; hav

ing a low estimate of one's self; free from pride;—

meek ; modest ; — wanting rank ; low-born ; mean ;

servile;—not lofty or sublime;—low in situation or

position.

Lowly, (Idle) adv. In a low manner; humbly; meekly;

modestly ;—in a low condition ; meanly.

Lowncss, (lo'nes) n. State of being low or depressed ;

—meanness of condition ;—meanness of mind or char

acter;—modesty; humility;—want of fortitude; dejec

tion ;—a state of poverty ;—depression in strength or

intensity ;—depression in cost or worth ;—graveness of

sound ;—gentleness of utterance.

Low-pressure, (lo'presh-ur) a. Noting a condensing

steam-engine in which the pressure is lower than the

atmoephero, or below 15 pounds to the square inch,

but often working to a higher rate.

Low-spirited, (ld'spir-it-ed) a. Not having animation

and courage ; dejected ; depressed ;—wanting liveli

ness or vivacity ; dull.

Low-water, (lo waw-ter) n. State of the tidal water

when at full ebb ;—the lowest point to which the tide

recedes or ebbs.

Loxodromics, (loks-d-drom'jks) n. ting. [G. faros, slant

ing, and droiaot, course.] The art or method of ob

lique sailing by the rhumb line.

Loyal, (lo/al) a. [L. UgalU, from Ux, Ifgit, law.]

Devoted to the maintenance of law; faithful to the

lawful government; — faithful to the sovereign;—

faithful to a lover or friend, especially under trying

circumstances.

Loyalist, (loy'al-ist) n. One who adheres to his sove

reign, or to the constitutional authority, especially in

times of revolution. [fully.

Loyally, (loy'al-le) adv. In a loyal manner; faith-

Loyalty, (loy'al-te) »u State or quality of being loyal ;

fidelity to the sovereign, the state, or to one's country;

—fidelity to law, duty, marriage vow, &c.

Losenge, (loz'enj) n. [Probably from G. loxos, oblique,

and L. angului.) A figure with four

equal sides, having two acute and two

obtuse angles; a rhomb;—a small cake

of sugar, <tc., often medicated, originally

in tbo form of a lozenge, but now usually Lounge,

round.

Lubber, (lut/er) n. A heavy, clumsy fellow ; a Bturdy

drone : a clown.

Lubberly, (lub'er-le) a. Like a lubber ; clumsy.

Lubberly, (lub'er-le) adv. Clumsily ; awkwardly.

Lubricant, (lu'bre-kant) n. That which lubricates.

Lubricate, (lu'bre-kat) v. t. [L. lubricare, lubricatvm.]

To make smooth or slippery.

Lubrication, (lu-bre-ka'shun) n. Act of lubricating or

making slippery. [lubricates.

Lubricator, (lu'bre-kat-er) n. One who or that which

Lubricity, (lu-bris'e-te)n. Smoothness of surface; hence,

slipi>erine8s ; uncertainty ; instability ; — aptness to

glide over any thing, or to facilitate the motion of

bodies in contact by diminishing friction :—lewdness ;

incontinency.

Luce, (liw) n. [Perhaps from G. lulot.] A pike when

full grown.

<o

Lucent, (lu'sent) a. [L. Ittcnut, ppr. of lucere, to shine,

from lux, lucis, light.] Shining; bright; resplendent.

Lucern, (lu'sera) n. [F. luztrtna, of Celtic origin,

W. lit/nan, herbs, plants.] A leguminous plant cul

tivated for fodder.

Lucernal, (lu-s^r'nal) a. [1.. lucemn. Lamp, from tveere,

to shine.] Of or pertaining to a Limp.

Lucid, (lu'sid) a. [h. iucidus, from tux, lucix, light 1

Shining; bright;—clear; transparent;—easily under

stood; distinct;—bright with the radiance of intellect;

luminous.

Lucidity, (lu-sid'it-e) n. Brightness; transparency;

—clearness of statement or argumentative exp«Mition.

Lucidly, (lu'sidde) adv. Clearly ; brightly ; obviously.

Lucidness, (lu'sid-nes) n. The quality or state of being

lucid.

Lucifer, (luse-fer) n. [L., from lux, lucix, light, and

ferrt, to bring.] The planet Venus, when appearing as

the morning star;—applied, in Isaiah, to a king of

Babylon ;—Satan ;—a match made of a sliver ofwuod

tipped with a combustible substance, and ignited by

friction.

Lucimeter, (lu-sim'et-cr) »l [L. lux, light, and O.

metroti, a measure.] A photometer or instrument for

measuring the intensity of light.

Luck,(luk)n. [D. lul; Ger. gliick, IceL, lukka.) For

tune ; fate ; that which happens to a person ; that

which one gets in life, good or evil ;—chance ; hap ;

hazard ; casualty ; accident ;—good fortune ; success.

Luckily, (luk'e-le) adv. In a lucky manner ; by good

fortune.

Luckiness, (luk'e-nes) n. State or quality of being for

tunate ;—good fortune.

Luckless, (luk'les) a. Without luck ; unfortunate ;

meeting with ill-success.

Lucky, (luk'e) a. Favoured by luck ; fortunate ;—

successful; prosperous — said of persons ; — gainful,

as an adventure; nappy, as a hit;—propitious; favour

able, as some fancied day ;—auspicious, as an omen.

Lucrative, (lu'kra-tiv) o. [L. Iwru.ri, to gain, from

lucrum, gain.] Yielding lucre; gainful; profitable.

Lucre, (lii'ker) n. [L. lucrum.] Gain in money or

goods ; profit ; pecuniary advantage—usually in a had

sense, as if immoral or unworthy, and often with

"filthy" prefixed.

Lucubrate, (luTioo-brat) v. i. [L. lucuhrart, to work

by lamp-light, from lux, light.] To study by candle

light or a lamp.

Lucubration, (lu-koo-hru'shun) a. Act of studying by

candle-light; nocturnal study;—that which is com

posed by night; — product of quiet meditation; a

thoughtful essay or treatise.

Luculent, (lQ'ku-lent) a. [L. luculeatus, from lux,

light.] Lucid; transparent, as a river ; clear ; lumi

nous, as thought or diction ; evident, as testimony.

Ludicrous, (lu'de-krus) a. [L. ludicrui, from lurfu*,

play.] Adapted to raise laughter without scorn or

contempt; sportive; burlesque; comic; droll; ridicu

lous, (manner.

Ludicrously, (lii'de-krus-lo) adv. In a ludicrous

Ludicrousness, (lu'de-krus-nes) n. Quality or state of

being ludicrous.

Luff, (luf) v. i. [D. loeren.] To turn the head of a ship

| toward the wind ; to sail nearer the wind :—imp, dV

pp. luffed; ppr. luffing.

Luff, (luf) n. The side of a ship toward the wind :—

act of sailing a ship close to the wind ;—the roundest

part of a ship's bow ;—the forward or weather leech

of a sail.

Lug, (lug) v.t. [A.-S. It/ccan, luccan, to pluck out.]

To pull with force; to haul; todrag;— to carry or con

vey with lalxmr:—imp. & pp. lugged; ppr. lugging.

Lug, (lug) a. [Sw. Iuggt logg, a Hock of wooLJ Any

thing drawn or carried with difficulty ;—the car, espe

cially its lobe ;— the handle of a pitcher ; a projecting

piece in machinery to commuuicato motion, iVc. ;
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(specially, a short flange by or to which something is

fastened.

Luggage, fiug'flj) n. [From tut;.] That which ib lugged

or carried with difficulty ; especially, a traveller's

trunks, baggage, <fcc.

Luggage-train, (lug'aj-tran) n. A slow, heavy train on

a railway by which goods, minerals, cattle, &c. , are

carried.

Lugger, (tag'tr) B- [From Eng. lug.] A small vessel

carrying three masts, with a running bowsprit and

lug-sails.

Lug-sail, (lug'-sal) n. A square sail bent upon a yard

that liangs obliquely to the mast.

Lugubrious, (loo-goo ' bre-ns) a. (L. lugubrut, from

Ivoere, to mourn.] Mournful ; indicating sorrow.

Lukewarm, (luk'wawrm) re. [A.-S. wine] Moderately

warm ; neither cold nor hot ; tepid ;—not ardent ; not

zealous ; indifferent.

Lukewarmly, (luk'wawrm-le) adv. In a lukewarm

manner ; indifferently.

Lukewarrnness, (Ink ' wawrm - nes) n. State of being

mild or moderate in heat ;—want of zeal or ardour ;

coldnew ;—religions indifference.

Lull, (lnl) *• t. [D. lullen, Dan. luller, L. tallare.] To

cause to rest by soothing influences; to quiet; to com

pose ; to put to sleep ;—v. i. To become gradually

calm : to subside :—imp. & pp. lulled ; ppr. lulling.

Lull, (lul) v. Power or quality of soothing ;—a season

of temporary quiet after storm or confusion.

Lullaby, (Inl'a-be) n. [From lull.] A song to quiet

babies; that which quiets.

Lumbago, (lum-ba'go) n. [L. from lumbus, loin.] A

rheumatism or rheumatic pain in the loins and small

of the back. [to or near the loins.

Lumbar, (lumlar) a. [L. tumbus, loin.] Pertaining

Lumber, (lum'ber) n. [A.-S. leoma, utensil, D. bdem-

ttiereu, to obstruct.] Any thing useless and cumbrous,

or things bulky and thrown aside as of no use.

Lumber, (lum'bjr) v. t. To heap together in disorder ;

—v. i. To move heavily, as if burdened with bulk ;

—to ramble: — imp. & pp. lumbered; \rpr. lum

bering, [useless things.

Lumber-room, (lum'ber-room) n. A room for lumber or

Luminary, (lu'min-ar-e) n. [P. lumiuairf, from L,

lumen, fight.] Any body that gives light : especially,

one of the heavenly bodies :—one that illustrates any

subject, or enlightens mankind.

Luminous, (lu'inin-ns) a. [L. luminotnts, from lumen,

light.] Shining ; emitting fight, as the sun ;—made

bright or illuminated, as by the sun's rays ;—resplen

dent;—brilliant ; vivid, as colour;—clear; obvious, as

an argument;—throwing light on; illustrating.

Luminously, (lu'min-us-le) adv. In a luminous

manner.

Luminousness. (lu'min-us-nes) «. Quality of having,

or of emitting, or of imparting light ; brightness ;

clearness ; vividness ; perspicuity.

Lump, (lump) n. [D. klompe, Ger. l-tump, Eng.

clump.) A small mass of matter of no definite shape;

—a mass of things blended or thrown together without

order or distinction :—a cluster ; the whole bulk or

mass ; the gross ; totality.

Lump, (lump) v. t. To throw into a mass ;—to take in

the gross; to speak of collectively :—imp. &, pp. lumped;

ppr. lumping.

Lump-fish, (lunar/fish) n. [Eng. lump.] A certain sea-

fish. Its head and body are deep, thick, and short;

the pectoral fins unite under the throat, and with the

ventral fins form a single disk.

Lumpish, (lump'ish) a. Like a lump ; bulky ; gross;

—dull ; inactive ; stupid.

Lumpiahness, ( lumpish-lies) n. The state of being

lumpish. [masses.

Lumpy, (lump'e) n. Full of lumps or small, compact

Lunacy, (lu'na-se) it. A species of insanity or mad

ness ; properly the kind of insanity which is broken

by intervals of reason, formerly supposed to be in

fluenced by the changes of the moon ; derangement ;

crazinoss ; mania.

Lunar, (lu'nar) a. [L. lunaris, from luna, the moon.]

Pertaining to the moon; — resembling the moon;

orbed ;—measured by the revolutions of the moon.

Lunar-caustic, (lu'nar-kaws-tik) n. Nitrate of silver.

Lunar-distance, (lunar-dis'tans) n. The distance of the

moon from the sun, a fixed star, or a planet, by which

the longitude of a ship at sea is calculated.

Lunar-month, (lu'nar-munth) n. The time during

which the moon completes a revolution about tho

earth.

Lunar-year, (lu'nar-yer) n. The period of twelve

Bynodic lunar month*, being 3Mg days.

Lunated, (UVnat-ed) a. [L. lunatus, from luna, the

moon.] Having a form resembling that of the half-

moon ; crescent-shaped.

Lunatic, (lii'na-tik) a. [L. lunaticus, from luna, the

moon.j Affected by lunacy; insane; mad;—exhibit

ing lunacy.

Lunatic, (lu'na-tik) n. A person affected by lunacy ; a

madman ; a person of unsound mind.

Lunch, (lunnh) n. [W. llicnc, a gulp moittliful, O. Eng.

nunc, nuncheon, a thick lump or cut of bread or meat.]

A slight repast between breakfast and dinner ; lun

cheon ;—a place for taking a luncheon.

Lunch, (lunsh) v, i. To take a lunch :—imp. & pp.

lunched ; ppr. lunching.

Luncheon, (lunsh'un) n. A portion of food taken at

any time except at a regular meat

Lime, (liln) n. [L. luna, moon.] Any thing in the

shape of a half moon ;—a figure in the form of a cres

cent ;—a fit of frenzy ; a freak.

Lunette, (hi -net') n. [F., from L. & It. luna, the

moon.] A detached bastion ;—a half horse-shoe;—a

kind of watch-crystal more than ordinarily flattened

in the centre : a convexo-concave lens for spectacles.

Lung, (lung) n. [A.-S. lunge.] One of the two organs

of respiration in an air-breathing animal.

Lunge, (lunj) n. [F. allongcr.] A sudden push or

thrust ;—the attitude or posture in fencing.

Lunged, (lungd) a. Having lungs ;—drawing or emit

ting air by the lungs.

Luniform, (lu'ne-form) a. [L. luna, moon, and/cmuz,

shape.] Resembling the moon.

Lunular, (hVnoo-ler) a. [L. lunula, diminutive of

luna, the moon.] Having a form like that of the new

moon ; shaped like a crescent. [crescent.

Lunulated, (lu'noo-lat-ed) a. Resembling a small

Lupercal, (hVpgr-kal) n, sing. fL.] A feast of tho

Romans in honour of Pan.

Lupine, (lu'piu) n. [L. lupintu.] A leguminous plant

having Bhowy racemes of flowers.

Lupus, (lu'pus) n. [L.] The wolf; one of the southern

constellations, situated on the south of Scorpio.

Lurch, (lurch) n. [W. Kerch, or Here, a frisking, a

lurking.] A sudden roll of a ship to one side.

Lurch, (lurch) v.i. To lie in ambush; to lurk;—to

dodge ; to play tricks ;—to roll or pass suddenly to one

side, as a ship in a heavy sea ;—v. t. To defeat expec

tation ; to disappoint : — i »ip. & pp. lurched ; ppr.

lurching.

Lurcher, (I'irch'er) n. One that lurches or lies in wait;

—especially, a dog that lies in wait for game, and

seizes them. [L. lurco, a glutton.] A glutton; a

gormandizer.

Lure, (lur) n. [F. Uurrt, Ger. luder.] An object, not

unlike a fowl, held out by the falconer to call a hawk;

—any enticement ; a decoy.

Lure, (lur) r. i. To call a hawk or other animal ;—v. t.

To draw to tho lure ;—hence, to entice ; to attract ;—

imp. & ;>{: lured; ppr. luring.

Lurid, (lurid) o. LL. turidus.] Ghastly pale; gloomy;

dismal
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Lurk, (lurk) v. i. [Vf . ilercian, Ger. laitmi,] To lie

hid ; to lie in wait ;—to keep out of Bight :—mp, &

ppr. lurked; ppr. lurking;. [sight.

Lurker, (lurk'er) it. One who lurks or keeps out of

Luscious, (lush'e-us) a. [From Eng. lufk, juicy. J Sweet;

delicious;—sweet or rich so as to cloy; heuce, fulsome.

Lusciously, (lush'e-us-le) adv. in a luscious manner.

Lusciousness, (lush'e-ua-nes) n. Immoderate richness

or sweetness that cloys or offends.

Lust, (lust) n. [A-S. lust, Go. luUus, fromlcel. liotta,

to striko, beat.] Longing desire ; eagerness to possess

or enjoy; any strong or inordinate appetite or affec

tion ;—evil propensity; sinful concupiscence;—covet-

ousness; greed of gain;—sensuality; lasciviotisuess.

Lust, (lust) v. i. To desire eagerly; to long;—to desire

eagerly the gratification of carnal appetite ;—to have

irregular or inordinate desires :—imp, & pp. lusted ;

ppr. lusting.

Lustful, (lust'fool) a. Sensual; lewd; libidinous;—

lascivious ; suggesting sensuality ; provoking aiumal

appetite; licentious ; lecherous.

Lustfully, (lust'fool -le) adv. In a lustful manner.

Lustfulness, (lust'fdol-nes) ft. The state of being lustful.

Lustily, (lnst'e-le) adv. In a vigorous manner; stoutly;

energetically.

Lustiness, (lust'e-nes) n. Strength or stoutness of

body; robustness; hardihood:—also lusiihnotl.

Lusting, (lust'ing) n. Inordinate desire; hankering or

craving for ;—desire of carnal indulgence.

Lustral, (lus'tral) a. [L. lustralis, from lustrum.]

Used in purification ;—pertaining to purification.

Lustrate, (lus'trat) r. t. [L. Ivstrare, to purify.] To

make clear or pure;—to purify;—to go over or survey. I

Lustration, (lus-trfi'shun) v. Act of purifying; — a

sacrifice or ceremony by which cities, fields, armies,

or people, defiled by crimes, were purified.

Lustre, (lua't£r)«.. [F# lustre, L. lustrare, from lucere,

toBhine.] Clearness; glitter; brilliancy ; splendour;

brightness;—renown; distinction;—a candlestick orna

mented with drops or pendants of cut glass.

Lustring, (lus'tring) n. [Eng. lustre] A species of glossy

silk cloth.

Lustrous, (lus'trus) a. Bright; shining ; luminous.

Lustrously, (lus'trus-le) adv. Iu a brilliant or shining

manner.

Lustrum, (lus'trum) ft. [L.] The space of five years.

Lusty, (lust'e) a. [Eng. lust, Ger. & D. lu.tti't.] Strong

in body ; vigorous ;—robust ; healthy ; — full-sized ;

corpulent ;—hearty ; jocund.

Lutanist, (lu'tau-ist) n. [L. Itttanista, from UttilUt, a

lute.] A person that plays on the lute.

Lute, (lut)n. [F. lutk, G. laute, from tauten, to sound.]

A stringed instrument re

sembling a guitar, formerly

much in use. The strings

are struck with the right

hand, and with the left the

stops are pressed.

lute, (lut)n. (Xl lvtum,mn<\,

clay.] A composition of clay

or other tenacious mibstanec,

used for making joints air

tight.

Lute, (liit) v. t. To close or

coat with lute '.—imp. & pp.

luted; ppr, luting. Lute.

Luteoos, (lu'te-us) «. [L.

luteits.] Of a golden or orange-yellow colour.

Lute-stnng, (lut'string) n. The string of a lute,

Lutetia, (hVte'she-a) <». A sinall plaaot between the

orbits of Mars and Jupiter. [reformer.

Lutheran, (lii'ther-an) o. Pertaining to Luther, the

Lutheran, (lu'thgr-an) n. A disciple or follower of

Luther.

Lutheranism, (hVther-an-izm) n. The doctrines of re

ligion as t&iurtvt by Luther.

 

Lutoie, (lu'tos) a. [L. lutosus, miry.] Covered with

clay ; clayey.

Lutra, (lu'tra) n. A genus of carnivorous digitigrade

animals including tlie otter.

Lutulent, (hVtu-lent) a. [L. lutulentut, from lutum,

mud.] Turbid ; thick ; muddy.

Luxate, (luks'at) v. t. [L. hwart, from I axus, dislocated,

allied to G. laxos, slanting, oblique.] To put out of

joint; to dislocate ; — imp. 6l pp, luxated; ppr.

luxating.

Luxation, (Iuks-ii shun) n. Act of putting out of joint ;

—that which is luxated.

Luxuriance, (luks-u re-aus) n. State of being luxuriant ;

rank growth ; Btrong, vigorous growth ; exuberance.

Luxuriant, (luks-iVre-ant) a. Exuberant in growth ;—

in great abundance.

Luxuriantly, (luks-u're-ant-le) adv. In a luxuriant

manner; very abundantly ; exuberantly.

Luxuriate, (luks-u're-iit)v.i. [L. lxixuriare,luxuriatv.m.\

To grow exuberantly ;—to exceed the ordinary limits :

to be wanton ;—to feed or live luxuriously : to revel

in the possession and expenditure of wealth; —to

indulge in freely, as an intellectual pursuit ; to ex

patiate on, as a topic after one's heart :—imp. & ffp,

luxuriated ; ppr. luxuriating.

Luxurious, ( luks-u're-us ) a Voluptuous; sensual ;

self-indulgent in appetite, love of dress, display, &c ;

—administering to luxury, as wealth ;—furnished with.

diiiuties or costly viands, as a table ;—softening or

enervating by indulgence, as ease. [manner.

Luxuriously, ( luks-u're-us-le ) adv. In a luxurious

Luxuriouaness, (luks-ii're-us-nes) 11. The state or con

dition of being luxurious.

Luxury, (luks'u-re) ft, [L. Ivxuria, from htxvs, excess.]

A free or extravagant indulgence in the pleasures

which wealth can procure ;—gratification of de&ire ;

any thing delightful to the senses ;—indulgence of the

palate ; any thing to tempt a nice or fastidious appe

tite ; dainty ; delicacy ;—indulgence in costly dress or

equipage, &o.

Lyceum, (li-se'um) n. [L. lycettm, 0. hd-cion.] A place

in Greece near the River Ilissus where Aristotle

taught ;—a house or ajHirtment appropriated to in

struction by lectures or disquisitions ;—an association

for literary improvement.

Lychnis, (Lik'niB) u. A native garden plant of the

genus Phlox, bearing bright-coloured flowers.

Lycoperdon, (lik-o-peydon) n. A genus of sporadic

fungi, which, when ripe, burst and scatter their seed

in the form of dust.

Lydian, (lid'e-an) «. Pertaining to Lydia or to ita*

inhabitants ; soft; effeminate;— said of one of the

ancient Greek keys, the music in which was of a soft,

pathetic character ;—applied also to a kind of rlint-

ntone used in the assnving of the preeions metala.

Lye, (li) 11. [A.-S. leak, F. tie, Ger. Untoc] Water

impregnated with alkaline salt imbibed from the

ashes of wood. [or of bearing a child.

Lying-in, (li'ing-in) n. Act or state of being confined

Lying-to, (li'ing-too) n. State of a vessel when the

forward and aftward sails are braced into contrary

directions so as to counteract each other and keep

the ship nearly at rest.

Lymph, (limf) ft. [L. Ii/mpha, allied to Hmpidv*, clear.]

A colourless fluid in animal bodies, contained in

certain vessels called lymphatics.

Lymphatio, (lim-fat'ik) a. Pertaining to, containing,

or conveying lymph.

Lymphatio, (lim-fat'ik) ft. A vein-like, \alved vowel

iu vertebrate animals, tliat contains a transparent

fluid.

Lymphography, (lim-fog'ra-fe) n. [L. Ipmpha and G.

f/ra/diem.] A description of the lymphatic vesaels-

Lynoh, (linsh) v. t. To inflict pain or punishment upon

without the forms of law, as by a mob '.—imp. & pp.

lynched ; ppr, lynching,
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A carnivorousLynx, (lingks) «. [L. lynx, G. lugx.]

quadruped of the genus

Felts, resembling the com- .- -

mon cat, but having longer

ears and a shorter tail. The

lynx has a brilliant eye,

and prowIs about at night,

and this may have given

rise to the notion of its

sharp sight.

Lynx-eyed, (lingks 'id) a.

Having acute sight. Lynx.

Lyra, (U'ra) n. [L. lyra, G. ln.ra, lute.] A northern

constellation, situated directly in front of

Urea Major.

Lyrated, (li'rat-od) a. In botany, lyre-

shaped, or spatulate and oblong, with

.-1 1 1 a11 lobes towards the base.

lOT**, (lir) n. [h. lyra.] A stringed instru

ment of music ; a kind of harp much used

by the ancients. Lyre.

 

 

Lyre-bird, (lu^berd) v. A binl roniarkable for having

the sixteen tail-feathers of the

male arranged, when erect, in >^v ii/j^.

the form of a lyre. It is a \\ vfi *-■'

native of Australia, and is the \| ft
only known species of the genus \ K ' \ ' '\^r

to which it belongs.

Lyric, (lir'ik) a. Pertaining to mi|||ft

a lyre or harp ;—fitted to be

Bung to the lyre ; henco also,

appropriate for song.

lyric, (lir'ik) n. A lyric jwem ;

a song ;—a verse of the kind

usually employed in lyric '***%*

poetry.

Lyrist, (Hr'ist) n. A musician

who plays on the harp or

lyre.

Lyterian, ( 11-te're-an ) a. [G. luteriot, from lut&n,

to dissolve.] Terminating a disease; indicating the

solution of a disease.

 

Lyre-bird.

M.

M(em), the thirteenth letter of the English alphabet,

is an articulation formed by a compression of

the lips. It is scarcely ever Bilent, and its sound is

always the same, as in man, gum, rim. As a numeral

it stands for 1000; with a dash over it (m) for »

million. It is of frequent use as an abbreviation,

as, M. A., master of arts ; M. P., member of j>arlia-

ment; MS., manuscript; M. IX, doctor of medicine;

A.M.. and P.M., before and after noon. In printing,

ra is taken as the measure of the length of a page; each

line being reckoned to hold in breadth so many ens

(two ens being equal to one em), and hence the amount

of type in a page or sheet.

Ma, (ma) n. Mother; an abbreviation of mamma.

Ma'am, (mam) n. Madam—a contraction of madam.

Mab, (mab) n. [W. mab.] In the northern mythology,

the queen of the fairies.

Macadamize, (mak-ad'am-iz) v.t. [From Mac Adam,

the inventor.] To cover, as a road, with small,

broken stones, so as to form a smooth, hard surface :

—imp. & pp. macadamized; ppr. macadamizing'.

Macaroni, (mak-a-ro'ne) n. [It. maccheroni, from G.

makarioa, blessed, happy.] An article of food com-

- posed of a paste chiefly of wheat flour made into long,

slender tubes ;—a medley ; something extravagant to

please an idle fancy ;—a sort of droll or fool ; a fop ; a

bean ; an exquisite.

Macaronic, (mak-a-ron'ik) a. Pertaining to or like a

macaroni; empty; trifling; vain; affected ;—noting a

burlesque composition, usually in verse, in wliich

there is a ludicrous jumble of two different languages.

Macaroon, (mak'a-roon) n. [F. macaron.] A small,

sweet cake, chiefly of almonds and sugar.

Macassar-oil, (ma-kas'ar-oil) n. An oil used for pro

moting the growth of the hair.

Macaw, (ma-kaw') a. [The native name in the Antilles. ]

A large and very showy bird, of

the genus Psittacua, allied to the

parrots :—also Macao.

Maccabees, (tnak ' ka • bez) n. pL

Two apocryphal books of the Old

Testament, which give an account

of Jewish affairs in the time of

the Maccabean princes.

Maccaboy, (mak'a-boy) a. [So

called after a district in Mar

tinique, where it is made.] Hose-

flavoured snuff:—also Macouba.

Mace, (mas) n. [It. mama, Norm. F. mace, F. ma»$e.]

 

A heavy staff or club of metal, anciently used as a

weapon ;—a staff, usually copper or silver gilt, with a

round head or kuob, surmounted by a crown, globe,

cross, &c. , and used as a symbol of royal, ecclesiastical,

or municipal authority;—a heavy cue used in billiard-

playing.

Mace, (miis) n, [L. mad*, Skr. makaronda, the honey

of a flower.] The second coat or aril which covers the

nutmeg. It is extremely fragrant and aromatic, and

used in seasoning, pickling, &c. [court.

Macer, (mus'er) n. A mace -bearer; an officer of a

Macerate, (mas'er-at) v.t. [L. macerare, maceratum,

from macer, lean, thin.] To make lean; to wear

away;—to mortify ; to subdue the flesh by penance;

—to soften and separate the parts of by steeping, as

in a fluid, or by tho digestive process :—imp. & pp.

macerated; ppr. macerating.

Maceration, (inas-er-a'shun) n. Act of making thin or

lean ;—mortification of the flesh by discipline or pen

ance ;—the act, process, or operation of Boftening and

almost dissolving by steeping in a fluid.

Machiavelian, ( mak-e-a-vel ' yan ) a. Pertaining to

Machiavel, an Italian writer, or to his supposed prin

ciples ; politically cunning ; crafty.

Machiavelism, (mak'e-a-vel-izm) n. Political cunning

and artifice, intended to favour arbitrary power.

Machinal, (mak'in-al)«. [L. machinalis.] Pertaining

to machines.

Machinate, (mak'in-at) v.t. [L. machinari.] To plan ;

to form, as a plot or a scheme ; to contrive :—imp, &

pp. machinated; ppr. machinating,

Machination, (rnnk-in-a'shun) n. Act of scheming or

plotting, usually in secret and with an evil intent ;—

a deliberate, artful, and secret plan, device, scheme,

or plot. [designs.

Macninator, (mak'ni-at-er) n. One who plote with evil

Machine, (ma-shen') n, [L. machina, G. median?, from

medio*, means.] An instrument or engine to produce

force or motion, or serving to regulate and direct a

motive ]x>wer or force ;—one of the Bix mechanical

powers in their simplest forms;—any structural con

trivance in which two or more of these powers are

combined to produce a conjoint motion or force ;—any

complicated instrument by which the force of air,

water, steam, <fcc, through the instninieiitality of the

mechanical powers, is applied to save human labour,

as in manufacture, agriculture, printing, and the in

dustrial arts generally ;—handle; tool ; willing or un»

conscious agent
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Machinery, (ma-shen'?r-e) v. 31 rich i new in general or

collectively;—thy working parts of a machine, arrange* I

and constructed so as to apply .and regulate force ;—

the extraordinary or supernatural means by which the

action of a poetic or fictitious work is carried on.

Machinist, (ma-eheu'ist) n. A constructor of machines

and engines.

Mackerel, (mak'er-«l) n. [R maquerel, D. mackrttt,

L. macula, spot.] A marine

fish of the genus Scomber,

spotted with blue, ami

largely usod for food. It is

found in the North Atlantic.

Mackerel-sky, (niak'cr-el-ski) Mackerel.

«. A sky streaked or marked with high, thin, fleecy

clouds.

Mackintosh, (mak'in-tosh) n. A water-proof outer gar

ment—so called from the inventor.

Mackle, (mak'l) n. [h. macula, a spot] A blur caus

ing a part of the impression to appear double :—also

macule.

Macrocosm, (mak'ro-kozni) n. [G. makros, long, great,

and kosmos, the world.] The great world ; the universe

— opposed to microcosm, or the little world constituted

by man.

Macula, (mak'u-la) n. (1- spot, stain, blot.] A spot,

as on the skin, or on the surface of the sun, or other

luminous orb.

Maculate, (mak'u-lat) r. t. [L. maeulare, maeulatum.]

To spot; to stain; to blur.

Maculation, (mak-u-la'shun) n. The act of spotting ; a

spot ; a blemish ; a stain.

Mad, (mad) a. [A.-S. gemotd, Go. gam-dids, Ger. watt,

weak.] Disordered in intellect; crazy; insane;—

frenzied; delirious;—inflamed with excessive or un

reasonable desire; infatuated—usually with after;—

proceeding from folly, or indicating madness, as words

or conduct ;—enraged ; furious, as a bulL

Mad, (mad) v. t. To make mad, furious, or angry ; to

madden:—imp. &, pp. madded; ppr. madding.

Madam, (mad'am) n. [F. madame.) My lady—compli

mentary address to ladies of every rank, and especially

to married and elderly ladies ;—a proud, overbearing

woman.

Madcap, (tmuVkap) n. A person of wild behaviour ; a }

violent, rash, hot-headed person.

Madden, (mad'n) t-. f. To make mad ; to drive to mad

ness ; to craze ; to enrage ;—v. V. To become m&d ; to

act as if mad: — i»ij>. ds pp. maddened; ppr. mad

dening;.

Madder, (mad'er) v. [A.-S. mdddre, maddere.) A [

plant of the genus Rabin, cultivated chiefly in Holland i

and Turkey, for the dye which its roots yield. Of

these, the madder-red is the most prized ; and of it,

the variety called Turkey-red.

Madefaction, (road-6-fak'shun) n. The act of making

moist or wet

Madefy, (mad'e-f i) v. t. [L. mudcre, to be wet, and

faeere, to make.] To make wet or moist ; to moiBten :

—imp. & pp. madefied ; ppr. madefying.

Madeira, (ma-de'ra) n. A rich wine made on the Isle

of Madeira.

Mademoiselle, (mad-mwa-zel') n. [F. from wa, my,

and demoiselle, a young lady.] Young woman; miss;

girl—used especially in address.

Madhouse, (mad'hous) n. A house where insane persons

are confined for cure or for restraint ; a bedlam.

Madly, (madle) adv. In a mad manner; rashly; wildly;

—with extreme folly. fa crazy person.

Madman, (mad'nian) n. A man who is mad ; a lunatic:

Madness, (mad'nes) n. Condition of t>eing mad : dis

order of intellect;—insanity; derangement; delirium;

frenzy; franticness; rage; fury.

Madonna, (ma-don'a) n. [It] My lady; madam—a

form of address in Italy;—also the Virgin 31nry; h]h:-

lifieally, a pictorial representation of the Virgin.

Madrepore, (raad'rc-por) n. [P. madripore, from raadri,

spotted, and pore, a pore.] A genus of corals, tlie

species of which usually branch like trees and shrubs,

and liave the surface covered with small prominences,

each containing a cell.

Madrigal, (mad 're-gal) n. [L. vta<ndra, G. viandra,

stall, herd of cattle.] A little amorous poem, some

times called a pantoral poem, containing some tender

and delicate, though simple thought.

Maelstrom, (nial'strum) ». A celebrated whirlpool on

the coast of Norway—it is produced by alternating

currents, due to the tides.

Magazine, (mag-a-zen') n. [F. magarin, from A.

makluan, almakhzan, a storehouse.] A warehouse or

storehouse; especially, a storehouse for military stores:

—the building or room in which the supply of powder

is kept in a fortification or ship ;—a pamphlet periodi

cally published, containing miscellaneous papers or

compositions.

Magdalen, (mag'da-Ien) n. [From Afnry Magdalene,

Luke vii. 30. ] A reformed prostitute.

Maggot, (mag'ut) n. [Allied to A. -3. madha, earth

worm, Scot mavk.] The larval form of a fly; a grub;

a worm ;—an odd fancy ; a whim ; a crotchet

Maggoty, (mag'tit-e) a. Full of maggots; infested with

maggots;—full of whims; capricious; whimsical.

Magi, (ma'ji) n. pi. [L. pi. of magus, G. mayos, A.

madJUs, from Persian mag or rnog, priest] Holy men

or sages of the East ; in Persia, worshippers of fire,

Magian, (ni&'je-au) a. Portaining to the Magi, a sect of

philosophers in Persia.

Magic, (niaj'ik) n. [L. mctgice, G. magiki (sc. telve\\

The science or practice of evoking and employing

supernatural or diabolic agency, or of raising dejvu-ted

spirits of men ; witch craft ; sorcery ; necromancy ;—

the secret operations of the powers and forces of

nature—often employed so as to impress with the idea

of a supernatural or diabolic power ; natural magic.

Magio, (niaj'ik) a. Relating to, performed by, or. pro

ceeding from occult and superhuman agencies; done

by enchantment or sorcery ; hence, imposing or start

ling in performance. [enchantment

Magically, (maj'ik-al-Ie)adv. By the arts of niagic: hy

Magician, (ma-jish'e-an) n. One skilled in magic; an

enchanter; a necromancer; a sorcerer or sorceress.

Magic-lantern, (niaj'ik -lant'crn) n. A dioptric instru

ment used in public exhibitions

and as a child's toy, for projecting

images, figures, or pictures in a

magnified and intensely bright form

on the wall of a darkened room.

Magilp, (ma-gilpO «. A gelatinous1

compound of linseed oil and mastic l

varnish, used by artists as a vehicle

for colours.

Magisterial, (maj-is-tfire-al) a. [L. Magic-lantern.

.nagUteri us, magisterial, from mugister, master, chief.)

Pertaining or appropriate to a master ; authoritative ;

pompous; imperious; haughty; domineering; despo

tic ; arrogant [rnas^tcr.

Magisterially, (raaj-is-te're-al-Ie) adv. With the air of a

Magisterialeu, (maj -is-tS're-al-nes) n. Air and

manner of a master ; imperioiiBuess.

Magistracy, (niaj'is-tra-se) n. The office or dignity of a

magistrate ;—the body of magistrates.

Magistrate, (niaj'is-trit) n. [L. magistratus, from

magister, master, chief.] A person clothed with power

as a public civil officer.

Magna Charta, (mag'na-kar'ta). [L. great charter.]

The groat charter, so called, obtained by the English

barons from King John, a. d, 1215 ;—hence, a funda

mental constitution which guarantees rights and pri-

vileges.

Magnanimity, (mag-na-nim'o-te) n. (jualily of ix-in?

magnanimous; greatness of mind; elevation or dignity

of soul ;—generosity.
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Magnanimous, (mag-nan e-mus) a. [h. magnus, b^eat,

And animus, mind.] Great of mind ; raised above

what ia low or mean ; generons; of lofty Bpirit ;—exhi

biting nobleness of soul ; liberal and honourable ;

disinterested. [nanimous manner.

Magnanimously, (raag-nan'e-mus-le) adv. In a mag-

Magnate, (mag'nat) n. [L. magnus, great.] A noble

or grandee ; a person of note or distinction in any

sphere.

Magnesia, (mag-ne'she-a) n. [F. Magnetic.) Aprimi-

tive earth, white and tasteless, the protoxide of mag

nesium, largely used in medicine as a cathartic and

remedy for acidity.

Magnesian, (mag-ne'she-an) a. Pertaining to magnesia

or partaking of its qualities ; containing magnesia.

Magnet, (mag'net) n. [L. magnet, magnetis, G. magnet,

from Magnesia, a country in Thessaly.] The load

stone ; a species of iron ore which has the property of

attracting iron and some of its ores, and, wheu freely

suspended, of pointing to the poles ;—a bar of steel or

iron to which the properties of the loadstone have been

imparted—called an artificial magnet.

Magnetic, (mag-net'ik) a. Pertaining to the magnet ;

possessing the properties of the magnet or correspond

ing properties ;—attractive.

Magnetically, (mag-net'ik-al-le) adr. By means of

magnetism ; by the power of attraction.

Mignetic- needle, (mag-net'ik-ne-dl) 11. A slender bar

of steel magnetized and suspended at Its centre on a

sharp-pointed pivot, so that it may take freely the

direction of the magnetic meridian, as in the mariner's

compass. [ciples of magnetism.

Magnetics, (mag-net'iks) n. sing. The science or prin-

MagnetUm, (mag'iict-izm) ft. The science which treats

of the magnet or loadstone, and the phenomena of

attraction and polarity ;—the power of attraction.

Magnetiat, (mag'net-ist) 71. One versed in magnetism.

Magnetize, (mag'net-iz) v. t. To communicate magnetic

Eroperties to ;—to attract as if by a magnet ; to in-

uence ;—v. t. To acquire magnetic properties ; to

become magnetic : — imp. & pp. magnetized; ppr.

magnetizing. [imparts magnetism.

Magnetixer, (raag^net-iz-er) n. One who, or that which,

Magneto-electricity, (mag-net-o-e-lek-trisVte) n. Elec

tricity evolved by the action of magnets ;—that science

which treats of phenomena in which the principles of

both magnetism and electricity are involved.

Magnific, (mag-nifik) a. [L. magnijlciis, from magma,

great, and facere, to make.] Grand ; splendid ; illus

trious ; magnificent.

Magnificence, (mag-nife-sens) n. Condition or quality

of being magnificent ; grandeur of appearance ; pomp.

Magnificent, (mag-nife-sent) a. Grand in appearance ;

splendid; pompous ;—fond of splendour; exhibiting

grandeur ; showy ;—grand ; brilliant ; imposing.

Magnificently, (mag-nife-sent-le) adv. In a magnificent

manner.

Magniflco, (mag-nife-ko) n. A grandee of Venice.

Magnifier, (mag'ne-fi-^r) n. One who, or that which,

magnifies ;—an optical instrument which increases the

apparent magnitude of bodies.

Magnify, (mag'ne-fi) if. t. (L. magnus, great, and factre,

to make?] To make great or greater ; to increase the

apparent dimensions of, as by a glass ;—to exalt ; to

elevate ; - to make great in representation ; to amplify ;

to exaggerate ;—to extol ; to sonnd the praises of ;—

v. t. To increase in seeming bulk or dimensions ; to

appear great or important:—imp. it pp. magnified;

ppr. magnifying.

Magniloquence, (mag-nil' 6-kwens) n. Quality of being

magniloquent; loftiness of speech ; pompouB language.

Magniloquent, (mag-niTd-kwent)a. [I,, magnus, great,

and loqui, to speak.] Speaking loftily or pompously ;

bombastic.

Magnitude, (mag'ne-tud) n. [L. magnitude, from

magnus, great ] Extent of dimensions or parts ; bulk ;

 

Magpie.

size ;—that which has one or more of the three dimen

sions, length, breadth, and thickness ; extension ;—

greatness ; grandeur ;—importance.

Magnolia, (mag-no'le-a) n. [Named after Pierre Magnet]

An exotic tree or ahrub, native of America, and now

cultivated in home gardens for the beauty of the

foliage and flowers.

Magpie, (mag'pi) n. [From Mag, Maggot, and pie.] A

bird allied to the crow, but

smaller, and snowy white be

low. It is noisy and mis

chievous, and may be taught

to speak.

Mahogany, (ma-hog'a-ne) n.

[The native South American

name.] A large tree found in

tropical America ; also, the

wood of the tree, which is of a

reddish - brown colour, very

hard, and susceptible of a fine

polish, and extensively used in veneering tables and

other articles of domestic furniture ; — hence, the

dining-table.

Mahomet or Mohammed, (ma-hom'et or mft-ham'ed) n.

The founder of the Mahometan religion', author of the

Koran, and first Sultan of the Turkish empire.

Mahometan, (ma-hom'et-an) n. A follower of Mahomet ;

a Mussulman :—also Mohammedan.

Mahometan, (ma-hom'et^an) a. Belonging to Mahomet,

his religion or government; Turkish.

Mahometanism, (ma-hom'et-an-izm) n. The religion,

institutions, or customs founded by Mahomet.

Maid, (mad) n. [A.-S. maden, Go. magns.] An un

married woman ; a virgin ; a maiden ;—hence, a female

servant.

Maiden, (mad'n) n. A maid ;—an instrument resem

bling the guillotine, formerly used iu Scotland for

beheading criminals ;—a machine for washing linen.

Maiden, (mad'n) a. Pertaining to a young unmarried

woman or virgin ;—consisting of virgins;—fresh ; new;

pure; unused; unpolluted.

Maiden-hair, (mad'n-h&r) n. A species of fern of the

genus Adiantum, having slender, graceful stalks, and

yielding a gummy substance, used as a demulcent.

Maidenhood, (mad'n-hood) ft. State of being a virgin ;

virginity;—newness; freshness; uncontaminated state:

—also Maidenhead.

Maidenlineu, (mud'n-le-nes) n. Modest mien or car

riage ; gentleness ; modesty.

Maidenly, (mad'n-le) a. Becoming a maid; gentle;

modest ; reserved :—also maiden-tike.

Maid-servant, (mad'serv-ant) n. A female servant ; a

serving-girl.

Mail, (ma)) n. [F. mailte, Sp. malla, perhaps from L.

macula.] Defensivearmourcomposed

of steel rings or plates ;—hence, gene

rally, armour ; defensive covering.

Mail, (mil) r. t. To put a coat of mail

or armour upon.

Mail, (mal) n. [Ir. & Gael, mala,

bag, budget, O. molgos, hide, akin.]

A bag for the conveyance of letters

and papers ;—hence, the content* of

such a hag, Ac. ; — the person who Mail,

carries the mail, or the coach or carriage in which the

mail is conveyed.

Mail, (mal) r. t. To prepare for transmission by the

mail ; to post ;—to arm or coat for defence :—imp. &

pp. mailed ; ppr. mailing. [also mail-sheathed.

Wail-clad, (maTkbvl) a. Armed with a coat of mail :—

Mail-coach, (inaTkoch) «. A coach that conveys the

public mails.

Mailed, (maid) a. Defended with a coat of mail or

with armour; protected by an external coator covering

of scales or hard substances ; spotted ; speckled.

■aim. (main) v. (. [Norm. F. mahain, from L. maneus,
V 2F
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deficient.] To deprive of the use of a limb;— to de

prive of a necessary part ;—cripple; disable :—imp. <fc

pp. maimed ; ppi\ maiming.

Maim, (mam) n. Privation of the use of a limb or

member of tho body ; — privation of any necessary

part; mutilation; injury.

Maimedneaa, (inani'ed-nes) n. A state of being maimed.

Main, (man) n. [A.-S. miiaen, force, from mapon, to be

able or strong.] Strength; force; might ;—tho chief

or principal part ; the bulk ; the gross ;—the great sea,

as distinguished from an arm, bay, &c ; the ocean ;—

the continent, as distinguished from an island ;—a

principal duct or pipe.

Main, (man) «. Mighty; powerful ; vast ;—first in size,

rank, importance, &c. ;—chief ; leading ; cardinal ;

capital [at dice ;—a match in cockfighting.

'"*i, (man) «. [F. from L. manug, hand.] A throw

i-body, (mau'bod-e) iu The central or principal

corps of an army.

Main-boom, (niou'bodm) n. The spar on which a

fore and aft main-sail is extended.

Main-land, (man'land) «. The continent ; the prin

cipal land—opposed to island. [mightily.

Mainly, (man le) adr. Chiefly ; principally ;—greatly;

Mainmast, (mau'niast) n. The principal mast in a

ship or other vessel.

Mainprize, (niiln'priz) n. [F. main, hand, and prist,

a taking, from prendre, to take.] A writ directed to

the sheriff, commanding him to take sureties, called

mainpernors, for the prisoner's appearance, and to let

him go at large ;—deliverance of a prisoner on

security for his appearance at a day.

Mainsail, (man'sal) ». The principal sail in a ship.

Main-sheet, (miln shet) n. A rope attached to one of

the lower corners of the main-sail, by which it is

hauled down to the lee side of the ship.

Mainspring, (man'spring) n. The chiefsource or origin ;

the principal fountain ;—the principal spring in a

piece of mechanism ; especially, the moving spring of

a watch or clock ; hence, the chief or most powerful

motive.

Main-stay, (man'sU) n. The stay extending from the

foot of the foremast to the maintop ;—main support ;

principal dependence.

Maintain, (men-tan) v.t, [F.mainUnir, from main,,

hand, and tenir, L. tenere, to hold.] To hold or keep

in any particular state or condition ;—to sustain; to

preserve ;—to hold in possession ; to retain ; to defend ;

—to keep up; to continue; to prevent from failing

or declining ;—to bear tho expense of; to uphold by

payment or sultsidy ;--to support by assertion or argu

ment;—v.i. To affirm .1 position ; to assert:—imp.

& pp. maintained ; ppr. maintaining. [tained.

Maintainable, (men-Un'a-bl) a. Capable of being main-

Maintainer, (men-tan'er) n. One who maintains.

Maintenance, (man'ten-ans) ?i. Act of maintaining;

sustenance ; support ; supply of food and other

necessaries of life ;—means of living ; allowance ;—

vindication ; justification ; — assertion ; allegation ;

continuance.

Maintop, (tnun'top) n. A wooden platform placed over

the head of tho mainmast serving to

extend the rigging, and give standing-

room to the top-men.

Xainyard, (man'yard) n. The yard

on which the mainsail is extended,

supported by the mainmast.

Maize, (maz)n. [From maJiizoTinahit.

in the language of the Island of

Hayti.] A plant and its fruit, in

digenous to America ; Indian corn.

Majestic, (ma-jes tik) a. lW,«ssing or

exhibiting majesty; of august dig

nity or imposing grandeur ; splendid;

grand; sublime; magnificent; regal;

lofty; dignified. Maize.

 

Majestically, (ma-jea'tik-al-le) adr. With inajeaty ;

with dignity or grandeur.

Majesty, (maj'es-te) n. [L. majettas, from magnus,

great.] Greatness of appearance ; grandeur ; exalted

dignity; lofty estate ;—noble air and carriage; quality

of inspiring reverence or awe ; sublimity ;—-hence,

used with the possessive pronoun, the title of a Icing

or queen.

Majolica, (ma-jol'o-ka) n. A kind of fine pottery or

earthen ware with painted figures, first made in Italy

in tho sixteenth century.

Major, (ma'jer) a. [L. major, comparative of maffnus,

great.] Greater iu number, quantity, or extent;—

greater in dignity ; more important

Major, (ma'jer) n. An officer next in rank above a

captain and below a lieutenant-colonel ;—a person of

full age ; by statute law one of 21 years complete ;—

the first proposition of a regular syllogism.

Major-domo, (mA'jer-do-mo) n. [L. major, greater,

and domus, house.] One who acts for the master of

the house ; a steward ; a chief minister.

Major-general, (ma'jer-jen'er-al) n. A military officer

who commands a division ; the next in rank to a

lieutenant-general.

Majority, (nia-jorVto) n. [L. majoritas, from major,

greater.] Quality or condition of being greater; the

greater number; more than half; plurality;—full age;

legal term of 21 years—opposed to minority ;—tbe

rank or commission of major in the army: —also

tnajorship.

Make, (mftk) v. t. [A.-S. macian, Ger. marten, D.

maarr.] To act causatively upon ; to cause to be or

to do ;—to compel : to constrain ;—to form out of

notliing; to create;—to form of materials; to con

struct ; to fabricate ;—to form by design ; to frame ; to

fashion ;—to produce ; to effect, as an agent ;—to pro

duce, as a cause or means ; to procure ; to obtain ;

—to perform ; to execute;—to constitute ;—to or

dain ; to appoint ;—to acquire ; to secure, as gain ;—

to incur ; to suffer, as loss ;—to purpose ; to design ;—

to discover ; to reach ; to arrive at, as land by a ship ;

—to travel over ; to gain by advance or progress, as

way ;—to provide, as a feast ;—to put in order, as a

bed ;—to put or place between, as difference or dis

tinction ;—to turn : to convert, as to use ;—to repre

sent ; to esteem ;—to compose, as parts or ingre

dient ;—to fabricate ; to forge ;—to dry and cure, as

hay ;—to write, as verse;—to find the sum or total

by calculation ;—v. i. To tend ; to proceed ; to move;

—hence, to contribute ; to have effect ;—to appear ;

to seem ;—to rise ; to flow toward land :—imp. &. pp.

made ; ppr. making.

Make, (mak) 71. Structure; texture; constitution of

parts ; construction ; shape; form.

Make-believe, (mak'be-lev) m. A mere pretence.

Maker, (niak'er) n. One who makes, forms, shapes,

or moulds ; a manufacturer ; a poet ;—specifically, the

Creator.

Make-shift, (mak'shift) n. A temporary expedient.

Make-weight, (mak'wat) n. That which is thrown into

a scale to make weight.

Making, (making) n. The act of forming, causing, or

constituting;— workmanship ; — structure ; composi

tion.

Malacca-cane, (ma-lakTta-kin) n. A cane obtained

from a species of palm, of the genus Calamus, and of

a brown, mottled, or clouded colour—it is found in

Sumatra.

Malachite, (malVkit) n. [G. t.ialache, a malluw.J

Native carbonate of copper.

Malacology, (mal-a-kol'6-je) n. [G. malal-on, soft, and

logos, discourse.] The science which relates to the

structure and habits of molluscs. [adjustment.

Maladjustment, (mal-ad-just'mont) n. An evil or wrong

Maladministration, (raal-ad-min-is-trii'-shun) n. Faulty

administratidn ; bad management of business.
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Maladroit, (mal-a-drwa') a. [F. ] Of a quality opposed

to adroitness ; clumsy ; awkward ; unskilful.

Malady, (mal'a-de) n. [F. maladie, from L. male

aptus, ill fitted, i.e., indisposed.] Any siekness or

disease of the human body ; especially, a lingering

or deep-seated disorder or indisposition ;—a moral

defect or disorder. [Malaga, in Spain.

Malaga, (mal'a-ga) n. A species of wine imported from

Malapert, (maTa-pert) a. [Mal and F. apert, It. aperto,

open, bold.] Inappropriate through pertness ; saucy ;

hold ; forward.

Malapert, (mal'a-pert) n. A pert, saucy person.

Malapertness, (roara-pe,rt-nes) n. Sauciness ; impudent

forwardness ; liveliness of reply bordering on insolence.

Malapropos, (nial-ap-ro-po) adv. [F. mal, evil, and

d uropot, to the purpose.] Unseasonably; unsuitably.

Malar, (malar) a. [L. mala, the cheek.] Pertaining

to the cheek.

Malaria, (ma-hVre-a) n, [It. mala aria, bad air, from

I*. ma I us, bad, and aer, air.] Air tainted by dele

terious emanation from animal or vegetable matter ;—

the exhalation from marshy districts which generates

intermittent fever. [by, malaria.

Malarious, (ma-UVre-us) a. Pertaining to, or infected

Malconformation, (mal-kon-form-a'shun) n. Imperfect

or disproportionate formation ; ill form.

Malcontent, (niaTkon-tent) n. One who is discontented ;

especially, a discontented subject of government.

Male, (mal) a. [F. mdle, from L. masculus, masculine,

diminutive of mas, a male.] Pertaining to the sex

that begets or procreatee young, as distinguished from

the female ; masculine ;—having fecundating organs,

but not fruit-bearing ; staminate.

Male, (mal) n. An animal of the male sex ;—a plant

which bears only staminate flowers.

Malediction, (mal-e-dik'shun) n. Evil speaking ;—de

nunciation of evil;—curse; imprecation; execration.

Malefactor, (maTe-fak-ter) n. [L. male, evil, and factre,

to do.] One who commits a crime ; — evil-doer ;

criminal ; culprit ; felon.

Maleficent, (mal-efe-Bent) a. Wicked ; doing evil :—

also malefic, malejleient.

Malevolenoe, (ma-lev'd-lens) n. Ill-will ; evil disposition

toward another ; personal hatred ; malignity.

Malevolent, (nia-Iev'd-Ient) a. [L. malevolent*, from

,"cV, ill, and voltns, willing.] Wishing evil; ill-

disposed, or disposed to injure others ;—evil-minded ;

spiteful ; resentful ; malicious ; malignant ; rancorous.

Malevolently, (nia-lev'o-Ient-le) adv. With ill-will ;

with disposition to injure.

Malformation, ( mal- form - a' shun ) n. Irregular or

anomalous formation or structure of parts.

Malic, (NiiVlik) a. [L. malum, apple.] Pertaining to

apples ;—noting a Dibasic acid found in the apple and

other fruits.

Malice, (maris) n. [L. mains, bad, evil] A disposition

to injure others without cause ; unprovoked malignity

or spite ;—ill-will ; grudge ; pique; bitterness; rancour.

Malicious, (ma-lish'e-us) a. Harbouring enmity ; in

dulging ill-will; malignant; malevolent;—proceeding

from ill-will or hatred ; — evil-minded ; spiteful ;

bitter ; rancorous.

Maliciously, (ma-lish'e-us-le) adv. With enmity or ill-

will ; with deliberate intention to injure.

Maliciousness, (ma-lish'e-us-nes) n. Quality of being

malicious ; malignity.

Malign, (ma-lin') a. [L. malignus, from mains, evil.]

Having a very evil disposition toward others ; malig

nant ; malicious ;—unfavourable ; pernicious; tending

to injure.

Malign, (ma-Hn') v. t. To regard with envy or malice ;

to injure ; to harm ;—to speak groat evil of ; to traduce ;

to vilify :—imp. & pp. maligned; ppr. maligning.

Malignancy, (ma-lig'nan-ee) n. Quality of being malig

nant ; malevolenoe ;—virulence ; tendency to a fatal

issue.

Malignant, (ma-lig/nant) a. (L. matianans.] Malicious

—bitterly hostile ; extremely disposed to hurt or im-

jure ;—unpropitious ; ill-omened ;—virulent ;—danger

ous ; threatening life ;—heinous ; enormous.

Malignant, (ma-lig/nant) n. A man of extreme enmity

or evil intentions ;—one of the adherents of the house

of Stuart ; a cavalier.

Malignantly, (ma-lig'nant-le) adv. With extreme male

volence ;—with pernicious influence.

Maligner, (nia-liner) n. One who maligns ; a traducer ;

a defamer.

Malignity, (ma-lig'ne-te) v. Extreme malevolence ;

virulent enmity; deadly quality; destructive tendency;

■—extreme sinfulness ; heinousuess or enormity.

Malinger, (ma-ung'ger) v. i. [F. mal, ill, and haiagre,

lean, infirm, from L. aaer.] To feign illness or to

protract disease, in order to avoid duty :~~imp. & pp.

malingered ; ppr. malingering.

Malison, (mal'e-zn) n. [F. contracted from malediction. ]

Malediction ; curse ; execration.

Mall, (mal) h. [L. malleus.] A largo, heavy, wooden

beetle ; a maul.

Mall, (mal, niawl) v. t. To beat with a mall ; to maul :

—imp. & pp. mailed ; ppr. mailing.

Mall, (mal, mawl) n. [Originally a walk where they

played with malls and balk] A level, shaded public

walk.

Mallard, (mal'ard) v. [F. malart, from mdle, male.]

A drake ;—the common duck in its wild state.

Malleability, (mal-o-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

malleable.

Malleable, (mal'e-a-bl) a. [L. malleare.] Capable of

being drawn out and extended by beating.

Malleate, (mal'e-fit) v. t. [L. malleare, from malleus,

a hammer.] To hammer ; to draw into a plate or leaf

by beating '.—imp. & pp. malleated ; ppr. malleating.

Malleation, (mal-e-iVshun) n. Act of beating into a

plate or leaf, as a metal.

Mallet, (mal'et) u. [F. maillet, L. malleus.] A wooden

hammer ; particularly used fur driving the chisel by

carpenters, stone-cutters, Arc.

Mallows, (mal'oz) n. [A. -8. mealwe, from L. vialro,

G. malassfin, to soften.] A plant of the genus Malva

—so called from its emollient qualities.

Malmsey, (utam'ze) ». [F. malvoisie, from Malxasia,

in the Morea.] A sort of grape ; also, a kind of strong

and sweet wine.

Malpractice, (mal-prak'tis) n. Evil practice ; illegal or

immoral conduct ; especially, professional misconduct

of a physician.

Malt, (mawlt) n. [A.-S. rueatt, malt, from meltan, to

melt, dissolve.] Barley or other grain steeped in

water till it germinates, and then dried in a kiln—it

js used in brewing.

Malt, (mawlt) r. (. To make into malt ;—v. i. To tic-

come malt :—imp. & pp. malted ; ppr. malting.

Maltese, (iual-teV) n. pi. Natives of Malta.

Malt-horse, (mawlfhors) n. A horse used to grind

malt ;—a dull fellow ; a dolt.

Malthusian, (mal-thuz'e-aii) a. Noting any scheme for

checking or providing for the overgrowth of population

—from Malthus, who held that the population was

increasing more rapidly than the means of subsistence.

Maltman, (mawlt'man) n. A man whose occupation is

to make malt ;—also maltster.

Maltreat, (mal -tret') v. t. To treat ill ; to abuse ; to

treat roughly, rudely, or with unkindness :—imp. &

pp. maltreated; ppr. maltreating. [usage; abuse.

Maltreatment, (mal-tret'ment) n. Ill treatment; ill

Malversation, (nial-ver-sa'shun) n. [h. male, ill, and

versatio, from rcrsari, to occupy one's self.] Evil

conduct ; corruption or extortion in office ; mean

artifices ; fraudulent tricks.

Mamaluke, (mani'a-luk) n. [A. mamliU; malaica, to

possess. ] One of the former mountedsoldiery of Egypt,

formed of Circassian slaves.
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(mam-ma') n. [L., G. mamma, breast.] Mother

" —a word of tenderness and familiarity, used chiefly

|' by young children :—also Mama.

Mammal, (ruara'mal) n. [L. mamma lis.] An animal

that suckles its young by nipples, teats, or dugs.

Mammalia, (mam-male-a) v. pi. (L. mammalis, from

mamma, breast.] The highest order of the animal

kingdom; viviparous vertebrates:—the class of ani

mals which generate a living fetus, and nourish it by

milk secreted in the breasts.

Mammalian, (mam-ma'le-an) a. Pertaining to the

mammalia.

Mammary, <mam'ma*re) a. Pertaining to the breasts

or paps.

Mammet, (mam'et) n. A puppet ; a figure dressed up.

Mamnufeitms, (mam-nuTer-us) a. Having breasts, and

nourishing the young by the milk secreted by them.

Mammiform, (mam'me-forra)o. [L. mamma, the breast,

and forma, shape.] Having the form of paps.

Mammillary, (mam'mil-ar-e) a. [L. mammilla, dimi

nutive of mamma, the breast or pap.] Pertaining to

the paps; resembling a pap.

Mammon, (mam'un)n. [Chald. mammdn, II. matmdn,

treasury, from tdman, to hide.] Riches; wealth;

also, the god of riches.

Manunonist, (mam'tin-ist) n. A person devoted to the

acquisition of wealth ; a worldling.

Mammoth, (mam'uth) n. [Hues, m&mont, from Tartar

nutmma, the earth, II. behemoth.] An extinct elephant,

of which there are several species.

Mammoth, (mam'uth) a. Resembling the mammoth

in size ; very large ; gigantic.

Man, (man) «. [A.-S. maan, man, Go. man, Skr. man,

to think.] An individual of the human race; a

human being ;—especially, an adult male person ;—

the human race ; mankind ; sometimes the male part

of the race, as distinguished from the female;—one of

manly strength or virtue ;—one who is master of him

self, or is serf-possessed;—any person ; one ;—a servant

of the male sex; a male attendant ;—a married man;

a husband;- a familiar term of address:—a piece with

which a game, as chess or draughts, is played.

Man, (man) v. L To supply with men ;—to furnish

with strength for action; to fortify: — imp. & pp.

manned ; ppr. manning.

Manacle, (man'a-kl) n. [L. maniexda, diminutive of

manica, handcuff1, from ma mm, hand.] An instru

ment of iron for fastening the hands; handcuff;

shackle.

Manacle, (man'a-kl) v. t. To put handcuffs or other

fastening upon the tiands; to shackle '.—imp. & pp.

manacled ; ppr. manacling.

Manage, (man'aj) v. t. [0. Eng. menage, F. manager,

to keep house, from L. maruio, habitation, mansion.]

To direct ; to conduct ; to carry on ;—to govern, as a

horse in riding ; to train to graceful action ;—to con

trol ; to tame ; —to have in hand and use ; to wield ;

—to influence; to make subservient;—to employ or

expend with care and frugulity; to husband ;—to

treat with caution or skill ; to bring alwut or effect

with address or tact; — v.i. To direct or conduct

affairs; to carry on a business; to act for :—imp. & pp.

managed ; ppr. managing.

Manageable, (man'aj-a- bl) a. Capable of being man

aged ; admitting or suffering management; — easily

made subservient to one's views or designs.

Manageableness, (man'uj-a-bl-uee) n. Quality of being

manageable.

Management, (manTtj-rneut) n. Conduct; guidance;

administration ;—manner of carrying on; direction ;—

skilful treatment ; artful contrivance ; shrewd prac

tice;—transaction; dealing ;—modulation ; variation;

—governing body ; board of directors.

Manager, (man aj-er) n. One who manages ; a con

ductor or director ;—one who conducts business with

economy and frugality ; a good economist.

Manchineel, (man'che-nel) n. [L. manconilla.] A

lofty tree of the West Indies possessing poisonous pro

perties.

Mandamus, (man-da'mus) n. [L., we command, from

mandare, to command.] A writ issued by a superior

court and directed to some inferior tribunal, or to

some corporation or person exercising public autho

rity, commanding the performance of some specified

duty.

Mandarin, (man-da-ren') 71. [Pg. mandarim, from

mandar, L. mandare, tocomraand.] A Chinese public

officer; a civil or military official in China.

Mandatary, (man'da-tar-c) n, [L. mandare, to commit

to one's charge, to commission to order.] One to

whom a command or charge is given ; specifically, one

to whom the pope has given a mandate or order for

his benefice.

Mandate, (nian'dat) 11. An official or authoritative

command ;—a rescript of the pope; precept; injunc

tion ; commission.

Mandatory, (man'da-tor-e) a. Containing a command ;

preceptive ; directory.

Mandible, (man'de-bl) ». [L. mandibula, from mandere,

to chew.] The lower jaw of vertebrate*—also applied

to designate both jaws of birds, and the anterior or

upper i>air of jaws in invertebrates.

Mandibular, (nian-dib'u-lar) a. Belonging to or resem

bling the jaw or mandible.

Mandoline, (man'dd-liu) n. [It. mandola.] A musical

instrument having four strings tuned like those of a

violin, but played on with the fingers; —a kind of

guitar not used now.

Mandrake, (man'drak) n. [A.-S. «fc L. mandingora,

0. nwndragoms.] A low plant, having a fleshy root,

often forked, and supposed to resemble a man ; all

parts of the plant are strongly narcotic.

Mandrel, (man'drel) », [G. mandra, an inclosed space,

the bed in which the stone of a ring is set.] A bar

of metal inserted in the work to form it, or to hold

it as in a lathe ;—the spindle which carries the centre

chuck of a lathe, and communicates motion to the

work, and which is usually driven by a pulley.

Mandrill, (man'dril) «. [F. mandrille, It mundritla,]

A short-tailed and fierce baboon, having erectile rigid

cheeks, striped with red and blue, and a bright red

nose—it is a native of the western coast of Africa.

Manducate, (man'du-kut) r. t. [F. manger, L. mandu-

care.] To masticate ; to chew ; to eat.

Manduoation, (man-du-kiVshun) n. The act of masti

cating, chewing, or eating.

Mane, (man) n, [D. mane, Icel. mini, Ger. mdnhe.]

The long hair on the neck of some quadrupeds, as the

horse, the lion, &c.

Manege, (ma-nezh') n. [F. man&ge, from L. managium,

management, conduct.] The art of horsemanship or

of training horses ;—a school for teaching horseman

ship, and for training horses.

Manes, (ma'nez) n. pi. [L. from nanus, good.] The

infernal deities; souls of the departed;—ghosts; shades;

—the remains or ashes of the dead.

Manful, (man'fool) a. Showing manliness, or manly

spirit; brave; courageous; noble.

Manfully, (man'fool-le) adv. In a manful manner;

boldly ; courageously ;—honourably ; nobly.

Manfulnew, (man'fool-nes) ft. Quality of being manful;

boldness.

Manganese, (mang-ga-ncz') «. [L. magnet.) A metal

of a dusky white or whitish-gray colour, very hard and

difficult to fuse.

Mangancsian, (mang-gan-tVe-aii) a. Pertaining to man

ganese ; consisting of it, or partaking of its qualities.

Mange, (manj) n. [F. manger, to eat, from L. mandxi-

care.) The scab or itch in cattle, dogs, and other beasts.

Mangel-wurzel, (mang'gl- wur-zl) n. [Ger. mangold-

wurul, beetroot.] A plant, a variety of the onlinary

beet.
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', (mftn'jer) n. [F. mangtoire, from manger, to

eat.) A trough or box In which fodder is laid for

cattle in a barn or stable.

Manginess, (man'je-nes) n. Quality or condition of

being mangy ; scabbiness.

Mangle, (mang'gl) v. t. | A.S. bc-mancian, to maim, L.

mancus, maimed.] To cut in a bungling manner, as

flesh ; to hack ; to lacerate ;—to curtail ; to take by

piecemeal;—to smooth with a mangle, as linen :—imp.

A pp. mangled; ppr, mangling.

Mangle, (mang'gl) n. [D. mangle, mange, mangle.] A

rolling press or calender for smoothing linen.

Mangier, (mang'gler) n. One who mangles or tears in

cutting;—one who smooths linen with a mangle.

Mangling, (mang'gling) n. The act of tearing or lacerat

ing ;—the work of smoothing with a mangle.

Mango, (mang'go) u. [Malay, niangga.] The fruit of

the mango-tree of the East Indies ;—a green musk-

melon pickled.

Mango-tree, (mang'gd-tre) n. An East Indian tree,

Mangifera Indica—it grows to a large size, and pro

duces the mango of commerce.

Mangrove, (man'grov) n. [Malay, manggimanggi.] A

tree of the genua JUrizophoracea, found in the East

and West Indies. The wood is dark-red, hard and

durable ; and the bark is used in tanning ;—a species

of tropical fish. [mange ; scabby.

Mangy, (man'je) a. [From mange.] Infected with the

Man-hater, (manliaVer) n. A person who bates his

fellow-creatures ; a misanthrope.

Manhood, (manliOod) n. [Eng. man and the termina

tion hood.] State of being man ; human as opposed to

animal nature; —virility, as opposed to womanhood ;—

full age, as opposed to boyhood or puberty ;—manly

quality; courage; bravery; resolution.

Manin, (ma'ne-a) n. [L., G.J Madness; lunacy;—

any violent derangement of the mental powers ; de

lirium unattended by fever ;—any unreasonable or

inordinate desire or propensity ; excessive or insane

notion or passion—when directed to one object, it is

called monomania.

Maniac, (ma'ne-ak) a. Raving with madness; raging

with disordered intellect ; mad.

Maniac, (ma'ne-ak) n. One raving with madness; a

madman.

Maniacal, (ma-ni'ak-al) a. Affected with madness.

Manichean, (man-e-kC'an) n. A follower of Manes, a

Persian, who maintained that there are two sopreme

principles, light, the author of all good, darkness, the

author of all evil.

Manicheism, (man'e-ke-izm) n. The doctrines or prin

ciples maintained by the Manicheea,

Manifest, (man'e-fest) a. [L. manifestus,] Clearly

visible to the eye ; obvious to the understanding ;

clear : apparent ; evident ; conspicuous ; plain.

Manifest, (man'e-fest) n. [L. manifestare.] A list or

invoice of a ship's cargo, to be exhibited at the custom

house by the proper person.

Manifest, (man'e-fest) v. t. To disclose to the eye or

to the understanding; to show plainly; declare; evince;

discover ; display—to exhibit the manifests or invoices

of at the custom-house :—imp. &pp. manifested ; ppr.

manifesting. [manifested.

Manifestable, (man'e-fest-a-bl) a. Capable of being

Manifestation, (man-e-fest-a'shun) n. Act of manifest

ing or disclosing; exhibition ; display; revelation.

Manifestly, (man'e-fest- It1) adv. In a manifest manner;

clearly; evidently; plainly.

Manifesto, (man-e-fest'o) u. A public declaration,

usually of a prince or sovereign, showing his inten

tions, or proclaiming his opinions and motives in re

ference to some act done or contemplated by him.

Mmifold, (roan'e-f51d) a. [Eng, many and /old.]

Various in kind or quality ; many in number ; nume

rous ;—exhibited at divers tunes or in various ways ;

multiplied ; complicated. . .

Manifold, (man'e-fdld) v. t. To double or fold in many

complications or thicknesses ;—to take many copies of

by a mechanical process,:—imp. it pp. manifolded;

ppr. manifolding.

Manifoldly, (man'e-fold-le) adv. In a manifold man

ner ; in many ways.

Manikin, (man e-kin) n. [Eng. man and termination

*in.] A little man;—an anatomical figure, usually of

paste board, etc. to exhibit the different parts and

organ** of the human body.

Manilla-hemp, (ma-nilla-hemp) n. A fibrous material

obtained from the Musa ttxtilis, a plant allied to the

banana, growing in the Philippian Isles, Ac., from

which excellent ropes and cables are made.

Manioc, (rna'ne-ok) iu [Pg. & Braz. mandioea.) The

tropical plant from which cassava and tapioca ore pre

pared ;—the cassava itself.

Manipulate, (ma-nip'u-lat) v. t. [It. manipolart,

from L. manipuliu.) To treat, work, or operate with

the hands;—r. i. To use the hands: specifically, to

manage apparatus in the experiments of physics and

chemistry : — imp. & pp. manipulated ; ppr. mani

pulating.

Manipulation, (ma- nip- u-hVshun) n. Act of mani

pulating ; use of the hands in an artistic or skilful

manner, in science or art ; hence, skilful handling or

treatment.

Manipulative, (ma-nip'u-lat-iv) a. Pertaining to or

performed by manipulation.

Manipulator, (ma-nip'u-hlt-er) n. One who practises

manipulation.

Mankind, (man-kind1) n. The human race ; man col

lectively ;—men as distinguished from women.

Manliness, (manle-nes) n. The quality of being manly,

or of possessing the attributes of a man, especially

boldness and courage.

Manly, (manle)a. [Eng. man and the termination ///. ]

Having qualities becoming a man ; firm ; brave; un

daunted ; dignified ; noble ; stately :—also -manful,

manlike.

Manna, (man'a) n. [H. mdn, A. mann, properly gift

(of heaven)] A substance miraculously furnished as

food for the Israelites in their journey through the

wilderness ;—a sweetish secretion from many trees, as

the ash, larch, &c.

Mannacroup, (man'na-kroop) n. A granular prepara

tion of wheat separated from bran ; semolina.

Manner, (nian'er)n. [F. maniere, from main, L, manus,

the hand.] Form ; method ; way of performing or

executing ;—custom ; habitual practice ;—sort ; kind,

with of;—a certain degree or measure ;—mien ; cast

of look ; — peculiar way or carriage ; characteristic

mode; habit; — the style or diction peculiar to an

author; — the arrangement or disposition of light,

shade, colour, ic, peculiar to a painter ;—the genera]

or leading features in any school of artists.

Mannerism, (man'er-ixm) n. Adherence to a peculiar

style or manner ; a characteristic mode of action, or

treatment carried to excess.

Mannerist, (man'cr-ist) n. One addicted to mannerism;

—an artist who works in one unvaried manner, either

original to himself, or copied from another.

Mannerliness, (man'(r-le-nes) n. The quality of being

civil and respectful in behaviour.

Mannerly, (man'er-le) a. Showing good manners; civil;

respectfiil ; complaisant. [mouiously.

Mannerly, (man'er-le) adv. Civilly; respectfully ; cere-

Manniah, (nian'iah) a. Having the nature or qualities

of a man ; masculine ; bold.

Manoeuvre, (man-oo'vr) n. [F. main, hand, and auvre,

work.] Management with address; artful design;

dexterous movement in military or naval tactics ;

stratagem.

Manoeuvre, (man-oo'vr) v. t. To move or change the

positions of, as troops or ships, for attack or defence;—

to march and countermarch, as troops in a review;—
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v. i. To manage with address ; to scheme artfully :—

imp. &. pp. manoeuvred ; ppr. manoeuvring.

Manoeuvrer, (man-oo'vre.r) n. One wbo manoeuvres.

Man-of-war, (man'of-wawr) n. A government vessel

employed for the purposes of war.

Manor, (man'or) ft. [F. manoir, habitation, village, L.

manere, to stay, dwell.] The land belonging to a lord

or nobleman ;—the district over which a feudal chief

or lord exercised jurisdiction.

Manor-house, (man'or-hous) n. The house of the lord

of a manor ;—mansion attached to a manor.

Manorial, (ma-ncVre-al) a. Pertaining to a manor.

Manse, (mans) n. [L. mansio, from mamre, to stay,

dwell.] A house or habitation; especially, a parson

age-house. * [body servant.

Man-servant, (man'serv-ant) n. A male servant ; a

Mansion, (man'shun) n. [L. mansio, a dwelling, from

manere, to abide.] A house; an abode; especially,

one of some size or pretension ;—the house of the lord

of a manor.

Manslaughter, (man'slaw-ter) n. The slaying of a man

or of men ; murder :—destruction of human life on a

large scale, as in war, &c. ;—specifically, the unlawful

killing of a man without malice, express or implied.

Man-slayer, (man'sla-er) «. A person who has killed a.

human being.

Mantel, (man tl) n. The work over a fire-place in front

of the chimney, especially a narrow shelf above the

fire-place. [women.

Mantelet, (man'tel-et) n. fF.] A small cloak worn by

Mantilla, (man-tilla) n. [Sp.] A lady's cloak of silk

or velvet ;--a kind of veil covering tlio head and fall

ing down upon the shoulders.

Mantle, (man'tl) n. [A.-S. mentel, Norm. F. mantel]

A loose garment to be worn over other garments; a

cloak ; hence, figuratively, a covering or concealing

envelope; — the outer soft membrane of the body of

a mollusc ;—any free outer membrane ;—a mantel.

Mantle, (man'tl) v. t. To cover or envelop, as with a

mantle ; to cloak ; to hide ; to disguiso;—v. i. To rise

and spread ; to expand ; to be spread out, especially

in a graceful or elegant manner ;—hence, to revel in

pleasure ;—to become covered, as a liquid, on the sur

face ; to cream ; to froth ;—to rush to the face and suf

fuse it ; to flush :—imp. & pp. mantled ; ppr. mantling.

Mantle-piece, (man'tl-pes) n. A mantel; the narrow

shelf above the fire-place.

Mantle-tree, (man'tl-trt) n. The timber or stone rest

ing on the jambs over the fire-place.

Man-trap, (man'trap) n. A machine for catching tres

passers.

Mantua, (man ' til - :i) n. [Either corrupted from It.

manto, or Mantua, in Italy.] A woman's gown or dress.

Mantua-maker, (man'tu-a-ioak-sr) n. A ladies' dress

maker; oue who mokes women's clothes.

Manual, (man'u-al) a. [L. manualix, from manvs, the

hand.] Pertaining to, or performed by, the hand;—

used or mode by hand.

Manual, (man'fi-al) n. A small book, such as may be

carried in the hand, or conveniently handled; a hand

book ;— specifically, the service-book of the Roman

Catholic Church ; — the key-board of an organ or har

monium.

Manually, (man'fi-al-le) adv. By hand.

Manufactory, (man-u-fakt'or-e) n. A house or place

where any thing is manufactured : a factory.

Manufacture, (man-u-fakt'ur)n. (L. manus, the hand,

and facere, to make.] The operation of making wares

of any kind by the hands, by art, or machinery ;—any

thing made from raw materials by the hand, by

machinery, or by art.

Manufacture, (man-u-fakt'ur) v. t. To make or fabricate

from raw materials by the hand, by art, or machinery;

-to work, as raw materials, into suitable forms for

t—imp. & pp. manufactured; ppr. manufacturing,

"moturer, (tnan-u-fakt'ur-er) n. One who manu

factures or works raw materials into wares suitable

for use ;—the owner of a factory, or employer of hands

and machinery in manufacturing.

Manumission, (man-u-mish'un) n. Act of manumit

ting, or of liberating a slave from bondage.

Manumit, (man-u-mif) v. t. [L. mama, the hand, and

mittere, to send, send off.] To release from slavery ;

to free, as a slave :— imp. & pp. manumitted ; ppr.

manumitting.

Manurable, (ma-nu'ra-bl) a. Capable of being manured,

or of being cultivated.

Manure, (ma-nurO v. t. [F. manatuvrer.] To enrich, as

land, by the application of a fertilizing substance :—

imp. A pp. manured ; ppr. manuring.

Manure, (mit-nur') n. Any matter which makes land

productive;—a fertilizing substance; dung; compost,

Ac.

Manuring, (ma-nur'mg) n. A dressing or spread of

manure on land ; the art or practice of applying

various kinds of manure to land.

Manuscript, (man'u-skript) a. Written with the hand;

not printed.

Manuscript, (man'u-skript) n. [L. manuscriptvm, from

manus, the hand, and scribere, to write.] A book or

paper written with the hand.

Many, (men'e) a. [A. -8. mania.] Comprising, or con

sisting of, a great number of individuals ; numerous ;

multiplied ; frequent ; various ; divers.

Many, (men'e) n. A numerous company; a multitude;

a gTeat number; a crowd—chiefly in the phrases a areat

many, a good many.

Many-times, (men'e-timz) adv. Often ; frequently.

Map, (map) n. [L. mttppa, napkin.] A representation

of the surface of the earth, or of any part of it, drawn

on paper or other material ; a chart—applied also to

representations of the celestial Bphere.

Hap, (map) v. t. To draw or delineate, as the figure of

any portion of land ; hence, figuratively, to delineate

or describe well :—imp. & pp. mapped; ppr. mapping.

Maple-sugar, (ma'pl-shoog-ar) n. Sugar obtained from

the juice of the rock maple-tree.

Maple-tree, (m&'pl-trg) n. [A.-S. mapel-trio.] A tree

of the genus Acer, of several species; the rock-maple

is cultivated for its saccharine juice ; the wood of trie

sycamore is largely used for articles of furniture and

machinery ; and the common maple in its knotted

parts forms the bird's eye wood of the cabinet makers.

Mapping, (map'ing) n. The art of drawing maps.

Mar, (mar) v. t. [A.-S. mfrran, mearrian, to obstruct,

dissipate.] To injure by cutting off a part, or by

wounding and making defective ; to damage : to hurt :

to harm ; to spoil ;—to impair the good looks of ,- to

disfigure :—imp. & pp. marred; ppr. marring.

Mar, (mar) n. A mark or blemish ; an injury.

Maranatha, (mar-a-na'tha) n. [Syriac.] The Lord

comes, or has come—a word used by the apostle Paul

in expressing a curse.

Maraschino, (ma-ras-ke'no) n. [It from marasca, a.

sour cherry.] A delicate spirit distilled from cherries.

Marasmus, ( ma - ras ' mus ) n. [G. marasmot, from

marainein, to quench.] A wasting of flesh without

fever or apparent disease ; atrophy ; phthisis.

Maraud, (nia-rawd') p. i. [F. maravder, from maraud,

rogue, rascal.] To rove in quest of plunder ; to

plunder :—imp. & pp. marauded ; ppr. marauding.

Marauder, (ma-rawd'er) ». A rover in quest of booty

or plunder ; a plunderer ;—usually plural, small bands

of soldiers roving and pillaging.

Maravedi, (ma-ra-ve'de) n. [Sp.] A small coppeT coin

of Spain, less than a farthing sterling.

Marble, (marT>l) n. [L. marmor, G. marmaro*, from

mamiairein, to sparkle.] A calcareous stone or

mineral, of a compact texture, and of a beautiful

appearance, susceptible of a good polish; — a thing

made of, or resembling, marble ; a work of art, statue,

or bust executed in marble ;—a sculptured stone ; ft
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grave-atone with inscriptions:—a little ball of marble,

or other hard substance, used as a plaything by child

ren ;—pi. A collection of antique works of art in

marble.

Marble, (marT)!) r. t. To stain or Tein like marble ; to

variegate in colour : — imp. & pp. marbled ; ppr.

marbling.

Marble-hearted, (mar'bl-hart'ed) a. Having a heart

atony as marble ; insensible ; pitiless ; cruel.

Marbier, (martler) n. One who paints or stains in

imitation of marble.

Marbling, (mar'bling) n. Art or practice of variegating

in colour and spots like marble.

Marcescent, (mar-sog'ent) a. [L. mavcescere, inchoative

form of marcere, to wither, droop.] Withering; fading;

decaying.

March, (march) n. [L. Martini, belonging to Mars,

the god of war.] The third month of the year.

March , (march) v. *. [F. marcher. ] To move by stops

and in order, as soldiers;—to walk in a grave, deliberate,

or stately manner ;—v. t. To move in military array,

as troops :—imp. & pp. marched ; ppr. marching.

March. ( march ) n. Military progress ; advance of

troops ; pace or step by which troops advance, either

alow or quick ;—the signal to advance ; a particular

beat of drum ;—a tune or air in duple time, played by

the regimental band, and regulating the pace of the

troops ;—a grave and solemn walk ;—a deliberate or

laborious advance ; steady progress, as of the seasons,

events, <fcc. ; procession ;—the distance passed over.

March, (march) n. [A.-S. mearc, mark, sign, boundary.]

A frontier of a territory; a bonier; a confine;—pi.

The boundaries between England and Scotland.

Marching, (marching) n. Military movement; passage

or advance of troops. [marquis.

Marchioness, (maVshun-es) n. The wife or widow of a

Marcid, (mar'sid) a. [h. marcidus, from marcert, to

wither, droop, pine.] Pining; wasted away ; lean.

Marcidity, (mar-sid'e-te) n. State of great leanness.

Marcus, (mdr'kus) n. A very large iron-headed liamraor.

Mare, (mar) n. (A.-S. mere, Ger. marah.) The female

of the horse, or equine genus of quadrupeds. [A.-S.

tnara, spirit.] Incubus; night-mare. Mure'* nest, a

discovery of imaginary or exaggerated importance.

Mareschal, (marshal) n. [F. marcchal.] A military

officer of very high rank ; a marshal.

Mares-tail, (marz'tal) n. A long, streaky cloud,

spreading out like a horse's tail, and indicative of

rain ;—an aquatic plant of the genus Hippurix, found

in every variety of climate.

Margarine, (mar'gar-in) n, [F.] A peculiar pearl-like

substance extracted from vegetable oils, and from the

fat of animals.

Margin, (mar jin) «. [L, margo, marginis.] A bonier ;

edge ; brink ; verge ;—specifically, the part of a page

at the edge left uncovered in writing or printing ;—

difference between the price of purchase and sale of an

article, which leaves room for profit ;—difference be

tween the expense, number, or amount estimated, and

that which is actually required or incurred.

Margin, (mar'jin) v. t. To furnish with a margin ; to

border:—to enter in the margin of a page:—imp. <fc

pp. margined ; ppr. margining.

Marginal, (mar'jin-al) a. Pertaining to a margin ;—

written or printed in the margin.

Marginally, (mar'j in-al-le) adv. In or upon the margin.

Marginated, (mar'jin - at- ed) a. [L. marginatum.]

Having a margin.

Margravate, (niar'gra-vat) n. The territory or juris

diction ot a margrave.

Margrave, (mar'grav) n. [Ger. markgraf, from mark,

border, march, and graf, count.] Originally, a lord

of the borders or marches in Germany :—a nobleman

of a rank equivalent to that of an English earl.

Margravine, (mar'gra-vin) n. The wife of a margrave.

Marigold, (marVgdld) n. [From Mary ami gold.] A

plant bearing a yellow flower. There are several

plants of different genera bearing this name.

Marine, (ma-rCn') a. [L. marinus, from marc, the sea.]

Pertaining to the sea ; relating to the ocean, or to

navigation, naval affairs, &c. ; naval ; nautical ;—

formed by the action of the current* or waves of

the sea.

Marine, (ma-renO n. A soldier serving on shipboard ;

—the naval force of a country ;—the wholo economy

of naval affairs or interests ; the collective shipping of

a country. [life ; a seaman or sailor.

Mariner, (mar'e-nrr) n. One who pursues a sea-faring

Mariolatry, (ma-re-ola-tre) n. [(I., L. Maria, the

Virgin Mary, and latreia, worship.] The worship of

the Virgin Mary.

Marital, (mar'e-tal) a. [L. maritalis, from maritus, a

married man.] Pertaining to a husband.

Maritime, (mar'e-tim) a. [L. maritimus, from mare,

the sea.] Relating to the sea ;—bordering on the sea ;

—situated near the sea ; — performed on the sua ;

naval ;—having a navy or commerce by sea :—denoting

the laws respecting Bhips, seamen, harbours, &c.

Marjoram, (mar'jd-ram) n. [F. marjolaine, It. mar-

gorama.] A plant of the genus Origanum, of several

species. The sweet marjoram is aromatic, and much

used in cookery.

Mark, (mark) n. [A.-S. mearc, Ger. marke, F. marque.]

A visible sign, as a line, point, trace, or the like, made

by drawing ; figure ;—a groove or depression made by

stamping or cutting; impression; stamp; incision;—

visible effect ; proof ; evidence ;—a note or sign of

distinction ; token ; conspicuous character ; rank ;

state ;—any object used as a guide or directory ; land

mark ;—object to which a missile weapon is directed ;

target:—point which one seeks to reach : goal; standard

of attainment ;—specifically, a character made, instead

of signature, by one who can not write ;—a merchant's

stamp or brand. [A.-S. marc, marca.] A silver coin,

valued at thirteen shillings and fourpeiice.

Mark, (mark) v.t. To make a visible sign upon; to

stamp ; to brand ;—to notice ; to give attention to ; to

remark; to regard; point out; betoken; denote;

characterize;—v.i. To take particular notice; to note :

—imp. & pp. marked ; ppr. marking.

Marker, (mark'er) n. One who marks, affixes a sipn, ox

takes notice;—a counter used in card-playing;—orw

who keeps account of a game played in billiards, Ac.

Market, (mar ' ket) n. [L. mtrcatus, from mercari, to

trade, from merx, merchandise.] A public place where

provisions or cattle are exposed to sale ;—a building

where wares are bought and sold ; a market-huu»« ;—

a town, region, country, &c, whero there is a demand

for an article, and where it may be disposed of by sale

or barter ; hence, demand and sale, or exchange.

Market, (mar'ket) v. i. To buy or sell ; to make bar

gains -.—imp & pp. marketed ; ppr. marketing.

Marketable, (mar'ket-a-bl) a. Fit to bo offered for sale ;

saleable ;—current in the market.

Market-cross, (mar'ket-kros) n. A cross set up whore a

market is held. [the market

Market-price, (mar'ket-pris) n. The current price in

Market-town, (marTtet-town) n. A town that has a

stated public market.

Marking-ink, (mark'ing-ingk) n. An indelible ink used

for marking linen, <fcc.

Marksman, (marks'man) n. One who is skilful to hit

a mark ; one who shoots well.

Marl, (marl) n. [W. marl, Ir. & Gael, marla.] A

mixed earthy Bubstance, consisting of carbonate of

lime, clay, and silicious sand.

Marl, (marl) v. t. To overspread or manure 'with mail:

—imp. & pp. marled ; ppr. marling.

Marlaceous, (marl-fi'she-us) «. licsembling mail, or

partaking of its qualities.

Marline, (mav'lin) n. |F, Sp. merlin.] A small line

composed of two strands a little twisted, uied for
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Marmot.

winding round ropes and cables, to prevent their being

fretted by the blocks, &c.

Marline, (marlin) v. t. To wind marline around.

Marline-aptke, (nuirlin-epik) ft. An iron tool tapering

to a point, used to separate the strands of

a rope in splicing.

Marly, (marl's) a. Consisting or partak

ing of marl; resembling marL

Marmalade, (mar'ma-lad) n. [F. from G.

mt lime lonf honey -apple.] A preserve

made uf the pulp of the quince, pear,

orange, apricot, &c., boiled with sugar

Marmorean, (mar-mo're-an) n. II-. war-

mortus, from marmor, marble.] Pertain

ing to or resembling marble ; made of

marble.

Marmoset, (max/mo-zet) n. [F. vutrmoutet.} A small

monkey having soft fur, hooked claws, a long, thick

tail, and much resembling a squirrel.

Marmot, (mar'mot) n. [F. marmotte.) A rodent quad

ruped of the genus

Arctomyt, about the size

of the rabbit, which inha

bits the higher regions of

the Alps and Pyrenees.

Maroon, (nia-roon'} n. [Sp.

cima, the summit of a

mountain; negro cimarron,

a negro that lives in the

mountains.] A fugitive

slave living on the mountains in the West Indies and

in Guiana.

Maroon, (ma-rdon7) r. t. To put ashore on a desolate

isle, as a sailor, under pretence of his having com

mitted some great crime :—imp. & pp. marooned ; ppr.

marooning.

Maroon, (ma-roon') a. [F. marron, a chestnut.] Brown

ish-crimson ; of a claret colour. [colour.

Maroon, (ma-roonO n. A brownish-crimson or claret

Marplot, (mar'plot) n. One who, by his officious inter

ference, mars or defeats a design or plot.

Marque, (mark) n. [F. marque, mark, sign.] A license

to pass the limits of a jurisdiction for the purpose of

making reprisals ;—a ship commissioned for making

reprisals.

Marquee, (mir-ke) n. [F. marquise.] A large field-

tent :—written also Markee.

Marquetry, (market-re) ft, fF. marqueter, to chequer,

from marque, mark.] Inlaid work; work inlaid with

pieces of coloured wood, shells, &c.

Marquis, (mar'kwis) ft, [F., It. marchett, from Ger.

markt bound, border, march.] A nobleman in Eng

land, France, and Italy, of a rank next below that of

duke.

Marquisate, (mirlcwis-ut) n. The seignior)-, dignity,

or lordship of a marquis.

Marriage, (mir'rij) n. [V. mariage, from winner, to

marry, from man, husband, L. mat, maris.] Act uf

uniting a man and woman for life ; legal union ;—

state or condition of being united us husband and

wife ;—hence, perpetual union ; bond or tie;—in Scrip

ture, the union of Christ and the Church ;—also, a

marriage feast.

Marriageable, (marrij-a-bl) a. Of an age suitable for

marriage ; fit for or capable of union.

Married, (marVid) a. Formed by marriage ; conjugal ;

connubial.

Marrow, (mar'ro) n. [A.-S. mtarg, W. mer.) A soft,

oleaginous substance contained in the cavities of

animal bones ;—the essence ; the best part ;—a fellow ;

mate. [Scot]

Marrow-bone. (ma^rC-bon) n. A bone containing mar

row ;—pi. The bone of the knee ; the knees.

Marrowfat, (rnarro-fat) n. A rich but late variety of

•R , ■ , , [pitlu

Marrowless, (niurro-le*) a. Destitute of marrow or

Marrowy, (mayro-e) a. Abounding in marrow or pith ;

pithy.

Marry, (marre) r. t. [L. tnaritare, from vtaritus, hus

band, from mat, mart*, a male.] To unite in wed

lock ; to perform the rite of marriage ;—to dispose of

in wedlock ; to give away as wife;—to take for husband

or wife ;—hence, figuratively, to unite in the closest

connection ;—r. i. To enter into the conjugal state:

to unite as husband and wife :—imp. & pp. married ;

ppr. marrying.

Marry, (marre) adv. Indeed ; forsooth ; a term of

asseveration by the Virgin Mary.

Mars, (marz) n. [L.] The god of war;—one of the

planets of the solar system, the next beyond the earth.

Marsh, (marsh) n. [A-S. merte, F. marait,] A tract

of low land, usually or occasionally covered with water;

a fen ; a swamp ; a morass.

Marshal, (mar'shal) n. [F. mareckat, Ger. martckalt,

from maAr, horse, and thali; servant.] A commander-

iu-chief or military officer of the highest grade : field-

marshal ; — formerly the chief officer of arms, who

regulated combats in the lists or tournaments ; — a

harbinger ; herald or pursuivant ;—one who regulates

a feast or other assembly, directs the order of proces

sion and the like.

Marshal, (mar'shal) t*. t . To dispose in order ; to arrange

in a suitable manner ;—to lead as a harbinger ;—imp.

& pp. marshalled ; ppr, marshalling.

[arshaller. (mar'slial-er) n. One who disposes or

arranges in order.

Marshalship, (marshal-ship) n . The office of a marshal

Marsh-rocket, (marsh'rok-et) it. A species of water-cress.

Marsh-rosemary, (marsh'rdz-ma-re) n. A plant of the

genus Statice, the root of which is powerfully astringent

and used in medicine.

Marshy, (marsh 'e) a. Resembling a marsh; wet;

boggy ; fenny ;—produced in marshes.

Marsupial, (m&r-su'pe-al) a. [L. martupium, G. ssar-

wpion, a pouch.] Having a pouch for carrying the

immature young ; pertaining to the marsupials.

Marsupial, (mar-Bu'pe-al) ft. One of a class of mammal

quadrupeds, in which the undeveloped fetus passe*

from the uterus into a bag or pouch attached to the

belly, and is nourished by the nipple till full grown,

as the opossum and kangaroo.

Marsupiate, (niar-su'pe-flt) a. Related to the marsupial

animals ; furnished with a pouch for the young.

Mart, (mart) n. [Contracted from market.] A place of

sale or traffic ; a market ;—purchase or sale ; bargain.

Martello-tower, (mar-tello-tow-fr) »• [Prom a fort in

Corsica.] A small round fort, common on the sea

board of Kent and Jersey, and erected to defend the

coast.

Marten, (mar'ten) ft. [A.-S. nuardk, Ger. warder, F.

marte.] A native carnivorous animal of the genua

Mustela, allied to the weasels. It is about 20 inches

in length, with a tail 12 inches long, and the fur,

which is dense, long, and of a dull brown colour, is

used for making hate, muffs, &c [preacher.

Martext, (mar'tekst) n. A blundering or ignorant

Martial, (mar'slial) a. [L. martialit, from J/ar*. the

god of war.) Pertaining or suited to war; military ;

—given to war ; brave ;—warlike ; belonging to war

or to an army and navy ;—opposed to ciril.

Martin, (mar'tin) n. [F. martintt, a little white heron.]

A bird of the swallow kind,

which forms its nest about

buildings.

Martinet, (niar'te-net) n. [So

called from an officer of that

name in the French arrays

under Louis XIV.] A strict ;

disciplinarian.

Martingale, (mar 'tin-gal) n.

JF. martingite, It. martia-

p*fo, a sortof hose.] A strap

 

Martin.
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fastened to a horse's girth, passing between Lis fore

legs, and thence divided into two thongs attached to

the mnsrole, to prevent a horse from rearing ;—a rope

leading from the jibboom end to a short perpendicular

spar under the bowsprit end, used to stay down the

jib-boom, as the bob-stays do the bowsprit.

Martinmas, (mnr'tin-mas) n. The feast of St. Martin,

the eleventh of November.

Martyr, (mar'ter) n. [G. martur, a witness.] One who,

by his death, bears witness to the truth of the gospel ;

—one who sacrifices his life, or whatever is of great

value to him, for the sake of any principle or cause.

Martyr, (mar'ter) v. 1. To put to death for adhering to

what one believes to be the truth ; to sacrifice on

account of faith or profession :—to persecute ; to tor

ment ; to torture : — imp. & pp. martyred ; ppr.

martyring.

Martyrdom, (mar'ter-dum) n. The condition of a

martyr ; the death of a martyr. [martyrs.

Martyrologist, (mar-ter-ol'6-jist) n. A historian of

Martyrology, (mar-ter-ol'o-je) n. [G. martur, martyr,

and togot, discourse.] A history or account of martyrs

with their sufferings ; a register of martyrs.

Marvel, (mar'vel) n. [F. merveille, from L. mirabilit,

from mirari, to wonder.] Any thing astonishing or

strange; wonder; prodigy;—admiration; astonishment.

Marvel, (mar'vel) v.i. To be struck! with surprise,

astonishment, or admiration ; to wonder :—imp. &

pp. marvelled ; j>/>r. marvelling.

Marvellous, (mar'vel-us) n. Exciting wonder ; strange ;

astonishing;—surpassing belief ; improbable; incredi

ble ;—preternatural ; miraculous ;—sometimes used as

an adverb with the sense of exceedingly.

Marvellously, ( mar ' vel - ua - le ) adv. Wonderfully ;

strangely; in a manner to excite surprise or admiration.

Marvellou&neu, (mar'vel-us-nes) n. Quality of being

marvellous.

Masculine, (masku-lin) a. [F. mascutin, from L. mas-

cuius, mat, male.] Male ; virile ; not female ;—strong ;

powerful, as body;—bold; brave, as spirit;—coarse;

marked ; not soft or delicate, as features ;—denoting

the gender in words appropriated to males, as dis

tinguished from feminine and neuter.

Masculineness, (mas/ku-lin<nes) n. The quality or state

of being masculine.

Mash, (mash) v. t. [Ger. meitchtn, maitchen, to mash,

mix.] To crush by beating or pressure ; to bruise ; to

beat or work into a soft pulpy mass;—hence, njtecijical-

ly, to mix malt and water together in brewing :—imp.

A pp. mashed ; ppr. mashing,

MCaah, (mash) n. A mixture ;—a soft or pulpy mass ;—

a mixture of bran and water for horses ; or of boiled

turnips, Ac., for cattle;—a mixture of ground malt

and warm water.

Mashing, (mash'ing) ». A crushing into a mass ; in

brtvino, the process of mingling ground-malt in heated

water, and extracting the sweet or saccharine matter.

Kaahing-tub, (mash'ing-tub) it. A tub for containing

the mash in breweries.

Xaahy, (mash'e) «. Produced by crushing or bruising.

Mask, (mask) n. [F. masque, Ger. matke, from A.

mastkarat, buffoon, from takhira, to ridicule.] A

cover for the face, with apertures for the eyes and

mouth ; a visor ;—hence, that which disguises ; a pre

text or subterfuge ;—a festive entertainment in which

the company all wear marts ; a masquerade; hence,

a retel ; a piece of mummery.

MCaafc, (mask) v. t. To conceal with a mask or visor :—

to disguise ; to cover ; to hide ; to infuse, as tea

[Soot.] ;—v. i. To revel ;—to be disguised in any way:

—tmp. A pp. masked; ppr. masking.

Masked-ball, (maskfbawl) n. A ball at which each

one wears a mask ; a masquerade. [mer.

Xaaker, (mask'er) n. One who wears a mask; a mum-

Xason, jm.Vsn) n. [F. macon, allied to L. maceria,

wall, perhaps from G. nasstin, to pound.] A builder

in stone ; a hewer or cutter of stone ; one who con

structs walls or edifices of any kind with stones or

bricks and mortar or lime ;—a member of the frater

nity of Freemasons.

Masonic, (ma-sou'ik) a. Pertaining to the craft or

mysteries of Freemasons.

Mason-lodge, (ma'sn-loj) n. A building where the

brotherhood of Freemasons meet; also the meeting

itself.

Masonry, (ma sn-re) 11. Art or occupation of a mason ;

—work of a mason;—the craft or mysteries of Free

masons.

Masora, (ma-so'ra) n. (H. matsdrdh, massdreth, tradi

tion, from m&sar, to hand down.] A critical Rabbi

nical work on the text of the Hebrew Scriptures.

Masoretic, (mas-o-ret'ik) a. Relating to the Masora or

to its authors. Masoretic points, vowel points and

accents added to the Hebrew Text of the Bible by

the Masorites.

Masque, (mask) n. A kind of play or interlude, founded

on a classical story, with songs or chants.

Masquerade, (nias-ker-ad') u. An assembly of persons

wearing masks, and amusing themselves with dancing,

conversation, Ac. ;—intentional or elaborate hiding

under a false show ; disguise.

Masquerade, (mas-ker-ad') v. i. To assemble in masks ;

—to go in disguise .—imp. & pp. masqueraded ; ppr.

masquerading.

Masquerader, (mas-ker-ad'er) n. One who masquerades ;

a person wearing a mask ; one disguised.

Mass, (mas) n. [L. matsa, Ger. matte, allied to G.

maza, a barley-cake.] A body of matter assembled or

formed into a lump : a great quantity collected ; a

heap : an assemblage;—bulk; magnitude ; size ;—chief

component portion ; principal part ; main body;—the

quantity of matter which a body contains, irrespective

of its bulk or volume ;—pl. The people ; the lower

classes.

Mass, (mas) n. [A.-S. masse, L. mixta, from miHere,

to send, dismiss..] The communion service, or the

consecration and oblation of the host, in the Roman

Catholic churches.

Mass, (mas) r. t. To form into a mass ; to assemble.

Massacre, (ni:m';i-k<-r) n. [Ger. metzgern, metzaen, to

kill cattle.] The killing of human beings by indis

criminate slaughter ; cold-blooded destruction of life.

Massacre, (mas'a-ker) v. t. To murder with circum

stances of cruelty; to butcher ; to slaughter :—•»»». A

pp. massacred ; ppr. massacring.

Mass-book, (mas/b06k)n. The missal or Roman Catholic

service book. [derousness.

Massineu, (mas'e-nes) n. State of being massy ; pon-

Massive, (mas'iv) a. Forming or consisting of a mass;

compacted ; weighty ; heavy ; bulky.

Massively, (mas'iv-le) adv. In a mass. [massive.

Massiveness, (mas'iv-nes) n. State or quality of being

Massy, (mas'e) a. Compacted into or consisting of a

mass ; weighty ; ponderous ; bulky and heavy.

Mast, (mast) v. [A.-S. matt, Ieel. mattr, F. mat.) A

pole set upright in a boat or vessel to sustain the sails,

yards, rigging Ac.

Mast, (mast) n. [A.-S. matt, Ger. mazan, to nourish,]

The fruit of the oak and beech or other forest trees ;

nuts ; acorns.

Mast, (mast) v. t. To furnish with a mast or masts ;—

imp. A pp. masted ; ppr. masting.

Masted, (mast'ed) a. Furnished with a mast or masts

—chiefly used in composition.

Master, (mas'ter) n. [L. vxagister, P. mait.-c, Ger.

meister.] A superior; one who has servants under

him, or who directs or manages men or business ;—

owner ; proprietor;—chief ; principal;—director ; chief

manager ; head ;—one having exclusive right to, or

uncontrolled authority over ; absolute lord ;—teacher;

instructor ;—the commander of a merchant ship ;—in

ships of war, an officer who navigates the ship ;—one
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highly skilled in art, science, or Accomplishments ;

adept ;—a director of ceremonies on public or festive

occasions ;—a title in the universities, as Master of

Arts;—a judicial title, as Master in Chancery, &c. ;—a

title of respect, written Mr.—an appellation given to

lads or inferiors.

Master, (mas'tcr) v. t. To become the master of : to

conquer ; to subdue ;—to execute with power or skill ;

—v. i. To be skilful in ; to excel : — imp. & pp.

mastered ; ppr. mastering.

Masterdom, (inas'ter-dum) il Dominion ; rule.

Master-key, (maa'tcr-ke) n. The key tliat opens many

locks ; hence, a general clew to lead out of many

difficulties. *

Matterless, (mas'ter-les) a. Destitute of a muter or

owner ; ungoverned ; unsubdued.

Masterly, (iuas'ter-le) a. Indicating thorough know

ledge or superior skill ; most excellent ;—imperious.

Master-passion, (inas'ter-pa&h'un) n. A ruling or pre

dominant passion. [a chef-d'oeuvre.

Masterpiece, (nias'ter-pes) n. A capital performance ;

Mastership, (master-ship) h. The state or office of a

master;—headship; rule;—superiority; pre-eminence.

Master-spring, (mas'ter-spring) ft. The spring which

Bets in motion or regulates the whole work or machine.

Master-stroke, (mas ter-stiok) n. Capital performance ;

a masterly action.

Mastery, (mas'ter-e) ft. Act of mastering ;—position or

authority of a master ; supremacy ;—superiority in

competition ; pre-eminence ;—victory in war ;—emi

nent skill ; great dexterity.

Mast-head, (mast'hed) u. The top or head of a mast.

Mastic, (mas'tik) ft, [G. mattichf, from muaasthai, to

chew.] A low, shrubby tree growing upon the coasts

of the Mediterranean, and producing a valuable resin ;

—a resin used as an ingredient in varnishes ;—a kind

of cement used for plastering walls, &c. [cated.

Masticable, (mas'tik-a-bl) a. Capable of being masti-

Masticate, (mas'te-kat) v. t. 1 1 . maaticart, mastUatum,

allied to O. mastazein.] To grind with the teeth and

prepare for swallowing and digestion ; to chew:—imp.

& pp. masticated ; mr. masticating.

Mastication, (mas-te-ka'shun) n. Act of masticatiDg

or of chewing solid food. [chew food.

Masticatory, (mas'te-ka-tor-e) a. Chewing ; adapted to

Mastiff, (in v.- nt ) - . [It. jnastino.] A large variety of

dog, remarkable for strengtli and courage.

Mastodon, (maa'td-don) 71. : < . . tiiattot, the breast of a

woman, and odoat, a tooth.] An

extinct mammal resembling the

elephant, but larger, and having

tubercular teeth, whence the

name.

Mastoid, (mas'toid)a. [G. mattoa,

the breast of a woman, am) - uiot,

form.] Resembling the nipple

or breast.

Mat. (mat) n. [A.-S. mtatu, Mastodon.

tneatta, L. matta.] A texture of sedge, rushes, husks,

straw, or other material, laid on the floor of a lobby,

or at the door of a room ;—a web of rope-yarn used to

protect the rigging from chafing, iic.

Mat, (mat) v.t. To cover or lay with mats;—to twist

together ; to interweavo like a mat ;—v. i. To become

interwoven ; to grow thickly together:—imp. & pp.

matted ; Mr. matting.

Matadore, (mata-dor) ft. [Sjfc. matador, a murderer,

from i/uitar, to kill.] The man appointed to kill the

bull in Spanish bull-fights;—one of the three principal

cards in the games of ombre and quadrille.

Match, (moch) n. (F. mm**,] Any combustible sub

stance, as tow, wick, chip of wood, .'a.-. , dipped in

melted sulphur, and used for domestic purposes, and

for firing artillery, mines, <fcc.

Hatch, (mach)n. [A.-S. maca, IceL maki.] A person

or thing equal or similar to another in quality ; a

 

mate; a companion; — union in marriage:—a con*

tract of marriage ;—also a suitable or desirable object

of courtship ;—a trial of skill, force, &x. ; cunjpcuuoa

for superiority between equals ; contest on equal

grounds or terms ;—the arrangement or appointment

of such trial or contest.

Match, (moch) v. t. To be a mate or match for ; to

rival successfully . — to bring a mate, match, or equal,

against ; to set in competition;—to moke equal, pro

portionate, or suitable ;—to marry ; to give in mar

riage;—i'. L To be united in marriage;—to be ofequal

size, figure, or quality ; to tolly ; to correspond :—iwp.

& pp. matched ; ppr. matching.

Matchablc, (niach'a-bl) «. Fit to be joined ; suitable ;

equal. [unrivalled.

Matchless, (machlee) a. Having no equal; unequalled;

Matchlessly, (mach'les-le) adv. In a manner or degree

not to be equalled.

Matchlock, (machlok) ft. The lock of a musket con

taining a match for firing it; hence, a musket fired by

means of a match.

Match-maker, (niach'mok-er)n. One who makes matches

for burning ;—-one who contrives a union by marriage.

Match-making, (mach'mak-ing) n. The act of making

matches.

Mate, (mat) ft, [IceL mati, equal.] One who cus

tomarily associates with another; a companion : — a

husband or wife;—an officer in a merchant vessel rank

ing next below the captain; — a subordinate officer;

an assistant ;—the male or female of animals which

pair in breeding ;—one who eats at the aame table ;

messmate ;—one who studies in the same class or forni:

schoolmate ;—[Sp. mute.] The condition of the king

in chess, when he cannot move or escape ; checkmate.

Mate, (mat) v. U To match ; to marry ;— to match

ones-self against ; to compete with: — imp. & pp.

mated; ppr. mating.

Mateless, (matles) a. Having no mate or companion.

Mater, (mater) ft, I., mother.] One of two membranes

which cover tbe brain, cerebellum, and spinal cord, dis-

tinguished as dura and pia.

Materia, (ma-te're-a) n. [I, 1 Matter; substance.

Materia mediea. All substances used as curative agents

in medicine ;—that branch of medical science which

treats of the nature and properties of the substances

used for the cure of diseases.

Material, (ma-tere-al) a. [L. materialist, from materia,

matter.] Consisting of matter; corporeal ; bodily;—

important ; momentous; more or less necessary ; hav

ing influence or consequence ; essential ; substantial ;

not formal. •

Material, (ma-tfi're-al) n. Any thing composed of mat

ter ;—the substance or matter from which any tiling

is made.

Materialism, (ma - te ' re - al - izm) n. The doctrine of

materialists ;—the tendency to give undue importance

to material interests ; devotion to the bodily nature

and its wants.

Materialist, (ma-te're-al-ist) ft. One who denies the exist

ence of spiritual substances, and maintains that * be

soul of man is the result of a particular organization

of matter in the body.

Materialistic, (ma-tC-re-al-Ut'ik/- a. Pertaining to

materialism or materialists.

Materialize, (ma-te're-al-iz) v. t. To reduce to a state of

matter ; to regard as matter ;—to consider or explain

by the laws or principles appropriate to matter;—to

occupy with material instead of moral or religions inte

rests:—imp. »v pp. materialized; ppr. materializing.

Materially, (ma-t&re-al-le) adv. In the state of matter ;

—in its essence ; substantially ;—in an important man

ner or degree ; essentially. [importance.

Materialneas, (ma-te're-al-nes)n. State of being material ,-

Maternal, (ma-ter'nal) a. [1.. matemu*, from tnater,

mother.] Partaining to a mother; becoming a mother;

motherly.
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Maternally, (ma-terriaMc) adv. In a motherly manner.

Maternity, (ma-te.r'ne-te) n. State, character, or rela

tion of a mother.

Mathematical, (math-o-mat'ik-al) a, [L. mathematictis,

G. Matlt&matikos, from mathfma learning.) Pertain

ing to mathematics ;—according to the principles of

mathematics ; theoretically precise ;—exact ; demon

strable.

Mathematically, (math-o-raat'ik-al-le) adv. According

to mathematical lawB or principles; demonstrably;

with mathematical certainty.

Mathematician, (math-c-ma-tiah'e-an) n. One versed in

mathematics.

Mathematics, (math-C-mat'ika) n. ting. [G. mathimatitt

(so. episte mt).\ The science of numbers and magni

tudes ;—that branch of knowledge which investigates

the relations between different quantities or magni

tudes, and prescribes the methods by which unknown

quantities are deducible from known or assumed quan

tities; usually classified as pure mathematics, arith

metic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and mixed

mathematics, astronomy, optics, dynamics, Ac.

Matin, (mat'in) a. Pertaining to the morning ; used

in the morning.

Matinee, (mat'in-a) n. [F., from matin.] A reception

or musical entertainment held in the early part of

the day.

Matins, (matins) n. [F. matin, from L. matutinus,

belonging to the morning. 1 Morning worship ; morn

ing prayers or songs ;—time of morning service in the

Roman Catholic Church,

Matrass, (mat'ras) n. [F. matras.] A chemical vessel,

with a tapering neck open at the top, serving tho pur

poses of digestion, evaporation, &c.

Matricidal, (mat-re-sid'al) a. Pertaining to matricide.

Matricide, (mat're-sid) n. [L. matricida, from mater,

mother, and easdere, to kill, slay.] The killing or

murder of a mother ;—the killer or murderer of his

mother.

Matriculate, (ma-trik'fi-lat) r. t. [L. matricula, a

public roll or register.] To enter or admit to member

ship in a body or society, especially in a college or uni

versity, by enrolling the name in a register:—imp. &

■pp. matriculated; ppr. matriculating.

Matriculate, (ma-trik'u-lat) n. One who is matriculated.

Matriculation, (ma-trik-u-UYshun) n. Act of registering

a name, and admitting to membership.

Matrimonial, (mat-re-mo'ne-al) a. Pertaining to mar

riage ;—derived from marriage; connubial ; conjugal ;

nuptial.

Matrimonially, (mat-re-mo'ne-al-le) adv. According to

the manner or laws of marriage.

Matrimony, (mat're-mun-e) n. [L. matrimonium, from

mater, mother.] Union of man and woman as husband

and wife ; the nuptial state ; marriage ; wedlock.

Matrix, (ma'triks) n. [L., from nutter, mother] The

womb ;—hence, that which gives form or modifies any

thing as a mould ;—the earthy or stony substance in

which metallic ores or crystalline minerals are found.

Matron, (ma'trun)n. [L. matronn, from mater, mother. ]

An elderly married woman ; tho female head of a

household ;—specifically, a nurse in a hospital.

Matronage, (ma'trun-aj) n. The state of a matron ;—

the collective body of matrons.

Matronal, (ma'trun-al) a. Pertaining or suitable to a

matron ; grave ; motherly.

Matronhood, (ma'trun-hood) n. State of a matron.

Matronize, (ma'trun-iz) v. t. To make grave, sedate,

or matron-like ; — to act as a matron, especially in

introducing young ladies to public assemblies ; to

chaperone. [like or befitting a matron.

Matronly, (roa'trun-le) a. Advanced in years; elderly;—

Matter, (mat'er) n. [L. materia, F. matiere, from A.-S.

mad, product, good.] Body; substance; visible or

tangible form; — elementary substance of which the

earth and all living bodies are composed —usually

classified as solid matter, or coherent substances, as

wood or stone ; liquid matter, or substances having

free motion among their parts, as water, oil, wine, Ac. ;

aeriform matter, or elastic substances, as vapour, gas,

&c. ; imponderable matter, or substances destitute of

sensible weight, as light, heat, electricity, &c. ;—

material ;—the thing treated of; subject; —affair;

concern ; business ;—event ; incident ; — tho thing

supposed or intended ; importance ; significance ; mo

ment ;—the inducing cause of disturbance, difficulty,

disease, <fcc. ;—a short space of time ;—a small portion

of distance ;—the subject of complaint; suit; demand ;

—pus ; purulent discharge from an abscess.

Matter, <mat'§r) v. i. To be of importance ; to import ;

to signify ;—to form pus ; to maturate :—imp. &, pp.

mattered ; ppr. mattering.

Mattery, (mat'er-e) a. Generating pus ; purulent.

Matting, (mating) n. Mats in general or collectively ;

mat-work ; — materials for mats ; a coarse texture

made of straw, rushes, grass, &c. , and used generally

in tho packing of goods.

Mattock, (mat'uk) n. [A.-S. mattoc, W. matog.] A

kind of pick-axe having the

iron ends broad instead of

pointed.

Mattress, (mat'-res) n. [F.

mattlas, Ger. matratzc, from i^^^———

A.-S. meatta, mat] A bed

stuffed with hair, moss, or other

soft material, and quilted.

Maturate, (mat'u-rftt) v. t. [L.

matvrare, matvratum, to make Mattock,

ripe, from matunts, ripe.] To bring to ripeness or

maturity ;—to promote the perfect suppuration of :—

v. i. To suppurate perfectly :— *w*jj. & pp. maturated ;

ppr. maturating.

Maturation, (mat-u-iu shun) n. Process of ripening or

coming to maturity; ripeness; —suppuration; tho

forming of pus.

Mature, (ma-turO o. [L. matunts.] Brought by

natural process to completeness or lwrfection of

growth or development;—completely worked out; fully

digested ;—come to suppuration ; perfect ; completed ;

ready.

Mature, (ma-tur') v. t. To bring or hasten to per

fection or maturity ; to perfect ; to ripen :—1° niake

fit or ready for a special use ;—r. i. To become ripo

or perfect ;—to become due, as a note.

Maturely, (ma-tuVJe) adv. In a mature manner ; with

ripeness; completely. [mature; maturity.

Matureness, (ma-tur'nes) n. State or quality of being

Maturity, (ma-turVte) n. State of being mature ; ripe

ness ; mil growth ;—termination of the period a note

or bill of exchange hAs to run.

Matutinal, (ma-tu-tin'al) a. [h.matutinalis, from mane,

morning.] Pertaining to the morning ; early.

Maud, (mawd) n, A wrapping plaid or shawl made

of undyed wooL

Maudlin, (mawdlin) a. [Corrupted from Magdalen,

who is drawn by painters with eyes swelled and red

with weeping.] Drunk; fuddled; stupid;—weak or

silly, as if half drunk ; sickly sentimental.

Maugre, (maw'ggr) prep. [F. malgvi, L. male gratum,

something not agreeable.] In spite of; in opposition

to; notwithstanding. [nier.

Maul, (mawl) n. [L. malleus.] A heavy wooden ham-

Maul, (mawl) r. t. To beat and bruise with a heavy

stick or cudgel :—imp. & pp. mauled; ppr. mauling.

Maul-stick, (mawl'etik) n. [Ger. malerstoci; from

maler, a painter, and stock, stick.] The Btick used by

painters to keep the hand steady in working.

Maunder, (mawn'der) v. i. [F. manlier, to beg.] To

mutter ; to murmur ;—to talk incoherently or idly.

Maundy-Thursday, (mawn'da-therz'du) n. [Eng.

maund, a basket.] The Thursday in Passion-week, or

next before Good Friday,
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Mavis.

Mausolean , (inaw-sd-le'an) a. Pertaining to a mauso

leum ; monumental.

Mausoleum, (maw-sd-le'um) n. [L.] A magnificent

tomb, or stately sepulchral monument.

Mauve, (mawv) n. [F. from L. malra, mallow.] A

beautiful purple or violet colour obtained from aniline

and benzole.

Mavis, (ma'vis) «. [F. mauvis.] The throstle or song-

thrnsh ; a native bird noted

for the clearness and com

pass of its notes.

maw, (maw) n. [A. -8. maga,

Ger. nun.] A stomach of

one of the lower animals ; in

birds, the craw.

Mawkish, (mawk'ish) a. Apt

to cause satiety or loathing ;

nauseous ; disgusting.

Maxillar, (maks-illar) a. {]..

maxillarii, from maxilla,

jaw-bone.] Pertaining to the jaw; properly, re

stricted to the upper jaw.

Maxim, (maks'im) n. [L, maxima (sc. sententia), the

greatest sentiment, proposition, or axiom, i. e., of the

greatest weight.] An established principle; a con

densed proposition of important practical truth ;

—aphorism ; apothegm ; adage ; proverb.

Maximum, (makse-mum) ft. [L. neuter of maximits,

the greatest, superlative of magnus, great.] The great

est quantity or number ; the highest rate of speed or

working power; the highest price or value attainable

in a given case.

May, (m&) v. [A.-S. magan, to be able, Go. & Ger.

viogen.] An auxiliary verb qualifying another by

expressing ability or competency ;—liberty, permis

sion ;—contingency or liability ;—modesty, concession,

or a desire to soften a question or remark ;—desire or

wish :—imp. might.

May, (ma) n. [A.-S. mag, Icel. mey, Go. mavi.] The

early part of life ;—the flowers of the liawthom ;—

—a young woman ; maid. [of the year.

May, (ma) n. [F. mai, L. Muia.] The fifth month

May, (ma) v. t. To gather flowers on May morning.

May-day, (ma'da) n. The first day of May.

May-dew, (ma'du) n. Dew on May morning, with

which youug people wash their faces;—hence, May-

morn, vigour; freshness.

May-flower, (ina'flow-er) n. A flower that appears in

May; in England, the hawthorn ; in Xew England, the

trailing arbutus. [Ephemeris, that appears in May.

May-fly, (m&'fli) n. A neuropterous insect of the genus

Mayor, (ma'er) «. [F. maire, from L. major, greater.]

The chief magistrate of a city or borough ; the chief

officer of a municipal corporation.

Mayoralty, (ma'er-al-te) n. The office of a mayor ;—the

period of his service.

Mayoress, (ma'gr-es) n. The wife of a mayor.

May-queen, (ma'kwcn) n, A young woman crowned

with flowers as queen at the celebration of May-day.

Mazard, (maz'ard) ft, [Probably from mazer, the head

being compared to a large goblet.] The head or skull.

[F. merise, a wild cherry.] A kind of small, black

cherry.

Mazarine, (maz-ar-Cn1) n. [From Cardinal Mazarine.]

A deep-blue colour ;—a mode of dressing poultry.

Maze, (maz) ft, [A.-S. mdte, whirlpool, Icel. mew,

winding.] A labyrinth ; a place or passage full of

windings and turnings ;—hence, confused Btate or

condition; intricacy; embarrassment; — perplexity ;

uncertainty ; confusion of thought.

Maze, (maz) v. t. To confound with intricacy ; to

amaze ; to bewilder :—imp. & pp. mated ; ppr. mazing.

Mazineu, (moVe-nes) n. Astonishment; perplexity.

Mazology, (maz-ol'6-je) ft. [G. mazos, the breast, and

logos, discourse.] That branch of zoology which treaU

of mammiferous animals.

Mazourka, (nia-zoor'ka) n. A Polish national dance,

or the music which accompanies it.

Mazy, (uiuz'e) a. Perplexed with turns and windings;

intricate ; confusing.

He, (me) pron. pert. [A -8. me, Ger. mich, L. me,

mihi, G. & Sana me.] Myself; the person speaking—

objective case of /.

Mead, (med) ft. [A.-S. medu, Ir. mtadh, Skr. madhu,

honey, G. methu, wine.] A drink made of honey and

water.

Meadow, (med'6) n. [A.-S. mard,meadu, Ger. matte.] A

tnict of low or level grass land, especially on the

banks of a river or other water ;—pasture or grass

land annually mown for hay :—in poetry, mead.

Meadowy, (med'O-e) a. Pertaining to, resembling, or

consisting of meadow.

Meagre, (mC'ger) rr . [A. -8. nu'iger, Icel. magr, L. vtactr.]

Having little flesh ; thin; lean ;—destitute of richness,

fertility, strength, or the like ; defective in quantity

or poor in quality ; scanty:—poor; barren;—wanting

strength of diction or affluence of imagery.

Meagrely, (me'ger-le) adv. In a meagre manner ;

poorly; thinly.

Meagreneas, (mfi'ger-nes) n. Quality of being meagre ;

leanness ; want of flesh ;—poorness ; barrenness <—

scantiness.

Meal, fin. 1) v. [A.-S. mat, Go. mil.] A portion of

food taken at one time ; a repast ■—a part ; a fragment

Meal, Out"-]) n. [A.-S. melu, Ger. meht, from Go.

malan, to grind in a mill.] Flour, especially of a

coarser kind, as of oate, barley, pease, &c.

Meal, (niei) v. t. To sprinkle with meal;—to break

into fragments and mingle. [Scot]

Mealiness, (mel'e-nes) n. The quality of being mealy.

Meal-monger, (meTniung-ger) n. A person who deals

in meal :—also meatman.

Meal-time, (mcTtim) it. The usual time of eating meals.

Mealy, (mel'e) a. Having the qualities of meal ; soft ;

smooth ;—dry and friable;—overspread with something

that resembles meal.

Mealy-mouthed, ( mel'e-mouTHd ) a. Having a soft

mouth ; unwilling to tell the truth in plain language.

Mean, (men) a. [A.-S. mome, gemame, L. caiumitMu.]

Wanting rank or dignity; low in birth or station;—

humble ; poor ;—low-minded : base ; ungenerous ;—of

little value; insignificant ;—despicable ; contemptible;

— dishonourable; disgraceful ; paltry ; penurious ;

niggardly.

Mean, (tnen)a. [F. moyen, from L mtdius.) Occupy

ing a middle position ; intervening ;—average ; having

an intermediate value between two extremes.

Mean, (men) n. Middle point, place, rate, or degree ;

medium ;—intervening time : interval ; interim ;—a

quantity having an intermediate value between

several others of which it expresses the average :—in

termediate agency or instrument ;—pL Resonroee ;

property, revenue, or the like.

Mean, (men) r. t. [A.-S. mnuN. Go. wivnan.] To have

in view or contemplation ; to intend ; to design j—to

sign ifj' ; to indicate; to denote;—v. i. To have a sense

or meaning :—imp, & pp. meant ; ppr. meaning:.

Meander, (mC-an'dgr) ft, fL. Marauder, G. Jfamntfrei,

a rivor in Phrygia.] A winding course ; a winding co-

turning in a passage ;—an intricate or tortuous move

ment ; a maze ; a labyrinth ;—in architecture, an

ornament composed of two or more fillets interlaced ;

a fret.

Meander, (me-an'der) r. (. To wind or flow round; to

make flexuous or spiral ;—v. i. To wind or turn in a

course or passage ;—to be intricate ; — to wander in or

about:—imp. & pp. meandered ; ppr. meanderxnf.

Meaning, (men'ing) ft. That which is meant or in

tended ; intent : purpose ; aim ; object ;—that which

is signified, whether by act or language ; signification;

sense ; import. [devoid of son**.

Meaningless, (men'ing-les) a. - Having no meaning ;
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Meaningly, (men'ing-Ie) adv. Significantly ; intendedly ;

with set purpose.

Meanly, (men le) adv. In a mean manner; in a low

position;—dishonourably and unworthily; disrespect-

Heanneu, (men'nes) «. Quality of being mean; want

of birth or rank : low estate ; poorness of condition or

circumstances ;—lowness of mind ; want of honour or

ennobling principles ; baseness ,—sordidness ; niggard

liness.

Meantime, (men'tim) adv. In the intervening time ;

during the interval :—also meanwhile.

Mease, (nies) n. [Ger. mass, from messen, to measure,

Go. mitan.) The number of five hundred, as a mease

of herrings.

Mea&led, (niezld) a. Infected with measles ;—spotted.

Measles, (me'zlz) npi. [D. mazxlen, Qer. vuitern, pLf

from maser, a speck, spot.] A contagious febrile

disorder, marked by the appearance of an eruption of

distinct red circular spots ;—a disease of swine ; a

disease of fruit-bearing trees.

Measly, (mezle) a. Iiifected with measles or eruptions.

Measurable, (mezh'ur-a-bl) a. Capable of being mea

sured ;—moderate ; in small quantity or extent.

Measurableneaa, (mezh'ur-a-bl-nes) n. Quality of being

measurable.

Measurably, (mezh'ur-a-ble) adv. In a measurable

manner ; to a limited extent ; moderately.

Measure, (mezh'ur) n. [F. mesure, L. men-sura, from

nutiri, mensus, to measure.] Dimensions of any thing

reckoned according to some standard;—limit; allotted

share, as of action, influence, ability, or the like ;—

hence, moderation ; due restraint ;—a rule by which

any thing is adjusted or judged ;—a vessel by which

quantity is measured;—undefined quantity; exteut;

degree ;—a grave dance, with slow and measured steps ;

—division of the time in music ;—metre ; rhythm ;

hence, a foot;—an act, step, or proceeding designed for

the accomplishment of an object ;—pi. Beds or strata.

Measure, (mezh'ur) v. t. To take the dimensions of;

to ascertain the quantity or degree of ; to estimate ; to

value;—to pass through or over in journeying;—to

adjust; to proportion ;—to allot or distribute by

measure ;— tt, i. To have a certain length, breadth,

or thickness:—imp. & pp. measured ; ppr. measuring.

Measureless, (mezh'ur-lcs)a. Without measure ; limit-

lees; unbounded; immense; infinite ; immeasurable.

Measurement, (mezh'ur-ment) n. Act of measuring ;

mensuration.

Measurer, (mezh'ur-er) n. One who measures.

Meat, (met) n. [A.-S. mate, mete. Go. mats.] Food

in general ;—the flesh of animals used as food ;

spiritual food or nourishment. [meat

Meatless, (metles) a. Destitute of food; having no

Meat-offering, (met'of-cr-ing) ft. In the Mosaic dis

pensation, an offering of meat or food, in distinction

from a drink-offering or burnt-offering.

Meat-screen, (mut'skren) n. A screen placed behind

meat while roasting.

Meatus, (me-at'us) n. [L, mcarc, to go.] In anatomy, a

natural passage or canal wider than a duct.

Mechanic. ( me-kan'ik ) n. One who works with

machines or instruments ; a skilled workman ; arti

san ; operative; craftsman; onewhoconstructs machines,

or goods, wares, furniture, Ac., with tools ; an artificer.

Mechanical, (me-kan'ik-al) n. [G. mtchunikos, from

mSckami, a machine.] Pertaining to machines or to

the art of constructing machines:—depending on

mechanism or machinery;—devised and constructed

in accordance with mechanics or the laws of motion ;

—formed or produced by tools, engines, or machines :

—acting by physical force, as pressure ;—acting with

out thought or design ; unconscious ;—bred to machine

or hand work; artizan; hence, vulgar; servile;—full

of resources ; clever at expedients ; inventive.

Mechanically, (me-kan'ik-al-le) adv. In a mechanical
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manner ; by physical force ;—by the laws of motion ;

—by contrivance or workmanship ;—by the force of

habit ; unconsciously.

Mechanical-powers, (me-kau'ik-al-pow-crz) n. pi. The

lever, wheel and axle, pulley, inclined plane, wedge,

and screw ; the six elementary instruments or modes

of generating and directing motive power, from which

singly or in combination all machines are constructed.

Mechanician, (mek-a-nish'e-an) ft. One skilled in

mechanics ; a machinist.

Mechanics, (m&-kan'iks) n. sing. [G, meehanikos.]

That science, or branch of applied mathematics, which

treats of the laws of motion, and the action of forces

or bodies on one another, either directly or by means

of machinery.

Mechanism, (mek'an-izm) n. The construction of a

machine j the parts of a machine taken collectively;—

the action of a machine according to mechanical laws.

Mechanist, (raek'an-ist) n. A maker of machines ; one

skilled in mechanics. [at Mechlin, in Belgium.

Mechlin, (meklin) n. A beautiful kind of luce—made

Medal, (med'al)«. [L. metatium, metal.] A coin struck

with a device intended as a memento of any event or

person, [medals.

Medallic, (me-dal'ik) a. Pertaining to a medal or to

Medallist, (med'al-ist) n. One skilled or curious in

medals ;— one who has gained a medal as the reward of

merit

Medallion, (me-dal'yun) n.

or memorial coin ; — any

thing resembling in form

such a coin ;—an oval tablet

bearing figures, heads, Ac, in

relief.

Meddle, (medl) v. I [D. mid-

delen, to mediate, from

middel, means, medium.]

To have to do with ; to take 1

Eart in ; — to touch ; to

andle;—to act in the affairs

of others officiously or intru- Medallion,

sively :—imp. & pp. meddled; ppr. meddling.

Meddler, (med'ler) ft. One who meddles ; a busybody.

Meddlesome, (med'1-sum) v. Giveu to meddling;

officiously intrusive. [meddlesome.

Meddlesomeness, (raed'l-eum-nes) a. Quality of being

Meddling (medling) n. Impertinent interposition ;

officious interference.

Medial, (me'de-al) a. [L. medialis, from medius, mid

dle.] Pertaining to a mean or average.

Mediate, (nie'de-at) a. [L. mediatus, pp. of mediate,

to halve.] Being between the two extremes; middle;

intervening;—acting by means, or by an intervening

cause or instrument.

Mediate, (me;'de-iit) v. i. [L. mediarc, mediatum, to

halve, from hiedius, middle.] To interpose between

parties as the equal friend of each ; to arbitrate ; to

intercede;—v.t. To effect by mediation or interposi

tion ; imp. A / '/'■ mediated ; ppr. mediating.

Mediately, (me/de-at-le) adv. In a mediate manner ;

by a secondary cause.

Mediation, (me-de-a'shun) n. Act of mediating; inter

position ; intervention ;—agency between ]tartiea at

variance, with a view to reconcile them ; hence, en

treaty for another ; intercession.

Mediator, (mil- ' de - at - >■ r) n. One who mediates ; one

who interposes Tietween parties at variance for the

purpose of reconciling them ; hence, by way of

eminence, Jesus Christ ;—intercessor ; advocate ; pro

pitiator, [tor, or to his agency or office.

Mediatorial, (mu-de-a-to're-al) a. Belonging to a media-

Mediatorship, (me'de-at-gr-ship) «. The office of a

mediator.

Medicable, (med'ik-a-bl) a. [L. medicabilis, from medi~

care, to heal.] Capable of being cured, or healed.

Medical, (med'ik-al) a. [L. mtdicus, from mtderi, to
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heal. ] Pertaining to medicine ; — tending to cure :

medicinal;—adapted, or instituted to teach medical

science.

Medically, (med'ik-al-le) adv. In a medical manner; in

relation to the healing art; physically; medicinally.

Medicament, (med'e-ka-ment) n. [L. medicanient am,

from medicare, to heal.] Any thing used for healing

diseases or wounds; a medicine; a healing application.

Medicate, (ined'e-k&t) v. t. [L. medicare, mcdicari, pp.

vff.tcatus, to heal.] To tincture or impregnate with

any thing medicinal;—to heal; to core:—imp. & pp.

medicated; ppr. medicating.

Medication, (med-e-kS'shun) n. Act or process of medi

cating;—use or application of medicine.

Medicative, (med'e-kat-iv)a. Tending to cure ; curing.

Medicinal, (me~dis'in-al) a. Having the property of

healing or of mitigating disease; — pertaining to

niedicine. [ner ; with medicinal qualities.

Medicinally, (me-dis'in-al-le) adv. In a medicinal man-

Medicine, (med'e-sin) n. 1 1,, medicina, from medicu*,

a physician.] Any substance adminUtered in the

treatment of disease; remedy; physic;—that branch of

science which relates to the prevention, cure, or al

leviation of disease.

Medieval, (Me-de-£'val) a. ! I.. mediu*, middle, and

Mm, age] Relating to the middle ages.

Mediocre, (me-de-oTser) a. (L. mediocri*, from mcdius,

middle.] Of a middle quality ; indifferent; ordinary;

commonplace. [ordinary abilities.

Mediocre, (me-de-oTter) n. One of indifferent talents or

Mediocrity, (me-de-ok re-te) n. The quality of being

mediocre; a moderate degree or rate; moderation;

temperance.

Meditate, (med'e-tat) r. i. [L. meditari, mcditatus.]

To dwell on any thing in thought; to turn or revolve

any subject in the mind; to contemplate; to study—

generally applied to religious topics ;—to have in view ;

to intend;—v.t. To plan; to contrive; to intend:—

imp. A pp. meditated; ppr. meditating.

Meditation, (med-e-tiV shun) n. Act of meditating;

close or continued thought; contemplation; reflection.

Meditative, (med'e-tat-iv) a. Addicted to meditation;

—expressing meditation or design.

Mediterranean, (med-e-ter-ra'ne-an) a. [L. tnedi terra-

nevji, from mediu*, middle, and terra, Land.J Inclosed,

or nearly inclosed, with land, as a sea;—inland ; remote

from the sea, as mountains.

Medium, (mede-um) n. [L. medium, the middle, from

mediu*, middle.] That which lies in the middle; inter

vening body or quantity; middle place or degree;

mean; the mean or middle term of a syllogism;—an

intervening or pervading substance ; hence, instru

mentality of communication ; agency of transmission ;

instrument or means by which any thing is effected ;

—a size of paper between demy and royal.

Medlar, (med'lar) n. [A.-S. mad, G. viespilon.] A

kind of tree and its fruit, which ia eaten only when in

a state of decay.

Medley, (medle) n. [F. milit, from L. migecre, to

mix.] A mixture; a jumble; a hodge-podge;—a com

position which consists of detached passages from

sevoral different compositions.

Medullar, (med'ul-ar) a. [U medullarut, from vudv.Ua,

morrow.] Pertaining to marrow ;

consisting of or resembling mar

row ;—filled with Bpongy pith ;

pithy.

Medusa, (me-diVsa) n. [0. Me-

douna, originally feminine of

mcdOn, a ruler.] In mythotooy, the

chief of the Gorgons, who was

fabled to possess the power of

turning all who looked upon licr

Into stone ;—an animal of one of

the divisions of radiate*—called

also tea-nettU and jelly-jUK

 

Medusa.

Meed, (med) n. [A. -8. mid, G, mitthot.] That which is

bestowed in consideration of merit; reward; recom

pense.

Meek, (mek) a. [IceL mttiir, mild, soft.] Not easily

provoked or irritated;—submissive to the divine will ;

—gentle ; mild ; soft ; yielding; hum We. [gently.

Meekly, (meVle) adv. In a meek manner; mildly;

Meekness, (mek'nes) n. Mildness ; gentleness ;—for

bearance ; want of resentment ;—humility ; resigna

tion ; submiasiveneas.

Meerschaum, (mer'shawm) n. [Ger. sea-foam.] A fine

white clay consisting of one part each of magnesia,

silica, and water, occurring in beds in Natolia. It

is manufactured into tobacco-pipe*.

Meet, (met) v. t. [A.-S. rn^tan, IceL ma *<.<.} To corns

together from an opposite direction ;—to come upon

face to face unexpectedly, or in any place ;—to come in

contact ; to join ;—to come upon with a hostile object ;

to encounter ;—to befall one ; to light on ; to find ; to

receive ;—v. ». To come together ; to approach ; to

encounter; to converge ; to join;—to come together

with hostile purpose;—to assemble together; to con

gregate ;—to agree ; to harmonize ; to suffer unexpect

edly :—imp. &pp. met; ppr. meeting.

Meet, (met) a. [A.-S. mttan, gtmitaiL, to meet.]

Adapted, as to a use or purpose ; fit ; suitable ; pro

per ; convenient.

Meet, (met) n. A gathering or meeting, especially of

huntsmen or hounds;—the place where the hunt

meets.

Meeting, (met'ing) n. A coming together ; an inter

view;—a congregation ; a collection of people: a con

vention ;—a religious assembly ; a congregation of

dissenters ;—conflux, as of streams ;—joining <>r junc

tion, as of lines. [worship for dissenters.

Meeting-house, (met'ing-hous) n. A church ; a place of

Meetly, (met'le) adv. Fitly ; suitably ; proijerly.

Meetneas, (mct'nes) n. Fitness; suitableness; pro

priety.

Megalosaurus, (meg-a-ld-eawr/us) n. [G. means, great,

and savro*, lizard.] A gigantic saurian or lizard,

whose fossil remains have been found in various

places in the oolite formations.

Megapode, (mega-pod) n. [G. mega*, great, and pou*.

podo*, foot.] A genus of gallinaceous birds found in

Australia and the large islands of the East.

Megatherium, (meg-a-thC're-um) n. [L. from G. viegtw,

great, and (Priori, beast.] An extinct and gigantic

mammiferdus quadruped allied to the ant-eaters and

sloths.

Megrim, (megrim) n. [F. migraine, L. hemicranium,

G. l<e~mi, half, and kranion, skull.] A vehement pain

confined to one side of the head, sometimes to the

forehead ;—a whim ; a freak ; a humour.

Melancholic, (mel'an-kol-ik) a. Given to melancholy ;

depressed in spirits ; dejected ; hypochondriac ;—ex

pressing melancholy ; mournful.

Melancholy, (mel'an-kol-e) h. [G. inclagcholia, from

melon, black, and cholo*, bile.] A gloomy state of

mini), often a gloomy state that is of some continu

ance or habitual ; depression or dejection of spirits.

Melancholy, (mel'an-kol-e) a. Depressed ; dejected ;

hypochondriac ;—gloomy ; dismal, as state of mind j—

calamitous ; distressing ; afflictive, as an event.

Melange, (miVlangsh') n, [F. mtlcr, L. mucutarc, to

mix.] A mixture : a medley.

Melee, (mfi-la') n. [F. milcr, to mix.] A fight in which

the combatants are mingled in one confused mass .

a hand-to-hand conflict

Meliorate, (me'le-or-at) v. t. [L. meliorare, nufioratuu*,

from melior, better.] To mako better ; to improve ;

to ameliorate ;—v. i. To grow better :—imp. & pp.

meliorated; ppr. meliorating.

Melioration, (mS-le-or-a'shun) u. Act or operation of

making better ; improvement.

MeUphagan, (mel-ira-gau) n, [G. mtli, honey, and
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phagein, to eat.] One of a family of insessorial birds,

having the tongue composed of slender filaments, by

which they extract honey from flowers :—also honey-

sucker.

Melliferous. (mel-if$r-u») o. [L. melli/er, from -mcl,

honey, and /rrre, to bear.] Producing honey.

Mellifluence, (mel-iflti-eiiB) n. A flow of sweetness, or

a sweet, smooth flow.

Mellifluous, (rnel-iflu-us) a. fL. vullifluvs, from mel,

honey, and Jluere, to flow.] Flowing, as with honey;

smooth ; sweetly flowing.

Mellow, (mel'o) a. [A.-S. melewe, F. mol, L. vwllis, G.

malako- \ Soft with ripeness ; ripe ; — well broken

and lying lightly, as soil ;—not hard, coarse, or rough

to the senses ; soft ; rich ; delicate—said of sound,

colour, flavour, and the like ;—well matured ; genial ;

—jovial with liquor ; slightly intoxicated.

Mellow, (mel'o) v. t To make mellow ; to ripen ; to

soften by ripeness or age;—to pulverize ;—v. i. To

become soft ; to be ripened, matured, or brought to

perfection:—imp. is, pp. mellowed; ppr. mellowing;.

Mellowness, (mel'o-nes) a. The quality of yielding

easily to pressure ; ripeness, as of fruit ;—maturity;

smoothness from age, as of wine ;—softness of tone

or voice.

Melodious, (mS-16'de-us) a. Containing melody; agree

able to the ear by a sweet succession of sounds.

Melodiously, (mc-16'de-us-le) adv. In a melodious

manner ; musically. [melodious.

Melodiousness, (rae-lo'de-us-nes) n. Quality of being

Melodist, (mei'6-dist) n. A composer or singer of

melodies.

Melodrama, (mel-o-dra'ma) n, [G. melos, song, and

drama, drama.] A dramatic performance in which

songs are intermixed, and effect is sought by startling,

exaggerated, or unnatural sentiment or situation.

Melodramatic, (mel-6-dra-mat'ik) a. Pertaining to, or

of the nature of, melodrama ; done for effect merely ;

over-strained.

Melodramatist, (mel-d-dram'at-ist) n. A writer or

adapter of melodramas.

Melody, (mel'd-de) n. [L. melodia, G. melodia, a choral

song, from vielos, song, and 6di, ode.] A rhythmical

succession of single tones, so related together as to

form a musical whole ;—the air or tune of a musical

niece.

Melon, (mel'un) n, [F. from L. melo, G. melon, apple.]

The fruit of a cucurbitaceous plant,

which is eaten raw, of various kinds,.

native and foreign, and prized for its

juicy, cool, and often delicate flavour

ed pulp.

Melpomene, ( mel-pom'en-e ) ft. [G.

Mtlpomeni, the songstress.] One of

the nine muses, who presided over

lyric poetry and tragedy.

Melt, (melt) v. t. [A.-8. melton, Icel. Melon.

riiella—the old participle molten is used only as an

adjective.] To reduce from a solid to a liquid stato

by heat ;—to liquefy ; to dissolvo ;—to soften to love

or tenderness ;—to dissipate ; to waste ;—v. i. To be

come liquid ; to dissolve ;—to be softened to lovo, pity,

or the like ;—to become dissipated or weak ;—to be

disheartened ; to faint:—imp. & pp. melted; ppr,

melting.

MCelter, (melt'er) n. One who melts.

Molting, (melting) a. Softening ; subduing.

Melting, (melt'ing) n. Act or process of dissolving or

liquefying by heat ;—that which is molted ;—quantity

melted at one time.

Member, (mem'b^r) n. [L. membrum.] A part of an

svnimal body capable of performing a distinct office ; a

vital organ ; a limb ;—hence, a part of a whole ; an

independent constituent of a body ; a part of a dis

course, or of a sentence ; a clause ; -a subordinate

part of a building ;—one of the persona composing a

 

society, community, or the like ;—f>l. Bodily appetites

or desires considered as tempting or inciting to sin.

Membership, (mem'ber-ship) ft. State of being a mem

ber;—the collective body of members; community;

society ;—union ; association.

Membrane, (mem'bran) n. [L. membrana, from mem

brum, member.] A thin, extended, soft, transparent

tissue, serving to cover some part of the body.

MembraniferouB, (mem-bran-ifer-us) a. [L. membra no,

membrane, audjerre, to bear.] Having or producing

membranes.

Membranology, (mem-bran-ol'6-jo) n. [L. membrana,

membrane, and G. logos, discourse, treatise.] The

science which relates to membranes.

Membranous, (memnran-us) a. Pertaining to, consist

ing of, or resembling membranes ; membraneous.

Memento, (me-niento) n. [L. the imperative form of a

defective verb meviini, meminuse, to remember.] A

hint or suggestion to awaken memory ; a memorial

notice; a reminder;—a gift or token by way of re

membrance ; a souvenir.

Memoir, (mem'wor) n. [Tj. memoria, memory.] A

record or written account ; especially, a record or

history of events or transactions written from personal

observation and recollection ;—generally plural, nar

rative of one's own life ; autobiography;—narrative of

a life founded on letters, diaries, and other personal

memorials ; biography ;—journals and other records

of the proceedings of a society.

Memorable, (mem'or-a-bl) a. [L. memorabilis, from

memorare, to bring to remembrance.] Worthy to t>e

remembered;—illustrious; celebrated; Bigna] ; remark

able ; famous.

Memorably, (mem'or-a-ble) adv. In a manner worthy

to bo remembered ; remarkably.

Memorandum, (mem-or-an'dum) n. jl.. neuter of

viemorandus, to be remembered.] A note or scroll to

help the memory ;—a brief record of a transaction ;—

tho sketch or outline in writing of an agreement, con

tract, or the like. [retained in memory.

Memorial, (me-mo're-al) a. Preservative of memory;—

Memorial, (me-more-al) «. Any thing intended to

preseive the memory of a person, an occurrence, or

the like ;—memento ; monument ;—a written repre

sentation of facts made to a legislative or other body ;

—address ; petition.

Memorialist, (me-nio'ro-al-ist) n. One who writes or

presents a memorial.

Memorialize, (me-m&'re-al-Iz) r. /. To present a memo

rial to ; to petition by memorial :—imp. & pp. memo

rialized; ppr. memorializing.

Memory, (mem'o-re) n. [L. memoria, from mentor,

mindful, from meminisse, to remember.] The faculty

of the mind by which it retains the knowledge of

previous thoughts or events ; remembrance ; recol

lection ;—the time within which past events can bo

remembered; — remembrance of a person or event

preserved to after-times ;—exemption from oblivion ;

—monumental record ; reminiscence ; reflection, at

tention.

Menace, (men'as) v. t. To threaten : to exhibit an ap

pearance of evil ordanger ;—to inspire with apprehen

sion :— 'in.,'. & pp. menaced ; ppr. menacing.

Menace, (men'as) n. [L. minacia, from minax, pro

jecting, threatening.] The show of a disposition or

intention to inflict an evil ; a threat or threatening.

Menacing, (men'as-ing) a. Showing or exhibiting the

probability of evil ordanger ; portentous ; threatening.

Menacingly, (men'as-ing-le) adv. In a threatening

manner.

Menage, (men-azh') n. IF. a household, menager, to

manage.] Training of animals, as of horses ;—a col

lection of animals for exhibition ; a menagerie.

Menagerie, (men-azh'a-rfi) n. [F. me'nagerie.] A place

whore animals are kept and trained ;—especially, a

Qollectioa of wild or ?xotio animals kept for exhibition.
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Mend, (mend) v. t.m [L. emendare, from menda, spot,

blemish. J To repair, as any thing that is torn, broken,

defaced, decayod, or the like ;—to alter for the better ;

to set right ; to correct ; to restore ;—to help to

advance ; to further;—to hasten ;—to quicken ; — v. i.

To grow better ; to become improved :—imp. &. pp.

mended; ppr. mending.

Mendacious, ^raen-da'she -ns) a. [L. mrndax, lying,

from men tin, to lie. J Given to deception; lying;

false.

Mendacity, (men-das'e-te) w. Disposition to deceive ;

a habit of lying ;—a falsehood ; a lie ;—lying ; deceit ;

untruth ; deceitfuluess ; perfidy ; treachery ; de

ception.

Mender, (mend'rr) n. One who mends or repairs.

Mendicancy, (men'de-kan-se) n. Act or practice of

begging;—beggary; poverty.

Mendicant, (men'de-kant) a. [L. mendicant, ppr. of

mendicart, to beg, from menaieue, beggarly, beggar.]

Begging; poor :—practising beggary.

Mendicant, (men'de-kant) u. One who makes it his

business to beg alms; a beggar; tsptcialhi, one of

the begging fraternity of the Roman Catholic Church.

Mendicity, (men-dis'e-te) n. State of begging ; life

of a beggar.

Mending, (mending) n. Act of repairing, as garments.

Mending, (mend'iug) a. Convalescent ; recovering from

sickness.

Menial, (me"ne-al)«. [Norm. F. meignal, from meianee,

mesne, family.] Pertaining to servants or domestic

service ; servile ; low ; mean ; — belonging to a

retinue of servants ; performing servile office.

Menial, (me'no-al) n. A domestic servant ;—a person

of a servile character or disiKwition.

Meniscus, (me-nis'kus) n. [G. ui?ni.*ko»t diminutive of

mini, moon.] A lens convex on one side

and concave on the other, having the

concavity less than the convexity, and

shaped like the new moon.

Menorrhagia, (men-or-a'je-a) >i. [G. min,

month, and rein, to flow.] Excessive

menstrual discharge.

Menta et toro. (men'sa-et-td'ro). [L. from

bed and board.] A divorce ntenm et toro, is

a legal separation of man and wife, in

respect of cohabitation and pecuniary lia

bility — but differs from divorce, in that jjeniacus.

the parties are not free to marry.

Msnsal, (men sal) a. [L. meiwis, month.] Occurring

once in a month ; monthly. [L. menta, table.] Be

longing to the table ; transacted at table.

Menses, (men'sez) n. pL [L. meruit, month.] The

catamenial or menstrual discharges.

Menstrual, (men'stroo-al) a. Recurring once a month ;

mouthlv ;—pertaining to a menstruum ;—in agrono

my, making a complete cycle of changes in a month.

Menstruate, (men'str66-at) v. i. To discharge the

menses :—imp. & pp. menstruated ; ppr.menstrusting.

Menstruation, (men-stroo-a'shun) n. Discharge of

the menses ;—the state or the period of menstruating.

Menstruous, (men'stroo-us) a. [L. mrr>Atruus, from

menxit, month.] Having the montldy flow or dis

charge ;—pertaining to the monthly flow ; catamenial.

Menstruum, (men'stroo-um) n. \L. jneiutruus.) Any

fluid or subtilized substance which dissolves a solid

body ; a solvent. [mensurable.

MensurabiUty, (mens-ur-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

Mensurable, ( mens' ur- a-bl) a. [L. mensvrabilis,

from m*nsii ra re, to measure. ] Capable of being

measured ; measurable.

Mensuration, (mens-ur-a'shun) ». Act, process, or art

of measuring :—that branch of applied geometry which

gives rules for finding the dimension of objects from

certain simple data of lines and angles.

Mental, (mental) a. [F. from L. nuns, menlu, the

mind.] Pertaining to the mind ; intellectual.

Mentally, (ment'al-le) adv. In the mind; intellectually;

In idea.

Mention, (men'shun) n. [L. mentio, from meminitte,

to remember.] A brief notice or remark ; hint ; sug

gestion ; oral or written statement ; cursory or inci

dental allusion.

Mention, (men'shun) v. t. To speak of; to allude to:—

to state, as a particular fact ; to utter incidentally ;

to name ; to notice casually :—imp. i pp. mentioned ;

ppr. mentioning.

Mentionable, (men'shun-a-bl) a. Capable of being

mentioned.

Mentor, (mentor) n, [From Mentor, the counsellor of

Telemachua.] A wise and faithful counsellor or

monitor.

Mercantile, (merman-til) «. [F. from L. mercari, to

traffic] Pertaining to merchants or merchandise;

commercial; trading;—carrying on commerce, as a

state or community ;—engaged in trade, as a firm ;—

noting the rules or conditions of trade, barter, or

exchange.

Mercator's-chart, (mer-ka'terz-chart) n. A chart or

map of the earth's surface upon a plane projection,

in which the meridians and parallels of longitude and

latitude are represented by straight lines.

Mercator's-scale, (mer-ku'tcrz-skal) n. A scale adapted

to the chsrt which Mercator constructed.

Mercenarily, (mcr'se-nar e-Ie) adv. In a mercenary

manner.

Mercenariness, (mer'sC-nar-e-nes) n. Quality of being

mercenary ; venality ;—sordid or selfish spirit.

Mercenary, (mer'se-nar-e) a. [L. moxenariia, from

merees, wages, reward.} Acting for reward ; serving

for pay; hired;—hireling; venal; moved by the greed

of gain ; actuated by mean and selfish motives ; sordid;

—covetous ; grasping ; griping.

Mercenary, (mer se-nar-e) n. One who is hired; a hire

ling; especially, a soldier hired into foreign service.

Mercer, (mer'ser) n. [L. merx, menit, wares, mer

chandise.] One who deals in silks and woollen cloths.

Mercery, (mer'ser-e) n. The trade of mercers ; the

goods in which a mercer deals.

Merchandise, (meyeban-dis) n. Act or business of

trading * trade ; traffic ; commerce ; — whatever is

usually bought or sold in trade ; wares ; goods ; com

modities.

Merchandise, (mer'chan-diz) v. i. To trade ; to carry

on commerce :—imp, & pp. merchandised ; ppr. mer

chandising.

Merchant, (mer'chant) n. [L. mercans, ppr. of mercari,

to trade, traffic] One who traffics or carries on trade,

especially on a large scale ; a trafficker ; a trader.

Merchant, (mer'chant) «. Pertaining to, or employed

in, trade or mercliandise.

Merchantable, (mer'chant^a-bl) a. Fit for market;

such as is usually sold in market ; saleable ; market

able.

Merchantman, (merchant-man) n. A trading vessel.

Merciful, (mer'se-fool) a. Full of mercy ; having or exer

cising mercy;—unwilling to give pain or to punish ;

disposed to pity and forgive ;—compassionate ; tender :

humane ; kind. [ner ; tenderly.

Mercifully, (mer'se-fool-le) adv. In a merciful man-

Mercifulness, (mer'se-fodl-nes) n. The quality of being

merciful; tenderness toward offenders; readiness to

forgive.

Merciless, (roer'se-les) a. Destitute of mercy ;—un

sparing; relentless; unfeeling; remorseless: ruthless;

pitiless ; barbarous : savage.

Mercilessly, (mer'se-Ies-le) adv. In a merciless man

ner ; cruelly. [pify.

Mercilessness, (mer/se-le«-nes) n. Want of mercy or

Mercurial, (nier-kC're-al) a. Formed under the in

fluence of Mercury ; active ; sprightly ; full of fire or

vigour ;—pertaining to, containing, or consisting of,

mercury or quicksilver.
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Ifercurial, (mer-ku're-al) n. A peraon of an active,

cheerful, and gay disposition;—pi. Preparations of

mercury.

Mercurialize, (mrr-ku're-al-ii) v. t. To affect with mer

cury ;—to expose to the vapour of mercury '.—imp.

& pp. mercurialized: ppr. mercurializing.

Mercurially, (mer-kii're-al-le) adv. In a mercurial

manner ; actively.

Mercury, (meVku-re) n. [I., mereurius, the messenger

of the gods, and the god of eloquence and of commerce.]

A certain metal, white like silver, liquid at common

temperatures ; quicksilver ; —a salt or preparation of

mercury, used as a remedial agent, as calomel, blue-

pill, Ac.:—the planet nearest the sun ;—a news-boy;

a messenger ; also, a newspaper ; — sprightlinoss ;

vivacity.

Mercy, (m^r'se) «, [F. merci, from L. misericordia,

pity.J Willingness to save ; clemency : unwillingness

to punish ;—pity ; compassion :—bounty ; charity ;—

grace ; favour ;—any act of kindness ;—discretion ;

power of dealing with at pleasure.

Mercy-seat, (meVse-sCt) v. Tho place of mercy or for

giveness ; the covering of the ark of the covenant,

among the Jews.

Here, (mer)a. fA.-S. more, L. merujr.) Unmixed;

pure ; entire ; absolute ;—only this, and nothing else ;

simple ; bare. [mar*.] A pool or lake.

■ere, (tner) n. [A.-S. mere, IceL mar, allied to L.

Merely, (mCrle) adv. Purely ; absolutely ; utterly ;—

simply ; barely ; solely.

Meretricious, (raer-e-triah'e-us) a. [L. meretricius, from

werttrix, a prostitute.] Pertaining to prostitutes :

Instful ;—resembling the arts of a harlot ; gaudily

and deceitfully ornamental ; tawdry ; showy.

Meretriciouanesa, (mer-e-trish'e-ns-nes) n. The art of

a prostitute ; deceitful allurement ;—false, glaring,

gaudy show in artistic design or work.

Merganser, (mer-gan'ser) n. [Sp. vicrgdnsqr, L. mer-

gux, a diver, and an ■, ■ J

A duck havingastraight, narrow,

and slender bill, wide at tho base

and hooked at the tip :—Goosan

der,

Merge, (m(rj) v. t. [L. meryere.]

To cause to bo swallowed up ; to

immerse; to sink;—v. i. To be

 

Merganser.

sunk, swallowed up, or lost:—

imp. A pp. merged; ppr. merg

ing.

Meridian, (mS-rid'e-an) n. [F. meridien, from L. »«-

ridies.] Midday; noon ;—hence, the highest point, as

of success, prosperity, or the like ; culmination ; —a

great circle of the sphere passing through the poles of

the heavens and tho zenith of the spectator ;—an

imaginary great circle on the surface of the earth,

passing through the poles and any given place.

Meridian, (me-ridVan) a. [L, mendianvs, from me-

ridies, noon, from medixu, middle, and dies, day.]

Pertaining to the meridian or to midday ;—pertaining

to the highest point or culmination.

Meridional, (mg-rid'e-un-al) a. [L. meridionalis, from

uuridw% midday.] Pertaining to the meridian ;—

having a southern aspect ; southern ; southerly.

Meridionality, (mC-rid-e-un-are-te) n. State of being

in the meridian ;—aspect toward the south.

Merino, (mG-rt'no) a. [Sp. merino.] Of, or pertaining

to, a sheep or a breed of

sheep, natives of Spain, but

now largely reared in Aus

tralia, prized for tho superior

fineness of its wool ; — made

of the wool of tho merino

sheep.

Merino, (mS-rS'no) n. A tbin

fabric of merino wool for

aar. Merino.

 

 

Merit, (mer'it) u. [L. meritum, from merere, to deserve.]

Desert; goodness; worth; quality of deserving honour

or reward ; hence, claim ; right ; title ;—value ; ex

cellence, as of work or performance;— reward; recom

pense;—prize, mark, or badge of distinction.

Merit, (meVit) v. I. To earn by active service, or by

any valuable performance; to be entitled to; to

deserve ; sometimes, to deserve, in a bad sense ; to

incur :—imp. & pp. merited ; ppr. meriting.

Meritorious, (mer-e-to're-ua) a. Possessing merit or

desert ; deserving of reward or honour.

Meritoriously, (mer-e-td're-us-lo) adv. In a meritorious

manner.

Meritoriousness, (mer-e-to'ro-us-nes) n. The state or

quality of being meritorious, or of deserving rew aid.

Merle, (merl) n. [L. morula.] A blackbird.

Merlin, (merlin) n. [Eng. merle, from L. meruto,

black.] A Bpecies of small

hawk, formerly much used

in falconry.

Merlon, (m?rMon) ». [It

nierlo, F. wertm, allied to

L. murus, wall.] That part

of a ) .' t aj ■ r which lies

between two embrasures.

Mermaid, (mer'mad) n. [F.

mer, I., mare, the sea, and

I ji-. iiiii.i'i | A fabled marine, i

animal having the upper 'i|

part like that of a woman,

and the lower like a fish. Merlon.

Merops, (me'rops) n. [G., from meivein, to divide,

and ops, voice, i. e., having an

articulate voice.] A genus of

fisai rostral passerine birds, called

also bee-eaters, some of which ai '

remarkable for the brilliancy of k

their plumage.

Merrily, (mjr'e-le) adv. In a

merry manner ; with mirth ;

jovially.

Merriment, (ineVe-ment) n. Gayety

with laughter or noise ; noi*y -

sport ; — hilarity ; frolic ; glee ;

jollity. Merops.

Merrinesi, (mgre-nes) n. Quality of being merry ;

merriment ; mirth.

Merry, (mer'e) a. [A.-S. merh, mirig, Ir. & Gael, mear.]

Brisk; lively; stirring;— noisily gay; overflowing

with good humour and good spirits ;—cheerful ; plea

sant ; delightful ; jovial ;—mirthful ; jocund : sportive-.

Merry, (mer'e) n. [F. merise.] A variety of cherry.

Merry-andrew, (rnjr'e-an-droo) n. A bnffbon ; a zany ;

especially, one who attends a mountebank or quaek

doctor. [ing for mirth :—also merry-meeting.

Merry-making', (me,r'e-m:1k-ing)«. A festival ; a meet-

Merry-thought. (mcr'e-tliawt) u. The forked bone of a

fowl's breast, which is broken in sport by two persons ;

a wish-bone.

Mersion, (mer'shun) *. The act of sinking or plunging

underwater; immersion. [meseemed.

Meseems, fjufj ■Imi") r. impers. It seems to me :—imp.

Mesenteric, (mesr- en-ter'ik) a. Pertaining to the

mesentery.

Mesentery, (mes'en-ter-e) n. (G. mesenteron, from

mesa*, middle, and nitron, intestine.] A membrane

in the cavity of tho abdomen which retains the in

testines and their appendages in a proper position.

Mesh, (mesh) n. [A.-S. mate, Ger. mateke, W. meug.]

Tho opening or space inclosed by the threads of a net

between knot and knot ; net-work.

Mesh, (mesh) v. t. To catch in a mesh ; to insnare :—

imp. & pp. meshed; ppr. meshing.

Meshy, (mesh'e) a. Formed like net-work ; reticulated.

Mesmeric, (mez-mcrtk) a. Pertaining to mesmerism,

or being under its influence.
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Mesmerism, (mez'me.r-izm) v . [From Manner, who first

brought it into notice at Vienna about 1776. ] Animal

magnetism :—the art of inducing an extraordinary or

abnormal state of the nervous system, in which the

actor claims to control the actions, and communicate

directly with the mind of the recipient, usually in a

trance or sleep.

Mesmerist, (mez'mer-ist) n. One who practises or be

lieves in mesmerism.

Mesmerize, (mez'uier-Iz) v. t. To bring into a state of

mesmeric sleep :—imp. & pp. mesmerized ; ppr. mes

merizing.

Mess, (rues) n. [A.-S. mtse, Go. mea, L. menmta. table,

F. metg, meat, dish, Ger. matte, curd.] A dish or a

quantity of food prepared or set on a table at one

time ;—a number of persons who eat together, and for

whom food 18 prepared in common; — a medley; a

mixed mass ;—a quantity, as of provender or grain

given to a beast;—a situation of difficulty or perplexity.

Mess, (mes) v. i. To eat ; to feed ;—to eat in company;

—to contribute to the common expense of the table or

mess ; to club together in providing ;—v. t. To supply

with a mess:—imp, & pp. messed; ppr. messing.

Message, (ines'aj) n. [F., Sp. mensuge, from L. missus,

sent.] Any notice, word, or communication, written

or verbal, sent from one person to another;—hence,

specifically, an official address or communication not

made in person, but delivered by a messenger.

Messenger, (mes'en-jcr) n. [F. message):] One who

bears a message or an errand ;—a harbinger ; a fore

runner ; a courier ;—an official who carries despatches

from the secretaries of the state, both at home and

abroad ;—a legal officer who executes summonses,

letters of diligence, &c, both in civil and criminal

matters ;—a hawser wound round the capstan, and

used for heaving in the cable.

Messiah, (mes-ni'a) n. [II. mdtHah, anointed, from

mdshak, to anoint.] Christ, the anointed ; the Saviour,

Messiahship, (mes-si'a-ship) n. Character, state, or

office of the Saviour.

Messianic, (mes-si an'ik) a. Relating to the Messiah.

Messias, (mes-si'as) it. The Messiah; the' Saviour.

Messieurs, (nies'ygrz) n. pi. [F. , pi. of monsieur.] Sirs ;

gentlemen ;—abbreviated to Messrs., and used as the

plural of Mr. [the same table.

Messmate, (mes'inat) n. One who eats ordinarily at

Mess-room, (mes'room) n. Eating-room of the mess in

barracks or in ships of war ; club-room.

Mess-tabla, (mes'ta-bl) n. The table where the officers

of a regiment dine together.

Messuage, (mes'waj) n. [Norm. F. viensonge, viessuenge,

household, from L. manere, to abide.] A dwelling-

house, with the adjacent buildings, and the adjoining

lands appropriated to the use of the household ;—a

manor house.

Meta, (met'a) n. [L.] A mark: a goal. [G.] A prefix

to words of Greek origin, denoting posteriority iu

time or place, mixture or union, and increase or

augment [carpus.

Metacarpal, (met-a-kar'pal) a. Belonging to the meta-

Metacarpus, (met-a-kar'pus) u. [G. meta, beyond, be

tween, and Icarpos, the wrist.] The part of the hand

between the wrist and the fingers.

Metachronism, (met-ak'ron-izm) n. [G. meta, beyond,

After, and ehronot. time.] An error committed in

chronology by placing an event after its real time.

Motage, (met'iy) n. [From mete.] Measurement of

uoal ;—charge for, or price of, measuring.

Metal, (jnct'a!) it. [L. metaHum, G. metallon.] A sub

stance having a peculiar lustre, insoluble in water, a

good conductor of heat and electricity, and usually

■olid at ordinary temperatures ;—tho effective )>ower

or calibre of guns carried by a vessel of war ;—the

materials of which glass, pottery, type, &c., are made ;

—small or broken stones used in macadamising roads.

Metallic, (rae-tal'ik) o. Pertaining to a metal or

metals ; consisting of, or resembling, metal ; partaking

of the nature of metals.

Metalliferous, (met-al-if er-us) a. [L. metaUifcr, from

metallum, metal, and/erre, to bear. J Producing metals.

Metalliform, (met-al'e-form) a. [L. metalturn, metal,

BkMi forma, form.] Having the form of metals ; like

metal.

Metalline, (met'al-Fn) a. Pertaining to a metal ; con

sisting of metal ;—impregnated with metal.

Metallist, (met'al-ist) n. A worker in metals, or one

skilled in metals.

Metallization, (met-al-iz-a'shun) n. The act or process,

of forming into a metal.

Metallize, (raet'al-iz) v. t. To form into metal ; to give

its proper metallic properties to :—imp, Ac pp. metal

lized; ppr. metallizing.

Metalloid, (met' al - oid) n. [G. metalIon, metal, and

eidos, form, shape.] An inflammable, non-metallic

body, such as sulphur, phosphorus, &c ;—the metallic

base of a fixed alkali or alkaline earth.

Metalloid, (met'al-oid) a. Like metal ; pertaining to

the metalloids.

Metallurgic. (met-al-ur'jik) a. Pertaining to metal

lurgy, or the ait of working metals, Purgy.

Metallurgist, (met-al-ur'jist) n. One skilled in metal-

Mctallurgy, (met'al-ur-je) n. [G. metallon, metal, and

ergein, to work.] The art of working metals; the ope

ration of obtaining metals from their ores.

Metamorphic, (met-a-moi 'fik) «. Subject to change ;

changeable; variable;—pertaining to, produced by, or

exhibiting, changes which minerals or rocks may have

undergone since their original deposition.

Metamorphose, (met-a-mor'fdz) v. f. To change into a

different form ; to transform ; to transmute:—imp. 6

pp. metamorphosed ; ppr. metamorphosing.

Metamorphosis, (met-a-roor'fo-sisjn. [L. metamorphosisr

G. meta, beyond, over, and morphe, form, shape.]

Change of form or shape ; transformation ;—a change

in tho form or function of a living body by a normal

process of growth, as iu lepidopterous insects.

Metaphor, (met'a-fer^ n. [Q. mttaphora, from meta,

beyond, and pheretn, to carry.] A comparison or

similitude in a condensed form, or conveyed in a single

word ; a rhetorical figure of speech in which mental or

moral qualities are expressed by natural or physical

attributes. It differs from simile, in that the signs

of comparison are omitted, and the analogy is univocal

without the addition of expletives or adjectives.

Metaphorical, (met-a-for ' ik-al) a. Pertaining to or

comprising a metaphor ; figurative;—not literal

Metaphorically, (met-a-for/ik-al-le) adv. In a meta

phorical manner ; not literal.

Metaphrase, (met'a-fraz) n. [G. meta, beyond, over,

and jihrasis, a speaking.] A literal or verbal transla

tion, opposed to paraphrase.

Metaphrast, (niet'a-frast) n. A literal translator.

Metaplastic, (met-a-fraVtik) a. Close, or literal, in

translation.

Metaphysical, (met-a-fiz'ik-al) a. Pertaining to meta

physics; — according to rules or principles of meta

physics;—abstract; general;— existing only in thought ;

ideal ; unreal

Metaphysically, (met-a-fiz'ik-al-le) adv. In the man

ner of metaphysical science.

Metaphysician, (met-a-fiz-ish'an) n. One who is versed

in the science of metaphysics.

Metaphysics, (met-a-fiz'iks) n.sing. [G. meta to ph*-

ftiira, after things which relate to external nature.]

Ontology ; the science which investigates the origin,

principles, and causes of living existence:—the science

of mind, as opposed to matter ; mental, as opposed to

physical philosophy ;—psychology ;—but the word is

used in a most indefinite sense, and in popular language

denotes abstruse and unprofitable speculation.

Metatarsal (met-n-tarsal) a. Belonging to the meov

tarsus.
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Metatarsus, (met-a-tarsus) n. [G. meta, beyond, after,

and t&rtot, the flat of the foot.] The middle of the

foot, or part between the ankle and the toes.

Mete, (met) v. t. [A. -8. metan, Icel. meta, allied to

L. }jutiri.] To ascertain the quantity, dimensions, or

capacity of, by any rule or standard ; to measure :—

imp. & pp. meted ; ppr. meting.

Mete, (met) n. Measure; limit; boundary— used chiefly

in the plural.

Metempsychosis, (me - tern - so - k3 ' sis) n. [G. metemp-

MHc/wtin. ] The passing of the soul of a man after death

into some other animal body ; transmigration.

Meteor, (mfl'te-er) n. [G. meteoroa, high in the air, from

meta, beyond, and airein, to lift up.] Any pheno

menon or appearance in the atmosphere, as clouds,

rain, hail, snow, ifcc. \—specifically, a transient fiery

or luminous body seen in the atmosphere.

Meteoric, (nie-tfi-or'ik) a. Pertaining to, or consisting

of, meteors ;—proceeding from a meteor ;—influenced

by the weather.

Meteorolite, (mS-te-or'o-lit) n, [G. metcoro», high in

air, and litko*, stone.] A meteoric stone ; a body of

semi-metallic matter which falls to the earth after the

displosion of a luminous meteor.

Meteorological, (me-te-or-d-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to

the atmosphere and its phenomena.

Meteorologist, (me-te-or-ol'd-jist) n. A person skilled

in meteorology.

Meteorology, (me-te-or-ol'6-je) n. [G. metedra, meteor,

and logo*, discourse.] The science which treats of the

atmosphere and its phenomena, particularly in its rela

tion to heat and moisture.

Meter, (met'er) n. [Eng. met?.] One who, or that

which, metes or measures; specifically, an instrument

for measuring the consumption of gas ; an instrument

for measuring the consumption of water ;—a licensed

measurer of coals before they are delivered out for sale.

Mete-yard, (meYyard) n, A yard, staff, or rod used as

a measure :—also mete-wand.

Methinks, (me-thingks') v. impers. It seems to me; it

appears to me; I think:—imp. methought.

Method, (meth'ud) a. [L. methodns, G. meta, after,

and kodo*, way.] Plan ; order; system ;—suitable or

convenient arrangement; disposition; — regular or

ordinary mode of transacting business ; coarse of pro

cedure ; way ; manner ;—in physics, distribution of

-natural bodies according to their common character

istics ; classification ;—in logic, train of argument, or

course of investigation in accordance with a ruling

principle, as of induction, deduction, exhaustion, Ac.

Methodic, (me-thod'ik) a. Arranged in convenient

order ; disposed in a just and natural manner ; sys

tematic ; orderly ;—finical ; precise :—also methodical.

Methodically, (me-thod'ik-al-le) adv. In a methodical

manner.

Methodism, ( meth ' nd - izm ) u. The doctrines and

worship of the Methodists.

Methodist, (meth'ud-ist) n. One of an ancient school

of physicians ;—one of a sect of Christians, founded

by John Wesley;—a person of strict piety ; one who

lives in the exact observance of religious duties.

Methodistic, (meth-ud-ist ik) a. Resembling the

Methodist* ; partaking of the strictness of Methodists.

Methodistically, (meth-ud-ist'ik-al-le) adv. After

the manner of the Methodists.

Methodize, (meth'ud-iz) v. t. To reduce to method ; to

arrange in a convenient mauner ; — imp. & pp.

methodized; ppr. methodizing.

Metonymic, (met-d-nim'ik) a. Used by way of meto

nymy, by putting one word for another.

Metonymically, (niet-6-nim'ik-alde) adv. In a metony

mies! manner.

Metonymy, (met - on ' 6 - me) n. [O. meta, indicating

change, and onoma, name.] A trope in which one word

la put for another.

Metope, (met'6-p6) n. [G. meta, with, between, and

ope, hole.] The space between the triglyphs of the

Doric frieze.

Metre, (met'er) n. [A.-S. meter, F. mitre, L. metrum,

G. metron.] Rhythmical arrangement of syllables into

verses, stanzas, strophes, Ac: rhythm; measure; verse;

—a French measure of length, equal to 39.370 English

inches, the standard of linear measure.

Metrical, (met'rik-al) a. [L. nutrient, G. metrikot,

from metron, measure.] Pertaining to measure, or

due arrangement or combination of long and short

syllables ;—consisting of verses ;—employed in or ob

tained by measurement.

Metrically, (met'rik-al-le) adv. In a metrical manner ;

according to poetic measure.

Metronome, (met'ro-noni) n. [G. metron, measure, and

nomot, law, division.] An instrument to measure the

length or time of a musical note or bar.

Metronomy, (met-ron'o-me) n. Measurement of musical

time by an instrument.

Metropolis, (me-trop'6-lis) n, [G. mitir^ mother, and

polix, city.] The mother city; the chief city or capital

of a kingdom, state, or country.

Metropolitan, (met-ro-pol'it-an) a. Belonging to a

metropolis ; residing in the chief city ;—belonging to

the mother-church.

Metropolitan, (met-ro-porit-an) n. A bishop of the

mother-church ;—the chief bishop in a state or pro

vince ; an archbishop.

Mettle, (metl) n. (Usually derived from metal,, L.

metallnm, perhaps from W. metliwl, Ger. muth, mind,

courage.] Spirit ; courage ; constitutional ardour ;

excitable temperament;—substance; material essence.

Mettled, (met'ld) «. Having mettle; high-spirited;

full of fire.

Mettlesome, (metl-sum) a. Full of spirit; possessing

constitutional ardour ; easily excited ; fiery.

Mettlesomely, (nietl-sum-le) adv. In a mettlesome

manner. [mettlesome.

MettlesomeneM, (metfl-sum-nes) h. State of being

Mew, (mu) n. [A.-S. maw, Ger. men.] A sea-fowl of

the genus Lam*; a gull.

Mew, (mu) v. t. [WT miw, F. miter, It. mndare, L.

mvtare.) To shed or cast; to moult, as a bird its

feathers ;—v. i. To cast the feathers ; to moult.

Mew, (mu) v.i. [W. mewicm, Ger. miauen, L. mvgire.]

To cry as a cat ; to caterwaul ;—v. t. To shut up ; to

confine, as in a cage or other inclosure:—imp. h pp.

mewed ; ppr. mewing.

Mew, (mu) u. [F. mue, change of feathers, scales,

skin, L. mutare, to change.] A cage for hawks while

mewing ; hence, a place of confinement ;—a place for

horses; a stable: — generally pi. Mews, a range of

Mew, (mu) it. The cry of a cat. [stabling.

Mewl, (mul) v. i. [F. miauler, It. miagolare.) To cry

from uneasiness, as a child ; to squall: —imp. & pp.

mewled; ppr. mewling.

Mezzo, (met'zo) a. [It. from L.' medius, middle.]

Middle ; mean.

Mezzo-rilievo, (met'zo-re-le'vd) n. [It.) A middle de

gree of relief in figures between high and low relief.

Mezzo-soprano, (met'zd-sd-pra'nd)H. [It.] A female

voice intermediate in compass between the soprano

and contralto ;—a person having such a voice.

Mezzotint, (mefzo-tint) n. [It. from mezzo, middle,

and Unto, tint, from L. tingere, to dye.} A particular

manner of engraving on copper in imitation of paint

ing in India ink.

Miasma, (mt-az'ma) n. [G. miasma, defilement, from

miainein, to stain, pollute.] Infection floating in the

air; deadly exhalation ; noxious effluvia,

Hiosmal, (mi-az'mal) a. Containing miasma.

Miasmatic, (mi-az-mat'ik) a. Pertaining to or partak

ing of the qualities of miasma.

Mica, (mi'ka) n, [L. mica, crumb, grain, particle.] A

mineral capable of being cleaved into elastic plates of

extreme ttunnjgj It is generally more or less trans
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parent, and is used, like glass, in lanterns, and in the

doors of stoves.

Micaceous, (ml-ka'sho-us) a. Pertaining to or contain

ing mica ; splitting into lamina or leaves like mica.

Michaelmas, (mik'el-raas) v. {Michael and mags.] The

feast of St. Michael, a festival of the Roman Catholic

Church, celebrated September 20th :—hence, autumn.

Mickle, (mik'I) n. [A.-S. micel, IceL miiiU.] Much;

great; muckle. [Soot.]

Microcosm, (mt'kro-kozm) n. [L. microcosmus, G.

mikros, little, small, and kosmos, the world.} A little

world; a miniature society or institution; — hence,

man, supposed to be an epitome of the universe or

great world. [microcosm or little world.

Microcosmic, (mi-krd-koz'mik) a. Pertaining to the

Micrography, (mi-krog'ra-fe) u. [G. mikros, small,

little, and graphein, to write, describe.] The descrip

tion of microscopic objects.

Micrometer, (mi-krom'et-er)n. [G. mikros, small, little,

and metron, measure.] An instrument for measuring

very small distances or angles.

Microscope, (mi'kro-skop) n. [G. mikros, small, little,

and skopein, to view.] A mag

nifying optical instrument, in

the form of a tube, with two or

more lenses and a speculum,

ami a movable slide on which

the object* are laid and adj listed

to the focus. It is used to

examine the structure or tex

ture of minerals, animal bodies,

Ax., and to discern, as in a

drop of water, forma invisible

to the naked eye.

Microscopic, (nil-kro-skop'ik) a.

Made by the aid of a micro-

:>rope ; — resembling a micro- Microscope,

scope ; capable of seeing very minute objects ;—visible

only by the aid of a microscope.

Microscopically, (mi-kro-skop'ik-al-le) adv. By the

microscope ; with minute inspection.

Microtine, (mi'kro-tin) a. [G. mikros, small.] Con

sisting of very small crystals.

Micturition (mik-tu-rish'un) n. [L. mieturire.) Fre

quent passing, or inoontinency, of urine.

Mid, (mid) a. [A.-S. midd, IceL mtdhr, allied to L. me

dium. 1 Situated between extremes ; middle; intervening.

Midday, (mid'da) a. Pertaining to noon ; meridional.

Midday, (mid'da) n. The middle of the day ; noon.

Midden (mid'den) n. A dunghill [Scot.]

Middle, (mid!) a. [A.-S. middet, Ger. mittei] Eqtially

distant from the extremes; mean; medial; mid;—

intermediate ; intervening. Middle ages, the time in

tervening between the breaking up of the Western

empire in the eighth century to the beginning of

modern civilization, in the Reformation, revival of

letters, invention of printing, discovery of America,

Ac., in the fifteenth century.

Middle, (mid'l) n. The point or part equally distant

from the extremities ; midst; centre; waist.

Middle-aged, (midl-ajd) a. Being about the middle of

the ordinary age of man. [a picture.

Middle-ground, (midl-ground) n. The central part of

Middle-man, (mid'1-man) n. An agent between two

parties; a broker; especially, in Ireland, one who

takes land of the proprietors in large tracts, and then

rents it out in small portions to the peasantry;—a

person of intermediate rank.

Middlemost, (raidl-most) a. In tho middle, or nearest

the middle; midmost.

Middling, (mid'ling) a. [A.-S. muiln.] Of middle

rank, state, size, or quality ; moderate ; mediocre ;

medium ; ordinary ;—also used adverbially.

Middlings, (midlingz) n. pL The coarser part of flour.

Midge, (mij) n. [A.-S. mygge, L. musca.] A very deli-

cate fly having a short proboscis and long legs.

Mid-heaven, (midnev-n) n. The midst or middle part

of heaven or the sky. [rounded by the land.

Midland, (midland) c. Being in the interior; — sur-

Miiimost. (mid'most) a. Middle ; central.

Midnight, (mid'nit) «. The middle of the night; twelve

o'clock at night. [night; hence, very dark.

Midnight, (mid'nit) a. Being in the middle of the

Midrib, (mid'rib) n. A continuation of the petiole,

extending from the base to the apex of the

laniime of a leaf.

Midriff, (mid'rif) n. [A.-S. midhrif, from mid,

middle, and hrif, bowels.] The diaphragm

or respiratory muscle which separates the

thorax and abdomen.

Midshipman, (mid ' ship-man) n. A kind at

naval cadet in a ship of war.

Midships, (midships) adv. In the middle of

a ship; amidships. Midrib.

Midst, (midst) n. [Contracted from mithUst, the super

lative of mid.] The interior or central part; the

middle. In the midst of, among; amid: — also, sur

rounded by; involved in; in the thickest of; over-

Midst. (midst) adv. In the middle. [whelmed by.

Midsummer, (mid'aum-er) n. The middle of summer;

the summer solstice.

Midway, (mid'wii) n. The middle of the way or distance.

Midway, (mid'wa) a. Being in the middle of the way

or distance. [half way.

Midway, (mid'wa) adv. In the middle of the distance;

Midwife, (mid'wif)n. [A.-S. mid, with, and tcif, woman,

wife.] A woman that assists women in childbirth.

Midwife, (mid'wif) v. t. To assist in childbirth ;—to pro

duce ; — v.i. To act as, or exercise the office < T, :i

midwife.

Midwifery, (mid'wif-re) n. The art or practice of assist

ing women in childbirth ; obstetrics ;—hence, help or

co-operation in producing. [the winter solstice.

Midwinter, (mid'win-ter) n. The middle of winter, or

Mien, (men) n. [P. mine.] External appearance -, air;

look; carriage; bearing; demeanour; deportment.

Miff, (mif) n. [Ger. mvjf, sulleuness, sulkiness, mvjfem.

to be sulky.] A slight degree of resentment.

Might, (nit) n. [A.-S. meaht, miht, from the root of

may.) Force or power of any kind, whether of body

or mind ; strength ; ability ; capacity : energy.

Mightily, (mit'e-le) adv. Powerfully ; vigorously ; for

cibly ; greatly ; extensively ;—violently ; vehemently;

—loudly ; earnestly ;—effectively.

Mightiness, (mit'e-nes) n. Quality of being mighty:

power ; greatness ;—highness—a title of dignity.

Mighty, (mit'e) a. Strong ; powerful ; vigorous ;—

valiant; bold'; huge; bulky; enormous;—vast: exten

sive;— violent; vehement;—wonderful; astonishing;

—forcible ; efficacious ;—great in numbers; populous;

—severe ; distressing ; — important ; momentous ;—

eminent ; distinguished by intellect or acquirements.

Mighty, (mit'e) adv. In a great degree ; very.

Mignonnette, ( min - yd - net ' ) n. [F.] An afJttl

flowering plant of the genus Reseda,

having a delicate and agreeable fra

grance.

Migrate, (mfgrfit) v. t. [L. migrare,

migratum.] To change one's place of

resideuce ; to pass from a colder to a

warmer climate in the autumn, re

turning again in the spring—said of

birds:—imp. & pp. migrated; p\tr.

migrating.

Migration, (nil -grA' shun) ». Act of

migrating. M'snunncite.

Migratory, (mi'gru-tor-e) a. Removing from one state

or country to another ;—regularly or occasionally re

moving ; roving ; wandering.

Milch, (niilah) a. [A.-S. vtelc] Giving or furniahing

milk—applied only to beasts.

Mild, (mud) a. [A.-8. mild, IceL mildr.] Tender and
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gentle in temper or disposition ;—kind ; merciful ; in

dulgent;—soft; gentle; soothing; pleasant: agreeable;

—placid; calm ; tranquil;—sweet; mellow; not harsh

or sour ;—moderate ; not violent or intense ;—operat

ing gently; lenitive; assuuive.

Mildew, (mil'du)n. [A.-S. miUUdw. Ger. militou.] A

thin, whitish, powdery coating, consisting of minute

fungi, found on various diseased or decaying sub

stances.

Mildew, (mil'du) v. t. To taint with mildew ;—1>. i. To

become tainted with mildew :—imp. & pp. mildewed;

JPVT. mildewing.

Mildly, (mild Me) adv. In a mild manner; softly;

gently ; tenderly ; moderately.

Mildness, (mild'nes) ?t. Quality of being mild ; tender

ness ; clemency;—softness ; gentleness ; temperatenese;

moderate, soothing, or pleasing state or action.

Mile, (mil) n. [A. -8 mil, from L. millia, pi. of

mille, a thousand.} A certain measure of distance,

being equivalent to 320 rods or 5280 feet.

Milesian, (mil-o'zhan) h. A native or inhabitant of

Ireland, descended, according to legendary history

from king Milesius of Spain, whose two sous conquered

the island 1300 years before the Christian era.

Mile-stone, (mQ'ston) n. A post or stone set to mark

the distance or space of a mile.

Milfoil, (mil'foil) n. [L. mille, thousand, and folium,

leaf.] An herb—called also yarrow.

Militant, (mil'e-tant) a. [L. militant, ppr. of mili-

tart, to be a soldier.] Fighting ; combating ; serving

as a soldier. Church-militant, the Church on earth

fighting against sin, Satan, and the world, as distin

guished from the Church-triumphant in heaven.

Military, (mil's -fcir-e) a. [L. militarie, from miles,

militis, soldier.] Pertaining to soldiers, to arms, or

to war ;—warlike ; becoming a soldier.

Military, (mil'e-tar-e) n. The whole body of soldiers ;

soldiery; militia; the army.

Militate, (miTe-tat) v. i. [h. militare, from miUi, mili-

tif, soldier.] To stand opposed to ; to be inconsistent

with; to fight against :—imp. & pp. militated; ppr.

militating.

Militia, (mil-ish'e-a) n. [L. from miles, militia, soldier.]

The standing army or force of a kingdom ;—specifically

in England, train-bands, or a body of citizens enrolled

and disciplined, but not permanently serving in time

of peace, and not liable to serve out of the country

even in time of war. [the militia.

Militia-man, (mil-ish'e-a-man) n. One who belongs to

Milk, (milk) n. [A.-S. mile, Go. miluks, IceL midlh.}

A white fluid secreted by female mammals for the

nourishment of their young;—the white juice of cer

tain plants ;—emulsion made by bruising seeds.

Milk, (milk) v. t. [A.-S. melcan, allied to L. mulgerc,

G. amelgein.] To draw milk from by the mouth ; to

sack ;—to draw or press with the hand from the udder,

as of a cow, &c. ;—to supply with milk ; to add milk

to :—imp. <fe pp. milked ; ppr. milking.

Milker, {milkrer) n. One who milks ; also, one who

rives milk. [softness,

Milkineas, (milk'e-nes) n. Qualities like those of milk ;

Milkmaid, (milk'mad) n. A woman that milk* or is

employed in the dairy. [it to market.

Milkman, (milk'man) n. One who sells milk or carries

Milk-pail, (m ilk'p il) ,i. Tin vessel used in milking cows.

Milksop, (milk'sop) n. A piece of bread sopped in milk ;

—a soft, effeminate, feeble-minded man.

Milk-white, (milkliwlt) a. White as milk; hence,

pure; spotless.

Milky, (milk'e) a. Relating to, or made of, milk ;—re

sembling milk ;—yielding milk ;—soft; mild ; gentle ;

timorous. Milky -way, a broad, irregular, luminous

zone in the heavens, supposed to be the blended light

of innumerable fixed stars.

Mill, (mil) n. [A. -8. mylen, F. moulin, L. mola, G.

mitk\] An engine or machine for grinding any sub

stance, as grain, fcc ;—the building with its machinery,

where grinding or some process of manufacturing is

carried on ;—a printing cylinder of copper ;—a pugi

listic fight. ■ . . 4

Mill, (mil) r. t. To reduce to fine particles; to grind :

to comminute ;—to pass through a machine or ehgirfe J

—to shape or finish by passing through a machine ;

—to make a raised border or impression around the

edges of, or to cut fine grooves or indentations across

the edges of ; also, to stamp in a coining press ; to

coin ;—to full, as cloth :—imp. & pp. milled ; ppr.

milling.

Mill-dam, (mil'dam) n. A dam to obstruct a water

course and raise the water to a height sufficient to

turn a mill-whee]. [on the edge, as a coin.

Milled, (mild) a. Fulled, as cloth ;—stamped or grained

Millenarian, (mil-le-nuVe-an) a. Consisting of a thou

sand years ;—pertaining to the millennium.

Millenarian, (miM£-nare-an) n. One who believes that

Christ will personally reign on earth a thousand years

before the end of the world; chiliast: —also mil-

lennialitt.

Millenary, (mille-nar-e) a. [L. mitlenarius, containing

a thousand.] Consisting of a thousand.

Millenary, (mille-nar-e) n. The space of a thousand

years. [nium, or to a thousand years.

Millennial, (mil-len'e-al) a. Pertaining to the millen-

Millennium, (rail -len'e- urn) n. [L. mille, a thousand,

and annvM, a year.] A thousand years—a word used

to denote the thousand years mentioned in Revela

tion xx. , during which period Satan will be bound, and

holiness become triumphant throughout the world.

Miller, (rail'er) n. One who grinds; the owner or worker

of a grist mill ;—a moth or winged Insect—so called

because the wings appear as if covered with white

dust. [fish; the bull-head.

Miller's-thumb, (mil'frz-thnm) n. A small native river

Millesimal, (mil-les'lm-al) a. [L. miltesimus, from

mille, a thousand.] Thousandth; consisting of a thou

sand parts.

Millet, (mil'et) n. [L. milium, A.-S. mil.] An endo

genous plant and its grain. It is a native

of the East Indies, where it is largely .

used for food j—a hardy grass of several

species.

Mill-horse, (million*) n. A horse that turns

a mill.

Milliner, (mil'ln-erf n. [Etymology un

certain; said to be from Mitaner, im

porter of wares from Milan ; perhaps from

Maliniere, importer of lace (Mechlin)

from Malines.) A person, usually a

woman , who makes and Bells head-dresses,

hats or bonnets, Ac, for women.

Millinery, (mil'iu-er-e) n. The articles made or sold

bv milliners, as head-dresses, hats or bonnets, laces, Ac.

Milling, (mil'ing) n. The act of grinding ; the process

of fulling cloth ; the act of indenting coin.

Millinn, (mil'yun) n. [F. from L. mille, a thousand.]

The number of ten hundred thousand, or a thousand

thousand, written 1,000,000; — an indefinitely large

number.

Millionaire, (mil-yun-aV) n. [F.] One whose wealth

is counted by millions; a very rich person.

Millionary, (mil'yun-ar-e) a. Pertaining to or consist

ing of millions.

Millionth, (mil'yunth) a. Being the hut one of a

million units ; constituting one of a million.

Millionth, (inil'yu nt h) n. One of a million equal parts.

Mill-pond, (miVpond) n. A reservoir of water for the

purpose of driving a mill-wheel.

Mill-race, (mil'ras) n. The current of water that drives

a mill-wheel, or the canal in which it is conveyed.

Millstone, (mil'ston) ». A stone used for grinding grain.

Mill-work, (mil'wurk) ft. The shafting, gearing, and

other driving machinery of mills.

 

Millet.
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Mill-wright, (mil rit) n. A mechanic who constructs

the machinery of mill*.

Kilt, (milt) n. [A. -8. milte, IceL miltl] The spleen ; an

organ situated in the left hypocbondrium under the

diaphragm. [Oer. milch.] The testes or spermatic

glands of the male fish—often called sofl roe;—the

sperm of the male fish. [the female fish.

Kilt, (milt) v. t. To impregnate, as the roe or spawn of

Mimetic, (mi-met'ik) a. Apt to imitate; given to aping

or mimicry; imitative.

Mimio, (mim'ik) a. [G. mimiko*, from ninuisthai, to

imitate.] Inclined to imitate or to ape ; imitative ;

—consisting of or formed in imitation.

Mimic, (mim'ik) n. One who imitates or mimics;—a

mean or servile imitator.

Mimic, (mim'ik) v. t. To imitate for sport • to ridicule

by imitation ; mock :—imp. & pp. mimicked ; ppr.

mimicking.

Mimicker, (mim'ik-er) n. One who mimics ; a mimic.

Mimicry, (mim'ik-re) n. Act or practice of one who

mimics.

Mimographer, (mim-og'ra-fer) n. [G. mimos, mime, and

grapnein, to write.] A writer of farces or burlesques.

Mimulus, (mim'u-lus) n. A genus of showy garden

plants remarkable for the irritability of their stigma.

Mina, (min'a) n. [L., G. mna.] A money weight of sixty

shekels, in Ezekiel written maneh;—a coin valued at

about sixty shillings sterling.

Minacious, (min-a'she-us) a. [L. minax, minacis, from

mitiari, to threaten.] Threatening; full of menaces.

Minaret, (min'a-ret) n [A. mandvat, lamp, lantern,

from ndra, to shine, ndr, fire.] A slender, lofty

turret on Mohammedan mosques.

Mince, (mins) v.(. [A.-S. minsian, from minn, minor,

weak, Go. mint, slender, slight.] To cut into very

small pieces; to hash;—to diminish in speaking; to

clip, as words or expressions ;—to extenuate in repre

sentation ; to suppress or retrench;—v.i. To walk

with short steps; to walk with affected nicety ;—to

sijoak softly or with affected nicety :—imp. 4t pp.

minced ; ppr. mincing.

Mince-pie, (mimVpI) n. A pie made with mince meat

and other ingredients.

Mincingly, (mins'ing-Ie) adv. In a mincing manner;

not fully ; with affected delicacy.

Mind, (mind)7i. [A.-S. mynd,Go. mvndt, memory, allied

to h. mens, mentis, G. menos.] The intellectual or

rational faculty in man ; the understanding ; also,

the entire spiritual nature ; the soul;—state, at any

given time, of the faculties of thinking, willing, choos

ing, and the like, as opinion; sentiment; judgment;

belief;—choice; inclination; desire; intent; purpose;—

courage; spirit;—memory; remembrance; recollection.

Mind, (mind) v. t. To attend to ; to fix the thoughts

on; to regard with submission; to obey;—to intend;

to mean ;—v. t. To be inclined, or disposed to incline:

—imp. & pp. minded; ppr. minding.

Minded, (mind'ed) a. Disposed ; inclined.

Mindful, (inind'fool) a. Attentive; heedful; observant;

>>earing in mind.

Mindfully, (mtnd'fool-le) adv. Attentively ; needfully.

Mindfulness, (mind'fool-nes) n. Attention ; regard ;

needfulness.

Mindless, (mind'les) a. Not indued with mind or intel

lectual powers; stupid; unthinking; negligent; careless.

Mine, (min) a. or pr. [A.-S. mi*, Ger. mtin, F. mon,

IceL ntinn.] My ; belonging to me.

Mine, (min) n. [F., It mina.] A subterranean cavity

or passage : especially, a pit or excavation in the earth

from which mineral substances are dug; — a cavity

filled with powder formed under a fortification or other

work, so as to destroy it when fired ;—a rich source of

wealth or other good.

Mine, (min) v. i. To dig a mine or pit in the earth;—to

form a burrow or lodge in the earth;—v. t. [L. minare,

to drive.] To dig away tho foundation of ; to lay a

mine under : to sap ; to undermine; hence, to ruin or

destroy by slow degrees or secret means :—imp. & pp.

mined; ppr. mining.

Miner, (miner) n. One who mines ; a digger of mines.

Mineral, (niin'er-al) n. [L. minerale, from minera,]

Any inorganic species having a definite chemical com

position.

Mineral, (min'er-al) a. Pertaining to, or consisting of,

minerals;—impregnated with minerals.

Mineralization, (min - er - al - iz - a ' shun) n. Process of

mineralizing, or forming an ore by combination with

another substance;—act of impregnating with a mine

ral, as water.

Mineralise, (min'er-al-iz) v. t To make mineral ; to

reduce to a mineral form ; to communicate the pro

perties of a mineral to;—v. i. To go on an excursion

for observing and collecting minerals: — imp. & pp.

mineralized; ppr. mineralizing.

Mineralizer, (min'er-al-Iz-er) u. A substance which

mineralizes another, or combines with it in an ore.

Mineral-kingdom, (min'er-al-king-dum) n. The third

great division of the kingdom of nature, including all

inorganic substances, as distinguished from animal and

vegetable. [mineralogy.

Mineralogical, (min -er-al-oj 'ik-al) a. Pertaining to

Mineralogist, (min-er-aTd-jist) n. One who is versed

in the science of minerals.

Mineralogy, (min-er-al'd-je) n. [From mineral and G.

logon, discourse.] The science which treats of the pro

perties of minerals or inorganic substances, and classi

fies them according to their forms and apparent pro

perties.

Mineral-waters, (min'er-al- waw - terz) n, »£. Springs

impregnated with mineral substances.

Minerva, (min-er'va) n. [L.] In mythology, the goddess

of wisdom, war, and the liberal arts.

Mingle, (ming'gl) v.t. [A.-S. mengan, mencgan, IceL

menga, G. mignunai.] To unite in one body, mass, or

compound ; to blend ; to mix ;—to join irregularly

or promiscuously; to confuse;—to join in relation

ship, intercoui'se, or society ; to connect ; to associate

with ;—to debase by mixture ; to contaminate ;—v. i.

To be mixed ; to be united with :—imp. & pp. mingled ;

ppr. mingling.

Mingling, (ming'ghng) n. Act of blending or mixing ;

—union : junction.

Miniate, (min'e-at) v. t. [L. miniare, miniatian, from

minium, red lead.] To paint or tinge with red lead

or vermilion :—imp. & pp. miniated ; ppr. miniating.

Miniature, (niin'e-a-tur) n. [L. miniare.] A painting

in colours ; a likeness or portrait done on ivory ;—a

painting or other representation on a reduced scale ;

hence, reduced scale ; greatly diminished style or form.

Miniature, (min'e-a-tur) a. Drawn or executed on a

small scale.

Minim, (min'im) n. [h. mtntmiu, tho least, smallest.]

Any thing very minute;— a single

drop ;—a half note equal in time to -

two quarter notes or crotchets.

Minimize, (min'im-[z) v. t. To reduce "

to the smallest part or proportiou *

possible:— imp, & pp. minimized;

)ipr. minimizing.

Minimum, (mine-mum) n. [L. from minimu*.] The

least quantity assignable in a given case ;—the lowmt

price or rate ;—hence, a thing of small consequence;

a trifle.

Minion, (min'yun) n. [F. miction, from Ger. miunr,

love, affection.] A favourite ; a darling ; particularly

one who gains favours by flattery or mean adulation ;

—a small kind of printing type, in size between brevier

and nonpareil. [diminish.

Minish, (min'ish) v. t. To reduce ; to weaken ; to

Minister, (min'is-ter) n. [L. from minus, less.] A ser

vant ; a subordinate ; an assistant of inferior rank ;—

one to whom a king or prince intrusts the direction of

Miuni.
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affairs of state ; executive magistrate ;—the represen

tative of a sovereign or government at a foreign court;

—one who serves at the altar ; the pastor of a church ;

—a messenger of God.

Minister, (niin'is-t§r) v. t. To furnish ; to afford ; to

supply ; to administer ;—v. i. To act as a servant,

attendant, or agent;—to afford supplies ; to give things

needful:—imp. & pp. ministered; ppr. ministering.

Ministerial, (min-is-te're-al) a. Pertaining to ministry,

or to the performance of service, or of executive office;

attendant;— pertaining to the office of a minister;

executive, ambassadorial, or sacerdotal ;—pertaining

to the government.

Ministerialist, (min-is-te're-al-ist) n. A supporter of

ministers ; an adherent of the government.

Ministerially, (rain-is-tC're-al-le) adv. In a ministerial

manner or character.

Ministration, (rain-is-tra'shun) n. Act of performing

service as a subordinate agent ; ministry ; agency ;—

office of a minister ; ecclesiastical function.

Ministry, (min'is-tre) n. [L. minUtei-ium.] Act of

ministering; ministration; agency; instrumentality;

—the office, duties, or functions of a minister;—the

body of ministers ; the clergy ; the ministers of state ;

—business : employment.

Minium, (min'e-um) n. [L.] A pigment of a beautiful

red colour ; red lead.

Miniver, (min'iv-$r) n. An animal ~"

of the genus Musteta; the ermine ;

—a white fur with spots of black .

Mink, (mingk) n. A carnivorous

quadruped of the weasel tribe,

that burrows on the side of ■

river or pond, and affords a valu

able fur. Minx-

Minnow, (min'no) n. [Probably from F. menu, L.

minutut, small, minute.] A

very small fresh -water fish, of

several species ;—minim ; pink-

Minor, (mi'nor) a. [L.] Inferior

in bulk, degree, importance, &c. ;

less ; smaller ;—less or lower by

a semitone.

Minor, (mi'nor) 11. A person of either sex under age ;

—one not yet twenty-one years old :—the second or

particular proposition in a syllogism, which forms the

predicate of the intermediate premise, and the subject

of the conclusion;—a Minorite ; a Franciscan friar.

Minoreu, (mi'nor-es) n. A female who has not reached

her majority.

Minority, (mi-nor'e-te) n. State of being a minor, or

under age ;—the smaller number ;—in parliament or

other public assemblies, the party beaten in a vote.

Minorsnip, (mi'nor-ship) ». Minority.

Minotaur, (min'6-tawr) n. [G. minos and tauros, bull.]

A fabled monster, half man and half bull.

Minster, (min'st§r) n. [A-S. minstei; from L. monas-

terium.] The church of a monastery, or one to which

a monastery has been attached ; sometimes, a cathe

dral church.

Minstrel, (miirstrel) H. [F. mtnetrier.) One of an

order of men in the middle ages, who sung to the

harp verses composed by themselves or others ; a

bard ; a singer and harper ; an itinerant musician.

Minstrelsy, (min'strel-se) A, The arts and occupation

of minstrels ; a number of musicians ;—a collective

body of songs or ballads.

Mint, (mint) n. [A.-S. mynet, L. moneta, coined money.]

The place where money is coined ;—a place of inven

tion, fabrication, or production ; hence, a source of

unlimited, supply.

Mint, (mint) v. t. To make by stamping, as money ;

to coin ;—to invent; to forge ; to fabricate '.—imp, &

pp. minted ; ppr. minting.

Mint, (mint) n. [A.-S. minter from L. mentha, O.

mintha.] An aromatic plant of various species

Minnow.

producing a higldy odoriferous and pungent essen

tial oil.

Mintage, (inint'iij) v. That which is minted or coined ;

—the duty paid for coining. [inventor.

Minter, (mint'er) v. One who mints; a coiner;—an

Mint-julep, (mint'jod-lep) n. A drink consisting of

brandy, sugar, and pounded ice, flavoured with sprigs

of mint.

Mint-sauce, (mint'saws) n. Mint chopped up with

vinegar and sugar—used as a flavouring for lamb.

Minuend, (tnin'u-end) n. [L. minuendus, to be dimi

nished, from ininutre, to lessen.] The number from

which another number is to be subtracted.

Minuet, (min'u-et) «. [F. mtnuet.] A Blow, graceful

dance ;—a tune or air to regulate the movements in

the dance.

Minus, (ml'nus) a. [L.] Less ; also, requiring to be

subtracted ; negative—indicated by the sign ( — ).

Minute, (mi-nut') a. [L. mintttus, pp. of minuere, to

lessen.] Very small, little, or slender ; slight;—atten

tive to small things ;—particular ; critical; exact; cir

cumstantial.

Minute, (inin'it) n. [L. minutum, a small portion,

from viinutus.] The sixtieth part of an hour ; sixty

seconds ;—the sixtieth part of a degree ;—a note in

writing to preserve the memory of any thing.

Minute, (min'it) v. t. To make a note of; to jot down :

—imp. & pp. minuted; ppr. minuting. [or notes.

Minute-book, (min'it-book) n. A book of short hints

Minute-glass, (min'it-glas) n. A glass the sand of which

measures a minute in running.

Minute-gun, (min'it-gun) n. A gun discharged every

minute as a signal of distress or mourning.

Minute-hand, (min'it-haud) n. The hand that points

to the minutes on a clock or watch.

Minutely, (mi-nutle) adv. Exactly; nicely; to the

least point or degree.

Minutely, (min'it-le) a. Occurring every minute.

Minuteness, (ml-nut'nes) n. Extreme smallness or fine

ness, as of structure ;—particularity; exactness, as of

details ;—closeness and nicety, as of observation.

Minutiae, (me-nu'sho-a) n. pL [L.] Trifles; things of no

moment:—the particulars or precise details ofan affair.

Minx, (mingks) n. [Contracted from minikin.] A

pert, wanton girL [neons.

Miny, (min'e) a. Abounding with mines ; subterra-

Miocene, (mro-sGn) a. [G. meidn, less, and kainOi. new.]

Less recent—applied to the middle division of the ter

tiary strata.

Miracle, (niir'a-kl) n. [L. miraculum, from mirari, to

wonder.] A wonder; prodigy; any thing extraordi

nary or supernatural ;—a work, or occurrence happen

ing out of the ordinary course of Providence, or effected

by suspension of natural or physical laws ; a divine

interposition ; specifically, a divine interposition in

attestation of the mission of a prophet or messenger

from God, and in confirmation of the truth of his

doctrine ;—pi. The works wrought by Christ during

his earthly mission ; — also, the gifts of healing;—a

dramatic representation exhibiting the lives of the

saints. [supernatural;—extraordinary ; wonderful.

Miraculous, (niir-ak'ii-lns)a. Ofthe nature of a miracle/

Miraoulously,(mir-ak'u-lus-

le) adv. In a miraculous

manner; supernaturally ;

—by extraordinary means;

wouderfully.

Kirage, (mu-razli') ". [F.

from viirer, to took at.]

An optical illusion arising

from, unequal refraction,

and causing remote objects

to be seen double, as if re

flected in a mirror, or to t^I

appear as if suspended in

the air. Mirage.

•':■:
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Mire, (mir) n. [A.-S. myre, loci, mi/ri.] Earth ao wot

and soft aa to yield to pressure ; deep mud.

Hire, (mir) r. t. To plunge and fix in mire;—to soil

or daub with mud:—imp. & pp. mired ; ppr. miring.

Mire-crow, (mir'kro) n. The pewit or laughing gull ;

sea-crow. [rus ; the bittern.

Mire-drum, (mlr'drum) n. A bird of the genus Sotau-

MirinessWmire-nea) n. State or quality of being miry.

Mirk or Mirky, (merk) a. [A.-S. mire, loeL myrkr.]

Dark ; murky.

Mirror, (mir'?r) a. [F. miroir, L. mirxiri, to wonder.]

A looking-glass ;—that in which a true image may be

aeen ; a pattern ; an exemplar.

Mirror, (mir'er) r. t. To reflect, as in a mirror :—imp.

£ pp. mirrored ; ppr. mirroring;.

Mirth, (merth) n. (A.-S. mirdft.] High excitement of

pleasurable feelings in company ; noisy gayety; merri

ment ; joyousness ; gladness ; fun ; frolic ; glee ; hila

rity ; festivity; jollity.

Mirthful. (merth'fiVd) a. Merry; jovial ; festive.

Mirthfully, (merth'f6oI-le)fl</r. In a mirthful manner.

Mirthfulness, (tnerth'fooi-net) n. State or quality of

Wing mirthful.

Miry, (mire) a. Abounding with deep mud; full of

mire;—consisting of mire.

Mirza, (iner'za) ». [Per.] The common style of honour

in Persia. When appended to a name it signifies

ftritice. [misfortune; mischance.

Misadventure, (mis-ad-ven'tur) n. Unlucky accident;

Misadvised, (mis-ad-vizd') a. Ill-advised ; ill-directed.

Misalliance, (mis-al-li'ans) n. Improper association ;

especially, a connection by marriage with a person of

inferior social station.

Misanthrope, (mis'an-throp) «. [G. misein, to bate, and

anthiHpo.1, a man.] A hater of mankind.

Misanthropic, (inia-an-throp'ik) a. Hating or having a

dislike to mankind.

Misanthropy, (mis-an'thro-pe) n. Hatred or dislike to

mankind. [cation.

Misapplication, (mis-ap-ple-ka'shuu) n. A wrong appli-

Miaapply, (mis-ap-pli') v. t. To apply wrongly or to a

wrong purpose :—imp. & pp. misapplied ; ppr. mis

applying.

Misapprehend, (mia-ap-prc-hend') v. (. To take in a

wrong sense; to misunderstand :—imp. & pp. misap

prehended; ppr. misapprehending.

Misapprehension, (mia-ap-pre-hen shun) n. Misunder-

■landing; erroneous notion or opinion regarding a fact

or subject; — misconception; mistaken idea of the

meaning, motives, or actions of another.

Misappropriate, (mis-ap-pro'pre-at) r. (. To apply or

assign to the wrong person, or for an improper purpose.

Misappropriation, (niis-ap-pro-pru-a'shun) ft, "Wrung

appropriation ;—application to a wrong persou or pur

pose, [or manner.

Misarrange, (mis-a-ranJO v. t. To place in a wrong order

Misaxrangement, (mis-a-ranj'ment) w. Wrong arrange

ment ;—confused or disorderly state.

Misbecoming, (mis-be-kuni'ing) a. Unseemly ; unsuit

able ; indecorous.

Misbecomingly, (inis-be-kum'ing-le) adv. In an unsuit

able or unworthy manner. [begotten.

Misbegotten, (mis-be-got'n) o. Unlawfully or irregularly

Misbehave, (mis-be-haV) v.i. To beliave ill; to con

duct one's self improperly :—imp. & pp. misbehaved ;

Ppr. misbehaving.

Misbehaviour, (mis-be-hav'ygr) n. Improper, rude, or

uncivil behaviour; ill-conduct. [gion.

Misbelief, (mis-be-lef) n. Erroneous belief; false reli-

Misbelieve, (mis-he-leV) v. I. To believe erroneously ;

to doubt or question the authority or testimony of

another. [one who holds a false religion.

Misbeliever, (niU-be-IeVer)n. One who believes wrongly;

Miscalculate, (mis- kal' ku-lat) v.t. To compute or

reckon wrongly : — imp, & pp. miscalculated; ppr,

miscalculating.

Miscalculation, (miskal-ku-hVshun) a. Erroneous eom~

dutation or reckoning.

Miscall, (mis-k.iwl') r. (. To call by a wrong name ;

to name improperly ; to abuse :—imp. & pp. mis

called ; ppr. miscalling.

Miscarriage, (niis-karij) n. Unfortunate event of an

undertaking ; failure ;—premature birth : abortion.

Miscarry, (niis-kare) r. i. To mil of the intended effect;

—to fail to reach its destination ;—to bring forth young

before the proper time :—imp. & pp. miscarried ; ppr.

miscarrying.

Miscegenation, (mis-se-je-nl'shun) n. [L. misctrc, to

mix, and gignere, to beget.] Amalgamation of races.

Miscellaneous, (mis-sel-Y&'ne-us) a. [L. iniscellaneiu,

from miseere, to mix.] Mixed ; mingled ; consisting of

several kinds.

Miscellaneously, (mis-sel-la'nS-us-le) arfr. With mixture

or variety ; hence, incongruously.

Miscellaneousness, (mis-eel-ia'ne-us-nes) n. State of

being miscellaneous ; composition of various kinds.

Miscellany, (mis'el-au-e) u. [L. miscellanea, pi. neater

of misceUaiu as. \ A mass or mixture of various kinds;

a medley ;—especially, a collection of compositions on

various subjects ; — a book of extracts ; — a series of

volumes on different subjects.

Mischance, (mis-Chans') n. Ill luck ; ill fortune; mis

fortune ; mishap ; disaster.

Mischief, (mis'chiOn. [Norm. P. ma, wrong, and chef,

head, L. caput.) Evil wrongfully or injuriously done;

harm ; hurt;—intentional evil ; damage or injury done

by design;— ill consequence; vexatious affair;—the

cause of annoyance, trouble, or vexation.

Mischief-maker, (mis'chif-mak-er) n. One who makes

mischief : instigatorof enmity or strife.

Mischievous, (mis'chev-us) a. Making mischief; hurt

ful; injurious ;—noxious; destructive ;—inclined to do

mischief; spiteful; malicious.

Mischievously, (mis ' chev - us - le) adv. With injury,

hurt, or damage ;—with evil intention or disposition ;

maliciously. [mischievous.

Mischievousness, (mis'chSv-us-nee) n. Quality of being

Miscibility, (mis-e-biTe-te)*. Capability of being mixed.

Miscible, (mis'e-bl) a. [F. from L. miseere, to mix ]

Capable of being mixed.

Misconceive, (mis-kon-sev") r. t. or ». To have a false or

erroneous notion or opinion of ; to form a wrong idea

of, or pnt an unjust interpretation on ;—imp. & pp.

misconceived; ppr. misconceiving.

Misconception, (mis-kon-sep'shun) n. Erroneous con

ception ; false opinion ; wrong notion or understand

ing of a thing; misunderstanding ; mistake.

Misconduct, (mis-kou'dukt) n. Wrong conduct ; mis

management ; delinquency ; offence.

Misconduct, (mis-koii-dukf) v. t. To conduct amiss: to

mismanage ; reflexively, to beliave ill ;—imp. & pp.

misconducted ; ppr. misconducting.

Misconjecture, (mis-kon-jekt'ur) n. A wrong conjecture

or guess. [wrongly.

Misconjecture, (niis-kon-Jekt'ur) v. t. or i. To guess

Misconstruction, (mis-kon-struk'shun) n. Erroneous

construction of motives or actions ; wrong interpreta

tion of words.

Misconstrue, (niis-kon'stroo) v. t To construe wrongly ;

to interpret erroneously :—imp. & pp. misconstrued;

ppr. misconstruing.

Miscount, (mis-kount*) v. t. To mistake in counting: to

count erroneously ;—v, i. To make a wrong reckon

ing :—imp, & pp. miscounted ; ppr. miscounting.

Miscount, (mis-kount') n. An erroneous counting or

numbering.

Miscreant, (mU/kre-ant) n. [F. mecreant, from Norm.

F. mes, wrong, and ereajtce, L. crtdentia, belief, from

credere, to believe.] An infidel ; a misbeliever ;—a vilo

wretch ; an unprincipled fellow.

Miscreate, (mis-kiv-iit') a. Formed unnaturally or il

legitimately ; deformed.
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imp. &

Misdate, (mis'd&t) n. A wrong date.

Misdate, (mis-datO v. t. To date erroneously :■

pp. misdated; ppr. misdating.

Misdeed, (mis-deoy) v. An evil deed ; a wicked action;

fault ; offence ; trespass ; transgression.

Misdemeanour, (mis-de-men'er) n. Ill behaviour ; evil

conduct ; — mismanagement ; — any indictible offence

less atrocious or heinous than felony or crime; tres-

KUdeidesert, (mis-d5-zert') ». Ill desert ; want of merit.

Misdirect, (mis-de-re Itt') v. t. To lead or conduct amiss ;

—to address to a wrong persou or place :—mjijd. & pp.

misdirected ; ppr. misdirecting.

Misdirection, (mis-de-rekshun) <>. Act of directing

wrongly ;—an error of aJudge in charging the jury.

Misdo, (mis-dodO r. (. To do wrongly ;—v. i. To do

wrong; to commit a fault or crime:—imp. misdid ; pp.

misdone ; ppr. misdoing.

Misdoer, (niis-doo'er) n. One who commits a fault or

crime ; evil-doer. [crime ; an offence.

Misdoing, (niis-doo'ing) n. A wrong done ; a fault or

Misdoubt, (mis-douf) v. (. To suspect; to question;—

to be suspicious or apprehensive of.

Misdoubt, (mis-douf) n. Suspicion ; apprehensive fear.

Misemploy, (mis-em-ploy') v. t. To employ to no pur

pose, or to a bad purpose ; to use auiiss :—imp. & pp.

misemployed ; prr. misemploying,

Misemployment, (mis-em-ploy^nent) n. Improper ap

plication, as of time or talents.

Miser, (mi'zer) n. [L. miser, wretched.] An extremely

covetous person ; a niggard ; a meau fellow ; a low

wretch.

Miserable, (miz'cr-a-bl) a. [L. miserabilis, from saber,

wretched.] Very unhappy ; wretched ;—causing evil

or distress; calamitous; — very poor; mean; — very

hare ; barren, as soil ;—worthless ; despicable.

Miserably, (miz'cr-a-ble) adv. Unhappily; calami

tously ,*—very poorly or meanly ; wretchedly.

Miserly, (mt'zer-le) a. Very covetous; sordid; avari

cious ; niggardly ; parsimonious ; penurious ; stingy.

Misery, (miz'er-e) n. [L. miseria, from miser, wretched.]

Great unhappiness ; extreme pain of body or mind ;—

natural evils which are the cause of misery; calamity ;

misfortune ; anguish ; distress.

Misfeasance, (mis-fe'zans) n. [Norm. F. mes, wrong, and

faisanct, from /aire, 1,,/acere, to do.] A trespass; a

wrong done.

Misfit, (inis-flf) n. A bad fit.

Misform, (mis-form') r. t. To put into an ill shape:—

imp. & pp. miaformed ; ppr. misforming.

Misfortune, (mis-for'tun) n. Ill fortune; ill luck : an

evil or cross accident; mishap; mischance; harm;

disaster.

Misgive, (mis-giv') v. t. To fill with doubt and appre

hension ; to deprive of confidence ; to fail : — imp.

misgave ; pp. misgiven ; ppr. misgiving.

Misgiving, (rais-giv'ing) n. A failing of confidence ;

distrust ; doubt.

Misgotten, (mia-got'n) a. Unjustly obtained.

Misgovern, (mis-guv'ern) v. t. To govern ill ; to admi

nister unfaithfully :—imp. & pp. misgoverned ; ppr.

misgoverning.

Misgovernment, (mis-guv'ern-ment) n. 1)1 adminstra-

tion of public or private affairs ;—irregularity ; dis

order :—also written mutyoveruanee.

Misguide, (mis-gid') v. t. To direct ill ; to lead into

error:—imp. & pp. misguided ; ppr. misguiding.

Mishandle, (mis-han'dl) v. t. To handle badly or inju

riously ; to maltreat.

Mishap, (mis-hapO «■• 111 chanco ; accident : misfor

tune; mischance; disaster. [unluckily.

Mishappen, (mis-hap'n) v. i. To happen or befall ill or

Mishna, (mish'na) n. ill. miskiidh, repetition, explana

tion, from sh&n&h, to repeat.] A collection of Jewish

traditions and explanations of Scripture.

MUhnio, (mish'nik) a. Pertaining to the Mishna.

Misimprove, (mis-im-proov') v. t. To use for a bad

purpose ; to abuse :—imp. it pp. misimproved ; ppr.

misimproving . [ploymei 11

Misimprovement, (mis-im-proov'ment) n. 111 use or em-

Misinform, (mis-in-form') v. t. To give erroneous infor

mation to:—imp. & pp. misinformed; ppr. misinform*

in jr. [mation ; false account or intelligence.

Misinformation, (mis-in-form-a'shun) n. Wrong iufov-

Misinterpret, (nus-in-teypret) v. t. To interpret erro

neously ; to understand or to explain amiss:—imp. &

pp. misinterpreted ; ppr. misinterpreting.

Misinterpretaole, (mis-in-teVprct-a-bl) a. Capable of

being misinterpreted ; liable to be misunderstood.

Misinterpretation, (mis-in-ter-pie-tu'shun) n. A mis

taken interpretation.

Misjudge, (mis-juj') v. t. To judge ill of ;—r. i. To err

in judgment ; to form false opinions or notions '.—imp.

& pp. misjudged; ppr. misjudging.

Misjudgment, (uiis-juj'ment) ». A wrong or unjust de

termination.

Mislay, (mis-la') v. t. To lay in a wrong place ;—to lay

in a place not recollected; to lose:—imp. &, pp. mis

laid ; ppr. mislaying.

Mislead, (mis-led ) v. t. To lead into a wrong way or

path; to lead astray; to deceive :—imp. & pp. misled;

ppr. misleading.

Mislike, (mis-luV) v. t. or i. To dislike ; to have aver

sion to :—imp. it pp. misliked ; ppr. misliking,

Mismanage, (mis-man'fij) r. i. To behave or manage

ill ;—v. t. To manage ill ; to administer Improperly :

•—imp. & pp. mismanaged ; ppr. mismanaging.

Mismanagement, (mis-man'tij-ment) n. Improper man

agement; ill conduct of affairs.

Mismatch, (mis-mach) v. t. To match unsuitably :—

imp. & pp. mismatched; ppr, mismatching.

Misname, (mis-nam/) v. t. To call by the wrong name :

—imp. & pp. misnamed ; ppr. misnaming.

Misnomer, (mis-no'mer) n. [F. me», amiss, wrong, and

nommer, to name.] The mistaking of the true name

of a person ; a misnaming ;—a wrong or inapplicable

name or title.

Misogamist, (mi-sog'a-mist) n. [G. mistin, to hate,

and f/antos, marriage.] A hater of marriage.

Misogamy, (mi-soga-me) n. Hatred of marriage.

Misogynist, (ml-sog'in-ist) w. [G. misein, to hate, and

<<-■■• ":, woman.] A woman-hater.

Misogyny, (mi-sog'in-e) n. Hatred of the female sex.

Mispersuade, (mis-per-swad') v. t. To persuade amiss,

Mispersuasion, (mis-pcr-swa'zhun) n. A false perstia- ,

sion ; wrong notion or opinion.

Mispiokel, (inis-pik'el)ji. [Ger. mispUclel.] Arsenicid

iron pyrites.

Misplace, (mis-ploY) r. (. To put in a wrong place ; to

mislay ;—to placo upon an improper or unworthy ob

ject:—imp. & pp. misplaced: ppr. misplacing.

Misplacement, (mis-plils'ment) n. The act of putting

in the wrong place ; the state of being misplaced.

Mispleading, (niis-plCd'iug) u. An error or mistako in

pleading.

Misprint, (mis-print1) v. t. To mistake in printing ; to

print wrong: —imp. & pp. misprinted; ppr. mis

printing, [ing.

Misprint, (mis-prinf) n. A mistake or error in print-

Misprision, (mis-prizh'un)fi-. [F. mipri*, contempt] A

neglect, or contempt ; act of treason or felony ;—con

cealment of a treasonable or felonious act without con

senting to it ; an overt act; misdemeanour, &c. ;—

oversight or mistake, as of a clerk in writing or

keeping a record.

Misprize, (mis-priz1) v. t. [F. vieprenilre, from ?)ie.«,

wrong, and prendre, to take, L. prehendere.] To take

in a wrong manner ; to misapprehend ;—to slight ; to

despise:—imp. &. pp. misprized; ppr. misprizing,

Mispronounce, (mis-pro-nouns') v. t. To pronounce erro

neously ;—v. i. To pronounce incorrectly :—imp. & pjz.

mispronounced ; ppr. mispronouncing.
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Mispronunciation, (mis-prd-nun-Be-a'slmn) n. Wrong

or improper pronunciation.

Misquotation, (mis-kwo-ta'ahun) n. An erroneous quo

tation ; act of citing incorrectly.

Misquote, (mis -kwot') v.t. To cite or adduce incor

rectly :—imp. & pp. misquoted; ppr. misquoting.

Misrate, (mis-ratf) v. t. To put a wrong value on ; to

undervalue.

Misread, (mis-red') v. f. To read or understand in a

sense different from the obvious or intended meaning;

to misinterpret wilfully.

Misreckon, (mis-rek'n) v. t. To reckon or compute

wrongly:—imp. & pp. misreckoncd ; ppr. misreckon-

ing. [putation.

Misreckoning, (mia-rek'n-ing) n. An erroneous coin-

Misrelate, (mis-re-latf) v. t. To relate falsely or inac

curately :—imp. & pp. misrelated; ppr. misrclating.

Misrelation, (mis-r6-la'ahun) n. Erroneous relation or

narration.

MUreport, (mis-re-port') n. An erroneous report; a

false or incorrect account given.

Misrepresent, (mis-rep-re-zent') i\ t. To represent falsely

or incorrectly ;—v. i. To make an incorrect represen

tation .—imp. & pp. misrepresented ; ppr. -misrepre

senting,

Misrepresentation, (mis-rep-re-zent-a'shun) n. Act of

giving a false or erroneous representation ;—a false or

incorrect account given.

Misrule, (mis-rool') «. Disorder; confusion; insubordi

nation ;—unjust domination.

Miss, (mis) n. [Contracted from mittirts.] Young

woman or girl—chiefly used as a title of address pre

fixed to the name of an unmarried woman.

Hiss, (mis) v. t. [A.-S. miaaian, Qer. mitten,] To fail

of bitting, reaching, attaining, or finding; — to do

without ; to forego ;—to omit ; to pass by ;—to dis

cover the absence or omission of ; to feel the want of ;

—v. i. To fail to hit ;—to fly wide ; to miscarry ;—to

fjiil to obtain, learn, or find;—to mistake; to err:—

imp. & pp. mused ; ppr. missing.

Miss, (mis) n. Loss ; want ; felt absence ;—mistake ;

error.

Missal, (mitral) n. [L. liber mittalit, from viitta, mass.]

The Roman Catholic mass-book.

Missal, (mis'al) a. Of or pertaining to the Roman

Catholic mass-book.

Misseeming, (mia-sem'ing) n. False appearance ; dis

guise, [rectiy.

Missend, (mis-send') v.t. To send amiss or inoor-

Misserve, (mis-serv') v. (. To serve unfaithfully :—imp.

& pp. misservea ; ppr. misscrving.

Misshape, (mis-shap') v. t. To shape ill; to deform:—

imp. & pp. misshaped (pp. also misshapen); ppr.

misshaping.

Missile, (mis'il) a. [L. missilit, from mittere, to send,

to throw.] Capable of being thrown ;—thrown by the

band : discharged from a military engine or gun.

Missile, (mis'il) n. A weapon thrown or intended to

be thrown, as a lance, arrow, or bullet.

Missing, (mis'iug) a. Lost ; absent ; wanting.

Mission, (mish'un) n. [L. raistio, from mittere, to send.]

Act of sending or state of being sent ; commission ;—

errand ; duty on which one is sent ;—persons sent ; a

delegation; an embassy; — a station, residence, or

organization of missionaries.

Missionary, (miah'un-ar-o) n. One who is sent upon a

mission ; especially, one sent to propagate religion.

Missionary, (mish'un-ar-e) a. Pertaining to missions.

Missive, (miriv) a. [L. mittere, mitsum, to send.] In

tended to be sent ;—intended to be thrown ; missile.

Missive, (mis'iv) ■«.. That which is sent; a message ;—

pl. Mittivet, in 8cots' law, letters respecting a bar

gain, purchase, or lease, interchanged between two par

ties, one offering and the other accepting, which con

stitutes a valid contract.

(inis-flpel) v.t. To spell wrong; to write or

ip. & pp. misspelled or

A wrong spelling ; false

utter with wrong letters :—

misspelt; ppr. misspelling.

Misspelling, (mis-spul'iiig) «

orthography.

Misspend, (mis-spend'} v. t. To spend amiss ; to squan

der:—imp. & pp. misspent; ppr. misspending:.

Misstate, (mis-stilt') r. t. To state wrongly ; to give on

erroneous account of; to misrepresent:—imp. i pp.

misstated ; ppr. misstating. [ment.

Misstatement, (mis-stat'meut) v. An incorrect statc-

Missy, (mis'e)n. Likeainiss: girlish—used in contempt.

Mist, (mist) n. [A.-H. mitt, loel. mittr.] Visible watery

vapour at or near the surface of the earth ; fog ; a

low, thin cloud dropping vapour ; small, thin, imper

ceptible rain;— that which dims or darkens;— that

which obscures or intercepts clear vision.

Mist, (mist) v. t. To cloud ; to cover with mist ;—v. i.

To rain in very fine drops :—imp. & pp. misted ; ppr.

misting.

Mistakable, (niis-t&k'a-bl) a. Liable to be mistaken.

Mistake, (mis-tak') r. (. To conceive or understand

erroneously; — to misunderstand or misapprehend:—

to take one person or thing for another ;—r. i. To err

in opinion or judgment:—imp. & pp. mistook ; pp.

mistaken ; ppr. mistaking.

Mistake, (mis-tak7) n. An error in opinion or judg

ment ; misconception ;—an error in a matter of fact or

reckoning ; misstatement ; miscalculation ;—an error

in conduct ; fault ; slip. [neous : incorrect.

Mistaken, (mis-t&k'n) a. Guilty of a mistake ;—errc-

Mistakenly, (mis-tak n-le) adv. By mistake.

Mister, (mis'tcr) n. [Contracted from L. mapitter,

matter.) Sir; master—atttleof anyadultmale, written

in the abbreviated form Mr.

Mistily, (mist'e-le) adv. Darkly ; obscurely ; vaguelv

Mistime, (mis-tun *) v. t. To time wrongly ; to neglect

the proper time ;—imp. & pp. mistimed ; ppr. mis

timing.

Mistiness, (mist'e-nes) n, A state of being misty.

Mistitle, (mis-ti'tl) v. t. To call by awrong title or name-

Mistletoe, (miz'l to) n. [A.-S. mitttlta, D. mittelboo^.)

A parasitic evergreen plant of

the genus Viteum, bearing small ., i» *r l ^

yellow green flowers, and white ■ I K^ W)

glutinous berries. It was used *■■ A'-T

in religious services, particularly

by the Druids.

Mistle-bird, (mizl-bgrd) n. [Ger.

mistel.) A species of thrush said

to feed on the mistletoe berry,

and to propagate the plant by

dropping the seed: — also mittel

or mittel'thruth.

Mistranslate, (mis-trans-laf) v. t .

To translate erroneously :—imp. Mistletoe.

& pp. mistranslated ; ppr. mistranslating.

Mistranslation, ( mis-trans-la'shun ) n. An erroneous

translation ; incorrect version.

Mistress, (mis'tres) n. [O. Eng. maittrett, L. viaffittra,

feminine of magister.] A woman who exercises autho

rity; the female head of a family, a school, Ac. ;—a

sovereign* —a woman well skilled in any tiling:—a

beloved object; a sweetheart;—a paramour; a concu

bine;—madam—a title or term of address, pronounced

Mit'ut, and written Mrs.

Mistrial, (mis-trial) n. A false or erroneous trial.

Mistrust, (mis-trustf) n. Want of confidence or trust ;

suspicion.

Mistrust, (mis-trustf) r. /. To regard with jealousy or

suspicion; to suspect; to doubt;—hence, to anticipate

as near or likely to occur ; to surmise :—iat-p. £ pp.

mistrusted ; ppr. mistiusting. [confidence.

Mistrustful, (mis-trust'fool) a. Suspicious ; wanting

Mistrustfully, (mis-trust'fool-lo) adv. With snspicxm

or doubt. [doubt

Mistrustfulness, ( mis -trust' fool - nes ) n. Suspicion;
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Mistune, (mis-tun') v. t. To tune wrong or erroneously ;

to put out of tune :—imp. & pp. mistuned ; ppr. mis-

tuning.

Misty, (mist'e) a, Overspread with mist ;—obscured as

if by mist; cloudy; dim.

Misunderstand, (mis-un-dcr-Btand') v. (. To misconceive;

to mistake ; to take in a wrong sense :—imp, & pp.

misunderstood ; ppr. misunderstanding.

Misunderstanding, (mis-un-der-stand'ing) v. Mistake

of meaning ; error ; misconception ;—disagreement ;

difference ; slight quarrel.

Misusage, (mis-oYaj) ft. Ill usage ; abase.

Misuse, (mis-uz/) v. t. To use improperly ;—to treat ill;

to abuse ; misemploy ; misapply :—imp. & pp. mis*

used; ppr. misusing.

Misuse, (mis-US') ft. Improper use ; employment to a

bad purpose ; abuse, as 01 time or talents ;—evil or

cruel treatment.

Miswrought, (mia'rawt) a. Badly constructed;—used

or wrought improperly.

Misyoke, (mis-yokO v. t. To yoke or join improperly :

—imp. & pp. misyoked; ppr. misyoking.

Mite, (mit) n. [A.-S. nttt, L. mita.] Any thing very

■mall ; a minute spider having jaws which distinguish

it from the ticks;—a very small coin.

Mitigable, (mit'e-ga-bl) a. Capable of being alleviated.

Mitigant, (mit'e-gant) a. [L. mitigans, ppr. of miti-

gart.] Tending to mitigate; lenitive; easing, as pain.

Mitigate, (mit'e-gat) t*. /. [L. mitigare, from flii(w,

mild, soft.] To alleviate, as suffering ;—to make less

rigorous; to soften in severity or harshness; to temper;

—to render more tolerable ;—to reduce in amount as

a penalty; allay; calm; appease; subdue:—imp. & pp.

mitigated ; ppr, mitigating.

Mitigation, (mit-e-ga'shun) n. Act of mitigating; alle

viation; abatement; relief.

Mitre, (mfter) n. [L. mitra, 0. mitra, head-band, tur

ban.] An ornamental cap cleft at the top, worn by

bishops, cardinals, Ac ; hence, the dignity of a bishop,

abbot, &c ;—the joint formed by the ends oftwo pieces,

as of moulding, each cut off at an angle of 45 , and

matching together so as to form a right angle.

Mitre, (mfter) v. i. To meet and match together, as

two pieces of moulding at a right angle ;—v. t. To

adorn with a mitre;—to unite at an angle of 45* :—imp.

& pp. mitred ; ppr. mitring.

Mitre-wheels, (mi'ter-hwelz) ft, pi. A pair of bevel

wheels, of equal diameter, working

into each other, usually at right

angles, and serving to transfer mo

tion from one plane to another.

Mitten, (mit'n) n. [Ir. & Gael.

mutan, F. mitaine.] A winter

glove ; a cover for the hand wJ th-

out divisions for the fingers ;—a

worsted covering for the wrist :—

also milt.

Mittimus, (mit'e-mus) n. [L., wo

send, from mittere, to send.] A

warrant of commitment to prison. Mitre-wheels.

Mitu. (mi'tu) n. A bird of the turkey siwcies, found

in South America.

Mity, (mit'e) a. Having or abounding with mitee.

Mix, (miks) v. t. [A.-S. miscan, Ger. mvtchen, L. mixcere,

mixtum.] To unite; to blend in a mass; to produce by

the shaking or stirring together of different ingre

dients ;—to mingle ; to confuse ;—to unite with in

company ; to join ; to associate ;—v. i. To become

united or blended promiscuously;—to be joined; to

associate :—imp. & pp. mixed; ppr. mixing.

Mixable, (miks'a-bl) a. Capable of being mixed.

Mixed, (mikst) a. United ; confused ; various; hetero

geneous ; not pure.

Mixedly, (miks'ed-le) ad.-. In a mixed or confused

manner.

MixtOinear, (mika-te-lin'G-ar) a. [L. mixiui, mingled,

 

and linea, line.] Consisting of lines partly straight,

uartly curved.

Mixture, (miks'tur) ft. [L. mixtura, from miacere, to

mix.] Art of mixing, or state of being mixed ;—that

which is mixed or mingled.

Mizzen, (nuVn) a. [It. mttzano, middle, from mezzo,

middle, half.] EindmoBt ; nearest the stern.

Mizzen, (miz'n) n. The hindmost of the fore and aft

sails of a vessel ; the spanker sail.

Mizzen-mast, (miz'n-mast) n. The aftermost mast in a

three-masted vessel.

Mizzle, (miz'l) v. i. [Eng. mw(.] To rain small or in

very fine drops ;—to vanish , as rising mist ;—hence, to

steal or slip away; to depart :—also written mistU and

mtite:—imp. «fc pp. mizzled; ppr. mizzling.

Mizzle, (in i7. 1) n. Mist ; fine rain.

Mnemonic, (nB-mon'ik) a. [G. mnemoniios, from

mnim?, memory.] Assisting the memory.

Mnemonics, (m-mon'iks) v. sing. A system of precepts

and rules intended to assist the memory.

Moan, (mon) v. t. [A. -8. MMos, to moon.] To bewail

with an audible voice: to lament; to deplore;—v.i.

To make a low, dull sound of grief or pain ; to make

lamentation :—imp. & pp. moaned ; ppr. moaning.

Moan, (mon) n. A low, faint, wailing sound ; specifi

cally, a low groan or audible expression of pain, suffer

ing, or grief.

Moanful, (mon 'fool) a. Expressing sorrow ; lamenta

ble, [tion.

Moanfully, (mon'fool-le) adv. "With grief and lamenta-

Moat, (mot) n. [F. motte, hill, dike, bank, L. mota.] A

deep trench round the rampart of a castle or other

fortified place ; a ditch.

Moat, (mot) v. t. To surround with a ditch for defence.

Mob, (mob) n. (I., mobile vulgut, the movable common

people. J A crowd or throng ;—a gathering or con •

course of people—often with the sense of unlawful,

disorderly, or riotous ;—the populace; rabble.

Mob, (mob) v. t. To attack in a disorderly crowd ; to

hustle or jostle; to follow with a crowd :—imp. A pp.

mobbed; ppr. mobbing.

Mobbish, (mob'ish) a. Like a mob ; tumultuous ;

vulgar.

Mobile, (mo'bll) a, [L. mobili*, from morere, to move.]

Capable of being moved, aroused, or excited.

Mobility. (rao-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being mobile ; bus-

ceptibnmy of being moved, excited, &c ;—activity;—

inconstancy ; fickleness.

Mobilization, (mob-il-iz-ashun) n. The calling into

active service of troops not previously on the war

establishment.

Mobilise, (mob'il-iz) r. t. To call into active service—

applied to troops not previously on the war establish

ment :—imp. & pp. mobilized; ppr. mobilizing.

Mobocracy, (mob-ok'ra-se) ft, [Eng. mob and G. kratein,

to rule,] Rule or ascendancy of the mob.

Moccasin, (mok'a-sin) n. [An Indian word.] A shoe

or cover for the foot made of deer-skin or other soft

leather, without a sole.

Mock, (mok) v. t. [F. moquer, W. mociav, G. mokasthai,

from -mOkos, buffoon, scorner.] To deride; to laugh at ;

to ridicule;—to mimic; to imitate in contempt;—to

elude ; to disappoint ;—to tantalize ; to fool;—v. i. To

make sport; to Bpeak jestingly; to jeer:—imp. & pp.

mocked; ppr. mocking.

Mock, (mok) n. Ridicule ; derision ; sneer ; mockery.

Mock, (mok) a. Imitating reality, but not real; false;

counterfeit ; assumed.

Mocker, (mok'er) n. One who mocks; a scorner; a

scoffer.

Mockery, (mok'er-e) ». Act of mocking or deriding ;—

derision ; ridicule ;—contemptuous treatment, especi

ally of sacred poisons or things ; scorning or scoffing ;

—an object of sport; a subject of laughter;—a false

show of effort ; counterfeit action or profession ; de

ception.
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Mocking-bird, (mok ' ing - bcrd) n. A singing-bird of

North America remarkable for its

exact imitations of the notes of

other birds.

Mockingly, (mok'ing-le) adv. In

contempt ; with derision.

Modal, (mod 'ul) •'. Relating to the

mode or form ; formal ; consist

ing in form only ; not essential

or substantial.

Modality, (mfxl-al'e-te) n. Quality

of being modal, or being in form

only.

Mode, (mod) n. [F. mode, L. mo

dus, measure, L. metiri, to mea- Mocking-bird,

sure.] Manner of existing; form; make;—condition

of existenoe ; state; quality; — manner of acting;

method; plan; way;— continued manner; custom;

fashion ; Btyle;—difference in manner ; gradation ; de

gree ; mood.

Model, (mod'cl) n. [L. modulus, diminutive of modus.]

A small pattern ; a miniature form or likeness:—a

representation on a reduced scale of a machine, struc

ture, ship, &c;—a mould; a form to give shape to

castings:—a copy, as of a statue or bust ; a fac-shnile ;

—any thing to be imitated ; a pattern ; an example;—

a standard of comparison ; a high embodiment of

worth or excellence.

Model, (mod'el) v, t. To plan or form after a pattern ;

to form in model, or propose a model for;—v. t. To

make a pattern from which some work is to be exe

cuted:—imp. & pp. modelled ; ppr. modelling.

Modeller, (mod'el-gr)n. One who models; a professed or

skilful worker in plastic art.

Modelling, (mod'el-ing) n. The act or art of making a

model from which a work of art is to be executed.

Moderate, (mod'er-at) a. [L. moderatus, pp. of mode'

rare.] Limited ; restrained; kept within due bounds;

—temperate; not indulging ;—frugal ; inexpensive;—

holding a mean or middle place ;—not hot in temper ;

equable ;—not extreme in opinion ; reasonable ;—not

violent or excessive, as wind, cold, &c. ;—not swift,

as pace;—medium; average, as abilities; mediocre;

ordinary.

Moderate, (mod'er-at) v. t. [L. moderare, motleratum,

from mot!i>,<,] To restrain from excess of any kind ; to

keep within bounds ; to lessen ; to allay ; to repress ;

to temper ; to qualify ;—1>. i. To become less violent,

severe, rigorous, or intense:—imp. & pp. moderated ;

ppr. moderating.

Moderately, (mod'er-at-le^ adv. In a moderate manner ;

temperately ; mildly ;—in a middle degree ; not exces

sively, [being moderate.

Moderateness, (mod'er-at-nes) n. State or quality of

Moderation, (mod-er-a'shun) n. State or quality of

being moderate ; freedom from excess; restraint of

violent passions or indulgence of appetite ;—frugality

in expenditure.

Moderatism, (mod'er-at-izm) n. The principles or spirit

of the moderate church party.

Moderator, (mod'er-at-er) n. One who or that which

moderates or restrains ; — one who presides over a

meeting to preserve order and guide tho course of

debate ;—an instrument for regulating the action of a

machine, lamp, Ac. [moderator.

Moderatorship, (mod-er-at'er-ship) n. The office of a

Modern, (mod'ern) a. [F. moderne, from L. modo and

era.] Pertaining to the present time or time not long

past ; late ; not ancient ; recent ; novel.

Modern, (mod'ern) n. A person of modern times ;—

generally plural, people living in modern times, dis

tinguished from ancients, or people living in Greek

and Roman times.

Modernism, (mpd'era-izm) n. Modern practice ; a thing

of recent date. [moderns.

Modernist, (mod ' ern - iat) n. One who admires the

Modernization, (mod-ern-iz-a shun) n. Act of rendering

modern in style.

Modernize, (mod'ern-iz) v.t. To cause to conform to

recent or present usage or taste :—imp. & pp. modern-

ized ; ppr. modernizing.

Modernizer, (mod'ern-Iz-er) ft. One who adapts ancient

compositions to modern ideas and language.

Modest, fmod'est) a. [L. modestus, from modu», mea

sure.] Restrained within due limits of propriety or

decency ;—not forward or bold ; shy ; diffident ; bash

ful ; not boastful or arrogant ;—decent; not loose or

lewd ; chaste ; virtuous ;—moderate ; not excessive or

extravagant.

Modestly, (mod'est-le) adv. In a modest manner.

Modesty, (mod'est-e) n. Quality of being modest ; ab

sence of self-confidence, arrogance, and presumption ;

—absence of unwomanly or indecent bearing or con

duct ; purity of conduct.

Modicum, (mod'e-kum) ft. [L. from modicus, moderate,

from modus.] A little ; a small quantity. [fied.

Modifiable, (mod'e-fi-a-bl) a. Admitting of being modi-

Modification, (mod-e-fe-ka'shun) n. Act of modifying;

—particular form or manner ; modified shape or con

dition.

Modify, (mod'e-fi) v.t [L. mod\ficare, from motlua

and faeert, to make.] To change the form of ; to give

a new form to ; to vary ;—to moderate ; to qualify ;

to reduce in extent or degree ;—r. t. To be softened or

extenuated :—imp. & pp. modified; ppr. modifying.

Modillion, (mo-dil'yun) n, [L. motlulus.] The enriched

bracket generally found under the cornice of the Corin

thian entablature.

Modish, (mod'ish) a. According to the mode ; con

formed to the extreme fashion ; fashionable.

Modishly, (mod'ish-le) adv. In the customary mode ;

fashionably.

Modishness, (mod'ish-nes) n. State or quality of being

modish ;—affectation of the fashion.

Modist, (mod'ist) n. One who follows the mode or

fashion.

Modiste, (mod-eat*) n. [F.] A milliner; a maker or seller

of articles of fashionable dress.

Modulate, (mod'u-lat) v. t. (L. modulari, modulatut,

from modulus, a small measure, metre, melody.] To

form, as sound, to a certain key, or to a certain pro

portion ;—to vary or inflect in a natural, customary,

or musical manner ;—v. i. To pass from one key into

another :—imp. & pp. modulated \PPr- modulating.

Modulation, (niod-u-ltt'shun) n. The art of forming

any thing to a certain proportion ;—the art of inflect

ing the voice ;—a rising or falling of the voice in read

ing or speaking ;—the art of oomposing melody or

harmony in a particular mode or key ; the art of

changing the key or of passing from one key to another;

—modulated sound; melody.

Module, (mod'nl) n. 1 1 <. modulus, a small measure,

diminutive of modus.] A model or representation ;—

in architecture, the size of some one part, as tho

diameter or semi-diameter of the base of a shaft, taken

as a unit of measure by which the proportions of other

parts of the composition are regulated.

Modus, (mOd'us) n. [L.J A compensation or equivalent

in lieu of tithes.

Mogul, (mo-gulO n. A person of Mongolian race. Grent

Mogul, the emperor of Delhi ; tho sovereign of tho

empire founded in Hindostan by the Mongula in the

16th century.

Mohair, (mo^nar) n. [Probably of Oriental origin.] The

long, silky hair or wool of the Angora goat of Asia

Minor ; also, a fabric made from this material.

Moholi, (m6'ho-le) ft, A quadrumanous animal of the

lemur kind.

Mohr, (mor) n. A ruminant quadruped of the genus

Oazella; tho African antelope.

Moidore, (moi'dor) ft* (Pg, moeda •I'ou.o, coin of gold.)

A gold coin of Portugal, vjUued at £1 7s. sterling.
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Moiety, (moi'e-te) n. [F. moitii, L. medietas, from

medius, middle, half.] One of two equal parts; the

half ;—a part or portion ; share.

Moil, (moil) v. t. [F. mouitler, perhaps from L. mollis,

soft 3 To daub ; to make dirty ; to soil ; to defile ;

—v. i. [L. moliri, to toil, from moles, a heavy mass.]

To work with painful effort ; to labour ; to toil ; to

drudge :—imp. ce pp. moiled ; />/»: moiling.

Moire, (mwar) n. [F.] A fine kind of watered silk for

ladies' dresses ;—a woollen fabric ; mohair.

Moist, (moist) a, [F. moiste, vwite, L. mutteut, belong

ing to new wine.] Moderately wet ; damp; humid.

Moisten, (mois'n) v. t. To make damp; to wet slightly;

—to soften:—imp. & pp. moistened; ppr. moistening.

Moistness, (moist 'nes) n. State or quality of being

moist; dampness; humidity.

Moisture, (moist ' ur) n. A moderate degree of wet

ness;—that which moistens or makes damp or wet;

amount or quantity of liquid matter contained in the

body, the atmosphere, &c.

Moky, (moTte) a. [W. mica.] Dark ; murky.

Molar, (molar) n, A grinding tooth ; a double tooth.

Molar, (molar) a. [L. molaris, from molu, mill.] Hav

ing power to grind ; grinding.

Molasses, (mo-las'ez) n. King. [L. mellaceus, honey-like,

from mtl, mellis, honey.] The viscid, uncrystallizable

syrup which drains from sugar in the process of manu

facture ; golden syrup and treacle.

Mole, (nidi) n. [A.-S. mdl, mal.] A spot, mark, or

small permanent protuberance on the human body.

Mole, (mol) n. [L. moles.] A mound or massive work

formed of large stones at the mouth of a port to de

fend it from the violence of the waves ; also, the har

bour itself.

Mole, (mol) n. [D. viol, Ger. mautwarf, Dan. muld-

varp.] A small, insect-eating mammal with minute

eyes and very soft fur. From its burrowing habits it

is called a mouldworp or mouldturner.

Mole, (mol) v. t. To form holes in, as a mole ; to bur

row ; to excavate :—imp. & pp. moled ; ppr. moling.

Mole-cast, (miil'kast) n. A little elevation of earth

made by a mole.

Mole-catcher, (lnol'kach-cr) n. One whose employment

is to catch moles.

Molecular, (mo-lek'Q-ler) a. Belonging to, or consisting

of, molecules.

Molecule, (mol'0-kul) n. [Diminutive of L. moles, a

mass.] A very minute particle of matter;—a small

part or portion of a mass or body.

Mole-hill, (mol ' nil) ». A little elevation of earth

thrown up by moles working under ground ; hence,

a very small hill, or an insignificant obstacle or diffi

culty.

Moleskin, (mol'skin) n. A kind of cotton fabric or fus

tian with a smooth surface ;—a kind of cloth.

Molest, (mo- lest') v.t. [F. molester, from L. vioUs~

tus, troublesome.] To trouble; to render uneasy;

annoy; vex; tease: — imp. & pp. molested; ppr.

molesting.

Molestation, (mo-lest-iVshun) n. Act of molesting; dis

turbance; annoyance; uneasiness given.

Mollah, (mo'la) n. [A. maula, Turk, mewla, from

valai, to rule.] One of the higher order of Turkish

ecclesiastical judges.

Mollient, (molyent) a. [L. mollUns, ppr. of mollire, to

soften.] Serving to soften ; assuaging ; emollient.

Molliflable, (mol'e-fi-a-bl) a. Capable of being softened.

Mollification, (mol-e-fo-ka'slmn) n. Act of mollifying ;

mitigation.

Mollifler, (mol'e-fi-er) n. One who, or that which, molli

fies, softens, or pacifies.

Mollify, (mol'e-f i) v. t. [L. mollis, soft, and faccre, to

make.] To make soft or tender ;—to assuage, as pain

or irritation;—to appease, as excited feeling or passion;

to pacify ;—to reduce in harshness or asperity :—imp.

& pp. mollified ; ppr, mollifying-.

 

Molluscs.

Mollusc, (mollusk) n, [L. moUuscus, soft] An inverte

brate animal, having a soft,

fleshy body, which is inarti

culate, and not radiate inter

nally, j

Molluscan, (mol - lus ' kan) a,\

Pertaining to the molluscs,

or partaking of their pro

perties.

Moloch, (molok) n. [H. ma lech, king.] The deity of

the Ammonites, to whom human sacrifices were offered

in the valley of Tophet.

Molten, (molt n) p. a. Melted ; made of melted nietaL

Molybdena, (nid-lib-de'na) n. [L. molybdana, from G.

molubdos, lead.] An ore of a dark lead colour, occur

ring in flexible laming, like plumbago ; sulphuret of

molybdenum.

Molybdenum, (mo-lib-den 'am) n. [L. molybtlCBnum,]

A rare metal occurring in nature, of a white colour,

brittle structure, and almost infusible form.

Moment, (mo'ment) w. [L. momentum, from movcre, to

move.] A minute portion of time ; an instant ;—

force; impulsive power; momentum ; — honce, im

portance in influence or effect ; weight ;—an essential

element ; a deciding point, fact, or consideration.

Momentarily, (mo'ment-ar-e-Ie) adv. Every moment;

from moment to moment. [momentary.

Momentariness, (md ' ment-ar-e-nes) n. State of being

Momentary, (mo'ment-ar-e) a. Done in a moment;

continuing only a moment.

Momently, (mo'ment-le) adv. For a moment;—in a

moment; every moment.

Momentous, (mo-ment'us) a. Of consequence ; Impor

tant ; weighty.

Momentousness, (mo-ment'us-nes) n. State of being of

great importance.

Momentum, (md-mentfum) n. [L.] Moving force; im

petus ;—the weight of a moving body, and tho rate at

which it moves ;—power of moving or of communicat

ing motion, which is always proportioned to the quan

tity of matter multiplied into the velocity.

Momus, (md'mus) n. [L., G. mdmos.] The god of

laughter and ridicule.

Monachal, (mon'ak-al) a. [L. monachus, G. monachos,

a monk.] Pertaining to monks or a monastic life ;

monastic.

Monachiam, (mon'ak-izm) n. The system and influences

of a monastio life.

Monad, (mon'ad) n. [L., G. monas, monados, from

monos, alone.] An atom ; an ultimate or indivisible

particle of matter; — a simple nnextended point;

—an infusorial animalcule, of which a drop of water

is said to contain five hundred millions.

Monadic, (mon-ad'ik) a. Relating to monads; having

the nature of a monad.

Monarch, (mon'ark) n. [F. monarque, G. monarchos,

from monos, alone, and archos, chief, arckein, to rule.]

A sole ruler ; an autocrat ; a sovereign ; an emperor,

king, prince, or chief ;—one superior to all others of

the same kind ;—president.

Monarchal, (mon-ark'al) a. Pertaining to, or suiting

a monarch ; sovereign ; regal ; imperial.

Monarchic, (mon-ark ik) a. Vested in a siDgle ruler ;—

pertaining to monarchy or a monarch: — also mon

archical, monarchial.

Monorchism, (mon'ark-izm) «. The principles of

monarchy ; love or preference of monarchy.

Monarchist, (nioaVirk-ist) iu An advocate of monarchy.

Monarchy, (mon'ark-e) n. A state or government in

which the supremo 1tower is lodged in the hamls of a

single person ;—tho territory ruled over by a monarch ;

a kingdom ; an empire. [tery.

Monasterial, (mon-as-te're-al) a. Pertaining to a monas-

Monastery, (mon ' as - tcr - e) n. [L. monasterium, G.

monasters, a solitary, a monk.] A house of religious

retirement ; cloister ; convent ; nunnery.
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Monastic, (mon-as/tik) n. A monk.

Monastic, (mon-as'tik) a. Pertaining to monasteries,

or to moukR and nuns ;—recluse.

Moiiastically, (mon-as'tik-al-le) adv. In a retired man

ner ; in the manner of monks ; recluseiy.

Monasticiam, (mon-as'te-eizm) n. The institution of

monkish life.

Monday, (mun'da) n. [O. Eng. monen day, A. -S.

mdnandag, i.e.t day of the moon.] The second day of

the week.

Monde, (mongd) ft, [F.] The world ; chiefly in the

phrase beau monde, fashionable world.

Monetary, (mun'e-tar-e) a. Pertaining to or consisting

in money ; pecuniary.

Money, (mun'e) n. [F. vionnaie, L. vioneta.] Coin ;

stamped metal used as the medium of commerce ; any

thing representing property or goods ; paper currency;

bank notes ; bills, <fec. ; the circulating medium ;—

wealth ; affluence ; riches.

Money-changer, (mun'e-chanj-er) n. A broker who

deals in money or exchanges.

Moneyed, (niun'ed) a. Rich in money; having money;

—consisting in money.

Money-lender, (mun'e-lend-er) n. One who lends money

on security; one who raises money for others, or dis

counts bills. [less.

Moneyless, (mun'e-lee) a. Destitute of money ; penni-

Money-making, (rmme-mak-ing) a. Gaining money or

wealth : profitable ; lucrative.

Money-market, ( mnn'e-mark-et ) n. The exchange;

bourse ; place where stocks, shares, &c. , are bought

and sold ;—hence, state of the funds, bank, railway,

mining, or other shares, in respect of price or demand.

Money-spinner, (mun e-spin-cr) n, A Bmall spider.

Money's-worth, (mun'oz-wurth) n. Valuo or worth in

inonoy;—any thing valuable or that will bring money;

—full value.

Moneywort, (mun'e-wuxt) n. An ever-green trailing

plant, of the genus Lynmachia, or looeewort.

Monger, (mung'ger) n. [A. -8. mangert, from ma-ngian,

to trade.] A trader ; a dealer—used chiefly in com

position.

Mongrel, (mung^greH a. [A.-S. mengan, mencgan, to

mix.] Of a mixed breed ; hybrid.

Mongrel, (mung'grel) n. An animal of a mixed breed.

Monition, (mo-nish'un) n, [L. monitio, from monere,

to warn.] Instruction given by way of caution ; ad

monition ; warning ;—information ; notice.

Monitor, (raone-ter) n. [L-] One who admonishes ;—

one who points out faults, or gives useful hints as to

conduct or duty ; a faithful counsellor ;—specifically,

an older scholar commissioned by tho master to keep

up the discipline of tho class in his absence, to call the

roll and register the faults of the scholars, and some

times to teach a junior division.

Monitor, (mou'e-ter) ». An iron-clad war-vessel, with

one or more turrets.

Monitorial, (mon-e-to're-al) «. Pertaining to a monitor ;

—conducted or taught by monitors.

Monitoriaily, (mon-e-to're-al-le) adv. In a monitorial

manner. [ing.

Monitory, (inon'e-tor-e) a. Giving admonition ; wara-

Monitress, (mon'e-tres) ft, A female monitor.

Monk, (nmngk) n. [A.-S. numec, monc, L. ■nionachvj,

G. monaeko*, from mo»o», alone.] One of a religious

community inhabiting a monastery, and bound by

vows to a life of celibacy and religious exercises ;—im

pression from types which

nave received too much

ink.

Monkery, (mungk'er-e) is.

The life of monks: monastic

life ; monastic usage <>r

customs.

Monkey, (mungk'e) n. [It.

monicchio, diminutive ui

 

Monkeys' Heads.

1. Ublda ; & lumuAdM.

A wrench or

monna, an ape.] One of an order of four-footed

mammals, having pectoral mammae, short logs with

hand-shaped prehensile feet, usually long arms with

clasping hands, and almost always a prehensile tail ;—

more strictly, the long-tailed individuals of the order ;

—a name of contempt or of slight kindness ;—a small

pile-driving machine ;—a small single block strapped

with a swivel.

Monkeyism, (mungk'e-izm) ?u Conduct of a monkey;

resemblance to a monkey in disposition or actions.

Monkey-jacket, (mungk'e-jak-et) n. A long, close-fitting

jacket worn by youths and seamen.

Monkey-wrench, (mungk ' e-ren&h) n.

spanner having a movable

jaw.

Monk-fish, (mungk'fish) n. A ,

native fish with a round head, I

having the appearance of a

monk's cowl : — also called Monkey-wrench.

angtl-JUh. [monk.

Monkhood, (mungk'hood) n. Character or habits of a

Monkish, (mungk'ish) a. Like a monk, or pertaining

to monks ; monastic.

Monk's-hood, (mungksTiuod) ft. A herbaceous plant of

the genus Aconitum, and extremely poisonous.

Mono, (nio'no). [G. mono*.] A prefix to words from

the Greek, rignifying alone.

Monooarpoua, (mon-6-karp/uB) a. [G. mono*, single, and

karpos, fruit.] Bearing fruit hut once, and dying

after fructification, as wheat.

Monochord, (mon'6-kord) n. [G. monochwdos, with but

one string.] An instrument consisting of one string

only for experimenting upon the mathematical rela-

tions of musical sounds.

Monochromatic, (mon-o-krO-mat'ik) a. Consisting of one

colour, or presenting rays of light of one colour only.

Monochrome, (mon'6-krom) n. [G. monos, single, and

chrdma, colour.] A painting with a single colour.

Monocular, (mon-ok'u-ler) a. Having one eye only ;—

adapted to be used with one eye.

Monodist, (mon'od-ist) ft. One who writes a monody.

Monody, (mon'6-de) n. [G. mono*, single, and 6d£,

song.] A mournful poem in which a single mourner

expresses lamentation. [second marriages.

Monogamist, (mon-ogVimst) u. One who disallows

Monogamy, (mon-og'a-me) ft, [G. monos, single, and

gamos, marriage.] A marriage to one wife only, or

the Btate of such as are restricted to a single wife.

Monogram, (mon'o-gram) ft. [G. vwnos, single, and

gramma, letter.] A character

or cipher composed of one,

two, or more letters inter

woven, beingah abbreviation

of a name, or the initial

letters of a person's or com

pany's name ; — an artist's

mark ;—a picture drawn in

lines without colour.

Monograph, (raon'6-graf) n.

[G. monos, single, and graphi,

a writing.] A written ao- Monogram.

count or description of a single thing or class of things.

Monographic, (mon-o-grafik) a. Drawn in lines without

colours ;—pertaining to a monograph.

Monography. (mon-ogVa-fe) n. A representation by

lines only ; an outline drawing ; a mere sketch.

Monolith, (nion'd-lith) n. [G. ■■■ on os, single, and lithoi,

stone.] A pillar, column, or the like, consisting of a

single stone.

Monologue, (nion'o-log) n. [G. mono*, single, and lottos,

speech.] A speech uttered by a person alone ; solilo

quy ;—a poem, song, or scene composed for a biugle

performer.

Monomania, (moii-6-nuVne-a) ft, [G. monw, single, and

'Mania, madness, mania.] Derangement of the mind

with regard to a particular subject only.
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Monomaniac, (mon-o-ma'ne-ak) n. A person affected

I a monomania.

Monomaniac, (mon-d-m&'ne-ak) a. Affected with mono

mania :—also monoraanious and monomaniacal.

Monomial, (mon-d'me-al) n. [G. motiosf alone, and

onoma, name.] An algebraic quantity or function

expressed by one term only, whether positive or nega

tive :—also written monome.

Monomorphous, (mon-o-mor'fua) a. [('•. monos, single,

and morphf, form.] Having but a single form.

Monopetalous, (mon-o-pet'al-us) a. [G. monos, alone,

and peialon, leaf] Having only one

petal, or composed of petals cohering

so as to form a corolla.

Monophthong, (mon'of-thong) n. [G.

monos, alone, and phthogyos, sound,

voice.] A single unoompounded vowel

sound;—a vowel digraph.

Monophysite, (mon-of'e-alt) n. [G.

mono*, alone, single, and pkusis,

nature. J One of an ancient sect who Monopetalous.

maintained that the human and divine in Jesus Christ

constituted but one nature.

Monopolist, (mon-op'ol-ist) n. One who monopolizes.

Monopolize, (mon-op'ol-iz) v. t. To obtain possession of

the whole of ; to engross ; to exercise an exclusive

right ;—to purchase the whole of a commodity, so as

to enhance the price and command the market;—to

acquire patent right to a process or article of manu

facture ;—to nave the sole right of trading to a place

or country ; to get the whole trade or custom of a

place ;—to use or employ to the exclusion of others :—

imp. A pp. monopolized ; ppr. monopolizing.

Monopoly, (nion-op'6-le) k. [L. monopottum, G. monos,

alone, and p6Uin, to sell.] The sole permission and

power of dealing in any species of goods or of dealing

with a country or market.

Monopteroa, (mon-op'ter-os) n. [G. monos, single, and

pttros, wing.] A temple constructed of columns ar

ranged in a circle and supporting a conical roof, but

without any etUa or interior.

Monosepslous, (mon-o-se'pal-us) a. [G. monos, alone,

and sepal] In botany, having one

sepal, or having the sepals united by

their edges in the calyx.

Monostich, (mon'6-stik) n. [G. monos,

■ingle, and stichos, line, verse.] A

composition consisting of one verse

only.

Monostrophio, (mon-o-strofik) a. [G.

monos, single, and strophS, strophe.]

Having one strophe only ; not varied

In measure.

Monosyllabic, (mon-d-sil-laVix) a.

Consisting of one syllable;—consist

ing of words of one syllable.

Monosyllable, (mon-d-sUla-bl) n. [G.

monos, single, and sullabi, syllable.] Monosepalous.

A word of one syllable.

Monotheism, (nion o-the-izm) n. [G. monos, alone, and

theos, God.] The doctrine or belief that there is but

one God. [there is but one God.

Monotheist, (mon'o-the-ist) n. One who believes that

Monotheistic, (mon-6-the-ist'ik) a. Pertaining to

monotheism.

Monothelite, (mon-oth'e-llt) n. fO. monos, alone, and

thtlein, to will.] One of an ancient sect who held that

Christ had but one will in his two natures.

Monotone, (mon'6-ton) n. A single unvaried tone or

sound ;—the utterance of successive syllables on one

unvaried key or line of pitch.

Monotonous, (mon-ot'on-us)«. [G. monos, alone, only,

and tonox, tone.] Uttered in one tone or key ; want

ing cadence or inflection ; — unvaried ; uniform ; —

hence, dull ; tiresome. [tone.

Monotonously, (mou-ot'on-us-le) adv. With one uniform

 

Monotonousness, (mon-otfou-us-nes) n. Quality of being

monotonous.

Monotony, (mon-ot'o-ne) n. [G. monos, Bingle, and

tonot, tone.] Uniformity of tone or sound; want of

inflection or cadence in vocal utterance ; — want of

variety ; sameness ; uniformity ;—hence, dull, weari

some quality or influence.

Mon seigneur, (mong-sen'yer) n. [F. mon, my, and

seigneur, lord.] My lord ; your grace or highness—a

title of a person of high birth or rank.

Monsieur, (mo'ser) n. [F. mon, my, and sieur, abbrevia

tion of seigneur, lord. J Sir or Mr.;—a title of civility

in France, used both in speech and writing; —a

Frenchman—so called in contempt or ridicule.

Monsoon, (monsoon) n. [Malay, m&sim, A. mausim, a

season.] A wind in the Indian Ocean blowing half

the year in one direction, and the other half in the

opposite.

Monster, (mon'ster) n. [L. monstrum, from moMtrare,

to point out.] Something of unnatural size, shape, or

quality; a prodigy; an enormity:—an animal or plant

of abnormal birth or growth ;—ugly or horrible object ;

deformity ;—a person of unnatural wickedness, cruelty,

and the like.

Monster, (mon'ster) a. Great or inordinate in size or

numbers, as a meeting, Ac.

Monstrosity, (mon-stroVe-te) n. State of being mon

strous ;—an unnatural production.

Monstrous, i(mon'strus) a. [L. monstrosus, from mon-

struvi.] Having the qualities of a monster; deviating

greatly from the natural form; abnormal;—enormous;

extraordinary ; wonderful ; marvellous ;—shocking to

the sight or other senses ; horrible ; dreadful

Monstrous, (mon'strus) adi*. Exceedingly; very much.

Monstrously, (mon'stnis-le) adv. In a monstrous man

ner; shockingly; terribly; horribly;—to a great degree;

enormously. (etrous ; enormity.

Monstrousnesa, (mon'strus-nes) n. State of being mon-

Montant, (mon'tant) n. [F. from monttr, to mount.] A

thrust or pass in fencing ; — an upright piece or

stanchion.

Month, (munth) n. [A.-S. mdnddh, from mfrna, the

moon.] One of the twelve portions into which the

year is divided.

Monthly, (munthle) a. Continued a month, or per

formed in a month ; — done or happening once a

month, or every month.

Monthly, (munth'le) n. A publication which appears

regularly once a month. [month.

Monthly, (munthle) adv. Once a month ; in every

Monthly-nurse, (munth'le-nurs) n. Nurse hired usually

by the month to attend in cases of child-birth.

Month's-mind, (muuths'mmd) n. Strong desire or in

clination.

Montoir, (mong'twor) n. {F. from monter, to mount.] A

stone used for aiding to mount a horse ; a horse-block.

Monton, (mon'ton) n. A heap of ore ; a mass undergoing

the process of amalgamation.

Monument, (mon'u-ment) n. [L. monumentum, from

monere, to remind, admonish.] Any thing intended

to remind or give notice;—hence, (specially, a building,

pillar, stone, or the like, erected to preserve the re

membrance of a person, event, action, &c. ;—mauso

leum ; tomb ; cenotaph.

Monumental, (mon-ii-ment'al) a. Of, pertaining to,

inscribed upon, or suitable for a monument ;—serving

as a monument ; memorial.

Monumentally, (mon-u-meut'al-Ie) adv. By way of

memorial ;—by means of monuments.

Moo, (moo) v. x. [An onomatopoetic word, being an

imitation of the sound made by a cow.] To make the

noise of a cow ; to low—a child's word.

Mood, (mood) n, [L. modv.».\ State or condition;

form ;—method ; style or manner ;—in music, the key

on which a melody is composed, or to which harmonies

are arranged, either major or minor;—in logic, the
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form of a syllogism in quantity, as universal or par

ticular, or in quality, as affirmative or negative;—in

tirammar, the inflection of a verb designating the cer

tainty, contingency, possibility, desirability, Ac, of

the action or passion expressed by the verb. [A.-S.

mod, Qer. mutk.] Frame of mind; temporary state

of feeling or passion ; humour—with a qualifying ad

jective, [manner.

I&oodily, (mood'e-le) adv. [From MMt^f.1 In a moody

r.'oodineas, (mood'o-nes) n. The quality of being moody;

peevishness; sullenneas.

TToody, (inood'e) a. [A.-S. mddig, mddeg.] Sullen ; out

of humour; peevish; fretful :—sad ; melancholy; pen

sive ;—dull ; gloomy ;—raging ; furious.

Moon, (moon) n. [A-S. mdna, Go. mdna, Ger. mond,

G. ment.] The satellite which revolves round the

earth; — hence, any secondary planet or satellite;

—a month ; a complete revolution of the moon ;—a

crescent-formed outwork. [moon.

Moonbeam, (moon'bCm) n. A ray of light from the

£ ■ -lonfish . (moon'flsh) n. A fish whose tail-fln is shai>ed

like a half-moon.

II oon-flower, (moon-flow'rr) n. A plant of the genus

Chrysanthemum; white ox-eye—one species in Ceylon

blooms or opens its petals only at night.

Moonish, (moon'isb) a. Like the moon ; variable.

Moonless, (m66n'les)a. Wanting, or not illumined by,

the moon. (moon.

Moonlight, (moonlit) n. The light afforded by the

Moonlight, (moonlit) a. Illumined by the moon; oc

curring during or by moonlight.

Moonlit, (moonlit) «. Illumined by the moon.

Moonshine, (mdon'shin) n. The light of the moon ;—

show without substance or reality.

Moon-stone, (moon'ston) n. A nearly pellucid variety

of feldspar. fence of the moon ; lunatic.

Moonstruck, (moon'struk) a. Affected by the influ-

Moony, (moon'e) a. Pertaining to or resembling the

moon;—bearing a crescent ; hinatod.

Moor, (m66r) n. [A.-S. mdr, waste land on account of

water, heath, or rocks, allied to Go. viarei.] An exten

sive waste covered with heath, and having a poor,

light soil, but sometimes marshy, and abounding in

peat ; a heath ; a fen.

Moor, (moor) n. [L. Maurti*, G. Maura*.] A nativo

of the northern coast of Africa.

Moor, (moor) v. t. [A-S. merran, Amerran, to hinder,

.'- !> amarra, a cable.) To confine or secure, as a ship,

by cables and anchors;—to secure or fix firmly;—v. i.

To be oonfined by cables or chains: \ r\ J J

—imp. &pp. moored; ppr. moor- *^^ / , 'ft Mm/i

Moorage, (moOr'aj) n, A place for fcfl| HfelL

mooring. vp'

Moor-oock, (moor'kok) n. The ys W^

red grouse or gor-cock : — also Ml

iiworfowL Vh t^^51

Moor-game, (moor'g&m) n. H'"-^ ^s^W-u'

Grouse ; red-game. 3!oor-cook.

Moor-hen, (moorlien) n, A native grallatorial bird of

the genus Qallinula; the water-

hen.

Mooring, (moor'ing) n. Act of

berthing a ship, as by cables and

rmchors in mid-stream, or by

ropes or chains attached to a

wharf or dock ; — the ropes,

chains, cables, anchom so em

ployed;—the place where a Teasel

lies at anchor ;—suitable anchor- UHM.

age,

Moorish, (moorish) a. Marshy ; fenny ; watery ;—per

taining to Morooco or tho Moors.

voorland, (modr'land) n, A marsh; low, watery ground;

—land riaiug into moderate hills, foul, cold, and full

of bogs.

 

Moory, (moor'e) a. Of, pertaining to, or resembling

moors ; marshy ; fenny ; boggy.

Moose, (moos) n. [A native Indian name.] An anl-

mal of tho deer kind, having

a short thick neck, with a

mane, a long, horny muffle,

and broad slouching ears.

Themaleshaveantlers, branch

ed and broadly palmate—it is

the elk of Europe.

Moose-deer, (moeVder) n. Tho :

elk.

Moot, (moot) v. t. [A.-S. motion, '

from m6t, a meeting.] To Moose,

argue for and against ; to debate ;—to propound and

discuss in a mock court, as was formerly done by

the students of law in the Inns of Court ;—v. i. To

argue or plead on a supposed cause :—imp. & pp.

mooted ; ppr. mooting.

Moot, (moot) a. Subject to argument or discussion ;

undecided ; debatable.

Moot, (moot) 7i. A discussion or debate ; especially, a

discussion of fictitious causes by way of practice.

Moot-case, (moofkas) n. A point, case, or question, to

be mooted or debated ; a disputable case :—also moot-

point.

Mop, (mop) n. [W. mop, L. mappa, a napkin.] A

piece of cloth, or a collection of thrums, fastened to

a liandle—used for washing floors ;—a grimace.

Mop, (mop) v.t. To rub or wipe with a mop ;—v. t. To

make wry mouths; to grin or grimace in contempt :

—imp. & pp. mopped; ppr. mopping.

Mope, (mop) v. i. [D. moppen, to pout.] To be dull or

listless; to be spiritless or inactive;— to sulk; to

gloom ;—r. t. To make spiritless or stupid :—iiup. is

pp. moped; ppr. moping.

Mope, (mop) n. A dull, stupid person ; a drone.

Mopingly, (moplng-le) adv. In a spiritless, listless, or

dreamy manner.

Mopish, (mopish) a. Dull; spiritless; stupid; dojWted.

Mopishness, (mop'ish-ues) n. Dulness , stupidity ; de

jection.

Moppet, (mop ' et) n. [Eng. mop, L. mappa. ] A

puppet or doll made of rags ;—hence, a fondling ; a

dear little girl. [woman.

Mopsey, (mop'se) n. A moppet ;—a slatternly, untidy

Mopus, (mo'pus) v. A mope ; a drone ; a bad coin ;

a piece of money in general.

Moraine, (mo-rau') n. |K, Gcr. m«r, stones broken

off,] An accumulation of broken stones or gravel

dong the edge of a glacier, or in the part or line be

tween adjacent glaciers.

Moral, (mor'al) a. [L. vioralit, from mo*, mori*r man

lier, custom.] Relating to the manners, conduct, or

duties of men towards each other ; socially good or

right ; just ; true ; fair ; honourable ; upright ; disin

terested, &c. ;—relating to the law of God ; virtuous;

holy ; pure ; blameless ;—subject to law, and capable

of doing right or wrong ; responsible, as a being or

agent ;—done in conformity with law, or from sense

of duty, as an act :—regular ; strict, as a life or course

of conduct ;—founded on common experience ; highly

probable; circumstantial, as evidence or judgments.

Moral, (mor'al) n. The doctrine or practice of the duties

of life ; conduct ; behaviour—usually pi. ;—the mean

ing or significance of a fable, a narrative, an occur

rence, experience, <v<\

Morale, (mo-ral) n. [F.] The moral condition, as .. :

;i body of men, an army, and the like.

Moralist, (mor ' al - ist) n. One who teaches the duties

of life;—a writer on moral or ethical subjects ;—one

who practises moral duties ; a strict observer of social

or religious forms.

Morality, (inor-al'o-te) N. Doctrine or system of moral

duties ; etliics ; — practice of the moral and social

duties ; virtue ;—the quality of an action which ran-
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den it right or wrong ;—a kind of allegorical play in

which the virtues and the vices were personified.

Moralization, (mor-al-iz-a'shun) n. Act of moralizing ;

—explanation in a moral sense.

Moralize, (nior'al-iz) v. t. To apply to a moral purpose ;

to explain in a moral sense ;—to render moral or vir

tuous ;—v. t. To make moral reflections ; to write on

moral subjects:—imp. & pp. moralized; ppr. moraliz

ing.

Koralizer, (moral-iz-er) n. One who moralizes.

Morally, (moral-le) adv. In a moral or ethical sense ;

—according to moral rules ; virtuously ; honestly ;

—according to the rules of the divine law ;—accord

ing to the common course of events, and the ordinary

judgment of mankind ; probably : certainly.

Morass, (md-ras/) «.. [Oer. morass, Sw. moras, F.

nurau.] A tract of soft, wet ground; a marsh; a fen.

Moravian* (mo-ra've-an) n. One of a religious sect

called the United Brethren.

Morbid, (mor'bid) a. [L. morbidun, from morbus,

disease.] Not sound and healthful ; diseased ; sickly ;

producing sickness or disease.

Morbidly, (mor'bid-le) adv. In a morbid or diseased

manner.

Morbidness, (inor'bid-ncs) n. A state of being diseased

or sickly.

Morbific, (mor-bifik) a. [L. morbus, disease, andfacere,

to make. ] Causing disease ; tending to produce dis

ease; proceeding from disease.

Morceau, (mor-so*) ». [F. , from I* morsus, a bite, from

metrdere, to bite.) A bit ; a morsel.

Mordacious, (mor-da'she-us) a. ( L. mordax, mordaeis,

from mordert, to bite.] Biting; given to biting;—sar

castic ; severe ; scathing.

Mordacity, (mor-dae'e-te) n. Quality of being morda

cious : biting or sarcastic quality.

Mordant, (mor'dant) a. [F., ppr. of mordre, L. mor

dert, to bite. ] Biting ; caustic ; sarcastic ;—serving to

fix colours, as alum.

Mordant, (mor'dant) n. Any substance which servos

to give fixity to dyes;—any sticky matter by which

the gold leaf is made to adhere.

More, (mdr) n. Greater quantity, amount, or number ;

—something other and further.

More, (mdr) «., comp. [A.-S. vt&ra, mora. Ice), meiri,

h. magis.] Greater in amount, degree, quality, num

ber, or the like ; superior ; increased ; additional.

More, (mdr) adv. In a greater quantity, extent, or de

gree;—in addition ; further; besides; again.

Moreen, (mo-ren/) n, A stout woollen stuff, used for

curtains, <fec

Morell, (md-rer) n. [Ger. morehel, J), morilje.] An

edible fungus, allied to the mushroom ;—a plant of

the genus SoUinum; garden nightshade. [F. morelle.]

A variety of cherry with an acid taste, much used for

pies and preserves:—also written morelto.

Moreover, (mdr-6'ver) adv. Beyond what has been

said; further; also; likewise; besides.

Moresque, (mo-resk') a. [F., from It. moreseo, from

Mora, a Moor.] Done after the manner of the Moors ;

—arabesque.

Moresque, (nio-resk') u. A species of ornamentation

used to enrich flat surfaces by the Moors, either

painted, inlaid in mosaic, or carved in low relief;

arabesque.

Morgue, (morg) n. [F.J A place in many towns in

France, where the bodies of persons found dead are

exposed, that they may be claimed by their friends.

Moribund, (mor'e-bund) a. fL. moribundus, from

mortrt, to die.] At the point of death: dying.

Moril, (ruorll) n. [F. morilU, Ger. morhila.] A mush

room of the size of a walnut, abounding with little

holes.

Morion, (mCre-un) n. [F., So. morrion, It. morione.]

A kind of open helmet, without visor or beaver;—a

casque.

Morisco, (m6-ris'ko) ». [Sp. morisco, from Moro, a

Moor.] A thing of Moorish origin, as the Moorish lan

guage ;—a Moorish dance, now called morris-dance;—

one who dances the Moorish dance.

Mormon, (mor'mon) n. One of a sect in the United

States, followers of one Joseph Smith, who claimed to

work miracles, and to have found an addition to the

Bible, engraved on golden plates, called the Book oj

Mormon. [Mormons.

Mormonism, (mor'mon-izm) n. The doctrine of the

Mormonite, (mor'mon-it) n. A Mormon.

Morn, (morn) «. [A.-S. morn, uiorjrcn, Ioel. morgun.]

The first part of the day ; the morning ;—the follow

ing day; morrow.

Morning, (morning) n. The early part of the day,

variously understood as the earliest hours of light, the

time from midnight to noon, from rising till dinner,

Ac ;—the first or early part.

Morning, (morning) a. Pertaining to, or being in, the

first part or early part of the day.

Morning-star, (morn 'ing- star) n. The planet Venus

when it precedes the sun in rising, and shines in the

morning.

Morocco, (tnu-rok'o) n. A fine kind of leather, pre

pared commonly from goat-skin, and tanned with

sumach—said to be so called because first prepared by

the Moon.

Morose, (mo-roe') a. [L. morosus, from mos, moris,

manner.] Of a sour temper; sullen; gruff; severe;

austere ; crabbed ; crusty ; churlish ; surly.

Morosely, (md-roVle) adv. Sourly ; with sullen aus

terity, (ness.

Moroseness, (mo-ros'nes) n. Sourness of temper; sullen-

Morphia, (mor'fe-a) n. [F. morjihine, from G. Mor

pheus, the god of sleep.] A vegetable alkaloid extracted

from opium. Its salts are much used in medicine as

an anodyne.

Morphology, (mor-fol'o-je) n. [G. morphf, form, and

logos, discourse. ] The science which treats of the ideal

forms of the parts or organs in the structure of plants

and animals.

Morris, (morris) n. [F. morcsque, It. moresca.] A

dance in imitation of the Moors, performed with cas

tanets or rattles held in the hands, by a single per

son ;—a dance formerly common in England, usually

joined with the May-day pageants and processions.

Morris-dancer, (morls-dans-er) n. One who dances a

morris-dance.

Morrow, (morro) n. [O. Eng. vionce, A.-S. morgen.)

Morning, as good morrow;—the next following day ;—

the day following the present ; to-morrow.

Morse, (mors) n. [Hubs, niorj, Lapp, morsk:] The sea

horse or walrus.

Morsel, (mor'sel) n. [Norm. F. morcel, F. morceau,

from L. mordere, pp. morsus, to bite.] A bite; a

mouthful;—a small quantity of any thing; a little

piece ; a fragment

Mort, (raort) n. [F. from L. mors, mortis, death.] A

note of a honi sounded at the death or capture of the

game; — a salmon in its third year; — a woman; a

wench.

Mortal, (mor'tal) a, PL mortalis, from mortrt, to die.]

Subject to death ;—liable or destined to die ;—causing

death ; destructive ; deadly ; fatal ;—implacable ; in

veterate, as a foe ;—bringing or deserving condemna

tion ; not venial, as sin ;—human ; belonging to man ;

—extreme ; violent.

Mortal, (mor'tal) n. A being subject to death ; man.

Mortality, (mor-tal'e-te) a. Condition or quality of

being mortal ; — death ; destruction ;— frequency of

death ; actual death of numbers of persons or animals;

—death-rate ; number dying in a place or community

within a given *time.

Mortally, (mor'tal-le) adv. In a mortal manner;

fatally; irrecoverably :—in the highest possible degree;

inveterately. _
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Mortar, (mor'tar) n. [L. mortariuvt, A.-S. mortere.]

A wide -mouthed Teasel in

which substances are

pounded with a pestle; — a

short piece of ordnance with

a large bore for throwing

bombs, shells, &c, at hig

angles of elevation.

Mortar, (mor'tar) n. [L. mor- ,

tariuL] A mixture of lime fc

and sand with water, used m Mortar.

a cement for uniting stones and bricks in walls.

Mortgage, (mor'gaj) ft. [F. mort, dead, and yap*,

pledge.) A conveyance of an estate in fee, granted in

security of money borrowed, but redeemable on condi

tions of repayment within a certain time ;—a pledge

or pawn of goods or chattels as security for a debt ;—

the state of being under pledge or security.

Mortgage, (mor'gaj) v. t. To convey, as property, for

the security of a debt or other engagement on condi

tion that if the debt or engagement shall be discharged

according to the contract the conveyance shall be void ;

—to pledge ; to give in security of .*—imp. & pp. mort

gaged ; ppr. mortgaging. [made or given.

Mortgagee, (mor-ga-je') n. One to whom a mortgage is

Mortgager, (mor'gaj-er) n. The person who conveys

property as security for debt.

Mortification, (mor-te-fe-ka'shun) n. Act of mortifying

or the condition of being mortified ;—the death of one

part of an animal body while the rest continues to

live; — gangrene; — subjection of the passions and.

appetites by penance, abstinence, or painful severities

inflicted on tne body;—hence, generally, humiliation;

chagrin; vexation;—cross.

Mortify, (mer'te-fi) r. t. [L. mortiflcare, from mors,

mortis, death, and facert, to make.] To destroy the

organic t«xture and vital functions of ;—to subdue or

keep in subjection by discipline, as the bodily appe

tites, or worldly desires ; to abase ;—hence, to affect

with vexation, chagrin, or humiliation; to humble;—

v. i. To lose vitality, as flesh ;—to practise severities

and penance from religious motives ;—to be subdued :

—imp. & pp. mortified ; ppr. mortifying.

Mortifying, (mor'te-fi-ing) a. Humiliating ; annoying ;

vexatious.

Mortise, (mor'tis) n. [P. mortaise, TV. mortaU.] A

cavity cut into a piece of timber or

other material, to receive the end of

another piece, made to fit it, called a

tenon,'—also Mortice.

Mortise, (mor'tis) v. t. To cut or make

a mortise in ;—to join by a tenon and

mortise :—imp. & pp. mortised ; ppr.

mortising.

Mortmain, (mort'man) ft, [F. mor*,

dead, and main, hand.] Possession

of lands or tenements in dead hands,

or hands that can not alienate.

Mortuary, (mor'tu-ar-e)n. Acustomary

gift claimed by, and due to, the minister of a parish

on the death of a parishioner ;

—a burial-place.

Mortuary, (mor'tu-ar-e) a. [I ..

mortuarius, belonging to

the dead, from mortuu*,

dead.] Belonging to tl

burial of the dead.

Mosaic, (mo-za'ik) n. [F.

mosaique, Pr. mosaic.] In

laid work, in which the effect

of painting is produced by

the use of pieces of coloured

»tone or other hard substance.

Mosaic, (mo-za'ik) a. Pertaining to the style of work

called mosaic ; tesselated ; composed of various mate

rials or ingredients.

Mortise find

I JHL-—f%vY

Mosaic.

Pertaining to Moses, the leader

After the manner of

Mosaic, (mo-za'ik) a.

of the Israelites.

losaically, (nid-za'ik-al-le) adv.

mosaic work.

Hosaic-gold, (mo-za'ik -gold) n. An alloy of zinc

and copper, used for Jewellery and ornamental-work.

Moselle, (moz-el') n. [F.] A light wine made from the

grapes growing near the river so called—of two kinds,

dry and sparkling.

Moslem, (moz'lem) n. TA. moslem, muslim.] A Mus

sulman ; an orthodox Mahometan.

Moslem, (moz'lem) a. Pertaining to the Mahometans.

Mosque, (mosk) n. [A. masjid, from eajada, to bend,

bow, adore.] A Mohammedan place of worship.

Mosquito, (mos-kS'td) n, [Pg. mosquito, L. musca, fly.]

A small insect of several species, having a sharp-

pointed proboscis, by which it punctures the skins of

animals and sucks their blood.

Mosquito-curtains, (mos-ke'to-kur-tinz) n. pL Curtains:

of gauze hung around a bed to protect from the bite of

mosquitoes.

Moss, (urns) H, [A.-S. meds, Ioel. mosi, L. museus,] An

acrogenous cryptogamous plant of a cellular structure,

with leaves and a distinct root. [Oer. mos.] A bog ;

a place where peat is found.

Moss, (mos) v. t. To cover with moss :—imp. & pp.

mossed ; ppr, mossing.

Moss-grown, (mos'gron) a. Covered or overgrown with

moss:—also moss clad. [with moss.

Mossiness, (nios'e-nes) m. State of being overgrown

Moss-land, (mos 'land) n. Land abounding in peat

moss, but drier than a bog or morass.

Moss-rose, (moe'roz) n. A variety of rose having a mom-

like pubescence un the calyx.

Mossy, (mos'e) a. Overgrown with moss; abounding

with moss ;—bordered with moss.

Most, (most) a. [A.-S. mttst. Go. maists.) Consisting of

tho greatest number or quantity ; greatest.

Moat, (most) adv. In the greatest or highest degree.

Mostly, (mostle) adv. For the greatest part; chiefly:

in the main. [tici&m.

Mot, (m6) n. [F.] A pithy or witty saying; a wit-

Mote, (mot) n. [A.-S. mot.] A small particle ; a spot ;

a speck. [position in church style ; an anthem.

Motet, (rao'tet) n. [F., It. mottttto.) A musical com-

Moth, (moth) ft. [A.-S. modhdhe. Sax. mohth.] A Icpi-

dopterous insect, having antenna?

that taper regularly to a point;

—that which gradually and

silently eatB, consumes, or wastes

any thing.

Moth-eat, (moth'et) v. t. To eat

or prey upon, as a moth eats a

garment.

Mother, (niuTn'er)n. [A.-S.m<Jrfor,

Ioel. mddhir, Ger. mutter, L.

mater, G. mitlr.] A female Moth,

parent ; especially, a female parent of tho human race:

—that which has produced any thing ; source of birth

or origin;—a familiar term of address to elderly

women ; also, to a woman who exercises parental care

and influence over a person, undertaking. &c;—the

superior of a convent; abbess ;—a thick, slimy sub

stance concreted in liquors, particularly in vinegar.

Mother, (muTH'cr) a. Received by birth or from ances

tors ; natural;—native; vernacular.

Mother, (muTH'cr) ». »- To bocoiuo concreted, as tho

thick matter of liquors ;—r. t. To adopt, as a son or

■ laughter.

Mother-church, (muTH'er-church) ft. The chnrch, as a

good and wise teacher and gnide ;—the church of one's

choice or adoption ; — a parent church, from which

other churches have been organized ; — in England,

the Episcopal church ; among Papists, the Human

Catholic Church—so called by their respective adher

ents.
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Mother-country, (muTH'er-kun-tre) n. The parent

country, so called by its colonies and dependencies ;

—the land of one's birth.

Motherhood, (mura'cr-hood) n. The state of being a

mother. tone'* husband or wife.

Mother-in-law, (muTH'er-in-law) «. The mother of

Motherless, (niUTH'er-les) a. Destitute of a mother.

Motherly, (muTH'er-le) a. Pertaining to a mother ;

—becoming a mother ; tender. [mother.

Motherly, (muTH'er-le) adv. In the manner of a

Mother-of-pearl, (muTH'er-of-perl) n. The hard, silvery,

brilliant, internal layer of several kinds of shells, par

ticularly oysters ; nacre. [guage.

Mother-tongue, ( muTH'er-tung) n. One's native lan-

Mother-wit, (muTH'gr-wit) n. Native wit ; common

sense. [by moths.

Mothy, (moth'e) a. [From moth.} Full of moths; eaten

Motility, (mo-til'e-te) n. Capability of moving.

Motion, (mo'shun) n. [L. motio, from morere, motum,

to move.] Act or process of changing place; move

ment, as opposed to rest ;—animal life and action ;

—manner of moving the body ; port ; gait ; air :—

military march ; advance or retreat ;—agitation, as of

the sea;—internal action; excitement, as of the breast;

hence, tumult; stir; commotion;— impulse commu

nicated ; impetus ;—direction ; tendency ;—evacuation

of the bowels ;—proposal made in a deliberative assem

bly or public meeting.

Motion, (mo'shun) v. i. To make a significant move

ment or gesture:—imp. & pp. motioned; ppr. motion

ing?, [at rest.

Motionless, ( mo'shun-les ) a. Wanting motion ; being

Motive, (m&'tiv) a. [L. movert,motv.mt to move.] Caus

ing motion ; having power to move, or tending to

move.

Motive, (m^tiv) n. That which incites to action ; any

thing moving the will ;—reason ; cause ; constraining

influence.

Motivity, (mo-tiv'e-te) n. Power of producing motion ;

—quality of being influenced by motives.

Motley, (motle) a. [W. mudaw, to move, change, and

lliic, colour.] Variegated in colour ; dappled ;—made

or mixed up of various parts, kinds, or characters;

diversified ; heterogeneous.

Motor, (mooter) n. [L. from movere, motum, to move.]

One who or that which imparts motion ; a source

or originator of mechanical power, &o.

Motor, (m&'ter) a, [L. motorius, from motor.] Giving

motion ; pertaining to organs of motion.

Mottle, (mot!) v. t. [From motley.] To mark with

spots of different colours; to spot;—imp. &pp. mottled;

ppr. mottling.

Mottled, (mot'ld) a. Spotted; variegated; marked with

spots or blotches; speckled.

Motto, (mot'6) ?u [it. motto.] A sentence or phrase

prefixed to an essay, chapter, poem, and the like, or

added to a device on a shield, ring, or other armorial

bearing.

Mould, (mold)n. [A.-S. molde, Icel. mold, Ger. mull,

I*, mollis, soft] Fine, soft earth, or earth easily pul

verized ; — a substance like down, which forms on

bodies that lie long in warm and damp air.

Mould, (mold) n. [Sp. molde, F. moult, L. modulus.)

The matrix in which any thing is cast ;—hence, any

thing which serves to regulate the size, form, &c ;—

cast; form; shape; character.

Mould, (mold) v. t. To cause to contract mould ;—to

cover with mould or Boil ;—v. i. To become mouldy :

—Imp. & pp. moulded ; ppr. moulding.

Mould, (mold) v. t. To form into a particular shape;

to model ; to fashion. [or formed.

Mouldable, (mold'a-bl) a. Capable of being moulded

Moulder, (mold'er) n. One who or that which moulds

or forms into shape.

Moulder, (mold'er)?. i. [Dan. mulner, Sw. multna, Eng.

mould, fine, soft earth.] To turn to dust by natural

decay; to crumble ; to perish ;—to waste away gradu

ally;—v. (. To turn to dust ; to crumble ; to waste :—

imp. & pp. mouldered ; ppr, mouldering.

Mouldiness, (mold'e-nes) n. The state of being mouldy,

or covered with mould.

Moulding, (mold'ing) n. Any thing cast in a mould, or

which appears to be so;—a projection beyond the wall,

column, wainscot, &c.

Mouldy, (mold'e) a. Overgrown with mould.

Moult, (molt) v. i. [It. mudare, F. muer.] To shed or

cast the hair, feathers, skin, horns, and the like, as an

animal ;—v. t. To cast, as the hair, skin, feathers, and

the like :—imp. & pp. moulted ; ppr. moulting.

Mound, (mound) n. [A. -8. mund, W. mient, L. mons,

heap, hill.] An artificial hill or elevation of earth ;

a raised bank ; a bulwark ; a rampart; also, a natural

hill, hillock, or knoll.

Mound, ( mound ) n. [L. mundus, F. monde, the

world.] In heraldry, a gilt ball or globe borne by the

sovereign, as an emblem of authority.

Mound, (mound) v. t. To fortify with a mound:—imp.

&pp. mounded; ppr. mounding.

Mount, (mount) n. [A. -8. motif, L. mons, montis.] A

mass of earth, or earth and rock, rising considerably

above the surface of the surrounding land ; a moun

tain ;—a mound ; a bulwark.

Mount, (mount) v.i. [L. mons, montis, mountain.]

To rise on high ; to go up ; to ascend ;—to get on horse

back ; to leap upon any thing;—to count up ; to rise

in value;—v. t. To raise up; to lift on high; to ascend:

to climb;—to get upon; to bestride, as a horse;—to fur

nish with horses, as a troop; — to carry, as a ship

mounting guns;—to put upon a carriago, as a gun ;

—to paste upon paper or cloth, as a map ;—to pet in

an ornamental case or covering, as jewels, a sword,

Arc. :—imp. & pp. mounted ; ppr. mounting.

Mountain, (mouot'&n) n. [L. mons, montis, a moun

tain, montamts, belonging to a mountain.] A large

mass of earth and rock rising above the common level

of the earth or adjacent land ; a mount ;—something

very large.

Mountain, (raount'&n) a. Pertaining to a mountain ;

found on mountains ;—of mountain size ; vast.

Mountain-ash, (mount'uii-ash) n. A beautiful native

tree of the genus Pt/rvs, bearing scarlet berries.

Mountain-dew, (mount'iin-du) n. Scotch whisky.

Mountaineer, (mount-fln-erO n. An inhabitant of a

mountain.

Mountainous, (mount ' an - us) a. Full of mountains ;

—large as a mountain ; huge.

Mountebank, (mount'e-bangk) n. [It. montare, to

mount, aud banco, bench.] A quack doctor who vends

his nostrums from a bench or stage in some public

place;—hence, any boastful and false pretender; a

charlatan.

Mounting, (mount'ing) «. Act of raising and fitting for

ubo; act of setting off to advantage or embellishing ;—

ornament ; setting ; embellishment.

Mourn, (morn) v. i. [A.-S. murnan, Go. maurnan.] To

express grief or sorrow; to grieve; to lament;—to wear

the customary habit of sorrow ;—v. t. To grieve for ;—

to utter in a sorrowful manner:—imp. & pp. mourned ;

ppr. mourning.

Mourner, (morn'er) n. One who mourns;—one who fol

lows a funeral in the habit of mourning.

Mournful, (morn 'fool) a. Full of sorrow ; expressing,

or intended to express, sorrow;—causing sorrow; griev

ous; feeling sorrow; sad; sorrowful.

Mournfully, (morn'fooMe) adv. In a manner expres

sive of sorrow.

Moumfulness, (morn 'fool- nea) n. Sorrow; grief;—

appearance or expression of gnef.

Mourning, (morn'ing) n. Act of sorrowing ; lamenta

tion ; sorrow ;—the dress or customary habit worn by

mourners.

Mouse, (mous) n. [A.-S. mdi, pi. mys, Icel. wCa, L.
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mut.) A small rodent quadruped which infest* houses

and fields.

Mouse, (inouz) v. t. To watch for and catch mice ;—to

watch for or pursue any thing in a sly manner :—imp.

£ pp. moused ; ppr. mousing. [catches mice.

Mouser, (mouz'er) n. One that mouses, a cat tliat

Mouth, (mouth) u. [A.-S. inHdh, Oo. muntto.) The

a]>erture between the lips; also, the cavity within the

lips, containing the jaw, teeth, and tongue ;—hence,

nn opening ; orifice ; aperture, as of a vessel by which

it is filled or emptied, or a cave, well, or den ;—the

opening through which the waters of any body or col

lection of water are discharged into another ;—a prin

cipal speaker ; mouth-piece ; — speech ; utterance ;—

Insisting; vaunting ;—a wry face; a grimace.

Mouth, (moiiTH) v. t. To chew ; to devour ;—to utter

with a voice affectedly big or swelling ;—v. i. To speak

with a full, round, or loud, affected voice ; to vocife

rate; to rant:—imp. itpp- mouthed; ppr. mouthing.

Mouthed, (moaTHd) a. Having or furnished with a

mouth.

Mouther, (mouTirVr) n. One who speaks with loud,

forced, or affected emphasis ;—a bombastic declaimer.

Mouthful, (mouth'fool) n. As much as the mouth con

tains at once ;—hence, a small quantity or amount.

Mouthing, (mouTH'ing) n. Speaking with forced or

affucted emphasis ; a slow, bombastic utterance.

Mouth-piece, (mouth'pes) n. The piece of a musical

wind instrument to which the mouth is applied ;—one

who delivers the opinions of others ; spokesman.

Movable, (mooVa-bl) a. Capable of beuur moved ; sus

ceptible of motion ; not fixed ;—changing from ono

time to another.

Movable, (moovVbl) n. An article of wares or goods ;

generally, in the plural, goods ; wares ; furniture.

Movableness, (mdovVbl-nes) «. Stato or quality of

being movable. [condition.

Movably, (moov'a-ble) adv. In a movablo manner or

Move, (muov) v.t, [L. morere.) To cause to change

place or posture in any manner ; to set in motion ;—

to carry ; to convey ;—to excite to action ; to arouse,

as the passions ;—to influence ; to determine, as the

will ;—to prevail on ; to persuade, as the judgment ;—

to awaken pity or tenderness in ; to affect, as the heart ;

—to shake ; to agitate ;—to irritate ; to provoke ;—to

propose; to offer for consideration in a public assem

bly ;—v. i. To change place ; to go in any manner

from one place to another ;—to walk ; to march ;—to

change residence ;—to bring forward a motion in an

organized assembly ; to make a proposal ;—imp. & pp.

moved; ppr. moving.

Move, (moov) n. Act of moving ; a movement ;—tpecjjl-

catty, the act of moving ono of the pieces used in

playing chess.

Movement, (moov'ment) n. Act of moving ; change of

place or position ;—progressive, flowing, winding, or

vibratory motion :—excitement ; agitation ; emotion ;

—in ramie, one of tho parts of a sonata, symphony, or

other instrumental composition ;—advance or retreat

of troops;—the wheel-work of a time-piece.

Mover, (moov'e.r) ». A person or thing that moves,

stirs, or changes place ;—a motor : motivo power ;—

ipcciitcatly, one who offers a proposition for considera

tion or adoption.

Moving, (moov'ing) a. Changing place or posture ;

causing motion or action;—exciting the passions or

affections ; touching ; pathetic ; affecting.

Mow, (mo) n. [A.-S. mutca, L. mvga,] A heap or pile

of hay or sheaves of grain in a barn.

Mow, (mo) v. t. To pile and stow away in a barn, as

hay or sheaves of grain.

Mow, (mo) v.t. [A -S. mdwan, allied to L. metevt.] To

cut down with a scythe, as grass ;—to cut down indis

criminately, or in great numbers or quantity ;—v. i.

To cut grass ;—to perform the business of mowing :—

imp. mowed ; pp. mowed or mown ; ppr. mowing,

Mower, (nio'cr) n. One who mows.

Mowing, (moing) n. The act of cutting with a scythe ;

land from which the grass is cut.

Mr. (mister). An abbreviation of mister.

Mrs. (mis'us). An abbreviation of mittreu.

Much, (much) a. [O. Eng. moche, A.-S. muceL] Great

in quantity or amount; abundant; plenteous.

Much, (much) n, A great quantity ; a groat deal :—

excess ; a heavy service or burden ;—an uncommon

thing ; something strange.

Much, (much) adv. To a great degree or extent;

greatly ; abundantly ; far ;—often or long ;—in very

nearly the same condition ; almost.

Mucilage, (mu'se-laj) n. [L. muccitago, from mucutt

mucus, slime.] One of the proximate elements of

vegetables ;—an aqueous solution of gum.

Mucilaginous, (mu-ee-laj'in-us) a. Partaking of the

nature of mucilage ; moist, soft, and lubricous ; slimy ;

—pertaining to or secreting mucilage.

Muck, (muk) n. [A.-S. mix, nuox, D. mdff, L. nturus.]

Dung in a moist state ;—a mass of decaying vegetable

matter ;—something mean, vile, or filthy.

Muck, (muk) v. t. To manure with muck.

Muck-heap, (mukliep) n. A heap or quantity of muck.

Muck-worm, (muk'wumi) n. A worm that lives in

muck ;—a miser.

Mucous, (mukus) a. fL. vivcotut, from muew, mucus.]

Pertaining to or resembling mucus ; slimy;—secreting

a slimy substance.

Mucousness, (nuVkus-nes) n. The state of being mucous.

Mucus, (liiu'kus) n. (I. .] A viscid fluid secreted by

the mucous membrane, which it servos to moisten and

defend ;—hence, any other animal fluid of a viscid

quality.

Mud, (mud) n, [Oer. moder, D. modder, from Q. mudos,

damp, wet.] Earth wet, soft, moist, and adhesive

with water.

Mud, (mud) v. t. To make turbid or foul with dirt ;

to muddy ; to bury in slime. [bidly.

MuiMily, (mud'e-le) adv. In a muddy manner ; tur-

Muddiness, (mud'e-nes) n. Condition or quality of

being muddy; turbidaess; foulness;—obscurity; hence,

dulness.

Muddle, (mudl) n. A state of being turbid or confused ;

henco, intellectual cloudiness or dulness.

Muddle, (mudl) t*. (. [From mud,] To make turbid or

muddy, as water ;—to cloud or stupefy :~imp. & pp.

muddled ; ppr. muddling.

Muddy, (mud'e) a. [From mud.] Besmeared with

mud ;—consisting of mud or earth ; gross ; impure ;—

cloudy in mind; dull ; heavy ; stupid.

Muezzin, (moo-ez'zin) n. [A. azzana, to inform, from

v.rnt the ear.] A Mohammedan crier of the hour of

prayer.

Muff5, (muf) n. [Ger. miyf, Icel. muffa.] A warm cover

for receiving the hands, usually mado of dressed skins

or fur.

Muffin, (muf in) n, [Eng. muff.] A light, spongy cake,

circular and flat.

Mufllc, (mufl) v. t. [Ger. mUffeln, from muff, muff.]

To wrap up in something that conceals ; e*ptcia lly, to

wrap, as the face or neck, in thick and disguising

folds;—to wrap with something that dulls or renders

sound inaudible ; to deaden the sound of ; figuratively,

to conceal ; to involve ;—r. i. To speak indistinctly

or without clear articulation :—imp. & pp. muffled ;

ppr. muffling.

Muffler, (mufler) n. A cover for the face ; a wrapper

enveloping the head or neck, used as a part of feuuUo

dress.

Mufti, (mufte) n. [A. mufti) The high priest or chief

of an ecclesiastical order in Turkey ; an expouuder of

the Koran, and of Mahometan law.

Mug, (mug) n. [Ir. mvgan, a mug.] A kind of earthen

or metal rnip ; generally a drinking-cup ;—the face.

Muggy, (niug/e) a. [W. mwj, smoke, Icel. mugga.
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mist.] Thiok ; close; misty, as air ;—damp; moist;

mouldy, as straw.

Hug-wort, (mugVurt) n. A native plant of the genus

Artemisia, akin to wormwood.

Mulatto, (mu-lat'6) n. [Sp, mulato, of a mixed breed,

from L. mulus, mule.] The ofTspring of a negress by

a white man, or of a white woman by a negro.

Mulberry, (mul'bgr-e) n. [A.-S. murberie, from L.

morus, a mulbeiTy-tree.] The

berry or fruit of a tree of the

genus Morut; also the tree itself.

Mulch, (mulsh) n. [Ger. molscft.]

Half-rotten straw ; decayed leaver

or the like strewn over the roots

of plants to protect from heat or

cold, to keep moist, <fcc.

Mulct, (mulkt) n. [L.mulcta.] A

fine ; a pecuniary punishment or

penalty;—forfeit; forfeiture,

mulct, (mulkt) v. t. To punish by

imposing a pecuniary fine ; to

fine;—hence, to withhold from

by way of punishment or disci- Mulberry,

pline :—imp. & pp. mulcted ; ppr. mulcting.

Mulctuaxy, (mulkt u-ax-e) a. Punishing with fine or

forfeiture.

Mule, (mul) n. [L. mulus, A.-S. mO.1, mti.l-as.] A

quadruped of a mongrel breed, usually generated be

tween an ass and a mare, sometimes between a horse

and a Bhe-ass—applied also to any animal produced by

a mixture of different species;—a plant of a mongrel

kind ; a hybrid ;—[Ger. miittle.] A machine used in

spinning cotton. [mules.

Muleteer, (mul'et-er) n. [F. muletier.] One who drives

Muliebrity, (mu-lo-eb/re-te) n. [L. mulieOritas, from

mulier, a woman.] State of being a woman ; woman

hood ;—hence, effeminacy ; softness.

Mulish, (mui'ish) a. Like a mule; sullen; stubborn.

Mull, (mul) v. t. [L. mollire, to soften, \V. mall, warm,

Go. milith, honey.] To heat, sweeten, and enrich with

spices ;—to dispirit or deaden ;—imp. & ]>p. mulled ;

ppr. mulling.

Mull, (mul) n, [IceL muli.] A cape ; headland or

promontory [Scot.J ;—a snuff-box made of the small

end of a horn [Scot] ;—dust; rubbish ;—a blunder;

a mess ;—a thin, soft kind of muslin, usually written

mut-mul.

Mulier. (mul'er) n. One who or tliat which mulls ;—a

Teasel In which wine is mulled over a fire. [F. moliere,

L. molere, to grind.] A sort of pestle of stone or glass,

for grinding pigments.

Mullet, (mul'et)n. [F. mulet, from L. mullus.] A fish

which frequents the shore, and roots in the sand like

a hog.

Mulligatawny, (mul-e-ga-taw'ne) v. A soup mado of

fowls and curry powder.

Mullion, (mul'yun) ft, [F. mauler, to mould.] A slender

bar or pier which forms the division between tho

lights of windows, screens, &c. ;—one of tbe divisions

in panellings resembling windows. [mullions.

Mullion, (mul'yun) v. t. To shape into divisions by

Multangular, (mult-ang'gu-lar) a. \ L. muiltu. many,

and angulus, angle.] Having many angles; polygonal.

Multangulaily, (mult-ang'gu-lar-le) adv. With many

angles or corners.

Multifarious, (mul-te-f Sr'e-UB) a. [L. multifanus, from

multus, many, and varius, various.] Having multi

plicity; of various kinds ; diversified.

Multifariously, (mul-te-far'e-us-le) adv. With great

multiplicity and diversity. [diversity.

Multifariousness, (niul-te-faVe-ua-nes) n. Multiplied

Multifold, (mul'te-fold) a. [L. multus, many, and Eng.

foUL\ Many times doubled ; manifold ; numerous.

Multiform, (mul'te-form) a. [L. multus, many, and

forma, shape.} Having many forms, shapes, or ap

pearances.

Multiformity, (mul-te-form'e-te) n. Diversity of forms ;

variety of shapes or appearances in the same thing.

Multilateral, (niul-te-lat'c,r-al) a. [L. multus, many,

and latus, laterU, side.] Having many sides.

Multilineal, (mul-te-lin'e-al) a. [L. multus, many, and

linea, line.] Having many lines.

Multiloqucnce, (mul-til'o-kwens) n. [L. multus, many,

and loquens, ppr. of toqui, to speak.] Use of many

words ; talkativeness. [very talkative.

Multiloquent, (mul-til'6-kwent) a. Speaking much ;

Multiparous, (mul-tip'ar-us) a. [L. multus, many, and

parere, to bear.] Producing many at a birth.

Multipartite, (mul-tip'ar-tit) a. [L. multus, many, and

partitus, divided.] Divided into many parts.

Multiped, (mul'te-ped) n. [I., multus, many, and pest

pedis, foot.] An insect having many feet.

Multiped, (mul'te-ped) a. Having many feet.

Multiple, (mul'te-pl) a. [L. multiplex.] Containing

more than once, or moro than one ; manifold.

Multiple, (mul'te-pl) n. A quantity containing another

a certain number of times without a remainder.

Multiplex, (mul'te-pleks) a. [L. from multus, many,

and plicare, to fold.] Having the petals lying over

each other in folds, as certain plants. [tiplicd.

Multipliable, (muTte-pli-a-bl) a. Capable of being mul-

Multiplicand, (mul-te-ple-kand') ft, [L. multiplicandus,

to be multiplied.] The number to be multiplied by

anothor, which is called tho multiplier.

Multiplicate, (mul'te-ple-kat) a, [L. multiplicatus, pp.

of multiplicare.] Consisting of many, or more than

one; multiple; multifold.

Multiplication, (inul-te-ple-ka'shun) n. Act of multi

plying, or of increasing number ;—a rule or operation

by wliich any given number or quantity may be added

to itself any number of times proposed.

Multiplicator, (inuTte-plu-kat-gr) n. The number by

which another number is multiplied ; a multiplier.

Multiplicity, (mul-te-plis'e-te) n. A Btate of being

manifold or various ;—a collection of many objects.

Multiplier, (mul'te-pli-er) ft. One who or that which

multiplies; — the number in arithmetic by which

another is multiplied.

Multiply, (mul'te-pli) v.t. [L. multus, many, and

plicare, to fold.] To increase in number ; to make

more numerous; to add quantity to;—to repeat or

add to itself any given number or quantity as many

times as there are units in any other given number ;

—v. i. To grow in number ; to increase in extent ;

to spread :—imp. & pp. multiplied ; ppr. multiplying.

Multipotent, (raul-tip'6-tent) a. Possessing manifold

power ; able to do many different things.

Multisonous, (mul-te-so'nus) a. [L. multus, many, and

tonus, sound.] Having many sounds, as the sea.

Multitude, (miil'te-tud) n. [L. multitudo, from multusf

much, many. ] The state of being many ; numerous-

ness ;—a great number of individuals ;—crowd ; as

sembly ; assemblage ; populace ; vulgar.

Multitudinous, (niul-te-tud'in-us) a. Consisting of or

having the appearance of a multitude ; manifold.

Multivalve, (raul'te-valv) n. A mollusc which has a

shell of many valves.

Multure, (mul'tur) ft, [L. molitura, a grinding.] In

the law of Scotland, the quantity of grain or meal

payable to the miller for grinding grain ; a grist or

grinding ; the grain ground.

Mum, (mum) a. Silent ; not speaking.

Mum, (mum) interj. Be silent ; hush.

Mum, (mum) n. [From Chr. Mumme, who first brewed

it in 1492.] A sort of strong beer originally introduced

from Brunswick, in Germany.

Mumble, (mum'bl) v. i. [D. mommelen, Icel. mumla.]

To speak with the lips or other organs partly closed .

to mutter ;—to eat with the lips close ;—v. t. To utter

with a low, inarticulate voice;—to eat with a mutter

ing sound ;—to suppress or utter imperfectly :—imp.

& pp. mumbled ; ppr. mumbling*
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Mumbler, (mum'bler) n. One who mumbles.

Uumm, (mum) v. t. [Qer. mummeln, to mask, muffle,

from mumme, a mask or muffle.] To sport or make

diversion in a mask or disguise ; to mask :—imp. &

pp. mummed ; ppr. mumming.

Mummer, (mum'er) n. A masker ; a buffoon.

Mummery, (mum'?r-e) n. Masking ; sport ; diversion ;

buffoonery^—farcical show.

Mummification, (mum-e-fe-k&'shun) n. Act of making

into a mummy. [in form.

Mummiform, (mum'e-form) a. Resembling a mummy

Mummify, (mum'e-fi) v. t. [Eng. mummy and L. facere,

to make.] To embalm and dry, as a mummy :—imp.

& pp. mummified ; ppi: mummifying.

Mummy, (mum'e) n. [Per. milmiyd, from m&m, mdm,

wax.] A dead body embalmed and dried after the

manner of the ancient Egyptians; also, a body pre

served by any means in a dry state ;—a species of

gum ; -gardener's wax used in the grafting of trees.

Mummy-wheat, (mum'c-bwSt) n. A species of wheat

which is extensively cultivated in the countries along

the Nile.

Hump, (mump) v. t. [Icol. mumpa, to take into the

mouth.] To bite or chew quickly; to nibble, as a

squirrel;—to utter in a low quick tone;—to make

mouths or faces, as if in distress ; to act the beggar ;—

to deceive ; to cheat ;—v. i. To move the lips with the

mouth closed ; to mumble :~imp. & pp. mumped ;

ppr. mumping.

Mumper, (raump'er) n. A beggar.

Mumpish, (mump'ish) a. Bull; heavy; sullen ; sour.

Humps, (mumps) n. pi. [Eng. mump, to be sulky.] A

peculiar unBUppurative inflammation of the parotid

glands ;—sullenness ; fit of ill-humour.

Munch, (munah) v. t. [F. manger, to eat, L. mandu-

cart, to chew.] To nibble; to chew without opening

the mouth ;—v. i. To chew with closed lips ; to masti

cate :—imp, & pp. munched ; ppr. munching,

Huncher, (munsh'er) n. One who munches.

Hundane, (mun'dan) a. [L. mundanus, from mundvs,

the world.] Belonging to the world; earthly; ter

restrial.

Hundanely, (mun'dan-le) adv. In a mundane manner;

with reference to worldly things.

Hundic, (mun'dik) n. Iron or arsenical pyrites—so

called by the Cornish miners.

Hundification, (mun-de-fe-ka'sbun) n. [L. mundus,

clean, and facere, to make.] The act or operation of

cleansing any body from dross or extraneous matter.

Mundiflcative, (tnun-dife-kiit-iv) n. A medicine that

has the quality of cleansing.

Municipal, (mu-nfs'e-pal) a. [L. munieipium, a free

town, from munia, official duties, and capere, to take.]

Pertaining to a corporation or city;—pertaining to a

state, kingdom, or nation.

Hunicipality, (niu-nia-e-pare-te)n. A municipal district.

Hunifioence, (mu-nife-sens) n. Liberality or generosity

in giving ; beneficence ; bounty ; bounteousnoas.

Munificent, (mii-nife-sent) a. [L. mimics, muneris,

present, gift, and facere, to make.] Vory liberal in

giving or bestowing;—bounteous; bountiful ; generous.

Munificently, (mu-nif'e -sent -le) adv. Liberally;

generously.

Muniment, (mG'ne-ment) n. [L. munimentum, from

munire, to fortify.] Act of supporting or defending ;

—a stronghold ; a place or means of defence ;—a re

cord ; title deeds and papers.

Muniment-room, (mii'ne-ment-room) n. A strong fire

proof room in public buildings in which charters,

deeds, and the like are kept.

Munition, (mu-nish'un) n. [L. munitio, from munire,

to wall, to fortify.] Whatever materials are used in

war for defence or for annoying an enemy; military or

naval stores of all kinds ; ammunition.

Hum, (mums) n. [Qer. mund\ Go. muntfu.] The

mouth and chape :—also Honda,

Mural, (mural) a. [L. muralis, from murtu, walL]

Pertaining to a wall ;—resembling a wall ; perpendi

cular or steep.

Murchisonite, ( mur'che -son -it ) n. [So called from

Murchison.] A species of feldspar.

Murder, (mur'der) n. [A. -8. mordhur, murder, Go.

maurthr, allied to L. mors, mortis, death.] The act of

killing a human being with malice prepense or afore

thought ; — also, an outcry or alarm when life is

threatened or in danger.

Murder, (mur'der) v. t. To kill with premeditated

malice ;—to destroy ; to put an end to :—imp. & pp.

murdered; ppr. murdering.

Murderer, (mur'der-er) n. One guilty of murder;—

assassin ; manslayer. [murder.

Murderess, (mur'der-es) u. A woman who commit*

Murderous, (murMer-us) a. Guilty of murder ;—con

sisting in murder ; accompanied with murder, as

rauine or raid ;—committing murder ; bloody ; san

guinary, as tyranny; —intending or premeditating

murder, as plot or design. [manner.

Murderously, (mur'der-us-le) adv. In a murderous

Mure, (mur) v. t. To inclose in walls ; to Bhut up.

Hurex, (mu'reks) n. A genus of marine carnivorous

mollusca — they are remarkable for the extremely

beautiful colour of the shells—it was from one of the

species that the ancients obtained their famous purple

dye.

Muriate, (mu're-llt) n. [L. muria.) A compound

formed by the union of muriatic acid with a base.

Muriatic, (mu-re-at'ik) a. Pertaining to or obtained

from sea-salt. Muriatic acid, an acid consisting of

one equivalent of hydrogen and one of chlorine,

Murine, (mu'rin) a. [L. murinus, from mus, mouse.]

Pertaining to a mouse or to mice ; mouse-coloured.

Murky, (murk'e) a, [A.-S. myrc, Icel. myrkr.] Dark ;

obscure ; gloomy.

Murmur, (iimr'niur) n, [L] A low, confused, and

indistinct sound like that of running water ;—a half-

suppressed complaint.

Murmur, (niur'mur) v. i. [L. murmurare, allied to G.

mormurein, to roar, said of water.] To make a low,

continued noise, like the hum of bees, a stream of

water, rolling waves, or the wind in a forest ;—to

utter complaints in a low, half-articulated voice ; to

grumble :—imp. & pp. murmured ; ppr. murmuring.

Murmurer, (inur'niur-cr) n. One who murmurs.

Murmuring, fmur'mur-ing) n. Utterance of a low-

sound ; continued and confused noise ;—act of com

plaining; grumblmg. [with complaints,

Murmunngly, (mur'mur-ing-le) adv. With a low sound ;

Murrain, (murran) n, [Sp. morrina. Norm. F. marine,

from L. mori, to die.] An infectious and fatal disease

among cattle.

Husa, (mu'sa) n. A genus of tropical plants, including

the banana and plantain.

Musca, (iiius'kii) n. [L. a fly.] A genus of dipterous

insects including the common house-fly; — a small

constellation situated between the Southern cross and

the pole.

Huscadel, (nmsTca-del) n. [Sp. moscatel, F. muscat,

grape or wine. It. moscado, nutmeg, muse, musk.)

A rich, spicy grape ; also, the wine made from it;—a

fragrant and delicious pear:—also muscatel and Mus

cadine.

Muscle, (musl) n. [L. musculus, a muscle,] An organ

of motion in animal bodies, consisting of fibres inclosed

in their cellular membrane, and admitting of contrac

tion and relaxation ;—a certain bi valvular shell-fish of

the genus Mytitus—alao written mussel.

Muscular, (musTrii -lax) a. Pertaining to a muscle, or

to a system or the strength of muscles .—performed

by, or dependent on, a muscle or the muscles ;—well

furnished with muscles ; brawny; strong ; powerful.

Muscularity, (mus-ku-lare-te) n. The state of being

muscular.
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Muse, (muz) v, i. [F. mtuwr, to trifle, It. inumre, to

gaze, L. mvssare, G. mvdzein, to hum.] To think ear-

neatly ; to study closely : to consider abstractly ;—to

think on unconsciously or dreamily ; to meditate in

an absent or incoherent manner j—to gaze at; to won

der ;—v. t. To consider ; to ponder ; to weigh ;—to

think on; to meditate on:—iinp. & pp. mused; ppr.

mating'.

Muse, (muz) ft. Deep thought ; meditation ; abstract

contemplation;—absence of mind ;—vacant gaze.

Muse, (muz) n. [I., musa, G. mousa.] One of the nine

tabled goddesses who preside over literary, artistic, and

scientific matters and labours ; a genius of art, litera

ture, or music [person.

Muser, (muz'er) ft, One who muses; an absent-minded

Muset, (mu'zet) n. [Norm. F. musette.} A gap in a

hedge, fence, or thicket, through which an animal

passes ; a muse.

Museum, (mu-ze'um) n. [L. museum, G. mouseion,

temple of the Muses, hence a place of study.] A col

lection of natural, scientific, or literary curiosities, or

of works of art.

Mush, (mush) n. [Ger. muos, mus, pap, any thick pre

paration of fruit.] Indian meal boiled in water.

Mushroom, (mush 'room) n. [P. mousseron, from

mousse, moss.] One of a large class of cryptogamic

plants of the natural order of Fungi;—an upstart.

Mushroom, (mushroom) a. Pertaining to mushrooms ;

short-lived; ephemeral.

Music (mu'zik) it. [L. musica, Q. mousil? (ac.

technl), art over which the Muses presided.] Melody

or harmony; a succession of sounds so modulated as

to please the ear ;—science of harmonical sounds ;—

art of combining sounds in a manner to please the ear;

—an entertainment consisting of vocal or instru

mental performances; — order and congruity in the

revolutions of the heavenly bodies, called music of the

spheres.

Musical, (mu'zik-al) a. Belonging or relating to music;

—producing or containing music; — pleasing to the

ear ; melodious ; harmonious.

Musical-box, (mu'zik-al-bokB) n. A box inclosing a

small barrel-organ for playing tunes.

Musically, (mu'zik-al-le) adv. In a melodious or har

monious manner.

Music-book, (mu'zik-book) n. A book of songs or tunes

for the voice or instruments.

Musician, (mu-zish'an) n. One skilled in the art or

science of music. [brown study.

Musing, (niuz'ing) n. Meditation; contemplation;

Musingly, (muz'ing-le) adv. Thoughtfully ; in a con

templative manner or mood.

Musk, (musk) n. [L. mutcus, G. moxeJios, A. mval:]

A substance obtained from a bag behind the navel of

the male musk-deer;—the grape hyacinth or grape-

flower.

Musk-deer, (musk'der) v. A hornless deer found in

Thibet and Nepaul. The

male produces the sub

stance known as musk.

Husket. (mus'ket) n. [It

mosehetto, F. mousquet.) A

fire-arm used in warfare,

first flred by a match-lock,

afterwards by n percus

sion-lock. [L. mnsehttus,]

A kind of small hawk.

Huaketcor, (mus-ket-erO n.

A soldier armed with a

musket

Kusketoon, (mus-ket-uVin') ■

«. A short musket ;—one "

who is armed with such a

musket.

Musketry, (mnsTtet-re) ». Muskets in general or col

lectively ;—fire or discharge of a number of muskets.

 

Musk-deer.

Muskiness, (musk'e-nes) n. Quality of being musky.

Musk-melon, (musk'mel-un) n, A delicious species of

melon—so called from its musky fragrance.

Musk-ox, (musk'oks) w. A bovine ruminant which

inhabits the country about Hudson's Bay.

Musk-rat, (rausk'rat) n. A rodent animal, allied to the

beaver—a native of North America. [grant.

Musky, (musk'e) a. Having the odour of musk ; fra-

Muslin, (muzlin) n. [From Mostoul, a city of Mesopo

tamia, where it was first manufactured.] A thin cot

ton cloth of any kind—sometimes restricted to a kind

of cotton gauze.

Musrole, (rnuz'rol) n. [F. muserolle, from musean, a

muzzle.] The nose-band of a horse's bridle.

Mussel, (mus'el) n. [F, muscle, Ger. viusehel,] A

marine bivalve shell-fish, used for fish-sauce for the

table, and extensively for bait in deep sea fishing.

Mussulman, (mus ' ul - man) n. [A. mualimun, pi. of

muslim, one who holds the faith of Islam, i. e., fatality,

from aslama, to bend, to submit] A Mahometan ; a

follower of Mahomet ; a Moslem P—pl. Mussulmans.

Must, (must) v.i. or auxiliary. [O. Sax. vt6ste, Go.

vidian.] To be obliged—expressing both physical and

moral necessity ;—to be necessary or essential to the

character or end proposed.

Must, (must) n. [L mustum (sc vinum), from must us,

new, fresh.] Wine pressed from the grape but not

fermented.

Must, (must) v. i. [F. moisi, mouldy, Ir. musgam, to

mould.] To grow mouldy and sour ; to become fetid.

Mustache, (moog-taah') n. [G. mustax.] That part of

the beard which grows on the upper lip.

Mustang, (moos'tang) n. The wild horse of the prairies

in Mexico, California, Arc.

Mustard, (mus'terd) n. [L. mustum.] A plant of the

genus Sinapis, and its pungent seeds, which, ground

into powder, form a well-known condiment, and are

used for blistering, Ac

Muster, (mus'ter) *. *. [L. monstrare, to show.] To

assemble, as troops for parade, inspection, exercise,

or the like ; hence, generally, to gather for use or

exhibition; to get together;— v. i. To come together

as parts of a force or body ; to assemble :—imp. & pp.

mustered ; ppr. mustering.

Muster, (mus'ter) «■ An assembling of troops for re

view and inspection, for parade, &c ;—hence, assem

blage and display ; — gathering ; — register of forces

mustered.

Muster-roll, (mus'ter-rol) n. A roll or register of the

men in each troop or regiment.

Mustily, (must'e-le) adv. Mouldily ; sourly. [sour.

Mustiness, (must'e-nes) n. Quality of being musty or

Musty, (must'e) a. Mouldy ; sour ; foul and fetid ;—

spoiled by age ; stale ;—dull ; heavy ; spiritless.

Mutability, (mu-ta-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being subject

to change; cbangeableness ; inconstancy; instability.

Mutable, (mu'ta-bl)a. [I., mutabilis, from mutare, to

change.] Capable of alteration ; subject to change ;—

susceptible of change ; inconstant; unstable; variable;

irresolute ; fickle.

Mutableness, (mu'ta-bl-nes) n. The quality of being

mutable. fchangeably.

Mutably, (mu'ta-ble) adv. In a mutable manner;

Mutation, (mu-ta'shun) n. Act or prooesB of changing;

—change ; alteration, either in form or qualities.

Mute, (mut) a. jL. mutux.] Dumb; incapable of utter

ance ; wanting the organs or powers of speech ;—re

straining speech ; holding one's tongue ; silent ; quiet;

—inarticulate, as an animal's cry ;—speechless j inex

pressible by words, as grief;—not pronounced with

tho breath, as certain letters.

Mute, (mut) n. One who is silent or speechless ;—one

unable to use articulate language, or refusing to speak

or answer ;—a person employed to stand before the

door of a house, or before the coffin at a funeral;—a

dumb attendant of a seraglio ;—a letter which repre
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Bents no sound : a silent letter ;—an articulation which

intercepts the- voice of the breath, as p, b, dt g, tt t.

Mute, (mut) v. i. [F niutir, to thing, allied to Eng.

mud.] To eject the contents of the bowels, as birds ;—

v. t. To cast off ; to shed ; to moult,

t Mute, (mut) n. The dung of fowls.

Mutely, (mut'le) adv. Without uttering words or

sounds ; silently. [silence.

Muteness, (mut'nes) n. Forbearance of speaking;

Mutilate, (mu'te-lat) v. t. [L. mutilart.] To cut off a

limb or essential part of; to maim ; to cripple ;—to

destroy or remove a material part of so as to render

imperfect :—imp. & pp. mutilated ; ppr. mutilating.

Mutilation, (niu-te-la'shun) u. Deprivation of a hmb

or other part of an animal body ; specifically, castra

tion ;—act of disfiguring a statue, building, or literary

work by excision, alteration, or suppression.

Mutilator, (ma'to-lat-cr) n. One who mutilates.

Mutineer, (mu-te-neV) u. One guilty of mutiny.

Mutinous, (mu'te-nus) a. Disposed to mutiny ; turbu

lent ; insubordinate ; seditious.

Mutinously, (mu'to-nus-le) adv. In a mutinous manner.

Mutinouiness, (niu'te-nus-nes) n. Quality or state of

being mutinous.

Mutiny, (mii'te-ne) n. [F. matin, rebellions, It. muti-

nare, to revolt, from L. mittare, to change.] Insurrec

tion against constituted authority, particularly mili

tary or naval authority ;—insubordination ; sedition ;

—violent commotion ; tumult.

Mutiny, (mu'te-ne) t\ i. To rise against lawful autho

rity, especially in military and naval service :—imp. &

pp. mutinied; ppr. mutinying.

Mutter, (mut'er) v.i. [L. muttire.] To utter words

with a low voice with sullenness or in complaint; to

grumble; tomunnur;—to sound with alow, rumbling

noise ;—v. t. To utter with imperfect articulations, or

with a low, murmuring voice :—imp. & pp. muttered;

ppr. muttering.

Mutter, (mut'er) n. Repressed or obscure utterance;

murmur.

Hutterer, (mut'er-er) n. One who mutters; a grumblor.

Mutteringly, (mut'er-ing-le) adv. With a low voice and

indistinct articulation.

Mutton, (mut'n) n. [F. mouton.] The flesh of sheep

raw or dressed for food. (broiling.

Mutton-chop, (mut'n-chop) n. A rib of mutton for

Mutual, (mu'tu-al) a. \L. viutuun, from mutate, to

change.] Reciprocally acting or related; reciprocally

given and received.

Mutually, (mfi'tu-aMe) adv. In a mutual manner.

Muzzle, (inuzl) n. [F. mu$tau.] The projecting month

and nose of an animal ;—the mouth of a tiling ;—a

fastening for the mouth which hinders biting.

Muzzle, (muz'l) v. t. To bind the mouth of so as to pre

vent biting or eating :— imp. & pp. muzzled ; ppr.

muzzling. [tipsy.

Muzzy, (muz'e) a. Absent in mind; bewildered;—

My, (ml) a. Belonging to me.

Mycetes, (rai-se'tez) n. [G. muketin, a bellower. ] The

howling monkey, a variety of the quadrumana of

America.

Mynheer, (mui-heY) n. [D. , my lord or master.] 8ir ;

Mr.—the ordinary title of address among the Dutch;

hence, a Dutchman.

Myopy, (mi'6-pe) n. [G. mudpia.] Short-sightedness.

Myriad, (mire-ad) «. fG. murios, numberless, pi,,

murioi, ten thousand.] The number of ten thousand ;

—an immense number; an indefinitely large number.

Myriapod, (mirVa-pod) n. [G. murioi, ten thousand,

and poujt, podot, foot] An air-breathing, vermiform,

articulate animal, having many jointed legs and a

hard, external skeleton.

Myrmidon, (me.r'me-don) n. [L. mi/rmidonta, G. mur-

midfmrs.) Ono of a tribe or troop who accompanied

Achilla to the war against Troy ; hence, a soldier of

a rough or desperate character.

mdrt A.

 

Myrrh.

Myrrh, (mer) n. [L. myrrha, G. murrai

murr.] A transparent gum-resin,

usually of an amber colour, of

an aromatic odour, and a bitter,

slightly pungent taste.

Myrrhine, (mer'rin) a. [L. myrr-

hinus.] Made of the murrhino

stone or fluor-spar.

Myrtle, (mgr'tl) n. [L. myrtus,

G. murtoK.] A genus of plants

of several species. The common,

myrtle rises, with a Bhrubby

upright stem, eight or ten feet

high. The ancients considered it

sacred to Venus.

Myself, (mi-self) pron. [From my

and felf, ] I—by way of emphasis;

—me—my own person.

Mysterious, (mis-te're-us) a. Profoundly secret; awfully

obscure; involving darkness, uncertainty, and wonder;

—unrevealed ; incomprehensible, as the ways of God ;

—inexplicable ; unintelligible, as conduct or motives ;

purposely obscure ; intricate, as policy ;—clone by in

visible agency : occult ;—puzzling ; enigmatical.

Mysteriously, (mis-tC're-us-le) adv. In a mysterious

manner. [mysterious.

Mysteriousness, (mis-teVre-us-nes) n. Quality of being

Mystery, (mis'tgr-e) w. [L. myttcrium, G. mutterion,

from mutin, to shut the eyes.] A profound secret ;

object of curiosity or wonder;—a religious truth or

doctrine not discernible by human reason, until made

known by revelation of the Spirit of God ; revealed

truth ;—also, a divine truth or fact not revealed ;

secret counsel or purpose of God ;—an enigma ; a per

plexing or intricate subject or question ;—a dramatic

representation founded on Scripture characters and

Incidents ;—[L. maginternum.] Trade ; calling ; craft ;

—[L. minitterium.] Office or service of the Church.

Mystic, (mis'tik) n. One who holds to mysticism.

Mystical, (mis'tik-al) a. * [L. mytticut, G. tnurtitos,

belonging to secret rites. ] Obscure ; hidden ;—sacredly

secret or obscure ;—involving some secret meaning ;

allegorical ; emblematical.

Mystically, (mis'tik-al-le) adv. In a manner or by an

act implying a secret meaning.

Mysticism, (mist'e-sizm) n. Obscurity of doctrine ;—

the doctrine of the Mystiet, who maintain that they

have direct intercourse with the divine Spirit, and

acquire a knowledge of spiritual things unattainable

by the natural intellect.

Mystification, (mis-te-fe-ka'shun) n. Act of involving

in mystery ; also, something designed to mystify.

Mystify, (mis'te-fi) v. t. [G. mutt&s, and L. facer*, to

make.] To involve in mystery so as to mislead ; to

perplex purposely : — imp. & pp. mystified ; ppr.

mystifying.

Myth, (mith) n. [G. muthos.] A fabulous statement

or narrative conveying an important truth, generally

of a moral or religious nature.

Mythical, (mith'ik-al) a. Relating to myths ; described

in a myth ; of the nature of a myth ;—fabulous.

Mythically, (mith'ik-al-le) adv. In a mythical way or

manner.

Mythographer, (mith-og'ra-fer) n. [G. muthot, fable,

and graphein, to write.] A composer of fables.

Mythological, (mith-o-loj'ik-al) a. Relating to mytho

logy ; fabulous.

Mythologist, (niith-oI'o-jiBt) n. One versed in mytho

logy ; one who writes on mythology.

Mythologixe, (mith-ol'o-jlz) v. >. To relate or explain

the fabulous history of the heathen.

Mythology, (mith-ol'6-je) n. [G. mvthologui, from

muthon, fable, and logos, speech, discourse.] The science

treating of niytlis ; a treatise on myths ;—$pteiJleaUyt

the system of fables or fabulous doctrines respecting

the gods and heroes of ancient Greece aud Rome,
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N.

N(en), the fourteenth letter of the English alphabet,

and the eleventh consonant, is called an imperfect

mate or semi-vowel ; has only one sound, and is often

silent after m, as in hymn (him). As a numeral, it

stands fur 900, and with a dash over it (K) for 9,000 ;

as an abbreviation for North, New, Notary, &c.

Nab, (nali) v. t. [D. & Ger. knappen.] To catch sud

denly :—imp. <fc pp. nabbed ; ppr. nabbing.

Nabob, (ns/bob) n. [Hind, navne&b, from A. nuwwdb,

pi. of ndyib, a vicegerent, governor.] A deputy or

viceroy in India ;—one who returns to Europe from

the East with imiueoae wealth ; a very rich man.

Ifacre, (ua'kr) n, [F. nacre, Sp. naear.] Mother-of-

pearl ;—the inner part of shells of the genus Penta-

dina, found chiefly in the Indian seas, [nacre.

Nacreous, (na'kre-ns) a. Consisting of or resembling

Nadab, (na'dab) n. The high priest of the Persians.

Nadir, (na'dir) n. [A. nadir, naztr, opposite.] That

point of the heavens directly opposite to the zenith ;—

hence, the lowest point.

Nag, (nag) n. [D. negge, allied to A.-S. hnagan, to

neigh.] A small horse ; a pony ; hence, any horse.

Nag, (nag) v. i. To be contentious ;—to carp ; to cavil.

Nagging, (noglng) n. Act or practice of teasing and

provoking by sharp words ; carping.

Naiad, (na'yad) n. [L. naias, G. naias, from naein, to

flow.] A female deity fabled to preside over rivers

and springs.

Nail, (nal) n. [A.-S. nagel, L. unguis.] The horny

scale growing at the end of the human fingers and

toes ;—the claw or talon of a bird or other animal ;—

a small pointed piece of metal, usually with a head,

used to fasten boards, timbers, &c. together : spike ;

brad ;—a stud or boss ; a short pieco of metal with a

brass head, used to ornament furniture;—a measure

of length, being two inches and a quarter.

Nail, (nal) v. t. To fasten with a nail or nails ;—to

fasten, as with a nail ; to fix ; to catch ; to trap :—

imp. A pp. nailed; ppr. nailing. [the nails.

Nail-brush, (naTbrush) n, A small brush for cleaning

Nailer, (naTgr) n. One whose occupation is to make

nails. [made.

Nailery, (nJU'gr-e) n. A manufactory where nails aro

Naissant, (naVant) a. [F. naitre, to be born.] In

heraldry, rising or coming forth, as an animal from

the midst of an ordinary or common charge.

Naive, (ni'fiv) a. [F. naif, naive, from L. nativu$,

natural.] Having native or unaffected simplicity; In

gestions; frank; simple. [ously.

Naively, (na-eVle) adv. Simply; unaffectedly; ingenu-

Naivete, (na'ev-ta) n. [F.] Native simplicity; unaffected

ingenuousness.

Naked, (naVked) a. [A.-8. naeod, naced. Go. nagaths,

Ger. naett.] Bare; nude; having no clothes ;—tin*

covered ; wilfully exposed ;—unarmed ; defenceless ;—

unprotected ; unprovided for;—open to view; mani

fest; evident;—undisguised; plain; simple;—desti

tute ; impoverished ; — unassisted by glasses, as the

eye ;—without pubescence, as leaves ;—without a case

or pod, as seeds ;—without a shell, as molluscs.

Nakedly, (na'ked-le) adv. Barely; without covering

or disguise ; simply; evidently.

Nakedness, (naTced-nes) n. Nudity; want of covering;

—want of defence ; unprotected or unprovided state ;

poverty ;—plainness ; openness.

Namby-pamby, (nam'be-pam'be) n. That which is

weakly sentimental, or affectedly pretty.

Namby-pamby, (nam'be-pam'be) a. Weakly and affect

edly sentimental.

Name, (nam) n. [A.-S. nama, L. nomen, G. onoma,]

The title by which any person or thing is known or

spoken of ;—character ; reputation ;—renown ; cele

brity ; eminence ;—memory ; remembrance ;—appear

ance ; profession, as a friend in name ;—behalf ; part ;

authority, as to act in the name of ;—a race ; family ;

—a person.

Name, ( nam ) v. t. To give an appellation to ; — to

designate;—to mention byname; to specify;—to utter

the name of ; to call ; — to nominate or appoint to

office or use ;—to entitle :—imp. & pp. named ; ppr.

naming.

Nameless, (namles) a. Without a name ; undistin

guished; unknown by name; anonymous;—not named;

not specified, as " my authority shall be nameless."

Namelessly, (nainles-le) adv. In a nameless manner ;

without a name. [ticularize.

Namely, (nam'le) adv. To wit ; that Is to say ; to par-

Namesake, (nani'sak) n. One that has the same name

as another ; especially, one so named out of regard to

another.

Nankeen, (nan-ken') n. [Nankin.] A species of yellowish

cotton cloth of a Arm texture, originally brought from

China.

Nantes, (mints) n. A kind of brandy, so called from

a town in France :—also Ifantz.

Nap, (nap) n. A short sleep ; forty winks.

Nap, (nap) v. i. [A.-S. hnappian.] To have a short

sleep ; to be drowsy ; to doze :—imp. & pp. napped ;

ppr. napping.

Nap, (naii) n. [A.-S. hnoppa.] Woolly or villous sur

face, as of felt, of cloth, and the like.

Nape, (nap) n. [A. -S. cnap, cnapp, atop, knop.] The

back part of the neck.

Napery, (nap'er-e) n. [F. •nappe.'] Linen for the

table* table-cloths, napkins, sheets, towels, &c.

Naphtha, (nap'tha, naftha) n. [G. naphtha, from Syr.

naphtha, A. nafth,) A volatile bituminous liquid,

occurring in nature near coal deposits and other re

gions. It is a compound of carbon and hydrogen, and

very inflammable ; rock-oiL

Napkin, (napltin) n. [Diminutive of F. nappe, a table

cloth, cloth, from L. mappa, napkin.] A little towel ;

a cloth used for wiping the mouth, especially at the

table ; a handkerchief.

Napless, (napMea) a. Without nap ; threadbare.

Nappiness, (nap'e-nes) n. The state of being sleepy, or

inclined to take naps ;—abundance of nap, as on cloth.

Nappy, (nap'e) a. [From nap.] Inclined to sleep;

sleepy ;—tending to cause sleepiness ; heady ;—downy ;

shaggy.

Narcissus, (nar-sis'sus) n. [L. narcissus, G. narlisso».\

A genus of flowering plants of several species, compris

ing the daffodils, jonquils, and the like.

Narcotic, (nor-kot'ik) a. [G. narkotikos, from nar-

koun, to benumb.] Believing pain and producing

sleep ;—producing stupor, coma, and convulsions.

Narcotic, (nar-kot'ik) n A medicine which, in medi

cinal doses, relieves pain, and produces sleep; but

which, in poisonous doses, produces stupor, coma, con

vulsions, and death.

Nard, (nard) n. [G. nardos, H. nird, Skr. nala, per

fume.} An odorous or aromatic plant, usually called

spikenard ;—an unguent prepared from the plant.

Nardine, (nardln) a. Pertaining to nard ; having the

qualities of nard.

Narrate, (na-ratf) v.t [L. narrare, narratum.] To

tell, rehearse, or recite, as a story ; to give an account

of ;—imp, & pp. narrated ; ppr. narrating.

Narration, (iia-r&'shun) n. Act of relating the parti

culars of an event; rehearsal; recital ;— relation ;

story ; history.

Narrative, (uor'a-tiv) a. Pertaining to narration;
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giring a particular or continued account :—inclined

to relate stories, or to teli particulars of events.

Narrative, (nara-tiv) n, A tale ; a story; a detailed

account of particular events or transactions.

Narratively, (nir a-tiv-le) ode. By way of narration or

recital.

Narrator, (na-rat'er) n. One who narrates.

Narrow, (nar'o) a. [0.' Eng. narwe, A. -8. ntaru,

ntaro.] Of little breadth ; not wide or broad ;—hav-

ing little lateral distance j—small in extent ; confined;

limited; circumscribed;—contracted; illiberal; bigot

ed;—covetous; niggardly; ungenerous;—Dear; within

a small distance ;—close ; barely sufficient ;—minute;

accurate ; scrutinizing.

Narrow, (nAro) v. t. To lessen the breadth of ; to con

tract :—to make leas liberal or more selfish ; to limit ;

to confine;—to contract the size of, as of a stocking,

by taking two stitches into one :—v. i. To become less

broad ;—to become contracted in breadth or extent; to

be gradually reduced; to taper;—imp. &pp. narrowed;

ppr. narrowing.

Narrower, (naro-er) it. One who, or that which, nar

rows or contracts.

Narrow-gauge, (nar'6-gaj) a, Noting railway lines in

which the rails are 4 feet 8.0 inches asunder.

Narrowly, (naro-le) adv. With little breadth ;—with

out much extent ; contractedly ;—with minute scru

tiny ; closely; carefully;—by a small distance; barely:

merely ;—sparingly. (spirited.

Narrow-minded, (nar'6-mind-ed) a. Illiberal ; mean-

Narrowness, (uar/d-nes) n. Condition or quality of

being narrow ; contracted!)ess ; poverty ; penurious-

ness ; illiberallty.

Narrows, (nar'oz) n. pL A narrow passage between

mountains, or a narrow channel of water between one

sea or lake and another ; a strait ; a sound.

Narwhal, (narliwal) n. [lcel. ndhvatr, Ger. noricaU.]

A cetaceous mammal found

in the northern seas ; sear ZH

unicorn. The male

usually one long, twisted

tusk, projecting forward

from the upper jaw like a Narwhal

horn.

Nasal, (nazal) a. [L. na»u#, the nose J Pertaining to

the nose ;—spoken through the nose.

Nasal, (nazal) n. An elementary sound uttered through

the nose, or through both the nose and mouth [simul

taneously ; — a medicine that operates through the

nose ; errhi no.

Nascent, (nas'ent) a. [L. naneentt, ppr. of nanci, to be

born. ] Beginning to exist or to grow. [dirtily.

Nastily, (naste-le) adv. In a nasty manner ; filthily ;

Nastiness, (nas'te-nes) n. The quality of being nasty;

extreme fllthiness ; dirtiness ; obscenity.

Nasturtium, ( naa-tur'she-um > it. (1-1 A genus of

cruciferous plants, including several species of cress,

especially water-cress ; — a climbing plant having

flowers of a vivid yellow or orange colour, and strong

odour ;—Indian cress.

Nasty, (naVte) a. [Ger. nam, wet, Go. natjan, to wet.]

Offensive: filthy; very dirty;—indecent; gross; vile.

Natal, (n.Vtal) a. [L. natati*, from naaci, to be born.]

Pertaining or relating to one's birth ; accompanying

or dating from one's birth.

Natant, (nu'tant) a. [L. natans, from natare, to swim.]

Floating on the surface of water, as the leaf of an

aquatic plant ;—in f>> raldru, placed horizontally across

the field as if swimming, as fishes.

Natatores, (na-ta-to'res) n. pL Swimming bird*, as

swans, gulls, ducks, Ac.

Natatorial, (na-ta-to're-al) a. Pertaining to the Nata

tores, or swimming-birds.

Nathleaa, (naTHles) adv. [Sax. nathehu.] Neverthe

less; not the less ; notwithstanding.

Nation, (n&'ahun) n. [L. natio, from imsci, natus,

 

to be born.] A body of people united under the same

government, and generally of the same origin and lan

guage;—a great number; a multitude ;—people; race;

stock.

National, (nash'un-al) a. Pertaining to a nation ; pub

lic ; general ;—attached to one's own country.

Nationalism, (nashun-al-izm) n. The state of being

national ; national attachment.

Nationality, (nash-un-al'e-te) n. Quality of being

national or strongly attached to one's own nation ;—

national character ;—a race or people, aa determined

by common language and character, and not by poli

tical bias or divisiona

Nationalize, (nash'un-al-iz) v. t. To make national :—

imp. A pp. nationalized ; ppr. nationalizing.

Nationally, (nash'un-al-le) adv. In a national manner

or way ; as a whole nation.

Native, (n&'tiv) a. [L. nativut, from naset, nalmtyto

be born.] Pertaining to one's birth; natal;—con

ferred by birth ; born with one ; indigenous :—pro-

duced by nature ; not wrought by art ; natural ;—ori

ginal ; congenial. [denizen by birth.

Native, (na'tiv) n. One born in a place or country ; a

Natively, (na'tiv-le) adv. Naturally: originally.

Nativenesa, (na'tiv-nee) n. State of being native.

Nativity, (na-tiv'e-te) n . Birth ;—time, place, or cir

cumstances of birth ;—a horoscope. The liativity, the

birth of our Saviour.

Natron, (nu'trun) n. [A. natritn, Q. nitron,] Native

carbonate of soda, called in the Scriptures nirrr.

Natty, (nat'e) a. [Allied to neat.] Neatly fine ; foppish ;

spruce.

Natural, (nat'ur-al) a. [L. naturalu, from natura.)

Pertaining to the constitution of a thing ; essential ;

characteristic ; — conformed to the order or laws of

nature ; legitimate ; normal ; regular ;—conformed to

truth or reality ;—illegitimate ; bastard ;—pertaining

to, derived from, or formed by nature ;—pertaining to

a key which has neither a flat nor a sharp for its sig

nature.

Natural, (nat'ur-al) n. An idiot; — a character

[ thus, t ] used to remove the effect of a sharp or flat

which has preceded it.

Natural-history, (nafur-al-his'to-re) n. The science

which treats of the kingdom of nature, or natural pro

ducts of the earth—animal, vegetable, and mineral

Naturalism, (nat'ur-al-izm) n. Natural condition or

quality : conformity to nature ;—knowledge or system

of religion derived from natural reason;—the system

of those who deny supernatural agency, divine revela

tion, miracles, prophecies, &c.

Naturalist, (nat'ur-al-ist) n. One who studies natural

history and philosophy, or physics ;—especially one

versed in or student of the natural history of the ani

mal kingdom.

Naturalization, (natrflr-al-iz-a'ahun) jj. Act of investing

an alien with the rights and privileges of a native sub

ject or citizen; —state of being thus invested with

citizenship.

Naturalize, (nat'fir-al-iz) v, t. To adopt into a commu

nity, as a foreigner;—to make natural:—to render

easy and familiar .to accustom ; to habituate ;—to

receive and employ in native or vernacular speech, as

foreign words :—imp. A pp. naturalized ; ppr. natural

izing.

Naturally, (nat'ur-al-le) adv. According to nature ;—by

the force of nature , by birth : constitutionally ;—ac

cording to the usual course of things ; consequently ;

ordinarily ;—simply ; unaffectedly ;—without cultiva

tion ; spontaneously.

Naturalness, (nat'ur-al-nes) n. State of being natural,

or of being produced by nature ,—conformity to na

ture, or to truth and reality.

Natural-philosophy, (nat'ur-al-fil'os-o-fe) ». That branch

of science which relates to the phenomena and laws of

masses of matter, as motion, Ac.
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Nature, (nft'tur) n. . [L. natura, from natus, pp. of

narei, to be born.] Creation : animate and inanimate

object*;—the material and animal world; the uni

verse;—the author and Ant cause of all things; the

Creator;—the operation of divine power; the causes

or agencies working in the material and animal world;

{>hysicsl laws, processes, functions, <&c. ; — the estab-

ished and regular course of things;—inherent quality;

essence ; necessary attribute ; native character ; —

hence, kind ; sort ; species ; — natural disposition ;

temper ;—natural affection ; innate feelings of reve

rence, sic. ;—birth ;—constitution ;—outward form or

appearance of the earth ;—physics.

Naught, (nawt) b. [A.-S. n&wifit, nduht.] Nothing:

—written also nought.

Naught, (nawt) adv. In no degree.

Naught, (nawt) a. Of no value or account ; worthless;

bad ;—henoe, vile; naughty.

Naughtily, (nawt'e-le) adv. Wickedly: corruptly; per

versely ; mischievously.

Naughtiness, (nawt'e-nes) «. The quality of being

naughty; badness; wickedness;—alight wickedness, as

of children; perversenesa, [perrons; froward.

Naughty, (nawt'e) a. Corrupt ; wicked ;—mischievous;

Nausea, (naw'ze-a) n. [I.., G. nausia, from nans,

ship. J Sea-sickness ; henoe, any similar sickness of the

stomach, accompanied with a propensity to vomit;

qualm ; squeamiahness.

Nauseate, (naw'zC-ftt) r. t. [L. nauteare, nauseatum,

from nattsea.) To become squeamish ; to feel disgust;

—r. t. To affect with, nausea ; to sicken ;—to reject

with disgust ; to loathe '.—imp. & pp. nauseated ; ppr.

nauseating.

Nauseous, (naw'zS-us) a. Causing, or fitted to cause,

nausea ; loathsome ; disgusting.

Nauseously, (naw'ze-us-le) adv. In a loathsome man

ner ; loathsomely. [nauseous ; loathsomeness.

Nauseousneas, ( naw'ze-us-nes ) n. Quality of being

Nautical, (naw'tik-al) a. [0. nautikos, from nautis, a

sailor.] Pertaining to seamen or navigators, or to the

art of navigation ;—naval ; marine.

Nautilus, (naw'til-us) n. [L. nautilus, G. nautilus.') A

genus of small cephalopodous mol

luscs, having the mouth surrounded

by several circles of numerous smal 1

tentacles without cups.

Naval, (n&'val) a. [L. navalis, from

maris, ship] Consisting of ships ;

—pertaining to ships or a navy ;—

nautical ; marine ; maritime.

Nave, (nav) «. [A.-S. nafu, Skr.

ndbhi.) The piece of timber or

other material in the centre of a

wheel, in which the spokes are inserted ; the hub or

hob ;—the middle or body of a church, extending from

the choir, transept, or chancel, to the western porch

or principal entrance.

Navel, (nav'l) n. [A.-S. nafeld, from nafu, nave.] A

depression in the centre of the abdomen, being the

scar left by the detachment of the umbilical cord after

birth ;—the central part or point of any thing.

Navigable, (nav'ig-a-bl)«. Admitting of being navigated.

Navigably, (naVig-a-ble) adv. In a navigable manner.

Navigate, (nav'e-gat) r. i. [L. navigare, from navis,

ship, and agere, to lead, direct. J To journey by water ;

to go in a vessel or ship ; to sail ;—v. t. To pass over

in ships ;—to steer, direct, or manage in soiling :—

imp. a: pp. navigated; ppr. navigating.

Navigation, (nav-e-ga'shun) n. Act of navigating ; act

of steering and sailing a ship ;—state of being navi

gable ;—the method of determining a ship's position,

course, distance passed over, <tc. ;—means of transport

by water ; vessels ; shipping.

Navigator, (naVe-gat-er) n. One who navigates or

sails ; t specially, one who is skilful in the art of

navigation.

 

Nauciiui.

Navvy, (naVe) n, [Abridged from navigator.) Origin

ally, a labourer on canals for internal navigation, and

hence, a labourer on other public works, as in mailing

railroads.

Navy, (nav'e) n. [L. navU, G. naus.) A fleet of ships ;

—the whole of the Bbips of war belonging to a nation,

considered collectively ;—the officers and men belong*

ing to the war-vessels of a nation.

Nay, (nft) adv. [A.-S. nd, Go. Its', leal, net.] Not this

merely, but also ; not only so.

Nay, (na) n. Denial ; refusal.

Nazarite, (noz'ar-it) ft. A Jew who bound himself by a

vow to extraordinary purity of life and devotion.

Naze, (naz) n. [F. n«.] A promontory; head; ness ;

mull.

Neap, (nSp) n. [Prov. Eng. neap, L. napvs.] The

tongue or pole of a cart, or waggon ;—a prop or sup

port for the front of a cart, Ac.

Neap, (nep) a. [A.-S. nip, neap, neap-flood, hntpian,

to bend. J Low. Neap tides, tides which hap{>eu in

the second and last quarters of the moon, when the

difference between high and low water is less than at

any other period in the month—opposed to spring

tides.

Neapolitan, (ne-a-pol'e-tan) n. A native or inhabitant

of the city or kingdom of Naples.

Near, (ner) a. [A.-S. nedra, comparative of nedh, nth,

nigh.] Nigh ; not far distant in place ; adjacent ;

neighbouring;—not distant in time;—-closely connected

or related ;—close to one's interests, affection, Ac. ;—

touching ; pressing ;—intimate ; dear ;—close to any

thing followed or imitated;—next to the rider or driver

of a team;— immediate; direct; — present; ready;

willing to help;— straight; short; — parsimonious ;

illiberal.

Near, (ner) adv. At a lit. tie distance in place or time ;

—almost ; well-nigh ; nearly.

Near, (ner) v. t. To approach : to come nearer ;—v. i.

To draw near :—imp. & pp. neared ; pjrr. neoring.

Near, (ner) prep. Adjacent to ; close by; not far from.

Nearly, (nfirQe) adv. At no great distance ; closely ;—

intimately ; pressingly ;—almost ;—in a parsimonious

manner.

Nearness, (neVnes) n. Closeness ; small distance ;—

close alliance by blood ; propinquity ;—intimacy of

friendship ;—parsimony.

Near-sighted, (neVsit-ed) a. Seeing at small distance

only ; short-sighted.

Neat, (net) n. [A.-S. nedt, IceL ndut.) Cattle ; bulls,

oxen, ana cows ; especiallv black cattle.

Neat, (net) a. [F. net, It netto, L. nitidus.] Clean;

free from foul matter;—pure; unadulterated;—cleanly;

tidy; — well made; fitting, as garments; — chaste;

elegant, as style ;—finished, as workmanship ;—dexter

ous ; adroit ;—fine ; compact ;—refined ; finical ; with

proper deduction or allowance; precise; exact— in

this sense commonly written net or -at It,

Neat-handed, (uet-hon'ded) a. Dexterous; Bkilful ;

expeditious; quick.

Neatly, (nfitle) adv. With neatness; cleanly; tidily;—

with good taste ; nicely ; elegantly.

Neatness, (nfit'nes) ft. Cleanliness; —purity; spruco-

ness ;—finish ; elegance.

Neb, (neb) n. [A-S. nebb, Icel. nebbi.] The nose;

snout ; mouth ; the beak of a bird . the bill ; nib.

Nebula, (neb'u-la) n. [L., allied to nubes, cloud.] A

light gauzy cloud ;—a star enveloped in a misty light ;

—a group or cluster of stars forming a glittering

cloud ;—an opaque spot on the eye.

Nebular, (neb'u-ler) a. Pertaining to nebuhB.

Nebulosity, (neb-u-los/e-te)n« State of being nebulous:—

the faint, misty appearance surrounding certain stars.

Nebulous, (neb'u-lus) a. Cloudy; hazy;—pertaining to,

or having the appearance of, a nebula.

Necessarily, (nea'es-sar-e-le) adv. In a necessary man

ner; unavoidably; indispensably.
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Necessary, (nes'es-sar-e) a. [L. neeestartu*.] 8uoh as

must be ; inevitable;—indispensable ; requisite; easen-

tial ; — acting from necessity or compulsion ; in

voluntary.

Necessary, (nes'es-sar-e) n. A thing indispensable to

some purpose—used chiefly in the plural ;—a privy ; a

water-closet.

Necessitarian, (ne-ses-e-ta're-an) n. One who maintains

the doctrine of philosophical necessity, especially as

applied to the will.

Necessitate, (ne-ses'ee-tat) v. f. [L. necesritare,] To

make necessary or indispensable;—to force; to compel:

—imp. & pp. necessitated; ppr. necessitating.

Necessitous, (nC-ses'sit-us) a. Very needy or indigent ;

—narrow; destitute. [manner.

Neoessitously, (n8-ses'sit-us-le) adv. In a necessitous

Necessity, (no-ses'se-te) n. [L. necemitas.] Quality of

being necessary or absolutely requisite ; indispeusable-

ness ;—pressing need ; indigence ; want :—that which

is necessary ; a requisite—chiefly in the plural :—irre

sistible force ; overruling power ; fate ; fatality ;—

denial of freedom to voluntary action.

Neck, (nek) n. [A. -8. hnecca, Ioel. hnacki, Ger. nack.]

The part of an animal's body connecting the head and

the trunk ;—a neck ; the long, slender part of a vessel,

as a retort, or of a plant, as a gourd ; a long, narrow

tract of land connecting two larger tracts.

Neckcloth, (nekltloth) n. A piece of cloth worn on

the neck.

Neckerchief, (nek'er-ohif) n. [For neclkcrchuf.] A

kerchief to be worn around the nock.

Necklace, (nGkOas) n. A string of beads or precious

stones worn upon the neck.

Neck-tie, (nek'ti) n. Band, usually of ribbon, tied

with a knot round the neck. [of deaths.

Necrologist, (nek-rol'6-jist)n. One who gives an account

Necrology, (nek-rol'6-je) n. (G. nehrot, dead, and logo*,

speech, discourse.] A register of deaths;—a collection

of biographical notices of distinguished persons.

Necromancer, (nek'ro-man-ser) n. Enchanter; con

jurer ; a sorcerer ; a wizard.

Necromancy, (nek'ro-man-se) n. [G. nekros, dead, and

manteia, divination.] Art of revealing future events

by moans of a preteuded communication with the dead ;

conjuration; enchantment. [mancy.

Necromantic, (nek-ro-man'tik) a. Pertaining to necro-

Necropolis, (nek-ro'pol-is) n. [G., from nekros, dead,

and polls, city. ] A city of the dead ; hence, a ceme

tery ; a grave-yard.

Necrosis, (nfi-krosis) n. [G. ntkrosis.] Mortification :

the dry gangrene;—a disease in plants, indicated by

small black spots, under which the tissue decays.

Nectar, (nek tar) ». [L. nectar, Q. ntktar.] The drink

of the gods ; hence, a delicious or inspiring beverage ;

—the honey of a flower. [of a plant.

Nectareal, (nek-tarVal) a. Pertaining to the nectary

Nectarean, (nek-tlr'e-an) a. Resembling nectar;

sweet as nectar ;—very sweet and pleasant ; luscious ;

delicious :—also nectareal, nectareous, nectarine.

Nectarine, (nek'ta-rin) n. A variety of the peach, with

a smooth rind.

Nectary, (nek'tar-e) n. [Prom nectar.] The honey-

gland of a flower.

Need, (nOd) ft. [A-S. ntdd, n£d, IceL neidh.] Want ;

necessity ; lack ; state requiring supply or relief ;—

urgent want ; pressing necessity ; exigency ;—poverty ;

indigence.

Need, (mid) v. t. To be in want of ; to lack ; to require ;

—v. i. To be wanted ; to be necessary :—imp. <fe pp.

needed; ppr. needing. [necessary.

Needful, (ned'fool) a. Full of need ; needy ;—requisite ;

Needfully, (ned'fool-le) adv. Nocessarily.

Needfulness, (ncd'fool-nes) n. State or quality of being

needful

Needily, (ned'e-le) adv. In a needy condition ; in want

ox poverty ;—urgently ; from necessity.

Neediness, ( neoVnes ) n. State or quality of being

needy; want; poverty; indigence.

Needle, (ned'l) n. [A, -8. nadl, nidi, Ger. nadel, from

nahen, to sew.} A small instrument of steel pointed

at one end, and pierced in the other to receive the

thread, used in sewing and embroidering;—a mag

netized slender bar of steel, resting on a pivot, in a

mariner's, surveyor's, or other compass, so as to turn

freely toward the magnetic poles of the earth ;—a

pointed crystal, a sharp pinnacle of rock, and the like.

Needle-book, (nedl-boOk) n. Something to stick needles

in, usually in the form of a book.

Needleful, (nBd'1-fool) n. As much thread as is at once

put into a needle.

Needle-gun, (nedl-gun) n. A fire-arm loaded at the

breech by a cartridge containing a small addition of

detonating powder, which is exploded by means of a

slender pin, or needle, which passes in at the breech.

Needless, (nCdles) a. Having no need ; in want of

nothing ;—unnecessary ; not requisite.

Needlessly, (nedles-le) adv. Without necessity; un

necessarily.

Ncedlessness, (nedles-nes) n. Unnocessariness.

Needle-woman, (ned'l-woom'an) n. A seamstress.

Needle-work, ( ned'l- wurk) n. Work done with the

needle ; plain sewing ; embroidery.

Needs, (nedz) adv. [From Eng. need is.] Of necessity;

necessarily: indispensably.

Needy, (ned'e) a. Distressed by want of the means of

living; indigent; necessitous. *

Ne'er, (nor) adv. A contraction of never.

Nefarious, (no-fa're-us) a. [L. ne/arins, from tie, not,

and fa*, law.] Wicked in the extreme ; atrociously

villainous ; detestable ; infamous ; impious. {nesa.

Nefariously, (ne-fa're-us-le)a</r. With extreme wicked*

Nefariousness, (ne-fa're-us* nes ) n. Wickedness ;

villainy.

Negation, (ne-gii'shun)n. [L. negatio, from negare, to

say no, to deny.J Act of denying ; denial ;—statement

of what a thing is not, or has not, and the like.

Negative, (neg'a-tiv) a. Implying denial or contradic

tion ; not affirmative ;—implying indistinctness, inde

cision, &c. ; not positive ; — implying rejection or

refusal ; prohibitory ;—having the power or effect of

stopping or throwing out, as a measure or legislative

act ; vetoing.

Negative, (neg'a-tiv) n. A proposition by which some

thing is denied or forbidden;— a word that denies,

as no ; not ;—the right, or the exercise of the right to

prevent the adoption of a measure or enactment of a

law ; veto ;—state of opposition to or determination

against ;—a picture upon glass in which the light ]>or-

tions of the original are represented in some opaque

material, and the dark portions by the uncovered and

semi-transparent ground of the picture.

Negative, (neg'a-tiv) r. L To disprove ;—to refuse to

enact or sanction : — imp. & pp. negatived ; ppr.

negativing.

Negatively, (negVtiv-le) adp. In a negative manner ;

—in the form of Bpeech implying the absence of some

thing.

Neglect, (neg-lektf) v. t. [L. negligere, nealectum, from

nt, not, and hgere, to choose.] To let alone ; to pass

by ;—to omit by carelessness : to overlook ;—to suffer

to pass unimproved, unheeded, or tho like ;—to omit

by design ; to withhold duo attention or regard ; to

slight ; to disregard ;—imp. & pp. neglected ; /»/>r.

neglecting.

Neglect, (neg-lekf) n. Omission ; inattention ; act

of failing in duty or observance; negligence ;—want of

civility ; indifference ; slight ; state of being over

looked or disregarded.

Neglectful, (neg-lekt'fool) a. Heedless ; careless ; inat

tentive ;—treating with neglect or slight ;—indicating

indifference. [manner.

Neglectfully, (neg-lokt'f661-Ie) adv. In a neglectful
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Negligee, (negOS-zha) n, [F. tUgligi, from nigliger,

to neglect] An easy, unceremonious attire;—a long

necklace, usually of red coral.

Negligence, (negle-jens) n. Habit of being negligent ;

habitual neglect ; heedlessness ; carelessness.

Negligent, (neg'le-jent) a. [L. negligent, ppr. of negli-

ptre, to neglect.] Apt to neglect by disposition or

habit; careless; inattentive; regardless; indifferent;

remiss. (manner.

Negligently, (neg'le-jent-le) adv. In a negligent

Negotiability, (nB-go-she-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

negotiable.

Negotiable, (ne-go'ahe-a-bl^ o. Capable of being

negotiated ; transferable by assignment or indorsement

to another person.

Negotiate, (ne-gd she-it) v. i. [L. negotiari, negotiatus,

from negotium, business.] To transact business; to

hold intercourse in bargain or trade ;—to treat with

respecting peace or commerce ;—v. t. To arrange or

settle by dealing and management ;—to sell, pass, or

transfer, as bills : — imp. & pp. negotiated ; ppr.

negotiating.

Negotiation, (ne-go-she-l'shun) n. Act of negotiating ;

the transacting of business in trade or commerce ;—

mercantilo dealings respecting sale or purchase, or

respecting credit, bills, or securities ;—act of treating

or proposal to treat between nations, as for peace,

settlement of differences, commercial intercourse, &c. ;

—the basis or terms of treaty ;—the persons who con

duct it. . [treats with others.

Negotiator, (nC-gCshe-ai-er) n. One who negotiates or

Negotiatory, (ne-go'ahe-a-tor-e) a. Relating to negotia

tion.

Negreat, (nu'gres) n. A female negro.

Negro, (n&gro) n. [It, Sp., & Pg., from L. niger, black.]

A black man ; especially, one of a race of very dark

persons who inhabit the greater part of Africa.

Negus, (nB'gus) n. A liquor made of wine, water,

sinrar, nutmeg, and lemon juice.

Neigh, (na) r. *. [A.-S. hntxgan.] To cry, as a horse;

to whinny:—imp. £ pp. neighed; ppr. neighing.

Neigh, (til) n. The natural cry of a horse ; a whinnying.

Neighbour, (nailer) n. [A. -9. nedkbUr, from nedh, nigh,

and yebur, a dweller, farmer.J A person who lives,

near one ;—one entitled to, or exhibiting, neighbourly

kindness ; hence, one of the human race.

Neighbour, (natier) a. Near to another; adjoining;

next.

Neighbour, (nA'be.r) v. t. To adjoin ; to border on ; to

be near to ;—v. i. To inhabit tho vicinity :—imp. &

pp. neighboured; ppr. neighbouring.

Neighbourhood, (na'ber-hood) n. Stato of being near

to each other ;—vicinity; adjoining district ; a region,

the iii habitants of which, from nearness of residence

or social intercourse, are counted as neighbours ; the

whole inhabitants of a particular district or locality.

Neighbouring, (nlTier-ing) a. Living or being near.

Neighbourliness, (nlTier-le-nee) n. State or quality of

being neighbourly.

Neighbourly, (nl'bcr-le) a. Becoming a neighbour ;

kind ; social ; friendly ;—cultivating familiar inter

course, [kindness.

Neighbourly, {na/ber-le) adv. With social civility or

Neighing, (na'mg) n. Wliinnying ; voice of a horse.

Neither, (neV'THer, ni'Tii$r) pron. [A.-S. nadher.] Not

either ; not the one or tho other.

Neither, (ne'Tiier, ni'Tn?r) conj. Not either ; nor yet ;

—also used as tho first part of an alternative, followed

by nor.

Nemesis, (nem'e-sis) n. [G.] A Grecian divinity—

daughter of night, personifying just wrath and re

tribution.

Nemorous, (neiu'o-rus) a. [L. nemu*, grovo.] Woody ;

pertaining, to a wood or grovo :—also nemoral.

Neologist, (iie-ol'o-jist) n. One who introduces new

words, or holds new doctrines.

Neologistic, (ne-ol-o-jist'ik) a. Pertaining to neology;

neologicaL

Neology, (nC-ol'o-je) n. [G. neos, new, and logos, word,

discourse.] Introduction of a new word, or of new

words into a language; a new nomenclature, as in

chemistry;—especially, a new theological system origi

nating iu Germany, also called Rationalism;—inter

pretation of Scripture truth and doctrine according to

natural reason, and consequent rejection of the super-

natural and miraculous.

Neonomian, (ne-o-ncfrne-an) n. [G. neos, new, and

nomas, law.] One who advocates new laws, or who

seeks to construe or interpret the law as revealed in

8cripture into new forms.

Neophyte, (nCo-fit) n. [G. neophutos, newly planted.]

A new convert or proselyte ;—hence, a novice ; a tyro.

Neoteric, (nS-o-tertk) a. [G. netiteros, coniparativo of

neos, young, new.] Recent in origin ; modern ; new.

Nephew, (nev'fi) n. [0. Eng. nevewe, A.-S. ne/a, L.

ncpas.] The son of a brother or sister.

Nephritic, (iiC-frit'ik) a. [G. nephrites, belonging to

the kidneys.] Pertaining to the kidneys ;—affected

with a disease of the kidneys ;—relieving disorders of

the kidneys.

Nepotism, (ner/o-tizm) n. [L. nepos, nepotis, nephew.]

Fondness for nephews;—favouritism shown to nephews

and other relations.

Nepotist, (nep'6-tist) n. One who practises nepotism.

Neptune, (nep'tun) n. In mythology, the god of the sea,

fountains, and rivers ;—a large planet beyond Uranus.

Neptunian, (nep-tu'ne-an) a. Pertaining to tho ocean

or sea ;—formed by water or aqueous solution.

Neptunian, (nep-tu'ne-an) n. One who holds that the

substances of the globe were formed from aqueous

solution.

Nereid, (ne'ro-id) n. A sea-nymph, one of the daughters

of Nereus, who were attendants on Neptune, and re

presented as riding on sea-horses.

Nervation, (nerv-a'shun) n. The arrangement of nerves.

Nerve, (nerv) «. [L. nervus, G. neuron, neura.] An

organ of Bensation and motion in animals and plants ;

—one of the bundles of fibres which establish a com

munication between tho various parts of the animal

body and the brain, spinal coid, or central ganglia ;—

a sinew; a tendon;—strength; firmness of Di*ly;—

fortitude; firmness of mind;—force; controlling or

directing influence.

Nerve, (ngrv) v. t. To give strength or vigour to :—

imp. <fe pp. nerved; ppr. nerving. [vigour.

Nerveless, (ngrv'les) a. Destitute of strength ; wanting

Nervous, (ne.rVus) a. Pertaining to the nerves ; Boated

in the nerves, as disease;—weak in the nerves ; shaky;

easily excited ; hysterical, &c, said of persons ;—

strong; well-knit; vigorous, as an arm ;—strong in

thought or expression ; forcible, as style.

Nervously, (nerv'us-le) adv. In a nervous manner ;

with strength or vigour ;—with weakness or agitation

of the nerves.

Nervousness, (n?rv'us-nes) n. Nervous structure or

condition;—vigour; strength ;—nervous weakness or

debility.

Ness, (nes) n. [A.-S. net, nesst, Ger. naze.] A pro

montory; headland; cape—of frequent use in topo

graphy, as Shecrness, Inverness;—also an affix denoting

pre-eminent quality, as goodness, greatness.

Nest, (nest) n. [A.-S. nest, allied to L. nidus, Skr.

nWd.j The retreat prepared by a bird fur hatching

and rearing her young ;—the place in which the eggs of

other animals, as insects, turtles, and the like, are laid

and hatched ;—a snug, comfortable, or cozy residence

or situation ; also, a receptacle or collection ;—a col

lection of boxes, cases, or the like, of graduated size.

Nest, (nest) v. i. To build and occupy a nest

Nest-egg, (nest'eg) n. An egg left in the nest to pre

vent the hen from forsaking it ; hence, something laid

up as tho beginning of a fund or collection.
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Nestle, (nasi) v. i. To lie close and snug, as a bird

in her nest ;—v. t. To house, as in a nest ;—to cherish,

as a bird her young : — imp. ft pp. nestled ; ppr.

nestling*.

Nestling, (nesting) 71. A young bird in the nest, or

just taken from the nest.

Net, (net) n. [A.-S. nett, Go. nati.] A textile fabric

of thread or twine knotted into meshes, for catching

fish, birds, or wild beasts ; a similar fabric of silk to

confine ladies' hair ;—any thing fitted to entrap or de

ceive ; a Bnare.

Net, (net) v. t. To make into a net, or net-work ;—to

take in a not ;—to produce as clear profit ;—v. i. To

form net-work :—imp. ft pp. netted ; ppr. netting.

Net, (net) a. (L. nitidut. ] Pure ; unadulterated ; also,

clear of all charges and deductions, <fcc.

Nether, (neTH'er) a. [A. -3. nidhera, lower.] Lying or

being beneath; lower ; belonging to the lower regions;

infernal. [Lowest.

Nethermost, (neTH'er -most) a. [A.-S. nulhemest.]

Netting, (net'ing) 71. A piece of net-work.

Nettle, (net'l) n. [A. -8. nettle, Ger. nezild, nezziUt.]

A plant covered with minute sharp hairs containing a

poison that produces a very painful sensation.

Nettle, (net'l) v. t. To fret or sting ; to irritate or ver :

—imp. & pp. nettled; ppr. nettling.

Nettle-rash, (uetl-rash) n. An eruptive disease resem

bling the effects of the sting of a nettle.

Net-work, (netfwurk) tu A fabric of threads, cords, or

wires crossing each other at certain intervals, forming

meshes, and knotted or secured at the crossings.

Neural, (nu'ral) a. [G. neuron, nerve.] Pertaining to

the nerves or nervous system.

Neuralgia, (nu-ral'je-a) n. [G. neuron, nerve, and algos,

pain.] An acute pain which follows the course of a

nervous branch.

Neuralgic, (nu-ral'jik) a. Pertaining to neuralgia.

Neurology, (nu-rol'o-je) n. [G. neuron, nerve, and

logos, discourse.] A description of the nerves of ani

mal bodies.

Neurotomy, (nu-rot'd-me) n. [G. neuron, nerve, and

tome, a cutting.] Art or practice of dissecting the

nerves ;—a dissection of a nerve.

Neurypnology, (nu-rip-nol'o-je) n, [G. neuron, nerve,

hupnos, sleep, and logo.% discourse.] The doctrine of

nervous sleep, or animal magnetism.

Neuter, (nu'ter) a. [L. compounded of ne, not, and

uter, either.] Neither the one thing nor the other ; of

neither side ; neutral ; — of neither gender ; neither

male nor female, as a noun ;—neither active nor pas

sive, as a verb ;—having neither stamens nor pistils.

Neuter, (nu'ter) n. A person who takes no part in a

contest ; a neutral ;—an animal of neither sex, or in

capable of propagation, as the working bee ;—a plant

having neither stamens nor pistils.

Neutral, (nu'tral) a. Not engaged on either side ; indif

ferent ;—neither very good nor bad ; of medium qual-

i ty :—having neither stamens nor pistils.

Neutral, (nu'tral) n. A person or nation that takes

no part in a contest between others.

Neutrality, (nu-tral'e-te) n. State of being neutral ;—

state of being unengaged in, or taking no part on either

side of a controversy or contest ;—hence, indifference

in feeling or principle ;—indifference in quality ;—in

chemistry, state of being neither acid nor alkaline

Neutralization, (nu-tral-iz-a'shun) n. Act of neutraliz

ing ;—state of being neutralized.

Neutralize, (nfl'tral-iz) v. t To render neutral ; to re

duce to a state of indifference or inactivity;—to destroy

the power or spirit of opposition ;—in chemistry, to

destroy the peculiar properties of a body by combina

tion with a substance having opposite properties:—

imp. ft pp. neutralized; ppr. neutralizing.

Neutralizer, (nu-tral-iz'er) n. One who, or that which,

neutralizes. [differently.

Neutrally, (uu'tral-le) adv. In a neutral manner ; in-

Never, (nev'er) adv. [A.-S. n&fre, from ne, not, and

<efre, ever.] Not ever ; not at any time ;—Jn no de

gree ; not in the least ;—to any extent—in this sense

improperly superceded by ever.

Nevertheless, (nev-er-THe-les*) adv. Not the less ; not

withstanding; in spite of that.

New, (nu) a. [A.-S. neoice, L. novm, G. neos.) Fresh ;

lately born or produced ; recent in origin ;—Lately dis

covered or invented ; novel ; strange ;—not ancient ;

modern ;— unfamiliar ; unaccustomed ;— repaired or

restored to its first state ; hence, bright ; fresh-look

ing;—starting anew; recommencing;—fresh from or

after any event.

Newel, (nti'el) n. [L. nucalis, from nux, nucif, nut]

The upright post about which the steps of a circular

staircase wind.

Newfangled, (nu-fang'gld) a. New-made; formed

with the affectation of novelty.

New-fashioned, (mi-fash'und) a. Made in a new form,

or lately come into fashion.

New-found, (nu'found) a. Newly discovered

Newish, (nu'ish) a. Somewhat new ; nearly new.

Newly, (mYle) adv. Lately; freshly; recently;—in a

manner not existing before;—with a new fonn.

New-model, (ml-moael) v. t. To give a new form to.

Newness, (nu'nes) n. State or quality of being new;

recentness ;—state of being first known or introduced ;

novelty ;—innovation ; recent change ;—want of prac

tice or familiarity ;—different state or qualities intro

duced by regeneration.

New-red-sandstone, (nu-red-eand'ston) n. The forma

tion lying above, and nearest the coal measure.

NewB, (nuz) n. [From new. This word is plural iu

form, but is almost always united with a verb in the

singular.] Recent account; fresh information; tidings;

intelligence. [news.

Newsmonger, (nuz'mung-ggr) n. One who deals in

Newspaper, (nuz'pa-per) n. A public print that circu

lates news, advertisements, and the like.

Newt, (nut) n. [O. Eng. etct, A.-S. e/ete, with n pre

fixed] A small lizard ; an eft.

Next, (nekst) a., superlative of nigh, [A.-S., nixta,

nyxta.] Nearest in place ; nearest in time;— adjoining

in a series ;—nearest in degree, quality, rank, right, or

relation. [mediately succeeding.

Next, (nekst) adv. At the time or turn nearest or im-

Nib, (nib) n, Something small and pointed ; a prong;

— specifically, the bill or beak of a bird;—the point

of a pen.

Nib, (nib) v. t. To furnish with a nib ; to point ;—to

cut off the point of.

Nibble, (nibl) v. t. [From nib.) To eat slowly or in

small bits ; to try to catch, as bait ;—v. i. To bite a

little at a time ; to bite at, as fish at bait ;—hence, to

carp at ; to find fault in trifles ; to censure small

faults :—imp. ft pp. nibbled ; ppr. nibbling.

Nibble, (nibT) n, A little bite, or seizing to bite.

Nice, (ius) a. [A. -8. nese, knesc, Dan. nesck, soft,

tender, F. nice, foolish, simple, from L. nesciut,

ignorant] Soft; tender;—delicate; dainty:—sweat

or pleasant to the taste ; and generally agreeable ;

gratifying ;—fine ; refined ;—accurate ; exact ; precise ;

—hence, over-scrupulous ; hard to please ; fastidious ;

—fanciful ; squeamish ; — minutely discerning ; dis

criminating ;—trivial ; unimportant ;—weak ; foolish.

Nicely, (nlsle) adv. In a nice or delicate manner;

delicately; accurately; exactly ;—well ; cleverly; in

the best manner.

Niceness, (nia'nes) 11. The quality of being nice ; de

licacy of perception ; accuracy;—excess of scrupulous

ness or exactness.

Nicety, (nis'e-te) n. Quality of being nice ; delicacy of

perception ; minuteness; precision; accuracy; exact

ness;— excess of delicacy; fastidiousness; — delicate

management; exact shade or difference;—-pL Dainties;

delicacies for the table.
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Niche, (nich) n. [F., It. nicckia, frora ntccftio, shell

fish, muacle.] A cavity, hollow,

or recess, generally within the

thickness of a wall, for a statue,

bust, or other erect ornament.

Niched, (nicht) a. Placed in a

niche ; having a niche.

Nick, (nik) n. [A.-S. n icor.] An

evil spirit of the waters ; hence

Old Nick, the devil

Nick, (nik) n. [F. nique.] A

winning throw or trick ;—a hit ;

the exact point of time ; the

critical moment. [Oer. knick.] A

notch ; a cut in wood :—a maTk

for scoring;—a score ; a reckoning.

Nick, (nik) v. t. To cut in nicks ; Niche.

to notch ;—to fit into, as one nick or notch into

another ;—to make an incision in a horse's tail :—to

hit ; to strike at the precise point or time ;—henoe, to

gain an advantage over; to cozen:—imp. &, pp. nicked ;

jppr. nicking.

Nickel, (nik el) n. [Ger.] A grayish-white metal of

considerable lustre, very malleable and ductile, occur

ring very generally in combination with arsenic. It

is used in various alloys.

Nicknack, (nik'nak) n. [Ger. tchnick-achnack, prattle.]

A small thing ; a bauble ; a trine—used chiefly in the

plural.

Nickname, (nik'nam) n. [V. nique, a sign of mockery,

or from O. Eng. eke-name, surname.] A name given

in contempt, derision, or sportive familiarity.

Nickname, (rnk'nam) v. t. To give a name of reproach

or familiarity to :—imp. & pp. nicknamed ; ppr. nick

naming.

Nicotine, (nfkd-tin) n. An oily, limpid, colourless

liquid, of a very acrid taste, obtained from tobacco.

Nictate, (nik 'tat) v.i. [L. nietare, from niccre, to

beckon.] To wink :—also nictitate.

Nictation, (nik-ti'shun) n. The act of winking.

Nidiflcation, (nid-e-fe-ka'shun) ?u [L. nidus, nest, and

faeere, to make.] Act or operation of building a nest,

and the hatching and feeding of young.

Niding, (nid'ing) n. [A.-S. J A coward; a dastard:—

also written nidderling.

Niece, (nes) n. [J,, neptis, a grand-daughter.] The

daughter of a brother or sister.

Niggard, (nig'erd) n. [IceL hnbggr, economical, Ger.

knicker, a niggard.] A person meanly close and

covetous ; a miser.

Niggard, (nig'e.rd) a. Meanly covetous ; sordidly parsi

monious; miserly;—sparing in speech ; wary; cautious.

Niggard, faig'srd) v. t. To supply sparingly.; tcstint.

Niggardiah, ( nig'crd-ish ) a. Somewhat covetous or

uiggardlv.

Niggardliness, (nig'erd-le-nes) n. State of being nig

gardly ; mean covetousness ; sordid parsimony.

Niggardly, (nig'e.rd-le) a. Meanly covetous or avaricious

in dealing with others ; sordidly parsimonious ;—cau

tiously avoiding profusion; wary;—miserly; penurious.

Nigged, (nigd) a. Dressed with a pick, instead of a

chisel, as granite or other hard stone.

Nigger, (nig'er) n. A negro—in derision or depreciation.

Niggle, (nig'l) v.i To play or trifle with;—v.t. To

mock ; to flout.

Nigh, (ni) a. [A.-S. nedh, nik,] Not distant in place

or time ; near ;—not remote in degree, kindrod, cir

cumstances, Ac. ; closely allied;—adjacent; contiguous;

proximate: present; intimate.

Nigh, (nl) adv. [A.-S. nedh, Go. nthv.] Near in place

or time, or in the course of events ;—almost ; nearly ;

—at hand.

Nigh, (ni) jyrep. Near to : not distant from.

Highly, (nile) adv. Nearly; closely.

Nighneta, (ni'neB) n. Nearness ; proximity.

Night, (nit) n. [A.-S. ntaht, niht, Ger. nackt, h. nox,

 

G. nuz.] The time from sunset to sunrise ;—time of

rest ; time of darkness ; hence, gloom ; obscurity ;—a

state of ignoranee ;—a state of affliction or distress ;

adversity ;—death ;—the time of the absence of life

from nature.

Night-cap, (nitTiap) n. A cap worn in bed or in un

dress ;—a glass of warm liquor before going to bed.

Night-fall, (nit'fawl) n. Close of the day ; evening.

Night-flre, (nit'f ir) n. Ignis-fatuus ; Will-with-a-wisp ;

Jack-with-a-lantem.

Night-glass, (nit'gLis) n. A kind of telescope adapted

for using in the night.

Night-gown, (nit'gown) n. A loose gown used for

undress; sleeping garment ; nvjkl-dreu.

Nightingale, (uTt'in-gul) n. [A.-S. nihtegalt,trom niht,

night, and galan, to sing,

gale, songster.] A small bird

that sings at night; philomel

—celebrated for its vocal

powers.

Night-light, (niflit) n. Candle

or taper made to burn slowly,

used by nurses in the sick

room.

Nightly, (nit'le) a. Done by

night ;—done every night.

Nightly, (nit'le) adv. By

night ; in the night ;—every

night. Nightingale.

Nightmare, (nifmar) n. A sensation in sleep as of the

pressure of a weight on the chest or stomach ; incubus ;

—hence, any overwhelming, oppressive, or stupifyiiig

influence.

Night-piece, (nit'pes) n. A piece of painting: represent

ing some night-scene, or so coloured as tu be exhibited

to the best advantage by artificial light.

Nightshade, (nit'shad) n. A low, brandling annual

plant, of the genus Solanum,

having very small, white flowers,

and small, round berries, of vari

ous species. The root and leaves

are usually narcotic, and the

berries poisonous.

Night-soil, (nit'soil) n. The con- f^sff^r} ~^\ -;■■"

tents of privies — so called be- ■ -' '

cause carried away by night.

Night-walker, (nit'wawk-e,r) n.

One who walks in his sleep : a

somnambulist; — one who roves

about in the night for evil pur- Nightshade,

poses.

Night-walking, (nit'wawk-ing) ». Walking in one's

sleep; somnambulism; — a roving in the streets at

night with evil designs.

Night-watch, (nit'woch) 77. A period in the night, as-

distinguished by the change of watch ; — a watch or

guard in the night.

Nihilism, (ni'hil-izm) n. [L. nihil, nihitxtni, nothing,

from ne, not, and hilum, a little thing, trifle ] No

thingness; nihility ,—the doctrine that nothing can be

known. [nothing.

Nihility, (nl-hil'e-te) n. Nothingness ; a Btate of being

Nill, (nil) v. i. To be unwilling.

Nimbiferous, (nim-bif'er-us) a. [L. nimbu*, a cloud, and

ferre, to bear.] Serving t# bring clouds or stormy

weather.

Nimble, (nin/bl) a. [A.-S. nSmol nunwl, capable, re

ceiving, catching, from niman, to take.] Light aud

quick in motion: active; brisk; lively; prompt ; oxpert.

Nimbleness, (nim'bl-nes) n. The quality of being nim

ble ; quickness ; celerity ; speed ; swiftness.

Nimbly, (uini'ble) adv. In a nimble manner; with

agility.

Nimbus, (nim'bus) n. [L.] A circle, or disk, of rays of

light around the heads of divinities, saints, &c. ; a

halo ;—a rain-cloud.
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Nincompoop, (nin'kom- poop) n. (A corruption of L.

nm>. compos.] A silly fool ; a blockhead.

Nine, (nin) a. [A.-S. nigan, Go. niun, allied to L.

«orfm.J One more than eight, or one lees than ten.

Nine, (nin) n. The sum of firo and four;—a symbol

representing nine units, as 0 or ix.

Ninefold, (nin'fold) a. Nine times repeated.

Nine-holes, (nin'holz) n. A game in which nine holes are

made in the ground, into which a ball is to be bowled.

Nine-pins, (nin'pinz) n. A play with nine pieces of

wood set on end, at which a bowl is rolled for throwing

them down.

Nineteen, (nln'tCn) a. Nine and ten.

Nineteen, (nin'ten) n. The sum of ten and nine ;—a

symbol representing nineteen units, as 10 or xix.

Nineteenth, (nm'tcnth) a. Constituting or being one of

nineteen equal parts into which any thing is divided

—the ordinal of nineteen.

Nineteenth, (nin 'tenth) n. The quotient of a unit

divided by nineteen ; one of nineteen equal parts.

Ninetieth, (nin'to-eth) a. Constituting or being one of

ninety equal parts.

Ninetieth, (nin'te-eth) n. The quotient of a unit

divided by ninety; one of ninety equal parts.

Ninety, (nin'te) a. Nine times ten.

Ninety, (nin'te) «. The sum of nine times ten ;—a sym

bol representing ninety units, as 00 or xc.

Ninny, (nin'e) n. [3p. nino, child, G. nenos, foolish.]

A fool ; a simpleton ; a dolt.

Ninth, (ninth) a. [From nine.] Constituting or being

one of nine equal parts into which any thing is divided.

Ninth, (ninth) n. The quotient of a unit divided by

nine- oneof nine equal parts.

Ninthly, (ninthle) adv. In the ninth place.

Niobe, (ni'o-bti) n. [L. the daughter of Tantalus, and

wife of Aniphion, king of Thebes, whose numerous off-

Kl>iing were all slain by Apollo and Latona.] The

emblem aud personification of inconsolable grief;—

i me of the Pleiades;—a beautiful marble group in the

L'.'illery of Florence.

Lip. (nip) v.t. [A. -8. hnlpan, to bend, D. knippen,

Her. kneifen, to clip.] To inclose and compress tightly

botweon two surfaces or edges brought together; to

pinch ;—to remove by pinching, biting, or cutting with

two meeting edges of any thing ;—hence, to blast, as

by frost ; to destroy ;—to bite ; to vex ;—imp. k pp.

nipped, less properly nipt; ppr. nipping,

Nip, (nip) n. A seizing or closing in upon ;—a pinch

with the nails or teeth;—a small cut, or a cutting off

tho end ;—a blast ; destruction by frost ;—a biting

sarcasm ; a taunt ;—a small taste or sip ; a small glass

of spirits.

Nipper, (nip'er) n. A fore tooth of a horse ;—a satirist.

Kippers, (nip'erz) n, pi. Small pincers for holding,

breaking, or cutting.

Nipple, (nip!) n, [A.-S. nypele, diminutive of nib.] A

teat ; a pap ; a dug ;—the protuberance by which milk

ia drawn from the breasts of females;—any small pro

jection in which there is an orifice for discharging a

Huid ; the part of a percussion lock on which the cap

is placed.

Nisi, (ni'si) eonj. [L.] Unless ; if not Nisi prius, a

writ or order of court to try a question of fact before a

judge aud jury ;—the courts appointed for trials by

jury in civil actions.

Nit, (nit) n. [A.-S. knitu, loel. nyt, nit] The egg of a

louse or other small insect.

Nitrate, (ni'trfit) n. A salt formed by the union of nitric

acid with a base. Nitrate of silver, lunar caustic

Nitre, (ni'ter) n. [L. nitrum,] A white, crystalline salt,

nitrate of potassa, having a puugent, saline taste. It

U largely used in tho manufacture of gunpowder:—

called also saltpetre.

Nitric, (nl'trik) a. Pertaining to, or containing, nitro

gen. A*i(ric acid, a powerful, corrosive acid, contain*

ing five equivalents of oxygen and one of nitrogen.

Nitrify, (ni'tre-fi) v.t. [L. nitruni and facert, to

make, J To convert into nitre :—imp. & pp. nitrified ;

Ppr. nitrifying:

Nitrogen, (ni'tro-jen) n. [L. nitrum, G. nitron, and

gignesthai, to produce.] A gaseous element, without

taste, odour, or colour, forming nearly four-fifths of

common air, and incapable of supporting life ; azote.

Nitrogenous, (ni-trd'jen-us) a. Pertaining to, or con

taining, nitrogen.

Nitro-muriatic, (ni'tro-mu-re-at'ik) a. Pertaining to,

or composed of, nitric acid and muriatic acid.

Nitrous, (ui'trus) a. Pertaining to or containing nitre.

Nitrous acid, a corrosive acid formed like nitric acid,

but with a smaller proportion of oxygen.

Nitry, (ni'tre) «. Nitrous ; pertaining to nitre ; pro

ducing nitre.

Nitty, (nit'e) a. Full of nits ; abounding with nits.

Nitty, (nit'e) «. [L. nitidus, shining.] Shining ; ele

gant ; spruce.

Niveous, (niv'e-us) a. [L. niveus, from nix, nivis,

snow.] Snowy; resembling snow, or partaking of its

qualities. [denial or refusal.

No, (no) adv. [A.-S. nd, Skr. na.] Nay-—a word of

No, (no) a. [Abbreviated from none] Not any ; not

one; none.

No, (no) n. A refusal by use of the word no: n denial ;

—a negative vote : one who votes in tho negative :—

usually written -not. pi., noes.

No, (no). [Abbreviated form of L. numero, in number.]

Noting a particular figure in numeration, as No. 7.

Noachian, (no-a'ke-an) a. Pertaining to Noah, the

patriarch, or to his time ; pertaining to the deluge.

Nobility, (no-bil'e-te) n. [L. nobilita*.] The quality of

being noble, as dignity : greatness ; elevation ; supe

riority of mind or of quality; eminence;—noble birth;

patrician dignity ; distinction by rank, station, and

title ;—the aristocratic and patrician class ; the peerage.

Noble, (no'bl) a. [L. nobilis, from noseere, to know.]

Elevated ; dignified; illustrious;—high born^; raised

above the commonalty ; titled ;—generous ; liberal, as

disposition ;—ingenuous ; candid ,—stately : splendid,

as a building ;—chief ; principal, as parts of the body ;

—lofty ; sublime, as style ;—choice ; excellent

Noble, (no'bl) n. A nobleman ; a peer ; formerly, a

gold coin, of the value of 6s. 8d. sterling.

Nobleman, (no ' bl - man) n. One of the nobility ; a

noble ; a peer. ;

Nobleness, (no'bl-nes) n. Quality of being noble:

greatness ; magnanimity ; dignity ; — distinction by

birth; nobility;—stateliness; magnificence; grandeur.

Noblesse, (no-bios') n. The nobility; persons of noble

rank collectively. [rank.

Noblewoman, (no'bl-woonvan) n. A woman of noble

Nobly, (no'ble) adv. Of noble extraction; illustriously;

—with greatness of soul ; with magnanimity; heroic

ally ;—magnificently ; splendidly.
Nobody, (norbod-e) n. No person ; no one ;—a person

of no influence or importance.

Nocent (no sent) a. [L. nocens, ppr. of noeere, to hart]

Doing hurt; injurious; hurtful; mischievous.

Noctarabulist, (nok - tarn ' bu - list) n. [L. vox, noetis,

night, and ambition; to walk.] One who rises from

bed and walks in his sleep ; a somnambulist

Noctivagant, (nok-tiv'a-gant) a. [L, /tax, noetis, night,

and vagans, ppr. of vagari, to wander about] Wan

dering in the night, as animals for prey.

Nocturn, (nok'turn) n. [L. nocturnus, belonging to the

night] An act of religious service by night

Nocturnal, (nok-tuVnal) a. [L. nocturnalis, from wox,

night, noctu, by night] Pertaining to, done or bsp-

Sening by night ;—nightly : occurring every night ;—

aving a habit of seeking food at night.

Nod, (nod) v. i. [L. nutare, W. nodi, to mark, to note.)

To bend or incline the upper part with a quick motion ;

—to make a slight bow in token of assent or a&lata-

tiou ;—to be drowsy ;—r. (. To incline or bend, as tho
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head or top; to make a motion of assent, of salutation,

or of drowsiness with ;—to signify by a nod :—imp. &

pp. nodded; ppr. nodding.

Sod, (nod) n , A bending forward of the upper part or

top of any thing ;—a quick, downward or forward mo

tion, ot the head in assent, in familiar salutation, in

drowsiness, or aa a signal. [node.

Nodal, (nodal) a. Of the nature of, or relating to, a

Nodated, (nod'at-ed) a, [L. nodatut.] Knotted.

Nodding, (nodlng) a. Curved so that the apex hangs

down ; having the top bent downward.

Noddle, (nodi) n. [Probably from nod, because it is the

nodding part of the body.] The head—used jocosely

or contemptuously.

Noddy, (ood'e) n. A simpleton ; a fool ;—a sea-fowl

easily taken ; the booby ;—a kind of hack carriage.

Node, (nod) n. [ L. nodus,] A knot ; a knob ; a protu

berance;—specifically, one of the two

points where the orbit of a planet, or

comet, intersects the ecliptic, or the

orbit of a satellite intersects that of

its primary ;—the joint of a stem ;•

the oval figure, or knot, formed by

the folding of a curve upon itself. Node.

Nodose, (nod'os) a, [L. itodosus, from nodus, knot.]

Having knots or swelling joints; knotted :—also nodu

lous, [a swelling.

Nodosity, (nod-os'e-te) n. Knottiness;—a node; a knot;

Nodular, (nod'u-ler) a. Pertaining to, or in the form

of, a nodule.

Nodule, (nod'ul) n. [L. nodulus, diminutive of nodus,

knot ] A rounded mineral mass of irregular shape.

Noggin, (nogln) n. [Ir. noigxn, Gael noigtan.] A

small mug or wooden cup.

Noise, (noiz) n. [F. noise, from L. naxa, hurt, from

nocere, to hurt.] Sound of any kind ;—tsjxcial ly, over-

loud, empty, confused, or senseless sound ;—frequent

talk ; outcry ; clamour ; din.

Noise, (noiz) r. i. To sound loud ;—v. t. To spread by

rumour or report ;—to disturb with noise :—imp. &

pp. noised; ppr. noising. [silent

Noiseless, (noiz'Ies) a. Making no noise or bustle;

Noiselessly, (noizles-le) adv. Without noise ; silently.

Noiselessness. (noiz'les-nes) n. A state of silence.

Nritily, (nuizVle) adv. With noise; with making a

noise. [ousness.

Noisiness, (noizVnes) n. State of being noisy ; clamor-

Noisome, (noi'sum)a. [For noisesome.F. nuisant, ppr.

of nutre, L. nocere, to hurt, and Eng. termination

some.] Injurious to health; unwholesome; insalu

brious ; destructive ;—offensive to the smell or other

senses; disgusting; fetid.

Noisomely, (noi'sum-le) adv. With a fetid stench.

Noisy, (noixe) a. Making a noise or loud sound ;

clamorous; turbulent; boisterous.

Nomad, (nomad) n. [G. nomas, nomndos, pasturing,

from nemtin, to divide, to feed.] One of a race or

tribe that has no fixed location, but wanders from

place to place in search of pasture for its herds.

Nomadic, (nu-mad'ik) a . Pastoral ;—subsisting by the

tending of cattle, and wandering for the sake of pas

turage;—having no fixed abode ; roving.

Nomancy, (no'man-se) n. [L. nomen, name, and G.

tnanUia, divination.] The art or practice of divina

tion from letters or names.

Nombles, (nom'blz) u. pi. [F.] The entrails of a deer.

Nombril, (nom'bril) n. [F. nombril, navel.] A point

half way between the fesse point and the middle base

point of an escutcheon.

Nomenclator, (no'men-kla-ter) n. [L. from nomen,

name, and calare, G. kalein, to call] One who gives

names to things.

Nomenclature, (no'men-kla-tur) n. A peculiar system

of technical names in any particular branch of science;

terminology.

{nom'in-al) a. [L. nominalii, from nomen, a

name] Pertaining to a name or names ;—existing in

name only ; titular. [nominalists.

Nominalism, (nom'in-al-izm) n. The principles of the

Nominalist, (nom'in-al-ist) n. In scholastic philosophy,

one who held that, in a general conception or universal

proposition, the distinctive quality or property is

nominal, or has no existence save in an individual

or subject belonging to that class of conceptions.

Nominally, (uom'in-al-le) adv. By name, or in name

only.

Nominate, (nom'in-at) v. t. [L. nominare, nominatum,

from nomen, name.] To mention by name ; to name ;

—to appoint ; also, to propose by name, as a candidate

for office:—imp. & pp. nominated; ppr. nominating.

Nomination, (nom-in-a'shun) n. Act of naming or

nominating for some particular office ; state of being

nominated ;—power of nominating.

Nominative, (nom'in-at-iv) a. Naming; designating—

said of that case of a noun which stands as the subject

of a verb ; the first case of nouns and of declinable

adjectives. [subject of a verb stands.

Nominative, (nom'in-at-iv) n. The case in which the

Nominator, (nom'in-at-er) n. One who nominates.

Nominee, (nom-in-e') n. One who has been nominated

or proposed for office, or for election to office.

Nonage, (non'aj) n. [Prefix non, not, and aye.) The

time of life before a person becomes of age ; minority.

Nonagenarian, (uon-a-jen-a're-an) n. [L. nonootwariu*. ]

One who is ninety years old.

Non-appearance, (non-ap-peVans) n. Default of appear

ance in court to prosecute or defend a suit

Non-attendance, (non -at- tend 'ans) «. A failure to

attend

Nonce, (nons) n. The present call or occasion ; purpose

—chiefly used in the phrase for the nonet.

Nonchalance, (non-sha-lans') n. [F. from non, not, and

chaleur, heat] Indifference ; carelessness; coolness.

Nonchalant, (non-sha-lanf) a. [F. from nonchahir, to

have no care for a thing.] Indifferent ; careless ; cool.

Non-commissioned, (non-kom-mish'und) a. Not having

a commission, as the petty officers in a man-of-war,

or sergeants and corporals in a regiment.

Non-compliance, (non-kom-pli an*) n. Neglect or failure

of compliance.

Non-condensing, (non-kon-densing) a. Noting steam-

engines in which the pressure is considerably alwve

that of the atmosphere; exerting a pressure of upwards

of 401bs. to the square inch:—also called high-pressure.

Non-conductor, (non-kon-dukt'er) u. A substance which

does not transmit another substance or fluid, as heat

or electricity, or which transmits it with difficulty.

Non-conformist, (non-kon-form'ist) n. One who does

not conform to an established church ; especially, one

who, after the Restoration, refused to sign the Act of

Uniformity, passed in 1662.

Non-conformity, ( non-kon-form'e-te ) «. Neglect or

failure of conformity; refusal to unite with the Estab

lished Church in its rites and modes of worship.

Non-delivery, (non-dfi-liv'er-e) n. Neglect of or failure

in delivering.

Nondescript, (non'de-skript) o. (L. non, not, and de-

scriptus, described.] Not hitherto described ; novel ;

hence, odd ; abnormal : irregular.

Nondescript, (non'dS-skript) n. A thing not yet de

scribed : something abnormal or hardly classifiable.

None, (nun) a. & pron. [A.-fl. «da, from ne, not, ana

An, one.] No one; not any thing—frequently used

as a plural, not any.

Non-elastic, (non-S-las'tik) a. Wanting elasticity—said

of liquid as distinguished from gaseous fluids.

Nonentity, (non-en'te-te) n. Non-existence; negation

of being ;—a thing not existing.

Non-essential, (non-es-sen'she-al) a. Not essential.

Non-essential, (non-es-sen'Bhe-al) n. A thing not

essential [thing that has not its equal.

Nonesuch, (nun'such) n. Something extraordinary ; a

Si
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Non-existence, (non-egz-ist'ens) n. Absence of existence;

nonentity;—a thing that ha* no existence or being.

Non-existent, (non-egz-ist'ent) a. Not having existence.

Ifon-fulfilment, (non-fool-fU'ment) n. Neglect or failure

to fulfil.

Nonillion, (no-nil'yun) n. [L. nanus, ninth, and Eng.

million.] According to the French notation, a thousand

octillions, or a unit with 30 ciphers annexed ; accord

ing to the English notation, a million octillions, or

a unit with 64 ciphers annexed.

Non-juring, (nou-jboring) a. [L. jurart, to swear, from

jus, juris, right, law.] Not swearing allegiance.

Non-juror, (nou-joor'er) n. One who refused to take

the oath of allegiance to the government and crown of

England during and after the revolution of 1688 ; a

Jacobite. [to observe or fulfil.

Non-observance, (non-ob-z$rv'ans) n. Neglect or failure

Nonpareil, (non-pa-rer) n. [F. non, not, and pareil,

equal] Something of unequalled excellence ;—a sort

of apple ; a small sugar-plum ;—a kind of narrow

ribbon ;—a small printing type leas than minion.

Nonpareil, (non-pa-rel) a. Having no equal ; peerless.

Non-payment, (non-pa'ment) n. Neglect of payment

Non-performance, (rion-per-form'ans) n, A failure to

perform.

Nonplus, (non'plus) n. [L. non, not, and plus, more,

further.] Insuperable difficulty; puzzle.

Nonplus, (non'plus) v. t. To puzzle ; to confound ; to

put to a stand :—imp. dc pp. nonplussed ; ppr. non

plussing.

Non-proficient, (non-prd-flsh'e-cnt) n. One who has

failed to improve or make progress in any study or

pursuit. [dissimilarity.

Non-resemblance, (non-vS-zem'blans) n. Unlikeness;

Non-residence, (non-rez/e-dens) n. Failure or neglect of

residing at the place where one is appointed for the

performance of official duties.

Non-resident, (non-rezVdent) a. Not residing in a

particular place, on one's own estate, or in one's

proper place.

Non-resident, (non-rezV-dent) n. One who does not

reside in, or is not a resident of, a particular place ;

one who does not reside on his own property—-par-

i ticularly applied to clergymen who live away from

their cures.

Non-resistance, (non-re-zist'ans) ft. The principles or

practice of a non-resistant ; passive obedience.

Non-resistant, (non-ro-zist'ant) n. One who maintains

that no resistance should be made to constituted autho

rity, even when unjustly or oppressively exercised.

Nonsense, (non'sens) n. That which is not sense, or has

no sense ;—trifles ; things of no importance.

Nonsensical, (non-semVik-al) a. Unmeaning ; absurd ;

foolish. [out meaning.

Nonsensically, (non-senVik-al-le) adv. Absurdly; with-

Nonsuit, (non' sOt) n. A neglect or failure by the

plaintiff to follow up his suit.

Nonsuit, (non'sut) v. t. To judge or record a plaintiff

as having dropped his suit, upon his withdrawal or

failure to follow it up ;—imp. dt pp. nonsuited ; ppr.

nonsuiting. [person.

Noodle, (noodl) n. A simpleton; a blockhead; a stupid

Nook, (nook) n. [Gael, niuc, O. Eng. nock, a notch.]

A corner; a recess ; a secluded retreat.

Noon, (noon) n. [Sax. non, Dan. noen.] The middle

of the day ; midday ; twelve o'clock ;—the time of

greatest brilliancy.

Noon, (noon) a. Belonging to midday ; meridional.

Noonday, (noon'dft) n. Midday; twelve o'clock in the

day. (meridional.

Noonday, (noon'dft) <>. Pertaining to midday;

Nooning, (uoon'ing) n. Repose at noon • a repast at

noon. fnoon :—also noonslead.

Noontide, (noon'tld) n. The time of noon ; midday ;

Noontide, (noon'tld) a. Pertaining to noon ; meridional.

Noose, (noos) n. [It. nas, F. naud, L. nodus, a knot]

A running knot which binds the closer the more it is

drawn.

Noose, (nous) r. (. To tie in a noose ; to catch in a

noose ; to inanare ; to entrap :—imp. & pp. noosed ;

ppr. noosing.

Nor, (nor) conj. [Contracted from A.-S. nddhor.) A

negative oonneotive or particle, introducing the second

member or clause of a negative proposition, following

neither or not in the first. Occasionally, nor is used

In the first member as well as the second.

Norm, (norm) «. [L. norma, a rule.] A rule or

authoritative standard ; a model.

Normal, (normal) a. [L. narmalis, from norma, rule,

pattern.] According to an established norm, rule, or

principle ; conformed to a type or regular form :—

regular ; ordinary. Normal school, a school whose

methods of instruction are to serve as a model for

imitation ; an institution for the education of teachers.

Normal, (nor'mal) n. A perpendicular :—a straight

lino perpendicular to the tangent of a curve at any

point, and included between the curve and the axis of

the abscissa, [Normandy.

Norman, (nor'man) n. A native or inhabitant of

Norman, (nor'man) a. Pertaining to Normandy, or to

the Normans. [dinavia.

Norse, (nors) a. Of or pertaining to ancient Scan-

Norse, (nors) n. [Icel. ivorvror, Norway.] The lan

guage of ancient Scandinavia.

Norseman, (nors'man) n. An inhabitant of ancient

Scandinavia ; a Northman.

North, (north) n. [A.-S. nordA, Icel. nortttr.) The

direction opposite to the south.

North, (north) a. Lying toward the north ; situated

at the north.

North-east, (north'est) n. The point between the north

and east, at an equal distance from each.

North-east, (north'est) a. Pertaining to the north-east,

or proceeding from that point.

North-easterly, (north-eat'er-le) a. Toward or coming

from tho north-east.

North-eastern, (north-oafern) a. Pertaining to or being

in the north-east, or in a direction to the north-east.

Norther, (norTH'er) n. A wind or gale from the north.

Northerlineaa, (norTHer-le-nes) n. State of being

northerly.

Northerly, (norrH'cr-Ie) a. Being toward the north ;

northern ;—from the north.

Northerly, (noi-TH'ei-le) adv. Toward the north :—in

a northern direction ;—proceeding from a northern

point.

Northern, (norTH'ern) a. Being in or near to the

north ;— in a direction toward the north.

Northerner, (norru'ern-er) n. A native or resident in

the north.

Northernmost, (norTH'era-mdst) a. Situated at the

point furthest north.

Northing, (norrH'iug) n. Distance northward from any

point of departure, measured on a meridian ;—the

distance of any heavenly body from the equator

northward. [northernmost

Northmost, (north 'most) a. Lying farthest north:

North-polar, (north'po-lar) a. 01 or pertaining to the

regions near the north-pole.

North-pole, (north'pol) n. The northern extremity of

the axis of the earth.

North-sea, (north's*) n. The German Ocean.

North-star, (uorth'stsr) n. The pole-stir.

Northward, (nortli'werd) a. Being toward the north.

Northward, (north'we.rd) adv. Toward the north, or

toward a point nearer to the north than the east and

west points. [direction.

Northwardly, (north'werd-le) a. Having a northern

Northwardly, (north ' werd - le) odr. In a northern

direction.

North-west, (northwest) n. The point between the

north and west, and equally distant from each
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North-west, ( north ' west ) a. Pertaining to, in the

direction of, or being in the north-west ;—proceeding

from the north-west [the north-west.

Worth-westerly, (north-west'er-Ie) a. Toward or from

North-western, (north-west'ern) a. Pertaining to or

being in the north-west, or in a direction to the

north-west. [from the north.

Worth-wind, (north/wind) n. The wind which blowB

Norwegian, (nor-we'je-an) a. [From Norway, O. Eng.

Norweye, } Of or pertaining to Norway.

Norwegian, (nor-we'je-an) n. A native or inhabitant

of Norway.

Nose, (noz) n. [A.-S. nosu, Icel. nos, allied to L. nasus,

Slav. noz. J The prominent part of the face, which is

the organ of smell ;—power of smelling ; hence, scent ;

—a projecting end or vent ; a snout ; a nozzle.

2foae, (noz) v. (. To smell ; to scent ; hence, to track ;

— to oppose to the face ; to affront ;—v. i. To carry the

nose high ;—to pry officiously :—imp. & pp. nosed ;

ppr. nosing. [bouquet ; a posy.

Nosegay, (noz'gft) n. A bunch of odorous flowers ; a

Nosological, (nos-6-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to nosology.

Nosologist, (nos-ol'd-jist) n. One who is versed in

nosology.

Nosology, (nos-ol'6-je) n. [6. nosos, disease, and logos,

discourse.] A systematic classification of diseases; —

that branch of medical science which treats of the

classification of diseases.

Nostril, (nos'tril) n. [A.-S. nosethyrl, nosethyrl, from

noni, nase, and thyrl, hole.] An aperture or passage

through the now—the channel through which air is

inspired and expired, and mucous secretions from

the nose are discharged.

Nostrum, (nostrum) n. [L. neuter of "Hotter, ours, our

own.] A quack or patent medicine.

Not, (not) adv. [Contracted from navght; A.-S. wit.]

A word that expresses negation, denial, or refusal

Notability, (not-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being notable ;

—a remarkable person or thing.

Notable, ( not'a-bl) a. [L. notabilis, from notare, to

mark.] Noticeable ; plain ; evident ;—worthy of no

tice ; remarkable ; noted or distinguished ; distin

guished for good management ; active ; industrious,

as a housekeeper. [tinction.

Notable, (not'a-bl) n. A person or tiling of note or dis-

Notably, (not'a-ble) adv. In a notable manner ; re

markably ; eminently;—with bustling activity.

Notarial, ( not-:Vre-al ) a. Pertaining to a notary;—

done, or taken, by a notary. [notary.

Notarially, ( ndt-a're-al-le) adv. In the manner of a

Notary, (not'a-re) n. [L. notarius.] A public officer

who attests deeds and other writings, to make them

authentic in another country ;—one who protests notes

or bills of exchange:—generally called a notary-public.

Notation, (n6t-a'shun) «. [L. notatio, from notare, to

mark.] Act, practice, or method of recording any

thing by mark1*, figures, or characters ; especially in

arithmetic and algebra, the expressing of numbers and

quantities by figures or signs.

Notch, (noch) n. [0. Eng. nock, a notch.] A nick ; an

indentation ;—a deep, close pass or defile ;—a hollow

or groove cut in one timber to receive the end of

another :—also notching.

Notch, (noch) v. t. To cut in small hollows ;—to place

in a notch :—imp. & pp. notched ; ppr. notching.

Note, (not) n. [L. nota, from noscere, notum, to know.]

A mark or token ; a visible sign ; that by which a

thing is known or designated ;—a figure or mark in a

book calling attention to something important ;—a

brief remark or comment ; annotation ;—a memoran

dum ; a minute ;—a short letter : a billet ; also, a dip

lomatic paper ;—a written or printed paper acknow

ledging a debt, and promising payment ;—a character

variously formed, to indicate the length of a musical

tone;—observation; notice;—reputation; distinction;

—pi. Brief outlines, heads, or abstract of their argu

ment or discourse, used by public speakers in extem

pore delivery ; also, the same taken down by a hearer

or reporter.

Note, (not) v. I. To observe ; to remark ; to hoed ;—to

record in writing ;—to denote ; to stand for ; to desig

nate ; to set down in musical characters ; to charge

with :—imp. & pp. noted ; ppr. noting.

Note-book, ( nofbook ) n. A book in which memoran

dums are written.

Noted, (not'ed) a. Well known by reputation or report;

celebrated ; distinguished ; remarkable ; illustrious ;

conspicuous ; famous.

Notedly, (not'ed-le) adv. "With observation or notice.

Noteless, (not'les) a. Not attracting notice ; not con

spicuous.

Noter, (not'er) n. One who takes notice; an annotator.

Noteworthy, (not'wur-THe) a. Worthy of observation

or notice.

Nothing, (mith'ing) n. [From no and thing.] Not

any thing ; no tiling ;—non-existence ; nonentity ;

nihility ; nothingness ; — not any thing of account,

value, or the like ; a trifle.

Nothing, (nutirlng) adv. In no degree ; not at all.

Nothingness, (nuth'ing-nes) n. Nihility; non-exist

ence ;—nothing ; a thing of no value.

Notice, (nOt'is) n. [L. notitia, from noscere, notum,

to know.] Act of noting, remarking, or observing ;

cognizance ;—intelligence ; knowledge given or re

ceived ; intimation ; — a writing containing formal,

customary, or presented information ; — respectful

treatment; attention ; civility;—remark ; observation.

Notice, (not'is) v. (. To observe ; to see ;—to heed ; to

regard ;—to take public note of ; to remark upon ; to

make observations on ;—to treat with attention and

civilities :—imp. & pp. noticed; ppr. noticing.

Noticeable, (not'is-a-bl) a. Capable of being observed;

worthy of observation ; likely to attract observation.

Noticeably, (not'is-a-ble) adv. Observably; conspicu

ously.

Notification, (not-e-fe-ka'shun) n. Act of giving notice ;

the act of making known ;—notice given in words or

writing, or by signs ;—the writing which communi

cates information; an advertisement, citation, and

the like.

Notify, (not'e-fl) v. t. [L. nota.*, known, pp. of noscere,

to know, and faeerc, to make.] To make known ; to

declare ; to publish ;—to give notice to ; to give cer

tain or official information of ;—imp. & pp. notified ;

ppr. notifying.

Notion, (no'shuu) n. [L. rtotio, from noscere, notum,

to know.] Mental apprehension of whatever may be

kDown or imagined ; idea ; conception ;—opinion ; be

lief; sentiment;—understanding; sense;—inclination.

Notional, (no'shun-al) a. Ideal ; imaginary ; visionary ;

—unreal ; fanciful ; whimsical ; fantastical.

Notionally, (no'shun-al-le) adv. In conception ; not in

reality.

Notoriety, (nd-to-ri'e-te) n. [P. notoriete.] The state

of being generally known ; public knowledge ; public

exposure.

Notorious, (no-to're-us) a. [F. notaire, from L. notare,

to mark. ] Publicly known ; manifest ; conspicuous ;

—usually, known to disadvantage—more than disre-

putable, but less than infamous; — in a good sense,

distinguished; commended.

Notoriously, (no-to're-us-le) adv. In a notorious man

ner; publicly; openly.

Notoriousness, (nd-tore-us-nee) n. The state of being

open or known beyond denial ; notoriety.

Notwithstanding, (not -with -standing) conj., but really

the participle of withstand, with not prefixed. This

not obstructing or preventing ; nevertheless ; how

ever ; although ;—in spite of.

Nought, (nawt) n. [A.-S. nohwit, noht.] Not a whit;

nothing—used also adverbially.

Noun, (noun) /<- [F. from L. nomen, name.] A word
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uied as the designation of a creature or thing existing

in fact or in thought.

Nourish, (nur'ish) v. t. [F. nourrir, from L. nutrirt.)

To feed and cause to grow ; to furnish with nutri

ment ;—to supply the means of support and increase

to ; to encourage ;—to comfort ;—to educate ; to in

struct : — r, i. To promote growth : — imp. & pp%

nourished; ppr. nourishing;,

Nourishable, (nur ' ish - a - bi) a. Capable of receiving

nourishment. [nourishes.

Nourisher, (nur Mali - er) n.* One who or that which

Nourishment, (nurlsh-ment) n. Act of nourishing;—

nutrition ;—that which serves to repair waste and pro

mote growth; nutriment; sustenance;— instruction;

means of mental or spiritual growth.

Novel, (nov'el) a. [L. novelltu, diminutive of novus.]

New ; of recent origin or introduction ; unusual ;

strange.

Novel, (nov'el) n. A fictitious narrative intended to ex

hibit the operation of the passions, and particularly of

love. [novels.

Novelist, (nov'el-ist) k. A writer of a novel or of

Novelty, (nov'el-te) a. Quality of being novel ; new

ness ; receutness :—a new or strange thing.

November, (uo-vem'ber) n. [L. Novembris (so. menrii),

the ninth month of the Roman year, which began

with March, from norm, nine.) The eleventh month.

of the year, containing thirty days.

Novennial, (no-ven'e-al) a. [L. novennis, of nine years,

from noveni, nine, and annus, year.] Bone every ninth

year.

Novice, (nov'is) n. [L. novitius, from novut, new.]

One who is new in any business ; a beginner ;—one

newly received into the church ;—one who has entered

a religious house, as a convent or nunnery, but has

not taken the vow. [a novice ; novitiate.

Novioeship, (nov'is-ship) u. The state or condition of

Novitiate, (no-vish'e-at) n. State or condition of being

a novice ; time of probation in a religious house be

fore taking the vows ;—a probationer ; a novice.

Now, (now) adv. [A.-8.. IceL, & Go. nu, G. nun, L.

nunc] At the present time: at this moment ;—a little

while ago ; lately ;—at one and another time ;—after

this ; in present circumstances or state ;—also used as

a particle of connexion.

Now, (now) n. The present time or moment.

Nowadays, (now'a-daz) adv. In this age ; at the pre

sent period. [all ; noicaptr.

Noway, (nd'wa) adv. In no manner or degree ; not at

Nowhere, (noTiwar) adv. Not any where ; not in any

place or state.

Nowise, (no'wiz) adv. Not in any manner or degree.

Nowt, (nout) n pi. [IceL naut.] Oxen. [Soot.]

Noxious, (nok'she-us) a. [L. noxius, from noxa, harm,

from noeere, to harm, hurt.] Hurtful; pernicious;—

destructive; fatal; —unwholesome; insalubrious;—

corrupting to morals; baneful.

Noxiously, (nok'she-us-le)adr. Hurtfully; perniciously.

Noxiousness, (nok'she-us-nes) n. Quality that injures,

impairs, or destroys ; hurtfulness ; perniciousness.

Noyau, (no'yo) n. [F] A cordial flavoured with the

kernel of the nut of the bitter almond, or with the

kernel of the peach stone.

Nozzle, (noz'l) n. [From nose.] The nose ; the snout;

hence, the projecting vent of any thing.

Nuciform, (nu'se-form) a. [L.. mix, nut, and forma,

shape. ] Formed or shaped like a nut.

Nuclear, (nu'kl£-ar) a. Formed by or resembling a

nucleus ;-—also nucleate.

Nucleate, (nultle-at) v. (. [L. nucleart, nueUatum.]

To gather, as about a nucleus or centre.

Nucleus, (nu'kle-ua) n. (L. from nuz, nvcii, nut.] A

kernel ; hence, a central mass or point about which

matter is gathered—both literally and figuratively ;—

the central part of the body of a comet.

Nudation, (nu-da'shun) n. [L. nttdat io, from nudare,

to make naked, from nudut, naked.] Act of stripping,

or making bare or naked.

Nude, (mid) n. [L, nurftt*,] Bare; naked; uncovered;

—of no force ; void.

Nudge, (nuj) v.t. [Prov. Ger. hiiitschen, to squeeze,

pinch.] To touch gently, as with the elbow, in order

to call attention or convey intimation.

Nudge, (nuj) n. A gentle push, as with the elbow.

Nudity, (nud'e-te) n. Condition of being nude ; na)

ness;—naked port; undraped or unclothed portion.

Nugatory, (nu ga-tor-e) a, f L. nugatoriut, from nvgari,

to trifle, from uupcr, jests, trifles.] Trifling ; vain ;

futile ; insignificant ;—inoperative ; ineffectual

Nugget, (nug'et) n. A lump; a mass, especially of a

precious metal

Nuisance, (n&'sans) n, [F. nuisance, from nuire, L.

noeere, to hurt] That which annoys or gives trouble

and vexation ;—something that produces inconvenience

or damage.

Null, (nnl) a. [L. nutlut, not any, none, from ne, not,

and vdh's, any.] Ofno legal or binding force or validity;

invalid ; void; nugatory; of no account or significance.

Nullification, (nul-e-fe-ka'shun) n. Act of nullifying ;

a rendering void and of no effect, or of no legal effect.

Nulliner, (nul'e-fi-er) n. One who makes void ; one

who maintains the right to nullify a contract by one

of the parties.

Nullify, (nul'e-fi) r. (. [L. aullijteare, from nullvs,

none, and facer*, to make.] To make void ; to render

invalid ; to deprive of legal force or efficacy:—imp. £

pp. nullified ; ppr. nullifying;.

Nullity, (nul'e-te) n. Condition or quality of being

null or void ; nothingness ;—-any thing void, invalid,

or of no efficacy.

Numb, (num) a. [A.-S. niman, nionuzn, to take, seize.]

Enfeebled in or destitute of the power of sensation and

motion; torpid; benumbed; chill; motionless.

Numb, (num) v. t. To make torpid ; to deprive of the

power of sensation or motion; to benumb ; to deaden;

to stupefy :—imp. At pp. numbed ; ppr. numbing.

Number, (num'ber) n. [F. nomore, L. nutaeiiu.] A

series of units or aggregate of quantities: — a single

unit; one of a series ; simple number;—a particular

aggregate of units ;—an indefinite aggregate of units :

collection of particulars; assemblage of individual*:

multitude ;—in grammar, an inflection in the form of

a word to signify plurality or unity, called plural or

singular number ;—a ticket or badge bearing a distinc

tive figure ;—a part or division of a book issued in sepa

rate portions :—in poetry, the quantity of syllables or

feet in a line or verse ; metrical measure ;—hence,

pi. Verse; song; poetry.

Number, (num'ber) v. t. To reckon : to aacertai.ii the

units of ;—to give or assign the number of ;—to reckon

as ono of a collection or multitude:—v.i. To amount tn;

to consist of :—imp. t-pp. numbered; ppr. numbering.

Numberer, (num'ber-erj n. One who numbers.

Numberless, (num'ber-les) a. Not admitting of being

counted; innumerable.

Numbers, (num'bsrz) n. The fourth book of the Pen

tateuch—so called as containing the census of the

Hebrews.

Numbness, (num'nea) n. Condition of being numb.

Numerable, (nu'mer-a-bl) a. Capable of being num

bered or counted.

Numeral, (nu'nier-al) a. Pertaining to or consisting of

number ;—expressing or representing number.

Numeral, (nfi'mer-al) n. A figure or character used to

express a number;—a word expressing number.

Numerally, (nu'mer-al-le) adv. According to number ;

in number. [number.

Numerary, (nu'mer-ar-e) a. Belonging to a oartain

Numerate, (nu'mer-at) v. t. [L. numeral**, nwmerarutM.]

To count or reckon in numbers; to calculate ; —to

mention by number; to enumerate:—mj». A pp. nume

rated; j >;•(•. numerating.
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Numeration, (nu-nier-ft'shun) n. Act or art of number

ing ;—act or art of writing or reading numbers, espe

cially in the scale of ten by the Arabic method.

Numerator, (nu'mer-at-er) n. One who numbers ;—the

term in a vulgar fraction which indicates the number

of fractional units that are taken.

Numerical, (nu-merlk-al) a. Belonging to or denoting

number; expressed by numbers.

Numerically, (nu-mer'ik-al-le) adv. In numbers ; with

respect to number or sameness in number.

Numerous, (nu'mer-us) a. Being many ; consisting of a

great number of individuals ; — consisting of poetic

numbers: rhythmical; musical.

Numerously, (nu ' mer - us - le) adv. In or with great

numbers. [numerous or many.

Numerousnesa, (nfi'mer-us-nes) n. Quality of being

Numismatic, (niVmjs-mat'ik) a. [L. numitma, a coin,

G. noniisma, from nomos, custom, usage.] Pertaining

to coins or medals.

Numismatics, (nu-mis-mat'iks) n. sing. The science of

coins and medals. [and medals.

Numismatist, (nu-mis'ma-tist) n. One skilled in coins

Numismatology, (nu-mis-ma-toVo-je) n. [L. numitma,

G. noniisma, and logos, discourse. J The science which

treats of coins and medals in their relation to history ;

numismatics.

Nummary, (num'mar-e) a. [L. nummulus, diminutive

of nummus, a coin.] Pertaining to coin or money ;

pecuniary :—also nummular.

Numskull, (num'skul)n. [From numb and skull.] A

dunce ; a dolt : a stupid fellow.

Nun, (nun) n. [P. nonne, It. nonna,] A woman de

voted to a religious life, living in a cloister or house

secluded from the world, and vowed to celibacy, &c ;

—also a woman devoted to religious and charitable

service, bnt not cloistered, and not bound to celibacy ;

beguine ; sister of charity ;—a kind of white fancy

pigeon ;—the blue titmouse.

Nunobion, (nun'she-un) n. [Probably a corruption of

luncheon.] A portion of food taken between meals ;

a luncheon.

Nuncio, (nun'she-o) n. [It. from nuneivs, messenger.]

A messenger ; one who brings intelligence ;—especially

an ambassador from the pope to an emperor or king ;

legate ;—the pope's representative at a congress or

council.

Nuncupate, (nun'ku-pat) v.t. [L. nuneupart, from

ttomm, name, and capere, to take.] To dedicate by

declaration ; to inscribe.

Nuncupative, (nun-ku'pat-iv) a. Publicly or solemnly

declaratory;—nominal ; existing only in name ;—oral ;

not written.

Nunnery, (nun'er-e) n, A cloister or house in which

nuns reside.

Nunnish, (imn'ish) a. Pertaining to the state of nuns ;

resembling a nun ; hence, very reserved or retiring in

manners ; prudish. [nuns.

Nunniahneas, (nun'ish-nes) n. Manners or habits of

Nuptial, (nup'she-al) a, [L. nuptialis, from nvptice,

marriage.] Pertaining to marriage ; done at a wed

ding ;— constituting marriage.

Nuptial, (nup'she-al) n. Marriage ; wedding—almost

only in the plural.

Nor, (nur) n. A knot in wood ; a knob. Nurr and

spell, a game played with a trap and ball:—also

written knurr.

Nurse, (nurs) n. [A. -8. noriee, L. nufru:, from nufrire,

to nourish.] One who tends a child or children in a

family;—one who suckles the child of another; wet

nurse ;—one who attends in child-birth ; monthly-

nurse ;—one, male or female, who waits on the sick ;—

one who or that which brings up, rears, causes to grow,

trains, or the like.

Norse, (nurs) v. t. To tend, as children ;—to nourish at

the breast ; to suckle ; to wait on, as the sick ;—to

cherish ; to foster ; to promote the growth of ; — to

£

manage with economy ; to husband with a view to

increase :—imp. & pp. nursed ; ppr. nursing'.

Nurse-child, (nunrchild) n. A child which is nursed ;

a nursling. [children.

Nurse-maid, (nurs'mad) n. A girl who takes care of

Nursery, (nurVer-e) n. The apartment in a house ap

propriated to the care of children ;—a garden or plot

of ground for the growth and propagation of young

plants and shrubs to be afterwards transplanted ;—a

market garden for the growth of fruits, flowers, vege

tables, Ax. ;—the place where any thing is fostered and

growth promoted.

Nursery-man, (nurs'er-e-man) n. One who keeps, cul

tivates, or has charge of a nursery.

Nursling, (nursling) n. [From nurse and termination

ling.} One who or that which is nursed ; au infant.

Nurture, (nurt'ur) n. [O. Eng. nourtture.] Act of

nourishing or nursing ; education ; instruction ;—that

which nourishes; food; diet

Nurture, (nurt'ur) v. & To feed ; to bring or train up ;

—cherish; educate; tend; — imp. & pp. nurtured;

opr. nurturing.

,ut, (nut) n. [A.-S. hnut. Icel. hnyt, Ger. n us-*.] Fruit

consisting of a hard shell inclosing a kernel ;—a small

block containing a concave screw, used for retaining

or tightening a bolt, and the like.

Nut, (nut) v. i. To gather nuts :—imp. & pp. nutted ;

Ppr- nutting.

Nutant, (nutant) a. [L. nutans, ppr. of nufare, to

nod.] Nodding ; having the top bent downward.

Nutation, (nu-ta'shun) n. [L. nutatio, a nodding, from

nufare, to nod.] A vibratory motion of the earth's

axis, by which its inclination to the plane of the

ecliptic is constantly varying by a small amount.

Nut-brown, (nuVbrown) a. Brown as a nut long kept

and dried.

Nut-cracker, (nufkrak-er) n. An instrument for crack

ing nuts ;—an insessorial bird of the genus Pica?,

resembling the wood-peckers.

Nut-gall, (nut'gawl) n. An excrescence of the oak.

Nut-nook, (nufhook) n. A pole with a hook at the

end for gathering nuts.

Nutmeg, (nut'meg) n. [0. Eng. notemvge, from L. vux

moschata, from museus, musk.] The kernel of the

fruit of a tree, a native of the Molucca islands, but

cultivated in many parte of the East Indies. It is

aromatic, and is much used in cookery.

Nutria, (nfl'tre-a) n. [Sp. nutria, an otter, from L.

Intra.] The fur of a rodent quadruped about the size

and shape of the beaver, found along the streams of

Brazil.

Nutriment, (nu'tre-ment) n. [L. nutrimentum, from

nutrire, to nourish.] That which nourishes; food;

aliment;—that which promotes enlargement or im

provement, [of food; aliniental.

Nutrimental, (nu-tre-ment al) a. Having the qualities

Nutrition, (nu-trish'un) n. [L. nutritio, from nutrire,

to nourish.] Act or process of promoting the growth

or repairing the waste of animal or vegetable life ;—

that which nourishes ; nutriment.

Nutritious, (nQ-trish'e-us) a. Nourishing ; promoting

growth or repairing waste.

Nutritiously, (nu- trish'e-us-le) adv. Nourishingly ; in

a nntritions manner.

Nutritiousness, (nii-trish'e-us-nes) n. The quality of

being nutritious or nourishing.

Nutritive, (nu'tre-tiv) a. Having the quality of nour

ishing; nutrimental; alimental

Nutshell, (nut'shel) n. The shell in which the kernel

of a nut is inclosed ;—hence, a thing of little compass,

or of little value.

Nutrient, (nu'tre-ent) n. [L. nutrient, nourishing.] Any

substance which nourishes.

Nux vomica, (nuks-vom'ik-a) n. [L. mux, a nut, and

vomitus, from vomere, to vomit.] The seed of a tree

which abounds on the Malabar and Coroniandel coasts.
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From this seed the deadly poison known as strychnine

and nux vomica is extracted.

Nuzzle, (nuzT) r. (. [Probably a corruption of nestle.]

To nestle ; to house, as in a nest ; to nurse ; to foster ;

—v. i. [Prom nozzle.] To work with the nose, like a

swine in the mud ;—to hide the head, as a child in the

mother's bosom; to nestle:—imp. & pp. nuzzled;

vpr. nuzzling.

Nymph, (nimf) n. [L. nympha, G. numphi.] A god

dess of the mountains, forests, meadows, or waters ;—

hence, a lovely young girl ; a maiden.

Nymph, (nimf) n. An insect in the pupa state ; a

chrysalis.

Nymphssa, (nim-fC'a) n. [L. nympha, nymph.] A

genus of aquatic plants having showy white or blue

fragrant flowers, as the white water-lily and the

Egyptian lotus.

Nymphean, (nim-fe'an) a. [G. numphaio*.] Pertain

ing to, or appropriate to, nymphs ; inhabited by

nymphs.

Nymphomania, (nim-fo-ma'ne-a) n. [G.] Morbid sexual

desire in women.

O.

 

0(6), the fifteenth letter and the fourth vowel in the

English alphabet, has several different sounds ;

a long sound, as in b&nc, tdne ; a short sound, as in lot,

cot ; a subdued sound, as in move{md&v), prove (proov),

and this last sound contracted, as in foot (foot), loot

(loot). As ajmnieral, O stands for 11, and with a

dash over it ( V.i ) 11,000. It is also the usual character

for a cipher or nought. As an abbreviation it stands

for old.

Oaf, (60 n. [O. Eng. taf. A.-S. m\ft elf, fairy.] A

changeling* a foolish child left by fairies in the place

of another ;—a dolt ; a blockhead.

Oafish, (of'ish) a. Like an oaf; stupid ; dull; doltish.

Oak, (6k) n, [A.-S. dct IceL eik, Ger. eioh.] A hard-

wooded and durable tree of seve

ral species, found in all tempe

rate climes .—specifically, a Bri

tish tree, Quercti* robur, called

from its size, strength, and dura

bility, the monarch of the woods ;

—the wood of the tree, largely

used for shipbuilding, iic. ;—

hence, strength; firmness; con

stancy.

Oak-apple, (6k'ap-pl) n. A kind of

spongy excrescence on oak leaves

or tender branches, <fcc.

Oak-bark, (ok'bark) n. The bark Oak.

of the oak-tree, used in tanning.

Oaken, (ok'n) a. Made of oak, or consisting of oak, as

a plank ;—made of oak leaves, as a garland.

Oakling, (ok'ling) n. A young oak.

Oakum, (ok'um) n. [A.-S. denmba, decmba, tow, cimb-

<■•'', a joint, juncture.] Old ropes untwisted and

pulled into loose hemp, used for caulking the seams of

ships, stopping leaks, &&

Oaky, (ok'e) a. Resembling oak ; hard ; firm ; strong.

Oar, (6r) n. [A.-S. 61 IceL dr.] An instrument for row

ing bouts.

Oar, (or) v. i. To row ;—v. t. To impel by rowing.

Oarsman, (orz'roan) n. One who rows at the oar.

Oary. (ofe) a. Having the form or use of an oar—said

of the feet of swans, £c. :— also oar-footed.

Oasis, (6-a'sis, 6'a-sis) n. (I,, oagia, G. oattis, Copt.

ouahsoi.) A fertile place in a sandy or barren desert.

Oast, (6st) n. [D. oo»t, allied to L. ustut, burned.] A

kiln to dry hops or malt.

Oat, (fit) n. [A.-S. ata, ate.] A native cereal plant of

the genus Avena ;—the nutritious grain or seed of the

plant—ground into meal, it forms a common article of

food on the borders of England and Scotland, and in

the north of Scotland, and is given raw or boiled as a

feed to horses :—usually pi. Oats.

Oat-cake, (ot'kak) n. A cake made of the meal of oats. ,

Oaten, (ot'n) a. Consisting of an oat straw or stem ;—

mode of uat-meal.

Oath, (6th) n. [A.-S. ddh, Go. aiths.] A solemn affir

mation, with an appeal to God for its truth ;—a careless

and blasphemous use of the name of the divine Being.

Oath-breaking, (oth'brak-ing) n. Violation of an oath ;

perjury.

Oat-meal, (ot'niel) n. Meal made of oats.

Ob, (ob). 1 1., for, on account of, over against.] A pre

fix from the Latin, signifying motion or action in the

way of advance or resistance, contrary or reverse posi

tion, and sometimes intensity.

Obduracy, (ob'du-ras-e) n. State of being obdurate; in

vincible hardness of heart ; obstinacy.

Obdurate, (ob'du-rat) a. [L. obdurattts, pp. of obdu-

rare, to harden.] Rendered hard; harsh; rugged:

rough;—hardened in heart: persistent in evil or im

penitence; stubborn; inflexible:—callous; indifferent

Obdurately, fob'du-rut-le) adv. With obstinate impeni

tence ; stubbornly ; inflexibly.

Obdurateness, (ob'du-rat-nes) n. Inflexible persistence

in sin ; stubbornness.

Obduration, (ob-du-rflshun) n. Hardening, as of the

heart ;—hardness of heart ; moral insensibility.

Obedience. (6-be'de-ens) n. Submission to authority;

compliance with a command or prohibition; confor

mity in spirit, character, and conduct to the law or

standard of duty.

Obedient, (6-be'de-ent) a. [L. obedient, ppr. otobedire.]

Subject iu will or act to authority; willing to obey;

dutiful; compliant; observant; subservient; submis

sive ; obsequious. [ncr.

Obediently, (6-be'de-ent-le) adv. In an obedient ruan-

Obeisance, (d-basans)n. [P. obii**ancet obedience, from

obiistant, obedient.] A manifestation of obedience ; a

bow ; a courtesy.

Obelisk, (ob'e-lisk) n. [L. obelitevx, G. obelUko*.] A

four-sided pillar, tapering as it

rises, and cut off at the top in

the form of a flat pyramid ;—a

mark thus [ft, called also a dag

ger, used as a reference to notes

at the bottom of a page, or to in

dicate that a word or expression

is obsolete.

Obelus, (ob'el-us) n, [G. obelos, a

spit.] A mark thus |— or -~],

used in ancient manuscripts and

in early printed books to mark

an interpolation or a passage of fS§

doubtful authority;—in modern

printing, noting a break or sus- Obelisk.

pension of the sense, or a transition from one member

of the sentence to another.

Oberon, (ob'er-on) n. The king of the fairies.

Obese, (6-bes') a. [L. obeaus, from 06, and edere, a*m,

to eat] Excessively corpulent; fat; fleshy.

Obesity, (6-bes/it-e) n. Fleshiness; fulness of body;

excessive or morbid corpulence :—also obefcae**.

Obey, (6-bl') r. t. [L. obedire, from ob and autlir** to

hear.] To yield submission to; to comply with th«

orders of ;— to submit to the government of;—to yield

to the impulse, power, or operation of:—imp. »V . . -

obeyed ; ppr. obeying.
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Obfuscate, (ob-fusTcat) v.t. | L. ob and f\<*carf, from

fusenif, dark. J To darken ; to obscure ;—hence, to be

wilder or confuse; — imp, A pp. obfuscated; ppr.

obfuscating.

Obfuscation, (ob-fus-kashun) n. Act of darkening or

confusing ; state of being darkened.

Obit, (o'bit) n. [L. obitv*, from obire, to die.] Death :

decease ; — hence, funeral solemnities ; — an anniver

sary service for the soul of the deceased on the day of

his death.

Obitual. (o-bit'u-al) a. [L. obitus, death.] Pertaining

to obits, or the days when funeral solemnities are cele

brated, [person or persons.

Obituary, (6-bit'u-ar-e) a. Relating to the decease of a

Obituary, (6-bit'u-ar-e) n. A list or record of the dead ;

—a notice of the death of a person, accompanied by a

brief biographical sketch.

Object, (objekt) n. [L. objectus, ob jcctum.] Material

body or substance perceived or cognizable by the

senses ;—any thing material, mental, or spiritual, pre

sented to the mind for observation or consideration ;

matter or subject of thought and contemplation ;

—that which the mind has in view to accomplish ;

aim ; design ; end ; ultimate purpose or result ;—per

son or thing brought before the senses to awaken pity

or charity :—in grammar, the objective case after a

transitive verb.

Object, (ob-jekf) v.t [L. objieert, from prefix ob and

jacert, to throw.] To set before ; to bring into oppo

sition ;—to present or offer in opposition, as a criminal

charge, or as a reason adverse to something supposed

to be eironeous or wrong :—r. i. To make opposition

in words or argument ;—to urge reasons against :—imp.

A pp. objected ; ppr. objecting.

Object-glass, (ob'jekt-glas) n. A Jens in a telescope or

microscope which receives the rays of light from the

body under examination, and concentrates them into a

focui directly under the eye-glass of the instrument.

Objection, (ob jek'whun) n. Act of objecting; — that

which is or may be presented in opposition ; adverse

reason or argument; — difficulty; doubt; scruple;

charge against ; fault found. Mections.

Objectionable, (ob-jek'shun-a-bl) a. Justly liable to ob-

Objective, (ob-jekt'iv) o. Pertaining to an object;—

contained in the object ; relating to the matter of

thought as opposed to subjective, or the person think

ing ;—external; extrinsic;—designating the case which

follows a transitive verb or a preposition. [ner.

Objectively, (ob-jekt'iv-le) adv. in an objective man-

Objectiveness, (ob-jekt'iv-nes) n. State or relation of

being objective. [tive.

Objectivity, (ob-jek-tiVe-te) n. State of being objec-

Objectless, (ob'jekt-lea) a. Having no object; pur

poseless.

Objector, (ob-jekt'er) n. One who objects.

Objurgate, (ob-jur'gat) r. t. [L. objitrgart, from ob and

jurgare, to quarrel, scold] To chide ; to reprove ; to

reprehend :—imp. <fc pp. objurgated ; ppr. objurgating.

Objurgation, (ob-jur-g.Vshun) n. Act of chiding; re-

Sroof ; reprehension.

late, (ob-lsf) a. [L. obtatut.] Flattened or depressed

at the poles, as a spheroid.

Oblation, (ob- la 'shun) n. [L. ablatio, from offerre,

oblatv.m, to offer.] Any thing offered in worship or

sacred service ; an offering ; a sacrifice.

Obligate, (ot/le-gat) v. t. [L. obligare, obUgatum, from

ob and ligare, to bind.] To bring under obligation ;—

to bind, as ones self, to any act of duty or courtesy by

a formal pledge : — imp. & pp. obligated ; ppr. obli-

Obligation, (ob-le-ga'shun) n. Act of binding;—the

binding power of a vow, promise, oath, or contract, or

of law, civil, political, or moral, independent of a pro

mise ;—any specific act or deed by vhieh a person be

comes bound to do something to or for another, or to

forbear something ;—state of being indebted for an

act of favour or kindness ;—a bond with a condition

annexed.

Obligate, (ob-le-ga'to) a. [It, bound.] Restricted—a

term in music applied to a composition requiring a

particular accent or expression, or adapted to a certain

combination of voices and instruments.

Obligatory, (oble-ga-tor-e) a. Binding in law or con

science ; imposing duty.

Oblige, (6-bllJO v. t. [P. obliger, L. obligare, from ob

and Ugare, to bind.] To constrain by physical, moral,

or legal force ;—to bind by some favour rendered ;

hence, to do a favour to ; to gratify ; to accommodate;

—imp. & pp. obliged ; ppr. obliging.

Obliging, (6-blij'ing) a. Having the disposition to oblige

or do favours; complaisant; courteous; kind.

Obligingly, (o-blij'ing-le) adv. With civility; com-

phusantfy.

Obliquation, (ob-le-kw&'shun) n. Declination from a

straight line or course ; act of turning aside;—devia

tion from moral rectitude.

Oblique, (ob-lck') a. [L. obliquiw, from ob and liquit,

oblique.] Not erect or perpendicular; slanting; in

clined;—not straight forward; indirect; obscure;—not

direct in descent ; collateral.

Obliquely, (ob-lekle) adv. In an oblique manner; not

directly; indirectly.

Obliqueness, (ob-lek'nes) n. Obliquity.

Obliquity, (ob-lik'we-te) n. Condition of being oblique;

deviation from a right line ;—deviation from moral

rectitude ;—irregularity.

Obliterate, (ob-Uver-ftt) v. t. [L. obliterare, from ob and

litera, letter.] To erase or blot out ; to efface ,—to de

stroy by time or other means ;—imp. & pp. oblite

rated ; ppr. obliterating, [Unction.

Obliteration, (ob-lit-er-a'shun) ft. Act of effacing ; ex-

Oblivion, (oVliv'e-un) n. [L. oblivio, from oblivUei, to

forget.] Act of forgetting, or state of being forgotten ;

forgetfulness ;—an amnesty or general pardon of crimes

and offences. [getful.

Oblivious, (ob-hVe-us) a. Causing forgetfulness ;—for-

Obliviously, (ob-bVe-ua-le) adv. In an oblivious man

ner ; forgetfully. [livious or forgetful.

Obliviousness, (ob-liv'e-us-nes) n. State of being ob-

Oblong, (oblong) a. [L. oblongva, from ob, against, and

longus, long.J Having greater length than breadth.

Oblong, (oblong) n. A rectangular or other figure which

is longer than it is broad.

Oblongish, (or/long-ish) a. Somewhat oblong.

Oblongly, (ob'Iong-le) adv. In an oblong form.

Oblongness, (oblong-nee) n. State of having greater

length than breadth.

Obloquy, (ob'16-kwe) n. [L. obloqui, to speak against.]

Censorious speech ; reproachful language ; censure ;

contumely ; calumny ; slander ; detraction.

Obnoxious, ( ob-nokshe-us ) a. [L. obnoxiut, from ob

and noxius, hurtful.] Liable to censure ; reprehen

sible; blameworthy;—hence, offensive; odious; hateful;

—liable ; exposed ; subject to ; answerable.

Obnoxiously, (ob-nok'she-us-le) adv. In an obnoxious

manner ; offensively.

Obnoxiousness, (ob-nok'she-us-nes) n. The condition of

being obnoxious; liability;—odiousness; offensivenem.

Oboe, (o'boi) n. [It. oboe., F. hautbois.] A portable

wind instrument of music sounded by means of a reed;

a hautboy.

Obole, (ob 61) n. [L. obolus.} In pharmacy, the weight

of ten grains or half a scruple.

Obolus, (ob'ol-us) 7i. [L. obotu$, G. oboloi.] A small

silver coin of Athens, the sixth part of a drachma, or

a penny-farthing ;—an ancient weight, the sixth part

of a drachm.

Obreption, (ob-rer/ihun) n. [L. obrcpere, to creep in.]

Act of creeping in by secrecy and with surprise.

Obreptitious, (ob-rep-tish'e-us) a. Done or obtained by

surprise, secrecy, or concealment of the truth.

Obscene, (ob-sen') o. [L. obtccnut.] Offensive to chastity
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and delicacy ; impure : immodest ;—foul ; filthy ; dis

gusting ; lewd; licentious; ribald; grow.

Obscenely, (ob-sen'le) adv. In a manner offensiTe to

chastity or purity ; impurely; unchastely.

Obscenity, (ob-sen'e-te) »l That quality in words or

things which is offensiTe to chastity or purity of mind;

ribaldry; lewdness; indecency.

Obscurantist, (ob-skur'ant-ist) n. One who opposes the

Caress of knowledge and enlightenment,

uration, (ob-skur-a'shun) n. Act of obscuring;—

state of being obscured.

Obscure, (ob-skur') a. [L. ooseuriM.] CoTcred over,

shaded, darkened; imperfectly illuminated;—living in

darkness; hidden;—not much known or observed ; re

mote from observation; retired; — unnoticed; un

known; humble;—not easily made out; illegible ;—not

easily understood; difficult; abstruse ; — imperfect ;

indistinct.

Obscure, (ob-skur') v. t. [L. obacurart, from obscurus.]

To render obscure; to darken ; to hide from the view ;

to cloud ;—to make less intelligible ; to mystify ;—to

conceal ;—to dim ; to tarnish ; to make less glorious,

beautiful, or illustrious:—imp. ti pp. obscured; ppr.

obscuring.

Obscurely, (ob-skurle) adv. In an obscure manner ;

imperfectly: darkly.

Obscurity, (ob-skur'e-te) n. Darkness ; want of light ;

—state of retirement; priracy ; —state of being un

known ; humble condition;—darkness of meaning

Obsecrate, (ob'se-krat) r. (. [I>. 06 &ud tacrarr, to de

clare as sacred, from $acer, sacred.] To beseech ; to

entreat ; to supplicate :—imp. & pp. 0bsecr.1ted ; ppr.

obsecrating.

Obsecration, (ob-se-krft'shun) n. Act of imploring.

Obsequious, (ob-aCkwe-us) a. fL. obtftjt'ium, compli

ance, from obsequi.) Servilely or meanly condescend

ing ; compliant to excess.

Obsequiously, (ob-sd'kwe-us-le) adv. In an obsequious

manner ; with ready obedience ; with prompt com

pliance.

Obsequiousness, (ob-sS'kwe-us-nea) n. The state of

being obsequious; ready obedience; servile submission.

Obsequy, (ob'se-kwe) n. [L. obtrrptium, from obttqui,

to comply with, yield to.] A funeral rite or solemnity;

the last duty performed to a deceased person—chiefly

used in the plural, Obsequies.

Observable, (ob-zerv'a-bl) a. Worthy or capable of being

observed or noticed ; remarkable. [spicuously.

Observably, (ob-zerv'a-ble) adv. Noticeably; con-

Observanee, (ob-zcrv'ans) 11. Act of observing ; careful

notice; attention ;—careful obedience: attentive per

formance ;—respect ; reverence; submissive regard;—

performance of religious rites or acts of external wor

ship ;—a religious ordinance or rite ;—rule or mode of

practice.

Observant, (ob-xerv'ant) a. Taking notice; atten

tively viewing or noticing;—adhering in practice;—

carefully attentive; obedient to.

Observation, (ob - zerv - * ' shun) n. Act of seeing or

noticing ; perception ;—act of noting or remarking ;

cognition ;—state of being noticeable : outward appear

ance; exhibition ;—notion or inference derived from

observing ; animadversion ; note ; remark ;—perform

ance of what is due or prescribed ; ritnal practice ;

observance;—act of measuring the altitude of the sun,

or other heavenly body to determine the latitude and

longitude.

Observator, ( ob-zerv'at-er ) n. One who observes or

takes notice ;—a remarker.

Observatory, (ob-xerVa-tor-eJ n. A place from which

a view or observation can be taken ; watch-tower ;—

etpecinllif, a building constructed for astronomical ob

servations, with a clear view of the heavens, and fur

nished with all needful instruments for making and

recording them in systematic form.

Observe, (ob-serV) v. t. [L. ob and *frvor<, to preserve.

heed, keep.] To notice; to mark;—to regard atten

tively ; to heed ;—to watch ;—to find out by attention ;

to cognise;—to keep religiously; to celebrate;—to keep

in remembrance ; to commemorate ;—to adhere to in

practice ; to comply with ; to obey ;—v. i. To take

notice ; to attend;—to make a remark ; to comment;

to say in a casual way:—imp. ft pp. observed; ppr.

observing.

Observer, (ob-serv'er) n. One who observes or pays

careful attention to any thing; a beholder: a looker

on ;—one who keeps any law, custom, or religious ser

vice, [attentive to what j

Observing, (ob-ze,rv'ing)n. Giving particular attention;

Observingly, (ob-zerv 'ing-le) adv. In an observing

manner , attentively? can-fully

Obsignation, (ob-sig-na'shun) n, fL. obiipnatio } The

act of sealing;—ratification by sealing;— confirmation.

Obsignate, (oo-sig'nat) r. t. [L. ob and tignare, to seal,

mark.] To seal up ; to ratify ;—hence, to designate.

Obsolescence, (ob - so - les ' ens) n. State of becoming

obsolete.

Obsolescent, (ob-eo-lesent) a. [L. ooso/escru, ppr. of

obtoleactrt, to fall into disuse, from ob and mltrt, to use,

be wont.] Going out of use ; passing into desuetude

Obsolete, (ob'so-let) a. [L. obtoletus, ppr. of obtotucert.]

No longer oommon ; disused ; neglected ;—not very

distinct; obscure; old-fashioned; antiquated, antique.

Obsoletcly , (ob ' so - let • le) ode. In an obsolete man-

ner. [solete.

Obsoleteness, (ob'sMet-nes) n. The state of being ob-

Obstacle, (obsta-kl) n. [li obstaeulum, from obstarr,

to withstand.] Any thing that hinders progress; ob

struction either in a physical or moral sense; impedi

ment; hinderance; difficulty.

Obstetric, (ob-etet'rik) a. [L. obttetriz, a midwife, from

obstare, to stand before.] Pertaining to midwifery, or

the delivery of women in childbed. fries.

Obstetrician, (ob-stet-riah'e-an) n. One skilled in obstet-

Obstetrica, (ob-stet'riks) n. tina. Science of midwifery ;

art of assisting women in parturition.

Obstinacy, (ob'stc-nas-e) n. Unyielding fixedness in

opinion or resolution ;—fixedness that will not yield

to application or that yields with difficulty ; firmness ;

resoluteness; inflexibility; persistency; stubbornness.

Obstinate, (ob'ste-nat) a. [L. obttinatus, pp. of oosrt-

nart, to persist in.] Pertinaciously adhering to an

opinion or purpose;—stubborn; inflexible; — self-

willed ; opinionated ;—not easily subdued or removed,

as a disease.

Obstinately, (obste-nat-le) adv. In an obstinate man

ner ; stubbornly ; pertinaciously.

Obstinateness, (ob'ste-nat -nee) n. Stubbornness of

nature or disposition ;—pertinacity in opinion or reso

lution.

Obstipation, (ob-ste-pa'shun) n. [I*, ofrftimu, from ob

and ttipta, a log, stock.] Act of stopping up, as a

passage ;—an extreme form of costiveness.

Obstreperous, (ob - strep 'cr-iuri a. [L. obttrtprrt. to

make a noise at. ] Attended by or making a tumul

tuous noise; loud; clamorous; noisy; vociferous.

Obstreperously, (ob-strep'cr-us-lc) adv. With tumul

tuous noise. [clamour.

Obstreperousness, (ob-strep'er-us-nee) n. Loudness;

Obstruct, (ob-strakt') r. t. [L. obttruere, obstruct™*,

from ob and itruere, to pile up.] To block up ; to stop

up or close, as a way or passage ;—to hinder from pass

ing ;—to interrupt ;—to retard ; — to render slow ;—

stop ; impede ; oppose :—imp. tt pp. obstructed ; ppr.

obstructing. [hinders.

Obstructor, (ob - strukt ' er) n. One who obstructs or

Obstruction, (ob - struk ' shun) n. Act of obstructing:

stoppage in a canal or vessel of the body ;—that which

hinders or impedes progress; obstacle; impediment;

hinderance; difficulty.

Obstructive, (ub-strukt'iv ) a. Tending to obstruct;

hindering ; causing impediment.
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Obstructive, (ob-strukt'iv) n. Obstacle ; impediment

Obstructively, (ob-rtrukt'iv-le) adv. In an obstructive

manner; by way of obstruction.

Obstruent, (ob'stroo-ent) a. Blocking up ; hindering.

Obstruent, (ob'stroo-ent) n. [L. obttrucns, ppr. of ob-

ttruere.) Any thing that obstructs or closes a passage,

especially one of the natural passages in the body.

Obtain, (ob-tan') v. t. [L. obtinere, from ob and tenere,

to hold.] To get hold of by effort ; to gain possession

of; to acquire;—to impetrate; to procure by entreaty;

—to keep ; to hold in possession ; to retain ;—v. i.

To subsist in nature; to continue in use; to be estab

lished in practice; to be generally adopted;—to pre-

rail: tosucoeed:—imp. & pp. obtained ; ppr. obtaining.

Obtainable, (oh-tan a-bl) a. Capable of being obtained.

Obtainer, (ob-t&n'er) n. One who obtains.

Obtainment, (ob-tan'raent) n. The act of obtaining or

getting possession of.

Obtemper, (ob-tem'per) v. t To obey or comply with

the judgment of a court. [Scot.]

Obtend, (ob-tend) v. t. [L. ob and tender*, to stretch.]

To oppose; to hold out in opposition.

Obtest (ob-tesf) v.t. [F. obteater, L. obtettari, from

ob and iettari, to witness, from teatig, a witness.] To

call to witness;—to beseech ; to supplicate;—v. i. To

witness against; to protest:—imp. & pp. obtested;

ppr. obtesting.

Obtestation, (ob-teat-a'shun) n. Act of supplicating ;

entreaty;—act of protesting; earnest declaration;—

solemn injunction.

Obtrude, (ob-trood) v. I. fL. obtrudere, from ob and

truder*, to thrust] To thrust in or upon ;—to offer

with unreasonable importunity;—v. i. To enter with

out right ; to make an officious or importunate offer:

—i m p. ft pp. obtruded ; ppr. obtruding.

Obtrusion, (ob-troo'zhun) n. Act of obtruding; a

thrusting upon others by force or unsolicited.

Obtrusive, (ob-tru'/siv) a. Disposed to obtrude; in

clined to intrude or thrust one's self among others.

Obtrusively, (ob - trod ' siv - le) adv. In an obtrusive

manner.

Obtuse, (Ob-tils') a. [L. obtutut, ppr. of obtundere, ob-

tiuum, to blunt] Not pointed or acute ; applied to

angles greater than a right angle ;—not having acute

sensibility; dull;—not sharp or shrill; obscure.

Obtuse-angled, (ob-tus'ang-gfd) a. Having an obtuse

angle.

Obtuse • angular, (ob-tus'ang-gu-ler) a.

Having angles larger than right ""s- .**"

angles ^^n^*^"^

Obtusely, (ob-tQVle) adv. In an obtuse

manner; dully. Obtuse angle.

Obtuseness. (ob-tus nea) n, 8tate or quality of being

obtuse;—bluntness ;-~dulness ; want of sense or sen

sibility.

Obverse, (ob-versO a. [L. obvertut, pp. of obvertere.)

Having the base narrower than the top, as a leaf.

Obverse, (ob'vere) n. The face of a coin, having the

principal imago or inscription upon it—opposed to

reverse. [manner.

Obversely, (ob-versle) adr. In an obverse form or

Obvert (ob-vert') v.t [L. obvertere, from 06 and

verier*, to turn. ] To turn toward or downward :—

imp. & pp. obverted ; ppr. obverting.

Obviate, (ob've-at) v. t. [P. o&vier, from I*, obvi iw, from

ob, against, and via, way.] To meet in the way; hence,

to prevent by interception ;—to remove at the outset ;

to clear the way of, as obstacles or objections :—imp.

A pp. obviated ; ppr. obviating.

Obviation. (ob-ve-a'shun) n. Act of obviating or state

of being obviated.

Obvious, (ob're-us) a. Open; exposed: liable; subject:

—easily discovered, seen, or understood ; clear ; evi

dent ; apparent.

Obviously, (ob've-us-le) adv. Evidently ; manifestly ;

apparently;—plainly; naturally;—easily to be found.

Obviousness, (ob've-us-nes) n. State of being evident

or apparent.

Obvoluted, (ob'vd-liit-ed) a. [L. obvolutut, pp. of obvol-

vert, to wrap round, to cover all over.] Arranged so

as alternately to overlap, as the margins of one leaf

those of the opposite one.

Occasion, (ok-ka'zhun) n. [L. oeeasio, from oceidere,

oecosum, to fall down.) A falling, happening, or com

ing to pass; an occurrence, casualty, incident;— a

favourable opportunity ;—convenient time, season, or

circumstance;—accidental cause; ground or reason for;

—casual exigency ; incidental need ; requirement

Occasion, (ok-ka'ihun v. t. To give occasion to ; to

cause incidentally ; to produce ; to influence :—-imp.

& pp. occasioned ; ppr. occasioning.

Occasional, (ok-k&'zhun-al) a. Occurring at times, bnt

not regular or systematic; casual; incidental ;—pro

duced by accident ;—produced or made on some special

event.

Occasionally, (ok-k&'zhun-al-le) adv. In an occasional

manner ; on occasion ; at times ; not regularly.

Occasive, (ok-k&'siv) n. [L. occasivus, from occaaun, a

going down, setting, from octidert, to fall or go down.]

Pertaining to the setting sun ; falling ; descending.

Occident, (ok'se-dent) n. [L. Occident, ppr. of oceidere,

to fall or go down.] The western quarter of the hemi

sphere ; the west.

Occidental, (ok-se-dent'al) a. Situated In or pertaining

to the west ; western ;— setting after the sun—opposed

to oriental ;—possessing inferior hardness, brilliancy,

or beauty—said of precious stones and gems.

Occipital, (ok-sip'it-al) a. Pertaining to the occiput, or

the back part of the head.

Occiput (ok'se-put) n. [L., from ob and caput, head.]

The part of the skull which forms the hind part of the

head. [Act of killing.

Occision, (ok-zish'un) n. [L. 06 and catdere, to cut down. 1

Occlusion, (ok-klu'zhun) n. [L. occtutio, from ob and

claudere, to shut] Act of shutting up; state of being

shut up.

Occult, (ok -knit') a. fL. occmUua, pp. of occulere, to

cover up, hide, from 06 and colere, to till, to keep.]

Hidden from the eye or understanding; invisible;

secret; unknown.

Occultation, (ok-kult-a'shun)n. Act of rendering occult,

or state of being occult; — the hiding of a heavenly

body from sight by the intervention of some other of

the heavenly bodies.

Occultly, ( ok - kult ' le ) adr. In an occult manner;

secretly ;—mysteriously. [secretness.

Occultness, (ok-kult'nes) u. State of being occult;

Occupancy, (ok'u-pan-se) n. Act of taking or holding

possession; possession.

Occupant (ok'u-pant) h. [L. occupant, ppr. of oceu-

pare.] One who occupies ; one who has the actual use

or possession, or is in possession of a thing.

Occupation, (ok-u-p&'ihun) n. The act of taking posses

sion ;—possession; hold; tenure;—that which engages

time or attention ; employment ; business ; the prin

cipal busiuess of a man's life or means of livelihood;

calling ; trade ; profession.

Occupier, (ok'u-pi-^r) n. One who occupies.

Occupy, (ok'u-pi) v. f. [F. oceuper, from L. occupare,

from ob and capere, to take.] To take or hold in

possession ; to possess ; — to hold or fill the dimen

sions of ; to cover or fill ;—to employ ; to use ;—to

busy—used redelivery ;— to follow, as a business ;—

v. i. To hold possession ; to be an occupant ; to fol

low business; to negotiate : — imp. & pp. occupied;

ppr. occupying.

Occur, (ok-kurO v. i. [L. occurrere, from ob and currnv,

to run.) To come before or against; — to meet the

eye ; to appear ;—to he found here and there ; to hap-

5en now and then ;—to come to the mind ; to be sud-

enly or casually presented to the memory or intellect ;

to be apprehended or suggested as an idea, plan, dec.;
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ng, or resein-

O

—to obviate ; to take exception to : — imp, A pp.

occurred ; ppr. occurring.

Occurrence, (ok-kur'ens) n. A coming or happening;

hence, any incident or accidental event ; any single

event.

Ocean, (d'shun) tu [L. oceaniu, G. Ckeanot, 8kr. 6oha,

a stream , flood. ] The vast body of water which oovera

about three-fifths of the surface of the globe ; the sea ;

the great sea ;—the main ; the deep ;— one of the divi

sions of the great ocean, Atlantic, Pacific, Indian,

Arctic, and Antarctic ;—sometimes an inland aea ;—a

flood ; a vast volume ;—an immense expanse.

Ocean, (o'shun) a. Pertaining to the great sea, main,

or deep. [or formed in the ocean.

Oceanio, (o-*he-an'ik)a. Pertaining to the ocean; fonnd

Oceanology, (6-shun-ol'6-je) n. [Q. dkeanox, ocean, and

lo<m*f discourse.] That branch of science which relates

to the ocean ; a treatise upon the ocean.

Oceliated, (d-sellat-ed) a. [L. ocellatw, from ocellus, a

little eye, diminutive of oceulus, an eye.] Resembling

an eye ;—formed with the figures of little eyes.

Ochlocracy, (ok-lok'rs-ee) n. [G. oehlot, the populace,

multitude, and kratein, to be strong, to rule.] A

form of government in which the multitude or com

mon people rale.

Ochlocratacalf (ok-15-krat'ik-al) a. Pertaining to an

ochlocracy.

Ochre, (oTter) n. [L. ochra. ] A variety of fine clay con

taining iron—the common colours are yellow and red.

Ochreous, (6'ker-us) a. Consisting of or containing

ochre ;—resembling ochre.

Ochrey, (6'kc.r-e) a. Pertaining to, containing, or resein

bling ochre.

Octagon, ( ok'U-gon) n. [G. oktd, eight, and

pGnia, corner.] A plane figure of eight

sides and eight angles.

Octagonal, (ok-tag'on-al) a. Having eight

sides and eight angles.

Octahedral, (ok-ta-he'dral) a. Having Octagon,

eight equal faces or sides.

Octahedron, (ok-ta-hd'dron) n. [G. oktaedron, eight-

sided.] A solid contained by eight

equal and equilateral triangles.

Octandria, (ok-tan'dre-a) n. [G. oirtd,

eight, and an&r, male.] A class of

plants, according to the system of

1 A niifouH, which nave hermaphrodite

flowers, with eight stamens. Octahedron.

Octandrous, (ok - tan ' drus) a. Having eight distinct

stamens.

Octangular, (ok-tanggu-ler) a. [L. octo, eight, and

angutus, coruer, angle.] Having eight angles.

Octant, (ok'tant) n. [L. octant, from octo, eight.] The

eighth part of a circle ;—the position or aspect of a

heavenly body when half-way between conjunction, or

opposition, and quadrature.

Octave, (ok'tav) a. [L. octavus, eighth, from octof eight.]

Consisting of eight ; eight.

Octave, (ok'tar) n. The eighth day after a church fes

tival, the festival itself being included ; hence, also,

the week immediately following a church festival ;—

the eighth tone in the scale.

Octavo, fok-ta'vo) a. Formed of sheets folded so as to

make eight leaves ; of or equal to the size of one of

such leaves.

Octavo, (ok t.Vvfi) ?». [L. octavus.] A book composed

of sheets folded so as to make eight leaves ;—the size

of a book thus composed :—written 8vo.

October, (ok -to/ber) n. [L. from octo, eight, the eighth

month of the old Roman year, which began in March.]

The tenth mouth of the Julian year, containing thirty-

one days.

Octodecimo, (ok-to-des'e-mo) «. Formed of sheets folded

so as to make eighteen leaves.

Octodecimo, (ok-to-des'e-mo) tu [h. octodecim, eighteen.]

A book composed of sheets folded so as to make eighteen

 

leaves;—the size of a book thus composed :—written

18mo. [years of age.

Octogenarian, (ok-tfi-jen-a're-an) «, A person eighty

Octogenary, (ok-to'jon-ar-e) a, [L. octogmariuM, from

octogaii, eighty each, from octo, eight.] Of eighty

years of age.

Octoroon, (ok-to-rdon*) n. [L. octo, eight.] The off

spring of a quadroon and a white person.

Octosyllabic, (ok-to-sil-lab'ik) a. fli octo, eight, and

syllaba, syllable.] Consisting of eight syllables.

Octosyllahle, (ok-td-silTa-bl) «. A word of eight syl

lables, [plicart, to fold.] Eightfold.

Octuple, (ok'tu-pl) a. [L. octuplut, from octo, eight, and

Ocular, (oku-ler)a. [L. ocularis, from oeulvs, the eye,]

Pertaining to the eye: — depending on or perceived

by the eye;—derived from actual or personal obser

vation, [view.

Ocularly, (ok'tl-ler-le) adv. By the eye, sight, or actual

Oculiform, (uk'u-le-form) a. [L. ocutus, the eye, and

forma, shape.) Having the form of an eye; resem

bling the eye in shape.

Oculist, (okVlist) n. [L. oculus, the eye.} One skilled

in treating diseases of the eyes.

Od, (od) n. [G. kodos, passage.] A force or natural

power supposed to produce the phenomena of meamer-

ism, and to be developed by various agencies, as mag

nets, heat, chemical or vital action, Ac.

Odalisque, (d'da-lisk) n. [F. from Turk, ddalik, cham

ber-companion, from 6dah, chamber, room. ] A female

slave or concubine in the Sultan's seraglio or in a

Turkish harem.

Odd, (od) a. [Sw. udda, W. od.) Not paired with

another ; alone;—left over after a round number has

been taken ; remaining ;—not divisible by two with

out a remainder; not even;—singular; peculiar; extra

ordinary; — uncouth; fantastic;— not taken into ac

count; unheeded ; — spare ; unemployed, as times;—

unlikely ; unsuitable, as means.

Odd-fellow, (od'feMd) n. A member of a certain secret

society established for mutual aid and social enjoyment.

Oddity, (od'e-te) n. State of being odd ; singularity ;

queerness ;—that which is odd ;—a strange, singular,

or uncouth person.

Oddly, (od'lc) adv. Unevenly ; strangely ;—unusually ;

irregularly; unoouthly.

Oddness, (od'nes) n. State of being odd or not even ;—

singularity; strangeness.

Odds, (odz) n. sina-, dj pi. Difference in favour of one and

against another; inequality; advantage; superiority.

Ode, (od) n. [G. 6di, a lync song.] A short poem or

Bong proper to be set to music or sung ; a lyric poem.

Odin, (o'din) n. [Icel. Odhinn. J The chief deity of the

Scandinavians; the god who gives victory : — also

Woden.

Odious, (o'de-us) a. [L. odiosus. from odium, hatred,

from odi, to hate.] Deserving hatred; hateful;—offen

sive to the senses; disgusting;—causing hate; invi

dious;— exposed to hatred ; detestable;— repulsive;

forbidding. [fully.

Odiously, (o'de-ns-le) adv. In an odious manner ; hate-

Odiousness, (oMe-us-nes) n. Quality of being odious ;

hateful ness.

Odium, (o'de-um) ft. [L. from odi, odisse, to hat*.}

Hatred ; dislike ;—the quality that provokes hatred ;

offensiveneas; abhorrence ; detestation.

Odometer, (o-dom'et-er) n. [G. hodos, way, and nutron%

measure.] An instrument for measuring the distance

or length of road traversed by a cab or other public

conveyance.

Odometrical. (o-do-met'rik-al) a. Pertaining to an odo

meter, or to measurements made with it. [tanccs.

Odometry, (6-dom'et-re) n. The measurement of dis-

Odontalgia, (6-don-tal'je-a) n. [G. odous. a tooth, and

alpos, pain.] Pain in the teeth: toothache: — also

odonta Iffy. [ache.

Odontalgic, (o-don-tal'jik) o. Pertaining to the tooth
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Odontalgic, (o-don-tai'jik) n. A remedy for the tooth

ache, [powder.

Odonto, (6-don'to) n, A specific for the teeth ; a tooth

Odontology, (d-don-tol'6-je) v. |G. odous, a tooth, and

logos, discourse.] That branch of anatomy which

treata of the structure and development of the teeth.

Odoriferous, (o-dur-if'gr-us) a. [L. odor, odour, and

ferre, to bear. J Giving scent; fragrant; perfumed;

usually, sweet of scent

Odoriferousness, (6-dur-if gr-us-nes) n. The quality of

diffusing odour ; fragrance ; sweetness of scent.

Odorous, (o'dur-us) a. [L. odorus, from odor, odour.]

Having or emitting an odour ; especially, having a

sweet odour : fragrant.

Odorously, (o'dnr-us-le) adv. In an odorous manner ;

fragrantly:—also odoriferously.

Odorousness, (6'dur-us-Des) n. Tlie quality of being

odorous, or of exciting the sensation of smell.

Odour, (o'dur) n. [L.] Any smell, whether fragrant or

offensive ; scent. [odour.

Odourless, (6'dur-les) a. Free from or destitute of

Odyisey, (o'dis-se) n. A Greek epic poem by Homer,

narrating the return of Ulysses from Troy to Ithaca.

O'er, (or) prep, and adv. A contraction for over.

Of. (ov) prep. [A.-S. of, Icel. and Go. af, L. oo.} From

or out from ; proceeding from, as the cause, source,

means, author, or agent, fee ;—belonging to ; relating

to ; concerning. [distant.

Off, (of) a. On the opposite or further side ; most

Off, (of) adv. [From of.} From ; away from;—denoting

distance ;—separation ; removal ;—departure, abate

ment, remission;—opposite direction;—the opposite

side of a question.

Off, (of) prep. Not on ; away from.

Off, (of) intery. Away; begone—a command to depart

Offal, (of'al) n. [From o,ff and fall.) Waste meat;

parts rejected as unfit for use ;—carrion ; putrid meat ;

—refuse ; rubbish.

Offence, (of-fensO n. Act of offending, displeasing, or

hurting;—transgression; crime; sin ;—injury; wrong;

—cause of displeasure ; scandal : stumblingblock ;—

displeasure conceived or felt ; resentment ; anger ;—

assault ; attack. [inoffensive.

Offenceless, ( of-fenstes ) a. Unoffending; innocent;

Offend, (of-fend') v. t. [L. qffendere, from ob and ftndere,

to thrust, dash. J To displease ; to make angry ;—to

affront ; to annoy ;—to pain ; to grieve ;—to shock ; to

wound ;—to violate ; to transgress ;—v. i. To commit

a crime ;- to sin ;—to cause anger ; to give offence :—

imp. &. pp. offended ; ppr. offending.

Offender, (of-fend'er) n. One who offends ; a criminal ;

a trespasser.

Offensive, (of-fens'iv) a. Causing displeasure or some

degree of anger ;—giving pain or unpleasant sensa

tions;—causing evil or injury;*—disagreeable; distaste

ful ; obnoxious ; rude ; insolent ;—used in attack ;—

making the first attack.

Offensive, (of-fens'iv) n. State or posture of attack ;—

the part of attacking.

Offensively, (of-fens'iv-le) adv. Mischievously ; injuri

ously ;—unpleasantly ; rudely ; by way of invasion or

attack. • [of being offensive.

Offensiveness, (of-fensMv-nes) n. Quality or condition

Offer, (ofer) v. t. [L. offerre, from 06 and ferre, to bear,

bring.] To present for acceptance or rejection ;—to

tender ; to proffer ;—to present in words ; to propose ;

—to present to the view ; to exhibit ;—to present in

prayer or devotion ; to render ;—to bid, aa a price,

reward, or wages ;—v. i. To present itself; to be at

hand; to declare willingness; to undertake; to engage :

—imp. & pp. offered ; ppr. offering.

Offer, (oft;r) n. [F. offre.] A proposal ; a presentation

for choice or rejection ;—first advance;—act of bidding

aprice ;—price bid ;—attempt ; endeavour.

Offerer, (ofer-er) n. One who offers or bids ; one who

sacrifices or dedicates in worship.

Offering, (ofer-ing) n. That which is offered, especially

in divine service ; a sacrifice ; an oblation.

Offertory, (of§r-tor-e) n. An anthem chanted, or a

voluntary played on the organ, during the offering and

first part of the mass ;—the verses of Scripture near

the beginning of the communion service, read while

the alma are collecting ;—the alms or contributions

collected. [readily; with ease.

Off-hand, (ofhand) adv. Without study or preparation ;

Off-hand, (ofhand) a. Unpremeditated ; free and easy ;

unceremonious.

Office, (ofis) n. [L. qfflcium, from ob and facere, to

make or do.] Work to be performed for or with re

ference to others ; duty ; customary duty ; special

duty ;—magistracy ; public charge or employment ;—

sacred duty or charge, as priesthood or apostleship ;—

private duty or charge ; particular employment ; busi

ness ;—act of good or kindness voluntarily done ;—act

of devotion or worship ;—formulary of devotion ;—

nuliar use or agency of a bodily organ ; animal

ction ; — the place in which public officers and

others transact business;—pi. The apartments attached

to the service of a house, as kitchens, pantries, out

houses, stables, «fcc.

Office-bearer, (ofie-bar-er) n. One who holds office;—

especially, an elder or deacon in the Presbyterian

church.

Officer, (ofe-ser) «. One who holds a public office or

trust ; a high state functionary or magistrate ;—espe

cially, one holding rank and authority in the army or

navy ;—also one employed to execute the decrees,

warrants, <tc. , of a court of law.

Officer, (ofe-ser) v. t. To furnish with officers.

Offieership, (ofe-ser-ship) n. The station of an officer.

Official, (of-fish'e-al) a. [L. ojftciali*.} Pertaining to

an office or public trust;—derived from the proper

office or officer, or from the proper authority.

Official, (of-fish'e-al) n. One who holds an office ; an

officer.

Officially, (of-flsh'e-al-le) adv. By the proper officer;

by virtue of the proper authority.

Officiate, (of-fish'e-at) v. i. [L. ofiieiare.] To act as an

officer in his office : — to perform the appropriate

official duties of another ;—imp. & pp. officiated; ppr.

officiating,

Officinal, (of-fis'in-al) o. [L. qffieina, a workshop, from

opus, work, and facere, to make or do.] Used in a

shop, or belonging to it ;—having a character or com

position established or approved of by the college of

medicine.

Officious, (of-fish'e-us) a. [L. offlciosus.} Kind; obliging:

doing kind offices :—excessively forward in kindness ;

busy ; intermeddling in affairs in which one has no

concern.

Officiously, (of-fish'e-us-le) adv. In an officious manner

Officiousness, (of-fish'e-us-nes) n. The quality of being

officious ; kindness : undue forwardness.

Offing, (ofing) n. [From off.) That part of the sea

which is at a good distance from the shore, or where

there is deep water, and no need of a pilot

Offscouring, (of'skour-ing) ». That which is scoured

off; hence, refuse ; rejected matter.

Offscum, (ofskum) n. Refuse ; offscouring ; filth.

Offset (ofset) n. [From off and set.) A sprout or a

shoot;—a flat surface or terrace on a hill-side;-—a

horizontal ledge on the face or at the foot of a wall ;—

a sum, account, or value set off against another, as an

equivalent ; hence, any thing which is given in ex

change or retaliation ; a set-off.

Offset, (ofset) v. t. To set off ; to place over against ;

to balance :—imp. & pp. offset ; ppr. offsetting.

Offshoot, (ofshoot) n. That which shoots off or sepa

rates from a main stem, channel, or the like.

Offspring, (ofspring) n. [From off and spring.} A child

or children ; descendants, however remote, from the

stock ;—issue ; generation ; progeny ; posterity.
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Oft, (oft) adv* [A.-S. oft, Go. vfta.] Often ; frequently;

not rarely.

Often, (ofn) adr. Frequently ; many times ; not sel

dom—sometimes used as an adjective.

Oftenness, (ofn-nes) n. Frequency. [times.

Oftentimes, (ofn-timz) adv. Frequently; often; many

Ogee, (o-je') n. A moulding consisting of two members,

the one concave, the other convex, somewhat like an

S—sometimes abbreviated 0. O.

Ogle, (o'gl) r. (. [Ger. augeln, from auge, eye, L. ocuIum.]

To view with side glances, as in fondness, or to attract

notice:—imp. & pp. ogled; ppr. ogling.

Ogle, (o'gl) *» A side glance or look.

Ogler. (o gler) n. One who ogles.

Ogling, (6'gl-ing) *t. Act or practice of viewing with

side glances ; leering. [on human beings.

Ogre, (o'ger) n. [F.] An imaginary monster who fed

Ogreish, (o'ger-ish) a. Resembling an ogre in features

or character.

Ogress, (6'gres) n. A female ogre.

On, (6) inter}. An exclamation expressing surprise,

pain, sorrow, anxiety, or a wish.

Oil, (oil) a. [A.-S. ele, F. huile, L. oleum, G. etaion.]

An unctuous inflammable liquid expressed or drawn

from various animal and vegetable substances.

Oil, (oil) v. t. To smear or rub over with oil ; to anoint

with oil :—imp. & pp. oiled ; ppr. oiling.

Oil-cake, (oil Teak) n. A mass of compressed seeds, as

flax or rape, from which the oil lias been expressed—

used in fattening cattle.

Oil-cloth, (oil' k loth) n. Cloth oiled or painted for

covering floors and other uses.

Oil-colour, (oil-kul'er) n. A colour made by grinding

a pigment in oiL

Oil-gas, (oil'gas) n. Inflammable gas procured from

oil. [ness,

Oiliness, foil e-nes) n. Quality of being oily; unctnous-

Oillet, (olllet) n. [F. ail, eye. J Small opening in a for

tified place through which missiles were discharged.

Oil-man, (oil'man) n. One who deals in oils and pickles.

Oil-painting, (oil'pant-ing) n. The art of painting in

oil colours; a picture painted in oil colours.

Oily, (oil'e) a. Consisting ofor containing oil; unctuous;

—resembling oil;—fatty; greasy;—smoothly subser

vient ; compliant. [an unguent.

Ointment, (oint'raent) n. That which serves to anoint;

Old, (old) a. [A.-S. aid, eald, Ger. alt, Go. alan, to

grow up.] Aged; advanced far in years or life;—

not new or fresh ; not recently made or produced, as

wine ;—long-made or used ; decayed or worn, as gar

ments ;—existing in past time; ancient;— pre-exist

ing or preceding; replaced by something new, as a law,

custom, dec. ;—having a certain age or term of years :

—of last year's growth, as crop;—long cultivated, as

land ; long practised ; experienced ; skilled ; hence,

knowing ; cunning ;—old-fashioned ; antiquated : out

of date ;—long existing ; begun long ago, as friend

ship ;—accustomed ;—unmarried.

Olden, (dld'n) a. Old ; ancient.

Old-fashioned, (dld'fash-und) a. Formed according to

obsolete fashion or custom.

Oldish, (old'ish) a. Somewhat old.

Oldness, (old'nes) n. State of being old ; antiquity ;—

an advanced state of life ; old age.

Old-red-sandstone, (61d-red-san<rston) n. The lowest

stratum of the carboniferous period, lying above the

Silurian or greywacko. It is a conglomerate of silicioua

sandstones of various colours, chiefly red.

Old Testament, (dld-tes'ta-ment) n. The portion of the

Word of God delivered by inspired men previous to

the coming of the Messiah;—the Hebrew bible.

Old-wife, (Old'wif ) n. A talkative foolish old woman

—sometimes applied to men who are prosy or old-

fashioned in their ideas;—a fish of the genus Labrut;

Old-world, (old'wurld) n. The eastern hemisphere, as

distinguished from the western, so called after the dis

covery of America ;—the world before the flood ;—also

used adjectively to note any antiquated notion or

custom.

Oleaginous, (o-le-aj'in-us) a. [L. oleaginu*, belonging

to the olive, from oka, olive.] Having the qualities of

oil ; oily ; unctuous.

Oleaginouaneaa, (5-le-ajln-us-nes) r. Oiliness.

Oleometer, ( o-le-om'et-e.r ) n. [L. oleum, oil, and Q.

melron, measure.] An Instrument to ascertain the

weight and purity of oil.

Olfactory, (ol-fak'tor-e) a. [L. olfaeere, from ©/ere, to

smell, and faeere, to make.] Pertaining to smelling ;

having the sense of smelling.

Olfactory, (ol-fak'tor-e) n. An organ of smelling ; also,

the sense of smell.

Olibanum, (d-lib'an-um) n. [L. from G. ttbanot, H.

lebdndh, A. lubdn, frankincense.] An inspissated sap

having a bitterish and aromatic taste.

Oligarch, (ol'e-gark) n. One of those who constitute

an oligarchy.

Oligarchical, (ol-e-gark'ik-al) a. Pertaining to oligarchy,

or government by a few.

Oligarchy, (ol'e-gark-e) n, [G. otigot, few, little, and

urcheia, to rule, govern.] Government in which the

supreme power is placed in the hands of a few persons.

Olio, (o'le-o) n. [Sp. olla, a round earthen pot, a diah

of boiled or stewed meat.] A dish of stewed meat ;—

a mixture ; a medley ;—a collection of various pieces.

Olivaceous, (ol-e-va'ehe-us) a. Of the colour of the

olive; olive-green.

Olive (ol'iv) n. [L. oliva, G. elate] A plant or tree

much cultivated in the south of

Europe for its fruit. It is the

emblem of peace; — the fruit of

the tree from which olive oil is

expressed ; — the colour of the \

olive; a colour composed of violet

and green.

Olive-branch, (ol'iv-bransh) n. A

branch of the olive-tree ;—an em

blem of peace ;—also, an emblem

of fruitfulness.

Olive-crown, (ollv-krown) n. A

crown of olive twigs, bestowed

by the ancient Greeks on the vic

tor at the Olympic games.

Olla-podrida, (olTorpo-drf'da) n. [Sp.] A mixture of

all kinds of meat chopped fine, and stewed with vege

tables ;—hence, any incongruous mixture or miscel

laneous collection.

Olympiad, (d-lim'pe-ad) n. [From Olympus, a moun

tain in Macedonia, J A period of four years, reckoned

from one celebration of the Olympic games to another.

Olympian, (6-lim'pe-an) a. Pertaining to Olympus :

also to Olympia, a town in Greece, and to the games

there celebrated.

Olympic-games, (o-lim'pik-gamz) n. pi. Games dedi

cated by the ancient Greeks to Jupiter, and celebrated

every fourth year at Olympia.

Ombre, (om'ber) n. [F. ombre, Sp, kombre, L. Aomo.] A

game at cards, usually played by three persons.

Omega, (6'me-ga) n. [G. 8 mega,j. e., the great or long

o.) The last letter of the Greek alphabet, as alpha. A,

is the first.

Omelet, (om'B-let) n. [F. omelette, from omfi miUe,

mixed eggs.] A kind of fritter made chiefly of eggs.

Omen, (omen) n. [L.] Sign or indication of some future

event ; a prognostic; a presage ; an augury.

Omen, (o'men) r. (. To indicate as likely to occur ; to

augur ;—hence, to predict, as by omens ; to foretell :—

■imp. & pp. omened; ppr. omening.

Omened, (o'mend) a. Containing a prognostic or pre

diction—with a qualifying adjective.

Omentum, (d-ment'um) n. [L.] The caul ; a membrana

ceous covering of the bowels attached to the stomach

 

Olive.
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Omer, (omer) n. A Hebrew measure, the tenth of an

ephah.

Ominous, (om'in-us) a. [L. ominosus, from omen.] Per

taining to an omen ;—containing an omen ; foreshow

ing good ; auspicious ;—foreboding evil ; inauspicious.

Ominously, (om ' in - us - le) adv. Forebodingly ; with

omens, good or bad. [ominous.

Ominousness, (om'in-us-nes) n. The quality of being

Omission, (6-mish'un) n. [L. omissio.] Act of leaving

out or passing by ;—act of not mentioning or insert

ing, as in a speech or writing;—failure or forbearance

of doing something requisite, proper or enjoined :—

neglect of doing that which is right, as opposed to com

mission, or doing that which is wrong ;—act of care

lessness or forgetfulness.

Omissive, (6-mis'iv) a. Leaving out; failing to notice.

Omit, (o-mif) r. (. [L. omittere, from ob and mitten, to

causa to go, let go. ] To leave out; to fail to mention or

insert;—to pass by ; to fail in using or improving ; to

forbear in doing ; to neglect :—imp. & pp. omitted ;

ppr. omitting.

Omnibus, fom'ne-hus) n. [L. dative plural, for all,

from omnis, all.] A kind of large four-wheeled carriage,

conveniently arranged to carry many people.

Omnifarious, (om-ne-farVus) a. [L. omnifarius, from

omnis, all. J Of all varieties, forms, or kinds.

Omniflc, (om-mfik) a. [L. omnis, all, and facere, to

make. ] All-creating.

Omni form, (om' ne -form) a. [L. omniformis, from

omnis, all, and forma, form.] Having every form or

shape.
Omnipotence, (om -nip ro- tens) n. Almighty power;

unlimited or infinite power ;—the Divine Being.

Omnipotent, (om-nip'd-tent) a. [I., omnipotent, from

omnis, all, and poten s, powerful.] Possessing unlimited

power; all-powerful ;—having unlimited power of a

particular kind. [power.

Omnipotently, (om-nip'o-tent-Ie) adv. With almighty

Omnipresence, (om-ne-prer*ens) n. Presence in every

place at the same time ; ubiquity.

Omnipresent, (om-ne-prer'ent) a. [L. omnis, all, and

pratsens, present.] Preeej

time ; ubiquitous.

ent in all places at the same

Omniscience, (om-nish'e-ens) n. Quality of knowing all

things ;—infinite knowledge or wisdom.

Omniscient, (om-nish'e-ent) a. [ I ,. omn is, all, and seiens,

ppr. of scire, to know.] Having universal knowledge,

or knowledge of all things; all-discerning ; all-search

ing; all-seeing. [ledge or wisdom.

Omnisciently, (om-nish'e-ent-le) adv. By infinite know-

Omnium, (om'ne-um) n. [L., of all, genitive plural of

omnis, alL] The value taken as an average of the dif

ferent stocks in which a loan to government is funded.

Omnium - gatherum, (om'ne-um-gaTH'er-uni) n. [L.

omnium, of all, and Eng. gather,] A miscellaneous

collection of things or persons ; a medley.

Omnivorous (om • niv ' o • rus) a, [L. omnivorus, from

omnis, alL and rorare, to eat greedily.] All-devouring;

eating every thing indiscriminately.

Omphalic, (om-fal'ik) a. [G. omphalos, the navel.]

Pertaining to the navel

On, (on) prep. [A.-S. on, an, Oer. an.] In contact with

the surface or upper part of a thing, and supported by

it;—in a state of nearness or contiguity ; in contact

with or lying above the surface or upper part of a

thing ; in the state of resting upon or being supported

by ;—acting or performing with the hand or fingers,

as on an instrument, &c, hence, noting action or in

fluence ; noting addition or increase ;—noting advance

or progress ;—hence, by means of; with ;—in addition

to; besides;—at or near;— in dependence or reliance

upon;—at or in the time of;—toward; for;—at the

peril of, or for the safety of ;—by virtue of; with the

pledge of;—to the account of;—In consequence of, or

following ;—in reference or relation to.

On, (on) adv. Forward ; in progression ; onward ;—for

ward, in succession ;—in continuance; without inter

ruption or ceasing ;—in contact with and adhering to ;

above or attached to the body.

On, (on) inter). Word of incitement or encouragement

to attack. [self-pollution.

Onanism, (o nan-ism) 11. [From Onan.] The crime of

Onoe, (wuna) adv. [O. Eng. ones, from one.] At one

time; on one occasion;—atone former time; formerly

—used also substantively, as, for this once.

On-dit. (ong-de') u. [F. one says.] A rumour; a com

mon report.

One, { wuii) a. [A.-8. An, din, F. tin, G. en, L. tmui.}

Being but a single unit or entire being or thing, and

no more; single; individual;—indefinitely, some; any;

—different ; diverse, contrasted with another;—either

of two, contrasted with other ;—similar in kind ; the

same ;—single in kind ; common ; united ; undivided ;

—also used substantively, as a mass or aggregate;—the

same thing ;—a single person ;—any person ;—Btate of

concord or agreement.

Oneness, (wun'nes) n. State of being one ; singleness

in number ; individuality ; unity.

Onerous, (on>r-us) a. [L. onerosus, from onus, a load,

burden.] Burdensome; oppressive. [oppressively.

Onerously, (on'er-us-le) adv. In an onerous manner ,

One-sided, (wun'sld-ed) a. Having one side only; hence,

limited to one side ; partial ; unjust ; unfair.

One-story, (wun'sto-re) a. Having only one floor or

story above ground, as a building.

Onion, (un'yun) n. [F. oignon.) A biennial herbaceous

plant of the genus Allium, and its bulbous root, much

used as an article of food.

Only, (on'le) a. [O. Eng. onely, A.-S. dnlle, otnltc, i. e.,

one-like.] One alone; single;—alone in its class; by

itself ;—distinguished above all others ; pre-eminent

Only, (dnle) adv. In one manner or for one purpose

alone ; solely ; singly ; merely ; barely.

0nomastic on. (on-6-inaste-kon) n. [G. onomastilon

(so, biblion), from onomastikos, belonging to naming.]

A collection of names and terms; a dictionary; a

commonplace book.

Onomatopoeia, (o-no-ma-to-pS'a) n. [G. from onoma, a

name, and poiein, to make.] The theory that words

are formed to resemble the sound made by the tiling

signified ;—the use of a word whose sound corresponds

to the sound of the thing signified.

Onset, (on'set) n. [From on and set.] A violent attack ;

a storming ; especially, the assault of an army or body

of troops upon an enemy or a fort.

Onslaught, (on'slawt) n. [A.-S. onslagan, to strike or

dash against, to destroy.] Attack ; onset ; aggression;

assault. [upon ; on.

Onto, (on'too) prep. [From on and to.] On the top of ;

Ontologies!, (on-to-loj 'ik-al) a. Pertaining to the science

of being in general.

Ontology, (on-tol'o-Je) n. [G. onta, the things which

exist, and logos, discourse. ] That part of the science of

metaphysics which investigates and explains the nature

and essential properties and relations of all beings.

Onus, (d'nus) n. [L.] The burden. Onus probandi,

the burden of proof, which always lies on him who

makes an affirmative statement or positive charge.

Onward, (on'werd) a. Advanced or advancing ;—in

creased ; improved.

Onward, (on'werd) adv. Toward the point before or in

front ; forward ; progressively ; in advance.

Onyx, (on'iks) a. [L. onyx, G. onux, a claw, a finger

nail, a yellowish precious stone, a veined gem.] Chal

cedony consisting of parallel layers of different shades

of colour, and used for making cameos.

Oolite, (6'ol-it) n. [G. ban, egg, and lithos, stone, from

its resemblance to the roes offish.] A variety of lime

stone consisting of round grains as small as the eggs of

a fish.

Oolitic, (o-ol-it'ik) a. Pertaining to oolite ; composed

of or resembling oolite.
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Oolong, (oolong) *». [Chinese, green dragon.] A variety

of black tea pouening the flavour of green tea.

Oopsch, (oo'pak) n. A kind of black tea of inferior

quality.

Ooze, (ooz) r. t. To flow gently; to percolate ;—v. t. To

cauae to flow forth gently ; to drop ; to ahed ; to distil :

—imp. & pp. oozed ; ppr. cozing.

Ooze, (ooz) n. [Provincial Eng. oust, liquor in a tan

ner's vat, A.-8. v6s, Juice] Soft mud or alime ;—soft

flow ; spring ;—the liquor of a tan-vat.

Oozy, (doze) a. Miry; containing aofl mud; resem

bling ooze.

Opacity, (6-pas'e-te) n. [L. opaeito*.] State of being

opaque; want of transparency;—darkness; obscurity.

Opal, (d'pal) n. fL. opaluM, G. opallios, from Skr.

upula, a rock, stone, precious stone.) A mineral con

sisting of the hydrate of silica, exhibiting brilliant and

variable reflections of green, blue, yellow, and red.

Opalesce, (6-pal-eeO r- *• To give forth a play of colours,

like the opal :—imp. & pp. opalesced ; ppr. opalescing.

Opalescence, (6-pal-es'ens) n. A reflection of a milky or

pearly light from the interior of a mineral.

Opalescent, (o-pal-es'ent) a. Reflecting a milky or

pearly light from the interior.

Opaline, {(/pal-in) a. Pertaining to or like opal

Opalize, fo'pal-iz) v. t. To convert into opal, or a sub

stance like opal ;—imp. & pp. opalized ; ppr. opalizing.

Opaque, (6-pak*) a. [L. opacus.) Impervious to the

rays of light; not transparent;—dark; obscure.

Opaqueness, (6-pak'nes) n. Quality of being opaque ;

want of transparency ; opacity.

Ope, (dp) a. [Abbreviated from open.] Open.

Ope, (op) v. t. & i. To open.

Open, (open) a. [A.-S. from edpan, to open, Get. offen.]

Unclosed ; not shut, as a door ;—uncovered, as a vessel;

—unsealed, as a letter ; — expanded ; spread out, as

arms ;—not covered with trees ; clear, as a country ;—

not fenced or obstructed, as a road ; not contracted or

frowning, as the countenance ;—public; free to all ;—

undisguised; sincere; — plain; apparent; willing to

hear ; attentive, as ear ;—exposed ; unprotected ;—un

settled; running, as an account;— not determined;

free to be argued or debated, as a question ;—clear of

loe; not frosty or freezing- said of winter or rivers

usually frozen in winter ;—easily enunciated ; spoken

without closing the mouth.

Open, (open) v. t. To make open ; to render free of

access; to unclose; to unbar; to unlock; to remove

any fastening from ;—to bring to view ; to exhibit ; to

interpret ; to explain ;— to reveal ; to disclose ; — to

enter upon ; to begin ; to commence ; to break ; to

divide ;—to pierce; to lance;—to spread; to expand ;—

v. i. To unclose ; to be parted ;—to begin to appear ;

—to commence; to begin; — to bark, as hounds in

hunting '.—imp. &, pp. opened; ppr. opening.

Opener, (fVpen-er) n. One who or that which opens.

Open-eyed, (6'pen-Id) a. Watchful ; vigilant.

Open-handed, (6'pen-hand-ed) a. Generous; liberal ;

munificent. [ous.

Open-hearted, (o'pen-hart-ed) a. Candid; frank; gener-

Open-heartedness, (o'pen-hart'ed-nes) n. Frankness ;

candour ; generosity.

Opening, (6'pen-ing) n. A place which is open ; a

breach; an aperture ;—beginning; commencement.

Openly, (o'pen-le) adv. In an open manner ; publicly ;

without secrecy ;—without reserve or disguise ; plainly.

Open-mouthed, (6'pen-niouTHd) a. Having the mouth

open : gapfng ; hence, greedy ; clamorous.

Openness, (6'pen-nes) n. Quality, state, or condition of

being open.

Opera, (op'er-a) n. [L. opera, pains, work, from opus,

operis, work, labour.] A musical drama consisting of

airs, choruses, recitation*, &c. ;—the score of a musical

drama ;—the house where operas are exhibited.

Operate, fop'er-at) v. i. [L. operari, from opus, operis,

work, labour.] To act in or upon ; to exert power or

strength in a certain way ; to work so as to produce a

definite or desired result ; — to act upon the bodily

system or functions, as medicines ; to perform some

manual act, usually with instruments on a part or

organ of the body, as a surgeon ; — to act ou the

mind ; to exert moral or spiritual influence ;—r. t. To

produce, as an effect ; to cause ; to occasion ;—to put

into or to continue in operation ; to work ;—imp. &

pp. operated ; ppr. operating.

Operatic, (op-er-at'ik) a. Pertaining to the opera ; ap

propriate to, or designed for, the opera.

Operation, (op-er-a'shun) a. Act or process of operat

ing; agency; the exertion of power, physical, mechani

cal, or moral ;—action ; effect ;—method of working ;

process ; manipulation ; — mathematical change of

quantities or relations ; — action of machinery ; —

strategetical movement ofan army or fleet;—in surgery,

any methodical action of the hand, or of the hand with

instruments, on the human body.

Operative, (op'er-at-iv) a. Having the power of acting;

exerting force, physical or moral ;—efficient in work ;

efficacious ; practicaL

Operative, (op'er-at-iv) n. A labouring man: an artisan

or workman in manufactories.

Operator, (op'er-at-er) n. One who, or that which, ope

rates :—one who performs some act upon the human

body by means of the hand, or with instruments.

Operose, (op'er-os) a. [L. operosus, from opera, pains,

labour, from opus, work.] Wrought with labour;

laborious ; hence, tedious ; wearisome.

Opcroseness, (op'fr-ds-nes) n. State of being laborious.

Ophicleide, (ofe-klid) n. [G. ophis, a serpent, and Hei*,

a key.) A large brass wind instrument of the trumpet

kind.

Ophidian, (O-fldVan) n. [G. ophidian, diminutive of

ophis, serpent.] An animal of the group of snakes.

Ophiology, (of-e-ol'o-je) n. [G. ophis, serpent, and logo*,

discourse.] That part of natural history which treats

of the ophidians or serpents.

Ophite, (6/f It) n. [G. ophitis (sc. lithos), serpent-stone,

from ophis, a serpent. [ Serpentine or green porphyry.

Ophthalmic, (of-thal'mik) a. Pertaining to the eye.

Ophthalmy, (of-thal'me) n, [G. ophthalmia, from oph-

thatrru>s, the eye.] An inflammation of the membranes

or coats of the eye, or of the eyeball.

Opiate, (6'pe-at) n. Any preparation of opium to allay

pain, soothe nervous irritation, and induce sleep;

narcotic ; anodyne, die ; that which causes repose or

inaction ; hence, that which allays mental uneasiite&t

or fear, and lulls the conscience to rest.

Opiate, (6'pe-at) a. Inducing sleep ;—narcotic ; sopo

rific ;—hence, causing rest or inaction.

Opiated, (o'pe-at-ed) a. Mixed with opiates :—drugged

with opiates. [—imp. & pp. opined; ppr. opining.

Opine, (6-pin') v.i. (L. opinari.] To think; to suppose:

Opinion, (o-pin'yun) n. fL. opinio.] A mental convic

tion of the truth of some statement founded on pro

bable evidence ; — persuasion of the mind without

proof or certain knowledge ; sentiment; notion ;—the

judgment which the mind forms of persons or their

qualities; especially favourable judgment; good esteem;

—also, fixed or settled judgment or belief :—the formal

decision of a judge, an umpire, a counsellor, «fcc

Opinionated, (o-pin'yun-at-ed) a. Stiff or obstinate In

opinion.

OpinionatiTS, (6-pin'yun-at-Iv) a. Unduly attached to

one's own opinions; fond of preconceived notions.

Opinionatively, (6-pin'yun-at-iv-le) adv. With undue

fondness for one's own opinions ; Btubbomly.

Opinionativeness, (6-pin'yun-at-iv-nes) n. Obstinacy in

opinion. [his own opinions.

Opinionist, (5-pin'yun-lst) n. One unduly attached to

Opium, (6'pe-um) n. [L., G. opion, poppy-juice, diminu

tive of opos, vegetable juice.] The inspissated Juice of

the white poppy. [babitnally.

Opium-eater, (o'pe-um-et-er) n. One who chews opium
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Opobalsam, (op-o-bal'sam) n. [G. 0)ios, juice, and ba I-

samon, balsam, ] A resinous secretion yellow in colour,

and aromatic—used as an unguent and cosmetic.

Opodeldoc, (op-o-del'dok) n, A saponaceous camphorated

liniment.

Opopanax, (o-pop'an-aks) n. [G. opos, juice, and panax,

plant.] An inspissated juice, of a reddish-yellow colour,

with specks of white, obtained from the root of an

umbelliferous plant growing in Turkey and the East

Indies.

Opossum, (5-pos'sum) n, (Originally opassom, in the

Language of the Indians of Vir

ginia.] An animal of several

species of marsupial quadru

peds found in America, Au

stralia, and Tasmania.

Oppidan, (op'e-dan) n. [I,, op-

pulum, town.] Inhabitant of

a town ; townsman :—at Eton,

a scholar not on the founda- v.

tlon, who lodges in the town. Vj' (T\S

Oppidan, (op'e-dan) a. Relating

to a town ; municipal.

Opponent, (op-pcVnent) a. [h. Opossum.

opponent, ppr. of opponere, to set or place against, to

oppose.] Inclined to oppose; adverse; opposing;

antagonistic ;—situated in front ; opposite.

Opponent, (op-po'nent) n. One who opposes;—especially,

one who opposes in a disputation or other verbal con

troversy ;—one who attacks some thesis or proposition

in distinction from the respondent or defendant who

maintains it.

Opportune, (op-por-tun*) a. [L. opportunus, literally at

or before the port, from 06 and port us, the port, har

bour.} Present at a proper time; recurring or fur

nished at a needed or suitable occasion ;—seasonable ;

convenient ; lit ; proper. [manner ; seasonably.

Opportunely, (op-por-tun'le) adv. In an opportune

Opportunity, (op-por-tun'e-te) n. Pit or convenient

time ; suitable circumstances or occasion j convenient

means. [impugned, or controverted.

Opposable, (op-poz'a-bl) a. Capable of being resisted.

Oppose, (op-por) v. t. [L. opponere, oppositum, to op-

posa. ] To set opposite ; to put in front ; to place over

against ;—to put in opposition with a view to counter

balance or countervail, and thus to hinder, defeat,

destroy, or prevent effect ;—to resist, either by physical

or other means ;—to compete with ; to strive against ;

—to resist effectually; to check :—1>. i. To act adversely

—with against ;—to stand in the way ; to confront ;—

to make objection or opposition in controversy:—imp.

to pp. opposed ; ppr. opposing,

Opposer, (op-poz'er) 71. One who opposes j an opponent ;

an antagonist j an adversary.

Opposite, (op'po-zit) a. [L. oppositv*, pp. of opponere.]

Standing or situated in front; facing ;— contrasted

with ; hostile ; adverse ;—mutually antagonistic ; in

consistent ; contrary.

Opposite, (op'pd-zit) n. One who opposes ;—that which

is, opposed or contrary ;—antagonist ; adversary.

Oppositely, (op'pd-ziMe) adr. In a situation to face

each other ;—^adversely.

Opposition, (op-po-rish'un) n. State of being opposed

or placed over against ; situation so as to front some

thing else ; repugnance ; contrariety ; inconsistency ;

contradiction ;■—resistance ;—that which opposes ; an

obstacle ;—the collective body of opposers ; the party

that opposes the existing administration ;—the situa

tion of two heavenly bodies 180' apart.

Oppositionist, (op-po-zish'un-ist) n. One who belongs

to an opposing party.

Oppress, (op-pros') v. t. [L. opprimere, from 06 and

prenure, to press.] To press down j to treat severely,

cruelly, or unjustly ; to overburden ; to overpower .—

to sit or lie heavy upon j—imp. to pp. oppressed ; ppr,

oppressing.

Oppression, (op-presh'un) n. Act of oppressing ;—state

of being oppressed or overburdened ;—that which op

presses ;—a sense of heaviness, weight, or obstruction

in the body or mind;—cruelty; severity; misery;

calamity ; depression.

Oppressive, (op-pres'iv) a. Unreasonably burdensome ;

unjustly severe,—proceeding from a design to oppress;

tyrannical ;—heavy ; overpowering ;—overwhelming ;

—severe ; unjust ; exacting.

Oppressively, (op-pres'iv-le) adv. In a manner to op

press : with unreasonable severity.

Oppressiveness, (op-pres'iv-ncs) n. Quality of being

oppressive.

Oppressor, (op-pres'cr) n. One who oppresses.

Opprobrious, (op-prcVbre-us) a. [L. opprobriosus, from

opprobrium,] Reproachful and contemptuous; scur

rilous ;—blasted with infamy ; rendered hateful.

Opprobriously, (op-pro'bre-us-le) adv. In an opprobrious

manner.

Opprobriousneas, (op-pro'bre-us-nes) n. Reproachfulness

mingled with contempt ; scurrility.

Opprobrium, (op-pro'bre-um) n. [L., from 06 and pro-

brum, reproach.] Reproach mingled with contempt

or disdain ;—disgrace ; infamy.

Oppugn, (op-pun') v. t. [L. oppugnare, from 06 and

pugnare, to fight.] To fight against, whether in

attack, resistance, or simple opposition ;—to oppose ;

to resist ; to controvert '.—imp. to pp. oppugned ; ppr.

oppugning.

Oppugner, (op-pun'er) n. One who opposes or attacks ;

—assailant ; adversary ; opponent

Optative, (op'tft-tiv) a. [L. optativus.} Expressing de

sire or wish. [desire.

Optative, (op'ta-tiv) n. A mode of the verb expressing

Optic, (op'tik) 71. An organ of sight; an eye.

Optical, (op'tik-al) a. [G. optikos, from the root op,

future opsomai, to see.] Pertaining to vision or sight ;

—pertaining to the organ of sight ;—relating to the

science of optics.

Optician, (op-tish'e-an) n. One who makes or sella

optical glasses and instruments ; one skilled in the

science of optica

Optica, (op'tiks) 7i. ting. That branch of physical science

which treats of the nature and properties of light;—

also of the structure of the eye and the laws of viBion;

—also of the construction of instruments for extend

ing vision.

OpUmate, (op'te-mut) n, [L. optima*, pi. optimates,

tne best men, the aristocrats, grandees, from optiintu,

the best.] A nobleman; a chief man in a state or city.

Optimism, (op'tim-izm) n. [L. optimus, the best.] The

opinion or doctrine that every thing in nature is

ordered for the best.

Optimist, (op'tim-ist) n. One who holds that all events

are ordered for the best.

Option, (op'shun) n. [L. optio, from optare, to choose,

to wish.] Power of choosing ; right of choice ;—exer

cise of the power of choice ; election ; preference ;—

power of wishing : wish.

Optional, (op'shun -al) a. Left to one's wish or choice ;

—depending on choice;—involving power of choice ;—

alternative.

Opulence, (op'u-lens) n. Wealth : riches ; affluence.

Opulent, (op'ii-lent) a. [L. opulens, from ops, opis,

power, wealth, richea] Having a large estate: wealthy;

rich; affluent [richly.

Opulently, (op'u-lent-Ie) adr. In an opulent manner ;

Or, (or) conj. [Contracted from A. -8. ttdker, ddhor, for

dvdher, dttdhor, one of two, either, other.] A dis

junctive particle noting distribution, distinction, and

sometimes opposition;—usually an alternative answer

ing to either.

Or, (or) n. [P., L. ountm, gold.] The yellow or gold

colour represented on an escutcheon by small dote.

Oracle, (orVkl) n. [L. oracttfiim, from orare, to speak,

from oj, oris, the mouth.] The answer of a pagan god.
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or some person reputed to be ■ god, to an inquiry

respecting some affair of importance ; hence, the deity

who was supposed to give the answer, and also the

Slace where it was given ;—one who communicates a

ivine command ; an angel ; a prophet ; hence, also,

any person reputed uncommonly wise ;—a wise sen

tence or decision of great authority ; —pi. The re vehv

tions or messages delivered by God to prophets and

apostles ; the entire sacred Scriptures.

Oracular, (or-ak'rt-ler) a. Pertaining to an oracle;

uttering oracles ;—resembling, or partaking of, the

nature of an oracle ;—positiTe ; authoritative ;—ob

scure; ambiguous.

Oracularly, (o-rak'u-ler-le) adv. In the manner of an

oracle : authoritatively ; positirely.

Oral, (o 1.1I) a. [L. os, oris, the mouth.] Pertaining to

the mouth; uttered by the mouth or in words: spoken,

not written. {without writing.

Orally, (6'ral-le) adv. In an oral manner ; by mouth ;

Orange, (or'anj) n. [A. n&randj or nArana, changed

into h. potnum aurcntium, i. $., gold-

apple. ] A tree of many varieties, and

its round yellow fruit.

Orange, (or'anj) a. Belonging to tho

orange ; coloured like the orange.

Orange-blossom, (or'anj-bios-Bum) H

The flower of the orange tree—used

as part of the ornaments of a brie

Orange-lodge, (or'anj -1 11j) ft. A secret

society formed in Ireland in 1795 in

antagonism to Popery. It was legally

suppressed in 1836. Orange.

Orangeman, (or'anj-man) n. An iriah protestant—so

called from his attachment to William III., who was

of the house of Orange. [orange-trees.

Orangery, (or'anj-er-e) x. A plantation or nursery of

Orang-outang, (d-rang-66-tang') it. [Malayan ordny

Ctan, from ordna, man, and fttan, a

forest.} A large monkey, in many

respect* approaching mau more

closely than any other known ani

mal of its tribe.

Oration, (o-ra'shun) n. [L. oratio, from

orart, to speak.) An elaborate dis

course, delivered in public, treating

an important subject in a dignified

manner—applied chiefly to discount

on special oocasions, and to academ |sja]

declamations ; — harangue ; addrvm ;

speech.

Orator, (or'sVter) n. A public speak ■ ;

one who delivers an oration ; ttpt-

eialljf, one who is distinguished for Orang-outang,

his eloquence ;—one who prays for relief; a petitioner ;

—a plaintiff or complainant in a bill iu chancery;—

an officer in English universities.

Oratorical, (or-a-tor'ik-al) a. Pertaining to an orator

or to oratory ; becoming an orator ;—rhetorical ; elo

quent ; flowery; florid. [manner.

Oratorically, (or-a-tor'ik-al-le) adv. In a rhetorical

Oratorio, (or-a-to're-5) n. [It., from L. oratorius, be

longing to praying.] A sacred composition consisting

of airs, recitatives, duets, trios, choruses, &c., the

subject of which hi generally taken from the Scrip

tures ;—an oratory.

Oratory, (orVtor-e) n. [L. oratoria (sc. art), the

oratorical art, oraforium (so. ttntplum), a place of

prayer.] The art of an orator; the art of effective

public speaking;—a chapel or small room set apart

for private devotions.

Orb, (orb)n. [L. ©rois.] A body of a round form ;—

tipecuilly, one of the celestial spheres;—the eye, as

luminous and spherical ;—a circle ; an orbit ;—* re

volving circular POdf ; a wheeL

Orbed, (orbd) a. Having the form of an orb; round ;

circular ; orbicular.

 

Orbicular, (or-bik'u-ler) a. [L. orbicularis, from orfru,

orb.J Resembling or having the form of an orb;

spherical ; circular ; globular.

Orbicularly, (or-bik'ii-Ljr-le) adv. Spherically.

Orbiculate, (or-bik'u-lat) a. Hade or being in the

form of an orb.

Orbit, (or'bit) n. [L. orbita, from orbit, a circle.] The

path described by a heavenly body in its periodical

revolution the cavity in which the eye is situated ;

—the skin which surrounds the eye of a bird.

Orbital, (or'bit-al) a. Belonging or pertaining to an

orbit. [Islands ;—native in Orkney.

Orcadian, (or-kft'de-an) a. Relating to the Orkney

Orchard, (or'cherd) ». [A.-S. ortgtard, a yard for herbs,

from vyrt, herb, and geard, yard.] An inclosure or

assemblage of fruit-trees.

Orchestra, (or-kes'tra) h. [L., G. orchestra, originally

the place for the chorus of dancers. ] The space in a

theatre or public hall between the stage and the

audience ;—also, a band of instrumental musicians

Orchestral, (or-kes'tral) a. Pertaining to an orchestra ;

suitable for, or performed in, the orchestra.

Orchidaceous, (or-ke-da'she-us) a. Pertaining to, or

n-wnibling, the orchis.

Orchia, (otitis) n. [L. orthit.] A genus of endogenous

l*reunial plants with tuberous fleshy roots. The

flowers are beautiful, and often fragrant, but irregular

and grotesque in form.

Ordain, (or-dau') r. t. [L. ordinart, from 01-do, order]

To set in order; to regulate; to institute ; to establish;

—to appoint ; to decree ;—to set apart for an office ;—

"•t-ii'lh/, to invest with ministerial or sacerdotal

functions :—imp. & pp. ordained ; ppr. ordaining.

Ordainable, (or-dan'a-bl) a. Capable of being ordained ;

worthy to be ordained or appointed.

Ordained, (or-dAnd7) a. Settled; established; instituted;

— invested with ministerial or pastoral functions.

Ordainer, (or-dah'er) n. One who ordains.

Ordeal, (orde-al) n. [A.-S. ortldl, m-daL] An ancient

form of trial to determine guilt or innocence. It was

of many sorts, as by duel or combat, touching of the

cross, or of the bier, or of a murdered body, eating of

the Eucharist, &c , and especially by Are and by water.

Order, (or'der) n. (L. onto, ordinis.] Regular arrange

ment ; methodical or systematic disposition of things ;

—customary mode of procedure ;—established process ;

— usual course or succession ;—regular government ;

general tranquillity;—a regulation: a standing rule;—

a particular injunction ; a command ; a mandate ;—

necessary measures or care;—a commission to make

purchases or supply goods ; a direction, in writing, to

pay money ;—a rank or class of men in a community

or in society; a privileged or dignified grade:—a re

ligious fraternity;—in the Episcopal Church, the office

of bishop, priest, or deacon;—in the Church of Rome,

one of the seven ranks of holy orders ;—one of the tire

principal methods recognised by the ancients for con

structing and ornamenting the columns of an edifice ;

—one of the well-marked divisions of a class, including

in itself families and genera ;—a group or collection of

allied individuals, more comprehensive than a genus.

Order, (or'der) v. t. To put in order ; to reduoe to a

methodical arrangement ; to systematize; to adjust;—

to manage; to conduct, to regulate;—to command ; to

direct :—v. i. To give command or direction :—imp.

& pp. ordered ; ppr. ordering.

Orderer, (orMer-er) a. One who regulates or conducts ;

one who gives orders. [management

Ordering, (or'der-iug) n. Disposition ; distribution ;

Orderlesa. (or'der-les) a. Without order or regularity;

disorderly; out of rule. [regularity.

Orderliness, (or'dcr-le-nes) n. State of being orderly;

Orderly, (orMer-le) a. Conformed to order ; methodical;

regular ; systematic ;—observant of order, mstood, or

rule ; hence, quiet ; peaceable ; — well-regulated ;—

being on duty.
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Orderly, (or'der-le) adw. According to due order:

r-egularly. *

OTderly, (or*d?r-le) n. A non-commissioned officer who

mttends a superior officer for the purpose of bearing his

orders, or rendering other service.

Ordinal, (or'din-al) a. [h. ordinalis, from ordo, order.]

Indicating the established order or succession.

Ordinal, (urMin-ol) n. A number noting order; — a

Dook containing the service, as prescribed in the

English Church, for the ordination of deacons, &c.

Ordinalitm, (orMin-al-izm) n. The state or quality of

being ordinal.

Ordinance, (orMin-ans) n. An ordaining or establishing

by authority; appointment ;—a rule established by

authority ; a statute, law, edict, decree, rescript ;—an

established rite or ceremony.

Ordinarily, (or 'din -ar-e-le) adv. According to estab

lished rules; hence, commonly; usually; la most

Ordinary, (or'din-ar-e) a. [L. ordinarius, from ordot

order.] According to established order; methodical;

—normal; regular; —of common rank ; — common;

usual ; customary ; — hence, of little merit; — plain;

not handsome.

Ordinary, (or'din-ar-e) n. An officer who has original

jurisdiction in bis own right, and not by deputation;

—one who has immediate jurisdiction in matters eccle

siastical ;—a judicial officer having the powers of a

judge of probate or surrogate ;—a dining-room or eat

ing house where there is a fixed price for the meal ;

lionet', also, the meal furnished at ouch a dining-

room ;—a portion of the escutcheon comprised between

straight or other lines.

Ordinate, (orMui-lt) n. A line drawn perpendicular to

the axis of a curve ;—any straight line drawn from a

point in the abscissa to terminate in the curve.

Ordinately, (or'dm-at-le) adv. In a regular methodical

manner.

Ordination, (or-din-a'shun) u. [L. ordinatio.] Act of

ordaining:—especially, the act of setting apart to an

office of the Christian ministry;—state of being ordained

or appointed ; consecration ;—established order or ten

dency consequent on a decree or law.

Ordnance, (ord'nans) n. [From ordinance.] Heavy

weapons of warfare; cannon, mortars, and howitzers;

artillery.

Ordonnance, (ord'on-ans) n. [I*. | The disposition of

the parts either in regard to the whole piece or to the

several parts, said of paintings, architecture, or lite

rary productions ;—in France, a decree or statute.

Ordure, (orMur) n, [K.J Dung; excrements; feces.

Or*, (or) n. [A.-S. Gr, &re, IceL eyr, h. «.•. wis.] A

mineral substance from which metal is drawn or ex

tracted; — the compound of a metal and some other

substance, as oxygen, sulphur, or arsenic, called a

mineralizer, by which its properties are disguised or

lost. [mountain nymph.

Oread, (d'r8-ad) n. [G. oreias, from oros, mountain.] A

Organ, (organ) n. [L. organttm, Q, organon.] An in

strument by which an important action is performed,

or an important object accomplished ; especially, a

part*bf a living being capable of a special function,

essential to the life or well-being of the whole, as the

lungs, the heart, Ac. ;—a medium of communication

between one person or body and another;—an instru

ment containing pipes filled with wind from a bel

lows, and played upon by means of keys.

Organdie, (or'gan-de) n. [F. organdi.] A kind of muslin

or cotton fabric, characterized by great transparency

and lightness.

Organic, (or-gan'ik) a. Pertaining to an organ or its

functions ; consisting of organs, or containing thera ;

—produced by the organs; — instrumental; — noting

the animal or vegetable kingdom, as distinguished

from the mineral.

Organically, (or-gun'ik-al-le)adV, In an organic man

ner ; with organical structure or disposition of parts;

by means of organs.

Organism, (organ-izm) n. A structure composed of or

acting by means of organs ;—an organized being.

Organist, (or'gan-ist) n. One who plays on the organ.

Organizable, (or-gan-iz'a-bl) a. Capable of being

organized.

Organization, (or-gan-iz-a'shun) n. Act of organizing ;

—act of arranging the parts of a complex body in a

suitable manner for use and service ;—act of distribut

ing into proper divisions, and appointing suitable

officers, as on army, government, &c. ; — structure;

form : organism.

Organize, (organ-iz) v. t. To furnish with organs ;—

to arrange or constitute in parts, each having a special

function, act, office, or relation ;—imp. & pp. organ

ized ; ppr. organizing. [stands.

Organ-loft, (organ-loft) n. The loft where an organ

Organology, ( or-gan-ol'o-je) n. [G. organon, an

organ, and logos, discourse.] The science of, or an

account of, organs and their uses ;—that branch which

treats, in particular, of the different organs of animals.

Orgasm, (or'gazni) n. [G. orgasmos, from orgdn, to

swell.] Immoderate action or excitement, as of the

blood or blood vessels; extreme tension of a vascular

part.

Orgeat, (or'zhat) n. [F. from orge, barley.] A flavour

ing liquor extracted from barley and sweet almonds.

Orgy, (or'je) h. [L., G. orgia, from org?, fury, organ,

to swell.] Wild and ftan tic rites in the ancient wor

ship of Bacchus, held usually at night;— hence, plural,

orgies, nocturnal revelries ; drunken carousals.

Onchalch. (or'e-kalk) >t. [L. orichalcum, (rota G. oros,

mountain, and chalkos, brass.] The ancient brass; a

metallic alloy of uncertain composition.

Oriel, (o're-el)n. [Norm. F. oriol, L. oriolum, portico.]

Originally a recess at the upper

end of the hall in Gothic build

ings;—a large projecting bay -win- •

dow of a semi-octagonal shape, J ±~.

supported by corbels or brackets, 'w~A

with rich mullions, usually filled *^l

with stained glass, as in a Gothic

hall, chapel, Ac.

Orient, (6're-ent) a. [L. orient, y,J

ppr. of oriri, to rise] Rising, ,«ij

as the sun ;—eastern ; oriental;

—bright; shining; hence, of supe

rior quality ; perfect 0riel WIndow,

Orient, (ore-ent) n. The eastern

horizon ; the East ;—hence, the countries of Asia.

Oriental, (6-re-ent'al) a. Pertaining to the orient op

east ;—proceeding from or situated in the east.

Oriental, (6-re-ent'al) n. A native or inhabitant of some

eastern part of the world.

Orientalism, (6-re-etit'al-izm) n. Any system or doc

trine peculiar to orientalists or the Asiatic nations ;—

eastern idiom or mode of speech.

Orientalist, (6-re-ent'al-ist) n. An in habitant of the

eastern parts of the world ; an oriental ;—one versed

in the eastern languages and literature.

Orientate, (6-re-ent'itt) v. t. To place or turn toward

the east ; to cause to assume an easterly direction ;

—v. i. To move or turn toward the east :—imp. & pp.

orientated; ppr. orientating.

Orientation, (o-re-ent-A'shun) n. The process of deter

mining the points of the compass or the east point in

taking bearings;—an aspect or fronting to the cast.

Orifice, (orVfis) rt. [L. orillcium, from os, oris, a mouth,

and facert, to make.] The mouth or aperture of a

tube, pipe, or other cavity : an opening.

Orifiamme, (orVflam) n. [F.] The ancient royal stan

dard of France.

Origenism, (or'e-jen-izra) n. The system of Origan, one

of the early fathers, who taught the pre-existence of

the soul, the sinfulness of the soul in the pre-existent
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state, the final salvation after probation of all man

kind, the salvation of devils for whom Christ is onoe

more to die. [Origen.

Origenist, (ore-jen-ist) n. A follower of the opinions of

Origin, (ore-jin) n. [L. origo, originu, from oriri, to

rise, become visible.] First existence or beginning of

any thing ;—that from which any thing primarily pro

ceeds ; source; spring; fountain; cause; rise; deriva

tion ; root.

Original, (6-rij'in-ai) n. Origin; commencement;

source ;—the archetype ; the model after wbish others

are formed ;—the author's own work; the first copy;

that from which a translation, likeness, copy, 4c, is

taken ;—the precise language or text of a book or docu

ment;—a person of marked peculiarity ;—one who has

new and striking ideas.

Original, (6-rij'in-al) a. Pertaining to the origin or

being; — preceding all others; first in order; — not

translated; employed by the author; — having the

power to suggest new thoughts or combinations of

thought: primitive; pristine; inventive; peculiar.

Originality, (6-riJ-in-al e-te) n. Quality or state of being

original;—in painting, &c , fact of being the handiwork

of the master, and not a copy ;—power of producing

new thoughts, or new combinations or expressions of

thought.

Originally, (6-rij'in-al-le) adv. Primarily; from the

beginning;—at first;—by the first author ; at the time

of formation*

Originary, (6-ri^'in-ar-e) o. Productive ; causing exist

ence ;—primitive ; primary.

Originate, (o-rij'in-at) r. t. To give an origin or begin

ning to ; to bring into existence ; to produce, as some-

tiling new ;—v. i. To have origin ; to take existence

from or in ; to be begun :—imp. & pp. originated ;

i>pr. originating.

Origination, (6-rij-in-a'shun) n. Act of bringing or

coming into existence ;—mode of production or bring

ing into being.

Originative, (d-rij'in-fit-iv) a. Having power to originate

or bring into existence ; originating.

Originator, (o-rtj'in-at-er) n. One who originates.

Oriole, (o're-61) n. [F. oriol, from L. aurtolus, golden,

from aurum, gold.] A bird of several specie*, allied

to the thrushes, having plumage of a golden-yellow

mixed with black.

Orion, (6-ri'on) n. [G. a celebrated hunter in the

Greek mythology.] A large and bright constellation

of seven stars, crossed in the middle by the equinoc

tial line.

Orismology, (or-is-mol'o-je) n. [G, orismo*, term, and

lottos, speech, discourse.] That part of a science which

relates to the meaning or definition of its technical

terms ; glossology. [prayer or supplication.

Orison, (orVzun) n. [F. from L. orare, to pray.] A

Orlop, (orlop) n. [D. overloop, a running over or over

flowing, from ovrrlopm, to run over.] The lower deck

of a Bhip of the line ; or that in all vessels on which the

cables are stowed.

Ormolu, (or'rno-lu) n. fF. from or, gold, and mouler,

to cast, mould.] A variety of brass made to resemble

gold by the use of less zinc and more copper in iU

composition than ordinary brass contains.

Ornament, (or'na-ment) n. [L. ornamentutn, from

ornare, to adorn.] That which embellishes; embellish

ment; decoration.

Ornament, (or'na-ment) v. t. To furnish with embel

lishments ; embellish ; deck ; decorate :—imp. & pp.

ornamented; ppr. ornamenting. [embellishing.

Ornamental, (or-na-ment'al) a. Serving to ornament ;'

Ornamentation, (or-na-ment-a'shun) n. Act or art of

ornamenting ; decoration ; embellishment.

Ornate, (or'nat) a. [L. oniatua, pp. of ornare, to adorn.]

Adorned ; decorated ; beautiful ; highly figurative ;

fiowery, as style. [lishment.

Ornately, (ortiat-le) adv. With decoration or enibej-

Ornateness, (or'nat-nes) n. The state of being adorned ;

decoration :—also orniturt.

Ornithological, (or-ne-thol-oj'ik-al ) a. Pertaining to

ornithology. [in ornithology.

Ornithologist, (or-ne-thol'o-Jiat) n. One who is skilled

Ornithology, (or-ne-thol'6-je) n. [G. ornu, omitko*,

bird, and logo*, discourse.] That branch of natural

science which treats of the form, structure, and habit*

of birds.

Ornus, (or'nus) n. A genus of deciduous trees found in

the south of Europe ; flowering ash—it yields a con

crete juice called manna. [orography.

Orographical, (5-rd-grafik-al) a. Of or pertaining to

Orography, (6-rog'ra-fe) n. [G. ora, a mountain, and

graphtin, to describe.] An account of mountains.

Orological, (or-o-loj 'ik-al) a. Pertaining to a description

of mountains.

Orology, (or-ol'o-je) n. [G. oros, mountain, and logos,

discourse. ] The science or description of mountains.

Orotund, (5'ro-tund) n. [L. «, oris, the mouth, and

rotundus, round, smooth.] A mode of intonation

directly from the larynx, having a fulness, clearness,

and ringing or musical quality.

Orotund, (o'ro-tund) a. Cliaracterixed by fulness, clear

ness, strength, and smoothness ; ringing and musical.

Orphan, (or'fan) n. [G. orpkanos, allied to L. ©rota.}

A child who is bereaved of both father and mother ;

sometimes, also, a child who has but one parent living.

Orphan, (or fan) u. Bereaved of parents.

Orphanage, (orfiui-aj) n. State of being an orphan ;—

an institution or home for rearing and training orphan

children.

Orphaned, (or'fand) a. Bereft of parents or friends.

Orphaniam, (or'fan-izm) n. The state of being an orphan.

Orphean, (or-fB'an) a. Pertaining to Orpheus ; musical ;

melodious.

Orpiment, (or'pe-ment) n. [L. aurum, gold, and pto-

mentum, pigment.] The trisulphide of arsenic, occur

ring in crystals of a lemon-yellow colour, and having

a resinous taste. It is used in dyeing.

Orpin, (or'pin) n. A yellow colour of different degrees

of intensity, approaching also to red.

Orrery, (or/er-e) it. [So named in compliment to the

Earl of Orrery.] An astronomical instrument or piece

of mechanism so constructed as by the revolution of

its different parts to represent the revolutions of the

planets round the sun, exhibiting also their relative

sizes, distances, orbits, &c.

Orris, (oris) n, [Probably corrupted from iris.] A

plant ; flower-de-luce or fleur-de-lis. Its root has an

agreeable odour, resembling that of violets. [F. or,

gold, and fraist, fringe, ruff.] A sort of gold or silver

lace ;—a peculiar pattern in which gold and silver lace

is worked.

Ort, (ort) n. [A.-S. orettan.] A fragment ; refuse-

generally used in the plural.

Orthodox, (or'tho-doks) a. [G. orthot, right, true, and

doxa, opinion.] Sound in the Christian faith—opposed

to heretical;—according with the doctrines of Scrip

ture, as a creed.

Orthodoxly, (or'tho-doks-le) adv. In an orthodox man

ner ; with soundness of faith.

Orthodoxness, (or'tho-doks-uca) n. State of being sound

in the faith.

Orthodoxy, (or'tho-doks-e) «. Soundness of faith ; a

belief in the doctrines taught in the Scriptures ;—

consonance to genuine Scriptural doctrines ; soundness

of doctrine or of religious opinion ; conformity with

the established or generally received opinion.

Orthodromics, (or-tho-drom'iks) n. $ing. [G. ortaes,

straight, and arumnn, trechtin, to run.) The art of

sailing in a direct course, or on the are of a great circle,

Orthoepio, (or-tho-ep'ik) a. Pertaining to orthoepy or

the right pronunciation of words.

•Orthoepically, (or-tho-ep'ik-ai-le)udv. In an orthoepies!

[ manner.
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Orthoepiat, (or'tho-ep-ist) n. One who is skilled in

orthoepy.

Orthoepy, (or'tho-ep-e) n. [G. orthos, right, and epos,

a word, from the root tpt to speak.] The art of utter

ing words with propriety ; a correct pronunciation of

words.

Orthogon. (or'tho-gon) n. [G. orthos, right, and gSnia,

angle.) A rectangular figure, or one which has all its

angles right angles.

Orthogiupner, (or-thog ra-fer) n. One who spells words

correctly or properly, according to common usage.

Orthographical, (or-tho-graf'ik-al) a. Pertaining to

orthography ;—pertaining to right lines or angles.

OrthograpnicaUy. (or-tho-graf'ik-al-le) adv. In an

orthographical manner.

Orthography, (or-thog'ra-fe) n. [G. orthos, right, and

graphein, to write.] Art or practice of writing words

with the proper letters, according to common usage ;

spelling ;—the part of grammar which treats of this

subject.

Orthology, (or-thol'o-je) n. [G. orthos, straight, right,

and logos, speech, discourse.] True or just description

of things.

Orthopedy, (or'tho-pe-de) n. [G. orthos, straight, and

I*, jiot, pedis, & foot.) The art or practice of curing

the deformities of the feet.

Orthopterous, (or-thop't?r-UB) a. [G. orthos, straight,

and pteron, feather, wing.] Having wing-covers of a

nniform texture throughout, that generally overlap at

the top when shut, under which are the true wings,

which fold longitudinally like a fan.

Ortive, (or'tiv) a. [h. orttvus, from oriri, ortus, to rise.]

Rising ; relating to the time of rising, as a star ;

eastern.

Ortolan, (or'to-lan) ii. [L. hortulanus, from horlus,

garden, so called because it frequents the hedges of

gardens.] A singing bird, about the size of the lark,

with black wings. It is found in Europe, and is

esteemed delicious food.

Oryctography, (or-ik-tog'ra-fe) n. [G. orultos, dug,

fossil, and graphein, to write.] That part of natural

history in wliich fossils are described ; oryctology.

Oscillate, (os'il-lat) r.i. [L. oscillare, oxillatvm, from

oscillum, a swing.] To move backward and forward ;

to vibrate ; to swing ; to sway:—imp. & pp. oscillated ;

ppr. oscillating. (tion.

Oscillation, (os-il-la'shun) jl Act of oscillating : vibra-

Ostillatory. (os'il-la-tor-e) a. Moving backward and

forward like a pendulum ; swinging.

Oscitancy, (os e-tan-se) n. Act of gaping ;—unusual

sleepiness; drowsiness.

Oscitant, (osVtant) a. [L. oacitans, ppr. of oseitare.]

Yawning ; gaping ;—sleepy ; drowBy.

Oscitate, (os'o-tat) r.i. [L. os, the mouth, and eitare,

to put into quick motion.] To gape with sleepiness ;

to yawn.

Oscitation, (os-e-ta'shun) n. [L. oseitatio.] Act of

yawning or gaping from sleepiness.

Osculant, (osTcu-Iant) a. [L. oseulans, ppr. of osculari,

to kiss.] Adhering closely ; embracing;—intermediate

in character, or on the border between two groupB,

Osculate, (os'ku-lat) r. (. [L. osculari, to kiss, from

Ofculum, a. little mouth.] To kiss;—to touch, as one

curve another, or as two curves when both have a

common curvature at the point of contact;—v. i. To

kiss;—to touch:—imp. & pp. osculated ; ppr. osculating.

Osculation, (os-kii-la'Bhun) n. Act of kissing ;—contact

of one curve with another.

Osculatory, (os'kii-la-tor-e) a. Of or pertaining to kiss

ing ;—capable of osculation.

Osculatory, (osTsii-la-tor-e) n. A tablet or board with

a picture of Christ or the Virgin, which was kissed by

the priest and then by the people.

Osier, (6'zhe-er) «. [F. osier, G. oistta.] A species of

willow, or the twig of the willow, used in making

baskets.

 

Osprey.

Osmanli, (oz'man-le) n. A Turkish official—w> called

from Osman, who founded the Ottoman empire in

Asia ; also, a native Turk.

Osnaburg, (oz'na-burg) n. A species of coarse linen

imported originally from Otnaburg in Germany.

Osprey, (os'pra) n. [Corrupted from osiifragt.] A long-

winged eagle of a yellow-

brown or brown colour

above, and of a white

colour below. It lives on

fish, which it takes by sud

denly darting upon them

when near the surface of

the water.

Osseous, (oa'e-us) a. [L.

osseus, from os, ossis, bone.]

Composed of bone ; resem

bling bone ; bony.

Ossicle, (uv'd- kl) ». [L.

ossiculum, diminutive -of

os, a bone.] A small bone.

Ossiferous, (os-sifer-us) a. [L. os, ossis, a bone, and

ferre, to bear.] Containing or yielding bone.

Ossinc, (os-sifik) a. [L. os, bone, and/ac«Y, to make.]

Having power to ossify or change corneous and mem

branous substances to bone.

Ossification, (os-se-fe-ka'shun) n. The act or process of

converting fiesh, fibre, blood, or other animal Bubstance

into bone;—the natural formation of bones in animals;

—also, a morbid induration of, or growth of chalky or

bony substances in or upon, as the heart, lungn, &c.

Ossifrage, (os'se-frfij) n. [L. ossi/raga, from os, ossis, a

bone, and frangere, to break.] The sea-eagle or bald

eagle—formerly so called.

Ossify, (os'se-fi) r. (. [L. os, ossis, bone, and facere, to

make.] To form into bone ; to change from a soft

animal substance into bone ;—v. i. To become bone or

bony :—imp. & pp. ossified ; ppr. ossifying.

Ossivorous, (os-siv'o-rus) a. [L. os, bone, and vorare,

to devour.] Feeding on bones ; eating bones.

Ossuary, (os'su-ar-e) ft, [L. ossuarium, from os, hone.]

A place where the bones of the dead are deposited ; a

charnel-house.

Ostensible, (os-ten'se-bl) a. Shown, declared, or avowed ,

manifest ; apparent ;—colourable ; plausible.

Ostensibly, (os-ten'se-ble) mi.,:. In an ostensible man

ner ; in appeal ance.

Ostensive, (os-ten'siv) a. Showing; exhibiting.

Ostensively, (os-ten'siv-le) adv. In an ostensive manner.

Ostent, (os'tent) n. JL. ostentus, ostentuvt, from osten-

tlere, to show.] Appearance ; air ; manner ;—show ;

manifestation ; token ;—a portent.

Ostentation, (os-ten-ta'shun) n. Outward show or ap

pearance: vain show; an ambitious display; pretentious

parade;—pomp; pompousness ; vaunting; boasting.

Ostentatious, (ce-ten-ta'sne-us) a. Fond of excessive

display ;—pretentious ;—boastful ; vaunting ; showy ;

gaudy.

Ostentatiously, (os-ten-ta'she-us-le) adv. In an ostenta

tious manner : boastfully ; with vain display.

Osteologist, (os-te-ol'e-jist) n. One versed in osteology ;

—one who describes the bones of animals : — also

osteologer.

Osteology, (os-te-ol'o-je) n, [G. osteon, bone, and logos,

discourse.] That part of anatomy which treats of tho

nature, arrangement, and uses of the bones ;—the

system of bones in an animal or class of animals.

Ostiary, (os'te-ar-e) n. [L. ostium, entrance, mouth.]

The mouth or opening by which a river discharges its

waters into the sea or into a lake ; an estuary.

Ostracean, (os-tra'she-an) n. [L. oatrea, G. ostreon,

oyster.] One of a family of bivalve shell-fish, of which

the oyster is the type.

Ostracism, (os'tra-sizm) ti. [G. ostrakon, a tablet used

in voting, a shell.] Banishment, by the people of

Athens, of a person whose merit and influence gave
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umbrage to them ; rote of public censure ;—hence,

expulsion from a society or community ;—exclusion;

separation.

Ostracise, (os'tra-siz) v. t. To exile by ostracism ; to

banish by the popular voice ; to exclude from a society

or company ; to put under ban .—imp. & pp. ostra

cized; nr, ostracizing.

Ostrich, (oVtrich) n. [ F. autruche, G. ho uugas strouthos,

the large bird, i.e., the ostrich.] A large bird, having

a long neck, stout long legs, with only two toes, and

Bhort wings, with long, soft plumes in the place of

feathers. It is remarkable for its speed, and is a

native of Africa and Arabia.

Ostrogoth, (os'tro-goth) ft. One of the eastern Goths,

as distinguished from the Visigoths, or western Gotlis.

Other, (uTH'jr) pron. & a. [A.-S. odher. Go. author.]

Not the same ; not this ; different ;—not I, or he, but

some one else;—contrary; opposite;—noting some

beside ; additional ;—used as a correlative to each, and

as a distinctive to some ;—used as a noun for different

person or thing ; especially plural, different persons.

Otherwhere, (uTH'er-hwiir) adv. In another place.

Otherwhile, (uTH'cr-hwil) adv. At other times.

Otherwise, (uTU'er-wiz) adv. In a different manner ;

in different respects ; by other causes or means.

Otiose, (d'she-os) a. [h. otio/tus, from otiiun, ease.]

Being at ease ; unemployed ; indolent.

Otology, (6-tol'fi-je) u. [G. otos, ear, and logos, discourse. ]

That branch of auatomy which gives an account of the

oar ; a treatise on the ear.

Ottar, (ot'tar) ». A highly fragrant oil obtained from

the petals of the rose :—also otto, attar.

Otter, (ot'er) n. [A.-S oter, lcel. otrf Ger. otter.] A

digitigrade carnivorous in m

null of the genus Lutra. and

of several Bpccies. They are

aquatic and feed on fish.

Ottoman, (ot'6-man) a. [From

Othman, or Oshiun, a sultan

whoassumed the government

of Turkey about the year Otter.

1300.] Pertaining to or derived from the empire of

Turkey.

Ottoman, (ot'o-iuan) n. A Turk ;■■ -a stuffed seat without

a back, originally used in Turkey.

Ouch, (ouch) n. [Corrupted from nouch, L. nusca, clasp,

necklace, Ger. nutca.) A bezel or socket in which a

precious stone or seal is sot ;—a carcanet or ornament

of gold.

Ought, (awt) t\ imperfect. (Originally the preterit tense

of the verb to oice, A.-S. dgan, to have or possess.]

It is used in all persons, both in the present and past

tenses.] Is fit; behoveth ; is proper or necessary;

should—used impersonally.

Ounce, (ouns) n. [I* uncia, a twelfth.] A weight, the

twelfth i>art of a pound troy, and the sixteenth of a

pound avoirdupois. [F. once, Sp. ouzo.] A carnivorous

animal resembling the leopard, but having a thicker

fur, irregular faint spots, and a longer tail. It is a

native of Northern India and Persia.

Our, (our) possessive pron. [A.-S. 'are, contracted User,

utter, from us, us, to us.] Pertaining or belonging to

us—when the substantive goes before it, our is

written ours.

Ourself, (our-Behf) pron. Added after we ; us, by way

of emphasis, and chiefly in the plural ;—myself—UBed

reciprocally in the regal or formal style.

Ousel, (66'zl) h. | A.-S. 6sle.\ A bird of several Bpccies

of the thrush family.

Oust, (oust) v.t. [F. oster, 6ter.] To take away; to

remove ;—to eject ; to turn out :—imp. & pp. ousted ;

ppr. ousting. [tion ; disseizin.

Ouster, (.ouster) n. A putting out of possession ; ejec-

Out, (out) adv. [A.-S. & lcel. ut, Go. ud.) Without ;

on the outside ; not within ; beyond the limits of any

inclosed place or given line ;—abroad ; not at home ;—

 

in a state of disclosure or discovery ;—in a state of ex

tinction, exhaustion, or destitution ; in want or debt ;

with deficiency or loss;—not in office or employment ;

—in public, on display, and the like ;—to the end ;

during the whole of; completely ;—in an open or free

manner ; audibly or perceptibly ; vividly or forcibly ;

—not in the hands of the owner;—in error or mistake:

in a wrong position or opinion;—in a puzzle: at a loss;

—uncovered ; with clothes torn ;—away ; off—used as

an exclamation.

Out, (out) h. One who or that which is without ;

especia lly, one who is out of office ;—a place or space

outside of or around ; an angle projecting outward ;

an open space;—an omission in setting up copy.

Out, (out) r. I. To eject ; to expel.

Outarguc, (out-ar'gu) r. t. To argue better than another.

Outbalance, (out-bal'ans) v. t. To outweigh ; to exceed

In weight or effect. [cations.

Outbar, (out-barO r. t. To shut out by bars and foriifi-

Outbid, (out-bid') v. t. To go beyond or surpass in the

offer of a price. [nets; todtf).

Outbrave, (out-briiv') r. t. To excel in bravery or bold*

Outbrt-ak. (out'brak) it, A bursting forth ; eruption.

Outbreaking, (out'brak-ing)ji. That which bursts forth.

Out-building, (out'bild-ing) n. A building separate

from, and subordinate to, the main house or dwelling:

an out-house.

Outburst, (out 'I mist ) n. A breaking or bursting out.

Outcast, (oufkast) ft. One who is cast out or expelled ;

an exile ; hence, a degraded person ; a vagabond.

Outclearanoe, (out-kler'ans) u. Clearance out of or

from, as a port.

Outcome, (out'kum) n. That which comes out of, or

follows from, something else; issue; result: conse

quence, [auctioneer.

Outcrier, (out'kri-er) ft, A public crier ;—a herald ; an

Outcrop, (oufkrop) n. The coming out of a stratum to

the surface of the ground ;—that part of an inclined

stratum which appears at the surface.

Outcrop, (out-krop) v. i. To come out to the surface of

the ground—said of strata.

Outcry, (oufkri) ft, A vehement or loud cry ; a cry of

distress ;—noisy opposition or detestation ;—clamour;

noise ; vociferation. [to surpass in daring.

Outdare, (out-dtLrO r, f. To dare or venture beyond ;

Outdo, (out-doo') i'. t. To excel ; to surpass :—imp. out*

did ; pp. outdone ; ppr. outdoing.

Outdoing, (out-d66'ing) ft. Act of surpassing or excel

ling in performance.

Outdoor, (out'dor) a. TJeing without the house.

Outdoors, (out'dorz) adv. Abroad ; out of the house.

Outer, (out'jr) a. [Comparative of out.] Being on the

outside ; further or more remote than something else ;

external.

Outerly, (out'?r-le) adv. Towards the outside.

Outermost, (out'er-most) a. [Superlative from outer.]

Being on the extreme external part ; remotest from

the midst. [nance ; to braie.

Outface, (out-fits') v. t. To face or look out of count?-

Outfarm, (out'farm) u. A farm at some distance from

the home farm.

Outfit, (out'fit) n, A fitting out, as of a ship, passenger,

or traveller, for a voyage or journey ; equipment for,

or money advanced for the expenses of, any special

service or duty. [a voyage or journey.

Outfitter, (out'fit-er) ft. One who furnishes outfits for

Outflank, (out-flangk') r. t. To extend the flank or wing

of an army beyond that of the enemy.
Outflow, (out'flo) ■.'(. Efflux ; issue ; outoome.

Outgatc, (out'gat) it. Passage outwards ; outlet

Outgeneral, (out-jen'er-al) v. t. To exceed in general

ship ; to gain advantage over by superior military

Outgo, (out-goO v. t. To go beyond ; to go faster tliau ;

—to surpass ; to excel ;—to circumvent; to overreouJi :

—imp. outwent; jv outgone; ppr. outgoing.
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Outgo, (outgo) n. Outlay; expenditure—the Opposite

of incomr.

f Itgoer, (out'go-er) it. Ono who goo* out or departs.

Outgoing, (oiu'go-ing) w. Act or the state of going out ;

"-outlay ; expenditure ;— extreme limit ; utinottt bor

der; eud.

Outgrow, (ont-grd') r. (. To surpass In growth;—to

become too large or too old for any thing :-—imp. out'

grew ; pp. outgrown ; ppr. outgrowing.

Outgrowth, (out grdth) n. Growth to excess ;—that |

which ha* grown out or proceeded from any thing ;

result.

Outguard, (out'gard) u. A guard at a distance from the

main body of an army ; hence, any thing for defence

placed at a distance from the thing to be defended.

Outhaul, (outTiawl) n. A rope used for hauling out the

clew of a l>oom-sail.

duthouse, (outTiotis) n. A small house or building at

a little distance from the main house; an out-building.

Outing, (ou t'ing) ii . Journey for change and recreation

from the confinement of business.

Outlandish, (out - land' ish) a. Not native; foreign;

strange; rude; barbarous. [induration.

Outlast, (out-lasf) r. t. To last longer than ; to exceed

Outlaw, (outlaw) n. A person excluded from the bene

fit of the law, or deprived of its protection.

3utlaw. (outlaw) r. t. To deprive of the benefit and

protection of law; to proscribe :—imp. A pp. outlawed ; i

ppr. outlawing.

Outlawry, (outlaw-re) n. Act of outlawing ; the put- '

ting a malt out of the protection of law.

Outlay, (outla) n. A laying out or expending ;—that

which is laid out ; expenditure.

Outlet, (outlet) ». Place or the means by which any

thing is let out ; passage outward ; an exit.

Outline, (outlin) n. The line which marks the outside

of a figure; contour;—hence, a sketch; delineation of a

figure without shading;—hence, a preliminary or gene

ral indication of a plan, system, course of thought, Ac

Outline, (outlin) v. t. To draw the exterior line of;—

to draw in outline ; to sketch ; to delineate ;—imp. &

pp. outlined ; ppr. outlining.

Outlive, (out-liV) v. t. To live beyond ; to survive.

Outlook, (out'look) n. Act of looking out; watch;—

place from which one looks out ; a watch-tower ;—

view obtained by one looking out ; prospect

Outlook, (out-look') v. t. To face or stare down ;—to

select.

Outlying, (outli-ing) a. Lying or being at a distance

from the main body or design ; remote ;—being on the

exterior or frontiei.

Outmost, (out'most) a. Furthest outward ; most .re

mote from the mfddH

Outnumber, (out-number) v. t. To exceed In number.

Out of, (out'of). [Out, adv., and o/, prep.] From;

noting source or origin ;—beyond ; noting distance or

separation;—not in; noting absence, departure, dis-

mission, exclusion ; —not according to; noting devia

tion, unfitness, impropriety, deficiency, Ac; in conse

quence of; noting means, cause, reason, Ac. Out and

out, thoroughly : completely.

Out-of-door, (out'of-dor) a. Being out of the house : in

the open air ; out-door. [doors.

Out-of-doors, (out of-dorz) adv. Out of the house ; "it-

Out-of-the-way, (out-of-the-wft') o. Different frotr: the

ordinary way or fashion : uncommon ; unusual ; sin

gular, [behind in walking.

Outpace, (out-pis') v. t. To outgo in speed ; to leave

Outpenaloner, (out'pen-shun-fr) n. A pensioner of an

hospital, as Greenwich or Chelsea, who lives out of the

bounds.

Outport. (out'port) n. A harbour or port at some dis

tance from the chief town or seat of trade.

Outpost, (out'pOst) n. A post or station without the

limits of a camp, or at a distance from the main body

of an army ;—the troops at such a station.

Outpour, (out-por*) r. t. To pour out ; to send forth in

a stream ; to effuse.

Outrage, (out 'raj ) v. t. To treat with violence and

wrong ; to injure by rough, rude treatment of any

kind; hence, to shock; to scandalise:—imp. & pp*

outraged ; ppr. outraging.

Outrage, (oat 'raj) n. [L. vlti-aoium, from ultra, be

yond.] Injurious violence offered to persons or things;

gross injury ; insult ; abuse.

Outrageous, (out-raj'e-us) «. Violent ; furious ; exceed

ing the bounds of moderation, reason, or decency ;—

enormous ; atrocious ;—tumultuous ; turbulent

Outrageously, (out-raj C-us-le) adv. In an outrageous

manner. [outrageous.

Outrageousness, (ont-r.1j e-ns-nes) n. Quality of being

Outre, (oo'tra) a. [F. pp. of oittrer, to exaggerate, from

I- ultra, beyond.] Being out of the common course or

limits ; extravagant

Outreach, (ont-rcch') r. (. To reach or extend beyond.

Outrcason, (out-ru'zn) v.t. To surpass or excel in

reasoning.

Outride, (out-ridO r. r. To ride faster than ;—«. t To

tiavel about on horseback or in a whicle.

Outrider, (out'rid-er) it. A servant on horseback who

attends a carriage.

Outrigger, (out'rig-er) «. Any projecting spar or piece

of timber for extending ropes or sails, Ac.

Outright, (ont'rit) adt. Immediately; without delay ;

at once ; instantly ;—completely ; utterly.

Outrival, (out-ri'val) v. t. To surpass in excellence.

Outrun, (out-run*) r. t. To exceed in running;—hence,

to exceed in degree, quality, Ac ; to surpass ;—imp.

outran ; pp. outrun ; ppr. outrunning.

Outsell, (out-seT) v. t. To exceed in amount of sales :

—to exceed In the prices of things sold ;—to bring or

be sold for a higher price '.—imp. A pp. outsold ; ppr.

outselling. [beginning.

Outset, (out'set) n. First entrance on any business ;

Outshine, (out-shin') v. t. To excel In lustre or excel

lence ;— v. i To send forth lustre or brightness.

Outside, (o*ifsid) n. The external part of a thing ; that

which is superficial ; exterior ; externality ;—the part

or place which lies without or beyond an inclosnre ;—

the furthest limit, as to number, quantity, extent, Ac ;

the utmost ;—one who or that which is without

Outside, (out'sid) a. Ou the outside; exterior; external.

Outsider, (out sid-er) n. One not belonging to the con

cern, party, Ac, spoken of.

Outskirt, (out'skert) n. Border ; outpost ; suburb.

Outspread, (out-spred') r. f . To extend ; to spread.

Outspreading, (out'spred-ing) n. The act of diffusing

or spreading over.

Outstand, (out-stand*) v. i. To project outward from

the main body ;—to stand or remain beyond the pro

per time ; hence, to be unpaid, as a debt, and the

like:—imp. A pp. outstood ; ppr. outstanding.

Outstanding, (out'stand-ing) a. Unpaid ;—uncollected,

a* debts. [a town.

Outstreet, (out strft) n. A street in the extremities of

Outstretch. (out-strechO r. t. To stretch or spread out ;

to expand. [yond; to leave behind.

Outstrip, (out-strir/) r. t. To outrun ; to advance be-

Outvalue, (out-val'u) v. t. To exceed in price or value

Outvie, (out-vi') v. t. To exceed ; to surpass.

Outvote, (out-vot ') r. t. To exceed in the number of

votes given ; to defeat by plurality of suffrages.

Outwall, (out'wawl) u. The exterior wall of a building

or fortress.

Outward, (out'werd) a. (T5ng. out and ward.] Forming

the superficial part ; external ; exterior ;—extrinsfc ;

adventitious ;—tending to the exterior part ; in Scrip

ture, fleshly ; carnal ; not spiritual.

Outward, (oiit'wfrd) n. External form.

Outward, (out'werd) adv. To the outer parts ; toward

the outside :—sea-ward ;—toward some foreign port:—

also oittirnrdt.
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Outward-bound, (out'wjrd-bound) a. Proceeding from

a port or country ; chartered to sail to foreign parte ;

sailing from the land ; sea-ward.

Outwardly, (out'werd-le) adv. Externally; on the out

side;—hence, in appearance; ostensibly; not sincerely.

Outwear, (out-war) v. t. To last longer than ; to sur

pass or exceed in duration :—imp. outwore ; pp. out-

worn ; vpr. outwearing1.

Outweigh, (out-waO v. t. To exceed in weight ;—to

exceed in value, influence, or importance.

Outwit, (out- wit') v. t. To surpass in design or strata

gem ; to overreach ; to defeat or frustrate by superior

ingenuity.

Outwork, (out-wurk1) r. t. To surpass in work or

labour :—imp. outworked or outwrought ; pp. out-

wrought; ppr. outworking.

Outwork, (out'wurk) n. A part of a fortress without

the principal wall, within or beyond the principal

ditch ; any work thrown up to defend or fortify.

Oral, (d'val) a. [L. ovum, egg.] Having the shape or

figure of an egg ; resembling the longi

tudinal section of an egg ;—hence, oblong

and curvilinear, with both ends of about

the same breadth ; elliptical.

Oval, (6'val) n. A body or figure in the shape

of an egg or of an ellipse.

Ovally, (6'val-le) adv. In an oval form ; so

as to be oval, as an egg.

Ovarian, (o-v.Vrc-an) a. Pertaining to the Oval

female ovary.

Ovary, (6'var-e) n. [L. ovarium, from ovum, egg. J

That part of the pistil which contains the seed, and in

the course of development becomes the fruit;—the

part in oviparous animals in which the eggs are

formed ;—the part in viviparous animals which pro

duces the fetus.

Ovate, (o'vat) a. Shaped like an egg, with the lower

extremities bioadest, as a leaf.

Ovation, (6-v.Vshu 11) n. [L. ovatio.] Among the Romans,

an inferior triumph given to a general who had gained

a victory without much bloodshed, or over an incon

siderable enemy ;—in modern usage, any expression of

popular approval ; applause ; vociferous cheering, dec.

Oven, fuv'n) n. [A.-S. o/en, loel. ofn, D. own. J An

arched place for baking, heating, or drying any sub

stance : hence, any apparatus which may be heated

for baking or like uses.

Over, (over) prep. [A.-S. o/er, Go. vfar, D. & Dan.

over, Oer. uber, Q. huper.] Across ; from side to aide

—implying a passing or moving either above or on

the surface of;—above, in place or position;—above,

in excellence, dignity, or value ;—above in authority ;

—upon the surface or whole surface : through the

whole extent ;—in a state of watchfulness with respect

to ;—during the whole time.

Over, (over) adv. From aide to side ; —on the opposite

side ;—from one to another by passing ;—from one

country to another, by passing ;—above the top ;—

more than the quantity assigned;—throughout;—

from beginning to end ; completely.

Over, (o'ver) a. Upper ; covering ; past ; done with—

chiefly used in composition.

Overact, (o-ver-aktf) v. t. To act or perform to excess ;

—v. i. To act more than is necessary.

Overaotion, ( 6-ver-ak'shun ) n. Performance beyond

due bounds ; excessive action.

Overalls, (o'ver-awlz) n.pl. A kind of loose trowsers

worn over others to protect them from being soiled.

Overanxious, (d-ver-angkahus) a. Too anxious ; soli

citous to excess.

Overarch, (o-vfjr-irch') v. t. To cover with an arch ;—

v. i. To hanjf over like an arch.

Overawe, (6-vcr-av.') r. t. To restrain by awe, fear, or

superior influence.

Overbalance, (d-ver-bal an*) v. t. To exceed in weight,

value, or importance.

Overbalance, (d-ver-baTans) n. Excess of weight or

value.

Overbear, (5-vcr-barO v. t. To bear down ; to repress ;

to subdue ;—overpower ; overwhelm ; conquer :—imp.

overbore ; pp. overborne ; ppr. overbearing.

Overbearing, (d-ver-barlng) a. Haughty and dogmati

cal ; tending to repress or subdue by insolence or

effrontery. [ing manner ; haughtily.

Overbearingly, (6-ver-baying-le) adv. In an overbear-

Overbid, (5-ver-bid') v. i. To bid or offer more than an

equivalent:—imp. overbade; pp. overbid or overbid

den ; ppr. overbidding.

Overboard, (6'ver-bord) adv. Over the side of a ship ;

hence, out of a ship or from on board. [weight.

Overburden, (d-ver-bur'dn) v. t. To load with too great

Overbusy, (o-ver-bize) a. Too busy ; officious.

Overcast, • (o-ver-kaatf) a. Clouded; darkened; over

spread with clouds or gloominess.

Overcast, (d-ver-kasf) v. I. To cover with gloom ; to

cloud ; to darken ;— to rate too high ;—to sew by

running the thread over a rough edge ; to sew over

and over :—imp. & pp. overcast; ppr. overcasting.

Overcharge, (6-vcr-chirj') v. t. To load with too heavy

a charge or weight ; to burden ; to oppress ; to fill to

excess ; to surcharge ;—to surfeit ; to cloy ;—to rate

too high ; to exact an excessive price for ; to enter in

an account more than is just ;—to load with too much

powder and ball, as a gun.

Overcharge, (cVver-charj) a. An excessive load or bur

den :—a charge in an account of more than is just ;—

an excessive charge, as of a gun.

Overcloud, (6-ver-kloud') r. (. To cover or overspread

with clouds ; to becloud.

Overcoat, (G'ver-kot) n. A coat worn over the other

clothing ; a great-coat or top-coat.

Overcome, (6-ver-kum') v. t. To get the better of ; to

conquer ; to vanquish ;—to surmount ; to get over, as

obstacles ;—to subdue ; to repress, as opposition ;—

v. i. To gain the superiority ; to be victorious :—imp.

overcame ; pp. overcome ; ppr. overcoming.

Overcredulotis, (d-ver-kred'u-lua) a. Too ready to be

lieve ; trusting too easily. (day.

Overdate, (o-v^r-daf) v. t. To date beyond the proper

Overdo, (o-ver-ddo') v. t. To do or perform too much ;

—to oppress by too much action or labour : to harass ;

to fatigue ;—to boil, bake, or roast ton much ;—r. t.

To labour too hard ; to do too much :—imp. overdid ;

pp. overdone; ppr. overdoing.

Overdose, (6 ver-dOs) n. Too great a dose.

Overdraw, (o-ver-draw') r. t. To draw upon for a sum

beyond one's credit in the books of a bank or merchant:

—imp. overdrew; pp. overdrawn; ppr. overdrawing.

Overdrive, (6-ver-driv') v.t.&i. To drive too hard or

beyond strength. (the time of payment

Overdue, (o'ver-du) a. Due and more than due ; past

Overestimate, (d-ver-es'tim-at) v. (. To Bet too high a

value on ;—to rate or calculate too highly.

Overfatigue, (6-ver-fa-teg') r. t. To tire or wear out

excessively ; to produce faintness or weariness by

overwork.

Overflow, (o-vgr-flo1) v. t. To flow over; to spread over,

as water ; to inundate ;—hence, to overwhelm ; to

cover, as with numbers ;—v. i. To run over ; to swell

and run over the brim and banks ;—to be abundant ;

to abound. [abundance.

Overflow, (oVer-flo) n. An inundation ; also, super-

Overflowing, (o-vjr-flo'ing) n. Exuberance; copiousness.

Overfreight, (6-ver-fratf) v. t. To load too heavily ; to

fill with too great quantity or numbers.

Overgrow, (6-ver-gro') v. t. To cover with growth or

herbage :—to grow beyond ; to rise above ;—r. i. To

grow beyond the fit or natural size:—imp. overgrew;

pp. overgrown: ppr. overgrowing.

Overhang, (d-ver-hnng) r. t. To impend or hang over;

to jut or project over ;—v. i. To jut over;—iwjx 6

pp. overhung; ppr. overhanging.
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Overhaul, (6-ver-bawl') v. t. To draw or drag over;— to

examine thoroughly with a view to repairs ;—to gain

upon in a chase ; to overtake.

Overhead, (A-ver-hetT) adv. Aloft; above ; in the

zenith or ceiling; iu the story or upon the floor above.

Overhear, (6 - ver - hfir ' ) v. t. To hear more than was

intended or proper ; to hear by accident '.—imp. & pp.

overheard; pjtr. overhearing.

Overheat, (o-ver-hef) v. t. To heat to excess.

Overissue, (d-vcr-ish'6d) a. An issuing, as of notes,

beyond the capital stock, or beyond the public wants.

Overjoy, (6-ver-jjoy') v. U To maxe excessively joyful.

Overjoy, (AVer-joy) n. Excessive gladness ; transport

of pleasure or joy.

Overlade, (o-ver-laa") v. t. To load with too great a

cargo or other burden : — imp. overladcd ; pp, over

laden ; ppr. overlading.

Overlaid, (ivvfr-lild')rt. Covered over with;—smothered.

Overland, (o'ver-land) a. Made or performed upon or

across the land.

Overlap, (A-ver-lap') v. (. or i. To extend so as to lie or

rest upon ; to lap over.

Overlay, (6-ver-l.V) r. f. To lay over ; to spread over ;

to cover completely;—to smother with a close covering

or by lying upon ;—to stretch above and across, so as

to unite the two sides of:—imp. & pp. overlaid; ppr,

overlaying:.

Overleap, (A-ver-lei/) r. t. To leap over; to pass or move

from side to side by leaping.

Overleather, (6' ver- Ioth -er) h. The leather which

forms, or is intended to form, the upper part of a

■hoe. [corrupt.

Overleaven, (6-vcr-lev'n) r. t. To leaven too much ; to

Overlie, (o-ver-li') v. t. To lie over or upon something :

—imp. overlay; pp. overlain; ppr. overlying.

Overload, (o-ver-lod') v. L To load with too heavy a

burden or cargo.

Overlook, (o-ver-lookO v. t To look over or beyond, as

from an elevated position ; to view from a high place ;

—to afford an elevated prospect of ;—to inspect; to re

view ; to go over and survey the whole ;—to look be

yond, so that wliat is near by is not perceived ; to pass

by; to neglect; to slight;—hence, to excuse; to pardon;

—to look over the shoulder of.

Overlooker, (d-ver-lobk'er) »<. One who overlooks ; a

superintendent.

Overly, (o'ver-le) o. Careless ; superficial ; slight.

Overmasted, (6'vrr-mas-ted) a. Having masts too long

or large, as a vessel

Overmaster, (d-ver-mas'ter) r. t. To overpower ; to sub

due ; to vanquish ; to govern.

Overmatch, (o-vjr-mach') v. t. To be too powerful for ;

to conquer ; to subdue ; to overcome by superior

force. [able to overcome.

Overmatch, (d/ver-mach) n. One superior in power ; ono

Ovennearare, (o'ver-mezh-ur) n. Excess or measure ;

surplus.

Overmuch, fo'ver-much) adv. In too great a degree.

Overmuch, (AVer-much) n. More than sufficient.

Overnight, (AVer-nit) adv. During the night previous;

yesterday night ; last night.

Overpass, (d-ver-pas*) v. t. To pass over ; to neglect ; to

disregard ;—to go over ; to cross ;—to omit.

Overpay, (o-ver-pa') v. t. To pay too much or more

than is due ;—to reward beyond the price or merit :—

imp. & pp. overpaid; ppr. overpaying. [tants.

Overpeople, (6-ver-p6'pl) v. t. To overstock with inbabi-

Overplus, (o'ver-plus) n. [Over and L. plus, more.]

That which remains after a supply ; surplus.

Overpower, (6-ver-pow'er) v. *. To affect with a power

or force that cannot be borne ;—to vanquish by force ;

overcome; crush; overwhelm; conquer; subdue.

Overprize, (6-vcr-prw) v. t. To value or prize at too

high a rate.

Overproduction, (o-ver-pro-duk'ahnn) ». Great produc- .

tion ; supply beyond the demand.

Overrate, (6-ver-ratf) r. t To rate at too much ; to

estimate at a value beyond the truth.

Overreach, (d-ver-rech') r. (. To reach beyond in any

direction ; to extend beyond ;—to get the better of by

cunning or sagacity; to cheat ;—v. i. To strike the

toe of the hind foot against the heel or shoe of the fore

foot, as some horses are apt to do.

Override, (6-ver-nd') v. (. To ride beyond the strength

of the horse ;—to ride too far or beyond ;—to trample

down, and hence to set aside or annul :—imp. over

rode; pp. overridden, overrode, overrid; ppr. over

riding.

Overrule, (A-ver-rooT) r. L To rule over; to have or

exercise supreme authority ; to influence or direct, as

lire, character, or conduct, by superior motives, con

siderations, &c. ;—to supersede, alter, or annul, as a

legal judgment or decision ; to rule against ;—espe

cially, to order and control human actions and events

so as to effect the Divine purpose in providence or

grace. [controlling power.

Overruling, (6-ver-rcol'ing) a. Exerting superior and

Overrun, (A-ver-run') v. t. To run or spread over in a

prolific manner : to cover ;—to march or rove over ; to

ravage by hostile incursions ; — to overspread with

numbers ; to pester ; hence, to injure by treading

down ;—to change the arrangement of the types, and

carry those of one line into another in correction, con

traction, or extension of columns or lines;—v. i. To

run over; to overflow;—to extend beyond its due or

desired length, as a line or column of type:— imp.

overran ; pp. overrun ; ppr. overrunning.

Overscrupulous, (o-ver-skroA'pu-lus) o. Excessively

careful and punctilious in decision or action ; ex

tremely conscientious. [seas.

Oversea, (A'ver-se) a. Foreign ; 1 -rought from beyond

Oversee, (d-ver-seO v. t. To inspect so as to direct and

control ; to superintend ; to overlook :—imp. oversaw ;

pp. overseen ; ppr. overseeing.

Overseer, (6-ver-ser') n. A superintendent ; a super

visor ;—an officer who has the care of the poor, «fcc.

Overseership, (o^ver-eer'ship) n. The office of an over

seer or superintendent.

Overset, (A-ver-setf) v. t. To turn upon the side, or to

turn bottom upward ;—to subvert to overthrow ;—

v. i. To turn or be turned over ; to capsize :—imp. &

pp. overset ; ppr. oversetting

Overset, (AVer-set) n. An upsetting ; ruin ; overturn.

Overshadow, (o-ver-shad'o) v. t. To throw a shadow or

shade over ;—to shelter ; to protect.

Overshoe, (AVe,r-ah6o) n. A shoe of India rubber, or

other water-proof material, worn over another shoe to

protect it from moisture.

Overshoot, (d-ver-shoof) v. t. To shoot beyond, as a

mark.-—to pass swiftly over.

Overshot wheel, a wheel, the cir

cumference of which is cover

ed with cavities or buckets, and

which is turned by water which

shoots over, or flows upon the

top of it, filling the Duckets

and acting by its weight only :

—imp. & pp. overshot; ppr.

overshooting.

Oversight, (over-sit) ti. Watch- Overshot wheel.

ful care ;—superintendence ; supervision ; inspection :

an overlooking ; omission ; inadvertence ; mistake ;

error.

Overslaugh, (AVer-slaw) n. A bar in a river rendering

the passage of vessels difficult at low water.

Overspread, (o-ver-spred') v. t . To spread over ; to cover

over ;—to scatter over :—imp. & pp. overspread ; ppr.

overspreading. [to cxag^c-iat-u.

Overstate, (6- vrr-stlf) v. t. To state in too strong terms;

Overstep, (G-vcr-step') r. t. To step over or lwynnd : to

excoed. [ing ; superabundance.

Overstock, (o'ver-stok) n. Excess of supply or-furnish
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Overstock, (o-vjr-stok') r. t. To furnish or supply with

mora than U requisite or mutable : to fill with too

great numbers, as of persons or animals, or too great

quantities, as of goods.

Overstrain, (6-ver-strin') r. i. To strain to excess ; to

maku too violent efforts.

Overstrained, (6-ver-strand') a. Stretched beyond the

proper bonnds or limits; overtasked ;—unduly forced

or exaggerated.

Overt, (6'vprt) a. [F. ouvtrt, pp. of ouvrir, from de and

operire, to cover. ] Open to view ; public; apparent;

—manifest.

Overtake. (o-v;r-taV) r. t. To come up with ; to catch;

—to come upon ; to take by surprise :—imp. overtook ;

Pp. overtaken; ppr. overtaking.

Overtask, (d-vcr-task) r. (. To impose too heavy a task

or injunction on.

Overthrow, (6-ver-thro') r. t. To throw over; to turn

ii]>side down ;—to throw down ; to demolish ;—to de

feat ; to conquer ;—to subvert ; to destroy ;—to ruin

utterly : — imp. overthrew; pp. overthrown; ppr.

overthrowing.

Overthrow, (6 ver-thro) a. The act of overturning; the

stnto of being overturned ; ruin ; destruction ; defeat ;

discomfiture; degradation; downfall.

Ovcrthwart, (<Vver-thwart') a. Over against; opposite;

— crossing at right angles ; cross; perverse.

Overthwart, (6- ver- thwart*) adv. Across; from side to

side. [openly.

Overtly, (fl'vert-le) adv. In open view; publicly;

Overtop, (6-ver-top') v. t. To rise above the top of;—to

go beyond ; to transcend ; to surpass ; to excel ;—to

make of less importance by superior excellence; to

obscure,

Overtrade, (o-ver-trao") t*. i. To trade beyond capital,

or to purchase goods beyond the moans of payment,

or lieyoud the wants of the community.

Overture, (6'vc'*t-ur) «■■ [f. ouverture.) Something

offered for consideration; a proposal ; an offer;—speci

fically, a topic or resolution formally proposed for con

sideration by a proper person or committee ;—a musi

cal prologue or composition for a full instrumental

baud, introductory to an oratorio, opera, or ballet.

Overturn, (d-vcr-turn/) v. t. To turn or throw from a

basis or foundation ;—to subvert; to ruin; to destroy;

—to overpower ; to conquer.

Overturn, (6'ver-turn) n. Tho state of being over

turned or subverted ; overthrow.

Overtrust, (o-ver- trust') v. t. To place too much reliance

on ; to give too much mercantile credit to.

Overvalue, (o-vcr-val'u) v. t. To value at too high a rate.

Overween, (o-vcv-wOn') i\ i. To be too high, favourable,

or flattering in one's estimate or judgment;—hence,

to be arrogant in one's thoughts or claims.

Overweening, (u-ver-wen'mg) «. Arrogant ; self-con

ceited ; vain. [ing manner.

Overweeningly, (5-ver-wen'ing-le) adr. In an overween-

Overweigh, (o-ver-wfi/) v. t. To exceed in weight ; to

outweigh ; overbalance.

Overweight, (o'vcr-wilt) n. Weight over and above

what is required by law or custom ;—preponderance.

Overwhelm, ( 6-vcr-hwelm') i*. t. To overspread or

crush beneath something that covers or encompasses

tlie whole;—hence, to immerse and bear down ; to

overbear ; overcome ; subdue.

Overwhelmingly, (d-ver-hwelni'ing-le) adv. In a man

ner to overwhelm.

Overwise.Co-ver-wis^o, Affectedly wise: pretending or

claiming superior knowledge or wisdom.

Overwork, (o'vgr-wurk) n, Work done beyond the

contract ; extra labour or time in finishing a job;

excessive or exhausting lalwur.

Overwork, (o-vrr-wurk') r. i. & r. To work beyond the

strength; to tire:—imp. & pp. overworked or over

wrought ; ppr. overworking.

Overworn, (over-worn) o. Worn out; subdued by toil.

Overwrought, (Vver-rawt) a. Tired by excessive labour;

—too much laboured ; overdone ;—worked all round

or over, as with ornaments. [excess.

Overzealons, (o-ver-zel'us) a. Too zealous ; eager to

Oviduct, (6 ve-dnkt) n. [L. ovum, egg, and ductus,

duct. ] A passage for the ovum or egg from the ovary

to the womb, or to an external outlet.

Oviform, (6've-form) a. [L. ovum, egg, and forma,

form, shape.] Having the form or figure of an egg.

Oviparous, (6-vip'ar-us) a. [L. oviparu*, from on.'«,

egg, and parert, to bring forth, produce.] Producing

eggs from which young are hatched after separation

from the parent—opposed to viviparous.

Oviposit, (o-ve-poz'it) v.i. [I., ovum, an egg, and

ponere, po*itumt to place, lay.] To lay or deposit eggs-

said especially of insects ;—v, t. To deposit or lay, as

an egg :—imp. & pp. oviposited; ppr. ovipositing.

Oviposition, (o-ve-pd-zish'nn) n. The laying or deposit

ing of eggs, especially by insects.

Ovoid, (devoid) a. [L. ovum, egg, and G. eidos, form,

shape.) Having a shape resembling that of an egg.

Ovolo, (o'vd-lo) n. [L. orum, an egg.] A round mould

ing, the quarter of a circle.

Ovoviviparous, (6-vd-vi-vip'a-rus) o. [L. ovum, an egg,

and nrtparus, that brings forth its young alive.]

Viviparous, but developing the young in eggs which

are hatched before exclusion from the body, as certain

reptiles and marsupials.

Ovule, (o'vul) n. [Diminutive of L. ovum, an egg.]

Rudimentary state of a seed.

Ovulite. (o'vu-Ht) h. A fossil egg.

Ovum, (dVum)*i. [L. an egg, G. don.] The body formed

by the female, in which, after impregnation, the de

velopment of the fetus takes place.

Owe, (6) v. t. [A.-S. dgan, IceL eiga.] To have or

possess : to own;—to be indebted to ;—to be obliged or

bound to pay ;—to be obliged to ascribe to ; to be ob

liged for ;—v. i. To be due to ; to be the consequence

or result of :—imp. & pp. owed ; ppr. owing.

Owing, (o'ing). [ppr. of our, but used commonly with

the sense of the pp. owed.] Due, as a debt : required

by moral reason or obligation ;—ascribable or ascribed

to, as the cause; consequential; — imputable or im

puted to, as the agent

Owl, (owl) n. [A. -8. Me, IceL vgta, allied to L. uluta.]

A nocturnal carnivorous bird

of the genus Strix, of a short,

stout form, with downy .

feathers and a large, round

head. The eyes, which are

very large, contract in the sun

shine, but expand in twilight

or moonlight.

Owl, (owl) r. i. To carry on a

contraband or unlawful trade

—so called from its being prac

tised chiefly in the night: —

imp. & pp. owled ; ppr. owling.

Owlet, (owl'et) n. [Diminutive

of oiW.] A little owl : also, au owl.

Owlish, (owl'ish) «. Ktneiubliug an owl.

Own, (on) a. [O. Eng. oirm, A.-S. Apent ppr. of d;mw,

to possess.] Belonging to; belonging exclusively to;

peculiar; possessed by;—domestic: not foreign;—usu

ally following a possessive pronoun to express empha

tically property or ownership to the exclusion of others

—also used as a substitute for a noun.

Own, (on) r. t. To hold, as property ; to possess ;—to

claim by right ; to have a legal title to ;—to acknow

ledge propriety or interest in ; to admit relationship :

to recognize ;—to avow ; to confess, as a fault ;—to

grant ; to concede, as a point in debate :— imp. & pp.

owned ; ppr. owning.

Owner, (on er) n. One who owns; a rightful proprietor.

Ownership, (on'er-ship) n. State of being an owner;

proprietorship.

 

Owl.
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Ox, (oks) n. [A-8. axa, led. ox, L. vacea.) The male

of the bovine genua of quadrupeds, especially when

castrated and grown to its full size :—pi., Oxen, black

cattle in general. (a base.

Oxalate, (oks'a-l&t) n. Bait formed by oxalic acid with

Oxalic, (oks-al'ik) a. [G. oxalu, a sort of sorrel, from

oxut, sharp, pungent, acid.] Pertaining to or obtained

from sorrel, as the acid so called

Oxalia, (oksa-lis) it. A genus of plants having an acid

taste; wood-sorrel.

Ox-bow, (oks'bo) n. Fart of an ox-yoke, consisting of a

curved piece of wood to encircle an ox's neck.

Oxeye, (oksT) v. [From ox and eye.] The oxeye daisy

or Chrysanthemum ;—the greater titmouse.

Ox-fly, (oks'fli) n. A fly hatched under the skin of

cattle.

Oxidate, (oks'id-ilt) v. t. To convert Into an oxide, as

metals and other substances by combination with

oxygen :—imp. & pp. oxidated ; ppr. oxidating'.

Oxidation, (oks-id-a'shun) n. Operation or process of

converting into an oxide.

Oxide, (oks'id) n. A compound of oxygen and a base

destitute of acid and salifying properties.

Oxidixable, (oks'id-iz-a-hl) a. Capable of being oxidized.

Oxidize, (okVid-iz) r. f. To convert into an oxide ; to

oxidate : —imp. & pp. oxidized ; ppr. oxidizing.

Oxlip, (oks'lip) n. A plant ; the great cowslip.

Ox- stall, (oks'stawl) n. A stall or stand for oxen.

Oxter, (outer) n, [A.-S. oxtan.] The arm-pit.

Oxygen, (ok*e-jen) n. [O. oxus, sharp, acid, and gig-

nesthai, to bring forth, to generate.] A gaseous element

jxaseesing strong chemical affinities. Its combination

with bodies, when rapid, produces combustion, and in

slower form, oxidation. It serves to support life, and

forms about twenty-two per cent, of the atmosphere.

By composition with hydrogen it forms water.

Oxygenate, (oks'vj-on-at) v. t. To unite or cause to

combine with oxygen :—imp. & pp. oxygenated; ppr.

oxygenating,

Oxygenation, (oka-ij-en-il'shun) w. Act, operation, or

process of combining with oxygen.

Oxygenous, (oks-rj'en-us) a. Pertaining to oxygen, or

obtained from it

Oxygon, (uksVgon) n. [G. oxus, sharp, and g&nia, an

angle.] A triangle having three acute angle*.

Oxyhydrogen, (oks-e-hulro-jen) a. Of or pertaining to

a mixture or combination of oxygen and hydrogen.

Oxy-hydrogen blowpipe, a kind of blowpipe, in which

one volume of oxygen and two of hydrogen gas are

bunted together, in order to produce an intense

heat.

Oxymel, (okVe-mel) n. [L. oxymeli, G. oxus, acid, and

melt, honey.] A mixture of vinegar and honey.

Oxymoron, (oks-e-nio'ron) n. [G. oxunid>on,from oxus,

sharp, and mdros, foolish.] A figure in which an

epithet of a quite contrary signification is added to a

word ; as, cruel kindness ; bran thoc-horn, &c.

Oxymuriatio, (okse-mu-re-at'ik) a. Pertaining to, or

consisting of, oxygen and muriatic acid :—now called

chlorine.

Oxysalt, (oks'e-sawlt) it. [From oxygen and $alt.] A

compouud of an acid containing oxygen and a salifiable

base.

Oxytone, (oks'e-ton) a. [G. oxu*, sharp, and tonos,

tone.] Having an acute sound.

Oxytone, (oks'e-ton) n. An acute sound;— a word

having the acute accent on the last syllable.

Oyer, (6'ye.r) n. [Norm. F. oyer, hearing, L. audire, to

bear,] The right of a defendant in a suit to hear the

writ, bond, deed, Ac, on which the action is founded ;

—hearing or trial of causes.

Oyez, (6'yes) interj. [F. oyez, hear ye.] Hear ; attend

— a terra used by criers of courts to secure silence and

attract attention before making a proclamation. It is

thrice repeated.

Oyster.Joys'ter) n. [D. outer, F. huitre, G. ostreon,

perhaps from osteon, Iwne, from its hardness.] A

mollusc having a bivalve shell, usually found on gravel

or sand, or adhering to rocks or other fixed substances

in salt water which is shallow, or in the mouths of

rivers. The common species is extensively used

for food.

Oyster-plant, (oys'tfr-plant) n. A plant, the root of

which, when cooked, somewhat resembles the oyBter

in taste ; salsify.

Ozone, (o'zon) n. [G. ozein, to smell.] Oxygen in an

active or highly electro-negative state.

Oconometry, (6-zon-om'ct-re) n. Act or process of de

termining the presence and proportion of ozone in the

atmosphere by an instrument called ozonometer.

P.

P(pe), the twelfth articulation or consonant, and the

sixteenth letter of the English alphabet, is formed

by closely compressing the lips, and separating them

suddenly with an explosive emission of breath, as in

part, pap. It is sometimes silent, as in psalm, receipt;

and before a it Is usually sounded as /, as in philo

sophy, phantom.

Pabular, (pabu-ler) a. [L. pesbtUaris, from pabulum,

food.] Pertaining to or affording food ; alimental :—

also written pabulous.

Fabulusn, (pab'u-lum) n. f L. from pascere, pavi, to

pasture, to feed.] Means of nutriment; food;—fuel.

Pace, (pas) n. [L. passus, from pandere, possum, to

spread, stretch.] A step; especially, the space included

between the two feet In walking, usually estimated at

two and a half linear feet, but sometimes at three and

three-tenths feet ;—manner of walking ; gait ; degree

of celerity in walking ;—a mode of stepping among

horses, in which the legs on the same side are lifted

together: amble.

Pace, (pas) v. i. To go ; to walk ; to more ;—to walk

slowly ;—to move by lifting the legs on the same side

together, as a horse ;—to amble ;—v. t. To walk over

with measured steps;—to measure by steps and paces;

—imp. * pp. paced ; ppr. pacing.

Pacer, (pas'er) n. One who paces ; especially, a horse

that paces.

Pachydaotyl, (pak-e-dak'til) n. [G. pachut, thick, and

daktulos, a finger, a toe.] A bird or other animal

having thick toes.

Pachyderm, (pak'e-derm) n. [G. paeAu*, thick, and

derma, skin.] A non-ruminant hoofed animal, distin

guished for the thickness of its skin, as the elephant,

hippopotamus, rhinoceros, tapir, horse, hog, and the

like.

Paciflo, (pa-sink) a. [L. pax, pacts, peace, and/awr,

to make.] Suited to make or restore peace ;—attended

or characterized by peace ;—appeasing ; conciliatory ;

tranquil ; calm ; quiet ; peaceful ; peaceable.

Paoiflc, (pa-eiflk) n. The ocean situated between the

American continent and Asia. {pacific.

Pacincal, (pa-sifik-.il) a. Of or pertaining to peace ;

Pacifically, (pa-iifik-al-le) adv. In a pacific manner ;

peacefully ; peaceably.

Pacification, (pa-nif-e-ka'shun) a. [L. pacijlcatio.] Act

of pacifying ; reduction to a peaceful state ; reconcile

ment, [pacifies ; a peace-maker.

Pacificator, (pa-sife-kat-er) n. One who or that which

Pacificatory, (pa-sife-kat-or-e) o. Tending to soak*

peace ; conciliatory.
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Pacifier, (pac'e-fI-er) n. One who pacifies.

Pacify, (pas'e-fi) p. f. [L. paevfeare, from pacijfcv*.]

To appease, as wrath or other violent passion or appe

tite ;—to restore peace to ; to trauquillize ;—still ;

quiet ; soothe ; allay ; compose :—imp. A pp. pacified ;

ppr. pacifying.

Pack, (pak) n. [Ger. pack, D. pat, W. batch, a burden

or load. J A bundle or bale, especially, a bundle made

up to be carried on the back ;—a burdensome load ;—

a number or quantity of connected or similar things,

as a set of playing cards ;—a number of hounds or

dogs hunting or kept together ;—a number of persons

united In a bad design or practice ;—a large area of

floating pieces of ice driven together more or less

closely ;—a loose woman.

Pack-, (pak) v. (. To make up into a bundle or hale ;

hence, to assemble and compact together ;—to fill or

load ; to stow away within ;—to put together, as cards,

in such a manner as to secure the game unfairly ;—

to fill or crowd beforehand, as a meeting with a view

to carry a particular motion or resolution ;—to send

off; to despatch;—in hydropathy, to envelop in

numerous coverings, especially when surrounded with

a wet sheet ;—to render impervious to air, water, or

steam, by filling or surrounding with suitable materials;

— r.i. To form things into jiacka or bundles; — to

adroit of stowage or compression into smaller space ;

—to unite in bad measures ; to join in collusion ;—to

depart in haste :—imp. A pp. packed; ppr. packing.

Package, (pak'aj)n. Act or the style of packing;—a

bundle; a pack or packet; a bale; —a charge for

packing goods. [things.

Packer, (paker) n. One whose business is to pack

Packet, (pakVt) n. A small pack or package ;—a small

bundle ; a parcel ;—mail of letters ; a vessel employed

in conveying despatches and passengers, or passengers

and goods, on fixed day* of sailing.

Packet, (pak'ct) r. t. To make up into a packet or

bundle ;—to send in a packet or despatch-vessel ;—r. i.

To ply with a packet or despatch vessel :—imp, A pp.

packeted; ppr. packeting.

Packet-ship, (pak et-ship) a. A ship tbat sails regularly

for the conveyance of despatches, letters, passcngers,<fcc.

Pack-horse, (pakTiors) n. A horse to carry burdens.

Packing, (pak'ing) n. Any material used to pack, fill

up, or make close, as the substance around the piston

of a pump or other tube to render it water or air

tight ; a filling of mortar and small pieces of stone for

the vacant spaces in the middle of a wall.

Packing-sheet, (pak'ing-shet) k. A large cloth for

packing goods ; a wet sheet used at water-cure estab

lishments, [on its bock.

Pack-load, (paklod) n. The load an animal can carry

Packman, (pak'man) «. One who bears a pack; a

pedler. [burdens are borne.

Pack-saddle, (pak'aad-I) ji. A saddle on which packs or

Pack-thread, (pak'thred) n. Strong thread or twine

used in tying up parcels.

Pact, (pakt) n. [L. factum, bargain, from panptrt, to

strike, drive.] An agreement ; a league ; a compact ;

a covenant. [contract.

Paction, (pak'shun) n. [L. pactto.] An agreement or

Pactional, (pak'shnn-al) a. Having the nature of a

bargain or covenant .—effected by mutual agreement

or stipulation :—also paetitiotu.

Pad, (pad) n. [A.S. pad, pddh.] A footpath: a road;

—an easy-paced horse;—a highwayman ; a foot-pad or

robber.

Pad, (pad) v. t. To travel : to tread :—to tread or beat

smooth or level ;—to stuff with padding ;—to imbue

equally with a mordant ;—v.i. To travel slowly or

leisurely ;—to rob on foot :—imp. A pp. padded ; ppr.

Pad, (pad) «. rSp. pajado, from pojo, straw.) A saddle

or bolster stuffed with straw ;—a low, soft saddle ;—a

cushion stuffed with hair, wool, or other soft sub

stance ;—any thing flattened or laid flat, as a pad oi

straw, of wool, &c. ;—a package of blotting paper.

Padding-, (pad'ing) n. Act or process of stuffing, as a

saddle, garment, &c, with some soft substance;—the

material used in stuffing ; — impregnation of cloth

with a mordant.

Paddle, (pad'l) v. t. [Etymology uncertain—said to be

from pad, to go, walk, also from L. batillns, a flat

shovel, O. pattalot, a pole, perhaps diminutive from

patr, hand, F. patU.) To play with the hand; to

finger ; to handle ;— to play in the water with the

hand, as children ;—to beat the water with the fert

and move, as aquatic birds ;—to beat the water with

oars ; to row ;—r. f. To propel by an oar or paddle :—

imp. A pp. paddled ; ppr. paddling.

Paddle, (pad!) n. A sort of short oar with a brood

blade ;—hence, the blade or the broad part of an oar

or weapon ;—one of the broad boards at the circum

ference of a water-wheel ;—a small gate in sluices or

lock-gates ;—a paddle-shaped foot, as of the tortoise,

crocodile, Ac.

Paddle-box, (padl-boks) n. One of the boxes projecting

from the side of a steamboat, within which are t)w

paddle-wheels. [propelling steamboats.

Paddle-wheel, (padl-hwel) n. A water-wheel used in

Paddock, (pad'ok) «. [Augmentative of A.-&. padde,

frog, toad.] A large toad or frog.

Paddock, (pad'ok) a. [Corrupted from parroek.) A

small inclosure under pasture immediately adjoining

a stable.

Paddock-stool, (pad'ok-stool) n. A plant of the genus

Agaricut; a species of mushroom;—also called toad-

ttool.

Paddy, (pad'de) n. [Corrupted from St. Patrick, the

tutelar saint of Ireland.] An Irishman—in joke or

contempt ;— rice in the husk.

Padlock, (pod'lok) n. [Probably because it was originally

a lock for a pad gate, or a gate opening to a path.] A

lock having a semi-circular link joined at one end so

tliat it can be opened, the other end being fastened by

the bolt.

Padlock, (padlok) r. t. To fasten with a padlock : to

stop; to shut; to confine :—im;). A pp. padlocked;

ppr. padlocking.

Paduasoy, ( pad'fl-a-soy ) n. [From Padua, in Italy,

and F. *oxr, silk.] A particular kind of silk stuff.

Pagan, (pa'gan) n. [L. paaanu$.) One who worships

false gods ;—heathen ; idolater.

Pagan, (pa'gan) a. Pertaining to the worship or wor

shippers of false gods : heathen ; heathenish.

Paganism, (pu'gon-izm) n. The worship of false gods ;

heathenism.

Paganise, (pa'gan-ir) v. t. To render pagan or heathen-

ish; — v. i. To behave like pagans: — imp. A pp.

paganised ; ppr. paganizing.

Page, (paj) n, [F. A 8p. pnat, G. j*ii«, hoy.] A youth

attached to the service of a royal, noble, or knightly

person ;—an attendant on nobles and dignitaries in

processions or other public ceremonies ;—an attendant

on ladies ; train-bearer ;—in America, a boy that waits

on the members of a legislative body ;—a contrivance

to hold up the skirt of a lady's dress.

Page, (paj) n, [L. pagina from paaert, panarrt. to

fasten.] One side of a leaf of a book or manuscript .

a writing or record ; a book ;—pt. Pages, books, espe

cially historical writings.

Page, (paj) v. f. To mark or number the pages of:—

imp. A pp. paged ; ppr. paging.

Pageant, (paj'ent, pa'jent) n. [A. -8. pctccand, ppr. of

po'cean, paean, to deceive.] Something showy with

out stability or duration ;—a spectacle or exhibition

for the entertainment of a distinguished personage,

or of the public ;—hence, in general, an exhibition ;

a spectacle. [tion or spectacle : show.

Pageantry, (paj'eut-re, piijeut-re) n. Pompous exhibi-

Paging, (paj ins) »■ The marking of the pages of a book.
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Pagoda, (pa-go'da) ». [Hind, boot-kudu, Par. pout-

ghod, from but, idol, and katUth, house.] A temple in

the East Indie* and China where idols are worshipped ;

—also an idol ; an image of a false god ;—also, a coin

formerly current in India, varying in value from seven

to nine shillings sterling.

Pagurian, (pa-gu're-an) v, [G. prtgouro*, a kind of

crab.] One of a tribe of macrural decapod crustaceans,

of which the hermit crab ia the type.

Pail, (pal) n. [Ger. balje, W. paeot, G. pella, L. petvii.]

An open vessel of wood, tin, &c., for water, milk, or

other liquids.

Pailful, (pal'fool) h. The quantity that a pail will hold.

Paillasse, (pal-yas) n, [F.] Under mattress, usually

of straw.

Pain, (pan) n. fL. poma, G. point.] An uneasy sen

sation in animal bodies of any degree; bodily distress;

suffering ; specifically, the throes or distress of travail

or childbirth ;—uneasiness of mind ; mental distress ;

disquietude ; anxiety; grief ;—labour ; toilsome effort ;

task—chiefly in the plural form ;—penalty ; punish

ment suffered or denounced on evil or crime.

Pain, (pan) v. t. To afflict the body with uneasy sen

sations of any degree of intensity;—to afflict or render

uneasy in mind ;—trouble ; grieve ; distress ; torment:

—imp. & pp. pained \ppr. paining.

Painful, (pan'f66l) a. Full of pain ; occasioning uneasi

ness or distress, either physical or mental ;—requiring

labour or toil ; difficult ;—distressing ; grievous.

Painfully, (pin'/dol-le) adv. In a painful manner ;

with suffering, uneasiness, or distress ;—with great toil

or effort ; with laborious diligence and perseverance.

Painfullness, (pan'fool-nes) n. Uneasiness or distress of

body ;—disquietude or anxiety of mind ; extreme sor

rowfulness;—laborious effort or diligence; toilsomeness.

Painless, (p&n'les) a. Free from pain ; relieved, from

pain or trouble. [less ; freedom from pain.

Painlessness, (panlas-nes) n. The state of being pain-

Pains, (panz) n. Care ; trouble.

Painstaker, (panz'tak-er) n. Ouo who takes pains ; a

laborious person. [sparing no pains.

Painstaking, (panz'tak-ing) a. Carefully laborious ;

Painstaking1, (panz'tak-ing) n. Careful and conscien

tious exertion ; labour.

Paint, (pint) a. A composition of colouring matter

and oil used in painting ; pigment ;—a cosmetic for

improving the complexion.

Paint, (pant) v. t. [F. jxindre, L. pingere, pictum.] To

overspread, cover, or besmear with colours or pig

ments ; to colour all over ;—to diversify with hues or

shades of colour ;—to represent in colours ; to sketch

or draw, as a figure or likeness, and then outline or

shade with colours ;—to lay rouge or artificial colour

on the face ;—to represent to the mind ; to image or

embody; to describe vividly;— v. i. To practise the

art of painting ;—to lay artificial colour on one's face

by way of beautifyiug it :—imp. & pp. painted; ppr.

painting.

Painter, (pant'er) n. One whose occupation is to paint.

Painter, (pant'er) »• f Ir- painteir, that which holds,

paintt, a lace, cord.] A rope at the bow of a boat,

used to fasten it to any other object.

Painting, (panting) n. Act or employment of laying

on colours ;—art of representing natural objects on a

plane surface by means of colours ;—act of forming

figures or likenesses in colours ;—also, vivid descrip

tion in words ;—that which is painted ; a picture.

Pair, (par) n. [L. par, an equal.] Two things of a

kind, similar in form, applied to the same purpose,

and suited to each other or used together ; a couple :

a brace ;—formerly a }>ack, as of cards ; a Might, as of

stairs ; a set.

Pair, (pir) i*. t. To be joined in pairs ; to couple ;—to

suit: to fit, as a counterpart;—v.t. To unite in

couples ; to form a pair of ;—also, to bring into com

parison or contrast ;—imp. 4t pp. paired ; ppr. pairing.

Pairing-time, (partng-tim) n. The season of the year

when birds pair or couple.

Palace, (pal'os) n. [F. palai*, from L. Palatiwn, ono

of the seven hills of Rome, on which Augustus had

his residence.] A magnificent house in which an

emperor, a king, or other great personage resides.

Paladin, (pal'a-din) rt. [F. paladin, knight-errant, said

to be from L. patatinus, belonging to the palace.] A

knight-errant ;—a knight attached to the court of

Charlemagne or other princely court in the early

romances ;—a distinguished champion ; an eminent

knight

Palanquin, (pal-ang-ken') n. [Etymology uncertain,

probably compound of Sp. & Pg. palonca, pole, and

Hind, palkce, San. patah, couch.] A covered litter or

couch suspended from poles by which it is borne on the

shoulders of men—used in the East Indies and China.

Palatable, (pal'&t-a-bl) a. Agreeable to the palate or

taste ; savoury. [aid of the palate.

Palatal, (pal'at-al) a. Pertaining to or uttered by the

Palatal, (paTat-al) n. A letter pronounced by the aid

of the palate.

Palate, (pal 'At) «. [L. palatum.} The roof of the

mouth ;—the seat or power of gustation ; relish ; taste ;

—mental relish: intellectual taste.

Palatial, (pa-UVshe-al) a. Pertaining to a palace ; be

coming a palace ; magnificent. [of a palatine.

Palatinate, (pal-at'in-ilt)?*. The province or seigniory

Palatine, (pal'a-tiii) ». One possessing absolute juris

diction in his own territory or domain ; one entitled

to hold courts and adjudicate in matters of life and

death in his palace ; count palatine.

Palaver, (pa-lav'er) n. [Sp. patabra, a word, Pg.

palarra, a talk.] Idle talk; flattery ;—a conference

or deliberation.

Palaver, (pa-lav'er) v. t. or v. t. To use idle, deceitful

talk ; to flatter : — imp. & pp. palavered ; ppr.

'alaverer, (pa-laVer-ert n. One who palavers.

Pale, (pal) a. [F. pdte, L. pallidut, from jmllere, to

be or look pale.] Not ruddy or fresh of colour ; dusky

white; of a faint lustre ;—whitish ; wan ; pallid ; fit int.

Pale, (pal) v. i. To turn pale :—r. (. To make pale :—

imp. & pp. paled; ppr. paling. [encompass.

Pale, (pal) v. t. To inevwe with pales or stakes ; to

Pale, (pal) u. [A.-S., from L. pettier] A pointed stake

driven into tho ground and fastened to a rail at the

top ; a picket ;—an inclosing boundary ; a limit ; a

fence ;—space inclosed ; an inclosure ; a limited terri

tory :—in heraldry, one of the greater ordinaries.

Paleaceous, (pal - $ - a ' she - u&) a. [L. palea, chaff.]

Chaffy ; resembling chaff, or consisting of it.

Palely, (pallc) adv. Wanly ; not freshly or ruddily.

Paleness, (parries) ». The quality or condition of being

pale ; defect of colour ; wanness. [paleography.

Paleographic. (pa-le-d-graf'ik) a. Of or pertaining to

Paleography, (pa-lC-og'ra-fe) n. [O. palaios, ancient,

and graphein, to write.] An ancient manner of writ

ing;—art or science of deciphering ancient documents.

Paleologist, (pa-le-ol'd-jist) n. One conversant with

paleology.

Paleology, (pa-le-ol'o-je) ». [G. palaiot, ancient, and

logo*, discourse.] A discourse or treatise on anti

quities ; archaeology.

Paleontology, (pa-ie-on-tolo-je) n. [G. palaiot, ancient,

onia, beings, and logo*, discourse.] The science of the

ancient life of the earth, or of fossils which are the re

mains of such life.

Paleozoic, (pal-e-o-zcVik) a. [G. palaiot, old, and zdox,

living.] Noting the fosailiferous strata or rocks in

which organic remains are first found ; noting the age

or epoch of the formation of such strata.

Palestra, (pa-lea'tra) «. [I., pt'lftstra, G. /mlahtes, a

wrestler.] A wrestling:— t lie place of wrestling.

Palestrian or Palestrical, (pa-les'tre-an or pa-les'trik-

al) a. Pertaining to the exercise of wrestling.
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Paletot, (pale-to) n. [F.J A loose kind of over-coat.

Palette, (pal'et) n. [F.] A thin oval-shaped board

or tablet, with a thumb-hole at

cue end for holding it, on which

a painter lays and mixes his pig

ments.

Palfrey, (pawl'fre) n. [F. pale/roi.

It. palafreno, from par, L. per,

by, and frenum, rein.] A horse

led by the bridle on state occa

sions; — a aaddle- horse for the

road or other ordinary purposes ;

.1 small horse suitable for ladies. Palette.

Palimpsest, (paTimp-sest) n. [G. palimpse'nto*, from

t«t{in, again, and ptin, to rub.] A parchment which

has been written upon twice, the first writing having

been erased.

Palindrome, (paTin-drSm) «. [G. palindromat, run

ning back again.] A word, verse, or sentence that is

the same when read backward or forward, as madam.

Paling, (p^l'ing) «. Pales in general ; a fence formed

with pales; an inclosure.

Palinode, (pallu-dd) ». [(';. palin, again, and odf, a

song.] A song repeated a second time; a song retract

ing a former one : hence, a recantation.

Palisade, (pal'e-sttd) n. [F. palitsade, from L. pahts,

a stake, pale.] A strong stake one end of which is set

firmly in the ground, and the other is sharpened; also,

a fence formed of such stakes.

Palisade, (pal'e-sad) v. t. To surround, inclose, or for

tify with stakes or posts :—imp, fa pp. palisaded ; ppr.

palisading.

Palish, (parish) a. Somewhat pale or wan.

Pall, (pawl) n. [L. pallium, cover, cloak, mantle.] A

cloak ; a mantle ;—a consecrated vestment in the form

of a scarf, composed of white wool, and embroidered

with purple crosses ;—a large, black cloth thrown over

a coffin at a funeral.

Pall, (pawl) n. A detent or click ; a pawl.

Pall, (pawl) r. (. To cloak ; to cover or invest.

Pall, (pawl) r. i. [F. pale, pallt, pale, wan, sallow.]

To become vapid ; to lose strength, life, spirit, or taste;

to become insipid ;—v. t To make vapid or insipid ;—

to make spiritless; to dispirit; to depress;—to satiate;

to cloy :—Imp. fa pp. palled; ppr. palling.

Palladium, (pal-LVdo-um) «. [L., G. patladwn.] A

statue of the goddess Pallas, on the preservation of

which depended the safety of ancient Troy;— something

that affords effectual defence, protection, and safety;

—a metal discovered in 1803 by Wollaston, of a steel-

gray colour and fibrous structure.

Pall- bearer, (pawl'bar-er) n. One of those who attend

the coffin at a funeral.

Pallet, (pal'et) n. [F. palette, L. pala, a shovel,

spade.) A little oval board;—a wooden instrument

used by potters, crucible-makers, Ac. ;—a lever con

nected with the pendulum of a clock, or the balance

of a watch, which receives the immediate impulse of

the scape-wheel or balance-wheel. [or rude bed.

Pallet, (pal'et) n. [L. palea, chaff.] A small and poor

Palliate, (pal'e-at) v. t. [L. palliart, palliatum, to

clothe, cover, from pallium, a cloak, mantle.] To

clothe ; to robe ;—to extenuate ; to cover with excuse ;

to soften by favourable representations :—to reduce in

violence; to lessen or abate; to mitigate:—imp. &

pp. palliated ; ppr. palliating.

Palliation, (pal-e-u shun) n. Extenuation ; alleviation ;

favourable representation, or concealment of the fla

grant parts or circumstances of an offence j—mitiga

tion or abatement, as of a disease.

Palliative, (paTe-at-iv) a. Extenuating; representing

favourably ; serving to excuse or explain away ;—re

lieving for a time but not curing, as disease or pain ;

mitigating.

Palliative, (pal'e-at-iv) n. That which extenuates;—that

which abates the violence of pain, disease, or other evil.

 

Pallid, (pal'id) a. fl* pallidum, from paltere, to be or

look pale.] Deficient in colour ; pale ; wan.

Pallidly, (pal'id-le) adv. Palely ; wanly.

Pallidness, (pal'id-nes) n. Paleness ; wanness.

Falling, (pawl'ing) ». .State of becoming insipid or of

cloying the taste, appetite, fac

Pall-mall, (pal'inal) n. [F. palemail, from L. pita, a

ball, and malleus, hammer.] An old game in which

a wooden ball was driven with a mallet through an

iron arch ; also, the mallet used in striking the ball—

it was often played in St. James's Park, London, and

gave name to the street bordering on the park.

Pallor, (pal'or) n. [L. paltere, to be or look pale.]

Paleness; pallidity.

Palm, (pam) n. [L. jmlnia, G. palame.] The inner

part of the hand ;—a lineal mea

sure, usually a hand-breadth,

reckoned three inches ; — the

broad triangular part of an

anchor at the end of the arms :

—the broad part of the horns of

a full-grown deer; — an instru

ment used by sail makers in place

of a thimble, to force a needle

through canvas ; — a perennial

endogenous tree of several dif

ferent genera, usually with an

unbranching cylindrical trunk,

having a terminal bud; — a Palm-tree,

branch or leaf of the palm, anciently worn as a symbol

of victory or rejoicing ;—hence, a token of success or

triumph.

Palm, (pam) r. t. To conceal in the palm of the hand ;

—to impose by fraud ; to handle ;—to stroke with the

hand:—imp. fa pp. palmed; ppr. palming. [tribe.

Palmaceous, (pal-ma she-us) a. Belonging to the palm

Palmar, (pal'mar) a . [L. palmaru, from pa Inut, palm

of the hand. ] Belonging to the paint or interior of the

hand ;—having the breadth of a palm.

Palmary, fjial'inar-e) a. Worthy of the palm ; pre

eminent ; superior.

Palmate, (pal'mut) a. [L. palmalut, from palma, the

palm of the hand.] Having the Bhape of the hand;

resembling a hand with the fingers spread, as leaves or

tubers ;—entirely webbed, as the feet of aquatic birds.

Palmer, (pam'(r) n. One who palms or cheat*;—one

who visited the Holy Land and its sacred places, and

bore a branch of palm in token thereof ; an incessant

pilgrim.

Palmer-worm, (pam'er-wurm) n. A kind of hairy worm

—a name loosely applied to various hairy caterpillars

which travel or wander, as it were, like a palmer, and

devour leaves and herbage.

Palmetto, (pal-met'6) n. [Diminutive of L. palma, a

palm.} A species of palm-tree growing in the West

Indies and Southern United States.

Palm-house, (pam'hous) n. A glass hot-house for rais

ing palms and other tropical plants.

Palmiferous, (pal-roifer-us) a. [L. palma, a palm, and

ferre, to bear.] Bearing palms.

Palmigrade. (pal'me-grad) a. Putting the whole foot

on the ground in walking, as some animals.

Palmiped, (pal'me-ped)n. [L. palmipet, broad-footed,

from palma, palm of the hand, and Ms, pedti, a foot.]

Having the toes connected by a membrane; web-footed,

as a water-fowl. [having webbed feet.

Palmiped, (pal'me-ped) n. A swimming bird ; a bird

Palmister, (pal'mis-ter) 71. [L. palma.] One who pre

tends to tell fortunes by the palm of the hand.

Palmistry, (pal'mis-tre) ><, The art or practice of tell

ing fortunes by the lines and marks in the palm of

the hand.

Palm-sunday, (parn'sun-da) n. The Sunday next before

Easter—so called in commemoration of our Saviour's

triumphal entry into Jerusalem, when the multitude

strewed palm branches in the way.
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Palmy, (pam'e) a. Bearing palms ; — flourishing;

iprosperous; victorious.

Palp, (palp) n. [L. patpare, to stroke, palpus, a strok

ing.] A jointed, sensiferous organ, attached in pairs

to the back or side of the lower javr in many insects ;

a feeler. [ceptible by the touch.

Palpability, (pal-pa-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being j>er-

Palpable, (pal'pa-bl) a. [U palpabilis.) Perceptible

by the touch ; capable of being felt ;—easily percep

tible ; plain ; obvious ; gross ; coarse.

Falpableness, (pal'pa-bl-nes) n, Quality of being pal

pable ;—plainness: obviousness.

Palpably, (palpable) adv. Perceptibly by the touch;

plainly ; obviously ; grossly.

Palpation, (pal-pa'shun) ft, [L. palpatio, from pal-

part.} The act of touching or feeling.

Palpebral, (pal'p5-bral) a. [L. patptb-ra, an eye-lid.]

Pertaining to the eyebrows.

Palpitate, (palpe-tat) v. i. [L. )>alpitare, palpitatnm,

intensive form of palpare.) To beat rapidly and ex

citedly, as the heart ; to throb ; to pulsate violently ;

to flutter:—imp. & pp. palpitated; ppr. palpitating.

Palpitation, (pal-pe-ta'shun) n. A beating of the heart;

especially, a violent; irregular, and unnatural beating.

Palsgrave, (palz'gr&v) n. [Qer. pfalz, palace, and gra,f,

a count.] A count or earl who has the superintend

ence of tlie king's palace ; a count palatine.

Palsgravine, (paU'grav-in) ft. Consort or widow of a

palsgrave.

Palsied, (pawl'zid) a. Affected with palsy; paralytic.

Palsy, (pawl'ze) ft, [Contracted from L. paralysis,

Q. paraluein, to loose from the side.] A weakening,

suspension, or destruction of functions, of sensation,

and of voluntary motion; paralysis.

Palsy, (pawl'ze) v. /. To destroy a function of; to

paralyze ; hence, to destroy energy or activity '.—imp.

& pp. palsied ; ppr. palsying.

Palter, (pawl't^r) v. i. To talk or act in an insincere

iiinnru'r ; to shift ;—to trifle with ; to tamper with :—

imp. & pp. paltered; ppr. paltering.

Faltrily, (pawl'tre-le) "•/.-. Despicably ; meanly.

Paltriness, (pawl'tre-ncs) n. State of being paltry, vile,

or worthless.

Paltry, (pawl'tre) a. (Dan. piatt, Sw. palta, rag, G.

pkaitos, vile.] Ragged; mean; sorry; poor; despic

able ; worthless ; vile.

Paludal, (pal-u'dal) a. [L. pains, palndis, a marsh.]

Pertaining to marshes ; marshy.

Paly, (pal'e) a. [From pale.] Pale : wanting colour.

Pam, (para) ft, [From palm.] The knave of clubs—

the highest card in some games.

Pampas, (pam 'pas) ft. pt. [Peruv. pampa, a field,

plain.] Vast plains in the southern part of Buenos

Ayres, in South America.

Pamper, (pam'per) r. (. [Ger. pampfen, to stuff, It.

patnbere, from L. pants, bread, and bibere, to drink.]

To feed to the full ; to gratify unduly or inordinately;

to glut :—imp. & pp. pampered; ppr. pampering.

Pamphlet, (para 'net) n. [Sp. papaleta, written or

printed Mil, from papet, paper, F. feuillet, L. pagina

Jtlata, a page stitched together with thread.] A small

book consisting of a sheet, or a few sheets, of paper,

stitched together, but not bound ; a short treatise or

essay, usually of a temporary or ephemeral interest.

Pamphleteer, (pam-flet-eV) ». A writer of pamphlets ;

a scribbler.

Pamphleteering, (pam-flet-er'ing) n. Writing and

publishing of pamphlets.

Pan, (pan) n. [A.-8. panne, D. pan, L. panna.] A

shallow, open dish or vessel, used for various domestic

purposes ;—the part of a flint-lock which holds the

priming ;—the skull ; the brain-pan ; the cranium ;—

the hard stratum of earth that lies below the soil, and

holds the water.

Panacea, (pan-a-se'a) n. [L. from G. panakis, all-

healing.] A remedy for all diseases ; a cure-ail.

Panada, (pan-a'da) ft. [L. panis, bread. ] Bread boilod

in water and sweetened.

Pancake, (pan'kak) a, A thin cake fried in a pan or

{ baked on an iron plate or griddle.

, Pancratic. (pan-krat'ik) a. [G. pan, all, and Ira tot,

i strength.] Athletic ; skilled in gymnastics.

Pancreas. (panTtre-as) ft, [O. pan, all, and treat, flesh,

! meat] A gland in the abdomen beneath the stomach.

It pours its secretion into the alimentary canal during

digestion. [creas.

Pancreatic, (pan-kre-at'ik) a. Pertaining to the pan-

Pandean-pipes, (pan-dean-pips) n. pt. A wind instru

ment of antiquity, made of reeds fastened together,

side by side, gradually lessening, and tuned to each

other.

Pandect, (pan'dekt) ft, [O. pandeltfs, all-containing.]

A treatise which contains the whole of any science ;—

pi. The digested code of Roman civil law mode by

order of Justinian.

Pandemic, (pan-dem'ik) a. [G. pttn, all, and demon,

the people.] Incident to a whole people ; epidemic

Pandemonium, (pau-d$-mo'ne-um) it. [G. pas, pan, all,

and daimon, a demon.] The great hall or council-

chamber of demons or evil spirits.

Pander, (pan'der) ft, [L. Pandaru*.] A male bawd ; a

pimp j a procurer ;—hence, one who ministers to the

evil designs and passions of another.

Pander, (pan'der) v. t. To procure the gratification of

the lust of ;—v. i. To act as agent for the lusts uf

others ; hence, to minister to the evil designs or pas

sions of others :—imp. <fc pp. pandered; ppr. pandering.

Pandora, (pan-do'raj n. [G. pan, all, and doVort, a

gift.) A woman fabled to have been made by Vulcan,

and to have received from Jupiter a box, from which,

when opened, countless ills and diseases issued forth

to afflict mankiud. [of the lute kind.

Pandore, (pan'dor) ft. An ancient instrument of music

Panduriform, (pan-du're-forni) a. [G. panduros, pan

dore, and L. forma, shape.] Fiddle-shaped; noting

leaves oblong in form but contracted in the middle.

Pane, (pan) n. [A.-S. pan, a piece, hem, L. pamm/, a

cloth, fillet] A distinct patch, piece, or compartment;

—especially, a square plate of glass;—a square piece of

siUx or other cloth iu a garment for ornament.

Panegyric, ( pan-e-Jir'ik) n. [L. paneayrievs.) An

oration in praise of some distinguished person or

achievement ; encomium ; praise ; eulogium.

Panegyric, (pan-e-jir'ik) a. Containing praise or

eulogy ; encomiastic.

Panegyrist, (pan-e-jir'ist) ft. [G. pani auritein.] A

eulogist ; an encomiast, either by writing or speaking.

Panegyrize, (pan'e-jir-iz) v. t. To praise highly ; to

pronounce a eulogium on ;—v. i. To bestow praises :

—imp. & pp. panegyrized; ppr. panegyrizing.

Panel, (pan'el) ft, [F. panneau, from pan, skirt, Sw.

pannet, Rubs, panfl, ceiling.] A compartment usually

with raised margins, as in walnscotings, doors, &c. s—

a schedule containing the names of persons summoned

as jurors by the sheriff; hence, the whole jury;— in

Scots' law, the accused party in a criminal trial.

Panel, (pan'el) v. t. To form with panels:—imp. ax pp.

panelled ; ppr. panelling.

Panelling, (pan'el-ing) n. Actof forming or ornament

ing with panels ;—panelled work.

Pang, (pang) ft, [A.-S. pyngan, to prick.] A momen

tary and violent pain ; a throe;

anguish ; distress.

Pangolin, (pan'go-lin) ft,*

A genus of edentate mam

mals, of the order Manis,

allied to the armadillo, but

having a reptile form cov

ered with hard, triangu- !

lar scales that overlap each

other:—also called jea/y ant-

eater. PsngoUa.
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Panic, (pan'ik) n. A sudden fright ; especially, one

without veil cause, or inspired by a trifling cause.

Panic, (pan'ik) «. [G. pnnUroa, belonging to Pan.]

Extreme or sudden, imagiuary, and causeless—said of

fear <>r fright.

Pannade, (pjin'uad) «. [F. pamutder, to prance or

curvet, as a horse.] The curvet of a horse.

Pannier, (pan'yer) n. [F. panier, Sp. panera, from

L. pants, bread.] A wicker-baaket for carrying fruit,

.■:■:., on a horse ;—in architecture, a corbel.

Panoply, (pan'6-ple) n. [G. pas, pan, all, and oplon,

harness.] Armament ; a full suit of defensive ar

mour.

Panorama, (pan-d-ro/ma) n. [G. pa*, pan, all, and

oravia, a view.] A complete view in every direction ;

—a picture exhibited a part at a time by being un

rolled and made to pass continuously before the spec

tator.

Panoramic, (imi-o-rani'ik) a. Pertaining to or like a

panorama or complete view.

Pansy, (pan ze) n. [F. pensie, thought, from penser,

to think.] A plant and flower; the garden violet:

—called also hearts-ease.

Pant, (pant) v. i. [W. pantu, to depress, pant, a de

pression, down, F. panteltr, to gasp for breath.] To

breathe quickly or in a laboured manner ; to gasp ;

—to be overpowered with eagerness, desire, or long

ing;—to palpitate or throb, as the heart, in terror,

&c ;—v. t. To breathe forth quickly or in a laboured

manner; to gasp out: — imp. & pp. panted; ppr.

panting.

Pant, (pant) n. A quick breatliing ; a gasp ;—a violent

palpitation of the heart.

Fantalet, (pan'ta-let) n. [Diminutive of pantaloon.]

One of the pair of loose drawers worn by children and

women ; more generally, the lower part of such a gar

ment, coming below the knee, often made in a separate

piece—chiefly in the plural.

Pantaloon, (pan-ta-166n) n. [It pantalone, a masked

character in the Italian oomody, F. pantalon, Sv.

panu, to cover, and talon, claw of a bird, limb.] A

ridiculous character in the Italian comedy, and a

buffoon in pantomimes ;—one of the long, loose cover

ings for the legs worn by males, reaching from the

waist to the heel—used in the plural ; trousers.

Pantechnicon, (pan-tek'ne-kon)n. [G. pan, all, techni,

art.] A place where every species of industrial work

man ship is collected and exposed for sale.

Pantheism, (pan'thC-izm) n. [G. pas, pan, all, and

thtos, god.] The philosophical or religious system

which denies the existence of a personal God, and re

cognises him only as identified with the constitution,

processes, and operations of nature, and with every

thing animate or inanimate that exists ; doctrine that

God is in every thing, and that every thing is, not de

rivatively, but formatively God; hylozoism; spinozism.

Pantheist (pan'the-ist) u. One who holds to pantheism.

Pantheistic, (pan-the-ist'ik) a. Pertaining to, founded

in, or leading to pantheism.

Pantheon, (pan-thfi'on) n. [Q. pantheios, of all gods,

from .-■"■', pan, all, and theos, a god.] A temple or

magnificent edifice at Rome which was dedicated to

all tho gods ;—a work in which all the divinities wor

shipped by the people are treated of;—the whole body

of divinities worshipped by a people.

Panther, (pan'ther) ft. [L. panther, G. panthir.) A

fierce, dark-colonred variety of

tho leopard, found in Asia and

Africa ;—tho American tiger, a

ferocious feline mammal of seve

ral ■-■ i ".< ries . R»ch as the catamount,

cougar, and jaguar.

Panting, ( pant'ing ) n. Rapid

breathing ; palpitation.

Fantingly, (pant'ing-le)ad>.

breathing.

 

 

Panther

With palpitation or rapid

Pantler, (pantler) ft, i I panit, bread.] The officer in

a great family who has charge of the bread and the

pantry.

Pantofle, (pan'tof-1) ft. [Ger. pattqftl, F. pantovjte.}

A slipper for the foot.

Pantograph, (pan'to-graf) u. An instrument for copy

ing, reducing, or enlarging maps,

charts, plans, &c.

Pantographic, ( pan-to-graf'ik ) a.

Pertaining to a pantograph ; per

formed by a pantograph.

Pantology , (pan-tol 6-je) n. [G. pat,

all, and logos, speech, discourse.]

A work of universal information.

Pantomime, (pan'to-mini) n. [L.

pantomih, .-, G. jxtntomir,ios, all-

imitating.] One who acts his part Pantograph,

by gesticulation only, without speaking ;—a theatrical

entertainment given in dumb show.

Pantomimic, ( pan-td-mim'ik ) «. Pertaining to the

pantomime ; representing characters and actions by

dumb show. •

Pantry, (pan'tre) «. [T, pastil, bread.] An apartment

or closet in which bread and other provisions are kept.

Pap, (pap) ft, [U papilla.] A nipple of the breast ;

a teat.

Pap, (pap) 51. [D. pap, Ger. papjx, L. papa.) A soft

food for infants, made with bread softened with water:

hence, nourishment ; support.

Pap, (pap) v. t. To feed with pap or soft food.

Papa, (pa-pa') n. [L. papa, G. papas.] Father—a

word used by children ;—also a spiritual father ;—the

pope.

Papacy, (pa'pa-se) ft, [L. papatia, from papa, a father,

the pope.] The office and dignity of the pope ; pope

dom ;—the popes taken collectively ;—papal authority

or jurisdiction; — the territorial dominions of the

pope ;—the church of which the pope is the acknow

ledged head, with reference to its doctrines, principles,

and practice ; Roman Catholicism.

Papal, (pa'pal) a. Belonging to tho pope of Rome ;

proceeding from the pope ; popish ;—belonging to the

territory or temporal dominions of the pope.

Fapalize, (pa'pal-iz) r. t. To make papal ;—r. t. To

conform to popery:—imp. & pp. papaiized; ppr.

papalizing.

Papally, (pa pal-le) adv. In a papal manner; popishly.

Papaverous, (pa-pav'er-us) a. [L. paparertus, from

papaver, the poppy.] Resembling the poppy.

Paper, (pa'per) n. [L. papyrus, G. papuros, an

Egyptian plant, from which a kind of paper was made. ]

The principal material used for writing and printing;

a thin flexible sheet produced by macerating linen or

cotton rags in water, reducing thorn to a pulp, which

is spread or rolled out, and then dried and pressed in

the form of Bheets ;—also a coarser fabric in which rags

are mingled with straw, hemp, or various grasses, used

for wrapping or packing;—a sheet, leaf, or piece of such

substance ;—a printed or written instrument : a writ

ing ; — a newspaper; a journal ; —notes ; bills of ex

change ; bank-notes, and the like ;—hangings printed

or stamped for the walls of rooms.

Paper, (pa'per) o. Made or consisting of paper ;—thin :

slight ;—fictitious.

Paper, (pa'per) *> '• To cover with paper ;—to fold or

inclose in paper:—imp. & pp. papered j ppr. papering.

Paper- boards, (pa'per-Ddrdz) n. pi. Boards for the bind

ing of a book covered with paper externally, aa dis

tinguished from cloth or leather-boards.

Paper-cutter, (pa'per-kut-er) n. A thin blade of bone

or ivory, used in folding and cutting paper.

Paper-hangings, (pa'pcr-liang'ingz) u.pl. Paper ornar

merited with coloured figures for covering the walls

of room*.

Paper-mill, (pa'per-mil) n. Mill or manufactory for

the making of paper.
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Paper-money, (pa'per-mun-e) n. Bills and notes issued

by government or banking corporations, and circulated

as the representative of gold and silver coin :—also

called paper currency,

P lip er- muslin, (pa'per-muz-lin) n. Glazed muslin used

for linings and the like.

Paper-weight, (pa'per-wat) n. A small weight used

to prevent loose papers from being blown about or

displaced.

Papier-mache, (pap-ya-ma'sha) n. [F.| A substance

made of pulp from rags or paper mixed with size or

glue, and cast in a mould ;—also used adjectively to

note articles made of the substance, as trays, salvers,

portfolios, &c.

Papilionaceous, (pa-pil-y5*na'she-us) a. [I.. papilio,

a butterfly.] Resembling the butterfly ; — having a

winged corolla somewhat resembling a butterfly, as in

the blossoms of the bean and pea.

Papilla., (pa-pilla) n, [L.] The pap or nipple ;—one

of the minute elevations of the surface of the skin,

tongue, <fcc.

Papillary, (pap'il-lar-e) a. Pertaining to or resembling

the nipple or the papilhe.

Papillote, (pap'il-lot) n. [F.J One of the small pieces

of paper on which ladies roll up their hair ; curl

paper, [of the pope.

Papist, (pa'pist) n. A Roman Catholic : an adherent

Papistic, (pu-pist'ik) a. Adherent to the church of

Rome : pertaining to popery ; popish.

Papistry, (pa'pist-re) n. The doctrines and ceremonies

of the church of Rome ; popery.

Pappose, (pap-pos*) a, [L. papp\(.». ] Downy, as the

seeds of certain plants, such as thistles, dande

lions, &c.

Pappus, (pap'pus) n. The hairy, feathery or membran

ous calyx of the individual florets in plants of the

order Comjyositos, as the dandelion, Ac.

Papyrus, (pa-pi'rus) n. [L., G. papuroa.] A species

of reed or flag from which the

ancients made a material for

writing upon ; — a manuscript

written on pieces of the papyrus.

Par, (par) n. [L. par, equal. ]

State of equality ; the value ex

pressed on the face or in the

words of a certificate of valuf,

or other commercial paper ; —

equality of condition or circum

stances. At pay, the original

price of stocks, railway shartH,

&c ; above par, at a premimu ;

and l>- !"i'- par, at a discount.

Parable, (parVbl) n. [G. paraboli, a placing beside

or together, comparison.] A fable or allegorical re

lation of something real in life or nature, from which

a moral is drawn for instruction.

Parabola, (par-ab'o-la) n. [L. from G. parabol —so

called because its axis is parallel to

the side of the cone.] A curve, any

point of which is equally distant

from a fixed point, called the focus,

and a fixed straight line, called the

directrix.

Parabolic, (par-a-bol'ik) a. Expressed

by parable or allegorical representa

tion ; — [Fiom parabola.] Having

the form or nature of a parabola ;—

generated by the revolution of a

parabola.

Parabolically, (pnr-a-bol'ik-al-le) adv.

parable ;—in the form of a parabola.

Paracentric, (par-a-seu'trik) a. [G. para, beside, be

yond, and kentran, any sharp point, the centre.] De

viating from circularity; changing the distance from

a centre.

Parachronism, (par-ak'ron-izra) w, [G, para, beside,

 

Papyrus.

 

Parabola.

By way of

 

beyond, and chronos, time.] An error in chronology,

by which the date of an event i.-. made later than

it was in reality.

Parachute, (par^a-shoot) n. [F., from parer, to ward

off, guard, and chute, a falL] A con

trivance somewhat in the form of an

umbrella, by means of which any

thing may be sent down from a

balloon without danger of too rapid

motion.

Paraclete, (par'a-klet) ft, [G. para-

klHot, para, beside, and katein, to

calL] One called to aid or support ;

an advocate ; specifically, the Con- Parachute,

soler, Comforter, or Intercessor—the Holy Spirit

Faracrostic, (par-a-kros'tik) ft. A poetical composition,

in which flic first verse contains in order all the letters

which commence the remaining verses of the poem.

Parade, (par-iid') ft. [F. parade, It. parata, from L.

parare, to prepare.] Show ; display ; ostentation ;

—procession ; pompous train or assembly ;—military

order; martial array;—the place where troops assemble

for exercise, mounting guard, Ac. :—in fencing, posture

of defence ; guard ;—a public walk.

Parade, (par-ad') r. t. To show off ; to make a spec

tacle of;—to assemble and array or marshal in mili

tary order ;—r. i. To go about for show ; — to go

about in military procession;—to assemble, as troops

for inspection or exercise;—imp. & pp. paraded ;

ppr. parading.

Paradigm, (par'a-dim) n. [L. paradxgma, G. para-

deiknunai, to show by the side of.] An example;

a model;—an illustration or parable;—in grammar,

an example of a word, as a verb, noun, Ac., conju

gated, declined, compared, &c, in all its different

forms of inflection.

Paradigmatical, (par-a-dig-niaVik-al) a. Exemplary ;

serving as a model or illustration.

Paradise, (par'a-dls) n. [G. paradeisos, Skr. paradfiso,

H. parole's, Per. & A. firdaus, a pleasure-garden.] The

garden of Eden ;—a place of bliss ;—heaven.

Paradisiacal, (par-a-de-srak-al) a. Pertaining to Eden

or paradise, or to a place of felicity.

Paradox, (par'a-doks) it, [G. para, beside, against, and

doxa, opinion.} A Bentiment or proposition seemingly

absurd or contradictory, yet true in fact;—an ap

parent contradiction of known principles; also, a con

tradiction of received opinions.

Paradoxical, (par-a-dokB'ik-al) a. Having the nature

of a paradox ;—inclined to tenets or notions contrary

to received opinions.

Paradoxically, ( par-a-doks'ik-al-le ) adv. In a para

doxical manner.

Paraffins, (para-fin) n. [L. parum, too little, and

ajflnis, akin.] A white, translucent substance, ob

tained from the distillation of the tar of beechwood.

Paraffine-oil, (parVfiu-oil) ft. The oily matter which

is given off in large quantity in the distillation of

Boghead cannel-coal—much used for illuminating

purposes.

Paragoge, (par'a-go-je) n. [G. para, beside, and agein,

to lead.] The addition of a letter or a syllable to the

end of a word, as icithoutcn for without.

Paragogio, (par-a-goj'ik) a. Pertaining to or consti

tuting a paragoge.

Paragon, (par'a-gon) ft, [Sp. paragon, from para con,

in comparison with.] A model or pattern by way of

distinction, implying superior excellence or perfection.

Paragram, (para-gram) n. [G. paragi-amma, from

para, beyond, beside, and gramma, writing.] A play

upon words ; a pun.

Paragraph, (parVgraf) ft, [G. paragraph?, marginal

note, from para, beside, and graphein, to write.) A

disti net part of a writing or discourse; a section or

subdivision ;—the character [U], uned as a reference

or to mark a division ;—any portion or section of a
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writing or chapter which relates to a particular point,

noted by the mark (1], or more usuallv by a simple

indentation of the first line ;—hence, a snort passage ;

a notice or brief remark, as in a newspaper.

Paragraph, (para-graf) r. t. To make or write para

graphs.

Paragraphic, ( par-a-grafik ) a. Consisting of para

graphs or short dirisions with breaks.

Parallactic, (par-a-lak'tik) a. Pertaining to the parallax

of a heavenly body.

Parallax, (para-laks) n. [G. paraUaxis, from paral-

lauein, to change or alter a little, to go aside, decline.]

The difference between the position of a body as seen

from some point on the earth's surface, and its posi

tion as seen from some other conventional point, as

the earth's centre or the sun.

Parallel, (par'al-lel) a. [G. para, beside, and allilon,

of one another.] Extended in the same direction,

and in all parts equally distant ;—having the same

direction or tendency; — continuing a resemblance

through many particulars ; like ; similar ; resem

bling.

Parallel, (par'al-lel) n, A line which, throughout its

whole extent, is equidistant from another line ;—

one of the circle) upon a globe parallel to the equator,

and used for marking the latitude ;—conformity con

tinued through many particulars or in all essential

points; resemblance; likeness;—a comparison made;

—counterpart ;—a wide trench affording the besieging

troops a free covered communication between their

various batteries and approaches ;—a sign of reference

[thus II ), used to direct attention to notes in the margin

or at the foot of a page.

Parallel, (par'al-lel) r. t. To place in the same direc

tion, and at equal distance from another line or body:

—to level ; to equalize ;—to resemble ; to correspond

to ; to be equal in any respect ;—to liken ; to com

pare :—imp. it pp. parallelled; ppr. parallelling.

Parallelism, (par al-lel-izm) ?». State

of being parallel; comparison; resem

blance.

Parallelogram, (par-al-lerG-gram) «.

[G. paratlilos, parallel, and orami.ii,

a stroke in writing, aline.] A right-

lined quadrilateral figure, whose op

posite sides are parallel, and couse- Parallelogram,

quently equal.

Parallelopiped, (par-al-lel-3-pip'ed) n. [G. paraltilot,

parallel, and t^iptdon, a plane sur

face.] A regular solid, the faces of

which are six parallelograms, the

opposite ones being parallel and equal

to each other.

Paralogism, ( par-al'o-jizm ) n. [G.

para, beside, beyond, and looiten- Psrallelopiped.

thai, to reason.] A reasoning which is false In point

of form, that is, which is contrary to logical rules

or formulas.

Paralogy, (par-aTo-je) n. False reasoning.

Paralysis, (par-al'e-ais) n. [G. para, beside, and luein,

to loosen.] The loss of voluntary motion, with or

without that of sensation, in any part of the body ;

palsy.

Paralytic, (par-a-litlk) a. Affected with paralysis or

palsv :—inclined to paralysis.

Paralytic, (par-a-lit'ik)n. A person affected with palsy.

Paralyze, (para-liz) v. t. To affect with paralysis or

palsy; to palsy; to unnerve; to destroy or impair

action and energy, bodily or mental :—imp. & pp.

paralyzed; ppr. paralyzing.

Paramount, (para-mount) a. [Norm. F. peramont,

from per, par, and amont, upward, above] Buperior

to all others; of highest rank, dignity, consideration,

or value ; principal ; pre-eminent ; chief.

Paramount, (para-mount) n. The highest in rank

or order ; the chief.

J

Paramountly, (para-mount-le) adr. In a paramount

or superior manner or degree.

Paramour, (para-moor) n. [F. par amour, by or with

love.] A lover of either sex ; a wooer or a mistress

—formerly in a good sense, now only in a bad one ;

hence, a kept mistress ; a concubine ; a mistress.

Paranymph, (para-nimf) n. [G. para, beside, near,

and numphi, a bride.] A brick-man or one who leads

a bride to her marriage;—hence, one who countenance*

and supports another.

Parapet, (para-pet) ». [It. parapetto, from para and

petto, chest, L. pectus, the breast.] A wall, rampart,

or elevation of earth for covering soldiers from an

enemy's attack from the front ; a breast-work ; — a

breast-wall on the edge of a bridge, quay, &c , to

prevent people from falling over.

Paraph, (paraf) «. [Contracted from paragraph.]

The flourish made by a pen under one's signature,

formerly used to provide against forgery.

Paraphernalia, (par-a-fgr-na lea) n. pL [G. parapkema,

that which a bride brings over and above her dower. ]

The articles which a wife brings with her at her mar

riage ; goods of a wife beyond her dowry ;—hence,

appendages ; ornaments ; trappings.

Paraphrase, (par'a-fraz) ft. [G. paixipkraxeiv , to add

to another's words.] A re-statement of a text, or

passage, expressing the meaning of the original in

another form ; a free translation into the same or

another language ; a loose or free version ;—a de

votional hymn or sacred song founded on some passage

of Scripture.

Paraphrase, (par'a-fraz) v. t. To explain, interpret, or

translate with latitude ;—to give a loose or free version

or rendering;—v.i. To interpret or explain amply;

to compose a paraphrase :—imp. it pp. paraphrased ;

ppr. paraphrasing.

Paraphrast, (para-frost) «. One who paraphrases.

Paraphrastic, (par-a-frast'ik) a. Explaining or trans

lating in words more clear and ample than those of

the author ; not verbal or literal ; diffuse.

Paraphrastically, (par-a-frast'ik -al-le) adv. In a para

phrastic manner.

Paraquet, (para-ket) n. A small species of parrot.

Parasang, (para-sang) n. [G. paratapaet, from Per.

fanang,] A Persian measure of length, nearly equal

to four English miles.

Parasite, (para-sit) ». [G. parantot, eating beside.]

A trencher friend : a hanger on ; a dependent com

panion and flatterer ; a toady ;—a plant that grows

and lives on another ;—an animal which lives on the

body of some other animal, as lice, &c

Parasitic, (par-a-sit'ik) a. Of the nature of a parasite ;

fawning ; wheedling ;—living on or deriving nourish

ment from some other living thing.

Parasitically, (par-a-sit'ik-al-le) adv. In a flattering or

wheedling manner ; by dependence on another.

Parasitism, (par a-sit-izm) n. The condition, manners,

or behaviour of a parasite.

Parasol, (para-sol) n. [F. from purer, to ward off, and

soldi, the sun.] A small umbrella used by ladies to

defend their faces from the sun's rays.

Parathesis, (par-ath'C-siB) n. The placing of two or

more nouns in the same case; apposition;—the matter

in printing contained within brackets.

Parboil, (par'boil) v.t. [F. paroouiilrr, from bouilUr,

to boil.] To bod in part; to oook partially by boiling:

—imp. & pp. parboiled ; ppr. parboiling.

Parbuckle, (pArbuk-1) n. Among seamen, a purchase

formed of a single rope around any weighty body, as a

spar or cask, by which it is lowered or hoisted.

Parbuckle, (psxbuk-1) v. t. To hoist or lower by means

of a parbuckle :—imp. A: pp. parbuckled ; ppr. par

buckling.

Pares?, (par's*) n.pl. fL.] The Fates.

Parcel, (parael) n. [F. parcelU, L. partieuta, from

pan, part] Any mass or quantity; a collection ; a
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lot ;—a bundle ; a package ; a packet ;—a part ; a por

tion ; a piece.

Parcel, (par'sel) v. t. To divide and distribute by parts

or portions ; —to make up into a mass, parcel, or

package :—imp. & pp. parcelled ; />/«-. parcelling.

Parcel, (par'sel) a. & adv. Fart or half : in part.

Parcel-book, (par'sel-book) n. A merchants register-

book of the despatch of parcels; —also, a carrier's

receipt-book for the deli very of parcels.

Parcener, (par'se-ner) n. [F. paiyonnier, from parpun,

part, portion, from L. part, a part.] A co-heir ; one of

two or more persons to whom an estate of inheritance

descends jointly, and by whom it is held as one estate.

Parch, (parch) t*. t. [L. perarescere, to grow very dry.)

To burn the surface of; to scorch ;—to Bhrivel with

heat ;—v. i. To be scorched or superficially burnt : to

become very dry:—imp. & pp. parched; ppr. parching.

Parchedness, (parch'ed-nes) n. State of being scorched

or dried to an extreme degree.

Parchment, (parch'ineut) n. [F. parchemin, Sp. parche,

said to be from G. pergamenos, belonging to Perganioa,

because first made or used there.] The skin of a sheep

or goat prepared for writing on.

Pard, (pard) n. [L. pardus, 0. pardos.] The leopard ;

in poetry, any spotted beast.

Pardon, (parMn) v. t. [F. partfonner, It. perdonare,

from L. per, through, thoroughly, and donare, to give,

bestow. J To forgive wholly; to absolve from guilt,

condemnation, or punishment ;—to remit a judicial

sentence of condemnation and its penal consequences;

—to overlook, excuse, or forgive, as a fault, offence,

or crime :—imp. & pp. pardoned ; ppr. pardoning.

Pardon, (par'dn) it. Forgiveness of an offender or of

an offence ;—remission of a penalty ;—absolution from

a judicial sentence and its penal consequences ;—state

of being forgiven ;—deed, warrant, or instrument

conveying legal forgiveness.

Pardonable, (par'dn-a-bl) a. Admitting of pardon;

venial ; excusable. [pardonable.

Pardonableness, (par'dn-a-bl-nes) n. Quality of being

Pardonably, (par dn-a-blo) adv. In a manner admitting

of pardon.

Pardoner, (par'dn-er) n. One who forgives or absolves ;

a person licensed to sell papal indulgences.

Pare, (par) v. t. [F. purer. Arm. para, to dress, trim.]

To cut or shave off, as the superficial substance or ex

tremities of a thing ;—to dimmish by little and little :

—imp. A pp. pared; ppr. paring.

Paregoric, (par-e-gor'ik) a. [G. par&aorcin, to console,

Boothe.] Mitigating ; assuaging pain.

Paregoric, (.par-e-gor'ik) Ila a medicine that mitigates

pain ; an auodyne.

Parenchyma. (par-enTce-ma) n. [G. para and egchein,

to pour in.] The solid part of the interior of the

viscera ;—the mass of a glandular or similar organ ;—

the soft cellular tissue of plants ; the pith.

Parent, (p&r'ent) n. [L. parens, from parere, to bring

forth, to beget.] A father or mother ;—hence, that

which produces ;—cause ; source ; origin ; producer ;

creator.

Parentage, (par'ent-aj) n. Descent from parents or

ancestors ; parents or ancestors considered in their

character or social position ; extraction ; birth.

Parental, (pa-rental) a. Pertaining to parenta ;—be

coming parents ; tender : affectionate. [manner.

Parentally, (pa-rent'al-le) adv. In a tender or parental

Parenthesis, (pa-ren'the-Bis) n. [G. para, beside, and

tntilhcnai, to put in.] A word or sentence inserted by

way of comment or explanation in the midBt of another

sentence—it is usually inclosed within curved lines,

but sometimes within dashes ;—the sign of a para-

thesis, thus ( ).

Parenthetic, (pa-ren-thot'ik) a. Pertaining to a paren

thesis; expressed in a parenthesis;—using parentheses.

Parenthetically, (pa-ren-thet'ik-al-le) adv. In the form

of a parenthesis.

Parer, (par'er) n. Ono who or that which pares.

Parhelion, (par-he^le-on) n. [G. paraheliot, beside or

near the sun.] A mock sun or meteor appearing in

the form of a bright light near the sun.

Pariah, (pa're-a) n. [Hind, pahdriyd.) One belonging

to the lowest class in parts of India who have no

caste ; hence, an outcast ; one rejected and contemned

by society.

Parian, (pa're-an) n. A native or an inhabitant of

Faros, an island in the yEgean Sea ;—a white marble ;

—a fine quality of porcelain clay, used for making

statuettes and the like.

Parietal, (pa-ri'et-al) a. [L. parietalis, from parie*,

parietti, a wall.] Pertaining to a wall ;—pertaining

to buildings or the care of them ;—pertaining to the

bones which form the sides and upper part of the skull.

Paring, (paring) n. That which is pared off;—a clip

ping, as of cloth;—the rind, as of fruit;—act or practice

of cutting off the surface of grass-land for tillage.

Parish, (par'ish) n. [L. parocAia, from G. para,

beside, and oikot, a house.] The precinct or territorial

jurisdiction of a secular priest, as distinguished from

a cathedral, conventual, or diocesan jurisdiction ;—

especially, a territorial district and the inhabitants

thereof, committed to the charge of one vicar or other

Christian minister, who officiates in the church and

has the cure of souls within its boundB.

Parish, (par'ish) a. Of or relating to a parish ;—em

ployed in the ecclesiastical concerns of a parish ;—

maintained by the parish.

Pariah-clerk, (parlsh-klark) n. A layman who loads

the responses in the episcopal service.

Parishioner, (pa-rish'un-er) n. One who belongs to, or

is connected with, a parish.

Parish-officer, (par-ish-of'e-ser) n. An overseer or

churchwarden. [Paris.

Parisian, (par-iz'e-an) n. A native or inhabitant of

Parisyllabic, (par-e-sil-lab'ik) a. [L. par, pans, equal,

and sytlaba, syllable.] Having the same number of

syllables in all its inflections.

Parity, (pejre-te) n. [L. paritat, from par, paris,

equal] Condition of being equal or equivalent;

equality ; close correspondence ; analogy.

Park, (park) n. [A.-S. pearrue, W. paire, Ger. part.

Go. bairgan, to save, keep.] A large tract of ground

kept in its natural state for the preservation of game,

for walking, riding, and the like;—a piece of ground,

within a city or town, inclosed and kept for orna

ment and recreation ;—the space in the rear of an

army occupied by the artillery, ammunition waggons,

pontoons, and materials of all kinds.

Park, (park) v. t. To inclose in a park ; —to bring to

gether in a park or compact body : — imp. & pp.

parked; ppr. parking.

Parlance, (par'lans) n. [F. parley, to speak.] Con

versation; discourse; talk; phrase; form of speech.

Parley, (par'le) v. i. [F. parler, L. parabola, a sen

tence, a word.] To confer with another on some point

of mutual concern; to h<h^m orally ; hence, to confer

with an enemy i—imp. & pp. parleyed ; ppr. par

leying.

Parley, (par'le) n. Mutual discourse or conversation ;

a conference between antagonists or enemies with a

view to truce, peace, exchange of prisoners, &c.

Parliament, (par ' le - ment) n. [F. parlement.] The

giunl legislative assembly of the United Kingdom of

reat Britain and Ireland, viz., the lords spiritual and

temporal, and the commons ;—the legislature in some

of the dependencies of the British crown, as in Canada;

—the supreme council in Sweden.

Parliamentarian, (par-le-ment-a're-an) n. One of those

who adhei ed to the parliament in the time of Charles I.

Parliamentary, (par - le- ment'ar-e) a. Pertaining to

parliament;—enacted or done by parliament:—accord

ing to the established rules and usages of legislative

bodies.

2L
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Parlour, (parler) n, [F. parloir, from parler, to speak.]

A room in a house which the family usually occupy

ibr society and conversatin ; also, a reception-room for

Tiaitors, &c. ;—originally, a room in monasteries or con

vents, in which the inmates are permitted to meet and

converse with friends or visiton.

Parnaseus, (par-nas'na) n. A mountain in Greece sacred

to Apollo and the Muses, and famous also for the Cas-

talian spring and the temple of Apollo.

Parochial, (par-olce-al) a. \\... parochialis, from paro-

chia.] Belonging or relating to a parish.

Parodical. (pa-rod'e-kal) a. Copying after the manuer

of parody.

Parodist, (par'6-dist) n. One who writes a parody.

Parody, (paro-de) n. [O. para, beside, and odi, a song.]

A kind of poetical composition, in which what is writ

ten on one subject is altered, ami applied to another by

way of burlesque.

Parody, (par'6-de) v. (. To alter and apply to a purpose

different from that of the original ; to burlesque in

verse '.—imp. & pp. parodied ; ppr. parodying.

Parole, (par-ol') n. (F. parole.) Oral declaration;—

word of honour; plighted faith; a promise to fulfil

certain stated conditions ; especially, a promise given

by a prisoner of war not to escape from or serve against

his captors until he is properly ransomed or exchanged;

—a kind of countersign given to officers of the guard,

or soldiers on sentry duty.

Parole, (par 6T) a. Given by word of mouth ; oral ; not

written :—also parol.

Paronomasia, (par-o-no-ma'ze-a) ft, [0. parat beside,

and onomazein, to name.] A play upon words; pun

ning; a rhetorical figure in which words allied in sound

are used antithetically, as "a friend in need is a friend

indeed."

Paronymous, (pa-ron'e-mus) a. [G. para, beside, and

onoma, a name] Having the same derivation ; allied

grammatically ;—having a similar sound, but differ

ently written, and of different meaning, as hair and

hare.

Paroquet, (par'o-ket) n. [F. perroquet.] A small bird,

allied to the macaw, from which

it differs in having the cheeks

wholly feathered.

Parotid, (pa -rot id) c Pertain

ing to the parotid.

Parotid, (pa-rot'id) ft, [G, para,

beside, near, and out, dtos, the

ear. ] The salivary gland situated

nearest the ear.

Paroxysm, (par'oks-izm) n. [G.

?aroxunein, to sharpen, irritate.]

he fit or attack of a disease that

has decided remissions or inter

missions; — hence, any sudden

and violent action ; convulsion ;

fit.

Paroxysmal, (par-oks-iz'nml) a. Marked by paroxysms

—pertaining to or caused by a paroxysm or fits.

Parqueted, (parTcet-ed) a. Formed of pieces of wood

inlaid in small and differently coloured figures.

Parquetry, (parTcet-re) n. (F. parqueterie.) A species

of joinery consisting of inlaid work, generally of dif

ferent colours, used especially for floors.

Parr, (par) n. [Gael. & Ir. bradan, a salmon. J A small

species of river fish, by some supposed to be the salmon

fry, by others a species of trout.

Parricidal, (par-re-sld'al) «. Pertaining to parricide ;—

sommitting parricide.

Parricide, (parre-sid) n. [L. parricida, from pater,

father, and cadert, to kill.] A jiersnri who murders his

father or mother ;—the murder of any one to whom

reverence is due.

Parrot, (par'ut) a. fF. perroquet, probably from PUrrot,

diminutive of Picrrt, PeUr.] A climbing bird of the

genus Ptiltac%u, of brilliant colour, having a fleshy

 

Paroquet.

tongue, and a short, hooked bill, toothed above. Some

of the s)>ecies are remarkable for their loquacity and

power of imitating vocal sounds, especially those of the

human voice ;—hence, a chatterer ;—one who echoes at

repeats the language or sentiments of another.

Parrot, (par'ut) r. i. To talk like a parrot; to repeat

by rote, and without understanding.

Parry, (par're) v. t. [F. partr, It. parare, Eng. part.}

To ward off ;—to prevent ;—to avoid ; to shift off ; to

evade ;—v. i. To ward off; to put by or turn aside, as

a thrust or stroke; to fence;—imp. & pp. parried;

Ppr. parrying.

Parse, (pars) r.t. [L. part, a part] To analyse and

describe grammatically, as a sentence :—imp. & pp.

parsed ; ppr. parsing.

Parsee, (par-seO n. [Hind. & Per. pdrtt, a Persian.]

One of the Indian adherents of the Zoroastrian or

ancient Persian religion; a fire-worshipper ; a Gueber.

Parsceism, (par'se-izm) n. The religion and customs of

the Parsees.

Parsimonious, (par-se-md'ne-us) a. Sparing or saving

in the use or expenditure of money ; frugal to excess;

covetous ; niggardly ; miserly : penurious ; saving.

Parsimoniously, (par-se-md'ne-us-le) adr. Sparingly ;

covetously.

Parsimoniousness, (par-ee-mo'ne-us-nes) n. A mental

disposition to spare expenditure and save or hoard

money j—a frugal or economical spirit;—in a bad sense,

meanness or niggardliness in spirit or practice.

Parsimony, (par'se-mun-e) n. [L. parsimonia, from.

parcere, to spare.] Closeness or sparingnees in the

expenditure of money or means ; excessive economy—

it implies something more than frugality, and some

thing less than niggardliness.

Parsley, (pars' I e) n, |G. petroulinon, rock-parsley.] A

plant, the leavesof which are used in cookery, and the

root as an aperient medicine.

Parsnip, (parsnip) ft. [L. pattinum, carrot, and napvt,

A.-S. naej>e, turnip.] A plant, of which one species, the

common parsnip, has a white, spindle-shaped root, of

a pleasant aromatic flavour, much used for food ; the

root itself :—also Parsnep.

Parson, (par'sn) a. 1 1 .. persona (sc. tccletia), equivalent

to clergyman. ] The priest of a parish or particular

district church ;—one who has a ministerial charge or

cure of souls ;—a clergyman.

Parsonage, (par'sn-aj) n. The house and glebe belong

ing to a parish or organized church in a particular

district, and appropriated for the use of the minister ;

—a manse. [Scot]

Part, (part) n. [L. part, partis.] One of the portions,

equal or unequal, into which any thing is divided, or

regarded as divided ; something leas than a whole;—

piece ; fragment ;—a distinct portion ; particular ;—a

constituent particle ; component ; ingredient ; — an

essential element; an organ;—a proportional quantity:

a numerical division;—share; lot;—concern; interest;

—side ; party ; faction ;—share of labour or duty ;

Hpecinl or appropriated office or business ;—action ;

conduct ;—one of the pieces of the score in vocal or

instrumental harmony, or that part of the harmony

which a voice or instrument has to execute in pro

ducing the harmony ;—a character assigned to an in

dividual actor in a dramatic performance, and the

words and action belonging to jt ;—pi. Accomplish

ments ; qualities ; faculties ; talenfcs ;—quarters ; re

gions ; districts.

Part, (part) v. t. To divide ; to distribute; to share ;

to allot ;—to disunite ; to sunder;—to stand between ;

to intervene betwixt, as combatants j—v. i. To be

broken or divided into parts or pieces ; to go asunder ;

to take leave ; -to separate ; to leave :—imp. <fc pp.

parted ; ppr. parting.

Partake, (par-takO ».i [From part and tafcs.) To

take a part, portion, or share in common with others ;

to participate ;—to have something of the properties.
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nature, or office ;—to be admitted ;—v. t. To have a

part in ; to share '.—imp. partook ; pp. partaken ; ppr.

partaking.

Partaker, (par-t&k'er) n. One who has or takes a part ;

a sharer ; a participator—followed by, o/or in.

Parterre, (par-tar') n. [F., from par, on, and terre,

earth, ground.] An ornamental and diversified ar

rangement of beds or plots in a flower-garden ;—the

pit of a theatre.

Parthenon, (par'the-non) n. A celebrated temple of

Minerva at Athens, in Greece.

Partial, (parshe-al) a. [L. para, parti*, a part.] Affect

ing a part only ; not total or entire;—biased to one party;

not indifferent ;—inclined to favour unreasonably.

Partiality, (par-she-aTe-te) n. The quality of being

partial ;—undue bias toward one side, party, or view ;

strong liking to, or inclination in favour of ; special

fondness.

Partially, (par'ahe-al-le) adv. In part ; not totally ;—

with undue bias of mind to one party or side.

PartibiUty, (part-e-bil'e-te) n. Susceptibility of division,

partition, or severance.

Partible, (part'e-bl) a. [L. partibilis, from partire, to

part, divide. ] Admitting of being parted or separated ;

divisible ; separable. [a partaker.

Participant, (par-tuVe-pant) v. One who participates ;

Participate, (par-tis'e-pat) v.i. [L. jmrticipare, from

pars, a part, and capere, to take.] To have a share in

common with others ; to take a part :—imp. & pp.

participated ; ppr, participating.

Participation, (par-tis-«-pa shun) n. Act or state of

sharing in common with others ;—distribution ; divi

sion into shares. [with another.

Participator, (par-tis'e-pat-er) n. One who partakes

Participial, (par-te-sjp'e-al) a. [L. participial is.]

Having the nature and use of a participle ; formed

from a participle. (manner of a participle.

Participially. (par-to-sipVal-le) adv. In the sense or

Participle, (par'te-sip-l) n. [L. participium, from par*,

a part, and capere, to take.] A word having the

nature of an adjective, derived from a verb, and so

called because it partakes of the properties of a noun

and of a verb, as having, making.

Particle, (pdr'te-kl) n. [h. particula, diminutive of

part, parti*, a part.] A minute part of matter ; an

atom ; a molecule ; a grain ;—any very small port or

portion ; jot; tittle ;—in grammar, any part of speech

that is not inflected.

Particular, (pur-tik'u-ler) a. Relating to a part or

portion of any thing, or to n single ]>erson or thing ;

single ; individual ; — noting peculiar property or

quality ; distinctive ; specific ;—noting extraordinary

quality; special; odd; singular;—attentive to details;

minute ; precise ; — nice m taste ; hard to please ;

fastidious ;—appropriate ; peculiar ; especial.

Particular, (par-tik u-ler) n. A single point or circum

stance ; a distinct or minute part ; a detail ;—in

dividual state ; specialty. In particular, specially ;

distinctly j specifically.

Particulariat, (par-tik'u-lar-ist) n. An advocate of the

doctrine of particular redemption ; — a baptist who

advocates particularity or extreme restriction in the

communion of the church. Particular redemption, a

theological dogma that the redemption or atonement

of Christ has no reference or effect as regards man

kind generally, but pnly a special or particular

efficacy for the elect.

Particularity, (par-tik-u-larVte) n. Quality of being

particular; distinctiveness; specialty; minuteness in

detail ; — individual characteristic j peculiarity ; —

special circumstance ; minute detail ; particular ;—

something of special or private concern.

Particularlyation, (par-tik-u-lar-iz-a'shun) n. Act of

particularizing or entering into minute details.

Partioul arize, (par-tik'u-lar-iz) v. t. To mention in

particulars ; to enumerate in detail ; to specify ;—v, t .

To be attentive to particulars or details ;—imp. & pp.

particularized; ppr. particularizing.

Particularly, (par-tik'u-lar-le) adv. In a particular

manner ; distinctly ; singly ; with a specific reference,

importance, or interest ;—in an especial manner.

Parting, (part'ing) a. Dividing ; separating ;—depart

ing ;-—declining, as day ;—given at separation ; final ;

farewell, as an embrace. [separation.

Parting, (part'ing) Ik Act of dividing ; a division or

Partisan, (par/te-zan) n. [F.t from parti, a party.] An

adherent to a party or faction.

Partisan, (par'te-zan) n. [F. ptrtuisant, from pertuiser,

to pierce.] A kind of halberd ; a truncheon ; a staff.

Partisan, (par'te-zan) a. Adherent to a party or fac

tion ;—engaged in irregular warfare on outposts.

Partisanship, (par'te-zan-ship) n. State of being a

partisan ; adherence to a party.

Partition, (par-tish'un) n. [L. partitio.] Act of divid

ing, or state of being divided ; division ; separation ;

distinction ;—separate part ; apartment ;—that which

divides or separates ; specifically, an interior wall

dividing one part or apartment of a house, <t<\ . from

another ; also, the part or line where separation is

made ;—division of an estate, Ac, into severalty.

Partition, (par-tish'un) v. t. To divide into shares :—to

divide into distinct parts by walls : — imp. & pp.

partitioned ; ppr. partitioning.

Partitive, (par'te-tiv) n. A word expressing partition

or denoting a part ; a distributive.

Partitively, (par'te-tiv-le) adv. In a partitive manner ;

distributively.

Fartlet, (part'let) n. [From part.] A ruff or collar for

the neck ;—a hen. [degree.

Partly, (part'le) adv. In part ; in some measure or

Partner, (part'ner) n. [From part.] A partaker; an

associate;—an associate in any business or occupation;

a member of a partnership ;—one who dances with

another ;—a husband or wife ; a consort ;—colleague ;

confederate ; companion.

Partnership, (part'ner-ship) n. State of being a partner ;

participation with another ; — association of two or

more persons for the purpose of undertaking and

prosecuting any business ; a Ann or house ;—joint

interest or property in ;—a rule in arithmetic.

Partridge, (par'trij) n. [O. Eng. partrich, L. perdix,

G. perdue.} A native game bird,

of a gray colour mottled with

brown, having naked feet, and

usually found flying in coveys or >

broods. A variety with red legs

is found in Guernsey, and in -

pne form or another it occurs

throughout Europe, in Northern

Africa, India, and China.

Partridge-wood, (par'trij -wood) n. Partridge.

A variegated tropical wood much esteemed for cabinet

work.

Parturient, (par-tu're-ent) a. [L. parturient, ppr. of

parturire, to desire to bring forth.] Bringing forth

or about to bring forth young.

Parturition, (par-tu-rish*un) n. Act of bringing forth

or being delivered of young ; delivery.

Party, (par'te) n, [F. parti, from partir, L. partire,

to divide.] 4. number of persons united in opinion,

and aiming to influence or control the general action ;

a faction ; side ; cause ;—a company invited ; a social

assembly; dinner ; fete, &c. ;—a company set together

on some duty ;—a small number of troops despatched

upon some special service ;—one who takes a part with

others ; a partaker or participator :—one who takes

I '.'ii 1 in a lawsuit us plaintiff or dofendant ;—a single

person as distinct from or opposed to another;—hence,

a person ; an individual.

Party, (par'te) a. Of or belonging to a party or faction ;

—in heraldry, parted or divided—used with reference

to any division of a field or charge.
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Party-coloured, (par'te-kul-erd) a. Coloured, part by

port, with different tint* ; variegated.

Party-spirit, (par'to-apir-it) n. The spirit that abets

and influences a party.

Parvenu, (par*ven-ito) n. [F. properly pp. of parvtnir,

to attain to, to succeed, J An upstart ; one newly risen

into notice.

Parvii, (par'vis) n. The area round a church ; a room

over the church porch for a school, <fec.

Panritude, (j>ar've-tud) n. [I* parvus, small.] Little

ness; meanness.

Paschal, (pas'kal) a. [L. pasckalis, from H. pesach, to

pass over.] Pertaining to the pasaorer or to Easter.

Fash, (pash) v. t. To strike ; to beat ; to bash. | .Scot. J

Pash, (]>ash) n. A blow ; a stroke.

Pasha, (pasha) a. A Turkish viceroy, governor, or

commander ; a bashaw.

Pashalic, (pa-shal'ik) n. The jurisdiction of a pasha.

Pasque-flower, (pask'flow-er) n. [P. pasfpte, Easter, and

Eng. flower.] A plant of the genus Anemone, having

large, purple flowers—it usually flowers about Easter.

Paaquin, (pas'kwiu) n. A mutilated statue at Home,

so called from a cobbler who was remarkable for bis

sneers and gibes, and near whose shop the statue was

dug up. On this statue it bas been customary to

paste satiric papers ;—hence, a lampoon ; a satire ; a

squib :—also Pasquil. [writing.

Pasquinade, (pasTtwin-Od) n. A lampoon or satirical

Fail, (pas) i'. i. [F. patter, It. passare, from L. passus,

step.] To go; to move ; to ha transferred from one

jmint, state, or condition to another ;—to go by ; to

move across or athwart ;—to go through; to percolate;

—to fade away; to vanish ; to be lost ; to disappear ; —

hence, to depart from life ; to die ;—to be spent ; to

elapse ;—to be under trial or discipline ; to undergo ;—

to happen; to occur;—hence, to l» enacted; to receive

legislative sanction;— to be current; to circulate;—

to gain reception ;—to bear inspection ; to do well

enough ; to asswer ;—to go unheeded or neglected ;—

to go beyond bounds ; to surpass ; to be in excess ;—to

make a lunge or pass, as iu fencing ; to thrust ;—v. t.

In transitive senses, to go by, beyond, over, through,

or the like;—to sjteud ; to live through; hence, to

undergo ; to suffer ;—to omit ; to make no note of ; to

disregard;— to surpass; to exceed;—to be carried

through, as by a legislative or governing body; to be

accepted or ratified by ;—in causative senses, to cause

to move or go ; to send ; to transfer or transmit ; to

deliver; to make over;—to utter; to pronounce orally ;

—to accomplish ; to achieve ;—to give legal or official

sanction to ; to ratify ; to enact ;—to give currency to ;

to circulate ;—hence, to practise artfully ; to impose

or palm on ;—to approve of and mark as correct, as

statement of accounts ;— to stand or undergo, as a

trial or examination ; to undergo such successfully ;—

to seud through ; to percolate ; to strain ;—to give

entrance or admission to:—imp. & pp. passed; ppr.

passing

Pass. (I**»•. (pns) w. [!'• passu*, step.] A passage ; a way;

ftpfcially, a narrow and difficult way ;—a passport ; a

ticket of free transit or free admission ;—a thrust ; a

push ;—a movement of the hand over or along any

thing ; — state of things ; condition ; conjuncture ;

extreme case.

Passable, (pas'a-bl) a. Capable of being passed, travelled,

navigated, or the like ;—such as may be suffered to

pass; tolerable; admissible; moderate;—pretty good;

fair. [tolerably.

Passably, (pas'a-ble) adv. In a passable manner;

Passage, (pas'aj)n. [F. from L. passu*.] Act of passing;

motion of any kind from point to point; journey, as

by water, can iago, or the like ; travel ;—way or course

of transit : road ; route ;—a way of entrance or exit;

room leading to other rooms ; vestibule ;—a voyage, as

] of a passenger in a ship ;—right to sail as a passenger

In a ship ; also, the price or fare for such, voyage ;— tho

time taken to sail from port to port ; length of voyage ;

—passing away; decay;—decease; death.-—any particu

lar event in a man's career ; incident ;—occurrence ;

interlude;— part of a writing, document, book, *c. ;

clause, sentence, or paragraph ; extiact ;—a short por

tion of an air or other musical composition ;—act of

carrying through a legislative body; formal enactment;

—an encounter ; a combat.

Passant, (pas'sang) a. Walking—a term applied to any

animal on a shield which appears to walk leisurely.

Pass-book, (paa'book) n. A book in which a trader

enters articles bought on credit, and then sends it w

the purchaser for his information.

Passenger, (pas'en-jer) «. [0. Eng. pasmger.] A p&sswr

or passer-by ; a traveller, especially by some established

conveyance.

Passer, (pas'gr) n. One who passes ; a passenger.

Passerine, (itas'er-in) a. [L. passerinut, from pa*$*r. a

biwutow.] Pertaining to sparrows, or to the order of

bin I* to which sparrows belong.

Possibility, (pas-e-biTe-te) n. Quality of being passible;

or of receiving impressions from external object* or

agents :—also passibletiess.

Passible, (pas'e-bl) a. [L. pambilis, from pari, passu*,

to suffer.] Susceptible of feeling or suffering, or of

impressions from external agents. [passingly.
Passing, (passing) adr. Exceedingly: excessively; *ur-

Passing-bcll, (pas'ing-bel) n. The bell that is rung at

the hour of death to obtain prayers for the passing or

departing soul : also, the bell that is rung while the

body of the deceased person is being carried to

interment.

Passion, (pash'un) n. [L. passio, from pati, passne, to

suffer.] A suffering or enduring;— specifically, the

suffering or crucifixion and death of the Saviour ;—

any condition of the soul in which it is conceived to

be passive under the influence of the object ; the

capacity for emotion ;—hence, strong feeling prompt

ing to action ; specifically, anger ; wrath : — love ;

ardent affection ; fondness ;—eager desire ; controlling

inclination ; — hence, the object of love, fondness,

ardent inclination, or the like.

Passionate, ( wash' un - fit ) a. Easily moved to anger ;

irascible; irritable;— moved by strong emotions or

feelings; vehement : anient ;—expressing strong emo

tion ; animated ; enthusiastic.

Passionately, (paah'un-at-le)adt». With strong feelings

or emotions ; ardently ; vehemently ;—keenly ; in

tensely ;—angrily ; irascibly ; violently. [eionate.

Passionateness, (pash uu-at-nes) n. State of luring pas-

Passionist, (pash'uii-iBt) ». A member of a lvligious

order, founded in Italy, 1737. [temper.

Passionless, (pash'un-les) a. Void of passion ; of a calm

Passion-week, (pash'nn-we-k) n. The week immediately

preceding the festival of Easter—so called because in

that week our Saviour's passion took place.

Passive, (pas'iv) a. [Ij. passivus, from pati, passu*, to

suffer.] Suffering ; receiving impressions from exter

nal agency ; capable of being acted on or influenced ;

—enduring ; unresisting ; submissive ; — quiescent;

patient ; inert ; inactive.

Passively, (pas'iv-le) adv. In a passive manner : unre

sistingly;—with a passive spirit or temper;—without

agency ;—after the form of tho passive or intransitive

verb. [sive.

Passiveness, (pas'iv-nes) n. The quality of being pas-

Passivity, (pas-iv'e-te) n. The tendency of a body to

persevere in a given state, either of motion or rest, till

disturbed by another body.

Pass-key, (pasTu*) n. A master-key ;—a latch key.

Passover, (pas'o-ver) n. [From ptuu and orer, ] A feast

of the Jews instituted to commemorate the time when

Cod, smiting the first-born of the Egyptians, /*r.**fd

over the houses of the Israelites;—the sacrifice offered

at the feast of the panover ;—the paschal lamb j—

hence, Christ.

■
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Passport, (pas'pdrt) «. [F. passeport, from patser, to

pass, and pert, a port.] A document carried by neutral

merchant vessels in time of war to certify their

nationality, and protect them from belligerents ; also,

a document given by the competent officer of a state,

which permits the person therein named to pass or

travel from place to place by land or water ; a safe-

conduct ;—hence, that which enables one to pass with

safety, certainty, or general acceptance.

Pass-ticket, (pas'tik-et) n. A ticket of admission for

money to a place of amusement, an exhibition, &c.

Pass-word, (pas'wurd) n. A word to be given before a

person is allowed to pass ; a watch-word.

Past, (past) a. Not present or future; gone- by; elapsed;

ended : accomplished.

Past, (past) prep. Beyond in place ; further than ;—

beyond in time ; after ; behind ;—above in quantity ;

more than; exceeding;—beyond care or influence; out

of the reach or control of.

Paste, (past) n. [L. paxtus, pasture, food, from pancere,

to feed.] A soft composition, as of flour moistened

with water or milk ;—dough prepared for pies and the

like ;—a fine kind of glass, used in making imitations

of precious stones or gems ;—a mineral substance in

which other minerals are found embedded.

Paste, (pAst) i*. (. To unite or cement with paste ; to

fasten with paste :—imp. & pp. pasted; ppr. pasting,

Pasteboard, (past'bord) n. A stiff, thick kind of paper

board, used for a great variety of purposes.

Pasteboard, (past'bord) a. Made of pasteboard.

Pastel, (pas'tel) n. [¥.] A coloured crayon;—a plant

affording a blue dye; thewoad; also the colouring mat

ter obtained from it.

Pastern, (pas'tem) n. [P. pasturon.] The pert of a

horse's leg between the fetlock joint and the hoof.

Pastil, (pas'til) n. [L. pa*tillu$.] A small cone made

of aromatic substances to be burned for cleansing and

scenting the air of a room ;—an aromatic or medicated

lozenge :—also pastille.

Pastime, (paa'tim) n. [From pass and time.] That

which amuses and serves to make time pass agreeably;

amusement ; recreation ; diversion ; sport : play.

Pastor, (pastor) n. [L., from pascere, pastvm, to pas

ture, to feed. J A shepherd ;—a minister of the gospel

having the charge of a church and congregation.

Pastoral, (pas'tor-al) a. Pertaining to shepherds or to

the life of shepherds ;—relating to the care of souls, or

to the pastor of a church.

Pastoral, (pas'tor-al) n. A poem describing the life and

manners of shepherds ; an idyl ; a bucolic. [pastor.

Pastorally, (pastor-al-lo) adv. In the manner of a

Pastorate, (pas'tor-at) n. Office, state, or jurisdiction

of a spiritual pastor. [pastorate.

Pastorship, (paVtor-ship) ». Office or rank of pastor ;

Pastry, (pas'tre) /). Articles of food made, either wholly

or chiefly, of paste, as pies, tarts, cake, and the like.

Pastry-cook, (paVtre-koAk) n. One whose occupation

is to make and sell articles of food made of paste.

Pasturable, (pas'tur-a-bl) a. Fit for pasture; capable

of being pastured.

Pasturage, (pas'tur-aj) n. The business of feeding or

grazing cattle ;—land appropriated to grazing ;—grass

on which cattle feed.

Pasture, (pas'tur) n. [L. pastura, from pascere, pas-

turn, to pasture, to feed.] Grass for the food of cattle;

—ground covered with grass to be eaten on the spot by

cattle, hones, Ac.

Pasture, (pas'tur) v. t. To feed on growing grass, or to

supply grass for food ;—v. i. To take food by eating

grass from the ground ; to graze :—imp. <ft pp. pas

tured; ppr. pasturing.

Pasty, (pEur'te) n. [From paste.] A hash of venison

or other animal flesh inclosed in thick paste, and baked

without a dish.

Pasty, (paVte) a. Made of paste ; like or having the

ouusistuiice of paste.

Pat, (pat) a. f IX pat and pat.] Exactly suitable either

as to time, place, or purpose; fit ; convenient.

Pat, (pat) adv. Precisely at the proper time ; season

ably; fitly.

Pat, (pat) n. A light, quick blow with the fingers or

hand ;—a small mass which is beat into shape by pats.

Pat, (lilt) v. t. [Ger. patsehen, to strike, Norm. F. lot.]

To strike gently with the fingers or hand ; to tap :—

imp. & pp. patted; ppr. patting.

Patch, (pach) n. A piece of cloth sewed on a garment

to repair it ;—a small piece of silk used to cover a de

fect on the face or to heighten beauty ;—a small piece

of ground ; a plot.

Patch, (pach) v. t. [Ger. patsehen.] To mend by sew

ing on a piece or pieces;—to mend with pieces ; to

repair clumsily ;—to adorn, as the face, with a patch ;

—to put together ill-assorted parts ; to compose in a

hasty, irregular, or botching way: — imp. & pp.

patched ; ppr. patching.

Patcher, (paoh'er) n. One who patches or botches.

Patchouli, (pa-choole) n. An herb, from the essential

oil of which a highly valued perfume is made.

Patchwork, (pach'wurk) n. Work composed of pieces

of various figures sewed together; hence, any thing put

together of incongruous or ill-adapted parts.

Patchy, (pach'e) «. Full of or covered with patches ;

abounding in patches.

Pate, (put) n. [Etymology uncertain — perhaps Ir.

baUias, San. patri, top of a vessel.] The head; the top

of the head.

Patella, (pa-tel'la) n. [L. a small pan, diminutive of

patina.] The knee-pan or cap of the knee.

Paten, (pat'en) n. [L. patina, patena.] The plate or

vessel on which the consecrated bread in the eucharist

is placed.

Patent, (pat'ent) a. [L, patent, ppr. of patere, to be

open.] Open; expanded; evident; manifest; public;

apparent ;—spreading ;—open to public perusal—said

of a document conferring some right or privilege, as

letters patent;—hence, appropriated by letters patent;

restrained from general use.

Patent, (pat'ent) n. A grant from the crown, under

the great seal, conferring a title or other privilege ;—

also, a similar deed securing to a person, for a term of

years, the exclusive right to an invention.

Patent, (pat'ent) v. t. To secure the exclusive right of

to a person, as an invention:—imp. & pp. patented;

ppr. patenting.

Patentee, (pat-ent-60 n. One to whom a grant is made

or a privilege secured by patent.

Paternal, (pa-tcr'nal) a. [L. paUrnus, from pater, a

father.] Pertaining to a father; fatherly; showing the

disposition of a father ;—derived from a father ; here

ditary.

Paternity, (pa-te.r'ne-te) n. The relation of a father to

his offspring; fathership; fatherhood; hence, origina

tion or authorship.

Paternoster, (pat'er-nos-ter) n. [L. Our Father.] The

Lord's Prayer ;—the rosary used by Roman Catholics

in their devotion; also, every tenth bead in the rosary.

Path, (path) n. [A.-S. padht 8kr. patha, from path, to

go.] A way, oourse, or track, on which any thing moves

or has moved ; road ; route ; passage ;—specifically, a

narrow way beaten by the foot ;—course of action, con

duct, or procedure:—pi. Rules prescribed; precepta

Pathetic, (pa-thefik) a. [G. pathetikos, from pathein,

to suffer.] Affecting or moving the tender emotions,

as pity or grief.

Pathetic, (pa-thet'ik) n. Style or manner adapted to

awaken tender emotions and evoke pity, sorrow, Ac.

Pathetically, (pa-thet'ik-al-le) adv. in a pathetic man

ner, [den.

Pathless, (path' lee) a. Destitute of paths; untrod-

Pathognomy, ( pa-thog'no-me ) n. [G. pathos, passion,

and gndmi, judgment.] The science of the signs by

which human passions and sufferings are indicated.
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Pathologic, (path-6-lojlk) a. Pertaining to pathology

or to diitwat D°gy«

Pathologist, (pa-thol'd-jiat) n. One who treats of patho-

Pathology, (pa-t hol'6-je) n. [G. patkoe, a suffering, and

logo*, speech, discourse.] The doctrine of human suf

ferings or disease* ; the science which treats of diseases

in their nature, causes, and symptoms.

Pathos, (pa 'the*) n. [G. }-atho*, suffering, passion.]

Deep fueling ; strong emotion ; passionate warmth in

a speaker or writer ;—expression or utterance exciting

emotion or intense feeling; ttptcially, the power or

quality of exciting tender emotions, as compassion,

sympathy, regret, Ac.

Pathway, (path'wfi) n. A path ; usually a narrow way

to be passed on foot ; course or method of action.

Patience, (pa'she-ens) a. State or quality of suffering;

calm or silent endurance of pain, trial, affliction, or

other evil; — bearing injuries, offences, or injustice

without anger or revenge; long-suffering ; — quality

of waiting long for justice or expected good without

murmuring or (retrainess ;—perseTerance in labour or

exertion; constancy inspirit ; continuance in the path

of duty;—sufferance; allowance; permission;—a native

herb ; a kind of dock.

Patient, (pa she-ent) a. [I*, patient, ppr. of pari, to suf

fer.] Suffering with meekness and submission; calmly

submissive; — persevering;— expectant with calmness

or without discontent ; not hasty.

Patient, (pft'she-ent) n. A person or thing that receives

impressions from external agents;—a diseased person

under medical treatment.

Patiently, (pa'she-ent-le) adv. In a patient manner ;

with calmness ; without undue haste or eagerness.

Fatness, (pat'nes) n. Fitness or appropriateness ; suit

ableness.

Patois, (pat-wiV) n. [From O. F. paois, L. pagensU,

belonging to the country, from pagu*, the country.]

An uncultivated idiom ; a provincial form of speech.

Patriarch, (pa'tre-ark) «. [L. palriarcha, G. pater,

father, and arehos, a leader, chief.] The father and

ruler of a family—usually applied to heads of families

in ancient history, especially in Biblical history;—a

dignitary superior to the order of archbishops in the

Greek or Eastern church.

Patriarchal, (pa-tre-ark'al) a. Belonging or relating to

patriarchs ; possessed by patriarchs ;— subject to a

patriarch.

Patriarchate, (pa'tre-ark-fit) n. Office, dignity, or juris

diction of a patriarch ;—residence of a patriarch.

Patrician, (pa-trish'e-an) a. [L. pat7-iciu*, from patres,

fathers or senators.] Pertaining or appropriate to a

person of high birth ; senatorial ; noble.

Patrician, (pa-trish'e-an) n. A person of high birth ; a

nobleman,

Patricide, (pat're-sid) n. [L. pater, father, and c&dere,

to kill. ] The murder or murderer of a father.

Patrimonial, (pat-re-mo'ne-al) a. Pertaining to a patri

mony ; inherited from ancestors.

Patrimonially, (pat-re-mo'ne-al-le) adv. By inheritance.

Patrimony, (pat're-mun-e) n. [L. jMtrimonium, from

pater, father.] A right or estate inherited from one's

ancestors ;—a church estate or revenue.

Patriot, (pa'tre-ot) n. [G. patridtis, a fellow-country

man.] One who loves his country, and zealously sup

ports and defends it and its interests.

Patriot, (pa'tre-ot) a. Devoted to the welfare of one's

country ; patriotic.

Patriotic, (paVtre-ot'ik) a. Full of patriotism ; actuated

by the lore of one's country. [low of country.

Patriotism, (p&'tre-ot-izm) n. Quality of being patriotic;

Patristic, (pa-tris'tik) a. [L. pater, genitive patrU, a

father.] Pertaining to the fathers of the Christian

church.

Patristics. (pft-tris/tiks) n. ting. The branch of Church

history which treats of the lives and doctrines of the

early fathers.

Patrol, (psv-treT) n. A marching round of a guard in

the night, to watch and secure the safety of a camp or

other place ;—the guard or persons who go the rounds

for observation.

Patrol, (pa-trdT) r. i. [F. patnmiller, patouiller, to

patroL] To go the rounds in a camp or garrison ; to

march about and observe what passes, as a guard ;—

v. t . To pass round, as a sentry :—imp. &. pp. patrolled ;

ppr. patrolling.

Patron, (patrun) ». [L. patronus, from pater, patris,

a father.] Among the Romans, a master who had

freed his slave, but retained some rights over him after

his emancipation ; also, a man of distinction under

whose protection another has placed himself ;—hence,

one who countenances, supports, or protects ; an advo

cate ; a defender ;—a guardian saint or angel ;—one

who has the gift and disposition of a benefice ;—one

who has the right of presenting to a vacant ministerial

charge. [Scot,]

Patronage, (pa'trun-aj, pafrun-aj) 11. Special counten

ance or support;—guardianship, as of a saint :—right

of presentation to a church or ecclesiastical benefice ;

advowson.

Patroness, (p&'trun-es) n. A female patron ;—a female

guardian saint ;—a female who countenances or sup

ports a charitable institution, &c. ;— lady-president of

a ball, public assembly, &c.

Patronize, (pa'trun-Iz, pafnm-iz) r. t To act as patron

to ; to defend ; to protect, as a client ;—to favour ; to

countenance, as a system or theory ;—to lend aid to ;

to support ; to befriend, as a cause or undertaking ;

—to assume the air of a superior—in an unfavourable

sense :—imp. & pp. patronized ; ppr. patronizing.

Patronizer, (pa'trun-Iz-er) n. One who favours, coun

tenances, or supports. [manner.

Patronizingly, (pa'trun-Iz-ing-le) adv. In a patronizing

Patronymic, (pat-ro-nim'ik) n. (G. pater, father, and

onoma, name.] A name derived from that of a parent

or ancestor.

Patronymic, (pat-ro-nim'ik) a. Derived from ances

tors, as a name ; expressing the name of ancestors.

Patten, (pat'en) n. fF. pa tin, a high-heeled shoe.] A

clog of wood standing on a ring of iron, worn to elevate

the feet from the wet ;—the base or foot of a column.

Patter, (pat'er) v. i. [A frequentative of pat, to strike

gently.] To strike, as drops of water or hail falling in

quick succession ;—to make a noise, as the sound of

the quick, short steps of many feet;—to enunciate

rapidly and glibly ;—r. t. To cause to strike or beat in

drops, as water ; to spatter ; to sprinkle ;—to repeat in

a m uttering manner, as prayers :—imp. & pp. pattered ;

ppr. pattering.

Fatter, (pat'$r) «. A quick succession of small sounds :

—a rapid, glib utterance. [F. patois.] The dialect of

a particular class ; slang language.

Pattern, (pat'ern) n. [F. patron, patron and pattern.]

An original or model proposed for imitation ; an

exemplar:—a specimen; a sample; an example;—a

shape cut out in paper to direct the cutting of cloth,

&c, in tailors' or milliners' work;—figure or style <Jf

ornamental execution.

Pattern, (pat'ern) v. t. To make in imitation of some

model ; to copy ;—to serve as an examplo to be fol

lowed:—imp. & pp. patterned; ppr. patterning;.

Pattern - drawer, (pat/ern-draw-er) ft. One who draws

and designs patterns.

Patty, (pat'e) n. [F. pAtf.} A little pie.

Paucity, (paw'sit-e) n. [L. paueitas, from pa%teu*, few,

little. ] Fewness ; smallness of number ;—emallness of

quantity ; exiguity.

Paul, (pawl) 7i. An Italian coin ;—a paw] ; a detent.

Pauline, (pawlTn) a. Pertaining to, derived from, or

resembling St. Paul or his writings.

Paunch, (pansh) n. [L. pantex, panticif.) The belly

and its contents ; the abdomen ; also, the first and

largest stomach of a ruminant quadruped.
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Pauper, (paw'per) n. [L. pauper.] A poor person;

especially, one so indigent as to depend on charity for

maintenance, or one supported by public provision, as

tlie poor-law.

Pauperism, (paw'per-izm) n. State of being a pauper or

destitute of the means of support; indigence; penury ;

want.

Pauperize, (paw'per-Iz^ v. t. To reduce to pauperism :

—imp. & pp. pauperized ; ppr. pauperizing.

Pause, (pawz) n. [h, pattta, G. pausis, from pavein, to

make to cease, to cease.] A temporary stop or rest ;

cessation;—susiwnse ; hesitation ; — a mark of cessa

tion or intermission of the voice ; a point ;—a break

in writing; paragraph: — a character, thus ['TS*

placed over a note or rest, to indicate that the tone or

the silence is to be prolonged beyond the regular time ;

a hold.

Pause, (pawz) v. i. To make a short stop ; to cease for

a time ;—to be intermitted ; stop ; stay; delay ; tarry ;

hesitate; demur:—imp. & pp paused; ppr. pausing.

Pauaingly, (pawr/ing-le) adv. With pauses ; by breaks.

Pare, (pav) v. t. [F. paver, L. pavire, to strike, beat

down.] To lay or eorer with stone or brick ;—to pre

pare the way for ; to facilitate the introduction of :—

imp. & pp. pared ; ppr. paving.

Pavement, (pav'ment) n. A floor or covering of solid

material, laid so as to make a hard and convenient

passage : — the footpath laid with nags of stone or

asphalt on each side of a street.

Paver, (paVer) ». One who lays stones for a floor ; one

who lays flags for pavements; one who makes or re

pairs roads and streets :—also pavier, pavior.

Pavilion, (pa-vil'yun) n. [F. pavilion, L. pavilio, a

butterfly, a tent.] A temporary movable habitation ;

a tent ;—a kind of building or turret, usually insulated

and having a roof which is sometimes square and

sometimes in the form of a dome ;—a tent raised on

posts.

Pavilion, (pa-vil'yun) v. t. To furnish or cover with

tents or pavilions: — impt 6 pp. pavilioned; ppr.

pavilioning.

Paving, (pav'ing) n. Pavement ; a floor of stones or

bricks ;—the construction of streets or highways.

Pavo, (pi'vo) n. [L.] The peacock ;—a southern con

stellation consisting of fourteen stars; —a species of

marine fish.

Pavonidas, (pa-von'id-a) «. pi. A genus of rasorial birds,

having bright, showy plumage, of which the peacock

is the type.

Pavonine, (pa'vo-nln) a. [L. pavoninun, from paro,

peacock.] Belonging to the peacock ; resembling the

tail of a peacock ; iridescent.

Paw, (paw) n. [W. paicen, allied to F. poe.] The foot

of beasts of prey having claws;—the hand—in contempt.

Paw, (paw) r. i. To scrape with the fore foot ;—r. (.

To handle with the paws ; hence, to handle awkwardly

or coarsely;—to scrape with the fore foot :—imp. & pp.

pawed ; ppr. pawing. [manner.

Pawkily, (pawk'e-le) adv. In a pawky, arch, or cunning

Fawkiness, (pawk'e-nes) n. Cunning; archness.

Pawky, (pawk'e)ct. [A.-S. pa«un, to deceive.] Cun

ning ; artful ; sly : arch.

Pawl, (pawl) n. [W. paw?, a pole, a stake.] A short,

movable bar to check the backward revolution of a

wheel, windlass, &c. ; a catch, click, detent, or rachet.

Pawn, (pawn) n. [F. pan, pledge, assurance, I eel.

pantr, il pignu*.] Goods, chattels, or money deposited

as security for payment of money borrowed ;—a pledge

for the fulfilment of a promise.

Pawn, (pawn) n. [F. peon, a walker, from L. pr»,

pcdU, foot.] A common man or piece of the lowest

rank in chess.

Pawn, (pawn) p. t. To deposit in pledge, or as security

for the payment of money borrowed :—to pledge for

the fulfilment of a promise; to stake; to wager :—imp.

fcpp, pawned; ppr. pawning^

Pawnbroker, (pawn-brok'er) n. One who lends money

on pledge or the deposit of goods. »

Pawnbroking, (pawn'brok-ing) n. The business of a

pawnbroker. [as security.

Pawnee, (pawn-e') n. One to whom a pawn is delivered

Pawner, (pawner) n. One who pawns or deposits a

pledge for the payment of borrowed money.

Paxwax, (pakrwaks) n. [Ger. kaarwacht, the sinewy

extremity of the muscles.] A strong, stiff, cartilage

running along the sides of a large quadruped to the

middle of the back, as in an ox or horse.

Pay, (pi) v. f. [F. paitr, It. paaare, L. pacare, to

pacify, appease, from par, pacit, peace.] To discharge

one's obligations to ; to make due return to ; to com

pensate ; to requite ; — hence, to retort or revenge

upon ; to punish ; to beat ;—to discharge, as a debt or

obligation, by giving or doing that which is due; to

render duly ;—to cover, as the bottom of a vessel, a

scam, a mast, yard, and the like, with a composition

of tallow, resin, &c. ; to bream ;—v. t. To recompense;

to make payment or requital ; hence, to be remunera

tive or profitable:—imp. & pp. paid; ppr. paying.

Pay, (pa) n. An equivalent given for money due, goods

purchased, or services performed ; compensation ; re

compense ; hire; wages ; salary;—stipend paid to mili

tary or naval officers, called full pay to such as are in

active service, and half pay to those who have retired

or are unemployod. [to be paid ; justly due.

Payable, (pa'a-bl) a. Capable of being paid; suitable

Pay-day, (ptVdft) n. The day on which wages or money

is stipulated to be paid ; hence, a day of reckoning or

retribution.

Payee, (pa-e') n. The person named in a bill or note

to whom, or to whose order, the amount is promised

or directed to be paid.

Payer, (pa'er) n. One who pays ; the person on whom

a bill of exchange is drawn, and who is directed to pay

the money to the holder.

Paymaster, (pu'mas-ter) n. One appointed to make

payments ;—one from whom wages or reward is re

ceived ;—specifically an officer entrusted by govern

ment with money to pay the officers and men of a

regiment.

Payment, (pa'raent) «. Act of paying; discharge of a

debt ;—that which is paid ; recompense ; requital ; re

ward ;—chastisement ; sound beating.

Pay-office, (pa'of-is) ». A government office where pay

ment is made of public debts, official salaries, &c, and

where money is issued to paymasters in the army and

pursers inthe navy for the payment of the forces.

Pay-roll, (pft'rol) n. A bat of persons entitled to pay

ment, with the sums which are to be paid to them :—

also Pay-bill,

Pea, (pe) n. [A.-S. pi*a, L. pimm.] A leguminous

plant and its fruit, of many varieties, much cultivated

for food :—pi. Peas, for two or more seeds, p*a»t, for

an indefinite quantity.

Peace, (pes) n. [L. pax, pae'u, A.-S. pats.] A state of

quiet or tranquillity ; calm ; repose ;—freedom from

war : exemption from or cessation of hostilities :—ab

sence of civil disturbance ;—quietness of mind or con

science; tranquillity;—a state of reconciliation ; har

mony; concord;—in Scripture, reconciliation to God;

state of grace ;—rest in God; quietness and content

ment of the soul ; heavenly rest ; Christ, as the means

of reconciliation.

Peaceable, (peVa-bl) a. Free from war, tumult, public

commotion, or private feud or quarrel ;—disposed to

peace ; pacific ;—quiet ; undisturbed ; not agitated or

excited ;—not violent or unnatural.

Feaeeableness, (pes'a-bl-nes) n. The state of being

peaceable; quietness; disposition to peace. [quietly.

Peaceably, (pes'a-ble) adv. In a peaceable manner;

Peacebreaker, (pes'brak-er) n. A person who disturbs

the public peace; one who disturbs the peace of families

or neighbours.
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Peacock.

Peaceful, (pes'fool) a. Pomowing peace; not diatarbed

by war, tumult, or oommotlon ;—pacific ; mild ; still ;

undisturbed. [quietly ; gently.

Peacefully. (pesTOoMe) adv. In a peaceful manner ;

Feacefulness, (pesTCKJl-nes) n. The quality or condition

of being peaceful ; quiet.

Peacemaker, (pes'mak-er) n. One who makes peace by

reconciling parties that are at variance.

Peace-offering. (pesof-er-ing) n. In the Mosaic ritual,

an offering to express thanks to God for blessings and

benefits received.

Peace-officer, (pes'of-is-er) n. A civil officer whose duty

it is to preserve the public peace.

Peach, (pCch) n. [F. peche, L. Persieum (sc. malum), a

Persian apple. ] A tree and its fruit, of many varieties.

Peach, (pech) v. i. To turn informer ; to betray one's

accomplice. [colour of the peach blossom.

Peach-colour, (pechTcul-er) n. The beautiful pale-red

Peachick, (pe'chik) n. The chicken or young of the

peacock.

Peachy, (puch'e) a. Like or containing peaches.

Peacock, (pe'kok) n. [A.-S. pdwa, L. pavo.) The male

of a gallinaceous fowl, about the

size of the turkey. The rump

feathers are long, capable of being

erected, and marked with a block

spot, around which brilliant

metallic colours are arranged.

Peahen, ([when) n. The hen or

female of the peacock.

Pea-jacket, (pejak-ot) n. A thick

woollen jacket worn by seamen,

Ac.

Peak, (pek) n. [A.-S. peac, W.

pig.] A point; the end of any

thing that terminates in a point ;

spcc\rkalt>j, the sharp top of a hill

or mountain ;—the upper, outer corner of a sail which

is extended by a guff or yard ; also the extremity of the

yard or gaff.

Peak, (pek) r. (. To raise a gaff or yard obliquely to

the mast ;—v. i. To look sickly or thin ; to pine ;—to

cut a mean figure ; to sneak :—imp. & pp. peaked ;

ppr. peaking.

Peakish, (pek'ish) a. Denoting or belonging to a hilly

situation ; situated on a peak;—having thin and sharp

features ; sickly-looking.

Peal, (pel) n. [An abbreviation of F. appel, a call,

appeal, ruffle of a drum, L. appellor*.] A loud sound,

or a succession of loud sounds, as of bells, thunder,

cannon, &c. ;—a set of bells tuned to each other ; also,

the changes rung upon a set of bells.

Peal, (pel) v. ». To utter loud and solemn sonnds;

—v. t. To ring or sound loudly ; to celebrate ;—to

assail with noise; to deave [Scot.];—imp. & pp.

pealed ; nr, pealing.

Pean, (p&'an) n. [L. paant G. paian.) A song of praise

and triumph.

Pear, (par) n. [A -8. peru, F. poire, D. peer, L. pirvm.]

A tree of the genus Pyrvs, of many varieties, some of

which produce delicious fruit.

Pearl, (perl) n. [A -8. pearl, F. perle.] A white, hard,

smooth, lustrous substance, usually roundish, found

inside the shells of several species of molluscs, parti

cularly the pearl oyster ;—hence, something very pre

cious ; a jewel ;—something round and clear, as a drop

of water or dew ;— a variety of printing type, in size

between ruby and diamond.

(Pearl typs.)

Pearl, (perl) v. t. To set in or adorn with pearls ;—

v. t. To resemble pearls.

Pearlash, (perl'ash) n. A somewhat impure carbonate

of potassa, obtained by calcining wood.

Pearl-barley, (pert'oar-le) n. Common barley reduced

to small round grain* similar to pearls.

Pearl-direr, (perl-diver) n. One who dives for pearls.

 

Pearl-fishery, (perl-fish'er-e) n. Ground where peaxl

oysters are dived for ;—business of diving for pearls.

Pearl-oyster, (perl'oys-ter) n. The oyster which yield*

pearls.

Pearl-powder, (perl'DOw-der) n. A powder made from

nitrate of bismuth, and sometimes used as a cosmetic;

pearl-white. [pearls ;—resembling pearls.

Pearly, (perl'e) a. Containing pearls; abounding with

Peasant, (pez'ant) n. [F. ytysan, from L_ pagas, the

country.] One whose business is rural labour; tMpe-

eiaUy, one of the lowest class of tillers of the soil in

European countries ; rustic ; swain ; hind.

Peasantry, (uez'aut-re) n. The lowest class of tiUrrs

of the soil ; labourers ; peasants ; rustics. [pea.

Peascod. (peVkod) n. The legume or pericarp of the

Pease, (per) n. pi. Peas collectively, or used to denote

food made from peas.

Peat, (pet) n. [Allied to A.-S. pitt, Eng. pit.) A sub

stance consisting of roots and fibres in various stages

of decomposition—when dried, it iB often used for fuel.

Peat-mots, (pC-t'mos) ». The vegetables which, when

decomposed, become peat ;—a fen producing peat.

Peaty, (pete) a. Composed of peat ; resembling peat.

Peba. (p£'ba) n. A kiud of armadillo found in various

parts of South America.

Pebble, (pebl) n. [A.-S. pabnl,

IceL popull, a ball.] A small,

roundish stone; a stone worn an 4

rounded by the action of water:—

transparent and colourless rock-

crystal.

Pebbly, (peVle) a. Full of pebbles;

abounding with pebbles.

Peccability, (pek-a-bil e-te) n. State or quality of being

peccable; liability to sin.

Peccable, (pelt/a-bi) a. [L. peceare, to sin.] Liable to

sin or transgress the divine law.

Peccadillo, (pek-a-dil'lo) n. [Sp. peeadillo, L. peccatwa,

asin, from /-eccar*, to sin.] A slight trespass or offence;

a petty crime or fault. [or sinful ;—offence.

Peccancy (pek'an-se) n. The quality of being peccant

Peccant, (pek'aut) a. [L. peccant, ppr. of peceare, to

sin.] Sinning ; criminal; — morbid ; corrupt ; not

healthy.

Peccantly, (pek ant-le) adv. Sinfully ; transgreasingly.

Peccary, (pek'ar-e) n [The South American name. J A

pachyderm about the size and shape of a small hog,

but having a white ring around the neck.

Peck, (pek) n. [Probably a modification of pack.] The

fourth part of a bushel; a dry measure of eight quarts;

—hence, a groat deal, as to be in a peck of trouble*.

Peck, (pek) r. f. [It. beccare, F. becqueter, Ger. pic£**u]

To strike with the beak ;—to strike with small and re

peated blows ;—to delve or dig with any thing pointed,

as with a pick-axe ;—to pick up with the beak ;—r. t.

To make strokes with the beak or something like a

1 »:*k :— imp. & pp. pecked : ppr. pecking. [pecker.

Pecker, (pek'er) n. One who or that which pecks; wood-

Peckish, (pek'ish) a. Inclined to peck, as a bird ;—hun

gry ; having a desire to eat ;—disposed to find fault.

Pecten, (pek'ten) n. [Ij. a comb.] A genua of marine

bivalves of the genns Ostractte, with longitudinal linos

or ribs on the exterior ; clam ; scallop, Ac. ;—also, a

vascular membrane on the eyes of most birds.

Pectinal, (pek'tin-al) a. Pertaining to or resembling a

comb.

Pectinal, (pek'tin-al) «. [L. pecten, a comb, from pee-

tere, to oomb,G. pekttin.] A fish whose bones resemble

the teeth of a comb.

Pectinate, (pek'tin-at) a. [L. pettinatv.ii, from pecten,

comb.] Having resemblance to the teeth of a comb.

Pectoral, (pek'tor-al) a. [h. pectoralit, from peel ast

pectoris, the breast.] Pertaining to the breast;—relat

ing to diseases of the chest.

Pectoral, (pek'tor-al) n. A breastplate ; especially, a

sacerdotal vestment worn by the Jewish high priest ;—
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a pectoral fin ;—a medicine adapted to cure or relieve

complaints of the breast and lungs.

Pectoriloquy, (pek-to-ril'o-kwe) «. [L. pectu$, the

breast, and lotjui, to speak.] The distinct articulation

of the sounds of a patient's voice heard on applying

the ear to the chest in auscultation.

Peculate, (pek'u-lat) v. i. [L. peculari, peculatus, from

peeulium, private property.] To steal public moneys

committed to one's care ; to embezzle ; to steal :—imp.

& pp. peculated ; put, peculating.

Peculation, (pek-u-U'shuu) n. Act or practice of pecu

lating : embezzlement of public money or goods.

Peculator, (pek'ii-lat-er) «. One who peculates or de-

frauds the public.

Peculiar, (pe-kule-ar) a . [L. peculiaris, from peeulium,

private property.] Belonging solely or especially to an

individual; not general; appropriate ;—particular;

individual ; special ;—singular ; odd.

Peculiar, (pe-kule-ar) n. Exclusive property ; private

right or authority;—in EnglisJt canon law, a particular

pariah or church having jurisdiction.

Peculiarity, (pe-ku-le-ar'e-te) n. Quality of being

peculiar ; appropriateness ; specialty ;—that which is

peculiar ; individuality ; particularity.

Peculiarize, (pe-ku'le-ar-iz) r. t. To appropriate : to

make peculiar:—imp. & pp. peeuliarized ; ppr. pecu-

liariaing.

Peculiarly, (pe-kule-ar-le) adv. In a peculiar manner;

particularly ; singularly ; unusually ; especially.

Pecuniary, (pe-ku'ne-ar-e) a. [L. pecuniarius, from

petunia, money, property in cattle, from pee ust cattle.]

Relating to money or to wealth or property ;—consist

ing of money. [teacher of children.

Pedagogic, (ped-a-goj'ik) a. Suiting or belonging to a

Pedagogue, (ped'a-gog) n. [L. pcedaaoaus, G. pais,

jjaidos, a boy, and agein, to lead, guide.] A teacher

of children ; a schoolmaster ;—one who by teaching

has become formal, positive, or pedantic in his habits.

Pedal, (pedal) a. [L. pedalis, from pes, pedis, foot.]

Pertaining to a foot.

Pedal, (ped'al) n. A contrivance to modify the tone or

swell of a musical instrument, as the piano-forte,

harp, or organ ;—also, one of the largest organ-stops

played on by the foot.

Pedant, (ped'aot) n. [It. pedante, originally a peda

gogue, contracted from pedagogante.] One who makes

a display of learning ; a pretender to superior know

ledge ; one addicted to the use of learned words and

formal phrases.

Pedantic, (pe-dant'ik) a; Suiting, belonging to, or

resembling a pedant ; ostentatious of learning.

Pedantically, (pe-danfik-al-le) adv. In a pedantical

manner.

Pedantry, (ped'ant-re) n. Vain ostentation of learn

ing or of knowledge of any kind;—adoption of a for

mal style of speech ; use of learned words: mode of

thought and phraseology unsuitable to the place or

audience.

Peddle, (pedl) r. i. [A modification of paddle, diminu

tive of pad, to go.] To go from place to place or from

house to house and retail goods ; to hawk ;—to be busy

about trifles ;—v. t. To retail by carrying around from

customer to customer ; to hawk :—imp. A; pp. peddled ;

Mr, peddling.

Pedest.il, (ped'es-tal) n. [L. pes, pedis, toot, and Ger.

stal, station, place.) The base or foot of a column,

statue, vase, lamp, or the like.

Pedestrian, (pe-des'tre-an) a. [L. pedettris.] Going on

foot : performed on foot. [neys on foot.

Pedestrian, (pe-des'tre-an) n. One who walks orjour-

Pedestrianism. (pe-des'tre-an-izm) n. The act or prac

tice of a pedestrian ; walking; going on foot; art or

practice of walking or running a race, or for a wager.

Pedicel, (ped'e-eel) n. [L. pedinilus, diminutive of

pes, pedis, a foot.] The stalk that supports one flower

only, when there are several on a peduncle.

The

 

Pediculous, (ped-ik'u-lua) a. [L. pedieularis.] Lousy;

liaving the lousy distemper :—also pedicular.

Pediouhu, (ped-ik'u-lus) n. [L.] A genus of apterous

insects, mostly parasitic, of wliich there are many

varieties.

Pedigree, (ped'e-gre) n, [Contracted from F. par

deoi-ft, by degrees.] Line ofancestors; descent; lineage;

genealogy ; register of a line of ancestors.

Pediment, (ped'e-ment) h. [L. jtes, ptdis, a foot.]

triangular or arched ornamen

tal facing of a portico, or a similar

decoration over doors, windows,

gates, &c,

Pedimental, (ped'e-ment-al)a. Re

lated or pertaining to a pediment.

Pedler, (pedler) n. One who tra

vels about hawking small com- Pediment,

modities ; a packman; a travelling trader: — also

Pedlar.

Pedlery, (pedler-e) 71. The trade or the goods of a ped

ler ; hawking ; small wares sold by pedlers.

Pedo-baptism, (pe-do-bap'tizm) n. [G. ,»<■.-, paidos, a

child, and baptismos, baptism.] The baptism of infanta

or of children. [fant baptism.

Pedo-baptist, (pe-do-bap'tist) n. One who holds to in-

Pedometer, (pS-dom'et-er) n. [ I .. pes, jndis, a foot, and

G. metron, a measure.] An instrument for indicatiug

the number of steps taken in walking, and so ascer

taining the distance passed over.

Peduncle, (pe-dungTd) n. [L. pedunculus, diminutive

ot pes, pedis, a foot.] The stem or stalk that supports

the flower and fruit of a plant.

Peduncular, (pe-dung'ku-ler) a. Pertaining to, or grow

ing from, a peduncle :—also pedunculate.

Peek, (pelt) r. i. To peep: to look slyly or through a

crevice, or with the eyes half closed.

Peel, (pel) t*. (. [F. peter, piller, from L. pilaw, deprive

of hair, from pilus, a hair.] To strip off the skin,

bark, or rind of, by the hand without a cutting instru

ment ; to flay ; to bark ; to skin ;—to remove with a

knife or other instrument, as the Bkin, rind, bark,

&c. ; to pare ;—hence, to plunder ; to pillage ; — v. i.

To come off, as the akin, bark, or rind:—imp. & pp.

peeled; ppr. peeling.

Peel, (pel) n. The skin or rind of any thing.

Peeler, (peTer) a. One who, or that wliich, peela,

strips, or flays; a plunderer; a pillager;—a policeman.

Peep, (pep) v. i. [D. piepen, L. pipire, to peep.) To

cry, as a chicken hatching or newly hatched; to chirp:

—to begin to appear ; to look out slyly through a

crevice, or with the eyes half closed : — imp. & pp.

peeped; ppr. peeping.

Peep, (pep) n. The ury of a young chicken ; chirp ;—

first out-look or appearance ; a sly look.

Peeper, (pep'er) n. A chicken just breaking the shell ;

—one who peeps or looks out slyly.

Peer, (per) n. [F. pair, from L. par, equal.] One of

the same rank, quality, endowments, &c. ; an equal;—

a comrade ; a companion ; an associate ;—a nobleman.

Peer, (per) v. L [F parattre, L. parere.] To look nar

rowly, curiously, or sharply; to peep: — imp. & pp.

peered ; />;»•. peering. [the body of peers.

Peerage, (peV&j) n. The rank or dignity of a peer ;—

Peeress, (per'es) n. The consort of a peer; also, a,

female holding a patent of nobility in her own right.

Peerless, (perTes) a. Having no peer or equal : un

equalled ; matchless; superlative. [matchlessly.

Peerlessly, (per'les-le) adv. In a peerless manner;

Peerlessness, (perles-nes) n. The state of having no

equal ; paramonnt or superlative excellence.

Peevish. (peVish) a. [Etymology uncertain, said to be

from San. apt, over, and MIA, to cry or wait] Fret

ful ; querulous ; apt to murmur or complain ; discon

tented; easily vexed or fretted; petulant ;-• silly ;

childislu (fnlly.

Peevishly, (pSv'ish-le) uaIv. In a peevish manner ; fret-
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Peevishness, (peViah-nes) n. The quality of being

peevish ; fretfulnoss : petulance.

Peewit, (]■■;■ « it ) n. A native bird of the genu* Tringa%

so named from its cry ; lapwing ; green plover :— al -. i

MOfMMrp,

steel, brass, gold, Lc. ;—figuratively, one who usea a

pen ; a writer.

Pen, (]ien) ft, f. To write ; to oompoae and commit t«

paper:—imp. & pp. penned; ppr. penning. [sheep.

Pen, (pen) n. A small inclosure for beasts—mostly for

?*§• (P*K) «• [A.-H. pic, O. peama.] A wooden nail or , Pen, (pen) r. t. |0. Eng. pynntn, to bolt a door,

pin used in fastening boards and other woodwork ; a

pin in a musical instrument serving to tighten or strain

the strings;—a nail or pin on which to hang any thing,

as clothes, Ac, ;—a familiar name for Margaret.

Peg, (peg) r. t. To fasten with pegs ;—hence, to confine,

restrict, restrain, or limit ;—v. i. To work at ; to per

severe in labour:—imp. & pp. pegged: ppr. pegging.

Pekoe, (pelto) «. fChin. pih-haou, F. pV-fcao, pi'ko.]

A kind of black tea, used for flavouring common tea*.

Pelagian, (pe-hYje-an) u. A follower uf Pelngiut, a

monk of the 4th century who denied the received doc- ' Penance, (pen'ans)n. [F. ptnanct, It. praoaia.] Suffer-

trines in respect to original sin, free will, grace, and ing imposed or submitted to as a punishment furfaoita

the merit of good worka or as an expression of penitence.

A. -8. on-pinntaa, to bolt in.] To confine in a small

inclosure or narrow place ; to coop ; to encage :—isip.

& pp. penned or pent ; ppr. penning.

Penal, (pe'nal) a. [L. panalit, from pama, punish

ment.] Pertaining to punishment; — enacting ox

threatening punishment ;—incurring punishment ;—

inflicting punishment

Penalty, (peu'al-te) n. [Prom penality.) Penal retri

bution : punishment for crime or offence;—forfeiture;

flue ; mulct.

Pelagian ism, (pe" - la 'je ■ an -inn) u. The doctrines of

Pelagius.

Pelerine, (pel'er-in) n. [F. pdUrine, a tippet] A lady's

long cape with ends coming down in front

Penates, (pe-nutez) a. pi, [L. from the root pen, peni-

tu$, inward, interior.] The houaehold gods of the-

ancient Romans.

Pencaae, (penltas) n. A case or holder for a pen.

Pelf, (pelf) ji. [Abbreviated from O. Eng. pelfry, Pence, (pens) a. pt. at penny,

booty, from L. pilart, to plunder, and facert, to make. ] Penchant, (pan'shang) «. IF. from penckcr, to incline,

Money; riches; wealth—generally conveying the idea ' bend.] Inclination; decided taste.

 

of something ill-gotten or worthless.

Pelican. (pel'e-kan) ft, [L. pelkanui, G. peUkan.] A

large web-footed water-fowl

remarkable for its enormous

bill, to the lower edge of

which is attached a {Much

capable of holding many

quarts of water;—a chemical

glass vessel, or alembic, with

a tubulated head, from wldch

two opposite a nd crooked

beaks pass out, and enter Pcltcau.

again at the belly of the cucurbit.

Pelisse, (pedes') a. [F. from L pellieea, made of skins,

from pellis, a akin.] A silk rube or habit worn by

ladies. frnll of parchment.

Pell, (pel) n. [L. pellis, a skin.] A skin or hide;—a

Pellet, (pel'et) n. [F. pelott, from I . pilat a ball] A

little baa

Pellicle, (pel'e-kl) n. fl. pellicula, diminutive of

pellis, skin.] A thin skin, Aim, or crust.

Pell-mell, (pel'mel) adv. [F. pile-iuele, probably from

petU, a shovel, and miler, to mix.] In utter confu

sion ; with disorderly mixture.

Pellucid, (pel-lu'sid) a. fL. pellucidtts, from per, very

Pencil, (pen'sil) ». [L. j*ntcillum, from penievlus,

diminutive of perns, a till.] A small brush used by

]>ai titers ;—an instrument of black lead, red chalk, tc,

used for writing and drawing;—henoe the art, capacity,

or instrument of painting, drawing, or describing:—

an aggregate or coUection of rays of light which con

verge to or diverge from a poiut.

Pencil, (pen'sil) r. t. To paint or draw; to mark with

a pencil :—imp. A pp. pencilled ; »;>r. pencilling.

Pencraft, (pencraft) n. Penmanship ; chirography ;—

art of composing or writing ; authorship.

Pen-cutter, (penrtut-cr) ?i. One whose business is to

make or cut pens ;—an instrument for m»ting or

mending quills.

Pendant, (jwn'dant) n. |F. from pendrit to hang, I..

pendere.} A hanging appendage ; an appendix or

addition;— an ear-ring; — a hanging ornament on

roofs, ceilings, & . much used in Gothic architecture ;

—a picture or print which hangs as a companion of

another ,—a pennant [suspense.

Pendency, (peu'den-se) a. State of being undecided ;

Pendent, (pen'dent) a. fL. pendent, ppr. of pendere, to

hang, to bo suspended.] Suspended ; depending :

pendulous ; hanging ; — jutting over ; projecting ;

overhanging.

and lucidus, clear, bright.] Admitting the passage of Pendently, (pen'dent-le) civ. In a pendent manner.

light ; translucent ; clear ; not upaqne.

Pellucidness, (pet-hVsid-nes) n. Quality of being pel

lucid ; partial or imperfect transparency.

Pending, (pending) «. [I,, pendere, to hang, be sus

pended.] Remaining undecided ; in suspense.

Fending, (pending) prep. During the pendency or

Pelt (pelt) a. [Ger. pelz, a pelt, fur ] The skin of a ■ continuance of ; during.

beast with the hair on ; an undressed hide. j Pendulous, (pend'u-lus) a. [L. pendulus, from pfwrfrrf,

Pelt (pelt) v. t. [F. peloter, to p- It with snowballs, to ; to hang.] Supported from above ; pendent loosely;

beat, from petote, a ball.] To strike with pellets or , ^hanging ; swinging.

missiles;—to use as a missile:—imp. & pp. pelted;

pur. pelting.

Pelt, (pelt) n. A blow or stroke from something thrown.

Peltry, (j»elt're)n. [F. petleterie, peltry, furriery, from

I pellis, a skin. | Skins with the fur on them ; furs in

general ;—a worthless or refuse object.

Pelvic, (pel'vik) a. Pertaining to the pelvis.

Pendulum, (pend ii-lum) n. [L. pendnlus, hanging.] A

body so suspended from a fixed point as to swing

freely to and fro by the alternate action of gravity

and momentum.

Penetrability, (pen-e-tra-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

t ]>enetrable.

Penetrable, (pen'S-tra-bl) a. Capable of being pene-

Pelvis, (pel' vis) n. 1 1 .. pelvis a basin, laver] The ' trated ; — susceptible of moral or intellectual* ini-

structural conformation of the bones at the base of the , pression.

human trunk in the form of a hasin or cavity which

incloses the lower intestines, urinary organs, Ac.

Pemmican, (pem'e-kan) n. Meat cut in thin slices, and

dried in the sun ;—meat dried, pounded, mixed with

melted fat and dried fruit, and compressed into bags.

Pen, (pen)*, [h. pinna, Icel. penni, A.-S. piitn.] An

instrument used for writing ;—the quill uf a goose,

swan, crow, &c. ; also, a ineUillic instrument made of

Penetrate, (pen 'e- tr.lt) r. f. [L. penetrare, )*hetratu}*y

from the root wa] To enter into ; to make way into

the interior at: to pierce;—to touch with feeling ; to

make sensible; to affect;—to arrive at the meaning

of ; to comprehend ;—r. t. To pass ; to make way . to

affect the intellect or the feelings :—imp. & pp. pene

trated ; shbr penetrating.

Penetrating, (penX'-trat-ing) a. Having the power of
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entering or piercing another body ; sharp ; subtle ;

' sagacious or quick to understand. [manner.

Penetratingly, (pen'e-trat-ing-le) adv. In a penetrating

Penetration, (pen-e-tra'shun) n. Act of penetrating ;

physical entrance into the interior of any thing j—

mental act or power of seeing through and compre

hending, as hidden motives, difficult problems, abstruse

subjects, &c. ; insight ; acumen ;—acuteness ; sharp

discernment ; sagacity.

Penetrative, (pen'e-trat-iv) a. Tending to penetrate ;

piercing ; sharp ; subtle ;—acute ; discerning.

Fenetrativeness, (pen'6-ti\~.t-iv-nes) n. Quality of being

penetrative. [skin.

Penfish, (pen'flsh) u. A kind of eel-pout with a smooth

Penfold, (pen'fold) ' . A fold of hurdles for cattle.

Penguin, (pen'gwi.i ■». [W. pen, head, and gteyn,

white.] A web-i.Kted marine bird.

It is unable to fly, but swims sad

divea well. It is found only in thu

south temperate and frigid regions—

when on land it stands erect.

Peninsula, (pen-insu-la) n. i L. penin

sula, from pome, almost, nearly, run!

insula, island.] A portion of laud

nearly surrounded by water, md

connected with the larger body of

land by a narrow neck or isthn

a large extent of country joining thu

mainland or oontinent by a narrow

tract ;—specifically, Spain and .Por

tugal.

Peninsular, (pen-in'su-lar) a. In the form or state of a

peninsula ; pertaining to a peninsula.

Penis, (pe'nis) n. [ 1.. ] The male organ of generation.

Penitence, (pen'e-tens) n. Sorrow of heart or mental

distress for sin ;—repentance ; contrition ; compunc

tion ; remorse.

Penitent, (pen'e-tent) a. [L. pcenitens, ppr. of panitere,

to repent.] Repentant ; contrite ; severely affected

by a sense of guilt.

Penitent, (pen'e-tent) n. One who repent* of sin ;—

one under church censure, but admitted to penance.,

—uiie under the direction of a confessor.

Penitential, (pen-e-ten'she-al) a. Pertaining to, pro

ceeding from, or expressing penitence.

Penitential, (pen -e*ten'she-al) u. Among Roman

Catholics, a book containing the rules which relate to

penance and the reconciliation of penitents.

Penitentially, (pen-e-ten'she-al-le) adv. In a penitential

or contrite manner.

Penitentiary, (pen-e-ten'she-ar-e) a. Relating to

penance, or to the rules and measures of penance.

Penitentiary, (pen-e-ten'she-ar-e) n. One who prescribes

the rules and measures of penance :—one who does

penance ;—a house of correction in which offenders are

confined for punishment and reformation, and com

pelled to labour.

Penitently, (pen'e-tent-le) adv. In a penitent manner;

with sorrow for sin ; contritely.

Penknife, (pen'nif) n. A small knife used for making

and mending pens.

Penman, (pen'man) n. One who uses the pen ;—one

who teaches the art of writing ;—one who writes a

good hand ;—an author ; a composer.

Penmanship, (pen'man-ship) n. Use of the pen in

writing ;—the art of writing ;—manner of writing ;

churography.

Pennant, (pen'ant) n. [F. pennon, /anion.] A small

flag ; a bauner ; a long narrow piece of bunting worn

at the mast-heads of vessels of war.

Pennated, (pen'at-ed) a, [L. pennatus, feathered,

winged, from penna, feather, wing.] Winged ; plume-

shaped, [inclosed.

Penned, (penri) a. Written ; composed ;—-cooped up ;

Penniless, (pen'e-les) a. [From penny.] Moneyless ;

destitute ox money.

i pennant ; aPennon, (pen'on) ;... A wing ; pinion ;•

flag or streamer.

Fenny, (pen'e) «. Pennie* denote the number of coins;

pence, the amount of pennies in value. [A.-S. penig,

Ger. pfennig, D. paining.] A copper coin ; the twelfth

part of a shilling, equal in value to four farthings ;—

hence, a small sum ; a groat ; also, money in general.

Penny-postage, (pen-e-post'aj) n. The duty of one

penny on letters under half an ounce in weight, to or

from any part of the kingdom.

Pennyroyal, (pen'e-roy-al) n. An aromatic herb growing

in Europe; also, a North American plant resembling it.

Pennyweight, (pen'e-wat) n. A troy weight containing

24 grains, or the 20th part ofan ounce—it was anciently

the weight of a silver penny.

Fenny-wise, (pen'e-wiz) a. Saving small sums at the

hazard of larger.

Pennyworth, (pen'e-wurth) n. As much as is bought

for a penny;—good or advantageous bargain ; purcliase

made ;—a small quantity ; a bit.

Pensile, (pen'sil) a. [L. pensilit, from pendere, to hang.]

Hanging; pendent; pendulous.

Pension, (pen shun) n. [L. pensio, from pendere, pen-

turn, to weigh, to pay.] A stated allowance to a person

in consideration of past services ; especially, a yearly

allowance paid by government to retired public

officers, disabled Boldiers, needy authors, Ac.

Pension, (pen'shun) s>. t. To grant a pension to : Imp,
& pp. pensioned : ; ■/>;■. pensioning.

Pensionary, (pen'shun-ar-e) a. Maintained by, or re

ceiving, a pension ;—consisting of a pension.

Pensioner, (pen'shun-er) n. One who receives an an

nual allowance for services ; a dependant ;—[F. pen-

sionnaire.] A student of the second rank in the

universities of Cambridge and Dublin, who is not

dependent on the foundation for support.

Pensive, (pen'siv) a. [It. pentivo, F. pensif.] Thought

ful, sober, or sad ;—expressing thoughtfulness with

sadness ; melancholy.

Pensively, (pen'siv-le) adv. In a pensive manner.

Pensiveness, (pen'siv-nes) «. The state of being pen

sive ; gloomy thoughtfulness ; melancholy.

Pent, (pent) a. [From pen.] Shut up; closely confined.

Pentacapsular, (pen-ta-kap'su-lar) a. [G. pente, five,

and L. capsula, small box.] Having five capsules.

Pentachord, (pen'ta-kord) n. [G. pentachordoa, five-

stringed.] An instrument of music with five stringB ;

—an order or system of five sounds.

Pentaglot, (peu'ta-glot) n. [G. penle, five, and glotta,

tongue.] A book written in five different languages.

Pentagon, (pen'ta-gon) n. [G. pente, five, and gOnia,

angle.] A plane figure having five

angles and five sides ;—a fort consisting

of five bastions.

Pentagonal, (pen-tag'on-al) a. Having

five corners or angles.

Pentagonally, (pen-tag'on-al-le) adv. So

as to have the form of a pentagon;

with five angles.

Pentahedral, (pen-ta-he'dral) o, Hav- Pentagon,

ing five equal sides.

Pentahedron, (pen-ta-he'dron) n, [G. pente, five, and he-

dra. Beat, base.] A solid figure having five equal sides.

Pentamera, (pen-tam'er-a) v. pi A family of coleop

terous insects, which have five joints on the tarsus of

each leg.

Pentameter, (pen-tam'et-er) n. [G. pente, five, and

mWron, measure.] A verse of five feet, of which the

first two may be either dactyls or spondees, followed

by a csosura ; the last two dactyls with a caesura.

Pentandria, (pen-tan'dre-a) n. [G. pente, five, and aner,

a man.] A class of hermaphrodite plants, having five

stamens with distinct filaments not connected with

the pistil.

Pentangular, (pen-taug/gu-ler) o. [G. pente, five, and

L. angulus, angle.] Having five corners or angles.
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Penumbra.

ft, ran ; M, moon ;

BAC, pcuu mbm.

Pentapetalous, (peu-ta-pet'al-us) a. Having five petals

or flower-leaves.

Pentateuch, (pen'ta-tuk) n. [O. pentf, fire, and teuehot,

a tool, implement, a book. J The first five bowks of

the Old Testament [Pentateuch.

Pf-ntateuchal, ( pen-ta-tuk al ) a. Pertaining to tlie

Pentecost, (pen'te-kost) n. [G. pentekotte (sc. hemera),

the fiftieth day, Pentecost.] A festival of the Jews, on

the fiftieth day after the Passover. It was instituted

in commemoration of the gift of the law on the fiftieth

day after the departure from Egypt ;—Whitsuntide, a

festival in commemoration of the descent of the Holy

Spirit on the apostles.

Pentecostal, (pen-te-kost'al) a. Pertaining to Pente

cost, or to Whitsuntide.

Penthouse, (penfhoiu) n. [F. pentf, inclination, and

Eng. houK.] A shed standing aslope from the main

wall or, building ; a lean-to.

Pentroof, (pent'roof) ». [F. pente, slope, and Eng.

roof.) A roof with a slope on one side only.

Penult, (pen'ult) n. [L. jxvm, almost, and iiltimut,

last J Tne last syllable but one of a word.

Penultimate, (pen-ul'te-mat) a. Of the last syllable

but one ; next before the last.

Penultimate, (pen-ulta-mat) n. The last syllable but

one of a word ; penult.

Penumbra, (pen-um'bra) n. [L. pant, almost, and

umbra, shade.] An imperfect

shadow; —a partial shade or

obscurity on the margin of total

eclipse, or lying between the

perfect shadow where light is

wholly intercepted and the full

light ;—the point of a picture

where the shade blends with

the light

Penurious, (pG-nu're-us) a. [It pmurto$o, from L.

penuria, scarcity, want] Scanty ; affording little ;

excessively sparing or saving in the use of money ;

parsimonious to a fault ;—miserly; niggardly ; sordid.

Penuriousry, (pe-nu're-us-le) adv. In a penurious

manner.

Penuriousness, ( p*~-nu're-us-nea ) n. The quality or

state of being penurious ; scantiness ; parsimony ;—

niggardliness ; stinginess.

Penury, (peu'u-re) n. [L. penuria, allied to O. peiaa,

hunger, peuia, poverty, need.] Absence of means or

resources ; want ; indigence ; poverty.

Peon, (pCon) ft. [F., Sp. a foot-soldier, a pawn in

chess ; Mind. piyAilah.] In India, a native constable ;

—in Mexico, a debtor held by his creditor in a form of

qualified servitude, to work out a debt ; a serf.

Peony, (pe'd-ne) n. [h. paonia, from 0. pa\6nia, a

large country north of Macedonia.] A plant having

beautiful showy flowers.

People, (pe'pl) h. [O. Eng. peple, F. peuple, L. popu-

lut.] The body of persons who compose a community,

tribe, nation, or race ;—persons generally ; folks ;—the

mass of a community ; the populace ; the vulgar ;

]>ersons of a particular class ;—a community of ani

mals, as ants ;—pL Nations ;—the Gentiles.

People, (pft'pl) v. (. To stock with inhabitants ; to po

pulate :—imp. & pp. peopled ; ppr. peopling.

Pepper, (pep'er) n. [L. piper, G. pefteri.] A climbing

plant and its fruit, of which there are numerous species

—pepper has a strong, aromatic smell, and a hot,

pungent taste.

Pepper, (pep'er) v. t. To sprinkle with pepper ;—to pelt

with shot :—imp. & pp. peppered ; ppr. peppering.

Pepper-box, (pep'^r-boks) n. A small box for sprinkling

pepper on food.

Pepper-corn, (pep'er-korn) n. The berry or fruit of the

_pepper-plant ;—something of insignificant value.

Peppermint (pep'er-mint) n. [Eng. pepper and mint,]

An aromatic and pungent plant ; also, a liquor distilled

from the plant

Pepper-sauce, (pep'er-saws) n. A condiment for the

table made by steeping small red peppers in vinegar.

Peppery, (pep'er-e) a. Relating to or having the

qualities of pepper ; hot ; pungent ;—irritable.

Peptic, (pep'tik) a. [0. pepsxt, a cooking, concoction.]

Relating to or promoting digestion.

Peptics, (pep'tiks) «. Medicines which help to promote

digestion.

Peradventure, (per-ad-vent'Or) odr. fPreflx per, by,

and adventure.] By chance; perhaps ; it may be.

Perambulate, (]>?r-am'bu-lat) J. t. [L. per, through,

and audtuhtre, to walk.] To wo^k through or over;

to go round or about ;—to su-ve^ ;—imp. & pp. per

ambulated; ppr. perambulating

Perambulation, (per-am-bu-UVshuu) n. Act of passing

or walking through or over;—an annual survey of

boundaries, as of a parish ;—a round of inspection ;—

district of an inspector or surveyor.

Perambulator, (per-ani'bu-lat-er) «. One who peram

bulates ;—an instrument for measuring roads attached

to a carriage or other wheel, and registering by a kind

of clockwork upon a dial plate, the revolutions of the

wheel, and the distance traversed ;— a small two-

wheeled chaise drawn by the hand in which children

tako an airing. [mum of carbon.

Fercarburettea, (per-kar'bu-ret-edi a. Having a maxi-

Ferceivable, (per-seVa-bl)o. Capable of being perceived.

Perceivably, (per-sev'a-ble) adv. So as to be perceived.

Perceive, (per-seV) v. t. [L. pertipert, from per and

capert, to take.] To obtain knowledge of through the

senses ; to receive impressions from ; to be affected by;

—to have cognizance of ; to observe ;—to know ; to

understand ; to see to be true :—imp. <fc pp. perceived ;

ppr. perceiving.

Perceiver, (per-sGv'er) n. One who perceives or observes.

Percentage, ( per-eent'aj ) n. [L. per centvm.] The

allowance, duty, rate of interest, or commission on a

hundred. [of being perceptible.

Perceptibility, (per-eep-te-biTe-te) n. State or quality

Perceptible, (per-sep'te-bl) a. Capable of being per

ceived ; discernible; perceivable.

Perceptibly, (per-sep'te-ble) adv. In a perceptible

manner ; so as to be perceived.

Perception, (per-sepshun) n. (L. pereeptio.] Act of

perceiving ; cognizance by the senses or intellect ; dis

cernment ; cognition ;—the faculty of perceiving : the

act of apprehending material objects or qualities

through the senses ;—idea ; conception ; sentiment ;

observation.

Perceptive, (per-sep'tiv) a. Having the faculty of per

ceiving ; used in perception. [oeption.

Perceptivity, (per-sep-tivVte) n. The faculty of per-

Perch, (perch) n. [L. perca, G. perki, so called from

its dusky colour.] A native fresh

water fish, of several species, with

large scales and powerful, dorsal

fins, which have strong, sharp ,

spines.

Perch, (perch) *, [L. pertica,] A

pole ; a long staff; a rod;—a Perch,

measure of length containing five yards and a half ;—

a pole for fowls to alight and rest upon ; a roost

Perch, (perch) r. i. To light or settle on a fixed body,

as a bird ;—to roost ;—v. t. To place on a fixed object

or perch '.—imp. U pp. perched; ppr. perching.

Perchance, ( perchans' ) adv. By chance ; perhaps ;

peradventure.

Percipient, (per-sipe-ent) a. [L. percipient, ppr. of

percipere.] Having the faculty of perception ; per

ceiving.

Perclose, (pernios) n. [F. pertlmrt, to shut up.] A

place inclosed ; a curved bench-back of carved timber-

work ; a screen ;—in heraldry, that part of the garter

which is buckled and knotted.

Percolate, (per'kd-lat) v. (. [h. per, through , and co1ar*t

to strain.] To cause to pass through small interstices,
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as a liquor ; to filter ;—v. i. To pass through email

interstices ; to filter '.—imp. & pp. percolated ; ppr.

percolating.

Percolation, (per-kd-la'ahun) n. The act of percolating

or filtering ; filtrating ; straining.

Percolator, (peyko-lat-er) n. A filtering machine.

Percussion, (per-kush'un) n. [L. percussio, from per,

through, and qualere, to shake, strike. ] Act of striking

one body against another ; forcible collision, especially

such as gives a sound or report ;—hence, the effect of

violent collision ; vibratory shock :—act of determining

the condition of an internal organ by the sound given

when the external surface is gently knocked upon.

Percussion cap, a small copper cap containing ful

minating powder, and used in a percussion-lock to ex

plode gunpowder. Percussion-lock, a lock of a gun

in which gunpowder is exploded by fire obtained from

the percussion of fulminating powder.

Percussive, (per-kus'iv) a. Striking against;—producing

a percussion.

Perdition, (per-dish'un) n. [L. perditio, from perdere,

to ruin, to lose.} Entire loss ; utter destruction ; ruin ;

—future misery or eternal death.

Perdu, (per-du') a. [P. pertlrt, to lose, L. pcxdere.]

Lost to view; in concealment ;—abandoned ; employed

on desperate purposes.

Perdu, (per-du') adv. Close ; in concealment*

Peregrinate, (peiVgrin-at) v. t. [L. peregrinus, foreign,

from per, through, over, and ager, agri, a territory,

field.] To travel from place to place; to live in a

foreign country.

Peregrination, (per-o-grin-a'shun) n. A travelling from

one country to another ; wandering ; sojourning or

abode in foreign countries. [foreign countries.

Peregrinator, (per'e-grin-at-er) n. A traveller into

Peregrine, (pgr'e-grin) a. Foreign, not native. Pert-

grins falcon, a species of hawk frequently used in

falconry.

Peremptorily, (pgr'emp-tor-e-le) adv. In a peremptory

manner ; absolutely ; positively.

Peremptoriness, (pcremp-tor-e-nes) n. Quality of being

peremptory ; positiveness ; absolute decision.

Peremptory, (peyemp-tor-e) a. [h. jwemptoriits, de

cisive, final, from pei; thoroughly, and emere, to take.]

Authoritative ; decisive ; expressing a summary de

cision :—absolute ; express ; forbidding further con

sideration, debate, or expostulation ; — positive in

opinion or judgment; arbitrary; dogmatical.

PeretLnial, (per-en'ne-al) a. [L. percnnis, from per,

through, and annus, year.] Lasting through the year;

— continuing without stop or intermission ; — in

botany, continuing more tbau two years ;—perpetual ;

unceasing. [continues more than two years.

Perennial, (per-en'ne-al) n. A plant which lives or

Perennially, (per-en'ne-al-le) adv. Continually ; with

out ceasing.

Pererration, (per-er-ra shun) n, f L. j>ererrare, to wander

through,] A wandering or rambling through various

places.

Perfect, (peVfekt) a. [L. perjlcere, to perform, finish,

from per, through, and faccre, to make, do.] Carried

through ; completed ; filled up ;—complete ; finished ;

—consummate ; neither defective nor redundant ;—

complete in moral excellence ; pure ; blameless ; im

maculate ;—fully informed or instructed ; skilled ;—

manifesting perfection ; coufident ; certain ;—having

both stamens and pistils, as a flower.

Perfect, (peyfekt) n. A tense partly of past and partly

of present time—it notes an action done in past time,

but connected with the present by its effects or con

sequences.

Perfect, (prr'fekt) r. t. To finish or complete, so as to

leave nothing wanting ; to consummate ;—to instinct

fully; to discipline in art or practice ; to make skilful:

—imp. tepp. perfected; ppr. perfecting.

Perfects*, (per'fekt-er) n. One who makes perfect.

Perfectibility, (]>er-fekt-e-bil'e-te) n. The capacity of

being made or of becoming perfect ; capability of

arriving at perfection.

Perfectible, (pcr-fekt'e-bl) o. Capable of becoming or

of being made perfect,

Perfection, (per-fek'shun) n. State of being perfect or

complete, so that nothing requisite is wanting ; per-

fectness ; — exactness; — a quality, endowment, or

acquirement completely excellent, or of great worth ;

—an inherent or essential attribute of supreme or in

finite excellence ; the possession of all moral excellence,

as in the Qodhead ; the attainment of the highest

moral excellence possible in man.

Perfectionist, (per-fek'ahun-ist) «. One who believes

that some persons attain to moral perfection in the

present life.

Perfective, (per-fekt'iv) a. Calculated or tending to

perfect;—expressing completed or momentary action—

said of some forms of the verb.

Perfectly, (perTekt-le) adv. In a perfect manner or

degree ; completely ; totally ; exactly ; accurately.

Ferfectness, (per'fekt-nes) n. State or quality of being

Serfect ; perfection ; — consummate excellence ; — the

ighest degree of goodness or holiness of which man

is capable in this life.

Perficient, ( per-fish e-ent ) n. [L. perficiens, ppr. of

perficere, to perform.] One who performs a work ;

especially, one who endows a charity.

Perfidious, (per-fid'e-ua) «. Guilty of, or involving,

perfidy ; false to trust or confidence reposed ;—pro

ceeding from treachery, or consisting in breach of

faith ;—faithless ; disloyal ; traitorous.

Perfidiously, (pcr-fld'e-us-le) adv. In a perfidious

manner. [perfidious.

Perfidiousness, (per-fid'e-us-nes) n. Quality of being

Perfidy, (per'fe-de) n. [L. pcrfidia, from per, through,

and /</u«, faithful.] Act of violating faith, a promise,

vow, or allegiance ; faithlessness ; treachery.

Perfoliate, ( per-feie-at ) a. [L. per, through, and

folium, leaf.] Surrounding the stem at the base.

Perforate, (perto-rat) v (. [L. per, through, and

forare, to bore.] To bore through; to pierce; to pene

trate :—imp. & pp. perforated; ppr. perforating.

Perforation, (per-fo-ra'shun) n. Act of perforating ;—a

hole or aperture passing through or into the interior

of any thing.

Perforator, (pe/fd-rat-e,r) n. An instrument that bores

or perforates.

Perforce, (per-fors') adv. [L. per, through, by, and Eng.

force.] By force ; violently ; of necessity ; absolutely.

Perform, (pgr-form') v. t. [O. Eng. parjorme, P. p«r-

forner, L. per/ormare, to form thoroughly.] To carry

through ; to bring to completion;—to execute ; to dis

charge;—to fulfil;—to represent on the stage;—v. i. To

acquit one's self in any work ; especial lg, to go tlirough

with a part, as in a drama, pantomime, or other exhi

bition ;—to play upon, as a musical instrument:—

imp. & pp. performed ; ppr. performing.

Performablc. (per-form'a-bl) a. Admitting of being

performed or done ; practicable.

Performance, (pcr-forni'aiis) n. Act of performing or

condition of being performed ;—completion ; consum

mation:—mode of performing: execution;—that which

is performed ; production ; work:— action; deed;—

composition; written work; — stage representation ;

musical, equestrian, or other public exhibition.

Performer, (per-forra'er) n. One who accomplishes or

fulfils; especially, one who performs in public; on

actor; musician, &c.

Performing, (per-form'ing) n. Doing; accomplishing;

fiuishing ; completing ; executing.

Perfume, (por'fuin) ». [F. purfum, L, per, through,

ami /aunts, smoke.] The Kcont or odour emitted froui

sweet-smelling substances; fragrance ;—a substance

that emits an agreeable scent.

Perfume, (per-ium') v. t. To fill or impregnate with a
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Pericarp.

grateful odour; to scent:—imp. & pp> perfumed;

ppr. perfuming. [trade it is to sell perfumes.

Perfumer, (per-fum'er) «. One who perfumes or whose

Perfumery, (per-fum'er-e) n. Perfumes in general.

Perfunctorily, (per-fungk'tor-e-le) adv. In a perfunc

tory manner ; carelessly ; negligently.

Perfunctory, (per-fungk'tor-e) a. [L. perfungi, to dis

charge, despatch, from per, through, and fungi, to

perform.] Done without interest or zeal and merely

to get rid of a duty ; hence, indifferent ; careless ;

negligent.

Perfuse, (per-fuz') r. (. [L. per, through, and fandert,

to pour.) To sprinkle, pour, or spread over :—imp. &

pp. perfused: ppr. perfusing. [ling over.

Perfusion, (per-fu'zhun) n. Act of pouring or sprink-

Ferhaps, (per-haps) adv. [L. per, through, by, and

Eng. hap.] By chance; it may he; peradventure ;

possibly. [in Eastern mythology.

Peri, (pVre) n. [Per. pert.] A female genius or fairy

Perianth, (per'e-anth) n. [G. ptrit around, about, and

antho*i flower] That calyx which envelops only a

single flower, and is immediately contiguous to it.

Pericarditis, (pcr-e-kar'de-tis) n. Inflammation of the

pericardium.

Pericardium, (per-e-kar'de-um) n. [L., G. peri, about,

and kardia,hnxt] The membranous sac which in

closes the heart.

Pericarp, (peye-karp) n, [G. peri, about, and karpost

frui t ] The ripeneo;orary or ger-

men of a plant.

Perioarpiat, (per-e-karp'e-al) *

Of or belonging to a pericarp.

Pericranium, (pcr-e-krii'ne-um) >>.

[G. peri, around, and krauimi,

the skull.] The fibrous mem

brane that immediately invests

the skull.

Perigee, (pcVe-je) n. [G. peri, about, near, and pc", the

earth,] That point in the orbit of the moon which is

nearest to the earth—opposed to apopee.

Perigynous, (per-ij'in-us) a, [F. p4H pyne.] Having

the ovary free, but the petals and stamens borne on

the calyx—said of a flower.

Perihelion, (per-e-hel'e-on) n. [G. peri, about, near,

and hilio$, the sun, L. perihelium.] That point in the

orbit of a planet or comet in which it is nearest to the

sun—opposed to aphelion.

Peril, (peril) n. [F., L. perieulum,'from G, peiraein,

to try, to attempt; allied to peirein, to pierce through. )

panger; hazard; risk; jeopardy;—exposure to injury,

loss, or destruction ;—imminent danger ; risk of life ;

—ajso, danger threatened or denounced ; some parti

cular risk or threatening of evil consequences given as

a warning or deterrent.

Peril, (peril) v. t. To expose to danger ; to hazard ; to

risk; to jeopard:—imp. &pp. perilled; ppr. perilling.

Perilous, (peyil-us) a. Full of, attended with, or in

volving peril ; dangerous ; hazardous ;—also used ad

verbially for extremely or excessively. [hazard.

Perilously, (per'il-us-le) adr. Dangerously; with

Perilousness, (perll-us-nes) n. Quality ofbeing perilous;

dangerousness ; danger: hazard.

Perimeter, (p^r-im'et-gr) n. [G. peri, around, about,

and met mn, measure.] The outer boundary of a body

or figure, or the sum of all the sides.

Perineum, (per-in-6'um) n. Part lying between tho

anus and the genital organs.

Period, (pfi're-ud) n. [L. periodnx, from G. periodos, a

going round, from peri, around, and hodos, way.] A

circuit ; the time in which a heavenly body makes a

complete revolution in its orbit ; — hence, the time in

which any thing is performed; ordinary time in which

a regular course is completed ;—a revolution or Beries

of years; a cycle ;—an interval of time; date;—a regu

lar or recurring interval ;—a particular portion of time,

-« in one's life ; age ;—an important time, as in his

tory; epoch; era;—length or time of duration; limit;

—time at which any thing ends; termination; conclu-

sion : end;—a complete sentence, from one full stop to

another : hence, sentence ; clause ; — the point that

marks tho end of a complete sentence ; a full stop

[thus . ].

Periodical. ( pe-re-od'ik-al ) a. [G. periodikos.] Per

formed in a circuit, or in a series of successive circuits;

—happening by revolution at a stated time ; returning

regularly, afteT a certain period of time;—pertaining

to or constituting a period.

Periodical, (pe-re-od'ik-al) n. A magazine or other pub

lication which appears at stated or regular intervals.

Periodically, (p6-re-od'ik-al-le) adv. At stated periods.

Periodicity, (pc-re-d-dis'e-te) n. State of having regular

periods in changes or conditions.

Periosteum, (per-e-ce'te-um) n, [L., G. peri, around,

and osteon, a bone.] A fibrous membrane investing

the bones. [oetenm.

Periostitis. (per-e-os-tTtis) n. Inflammation of the peri-

Peripatetie, (per-e-pa-tet'ik) a. [G-. peripatein, to

walk about] Pertaining to the system of philosophy

of Aristotle, who gave his instructions while walking

in the Lyceum at Athens.

Peripatetic, (per-e-pa-tet'ik) tt. An adherent of the

philosophy of Aristotle ;—one who is obliged to walk,

or cannot afford to ride.

Peripateticism, (per-e-pa-tet'e-sizm) n. The philosophi

cal system of Aristotle and his followers.

Peripherics!, (pe.r-e-fgr'ik-al) a. Pertaining to, or con

stituting, a periphery;—external ; around the outside

of an organ.

Periphery, (per-if'er-e) n. [G. peri, around, and phe-

-< n\, to bear.] The circumference of a circle, ellipse,

or other regular curvilinear figure.

Periphrase, (pcr'e-fraz) n. (G. periphrasis, from peri,

about, and phrazein, to speak.] The use of more words

than are necessary to express the idea; circumlocution.

Periphrastic, (pQr<e-fras'tik) a. Expressing or expressed

in more words than are necessary ; circumlocutory.

Periphrastically, (per-e-fras'ttk-al-e) adv. With circum

locution ; in a round about form or style.

Peripneumony. (per-ip-nu'rno-ne) n. [G. peri, around,

about, and pneumOn, a lung.] An inflammation of

the lungs.

Peripteral, (per-ip'ter-al) a. [G. peri, around, abont,

and pteron, wing, row of columns.] Having a range)

of columns all around.

Peripteroua, (pe.r-ip'ter-us) a. [G. peri, around, Ad

pteron, feather, wiug.} Feathered on all sides.

Pcriscian, (per-iah'e~an) n. [G. peri, around, and sKa,

shadow. ] An inhabitant of a frigid zone, whose shadow

moves all round in the course of a day.

Periscope, (per'e-skop) n. [G. peri, around, and

tkopein, to look around, to view.] A general view.

Periscopic, (peye-skop-ik) a. Viewed pn all sides—ap?

plied tp a kind of spectacles having concavo-convex

glasses which increase the distinctness of objects when

viewed obliquely.

Perish, (peVish) v. i. [F. perir, ppr. peritmnt, from H

perire, to go or run through, perish.] To die: to

decease; to lose life, as animals;—to wither; to decay,

as plants ;—to waste away, as a limb;— to come to

nothing; to be rendered useless; to be destroyed ;—to

be extirpated ;—to be broken ;—to be ruinea ; to bsj

lost eternally :—imp. & pp. perished; ppr, perishing.

Perishable, (peyish-a-bl) a. Liable to perish ; subject

to decay and destruction ; liable to speedy decay ;

noting marketable goods, as fruits, fish, fresh meat,

which will not keep.

PerishablenesB, (i^r'ish-a-bl-nes) n. Liableness to

decay or destruction :—also perishability.

Perishably, (pe^ish-a-ole) adv. In a perishing manner.

Perisphericol, (per-e-sfe.r'ik-al) <*• (G. peri, around,

and tphaira, ball, sphere.] Having the form of a ball;

globular.
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Peristyle, (pcr'e-stll) n. [G. pert, about, and ttulos, a

column.] A range of columns round a building or

square, or a. building encompassed with a row of

columns on the outside.

Peritoneum, (pgr-e-to-ne'um) n. [L. peritoneum, G.

periteinein to stretch all round or over.] A thin,

smooth, serous, membrane, investing the whole inter

nal surface of the abdomen, and the viscera contained

in it, [peritoneum.

Peritonitis, (per-e-to-nftis) ». Inflammation of the

Periwig-, (per'e-wig) n. (O. Eng. pcneicke, corrupted

from F. peri-uquc, and abbreviated into teiy.] A small

wig ; a peruke ; a scratch.

Periwig, (per'e-wig) v. t. To dress with a periwig, or

with false hair :—imp. & pp. periwigged ; ppr. peri-

le, fpgr'e-wingk-1) n. [Said to be a obrruption

Of petty and A.-S winkle, a shell-fish.] A gasteropod-

ous mollusc, having a turbinated shell. [O. Eng. per-

xinke, A.-S. pine u-incle.} A flowering plant.

Perjure, (pgr'juOr)*. t. [L. perjurors, from per, through,

and jurare, to swear.] To swear before a court of jus

tice to what one knows to be untrue, or does not know

to be true ;—to make a false oath to ; forswear :—imp.

& pp. perjured; ppr. perjuring.

Perjured, (peyjoord) a. Guilty of perjury; having

sworn falsely ; being sworn falsely.

Jerjurer, (per'joor-er) a. One who wilfully takes a

false oath lawfully administered.

Perjury, (peVjoor-e) n. [I*. perjurium.] False swearing;

act or crime of wilfully making a false oath when law

fully administered.

Perk, (perk) o. Pert ; nppish ; smart ; trim : vain.

Perk, (perk) v. i. [W. percu, to trim, to make smart.]

To hold up the head with affected smartness ;—v. t. To

dress up; to make trim ; to prank.

Perkin, (perk'in) n. A kind of weak cider ; ciderkin.

Perky, (perk'e) a. Perk ; pert ; jaunty; trim.

Permanence, (pcjr'ma-nens) n. Condition or quality

of being permanent ; continuance in the same state or

place ; duration ; fixedness.

Permanent, (p?r,mn-tient) a. [L. permanent, ppr. of

permanert, to last, from per, through, and manere, to

remain.] Continuing in the same state, or without

any change that destroys form or character ; lasting;

durable ; undecaying ; perpetual ; unending.

Permanently, {per'ma-nent-le) adv. Durably; with

long continuance ; in a fixed state or condition.

Permeability, (per-mfi-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality or state of

being permeable.

Permeable, (pertne-a-bl) a. Admitting of being per

meated or passed through ; penetrable—used especially

of the passage of fluids.

Permeate, (per 'me -at) v.t. [L, per, through, and

meare, to go, to pass.] To pass through the pores or

interstices of— applied especially to fluids passing

through solids: — imp. & pp. permeated; ppr. per

meating.

Permeation, (per-me-a'shnn) n. Act of permeating, or

passing through the pores or interstices of a body.

Permissible, (pfr-nuYe-bl) a. Proper to be permitted ;

allowable. [ner; by allowance.

Permissibly, (per-mis'e-ble) adv. In a permissible man-

Permission, (pfir-mish'un) n. [L. permieMo.] Act of

permitting ; formal consent ; leave ; liberty ; license ;

allowance. [ing ;—suffered without hinderance.

Permissive, (per-mis'iv) a. Granting liberty ; allow-

Permissively, (per-mis'iv-le) adv. By allowance; with

out prohibition or hinderance.

Permit, (per-mit') v. f. fL. permittere, from per. through,

and mittere, to let go, send.] To allow : to give leave

or liberty to by express word or deed ;—to grant leave

by silent consent or non-interference ; to suffer ;—to

Six t up with ; to tolerate ;—to concede ; to admit ;—to

and over to; to resign ;—p. ■. To grant permission; to

give leave;—imp. A pp. permitted; ppr. permitting.

Permit, (per'mit) n. Warrant: leave; permission;

tpecijlcally, a written permission from the proper

authority to export or transport goods, or to land goods

or persons.

Permitter, (per-mit'er) n. One who permits.

Permutable, (per-mut a-bl) a. Admitting of being per

muted ; exchangeable. [permutable.

Permutabieness, (pgr-mut'a-bl-nes) n. The state of being

Permutation, (per-mu-ta'shun) n. [L. permutatio, from

per, throughj and mufare, to change.] Act of permute

ing; mutual transference;—exchange; barter;—especi

ally the exchange of one living or benefice for another,;

—in algebra, the change in the arrangement or pro

gressive succession of any determinate number of let

ters, figures, quantities, Arc. ;—one of the many possible

ways in which a given number of letters, figures, Ac.,

can be arranged or combined.

Pernicious, (pgr-nishVufl) a. [L. perniciom*, from per-

niciet, destruction.] Having the quality of destroying

or injuring; deadly; noxious; injurious; hnrtful ;

mischievous. [manner,

Perniciously, (per-niah'e-us-le) adv. In a pernicious

Perniciousness, (per-nish'e-us-nes) 11, The quality of

being very injurious or destructive.

Pernoctation, (per-nok-ta'shun) *. [L. pernoetaliot

from per, through, and nox, noett*, the night.] Act

of passing the whole night.

Peroration, (per-o-ra'shun) n. [L. peroratio, from pero*

rare, to speak from beginning to end,] The conclud

ing part of an oration or discourse.

Peroxide, (p^r-oksld) n. [Prefix per and oxide.] That

oxide of a given base which contains the greatest quan

tity of oxygen.

Ferpender, (per-pend'er) n. [F. pierre parpaigne, from

par, through, and pan, the aide of a wall.] A large

stone reaching through a wall on both rides, and

wrought at the ends ; ashlar stone.

Perpendicular, (per-pen-dik'u-ler) a. [L.perpendicularis,

from per, thoroughly, and ptndere, to hang down.]

Exactly upright ; at right angles to the plane of the

horizon ;—at right angles to a given line or surface.

Perpendicular, (per-pen-dik'u-ler) n. A line at right

angles to the plane of the horizon ; a

vertical line or direction;—a line or plane

foiling at right angles on another line or

surface.

Perpendicularity, (p$r-pen-dik.-u-lar'e-te)n.

State of being perpendicular.

Perpendicularly, (per-pen-diku-lar-le) adv. A_

So as to be perpendicular. 1) <\ parpen-

Perpetrate, fer'pe-trat) v.t. [L. perpe- .3*^51 =

trare, from per, through, and patrare, to tail

perform.) To execute, in a bad sense ; to

commit ; to be guilty of :—imp. & pp. perpetrated ;

ppr. perpetrating.

Perpetration, (per-pe-tra'shan) n. Act of perpetrating

or of committing a crime ;—an evil action.

Perpetrator, (i^r'pu-trut-tjr) n. [L.] One who commits

a crime.

Perpetual, (pgr-petfu-al) ar [F. perpetual, from h, per-

petuH*.] Continuing indefinitely ; unending ; evert

lasting ;—never-ceasing ; uninterrupted ;—fixed ; per"

manent ; not temporary ,—endless ; incessant.

Perpetually, (per-pet'u-al-le) adv. Constantly; con

tinually.

Perpetuate, (pcr-pet'u-at) v. t. (L. perpeiuare, perpetu-

atum.] To make perpetual ; to preserve from extinc

tion or oblivion; to continue without cessation or

intermission: — imp. As pp. perpetuated; ppr. per

petuating.

Perpetuation, (per-pet-u-iVshun) n. Act of making

perpetual ; preservation from extinction or oblivion ;

incessant continuance.

Perpetuity, ( pcr-pe-tu'e-te ) n. State or quality of

being perpetual ; endless duration ;—continued exist

ence ; exemption from intermission or cessation ;—
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something granted or possessed for all future time ; a

thing to which there is do end ;—the possession of a

perpetual estate or annuity.

Perplex, (prr-pleks') v. t. [L. perplexu*, from per,

through, and plectere, pltxum, to twist.] To make

intricate ; to involve ; to entangle ; to complicate ; to

make difficult to be understood ;—to tease with doubt

or ambiguity; to puzzle;—to distract with suspense

or anxiety ; to embarrass ;—to Tex ; to torment ; to

plague:—imp. & pp. perplexed; ppr. perplexing1.

Perplexingly, (pcr-pleks'ing-le) adv. In a manner so

as to embarrass or perplex

Perplexity, (p^r-plekVe-te) «. State of being perplexed;

intricacy ; entanglement ; — distraction of mind ;

anxiety ; embarrassment.

Perquisite, (per'kwe-zit) n. {L. perqviritum, from per-

i/uirert, to ask for diligently.] An allowance in money

or things, beyond the ordinary salary or fixed wages

for service * rendered.

Perry, (pe^e) n. [F. poiri, from poire, a pear.] A

liquor prepared from pears in the same manner as

cider from apples.

Perscrutation, (per-ekru-ta'shnn) n. fL. perterulatio.]

A thorough searching ; minute investigation.

Feraeoot, (peYse-kot) n. A kind of cordial made of the

kernels of apricots, nectarines, &c, with refined spirit.

Persecute, (i»yr'«fi-kut) v. t. (I* ptracqui, perttcutus,

from per, through, and xequi, to follow, pursue.] To

{mrsue in a manner to injure, vex, or afflict ; to

laraas ;—to annoy with solicitations or importunity ;

—especially, to afflict or punish for adherence to a

particular creed or mode of worship :—imp. & pp.

persecuted; ppr. persecuting.

Persecution, (per-ac-ku'shun) n. Act or practice of

persecuting, or state of being persecuted.

Persecutor, (perafi-kut-er) n. One who persecutes.

Perseverance, (per-se-ver'ans) n. Act of persevering or

persisting in any thing undertaken ;—stedfastness ;

constancy ; steadiness ;—in tlieology, the continuance

of the elect in a state of grace, until they reach the

state of glory.

Persevere, (per-so-veY) v. i. [L. perseverare, from per,

thoroughly, very, and secerits, strict.] To persist in

any business or enterprise undertaken; not to abandon

a design or course of action ; to proceed steadily and

patiently towards an end or object: — imp. ii pp.

persevered ; ppr, persevering. [manner.

Perseveringly, (per-se-ver'ing-le) adv. In a persevering

Persiflage, (per'se-flazli) n. [F. ptrsificr, to quiz.] Fri

volous or bantering talk, or style of treating all

subjects.

Persist, (pcr-Bisf) v. i. [L. perststere, from per, through,

andsisUre, to stand or be fixed.] To continue fixed in

a course of conduct against opposing motives ; perse

vere; continue :~iinp. & pp. persisted; ppr. per

sisting'.

Persistence, (per-sist'ona) n. State of being persistent ;

steady pursuit of what is undertaken ;— steadiness ;

constancy ;—perseverance either in good or evil ;—ob-

sttnacy ; stubbornness ;—continuance of an effect after

the cause which first gave rise to it is removed '.—also

persistency.

Persistent, (per-sist'ent) a. [L. persistent, ppr, of per-

sistere, to persist.] Inclined to persist or hold firm ;

tenacious ; fixed ; immovable ; permanent.

Person, (pcr'sun) n. [L. persona, a mask worn by

actors, from per, through, and sonare, to sound.] A

character represented on the stage, or exhibited in

fiction, Arc. ;—the port or character which any one sus

tains ;—outward appearance ; bodily form ;—a human

being having soul and body; a man, woman, or child;

—any human lieing; an individual ; — among trini-

tarians, one of the three distinct tjeingH, essences, or

substances constituting the Godhead ;—in firtivimitr,

the subject or nominative of a verb: tho agent who

performs or the patient who suffers that which is

signified by the verb;—also, one of the three inflections

of the verb corresponding to its nominative or subject.

Personable, (persun-a-bl) a. Having s well-formed

body or person ; graceful

Personage, (pe/Btin-aj) n. Character assumed or re

presented ;—an individual distinguished by rank , social

position, or reputation;—exterior appearance; stature,

an imposing air, or the like.

Personal, (per'sun-al) a. Pertaining to a person or in

dividual ; peculiar; properly belonging to one; affect

ing or relating to one's character, interest, or actions :

private ; — pertaining to the body or bodily form ;

corporeal; external; exterior;— present in person;

not acting by a representative; hence, direct ; imme

diate ;—done or said against an individual ;—in gram

mar, denoting the person;—in lax, appertaining to a

person ; movable.

Personality, (per-sun-aTe-te) n. That which constitutes

the distinct existence or individuality of a person ;—

direct application or applicability to a person ; reflec

tion upon on individual, or on his private actions or

character.

Personally, (per'sun-al-le) adv. In person ; by personal

presence or action; not representatively;—with respect

to an individual ; individually.

Personalty, (persTin-al-te) «• Personal effects ; mov

ables or chattels, as furniture, plate, pictures, money

investments, &c. i

Personate, (pe/sun-at) v.t. To assume the character

of; to counterfeit ; to feign ;—to disguise ; to mask ;—

v. i. To play a fictitious character or part :—imp. &

pp. personated; ppr. personating.

Personate, (per'sun-at) a. Having a projection in the

throat nearly closing the orifice—said of a bilabiate

corolla, as the snapdragon.

Personator, (pcr'sun-at-e.r) n. One who persouates.

Personification, (per-eon-e-fe-ka'shon) n. Act of per

sonifying ;—a figure in which an inanimate thing is

represented as animated, or endowed with personality;

prosopopoeia.

Personify, (pcr-*on'e-fi) v. t. [L. persona, person, and

facere, to make.] To ascribe to inanimate things the

sentiments, actions, or language of a living person ; to

imitate the person or character of another ; to enact

a dramatic character;—imp. & pp. personified; ppr.

personifying.

Personnel, (per-eon -el*) ». IF.] The body of persons em

ployed in some public service, as the army or navy, &c

Perspective, (per-«pekt'iv) a. [L. perspicere, perspee-

tum, to look through.] Pertaining to the art or in

accordance with the laws of perspective; relating to

vision ; optical.

Perspective, (per-spekt'iv) n. A view ; a vista ;—the

art of representing on a plane surface objects as they

appear, relatively, to the eye in nature; a glass through

which objects are viewed.

Perspectively, (per-spekt'iv-le) adv. According to the

rules of perspective.

Perspicacious, ( per-spe-ka'she-us ) a. [L, p*r*picniy

from )>erspicere, to look through.] Quick-eighted ;

sharp of sight ;—of acute discernment ; keen.

Perspicaciously, (per-spe-ka'she-us-le) adv. In a per

spicacious manner ; discerningly.

Perspicacity, (per-epe-kas'e-te) n. State of being per

spicacious ; ocuteness of sight or discernment.

Perspicuity, (per-spe-ku'e-te) n. State of being per

spicuous, or clear ; clearness, especially of statement ;

easiness to be understood; freedom from ambiguity or

obscurity: plainness; distinctness.

Perspicuous, (per-spik'u-iis) a. (L. pcr*pici*vs, from

perspicere, to look through.] Clear to the understand

ing ; capable of being clearly understood ; not obevure

or ambiguous. [manner.

Perspicuously, (per-spik'u-us-le) adv. In a perspicuous

Perspicuouanuss, (per-apik'u-us-ues) ». The state of

being perspicuous; plainness; freedom from obscurity.
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PeMpirable,(ppr-sptrVbl)a. Capable of beingperspired.

Perspiration, (per-sjw-riYshuii) n. Act of perspiring ;—

th u which is perspired ; .swe.it. [itig perspiration.

Perspiratory, (per-Hpir a-tor-e) a. Pertaining to or caus-

Perspire, <per-spir') r. i. fL. perspirare, to breathe

through or every where.] To evacute the fluids of the

body through the pores of the skin ; to sweat;—to bo

excreted insensibly through the excretorics of the

skin ;—v. i. To emit or evacuate through the excre-

torica of the skin ; to sweat :—imp. & pp. perspired ;

ppr. perspiring.

Persuade, (per-swfid') v. t. [L, permadere, from per,

through, and suadere, to advise.) To move or incline

the wUl or judgment;—to convince the mind by evi

dence, reason, or argument; to Induce belief; — to

affect the mind by motives or considerations; to influ

ence by entreaty or expostulation ; to induce by ex

ample;—in general, to win over to an opinion or cause:

to incline to a particular act or duty :—imp. & pp.

persuaded ; ppr. persuading. [persuades.

Persuader, (per-swad'er) n. One who or that which

Persu&sible, (per-swaz'e-bl) a. Capable of being per

suaded ;—having power to influence.

Persuasion, (per-swu'zhun) n. Act of persuading ; act

of influencing by any thing that moves the mind or

passions or inclines the will to a determination ;—the

state of being persuaded or convinced ; — a settled

opinion or conviction ;—a creed or belief;—a sect or

party adhering to a particular creed or system of reli

gions opinions.

Persuasive, (per-swtl'siv) a. Tending to persuade;

having the power of persuading ; — influencing the

mind or the passions ;—hence, seductive ; alluring.

Persuasive, (per-swa'.siv) n. An incitement; an exhor

tation, [manner.

Persuasively, (per-swa'siv-le) adv. Tn a persuasive

Persuasiveness, (per-swa'siv-nes) n. Quality of being

persuasive.

Pert* (pcrt) «• [W- pcrc, from percu, to trim, also said

to be from F. apert, open, free.] Lively; smart;

brisk ; forward ; bold ; saucy.

Pert, (pert) n. An assuming, forward, or saucy person.

Pertain, (per-tan*) v. i. [L. pertinere, from per, through,

and teuere, to hold, keep.] To be tho property, right,

or duty of ; to belong ;—to have relation to :—imp. &

Pp. pertained; i>j-r. pertaining.

Pertinacious, (per-te-iiashe-us) a. [L. pertinox, from

per, through, and ttnax, tenacious.] Holding or ad

hering to any opinion, purpose, or design, with obsti

nacy ;—resolute ; firm ; stubborn ; unyielding.

Pertinaciously, (per-te-na'she-us-le) adv. In a pertina

cious manner.

Pertinacity, (per-te-nas'e-te) n. State or quality of

being pertinacious: obstinacy;—resolution; constancy:

—also ixrtinaciousnex*.

Pertinence, (pe.r,te-nens) n. State of being pertinent ;

fitness; appositeness ; suitableness:—also pertinency.

Pertinent, (pgr'te-nent) a. [L. pertinent, ppr. of per

tinere.) Related to the subject or matter in hand;

adapted to the end proposed ; apposite ; relevant ;

suitable ; appropriate ; fit ; proper.

Pertinently, (perto-nent-Ie) adv. In a pertinent man

ner ; to the purpose. [saucily.

Pertly, (pert le) adv. In a pert manner ; smartly ;

Pertnesa, (pert'nes) u. State of being pert: sauciness;

forwardness :—briskness ; liveliness ; smartness.

Perturb, (per-turb') r. t. [L. perturhare, from per,

through, thoroughly, and (it'wk, to disturb.] To dis

turb; to agitate; to disquiet;—to disorder; to confuse.

Perturbation, (per-tur-ba'shun) «. Disquiet or agita

tion of the mind or passions ; mental uneasiness ;—

public disturbance or commotion ; disorder ;—an irre

gularity in the motion of a heavenly body through its

orbit.

Peruke, (pfc-ruk') n. [F. pcrrugue, from L. pilr.s, hair.]

An artificial cap of hair ; a periwig.

Peruke-maker, (po-ruk'mak-cr) /*. A person who makes

perukes ; a wigmaker.

Perusal, (per-uz'al) n. Act of perusing.

Peruse, (per-us7) v. t. [F. peruser, L per, through,

and uti, to use, pervidere, to look over, to consider, to

examine.] To read, or to read with attention ;—to ob

serve; to consider:—imp, A pp. perused; ppr. per

using, [over.

Peruser, (per-ite'er) «. One who peruses or reads

Peruvian, (per-u've-an) a. Of or pertaining to Peru

in South America. Peruvian bark, the bark of trees

of various species of Cinchona— it is of a bitter taste

and acts as a powerful tonic :—Jesuit's bark.

Pervade, (per-vad') v.t. [L. perradere, from per,

through, and vadere, to go, to walk.] To pass through,

as an aperture, pore, or interstice ; to permeate ;—to

be completely diffused in ; to be in all porta .*—imp. &

pp. pervaded; ppr. pervading.

Pervasion, (per-vfi zhun) a. Act of pervading.

Pervasive, (per-va'siv) a. Tending or able to pervade.

Perverse, (per -vers') a. [L. perversvs, turned the

wrong way, pp. of pervertere, to turn around.] Turned

aside; distorted from the right; — obstinate in tho

wrong ;—stubborn ; intractable ;—petulant , peevish ;

—disposed to cross and vex.

Perversely, (per- vers Me) adv. In a perverse manner ;

crossly ; peevishly ; obstinately.

Perverseness, (per-vers'nes) n. Crossness of temper;

obstinacy ; — an unaccommodating or uncomplying

spirit or disposition.

Perversion, (per-ver'shun) n. [L. perversio, from per-

vtrtert, to pervert.] Act of perverting ;—act of divert

ing from the true end, object, or interest;—a wresting

of the true sense or meaning ; misinterpretation of a

man's utterance ;—alienation from right principles or

moral duty ; change for the worse in character or con

duct; deterioration.

Perversity, (per-vers'e-te) n. State of being perverse ;

perverseness.

Pervert, (per -vert') v.t. [L. perrertere, from per,

through, thoroughly, and verteit, to turn.] To turn

from a course or out of the way; to divert;—to alienate

from its true use, object, or end ;—to distort from its

true sense or meaning ; to misinterpret or misapply, as

a man's words or sentiments;—to turn from the right;

to corrupt:—imp. A pp. perverted; ppr. perverting.

Pervert, (pervert) n. One who has turned from a

right way to that which is wrong—opposed to convert.

Perverter, (per-vert'er) n. One who turns from right

to wrong ; corrupter of morals ;—one who distorts or

misapplies, as words, doctrine, tic. [verted.

Pervertible, (per-vert'e-bl) a. Capablo of being por-

Pervious, (perve-ua) a, [h. pervius, from per, through,

and via, a way.] Callable of being penetrated by

another body or substance ; permeable ; penetrable ;

—capable of being penetrated by the mental sight

Perviousness, (per've-us-nes) n. The quality of being

pervious.

Pesky, (peak's) a. Great; mischievous; troublesome.

Pessary, (pes'sar-o) ■». [L. ptssetrivm, Q. pesson.] An

instrument made of wood, caoutchouc, Ac., and intro

duced into tbe vagina to support the mouth and neck

of the uterus.

Pessimist, (pes'sim-ist) n. One who complains of every

thing as being for the worst—opposed to optimist.

Pest, (pest) 11. [L. pestis.] A fatal epidemic disease;

plague; pestilence; — hence, any thing noxious, de

structive, mischievous, or troublesome.

Pester, (pes'ter) v. t. [F. pester.} To harass with little

vexations;—to plague; to trouble;—to encumber; to

disturb:—imp. it pp. pestered; ppr. postering.

Pesterer, (pes'ter-er) n. One who pesters.

Pesterment, (pes'ter-ment) n. The act of pestering or

the state of being pestered or troubled; vexation ; an

noyance ; worry.

Pest-house, (post'hous) ». A house or hospital for per-

v M
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sons who are infected with any malignant disease ; a

lazaretto.

Pestiferous, (pes-tif'er-us) a. [L. pt$tiftruat from

petti*, pest, and /km, to bear.) Pest-bearing; pesti

lential ; noxious to health ; infectious ; contagious ;—

mischievous ; destructive; troublesome ; vexatious.

Pestiferously, (pes-tifer-us-le) act*. Iu a pestiferous

manner.

Pestilence, (pes/te-lena) n. The disease known as the

plague; hence, any contagious or infectious disease ih.it

is epidemic ;—that which breeds disturbance or vice.

Pestilent, (pes'te-lent) a. il. pestilent, from pestis,

pest.] Pestilential; noxious; mischievous ; corrupt

ing; contaminating; infectious.

Pestilential, (pee-te-len'sho-al) «. Producing or tend

ing to produce the pest, the plague, or other infectious

disease ;— hence, noxious; seriously troublesome; de

structive ; fatal.

Pestilently, (pes'te-lent-le) adv. In a pestilent manner.

Pestle, (pesl) v. c. To pound, break, or pulverize with

a pestle, or as with a pestle :—i m p. &. pp. pestled ; ppr.

pestling.

Pestle, (pes!) n, [L. pistillum, a pestle, from pittare,

to pound, crush.] An instrument for pounding and

breakiug substances in a mortar. [peevishness.

Pst, (pet) n. [A modification of lwtf.) A slight fit of

Pst. (pet) u. [F. petit, little, small.] A little fondling

or darling ; a favourite ; a lamb brought up by band ;

—any little animal fondled and indulged;—one who

is treated with constant gentle attention.

Pet, (pet) v. t. To trsat as a pet : to fondle; to indulge :

—imp. it pp. petted ; ppr. potting.

Petal, (pet'al) n. [G. petalon, a leaf.] One of the

leaves of the corolla, or the

coloured leaves of a flower.

Pstaled, ( pet' aid) a. Having

petals.

Petaline, (pet'aMn) a. Pertain

ing to a petal ; resembliug a

petal ; attached to a petal.

Petaloid, (pot'al-oid) a. (G. ptt-

alon, a leaf, and eittos, shape.]

Having the form of a petal,

 

fl) PcUls.

Petalous, (pet'al-us) a. Having petals — opposed to

apetalout.

Petard, (petard") n. [F. pitard, from peter, to crack,

to explods.J An engine of war, in the shape of a

bell or hat filled with gunpowder, and used to fire or

force gates, barricades, Ac, by explosion.

Peter>penoe, (pet'cr-pena) n. An annual tax formerly

paid by the English to the pope, being a penny for

every house.

Peter' s-thumb. (pet'erz-thuru) n. A dark spot or mark

on each shoulder of the haddock, said to have been

produced by the imprint of St. Peter's fingers when

lie took up the fish to get the tribute money.

Petiolar, (pet'e-6-ler) a. Pertaining to a petiolo, or pro

ceeding from it ; growing or supported on a petiole.

Petiole, (pet'e-01) II, ! I,, petiotut, a little foot, stem,

or stalk of fruits.] The foot-stalk of a leaf, connect

ing the blade with the stem. [siderable ; petty.

Petit, (pete) a. [P. petit.} Small, little, mean ; tncon-

Petition, (pe-tish'un) n. [L. petit io, from peter*, to beg,

ask.] A prayer; a begging; a request ; an entreaty,

•specially of a formal kind ; supplication ; memorial.

Petition, (pe-tish'un) v.t. To make a request to; to

solicit ; to supplicate for some favour or right :—imp.

•'•' PP- petitioned ; ppr. petitioning.

Petitionary, (pC-tish'un-ar-e) a. Coming with a peti

tion;—containing a petition. [tion.

Petitioner, (pe-tish'un-er) n. One who presents a peti-

Petit-maitre, (pet'e-mfi'tr) n. [P., a little master.] A

spruce fellow that dangles about ladies ; a fop ; a cox

comb.

Petrean, (pe"-tre'an) a. [L. peine us, from G. petra, a

rock.] Pertaining to rock or stons.

Petrel, (pet'rel) n. fit. petrillo, diminutive of Peter,

from its appearing to stand, and

sometimes clip or sink into the

water, in allusion to St. Peter's

walking on the sea.] A kuig-

winged, web-footed sea-fowl—the

stormy petrel is called also

Mother Carey's chicken, and is

supposed by seamen to indicate j

an approaching storm.

Petrescent, (pe-tres'ent) u. [L,

 

Petrel.

petra, G. petra, rock, stone.] Converting into stone,

or into stony hardness.

Petrifaction, (pet-re-fakshun) n. Conversion of any

organic matter (animal or vegetable) into stone ;—an

organized body rendered hard by depositions of stony

matter in its cavities ;—a body incrusted with stony

matter.

Petri iactive, (pet-re-fak'tiv) a. Having power to con

vert vegetable or animal substances into stone ;—per

taining to petrifaction. [stone.

Fetriflc, (pe-trifik) a. Having power to convert into

Petrify, d»et're-f i) v. t. [L. petra, stone, and facert, to

make.] To convert to stone or stony substance ;—to

make callous or obdurate ;—r. i. To become stone, or

of a stony hardness ; — imp. <fc pp. petrified ; ppr.

'etroleum, (pe-tro'10-um) n. [L. petra, and oUtrm.]

Rock oil, an inflammable, bituminous liquid exuding

from the earth in various parts of the world.

Petrology, (pe-trol'o-je) «. (G. petra and logos.] A

treatise or discourse on the nature of rocks.

Petronel, (pot ro-nel) n. [F. pttrinal,] A large kind

of horseman's pistol.

Petrous, (pu'trus) a. 1 1 ,. petrotus, from pclra, a stone.]

Like stone; hard; stony.

Petticoat, (pet'e-kot) n. [From petty and coat.} A

loose under garment worn by females.

Pettifog, (pet'e-fog) v. i. [From petty, small, little, and

fog, to have power to practise.] To do small business,

as a lawyer. fpetty cases.

Pettifogger, (pet'e-fog-er) n. A lawyer who deals in

Pettifoggery, ( pet'e-fog-er-e ) n. The practice, or the

acts, of a pettifogger; disreputable tricks; quibbles.

Pettily, (pet'e-le) adv. In a petty manner; frivolously.

Pettiness, (pet'e-nes) n. Smalluees ; littleness.

Pettish, (petlsh) a. Evincing or pertaining to a pet ;

fretful : ill-tempered ; froward ; captious ; cross.

Pettishly, (pet'ish-le) adv. In a pet ; with a freak of

ill temper. [fretfulness,

Pettishness. (pet'ish-nee) it. State of being pettish ;

Pettitoes, (petVtoz) n. pi. [From petty and toes.] The

toes or feet of a pig, often used as food.

Petty, (pet'e) a. (F. petit.] Small ; little; inconsider

able ; — inferior ; trifling; trivial; unimportant; fri

volous.

Petulance, (pot'u-lans) n. [L. petulantia,] State of

being petulant ; freakish passion; pettishness; peev

ishness ; fretfiilness ; crossness.

Petulant, (pet'u-lant) a. [L. petulant.] Inclined to

complain; peevish; querulous;—saucy; forward; pert

with fretfulneas or ill humour ,—wanton ; licentious.

Petulantly, (pet'u-lant-le) adv. In a petulant or peev

ish manner.

Pew, (pu) ft, [F. put, high place, from L. pot/turn, an

elevated place, a balcony.] An inclosed seat in a

church.

Pewter, (pu'ter) n. [F. peutre, D. peauter.] An alloy

consisting chiefly of tin and lead ;—a class of utensils

made of pewter.

Pewterer, (pfl'ter-er) n. One who works in pewter.

Phaeton, (fa'e-tun) n. fL., G. Phaethon.) The son of

Phatbus, fabled to have begged of his father that he

would permit him to guide the chariot of the sun ;—

an open carringo like a chaise, on four wheels, and

drawn by two horses.
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Phagadena, (fag-a-de'na) n. [G. phagein, to eat.] A

corrosive or destructive nicer.

Phalangal, (fa-lan'gal) a. Belonging to the small bones

of the toes or fingers :—also phalangian.

Phalanges, (fa-lan'jes) n.pi [G. phalanx.] The small

bones of the fingers or toes.

Phalanstery- (fal'an-«ter-e) n. [G. phalagx, phalanx,

and stereos, firm, solid.] The common dwelling of the

members of a social organization established upon the

plan of Charles Fourier.

Phalanx, (fa'langks, fal'angks) >>. fl, , G. phalangx.]

A battalion or body of soldiers formed in ranks and

files close and deep so as to offer very firm resistance

to a foe ;—any body of men formed in close array, or

any firm combination of people.

Phanerogamous, ( fan-er-og'a-mus ) a. [G. phaneros,

open, manifest, and gamos, marriage.] Noting plants

in which the stamens and ovarium are distinctly

visible ; having the organs of reproduction in the

flower :—opposed to cryptogamous.

Phantasm, (fan'tazm) ft. A mental image or represen

tation of a real object ;—an imaginary existence which

seems to be real ; sometimes, an optical illusion ; a

dream.

Phantasmagoria, (fan-taa-ma-go're-a^n. [G. pkatUatma,

a phantasm, and agora, an assembly.] An exhibition

of shadows representing various figures thrown upon a

flat surface by a magic lantern; hence, illusive images.

Phantom, (fan'toni) n. [L. phantasma.] An appari

tion ; a spectre ; a ghost ; an airy spirit.

Pharisaical, (far-e-sa'ik-al) a. Pertaining to or resem

bling the Pharisees ;—making a show of religion with

out the spirit of it ; formal ; hypocritical.

Pharisaism, (fare-ea-izni) ft. The doctrines and con

duct of the Pharisees as a sect ;—rigid observance of

external rites and ceremonies; ritualism; formality;—

hypocrisy ;—profession of superior sanctity.

Pharisee, (farVeS) n. [L. Pharisasus, G. Pharisaios,

H. pdrash, to separate.] One of a sect among the

Jews noted for a strict observance of rites and cere

monies, scrupulous adherence to the traditions of the

elders, ostentation in prayer and alms-giviug, and

generally for their claim to superior sanctity to other

men ;—hence, a formalist;—a hypocrite;—a self-righte

ous man ;—a bigot.

Pharmaceutic, (far-ma-su'tik) a. [G. pharmakeuein,

to administer or use medicine.] Pertaining to the

knowledge or art of pharmacy, or preparing medicine.

Pharmaceutics. (far-ma-Hu'tiks) ft. sing. The science of

preparing medicines. [macy.

Pharmaceutist, (far-roa-su'tist) ft. One skilled in phar-

Phannacologist. (far-ma-kol'd-jist) ft. One skilled in

the composition and preparation of medicines.

Pharmacology, (far-ma-kol'o-je) ft. [G. pharrtitikon,

drug, and logos, discourse.] The scienco or knowledge

of drugs, or the art of preparing medicines;—a treatise

on the art

Pharmacopoeia, (far-mo-ko-pe'a) ft. [G. pharmakopoi'in,

the preparation of medicines, from pharmakov, drug,

and poiein, to make.] A book describing the prepara

tions of the several kinds of medicines: a dispensatory.

Pharmacy, (fai'ina-se) n. [Q. phannakria.] Art or prac

tice of preparing, preserving, and compounding sub

stances, for the purposes of medicine ; the application

of the laws of chemistry to the preparation of drugs ;—

the compounding of medicines or drugs according to a

medical prescription; the trade or business of an

apothecary.

Pharos, (fa'ros) n. [From Pharos, in the bay of Alex

andria, where Ptolemy Philadelphus built a famous

lighthouse.] Any lighthouse for the direction of sea

men ; a watchtower ; a beacon.

Pharyngeal, (far-in'je-al) a. Belonging to, or connected

with, the pharynx.

Pharyngitis, (far-in-ji'tis) n. Inflammation of the

membrane which forms or lines the pharynx.

 

Pharyngotomy, (far-in-got'6-me) n. [G. pharvgx, the

pharynx, and temnein, to cut.] The operation of mak

ing an incision into the pharynx, to remove any thing

that obstructs the passage.

Pharynx, (far'ingks) ft. IG. pharugx.] The cavity into

which the nose and mouth open, and which is con

tinuous below with the esophagus.

Fhascolome, (fosko-lom) ft. [G. phaskotos, pouch, and

)'/■■' -■. mouse.] A genus of marsupial animals ; the

wombat.

Phase, (faz) ft. [G. phaxti, from phainein, to make to

appear.] That which is exhibited to the eye; the

api>earance which any thing manifests, especially, any

one among different and varying appearances of the

same object.

Pheasant, (fezant) n. [L. phaHanus, G. phatiavos

(sc. ornis), the Pbasian bird.)

A gallinaceous bird noted for , sftjfte

the brilliancy of its plumage, pjjji'i

the flesh of which is valued ri-t?:

as food — it is found wild in f?

Europe.

Pheasantry. (fez'ant-re) n. A

building or place for keeping

and rearing pheasants.

Phenomenal, ( fe-nom'en-al ) a.

Pertaining to a phenomenon or /

appearance.

Phenomenon, (fe-noni'en-on) n. Pheasant.

[G. phainomenon, from /iltaintsthai, to appear, L.

ph&nomenon.] An appearance; whatever, in matter

or spirit, is apparent to, or is apprehended by, observa

tion ;—sometimes, a remarkable or unusual appearance.

Fheon, (fe'on) n. In heroAdry, the barbed iron head of

a dart ;—used also as a mark to denote crown pro-

nerty, and termed the broad arrow.

Phial, (fi'aJ) ft, [L. phiala, G. phtati, a broad, flat,

shallow cup or bowl.] A glass bottle, especially of

small size, fur liquids ; a vial.

Philander, ( fil-an'der) v. ». [G. phitandros, fond of

men. ) To flirt or make love ; to coquet.

Philanthropic, (til-an-throp'ik) a. Loving mankind ;

having good will to, and desirous to do good to all and

sundry of the human family ; large-hearted ; benevo

lent—said of persons ;—devised for the public good ;

promoting the general welfare ; founded on the prin

ciple of universal charity, as a scheme or institution :

—also ph ila u th ropica I.

Philanthropist, (fil-an'throp-ist) >t. [G. philos, loving,

and anthropox, man.] A lover of mankind; one who

wishes well to bis fellow-men, and seeks to do them

good ;—one who practises and promotes benevolence

or charity on the ground of humanity.

Philanthropy, (fil-an'thr6-pe) ft, Love of mankind ;

benevolence toward the whole human family ; uni

versal good will.

Philharmonic, (fil-har-mon'ik) a. [Q. philos, loving,

friend, and Jw.rmonia, harmony,] Loving harmony or

music;—often used as the name of a musical association.

Philibeg, (fil'e-beg) n. A plaid or garment reaching

only to the knees, worn by the Scotch Highlanders.

Philippic, (fil-ip'ik) n. One of the several orations of

Demosthenes against Philip, King of Macedon ;—hence,

any discourse or declamation abounding in vehement

denunciation or indignant invective.

Philistine. (nTis-tlii)*. [L. Phi/Utiws,B. PtUhthtJrom

pdfastt, to wander abont.J A native or inhabitant of

ancient Philistia or the southern part of Palestine,

which was allotted to the tribes of Simeon and Dan.

Phillipsite, (fll'lips-it) n. A hydrous silicate of alumina,

lime, and soda—so called from Phillips the English

mineralogist.

Philologer, (fil-ol'o-jer) n. [G. phitos, loving, and logos,

word] One versed in the knowledge of words; on»

who studies or knows historically the origin and con

struction of a language .—also philologut.
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Philological, (fil-6-Iuj'ik-al) a, Pertaining to philology.

Philologize, (fil-ol'6-jiz) r. i. To offer criticisms.

Philology, ( fll-ol 6-je ) n. The study of language in

general, or of any particular language with reference

to its formation and growth— it includes tiymolotjH, or

the science of the derivation and combination of words

from their primary roots ; grammar, or the science of

the composition and structure of sentences ; and com

parative criticism, or the art of interpreting a language

by its affinities and analogies to other languages.

Philomath, (fil'd-math) n, {O. philos, loving, a friend,

and math*, learning.] A lover of learning; a scholar.

Philomathy, (nTo-imith-e) n. The love of learning.

Philomel, (nTd-mel)tt. [From Philomela, daughter of

Pandion, king of Athens, who was changed, according

to fable, into a nightingale. J The nightingale.

Philoprogemtiveness, (fi-lo-pro-jen'it-iv-nes) n, [G.

philos, loving, a lover, and L. progenies, offspring, pro

geny. ] The love of offspring or of young children.

Philosopher, (fll-os'6-fer) n. [G. phtlotophos, from

philoi, a lover, friend, and sophia, wisdom.] One

versed in or devoted to philosophy ; one who philoso

phizes. Philo/topher't ttone, a stone or preparation

which the alchemists formerly sought as the instru

ment of converting the baser metals into pure gold.

Philosophical, (fll-o-Bofik-al) a. Pertaining to or pro

ceeding from philosophy ;—skilled in or evincing phi

losophy : hence, rational ; wise ; temperate.

Philosophically, (fil-o-eofik-al-le) adv. In a philoso

phical manner; calmly; wisely; rationally.

Fhilosophist, (nl-os'O-nst) n. A lover of sophistry.

Fhiloaophistioal, (fll-os-6-flst'ik-al) a. Pertaining

to the love or practice of sophistry; using sophistical

arguments or reasoning.

Philosophize, (fil-oso-fiz) v.i. To reason like a philo

sopher; to search into the reason and nature of things :
—tmp. h /■>/>. philosophized ; ppt; philosophizing.

Philosophy, (fil-os'd-fe) n. [G. phiha, love, and sophia,

skill, prudence, wisdom.] The love of wisdom : the

culture of knowledge—in the widest sense;—the study

of the forms and properties of material bodies; physi

cal philosophy ;—the study of the modes in which mat

ters acts on or is acted on by matter ; science of the

laws of motion, Ac.; natural philosophy;—science of

the mind in its constitution, faculties, processes, and

laws of thought ; mental philosophy;—study of the

principles and motives of moral action, and the dis

tinctions between right and wrong; moral or ethical

philosophy;—the science of being, study of the pri

mary causes and conditions of sentient and conscious

existence ; metaphysical philosophy;—a hypothetical

or theoretical system for explaining any class or set of

natural or mental phenomena; — the general ground

work or principle on which a scientific, historical, or

other inquiry is conducted ; — a system or course of

scientific study in a university curriculum.

Philter, (fil'ter) n. [L. philtrvm, G. phittron, from

philein, to love.] A potion or charm intended or

adapted to excite lore.

Philter, (fil'ter) v. t. To impregnate with a love potion ;

—to charm to love :—imp. & pp. philtered ; ppr. phil-

tering, [face or visage.

Phiz, (fir) n. [A contraction of physiognomy.] The

Phlebotomist, (fle-bot'd-mist) n. One who practises

phleliotomy.

Phlebotomize, (flft-bot'o-mlz) v. t. To let blood from,

as a vein :—imp. & pp. phlebotomized ; ppr. phle

botomizing.

Phlebotomy, (fle-bot'o-nie) n . [G. phlept, phlrbos, a vein,

and tome, a cutting. ] Act or practice of opening a

vein for letting blood ; blood-letting.

Phlegm, (ftem) tu [Q. phlegma, a flame, inflammation,

iihlegm, from phtegein, to burn.] One of the four

tumours of which the ancients supposed the blood to

be composed :—the tenacious mucus of the respiratory

and digestive passages; water; watery matter;—
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- dulnehumour ; temperament; — dulneas; coldness; slug

gishness; indifference.

Phlegmatic, (fleg-mat'ik) a. Abounding in phlegm ;

—generating phlegm ;—cold ; dull; sluggish: heavy.

Phlegmatically, (fleg-mafik-al-le) arir. In a phlegmatic

manner. [inflammatory.

Phlogistic, (flo-jis'tik) a. Partaking of phlogiston ;—

Phlogiston, (flo-jia'ton) n. [G. phlogxstos, burnt, set on

fire. ] The supposed principle of inflammability, or the

matter of fire in composition with other bodies; caloric.

Phlox, (floks) n. (G. phlox, flame, from phlegein, to

burn.] A genus of elegant garden flowering plants,

having red, white, or purple flowers.

Phoca, (fo'ka) n. [G. ph6k£.) A genus of marine mam

mals ; the neal; sea-bear; sea-calf.

Phoebus, (fCbns) v. In mythology, Apollo the god of

the sun—often used to signify the sun iteeJt

Phonetic, (to-nut'ik) o. (G. phonetU-os, from phdne, a

sound, tone.] Pertaining to the voice or its use;—

representing sounds.

Phonetics, (fo-net'iks) n. sing. The doctrine or science

of sounds, especially those of the human voice : pho

nology ;—the art ofcombining musical sounds ;—system

of phonography or short-hand.

Phonetist, (fon et-ist) n. One who is versed in pho

nology ; a phonologist.

Phonograph, (fo'nd-graf) n, A distinct symbol to repre

sent a sound, and always one and the same sound, in

writing. [graphy.

Phonographer, (fd-nog'ra-fer) n. One skilled in phono-

Phonographioal, (fo-no-grafik-al) a. Pertaining to or

based upon phonography.

Phonography, (fo-nog'ra-fe) n. [G. phone, sound, and

graphein, to write.] A description of the laws of the

human voice, or of sounds uttered by the organs of

speech; — a representation of sounds by distinctive

diameters ; a system of short-hand. [nology.

Phonological, (fd-nol-oj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to pbo-

Phonologist, (fc-nol'd-jlst) n. One who is versed in

phonology ; a phonetist.

Phonology, ( fo-nol'o-je ) n. [G. phtini, sound, and

logos, discourse.] A treatise on sounds, or the science

or doctrine of the elementary sounds uttered by the

human voice in speech ; phonetics.

Phonotype, (fi/iio-tip) ». [G. phont, sound, and tapot,

type.] A type or character used in phonotypy.

Phonotypical, (fo-nd-tip'ik-al) u. Of, or belonging to,

phonotypy or a phonotype.

Pnonotypy, (fiVud-tip-e) n. Art of representing sounds

by distinct characters or types ; style of printing in

accordance with this art.

Phorus, (fortis) n. A genus of turbinated gasteropodous

molluscs ; carrier- shell.

Fhosgen, (fos'jeu) a. [G. pho*t light, and gignestftai,

to produce.] Generating light;— noting a gas, now

called chloro-carbonio acid gaa

Phosphate, (fos'fat) n. A salt formed by a combination

of phosphoric acid with a salifiable base.

Phosphite, (foVfit) n. A salt formed by a combination

of phosphorous acid with a salifiable base.

Phosphor, (foB'for) tt. The planet Venus, when appear

ing as the morning star; Lucifer.

Phosphorate, (foa'for-at) r. (. To combine or impregnate

with phosphorus : —imp. & pp. phosphorated ; pp*~

phosphorating.

Phosphoresce, (fos-for-esO r. i. Toshine, as pbospfcoraf.

by exhibiting a faint light without sensible neat:^

imp. & pp. phosphoresced; ppr. phosphorescing.

Phosphorescence, (fos-for-es/ens) n. State of btiing phos

phorescent, [light.

Phosphorescent, (fos-for-es'ent) a. Shining with a faint

Phosphoric, (foa-for'ik) a. Pertaining to or obtained

from phosphorus.

Phosphorous, (fos'for-us) a. Pertaining to, or obtained

from, phosphorus—said of a certain acid formed by a,

combination of phosphorus with oxygen.
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Phosphorus, (fos ' for - us) n. [L., G. pho*phoros, u e.,

light-bringer.] The morning star ; Phosphor ; — an

elementary substance, very combustible, of a yellowish

colour, and semi-transparent, resembling fine wax.

Phosjihuret, (fos ' fii - ret) n. A combination of phos

phorus with another substance. [phorus.

Phosphuretted, (fos'iu-ret-ed) a. Combined with phos-

Photogeny, (fd-toj'en-e) n. [G. ph6», light, and genein,

to produce.} Art of taking pictures by the action of

light on a chemically prepared ground.

Photograph, (fo'to-graf) h. A picture produced or

printed on chemically prepared paper, by the action of

sunlight. [tography.

Photographer, (fo-tog'ra-fer) n. One who practises pho-

Photographio, ( fo-to-graf'ik ) a. Pertaining to, or ob

tained by photography.

Photography, (fo-togra-fe) n. fG. phds, photos, light,

and graphein, to write.] Art of producing pictures of

objects by the action of light on chemically prepared

surface*, as of silver, glass, paper, Ac.—often restricted

to the art of producing such pictures on chemically

prepared paper.

Photolbgy, (fo-tol'6-je) n. [G. ph6s, light, and logos, dis

course.] The doctrine or science of light, explaining

its nature and phenomena.

Photometer, (fn - torn ' et - er) n. [G. phds, light, and

■metrtm, measure.] An instrument for measuring the

relative intensities of light.

Photometry, (fo-tom'et-re) n. The science which treats

of the measurement of the intensity of light, or the

illuminating power of different kinds of gas, &c.

Photophobia, ( fo-to-nVbe-a ) n. [G. phds, light, and

phobos, fear.] A dread or intolerance of light; a symp

tom of internal ophthalmia.

Phrase, (fraz) n. [h. phrasis, G. phrasis, from phrazein,

to speak.] A brief expression or part of a sentence ;—

a short, pithy expression ; especially, one which is often

employed ; — the manner or style in which any one

expresses himself; diction; — in music, a connected

series of notes beginning and ending an idea or expres

sion: passage; bar.

Phrase, (fras) v. t. To express in words, or in peculiar

words; to call ; to stylo ; to term ;—v. i. To employ

peculiar modes or forms of speech ; to word ;—to speak

slowly or drawlingly ; to flatter :—imp. as pp. phrased ;

pjrr. phrasing.

Phrase-book, (frOz'book) n. A word-manual ; a work

in which common phrases or idiomatic expressions

are explained ; — a note-book into which idioms and

phrases are copied by scholars or students.

Phraseological, (fra-ze-o-loj'ik-al) a. Capable of being

phrased ; pertaining tn phraseology.

Phraseology, (fra-ze-ol'6-je) n. [G. phrastios, phrase,

and logos, speech, discourse.] Manner of expression ;

peculiar words used in a sentence ;—a collection of

phrases in a language.

Phrenetic, ffren-et'ik) a. Frantic; mad.

Fhrenitis, (fren'e-tis) n. [G. phrin, pkrenos, the mid

riff, mind.] An inflammation of the brain, or of the

meninges of the brain, attended with acute fever and

delirium ;—madness ; frenzy.

Phrenological, (fren-d-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to phre

nology, [nology.

Phrenologist, (fren-oro-jist) n. One versed in phre-

Phrenology, (fren-ol'd-je) n. [G. phrin, the mind, and

logos, discourse.] The science of the special functions

of the parts of the brain;—the theory that the mental

faculties are shown on the surface of the head or skull ;

craniology.

Phthisical, (tiz'ik-al) a. Wasting the flesh ; consump

tive;— having or relating to phthisis; — breathing

hard :—also pkthisicky.

Phthisis, (thi'sis) n. fL., G. phthiein, to pass or waste

,iw:u-.| A tuhfiK nl.tr disease of the Iun<«j;—pulmonary

(-■'iisiiiupUuli.

Pnylactery, (fi-lak'ter-e) n. [G. phulakter, a watcher,

guard.] Any charm or spell worn as a preservative

from danger or disease ;—among the Jews, a slip of

parchment on which were written certain passages of

the Pentateuch, worn on the forehead, neck, or arm,

as a mark of devotion, and made very broad or pro

minent by the Pharisees;—among early Christians, a

case or chest to contain the relics of the dead.

Phylarch, (fTlark) n. [G. phuli, tribe, and archein, to

rule.] The chief or governor of a tribe or clan.

Phylhte, (fiTlit) n. [G. phullon, leaf, and lithos, stone.]

A petrified or fossil leaf;—a mineral having the form

of a leaf

Physeter, (frse-tcr) n. [L., G. phusitir, from phusan,

to blow.] The sperm whale;—a kind of apparatus

used in filtering.

Physio, (fiz'ik) n. The theory or practice of medicine ;

—a specific internal application for the cure or relief

of sickness ;—in popular usage, a purge ; a cathartic.

Physio, (fiVik) v. t. To treat with physic ; to purge ;

—to cure :—imp. & pp. physicked ; ppr. physicking.

Physical, (fiYik-al) a. [G. phusis, nature, from phuein,

to bring forth, produce.] Pertaining to nature, as in

cluding all created existences; relating to natural or

material things, as opposed to things mental, moral,

spiritual, or imaginary ;—pertaining to physics or the

science of nature ; — cognizable by the senses ; cor

poreal; external; pertaining to the bodily structure.

Physically, (flz'ik-al-le) adv. In a physical manner ;

according to the laws of nature ; by natural power.

Physician, (fe-zish'an) n. One who is skilled in physio

or the art of healing; a doctor of medicine;—figur

atively, one who heals the disease or disorder of tlio

soul. [physics.

Physicist (fi/e-sist) v. One versed in the science of

Physios, (nViks) n. si7ig. [Q. phusiii (sc. theoria),

from pkusilos.] The science of nature or of natural

objects ; that department of natural science which

treats of the general properties of bodies and the causes

that modify those properties.

Physiognomic, (fiz-e-og-nom'ik) a. Pertaining to physi

ognomy, [physiognomy.

Physiognomist, (flz-e-og/n«-mist) n. One skilled in

Physiognomy, (flz-e-og'no-me) n. [G. phusis, nature,

and gnOmon, one who knows or examines, a judge.]

The art or science of discerning the character of the

mind from the features of the face ;—the face or coun

tenance with respect to the temper of the mind ; par

ticular cast or expression of countenance.

Physiological, (flz-e-d-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to physi

ology or the science of the properties and functions of

living beings.

Physiologist, (Hz-e-ol7>-jist) n. One who is versed in

the science of living beings, or in the constitution,

properties, and functions of animals and plants ;— one

who studies or treats on physiology.

Physiology, (nz-e-ol'o-je) n. [G. phusis, nature, and

logos, discourse.] The study or knowledge of animals

and plants in their outward forms, properties, organs,

and functions—called animal or vegetable physiology;

—the science of the mind ; the study or knowledge of

mental constitution and action, and the phenomena

and laws of thought and volition.

Physique, (fizY-k) a. [K] The natural constitution or

physical structure of a person.

Phytography, (fl-tog'ra-fe) n. [G. phuton, a plant, and

graphein, to write.] The science of describing plants

in a systematic manner ;—a description of plants.

Phytoiite, (fit o- lit) n. [G. phuton, plant, and lithos,

stone.] A petrified plant ; a fossil vegetable.

Phytology, (fi-toTo-je) n. [G. phuton, plant, and logos,

discourse.] A discourse or treatise on plants or tho

science of plants ; botany.

Phytotomy, (fi-tot'6-me) n. [G. phuton, plant, and

Una?, cutting, from temncin, to cut.] The diwiection

of plants.

Piacular, (pi-ak'u-lar) a. [L. piacutum, a propitiatory
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sacrifice, from piart, to appease, to expiate, from pitu,

pious.) Expiatory ; having power to atone ;—needing

expiation ; atrociously bad.

Pia Hater, (pi'a-raa'ter). [L., a tender mother.] The

vascular membrane immediately investing the brain.

Pianissimo, (pe-a- nes'se -mo) a. [It., superlative of

piano.) Very soft—a direction to the performer to

execute the passage in the softest manner.

Pianist, (pVa-nist) n. A performer on the pianoforte.

Pianoforte, (pe-A'no-for'ta)n. [It. piano, soft, and/orfi,

strong.) A keyed musical instrument, so called from

the facility with which the performer can give a soft

or strong expression to its tones. It consists of a series

of wires of graduated length, thickness, and tension,

struck by hammers moved by the notes on a key

board, and inclosed in an ornamental work of maho

gany, rose, walnut, or other polished wood. The strings

are horizontal with me key-board in the yrvud and

tquart pianos; and perpendicular in the upright or

cottage.

Piaasava, (pe-as'sa-va) n. The hard and tough fibres of

the palm-tree, and used to make strong brooms for

sweeping streets, fac :—also piauaba.

Piastre, (pe-as'ter) n. [It. piastra.) A coin of differ

ent values in different countries—the Italian piastre

is worth about 4a. 6d. sterling ; the Turkish piastre

about 2ld.

Piazza, (pe-az'za) n. Tit .] A kind of portico supported

by arches or columns;—a square open space surrounded

by buildings.

Pibroch, (pe'brok) n, [Gael piobairtachd, pipe-music,

from pioby a pipe.] A wild, irregular species of music

peculiar to the Highlands of Scotland.

Plea, (pilta) n. [L. pica, a pie, magpie.] The magpie ;

—a depraved or unnatural appetite, as in pregnancy ;

—a table or directory for devotional services ;—a kind

of type next in size above long primer.

Picador, (pik'a-d6r) a. [8p.] A horseman armed with

a lance, who commences the exercises of a bull-fight.

Picaroon, ( ptk - a - roan' ) n. [Sp. picaro, roguish, a

rogue. 1 A plunderer of wrecks ; a pirate ; a robber.

Piccadil, (pe-ka-dil') n. [F. viccadiue.] A nigh collar;

a kind of ruff—supposed to nave given the name to the

street in London, Piccadilly, because first sold there.

Piccalilli, ( pik'a-lil-e ) n. An East Indian pickle of

various vegetables with pungent spices.

Plok, (pik) v. t. [A. -8. pyean, Ioel picka, W. pigaw,

to prick, pick.] To peck at like birds with their bills:

to strike at with any thing pointed ; to pierce ;—to

open with a pointed instrument, as a lock ;—hence to

steal from : to rob ;—to take up suddenly or surrep

titiously ;—[Ger. picl*n.) To pull apart or away, espe

cially with the fingers, as fruit from a tree, corn from

a stalk, fac. ; to pluck ;—to cleanse by removing with

a pointed instrument or the fingers that which is ob

jectionable ; to pull into small pieces; to tease, as

wool, cotton, oakum, and the like ;—to take bit by bit;

to eat in small morsels ;—to seek for or make, as a

ground of quarrel ; — to choose ; to select ; to cull ;

hence, to seek or desire ;—v. i. To eat slowly or by

morsels ;—to do any thing nicely;—to steal ; to pilfer :

—imp. fa pp. picked ; ppr. picking.

Pick, (pik) n. A sharp-pointed tool; especially, an

iron tool tapering to a point from a heavy mass or

head, used for loosening and breaking up hard earth,

ground, stones, fac ;—a small pointed instrument for

cleansing the teeth ; tooth-pick ;—pointed iron instru

ment for dressing stone ;—choice ; right of selection.

Pickaxe, (pik'aks) n. (From pick and axe.) A pick

with a point at ono end, a transverse edge or blade at

the other, and a handle inserted at the middle; a pick.

Picked, (pikt) a. Pointed; sharp ;—spruce ; foppish;

—selected ; choice.

Picker, (pik>r) n. One who picks or culls ;—one who

dresses or points the letters in stereotype plates ;•

machine for picking fibrous materials to pieces.

Pickerel, (pik'er-el) n, [Diminutive of jni-e.] A frwh-

water fish of several species of the pike family.

Picket, (pik'et) a. [F. piquet, properly diminutive of

pique, spear, pike.] A stake aliarpened, used in forti

fication and encampments ;—a narrow board pointed,

used in making fences ;—a guard posted in front of an

army, and so disposed as to form a chain of out-posts.

Picket, (pik'et) v. t. To fortify, inclose, or fence with

pickets ;—to fasten to a picket :—imp, fa pp. picketed ;

ppr- picketing.

Picket-guard, (pik'et-g&rd) n. A guard of horse and

foot always in readiness in case of alarm.

Picketing, (pik'et-ing) n. A kind of torture by forcing

a person to stand with one foot on a pointed stake.

Picking, (piking) n. Act of plucking, selecting, or

gathering ;—that which w left to be picked or gleaned :

—act of stealing or pilfering ; also, that which ia

stolen ;—pi. Perquisites of office, usually with the

sense of not being honestly obtained.

Pickle. .(pikl) n. [D. ptkcL Ger. piikeL) A solution of

salt and water in which fish may be preserved or meat,

corned; brine:—vinegar, sometimes spiced, in which

vegetables, fish, fac,t may be preserved;—any article

of food preserved in vinegar ;—a troublesome cliild ;—

a state of disorder or difficulty; awkward plight.

Fickle, (pikl) v. (. To preserve in brine or pickle ;—to

season in pickle ;—to imbue highly with any thing;

bad ;—to prepare, as an imitation, and sell as genuine :

—imp. fa pp. pickled ; ppr. pickling.

Picklock, (nik'lok) n. An instrument for opening locks

without the key ;—a person who picks locka.

Pickpocket, (pik'pok-et) n. Ono who steals from the

pocket of another.

Pick purse, (pik'purs) n. One who steals from the purse

of another ; pickpocket ; cutpurse.

Pickthank, (pik'thangk) n. An officious fellow who

curries favour by talebearing; a toady acting as a

voluntary spy ; a parasitical informer.

Picnic, (pik nik) *». [F. piqucnique.) Formerly, an

entertainment at which each person contributed some

dish or article for the general table; in present use, an

entertainment carried by a party on an excursion of

pleasure into the country ; also the party itself.

Ficnio, (pik'nik) v.i. To go on a picnic.

Plot, (pikt) n. [A.-8. PiXta*, Peohta*, said to be from

L. pingere, to paint] One of a tribe of Scythians, or

of Germans, wno settled in Scotland. [Picts,

Pictish, (pikt'ish) a. Pertaining to or resembling the

Pictorial, (pik-t6re-al) a. Pertaining to or illustrated

by pictures ; forming pictures.

Pictorially, (pik-to're-al-le) adv. In a pictorial manner.

Picture, (pik tur) n. [L. pictura, from ptngtrt, pictum,

to paint.] That which is painted; a likeness drawn in

colours ; hence, any graphic representation :—art or

form of representation by painting ;—that which, by

its likeness, brings vividly to mind some other tiling.

Picture, (pik'tur) v. t. To draw or paint a resemblance

of ; to represent to the mind ; to recall distinctly or

vividly :—imp. fa pp. pictured; ppr. picturing.

Picture-gallery, (piVtur-gal'ler-e^ n, A gallery or large

apartment in which pictures are hung up for exhibition.

Picturesque, (pik-tur-esk') a. Fitted to form a good or

pleasing picture ; striking or effective in representing

objects, scenes, or persons—said of the mode of hand

ling a subject by artists ;—vivid in description, bril

liant in colouring, skilful in grouping—said of style ;

—animated ; lively.

Picturesque, (pik-tur-esk') ». The combination of

natural objects which forms a beautiful scene or land

scape in nature ;—the selection and grouping of forms,

shapes, and features in animate or inanimate life to

constitute a pleasing and effective picture or painting;

—the description of events, representation of charac

ters, or expression of thoughts so as to affect the mind

or imagination with a sense of reality, truthfulness, or

powex.
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Picturesquely, (pik-tur-eak'le) adv. Iu a picturesque

manner.

Piddle, (pidl) v. i. [A different spelling of peddle, or

from the same source.] To deal in trifles ; to spend

time in trifling objects;—to eat or drink squeamishly

or without relish ;—to make water—a childish word.

Fie, (pi) «. [Contracted from D. pattei, Ger. pattei,

Eng. pasty.] Paste baked with something in it or

under it, as apple, minced meat, &o.

Pie, (pi) n. [L. pica.] A magpie; — the old Roman

Catholic service-book, (sorted.

Pie, (pi) n. A moss of type confusedly mixed or un-

Piebald, (piebald) a. [For pie-balled, from pie, the

party-coloured bird, and ball.} Of various oolours;

diversified in colour.

Piece, (pes) n. [F. piice, L. pecia, W. peth, a part,

portion, a little.] A fragment or part of any tiling

separated from the whole in any manner ; a shred ; a

bit;—a part of any thing not separated from the whole,

or only conceived as distinct; portion ; division ;—a

distinct part or quantity ;—a part added ; patch ;—a

separate performance ; individual portion of work or

labour ;—hence, a short literary articlo or essay ;—a

picture or painting ;—a sculpture ;—a coiu ;—a gun or

single instrument of ordnance ;—in heraldry, an ordi

nary or charge; — colloquially, a woman; — a bit of

bread. UScot.]

Piece, (pis) w» t. To enlarge or mend by the addition of

a piece ; to patch ;—to unite ; to join ;— v. i. To unite

by a coalescence of parts ; to be compacted, as parts

into a whole:—imp, ifc pp. pieced; ppr. piecing.

Piece-poods, (peYgdodz) n. pi. Dry goods usually sold

by the piece, as gray cottons,, mulls, jaconets, shirt

ings, long cloths, sheetings, and the like.

Piecemeal, (pCVmel) adv. In pieces; iu fragments;—

by pieces ; by little and little. [separate.

Piecemeal, (pOs'mel) a. Made of parts or pieces; single;

Piecer, (pes'er) m One who pieces ; a patcher. (job.

Piece-work, (pes'wurk) n, Woik done by the piece or

Pied, (pid) «. [Kng. pie, the party-coloured bird.]

Variegated with spots of different colours ; spotted.

Fiedness, (pid'nes) n. The state of being pied ;—diver

sity of colours in epots ; mottled or spotted form.

Pier, (per) n. [F. pierre, a stone, from L. petra, G.

petra.] A mass of Bolid stone-work for supporting an

arch or the timbers of a bridge, &c ;—a part of the

wall of a house between the windows or doors ;—a

mass of stone-work projecting into the sea, for break

ing the force of the waves;—a projecting wharf or land

ing-place.

Pierage, (peVuj) n. Toll for using a marine pier.

Pierce, (pers) v. t. [F. percer, from L. pertundere, per-

tusum, push, bore through.] To thrust into or trans

fix with a pointed instrument;—to force a way into;—

to touch, us the affections ;—to dive into, as a secret

or purpose ;—r. t. To enter, as a pointed instrument ;

—to force a way into or through any thing ;—to dive

or penetrato, as into a secret ; — to affect deeply or

severely ;—imp. A pp. pierced; ppr. piercing.

Pierceable, (persVol) a. Capable of being pierced.

Fiercer, (pers'gr) «. One who or that which pierces

or perforates ;—an instrument which bores or pene

trates ;—a kind of needle used in making eyelet holes.

Piercingly, (penVing-le) adv. In a piercing manner.

Pierdue, (jieVdu) ft. A toll levied for the maintenance

of a pier. [between windows.

Pier-glass. (pcYglas) n. A mirror or glass hanging

Piermastcr, (per/mas-tcr) n. The superintendent of a

pier. [windows.

Pier-table, (peVtiVbl) u. A table standing between

Pietism, (pi et-izm) n. The religion of the Pietists.

Pietist, (pi'et-ist) n. One of a class of religious re

formers iu Germany who sought to restore piety to the

Lutheran church in the end of the 17th century ; one

professing great sanctity of life, and contemning eccle

siastical polity, and culture or learning iu the clergy.

 

Pigeon.

Piety, (pi'et-e) n. [L. pieta$, piety, from piua, pious.]

Affectionate reverence of parents, or friends, or coun

try ;—obedient love of the will of God and zealous

devotion to his service; religion; sanctity; holiness;

devotion.

Pig, (pig) n. [A.-S. pige, Sw. piga.] The young of

swine, mala or female ;—an oblong mass of metal, as

first extracted from the ore.

Pi£i (pi(f) v- 1 or *■ To bring forth pigs ;—to lie together

like pigs :—imp. & pp. pigged ; ppr. pigging.

Pigeon, (pij'un) ?i. [L. jripio, a young pipping or

chirping bird, from pipire, to

peep, chirp. ] A gallinaceous

bird, of several species, as the

stock-dove, the ring-dove, the

turtle-dove, and the migratory

or wild pigeon of America; a

Billy fellow who may be plucked,

fleeced, or tricked out of his

money by professed gamblers.

Pigeon-hearted, (pij'un-hart-ed)a.

Timid ; easily frightened.

Pigeon-hole, (pij'un-h&l) «. A little opening or division

in a case for papers, [gentle.

Pigeon-liverea, (pij'un-liv-erd) a. Mild in temper: soft;

Pigeonry, (pij'un-re) ft. A place for keeping pigeons;

a dovecot.

Piggery,i(pig'er-e) n. A place where swine are kept.

Piggin, (pig'in) n. [Gael, pigeadh, an earthen jar, Ir.

pigin.] A small wooden vessel with an erect handle,

used as a dipper.

Fig-iron, (pigT-urn) n. Iron in pigs or oblong bars as

it comes from the smelting furnace.

Piglead, (pig'led) n. Lead in pigs, or as first extracted

from the ore.

Pigment, (pig'ment) w. [L. pigmenturn, from the root

of pingere, to paint.] A preparation used by painters,

«tc, to impart colours to bodies ; paint.

Pigmy, (pig'uie) n. [It. pigvieo, L. pygmtru*.] A per

son of very small stature; a dwarf;—a fabled nation

said to have been devoured by cranes. [sidernble.

Pigmy, (pig'me) a. Very small in size ; feeble ; iucon-

Pig-sty, (pig'sti) n. A sty or pen for pigs.

Pigtail, (pig'titl) «. The tail of a pig ;—the hair of the

head tied in the form of a pig's tail ; a cue ;—a roll of

twisted tobacco having a peculiar colour and flavour.

Pike, (pik) n. [F. pique, Ger, piele.] A long wooden

shaft or staff with a flat- __^- _ ^ •js%3ess

pointed Bteel head : a spear ;

—a fork used in husbandry ;

pitchfork ;—an iron sprig used [

to fasten articles in a turning

lathe ;—a largo cock of hay ;—a nice,

voracious fish—so named from its length and shape or

from the form of its snout—it is a fresh-water fish.

living in deep water ;—a turnpike. [point.

Piked, (pikt) a. Furnished with a pike ; ending in a

Fikeman, (pik'man) n. A soldier armed with a pike.

Pikestaff, (pik'staf) n. The staff or shaft of a pike ;—a

staff having a sharp metal spike at the bottom to guard

against slipping.

Pilaster, (pe-las'ter) n. [L. pita strum, pila, a pillar.]

A square column usually set within a ;

wall, and projecting only a fourth or fifth

of its diameter.

Pilchard, (pil' shard) n. A fish of the

genus Ctupca, resembling the herring,

but thicker and rounder.

File, (pil) h. [F. pile, L. pUa, a Kill. G.

pilon, a ball, globe.] A roundish or clo-

vated mass or collection of things; a

heap: — a collection of combustible.-* for .

burning a dead body; — a heap of balla-

or shot raised in the form of a pyramid ; Pilasbr.

—a large building or mass of buildings; — a vertical

series of alternate disks of two dissimilar tuetsls, with
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disks of cloth or paper between them moistened with

acid water for producing a current of electricity.

Pile, (i'il) n. [A.-S. ptt, stake, L. pita, a pillar.] A

piece of timber pointed and driven into the earth for

the support of a building, a bridge, or the like.

Pile, (pU) n. [L. pitus, hair.] The fibre of wool,

cotton, and the like ; hence, the nap.

Pile, (pU) v. f. To lay or throw into a pile or heap ;—

to fill above the brim or top;—to drive piles:—imp. &

pp. piled; ppr. piling. (driving down piles.

Pile-driver, (pH'driv-er) n. An engine or machine for

Piler, (pil'er) n. One who piles or forms a heap.

Piles, (pilx) n. pi. [h. pita, a ball.] The hemorrhoids,

a disease consisting of tumours of blood about the

verge of the anus.

Pilfer, (pil'fvr) v.i. (F. pcljrer.) To steal in Binall

quantities ; to practise petty theft ;—v. t. To steal or

gain bv petty theft; to filch :—imp. & pp. pilfered;

ppr. pilfering.

Pilferer, (pU'fer-er) n. One who pilfers.

Pilgrim, (pil'grim) n. [Ger. pilgrim, pitigrim, D.

pelgrim.) A wanderer; a travellor ;—e»ptcially, one

who travels from his own country to visit a holy place.

Pilgrimage, (pirgrim-aj) n. The journey of a pilgrim ;

a journey to a shrine or other sacred place.

Pill, (pil) n. [I., pilula, a little ball, a pilL] A medi

cine in the form of a little ball ;—hence, any thing

nauseous.

Pill, (pil) v. t. [F. piller. It pigliare.] To rob ; to

plunder, to pillage ;—v. i. To be stripped or peeled ;

to come off in flakes or scoria? ;—to commit robbery:—

imp. & pp. pilled ; ppr. pilling.

Pillage, (pil'aj) n. [F., from pilUr, to plunder] Act

of plundering :—depredation ;—act of devastating, as

a hostile territory, or sacking, as a conquered town ;

rapine ; ravage ;—that which is taken by force, exac

tion, or robbery ; plunder : spoil ; booty ; loot.

Pillage, (pil'aj) v. t. To strip of money or goods by

open violence; to plunder; to spoil: —'imp. & pp.

pillaged; ppr. pillaging.

Pillager, (pil'ftj-cr) n. One who pillages.

Pillar, (pil'ar) «- [F« pilier, from L. piltt, a pillar.]

A pier or column to support an arch, a roof, a statue,

or the like: a prop; a support ; — that on which any

thing rests ; foundation ; basis ;—hence, a supporter ;

one who upholds or maintains;—a monument raised

to commemorate some event, person, Ac.

Pillared, (pil'ard) a. Supported by pillars; having

the form of, or embodied in, a pillar or pillars.

Pillion, (pil'yun) n. rEng. pile, h. jnlus, hair.] The

pad or cushion attached to the hinder part of a saddle

on which a woman can ride behind a man. on horseback.

Pillory, (pil'or-e) n. [L. piloricum, from pita, a pillar.]

A frame of wood erected on posts with movable boardB

and holes, through which tho head anil hands of a

criminal wore formerly put to punish him by publio

exposure. feet in the pillory.

Pillory, (pil'or-e) v. t. To punish with tho pillory ; to

Pillow, (pil'6) n. (O. Eng. pelmet, A.-S. pyle, L. put-

vinus.] A cushion to support the head of a person

when reposing;—the block on which the inner end of

a bowsprit is supportod ; — a piece of metal or wood

used to support sorne part of a machine to equalize tho

pressure ; a bearing or journal-box ;—a kind of plain,

coarse fustian. [pp. pillowed ; ppr. pillowing.

Pillow, faiTS) v.t. To rest or layfor supjxirt :—imp. &

Pillow-block, (pil'o-blok) n. A block or standard for

supporting tho end of a abaft.

Pillow-case, (pil'o-kus) n. A

covering for a pillow.

Pilose, (pil'm) a. [L. pilontt,

from pilHM, hair.] Hairy ;—

oovored with long, distinct hairs.

Pilot, (print) n. [V. pilot*, Ger.

pilen, peilen, sound, (oth, plum-

mot.] One whose oflico is to steer;

 

P.llow-blook.

ships, particularly where navigation is dangerous*—

hence, a guide.

Pilot, (pi Jut ) v. t. To direct the course of, as a ship in

any place where navigation is dangerous ;—to guide

through dangers or difficulties :—imp. & pp. piloted ;

ppr. piloting.

Pilotage, (pi'iut-aj) n. Compensation to one who directs

the course of a snip :—the guidance of a pilot.

Pilot-bird, (pilut-berd) n. A bird found about tho

Caribbee islands. [cloth, for overcoat*.

Pilot-cloth, (pi'hit-kloth) n. A coarse, stout kind of

Pilot-engine, (pi'lut-en-jin) n. A locomotive wilt be

fore to clear the way of a train on a railroad, or attend

upon it.

Pilot-fish, (pHut-fiah) n, A fish of the mackerel family

—so named because it often accompanies ships.

Piloting, (pilut-ing) n. Tho act of steering a ship.

Pimento, (pe-men'to) n. [L. pigmentum, a paint, pig

ment, juice of planta.] The fruit of a tree having an

aromatic flavour, and highly valued as a spice; all

spice ;—tho tree which produces allspice.

Pimp, (pimp) n. [F. pimpant, smart, sparkish.] One

who provides gratifications for the lust of others ; a

procurer; a pander.

Pimp, (pimp) v. i. To procure lewd women for the

gratification of others; to pander: — imp. & pp.

pimped; ppr. pimping.

Pimple, (pim'pl) ft, [A.-S. pinpet, pustule, L. papulnt

pimple.} A small pointed elevation of the cuticle,

with an inflamed base, containing pus or lymph : a

small rod pustulo.

Pimpled, (pim'pld) «• Having pimples on the skin ;

full of pimples.

Pin, (pin) 11. [D. pin, W, pin.] A pointed instru

ment of wood, metal, or the like ; a peg ; a holt ;—

esjxciatly, a small, pointed piece of wire with a head,

much used for fastening clothes, etc. :—a bolt which

fastens the wheel to the axle ; linch pin ;—a peg by

which the strings in musical instruments are strained

or relaxed :—a cylindrical roller made of wood ;—the

central part of a target;—a thing of no value ; a trifle;

—pi. Legs.

Pin, (pin) r. t. To fasten as with a pin;—to inclose ; to

pen :—imp. fo pp. pinned ; ppr. pinning.

Pinafore, (pin'a-for) w. An apron for a child to cover

the front part of the body ; a tier.

Pinease, (pin'kOs) n. A case for holdiug pins.

Pincers, (pin'Bera) Jt. pL [F. pince, pincer, to pinch.)

Pinchers.

Pinch, (pinsh) v. t. [F. pincer, Ger. pjftren, to pinch,

cut.] To press hard or squeeze, as between the ends

of the fingers ;—to hold hard with the teeth or with

an instrument :—to press l>etweeu two lianl bodies ;—

to squeeze the flesh till it is pained or livid ;—to gall ;

to fret ;—to distress ; to pain ;—to drive to straits or

pecuniary difficulties;—r. t. To act with pressing

force ; to bear hard ; — to spare ; to be covetous :—

fan, & pp. pinched ; ppr. pinching.

Pinch, (pinsh) n. A close compression with the ends of

the fingers; alao, that which is taken between the ends,

of the fingers ;—a gripe ; a pang :—straits ; difficulty :

time of distress ;—pressure ; oppression ;—a lever hav

ing a projection acting as a fulcrum near one end,

used chieflv to roll heavy wheels—called also ;ri7wA-o«r.

Pinchbeck, (pinsh/bek) n, [Said to be from tho name

of the inventor.] An alloy of copper and xinc resem

bling gold.

Pincher, (pinshVr) n. One who, or that which, pinches.

Pinchers. (pinsh'erz) n. pi. [From pinch.] An instru

ment for various uses, as drawing uaiU aud the like,

griping things to be held fast, &c.

Pincushion, (pin'koush-un) 11. A small cushion stuffed

with bran or wool in which females stick pins for pre

servation and handy use.

Pindaric, (pin-dar'ik) a. After the style and manner of

Pindar, a lyrio poet of Grew*
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line-apple.

Pine, (pin) n. [L. ptnus, allied to G. pUui.] A genua

of coniferous trees of many species, some of which fur

nish timber of the most valuable kind ;—the wood of

the pine-tree •—a pine-apple.

Pine, (pin) v. i. [A.-S. i>lnan, Gor. peinen.] To lan

guish ; to lose flesh ; to grow lean ;—to languish with

desire ;—r. (. To watt tint ; to make to languish ;—to

grievo for ; to bemoan in silence :—imp, & pp. pined ;

ppr. pining.

Pineal, (pi-ne'al, pin'e-al) a. [h. phiea, the cone of a

pine, from pimu, a pine.] Pertaining to, or resem

bling in form, a pine-cone or pine-apple;—noting a

small gland or mass of nervous matter attached to the.

brain in the form of a conical pea.

Pine-apple, (pin'ap-pl) >i. A tropical plant and its fruit

—so called from the resemblance of the

latter in shape and external appear

ance to the cone of the pine-tree.

Pinery, (pin'cr-c) n. A place where

pine-apples are raised; — a pine forest

or grove.

Pin-feather, (pin'feTH-er) v. A small or *

short feather somewhat like a pin in

form; especially, one of tho -«.■ not easily

i •■!,.,'. . ,1 in picicing a fowl

Pinfold, (pin'fold) n. [Fromjini, an in-

clostire for beasts, and fold, an iuclosure

for Bheep.] A place in which cattle are confined ; a

pound.

Pinfooted, (piu'foot-ed) a. Having the toes bordered

by a skin.

Pinhole, (pinliol) n. A hole made by the puncture of

a pin ; hence, a very small aperture.

Pinion, (pin'yun) ft. [L. penna, feather, wing.] A

feather; a quill ;—a wing;—the joint of a bird's wing

moat re mote from the body ;—a fetter or hand for the

arm ;—a smaller wheel with leaves or teeth working

into the teeth of a larger wheel or rack ; a toothed

arbour.

Pinion, (pin'yun) r. r. To bind or confine the wings of;

—to cripple by cutting off the first joint of the wing ;

—to restrain by binding the arm or arms to the body ;

—to confine ; to shackle :—iuip. & pp. pinioned; ppr.

pinioning.

Pink, (pingk) n. [D. pink, W. pine] An eye or a

small eye; eyelet hole. [P. pince.] A native garden

plant of the genus Dirmthu* and its flower ;■—a colour

resulting from the combination of a pure vivid red

with more or less white—so called from the common

colour of the flower ;—that which is supremely excel

lent [P. pinque.] A ship with a very narrow stern ;

—a small fresh-water fish ; minnow.

Pink, (pingk) v.t. To work in eyelet holes; to pierce

with small holes ; to cut or work in Bmall scollops or

angles;—to stab ; to pierce ;—to dyo of a pink colour:

—imp. & pp. pinked; ppr. pinking.

Pink, (pingk) a. Resembling in colour the pink ,—flesh-

coloured.

Pinking-iron. (pingk'ing-T-uni) ft. A cutting instru

ment for scolloping the edges of ribbonB, flounces, and

the like.

Pink-sterned, (pingk'sternd) a. Having a very narrow

stern, as a ship.

Pinky, (pingk'e) a. Having a light, crimson colour.

Pin-money, (pin'mun-e) n. A sum of money allowed

or settled on a wife for her private QXpanMs.

Pinna, (pin'na) n. [L.J A feather;—the fin of a fish ;—

n leaflet or part of a compound or pinnate leaf;—a

gunua of molluscs of great size, having two equal valves

closely united by a ligament along one of the sides ;

wing-shell.

Pinnace, (pln'fli) n. [F. pinocM, 8p. pinazn, from

pinus, pine-tree. J A small vessel navigated with oars

and sails, ami having generally two masts rigged like

those of a schooner ;—a boat usually rowed with eight

oars.

 
Pinnacle, (pin'a-kl) n. [F. pinacle, It. jtinacoln, from

L. pinna, feather.] A slender turret or

jkartof a building elevated above the main

building;—a high, spiring point; hence,

the highest point or elevation; top or

summit.

Pinnate, (pin'iit) a. [L. pinnatus, feather

ed, from piano, feather.} Shaped like a

feather;—furnished with fins.

Pinner, (pin'er) n. One who pins or

fastens ; also, a pounder of cattle or the

pound-keeper;—a pin-maker;—the lappet

of a head-dress wliich flies loose.

Pinniped, (pin'e-ped) n. [L. pinna,

feather, fin, and pes, pedis, foot] One of

a class of crabs liaving the hinder feet ter- Pinnacle,

minated by a flattened joint fitted for swimming.

Pin-point, (pin'poiut) n. The point of a pin ;—a mere

trifle.

Pint, (pint) n. [A.-S. pynt, Ger. & F. pimU.] Haifa

quart or four gills;—in medicine, twelve ounces— ap

plied both to liquid and dry measure.

Pintle, (pin'tl) n. [A diminutive of pin,] A long iron

bolt to prevent the recoil of a cannon;—a hook on

which a rudder U hung to its post. [worm.

Pin-worm, (piu'wurm) ti. A thread- like intestiual

Piny, (pin'e) a. Abounding with pines.

Pioneer, (pi-o-nei^) v. t. To go before and prepare a

way for :—imp. & pp. pioneered; ppr. pioneering.

Pioneer, (pl-d-ner') «. [F. pjonnitr, originally a foot-

soldier.] One who marches with or before an army

to repair the road or clear it of obstructions, &c. :—one

who goes before to remove obstructions or prepare the

way for another ; hence, a backwoodsman ; a first

settler.

Pious, (pi'uB) a. [L. phi*.] Having affectionate or

filial reverence for a parent or superior;—having re

verence and love toward the Supreme Being ;—dictated

by reverence to God or by religious feeling ;—devout ;

religious ; holy ;—practised under the pretence of reli

gion, jgiously.

Piously, (pi'us-le) adv. In a pious manner ; refi-

Pip, (pip) 7*. [D. pip, F. pepie, from L. pitvita, slime,

phlegm.] A disease of fowls, in which a horny pellicle

grows on the tip of the tongue. (F. pejrin.] The seed

of an apple, orange, or similar fruit ;—a spot on cards.

Pip, (pip) f. *. To cry or chirp as a chicken.

Pipe, (pip) ft. [A.-S. pipe, IceL ]4pa.) A wind instru

ment of music, consisting of a long tube of wood or

metal;—any long tube or hollow body ;—a tube of

clay with a bowl at one end, used in smoking tobacco;

—a cask, usually containing 120 gallons, used for wine;

or the quantity which it contains;—organ of respira

tion or vocal utterance ;—sound or pitch of tho voice ;

—also, vocal power.

Pipe, (pip) r, i. To play on a pipe, fife, flute, or other

tubular wind instrument of music ;—to have a shrill

sound ; to whistle ;—r. t. To perforin by playing on a

wind instrument ;—to utter in a high or sharp tone;—

among seamen, to summon the hands ami direct in

duty by the boatswain's call or whistle ;—imp, & pp.

Biped ; p/n: piping.

Pipe-clay, (pip'kla) n. A species of white clay, used in

making tobacco-pipes and various kinds of earthen

ware ;—also, a white clay powder used in cleaning the

leather belts and other accoutrements of a soldier ;—

hence, martinetiBm in the inspection ami discipline

of soldiers.

Pipe-clay, (pip'kla) v.t. To whiten or cleanse with

white clay powder, as soldiers' belts, drc.

Piped, (pipd) o. Formed with a pipe; tubular; fluted.

Piper, (pip'er) n. One who plays on a pipe or flute.

Piper, (pi per) n. \h.] A genus of plants of the order

Ptpfrtuea. possessing aromatic, pungent, and stimu

lating qiialitU-s, of several specks, native chiefly of t-bi

East and West Indies ; pepper plant.
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Piping, (pip'inK) <*■ Giving forth a weak, shrill sound

like the voiceof the sick; feeble:—simmering; boiling.

Piping, (pip'ing) n. [Prom pipe.] A kind of cord

trimming or fluting for ladies' dresses ;—a piece cut off

to be planted ; a cutting. [earthen boiler.

Pipkin, (piplcin) n, [Diminutive of pipe.] A small

Pippin, (pippin) n. (Probably from pip, a spot, because

of the spots on its skin.] A kind of tart apple.

Piquancy, (pik'an-se) n. State or quality of being

piquant; sharpness ; pungency; tartness; severity.

Piquant, (pik'ant) a. [F. ppr. of piquer. ) Stimulating

to the tongue;—sharp; tart; pungent; severe.

Piquantly, (phVant-le) adv. In a piquant manner.

Pique, (pek) n. [F. from piquet:] A feeling of annoy

ance or resentment awakened by a social slight or in

jury; wounded pride; irritation; grudge.

Pique, (pek) v. t. To excite the sensibilities of; to

excite to anger;—to excite to action by causing resent

ment or jealousy ;—to pride or value—used reflexively :

—imp. & pp. piqued ; ppr. piquing.

Piquet, (pik-ef) n. [F.J A game at cards played between

two persons with only thirty-two cards.

Piracy, (pi'ra-se) n. [F. piraterie, G. ]>eirateia.] The

act, practice, or crime of robbing on the high seas ;

—infringement of the law of copyright by publishing

the writings of other men without permission.

Pirate, (pi'rat) n. [L. pirata, G. peiran, to attempt.]

A robber on the high aeas ; a freebooter ;—an armed

vessel which sails without a legal commission, for the

fiurpose of plundering on the high seas;—one who pub-

ishes the writings of other men without permission.

Pirata, (pi'rat) v. t. To take by theft, or without right

or permission, as books or writings;—v. i. To rob on

the high seas; to privateer without a legal commission.

Piratical, (pi-rat'ik-al) «. Pertaining to a pirate; rob

bing or plundering on the high seas ;—predatory; rov

ing in search of booty:— practising literary theft;

publishing copyright surreptitiously or without autho

rity of the author or holder of it.

Piratically, (pi-rat'ik-al-le) adv. In a piratical manner.

Pirn, (p?rn) n. A quill or bobbin on which thread or

yarn is wound in spinning or weaving ; also, the reel

of a fishing rod.

Pirouette, (pe-roo-et') n. [F. pied, foot, rouetle, a little

wheel.] A whirling about on the toes in dancing.

Pirouette, (pe-roo-et') v. i. To whirl or turn about on

the toes, as in dancing.

Piscatorial, (pis-ka-tore-al) a. [L. pUeatorius, from

pittcotor, a fisherman.] Relating to fishes or to fishing.

Pisces, (pis'sez) n. pi. [L. piscti, a fish.] The Fishes,

the twelfth sign of the zodiac.

Pisciculture, (pis'se-kul-tur)

n. [L. pi*cu, a fish, and

cultura, culture.] The arti

ficial propagation and nur

ture of fish.

Piscina, (pis'se-na) n. A

niche on the south side of

the altar in Roman Catholic

Churches, containing a small

Iwisin, in which the priest washes his hands, or the

chalice ;—a fish-pond.

Piscine, (pis'sin) a. [L. pixcis.] Belonging to fish; fishy;

—belonging to a fish-pond :—also piscinal.

Piscivorous, (pis-siv'o-rus) a. [L. piscit, fish, and vorare,

to devour. J Feeding or subsisting on fish. [tempt.

Pish, (pish) interj. Pshaw—an exclamation of con-

Pish, (pish) v. i. To express contempt renimet

Pismire, (pis'mir) n. [Eng. pi** and mire,] The ant or

Piss, (pis) v. i. [F. pi**tr.\ To make water.

Piss, (pis) it. Urine ; discharge of the secretions of the

bladder in animals.

Pistachio, (pis-t.Vshe-6) n. [Sp., from L. pistacium,

G. pUtaMon.] The nut of a kind of turpentine-tree,

containing a kernel of a pale greenish colour, of a

pleasant taste, resembling that of the almond.
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Pistareen, (pis-ta-rGn') n. A silver coin of the value of

' '■• L sterling.

Piste, (pist) n. [P.] The tread or track which a horse

man makes on the ground he traverses.

Pistil, (pis'til)n. [L. put ilium, pistil I us, a pestle.] Ad

organ terminating the axis of growth in a

flower, and inclosing the seed ; a carpel ;—

the female reproductive organ in phan

erogamous plants—it consists of an ovary

(a), from which rise one or more styles (■ • t,

supporting the stigma (c%

Pistol, (pis'tol) «. [F. pistole, pittolet, said

to be from Pistoia, in Italy, where they were

first made.] A small fire-arm to ht- fired

from one hand. PirtiL

Pistol, (pis-tor) v. t. To shoot with a pistol :—imp. &

pp. pistolled; ppr. pistolling.

Pistolade, (pis'tol-fid) n. The discharge or shot of a

pistol. [16s, sterling.

Pistole, (pis'tol) n. A gold coin of Spain worth about

Pistolet, (pis'to-let) n. A little pistol.

Pistol-shot, (phVtol-shot) n. The range of a pistol ;—

the discharge of a pistol.

Piston, (pis'tun) «. [L. pinsere, pittum, to pound, to

stamp.] A snort cylinder of metal or

other solid substance, which fits exactly

the cavity of a pump or barrel, and works

alternately up and down or backward

and forward in it.

Piston-rod, (pis'tun-rod) n. The rod by

which the piston is moved, as in a pump,

or by which it communicates motion, as

in the steam engine.

Pit, (pit) n. [A. -8. pitl, Ir. & Gael, pit,

L. puteus, a well, pit] A large, deep Piston,

hole in the ground ; a well ;—an excavation for catch

ing wild beasts ;—hence, an abyss ; especially, the bot

tomless pit; hell;—the grave;—an indenture in the

flesh ; as, the hollow place under the arm ;—the hollow

of the stomach ;—indentation or mark left on the flesh

by a pustule of the small-pox;—the lowest place in a

theatre where spectators assemble ; parquet ;—an area

into which cocks or dogs are brought to fight.

Pit, (pit) v. t. To indent;—to mark with little hollows,

as by variolous pustules;—to provoke to combat, as

cocks in a pit;—to lay in a pit or hollow ; to bed :—

imp. & pp. pitted ; ppr. pitting.

Pitapat, (pit'a-pat) adv. [A reduplication of pat.] In

a flutter ; with palpitation.

Pitapat, (pit'a-pat) n. A light, quick step ;—a state

of nutter or excitement

Pitch, (pich) n. [L. pix, G. pista.] A thick, black,

sticky substance obtained by boiling down tar; — a

viscid resinous substance obtained by incision from

the bark of the silver fir and other pine trees.

Pitch, (pich) v. t. To cover over or smear with pitch :

—to darken as if by smearing with pitch ; to obscure :

—imp. & pp. pitched ; ppr. pitching.

Pitch* (pich) v.t, [O. Eng. picchen, A.-8. pyecan, to

prick.] To throw; to hurl ; to toss;—to throw in a

wager ;—to fix firmly ; to plant ;—to set in order ; to

marshal in array ; to arrange ;—to set or regulate the

key-note of an air or musical piece:—to smear or daub

with pitch ;—v. i. To light ; to settle ;—to fall head

long ;—to fall : to fix choice;—to encamp ;—to rise and

fall, as the head and stern of a ship.

Pitch, (pich) n. [F. pic, high place.] A point or peak;

—the highest rise ; extreme point ; greatest altitude ;

—height in size or stature ;—degree of ascent; rate

of advance;—place or position attained; — degree of

elevation of the voice, or of an instrument, *Ve. ;—

the point where a declivity begins; hence, the declivity

itself ; descent ; slope.

Pitch-black, (pich'blak) a. Black and dark as pitch.

Pitcher, (pich'er) n. [F. picker, Basque pitchtrmt I*.

picarium,] An earthen vessel, usually open, with a
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■pout for pouring out liquors ; a ewer ; — one who

pitches any thing, as hay, quoits, Ac. ;—a cup-like

appendage of the leaves of certain plants ;—a kind of

apple.

Pitcher-plant, (pich'er-plant) n. A plant of the genus

Nepenthe*, in which the leaves hy curling and cohering

form a kind of pitcher or basin, usually secreting a

subacid liquid.

Pitchfork, (pich'fork) n. A fork or fanning utensil

used in pitching or throwing hay or sheaves of grain,

a* into carts or waggons ;—a metallic instrument for

striking or sounding a key-note ; tuning-fork.

Pitchiness, (pich'e-nes) n. Blackness, as of pitch;

darkness.

Pitching, (pich'ing) n. The rising and felling of the

stem and stern of a vessel in a head sea.

Pitch-pipe, (pich'pip) n. A wind instrument for regu

lating the pitch of the key or leading tone of a tune.

Pitch-wheels, (pichliwelz) n. pL Toothed wheels which

work together.

Pitchy, (pich'e) a. Partaking of the qualities of pitch ;

like pitch ;—smeared with pitch ;—black, like pitch ;

dark ; ^""hO,

Piteous, (pit'o-u*) a. Fitted to excite pity ;— sorrow

ful; sad: pitiable;— evincing pity; compassionate ;

tender ;—paltry ; mean ; pitiful.

Piteously, (pit'ft-us-le) adv. In a piteous manner.

Piteotuness, (pit'e-us-nes) n. Sorrowfulness ; sadness ;

—tenderness ; compassion.

Pitfall, (pit'ftiwl) n. A pit slightly covered, intended

to entrap wild beasts or men.

Pith, (pith) m. [A.-S. pidha, D. pit, pith, kernel. 1

The soft, spongy substance in the centre of plants and

trees;—in animals, the spinal cord; the marrow;—con

densed substance; quintessence; chief part;—moment;

importance ; — strength ; force ; — cogency ; concen

trated vigour ; close and nervous energy of thought or

diction. [vigour.

Pithily, (pith'e-le) adv. In a pithy manner; with

Pithiness, (pith'e-nes) n. The state of being pithy.

Pithless, (pith'les) a. Destitute of pith; wanting

strength ;—wanting cogency or concentrated force.

Pithy, (pith'e) a. Consisting of, containing, or abound

ing with pith;—forcible; energetio ;—condensed and

appropriate in expressing.

Pitiable, (pit'e-a-bl) «. Deserving pity ; worthy of com

passion; sorrowful; affecting; lamentable; mournful;

wretched ; miserable. [pitiable.

Pitiableness, ( pife-a-bl-nes ) n. The state of being

Pitiful, (pit'e-fodl) a. Pull of pity ; tender; eoin-

pasrionate ; — miserable ; moving compassion ; sad ;

lamentable ;—contemptible ; despicable ; paltry.

Pitifully, (pife-fool-le) adv. In a pitiful manner.

Pitifulness, (]iife-fool-nes) n. The state of being pitiful.

Pitiless, (pit'e-les) <i. Destitute of pity ; —exciting no

pity; hard-hearted; merciless; compassionless.

Pitilessly, (pit'e-les-le) adv. Without mercy or com

passion.

Pitilessness, (pit'e-les-nes) n. Want of mercy or com- ;

passion ; callous indifference to the sufferings or sor

rows of others ; relentless cruelty.

Pitman, (pitman) n. One who works In a pit, as in

sawing timber, sic. ;—one who works In a coal or other

mine ;—the connecting rod in a saw-mill.

Pitsaw, (pit'saw) n, A large saw worked vertically by

two men, one of whom stands in a pit.

Pittance, (pit'ans)n. [P. pitance, from h. pietrt*.} An

allowance of food bestowed in charity; hence, a charity

gift ;—any small allowance ; a trifle.

Pitted, (pit'ed) a. Marked with small hollows;—set

in competition ; matched against.

Pituitary, (pit-fi'e-tar-e) a. ( L. pituita, phlegm, mucus.]

Secreting phlegm or mucus.

Pity, (pit'e) n- f^- P^U, !*■ P*et&, from L. pietas,

piety, kindness, pity. ] The feeling or suffering of one

person excited by the distresses of another ;—cause of

grief; thing to be regretted:—a call for pity; com

passion ; commiseration ; condolence ; sympathy ; fel-

lows-uffering ; fellow-feeling.

Pity* (pite) *■ '• To feel pain or grief for ; to have

sympathy for ; commiserate ; compassionate ; sympa

thize with ;—r. i. To be compassionate ; to exercise

pity :—imp. & pp. pitied ; ppr. pitying.

Pityingly, (pit'e-ing-le) adv. In a pitying manner; sym-

pathizingly ; compassionately.

Pivot, (piv'ut) n. [F. pivot, from pipe, a pipe.) A pin

or short axis fixed only at oue end, and on which a

wheel or other body turns ;—hence, a turning point ;

that on which important results depend.

Pix, (piks) n. [L. pixii.] A small covered vessel in

which the consecrated host is kept in Roman Catholic

churches;—a box or chest into which gold and silver

coins are put for trial and assa^ previous to an issue

of new coinage.

Pixing, (piks'ing) n. The act or process of testing the

fineness and weight of coins before they are issued from

the mint ;—also, the assaying of articles of gold or sil

ver manufacture before they receive the assay-mark.

Placability, (pU-ka-bil'e-te) ft. Quality of being placable

or appeasable.

Placable, (plalca-bl) a. [L. placabili*, from plaeare, to

quiet, pacify.] Capable of being appeased or pacified;

appeasable. [placable.

Placableness, (plalca-bl-nes) n. The quality of being

Placard t (pla-kard') n. [F., from ptaquer, to lay on,

plaque, plate, tablet, D. plkkken, to paste.] A written

or printed paper posted in a public place.

Placard, (pla-kard ).-.(. To post, as a writing or libel,

in a public place ;—to notify publicly :—imp. tx pp.

placarded; ppr. placarding.

Place, (plus) n. [F., It. piaaa, Ger. platt, from G.

platvt, flat, broad.] A broad way in a city ; an open

space ; an area ;—any portion of space regarded as dis

tinct from all other space, or as appropriated to some

definite object or use ;—locality ; ground ; room ;—

separate room; apartment;—a residence ;—a dwelling;

a country house ;—a collection of dwellings ; a village,

town, or city ;—a fortified town or post ; — point or

degree in priority, dignity, or importance ; rank ; sta

tion ; grade ; — position ; condition ;—official station :

office ; birth ;—possibility of existence or action ; op

portunity ;—definite portion of a written or printed

document ;—vacated space ; room ; stead.

Place, (plas) v. t. To put or set in a spot or particular

part of space ; to locate ;—to put in a particular state,

condition, or outward circumstances ; to settle ;—to

appoint or establish in a situation or official position ;

—to set ; to fix— followed by on ;—to put out at inte

rest : to invest :—imp. & pp. placed ; ppr. placing.

Placeman, (plus'man) n. One who has an office under

government.

Placenta, (pla-sen'ta) n. fL. a cake, O. plakoui, a flat

cake.) The soft, spongy disk which connects the mother

with the fetus in thewomb;—the after-birth;—the part

of a plant or fruit to which the seeds are attached.

Placer, (plas'er) n. One who places or sets.

Placid, (plas'id) a. [L. plaeidus, from placer*, to

please.] Pleased; contented; unruffled; serene; tran

quil ; quiet : gentle : mild.

Placidity, (pla-sid'e-te) n. Calmness; quietness; tran

quillity ;—mildness ; gentleness; sweetness of disposi

tion :—also plaeidnets.

Placidly, (plas'id-le) adv. In a placid manner; calmly.

Plack, (plak) n. A small copper coin, formerly used in

Scotland : the third of an English penny.

Placket, (plak'et) n. [F. ptaquer, to lay or clap on. ]

The opening or slit left in a petticoat or skirt for con

venience in putting it on ;—a woman's pocket.

Plagiarism, (pi a'je-a-rizm) n. literary theft; the unac

knowledged adoption of the thoughts or language of

another. [plagiary.

Plagiarist, (pla'je-a-rist) n. One who plagiarizes ; a
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Plagiarize, (plU'je-a-riz) r, t. To steal or purloin from

the writings of another ;—i*. i. To be guilty of literary

theft:—imp. & pp. plagiarized; ppr. plagiarizing'.

Plagiary, (pia'je-a-re) n. [I., plagiaries, from plagium,

kidnapping. J A thief in literature ; one who purloins

another's writings, and offers them to the public as

his own.

Plagiary, (pla'je-a-re) a. Practising literary theft.

Plague, (plag) n. [L. plaga, a blow, stroke, G. plege,

from plesstin, to strike.] Any afflictive evil or cala

mity; —an acute, malignant, febrile disease, that often

Erevails in the East, and has at times raged in the

irge cities of Europe;—hence pestilence ;—any thing

troublesome or vexatious ;—a state of misery.

Plague, (plag) v. t. To infest with disease, calamity,

or natural evil of any kind ; to vex ; to torment ;—

to harass ; to molest :—imp. & pp. plagued ; ppr.

plaguing.

Plagueful, <'lagueful, ( plagTool ) a. Abounding with plagues or

disorders ;—infecting with plagues.

Plague-spot, (plag'spot) n. The mark of pestilential

disease ;—a deadly mark or sign. [horribly.

Plaguily, (plilg'e-le) adv. Vexatiously ; extremely;

Plaguy, (plag'e)c*. Vexatious; troublesome; tormenting.

Plaice, (phis) n. [L. plaUssa, Oer. platteisze, from O.

platus, flat.] A fish allied to tho flounder—it swims

on its side, and has both its eyes on one Bide.

Plaid, (phid) h. [Gael, plaide, contracted from pthllaid,

a sheep-skin.] A striped or variegated cloth worn as

an over-garment by the Highlanders in Scotland.

Plaid, (plad) a. Having a pattern which resembles a

Scotch plaid ; marked with bars or stripes at right

angles to one another.

Plain, (plan) a. [L. planus.] Smooth ; even ; level ;

flat ; without elevations or depressions ;—open ; clear ;

unencumbered ; distinct ; manifest; obvious;— void

of ornament ; simple ; homely ;—artless ; unsophis

ticated ; unrefined ; — undisguised ; frank ; sincere ;

—mere; bare;—not rich or luxurious ; not highly sea

soned, as diet or living ;—not ornamented with figures,

as muslin;—hard-featured; ugly; common; coarse;—

not much varied by modulations.

Plain, (plan) adv. In a plain manner; not obscurely ;

—distinctly; articulately ;—simply ; sincerely.

Plain, (plan) n. Level land ; usually an open field

with an even surface, or one little varied by inequali

ties ;—a field of battle.

Plain, (plan) v. t. To level ; to make plain or even ;

—v.t.ori. [F. plaindre.] To lament; to complain of :

—imp. & pp. plained; ppr. plaining.

Plain-dealing, (pl&n'dcl-ing) a. Dealing or communi

cating with frankness and sincerity ; honest ; open.

Plain-dealing, (plan'del-ing) ?i. A speaking or commu

nicating with openness and sincerity.

Plain-hearted, (plan'hart-ed) o. Having a sincere heart ;

communicating without art, reserve, or hypocrisy.

Plainly, (plun'le) adv. Without glows or disguise ; sin

cerely ; in earnest ; fairly ;—evidently ; clearly ; not

obscurely. [plain in any of its senses.

Plainness, (phln'nes) n. The quality or state of being

Plain-speaking, (planVpek-ing) n. Plainness of speech ;

frankness; candour.

Plain-spoken, (plan'spok-n) a. Speaking with plain,

nnreserved sincerity.

Plaint, (plant) n. [L. ptanctus, from plangere, plane-

turn,] Audible expression of sorrow ; lamentation ;

complaint;—a sad or serious song ;—in law, the pro-

pou tiding of the cause or ground of an action in writing.

Plaintiff, (plant'if) ». [F. plaintif, making complaint.]

The person who commences a personal action or Huit

to obtain a remedy for an injury to his rights—opposed

to defendant.

Plaintive, (plilnt'iv) a. Containing a plaint or expres

sion of sorrow; complaining;—hence, indicating grief ;

serious ; sad.

tively, (plint'iv-le) adv. In a plaintive manner.

aion

""** serio

Plaintiveneu, (plant'iv-nes) n. Quality or state of

being plaintive.

Plait, (plat) n. [h. plceta, G. pltlte~, a twisted rope,

string.] A fold ; a doubling, as of cloth ;—a braid, as

of hair or straw.

Plait, (plat) v. t. To fold ; to double in narrow folds ;

—to form by interlaying ; to braid ; to plat ;—to en

tangle ; to involve:—imp. & pp. plaited; ppr. plaiting.

Flan, (plan) n. [h. planus, flat, level.] A draught or

form; properly, the representation of any tiling drawn

on a plane ; ts[>ecia llv, the representation of a horizon

tal section of any thing ;—a method of action or pro

cedure devised ; scheme ; project ; design ;—also the

same expressed in oral or written language; jdot; con

trivance ; device.

Flan, (plan) v. t. To form a draught or representation

of any intended work ;—to scheme; to devise; to form

in design :—imp. & pp. planned ; ppr. planning.

Planary, (plan'ar-e) a. Pertaining to or having tiae

form of a plane.

Planch, (plansh) v. t. [F. plancht., a board, plank, from

L. planca.] To cover with planks or boards ; to

Cik:—imp. A, pp. planched; ppr. planching.

ching, (plansh'ing) n. The laying of floors in a

building ; also, a floor of boards or planks.

Plane, (plan) a. [L. planus.] Without elevations or

depressions ; even ; level ; pertaining to, lying in, or

constituting a plane.

Plane, (plan) n. An even or level surface ; a real figure

in which lines or curves drawn between any two joints

lie in the same surface ;—an imaginary surface sup

posed to be drawn through any of the curves ur orbits

described in the celestial sphere; — a carpenter's or

joiners tool consisting of a chisel projecting from an

aperture in a wooden frame, aud used to p;ire ur

smooth boards or other surfaces of wood.

Plane, (plan) v. t. To make smooth ; to free from

inequalities of surface : — imp. & pp. planed; ppr.

planing.

Planet, (plan'et) n. [L. planeta, G. planes, a planet,

from pUmasthai, to wander.] A celestial body which

revolves about the sun in an orbit of a moderate de

gree of eccentricity — usually classified as in/trior, or

those within the orbit of the earth, as Mercury and

Venus ; and superior, or those beyond the earthV orbit,

as Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune.

Planetary, (plan'et-ar-e) a. Pertaining to the planets ;

—consisting of planets;—under the dominion or influ

ence of a planet ;—produced by planets.

Planetoid, (plan'et-oid) «. [G. planftls, planet, and

eidon, form.] A body resembling a planet ; especially

one of the numerous group of small planets revolving

between Mars and Jupiter.

Plane-tree, (plan'tre) n, [L. platanu*.] A tree of the

genus Platanvs, native of Asia and North America,

but now largely cultivated in this country—the wood

is fine grained, hard, but brittle.

Planet-struck, (plan'et-struk) a. Affected by the influ

ence of planets : blasted.

Planimetric, (plan-e-met'rik) o. Pertaining to the men

suration of plane surfaces.

Planimetry, (plan-im'et-re) n. [L. planus, plain, and G.

metron, measure.] The mensuration of plane surfaces,

Planipetalous, (pl&n-e-pet'al-us) a. [L. planus, fiat, and

Eng. petal.] Having flat petals.

Planish, (plan'ish) r. t. [F. planer.] To render smooth

and level, as a metallic surface, by light blows with a

smooth-faced hammer :—imp. & pp. planished; ppr.

planishing.

Planisphere, (plan'e-sfer) n. [I* planv*, plane, and

spkeera, sphere.] The representation of tin* circles of

the sphere iinon a plane ;—especially, a representation

of the celestial sphere upon a plane for fchuwing tho

position of the heavens, tho time of rising and setting

of stars, &c., for any given day or hour.

Plank, (plangk) n. [F. plancht, W. plane, G«r. &
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Dan. ptanke.] A broad piece of sawed timber, differ

ing from a board only in being thicker;—hencef a sup

port, as for floating in a stream.

Flank, (plangk) t. t. To cover or lay with planks :—

imp. & pp. planked ; ppr. planking.

Planner, (plan'cr) n. One who plans or forms a plan.

Flanorbis, (plan-orTus) n. [L. planus, smooth, and

orbis, circle.] A genus of fresh-water snails hawig

shells of a discoidal form.

Plant, (plant) n. [h. planta, A.-S. plant.] Avogetable:

an organic body having a root, stem, and leaves, and

propagating itself by seed ; herb; shrub; tree, <fcc.;—

a sapling ;—a child ; a descendant ; an inhabitant of a

country ;—the sole of the foot ;—a fraudulent contriv

ance ; deceptive trick ;—the fixtures and tools neces

sary to carry on any trade or mechanical business.

Plant, (plant) r. (. To put in the ground and cover, as

seed for growth ;—to set in the ground for growth, as

a young tree ;—to furnish with plants ;—to engender ;

—to settle ; to establish ; to introduce;—to set and

direct or point:—v. i. To perform the act of planting :

—imp. &pp. planted; ppi: planting.

Plantable, (plant'a-bl) a. Capable of being planted.

Plantain, (plan'tau) n. [F. plantain, L. plantaao.] A

genus of herbaceous plants of

many species; — a native plant,

the leaves of which are bitter

and astringent, and are popu

larly used for binding cuts or

wounds;—an endogenous tropical

tree, which rises with a soft stem,

fifteen or twenty feet high ;—also,

the fruit of the tree, which a

about six or eight, inches long,

an inch in diameter, with a soft

rind encircling a sweet and nutri

tious pulp.

Plantation, (plan-ta'shun) n. Act

of planting;—the place planted, Plantain.

especially ground planted with trees; shrubbery;—in

America, a large estate cultivated by negroes, who

live as a community nnder the authority and disci

pline of the owner;—a new settlement; a colony;—

tht! first introduction or establishment of a town or

village.

Planter, (planter) n. One who plants, sets, introduces,

or establishes ;—ono who assists in colonizing a new

territory ;—one who owns a plantation.

Plantigrade, (plant e-grad) n. [Fj. planta, tho solo of

the foot, and praili, to walk.] An animal that walks

or steps on the sole of the foot, su bears, racoons, bad

gers, and some other animals.

Plantigrade, (plant'e-grad) a. Walking on the sole of

the foot, as some animals.

Planting, (planting) n. The act or operation of set

ting in the gronnd for propagation, as seeds, trees,

shrubs, and the like ; the art of forming plantations of

trees, [plants.

Plant-louse, (plant'lous) n. An insect that infests

Plash, (plash) n. A puddle ;—a dash of water ; a

splash ;—the branch of a tree partly cut or lopped, and

bound to other branches.

Flash, (plash) r. i. [D. pla.tsen, Ger. platscftern.] To

dabble in water; to splash ;—v. t. [F. ptautxier, from

L. pleclere, to weave, twist.] To lop off ;—to bind or

cut, and intertwine the branches of: — imp. & pp.

plashed ; ppr. plashing.

Plashy. (plashV) a. Watery; abounding with puddles.

Plasm, (mum) n. [G. pfa*mn, from plassein, to form,

mould. ] A mould or matrix in which any thing is

cast or formed to a particular shape.

Plaster, (plas'ter) n. [L. emplaxtrvm.] A composition

of lime, wnter, and sand, for coating walls and ]>arti-

tions'of houses ; also gypsum, as used for making orna

ments, mouldings, &c. ;—an external application of a

harder consistence than an ointment spread on leather.

Plaster, (plas'ter) r. t. To cover with plaster, as tho

partitions of a house;—to cover with a plaster, as a

wound ;—to smooth over; to conceal the defect* or irre

gularities of :—imp. A jyp. plastered; ppr. plastering.

Plasterer, (plas't^r-gr) n. One who plasters.

Plastering, (plas ' ter - ing) n. The plaster-work of a

building ; a covering of plaster.

Plastic, (plas'tik) a. [O. plastil-ox, from plassein, to

form, mould.] Having the power to give form or

fashion to a mass of matter ;—capable of being muulded ,

formed, or modelled ; — appropriate to, characteristic

of, or produced by, moulding or modelling.

Plastic-clay, (plas'tik-kla) n. One of the beds of the

eocene period—so called because used in making pot

tery, [plastic.

Plasticity, (plas-tis'e-te) n. State or quality of being

Plat, (plat) v. t. [From plait.] To form by interlaying

or interweaving ; to weave :—imp. & pp. platted ; ppr.

platting. [ing.

Plat, (plat) n. Work done by platting or interweav-

Plat, (plat) n. A small piece of ground (usually flat) laid

or marked out with some design, or for a distinct use.

Platband, (platband) n. A border of flowers in a gar

den along a wall or the side of a parterre ;—in archi

tecture, a flat, square moulding whose width exceeds

its projection.

Plate, (plat) n. fD. plaat, Ger. platte, from G. platus,

flat.] A piece of metal beat or rolled out into a flat

extended sheet ;—a thick sheet of metal of wrought

iron for covering the sides of war vessels, forts, &c,

against gun-shot ; thin sheets of metal, used formerly

for body armour in distinction to scale or chain armour,

which was made of small scales or links;—articles for

use at table made of gold or silver, as cups, salvers,

forks, spoons, Ac. ; — also similar articles of inferior

metal wrought over or inlaid with gold or silver ;—a

Hat shallow dish of gold, silver, electro-plate, china,

earthen ware, off which food is eaten at table ;—a

similar dish made of wood ; trencher ;—a prize run for

by horse-racers;—the piece of timber which supports

the ends of the rafters ;—a piece of metal on which

any thing is engraved : hence, an impression from an

engraved piece of metal ; — a page of stereotype for

printing from.

Plate, (plat) e. t. To cover or overlay with gold, silver,

or other metals ;—to arm with metal for defence ;—to

adorn with plate :—to beat into thin, flat pieces :—

imp. & pp. plated j ppr. plating.

Plateful, (plat'fool) n. Enough to fill a plate.

Plate-glass, (plat'glas) n. A fine kind of glass cast

in thick plates, and used for mirrors and the best

windows.

Plate-mark, (plfit'mark) n. A special mark or emble

matic figure stamped upon gold and silver plate, to

indicate the place of manufacture.

Platform, (platform) n. [Eng. plat, flat, and form.]

A frame-work of timber or boards horizontally joined,

so as to form a conspicuous or elevated standing-place;

— the sketch of any object delineated horizontally;—

an elevated ground or floor of earth or stone on which

artillery is planted ;—a terrace or walk in front of a

castle, fort, <fcc. ;—an equal position or standing ; pos

session of equal right or privilege ;—the groundwork

of a plan or design ; basis of a scheme; — the pro

gramme of opinions or principles which a political can

didate or party adopt as a ground of public action ;—

the raised part of a hall or place of public meeting on

which the chairman and speakers staud:--thu landing-

place at a railway station.

Plating, (plating) n. Art or operation of covering a

baser metal with a thin plate of silver or other motal ;

—a thin coating of metal.

Platinum, (platin-um) n. [L. from 8p. platina, from

ptata, silver.] A very ductile metal of the colour of

silver, but less bright— it is the heaviest and least

expansible of the metals.
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Platitude, (platfe-tud) n. [F. from plat, flat] Flat-

ness ; dulness ; insipidity;—a weak or empty remark.

Platonic, (pla-ton'ik) a. Pertaining to Plato, the philo

sopher, or to his philosophy, his school, or his opinions.

Platonism, (pla'td-nizm) n. The doctrines of Plato and

his followers;—especially, the theory that the true

philosophy or knowledge of nature is attained not so

much by investigating a posteriori the actual forms,

properties, conditions, Ac, of existing things, but by

trying to discover a priori the archetypes or original

divine ideas according to which they are fashioned.

Platonist, (phVtd-nist) n. Ono who professes to be a

follower of Plato.

Platoon, (pla-toon') n. [F. peloton, L. pila, a ball.]

Half of a company of soldiers.

Platter, (plater) n, [F. plateav.] A large, shallow

dish, for holding the provisions of a table ;—one who

plats or weaves.

Platting, (plating) n. Operation or process of weaving;

—work made by weaving.

Plaudit, (plawd'it) »u fll plaudxte, do ye praise, from

plaudere, to applaud, praise.] A mark or expression

of applause; acclamation; shouting; approbation.

Plauditoryt(plawd'it-or-e)a. Applauding; commending.

Plausibility, (plawz-e-bil'e-te) n. State of being plau

sible; pretext; specjouaness ; superficial show of right.

Plausible, (plawzVbl) a. [L. plausibtlU, from plau

dere, plauaum, to applaud.] Fitted to gain favour or

approbation; hence, superficially pleasing; apparently

right ;—using specious arguments or discourse.

Flausibleness, (plawz'e-bl-nes) n. Spaciousness ; a show

of right or propriety.

Plausibly, (plawz'e-ble) adv. In a plausible manner.

Play, (pla) r. i. [A.-S. plegian, to play, plega, play.]

To engage in sport or lively recreation ; to frolic ; to

frisk ; to toy ;—to act with levity ; to trifle ;—to con

tend in a game ; hence, to gamble ;—to perform on an

instrument of music;—to move with alternate dilata

tion and contraction ; to operate ; — to move irregu

larly ; to wanton ;—to act a part upon the stage ; to act

in any particular character ;—v. t. To put in action

or motion ;—to perform music upon ;—to bring into

sportive or wanton action ;—to act or perform by re

presenting a character; — to perform in contest for

amusement or for a prize:—imp. & pp. played; ppr.

Flay, {Sk)ay, (pla) n. Any exercise or series of actions intended

for pleasure, amusement, or diversion ; sport; frolic;

—act of contending for amusement or for a prize, as

at dice, cards, or other games; gaming;—practice in

any contest;—manner of action;—a dramatic composi

tion ; a comedy or tragedy;—representation or exhibi

tion of a comedy or tragedy;—performance on an

instrument of music ;—motion ; movement, regular or

irregular ; hence, also, room for motion ; free and easy

action ; swing ;—liberty of acting ; room for enlarge

ment or display ; scope.

Play-day, (pl&'da) n. A day given to play or diversion.

Player, (pla'er) tj. Ono who plays ;—a dramatic actor ;

—a mimic ;—one who performs on an instrument of

music ;—a gamester. [or sports ; a playmate.

Playfellow, (iila'fel-16) n. A companion in amusements

Playful, (pla fool) a. Sportive ;—indulging a sportive

fancy. [manner.

Playfully, (pla'fool-le) adv. In a playful or sportive

Playfulness, (pla'fodl-nes) n. The state or quality of

being playful ; sportiveness.

Play-house, (phVhous) n. A house for the exhibition

of dramatic compositions ; a theatre.

Playing, (plft'ing) n. The act of playing in a theatre;

performing on a musical instrument.

Playing-card, (pla'ing-kard) n. One of a set of fifty-

two cards made in four suits of thirteen each, bear

ing painted figures and devices, and used in playing

1»nies. [play,

^ymate, (pla mat) n. A playfellow ; a companion in

Plaything, (pla 'thing) n. Any thing that serves xo

amuse ; a toy.

Plea, (pie) n. [Norm. F. plait, F. plaid, from L. placi-

tum, determination, opinion, from placere, to please.]

An allegation of fact in a cause, as distinguished from

a demurrer ; in a more limited and usual sense, the

defendant's answer to the plaintiff'* declaration and

demand;—a cause in court; a lawsuit;—a controversy ;

a debate ;—that which is advanced in defence or proof

of ; ground ; justification ;—an excuse ; an apology;—

urgent prayer or entreaty.

Plead, (pled) v. i. [F. plaidtr, L. placitum.1 To argue

in support of a claim, or in defence against the chum

of another;—to present an answer, by allegation oaf

fact, to the declaration of a plaintiff; to carry on

a suit or plea; — to supplicate with earnestness; to

urge or press motives or considerations on ; to remon

strate with ;—to seek to influence either by precept or

example ;—r. t. To allege or adduce in proof, Bupijort,

or vindication ; to offer in excuse ;—to discuss, defend,

and attempt to maintain by arguments offered to a

tribunal or person who has the power of determining ;

to argue :—imp. <fe pp. pleaded ; ppr. pleading.

Pleadable, (pled'a-bl) a. Capable of being alleged in

proof, defence, or vindication.

Pleader, (pled'er) n. One who pleads ; especially, a

lawyer who makes a plea in a court ofjustice.

Pleadings, (pled'ingz) n. pi. The mutual alteroationa

between the plaintiff and defendant, or written state

ments of the parties in support of their «u.im>.

Pleasant, (plez'ant) a. Fitted to please; grateful to

the mind or senses;—cheerful: enlivening; gay; lively;

sportive ; giving pleasure ; gratifying.

Pleasantly, (plezant-le) adv. In a pleasant manner.

Pleasantness, (pWant-nes)n. State or quality of being

pleasant or agreeable.

Pleasantry, (pler/ant-re) n. Gayety; merriment:—gen

tle raillery; liveliness; a sprightly saying; lively talk.

Please, (plez) v. t. [L. placere.] To excite agreeable

sensations or emotions in ; to gratify ; to delight ;—to

satisfy ; to content ;—v. L To give pleasure ; to gain

approbation or approval ;—to like ; to choose : to pre

fer ;—to comply with ;—to be pleased ; to condescend :

—imp. & pp. pleased ; ppr. pleasing.

Fleaser, (pler/er) it. One who pleases or gratifies.

Pleasing, (plezing) a. Giving pleasure or satisfaction ;

agreeable to the senses or to the mind ; gratifying ;

agreeable; delightful.

Pleasurable, (plezh'ur-a-bl) a. Pleasing; giving plea

sure ; affording gratification ; delightful.

Pleasurably, (plezh ur-a-ble) adv. With delight or

enjoyment* delightfully ; agreeably.

Pleasure, (plezh'ur) n. Gratification of the senses or of

the mind ; agreeable sensations or emotions ;—delight;

enjoyment ;— sensual or sexual gratification ;—loose

gratification of the senses or appetites in any way ;

dissipation; riotous living ;—approbation ; fond ap

proval;—the dictate of the will; choice; — purpose;

intention ;—also, arbitrary will or choice ;—a favour ;

an act done to please.

Pleasure, (plezh'ur) v. t. To give or afford pleasure to ;

to please ; to gratify :—imp. A. pp. pleasured ; ppr.

pleasuring.

Pleasure-ground, (plezh 'Or -ground) n. Ground laid

out in an ornamental manner, and appropriated to

amusement

Plebeian, (ple-boan, ple-bB'yan) a. [L. pUbeivt^ from

plebtt, plebis, the common people.] Pertaining to or

consisting of thy common people ; vulgar ; popular ;-•

common ; low ; mean.

Plebeian, (ple-he'an) n. One of the common people or

lower ranks of men.

Plebeianism, (ple-bc'an-izm) a. Conduct of plebeians.

Fledge, (plej) n. [F. plage, It puggio, allied to A.-&.

pliht, plight, from L. plicare, G. pUJttin, to fold.]

Something put in pawn, or deposited as a security for
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a debt or engagement ; a gage ; a surety : hostage ;

bail;—a promise ; a profession of principles ;—a writ-

tea promise or agreement;—act of drinking to the

health of; invitation to drink.

Pledge, (plej) v, t. To deposit in pawn ; to leave as

security ;—to engage for by promise or declaration ;—

to invite, as another person, to drink, by drinking of

the cup first, and then handing it to the other ; hence,

to drink the health of: — imp. & pp. pledged; ppr.

pledging-.

Pledger, (plej'er) n. One who pledges or pawns ;—one

who warrants or stands security fur.

Pleiad, (ple'yad) n. One of the Pleiades.

Pleiades, (ple'ya-dez) n. pi. [G. Pleiades, from pltin, to

sail, as the rising of the seven stars indicated the time

of safe navigation.] A group of seven small stars situ

ated in the neck of the constellation Taurus.

Pleistocene, ( plls ' to - sen ) a. [G. pleittos, most, and

kainos, new.) Pertaining to the deposits of the newest

division of the tertiary formation.

Plenarily, (pleiia-re-le) adv. Fully ; completely.

Flenarineu, ( plu ' n;v - ro - nes ) n. The state of being

plenary.

Plenary, (ple'na-re) a. [It. plenario, pieno, from L.

plenus.] Full; entire; complete. Plenary indulg

ence, an act or rescript of the pope, granting to certain

persons, or to any one on certain conditions, the remis

sion of church censures or penalties, and absolution

from the guilt of all past sin. Plenary inspiration,

theory or doctrine that divine inspiration extended

not only to the minds, thoughts, or ideas of the writers

of the sacred Scriptures, but also to their language,

and to every word, and even letter of their text.

Plenipotent, (pie - nip ' 5 - tent) a. [L. plenus, fall, and

potens, potent.] Possessing full power.

Plenipotentiary, (plen-e-po-ten'she-ar-e) n. One having

full power to transact any business ; especially, an

ambassador at a foreign court furnished" with full

power. [full ]>ower.

Plenipotentiary, (plen-e-po-ten'she-ar-e) a. Containing

Plenitude, (plen'e-tud) n. [L. plenitudo, from plenus,

full.] State of being full or complete ; fulness ; com

pleteness ; abundance ; — redundancy of blood and

fi u mi mrs in the animal body ; repletion.

Plenteous, (plen'tS-us) a. Containing plenty; suffi

cient for every purpose : —having plenty; well pro

vided for; rich; ample; copious; abundant; full.

Plentcously, (plen'te-us*le) adv. In a plenteous

manner. [plenteous; abundance.

Plenteousness, (plen'te-us-nes) it- The state of being

Plentiful, (plen'te-fool) a. Containing plenty; adequate

to every purpose ;—yielding abundant crops ; afford

ing ample supply; copious; ample; exuberant; fruit

ful, [abundantly ; copiously.

Plentifully, (plen'te-fool-le) adv. In a plentiful manner;

Plentifulness, (plen'te-fudl-nes) n. The state or quality

of being plentiful; abundance; copiousness; fertility.

Plenty, (plen'te) n. [L. ptenitas, from plenus, full.]

Full or adequate supply; copiousness; abundance;

exuberance; fruitfiilnoss : affluence; plenteousness.

Plenty, (plen'te) a. Plentiful ; aburulant ; copious.

Pleonasm, (ple'on-axra) n. [G. ptconasmos, su]>erfluity,

from pleas, full.] ltedundancr in oral or written lan

guage ;—the use of more words to express ideas than are

necessary.

Pleonastic, (ple-on-as'tik) a. Pertaining to or partaking

of pleonasm ; redundant.

Plethora, (pleth'd-ra) n. [G. piethdri, from plithein,

to be or become full.] Over-fulness ; especially, ful

ness or excess of blood ; repletion ;—superfluity.

Plethoric, (pleth-orik) a. Having a full habit of body ;

—replete with blood or serous humour ;—over-full.

Pleura, (ploo'ra) n. [G.] The Berous membrane which

covers the inside of the thorax, and also invests the

lungs.

Pleurisy, (pl60're-se) n. [L. pleurUis, G. pleuritis, sc

nososJ] An inflammation of the pleura, accompanied

with fever, pain, difficult respiration, and cough.

Pleuritic, (ploo-rit'ik) a. Pertaining to pleurisy ;—dis*

cased with pleurisy.

Pleuro-pneumonia, (ploo-ro-nu-mo'ne-a) n, [G. pleura,

pleura, and pneumones, the lungs.] Inflammatory

disease of the pleura and lungs. [flexibility.

Pliability, (pli-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being pliable ;

Pliable, (pli'a-bl) a. [F. from plier, to bend, to fold,

L, plicare.] Capable of being plied, turned, or bent ;

easy to be bent ;— readily yielding to moral influence,

arguments, persuasion, or discipline—sometimes in a

bad sense.

Pliableness, (pli'a-bl-nes) n. Pliability; flexibility.

Pliancy, (pli'an-se) n. The state of being pliant, in a

physical or moral respect.

Pliant, (pliant) a. Capable of plying or bending ; easily

bent ; — readily or easily influenced to good or evil ;

easy to be persuaded ; flexible ; tractable ; docile ; ob

sequious.

Pliantness, (pli'ant-nes) n. The state of being pliant

Pliers, (pli'en) n. pi. [From ply.] A kind of pinchers

by which any small object may be seized and bent.

Plight, (plit) r. t. [A.-S. plihtan, to expose to danger,

to pledge.] To expose to danger or risk; to pledge; to

give as security for the performance of some set ;—[L.

plieare, to fold, involve.] To plait; to braid; — to

engage :—imp. A pp. plighted; ppr. plighting.

Plight, (plit) n. [A.-S. pliht, danger, pledge, Ger.

pfliht] That which serves to plight or pledge ; secu

rity ; gage :—[from L. plica, a fold.) A fold ; a plait ;

a double ; a turn ; — hence, condition ; state ; espe

cially, exposed condition; dangerous state; position

of difficulty or perplexity.

Plighter, (plit'er) n. One who, or that which, plights

or pledges.

Plinth, (plinth) n. [G. plinth™, a brick or tile.] A

square, projecting, vertically faced member forming

the lowest division of the base of a column.

Plod, (plod) r. i. [Gael, plod.) To travel with steady,

laborious diligence; —to toil; to drudge; to study

heavily ;—r. t. To tread with a heavy, labouring step :

—imp. <fc pp. plodded ; ppr. plodding.

Plodder, (plod'er) n. One who plods.

Plodding, (plod'ing) a. Diligent and persevering in a

study or pursuit, but dull in comprehension, and slow

in i»erformance or attainment.

Plodding, (plod'ing) n. laborious and patient prosecu

tion of study or other work—usually implying dull or

torpid action of the intellect.

Plot, (plot) n. [A different orthography of plat.] A

small extent of ground;—a plantation hud out;—a

draught of a field, piece of laud, &c , drawn to a scale.

Plot, (plot) n. [Abbreviated from couiplot.] Any

scheme, stratagem, or plan of a complicated nature ;—

the plan or intrigue of a play, novel, romance, poem,

or the like ; conspiracy ; combination ; contrivance.

Plot, (plot) *. i. To form a scheme of mischief against

another ;—to onntrive a plan ;—r. t. To plan ; to de

vise ; to contrive ;—to make a plan of ; to delineate :

—imp. & pp. plotted ; ppr. plotting. [spirator.

Plotter, (plot'er) n. One who plots or contrives ; a con-

Plotting, (plot'ing) v. The act of contriving schemes,

generally for evil purposes ;—the laying down or de

lineating on paper the lines, angles, and measure

ments of a survey.

Plough, (plow) n. [A.-8. A Sw. ploge, IoeL plogr, Ger.

p/lug, Scot. pUuch.] A well-known implement for

turning up the soil ;—hence, agriculture ; tillage ;—a

joiners instrument for grooving;—a knife or machine

for cutting or trimming paper, used by bookbinders

and paper-makers.

Plough, (plow) r. t. To trench and turn up with a

plough ; to furrow ; —to run through in sailing ;—to

turn up and devastate ; — to cut or trim, as paper,

with a knife or press ;—to groove with a joiner's instru
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I'luver.

ment ;—v. i. To labour with a plough :—imp. & pp.

ploughed ; ppr. ploughing. [arable.

Ploughable, (plow'a-bl) a. Capable of being ploughed ;

Ploughboy, (plow'boy) n. A boy that drives or guides

a team in ploughing ; a rustic boy. (vator.

Plougher, (plow W) n. One who ploughs land ; a culti-

Ploughman, (plow'man) a. One who ploughs ; a hus

bandman ;—a rustic ; a countryman.

Ploughshare, (plow'shar) u. The part of a plough which

■ in- the ground at the bottom of the furrow.

Plough-staff, (plow'staf) n. A kind of paddle to clear

the share and coulter of weeds, Ac.

Plough-tail, (plow'tal) n. The handles of a plough or

]■.:; which the ploughman holds; — hence, rustic or

agricultural life.

Plover, (plov'er) * (F- & Pr. pluvier, the rain-bird,

from L. pluvialUy rainy.] A na

tive bird of the genus Cham-

drius, Odienetmu, and Vantflu.*,

frequenting in numbers marsh

lands, river banks, lake and m

shores — the green plover, In-

wing, or peewit is prized for its

eggs, the golden plover for its

flesh.

Pluck, (pluk)r. f. [A.-S. pluccian,

Icel. plocta.] To pull with sud

den force or effort, or to pull off,

out, or from, with a twitch ;—to strip by plucking—

used with various modifications of meaning defined by

tho anuexed particles, doum, ojT, up, out, &c. :—imp.

& pp. plucked; ppr. pluoking.

Pluck, (pluk) n. [Gael. A Ir. pluc, a lump, a knot, a

bunch.] The heart, liver, and lungs of an animal ;—

spirit ; courage.

Plucker, (pluk'er) n. One who plucks.

Plucky, (pluk'e) a. Having resoluto and enduring

courage ; spirited.

Plug, (plug) n. [D. plug, Ger. plugge.] Any thing

used to stop a hole ; a stopple ;—a flat, oblong cake of

pressed tobacco.

Plug, (plug) r. t. To stop with a plug ; to mako tight by

stopping a hole:— imp. & pp. plugged; ppr. plugging.

Plughole, (plugnol) n. A water tap in the pavement

of a street.

Plum, (plum) n. [A.-S, pl&ma, Icel. pldma, L. prunum.]

The fruit of fc tree belonging to the genus Prunut;

also, the tree itself ;—a raiBin ;—a handsome fortune

or property ; the sum of £100,000 sterling.

Plumage, (plum'aj) "- fF- from L. pluma, a feather.]

The plumes or feathers which cover a bird.

Plumb, (plum) n. [\j. plumbum, lead.) A weight of

lead or other material attached to a line, and used to

indicate a vertical direction, as in erecting buildings,

foe. ; a plummet.

Plumb, (plum) a. Perpendicular, that is, standing ac

cording to a plumb-line. [cularly.

Plumb, (plum) adv. In a plumb direction ; perpendi-

Phunb, (plum) v. t. To adjust by a plumb-line;—to

Bound with a plummet, as the depth of water ; hence,

to test; to gauge:—imp. & pp. plumbed ; ppr. plumbing.

Plumbaginous, (plum-baj'in-us) a. Resembling plum

bago ; consisting of or containing plumbago.

Plumbago, (plum-ba'go) n. [L. from plumbum, lead.]

A soft mineral substance, carburet of iron, used for

making pencils, polishing-paste, Ac. ; black lead ;

graphite ;—a genus of plants of several species—the

roots are usually astringent and caustic ; lead-wort.

Plumbeous, (plum'be-us) a. [L. plumbeut, from plum-

bvm, lead.] Consisting of or resembling lead; lead-

coloured ;—dull ; heavy : stupid.

Plumber, (plum'er) n. One who works in lead.

Plumbery, (plum'er-e) n. The business of a plumber ;

—the place where plumbing is carried on.

Plumbing, (plum'ing) «. The art of casting and work

ing in Lead ;—the business of arranging pipes for con

ducting water;—the lead pipe* and other apparatus

for conveying water in a building.

Plumb-line, (plum'lln) n. A plummet ;—a line perpen

dicular to the plane of the horizon.

Plum-cake, (plum'kak) ft. Cake containing raisins,

currants, <fcc.

Plume, (plum) n. [L. pluma.] The feather of a bird,

especially, the finer or heavier part of a leather ;—a

large or handsome feather worn as an ornament .—a

token of honour, prowess, or the like.

Plume, (plum) v. t. To pick and adjust the plumes or

feathers of;—to strip of feathers ;—to dress or decorate

with feathers;—to pride : to value; to boast— used re-

flexively :—imp. & pp. plumed; ppr. pluming.

Plumiped, (plum'e -jwd) a. [I., pluma, a feather, and

pes, foot.] Having feet covered with feathers.

Plumiped, (plum'e-ped) n. A bird that has feathers on

its feet.

Plummet, (plum'et) n. [For ptumbet, It. plumbum.^

lead.] A long piece of lead attached to a line, used in,

sounding the depth of water ;—a piece of lead fastened

to a line, and used to determine a perpendicular, and

with a square, a horizontal line ;—hence, any weight.

Plummy, (plum'e) a. Containing plums ;—hence, rich ;

highly seasoned ; palatable.

Plumous, (pluni'us) a. [L. pluvw&vs, from pfuma,

feather.] Having plumes ; resembling a plume or

plumes ;—having hairs or any parts or appendages

arranged along an axis.

Plump, (plump) a. [Ger. plump, D. plomp. rude.

coarse, clumsy.] Swelled with fat or flesh to the full

size ; tat ; round ; full ;—complete ; unreserved ; un

qualified ; blunt.

Plump, (plump) r. (. [Prom the adjective.) To extend

to fulness ; to swell ; to fatten ;—to cause to drop

heavily;—v. t. To grow large to fulness ; to be swelled ;

—to fall suddenly or at once :—imp. A pp. plumped;

ppr. plumping. [fall ; suddenly.

Plump, (plump) adv. At once, or with a sudden, heavy

Plumper, (plurap'er) n, 8omething carried in the

mouth to dilate the cheeks ; a tiling intended to swell

out something else ;—a vote given to one candidate

only, when two or more are to be elected;—a full,

unqualified lie.

Plum-pie, (plum'pi) n, A pie containing plums,

Plumply. (plumpOe) adv. In a plump manner ; fully ;

roundly ; without reserve.

Plumpness, (plump'nes) n. The state of being plump.

Plum-pudding, (plum-puod'ing) a. Pudding containing

raisins or currants.

Plum-tree, (plum'tre) a. f A.-S. pl&mtrtd.} A tree that

produces plums.

Plumy, (plum'e) a. Covered or adorned with plumes.

Plunder, (plun'der) v- '■ [D- pluRderenr Ger. plunder*,

plunder, frippery, baggage.] To take the goods of by

force ;—to take by pillage or robbery ;—spoil ; sack ;

rifle; rob:—imp. & pp. plundered; ppr. plundering.

Plunder, (plun'der) n. That which is taken from an

enemy ; pillage ; prey ; spoil ;—booty; loot.

Plunderer, (plun'der-erjf n. One who plunders.

Plunge, (plnnj) v. t. [F. plonger, L. ptumbicnrt-, from

plumbum, lead.] To immerse in a fluid ; to drive into

flesh, mire, earth, or the like;—to force into difficulties,

trouble, grief, and generally into any state implying

sudden and violent force on the part of the agent, and

distress on the part of the patient ;—to baptize by

immersion ;—v. i. To thrust or drive one's self into

water or a fluid ; to dive or to rush in ;—to tall or

rush, as into distress, or any slate or circumstances

in which a person or thing is regarded as surrounded

or overwhelmed ;—to pitch or heave ;—to throw tie

lxxly forward and the hind legs up, as a horse :—imp.

& pp. plunged ; ppr. plunging.

Plunge, (plunj) n. Act of thrusting into water or any

penetrable substance ;—hence, act of sinking in or

being overwhelmed by difficulties ,—act of throwing
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down the head and raising the hind quarters, as a

horse trying to throw its rider.

Plunger, (plunj'er) n. One who plunges ; a diver ;—a

long, solid oylinder, used as a forcer in pumps.

Pluperfect, (plu'pgr-fekt) a. [L. plus, more, and per

fect**, perfect.] More than perfect—said of that tense

of a verb which denotes that an action or event took

place previous to another past action, event, or time.

Plural, (plural) a. [L. plural u, from plus, pluris,

more.] Containing mure than one ;—designating two

or more ;—noting a number or inflection of a word

which signifies more than oue—opposed to singular

and dual.

Pluralism, (phVral-izm) n. The holding of more than

one ecclesiastical living at a time.

Pluralist, (plu'ral-ist) n. A clerk or clergyman who

holds more ecclesiastical benefices than one.

Plurality, (plu-ral'e-te) ». State of being plural, or con

sisting of more than oue ;—a greater number ; a state

of being or having a greater number.

Pluralism, (plu'ral-iz) r. (. To make plural by using the

termination of the plural number: — imp. & pp.

pluralized ; pin: pluralizing. [than one.

Plurally, (pltrral-le) adv. In a sense implying more

Plum, (plus) n. (L. more.] A character marked thus, +,

used as a sign of addition.

Plush, (plush) n. [F. pluche, peluche, Oer. plitich, from

L. pilus, hair.] A textile fabric with a sort of velvet

nap or shag on one side—used for footmen's livery.

Pluto, (plu'to) n. [G. PloutOn.] In Mythology, the son

of Saturn, and god of the infernal regions.

Plutonian, (plu-to'ne-an) a. Pertaining to Pluto ; hence,

pertaining to the interior of the earth ;—pertaining to

the system of the Plutonists ; igneous.

Plutonist, (plu'ton-ist) n. One who adopts the theory

of the formation of the world in its present state from

igneous fusion.

Pluviometer, (plfl-ve-om'et-er) n. [L. pluvia, rain, and

G. rnetron, measure.] A rain-gauge, an instrument for

ascertaining the quantity of water that fails in rain at

any place in a given time.

Pluvious, (phVve-us) a. [L. pluvivs, from pluvia, rain.]

Abounding in rain ; rainy ; pluvial.

Pljt (P»") **• '■ Ik plicart, F. plier.] To fold or oover

over; to put to or on with force and repetition :—to

urge ; to solicit importunately ;—to employ with dili

gence ; to keep busy ; — to practise or perform with

diligence;—r.». To bend; to yield ;—to work Bteadily;

—to go with diligence;— to busy one's self; to be

steadily employed;— to endeavour to make way against

the wind ;—to make regular trips between two ports

or stations:—imp. & pp. plied; ppr. plying. [bias.

Ply, (pli) n. A fold; a plait;—bent ; turn ; direction ;

Pneumatic, (nii-raat'ik) «. [G. pneumatikos, from

pneuma, wind, air.] Consisting of or resembling air ;

—pertaining to elastic fluids or their properties ;—

moved or played by means of air ;—adapted to or used

for experiments with gases ; — relating to spirits or

spiritual existence.

Pneumatics, (nu-mat'iks) n. ting. That branch ofscience

which treats of the mechanical properties of air and

other elastic fluids ;—the science which treats of the

living soul or intelligent spirit, and of spiritual beings.

Pneumatology, (nu-ma-tol o-je) n. [G. pneuma, air,

spirit, and logos, discourse.] The doctrine of or a trea

tise on spiritual existences.

Pneumonic, (nu-mon'ik) a. [G. pneumOn, lung, from

pneuma, air, breath.] Pertaining to the lungs : pul

monic, [of the lungs.

Pneumonic, (nu-mon'ik) n. A medicine for affections

Pneumonitis, (nu-mon-i'tis) n. Inflammation of the

lungs :—improperly written pneumonia.

Poach, (poch) v. t. [F. pother, to poach eggs, empocher,

to put in one's pocket.] To cook, as eggs, by breaking

them into a vessel of boiling water ; also, to cook with

butter after breaking in a vessel ; — to plunder by

stealth ; to shoot, snare, or trap, as game, illegally ;—

v. i. To steal or pocket game, or to carry it away pri

vately, as in a bag ;—to trespass on private grounds or

preserves for the purpose of killing or snaring game :

—imp. & pp. poached ; ppr. poaching.

Poach, (poch) r. t. [Ger. pochen, to knock, Eng. poke,

L. pungere, to prick.] To pierce ; to stab ; to spear, as

fish;—v.i. To be marked with tracks or ruts, as marshy

ground ;—to be swampy or soft by moisture.

Poacher, (poch'gr) n. One who poaches or steals game.

Poaching, (pdch'ing) n. Act or practice of killing or

snaring game unlawfully.

Poachiness, (poch'e-nes) n. The state of being wet or

swampy, and of being easily indented or marked by

footprints of beasts or ruts of wheels, as land or road.

Pochard', (poch'ard) n. A species of diving duck belong

ing to the genus Fuligula: — called also poker and

dunbird.

Pock, (pok) n. [A.-S. poec, D. pok, Ger. pocke.) A pus

tule raised on the surface of the body in the variolous

and vaccine diseases.

Pocket, (pok'et) n. [Diminutive of poke, a pocket.]

Any small bag, especially one inserted in a garment ;

—a large bag for holding various articles; — a small

bag of net-work into which the balls are driven in

billiards ;—also, a certain quantity or measure.

Pocket, (pok'et) v. (. To put or conceal in the pocket ;

—to take clandestinely :—imp. & pp. pocketed; ppr.

pocketing.

Pocket-book, (pok'et-book) n. A small book or case

used for carrying papers in the pocket.

Pocket-knife, (pokret-nif) *u A knife with one or more

blades which fold into the handle so as to be carried in

the pocket. [small-pox.

Pock-mark, (pok'mark) n. Hark or roar made by the

Pocky, (pok'e) a. Full of pocks ; infected with the

small-pox ;—vile ; rascally ; contemptible.

Poco, (po'ko). [It.J In music, a little.

Pod, (pod) n. [Prov. Eng. pod, a protuberant belly,

and cod, a husk, a pod.J A capsule of a plant, especi

ally, a legume.

Pod, (pod) r. i. To swell ; to fill ;—to produce pods.

Podagric, (po-dag'rik) a. [G. podagra, gout in the

feet.] Pertaining to the gout; gouty;—afflicted with

the gout.

Poem, (poem) n, [G. poiima, from poiein, to make,

to compose.] A metrical composition ; a composition

in verse—opposed to prose.

Poesy, (po'e-se) ». Art or skill of composing poems ;

—poetry ; metrical composition.

Poet, (poet) ji. [L. potta, G. poie~t?x, from poiein, to

make.] The author of a poem ;—one who writes or is

skilled in making poetry; an imaginative thinker or

writer. parent writer of verse.

Poetaster, (po-ct-tas'ter) n. A would-be poet ; an iudif-

Poetess, (po'et-es) 71. A female poet.

Poetio, (po-et'ik) a. Pertainiugor suitable to poetry ;

—expressed in poetry or measure ; — possessing the

peculiar beauties of poetry ;—imbued with a taste or

love for poetry :—also jwetical.

Poetically, (po-et'ik-al-le) adv. In a poetic manner ; by

fiction ; inventively ;—with a taste or love for poetry.

Poetics, (pd-et'iks) n. [G. poietikS (sc. technS).] The

doctrine of poetry ;—that branch of criticism which

treats of the nature, qualities, and laws of poetry.

Poetize, (po et-iz) v. i. To write as a poet ; to compose

verse :—imp. & pp. poetized; ppr, poetizing.

Poetry, (pdet-re) n. Modes of expressing thought and

feeling which are suitable to the imagination when

excited or elevated ,—metrical composition ; verse ;—

imaginative composition.

Poh, (po) interj. Pish! pshaw!—an exclamation express

ing contempt or disgust.

Poignancy, (poin'an-se) n. State of being poignant

Poignant, (poin'aut) a. [F. poignant, ppr. of poindre,

from L. pungere, to prick, sting.] Sharp; stimulating

2 N
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to the organs of taste; — acutely painful; piercing;

severe, as grief; — pointed; keen; satirical; bitter,

as wit.

Poignantly, (poin'ant-le) adv. In a poignant manner ;

with point, keenness, or severity.

Point, (point) n. [L. punetum, from pungert, to prick.]

That which pricks or pierces ; etpecially, the sharp

end of a piercing instrument ;—hence, a sort of needle

used by engravers, etchers, lace-workers, &c. ;—an in

definitely small space ; a mere spot;—a small promon

tory or cape ;—exact place in which a person or aiTair

is ; —it at o of rank ; degree ; — condition of affairs ; cri

tical state ;—state of transition or change ; turning-

point ; verge ; ere ;—place to which anything is directed ;

hence, object; aim;—end; result;—a single part of

any whole ; a distinct assertion ; a proposition ; the

pith or gist of an argument or discussion; — an

instance; an example; — a lively turn of thought;

epigrammatic expression ; — a characteristic feature ;

salient trait or peculiarity; — in attronomy, a place

marked in the heavens from which bearings and dis

tances of the heavenly bodies are calculated ;—one of

the 33 divisions of the mariner's compass ; — in geo

metry, that which has neither length, breadth, nor

thickness ;—a character used to mark the divisions

of a sentence ;—a small affair ; a punctilio ;—a dot or

mark to designate certain tones or time ;—a tagged

lace, used to tie together certain parts of the dress :—a

flat, tapering piece of braided cordage, used in reefing

sails ;—switch of a railway track.

Point, (point) v. t. To give a point to ; to sharpen ;—

to direct towards an object ; to aim ;—to direct atten

tion toward ; to indicate as by the finger, Ac. ;—to mark,

as a sentence, with marks of punctuation ; to punc

tuate ; — to indicate the aim, or purpose of ;—to indi

cate or discoTer by a fixed look, as game ;—to fill the

joints of with mortar, and smooth them with the

point of a trowel ;—v. i. To direct the finger for desig

nating an object ;—to indicate the presence of game,

as dogs;—to show distinctly by any means ;—to fill

the joints or crevices of a wall with mortar.

Point-blank, (point-blangk*) a. Aimed directly toward

the mark ;—hence, direct ; plain ; express.

Point blank, (point - blangk^ adv. In a point-blank

manner ; directly.

Pointed, (poiut'ed) a. Sharp ; having a sharp point';—

characterised by distinctness of meaning and pithiness

of expression ; epigrammatic; keen ; severe; satirical;

direct.

Pointedly, (point ' ed - le) adv. With lively turns of

thought or expression;—with direct assertion or expli-

citnesa [epigrammatical smartness.

Pointedness, (point'ed-nes) n. Sharpness; keenness*

Pointer, (pointer) n. Any thing that points; the hand

of a time-piece ;—a variety of

dog trained to stop, and with

his nose point out the game to

sportsmen ; — one of the two

fitars in the Great Bear, the ^££J&&2$Xj$/fe

line between which points K

nearly to the Pole star.

Pointing, (point'ing) n. The art Pointer Dog.

of making the divisions of a writing; punctuation ; the

state of being pointed with marks or points;—act of

placing a cannon to give the shot a special direction ;—

the act of filling the crevices of walls with mortar, or

tho material with which they are filled.

Pointlace, (point'las) u. A kind of fine lace wrought

with the needle.

Pointless, (point Mes) a. Having no point; wanting

keenness; blunt; obtuse; dull ; stupid.

Pointsman, (points'raan) n. The man who has charge

of railway switches.

Poise, (pois) n. [F. poid*, from L. pondux, weight.]

Weight ; gravity j—the mass of metal used in weighing

with steel-yards ;—equipoise; balance; equilibrium.

 

Poise, (poiz) v. t. To make of equal weight ; to balance;

—to hold or place in equilibrium;—to load with weight

for balancing;—to weigh:—imp. & pp. poised; ppr.

poising.

Poison, (poi'zn) w. [L. potto, from pctare, to drink.]

Any substance which is noxious to life or health ;—

—hence, that which taints or destroys moral purity;

any thing infectious or malignant.

Poison, (poi'zn) v. t. To infect with poison :—to attack,

injure, or kill by poison ; — to taint or corrupt the

character, principles, or happiness of:—imp. & pp.

poisoned ; ppr. poisoning.

Poisoner, (poi'zn-er) n. One who poisons or corrupts.

Poisonous, (poi'zn -us) a. Having the qualities of

poison ; corrupting; impairing soundness or purity.

Poisonoualy, (poi'zn-us-le) adv. With fatal or injurious

effects.

Poisonousneas, (poi'zn-us-nea) n. The quality of being

fatal or injurious to health and soundness.

Poke, (pok) n. [A.-S. poca, IceL poki.] A pocket; a

small bag ;— a long, wide sleeve, formerly much worn.

Poke, (pok) v. t. [Ger. poken, allied to L. pungrrr, to

prick.] To thrust against ; to push against with any

thing pointed ; hence, to feel for with a long instru

ment;—to stir, as the fire ;—v. i. To grope, as in the

dark ;—to make a thrust :—imp. & pp. poked ; ppr.

poking. [also, a stupid person.

Poke, (pok) n. Act of poking ; a thrust;—a lazy person ;

Poker, (pok/er) n. One who pokes ;—an iron bar used

in stirring or opening a fire of coals. [Dan. potter, the

devil, IceL pokr, a bugbear.] Any frightful object,

especially, one dimly seen in the dark ; a bugbear.

Poking, (pok'ing) a. Drudging ; servile;—prying ; in

quisitive.

Polacca, (po-lak'a) n. [It. and Sp. polacca, F. potacre.)

A vessel with three masts, used in the Mediterranean :

—also polaque.

Polar, (po'lar) a. [F. polaire, from L. pohu.] Pertain

ing to, surrounding, or proceeding from one of the

poles of the earth, or the poles of artificial globes ;

-pertaining to the

 

poles of the earth, or the pole:

situated near one of the poles ;

magnetic pole.

Polar-bear, (polar-bar) n. A species of bear inhabiting

the arctic regions ;—a largo

animal sometimes measuring

nine feet in length and

weighing 1600 pounds—it is

very powerful, and the most

carnivorous of all the bears— i

the fur is of a silvery white 2

tinged with yellow.

Polarity, (po-lar'e-te) n. Tho

condition in some bodies of

having poles or opposite

points with peculiar proper- Polar Bear.

ties or powers inherent in these points ;—in electrical

or magnetized bodies, the power of attracting or repel

ling other bodies, and of taking or turning in a certain

direction ;—the property in the magnet of pointing to

the poles of the earth.

Polarization, (po-lar-e-za'shun) n. The act of polariz

ing ; the state of being polarized, or of having polarity.

Polarize, (po'lar-iz) v, t. To communicate polarity to;

—to act upon light, by reflecting or transmitting- it

through certain substances in such a manner that tha

undulations or vibrations of the particles arc uuuie to

pass in one or two planes (usually transverse) instead

of radiating in all directions :—imp. <fe pp. polarised;

ppr. polarizing.

Pole, tp61) n. [A.-S. pot, D. pool, L. paluaj A long,

slender piece of wood, or the stem of a small tree de

prived of its branches—often used in composition :—

a measure of length of 5$ yards, or a square measure

of 30J square yards ; a rod; a perch ; — a long pole

painted spirally with white and red, and used as tho

sign of a barber's shop
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Polecat.

Pole, (p61) n. [L. point, from G. poUin, to turn.] On©

of the extremities of an axis on which a sphere re

volves ; — especially, one of the extremities of the

earth's axis ;—a point on the surface of a sphere equally

distant from every part of the circumference of a great

circle;—apoint of maximum intensity of a force which

has two such points, or which has polarity; — the

heavens ; the sky.

Pole, (pol) n, A native or inhabitant of Poland—for

merly Polander and Polack.

Pole-axe, (poTaks) n. A sort of axe or hatchet fixed to

a pole or handle

Polecat, (pdllcat) n. [P. ponle, hen, and Mat, cat, i. «.,

poultry-eat, because it feeds on

poultry.] A carnivorous mam

mal, allied to the weasel, wlinii

exhales a disagreeable odour ;

the fitchew or fitchet.

Polemic, (po-lem'ik) a. [G. poleini-

kos, from polemos, war.] Con

troversial ; disputative ; contend

ing for an opinion or system by discussion or dispu

tation against others; —given to argumentative dis

cussions ; disputatious; — written in a controversial

manner or Bpirit.

Polemic, (po-lem'ik) n. A controversial disputant ; one

who writes in support of an opinion or syBtem in op

position to others; a disputatious divine.

Polemically, (po-lem'ik-al-le) adv. In a controversial

spirit ; by disputation or antagonistic discussion.

Polemics, (po-lom'ika) n. ning. The system or art of

conducting controversial discussion ; — controversial

writings on religious topics ;—that part of theological

study which treats of the way and manner in which

the articles or doctrines of the Christian faith have

been impugned and maintained.

Pole-star, (poTstar) n, A star nearly vertical to the

pole of the earth;—that which serves as a guide or

director.

Police, (po-leV) n. [F. from G. politeia, government,

administration, from polls, city.] The administration

of the laws and regulations of a city or incorporated

town or borough;—the internal regulation and govern

ment of a kingdom or state ;—the body of civil officers

organized for the preservation of good ordor and the

enforcement of the laws.

Policeman, (po-leVinan) n. One of the ordinary police.

Police-office, (po-los'of-is) n. A court for the trial of

potty offences within the municipal boundaries of a

city or borough ; office where police business is trans

acted ; a barrack for the police and temporary prison

for petty offenders :—also police-station.

Police-officer, (po-les'of-e-scr) n. An officer to whom is

committed the execution of the laws of a city.

Policy, (pol'e-se) n. {F. police, L. politia.] The general

scheme or system of measures by which the govern

ment and affairs of a nation are administered—usually

classified as foreiyn policy, or the relations and deal

ings of the government with regard to foreign powera;

domestic policy, or measures relating to the just ad

ministration of law and the well-being of the nation ;

and commercial policy, or measures relating to the

agriculture, manufactures, trade, commerce, and re

venue of the nation ;—a line of procedure or scheme

of measures put forth by a party or its leaders as a

common ground of action ; — dexterity in managing

Sublic affairs or in leading a party ;—prudence or wis-

om in the conduct of one's private affairs or relations;

—stratagem ; ounning. [Sp. politia.] A ticket or

warrant for money in the public funds;—the writing

or instrument in which a contract of insurauoe is em

bodied ;—pi The grounds about a gentleman's seat or

mansion. [Scot.]

Polish. (polish) v. t, \L. polire.] To make smooth and

glossy, usually by friction ;—hence, to refine ; to wear

off the rusticity or coarseness of;—v. i. To become

smooth ; to receive a gloss : — imp. & pp. polished ;

ppr. polishing.

Polish, (polish) n. A smooth, glassy surface produced

by friction ;—hence, refinement ; elegance of manners.

Polishable, (pol'ish-a-bl) a. Capable of being polished.

Polisher, (poriah-er) n. One who or that which polishes.

Polishing, (pol ' ish - ing) n. The act of wearing off

roughness and making.smooth or glossy ;—act of refin

ing the manners.

Polite, (po-lif) o. [L. politvs, pp. of polire, to polish.]

Elegant in manners ; refined ; well-bred ; courteous ;

obliging ; complaisant ; affable ; civil.

Politely, (po-lit*le) adv. Genteelly ; courteously.

Politeness, (pO-lit'nes) n. State or quality of being

polite; polish of manners; courtesy; good breeding;

refinement; affability; complaisanee; civility.

Politic (pol'e-tik) a. [G. politlkos, belonging to the

citizens or state, from polls, a city.] Pertaining to or

promoting a policy ;—sagacious in contriving or plan

ning ; dexterous in tho use of means ; skilful in the

choice of instruments ; provident; far-seeing;—wary;

artful ;—well devised ; adapted to the end or design,

as a scheme ; wise ; prudent ; sagacious.

Political, (pd-lit'ik-al) a. Pertaining to public policy or

politics ; pertaining to a state in distinction from a city

or municipality; —derived from office or connection

with government ; public ;—treating of civil govern

ment or the administration of public affairs. Political

economy, the administration of the revenues of a na

tion, or the science which investigates the principles

of sound national finance.

Politically, (pd-lit'ik-al-le) adv. In a political manaer.

Politician, (pol-e-tish'e-an) n. One who is versed in the

science of government ; one devoted to politics ;—one

who is devoted to the advancement of a political party;

—a man of deep contrivance or artifice.

Politics, (pol'e-tikB) n.sing. [G. politiki (sc. epistimi).]

The science of government ; — the management of a

political party ; in a bad sense, political trickery.

Polity, (pol'e-te) n. [F. politie, L, politia.] The form

or constitution of civil government by which a nation

or state is organized.

Polka, (polTta) «. [Bohemian pulka.] A dance of Polish

origin ;—also, the air played to the dance ;—a short

jacket worn by females.

Poll, (pol) n. [D. bot, a ball, bulb, crown of a flower,

head, Ger. polle.] The head, or the back part of the

head ;—a register of heads, that is, of persons ;—hence,

the entry of the names of electors who vote in parlia

mentary or municipal elections ;—the place where an

election is held ; — the count of votes given in an

election.

Poll, (pol) v. t. [Eng. bole, the body or stem of a tree.]

To remove the poll or head of ; hence, to clip ; to lop ;

to shear ; to cut closely ;—to enter, as persons, in a

register, especially for purposes of taxation; to enrol;

—to pay as one's personal tax ;—to bring to the polls ;

to call forth, as a number of votes ;—v.i. To vote at a

poll, as an elector :—imp. & pp. polled ; ppr. polling.

Poll, (p61) n. [From Polly, a name.] A parrot—fami

liarly so called.

Pollard, (pol'ard) n. [From poll.] A tree having its

top cut off at some height above the ground, that it

may throw out branches ;—the chub fish ;—a stag that

has cast his horns ;—a mixture of bran and meal

Poll-book, (pofbortk) n. A register of persons qualified

to vote at municipal or parliamentary elections.

Polled, (pold) a. Wanting horns, as a certain breed of

black cattle.

Pollen, (pol'en) n. [L. fine flour, fine dust.] The fecun

dating dust or powder of the anthers of flowers.

Poller, (pol'er) n. One who polls or lops trees;—one who

registers voters, or one who enters his name as a voter.

Polling-booth, (poTing-bcoth) n. Room or shed where

the votes are taken in municipal or parliamentary

elections.
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Poll-tax, (poTtaks) n. A tax levied by the head or

poll ; a capitation tax.

Pollute, (pol-luf) v. t. [L. poliutre, pollutum,] To

make foul or unclean ;—to defile morally ; to impair ;

—to profane ;—to render legally or ceremonially un

clean ;—to violate by illegal sexual commerce ; to taint

with evil ; to corrupt ; to contaminate :—imp. & pp.

polluted ; pt>r. polluting.

Pollutedness, (pol-luted-nes) n. The state of being

polluted ; defilement. (fanes.

Polluter, (pol-lut'er) n. One who pollutes or pro-

Pollution, (pol-lu'shuu) it. Act of polluting, or state of

being polluted ;—legal or ceremonial uncleanness ; de

filement ; vitiation ; taint ; corruption ; impurity.

Pollux, (pol'lulu) n. A fixed star of the second magni

tude, in the constellation Gemini.

Polonaise, (p6-16-naz/) n. (F.J The Polish language ;

—a Polish dress worn by ladies.

Polt, (polt) u. [Eng. pelt.] A blow, stroke, or striking.

Poltroon, (pol-troon') n. [It. ]>oltrone, an idle fellow,

coward, from poltrire, to lie abed.] An arrant coward;

a wretch without spirit or courage; craven; dastard.

Poltroonery, (pol-trcon'er-e) u. Cowardice ; want of

spirit.

Polyacoustic, (pol-e-a-kous'tik) a. [O. polus, many,

and aiouttikoi, acoustic] Tending to multiply or mag

nify sound.

Polyandrous, (pol-e-an'drus) n. [G. polu*, many, and

anir, androt, man, male.] Belong

ing to the class Polyandria, having

many stamens, that is, any number

above twenty, inserted in the recep

tacle, or arising immediately from

below the ovary.

Polyanthus, (pol-e-an'thus) n. [G. po-

luanthot, rich in flowers. ] A certain Polyandrou*.

ornamental plant whose flower-stalks produce flowers

in clusters.

Polyarchy, (pol'e-ark-e) n. [G. polun, many, and artW,

first place, rule.] A government by many persons, of

whatever order or class.

Polygamist, (pol-ig'a-mist) n. A person who practises

polygamy or maintains its lawfulness.

Polygamous, (pol-igVmus) o. [G. from polus, many,

and gamot, marriage.] Of or pertaining to polygamy;

—having a plurality of wives.

Polygamy, (pol-ig/a-me) n. A plurality of wives or

husbands at the same time ; usually the condition of a

man having more than one wife.

Polygarchy, (pol'ig-ark-e) n, [G. point, many, and

avxhl, rule] Government by many rulers; polyarchy.

Polyglot, (pol'e-glot) a. [G. polugl6ttos, many-tongned.]

Containing, or pertaining to, several languages.

Polyglot, (pol'e-glot) n. A book containing the same

subject-matter in several languages;—e$)>ecially, the

Scriptures in several languages;—the text of one of the

versions in a proper polyglot, printed by itself.

Polygon, (pol'e-gon) n. [G. polus, many, and ffdnia,

angle.] A plane figure of many

angles, and consequently of many

aides ; a plane figure of more

than four sides.

Polygonal, (pol-igon-al) a. Hav

ing many angles.

Polygram, (pol'e-gram) n. [0.

point, many, and gramme, line.]

A figure consisting of many lines.

Polygraph, (pore-graf ) n. fG. polugraphos, writing

much.] An nrtrument for multiplying copies of a

writing with ease and expedition.

Polygraphio, ( pol-e-grafik ) a. Pertaining to or em

ployed m polygraphy ;—done with a polygraph.

Poiygraphy, (pol-ig'ra-fe) n. [G. polugraphia.) The

art of writing in various ciphers, and of deciphering

the same,

■lygynoua, (po-UJ'in-us) «• [G. point, many, and

 

Polygon*.

ffuni, female.] Having many pistils or styles, as the

order of plants called polyg-ynia. [solid body.

Polyhedral, (pol-e-he'dral) a. Having many sides, as a

Polyhedron, ( pol-e-he'drou ) n. [G. polutdros, with

many seats or sides.] A body or solid contained by

many sides or planes.

Polyhedrous. (pol-e-he'drus) a. Polyhedral

Polyhymnia, (pol-e-him'ne-a) u. [G. polus, and ftvnuuu,

a hymn.] The muse who presided over lyric poetry;—

an asteroid between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter.

Polymathy, (pol-im'a-the) n. [G. polus, much, and

mathtin, to learn.] The knowledge of many arts and

sciences ;—varied learning.

Polymerism, (po-lo mer-izm) n. [G. polus, many, and

meros, part.] In chemistry, the state of having in a

compound a greater number of atomic particles of one

element than of the other, while the relative propor

tions of each are the same.

Polymorphous, (pol-e-morfus) a. [G. polus, many, and

viorphf, form, shape.] Having many forms.

Polynesia, (pol-e-ne'se-a) n. [G. polus, many, and

nitos, island.] The group of islands in the Pacific

Ocean near the tropics.

Polynomial, (pol-e-nom'e-al) n. [G. polus, many, and

onoma, L. noinen, name, term.] In algebra, an ex

pression composed of two or more terms connected by

the sign plus or minus.

Polynomial, (pol-e-nom'e-al) a. Containing many

names or terms.

Polyp, (pol'ip) n. [L. polypus, G. polupous, i.e., many-

footed, j An aquatio animal of the

radiate type, liaving, in general, a

cylindrical body, at one extremity of

which there is a mouth, surrounded

by one or more series of arms or ten

tacles—it is capable of multiplying

by buds and artificial sections as well

as by ova—it forms coral by the secre

tion of calcareous matter ;—a concre

tion in the heart and blood-vessel :— Polyp,

a tumour with a narrow base swelling ont like a pear

in the uterus, Ac.

Folypetaloua, ( pol-e-pet'a-lus ) a. [0. polus, many,

and netalou, leaf.] Having many petals.

Polyphonic, (pol-e-fon'ik) a. [G. polus, many, and

ph6ni, sound. J Having or consisting of many voices or

sounds;—consisting of, or pertaining to, counterpoint,

Polyphonism, (pol-if'on-izm) n. Multiplicity of sounds,

as in the reverberations of an echo. [polypus.

Polypous, (pore-pus) o. Having the nature of the

Polypus, (pore-pus) n. [L. polypus.} Something that

has many feet or roots;—a polyp;—a tumour with a

narrow base, somewhat resembling a pear.

Polyscope, (pol'e-skdp) n, [G. polus, much, many, and

skeptesthai, to look carefully, to view.] A glass which

makes a single object appear as many.

Polysepaloua, ( pol-e-sep a-lus ) a. Having many or

separate sepals, as a calyx.

Polyspermous. (pol-e-sperm'us) a. [G. potust many,

and aperrna, seed.] Containing many seeds.

Polysyllabic, (pol-e-eil-lab'ik) a. Pertaining to or con

sisting of many syllables or of more than three.

Polysyllable, (pol'e-eil-la-bl) n. [G. polus, many, and

sullabf, syllable.] A word of many syllables, that is,

consisting of more syllables than three.

Polytechnic, (pol-e-tek'nik) a. [G. polus; many, and

techni, an art.] Comprehending many arts—applied

particularly to a school in which many branches of

art or science are taught.

Polytheism, (pol'e-the-izm) n. [G. polus, many, and

theos, god.] The doctrine or belief of a plurality of gods.

Polytheist, (pol'e-the-iet) n. One who believes in or

maintains the doctrine of a plurality of gods.

Polytheistic, (pol-e-thS-ist'ik) a. Pertaining to poly

theism ;—holding a belief in a plurality of gods.

Pomace, (po-ma*') n. [L. pomum, a fruit, an apple.
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Pomegranate.

pomnciunu] The substance of apples, <fea, crushed by

grinding.

Pomaceous, (po-mil'shS-us) a. [L. pomum, an apple.}

Consisting of apples;—litte pomaoe.

Pomade, (pd-mad') n. [F. pommade, Sp. pomada.}

Perfumed ointment; especially, ointment or unguent

fur the hair. [perfumed ball ;—-a sweet ball.

Pomander, (pd-inan'der) n. [¥. pomme cfambre.] A

Pomatum, ( po-tna'tiun ) n. A perfumed unguent or

composition naed in dressing the hair.

Pomegranate, (pom'graii-at) n. [L. pomum, a fruit,

apple, and pranatus, having many

grains or seeds.] A tree of the genus

Puniea and its fruit, of the size and

shape of an orange, having a hud

rind filled with a soft pulp and

numerous seeds.

Fomeroy, (pom'roy) n. [F. pomme, an

applet ft"d roi, king.] A sort of apple, kj

known also as the royal apple.

Pomfret, (pom'fret) n. A fish of the

genus Stromatnts, found in the Medi

terranean, and in the Indian and

Pacific oceans.

Pomiferous, (pom-ifer-us) a, [L. pomi/er, from jwmum,

fruit, apple, and ferrt, to bear.] Apple-bearing—an

epithet applied to plants which bear the larger fiuits,

such as melons, pumpkins, cucumbers, &o. .

Pommel, (pum'el) «. [F. pommeav, from L. pomum, an

apple.] A knob or ball :—the knob on the hilt of a

sword ;—the protuberant part of a saddle-bow.

Pommel, (pum'el) v. t. To beat, as with a pommel,

that is, with something thick or bulky:—imp. & pp.

pommelled ; ppr, pommelling,

Pomraelion, (poui-meTe-on) n. The large knob behind

the breech of a cannon.

Pomology, (pd-mord-je) n. [L. pomum, fruit, apple, and

G. logos, discourse.] The art or science of raising fruits.

Pomona, (pd-mo'na) v. In viythotopy, the goddess of

fruits ;—an asteroid between the orbits of Mars and

Jupiter.

Pomp, (pomp) n. [G. pompi, a sending, a solemn pro-

. cession.] A procession distinguished by ostentation

of grandeur and splendour;—show of magnificence;

parade; splendour ; grandeur ; pride; pageantry ; state.

Pomposity, (poru-pos'e-te) n. State of being pompous;

pompousness ; ostentation ; boasting.

Pompous, (pomp 'us) a. Displaying pomp; showy

with grandeur ;—ostentatious ; boastful; magnificent;

superb ; stately ; dignified ; lofty. [display.

Pompously, (pomp'us-le) adv. With great parade or

Pompousness, (pomp'us-nes) n. The state of being

pompous; magnificence; splendour.

Fond, (pond) «. [A.-S. pyndan, to shut in, It. pantano,

a stagnant pool, L. pontus, the sea.] A natural or

artificial body of fresh water, usually less extended

than a lake.

Ponder, (pon'der) r. t. [L. ponderart, from pondut, a

weight.] To weigh in the mind ; to view with delibe

ration ; to consider ; to examine ;—v. i. To think on ;

to muse; to deliberate—usually followed by on:—imp.

& pp. pondered ; ppr. pondering.

Ponderability, (pon-dsr-a-bil'et-e) n. The property of

having sensible weight — a quality attaching to all

bodies, solid, fluid, or gaseous, arid separating them

from heat, light, orelectnci ty, which cannot be weighed.

Ponderable, (pon'd;r-a-bl) a. Capable of being weighed.

Ponderer, (pon'der-er) n. One who weighs or considers

in his mind. for deliberation.

Fonderinady, (pon'der-ing-le) adv. With consideration

Ponderosity, (pon-d$r-oeVte) n. State of being ponder

ous ; weight: gravity; heaviness:—n\so ponderousnes*.

Ponderous, (pon'der-us) «. [L. pondrrosus, from pan-

duJi, a weight, from pendere, to weigh.] Very heavy;

weighty;—important; momentous;—forcible; strongly

impulsive.

Ponderously, (pon'der-us-le) adv. With great weight.

Ponent, (rxrnent) a. [L. pontnit ppr. of ponere, to set]

Western ; occidental.

Poniard, (pon'yard) n. [F. poignard, allied to poingr

fist, L. pngmis, or from pugio, from pungere, to prick.]

A small dagger ; a sharp pointed instrument foi stab

bing ; a stiletto ;—a small, thick needle for piercing;

cloth, muslin, &c., for eyelet holes ; piercer.

Poniard, (pon'yard) v. t. To pierce with a poniard ; to

stab:—imp. & pp. poniarded; ppr. poniarding.

Pontage, (pon'tSj) n. [L. pontagium, from pons,

pontxs, a bridge.] A duty paid for repairing bridges ;

the toll of a bridge. [or Black Sea.

Pontic (pon'tik) a. Pertaining to the Pontus, Euxine,

Pontiff, (pon'tif ) n. [L. pontifex, from ponx, a bridge,

and facere, to make, because the first bridge over ths

Tiber was constructed and consecrated by the high

priest.] A high priest ; especially, one of the sacred

college in ancient Rome; —among the Jews, a chief

priest;—the pope.

Pontifical, (pon-tifik-al) a. Belonging to a high priest;

—belonging to the pope ; popish.

Pontifical, (pon-tif'ik-al) n. A book containing the

offices or formulas used in various ecclesiastical rites ;

—pi. The dress and ornaments of a priest, bishop, or

pope. [manner.

Pontiflcally, (pon-tif'ik-al-le) adv. In a pontifical

Pontificate, (pon-tifik-at)n. State or dignity of a high

priest ■.—specifically, the office or dignity of the pop© ;

—the reign of a pope.

Pontoon, (pon-toon7) «. rF. & Sp. ponton, from L. pons,

pontis, a bridge.] A light frame-work or float, used

in forming a bridge quickly for the passage of troops;

—a low, flat vessel, furnished with craues, capstans,

Ac, used in careening ships; a lighter. [horse.

Pony, (po'ne) n. [Gael, ponaidh, F. poni.] A small

Poodle, (pdo'dl) n. [Gcr. pudel, pool, puddle.] A small

dog covered with long silky hair.

Pool, (pool) n. [A.-S. pol, pit I, L. palvs.] A small and

rather deep collection of fresh water supplied by a

spring, or occurring in the course of a stream ;— a

puddle. [F. pouts,] The box or tray into which the

stakes are put in certain games of cards ;—the whole

amount of the stakes in one hand or round of the game.

Poop, (poop) n. |I, pvppit.) A deck raised above

the after part of the spar deck, reaching forward to

the mizzen mast; also, the stem of a ship.

Poop, (poop) v. t. To strike upvn the stern of, as a

heavy sea ;—to strike in the stern, as one vessel that

runs her stem against another's stern.

Poor, (poor) a. [O. Eng. povere, F. pauvre, It. poverot

L. ]>auper.] Destitute of property ; needy; indigent;

—small ; insignificant ;—of little worth or value ; un

important ; trifling; — mean; paltry; — despicable;

contemptible;—lean; emaciated, as body;— barren;

exhausted ; wanting fertility, as land ; — Biuall in

amount and inferior in quality, as crop; — slender;

meagre, as provision or allowance ; — destitute of

strength, beauty, or dignity; jejune; bald, as style

or discourse ;—deserving pity ; pitiable ;— miserable ;

wretched, in contempt ;—dear, as a term of fondness ;

—uncomfortable ; restless, as the patient had a poor

night;—wanting spirit; depressed; dejected. Poor in*

spirit, contrite ; abased by a sense of personal sin and

guilt.

Poor-house. (pooVhous) n. A public establishment for

the support of the poor ; an alms-house ; a work-house.

Poorly, (poorle) adv. In a poor manner or condition :

—witk. little or no success ;—meanly ; without spirit ;

—without excellence or dignity.

Poorly, (poorfe) a. Somewhat ill ; indisposed.

Poorness. (pouVnea) n. The state or condition of being

poor in its various senses.

Poor-rate, (poor'rat) it. An assessment for the relief

or support of the poor, [cowardly.

Poor-spirited, (poor-spir'it-ed) a. Of a mean syirit;
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*•*• (P°P) *■ [O- pop/itzeiR, to smack.] A small,

smart, quick sound or report ;—a beverage which issues

w-.th a alight explosion from the bottle containing it ;

—* pistol-

Pop, (pop) r. t. To make a sharp, quick sound ;—to

enter or issue forth with a quick, sudden motion ;—

to more from place to place suddenly;—r. t. To push

or thrust suddenly ; to bring suddenly to notice ;—to

pawn or pledge :—imp. dc pp. popped ; ppr. popping.

Pop. (pop) adv. With sudden entrance; suddenly; un

ci pectedly.

Pope, (pop) n. fli. pa.]>a, father, bishop, G. papa*,

father.] The bishop of Rome, the head of the Roman

Catholic Church ;—a nati ve fish allied to the perch; ruff.

Popedom, (pdp'dom) n. The place, office, or dignity of

the pope;—the jurisdiction of the pope.

Popery, (pop'er-e) n. The religion of the Roman Catholic

church, comprehending doctrine* and practices.

Popes-eye, (pops'!) n. The gland surrounded with fat

in the middle of the thigh of a sheep or ox.

Popgun, (pop'gun) n. A child's gun or tube and ram

mer for shooting pellets by the expansion of com

pressed air.

Popinjay, (pop/in-ja) n. [O. Eng. popingay, Sp. papa-

i/ayo, from papa, and aa>/o, jay.] A parrot or other

bird with a tufted or gay head ; a jay; the green wood

pecker with a scarlet crown ;—formerly in Scotland, a

mark in the form of a parrot put on a pole to be shot

at ;—a gay, trifling young man ; a fop or coxcomb.

Popish, (popish) a. Relating to the pope or popery;

taught by the pope or Church of Rome.

Popishly, (pop'ish-le) adv. In a popish manner; with

ii tendency to popery.

Poplar, (poplar) n. [L. populus, poplar.] A genus of

trees of several species, as the black, white, grey pop

lar, the aspen-tree, &c. The species are all of rapid

growth, with soft wood.

Poplin, (pop'lin) n. A textile fabric made of silk and

worsted, of many varieties, as watered, figured, bro

caded, Ac.

Popliteal, ( pop-lit-6'al ) a. [L. pople»t poplitie, the

ham.] Pertaining to the ham or posterior part of the

knee-joint.

Poppet, (pop'et) n. One of certain upright timbers on

the bilge-ways, used to support a vessel while being

launched ;—that part of a lathe which holds the end

of the work furthest from the mandril.

*°PPy. (pop'*) n. [A.-S. popia, L. papaver.) A genus

of plants of several species, from one of which (the

white poppy) opium is collected.

Populace, (pop' u -lfis) n. [L. populut, people.] The

common people ; the vulgar ; the multitude ; all per

ilous not distinguished by rank, education, office, or

profession ; mob : commonalty.

Popular, (pop'u-lAr) a. [L. popularis, from populus,

people.] Pertaining to the common people;—suitable

to common people; easy to be comprehended; familiar;

—enjoying the favour of the people; pleasing to people

in general ;—prevailing among the people.

Popularity, (pop-u-larVte) n. Tho quality or state of

being popular.

Popularize, ( pop'u-lar-iz ) v. t To make familiar or

suitable to the common mind ; to spread among the

people ;—imp. & pp. popularized ; ppr. popularizing.

Popularly, (pop'u-lar-le) adv. So as to please the

populace;—according to the conceptions of the com

mon ]>eople.

Populate, (pojru-lat) r. t. To furnish with inhabitants;

to people :—imp. & pp. populated ; ppr. populating.

Population, (pop-u-hVshun) »■ [L. populatio.] Act or

operation of peopling: multiplication of inhabitants;

—the whole number of people in a country or portion

of a country.

Populous, (pop'fi-lus) a. [L, populosu*, from populut,

people,] Containing many inhabitants in proportion

to the extent of the country.

Populously, (pop'u-luB-le) adv. With many inhabitants

in proportion to the extent of country.

Populousneas, (pop'u-lus-nee) n. The state of hav

ing many inhabitants in proportion to the extent of

country. [elevations or ridges.

Porcate, (porTcatJa. Ridged ; formed with longitudinal

Porcelain, (por'se-lan) ». [P. porcelaine, a shell-fish,

Venus shell, also purslane, from L. portulaoa at por-

eulata.} The finest kind of earthen ware; a ipecies

of china between earthen and glass ware, and there

fore semi-pellucid—it is made of petuntzee, which is

fusible and easily vitrified, and kaolin, which though

fusible is not vitrifiable at the same temperature, and

so preserves the earthy opaque form in the compound;

—in popular language, any stone ware with a white,

glazed, semi-transparent surface.

Porcelain, (por'se-lin) a. Belonging to or consisting

of porcelain. Pore*lain clay, a species of clay produced

by the decomposition of feldspar, and used in the

manufacture of fine earthen ware.

Porch, (porch) n. [A.-S. portic, L. portievs, from porta-,

a gate.] A kind of vestibule at the entrance of tem

ples, halls, churches, or other buildings ; hence, a

stately or ornamental entrance way: — a portico; a

covered walk. The Porch, a public portico in Athens,

where Zeno the Stoic philosopher taught ; hence, the

school of the Stoics.

Porcine, (por'sin) a, [L. porcinut, from porcuj, a swine, J

Pertaining to swine.

Porcupine (por'ku-pin) n. [L. porcut, swine, and

spina, thorn, spine.] A rodent

quadruped furnished with spines

or sharp prickles, which are

cajiable of being erected at plea- i

sure. /

Porcupine-fish, (porTtu-pin-fish) if. i

A fish of the tropical seas, which £

is covered with spines or prickles.

Fore, (par) n. [L. poms, G. poros,

a passage, a pore.] A minute

orifice in an animal membrane, through which per

spirable matter is excreted ; a Bmall spiracle ; — an

interstice between the constituent particles or mole

cules of a body.

Pore, (pOr) v. i. [Probably a modification of bore.] To

look with steady, continued attention or application on

or over:—imp. &pp. pored; ppr. poring.

Porifera, (por-ifer-a) n. pi. [L. porus, pore, and Jem,

to bear. ] The lowest classes of organized structure*

in the animal kingdom, as the sponges.

Porineos, (poVe-nes) n. The state of being pory, or of

having numerous pores.

Porism, (pd'rizm) n. [G. porisma, something deduced

from a previous demonstration.] A corollary ;—also a

proposition having for its object to find the condition

that will render certain problems indeterminate or

capable of innumerable solutions.

Pork, (pork) n. [L. jtorcus, pig.] The flesh of swine,

fresh or salted, used for food.

Porker, (pork'er) n. A hog.

Porkling, (pork'ling) «. A young pig :—also porltt.

Porosity, (po-ros'e-te) «. Quality or state of having

pores or interstices :—also porousness.

Porous, (porous) a. Full of pores ; having interstices in

the skin or substance of the body.

Porphyritic, (por-fe-rit'ik) a. Pertaining to, resembling,

or consisting of porphyry :— also porphyraeeou*.

Porphyry, (porTe-re) n. [L. porphyrites, from G. pee-

phuritlt, like purple.] A rock consisting of a com

pact base, usually feldspathic,

through which crystals of feld

spar are disseminated. There are J

red, purple, and green varieties. *

Porpoise, (por'pus) n. [0. Eug. '

Cpesse, L. porcut pitcis, i. e.,

„-flah.] A cetaceous mammal Porpoise.

 

Forcupine.
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about six feet in length, of a bluish-black colour on

the back and white beneath.

Porridge, (por'ij) n. [Either corrupted from pottage, or

from L. porrus, leek.] A kind of food made by boil

ing vegetables in water, with or without meat—com

monly made by boiling meal or flour in water, or in

in ilk and water, to the consistency of thin paste.

Porringer, (por in-jer) n. [From porridge, or oor-

rupted fn.ua F. potager, a soup-basin.] A small

metallic Teasel in which porridge or other liquids are

warmed.

Port, (port) n. [h. partus, A.-S. port.] A harbour; a

haren ; any inlet or recess from the sea where ships

may ride secure from storms. [L. porta.] A passage

way ; a gate ; a door ;—an opening in the side of a ship

through which cannon may be discharged ; also, the

lid which closes such an opening ;—a passage leading

to a steam-way. [L. portare, to carry.] Carriage; air;

mien; external appearance; demeanour. [From Oporto,

in Portugal.] A dark-purple astringent wine ;—the lar

board or left aide of a ship.

Port, (port) v. t. [L. portare, to carry.] To hold, as a

musket, in a slanting direction upward across the

body ;—to turn or put to the loft or larboard side of a

ship said of the helm.

Portable, (portfa-bl) a. [L. portabilis, from portare, to

carry.] Capable of being borne or carried ; conveyed

without difficulty. [portable.

Portableness, (port'a-bl-nes) n. The quality of being

Portage, (port'aj) n. The act of carrying ;—the price

of carriage.

Portal, (portal) n. [L. porta, agate.] A small door or

gate; hence, sometimes, any passage-way;—the arch

over a door or gate ;—the frame-work of the gate.

Port-bar, (port Dar) n. A stanchion to secure a ship's

ports in a gale of wind;—a bank or shoal at the mouth

of a harbour, usually needing high-water to cross it;—

booms or spars lashed together with chains, and thrown

across a narrow part of the channel or river to prevent

the passage of vessels.

Port-charges, (port-charj'ei) n. pi. Harbour rates or

dues to which a ship or its cargo is liable in a har

bour or port.

Port-crayon, (port-kra'on) n. A metallic handle with

a ring or clasp to hold crayons, pencils, &c, in draw*

ing or sketching.

Portcullis, (port-kul'is) n. [F. parte, agate, and coulisse,

groove.] A framework of timbers, each poiuted with

iron, hung over the gateway of a fortified town, to be

let down to prevent the entrance of an enemy.

Port-dues, (port'duz) n. pi Tolls or rates leviable on

vessels or goods entering or leaving a port.

Porte, (port) n. [F., a gate, h. porta.] The govern

ment of the Turkish empire, officially called the Suo-

lime Porte, from the gate of the Sultan's palace, where

Justice was administered.

Portend, (por-tond') v. t. [L. portendtrer portentum,

from protendere, to indicate, foretel.] To indicate as in

the future ; foreshow ; foretoken ; betoken ; forebode;

augur :—imp. & pp. portended ; ppr. portending.

Portent, (portent, por-tentf) n. That which portends

or foretokens; especially, that which portends evil; an

omen of ill.

Portentous, (por-tent'us) a. Serving to portend ; fore

shadowing ill; ominous; heDce, wonderful; prodigious;

monstrous.

Portentously, (por-tent'us-le) adv. Ominously.

Porter, (porter) n. [F. portiere, from Ll porta, a gate,

door.] A man that has the charge of a door or gate; a

doorkeeper.

Porter, (poVter) ft. [F. porteur, from L. portare.] A

person who carries or conveys burdens for hire ;—a

malt liquor of a daik brown colour — said to be so

called as having boon first used chiefly by the London

porters.

Porterage, (por'tfr-aj) n. Money paid for the carriage

of burdens by a porter;—the business of a carrier or

of a doorkeeper.

Portfolio, (port-fole-d) n. [L. portare, to bear, carry,

and folium, leaf.] A portable case for loose papers;—

also a writing case ;—a similar case containing print*,

designs, plans, Ac. ;—in France, the emblem of the

office and functions of a minister of state.

Port-hole, (pdrtfhdl) n. The embrasure of a ship of war.

Portico, (por'te-ko) n. [It & Sp. portico.] A covered

space inclosed by columns, at the entrance ofa building.

Portion, (poYshun) a. [L. portio, allied to pars, partis,

a part.] A part of any thing separated from it ;—a

part, though not actually divided, but considered by

itself;—a part assigned; an allotment;—the part of

an estate given to a child or heir, or descending to him

by law ;—a wife's fortune.

Portion, (per shun) v. t. To separate into portions or

shares ; to divide ; to parcel ;—to furnish with a por

tion ; to endow : — imp. A pp. portioned ; ppr. por

tioning,

Portioner, (pdYshun-er) «. One who divides or appor

tions ;—in Scots' law, the proprietor of a small feu.

Portionist, (por'shun-ist) n. One who has a certain

academical allowance or portion ; the incumbent of a

benefice which has more rectors or vicars than one.

Portionless, (poYshun-les) a. Having no portion.

Portliness, (pdrfle-nes) u. [From portly.] Dignity of

mien, or of personal appearance, depending on size

and symmetry of body, with dignified manners ; also,

bulkineas ; corpulence.

Portly, (portle) a. [From port.] Having a dignified

port or mien ;—hence, bulky ; corpulent.

Portmanteau, (port-man'to) n. fF. porte-manUau,

from porter, to carry, and manteau, a cloak, mantle.]

A bag, usually of leather, for carrying apparel, Ax., on

journeys.

Portrait, (poVtrat) n. [F. from portraire, to portray.]

A picture or representation of a person, and especially

of the face, taken or drawn from the life ; a likeness

drawn and painted in oil or water colours, <fcc.—usu

ally classified as full length, when the whole body is

represented, and half or quarter length, when the bust

or only the head is taken;—a photographic likeness ;—

the likeness of an *nim*1 ;—the representation of any

natural object or scene ;—description or delineation in

words.

Portrait-gallery, (poVtrat-gal-le-re) n. A large hall

where portraits are collected for exhibition.

Portrait-painter, (poVtrat-pant-er) a. One whose occu

pation is to paint portraits.

Portraiture, (pdYtrat-ur) n. The drawing of portraits ;

—act of representing to the mind or imagination.

Portray, (por-tra') v.t. [F. portrairt, from L. pro-

trahere, protractum, to draw forth.] To paint or draw

the likeness of;—to describe in words:—imp. & pp.

portrayed; ppr. portraying. [describee.

Portrayer, (por-tra'er) n. One who portrays, paints, or

Portress, (por'tres) n. A female porter. [port.

Port-town, (pdrt'town) n. A town situated near or at a

Port-warden, (port'wawrd-n) n. The officer in charge

of a port ; a harbour-master.

Pory, (pore) o. Full of pores or small interstice*.

Pose, (poz) n. An attitude formally assumed for the

sake of effect.

Pose, (poz) v. t. [F. poser.] To bring to a stand ; to

puzzle ;—to question with a view to puzrling ; to em

barrass by questioning or scrutiny —imp. & pp. posed ;

ppr. posing.

Poser, (pdz'er) n. One who puzzles by asking difficult

questions ;—a question, statement, or the like which

puzzles or silences.

Position, (po-zish'un) n. [L. positio, from ponert,

positum, to put, place.] The manner in which any

thing is placed ;— situation ; condition; — the spot

where a person or thing is placed; station;—hence, the

ground which any one takes in an argument, &c. ;—
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a proposition to be defended or reasoned out : a

thesis ;—relative place or standing in society ; social

rank ;—a method of solving a problem by one or two

suppositions.

Positive, (poz'it-iv) a. [L. positivus.] Having a real

position, existence, or energy ; real ; actual :—not de

pendent on circumstances or relations ; absolute ;—

definitely laid down ; explicit ; express ; definitive ;—

not admitting of doubt, qualification, or discretion ;

indisputable ; decisive ;—prescribed by express enact

ment or institution ;—fully assured : confident ; dog

matic ;—corresponding in lights and shades to those of

the original from which taken.

Positive, (poz'it-iv) n. Reality ;—that which settles by

absolute appointment ;—a word that affirms or asserts

existence ;—a picture corresponding in its lights and

shades with the original, instead of being reversed.

Positively, (pozit-iv-le) adv. In a positive form or

manner; absolutely ;—inherently ; really; certainly;

indubitably ; — explicitly ; expressly ; — confidently ;

assuredly.

Fositiveneat, (poz'it-iv-nee) n. Reality of existence ;

actualnees ;—undoubting assurance ; peremptoriness.

Positivism, (poz'it-iv-inn) rt. The syBtem of philosophy

founded by Comte, which teaches that we have no

knowledge of any thing but the phenomena of nature,

and our knowledge of these is only in relations to

other facts or phenomena, as being co-existent or suc

cessive, similar or dissimilar, in tune, place, and pro

perties.

Possess, (poz-zes') v. t. [L. possessus, pp. of possidere,

from post, behind, and sedere, to sit.] To occupy in

person ; to hold in one's own keeping ;—to have the

legal title to ;—to assume the control of ; to be the

master of ;—to obtain possession of ; to seize ;—to

enter into and influence—said of evil spirits, passions,

Ac. ;—to acquaint ; to inform :—imp. & pp. possessed ;

ppi: possessing.

Possession, (poz-zesh'nn) n. Act of possessing ;—actual

seizin or occupancy ; ownership, whether rightful or

wrongful ;—state of being possessed, as by an evil

spirit;—a country held by no other title than mere

conquest;—lands, estate, or goods;—any thing valuable

which is possessed or enjoyed ; mental gift or endow

ment; personal acquirement or grace.

Possessive, (poz-zes/iv) a. [L. possessions.) Pertaining

to possession ; having possession ; expressing possession

or some relation of one thing to another.

Possessive, (poz-zes'iv) n. The genitive case or that

case of a noun which notes the state of being owned

or possessed by, or of being related to or governed by

another. [possession.

Possessively, (poz-zes'iv-le) adv. In a manner denoting

Possessor, (poz-zes'er) n. One who possesses ;—owner ;

proprietor ; master ; holder ; occupant.

Possessory, (noz-zos'or-e) a. Relating to a possessor or

to that which is possessed ; having possession.

Posset, (pos'et) n. [W. poset, curdled milk, posset]

Milk curdled by some strong infusion, ns by wine, &c.

Possibility, (pos-e-bil'e-te) n. Power of being or exist

ing ; state of being possible ;—that which is possible.

Possible, (pose-bl) a. [L. possibilix, from posse, to be

able, to have power.] Liable to happen or come to

pass : capable of existing or of being done ;—barely

able to l>e or to come to pass, but highly improbable.

Possibly, (pos'e-ble) adv. By any power, moral or

physical, really existing ;—without involving impos

sibility or absurdity ;—perhaps ; peradventure ; per

chance.

Post, (post) n. (L. postis, allied to ponere, positum, to

place.] A piece of timber or other solid substance set

upright, especially as a support ; a pillar ;—the place

at which any thing is stayed or fixed ; a station ;

especially, a military station ;—an office or position of

service, trust, or emolument ;■—a messenger who goes

from station to station ; a letter-carrier ; an express ; a

postman ;—an established conveyance for letters ; the

mail ;—a sort of writing paper.

Post, (post) r. t . To attach to a sign-post or other

place ; to advertise ;—especially, to advertise oppro-

briously ;—to assign to a station ; to set ; to place ;—

to put in the mail ;—to carry, as an account, from the

journal to the ledger ;—to acquaint with what has

occurred; to inform;—v. i. To travel with post-horses;

—hence, to travel with speed :—imp. & pp. posted ;

ppr. posting. [rapidity.

Post, (post) adv. With post-horses: — with great

Postage, (post'aj) n. [From pott.] The established

price for the conveyance of a letter or other mailable

matter by post [service.

Postal, (postal) a. Belonging to the post-office or mail

Post-bag, (posfoag) n. A bag for letters.

Post-bill, (postal) n. A bill granted by the Bank of

England, and after indorsation transferable.

Postboy, (post'boy) w. A boy that rides as poet: a

courier. [navy.

Post-captain, (post'kap-tan) n. A captain in the British

Post-coach, (post'koch) n. A carriage with four wheels

for the conveyance of travellers by post:—also post-

chaise.

Post-date, (post'dat) v. t. [L. post, after, and Eng. date.]

To date after the real tune :—imp. & pp. post-dated ;

ppr. post-dating.

Post-day, (post da) n. The day of the arrival or despatch

of the mail ; especially the day of the despatch of a

foreign mail.

Postdiluvian, (post-de-lu've-an) n- [L. pott, after, and

diluvium, flood.] Being or happening posterior to

the flood in Noah's days.

Poster, ( post ' er ) n. One who posts ; a courier ;—a

large bill posted for advertising.

Posterior, (pos-te're-or) a. [L. posterior, comparative

of posterns, coming after, from post, after.] Later or

subsequent in time ;—later in the order of proceeding

or moving ;—behind in position.

Posteriority, (pos-te-re-orVte) n. The state of being

later or subsequent.

Posteriorly, (pos-te're-or-le) adv. Subsequently ; after

ward ;—toward the hinder or back part

Posteriors, (j>os-tG're-orz) n. pi. The binder parts of an

animal's body.

Posterity, (pos-terVte) n. [L. posteritas.] The race

that proooeds from a progenitor ; offspring ; descen

dants ; succeeding generations, as opposed to ancestors.

Postern, (post'ern) «. [F. postcme, from L. pott, after,

behind.] Originally, a back door or gate : a private

entrance ; hence, any small door or gate ;—a small

door under the rampart of a fort leading to the ditch.

Postern, (post'ern) a. Back ; private.

Post-existence, (pdst-egz<i*t'ens) n. Subsequent or

future existence.

Postfix, (post'fiks) n. [h. post, after, and fixut, pp. of

figere.) A letter, syllable, or word, added to the end

of another word ; a suffix.

Postfix, (post'flks) v. t. To add, as a letter, syllable, or

word, to the end of another or principal word :—iwp.

& pp. postflxed ; ppr, postfixing.

Post-haste, (pdstfhast) n. Haste or speed in travelling,

like that of a post or courier.

Post-haste, (post' hast) adv. With speed or expedition.

Post-horn, (postfhorn) n. A horn or trumpet carried

and blown by the carrier of the public mail, or by a

coachman. (for the ptet.

Post-horse, (posfhora) n. A horse stationed or intended

Posthumous, (pdst'hum-us) a. [I* posthumus, super

lative of posterns, posterior.) Born after the death of

the father, or taken from the dead body of the mother,

as a child ;—published after the death of the author,

as writings ;—continuing after one's decease, as fame.

Posthumously, (posfhum-us-le) adr. After one's decease.

Postillion, (poe-til'yun) n. (P. & Sp. postilion. It. pot*

tiglione.) One who rides and guides one of the horses
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in a coach or poet-chaise, or who guides the first pair

of horses.

Posting, (post'ing) n. Travelling by post or with post-

horses ;—act of transferring, as accounts from the sub

sidiary books to the ledger ;—act of stationing, as on

duty, watch, <fec ;—act of publicly exposing by bill or

advertisement.

Postique, (pos-tek') n. An additional ornament after

the original design has been executed.

Postman, (pdst'maii) n. A post or courier ; a letter-

carrier, [office on a letter.

Postmark, (postmark) n. The mark or stamp of a post-

Postmark, (post ' mark) v. t. To mark with a post-

office stamp : — imp. k pp. postmarked ; ppr. post

marking.

Postmaster, (pdst'mas-ter) n. One who sapph'es post-

horses ;—one who has charge of a post-office.

Postmeridian, (post-me-rid'fi-an) a. [L. po$t, after, and

■meridianus, belonging to midday.] Being or belong

ing to the afternoon.

Post-mortem, ( post ' mor - tern ) a. [L.] After death.

Post-mortem examination of a body, an examination

made after the death of the patient.

Post-note, (pdst'not) n. A note issued by a bank pay

able at some future specified time ;—a bank-note made

payable to order, and intended to be transmitted to a

distant place by post.

Post-nuptial, (post-nup'she-al) a. [L. post, after, and

nuptice, marriage.) Granted, executed, or contracted

after marriage, as bonds, deeds, debts, &c.

Post-obit, (post-o'bit) n. [L. post, after, and obitus,

death.] A bond in which the obligor, in considera

tion of having received a certain sum of money, binds

himself to pay a larger sum on unusual interest, on

the death of some specified individual from whom he

has expectations.

Post-office, (post'of-is) n. A governmental office where

letters are received and distributed.

Post-paid, (post'pad) a. Having the postage paid.

Postpone, (post-ponO r. t. [L. post, after, and ponere, to

place, put.] To defer to a future or later time ; adjourn;

delay ;—to set below something else in value or im

portance:—imp. & pp. postponed; ppr. postponing.

Postponement, (poet-pon'ment) n. Act of postponing

or deferring to a future time; temporary delay of

business. [dinner.

Postprandial, (post'pran-de-al) a. Occurring after

Fostscenium, (post-se'ne-um)n. [L. post, after, behind,

and seena, a scene.] The back part of the stage ; the

part of the theatre behind the scenes.

Postscript, (postskript) n. [L. post, after, and scrip-

turn, written, pp. of scribtrt, to write.] A paragraph

added to a letter after it is concluded and signed by

the writer ; or any addition made to a book or compo

sition after it had been supposed to be finished.

Post-tertiary, (pdst-te,rshe-ar-e) a. [L. post, after, and

trrtiarius, tertiary.] In geology, noting the period

following the tertiary ; pleistocene ; quaternary.

Post-town, (post-town) n. A town having a post-office.

Postulant, (pos'tu-lant) n. [L. poslulans, ppr. of postu-

tare.] One who makes a request or demand ; hence, a

candidate.

Postulate, (pos'tu-lat) n. A position or supposition

assumed without proof ;—an assumption of something

possible, probable, or conceivable;—the enunciation

of a self-evident problem.

Postulate, (pos'tu-lat) v.t. [L, postulare, postulatum,

to demand, from poscere, to ask for urgently.] To beg

or assume without proof;—to take without positive

consent;—to solicit ; to require by earnest entreaty :—

imp. & pp. postulated ; ppr. postulating.

Postulation, (pos-tu-ltVahun) n. The act of supposing

or taking for granted without proof: assumption;—

supplication ; intercession ;—suit ; cause.

Postulatory, (pos/tu-lft-tor-e) ox Assuming or assumed

without proof.

Posture, (pos'tiir) n. [L. poxitura, from ponere, to

place.] The situation of a figure with regard to the

eye, and of the several principal members with regard

to each other by which action is expressed ;—-attitude ;

position ;—disposition with regard to something else ;

situation ; — state ; condition ; — mental disposition ;

frame. [disposition, or attitude.

Posture, (pos'tur) v, t. To put in any particular place.

Posy, (poze) n. [Contracted from poesy.] A poetical

sentence or a sententious maxim ; a motto ; a legend

or inscription ;—especially, a motto or verse sent with

a bunch of flowers ; hence, a nosegay ; a bouquet ;

hence, also, a single flower.

Pot, (pot) n. [P. pot, W. poL] A large metallic or

earthen vessel used for several domestic purposes;—

a pewter mug for holding or measuring malt liquors; a

quart ;—a steel head-piece ; a kind of morion ;—a sort

of paper in small-sized sheets.

Pot, (pot) v. t. To place or inclose in pots ;—to preserve

seasoned, as meats ;—to set out and cover in pots, as

plants ;—to put in casks for draining off the molasses,

as sugar '—imp. & pp. potted ; ppr. potting.

Potable, (pfl'ta-bl) o. [L. polabihs, from potare, to

drink.] Fit to be drunk; drinkable. [beverage.

Potable, (po'ta-bl) n. Something that may be drunk ;

Potash, (potash) n. [Eng. pot. and asti.] A powerful

alkali, the protoxide of potassium. [potassium.

Potassa, (po - tas ' sa) n. Pure potash or protoxide of

Potassium, (pd-tas'se-um) n. A bluish-white, lustrous

metal, having a strong affinity for oxygen, with which

it forms potassa—it is lighter than, water.

Potation, (p6-tu'shun) n. [L. potatio, from potare, to

drink.] A drinkiog or drinking-bout ;—a draught.

Potato, (p5-ta'to) n. [Sp. patata, Peruv. papa.] A

well-known plant, a native of America, and its tuber,

largely used for food and in various farinaceous pre

parations, [plied for drinking.

Potatory, (p6/ta-t5-re) a. Pertaining to drinking ;~sup<

Pot-bellied, (pofbel-lid) o. Having a prominent belly.

Potboy, (potboy) w. A boy who carries out malt liquors

from a tavern or beer-house.

Poteen, (po-ten') n. [Ir. poitim, I drink.] Irish whisky.

Potency, (po'ten-se) n. The state of being potent;

power; influence; authority; might; efficacy; energy.

Potent, (po'tentla. [L. poteiis, ppr. of posse, to be able,

from potis, able, capable, and esse, to be.] Physically

strong:—having great authority, control, or dominion;

—powerful, in a moral sense; having great influence;

mighty; strong; forcible; influential.

Potentate, (po'tent-fit) «. [L. poientatus.] One who

is potent ; a prince ; a sovereign ; an emperor, king,

or monarch.

Potential, (po-ten'she-al) a. Existing in possibility, not

in act;—powerful: efficacious. Potential moot/, that

form of the verb which is used to express the power,

possibility, liberty, or necessity of an action or of being.

Potentiality, (po-tcn-she-al'e-te) n. The state of being

potential ; possibility ; not actuality.

Potentially, (po-ten'she-al-le) adv. In a potential or

possible manner ; in possibility ; not in act ; not posi

tively, [powerfully; effectively.

Potently, (po'tenUe) adv. "With great force or energy;

Potentness, (pd'tent-nes) n. Powerfulnesa ; strength ;

might.

Pot-hanger, (pofhang-$r) n, A pot-hook.

Pother, (poTH'sr) n. [Perhaps from D. poeder, or P.

poudre, dust.] Bustle; confusion; tumult; flutter:

—bother.

Pother, (poTH'er) v. t To harass; to perplex; to puzzle;

—r. i. To make a noisy ineffectual effort; to make a

fuss or stir. [food.

Pot-herb, (pot'^rb) n. Any herb used in cooking for

Pot-hook, (pothook) n. A hook on which pots and ket

tles are hung over the fire ;—a letter or character like

a pot-hook.

Pot-house, (pothous) n. An ale-house.
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Potion, (po'shun) n. [L. potio, from potare, to drink. J

A draught ; a dose

Potlid. (pot'lid) n. The ooror of a pot.

Potman, (pot'man) n. A man in the service of a pub

lican who carries out, fetches, and cleans the pots;—a

boon companion.

Pot-metal, (pot'niet-al) n. The metal from which iron

pots are made ; an alloy of copper with lead used for

making large vessels for various purposes in the arts.

Potsherd, (potsherd) n. [Eng. pot and sherd or shard,

A. -S. seeard, D. scherf,] A piece or fragment of a

broken pot.

Pottage, (p°t'iVJ) "• fF. potage, from pot.] Food made

of meat boiled to softness in water, usually with some

vegetables ;—also, oatmeal or barley meal boiled with

water or milk. [earthen vessels.

Potter, (pot'er) n. One whose occupation is to make

Potter, (pot'gr) v. i. To occupy one's Belf in a trifling or

ineflicient manner;—to trifle; to pudder;—v. t. To

push ;—to disturb.

Pottery, (pot'er-e) n. The vessels or ware made by pot

ters; earthen ware;—the place where earthen vessels

are manufactured.

Pottle, (pot'l) n. (Diminutive of pot, Eng. bottle.] A

liquid measure of four pints;—a pot or tankard;—a

small basket for holding fruit.

Pot-valiant, (pot'val-yant) a. Courageous over the cup;

heated to valour by strong drink.

Pouch, (pouch) n. [A.-S. poca, F. pocke.] A small bag ;

usually a leathern bag ;—that which is shaped like or

used as a pouch ; a protuberant belly;—the bag or sac

of a bird, as that of the ]»lican : also, the crop of a

bird ;—a cyst or sac containing watery fluid ;—a mem

branous sac in which the young of marsupials are

carried.

Pouch, (pouch) v. t. To pocket ; to save;—to swallow—

said of fowls:—imp. & pp. pouched; ppr. pouching.

Pouohong, (poo-shong') a. A kind of black tea.

Poult, (polt) n. [Contracted from F. poulet, diminu

tive of poult, hen, fowl.] A young chicken, partridge,

&c. [poultry.

Poulterer, (pnTter-cr) n. One who deals or trades in

Foultioe, (pol'tis) n, [h. pub, pultis, a thick pap.] A

soft composition of various materials to be applied to

sores, boils, and the like ; a cataplasm.

Poultice, (pol'tis) ». U To cover with a poultice; to

dress with a poultice:—imp. & pp. poulticed; ppr.

poulticing.

Poultry, (pol'tre) n. [From poult.] Domestic fowls

propagated and fed for the table, and for their eggs,

feathers, &c.

Poultry-yard, (pol'tre-yard) n. A yard or place where

fowls are confined, bred, or fattened.

Pounce, (pouns) n. [Norm. F. ponce, hand, from L.

pugnus, a fist] The claw or talon of a bird of prey;

—also, cloth worked with eyelet holes.

Pounce, (pouns) n. [F. ponce, pumice, from L. pum.tr,

pumicis.] A fine powder to prevent ink from spread

ing on paper;—a coloured powdered substance uswl by

embroiderers in making designs on paper ;—a powder

used as a cosmetic.

Pounce, (pouns) v. (. To sprinkle or rub with pounce ;

—to pierce with a sharp instrument ; to perforate ; to

punch ;—to work in eyelet holes:—v. i. To fall on sud

denly and seize with the claws ;—imp. & pp. pounced ;

ppr, pouncing.

Pouncet-box, (pouns 'et - boks) n. [F. poncettt, from

poncer, to pounce.] A small box with perforations on

the top, to hold perfume for smelling.

Pound, (pound) n. [A. -8., Go., & I eel. pund. It. pondo,

from L. pondus, a weight. ] A certain specified weight ;

specifically, 16 ounces avoirdupois, or 12 ounces troy;

—twenty shillings sterling; — [A. -9. pUntl, a pound,

fold, from pt/ndan, to shut up, confine.] An indosure

in which cattle or other beasts are confined when taken

in trespassing, or going at large in violation of law.

Pound, (pound) r. t. To beat or strike with some heavy

instrument and with repeated blows ;—to pulverise by

beating ; to grind with a pestle and mortar ;—to con

fine in a pound ; to impound :—imp. & pp. pounded ;

ppr. pounding.

Poundage, (pound'aj) n. A sum deducted from the

pound, or an allowance on each pound, as for commis

sion, discount, &c ; — a subsidy of 12 pence in the

pound, formerly granted to the crown on all goods ex

ported or imported ;—the sum allowed to a sheriff or

other officer upon the amount raised by execution—esti

mated at so much on the pound ;—a fine levied on the

owner of cattle that had been impounded. [table.

Poundcake, (pound'kak) n. A rich kind of cake for the

Pounder, (pound'er) n. One who pounds ;—an instru

ment for pounding ; a pestle ;—a large kind of pear;

—a person or thing denominated from a certain num

ber of pounds.

Pour, (por) v. t. [Scot, pert, W. bwrw, to cast, throw,

shed.] To cause to flow, as a liquid in a stream, either

out of a vessel or into it;—to send forth in a flowing

or profuse manner; to emit;—to give vent to, as strong

feeling ; to utter ;—r. i. To issue forth in a stream or

continued succession of parts ; to move impetuously

like a Bwift-running stream ; to flow ;—hence, to rain

heavily;—imp. &, pp. poured; ppr. pouring.

Pourer, (pdVcr) n. One that pours.

Pout, (pout) n. A sea-fish of the cod kind, about a

foot in length ;—a species of bird ; a pullet ;—a fit of

sullenness.

Pout, (pout) v. i. [F. bonder, to pout, W. potcn, what

bulges out] To thrust out the lips, as in sullenness or

displeasure ; hence, to look sullen ;—to project ; to be

prominent:—imp. &, pp. pouted; ppr. pouting.

Pouter, (pout'er) n. One who pouts ;—specifically, a

variety of the domestic pitreon,

with an inflated breast or croj>;

cropper.

Poverty, (pov'er-te) n. [L. pau~

jtci'tas, from pauper, poor.] Want

of moans of subsistence ; indi

gence ; need; — any deficiency of

resources needed or desired: espe

cially, a lack of ideas, sentiments,

or words ;—defect in conception

or design ; want of grace or orna- -

ment; meagTonessor baldiu > in

style or execution.

Powder, (pow'der)n. [O, Eng. poudre, Xj. fmttb,

Vffifc] A dry substance in minute particles ; dust ;—

especially, a composition of saltpetre, sulphur, and

charcoal mixed and granulated ; gunpowder;—a per

fumed dust, as pulverized starch, formerly used for

dressing the hair.

Powder, (powMer) v. t. To reduce to fine particles : to

pulverize ;—to sprinkle with powder or as with pow

der ;—to sprinkle with salt, as meat ;—r. i. To separate

into minute particles: to fall to dust:—imp. & pp.

powdered ; ppr. powdering.

Powder-cart, (pow'der-kart) «. A cart that carries

powder and shot for artillery.

Powder-flask, ( powMfr-flask ) ft, A flask or horn in

which gunpowder is carried by sportsmen.

Powder-magazine, (pow'der-mag-a-zc'n) n. A place

where gunpowder is stored; especially a place made

shot-proof in fortified places or in shi]*.

Powder-mill, (pow'der-mil) n, A mill in which gun

powder is made.

Powder-mine, (powMer-min) n. A cave or hollow in

which gunpowder is placed to be fired ata proper time.

Powdery, (pow'der-e) a. Easily crumbling to pieces;

friable ; — sprinkled with powder; dusty ;—having a

resemblance to powder.

Power, (pow'er) n. [F. pouroir, from L. posse, to be

able, from potis, able, and esse, to be.] Ability to act,

regarded as latent or inherent;—physical strength i
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force : might ; — mental ability ; talent ; faculty ;—

moral ability; energy; determination;— influence;

control ; ability to move and direct;—authority ; com

mand ; — the governing prince or magistrate ; govern

ment ; ruler ;—the divinity ;—an angel, either good or

bad ;—■a host ; a military or naval force ; an army ; a

navy;—that which produces motion; impulse; im

petus; momentum;—one of the six mechanical con

trivances on which all machines are constructed ;—the

moving or driving force of an erjgine or machine ;—

that by which force is applied or mechanical advan

tage gained ;—the degree to which a lens, mirror, or

other optical instrument magnifies ;—authority ; legal

warrant ; — in mathematics and algebra, the product

arising from the multiplication of a number into itself;

—colloquially, a great number or quantity ; a multi

tude ; a mass.

Powerful, (pow'er-fool) a. Full of power ; mighty ;

strong ; potent ; efficacious ; energetic ; intense.

Powerfully, (pow'er-fodMe) adv. With groat force or

energy; potently; with great effect; mightily; forcibly.

Powerfulness, (pow'er-fool-nes) n. The quality of hav

ing or exerting great power ; force ; power ; might.

Powerless, (pow'er-les) a. Destitute of power, force, or

energy ; weak ; impotent.

Powerlessly, (pow'er-les-le) adv. In a manner alto

gether powerless ; weakly ; ineffectually.

Fowerlessness, (pow'er-les-nes) n. Destitution of power;

helplessness.

Power-loom, (pow'er-loom) n. A loom worked by

water, steam, or some mechanical power.

Power-press, (pow'er-pree) n, A printing press worked

by steam, water, or other power than the human arm.

Pox, (poks) n. [For pock*, O. Eng. jyokke*, from A.-S.

pocc] A pustule ; art eruption ; especially in any one

of the fonr diseases called small-pox, chicken-pox, the

vaccine disease, and the venereal disease.

Pox, (poks) v. t. To infect with the pox or venereal

disease:—imp. & pp. poxed; ppr. poxing.

Practicability, (prak-te-ka-bil'e-te) ft, Quality or state

of being practicable ; feasibility.

Practicable, (prak'te-ka-bl) a. [L. practicare, to act,

transact, from praetieut, active.] Capable of being

practised or performed ; possible to be accomplished :

feasible ; performable j—admitting of use or of being

passed or travelled, as a road. [manner.

Practicably, (prak ' te - ka - ble) adv. In a practicable

Practical, (prak'tik-al) a. [L. prnetieus, G. praMiio^

fit for doing or performing, practical, active.] Per

taining to practice ;—capable of being turned to use

or account; — evincing practice or skill ;- derived

from practice or experience ; not speculative ; not

theoretical ; hence, positive

Practically, (prak'tik-al-le) adv. In relation to prac

tice ;—by means of practice or use ; by experiment ;—

in practice or use.

Practice, (prak'tis) n. [F pratique, from G. prakti$t

from piuaniw, to do] Frequently repeated or cus

tomary actions ;—cmoomary or constant use ;—actual

performance, in distinction from theory; action;—

-exercise of a profession, or the limits within which a

profession is exercised or practised ;—skilful or artful

management; art; stratagem; artifice; — a rule in

arithmetic by which the operations of the general rutes

are abridged in use;—the established or prescribed

form of conducting suits and prosecutions ; custom ;

usage ; habit ; manner.

Practise, (prak'tis) v. t. To do or perform frequently,

customarily, or habitually ;—to carry on in practice or

repeated action ;—to apply, as a theory, to real life ; to

exercise, as a profession, trade, art, An: ;—to commit;

to perpetrate;—v. i. To perform certain acts frequently

or customarily ;—to learn by practice ;—to try artifices

or stratagems ;—to exercise an employment or profes

sion, especially that of medicine or of law l—imp. &

pp. practised ; ppr. practising.

Practised, (prak'tist) a. Done or used frequently ;—

skilled ; dexterous by practice ; accustomed.

Practiser, (prak'tis-er) n. One who practises; — one

who exercises a profession ; a practitioner.

Practitioner, (prak-tish'un-er) n. One who is engaged

in the actual use or exercise of any art or profession,

particularly law or medicine.

Pne, (pr6). [L. before.] A prefix to words of Latin

derivation, signifying priority in time, place, or rank :

—usually written pre.

Prascordia, (pre-kor'de-a) n. [L. ] The midriff or dia

phragm ; the higher part of the abdomen.

Praemunire, (pre-mu-ni're) n, [Corrupted from pra-

moneiT, to forewarn.] The offence ofintroducing foreign

authority into England, or of disobeying the mandato

of the sovereign in matters ecclesiastical;— the writ

grounded on that offence.

Pragmatic, (prag-mat'ik) o. [G. pragmatiko*, busy,

active, systematic] Pertaining to business; hence,

material; over-forward in acting; officious; meddling;

meddlesome ; impertinent.

Pragmatic, (prag-mat'ik) ft. One who is active or skilled

in business ;—a solemn ordinance or decree issued by

the head of a state.

Pragmatically, (prag-mat'ik-al-le) «$* I" a meddling

manner ; officiously ; impertinently.

Pragmaticalneas, (prag-niat'ik-al-nes) ft. Quality of

being pragmatic.

Pragma! ist, (prag'ma-tist) n. One who is officiously

busy ; an interfering, meddlesome person.

Prairie, (pra're) n. [P., from I. pratum, a meadow.]

An extensive tract of land mostly level, destitnte of

trees, and covered with toll coarse grass. •

Prairie-dog. (pra're-dog) ft, A small rodent animal,

allied to the marmot, found on

the prairies west of the Missis

sippi. It has a sharp bark like

that of a small dog, and burrows

under ground in large warrens, 4

which contain many hundreds of

them.

Prairie-hen, (pra're-hen) n. A

species of grouse found in the

Western States of America.

Praise, (praz) n. [Ger. preis, F.

prix, L. pretium, price, value, re

ward.] Commendation for worth;

approval of merit; honour; re

nown ;— the joyful tribute of gratitude or homage

rendered to the Divine Being ;—the object, ground, or

reason of praise; encomium; eulogy; panegyric; plau

dit ; applause ; acclaim ; eclat.

Praise, (pruz) v.t. [L. pretiare, from pretium, price,

value, reward.] To express approbation of ;—to extol

in words or song ; to do honour to ; commend ; e i ■■-

plaud ; laud ; eulogize ; celebrate ; glorify , magnify ;

extol:—imp. & pp. praised; ppr. praising.

Praiseless, (prazles)a. Withouocommendation; want

ing praise. {extols.

Praiser, (praz>r) ft. One who praises, commends, or

Praise-worthiness, (praz'wur-THe-nes) n. Quality of de

serving approval or commendation.

Praiseworthy, (prazVur-THe) a. Worthy of praise or

applause ; commendable; laudable.

Prance, (prans) v.t. [Allied to prank.] To spring or

bound, as a horse;—to ride with bounding movements;

—to walk or strut about in a showy manner i—imp. <fc

pp. pranced ; r»/T. prancing,

Francer, (prawt'er) ft. One who or that which prances;

—a lively horse. [as a mettlesome horse.

Prancing, (prans'ing) n. Act of bounding or springing.

Prank, (prangk) v. t. [Ger. pranacn, to shine, to make

a show, D. proitken.] To adorn in a showy manner);

to dress or adj ust ostentatiously :—imp. & pp. pranked ;

Pin-- pranking.

Prank, (prangk) n. [W. prune, a prank, pmnciaw, to
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frolic, to play pranks. ] A gay or sportive action ; a

playfully mischievous act ; frolic ; freak ; sport.

Prankish, (prangk'isb) a. Full of pranks.

Frase, (pr&z) n. [G. pration, of a leek-green.] A variety

of quartz of a leek-green colour.

Prate, (prat) v. t. [Ger, & D. praten, Icel. prata.] To

talk much and without weight, or to little purpose;

to be loquacious ; to chatter ;—r. t. To outer foolishly;

to speak without meaning; :—imp. A pp. prated ; ppr.

prating;. [tattle.

Prate, (prat) n. Talk to little purpose ; trifling talk ;

Prater, (prftt'ex) n. One who prates ; one who talks

idly. [talkativeness.

Prating, (pratfing) n. Chatter ; idle talk ;—loquacity ;

Pratingly, (prat 'ing- lo) adv. With Idle talk; with

loquacity.

Prattle, (pratl) v. i. [Diminutive of prate.] To talk

much and idly ; to prate ; hence, to talk lightly and

artlessly, like a child:— imp. & pp. prattled; ppr.

;®^i

Prattle, (pratl) n. Trifling or childish tattle ; prate.

Prattler, (pratler) n. An idle talker.

Fravity, (prav'e-te) n. [L. pravitas, from prams,

crooked, perverse.] Deterioration ; corruption ; de

pravity ; moral corruption.

Prawn, (prawn) n. A small crustacean allied to the

shrimp. It is highly prized for

food.

Praxis, (praks'is) n. [O. praxis,

from jirassein. to do.] Use; prac

tice; especially, exercise or dis- ——- ■ • ?.

cipline for a specific purpose or -, ,>9

object ;—an example or form to

teach practice. Prawn.

Pray, (prll) v. t. [L. prtcari, from prtx, precis, a prayer,

request.] To ask with earnestness or zeal, as for a

favour or something desirable ;—to entreat ; to sup

plicate;—to ask submissively ; to petition; to beseech;

to bog ;—especially, to address the Supreme Being in

the act of public or private worship ; to pay one's devo

tions to God ;—v. t. To address earnest request to ; to

supplicate ; to entreat ;—to ask earnestly for ; to re

quest; to beseech; to petition:—imp. & pp. prayed;

ppr. praying-.

Prayer, (pra'cr) n. One who prays; a supplicant.

Prayer, (pra'cr) «. [Norm. P. prater, r. priere, from

L. prtcari, to pray.] Act of praying or of asking a

favour; hence, an earnest memorial; petition; suppli

cation;—the part of a memorial or petition containing

the specific request or favour asked, as distinguished

from the grounds, reasons, or claims on which it is

founded or urged ; — especially, a solemn address to

God, consisting of adoration, or reverent expression of

the soul's sense of the glorious perfections of God, con

fession of sin and guilt, supplication of pardoning;

mercy and all needful graoe and help, intercession for

blessings on others, and thanksgiving for past and pre

sent mercies and benefits ; —act of lifting up the soul

to God in secret without articulate utterance ;—a form

of devotion used in private, domestic, or public wor

ship ;—habit or practice of praying.

Prayer-book, ( pri ' cr - book ) n. A book containing

prayers or the forms of devotion, public or private.

Prayerful, (pra'er-fool) o. Given to prayer; devo

tional, [ner.

Prayerfully, (prft'er-fool-le) adr. In a prayerful man-

Frayerless, (prA'er-les) a. Not using prayer ; habitu

ally neglecting the duty of prayer to God.

Frayevlrssness, (pr&'er-les-nes) ». A habitual neglect

of prayer.

Prayer-meeting, (pra'cr-mct-ing) n. A stated meeting

or assembly for public prayer.

Preach, (preen ) r. i. [F. prrcher, L. prrtdicare, to cry

in public, to proclaim.] To pronounce a public dis

course on a religious subject ; to deliver a sermon ;—

to give earnest advice on moral or religious grounds ;
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—p. t To proclaim or publish in a sermon or religious

discourse ;—to deliver or pronounce, as a sermon :—

imp. & pp. preached ; ppr. preaching.

Preacher, (prBch'er) n. One who preaches ;—one who

inculcates any thing with earnestness.

Preaching, (prech'ing) n. The act of one who preaches;

a public religious discourse ; homily ; sermon.

Preachment, (prech'ment) n. A discourse or sermon—

used depreciatingly or in contempt.

Freacquaint. (pre-ak-kwanf) r. I. To acquaint pre

viously or beforehand.

Preacquaintance, (prC-ak-kwanfans) n. Previous ac

quaintance or knowledge of.

Preadmonish, (pre-ad-mon'ish) v. t. To admonish pre-

viously : — imp. & pp. preadmonished ; j>pr. pread-

moniahing. [ing or admonition.

Preadmonition, (pre-ad-mo-nish'un) n. Previous warn-

Preamble, (pre-am'bl) n. [P. preambule, from I* /*rw-

ambulart, to walk before.] An introductory portion

to a discourse or writing; preface; specifically, the

part of a statute which states the reasons for at>d

intents of the act. (To walk or go before.

PreambuhUe, (pre-am'bfi-lat) v. i. [L. praanbulart, J

Fre-appoint. (pre-ap-pointf) r. t. To appoint previously.

Pre-appointraent, (pre-ap-point'ment) n. Previous ap

pointment.

Preaudience, (pre-awMe-ens) n. Right of being heard

before another ; right of precedence at the bar enjoyed

by certain official counsel.

Prebend, (preb'end) n. [P. prebende, from L. pro-

bere, to hold forth, afford, allow.} The maintenance

granted to a prebendary out of the estate of a rathe

dral or collegiate church with which he is connected.

Prebendal, (pre-bend'al) a. Pertaining to a prebend.

Prebendary, (preb'en-dar-e) n, A clergyman attached

to a collegiate or cathedral church who enjoys a pre

bend, in consideration of his officiating at stated times

in the church.

Precarious, (pre-ka're-us) a. [L. precarius, prtcari, to

pray, beg.) Depending on the will or pleasure of

another ; held by courtesy ;—held by a doubtful ten

ure; exposed to constant risk ;—doubtful ; unsettled ;

uncertain; unsteady; dubious.

Precariously, (prC-ka're-us-le) adr. At the will or

pleasure of others; dependently.

Precariousness, (pre-ka're-us-nes) u. The quality or

state of being precarious; uncertainty.

Precative, (prek'a-tiv) a. [L. precativut, from precari,

to pray.] Suppliant; beseeching:—also precatory.

Precaution, (pre-kaw'shun) n, [L. prtttautia, from

pracavere, pracautum, to guard against beforehand.]

Previous caution or care;—a measure taken beforehand

to ward off evil, or secure good or success.

Precaution, (pre-kaw'shun) rt t. To warn or advise

beforehand for preventing mischief or securing good:

—imp. & pp. precautioned : ppr. precautioning.

Precautionary, (pre-kawshun-ar-e) a. Proceeding from

or containing previous caution; forewarning; preven

tive, [measures.

Precautious, (pre-kaw'she-us) a. Taking preventive

Precede, (pre-sedO v. t. [L. practdcre, from prrr, be

fore, and cederc, to go, to be in motion.] To go before

in place or order of time ;—to go before in rank or im

portance:—iin;>. <t pp. preceded; ppr. preceding.

Precedence, (pre-sed'ens) n. Act or state of being pre

cedent : priority in position, rank, or time ;—etate of

going or being before in rank or dignity, or the place

of honour :—pre-eminence ; preference ; superiority.

Precedent, (pre-sedent)a. [L, pracedens, ppr. of prttf-

cedere.] Going before; anterior; preceding; antecedent.

Precedent, (pres'P-dent) n. Something done or said

that may serve as an example to authorize a subse

quent act of the like kind ;—a preceding circumstance

or condition; —a judicial decision, interlocutory or

final, which serves as a rule for future determination*

in similar or analogous oases.
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Precedented, (prea','• -dent-ed) a. Having a precedent ;

—authorized by example or by previous usage.

Precedently, (pre-eed'ent-le) adv. Beforehand ; ante

cedently.

Precentor, (prt-een 'tor) n. [L. praeinere, to sing be

fore. ] The leader of the choir in a cathedral ; — in

Presbyterian churches, the leader of the congregation

in the psalmody, [office of a precentor.

Precentorahip, (pro-sen'tor-ship) n. The employment or

Precept, (prft'sept) n. [L. praeeptum, from pro'cipere,

to ta k e beforehand, to instruct. J Any commandment

or order intended as an authoritative rule of action ;

especially, a command respecting moral conduct ; in

junction ; mandate ; order ; law ; rule ; direction ; in

struction ; doctrine ; principle ; maxim ;—a species of

writ or warrant.

Preceptive, (pre-sep'tiv) a. Giving precepts or com*

mands for the regulation of moral conduct ;—directing

in moral conduct ; didactic.

Preceptor, (pre-seprtor) a. A teacher ; an instructor ;

t hi* head of a school ; — the president of a college of

Knights Templars.

Preceptorial, (pnVeep-to re-al) a. Pertaining to a pre

ceptor, [oeptive.

Preceptory, (prS-sep'tor-e) a. Giving precepts: pre*

Preceptory, (pra-septor-e) n. [L. prceceptoria, an estate

assigned to a preceptor.) A religious house of the

Knights Templars, subordinate to the temple or prin

cipal house of the order in London.

Preceptress, (pre-sep'tres) n. A female teacher.

Precession, (pru-sesh'un) n. [L. jtracedere, prcrcessum,

to go before.) The act of going before or forward.

Precession of the equinoxes, the slow, backward motion

of the equinoctial points along the ecliptie.

Precinct, (pr&'singkt) n. [L. prtrcinctus, from protein-

oert, to gird about, to enoompasa] The limit or exte

rior line encompassing a place ; boundary ; confine ;—

a minor territorial or jurisdictional division.

Precious, (presh'e-ua) a. [L. prttiorus, from pretium,

price, worth, value.) Of great price; costly ;—of great

value or worth ; very valuable ; highly esteemed ; in

irony, worthless ; contemptible.

Preciously, (presn'e-us-le) adv. Valuably; to a great

price ;—contemptibly. [value ; high price.

Freciousness, (presh'e-us-nes) n. Valuableness ; great

Precipioe, (pres'e-pis) n. [L. proscipitium, from pra>-

eeps, headlong.] A very steep, perpendicular, or over

hanging place; an abrupt declivity; any iteep descent.

Precipitable, (pre-sip'it-a-bl) a. Capable of being precipi

tated or cast to the bottom, as a substance in solution.

Precipitance, (prg-sip'lt-ans) n. Quality of being preci

pitate ; headlong hurry; rash haste ;—especially hasti

ness in forming an opinion, coming to a determina

tion, or executing a purpose without due consideration.

Precipitant, (pre-sip'it-ant) a. Falling or rushing

headlong ;—urged with violent haste ; nasty ;—unex

pectedly brought on or hastened.

Precipitant, (pre-sip'it-ant) it. In chemistry, a sub

stance which, when added to a liquid solution, decom

poses it, and precipitates or throws down a sediment.

Precipitantly, (pre-sip'it-ant-le) adv. With great haste.

Precipitate, (pre-sip'it-at) v. t. [L. prmcipitarc, from

pnxceps, headlong.] To throw headlong ; to cast down

from a steep height ;—to urge with eagerness or vio

lence ; to hasten ;—to hurry on blindly or rashly ;—to

throw to the bottom of a vessel, as a substance in solu

tion ;—v. i. To fall headlong ; — to hasten without

preparation ;—to fall to the bottom of a vessel, as sedi

ment or substance in solution : — imp. & pp. preci

pitated ; ppr. precipitating.

Precipitate, (pre-sipfit-at) a. [L. prctcipitatus, pp. of

prtBeipitare.] Falling, flowing, or rushing with steep

descent;—rashly hasty; lacking due deliberation; hur

ried ;—rapid;—terminating speedily in death; violent.

Precipitate, (prO-sip'it-ftt) n. That which is precipitated

thrown down in a liquid compound ; sediment.

Precipitately, (pre-aip'it-iit-le) adv. With steep descent;

steeply down ;—headlong ; hastily; incautiously.

Precipitation, (pre-sip-it-&'shun) n. Act of throwing

headlong ;—a falling, flowing, or rushing down with

violence and rapidity ; — hence, great hurry : rash,

tumultuous haste ;—act of throwing to the bottom of

a vessel any snbstanoe held in solution.

Precipitous, (pre-sip'it-us) a. |L. pnxceps, praeipitis.]

Very steep;—headlong; directly or rapidly descending;

—hasty ; rash ; quick ; heady.

Precipitously, (pre-sip'it-us-le) adv. With steep descent ;

in violent haste. [scent ;—rash haste.

Precipitousnesa, (pr&-sip'it-us-nes) n. Steepness of tie-

Precise, (prC-sis') a. [L. prosctius, pp. of pracidere, to

cut off.] Exact; strict; definite; having certain or

determinate bounds or limitations ;—not loose, vague,

or equivocal, in thought or expression ; — formal ;

finical ; superetitioutly exact ; scrupulous ; — exces

sively nice in manner, speech, At. ; punctilious.

Precisely, (pre-stsle) adv. Correctly; accurately;—

exactly; truthfully; in conformity with truth or

reality, or with a definite standard of right ;—with

excess of formality; scrupulously; ceremoniously.

Preciseness, (prfr-sis'nes) n. Exactness; strict accuracy;

definiteness ; scrupulous nicety ;—studied formality ;

—excessive regard to forms or rules.

Precisian, (pre-zish'an) n. A person rigidly or ceremo

niously exact in the observance of rules ; a formalist.

Precisianism, (prC-sixh'an-izm) n. Excessive exactness;

superstitious rigour; finical formality.

Precision, (pr6-zish'un) n, [L. ;>rorcirio.] The quality

of being precise; exact limitation; exactness; accu

racy ; correctness ; definiteness.

Preclude, (pre-klud') r. (. [L. praetvdere, from prte,

before, and clavdere, to shut.] To shut out by antici-

pntive action ; to hinder ; to prevent from happening

or taking place ;—to debar from entrance, possession,

or enjoyment:—imp. tip}-, precluded; ppr. precluding.

Preclusion, (prfi-kluzhun) n. Act of precluding or

state of being precluded ; a shutting out.

Preclusive, (prt-klu'siv) a. Shutting out;—precluding

or tending to preclude.

Precocious, (pre-ko'she-us) a. [L. prtecox, praeocis,

from prafcoquere, to cook or ripen beforehand.] Ripe

before the proper or natural time;—having the mental

or bodily faculties developed more than is natural at a

given age : too forward ; premature. [manner.

| Precociously, (pre-ko'she-us-le) adv. In a precocious

Precocity, (pre-kos'e-te) n. Rapid growth or ripeness

before the natural time; prematureness ; —early de

velopment of the mental powers :—also precociousnest.

Precognition, (pre-kog-nish'uu) a. [L. pracogiiitio,

from praeoanoseere, to foreknow.] Previous cognition;

antecedent knowledge or examination.

Precognosce, (prS-kog-nos') v. t. [L. prcccoonoscere.}

To examine witnesses beforehand in order to deter

mine whether there is ground for prosecution, and to

get material for framing a libel. [Soots' law.]

Preconeeit, (prO-kon-sef) n. A conception or notion

previously formed.

Preconceive, (prC-kon-sGvO r. t. To imagine previously;

to form a previous notion or idea of:—imp. & pp.

preconceived ; ppr. preconceiving.

Preconceived, (pre-kon-sevd') a. Formed in the mind

beforehand ; previously imagined or thought of.

Preconception, (pre-kon-sep'shun) n. The act of precon

ceiving ; conception or opinion previously formed.

Preconcert, (prt-kon-sftrtf) r. t. To concert beforehand ;

to settle by previous agreement :—imp. at pp. precon

certed ; pi-r. preconcerting.

Preconcert!on, (pre-kon-scrahun) n. The act of concert

ing beforehand.

Precontract, (pre-kon'trakt) n. A contract previous to

another.

Precontract, (pre-kon-trakf) v. t. To make a previous

contract or agreement.
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Precordia, (pre-korde-a) n. [L. prcecordia.] The region

or part* before or about the heart ; the left side of the

chest. [before or about the heart.

Precordial, (pre-kor'de-al) a. Pertaining to the parte

Precursor, (pre-kurs or) n. [L. pravurtor, from prm-

currtre, to run before.] One who or that which

Erecedes an event, and indicates its approach ;—har-

inger ; messenger ; predecessor ; omen ; sign.

Precursory, (pre-kurs'or-e) a. Forerunning ; indicating

something to follow ; introductory ; prelim i nary.

Predaceous, (pre-da'she-us) a. [L. prceda, prey.] Living

by prey ; predatory.

Precial, (pre'dal) o. [L. prada, prey.] Pertaining to

prey ;—robbing ; practising plunder or rapine.

Predatory, ( pred'a-tor-e ) a. [L. prcedatorius, from

prada, prey.] Characterized by plundering; practising

rapine ;—hungry ; ravenous.

Predecay, (pre-de-ka') n. Premature or previous decay.

Predecease, (pre-de-ses') v. i. To die before.

Predeceased, (pr5-d8-sesd') a. Dead before another, or

previous to a given date or event.

Predecessor, (pre-de-ses'or) n. [F. predecesttur, from

L. prce, before, and decedere, to depart.] One who

has preceded another in any place, state, or office ;—

improperly, an ancestor.

Predesign, (pre-de-sin') v. t. To design or propose

beforehand ; to predetermine.

Fredestinarian, (pre-des-tin-a're-an) n. One who be

lieves in the doctrine of predestination.

Predestinarian, (pre-des-tin-a're-an) a. Pertaining to

predestination. [ordained ; fated.

Predestinate, (pre-des'tin-at) a. Predestinated ; fore-

Predestinate, (prc-dee'tin-at) v.t. (L. pradestinart,

from prce, before, and destinare, to determine.] To

appoint or ordain beforehand by an unchangeable

purpose or irreversible decree ;—predetermine : fore

ordain; decree; foredoom:—imp, hpp. predestinated;

ppr. predestinating.

Predestination, (pre-des-tin-a'shun) n. A<5t of decreeing

or of foreordaining events;—the unchangeable purpose

and decree of Ood by which from eternity he ordains

whatsoever comes to pass ; especially the eternal

counsel and will of God ordaining the elect to ever

lasting life, and the reprobate to everlasting death.

Predestine, (pre-des/tin) v. i. To decree beforehand ;

to foreordain :—imp. & pp. predestined; ppr. pre

destining, [forehand.

Predeterminate, (pre-dS-teVmin-at) a. Determined be-

Predetermination, (pre-de-ter-min-a'shun) n. Act of

previous determination ; purpose formed beforehand.

Predetermine, (pre-dc-ter'min) v. t. To determine be

forehand ;—to doom by previous decree :—imp. & pp.

predetermined; ppr. predetermining.

Predial, (prtde-al) a. [L. prtedinm, a farm, estate.]

Consisting of or attached to land or farms ;—growing

or issuing from land. [predicable.

Predioability, (pred-e-ka-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

Predicable, (pred'e-ka-bl) a. Capable of being affirmed

of something, or attributed to it.

Predicable, (pred'e-ka-bl) n. A general attribute or

notion affirmable of many individual.? ;—one of the

five general attributes in logical classifications, namely,

genus, species, difference, property, and accident.

Predicament, (pre-dik'a-meut) n. A category; a general

heading or definition under which a number of indi

viduals or species can be grouped or classed ;—class,

kind, or genus, distinguished or defined by certain

marks or properties :—hence, condition ; particular

state ;—especially, an unfortunate or trying position ;

—awkward plight. [predicament.

Predicaments!, (pre-dlk-a-ment'al) a. Pertaining to a

Predicate, (pred'e-kat) v. r. [L pradicare, praedicatum,

to cry in public, to proclaim.] To affirm something of

another person or thing ; to assert or deny, as the

truth of a proposition or description, the possession of

an attribute or quality, &a ; — r. i. To make an

assertion or affirmation ;—to Involve an attribute or

quality :—imp. & pp. predicated ; ppr. predicating.

Predicate, (pred'e-kat) n. The thing or quality affirmed

of the subject ;—in grammar, the word or words in a

proposition expressing that which is affirmed of the

subject.

Predication, (pred-e-ka'shun) n. Act of affirming one

thing of another ; assertion or denial of a proposition.

Predict, (pre-dikt') v. t. [h. pradicert, from pur, be

fore, and dicere, to say, tell.] To tell beforehand ;—

prophesy; prognosticate; presage; foreshow:—imp, &

pp. predicted ; yrr. predicting.

Prediction, (pre -dik shun) n. Act of foretelling; a

previous declaration of a future event ; prophecy ;—

that which is foretold ; previous warning or prog

nostication of evil.

Predictive, (pre-dikt'iv) a. Foretelling ; prophetic.

Predictor, (prB-dikt'er) n. A foreteller ; one who

prophesies.

Predilection, (prC-de-lek'shun) n. [L. prtr, before, and

diligere, diltctum, to love.J Previous liking or inclina

tion to ;—a prepossession of mind in favour of some

thing ; partiality. [vioualy made,

Prediacovery, (prS-dis-kuv'er-e) n. A discovery pre-

Predispoce, (pre-dis-poV) v. t. To incline beforehand -.

to fit or adapt previously :—imp. & pp. predisposed ;

ppr. predisposing.

Predisposition, (prC'-dis-po-zi»h'un) a. Act of predis

posing or state of being predisposed ; previous inclina

tion or propensity ;—previous fitness or adaptation to

any change, impression, or purpose.

Predominance, (pre-dom'in-ans) n. Condition or quality

of being predominant ; — prevalence ; superiority ;

ascendency.

Predominant, (pre-dom'in-ant) a. Prevalent over

others ; superior in strength, influence, or authority;

ascendant ; ruling ; controlling ; over-ruling.

Predominantly, (pre-dom'in-ant-le) adv. With superior

strength or influence.

Predominate, (pre-dom'in-at) i\ t. [L. pro*, before, and

dominari, dominatu*, to rule.] To surpass in strength,

influence, or authority; to have controlling influence ;

to prevail :—imp. & pp. predominated ; ppr. predo

minating.

Predomination, (pre-dom-in - a'shun) n. Superior

strength or influence ; over-rulling or controlling

power.

Pree, (pre) v. t. To taste ; to try by tasting. [ScoL]

Pre-eminence, (pre-em'e-nens) n. [F. from I* pree,

before, and emintn*, standing out, conspicuous.]

Superiority in excellence ; high distinction in intel

lectual, moral, or spiritual character or attainments ;

—priority of place ; precedence ; higher elevation in

rank or dignity;—superiority in authority or influence;

—in a bad sense, excess or notoriety in crime or guilt.

Pre-eminent, (pre-eme-nent) o. Distinguished above

others ; superior in excellence ;—surpassing others in

evil or bad qualities.

Pre-eminently, (pre-em'e-nent-le) adv. In a pre-emi

nent degree;—with superiority or distinction above

others ; excessively. [chasing before others.

Pre-emption, (prS-em'ahun) n. The act or right of pur-

Preen, (pren) n, [A.-8. preiin, a clasp, bodkin.] A

forked instrument used in dressing cloth.

Preen, (pren) v, t. To dress with or as with a preen ;

to keep in order, as the feathers—said of birds :—imp.

& pp. preened ; ppr. preening.

Pre-engage, (pre-en-gflj') v. t. To engage by previous

contract or influenoe :—imp. & pp. pre-engaged ; ppr.

pre-engaging.

Pre-engagement, (pre-en-gaj'ment) r.. Prior engage

ment, as by stipulation or promise ; — a previous

attachment, as of the affections.

Pre-establish, (pre-es-tablish) r. t To establish or settle

beforehand. [beforehand

Pre-establishment, (pre-es-tab'liah-ment) n, Settlement
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Pre-exist, (prd-egx-isf) v. *. To exist beforehand or be

fore something else :—imp. & pp. pre-existed; ppr.

pre-existing'. I to something else.

Pre-existence, (pro-egz-ist'ens) n. Existence previous

Pre-exiatent, (pre-egz-ist ent) a. Existing beforehand;

preceding in existence.

Preface, (prefAs) n. [L. prafari, to speak beforehand. ]

Something spoken as introductory to a discourse, or

written as introductory to a book or essay; introduc

tion ; preamble ; prelude; prologue.

Preface, (prefas) v. U To introduce by preliminary

remarks ;—to face ; to cover :—v. i. To aay something

introductory : to make preliminary observations :—

imp. (t pp. prefaced; ppr. prefacing,

PrefatorUy, (prefa-tor-il-e) adv. By way of preface ;

introductory v.

Prefatory, (prefa-tor-e) a. Pertaining to or of the

nature of a preface ; introductory to a book, essay, or

discourse.

Prefeot, (prBYekt) n. [L. pivcfcetus, from pratflctre, to

set over.] A Roman officer who superintended a par

ticular command, charge, or department; — a chief

magistrate who governed a city or province in the ab

sence of the king orother lawful sovereign; a governor;

magistrate ; superintendent ; viceroy.

Prefectahip, (pre'fekt-ship) n. The office of a chief

magistrate, commander, or viceroy;—the jurisdiction

of a prefect.

Prefer, (pre-fet/) v. t. (L. praftrre, from pra, before,

and ferrc, to bear or carry.] To set forth ; to offer ; to

present ; to advance, as to an office or dignity ; to

raise ; to exalt ;—to set above something else in esti

mation, choice, or liking ; to incline more toward ; to

choose:—imp. & pp. preferred; ppr. preferring.

Preferable, (prefer-a-M) o. Worthy to be preferred

before something else ; more desirable ; more eligible;

—hence more excellent ; of higher value.

Freferablenew, (pref'e.r-a-bl-nes)n. The quality or state

of being preferable. [choice.

Preferably, (prefer- a- ble) adv. In preference ; by

Preference, (prefer-ens) n. Act of preferring one thing

before another ; superior estimation of or love for ;

election of one thing rather than another;—state of

being preferred ; open or expressed choice ; manifest

regard for or attachment ;—that which is preferred;

selection ; choice.

Preferential, (pref-er-en'slie-al) a. Giving, indicating,

or having a preference;—possessing a prior or superior

right or claim to the exclusion of others.

Preferment, (pre-fer'ment) n. Act of preferring or

advancing in dignity or office, or the state of being

advanced ; promotion ; exaltation ;—a higher place,

station, or office.

Frefiguration, (pre-flg-ur-a'shun) n. Act of prefiguring,

or state of being prefigured; antecedent representation

by similitude or by types.

Prefigurative, (prC-nVur-at-i v) a. Showing by previous

figures, types, or similitudes ; prefiguring.

Prefigure, (pre-flg'ur) v. t. To exhibit or suggest by

types and similitudes ; to foreshadow ;—imp. A pp.

prefigured ; ppr. prefiguring. [prefiguration.

Preflgurement, (prC-figrfir-ment) n. Act of prefiguring ;

Prefix, (pre-fiks') r. (. [L. pnxflgtre, from pros, before,

and Jigere, to fix] To put or fix before, or at the

beginning of another tiling ; — to appoint beforehand :

—to settle; to establish :—imp. A pp. prefixed; ppr,

prefixing;

Prefix, (pre'flks) k. A letter, syllable, or word, set

before a word or united with it at its beginning, to

vary its signification.

Prefloration, (pre-no-ra'shun) n. The disposition of

the parts in a flower-bud ; estivation.

Prefohation. (pre-fol-e-a'shun) n. The arrangement of

th£ parts in leaf-buds before expanding ; vernation.

Preiuigency, (pre-ful'jen-ae) n. [L. prafulgeni, ppr.

of prcqf'nlyere , to shine forth.] Superior brightness.

Pregnable, (preg'na-bl) a. [F. prenabU, from prendre,

to take. ] Capable of being taken or won by force.

Pregnancy, (preg'nan-se) n. Condition of being preg

nant; fertility; fruitfuinees ;—acuteness; quickness of

thought or invention ; — fulness of sense or meaning;

significance.

Pregnant, (preg'nant) a. [L. pragnant, from pra, be

fore, and genert, to beget.] Being with young, as a

female; breeding; teeming; — fruitful; fertile; full

of meaning; suggestive ;—full of consequences ; pro

ductive of effects or results; hence, evident; clear;

ready; apt. [fruitfully.

Pregnantly/, (preg'nant-le) adv. In a pregnant manner;

Pregustation, (pre-gua-ta'Bhun) n. [L. pra, before, and

guxiarc, to taste.] Act of tasting before another or by

anticipation ; foretaste.

Prehensible, (pre-hen'se-bl) a. [L. prthendere, to seize.]

Admitting of being seized.

Prehensile, (pre-hen'sil) a. Adapted to seize or grasp :

seizing ; grasping, as by the hand, feet, or tail—said of

certain animals. [hand or other limb.

Prehension, (pre-hen'shun) n. A seizing, as with the

Prejudge, fpr6-juj') v. t. To judge before hearing ; to

condemn beforehand:—imp. & pp. prejudged; ppr.

prejudging.

Prejudgment, (pr6-juj'ment) n. The act of prejudging ;

judgment without trial or examination.

Prejudioate, (pre-ju'de-kat) v. t. [L. prajvdicare, from

pra, before, undjudicare, to judge.] To determine be

forehand, especially to disadvantage; to prejudge ;—

v. i. To form a Judgment beforehand or without due

examination: — imp. & pp. prejudicated ; ppr. pre-

Jucheating.

Prejudication, (pre-ju-do-ka'shnn) n. Act of judging

without due examination of facts and evidence.

Prejudicative, (pre-ju'de-kat-iv) a. Forming an opinion

or decision without examination.

Prejudice, (prej'u-dis) n. [L. prajudicium, from prut,

before, and judicium, judgment.] Prejudgment; an

unreasonable predilection or prepossession for or

against any thing; uptcxally, an opinion or leaning ad

verse to any thing formed without proper grounds, or

before suitable knowledge;—mischief; damage; injury.

Prejudice, (prej'u-dis) v. f. To prepossess with unexa

mined opinions, or opinions formed without due know

ledge of facta and circumstances;—to obstruct or injure

by prejudices ; hence, to hurt; to damage: to impair:

—imp. & pp. prejudiced ; ppr. prejudicing.

Prejudicial, (prej-u-dish'e-al) a. [L. prajudicialu.]

Tending to obstruct or impair; injurious; hurtful;

disadvantageous.

Prelacy, (prel'a-se) n. Office or dignity of a prelate ;—

government by prelates; Episcopacy;—bishops collec

tively.

Prelate, (prel'at) n, [L. pralatut, from prceferre, to

prefer.] A clergyman of a superior order, as an arch

bishop, bishop, Arc. ; a dignitary of the church.

Prelateabip, (prel'at-ship) n. The office of a prelate.

Prelatic, (pre-lat'ik) a. Pertaining to prelates or pre

lacy, [prelates.

Prelatically, (prB-latfik-al-le) adv. With reference to

PrelatUt, (prel'at-ist) n. An advocate for prelacy, or

for the episcopal doctrine or form of church govern

ment ; a high churchman. [course.

Prelect, (prtMekt1) v. t. To read a lecture or public din-

Prelection, (prS-lelr/shun) n. [L. pralectio, from prer,

before, and Ugere, to read.] A lecture or discourse

read in public or to a select company. [turer.

Prelector, (pre-lek'tor) n, A reader of discourses; a lec-

Preliminary, (pre-lini'in-ar-e) a. [L. pra, before, and

liminaru, belonging to a threshold, from limen, limi-

nu, threshold, entrance.] Preceding the main discourse

or business ; introductory ; preparatory ; previous.

P^eliioinary, (prS-lim'in-ar-e) n. Something previous

or preparatory ; introduction; preface.

Prelude, (prelud) n. [L. pra, before, and iwiua, play.\
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An introductory performance preceding and preparing

for the principal matter ; especially, a musical strain !

introducing the theme or chief subject ; introduction ;

preliminary.

Prelude, (pre-lud*) w. t. To introduce with a preTioua

performance; to play before ;—to precede, as introduc

tory ;—v. t. To servo as an introduction ; to play an

introduction:—imp. & pp. preluded; ppr. preluding,

Preluder, (pre-lud'gr) n. One who plays a prelude, or an

extemporary introduction to a regular piece of music.

Prelusive, (pre-lusiv) a. Previous; introductory ; in

dicating that something of a like kind is to follow.

Premature, (prem'a-tur, prB'ma-tur) a. [L. prcema-

turut, from proe, before, and maturut, ripe.] Ripe

before the natural or proper time ;—happening, arriv

ing, performed, or adopted before the proper time ; too

early ;—arriving or received without due authentica

tion or evidence.

Prematurely, (prem-a-tur'le) adv. In a premature

manner : too soon ; too early; before the proper time ;

—without due evidence or authentication.

Prematuren ess, (prem-a-tur/nes) n. The quality of being

premature ; ripeness before the natural time ;— too

great haste ;—hasty or rash adoption or declaration of

an opinion, design, &c ; precocious development of the

mental powers.

Premeditate, (pre-med'e-tftt) v. t. [F. premediter, from

L. pros, before, and meditari, to consider.] To think on

and revolve in the mind beforehand;—v. t. To think.

consider, or revolve in the mind beforehand; to deli

berate :—imp. &pp. premeditated; ppr. premeditating.

Premeditation, (prC-med-e-ta'shun) n. Act of meditat

ing beforehand; previous deliberation;—previous con

trivance or design formed.

Premier, (preme-er) a. [P., from L. primarius, of the

first rank, from primus, the first.] First; chief; prin

cipal, [prime minister.

Premier, (pre'me-er) n. The first minister of state ; the

Premiership, (pre'nie-er-shi^) n. The office or dignity

of the first minister of state.

Premise, (prfc-miz') v. (. [L. pramittere, prtrmusum, to

send before.] To set forth beforehand, or as introduc

tory to the main subject ; to lay down general propo

sitions or statements of facta or principles on which

rest the subsequent reasonings ;—r. i. To make or

state antecedent propositions :—imp. & pp. premised ;

ppr. premising.

Premise, (prem'is) n. A proposition antecedently sup

posed or proved ;—each of the first two propositions of

a syllogism from which the inference or conclusion is

drawn ;—in law, that part in a deed, the office of which

is to express the grantor and grantee, and the land or

thing granted or conveyed ;—the subject matter of a

deed ; landB or houses conveyed by deed ; hence, a

building and its adjuncts.

Premium, (priVme-uin) n, [L. prcemium, what one has

before or better than others, from pra, before.] A

recompense ; a prize to be won by competition ;—a

bounty or boon given as an incentive ; a reward offered

for some aneciflo discovery or the acoompliBhment of a

work ;—a bonus ; something offered or given for the

loan of money ;—a sum of money paid to underwriters

for insurance ;—the excess or rise in value of shares in

railway or other stock above the original price.

Premonish, (pre • mon ' iah) v. t. To forewarn ; to ad

monish beforehand:—imp. & pp. premonished ; ppr.

premoniahing.

Premonition, (pr5-md-nish'un) n. Previous warning,

notice, or information. [warning or notioe.

Premonitory, (pre" - mon ' it - or - e) a. Giving previous

Premunition , ( pre-mu-nish'un ) n. [L. prcemunitio,

from praemunire, to fortify in front.] An anticipa

tion of objections* - .,, ■

Prenomination, (pre-nom-ln-a'shun) n. Act of preno-

minating ; the privilege of being named first ;—right

of naming or appointing first.

Prentice, (pren'tis) n. [Contracted from apprentice.] Art

apprentice.

Prentioeahip, (pren'tis-ship) n. The condition or service

of an apprentice;—period in which a prentice is bound

to serve.

Preobtain, (pre-ob-tan') r. t. To get or acquire before.

Preoct upancy, (prfi-ok'u-pan-se) n. Act or right of tak

ing possession before another.

Preoccupation, (pre-ok-u-pa'shun)fi. Act of preoccupy

ing or state of being preoccupied ; prior occupation ;—

anticipation of objections.

Preoccupy, (pre-ok'u-pi) r. t. To take possession of be

fore another ;—to prepossess ; to occupy by anticipa

tion or prejudices ; — imp. & pp. preoccupied ; ppr.

preoccupying.

Freominate, (pre-om'in-at) r. (. [L. prtt, before, and

ominare, to forebode.] To prognosticate; to gather

beforehand from omens.

Preoption, (pre-op'shun) n. [L. prcr, before, and optio,

choice.} Right of making or having the first choice.

Preordain, (pre-or-dan') r. t. To ordain or appoint be

forehand ; to predetermine.

Preordination, (prt-or-din-a'shun) n. Act of foreordain

ing ; previous determination.

Preparation, (prep - ar - ft ' shun) n. [L. prceparatio.]

Act of preparing or fitting for a particular purpose,

use, service, or condition ;—Btate of being prepared

or got ready ;—that which prepares ; preparatory act

or measure ;—that which is made or compounded for

a particular purpose ;—especially a medicinal substance

made up or dispensed for the use of patients ;—a part

of an animal lxxiy preserved as a specimen.

Preparative, (pro-par'ftt-iv) a. Tending to prepare or

make ready ; preparatory.

Preparative, (prd-par'at-iv) n. That which has the

power of preparing ; that which prepares ;—that which

is done to prepare ; preparation. [ration.

Preparatively, (prQ-p&i'at-iv-le) adv. By way of prepa-

Preparator, (pre-parVtor) n. One who prepares before

hand, as subjects for dissection, specimens for preser

vation in collections, and the like.

Preparatory, (pre-parVtor-e) a. Preparing the way for

any thing by previous measures of adaptation; pre

liminary ; antecedent; introductory.

Prepare, (pre-pur') v. t. [L. praparare, from prop, be

fore, and parare, to make or get ready.] To fit, adapt,

or qualify for a particular purpose ; to make ready ;—

to procure as suitable ; to get ready ; to provide ; — to

appoint ; to establish ;—to direct ; to guide ;—v. i. To

make all things ready ;— to make one s self ready ; to

get ready :—imp. & pp. prepared; ppr. preparing.

Preparedness, (pre-paVed-nes) n. State of being pre

pared or in readiness. [ready or provides.

Preparer, (prB-par'er) n. One who or that which makes

Prepay, (pn>-p,i ) v. t. To pay in advance or beforehand :

—imp. 4 pp. prepaid; p/rr. prepaying.

Prepayment, (pr£-p&'inent) n. Payment in advance.

Prepense, (pro-pens') a. |L. prre, before, and pendtrt,

pentum, to weigh.] Devised or planned beforehand ;

premeditated.

Prepollent, (prf-poTent) o. [L. pnxpolUnt, ppr. of

prapollere, to surpass in power.] Having superior

influence or power ; prevailing.

Preponderance, (pre-pon'der-ans) n. State or quality of

being preponderant or preponderating ; superiority of

weight, influence, or power. [outweighing.

Preponderant, (prC-pon'der-ant) a. Preponderating:

Preponderate, (pr6-pon'der-at) v. t. [L. pra, before, and

ponderare, to weigh.] To outweigh ; to have greater

weight than ; — to overpower by stronger influence or

moral power ;—v. i. To exceed in weight ; henoe. to

incline or descend, as the scale of a balance ; — to

exceed in influence or power; benoa, to incline to one

side:—imp. &pp. preponderated; ppr. preponderating.

Preposition, (prep-o-zisb'uu) m. [h. prwpoeitio, from

| prteponere, prapositum, to put before.] A particle
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governing, and generally placed before a substantive

or pronoun, which is put in an oblique case (in Eng

lish, in the objective), and of which it expresses the

relation to some other word.

Prepositional, (prep-o-zishun-al) a. Pertaining to or

having the nature or office of a preposition.

Prepositive, (pre-poz'it-iv) a. Put before ; prefixed.

Prepositive, (pre-poz'it-iv) «. A word or particle put

before another word.

Prepossess, (pre-poz-zes') r. t. To take previous posses

sion of ;—to seize beforehand ;—to preoccupy, as the

mind or heart, so as to preclude other things ; hence,

to bias or prejudice:—imp. &. pp. prepossessed; ppr.

prepossessing.

Prepossessing, (pre-poz-zea'ing) a. Raising or inviting

a favourable opinion ; winning in look, mien, or man

ners; tending at first sight to gain approbation, esteem,

or love.

Prepossessingly, (prS-poz-zes'ing-le) adv. In a prepos

sessing* manner ; in a way to prepossess.

Prepossession, (pre-poz-wsh'un) n. Preoccupation ;

prior possession ;—preconceived opinion ; inclination

or disposition previously formed which sways the mind

for or against a person, opinion, system when pre

sented to it

Prepossessor, (prS-poz-zes'or) n. One who prepossesses.

Preposterous, (pre-pos'ter-us) a. [L. pvwpwtcrus, from

pra, before, and posterns, coming after, latter.] Hav

ing that first wliieh ought to be last ;—inverted;—per

verted ; wrong; contrary to nature, truth, reason, or

common sense ; absurd ; foolish ; -unnatural ; mon

strous, [ous manner ; absurdly ; foolishly.

Preposterously, (pre-pos'tcr-us-le) adv. In a prepoater-

Preposterousness, (pre-pos'ter-us-ncs) ». The quality

or state of being preposterous ; absurdity;—Inconsist

ency with nature or reason.

Prepuce, (pro'pus) n. [L. pra'putium, from jwyf, before,

and G. posthi, foreskin.] The foreskin ; prolongation

of the cuticle covering the tjUins penis.

Prerequisite, (prC-rek'we-zit) a. Previously required

or necessary to any proposed effect or end.

Prerequisite, (pre-rek'we-zit) it. Something necessary

or requisite as a preliminary or means to a given end

or attainment.

Prerogative, (pre-rog'a-tiv) n. [L. pratrofratira, pre

cedence in voting, preference, privilege, from praro-

gare, to ask before another.] An exclusive or peculiar

privilege ; right ; immunity.

Prerogative-court, (pre-rog'a-tiv-kort) n. In ecclesias

tical law, a court for the trial of testamentary suits and

probation of wills. [peculiar privilege.

Prerogatively, (preVrog'a-tiv-le) adv. By exclusive or

Presage, (pres'aj) u. Something which foreshows a

future event ; prognostic ; omen ; token ; sign.

Presage, (pre-saj') v. /. [L. pnesapire, from prat, before,

and taffire, to perceive acutely and sharply.] To have

a presentiment of ; to forebode ;—to foretell ; to pre

dict ; to indicate :—imp. & pp. presaged ; ppr. pre

saging, [teller.

Presager, (pre-aaj'gr) n. One who presages ; a fore-

Presbyopia, (prea-be-o'pe-a) n. [G. presbus, old, an old

man, aud dps, the eye.] A defect of vision, as in old

ajge, when near objects are seen more indistinctly than

distant ones.

Presbyter, (pres'be-ter) n. [L. , an elder, from G. pres-

buteros, comparative of pi-tabus, old.] An elder; one

of ripe years ordained to bear rule in the church, and

to feed the flock over which the Holy Ghost had made

him overseer ;—a pastor ; one who has the cure of

souls in a particular parish or district ;—in Episcopal

churches, one ordained to the second order in the

ministry ; a priest ;—a presbyterian.

Presbytcrial, (pres-be-te re-al) u. Portaining to a pres

byter or to ecclesiastical government by presbyters ;—

consisting of presbyters.

Presbyterian, (pres-be-t£'re-an) n, Ono who maintains

! the validity of ordination and government by pres

byters;—one who belongs to a church governed by

presbyters.

Presbyterianism, (pres-bo-te're-an-izm) n. Thedoctrines,

principles, and discipline of presbyterian churches ;—

the theory and practice of vesting the government of

the church in ministers or elders, possessed of equal

power and having no suiwriority one over the other

in office, dignity, or title ;—in Scotland, the govern

ment of the church by ministers aud elders in the four

courts called kirk-sessions, presbyteries, synods, and

general assemblies.

Presbytery, (pres'be-ter-e) n. A body of elders in the

Christian Church;—a judicatory consisting of all the

pastors of churches within a certain district, and one

ruling elder, a layman, from each parish or church ;

—in ckvrck architecture, the space between the high

altar and the easternmost end of the choir ;—also, the

part between the choir and the lady chapel in a Cathe

dral church.

Prescience, (pre/she-ens) n. Knowledge of events be

fore they take place ; foresight ; foreknowledge.

Prescient, (pre'she-ent) a. [L. pritscirns, ppr. of prre-

scire, to foreknow.] Having knowledge of events be

fore they take place.

Prescind, (prS-sind') v. i. [L. prce, before, and Kinder*,

to cut asunder.] To cut off; to abstract ; to consider

by a separate act of attention or analysis.

Prescribe, (pre-skr!!/) v. t. [h. pra'scribere, from prce,

before, and scribere, to write.] To lay down authorita

tively for direction ;—to order ; to dictate ;—to direct

as a remedy to be used by or for a patient ;—v. i. To

give law ; to dictate ; to give directions ;—to write or

give medical directions ;—to claim by prescription, or

on the ground of immemorial use :—imp. & pp. pre

scribed ; ppr. prescribing.

Prescriber, (pre-skrib'er) «. One who prescribes.

Prescript, (pre'skript) a. Directed ; prescribed.

Prescript, (pre'skript) n. Direction; precept; rule

authoritatively laid down; injunction; — a medical

direction ; prescription.

Prescriptibility. (pre-skrip-te-bire-te)n. The quality of

being prescriptible. [from prescription.

Prescriptible, (prt-skript'e-bl) a. Depending or derived

Prescription, (prS-skrip'ahun) n. Act of prescribing or

directing, or that which is prescribed ; especially, the

direction of remedies for a disease, and the manner of

using them ;—the claim of title to a thing by virtue

of immemorial use and enjoyment.

Prescriptive, (prG-skrip'tiv) a. Consisting in, or ac

quired by, immemorial use and enjoyment; pleading

the authority and continuance of custom.

Presence, (prez'ens) n. State or condition of bein^

present, as opposed to absence; — state of being in

view ; sight;—the region in which one is present ; ap

proach face to face; nearness; — sjxcificatb/, neigh

bourhood to one of superior or exalted rank ;— the

person of a superior ;—a number assembled before a

a groat person ;—port ; mien : air ; personal appear

ance. Presence of mind, undisturbed possession and

exercise of the faculties in an emergency.

Presence-chamber, (prez'ons-cham-ber) n. The room

in which a great personage receives company.

Present, (prez'ent) a. [L. prcesens, in sight or at hand,

ppr. of praesse, to be before.] Being in a certain

place, opposed to absent ; — being at hand, within

reach or call, or the like;—now existing or in process ;

—being now in view or under consideration ;—imme

diate ; instant ; — favourably attentive ; propitious ;

ready ; quick in emergencies. Present ten**, the tense

or form of a verb which expresses action or being in

the present time.

Present, (prez'ent) n. That which is presented or given :

—present time ;—pi. Present letters or instrument ;

a deed of conveyance, a lease, letter of attorney, Arc.

Present, (pre-zenV) v. 9\ To put or place in the presence
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of Rome one, tspecia lit/, of a mi])crior ; to give a formal

introduction to ;—to exhibit to view or notice ; to set

forth ; to offer ;—to make a gift of ; to bestow ; to

grant ; to confer ;—to nominate to an ecclesiastical

benefice ;—to lay before a public body for considera

tion, aa a memorial, petition, die. ;—to lay before a

court, aa an object of inquiry ;—to indict ;—to point

or direct, aa a weapon. To present arms, in the army

and navy, to salute a superior officer or person of dis

tinction by holding out the musket, sword, or other

weapon :—imp. & pp. presented ; pftr. presenting.

Presentable, (pre-zent'a-bl) a. Capable or admitting

or being presented; properly prepared to be introduced

to another, or to go into society.

Presentation, (prez-ent-a shun) n. Act of presenting or

state of being presented ; a setting forth ; an offering ;

bestowal ;—exhibition ; representation ;—act of offer

ing a clergyman to the bishop or ordinary for institu

tion in a benefice ;—act of appointing a clergyman to

a benefice or church.

Presentee, (prez-ent-e') n. One presented to a benefice.

Presenter, (prd-zent'er) n. One who presents.

Presentment, (prd-sen she-ent) a. [L. pratentiens, ppr.

of prasentire, to feel or perceive beforehand.] Per

ceiving beforehand.

Presentiment, (pre-sen'te-raent) n. Previous concep

tion, sentiment, or opinion; — especially, an antece

dent impression or conviction of something about to

happen ; anticipation of ovil ; foreboding.

Presently, (pre* ent-le) adv. At this time ; now :—at

once ; without delay ; instantly ; soon ; before long ;

by and by.

Presentment, (pre-zont'ment) n. Act of presenting or

state of being presented ; presentation ;—setting forth

to view ; delineation : representation ;—notice taken

by a grand jury of any offence from their own know-

lodge or observation without any bill of indictment

laid before them.

Presentness, (prez'ent-nes) n. Presence, as of mind;

readiness; quickness. fserved.

Preservable, (pre-zerv'a-bl) a. Capable of being pre-

Preservation, (prez-er-va'shuu) n. Act of preserving or

keeping safe ; state of being preserved ; security.

Preservative, (prt-zeiVa-tiv) a. Having the power or

quality of preserving ; tending to preserve.

Preservative, (pre-zervVtiv) n. That which preserves

or has tho power of preserving ; a preventive of injury

or decay.

Preservatory, (pro-zerv'a-tor-e) a. Having the power

or a tendency to preserve ; preservative.

Preservatory, (pre-zerv'a-tor-e) b. That which has the

power of preserving ; a preservative.

Preserve, (pre-zerv^ r. (. [L. prorservare, from pro?,

before, and servare, to save, preserve.] To keep or

save from injury or destruction ; to protect ;—hence,

to uphold ; to sustain ;—to keep or guard from vice or

corruption :—to keep in a sound state ;—to save from

decay by the use of some preservative substance, as

sugar, salt, and the like ;—to maintain or keep through

out, as appearances: — imp. & pp. preserved; ppr.

preserving.

Preserve, (pre-aerv') n. Fruit, or the like, seasoned

and kept by suitable preparation ;—a place for the

shelter or preservation of game, fish, or trie like.

Preserver, (pre-zerv'er) u. One who or that which pre

serves or keeps from destruction, decay, loss, or other

evil;—one who makes preserves of fruits, Ac.;—one

who strictly keeps his game, shootings, fishings, Ac.

Preses, (pre'ses) n. [L. prases.] A president ; chair

man of a meeting.

Preside, (prS-zid') v. i. [L, pnrsidere, from prtt, be

fore, and sedere, to sit.] To occupy the places of ruler,

moderator, principal director, or the like ;—to exer

cise superintendence: — imp. & pp. presided; ppr.

presiding.

Presidency, (prez'o-den-se) n. Act or condition of one

who presides; superintendence:—office of president;

—tho term during which a president holds his office ;

—jurisdiction of a president.

President, (prez'e-dent) n. [L. jfrotsidens, from pra*-

sidens, ppr. of prorsidtrc.) One who is elected or ap

pointed to preside; a presiding officer;— the chief

officer of a corporation, company, ward, society, Ac:

—the chief executive of the republic in certain coun

tries ;—a governor ; a prefect.

Presidential, (prex-e-den'she-al) a. Presiding :—pertain

ing or belonging to a president.

Presidentship, (prez'e-dent-ship) «. The office and place

of president ;—the term for which a president holds

his office.

PresidsT, (prS-sfd'e,r) a. One who presides.

Presigniflcation, (pre-sig-nif-e-ka'snun) n. The act of

signifying or showing previously or beforehand.

Presignify, (pre-sig'ne-ii) r. (. (L. prorsiffnifeare, from

pra. before, and siffnijlcare, to signify.] To intimate

or signify beforehand :—imp. A pp. preaigniflsd ; ppr.

presignifying.

Press, (pres) v. L [F. presser, It. pressare, from L. y>rr-

mrrt, pressum, to press.] To urge with force or weight ;

to compress ; to crush ;—to squeeze in order to extract

the juice or contents of ;—to squeeze in order to make

smooth;—to embrace closely ; to hug ;—to drive with

violence; to hurry; — to urge with earnestness; to

force; to compel; — to solicit with importunity; to

constrain ; to affect or move greatly ;—to straiten ; to

distress ;—to force into service, particularly into naval

service ;—r. i. To exert pressure ; to bear heavily ;—

to push or drive against ;—to go forward to strive to

wards;—to crowd; to throng;—to encroach: to invade:

—hence, to urge with vehemence or importunity ;—to

approach unseasonably or importunately: — imp. A

pp. pressed ; ppr. pressing.

Press, (pres) n. An instrument or machine of wood or

iron for bruising, crushing, squeezing, compressing,

smoothing, Ac., of various forms, sizes, ana power,

according to the nature of the substances to be ope

rated on—specifically, a machine for taking impres

sions from types or plates, printing press; usually

cbtssified as hand press, in which the pressure is sur

face or superficial ; and roller or steam press, in which

it is lineal or cylindrical ;—hence the art or business

of printing and publishing;—hence, publications in

general ; the printed literature ofa country;—a wooden

frame or case, or a closet in which clothes or other

articles are kept or stored ;—a crowd ; a throng ; a

multitude of people ;—act of pressing ; stress ;—pres

sure of affairs ; urgent demands as on time or atten

tion in business ;— a commission to force men into the

naval service.

Press-bed, (pres'bed) n. A bed that may be raised and

inclosed in a press or closet.

Presser, (pree'er) n. One who presses.

Press-gang, (pros'gang) n. A detachment of seamen

under the command of an officer, empowered to im

press men into the naval service.

Pressingly, (pres'ing-le) adv. In a pressing manner ;

with force or urgency ; closely.

Presairoater, (pres-e-ros't^r) n. [L. prcMtrt, to press,

and rostrum, beak.] One of a tribe of wading birds

having a compressed or flattened beak, as the plover,

lapwing, Ac. [presairostere.

Pressirostral, (pres-e-ros'tral) a. Ofor pertaining to the

Pressman, (pres 'man) n. Journeyman printer who

manages, or attends to, the press ; —one of a press-

gang who aids in forcing men into the naval service.

Pressure, (presh'ur) n. Act of pressing, or the condi

tion of being pressed ;—the action of a force against

some obstacle or opposing force ;—a constraining force

or impulse ; — severe affliction, distress, calamity,

straits, difficulties, embarrassments, or the distress

they occasion ; urgency ;—impression ; stamp or char

acter impressed.
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Pressure-gauge, (presh'iir-gaj) n. An instrument used

for measuring the presaare of steam.

Prester, ( pres'ter) n. [G. pregler.] A meteor or exhala

tion, formerly supposed to be thrown from, the clouds

with such Tiolence, that by collision it is set on fire ;

—the veins of the neck when swollen by excitement.

Prestidigitation, (prea-te-tuj -e-t&'shun) », Skill in

legerdemain.

Prestidigitator, (pres-te-dij'e-tat-er) n. [L. pratto,

quickly, and digitus, finger.] One skilled in leger

demain.

Prestige, (pros'ty) n. [L. prcestiaium, prastiaia.) Illu

sion ; fascination ;—weight or influence coming from

pant success, character, or deeds.

Presumable, (pre-zum'a-bl) a. Such as may be presumed

or supposed to be true. [presumption.

Presumably, (prf-zum'a-ble) adv. By or according to

Presume, (pro-zum') v. t. fL. pranumere, from pro;, be

fore, and »umtre, to take.] To take or suppose to be

true, or entitled to belief, without examination or posi

tive proof; to take for granted ;—v. i. To suppose or

assume something to be, or to be true, on grounds

deemed valid, though not amounting to proof;—to

act in a forward or venturesome manner ; to take

liberties:—imp. it pp. presumed; ppr. presuming.

Presumer, ( pr&xuni'er ) iu One who presumes ; also,

an arrogant person.

Presuming, (pr6-zum'ing) a. Venturing on or taking

without permission ; forward ; — bold ; arrogant ;—

ever-confident; rash.

Presumption, (prC-zum'shun) n. [L. prasumptio.] Act

of believing upon probable evidence, or taking for

granted ;—ground for presuming ; strong probability ;

—a thing believed true on satisfactory evidence ;—

forward, venturesome, over -confident, or arrogant

opinion oroonduct ; presumptuousnesa.

Presumptive, (pre-zump'tiv) a. Taken by presumption

or previous supposition ; grounded on probable evi

dence :—over-confident ; venturesome ;—arrogant.

Presumptively, (pr6-zurap'tiv-le) adv. By presumption

or supposition grounded on probability.

Presumptuous, (pre-zunip'tu-ua) ". Full of presump

tion ; going beyond bounds of due self-appreciation or

modesty ;—founded on presumption ; proceeding from

excess of confidence ;—done witn rash confidence, or in

violation of known dnty ; foolhardy ; forward ; arro

gant; insolent.

Presumptuously, (pr5-zump'tu-us-le) adv. In a pre

sumptuous manner ; with presumption ;—in bold de

fiance of conscience, or violation of known dnty.

Presumptuousnesa, (prS-zump'tu-us-ncs) n. Quality of

being presumptuous or rashly confident ; irreverent

boldness.

Presuppose, (pre-sup-pdV) v. t. To suppose as previous ;

to take for granted ; to presume ; to assume :—imp. &

pp. presupposed ; ppr. presupposing.

Presupposition, (pr6-sup-po-zish'un) n. Act of presup

posing ; presumption; — that which is presupposed;

previous supposition or surmise.

Pretence, (.pro-tens') n. [L. pratentua, pp. of prceten-

dere.] Act of holding out or offering to others some

thing false or feigned ; simulation ; that which is pre

tended ; false, deceptive, or hypocritical show ; act of

laying claim to ; assumption.

Pretend, (pre-tend/) v. t. [L. pratendere. pratentvm,

from pra, before, and tendere, to stretch.] To prac

tise ; to plot ; to intend ; — to simulate in words or

actions ; to counterfeit ;—to hold out falsely ; to show

hypocritically orforthepurposeof deceiving; to feign;

to allege a title to ; to claim ;—v. i. To put in a chum

truly or falsely; to lay claim to the possession of a

special gift or power ; to profess to be or to have falsely

or presumptuously;—to strive after ; to aspire ;—imp.

& pp. pretended ; ppr. pretending,

Pretendedly, (pre-tend'ed-le) adv. By false appearance

or representation.

Pretender, (pr5-tend'er) n. One who simulates or feigns;

one who lays claim to any thing, and especially to an

estate, title, or kingdom, on a false plea of birthright;

—*}f€cifl.eaUy, the heir ofthe Stuart family who claimed

the crown of Great Britain after the deposition of

James II.

Pretendership, (prB-ten'der-ship) n. Claim, position,

or character of a pretender. [arrogantly.

Pretendingly, (pre-tend'ing-le) adr. Presumptuously ;

Pretension, (pre-ten'shun) >i. Act of pretending or lay

ing claim ;—claim laid ; right alleged or assumed.

Pretentious, (pre - ten ' she - us) «. Full of pretention ;

disposed to claim more than is one's due.

Preterimperfeot, (pre-ter-im-pe/fekt) o. Not absolutely

or distinctly past ;—noting a tense of a verb which ex

presses action or being not perfectly past.

Preterit, (pret'er-it) a. [L. prateritus, pp. of praierirt,

to go or pass by.] Past—applied to the tense in gram

mar which expresses an action or being perfectly past

or finished, often that which is just past or completed,

but without a specification of time :—also perfect.

Pretention, (pret-er-ish'un) n. [L. prateritio.] Act of

going past ; state of being past ;—a rhetorical figure by

whioh, In pretending to pass over any thing, a sum

mary mention of it is made ;—in theology, the divine

act of passing by or not electing to salvation those who

finally perish. [omission ; neglect.

Pretermission, (pr©-ter-mish'un) n. Act of passing by ;

Pretermit, (pre-t^r-mitf) v. t. [L. pratermittere, from

prater, beyond, by, and mitteret to send.] To pass by;

to omit ; to disregard :—imp. & pp. pretermitted j ppr.

pretermitting.

Preternatural, (pr&-ter-nat'ur-al) <*■ Beyond or dif

ferent from what is natural ; out of the regular or

natural course of things ;—irregular ;—extraordinary ;

monstrous.

Pretematurally, (pre-ter-nafur-al-le) adv. In a preter

natural manner or to a preternatural degree ;—irre

gularly ; excessively.

Pretematuralness, (prfi-ter-nat'u-ral-nes) n. A state or

manner different from the common order of nature:

—also pretemoturality.

Preterperfect, (pre-t^r-per'fekt) a. Expressing action

or being absolutely past ; preterit.

Preterpluperfect, (pre-ter-plu'i)er-fekt) a. [L. prater,

beyond, plus, more, and perfectus, perfect] Express

ing action or being past at or before another past

event or time ; prior preterit.

Pretext, (pre-teksf) n. [L. pratext um, from pratex-

tua, pp. of pratexere, to weave before.] Ostensible

reason or motive assigned or assumed as a colour or

cover for the real reason or motive ; false show or ap

pearance; pretence; disguise; show; mask; cloak; cover.

Pretor, (pre'tor) n. [L. prator, from praire, to go be

fore.] Among the ancient Romans, a civil magistrate

or judge. There were two pretors, pretor urbanus,

appointed to adjudicate in cases between Roman citi

zens, and pretor perearinuM, in cases where foreigners

were interested,—subsequently others were nominated

to act in different provinces of the empire.

Pretorian, (pre-td're-an) a. Belonging to a pretor or

judge ; juaicial.

Fretorsaip, (prS'tor-ship) n. The office of pretor.

Prettily, (pret'e-le) adv. In a pretty manner ; pleas

ingly ; with neatness and taste ; becomingly.

Prettiness, (pret'e-nes) n. Quality of being pretty;

diminutive beauty ; neatness and taste in details;—

decency and propriety in behaviour;—affectation of

niceness ; petty artificial adornment.

Pretty, (pret'e) a. [A-S. pvdttia.] Pleasing by delicacy

or grace ; having slight or diminutive beauty ;—neat

and tasteful ; — graceful ; elegant ; — well arranged ;

skilfully ornamented or set off; — not very small;

moderate ;—affectedly nice ; foppish ;— petty ; mean ;

contemptible. [rately.

Pretty, (pretfe) adv. In some degree ; tolerably ; mode-
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Pretty-spoken, (pret'e-spdk-ii)a. Speaking or spoken

neatly, gracefully, or pleasingly.

Pretypify, (pre-tip'e-f i) v. I. To prefigure ; to exhibit

previously iu a type.

Prevail, (pre-vil') v.i. [L. praevalere, from prtr, be

fore, and valtit, to be strong.} To overcome ; to gain

the victory or superiority ; to succeed ;—to be in force ;

to have effect, power, or influence ;—to persuade or in

duce—with on or upon:—imp. & pp. prevailed; ppr.

prevailing*.

Prevailing. (prO-vaTing)a. Having more power, influ

ence, or efficacy ; -predominant; most general in exist

ence, extension, or reception ; efficacious ; successful.

Prevalence, (prev'a-lens) n. Condition or quality of

being pre v.'dent ; superior strength, influence, or effi

cacy ;—most general reception or practice ; predomi

nance ;—most general existence or extension; — effi

cacy ; success :—also prevalence.

Prevalent, (prev'a-lent) a. [I* pncvaletix, p}>r, of pn*-

valere.] Gaining advantage or superiority: victorious;

—powerful ; efficacious ; successful ;—most generally

received or current;—extensively existing; prevailing ;

predominant.

Prevalently, (prevVlent-le) atlc. With predominance

'or superiority ; powerfully; successfully .

Prevaricate, (prC-var'e-kat) v. t. [L. prorvaricari, to

walk crookedly, to collude, from prte, before, and rari-

care, to straddle.] To pervert; to shift ; to evade by

a quirk or quibble ;—r. i. To shift from side to side ;

to turn from a straight course : to evade the truth ; to

shuffle; to quibble;—to equivocate; to lie:— itup. &

pp. prevaricated; ppr. prevaricating.

Prevarication. (pre-var-e-kitHhuu) n. Act of shuffling

or quibbling to evade the truth or the disclosure of

truth; — wilful concealment or misrepresentation of

the truth; evasive or misleading evidence;—equivo

cation; useofdouble language; falsehood; saying one

thing and meaning another. [a quibbler.

Prevaricator, (pre-rtir-e-kiU'er) u. One w ho prevaricates ;

Prevene, (pre-ven') r. (. [L. prtevenire, to come before.]

To hinder ; to prevent.

Prevenient, (pre-veii'e-ent) a. (h. prttvenient, ppr. of

prcevenire.] Going before ; preceding ;— hence, pre

ventive.

Prevent, (prG-venf) r. (. [L. pravenire, praventum,

from pra, before, and venire, to come.] To be before

hand with : to get the start of :—to intercept and stop;

to thwart; to obviate; to liinder ;—to anticipate;—

to preoccupy ; to pre-engage ; — to take bold on ; to

■else; — to succour: — imp. & pp. prevented; ppr,

preventing. [vented or hindered.

Preventable, (pre-vent'a-bl) a. Capable of being pre-

Preventer, (pro-venter) a. Ono who or that which pre

vents or hinders ; a hinderer ;—in ships, au additional

rope or stay used to relieve the strain or pressure on

any part of the fixed rigging.

Preventingly, (pre-vent'ing-le) adv. In s manner to

hinder or obviate.

Prevention, (prc-ven'shun) n. Act of preventing or

hindering ; hinderance ; obstruction of access or ap

proach ;— prepossession ; prej udioe.

Preventive, (pre-vent'iv) a. Tending to prevent ; hin

dering the access of. Preventive-wince, the duty or the

body of armed police engaged in the duty of prevent

ing smuggling by watching and guarding the coast.

Preventive, (pre-vent'iv) n. That which prevents ; that

which intercepts approach ; — an antidote previously

taken to prevent an attack of disease.

Preventively, (pre-vent'iv-le) adv. By way of preven

tion ; in a manner that tends to hinder.

Previous, (pre've-us) a. (L. praevitt*, going before,

from pro?., before, and via, way.) Going before in

time ; being or happening lefore sometliing else ; pre

ceding ; prior ; foregoing ; former.

Previously, (prc'vo-us-le) nde. In time preceding ;

antecedently; beforehand.

Prevision, (pre-viah'un) n. [L. prxeridere, prtrcisus, to

foresee.] Foresight; foreknowledge; prescience.

Prewarn, (pre-wawrn') v. t. To warn beforehand ; to

give previous notice to.

Prey, (pra) n. [Norm. V. preye, L. prctda.) Any thing;

taken by force in war; spoil; plunder; booty;— rnvagr;

depredation ; pillage ;—that which is seized or may be

seized by violence to be devoured; ravin.

Prey, (pra) r. i. To take booty ; to collect spoil ; to

plunder ; to pillage ;—to take food by violence ; to

seize and devour ; — to waste away ; to corrode ; to

cause to pine :—imp. & pp. preyed; ppr. preying.

Preyer, (pra'er) w. One who or that which preys.

Prispus, (priu-pus) m. [1*, G. priapo*.] In mythology,

the god of fruitfulucss ; the tutelary deity of gardens.

Priee, (pris) h. (F. prix, Ger. preis, L. pretiuw.) The

amount of money at which a thing is valued : that for

which something is bought or sold, or offered for aale;

—value; estimation; — reward; recompense; excel

lence ; worth. [pp. priced; ppr. nricinp.

Prioe, (pris) e. t. To set a price on ; to value:—imp. &

Priced, (prist) o. Placed at a value—used in composi

tion, as high and lotc priced.

Priceless, (prisTes) a. invaluable ; inestimable ; above

price; not to be bought;—also, unsaleable; worthless.

Prick, (prik) r. f. To pierce with a sharp-pointed in

strument or substance ;—to fix by the point ; to hang

or put on by puncturing ;—to mark or designate by a

puncture ;—to trace ; to form or make by pricking ;—

to spur; to goad ; to incite ;—to affect with sharp pain;

—to sting with remorse ;—to make acid or pungent, as

wine ;—to set down or mark on a musical scale, as a

sons ;—to erect into a point ; to raise, as something

pointed ;—hence, to prick- up the ears, to listen sharply ;

—r. ■'. To be pricked or punctured ; to suffer or feel

penetration by ai>ointor sharp pain;—to spur onward*.

—to ride or gallop forward ; — to aim at a point or

place; — to become acid, as cider, &c. :— imp. At pp.

pricked; ppr. pricking.

Prick, (prik) «. [A. -8. pi-icca, D. pril:] A sharp, thin,

piercing instrument: a goad ; a spur;—a sharp sting

ing pain ; remorse;—a point; a mark ;—a puncture; a

hole made by piercing ; the print of a liars on the

ground ;—among seamen, a small roll, as of spun yarn

or tobacco. [pointed instrument.

Pricker, (prik'er) «. Ono who or that which pricks ; a

Pricking, (prik'mg) n. Act of piercing with a sharp

point ;—a sensation of sharp pain, or of being pricked;

—the mark or trace left by a hare's foot.

Prickle, (prik'l) n. [Diminutive of prick:] A little

prick; a small jxnnted projection growing from the

bark of a plant ;—a sharp projection or spine, as in

the hedgehog, Ac.

Prickle, (prik'l) v. t. To pierce with a prickle or with

fine, sharp points ; to prick slightly.

Pricklineas, (prikTe-nea) n. Btate of being prickly, or

of having nuinv prickles. [armed with prickles.

Prickly, (prik'le) a. Full of sharp points or prickles ;

Prickly-ash, (prik'le-ash) n. A plant or shrub with

yellowish flowers appearing with the leaves—all parts

of the plant are pungent and aromatic.

Prickly-pear, (prik'le-par) n. A species of Cactus, desti

tute of leaves, covered with spines,

and consisting of flattened joints

inserted upon each other, it pro

duces a purplish edible fruit.

Pride, (prid) n. [A.-S. pryt, loeL

prjfdi, honour, ornament, \V.

prifdvA.] State or quality of being

proud ; inordinate self-esteem ; —

noble self-esteem ; elevation of

character ;—insolence or arrogance Prickly-pear.

of demeanour ;—that of which one is proud ; that

which excites boasting, as decoration ; ornament;—

show ; ostentation : honour ; — elevation ; dignity ;

high estato.
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Pride, (prid) v. t. To indulge in prido ; to gratify self-

esteem : to value or rate highly ; to pique—used re-

flexively;—imp. «fc pp.^prided; ppr. priding.

Prideful. (prid'fool) a. Full of pride; scornful; insolent

Prier, (pri'er) n, [From pry.] One who searches and

scrutinizes.

Priest, (prest) n. [A. -8. priost, D. A Ger. priester,

from L. presbyter.] One who officiates at the altar, or

performs the rites of sacrifice ;—a presbyter or elder ;

a minister;—in Episcopal churches, one who belongs

to the intermediate order between bishop and deacon.

Priestcraft, (presfkraft) n. The stratagems and frauds

of priests ;-—dexterous use of the priestly office and

character to impose ou the credulity of others, and

acquire influence, power, wealth, <fcc.

Priestess, (prgst'es) «. A female priest.

Priesthood, (presfhood) v. Office or character of a

priest ;—priests taken collectively ; order of priests.

Priestlike, (prest!ik) a. Resembling a priest or the

character, conduct, or functions of a priest.

Friestlinesi, (prestTe-uee) n. Appearance and manner

of a priest.

Priestly, (prest'le) a. Pertaining to a priest or priests;

sacerdotal ;—becoming or befitting a priest.

Priest-ridden, (prest'rid-n) a. Managed or governed

by priests, [fellow ;—a thief.

Frig, (prig) n. A pert, conceited, saucy, pragmatical

Prig, (prig) v. i. [A modification of prick-. ] To haggle

about the price of a commodity;—r. t. To filch or steal.

Priggish, (prig'ish)fi. Affected; coxcombical; conceited.

Prim, (prim) a. [L. primus, the first, or abridged from

Eng. primitive, old - fashioned.] Formal ; precise ;

affectedly nice.

Prim, (prim) v. t. To deck with great nicety :—imp. &

pp. primmed; ppr. primming,

Primacy, (pri'ma-se) n. [Norm. F. primace, F. primatie,

from L. primatu*, primus, first.] The highest eccle

siastical station or dignity ; the office or dignity of an

archbishop;—supremacy; excellency.

Prima-donna, (pre ma-dou'na) n. [It. prima, the first,

and donna, lady, m is tress. J The first female singer

in an opera.

Primal, (pri'mal) a. [h. prima lis, from primus, the

first.] First.

Primarily, (pri'ma-re-le) adv. In a primary manner;

in the first place ; originally.

Primary, (pri'nia-re) a. [L. primarius, from primus,

the first.] First in order of time or development ;—

first in dignity or importance; — elementary; rudi-

mental, as schools ;—radical ; original, as meaning of

a word. Primary colours, the colours into which a

ray of light from the sun may be decomposed, viz.,

red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet

Pritnary rocks, the lowest order of stratified rocks

coming immediately after the granite formation.

Primary, (pri'raa-re) n. That which stands highest in

rank or importance ;—one of the large feathers on the

last joint of a bird's wing.

Primate, (pri'mat) a. [F. primal, from L. primus, the

first] The chief ecclesiastic in a church; an archbishop.

Fiimateahip, (pri'mat-ship) n. Office or dignity of a

primate.

Prime, (prim) a. [L. primus, first] Primitive; primary;

—first in rank, degree, dignity, or importance ;—first

in excellence ; of highest quality ;—early ; blooming ;

—original ; first, as ooet.

Prime, (prim) n. The first part ; beginning or opening,

as of the day, tho year, Ac. ; hence, the dawn, the

spring;—the spring of life ; youth ; hence, full health,

strength, or beauty ;—that which is first in quality;

best portion ;—tho first canonical hour succeeding to

lauds.

Prime, (prim) v. t. To chargo with the powder, per

cussion cap, or other device for communicating fire to

the charge ;—to lay the first colour in painting upon :

—imp. & pp. primed ; ppr. priming,

in the' Primely, (prim'le) atlv. At fir»t ; originally

first place;—excellently ; supremely well

Primeness, (prini'nee) n. State of being first;—supreme

excellence.

Primer, (prim'er) n. (Contracted from L. prim* liber,

i, c, the book read at prime, the first hour.) A small

prayer-book for church service ;—the office of tho

Virgin Mary;—a small elementary book for teaching

children to read ;—a kind of type of which there are

two species—one called lonft-primer, the other called

yreat-primer, larger than pica, and the largest type

used in printing books.

Primero, (prini-o'ro) a. [Sjt. ] A gamo at cards.

Primeval, (prim-fi'val) a. |L. priuaerus, from primus,

first, and arum, age.J Belonging to the first ages ;

pristine; original; primitive.

Priming, (prim'ing) n. The jwwder, percussion cap, or

other device used to communicate fire to the charge in

a fire-arm ;—the first colour laid ou canvas or on a

building, «fcc ;—the act of carrying over water from

the boiler into the cylinder. [artillery.

Priming-tube, (prim'ing-tub) n. A tube used in priming

Priming-wire, (prim'ing-wir) n. A pointed wire used

to penetrate the vent of a piece, /or examining the

powder of a charge, or for piercing the cartridge.

PrimitiTe, (prim'it-iv) a. [L. primitivus, from />rimus,

the first] Pertaining to the beginning or origin, or

to early times ;—formal ; affectedly solemn ; prim ;—

original; primary; radical—opposed to derivative, as

a primitive word. Primitive rocis, the non-fossiliferous

strati, as granite, gneiss, Ac., usually underlying the

secondary or tertiary deposits, which contain organic

remains. Primitive colours, red, yellow, and blue, by

the combinations of which all other colours may bo

obtained.

PrimitiTe, (prim'it-iv) ». An original word ; a word

not derived from another; a root-word;—an early

Christian ; a saint of tho first centuries.

Primitively, (prim'it-iv -le) adv. Originally; at first;

primarily ;—not derivatively ;—according to the origi

nal rule or ancient practice. [primitive.

Primitivenesi, (prim'it-iv-nes) n. The state of being

Primly, (prim'le) adv. In a prim or precise manner;

neatly. [stiffness ; preeiseness.

Primness, (prim'nes) ». Affected formality or niceness;

Primogcnial, (pri-mo-Je'ne-al) a. |I.. primus, first,

and {jifpicre, to beget.] First born, made, or gener

ated; original; primary; constituent; elemental.

Primogenitor, (pri-mo-jen'it-or) n. [L. primus, first,

and genitor, parent, father.] The first father or fore

father.

Primogeniture, (pri-mo-jen'it-ur) n. Seniority by birth

among children ;—the exclusive right of inheritance

which belongs to the eldest son or daughter.

Primogeniturethip, (pri-mo-jen'it-ur-ship) n. The

state or privileges of one who is the first born.

Primordial, (prim-orMe-al) a. [V. from L. primus, first,

and otfliH, to begin a web, to begin.] First in order;

original; existing from the beginning; of earliest

origin. [ment ; origin.

Primordial, ( prim-or'do-al ) n. First principle or ele-

Primp, (primp) v. t. To deck one's self in a stiff, formal,

or affected manner;—r. t. To bo formal or affected.

Primrose, (prim'roz) u. [L. prima rota, i.e., the first

or aii early rose iu spring.] An early flowering plant

closely allied to the cowslip, of several varieties, as tho

white, the red, <tc.

Primrose, (prim'roz) a. Gay; flowery;—yellow.

Primum-mobile, (pri'mttm-moVe-le). [L.] First canse

of motion :—in the Ptolemaic system, the outermost

of the revolving spheres of the universe, which was

supposed to give motion to all the others.

Primus, (priui'ns) a. [1... | First; chief; principal,

use* I substantively to designate the chief man of the

body ;—in tho Scottish Episcopal church, the head

bishop.
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Prince, (priiu) n. [L. princeps, the first chief, from

primus, first, and eapere, to take.] A person pos

sessing highest place and authority : a sovereign ; a

monarch ;—the son of a king or emperor, or the issue

of a royal family ;—a person of rank next to the sove

reign; — in general, a chief or ruler; — the leading

spirit of any body.

Prince, (prins) v. i. To act or play the prince; to lord;

to assume state or dignity.

Princedom, fprina'dum) n. The jurisdiction, sove

reignty, rank, or estate of a prince.

Princelike, (prins'lfk) a. Becoming a prince; noble;

generous ; munificent.

Princeliness, (prinsle-nes) n. Quality of being princely;

state, manner, or dignity of a prince

Princely, (prinsle) a. Of or relating to a prince ; regal ;

of highest rank or authority ; — resembling or becom

ing a prince: of great wealth or magnificence.

Princely, (prinsle) adv. In a prince-like manner.

Prince-royal, (prins - roi ' al) n. The eldest son of a

sovereign.

Princess, (prin'ses) n. A female prince ;—the daughter

of a king ;—the consort of a prince.

Princess-royal, (prin-ses-roi'al) n. The eldest daughter

of a sovereign.

Principal, (prin'se-pal) o. [L. principalis.] Highest

in rank, authority, character, or importance ; most

considerable ; chief.

Principal, (prin'se-pal) u. A chief or head ; one who

takes the lead ; specifically, one who possesses or exer

cises chief authority ;—the head of a university ;—

the chief actor in a crime, as distinguished from an

accessory,- a chief obligor, promisor, or debtor, as dis

tinguished from a surety; one who employs another

to act for him, as distinguished from an agent ;—a

thing of chief or prime consequence ;—a capital sum of

money, placed out at interest, due as a debt or used

as a fund ;—in music, an organ stop.

Principality, (prin-ee-pal'e-te) n. Sovereignty; supreme

power ;—a prince; one invested with sovereignty ,—

the territory of a prince.

Principally, (priu'se-pal-Ie) adv. Tn the chief or most

important respect;—above all; cluefly; mainly; essen

tially.

Principle, (prin'se-pl)n. [L. principium, from jn'inceps,

principis.] A source or origin ; that from which any

thing proceeds;—an original faculty or endowment of

the soul ;—a fundamental truth or tenet ; an elemen

tary proposition ;—a settled rule of action ;—usually, a

right rule of conduct ; — an original element which

characterizes some substance, and from which ft may

be obtained by analysis.

Principle, (prin'se-pl) v. t. To establish or fix in tenets;

to impress with any tenet, good or ill :—imp. «fe pp.

principled ; ppr. pnncinling,

Prink, (prink) v. t. [Allied to prank.) To dross for

show ; — to put on stately airs ; to strut ;—r. t . To

dress or adjust to ostentation :—imp. <fc pp. prinked ;

ppr. prinking.

Print, (print) v. t. fW. printiav, F. imprimer, It t'm-

prontare, from L. in and jtremcre, to press.] To press

or impress ;—to stamp; to form figures, characters, Ac.,

on cloth, paper, or other material, by pressure ; to im-

Jirint ;—to mark by pressing one thing on another ; to

ndent ;—to leave a mark or form upon ; to trace ;—to

reproduce from types, or plates, copies or fac-ainiiles

on paper, cardboard, &c ;—r. i. To use or practise the

art of typography ;—to publish a book :—imp. & pp.

printed ; /)//r. printing.

Print, (print) n. A mark made by impression or by

pressure of one body or thing on another ;—impres

sions of types in general, as to form, size, Ac.:— that

which is produced by printing ;—a stamped likeness

of any thing ; an engraving;—a printed sheet of news;

a newspaper ;—a fabric figured by stamping ; calico ;—

that which impresses its form on any thing ; a stamp;

a mould ;—in architecture, a cast in plaster from *&

ornamental mould ;—state of being printed and pub

lished, [cloth ; calicoes.

Printed-goods, ( printed -goodz ) n. pi. Printed cotton

Printer, (print'er) n. One who prints, impresses, or

stamps ; especially, one who prints books, news

i»i>ers, &C.

Printing, (printing) n. Act, art, or practice of im

pressing letters, characters, or figures on paper, doth,

or other material ; typography.

Printing-ink, (print'ing-ingk) n. Ink used in printing

books, newspapers, and the like.

Printing-office. ( print'ing-of-is) n, A place where

books, pamphlets, newspapers, and the like are printed.

Printing - press,( print'ing-pres) n. A press for printing;

books, newspapers, hand-bills, and the like. Rand-

prtss, press driven by hand, and taking improasuops

from one form, plate, or block upon one side of the)

sheet or paper—used chiefly for hand-bills, circulars,

&c. Steam-press, press for printing both sides of the

sheet simultaneously.

Print-seller, (print'sel-lgr) n. A dealer or retailer of

mints and engravings. [kept for sale.

Print-shop, ( print ' shop ) n. A shop where prints are

Print-works. ( print ' wurks ) n.pl. Manufactory for

printing cottons, calicoes, &c.

Prior, (pri'or) a, [U prior, former, previous, better.

superior, comparative from the obsolete pris.] Pre

ceding in the order of time ; anterior ; former; fore

going; precedent ; previous.

Prior, (pri'or) n. [L. ] The superior of a priory ; one

next in dignity to an abbot.

Priorate, (pri'or-at) n. Government bv a prior.

Prioress, (prfor-ee) ». A female superior of a convent

of nuns.

Priority, (pri-or'e-te) a. State of being antecedent in

time, or of preceding something else r~state of being

first in place or dignity ; superiority precedence ; pre

eminence.

Priorship, (prfor-ship) m The state or office of prior.

Priory, (pri'o-re) n. A religious house, the head of

which was a prior or prioress, and which was in dignity

below an abbey.

Prisage, (prir/aj) n. [F. prise, a taking, capture, prize. 1

The share of merchandise taken as lawful prise at

sea which belongs to the king or admiral—usually a

tenth part.

Prism, (prizm) n. [L. prisma, Q. prisma.] A solid

whose bases or ends are any similar, „

equal, and parallel plane figures,

and whose sides are parallelograms;

—a transparent body with, usually,

three rectangular plane faces or

sides, and two equal and parallel

triangular ends or bases.

Prismatic, (priz-mat'ik) a.

-£ H

Prisms.

Resembling or related to

a prism ;—separated or distributed by a prism.

Frismatically, (priz-mat'ik-al-le) adv. In form Off

manner of a prism.

Prismy, (priz'me) a. Pertaining to or like a prism.

Prison, (prir/n) n. {F. from L. prehensio, a seizing,

arresting, from prehendere, to lay hold of, to seize.] A

building for the confinement or safe custody of debtors

and criminals; — specifically, & building for the safe

custody of criminals or those accused of crime ; a jail ;

any place of confinement or restraint ;—in Scripture,

spiritual bondage ;—a state of affliction.

Prison, (priz'n) v. (. To shut up in a prison ; to con

fine ; to restrain from liberty :—imp. & pp. prisoned ;

ppr. prisoning.

Prisoner, (prixn-er) n. One who is under arrest or in

custody ; one who is confined in a prison or jail ;—one

taken in war ; a captive ;—one whose liberty is re

strained.

Prison-house, (priz'n -hous) n. A house in which

prisoners are confined ; a jaiL
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I*ristine. (pris'tin) o_. [L. prittinut.] Belonging to the

■beginning or earliest time; original ; first; primitive;

old ; former ; ancient.

^pTithee, (priTH'6). A corruption of / pray thee—gene

rally used without the pronoun.

Privacy, (pri'vil-se, priv'a-se) n. [From private.] A

**tato of being in retirement ; solitude ;—a place of

seclusion from company or observation ; retreat ; re

tirement; — concealment of what is said or done;

■ecrecy.

Private, (pri'vat) a. [L. priralut, pp. of privare, to

"bereave, deprive, from prints, single, private.] Sepa

rate ; unconnected with others : belonging to an indi

vidual ; peculiar; personal; individual;—concerning

a family, class, or company, as opposed to public or

general ;—sequestered from company ; solitary ;—re

moved from observation ; secluded ; — not publicly

known ; not open ; secret.

Private, (pri'vat) n. A common soldier; one of the

lowest rank in an army.

Privateer, (pri-vat-eY) Jt, An armed vessel fitted out by

private individuals, and carrying a commission or let

ter of marque from a belligerent government to cruise

against the commerce of its enemy in time of war.

Privateer, (pri-vat-eY) t\ i. To cruise in a privateer:

—imp. <V pp. privateered ; ppr. privateering.

Privateering, (pri-vat-eVing) n. Plundering an enemy's

ships by privateers.

Privately, (pri'vat-le) adv. In a secret manner ; not

openly or publicly ;—in a manner affecting an. indivi

dual or company.

Privateness, (pri'vatrnes) n. Secrecy ; privacy ;—seclu

sion from society ; retirement ; obscurity ;—state of

living as an ordinary citizen, and not having official

rank or employment.

Privation, (pri-vashun) n. Act of depriving of rank

or office; degradation in rank;—state of being deprived

of something, especially of something required or de

sired; destitution; need ;—condition of being absent

or wanting ; absence.

Privative, (priv'at-iv) a. Causing privation ; depriv

ing; — consisting iu the absence of something; not

positive.

Privative, (priv'at-iv) n. That which derives its char

acter from or of which the essence is the absence of

something ;—a prefix or suffix to a word which changes

its signification and gives it a contrary sense, as in,

un, leia. [something ;—negatively.

Privatively, (priv'at-iv-le) adv. By the absence of

Privet, (priv'et) ». [Prov. Eng. primprint, prim-wort.]

An ornamental shrub of the genus Ligustrum, much

used in hedges.

Privilege, (priv'e-lej) n. [L. privilegivm, a law against

or in favour of an individual, from jwivux, private,

and lex, legit, law.] A peculiar benefit, advantage,

or favour; a right or immunity not enjoyed by others

or by all ; prerogative ; franchise ; liberty.

Privilege, (priv'e-lej) v. t. To grant some particular

right or exemption to;—to exempt from censure or

danger ;—to exempt from paying tax or impost ;—to

exempt from arrestment for debt :—imp. & pp. pri

vileged; ppr. privileging.

Privileged, (privVleJd) a. Invested with a privilege;

enjoying a peculiar right or immunity. [secretly.

Privily, (pnv'e-le) adv. [From privy.] Privately;

Privity, (privVte) n. [From privy.] Secrecy ; privacy ;

—private knowledge ; joint knowledge with another

of a private concern ;—a private matter; a secret;—a

bond of union between parties as to some particular

transaction;—pi, The private part*.

Privy, (priv'e) a. [F. privi, from L. priratus.] Per

taining to some person exclusively; assigned to pri

vate uses ; private ; — not open or public ; secret ;

clandestine;—appropriated to retirement; — secretly

cognizant ;—admitted to the knowledge of a secret ;—

admitted to secrets of state.

Privy, (priv'e) n. A partaker ; a person having an

interest in any action or thing ;—a necessary house.

Privy-chamber, (priv'e-cham-bfr) n. The private apart

ment in a royal residence or mansion.

Privy-council, (priv'e-koun-«il) n. A number of distin

guished persons selected by a sovereign to advise in the

administration of the government.

Privy-purse, (privVpnrs) n. The income set apart for

the sovereign s personal benefit and use.

Privy-seal, (priv'e-scl) n. The seal which the sovereign

uses previously in grants, &c., which are to pass the

great seal, or in matters of subordinate consequence

which do not require the great seal ;—also, the cabinet

minister who holds the privy-seal.

Prize, (priz) n. [F. prit, pp. of prendre, to take, L. pre-

hendere.) Something taken from another;—any thing

captured by a belligerent using the right of war ; etpe-

cially, a captured vessel ;—any thing carried off as the

result or award of a contest; any thing offered to be

competed for ; — that which is won in a lottery ;—

hence, any thing worth striving for ;—any thing ob

tained as a mark of excellence in competition.

Prize, (priz) v. t. To set or estimate the value of; to

rate ;—to value highly ; to esteem ;—to raise with a

lever; to pry :—imp. A pp. prized; ppr. prizing.

Prize, (priz) n. A lever ; also, the hold of a lever.

Prize-fighter, (priz?it-er) n. One who fights publicly

for a reward—applied particularly to a professed boxer.

Prizeman, (priz'man) n. Winner of a prize ;—in univer

sities, one who gains honours in examinations.

Prize-money, (priVmun-e) n. In the army and navy,

the total value reckoned in money of what has been

captured, as in taking an enemy's camp, town, ves

sels, <tc. ;—also, the share accruing to each officer, sol

dier, or seaman from the division of the proceeds of

captured vessels, stores, Ac.

Prizer, (priz'er) n. One who estimates the value of a

thing ; an appraiser.

Prize-ring, (priVring) n. Ring or open space fenced off

usually with ropes, for pugilistic combat ; hence, the

art or practice of boxing ; colloquially, the ring.

Prizing, (priz'ing) n. Among teamen, act of raising by

a lever any weighty body, as a cask, anchor, cannon,

or the like.

Pro, (pro). [L. and G. for, before.] A prefix in comjw-

sition with the sense of in front, forth, forward, for,

in room of, Ac.

Proa, (pro'a) n. [L. prora, 0. pr6ra.] A long, narrow,

sail canoe, used in the regions of the trade-winds.

Probability, (prob-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being pro

bable ; likelihood; —something probable; any thing

that has the appearance of reality or truth ;—the ratio

of the whole number of chances, favourable and un

favourable, to the number of favourable chances.

Probable, (prob'a-bl) a. [L. probabilis, from probare,

to try, approve, prove.] Having more evidence for

than against: likely: credible ;—rendering probable;

giving ground for belief.

Probably, (prob'a-ble) adv. With appearance of truth ;

in likelihood ; likely.

Probate, (rtro'bat) n. [L. probatut, pp. of probare, to

prove.] Official proof ; especially,.proof that an instru

ment purporting to be the last will and testament of a

person deceased, is indeed his lawful act ;—right or

jurisdiction of proving wills. [court of probate.

Probate, (pro'bat) a. Of or belonging to a probate or

Probate-duty, (pro'bat-du-te) n. A government tax on

property passing by will.

Probation, (pro-hashun) n. [L. probatio, from probarv,

to try, examine, prove.] Act of proving; proof;—

evidence; testimony;—act of testing; trial; exami

nation ;—any proceeding designed to ascertain truth,

to determine character, qualificaton, or the like;—the

period of novitiate l»efore entrance into a monastic or

conventual lite;—moral trial; the exercise and disci

pline which man undergoes in this present life.
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Probation*!, (pro-ba'shun-al) a. Relating to probation ;

serviiig for trial. [probational.

Probationary, (pro-bu'shun-ar-e) a. Serving for trial ;

Probationer, (pro-ba'shuii-er) n. One who is under

going probatiou ; a novice;—in Scotland, one who,

after theological study and examination, is licensed to

preach the gospel ; a licentiate.

Probationership, (pro-ba'ahun-er-shjp) n. State of a pro

bationer ; novitiate. [probationary.

Probative, (pro'b&t-iv) a. Serving for trial or proof ;

Probatory, (pro'bat-ore) a. Pertaining to or serving

for trial or proof. [ulcer, or cavity, Arc

Probe, (prob) ». An instrument for examining a wound,

Probe, (prtib) r. (. [L. prvbart, to try, examine, Ger.

jirob'ii.] To examine, as a wound, ulcer, &c, by the

use of an instrument thrust into the part;—hence,

to scrutinize; to examine thoroughly into; to search

to the bottom:—imp. & pp. probed; ppr. probing.

Probity, (probe-te) ». [L. pvobitag, from probus, good,

proper, honest.] Tried virtue or integrity ; approved

moral excellence ; rectitude ; honesty ; uprightness.

Problem, (prol/lem) u. [G. probUima, from proballein,

to throw or lay before.] A question proposed for solu

tion ; hence, a matter difficult of solution or settle

ment;—in Icjic, a jtroitosition which seems absolutely

neither true nor mla-,% and which may be stated as

affirmative or negative;—in mathmnaiicn, a proposition

or theorem to be wrought out and demonstrated either

by the actual construction of the lines, angles, planes,

figures, tfcc, or by calculation of their relative jkjsi-

tions and magnitudes;—any mechanical or practical

difficulty to lie overcomo.

Problematical, (prob-lem-at'tk-al) a. Having the nature

of a problem ; questionable ; uncertain ; disputable ;

doubtful. [dubiously.

Problematically, (prob-lem-at'ik-al-le) adv. Doubtfully;

Pro bono publico, (pro-bo'no-pub'le-kc). [L.] For the

public good.

Proboscis, (pro-bos'iB) n. fL., G. pro, before, and box-

k-ein, to food, graze.] An extensible hollow tube pro

jecting from the head of the elephant and other ani

mals, and capable of absorbing fluids; a snout; a trunk.

The proboscis of insects is usually a horny tube formed

by the modified jaws.

Frocatarctio, ( prd-kat-ark'tik ) a. (G. pro, before, and

kutarchtin, to begin.] Noting the immediate or excit

ing cause in generating disease.

Pro-catholic, (pro-ka'thol-ik) (f. Being in favour of

Roman Catholics or Catholicism.

Procedure, (pro-sed'ur) n. Act or manner of proceeding;

Ju-ogrees ; management ;—a step taken ; an act per

orated; transaction ; course ; conduct.

Proceed, (pro-sed') v. t. [L. procedcre, from pro, for

ward, and ctdeif, to move, go.] To move, pass, or go

forward or onward ;—to pass from a stated point or

topic to another ;—to come forth, as from a source,

place, or person ; to issue ; to be produced or propa

gated ;—to make progress ; to advance ;—to have a

course; to conduct; — to act by method ;—to com

mence and cany on a legal process ; to prosecute;—

imp. ib pp. proceeded ; ppr. proceeding. ^

Proceeds, (pro'sedz) n. pi. That which comes forth or

results ; produce ; rents ; yield ; issuo ; product ; sum

realized by a sale.

Proceeding, (pro-sed'ing) it. Act of going forward;

advance; — movement or process from one thing to

another ;—a measure or step taken in business mat

ters ; transaction ;—pi. A course of measures or con

duct ; manner of dealing with or acting towards others;

—in law, the several steps, measures, or methods of

prosecuting or answering a charge, claim, &c. ; record

of what has been done in a legal action or trial.

Process, (pros'es) n. [F. proee-t, L. procerus.] Act of

proceeding or moving forward; procedure; progress;

advance;— series of actions or experiments; opera

tions, as chtmical proctu ; — series of motions or

changes of growth or decay in physical bodies ; act of

developing or maturing; act of decomposing, Ac.;—

course ; continual flow, as procen* of Hint • — in

anatomy, any projecting part or growth ; protuber

ance ;—method or manner of action : arranged pro

gramme of proceedings; — in law, the whole course

of proceedings in a cause, real or personal, civil or

criminal

Procession, (pro-sesh'un) «. [L. proeeuio.] Act of pro

ceeding ; regular, orderly, or ceremonious progress ;—

a train of individuals advancing in order ; a cere

monious train ; a retinue.

Processional, (pro-scsh'un-al) a. Pertaining to, or con

sisting in, a procession.

Proces-verbal, (pro'sa-var'bal). [F.) In French lav,

an authentic minute of an official act or statement of

facts.

Prooidenoe, (pro'se-dens) n. [L. procidentia, from pm-

cidere, to fall down forward.] A falling down ; a

prolapsus.

Proclaim. (pro-klamO r. t. [L. pro, before, forward,

and clamare, to call or cry out.] To make conspi

cuously known by public announcement : to givewide

publicity to; publish ; promulgate; declare:— iw/». «t

pp. proclaimed ; ppr. proclaiming. [publishes.

Proclaimer, (pro-kliira'er) «. One who proclaims or

Proclamation, (prok-la-m;Yshun) n. Act of publishing

abroad ; official or general notice or publication ;—an

official public announcement or declaration ; a pub

lished ordinance.

Proclivity, (pro-kliv'e-te) n. fL. procliritan, from pro-

ctivit, sloping, inclined.] Inclination; propensity;

proueness ; tendency ;—readiness : facility.

Proconsul, (pro-kon'sul) n. [L. pro, for, "and ro»swf.]

A Roman officer who discharged the duties of a consul

without being himself consul: a governor of a province.

Proconsular, (pro-kou'su-lar) a. Pertaining to a pro

consul;—under the government of a proconsul.

Proconsulship, (pro-kon'sul-ship) n. The office of a pro

consul, or the term of his office.

Procrastinate, (pro-kras'te-nat) v. t. [L. pro, forward,

and craxliuttn, of to morrow, from cms, to-tuorrow.j

To put off till to-morrow, or from day to day: to defer

to a future time ;—v. ?. To delay ; to be dilatory :—

imp. & pp. procrastinated ; ppr. procrastinating'.

Procrastination, (pro-kras-te-na'shun) n, A putting off

to a future time ; delay ; dilatorineas.

Procrastinator, (pro-kras'tc-nat-or) «. One who defers

the performance of any thing to a future time.

Procrastinatory, (pro-kras'to-nat-or-e) o. Pertaining to

procrastination ; off-putting ; dilatory.

Procreant, (proTire-ant) a. Generating ; producing ;—

fertile ; fruitful.

Procreate, (pro'krG-at) v. t [h. procrtarr, from pro,

forward, forth, and creare, to create.] To beget: to

generate ; to engender :—imp. & pp. procreated ; ppr.

procreating.

Procreation, (pvo-krC-a'shun) n. Act of begetting;

generation of young; production.

Procreative, (proTcru-at-iv) a. Generative ; having the

power to beget.

Procreativeness, (pro-kre-at'iv-nes) n. The power of

begetting or producing ;—fecundity ; frtutfulneee.

Frocreator, ( pro ' kr6 - at - or ) n. Ono who begets ; a

generator : a sire.

Procrustean, (pro-krus'te-an) a. Pertaining to or

resembling Procrustes, who tied his victims on an iron

bed, and either stretched out or cut off their legs to

adapt them to its length ; hence, reducing by violence

to strict conformity to a measure or model

Proctor, (prok'tor) n. [L. procurator.'] One who is

employed to manage the affairs of another ; tvecti-

calh/,txn officer employed in admiralty and ecclesias

tical causes;—an officer who attends to the morals rf

the students, and enforces obedience to the <

regulations.
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Proctorial, ( prok - to ' re - al) o. Of or pertaining to a

Tpxoctor. [proctor.

Proctorship, (prok'tor-ship) n. Office or dignity of a

Procumbent, (pro-kum'bent) a. [L. procumbent, ppr.

of procumbere, to fall, bond, or lean forward.] Lying

down or on the face : prone ;—trailing ; prostrate.

Procurable, (prG-kur'a-bl)a. Capable of being procured.

Procuration, (prok-ur-a'shun) n. [L. procuratio.] Act

of procuring; procurement;—management of another's

affairs ;—the instrument by which a person is em

powered to transact the affairs of another ;—a sum of

money paid to the bishop or archdeacon by incumbents

on account of visitations.

Procuration-money, (prok-ur-a'shun-mun-c) n. Money

taken by procurators, &c., when they effect a loan.

Procurator, (prok ' iir - at - or) n. One who mauagos

another's affairs ;—a governor of a province under the

emperors of Rome ; also, a certain officer who had the

management of the revenue. Procurator jiscal, in

Scotland, a public prosecutor.

Frocuratorial, (prok-ur-a-to're-al) a. Pertaining to or

performed by a procurator.

Procuratorship, (prok-uVit-or-Bhip) w. Office of a pro

curator ; proctorship.

Procure, (pro-kuY) v. t. [L. pro, for, and curare, to

take care, from cura, care,] To bring into possession;

to acquire or provide for one's self or for another ;—to

contrive and effect ; to bring about ;—v. i. To pimp :

—imp. & pp. procured ; ppr. procuring.

Procurement, (pro-kur ment) n. Act of procuring ; ob-

tainment; management; agency.

Procurer, (prd-kurgr) «. One who procures or obtains;

—a pimp ; a pander.

Procuress, (pro-kuVes) n. A female procurer.

Prod, (prod) r. t. [From prod, a goad.] To thrust some

pointed instrument into ; to pierce ; to prick.

Prodigal, (prod'e-gal) «. [L. pivxligus, from prodigcrc,

to drive forth, to squander away.] Given to extrava

gant expenditure ; recklessly profuse : wasteful ;—ex-

CJed to excess or without necessity; profuse; lavish;

; immoderate.

Prodigal, (prod'e-gal) n. One who expends money

extravagantly or without necessity ; a spendthrift.

Prodigality, (prod-e-gal'e-te) «. Extravagance in expen

diture, particularly of money ; profusion ; waste ; ex

cessive liberality.

Prodigally, (prod'e-gal-le) adv. In a prodigal manner;

extravagantly ; lavishly ; profusely.

Prodigious, (pro-dij'e-us) n. [L. prodiffiosu*, from pro-

diffium, a prodigy.] Of the nature of a prodigy; excit

ing wonder : marvellous; astonishing;—enormous in

size, quantity, extent, or the like; monstrous; won

derful : extraordinary.

Prodigiously, (pro-dij'e-us-le) adv. Enormously; won

derfully ;—very much ; extremely.

Prodigiousness, (pro-dij e-ns-nes) «. The state or qua

lity of lieiug prodigious ; encrmousness of size.

Prodigy, (prod'e-je) n. [L. prmligiuhi, for protlichtm,

from prodiccrt, to foretell, predict.] Something extra

ordinary from which omens are drawn ; portent;—any

thing wonderful or astonishing, and outof the ordinary

course of nature ; wonder; miracle; marvel; monster.

Produce, (prd-duV) v.t. [h. prodveert, from pro, for

ward, forth, and ducere, to lead.] To bring into view;

to offer for inspection ; to exhibit ;—to bring forth ; to

yield crops, as the soil ;—to bring forth young ; to

generate ;—to yield fruits and flowers, as a plant ; to

Jimpagate ;—to cause; to occasion, as an effect;—to

orm or fashion, as goods or fabrics for the market ; to

manufacture ;—to yield or furnish, as interest, profits,

or income ;—to draw further ; to lengthen out ; to pro

long ;—to extend—applied to a line, snrfacc, or solid :

—imp. fc pp. produced; ppr. producing.

Produoe, (prod'fis) )i. That which is produced ; pro

duct;—that which is produced by natural growth, or

by husbandry ; crops ; fruits; agricultural products ;

—that which is raised by breeding, as calves, lambs,

Ac ; young stock ; — that which is wrought by ma

chinery ; manufactured goods; fabrics, &c ; —sum

realised from a sale, commission, or other mercantile

transition ; yield ; return ; profit ;—also, the amount

collected from a tax or rate ;—issue ; result ;—effect ;

consequence. [forth.

Producer, (pro-dus'er) n. One who produces or brings

Producible, (pro-duVe-bl) a. Capable of being produced.

Product, (prod'ukt) n. [L. productu*, pp. of w-oducere.]

That which is produced, brought forth, or* effected ;

fruit, whether of growth or labour, either physical or

intellectual ;—the number resulting from the multi

plication of two or more numbers or quantities.

Produotile, (prd-duk'tU) a. [L. produetilu, from pro-

ducere, to draw or stretch out.] Capable of being ex

tended or prolonged ; extensible ; ductile.

Production, (pro-duk'shun) n. Act of bringing forth to

view or notice; exhibition; — thing exhibited; per

formance ; composition ;—act of generating or mak

ing ;—produce ; fruit ; issue, &c. ;—act of stretclung

or extending ;—a lengthening out ; a prolongation.

Productive, (pro-duk'tiv) a. Having the quality or

power of producing ; yielding or furnishing results ;

efficient; — bringing into being; causing to exist;—

producing good crops ; fertile.

Productively, (pro-dnk'tiv-le) adv. By process of pro

duction ;—fruitfully ; abundantly. [productive.

Productiveness, (pro-duk'tiv-nes) n. Quality of being

Proeguminal, (pr6-e-gu'min-al) a. [G. proegeomai, to

go before and lead, to conduct.] Predisposing ; tend

ing to produce disease ; noting a previous cause, symp

tom, or weakness, which goes to determine the form

which a disease will assume.

Proem, (pro'em) n. [L. proanUum, G. pro, before, and

oimos, way, road, strain of a song.] Preface ; introduc

tion ; prelude.

Procmial, {pro-Cm'e-al) a. Introductory; prefatory.

Proemptosis, (pro-em-to'sis) n. [G.] In chronofwnj,

the lunar equation, or addition of a day, necessary to

prevent the new moon happening a day too soon.

Profanation, (prof-a-nH'shuu) n. Act of violating sacred

things, or of treating them with contempt or irre

verence ;—act of treating with abuse or disrespect.

Profane, (pro -fan') a. [L. pro/anuf, without the

temple, unholy, from jrro, before, and/anmn, temple.]

Irreverent to sacred things; impious;—ungodly : un

holy ;—blasphemous ;—not sacred ; secular ; worldly •

—not consecrated or set apart for sacred service ; com

mon ; unclean ; — impure ; polluted ; — heathenish ;

idolatrous ;—taking the name of God in vain ; given

to swearing.

Profane, (pro-fan') v.t. To treat with abuse, irrever

ence, obloquy, or contempt ;—to put to a wrong or

unworthy use ; to treat as common or uncleau ; dese

crate ; pollute ; defile ; debase ; dishonour :—imp. &

pp. profaned ; ppr. profaning.

Profanely, (pro-fan'le) adv. With irreverence to sacred

things or names ; with want of due respect.

Profaneness, (pro-ftin'nee) n. Quality or character of

being profane ; profanity.

Profaner, (pro-f&u'er) n. One who treats sacred things

with irreverence ;—a polluter ; a defiler.

Profanity, (pro-fan e-to) «. Quality or character of

being profane ; irreverence ; impiety ; — open and

avowed disregard or contempt of the word, law, or

gospel of God ; blasphemy :—any act or word of an

irreverent or impious diameter.

Profess, (pro-fee') v. t. [h. professut, from pro, before,

forward, and fateri, to confess, own.] To make open

declaration of ; to confess publicly:—to make pretence

to ; hence, to put on or present an appearance of ;— to

pretend to knowledge of ; to proclaim one's self versed

in; — v.t. To take a profession upon one's self; to

confess ; to avow;—to declare solemnly or in strong

terms :—-imp. & pp. professed ; ppr. professing.
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Professedly, (pro-fes'od-le) adv. By profession; by

avowaL

Profession, (pro-fesh'un) ft. Act of professing; open

declaration; public avowal; — that which one pro

fesses ; a declaration ; an avowal ; a claim :—the occu

pation to which one devotes himself ; calling ; voca

tion ; employment;— the collective body of persons

engaged in a calling ;—act of taking a religious or

monastic vow. Leanud profession, such as requires a

previous ebllege education in its licentiates or practi

tioners, as law, medicine, and divinity.

Professional, (pro-fesh'un-al) a. Pertaining to a profes

sion or to a calling ;—professed ; being by profession ;

avowed. [or calling.

Professionally, (pro-fesh'rtn-al-le) adv. By profession

Professor, (pro-fes'er) n. One who makes open profes

sion of his sentiments or opinions ; especially, one who

makes a formal profession of religion ;—a public teacher

of any science or branch of learning ;—a member of a

university or college senatus, who delivers lectures or

oral instructions in languages, literature, science, or

philosophy;—one who shows visibly his religious faith

and practice ;—also, improperly, one who pretends or

exhibits skill and dexterity, as in legerdemain, acro-

batism, Ac. ;—an empirical practitioner in medicine,

Ac. [feasor.

Professorial, (pro-fes-so're-al) a. Pertaining to a pro-

ProfessorBhip, (pro-fes'er-ship) n. Office of a professor

or public teacher of literature or science.

Proffer, (prefer) v. t. [L. proferre, to bring forth or

forward, to offer.] To offer for acceptance ; to propose

to give ; to tender ;—to propose for service ; to engage

—used reflexively : — imp. 4 pp. proffered ; ppr.

proffering.

Proffer, (profer) n. An offer made ; something pro

posed for acceptance by another ;—essay ; attempt.

Profloiency, (prd-flsh'e-en-se) n. State or quality of being

proficient ; improvement ; progression in knowledge,

science, or art ;—skill ; dexterity :—also projlcience.

Proficient, (pro-fish'e-ent) a. Well advanced in any

branch of knowledge or art ; well-skilled ; versed.

Proficient, (pro-fish'e-ent) n. [L. proJlcUns, ppr. of

profietre, to go forward, make progress.] One who

has made considerable advances in any business, art,

science, or branch of learning ; an expert ; an adept.

Proficiently, (pro-fish 'e-eut-le) adv. In a proficient

manner ; by proficiency.

Profile, (pro £11) n. [F. prqfil, from L. pro or per, and

Mum, a thread, a line.] An outline or contour;—a

head or portrait represented sidewise or in a side view.

Profile, (prd'fil) v. t. To draw the outline of ; to draw-

in profile ;—to exhibit the features or contour in a side

view :—imp. & pp. profiled ; ppr. profiling.

Profit, (profit) »u [P. from L. profectus, advance, pro

gress, profit, from proficere.] Benefit; advantage;—

gain or good gotten or enjoyed ;—acquisition beyond

expenditure; in commerce, pecuniary gain in any

transaction or occupation ;—valuable results ; useful

consequences; improvement; advancement; emolu

ment.

Profit, (profit) v. t. To be of service to ; to do good to ;

to benefit ;—to improve ; to advance ; — v.i. To gain

advantage; to make improvement;—to be of use or

advantage; to bring good:—imp. & pp. profited; ppr.

profiting.

Profitable, (profit-a-bl) a. Yielding or bringing profit

or gain ; lucrative ; advantageous ; productive ; ser

viceable, [profitable.

Profitableness, (profit-a-bl-nes) n. Quality of being

Profitably, (profit-a-ble) adv. In a profitable manner;

gainfully ; usefully ; advantageously.

Profiting, (profit-ing) n. Gain; advantage; improve

ment, [vantage.

Profitless, (profit-les) a. Void of profit, gain, or ad-

Profligacy, (profle-gas-e) h. Condition or quality of

being profligate ; a very vicious course of life.

Profligate, (prof ' le - gat) a. [L. projligatu*, ppr. of

profiigare, to strike or dash to the ground.] Aban

doned to vice ; openly and shamelessly immoral or

vicious; dissolute; depraved; vicious; wicked.

Profligate,, (prof 'le -gat) n. An abandoned man; a

vicious person.

Profound, (pro-found') a. [L. profundus, from pro,

before, forward, and fundus, the bottom.] Descend

ing far below the surface ;—low bending; very low ;—

characterized by intensity: deeply felt ;—intellectually

deep ; reaching to the bottom of a matter;—exhibiting

or expressing deep humility ; lowly; humble.

Profound, (pro-found') n. The deep; the abyss ;—e#j*-

cially, the sea ; the ocean.

Profoundly, (pro-foundle) adv. In a profound manner ;

deeply ;—with deep penetration or kuowledge.

Profoundness, (pro-found'nes) n. The quality of being

profound ; profundity; depth.

Profundity, (pro-fundVte) n. Condition or quality of

being profound: depth of place, of knowledge, of

science, of feeling, and the like.

Profuse, (pr6-fuV) a. [L. profasus, from pro, forward,

forth, and fvndere, to pour.] Very liberal; giving

without stint; extravagant; superabundant; exu

berant ; plentiful ; copious ; exuberant ; bountiful ;

prodigal.

Profusely, (pro - ffis ' le) adv. In a profuse manner;

lavisldy ; prodigally ;—with exuberance ; with grunt

abundance.

Profuseness, (pro-fus'nes) n. Extravagant expenditure;

prodigality ;—great abundance ; profusion.

Profusion, (prd-fu'zhun) n. Act of one who is pro

fuse; prodigality ; extravagance of exjwnditure ;—rich

abundance; exuberant plenty.

^"s". (uro6*) •• *• [D. prachgeu, Ger. praehern, to beg,

L. procare, to ask.] To wander about and beg ;—to

steal ; to filch.

Prog, (prog) n. Victuals or provisions sought by beg

ging, or found by wandering about

Prog, (prog) n. One who seeks bis victuals by wander

ing and begging.

Progenitor, (pro-jen'it-or) ». [L. progignert, progtni-

tum, to bring forth, to beget.] An ancestor in the

direct line; a forefather. [lineal descent.

Progeniture, (pro'jen-it-ur) n. Begetting or birth ;—

Progeny, (proj'en-o) >t. Descendants of the human

kind, or offspring of other animals;—children; descen

dants; race; generation.

Prognosis, (prog-nosis) n. [G. from pro, before, arid

ffigndskein, to know.] Act or art of foretelling the

course and event of a disease by particular symptoms.

Prognostic, (prog-nos'tik) a. Indicating something

future by aigns or symptoms; foreshowing: indicative.

Prognostic, (prog-nos'tik) n. A sign by which a future

event may be known or foretold ; hence, a prediction;

—a symptom indicating the course and event of a dis

ease;—hence, medical opinion formed from symptom*

with respect to the probable issue of a disease.

Prognosticate, (prog-nos'tik-at) v. t. To foreshow ; to

indicate by present signs or symptoms future pheno

mena or facts—said of things ;— to foretell from pre

sent appearances or calculations future events—said of

persons ; to predict ; to prophesy :—imp. & pp. prog

nosticated ; ppr. prognosticating.

Prognostication, (prog-nos-tik-a'shun) n. Act of fore

showing or foretelling something future by present

signs ;—a foretoken ; previous sign. [nosticates.

Prognosticator, (prog-nos'tik-at-or) n. One who prog-

Programme, (program) n. [G. prograrnwa, from pro,

before, and grapkeiu, to write.] A proclamation or

edict set up in a public place ;—a letter under the seal

of the sovereign ;—in universities, a detailed outline

or list of the theses or subjects of examination, or of

the speeches and orations on public occasions; — am

outline, sketch, or printed statement of the intended

proceedings and performance:*, as in public ceremonies.
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processions, musical or other entertainments ;—that

which is written introductory to something else;

preface.

Progress, (prog'res) n. [L. progrcssus, front progredi,

to go forth or forward.] A moving or going forward ;

advancement;—course; passage onwards ;—growth;

increase, as of plants or animals ;—advance in know

ledge or in character ; intellectual or moral improve

ment ; proficiency ;—advance towards completeness or

perfection, as in the prosecution of the arts, the con

duct of buainessj negotiations, &c. ; — a circuit; —a

journey of state.

Progress, (prft-grea') v.i. To move forward; to ad

vance ;—to make improvement ;—to go on in the same

course; to proceed: — imp. & pp. progressed; ppr.

progressing.

Progression, (pro-gresh'un) n. Act of moving forward ;

motion onward ;—course ; passage ; — intellectual ad

vance or improvement ;—in music, a regular succession

of chords or movement of the parts in harmony.

Arithmetical progression, a progression in which the

terms increase or decrease by equal difference. Q*oim~

trieal progression, a progression in which the terms

increase or decrease by equal ratios.

Progressions!, (pro-gresh'un-al) a. Tending to progress ;

having capacity of advancing ; relating to progression.

Progressive, (pro-gres'iv) a. Moving forward; ad

vancing ; evincing progress ;—improving.

Progressively, (pro-gres'iv-le) adv. In a progressive

manner ; by gradual stops ; by regular advances,

Progressiveness, (prd-greslv-nes) n. State or quality

of being progressive ; state of improvement.

Prohibit, (pro-bib'it) v. t. [L. pro, before, forth, and

habere, to have, hold.] To forbid ; to interdict by

authority ;—to hinder ; to debar ; to prevent : to pre

clude :—imp. & pp. prohibited ; ppr. prohibiting.

Prohibiten (pro-bib'it-er) n. Ouu who prohibits or

forbids.

Prohibition, (pro-ho-bish'un) n. Act of forbidding or

interdicting; interdict ;—in law, the issuing of a writ,

or the writ itself, from a superior court to the judge of

an inferior court, commanding bin] to stop proceedings

in a cause or suit.

Prohibitive, (pro-hiVit-iv) <t. Tending to prohibit,

forbid, or exclude ; forbidding; implying prohibition :

—also prohibitory.

Project, (prd-jekt') v. t. [L. projicere, projectum, from

pro, forward, and jaccre, to throw.] To throw out;

to cast forward ;—to scheme ; to devise ;—to draw or

exhibit, as the form of any thing;—to exhibit in a

striking way by the aid of another object ;—v. i. To

shoot forward ; to extend beyond something else ; to

jut:—imp. & pp. projected; ppr, projecting.

Project, (proj'ekt) n. That which is projected or de

signed; something intended or devised; — an idle

scheme : a design not practicable.

Projectile, (pro-jck'til) a. Impelling forward ; — given

by impulse ; impelled forward.

Projectile, (prO-jek'til) ,i. A body projected or impelled

by force through the air, as a stone from a sling, arrow

from a bow, and especially ball, shot, &c. , from cannon,

mortar, rockets, etc.;— pi That part of mechanics

which treats of the motion, range, &c, of bodies

thrown by an impelling force above the earth.

Projection, (pro-jek shun) jl Act of throwing or shoot

ing forward ;—a part jutting out, as of a building ;—

act of scheming ; plan ; schome ;—representation of

something ; delineation ; plan ; especially, the repre

sentation of any object on a perspective plane ;— also,

the representation on a plane surface of the lines and

places on a curved surface or sphere, as in Merca tor's

projection or chart of the globe.

Projector, (pro jek'tor) n. One who forms a scheme

or design; — one who forms wild or impracticable

schemes.

Prolapsus, (pro-lap'sus) u. [L. prolabi, to fall forward.]

The falling down of a part through the orifice with

which it is naturally connected, as of the uterus or

rectum :—also prolapse.

Prolate, (pro'lat) a. [I,, prolatvs, pp. of pro/erre, to

bring forth, to extend.] Stretched out; extended;

especially, elongated in the direction of a line joining

the poles.

Prolation, (prd-hVshun) n. [L. prolatio.] Utterance;

pronunciation ; — in music, the prolongation of the

voice upon one syllable.

Proleg, (proleg) a. [L. pro, for, and Eng. leg.] The

fleshy prominence which represents a leg in the hinder

segments of caterpillars.

Prolegomena, (pro-le-gom'e-na) ii.pL [G. prolegein, to

say beforehand.] Preliminary observations ; introduc

tory remarks or discourses prefixed to a book or treatise.

Prolepsis, (pro-lep'sis) n. [G. prolepsis, from pralam~

banein, to take beforehand.] A figure by which objec

tions are anticipated or prevented;—an error in chro

nology, when an event is dated before the actual time.

Proleptical, (pro-lep'tik-al) a. Pertaining to prolepsis or

anticipation ;—previous ; antecedent.

Proleptieally, (pr6-lep'tik-al-le) adv. By way of antici

pation.

Proletarian, (pro-16-tar'e-an) a. [L. proletarius, from

proles, offspring.] Belonging to the commonalty;

hence, mean ; vulgar.

Proliferous, (pro-lifer-us) a. [L. proles, offspring, and

ferre, to bear.] Bearing offspring—applied to a flower

from within which another is produced, or a branch

from which another rises.

Prolific, (pr6-lifik) a. [L. proles, offspring, tindfacere,

to make.] Producing young or fruit; generative;

fruitful; productive;—serving to produce; fruitful of

results ; active.

Prolificacy, (pro-lifik-al-le) adv. In a prolific manner ;

fruitfully.

Prolificness, (pro-lifik-nes)«. The state of being prolific

Prolix, (pro-lika', proliks) a. [h. prolixin, extended,

long, from pro, before, forward, and lax v. a, loose.]

Extending to a great length ;—indulging in protracted

discourse ; diffuse ; prolonged ; tedious ; wearisome.

Prolixity, (pro-Uktfe-te) n. State or quality of being

proUx ; great length ; minute detail.

Prolixly, (pro-liksle) adv. In a prolix manner ; at

great length.

Prolocutor, (pro-lok'u-tcr) n. fL. pro, before, for, and

toqui, to speak.] One who speaks for another;—the

speaker or chairman of a convocation.

Prolocutorship, (pro-lok ' u-t^r-ship) n. The office or

station of a prolocutor.

Prologue, (prolog) n. [G. prologos, from prolegein, to

say beforehand.] The preface or introduction to a dis

course or performance, especially, the poem spoken

before a dramatic performance or play begins.

Prologue, (prolog) v. t. To introduce with a formal

preface.

Prolong, (pro-long') v. t [F. prolonger, from L. pro,

before, forth, and longus, long.) To lengthen in time;

to extend the duration of;—to put off to a distant

time ;—to extend in space or length ; delay ; protract :

—imp. & pp. prolonged; ppr. prolonging.

Prolongation, (pro-long-ga'shun) n. Act of lengthening

in time or space ;—extension of time by delay or post

ponement.

Prolonger, ( pro-long'sr ) n. One who or that which

lengthens.

Promenade, (prom'e-nad) n. fR, from promener, to

lead, take for a walk, *e promener, to walk.] A walk

for amusement or exercise;—a place for walking.

Promenade, (prom'e-nad) v. i. To walk for amusement,

exercise, or show;— imp. & pp. promenaded; ppr.

'romerit, (prd-mpyit) r, (. fL. promrritus, from pro,

and mereri, to deserve.] Todeserve; to earn by merit;

—to reward ; to confer a favour on.
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Promcrops.

Promerops, ( pro ' mO - rops ) v. [G. pro, t>efore, and

tutropg, bee-eater.] A genus of

tenuirostral passerine birds, in

cluding the hoopoe — many of

these birds are remarkable for

their beautiful plumage.

Promethean, (pro- methe-an) a.

Of or pertaining to Prometheus,

fabled by the poet* to have

formed men of clay, to whom ho

gave life by means of fire stolen

from heaven; — having a life-

giving quality ; inspiring.

Prominence, (prom'e-nens) u. State of standing out

from the mirface uf something; projection ;—state of

being marked above or excelling others ; conspicuous-

neas ; distinction:—also prominency.

Prominent, (prom'e-nent) a. [L. prominent, ppr. of

prominrre, to jut out, to project, from minari, to lift

up in threat.] Standing out beyond the line or sur

face of something ; jutting ; protuberant ; in full re

lief; full; large, as an eye ;—eminent ; distinguished

above others; principal; chief; most visible or striking.

Prominently, ( prom e-nent-lo ) adv. In a prominent

manner; eminently ; conspicuously.

Promiscuous, (pro-misTtu-us) a. [L. promi*euu*, from

pro, and mi*ccrc, to mix.] Mixed ; mingled, as a mass

of things or crowd of persons ; consisting of particu

lars or individuals united at random or confusedly;

■—common ; indiscriminate ; given, distributed, or ap

plied to all and sundry; not restricted to an indivi

dual or class ; general.

Promiscuously, (pro-mlaTtu-us-le) adv. In a promis

cuous manner; without order; indiscriminately; with

out distinction of kinds.

Promiscuousneis, (pro-m isle u-us-nes) n. State of being

mixed without order or distinction.

Promise, (prom 'in) n. A voluntary undertaking or

engagement ; especially, an engagement to do or give

something for the benefit of another—binding only

in honour, conscience, and social obligations;—in /air,

a declaration, verbal or written, by which one person

for some consideration or on some condition, binds

and engages himself or his representatives to do or for

bear a specified act—performance of which is enforce

able by legal process ;—also, that which affords expec

tation ; ground of hope ; prospective likelihood of

future good, distinction, Ac: — grant or gift pro

mised ; fulfilment of what was promised or expected.

Promise, (prom'is) r. t. [L. promittor, from pro, for

ward, forth, and mittrre, to send.] To engage to do,

give, make, or to refrain from doing, giving, or mak

ing, or the like ;—to afford reason to expect ; to assure;

—to pledge or engage to bestow ;—v. i. To give assur

ance by a promise ;—to afford hopes or expectations :

—imp. fc pp. promised; ppr. promisng.

Promise-breaker, (prom ' la - brok ' cr) n. A violator of

promises. [takes; a promisor.

Promisor, (prom'is-or) «. One who engages or under-

Promiuory, (prom'is-or-e) a Containing a promise or

binding declaration of something to lw done or for-

lx>me. Promissory note, a written promise to pay to

some person named, and at a time specified therein,

a certain sum of money.

Promontory, (prom on-tor-o) n. [L. prmnontorium,

from pro, before, and men*, mentis, mountain.] A

high jtointof land or rock projecting into the sea; a

headland : a high cape.

Promote, (pro-mot*) t\ (. [L. pro, forward, and movere,

to move.] To contribute to the growth, enlargement,

or excellence of, as any thing valuable; to forward ;

to advance ;—also, to further or increase, as evil ;—to

excite and foster, as mutiny ; — to exalt in station,

rank, or honour:—imp, & pp. promoted; ppr. pro

moting, [motes.

Promoter, (pro-niGt'cr) r, One who or that which pro-

Promotion, (pro-nio'shun) v. Act of promoting or

forwarding either in good or evil ; advancement ;—act

of raising in rank, title, or official position ; elevation;

preferment ; — a higher station or official place ; an

upward step in the military or naval service.

Promotive, (pro-mot'iv) a. Tending to advance or pro

mote : tending to encourage.

Prompt, (promt) a. [L. jnromptv*, pp. of jrrojxert, to

bring forth, from pro and emere, to take.] Ready and

quick to act as occasion demands ; acting with cheer

ful alacrity ; — quickly, readily, or clieerfully per

formed ; not dilatory ; — hasty ; petulant ;—present ;

told down, as payment ;—easy ; unobstructed, as pass

age or access.

Prompt, (promt) v. t. To move or excite to action or

exertion ; — to suggest to the mind; — e*/xcialty, to

assist, as a speaker or a learner when at a loss i—tmp.

& pp. prompted ; ppr. prompting.

Prompter, (promt'er) n. One who prompts ; especially,

one who assists speakers or actors in a play when at

a loss.

Prompting, (promting) n. Act of one who or that

which prompts ; suggestion ; instigation : incitement.

Promptitude, (prorat'e-tud) n, [F. from L. prma.pt**.]

Readiness ; quickness of decision and action when

occasiondemands ;—cheerful alacrity ; activity; brisk

ness, [tiously.

Promptly, (promtle) adv. Readily ; quickly ; expedi-

Promptness, (prorat'nes) n. Promptitude ; readiness;

—cheerful willingness; alacrity.

Promulgate, (pro-mul'gat) r. t. [h. promttlffare, pro~

mvtffatum.] To make known by open declaration, as

laws, decrees, or tidings;— announce: publish: pro

claim:—imp. & pp. promulgated; ppr. promulgating.

Promulgation, (pro-mnl-gil'shun) ft. Act of promulgat

ing ; publication ; ojkjii declaration.

Promulgator, (prd-nml'gat-or) n. One who promul

gates, proclaims, or publishes.

Promulge, (pro-mulj') v. t. To promulgate ; to teach

openly; to publish:— two. & pp. promulged; ppr.

promulging. [promulgates.

Fromulgcr, (pro-mul'jer) ML One who promulges or

Prone, (pron) a. ft*, promt*.] Rending forward; in

clined ;—flat on the face ; lying with the face down

ward ;—headlong ; precipitous ; running downward ;

—sloping, with reference to a line or surface; declivous;

—inclined ; disitosed—usually in an ill seuse.

Pronely, (pron'le) odv. In a prone manner or position.

Proneness, (prdu'uea) n. State of bending downwards

—opposed to erectile**;—state of lying with the faca

downwards — opposed to rapinene** .- — descent; de

clivity ;— inclination of mind, heart, or temper; pro-

peiiBion ; disposition.

Prong, (prong) n. [D. pranrjen, to pinch, press.] A

sharp-pointed instrument ;—the tine of a fork or of a

similar instrument ;—a pointed projection.

Pronominal, (prd-nom'in-al) a. [h. pronominalit.} Be

longing to or partaking of the nature of a pronoun.

Pronoun, (prO'nouu) n. [L. pronomen, from pro, for,

and nomen, a name, noun.] A word used instead of a

noun or name to prevent the repetition of it.

Pronounce, (pro-nouns') v. t. [P. prononcer, from L.

pro, before, forth, and mtneiurr, to announce.) To

utter articulately ; to speak distinctly ;—to utter for

mally, officially, or solemnly ;—to S]>oak rhetorically;

to deliver ;—to declare or atlirm : — imp. & pp. nro-

nounced ; ppr. pronouncing.

Pronounceable, (pro-nonns'a-bl) o. Capable of being

pronounced or uttered. [marked : decided.

Pronounced, (pro-nounstf) o. [F. prwumct.] Strongly

Pronouncer, (prd-nouns'e.r) n. One who utters or de

clares, [pronunciation, as a dictionary.

Pronouncing, (pro-nonns'iug)a. Teaching or indicating

Pronunciation, (pro-nun-se-a'shun) m. [L. prouun-

ciat\o.] Act of uttering with articulation; utterance :

—mode of uttering words or sentences ; art or mannar
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of uttering a discourse publicly with propriety and

graceful hobs; delivery:—also, an authoritative declara

tion ; oracular decision.

Pronundative, (pro-nun'se-a-tiv) a. Of or pertaining

to pronunciation.

Proof, (proof) n. [F. prcuve, from epreuver, to teat, to

try, L. probareJ] A teat ; trial ; experiment ; any pro

cess or operation to determine the nature or qualities

of physical bodies, or to test thoir strength or fitness

for specific use ;—in mathematics, experimental trial

to ascertain the correctness of products or results ;—

also, demonstration of a problem, theorem, &c. ;—the

amount or kind of evidence which convinces the mind

and produces belief, as eye-witness, testimony, con

clusive argument, &c. ;—firmness of mind ; constancy ;

stability ;—that which has been assayed or tested, as

armour, Ac. ;—state of being wrought and hardened so

as to resist outward force or impression ; impenetra

bility, as by shot or shell ;—act of testing the strength

of alcoholic spirits ; also, the degree of strength ;—a

trial impression from type, an engraved plate, &c,

taken for correction ; evidence ; reason ; argument.

Proof, (proof) a. Firm or successful in resisting.

Proofless, (proofles) a. Wanting sufficient evidence to

induce belief ; unproved.

Proof-spirit, (proof 'spir- it) «. A mixture of pure

alcohol and water in the proportions by wtight, of 100

parts of alcohol to 103 09 of water, and by measure, at

100 parts of alcohol to 81 '82 of water.

Proof-text, ( proof ' tekst ) «. A passage of Scripture

adduced or cited for proving a doctrine.

Prop, (prop) v. t. [D. propftcn, Ger. pfropftn, to cram,

thrust into, stop.] To support or prevent from falling

by placing something under or against : — hence, to

sustain ; to support : — imp. & pp. propped ; ppr.

propping.

Prop, (prop) n. That which sustains an incumbent

weight : tli at on which any thing rests for support ;

stay : staff. (gated.

Propagable, (prop'a-ga-bl) a. Capable of being propa-

Fropaganda, (prop-a-gan'da) ». [L. tocietan de propa-

ganiUt fide, society for extending or propagating the

faith. ] A society in Home charged with the manage

ment of the Roman Catholic missions.

Propagandism, (prop-a-gaud'izm) ». Art or practice of

propagating tenets or principles.

Propagandist, (prop-a-gand'ist) ». One who devotes

himself to the spread of any system of principles.

Propagate, (prop'a-gat) v. (. (L. projtagare, propaga

tion,] To continue or multiply by generation or suc

cessive production, applied to animals and plants ; U i

spread or extend, as a report ;—to spread from jierson

to person ; to extend the knowledge of, as Christianity;

—to produce; to generate; — v.i. To have young or

issue ; to be produced or multiplied by generation :—

imp. & pp. propagated ; ppr. propagating.

Propagation, (prop-a-ga'shun) u. Act of propagating;—

production; generation;—extension; spread; diffusion.

Propagator, (prop'a-gat-or) u. One who propagates.

Propel, (pro-pelj v. t. [L. projfellere, from pro, for

ward, and peUere, to drive.] To drive forward ; to

urge or press ownward by force : — imp. & pp. pro

pelled; ppr. propelling.

Propeller, (prdVpel'fr) n. One who, or that which, pro-

{»«; — a contrivance for propel-

lug a steamboat, by the action

of a revolving screw placed in

the stern;—a steamboat thus pro

pelled.

Propendency, (pro-pend'en-*e) n.

A leaning toward ; inclination ;

tendency of desire to any thing.

Propense, (pro-pens') a. [L. pro-

pentuM, from pro, forward, forth, Propellers.

and pendere, to hang.] Inclined; disposed either to

good or evil ; prone.

 

Propenseness, (pro-pens'iius) u. Quality of being pre

pense ; propensity ; inclination.

Propensity, (pro-peus'e-te) n. State of being propense

or inclined ; bent of mind, natural or acquired ; par

ticular leaning to or inclination for ; disposition—

generally towards evil ;—natural tendency of bodies to

a particular place or direction :—also propenriov.

Proper, (prop'er)a. [L. propria*,] Peculiar; indivi

dual; belonging to one; own; — belonging to the

natural or essential constitution of; — natural; ori

ginal ; — especially, befitting one's nature, property,

&c ;—adapted to the ends of order, comfort, taste,

beauty, morality, and the like ;—correct ; just ;—pre

cise; formal; according to usage ;—well-formed; hand

some;—pertaining to one of a species, but not common

to the whole ; not appellative.

Properly, (prop'er-le) adv. In a proper manner ; suita

bly : fitly ;—in a strict sense ; strictly.

Properness, (prop'er-nes) n. The quality of being proper.

Property, (piop'er-te) n. [L. proprietas.'] That which

is inherent in a substance or Bubject, or which is essen

tial to its being, constitution, and action ;—an acquired

or artificial quality;—also, natural or acquired habit;

disposition ; that which is peculiar to any person ;—

that to which a person has a legal title ; thing owned ;

—exclusive right of possessing; ownership; — posses

sion held in one's own right ;—an estate, whether in

lands, goods, or money;—nearness or right;—a piece of

land with the appurtenant buildings ;—pi. Theatrical

scenery, decorations, dresses, instruments, books, &c.

Property tax, that part of the income tax wluch is

levied on income derived from land, feus, or tenements.

Prophecy, (profe-ee) n. (L. prophetia, G. propheteia*

from propkimi, to foretell] A declaration of some

thing to come ; especially, an inspired foretelling ;—a

book of prophecies ; a history ;—public interpretation

of Scripture ; preaching. [diets events.

Prophesier, (profe-si-er) n. One who prophesies or pre-

Prophesy, (profe-si) v. t. To foretell, as future ; to pre

dict;—v. i. To utter predictions ;—to instruct in reli

gious doctrines ; to preach ; to exhort : — imp. <t pp.

prophesied ; ppr. prophesying. [of preaching.

Prophesying, (prore-si-ing) n. The act of predicting or

Prophet, (profet) n. [L. jtrapketa, G. prophetis.] One

who prophesies or foretells events ; a predictor; a fore

teller;—one of the inspired writers of Scripture com

missioned to foretell future events ;—also, an inter

preter or teacher of the Mosaic law.

Prophetess, (prof'et-es) h. A female prophet.

Prophetic, ( prd-fet'ik ) a. Containing prophecy;—fore-

telliug future events, as prophetical writings;—reveal

ing or disclosing—used with of before the thing fore

told ;—also prophetical. (manner.

Prophetically, (pro-fot'ik-al-Ie) adv. In a prophetical

Fropination, (pro-pln-a'shun) n. [G. pro, before, and

pinein, to drink. ] Act of pledging health to, by hand

ing the cup, after having tasted it, to another.

Propinquity, (pro-ping'kwe-te) n. [L. propinquitas,

from jiropinquu*, near, neighbouring.] Nearness in

place, time, or relationship ; neighbourhood ; prox

imity, [pitiated.

Propitiable, (pro-pish'e-a-bl) a. Capable of being pro-

Fropitiate, (prd-pish'e-at) v. t. [L. propitiare, from jrro-

pitius, favourable.] To appease and render favourable;

to make propitious ; to conciliate ; — v. i. To make

atonement:—imp. fopp. propitiated; ppr. propitiating.

Propitiation, (pro-pish-e-a'shnn) n. Act of propitiat

ing or making propitious—the atonement or atoning

sacrifice for man's salvation. [or reconciles.

Propitiator, (prd-pish'e-a-tor) n. One who propitiates

Propitiatory, (pro-pish'e-a-tor-e) a. Having the power

to make propitious ; pertaining to, or employed in,

propitiation ; expiatory.

Propitiatory, (pro-pish'e-a-tor-e) n. In the Mosaic

ritual, the mercy-seat ; the lid or cover of the ark of

tbe covenant ; the symbol of the propitiated Jehovah.
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Propitious, (pro-piah'e-us) a. [L. propitius, probably

from prope, near.] Favourable ; kind ;—ready to for

give sins and bestow blessings;—favourable; genial,

as season or weather.

Propitiously, (pro-pish'e-us-le) adv. In a propitious

manner.

Propitiousneii, ( pro-pish 'e-us-nes) n. Disposition

to treat another kindly ; disposition to forgive ;—

favourableness ; geniality.

Proponent, (pro-pou'ent) n. [L. proponent, ppr. of

proponere, to propose,] One who makes a proposal,

or lays down a proposition.

Proportion, (pr&-por'shiui) n, [L. proportio, from

pro, before, and portio, part or share.] Arrange

ment of parts ; relation of one portion to another, or

to the whole, with respect to magnitude or quantity ;

—equal or just share; lot ;—symmetrical arrange

ment, distribution, or adjustment; relative form of a

body; size; dimension;— equality or similarity of

ratios, especially of geometrical ratios ;—the rule of

three in arithmetic, in which from throe given terms

a fourth is found, bearing the same relation to the

third aa the second does to the first, hi proportion,

according as ; to the degree that.

Proportion, (pro-poYshun) v. t. To assign or distribute

in due measure ;—to divide or allocate, as among

diverse objects, claims, iic, to each its proper share;

—to adjust the comparative relation of one tiling to

another, or of parts to a whole ;—to form, build, or

adapt with symmetry or correspondence of the

separate parts : — imp. & pp. proportioned ; ppr.

proportioning.

Proportionable, ( pro-porshun-a-bl ) a. Capable of

being proportioned or made proportional.

Proportionableness, (pro-por'shun-a-bl-nes) n. State

of being proportionable.

Proportionally, (pro-por'Bhun-a-blo) adv. According to

proportion or comparative relation.

Proportional, (pro-por'shun-al) a. Having a due pro

portion or comparative relation ; — relating to or

securing proportion ; — having the same or a con

stant ratio.

Proportional, (pro-por'shun-al) «. One of the tonus

in arithmetical proportion ; extreme or mean quan

tity or number; — in chemistry, the corresponding

weight or substance in a compound ; equivalent.

Proportionally, (pro-por'shuu-al-le) adv. In propor

tion ; in due degree.

Proportionate, (pro-por'shun-at) a. Adjusted to some

thing else according to a proportion ;—proportional;

symmetrical ; corresponding.

Proportionate, (pro-por'shun-at) v. t. To make pro

portional ; to proportion :—imp. & pp. proportion

ated; ppr. proportionating.

Proportionately, (pro-por'shun-at-le) adv. With due

proportion ; according to the ordinary or proper rate

or degree. [nesa of proportions.

Proportionatcness, (pro-poVshun-at-nes) n. Suitable-

Proportionless, (pro - por'shun -les) «. Wanting pro

portion or symmetry of parte.

Proposal, (pro-poVal) n. That which is offered or pro

pounded for consideration or acceptance ;—proposition ;

offer; tender ;—pi. Terms or conditions proposed ;—

offer of marriage.

Propose, (pr6-p6Y) v. t. [L. proponere, propositum, to

put forth, to set or lay out.] To offer for consider

ation, discussion, acceptance, or adoption ;—v. i. To

lay schemes ;—to purpose ; to intend ;—to offer one's

self in marriage:—imp. &, pp. proposed; ppr. pro

posing.

Proposer, (prB-poYer) n. One who makes a proposition.

Proposition, (prop-6-zish'un) n. That which is pro

posed; that which is offered for consideration, accept

ance, or adoption ;—a complete sentence ; a subject

and predicate united by a copula ;—in mathematics,

a statement in terms either of a truth to be demon

strated—theorem, or of an operation to be performed

—problem, [in the nature of, a Disposition-.

Prepositional, (prop-o-xish'un-aO a. Pertaining to, or

Propound, (pro-pound') r. t. [L. proponere.] To lay

before ; to offer for consideration ; to exhibit ; to set

forth in words; — to make clear or intelligible:—

amp. & pp. propounded ; ppr. propounding1.

Propounder, (prd-pound'er) n. One who proposes or

offers. m

Proprietary, (pro-pri'e-tar-e) n. A proprietor or

owner ;—a body of proprietors taken collectively.

Proprietary, (pro-pri'e-tar-e) a. Pertaining to a pro

prietor.

Proprietor, (pro-prie-tor) n. Ono who has the legal

right or exclusive title to any thing, whether in

possession or not ; an owner. [proprietor.

Proprietorship, (pro-pri'e-tor-ehip) n. State of being

Proprietress, (prd-pri'e-tres) n. A female proprietor.

Propriety, ( prn-pri'e-te ) n. [L. pretprieta*.] Owner

ship ; exclusive right of possession ; legal title to or

interest in ;—suitableness to an acknowledged or

correct rule, principle, or custom ;—fitness ; suitable.

ness ; decorum; Justness; accuracy.

Prop** (prop*) *.J»'- A certain game played with, four

shells—much practised among gamblers.

Propugn, (pro-pun') v. t. [L. pro, for, and pugnare,

to fight.] To contend for ; to defend ; to vindicate.

Propulsion, (pr6-pul'shun) «. The act of driving

forward. [to propel :—also proputsorp.

Propulsive, (prd-pul'siv) a. Tending or having power

Prore, (pror) n. [L. j»wa.] The prow or beak of a

ship.

Prorogation, (prd-ro-g&'ahun) n. Act of extending the

time in judicial proceedings ; prolongation ; con

tinuance ;—especially, the continuance of parliament

from one session to another, as distinguished from

adjournment or continuance of the sittings from day

to day.

Prorogue, (prS-rog7) v. f. [L. proro(jare, from pro, for

ward, and roffare, to ask one for his opinion, vote,

or about a law.] To protract ; to prolong ; to defer ;

to delay ;—to continue from one session to another ;

to adjourn for an indefinite time—applied to the

English parliament:—imp. & pp. prorogued; ppr.

proroguing.

Proruption, (pro-rup'shnn) n. [L. proruptiot from

prorumperet to break or burst forth.] Act of bursting

forth.

Prosaic, (pro-zil'ik) a. [L. prosaiaa, from prosa,

Srose.] Pertaining to or resembling prose;—hence,

ull ; uninteresting ; prosy. [manner.

Prosaically, (pro-za'ik-al-le) adr. In a dull or prosaic

Prosaism, (pro'ziV-izm) n. That which is in the form

of prose writing.

Prosaist, (pro'sa-ist) n. A writer of prose.

Proscenium, (pr6-stJ'ne-uni) n. [L., G. pro, before,

and skeni, a tent, a wooden stage.] The stage;—

the part of the stage in front of the drop-scene.

Proscribe, (pro-skrib') v. t. [L. jvroscribav, from pro,

before, and scribere, to write.] To put out of the pro

tection of the law ;—to doom to destruction ;—to de

nounce and condemn as dangerous;—to forbid; to

prohibit ; to interdict:—imp. & pp. proscribed ; ppr.

proscribing. [proscribes,

Proscriber, (prB-skrib'er) n. One who or that which

Proscription, (prd-Bkrip'shun) n. Act of proscribing

or dooming to death, exile, or outlawry ;—state of

being proscribed ;—utter rejection ; condemnation j—

prohibition ; interdict ; — condemnation ; denuncia

tion, [sisting in proscription ; proscribing.

Proscriptive, (pro-ekrip'tiv) a. Pertaining to or con-

Prose, (proz) n, [F. prose. It. & Sp. prosa.} The

natural language of man ; language not in verse.

Prose, (proz) v. i. To write prose;—to talk in a dull,

irosy, tedious manner.

Be, (proz) a. Pertaining to or composed of prose ;—

pros

Pros*
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possessing or exhibiting unpoetical character

istics.

Prosecute, (pros'e-kut) v. t. [L. prosecutus, from pro,

forward, and sequi, to follow.] To follow or pursue

with a view to reach, execute, or accomplish ;—to

seek to obtain by legal process ;—to accnso of some

crime or breach of law, or to pursue for redress or

punishment before a legal tribunal ;—v. i. To carry

on a legal prosecution :—imp. & pp. prosecuted ; ppr.

prosecuting.

Prosecution, ( pros- G-ku 'shun ) n. Actor process of

endeavouring to gain or accomplish something ;—the

institution and carrying on of a suit in a court of law

in matters civil or criminal.

Prosecutor, (pros'fi-kut-or ) n. One who pursues or

carries on any purpose, plan, or business ; — one who

exhibits a criminal charge against an offender, and

carries on the suit before a criminal court.

Prosecutrix, (pros'e-kut-riks) n. A female prosecutor.

Proselyte, (pros'e-lit) n. [L. protelytus, G. prosflutos,

a new comer.] A convert to some religion or religious

sect, or to some particular opinion, system, or party.

Proselyte, (prose-lit) v. t. To convert to some religion,

opinion, or system :—imp. & pp. proselyted ; ppr.

proselyting. [making of converts.

Proselytism, (pros'e-lit-izm) n. Act of proselyting ; the

Proselytize, (proa'e-lit-iz) v. i. To make converts or

proselytes. [or speaker.

Proser, (proYer) n. A writer of proso ;—a tedious writer

Prosily, (proYe-le) adv. In a prosy manner ; tediously.

Prosiness, (piozVnes) ». The quality or state of being

prosy.

Prosing, (proYing) «. Dull and tedious minuteness in

speech or writing ; wearisome talk. [prosodist.

Prosodian, (pro-ad'de-au) n. One skilled in prosody ; a

Prosodical, (priVsod'ik-al) a. [L. prosodincust G. pro-

sdtliko*.] Pertaining to prosody; according to the rules

of prosody :—also prosodial. [sody.

Prosodist, (nroYo-dist) n. One who understands pro-

Prosody, (pros'o-de) n. [L., G. pros&dia, an accom

panying song, accent.] That part of grammar which

treats of the quantity of syllables, of accent, and of

the laws of versification.

Prosopopoeia, (pros-o-pd-pe'ya) n. [L., G. protupon, a

face, a person, and poiein, to make.] A figure of speech

by which inanimate things are represented as persons,

or a deceased or absent person is introduced or ad

dressed as alive, present, and speaking ; rhetorical

personification.

Prospect, (pros'pekt) n. [L. prospectus, from prospicere,

pro*pectumf to look forward.] That which is embraced

by the eye in vision ; view ;—especially, a picturesque

or widely extended view; a landscape; — a position

which affords a fine view ; a lookout ;—position of the

front of a building;—a view into futurity: anticipation

of things to come ;—regard to something future ; rea

sonable hope ; expectation; show or promise of future

good.

Prospect, (pros'pekt) v. t. To look out towards; to look

forward ;—to make a search ; to Beck :~imp. & pp.

prospected ; ppr. prospecting.

Prospection, (prd-spek'shun) n. The act of looking for

ward, or of providing for future wants.

Prospective, (pro-spekt'Iv) a. Looking forward in

time ; acting with foresight ;—respecting or relating

to the future ; viewing at a distance; —affording au

extensive view. [the future.

Prospectively, (pro-spekt'iv-le) adv. With reference to

Prospectus, ( pro - spekt ' us ) n. [L., a prospect, sight,

view.] Plan of a literary work, containing the general

subject or design, terms of publication, Ac. , and some

times a specimen sheet ;—the outline or plan of any

public undertaking submitted for genera] considera

tion ;—syllabus of lectures, classes, Ac., in a mechanics

or other literary or scientific institute ;—programme.

Prosper, (pros'pe.r) v. U [L. prosperaret from prosper or ,

Srosperus.] To favour; to render successful ;—r. i. To

a successful ; to make gain ; flourish ; thrive :—imp.

A pp. prospered ; ppr. prospering.

Prosperity, (pros-per'e-te) ». Advance or gain in any

thing good or desirable; successful progress in any

business or enterprise ; success ; good fortune.

Prosperous, (proYper-us) a. [L. prosperus, from pro,

according to, and spcrare, to hope.] Thriving ; suc

cessful; making increase or gain; advancing in the

pursuit and attainment of what is good or desirable ;

especially, successful in business or trade; well to do

in the world;—favourable ; propitious; auspicious.

Prosperously, (pros'per-us-le) adv. With gain or in

crease ; successfully ; fortunately. [prosperous.

Prosperousness, (pros'per-us-nes) n. State of being

Prostate, (pros'tat) «. [G. prostemi, to stand before.J

A gland so called opening into the urethra in males.

Frosternation, (pros-ter-na'shun) n. [L. prosternare, to

throw down, to lay flat.] State of being cast down ;

dejection ; depression.

Prostitute, (pros'te-tut) r. t. [L. pro, before, forth, and

statvere, to put, place.] To offer, as a woman, to a

lewd use ;—hence, to devote to base or unworthy pur

poses :—imp. & pp. prostituted ; ppr. prostituting.

Prostitute, (pros'te-tut) a. Openly devoted to lewd

ness ; devoted to base or infamous purposes.

Prostitute, (pros'te-tut) n. A woman given to indiscri

minate lewdness; a strumpet;—hence, a base hireling.

Prostitution, (pros-te-tu'shun ) n. Act or practice of

prostituting ; common lewdness of a female ;—hence,

the act of setting one's self to sale, or of devoting to

infamous purposes what is in one's power, as the pros

titution of talrnt, the press, Ac.

Prostrate, (pros'trilt) a Lying at length, or with tho

body stretched out ;—occupying a humble, lowly, or

suppliant position.

Prostrate, (prcYtrut) r. f. [L. pro, before, forward, and

sternere, to stretch out, to throw down.] To lay flat;

to throw down ;—hence, to overthrow ; to demolish ;

to ruin :—to cause to sink totally; to reduce, as physical

strength;—to bow in humility or adoration — used

reflexively :—imp. A pp. prostrated ; }>pr, prostrating.

Prostration, (pros-tra shun) n. Act of prostrating ; act

of throwing or laying flat; act of bending the body or

bowing in reverence or worship;—condition of being

prostrate : great depression :—dejection, as of spirit ;—

exhausted state of vital or bodily energies.

Prostyle, (pro'stfl) n. [G. pro, before, and stuloB, pillar,

column.] A portico in which the columns stand in

advance of the building to which they belong.

Prosy, (proz'e) a. Like prose ;—dull and tedious in dis

course or writing.

Prosyllogism, (prd-silld-jizm) n. A syllogism of which

the conclusion forms the major or minor term of

another syllogism.

Protasis, (prot'a-sis) n. [G. from proteinein, to stretch

before, forward.] A proposition ; a maxim ; the preli

minary part of a regular sentence; —the antecedent

term of a proposition. [previous.

Protatic, (pro-tat'ik)a. Being placed in the beginning;

Protean, (pro'te-an) a. Pertaining to Proteus, a sea-

god who hadlhe faculty of assuming different shapes;

hence, readily changing the form or appearance ;

versatile.

Protect, (pro-tekf) v. t. [L. prottctus, from pro, before,

and tegere, to cover.] To cover or shield from danger

or injury; defend; guard; preserve ; save; shelter:—

imp. A pp. protected ; ppr. protecting.

Protection, (pro- tek 'shim) n. Act of protecting; de

fence ; preservation from loss, injury, or annoyance ;

—state of being protected ; — preservation ; guard ;

shelter ;—that which protects or preserves from in

jury;—a writing that protects; safe-conduct; pass

port—exemption from arrest for debt, Ac, conceded

to foreign auilwiraadors, members of parliament, Ac;

—exemption from arrest or legal process granted to
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witnesses in certain cases where their evidence might

criminate themselves ;—in political economy, an arti

ficial advantage conceded to articles of home produce

and manufacture by prohibition of, or excessive duties

levied on, articles of foreign produce or manufacture.

Protectionist, (pro-tek'shun-iBt) ». One who seeks to

encourage any branch of home industry by legal

enactmeuta in its favour, or by prohibitory duties on

foreign industry ;—an advocate of the cora-Uiws—

opposed to free-trader. [sheltering ; defensive.

Protective, (pro-tekt'iv) a. Affording protection;

Protector, (pro-tekt'or) »i. Ono who defends or shields

from injury, evil, or oppression ; — guardian; pro-

server ; defender.

Protectorate, (pro-tekt'or-at) w- Government by a

protector ;—the authority assumed by a superior

power over an inferior or a dependent one.

Protectorship, (pro-tekt'or-ship) n. The office of a pro

tector or regent.

Protectress, (pro-tekfree) n. A woman who pro

tects.

Protege, (pro-ta-zha') n. [F. pp. of prote'ger.] Ono

under the care and protection of another.

Protegee, (pro-tA-zha) <t. [F.J A woman or girl under

the protection of another.

Proteles, (pnVte-lez) n. A genus of carnivorous mam

mals found in South Africa,

and intermediate between

the hyenas and the civets- -

it is nearly the size of a full-

grown fox.

Protend, (pro-tend') r. (. [L.

prvtrmUrt.] To hold out |

to stretch forth: — imp. A;

pp. protended; ppr. protend

ing.

Protest (pro-test*) r. i. [L.

pro, before, and tetUiri, to

testify.) To affirm in a public or formal manner;—

to make a solemn declaration (usually a written one)

expressive of opposition ;—v. t. To prove ; to show ;

—to call, as a witness ; to bring in for proof or confir

mation ;—to note or mark a bill as not paid when

due :—imp. & pp. protested ; ppr, protesting.

Protest, (pr6'test) n. A solemn declarat ion of opinion,

commonly against some act ; upecially, a declaration

in writing of dissent from the proceedings of a legis

lative body ;—dissent of the minority from the pro

ceedings of the majority ;—a declaration in writing,

made by a notary public on behalf of the holder

of a bill or note, protesting against all parties liable

for any loss or damage by the non-acceptance or non

payment of the bill, or by tin- non-payment of the

note.

Protestant, (pTot'est-nnt) a. Making a protest ;—per

taining to the faith and practice of those who pro-

teat against the church of Rome.

Protestant, (protest-ant) n, One who protests againBt

the doctrines and practices of the Roman Catholic

Church. [religion.

Protestantism, (protest-ant ixm) n. The Protestant

Protestation, (prot-est-a'shun) n. Act of making a pro

test or public avowal ; a solemn declaration, especially

of dissent. [a protest.

Protester, (pro-test'er) n. One who protests or makes

Prothonotary, (pro-thon'o-tar-e) «. [Q. pr6to», first,

and L. Mfertet, a short-liand writer, scrilw, notary.]

A chief notary or clerk ;—a register or chief clerk of

a court, in particular States;—ono of twelve i*ersons

constituting a college, who receive the last wills of

cardinals, ,vr

Protocol, (pro'to-kol) «, [L. protocollum, G. prOtolot-

lon.) In diplomacy, the original copy vt any writing,

as of a despatch or treaty ;—rough draught of an in

strument or transaction.

Proto-maxtyr, (pro'to-mar-tcr) n. [0. prOtot, first,

 

and snorter, martyr.) The first martyr, Stephen;—

the first who suffers or is sacrificed in any cause.

Prototype, (proto-tip) h. [L. prolotypun, G. pWWow,

first, and tapot, type, model.) An original or model

after which any tiling is copied ; pattern ; exemplar ;

archetype.

Protozoan, (pr6-to-zo'au) n. [G. prolo$t first, and toonr

an animal.] An animal of the lowest class, tlis-

tinguishud by its simplicity of structure—the proto

zoan* include, the sponges and many of the su-c&ll«*l

animalcule*.

Proto2oie, (pro-to-zo'ik) a. Of or pertaining to the

protozoans. Protozoic .•'.■ ■•"'■ >• . the strata or system of

rocks in which organic remains are first found, or in

which the earlier and lowest forms of life are found,

as protuphytes, protozoans, radiates, and imperfect

molluscs.

Protract, (pro-trakf) r.t. [L. protrahere, protract uut.

from pro, forward, and trahere, to draw.] To draw-

out or lengthen in time; to continue ;—to put off to

a distant time;—delay: defer; retard ;—to lay down

with scale and protractor '■—imp. & pp. protracted;

ppr. protracting. [lengthens in time.

Protracter, (pro-trakt'er) n. One who protracts or"

Protraction, (pro-trakVhun) n. Act of drawing out or

continuing in time ; extension ; prolongation ;—act

of plotting or laying down on paper the dimensions

of any thing, as a field;—that which is protracted or

plotted on paper.

' rotractive, (pro-trakt'iv) a. Drawing out or lengthen

ing in time; prolonging; continuing; delaying.

Protractor, (pro-trakt'or) n. Ono who protracts;—a

mathematical instrument for lay

ing down and measuring angles

on paper ;—an instrument used

in extracting foreign or offensive

matter from a wound ;—in an-

atomy, a muscle which draws

forward or extends a part. Protractor.

Protrude, (pro-trOod') r.t [L. protrudere, from pro,

forward, forth, and tmtdere, to thrust.) To thrust

out, as through a narrow orifice or from confine

xnent ;—r. i. To shoot forward ; to be thrust forward :

—imp. & pp. protruded ; ppr. protruding.

Protrusion, (pro-troo'zhuu) n. Act of thrusting for

ward or beyond the usual limit;—state of being pro

truded, [forward.

Protrusive, (pro-troosiv) a. Thrusting or im^lling

Protuberance, (pro-tiib'cr-ans) n. Any thing swelled

or pushed beyond the surrounding or adjacent sur

face ; a projection ; a prominence ; a bunch or knob ;

a tumour.

Protuberant, (pro-tub'cr-ant) a. Prominent beyond

the surrounding surface; swelling; sticking or bulging

out. [ant manner; prominently.

Protuberantly, (pro-tub'ex-ant-le) adv. In a protuber-

Protuberate, (pro-tub'er-at) v. i. [L. protubeitire,

from pro, forward, forth, and tubert & hump, swell

ing, protubersjioe.) To swell or be prominent beyond

the adjacent surface ; to bulge out.

Protubtrous, (pro-tub'er-us) a. Swelling or bulging

out; protuberant.

Proud, (proud) a. [A.-S. pr&t, Icel. prudr, D.

preutsck.) Feeling or showing inordinate self-esteem;

having a high or unreasonable conceit of one's person,

mind, attainments, position, connections, &c. ; elated;

—arrogant ; haughty ; — daring ; presumptuous ;—

grand ; splendid ; — showy ; ostentations ; — excited

by the animal apjtetite ; salacious, as a bitch or

other female animal in heat ;—growing excessively

from laxity of the vessels ; fungous, as proud

flesh.

Proudly, (promlle) adv. With an inordinate self-

esteem ; with a lofty air or mien ; haughtily ; osten

tatiously.

Provable, (pryov'a-bl) a. Capable of being proved.
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Provably, (proov'a-ble) adv. In a manner capable of

proof; demonstrably.

Prove, (proov) v. t [A. -8. profian, F. eprettver,

from Ii. probare, to try, prove, from probut, good,

proper.] To try or ascertain by an experiment or

by a test or standard ; to test the genuineness or

validity of:—to evince, establish, or ascertain as

truth, reality, or fact, by argument, testimony, or

other evidence ; to confirm ;—to deduce from pro

positions known or admitted ; to demonstrate ;—to

make trial of; to experience ; to endure ;—in arith

metic, to show the correctness of a result by another

process;— v. i. To make trial; — to be found by

experience or trial ;—to be ascertained by the event

subsequent ; to make certain ; to show ; to evince :—

imp. <t pp. proved, proven ; ;>/>r. proving.

Provender, (prov'en-der) «. [F. provcnde, provisions,

provender, from L. providere.] Dry food for beasts,

as corn, hay, and oats ; also, a mixture of meal and cut

straw or hay ;—provisions ; meat ; food ; victuals.

Prover, (prdov'er) n. One who or that which proves.

Proverb, (proverb) «. [L. proverbiv.m, from pro, be

fore, for, and verb am, a word.] An old and common

saying ; especially, a sentence briefly and forcibly

expressing some practical truth;—a striking or para

doxical assertion ; an enigma;--a by-word; an expres

sion of contempt. [Testament.

Proverbs, (prorerbs) n. A canonical book of the Old

Proverbial, (pro-verb'e-al) a. Mentioned or comprised

in a proverb ; hence, universally acknowledged or

spoken of ;—current ; general ; common ;—resembling

or suitable to a proverb. [phrase.

Proverbialiam, (pro-verb'e-al-izm) n. A proverbial

Proverbialiit, ( pro-verbVal-ist ) n. One who speaks

proverbs. [commonly ; universally.

Proverbially, (pro-verb'e-al-le) nor. In a proverb: hence.

Provide, (prd-vkT)v. '■ fl* providere, from pro, before,

and videre, to see. ] To look out for in advance ; to

get, collect, or make ready for future use ; to prepare ;

—to furnish ; to supply ;—r. i. To procure supplies or

means of defence ;—hence, to furnish ; to afford ;—to

stipulate previously: — imp, A pp. provided; ppr.

vided, (nro-vld'ed) con). On condition ; by stipula-

>n ; with the understanding; if—followed by flint.

Providence, (prov'e-dens) n. Act of providing or pre-

IKtring for future use or application ;—foresight ; fore

cast ; timely care;— prudence in expenditure: wise

economy; frugality;—especially, the care which God

exercises over all his works ; divine superintendence ;

ordering of events; supplying the wants of all living

creatures, Ac. ;—hence, God himself as the giver of all

good and sovereign disposer of all events ; — colloqui

ally, any event or Incident In tbe lives of individual*

or communities regarded as a special interposition of

God in their behalf

Provident, (prov'e-dent) a. \1*. providtm, ppr. of pro

vidert.] Foreseeing wants and making provision to

supply them: forecasting; cautious; careful; prudent;

frugal ; economical.

Providential, <prov-e-den>he-al) a. Effected by the pro

vidence of God; referable to divine agency or superin

tendence ;—caring for, watchful over, and supplying

the wants of, as goodness.

Providentially, (prov-e-den'she-al-le) adr. In a provi

dential manner.

Providently, (prov'e-dont-le) adv. In a provident man

ner ; with prudent foresight.

Provider, (prd-vid'er) n. One who provides or furnishes.

Province, (prov'ins) n, [I*, prox^inria, from pro, before,

for, and rincere, to conquer.] A country or region

dependent on a distant authority ; a portion of an

empire or state remote from the capital ;—hence, a

region of country ; a tract ; a large extent ;—a region

which conies under the supervision or direction of any

special person ;—a division in any department of know

ledge or speculation : — one's proper or appropriate

business, duty, or calling.

Provincial, ( pro-vin'she-al ) a. Pertaining to a pro

vince ;—appendant to tho principal kingdom or state;

—exhibiting tbe ways or manners of a province; coun

trified ; rude ; unpolished ;—pertaining to the Juris-

I diction of an archbishop ; not general or ecumenical,

as a synod. (province.

Provincial, (pro-vin'she-al) n. A person belonging to a

Provinoialism, (prd-vin'ahe-al-izni) n. A peculiar word

or manner of speaking in a province or district remote

fiom the principal country or from the metropolis.

Provincialist, (pro-vin'she-al-ist) n. One who lives in a

province,

Frovincially, (pro-vin'she-al-le) adv. In a provincial

manner ; according to the customs of a province.

Provision, (pro-virii'un) n. [L. provuio.) Act of pro

viding or making previous preparation ;—that which

is provided or prepared ; measures taken beforehand

for attack or defence ; — supply provided ; stores ;

stock ;—especially, victuals ; food ; provender for man

and beast ; — a condition ; a previous agreement ; a

proviso ; a temporary arrangement ;—pi. The articles

contained in a legal contract, or the bequests in a

will, *c.

Provision, (prd-vizh'un) r. t. To supply with victuals

or food:—imp. A pp. provisioned; ppr. provisioning.

Provisional, (pre-vixh'un-al) a. Provided for present

need or for the occasion ; temporary.

Provisionally, (prd-vizh'un-al-le) odv. By way of pro

vision ; temporarily.

Proviso, (prd-vrzo) n. [L., it being provided, ablative

of provuus, pp. of providert.] A conditional atipula-

tion that affects an agreement, contract, law, grant,

or the like ; a special enactment in a statute or legis

lative act.

Provisory, ( pro-viz'or-e ) a. Containing a proviso or

condition; conditional;—making temporary provision;

temporary.

Provocation, (prov-o-kii'shun) 11. [L. prorocnrto.] Act

of provoking ;—that which provokes or excites anger ;

annoyance ; grievance ; insult ; injury.

Provocative, {prd-vok'i-tiv) a. Serving or tending to

provoke, excite, or stimulate.

Provocative, (pro-vdk'a-tiv) a. Any thing that tends to

provoke, excite, or stimulate ; a stimulant.

Provoke, (pro-v6k/) v. t. [F. prompter, from L. pi-o,

forth, and vocart, to call.] To call forth ; to excite or

stimulate to action ;—especially, to arouse to anger or

passion; to incense; to offend;—to induce by motive*;

to influence ; — to challenge ; irritate ; exasperate :—

imp. A pp. provoked; ppr. provoking.

Provoker, (pro-vok'er) w. One who, or that which,

stimulates, or excites.

Provokingly, (pro-vok'ing-le) adv. In such a manner

as to excite anger.

Provost, (prov/6st)w. [A.-S. prd/ost, pro/aft, F. jtrerot.

prevent, from L. propositus, placed over.] A person

who is appointed to superintend or preside over some

thing ; the chief magistrate of a city or town ; the

head of a college.

Provostahip, (prov'oet-ship) n. The office of a provost.

Prow, (prow) n. [F. prone, L. prom, G. prdra.] The

fore part of a ship.

Prowess, (prow'es) a. [F. prone***.} Distinguished

bravery; valour; especially, military bravery; gal

lantry.

Prowl, (prowl) r. f. [O. Eng. prolle, from F. prattler,

from proie, prey, and alter, to go.] To rove over,

through, or about ;—r. i. To rove or wander, especi

ally for prey ;—hence, to prey ; to plunder :—imp. A

pp. prowled; ppr. prowling. [for prey.

Prowler, (prowfer) w. One that prowls or roves about

Prowlingly, (prowi'ing-le) adr. In a prowling manner;

with search for prey.

Proximate, ( proks'e-mat ) a. [L. proximatv*, pp. of
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proximoret to draw or come near.] Next; imme

diately preceding or following ; nearest ; closest ; im

mediate.

Proximately, (proks'e-mat-le) adv. In a proximate posi

tion or manner ; immediately ; without intervention.

Proximity, (proks-im'e-te) n. State of being next in

time, place, causation, or influence, &c.

Proxy, (proks'e) n. [Contracted from procuracy.] The

agency of one who acts as a substitute for another or

his principal ;—one who is substituted or deputed to

act for another; — a writing by which one person

authorizes another to vote in his place.

Proxyship, (proks'e-ship) n. The office or agency of a

proxy.

Prude, (proud) n. [F. -prudt, prudish* modest.] A

woman of affected or over-sensitive modesty or reserve.

Prudence, (proo'dens) n. State of being prudent : wis

dom applied to practice ; judiciousness ; discretion ;

caution ; circumspection ; judgment.

Prudent, (proo'dent) a. fll prudent, contracted from

provident.] Sagacious in adapting means to ends;

practically wise ; careful ; — dictated or directed by

prudence ; — frugal ; economical ; cautious ; circum

spect ; considerate ; discreet ; judicious.

Prudential, (prod-den she-al) o. Proceeding from pru

dence ; dictated or prescribed by prudence ; — exercis

ing prudence [with prudence ; prudently.

Prudentially, (proo-den she-al-le) adr. In conformity

Prudently, ( proo'dent -le) adr. In a prudent manner ;

with prudence ; discreetly ; wisely ; frugally.

Prudery, (prood'er-e) n. Quality or state of being prud

ish ; affected scrupulousness; coyness: — also jn-iui-

idmest. [precise, or reserved.

Prudish, (prood'ieh) a. Like a prude ; very formal,

Prune, (proon) r. (. [O. Eng. proine, from F. prorifmcr,

to lay down vino stocks for proimgation.] To lop or

cut off, as the superfluous branches of trees; to trim ;

—to dress or trim, as a bird its feathers ;—v. i. To

dress; to prink :—imp. & pp. pruned; ppr. pruning.

Prune, (proon) n. [ I .. prunuiu, a plum, pi-unv«, a plum-

tree, G. prounon, a plum.] A dried plum; sometimes,

also, a fresh plum.

Prunella, (proo-nella) n. [Probably so called from its

colour resembling that of prunes.] A smooth, woollen

stuff, generally black, used for making shoes or gar

ments ; a kind of lasting.

Fruner, ( proon'er ) n. One who prunes or removes

wliat is superfluous.

Pruniferoua, (proou-iffr-us) a. [L. prunum, a plum,

and./>f-r«, to bear.] Bearing plums.

Pruning, (proon'ing) n. Act of one who prunes ;—act

or process of cutting off branches of trees, or trim

ming plants and shrubs by lopping superfluous parts ;

—hence, excision of inferior or improper matter, as in

a literary production ; — reduction of estimates ; re

trenchment in expenditure.

Prurience, (proo're-ens) n. An itching desire or appe

tite for any thing :—also pruriency.

Prurient, (proo're-ent) a. fL. prurient, ppr. of prurirc,

to itch.] Uneasy with desire ; itching ; hence, lustful ;

libidinous. [or affected by prurigo.

Pruriginoui, (proo-rij'in-us) a. Tending to or caused

Prurigo, (proo-ri'go) n. [L. from prurire, to itch.] A

papular disease of the skin, of which itching is the

principal symptom.

Prussian, (pruah'e-an) a. Of orj>ertaining to Prussia.

Pruttian blue, cyanide of potassium and iron, a salt

of a beautiful deep blue, much used as a pigment.

Prussian, (prush'e-an) n. A native or inhabitant of

Prussia.

Prusaio, (prus'aik) a. Pertaining to Prussian blue.

Prutsic acid, hydrocyanic acid, formerly so called

because obtained from Prussian blue—it is a virulent

poison.

Pry, (pri) r, i. [Perhaps contracted from per-eye, to eye

or look through.] To inspect closely; to attempt to

discover that which is hidden or inaccessible ;—•». I. To

raise or attempt to raise with a lever ; to prize :—imp.

& pp. pried ; ppr. pryimj.

Pry, (pri) n. [A corruption of prize.] A lever.

Pryingly, (pri' ing -le) adv. With minute inspection ;

with eager and impertinent curiosity.

Psalm, (sam)n. [L. psalmus, pmlma, G. pmlmrn, from

ptatUin, to play on a stringed instrument, to sing to

the cithara.} A sacred aong;—especially, one of tlie

hymns by David and others contained in one of the

books of the Bible, or a modern versification of such

a hymn.

Psalmist, (sam'ist, sal'mist) n. A writer of sacred songs

—a title particularly applied to David.

Psalmodioal, (sol-mod'ik-al) a. Relating to psalmody.

Psalmodist, (sam'od-ist, sal'mod-ist) n. One who sings

sacred songs.

Psalmody, (sam'od-e, sal'mod-e) n. [G. ptalnua, psalm,

and ode, a song, an ode.] Act, practice, or art of sing

ing psalms or sacred songs ;—psalms considered col

lectively.

Psalter, (sawl'ter) n. The Book of Psalms : especially,

the Book of Psalms as printed in the Book of Common

Prayer.

Psaltery, (sawl'ter-e) n. [L. ptalterium.) A stringed

instrument of music used by the Hebrews.

Pseudo-apostle, (su'do-a-pos-1) n. A false apostle ; one

who falsely pretends to be an apostle.

Pseudonym, (su'do-nim) n. [G. pteudes, false, and

onwno, onoma, name.] A fictitious name assumed for

the time, as by an author.

Pseudonymous, (su-don'e-mus) a. Bearing a false or

fictitious name. [to philosophy.

Pseudo-philosopher, (su'do-fll-oVo-fer) n. A pretender

Pseudoscope, (su'do-skop) n. [G. pteudis, false, and

tkopein, to see.] An instrument which exhibits the

objects with their proper relief reversed.

Pshaw, (ehaw) i/iterj. Pish! pooh! — an exclamation

expressive of contempt, disdain, or dislike.

Psora, (so ra) w, [L., G. ptaein, to rub.] A cutaneous

disease; especially, the itch.

Psyche, (sfke) n. [L.] In mythology, the daughter of

Sol and Constancy, married to Cupid :—a small asteroid

lwtween the orbits of Mars and J upiter.

Psyche-glass, (sixe-glna) n. A full-length mirror.

Psychical, (si'kik-al) a. [L. psychicus, G. psvcA*, the

soul, mind.] Of or pertaining to the human soul;

relating to the living principle in man. [logy.

Psychological, (ai-ko-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to psycho-

Psychologist, (si-kol'6-jiet) n. One who is versed in the

nature and properties of the soul, or who writes on

the subject.

Psychology, (si-kol'o-je) n. [G. psuchi, the soul, mind,

and logos, discourse.] A treatise on the human soul ;

the systematic or scientific knowledge of the powers

and functions of the human soul, so far as they are

known by consciousness; mental philosophy; meta

physics.

Ptarmigan, (tai'me-gan) n. [Gael tarmaekan-, Ir. tar-

mochan, tannonach.] A bird of the grouse family

having the feet feathered to the toes.

Ptolemaic, (tol-e-malk) a. Pertaining to Ptolemy, an

ancient geographer and astronomer who supposed the

earth to be fixed in the centre of the universe, with

the sun and stars revolving around it

Ptyalism, (ti'al-izm)n. [G. pttmlimio*t from. ptualisein,

to spit much.] A morbid and copious excretion of

saliva ; salivation.

Puberty, (pu'ber-te) n. [L. pvbcrUi*, from pxiber%

pubet, adult.] The ago at which the state of boyhood

or girlhood ends and passes into manhood or woman

hood ; adolescence—marked by development of sexual

functions and desires, fulness and roundness in the

limbs and contour of the body, and alteration in the

tone of the voice. The age at which puberty begins

and the time during which it hut* vary according to
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climate, manner of tiring, individual constitution, «fce.

—by law it is fixed at fourteen.

Pubescence, (pu-bes'ens) n. State of a youth who has

arrived at puberty; or the state of puberty;—the soft,

short hairs on plants.

Pubescent, (pu-bes'ent) a. [L. pubescent, ppr. of pubeg-

cere, to reach the age of puberty.] Arriving at puberty;

—covered with down or soft .hair*, as the leaves of

plants.

Public, (publik)a. [L. publicum, from populus, people.]

Pertaining to the people ;—relating to a nation, state,

or community ;—hence, open to the knowledge of all ;

—current ; widely spread, as a report ; — notorious ;

infamous ;—regarding the good of many ; not private

or selfish ; general, as spirit ;—open for general use ;

accessible to all, as a highway;—open for general enter

tainment, as a house.

Publio, (publik) n. The general body of mankind, or

of a state, or community ; the people indefinitely ;—a

public house ; a dram shop.

Publican, (publik-an) n. [L. publicnnus.) In ancient

Rome, a farmer of the taxes ;—a collector of tribute ;

—the keeper of an inn or public house ; a licensed

dealer in wine, spirits, and beer.

Publication, (pub-lik-a'shun) n. [L. pubticatio.) Act

of publishing or making known ; — promulgation ;

divulgation ;—act of offering a book or writing to the

public by sale or by gratuitous distribution ; — any

pamphlet or book offered for sale or to public notice.

Public-house, (pubTik-hous) n. An inn or house of

entertainment ;—a dram shop.

Publicity, (pub-lls'e-te) n. State of being public or open

to the knowledge of a community ; notoriety.

Publicly, (pub'lik-le) adv. Without concealment;

openly ; avowedly ;—in the name of the community.

Public-spirited, (pub-lik-spir'it-ed) a. Having or exer

cising a disposition to advance the interests of the

community; disposed to make sacrifices for the public

good ;—done or suffered for the public good.

Publish, (publish) v. t. [L. publicare.] To make pub

lic : to divulge, as a private transaction ; to promul

gate or proclaim, as a law or edict ;—to make known

by posting or by reading in a church, as banns of mar

riage ; — to put forth, as a book or other literary

work ;—to utter or put into circulation:—imp. Si pp.

published; /-/ir. publishing.

Publisher, ( pub 'liah - er ) n. One who publishes or

makes known ; —one who puts forth, or print* and

offers a book, pamphlet, or the like, for sale.

Puce, (pus) a. fP. puce, a flea, from L. pulex.] Of a

dark brown or brownish-purple colour.

Puok, (puk) «. [Soot.] A little fairy ; elf; sprite;

brownie.

Pucker, (puk'er) r. (. [Eng. poke, a pocket, small bag.]

To gather into small folds or wrinkles ; to corrugate :

—imp. & pp. puckered ; pjyr. puckering.

Pucker, (puk'gr) n. A fold or wrinkle, or a colletion

of folds;—a state of perplexity ; confusion; bother.

Pudder, (pud'er) a. [P. poudre, dust.] A tumult; a

confused noise ; a bustle.

Pudder, (pud'er) v. C To perplex ; to confuse ;—1\ t. To

make a stir, fuss, or bustle.

Pudding, (pood'ing) n. [F. oo«di'n, L. botellus, a

sausage, W. potten.] A kind of food soft or mode

rately hard, variously made, but often a compound of

flour with milk and eggs; — any thing resembling

pudding; an intestine or gut ; — also, an intestine

stuffed with meal, suet, and other ingredients ;—col

loquially, food ; victuals.

Pudding-stone, (pood'ing-st&u) ?t. A coarse rock com

posed of silicious or other pebbles united by a cement ;

conglomerate.

Pudding-time, (pood'ing-tim) n. Dinner time—pudding

formerly being the first dish ; — hence, exact time ;

nick of time.

Puddle, (jmdl) n. [Oer. pv.dcl.) A small quantity of

dirty standing water ; —a mixture of day and sand

worked together until it is impervious to water.

Fuddle, (pudl) v. t. To make foul or muddy ; — to

make thick or close with clay, sand, and water, so as

to render impervious to water ;—to subject to the pro

cess of puddling, as iron :—imp. & pp. puddled ; ppr.

.ddler, (pudler) m. A workman who stirs or turns

the pieces of cast iron in the furnace in the process of

puddling.

Puddling, (pudling) n. Act of working together moist

clay, earth, and sand, so as to form a compound imper

vious to water ; also, act of rendering water-tight by

means of such compound, as the bed or embankments

of a canal, dock, &c. ;—process by which cast iron is

decarbonized and converted into malleable or wrought

iron. [foul ; dirty.

Puddly, (pudle) o. Consisting of puddles; muddy;

Puddock, (pud'ok) n. A small inclosed field or park

in grass; usually paddock; also purrock;— a toad.

[Scot.] [facedness.

Pudency, (pu'den-se) n. (L. pudens.] Modesty; shame-

Pudenda, (pQ-den'da) n. pL The parts of generation.

Pudicity, (pd-dis'e-te) «. [L. pudicitia, from pudere,

to be ashamed] Modesty; chastity.

Puerile, (pu'er-il) a. [L. puerillis, from puer, a child,

ahoy.] Boyish; childish; youthful; juvenile; silly.

Puerility, (pu-er-U'e-te) n. Childishness ; manners or

actions of a boy ; —that which is trifling or silly in

thought, speech, or conduct; an expression which is

flat, insipid, or childish.

Puerperal, (pu-eyper-al) a. [L. puerpera, a lying-in

woman, from purr, child, and parere, to bear.] Per

taining to childbirth.

Puff, (puf) n. [Ger. pxtff, D. pof.] A sudden and single

emission of breath from the mouth ; hence, any sud

den or short blast of wind ; a whiff;—a dry, fungous

ball containing dust ;—a certain kind of light pastry ;

—a substance of loose texture for sprinkling powder

on tho hair or skin ;—hence, an exaggerated expres

sion of praise, especially in a public journal.

Puff, (puf) r. i. To blow with short and sudden whiffs ;

—to blow, as an expression of scorn or contempt ;—to

breathe with vehemence; — to swell with air; — to

breathe in a swelling or pompous manner ; hence, to

assume importance ;—v. J. To drive with a puff ;—to

drive away in scorn or contempt;—to dilate with air;

to blow up;—to innate with pride, flattery, or self-

esteem, or the like ;—to praise with exaggeration:—

imp. & pp. puffed; ppr. puffing.

Puff-adder, (puf ad-der) n. A species of viper.

Puff-ball, (pufbawl) n. A' fungus or mushroom full of

dust. [with noisy commendation.

Puffer, (puf'er) n. One who puffs ; one who praises

Puffery, (pnfer-e) n. System of puffing.

Puffin, (puf'in) n. [F. puffin, W. pirjfiugcn.] A marine

diving bird allied to the auk, and

having a short, thick beak like that

of the parrot;—also, a variety of the

genus Procellaria, noted by the down

ward curvation of the lower man

dible; petrel.

Puffuie&s, (pufe-nes) n. The state or

quality of being puffy.

Puffingi (pufing) n. \ ehement breath

ing ; exaggerated praise. m

Puffingly, (pufing-Ie) adv. In a puff

ing manner; with vehement breath

ing or shortness of breath ;—with exaggerated praise.

Puffy. ( pufe) a. Swelled with air or any soft matter ;

—inflated; bombastic.

Pug, (pug) n. [Ir. beag, small, little.] A monkey ;—a

kind of small dog.

Pugh, (poo) interj. Pshaw I pish!—a word used in

contempt or disdain.

Pugilism, (pu'jU-izm) n. [h. pugilt a boxer, allied to

 

ruffln.
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pufpiun, the fist] Tho practice of boxing or righting

with the flit. [a boxer.

Pugilist, (pu'Jil-iat) n. One who fight* with hli fists ;

Pugilistic, (pu-jil-istfik) a. Pertaining tu boxing or

fighting with the fiat [mixing day.

Pug-mill, (pug'mil) n. A kind of mill for grinding and

Pugnacious, (pug-n.Y*he-u») a. [I*, pvgnaz, puffnatis,

from pugnare, to fight.] Disposed to fight ; quarrel

some, [bativeneas.

Pugnacity, (pug-nan ete) ft. Inclination to fight ; corn-

Pug-nose, (pug'nox) n. A short, thick nose; a snub nose.

Puisne, (pu'ne) a. [F. puitut, L. pott, and F. ne\

born.] i onnger or inferior in rank—said of the three

inferior judges in the Queen's Bench, Exchequer, and

Common Pleas.

Puissance, (pii'is-ans) n. Power : strength ; might.

Puissant, (pu'is-ant) a. [F., L. notetis, from pout, to

be able.] Powerful; strong; mighty; forcible.

Puissantly, (puls-ant-Ie) adv. Powerfully.

Puke, (puk) r. i. (Oer. tpuehtn, to spit, H. hnk, to

empty. ) To elect the contents of the stomach ; to

Tomit ;— '*. r. To eject from the stomach : to Tomit ;

to throw np :—tm». A pp. poked ; ppr. puking.

Puke, (puk) n, A medicine which excites romiting.

Pulchritude, (pul'kre-tiid) n. (L. pulehritutlo, from

pnlcher, beautiful.) That quality of external appear

ance which pleases the eye ; comeliness ; loveliness ;—

hence, moral beauty.

Pule, (pul) v. i. fF. piaultr, L. pipilare, from pipirt,

to pip, chirp.] To cry like a chicken ;—to cry, as a

complaining child ; to whimper ; to whine : — imp. A

pp. puled ; ppr. puling.

Puling, (puling) ». Shining : complaining.

Pulingly, (pu'ling-le) adv. Whiningly ; whimperingly ;

with weak and childish complaint. [sleigh.

Pulkha, (parka) m. A Laplander's travelling sledge or

Pull, (pool) v. t. [A.-S. puf/ian, Gael, ptalt.) To draw,

or attempt to draw, toward one ;—to draw forcibly ; to

drag : to haul ;—to draw apart ; to tear ; to rami ;—

to gather by drawing off or out; to pluck ;—to move or

impel, as a boat by oars ; also, to use the oar in pull*

ing a boat—r. i. To give a pull ; to tug :—imp. A pp.

pulled; ppr. pulling.

Pull, (i>ool) ». Act of pulling or drawing with force ;

—a contest; a struggle;—effort : strain;—colloquially,

hold over another : upper/hand in a difference, Ac

Pullback, ( podl'bak ) it. That which keepa back, or

restrains from proceeding ; a drawback.

Puller, (poorer) a. One who pulls.

Pullet, (pool'et) n. [F. jxtulet, diminutive of poule, a

hen, from L. imllu*, a young animal.] A young hen,

<>r female of the fowl tribe.

Pulley, (liool'e) *». [A.-S. pnUian

wheel lor transmitting power

from, or imparting it to, the

different parts of machinery, or

for changing the direction of

motion, by means of a belt, cord,

or rope.

Pullulate, (pul'u-lat) r.i. [I,

puthts, a shoot.] To germinate ;

to bud.

PuUulation, (pul-u-la'shun) n. Act

of budding; germination; — first

shoot or growth.

Pulmonary, (pul'mow-ar-e) a. [L. pulmonariu*, from

pvlmn, pulmonis, a lung.] Pertaining to the lungs;

affecting the lungs. [the lungs.

Pulmonic, (pul-mon'ik) a. Pertaining to, or affecting,

Pulmonic, (pul-mon'ik) n. A medicine for diseases of

the lungs ;—one who has a lung complaint.

Pulp, (pulp) «. [F. pulpe, L. pnlpn.) A soft, moist,

slightly cohering mass of animal or vegetable matter ;

marrow;—the soft, succulent part of fruit ;—the mate

rial of which paper is made, Ac.

Pulpit, (poul'pft) n. [L. pulpitum.) An elevated place

 

Puller.

in it church in which the preacher standi ; — a sort of

movable desk formerly in use. [it;—soft ; pappy-.

Pulpous, (pulp'ua) a. Consisting of palp or resembling

Pulpousness, (pulp'us-nes) n. Quality of being pulpous;

softness. [culeut*

Pulpy, (pulp's) a. Like pulp; soft; fleshy; euo-

Pulsate, (pul sat) r. i. [L. pulsarr, rmbafitm, to beat,

strike, j To beat or throb ; to beat, as the heart :—

imp. A pp. pulsated ; ppr. pulsating. [beaten.

Pulsatile, ( pul'sil-til ) a. Capable of being struck or

Pulsation, (pul-s&'shun) ji. Act of beating or throb

bing, as of the heart ;—a beat or throb ;—a stroke by

which some medium is affected.

Pulsative, (pul'sat-iv) a. Beating : throbbing.

Pulsatory, (pul'sa-tor-e) a. Capable of pulsating >

throbbing.

Pulse, (puis) n. [L. pulsus (sc. vtnnrxtm), from petfar,

puliuin, to beat, strike.) The beating or throbbing of

the heart or blood-vessels, especially of the arteries ;—

any measured or regular beat; oscillation; vibration.

Pulse, (puis) n. [L. pul*, O. polios, pottage.] Legu

minous plants or their seeds, as beans, peas, Ac,

Pulseless, (pulsles)n. Having no pulsation ; ceasing

to beat ;—■hence, dead.

Pulselessness, (puls'les-nes)n. The state of being pulse

less ; want of puliation.

Pulsion, (pul'shun) ft. [L. pultio, from petlere, pnUum,

to beat, strike, drive.] Act of driving forward.

Pulverixable, ( pul-rer-iz'a-bl ) a. Admitting of being

pulverized, or reduced to powder ; pnlrerable.

Pulverization, (pul-ver-ix-a shun) n. Act of reducing to

dust or powder.

Pulverize, (pul'ver-hr) r. t. [F. pulveritfr, from L. put-

vis, dust, powder.] To reduce to fine powder, as by

boating, grinding, or the like; — r.i. To turn to

powder ; to fall to dust :—imp. A pp. pulverized ; ppr.

pulverizing.

Fulverulence, (pul-ver'u-lens) *. State of being pul

verulent ; dustiness.

Pulverulent, (pul-vrr'u-Ient) o. [L. pulrrruleutus, from

pulvis, putrerUf dust, powder.) Consisting of fine

powder ; powdery ; dusty :—at*o pulvtrov*.

Puma, (pu ma) n. A carnivorous mammal of the genus

Ftli*, of a brownish yellow colour without spots—

native of tropical America.

Pumice, (pu'mis) n. [L. pumex, pvvtieis.] A light

porous substance of various colours, frequently ejected

from volcanoes ;—a stone consisting of silica, alumina,

and soda, used in polishing various articles of manu

facture :—also written pumietstone.

Pumioeous, (pu-raish e-tis) a. Pertaining to, consisting

of, or resembling pumice.

Pump, (pump) n. fit pompa, probably from bomborr,

to drink.] A machine variously constructed, for rais

ing or transferring water or other* fluids ;—a machine

which acts by the power of suction, consisting of a

piston which works air-tight in a hollow cylinder,

alternately exhausting and filling the opposite ends

by means of external valves — used to extract or

exhaust the air, air pump ; or to empty the stomach

of its oontents, stomach pump;—or to raise water from

a well or reservoir, common domestic pump;—or to

raise the bilge water from the hold of a ship, chain

pump;—also, a machine which acts by force or pressure

of air or fluid, force pump—used to throw water from

a fire engine, or to send down air, as into a diving

bell, mine, Ac. [F. potape, dress,] A low shoe with a

thin sole, formerly used in full dress and for danc

ing, Ac.

Pump, (pump) v. t. To raise with a pump, as water ;—

to draw out by artful interrogatories :—to examine by

artful questions for the purpose of eliciting secrets

from ;—v. t. To work a pump ; to raise water with a

pump:—imp. A pp. pumped; ppr. pumping.

Pump-brake, (pump'hrak) n. The arm or handle of a

pump.
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Pamper, (pump'er) ft. One who pumps.

Pumpkin, (puuip'kin) n. [F. pompon, from L. pepo]

A well-known piiuit and its fruit.

Pump-room, (pump' room) a. A building or public

room at a mineral spring for the convenience of those

who drink the waters.

Pun, (pun)u. [Provincial Eng. pun, to pound, A.-S.

punian, to bruise.] An expression in which a word

is capable of different meanings ; a kind of quibble or

equivocation ; a play upon words which resemble each

other in sound but differ in sense.

Pun, (pun) v. t. To use the same word at once in dif

ferent senses ; to quibble I—imp. & pp. punned; ppr.

punning.

Punoh, (punsh) h. [Hind. pantsch, Skr. pantcha.] A

drinkcomposedofwater, sugar, lemonjuioe, and spirits.

Punoh, (punsh) ». [Abbreviated from Punchinello.]

The buffoon or harlequin of a puppet-show.

Punch, (punsh) n. [Abbreviated from puncheon.] A

tool, used either for stamping, or for perforating holes

in metallic-plates and other substances; — a blow or

thrust.

Punoh, (punsh) v. t. [L. pungtre, punctual, to prick.]

To perforate with an instrument;—to thrust against ;

to poke :—imp. & pp. punched ; ppr. punching,

Punch-bowl, (punsh boi) n. A bowl in which punch is

made or from which it is drunk.

Puncheon, (punsh'un) ft, [L. punctio, a pricking, from

pungere, to prick. J A tool or instrument for piercing,

stamping, or the like, used by various artificers; a

punch ;—* abort, upright piece of timber in framing ;

a stud ;—a cask, containing sometimes M, sometimes

120 gallons. [perforating instrument.

Puncher, (punsh'er) n. One who punches ;—a punoh or

Punchinello, (pun'shia-el-o) n. [It. potietHtUa.) A

character or figure in a puppet-show, usually a figure

short, thick, and hump-backed.

Punctated, (pungk ' tat • ed) a. [L. punctata, point.]

Pointed ; ending in a point or points ;—having dots

scattered over the surface.

Punctilio, ( pungk-til'e-6 ) 11. [It. pantialio, from L.

punetum, point.] A nice point in conduct, ceremony,

or proceeding.

Punctilious, (pungk-til'e-ufc) a. Attentive to punctilio ;

exact in the forms of behaviour or ceremony.

Punctiliously, (pungk-til'e-us-le) adv. With exactness

or great nicety.

Punctiliousness, (pungk-tU'e-us-nee) n. Exactness in

the observance of forms or rules.

Punctual, (pungk ' tu - al) a. [L. pa actum, a point]

Observant of nice points ; punctilious ; — (specialty,

adhering to the exact time of an appointment ;

prompt ;—occurring, made, or returning at the ap

pointed time.

Punctuality, (pungk-tu-al'e-te) n. Quality or state of

being punctual; especially, adherence to the exact

time of an appointment.

Punctually, (pungk'td-al-le) adv. In a punctual man

ner; scrupulously;—exactly; according to time or

appointment.

Punctuate, (pnngk'tG-at) v. t. [L. punetm, punetum, a

point.) To point ; to sepaiate into sentences, clauses,

Jta, by points, which mark the proper pauses:—imp.

4 pp. punctuated; ppr. punctuating.

Punctuation, (pungk-tu-a'shuii) n. The act or art of

punctuating or pointing a writing or discourse.

Punctum, (pungk'tuni) n. [L.] A point; a period or

full stop.

Punoturation, (pu ngk-tur-a'shun) n. The act of piercing

the skin with needles or other surgical instruments ;—

incision in the skin Vi relieve tension, remove obstruc

tion, or inject anodynes, dec.

Puncture, (pungk'tur) n. [L. punetura, from punaeit,

to prick. J Act of perforating with a pointed instru

ment ;—a small hole made by a point.

Puncture, (pungk'tur) v, t, To pierce with a small,

pointed instrument ; to prick : — -imp. ft pp. punc

tured ; ppr. puncturing.

Pundit, (pun'dit) n. [Hind, pandit.] A learned

Ilruhmin, teacher, or expounder of the Sanscrit lan

guage, literature, and laws;—hence, in general, doctor ;

philosopher; savant.

Pungency, (pun'jen-se) n. Power of pricking or pierc

ing ; — sharpness ; acridness to the taste ; — power of

affecting the mind, as with self-reproach, remorse, Ac. ;

—keenness ; sharpness ; severity, as of wit or satirical

discourse.

Pungent, (pun'jent) a. [I* pungtn»% ppr. of pungere,

to prick.] Pricking ; piercing ; acrid ; biting—said

with reference to taste ;—stimulating ; pricking—wild

with reference to the sense of smell ;—sharply painful 1

acute — said of pains, sensations, Ac. ; — exquisitely

painful to the feelings ; severe — said of discourse ;

penetrating) ; keen; acrimonious; stinging.

Pungently, (pun'jent-le) adv. In a pungent manner ;

sharply.

Punic, (pu'nik) a. [L. Punicvs, from Pomi, the Car

thaginians.] Pertaining or appropriate to the Car

thaginians ; faithless ; treacherous ; deceitful.

Puniness, ( pu'ne-nes ) it. Condition of being puny ;

littleness; pettiness; smallness with feebleness.

Punish) (pun'ish) v. t. [h. punirr, from poena, punish'

ment, penalty, G. poini.] Tb afflict With pain, Urns,

or calamity for a crime or fault ; to chastise ;—tb visit

with bodily pain; to whip: to scourge; — to iiifllhfc

pain or loss with a view to amendment ; to correct ;—

to pound or pommel : — imp. A pp. punished ; ppr.

punishing.

Punishable, (pun'ish-a-bl) a. Liable to punishment ;

capable of being punished by law or right ;—worthy

of punishment.

Punisher, (pun'ish-er) n. One who inflicts punishment.

Punishment, (pun'ish -ment) n. Act of punishing ;

chastisement; correction; — pain, sufferings inflicted

with a view to reform the offender, or deter others

from offenoe or crime. Capital punishment, death.

Punitive, (pu'ne-tiv) a. Pertaining to, involving,

awarding, or inflicting punishment.

Punjsub, (pun'jab) n. [Van. five rivers.) A district or

territory in the north-west of India—so called because

traversed by five rivers.

Punk, (pungk) u. [Allied to spunk.] A species of

fungus or some decayed wood used as timber ;—a pros

titute ; a strumpet.

Punkah, (puug'ka) n. In India, a feather fan of various

sizes ; specifically, a large fan for cooling the atmos

phere of a room.

Punning, (pun'ing) n. Aot or practice of making puns ;

playing on words ; verbal wit. [punning.

Punster, (punster) n. One who puns or is skilled in

Punt, (punt) n. [A.-S. punt, It. ponto, from L. pons,

bridge.] A flat-bottomed boat used in calking and

repairing ships ; also used for fishing and shooting in

shallow waters.

Puny, (pu'ne) a. Small and feeble : inferior ; petty.

Pup, (pup) v. t. To bring forth whelps or puppies :-—

imp. fc pp. pupped; ppr. pupping. [young seal.

Pup, (pup) n. [L. pupus, boy, child.) A puppy;—a

Pupa, (pu'pa) n. [L. pupa.] The third state in the

metamorphosis of an insect ; chrysalis.

Pupil, (pit'pil) a. [L. pupilta, the pupil of the eye.]

The small opening in the centre of the iris through

which the rays of light pass to the retina.

Pupil, (pupil) n. [L. pupillxu, pupilla, diminutive of

pupu*, boy, pupa, girl. ] A youth or scholar of either

sex under the care of an instructor ; one under the

care of a guardian ; ward ;—one under puberty or legal

majority ; minor.

Pupilage, (pu'pil-aj) n. State of being a pupil ; ward

ship ;—minority ; nonage :—also pupilanty.

Pupilary, (pu'pil-ar-e) a. Pertaining to a pupil or ward;

—pf or pertaining to the pupil of the eye.
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Puppet, (pup'et) n. [F. poupde, a doll, from L. pupa,

a girl.] A doll;—a similar figure moved by a wire in a

mock drama ;—one managed by the will of another.

Puppet-show, (pup'et-sho) n, A mock drama performed

by puppet* moved by wires.

Puppet-valve, (pup'et-valv) n. A disk attached to a

stem, and used in steam-engines, he., to cover and

uncover an opening.

Puppv, (pup'e) n. [From pup.] A young dog; a

whelp; —a person contemptible from insignificance

and conceit ;—a dandy. [ceit.

Puppyism, (pup'e-izm) n. Extreme affectation or eon-

Purbeck-stone, (pur'bek-stdn) n. A lime stone from the

late of Purbeck in Dorsetshire, England.

Purblind, (purblind) a. [Eng. part and blind.] Near-

sighted or dim-sighted ; seeing obscurely.

Purblindness, (purhlind-nes) n. Quality or state of

being purblind ; near-sightedness ; dimness of vision.

Purchasable, (puVchos-a-bl) a. Capable of being pur

chased.

Purchase, (pur'ohas) v. t. [F. pourchasser, to pursue, to

seek eagerly. ] To obtain by paying money or its equi

valent; to buy;—to obtain by any outlay or expense

of labour, time, sacrifice, &c. ;—to recompense or ex

piate by fine, forfeit, Ac. ;—to sue out or procure, as a

writ at law ;—to gain a mechanical advantage or lever

age ;—to raise or lift, as the anchor :—imp. & pp. pur

chased; ppr. purchasing.

Purchase, (purchas) n. Acquisition of title to, or pro

perty in, any thing for a pnoe or equivalent ;—a thing

bought : property ; possession ; acquisition ; — any

mechanical hold, advantage, power, or force applied to

the raising or removing of heavy bodies.

Purchaser, (pur'chas-er) Ji. One who purchases any

thing ; a buyer.
Pure, (pur) a. [F. pur, L. pwru*.] ■ Separate from all

extraneous matter ; free from mixture ; clear ; not

muddy, as water :—single ; simple ; of one kind ;—■

whole ; entire ; complete ;—genuine ; real, as religion,

Am ; free from guilt ; innocent ; blameless ; free from

moral defilement ; holy ;—unsullied ; untarnished ;—

modest ; chaste, as a virgin ; — absolute ; thorough ;

out and out, as a villain ; — mere ; sheer ; disinte

rested, as benevolence ;—free from errors or impro

prieties ; correct ; neat, as style ; — unmixed ; not

embracing other topics, as pure mathematics; — un

adulterated.

Purely, (pur'le) adv. In a pure manner; innocently;

genuinely; guilelessly ; chastely;—merely ; absolutely;

—quite ; entirely.

Pureness, (puVnes) n. The state of being pure : clear

ness ; simplicity ; purity ; innocence ; genuineness ;

guilelessness ; chasteness.

Purfle, (pur'fl) v. t. [F. pourjller, from pour, for, and

fit, a thread, L. Jilum.] To embroider ;—to decorate

richly.

Purfle, (pur'fl) n. A kind of trimming for women's

gowns ;—a l.wder of embroidered work.

Purgation, ( pur-gii'shun ) n. [L. purgatio.] Act of

cleansing or purifying ; often, the act of cleansing from

the imputation of guilt ;—act of purging the bowels ;

evacuation. [ing ; cathartic.

Purgative, (pur'ga-tiv) a. Having the power of purg-

Purgative, (pur'ga-tiv) n. A medicine that evacuates

the intestines ; a cathartic. [tory.

Purgatorial, (pur-ga-tdre-al) a. Pertaining to purga-

Purgatory, ( pur'ga-tor-e ) n. [L. purgatorium, from

purgatorius.] Among Roman Catholics, a place or a

state believed to exist after death, in which the souls

of persons are purified, or in which they expiate such

offences committed fn this life as do not merit eternal

damnation ;—hence, state or period of trial, Buffering,

and misery.

Purge, (purj) r. (. [L, purgare..] To cleanse, clear, or

purify ;—to operato on as, or by means of, a cathartic

medicine ; —to clear from guilt or moral defilement ;

—to clear from accusation or the charge of a crime, aa

in ordeal;—to clarify; to defecate, as liquors;—». i. To

become pure, as by clarification ;—to have frequent or

preternatural evacuations from the intestines:—imp.

& pp. purged ; ppr. purging.

Purge, (purj) n. A medicine that evacuates the intes

tines ; a cathartic. [cleanses.

Purger, (purj'er) n. One who or that which purges or

Purging, (purj'ing) jt. Excessive evacuation of the

bowels ; Looseness ; diarrhoea ; dysentery.

Purification, (pur-e-fe-ka'shun) n. Act or operation of

cleansing or of removing foreign Bubstanues ;—act or

operation of cleansing ceremonially;—a cleansing from

guilt or the pollution of sin. [ties ; a refiner.

Purifier, (pure-fI-er) n. One who, or that which, puri-

Purify, (pur'e-fi) v. t. [L. puvificare, from punts,

pure, and factrt, to make.] To make pure or clear

from material defilement, admixture, or imperfection;

—to free from guilt or moral defilement;—to free from

ceremonial or legal defilement ;—to free from impro

prieties or barbarisms, as language ; — v. i. To grow

or become pure or clear :—imp. & pp. purified : ppr.

purifying. [the feast of lots.

Purim, (pu'rim) n. [H. pur, a lot.] Among the Jews,

Purism, (pur'izm) n. Quality of being pure or nice,

especially in the choice of language.

Purist, (pur' ist) n. [F. purist?.] An advocate of ex

treme purity and nicety in literary language and style.

Puritan, (pure-tan) n. [From pure.] A. protest&nt

reformer diverging further from the Church of Rome

than did the authors of the articles of the Church of

England ;—a dissenter from the Church of England

in the times of Elizabeth and the Stuarts—classed as

ecclesiastical puritans, who dissented from the rites,

organization, and discipline of the church : doctrinal

puritans, who dissented from its creed, articles, and

teaching ; and political jmritans, who advocated the

rights of civil and political freedom in opposition to

the so-called divine right of kings and rulers ;—a

roundhead ; a whig ;—one strict and severe in moral

duty, religious faith and practice ; a godly and devout

man ;—in a bad sense, a canting hypocrite ; strait-

laced, formal professor of piety, Ac.

Puritan, (pur'e-tan) a. Pertaining to the Puritans.

Puritanical, ( pur-e-tan'ik-al ) a. Pertaining to the

Puritans, or their doctrines and practice :—precise in

observance of religious requirements; over-scrupulous;

rigid. [manner.

Puritanically, (pur-e-tan'ik-al-le) ndv. In a puritanical

Puritanism, (piirVtan-izm) n. The doctrines or prac

tice of Puritans.

Purity, (pur'e-te) n. [L puritas, from purus, pure.)

Condition of being pure;—freedom from foreign admix

ture or heterogeneous matter ;—freedom from foulness

or dirt ;—freedom from guilt or the defilement of sin ;

—freedom from any sinister or improper views ;—free

dom from foreign idioms., from barbarous or Improper

words or phrases ; chastity ; innocence ; sincerity.

Purl, (purl) n. [Contracted from purftle, purfle.] An

embroidered and puckered border;—a gentle murmur,

as of a brook ;—malt Liquor medicated or spiced.

Purl, (purl) v. i. [Sw. porta, D. borrelen.] To run

swiftly round, as a small stream flowing among stones;

also, to make a murmuring sound, as running water;

—v. t. To decorate with fringe or embroidery >—imp,

& pp. purled ; ppr. purling-.

Purlieu, (pnrtu) n. [F. pur, pure, free, and lieu,

place.] The outer portion of any place; border; in-

closure ; district :—pi. Environs.

Purling;, (pnrl'ing) a. Murmuring gently, as a stream.

Purlins;, (purling) n. The murmtiring of a small stream

flowing among obstructions.

Purloin, (pur-loin') v. t. [Norm. F. purUrignier.] To

steal ; to filch ; to pilfer ;—v. i. Tn act as a thief ; to

practise stealing :-—imp. & pp. purloined ; ppr. pur

loining.
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Purloiner, (pur -loin er) n. One who purloins; a

thief. [filching.

Purloining, (pur- loin 'ing) n. Taking away by theft ;

Purple, (pur'pl) a. Of or exhibiting a colour composed

of red and blue ;—imperial ; regal—so called from the

colour having been a distinguishing token of imperial

authority.

Purple, (pur'pl) n. [Ij. purpura, G. porphura, origin

ally the purple-ash, a shell from which the colour was

obtained.] A purple colour; — a colour compounded

from a mixture of red and blue ;—a purple robe or

drew ; hence, the imperial dignity in ancient Rome,

and the dignity of cardinal in modern Rome ;—pi.

Spot* of a livid colour on the skin.

Purple, (pur'pl) v. t. To make purple ; to dye of a deep

red :—imp. <fe pp. purpled; ppr. purpling.

Purplish, ( pur ' pliah ) a. Somewhat purple ; tinged

with a purple hue.

Purport, (pur'port) it. [F. from pour, for, and porter,

to bear, carry.] Design or tendency ; meaning; import.

Purport, (pur'port) v. t. To intend ; to mean ; to sig

nify :—imp. & /«/». purported ; ppr. purporting.

Purpose, (puVpos) n. [F.propo$,h. propositum.] Object

to be reached or accomplished ; end or aim to which the

view is directed in any plan ;—design ; intention ;—

effect ; consequence.

Purpose, (purijoe) v. t. To determine upon some end

or object to be accomplished ; to intend ;—v. i. To

design ; to intend ; to mean : — imp. & pp. purposed ;

ppr. purposing. [less ; unmeaning.

Purposeless, (pur'pds-Ies) a. Having no effect ;—aim-

Purposely, ( pur'pos-le ) adv. By purpose or design ;

intentionally; with predetermination.

Purr, (pur) n. The low, murmuring, continued sound

of a cat; a kind of growl, expressive of contentment

or pleasure.

Putt, (pur) v. i. To utter a low, murmuring, continued

sound, as a cat;—v. t. To signify or express by pur

ring :—imp. & pp. purred ; ppr. purring.

Purree, (pur's) n. A yellow pigment obtained from

India—called Indian yellow.

Purse, (purs) «. [F. boitrxe, h. and G. bursa , hide, skin,

leather.] A kind of small- bag used to carry money

in ;—hence, a treasury ;—a sum of money offered as a

prize, or collected as a present.

Purse, (purs) v L To put in a purse ;—to contract into

folds or wrinkles, like the mouth of a purse :—imp. &

pp. pursed; ppr. pursing. (puree ; almoner.

Purse-bearer, ( purs'bur-er ) n. One who carries the

Purse-net, (purs' net) n. A net, the mouth of which

may be closed or drawn together like a purse.

Purse-pride, (purs'prid) n. A feeling of elation, or an

arrogant assumption of superiority on the ground of

having wealth or riches. [with riches.

Purse-proud, (pura'pruud) a. Proud of wealth ; elated

Purser, (purs'er) ». Formerly the paymaster, but now

a commissioned officer who has charge of the provi

sions, stores, clothing, ice, and serves them out to the

different meases in a ship of war ;—a similar officer in

the East Indian Company's ships, who also acted as

supercargo ; — in the ordinary mercantile service, the

steward.

Fursership, (purs'?r-ship) n. Office of a purser.

Purse - strings, ( purs ' strings ) n. pi. Strings which

tighten the mouth of a purse ;—hence, command of

the purse ; power to increase or check expenditure.

Pursiness, (purse-nes) 7k State of being pursy ; infla

tion; shortness of breath.

Purslane, (pure'Ian) n. (L. portulacrt.] An annual

plant with fleshy, succulent leaves, used as a pot-herb

and for salads, Arc.

Pursuable, (pnr-su'a-bl)a. Capable of being, or fit to be,

pursued or prosecuted.

Pursuance, (pur-su'ans) n. Act of pursuing or prose

cuting; — pursuit; prosecution ; — accordance ; conse

quence.

Pursuant. (pur-sQ'ant) a. [From pursue. ] Done in con

sequence or prosecution of anything; hence, agreeable;

conformable ; according. [ably.

Pursuantly, (pur-su'ant-le) adv. Agreeably: conform-

Pursue, (pur-su) v. t. [F. pourmivre, L. pro, forward,

and sequi, to follow.] To follow with a view to over

take ; to chase;—to seek; to use measures to obtain:—

to prosecute ; to be engaged in ; to continue ;—to fol

low as an example ; to imitate;—!', i. To go on ; to

proceed, especially in argument or discourse ;—to fol

low a matter judicially, as a complaining party;—to

persist in a suit or action ;—imp & pp. pursued ; j>pr.

pursuing.

Pursuer, (pur-su'er) n. One who pursues ; one who

follows in haste, with a view to overtake ;—in Scot's

lair, one who institutes or prosecutes a suit at law ;

a plaintiff.

Pursuit, (pur-suf) n. Act of following with haste,

either for sport or in hostility;—chase as of game or of

un enemy ; — act of looking for or seeking ; search ;

effort to reach or attain; endeavour after;—prose

cution ; continued exertion or effort ;—a man's busi

ness or occupation.

Pursuivant, (pur'swe-vant) n. [F. poursuivant, from

jtoursuivre.] A state messenger; an attendant on tho

heralds.

Pursy, (purs'e) a. [F. poussif, from pousser, to push,

heave.] Inflated ; swelled ;—fat, short, and thick ;—

short-breathed.

Purtenanoe, ( pur'te-nans ) n. [F. appertenance, from

L. pertinere.] That which pertains or belongs to; espe

cially, the heart, liver, and lungs of an animal.

Purulence, (pur'ii-lens) n. Generation of pus or matter;

Buimuration ; — matter formed ; pus ; — also written

puruleney.

Purulent, (puYti-lent) a. [L. purulentus, from pv»,

purit, pus, matter.] Consisting of, or pertaining to,

pus or matter.

Purvey, (pur-va') v. t. [F. povrwrir, L. proridere.] To

furnish or provide, as with provisions, or the like ;

—to procure; to get;—v. i. To purchase or procure

provisions; to provide; to cater :—imp. &, pp. pur

veyed ; ppr. purveying.

Purveyance, (pur-va'ans) n. Actor process of provid

ing or procuring; procurement;—that which is pro

vided ; provisions ; food.

Purveyor, (pur-va 'or) n. One whose business is to

make provision for the table ; a caterer;—a procurer;

a pimp.

Pus, (pus) n. fL, allied to G. puos, puan.] The

yellowish-white liquid produced by tho process of sup

puration.

Puseyism. ( pu ' ze - izm ) n. The system of doctrines

advanced by Dr. Pusey and other Oxford divines in

the Tracts for tht Times issued in 1833-41, and gener

ally considered as Romanizing in their tendency—the

exclusive right of episcopacy to apostolical succession ;

denial of the validity of ordination and administra

tion of sacraments unless in the episcopal line of

apostolical succession ; efficacy of the administration

of a sacrament by an ordained priest, as opus opera-

turn; authority of the church as based on tradition ;

auricular confession, and the doctrine of reserve.

Puseyite, (pu'zo-it) n. One who holds the principles

of Puseyism.

Push, (poosh) v. t. [F. pousser, L. pulsare, intensive

form of pellere, to beat.] To press against with force ;

to drive or impel by pressure ;—to strike with the

bonis; to butt ;—to press or urge forward ;—to enforce,

as an objection ;—to drive to a conclusion;—to embar

rass by arguments ; — to tease with solicitations ; to

importune ; — v. i. To make a thrust;—to make an

effort, advance, or attack ; — to burst out, as a bud or

shoot:—imp. & pp. pushed; ppr. pushing.

Push, (poosh) n. A thrust with the end of a thing ;—

any pressure, impulse, or force applied ; — an assault
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or attack ;—circumstance! which press or push one ;

emergency; exigency; extremity.

Pusher, (poosh'er) n. One who pushes.

Pushing, (poosh'ing) a. Pressing forward in business ;

enterprising : energetic ; also, forward ; officious.

Pushingly, ( poosh ' ing - le ) adv. I n a vigorous, enter

prising manner.

Pusillanimity, (pu-sil-an-im'e-te) n. Quality of being

pusillanimous; weakness of spirit; feebleness of mind;

cowardice ; fear ; timidity.

Pusillanimous, ( pu-sil-an'e-mus ) a. [P. putillanime,

from I, putiltus, very little, and animus, spirit.]

Destitute of manly courage or firmness of mind—said

of persons ;—dictated by or evincing weakness of mind

or want of courage, as an act; cowardly; dastardly;

timid ; weak ; feeble.

Pusillanimously, (pu-sil-an'im-us-le) adv. In a pusil

lanimous manner.

Pus, (poos) n. [D. poet, puss, and a fur tippet, Ir.

put, a cat, L. puta, a little girl, putut, a little boy.]

A cat—a fondling appellation ;—a hare—so called by

sportsmen.

Pussy, (poos'e) n. A diminutive of putt.

Pustulate, (pus'tu-lat) v. t. [L. puttulare, puttulatum,

from puttula.] To form into pustules or blisters.

Pustule, (pus'tul) n. [L. panful", put, pus, matter.]

An elevation of the cuticle, with au inflamed base,

containing pus. [pustules.

Pustulous, (pus'tu-lus) a. Full of or covered with

Put, (poet) v.t. [Fries, putje, W. ptctian, F. bouter.]

To move in any direction ; to thrust : to push ;—to

place ; to set ; to apply ; to set in action ;—to oblige ;

to require ;—to urge ; to incite ;—to propose ; to ask,

as a question ;—to extend : to advance ; to offer ;—

to make or exhibit, as a difference ;—to consign to

words or writing ; to express ; - to put about, to turn ;

to change the course of;—to put by, to lay aside ; to

divert;—to put down, to suppress;—to degrade;—to

put forth, to extend ;—to publish ;—to exert ;—to put

»/i, to introduce ;—to present, as a claim ;—to put off,

to delay ; to defer ;—to take off ; to strip ;—to recom

mend for sale;—to put on, to Invest with;—to assume:

—to impose;—to put out, to extinguish ;—to extend ;

—to protrude ;—to shoot forth ;—to expel ; to dismiss:

—to publish;—to put to, to add ; to unite ;—to expose;

to subject ;—to put up, to pack ;—to hoard ;— to put

up with, to overlook ; to suffer ;—v. i. To go or move ;

—to steer ; to direct ;—to shoot or germinate :—imp.

& pp. put ; ppr. putting.

Pat, (podt) n. An action of distress. [W. pwt.] A

rustic; a clown. [F. putaint.] A prostitute; astrum-

l>et. [From the verb.] A game at cards.

Putative, (pu'tu-tiv) a. [L. putativut, from putare, to

reckon, suppose.] Commonly thought ; supposed;

reputed. [excuse.

Put-off, (poot-of) n. A shift for evasion or delay ; an

Putredinous. (pu-tred'in-us) o. [L. putredo, rotten

ness.] Proceeding from or partaking of putrefaction ;

stinking.

Putrefaction, (pu-tre^falrshun) n. Act or process of

putrefying;—process by which decaying, diseased, or

dead vegetable or animal matter is disorganized and

decomposed ;—state of undergoing putrefaction or of

being decomposed and rotting ; — any body which is

rotting or putrefying ;—also, that which is putrefied.

Putrefactive, (jm-tri-fak'tiv) a. Pertaining to putre

faction ;—causing putrefaction.

Putrefy, (pu'tre-fi) v. t. [L. putrert, to be rotten, and

faeert, to make.] To render putrid ; to cause to rot ;

—to corrupt or foul ; — to make morbid, carious, or

gangrenous :—v. i. To become putrid ; to decay offen

sively; to rot :—imp. &pp. putrefied; ppr. putrefying.

Putrescence, (pu-tres'ens) 71. The state of rotting and

decomposing, as an animal or vegetable substance;—

a putrid state ; rottenness; decay.

-*»teoent, ( pu-tros'ent ) a. [L. putrtscens, ppr, of

putreteere, to grow rotten.) Becoming putrid;—per

taining to the process of putrefaction.

Putrid, (putrid) a. [L. putridutt from putrert, to be

rotten.] Tending to dissolution or decay; decompose*! ;

rotten ;—indicating or proceeding from a decayed state

of animal or vegetable matter.

Futhdness, (pu'trid-nes) n. State of beiug putrid ; cor

ruption ; putrefaction.

Putter, (put'er) v.i. To act inefficiently or idly: to

1 trifle; to potter :—imp. & pp. puttered ; ppr. puttering.

Putting, (put'ing) n. In Scotland, an ancient game or

trial of strength in throwing a heavy stoue from the

hand raised above the head.

Puttock, (put'tok) n. [L. buteo, a kind of falcon or

hawk.] A species of kite ; also, the common buzzard.

Putty, (put'e) ». [F. pofeV.j A kind of paste or cement

of whiting and linseed oil.

Putty, (put'e) v. t. To cement or fill up with putty :—

imp, <fc /»/>. puttied; ppr. puttying.

Puzzle, (puzl) r. t. To involve in perplexity ; to put to

a stand ; -to nonplus ; to gravel ;—to make intricate ;

to entangle ;—r. v To be bewildered; to be awkward :

—imp. & pp. puzzled; ppr. puzzling.

Puzzle, (puzl) u. Something which perplexes ; a

mecluuiical toy or geometric figure to try a child's

ingenuity ;—a riddle ; an enigma ;—-state of bewilder

ment ; perplexity. [or perplexes.

Puzzler, (purler) n. One who, or that which, puzzles

Pygarg, (pT'gurg) n. [Q. pupi, rump, and ar*rott white.]

An animal with a white rump or tail;—the uilghaa ;—

white-tailed eagle.

Pyloric., (pMortk) a. Pertaining to the pylorus.

Pylorus, (pi-lo'rus) n. [G. pull, a gate.] The orifice of

the stomach through which the food passes on to the

intestine.

Pyramid, (pir'a-mid) n. [L. pyramit, from G. purami*,

puramidot, Egypt, piromi.) A solid body standing on

a triangular, square, or polygonal base, and terminat

ing in a point at the top ;--an edifice in the shape

above described.

Pyramidal, (pir-am'id-al) a. Pyramidical ; tapering to

a point ;—relating to the pyramids. [pyramid.

Pyramidally, (pir-am'id-al-e) adv. In the form of a

Pyramidical, (pir-a-mid'ik-al) a. Having the form of

a pyramid ; pyramidal. [a pile to be burnt.

Pyre, (pir) n. [L. pyra, G. purt fire.] A funeral pile ;

Pyrenean, (pir-6-nean) a. (G. Purini, a daughter of

Bebryx, beloved by Hercules, and buried upon these

mountains. ] Of or pertaining to the Pyrenees, a range

of mountains between France and Spain.

Pyretica, (pi-ret'iks) n.pL Medicines for the treat

ment and cure of fever.

Pyretology, (pir-fi-tol'6-je) n. [G. puretot, fever, and

logot, discourse. ] A discourse or treatise on fevers, or

the doctrine of fevers.

Pyrites, (pir-i'tez) n. [G. puritit, from pur, fire.] A

combination of sulphur with iron, copper, cobalt, or

nickel, presenting a white or yellowish metallic lustre.

Pyritic, ( pir-it'ik ) a. Pertaining to pyrites ; consist

ing of or resembling pyrites.

Pyrogenous, (pi-roj'en-ns) a. [Q. pur, fire, and pig-

nttihai, to produce.] Produced in the fire, or by the

action of heat ; igneous.

Pyroligneous, (pi r-o-lig'ne-us) a. [G. pur, fire, and L. lip-

nam, wood.] Generated by the distillation of wood, as

a kind of acetic acid holding in solution oily impurities.

Pyrology, (pir-ol'6-je) n. [G. pur, fire, and logot, dis

course.] A treatise on heat ; the natural history of

heat, latent and sensible.

Pyromancy, (pir'o-man-se) n. [G. pur, fire, and man-

teia, divination.] Divination by fire.

Pyrometer, (pir-om'et-er) n. [G. pur, fire, and matron,

measure.] An instrument for measuring degrees of

heat above those indicated by the mercurial thermo

meter;—also, an instrument for measuring the expan

sion of bodies by beat.
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Pyrophorus, (pir-of'or-us) n. [L., from G. pur, fire,

and phtrein, to bear.] A substance which takes fire

on exposure to air, or which maintains or retains light.

Pyrosis, (pi-ro'sis) n. [G. purotu, burning.] A dis

order of the stomach with heart- buru and eructation

of watery fluid.

Pyrotechnic, (pir-6-tek'nik) a. Pertaining to fireworks,

or the art ot forming them.

Pyrotechnics, (pir-o-tok'niks) n. ring. (G. pur, fire, and

techne, an art] The art of making fireworks, espe

cially for purposes of public amusement or rejoicing;

pyrotechny. [techny.

Pyrotechnist, ( pir-o-tek'nist) n. One skilled in pyro-

Pyroxyline, (pir-oks'e-lin) n. [G. pur. Are, xulon, wood.]

An exploitive substance obtained by immersing vege

table fibre in nitric and sulphuric acid ; gun-cotton.

Pyrrhic, (pir'ik) n, A foot consisting of two short syl

lables ;—an ancient military dance to the accompani

ment of tho flute.

Pyrrhic, (pir'ik) a. [Q. purriehi, a kind of war-dance.]

Pertaining to or containing pyrrhica ;—of or pertaiu-

ing to an ancient military dance.

Pyrrhonism, (pir'd-nixm) n. [From Pyrrho, the

founder of the Greek sceptical philosophy, B.C. 340.]

Scepticism ; universal doubt.

Pyrrhonist, (piro-nist) n. A sceptic ; one who doubts

of every thing.

Pyrrhotine, (pirro-tln) ft. [G. purros, flame-coloured.]

A yellowish, reddish mineral, consisting of sulphur

and iron, distinguished from common pyrites by its

inferior hardness : magnetic pyrites.

Pythagorean, (pith-a-gd-rfi/an) n. A follower of Pytha

goras, the founder of a school of philosophy.

Pythagorean, (pith-a-go-re'an) a. Of or pertaining to

Pytluigoras or his philosophy. Pythagorean ty*tem,

the Copernican or solar system.

Pythagoriam, (pith-ag'or-ixm) n. The doctrines of

Pythagoras ; especially, the doctrine of inetempty-

ckosit or transmigration of the souls.

Pythiad, (pith'e-ad) n. The period intervening between

one celebration. of the Pythian games and the next.

Pythian, (pith'e-au) a. [L. Pythius, G. Puthiot.] Per

taining to the priestess of Apollo, who delivered oracles

in his temple at Delphi. Pythian games, one of thn

four great national festivals of ancient Greece, cele

brated near Delphi, in honour of Apollo.

Python, (pi'thon) n. [G. puth5n, the serpent slain by

Apollo.] A genua of large snakes nearly allied to the

boa, but having teeth in the intermaxillary bone—

they are found in Africa and the East Indies.

Pythoness, (pi'thon -as) n. The priestess who gave

oracular answers at Delphi, in Greece ; — a sort of

witch. [events by divination.

Pythonism, (pith 'on -ism) n. The art of predicting

Pyx, (piks) n. [L. pyxti, G. puxU, a box, especially of

box-wood.] The box in which the host is kept.

Q.

Qthe seventeenth letter and thirteenth consonant

of the English alphabet, is always followed by

u, the two letters together being pronounced like Jtv,

as quack (kwak).

Quab, (kwab) n. [Ger. quappe,] A flat soft fish: eel-

pout or burbot.

Quack, (kwak) v. i. [Ger. qualen, D. bwal'ken, I eel,

qvaka, to twitter.] To cry like the common domestic

duck ;—to boast ; — to act as a quack :—imp. & pp.

quacked ; ppr. quacking.

Quack, (kwak) n. The cry of the domestic duck ;—a

boastful pretender to medical skill ; an empiric ;—

hence, one who boastfully pretends to knowledge of

any kind not possessed ; mountebank ; charlatan.

Quack, (kwak) a. Pertaining to quackery; used by

quacks. [cism.

Quackery, (kwalr/er-e) n. Practice of a quack ; empiri-

Quackish, (kwak'ish)a. Like a quack; boastful; trickish.

Quackism, (kwak izm) n. Practice of quackery; system

or art of an empiric or charlatan.

Quack-salver, ( kwak 'sal- vex) n. [Probably from

quicksilver or mercury, which is a common and much

abused remedy in empirical hands.] A quack doctor;

a charlatan ; an empirical practitioner in physic.

Quadra, (kwod'ra) n. A square border or frame round

a bass-relief, panel, Ac.; a band or fillet of the Ionic

base ; the plinth or lower member of a podium or con

tinued pedestal.

Quadragene, (kwod'ra-jeh) n. In the Roman Catholic

Church, an indulgence of forty days.

Quadragesima, ( kwod-ra-jes'e-ma ) n. [L., from quad-

ragerimut, the fortieth, from quad-

raffinto, forty.] The forty days of

fast preceding Easter; Lent.

Quadragesimal, (kwod-ra-jes'e-mal) a.

Belonging to, or used in. Lent.

Quadrangle, (kwod-rang'gl) n. [L.

quadrangulum, from quotum; four,

and angulut, an angle.] A plane

figure having four angles, and con- Quadrangle,

sequently four sides ;—a square or court surrounded

by buildings.

Quadrangular, (kwod-rang'gu-lar) a. Having four

angles, and consequently four sides.

Quadrant, (kwod'rant) n. [L. quadrant, a fourth

part, from qudtuor, four.] The fourth part; — the

quarter of the circumference of a circle ; an arc of

90* ; — also, the fourth of the area of a circle ; or

the space included between two radii drawn from a

oentre to the two extremities of an aro of 90*;—an

instrument for taking the altitude of the heavenly

bodies, constructed in the form of a quadrant with

two straight limbs, and one arched limb to which is

appended a graduated scale of 90*, or in Hadley's

reflecting quadrant, 45* ;—in gunnery, an instrument

of similar construction with a plummet line to mark

the degrees, used in pointing guns or mortars to any

inquired elevation. Quadrant of attitude, a thin

flexible piece of brass, graduated to a scale of 90", used

to measure distances, &c, on an artificial globe.

Quadrantal, (kwod-ront'al) a. Pertaining to a quad

rant.

Quadrat, (kwod'rat) n, A piece of type metal cast lower

than the letters, and used to fill up the spaces between

words or sentences, so as to leave a blank on the paper

when printed, where it is placed.

Quadrate, (kwod'rat) a. [L. quadratus, squared, pp. of

quadrart, to make four-cornered, to square, make

square.] Having four equal and parallel sides, and

four right angles ; square;—divisible by four*—hence,

square ; even ; equal ; exact ; — suited ; applicable ;

correspondent.

Quadrate, (kwod'rat) n. A square.

Quadrate, (kwod'rat) v. t. To agree ; to suit ; to cor

respond ; to square : — imp. & pp. quadrated ; ppr.

quadrating.

Quadratic, (kwod-rat'ik) a. Of, pertaining to, or resem

bling a square ; square. Quadratic equation, an equa

tion in which the highest power of the unknown

quantity is a square.

Quadrature, (kwod'ra-tur) n. The act of squaring or

reducing to a square ;—the finding of a square having

the same area as a given curvilinear figure, as a circle,

—tho position of orb heavenly body in respect t >
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another when distant from it ninety degrees ;—hence,

the first and last quarters of the moon.

Quadrennial, (kwod-ren'e-al) a. [L. quadrimnit, from

quatuor, four, and annus, year.] Comprising four

years ;—occurring onoe in four years. (years.

Quadrennially, ( kwod-reii'e-al-le) adv. Once in four

Quadridecimal, ( kwud-re-desVuial ) a. [I*, quatuor,

four, and decern, ten.] In ciyntaUographi/, having

four faces on the prism or the middle part, and two

summits containing together ton faces.

Quadrifoliate, (kwod-re-fo'le-at) a. [L. quatuor, four,

and/oiium, leaf.] Having four leaves attached later

ally to a common stalk.

Quadrilateral, (kwod-re-lat'er-a)) a. [L. quatuor, four,

and latus, laterit, a side.] Having four aides and con

sequently four angles.

Quadrilateral, (kwod-re-lat'rr-al) n. A plane figure hav

ing four sides and consequently ___^_^___

four angles; a quadrangular \ \

figure. \ 1

Quadriliteral , (kwod-re-lit'er-al) 1 \

a. [L. quatuor, four, and litem, \ \

letter.] Consisting of four letters. \ \

Quadrille, (kandril', kwa-driT) n.

[F. from L quadrula, diniinu- Quadrilateral.

tive of quadra, a square, from quatuor, four.] A

game played by four persons with forty cards ;—a kind

of dance made up of sets of dancers, four conpits of

dancers being in each set ; also, the music played to

such a dance.

Quadrillion, (kwod-rine-on) n. [L. qu&ter, four times,

and millio, a million. J According to the English nota

tion, the number produced by involving a million to

the fourth power, or the number represented by a

unit with 24 ciphers annexed ; according to the French

notation, a unit with 16 ciphers annexed.

Quadripartite, (kwod-re-par tit) a. [L. quatuor, four,

and partiri, to divide.] Divided Into four parts—a

term used in botany, conchology, and heraldry.

Quadrisyllable, (kwod-re-silia-bl) n. [L. quatuor, four,

and lullaoa, syllable.] A word consisting of four

■yliable*.

Quadroon, (kwod-roon*) n. [Sp. euarteron, from L.

quatuor, four.] The offspring of a mulatto woman

and a white person : a person quarter-blooded.

Quadrumane, ( kwod'roo-man ) *. (L. quatuor, four,

and manus, a hand.] An animal having four feet tliat

correspond to the hands of a man, as a monkey.

Quadrumanous, (kwod-roo-m&n 'us) a. Having four

hands ; four-handed.

Quadruped, (kwod'roo-ped) a. [L. quadrupe*, from

quatuor, four, and dm, pedu, a foot ] Having four feet.

Quadruped, (kwod'roo-ped) n. An animal having four

feet- often restricted to the mammals.

Quadruple, ( kwod'roo-pl ) a. [L. quadruplet, from

quatuor, four, and plieart, to fold.] Fourfold ; four

times told. [number; a fourfold amount.

Quadruple, (kwod'roo-pl) n. Four times the sum or

Quadruple, (kwod'roo-pl) v. t. To multiply by four ; to

increase fourfold :—v. i. To be multiplied by four :—

imp. & pp. quadrupled; ppr. quadrupling.

Quadruplicate, (kwod-rotrple-kat) a. Fourfold; four

times repeated.

Quadruplicate, (kwod-roo'ple-k&t) v. t. [L. quadruples,

fourfold, from quatuor, four, and pticare, to fold.] To

make fourfold ; to quadruple :—imp. & pp. quadrupli

cated ; ppr. quadruplicating.

Quadruplication, ( kwod-roo-ple-kA'shun ) a. Act of

quadrupling or making fourfold. [or degree.

Quadruply, ( kwod'roo-ple ) adv. To a fourfold amount

Quaff, (kwaf ) r. (. [Said to be from F. coiffer, to cap,

$e confer, to muddle one's head with drink—peril ajis

from Scot, quuich, cup, iraucht, draught.] To swallow

in large draughts ; to drink down ; to drink copiously

of ;—v. i. To drink largely or luxuriously :—tm/)7fi

pp. quaffed ; ppr. quaffing.

 

Quia

subtle: artificially

Quaffer, (kwafer) n. One who quaffs or drinks Largely.

Quaggy, (kwag'e) a. Of the nature of a quagtuire ;

treuioling under the foot, as soft, wet earth.

Quagmire, (kwag'mir) n, [0. Kng. guaa, or Quasrttr. to

quake, quiver, shake, and mire.] Soft, wet land,

which shakes or yields under the feet.

Quagmire, (kwag'mir) v. t. To sink or overwhelm, mm

in a quagmire or bog.

Quaieh, (kwoch, kwa)n. [Gael, ruaeh.] A small, shal

low cup or drinking vessel, with two ears for handles,

generally of wood, but sometimes of silver : — aiao

quaigh. [Scot.]

Quail, (kwal) v.i. [A.-S. citelan, to die, perish.) To

become quelled : to sink into dejection ; to lose spirit:

to shrink ; to cower ;—v. /. To depress ; to crush ; to

subdue;—to quell:—imp. A pp. quailed: ppr. quailing-.

Quail, (kwOl) n. [F. caille, It quaylia, Ger. tcaJttala*}

A native gallinaceous bird of the

genus Co turn ix, alhed to the part -

ridge, but smaller and esteemed

excellent game.

Quailins;, (kwal'ing) n. The act

of failing in courage or resolu

tion.

Quail-pipe, (kwal'pip) n. A pipe

or call for alluring quails into

a net.

Quaint, (kwant) a. [F. cointe,

amiable, from L. rotapt u*. ]

Characterized by ingenuity or art

elegant ; — odd and antique ; curious and fanciful ;

whimsical ; singular.

Quaintly, (kwdnt'le) adr. In a quaint manner; ingeni

ously; artfully; affectedly; oddly: fancifully.

Quaintneas, (kwant'nee) n. Quality of being quaint;

ingenuity ; affected art ; oddness; strangeness.

Quake, (kw&k) v. i. [A.-S. ctoaeuin.) To tremble ; to

shake wiUi fear, cold, or emotion ;—to shako or tremble

either from not being solid, as soft, wet laud, or from

violent convulsion of any kind ; vibrate; tremble;

shudder ; quiver :—imp. & pp. quaked ; ppr. quaking.

Quake, (kwak) w. A tremulous agitation ; a shake ; a

trembling ; a shudder.

Quaker, (kw:\k'er) u. One who quakes;—one of the

religious sect the members of which are called also

Friend*. (Quaker.

Quakerish, (kwak'er-ish) a. Like, or pertaining to, a

Quakerism, (kwuk'er-izm) u. The peculiar cliaracter,

manners, dress, tenets, or worship of the Quakers.

Quaking. (kwOk'ing) a. Shaking ; trembling—usually

through fear.

Quaking-bos;, (kwik'ing-bog) n. Feat bog in a grow

ing state, and so saturated with water that a con

siderable extent of surface will quake or shake when

pressed on by the foot or other body.

Quakingly, ( kwOk'ing- le ) adv. Tremblingly ; with

shaking of the limbs or tremor of the nerves.

Qualiflable, (kwol'e-fi-a-bl) a. Capable of being quali

fied; abatable; modifiable.

Qualification, (kwol-e-fe-ka'shun) u. Act of qualifying,

or condition of being qualified ; — any endowment or

acquirement which fits a person for an office or em

ployment, or enables him to sustain any character with

success ; — act of limiting, or state of being limited

or restricted; henoe, abatement; modification; restrio.

tion.

Qualified, ( kwol'e-fid ) a. Fitted by accomplishments

or endowments ; modified; limited; competent; fit;

adapted. [qualifies.

Qualifier, ( kwol'e-fi-er) n. Ono who or that which

Quality, (kwol'e-f i) v. t. [L. qualijUart, from qualii,

such, and facere, to make.) To make like ; to adapt to

a given standard; to furnish needful qualities to; to

fit for active service, or office ; to prepare by requisite

training and acquisition of knowledge, skill, 4c, for

special or general duty; — to make fit for entering a
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higher state by culture and discipline of the moral

faculties;—to make capable of exercising a privilege,

as the franchise, &c. ; to furnish with the legal title

to ;—to limit ; to modify by exceptions ;—to abate ; to

diminish; — to regulate, as sounds; — to reduce the

strength of, as liquors ;—v. i. To be or become quali

fied ;—to render one capable of holding office, exercis

ing the franchise, shooting game, &c. :—imp. 61 pp.

qualified ; ppr, qualifying.

Qualitative, (kwol'it-ftt-iv) a. Relating to quality.

Qualitative analysis, in chemistry, act or process of

ascertaining by test or experiment the qualities or

properties of a compound substance, and determining

thereby its constituent elements.

duality, (kwol'e-te) n. [L. oualitas, from qualis, how

or so constituted, such.] Particular property inherent

in a body or substance ; the essential attribute which

may be predicated of it : distinguishing feature or

characteristic ;—nature or character of in relation to

right or wrong, as of an action ;—power of producing

effects; special virtue, as of medicinal herbs ;—disposi

tion ; temper of mind ; — acquirement ; accomplish

ment ;—comparative rank ; especially, superior rank ;

high birth or station ;—persons of high birth or rank ;

nobility collectively.

Qualm, (kwam) 11. [A.-S. cvealm, death, slaughter,

from cwellan, to slay.] A sudden attack of illness,

faintness, distress, or pain; — especially, a Budden fit

or seizure of sickness at the stomach ;—a scruple of

conscience.

Qualmish, (kwam'ish) a. Sick at the stomach ; inclined

to vomit ; affected with nausea.

Qualmithly, (kwam'ish-le) adv. In a qualmish manner.

Quandary, (kwon'dar-e) «. [Corrupted from F. qu'en

dirai'jc? what shall I say of it? J A state of difficulty

or perplexity.

Quantitative, (kwon'to-tat-iv) a. Relating to quantity.

Quantitative analysis, chemical process of determin

ing the quantities or proportion of each element or

ingredient in a compound substance.

Quantity, (kwon'te-te) n, [L. quantitas, from <ruan(u«,

how great, how much, from quam, how.J The pro

perty of being measurable, or capable of increase and

decrease, multiplication and division ; that which

answers the question "How much?" the extent or

extension of a general conception, that is, the number

of species or individuals to which it may be applied ;

also, the number of its constituent qualities, attri

butes, or relations ;—in fframmar, the relative time

occupied in pronouncing a syllable;—in music, the rela

tive duration of a tone;—in viathematic*, that which

can be multiplied, divided, or measured ;—a certain

part; a considerable amount; a large bulk, sum, or

portion.

Quantum, (kwan'tura) n, [L. from quantus, how great,

how much.} Quantity ; amount.

Quarantine, (kwor'an-ten) h. [It quarantina, forty,

forty days, quarantine.] A space of forty days ;—speei-

Jlcaily, the term during which a ship arriving in port,

and suspected of being infected with a malignant,

contagious disease, is obliged to forbear all intercourse

with the shore.

Quarrel, (kwor'rel) -n. [O. Eng. qutrele, from L. querela,

a complaint, from queri, to complain.] An angry con

test ; a petty fight or brawl ;—a breach of friendship

or concord ; a dispute ;—ground or cause of dispute ;

objection ; reason to complain; contest; altercation ;

contention.

Quarrel, (kwor'rel) n. An arrow with a square head ;—

a diamond-shaped pane of glass ;—a glazier's diamond.

Quarrel, (kwor'rel) v. i. To dispute violently ; to

wrangle; to fall out ;—to find fault; to cavil ;—to

disagree in form or essence ; to be Incongruous ;—v. t.

To fight with; to compel by quarrel: — imp, A pp.

quarrelled; ppr. quarrelling.

Quarrelling, (kworel-ing) n. Differing and disputing

in angry language ; finding fault or cavilling ; conten-

tion ; noisy strife.

Quarrelsome, (kwor'rel-sum) a. Apt to quarrel ; given

to brawls and contention ; irascible ; contentious.

Quarry, (kwor're) n. [O. Eng. quarre, from L. qua-

drum, something square.] An arrow with a square

head ; a square or lozenge-shaped pane of glass ; a

glazier's diamond.

Quarry, (kwor're) n. [F. corte, from h. cor, the heart.]

Game ; especially, the game hunted for by hawking ;

—a heap of game killed;—also, the entrails of game

given to the hounds or hawks.

Quarry, (kwor're) a. [Norm. F. qvarrier, F. carriere,

Celt, ceruiff, rock.] A place where stones are cut from

the earth for building or other purposes.

Quarry, (kwor're) v. t. To dig or take from a quarry;

—to prey upon, aa a vulture or harpy ;—inip, & pj\

quarried; ppr. quarrying.

Quarrying, (kwor're-ing) n. The business of hewing

stoned from a quarry. [in quarrying stones.

Quarryman, (kwor're-mnn) n. A person who is occupied

Quart, (kwort) n. [L. auartus, the fourth, from qua-

tuur, four.] Tim fourth part of a gallon ; two pints;

—a vessel containing the fourth of a gallon.

Quartan, (kwort'an) a. [L. quartanus, from quartv*,

the fourth, from quatuor, four.] Of or pertaining to

the fourth ; occurring every fourth day.

Quartan, (kwor'tan) n. An intermitting ague that

occurs every fourth day ;—a sequence in the game of

piquet.

Quarter, (kwort/cr) n. [F. quartier, from L. quartut,

the fourth, from quatwtr, four.] One of four equal

parts into wliioh any thing is divided, or is regarded

as divided ;—in avoirdupois weight, the fourth of a

hundred weight, or 28 lbs. ;—as a measure of capacity,

either of liquids or solids, 17*745J inches; — in dry

measure, eight bushels, as of grain ;—nine bushels, or

a fourth of a ohaldron of coal ;—one of the four divi

sions of the globe ;—one of the four cardinal points of

the compass ;—henoe, any point of the compass ; any

place in the visible horizon from which the wind

blows ; — the fourth part of the moon's period or

monthly revolution ;—one limb of a quadruped with

the adjacent parts ;—that part of a Bhoe which forms

the side, from the heel to the vamp;—that part of a

horse's foot between the toe and heel;—a term of study

In a seminary, college, &c. ; properly, a fourth part of

the year;—part of a ship's side between the aftmost

end of the main-chains and the sides of the stern ;—

a region ; a territory :—a division of a town, county,

or the like ; a district ; a locality ;—proper station ;

assigned position ;—hence, a station at which officers

and men are posted in battle ; — place of lodging or

temporary residence ; shelter ; — merciful treatment

shown to an enemy ; remission of life.

Quarter, ( kwort 'fir) v. t. To divide into four equal

e;—to furnish with shelter or entertainment ;—to

as an appendage to the hereditary arms ; — to

divide or apportion soldiers for lodging ; — hence to

diet1;—v. «. To lodge ; to have a temporary residence :

—imp. <fc pp. quartered ; ppr. quartering.

Quarter-bill, (kwor'ter-bil) u. In the navy, a sheet or

list of the different stations, posts, or duties of the

ship, with the names of the officers and men assigned

to each.

Quarter-day, (kwor'ter-da) n. A day regarded as ter

minating a quarter of the year ; henoe, one on which

rent becomes due.

Quarter-deck, (kwor'tcr-dek) n. That part of the deck

of a ship which extends from the stern to the main

mast.

Quarterfoil, (kwoVter-foil) n. [Eng. quarter and foil.]

An ornamental figure disposed in four segments of

circles, supposed to resemble an expanded flower of

four petals.

Quartering, (kwor'tcr-ing) n. Act of dividing or
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separating in parts;—a station; an utignment ofquar

ters or loading* for soldiers ; billet ;—in heraldry, the

partition of a shield into compartments, originally four,

bat often more according to the number of families

who, by intermarriage, add their coat of arms to the

family arms.

Quarterly, (kwor'ter-le) a. Containing or consisting of

a fourth part ;—recurring at the end of each quarter

of the year.

Quarterly, (kwor'ter-le) «. A periodical work published

once in a quarter of a year, or four times during a

year. [quarter of a year.

Quarterly, (kwor'ter-le) adv. By quarters ; once in a

Quartermaster, (kwor'tfr-mas.ter) a. An army officer

who provides quarters, provisions, clothing, trans

portation, etc., for the army, and superintends the

supplies;—a petty officer who attends to the helm, bin

nacle, signals, Ac,, under the direction of the master.

Quartern, (kwor'teni) a. [ L. quariarius, a fourth part,

Suartern, gilL ] The fourth part of a pint ; a gill ;—

le fourth part of a peck ;—a loaf weighing about four

pounds. «

Quarter-sessions, (kwor'terne*h-nnz) h. pi A general

court of criminal jurisdiction held quarterly by the

justices of peace of each county in England.

Quarter-staff, (kwor'ter-staf ) a. A stout staff formerly

used as a weapon of defence—«o called from the manner

of using it, one hand being placed in the middle, and

the other half-way between the middle and end.

Quartette, (kwor-tetf) n. [It quartetto, diminutive of

quarto, fourth, a fourth part.) A oomposition in four

parts, each performed by a single voice or instrument;

—the set of four persons who perform a piece of music

in four parts ;—in poetry, a stanza of four Lines.

Quarto, (kwor'W) n. [L. from quartus, the fourth,

from quatuor, four.] A book of the size of the fourth

of a sheet of printing paper, or in which every sheet

being doubled makes lour loaves ; also, the size of a

sheet or book in whioh the paper is folded to make

four leaves:—written 4 to.

Quarto, (kwor'to) a. Denoting the size of a sheet or

book in which the paper is folded to make four leaves.

Quarts, (kwortz) n. [Ger. quan, P. quartz.] Pare

silex, crystallized in masses of various colours, more

or less transparent, and sometimes opaque.

Quarwry, (kwortz'©) a. Containing quartz ; resembling

quartz :—also quurttous.

Quash, (kwosh) v. f. (AS. evsan, F. eauer, L. qua$-

tare, to shake. ) To beat down or beat in pieces :—

hence, to crush ; to subdue ; to put down summarily

and completely :—in law, to abate, annul, overthrow,

or make void ;—v. i. To be shaken with a noise:—

imp. £ pp. quashed ; ppr. quashing.

Quash, (kwosh ) ». A genus of plants of the order

Cueurbita; pumpkin :—also soiuuA.

Quasi, (kwiVst). [L.] As if: in a manner; in a certain

sense or degree—used as a prefix.

Quassation, ( kwosh a 'shun) n. [L. quasaatio, from

quauart, to shake.] Actof shaking ; concussion; state

of being shaken.

Quassia, (kwash'e-a) «. [Prom the name of a negro,

Quattif or Quash, who prescribed this article as a

sjiecinc.] A bitter wood obtained from various trees,

all of which are natives of tropical America—the wood

and bark are employed in medicine.

Quaternary, (kwa-tertiar-u) n. (L. quaternarix*, con

sisting of four each, containing four.] The number

four. [fours.

Quaternary, (kwa-tcr'nar-c) a. Consisting of four ; by

Quaternion, (kwa-ter'ne-oii) ». [L. quaterui, four each,

from quatuor, four.] The number four ;—a set of four

parts, objects, or individual* ; a file of four soldiers ;

—the quotient of two vectors, or of two directed right

lines in space, considered as depending on four geome

trical elements, and as expressible by an algebraic

symbol of qqadrinomial form.

Quatrain, (kwa'tr&n) n. [P. from quatrt, L. quatuor,

foar. ] A stanza of four lines rhyming alternately.

Quatrefoil, (ka'ter-foil) n. [P. quatrt, four, and

fiuilU, leaf.] An architectural ornament represent

ing four leaves of a cruciform pattern.

< Quaver, (kwa'ver) v. t. [O. Eng. quave, Ger. quabbelny

W. etcbiav, to shake.] To tremble: to vibrate: to

shake ;—to shake the voice ; to sing with tremulous

modulations of voice ; also, to produce a shake on a

musical instrument: — iwp. A pp. quavered; ppr.

quavering.

Quaver, (kwa'ver) n. A shake or rapid vibration of t he

voice, or a shake on an instrument of music ;—a note

or measure of time equal to half a crotchet or the

eighth of a semibreve.

Quay* (to) *• [P. quai.) A mole or bank formed

toward the sea or on the side of a river for the purpose

of loading and unloading vessels.

Quayage, (ke'&j) n. Wharfage.

Quayberth, (ke' berth) a. A loading or discharging

berth for a ship in a public dock.

Queachy, (kwuch'e) a. [Prom queaek, a modification

of quick.) Yielding or trembling under the feet, as

moist or boggy ground.

Quean, (kwen) n. [A. -8. cwSne, woman, harlot, Ir.

coinne, a woman.] A woman; a girl;—ttpteialty, a

low woman ; a wench ; a slut. [nausea.

Queasineas, (kwezVues) n. State of being queasy ;

Queasy, (kweze) ". [Icel qveiea, bellyache, pains in

the stomach.] Sick at the stomach ; affected with

nausea ;—fastidious ; squeamish ;—causing nausea.

Queen, (kwen) n. [O. Eng. queue, A.-S. cWa, wife,

I queen, Icel. qv&n, woman, wife.] The consort of a

king ;—a woman who is the sovereign of a kingdom :

—the sovereign of a swarm of bees, or the female of

the hive :—any woman who is chief or pre-eminent

above others of her sex ;—a playing-card on which the

figure of a queen is ] tainted ;—one of the chief pieces

in the game of chess.

Queen, (kwen) v. i. To play the queen ; to act the part

or character of a queen.

Queencake, (kwen'kak) a, A kind of confection.

Queenlike, (kwen'lik) a. Resembling or befitting a

queen. [queen ; suitable to a queen.

Queenly, (kwcnle) adv. Like a queen ; becoming a

Queen-post, (kwen 'post) n. One of two suspending

posts in a trussed roof,

framed below into the tie-

beam, and above into the

principal rafters.

Queen's bench, (kwSnz/bensh)

m. The supreme court ofcom

mon law in England.

Queen' s-counsel, (kwCnr.'-

kouu-eel) n. A barrister who

has received from the crown Queen-post Roof,

the honour of wearing a silk AA, qusen-Dosts; B, tie-

in place of the ordinary stuff

gown, and a right of preced

ence or seniority over ordi

nary counsel.

Queen's-pigeon, ( kwSnx'pij-

un) h. A magnificent bird

islands of the Indian Ocean,

on its head a beautiful tuft of feathers bordered with

white.

Queer, (kwer) a. [Ger. queer, quer, cross, oblique,

athwart.] Going athwart what is usual or normal

odd; singular; quaint; whimsical.

Queerly, (kweVle) adv. In an odd or singular manner

oddly ; singularly ; whimsically. [lanty,

Queerness, (kw«r/nes) u. Oddity; singularity; partial-

QueU. (kwel) v. t. [A. -8. cwellau, Icel. qvtlia.] To

subdue ; to pat down ;—to reduce to peace ; to cause

to cease ; to quiet ; to still ;—v. i. To abate ; to cease ;

to die :—imp, & pp. quelled ; ppr, fuelling.
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Mueller, (kwel'er) n. One who quells ; one who crushes.

Quench, (kwensh) v.t. [A.-S. eieencian, to quench,

rtctnan, to languish, cirincdn, dcrincnn, to decrease,

disappear^ ] lb extinguish ; to put out, as fire ; to

allay ; to abate, as thirst ; — to still ; to quiet, as

nioii ;—to repress : to stifle, as a mental impulse or

re : — In Scripture, to resist, as the Holy Ghost ;—

v. i. To cool ; to become cool :—imp. & pp. quenched ;

ppr. quenching.

Quenenable, (kwensh'a-bl) a. Admitting of being

quenched. (quenches.

Quencher, fjtwensh'er) n. One who or that which

Quenchless, ( kwensh 'les) «. Incapable of being

quenched ; inextinguishable ; unquenchable; irre

pressible.

Quercitron, (kw{r/sit-ron) n. [F., from L. querent, an

oak, and citrvt, the citron-tree.] The bark of the

black oak or dyer's oak, used in tanning and iu dye

ing yellow.

Quercus, (kwcr'kus) ji. [L.] A genus of trees, of which

there are many varieties, found in almost all temperate

regions, and producing the valuable timber oak;—

the oak-tree.

Querent, (kwflrent) n. [h. quarens, ppr. of quarere,

to seek.] Oue who inquires or asks a question ; ques

tioner.

Querimonious, (kwer-e-mo'ne-us) a. [L. querimonia, a

complaint, from queri, to complain.] Complaining;

querulous; npt to complain.

Querimoniously, (kwer-e-mo'ne-ns-le) adv. With com

plaint; querulously.

Querimoniousness, (kwer-e-md'ne-us-nes) n. Habit or

disposition to complain ; querulous temper.

Querist, (kweVtst) n. [L. quarere, to search for, to

seek. ] One who inquires or asks questions ; inquirer.

Quern, (kwern) n, (A. -8. cueorn, Go. qvairnus, allied

to Ger. torn.] A hand-mill for grinding grain.

Querulous, (kwer'Q-lus) a, [L. querulus, from queri, to

complain.] Apt to repine, or habitually complain

ing ; murmuring ; discontented ;—peevish ; fretful ;—

expressing complaint, as voice or tone ; whining.

Querulously, (kwer'u-lus-le) ctrfr. In a querulous

manner.

Querulousness, (kwerM-lus-nes) n. State of being queru

lous ; disposition to complain ; the habit or practice

of murmuring.

Query, (kwe're) h. [L. quorre, imperative of quarere,

to seek for.] A question ; an inquiry to be answered

or resolved.

Query, (kwe're) v. i. Toaskqnestions; to make inquiry;

—v. I. To seek by questioning ; to inquire into ;—to

doubt of ;—to interrogate : to note or mark with a

query :—imp. A pp. queried; ppr. querying.

Quest, (kwest) n. [L. quarere, quasitnui, to seek for.]

Act of seeking or looking after any thing ; search.

Question, (kwentyun) n. [L. qvaslio, from quarere , to

seek for.] Act of asking; interrogation;— inquiry;

examination; —judicial investigation or trial , espe

cially, examination by torture :—that which is asked ;

a query ; subject propounded for inquiry ;—disquisi

tion ; discussion ;—dispute or subject of dispute;—a

matter of doubt or difficulty ; a problem.

Question, (kwest'yun) r. t. To ask a question or ques

tions ; to inquire ;—to debate ;—r. t. To inquire of by

asking questions ; to examine by interrogatories;—to

doubt of ; to be uncertain of;—to call in question :—

imp. A pp. questioned ; ppr. questioning.

Questionable, (kwest'yun-a-bl) a. Inviting Inquiry ;

—doubtful ; uncertain ; disputable ; — liable to be

doubted or called in question ; suspicious.

Questionableness, (kwest'yun-a-bl-nes) n. The quality

or state of being questionable, doubtful, or suspicious.

Questionably, (kwest'yun-a-ble) adv. In a questionable

manner ; doubtfully.

Questionary, (kwest'yun-ar-e) a. Inquiring; asking

questions.

Questioner, (kwest'yun-er) n. One who asks questional

an inquirer.

Questionless, (kwestyun-les) adv. Beyond a question

or doubt ; doubtless ; certainly.

Questor, (kwes'tor) n, [L. ancestor, from quarere, quit*

sit ma, to seek for, ask.) In ancient Hume, a public

treasurer ; the receiver of taxes, tribute, Arc.

Questorship, ( kwes'tor-ship ) n. The office of a questor

or Roman treasurer ; the term of a questor's office.

Queu, (ku) n. [F. tail.] The tie of a wig; pig-tail ;—

in heraldry, the tail of a beast.

Quib, (kwib) n. [W. eteip, a flirt, ffuHb, a quick course.]

A sarcasm ; a bitter taunt ; a quip ; a gibe.

Quibble, (kwir/1) «. [Diminutive of quip, or perhaps

from h. quidltbet, what you please.] An evasion ; a

cavil; a pretence ; a pun ; a low conceit.

Quibble, (kwib'l) *. i. To evade the point in question

by artifice, cavilling, or any conceit ;—to pun ; to play

upon words ; to practise verbal wit : — imp. ft pp.

quibbled ; ppr. quibbling.

Quibbler, (kwir/ler) it. One who quibbles ; a punster.

Quick, (kwik) a. | A.-S. ewie, I* vivus, from rivere,

Skr. dshite, to live.] Alive; living:—characterixed by

liveliness ; smart ; animated ; sprightly ; — speedy ;

swift; active; brisk; nimble; agile; hasty; Impetuous;

—pregnant.

Quick, (kwik) adv. Nimbly; with celerity; rapidly;

with haste; speedily;—in a short time; without delay;

soon ; promptly.

Quick, (kwik) n. (Ger. quiet, Sw. qviaa, a heifer, Dan.

quag, cattle, that is, living.] A living animal or

plant ; especially, the hawthorn, quickset ;—the part

of the body which is sensitive to pain; the living flesh.

Quicken, (kwik'n) v. t. [A.-S. cwician, fiicmii.) To

make alive ; to vivify ; to make active or sprightly ;—

to sharpen ;—to stimulate ; to incite ;—to hasten ; to

accelerate ;—in Scripture, to make alive, as the soul ;

to impart a living, active, principle of grace ;—also, to

revive or refresh by new supplies of grace, comfort,

Are. ;—v. i. To become alive ;—to move with rapidity

or increased activity ; to beat faster, as the pulse ; to

acquire distinctive vitality, as the fetus in the womb :

—imp. it pp. quickened; ppr. quickening.

Quiokener, (kwik'n-er) n. One who or that which

quickens.

Quick-hedge, (kwikliej) it, A hedge formed of growing

plants, as hawthorn, privet, Arc.

Quicklime, (kwik'lim) n. Any carbonate of lime, as

chalk, lime-stone, oyster-shells, dec., deprived of its

carbonic acid.

Quickly, (kwik'le) adv. Speedily; soon; without delay.

Quick-match, (kwik'mach) n. A combustible prepara

tion made of threads of cotton or cotton-wick soaked

in boiling gum-water and gun-powder.

Quickness, (kwik nes) n. Rapidity of motion ; speed ;

velocity; celerity;—activity; briskness ;—acuteneas of

perception : keen sensibility ; sharpness ; sagacity ;

shrewdness ; penetration ; keenness.

Quicksand, (kwik sand) n. Sand easily moved or readily

yielding to pressure ; especially, loose or moving sand

mixed with water, and very dangerous, from its being

unable to support the weight of a person.

Quickset, (kwik'set) v. t. To plant with living shrubs

or trees for a hedge or fence.

Quickset, (kwik'set) a. Made of quickset or young

living shrubs, as a hedge. (acute discernment.

Quick-sighted, (kwik'sit-ed)a. Having quick sight or

Quick-sightedness. (kwik'sit-ed-nes) n. Quickness'of

sight or discernment ; readiness to see or discern.

Quicksilver, (kwik'sil-v^r) n. [Kng. quick said silver,

so called from its fluidity.] Mercury; a fluid of a

metallic nature.

Quickstep, (kwik'step) n. A lively, spirited march.

Quick-witted, (kwik'wit-ed) a. Having ready wit.

Quid, (kwid) n. A portion suitable to be chewed ; a

cud ;—a chew of tobacco.
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Quiddity, ( kwid'e-te) n. [L. qnidditas, from quid,

what.} Tho essence or nature of a thing ;—a trifling

nicety ; a captious question.

Quidnunc, (kwid'nungk) n. [L. what nowfj One who

is curious to know every thing that passes.

Quiesce, (kwi-es') v.i. [h. quiescere, from quiet, rest,

quiet. J To be silent, as a letter ; to hare no sound :—

iniiK &. pp. quieiced: ppr. quiescing.

Quiescence, (kwi-es ' ens) n. State or quality of being

quiescent; rest; repose ;—rest of the mind ;—silence;

the having no sound, as of a letter.

Quiescent, (kwi-es'ent) a. [h. quiescent, ppr. of quia-

cere.] Being in a state of repose ; still ; not moving ;

—not ruffled with passion; quiet; — not sounded;

silent; mute.

Quiescently, (kwi-es'ent-le) adv. In a quiescent man

ner; calmly ; quietly.

Quiet, (kwi'et) a. [L. quietus, pp. of quiescere, to rest,

keep quiet] Being in a state of rest ; not moving ;—

still ; peaceful ; free from alarm or disturbance ; un

molested ;—peaceable ; not turbulent or disorderly ;—

not giving offence ; meek ; mild ;—contented ;—calm ;

not agitated by wind; — smooth; unruffled; undis

turbed ; — not crying or restless, as a child ; — silent ;

taciturn ;—reserved ; reticent.

Quiet, (kwi'et) n. [L. quiet, quietis.] State of a thing

not in motion ; rest ; repose ;—freedom from disturb

ance or alarm ; tranquillity ;—peace ; security.

Quiet, (kwi'et) r. (. To stop motion in ; to reduce to a

state of rest;—to calm; to apnease; to pacify;—to allay;

to suppress:—imp. & pp. quieted; ppr. quieting.

Quieter, (kwi'et-er) n. One who or that which quiets.

Quietism, (kwi'et-izm) n. Peace or tranquillity of

mind ;—the system or the Quietists, who maintained

that religion consists in rest or repose of the mind,

employed in contemplating God, and submitting to

hia will.

Quietly, (kwi'et-le) adv. In a quiet state or manner ;

without motion ; in a state of rest ; — peaceably ;—

calmly; patiently; without violent emotion;—silently;

secretly.

Quietness, (kwiet-nos) n. State of being quiet ; free

dom from agitation or excitement; calmness; cool

ness ; — freedom from disturbance or disorder ; peace ;

tranquillity ; — silence ; secrecy ; — mildness ; peace-

ablenea*.

Quietude, (kwi'et-ud) n. [L. qnietudo, quietudinis.]

Best; repose; quiet; tranquillity. [death.

Quietus, (kwi-S'tus) n. [L. quietus,] Best; repose;

Quill, (kwil) n. [fler. kit, allied to L. caulut, a stalk ,

a quill.) A large, strong feather of the goose, swan,

crow, &c. — used for writing-]>en8. «fcc. ; — hence, a

pen ;—a spine or prickle, as of a porcupine ;—a piece

of small reed on which weavers wind thread ; —the

tube of a musical instrument

Quill, (kwil) v. /. To plait or to form with small ridges

like quills or reeds :—to wind on n quill, as thread or

yin n :—imp. & pp. quilled ; ppr. quilling.

Quilling, (kwiring) n. A narrow bonier or trimming

of lace, and the like, folded or plaited so as somewhat

to resemble a row of quills.

Quillwort, (kwil'wnrt) n. A oryptogamic aqnatic plant

(Isoelis lacustrisj, having a grass-like shape — it is

found on the shallow bottoms of ponds both in Europe

and America.

Quilt, (kwilt) n. [L. cufcita, a bed, cushion, mattress,

Ir. cuilt, a bed, a bed-tick.] A cover or garment

made by putting wool, cotton, or other substance

between two cloths, and sewing them together.

Quilt, (kwilt) v. t. To stitch together with some soft

and warm substance between or in the interior of ;—

to sew with a stitch used in a quilt :—imp. & pp.

quilted; ppr. quilting.

Quilter, (kwilt'gr) n. One who quilts.

Quilting, (kwilt'ing) n. Act of forming a quilt ;—act

i of making a quilt or quilts by a party of

ladies, especially for some charitable purpose ; — a

figured material for bed-quilts, toilet-covers, &c.

Quinate, (kwi'nat) n. [L/ouint, five each, from quinguf,

five.] In botany, a kind of digitate leaf having live

leaflets on a petiole.

Quince, (kwins) n. The fruit of a small tree, so named

from Cydonia, a town of Crete, famous for abounding

with this fruit — it has an acid taste and pleasant

flavour, and is much used in making pies, tarts, and

marmalade.

Quincunx, (kwin'kungks) n. [L. from quinque, five,

and loicta, an ounce.] An arrangement or disposition

of thiugs, especially of trees, by fives in a square, one

being placed at each corner and one in the middle of

the square.

Quindecagon, (kwin-dek'a-gon) n. [L. eutnoue, five,

G. data, ten, and ponia, an angle.} A plane figure

with fifteen angles and fifteen sides.

Quindecemvir, (kwin-dfi-sem'vfr) n. (L. quinque, five,

decern, ten, and vir, man.] In ancient Rome, one of

an ecclesiastical college of fifteen men whose chief duty

was to take care of the sibylline books.

Quinine, (kwin-inO n. [8p. quiniua, from quint*, or

quinaquina, Peruvian bark.] A basic alkaloid obtained

from various species of cinchona or Jesuit's bark;—

one of the salts of quinine, especially the sulphate used

as a tonic and febrifuge.

Quinquagesima, (kwin-kwa-jesVma) a. [L. from qvin-

quagesimus, the fiftieth.] Fiftieth ;—noting the Sun

day fifty days before Easter ; Shrove Sunday.

Quinquangular, (kwin-kwang'gu-lar) a. [L. quinque,

five, and anffulus, an angle.] Having five angles or

corners.

Quinquennial, (kwin-kwen'e-al) a. [L. qninque, five,

and annus, year.] Occurring once in five yean or

lasting five years.

Quinsy, (kwin'ze) n, (F. sqninancie, G. lunangkt.] An

inflammation of the tonsils of the throat . any inflam

mation of the throat or parts adjacent, accompanied

by inflammatory fever.

Quintain, (kwint'On) n. [F. qttintaine.] An ancient

tilting-block ;—an upright post on the top of which a

cross post turned on a pivot, at one end of which was

a broad board, and at the other a sand bag, and tho

play was to tilt on horseback with a lance against the

broad end, and avoid being struck by the sand-bag,

which was driven round to the titter's back.

Quintal, (kwint'al) n. [F. quintal, A. kintar, a weight

of 100 lbs., L. centum, a hundred.] An old foreign

weight equal to 60 French kilogrammes, or about 112

lbs, avoirdupois. [return every fifth day.

Quintan, (kwint'an) n. A fever the paroxysms of which

Quintessence, (kwint-es'ens ) n. [L. quinta essentia,

fifth essence.] In alchemy, the fifth or last and highest

essence or power in a natural body ;—pure or concen

trated essence ;—an extract from any tiling contain

ing all its virtues in a small or condensed form ; the

essential part or substance of a thing.

Quintessential, (kwint-es-sen'sho-al) a. Consisting of

quintessence.

Quintette, (kwin-tef) n. pt. quintetto, L. quinttis, the

fifth, from quinque, five.] A composition for five

voices or instruments.

Quintile, (kwin'til) n. fL. quintut, the fifth, from

?ninque, five.] The aspect of planets when distant

rom each other the fifth part of the zodiac or 72".

Quintillion, (kwin-til'yun) a. [I* quinqve, five, quin-

tvs, the fifth.] According to the English natation, a

number produced by involving a million to the fifth

power, or a unit with 30 ciphers annexed ; acconiing

to the French notation, a unit with IS ciphers annexed.

Quintuple, (kwin'tu-pl) a. [L. quinque, five, and pli-

cart, to fold.] Multiplied by five ; fivefold.

Quintuple, (kwin'tu-pl) v. t. To make fivefold ; to mul

tiply by five: — imp. & pp\ quintupled; ppr. quin

tupling.
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Uuip, (kwip) n. [W. cunp, a flirt, tacit, a quick turn,

L. quid pro quo, something for something.] A smart,

sarcastic turn ; a taunt; a severe retort; a gibe; a jeer.

Quip, (kwip) v. t. To " taunt ; to treat with a sarcastic

retort;— r. i. Toscoff; to manifest contempt by deri

sion :—imp. & pp. quipped ; ppr. quipping.

Quire, (kwir) n. (F. chaur, G. choros.] A body of

singers ; a choir ;—the part of a church where the ser

vice is sung.

Quire, (kwir) ». [F. cahier, a book of loose sheets.] A

bundle of paper consisting of twenty-four sheets, each

having a siugle fold.

Quire, (kwir) v. i. To sing in concert or chorus.

Quirister, (kwir'is-ter) n. One that sings in concert ; a

chorister ;—the leader of a quire.

Quirk, (kwerk) n. (Allied to queer, W. cwired, a start.]

A sudden turn ; hence, an artful evasion or subter

fuge ; a shift ; a quibble ;—a smart taunt or retort :—

a flight of fancy ; a conceit ;—in architecture, an acute

angle or projection, especially in mouldings.

Quirkish, (kwerk'ish) a. Consisting of quirks, quib

bles, or artful evasions ;— given to quibbles or eva

sions ; tricky ; artful.

Quirk-moulding, (kwerk'mold-ing) «. A moulding

having a sudden convexity in the form of a conic

section.

Quit, (kwit) r. (. [L. qvietare, to dismiss, leave, cede,

from quietus, quiet.] To release from obligation, accu

sation, penalty, or the like ; to acquit ;—to meet the

chums npon or expectations entertained of; to con

duct ;—to discharge, as an obligation or duty ; — to

have done with ; hence, especia lly, to depart from ; to

forsake ; to give up ; relinquish ; resign :—imp. & pp.

quit or quitted ; p/n*. quitting.

Quit, (kwit) a. Released from obligation, cltarge,

penalty, or the like ; free ; clear ; absolved.

Quitch-grass, (kwich'gras) n. Dog-grass or couch-grass

—a species of grass whioh roots deeply, and is not

easily killed :—also quick-yrass and twitch-grass.

Quitclaim, (kwitklam) v. t. [Eng. quit and claim,] To

release or relinquish a claim to by deed : — imp. <fc

pp. quitclaimed ; ppr. quitclaiming.

Quitclaim, (kwitklam) n, A release or relinquishment

of a claim ; a deed of release.

Quite, (kwit) adv. [F. quitte, discharged, free, clear.]

Completely ; wholly ; entirely ; totally ; — to a great

extent or degree ; very ; considerably.

Quitrent, (k« it'rent) n. [Eng. quit and rent.] A rent

reserved in grants of land, by the payment of which

tbe tenant is quit from all other service.

Quits, (kwits) cuiv. At evens ; square ; an exclamation

when parties have adjusted their mutual claims, &c,

and are quit or free of each other.

Quittable, ( kwit'a-bl ) a. Capable of being quitted or

vacated.

Quittance, (kwit'ans) n. Discharge from a debt or obli

gation; acquittance;—recompense; repayment.

Quitter, (kwit'er) n. A hard round swelling on the

coronet, and usually on the inside of a horse's foot.

Quiver, (kwiv'er) n. [Norm. F. cuitre, A.-S. cocor.) A

case or sheath for arrows.

Quiver, (kwiv'er) r. *. [D. quicker, vivid,

A. -8. cm/erlice, anxiously.] To shake

with slight and tremulous motion; shud

der ; shiver ; tremble : — imp. & pp.

quivered ; ppr. quivering.

Quivered, (kwiv erd) o. [From quiver.)

Furnished with a quiver; — sheathed, as

in a quiver.

Quivering, (kwiv'er- ing) n. Shaking;

trembling ;—fluttering motion.

Quiveringly, (kwiv'er-ing-le) adv. With

trembling or agitation. Qutvrr.

Qui vive, (kC-veV). [F. who lives.] The challenge

of a French sentinel corresponding to, Who goes

there?

 

Quixotic, (kwiks-ot'ik) a. Like Don Quixote; romantic

to extravagance. [romantic maimer.

Quixotically, (kwiks-ot'ik-al-le) adv. In a mad or

Quixotism, (kwiks/ot-izm) n. Romantic and absurd

ideas ; schemes or actions like those of Don Quixote,

the hero of the romance by Cervantes :—also written

Quixotry.

Quiz, (kwiz) n. A riddle or obscure question ; an

enigma ;—one who quizzes others ;—an odd fellow.

Quiz, (kwiz) r. t. To puzzle ; to ridicule or make sport

of by deceiving ;—to look sharply and mockingly at ;

to peer at :—imp. & pp. quizzed ; ppr. quizzing.

Quizzer, (kwiz'er) n. One who quizzes o+Iiers, or makes

theni the objects of sport by deceiving them.

Quizzical, (kwiz'ik-al) a. Comical.

Quizzing-glass, (kwiz'ing-glas) n. A small eye-glass.

Quod, (kwod) n. A quadrangle or court of a prison in

which prisoners are allowed to take exercise ;—hence,

colloquially, prison ; jaiL

Quodlibet, (kw odle-bet) n. [L., what you please.] A

nice point ; a subtlety ;—a musical medley improvised

by several performers.

Quodlibetical, (kwod-le-bet'ik-al) a. Not restricted to a

particular subject ; moved or discussed at pleasure for

curiosity or entertaiment.

Quoif, (koif ) h. [F. eoiffe.) A cap or hood ; a coif.

Quoif, (koif) v. t. [F. coijfer.) To cover with a head

dress ; to cap.

Quoin, (koiii) n. [F. coin.] A corner;—a wedge;—a

metallic wedge for raising cannon and other military

engines ;—in printing, a small wooden wedge used to

lock the types in the galley, chase, or form ; — any

external angle; especially, the external angle of a

building.

Quoit, (koit) ■». [D. koot, W. coitan, a quoit.] A cir

cular ring or piece of iron, stone, or other material, to

bo pitched at a fixed object in play ;—pi. The play or

ganio itself.

Quoit, (koit) v. i. To throw quoits ; to play at quoits.

Quoll, (kwol) n. A marsupial quadruped of Australia

—it is nearly the size of a cat.

Quondam, (kwon'dam) a. [L. formerly.] Ilaving been

formerly ; former, as a friend.

Quorum, (kwo'rum) n. (L. genitive plural of qui,

of whom — with reference to a body of persons, of

ichom those who are assembled are legally sufficient to

transact the business of the whole.] Such a number

of the officers or members of any body as is competent

by law or constitution to transact business.

Quota, (kwo'ta) n. [L. quota (sc. pars), quotas, how

many.) A proportional part or share ; or the share,

part, or proportion assigned to each.

Quotable, (kwot'a-bl) a. Capable or worthy of being

quoted or cited.

Quotation, ( kwot-a'shun ) n. [From quote.) Act of

quoting or citing ;—tliat which is quoted or cited ;—

a passage adduced from an author as evidence or

illustration ;—the naming of the price of commodities ;

or the price specified to a correspondent.

Quote, (knot) v. t. [F. quota; to letter, number, to

quote, It. quotare, from L. quotus.) To cite, as a

passage from some author ;—to name the price of;—

to note :—imp. «fc pp. quoted ; ppr. quoting.

Quoter, (kwot'er) n. One who cites the words of

another.

Quoth, (kwnth) r. t. [A.-S. eteedhan, imperative

evadh, Go. qrithan.) Said; spoke—used in the first

and third persons in the past tense.

Quotidian, (kwo-tid'e-an)u. [L. quotidianus, from qvo-

tidie, daily.] Occurring or returning daily.

Quotidian, (kwo- tid'e-an) n. Any thing returning

daily ; especially, a fever whose paroxysms return

every day.

Quotient, (kwd'she-ent) n. [L. quoties, bow often, bow

many times, from quot, how many.) The number

resulting from the division of one number by another.
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R(ar) the eighteenth letter of the English alphabet, I

ie a liquid or semi-roweL By most writers, r U

considered to hare one unvarying sound in all caaee, 1

being formed Iik- /, but with a guttural utterance !

of the breath, and a sort of quivering motion of the

tongue. An an abbreviation, it stands for Rex, King,

//"•', Qni'-n. a« Victoria It. ; alao for royal, as H. .V,

Hoyal Kavy, 4c.

Rabate, (rVbat) v.t. [P. rabattrc] In falconry, to

lure back or recover, aa a hawk.

Rabbi, (rab'e, rabT) «. [O. raJtbi, H. rvM, my master,

from rob, master, lord, teacher.] Master; lord; sir—

u Jewish title of respect or courtesy for a teacher or

doctor of the law :—also rabbin.

Rabbinic, (rab-in'ik) n. The dialect of the Rabbins;

the later form of the Hebrew tongue.

Rabbinical, (rab-in ik-al) a. Pertaining to the rabbins

or Jewish doctors of the law, or to their opinion*,

learning, and language ; especially, noting Jewish

writings subsequent to the Christian era.

Rabbimst, (rab'in-ist) n. One among the Jews who

adhered to the Talmud and the traditions of the

rabbins.

Rabbit, (rnb'it) n. [D. robbe, robbtl-en.] A small rodent

four-footed mammal which burrows in the earth—it

resembles the hare, but is smaller, and has shorter legs

.1 fi-i ears, li'elnk rabbit, cheese toasted un bread.

Rabbit, (rab'it) n. {P. robot,] A wooden implement

used in mixing mortar. [rabbits are kept. |

Rabbit-hutch, (rab'it-huch) n. A box or cage in which ,

R ;ihbit- warren, (rar/it-wor-en) n. A piece of ground '

Hppropriatcd to the breeding and preservation of

rabbits.

Rabble, (rabl) n. fD. rabbelen, P. rapaifle, from rdper,

to scraiie.] A crowd of vulgar, noisy people ; a mob ;

-the dregs of the people.

Rabble, (rabl) v. t To insult or drive away by a mob ;

to mob; to hustle;—v.i. To talk incoherently; to

utter nonsense [boot.]: — in) p. & /';>. rabbled; ,•!■>■

rabbling.

Rabdology, (rab-dol'o-Je) n. [G. rafxton, rod, stick, and

logos, discourse.] The method or art of performing

arithmetical operations by means of little square rods,

culled Napier'*-bone* :—also rhabtiofogy.

Rabdomancy, (rab'do-man-se) n. [G. rabdos, rod, and

mantria, divination.] Divination by means of rods

or wands :—also rUabdomancy.

Rabid, (rab'id) a. [L. rabidvn, from rabiett, rage.]

Furious; raging; mad ;— pertaining to hydrophobia,

M a rabid dog.

Rabidnesa, (rat/id-nes) n. Condition of being rabid ;

madness ; — furiousnest, as of animals ;— hence, viru

lence; malignity of disposition; intense bitterness of

thought or speech.

Rabies, (ra/be-*i) ft, [L] A fury or frenzy of tho

mind ;—canine madness;—hydrophobia.

Rabinet, (rab'in-et) «. [T.rabine.) A kind of small

ordnance.

Raca, (m'ka) a. [H. rAM, rak, tliin, lean.] Empty;

lnjggarly; foolish; worthless:

loose in life and manners—

a term expressing contempt.

Racooon, (rak-kodn') n. [F.

mton, a little rat.] A car

nivorous mammal inhabit

ing North America, allied to

the bear, but about the size

| of a common dog.

Raoe, (r&s) n, [F. race. It.

Srazta, Oer. rtiza, line, K

ratfUt root.] Tho descen

 

dant* of a common ancestor; a family, tribe, people.

or nation believed to belong to the same stock ;—

one of the distinct varieties of the human species,

usually classified aa five, viz., the Caucasia* or

white race, to which belong the European nations

and those of Western Asia; the Mongolian or yellow

race; the Ethiopian or negro race; the American

Indian or red race, and the Malayan or brown race:

—the descendants of a particular ancestor, or in a

particular line ;—lineage ; family ; birth ;—a peculiar

breed, as of horses, Ac. ; — a root, as of ginger ; — a

jiarticular strength, taste, or flavour, indicating ihe

root, stock, or soil from which it was produced, aa of

wine;—hence, peculiar or distinguishing flavour; goat;

smack ;—also, a characteristic quality or disposition.

Race, (rils) n. [A.-S. rcn, IceL rdi, course, rd«d, to

run.} A movement or progression ; a course of action

or effort ; process ; — career ; — swift progress ; rapid

course or motion ;—act of running in competition or

for a prize, as foot-race, yacht-race, ire. ; ttpeeiat/yp

the running of horses for stakes, cups, Ac. ;—a strong

or rapid current of water, or the channel or passage

for such a current;—a canal or watercourse leading

from a dam to a water-wheel which it drives,—/>/.

Meetings for the sport of horse-racing or running

horses in competition or trial of speed.

Raoe, (ras) v. i. To run swiftly ; to run or contend in

running ;— v. t. To cause to run rapidly, as a horse in

a race -.—imp. A pp. raced ; ppr. racing.

Race-course, (rasTiors) «. The path, generally circular

or elliptical, over which horse-races are run.

Race-horse, (rastiors) n. A horse bred or kept for run

ning in contests ;—a species of duck which moves very

swiftly over the surface of the water ; steamer-dnck-

Raoeme, (ra-sOm') n. [L. racemv*, the stalk of a clus

ter of grapes, Ac, a bunch of berries.] A flower-clnster

with short and equal lateral flowered pedicels, as in

the currant.

Racer, (r&s'er) n. One who races or contends in a race ;

—a race-horse.

Baeh, (rak) n. [A.-S. recce, P. braque.) A bunting

dog ; a kind of setter or poiuter.

Rachitis, (in- kit 'is) a, |G. rachitis (sc. now*), from

rachis, the spine.] Inflammation of the spines—a dis

ease of early childhood, in which the bones soften,

become swollen and distorted, and the body deformed;

the rickets. [and piquant flavour.

Raciness, (ras'e-nes) n. Quality of being racy: peculiar

Rack, (rak) v. t. To stretch or strain ; to extend ;—

specifically, to stretch on the rack or wheel;— to

torment ; to torture ; — to harass by exaction ; to

exhaust ; — to draw off from the lees ; to decant ; to

defecate, as wine, Ac., from its sediment;— r. i. To

move with a quick amble, as a horse :—imp. A pp.

racked ; , ■>/""- racking.

Rack, (rak) ft, [D. rek, from Ger. rttitn, A.-S. rtwcm,

ravcan, to reach, extend.] An instrument for racking,

stretching, or extending any thing, aa an engine of

torture, on which the body of a person is gradually

stretched until sometimes the joints are dislocated ;—

hence, torture : extreme pain;—a wooden frame of

open work in which hay is laid for horses and cattle ;

—a framework on which earthenware, bottles, or other

articles are arranged and deposited; — in *hip*, a

strong frame of wood, having several sheaves, through

which passes the running rigging ;—in the manege, a

peculiar pace of a horse in which the two legs on each

side are moved together ;—in 7ncchanies, a straight bar

witli teeth on its edge to work with those of a w heel

or pinion which is to drive or follow it: — [A.-S.

kracca, the neck, j The neck of mutton or cullar of veal
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Rack, (rak) n. [A.-S. racu, rain, Icel. fa*, moisture.]

Thin, flying, broken clouds, or an? portion of floating

vapour in the sky.

Backer, (rak'er) n. One who racks or torments ; — a

horse that racks or mores with a rucking pace.

Racket, (rak'et) n. [It. racehttta, from L retc, a net]

A sort of hoop, from side to side of which a net-work

of cord is stretched, and furnished with a handle—

used in tennis ;—a confused, clattering noise ; clam

our ; din.

Racket, ( rak'et ) v. i. [F. eraover, Eng. crack.] To

make a confused noise or clamour ; to frolic about in

a boisterous manner ;—r. t. To strike with a racket.

Racket-court, frak'et-kdrt) n. A tennis court

Racketing, (ralt'et-ing) A. Confused and noisy mirth.

Racking, ( rak ' ing ) a. TormentiDg ; excruciating ;

straining.

Racking, (raking) n. Act of stretching on the rack ;

torture;—mental anguish; torment; nneasiness;—act

of stretching cloth on a frame to dry and stiffen it ;

—act of drawing from the sediment, as liquors.

Rack-rent, (rak'rent) n. An annual rent raised to the

utmost

Racy, (ras'e) a. [From race.] Having a strong flavour

indicating origin ; tasting of the soil ; hence, fresh ;

rich; — exciting to the mental taste by a strong or

distinctive character of thought or language ; spicy ;

spirited; piquant

Raddle, (rad'l) v. t. [A.-S. vrad, wrad, band, wreath.]

To interweave ; to twist together.

Raddle, (null) n. A long stick used in hedging ;—

a hedge formed by interweaving the shoots and

branches of trees or shrubs ;—an instrument employed

by domestic weavers.

Radial, (ra'de-al) a. [L. radius, a staff, rod, spoke of

a wheel, beam or ray.] Pertaining to a radius;—

proceeding or extended from a centre or nucleus ;—

pertaining to the radius, one of the bones of the fore

arm of the human body.

Radiance, (ra'de-ans) n. The quality of being radiant;

vivid brightness ; brilliancy ; splendour.

Radiant, (ra'de-ant) a. [L. radian*, ppr. of radiare, to

emit rays or beams.] Emitting or proceeding from a

centre ; radiating ; radiate ;—(specialty, emitting or

darting rays of light or heat ; emitting a vivid light

or splendour.

Radiant (ra'de-ant) n. In optics, the object or point

from which light emanates ;—in geometry, a straight

line from a fixed point or pole, round which it is sup

posed to revolve. [dour.

Radiantly, (ril'de-ant-le) adv. With glittering splen-

RadiaU, (rft'de-at) n. [L. radiata,] An animal in

which all the parts are arranged

uniformly around the longitu

dinal axis of the body, as the

star-fish, polyp, &c.

Radiate, (rft'de-at) v.i. |X. radi

an, radtatum, from radius, ray.]

To issue and proceed in direct

lines from a point or surface, a

heat or light ;—to issue in rays,

as light: — to emit rays; to be Radtste.

radiant:—r. (. To emit or send out indirect lines from

a point or surface, as beat:—to illuminate:—imp. A

pp. radiated; ppr. radiating. [a centre.

Radiate, (ra'de-at) a. Formed of rays diverging from

Radiated, (ra'de-at-ed) a. Adorned with rays;—in

mineralogy, having crystals or fibres diverging from

a centre ;—in zoology, formed like a radiate.

Radiately, (ra'de-ai-le) adv. Tn a radiate manner;

with radiation or divergence from a centre.

Radiation, (ra-de-a'shun) n. Act of radiating or state

of being radiated; emission and diffusion of rays of

light or heat from a luminous or heated body ;—the

divergence of any thing from a point or surface, like

the diverging rays of light.

 

Radiator, (ra'de-at-er) n. That which radiates or emit*

rays ; especially, that part of a heating apparatus, the

use of which is to radiate heat.

Radical, (rad'e-kal) a. (L. radix, radieis, a root.] Per

taining to or proceeding directly from the loot or

origin ;—-primitive ; original ;—implanted by nature ;

native ; proper ; constitutional ; — reaching to the

cause, source, or first principles; searching ; thorough

going ;—proceeding from the stem at or below the sur

face of the ground ;—belonging to the root of a plant ;

—in grammar, relating to a root or ultimate source of

derivation. Radical quantity, a quantity to which

the radical sign is prefixed. Radical sign, the sign

y/ (originally the letter r, the initial of radix, root!

placed before any quantity, denoting that its root is

to be extracted.

Radical, (rad'e-kal) n. A primitive word ; a root or

simple, underived, uncompounded word;— a letter

that belongs to the root ;—an extreme liberal in poli

tics ; a member of a political party which advocated

radical or thorough reform in the constitution and

administrative government of the country;—in ehemis-

try, the original element or principle in a compound

substance ; that which constitutes the distinguishing

principle of an acid or base by its union with an acidi

fying or basifying element or ingredient.

Radicalism, (rad'e-kal-ixm) n. The doctrine or prin

ciple of radicals.

Radically, (rad'e-kal-le) adv. At the origin or root :

fundamentally; originally ;—-essentially;— thoroughly.

Radieant, (rad'e-kant) a. [I., radicans, pjtr. of radi'

cari, to strike or take root] Taking root in the

ground ; shooting forth roots.

Radicate, (rad'e-kat) v.t. [L. radicari, from radix, a

root] To root ; to plant deeply and firmly :—imp. &

pp. radicated ; ppr. radicating.

Radication, (rad-e-ka'shun) n. Process of taking root

deeply ;—-disposition of the root of a plant with respect

to the ascending and descending caudex or stem.

Radicle, (rad'e-kl) n. [L. radicula, diminutive of

radix, root] The rudimentary stem of a plant ; the

stem of the embryo.

Radiometer, ( rft-de-om'et-fr) n. [L. radiut, radius,

and metrvm, measure.] The forestaff, an instrument

formerly used for taking the altitudes of celestial

bodies.

Radish, frad'ish) n. [L. radix, a root.] A cultivated

plant, the root of which is eaten raw as a salad.

Radius, (ra'de-us) n, [I,, j A right line extending from

the centre of a circle to the peri

phery ; the spoke of a wheel ;—the

semi-diameter of a circle ;—the ex

terior bone of the forearm ; — the .

outer part or circumference of a I

compound radiate flower or radiated '

discous flower.

Radix, (rft'diks) n. [L. root] A pri

mitive word from which spring

other words ; a radical ; a root ;— Rsdiua

in logarithms, the base of any system of logarithms,

or the number taken as unity ;—the root of a plant ;

—hence, origin ; source.

Raff, (raf) n. A promiscuous heap: a jumble ; the

sweepings of society : the rabble ; the mob.

Raffle, (raf'l) v. i. [F. rafter, to carry or sweep away,

Oer. raffien, to rake.] To engage in a raffle :—imj*. <L

pp. raffed ; ppr. raffling.

Raffle, (raf1) n. A game of chance or lottery in which

several persons deposit or furnish a part of the value

of some article, and it is determined by chance which

of them sliall become sole possessor.

Raft, (raft) n. [Ioel. ra/fr, a rafter, spar, AS rny', a

beam, rafter.] A collection of boards, planks, Ac,

fastened together horizontally, either to serve as a

support upon the water, or to move the materials from

one place to another.

m
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Baft, (raft) v. t. To carry on or in a raft ; imp* &

pp. rafted ; ppr. rafting.

Rafter, (raft'er) n. [A. -8. rafter, D. rafter.] A roof-

timber ;—a piece of timber that extends from the plate

of a building toward the ridge, and serves to support

the covering of the roof.

Kafter, (raft'er) v. t. To make into or like a rafter,

as timber ; to plough so as to turn the grass side of

each furrow upon an unploughed ridge.

Bag, (rag) n, [GaeL & lr. rag, a rag, wrinkle, allied

to O. rafcot, a tattered garment, rag, wrinkle.] A piece

of cloth torn off ; a tattered fragment ; a shred ; a

patch ;—/>'., mean or tattered attire.

Ragamuffin, (rag'a-muf-in) n. [Eng. rag, and Ger.

mvjfen, to smell musty, mouldy, or rank. J A paltry

fellow ; a mean wretch.

Rage, (raj) n. [L. rabies, from rabere, to rave.] Vio

lent excitement; eager passion ; — especially, violent

anger accompanied with furious words, gestures, or

agitation ;—vehemence of anything painful or destruc

tive ; extreme violence ;—the subject of eager desire.

Rage, (raj) v.i. To be furious with anger;— to be

violent and tumultuous ; to act or move furiously ;—

to prevail without restraint or with fatal effect :—imp.

A pp. raged; ppr. raging.

Ragged, (ragged) a. fFrom rag.] Rent or worn into

tatters, as clothes ;—marked or indented with sharp or

irregular points ; jagged ; — wearing tattered clothes;

dressed in rags ;—also, nigged ; not smooth to the ear;

unequal, as rhymea

Raggedly, (ragged-le) adv. In a ragged condition.

Raggedneat, (ragged-nes) «. The state of being dressed

in rags or tatters ;—state of being jagged or broken

irregularly ; jaggedness, as of rocks ; uuevenness, as of

rhymes or metrical verse.

Ragged-schools, (rag'ed-skoolz) ft, pi Charity schools

where destitute and neglected children are educated

and trained to some kind of industrial employment.

Raging, (r&j'ing) ft, Fury ; violence : impetuosity.

Ragingly, (raj'ing-Ie) adv. With fury; with violent

impetuosity.

Ragout, (ra-goo^n, [F.] Fragments of meat stewed,

and highly seasoned ; a stew ; a hash.

Ragstons, (rag'ston) n. A dark-gray silicious sandstone.

Raguled, (raguld) a. [F. rague, fretted.] Irregularly

notched or jagged, as an ordinary.

Ragwort, (ragwurt) n. A native plant of the genus

Senecio, of soveral snecies; groundsel, seagrim, &c

Raid, (rad) n. [A.-S. rdd, a riding, from rtdan, to

ride.] A hostile or predatory incursion ; especially, an

inroad or incursion of mounted men.

Rail, (ril) n. [Ger. rigil, riegel, bar, bolt, D rigchtl,

L. regnla.] A piece of timber, iron, or other sub

stance, extending from one post or support to another;

—a bar of iron forming the upper part of the super

structure on which the wheels of vehicles roll;— a

narrow plank on a ship's upper works;— a curved

piece of timber extending from the bows of a ship to

tho continuation of its stem, to support the knee of

the head, Ac. ;—[F. rdle.] A bird of the genus Roll us,

of several species ;—the Until- mil

or corn-crake ; the water-rail or

watet hen j the gigantic •rait,

found in Southern Africa; the

clapper -rail, native of North

America— they are all long-

beaked, long-legged, and long-

toed, and inhabit the banks of

streams, sedges, meadows, and

corn-fields. RaiL

Rail, (rat) r. t. To inclose with rails ;—to range in a

line;—v.i. [F. railter, to swagger, bluster, scold.]

To use insolent and reproachful language; to scoff:

—imp. & pp. railed; ppr. rniling.

Railcr, (riU'rr) ft, One who rails; one who scofDi,

insult*, ur censures.

 

Railing, (ral'ing) ft, A series of rails ; a fence ;—the

materials for rails ;—reproachful or insolent language ;

abusive speech. [abusive.

Railing, (ral'ing) a. Expressing reproach ; insulting ;

Raillery, ( nU'er-e) n. [F. raillerie, from railitr.}

Good-humoured pleasantry or slight satire ; banter.

Railway, (ral'wa) ft. A road or way on which iron rails

are laid for wheels to run on, for the conveyance of

heavy loads in vehicles :—also railroad.

Raiment, (ra'ment) n. [Abbreviated from arraymerU.)

Clothing in general ; vestments ; garment* ; Torture ;

dress.

Rain, (ran) v. i. To fall In drops from the clouds, ma

water ;—to fall or drop like rain i—v. t. To pour or

shower down from above like rain from the clouds:

—imp. & pp. rained; ppr. raining.

Rain, (ran) «. [A. -8. rea. Go. rign, IoeX rep-*.]

Water falling in drops from the atmosphere ;•—a fall or

descent like rain ; a shower.

Rainbow, fran'bd) a. A bow or arch exhibiting the

several colours of the spectrum, and formed by the

refraction and reflection of the sun's rays in drops of

falling rain in that part of the sky opposite the sun.

Rainfall, (ran'fawl) a. Fall of rain ; usually heavy

shower or continued fall.

Rain-gauge, (ran'gaj) n. An instrument for measuring

the quantity of rain that falls at any given place in a

given time.

Raininess, (r&n'e-nes) n. The state of being rainy.

Rain-water, (ran'waw-ter) n. Water that hae fallen

from the clouds in rain.

Rainy, (rftu'e) a. Abounding with rain ; wet; showery.

Raise, (raz) t. t. [A.-8. rdrum, from rUan, to rise, Go.

raisyan, to raise.] To cause to rise ; to bring from a

lower to a higher place :—to elevate in rank, dignity,

and the like ;—to increase the strength, vigour, or

vehemence of ;—to recall from death ; to give life to ;

—to cause to rise up, or assume an erect position or

posture ;—to arouse from a state of quiet, or the like ;

to awaken ;—to rouse to action ; to stir up ;—to build

up ; to erect ;•—to bring together ; to collect ;—to pro

duce by cultivation ;—to grow, as vegetables, &c. i—to

breed ; to rear, as live stock ;—to begin ; to institute,

as an action at law ;—to levy, as forces ;—to animate ;

to enliven ;—to relinquish ; to give up, as a siege ;—to

give increased vent or utterance ; to swell or heighten,

as the pitch of the voice ;—to make light and spongy,

as bread by leaven ;—in navigation, to bring into view,

or make more prominent by a gradual approach, as

land or landmark :—imp. & pp. railed ; ppr. raining.

Raiser, (r&'zer) n. One who or that which raises;

—in joinery, one of the upright boards on the front

of the steps of a staircase.

Raisin, (razn) n. [F., from L. raetmiu.] A grajre dried

in the sun or by artificial heat.

Raising, (razing) n. Act of lifting, Betting up. elevat

ing, exalting, producing, or restoring to Ufa ;—opera

tion of setting up the frame of a building or any

structure of timber.

Raisonne, (nVzo-niV) a. [F.] Reasoned out ; accurate :

rational ; — especially, arranged systematically with

brief notes or digests of the subjects under the dif

ferent headings, as a catalogue.

Rajah, (ra'ja, ra'ja) n. [Hind rAJd, Skr. rdrfJKin.)

In India, a native prince or king. [a i ■ -.< ah

Raiahship, (raja-ship) n. The dignity or principality of

Rake, (rak) n. [A.-S. race, Ger. rechen, Icel. rata, to

scrape, collect.] An instrument for collecting hay or

other light things, or for breaking and smoothing the

earth; — [F. rateau.] An instrument used at the

gaming-table to draw the stakes from the ]>ooL

Rake, (riik) n. [Ger. racier, a cur, rascal, F. raeailU,

rabble.] A loose, disorderly, vicious man; a man of

pleasure ; a wild young fellow.

Rake, (r."ik) n. [A. -8. rotcan, to reach.] The projec

tion of the upper parts of the &tem and stern, beyond
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the extremities of the keel ;—the inclination of a matt

from a perpendicular direction.

Rake, ( r ilk) v. t. To ■crape or scratch with something

rough ;—to clear the surface-soil, and make it smooth

with a rake ;-—to gather from the ground ; to draw

together, as mown hay, Ac. ;—to collect with indus

try ;—to scour ; to ransack ;—to enfilade ; to fire in a

direction with the length of ;—to heap together and

cover, as the fire with ashes or small coal : to rest

[Scot.] ;—v. i. To use a rake for searching or collecting ;

—to incline from a perpendicular direction, as the

mast of a ship :—to lead a dissolute life :—imp. A pp.

raked ; ppr. raking. [debauchee.

Rakehell, (rrtk'hel) n. A lewd dissolute fellow; a

Rakehelly, (rak'hel-e) a. Dissolute ; wild ; licentious.

Raker, (rak'cr) n. One who or that which rakes.

Raking, (raking) n. Act of using a rake ;—the space

of ground raked at once ; or the quantity of hay, &c ,

collected by using a rake onoe;—in architecture, the

pitch or inclination of a roof ;—in gunnery, the act

of firing in a direction with the length of any thing;

—lewd or dissolute conduct or life.

Rakish, (rak'iah) a. Given to a dissolute life ; lewd ;

debauched ;—having a great rake or backward inclina

tion of the masts. [solutely.

Rakishly, (rak'ish-le) adv. In a rakish manner ; dis-

Rakiahness, (rnk'iah-nes) n. Dissolute practices.

Rally, (ral'e) v. t. [P. rattier, from »r, again, and Her,

L. liffart, to bind.] To collect and reduce to order, as

troops dispersed or thrown into confusion ; to gather

again ; to reunite ; — to recover ; to re-animate ;—to

attack with raillery ; to banter ;—v. i. To come into

orderly arrangement; to assemble; to unite; — to

renew or recover health, strength, <tc, :—imp. & pp.

rallied; ppr. rallying.

Rally, (ral'e) n. Act of bringing disordered troops to

their ranks;—exercise of good humour or satirical

merriment ;—act or process of regaining lost strength

or vigour.

Ram, (ram) n. [A.-S., Ger. & D. ram, allied to IoeL

ramr, strong.] The male of the sheep and allied

animals : a tup ;—in astronomy, Aries, the sign of the

zodiac which the sun enters about the 21st of March;

—the constellation Aries or group of fixed stars in the

imagined figure of a ram ;—an ancient engine of war

used for butting or battering ; a battering-ram ;—the

hammer of a pile-driving machine ;—an iron or iron-

plated vessel with a strong pointed beak for cutting or

running down other vessels.

Ram, (ram) v. t. To thrust or drive with violence ;—to

fill or compact by pounding or driving ;—to stuff in;

to cram :—imp. A pp. rammed j ppr. ramming.

Ramadan, (ra'ma-dan) n. [A. ramaddn, the hot

month.] The ninth Mohammedan month ;—the great

annual fast or Lent of the Mohammedans, kept

through the ninth month.

Ramble, (ram'bl) v. i. [Ger. rammeln, to tumble, to

romp, It. ramengare, to flutter.] To wander care

lessly ; to rove about;— to walk, ride, or sail from

place to place without any determinate object in

view ;—to expand or grow without constraint or direc

tion ;—hence, to be discursive or incoherent in spoken

or written discourse: — imp. & pp. rambled; ppr.

rambling.

Ramble, (ran/M) n. A going or moving from place to

place without any determinate business or object. ;—

a short stroll or walk. [wanderer.

Rambler, (ram'blc.r) n. One who rambles ; a rover ; a

Rambling, (ram'bling) n. Act of wandering or roving;

irregular excursion. [ner ; discursively,

Ramblingly. (ram'bling-le) ail v. In a rambling man-

Ramentaceous, (ram-en-ta she-us) a. [L. ranienta, shav

ings, scales.] Covered with weak, shrivelled, brown,

scale-like processes, an the leaves of ferns.

Ramification, (rani-e-fe-ka'shun) n. Process of branch

ing or shooting branches from a stem, or the mode of

their arrangement ;—a small division proceeding from

a main stock or channel ; a subordinate branch ;—a

division into principal and subordinate classes or

heads ;—production of figures resembling branches.

Ramify, (ram'e-f i) v. t. [F. ramijfer, from L. ramus,

a branch, and facerc, to make.] To divide into

branches or parts ;—v. i. To shoot into branches ;—

to be divided or subdivided :—imp. & pp. ramified ;

ppr. ramifying.

Rammer, (rani'er) n. One who or that which rams or

drives ;—an instrument for driving any thing with

force ; a rod for forcing down the charge of a gun ;

a ramrod.

Rammish, (ram'ish) a. [From mm, properly, like a

ram, especially in odour.] Ram-like ; rank ; strong-

scented :—also ram, rammy,

Ramous, (ra'mus) o. [L. ramosus, from ramus, a

branch.] Branched, as a stem or root; consisting of

branches; branchy.

Ramp, (ramp) v. i. [F. ramper, to creep, to climb.]

To climb, as a plant: to creep up ;—to spring ; to leap;

to bound ; to prance : to frolic ; to romp :—imp. &

pp. ramped; ppr. ramping.

Ramp, (ramp) n. A leap ; a spring ; a bound.

Rampage, (ramp'aj) n. Violent or riotous behaviour ;

a state of excitement or passion.

Rampancy, (ramp'an-ee) «. Quality or state of being

rampant ; excessive growth or practice ; exuberance ;

extravagance.

Rampant, (ramp'ant) a. [F. rampant, ppr. of ramper,

to creep, to be servile or mean, A. -S. rempend, head-

long, rash.] Springing or climbing unchecked ; over

growing the usual bounds; exuberant ;—overleaping

restraint ;—in heraldry, standing upright on his hind

legs as if attacking a person.

Rampantly, (ramp'ant-le) adv. In a rampant manner.

Rampart, (rampart) n. [F. rempart, remparer, to for

tify, L, amp«r«re, to protect, occupy.] That which

fortifies and defends from assault ;—an elevation or

mound of earth round a place upon which the parapet

'is raised.

Rampart, (ram'pArt) v. t. To fortify with ramparts :—

imp. & pp. ramparted ; ppr. ramparting.

Ramrod, (ram'rod) n. The rod used in ramming down

the charge in a gun or other fire-arm. [pieces.

Ramshackle, (ram'shak-1) a. Loose; old; falling to

Ram's-head, (ramz'hed) n. A lever made of iron for

raising heavy stones ;—in ships, a block in which the

halyards are placed.

Ram- ?tarn, (ram'stam) a. Headlong; impetuous;

pressing on heedless of obstacles, Ac. [Scot.)

Ran, (ran) n. In rope-making, a reel of twenty yarns

or cords.

Rancescent, (ran-see'ent) a. [L. rancescens, ppr. of

rancescere, to grow rancid.] Becoming rancid or sour.

Ranchero, (ran-cha'ro) n. [Sp.] A herdsman ; a

peasant employed on a rancho.

Rancho. (ran'eno) n. [Sp.] A rude hut, as of posts

covered with branches or thatch, where herdsmen or

farm -labourers live ; also, a large farming establish

ment for rearing cattle and horses.

Rancid, (ran'sid) a. [L. rancidus, from rawcerf, to be

rancid or rank.] Having a rank smell ; strong-scented;

sour; musty.

Rancidity, (ran-sid'e-te) n. Quality of being rancid;

a strong, sour scent, as of old oil

Rancidness, (raii'sid-nes) u. Quality of being rancid ;

rancidity.

Rancorous, ( ranglrur-us ) a. Evincing intense and

bitter hatred ; — implacably spiteful or malicious ;

malevolent ; virulent. [nity-

Rancoroualy, (rangTtur-us-le) adv. With deep malig-

Rancour, (rang'kur) w. [L. rancor, from rancere, to be

rank or rancid.] The deepest malignity or spite;

inveterate hatred ; implacable wrath and malice ;

heuce, corruption; virulence.
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Band, (rand) n, [A.-S. rand.) A border ; edge ; mar- |

gin ;—a thin inner aole for a shoe.

Random, (ran'dum) fi. [O. Eng. random, A.-S. randun, I

force, violence, rapidity.] A roving motion . course ,

without definite direction; hazard; chance ;—distance ;

to which a mia«ile is thrown ; range ; reach.

Random, (ran'dum) a. Done at hazard, or without .

settled aim or pnrpoae ; left to chanoe;—uttered with*

out thought or premeditation ; made at a venture or '

by guess.

Randy, (ran'de) a. Riotous ; disorderly; obstreperous.

Randy, (ran'de) n. A sturdy beggar ; a vagrant or

vagabond ; — a female scold ; a lond-tongued abu- !

sive woman ; —a romping wild young woman : — also

randie. [Scot.] {

Range, (ranj) v. t. [F. ranger, from rang, a row.] ;

To set in a row or in rows; to rank ;—to dispose in ,

a classified or in systematic order ;— to rove over ; to

]«ss over ; — v. i. To wander without restraint or

direction ;—to be capable of projecting, or to admit

of being projected, especially as to horizontal distance; !

•—to be placed in order ; to admit of arrangement or

classification ;—to have a particular direction ; to be

in a line with ;—to sail or pass near or in the direction

of;—to pass from one point to another ; to fluctuate

between, as prices, Ac. :—imp. it pp. ranged; ppr.

ranging.

Range, (ranj) n. A rank ; a row ; a series of things

set in a Hue ; — the horizontal length of a block or

group of buildings ; — an order ; division ; class ;—a

wide kitchen apparatus for roasting, boiling, fcc, with

an oven on one side, and a boiler on the other, all

heated from a small central fire ; — a wandering or

roving; a ramble ;—space or room for exercise or play;

—extent or variety of personal knowledge or mental

acquirement;— the whole field or compass of truth

ascertained or ascertainable in science, philosophy,

religion, art, <tc; —mental scope; intellectual grasp;

—the step of a ladder; a rung;—a bolting sieve to

sift meal ;—the length of a cable needing to be paid

out that the anchor may find bottom ; — the hori

zontal distance to which a projectile can be carried ;—

a tract or piece of land in which cattle may graze and

pasture.

Ranger, (riinj'er) n. One who ranges or wanders ;—a

mounted trooper sent on exploring or foraging expedi

tions :—a robber ; a marauder ;—a dog that beats the

ground for game ;—a keeper of a park or forest.

Rangership, (ranj'er-ship) n. The office of the keeper

of a forest or i>ark.

Ranging, (ranging) n. Act of placing in ranks or lines ;

orderly arrangement ;—act of roving; rambling.

Rank, (rangk) n. A row or line of things ; things in a

line ; a range ;—a line of soldiers standing abreast or

side by side — opposed to file;—a commission in the

army or navy ; a particular status or position in the

service; grade; also, promotion , higher step;—a divi

sion ; a class ; an order ; a parti cular set of men in

public or social life ;—hence, social position : nobility;

title ; eminence, ic. ;—pL Ranks, the common sol

diers. Rank and .file, common soldiers and non-com

missioned officers collectively.

Rank, (rangk) v. t. To place abreast or in a line ;—to

range in a particular class, order, or division ; to

class ;—to dispose methodically ;—to take precedence

of ; to outrank ; —v. i. To be ranged or set as in a

particular degree, class, order, or division ;—to have

a certain grade or degree of elevation in the orders of

civil or military life ; — to put in a claim against a

bankrupt estate :—imp. A pp. ranked ; ppr. ranking.

Rank, (rangk) a. [A.-S. rane.) Luxuriant in growth ;

exuberant ;—tall and strong, as gross ;—causing vigor-

ous growth; very fertile;—-strong to the smell: rancid;

—high-tasted ; — inflamed with sexual desire ; sala

cious ;—gross ; coarse ;—rampant ; excessive.

Ranking, (rangk'ing) n. Arrangement ; disposition ;—

act of claiming or being legally entitled to claim for

debt on a bankrupt estate.

Rankle, (rangkl) r. i. [Prom rani-.] To grow mora

rank or strong ; to be inflamed ; to fester ;—hence, to

become more violent ; to rage :—imp. & pp. rankled ;

ppr. rankling.

Rankling, (rangkling) n. Act or process of festering or

of becoming more virulent ;—active irritation.

Rankly, (rangkOe) adv. With vigorous growth ; luxu

riantly; hence, coarsely , grossly.

Rankness, (rangk'ues) n. Vigorous growth ; luxuriance ;

—grossness coarseness ■ — excess ; extravagance ,—

strong or rancid taste ;—strong or musty smell.

Ransack, (ran'sak) v.t. [I eel. rannaka, to explore,

examine, Go. rain, house, and sakia, to seek.] To

search thoroughly ; to search every place or part of ;—

to plunder ; to pillage completely :—imp. A pp. ran

sacked; ppr. ransacking.

Ransom, (ran'sum) a. [F. raneon, from L. redemptio.}

Release from captivity, bondage, or the possession ofan

enemy ;—the money or price paid for the redemption

of a prisoner, or for goods captured by an enemy ;

—in Scripture, the price paid for a forfeited life, or for

delivery from capital punishment;—hence, the life of

Christ given as a purchase or redemption of the live*

of many ; the atonement

Ransom, (ran'sum) r. t, [F„ raneonner.] To redeem

from captivity, punishment, or forfeit—said of per

sons ;—to redeem from the possession of an enemy by

barter or exchange ;—hence, in Scripture, to rescue ;

to deliver :—imp. & pp. ransomed ; ppr. ransoming-.

Ransomer, (ran'suiu-er) n. One who ransoms or

redeems.

Rant, (rant) v. i. [Ger. rant, noise, Gael. & Tr. ran*

to cry ont.J To rare in violent, high-sounding, or

extravagant language : — imp. in pp. ranted ; ppr.

ranting. [out dignity of thought.

Rant, (rant) n. Boisterous, empty declamation, with-

Ranter, (rant'er) n. A noisy talker; a boisterous

preacher;—pt. A religious sect — so called from the

excessive fervour of their religious services ;—also, a

sect in America which adds bodily to religious exer

cise, dancing or jumping during or after devotions.

Rantipole, (rant'e-pol) ». [Eng. rant and pole.] Ji

wild, romping child.

Ranunculus, (ra-nunkfl-lus) v. fL. a little frog, a

medicinal plant, diminutive of rana, a frog.] A genus

of plants embracing many species, some of them beau

tiful flowering plants diversified with many rich

colours ; crow-foot ; butter-cup.

Ranz-des-vaehes, (ran - da - vash'). IF. the ranks or

rows of the cows.] A simple melody of the Swiss

mountaineers, commonly played on a long trumpet

called the Alpine horn.

Rap, (rap) r. t. [Sw. rtinna, F. frapptr, to strike, A.-S,

hrepian, to touch.] To strike with a quick, sharp

blow ; to knock ;—v. t. To strike with a quick blow ;

to knock on. To rap out, to utter with sudden

violence.

Rap, (rap) v. t. [Dan. rapper, L roper*, to seize, to

take away. j To snatch away ; to seize and hurry off;

—to transport out of one's self; to affect with ecstasy

or rapture :—imp. & pp. rapped, usually written rapt;

ppr. rapping. [com.

Rap, (rap) n. A quick, smart blow ; — a small copper

Rapacious, (ra-pa'she-us) a. [L, rapax, rapaei*, from

rapere, to seize and carry off.] Given to plunder: seiz

ing by force ;—subsisting on prey or animals seized by

violence ;—greedy ; ravenous ; voracious.

Rapaciously, ( ra-pa'ahe-us-le ) adv. In a rapneious

manner; by rapine.

Rapaciousneas, (ra-pu'she-us-nes) a. Quality of being

rapacious ; disposition to plunder or to exact by op

pression.

Rapacity, (ra-pas'e-te) n. Act or practice of taking or

plundering by force; — exorbitant gveeUineas of gain
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or possessions. Ace. : disposition or habit of making

gain by extortion or exaction.

Rape, (rap) n. [Ger. ft D. rapen, to snatch away, allied

to L. rapere.] Sexual intercourse with a woman against

her will.

Rape, (rap) n. [L. rapa, G. rapus,] A plant of several

species, belonging to the cabbage tribe, two of which

are much cultivated for their roots, and also for

their seeds, from which oil is extracted ;—the French

turnipe.

Rapid, (rap'id) a. [L. rapidut, from rapere, to seize

and carry off, to snatch or hurry away.] Very swift

or quick ; moving with celerity, as motion or flight;—

running or flowing Bwiftly, as current or river;—ad

vancing quickly, as growth or improvement; follow

ing quickly, as misfortunes, Ac ;—fast in utterance ;

fluent ; glib, as a speaker.

Sapid, (rap'id) n, A sudden descent of the surface of

a Btream without actual waterfall or cascade.

Rapidity, (ra-pid'e-te) n. Swiftness ; velocity ; celerity;

—quickness of utterance, as of speech ; — quickness of

growth, progress, or advance.

Rapidly, (rap'idle) adv. With great speed, celerity,

or velocity; with quick progression; — with quick

utterance ; glibly. [rapidity.

Rapidness, (rap'id-nes) n. Swiftness; speed; celerity:

Rapier, (rap'e-er) «. [F. rapitre, /rapper, to strike,

Dan. rapper, L. rapere, to snatch away.] A light

sword with a very narrow blade, fit only for thrusting,

and used in duelling.

Rapine, (rap'in) n. [L. rapina, from rapere, to seize

and carry off by force. ) Act of plundering ; spoliation ;

pillage ;—violence ; force.

Rapparee, (rap-ar-cO ». A wild Irish plunderer—so

called from his carrying a half-pike called a rapery.

Rtppee, (rap-pe) n. [F. rdps*, from rdper, to grate,

to rasp.] A kind of snuff, of either a brown or black

colour. [diers to duty.

Rappel, (rap'pel) n. The beat of the drum to call sol-

Rapper, (rapVr) n. One who or that which raps or

knocks ; tpecifieaHy, the knocker of a door.

Rapping, (nip'ing) a. Act of knocking or striking with

a quick, sharp blow.

Rapport, (rap'ort) n. [F.] Relation ; proportion ;—cor

respondent relation; sympathy. [a wretch.

Rapscallion, (rap-skal'yun) n. A low villain ; a rascal ;

Raptorial, (rap-td're-al) a. [L. raptor, from rapere% to

carry off by force.] Rapacious ; living upon prey.

Rapture, (rap'tur) n. [L. rapere, raptuni, to carry

off by force.] Enthusiasm; excited imagination;—

extreme Joy or pleasure ; ecstacy ; transport.

Rapturous, (rap'tur -us) a. Ecstatic ; transporting ;

ravishing. [siastically ; ecstatically.

Rapturously, (rap'tur-us-le) adv. With rapture ; enthu-

Rare. (r&r) a. [L. rants, thin, rare.] Thin ; not dense

or close ; subtile ; loose in texture ; porous :—seldom

occurring ; infrequent ; uncommon ; scarce ; — hence,

extremely valuable ; of the highest excellence ; sin

gular ; unique.

Rare, (rflr) a. (A.-8. hrfre, raw, Ger. raicer.] Nearly

raw ; imperfectly cooked ; underdone.

Rarefaction, (rar-e-falr/shun) n. Act or process of mak

ing rare or of expanding or distending bodies, by sepa

rating the parts, and making them more rare and

porous.

Rarefy, (raye-fi) v.t. [L. rarefaeere, from rarut,

thin, rare, and facere, to make. } To make rare, thin,

porous, or less dense ; — v. i. To become thin and

porous :—imp. & pp. rarefied; ppr. rarefying.

Rarely, (raVIe) adv. In a rare manner or degree: sel

dom ; not often : finely : nicely.

Rareness, (rar'nes) n. State of being rare ; thinness ;

tenuity ;—nncommonness ; infrequency.

Rareripe, (raVrip)n. An early fruit; especially, a

kind of peach which ripens early.

Rarity, (rir'e-te) n. [L. raritas.} Quality or state of

being rare ; rareness ; tenuity : — uncommonness ;

infrequency ;— a rare or uncommon thing; a thing

valued for its scarcity. [lean ; spare, as a deer.

Rascal, (ras'kal) a. Mean; low; contemptible;—

Rascal, (ras'kal) n. [A.-S. rascal, a lean, worthless

deer, F. raeailU, the rabble.] A mean fellow ; a

scoundrel ; a worthless fellow; a trickish, dishonest

person ; a rogue. [mean wretch.

Rascallion, ( ras-kal'yun ) ». [From rascal.) Alow,

Rascality, ( ras-kal'e-te ) n. The acts and conduct of

a rascal ; low trickery ; mean fraud or dishonesty ;

base villainy.

Rascally, (iWkal-le) a. Like a lascal ; meanly trickish

or dishonest; low; vile; base; villainous.

Rase, (rftz) v. t. [F. raser, from L. raeus, pp. of

radere, to scrape, shave.] To skim ; to strike or touch

on the surface ; to graze ;—to blot out ; to cancel ; to

erase ;—to level with the ground ; to raze ;—imp. &

pp. rased ; ppr, rasing.

Rash, (rash) u. [D. & Ger. ratch, Icel. rossr.] Hasty;

quick; sudden; rapid;—etpecially, hasty in counselor

action ; precipitate ; inconsiderate ; thoughtless ;—

uttered without reflection ; careless ; unguarded.

Rash, (rash) n. [It. raacia, from L. radere, ratum,

to scrape, scratch.] An eruption or efflorescence on

the body with little or no elevation;—a kind of tex

tile fabric chiefly of silk ; a coarse satin.

Rash, (rash) v. t. [It. ratehiare.] To cut in pieces ; to

split ;—to cut in slices ; to slice.

Rasher, (rasb'er) «. A thin shoe of bacon ; a thin

cut. [hastily.

Rashly, ( rashle ) adv. In a rash or hasty manner ;

Rashness, (rash'nes) n. The quality of being rash;

temerity ; foolhardiness ; precipitancy ; hastiness :

indiscretion ; inconsidcration.

Rasores, (ra-siyres) n. pi. [L. rator, from radere, to

scrape, scratch.] A genus of gallinaceous birds, hav

ing strong feet and claws for scratching the ground

in search of their food, as domestic poultry, game-

birds, peacock, &c. [scraping birds.

Rasorial, (ra-sd're-al) a. Pertaining to the Jin tores 01

Rasp, (rasp) «. A species of coarse file on which the

cutting prominences are distinct, being raised by the

oblique stroke of a sharp punch ;—a garden plant and

its fruit ; raspberry ;—the rough bark of a tree.

Rasp, (rasp) v. t. [Ger. raepen, to scrape together.] To

rub or tile with a rasp or a rough file;—hence, to grata

harshly upon ;—v, i To make a sharp grating noise :

—imp. & pp. rasped ; ppr. rasping.

Raspberry, (nisp'ber-e) n. [Eng. rasp.] A native gar

den plant or shrub of the genus Jtubut, akin to the

bramble and blackberry ;—also, the fruit of the shrub,

which is much esteemed, whether raw, cooked, or

preserved, and is largely used in the manufacture of

cordials.

Raspberry-bush, (Tasp'ber-e-b66sh) u. The shrub or

plant producing rasps or raspberries. [scraper.

Rasper, (rasper) n. One who or that which rasps; a

Rasure, (razor) n. [L. ratura, from radere, ratum,

to scrape, to shave.] Act of scraping, shaving, or

erasing : obliteration ;—an erasure.

Rat, (rat) n. [A.-S. net, Ger. rato, F. rat.] One of

several species of small rodent mammals, larger than

mice, that infest houses, stores, and ships ;—one who

deserts his party or associates ;—hence, in the workshop

or manufactory, one who works at less than the esta

blished prices, or engages while the hands are on strike.

Rat, (rat) v. i. To desert one's former party or asso

ciates from interested motives :- -to work at less than

the established prices or when the hands have struck :

— twi7». & pp. ratted; ppr. ratting.

Ratable, (rat'a-bl) a. Capable of being rated or set at

a certain value ;—liable or subjected by law to taxa

tion, [portionally.

Ratably, (rfifa-ble) adv. By rate or proportion • pro-

, Ratability, (rat-a-bile-te) n. The condition of being
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ratable ;—also, the proportion in which a rate or

ment is imposed or levied.

Ratafia. (ri-ta-fC-'a) n. [Malay, arak, arrack, and tdfta,

a spirit distilled from molasses. ] A tine spirituous

liquor, flavoured with cherries, apricots, peaches, or

other fruit, and sweetened with sugar.

Batch, (rach) ». A ratchet.

Ratchet, (rach'et) n. [F. rochet. It roechetto, a spindle,

from rocca, a distaff.) A bar or piece of mechanism

turning at one end upon a pivot, while the other end

falls into the teeth of a wheel or rack, allowing the

latter to move in one direction only ; pawl ; click ,

detent.

Ratchet-wheel, (rach'et-hwel ) n. A circular wheel

having angular teeth, into which

a pawl may drop to prevent the

wheel from running back.

Rate, (rat) n. (L. rata (so. part),

from ratus, reckoned, Axed by

calculation.] Established portion

or measure ; fixed allowance ;—

degree ; standard ; proportion ;

ratio ; value ; price ; movement,

as fast or slow, or the like ;—a tax

or sum assessed by authority on Ratchet-wt;eeL

property for public use ; assessment.

Rate, (rat) v. f. To set a certain estimate on ; to value

at a certain price or degree ;—to settle the relative

scale, rank, or position of;—v. i. To be set or con

sidered in a class, as a ship;—to have or take rank ;

—to make an estimate : — imp. & pp. rated ; ppr.

rating.

Rate, (r&t) v. t. [Sw. rata, to blame, despise, Icel.

reita, to pluck, pull.] To chide with vehemence ; to

reprove ; to scold.

Rated, (rat'ed) a. Estimated; valued; — put in a

certain class ; ranked :—assessed ; charged with a cer

tain rate or tar ;—scolded ; reproved.

Ratel, ( ra'tel ) «. An animal allied to the gluttons,

native of the Cape of Good Hope.

Ratepayer, (rat'pa-er) «. One who is assessed for poors'

rates, or other municipal or county rates.

Rater, (rat'er) n. One who rates, sets a value, or makes

an estimate.

Rather, (raTH'er) adv. [A.-S. radhdr, comparative of

radhe, quickly, immediately.] More readily or will

ingly; preferably ;—on the other hand ; on the con

trary ; — somewhat ; moderately ; tolerably ; — more

properly ; more correctly speaking ; — especially ; for

the reason that.

Ratification, (rat-e-fe-ka'shun) n. Act of ratifying ; the

state of being ratified ; confirmation. [or sanctions.

Ratifier, (rat'e-f i-er) n. One who or that which ratifies

Ratify, (rat'e-fi) v. t. [F. ratifier, from L. ratum, firm,

and facere, to make.] To approve and sanction ; to

make valid ; especially, to give sanction to, as some

thing done by an agent or servant :—imp. & pp. rati

fied ; ppr. ratifying.

Rating, (rating) «. Act of valuing or estimating ;—

assessment; proportional rate ;—chiding ; scolding.

Ratio, (rashe-d) n. [L. reri, ratus, to reckon, to believe,

think, judge.] Proportion; rate; degree;—in mothe-

matics, the relation which one quantity or magnitude

has to another of the same kind, as expressed by the

quotient of the second divided by the first; — fixed

relation of number, quantity, or degree.

Ratiocination, (rn-sho-os-in-a shun) n. fL. ratiocinari,

from ratio, reason. ] Act or process of reasoning, or of

dedfting consequences from premises ; deduction.

Ratiocinative, ( ra-she-os'in-at-iv ) a. Argumentative ;

carried on by process of reasoning, or in accordance

with the laws of thought ; logical ;—addicted to rea

soning or argumentation ; disputative.

Ration, (ra'shun) n. [F. from L. ratio, a reckoning,

relation.] A portion or fixed allowance of provisions,

drink, and forage to each person in the military or

naval service ;-whence, portion or allowance in gene

ral ;—due measure ; proper share.

Rational, (rash'un-al) a. (L. rationalis.] Relating to

the reason ;—having reason or the faculty of reason

ing ; endowed with reason ;—agreeable to reason ; not

absurd, fanciful, or the like ; sound ; reasonable ; sen-

aible ; wise ; judicious.

Rationale, (rash-e-d-nale)n. [L.rationali*.] A detailed

account of a matter or question with causes or reasons

in explanation ; — a solution of the difficulties and

elucidation of the principles of some opinion, action,

hypothesis, phenomenon, &c.

Rationalism, (rash'un-al-izm) n. An exclusive reliance

on reason or the logical faculty ; a theory or system

which makes reason the sole means of acquiring know

ledge and of testing truth ;— especially, a theological

system which rejects the prophecies, miraelsa, super

natural revelations, and inspiration of the Bible as

contrary to reason.

Rationalist, ( rash'un-al-ist ) v. One who proceeds in

scientific or philosophic inquiry solely on reason;—

one who makes reason the sole test of truth in religion ;

one who rejects the miraculous, supernatural, or

inspired in any revelation from God.

Rationalistic, (rash-un-al-ist'ik) a. Belonging to or in

accordance with the principles of rationalism.

Rationality, (rash-un-aTe-te) n. Quality of being

rational : due exercise of reason ; reasonableness.

Rationalize, (rash'uu-al-Iz) v. t. To convert to rational

ism ; to interpret like a rationalist.

Rationally, (rash'un-al-le) adv. In a rational manner ;

in consistency with reason ; reasonably.

Ratline, (ratlin) n. A small line traversing the shrouds

of a ship, making the step of a ladder for ascending

to the mast-head :—also written mttlin.

Ratsbane, (rats'ban) n. Poison for rats ; arsenions add.

Ratsbaned, (rats'band) a. Poisoned by ratsbane.

Rattan, (rat-tan') n. [Malayan r6tan, Javan. irtttang.]

A plant of the genus Calamus; a cane tree growing

like the palm, but more nearly resembling the grass

plants ;—a walking stick or cane made from the rat

tan ;—an instrument of punishment; a scourge.

Ratten, (rat'n) v. t. To injure the tools, property, or

person of a workman who has left or refuses to join

the Trades Union.

Rattening, (rat'n-ing) n, A form of terrorism adopted

by some members of Trades Unions ; a system of wil

fully injuring or destroying the tools or property of

workmen who refuse to subscribe to the terms of the

union.

Ratting, (rating) n. The act of deserting one's party

and going over to the opposite side.

Rattle, (rati) v.i. [Ger. ratteln, rateln, D. ratelen.)

To make a quick, sharp noise, rapidly repeated, by

the collision of Itodics not very sonorous ; to clatter .

—to speak eagerly and noisily ; — v. t. To cause to

make a rapid succession of sharp sounds ; to stun with

noise; to scold:—imp. & pp. rattled; ppr. rattling.

Rattle, (rati) n. A rapid succession of sharp, clatter

ing sounds ;—loud, rapid talk ; clamorous chiding ;—

an instrument with which a clattering sound is made;

—a jabberer. [steady :—also rattle-brained.

Rattle-headed, (ratl-hed-ed) a. Noisy: giddy; un-

Rattle-snake, (rati-soak) n. A poisonous snake having

a series of horny joints at the end of

the tail which make a rattling sound,

whence the name.

Rattling, (ratling) n. Noise produced

by wheels, as of a carriage in rapid

motion : — any swift succession of ,

sharp sounds.

Rat-trap, (rat'trap) n. A trup or snare1

for catching rats. ,•

Raucity, (raw'se-te) n. [L. rauciias,

from raucus, hoarse, rough.] Harsh

ness of sound ; hoarseness. Rattle-snake,
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Raucous, (rawTcus) a. (L. rau+us, from ravu*, gray-

yellow, hoarse.] Hoarse ; harsh.

Ravage, (raVaj) n. [F. ravage, from ravir, L. rapere,

to carry off by force, to ravish.] Desolation by vio

lence ; violent ruin or destruction ; devastation ; pill

age; waste; ruin.

Ravage, (rav'Tij) v. t. To lay waste by force ; pillage;

plunder ; devastate ; destroy ; waste : — imp. to pp.

ravaged ; ppr. ravaging. [waste.

Ravager, (niv'ij-er) n. A plunderer ; one who lays

Rave, (rav) v. i. [F. river, 1*. rabere, to be mad or

furious.] To wander in mind or intellect ; to be deli

rious ;—to talk irrationally ; to utter furious cries,

as a madman ;—to be unreasonably fond of ; to dote

upon ;—v. t. To utter in madness or frenzy; to speak

wildly :—imp. to pp. raved ; ppr. raving.

Ravel, (rav ' el ) v. t [D. ra

velin, Ger. rejjfeln, ] To undo

the texture of ; to unsew or un

it nit ; — hence, to disentangle ;

—to pull apart, as a texture,

so that the threads fall into

a tangled mass ; hence, to en

tangle ; to make intricate ; to

involve ;—v. i. To be separated

in texture ; to be untwisted or

unwoven; to be disentangled ;—

to become twisted and involved ;

to fall into confusion : — imp. to

pp. ravelled; ppr. ravelling.
Ravelin, (ravelin) n. [F., from L. Ravelin.

re, again, against, and vallum, a^r?wlin;5,')Wt'onj

ranipart, wall.] A detached work vJ^JtiSFff

with two embankments which curtain; Q, ditch.'

make a salient angle.

Raven, (raVn) n. [A.-8. hrdfen, hrtfn, IoaL hra/n.]

A bird of a black colour, allied

to the crow, but larger.

Raven, (raVn) v, t. To obtain by

violence;—to devour with great

eagerness ; — v.i. To prey with

rapacity ; to be greedy :—imp. &

pp. ravened ; ppr. ravening,

Havener, (ra^en-er) n. One who

ravens or plunders ;—pi. Birds

of prev.

Ravening, (rav'en-ing) n. Eager- Karen,

ness for plunder.

Ravenous, (rav'en-us) a. [From raven, prey, rapine.]

Furiously voracious ; hungry even to rage ;—eager for

prey or gratification ; rapacious ; greedy.

Ravenously, (rav'en-us-le) adv. In a ravenous man

ner ; voraciously. [rage for prey.

Ravenousness, (rav'en-us-nes) n. Extreme voracity ;

Raver, (raVer) n. One who raves or is furious.

Ravin, (ravin) n. Food obtained by violence ; plun

der ; prey.

Ravine, (ra-ven*) n. \F. ravin, It, rovina, L. ruina.] A

deep and narrow hollow worn by a stream or torrent

of water ; a gully;—a gorge ; a deep hollow pass between,

mountains.

Raving, (rav'ing) n. Delirium ; frenzy;—furious crying,

as of a madman ;—incoherent or wild talk, as of a

person in fever ;—hence, absurd talk ; nonsense.

Ravingly, (raVing-le) adv. In a raving manner.

Ravish, (ravish) v. t. [F. ravir, L. rapere, to snatch.]

To seize and carry away by violence ;—to force a woman

against her will ; to deflower ; to violate :—to trans

port with pleasure or joy; to charm the eye or ear

with something exquisite in form or sound ;—to fill

with ecstasy; to entrance ;—-imp. to pp. ravished j ppr.

ravishing,

Ravisher, (ravlsh-er) n. One who ravishes or takes by

violence ;—one who transports with delight ;—one who

forces a woman to his carnal embrace.

Ravishing (rav'iih-ing) n. Seizing and carrying off by

 

force ; — rape ; violation ; — transport of the senses ;

ecstasy ; excessive pleasure or delight.

Ravishingly, (ravlsh-ing-le) adv. In a ravishing man

ner ; with transport.

Ravishment, (rav'ish-ment) ».. Act of carrying away

by force ; abduction ;—rapture ; transport of delight ;

ecstasy ;—forcible violation of chastity ; rape.

Raw, (raw) a. [Ger. roh, F. eru, L. crudus.) Not

cooked; undressed, as meat or provisions;—not covered

with skin ; naked ; bare, as flesh ;—sore ; tender, as a

wound ; — bleak ; cold with damp, as a day ;—imma

ture ; unripe, as fruit ; — untried ; unpractised, as

recruits ;—unspun or untwisted, as silk or other mate

rial ;—not mixed, as spirits ;—not tried, or melted and

strained, as tallow ;—not tanned, as hide.

Raw, (raw) n. A raw, sore, or galled place.

Rawboned, (raw'bond) a. Having little flesh on the

bones.

Rawly, (ran '!«') adv. In a raw manner ; unskilfully ;

without experience ; hastily ; newly.

Rawness, (rav/nes) n. State of being raw or uncooked ;

— unskUfulness ; inexperience; — hasty manner; —

chilliness with dampness.

Rax, (rales) v. t. To stretch ; to extend;—to hand over

by stretching ; to reach. [Scot]

Ray, (ra) n. [L. radius, a beam or ray.] One of a

number of lines diverging from a common point or

centre;—a radiating part of a flower or plant ;—one of

the radiating bony spines of fishes; — a line of light

or heat proceeding from a radiant or reflecting point ;

hence, a beam of intellectual light ; perception ;

apprehension.

Ray, (ra) v. t. To send forth or shoot out; to cause

to shine out;—to streak:—imp. to pp. rayed; iv'-

raying.

Ray, (r.i) ;<. [L. rata.] A genus of fishes including

the skate, the thornback, and

the torpedo.

Ray, ( ra ) n. A disease of sheep t

attended with extreme itching :

—also called rubbers.

aylesa, (rules) a. Destitute of \

Light ; dark ; not illuminated.

Raze, ( rax ) v. t. [F. roser, L.

rttdtre.) To erase : to efface ; to Ray.

obliterate ; to extirpate;—to lay level with the ground ;

demolish ; destroy ; ruin : — imp. to pp. raxed ; ppr.

razing.

Razee, (ra-zG') n. [F. ittser, to raze.] An armed ship

having her upper deck cut down, and thus reduced

to the next inferior rate.

Razee, (ra-zC- ) v. t. To cut down to an inferior rate or

class, as a ship ; hence, to prune or abridge :—imp. to

pp. razeed ; ppr. razeeing.

Razor, (ra'zer) n. [F. rasoir, from rater, L. radert, to

scrape.] An instrument for removing the beard or

hair. [puffins, guillemots, and auks.

Razor-bill, (ra'zer-bil) n. An aquatic fowl allied to the

Razor-strop, (ru'zer-strop) n. A strop for sharpening

razors.

Razure, (riiz'iir) n. Act of erasing or effacing ; oblit

eration ;—that which is razed ; erasure.

Razzia, (radVe-a) n. [Arabic] A military incursion

into an enemy's country; a raid ; a foray.

Re, ( re ). A prefix from the Latin denoting back-

ward action, iteration, or repetition ;—in music, the

second note of the diatonic scale, or second syllable in

solmization.

Reabsorb, (re-ao-sorbO v. t. [Re and absorb.] To draw

back or imbibe, as fluids which have been effused or

extravasated :—to swallow up again ; to merge in the

main or original body.

Reabsorption, (re-ab--sorp'shun) ». Act or process of

imbibing again what has been thrown off, effused, or

extravasated.

Reach, (rech) v. t. [A.-S. racan, Ger. rtichen, G. oreaein,
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to .x tend. J To extend ; to stretch ; — to touch by

extending the arm or by an instrument held in the

hand ;— to strike or hit, as by a throw from a distance;

—to deliver by extending the hand : to pass ; to hand

over;—to attain to or arrive at by effort, toil, or study ;

acquire ;—to come to ; to enter upon ;—to enter into ,

to penetrate ;—to extend to, so as to include and com

prehend, as a particular case under a general law or

principle ;—to put forth ; to shoot, as branches ;—to

deceive ; to overreach ;—v. i. To stretch out the hand ;

—to strain after something ;—to be extended in dimen

sion, time, action, influence ;—to make effort to vomit ;

to retch :—imp. & pp. reached ; ppr. reaching.

Reach, (rech) n. Act of stretching ; extension ;—power

of extending action, influence, or the like ; extent of

force or capacity; — hence, application ; influence;

result ; — an extended portion of land or water ; a

stretch ;—an artifice to obtain an advantage ; a fetch.

React, (re-akf) r. t. • To act or perform a second time ;

to do over again ;—v. i. To resist the action of another

body by an opposite force ;—to exercise a reciprocal or

a reverse effect :—imp. & pp. reacted ; ppr. reacting.

Reaction, (rS-ak'shun) n. Any action in resisting

other action or power; counter tendency or move

ment ;—the mutual or reciprocal action of chemical

agents upon each other ;—depression of vital force con

sequent on over-exertion ;—backward tendency from

revolution, reform, or progress. [ing reaction.

Reactionary, (re-ak'shun-ar-e) a. Tending to or imply-

Read, (red) v. t. [A.-S. radon, to read, declare, Ger.

redion.] To go over, as characters or words, and utter

aloud, or recite inaudibly ; to take in the sense of ; to

peruse ;—hence, to know fully ; to comprehend ; — to

gather the meaning of by inspection ; to learn by

observation ;—to discover, detect, or understand by

marks, signs, or features;—v. i. To perform the act of

reading ;—to be studious ,—to learn by reading ;—to

appear in reading:—imp. & pp. read; ppr. reading.

Read, (red) a. Instructed by reading ; versed in books ;

learned. [worth reading.

Readable, (red'a-bl) a. Capable of being read ; legible ;

Readably, (r6d'a-ble) odr. Legibly ; so as to be read.

Reader, (red'er) »• One who reads ; one who reads

much ; a studious person ; lover of books ;—one whose

distinctive office is to read prayers in a church ;—one

who reads lectures on scientific subjects ; — a proof

reader ; a corrector of the press ;—a book containing

exercises in reading ; a reading-book for schools.

Readership, ( red 'er- ship) n. The office of reading

prayers in a church ; — the office of a lecturer on

scientific subjects.

Readily, (red e-le) adv. In a ready manner ; quickly ;

promptly ;—without delay or objection ; cheerfully.

Readiness, ( red'e-nes ) n. State or quality of being

ready; preparedness;—quickness; promptness; promp

titude ; facility ; freedom from hiuderance or obstruc

tion ;— alacrity ; quickness ; expert ness ; dexterity ;

ease ; cheerfulness.

Reading, (red'ing) n. Act of one who reads ; perusal ;

—study of books; — a public lecture or recital; — a

commentary or gloss on a passage ;—a version or par

ticular rendering of a text or passage ;—in legislative

assemblies, the formal recital of a bill or enactment,

<fcc. [ing the service in a church.

Reading-desk, (red'ing-desk) n. A desk used for read-

Reading-room, (red'ing-rodm) ft. A room provided with

papers, periodicals, etc., to which persons resort for

reading.

Readjust, (re-ad-jusf) r. t. To adjust or put in order

again:—imp. h pp. readjusted; ppr. readjusting.

Readmission, ( re-ad-mish'un ) n. Act of admitting

again or state of being readmitted.

Readmit (rc-ad-mif) v. t. To admit again '.—imp. &

pp. readmitted: ppr. readmitting.

Readopt. (re-a-dopf) v.t. To adopt anow; — to toko

up again, as a discarded opinion or practice i

Readoption, (re-a-dop'shun) n. [L. re, back, ami

adipuci, adopt us, to acquire, obtain.] Regaining what

has been lost ; recovery.

Readorn, (re-a-dorn') v. (. To deck anew or again ; to

decorate with fresh ornaments or attractions.

Ready, (red'e) a. [A.-S. rdd. rode, hraxl, nedip, quick,

prompt, 6. radio*, easy, L. ffradiri, to go.] Quick ;

prompt ;— active ; lively ; apt ; nut dull or slow, as

wit, <kc. ;—quick in execution ; dexterous, as a work

man ; — speedy ; immediate, as payment ; — instant ;

given on the spot, as money; — prepared; furnished

with necessaries; fitted for use or service;—willing;

disposed to give, do, or suffer — said of persons ;—

free ; cheerful, as obedience, Ac. ;—near at hand ; con

venient;—fluent; glib, as a speaker; —facile; easily

influenced ;—on the point of; about to—with an in

finitive following. [need no delay .

Ready, (rede) adv. In a state of preparation so as to

Ready, (red'e) n. Money ; cash in hand—colloquial.

Ready-made, (rede-mad) a. Already provided ; kept

on hand to answer demands ; not mode to order.

Ready-reckoner, (red-e-rek'n-er) n. A book intended

to facilitate calculations.

Ready-witted, (rod e-wit-ed) a. Having ready wit.

Reaffirm, (re-af-fermO r. (. To affirm a second time :—

imp. & pp. reaffirmed ; ppr. reaffirming.

Reagent, (re-ftj'ent) «. In chemistry, a substance

employed to detect the presence of other bodies ; a tost.

Real, (re'al) a. [L. res, rti, a thing.J Actually being

or existing ;—true ; genuine ; not counterfeit, arti

ficial, or fictitious — said of manufactured or com

pounded articles;—unaffected; unassumed; exhibiting

the true character, sentiments, or feelings of the per

son ; — in hue, heritable; noting estate or property

which is not personal or movable. Rat I prttence, in

the Roman Catholic Church, the conversion of the sub

stance of the bread and wine into the real body and

blood of Christ.

Real, (re'al) n, [Sp. & Pg. from real, equivalent to L.

regalis, royal.] A small Spanish coin of silver varying

in value from 2$d to 6d. :—also riaL

Realgar, (re-al'gar) n. [P. rialgar, L. risigallum.}

A combination of sulphur and arsenic of a brilliant

red colour ; red ornunent

Realism, (re'al-izm) ?t. In scholastic philosophy, the

theory that universal propositions or general descrip

tions of properties, qualities, Ac, in a genus, class, «.t

species, do really exist apart from the actual embodi

ment of them in the family, tribe, or individual—

opposed to nominalism;—in modern philosophy, the

system which conceives of all things external to human

consciousness, whether material or mental, as existing

independently of our perceptions or thoughts —op

posed to the idealism of Berkeley ; — also, a system

which regards matter as the sole cause, development,

and consummation of all existence, animate or inani

mate; materialism.

Realist, (r&al-ist) n. An advocate or supporter of

realism. [istic of the realists.

Realistic, (re-al-ist'ik) a. Pertaining to or character-

Reality, (re-al'e-te) n. State or quality of being real ;

actual being or existence of any thing in distinction

from mere appearance; fact; truth; verity; — some

thing intrinsically important ;—a matter of fact and

interest, not of mere show ; ~- in law, the fixed ox

permanent character of property ; realty.

Realizable, (re-al-Iza-bl) re. Capable of being realized.

Realization, ( re-al-it-iYshun ) n. Act of realizing or

making real or state of being realized.

Realize, (re'al-iz) v.t. [P. realiser, 8p. realisar.]

To make real ; to convert from imaginary or fictitious

into actual;—to cause to seem real ; to impress upo*

the mind as actual :—to convert into real property ;

—to obtain as the result of plans and efforts ; to gain ;

to get ;—r. i. To receive value or property, eapeeialtj

in money ;—imp. &pp* realized; ppr. realizing.
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Realizing, (re'al-iz- lug) a

Jto bring borne as a reality

Serving to make real or

Realizingty, (re-al-iz'ing-le) adv. In a realizing manner.

R**lly, (re al-le) adv. In a real manner ; with or in

reality: actually; in truth; in fact; verily; certainly.

Realm, (relrn) n. [F. realme, royaume, from L. regalig,

royal.) A royal jurisdiction or regal government;

kingdom :—henoe, province ; region ; domain ; depart

ment.

Realty, (ival-te) n. [Contracted from reality.] Immo

bility, or the fixed, permanent nature of real property.

Ream, (rem) n. tit. risma, a ream of paper, a sect,

A.-S. ream, a band, Ger. riemen, a Btrap.J A pack

age of paper consisting of twenty quires.

Beam, (rem)r. t. [Ger. rawtun, to remove, from mum,

room.] To enlarge or bevel out, as a bole in metal :—

imp. & pp. reamed; ppr. reaming.

Reanimate, (r&-an'e-mat) v. t. To revive ; to restore to

life; to resuscitate; — to invigorate; to infuse new

spirit or cou rage into :—imp. ft pp. reanimated ; ppr.

reanimating.

Reanimation, ( rB-an-e-ma'shun ) n. Act of reviving

from apparent death ; resuscitation ; resurrection ;—

act of imparting fresh rigour, spirit, or courage.

Reannex . ( re" • an - neks' ) v. t. To annex again ; to

reunite :—imp. ft pp. reannexed ; ppr. reannexing.

Reannexation, (re-an-neks-a'shun) n. The act of annex

ing again.

Reap, (rep) v. t. [A.-S. repan, reopan, allied to reoflan,

to seize, L. rapere. ) To cut and gather the produce of

a field : to harvest ;—hence, to gather ; to obtain ; to

receive as a reward, or as the fruit of labour or of

works ;—r. i. To perform the act of reaping ; — to

receive the fruit of labour or works : — imp. ft pp.

reaped; ppr. reaping.

Reaper, (rop'er) n. One who reaps or cuts grain with

a sickle ;—a machine for cutting grain.

Keeping, (rep'ing) n. Act of cutting and gathering

grain or other crops ;—act of receiving as the fruit or

reward of labour or return for acts and deeds.

Reaping-hook, (rep'iug-hook) ». A curved hook used in

cutting grain or grass crops; a sickle; a shearing-hook.

Reappear, (re-ap-per') r. i. To appear a second time :—

imp. ft pp. reappeared; ppr. reappearing. [ance.

Reappearance, (rS-ap-per'ans) n. A second appear-

Reapplication, (re-ap-ple-ka'shun) ft. Act of applying

again ; — a second application ; fresh solicitation ;

renewed effort.

Reapply, (re-ap-plf) r. f. or t. To apply again; to renew,

I as effort, energy, solicitation, die.

Reappoint, (re-ap-point7) r. (. To appoint again :—imp.

ft pp. reappointed ; ppr. reappointing. [men!

Reappointment, (re-ap-pointfment) n. A second appoint-

Rear, (rer) n. [F. anrirre, L. retro, behind.] The back

or hindmost part ;—tpecijlcally, the part of an army

or fleet which is behind the rest.

Rear, (r&T) v. t, f A.-S. varan, allied to r&tian, to raise.]

To raise ;—to lift after a fall ;—to bring to maturity,

as young ; to instruct ;—to breed, as cattle ;—to erect ;

to set up ;—v. i. To rise up on the hind legs, as a

horse :—imp. A pp. reared ; ppr. rearing.

Rear, (rer) a. Being behind or in the hindmost iwirt;

hindmost ; latest in order or time.

Rear, (rer) a. (A.-S, Arm,] Raw; half roasted or

cooked ;—[A.-S. arearan, to hasten.] Early; forward.

Rear-admiral, ( rer-ad'me-ral ) n. An officer next in

rank after the vice-admiral

Rear-guard, (reVgurd) n. The body of an army that

marches in the rear of the main body.

Rear-mouse, (rer'moni) «. [A.-S. hrirtmus.) The

leather-winged bat. [body of troops.

Rear-rank. (teVrangk) «. The hlndemiost rank of a

Rear-ward, (rerVawrd) n. (From rear.] The last troop;

the rear-guard ;—the hind or latter part ; the end ;

the tail. [again.

Ksuoend, (re-as-sendO V. i. To rise, mount, or climb

Reaaeenaion, (rfi-as-een'shun) n. The act of reascend-

ing ; a remounting

Reason, (rerun, re'zn) n. [F. raison, L. ratio, from

reri, to think.] The gift or exercise of thought ;

understanding; intelligence;—the faculty which draws

inferences from facte and premises, apprehends the

relation between causes and effects, and devises mean*

towards ends ;——in Enaltih philosophy, the cogniti ve

and perceptive faculties ; the logical understanding ;—

in Qerman philotophy, the intuitive or direct appre

hension of mental or moral truth ; the critical faculty,

called pure reason, which judges of the conclusions of

the logical understanding ;—the cause or ground of

an action ;- the fundamental idea or principle of a

doctrinal or other system;—also, the alleged or osten

sible cause; consideration; motive;—purpose; object;

—ultimate end or design ;—that which common sense

or general opinion dictates ; justice ; right ;—a pro]>er

or reasonable claim ; moderation ; — a fair or true

account of a matter; rationale ;—the exercise of the

reasoning powers ; ratiocination.

Reason, (re zun) r. i. To exercise the rational faculty ;

—to deduce inferences or conclusions from facts or

premises; to discuss; to debate;—to discourse; togivu

an account or rationale of a matter ; — to argue with ;

to endeavour to persuade or influence by considera

tions, motives, die. ;—v. t To examine or discuss by

arguments ; to debate or argue ;—to persuade by rea

soning or argument: — imp. ft pp. reasoned; ppr,

reasoning.

Reasonable, ( re'zun-a-bl ) a. Having the faculty of

reason ;—governed by reason ; agreeable to reason ;

rational ;—just ; proper ; moderate ;—considerable.

Reasonableness, (rtrzun-a-bl-nes) 11. The quality of

being reasonable ; agreeableness to reason; moderation.

Reasonably, (re'zun-o-ble) adv. In a reasonable man

ner; in consistency with reason; moderately; tolerably.

Reasoner, (re'znn-er) n. One who reasons or argues.

Reasoning, (re'zun-ing) 11. Actor process of deriving

conclusions from premises ;—argumentation ; ratioci

nation.

Reassemble, (re-as-seco/bl) v. t. To assemble or collect

again ;—v. t. To assemble or convene again :—imp. k,

pp. reassembled ; ppr. reassembling.

Reassert, (re-as-serf) v. t. To assert again ; to advance

and maintain, as an old truth or doctrine, or to renew

a claim after a temporary suspension :—-imp. ft pp.

reasserted; ppr. reasserting. [the same tiling.

Reassertion. (re'-as-ser'shun) n. A second assertion of

Reassign, (rS-as-sin') v. t. To assign or transfer back

or again ;—imp. ft pp. reassigned ; ppr. reassigning.

Reassimilate, (re-as-sim'il-at) v.t. To assimilate or

cause to resemble anew ; to change into a like or suit

able substance.

Reassume, (rc-aa-sunv*) v. t. To resume ; to take again.

Reassumption, ( re-os-sum'shun ) ». A resuming ; a

second assumption.

Reassurance, (re-a-shoor'ans) n. Assurance or confir

mation repeated ; a second insurance against loss.

Reassure, (re-a-shdor') V. t. To assure anew; to free

from fear or terror ;—to restore courage or spirit to ;—

to insure a second time against loss : — imp. ft pp.

reassured ; ppr. reassuring.

Reassure r, (re-a-shoor'er) n. A person who reassures ;

—a second underwriter who insures the first or take*

part of his risk.

Reasty, (reVte) a. Rusty. [to unite again

Reattach, (re-at-tach1 r. t. To attach a second time ;

Reattachment, (re-at-tach 'ment) n. A second or

renewed attachment of the same person or thing.

Reattempt, (re-at-temf) v. t. or i. To try again ;—to

make a fresh effort or trial [rebaptization,

Rebaptism (rC-bap'tizm) n. A second baptism :—also

Rebaptize, (re-bap-tlz7) v, t. Tb baptize a second time :

—imp. Upp. rebaptized; ppr. rebaptizing.

Rebate, (re-bat') x't. [F. rt, again, and battre, L
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battuere, to beat, strike.] To beat to obtuseness; to

blunt;—to make * discount from for prompt payment;

—to cut a rebate in ; to rabbet.

Rebate, (re-bat) n. A groove or channel sunk on the

edge of a board or piece of timber ; a rabbet.

Rebatement, (rc-bet'ment) n. Diminution; — deduc

tion of interest or any sum, Ac, on account of prompt

£iyment; abatement

bee, (rft'bek) n. tit ribeeca, from A. rubabah.)

A musical instrument akin to the riolin, with three

catgut strings, tuned in fifths, and played with a bow.

Rebecca, (re-bek'ka) n. The leader of a conspiracy in

Wales, in 183d, to destroy the turnpike gates—so called

because the leader assumed the (lis^uiae of a woman.

Rebecaaitat (re-bek'ka-it) n. A follower of Rebecca ; a

breaker down of tunipikegatea fur the abolition of tolls.

Rebel, (reb'el) u. [L. rebellU, makinf war again,

rebellious.] One who rebels ; one who revolts from

the government to which he owes allegiance.

Rebel, (reb'el) a. Acting in revolt ; rebellious.

Rebel, (rf-bel') v. i. [L. re, again, and failure, to make

war, bellum, war.] To revolt ; to take up arms traitor

ously against the state or government : to refuse obe

dience to ; to resist lawful authority :—imp. & pp.

rebelled ; ppr. rebelling,

R^bfller, (rO-bel'er) n. One who rebels; insurgent.

Rebellion, (ri-bel'yun) n. [L. refMlio.] Act of rebel

ling; open and arrowed renunciation of the authority

of the government to which one owes allegiance ;—

insurrection; sedition; revolt; mutiny.

Rebellious, (re-bel'yus) a. Engaged in rebellion; vio

lently resisting lawful authority.

RebeUiotuly, (re-bel'vus-le) ode. In a rebellious

manner.

Rebelliousness, (rft-bel'yus-nes) u. The state of l>elng

rebellious; spirit of resistance to lawful authority;

contumacy. [noise.

Rebellow, (rC-bello) r. i. To echo back a loud roaring

Reboil, (re-boil*) v. i. [L. rtbuttire.] To take fire again ;

to rekindle ; to be Inflamed with fresh seal.

Rebound, (re-bound') v. i. To spring back ; to start

back ; hence, to be reverberated, as an echoing sound;

—v. t. To drive back ; to reverberate :—imp. it pp.

rebounded; ppr. rebounding.

Rebound, (re-bound') n. Act of flying back upon colli

sion with another body; resilience.

Rebuff, (r£-buO n, A beating back ; sudden resist

ance ;—sudden check ; repulse ; defeat ;—refusal.

Rebuff, (re-bur*) v.t. [V. rtbujfadt. It ra buffo.] To

beat back ; to cheek ; to repel violently, liarshly, or

uncourteously ;—imp, & pp. rebuffed; ppr. rebuffing.

Rebuild, (rd-blUD v. t. To build or construct, as some

thing which has been demolished :—hup. & ]>p. rebuilt;

Ppr- rebuilding. [hension.

Rebukable, (re-huk a-bl) a. Worthy of rebuke or repre-

Rebuke, ( nVbuk' ) ». t [F. retoucher, from re and

boucker, to stop, bonelie, the mouth.) To check, silence,

or put down with reproof; to reprehend sharply and

summarily ;—in Scripture, to check or heal, as dis

ease :—to restrain ; to calm, as the wind ;—to chasten ;

to afflict:—imp. St pp. rebuked; ppr. rebuking.

Rebuke, (rii-buk') n, A direct and pointed reproof;

reprimand ;—chastisement ; punishment.

Rebuker, (re-bftkVr) n. One who rebukes: a chider.

Rebukingly, (re-buk'ing-le) adv. By way of rebuke

Rebury, (re-lieye) v. t. To bury or inter again.

Rebus, (nVbus) a. [L. rebus, by things, ablative plural

of re*, a thing. ] Enigmatical representation of words

by figures ;-—nance, a peculiar form of riddle made up

of such representations.

Rebut (re-hut') v. t. [F. rtbvter, from re, back, and

boater, to pout.] To drive back ; to repel by force ;—

to oppose by argument, plea, or countervailing proof ;

— i'. t To make an answer, as to a plaintiff* sur

rejoinder :—•stap. it pp. rebutted; ppr. rebutting.

Rebuttal, (r*-but'al) n. Act of throwing back or repel

ling ; — refutation of an assertion c

countervailing assertion or proof.

Recalcitrant (rf-kal'se-trant) a. Kicking back :—hence.

showing repugnance or opposition.

Recalcitrate, (re-kalse-trit) v. i. [L. re and caJcitrtsre,

to kick, calx, heel] To kick beck; to kick asazns

any thing :—hence, to express repugnance.

Recall, (re-kawl ) v. t. To call back ; to "tnmmi to

return ; — to revoke ; to annul by a anbeequeaat act ;

— to call to mind ; to recollect; to remember : — sa>n.

a? pp. recalled ; ppr. recalling.

Recall, (re-kawl') n. A ^*1*'^g back ; revocation.

Recant, (re-kant ) v. t. [L. reeantare, to recall, recant}

To contradict, as a former declaration ; to take beck,

as one's words or opinions, especially in religion ;—to

retract ; to abjure ;—r. i. To revoke a ■***•*»»**y»w or

proposition ;—to unsay or abjure what baa been said :

—imp. U pp. recanted ; ppr. recanting.

Recantation, ( re-kaut-a'shun ) >*. Act of recanting:

retraction. {or abjures.

Recanter, (re-kan'ter) n. One who recants, retracts,

Reoapitulate, ( ro-ka-pit'u-Ut ) v.t [F. reeapitmur,

from I., re, again, and capitulum, a small head.] T»

give a summary of the principal facta, point*, or

arguments of ; to relate or detail the matter or sab-

stance of a previous discourse in brief ;—v. t. To com

up what lias been previously said or defended :—itmp\

at pp. recapitulated ; ppr. recapitulating.

Recapitulation, (re-ka-pit-u-U'shun) m. Act of recapi

tulating: a summary.

Recapitulatory,(re-ka-piVu-la-tor-e)a. Repeating again;

containing recapitulation.

Recaption, (rC-kap'shun) n. Act of retaking ; reprised ;

the retaking of one's own goods without force from one

who wrongfully detains them.

Recapture, (re-kap'tur) n. Act of retaking ; etptciaUy,

the retaking of a prize or goods from a captor;—a

prize retaken.

Recapture, (re-kap'tur) v. t. To retake ; especially, to

retake from an enemy a vessel, town, goods, dec,

which had been previously taken:—imp. A pp. recap

tured; ppr. recapturing.

Recast, (re-kasV) r. t. To throw again;—to mould anew;

to throw into a new form or shape ;—to compute a

second time:—imp. & pp. recast; ppr. recasting.

Recede, (re-eeo") v. i. [L. rctedere, from re, again, back,

and cedtre, to go, to go along.] To move back ; to

retreat :—specifically, to withdraw a claim or preten

sion ; retire; retrograde ;—v. (. To oede back ; to yield

to a former possessor [Amer.] ;—imp, Jt pp. receded ;

ppr. receding.

Receipt (re-sef) «. [L. reeipert, receptui*, to receive.]

Act of receiving; reception;—power of receiving or

containing ; capacity ;—place of receiving ;—a plan or

formulary according to the direction of which things

are to be combined; a recipe; — a written acknow

ledgment of payment ;—that which is received.

Receipt, (re-setf) v. t. To give a receipt for: to dis

charge, as an account ;—v. i. To give a receipt :—iwp.

& pp. receipted ; ppr. receipting.

Receipt-book, (re-seVbook) n. A book which contains

receipts. [charged by receipt

Receipted (re-aSt'ed) a. Acknowledged as paid; tits-

Receivable, (re-eev'a-bl) a. Capable of being received.

Receivebleness, (le^sera-bl-nes) n. Capability of being

received.

Reoeive, (rfc-eev') t*. (. [F. rrcreoir, L. reeipert, from

re, again, and capere, to take, seise.] To take or obtain

from another any thing, whether good or evil ;—to

have or get, as an offer ,—to take, as a gift ; to accept;

—to take what is due ;—to get payment of ;—to take

as a reward or return ; to obtain, as thanks or compen

sation ;—to take from by contact, as contagious dis

ease ;—to get from the hand of, as a hurt or wound ;

—to take or obtain intellectually ; to acquire, as an

idea, opinion, knowledge, &o. ,—to give belief or ecosp-
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tation to;—to bold; to retain, as a practice or custom;

—to take in ; to contain ; — to admit to intimacy or

fellowship;—to lodge and entertain, as a guest;—in

Scripture, to take up, as into' heaven ;—to bear with ;

to suffer;—to accept as sent of God ; to believe in :—

imp. & pp. received; ppr. receiving.

Receiver, (re-seVer) n. One who or that which takes or

receive* ; an officer appointed to take public money ;

—one who takes stolen goods knowing them to be

stolen ; — one who partakes of the eucharist ; — in

ehemUtry, a vessel into which spirits are emitted from

the still in the process of distillation ;—a vessel of the

air-pump from which the air can be exhausted.

Receiving, (re-seVing) n. The act of receiving ; that

which is received ;—reset of theft. [Scot.]

Receiving-box, (r3-seVing-boks)n. Post-office box into

which letter** for transmission are put.

Recelebrate, (i-e-eel'S-brat) v. t. To celebrate or com

memorate again. [celebration.

Reoelebration, (re-sel-S-bra'shun) n. A second or renewed

Recency, (rS'sen-se) n. State or quality of being recent;

newness ; freshness.

Recension, (re-sen'shun) n. [L. recensio, from re, again,

and centere, to value, estimate.] Act of reviewing or

revising ; review ; examination ; enumeration ;—espe

cially, the review of a text by an editor or editors ;—

hence, a text established by critical revision.

Recensionist, (re-sen'shun-ist) n. One who makes recen

sions ; one who makes critical reviews ; an editor.

Recent, (ru'sent) o. \h. recent, recent is.] Of late origin,

existence, or occurrence ; new ; late ; fresh ; modern ;

—in geology, noting a formation subsequent to the

creation of man. (long since.

Recently, (rS'aen t-le) <nfr. Newly; lately; freshly; not

Recentneu, (re'sent-nes) ».. Quality of being recent

or new ; newness ; freshness ; lateness of origin or

occurrence.

Receptacle, ( re-sep'ta-kl ) n. [L. receptaculwm, from

recipere, to receive.] That which receives or into which

any thing is received and held ; a receiver or holder ;

a reservoir.

Receptibility, (rS-sep-te-bil'e-te) n. The quality of

being receptible; receivableness; capacity of receiving.

Receptible, ( re" - sep ' te - bl ) a. Admitting reception ;

receivable.

Reception, (rfc-sep'shun) n. [L. receptio, from recipire,

reeeptnm.] Act of receiving ; admission; state of being

received ; — a receiving or manner of receiving for

entertainment; entertainment; — hence, an occasion

or ceremony of receiving guests ;—admission, as of an

opinion or doctrine.

Receptive, (rG-sep'tiv) a. Having the quality of receiv

ing ; able or inclined to take in, hold, or contain.

Receptivity, ( re-sep-tivVte ) n. The state, power, or

capacity of receiving or acquiring impressions, as of

the senses.

Recess, (re-ses') n. [L. recestus, from recedere.] A

withdrawing or retiring; retirement; retreat;—a with

drawing from public business or notice ;—seclusion ;

privacy ;—-remission or suspension of business; inter

mission, as of a legislative body or school;—part of a

room formed by the receding of the wall, as an alcove,

niche, &c ;—place of retirement or secrecy ;—secret or

abstruse part ;—the retiring of the shore of a sea or

lake from the general outline of the land ; bay ;

cove, &c.

Recession, (re-sesh'un) «. [L. recemo, from recedere,

rectMum.] Act of receding or withdrawing, as from

a place, a claim, or demand ; — act of ceding back ;

restoration.

Rechabites, (re'ka-bita) n. pi. The descendants of

Jonadab the son of Rechab, who abstained from all

intoxicating drinks.

Recheat, (rt'ehet) n. A strain which the huntsman

winds on his horn when the hounds have lost the

•cent.

Recherche, (ra-shar'slia) a. f F. ] Sought out with care;

hence, of rare attraction ; of studied elegance.

Recipe. ( retre-pO ) n. [ii imperative of recipere, to

take back, to take in, to receive.] A prescription for

making some combination ; especially, a prescription

for medicine. [recipieut.

Recipiency, (re-aipVen-ee) n. State or quality of being

Recipient, (re-sip'e-ent) a. Receiving.

Recipient, (re-sip'e-ent) «. [L. recipient, receiving, ppr.

of recipere, to receive.] A receiver; the person 01

thing that receives ; the receiver of a still.

Reciprocal, ( rC-sip'ro-kal ) a. [L. reciprocut.] Acting

or recurring in vicissitude ; — done by each to the

other ; given and received ; — mutually interchange'

able ;—reflexive—applied to pronouns and verbs.

Reciprocal, (re-sip'ro-kal) n. An idea or term alter

nating or corresponding to another by contrast or

opposition, as "generation is the reciprocal of decay

and corruption, life of death," and vice versa;—the

quotient arising from dividing unity by any quantity.

Reciprocally, ( re-eip'ro-kal-le ) adv. In a reciprocal

manner; interchangeably; mutually;—in the manner

of reciprocals.

Reciprocalness, (rG-sip'ro-kal-nea) n. The quality of

being reciprocal ; mutual return ; alternateness.

Reciprocate, (re-sip'rd-kat) v. i. [L. reciprocate, reci-

procatum.] To act interchangeably; to alternate;—

v. t. To give and return mutually ; to make return

for ; to requite ; to interchange :—imp. & pp. recipro

cated; ppr. reciprocating.

Reciprocation, (ie-sip-ro-ka'Bhun) n. Act of reciprocat

ing; interchange of acts; mutual giving and receiv

ing ;—alternation ;—regular return of two symptoms

of disease, as fever and ague.

Reciprocity, ( rea-e-prosVte ) n. Mutual action and

reaction, as in mechanism ;—the discharge of mutual

duties or obligations, as between two individuals or

parties ; equal enjoyment of mutual rights or benefits;

especially in international trade, equal facilities or

advantages by abolition of prohibitory or protective

duties, or by equalizing the rates in each country.

Reciaion, (re-sixh'un) n. [L. recitio, from recidere, to

cut off.] The act of cutting off.

Recital, (re-sit'al) n. Act of reciting ; rehearsal ; repe

tition of the words of another or of a writing;—nar

ration ;—that which is recited ; a story ;—the formal

statement or setting forth of some matter of fact in

any deed or writing.

Recitation, (res-e-ta'shun) «. Act of reciting ; rehearsal ;

—a public reading, especially as an elocutionary exhi

bition ;—the rehearsal of a lesson by pupils before their

instructor.

Recitative, (resVtat-iv) n. A species of musical recita

tion in which the words are delivered in a manner

resembling that of ordinary declamation ; also, the

recitation itself, or a piece of music intended for

recitation.

Recitative, (res'e-tat-iv) a. Reciting; — pertaining to

musical pronunciation ; — noting such parts in an

oratorio or opera as are to be chanted and declaimed.

Recite, (rc-sif) v. t. [L. re, again, and eitare, to call or

name, to cite.] To repeat, as something already pre

pared, written down, committed to memory, or the

like ; — to tell over ; to go over in particulars ; — to

rehearse, as a lesson to an instructor; narrate ; relate ;

describe ; — v.i. To repeat, pronounce, or rehearse

something prepared or committed to memory :—imp.

& pp. recited; ppr. reciting.

Reciter, (rG-sit'cr) u. One who recites or rehearses.

Reck, (rek) r. i. [A.-S. riean, to care for, Ger. ruochan.]

To make account ; to take heed ; to care ;—v. t. To

heed ; to regard ; to care for.

Reckless, (rek'les) a. Rashly negligent; heedless;

careless ; indifferent ; regardless ; unconcerned.

Recklessly, ( rek'lee-le ) adv. In a reckless manner ;

heedlessly; carelessly.
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Recklessness, (reklea-nes) n. State or quality of being

reckless ; heedlessness ; carelessness ; negligence.

Reckon, ( rek'n ) v. U [A. -3. reenan, reciiian, loeL

rtii-na.] Tooount; to number; to tell over by par

ticular* ;—to set in the number, rank, or class of ; to

esteem ; — to make a reckoning ; to calculate ; —v.i.

To make account ; to go through with a calculation ;

—to make up accounts ; to examine and strike the

balance of debt and credit ;—to think ; to suppose ; to

imagine ;—to be answerable for ■ to pay the penalty ;

estimate; value; repute:—imp. & pp. reckoned; ppr.

reckoning.

Reckoner, (rek'n-er) ;i. One who reckons or computes.

Reckoning, (rek'n-ing) n. Act of one who counts or

computes; calculation; — adjustment of claims and

accounts; hence, exaction of penalty incurred;—

charges or account made by a host ; hotel bill ;—

esteem ; account ; estimation ; — a calculation of the

ship's position from the last point of departure.

Reclaim, (re-klam') v.t. [L. re, again, back, and

elamare, to call or cry aloud.] To call back ; to de

mand the return of;—to claim or challenge, as a right ;

—to reduce from a wild to a domestic state ; to tame,

as an animal ;—to bring into a state of cultivation or

productiveness, as waste land, &c. ; — to bring back

from error, sin, or vicious conduct; to reform ;—to

recover ; to regain ;—v. i. To cry out ; to exclaim ;—

to object to ; to remonstrate :—imp. <t pp. reclaimed ;

Ppr. reclaiming. [reclaimed or reformed.

Reolaimable, (rf-klam'a-bl) a. Capable of being

Reclaimant, (le-klam'ant) M. One who objects to or

remonstrates against. [demanding.

Reclaiming, (re-klam'ing) a. Recalling; recovering:

Reclamation, ( rek-la-ma'shun) u, [L. reclar.iatio.]

Recovery ;— demand of something to be restored;--

—exception taken. [as a leaf.

Reclinate, (rek'le-nat) a. Reclined or bent downward,

Reclination, ( rek-le-na'shun ) n. Act of leaning or

reclining ;—in dialling, the angle which the plane of

the dial makes with a vertical plane which it intersects

in a horizontal line.

Recline, (rC-klin') v. t. [L. reclinare, from re, again,

back, and clinare, to lean, incline.] To lean back ;

to lean to one aide or sidewise ;—v. i. To rest or repose ;

to take a recumbent position; to lean:—imp. & pp.

reclined; ppr. reclining.

Reclining, (nVklin'ing) a. In botany, ascending and

then curving gradually back, as the stem of the

bramble.

Recluse, (re-kins') a. [L. itcluaut, from reeludere, to

nnclose, open.} Shut up ; sequestered ; retired from

the world or from public notice ; solitary.

Recluse, (re-kids') n. A person who lives in retirement

or seclusion ; a religious devotee ; hermit.

Reoluseness((rC-kliu?nes)n. Retirement; seclusion from

society. [the world ; seclusion.

Reclusion, (re-klu'zhun) n. A state of retirement from

Reclusive, ( re-klu'siv ) a. Affording retirement from

society.

Recoction, (re-kok'shun) n. [L. recoct)'.*, pp. of reco-

qutre, to cook or boil over again.] A second coction

or preparation.

Recognition, ( rek-og-nish'nn ) n. [L. recognition Act

of recognizing or state of being recognized ; acknow

ledgment; formal avowal; knowledge confessed or

avowed. [nelled on an assize.

Recognitor, (r5-kog'ne-tor) n. One of a jury impan-

Recognizable, ( rek-og-nir/a-bl ) u. Capable of being

recognized or acknowledged.

Recognizance, (rc-kog/niz-ans) n. [F. reconnoiuanee.]

Acknowledgment of a person or thing; avowal; recog

nition ;—an obligation entered Into before some court

or magistrate duly authorized to do soine particular

act :—pledge ;—badge ; armorial distinction.

Recognize, (lek'og-nbj) v. t. [L. rteogno$eere, from re',

again, and cogiwtctrt, to know.] To know again : to 

recover or recall knowledge of;—toavow knowledge of:

to allow that one knows ; to admit with a formal

acknowledgment ; — v.i. To enter an obligation osT

record before a proper tribunal :—imp. A pp. recog

nized; ppr. recognizing.

Recognizee, (re-kog-nix-e') n. The person to whom a

recognizance is made. [recognizance.

Recognizor, (re-kog'niz-or) n. One who enters into a

Recoil, (re-koil') v. t. [F. reenter, from L. re, back, and

cultte, the posteriors.] To start, roll, bound, or tall

back ;—to draw back, as from any thing repugnant,

distressing, alarming, and the like ; to shrink .*—imp.

& pp. recoiled ; ppr. recoiling,

Recoil, (tv-koil') n. A starting or falling back ;—tpeci-

ricolli/, the reaction of fire-arms when discharged.

Recoin, (re-koin') v. t. To coin anew : — imp. a? pp.

recoined ; ppr. reooining.

Recoinage, (re-koin'Aj) n. The act of coining anew ;

that which is coined anew.

Recollect, (rek'ol-lekt, re'kol-lekt) r. t. [L. recolliffere,

reeolleetum.\ To recover or recall the knowledge of;

to bring back to the mind or memory ; to remember ;

—to collect again ; to gather what has been scattered :

—imp. & pp. recollected ; ppr. recollecting.

Recollection, (rek-ol-lek'shun) m. Act of recollecting or

recalling to the memory; power of recalling ideas to

the mind or the period within which things can be

recollected ; remembrance ; memory ;—that which is

recollected ; reminiscence.

Reoombine, (re-kom-bin') r. t. To*combine again:—

imp. & pp. reoombined ; ppr. recombining.

Recommence, (re-koui-meiut') v. t. To commence again ;

to begin anew :—imp. ds pp. recommenced ; ppr. recom

mencing, [or commencement anew.

Recommencement, (rv-kotii-jnei)B'ment))«. A beginning

Recommend, (rek-om-mend') v. t. To commend to the

favourable notice of another ; to bestow commenda

tion on ;—to make acceptable :—to commit ; to give in

charge;—to advise, as an action, practice, measure,

remedy, Ac. :—imp. it pp. recommended ; ppr. recom

mending, [recommendation or praise.

Reoommendable, (rek-om-mend'a-bl) a. Worthy of

Recommendation, (rek-om-mend-a'shun) n. Act of

recommending or of commending to favour ;—favour

able representation ;—that which procures or insures a

kind and favourable reception.

Recommendatory, (rek-om-mend'a-tor-e) a. Serving to

recommend ; recommending ; commendatory.

Recommender, (rek-om-mend'er) n. One who recom

mends.

Recommisaion, (re-kom-mlsh'un) v. t. To commission

agaiu ; to fit and send out a second time for active

service.

Recommit, (re-kom-mit*) r. t. To commit again : to

refer again to a committee;—to send back to prison, as

an accused person, after examination : — imp. & pp.

recommitted ; ppr. recommitting.

Recommitment, (re-kom-mit'ment) n. A second com

mitment ; a renewed reference to a committee.

Recommittal, (re-kom-mit'al) n. Return of an accused

party to prison pending inquiry, in order to the' final

decision of the magistrate ;—the writ or warrant for

recommittal.

Recompense, (rek'om-pens) r. f. [F. retompenser .) To

compensate ; to make a return to ; totrender an equi

valent for service, loss, &o. :—to reward; to remuner

ate;—to pay back ; to requite: to repay—sometimes

in a bad sense ;—in Scripture, to pay or atone for ; to

redeem by restitution or equivalent return:— imp. A

pp. recompensed; ppr. recompensing.

Recompense, (rek'om-penB) n. An equivalent returned

for any thing given, done, or suffered ; compensation ;

remuneration ; reward ; requital.

Recc-mpenser, ( rek-om-pens er ) n. One who gives a

recompense ; a requiter.

Recompose, (re-kom-pdz) v. U To compose again ; to
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form anew ;—to tranquillize ; to quiet or settle again :

—imp. & pp. recomposed ; opr, recomposing.

Reconcilable, ( rok-on-sil'a-bl) a. Capable of being

reconciled ;—capable of being made to agree or be con-

■latent.

Reconcilableness, (rek-on-sll'a-bl-nes) n. The quality of

being reconcilable ; consistency ;—possibility of being

restored to friendship and harmony. [manner.

Reconcilably, (rek-on-sil'a-ble) adv. In a reconcilable

Reconcile (rek'on-sO) v. t. [F. reetmeilier, from L. re,

again, back, and conciliare, to bring together, to unite.]

To conciliate anew ; to restore to friendship or favour

after estrangement ; — to bring to acquiescence, con

tent, or quiet submission ;—to make consistent or con-

gruous :—to adjust ; to settle :—imp, & pp. reconciled ;

ppr. reconciling.

Reconcilement, (rek-on-sil'ment) n. The act of recon

ciling or the state of being reconciled ; reconciliation.

Reconciler, (rek'on-sfl-er) n. One who reconciles ; one

who brings parties at variance into renewed friend

ship ; - one who discovers the consistence of proposi

tions seemingly contradictory.

Reconciliation, (rek-on-sil-e-Ashun) ». Act of reconcil

ing or state of being reconciled ;—in Scripture, the

means by which sinners are reconciled to God ;—resto

ration to harmony ;—reduction to congruence or con

sistency;—atonement; propitiation.

Reconciliatory , (rek-on-aiVe-a-tor-e) a. Serving or tend

ing to reconcile.

Recondite, (reVon-dit) a. [L. reconditu*, pp. of recon-

dere, to lay up, to conceal.] Secret; hidden from the

view or intellect ;— dealing in things abstruse ; pro

found, [again.

Reconduct, (re-kon-dukf) v.t. To conduct back or

Reconfirm. (r6 -kon - ferm 9 r. (. To strengthen anew ;

to confirm again ; to reassure.

Reconnoitre, (rek-on-noi'ter) v. t [F. reconnoitre,

recoiinattre.) To examine by the eye ; to make a pre

liminary survey of ; to survey with a view to military

or engineering operations ;—to spy and watch, as the

position, movements, foroe, Ac, of an enemy.

Reconquer, (rS-konglcer) r. t. To conquer again ; to

recover by conquest ;—to recover ; to regain :—imp. &

pp. reconquered ; ppr. reconquering.

Reconsider, (rt-kon-sid'er) v. t. To consider again : to

review;—to take up for renewed consideration, as a

motion, vote, or the like '.—imp. <fc pp. reconsidered ;

/</')' reconsidering.

Reconsideration, (ri'-kon-sid-rr-.Yshun) v. Act of recon

sidering or state of being reconsidered ; renewed con

sideration or review.

Reconstruct, (rS-kon-strukf) v. t. To construct a^ain ;

to rebuild :—imp. & pp. reconstructed ; ppr. recon

structing.

Reconstruction, (rO-kon-etrak'shun) n . Act of construct

ing again ; rebuilding, as of an edifice ;—act of form

ing upon new principles ; reconstitution, as of the

government of a country.

Reconvene, (rt-kon-vgn') v. U To convene or call together

again ;—v. %. To assemble or come together again.

Reconvention, (reckon-ven'shun) n. A contrary or cross

action brought by the defendant in a suit against the

plaintiff. [sion ; renewal of grace.

Reconversion, (re-kon-vcr'shun) n. A second oonver-

Reconvert, (rfi-kon-vert') r. t. To convert again.

Reconvey, (re-kon-v&O v. (. To convey back or to the

former place;—to transfer to a former owner:—imp.

& pp. reconveyed ; ppr. reconveying.

Reconveyance, (re-kon-va'aus) n. Act of reconveying

or transferring a title to a former proprietor.

Record, (re-kord") v. t. [L. reeordan,, to remember.]

To preserve the memory of by committing to writing,

to printing, to inscription, or the like; to make note

of ;—to enrol ; to register ;—to imprint deeply on the

mind or memory ; — to celebrate ; — imp, & pp. re-

oorded ; ppr. recording.

Record, (rek'ord) ». A register ; an authentic copy of

any writing, or an account or memorial of any facta

and proceedings entered in a book for preservation.

Recorder, (rC-kord'efr) n. One who records; specifically

a ]>efsoii whose official duty It is to register writings or

transactions ;—the chief judicial officer of some cities

and boroughs ;—a kind ofwind instrument resembling

the flageolet. [recorder.

Recordership, ( re" - kord 'er - ship ) n. The office of a

Recording, ( re-kord'ing) u. The act of placing on

record. [records are kept.

Record-office, (rek ord-of-fls) n. The place where public

Recount, (re-kount') v. (. [F. reconUi; to relate again.]

To relate in detail ; to tell or narrate the particulars

of ; narrate ; rehearse ; enumerate :—imp. & pp. re

counted ; ppr. recounting.

Recoupe, (re-koop') v. t. or i. [F. recouper, from L. re,

hack, and capere, to take.] To recover; to indemnify

by a sot-off, discount, die. ; — to make an abatement or

deduction.

Recoupment, ( rC-koop'ment ) n. In low. the act of

retaining something due ; discount or deduction.

Recourse, (re-k8rs/) n. [L. recur$u*, from recurrcre, to

run back.] Return ; recurrence ;—application made

to another in difficulty, perplexity, need, or the like ;

a going for help : resort ; — in late, right of action or

appeal : proper mode of prosecuting an action.

Recover, (re-kuv'cr) r, t. [F. raowrrer, L. recuperare,

from re, back, and capere, to take.] To get or obtain

again ; to win back ; to regain ;—to bring back to life

or health ;—to restore from sickness ; to revive from

apparent death ; — to gain as a compensation ; to

obtain in return for injury or debt ;—v. i. To regain

health after sickness ; to grow well ; — to regain a

former state or condition after misfortune ;— to obtain

a judgment in a lawsuit :—imp. & pp. recovered ; ppr.

recovering. [recovered, restored, or regained.

Recoverable, (re-kuv'er-a-bl) a. Capable of being

Recoverer, (re-kuv'er-er) n The claimant who obtains

a Judgment in his favour in an action of recovery.

Recovery, (re-kuv'e,r-e) n. Act of regaining, retaking,

or obtaining possession ; — restoration from sickness,

weakness, misfortune, or the like;—the obtaining of

a right to something by a verdict and Judgment of

court from an opposing party in a suit.

Recreancy, (rek're-an-se) n. Quality of being recreant.

Recreant, (rek're-ant) a. [Norm. F. and F. recreant,

cowardly, from recrier, to cry out, to beg.] Crying for

mercy, as a combatant in the trial by battle; cowardly;

craven ;—apostate ; false ; unfaithful.

Recreant, ( rek're-ant ) n. One who yields in combat,

and begs for mercy; a mean-spirited, cowardly wretch.

Reereantly, (rek're-ant-le) adv. With cowardice ; in a

recreant way or manner.

Recreate, (rek'rt-at) v. t. [L. recreart, reereatvm, from

re, again, and creare, to create.] To give fresh life to ;

to reanimate ; to revive ; especially, to revive the

exhausted strength or languid spirits of; to refresh

from weariness ;—to delight ; to gratify ;—r. t . To take

recreation :—imp. & pp. recreated ; ppr. recreating.

Recreate, (re-kre-ot') r. t. To create or form anew.

Recreation, (rek-re-a'shun) n. Act of recreating or state

of being recreated ; refreshment of the strength and

spirits after toil ; diversion; entertainment.

Recreation, ( re-kru-a'shun ) ». A forming anew ; a

new creation.

Recreative, (rek're-at-iv) a. Producing or forming anew ;

—giving new vigour or spirit ; refreshing ; affording

relief after labour or pain ;—amusing ; diverting.

Recrement, (rek're-ment) n. [L. recrementum, from re,

again, and emio'f, cretum, to separate, sift.] Super

fluous matter separated from that which is useful;

dross; spume.

Recremental, (rek-re-ment'al) a. Consisting of super

fluous matter separated from that which is valuable ;

drossy.
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Recriminate, (rfl-krim'in-ftt) c.i. [L. re, again, and

criminari, to accuse of a crime.] To return one accu

sation with another ; to retort a charge ; — v.t. To

accuse in return : — imp. & pp. recriminated ; ppr.

recriminating*.

Recrimination. (rC-krim-in-a'shun) n. Act of recrimi

nating ; return of one accusation with another ; coun

ter charge brought by the accused against the accuser

in the same case or issue.

Recriminator, (re-krim'in-at-or) «, One who retorts a

charge or accusation upon the accuser.

Recriminatory, (r&-krim'in-a-tor-e) a. Retorting accu

sation ; answering an accuser by a counter charge :—

also recriminative.

Recrudescent, ( re-krdo-des'ent ) a. [L. recrudescens,

ppr. of recrudescere, to become raw again.] Growing

raw, sore, or painful again.

Recruit, (re-kroof) v.t. [F. recruter, reeroUre, to grow

again, L. crescere.} To repair by fresh supplies, as any

thing wasted ; to supply lack or deficiency in ;—hence,

to renew in strength or health ; to reinvigorate ;—to

supply with new men, as an army;—r. i. lo gain new

supplies of any thing wasted ; to gain flesh, health,

spirits, and the like; — to gain new supplies of men

for military or other service : — imp. & pp. recruited ;

vpr. recruiting.

Recruit, (re-krootf) n. Supply of any thing wasted ;—

specifically, a newly enlisted soldier.

Recruiter, (re-kroot er) n. One who recruits.

Recruiting, (re-kroot'ing) n. Act of regaining health

and strength ;—act of making up for deficiency or loss;

—business of raising or enlisting new men for the

military or naval service.

Recruiting-party, (rS-kroot'ing-par-te) n. A party of

soldiers employed in raising soldiers for the army.

Recrystallize, (re-kriB'tal-llz) v.t. To crystallize a

second time.

Rectangle, (rek'tang-gl) n. [L. rectus, right, and

angulus, angle.] A four-sided

figure having only right angles ;

a right-angled parallelogram of

which the two opposite sides are

equal, and all the angles are right

angles.

Rectangular, ( rek-tang'gu-lar ) a.

Right-angled ; having one or Rectangle,

more angles of ninety degrees.

Rectiflable, (rek'te-fi-a-bl) a. Capable of being cor

rected or set right.

Rectification, (rek-te-fe-ka'shnn) n. Act or operation of

correcting, amending, or setting right ; — process of

refining or purifying any substance by repeated dis

tillation, [rectifies.

Rectifier, ( rek'te-fi-er ) h. One who or that which

Rectify, (rek'te-f I) r. t. [F. rectifier, from L. rectus,

right, and faeere, to make.] To make straight or right;

to correct from a wrong, erroneous, or false Btate ;—

to refine by repeated distillation or sublimation ;—

amend : reform ; redress '.—imp. & pp. rectified ; ppr.

rectifying.

Rectilineal, ( rek-terlin'e-al ) a. [L. rectus, right, and

Hum, line.] Right-lined ; consisting of right lines ;

bounded by right lines :—also rectilinear.

Rectilinearly, (rek-te-lin'e-ar-le) adv. In a right lino ;

straightly.

Rectitude, (rek'te-tud) n. [L. rectitudo, from rectus,

right, straight.] Rightneas of principle or practice

according to either divine or human law ; upright

ness ; integrity; honesty; justice; equity.

Rector, (rek'tor) n, [L. from regere, rectum, to lead

straight, to rule.] A ruler; governor ;—a clergyman

who has the charge and cure of a parish ; a pastor ;—

parson of a parish in which the tithes are not impro

priate ;—the head master of a public school ;—the cliief

elective officer of Home universities ;—the superior or

chief of a convent or religious house.

Rectorial, (rek-to're-al) a. Of or pertaining to govern'*

ment ; relating to a rector. [rectorate.

Rectorship, (rek'tor-ship) n. Office or rank of a rector ;

Rectory, (rek'tor-e) n. A parish church, parsonage, or

spiritual living with all its rights, tithes, and glebes ;

—a parsonage-house.

Rectrix, (rek'triks) n. [L.] A governess;—pL Rectriees,

the large feathers in the tails of birds which act as rud

ders in regulating the direction of their flight.

Rectum, (rek'tum) n, [L. (sc. intestinum), from rectus,

straight.] The terminal part of the large intestines.

Recumbency, (re-kum'ben-se) n, " Posture of leaning or

lying ;—repose ; rest ; idle or indolent state.

Recumbent, (re-kum'bent) a. [L. recumbens, from re,

back, and cumbere, to lie down.] Leaning ; reclining ;

—reposing; inactive; idle. [posture.

Recumbently, (re-kum'bent-le) adv. In a recumbent

Recuperate, (re-kuper-at) r. i. [L- recuperare, reett-

peratum.] To recover health.

Recuperative, (re-ku'per-at-iv) a. Tending to recovery;

pertaining to recovery.

Recur, (re-kurO v. i. [L. reeurrere, from re, again, back,

and currerr, to run.] To come back ; to return again

or repeatedly ; — to oocur at a stated interval or

according to some regular rule ; especially, to return

to the mind or thoughts ;—to resort ; to have recourse :

—imp. & pp. recurred ; ppr. recurring.

Recurrence, (re-kur'ens) n. Act of recurring ; return ;

resort. [time ; recurring.

Recurrent, (rfl-kur'ent) o. Returning from time to

Rccurvate, (rg-kurv'at) a. Bent or curved backward

or outward. [backward.

Recurvation, (rc-kurv-a'shiin) n. A bending or flexure

Recurve, (re-kurv*) v. t. [L. rt, again, back, and cur-

vare, to bend.] To bend back.

Recurvous. (rS-kurv'us) a. [L. reeurvus, from re,

again, back, and curvus, bent, curved.] Bentor curved

backward. [tenets of a recusant.

Recusancy, (rS-kuz'ans-e) n. Non-conformity; the

Recusant, (lv-kfiz'ajit) a. [L. recusant, from re, again,

and causa, a cause.] Obstinate in refusal ; specifically,

refusing to acknowledge the supremacy of the king

in matters of religion, or to conform to the rites of

the established church.

Recusant, (re-kiiz'ant) n. One who refused to acknow

ledge the supremacy of the crown in matters of reli

gion, as a papist ;—one who refused communion with

the Church of England ; a non-conformist.

Recusative, (re-kuz'a-tiv) a. Tending to refuse ; oppos

ing ; negative.

Red, (red) a. [A.-S. redd, redd, W. rhudd.] Of the

colour of blood, or of a tint resembling that colour;

noting a simplo or primitive colour, including many

different shades or hues, as scarlet, crimson, vermilion,

orange-rod, and the like. [this.

Red, (red) n. The colour of blood or a tint resembling

Redaction, (rG-dak'shun) n. [L. redigere, redactuvt,

from red, re, again, back, and agere, to put in motion,

to drive ] The act of digesting or reducing to order,

as literary or scientific materials ;—a digest.

Rcdacteur, (red-ak'tur) n. [F,] One who collates,

arranges, abridges, and prepares for publication ; an

editor.

Redan, (re-dan1) n. [F. redent, a double notching, from

L. re, again, back, and dens, a

tooth.] A work having two faces

uniting so as to form a salient

angle toward the enemy.

Redargue, (red-ar'gu) v. t. To re

fute ; to convict.

Red-book, (red'book) n. A book

containing the names of all the

persons in the service of the state. Redan-

Redbreast, (red'brest) n. A bird so called fromths

colour of its breast ; the robin.

Red-ooat, (redltot) n. A soldier.
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Red-deer, (red'der) n. The common stag.

Redden, (red'n) v. t. To make rod ;—r. i. To grow or

become red ; hence, to blush from modesty ;—to flush

from soger:—imp. & pp. reddened; ppr. reddening.

Reddish, (red'ish) a. Somewhat red ; moderately red.

Reddishneas, ( red'iah-nes ) n. Redness in a moderate

degree.

Reddition, (red-dish'un) n. [L. rtdditio, from redder*,

to give back, to return.] A returning of any thing ;

restitution; surrender ;—explanation ; representation.

Redeem, (re-dem') v. t, [I., redimere, from re, again,

back, and emere, to buy.] To purchase back ; to repur

chase ;—hence, to regain, as mortgaged property, by

paying the principal, interest, and costs of the mort

gage ; — to receive back by paying the value, as a pro

missory note ;—to ransom from captivity, bondage, or

the like ;—hence, to rescue and deliver from the bond

age of sin and its penalties;—to discharge, as a penalty

or obligation ; to make good by performance, as a pro

mise;— to make amends for; to compensate; — to

recover by subsequent conduct, as character or repu

tation ;—to employ or spend wisely, as time :—imp. &

pp. redeemed ; ppr. redeeming.

Redeemable, (re-dem'a-bl) a. Capable of being redeemed.

Redeemer, (re-dem'er) n. Ono who redeems or ransoms ;

—specifically, the Saviour of the world, Jesus Christ.

Redeliver, ( re-de-hVgr ) v. t. To deliver back ; —»to

liberate a second time :—imp. k pp. redelivered ; ppr.

redelivering.

Redelivery, (rG-dg-liv'er-e) n. Act of delivering back ;

—a second delivery or liberation :—also redd iterance.

Redemand, (re-de-mand') v. t. To demand again.

Redemise, (re-de-miz') v. t To convey or transfer hack,

as an estate.

Redemise, (re-dS-miz') n. The transfer of an estate

back to the person who has demised it ; reconveyance.

Redemption, (re-dem'shun) n. [L. ndempUo.] Act of

buying back or delivering by payment of an equiva

lent ; repurchase ; — ransom ; release ;—the liberation

of an estate from a mortgage ; a,lso, the right of

redeeming and re-entering upon an estate mortgaged ;

—the deliverance of sinners from the bondage of sin

and the penalties of God b violated law : the atonement.

Redemptorist, ( re-dom'tor-ist ) n. One of a religious

order founded by Lignori in 1732—order of the Holy

Redeemer. [ing to redeem.

Redemptory, (re-dem'tor-e) a. Paid for ransom ; serv-

Red-gum, (red'gum) n. An eruption of red pimples in

early infancy ; tooth-rash;—a disease of grain, a kind

of blight. [sandy colour.

Redhaircd. (redTiard) a. Having hair of a red or bright

Red-hand, (red nand) n. Bloody-hand. [ness.

Red-hot, (redTiot) a. Red with heat ; heated to red-

Redintegrate, (re-din'te-grat) v.t. [L. re, again, and

inUrrrnre, to make whole, to renew, from integer,

whole.] To make whole again ; to renew ; to restore

to a perfect state :—imp. & pp. redintegrated ; ppr.

redintegrating.

Redintegration, (re^din-te-gra'shnn) n. Restoration to

a whole or sound state ; renovation.

Rediaburn, (re-dis-burs/) r. t To repay ; to refund.

Redispose, (re-dis-pox") i?. t. To arrange or adjust anew

or in a different position. [tion again.

Redistribute, (re-dis-trib'ut) e\ t. To deal out or ippor-

Red-lead, (redled) n. A preparation of lead of a fine

red colour, used in painting and in the arte.

Redlettcr-day, (redlet-tcr-da) n. A fortunate or auspi

cious day— so called because the saints' days wore

marked in the old calendars with red letters.

Redly, (redle) adv. With redness.

Redness, (red'nes) n. Quality of being red ; red colour.

Redolence, (red'd-lens) n. Quality of being redolent ;

sweetness of scent

Redolent, (red'6-lent) a. [L. redolent, ppr. of rcdolere,

to emit a scent.] Diffusing odour or fragrance; scented; i

odorous.

 

Redouble, (re-dub'l) v. (. To double again or repeated

ly; to augment greatly; to multiply;—v. i. To become

greatly or repeated!y increased ; to bo multiplied :—

imp. h pp. redoubled ; ppr. redoubling.

Redoubt, (re-doutf) n. [F. redoiUe, from L. reduclyj,

drawn back, retired.] An

inclosed work of any poly

gonal form without re-enter

ing angles ; — an outwork

placed within another out-'

work.

Redoubtable, (re-dout'a-bl) a.

[F. from redoubter, to fear.]

Formidable ; terrible to foes ;

hence, valiant.

Redound, (rc-dound') v. i. [L.

re, again, and vndare, to

surge, from undo., a wave.] Redoubt.

To roll back, as a wave or flood ;—to come back, as a

consequence or result ; to have effect ;—to conduce ; to

contribute ;—to be in excess ; to be redundant:—imp.

& pp. redounded ; ppr. redounding,

Red-poll, (red'pdl) n, A British song-bird marked by

a red tuft on the head.

Redraw, (re-draw') v. t. To draw again, as a second

bill of change ;—to make a second draft or copy.

Redress, (re-dies') v.t. To put in order again ; to

repair ;—to set right, as a wrong; to make amends for;

to remedy ;—to make amends or compensation to :—

imp. & pp. redressed ; ppr. redressing.

Redress, (re -dree') n. Reformation; amendment;—

deliverance from wrong, injury, or oppression ; relief;

reparation ; remedy.

Redrcssal. (re'-dres'al) n. Act of restoring to a right

state ; correction of wrong, injustice, or oppression ;

reparation ; indemnification :—-also redres*mrnt.

Redresser, (rt-dres'er) ik One who gives redress.

Redressible, (rtJ-dres'e-bl) a. Capable of being remedied,

indemnified, or restored to a right state. [relief.

Redressive, (re-dres'iv) a. Giving redress ; affording

Redsear, ( red'ser ) v. i. To break or crack when red-

hot, as iron under the hammer.

Redshank, (red'shangk) n. A native bird, longirostral

and grallatorial, akin to the snipe—so called from the

colour of its legs ;—also, a Scotch Highlander, in con

temptuous allusion to his bare legs.

Redstart, (red 'start) n. A small, handsome singing-

bird found in Europe, and allied to the nightingale.

Redstreak, ( red'strek ) n. A sort of apple—so called

from its red streak?.

Red-tape, (red'tap) n. Tape for tying up letters, docu

ments, parcels, Ac. —usually of a red colour in public

and government offices ;—hence, official forms ; system

of routine ; adherence to established practice and pre

cedent ; application of the same rules and forms to all

cases without reference to the special circumstances,

necessities, Ac , of each :—also written red-tapitm.

Red-tapist, (red-t&p'ist ) n. A public or government

official who adheres rigidly to the customary forms and

routine of the office ; —hence, a statesman who tries

to conduct public affairs by old rules and precedents

without regard to the altered conditions of the times,

or the specialities of the case.

Reduce (re-das') r. t. [L. reducer*, from re, again, back,

and ducere, to lead.] To bring back or bring to a

former state ;—to chango into any state, good, bad, or

indifferent ;—to bring into subjection ; to subdue ;—

to bring low; to humble; — to lower in dignity: to

degrade ;—to diminish in length, breadth, thickness,

size, rank, quantity, or the like ;—to bring into a cer

tain order, class, rank, Ac. ;—in arithmetic, to change,

as numbers, from one denomination into anoth«*r

without altering their value;—to separate, as a met*),

from other substances with which it is combined:-—

in surgery, to restore to its proper place or condi

tion, as a displaced organ or part ;—in Scot*' law§ to
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set aside, as a deed, Ac. :—imp. 4 pp. reduced ; ppr.

reducing.

Reducer, (re-dus'e,r) *- One who reduces.

Reducible, (re-dus'e-bl) a. Capable of being reduced ;

convertible.

Reduction, (rfi-duk'shun) n. [L. rtduetio.) Act of reduc

ing or state of being reduced ; subjugation ;—diminu

tion ; curtailment ;—in arithmetic, art or operation of

changing numbers from one denomination to another,

or of changing the form of a quantity or expression

without altering the value ;—in algebra, act or opera

tion of solving an equation by bringing the unknown

quantity by itself on one aide, and all the known

quantities on the other side, without destroying the

equation ;—process of making a oopy of something on

a smaller scale, preserving the proper proportions ;—

operation of separating a metal from other substances

with which it in combined : — in surgery, operation of

restoring a dislocated or fractured part to its former

place ; also, diminution of inflammation, swellings,

<fcc. [ing.

Reductive, (re-duk'tiv) a. Having tho power of redue-

Reduotire, (re-duk'tiv) n. [F. reductif.) A substance

or agent which has the power of reducing.

Redundance, (re-dun'dans) ». Quality of being redun

dant; superfluity; superabundance;—ttpecuii/y, super

fluity of words :—also redundancy.

Redundant, (rt-dun'dant) a. [L. rednndans, ppr. of

redundare.) Superfluous; superabundant; exuberant;

—exceeding what is natural or necessary; — using

more words or images than are necessary or useful ;

excessive.

Redundantly, ( re-dun 'dant-lc) adv. Superfluously;

superabundantly. [tiply ; to repeat.

Urdu plicate, (re-du'ple-kat) v. t. To redouble ; to mul-

Reduplication, ( r&ou-ple-ka'shun ) n. Act of doubling

or state of being doubled.

Re-echo, (re-ek'o) n. The echo of an echo.

Re-echo, (re-ek'o) v. t. To echo back ; to reverberate

again ;—v. t. To return back or be reverberated, as

an echo; to resound: — imp. <fc pp. re-echoed; ppr.

re-echoing.

Reechy, (rech'e) a. [From reel: J Smoky; sooty; tanned.

Reed, (red) n. [A.-S. hre6dt kredd.] One of a large

family of plants, with hollow, jointed stems, such as

the common reed, the bamboo, Ac ;—a musical instru

ment made of the hollow joint of some plant ; a rustic

or pastoral pipe ;—an arrow, as made of a reed ;—a

thin piece of wood attached to the mouthpiece of

instruments of the clarionet species ;—one of the thin

pieces of metal the vibrations of which produce the

tones of a melodeon, accordion, Arc. ; — a frame of

parallel flat strips of wood through which the warp

threads pass.

Rceden, (red'n) a. Consisting of a reed or reeds.

Re-edify, (re-ed'e-f i) v. I. To rebuild ; to build again

after destruction : — imp. dt pp. re-cdifled ; ppr. re-

edifying.

Reedy, ( red'e ) a. Abounding with reeds ; — having

t lie quality of a reed In tone, that is, harsh and thick,

as a voice.

Reef, (ref) n. [P. reef. A.-S. red/, a garment.] A

certain portion of a sail between the top or bottom,

and a row or band pierced with eyelet holes, to which

short pieces of ropes are attached, by which it can be

token in and made fast to the yard or boom, in order

to contract the sail in a gale or storm.

Reef, (ref) n. [Ger. riff, IoeL rif, probably allied to

rib.) A chain or range of rocks lying at or near the

Kurface of the water.

Reef, (rSf ) v. t. To contract or reduce the extent of,

as a sail—taking in a reef or portion of it, and fasten

ing it with the reef-points to the yard or boom :—imp.

& pp. reefed ; ppr. reefing,

Reefer, (refer) v. One who reefs ;—a midshipman.

Reef-points, (refpoints) n.pl. Small pieces of rope
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attached to the eyelet holes of a reef, by which it is

hauled up and made fast to the yard or boom.

Reefing, (reTing) n. Act of reducing sail by taking in

one or more reefs. [steam ; smoke.

Reek, frek) n. [A.-S. rie, nde, IceL reykr.) Vapour;

Reek, (rek) v. i. To etflit vapour, usually that which is

warm and moist ; to steam ; to smoke : — imp. & pp.

reeked; ppr. reeking.

Reeky, (rek'e) a. Soiled with smoke or steam ; smokr.

Reel, (r«"-l) n. [A. -s. hredl, re6L IceL knelt.) A frame

on which yarn, thread, lines, he., are wound ; also, a

cylinder turning on an axis on which seamen wind

the log-lines, and anglers their fishing line ;—a lively

dance characterised by a reeling or whirling move

ment ; also, the music played to the dance.

Reel, (rel) v. t. To wind upon a reel, as yarn or thread

from the spindle ;—r. i. To more in walking first to

one side and then to the other ; to vacillate ; to

stagger :—imp. & pp. reeled; ppr. reeling.

Reeling, (rei'ing) n. Process of winding yam. thread,

&c, from the spindle, or into a skein ;—a staggering ;

unsteady walking.

Re-elect, (re-e-lektf) r. f. To elect again :—imp. dS pp.

re-elected ; ppr. re-electing.

Re-election, (re-e-lek'shun) n. Election a second time

or repeated election. [again to the same office.

Re-eligible, (re-el'e-je-bl) a. Capable of being elected

Re-eligibility, (re-el -e-je-bil'it-e) n. Capacity of being

elected again to the same office.

Re-embark, (rC-em-bark') r. t. To embark or put cm

board again ;—v. i. To embark or go on board again :

—imp. & pp. re-embarked ; ppr. re-embarking.

Re-embarkation, (re-em-bark-a'shun) n. A putting on

board or a going on board again.

Re-enact, ( re-en -ak V ) v. f . To enact again :—imp. &

pp. re-enacted; ppr. re-enacting.

Re-enactment, (re-en-akt'ment) n. The enacting or

passing of a law a second time ; the renewal of a law.

Re-engage, (rc-en-gaj') v. t. To engage a second time ;

—r. i. To engage again or anew ; to enlist a second

time:—imp. & pp. re-engaged; ppr. re-engaging.

Re-engagement, (re - en - gaj ' ment) n. A renewed or

repeated engagement.

Re-enlist, (re-en-lisf) r. t. or i. To enlist again :—imp.

& pp. re-enlisted ; ppr. rc-enlisting. [ment.

Re-enlistment, (re-en-list'ment) n. A renewed enliat-

Re-enter, (re-en'ter) v. t. To enter again or anew ;—in

engraving, to cut deeper, as those incisions of the plate

wluch the acid has not bitten in sufficiently;—v. i. To

enter anew or again : — imp. A pp. re-entered; ppr.

re-entering.

Re-entering, (re-en'ter-ing) a. Entering anew; entering

in return or by backward move

ment. Re-entering angle, in for-

tijleation, the angle of a work (

whose point turns inward to

wards the defended place or i

cial point of defence.

Re-enthrone, (re -en -throng

To replace on a throne:—imp. AABe-entering Angle.

pp. re-enthroned ; ppr. re-enthroning.

Re-entrance, (re-en'trans) n. Act of entering again.

Re-entry, (re-en'tre) n. The resuming or retaking a

possession that one has lately foregone—applied espe

cially to land. [fix or confirm again.

Re-establish, (rS-es-tablish) v. t. To establish anew; to

Re-establishment, (re-es-tabnish-ment) n. Act of estab

lishing again ; state of being re-established ; renewed

confirmation; restoration.

Reeve, (rev) v. t To pass, as the end of a rope through

any hole in a block, thimble, cleat, ring-bolt, cringle,

or the like '.—imp. oz pp. rove ; ppr. reeving.

Reeve, (rev) n. [A.-S. gerefa, Ger. graf.) A steward ;

—a peace officer ; a magistrate ; head bailiff-

Re-examination, (rfi-egx-am-in-a'shun) u. A repeated

tion.

or spe- \ \

ft')"*. ^-—-"'^^
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ite-examine, (re-eg2-am'in) v. t. To examine anew :—

imp. & pp. re-examined ; ppr. re-examining,

fee-export, (re-eka-portf) v. t. To export again, as what

has been ^ imported : — imp. <fc pp. re-exported ; ppr.

re-exporting.

Refection, (re-fek'ahun) n. (L refectio, from «, again,

and facere, to make.] Refreshment after hunger or

fatigue ; a simple repast ; a lunch.

Refectory, (re-fek'tor-c) n. [L. refectorium.'] A room

of refreahment; originally, a hall or apartment in

conrentt and monasteries where a moderate repast is

taken.

Refer, (refer*) *.*• flj- rtferre, from re, again, and

ferre, to hear.} To carry or send hack ;—to transfer,

as a cause or suit, to another court for judgment ;- -to

appeal to, as the opinion or decision of another ;—to

direct to, as an authority, book, or other competent

source of information ;—to assign to; to ascribe, as a

reason, motive, or other ground of explanation ;—to

reduce or assign to a particular order, class, or genus;

—-v. L To hare recourse ; to apply ; to betake one's

self ;—to have reference or relation to ; to respect ;—

to allude ; to intimate indirectly ;—to bring in, as an

authority or illustration ; — to offer, as personal or

written testimony in evidence of character, qualifica

tion, Ac. :—imp. £ pp. referred ; ppr. referring.

Referable, (ref'er-a-bl) a. Capable of being referred ;

assignable ; ascribable ; imputable.

Referee, (ref-er-e') n. One to whom has been referred

a matter in dispute in order that ho may settle it.

Reference, (refer-ens) n. Act of referring ; a deliver

ing or sending, as for decision, information, and the

kke ;—appeal to the judgment ot another ;—relation ;

respect;—illusion; intimation;—oneof whom inquiries

can be made as to the integrity, capacity, and the like

of another ;—a passage in a work to which the reader

Is referred from another passage.

Referendary, ( ref-er-end'ar-e ) n. (L. referendarius.]

One to whose decision a cause is referred ; a referee.

Referential, (ref-er-en'ahe-al) a. Containing a reference.

Referment, (re-fer-menf) r. f. To ferment again.

Referrible, (re-ferVbl) a. Admitting of being referred ;

referable.

Refine, (r."-f in') r. I. To reduce to a fine, unmixed, or

pure state; to free from impurities; — to reduce, as

metals from the ore;—to purify from what is gross,

coarse, vulgar, inelegant, low, and the like ;—w. i. To

become pure ; to be cleared of feculent matter ;—to

improve in accuracy, delicacy, or excellence of any

kind ;—to affect nicety or subtlety in thought or lan

guage :—imp. A pp. refined ; ppr. refining,

Reflnedly, ( re-fin'ed-le ) adv. In a refined manner;

also, with affected nicety or elegance.

Reflnedness, (re-f tn'ed-nes) n. State of being refined ;

purity ; refinement ; also, affected purity.

Refinement, ( ro-fin'meut) n. Act of purifying from

dross or other feculent matter ; state of being refined ;

—high culture; elegance; polish of manners; graceful

courtesy ; decorum ; — polish of language ; nicety of

speech ; purity in taste ; delicate sense or perception

of beauty and propriety;—purity of mind and morals ;

—artificial practice; subtlety;—affectation of elegance;

over-nicety.

Refiner, (re-f In'er) h. One who or that which refines.

Refinery, (rt-fln'er-o) n. The place and apparatus for

refining metals, sugar, and the like.

Refining, (rt-fiu'lng) a. The act of purifying a metal

from an alloy or other substance ; the practice of great

refinement or subtlety.

Refit, (re-fit ) v. t. To fit or prepare again ; to repair ;

—to fit out or provide a second time ;—v. i. To repair

damages :—imp. A pp. refitted; ppr. refitting.

Refitment, (re-flt'ment) n. A second fitting out.

Reflect, (re-fiekf) v. t. [L. reflectere, from re, again,

back, and jtectere, to bend or turn.) To bend or throw

back ; especially, to cause to return after striking

upon any surface;— to give back an image of; to

mirror;—v. i. To throw back light, heat, or the like;

—to turn back the thoughts upon any thing; speci

fically, to attend earnestly to what passes within the

mind ; to think in relation to moral truth or law ;—

to revolve in the mind ; to consider attentively ; to

contemplate ;—to bring reproach ;—to cast reproach :

—imp. & pp. reflected ; ppr, reflecting.

Reflected, (rt-flek'ted) a. In botany, bent or curved

backward or away from the axis.

Reflecting, (re-flek'ting) a. Throwing back light, heat,

&c., as a mirror or other surface ;—given to reflection

or serious consideration ; thoughtful ; meditative.

Reflection, (re-flek'ehun) n. [h. reflexio.] Act of reflect

ing or throwing back, as bodies which have impinged

or struck on a surface;—the return of the rays of heat

or light, or the waves of sound and the like, from a

surface ; — the shadow or image of an object given

back from a mirror or other reflecting surface ;—act

or operation of the mind by which it turns its views

upon itself and considers its own acts and processes;

conscious thought ;—attentive consideration ; medita

tion ; contemplation of the past or of the absent ;—

the expression of thought ; result of meditation ;—

usually plural, utterances of truth ; wise maxims ;

pregnant sayings ;—also, censure ; reproach cast.

Reflective, (re-flekfiv) a. Throwing back images ;—

capable of exercising thought or judgment,—reflexive;

reciprocal

Reflectively, (re-fiekfiv-Ie) adv. By reflection.

Reflectiveness, (re-flekt'iv-ues) n. The state or quality

of being reflective.

Reflector, (re-flekfer) n. One who reflects or considers;

—that which reflects ;—a polished surface of metal or

other suitable material for reflecting light or heat.

Reflex, (re'fleks) o. [T*. rtflexus, pp. of reflectere.]

Directed back ; retroactive ; introspective, as a mental

act or thought ;—in mechanics, produced by resistance

or reaction ; — in botany, bent back ; recurved ;—in

painting, noting the parts of a picture illuminated by

light reflected from another part of the same picture.

Reflexibility, ( rc-fleks-e-bil'e-te ) n. Quality of being

reflexible or capable of being reflected.

Reflexible, (re-fleks'e-bl) a. Capable of being reflected

or thrown back.

Reflexive, (re-fleks'iv) a. Bending or turned back

ward ; reflective ;—having for its direct object a pro

noun which refers to the agent or subject as its

antecedent—said of certain verbs.

Reflexively, (re-fleks'iv-le) adr. In a direction back

ward ; after the manner of a reflexive verb. [back.

Refluence, (reflu-eiis) n. [From refluent.] A flowing

Refluent, (reflfi-ent) a. fL- refluent, ppr. of refluere, to

flow back.] Flowing back ; returning ; ebbing.

Reflux, (re'fluks) a. Returning or flowing back ; reflex.

Reflux, (re'fluks) n. A flowing back, as the return of

a fluid : ebb.

Refold, (re-foW) v. t. To fold anew or again.

Reforge, (re-forj') r.t. To forge again or anew;—hence,

to refashion or refabricate ; to make over again.

Reform, (ie-forra') v. t. [F. reformer, from L. re, again,

and formare, to form, from forma, form.] To form

again ; to create or shape anew ;—especially, to restore

to a former good state, or bring from bad to good ;

amend ; correct ; rectify ; improve ; — v.i. To return

to a good state ; to be amended or corrected.

Reform, (reform') a. Amendment of what is defective,

vicious, oorrupt, or depraved ; rectification; correction.

Reformation, (ref-or-maahuu) n. Act of reforming or

state of being reformed ; change from worse to better ;

—the religious movement at the beginning of the

sixteenth century, which resulted in the separation of

the Protestant church from the Romish see; amend

ment ; correction ; rectification.

Reformation, (re-for-ma'shun) n. Act of forming

anew ; a second forming in order,

SR
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Reformative, (re-form'at-iv) a. Forming again ; having

the quality of renewing form ; reformatory.

Reformatory, (ro-form'a-tor-e) a. Tending to produce

reformation.

Reformatory, (rMorra'a-tor-e) n. An institution for

the reformation of juvenile offenders.

Reformer, (re-form'er) n. One who effects a reforma

tion or amendment ;—one of those who commenced

the reformation of religion from Popery in the six

teenth century; — an advocate of political reform;

a liberal; a radical; — opponent or corrector of cor

ruption, jobbery, or other abuse of official place and

power.

Refract, (re-frakt') v. t. [L. refringere, r^fractum, from

re, again, back, and frangere, to break.] To bend

sharply and abruptly back ;—to cause to deviate from

a direct course, as rays of light ;—imp. & pp. refracted ;

pi>r. refracting.

Refraction, (ru-frak shun) n. Act of refracting or state

of being refracted;—the change in the direction of a

ray of light, heat, or the like, when it enters obliquely

a medium of a different density from that through

which it has previously moved

Refractive, (re-frakt'iv) a. Serving or having power to

refract or turn from a direct course ; pertaining to

refraction.

Refractoriness, (re-frakt'or-e-nes) n. Quality or condi

tion of being refractory ; perverse or sullen obstinacy ;

unmauageablenesa ; — difficulty of fusion — said of

metals.

Refractory, ( rf-frakt'or-e ) a. [L. rtfractarius, from

refringere.) Sullen or perverse in opposition or dis-

ohediunce ;—obstinate ; unmanageable ; — not readily

yielding to heat or to the hammer, as metals ; diffi

cult of fusion, reduction, or the like.

Refragable, (refra-ga-bl) a. [L. refragabilu.] Capable

of being refuted ; refutable.

Refrain, (re-fr&n') v. t. [F. refrener, from h. re, back,

and frtrnum, a rein.] To hold back ; to restrain ;* to

keep within prescribed bounds ; to curb; to govern ;—

v, i. t To keep one's self from action or interference ;

to forbear ; to abstain l—4mp. & pp. refrained ; ppr.

refraining.

Refrain, (rfl-fran') n. The burden of a song ; a kind of

musical repetition ; repeat.

Refrangibility, (re-fran-je-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

refrangible ; disposition of rays of light to be turned

out of a direct course in passing out of one transparent

body or medium into another.

Refrangible, (rC-fran'je-bl) a. Capable of being refracted

or turned out of a direct course in passing from one

medium to a denser, as rays of light.

Refresh, (re-fresh') v.t [F. v/raichir, from L. refri-

yemrt, to cool.] To cool ; to allay heat;—to give new

strength to ; to invigorate ; to relieve or revive after

fatigue or pain ; — to reanimate, as the spirits ; to

cheer ; to enliven ;—to improve by new touches ; to

brighten; — to revive, as a drooping plant by rain,

ttc. :— imji. h pp. refreshed ; ppr. refreshing.

Refresher, ( re-fresh 'or ) n. One who orthat which

refreshes ;—an extra fee to an advocate in addition so

the retaining fee.

Refreshing, (rC-freeh'ing) a. Cooling; invigorating:

reviving; reanimating.

Refreshing, (re-fresh'ing) u. Refreshment; relief after

]>ain, fatigue, or want.

Refreshingly, ( re-fresh'ing-lo ) adv. In a refreshing

manner ; so as to invigorate or give new life.

Refreshment, (rO-fresh'ment) n. Act of refreshing or

utate of being refreshed ; restoration of strength,

spirit, vigour, or liveliness ;—that which refreshes or

adds fresh strength or vigour, as rest or food ;—hence, J

pi., provisions ; meat and drink ; a light refection, as i

distinguished from a regular or set meal.

Refrigerant, ( re - fry ' er - ant ) a. Cooling ; allayiqg

heat J

Refrigerant, ( ro-frij'er-ant ) n. That which abates

heat or cools ; a oooling medicine or external appli

cation.

Refrigerate, (rt-frij'er-at) v.t. fL. re, again, and fri-

gerart, to make oooL] To allay the heat of; to cool ;

to refresh : — imp. <t pp. refrigerated ; ppr. refri

gerating.

Refrigeration, (re-frij-er-a'shun) n. Act of cooling;

abatement of heat ; state of being cooled.

Refrigerator, ( re-frij 'cr-ftt-or ) n. That which refri

gerates or keeps cool, as a box for keeping articles cool

in summer by means of ice ;—an apparatus for rapid

oooling connected with a still, Ac. ;—a cooling medi

cine or draught:—also rfrigeratoiy.

Refrigeratory, (re-frij 'er-fc-tor-e) a. Oooling; allaying

or diminishing heat.

Refuge, (refuj) a. [L. refttgium, from refugere, to flee

back.] Shelter or protection from danger or distress ;

—that which shelters or protects ; a place inaccessible

to an enemy; stronghold;—an expedient to secure pro

tection or defence ;—expedient in general ; device.

Refugee, (refu-Jfi) n. One who flies to a shelter or

place of safety ;—especially, one who flees to a foreign

power or country for safety.

Refulgence, (re-fuTjens) n. Quality of being refulgent ;

brilliancy ; splendour ; radiance.

Refulgent, (r5-ml'jent) a. [L. refulgent, ppr. of re/uZ-

gtre, to shine bright] Casting a bright light; radiant;

brilliant ; shining ; splendid.

Refulgently, ( re-foTjent-le ) adv. With great bright

ness.

Refund, (rC-fund') v. t fL. re/under*, from re, again,

back, and fu,ndere, to pour.] To return in payment

or compensation for what has been taken ; to repay ;

to restore :—imp, A pp. refunded; ppr. refunding.

Refunder, (r@-fund'er) n. One who repays.

Refusal, (re-rural) n. Act of refusing ; denial of any

thing demanded, solicited, or offered for acceptance ;—

the right of taking in preference to others; option ;

preference ; pre-emption.

Refuse, (re-fur*) v.t (F. refiutr, from L. recusare,

to decline, refuse.] To deny, as a request, demand,

invitation, or command ; — to decline to accept ; to

reject ;—v. i. To decline to accept something offered ;

—not to comply :—imp. & pp. refused ; ppr. refusing.

Refuse, (ref'us) a. Refused ; rejected :—hence, of no

value; worthless.

Refuse, (refus) 71. That which Is rejected as useless;

waste mAtter; dregs; sediment; scum; dross.

Refuser, (rC-fuZer) n. One who refuses or rejects.

Refutable, (ru-fut'a-bl) a. Admitting of being refuted

or disproved.

Refutation, (ref-u-ta'ahun) n. Act or process of refut

ing or disproving, or state of being refuted ;~act of

proving false or erroneous ;—confutation ; disproof.

Refutatory, ( re-fat 'a-tor-c) a. Tending to refute;

refuting.

Refute, (re-fuf) v. t IL. refutare.) To disprove and

overthrow by argument, evidence, or countervailing

proof : to prove to be false or erroneous ; to confute,

as testimony, opinions, or theories, and disputants :—

imp. A pp. refuted ; ppr. refuting.

Refuter, (rf-fut'er) n. One who or that which refutes.

Regain, (re-ganO v. t. [¥. regagner.] To gain anew;

to recover, as what has escaped or been lost :—imp.

& pp. regained; ppr. regaining.

Regal, (regal) o. fL. regalU, from rex, regit, a king.]

Pertaining to a king; kingly; royal.

Regale, (re-gaT) v.t. [F. regaler, Sp. regular, to

refresh, caress.] To entertain in a royal or sumptuous

manner ;—hence, to gratify ; to refresh ;—to entertain

with something that delights the senses; — v. i. To

feast; to fare sumptuously: — imp. A pp. regaled;

ppr. regaling.

Regalement, (rt-gal'ment) *. Refreshment; enter

tainment; gratification.
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Regalia.

Regalia, (re-giVle-a) n. pi. [L., n. pi. of rcgalit, royal.]

Kusigns of royalty ; regal

ayiubols or paraphernalia ;

—hence, decorations or insig

nia of an office or order.

Regality, (rS-gal'e-te) n. \L.

r-cgalitas, from rega lis,

regal, royal.] Royalty ;

•sovereignty; kiugly jurisdic

tion.

Regally, (re'gal-le) adv. In

a reffal or royal maimer.

Regard, ( re-gard' ) v. t. [F. regarder, from re and

garder, to guard.] To observe ; to notice or remark

particularly;—to pay respect to; to treat as of peculiar

importance : — to value ; to esteem ;—to keep ; to

observe religiously ; — to consider seriously ; to lay to

heart;—to love and practise, as iniquity :—to hear and

answer, as prayer ;—to respect ; to have relation or

reference to:—imp. & pp. regarded; ppr. regarding.

Regard, (re-gard') n. Look; aspect; view;—attention of

the mind with a feeling of interest ;—that view of

tli ■ mind which springs from value, estimable quali

ties, or any tiling that excites admiration ;—esteem ;

reverence ;—account ; reason ; — relation ; reference ;

—eminence; note; distinction; — pi. Compliments;

respects ; good wishes, <tc.

Regarder, (re-giird'er) n. One who regards or observes.

Regardful, ( re-gard'fuol ) a. Taking notice; observing

with care: heedful; attentive; observant. (fully.

Regardfully, (re-gard'fool-le) adv. Attentively; heed-

Regardless, (rd-gard'les) a. Not looking or attending ;

heedless; negligent; careless; unconcerned; inatten

tive ; neglectful

Regardlessly, (re^gardlea-le) adv. Heedlessly; care

lessly; negligently.

Regardlessness, ( re-gard 'Ies-nes) n. Heedlessness;

inattention; negligence; carelessness.

Regatta, (re-gat'ta) n. (It. regatta, from riga, a line,

row.] Originally a rowing match of gondolas in

Venice ; now a public competition in which yachts,

ship boats, fishing-boats, and all kinds of row boats

contend for prizes in their respective classes.

Regency, (re'jen-se) n. [L. regentia.] The office of a

ruler; rule; authority; government;—especially, the

office or dominion of a vicarious ruler;—the body of

men intrusted with vicarious government.

Regenerate, (re-jen er-at) r. t [L. re, again, and

generare, to beget, create,] To generate or produco

anew;—to cause to be spiritually born anew ; to re

create the moral nature ; to convert by the indwell

ing of the Holy Spirit to the love and service of

God :—imp. & pp. regenerated ; ppr. regenerating.

Regenerate, (re-jeu'er-at) a. Reproduced; — boru

anew ; changed from a natural to a spiritual state.

Regenerateneas, (re-jen'er-at-nes)n. State of being

regenerated.

Regeneration, (re-jen-er-a'shun) n. Act of regenerat

ing ; reproduction :—the power which some animals

have of renewing or reproducing parts which have

been destroyed ;—act of recreating from a natural to

a spiritual state ; the new birth.

Regenerative, (re-jeu'er-at-iv) a. Of ot belonging to

regeneration.

Regeneratory, (re-jen'er-a-tor-e) a. Having the power

to renew ; tending to reproduce or renovate.

Regent, (re'jent) a. [L. regent, ppr. of regere, to rule.]

Ruling ; governing ; regnant; — exercising vicarious

authority.

Regent, (re'jent) ft, One who rules or reigns ;—one

who governs a kingdom in the minority, absence, or

disability of the sovereign ;—formerly, one of a certain

standing or attainment licensed to teach in universi

ties; a professor ;—also, a master of arts or doctor of

a certain standing, who form collectively the govern

ing body in the convocation at Oxfordand Cambridge;

—a vicarious or deputed authority ;—a trustee or

overseer. •

Regentahip, (riVjent-ship) n. The power of governing,

or the office of a regent ; regency.

Regermination, ( re-jgr-min-a'shun ) n. A sprouting or

germinating anew. [a regicide.

Regicidal, (rej-e-sid'al) a. Belonging or pertaining to

Regicide, (rej'e-sid) n. [L. rex, regis, a kiug, and

atdere, to kill.] One who murders a kiug ; specifically,

one of the judges who condemned Charles 1. to death;

—the killing of a king.

Regime, (r&-zheni') a, [F.] Mode or style of rule or

management ; administration.

Regimen, (rej'e-men) n. [L. from regere, to guide, to

rule. ] Orderly government ; — any regulation or

remedy intended to produce beneficial effect* by

gradual operation ;—the systematic use of food and

drink ;—a relation of syntax between two words.

Regiment, (rej'e-ment) v. [h. regimentum, from

regere, to guide, rule.] A body of men commanded by

a colonel, and consisting of a number of companies or

squadrons—usually ten. [ing a regiment.

Regimental, (rej-e-iuent'al)a. Belonging to or concern-

Regimentals, (rej-e-ment'alz) n. pi. The uniform worn

by the troop of a regiment.

Region, (rfijun) «, [L. regio, from regere, to guide,

direct.] A port inn of space or territory of indefinite

extent; country; province; district; tract;—neigh

bourhood; vicinity; — also, a part of the body ;—

place ; rank ; sphere.

Register, (rej'is-ter) n. [F. registre, from L. regerei-e,

rtgtitum, to cany back, to register.] A written ac

count or entry; a memorial record ;—a hat ;—the book

in which a list, record, or register is kept ; — the

officer or person whose business it is to keep such an

account;—that which registers or records ; specifically,

a contrivance for noting down or calculating the

performance of a machine or the rapidity of a pro

cess ;—a lid or sliding plate in a furnace, Btove, &c,

for regulating the admission of air and the heat of the

fire ;—the inner part of the mould in which types are

cast ;—in printing, correspondence of pages or columns

on the opposite sides of the sheet;—a document issued

by the custom-house to be kept on board a vessel on a

voyage ;—compass of a voice or instrument ; a portion

of the compass of a voice;—a stop or set of pipes in

an organ.

Register, (rej'is-ter) v. t. To enter in a register; to

record ;—to enrol ;—v. i. To correspond in relative

position, as the columns or pages of a printed sheet:

—imp. & pp. registered; ppr. registering.

Registership, ( rej'is-ter-Bhip) n. The office of register.

Registrar, (rej'is-trar) «. [L. registrars us.) One who

registers ; a recorder ; a keeper of records.

Registrate, (rej'is-trit) v. t. To enter in a register.

Registration, (rej-is-tra shun) n. Act of inserting in a

register ; enrolment of a birth, death, or marriage in

the official register;—entering, as a deed, title, &c., in

the public record office ;—enrolment of the names

of those qualified to vote at parliamentary or munici

pal elections.

Registry, (rej'is-tre) n. Act of recording or writing in

a register ; --place where a register is kept ;—a series

of facta recorded.

Reglet, (regMet) n. [F. riglet, L. regula.) A kind of

flat, narrow moulding ;—a printer's lead ; also, a thin

strip of wood used instead of a lead.

Regnant, ( reg'nant ) a. [L. regnant, ppr. of reg-

nare, to reign.] Exercising regal authority; reign

ing ;—predominant ; prevalent.

Regorge, (re-gorj') v. I. To vomit up;—to swallow

again ;—to swallow eagerly :—imp. & pp. regorged ;

ppr. regorging.

Regraft. (re-gratf) v. t. Tojrraft again.

Regrant, (re-grant) ft, (. To grant back:—imp. & pp.

regranted; ppr. regranting.
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Regrate,' (re-graf) r. t. [F. regralter, to scrape again.]

To remove the outer surface of, as of an old hewn

■tone, bo aa to give it a fresh appearance ; - to buy,

as provisions, in order to sell again iti or near the

same market or fair;—to engross; to forestall, as the

market :—imp. & pp. regrated ; ppr. re grating.

Regreet. fre-gret') v.t. To greet or salute again.

Regress, (re'gree) h. [F. regrts, from J-. re, back, and

grndi, to go, gradus, a step, pace] Passage )«aek ;

return ;—the power or liberty of returning or pass

ing back. [gressiun.

Regression, (r6-gresh'un) n. Act of returning ; retro-

Regressive, (re-greViv) a. Passing back ; returning.

Regret, (rc-greV) r. t, [P. regretta; L. re and qveri-

tafi, to complain.] To grieve over ; to be sorry for ;

—to look back at with sorrowful longing; lament;

repent ; bewail :—imp. & pp. regretted ; ppr. regret-

tins;.

Regret, (re-graf) n. Grief; sorrow ;—pain of mind at '

something causing unhappiness ; sorrowful longing ;

—pain of conscience ; remorse ; repentance ; peni

tence.

Regretful, (re-gret'fdol) a. Full of regret.

Reguerdon, (re-geroon) n, [F. guerdon, reward, prize.]

A reward; recompense; requital.

Regula, (reg'u-la) n. [h. ] A rule ;—a book of rules

or directions in monastic institutions ;—in arehittc-

Cure, a fillet or listel ; a rtglet.

Regular, (reg'u-Uir) a. [I* regularis, from regula, a

rule, from regtre, to guide, rule.] Conformed to a

rule ; normal; being or constituted in accordance with

a general Jaw or principle, the prescribed or legal

mode, or the ordinary custom or practice ;—govern

ed by rule or principles of action ; orderly ;—methodi

cal ; steady or uniform iu a course or practice;—

periodical ; — stated ; accustomed ; — constituted by

the proper authority, as a physician or other licen

tiate of a university; — noting the clergy in the

Romish church who belong to a monastic order, as

distinguished from the «cu tar clergy or parish priests.

Regular, (reg'u-lar) n. A member of any religiouB

order who has taken the vows of poverty, chastity,

and obedience ;—a soldier belonging to a permanent

or standing army.

Regularity. (reg-u-larVte) n. Condition or quality

of being regular ; method; steadiness ; uniformity.

Regularly, (reg'u-lar-le) adv. In a regular manner;

in due order.

Regulate, (reg'u-lAt) v. t. [L. regutare, regulatum, from

regula, a rule.} To adjust by rule, method, or estab

lished mode : to subject to governing principles or

laws ;—to put in good order ; dispose ; methodize ;

arrange ; direct ; order ; rule :—imp. & pp. regulated ;

ppr. regulating.

Regulation, (reg-u-la'shun) n. Act of regulating or

state of being regulated or reduced to order ;—a pre

scribed rule or order. (regulate.

Regulative, (reg'u-lat-iv) a. Regulating ; tending to

Regulator, (reg'u-lftt-or) n. One who regulates;— a

contrivance to produce uniformity of motion or regu

late it, as a watch-spring, fly-wheel, governor, &c.

Regulus. (reg'u-lus) n. [L. a petty king, prince, diminu

tive of rex, regit, a king.] The pure metal which,

in the melting of ores, falls to the bottom of the

crucible;—a star of the first magnitude in the con

stellation Leo or the lion.

Regurgitate, (re-gur'je-tat) r. (. [L. regurgitare, from re,

again, hack, and gurges, gurgitis, a gulf-) To throw

or pour back in great quantity ;—v. i. To be thrown

or poured back '.'—imp, & pp, regurgitated; ppr.

regurgitating.

Regurgitation, (re-gur-je-t&'shun) n, Act of flowing or

pouring back by the orifice of entrance ;—the act of

■wallowing again.

"Uhabilitate, (re-ha-bil'e-Ut) v. (. To reinstate) to

•store, aa a delinquent, to a former right, rank, or

privilege lost or forfeited :—imp. & pp. rehabilitated ;

ppr. rehabilitating.

Rehabilitation, ire-ha-bil-e-Wahun) n. Act of rein

stating in a former rank or capacity ; restoration to

former rights.

Rehear, (re-her') r. t. To hear again ; to try a second

time :—imp. & pp. reheard ; ppr. rehearing.

Rehearsal, (re-bers'al) «. Act of rehearsing ; recital;

repetition of a school lesson or exercise ; — narratiot] ;

recounting, as incidents or adventures;— especially,

a private trial or performance of a play, opera, ±t,

preparatory to the public exhibition of it.

Rehearse, (re-hers) v. t. [Norm. F. rtheraer, to har

row over again] To repeat, as what has been already

said ; — to narrate ; to recount ; to relate ;—to recite

in private for practice and improvement before a

public representation :—imp. & pp. rehearsed : ppr.

rehearsing. [rates.

Rehearser, (re-heis'er) n. One who rehearses or nar-

Rehibition, (re-he-bish'un) n. [I* re, back, and habert,

to have.] The returning of a thing purchased to the

seller on the ground of some defect or fraud ; the

annulling of a sale.

Reif, (ref ) n. [A.-S. rea/, allied to L. rapere, to take,

seize. ] Robbery ; forcible theft ;—hence, plunder ;—

stouthrief. [Scot.]

Reign, (ran) n. [I., rtgnum, from rex, regis, a king.]

Royal authority; supreme power ;—the time during

which a king, queen, or emperor possesses the

supreme authority;—kingdom; dominion ; power; in

fluence ;—prevalence.

Reign, (ran) r. i. To possess or exercise sovereign

power or authority;—hence, to be predominant ; to

prevail ;—to have uncontrolled dominion.

Reimbody, (re-im-bod e) v. t. To embody again.

Reimburse, (re-im-burs/) r. (. fF. rembourstr, from

re, back, en, in, aud bourse, purse,] To replace in a

treasury or purse ; to pay back ; to refund ;—to make

up for loss or expense by an equivalent ; to indemnify :

—imp. & pp. reimbursed ; ppr. reimbursing.

Reimbursement, (re-im-burs'ment) n. Act of repaying

or refunding; repayment. [refund*.

Reimburses (re-im-burs'er) n. One who reimburses or

Reimport, (rt-iin-port') p. t. To import again j to carry

back ; to reconvey.

Reimportation, (re-im-por-ta'shun) «. The act of im

porting what has been exported. [anew.

Reimpress, (re-im-pres') v. t. To impress or enforce

Reimpreasion, (re-im-presh'un) n. A repeated im

pression ormental conviction ;—a reprint.

Reimprison, (rG-im-prizn) v. t. To imprison a second

time, or for the same cause, or after release from im

prisonment [confining in prison a second time,

Reimprisonment, (re-im-priz'n-ment) n. The act of

Rein, (ran) n. [L. retina, from retinere, to hold back]

The strap of a bridle, fastened to the curb or enarfie

on each side, by which to restrain and govern the

horse, &c. ;—a leading string ;—hence, an instrument

of restraining or governing.

Rein, (rftn) r. t. To govern by a bridle ; —to restrain ;

to control :—imp. & pp. reined ; ppr. reining.

Reincur, (re-in-kurO v. t. To incur a second time.

Reindeer, (ran'der) n. [A.-S. hrdndetir, IceL hreimlyr.

Lap, and Finn, raingo.] A

ruminant mammal of the deer

kind, of several species, found

in the colder part of both hemi

spheres.

Reinforce, (rS-in-fors') v.t To

strengthen with new force,

assistance, or support; espe

cially, to strengthen, as an

array or a fort with additional

troops, or a navy with addi

tional ships Mm A pp. rein

forced; ppr. reinforcing. Reindeer.
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Reinforce, (r5-i n-fors7) n. Part of a gun near the breech

which is stronger than the rest of the piece.

Reinforcement, (rS-in-forVment) n. Act of reinforcing;

—that which reinforces ; additional force, especially,

additional troops or ships to strengthen an army or

nary. [recommend to favour again.

Reingratiate, (rfl-in-grAshe-at) v. (. To bring into or

Reinless, (ran'loe) a. Unchecked ; uncontrolled.

Reins, (ranz) n. pi. [L. ren, pt. rents,] The kidneys;

—the lower part of the back, being the ribs and hip

bone over the kidneys ;—the affections and passions

—formerly supposed to have their seat in that part of

the body.

Reinsert, (rS-in-sertf) v. t. To Insert a second time ;

to plant or graft again ; to reintroduce.

Reinsertion, (re-in-ser'.-duin) n, A second insertion;

repetition of an, advertisement. [a second time.

Reinspection, (rC-in-spek'shuii) ft. The act of inspecting

Reinspire, (rein-spir') v. (. To inspire anew ; to re

animate.

Reinstal, (re-in-stawl') v. t. To instal again ; to seat

anew '.—imp. ft pp. reinstalled ; ppr. reinstalling.

Reinstate, (ro-in -nt.lt') v. t. To place again in pos

sesion or in a former state :—imp. ft pp. reinstated ;

ppr. reinstating,

Reinsurance, (re-in-shodr'ans) n. A contract of indem

nity to a party who has insured property against

loss by his insurance ;—insurance a second time.

Reinsure, (re-in-shodrO v. t. To insure property in

favour of one who has previously insured it :—imp. ft

pp. reinsured; ppr. reinsuring.

Reinvest, (nS-in-vesV) v. t. To invest anew :—imp.

ft pp. reinvested ; ppr. reinvesting.

Reinvestment, (re- in -vest'merit) n. The act of investing

anew ; a second or renewed investment.

Reinvigorate, (rS-in-vig'or-at) v.t. To revive vigour in.

Reissue, (rC-isb'oo) v. t. To issue a second time.

Reissue, (re-ish'oo) n, A second issue ; republication.

Reiter, (rit'er) n. [Ger., a rider.] A mounted trooper;

one of the hired bands, chiefly German, in the re

ligious wars of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries :

—-also ritter.

Reiterate, (re-ifer-at) r. J. To repeat again and

again ; to say or do repeatedly :—imp. ft pp. re

iterated ; ppr. reiterating.

Reiteration, (rS-it-er-ashun) n. Repetition.

Reject (rfi-jekf) v. t. [h. rejicere, from re, back,

and jucere, to throw.] To cast from one ; to throw

away ;—to slight ; to despise ;—to refuse to accept,

as an oifer; to decline;—to refuse to grant, as a

petition ; to deny ;—to refuse to receive, as nn ex-

Elanation ; to repudiate ; to decline harshly or

mightily :—imp. ft pp. rejected ; ppr. rejecting.

Rejectable, (re-jekt'a-bl) a. Capable of being rejected ;

worthy or suitable to be rejected.

Rejecter, (re-jekt'er) n. One who rejects or refuses.

Rejection, (rd-jekshun) it. Act of rejecting, throwing

away, casting off, or forsaking; refusal to accept or

grant.

Rejoice, (rc-joia) v. i. [O. Eng. rejowe, F. rtjouir,

to enjoy.] To feel joy ; to experience gladness in a

high degree : to exult ; to triumph ;—v. t. To give

joy to ; to make joyful ; gladden ; cheer ; delight :—

imp. A pp. rejoiced ; ppr. rejoicing.

Rejoicing, (re-jois'ing) n. Act of expressing joy or glad

ness ;—sense or experience of Joy ;—cause or occasion

of joy ;—pi. Public expressions of joy, triumph, ftc;

festivities ; fetes, ftc. [tion.

Rejoicingly, (re-jois'ing-le) adv. With joy or exulta-

Rejoin, (re-join') v. t. To join again ; to unite after

separation; to meet another again ; to enter again, as

a company, society, Ac. ;—v.t. To answer to a reply:

—imp. ft pp. rejoined . ppr. rejoining,

Rejoinder, (rS-join'der) n. An answer to a reply ; or

in general, an answer ;—in law, the defendants an

swer to the plaintiffs replication.

Rejoint, (rd-joinf) v. (. To reunite the joints of;—

specifically, to fill up the j <ints of, ss stones in build

ings :—imp. ft pp. rejointed ; ppr. rsiointins;.

Rejointing, (rt-joinfiitg) n. The filling up of the

joints of stones in buildings when the mortar has

been dislodged.

Rejudge, (re-juj') v. t. To judge again ; to re-examine ;

to review :—imp. ft pp. rejudged; ppr. rejudgmg.

Rekindle, (re-kin'dl) v. t. To kindle again ; to set

on fire anew ;—to excite or rouse anew ;—imp. ft pp.

rekindled ; ppr. rekindling.

Reland, (1 0-land') v.t. ft i. To land again ; to put

on shore what had been shipped ;—v. i. To go on

shore after having embarked:—imp. ft pp. relanded;

ppr. relanding.

Relapse, (re-laps') v.t. [L. rtlabi, rtlaptui, from re

and labi, to fall.] To slip or slide back;—to fall

back ; to return to a former state or practice—

generally a state of error or vice ;—to fall back from

a convalescent state, as in fever, Ac. :—imp. ft pp.

relapsed ; ppr. relapsing.

Relapse, (re-laps') n. A sliding or falling back, par

ticularly into a former bad state, either of body or

morals. [or error.

Relapser, (ro-laps'er) n. One who relapses into vice

Relate, (rS-latf) r. t. [L. referre, relatum, from re

and ferre, to bear.] To recount ; to narrate; to re

cite ; to toll over ;—to ally by connection or kindred ;

—v. i. To stand in some relation ; to have bearing or

oonoern; to pertain ; to refer :—imp. ft up. related;

ppr. relating. (by blnoa or alliance.

Related, (re-lat/ed) a. Allied by kiimicd ; connected

Relater, (rt-llfer) n. One who recites or narrates ; a

historian; narrator.

Relation, (re-la'shun) n. Act of relating or telling ;

also, that which is related ; account ; narration of

facts; narrative;—connection between things; respect;

reference ; regard , relative quality or condition ;

—kindred ; alliance ,—connection by consanguinity or

affinity;—a person connected by consauguinity or

affinity ; kinsman ; kinswoman.

Relational, (re-la'shun-al) a. Having relation or

kindred ;—indicating or specifying some relation.

Relationship, (re-U'idiun-ship) n. The state of being

reUted by Kindred, affinity, or other alliance.

Relative, (rel'at-iv) a. Having relation , respecting ;—

bearing on the subject in hand ; pertinent ;—arising

from or dependent on relation or connection with

something else; not self-existing; not absolute ;—

mutual ; reciprocal ;—In topic, indicating a correlation

—said of terms, as master and servant, husband and

wife ;—in jn-fltmmar, noting a relation or reference to

an antecedent word, sentence, or series of sentences.

Relative, (rel'at-iv) n. A person connected by blood or

affinity ; a relation ; a kinsman or kinswoman ;—a

word relating to or used In the place of an antecedent

word, clause, sentence, or paragraph.

Relatively, (rel'&t-iv-le) adv. In a relative manner;

in relation or respect to something else ; not absol*

utely. [bearing relation.

Relativeneas, (rel'at-iv-nes) n. State of being relative or

Relax, (re-laks) v. t. [L. relaxare, from re and lazart,

to loose.] To make less close, firm, rigid, tense, or the

like ;—to make less severe or rigorous ; to abate the

stringency of; — to remit or slacken in attention,

assiduity, or effort ;—to unbend ; to ease ;—to open ;

to loose ;—to make languid or feeble, as the nerves;

—to relieve from oonstipation ;—*. i. To become

loosened or feeble ; to be made lax ;—to abate in

severity;—to remit in close attention or effort:—

imp. ft pp. relaxed; ppr. relaxing. [opens.

Relaxant, (re-lnks'ant) n. A medicine that relaxes or

Relaxation. (re-iaks-ft'shun) n. Act of relaxing or

state of being relaxed or slackened : remission of

closeness, firmness, tension, rigour, effort, or oonsti

pation ;—remission from attention and effort.
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Relaxative, (re-laks'a-tiv) a. Having the quality of

relaxing ; laxative. [a laxative.

Relaxative, (re-laks'a-tiv) n. A medicine that relaxes ;

Belay, (re-LY) a. [V. relait, from L. relaxare.] A

supply of fresh horses provided at the several

stages of the road to take the place of those which

have gone the previous stage ;—also, a leash of hunt

ing dogs kept in readiness to relieve those which

have tired in the pursuit;—any thing laid up in store.

Belay, (rc-la1) v. t. To lay again or a second time :

—imp. & pp. relayed; ppr. relaying.

Release, (redes') v. t. To set free from restraint or

confinement; to give liberty to ;—to free from, as pain,

care, trouble, grief, Ac ;—to free from obligation or

penalty ; to absolve ; to acquit ;—to let go, as a

legal claim ; to quit ;—to discharge, as a debt ; — to

relinquish, as a joint right to lands or tenements, in

favour of him who holds them in possession :—imp. &

pp. released; ppr. releasing.

Release, (re-les') n. Act of letting loose or freeing, or

state of being let loose or freed ;—relief from care,

pain, or any burden ;—discharge from obligation or

responsibility; — a giving up or relinquishment of

some right or claim , a quitclaim ;—acquittance ; dis

charge.

Releasement, (rc-leYment) n. The act of releasing.

Releaser, (re-leVer) n. One who releases.

Relegate, (rel'e-gat) v.t. [L. re, again, back, and

itgare, to send with a commission.] To despatch;

to transfer ; to send into exile ; to banish :—imp.

A: pp. relegated ; ppr. relegating.

Relegation, (rel-e-g&'shun) 7t. Act of relegating ; con

signment ; banishment ; exile.

Relent, (re-lontf) v.i. [F. ralmtir, from L. lentu$,

slow.] To become less harsh, cruel, or the like ;

to become more mild and tender; to feel compassion ;

—v. (. To slacken : to loosen ;—to soften ; to dissolve:

—ifup. & pp. relented; ppr. relenting.

Relenting, (r6 -lent' ing) n. Act of becoming more

mild, forgiving, Ac

Relentless, (re-lentfles) a. Unmoved by appeals to

sympathy or forgiveuess ; insensible to the distress

of others ; implacable ; unmerciful ; pitiless ; cruel.

Relentlessly, (re-lent'les-lc) adv. In a relentless man

ner ; pitilessly ; inexorably. [unmoved by pity.

Relentlessnesa, (re-lcntles-nos) n. The quality of being

Relet, (rt-lef) v. t. To let anow, as a house.

Relevance, (rele-vans) n. State of being relevant or

bearing on the subject ;—pertinence ; applicableueas ;

appoeiteness :—also Relevancy.

Relevant, (rel'e-vant) a. [F. relevant, ppr. of relever,

to raise again.] Bearing upon or properly applying

to the case in hand ; pertinent : applicable.

Reliability, (re-li-a-bil'e-te) n. State or quality of being

reliable ; reliableness.

Reliable, (re-li'a-bl) a. Suitable or fit to be relied on ;

worthy of dependence or reliance ; trustworthy.

Reliably, (ro-li'a-ble) adv. In a reliable manner.

Relianoe, (re-li'ans) n. Act of relying on what is

deemed sufficient support or authority ;—state of con

fiding in ; dependence : trust ; confidence ;—rest or

repose of mind resulting from conviction or assur

ance ;—that which is relied on ; ground or basts of

trust. [trusting.

Reliant, (redi'ant) a. Having relianoe; confident;

Relic, (rel'ik) n. fF. relique, L. reliquiae, from relin-

qutre, to leave behind.] That which remains after loss

or decay;—a corpse; tpeciftcatty, the body or some

part of the body of deceased saints or martyrs ;—

hence, a memorial ; any remembrancer.

Reliot, (rel'ikt)n. [L. relicta, feminine of rclictu*, pp.

of retinquere, to leave behind.] A woman whose

husband is dead ; a widow.

Relief. (re-lef) n. [Eog. relieve.] Removal of pain,

distress, or other evil; a temporary abatement;

partial alleviation; also, a complete and final de

livery ;—that which abates or removes evil ; remedy ;

—succour ; support ;—dismissal of a sentry, picket,

or guard from their post ; — also, the sentry or

soldiers which relieve them and take their place ;

—in Kidpture, prominence of a figure above or be

yond the ground or plane on which it is formed r—-

in law, remedy; redress; indemnification;—in feudal

law, a fine or composition paid by a tenant to the

new lord of the manor for permission to hold and re

new the lease.

Relievable, (re-leVa-bl) a. Capable of being relieved.

Relieve, (re-leV) v. t. [L. reUvare, to lift up,] To

cause to rise ; hence, to cause to seem to rise ; to set

off by contrast ;—to raise or remove, as any thing

which weighs down or crushes ;—to alleviate ; to

assuage ;—to free from any burden, trial, evil, dis

tress, or the like;—to succour; to assist; to aid by

alms ; to support ;—to release from a post or station

by substitution of others;—to ease of any burden,

wrong, or oppression by judicial or legislative inter

position ;—remedy; redress ; indemnify :—imp. & pp.

relieved ; ppr. reiieTing.

Reliever, (re-lev'rr) n. One whoor that which relieves.

Relicvement, (re-leVment) n. The act of relieving or

the state of being relieved ; relief; release.

Relight, (re-lit') v. t. To light anew; to illuminate

again ; to set on fire again.

Religion, (re-lij'un) n. [L. relipio, from religare, to

bind.] The recognition of God as an object <*f

worship, love, and obedience; — the whole relation

and duty of man toward God ;—a body of truths or

doctrines regarding the being and perfections of God,

the requirements of His law, the nature, duties,

and responsibilities of man, and a future state of

rewards and punishments ; revelation ;—theology ;

divinity :—godliness ; practical piety, as distinguished

from doctrinal belief;—observance of the duties of

the first table of the law ; devotion ; worship—as

distinguished from morality or observance of the

duties of the second table;—any svstem or mode of

faith and worship ;—any experience or expression of

man's dependence on God ; sense of the unseen and

spiritual ;—superstitious reverence; feeling of awe.

Religionism, (re-lij'un-inn) n. Practice of or adher

ence to religion ;—affected or false religion.

Religionist, (re-lij'un-ist) n. One earnestly or bigottd-

ly devoted to a religion.

Religious, (re-hj'us) a. Pertaining to religion ; con

cerned with religion ; pious ; godly ; — devoted u>

religion ; bound by monastic vows ;—teaching or

treating of religion ;—appropriated or set apart for

acts or exercises of worship ;—faithful ; exact ; strict ;

—conscientious ; scrupulous.

Religious, ( rf-Hj'us) n. A person bound by monastic

vows, or sequestered from secular concerns, to lead a

life of piety and devotion ; a monk or friar ; a nun

Religiously, (re-lij'us-le) adv. In a religious manner:

—piously; devoutly;—according to the rite* of re

ligion; reverently;—in accordance with religious

principles or doctrines ; conscientiously ; rigidly.

Relinquish, (re-lingTtwieh) v. t. [L. rtlinqurre, to

leave behind.] To withdraw from ; to leave behind;

—to give up ; to renounce a claim to ; resign ; for

sake ; abandon ; forego :—imp. & pp. relinquished ;

ppr. relinquishing. [qui*hre.

Relinquisher. (re-Ling'kwish-e.r) n. One who relin-

Relinquishment, (re-ling'kwish-ment) n. The act ol

leaving or quitting ; a forsaking ; the renouncing a

claim to ; abandonment.

Reliquary, (rel'e-kwar-e) n. [F. retiquaire, from L,

rttiquiw, remains.] A small chest, box, or casket in

which relics are kept.

Reliquidate, (redik'wid-ftt) v. t. To liquidate anew ;

to adjust a second time.

Reliquidation, (re-lik-wid-a'shun) n A second or re

newed liquidation ; a renewed adjustment.
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Relish, (relish) v.*. [F. rtUcher, to lick or taste

anew, A. -3. liecian.] To taste or eat with pleasure;

to like the flavour of ; hence, to enjoy ;—to give a

pleasing flavour to ;—v. i. To have a pleasing taste ;

to give pleasure or satisfaction ,—to have a flavour ;

to savour :—imp. & pp. relished ; ppr. relishing.

Relish, (reTiab) n. A pleasing sensation in eating

or drinking ; a tickling of the palate ;—taste ; savour ;

gout;—that which is used to make food more palat

able or impart a flavour to it, as sauce, seasoning,

Ac;—zest; gusto; piquancy;—a small quantity; taste;

bit ; drop ;—hence, figuratively, inclination or taste

for; fondness of;—power of perceiving beauty or

excellence in literature or art ; appreciation of; critical

taste. [enjoyable.

Reliahable, (rel'ish-a-bl) a. Having an agreeable taste ;

Relucent, (re-lu'sent) a. \h. relucens, from re and

lueere, to shine.] Shining ; eminent ; clear ; pellucid.

Reluctance, (rMuk'tans) n. State or quality of being

reluctant ; aversion of mind ; repugnance ; unwilling

ness ; dislike.

Reluctant, (re-luk'tant) a. [L. reluctant, ppr. of rduc-

tari.] Striving against ; much opposed in heart ;—

proceeding from an unwilling mind ; granted with

reluctance; unwilling; disinclined; backward.

Reluctantly, (nVluk tant-lu) adv. In a reluctant man

ner ; unwillingly.

Relume, (re-J urn ) v. t. [L. re, again, and luminart,

to light, from lumen, light] To rekindle ; to light

again:—imp. & pp. relumed; ppr. reluming.

Relumine, (re-lu'rain) v. t. To light anew ; to rekindle;

to illuminate again.

Rely. (re-lH v. i. [Prefix re and lie.) To rest with

confidence, as the mind when satisfied of the veracity,

integrity, or ability of persons, or of the certainty of

facte; trust; depend; confide: — imp. ds pp. relied;

ppr. relying.

Remain, (rC-m.'m') v. i. [L. remauere, from re, again,

back, and manere, to stay, G. menein.} To stay behind

while others withdraw or are removed ; to be left as

not included or comprised ;—to continue in a fixed

place, an unchanged form or condition, an undimi

nished quantity; continue; abide; last; endure:—

imp. A pp remained ; ppr. remaining.

Remain, ( re-man' ) n. That which is left ; relic ;—

chiefly in the plural — a dead body ; a corpse ;—the

literary works of one who is dead.

Remainder, (rd-m&n'der) ft. Any thing that remains

or is left :—remains ;—remaining survivors ;—the part

which is left after the greater portion is spent, as the

remainder of life ; — the sum that is left after sub

traction, or the quantity after deduction ; — in law,

a remnant of an estate depending upon a parti

cular prior estate, and limited to arise immediately

on the determination of that estate; rest; residue;

remnant.

Remake, (rB-ruilk') v. t. To make anew :—imp. & pp.

remado ; ppr. remaking;.

Remand, ( rC-mand' ) v. t. [L. re, again, back, and

mandare, to order.] To call back ; to send back ;

especially, to recommit or send back to prison :—imp.

A pp. remanded ; ppr. remanding.

Remanent, (rem'an-ent) a. Remaining ; continuing.

Remark, (re-mark) n. Act of remarking or attentively

noticing ; — the expression, In speech or writing, of

something remarked or noticed; hence, a casual obser

vation.

Remark, (rfi-mark') v. t. [F. remarqver, from re, again,

and marouer, to mark.] To take notice of; to observe;

to note in the mind ;—to express in words or writing,

as observed or noticed ; to call attention to ;-—v. i. To

say or observe; speak ; say; comment; animadvert on:

—imp. & pp. remarked ; ppr. remarking.

Remarkable, (rfe-mark'a-bl) a. Worthy of or capable of

bein^ remarked or noticed;—unusual ; extraordinary;

—distinguished; eminent

Remarkably, ( re-mark'a-blo ) adv. In a remarkable

manner or degree. [marriage.

Remarriage, (re-mar'Sj ) n. A second (thud, &c.)

Remarry, (rC-niar're) v. i. To marry again.

Remast, (re-mast') v. (. To fit with new masts.

Remastioate, (rfi-ruas'te-kat) v. t. To chew over and over

again, as the cud. t

Remastication, (re - mas - te - ka ' shun) n. The act of

chewing over again or repeatedly.

Remediable, ( r e - mo ' de - a - bl ) a. Capable of being

remedied or cured.

Remediably, (r$-m6Me-a-ble) adv. In a manner sus

ceptible of remedy or cure.

Remedial, (r6-m6'de-a] ) a. Affording a remedy;

intended for a remedy.

Remedialry, (rC-meMe-al-le) adv. In a remedial nian-

ner ; in a way suited to afford relief.

Remediless, ( rem ' C - de-les ) a. Incapable- of being

restored or prevented ;—incurable ; desperate, as dis

ease ;—irreparable, as loss ; — unchangeable : irrever

sible, as doom ; — not answering, as a remedy ; hence,

ineffectual ; powerless.

Remedilessly, (rem'e-de-les-le) adv. In a manner or

degree that precludes a remedy.

Remedy, (rem'6-de) n. [L. remtdium, from re, again,

and mederi, to heal, to* cure.] That which cures a

disease ;—that which counteracts an evil of any kind ;

—the legal means to recover a right or to obtain

redress for a wrong; reparation ; relief.

Remedy, (rem'e-de) v. t. To apply a remedy; to restore

to soundness, health, integrity, and the liice ; to heal ;

to cure, as disease ;—to remove, as mischief or evil : to

vspair; redress; relieve :—imp. & pp. remedied; ppr.

remedying.

Remember, (re-mem'ber) v. t. [Norm. P. remembrt, from

L. re, again, and memorare, to bring to remembrance.]

To bring to mind again ; to recall ;—to keep in mind ;

to preserve fresh in the memory ; to bear in mind

with, esteem ; to reward; — to celebrate; to keep as

sacred ; to observe ; — to reverence ; to obey : — imp.

it pp. remembered ; ppr. remembering.

Rememberer, (re-mem'ber-er) n. One who remembers.

Remembrance, (re-mem'brans) n. Act of remembering;

—state of being remembered or held in mind ;—

memory ; recollection ; — that which serves to keep in

or bring to mind ; a memorial ; a token ; a memento;

a souvenir ;—memorandum ; note to aid the memory;

—power of remembering ; time within which a fact

can be remembered.

Remembrancer, (re-mem'brans-$r) n. One who or that

which serves to bring to or keep in mind ; a memento;

a memorial ;—an officer of the court of exchequer; a

recorder.

Remind, (re-mind') v. t. To put in mind ; to bring to the

remembrance or to the notice or consideration of:—

imp. it pp. reminded; ppr. reminding. [reminds.

Reminder, (re-minder) n. One who or that which

Reminiscence, (rern-e-nis'ens) n. State of being remi

niscent or inclined to call to mind ;—the faculty of

reviving old and forgotten ideas, feelings, and im

pressions, and recalling past events or incidents ;—

memory ; recollection ;—a thought, impression, event,

or incident revived or recalled ; a suggestion of the

past ;—also, a relation or statement of what one recol

lects or recalls concerning the past ; — pi Autobio

graphical notes or sketches.

Reminiscent, (rem-e-nis'ent) a. [L.» rrminticens, ppr.

of rtminitci, to recall to mind, to recollect.] Capable

of or inclined to call to mind.

Remiss, (rfs-mis') a. [L. remiarue, ppr. of remittere, to

•end back, to relax.] Not energetio or exact in duty

or business; not careful or prompt in fulfilling

engagements ;—lacking earnestness or activity ; slack

dilatory; negligent; careless; inattentive; heedless;

thoughtless. [or forgivon.

Remissible, (re-mis'e-bl) a. Capable of being remitted
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Remission, (re-mish'un)n. [L. remurio, from remittere,

lYDiuium.] Act of remitting ; — relaxation ; abate

ment ; moderation of intensity, as of beat, cold,

labour, harsh treatment, <fcc. ;—diminution in part, or

release in full, from a penal sentence : removal of a

punishment or penalty;—hence, pardon; forgiveness

of sin ; — discharge from that which is due ; relin

quishment of a claim, right, or obligation ;—a tcm-

l>orary subsidence of the force or violence of a disease

or of pain. fairing.

Remissive, (re-mis'iv) a. That remits ; remitting : for-

Remissly, ( re-mia'le ) adv. Carelessly ; negligently ;

—slowly ; slackly ; without earnestness or zeal ; indo

lently.

Remissness, (rc-mis'nes) n. Slowness ; slackness ; care

lessness ; negligence ; inattention ; want of ardour or

vigour ; want of punctuality.

Remit, (riS-mif) v. t. f L. remittere.] To send back ; to

refer ;—to transfer, as a cause to another court ; to

defer to the judgment of another; to send back to

prison ; to recommit ;—to forgive ; to pardon, as sin;

—to relax, as a sentence or penal doom ;—to give up ;

to surrender ; to resign ;—to transmit to a distance,

as money, bills, or the like ;—v. i. To abate in force or

in violence; to grow less intense; to become mod

erated :—imp. A pp. remitted; ppr. remitting.

Remittal, (rC-mit'al) n. A remitting ; a giving np ; a

surrender.

Remittance, (rtr-mit'ans) n. Act of transmitting money,

bills, or the like to a distant place :—the sum or thing

remitted.

Remittent, (rC-mit'en t) a. Having remissions from time

to time ; temporarily ceasing or abating, as a fever;

—sometimes used substantively, as "a remittent."

Remitter, (rfi-mit'er) n. One who remits or makes

remittance ;—one who pardons or forgives ;—the resti

tution of one who obtains possession of property under

a defective title, to his rights under a more ancient

or valid title.

Remnant, (remnant) u, [F. remaindre, from L. re-

manere.] Residue; remainder; what remains after a

part is removed, performed, &c. ;—hence, a small por

tion ; a slight trace ; a fragment.

Remodel, (re-mod'el) v. t. To model or fashion anew :

—imp. A pp. remodelled ; ppr. remodelling. fing.

Remollient, (re-mol'le-ent) a. [F.l Mollifying ; soften -

Remolten, (re- molten) a. Melted again.

Remonstrance, (re-mon'strans) n. Act of expostulation;

—strong representation of reasons against a measure,

course of action, conduct, <te. ; — forcible suggestions

against an act, warnings, as of conscience, &c. ;—the

terms in which one remonstrates ; earnest advice or

reproof.

Remonstrant, (re-mon'strant) a. Inclined or tending

to remonstrate ; expostulatory.

Remonstrant, ( rd-nion'strant ) n. One who remon

strates ; — ttptcially, an Arminian who reclaimed

against the decisions of the Synod of Dort, in 161S.

Remonstrate, ( re-mon'strat ) v. i. [L. remonttrare,

from re, again, back, and monttrare, to show.] To

exhibit or present strong reasons against an act, mea

sure, or any course of proceedings ; — v.t. To show

or make evident by strong representation : — imp. A

pp. remonstrated; pjir. remonstrating. [strates.

Remonstrator, (re-mon'strat-or) n. One who remon-

Remora. (retn'6-ra) n, A fish, Beheneis remora, found

in the Mediterranean, having an oval sucking disk on

the top of the head—it was fabled to retard the motion

of ships by attaching itself to the sides or bottom of

them.

Remorse, (re-mors') n. [L. remor$u$, from rvmortfer*,

remorsum, to bite again or back, to torment j The

keen or knawjng pain or anguish excited by a sense of

guilt ; compunction ; regret.

Remorseful, (re-mors'fool) a. Full of remorse or com

punction;—compassionate ; feeling tenderly;—pitiable.

' Remorseless, (rt-morsTos) a. Without remorse or sen-

I sibility; cruel; insensible to distress; pitiless; relent-

j leas; merciless.

Remorselessly, (re-morsOes-le) adv. Without remorse.

I Remorselessness, (re-morales oea) n. Insensibility to

, distress; savage cruelty; unrelenting severity.

Remote, (rC-mof) a. [I*, remotua, pp. of rtmovere, to

! remove.] Removed to a distance ; not near ; far away

j —said in respect to time or place;—hence, removed ;

! not agreeing, according, or being related ; alien ;

j abstracted ; alight : inconsiderable.

I Remotely, (reVmotle) adv. In a remote manner ; at a

distance in space, time, consanguinity, and the like ;

—in a small degree ; slightly ; inconsiderably.

Remoteness' (re-mot'nes) u. State of being remote ;

distance in time or space; — distance in affinity or

| consanguinity; — distance in causal operation or effi-

I ciency ;—slightness ; nuntness, as of resemblance.

I Remould, (re-mold') v. t. To mould or shape anew ;

I to remodel.

| Remount, (re>mounf) r. t. To mount again :—r. u To

I mount again: to reascend :—imp. A pp. remounted;

! ppr. remounting.

i Removability, (rc-moov-a-bil'e-te) n. The capacity of

being removable from an office or station.

Removable, ( re-inunv'a-bl ) a. Admitting of being

removed, as from an office or station, or from one place

> to another.

: Removal, (re-moov'al) n. Act of removing from a place,

as a family ;—act of dismissing from station, office,

Ac ;—act of remedying or taking away; — state of

being removed ; change of place ; — act of putting an

| end to, as a grievance ;—departure : death.

i Remove, (re-moovO v. t. [L. rtmovere, from re, again,

back, and movere, to move.} To take or put away ; - -

1 to move from its place or from the position occupied *

to carry to or place at a distance ;—to dismiss from a

; post ; to displace from office ;—to cause to leave a per

son or thing ; hence, to banish ;—to carry from one>

' court to another, as a case by appeal ;—to take from

this world or present state of being, as by death ;—

v. t. To change place in any manner ; to change resi

dence ;—to go from place to place , to emigrate :—imp.

A pp. removed ; ppr. removing.

Remove, (re-moov') n. Act of removing ; removal :

departure ;—state of being removed ;—change of place

or station ;—translation or substitution of one man in

place of another ;—a dish to be changed while the rest

of the course remains on the table;—movement of a

piece in chess or draughts ;—distance or space through

which any thing is removed ; interval ;—a step in any

scale of gradation. [others.

Removed, (re-moovd') a. Remote; separate from

Remover, (re-modv'jr) n. One who removes.

Remunerable, ( rS-mun'sr-a-bl ) a. Capable of being

remunerated ; fit or proper to be recompensed.

Remunerate, (r6-mun'er-at) t>. t. [L. rewiuiterar*, rem*-

nerafuni, from re, again, back, and munws, munmi, a

gift, present.] To pay an equivalent to for any ser

vice, loss, expense, or other sacrifice ; reward : recom

pense; requite: repay:— imp. A pp. remunerated;

ppr. remunerating.

Remuneration, (re-mun-fr-a'shun) n. Act of remun

erating : reward; recompense;—the equivalent giTen

for services, loss, sufferings, Ac. ; compensation ; repay

ment ; requital.

Remunerative, (re-mun'er-at-iv) a. Intended to remu

nerate, as payment ; — exercised in rsoompensirrg, as

justice ;—yielding a sufficient remuneration, as labour.

Renaissance, (re-na'sanz) n. [F. new birth, restora

tion.] The revival of letters and arts after the middle

ages, usually dated from the end of the fifteenth cen

tury ;—a style of architecture introduced as a reaction

from the Gothic, partly classic and partly Byzantine,

but with florid decorations peculiar to itself;—a style

of ornamentation in sculptured, carved, or chased work,
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In which the subjects are classical, bat the treatment

less simple, chaste, and quiet than the antique models.
Renal, (regnal) a. [L. renalis, from rents, the kidneys

or reins. ] Pertaining to the kidneys or reins.

Renard, (renard) n, [Ger. JUinhard.) A fox—-so

called in fables or familiar tales, and in poetry:—also

Reynard.

Rcnascency. (ro-nas ens-e) n. The state of being renas

cent or of being produced again :—also renascence.

Renascent, (re-nas'ent) a. [L. renascens, ppr. otrenasci,

to be born again, from re, again, and nasci, to be

born.] Springing or rising into being again ; repro

duced ;»-abIe or likely to be renewed or reproduced.

Rencounter, (ren-kount'er) »■ I**- rencontre, Eng. re

and encounter. ] A meeting of two persons or bodies ;

—hence, a meeting in opposition or contest; action or

engagement; — a sudden contest without premedita

tion ; conflict ; collision ; clash.

Rencounter, (ren-kount'er) v.i. To meet an enemy

unexpectedly ; to come Into collision ; to skirmish ; to

fight hand to hand ;—v. t. To attack hand to hand.

Rend, (rendlt>. (. [A. -3. rendan, to cut, IoeL rtrndi,

to spoil.] To separate into parts with force or sudden

violence; to tear asunder ; to split ;—to take from or

deprive of by force ;—in Scripture, to rend the heart,

to wound or lacerate the soul with poignant sorrow or

remorse for sin ; to rend the heavens, to open a way

for the display of the glory of God, dec. :—imp. & pp.

rent; ppr, rending.

Render, (ren'dQr) n. One who rends or tears.

Render, (ren'der) t\ t. [F. rendre, from L. redder*,

from re, again, back, and dare, to give.] To return ;

to pay back; to restore ;—to inflict, as a retribution;

—to give on demand ; to surrender ;—hence, to fur

nish ; to contribute ; to afford ; — to make up ; to

state ; to deliver, as accounts ;—to cause to be or to

become ;—to translate from one language into an

other; to express fully, exactly, and forcibly the

meaning and spirit of a passage or book: — to re

present ; to exhibit ;—to boil down and clarify ;—to

plaster roughly;—v.i. In nautical phrase, to give,

yield, or slip under a strain, as a hitch, knot, pur

chase-tackle, Ac.;—to give account; to state; to ex

plain:—imp. A pp. rendered; ppr. rendering.

Render, {ren'der) n. A surrender ; a giving up ;—

a return. [distributor.

Renderer, (ren'der-er) n. One who renders ; restorer ;

Rendering, ( ren'dcr-ing ) n. The act of rendering:

translation ; version ;—the act of laying the first coat

of plaster on brick or stone work.

Rendezvous, (rang'da-vdo) n. [P. rendes rous, render \

yourselves, repair to a place.] A place for meeting ; ■

—especially, the appointed place for troops, or for the

■hips of a fleet, to assemble ;—a meeting by appoint-

merit ;—a sign or signal which draws men together.

Rendezvous, (rang'da-vdo) v. *. To assemble or meet

at a particular place, as troops, ships, and the like ;

—9. t. To assemble or bring together at a certain

place:—imp. dt pp. rendezvoused ; pin-, rendezvousing.

Rendition, (ren-diah'un) n. Act of rendering: sur

render, as of fugitives from justice, at the claim of a

foreign government;—translation; version.

Renegade, (ren'e-gad) n. [8p. renegado, F. renegat,

from L. re and negare, to deny.] One faithless to

principle or party ; especially, an apostate from a

religious faith ;—one who deserts from a military or

naval post ; a deserter ;—a common vagabond.

Renew, (rS-nu*) v. L To make new ; to revive :—to

restore to a former state ; to repair ;—to re-establish;

to confirm, as a treaty ; — to grant or to accept a

new bill or note for the amount of a former one ;—

to begin again ;—to repeat, either exactly or almost

exactly ;—to furnish again :—to make new spiritu

ally ; to implant holy affections in the heart ; to re

generate ;—v.i. To be made new; to grow or cotn-

meoce again :~imp. & pp. renewed ; ppr. renewing.

Renewable, (re-nu'a-bl) a. Capable of being renewed.

Renewal, (re-nu'al) n. Act of forming anew ; revival ;

restoration ;—regeneration ;—a reloan on a new note

given in place of a former note.

Renewer, (re-nu'er) n. One who renews.

Renewing, (re-nu'ing) a. Regenerating;—quickening;

reviving, as grace.

Renewing, (re-nu'ing) n. Act of regenerating ;—act of

quickening or imparting new impulse to the regener

ated sou 1.

Renifonn, (ren'e-form) a. [L. rents, the kidneys, and

forma, form.) Having the form or shape of the sec-

tion of a kidney—broader than long, and more or

less rounded, with the lower margin concave, as the

ground-ivy leaf.

Renitent, (ren'e-tent) a. [L. rcnitens.] Resisting

pressure or the effect of it, as an elastic body ;—hence,

reluctant ; actively opposed to.

Rennet, (ren'et) n. [A.-S. gerinnan, to curdle, from

rinnan, to run.] The inner membrane of the fourth

stomach uf the calf, or an infusion or preparation

of it, used for coagulating milk.

Rennet, (ren'et) n. [F. reinette, from rtine, queen.]

A species of French apple ; queen-apple.

Renounce, (re-nouns') v.i. [L. re, again, back, and nun-

eiare, to announce.] To declare against; to disavow;

to refuse to own or acknowledge;—to give up; to re*

sign, as a title or claim ;—to deny: to disclaim, as a duty

or obligation;—to cast off; to reject, as allegiance or

authority ;—to quit by sacramental vow; to abjure,

as the world ;—to disown, as a connection ;—r. i. To

declare a renunciation ;—in card-playing, to revoke;

to fail in following suit, wheu a card of the suit is in

the player's hand .—imp. & pp. renounced ; ppr. re

nouncing.

Renounce, (re-nouns') n. A revoke in cards.

Renouncement, (rd-nouns'ment) n. Act of disclaim

ing; renunciation. [disclaima

Renounoer, (re-nouns'er) n. One who renounces or

Renovate, (ren'o-vat) v. t. [L. re, again, back, and no-

vare. to make new, from novus, new. J To make over

again ; to render as good as new.

Renovation, ( ren-d-va'shun ) n. Act of renovating;

renewal ;—state of being renovated or renewed.

Renovator, (ren'o-va-ter) n. One who or that which

renovates or renews.

Renown, (re-nown') n. [L. re, again, and nomen,

name.] The state of being much known and talked

of; fame; celebrity; great reputation.

Renowned, (rS-nownd') a. Celebrated for great and

heroic achievements, for distinguished qualities, or

for grandeur ; famous ; distinguished ; eminent ; re

markable ; wonderful. (manner.

Renownedly, ( re-nown'ed-le ) adv. In a renowned

Rent, (rent) n. [From rend.] A fissure; an opening

made by rending ; a break or breach made by force;

—a tear ; a split ;—a schism ; a separation.

Rent, (rent) n. [L. reddita, redden, to give back, to

pay, A.-S. rent.] A certain periodical profit in money,

provisions, or labour, issuing out of lands and tene

ments ; rental ; revenue ;—the stipulated sum paid

by a tenant annually, quarterly, monthly, or weekly,

for the temporary use and possession of lands, moors,

houses, rooms, Ac.

Rent, (rent) v. t. To grant the possession and enjoy

ment of ; to lease ;—to take and hold by lease the

jtouession of;—v. i. To be leased or let for rent;—

imp. & pp. rented ; ppr. renting.

Rental, (rental) n. [ L. rentale, from renin. \ A

schedule or account of rents, with the names of the

tenants, &c ; a rent-roll ; also, the annual amount of

rent. [due.

Rent-day, (rent'dft) n. The day on which rents are

Renter, (rent'er) it. One who rents or leases an estate ;

more generally, the lessee or tenant who takes an

estate or tenement on rent.
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Renter, (rent'er) v. t. [F. rentrarie, from L. re, back,

and trahcre, to draw.] To sew together so that the

■earn is scarcely visible: to fine-draw; — to darn

neatly, as a rent :—imp. & pp. rentered ; ppr. rent-

ering.

Bent-roll, (rent'rol) n. A list of rents ; a rental.

Renunciation, (re-nun-ae-a'thiiii) n. [L. renunciatio.]

Act of renouncing ; a disowning ; rejection ; dis

avowal ; disclaimer ; abandonment ; relinquishment.

Eenverse, (ren-vers') a. In heraldry, reversed ; set

with the head downward or contrary to the natu

ral posture. [again.

Reobtain, (re-ob-tan') v.t. To get back; to obtain

Reopen, (re-6'pen) v. t. To open again.

Reordain, (r8-or-dAn') v. t. To ordain again.

Reorder, (re-or'der) v, t. To order a second time.

Reordination, (re-or-din-a'shuu) n. A second ordina*

tion. [organizing anew.

Reorganization, (re-or-gan-iz-ashun) n. The act of

Reorganize, (re-organ-Iz) v. t. To organize anew ; to

reduce again to a regular system, or to form in a

regular body:—imp. & pp. reorganized; ppr. reor

ganizing,

Bept (rep) a. [Probably a corruption of rib.) Formed

with a surfaoe closely corded or of a cord-like

appearance.

Bep, (rep) n. A kind of stuff having a surface ap

pearing as if made of small cords.

Repack, (rt-pak') v. t. To pack a second time :—imp.

& pp. repacked ; ppr. repacking.

Repair, (rt-parO v. t. [F. reparcr, from L. re, again,

back, and parare, to prepare.] To restore to a sound

or good state after decay, injury, dilapidation, or par

tial destruction ;—to fill up by substitution of some

thing in place of what has been lost;—to mend by

patching, as a garment;—to rebuild, as a breach ;—

v. i. [F. repartr, L. repatriare, to go home again.]

To go; to betake one's self; to resort:—imp. & pp.

repaired ; ppr. repairing.

Repair, (re-pAr') n. Restoration to a sound or good

state after decay, waste, injury, or partial destruc

tion; reparation; patching; mending. [F. reparer.]

Act of betaking one s self to a place ;—resort ; abode ;

haunt.

Repairer, (re-paVer) n. One who repairs, restores, or

makes amends.

Repandous, (re-pan'dus) a. [L- repandut, bent back

ward.] Bent upward ; convexedly crooked.

Reparable, (rep'ar-a-bl) a. [L. reparabilit.] Capable

of being repaired ; retrievable; recoverable.

Reparation, (rep-ar-u'shun) n. Act of repairing ; re

storation to soundness or a good state ;—state of being

repaired ; —that which is done or made in order to

repair ; indemnification for loss or damage ; restitu

tion ; compensation ; amends.

Reparative, (rC-par'a-tiv) a. Restoring to a sound

state ; tending to amend defect or make good.

Reparative, (re-parVtiv; n. That which restores to a

good state ; that which makes amends.

Repartee, (rep-ar-teO n. [F. repartie, from repartir,

to reply, to divide.} A smart, ready, and witty reply;

retort.

Repartee, (rep-ar-te') v. i. To make smart and witty

replies:—imp. & pp. reparteed; ppr. reparteeing.

Repartition, (re-par-tish un) n. A new separation or

division.

Repass, (re-pas') v. t. To pass again ; to cross or travel

over a second time ;—v. i. To pass or go back ; to

move back:—imp. Amp. repaased; ppr. repassing.

Repast, (re-past') n. [F. repot, from repaitrt, L. n»,

again, and patcere, to eat, feed.} Act of taking food ;

—that which is taken as food ; a meal ; victuals.

Repay, (rS-pft') v.t. To pay back ;—to make return or

requital for;— to pay anew or a second time, as a

debt; refund ; restore ; recompense ; reimburse ; re

ward ; requite:—imp. & j?p. repaid; ppr. repaying.

Repayable, (re-pa'a-bl) a. That is to be repaid or re

funded.

Repayment, (re-pa'ment) n. Act of paying back ; reim

bursement ;—the money or other thing repaid.

Repeal, (re-pel') v. t. [L. re and appellare.) To recall,

as a deed, will, law, or statute; to abrogate by

authority; revoke; rescind; annul:—imp. & pp. re

pealed; ppr. repealing.

Repeal, (r6-peT)n. Revocation; abrogation.

Repealable, (re-pel'a-bl) a. Capable of being repealed ;

revocable ; reversible.

Repeaiablenesa, (re-peTa-bl-nes) n. Capabilitynf being

repealed :—also repeatability.

Repealer, (re-pel'er) n. One who repeals or seeks a

repeal;—specifically, an advocate for the repeal of

the Articles of Union between Great Britain and

Ireland.

Repeat, (rG-petf) v. (. [L. repetere, from re, again, and

peters, to seek.] To go over a second time ; to do,

try, make, attempt again; to renew; to reiterate;

—to relate ; to report, as the sayings of another ; to

utter and spread, as rumour, scandal, &c.;—to recite ;

to rehearse, as a lesson:—imp. & pp. repeated; ppr.

repeating.

Repeat, (re-peV) n. Act of repeating ; repetition :—

in music, a mark or notation placed before and after

a passage to indicate that it is to be repeated.

Repeatedly, ( r£ • pet'ed - le ) adv. Again and again;

often ; frequently.

Repeater, (rB-pet'er) n. One who recite* or re

hearses ;—a watch that strikes tire hours at will, at

the touch of a spring ;—a fire-arm that may be dis

charged many times in quick succession ;—in arith

metic, a decimal in which the same figure constantly

recurs.

Repeating, (re-pet'ing) a. Doing or uttering again ;—

striking the hours, as a watch. Repeating dixie, an

astronomical instrument for determining the angular

distance between two objects.

Repel, (re-pel') v. t. [L. repellere, from re, back, ami

pellere, to drive.] To drive back; to force to return.

—to encounter with effectual resistance, as an en

croachment ; to repulse ; to resist ; to oppose ;—r. i.

To act with force against ; to have a negative electri

cal power :—imp. & pp. repelled ; ppr. repelling.

Repellency, (re-pel'eus-e) n. QuaLity or capacity of re

pelling ; repulsion. [mg to repel.

Repellent, (re-pel'ent) a. Driving back ; able or tend-

Repellent, (re-pel'ent) n. That which repels or scatters.

Repeller, (re-pel'er) n. One who or that which repels.

Repent, (re'pent) a. [L. repent, ppr. of repert, to

creep.] Creeping, as a plant.

Repent, (rS-pentf) v. i. [L. re, again, and pcrna, pun

ishment, G. poini.] To feel pain, sorrow, or regret,

for what one has done or omitted to do ;—to change

the mind or course of conduct on account of dissatis

faction with what has occurred ;—v. t. To feel pain on

account of; to remember with sorrow :—imp. & pp.

repented ; ppr. repenting.

Repentance, (rB-pent'ana) n. Act of repenting ; sor

row or regret for something said or done in the past;

penitence:—in theology, distress or agony of mind

for past sin and guilt, proceeding from fear of conse

quences, terrors of hell, Ac. ; legal repentance;—re

morse of conscience, contrition of heart, for sin, as an

offence against God, and a base return for his love

and goodness; sorrow for sin produced from faith in

Christ as having died for it, and offering to redeem

from it; evangelical repentance;—a thorough change

of heart and mind ; newness of life.

Repentant, (rS-pent'ant) a. Inclined to repent ; sorry

for sin ;—expressing or showing sorrow for sin.

Repentant, (re -pent 'ant) n. One who repents; a

penitent.

Repeater, (re-pentfer) n. One who repents.

Bepeople, (re-pCpl) v. f. To people unow ; to furnish ,
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again with inhabitants : — imp. & pp. repeopled;

»/»r. repeopling.

Repercussion, (re-per-kush'un) n. [L. irpercutsio, from

re, again, back, and ptrcuttre, to strike through and

through.] Act of driving back ; reverberation.

Repercussive, (re-per-kusiv) a. Having the power of

■ending back ; causing to reverberate ;—driven back ;

reverberated.

Repertory, (rep'er-tor-e) n. [L. repertorium, from re-

perire, to find again.] A place in which things are

disposed in an orderly manner, so that they can be

easily found ;—a treasury; a magazine. [usal.

Reperusal, (rC-per-fir'al) «. A second or repeated per*

Repetition, (rep-6-tish'un) n. [L. repetitio.] Act of

repeating;—iteration of the same acts or deeds;—act

of reading or rehearsing, as a lesson ; especially, act of

reciting from memory, or the passage recited; — in

vuttie, act of playing or singing the same part a

second time or da capo;—in rhetoric, reiteration of

the same words, or of the same ideas in different

terms.

Repetitions!, (rep-C-tish'un-al) a. Containing or con

sisting in repetition:—also repetitionary; repetitious.

Repine, (re-pin') v i. To continue pining ; to fret or

vex one's self; to be discontented ; to murmur; to

complain ; to envy or grieve at the good of another :—

imp. & jip. repined ; j>pr. repining.

Repiner, (re-pin'er) n. One who repines or murmurs.

Repining, (re-pbViiig) n. Act or state of grieving, com

plaining, or fretting.

Repiningly,(r&-pin'ing-ie)a<ip. In a fretting, grieving,

or complaining manner.

Replace, (rS-plasO v. t. To place again ; to restore to a

former place, position, condition, and the like;—to

refund; to repay ;—to supply or substitute an equiv

alent for ;—to supply the want of ; to fulfil the end or

office of :—imp. it pp. replaced ; p/rr. replacing.

Replacement, (re-plAs'ment) n. The act of replacing ;

restoration ;—act of substituting one thing or person

for another ; substitution.

Replant, (re-plant') v. t. To plant again :—imp. & pp.

replanted; ppr. replanting. [again.

Replantation, (re-plant-A'shun) n. The act of planting

Replenish, (re-plen'ish) v. t. (F. rtplenir, from L. re,

again, and plenus, full. ] To fill up again ; to fill com

pletely ; to stock with numbers, quantities, or in

abundance;—to finish; to complete;—v. t. To re

cover former fulness :—imp. ii pp. replenished ; ppr.

replenishing. [ur replenishes.

Replenisher, (rS-plen'ish-er) n. One who refurnishes

Replenishment, (re-plen'ish-ment) n. Act of replen

ishing or state of being replenished ;—that which re

plenishes ; supply.

Replete, (re-plef) a. [L. replttus, pp. of replere, to

fill again, to fill up.] Filled again; completely filled;

full.

Repletion, (re-ple'shun) n. State of being replete;

superabundant fulness ; fulness of blood ; plethora,

Repleviable, ( ro-plevVa-bl ) a. That may be reple

vied.

Replevin, (re-pleVin) n. [L. replevina.] A personal

action which lies to recover possession of goods and

chattels wrongfully taken or detained ;—the writ by

which goods and chattels are replevied.

Replevy, (reVplev'e) v. t. (L. reptcvire, replegiare.]

To take or get back, by a writ for that purpose, goods

and chattels wrongfully taken or detained, upon giv

ing security to try the right to them in a suit at law;

—to bail;—imp. & pp. replevied; ppr. replevying.

Replicate, (repie-k&t) a. Folded or plaited ;—In bot

any, folded or rolled up so as to form a groove or

channel, as a leaf.

Replication, (rep-le-kashun) n, [L. replication An

answer; a reply ;—the reply of the plaintiff in mat

ters of fact to the defendant's plea; answer ; response;

rejoinder.

Replier, (re-pli'er) n. One who replies or answers.

Reply, (iv-pli') v.i. [L. replicarey to fold back, to

make a reply.] To make a return to in words or

writing;— to answer a defendant's plea;—v. t. To

return for answer : to respond to :—imp. & pp. re

plied ; ppr. replying.

Reply, (re-pir) n. That which is said or written in

answer to what is said or written by another ; re

joinder ; response.

Repoliah, (re-polish) v. /. To polish again :—imp. A

pp. repolished ; ppr. repolishing.

Repone, (rt-pon') v. t. [L. repontre.] To restore ; to

replace in an office or rank; —v. i. To reply. [Scot]

Report, (re-porf) v. t. [L. reportare, to bear or bring

back.] To bear or bring back, as an answer; to give

an account of; to describe ;—to utter and repeat ; to

circulate publicly ; — to give a formal or official ac

count of ; — to mention as having failed in duty,

obedience, Ac. ; to denounce ;—to make minutes of,

as a speech or the doings of a public body ;—v. t. To

make an official return or statement in answer to

a remit;—to furnish in writing an account of a speech,

or the proceedings of a public assembly;—to betake

one's self as to a superior officer, and to be in readi

ness for orders or to do service ;—to act as a reporter

for the press :—imp. &pp. reported ; ppr. reporting.

Report, (re-pdrtO n. That which is reported; an ac

count or detailed description of an object or of a sub

ject of inquiry ; narrative of facta ; relation :—espe

cially, an officieJ statement or account of facts or

particulars ascertained by inquiry ;—a story widely

circulated; rumour;—hence, common fame; repute;

—reputation, good or bad ; — sound ; noise ; rever

beration, as of a pistol, gun, &c. ; — a detailed ac

count of the cases, pleadings, and decisions in law

courts;—an account published in the newspapers of

the proceedings, debates, &c, of legislative ur other

public bodies;—a return from an auditor, master of

chancery, <tc., on matters referred to them by the

supreme court ;—a verbal or written statement of

what has occurred or been done in his department

or hours of service, as from an inferior to his sui>o-

rior officer or master.

Reporter, (re-pOrt'er) n. One who relates or repeats

stories, rumours, &c ;—one who gives in a verbal or

written account or statement of matters referred to

him for inquiry by a legal court or public body ;

one who draws up and publishes statements of law

pleadings and decisions, proceedings of legislative

and other public bodies, and narratives of local inci

dents, casualties, or other matters likely to interest the

publii. [porter.

Reportership. (re"-port'er-ehip) n. The office of a re-

Reporting, (re-port'ing) n. Act or business of drawing

up and writing out for the public press detailed ac

counts of the proceedings of legislative, law, or other

public bodies, and generally of any matter of public

interest

Reposal, (re-poVal) n. Act of reposing or resting.

Repose, (r6-poV) »• *• [F. reposer, L. rtponere, to lay

down.] To lay at rest ; to cause to be calm or quiet ;

to compose ;—to lay up ; to deposit ;—to place in con

fidence;—v. i. To lie ; to rest upon ;—to lie for rest

or refreshment ; to sleep ;—to rest in confidence :—

imp. & pp. reposed ; ppr. reposing.

Repose, (re-poz') n, A lying at rest; sleep;—mental

tranquillity ; freedom from uneasiness ;—in the fine

arts, that harmony or moderation which affords rest

for the eye.

Reposit, (re-poz'it) v. t. [L, reponere, reportfum.] To

lay up or lodge, as for safety or preservation :—imp.

& pp. reposited ; ppr. reposiang.

Repository, (re-poVe-tor-e) n, [L. repoiitorium,] A

place where things are or may be deposited for safety

or preservation; a depository; — a kind of empo

rium ; bazaar ; also, a horse- bazaar.
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Repossess, rre-poz-zes') v. t. To possess again :—imp.

A pp. repossessed ; ppr. repossessing.

Repossession, (re-poz-zeeh'un) n. Act of possessing

again ; state of possessing again.

Reprehend, ( rep-re-liend') v. t. (L. reprehendere, to

check, to blame. J To accuse; to charge; to chide;

to reprove :—imp. & pp. reprehended ; ppr. repre

hending.

Reprehender, ( rep - rt - hend'er ) n. One who repre

hends ; one who blames or reproTee.

Reprehensible, (rep-r8-hens'e-bl) a. Worthy of repre

hension or blame : culpable ; censurable.

Reprehensibleneu, (rep-re-hense-bl-nes) n. The qual

ity of being reprehensible ; blamableness ; culpable-

ness. [henaible manner.

Reprehensibly, (rep-re-hensVble) adv. In a repre-

Reprehension, (rep-r6-hen'shun) n. Reproof; censure;

open blame.

Rehrehensive, (rep-re-hena'iv) a. Containing reproof.

Represent, (rep-re-zentO v. t. [L. reprasentart.) To

exhibit the counterpart or image of;—to delineate;

to depict;—to act the part or character of; to per

sonate ;—to supply the place or perform the duties

of; — to exhibit to another mind in language; to

bring before the mind ;—to serve as a sign or symbol

of:—imp. *fc pp. represented; ppr. representing'.

Representation, (rep-re-zent-a'shun) n. Act of describ

ing or showing ;—that which represents, as a pic

ture, model, or other fac-simile ;—a dramatic per

formance; also, the acting of a particular character

in a drama, <tc. ; — a description or statement;—a

statement of facts, reasoning, or argument ;—a body

of representatives.

Representative, (rep-re-zent'a-tiv) a. Fitted or quali

fied to represent ; exhibiting a likeness ;—bearing the

character or power of another.

Representative, (rep-re-zent'a-tiv) n. One who or

that which represents or exhibits the likeness of an

other ; — an agent, deputy, or substitute who sup

plies the place of another or others ;—a member of

the House of Commons elected to represent a constit

uency.

Representatively, (rep-rG-zent'a-tiv-Ie) adv. In a re

presentative manner ; by substitution or by delegated

Jx>wer.

Repress, (re-pros') v. t. [L. reprinure, repressum.) To

press back or down effectually or a second time ; to

crush down or out ; to quell ; to subdue ;—to check ;

to restrain ; suppress ; quell ; curb '.—imp. & pp. re

pressed ; ppr. repressing.

Represser, (rC-pres'$r) n. One who represses.

Repression, (re-presh'un) n. Act of repressing; that

which represses; check; restraint.

Repressive, (re-pres'iv) o. Having power or tending

to repress.

Repressively, (re-preeTv-le) adv. So as to repress.

Reprieve, (re-prtV) v. t. [Etymology disputed—said

to be from L. reprobare, to put to proof, to condemn,

also from F. reprendre, to take back ; perhaps from

re, back, and F. prter, to ask, prieu, a prayer.] To

grant on request a respite, delay, or suspension of

the execution of a sentence ; to respite after sen

tence of death ;—to grant temporary relief from any

suffering, trouble, ic. :—imp. & pp. reprieved ; ppr.

reprieving.

Reprieve, (re-prCv') n. Temporary suspension of the

execution of sentence, especially, the sentence of

death ;— interval of ease or relief; respite.

Reprimand, (rep're-mand) v. t. To reprove severely ;

to chide for a fault ;—to reprove publicly and offi

cially in execution of a sentence :—imp. & pp. re

primanded ; ypr. reprimanding.

Reprimand, (rep're-mand) n. [L. reprimendttt, from

reprimere, to check, repress.] Severe reproof for a

fault ; reprehension, private or public.

' (re-print*) v. t. To print again; to print a

second or any new edition of;—hence, to renew the im

pression of, as on the mind or heart :—imp, & pp. re

printed ; ppr. reprinting.

Reprint, (re print) n. A second or a new impression

or edition of any printed work ; also, the publication

in one country of a work previously published in an

other.

Reprisal, (re-priz'al) n. [F. rtprisailles, from L. re.

again, and prehtndere, to lay hold of.] Act of retak

ing ; especially, the act of taking from an enemy by

way of retaliation ;—act of inflicting suffering or death

on a prisoner in retaliation.

Reprise, (re-priz/) n. [F. reprise, from renrendVe, to

take back again.] Act of taking by way of retaliation ;

—in masonry, a return or inset of the mouldings in an

internal angle:—in law, any deduction, rent charge,

<fcc. , to be paid out of manor or lands :—often plural

Reprises or Reprizes.

Reproach, (re-proch') v. t. fF. reprocher, from L. repro-

priare.] To censure with severity, and sometimes)

with contempt; to charge with a fault in severe lan

guage ; blame ; rebuke : condemn ; revile ; vilify :—

imp. & pp. reproached ; ppr. reproaching.

Reproach, (re-proch') n. An expression of blame or

censure ; censure mingled with contempt or derision ;

—shame; infamy ; disgrace;—a cause or occasion of

blame or censure, or of shame and disgrace ;—an ob

ject of blame, censure, scorn, or derision.

Reproachable, (rfe-proch'a-bl) a. Deserving reproach;

—opprobrious ; Bcurrilous.

Reproachful, (re-prAch'fool) a. Expressing reproach or

censure ; opprobrious ;—scurrilous; abusive, as words;

—bringing or deserving reproach; infamous; base;

vile.

Reproachfully, (re-proch'fool-le) adv. In a reproach

ful manner ; opprobriously ; disgracefully; contempt

uously.

Reprobate, (rep'ro-bat) v. t. [L. reprr/bare, reprohat-

v.in.) To disapprove with detestation or marks of

extreme dislike ; to disallow ; to reject ;— to condemn

to punishment without hope ; to abandon to wicked

ness and eternal death :—imp. & pp. reprobated ; ppr.

reprobating.

Reprobate, (rep'ro-bat) a. Not enduring test or trial ;

disallowed ; rejected ;—abandoned in sin ; lost to vir

tue or grace ;—abandoned to error and apostacy .—

finally impenitent ; eternally lost

Reprobate, (rep'ro-bat) n. A person abandoned; one

morally lost.

Reprobation, (rep-ro-ba'shun) n. Act of reprobating ;

state of being reprobated;—act of abandoning to eter

nal death ;—condition of those who are finally lost ;

—a sentence of condemnation ; rejection ; refusal.

Reprobatory, (rep'ro-ba-tor-e) a. Of, pertaining to, or

expressing reprobation ; condemning.

Reproduce, ( re-pro-dus/ ) v. t. To produce again: to

bring to tbe memory or the imagination ;—to renew

the production of ; to generate, as offspring :—imp.

& pp. reproduced ; ppr. reproducing.

Reproducer, (re-prd-dus'er) n. One who or that which

reproduces. [reprodnci ng.

Reproduction, (re-pro-duk'shun) n. Act or process of

Reproductive, (re-pro-duk'tiv) a. Pertaining to or

employed in reproduction.

Repromulgate, (riVprd-mul'gftt) v. f. To proclaim or

publish anew. [mulgation.

Repromulgatioa, (re-pro-mul-ga'shun)n. A second pro-

Reproof, (re-proof) n. [From reprove. ] Expression of

blame ; public rebuke ; blame to the face ; direct and

express censure ; reprehension ;—reproach ; slander;

chiding; reprimand

Reprovable, (re-proovVbl) a. Worthy of reproof ; de

serving censure; blameworthy ; censurable ; repre

hensible; culpable.

Reprovabieness, ( re-prouv'.vbl-ne* ) n. The stats or

condition of being reprovable.
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Reprovably, ( re-proov'a-ble ) adv. In a reprovable

manner.

Keprove, (rfrproov') v. t. [F. re>rour#r, L. reprobare,]

To chide .is blameworthy to the face; to accuse as

guilty; to charge with a fault; to convince or convict

of;—to manifest disapprobation, as by a look ;—to con

fute ; to disprove; rebuke ; scold ; blame ; censure :

—imp. it pp. reproved ; ppr. reproving.

Reprover, (re-proov'er) n. One who or that which re

proves.

Reprovingly, ( rS-prooVing-le ) adv. In a reproving

manner ; so as to rebuke or censure.

Reptile, (rep'til) a. [L. repttlU, from repere, reptum,

to creep. ] Creeping, moving on the belly, or by

means of small, short legs ;—grovelling ; low ; vulgar.

Reptile, (rep'til) n. An animal that crawls or moves

on its belly, or by means of small, short legs :—a verte

brate animal, oviparous, like birds and fishes, cold

blooded, like fishes, and air-breathing, like birds ;—a

grovelling or very mean person.

Reptilian, (rep-til'e-an) a. Belonging to the reptiles.

Reptilian, (rep-til'e-an) n. An animal of the genus

Rept ilia; a reptile.

Republic, (re-put/lik) n. [L. retpubtica, from rw, a

thing, an aff.iir, and pubticus, publica, public] A

state in which the sovereign power is exercised by

representatives elected by the people : a common

wealth. Republic of Utteri, the collective body of

literary or learned men.

Republican, (re pub'lik-an) a. Placing the government

in thy people; democratic;—approving of democracy

or of government vested in the people.

Republican, (rC-publik-an) n. One who favours or pre

fers a republican form of government.

Republicanism, ( re-pub'lik-an-izm ) n. A republican

form or system of government ;—attachment to a re

publican form of government.

Republication, (re-pub-le-ka'shun) n. A second issue or

reprint of something before published; the publication

in one country of a work first issued in another; a

reprint

Republish, (rft-publish) v, t. To publish anew; to issne

a now edition of an old work : to reprint:—imp. &

pp. republished; ppr. republishing.

Repudiable, (rt-pu'de-a-bl) a. Admitting of repudia

tion ; fit or proper to be put away.

Repudiate, (r€-pu'de-at) v. t. [L. repudiart, from re,

again, and pudert, to be ashamed.] To cast off; to

discard ; to reject ; to disavow, as claims ; to disown;

—to pat away; to divorce, as a wife;— to refuse to

pay interest or principal of, or to deny obligation for,

debts contracted by the state [Amor.] :—imp. & pp.

repudiated; ppr. repudiating.

Repudiation, (re-pu-de-u'shun) it. Act of repudiating

or disclaiming; rejection; disavowal ; divorce of a

wife;—denial of or refusal to pay lawful debts.

Repudiator, (re-pfi'de-at-or) n. One who repudiates.

Repugnance, (rc-pug'nans) n. Act of opposing; resist

ance ; — reluctance ; unwillingness ; — inconsistence ;

incongruity ; aversion ; dislike ; antipathy.

Repugnant, (ro-pug'nant) a. [L. rtpugnanx, from re,

again, against, and pugnare, to fight J Opposite; con

trary; inconsistent; distasteful in a high degree;

offensive. (In contradiction.

Repugnantly, (re-pug'nant-le) adv. With opposition ;

Repulse, (rt-pnV) a. [L. repuUa, from reptllere, repiU-

turn.) Condition of being levelled or driven back:—

act of repelling or driving back ;—refusal ; denial.

Repulse, (re-puls7) v. t. [L. repellere, repultum, from

re, again, back, and petlere, to drive.] To repel ; to

beat or drive back:—imp. h pp. repulsed ; ppr. repuls

ing, (irresistible.

Repulseless, (r6-pulslee) a. That cannot be repelled ;

Repulsion, (rd-pul'shun) n. Act of repelling or driving

back ;—in physict, an inherent propertv of matter by

which certain bodies refuse to unite with other bodies.

or by which the particles or atoms of a body recede

from each other, and are kept from actual contact or

fusion ;—feeling of aversion or dislike ; repugnance.

Repulsive, (re-puls'iv) a. Inclined, serving, or able to

repel ; repelling ;—cold ; reserved : forbidding.

Repulsively, (le-pula'iv-le) adv. By repulsing; in a

repulsive manner. frepulsive or forbidding.

Repulsivenesa, (rd-puls'iv-nes) n The quality of being

Repurchase, (re-pur cho*) r. (. To buy again ; to buy

back :—imp. & pp. repurchased ; ppr. repurchasing.

Repurchase, (re-pur'chas) n. The act of baying again ;

the purchase again of what has been sold.

Reputable, (rep'ut-a-bl) a. Worthy of repute ; held in

esteem ; honourable ;—consistent with a good reputa

tion ; fitting ; becoming ; not mean or disgraceful ;

creditable ; estimable, [reputable.

Reputablenesa, (rep' ut-a-bl-nes) it. Quality of being

Reputably, (rep'ut-a-ble) adv. In a reputable manner.

Reputation, ( rep-ut-ft'shun ) n. Condition in which

one is reputed to be ; estimation in which one is held;

known or reported character, either good or bad ;

fame ;—public esteem ; general credit ; good name.

Repute, (re-putO v.t. [L. nputare, to count over, to

think over.] To account; to hold; to reckon;—to

attribute :—imp. & pp. reputed ; ppr. reputing.

Repute, (r§-put) n. Character attributed ; established

opinion ; estimate ;—good character ; reputation.

Reputedly, (le-pOt'ed-le) adv. In common opinion or

estimation ; by repute.

Request, (rfi-kweet) n. [F. requete, from L. requirere,

requiritum, to seek again, to ask for.] Act of asking

or expression of desire for something to be granted

or done; entreaty; petition ; suit ; — earnest desire ;

urgent demand ; solicitation ;—expression of the soul's

desire toward God ; prayer; supplication;—that which

is asked for or solicited ; specific object of entreaty or

prayer ;—a state of being desired or esteemed desir

able : demand ; inquiry for.
Request, (re-kwestb) v. t. To ask for earnestly; to

express desire for or to; beg; solicit; entreat; beseech:

—imp. A pp. requested; ppr. requesting.

Requester, ( re - kwest ' er ) n. One who requests; a

petitioner.

Requicken, (iP-kwik'n) r. (. To give new life or spirit

to ; to reanimate ; to revive.

Requiem, (rt'kwe-em) n. [Accusative of requies, rest]

A hymn or mass sung for the dead for the rest of

his soul ;—a grand musical composition performed in

honour of some deceased person.

Requirable, (rft-kwu/a-bl) a. Capable of being required.

Require, (rG-kwir7) v.t. [L. requirere, from re, again,

back, and quarrere, to seek.] To insist upon having ;

to claim as by right and authority ;—to make neces

sary ; to claim as indispensable ; to ask ; to request ;—

to call to account ; to demand satisfaction for ;—to

take satisfaction for ; to avenge ;—to stand in want

of; to need '.—imp. it pp. required; ppr. requiring.

Requirement, ( r5- kwir'ment ) n. Act of requiring;

demand ; requisition ; — that which, is required ; an

essential condition. ,

Requirer, (rO- k wirVr) n. One who requires.

Requisite, (rek'we-zit) (i. [L. rtquititut, pp. of requi

rere.) Required by the nature of things or by cir

cumstances ; needful ; indispensable ; essential.

Requisite, ( rek'we-xit ) n. That which is necessary ;

something indispensable, [ner : necessarily.

Requisitely, (rek we-zit-le) adv. In a requisite man-

Requisiteness, (rek'we-zit-nes) n. The state of being

requisite or necessary ; necessity.

Requisition, (rek-we-rish'uni n. Act of requiring :—

application made as of right; demand;—a written

call or invitation ;—that which is required by autho

rity ; a quota of supplies or necessaries.

Requisition i st, ( rek-we-zish'un-ist) n. One who ad

dresses or signs an invitation, call, Ac.

Requital, (re-kwft al) n. That which requites or repays ;
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return for any service, good or bad ; compensation ;

recompense ; retribution ; retaliation ; punishment.

Requite, (re-kwif) v. t. [Prefix re and 711 if. ] To repay ;

to return an equivalent in good, or evil for evil ;

compensate; recompense; retaliate; punish:—imp. &

pp. requited ; ppr. requiting.

Requiter, (re-kwit'gr) n. One who requites.

Reredos, (reVdos) n. [F. arrievt dos.] A screen or par

tition-wall behind an altar ; an altar-piece ;—baok of a

fire-place.

Rereward, (reVwawrd) n. The rear-guard.

Resail, (re-ail') v. t. or i. To sail back '.-—imp. & pp.

retailed ; ppr. retailing.

Resalute, (re-sal-utf) v. t. [L. resaluto.) To salute or

greet anew ; to return a salutation.

Rescind, (re-sind') v. t. [L. reacindere, from re, again,

back, and scindere, to cut, split.] To cut off; to annul

or abrogate, as a law, act, or decision by the enacting

authority or by superior authority ; repeal ; reverse :

—imp. <to pp. rescinded; ppr. rescinding. fas a law.

Rescindable, (r£-sind'a-bl)a. Capable of being rescinded,

Rescission, (re-sizh'un) n. [L. retcissio, from rtacin-

dere.] Act of rescinding, abrogating, annulling, or

vacating. [to answer ;—to write over again.

Rescribe, (re-skrTV) v. L [L. rescribere.] To write back ;

Rescript, (ris'skript) n, [L. rescriptum, from re, again,

back, and scribere, to write.] Among the Roman*, the

answer of an emperor when consulted by particular

persons on some difficult question ; hence, an edict or

decree ;—a decretal epistle of the Pope on a question

of ecclesiastical discipline.

Rescription, (re-skrip'shun) n. [L. rescript™,] A

writiug back ; the answering of a letter.

Reseriptive, (re-skrip'tiv) a. Pertaining to a rescript or

to rescription ; determining or settling questions of

appeal ;—having power to decide and decree.

Reacriptively, (re-skrip'tiv-le) adv. By rescript, edict,

or decree.

Rescuable, (res'kii-a-bl) a. Capable of being rescued.

Rescue, (resku)w. t. [Norm. F. reseous, pp. of ncseourre,

It rueuotere, from re and acuotere, L. qwttere, to

shake.] To take or get back :—to liberate by forcible

or illegal means ;—to free or deliver from any confine

ment, violence, danger, or evil:—imp. & pp. rescued;

ppr, rescuing,

Rescue, (resTcu) n. Act of rescuing ; deliverance from

restraint, violence, or danger;—in law, the forcible

retaking of a legal distress from the distrainor ; the

forcible liberation of a prisoner from the custody of the

bailiff, police, or other officer :—also written retcous.

Research, (re-seroh') n. [F. recherche. ] Laborious and

patient search, as for truth; — diligent inquiry or

examination in seeking facts or principles; inquiry;

scrutiny.

Research, (re-seroh') v. t. To search or examine with

continued care ; to seek diligently ; — to search again :

to examine anew:— imp. & pp. researched; ppr.

researching. [reseated; ppr. reseating.

Reseat, (rt-sof) v. t To seat or set again :—imp. & pp.

Reseotion, (re-sek'shun) n. [L. resect io.] The act of

cutting or paring off.

Rescue, (re-sez') v. t. To seize again or a aecond time ;

—to take possession of, as lands and tenements which

have been disseized: — imp. & pp. reseized; ppr.

re&eizing. [seizing again.

Rcscizure, (rt-sez'ur) n. A second seizure; act of

Resell, (re-sel') v. t To sell again ; to sell what has been

bought or sold :—imp. & pp. resold ; npr. reselling.

Resemblance, ( re - zem ' blans ) u. [F. reuemblance.]

State of resembling or being like : likeness ; simi

larity ;—something resembling ; similitude ; represen

tation ; imago ; counterpart ; likeness.

Resemble, (re-zem'bl) v. t, (F. retsrmbter, from re and

sembUr, to seem, h. similare, to imitate.] To be like

to—said of one thing as compared with another ; to be

alike or similar to said of two or more objects with

respect to one another ;—to liken ; to compare :—imp.

& pp. resembled ; ppr. resembling.

Resent, (re-zenf) v. t. [L. re, again, and aentire, to

feel. ] To take ill ; to consider as an injury or affront ;

to be in some degree provoked at : — imp. & pp.

resented ; ppr. resenting.

Resenter, (rfi-zent'er) n. One who resents.

Resentful, (re-zent'foul) a. Inclined to resent; easily

provoked ; irritable ; captious.

Resentingly, (rC-zent'ing-le) adv. With a sense of in

jury or affront ;—with deep or continued anger.

Resentment, (re-zent'raent) n. Act of resenting ; deep

sense of injury or affront ; anger ;—continued auger :—

displeasure; indignation; irritation.

Reservation, (rez-er-vashun) n. [L. resvrvatio.] Act

of reserving or keeping back ; reserve ; concealment in

the mind ; — something kept back or not given up;

something withheld or not disclosed ; custody ; —state

of being treasured up, kept in store, or kept ready

for use ;—a proviso. [ing.

Reservative, (re-zerv'a-tiv) a. Keeping liack ; reeerv-

Reservatory, (rS-zerv'a-tor-e) n. A place in which

things are reserved or kept

Reserve, (re-zerv') v. t. [L. ruervare, from re, again,

and servare, to keep.] To keep in store for future or

other use ; to withhold from present use for auother

purpose ;— to keep ; to retain ; to withhold :—to lav

up and keep for a future time :—imp. & pp. reserved ;

ppr. reserving.

Reserve, (re-zerv^n. Act of reserving or keeping back;

—that which is reserved ;—a store, stock, force, troops.

&c , kept at hand in case of need ;—something in the

mind withheld from disclosure; secret purpose or

idea; exception; — special exemption; exception in

favour of; — restraint in personal behaviour; back

wardness: caution in words and actions: modesty; dif

fidence ; sullenness ; reservedness ; coldness ; shyness.

Reserved, (re-zervd7) a. Restrained from freedom in

words or actions ; not free or frank ; cautious ; back

ward ; cold ; shy.

Reservedly, (rfi-zerv'ed-le) adv. With reserve; cau

tiously ; coldly ;—scrupulously.

Reservedness, (rS-zerv'ed-nes) n. The state of being

reserved ; want of frankness, openness, or freedom ;

closeness.

Reservoir, (rez-er-vwor7) a. A place where any thing

is kept in store; especially, a place where water is col

lected and kept for use ; a basin ; cistern ; mill-

pond, Ac.

Reset (re-setf) v. t. To set over again, as a page of

printed matter ;—to furnish with a new setting, bor

der, or adornment ;—to receive, as stolen goods, know

ing them to be stolen [Scot.] :—imp. & pp. reset ; ppr.

resetting.

Resetter, (re-set'er) n. In Scot*' law, one who receives

or conceals, as stolen goods or a criminal.

Resettle, (re-set'l) v. t. To settle agaiu ;—to instal again

as a minister of the gospel ; — v. i. To settle in the

gospel ministry a second time ; to be installed again :

—imp. & pp. resettled ; ppr. resettling.

Resettlement, ( rfi-set'l-ment ) n. Act of settling or

composing again :—state of settling or subsiding again ;

—a second settlement in the gospel ministry.

Reshape, (rP-shap7) v. t. To shape or form anew.

Reship. (re-ship') v. t. To ship again ; to put on board

a vessel for transmission to another port, as goods

which have been imported.

Reahipment, (re-ahip'meut) n. The act of reshipping ;

the shipping for exportation what has been imported ;

that which is reshipped.

Reside, (re-zm") v. i. [L. residfre, from re, again, back,

and sedere, to sit] To dwell permanently or for a

length of time ; to have one's dwelling or home ;—to

have a seat or fixed position ; to lie or be, as an attri

bute or element ;—to sink ; to fall to ths bottom ; to

subsids; settle;—imp. & pp. resided; ppr. residing.
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Residenoe, (rez'e-dens) n. Act of residing, abiding, or

dwelling in a place for some continuance of time;—

the place where one resides ; dwelling ; abode ; habi

tat ion.

Resident, (rezVdent) a. Dwelling or having an abode

in a place lor a time ; fixed ; residing.

Resident, (rez'e-dent) n. One who resides or dwells in

a place for some time ;—a public minister who resides

at a foreign court.

Residenter, (rez-o-dent'er) n. A resident.

Residentiary, (rez-o-den'aho-ar-e) ". One who is resi

dent ;—an ecclesiastic who keeps a certain resilience.

Resider, (r3-zid'£r) n. One who resides in a particular

place. [taken.

Residual, ( re-zid'u-al ) a. Remaining after a part is

Residuary, (re-zid'u-ar-e) a. Pertaining to the residue

or part remaining. Residuary legatee, the person to

whom the residue of personal estate is bequeathed

after deducting debts and legacies.

Residue, (rer'e-dil) n. [L. residuits, that is left behind,

remaining.] That which remains after a part is taken;

—balance or remainder of a debt or account; rest;

remainder: remnant; balance ; residuum.

Residuum, (re-zidu-um) «. [L.J That which is left

after any process of separation or purification ; residue;

—in law, the part of the estate of a testator which

remains after payment of debts and legacies; — the

remainder of a bankrupt or trust estate after payment

of preferable debts and claims.

Resign, (rO-zin') v.t [L. rerignare, from re, again,

back, and signare, to sign.] To give up; to give back,

as an office or commission ; to surrender in a formal

manner, as an official position, charge, or trust ;- to

withdraw, as a claim ;—to give up in confidence ; to

yield to, as to the judgment or guidance of others ;—

to submit, as to Providence :—imp. & pp. resigned ;

ppr. resigning.

Resignation, (rez-ig-na'shun) n. Act of giving up, as

a claim, possession, office, place, or the like ; surren

der ; abdication; — submission; quiet acquiescence;

especially, submission to the will of God; Christian

patience and endurance ; meekness ; humbleness of

mlud. [subdued; acquiescent; patient.

Resigned, (re-zind') a. Submissive to the will of Ood ;

Resigner, (re-zin'er) n. One who resigns.

Resile, (re-xIO v. i. FL. respire.] To start back ;—to

recede or draw back from a purpose, engagement, Ac.

Resilience. (re-zilV-e ns) n. Act of springing back or

of rebounding :—also written resiliency.

Resilient, (rc-zil Vent) a. [L. rtsiliens, ppr. otresilire,

to leap back.] Leaping or springing back ; rebounding.

Resin, (rez'in) n. [L. retina, G. ritini, from reein, to

flow.] A solid, inflammable substance, brittle, trans

lucent, and yellow in colour, insoluble in water, but

soluble in alcohol and in essential oils—it exudes from

certain trees in combination with essential oil and

with gum ; consists of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen,

and is extensively used in preparations of varnish,

soap, Ac., and also in medical compounds.

Resiniferous, (rez-in-ifer-us) a. [L. retina, resin, and

ffw*t to bear.] Yielding resin.

Resinous, (rez'in-us) a. Partaking of the qualities of

resin or resembling it ; pertaining to or obtained from

resin :—also resiny ; retinoid. fous.

Resinouanesa, (rerin-us-nes) n. Quality of being resin-

Resist, (ro-asf) r. t. [h. resistere, from re, again, and

sistere, to stand.] To stand against ;—to withstand ;

—to strive against ; to oppose ; to endeavour to defeat

or frustrate ;—to baffle ; to disappoint ;—to counteract

as a force by inertia or reaction :—imp. & pp. resisted ;

ppr. resisting.

Resistance, (re-zistans) n. Act of resisting ;—quality

of not yielding to force or external impression ; oppo

sition ; rebuff; hinderance ; check.

Resistant, ( re-tist'ant) n. One who or that which

resists.

Resister, (rf-zist'er) n. One who opposes or with

stands.

Resistibility, f rc-zint-e-bil e-te) n. Quality of resisting ;

power of resistance ;—quality of being resistible :—also

re*M(i6/ene«. [of resisting.

Resistible, (re-zist'e-bl) a. Capable of being resisted or

Resistive, (re-zist'iv) a. Having power to resist.

Resistless, (re-zist'les) a. Incapable of being resisted ;

irresistible.

Resistlessness, (re-zist'les-nes) n. The state or condi

tion of being resistless; irresistibleness.

Resoluble, (rczo-lu-bl) a. | L. retolubilis.] Admitting

of being resolved or melted.

Resolute, (rez'6-lut) a. [F. resolu. It retoluto.] Hav

ing a decided purpose ; constant in pursuing a pur

pose ; determined ; firm ; decided ; steady ; bold ;

steadfast ; unshaken.

Resolutely, (rex'6-lut-le) adv. In a resolute manner ;

with fixed purpose ; firmly ; steadily ; boldly.

Resoluteness, (rez'd-lut-nes) n. The state or quality

of being resolute ; fixed purpose; firm detenuination*;

unshaken firmness.

Resolution, ( rez-d-lu'shun ) n. [I.. resolutio.] Act of

resolving ; — act of separating a compound into its

elements or parts ;—analysis ; act or process of clear

ing difficulties in mental or moral subjects; elucida

tion of a doubtful or obscure question ; — process of

separating the component parts of bodies by decay

or death ; dissolution ;—in medicine, the dispersing of

a tumour, inflammation, fever, Ac., without coming

to full activity;—fixed determination ; settled thought

or purpose ; — firmness : steadiness ; constancy ; per-

sistance in good or evil ; — that which is resolved or

determined; the decision of a court or the vote of

an assembly; perseverance; steadfastness; fortitude;

boldness ; purpose ; resolve.

Resolutions, (rez-ol-u'shun-er) «. One who joins in

the declaration of others. [resolution.

Resolutionist, (rez-ol-u'shun-iat) n. One who makes a

Resolvable, (re-zolv a-bl) a. Capable of being resolved.

Resolve, (re-zolv) v.t. [L. retolvere, from re, again,

and solvere, to loosen, dissolve.] To separate the com

ponent parts of;—to solve and reduce 10 a different

form ;—to reduce to simple or intelligible notions ; to

make clear or certain : to free from doubt;—to cause

to perceive or understand ;—to form or constitute by

resolution, vote, or determination ;—in mathematics,

to solve, as a problem ; to find the answer to or the

result of;—in medicine, to disperse or scatter; — to

relax ;— r. i. To be separated into its component parts

or distinct principles;—to melt ; to dissolve ;— to funn

a resolution or purpose ; to determine unanimously

or by vote :—imp. & pp. resolved ; ppr. resolving.

Resolve, (re-zolv*) n. Act of resolving or making clear;

—fixed purpose ; settled determination ; resolution ;—

decisive conclusion ; also, legal or official determina

tion ; legislative act or declaration. (firmness.

Resolvednesa, (re-zol v'ed-nes) n. Fixedness of purpose ;

Resolvent, (re-zol v'ent) n. That which has the power

of resolving or causing solution ; — in medicine, that

which has power to disperse inflammation and prevent

the suppuration of tumours ; a discutient.

Resolver, (re-zol v'e, r) n. One who resolves or forms a

firm purpose ;- one who clears up or settles, as cases of

conscience;—that which separates, dissolves, or dis

perses parts or ingredients.

Resonance, (rez'6-nans) n. State of being resonant ; a

resounding ; reverberated sound.

Resonant, (rez/d-nant) a. [L. resonans, ppr. otrtsonnre,

to resound.] Able to return sound; resounding;

echoing back.

Resorbent, ( re-sorr/ent) a. [L. resorbens, from re,

again, and sorbere, to suck or drink in.] Swallow

ing up.

Resorption, (r6-sorpshun) n. The act of drinking in

or swallowing up again.
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Resort, (r€-zortf) *. i. [F. reuortir, to go or come out

again.] To go: to repair; to betake one'* self;—to

have recourse ;—to fall back to, aa an inheritance :—

imp. & pp. retorted; ppr. resorting.

Resort, (re-zort') n. Act of going to or malting applica

tion ; — assembly : meeting ; — concourse ; frequent

meeting ;—place frequented ; place to which one fre

quently betakes himself; haunt.

Resorter, (re-zort'r r) n. One who resorts or frequents.

Resound, (re*«ound') v.t. [L. re, again, back, and

sonare, to sound.] To sound again or repeatedly; to

■end back sound ; to echo ;—to praise or celebrate with

the Toioe or the sound of instruments; to spread the

flame of;—v. t. To sound loudly;—to make a loud din ;

to clatter ; to ring ;—to be loudly spoken of ;—to echo

or reverberate : — imp. & pp. resounded ; ppr, re

sounding.

Resound, (re-zoundO n. Echo ; return of sound.

Resource, (rC-sors') n. [F. ressoune, from rewovrdre,

to spring up.] That from which any thing springs

forth ; hence, that to which one resorts or on which

one depends for supply or support ;—pi. Pecuniary

means ; funds ; available means or capabilities of any

kind ; expedient ; contrivance ; device.

ResouroelesB, (rg-sdrsTes) a. Destitute of resources.

Resow, ( re - so' ) v. t . To sow again : — imp. & pp.

rcsowed, resown; ppr. mowing.

Respect, (re-spekt') v. t. [L. respectare, intensive form

of rcspicfye, respectum, to look back.] To look back

upon ; to notice with special attention ; hence, to

esteem ; to reckon worthy ;—to have reference to ; to

relate to ; hence, to affect; to concern ;—to look to

ward ; to front or face :—imp. & pp. respected j ppr.

respecting.

Respect, (re-spekf) n. Act of respecting or noticing ;

consideration ; attention ;—act of holding in estima

tion ; regard ; honour ; — respectful manner of treat

ing others ; proper deference ;—good will ; favour ;—

high character: rank; — motive; secret inducement;

—relation ; reference.

Respectability, ( re-spekt-a-bil'e-te) n. The state or

quality of being respectable ; the state or quality which

deserves or commands respect.

Respectable, (rt-spekt'a-bl) o. Worthy of respect;

fitted to awaken esteem ; deserving regard :—moderate

in degree, excellence, number, &c ; fair ; ordinary ;

commonplace: decent, Ac.

Respectably, (re-spekt'a-ble) adv. In a respectable man

ner ; in a manner to merit respect ; decently ; fairly.

Respecter, (re-spekt'er) n. One who respects.

Respectful, (ri-spekt'fool) a. Marked or characterized

by respect ; deferential ; civil ; dutiful ; reverential

Respectfully, ( nVspekt'fodl-le ) adv. In a respectful

manner; in a manner comporting with due estiinatior.

Respectfulness, ( re-spekt'f661-nos ) n. The quality of

being respectful.

Respecting, (re-Bpekt'ing) ppr., but commonly used as

a preposition. Having regard or relation to; regard

ing ; concerning.

Respective, (rS-spekt'iv) a, [F. respectif, L. respec

tive.) Noticing with attention ; honoe, careful ; wary;

considerate; — looking toward; having reference to;

relative, not absolute ;—relating to jtarticular persons

or things, each to each ; particular ; own.

Respectively, (re-spekt'iv-le) adv. As relating to each :

particularly ; as each belongs to each ;—relatively; not

absolutely ;—partially.

Respell, (re-speC) v. t. To spell again : — imp. & pp.

respelled or respelt ; ppr. respelling,

Resperae, (re-spera') v. t. [L. re, back, and spargere, to

spread. ] To sprinkle ; to disperse in small quantities.

Respereion, (re-sper'shbn) n. Act bf sprinkling.

Respirability, (re-spir-a-bil'et-e) n. The quality of being

respirable ; fitness for respiration : — a)M written re-

s/nrablencss. [fit for respiration.

Rsspirahls, (re-splr'a-bl) a. Capable of being breathed ;

Respiration, (res-pir-il'shun) n, [L. respiratio.] Use

act of breathing or drawing breath ;—the act of inhal

ing air into the luDgs, and expelling or exhaling it in

return ;—in physiet, the absorption of oxygen from the

air inhaled into the lungs, and the emission of car

bonic acid in animals ;—in plants, the inhalation of

carbonic acid and the emission of oxygen.

Respirator, (res'pe-rut-er) n. An instrument covering

the mouth through which persons of weak lungs aaa

breathe without injury.

Respiratory, (re-spir'a-tor-e) o. Serving for respiration ;

pertaining to respiration.

Respire, (re-spir') v.i. (L. rwpirur*, from rt, again,

and spirare, to breathe.] To take breath again ; hence'

to take rest or refreshment ;—to breathe; to inhale

air with the lungs ;—1>. t. To breathe in and out ; to

inspire and expire, as air ; to breathe:—imp. £ pp.

respired : ppr. respiring.

Respite, (res'pit) n. [F. repit, from L. respect us, look

ing back. ] A postponement or delay ; — temporary

intermission; pause; interval ;-— suspension of the

execution of a capital sentence ; reprieve ;—forbear

ance ; prolongation of time for the payment of a debt.

Ax. ;—suspension of toil or labour ; moment of repose.

Respite, (res'pit) v. t. To give or grant a respite to ; te

reprieve ;—to relieve by a pause or interval of rest :—

imp. fcpp. respited; ppr. respiting.

Resplendence, (re-splen'dens) n. State of being resplen

dent ; vivid brightness; splendour; brilliancy :-

resplendency.

Resplendent, (re-splen'dent) a. [L. resplendent,

re, again, back, and splendere, to shine.] Shining with

brilliant lustre ; very bright. [brightness.

Resplendently, ( rfi-splen ' dent-le ) adv. With great

Rcsplit, (re-split') v. t. To split again ;—v. i. To split,

open, or crack again.

Respond, (re-eponoY) v. i. [L. retpondere, from rt, again,

back, and spondcre, to promise.] To answer ; to reply;

—to correspond ; to suit ;—to render satisfaction ; to

make payment [Amer.] ;—imp. & pp. responded ; ppr.

responding. [respond; answering.

Respondent, (re-spond'ent) a. Disposed or expected to

Respondent, (re-spond'ent) n. One who answers in cer

tain suits or proceedings ; the defendant ;—one who

maintains a thesis in reply, and answers., objections

or arguments.

Response, (re-epons') n. Act of responding ;—an answer

or reply ,—the answer of the people to the priest in

the litany and other parts of the Episcopalian ser

vice ;—a reply to an objection in formal disputation ;

—in the Romish church, an anthem after morning

lessens, Ac.

Responsibility, (re-spons-e-bil'e-te) n. State of being:

responsible, accountable, or answerable; — that for

which any one Is responsible or accountable ;—ability

to answer in payment, as obligations or debts, otc

Responsible, (re-Bpons'e-bl) a. Liable to respond:

likely to be called upon to answer ;—able to respond ;

accountable ; answerable ; amenable. [manner.

Responsibly, ( re-spons'e-ble ) adv. In a responsible

Responsive, (re-spons'iv) a. Able, ready, or inclined to

respond ;—suited to something else ; correspondent.

Responsory, (rC-spons'or-e) a. Containing or making

answer.

Rest, (rest) n. [A. -S. rest, Icel. rbst. Go. & Ger. ra*ta.)

A state of quiet or repose ; a cessation from motion

or labour ;—freedom from every thing which wearua

or disturbs ; that on which any thing rests or leans

for support ;—a place where one may rest ;—a pause ;

an interval during which voice or sound is inter

mitted ;—the mark of such intermission; sluniwr ;

quiet; stillness ; tranquillity ; peacefulnees ; peace.

Rest, (rest) v. i. To cease from action or motion of

any kind :—to be free from wliatever wearies or dis

turbs ;—to lie ; to repose ; to recline ;—to stand on ;

to be supported by;—to sleep ; to slumber;—to sleep
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the final aleep ; to die ; — to be satisfied with ; to

acquiesce ; to remain with or depend on for decision,

Ac ;—to be left over ;—to lean ; to trust ; to rely ;—

*. t. To lay or place at rest; to quiet ;—to place, as on

a support :—imp. Si pp. rested ; ppr. resting.

Heat, (rent) n. [h. rettare, to stay back, to remain, from

re, again, back, and etare, to stand, stay.] That which

is left or which remains after the separation of a part;

—those not included in a proposition or description ;

—in bunking, the balance of profits after paying divi

dends, kept as a reserved fund against future loss;

remainder; overplus; residue.

Restaurant, (res -to -rang') n, [F.J A house or room for

the sale of refreshments of all kinds.

Restaurateur, (res- tor'a-tour) n. [F.J The keener of a

restaurant or refreshment-room ; a confectioner ; a

purveyor for public dinners, soirees, «fcc.

Restful, (rest'fool) a. Quiet ; composed ; being at rest.

Restfully, ( rest'fool -le) ado. In a state of rest ; com

posedly.

Restiform, (res'te-form) a. [L. resiis, a rope, and/oroui,

form.) Formed like a rope ; made up of strands.

Restinction, (re-stingk'shun) n. Act of quenching or

extinguishing.

Resting-place, (rest'ing-plas) n, A place for rest; station

for halting or stopping, as on a journey ;—in architec

ture, a half or quarter pace in a staircase.

Restipulation, (re-stip-u-UVshun) n. A second or fresh

stipulation.

Restitution, ( res-te-tu'shuu ) n, [L. restitutio.] The

act of restoring ; especially, the act of restoring any

thing to its rightful owner, or of giving an equivalent

for any loss, damage, or injury ;—that which is offered

in return for what has been lost, injured, or destroyed;

indemnification ; reparation ; compensation ; amends.

Restive, (res'tiv) a. [F. rttif, It. retfivo, from L. res

tore, to stay back, resist.] Inclined to stand still;

unwilling to go, or only running back ; stubborn ;—

impatient ; uneasy.

Restively, (res'tiv*le) adv. In a restive manner; stub

bornly ; obstinately. [restive.

Restiveness, (res'tiv-nes) u. Quality or state of being

Restless, (rest'les) a. Never resting ; continually mov

ing ; — passed in unquietness ; — not affording rest;

hard:—not satisfied to be at rest or in peace : — dis

contented with one's lot, residence, or the like ;

unsettled ; disquieted ; sleepless ; anxious ; roving ;

wandering. [unquietly.

Restlessly, (rest'les-le) adv. In a restless manner;

Restlessness, (rest'les-nes) u. The quality or state of

being restless ; uneasiness ; agitation of body or mind.

Restoration, (res-to-ra'shun) n. [L. restauratio.] Act

of restoring or bringing back to a former place, station,

or condition ; — revival ; recovery, as of health or

spirits;— re-establishment, as of peace, concord, &c ;

—renewal from a fallen or vicious state :—especially,

the re-establishment of monarchy by the return of

Charles II. in 1600;—in theology, final redemption of

all created things from Bin and its curse ; universal

salvation.

Restorative, (rS-stoV&t-iv) a. Having power to renew

strength, vigour, and the like.

Restorative, (rc-stor'at-iv) n. A medicine efficacious in

restoring strength and vigour.

Restore, (re-stor^) v. t. (L. reetaurare.] To give back ;

to return, as property to the owner;—to replace; to

put a thing or person into its former or right place;—

to bring back : to recover ;—to recover from ruin or

decay ; to rebuild : to repair ; — to recover from evil ;

to renew ; to regenerate ;—to recover from disease ; to

heal ; to cure ;—to bring back to life ; to resuscitate ;

—to re-establish, as intercourse or friendship ; — to

make restitution of or satisfaction for; to give in

place of;—to recover from error or corruption, as the

text of a book ; to render or insert, as the true sense

or words;—in the fine arts, to retouch, re varnish, as an

old statue, painting, &o. :—imp. & pp. restored ; ppr.

restoring. [restores.

Restorer, (re-stdr'er) n. One who or that which

Restrain, (rS-stran') v. t. [F. rutreindre, L. re, again,

back, and stringcre, to draw, or press together.} To

hold from acting, proceeding, or advancing ; to check ;

to hinder ;—to repress ; to subdue ;—to limit ; to con

fine;— to abridge; to hinder from free enjoyment:

—to withhold; to forbear:—imp. & pp. restrained;

Ppr. restraining. [strained.

Restrainable, ( re-str&n'a-bl ) a. Capable of being re-

Restrainedly, (re-stran'ed-le) adv. With restraint; with

limitation. [restrains.

Restminer, (re-stran'er) n. One who or that which

Restraint, (re-stranf) n. Act of restraining ;—abridg

ment of liberty ; limitation ; restriction ; prohibition ;

—that which restrains;—obstacle or influence, physi

cal, mental, moral, or social.

Restrict, (re-striktf) r. t. [L. restringere, restrietvm.]

To restrain within bounds ; to limit; to confine ; cir

cumscribe :—imp. & pp. restricted; ppr. restricting.

Restriction, ( ru-strik shun ) ». Act of restricting or

state of being restricted ; confinement within bounds ;

—that which restricts ; a restraint.

Restrictive, (re-striktfiv) a. Having the power or ten

dency to restrict; expressing limitation; — imposing

restraint:—also rettrietionary. [manner.

Restrictively, < re-strikt' iv-le) adv. In a restrictive

Resubjection, (re-sub-jek'shun) n. A second subjec

tion, [mation.

Resublimation, (rS-sub-le-ma shun) n. A second subli-

Resublime, ( rt-sub-lim' ) v. t. To sublime again; to

bring again into the state of vapour by heat.

Result, (rG-zulf) t. i. [L. rttultare, to spring or leap

back, intensive form of resilirc] To come out or have

an issue ;—to proceed or spring, as a consequence, from

facts, arguments, premises, combination of circum

stances, consultation, thought, or endeavour ; — to

issue or terminate in : — imp. & pp. resulted ; ppr.

resulting.

Result, (re-xultO ». The conclusion or end to which

any course or condition of things leads, or which is

obtained by any process or operation ; effect ; conse

quence ; conclusion ; inference ; issue : event.

Resultant, (re-zult'ant) n. A force which is the joint

effect of two or more forces. [combination.

Resultant, (re-zult'ant) «. Resulting or issuing from a

Resumable, (rg-zum'a-bl) a. Capable of being resumed.

Resume, (r3-zu'ma) n. [F. from ritumer.] A summing

up ; an abridgment or brief recapitulation.

Resume, (re-zum') v. t. [L. resumere, from re, again,

back, and sumere, to take.] To take back ;—to enter

upon or take up again ;—to begin again, as something

which has been interrupted:—imp. & pp. resumed;

ppr. resuming. [to recall ; to recover.

Resummon, (re-sum'un) v. (. To summon or call again;

Resumption, (re-zum'shun) u. Act of resuming, taking

back, or taking again.

Resupinate, (re-su'pin-at) a. [L. resupinus, lying on

the back.] Turned upside down;—inverted in posi

tion by a twisting of the stock. [again.

Resurgent, (re-Bur'jent ) a. [L. resurgtrt.) Rising

Resurrection, (rez-ur-rek'shun) n. [F. from L. rerur-

gere, remrrectwn, to rise again.] A rising again ;—

especially, the rising again from the dead at the general

judgment ; resumption of life ;—the future state.

Resurrectionist, (rez-ur-rek'shun-ist) n. One who dis

inters and steals bodies from the grave for dissection.

Resurvey, (rt-eur-vaT) v. (. To survey anew; to review :

—imp. & pp. resurveyed ; ppr. resurveying.

Resuscitate. ( re -sus'e-tat ) v. t. [L. reeueeitare, from

re, again, and siuciture, to raise, rouse.] To revivify ;

to revive ; especially, to recover from apparent death ;

—to stir up ; to rekindle, as quarrel or anger;—r. t.

To conie to life again .—imp. & pp. resuscitated ; ppr.

resuscitating.

2 S
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Resuscitation, ( re-sus-e-ta'shun ) n. Act of reviving

froniastateofapparentdeath; state of being revivified.

Resuscitative, (re^siure-tat-iv) a. Reviving; raising

from apparent death ; reproducing.

Eetail, (rfi'tai or re-tal') v. t. [¥. retailler, from re,

again, and tailter, to cut.] To cut up and dispose of

in small parcels ; to sell at second hand ;—to deal out

or tell in small portions:—imp. A pp. retailed; ppr.

retailing.

Retail, (re-tal*) «. Noting sale by small quantities or

parcels, as opposed to wholesale.

Eetail, (re-t&r) n. The sale of commodities in small

quantities or parcels, or at second hand.

Retailer, (re-taTer) n. One who sells goods at retail,

or by small quantities or parcels.

Retain, (re-tan') v. t. [L. re, again, back, and tenere,

to hold, keep.] To continue to hold ; to keep in pos

session ; to keep in pay; to hire or engage;—to keep

back ; to withhold ;—to keep from departure ; to de

tain; — v.t. To continue; to remain:— imp, & pp.

retained; ppr. retaining.

Retainable, (re-t&n'a-bl) a. Capable of being retained.

Retainer, (rfi-tan'er) n. One who retains ;—one who is

retained or kept in service; an attendant; an adherent;

a dependent ;—a fee paid to engage a lawyer or coun

sellor—retaining fee.

Retain-wall, (re-tOn'wawl) n. A wall erected to main

tain and support a body of earth:—also retaining-walL

Retake, (re'-tak') v.t To take or receive again ;— to

recapture :—imp, retook ; pp. retaken ; ppr. retaking.

Retaliate, (re-toTe-at) v.t. [L. rttaliare, from re,

again, hack, and talio, talion, retaliation, from talis,

like] To return the like for; to repay or requite by

an act of the same kind as has been received ; espe

cially, to return evil for evil ;—v. i. To return like

for like :—imp. & pp. retaliated ; ppr. retaliating.

Retaliation, (re-tal-e-a'shun) n. Act of returning like

for like ; requital ; repayment ; retribution ; punish

ment.

Retaliatory, (rS-tal'e-a-tor-e) a. Tending to retaliation;

returning like for like ; requiting ;—also retaliative.

Retard, (rG-tard') v. t. [F. retarder, from L. re, again,

bock, and tardus, slow.] To continue to hinder ; to

prevent from progress;—-to delay; to put off; to ren

der more late ; obstruct ; procrastinate ; defer :—imp.

& pp. retarded ; ppr. retarding.

Retardation, (re-tard-a'shun) n. Act of retarding or

delaying; hiuderance;—act of diminishing the velocity

of a moving body or of checking motion ;—also, the

force which diminishes velocity or stops motion.

Rctardative, (re-tard'a-tiv) a. Having power or ten

dency to retard ; delaying.

Retarder, (re-tard'er) n. One who retards or delays.

Retch, (rech) v. i. [A.-S. hracan, hrdca, cough, throat,

Icel. hrtiLi, spittle.] To make an effort to vomit:—

imp. & pp. retched ; ppr. retching.

Retell, (re-tel') v. t. To tell again.

Retention, (re-ten'shun) n. [L. retentio.] Act of retain-

ing or keeping ; state of being retained or confined ;

custody;—power of retaining ; the faculty of the mind

by which it retains ideas.

Retentive, (re-ten'tiv) a. Having the power or dispo

sition to retain ; griping ; — close ; reticent ;—having

the faculty of retaining ; tenacious, as memory.

Retentively, (re-ten'tiv-le) adv. In a retentive manner;

with a firm hold or grasp of memory.

Rctentivenesa, ( r$-ten-tfv'nes ) n. Quality of being

retentive ; power of retaining.

Retiary, (i-6'te-ar-e, re'she-ar-e) n. [L. rttt, a net.] An

insect which spins webs in which to catch its prey.

Roticence, (rete-sens) n. State of being reticent or

observing continued silence.

Reticent, (ret'e-sent) a. [L. retieens, from re, again,

and tacere, to be silent.] Inclined to keep silent ;

reserved ; taciturn.

Retiole, (ret'e-kJ) n. A small net or bag.

Reticular, (re-tik'u-lar) a. Having the form of a net

or of net-work ; formed with interstices.

Reticulated, (rf-tik'u-lat-ed) a. [U reticulaUu.)

Resembling net-work ; netted ;—having distinct veins,

fibres, or lines crossing like net-work, as a leaf;—in

architecture, reticulated work, work in which square

■tones are laid lozengewise or point to point, produc

ing thereby a surface like the meshes of a net.

Reticulation, (re-tik-u-l&'ahun) n. State of being reticu

lated or net-like ; net-work.

Reticule, (ret'e-kul) 11. [L. reticulum, diminutive of

rete, a netJ A little bag of net-work ; a lady's work-

bag.

Retiform, (ret e-forru) a. [L. rete, a net, and forma,

form.] Having the form of a net in texture; com

posed of crossing lines and interstices.

Retina, (ret'e-na) ft. [h. rete, a net} The semi-trans

parent, internal nervous tissue of the eye which receives

the impressions resulting in the sense of vision.

Retinue, (ret'e-nu) n. [F., from rtten.tr, to retain,

engage, hire. ] A body of retainers ; a train of attend

ants on a king or illustrious personage ; a suite.

Retire, (rO-tlr) v. i. (F. retire}1, from re, again, back,

and tirer, to draw, from Go. tairan, j To draw back er

away ; to keep aloof ;—to retreat from action or dan

ger ;— to withdraw from a public station ; — to fall

back ;—v. t. To pay up and withdraw from cinmla-

tion ;—to cause to retire ; to designate as no longer

qualified for active service :—imp. & pp. retired ; ppr.

retiring.

Retired, (r5-tlrd') a. Secluded; private; secret. Retired

lilt, list of officers who have withdrawn or been re

moved from active service.

Retiredly, (re-tird'le) adv. In solitude or privacy.

Retiredneas, (re-tird'nes) n. A state of retirement ;

solitude.

Retirement, (re-tlr'ment) n. Act of retiring or with

drawing from company or from public notice or sta

tion ;—state of being retired or withdrawn ;—th* place

to which any one retires ; private abode ; retreat ;

occlusion ; privacy.

Retiring, ( re-tiring ) a. Reserved ; not forward

obtrusive ; — assigned or suitable to one who reti

from office or station, as a pension or allowance.

Retort, (re-tort') v. i. [L. retorquere, rttortum, from

re, again, back, and torquert, to turn, twist] To bend

or curve back ; — to throw back ; to reverberate ;—to

return, as on argument, accusation, censure, or inci

vility ;— v. i. To return an argument or charge ; to

moke a smart or severe reply:—imp. & pp. retorted;

ppr. retorting.

Retort, ( n" - tort' ) ft. The return of an argument,

charge, or incivility in reply ; a

quick and witty response ;—a vessel

in which substances are subjected

to distillation or decomposition by

heat—mode of different forma and

materials for different uses.

Retorter, (re- tort 'er) n. One who Retort

retorts.

Retortion, (re-tor'shun) n. Act of retorting or throw

ing back.

Retoaa, (re-tos*) v. t. To toBs back again.

Retouch, (rC-tuch/) v. t. To improve by new touches :

—imp. & pp. retouched ; ppr. retouching.

Retouch, (re-tuchO n. Additional touch or effort to

improve or elaborate, as an artistic or literary produc

tion ; in painting, handling of the brush to renew or

intensify colour, &c.

Retrace, (re-tras/) v. t. [F. retracer.) To trace back,

as a line;—to draw or sketch over a former tracing:

to renew the outline of a drawing ;—to carry or con

duct back in the same path or course ; to revet— j—

imp. & pp. retraced ; ppr. retracing.

Retract, (rg-trakf) v. t. [L. retrakere, rvtractu**, to

draw back, j To draw back, as claws ,-—to take back -
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to resume, as a gift;—to withdraw, as a statement,

opinion, or concession ; to unsay; to recant; to abjure;

—v. i. To take back what has been said ; revoke ; un

say :—imp. to pp. retracted ; ppr. retracting.

Retractate, (re-trak't&t) v. t. To recant ; to disavow ;

to Abjure.

Retractation, (rC-trak-ta'ahun) n. Recalling of a state

ment, opinion, or concession ; disavowal; recantation.

Retractile, (rC-tmkt'il)f. Capable of being drawn back.

Retraction, (re-trakahun) n. Act of drawing back;—

act of withdrawing something advanced or done ;

recantation; disavowal ; — act of withdrawing, as a

claim ;—in surgery, a drawing up or shortening of a

part. [retractile.

Retractive, (iv-trakt'iv) a. Able or ready to retract;

Retractor, (rd-trak'tor) n. f L. ] A muscle which draws

back or retracts the part on which it acts ;—a surgical

instrument employed in amputation.

Retransformation, (re-trans-forni-a'shun) n. A second

or repeated transformation ; change back again, as to

a former state.

Retread, (reVtred') v. t. To tread again ; to walk over,

as the same spots or scenes.

Retreat, (r5-tref) «, [P. retraite, from retrain, to

withdraw.] Act of retiring or withdrawing one's self;

—the place to which any one retires ; place of seclusion

or privacy:—place of safety or security ;—the retiring

of an army or body of men from the face of an enemy ;

tho withdrawing of a ship or fleet from an enemy;

retirement ; solitude ; asylum ; shelter ; refuge.

Retreat, (re-tret') v.i. To move back from any position

or place; to withdraw ;—to take shelter ; to betake

ones self to a place of security ;—to retire from an

enemy or from any advanced position :—imp. to pp.

retreated ; ppr, retreating.

Retree, (re-tre') u. Among stationers, paper manufac

tured slightly imperfect.

Retrench, ( rS - trensh' ) v. t. [F. retraneher, from re,

again, and traneher, to out.] To cut off; to pare away;

— to lessen: to abridge; to curtail;—v.i. To live at less

expense :—imp. to pp. retrenched; ppr, retrenching.

Retrenchment, (ne-trensh'meut) n. Act of lopping off

what is superfluous ;—act of lessening or abridging;

—diminution or curtailment of expenditure ; saving;

—in fortification, a work constructed within another

to prolong the defence of the latter.

Retribute, ( r6-trib'ut ) v. t. [L, retribuere.) To pay

back ; to make compensation or reward in return.

Retribution, ( ret-re-bu shun ) n. Act of retributing :

return; repayment;—compensation; reward;—return

suitable to the merits or deserts of, as an action ;—

*pec\flcally, reward and punishment as distributed at

the general Judgment.

Retributive, (re-trib'u-tiv) a. Tending to retribute ;—

punitive ; rewarding for good deeds and punishing for

evil ; repaying or requiting according to desert :—also

retributory. [trie red.

Retrievable, (rf;-trev'a-bl) a. Capable of being re-

Retrieval, (re-treVal) n. The act of retrieving.

Retrieve, (re-treV) v, t. [F. retrouver, to And again.]

To gain back ; to reclaim ; to restore from loss or in

jury ;—to remedy the evil consequences of:—imp. to

pp. retrieved ; ppr. retrieving. [retrieral.

Retrievement, ( re-treVment ) n. Act of retrieving ;

Retriever, (re-treVer) tu One who retrieves ;—a dog

trained to And and bring in birds that are shot.

Retroact, (ru-tru-akf) v. i. [L. retro, back, and Eng.

act.) To act backward, in return, or in opposition.

Retroactive, (re-trd-ak'tiv) a. Fitted or designed to

retroact ; affecting what is past ; retrospective.

Retrooede, (re'tro-Bed) v. t. To cede or grant back ;—

v. i. [L. retro, back, and cedere, to go.] To go back ;

to retreat; to give place:—imp. to pp. retroceded ;

ppr. retroeeding.

Retrocession, (re-tro-seeh'uu) n. Act of retroeeding;

—state of being retroceded or granted back.

Retroflex, (re'tro-fleks) a, {h. retro&exui, pp. of retro-

Jlectere, to bend back.] Suddenly bent backward.

Retrogradation, (re-tro-gra-dii'shun) n. Act of moving

backward ; — the apparent motion of the planets con

trary to the order of the signs, that is, from east to

west ;—a going backward ; decline in excellence.

Retrograde, (re'trO-grid) a. Tending to a backward or

contrary direction ;—declining from a better to a worse

Btate ;— apparently moving backward, as a planet.

Retrograde, ( rt'tro-grad ) v. i. [L. retrogradi, from

retro, back, and gradi, to step, go. J To go or move)

backward : — imp. to pp. retrograded ; ppr. retro

grading.

Retrogression, (r6-tro-greah'un) n. [L. retrogrtMui,

from retrogradi.] The act of going backward ; retro-

gradation, [backward.

Retrogressive, (re-tr5-gres'iv ) a. Going or moving

Retrorse, (rfi-trorsO a. [L. retrortus.] Turned back

wards; bent in a backward direction.

Retrorsely, (re-trorsle) adv. In a backward direction.

Retrospect, (rt'tro-spekt) v. i. [L. retro, back, and spee-

tere, tpeetum, to look.] To look back ; to affect what

is past

Retrospect, (ru'tro-spekt) n. View or contemplation of

something past ; review; survey; re-examination.

Retrospection, (rS-tro-spek'shun) n. Act or faculty of

looking back on things past.

Retrospective, (re-tro-spek'tiv) a. Tending or fitted to

look back ; looking back ;—having reference to what

is past. [retrospect.

Retrospectively, (re-tro-spek'tiv-le) adv. By way of

Retroversion, (re-trd-vershiin) n. A turning or falling

backward. [to turn] To turn back.

Retrovert, (ro'tro-vert) v. t. [L. retro, back, and vertert.

Retting, (ret'ing) n. The act or process of preparing

flax for use by soaking, maceration, and kindred pro

cesses ; a place where the operation of retting flax is

carried on ; a rettery.

Return, <r€-turn') v. i. [F. retonrner, from re, back,

and tonma; to turn.] To go or come again to the

same place or condition ;—to come again, as a visitor ;

—to appear or begin again after a period or peri

odical revolution ; to retort ; to recriminate ; — to

answer ; to reply;—v. t. To bring, carry, or send back;

—to repay ;—to requite or recompense ;—to give back

in reply ;—to report officially ;—to render back to a

tribunal or to an office;—to transmit; to convey:—

imp. to pp. returned ; ppr. returning.

Return, (re-turn') n. Act of coming back to the same

place or condition ;—act of returning or sending back

to the same place or condition;—that which Is returned,

as a payment ; a remittance ; an answer ;—a formal

account or report;—the profit on labour, on an invest

ment, and the like ;—restitution ; restoration ;—retri

bution ; requital; relapse ; — revolution; periodical

renewal.

Returnable, (rS-t um'a-bl) a. Capable of being returned

or restored;—legally required to be returned, delivered,

given, or rendered.

Return-ticket, ( re-turn'tik-et ) n. A ticket issued at

a reduced rate for a journey to a place and back

again within a stated time.

Retuse, (re-tuV) a. [L. retutus, pp. of retundere, to

blunt.] Terminating in a round end, the centre of

which is somewhat indented.

Reunion, (re-un'yun) a. A second union ; union formed

anew after separation or discord ; —an assembling or

assembly of familiar friends.

Reunite, (rS-u-nif) v. t. To unite again ; to join after

separation or variance ;—v. i. To be united again ; to

join and cohere again :—imp. to pp. reunited ; ppr.

reuniting.

Reunitedly, (ro-u-nit'ed-le) adv. In a reunited manner.

Reveal, (r§-veT) v. t. [L. from re, Again, back, and

velare, to veil, from velum, a veil.] To make known

something unknown, undiscovered, or concealed—used
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especially of what could not be known or discovered

without diTine or supernatural instruction ; disclose ;

divulge: unveil: discover; impart: show: — imp. &

/'/'■ revealed; ppr. revealing,

Revealabla, (rB-vel'a-bl) a. Capable of being revealed.

Revealer, (rC-vel'er) a. One who diacloaes or makes

known ; — one or that which brings to view or dis

covers, [closure.

Revealment, (re-vel'ment) n. Act of revealing ; dis-

Reveille, (ra-vel'y&) n. [F. re'veit, from re, again, and

veiller, to awake.] The beat of drum about break of

day to rouse soldiers.

Revel, (rev'el) r. i. [D. revelen, to rave, Dan. raabtn,

to shout, L. rabire, to rage.] To feast in a riotous and

lawless manner; to carouse: — imp, & pp. revelled;

ppr, revelling1.

Bevel, (rev'el) n. A riotous feast ; a carousal.

Revelation, ( rev-e-la'shun ) n. Act of disclosing to

others what was before unknown ; — especially, the

communication by <iod himselfofdivine truth, directly,

to prophets, apostles, tfcc. , and mediately through them

to mankind ; — any manifestation of Ood or of divine

truth ; inspired prophecy, doctrine, type, Arc. ,—the

truth of Ood; Christ in his person, character, teach

ing, works, and death ;—the Old and New Testaments:

—the Apocalypse or prophecies of St. John.

Reveller, (rerel-er) n. One who revels.

Revelling, (rev'el-ing) it. Feasting with noisy merri

ment ; carousaL (rabble: a mob.

Revel-rout, (rev'el-ront) n. Tumultuous festivity ;—a

Revelry, (rev'el-re) n. Act of engaging iu a revel ; noisy

festivity.

Revenge, (rt-venj') v. t [F. revanchtr, L. vindictive, to

vindicate.] To inflict punishment iu vindication of ;

to exact satisfaction for :—to inflict pain, loss, hurt,

or other evil in return for wrong, injury, or injus

tice ; to avenge one's self : to take the law in one's own

hand, and wreak one's wrongs on the offender in a

spiteful or malignant spirit :—imp. A pp. revenged ;

ppr. revenging.

Revenge, (re-venj') «. Act of revenging ;—spiteful or

malicious infliction of pain, injury, Ac, in return for

an offence, injustice, Ac. ; passion for vengeance.

Revengeful, ( re-venj'fool ) a. Foil of revenge ; wreak

ing revenge ; resentful ; spiteful ; malicious.

Revengefully, (re-venj'fool-le) adv. By way of revenge ;

vindictively. [revengeful ; vindictiveness.

Revengefulness, ( re-venj'fool-nos ) n. State of being

Revenger, (re-venj'er) n. One who revenges.

Revenue, (rev'e-nu) n. [F. from L. re, back, and venire,

to come.] That which returns or comes back from an

investment ; income ; annual profits from lands, Ac. ;

—especially, the annual income of a state derived

from taxes, custom, and excise duties, &c. , and appro

priated to the payment of national expenses ;—return ;

reward.

Revenue-cutter, ( rev'S-nu-kut'er ) v. A government

vessel of small tonnage, swift and well-manned, cruis

ing on the coasts to prevent smuggling.

Revenue-officer, (rev'e-nu-ofis-er) n. An officer or clerk

in the customs or excise.

Reverberate, (rS-veroer-at) v. t, [L. re, again, back,

and verberare, to huh, whip.] To return or send back,

as sound ; to echo;— to reflect, as light or heat :—to

repel from side to aide : — v. i. To resound ;—to be

repelled, as rays of light ; to echo, as sound.

Reverberation, (re-ver-ber-a'shun) n. Act of reflecting

light and heat, or re-echoing sound.

Reverberatory, (re-ver'ber-a-tor-f) n. A kind of fur

nace or oven in which a crucible or any substance is

exposed to the action of intense heat without actual

contact with the Are.

Reverberatory, (rt-veroer-e-tor-e) c. Producing rever

beration ; returning or driving back.

Revere, (re-vey) v. t. [L. revtrtri. from re, again, and

vtrtri, to fear.) To regard with fear mingled with

respect and affection ; venerate ; adore ; reverence ;—

imp, <fe pp. revered ; ppr. revering.

Reverence, (rev'er-ens) n. Veneration; fear mingled

with respect and esteem ;—an act or token of respect ;

—obeisance ; bow ; courtesy ;—a person entitled to bo

revered;—a title applied to priests or ministers.

Reverence, (rev'er-ens) r. I, To regard with reverence :

—imp. & pp. reverenced; ppr. reverencing.

Reverend, (rev'er-end) a. [L. reverendus, from rerereri.]

Worthy of reverence ; entitled to respect mingled with

fear and affection ;—a title of respect given to the

clergy or ecclesiastics.

Reverent, (reVer-ent) a. [L. rererens, ppr. of rera-rri.]

Expressing reverence, veneration, or submission;—dis

posed to revere : submissive ; humble.

Reverential, (rev-e.r-en'ahe-al) a. Proceeding from or

expressing reverence.

Reverentially, (rev-er-en'she-al-le) adv. In a reveren

tial manner : with respectful regard or veneration ;—

solemnly ; with awe.

Reverently, (rev'er-ent-le) adv. In a reverent manner.

Reverie, (rev'e.r-e) n. [F. rtrerie, from ricer, to dream. J

A kind of waking dream ; loose musing : unconscious

meditation ; state in which the mind abandons itself

without active control over the subjects or processes of

thought, to the suggestions of fancy and associations

of imagination, memory, &c. ; — a romantic vision ;

vain dream; chimera; — absent or dreamy state of

mind. (overthrowing.

Reversal, (re-vtrs'al) n. [From rererte.) A change or

Reverse, (rS-vers') v. t. [L. re, again, back, and rrr-

fere, to turn.] To turn back ;—to turn end for end or

upside down ;—to overthrow ; to subvert ;—to turn to

the other or opposite side ;—to put each in the place

of the other ;—in law, to make void ; to undo or annul

for error :—imp. & pp. reversed ; ppr. reverting.

Reverse, (rft-vert') n. That which appears or us pre

sented when any thing is reverted or turned back ;—

that which is directly opposite or contrary to something

else; — complete change: especially, a change from

better to worse; misfortune ;--the back aide, as of a

medal or coin. [trary or opposite direction.

Reverse, (re-vert') a. Turned backward ; having a con-

Reverted, (re-verst") a. Turned side for side or end for

end ;—in late, annulled ; repealed ;—in botany, having

the upper lip larger and more expanded than the

lower ;—in coneholooy, having the turns of the spiral

made to the left, or reverse of the common corkscrew.

Reversely, (r£-ve.nrle) adv. In a reverse manner ; on

the other hand.

Reversible, (re-vert e-bl) a. Capable of being reversed.

Reversion, (re-ver'shun) n. [L. reverrio.] The returning

of an estate to the grantor or bis heirs after the grant

is determined ; hence, the residue of an estate left in

the proprietor or owner thereof, to take effect in pos

session, after the determination of the particular grant

or estate granted ;—hence, a right to future possession

or enjoyment; succession ;—in annuities, a payment

or benefit which does not begin till after a term of

years, or after a contingent event, as the lapse of a life

insured ; deferred annuity.

Reversionary, (re-ver'shun-ar-e) a. Pertaining to or

involving a reversion.

Revert, (re-vert') v. t. [L. re, again, back, and rertere,

to turn.] To turn back or to the contrary ; to reverse;

—to drive or send back ; to reverberate ; — r. i. To

return ; to fall back ; — to return to the proprietor

after the determination of a particular estate granted

by him :—imp. At pp. reverted : ppr. reverting.

Revertible, (r6-verfe-bl) a. Capable of being reverted.

Revest, (rt-veef) v. t. [F. reretir, from L. re, again,

and reHtire, to clothe.] To vest again with possession

or office ; to reinvest ;—to lay out ; to invest ;—r. ».

To take effect again, as a title ; to return to a former

owner :—imp. & pp. revetted ; ppr. revesting.

Revestiary, (re-vest'e-ar-e) n. [Y. rtvatiairt.} A place
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or apartment in a church or temple where the

are deposited— vestry. [visions.

Revictual, (re-vit'l) v. t. To furnish again with pro-

Revie, (re-v i ) v.it. or t. In card-playing, to back one's

own card by a higher stake than the opponent vies or

backs bis.

Review, (re-vu') v. t. To look back on ; to see again ;—

to re-examine ; to reconsider ;—to consider critically :

to revise :—to surrey ; to inspect ;—to make a formal

or official examination of, as troops, &c. :—imp, & pp.

reviewed ; ppr. reviewing.

Review, (re-vu') n. [F. rerue, from rsroir, L. re-

videre, to see again.) A second view ; a retrospec

tive survey ;—revision ; re-examination with a view

to amendment or improvement;—a critical examina

tion of a new publication with remarks ; criticism ;

critique; —an examination or inspection of troops

under arms; — a periodical pamphlet containing ex

aminations or analyses of new publications, and critical

essays on literary, scientific, political, or other topics.

Reviewal, (re-vu'al) n. Act of reviewing ; revision ;

critique.

Reviewer, (re-vu'er) n. Ono who reviews; one who

critically examinee a new publication, and publishes

his opinion upon its merit*.

Revile, (rS-vil) v. t. To assail with opprobrious lan

guage ; to vilify; upbraid; calumniate:—imp. & pp.

reviled ; ppr. reviling.

Reviler, (re-vu"er) n. One who reviles another.

Reviling, (re-vll'ing) «. The act of treating another

with abusive or reproachful language.

Revilingly, (re-vinng-le) adv. With reproachful or

contemptuous language.

Revindicate, (re-vin'de-kat) v. t. To vindicate again ;

to reclaim ; to demand and take back.

Revisal. (rC-viz'al) n. Act of revising or re-examining

for correction and improvement ; revision.

Revise, (re-viz') v. t. [L. rt, again, and videre, viswtn, to

see.] To look at again ; to re-examine ; to look over

with care for correction ;—to review, alter, and amend :

—imp. & pp. revised ; ppr. revising.

Revise, (rfi-viz') n. A second proof-sheet; a proof-

sheet taken after the first correction.

Reviser, (re-viz'er) a. One who revises or re-examines

for correction.

Revision, (rt-vizh'un) n. Aot of revising ; re-examina

tion for correction ;—revisal ; review.

Revisions], (re-vizh'un-al) a. Pertaining to revision ;

reviewing, altering, and amending : — also retuory,

revirionary. [revisited ; ppr. revisiting.

Revisit, (re-viz'i t) v. t. To visit again : — imp. A pp.

Revival, (re-viv'al) n. Act of reviving ;—restoration

to life or recovery from apparent death ;—return from

a state of languor or depression ; renewed activity,

attention, Arc. ;—renewed interest in religion after indif

ference and decline ; — renewed cultivation or flour

ishing state of, as of arts, letters, Ac. ; — renewed

prevalence of, as a practice or fashion ;—restoration of

force, validity, and effect to, as a law.

Revivalist, (re-viv'al-ist) n. An advocate of religious

revivals.

Revive, (re-viv^ v. i. [F. revivre, from h. re, again,

and i? i cor, to lire.] To return to life ; to become reani

mated or reinvigorated ;—to recover from a state of

neglect, oblivion, obscurity, or depression ;—v. t. To

bring again to life ; to reanimate ;—to recover from a

state of neglect or depression ;—to renew in the mind

or memory ; to awaken, as recollection ;—to rouse ; to

quicken :—to bring again into action ; to renew ;—to

bring again into notice ;—in chemistry, to reduce to

its natural state, as a metallic or other substance exist

ing in combination: — imp. & pp. revived; ppr.

reviving.

Reviver, (rt-viv'er) n. One who brings again into

notice or redeems from neglect, depression, <fcc. ;—

that which restores or reinvigorates.

Revivification, (r*-viv-e-fe-ka'shun) n. Renewal of life:

restoration of life ; — in chemuttry, reduction of a

metallic substance from a state of combination to its

metallic state.

Revivify, (rft-viv'e-fi) r. t. To reanimate ; to recall to

life;—to reinvigorate : — imp. & pp. revivified; ppr.

revivifying. for revoked.

Revocable, (rev'o-ka-bl) a. Capable of being recalled

Revocably, < rev'6-ka-ble ) adv. 80 that it may be

recalled or repealed ; not absolutely.

Revocation, (rev-o-ka'shun) n. [L. re, again, back, and

vocare, to calL] Act of calling back ;—state of being

recalled ;—repeal ; reversal.

Revocatory, (re-vok'a-tor-e) a, [¥. rirocatoire.] Tend

ing to revoke ; revoking ; recalling.

Revoke, (re-v5k') v. (. To annul by recalling or taking

back ; to reverse ;—repeal ; rescind ; abrogate ;--r. t.

In card-playing, to fail to follow suit ; to renounce :—

imp. & pp. revoked ; ppr. revoking.

Revoke, (rt-vok') n. Act of renouncing or neglecting

to follow suit

Revolt, (re-v61t9 v. i. [F. revolter, from L. re, back,

and volvere, to turn.] To turn away;—to renounce

allegiance or subjection ; to rise in rebellion against

the government ;—to be grossly offended or shocked ;

—v. t. To put to flight : to overturn ;—to do violence

to ; to shock :—imp. & pp. revolted ; ppr. revolting.

Revolt, (it-volt1) n. Act of revolting ; desertion ; dere

liction ; departure from duty; especially, a renuncia

tion of allegiance and subjection to one's prince or

government ; sedition ; rebellion ; mutiny.

Revolter, (rS-vdlt'fr) n. One who revolts.

Revolute, (rev'ul-fit) a. [L. revolutvs.) In botany and

zoologyx rolled backward or downward.

Revolution, (rev-ol-u'shun) n, [L. revolutio.] Act of

revolving or turning round on an axis ; rotation ;—

circular motion of a body round a fixed point or

centre, bringing every part of the surface or periphery

back to its first place or position ;—in astronomy, the

motion of any body, as a planet or satellite, in a

curved line or orbit until it returns to the same point

again ;—apace measured by the motion of a revolving

body in its orbit ; also, time or period in which it

returns to the same point or place ;—continued course

or time marked by the regular return of seasons, years,

Ac. ;—any great or vital change of ideas, sentiment",

Ac. ; — in politic*, a total or radical change in the

government and constitution of a country — usually

implying suddenness, violence, or force, as contrasted

with reform.

Revolutionary, (rev-ol-u'shun-ar-e) a. Tending or jwr-

taining to a revolution in government.

Revolutionist, (rev-ol-u'shun-lst) n. One engaged in

effecting a change of government ; favourer of revolu

tions.

Revolutionize, (rev-ol-u'ahun-Ix) v. t. To change com

pletely, as by a revolution :—imp. hpp. revolutionized ;

ppr. revolutionizing.

Revolve, (re-voW) r. i. [L. re, again, back, and volvere,

to roll, torn round.] To turn or roll round on an axis ;

—to move round a centre ;—to fall back ; to return ;—

v. t. To cause to turn, as upon an axis ; to rotate ;—

hence, to turn over and over; to reflect repeatedly

upon :—imp. & pp. revolved ; ppr. revolving.

Revolver, (rg-volv'er) n. One who or that which

revolves ; specifically, a fire

arm with several loading

chambers or barrels so ar

ranged aa to revolve on an

axis and be discharged in j

succession by the same look.

Revolving-light, (re-voicing- Revolver.

lit) n. A lamp in a light-house made to revolve so as

to show the light at regular intervals.

Revulsion, (re-vul'shun) n. [X. iwiitJto, from vevelUre,

nct'.Uai.i, to pluck or pull away.j Act of holding ox

 

■
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drawing back :—act of drawing humours from a remote

part of the bod.T ;—state of feeling aversion to; marked

repugnance or hostility. [nant.

Revulsive, ( r*;- vu !»' i v) a. Tending to revulsion ; repug-

Revulsive, (re" - ruls i v) n. That which has the power of

diverting disease from one part of the body to another.

Reward, (re-wawrd') v. U {v. reffuerdoner.) To requite ;

to give in return, whether good or evil—commonly

in a good sense ;—hence, to repay ; to recompense i to

compensate :—imp. & pp. rewarded ; ppr. rewarding.

Reward, (rt-wawrd') n. That which is given in return

for good or evil received ; especially, that which comes

in return for some good ; a token of regard; a gift;

—recompense ; remuneration ; — a bribe ; — a sum

offered for taking or detecting a criminal, or for find

ing or recovery of property lost ;—requital ; punish

ment, [being rewarded.

Re wardable, (re-wawrd a-bl) a. Capable or worthy of

Rewarder, (re-wawrd'er) n. One who rewards or

recompenses.

Rhadamantine. (rad-a-man'tin) a. [L. Rhadamanthut,

fabled judge of the infernal regions.] Judicially strict;

severe. [ing of rhapsody ; unconnected.

Rhapsodical, (rap-sod'ik-al) a. Pertaining to or oonsist-

Rhapsodist, (rap'sod-ist) n. One who recites or com

poses a rhapsody ; especially, one whose profession

was to recite the verses of Homer and other poets ;—

one who writes or speaks in a disconnected manner

with great excitement or affectation of feeling.

Rhapsody, (rap'so-de) n. [G. rapsddia, from raptein,

to unite, and 6di, a song.] A collection of verses;

especially, one of the books of Homer learnt and sung

or recited by the rhapsodists ;—hence, any number of

pieces or passages gathered together without natural

connection or coherence ;—a wild, rambling composi

tion or discourse. [Rhine.

Rhenish, (ren'ish) a. Of or pertaining to the river

Rhenish, (ren'ish) n. Wine made from the vineyards

along the Rhino.

Rhetorie, (ret'o-rik) u. (G. T&torikot, from re~t6r, a

rhetorician.] Science of oratory; art of speaking with

propriety, elegance, and force ;—the power of persua

sion or attraction ; that which allures or charms ;—

hence, art of presenting arguments or stating facts in

an attractive manner; persuasive reasoning; seductive

eloquence ; art of employing figures, images, or other

ornaments of style ; art of appealing to the feelings,

passions, Ac.; — in a bad sense, artificial or unreal

eloquence ; sophistry ; declamation.

Rhetorical, (ro-torlk-al) a. Of, pertaining to, or involv

ing rhetoric ; oratorical.

Rhetorically, (rS-torlk-al-le) adv. In a rhetorical man

ner ; according to the rules of rhetoric.

Rhetorician, ( ret^o-rish'e-an ) n. One well versed in

the rules and principles of rhetoric ; a practised speaker ;

an orator ;—one who teaches the art of rhetoric ;—an

artificial orator ; a sophist.

Rheum, (room) n. [G. reuma, from rein, to flow.] An

increased action of the excretory vessels of any organ ;

—a thin serous fluid secreted by the mucous glands,

Ac. , as in catarrh.

Rheumatio, (roo-mat'ik) a. [G. reumatiko*,] Pertain

ing to rheumatism or partaking of its nature.

Rheumatism, (rod ' mat - izm) n, [G. reumatismos.') A

painful inflammation affecting muscles andjoints of the

human body, attended by

local stiffness and swellings.

Rheumy, (rooni'e) a. Full

of watery humour— said

especially of the eye;—

affected with rheum or dis

charging it; — consisting of

'beum or resembling it, as

mour discharged.

xeros, (ri-nos'er-os) n.

rhinoceros, G. rm, the Rhinoceros.
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nose, and ieras, a horn.] A pachydermatous mammal

nearly allied to the elephant, the hippopotamoa, the

tapir, Ac., and characterised by having a very strong

horn (sometimes two) upon the nose.

Rhinoceros-bird, ( ri-nos'er-os-berd ) n. A species of

hombill found in the East Indies, having a carved

horn on the forehead joined to the upper mandihie

Rhinoplasty. ( ri-no-plas'tik ) a. [G. rin, rinos, the

nose, and plastikos, fit for moulding.] Forming a nose.

Rhinoplasty, (ri-nd-plas'te) n. The process of forming

an artificial nose by bringing down a piece of flesh

from the forehead, and causing it to adhere to the

anterior part of the remains of the nose.

Rhodium, (ro de-uni) n. [G. rocion, the rose, so called

from the rose-red colour of its salts. ] A metal of a

white colour and metallic lustre, extremely hard and

brittle.

Rhododendron, (ro-do-dendron) n. [G. rnrfon, rose, and

dendron, tree.] A genus of shrubs or small trees having

handsome evergreen leaves and beauti

ful rose-coloured or purple flowers.

Rhomb, (rom, romb) n. [L. rhombv*,

G. romboe.] A parallelogram having

its four sides equal but with two oppo

site angles acute and two obtuse :- - also

written rhombus. Rhomb.

Rhombic, (rom bik) a. Having the figure of a rhomb

Rhomboid, (rom'boid) n. [G. rombos, rhomb, and

eidos, shape.] A parallelogram like a r

rhomb, but having only the opposite '

sides equal, the length and width being

different.

Rhomboid, (rom'boid) a. Having the Rhomboid,

shape of a rhomboid ;—in anatomy, noting a muscle

between the base of the shoulder blade and the top of

the spine;—in botany, diamond-shaped, as a leaf:—

also written rhomboidal.

Rhonchus, (ron'kus) n. [G. rogchos, snoring.] A rat

tling or wheezing sound, as of disordered respiration,

heard in auscultation.

Rhubarb, (rooTmrb) n. (L. rkabarbarum, from G. ra,

root, and barbarorvm, of the barbarians, Syr. rtti-

bovrp.] A plant of the genus Miaou, of several

species. The fleshy and acid stalks of the common

species are much used in cookery. The roots of several

other species furnish a valuable cathartic medicine.

Rhumb, (rum) n. Any given point of the compass;

a line making a given angle with the meridian ; a

rhumb-line.

Rhumb-line, (rumlin) n. The course of a Teasel which

cuts ail the meridians at the same angle.

Rhyme, (rim) n. [O. Eng. ryme, from A.-S. rfm, Ger.

reim.] Correspondence of sound in the terminating

words or syllables of verses ;—verses, usually two, ta

rhyme with each other ; a couplet ; a triplet ;—Junes,

a poem ; poetry ; —a word answering in sound to another

word.

Rhyme, (rim) v.i. To make verses; —to accord is

sound;—v.t. To put into rhyme; —to influence by

rhyme :—imp. «t pp. rhymed ; ppr. rhyming.

Rhymeless. (rimlee) a. Wanting rhyme ; not hamv z a

proper consonance in the tenninal sounds.

Rhymer, (rim'er) m. One who makes rhymes; a

versifier.

Rhymster, (ruu'ster) n. One who makes rhymes ; a poor

or mean poet

Rhythm, (rithm) ft, jG. ruthmos, L. rhythmxs.) A

dividing of time into short portions by a re$fulsx

succession of motions, sounds, &c, producing aa

agreeable effect, as in music, dancing, or the like ,—

movement in musical time, or the periodical recur

rence of accent ;—a division of lines into short por

tions by a regular succession of percussions and Amis

sions of voice on words or syllables :—the harmonious

flow of vocal sounds.

Rhythmical, (rith'iaik-al) a. Purtsining to rhythm.
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BUI, (rCal) n. A gold coin formerly current in Eng

land ; a royal ;—also, a Spanish coin ; real.

Rialto, (ro-al'to) n. A bridge over the grand canal at

Venioe.

Riant, (ri'ant) o. [F.] Laughing; exciting laughter.

Bib, (rib)*. [A.-S. rib, IceL rif, Ger. rippc.) One of

the long bones inclosing the thoracic cavity in animal

bodies ;—a piece of timber which forms or strengthens

the side of a ship ;—an arch-formed piece of timber for

supporting the lath and plaster work of a vault ; also,

a projecting piece on the interior of a vault, Ac ;—

any marked nerve or vein of a leaf ;—a prominent line

or rising, like a rib in cloth ; a thin narrow piece ; a

atrip, as of land.

Bib, (rib) v. t. To furnish with ribs ; to inclose with

ribs ; to shut in :—imp. & pp. ribbed; ppr. ribbing.

Ribald, (rib 'aid) it. [It. ribaUlo.) A low, vulgar,

brutal, foul-mouthed wretch ; a lewd fellow.

Ribald, (ribald) a. Low; base; mean; filthy; obscene.

Ribaldish, (rib'ald-ish) a. Inclined to ribaldry.

Ribaldry, (rib'ald-re) n. The talk of a ribald ; low,

vulgar language ; obscenity.

Riband, (rib'tuul) v.t. To adorn with ribbons; to

ribbon.

Ribbed, (ribd) a. Furnished or encircled with ribs;—

made with or marked by rising lines and channels, as

cloth.

Ribbon, (rib'on) n. [F. ruban, originally a red ribbon,

from I*. rvbais, red.) A fillet of fine cloth, commonly

of silk or satin ;—a narrow strip or shred ;—a piece of

silk worn as an ornament by women, or as a badge by

members of masonic or other societies, or as part of

the insignia of an order of knighthood ;--pf The

reins or lines by which a horse is guided and held.

Ribbon, (rib'on) t*. t To adoni with ribbons ;—to mark

with stripes resembling ribbons:— imp. & pp. rib

boned ; ppr. ribboning,

Ribbonism, (rib'on-izm) n. The principles and prac

tices of a socret association of the Irish for the pur

pose of violence and assassination.

Ribbooman, (rib'on-man) n. One of a secret society

formed by Irishmen for purposes of outrage and

violence— so called from the badge worn by the

members.

Ribitone-pippin, (rib-stfin-pip'in) n. A native variety

of apple of a delicious flavour.

Bice, (ris) n. [A. aroz, L. ort/za, G. ontza.] A plant

cultivated in all warm climates, and

its seed, which forms an important

article of food.

Bice-paper, (ris'pu-per) v. A kind of

thin, delicate paper, brought from

China, and used for painting upon, and

for the manufacture of fancy articles.

Rice-pudding, (ris'pood-ing) u. A pud

ding made of rice, eggs, sugar, Ac.

Bioh, (rich) a. [A. -8. He, Go. reil-s,

IceL riib*.] Wealthy; opulent; — Rice,

abounding in material possessions ; possessod of an

unusually large amount of property ;—hence, wellsup-

Slied ; plentiful ;— affording abundant supplies ; pro-

uctive or fertile: — composed of valuable or costly

materials or ingredients ; splendid ; sumptuous ;—

abounding in agreeable or nutritive qualities ; also,

highly seasoned or flavoured ;—not faint or delicate ;

vivid ; bright ;—full of sweet and harmonious sounds ;

—abounding in beauty; — abounding in humour;

exciting amusement.

Riches, (rich'es) n. pi. [F. richetse.) That which makes

one rich ; abundant possessions or treasures ;—wealth ;

opulence ; affluence ; plenty ; abundance.

Richly, (rich'le) adv. In a rich manner; with riches :

plenteoualy ; abundantly ; — gsyly : magnificently ;—

fully ; amply : really.

Richness, (nch'nes) n. The state of being rich ;—

opulence ; wealth ; — finery ; splendour ;—fecundity ;

 

fruitfulnesa ;—fulness ; abundance ; — extent or per

fection of any good quality, gift, ingredient, &c.

Riok, (rik)n. (A.-S. hrede, a heap.] A heap or pile of

grain or hay in the field or open air, sheltered with a

covering of some kind.

RickeU, (rik'ete) n.pl. [Probably from A.-S. rieg, brio,

G. rachitis.] A disease which affects children, and

which is characterized by a bulky head, a crooked

spine, depressed ribs, tumid abdomen, short stature,

flabby and wrinkled flesh, together with clear and

often premature mental faculties.

Rickety, (rik'et-e) a. Affected with rickets ;—feeble

in the joints ; imperfect ; weak.

Ricochet, (rik'd-sha) n. [F.] Rebound or skipping of

a body projected obliquely on a flat surface ;■—the re

bound of a ball striking the ground in front of the

target on to the target. Ricochet jtring, method of

firing guns with small charges of powder, and at a low

elevation, so that the balls strike just over the parapet

or in front of the enemy's lines, and bound or roll

along the rampart or lines.

Rid, (rid) v. t. [0. Eng. red, A.-S. hreddan.} To free ;

to deliver ; to clear ; to disencumber ;—to drive away

by violence ; to destroy :—imp, & pp. rid or ridded ;

ppr. ridding.

Riddance, (nd'ans) n. The act of ridding or freeing ;

deliverance ; a clearing up or out ; —the state of being

rid or free ; freedom ; escape.

Riddle, (rid'l) 11. [A. -8. hnddel.) A sieve with coarse

meshes for separating coarser materials from finer, as

chaff from grain, gravel from sand, &e

Riddle, (rid'l) r. (. To separate, as grain from the chaff,

with a riddle ;- to perforate with balls so as to make

like a riddle '.—imp. & pp. riddled; ppr. riddling.

Riddle, (rid'l) n. [A.-S. ratdels, Ger. rathen, to counsel,

to guess.] Something that is to be solved by conjec

ture ; a puzzling question ; an enigma ;-*any thing

ambiguous or puzzling.

Riddle, (ridl) v. t. To solve ; to explain; to unriddle;—

v. i. To speak ambiguously, obscurely, or enigmatic

ally, [ambiguously.

Riddler, (rid'ljr) n. One who speaks in riddles or

Riddlingly, (ridling-le) adv. Secretly; ambiguously.

Ride, (rid) v.i. [A.-S. rldan, IceL rtda, Ger. reitm.]

To be carried on the back of any animal, as a horse ;—

to be borne in a carriage ;—to be borne on or in the

water ;—to be supported in motion ; to rest on some

thing ;—to practise riding;—to manage a horse well ;—

v. t . To sit on, so as to be carried ;—to manage inso

lently at will:—imp. rode or rid; pp. rid or ridden;

ppr. riding.

Ride, ( rid ) «. An excursion on horseback or in a

vehicle ;—also, a road cut iu a wood or through plea

sure grounds, or in public parks, for the diversion of

riding therein.

Rider, (rid'jr) n. One who rides ;—-one who breaks or

manages a horse ;—a mounted robber ;—a trooper ;—

an addition to a manuscript or other document, in

serted after its completion, on a separate piece of

paper ; an additional clause, as to a bill ;—a supple

ment or amendment tacked on to the original motion.

Riderless, (rid'er-les) a. Having no rider.

Ridge, (rij) n. [A.-S. hrycg, hrigg, rig, Ger. rucken,

allied to G. vackU, the back, a ridge.] The back or

top of the back ;— a protuberance ; a hump ;—any

steep elevation or eminence ;—a line of rocks above

high-water mark :—a range of hills or mountains ; also,

the summit or highest part thereof;—the top of the

roof of a house rising In an acute angle ; also, the

longitudinal summit of the roof ;—the strip of ground

thrown up by the plough and standing up between the

furrows ;—pi Risings or swellings of flesh in a horse's

palate.

Ridge, (rij) v. t. To form a ridge of; to make into a

ridge or ridges ;—to wrinkle ;—imp. & pp. ridged ;

ppr. ridging.
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Ridge-bone, (rij'bcu) *. Back-bone.

Ridgingly, (rij'ing-le) adv. In a ridgy dm—k ; so as

to form ridge*.

Bidgy, (rij'e) a. Having a ridge or ridges ; rising in a

ridge.

Ridicule, (rid'e-kul) n. [L. ridiatlus, laughable, from

ridere, to laugh.) The expreoeion of laughter mingled

with contempt ; — contemptuous laughter ; derision ;

—witwhich provokes laughter; raillery; banter;—that

Bpecies of writing which excites contempt with laugh

ter ; mockery ; irony ; gibe ; Jeer ; sneer.

Ridicule, (rid'e-kul) v. L To laugh at with expressions

of contempt ; deride ; banter ; rally ; burlesque ; mock :

—imp. & pp. ridiculed ; ppr. ridiculing.

Ridiculer, (rid'e-kul pr) n. One who ridicules.

Ridiculous, (re-dik u-lus) a. Fitted to excite ridicule ;

contemptuous and laughable ; ludicrous ; droll ; ab

surd ; preposterous.

Ridiculously, (re-d<k'u-rus-le)adV In a ridiculousman

ner ; absurdly ; preposterously.

Ridiculousness, (re-dik'u-lus-nes) n. Quality of being

ridiculous ; laughableness ; absurd incongruity ; pre-

posterousness.

Riding, (riding) n. The act of one who rides ;—* road

made for the diversion of riding. (Corrupted from

trithingor triding, third.] One of the three jurisdic

tions into which the county of Tork in England is

divided.

Riding-habit, (rid'ing-hab-it) n. Dress worn by ladies

on horse-back ; especially, a long, cloth skirt depend

ing from the waist considerably below the feet.

Riding-master, (ridlng-mas-ter) n, A person who

instructs in the art of riding

Riding-school, (ridlng-skool) v. A school or circus

where the art of nding is taught.

Ridotto, (re-dot'td) >i. [It. from L. reductus, a retreat.}

A favourite Italian public entertainment consisting of

music anddancing; a public assembly or merry-making.

Rietbok, (ri'et-bok) n. [Oer. vied or rief, reed, and

bok, buck.] An African species of antelope.

Rife, (rif) o. [A.-S. ryf, rife, prevalent, Ioel. HyV,

munificent.) Prevailing; prevalent; abounding.

Rifely, (rifle) adv. Prevalently ; frequently.

Rifeness, (rif lies) n. Quality of being rife ; frequency ;

prevalence.

Riffraff, (rifraf) n. [It. rifferafa, scramble,] Sweep

ings ; refuse ; the lowest older of society.

Rifle, (ri'fl) v. t, [F. rijler, Oer. raffen, to sweep.) To

seize and bear away by force ; to carry off ;—to strip ;

to rob; to pillage; to plunder;—to groove; to chan

nel ; especially, to groove internally with spiral chan

nels :—imp. & pp. rifled ; ppr. rifling.

Rifle, (ri'fl) n. [Oer. rieftlen, to chamfer, groove, Dan.

rifle. ] A gun the inside of whose barrel is formed

with spiral grooves or channels, thus securing for the

ball a rotary motion and great precision.

Rifle-ball, (ri'fl-hawl) n. The bullet of a rifle.

Rifle-corps, (ri'fl-k6r) n. A regiment of soldiers spe

cially trained to the use of the musket ; body of sharp

shooters -formerly there were three such, called the

rifle brigade—since the introduction of rifled weapons

the distinction is abolished ; hence, any body ofsoldiers

armed with the rifle,—also, a regiment of volunteers

armed with and trained to the use of the rifle.

Rifleman, (rffl-man) n. A man armed with a rifle.

Rifle-pit, (ri'fl-pit) n, A pit dug for the shelter and

protection of sharpshooters.

Rifler, (ri'fl -rr) n. One who rifles ; a robber.

Rift, ( rf ft ) n. [From rive, to rend.] An opening made

by riving or splitting ; a cleft ; a fissure ;—a fording-

place.

Rift, (rift) v. t. To cleave ; to rive ; to split ;—r. i. To

burst open ; to split ;—to belch [Soot. J :—imp. & pp.

rifted; p;»-. rifting.

Rif,(rig)». *. [A. -5. wrigan, wrtAan, to cover, clothe.]

To drees ; to clothe ; especially, to clothe in a gay,

 

odd, or fanciful manner ;—to furnish with apparatus

or gear ; to fit with tackling :—imp. & pp. ngged ;

Ppr. rigging.

Rig, (rig) n. Drees ; clothing ; especially, odd en* fanci

ful clothing ;—the peculiar manner of fitting the ruaeta

and rigging to the null of a vessel ;—a sportive trick ;

a frolic ;—a romp.

Rigger, (rig'er) n. One who rigs or dresses ; one whose

occupation is to fit the rigging of a ship ;—a cylindrical

pulley or drum in machinery.

Rigging, (rig'ing) n. Dress ; tackle ; especially, the

ropes which support the masts, extend and contract

the sails, dec. , of a ship Standing rigging, the ahruuds

and stays. Running rigging, braces, sheets, halyards,

clewlines, and the like.

Biggish, (riglsh) a. Wanton ; lewd.

Right, (rit) a. [A-S. riAI, Go. raihts, L. rectus, pp.

mregere, to keep straight, to guide, to rule.] Straight ;

not crooked; most direct ;—upright ; erect; not ob

lique ;—according with truth and duty ; unswerving ;

just ; equitable ; lawful ;—becoming ; proper: real :

true ; actual ; unquestionable ;—passing a true judg

ment ; correct ; not mistaken or wrong ;—not left, but

its opposite; most convenient or dexterous;— being

on the same side as the right hand ;—well placed or

adjusted; orderly.

Right, (rit) adr. In a right manner ; in a right or

straight line ; directly ;—according to the law or will

of God or to the standard of truth and j ustice ;—ac

cording to any rule of art ;—according to tact co-

truth ;—in a great degree ; very ; extremely.

Right, (rit) n. That which is right or correct .—the

perfect standard of truth, justice, purity, and duty ;

the mind and will of God expressed in his law, and

exhibited in his dealings with all his creatures ;—

rectitude ; uprightness ; integrity ;—purity ; holiness :

truth;—adherence to fact; freedom from error;—jus

tice between man and man ; equity;—also, justice in

special circumstances ; propriety ; decorum ;—a\ just

claim ; legal title ; ownership ;—property ; interest :

—also, claim by custom or courtesy ; social title or

privilege ;—sovereign claim ; prerogative ;—acquired

claim ; immunity ;—claim to exercise authority ; legal

power;—that which is on the right aide, or opposite

to the left ;—the outward or most finished surface.

Right, (rit) v. t. To set upright ; to make right or

straight, as having been wrong or crooked ;—to do jus

tice to ; to relieve from wrong ;—v. i. To recover the

proper or natural condition or position : to become

upright :—imp. & pp. righted; ppr. righting.

Right-angle, (rit'ang-gl) n. An angle of ninety degrees,

or an angle measured by a quadrant.

Right-angled, (rit'ang-gld)a. Contain

ing a right angle or right angles.

Righteous, (rlt'yus) a. [A -8. rihiuHs,

from rxht, right, and vis, manner, way.)

Just ; upright ; honest ; incorrupt ;

doing that which is right ;- justified ; Right-angle.

accepted of God, as free from sin ; — also, merited/

equitable ; just, as punishment.

Righteously, (rit'yus-le) adv. In a righteous manner .

equitably ; justly.

Righteousness, (rit'yus-nes) v. The quality of Doing

righteous ; exact rectitude ; purity of heart; godliness ;

virtue;—as applied to God, the holiness and perfection

of his nature ; his justice, truth, and faithfulness ;—

the way or means by which a sinner is made right

with God ; justification ;—the cause of it ; Christ ;—

also, justice between man and man ; equity ; honesty ;

fair dealing.

Righter, (rit'er) n. One who sets right.

Rightful, (rit'fool) a. Consonant to j ustice .—just, a*

a war ;—having the right or just claim, as an heir ;—

being by right or lawful authority, as lord, judge, etc

Rightfully, (rit'fool-le) adr. According to the right;

, according to law or justice.
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Rightfulness, (rit'fool-nes) n. State of being rightful.

Right-handed, (rithand-ed) a. Using the right hand

habitually or more easily than the left [tiona.

Right-hearted, (rifhart-ed) a. Having right diBpoei-

Rightly. (rifle) adv. According to justice; honestly;

uprightly;—properly; fitly; suitably; appropriately;

—according to truth or fact ; exactly.

Rightness, (riVnes) n. StraighUieas ; correctness ;

exactness; rectitude; righteousness.

Right-round, (rit'ruund) adv. Completely round.

Rightward, (rit/wawrd) adv. Toward the right hand

or right side ; to the right.

Rigid, (rij'id) a. [L. ngidwt, from rigere, to be stiff.]

Stiff; not pliant ; not easily bent ;—strict in opinion,

practice, or discipline ;—not lax or indulgent ; severe ;

inflexible; unyielding; exact; austere; atern; rigorous.

Rigidity, (re-jid'e-te) n. Want of pliability ; quality

of resisting change of form;—stiffness of appearance

or manner;—strictness; severity; inflexibility.

Rigidly, ( rij'id-le ) adv. In a rigid manner ; stiffly ;

inflexibly. [rigidity.

Rigidness, ( rij'id-nos ) «. Quality of being rigid;

Rigmarole, (rig'ma-rol) n. A succession of confused or

nonsensical statements ; foolish talk ; nonsense.

Rigorous, (rig'or-us) a. Manifesting, exercising, or

favouring rigour; severe; stiff; austere; stern; harsh;

strict ; exact

Rigorously, (rig'or-us-le) adv. In a rigorous manner ;

without relaxation, abatement, or mitigation; severely;

austerely ; strictly ; exactly.

Rigorousneu, (rig'or-us-nes) n. State of being rigorous;

>»■ verity ; austerity ; strictness.

Rigour, (rig'or) n. [L., from rigere, to be stiff] The

state of being rigid; — a convulsive shuddering or

slight tremor, as in the cold fit of a fever ;—severity

of climate or season ; — stiffness of opinion or temper;

severity ;—austerity ; — voluntary submission to pain,

abstinence, or mortification ; — exactness without

allowance, latitude, or indulgence ; strictness.

Rill, (ril) n. [Ger. rille, a small channel, O. Kng.

riffol, L. rivulus, a small brook.J A small brook; a

rivulet; a streamlet.

Rill, (ril) v. i. To flow in a small stream.

Rillet, (ril'et) ». A small stream ; a rivulet.

Run, (rim) n. [A. -8. rima, reoma, edge, lip, W. rhim,

rhimp, a rim, edge, boundary.] The border, edge, or

margin of something circular or curving ;—the lower

part of the abdomen ; also, the skin covering the

abdomen ; rimo.

Rim, (rim) r. (. To furnish with a rim :—imp. <fc pp.

rimmed ; ppr. rimming,

Rime, (rim) n. [A.-S. & Icel. hrim.] White or hoar

frost ; congealed dew or vapour. [aperture.

Rime, (rim) n. [L. rima.] A fissure ; a chink ; a long

Rime, (rim) r. i. To freeze or congeal into hoar frost.

Rimer, (rim'e,r) n. A cari>enter'8 tool for boring rimes

or holes.

Riraose, (rim'os) a. [L. rimomui, from rima, a chink.]

Full of rimes or chinks like those in the bark of trees :

—also rim' Di *.

Rimy, (rim'e) a. Abounding with rime ; frosty.

Rind, (rind) n. [A. -8. rind, krintl, Ger. rinde, Q. rinos,

the skin.] The external covering or coat; — *pee\A~

eally, the external cover of flesh ; the skin ;—the

external cover of fruit ; peel ;—bark ;—the external

coat of a nut ; shelL

Ring, (ring) n. [A. -8. hrinp, IceL hrinpr, Ger. ring,

a circle.] A circle or circular line, or any thing in

the form of a circular line or hoop ;—a circle of gold

or other substance worn as an ornament ;—a circle of

iron or other metal to which things are attached,

or by which a hold for a purchase is obtained ;—a

circle of persons formed for a danoe or other sports ;

also, the area within the circle for wrestling, boxing,

Ac. ; hence, the ring, pugilism ; prize-fighting.

Ring, (ring) v. t. To surround with a ring or as with

 

11 ugilore.

Finger of the " left hand

a ring ; to encircle ;—to cut out a ring of, as bark.

[A.-S. hriiigan, Icel. hringia.] To cause to sound,

especially by striking, as a metallic body ;—to produce

by ringing, as a sound or peal ; — to repeat often,

loudly, or earnestly; — v. t. To sonnd, as a bell or

other sonorous body ;—to chime ;—to resound ; to con

tinue to soupd or vibrate; to tinkle; — to be filled

with report or talk :—imp. rang or rung; pp. rung;

ppr. ringing.

Ring, (ring) ». A sound; especially, the sound of

metals ;—any loud sound or sound continued, repeated,

or reverberated ;—a chime or set of bells harmonically

tuned.

Ring-bolt, (ringtxut) n. An iron bolt with an eye at ita

head and a ring through the eye.

Ringdove, (riiig'duv) n, A species of pigeon, »o called

from white upon the neck

which forms a portion of a

ring about it ; the cushat.

Ringed, (ringd) a. Having

a ring; — in botany, en

circled by lines or bandx

upon the surface of the

bark.

Ringer, (ringer) n. One

who rings: especially, one

who rings chimes on bells.

Ring-fence, (ring'fens) n.

A fence encircling a field

or estate within one en

trance.

Ring-finger, (ring'flng-er) n.

on which the marriage ring is worn ; third finger.

Ringing, (ringing) n. Act or art of making music

with bells ; chiming of a set of bells.

Ringleader, (ring'led-c r) n. The leader of a ring ; espe

cially, the leader of an association of men engaged in

violation of law or an illegal enterprise.

Ringlet, (ringlet) n. [Diminutive of ri.ii/. ] A small

ring ; a circle ;—a curl ; especially, a curl of hair.

Ring-tail, (ring'tal) n. A bird having a white tail ; the

female of the hen-harrier.

Ringworm, (ring'wurra) n. A vesicular eruption of

the skin, forming rings, whose area is slightly dis

coloured.

Rink, (Thick) ii. [A.-S. hrincg, a ring.] A course; a

race ;—especially, in cvrling, the ring or circle on the

ice to which the stone* are played ; — also, a set or

opposite side of players in the game.

Rinse, (rins) v.t. (Icel. hreinsa, A. -8. hrrrnan, Go.

hrainjan, to purge.] To cleanse with a second applica

tion of water after washing;—to cleanse by the intro

duction of water:—imp. & pp. rinsed; ppr. rinsing.

Rinser, (rins'er) n. One who rinses.

Riot, (ri'ot) n. [F. riote. It. riotta, Armor. riot.}

Wanton or unrestrained behaviour ;—noisy festivity ;

excessive feasting: — tumult; uproar; — any public

disturbance of the peace ; — the doing of an act in a

violent and tumultuous manner against the peace by

three or more persons assembled together of their

own authority for that purpose.

Riot, (ri'ot) r. i. To revel ; to banquet in an unre

strained or wanton manner; to indulge in excess of

luxury, feasting, or other sensual indulgence; — to

luxuriate ;— to be highly excited ;—to raise an uproar

or sedition :—imp. & pp. rioted ; ppr. rioting.

Rioter, (rfot-er) n. One who indulges in a riot or

engages in a riot.

Riotous, (ri'ot-us) a. Involving or engaging in riot ;

—luxurious: wanton; licenttuus;—tumultuous; un

ruly ;—guilty of riot ; seditious.

Riotously, ( ri'ot-us-le ) adv. In a riotous manner ;

luxuriously ; licentiously;—turbulently ; seditiously.

R.i otoi isn ess, (ri'ot-us-nes) n. State or quality of being

riotous.

R>P. (rip) v. I. [A.-S. rypan, htypan.] To divide or
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separate the part* of by cutting or tearing ; to tear

off or out by violence ;—to take out or away by cut

ting or tearing ;—hence, to search out ; to bring to

view ; to disclose—with up ;—imp. & pp. ripped; ppr.

ripping.

Bipt (rip) n, A rent made by ripping ; a tear ;—a

wicker-basket to carry fiah in ;—also, any thing baee

or useless ; a cheat [Soot.)

Ripe, (rip) a. [A.-S. Hpe, Ger. ret/, A. -8. rip, harvest,

ripan, to reap.} Ready for reaping; having attained

perfection, as grain, fruit, Ac. ;—advanced to the state

of fitness for use ;—having attained its utmost develop

ment ;—hence, characterized by completeness or finish ;

consummate ; perfected ;—ready for action or effect ;

prepared ; — resembling ripened fruit in ruddiness and

plumpness, as a lip;—maturatatcd; suppurated, as an

abscess.

Ripely, (riple) adv. Maturely ; at the fit time.

Ripen, (rip'n) r. *. To grow ripe ;—to approach or

come to perfection ;—to oe fitted or prepared ;—v. t.

To make ripe, as grain or fruit ;—to mature ;—to fit

or prepare ; to bring to perfection :—also ripe >—imp.

A pp. ripened ; ppr. ripening.

Ripeness, (rip'nes) n. The state of being ripe, or brought

to a state of perfection ; maturity ; completeness.

Ripening, (rip'n-ing) ». The process of becoming ripe.

Ripper, (rip'er) n. One who rips, tears, or cuts open.

Ripple, (rip'l) v. i. [Diminutive of rip.) To become

fretted or dimpled on the surface, as water ; to be

covered with small waves or undulations ;—p. t. To

fret or dimple, as the surface of running water. [Ger.

rifftln, to natchel.J To clean ; to separate the seed

from flax :—imp. os pp. rippled ; ppr. rippling.

Ripple, (rip'l) n. The fretting or dimpling of the sur

face of water ;—a little wave or undulation ;—a kind

of comb through which flax plants are passed to remove

the seed vessels. [rib-grass.

Ripple-grass, (ripl-gras) n. A species of plantain ;—

Rip-saw, (rir/saw) n. A hand-saw with coarse teeth

which have but a slight pitch, msed for cutting wood

in the direction of the fibre.

Rise, (rix)v. t. [A. -8. rUan, Go. rcisan, Ieel. rUa.) To

move or pass In any manner from a lower position to a

higher ; to ascend; to mount up ; to become elevated,

from whatever cause ; to attain a height ;—to get up

from a chair or after a fall ;—to get out of bed ;—to

spring ; to grow up ;—to break forth above the horizon ;

to emerge from darkness or obscurity ; to become ap

parent ;—to originate ; to proceed from ;—to swell or

mount up;—to increase in size, force, value, price, or

the like ;—to become excited, opposed, or hostile;—to

attain to a better social position ;—to increase in inter

est or power;—to come to mind;—to be suggested;—

to come to hand ; to offer itself ;—to come to life ; to

revive ;—to close a session ; to adjourn : —imp. rose;

pp. risen ; ppr. rising.

Rise, (ru) n. Act of ruing ; ascent ;—distance through

which any thing rises ;—that which rises or seems to

rise ; an acclivity ; a steep ; an elevation ; — spring ;

source ; origin ;—increase ; augmentation, as of price,

value, rank, property, fame, Ac. ;—increase of sound ;

—elevation or ascent of the voice.

Riser, (riz'cr) n. One who rises ;—the upright piece

in a stair.

Risibility, (riz-e-biTe-te) a. Quality of being risible.

Risible, (rize-bl) a. [L. rUibilis, from ridere, rtiuni,

to laugh.] Having the faculty or power of laughing ;

—capable of exciting laughter ; worthy to be laughed

at ■ ludicrous ; laughable ; amusing ; ridiculous.

Rising, (riz'ing) n. The act of rising from a sitting or

recumbent position ;—the appearance of the sun or any

of the heavenly bodies above the horizon ;—rebelling

against lawful authority ;—a tumour on the body ;—

resurrection from the dead ;—closing or adjournment

of a session. [Unction ; growing; advancing.

Rising, (riz'ing) a. Increasing in wealth, power, and dis-

Riak. (risk) n. [F. move, It. rtichio, Ger. & D. rosA,

quick, rauxhen, to rush.] Danger; peril; exposure

to hurt or loss ;—the hazard of loss, as of a ship, freight,

or other property ;—hence, the degree of hazard or

liability to loss ;—that which is liable to Ices ; a ven

ture ; a doubtful undertaking.

Risk, (risk) r. t. To expose to danger or possible in

jury or loss ; to endanger ; to hazard ; — to pat to

chance ; to venture ;—to try an issue ; to undertake :

—imp. & pp. risked; ppr. risking.

Risky, (risk's) a. Attended with danger ; hazardous.

Risonal, (re-zo're-al)ff. [L. ritut, laughter.] Laughing:

producing laughter. [of minced meat.

Rissole, (ris'sol) n. [F.] A kind of pate or small pie

Rite, (rit) h. [L. rifiu.] Formal act of religion or

other solemn duty ; a religious ceremony or usa^e ;

observance ; ordinance.

Ritual, (ritual) a, [I* ritvalii, from ritus, a rite]

Pertaining to or consisting of rites ; ceremonial ; cere

monious ; formal ;—prescribing rites.

Ritual, (rit'u-al) a. The manner of performing divine

service in a particular church or communion ;—a book

containing the rites to be observed.

Ritualism, (ritH-al-izm) n. Prescribed forms of reli

gious worship; — observance of prescribed forms in

religion ;—system or doctrine of faith, grace, and sal

vation founded on a strict observance of the rites and

ceremonies prescribed by the church.

Ritualist, (rit u-al-ist) n. One skilled io or devoted to

a ritual.

Ritualistic, (rit-G-al-ist'ik) a. Pertaining to or in ac

cordance with the ritual; adhering to rituals.

Ritually, (rit'u-al-le) adv. By rites or by a particular

rite.

Rival, (ri'val)n. [h. HvaUt, two neighbours having

the same brook in common, rivals.] One in pursuit

of the same object as another ; competitor ; emulator ;

antagonist.

Rival, (rival) a. Having the same pretensions or

claims ; standing in competition for superiority.

Rival, (rival) v. t To stand in competition with ; to

strive to gain some object in opposition to ;—to strive

to equal or excel ; to emulate:— imp. & pp. rivalled ;

Ppr. rivalling.

Rivalry, (rival-re) n. Act of rivalling ;—effort or strife

to obtain an object which another is seeking ; endeav

our to equal or excel another in excellence, attain

ment, etc:—also rivaUhip.

Rive, (riv) e. t. [A.-S. red/an, to break, split.] To rend

asunder by force ; to split ; to cleave ;—r. i. To be

split or rent asunder: — imp. rived; pp. rived or

riven ; ppr, riving.

River, (riv'er) n. [F. Wrier*, L. rim*, rirtifuj.] A

stream of water larger than a rivulet or brook flow ing

in a channel on land toward the ocean, a lake, or

another river ;—a copious flow ; abundance.

River, (ri'ver) n. One who cleaves or splits.

River-god, (riv'er-god) n. In mythology, the tutelary

divinity of a river ; a naiad.

River-horse, (riv'gr-hors) n. The hippopotamus, an

animal inhabiting rivers.

Rivet, (riv'et) n. [F. rivet, a rivet, river, to rivet.

It. ribadire.] A pin of metal clinched at one or both

ends by being hammered and spread.

Rivet, (riv'et) v. t. To fasten with a rivet or with

rivets ;—to clinch ;—hence, to fasten firmly ; to make

firm or strong:—imp. &. pp. riveted ; 2)pr. riveting.

Riveting, (riv'et-ing) n. The act of joining with

rivets; the whole set of rivets collectively.

Rivulet, (riv'u-let) n. [L. rivulus, diminutive of

virus, a brook.] A small river or brook ; a streamlet.

Rix-dollar, (riks'dol-lar) n. [Ger. rHchtthalei; i. e.,

dollar of the realm.] A silver coin of Germany,

Holland, Denmark, and Sweden, ranging in value in

different places from 2*. (Id to 4*. Gd.—the standard

Prussian coin is worth about &.
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Roach, (rOch) n. [A.-8. reokha, Ger. rocAc.J A gre

garious fresh water-fish of the

carp family. It is of a silver

white oolour, with a greenish

back. [F. roche.] The curve

or arch cut in the foot of the

square sails from clue to clue;—

a cockroach. Roach.

Road, (rod) u. [A. -3. rdd, a riding, a road, from

rtdan, to ride.] An open way or public passage; a

public track for travelling ;—a place or ground where

vessels may ride at anchor ;—act or state of travelling ;

—inroad; incursion; highway; route; passage; course.

Road-metal, (rdd'met-al) n. The broken stone used in

macadamizing roads.

Roadstead, (rdd'sted) n. A place where ships may ride

at anchor at some dtstanoe from the shore.

Roadster, (rod'ster) n. A vessel riding at anchor in a

road or bay;—a horse fitted for riding or driving on

the road. (highway.

Road-way, (rod'wa) n. Course of a public road ;

Roam, (rom) v. i. [Etymology uncertain—said to be

derived from going a pilgrimage to Rome, also, from

W. rhamu, to soar, perhaps from A.-S. rumian, to

give space, rum, room.] To walk or move about from

place to place without any certain purpose or direc

tion ;—v. t. To range or wander over ; rove ; range ;

stroll ; ramble :—imp. & pp. roamed ; ppr. roaming.

Roamer, (rom'cr) n. One who roams ; a wanderer ; a

rover. [ing from place to place.

Roaming, (rom'ing) n. The act of rambling or wander-

Roan, (ron) a. |F. rouan, Sp. roano, from L. raws,

gray-yellow.] Having a bmy( sorrel, or dark colour,

with spots of gray or white thickly interspersed—

said of a horse;—also, having a shade or tinge of red.

Roan, (ron) n. The oolour of a roan horse ;—a roan

horse;—a kind of leather for bookbinding, made from

sheep-skin, in imitation of morocco.

Roan-tree, (ron'tre) n. Native tree of the genus Pyrwj ;

the mountain ash ; wild service tree—it produces

clusters of berries of a bright red colour and acid

taste :—also rowan-tree, roddan, Ac.

Roar, (ror) r. t. [A.-S. rarian, Ger. rdrwi.] To cry

with a full, loud, continued sound ; to bellow, as a

lion or other beast ;—to cry aloud, as in distress ; to

bawl ; to squall, as a child ;—to make a loud, confused

sound, as winds, waves, passing vehicles, and the like ;

—to engage in riotous conduct ; to be disorderly ;—to
laugh out loudly and continuously ; — ■imp. A pp.

roared ; ppr. roaring.

Roar, (ror) n. The sound of roaring ; a load cry of the

lion or other beast ;—cry of a child or person in

distress ;—any loud sound or noise, as of the wind,

sea, cannon, &c;—outcry; clamour of mirth or

festivity.

Roarer, (ror'cr) n. One who or that which roars;

a riotous fellow ;—a broken-winded horse.

Roaring, (rowing) n. Cry of a lion or other beast ;—

loud continued sound of the billows, tempest, Ac ;—

outcry of distress ;—a disease of the bronchial tubes

in horses.

Roast, (rost) v. t. [A.-S. hrostian, It. arrostire.] To

cook, dress, or prepare, as meat for the table, by

exposure to heat before the fire ;—to dry and parch

by exposure to heat ;—hence, to heat violently or to

excess ;—colloquially, to jeer ; to banter ;—v. i. To be

cooked by exposure to heat before a fire; to be

roasted:—imp. & pp. roasted; ppr. roasting.

Roast, (rdst) n. That which is roasted, as a piece of

beef, mutton, Ac.;—also, that part of an animal

which is reckoned fitter for roasting than for boiling,

stewing, Ac.

Roast, (rost) a. Roasted.

Roaster, (rost'er) n. One who roasts meat ;—a con

trivance for roasting ;—a pig or other animal or article

for roasting.
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Roasting, (rost'ing) n. The act of roasting, as meat ;—

in metallurgy, the protracted appliance of heat lower

than the fusing point, to dissipate the volatile parts

of ores ;—a severe teasing, bantering, or raillery.

Rob, (rob) v.t. [Go. rumbbn, A.-S. re&jlan.) To take

away from by force ; to strip by stealing ; to plunder ;

to steal from ;—to take property from tbe person of

feloniously, forcibly, or by putting in fear ;—to de

fraud ; to withhold what is due :—imp. 4c pp. robbed ;

Jppv. robbing.

Robber, frober) n. One who commits a robbery ; one

who takes property feloniously and by violence;

depredator ; tlespoiler ; plunderer ; pillager.

Robbery, (ror/er-e) n. The crime of robbing or

stealing by force ; act of taking away or defrauding

by violence, injustice, or oppression ; depredation ;

spoliation ; plunder ; pillage.

Robbina, (rob'inz) n. pi. In navigation, small ropes

used to tie the upper edges of square sails to the

yards—corrupted from rope-bands :—also written ro-

bands.

Robe, (rob) n. [F. rofcf, It roba, Sp. ropa.] An

outer garment for man or woman, especially, one of

a rich, flowing, or elegant style or make ; hence, a

dress of state, rank, office, and the like.

Robe, (rob) v. '. To invest with a robe ; to dress ; to

array ;—imp. & pp. robed ; ppr. robing.

Robin, (rob'in) n. [Properly an abbreviation of Robert,

or from L. rubens, pp. of rubere, to be red.] A

European singing bird having a reddish breast; the

ruddock ; robin red-breast ; — an American Ringing

bird having the breast of a somewhat dingy orange-red

colour :—called also migratory thrush.

Roborant, (robor-ant) a. [L. roborant, from robur, a

hard oak, strength.] Strengthening.

Roborant, (rob'or-ant) n. A strengthening medicine ; a

tonic.

Robust, (ro-busf) o. [L. robustus, oaken, hard, strong,

from robur, strength.] Evincing strength; strong:

muscular ;—sound ; vigorous, as health ;—requiring

strength and vigour, as employment;—rough; rude;

lusty ; sinewy ; sturdy.

Robustious, (ro-bust'yus) a. Strong ; vigorous ;—

violent; boisterous; —unwieldy—generally used in

contempt or ridicule. [robust manner.

Robustly, (ro-bust'le) adv. With great strength ; in a

Robustness, (rd-bust'nes) n. The quality of being

robust ; strength ; soundness.

Roc, (rok) n. The monstrous bird well-known in the

mythology of the Arabians.

Rochelle-salt, (rd-shel'sawlt) n. The tartrate of soda

and potash—used as an aperient.

Rochet, (rochet) ti. [F., Ger., & A.-S. roe, L. roecu*,

a coat, garment.] A linen garment resembling a

surplice, but with tight sleeves, worn by bishops.

Rock, (rok) «, [F. rocAe, It. roeca, from L. nines,

a rock.] A large mass of stony material;—any natural

deposit of stony material, whether consolidated or

not, thus including sand, earth, or clay when in

natural beds ;—that which resembles a rock in firm

ness;—a solid or firm foundation;—hence, defence;

fortress ; strength.

Rook, (rok) n. [Icel. rocAt, Ger. roeken.] A distaff used

in spinning.

Rock, (rok) r. (. [F. roqucr, Ger. riiclen.] To move

backward and forward, as a body resting on a support

beneath ;—to put to sleep by rocking ; hence, to still ;

to quiet ;—v. t. To be moved backward and forward ;

to reel ; to totter :—imp. & pp. rooked ; ppr. rocking.

Rockaway, (rok'a-wu) n. A low four-wheeled two-

seated pleasure carriage, with full standing top.

Rock-crystal, (rok'kris-tal) n. Limpid quartz; pure

crystals of quartz.

Rocker, (rok er) «• One who rocks the cradle ;—the

curving piece of wood on which a cradle or chair

rocks ;—any implement capable of a rocking motion.
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Rocket, (rok'et) «. [It rocchetta, Ger. ratete.] An

artificial fire-work which, being tied to a

■tick and fired, is projected through the

air by a force arising from the combus

tion.

Rockiness, (rok'e-nes) n. The state of being

rocky.

Rocking, (rok'ing) «. Act of raoring back-

wards and forwards; — mass of metal or

small stones forming the bud of a road.

Rocking-chair, (rok'ing-char) ». Arm-chair

set on rockets so as to swing backwards and Rocket,

forwards.

Rocking-horse, (rok'ing-hors) n. Hobby-horse.

Rock-ou, (rok'oil) n. Petroleum.

Rock-salt, (rok'sawlt) n. Chloride of sodium or com

mon salt occurring in rock-like masses In mines.

Rock-work, (rok'wurk) «. Stones fixed in mortar in

imitation of natural masses of rock.

Rocky, (rok'e) a. Pull of rocks;—formed of rocks;—

resembling a rock :—unfeeling; obdurate.

Rod, (rod) n. [A.S. r6d, Ger. rvtht, a slender stick

or rod, Skr. ridh, to grow.) The shoot or long twig

of any woody plant ; a branch or the stem of a shrub ;

—any long slender stick ; a wand ; an instrument of

punishment or correction;—discipline; chastisement;

—a kind of sceptre or badge of office ; hence, power ;

authority; tyranny: oppression ;—a measure of length

containing sixteen and a half feet; a perch; a

]»le.

Rodent, (ro'dent) a. [h. rodent, ppr. of rodcre, to

gnaw.] Gnawing.

Rodent, (ro'dent) n. An animal that gnaws, as a rat.

Rodomont, (rod'6-mont) a. [It rodomonte.] Boast

ing ; bragging. fing ; bluster; rant

Rodomontade, (rod'o-mont-ad) n. Vain boasting; vaunt-

Rodomontade, (rod'o-mont-ad) v. i. To boast ; to brag ;

to bluster. [of the hart

Roe, (r6) m. A species of deer ; roebuck ;—the female

Roe, (ro) n. [Ger. rogtn, Icel. rogn.] The OTary and

eggs of a fish ;—rawn. [Soot ]

Roebuck, (ro'buk) w, [A. -8. rAh, Icel. rd, Ger. rfch.]

A small species of deer, ctrvun caprtolus, having

erect cylindrical branched horns, forked at the sum

mit

Rogation, (ro-gn'shun) n. [L. rogatio, from rogare,

rnyatviii, to ask.] In ancient Rome, the demand

by the consuls or tribunes of a law to be passed

by the people ;—litany ; supplication. Rogation days,

the three days before the festival of Ascension, being

days of special supplication.

Rogue, (rdg) n. [Etymology uncertain—said to be

from F. rogue, proud, haughty, also from A. -8.

urtgan, to cover, cloak, also from L. rogare, to ask,

perhaps from the same root as rug, Ger. much, rough,

coarse.) A vagrant; a sturdy beggar; a vagabond;

— a deliberately dishonest person ; a knave ; a cheat ;

—one who is mischievous or frolicsome ; a sly fellow ;

a wag ; also, a term of fondness or endearment

Roguery, (rog'er-e) n. Knavish tricks; cheating; fraud;

—waggery ; arch tricks ; mischievousness.

Rogue's-march, (rogr/march) n. An nir or tune played

when a soldier is drummed out of a regiment.

Roguish, (rogiah) o. Vagrant ; vagabond ;—fraudu

lent; dishonest; knavifdi ;—waggish ; slightly mis

chievous, [ishly ; wantonly ;—archly.

Roguishly, (rdg'ish-le) adv. Like a rogue; knav-

Roguithness, (i-6g/inh-nes) n. Quality or state of being

roguish ; knavery ; mischievousness ; archness.

Roister, (rois'ter) v.i. [W. rhysiaw, to rush, A.-S.

brysan, to shake.] To bluster; to swagger ; — to

be at free quarters ; to roam about and bo noisy and

turbulent :—also roist.

Roisterer, (nnVter-er) «. A bold, blustering, turbu

lent fellow;—also router.

Role, (rol) n. [F.] A part performed by an actor

in a drama ; hence, any conspicuous action or duty

performed by any one.

Roll, (rol) v. t. [F. router, D. and Ger. rotten, allied

to L. rotulare, from rota, awheel.] To cause to re

volve by turning over and over ; to move by turning;

on an axis ;—to form into a spherical or cylindrical

body;—to bind or involve by winding;—to drive or

impel forward with a swift and easy motion, as of

rolling ;—to press or level with a roller ;—to move

on or by means of rollers or small wheels ,—to beast

with rapid strokes, as a drum ;—r. i. To more by

turning on a surface ; to revolve upon an axis ;—to

keep falling over and over ;—to perform a periodical

revolution ; —to turn; to move circularly;—to wove

up and down, as waves or billows ; also, to rock or

move from side to side, as a ship ;—to run on wheels;

—to be formed into a cylinder or ball ;—to spread

under a roller or rolling-pin ;—to wallow ; to tumble :

—imp. ft pp. rolled ; ypr. rolling.

Roll, (rol) «. [L. rotula, diminutive of rota, a wheel.1

Act of rolling or state of being rolled ;—that which

rolls ; a roller ; — a cylinder of wood used in the

kitchen and laundry;—a cylinder of stone or iron

used on fields, roads, Ac. ;—a cylindrical twist of

tobacco ;—cloth wound into a cylindrical form ;—

bread made from dough rolled up;—the unifuii.,

beating of a drum with strokes so rapid as scarcely to

be distinguished by the ear. ( F. role, part, office, L.

rotulus, roll, charter.] An official or public docu

ment ; list ; register ; catalogue ;—in antiquity, a vol

ume ; a book consisting of sheets of parchment, akin,

ftc, rolled up ;—hence, a chronicle ; a history.

Roll-call, (roTkawl) n. The act or time of calling

over a list of names, as among soldiers.

Roller, (r6Ter) n. That which rolls ; that w hich

turns on its own axis ; especially, a cylinder of wood,

stone, metal, ftc, used in husbandry and the arte ;—

a long and broad bandage used in surgery ; — a

cylinder coated with a composition of glue and mo

lasses, which takes up ink from the inking table and

distributes it over the types in printing.

Roller-bolt, (rdTer-bolt) ». The bar in a carriage to

which the traces are attached.

Rollic, (rul'ik) v. i. [Modification of frolic.] To move

in a careless, swaggering manner with a frolicsome

air:— imp. ft pp. rollicked; ppr. rollicking;.

Rolling-mill, (rol'ing-mil) h. A mill furnished with

heavy rollers through which heated metal is paased

to form it into sheets or rails, ftc

Rolling-pin, (roTing-pin) «. A cylindrical piece of

wood to roll out paste or dough with.

Rolling-press, (rot'ing-pres) n. An engine by which

cloth is calendered, waved, and tabled ; — also,

an engine for taking impressions from copper

plates.

Rolly-polly, (rol'e-poTe) n, [Said to be from roll and

pool.] A game in which a ball, rolling into a certain

place, wins ;—also, a pudding of a roll or layers of

paste or dough inclosing fruit or preserves.

Romaic, (ro-ma'ik) n. [G. Roiuaiko*.] The modern

Greek language. [or its language.

Romaic, (ro-mft'ik) o. Of or relating to modern Greece

Romal, (rd'mal) n. A species of silk fabric brought

from the East.

Roman, (ro'man) a. Pertaining to Rome or to the

Roman people ;—pertaining to or professing the

Roman Catholic religion ;—upright : erect—said of

the letters ordinarily used, as distinguished from

Italic characters ;—expressed in letters, not in figures.

as I., IV., i, i v., v^aid of numerals as distinguished

from the Arabic numerals, 1, 4, ftc.

Roman, (ronian) n. A native, citizen, or permanent

resident of Rome.

Roman Catholio, (ro-man-kath'o-lik) n. A member or

adherent of the Church of Rome, of which the Fops

is the visible head.
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Roman Catholic, (ro-man-kath'6-lik) a. Pertaining to

the Church of Rome ; popiah.

Romanoe, (ro-mans') n. [F. reman. It. romanza, Sp.

romaJice.] A narrative or fable of knight-errantry

iu the middle ages ; a ballad or chant of chivalrous

adventures hi love and war, composed or recited or

snug by the Troubadours ;—hence, any fictitious nar

rative or work of fiction treating of the olden times

and of great personages and events; a historical

novel :—a vain dream ; imaginary notion ; foolish

conceit;—an invention or fiction; a lie. Romance

language, language in which the early romances were

composed ; a mixture of corrupt latin with the

language of the Franks ; Provengal ;—also, Latin

modified by the native elements so as to form the

modern Italian, French, Spanish, and Portuguese

Inngusges:—also written Romanic language.

Romanoe, (ro-nians") v. i. To write or tell romances ;

to deal in extravagant stories :—imp. & pp. romanced ;

/><'>'■ romancing.

Romancer, (ro-inans'er) n. One who writes romances

or historical novels ;—one who invents fictitious

Btories : forger of improbable or lying accounts.

Romanesque, (ro-nian-esk') a. In painting, represent

ing subjects and scenes appropriate to romance ;—

somewhat resembling the Roman architecture.

Romanesque, (ru-inan-esk') n. In historical painting,

the portrayal of fabulous or fanciful subjects ;—a

style of drawing and oolouring natural objects or

scenery in imaginary or fantastic forms and not from

the life ;—any of the forms of architecture derived

from the Roman, as Byzantine, Lombard, Saxon,

ttc ;—the common dialect of Languedoc and some

other districts in the south of France.

Romanic, (ro-man'ik) a. Pertaining to Rome or its

people ;—pertaining to any of the languages which,

during the middle ages, sprung out of the old Roman ;

—related to the Roman people by descent.

Romanism, (rO'man-ixm) n. The tenets ot the Church

of Rome :—also written Roman Catholicism.

Romanist, (ro'mau-ist) u. An adherent to the Roman

Catholic religion ; a Roman Catholic.

Romanise, (ro'man-iz) v. t. To convert to the Roman

Catholic religion or opinions ;—v. i. To conform to

Roman Catholic opinion*, customs, or modes of

speech :—imp. it pp. romanised ; ppr. romanning.

Romania, (rd-mansh ) n. [Oris, rumansch. ] The

language or the Orisons in Switzerland ; a corruption

of the Latin.

Romantic, (rd-man'tik) a. Pertaining to, involving, or

resembling romance ; hence, fictitious ; fanciful ;—

characterised by novelty, strangeness, or variety ;

extravagant; wild; chimerical. [manner.

Romantically, (rd-man'tik-al-le) adv. In a romantic

Romanticism, (ro-man'te-sizm) n. The state of being

romantic or fantastic.

Romanticness, (ro-man'tik-nes) n. The state of being

romantic ; wildness ; extravagance ; fancifulness.

Romish, (rom'ish) a. [From Rome.] Belonging or

relating to Rome or to the Roman Catholic Church.

Romp, (romp) n. A rude girl who indulges in bois

terous play ;—rude play or frolic.

Romp, (romp) v.i. [A different spelling of ramp.] To

play rudely and boisterously ; to leap and frisk about

in play:—imp. it pp. romped ; ppr. romping.

Rompish, (romp'ish) a. Given to rude play ; inclined

to romp.

Rompishness, (romp'iah-nes) n. The quality of being

rompish ; rudeness ; boisterousness.

Rondeau, (ron'do) n. [F., from rond, round.] A

species of lyric poetry so composed as to contain

a refrain or repetition, which occurs according to a

fixed law ;—a musical composition, vocal or instru

mental, usually in three parts, in which the first strain

Is repeated at the end of each of the other strains ,•—

also, a kind ofJig ;—written also rondo.

 

Rondel, (ron'del) n. [L. rotundus, round.} A

small round tower erected at the foot of a bastion.

Ronion, (run yun) n. [L. ren, renis, and F. rogne, itch,

mange, scab.] A mangy or scabby animal;—a fat

bulky woman.

Rood, (rood) «. The fourth part of an acre, or forty

square rods ; a measure of length containing forty

perches or poles.

Rood, (rood) n. [A.-S. rdd, rod, cross.] A representa

tion of the cross with Christ hanging ou it—in a

Roman Catholic church generally of a life size, and

erected at the junction of the nave with the choir or

chanceL

Roof, (roof) «. [A.-8. kr6/f top, roof, G. orophos, O.

Sax. hrost.} The cover or upper

part of any building, house, bam,

Ac :—classified according to the

material of which it is formed,

as wood, slate, tile, brick, stone,

&c.;— also classified according to

its external form, as shed roof,

one-sided sloping roof ; — gable *

roof, two-sided sharp sloping Mansard rouf.

roof; — ogee roof, sloping concavely from the ridge

and convexly to the eaves ; — hip roof, four-sided

sloping roof;—M roof, two gable roofs united in the

form of the letter M ;—Mansard roof, roof divided

into two slopes by an under set of rafters inclining

slightly inwards, and an upper set inclining more

towards the ridge—called also curb roof:—cortical

roof, circular roof tapering towards the ridge ;—

flat roofs are used only in the East;—in carpentry,

the frame-work of timber which forms the interior

of a roof ;—that which resembles the interior of a

roof;—a vault; an arch; an overhanging canopy,

as the sky;—the upper part of the mouth; the

palate.

Roof, (roof) v. t. To cover with a roof;—to inclose in

a house ; to shelter.

Roofer, (roofer) n. One who makes and puts on roofs.

Roofing, (roofing) n. Act of covering with a roof;—

materials of or for a roof ;—hence, the roof itself.

Roofless, (roofles) a. Having no roof;—having no

house or home ; unsheltered.

Rooflet, (rooflet) ». A small roof, covering, or shelter.

Roof-tree, (roof'tre) n. The beam in the angle of a

roof ; — the roof itself ; — hence, house ; household ;

home.

Rook, (rook) n. [Per. & A. roth, rukh.) One of the

four pieces placed on the corner squares of the board ;

a castle.

Rook, (rook) h. [Sax. rouca, chattering, G. torax, and

Go. hrukjan, to croak, Icel.

krtlnkr, crow.] A gregarious

bird resembling the crow, but

differing from it in feeding chiefly

on insects and grain, instead of 4

carrion and the like;—a cheat;

a trickish or dishonest gambler.

Rook, (rook) v.i To cheat; to*

defraud ;—to squat or sit close ;—

r. t. To cheat ; to defraud by

cheating:— i mp. it pp. rooked;

ppr. rooking.

Rookery, (robVer-e) n. A place where rooks congre

gate and build their nests, as a wood ; also, rocks and

islets frequented by sea-birds for laying their eggs ;

—a brothel ;—an overcrowded, dilapidated cluster of

buildings. [gloomy.

Rooky, (rook'e) a. Inhabited by rooks: — dark ;

Room, (room) n. [A.-S. rUm, Icel. rum, Go. rums.)

Space which has been or may be set apart or appro*

priated to any purpose;—an apartment in a house ;—

possibility of admission ; freedom to act ;—place un

obstructed ; — place or stead left by another ; — pt.

Suite of apartments ;—lodgings.

 

Rook.
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Room, (room) v. i. To oocupy a room or apartment ;

to lodge:— imp. it pp. roomed; ppr. roominf.

Roomily, (room'e-le) adv. Spaciously ; with plenty of

room.

Roominess, (room'e-nes) n. State of being roomy ;

spaciousness ; space.

Roomy, (room'e) a. Having ample room ; spacious ;

wide.

Roost, (roost) n. [A.-8. hrdst, D. roent, roost, rotsten,

to roost.] The pole on which birds rest at night ;

a perch ;—a collection of fowls roosting together.

Roost, (roost) r. i. To sit, rest, or sleep, as birds on a

pole or tree ; to perch.

Rooster, (roost'er) n. The male of the domestic fowl

considered as the head or chief of the roost ; a cock.

Root, (root) n. [Dan. rod, 8w. rot, Ir. raidis, h.

radix.] That part of a plant which is under

ground, and which supports and sends nourish

ment upwards to the stem, branches, «fcc :— a plant

of which the root is edible, as beetroot, Ac.;—that

part of any thing which grows or spreads like a

root, as of a tooth, cancer, die,;—the bottom or

lower part of any thing; depth; foundation;—the

original or first cause of any thing ;—an ancestor

or progenitor;—breed; race; stock;—fixed position;

durable impression ; permanent effect ;—that factor

of a quantity which when multiplied into itself will

produce that quantity—in music, the fundamental

note of any chord.

Root, (root) 11. i. To enter the earth, as roots ,—to be

firmly fixed or established ;—to sink deep;—v. t. To

Slant and fix deeply in the earth ; hence, to impress

eeply and indeliblyin the mind ; to establish firmly ;

to ground and settle : — imp. & pp. rooted ; ppr.

rooting.

Root, (root) v. i. [Icel. rota, A.-S. vrdfan, to turn

up with the snout, wot, a snout, trunk.] To turn

up the earth with the snout, as swine ;—v. f. To turn

up with the snout, as swine ; hence, to tear up by the

root ; to eradicate ; to extirpate.

Root-crop, (roofkrop) n. A crop of esculent roots,

especially those of such plants as produce single roots,

as beetroot, carrot, dte.

Rooted, (roofed) a. Fixed; permanent; deep.

Rootedly, (roofed-le) adv. Deeply ; in or from the

heart.

Rooting, (roofing) n. Act of taking or striking root.

Rootlet, (rootlet) n. A radicle ; a little root.

Root-stock, (rdot'stok) n. A prostrate stem, as of

ginger or orris roots, yielding yearly young branches

or plants.

Rooty, (roofe) a. Pull of roots.

Rope, (rop) n. [A.-S. <fc Fries, rdp, Go. rain.] A

huge, stout line or cord of several strands twisted

together and not lees usually than an inch in cir

cumference ;—a row or string consisting of a number

of things united; — pi. Hopet, intestines of birds.

Rope oftand, colloquially, tie or union easily broken.

Rope, (rop) v.i. To be formed into rope ; to draw

out or extend into a filament or thread ;—imp. & pp.

roped ; ppr. roping.

Rope-dancer, (rop'dans-er) n. One who walks or dances

on a rope extended through the air.

Rope-ladder, (ropTad-fr) n. A ladder made of ropes.

Rope-maker, (r6p'mak-er) n. One whose occupation Is

to make ropes or cordage.

Ropery, (rop'er-e) n. A place where ropes are made ;—

also, the tricks or practices of a rogue.

Rope-walk, (rop'wawk) n. A long covered walk or

building where ropes are manufactured

Rope-yarn, (rop'yarn) n. Threads or small lines of

yarn twisted into strands for t»nking ropes or serving

rigging, dec. [eosity.

Ropiness, (rop'e-nea) n. Quality of being ropy; vis-

R°py, (rope) a. [From ropt.] Stringy ; adhesive ;

viscous; tenacious; glutinous.

RortJ, (ro'ral) a. [L. roraUs.] Dewy ; abounding with

dew :—also rorid.

Rorqual, (roVkwal) n. [Norw. rorqualus.] A ceta

ceous mammal or whale resembling the common whale

but having a more slender body.

Rosaceous, (roz-il'she-us) a. [L. romcevt, from rota,

rose.] Composed of several petals arranged like those

of the rose ;—pertaining to the rose family of plants.

Rosary, (roVar-e) n. [L. rosarium, a place planted

with roses, from rosa, a rose.] A bed of roses or place

where roses grow ;—a series of prayers and a string

of bemls by which they are counted.

Roscid, (rosaid) a. [U roseidus.] Formed of dew ;

abounding in dew ; dewy.

Rose, (roz) n. [L. rota, allied to O. rodon.] A weU-

known plant and flower of many species and

varieties;— a rosette. Under the rose, [L. sub rtun.)

in secret ; privately ; in a manner that forbids dis

closure.

fL. roseut, prepared from roses,

Full of roses ; rosy ;—of a rose

Roseate, (roVe-at) a.

from rota, a rose.]

colour ; blooming.

Rose-bud, (rdz'bud) n.

Rose-bug, (rostrag) n.

A bud of a rose-tree.

A species of beetle which feeds

on the blossoms of the rose :—also rote-chaffer.

Rose-coloured, (rozTtul-erd) «- Having the colour of a

rose ;—uncommonly beautiful ;—hence, exaggerated ;

extravagantly praised :—also rose-hued • rosett,

Rose-engine, (rozen-jin) n. An appendage to the turn

ing-lathe, by which a surface of wood, metal, d:c,

is engraved with a variety of curved lines.

Rose-lake, (roz'lak) n. A rich tint prepared from be

and madder precipitated on an earthy basis :—called

also rose-madder.

Rose-leaf, (ruz/lef) n. Leaf of a rose ; pi. Rase tear**,

dried leaves of the rose kept in ornamental vases as

a perfume.

Rosemary, (roz'mii-re) n. £L. rot, dew, and marines,

marine.] A plant growing in south-eastern Europe,

also In Asia Minor and China. It has a fragrant

smell, and a warm, pungent, bitterish taste.

Rose-noble, (roz'nd-bl) n. An ancient English gold

coin, stamped with the figure of a rose, first struck

in the reign of Edward III., and current at 6*. W.

Rosery, (roz'er-e) n. A nursery for rose bushes.

Roset, (roxet) u. [F. rosette.] A red pigment used by

painters.

Rosette, (ro-zef) n. [F. diminutive of vase, a rose.]

An imitation of a rose made of ribbon or other mate

rial, used as an ornament of dress;—in architecture,

an ornament in the form of a rose.

Rose-water, f rozVaw-ter ) n. Water tinctured with

roses by distillation.

Rose-water, (roYwaw-ter) a. Having the odour of

rose-water;—honce, affectedly nice or delicate; senti

mental.

Rose-window, (ror/win-do) n. A circular window with

a series of mullions diverging from the centre forming

divisions which bear a general resemblance to the

leaves of a rose :—also called Catherine wheel and Mary-

gold window.

Rose-wood, (rozVdod) n. The wood of several differ

ent kinds of trees growing in warm climates. It is

much used in cabinet-work.

Rosiorucian, (r6z-e-kroo/she-an) n. [L. rot, dew, and

crux, cross. ] One of a sect of hermetical philosophers

about the close of the 17th century. They made pre

tensions to a knowledge of the secrets of nature.

Rosin, (roz'in) n. [F. resin*.] Resin in a solid state;

colophony; the resin left after distilling off the volatile

oil from the different species of turpentine.

Rosin, (roz'in) r. t. To rub with rosin.

Rosiness, (rdre-nes) n. The quality of being rosy or

resembling the rose in colour ;—red bloom, as of an

apple or the cheek. [qualities.

Rosiny, (roz'in-e) a. Like rosin or partaking of its
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Roster, (ros'ter) n. [A corni ption of register. J A list

of officers with their duties ami hours of active service.

Rostral, (roa'tml) a. [L rostralis, from rostrum, a

beak.} Resembling, or pertaining to, a rostrum ;—

pertaining to the beak.

Rostrate, (ros'tr&t) «. [L. rottratut, from rostrum,

a beak.] In botany and conchology, having a process

resembling the beak of a bird; beaked;—furnished or

adorned with beaks, as a ship.

Rostrum, (ros'trum) n. [L. from rodere, to gnaw.] The

beak or bill of a bird;—the beak of a ship ;—in ancient

Rome, an elevated place in the forum for public speak

ers ; — hence, any elevated platform from which a

speaker addresses an audience; pulpit; tribune.

Rosy, (t oz'e) a. Resembling a rose in colour, form, or

qualities ; blooming ; red ; blushing ; charming.

Rot, (rot) v. i. [A.-S. rotian, Icel. rotna.] To be decom

posed into simple parts ; to go to decay ;—v. f. To

make putrid ; to bring to corruption :—imp. & pp.

rotted ; ppr. rotting.

Rot, (rot) n. The process of rotting ; decay ; putrefac

tion ; specifically, a fatal distemper incident to sheep ;

—a form of decay which attacks timber—usually called

dry-rot;—a disease very injurious to the potato.

Rotary, (ro'tar-e) o. fL. from rota, wheel.] Turning,

as a wheel on its axis ; pertaining to or resembling the

motion of a wheel on its axis; rotatory.

Rotate, (ro'tat) v. i. [L. rotare, to turn round like a

wheel, from rota, wheel. ] To revolve or move round a

oentre;—to go out of office and be succeeded by another

or by others ;—v. t. To cause to revolve : — imp. &

pp. rotated ; ppr. rotating.

Rotation, (ro-ta'shun) n. [L. rotatio, from rotarej]

Act of rotating or turning, as a wheel or solid body on

its axis ;—any return or succession in a series :—vicissi

tude ;—course or time of succession by which officials

or others relieve each other in turn.

Rotative, (rd'tat-iv) a. Turning as a wheel ; rotary.

Rotatory, (ro'ta-tor-e) a. Turning on an axis, as a

wheel ;-—going in a circle ; following in succession.

Rote, (rot) n. [Ger. rota, lr. crof.j An instrument

similar to the hurdy-gurdy.

Rote, (rot) n. [F. route, road, path.] A frequent repe

tition of sounds, words, or forms of speech, so as to fix

them in the memory ;—a part, song, or lesson learnt

by mere memory ; — the recitation or delivery of a

lesson, part, &c., from memory without attention to

or understanding of the sense, connection, Ac.;—

hence, a mechanical mode of thinking or speaking

from received formulas, current ideas, set phrases, &c.

Rotten, (rot'n) a. Having rotted ; putrid ; decayed ;

not sound, hard, or firm ;—hence, not sound in princi

ple ; not to be trusted ; treacherous ; faithless ;—offen

sive to the smell ; fetid ; stinking.

Rottenness, (rofn-nes) n. The state of being rotten.

Rotten-stone, (rot'n-ston) n. A soft stone used for

polishing and for cleaning metallio substances.

Rotund, (ro-tund') a, [L, rotundun, wheel-shaped,

round, from rota, awheel. J Round ; circular ; spheri

cal ;—hence, complete ; entire.

Rotunda, (ro-tun'da) n. [L. rotundus, round.] Any

building that is round both on the outside and the

inside, as the Pantheon at Rome.

Rotundity, (rd-tund'e-te) n. 8tate of being rotund ;

roundness ; sphericity ; circularity.

Rouche, (roosh) n. [P.] A goffered quilling of lace,

ribbon, &o. :—written also ruche.

Roue, (roo'il) a. [P., properly pp. of rou*r, to break

upon the wheel.] A debauchee ; a rake.

Rouge, (roozh) n. [P. rouge, from L. rubeus, red.] A

cosmetic used for giving a red colour to the cheeks or

lips.

Rouge, (roozh) v. t. To paint the face or cheeks with

rouge ;—v. t. To paint or tinge with rouge:—imp. &

pp. rouged ; ppr. rouging.

Rouge et noir, (rooxh'a-nwar) n. [P. red and black.]

9 ROUND

A game at cards in which persons play against the

owner of the table or banker—so called because the

table is divided into small compartments coloured red

and black.

Rough, (ruf) o. [A.-3. hredh, hreof, rug, ruh, Ger.

rauk, raueh, L. raucus.] Rugged ; stony, as land or

road ;—not wrought or finished ; coarse, as materials ;

unpolished ; uncut, as adiamond ;—harsh to the taste,

as wine ;—harsh to the ear ; discordant ;—grating; jar

ring; — violently agitated; boisterous, as the sea;—

stormy ; tempestuous, as wind, weather, Ac. ;—coarse :

disordered in appearance ;—hairy ; shaggy ;—coarse in

manners ; rude ; uncivil ;—harsh in temper ; severe ;

austere ; — harsh in treatment ; violent ; brutal ;—

hant-featured ; not delicate, as visage ; — dreadful ;

terrible.

Rough, (ruf)n. A rude, coarse fellow ;—state of being

coarse, unfinished, and the like.

Rough, (ruf v. t. To render rough ; to roughen.

Rough-cast, (rufkast) v. t. To form or mould rudely ;

—to plaster with a mixture of lime and gravel :—ivip.

& pp. rough-cast; ppr. rough-casting.

Rough-cast, (rufkast) n. A rude model;—a mixture of

lime with gravel, used for covering buildings.

Rough-diamond, (ruf-di'a-mond)n. An uncut diamond ;

a person possessing real ability and worth, but unculti

vated or impolite.

Rough-draft, (ruf draft) n. First drawing or deline

ation ; unfinished sketch ; — preliminary outline of

proceedings;—first copy of a writing, speech, deed, A*c.

Rough-draw, (rufdraw) v. t. To draw or delineate

coarsely.

Roughen, (rufn) v.t. To make rough; — v.i. To

grow or become rough :—imp. & pp. roughened ; ppr.

roughening.

Rough-hew, (rufhu) v. t. To hew coarsely without

smoothing, as timber ;—to give the first form or shape

to a thing: — imp. rough-hewed; pp. rough-hewn;

ppr. rough-hewing.

Roughing, (rufing) n. Act of plastering with a thin or

first coat of plaster.

Roughly, (rufle) adv. In a rough manner ; unevenly ;

harshly ; rudely.

Roughness, (rufnes) n. The quality or state of being

rough ; unevennesa ; harshness ; rudeness ; asperity ;

severity.

Rough-rider, (rufrid-gr) n. One who breaks horses.

Rough-shod, (rufshod) a. Shod with shoes armed

with points.

Rough-work, (rufwurk) *. t. To work coarsely or with

out regard to nicety and finish.

Rouleau, (rod-loV) n. fF., from rouler, to roll.] A

little roll ; a roll of coins in paper.

Roulette, froo-letf) n. [P., from rouler, to roll.] A

game of chance in which a small ball is made to roll

round on a circle divided off into red or black

spaces ;—a small toothed wheel used by engravers to

roll over the surface of a plate to produce dots.

Rounoe, (rouns) n. [F. ronce, brier, thorn, rancfie,

a round step, rack.] The handle of a printing-press.

Round, (round) a. fL. rotundus.] Having every por

tion of the surface or circumference equally distant

from the centre ;—cylindrical ; globular ; spherical ;

circular ;—whole ; total ; not fractional or divisional,

as a sum ;—large ; more than sufficient, as price ;—

smooth ; flowing, as style or diction ;—plain ; fair ;

candid, as dealing;—quick; brisk, as pace or trot;—

bold; positive; decided, as an assertion;—plump;

well developed, as limb or other part of the body.

Round, (round) n. A circular body or circle in motion ;

a globe ; a sphere ; orb ; — revolution ; — a series of

events ending where it began ; a cycle ;—a course

of action or conduct performed by a number of per

sons in turn ;—a carousal ; bumpers ; toasts ;—walk

by a guard or officer to visit the posts, sentries, Ac. :—

the beat of a policeman, watchman, Ac ;—a circular
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dance ;—rotation, a* in offioe ; succession ;—the step of

a ladder ;—a short, vocal piece, in which three or

four voice* follow each other in a specie* of fugue in

unison ;—a general discharge of firearms by a body |

of troops in which each soldier fires once.

Round, (round) adv. On all sides; around;—circu

larly .—by or in a circuit ; back to the starting ]>oint.

Hound, (round) prep. Ou every side of; arouud;—

about.

Round, (round) r. (. To make circular, spherical, or

cylindrical;—to surround ; to encircle; to encompass;

—to make protuberant; to raise iuto relief;—to re

move the edge or angles of any thing ; to smooth ; to

I>oli*h ; hence, to complete ;—to make full, smooth,

and flowing, as periods in rhetorical speech or writing;

—v. i. To grow or become round or full in form ;—

to go round, as a guard :—imp. & pp. rounded; ppr.

rounding.

Roundabout, (round a-bout) a. Indirect ; going round ;

loose ;—ample ; extensive :—encircling ; encompassing.

Roundel, (round'el) ft. [F. rondelte.] A round form

or figure; a small circular shield in the 14th or 15th

centuries ;—an ordinary in the form of a small

circle ;—a roundelay.

Roundelay, (rouud'e-lu) n. [F. rondelet, from rond,

round.] A sort of ancient poem iu which certain

parts are repeated, and that, if possible, in an

equivocal or punning sense;—also, an air or tune in

three parts, in which the first strain is repeated in

the others ;—a kind of round or country dance.

Round-hand, (roundhand) n. A style of penmanship

in which the letters are made full and round ; half-

text linos or a copy intermediate between large and

small text.

Roundhead, (roundliod) ft, A Puritan—so called in

the time of Cliarles I. from the practice which pre

vailed among them of cropping the hair close round ;

—a republican in the time of the Commonwealth.

Roundhouse, (round'hous) n. A constable's prison;

station house ; guard-room ;—in the merchant navy,

a cabin or apartment iu the after-part of the quarter

deck ;—a privy near the head of the vessel.

Roundish, (rouud'ish) a. Somewhat round ; nearly

round.

Roundlet. (roundlet) n. A little circle.

Roundly, (roundie) adv. In a round form or manner ;

—openly ; boldly ; plaiuly ;—briskly ; with speed ;—

vigorously ; earnestly.

Roundness, (round'nes) n. Quality or state of being

round ; circularity ; rotundity ; — fulness ; plump

ness ; — smoothness of flow ; — plainness ; boldness ;

positiveiiess. [by ploughing.

Roundndgp, (round'rij) t\ t. To form round ridges

Round-table, (rouud'ta-bl) a, A huge circular marble

table round which King Arthur and his knights

sat in social fellowship.

Round-tower, (round'tow-er) n. A cylindrical tower

with a conical top of great anti

quity, very frequent in Ireland—

they range in height from 40 to

ISO feet, with a diameter of from

20 to SO feet, and are strong,

massive structures.

Roup, (roup) v. t. [A.-S. hrepan, to

cry.J To cry or shout; hence,

expose for sale by auction.

Roup, (roup) n. An outcry ; a sale

of goods by auction. [Scot.]

Rouse, (rouz) v.t [A.-S. rdsian,

drdnan.] To wake from sleep or

repose;—to excite to lively thought Round-tower,

or action; — to awaken, as the attention or some

passion, emotion, or faculty ;—to put into motion ;

to agitate;—to startle or surprise;—v.i. To awake

from sleep or repose ;—to be excited to thought or

action :—imp. it pp. roused ; ppr. rousing.

 

Rouse, (rouz) ft, [led. riut, Ger. raunch, Icel. r&sss,

to get drunk.] A carousal; a festival; a drinking

frolic.

Roust, (roust) v.t. To rouse : to disturb ; to rex.

Rout, (rout) a. IF., Ger. rottc, W. rkawter, a crowd.

L. ruptus, pp. of rumpere, to break.] A fashionable

assembly or large evening party ;—a tuxnaltuoos

crowd ; a rabble ;—an uproar ; a noise.

Rout, (rout) n, [It rotta, F. deroute, from I*. ntpTxs.

broken, defeated.] Defeat of an army or btusd of

troops, or the disorder and confusion of troops de

feated and put to flight.

Rout, (rout) v.t. To defeat and throw into confusion ;

to overthrow an enemy's ranks and scatter them

in flight ;—to turn up the ground with the snout, as

swine;—r. i. To assemble in tumultuous crowds ;-—to

roar ; to bellow, as cattle [Scot.] ;—( A.-S. AntsfanO

To snore ; imp. & pp. routed ; ppr, routing.

Route, (root) w. [F. route.] The course or way which

is travelled or to be passed ; a passing ; a course ; a

march.

Routine, (root-en-) ft. [F. from route, a path, way, L.

rota, a wbeeL] A round of business, amuaeuienta,

or pleasure daily or frequently pursued ;—any re

gular course of action adhered to by force of havbit ;

a regular course or system of performing official duties

without regard to altered circumstances or conditions.

Rove, (rov) n. A roll of wool drawn out and slightly

twisted : a slub.

RoTe, (rov) r. i. [Dan. rover, to rob, to go about ma

rauding.] To wander; to ramble ; to range; to go,

move, or pass without certain direction in any man

ner ; — v.t. To wander over. [Perhaps from rverc]

To draw through an eye or aperture; to draw out into

flakes; to card, as wool:—imp. & pp. roved; ppr.

roving.

Rover, (rov'rr) «. A wanderer; — a fickle or iu*x-c-

stant person ;—a robber or pirate; a freebooter.

Roving, (ruv'ing) n. Rambling; wandering ;—act of

passing a cord through an eye.

Rovingly, (rov'ing-le) adv. In an unsettled or wauder-

ing manner.

Row, (ro) n. [A.-S. rdw, Ger. reihe.] A series of per

sons or things iu a continued line ; a line ; a rank ; a

file ;—an excursion taken in a boat with oars.

Row, (r0) v.t. [A.-S. rowan, Icel. rda.] To impel, as

a boat or vessel, along the surface of water by oars .—

to transport by rowing ;—r. i. To labour with the

oar ;—to be moved by oars :—imp. & pp. rowed ; ppr.

rowing.

Row, (row) A. [Abbreviated from rov.t.] A riotous,

noisy disturbance.

Rowdy, (row'de) n. [From rout or rote.] One who

engages in rows or riots; a riotous, turbulent fellow.

Rowel, (row'el) n. [F. rovelle, L rotula, a little

wheel.] The wheel of a spur, formed with sharp points;

—a roll of hair or silk, answering to a seton in sur

gery;—a little flat ring or wheel of plate or iron on

horses' bits.

Rowel, (row'el) r. t. To insert a rowel in:—imp. & pp.

towelled: ppr. towelling.

Rower, (ro?r) a. One who rows or manages an oar.

Rowlock, (rolok) ft. The part of a boat's gunwale,

usually indented and plated, on which the oars rust

in rowing ,—pL Wooden or metallic pins between

which the oars work.

Royal, (roy'al) a. [F. royal, from L. rtoalis.) Kingly;

regal ; pertaining to the crown ;—becoming a king or

queen; magnificent;—noble; illustrious; august; ma

jestic ; magnanimous.

Royal, (roy'al) n, A targe kind of paper, usually 20 hy

25 inches ;—a small sail above the topgallant-sail;—

the third shoot of a stag's head ;—a small mortar.

Royalism, (roy'al-izm) n. Principles or conduct of

royalists; attachment to the cause of royalty or to the

system of monarchical government.
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Royalist, (roy'al-ist) n. An adherent to a king, or one

attached to a kingly government.

Royally, (roy al-le) adv. In a royal or kingly manner.

Royalty, (royal-te) n. [F. royaultt, royauU.] State

of being royal ; kingship ; kingly office ;—the person

of a king or sovereign ;—rights of a king ;—royal pre

rogative ; — kingdom ; domain; province ; sphere ;—a

tax or duty paid to the crown or government, as on

the produce of a mine;—hence, a duty paid hyone who

uses the patent of another, at a certain rate for each

article manufactured ; or a percentage paid to the

owner of an article or privilege by one who hires the

ruse of it ;—pi. Royalties, emblems of kingly autho

rity; regalia ;—the bounds of a royal burgh. [Scot.]

Hub, (rub) v. t. [Gael, rub, Oer. reiben.] To move with

pressure or friction; hence, to wipe; toclean; to scour;

—to spread a substance thinly over the surface of ; to

smear ;—to rub down, to comb or curry, as a horse ;

—to rub off, to clean ; to remove by friction, as rust,

Ax ;—to rub out, to obliterate ; to erase ;—to rub upon,

to touch hard ; to tease or irritate by sarcastic re

marks, Ac. ;—to rub over, to gloss ; to polish ;—to rub

up, to burnish ; to furbish ;—v. i. To move along the

surface with pressure ;—to fret ;—to chafe ;—to move

or pass with difficulty: — imp. & pp. rubbed; ppr.

rubbing.

Rub, (nil.) ". Act of rubbing; friction;—a difficulty

or obstruction hard to overcome; a pinch ;—inequality

of the ground which hinders the motion of a bowl ;—

something grating to the feeling ; sarcasm : joke.

Rubber, (rnt/er) n. One who or that which rubs ;—a

coarse file; —a whetstone ; rubstone;—a contest in

some games of chance, as whist, Ac. ;—pi. Overshoes

made of India-rubber ; — also, a disease in sheep at

tended with great heat and itching.

Rubbing, (nib'ing) n. The act of scouring by friction;

polishing.

Rubbish, (rub'ish) n. [Prom rub, originally that which

is rubbed off.} Waste or rejected matter ; any thing

worthless; fragments; ruins; debris; confusion; mixed

mass; hence, incongruity; absurdity.

Rubble, (rub/1) n. Water-worn or rough stones, broken

bricks, Ac, used in coarse masonry, or to fill up be

tween walls.

Rubble-stone, (rubl-stdn) n. Rubble ;—a kind of con

glomerate rock composed of fragments of different

kinds of rock cemented together by some substance.

Rubefacient, (r6d-be-fa'she-ent) a. Making red.

Rubescence, (roo-bes'ens) n. A reddening ; a flush.

Rubesoent, (i6o-bes/ent)a. [L. rubeecens, ppr. atrubet-

cere, to grow red.] Growing or becoming red ; tend

ing to a red colour.

Rubicund, (roo'be - kund) a. [L. rubicundus, from

rubere, to do red, from ruber, red.] Inclining to red

ness, [redness ; floridness.

Rubicundity, (rod-be-kund'it-c) n. State of being red ;

Rubiflc, (roo-bifik) a. [L. rubere, red, and Jactvt, to

make.] Making red.

Rubmcatiott, (roo-bif-e-k a'shun) n. Act of making red ;

—that which serves to make red.

Rubifonn, (roo'be-form) a. [L. ruber, red, and forma,

form. ] Having the form or nature of red.

Rubify, fnx/be-fi) r. /. To make red ; to redden.

Rubigo, (roo-bi'gd) n. [L. rubigo, rust of metals, mil

dew on grain.] A kind of rust en plants, consisting

of a parasitic fungus or mushroom; mildew.

Ruble, (nx/bl) n. [Rues, rubl, originally, a piece cut

off, from rubitj, to cut.] The standard silver coin of

Hussia, worth 3s. 4d. sterling ;—a gold coin of Russia,

100 of which are held equal to 103 of the silver ruble.

Rubric, (rod'brik) n. [L. rubriea, from ruber, red.]

That part of any work which in the early manuscripts

and typography was coloured red ; hence, specifically,

the title of a statute—so called as being anciently

written in red letters ;—the directions and rules for the

conduct of the church service, formerly printed in red ;

hence, an episcopal injunction;—hence, also, that which

is established or settled, as by authority.

Rubric, (roo'brik) r. (. To print or adorn with red.

Rubrical, (rou'brik-al) a. Coloured in red ; placed in

rubrics or red lines ;—pertaining to the rubric :—also

written rubric.

Rubricate, (ruo'brjk-at) v. t [L. rubricare, rubrieatum.]

To mark or distinguish with red ; to arrange, as in a

rubric

Rub-stone, (rub'ston) n. Stone for scouring, polishing,

or sharpening ; whetstone.

Ruby, (roo'be) n. [L. rubeus, red, reddish, from ruber,

red.] A precious stone or mineral next to the diamond

in hardness and value, of various shades of red, of

which the most prized is carmine red ;—redness ; red

colour ;—a blain ; a blotch ; a carbuncle ;—a size of

printing type smaller than nonpareil—in the United

States it is called apate.

(Ruby type.)

Ruby, (roo'be) a. Having the colour of the ruby ; red.

Ruche, (rooaii) «. [F.] A kind of plaited or goffered

quilling ; rouche.

Ruck, (ruk) v.t. [Icel. hrucka, L. rugare, to wrinkle, to

fold, A.-S. vri(jant to cover.] To draw into wrinkles

or folds ; to crease ; to put close ; to cover ;—v. i. To

be drawn into wrinkles or folds ;—to lie covered or

close ; to cover :—imp. A pp. rucked ; ppr. rucking.

Ruck, (ruk) n. A wrinkle, fold, or plait in a piece of

cloth.

Ructation, fruk-ta'shun) n. (L. rv.ctare, to belch.]

Act of belching wind from the stomach.

Rudd, (rud) n. [A.-S. rud, red.] A fresh-water

European fish of the carp family

—it has red irises.

Rudder, (rud'er) h. [A.-S. rod-

her, Ger. ruder.] The instru

ment by which a ship is

steered;— that which resem

bles a rudder in directing or

governing the course. Rudd.

Ruddiness, (rud'e-nes) n. State of being ruddy ; red*

ness, or rather a lively flesh colour.

Ruddle, (rud'l) *. [A.-S. rud, red, W. rhuddell.) A

species of red earth ;—earth coloured by sesquioxide

of iron ; red ochre ;—a sieve ; a riddle.

Ruddock, (rud'ok) n. [A.-S. ruddoe.) A native bird ;

redbreast or robin.

Ruddy, (rud'e) a. [A.-S. rud, reid, Ger. roth, G.

truthros, from Skr. rudhira, blood.] Of a red

colour ; red;—of a lively flesh colour;—bright yellow,

as gold.

Rude, (rood) a. [F. from L. rudi*.] Rough ; uneven ;

nigged ; coarse in manners ; unpolished ; uncivil ;—

clownish ; rustic ;—impetuous ; violent ;—boisterous ;

tumultuous ; — ignorant ; untaught; hence, savage;

barbarous;—shapeless; unformed;—inelegant; clumsy.

Rudely, (roodle) adr. In a rude manner; coarsely;

unskilfully : uncivilly ; violently.

Rudeness, (rood'nes) n. The condition of being rude ;

unevennesa ; coarseness ; inelegance ; unskilfulness ;

incivility; violence; impetuosity; boisterousness.

Rudenture, (rood en-tnr) n. [F. from L. rudens, a

rope.] In architecture, the figure of a rope or staff,

either plain or carved, with which the flutinga of

columns are frequently filled up.

Rudiment, (rood'e-nient) n. [L, rudimentum, from

rudis, unwrought.] An element or first principle of

any art or science ;—that which is to be first learnt ;

elementary book pr first part of education ; — the

original or beginning of any thing; first form or

shape, usually imperfect or experimental ;—in botany,

the germen, ovary, or seed bud ;—also, an imperfect

organ ; an organ which is never fully formed.

Rudiment, (rood'e-ment) v. t. To instruct in first

principles or elementary rules ; to ground.

Rudimental, (rOud-c-ment'al) a. Pertaining to rudi-
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Ruff.

ments or consisting in first principles; initial ^im

perfectly developed :—also rudimentary.

Sue, (roo) v. t. [A ,-S. krediean, D. routren, Ger.

rum.] To lament ; to regret ; to grieve for ;—v. i.

To hare or feel compassion ;—to repent :—imp. & pp.

rued; ppr. ruins;.

Rue, (rod) n. [L. ruta, W. rhuw.] A plant having

a strong, heavy odour, and a bitter taste ;—sorrow ;

repentance.

Rueful, (ruoTool) a. Causing one to rue or lament;

wilful ; mournful ; sorrowful ; — expressing sorrow ;

lugubrious. (mournfully.

Ruefully, (roo'fodl-le) adv. In a rueful manner;

Ruefulness, (rod'fool-nes) n. Sorrow ; mournfulness;—

expression of dejection and unavailing regret

Buff, (ruf) n. A muslin or linen collar plaited, crimped,

or fluted ;—something formed in

plaits or puckered, as thoVront of

a shirt;—n native fish allied to

the perch ;—a bird allied to thu

wood-cock and sandpiper — thi

male has a tuft of feathei■

around the neck during tl

breeding season ;—a certain spe

cies of pigeon ;—in cards, act of

trumping cards of another suit

Buff, (ruf) f, (. To ruffle ; to dis

order ; —to trump crrds of an

other suit ; — to applaud 1 >y

beating the floor with the feet ! —

imp. & pp. ruffed ; ppr. ruffing.

Ruflian, (ruTe-an) n. [It. ri^ano, F. rvjfien,] A

boisterous, brutal fellow ; a fellow ready for any

desperate crime.

Ruflian, (rufe-ao) a. Brutal ; savagely boisterous.

Ruffianism, (rufe-an-ixm) n. Act or conduct of a

ruffian. [crimes; violent; licentious.

Ruffianly, (rufe-an-le) " . Like a ruffian ; bold in

Ruffle, (rufl) v. t. [Ruff.) Tomjikeintoaruff; todraw

or contract into wrinkles, open plaits, or folds ;—to

furnish with ruffles ;—to roughen or disturb the sur

face of ;—to discompose ; to agitite ; —to throw into

disorder or confusion;—v.i. To play loosely; to

flutter ;—to grow rough or boisterous ;—to jar ; to be

at variance '.—imp. & pp. ruffled ; ppr. ruffling.

Ruffle, (rufl) n. A strip of plaited cambric or other

fine cloth attached to a garment ; a frill ;—a stito of

being ruffled or disturbed ; agitation ; commotion.

Ruffle, (rufl) n. A low, vibrating beat of a drum not

so loud as a roll, and used as a military saluto to

general officers. [drum.

Ruffle, (rufT) v.t. To beat the ruff or ruffle of a

Ruffling, (ruf'ling) n. Disturbance; commotion;—

a particular beat of a regimental drum, used as a

military salute. [ish-red.

Rufous, (roo'fus) a. [L. rvfus.) Reddish; brown-

Rufter-hood, (nifter-hood) n. In falconry, a hood

to be worn by a hawk when she is first drawn.

Bug, (rug) n. [A.-S. r&g, rough, shaggy.] A coarse,

nappy, woollen fabric, used for protecting a car|>ot ;

a coverlet for a bed, and a travelling wrap, Ac. ;—:v

coarse kind of frieze used for winter garments ; — a

rough, shaggy dog. [Scot.].

Bug, (rug) v. (. To pull roughly and hastily ; to tear.

Rugate, (riMygat) a. [L. ruga, a wrinkle.] Having

alternate ridges and depressions; wrinkled.

Rugged, (ruged) cu [Prom the root of rug, rough.]

Full of asperities on the surface ;—rough ; Jagged ;

craggy ; — uneven ; not neat or smooth ; — shaggy ;

rough with bristles or hair ;—harsh ; crabbed ; aus

tere, as temper;—stormy; turbulent; tempestuous—

said of weather, wind, storms, and the like ;—rough

to the ear:—sour; surly; frowning, as looks;—violent;

rude ;—vigorous ; robust ; hardy. [manner.

Ruggedly, (rugVl-lu) adv. In a rough or rugged

Ruggodness, (rug'cd-nua) n, Quality or state of being

nigged ; roughness of surface ;—harshness ; surliness ;

—coarseness ; rudeness ;—violence : boisterousnesa.

Rugose, (roo'gos) a. [L. raaimui, from ntga, *

wrinkle.] Wrinkled ; full of wrinkles.

Bugosity, (roo-gos'e-te) n. State of being rugose cr

wrinkled.

Bug-work, (rugVurk) n. Berlin-work.

Bum, (roo'in) 71. [L. ruina, from ruert, to tall with

violence, to rush.] That change of any thing which.

destroys it, or unfits it for use ;—fall ; overthrow ;

defeat ;—mischief ; bane ;—destruction ; loss : decay ;

—perdition ; eternal misery ;—the remains of a de

molished or decayed city, fortress, castle, work of

art, At »- tli'j enfeebled powers or faculties, aa of

the mind in infirmity or disease ;—the state of being;

decayed or worthless.

Ruin, (roo'in) r. t. To bring to ruin ; to demolish ;

to pull down, as a structure;—to subvert; to destroy,

as government ;—to injure ; to impoverish, as trade,

fortune ;—to hurt ; to impair, as health ;—to coun

teract; to defeat, as a project;—to spoil; to mar;—to

bring to everlasting misery ;—v. i. To fall in rains ;

—to run to ruin; to dilapidate ; to decay;—to be re

duced to poverty or misery :—imp. & pp. ruined ; ppr.

ining. [demolition.

Ruination, (roo-in-a'shnn) n. Subversion ; overthrow ;

Ruiner, (roc/in-er) **. One who ruins or destroys.

Ruinous, (rdd'in-us) a. Fallen to ruin; dilapidated; de

molished ;—destructive ; baneful ; pernicious ;—com-

posed of or consisting in ruins; injurious; mischievous.

Ruinously, ( roo'in-us-le ) adv. In a ruinous manner ;

destructively. [ruinoua

Ruinouaneas, (nV.-'i n-us-nes) >>. State or quality of being

Rulable, (roora-bl) a. Accordant or conformable to

rule ; capable of being ruled.

Rule, (rool) n. [F. regie, L. regula, from rtgeret to

govern, also, to keep straight.] Government ; sway ;—

supreme authority over or command of; control ;—a

prescribed law or ordinance ; precept; injunction;—in

ecclesiastical law, a canon ; a directory ;—in English

law courts, an order or judgment of the court determ

ining the general practice or further course of proceed

ings in a case ;—established orcustomary principle or

mode of action in individual or social life ; regulation:

maxim ; received opinion ; habitual practice ;—that

by which a thing is to be judged of, or to which it is

to be adapted or conformed ; standard ; exemplar ;—

an instrument by which straight lines axe drawn :

ruler ;—also, an instrument for measuring short lengths

in carpentry; or for performing various operations in

mensuration; — in arithmetic, determinate mode of

making a calculation and producing a required result.

Rule, (rool) v. t. To exercise authority over; to govern;

to control; to manage;—to keep in check ; to subdue;

—to establish by a decree or decision ;—to enter a rule

against ;—to mark with lines by a ruler;—v. i. To have

power or command ; to exercise supreme authority:—

to decide ; to order by rule ; to enter a rule;—to stacd

or maintain a level, as prices in the commercial maxket:

—imp. & pp. ruled ; ppr. ruling.

Ruler, (rool'er) n. An instrument with straight edges

or sides, either flat or cylindrical, for drawing lines;

a rule ;—one who rules; a governor.

Ruling, (rool'ing) a. Deciding ; determining . — pre

dominant ; reigning ; prevailing ; prevalent.

Railing-machine, (ro6ring-nia-shen) n. A machine fur

ruling lines.

Bum, (rum) n. [Said to be a West Indian word.]

kind of spirit distilled from cane-juice, or from t

or molasses.

Bum, (rum) «. [Prov. Eng. ntmmd, fragments

bricks and mortar.] Old-fashioned ; queer ; odd.

Rumble, (rumhl) n. A seat for servants behind as ca

rtage ;—a low, heavy sound ; a rumbling

Bumble, (rum'bl) r. i. [D. ro»«uWr»t, uec m

To make a low, heavy, continued sound.
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Rumbling, (nim'bling) n. A dull, heavy, continued

sound, as distant thunder.

Ruminant, (roo/me-nant) a. [L.rumtnan«t pjrr. of ru-

minare, to chow over again, to chew the cud. J Chew

ing the cud.

Ruminant, (roo'me-nant) n. An animal that chews the

cud, as the camel, deer, goat, and bovine kind.

Ruminate, (rod'min-at) r. i. To chew the cud ;—to

muse ; to meditate ; to ponder ;—v. t . To chew over

again ;—to muse on ; to meditate :—imp. & pp. rumi*

nated; ppr. ruminating1.

Rumination, (n'to-min-a/shun) v. Act of ruminating

or chewing the cud ;—deliberate meditation or reflec

tion.

Rummage, (run-Taj) n. [F. remvafft, a moving or stir

ring, from remver, L. re, again, and mtitare, to change.]

A searching carefully by looking into every corner and

by turning things over.

Rummage, (runiTij) r. t. To search or examine thorough

ly ;—to remove, as goods or luggage, from one place

to another ;—v. i. To search a place narrowly :—imp.

A pp. rummaged ; ppr. rummaging.

Rummer, (runver) *■ tf>. roemer.] A drinking cup ;

a large glass ; a punchbowl.

Rumour, (roo'mur) n. [L. rumor.] Current report ;

flying or popular story ; bruit ;—story passing from one

person to another without any known authority for

the truth of it ;—a story well authorized ;—fame ; re

putation.

Rumour, (roo'mur) v. t. To report ; to tell or circulate

a story:—imp. & pp. rumoured; ppr. rumouring.

Rump, (rump) n. [Ger. rump/, D. romp, Sw. rumpaf

a tail.] The end of the back-hone of an animal with

the parts adjacent ;—the buttocks ;—the fag end or

remnant of any thing.

Rumple, (ruin'pl) v. t. CD. rompelen, to rumple, A.-S.

hrymptlle, a fold, W. crwm, crooked.] To make un

even ; to wrinkle ; to crease ;—to crumple : —imp. A

pp. rumpled; ppr. rumpling.

Rumple, (nun'pl) n. An irregular fold or plait.

Rump-steak, (runip'stilk) n. A choice quality of beaf-

steak cut from the rump. (fusion.

Rumpus, (rum'pus) n. A disturbance ; noise and con-

Ron, (run) v. i. [A.-S. rennan, Go. rinnan, Ger.

rinnfn.] To go with a lighter or more rapid gait than

by walking;—to hasten; to hurry;—to retreat;—to

steal off; to quit ; to depart ;—to contend in a race ;—

to go from one state to another; - to proceed ;—to pass

in thought or conversation from one subject to an

other;—to press for payment, as upon a bank, with

numerous demands;—to flow, as a liquid ; to descend,

aa a stream ;—to proceed along a surface ; to extend ;

to spread ;—to turn, aa a wheel ;—to move on wheels

or runners;—to go back and forth from place to place,

aa a train, a packet, and the like ;—to make progress ;

to pass ;—to continue in operation ;—to liave a course

or direction ;—to be in form thus, as a combination of

words;—to have growth or development ;—to tend ; to

incline ;—to spread and blend together;—to continue

without falling due, as a promissory note or bill ; to

hold good ;—v. t. To cause to run, in the varioua

senses of the word ;—to cause to enter ; to thrust ;—

to drive or force ;—to melt ; to fuse ;—to shape ; to

mould ; to cast ;—to cause to he drawn ; to mark out ;

—to keep going or sailing between places ; to ply ; to

discharge; to pour forth;—to smuggle;—to be exjwsed

to the risk of; to hazard; to venture;—to sew by passing

the needle through cloth back and forth in a continu

ous line :—imp. ran or run ; pp. run ; ppr. running.

Ron, (run) n . Act of running ;—motion ; flow; also,

a method or rate of running ;—course ; process ;—will ;

unconstrained liberty ;—state of being current ; cur

rency; prevalence;—a sraallstream; a brook ; a creek:

—a pressure on a bank or treasury for payment of its

not".-* :—a ronjro ^r »*xtent of jrronnd fr»r feeding stock ;

—the distance sailed by a ahip ; voyagv ;—the afuuost

part of a ship's bottom ;—the greatest degree of swift

ness in marching.

Runagate, (run'a-gat) n. [F. rentgat.] A fugitive; a

vagabond ; an apostate ; a renegade.

Runaway, (run'a-wl) n. One who flees from danger or

restraint: a fugitive ;—a deserter.

Runaway, (runVwA) a. Fleeing from danger or re

straint ;—accomplished by or during flight.

Rundle, (run'dl) n. [Eng. round, Ger. rvnd. ] A round;

a step of a ladder ;—something put round an axis; a

peritrochium ; a cylinder with spokes in it, by which

it may be turned.

Rune, (roon) n. [A-S. rUn, IceL, Go., <t Sw. r&na.]

One of the letters or characters of the old Teutonic

and Scandinavian alphabets ;—pi. Words or sen

tences in Teutonic or Scandinavian characters in

scribed on sepulchral stones ; — Gothic verses or

rhymes.

Rung, (rung) n. [Ger. rungt, D. romme.] A floor

timber in a ship ;—one of the rounds of a ladder ;—

one of the stakes of a cart ;—a round, heavy staff ; a

cudgel. [Scot.]

Runic, (roo'nik) n. Of or pertaining to the Runes, or

the language and letters of the Teutonic and Scan

dinavian races.

Runlet, (runlet) «. [Diminutive of run.] A little run

or stream ; a brook ;—a small barrel :—also written

rundUt.

Runner, (run'er) n. One who runs; a racer; a mes

senger;—a letter-carrier;—a slender branch running

along the ground, and forming at its extremity roots

and a young plant ; — one of tho curved pieces on

which a sledge or sleigh slides.

Runnet, (run'et) n. The coagulated milk found in

the stomachs of calves or other sucking quadru

peds :—also Rennet.

Running, (run'ing) n. The act of going, moving, or

passing with speed ;—that which runs or flows ;—the

discharge of an ulcer or other sore.

Running, (run'ing) a. Moving with rapidity;—flow

ing ;—kept in training or entered for a race, as a

horse ;—following in succession ; .still going on ; cur

rent ;—discharging pus or matter ; open, as an abscess

or sore.

Runt, (runt) n, [Scot.] Any animal small below the

natural or usual size of the species ;—stalk or stem

of the colewort ; kail-runt. [Scot.]

Rupee, (roo-pe/) n. [Hind, and Per. rikpiyah, rti/wA,

silver.] A coin and money of account in the East

Indies worth about 2t, sterling.

Rupture, (rup'tur) n. [L. runturn, from rumptre, rup-

tum, to break. J Act of breaking or bursting ;—state

of being broken or violently parted ;—breach of peace

or concord between nations ; open hostility or war;—

hernia ; breach ; disruption.

Rupture, (rur/tiir) v. t. To part by violence ; to break ;

to burst :—xmp. & pp. ruptured; ppr. rupturing.

Rural, (rour'ai) a. [L. ruralti, from run, runs, the

country.] Pertaining or belonging to the country,

as distinguished from a city or town ;—pertaining to

farming or agriculture.

Ruraliat, (rour'al-ist) v. One who leads a rural life.

Ruralize, (roor'al-iz) v. i. To go into or dwell in the

country ; to rusticate.

Rurally, (rooral-le) adv. In a country manner or

style ; as if in the country.

Ruse, (rods) n. [F. reiLier, to shuffle.] Artifice ; trick ;

stratagem ; wile; fraud; deceit.

Rush, (rush) n. [A-S. rime, Go. raus, reed.] A plant

of the genua /uncus, of many species, growing in

wet ground, and largely used for making mats, chair-

bottoms, Ac ;—the merest trifle ; a straw.

Rush, (rush) v. i. [A.-S. Arisetaw, to shake, hrtomn, to

rush. Ice!, rutin* to disturb.] To move or drive

forward with imjietinwity, violence, mid tumultuous

j rapidity ;—to enter with eufctuuwMi, or without duo
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deliberation or preparation :—imp. A pp. rushed;

ppr. rushing.

Rush, (rush) n. A driving forward with eagerness and

liaste ;—an impetuous or violent outlet ;—heavy flow

or current of water, wind, Ac. [rushes.

Rusbiness, (rush'e-nes) a. State of abounding with

Rushing, (rushing) n. Act of moving forward with

impetuous force ;—rapid and violent course;—tumul

tuous movement.

Rush-light, (rushlit) n. A ruth-candle or its light;

hence, a small, feeble light. [impotent.

Rushlike, (rushlik) «. Resembling a rush; weak;

Rush-mat, (rush'tuat) «. Mat made of rushes.

Rushy, (rush'e) a. Abounding with or made of rushes.

Rusk, (rusk) ». (Probably from Ger. r**lv», to creak,

crackle.) A kind of light cake or biscuit; a hard,

brittle kind of bread for stores. [Russians.

Boat, (rus) n. A Russian ; — the language of the

Russet, (rus'et) a. [A diminutive from L. rustu*, red.]

Of a reddish-brown colour; — homespun ; rustic;

coarse.

Russet, (rus'et) n. A kind of apple of a russet colour

and rough skin ;—a country dress homespun and dyed

red.

Russety, (nutet-e) a. Of a russet colour ; russet.

Russia-leather, (rush'e-a-leTii-er) n. A soft kind of

leather made in Russia, impregnated with an oil

obtained from birch bark—much used in bookbinding.

Russian, (rush'e-an) a. Of or pertaining to Russia.

Russian, (rush'e-an) n. A native or inhabitant of

Russia.

Rust, (rust) n. [A.-S. rn*t, loel. ryrf, W. rh^l,

probably from its colour.] An oxide of iron which

forms a rough reddish coat on the surface of that

metal ; hence, sometimes, any metallic oxide ;—any

foul matter concreted externally ; mildew ;—loss of

power : inactivity ; duloess through inaction ; — a

dust-like parasitic fungus which forms on the leaves

and stalks of grain.

Rust, (rust) v.%. To be oxidized and contract a rough

ness on the surface ;—to become dull by inaction ;—

to contract mildew, or other foul extraneous matter ;

—v. t. To cause to contract rust ; to corrode with

nut ;—to impair by time and inactivity :—imp. &

pp. rusted ; p/>r. rusting.

Rustic, (rus'tik) n. [L. rnttieus, from r>«, the

country.] Pertaining to the country ; rural ;—rude ;

unpolished ; coarse ; plain ;—simple ; artless.

Rustic, (rus'tik) n. An inhabitant of the country ;—

peasant ; husbandman ; bumpkin ; swain ; hind.

Rustically, (rus'tik-al-le) adv. In a rustic manner ;

rudely.

Rusticate, (ros'te-kat) t.L To dwell in the country ;

—v.t. To compel to reside in the country; to

S(es), the nineteenth letter of the English alphabet,

and thirteenth consonant, is sometimes called a

semi-vowel. It has two distinct articulation-* or

sounds—a hard, hissing sound, as in sand, sin, thus ;

and a softer humming or buzzing sibilant sound,

as in muse, wise, pronounced like z, muz, wiz : it

generally has the hard sound at the beginning of all

proper English words, but in the middle and end of

words its sound is to 1» known only by usage. In

some words it is silent, as isle (il).

Sabaism, (sa-bft'izm) n. Idolatry of the sun, moon, and

stars ; sabianism.

Sabaoth, (sa-ba'oth) n. pi. [H. ttbddth, pL of *dbd, an

army, from sdM, to go forth to war.] Armies ; hosts

—used only in the phrase, lord of Sabaoth.

banish from the town or college for a time :—im-p. t

pp. rusticated; ppr. rusticating.

Rustication, (rus-te-ka'shuu) n. Residence in the

country ;—in tinirersltM, punishment of an under

graduate by banishing him for a term from his hail

or college.

Rustic-chair, (nis'tik-char) n. Garden seat made of

cuttings of branches twisted together.

Rusticity, (rus-tis'e-te) a. State of being rustic ;

rustic manners ; rudeness ; coarseness : siznplicrtr ;

artlessnesa

Rustic-work, (rus'tik-wnrk) a. In arxhiteetvr*.

style in which the faces of the stones are picked or

hatched so as to give a natural rough appessrancr;

roek-tcork.

Rustily, (rust'e-le) adv. In a rusty state.

Rustiness, (rust'e-nes) n. The state of being nzatr.

Rustle, (nisi) r. i. [A. -8. hruttttn.) To make a quick

succession of small sounds like the rubbing of silk

cloth or dry leaves : — imp. A: pp. rustled: ,. i r

rustling.

Rustle, (nisi) n, A quick succession of small sound*

made by rubbing ; a rustling.

Rusty, (rust'e) a. Covered or affected with mat ;—

impaired by inaction or neglect of use ; doll :—

covered with foul matter, as bacon ;—surly ; morose,

as temper ;—hoarse ; grating, as voice.

Rut, (rut) h, [F. rut. Arm. rudat, Ger. mxett, to

excite.] The copulation of animals, especially of deer

Rut, (nit) v. i. To seek copulation ;—v. t. To cat* as

lines or furrows with a spade in the soil :—to cut.

as tracks in roads by wheels :—imp. & pp. rotted ;

ppr, rutting.

Rut, (nit) ». [L. rupta (sc. via).) A track worn by s

wheel :—a furrow in the soil digged with a spade.

Ruth, (rooth) n. [From rwe.) Borrow for the misery

of another ; pity ; tenderness.

Ruthful, (rooth'fool) a. Full of ruth ; pitiful ; full of

sorrow ; merciful ; tender.

Ruthfully, (rodth'fool-le) adv. In a ruthful manner.

Ruthless, (roothles) a. Having no ruth or pity; cruel;

pitiless. [croelly.

Ruthlessly, (roOthles-le) adv. In a mthleas manner;

Ruthlessness, (roothles-nes) a. The state of bein£

ruthless ; want of compassion.

Ruttish, (rut'ish) o. Lustful ; libidinoua

Rutty, (rate) a. [From r«f.l Full of ruts.

Hys, (n) n. [A.-8. tyge, Icel rvor, Ger. redrew, TT.

rhfffj.] A hardy esculent plant closely allied to wheat ;

also, the grain or fruit of this plant.

Rye-grass, (ri'gras) n. A grass-like plant cultivated

for cattle in England.

Ryot, (ri'ut) n. [A. A Hind, rtflyat, a tenant] A

cultivator of the soil ; a peasant, in Hindostan.

Sabbatarian, (sab-a-ta're-an) n. [Tram Sabbath.} One

who regards the seventh day of the week as holy, si

distinguished from one who keeps the first day of the

week or Christian Sabbath ;—one who holds extreme

views as to the binding obligation of the Sabbath,

or Judaical or Pharisaic views as to the mode of its

observance;—a strict observer of the Sabbath.

Sabbatarian, (sab-a-ta're-an) n. Pertaining to the

Sabbath, or to the tenets of Sabbatarians.

Sabbath, (sab'ath) n. [H. rknbbdtft, from afte-Mi*,

to rest from labour.] The seventh or last day of the

week, the observance of which as a day of rest or

worship, was enjoined upon the Jews in the decalogue:

among Christians, the first day of the week, the day

on which Christ arose from the dead ;—the seventh
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year, observed among the Israelite* as one of rest and

festival ;—intermission of pain, effort, sorrow, or the

like.

Sabbath-breaker, (sab'ath-brak-e.r) n. One who breaks

or profane* the Sabbath.

Sabbath-breaking, (sab'ath-bruk-ing) n. Violation of

the fourth commandment ; profanation of the Sab

bath.

Sabbatic, (sab-at'ik) a. Pertaining to the Sabbath ;

resembling the Sabbath ;—also Sabbatical. Sabbatical

year, in the Jewish ritual, every seventh year in which

the lands were left untilled, &c.—also, the year after

seven Sabbatical years, called jubilee year.

Sabbatiam, (sab'at-izm) ». (6. tabbatizein, to keep the

Sabbath.] Intermission of labour, as upon the Sab

bath ; rest ; heavenly rest.

Sabellian, (sa-bel'e-an) n. A follower of Sabellius, who

maintained that the Son and the Holy Spirit are

only different powers, operations, or offices of one

God, the Father.

Sabian, (sa'be-an) a. Relating to the religion of Saba

in Arabia, or to the worship of the heavenly bodies.
Sabian. ( aftrbe-an ) n. An adherent of the Sabian

religion ; a worshipper of the heavenly bodies.

Sabine, (sa'bin) n. A small tree of the genus Jmii-

perut ;—a small fish which is sometimes preserved in

oil for food.

Sable, (saTbl) n. [D. $abel, Ger. zobel, Ross, ribotj.]

A carnivorous animal of the

weasel family, found in the

northern latitudes of Europe

and Asia ;—the fur of the

sable, consisting of a downy

under-wool, with a dense

coat of hair;—in heraldry, the

tincture or colour black— Sable.

represented by vertical and horizontal lines crossing

each other.

Sable, (sa/bl) a. [From the noun.] Of the colour of

the sable's fur ; black—chiefly in poetry.

Sable, (s&'bl) v. t. To render sable or dark in colour :—

imp. h pp. tabled ; ppr. sabling.

Sabot, (sa'bo) n. [F., Sp. tapato, shoe, tapatu, to

tread] A kind of wooden shoe worn by the lower

classes in some European countries.

Sabre, (>VU-r) n. [F. sabre, Ger. teibel.) A sword

with a broad and heavy blade, thick at the back, and

a little curved toward the point; a cavalry sword.

Sabre, (saVr) v. t. To strike, cut. or kill with a

sabre : — <.../' tt pp. sabred; ppr. sabring.

Sabretache, (si-ber-tash') n. A leathern case suspended

from the sword-belt, worn by cavalry.

Sac, (sak) n. A bag or receptacle for a liquid ; cyst.

Sacchariferous, (sak-ka-rifer-us) a. [L. mcefiarum,

sugar, Aod/erre, to bear.] Producing sugar.

Saccharine, (sak'ka-rin) a. [I., toecharum, sugar, G.

aabehar.] Pertaining to sugar ; having the qualities

of sugar.

Saccharomtter, (sak-ka-rom'et-er) n. [G. talchar, sugar,

and met ron, measure.] An instrument for ascertaining

the quantity of saccharine matter in any solution,

eapeeiallif in brewer's and distiller's wort.

Baccholactio, (sak-kd-lak'tik) n. (I., iaecharum, sugar,

and lac, milk.] Acid obtained from sugar of milk :—

called also mucic acid.

Sacerdotal, (sas-e.r-dot'al) a. [L. *acerttota h*, from

iacertteu, a priest, from sacer, holy, sacred.] Per

taining to priests or to the order of priests : priestly.

Sacerdotalism, («is-?r-dot'al-izm) ft, The system,

spirit, or character of the priesthood.

Sachem, (saltern) n. A chief of a tribe of the Ameri

can Indians; a sagamore. [cushion.

Sachet . ( sa - aha ') n. A scent-bag or perfume-

Sack, (sak) n. [A.-S. tace, L. $accus.) A bag for

holding and carrying goods of any kind ; a large

pouch ; usually a Urge strong and coarse bag for carry

ing wool, cotton, flour, coals, &c. ; — a measure of

three bushels.

Back, (sak) n. [L. tagvm.) A loosely hanging gar*

ment for men or women, worn like a cloak about the

shoulders.

Sack, (sak) n. [Sp. seco, F. nee, L. ticcu*, dry.] Any

dry wine; sherry; canary;—a drink or beverage warm

ed and spiced made of sherry, canary, &c.

Sack, (sak) ft, [Arm. sacqa, Sp. sacar, F. taccager, to

pillage.] The pillage or plunder, as of a town or city;

devastation ; ravage.

Sack, (sak) v. t. To put in a sack ; to bag ;—to plun

der or pillage, as a town or city ; to devastate ; to

ravage :—imp. & pp. sacked ; ppr. sacking.

Sackage, (sak'aj) n. Act of taking by storm and pil

laging ; sack.

Sackbut, (sak'but) n. [Sp. ttacabuche, F. taquebvte.]

A brass wind instrument of music, so contrived that

it can be lengthened or shortened ; a trombone ;—in

Scripture, a kind of harp or lyre.

Sackcloth, (sakIt loth) n. Cloth such as sacks are made

of; coarse cloth ; — in Scripture, a cloth or garment

wont in mourning, distress, or mortification.

Backer, (sak'er) n. One who captures or plunders a

town.

Sackful. (sakTool) x. As much as a sack will hold.

Sacking, (sak'ing) ». [A.-S. taccina, from Mire, sacc,

sack, bag.] Cloth of which sacks or bags are made ;—

the coarse cloth or canvas fastened to a bedstead for

supporting the bed ;—the act of taking by storm and

pillaging, as a town.

Sacrament, (sak'ra-ment)n. [I., tacramentnm, an oath,

from merare, to declare sacred, from tacer, sacred.]

A solemn oath ; a sacred obligation ;—a sacred doc

trine ; a mystery ;— specifically, one of the solemn re

ligious ordinances enjoined by Christ to be observed

by his followers ; baptism ; the Lord's supper ;—an

outward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual

grace ;—hence, any solemn or religious rite, as in the

Romish and Greek churches.

Sacramental, (sak-ra-raent'al) n. That which relates

to or forms part of a sacrament ;—pi. The elements

or the bread and wine used in the Eucharist.

Sacramental, (sak-ra-ment'al) a. Belonging to or con

stituting a sacrament; solemnly binding;—bound by

a sacrament or oath.

Sacramentalry, (sak-ra-ment'al-le) adv. After the man

ner of a sacrament.

Sacramentarian, (sak-ra-men-tarVan) n. One who be

lieves in the efficacy of sacraments dnly administered

to confer grace and salvation as oput operatum ; advo

cate of the doctrine of baptismal regeneration.

Sacramentarian, (sak-ra-men-tar'e-an) a. Belonging to

sacraments ; especially, noting a theory of the efficacy

of the administration of sacraments, to confer grace

and salvation ; holding the doctrine of baptismal re

generation, [chapel or oratory.

Sacrarium, (sa-kra're-um) n. [I..] A kind of private

Sacred, (salcred) a. [Originally pp. of O. Eng. tacre,

to consecrate, from L. tacer, sacred, holy.] Holy;

pertaining to the worship or service of God ; set apart

from secular uses and consecrated to God ;—proceeding

from God ; divine, as Scripture ;—treating of religion ;

theological ; religious, as writings, history, &c;—de

voted to religious uses ; pious :—entitled to reverence;

venerable ;—erected in memory of; dedicated to;—re

garded with holy reverence ; hallowed ; — religiously

binding; inviolable; — consecrated; dedicated, as a

temple to a heathen deity, idol, Ac.

Sacredly, (saTkred-le) adv. In a sacred manner ; re

ligiously ;—inviolably ; strictly.

Sacredness, (sa'kred-neB) n. State or quality of being

sacred ;—holiness ; sanctity; inviolablenesa.

Sacrifice, (sak're-fiz) r. ft, [From the noun ] To make

an offering of ; to consecrate or present by way of expi -

I atiou or propitiation, or as a token of acknowledge
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m«nt or thanksgiving to wme divinity ; — hence, to

destroy, surrender, or tatter to be lost for the sake of

obtaining something; — *. t. To make offering* to

God or to a deity of things consumed on the altar:

—imu. it pp. sacrificed; pur. sacrificing.

Sacrifice, (sak're-fis) n. [I., saerijteium, from mcer,

i. !.■«!, holy.] The offering of any thing to God or to

agod;—anything consecrated and offered toadivinity;

—destruction or surrender of any thing made for the

sake of something else ; hence, also, the thing so de

voted or given up. (molates.

Bacrifleer, (sakVe-fla-er) n. One who sacrifices or im-

Bscrifloiai, (sak-re-Ash'e-al) a. Relating to, concerned

with, or consisting in sacrifice ;—performing sacrifice.

Sacrilege, (sak're-lej) n, [F. from L. aucriteaium, from

MUtr, sacred, and Ugert, to gather, pick up.] The

crime of violating or profaning sacred things;—church

robbery ; alienation of church lands or property to

secular or common purposes.

Sacrilegious, (sak-re-le'Je-us)a. Violating sacred things;

involving sacrilege; profane; impious.

Sacrilegiously, (sak-re-lu'je-us-le) adv. In a sacri-

IcgiooH manner ; with sacrilege.

Ssorilegiousnets, (sak-re-leje-us-nes) n. The quality

of I » 1 1) • sacrilegious ; disposition to sacrilege.

Sacrist, feak'rist) n. A sexton; a sacrUtau ;—a janitor

of a college ; officer who bears the mace in Scotch

university ceremonies;—in cathedral choir*, one who

copies out the scores or parts, and keeps the musio

books.

Sacristan, (sak'rist-an) n. [h. Mcrutanus, from tacer,

sacred.] An officer of the church who has the care of

its utensils or movables ; a sexton.

Sacristy, (sak'ris-te) n. An apartment in a church

where the sacred utensils, vestments, Ac, are kept;

vestry.

Sod, (sad) a. I A s. $&dt sated, weary, sick.] Sorrow-

in I ; affected mii.1i grief ; — habitually melancholy ;

f;loomy ;—serious ; grave ; — dejected ; downcast ; ca-

auiitous ; distressing; — dark - coloured ; sombre,-—

heavy; ponderous;—bad; naughty; tronubleeome.

Sadden, (sad n) v, t. To make sad ; to make melon*

choly or sorrowful:— v. i. To beoome sad or sorrow

ful:—to be downcast or dejected I—imp. & pp. sad

dened; Mr, saddening.

Saddle, (sad'l) n. |A.-S. tadul. Gar. tatttl, L. aella,

from Mttrtr, to tit] A seat to be

placed on a horse s back for the

rider to sit on :—something rosem-

blinjc a saddle in form, use, or

the like ; a piece of meat cou-

tainiug a part of the backbono of

an animal with the ribs on each

aide.

Saddle, (sadT) r. t. To put a

saddle upon ;—hence, to fix as a Saddle,

charge or burden upon ; to encumber :—Hut, i pp.

saddled; ppr. saddling.

Bsddle-bags. (sadl-baga) >i. pi. Bags united by straps

for carriage on horseback, one bag being placed on

each side.

Saddle-bow, (sadl-bd) n. The bow or arch in front of

a saddle or the pieces which form the front.

Saddle-cloth, (sad'l-kloth) a. A cloth under the

saddle and extending out behind ; the housing.

Saddle-ruth, (sadl-gerth) a. A band passing under

the belly of a horse to hold the saddle in its place.

Saddle-horse, (sadl-hora) a. Horse for riding, as dis

tinguished from one for driving.

Saddler, (sadler)n. One whose ©occupation is to make

saddles and other harness for horses.

Saddlery, (sadl(r-e) n. Materials for making saddles

and harness; the article* usually offered for sale

in a saddlers shop ;—the trade or employment of a

saddler.

Saddle-tree, (ssdl-trJ) *. The frame of a saddle.

 

Badducean, (sad-u-se'an) a. Pertaining to the Saddu-

cees ;—hence, denying the resurrection and a future

state ; sceptical . infidel; irreligious.

8adduoee, (sod'u-se) n. (From i'tldo*. the founder of

the sect, who Lived about 250 years b. c] One of a

sect among the ancient Jews who denied the resur

rection, a future state, and the existence of •ui.-.i

Sad-iron, (sadl-urn) u. An instrument for ironing

clothes; a flat iron.

Sadly, ( sad ' le ) adv. Sorrowfully ; mournfully :—

gravely ; seriously ; — grievously; severely;— darkly;

in sable colours.

Sadness, (sad'nes) n. Sorrowfulness : mournfulness ;

—seriousness ; sedate gravity of the mind ;—melan

choly ; gloomy look, as of the face; woful expression;

heaviness; grief; dejection.

Safe, (siif) a, [Norm. F. $auf, L. xdivt, from sofas,

health, safety, allied to ttrva.)r, to save, preserve.]

Free from harm, injury, or risk ;—conferring safety;

securing from harm ; to be relied upon ; —sure ; cer

tain ;—kept in good care or custody ; preserved ;—no

louger dangerous ; made incapable of doing harm.

Safe, (suf)n. A place for safety; tpecifieaily, a fire

proof chest or closet for containing money, valuable

papers, or the like ;—a rectangular cose of wood or

metal,with wire-gauze panels, admitting airandexclud

ing flies, &c., to keep meat, butter, 4c, fresh and cool.

Safe-conduct, (sfifkon-dukt) n. That^ which gives a

safe passage ; a convoy or guard through an enemy*!

country ;—a written warrant to pass free in a foreign

land ; a passport.

Safeguard, (sufgard) n. That which defends or pro

tects; defence; protection; — a convoy or guard ;—s

warrant of security given by a sovereign or military

commander to protect any one ; a passport.

Safely, (s&fle) adv. In a safe manner;—without in

jury;— without escape; in close custody; — without

risk or danger.

Bafcness, (sof'nes) n. Condition or quality of being

safe ; freedom from harm or danger; security; safety.

Safety, (suf'te) n. Condition or state of being safe;

exemption from hurt, injury, or loss;—freedom from

danger or hazard : — security or insurance in ease of

loss ;—preservation from escapes-close custody.

Safety-belt, (s&rte-beit) n. A belt to enable a person

to float in water.

Safety-lamp, (saf'te-lamp) n. A lamp surroundea

with a cylinder of wire -gauze to

give light in mines, without the dan

ger of setting fire to inflammable

gases.

Safety-valve, (ssf'te-valv) a. A wive

fitted to the boiler, which opens and

lets out the steam when the pres

sure within becomes too great for

safety.

Safflower,(saf'flow-er)n. [FromsajTr^. Safetr-buny,

and /otrrr.J Bastard saffron ; a plant of Um genu*

Carthamut, the flowers of which are used a* a dye-

stuff and in making rouge ; — a deep-red substance

separated from orange-coloured Sowers:

Saffron, (oaf run) a. [Turk, sa'^rtfa, A. 4s Per.

ni'/ard*.] A bulbous plant of the genus Cron -. hav

ing flowers of a purple colour,—a substance extracted

from the dried stigmas of the plant of a deep yellow

colour, used in confectionary and to dye liqueurs, but

ter, cheese. Tarnishes, *tc

Saffron, (ssf'run) a. Having the colour of saffron flow

ers ; deep yellow.

Bag, (sag) r.i, [D. zal-l-m, allied to AS £ Ger.

ti:?a ;.. to fall, sink down ] To lean, incline, bend from

an upright or horizontal position ; — to shake j to

stagger :—to give way; to yield ;—to lurch or tend m>

leeward, as a ship :—e. r . To cause to bend or give

way; to load or burden :— u>.p. «% pp. r

sagging.
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Sagacious, (sa-ga'she-us) a. [L. tagax, tagacis, from

satire, to perceive quickly or keenly.] Quick of scent,

oa a hound ;—quick of thought : acute in penetration

and judgment; discerning and judicious. [ner.

Sagaciously, (sa-gu'she-us-le) adv. In a sagacious man-

Sagaciousness. (sa-ga'she-us-nes) n. Quality of being

sagacious ; acutenese of discernment ; sagacity.

Sagacity, (sa-gasVte) n. Quality of being sagacious :

—quickness of scent ;—acuteness of discover}'; readi

ness of apprehension ; faculty of discerning and dis

tinguishing between ideas, and of penetrating and de

tecting motived ; — hence, soundness of judgment ;

worldly wisdom ; shrewdness.

Sagamore, (sag'a-mor) n. The head of a tribe among

the American Indians.

Sage, (saj) n. [F. saugt, L. salvia.] A plant of several

species. The common sage is much employed in

cookery as a condiment.

Sage, (saj) a. [F., from L. sagus, wise man, saga,

witch, from aagire, to perceive quickly.] Having nice

discernment and powers of judging;—wise ; prudent;—

also, grave, sober, as a counsellor; — well-devised or

adapted ; judicious, as counsel

Sage, (saj) n. A wise man ; a man of sound judgment

and prudence ; especially, a grave philosopher vener

able for his years.

Sagely, (saj'le) adv. Wisely ; prudently. [gravity.

Sageness, (*aj nes) n. Wisdom ; sagacity ; prudence ;

Bagger, (sag'er) n. A cylindrical clay pot in which

earthenware is baked in the kiln:—also written stggar.

Sagging, (sag'ing) n. A bending or sinking under

pressure ;—drifting to leeward, as of a ship.

Sagittal, (saj'it-al) a. [L. sagittalu, from I. sagitta,

an arrow.] Pertaining to an arrow; resembling an

arrow ;—furnished with an arrow-like appendage.

Sagittarius, (saj-it-a're-us) n. [L. an archer, from

tayitta, an arrow.] One

of the twelve signs of the

zodiac which the sun en

ters about November 22d.

Sagittate,(saj it-at) a. Shap

ed like an arrow-head.

Sago, (sa'go) n. [Malay. 4c

Jav. s&gu.] A dry, gran

ulated starch, imported

from the East Indies—it

is the prepared pith of

several different palms—

it U much used as an arti

cle of diet for the sick, and

as starch for textile fabrics.

Bagoin, (sa-gouV) n. [The indigenous South American

name.] A monkey of South America, having a long,

hairy tail, which is not prehensile.

Bogy, (al'je) a. Full of sage ; seasoned with sage.

Bud, (sod) a. Before mentioned ; already spoken of

or specified ; aforesaid—used chiefly in legal style.

Sail, (sal)n. [A.-S. sagtl, Ger. stgtl, Ir. & Gael, seol.]

A sheet of canvas or of some other substance spread

to the wind to assist the progress of a vessel in the

water ;—a sailing vessel ; a ship of any kind ; a craft ;

—a journey or excursion upon the water.

Sail, (sal) v. t. To be impelled or driven forward by

the action of wind upon sails, as a ship on water ;—

to be conveyed in a vesse) on water ;~to set sail; to

begin s voyage ;—to move smoothly through the air,

as a bird without striking its wings ;—to float in the

■ir, as a balloon ;—to swim ;—v, t. To pass or move

in a ship, by means of sails ;—to cross, traverse, or

navigate the sea ;—to fly through ;—to direct or man

age the motion of, aa a vessel:—imp. & pp. ■ailed;

jtpv. sailing. [making sails.

Bail-cloth, (sailcloth) n. Duck or canvas used in

Bailer, (sal'( i ) n. A ship or other vessel—with qualify

ing words descriptive of speed or manner of Railing.

Sailing, (aal'ing) n. Act of » person or thing that
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sails ;—art or method of directing a ship's way on

the ocean; navigation; — act of Betting sail or be

ginning a voyage ;—movement through the air.

Sailing-master, (a&l'ing-mas-ter) n. An officer in a

ship of war who superintends tho navigation of the

vessel. [sails are cut out and made.

Sail-loft, (salToft) v. A loft or apartment where

Sail-maker, (saTmak-er) n. One who makes sails by

profession for sale ;—an officer in ships of war and

large merchant vessels, who repairs or alters sails,

and has charge of the sail-room.

Sailor, (sal'er) u. One who follows the business of

navigating ships or other vessels ; mariner ; seaman ;

tar.

Sail-room, (sul'room) n. Cabin or bunk on board

ship, in which spare sails and materials for sails ore

kept.

Saint, (sant) n. [F. saint, L. sanctus.] A holy or

godly person ;—one of the blessed in heaven ;—one

canonized by the Romish church.

Saint, (sant) v. t. To make a saint of ; to beatify ; to

canonize ;—v. i. To act with a show of piety ; to pro

fess superior holiness or moral virtue :—imp. &, pp.

sainted; ppr. stinting.

Sainted, (aant'ed) a. Consecrated; sacred; holy;

pious;—gone to heaven.

Sointesa, (sant'es) ft. A female saint.

Saintlike, (sant'lik) a. Resembling a saint—said of

persons ;—becoming a saint in acts or conduct.

Saintly, (s&ntle) a. Like a saint; becoming a holy

person.

Saints-day, (santzMfl) n. Festival or fete of a saint.

All taint s day, festival of all the saints, especially of

such as have no other day set apart for them.

Saint-seeming, (sant'sem-ing) a. Having the appear

ance or character of a saint.

Saintship, (stint ship) n. The character or qualities

of a saint.

Sake, (sak) n. [A.-S. tacu, me, strife, a suit at law,

Go. sal-an, to charge in a law-suit.] Final cause;

end ; purpose ; reason ; account ; regard or respect.

Baker, (s&k'er) n. A bird of the genus Faleo ; a hawk ;

—a small piece of artillery. [try and pharmacy.

Sal, (.-<!) n. [I.. ) Salt—a word much used in cbemis-

Salacious, (sal-a'she-us) a. [L. Malax, from satire, to

leap.] Lustful; lecherous; hence, exciting; stimu

lating, [strong animal desire.

Salaciously, (sal-a'she-us-le) adv. Lustfully ; with

Salacity, (sal-as'e-te) n. Lust; lecherousness :—also

tataciousntst.

Salad, (sarad) n. [F. salade, from L. tat, talis, salt.]

Uncooked herbs dressed with salt, vinegar, oil, or

spices, and eaten as a relish ; — a dish composed of

some kind of meat chopped fine, and mixed with

uncooked herbs, as lettuce, &c, seasoned with mustard

and other condiments.

Salad-oil, (salad-oil) n. Olive oil used in dressing

salads or other culinary purposes.

Sslam, (sa-lam') n. [A. saldnt, peace, safety.] A

salutation or compliment of ceremony or respect in

the East.

Salamander, (sal-a-man'dcr) n. [L., G. walamandra.]

A genus of batrachian rep

tiles having some affinities

with lizards but more

with frogs—the salaman*

der was formerly supposed

able to live in fire;- a

large iron poker which,

being made red hot, is

used for lighting fires ;— a flat iron mode red hot and

used for glazing cooked meats.

Salamandrin c, (sal-a-man'drin) a. Pertaining to or re

sembling a salamander ; enduring fire.

Salary, (sal'a-re) n. [L. solarium, originally salt

money, from sal, salt.] Recompense or oonaideratior
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stipulated to be paid to a person fur services; stipend;

pay ; wage* ; hire ; allowance.

Salary, (saTa-re) v.t. To fix or pay a ■alary to oue :

—imp. 6 pp. "i"*t* ; ppr. aalsrying.

tale, (sal) n. [A.-S. Milan, to give, to sell ] Act of

selling ; the tranifer of property for a price in money;

—opportunity of selling ; demand ; market ;—public

exposition of goods ; auction ;—state of being renal

or open to bribery ; price.

Saleable, (saTa-bl) a. [Prom safe] Capable of being

sold ; rinding a ready market ; in good demand.

Saleableneaa, (sil a-bl-ues) n. The state of being sale

able.

Saleably, (sal a-ble) adv. In a saleable manner.

Sale-room, (saTroom) it. An auction-room ; — retail

department in a wholesale house ;—show-room in a

manufacturing establishment.

Salesman, (silz'nian) a. One whose occupation is

to sell goods or merchandise.

Balework, (sAl'wurk) n. Work or things made for sale ;

hence, work carelessly done.

Belie, (saTik)a. [From the 5a/win Pranks.] Designat

ing a law by which, as in Prance, males only can

inherit the throne : also written Salique.

Salient, (sa/le-ent) a. [L. salient, ppr. of satire, to

leap.] Moving by leaps;—shooting out or up ; project

ing; springing;—hence, figuratively, forcing itself on

the attention ; prominent ; conspicuous ;—projecting

outwardly, as an angle;—in heraldry, represented in a

leaping position, as a lion.

Salifiable, (sal'e-ff-a-bl) a. Capable of combining with [

an add to form a salt.

Salify , (salWi) v. t. [ L. sal, salt, and faeere, to make. ]

To form into a salt, as a base, by combining it with

an acid :—imp. «fc pp. salifled ; ppr. salifying.

Saline, (sal-in') a. [L. salinut, from sal, salt.] Con-

sisting of or containing salt ; — partaking of the

qualities of salt.

Saline, (sal-in) n. A salt spring or a place where

salt water Is collected in the earth.

8alinous, (sal-in'us) a. Consisting of or containing

■alt; saline.

Saliva, (sa-li'va) ft. [L. allied to G. tialtni.) The

transparent, alkaline liquid secreted by certain glands

in the mouth ; spittle.

Balival, (ta-lfval) a. Pertaining to saliva; aalirary.

Salivant, (sal'e-vant) a. Exciting salivation.

Salivant, (saTe-vent) n. Medicine which produces or

excites salivation.

Salivary, (sal'e-var-e) a. Pertaining to saliva; secret

ing or conveying saliva.

Salivate, (sal'e-vat) v. t. [L. salivart, salivatum.] To

produce an abnormal secretion of saliva, as by the

use of mercury ;—to purge by the saltval glands :—

imp. & pp. salivated ; ppr. salivating.

Balivation, (sal-e-va'shun) n. Act or process of pro

ducing an excessive excretion of saliva;—a oontinned

unnatural flow of spittle; ptyalisni.

Salle, (sal) n. [P.] A half

Ballet, (sallet) n. [V, salads.) A light kind of helmet

introduced during the fifteenth cen

tury ; a head-piece.

Sallow, (sal'A) m. fA.-S. salig, h.

talix.) A tree or shrub of the genus

Safer, allied to the willow — the

branches are used for hoop-making,

and the bark for tanning.

Sallow, (sal '6) a. Yellowish :--of a

pale, sickly colour, tinged with a

dark yellow,

Sallowness, (sal'd-nes) n. Paleness tinged with a

Bally, (sale) n. A leaping forth ;—an issuing of troops

from a place besieged to attack the besiegers ;—ex

cursion from the usual track ; digression ; deviation;

—a flight of fancy, liveliness, wit, or the like;—act

of levity; frolio; escapade.
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[dark yellow.

Sally, (sale) r. i. ft,, satire, to leap. J To leap or rest

out ; to issue suddenly, as a body of troop* tram a

fortified place to attack besiegers ;—imp. eJt pp. aaEh-

ed ; ppr. sallying.

Sally-port, (saTe-port) n. A postern gate or a pasaag*

under ground, to afford free egress for troops i*i s

sortie.

Salmagundi, (sal-ma-gun'de) n. [P. salmiffondi*.] A

dish of salted, preserved, or highly spiced ingmiirnL.

—an oho or medley.

Salmon, (sam'un)n. [P. savmon, L. sottuo.} A 6*k of

ayellowish red colour, found

in the northern seas, and

which ascends rivers to

■pawn. It is highly esteemed

for food.

Salmon-trout, (sam'un-trout) Belmonu

n. A smalt fish resembling the common salmon in

colour:—also called tea-trout.

Salon, (sa-longO n. [F.] An apartment for Use recep

tion of company;— pL Fashionable parties: — re

unions of fashionable, literary, scientific, or political <

celebrities.

Saloon, (aa-ltKinOn. rF. & Sp. salon.) A lofty,

hall, usually vaulted, with two stories and two

of windows ;—a state-room ; a public reception

—hi hall or gallery for works of art ;—a public dining

room ;—principal cabin, cuddy, or sitting room in a

passenger vessel;—refreshment room in a theatre.

Saloon-deck, (sa-ldon'dek) ». Light, airy deck above

the Quarter or poop deck, with glass windows, all

round.

Salaoda, (aal-so'da) n. Impure carbonate of soda.

Salsuginoua, (sal-eu'jin-us) a. [L. mlsugo, from ml,

salt.] Saltish ; somewhat salt

Salt, (sawlt) n. (A.-S. sealt, salt, Go. & Icol. salt, I

$alt Q. alt.) The chloride of sodium, a substance used

for seasoning certain kinds of food and for the preser

vation of meat, Ac. ;—that which preserves from cor

ruption ;— that which gives flavour or lest .—taste ;

savour; smack; seasoning ;—piquancy; wit,—a salt

cellar;—an old asilor ;—a combination of an acid with

a base, forming a compound which has properties

differing from those of either constituent. Atttc salt,

wit.

Salt, (sawlt) a. Furnished, impregnated with, or con

taining salt; prepared with or tasting of salt ;—pun

gent ; bitter ;—colloquially, dear ; costly.

Salt, (sawlt) v. t. To sprinkle, impregnate, or season

with salt .—imp. & pp. salted ; ppr. salting,

Saltant, (saTtant) a. [It. saltant, ppr. of saltan, to

dance, intensive form of satire, to leap.] Leaping ;

jumping ; dancing.

Saltation, (sal-ta'ahun) n. [L. taltatio, from saltare,

to dance.) A leaping or Jumping;—beating or palpi

tation.

Saltatory, (sal'tfl-tor-e) «. Leaping or dancing ; or

having the power of leaping or dancing; used in

leaping or dancing.

Salt-cellar, (sawlt'sel-ar) n. A small dish for salt at

table. [drysalter.

Salter, (aawlt'er) n. One who salts: one who sells salt;—

Saltern, (sawlt era) n. A salt-work ; a place where

■alt is made.

Saltigrade, (sal'te-grad) a. [L. saltut, a leap, and

gradi, to walk, go.] Having feet or legs formed fat

leaping.

Salting, (sawlt'ing) n. The act of sprinkling or impreg

nating with salt;—a marsh subject to be overflowed

with salt water ; a Bait-marsh.

Saltish, (sawlt'iah) a. Tinctured with salt; some

what salt :—also salty. [gree of saltness.

Saluahly, (sawlt ' ish - le) adv. With a moderate de-

Saltuhness, (sawlt'iah-nee) n. Moderate saltness ; state

of being somewhat salt.

Salt-junk, (sawlt'jungk) b. Salt beef for use at sea-
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so called by sailors on account of its hardness or

toughness.

Salt-lake, (sawlt'lik) n. A lake whose water is salt.

Saltiess, (sawltles) a. Destitute of salt; insipid ; want

ing savour or relish. (exorbitant! v.

Saltly , (sawlt'le) adv. With the taste of salt ;—dearly ;

Salt-mine, (sawlt'min) n. A mine where rock-salt is

obtained.

Saltness, (sawlt'nes) n. Quality of being salt or im

pregnated with salt ;—taste of salt.

Salt-pan, (sawlfpan) ». A pan, basin, or pit where

salt is obtained or made.

Saltpetre, (sawlt-pfi'te,r) n. [L. sal petra, i.e., rock-

salt.] A salt consisting of nitric acid and potassa ;

nitrate of potassa:—called also nitre. [or made.

Salt-pit, (sawlt'pit) n. A pit where salt is obtained

Salt-radical, (sawlt'rad-e-kal) n. A substance, simple

or compound, capable of forming a salt with a metal

or with some compound body, as ammonium, which

may take the place of a metal—so called in reference

to the binary theory of salts. [disease.

Salt-rheum, (sawlt'room) u. A kind of herpes or skin

Salts, (sawlts) n.pl. In chemistry, combinations of

acids with alkaline or salifiable bases;—in medicine,

saline cathartics, as Epsom, Roohelle, <S;c. ;—the salt

or sea-water iu a tidal river. [Amer.]

Salt-springs, (aawlt'springz) n. pi. Water springs con

taining medicinal salts.

Salt-water, (sawlt'wawt-er) «. Water impregnated

with salt ; sea-water.

Salt-work, (sawlt'wurk) n. A honse or place where

salt is made ; a saltern.

Salubrious, (sa-lu'bre-UB) a, [L. salvbris, or saluber,

from talus, health, from talvut, safe.] Favourable

to health ; promoting health ; wholesome ; healthy ;

salutary. [manner.

Salubriously, (sal-u'bre-us-Ie) adv. In a salubrious

Salubrity, (sal-u'bre-te) h . Quality of being salubrious ;

wholesomeness; healthfulnees ;—favourableness to the

preservation of health ;—mildness, as of the air, Reason,

Ac. :—also tatobrioutuett.

Salutarily, (sal'u-tar-il-e) adv. Favourably to health ;

healthfully ; wholesomely. [salutary.

Salutarineas, (sal'u-tar-e-nes) v. Quality of being

Salutary, (sal'u-tir-e) a. [L. tulutari*, from talus,

health, safety.] Wholesome; healthful; promoting

health ;—promotive of public safety ; contributing to

some beneficial purpose ; advantageous.

Salutation, (sal-u-ta'shun) n. Act of saluting or paying

respect or reverence by the customary words or

actions; act of greeting; that which is uttered in

saluting or greeting; address; welcome: congratula

tion.

Salutatory, (sal-ut'a-tor-e) a. Containing or expressing

salutations ; speaking a welcome ; greeting.

Salute, (sal-uf) v. t. [L. salutare, from talus, health,

safety.] To address with expressions of kind wishes ;

to greet ; to hail ;—hence, to greet with a kiss ; to

greet with a wave of the hand ;—to honour, as some

special day, person, or nation by a discharge of cannon

or small arms, by striking colours, by shouts, or the

like :—imp. & pp. saluted ; ppr. saluting.

Salute, (sal-ut') n. Act of saluting or expressing kind

wishes or respect; salutation; greeting;—a kiss;—a

discharge of cannon or small arms in honour of

some distinguished personage, or on the anniversary

of some festival—sometimes also performed by lower

ing the colours or beating the drums.

Solvability, (sal-va-bU'it-e) n. Possibility of being

saved or received to eternal life.

Solvable, (sal'vu-bl) a. [L. talvare, to save, from sal-

rut, safe.] Capable of being saved ; admitting of sal

vation.

Salvage, (sal'vaj) n. [F. salvage, sauvage, from I..

salvare, to save.] The compensation allowed to per

sons who voluntarily assist in saving a ship or her

cargo from peril ;—that part of the property that sur

vived the peril and is saved.

Salvation, (sal-vu'shun) n. Act of saving ; preserva

tion from destruction, danger, or great calamity ;

—redemption of man from the bondage of sin and

liability to eternal death ;—gift of eternal life ; remis

sion of sin ; saving grace ;—proclamation of saving

mercy; the gospel;—a benediction or ascription of

praiise and glory.

Salve, (salv, sav) n. [A.-S. seal/, Ger. salba.) An

adhesive composition or substance to be applied to

wounds or sores ; plaster ;—a remedy ; succour ; aid.

Salve, (salv, sav) v. t. To heal by applications or

medicaments; to apply salve to;—to help; to remedy:

—imp. & pp. salved ; ppr. salving.

Salver, (ssl'ver) n. [Sp. salva, salviUa.] A piece of

plate standing on a foot or tripod ; a plate or waiter

ou which any thing is presented.

Salvo, (salvo) n. [L. salvo jure, the right being

reserved.] An exception ; reservation ; — a general

discharge of fire-arms intended for a salute ; a volley.

Sal-volatile, (sal-vd-latil-e) n. Carbonate of ammonia;

—also, a spirituous and aromatic solution of carbon

ate of ammonia [at sea.

Salvor, (sal'ver) n. One who saves a ship eV cargo

Samaritan, (sa-mar'e-tan) a. Of or pertaining to Sa

maria, the principal city of the ten tribes of Israel ;

—denoting the alphabet in use among the Jews before

the Babylonish captivity.

Samaritan, (sa-mare-tan) n. Native or inhabitant of

Samaria ;—the language of Samaria, a variety of

Chaldaic.

Sambo, (aam'bo) n. The offspring of a black person

and a mulatto; hence, humorously, a negro :—written

also Zambo.

Same, (Ham) a. [A.-S. tame, Go. tama, Ioel. samr.]

Not different or other; identical;—of like kind, species,

sort, or dimensions: corresponding; similar; equal \—

just mentioned before: aforesaid.

Same, (slro)cirft>, (A.-S. tarn.] Together.

Sameness, (sam'nes) n. State of being the same ; iden

tity : near resemblance; correspondence; similarity:

—tedious monotony.

Samiel, (sa'me-el) n. [Turk, tam-ydi.) A hot and

destructive wind that blows in Arabia and the adjacent

countries from the desert ; the simoom.

Samlet, (samlet) v. Young of the salmon before it

taken to the sea ; parr :—also talmonet

Sampan, (aain'pan) n. A Chinese boat from 12 to 15

feet long, usually impelled by a bow oar and a stern

scull—on the Canton river it is the habitation of the

boatman and his family.

Samphire, (sam'fir) n. [F. l*herbe de Saint Pierre.]

A fleshy herb which grows on rocks near the sea

shore, where it is washed by the salt water—its leaves

are used in the form of a pickle as an article of diet

Sample, (sam'pl) n. [L. exeniplum, example.] A part

of any thing presented for inspection or intended to

be shown as evidence of the quality of the whole ;

specimen ; example ; pattern.

Sampler, (aam'pler) n. One who distributes things into

samples for inspection ;—a pattern work ;—a piece of

needle-work formerly executed by girls as a specimen

of their skill.

Sampling, (aain'pling) n. Act of making up samples of

goods for sale ;—act of tasting or comparing samples.

Samshu, (sam'shoo) n. A spirituous liquor distilled

from rice by the Chinese. [ble or curable.

Sanability, (san-a-bil'e-te) n. The state of being sana-

Sanable, (san'a-bl) a. [L. tanabilit, from tantar,

to make sound, to heal, from sanus, sound, healthy.]

Capable of being healed or cured; remediable; curable.

Sanative, (san'a-tiv) a. [L. tanare, to heal.] Having

the power to cure or heal ; curative ; healing ; sana

tory.

Sanatory, (san'a-tor-e) a. . [L. sanarc, to b«tfj Con
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ducive to health ; healing ; curative ; sanative:—also

aanitary,

Banctiflcation, (sangk-te-fe-ka'shun) n. Act of sancti

fying or making holy; state of being sanctified:—act of

suit inn apart for a sacred purpose ; consecration ,

Sanctifler, (sangk'te-fi-er) n. On* who sanctifies or

makes holy ; specifically, the Holy Spirit.

Sanctify, (sangk'te-fi) r. (. (L. mnctijlcare, from «t*c-

tut, holy, and facere, to make.] To make sacred or

holy ; to set apart to a holy or religious use ; to hal

low ; to consecrate ;—to purify ; to make holy or

free from sin ;—to render productive of holiness or

piety ;—to secure from violation ; to give sanction to :

—imp. & pp. sanctified; ppr. sanctifying.

Sanctimonious, (Kangk-te-mcWie-us) a. Possessing sanc

timony ; sacred ; saintly ;—-making a show of sanctity ;

hypocritically devout or pious.

Sanctimoniously, (sangk-te-mo'ne-us-le) adv. In a

sanctimonious manner.

Sanctimoniousness, (sangk-te-mo'ne-us-nes) n. State

of being sanctimonious ; sanctity or the appearance

of it.

Sanctimony, (sangk'te-mon-e) v. [Tj. Mtmctimtmin,

from $anetut, holy.] Holiness ; devoutness ; sanctity ;

especially, artificial saintliness; hypocritical devout

ness.

Sanction, (sangk'shun) n. {Tj. tanetio, from *n»irire,

to render sacred or inviolable, to fix unalterably.]

Solemn or ceremonious ratification ; approbation and

acceptance ;—any thing done or said to enforce the

will, law, or authority of another ; confirmation ;

countenance; support.

Banotion, (sangk'sliun) r. t. or i. To give validity or

authority to ; confirm ; authorize; countenance:—imp.

it pp. sanctioned; ppr. sanctioning. [sanctity.

Sanotitude, (sangk'te-tud) n. Holiness ; sacredness ;

Sanctity, (aangk'te-te) n. [L. tanctitaa, from tanctua,

holy .] State or quality of being sacred or holy;—state

of being pure, godly, and devout ;—state of being

sacred or solemnly binding.

Sanctuary, (*angk'tu-ar-e) n. [L. $anctuarium, from

sauciujt, sacred, holy.) A sacred place ; holy ground ;

—the most sacred part of the Jewish tabernacle and

temple; holy of holies;—in Roman Catholic churches,

the site of the high altar;—a house consecrated to the

worship of Ood ; a church ;—a sacred asylum ; place

of protection for fugitives from justice ;— hence, pro

tection; shelter.

Sand, (sand) n. [A.-S. mnd, Ger. $and, D. tand, Q.

ptammoM.) Fine particles of stone, especially of

silicious stone, but not reduced to powder or dust ;—

benoe, from the use of sand in the hour-glass, a

moment ; a measured interval ;—pL Tracts of land

consisting of sand.

Band, (sand) v.t. To sprinkle or cover with sand :—

imp. k pp. sanded ; ppr. sanding.

Sandal, (san'dal) n. [L. aandalium, G. aandalon.) A

kind of shoe consisting of a

sole fastened to the foot with

parallel openings across the

instep.

Sandal-wood, (san 'dal-wood)

n. [A. aandol, from 8kr.

ttkandana. ] The wood of a

low tree, having a general

resemblance to the privet or

prim—when old it has a yellow colour and great

fragrance.

Sand-bag, (sand'bag) n. Coarse bag filled with sand

or earth, used for repairing breaches in a fortifica

tion, dte. ; — also, for stopping crevices in windows,

doors, &e.

Band-ball, (sand'hawl) n. A hall of soap mixed with

sand for use at the toilet. [up by the sea.

Sand-bank, (sand'bank) n. A bank of sand thrown

Band-blind, (sand'blind) a. Having a defective vision
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so that motes or specks float before the eyes like par

ticles of sand.

Sand-box, (sand'boks) n. A box with a perforated tap

for sprinkling paper with sand;—also, in tocomoftvem,

a box from which sand is sprinkled on the rails in

front of the driving wheel, to increase the friction,

dtc. [yedlowisK.

Sand-coloured, (aandTcul-erd) a. Of the colour erf sand;

Sand-drift, (sand'drift) n. Sand driven by the wind ;

—deposit of drifted sand.

Sanded, (sanded) a. Covered with sand ;—marked

with small spots ; speckled ; having a sandy colour,

as a hound ;—dim-sighted.

Sand-eel, (sand'el) n. A small eel-like fish. It buries

itself in the moist sand after the retiring of the tide.

Sanderling, (san'der-Iing) n. A small wading bird

allied to the dotterel and sand-piper.

Sand-fly, (sand'fli) n. A minute, troublesome fly.

Sandineaa, (sand'e-nes) n. State of being sandy, or of

having a sandy oolour. [with a&mi.

Sanding, (sanding) n. Act of sprinkling or covering

Sand-paper, (sandi'pft-per) n. Paper covered on one

side with a fine gritty substance for smoothing and

polishing.

Sand-piper, (sand pip-er) n. A native longiroetral and

wading bird of the snipe

family. It inhabits sea

shores and marine marshes,

and migrates southward in

September.

Sand-stone, (sand'ston) n. A

rock formed of sand more or

less firmly united.

Sandwich, (sand'wioh) n. Sand-piper.

Two thin pieces of bread and butter, with a thin slice

of meat between them—said to have been a favourite

dish of the Earl of Sandwich.

Sandwich, (sand'wioh) t>. t. To make into a sandwich;

—hence, to form of alternate parts or alternating

layers of different nature :—imp. & pp. sandwiched ;

ppr. sandwiching,

Sandy, (sand'e) a. Abounding with sand; full of

sand; covered with sand;—consisting of sand; not firm

or stable;—resembling sand in colour; yellowish-red

colour;—also, sandish.

Sane, (san) a. [L. wnui.] Sound; healthy; not dis

ordered or shattered ;—especially, not disordered in

intellect ; in one's right mind; of sound reason.

Saneneas, (s&n'nes) n. State of being sane or of

sound mind.

Sang-froid, (sang'frwa) n. [ F. cold-blood. ] Freedom

from agitation or excitement of mind; coolness; in

difference.

Sanguification, (sang-gwif-e-ka'shun) h. Production of

blood ; conversion of chyle into blood.

Sanguify, (sang'gwe-fi) v.i, [L. sanguu, blood, and

facere, to make.] To produce blood.

Sanguinary, (Bang'gwin-ar-e) a. [L. sangninarins,

from tanpuit, blood.] Bloody; attended with much

bloodshed ;—eager to shed blood ; bloodthirsty.

Sanguine, (sang'gwin) a. [L. aanffuitieu*, from ava-

guit, blood.] Having the colour of blood; red;—

characterized by abundance and active circulation of

blood ; plethoric ; — cheerful ; warm ; ardent ;—an

ticipating the best; feeling assured ; full of hope;

lively ; confident. [dye or varnish red.

Sanguine, (sang'gwin) v. t. To stain with blood; to

Sanguineless, (sang'gwin-les) a. Destitute of blood.

Sanguinely, (song'swin -le) a^v- In » sanguine man

ner; ardently ; confidently ; hopefully.

Sanguineness, (sang'gwin-nes) n. Redness; floridnest,

as of the skin;—fulness of blood; plethora;—confi

dence ;—ardour ; eagerness of expectation.

Sanguineous, (sang-gwin'e-us) a. Abounding with

blood; plethoric;—bloody: pertaining to blood;—

constituting blood ;—blood-red ; crimson.
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Sskngoiinivorous, (sang-gwin-iv'o-rus) a. [L. sanguis,

blood, and vorare, to devour.] Subsisting on blood;

eating blood.

Bangniauge, (sang'gwo-suj) n. [L. sanguis, blood, and

irugare, to suck.] Blood-sucker; leech; hone-leech.

Sanhedrim, (sanTiS-drini) n. [H. sanhedrin, G. aim,

with, together, and hedra, a Beat.] The great council

of the Jews, which consisted of seventy members, to

whom the high priest was added as president—it had

jurisdiction of the highest cases, both civil and re

ligions, with power of life and death.

Sanicle, (sau'e-kl) n. [L. sanieula, from santtre, to

heal. ] A plant of several species ; black snake-root—

so called from its reputed healing qualities.

Sanious, (sa'ne-us) a. [L. saniotut, from sanies,]

Thin and serous with a slight bloody tinge;—exeret-

ing or effusing a, thin, serous, reddish matter.

Sanitary, (aan'e-tar-e) a. [L. sanitas, healtli.] Per

taining to or designed to secure sanity or health ;

relating to the preservation of health ; hygienic.

Sanity, (san'e-te) n. [L. sanitas, from sauux, sound,

healthy.] Condition or quality of being sane ; sound

ness or healthiness of body or mind, especially the

latter.

Sans-culotte, fsang-ku-lof) n. [F. without breeches.]

A ragged fellow—a name of reproach given in the

first French revolution to the extreme republican

party, who rejected breeches as an emblem or badge

peculiar to the upper clauses or aristocracy ;—hence,

an extreme or radical republican ; a Jacobin.

Sanskrit, (san'skrit) n. [Skr. tanskrita, prepared,

perfect.] The ancient language of Hindostan, in

which is embodied the religion, laws, and philosophy

of the Brahmins—it is now obsolete as a spoken

language, [garded as a saint.

Banton, (san'ton) v. A dervis or Turkish priest re-

Sap, (sap) h. [A.-S. tap, Ger. mift, V. seve, allied to

L. sapti, must or new wine boiled thick.] The juice

of plants of any kind ;—the alburnum of a tree ; sap-

wood.

Sap, (tap) v. t. [F. taper, probably from G. si-apt in, to

dig.] To subvert by digging or wearing away; to

mine ; to undermine ;—to pierce with saps ;—v.x. To

proceed by mining or by secretly undermining:—

imp. h pp. sapped ; ppr. sapping.

Sap, (sap) ;i. An approach made to a fortified place

by digging under cover of gabions, <fec.

Sapajou, (sa'pa-jdo) n. [Bras, sajuassu.] A monkey of

South America having a prehensile tail, of which

there are fifteen different species.

Sap-green, (sat/gren) ». A light-green pigment pre

pared, from the juice of the ripe berries of the buck

thorn.

Sapid, (sap'id) a. [L. tapidus, from taper, to taste.]

Possessing savour or flavour; exciting the organs of

taste ; palatable ; savoury.

Sapidneu, (sap'id-nes) n. Taste; savour;—tastefulnesa ;

power of stimulating the palate ; savouriness :—also

written sapidity.

Sapience, (sa'pe-ens) n. Quality of being sapient ;

wisdom ; sageness ; knowledge.

Sapient, (sa'pe-ent) a. f L. sapiens, ppr, of tapere, to

taste, to know. ] Having wisdom ; discerning ; wise ;

sage ;—generally in an ironical sense, knowing ;

would-be wise ; supposing one's self sage.

Sapiential, (sa-pe-en'she-al) a. Affording lessons of

wisdom ; instructive.

Sapiently, (sa'pe-ent-le) adv. Wisely: sagaciously;—

generally in an ironical sense, knowingly ;—stupidly.

Sapless, (saples) a. Destitute of sap ; not juicy;—

dry ; old ; withered.

Sapling, (sapling) n, fFrom sap.] A young tree.

Saponaceous, (sap-o-nashe-us) a, [L. sapo, saponis,

soap.] Resembliug soap: having the qualities of soap;

soapy.

flaponiflfftion, (sa-poa-e-fe-ka'shun) n. Act of con-

•

verting into soap or state of being converted into

soap.

Saponify, (sa-pon'e-fi) v. f. [L. tapo, saponis, soap,

and facerfj to make.] To convert into soap :—imp. &

pp. saponified ; ppr. saponifying.

Saponule, (sap'o-nul) n. [L. tapo, saponis, soap.]

An imperfect soap formed by the action of an alkali

upon an essential oil.

Sapor, (aD/por) n. [L.f from tapere, to taste.] Taste;

relish ; flavour ; savour; power of affecting or stimu

lating the palate.

Saporiflc, (sap'or-if-ik) a. [L. sapor, taste, and facert,

to make. ] Having the power to produce taste ;

exciting or pleasing the palate.

Saporous, (sap'or-us) a. [L. saponis, savoury, from

sapor, taste.] Having taste; yielding some kind of

taste.

Sapper, (sap'er) n. [F. sapeur.] One who saps, digs,

or mines ; — non-commissioned officer or private of

the Royal Engineers, usually called sappers and

miners.

Sapphic, (sank) a. Pertaining to Sappho, a Grecian

poetess ;—in the manner of Sappho ; noting a kind of

metre or verse said to have been invented by Sappho,

in which three lines of five feet each are followed by

an Adonic line of two feet.

Sapphire, (safir) n. [L. sapphirus, G. sappheiros, H.

sappir, A. mft>\] Pure, crystallized alumina, a pre

cious stone next In hardness to the diamond, used in

jewellery, of several colours, as crimson or carmine

red; ruby;— violet or purple, amethyst;— yellow,

topaz;—green, emerald; and blue, sapphire proper.

Sapphirine, (saffir-in) a. Resembling sapphire ; made

of sapphire.

Sappiness, (sap'e-nes) n. State or quality of being

sappy or full of sap ; succulence ; juiciness.

Sappy, (sap'e) a. Abounding with sap; juicy; succu

lent;—hence, young; weak ;—weak in intellect;—

musty ; tainted ; putrid. [ber.

Sap-rot, (sap'rot) n. The dry rot, a disease of tini-

Sap-wood, (sap'wood) n. The alburnum or exterior

part of the wood of a tree next to the bark, being

that portion of the tree through which the sap flows

most freely.

Saraband, (aarVband) n. [Sp. zarabanda, F. sara-

bande.) A lively Spanish dance to an air in triple

time ;—the air itself.

Saracen, (sara-sen) n. [A. sharki, Oriental, Eastern.]

An Arabian ; a Mussulman ; an adherent or propa

gator of Mohammedanism in countries further west

than Arabia.

Saracenic, (sar-a-sen'ik) a. Of or pertaining to the

Saracens ;—noting a kind of architecture ; Moorish

arabesque. {a portcullis ; a herse.

Sarasine, (sarVsin) n. A genus of plants; birthwort ;—

Sarcasm, (sarTtazm) n. [G. sarkauin, to bite the lips

in rage, to sneer.] A satirical remark nttered with

some degree of scorn or contempt;—a keen reproach;

taunt ; scoffing gibe.

Sarcastio, (sar-kas'tik) a. Bitterly satirical; scorn

fully severe ; taunting. [manner.

Sarcastically, (sar-kas'tik-al-le) adv. In a sarcastio

Sarcenet, (sarVnot) n. [L. saraeenieum, cloth made by

Saracens,] A species of fine, thin, woven silk, used

for ribbons, linings, &c .*—also written sarsenet.

Saroocarp. (sarao-karp) n. [G. sari, flesh, and karoos,

fruit.) The fleshy parts of certain fruits between

the epicarp and the endocarp, as in the plum, peach,

&c fsarcology.

Sarcologio, (sar-ko-loj'ik) a. Of or pertaining to

Sarcology, (sar-kol'd-je) n. [G. tarx, flesh, and logos,

discourse.] That part of anatomy which treats of the

soft parts of the body.

Sarcoma, (sar-ko'ma) n. [Q.t from tarx, flesh.] A

tumour of fleshy consistence. [flesh-eating.

Sarcophagous, (sar-kofa-gus) a. Feeding on flesh;
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Sarcophagus, (sax-kofa-gus) n. [G. sarkophagost eat

ing flesh.] A specie* of limestone used among the

Greeks for making coffins—so called because it con

sumed the flesh of bodies deposited in it within a

few week* ;—hence, a coffin or tomb uf this kind of

stone ; and, generally, a stone coffin ;—also, a monu

mental chest or vase of stone or bronze erected over

graves ;— also, an article of domestic furniture in

the shape of a sarcophagus for holding knives, plate,

«fec. ; a kind of cellaret. [flesh.

Sarcophagy, (sar-kofa-je) n. The practice of eating

Sarcosis, (sar-ko'sis) n. [G. j Generation or growth of

flesh :—a fleshy tumour.

Sardine, (sArMm) ». (So called from the iBland of Sar

dinia, near which it is caught.] A Mediterranean

fish of the herring family—often prepared or put up

with olive oil as a delicacy.

Sardine, (sarMin) n. A precious stone, probably a

carnelian, of which one was set in Aaron's breast

plate : a !-i • sardtus.

Sardinian, (sar-din'e-an) a. Pertaining to the island,

kingdom, or people of Sardinia or Piedmont in Italy.

Sardonic, (sar-don'ik)a. [L. sardonicus, G. aardonion,

a plant of Sardinia, which was said to screw up the

face of the eater.] Forced, heartless, or bitter—said

of a laugh or smile; concealing bitterness of heart ;

mocking.

Sardonyx, (aar'do-niks) n. [G. wrdonvx, from Sordis.]

A silicious stone or gem;—a variety of chalcedony of

an orange or reddish-yellow oolonr, formerly used in

the production of cameos.

Sark, (wirk) n. [A. -8. syric, gyre.] A shirt. [Scot.]

Sarking, (uirk'ing) u. [Scot.] Thin boards for lining,

to be used under slates, and for similar purposes.

Barment, (sar'ment) n. [L. sarmentum, a twig.] A

prostrate filiform stem or runner, as of the straw

berry.

Sarsaparrlla, (sar-sa-par-il'a) w. [8p. zarta, a bramble,

and pamtla, a vine.] A plant of the genus Siviilax,

whose root is valued in medicine for its mucilaginous

and farinaceous or demulcent qualities.

Sartoriua, (sar-to're-us) n. (L. $arioriv$, from tarter, a

tailor.] The muscle which throws one leg across the

other, reaching from above the hip to below the knee ;

tailor's muscle.

Sash, (sash) n. [It. sessa. Ten. sasa.] A silken band;

—an ornamental belt or band, worn by officers round

the waist or over the shoulders, by clergymen over

their cassocks, and by females round the waist.

Sash, (sash) v. [P. chassis, perhaps from I., capsa,

chest, case. ] The frame of a window in which the

panes of glass are set.

Bash, (sash) r. ft, To furnish with Bashes or frames for

glass;—to dress with a sash :—imp. & pp. sashed;

/'/"'■ lashing.

Sasin, (sas'in) n. A kind of antelope found in India,

remarkable for its swiftness

and beauty.

Saline, (sa'sCn) n. [V. sai-

sine.] In It'iv, act of convey

ing or giving possession of

feudal property ; infeft-

ment;—also, the instrument

or deed of conveyance.

Sassafras, (saa'a-fras) n. [L.

saxifraga (sc. htrba), from

saxum, rock, stone, and

frangtre, to break. J A tree

of the laurel family whose

bark has an aromatic smell

and taste,

 

Basin.

""-itan, (sii'tan) n. [H. sdtdii, an adversary, A. shatana,

bo adverse.] The grand adversary of man ; the

(ta-tan'ik) a. Having the qualities of Satan;

lug Satan ; devilish ; infernal.

Satan ically. (*a~tan'ik-al-le) adr. In a Satanic

ner ; with the wicked and malicious spirit of Satan ;

diabolically.

Satchel, (sach'ei) n. [L. sactllus, diminutive of saeek «*,

sack, bag.] A little sack or bag;—a school-dot's bag.

Sate, (sat) v. t. [Ger. satian, L. satiarr.] To satisfy the

desire or appetite of ; glut ; surfeit :—imp. & pp.

sated; ppr. sating. (insatiable.

Sateless, (sat'les) a. Not capable of being satisfied ;

Satellite, (sat'el-lit) n. [L. saMUs, saUltitis.) A small

planet revolving round another ; a moon ;—an obse

quious dependent or follower. [fied.

Satiable, (sa'she-a-bl) a. That may be satiated or aatis~

Satiate, (sa'she-at) v. t, [L. satiarr, satiatum, from sat,

*atu, enough.] To satisfy the appetite or desire of: to

feed to the full :—to till to repletion or loathing:

cloy: gorge; overfill; surfeit; glut:—imp. & pp. sati

ated ; ppr. satiating. [ed to satiety . glntted.

Satiate, (sa-she'at) a. [L. satiatus, pp. of satiare.) Fill-

Satiation, (sa-she-a'shun) n. State of being satiated.

Satiety, (sa-ti'e-te) h. [L. satietas. from sat, soft*,

enough.] The state of being satiated or glutted ; ful

ness of gratification even beyond desire ; repletion ;

surfeit.

Satin, (sat'in) n. [It. & L. seta, silk.] A glossy silk

cloth of a thick, close texture and overshot woof.

Satinet, (sat-in-et') n. [Prom satin.] A thin speciea of

satin;—a certain kind of cloth made of cotton warp

and woollen filling.

Satiny, (sat'in-e) a. Like or composed of satin.

Satire, (satlr) n. [F., L. rntira, satura, from satvr,

full, from sat, satis, enough.] A composition, gener

ally poetical, holding up vice or folly to reprobation :

an invective poem, essay, or discourse ;— keenness

and severity of remark; trenchant wit; sarcasm ;

irony ; ridicule ; humour.

Satirical, (sa-tir'ik-al) a. Belonging to, or conveying,

satire ; of the nature of Bat ire;—censorious; severe in

language; poignant; sarcastic; bitter; reproachful ;

abusive. [ner.

Satirically, (sa-tir'ik-al-le) act*. In a satirical man-

Satirist, (satirist) n. One who writes satire.

Satirize, (sat'ir-iz) r. t. To make the object of satire ;

to censure with keenness or severity :—imp. & pp.

satirized; ppr. satirizing.

Satisfaction, (sat-is-fak'Bhun)n, [T,. satis)actio.] The

act of pleasing to the full ; gratification of desire: com

plete enjoyment ;—state of mind arising from full

§ratification of wishes or possession of the object of

esire; contentment; repose of mind;—release from

a state of suspense, doubt, or uncertainty ; convic

tion : state of assurance : — that which answer* a

claim; amends: recompense : indemnification:—hence,

atonement;—payment; discharge, as of a debt. .'.■■.

—challenge or demand from a person who thinks

himself insulted or aggrieved by another, that they

should meet in fair fight or duel; also, readiness to

fight a duel with the challenger ;—the meeting or

duel.

Satisfactorily, (aat-is-fak'tor-e-le) adv. In a manner

to give satisfaction or content;—in a manner to im

press belief or conviction ; — agreeably ; — comfort

ably.

Satisfactorineu, (sat-is-fak'tor-e-nes) n. Quality ot

condition of being satisfactory or giving satisfaction.

Satisfactory, (sat-is-fak'tor-e) a. Giving or producing

satisfaction ; yielding content ; — making ameuda, in

demnification, or recompense ;—atoning ;—agreeable:

pleasing to both parties.

Satisfy, (sat'is-f i) ff. t. [L. tatisfactrt, from sat,

satis, enough, and facere, to make. J To gratify fully

the desire of ; to make content ;—to comply with the

rightful demands of; to answer or discharge, as a

claim, debt, legal demand, or the like;—to free frum

doubt, suspense, or uncertainty; to give assurance

to;—v. i. To give satisfaction or content;—to feed or
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supply to the full;—to make payment; to atone:—

imp. «& pp. satisfied; ppr. satisfying.

Sative, (aa'tiv) n. [L. screre, satv.m, to sow.] Sown

in gardens. [province.

Satrap, (satrap) n. [0. satrapis.) The governor of a

Satrapy, (sa'trap-e) n. The government or jurisdiction

of n satrap. [ated.

Saturable, (sat'ur-a-bl) a. Admitting of being satur-

Saturate, (sat'ur-ftt) v. t. [L. saturare, taturatum,

from xatvr, full of food.] To cause to become com

pletely penetrated, impregnated, or soaked :—imp. &

pp. saturated; ppr. saturating.

Saturation, (sat-ur-a'shun) n. [I* saturatio.] Act of

saturating or state of being saturated ; complete pene

tration or impregnation ;—in chemistry, the union of

one body by natui-.il affinity or attraction with an

other, till the receiving body can assimilate or con

tain no more ; or the solution of a body in a solvent,

until the solvent can absorb or neutralize no more

of it.

Saturday, (sat'ur-da) n. [A.-S. Sdtcrndag, Saturn's

day.] The seventh or last day of the week.

Saturn, (sat'urn)n. fL. Saturnii*.] One of the oldest

and principal deities, the father of Jupiter i—one of

the planets of the solar system, next in magnitude

to Jupiter, but more remote from the sun;—in ckemis-

t ry, lead ;—in heraldry, the black colour used to blazon

the arms of sovereign princes.

Saturnalia, { sat-ur-naie-a ) n. pi [L.] Among the

Romans, the festival of Saturn, celebrated as a ,

period of unrestrained license and merriment for all j

classes ;—hence, a period or occasion of general license

or excels.

Saturaalian, ( aat-ur-nale-an ) a. Pertaining to the

Saturnalia;—of unrestrained and intemperate jollity;

riotously merry.

Saturnian, (sat-ur'ne-aii) a. [L. Satumius.] Pertain-

log to the epoch of Saturn and his mild beneficent .

reign;—primitive; golden; distinguished for sim

plicity, purity, and peacefnlnesa.

saturnine, (sat'ur-nin) a. [F. saturnien.] Born!

under the influence of the planet Saturn ;—hence, not

readily susceptible of excitement ; phlegmatic ; dull ; I

heavy; grave.

Satyr, (sat'er, sa'ter) n. [Tj. satyrus, 0. saturos.) One

of a class of sylvan deities, represented as monsters, j

part man and part goat, and characterized by riotous

merriment and lasciviousneBS.

Satyric, (sa-tirik) a. Pertaining to satyrs.

Sauce, (saus) n. [F. sauce, from L. saisus, salted, salt]

A mixture or composition to be eaten with food for

improving its relish.

Sauce, (saus) v.t. To accompany with something in

tended to give a higher relish ;— to give zest, flavour,

or interest to;—to be impudent or saucy to :—imp. &

pp. sauced ; ppr. saucing.

Sauce-boat, (saus'bot) v. China or earthenware dish in

which sauce is served .it table.

Sauce-pan, (saus'pan) w. A small metallic pot, more

broad than deep, with a long handle, used for frying

and stewing.

Saucer, (saus'er) n. [F. #auci>rr.] Formerly a round

basin in which sauce was serve) at table;—small, round,

flat, china dish in which a tea-cup or coffee-cup is set.

Saucily, (saus'e-Ie)rtrfv. In asaucy manner; impudently.

Bauciness, (saus'e-nes) n. Quality of being saucy ; im

pudence; impertinence; petulance; insolence.

Saucy, (Asus'e) a. [Eng. sauce, from L. saltv*, salt,

sharp.] Bold to excess ;—pert ; petulant; impudent ;

insolent to superiors, especially in language ;—for

ward; awn uiing ;—expressive of impudence, as a look.

Siugh, (saiuli) n. Willow. [Scot.]

Saunter, (sai/ter) *. A loitering walk ; a stroll ;—a

road or place for sauntering ;—idle occupation ; waste

of time.

Saunter, (san'tjr) v. i. [F. sainte tare, the holy land,

from idle people who roved about the country and

asked charity under pretence of going & la sainte terre,

to the holy land.] To wander about idly; to lounge;

to stroll; roam; ramble;—imp. ii pp. sauntered; ppr.

sauntering, [tiers about idly.

Saunterer, (san'ter-er) n. One who saunters or wan-

Sauntering, (san'ter-ing) n. Act or habit of wandering

about ; walking lazily or loitering.

Saurian, (saw're-aii) a. [G. sauros, a lizard.] Per

taining to or of the nature of a saurian.

Saurian, (saw're-an) n. An animal of the order of rep

tiles which includes all that are covered with scales

and have four legs, as the lizard, alligator, &c

Sauroid, ( aaw'roid ) n. [G. sauros, a lizard, and etdos,

form.] A large fossil fish resembling the saurians,

found in the carboniferous and secondary formations.

Sausage, (saus'aj) n. [F. saudssc, L. salsicia, from

sauce.) An article of food made of meat minced and

highly seasoned, and inclosed in a cylindrical skin—

usually the intestine of an animal

Sauterne, (so-tern') n. A kind of French wine.

Savable, (slv'a-bl) a. [From kiiy.] Capable of being

saved.

Savableneat, (saVa-bl-nes) n. Capability of being

saved.

Savage, (sav'aj) a. [O. Eng. salvage, F. sauvage, from

L. silvaticus, belonging to a wood, wild, from silva, a

wood.] Pertaining to the forest ; remote from human

residence and improvement;—wild; untamed;—un

civilized; unpolished;—cruel; inhuman ; fierce ; bar

barous ;—colloquially, enraged ; irritated

Savage, (sav'aj) n. A human being in his native state

of rudeness ; — a man of extreme, unfeeling, brutal

cruelty ; a barbarian. [inhumanly.

Savagely, (sav'aj-le) adv. In a savage manner; cruelly;

Savageness, (sav'aj-nes) n. State or quality of being

savage.

Savagery, (sav'aj-re) n. State or condition of being

savage ; a wild, uncultivated condition ; barbarism ;—

an act of cruelty ; barbarity.

Savanna, (sav-an'na) n. [Sp. savana, L. sabanum.)

An extensive open plain or meadow, or a plain destitute

of trees and covered with grass.

Savant, (sa-vang/) n. [F., from savoir, to know, L.

sapere.] A man of learning ; one versed in literature

or science.

Save, (sav) r. t. [L. salvare, from salvus, saved, safe.]

To make safe ; to preserve from injury, destruction, or

evil of any kind ;—to keep from being spent or lost ;

to lay up ;—to insure against ; to spare ;—to hinder

from occurring ; to prevent ;—to catch ; to be in time

for;—to preserve from eternal death ; to rescue from

final condemnation and perdition ;—to keep in temp

tation ; to deliver from the dominion, power, and

pollution of sin ;—to keep up ; to maintain, as ap

pearances ;—to keep out of account ; to except ;—r. i.

To hinder expense ; to be economical ;—imp. & pp.

saved; ppr. saving.

Save, (aav) prep. Except ; excepting ; not including.

Save-all, (siiv'awl) n. [From save and all.) Any con

trivance intended to prevent waste or loss.

Saver, (sav'cr) n. One who saves, preserves, or rescues;

—one frugal in expenses ; an economist.

Savin, (savin) n. [L. satrina.] An ever-green tree or

shrub of the genus Junipenu, with dark-coloured

foliage and producing small berries.

Saving, (saving) a. Avoiding unnecessary expenses;

frugal ; economical ; — incurring no loss, though not

gainful ; — securing everlasting salvation ; delivering

from sin ; sustaining, as grace.

Saving, (saving) ppr., but used as a prep. With the

exception of; in favour of; excepting.

Saving, (saVing) n. Exception ; reservation ;—escaj>e

from expense; something preserved from being spent ;

—economy in expenditure; frugality ; — pi., money

laid by; sums saved by frugality or parsimony ; earn-
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ings or gains Accumulated from day to day by industry

and carefulness.

Savingly, (sav'ing-le) adv. With frugality or econ

omy ; so as to be finally saved from eternal death.

Savin gn ess. (sav'ing-nes) m. Frugality; pntaMM :—

tendency to promote and secure the salvation of the

souL

Savings-bank, ( savings -bangk ) n. A bank in which

small savings or earnings are deposited and put to in

terest.

Saviour, (sftr/y(r)n. f L. talrator, from aalvare, to save.]

One who saves or delivers from destruction or danger ;

—specifically, Jesus Christ, the Redeemer.

Savour, ( s&'vur ) n. [L. sapor, from sapere, to taste,

savour.] Quality affecting the organs of taste or smell;

—taste; odour;—that which pleases or stimulates the

bodily appetite; relish; rich or high flavour;— in

Scripture, character ; reputation ;—cause ; occasion.

Savour, (sa'vur) v. i. To have a particular smell or

taste ;—to partake of the quality or nature of ;—to re

semble ;—to betoken by similarity of taste or odour;

—to have the appearance or intellectual taste of ; to

indicate the presence or influence of :—v. t. To like;

to taste or smell with pleasure , to relish ;—to delight

in; to favour.

Savounly. (sa'vur-e-le) adv. In s savoury manner; with

taste or appetite ;—with an agreeable relish, pleasing

taste, or smell. (being savoury.

Savouriness, (sil'vur-e-nes) n. Quality or condition of

Savourless, (sa'vur-les) a. Having no savour; insipid.

Savoury, (sa'vur-e) a. Having savour or relish ; pleas

ing to the organs of taste or smell.

Savoy, (sa-voy*) n. A variety of the common cabbage

having curled leaves, much cultivated for winter use.

Saw, (saw) n. [A.-S. sage, F. sei«, tier, toga.] An in

strument for cutting, consisting of a thin blade or

plate of steel, with a series of sharp teeth on one edge.

Circular-saw, a disk of steel with saw-teeth upon its

periphery, and revolved on an arbour.

Saw, (saw) v. t. [Ger. sage, allied to L. secare, to cut.]

To cut or separate with a saw;—to form by cutting

with a saw;—v.i. To use a saw; to practise sawing;

—to cut with a saw ;—to be cut with a saw :—imp.

tawed; pp. sawed or sawn; ppr. sawing.

Saw, (saw) n. [A.-S. sac, Ger. Back.) A saying; sen

tence ; maxim ; proverb.

Sawdust, (saw'dust) n. Dust or small fragments of

wood, stone, or other material, made by the attrition

of a saw.

Baw-flle, (saw'fil) n, A three-cornered file, used for

sharpening saw-teeth.

Saw-fish, (saw'flsh) n. A cartilaginous fish of the genus

Pristis, allied to the sharks and

the rays. It has the upper jaw

prolonged into a long beak or

snout, with teeth arranged along

both edges.

Saw-mill, (saw'mil) n. A mill

for sawing timber or marble, Ac

Saw-pit, (saw'pit) n. A pit over

which Umber is sawed by two

men, one standing below the tim

ber and the other above.

Sawyer, (saw'yer) n. [From saw, like lawyer from

late, and bowyer from bow.] One who saws timber

into planks or boards, or wood for fuel;—a tree which,

having fallen into a stream, lies fast by the roots, with

its branches rocking above and below the surface of

the water like the motion of a saw. [Amer,]

Saxatile, (saks'a-til) a. [L. saxum, a rock.] Pertaining

to rocks ; growing on or dwelling in rocks.

Saxifrage, (miks't'-fraj) w. [L. sajci/rapa, from saxum,

rock, and frangere, to break.] A plant which em

braces many species, mostly hardy herbs, growing

natmally on or among rocks;—a medicine used as a

specific lor dissolving stone in the bladder.

 

naw-oaii.

Saxifragous, (saks-ifra-gus) a. Dissolving stone ;

especially, dissolving stone in the bladder.

Saxon, (sakVun) n. [A. -s. Seaxtt, Seaxan, from »-r -. a

knife, a short sword, a dagger.} One of a people who

formerly dwelt in the northern part of Germany, sum!

who invaded and conquered England in the 5th ard

Oth centuries; an Anglo-Saxon ;—a native of Saxony:

—the language of the Saxons ; Anglo-Saxon.

Saxon, (saks'un) a. Pertaining to the Saxons, to th^ir

country, or to their language; Anglo-Saxon;—af or

pertaining to Saxony or its inhabitants.

Saxon ism, (saks'un-izm) a. An idiom of the Saxon

language. [tooI

Saxony, (sakVun-e) n. A fine cloth made of Saxony

Say, (sa) r. t. [A.-S. Morgan, Ger. sagen, Icel. *'.'"" .]

To utter in words ; to tell ; to speak ;—to repeat ; to

rehearse ; to recite ;—to announce, as a decision or

opinion ;—hence, to be sure about;—to confess; to

testify ;—to allege by way of argument ; to assert ;—

to utter in reply ; to answer;—to pronounce without

singing or chanting :—imp. & pp. said; ppr. saying;.

Say, (so) n. A speech; something said.

Say, (sa) *. [F. soic.) A thin silk;—a kind of serge

used for linings, aprons, Ac.

Say, (sa) r. t. To attempt ; to try ;—to assay.

Say, (sa) n. Trial ; assay ;—proof by trial

Saying, (sa'ing) n. A verbal utterance ; spoken or

written expression of thought ; declaration of senti

ments ; an expression ; especially, a proverbial ex

pression ; adage ; maxim ; proverb; by-word.

Scab, (skab) ii. [A. -8. seabb, L. scabiest Go. tlnfxtn-}

An incrustation over a sore or wound ,—a contagious

disease of sheep ;—the mange or itch among horses ;

— a mean, low fellow.

Scabbard, (skab'ard) n. [O. Eng. scauberk, Go. bair-

gan, to conceal, Icel. tkalpr, scabbard.] The cape in

which the blade of a sword, Ac, is kept; a sheath.

Scabbard, (skab'ard) v. t. To sheathe ; to put in a

scabbard or sheath.

Scabbed, (skab'ed) a. Abounding with scabs ; diseased

with scabs;—hence, mean; paltry; vile; worthless.

Scabbedneu, (skab'ed-nee) n. The state of being

scabbed. [scabby.

Bcabbiness, (sksbVnes) n. State or quality of being

Scabby, (skaVe} a. Affected with scabs; full of scabs ;

—diseased with the scab or mange : mangy.

Scabious, (ska'be-us^ a. [L. senbiosus, from Menhir*,

the scab.] Consisting of scabs; rough; itchy; leprous.

Scabrous, (ska'brus) ft. [L. scabrorus, from scaber,

rough.] Having hard, short, rigid points; rough;

rugged ;—harsh ; unmusical. [uess.

Scabrousness, (ska/hrus-nee) n. Roughness ; rugged-

Scaffold, (skaf old) n. [F, tschafaud, Ger. sckafol.

It. scajfale, eatafalco.] A temporary gallery erected

for exhibitions or shows, and for the convenience of

spectators;—a temporary structure of timber, board*,

&c., for supporting workmen and the materials in

building, Ac.;—especially, a stage or elevated plat

form for the execution of a criminal.

Scaffold, (skaf'old) v. t. To furnish with a scaffold ;—to

prop up ; to support ;—imp. & pp. scaffolded ; ppr.

scaffolding. [place of public exhibition.

Soaffoldage, (skaf'old-aj) n. A gallery in a theatre or

Scaffolding, (skaf'old-ing) n. A frame or structure for

temporary support ; a scaffold ;—materials for scaf

folds, [dish colour.

Scaglia, (skarye-a) n. [It] A variety of chalk of a ral-

Scagliola, (skal-ye-6'la) n. [It. scagliuota, diminutive

of scaglia, a scale, shell, chip of stone.] An imitation

of marble, formed by studding the surface of a

substratum of gypsum mixed with glue, with splinters

of stone of different colours, and then polishing it.

Scalable, (skalVbl) a. Capable of being scaled.

Scalane, (skn-lftd') v. [F.) A storm or assault on a

besieged place with ladders to mount the walla ; an

escalade.

j
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Scald, (skawld) v. t. [F. eckauder, Norm. F. eschalder,

It. scaldart, from L. caltre, to be warm.] To burn

with hot liquid;—to expose to a boiling or violent

heat over a fire, or in water or other liquor :—imp.

& pp. scalded ; ppr. scalding.

Scald, (skawld) n. A burn or injury to the skin and

flesh by some hot liquid or by steam.

Scald, (skawld) n. [Originally scall.] Bcurf on the

head ; scab.

Scald, (skawld} n. [led. skdld, Ger. skahle.) A

reciter and singer of heroic poems, eulogies, Ac,

among the Norsemen.

Scalded, (skawld'ed) a. Burned or injured by boiling

liquor, steam, Ac ;—exposed to a boiling heat in

water.

Scaldic, (skawld'ik) a. Pertaining to the scalds or

poeta of the ancient Scandinavian nationa

Scale, (skfil) n, [A.-S. scdlu, scedlu, dish of a balance,

balance, Icel. nidi, balance.] The dish of a balance ;

hence, the balance itself; an instrument or machine

for neighing—chiefly in the plural.

Scale, (skal) n. [A -8. scealu, scalu, a shell, parings.]

One of the small, thin, membranous or bony pieces

which form the covering of many fishes and reptiles;

—hence, any thin layer or leaf of metal or other

material.

Scale, (skal) «. f'L. scala.] A ladder; series of steps ;

—act of mounting or storming a place by ladders ;

escalade ; — a mathematical instrument of brass or

wood marked by lines or degrees at regular inter

vals ;—rule ; measure ;—in music, gamut, or gradu

ating series of all the tones, ascending or descending

from the key-tone to its octave ;—hence, gradation ;

scheme of comparative rank or order ; — relative

dimensions without difference in proportion of parts.

Scale, (skal) v. t. [ L. scala.) To climb by a ladder, or

as if by a ladder ; to clamber up. [From scale, a bal-

ance.] To measure; weigh; compare. [From scale,

the covering of a fish.] To strip or clear of scales;

—to take off in thin layers or scales ;—to spread, as

manure. [Scot.]—v.i. To separate and come off in

thin layers or laminae:—imp. & pp. sealed; ppr.

scaling. [balance.

Scale-beam, (skaTbem) n. The lever or beam of a

Scaled, (skald) a. Having scales like a fish; squamous.

Scaleless, (skal'lea) a. Destitute of scales.

Scalene, (eka-lenO <?. [L. scalenus, G. skalinos.) Hav

ing the sides and angles unequal—said of a triangle.

Scalene, (ska-lcn') n, A triangle having its sides and

angles unequal.

Scalenohedron, (akul-nd-he'dron) n. [G.

skalinos, uneven, and hedra, seat, base.]

A pyramidal form under the rhombohe-

dral system, in which the pyramids are

six-sided, and the faces are scalene tri

angles.

Scaler, (skal'er) v. One who scales.

Scalincss, (skal'e-nes) a. [From scaly.)

The state of being scaly ; roughness. Scalene tri-

Scaling-ladder, (skal 'ing- lad -der) n. angle.

Ladder made for enabling troops to scale or mount

a wall, Arc. , in storming a besieged place.

Scall, (skal) a. Scab ; scabbiness ; leprosy.

Scallop, (skorup) n. [Norm. F. escallop.] A marine

shell-fish or bivalve mollusc,

often used for food—the shell

being abundant on the shores

of Palestine was formerly worn

by pilgrims as a mark that

they had been to the holy

land ;—a curving of the edge

of any thing, like the segment

of a circle;—a kind of dish

for baking oystei* in ;—also

scotlop. Scnllop-fhell.

Scallop, (skul'up) r. (. To mark or cut the edge or

 

 

border of into segments of circles;—to cook in the

shell, as oysters :—imp. at pp. scalloped; ppr. scallop

ing.

Scalloped, (skol'upt) a. Made or done with or in a

scallop ;—having the edge or border cut or marked

with segments of circles.

Scalp, (skalp) ». [D. shclp, schulp, a skull.] Skull;

cranium ; bones that inclose the brain ; brain-pan.

[Syr. & A. haleph, L. scaiptre, to peel, cut, carve.]

That part of the integument of the head usually

covered with hair ; hence, the skin of the head or a

part of it, with the hair torn off by North American

Indian warriors as a token of victory.

Scalp, (skalp) v. t. To deprive of the scalp or in

teguments of the head S—imp. at pp. scalped ; ppr.

scalping.

Scalpel, (skal'pel) n. [L. scalpellum, diminutive of

scalprum.] A knife used in anatomical dissections

and surgical operations.

Bcalping-knife, (skalp'ing-nif) n. A knife used by the

red Indians for scalping their enemies.

Scaly, (skal'e) a. Covered or abounding with scales ;

rough ;—resembling scales, laminae, or layers;—mean;

scabby,

Scamble, (skam/bl) v. i. [D. schampelcn, to deviate, to

slip, schampen, to go away, escape.] To stir quick ;

to be busy ; to scramble ; to be awkward ;—v. t. To

mangle ; to maul.

Scamblingly, (skam'bling-le) adv. With turbulence

and noise ; with bold intrusiveness.

Scammony, (skam'un-e) n. [L. scammonia.) A plant

of the genus Convolvulus, growing abundantly in

Syria, and used extensively as an ingredient in purga

tive medicines, as Colocynth pills, Are. ;—the inspis

sated sap obtained from it, having a blackish-gray

colour, a nauseous smell, and a bitter and acrid taste.

Scamp, (skamp) n. A great rascal ; a scoundrel ; a

mean villain.

Scamper, (skam'per) v. i. [D. schampen. It. scamparet

F. escampcr, to escape.] To run with speed ; to

hasten escape i imp, & pp. scampered ; ppr. scamper

ing.

Scamper, (skam'per) n. A run ; a hasty flight.

Scampish, (skanir/ish) o. Knavish ; like a scamp ;

scoundrelly.

Scan, (skan) r. /. [L. scandere, to climb, to scan.] To

mount by steps ; specifically, to go through with, as

a verse, marking and distinguishing the feet of which

it is composed ;—to go over and examine point by

point ; to scrutinize : — imp. at pp. scanned ; nj ?r.

soalining.

Scandal, (skan'dal) n. [L. scandahtm, G. skawdalon.]

Reproach or reprobation called forth by what is re

garded na wrong, heinous, or flagrant ; imputed dis

grace ;—reproachful aspersion ; defamatory speech or

report ; detraction ; slander ; calumny ; reproach ;

shame; disgrace.

Scandalize, (skan'dal-iz) v. /. To give offence to ; to

excite the reprobation of ;—to reproach; to defame;

disgrace; vilify; traduce :—imp. & pp. scandalized;

ppr. scandalizing.

Scandalous, (skan'dal-us) a. Giving offence ; exciting

reprobation ; —disgraceful to reputation ; bringing

shame or infamy;—defamatory; libellous; disgrace

ful; base; shameful.

Scandalously, (skan'dal-us-le) adv. In a manner to

give offence; shamefully; censoriously; opprobriously.

Scandalousness, (skan'dal-us-iies) n. Quality of being

scandalous, disgraceful, or of giving public offence.

Scandent, (skan'deut) a. [L. scandenst ppr. of scan-

dere, to climb.] Climbing, either with spiral tendrils

for support, or by adhesive fibres, as a stalk.

Scanning, (skan'ing) n. Act of looking on, examin

ing, or measuring with a critical eye ;—act of measur

ing verse or lines of poetry with regard to the number

of foot, and the length or quantity of the syllables in
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each foot ;—also, act of reciting Terse, ao as to dis

tinguish syllables and feet.

Scansion, (skanshun) n. [L. acansio, from scandert,

to climb.] The act of scanning.

Scansores, (skan-ad'rez) n. pi. [L. scandere, to climb.]

A genua of birds having the toes arranged in pairs to

facilitate climbing and perching, as the wood-peckers,

parrots, &c. [climbing.

Scansorial, (skan-so're-al) a. Climbing or adapted for

Scant, (skant) v. t. [Dan. skaanet, tJcaaner, to fcpare.)

To stint ; to limit ;—to make small, narrow, or

scanty ;—v. i. To fail or become less : — imp. & pp.

scanted; ppr. acanting.

Scant, (skant) a. Scarcely sufficient; less than is

wanted for the purpose ; bare ; narrow;—parsimoni

ous ; saving or sparing.

Scant, (skant) adv. Scarcely ; hardly; not quite.

Scantily, (skant'e-le) adv. In a scanty manner; not

fully or plentifully ;—sparingly ; niggardly.

Scantiness, (skant e-nes) n. Quality or condition of

being scanty; narrowness; want of sufficiency ; bare

ness ; scarcity.

Scantling, (skant'iing) n. [F. ichantillon, a sample,

side, piece.] A pattern; a quantity cut or made for a

particular purpose- ;— a certain proportion ;—a amall

quantity ;—in carpentry, the dimensions of a piece

of timber in breadth and thickness;—a piece of tim

ber sawed or cut of a small aire, as for studs, rails,

&c. [ing scant

Scantness, (skant'nes) n. Condition or quality of be-

Scanty, (skant'e) a. [From scant.] Wanting ampli

tude or extent ;—narrow ; small ;—poor ; bare ; not

abundant for use or necessity ; hardly sufficient ;—

sparing ; niggardly. [poetry.

Scape, (skip) v. t. or t. To escape—used only in

Scape, (akap) n. Escape ; flight from hurt or danger ;

—means of escape ; evasion;—loose act; freak ; esca

pade.

Scape-goat, (nkap'got) n. In the Mosaic ritual, a goat

upon whose head were symbolically placed the sins

of the people, after which he was Buffered to escape

into the wilderness. [fellow.

Scapegrace, (skap'gras) n. A graceless, hair-brained

Scapement, (skap'ment) n. A kind of mechanism for

transmitting the motive power in a clook or watch to

the pendulum or balance-wheel; escapement.

Scape-wheel, (skapOiwel) n. The wheel in an escape

ment, as of a clock, which drives the pendulum, and

into the teeth of which the pallet plays.

Scaphoid, (skafoid) a. [0. skaphf, a boat, and eidos,

likeness. J Resembling a boat in form.

Scapula, (skap'u-la) n. [L.) The shoulder-blade.

Scapular, (skap'u-lar) a. [L. gcapularis, from scapula.]

Pertaining to the shoulder or to the scapula.

Scapular, ^skap'u-lar) n, A part of the habit of cer

tain religious orders in the Roman Catholic Church,

consisting of two bands of woollen stuff worn over

the gown, of which one crosses the back or shoul

ders, and the other the stomach.

Boar, (skar) n. [Norm. F. escarre, O. esehara, Dan.

skar, a notch.] A mark remaining after a wound or

ulcer is healed ; a cicatrix; a blemish;—a bare and

broken place on the side of a mountain, or in the

high bank of a river;—a cliff or precipice of broken

rock. [pp. scarred ; ppr. scarring.

Scar, (skar) v. ' . To mark wi th a scar or scars:—imp. &

Scarabsus, ( skar-a-bs'us ) n. [L | A genus of cole*

opterous insects, of which the beetle is the typo.

Scaramouch, (skar'a-monch) n. (8p. escaramuza, a

skirmish, It. searamvecio.] A buffoon or clown in

motley dress; a personage in the old Italian comedy

characterized by great boastfulness and poltroonery ;

—hence, a person of like characteristics.

Scarce, (skars) a. [Norm. F. eschars. It. teavso, D.

scAoarsrA, perhaps from L. excerptus, pp. of excerpere,

to contract, to shorten.] Not plentiful or abun

dant ; not easily to be procured :—few in number or

scattered ; infrequent ; deficient ; uncommon ; un

usual.

Scarcely, (skAnrle) adv. With difficulty; hardly; seant-

ly ; barely ; but just ;—also written scarce.

Scarcity, (skars'e-te) n. Condition of being scarce:

deficiency ; lack ; want ; penury; dearth ;—rareness ;

rarity ; infrequency :—also written srareenea*.

Scare, (skar) v. t. (Icel. skirra, to drive away, tirixrr,

fleeing.] To terrify suddenly ; to make afraid;

affright; alarm; terrify:—imp. & pp. soared; ppr.

scaring.

Scarecrow, (skaxTtrn) n. Any thing set up to frighten

crows or other fowls from cornfields ;—hence, any

thing terrifying without danger ; a vain terror ;—a

miserable looking person.

Scarf, (skarf) n. [ F. eeharpe, A.-8. scrar/. & frag

ment, a strip cut off. ] A light article of dress worn

loosely over the shoulders or about the neck ;—sv ihia

shawl

Scarf, (skarf) r. (. To throw loosely on ; to put on

like a scarf [Ger. scharben, to notch, indent.] Tr»

cut a scarf on as for a joint in timber ; to laece ; to

unite two pieces of timber by letting the end of one

into the end of the other : — imp. & pp. scarfed ;

ppr. scarfing.

Scarf, (skarf) n. The part cut away from each at

two pieces of timber to be joined longitudinally, so

that the corresponding ends may fit together in as

even joint;—the joint so formed.

Scarfing, (skarf'ing) 11. Mode of joining two pieces et

timber longitudinally or end to end, by cuUior

equal portions off the thickness of each, but from

opposite sides, so that when brought together and

secured by bolts, the joint is of equal thickness aad

depth with the main pieces.

Scarf-skin, (skarfskin) n. The outer thin integument

of the body ; the cuticle ; the epidermis.

Scarification, (skar-e-fu-ka'shun)a. Incision of the sjfctl

with a lancet for the purpose of blood-letting;—in

dentistry, separating the gum from the tooth with a

lancet ;—act of scarifying with the cupping instru

ment.

Scarifier, (skar'e-fi-er) n. One who scarifies;—tbs

instrument used for scarifying ;—an iniplemeait i -

stirring and loosening the soil

Scarify, (skar'e-fi) r. t. [L. scarittcare, from G. stern

phasthai.] To scratch or cut the skin of; to make

small incisions in by means of a lancet or cupping

instrument:—to stir the surface soil of:—tvtp, k

pp. scarified ; ppr. scarifying. [let ferer

Scarlatina, (skar-la-te'na) n. [It. scarlattino.) Scar-

Scarless, fskar'les) a. Free from scars ; unwounded.

Scarlet, (sWlet) n. |L. searlatum, Turk. istrHei,

Per. saJcarldt] A bright red colour of many tints,

hues, and shades;—cloth of a scarlet colour.

Scarlet, (skarlet) a. Of the colour called scarlet ; of a

bright red colour. Scarlet fever, a oontagioua febriW

disease, characterized by inflammation of the fanes*

and a scarlet rash. [from cochineal

Scarlet-lake, (skarlet-lak) n. A red paint preparsd

Scarp, (skarp) a. [F. escarpe.] A perpendicular sr

nearly perpendicular slope ;—the interior slope of th*

ditch nearest the parapet.

Scarp, (skarp) v. t. To cut down perpendicularly cr

nearly so :—imp. & pp. scarped : ppr. scarping1.

Scarry, (skar'e) a. Marked with scars ; diafigurvd.

Scath, (skath) n. [A.-S. scedh. Go. skathis.) Dan-

age: injury; waste ; harm.

Scathe, (skath) v. f. To do harm to; to injure ; to

damage ; to waste ; to destroy :—imp. & pp. scathed :

ppr. scathing. [strnctive.

Scathful, (skath' fool) a. Injurious; harmful: de-

Scathless, (skathles) a. Without waste or damage-

Scatter, (akat'er) v. I. [A.-S. sea tf.ran, allied to scarf-

dun, to shed, G. skedaein.) To strew about, ta
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sprinkle around ;—to cause to separate in different

directions; to disperse;—hence, to frustrate, disappoint,

and overthrow ;—to set or spread thinly, as seed ;—

to dissipate ; to waste ;— v. i. To be dispersed or dis

sipated :—imp. & pp. scattered ; ppr. scattering.

Scatter-brain, (skat'er-bran) n. A giddy or thoughtless

person.

Scattering, (ekat'er-ing) a. Act of dispersing or dis

tributing around ;—a sprinkling ; a little here and

there.

Scatteringly, (skat'er-ing-le) adv. In a scattered or

dispersed manner ; thinly ; loosely ; sparsely.

Scaur, (skaur) n. A precipitous bank or rock ; a scar.

Scavenger, (skav'en-jcr) w. [A.-S. sca/m, to shave,

to scrape. ] A person whose employment is to clean

the streets of a city, by scraping or sweeping, and

carrying off the filth.

Scene, (sen) n. [L. $cena, from O. *ktnf, a covered

place, a tent, a stage.] The structure on which a

spectacle or play is exhibited ; stage ;—one of the

slides, hangings, or other devices used to give an

appearance of reality to the action of a play ;—a

di vision or portion of a play subordinate to an act ;—

place, time, circumstances, &c. , in which any thing is

imagined to occur, or where the action of a story,

play, poem, or the like, is laid ;—an assemblage of ob

jects presented to the view at once ; spectacle ; show ;

exhibition ; view ; — a dramatic or striking exhi

bition of passionate feeling ; a pathetic interview or

the like ;—also, action, or course of action, done for

effect. [for theatres.

Scene-painter, (sen pant-er) n. One who paints scenes

Scenery, (sen'cr-e) n. The paintings and hangings re

presenting the scenes of a play ;—the representation

of the place, whether in-doors or out of doors, with

its accessories and surroundings, in which any action

is supposed to have occurred ;—the whole arrange

ment or disposition of the characters, actions, and

incidents in a work of fiction ;—the appearance of a

locality, or of the different objects seen in conjunc

tion in any particular locality ; the prominent points

or features of a landscape; also, the pictorial represen

tation of a landscape as accessories in historical,

genre, or portrait painting.

Scenic, (sen'ik) a. Pertaining to or of the nature of

scenery, especially the scenery of a theatre; theatri

cal ; dramatic :—also eeenieal.

Stenographic, (Ben-6-graf'ik) a. Pertaining to scen-

ograpby : drawn in perspective :—also ecenoaraphical.

Scenographically, (sen-o-graf'ik-al-le) adv. In a

sonographic manner ; in perspective.

Stenography, (aen-og'ra-fe) n. [Q. sktnl, scene, stage,

and grapliein, to write.] The representation of a

body on a perspective plane ; or a description of it,

in all its dimensions, as it appears to the eye.

Scent, (sent) r. (. [F. tentir, to feel, to smell, L. sen-

tire. \ To perceive by the olfactory organs ; to smell ;

—to imbue or fill with odour; to perfume:—imp.

& pp. scented ; ppr. scenting.

Scent, (sent) n. [From the verb.] Odour ; smell ;—

power of smelling ; sense of smell ;—chase followed

by the scent ; course of pursuit ; track.

Bcentful, (sent'fool) a. Odorous ; yielding much scent

or perfume ;—quick in .smell ; of keen scent.

Scentless, (sent'les) a. Having no scent: inodorous.

Sceptic, (Bkep'tik) n, [O. skeptikog, thoughtful, re

flective.] One who doubts or disbelieves ; one who

calls in question or denies any fact, truth, or doctrine;

—one who doubts the commonly received facts, prin

ciples, laws, or truths in philosophy or religion ;—a

Pyrrhonist ; one who denote the certainty of truth

or knowledge in the universe ;—one who doubts the

existence of God ; atheist ;—one who doubts the truth

of revelation, or the facts and doctrines of Christi

anity; unbeliever; rationalist.

Sceptical, (skep'tik-ol) a. Doubting; questioning;

disbelieving; denying the existence of God or the

truth of revelation;—suspicious; fond of raising

doubts or difficulties ; captious.

Sceptically, (skep'te-kal-e) adv. In a doubting man

ner ; with a disposition to doubt or disbelieve.

Scepticism, (skep'te-sizm) 71. Doubt ; unbelief ; in

fidelity ;—-act or habit of calling in question, dis

believing, or denying, as a fact, truth, or system of

doctrines ;—in metaphyaice, the doctrines or opinions

of the Pyrrhoniats, that nothing, even existence, is

demonstrably certain ; universal doubt ;—in theology,

doubt or denial of the being of God ; atheism ; de

nial of the truth of revelation or of the facts and

doctrines of Christianity.

Sceptre, (sep'ter) h. [P. eccptre, from G, Mkcptrov,

leaning-staff, from aieptein, in the middle

voice, to lean on.] A staff borne by kings on

state occasions as a badge of authority; a

royal mace ;—hence, royal power or authority.

Sceptre, (septer) »• (. To invest with royal

authority, or with the ensign of authority :—

imp. & pp. sceptred ; ppr. sceptring.

Schedule, (sed'ul) n. [L. achedula, diminutive

of scheda, G. schtdi, a tablet, leaf.] A written

or printed scroll of paper ; a document ; exptci- Seep-

ally, a smaller document attached to or form- tre.

ing part of the principal document, deed, bill, &c;

a supplementary clause ;—an official list or inventory

of goods and chattels. [to inventory.

Schedule, (sed'ul) v. t. To note and enter in a list ;

Schematism, (skem'a-tizni) n. [G. wchematitmoe, act of

forming or fashioning.] Particular form or disposi-

iton of a thing ; outline ; figure ; especially, combina

tion of the aspect of the heavenly bodies.

Scheme, (skem) n. [1.. tchema, G. echima, form,

plan.] A combination of things connected and ad

justed by design;—a system ; a phut;—a project; a

design ; a contrivance ; a plot ;—representation of the

aspects of the heavenly bodies ;—any lineal or mathe

matical diagram ; horoscope.

Scheme, (skem) v. t. To plan ; to contrive ; to project ;

—v. t. To form a plan or project ; to contrive:—imp.

»V pp. scheme d ; ppr. scheming, [trives.

Schemer, (skein er) n. One who schemes or con-

Scheming, (skCm'ing) n. Act of planning or contriv

ing ;— intriguing; plotting.

Schemingly, (skem'ing-le) adv. By scheming or con-

'triving ;—by intrigue or cunning; artfully.

Scherzo, (skerV>X [It] A light, lively movement or

part of a sonata or symphony.

Schism, (sixni) n. [L., G. aehitma, from tchizein, to

split.] Division vr separation ; epcciflcallv, perma

nent division or separation in a church or denomina

tion of Christians, occasioned by diversity of opinions

or other reason ;—among Episcopalian*, any separa

tion from their church.

Schismatic, (fciz-mat'ik) a. Pertaining to or implying

schism ; tending to schism :—also written tchitinati-

cal

Schismatic, (siz-mat'ik) ». One who separates from

an established church or other religious body on

account of a diversity of opinions.

Schismatically, (siz-mat'e-kal-e) adv. In a schis-

matical manner; with disposition or tendency to

divide the church.

Schist, (shist) n. [G. tchutoe, divided, from tchizein,

to divide.] A rock having a slaty structure.

Schistous, (shist'iu) a. Admitting of division by

natural cleavage into flags, slabs, or slates :—also

tehi»to$c;—achisto*c mica, mica slate.

Scholar, (skol'ar) n. [A.-S. ecoUre, P. /colter, from

L. tchola. ] One who attends a school ; one who

learns of a teacher; a pupil ;—a man of letters ;—

especially a man of erudition; one of high attain

ments in literature or philosophy ;—a man of books;

one who has theoretical, as distinguished from prac

2U
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tical knowledge ;— one who receives a learned or

college education ;—in English universities, one who

is entered on the foundation of a college, and re

ceives a portion of its revenues daring his academical

curriculum; a bursar;—one who learns easily; an

adept. [scholar :—also scholar-like.

Scholarly, (skol'ar-le) a. Like a scholar ; becoming a

Scholarship, (skorar-ship) n. Character and qualities

of a scholar; attainments in science or literature;—a

foundation for the support of a student.

Scholastic, (skd-las'tik) n. One who adheres to the

method or subtilties of the schools.

Scholastic, (skd-las'tik) a. [G. scholastiiros, from

scholi, leisure, a lecture, a school.] Pertaining to or

suiting a scholar, a school, or schools ;—pertaining

to the schoolmen or philosophers and divines of the

middle ages, who adopted the system of Arietotle,

and spent much time on points of nice and abstract

speculation ;—hence, pedantic ; formal

Scholastically, (skd-las tik-al-lo) «dr. In a scholastic

manner ; according to the niceties or method of the

schools.

Scholasticism, (ska-las' te-sixm} n. The method or

subtilties of the schools of philosophy; scholastic for

mality.

Scholiast, (skole-ast) n. [Q. scholiast'1*, from scholion,

a scholium.] A commentator or annotator.

Scholiastio, (skd-le-ast'ik) a. Pertaining to a scholiast

or his pursuits.

Scholium, (sko'le-um) n. [L. scholium, G. scholion.]

A marginal annotation : explanatory observation ;

note; comment;—usually a grammatical or philo

logical note ;—in mathematics, a remark or observation

subjoined to a demonstration.

School, (skool) n. 1 1., schola, from O. schol?, leisnro,

time given to literary studies, a school.] A house or

building for discipline and instruction; an institution

for any species of teaching and learning;—stato of

being instructed ; tuition : — time, hours, or exer

cises of instruction ;—the body of persons under

instruction ; pupils ; scholars ;—place of elementary

instruction ;—place of gratuitous instruction or found

ed by royal, public, or other grants;—plaoe for in

struction in classical literature, science, and other

branches of a higher education ;—a college ; a uni

versity;—one of the mediaeval seminaries for teaching

logic, metaphysics, and theology, which were charac

terized by academical disputations and subtilties of

reasoning;—the disciples or followers of a teacher;

a sect or denomination in philosophy, theology,

science, &c. ;—also, a system, habit, or practice, usu

ally with old or new.

School, (skool) n. [O. Eng. scull, from A.-S. *cc6l, a

multitude.] A shoal or compact body, as of fish.

School, (skool) v. t. To train in an institution of learn

ing;—to tutor; to chide and admonish :—imp. A pp.

schooled; ppr. schooling. [school.

School-boy, (skd61Tx>y) n. A boy who attends a

School-fellow, (skoul'fel-d) n. One bred at the same

school and at the same time as another.

School-girl, (sk661'ge.rl) n. Girl attending school.

School-house, (skoolnous) ft, A house appropriated

for the use of schools or for instruction.

Schooling;, (skoollng) n. Instruction in school ;

tuition ;—reproof ; reprimand ;—compensation for in

struction.

Schoolman, (skool'man) n. A university professor or

writer in the school or system of philosophy and

divinity prevalent in the middle ages: — a subtle

logician;—a dialectician; a writer or commentator

on scholastic philosophy or divinity.

Schoolmaster, (skool'mas-ter) n. A man who presides

over and teaches a school ; a male teacher or instruc

tor ;—that which disciplines or guides.

Schoolmistress, ( skool 'mie-trus ) n. A woman who

governs and teaches a school.

 

Schooner, (skoon'er) n, [D. schoner, A.-S. eeunian, to

avoid, shun.] A small, sharp-built

vessel, usually having two mast*,

with fore-and-aft sails.

Schorl, (shorl)n. [Sw. shtrl, Dan.

skior, brittle.] Black tourmaline.

Schottish, (shot-tea) ft, A danc%\

being a variation of the polka in

common time ; the music appro

priate to the dance:—also Sehot-

tische.

Sciagraphy, (si-ag'ra-fe) it. [Q. Schooner.

*i.\«, a shadow, and graphcin, to write.] The art

or science of projecting or delineating shadows mm

they fall in nature ; the art of dialling ;—in architec

ture, the profile or vertical section of a building.

Sciatic, (si-at'ik) n. (L. sciatica, from G. ischial,

pain in the loins, ischion, hip joint.] Neuralgia of

the sciatic nerve ;—a rheumatic affection of the hip

joint, or of the parts surrounding it. (hip.

Sciatic, (si-at'ik) a. Pertaining to or affecting the

Science, (si'ens) ft, [L. scientia, from scire, to know.]

Knowledge ; comprehension or understanding of the

truths or facts on any subject or department of in

quiry;—certain knowledge ; truth ascertained by ob

servation, experiment, and induction ; the whole

body of truths or facts known and believed respecting

mind and matter;—systematic arrangement of the

truths or facta known under classes or heads ;—in

duction of general laws or principles from particular

truths or facts ;—statement or embodiment of the

laws of mind or matter in definite terms or formulas;

—theoretical knowledge, as distinguished from practi

cal ;—knowledge of the principles and rules of inven

tion, construction, mechanism, Arc, as distinguished

from art ;—any art or species of knowledge, as op

posed to literature, or the knowledge of the rales and

modes of composition and style, as opposed to the

composition itself.

Scientific, (si-en -tif'ik) a. [L. scientia, science, and

facers, to make.] Agreeing with the rules or princi

ples of science;—producing certain knowledge, as a

demonstration ;—well instructed or versed in science.

Scientifically, (si-en-tif'ik-al-e) adv. In a scientific

manner ; according to the principles of science.

Scimitar, (sim'e-tar) «. [Turk.] A short sword with

a convex edge or recurved point:—also Cimeter.

Scintilla, (sin-tilla) n. |Lj A spark; a gleam; the

least particle ; an atom.

Scintillant, (sin'til-ant) o. fl,. scintitlans, ppr. of

scintitlare, to sparkle.] Emitting sjiarks or fine igne

ous particles ; sparkling.

Scintillate, (sin'til-at) v.i. [L. scintillnre, scintit-

latum, from scintilla, a spark.] To emit sparks

or fine igneous particles ; — to sparkle, as the fixed

stars :—imp. A pp. scintillated ; ppr. scintillating1.

Scintillation, (sin-til-a'shun) n. Act of emitting sparks

or of twinkling ;—a spark or igneous particle;—the

tremulous beam of light from the larger fixed stars.

Sciolism, (st'o-lizm) n. The knowledge of a sciolist;

superficial science.

Sciolist, (si'6-list) n. [L. sciolus, diminutive of scivs,

knowing, from scire, to know.] One who knows any

thing superficially : n smatterer.

Sciomachy. (ni-om'ak-e) n. [G. slia, a shadow, and

machf, battle.] A contest with shadows ; imaginary

or futile combat

Soiomancy, (si-om'an-se) n. [G. skia, a shadow, and

manteia, divination.] Divination by means of

shadows.

Scion, (si'on)tt. [Norm. F. from L. sexndere, to cut.]

A shoot or twig of a plant, especially when cut for

ingrafting in a stock;—a descendant ; an heir of noble

or royal lineage.

Scioptio, (si-op tik) a. [G. skia-, shadow, and opfijbet,

belonging to sight.] Of or pertaining to a certain
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optical arrangement for forming images in a darkened

room. Scioptie-batl, the lens of a camera obscura,

mounted in a wooden ball, which fits a socket in a

window shutter, bo as to be readily turned, like the

eye, to different parts of the landscape.

Scirrhoaity, (skir-ose-te) n. A morbid induration, as

of a gland. Idurated; knotty.

Scirrhous, (skir'us) a. Proceeding from scirrhus ; in-

Scirrhus, (skir'us) n. [L. scirrhus, O. skirroe.] An

indolent induration, particularly of the glands ;—a

hard, cancerous growth, which emits a creaking sound

when incised. [ous mechanical operations.

Scissel, (sis'el) n. Cuppings of metals made in vari-

Sciaslle, (eisTl) a, { L. sciasitu, from scindcre, to

cut, to split.] Capable of being cut or divided by a

sharp instrument.

Scission, (sizh'un) n. [L. scissio,- from scindcre, to

cut, to split.] Act of cutting or dividing by an edged

instrument.

Scissor, (siz'ur) v. t. To cut with scissors or shears.

Scissors, (siz'urz) n.pl. [L. scissor, one who cleaves

or divides, from scindere, to cut, split.] A cutting

instrument consisting of two cutting blades movable

on a pin in the centre ; small shears.

Scissure, (sizh'ur) n. [L. sci&sura, from scindcre, to

cut, split.] A longitudinal opening made by cut

ting ; a cleft ; a fissure.

Sclerema, (skle-re'ma) n. [G., from siliros, hard.]

Induration of the cellular tissue.

Sclerotic, (skle-rot'ik) a. Hard ; firm.

Sclerotic, (skle-rot'ik) n. The firm, white outer

coat of the eye.
Scobs, (skobz) v...* i }>;■!.&: pr, [L. scabs, from tcabcre,

to scrape.] Raspings of ivory, hartshorn, metals,

&c. ;—the dross of metals.

Scoff, (skof) r. t. (Icel. skuppa, to laugh at, Nors.

skaup, G. skoptein.) To show insolent ridicule, mock

ery, or contumelious language ;—v. t. To treat with

derision or scorn ; to mock at ; gibe ; jeor :—imp, &

pp. scoffed; ppr, scoffing.

Scoff, (skof) n. * Expression of scorn or contempt ; a

mock ; jeer.

Scoffer, (skofer) n. One who mocks or derides ; —

especially, who mocks at religion or morality; a

scorner. [scorning or ridiculing.

Scoffing, (skofing) n. Act of mocking or deriding ;

Scoffingly, (skofing-le) ad>\ In a scoffing maimer ; with

mockery or contempt ; in derision.

Scold, (skold) v.i. [D. sckelden, Ger. schelten.] To

find fault ; to chide sharply or coarsely ;—v. t. To

chide with rudeness and boisterous clamour ; to rate ;

to rebuke or reprove with severity : — imp. & pp.

scolded; ppr. scolding.

Bcold, (skold) n. One who scolds ; a rude, clamorous,

foul-mouthed woman ; a shrew ;—a scolding.

Scolding, (skold'ing) n. Act of chiding loudly and

rudely ; railing ; rating ; abusive language. Seolding-

matck, a contest between two female scolds.

Scollop, (skol'up) n. A kind of shell-fish ;—a pectin

ated shell ;—an indenting like those of a scollop shell.

Scollop, (skol'up) v. t. To form or cut with scollops.

Scomro, (skom) n. [G. tldnima.) A mock; jeer;

flout ;—a buffoon.

Sconce, (skons) «. (D. rchans,

leal skans, Ger. sehanzc] A

fortification ; a fort ; — a hel

met ; — the head ; the skull ;

and also, brains ; sense ; discre

tion;—a protection for a light;

hence, a fixed hanging or project

ing candlestick ; — the circular

tube, with a brim, In a candle

stick, into which the candle is in

serted ;—a mulct or fine.

Sconce, (skons) r. (. To punish by

fine; to mulct.

 

Scone, (skon) n. A thin, flat cake of barley meal or

flour. [Scot.]

Scoop, (skoop) ». [D. schop, Dan. skuffe, a shovel,

Ger. sckuppe.] A vessel with a long handle used to

raise or throw out water or other fluid ;—a small hol

low piece of wood for baling boats ;—small metallic

vessel without a handle used for lifting tea, sugar,

Ac, in small quantities to the weighing scale ;—a sort

of pan for holding coals in a room ; coal-skuttle ;—in

surgery, a spoon-shaped vessel used to extract certain

foreign bodies ; — a basin-like cavity J— a sweep ; a

stroke ; a swoop.

Scoop, (skoop) v. t. To take out with a scoop or with

a sweeping motion ;—to empty by lading ;—to make

hollow, as a scoop or dish ; to excavate :—imp. ft pp.

scooped ; ppr. scooping.

Scope, (skfip) n. [G. akopat, a mark, skopein, to view.]

That at which one aims ; the thing or end to which

the mind directs its view ;—room or opportunity for

free outlook or aim; amplitude of opportunity ; free

course or vent ;—length ; extent ; sweep ; object ; ten

dency ; drift.

Scopiform, (skop'e-form) a. [L. scopa, a broom,* and

forma, form.] Having the shape of a broom or besom.

Scorbutic, (Hkor-biYtik) a. [L. ecorbuticus, Ger. sdiwr-

bock, scurvy.] Pertaining to, resembling, or affected

with scurvy ;—also scorbutica!.

Bcorbutically, (skor-bu'tik-al-le) adv. In a scorbutic

manner ; with scurvy or a tendency to it.

Scorch, (skorch) v. t. [D. aehroeijen, shrooken.] To

burn superficially; to parch or shrivel by heat the

surface of;—to affect painfully with heat or as with

heat ;—v. t. To be burnt on the surface ; to be parched ;

to be dried up :—imp. & pp. scorched ; ppr. scorching.

Scorchingly, (skorch'ing-le) adv. In a scorching man

ner ; so as to parch or burn the surface.

Score, (skor) n. [ A.-S. acor, a notch, a score, from

sceran, to shear, cut, divide.] A notch or incision ;

especially, a mark made for the purpose of keeping

account of something ; a tally-mark ; — an account

or reckoning ;—amount of debt ; bill ;—reason ; mo

tive,—also, relative motive ; account; sake ;—the num

ber of twenty, as being marked off by a special score

or tally ;—the original and entire draught, or its

transcript, of a musical composition, with the parts

for the different instruments or voices.

Score, (skor) v.t. To mark with lines, scratches, or

notches;—to cut; to engrave ;—especially, to mark

with significant lines or notches, for keeping ac

count of something; — to set down ; to charge ;—to

write down, as music, in proper order and arrange

ment ;—v. t. To make or get marks by strokes or hits,

as in cricket, shooting, dec, ;—to mark a game won or

a number toward game :—imp. dt pp. scored; ppr.

scoring.

Scorer, ( skcVer ) n. One who or that which scores ;

—one who keeps account or reckoning; — one who

makes or runs up a score or number of marks, as in

cricket, die.; — a woodman's bill for marking and

numbering trees.

Scoria, (sko're-a) v. [L. from G. skor, dung, ordure.]

The recrement of metals in fusion ; slag ; dross ;—the

cellular, slaggy lavas of a volcano.

Scoriaceous, (sko-re-a'she-us) a. Pertaining to dross ;

partaking of the nature of scoria.

Scoriform, (sko're-form) a. [L. scoria, dross, am]

forma, form.] Like scoria ; in the form of dross.

Scorify, (sk&'re-f i) v. t. (L. scoria, dross, and facere,

to make. ] To reduce to scoria or drossy matter :—

imp. & pp. scorified ; ppr. scorifying.

Scorn, (skorn) a. [F. ^corner, to break off the horns,

to curtail, from L. ex, from, and cornu, a horn.]

Extreme and passionate contempt;—that which is

scorned ; an object of extreme disdain ; derision ; con

tumely.

Scorn, (skorn) r. t. To hold in extreme contempt ;—
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contemn ; despise ; slight : disdain ; disregard :—imp.

& pp. aeorned ; ppr. scorning.

Scorner, (skorn'er) a. One who scorns ; a contemner;

—a scoffer; a derider.

Scornful, (skorn'fool) o. Pull of scorn or contempt ;—

contemptuous ; disdainful ; contumelious ; Insolent.

Scornfully, (skorn'fool -le) adv. In a scornful manner ;

with contempt or contumely.

8cornfulneat, (skorn'fool-nee) n. The quality of being

soornfhl ; disdain ; insolent contempt.

Scorpion, (skor'pe-on) n, [L. acorpiot O. skorpios.] A

sort of spider having an elon

gated body, terminated by a

long, slender tail formed of

six joints, the last of which

terminates in a very acute

sting, which effuses a venom

ous liquid ;—a painful scourge ;

— the eighth sign of the zodiac, &m/fjf 1 1

which the sun enters about the <

23d day of October. Scorpion.

Scorae, (skors) »». [It. acona. Norm. F. eowmcfr.] A

oourse or manner of dealing ; barter ; exchange.

Scortatory, (skorta-tor-e) a. 1 1 .. scortari, to fornicate. ]

Pertaining to fornication or lewdness.

Scot, (skot) n. [A. -8. great, D. achot, P. ecot.) A por

tion of money assessed or paid; a tax or contribution;

a mulct; a fine. Scot aiCd tot, parish payments; as

sessment levied not according to the proper rating or

rental, but according to the tenant's means or ability

to pay.

Scot, (skot) n. A native or inhabitant of Scotland.

Scotch, (skoch) a. Of or pertaining to Scotland or its

inhabitants; Scottisli.

Scotch, (skoch) r. f. [Armor, aloaz, the shoulder,

akoazia, to prop.] To support, as a wheel, by placing

some obstacle to prevent its rolling. [Gael. sffoch, to

slit.] To chopoff abitof the bark, skin, or surface of ;

to wound superficially:—imp. & pp. scotched; jipr.

scotching.

Scotch, (skoch) n. A slight cut ; a shallow incision.

Scotchman, (skoch'man) n. A native or inhabitant of

Scotland ; a Scut ; a Scotsman.

Scot-free, (skot'fre) a. Free from ]wyment or soot ;

untaxed ;—hence, unhurt ; clear ; safe.

Bcotiat, (skot'ist) n. A follower of Duns Scotus, a

Franciscan monk and school divine.

Scotodinia, (sko-to-din'o-a) n. [O. alotos, darkness, and

ditto*, giddiness.] Giddiness with dim or imperfect

vision. [fish.

Scots, (skots) a. Of or pertaining to the Scotch ; Soot-

Scottioiam, (skote-sizm) h. An idiom or expression
i ■■■ ■■-. ! i.i i- to the natives of Scotland.

Scottish, (skot'ish) a. Pertaining to the inhabitants

of Scotland, or to their country or language.

Scoundrel, (skoun'drel) ft. [It. acondm-uole, one who

skulks duty, from h. abseondere, to hide.] A mean,

worthless fellow; a rascal; a base villain.

Scoundrel, (xkoun'drel) a. Low; base; mean; un

principled, [rascality.

Scoundrelism, (skoun'drel-izm) n. Baseness; turpitude;

Scour, (skonr) v.t. [A. -8. acUr, a scouring, D. schurtn,

to scour.] To rub hard with something rough for

the purpose of cleaning ; to cleanse from grease, dirt,

.':< : to bleach; to blanch ;—to polish ; to furbish;—

to purge violently ;—to pass swiftly over ; to range ;

to traverse thoroughly j—r. i. To clean any thing by

rubbing ;—to cleanse;—to be purged to excess ;—to

run with celerity ; to scamper ; to rove over ; to

range :—imp. A pp. scoured ; ppr. scouring;.

Scour, (skour) n. A kind of dysentery or diarrhoea in

cattle.

Scourer, (skour'er) n. One who or that which scours ;

—one who runs with speed;—a rough and strong

cathartic.

Scourge, (skurj) n. (F. cscourgtfr, It. scoreggai, from

J L. cem'ena, leather thong, strap.] A Uah ; a strap or

| cord ; especially, one used to inflict pain or punish

ment ; a whip ;—hence, a punishment, or a means of

inflicting punishment :—one who afflicts, harasee*. or

destroys ;—continued evil or calamity ; a pcatilencr .

plague; instrument of divine punishment;— a whip

for a top.

Scourge, (skurj) v.t. To whip severely; to laah ;—to

afflict for sins or faults, and with the purpose of cor

rection ; to chastise ; to punish :—imp. A pp. accurs

ed ; ppr. scourging.

Scourge r, (skurj^r) n. One who scourges or wtni'b«

Scouring. ( skour/ing ) a. Act of rubbing hard for

cleaning, polishing, Ac. ;—a cleansing from dirt, grease.

•Vr. ;—cleansing by purgation ;—looseness ; flux.

Scout, (skout) n. [r. trout, spy, from icoutcr, to listen,

to hear, L. auseultare, to near with attention.) A

person sent out to gain and bring in tidings of the

movements and condition of an enemy; a spy.

Scout, (skout) r. t. To spy out; to watch for ;■—to pass

over or through for the purpose of spring out; to

reconnoitre ;—to sneer at ; to treat with contempt :—

r. t. To act as a scout:—imp. & pp. scouted; ppr.

scouting. [to see.] A large, flat-bottomed boat.

Scow, (skow) n. [D. scAovtr, Ger. achavrx, to look.

Scowl, (skowl) t. i. [Ger. achielen, to sqnint, A_-&

te&leaged, scowl-eyed. 1 To wrinkle the brown, as in

frowning or displeasure;—hence, to look gloomy, dark,

or tempestuous:—r. t. To repel with sullen, gloomy

looks :—imp. & pp. scowled ; ppr. scowling.

Scowl, (skowl) n. The wrinkling of the brows in frown

ing .—hence, gloom ; dark or rude aspect.

Scowlingly, ( skowling-le) adv. In a scowling man

ner ; with a wrinkled, frowning aspect; with a sullen

look.

Scrabble, (skrabT) v.t, [Diminutive of scrape.] To

scrape, Pjsw, or scratch with the hands ; to scram Kle ;

~~v. t. To mark or write over with irregular lines or

letters; to scribble: — imp. & pp. scrabbled: ppr.

scrabbling.

Scrag, (skrag) v. [Contracted from Ir. and Gael.

scrabach, sfrrabach, rough, rugged.] Something thin

or lean with roughness ;—especiafiy", a neck piece of

meat. ["craggy ;—lean with roughness.

Scragged, (skraged) o. Rough with irregular points .

Scraggedness, (skraVed-nes) u. State or quality of

being scragged ;—leanness ;—roughness ; ragged n ess ;

- -also .•■■.•.■■■■■>■:,,■■■■■. [leanness and roughness.

Scraggily, (skragVle) adr. In a scraggy manner ; with

Scraggy, (skrage) a. Rough with irregular points ,

scragged ;—lean and rough.

Scramble, (skram'bl) v. t. [Diminutive of Prov. Eng.

seramb, to rake together with the hands, or rcmmpt

to suatch at.] To go on all-fours ; to clamber with

hands and knees ;—to struggle with others for some

thing thrown upon the ground :—imp & pp. scram

bled ; ppr. scrambling.

Scramble, (skram'bl) n. Act of scrambling: climbing

on all-fours or clambering j—act of jostling and push

ing for something desired.

Scrambler, (skram'bler) n. One who scrambles.

Scrambling, (skram'bling) a. Clambering with hands

and knees; catching at any object eagerly and without

ceremony.

Scramblingly, (skram'bling-]e) <•>'■■ In a scrambling

manner ; by catching or seizing eagerly.

Scrap, (skrap) n. [Eng. scrape.] Something scraped

off;—hence, a small piece; a bit; a fragment;—pi.

The skinny substance that remains after trying or

melting animal fat

Scrap-book, (Bkrap'bouk) n, A blank book in which

extracts cut from books and papers or prints and

engravings may be pasted and kept.

Scrape, (skrap) r.t. [A. -8. screpan, Icel. sl-rapa, to

crack, waver.] To rub the surface of with a sharp or

rough instrument ; to abrade ; to remove by rubbing
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or grating ; to clean or polish ; — to erase ; to ob

literate ; — to move or act on the surface with a grat

ing noise; — to draw or move the feet along the

floor, as a mark of disapprobation in public meetiugs;

—v. i. To nib over the surface of any thing with

something which roughens or removes it ; to make a

harsh, grating noise ;—hence, to play awkwardly and

inhartuoniously on a violin, &c, ;—to make an awkward

bow, with a drawing back of the foot:—imp. tz pp.

■craped; ppr. scraping.

Scrape, (strap) n. A rubbing over with something

harsh ; hence, the effect produced by rubbing, as of a

scraping instrument, of the foot, &a ;—an obsequious

bow ;—a difficulty ; awkward predicament ; a mess.

Scraper. (Bkrap'er) n. One who scrapes ;—a miser ;—a

poor or vile fiddler ;—instrument with which any

thing is scraped.

Scraping, (skrap'ing) ft. Something scraped off; that

which is separated from a substance, or is collected

by scraping, raking, or rubbing.

Scrat. (skrat) v.t. To scratch ;—v.t. To rake; to search.

Scratch, (skrach) v. t. [O. Eng. cratch, Ger. kratzm,

ritzen.] To rub and tear the surface of with some

thing sharp or ragged ; to dig or excavsjte with the

claws ;—to wound slightly; to mark or abrade the

skin; to tear with the nails;—v.t. To use the claws in

tearing or digging: — %mp. & pp. scratched; ppr.

scratching.

Scratch, (skrach) n. A break in the surface of a thing

made by scratching ; a slight incision ; a laceration

with the nails ; a slight tear of the skin ; a wound :

—a line across the prize ring, up to which boxers are

brought when they join fight ; hence, test, trial, or

proof of courage ;—a kind of wig covering only a por

tion of the head ;—the deviL

Scratchcr, (skrach'er) ft. One who or that which

scratches ; a bird that scratches for food, as the

common domestic fowl, peacock, Ac.

Scrawl, (skrawl) v.t. [D. *chravelenf gcrttftlen, to

scratch or scrape.] To draw or write awkwardly and

irregularly ; to scribble ;—v. i. To write unskilfully

and inelegantly :—imp. & pp. scrawled ; ppr. scrawl

ing, [or a piece of hasty, bad writing.

Scrawl, (skrawl) n. Unskilful or inelegant writing ;

Scrawler, (skrawl'er) ft. One who scrawls; a haHy or

awkward writer.

Screak, (skrek) v.t. [Icel. skrwkia.] To utter sud

denly a sharp, shrill sound or outcry ; to scream ; to

creak, as a door or wheel :—imp. & pp. screaked ;

ppr. screaking.

Screak, (skrCk) n. A creaking ; a screech.

Scream, (akreui) v. t. [A.-S. hriman, to cry out, IceL

hreima, to resound.] To utter a sudden, sharp outcry,

as iu a fright or extreme pain ; to shriek :—imp. &

pp. screamed ; ppr. screaming.

Scream, (skrCm) n. A shriek or sharp, Bhrill cry uttered

suddenly, as in terror or in pain ; a screech.

Screaming, (akrem'ing) n. Crying out in terror or

severe pain.

Screech, (skrech) v.i. [Icel. tircnina, to howl, W.

ytgrtchian, to scream, Scot.

gkreigh.) To utter a harsh,

shrill cry, as in terror or

acute pain ; to scream ; to

shriek:—imp. &pp. screech

ed; ppr. screeching.

Screech, (skrech) H. A harsh,

shrill cry, uttered in acute

pain or in a sudden fright ; a

harsh, shriU cry, as of a fowl.

Screech-owl, (skrech owl) ft.

An owl that utters a harsh,

disagreeable cry.

Screed, (skred) n. [A.-3.

Kreade, a shred, leaf.] A wooden rule for running

mouldings; — also, the sound made by rending or

 

Screech-owl.

tearing cloth ; a piece that is rent off ;—hence, a long

piece, as of a speech, sermon, &e. [Scot. J

Screed, (skred) v.t. [A.-S. screadan.] To rend; to

tear.

Screen, (skrCn) n. [Ger. seAtrm, F. ecran, egcrain.]

Any thing that shelters or protects from danger, pre

vents inconvenience, Bhuts off view, 4c. ;—a partition

which separates one part of a church from the other;

—a division in a hall or public room ;—a curtain ;—a

long, coarse riddle or sieve.

Screen, (skren) v. t. To provide with a Bhelter or

means of concealment ; to protect by hiding ; to con

ceal ;—to pass through a screen ; to sift ; to riddle :—

imp. & pp. screened ; ppr. screening.

Screw, (skroo) 11. [O. Eng. acrue, IceL tkr&fa, D.

schrotf, Ger. shraitbc] A cylinder, or a cylindrical

perforation, having a continuous rib or thread winding

round it spirally—used for various purposes ; it is

one of the six mechanical powers ;—any thing shaped

or noting like a screw ; etptciully, a form of wheel

for propelling steam vessels ;—a miser ; a skinflint ;

a sharp bargainer ; also, money made by bargain or

trade; profit from a contract or job ;—an old worn-out

horse; a jade;—a small quantity of tobacco twisted up

in a piece of paper ;—a steam-vessel propelled by a

screw instead of paddle wheels.

Screw, (skroo) v. t. To press, fasten, or make firm by

a screw;—to force; to squeeze; to press;—to use vio

lent means toward ;—to deform by contortions ; to dis

tort ; — to examine minutely, as a student ;—to op

press by exactions; to extort:—imp. & pp. screwed;

ppr. screwing.

Screw-bolt, (skroo'bolt) n. Iron bolt with a knob or

flat head at one hand, and a screw at the other, used

for fastening timbers together.

Screw-driver, (Bkroo'driv-er) «. An implement for

turning screw-nails, resembling a blunt chisel.

Screw-jack, (skroo'jak) n. A contrivance for raising

great weights through short

lifts by means of a screw; a

powerful combination of

toothed wheels working

in a stock or frame.

Screw-key, (skrdo'ke) n. A

wrench for driving and lock

ing screwbolts, fastening or

unfastening nuts.

Screw-nail, (Bkroo'nal ) n.

Small nail with a flat head

and fine thread, uBed in car

penters and Joiners' work.

Screw-pine, (skroo'pin) n. A Screw-jack,

tree or bush having long, lanceolate leaves, like those

of the pine-apple, arranged spirally about the trunk,

whence the name.

Screw-press, (skrdd'pres) n. A press in which the force

is applied by means of a screw.

Screw-propeller, (skrod'pro-pel-er) n. The screw or

Bpiral-bladed wheel used in

the propulsion of steam-

vesselB.

Screw-steamer, (skroo' stern

er) n. A steamer propelled

by a screw.

Scribble, (Bkribl) v. t. [L.

»cribere, to write.] To write

with haste, or without cure

or regard to correctness or

elegance; — to fill or cover

with worthless writing ;—v.t.

elegance, or value ; to scrawl :

ppr. scribbling.

Scribble, (skribT) n, Hasty or careless writing.

Scribbler, (akrib'ler) n. One who scribbles ; a writer

of no reputation.

Scribe, (skrib) n. [L. icrioa, from :a\bere, to write.]

 

 

Sorew-propeller.

To write without care,

-imp. & pp. scribbled;
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One who writes ; a writer ; especially, an official or

public writer; a notary;—in Scripture, a secretary to

the king ;—a writer and a doctor of the law ; one who

read and explained the law to the people.

Scribe, (skrib) v. t. To mark or fit by a rule or com

passes ; to fit as one edge of a board, &c , to another

edge, or to a surface; — imp. & pp. scribed; ppr.

scribing.

Scrimp, (skrimp) v. t. [Ger. schrumpfen, D. krimpcn,

to crumple.} To make too small or short ; to limit or

straiten; to stint:—imp. & pp. scrimped; ppr.

scrimping.

Scrimp, (skrimp) a. Short; scanty;—meagre; bare.

Serine, (skrin) iv, [Norm. F. escrvn.] A chest or case

for relics or curiosities ; a shrine.

Scrip, (skrip) n. [L. scrippum, Ieel. tlreppa.] A

small bag ; a wallet ; a satchel.

Scrip, (skrip) n. [Abbreviated from script.] A small

writing, certificate, or schedule;—an interim certificate

of stock subscribed to a bank or other oompany, or

of a share of other joint property; one of the forms

of certificate given in exchange for a loan.

Script, (skript) n. [L. senptum, something written,

from scribere, to write.] A kind of type made in

imitation of handwriting.

tS^im/ o/m6.

Scriptural, (skript'ur-al) a. Contained in the Scrip

tures ; according to the Scriptures,

Scripture, (skript'ur) 'il [L. xcriptura, from seribert,

senptum, to write.] Any thing written; a writing;—

the books of the Old and New Testament; the Bible—

chiefly in the plural.

Soripturist, (skript'fir-iat) n. One strongly attached to

or versed in the Scriptures.

Scrivener, (skriv'en-er) n. [F. eUsrivain, from L. scri-

bere, to write.] One whose occupation is to draw con

tracts or other writings ;—one whose business is to

place money at interest.

Scrofula, (skrofu-la.) n. [L. scrofula.] A constitu

tional disease, generally hereditary, which affects the

lymphatic glands, ofteuest those of the neck ; king's-

eviL

Scrofulous, (skrofu-lus) a. Pertaining to scrofula or

X>artaking of its nature ;—diseased with scrofula,

Scrog, (skrog) u. [A.-S. scrobb, a brush.] A thick

stunted bush or shrub.

Scroggy, (skrog'e) a. Stunted ;—thick and brushy.

Scroll, (skrol) n. [Norm. F. cwouelU, from escrou,

a roll, L. rotula.] A roll of paper or parchment ;—

a writing formed into a roll ; a schedule, list, or in

ventory ;—a first copy of a writing ; a rough draft ;—

an architectural ornament formed of convolutions or

undulations of lines, bands, leaves, Ac. ;—in heraldry,

the ornamented exterior part of the shield in which

the motto 1b inscribed. [copy of ; to scribble.

Scroll, (skrol) v. t. To write the first rough draft or

Scrotal, (skro'tal) a. Pertaining to the scrotum.

Scrotiform, (skro'te-form) a. [L. scrotum and forma,

form.] Purse-shaped ; pouch-shaped.

Scrotum, (skrotum) n. [L.] The bag which contains

the testicles.

Scrub, (skrub) v. t. [Ger. schrvbben, to scrub, Gael.

sgrob, to scratch or scrape.] To rub hard ; usually,

to rub with a brush, or with something coarse or

rough ;—v. i. To be diligent and penurious :—imp. <fc

pp. scrubbed; ppr, scrubbing,

Scrub, (skrub) n. One who labours hard and lives

meanly ;—something small and mean ; — a worn-out

brush.

Scrubbed, (skrubd) a. Dwarfed or stunted ; scrubby.

Scrubber, (skrub'er) n. One who or that which scrubs;

—a cloth used in scrubbing;—-a kind of broom or

scrubbing brush.

Scrubby, (skrub'e) a. Small and mean ; stunted in

growth.

Scruple, (skroo'pl) n. [F. scruple, L. scrupulas, a

doubt, scruputum, the third part of a drachm.]

Doubt ; perplexity ; difficulty ; hesitation from the

difficulty of deciding what is right or expedient;

reluctance or backwardness in speech or action ;—a

weight of 20 grains; the third part of a drachm ;—

hence, a very small quantity.

Scruple, (skroo'pl) v.i. To be reluctant as regards de

cision or action; to doubt or hesitate,:—imp. £ pp.

scrupled | ppr. scrupling.

Scrupulosity, (skroo-pu-los'e-te) n. Quality or state of

being scrupulous ; doubt; doubtfulness respecting de

cision or action ;—hence, excessive caution or care in

action ; tenderness of conscience ; — nicety ; delicate

sense of propriety in small matters ; exactness ; pre-

ciseness.

Scrupulous, (skroo'pu-lus) a. Full of scruples;

cautious in decision from a fear of offending or doing

wrong .-—careful ; nice ;—precise ; exact;—given to ob

jections ; captious.

Scrupulously, (skroo'pu-lus-le) adv. In a scrupulous

manner ; with a nice regard to minute particulars or

to exact propriety.

Scrupulousness, (skroo'pu-lus-nes) n. The state or

quality of being scrupulous ; nicenees, exactness, or

caution in determining or in acting, from a regard to

truth, propriety, or expedience.

Scrutineer, (skroo-te-ner) n. One who examines the

votes qiven at an election.

Scrutinise, (skroote-niz) v.t. [From scrutiny.) To

search closely ; to examine or inquire into critically :

—imp. & pp. scrutinized ; ppr. scrutinizing.

Scrutinizer, (skr66'te-niz-er) n. One who *T*Tf"n** with

critical care.

Scrutiny, (skroo'te-ne) n, [L. scrutari, to search care

fully.] Close search; minute inquiry; critical ex

amination.

Scud, (skud) v. i. [A.-S. sceotan, to shoot, Sw. tJcudda,

haste away.] To be driven or to flee with haste ; to

fly ; to be driven with precipitation before a tempest,

with little or no sail spread ; — v.t. To pass over

quickly :—imp. «fc pp. scudded ; ppr. scudding.

Scud, (skud) n. Act of scudding ; a driving along.-

—loose vapoury clouds driven swiftly by the wind

Scuddle, (skud'i) v. i. To run away in haste or with,

seeming hurry ;—to stuttU,

Scuffle, (skufl) n. [A.-&. scHfan, to shove, push,

thrust) A contention or trial of strength between

two persons ; hence, a confused contest ; a fight.

Scuffle, (skufl) v. t. To strive or struggle with close

grapple ;—hence, to strive or contend tumultuou&ly :

—imp. & pp. scuffled ; ppr. scuffling.

Scuffler, (skufler) n. One who scuffles; an agricultural

implement for loosening and turning the surface of

land

Scull, (skill) 7i. A boat ;—an oar so short that ons

man can work a pair ; especially, a single oar used in

propelling a boat, it being placed over the stern.

Scull. (bV ul) v. t. To impel a boat by moving and

turning an oar over the stern.

Soulier, (skul'er) n. A boat rowed by one man with

two sculls or short oars ; —one who sculls or rows with

sculls.

Scullery, (skul'er-e) n. [Norm. F. e/culier, from

escuetle, a dish, a porringer, L. scuttlla, a square

salver.] A place where dishes, kettles, cm,, are kept ;

—an apartment attached to the kitchen where the

dirty work is done.

Scullion, (sku'l'yun) u. [Norm. F. tculicr, from e*~

cuclle.] The lowest domestic servant who cleans pots,

kettles, washes dishes, Ac, and does other menial

work in the kitchen;—hence, a low, mean fellow.

Sculp, (skulp) v.t. [L. sculpere.] To haw in wood;

to chisel In stone ; to carve ; to engrave.
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Sculpin, (skul'pin) n. A certain small fish furnished

with bony and prickly dor

sal and abdominal fins.

Sculptile, (skulp'til) a. [L.

tcuiptilU.} Made by carving.

Sculptor, (skulp'tor) n. One

who sculpt ures ; one who

carves wood, stone, or other

materials into images or fig

ures ; a carver; an engraver. Sculpin.

Sculptress, (skulp'tres) n. A female sculptor.

Sculptural, (skulp'tur-al) a. Pertaining to sculpture or

engraving.

Sculpture, (skulp'tur) n. [L. sculptura, from tciilpere,

sculpturn, to carve. J The art of earring or cutting

wood, stone, or other material into images;—carved

work of any kind ;—art of engraving or gravure in

copper ; especially, carving figures or images in mar

ble or other stone;—statuary.

Sculpture, (skulp'tur) v. t. To form with the chisel

on wood, stone, or metal ; to carve ; to engrave :—

imp. & pp. sculptured ; ppr. sculpturing.

Scum, (akum) a. { led. sk&m, Oer. schaum, F.

tcume. ] The impurities which rise to the surface'of

liquids in boiling or fermentation, or which form ou

the surface by other means ; also, the scoria of

metals; dross;—hence, refuse; that which is vile or

worthless.

Scum, (akum) v. t To take the scam from; to skim:

—imp. & pp. scummed ; ppr. scumming.

Scumble, (skum'bl) v.t. [Diminutive of scum.] To

cover lightly or spread thinly, as a painting iu oil,

water-colour drawing, Ac., with opaque or semi-opaque

colours, to modify the effect; to glaxo :—imp. & pp.

scumbled ; pjjt. scumbling.

Scumbling, (skum'bling) n. Art of covering or glazing

with a semi-opaque colour or neutral tint.

Scummer, (skum'er) n. An instrument used for taking

off the scum of liquors ; a skimmer.

Scummings, (skum'ingz) n. pi. That which is skim

med off from boiling liquors ; skimmings ; scum.

Scummy, (skum'e) a. Full of scum; throwing off

scum;—impure; fouL

Scunner, (skun'ner) v.t. [A.-S. oiucunian, to loathe.]

To feel dislike or disgust at ; to loathe ; to nauseate.

Scunner, (skun'ner) ». Loathing ; dislike ; disgust.

Scupper, (skup'er) 71. [Sp. acupir, to spit, to dis

charge.] The channel cut through the water-ways

and side of a ship for carrying off the water from the

deck.

Scurf, (skurf) n. [A.-S. tcvrj, from actor/an, to gnaw,

bite.] A dry scab or mealy crust formed ou the skin

of an animal ;—any thing adhering to the surface.

Scurfincss, (skurfe-nes) n. The state of being scurfy.

Scurfy, (skurfe) a. Having scurf; covered with scurf;

resembling scurf.

Scurrile, (skurll) a. [L. acurrilti, from teurra, a

buffoon, jester.] Such as befits a buffoon or vulgar

jester ; grossly opprobrious in language ; abusive; in

decent ; low ; mean.

Scurrility, (skur-ril'e-t«) n. Quality of being scurrile

. or scurrilous; mean, vile, or obscene jocularity;—

indecency of language ; foul or abusive language ;—

vulgarity ;—baseness in act or conduct.

Scurrilous, (akur'ril-us) a. Using low and indecent

language ;—containing low indecency or abuse ; offen

sive; gross; vile; vulgar; foul; foul-mouthed; mean.

Scurrilously, (skur'ril-us-le) adv. In a scurrilous

manner. [scurrilous.

Scurrilousnesa, (skur'ril-us-nes) n. Quality of being

Scurvily, (skur've-le) adv. In a scurvy manner; basely;

meanly.

Scurvin'ess, (skur've-nes) n. State of being scurvy ;

vileness; meanness.

Scurvy, (*knr/ve)7i. A disease characterized by livid

spots of various sues, paleness, langour, general ex

haustion, pains in the limbs, and bleeding from almost

all the mucous membranes.

Scurvy, (skur've) a. Covered or affected by scurf or

scabs ; scurfy; $petijlcally, diseased with the scurvy;—

vile ; mean ; low ; contemptible.

Bout, (skut) n. [Icol. gkott, allied to W. cw/, a rump

or tail. } The tail of a hare or other animal whose tail

is short.

Scutate, (sku'ttt) a. [L. scutum, a shield.] In botany,

formed like an ancient buckler; rounded; shield-shap

ed ;—in zoology, protected by scales or shield-like

processes.

Scutch, (skuch) v. t. [From Scotch.) To beat or whip

slightly ;—to dress by beating and separating woody

fibre from, as flax ;—to beat and loosen the fibre of,

as the filaments of cotton : — imp. & pp. scutched ;

ppr. scutching.

Scutcheon, (skuch'un) 71. [Abbreviated from escutcheon.]

A shield for armorial bearings ; an emblazoned shield.

Scutcher, (skuch'er) n. A wooden implement for

separating flax or hemp from the stalk :—also scutch.

Scutellated, (Bku'tel-lit-ed) a. [L. scutella, a salver.]

Formed like a plate or salver ; composed of plate-like

surfaces.

Scutiform, (sku'te-form) a. [L. scutum, shield, and

forma, form. ] Having the form of a buckler or shield.

Scuttle, (skut'l) 71. [L. scutella, a dish or platter.] A

broad, shallow basket ;—specifically, a wide-mouthed

vessel for holding coal ;—[F. tcoutitle, from icouter, to

listen.] A small opening in an outside wall or roof

furnished with a lid ;—the lid or door which covers

or closes an opening in a wall, roof, or the like;—in

ship*, a Bmall hatchway in the floor of the deck, or

a small opening in the closed hatchways ; also, a simi

lar opening in the bows or sides ;—[From scud.] A

quick pace ; a short run.

Scuttle, (skut'l) v. t. To cut large holes through the

bottom, deck, or sides of, as a ship ;—to sink, as a

ship, by making holes through the bottom :—imp. &

pp. scuttled; ppr. scuttling.

Scythe, (sith) n. [A.-S. sidhe, L. $ecart.) An instru

ment for mowing grass, grain, or the like, composed of

a long, curving blade, with a sharp edge, made fast to

a handle; a sharp curved blade attached to war chariots

in ancient times, and serving to cut down the enemy

in driving through their ranks. [mower.

Scytheman, (sith'man) n. One who uses a scythe ; a

Scythian, (sith'e-an) a. Of or pertaining to Scythia.

Scythian, (sith'e-an) n. A native or inhabitant of

Scythia ;—the language of the Scythian*.

Sea, (s8) n. [A.-S. mx, Uo, Ger. ste, Icel. $cer, Go.

mi vs.] One of the larger bodies of salt waiter, less than

an ocean, found on the earth's surface;—an inland

body of water; a lake;—the ocean;—the swell of the

ocean or other body of water in a tempest ;—a high

wave or billow ; a surge :—colloquially, a large quan

tity ; a body or volume ;—also, a state of disturbance.

Sea-air, (sc'iir) n. Air or breeze from the sea; atmo

spherical quality of air at or near the sea-coast.

Sea-bank, (se'bangk) n. The sea-shore ;—a bank or mole

to defend against the sea.

Sen-bathing, (se'baTH-ing) n. Bathing in the sea or

salt water, as distinguished from bathing in rivers or

in artificial ponds, baths, &c.

Sea-bear, (se bar) n. White or polar bear;—also, a

kind of seal [aquatic fowL

Sea-bird, (se'brrd) « . Bird that frequents the sea ; any

Sea-board, (ae bord) n. [From sea and board, F. bord,

side. ] The sea-shore.

Sea-boat, (se'bot) n, A vessel considered with reference

to her power of resisting a storm.

Sea-breach, (sS'brech) n. Irruption of the sea by break

ing the banks.

Sea-breeze, (sCbrSz) n. A wind or current of air blow

ing from the sea upon land. [seal.

Sea-calf, (se'kaf) n. A marine animal, the common,
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Sea-captain, (Be kap-tan) n. The captain of a vessel.

Sea-coast, (seltdst) n. The ahore or border of the land

adjacent to the »ea or ocean.

Sea-devil, (sfi'dev-il) n. Aflahofthe genus Lophius,

growing to a large size with the head aa large as the \

body;—the fishing frog; frog-fish. [calf, i

Sea-dog, (se'dog) n. The dog-fish;—also, the seal or sea-

Sea.-elephant, (so'el-e-fant) n. A species of seal of great !

size, and remarkable

for the prolongation of

the nose, in the male,

i nto a soft, e la t i |

snout.

Seafarer, (aS'far-er) R,

One who follows the

seas; a mariner; a sailor. Rea-elephant.

Sea-farina;, (se'far-ing) a. Following the business of a

seaman; customarily employed in navigation.

Sea-fight, (s.Vfit) ?:, An engagement between ships

at sea ; a naval action.

Sea-gage, (se'gaj) n. The depth that a vessel sinks in

the water.

Sea-girt, (Be'gert) a. Surrounded by the sea ; insular.

Sea-god, (segod) n. A marine deity; a fabulous being

supposed to preside over the ocean or sea, as Neptune.

Sea-going, (a$'go-ing) a. Going upon the sea ; e*pe-

ciciiif, sailing upon the deep sea.

Sea-green, (sd'gren) n. Having the colour of sea-

water ; being of a faint greeu colour, with a slightly

bluish tinge.

Sea-hog, (seliog) n. The porpoise.

Sea-horse, (sStiors) n. The walrus ;—the hippopota

mus or river-horse ;—a fish allied to the pipe-fish, and

having a prehensile tail.

Sea-kale, (se'kal) n. A plant found growing along

sandy ahores, the young shoota and leaf-Btalka of

which are used aa food.

Sea-king, (seeking) n. One of the leaders of piratical

squadrons among the Danes or Normans ; a Norse

pirate chief

Seal, (sfil) n. [A.-3. seol, Ioel. telr, Ger. telach.) A

earn ivorous and am

phibious mammal in

habiting the sea coast*

in all high latitudes, but

most abundant in the

Sou tli Pacific, where the

seal fishery is most ex

tensively carried on for

the sake of the oil and

the skin.

Seal, (sol) n. [A. -8. tigel, SeaL

Ger. siegel, from L. $igillumt a seal, dim. of lignum,

a mark, sign.] A round or oval piece of metal or stone

on which is engraved some image, device, cypher, or

motto, used to moke an impression on wax ;—a brass

stamp used to impress wafers in closing letters ;—the

impression made by a seal or stamp on wax, wafers,

Ac. ;—hand and teat, signature in handwriting and

impression in wax of the writer's seal or signet;—

hence, attestation of a deed ; confirmation of a grant

or act ;—that which confirms or ratifies ; assurance ;

—that which makes fast or secures ; bond.

Seal, (sel) v.t. To set or affix a seal to ; to confirm ; to

ratify ;—to mark with a stamp, as an evidence of

standard exactness, legal size, or merchantable qual

ity;—to fasten with a seal;—to shut or keep close ; to

make fast ; to keep secret ;—to imprint on the mind,

as instruction ;—to fix ; to settle, as doom ;—to fulfil ;

to complete — with up;—imp. & pp. sealed; ppr.

scaling. [gems for seals.

Seal-engraving, (seTen-grav-ing) n. Art of cutting

Sealer, ( *« IVr ) n. One who seals; tsptciall.v, an

officer whose duty it Is to seal writs, to stamp weights

and measures, and the like. [sea.

Sea-level, (senev-el) n. hrrtl of the surface of the

 

Sealing-wax, (seTing-waks) n. A compound of the

resin lac with someless brittle resin, used for sealing

letters. [it ; signet ring.

Seal-ring, (seTring) n. Ring with a seal engraved oa

Sealskin, (seTskin) n. Skin of the seal.

Sealskin, (seTskin) a. Made of the akin of the seal, as

n cloak, parte, Ac.

Seam, (■■< m ) n. [ A. -S. $edm, from iroWflu, to sew.] The

fold or line on the surface of cloth formed by the

sewing together of two different pieces ;—a snture :

-the juncture of planks in a ship's deck or aides;

or the intervening line between the joints of the

1'lanks ;—in geology, a vein or stratum of ore, coal,

and the like ; also, a thin layer or narrow' vein

Utween two thicker ones;—a scar; a cicatrix:—a

height or measure ; the quantity of eight bn*hc!= of

grain ; the quantity of 120 pounds of glass: a hocse-

load of timber of about three hundredweight.

Seam, (sera) v. t. To form a seam upon or of ; to join

by sewing together ;—to mark with something re

sembling a seam ; to scar :—imp. & pp. seamed ; ppr.

seaming.

Seaman, (ae'raan) n. A mariner ; a sailor—applied

to both officers and common mariners.

Seamanship, (se'man-ship) n. The skill of a good sea

man ; the art, or skill in the art, of working a ship.

Sea-mark, (sd'mark) n. Any elevated object on hind

which serves for a direction to mariners in entering a

harbour, or in sailing along or approaching a coast,

as a light-house, a mountain, or the like ; a beacon.

Sea-mew, (se'mu) u. A gull ; the mew.

Seamless, (semles) a. Without a seam.

Sea-monster, (se'mon-ster) n. A huge marine animal.

Seamster, (sem'eter) ft. One who sews by profession

or sews well.

Seamstress, (seni'stres) n, A woman whose occupation

is sewing ; a needle-woman.

Seamy, (sfim'e) a. Containing seams or showing them.

Seance, (se'ans) n. [P. , from L. Mdeng, ppr. of snirre.]

Session, as of some public body.

Sea-nettle, (se'net-1) n. Any medusa which has the

property of stinging when touched. [sea.

Sea-nymph, (se'nimf) n. A nymph or goddess of the

Sea-otter, (se'ot-er) n. An aquatic, mamuiiferoua

animal found in the

northern parts of the

Pacific Ocean, the fur of

which is highly valued.

Sea-pie, (se'pi) ft, A dish

< if paste and meat boiled

together — common at

sea.

Sea-piece, (sS'pes) n. A

picture representing a

scene at sea. Pea-otter.

Sea-port, (se'pOrt) n. A port on the sea-shore ; an ocean

harbour;—also, a town or city situated on a harbour,

on or near the sea.

Sear, (se"r) v. t. [A. -8. sedrian, Ger. scWm, G. rfraisew,

to dry, parch.] To wither ; to dry up; to expose to

a degree of heat such as chaoges the colour or hardness

of the surface ; to scorch ; to make callous or insensible:

—imp. & pp. seared ; ppr. searing.

Sear, (sfir) a. Dry ; withered :—written also tere.

Search, (sercb) v. '. [L. circart, to go about, seek.] To

look over or through, for the purpose of finding some-

tlung ;—to inquire after ; to look for;—to try or put

to the test;—explore ; examine ; scrutinize ; investi

gate;—v.i. To seek; to look; to mske inquiry or

exploration ; to hunt :—imp. A pp. searched ; ppr.

searching.

Search, (serch) n. Act of seeking or looking for some

thing ; inquiry ; research ; examination ;—quest ; pur

suit ;—scrutiny ; exploration ; investigation.

Searchable, (serch'a-bl) a. Capable of being searched,

examined, or explored.
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Searcher, (serch'er) n. One who or that which searches,

explores, or examines;—a seeker; an inquirer;—an

examiner ; a trier;—a custom-house officer who searches

ships, goods, personal luggage, &c, for articles that

are liable to duty ;—a similar officer in the police who

searches the person of accused parties.

Searching, (scrch'ing) a. Penetrating ; trying ; touch

ing the heart and conscience. [uer.

Searchingly, (serch'ing-le) adv. In a searching man-

Searchless, (serchles) a. Eluding research or investi

gation ; inscrutable.

Search-warrant, (se,rch'wor-ant) n. A warrant legally

issued, to search houses or other places for goods stolen,

secreted, or concealed.

Bear-cloth, (sir'kloth) n. [A.-S. sdrclddh, a sore

cloth.] A cloth to cover a sore ; a plaster.

Searedness, (serd'nes) u. The state of being seared,

cauterized, or hardened ; hardness; insensibility.

Sea-risk, (sS'risk) it. Hazard or risk at sea ; danger of

injury or loss by sea.

Sea-robber, (su'rober) n. One who robs on the high

seas; a sea-rover; apirate.

Sea-room, (se'ruom) n. Ample space or distance from

land, shoals, or rocks, sufficient for a ship to drive or

scud without daager of shipwreck.

8ea-serpent, (se'ser-pent) a. A serpent-like animal of

great size, supposed to dwell in the sea—now reckoned

as fabulous ;—a kind of eel found in the Mediter

ranean ; — a large marine serpent found in the

Australian seas.

Sea-service, (se'^r-ris) n. Occupation or duty of serv

ing in the navy, especially in time of war.

Sea-shore, (se'ahor) n. The coast of the sea ;—all the

ground between the ordinary high-water and low-

water marks.

Sea-sick, (se'sik) a. Affected with sickness or nausea

by the pitching or rolling of a vessel.

Sea-sickness, (ae'sik-iies) *t. The sickness or nausea

occasioned by the pitching and rolling of a ship.

Sea-side, (se Bid) n. The land bordering on the see.

Sea-snake, (sG'snak) ». One of a family o( snakes,

mostly of small size, which inhabit the aea; espe

cially, a marine snake of the genus Hydrus.

Season, (sc'zu) n. [P. taison, from L. satio, a sowing,

from were, satum, to sow.] One of the four divisions

of the year, spring, summer, autumn, winter; — a

suitable or convenient time; proper conjuncture;—

a certain period of time not very long ; a while ; a

time ;—that which gives a relish ; flavouring ; condi

ment.

Season, (se'zn) v.t. To render suitable or appropriate ;

to prepare ;—to habituate ; to accustom ;—to prepare

by drying or hardening, or removal of natural j uicee ;

—to render palatable ; to give zest or relish to; to

■pice ;—to fit for enjoyment ; to render agreeable ;—

to qualify by admixture; to temper;—to imbue;—

v. .'. To become mature ; to grow fit for use ; to

become adapted to a climate ;—to become dry and

hard, as timber :—imp, to pp. seasoned; ppr. Mason

ing.

Seasonable, (se'zn-a-bl) a. Occurring in good time, or

in proper time for the purpose ;—opportune ; timely ;

fit ; convenient.

Seasonableness, (se^zn -a-bl-nes) n. Opportuneness or

suitableness of time;—state of being in good time

or sufficiently early or convenient time.

Seasonably, (se'zn-a-ble) adv. lit due time ; in time

convenient ; sufficiently early.

Seasoner, (bC-'zn -er) n. One who or that which seasons;

that which gives a relish.

Seasoning, (sc'zn-ing) n. That which is added to any

species of food to give it a higher relish ; a condi

ment ;—hence, something to enhance pleasure or enjoy

ment.

Seasonless, (se'xu-les) a. Without succession of the

seasons.

Sea-stock, (se^stok) n. Provisions for a voyage;—a

native plant of the genus Matthiola.

Sea-swallow, (se'swol-o) n. An aquatic bird of the

genus Tenia ; a tern ;—the storm-petrel

Seat, (set) n. [A. -8. not, set.] The place or thing

upon which one sits ;—the place where any thing is

situated, resides, or abides ; station ; site ; abode ;—

a right to sit ; regular place of sitting ;—posture or

way of sitting on horseback ;—a part on which another

part rests.

Seat, (set) v.t. To place on a seat; to cause to sit

down ; — to station ; to locate ; to establish; to fix ;

—to assign a seat to or the seats of ;—to fix ; to set

firm ;—to repair by making the Beat new :—imp. to pp.

seated ; ppr. seating.

Sea-term, (sC-'tmii) n. A word or term used by seamen,

or peculiar to the art of navigation.

Sea-urchin, (se'ur-chin) n. A radiate animal of the

class of Kckinodemu having a firm shell, and covered

with spines.

Seaward, (se'ward) a. Directed toward the sea.

Seaward, (se'ward) adv. Toward the sea ; in the

direction of the sea. [Alga?.

Sea-weed, (se'wed) n. A marine plant of the class of

Sea-wolf, (sVwoolf) n. A fish of the genua A narrhicas,

fierce and ravenous, inhabiting the northern seas ;—

sea-cat; cat-fish.

Sea-worthiness, (sS'wur-TBe-nes) n. Stateofbeing

fit for going to sea or on a voyage.

Sea-worthy, (seVur-THe) a. Fit for a voyage ; worthy

of being trusted to transport a cargo with safety.

Sea-wrack, ( se'rak ) n. Any marine plant thrown

upby the sea, or gathered for kelp, manure, and the like.

Sebaceous, (tte-ba'she-us) a. [L. sebaceum, from sebum,

tallow.] Made of or pertaining to tallow or fat;—

affording fatty secretions, as the glands in the cellular

membrane under the skin.

Sebundy, (s€-buu'de) n. In the East Indies, a native

soldier or policeman.

Secant, (se'kant) a. [L. secant, ppr. at secure, to cut]

Cutting; dividing into two parts.

Secant, (se'kant) it. A line that cuts another;—a

right line drawn from the cen

tre of a circle through one end

of an a re, and terminated by a

tangent drawn through the

other end — thus the line c d

is the secant of the arc a b.

Seccunny, (sek'kuu-ne) n.

[Hind. sovkhanU, from souk-

han, a helm.] In the East °

Indian trade, a European Secant,

sailor engaged as helmsman or steersman in a vessel,

the crew being native Indians or Lascars.

Secede, (sensed) v. i. [L. se, aside, and cedere, to go,

to move.] To withdraw from fellowship, communion,

or association; — to withdraw from the Established

Church ;—in the United States, to withdraw, as a

State, from the National Union :—imp. to pp. seced

ed ; ppr. seceding.

Seoeder, (se-sed'er) n. One who secedes;—one of a body

of Presbyterians who separated from the Established

Church in Scotland in 1733, and formed the Associate

Synod; also, one of another body of Presbyterians who

left the Establishment on the question of patronage,

and formed the Relief Synod in 1761—the Associate

and Belief Synods were incorporated In 1847, under

the name of United Presbyterian Church;—also, one

of a small body which left the Secession on estab

lishment principles, and which now forms the Synod

of United Original Secedert.

Secern, (s£-B$rn') v. t. [L. se, aside, and cernere, to

separate, sift.] To separate; to distinguish ;—to

secrete:—imp. to pp. secerned: ppr. secerning.

Secernment, (se-eern'uient) n. The process or act of

secreting.
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Seceuion, (se-sesh'un) n, [L. teceuio.] Act of seced*

ing from fellowship or association;—the withdrawal

or attempt to withdraw from the National Union in

America ; — the whole body of seoeders from the

Established Church in Scotland. [sion.

Secessionist, (se-sesh'un-ist) n. One who upholds seces-

Seclude, (se-klud') v. t. [L. te, aside, and claudere,

to shut ] To shut up apart from others ; to withdraw ;

—to shut out; to prevent from entering ; to preclude :

—imp. & pp. secluded ; ppr. secluding.

Seclusion, (se-klu'zhun) n. Act of secluding; separa

tion from society or connection;—solitude; retirement;

privacy. [questering or keeping in retirement.

Seclusive, (se-klu'siv) a. Tending to seclude;—se-

Second, (sek'und) a. [L. wf«n<iw, from tegui, to fol

low.] Immediately following the first; next to the

first in order of place or time;—next in value, power,

excellence, or rank.

Second, (sek'und) n. One who follows or conies after;

one next and inferior in place, time, rank, or the

Uke ;—one who attends another for his support and

aid ; specifically, one who- acta as another's aid in a

duel, prize fight, &c. ;—the sixtieth part of a minute

of time or of a degree ;—the interval between any

tone and the tone represented on the staff next above

it;—the second part in a concerted piece;—pi A

coarse kind of flour.

Second, (sek'und) v. t. To follow or attend ; to sup

port; to back ; to encourage ;—specifically, to support

as a motion or proposal : to speak in favour of :—

imp. 6i pp. seconded ; ppr. seconding.

Secondarily, (sek/und-ar-e-le) adv. In a secondary

manner or degree ; not primarily. [secondary.

Secondariness, (sek'und -ar-e-nes) n. State of being

Secondary, (sek'uncl-ar-e) a. Succeeding next in order

to the first; of second place, origin, rank, and the

like ; acting by deputation or delegated authority ;—

not primary; not of the first intention;—subordinate;

inferior ;—acting under or in subordination to.

Secondary, (sek'und-ar-e) n. One who occupies a

subordinate, inferior, or auxiliary place ;—a satellite ;

—a quill growing on the second bone of a bird's wing.

Seconder, (sek'und-er) n. One who seconds or sup

ports what another attempts, affirms, moves, or pro

poses, [the seconds in a clock or watch.

Second-hand, (sek'und-hand) n. The hand marking

Second-hand, (sek'und-hand) n. Possession obtained by

transfer from a previous owner.

Second-hand, (sek'und-hand) a. Not original or

primary ;—not new ; previously possessed or used by

another.

Second-hand, (sek'und-hand) adv. By transmission ;

not originally; in imitation ; in an inferior condition.

Secondly, ( sek'und-le) adv. In the second place.

Second-rate, (sek'und-rat) a. Of the second size,

rank, quality, or value

Second-rate, (sek'und-r&t) n. A ship of war of the

second class or rate.

Second-sight, ( sek ' und - sit ) n. The power of seeing

things future or distant ; prophetic vision, formerly

supposed inherent in some of the Scottish Highlanders.

Secrecy, (se*kre-se) n. State of being secret; separa

tion; retirement; privacy; concealment; forbearance

ofdiscovery ; close silence ;—fidelity in keeping a secret.

Secret, (secret) a. [L. secret us, pp. at secernere, to

put apart, to separate. ] Separate ; oonoealed from gene

ral notice or knowledge;—known only to one or to

few ; unseen ; oocult ; not apparent :—private ; seclud

ed ;—faithful to a secret intrusted; keeping counsel;

close;—not revealed; known only to God;—privy; not

proper to be seen ; — clandestine ; underhand ; —

mysterious.

Secret, (se/kret) h. Something studiously concealed ; a

thing kept from general knowledge ; — a thing not

discovered; a mystery ;—privacy; secrecy—with prefix

in.

Secretary, ( sefre-tar-e ) n. [F. secretaire, from L

secretum, a secret.] A person employed to write orden,

letters, despatches, public or private papers, records,

and the like ;—an officer whose business is to superin

tend and manage the affairs of a particular derail

ment of government;—apiece of furniture with con

veniences fur writing ; an escritoire.

Secretary-bird, (sek're-tar-e-berd) w. A bird of Sooth

Africa, of the genus Gvpopcranm, with an aquilins

head and beak, the legs of a crane, and a lengthened

crest and tail. It lives almost excluajrely on the

larger snakes, which it captures with much skill, sad

hence it is also called the make-cater. [tary.

Secretaryship, (sek're-tar-e-ehip)*. The office of a seere-

Secrete, (se-kreV) v. t. [L. ucerncre, tc separate!, pp.

secretus, separated, secret, hidden.] Tc bide ; to con

ceal ; to deposit in a place of biding ; to,remove from

observation ;—to separate by the processes of the vital

economy from the circulating fluids, as the blood, sap,

ax.:—imp. A pp. secreted; ppr. secretins;.

Secretion, (se-kre'shun) n. Act of secreting ; especially,

production from the general nourishing substance of

particular substances in the vital economy;—the mat

ter secreted. Isecretion .

Secretitious, (se-kre-tish'e-us) a. Produced by animal

Secretive, ( sc-kret'i v ) a. Tending to secrete, or fa

keep secret or private.

Secretiveness, (se-kret'iv-nes) n. The quality of being

secretive ;—in phrenology, a bump or organ sitnatsd

at the inferior margin of the parietal bones, which

when large or fully developed, is said to impel the

individual to concealment or secrecy.

Secretly, (se'kret-le) adv. In a secret or clandestine

manner ;—privately ; privily ; covertly.

Secretness, (se'kret-nes) n. State or quality of being

secret ; privacy ; concealment;—the quality of keep

ing a secret.

Secretory, (se-kret'or-e) a. Performing the office cf

secretion.

Sect, (sekt) n. [L. secta, from tecare, seetttm, to cat

off, to separate.] A body of personswho have separated

from others in virtue of some special doctrine, or

set of doctrines, which they hold in common .—the

disciples or followers of a philosophical teacher or

leader of thought; a religious denomination whict

has separated from the Established Church.

Sectarian, (sek-ta're-an) a. Pertaining or peculiar ts

a sect or to sects ;—devoted to a sect;—hence, narrow-

minded; one-sided; bigoted.

Sectarian, (sek-ta're-an) n. One of a sect;—in pkiirvo-

phy or art, a member or adherent of a special schc*J ;

—one of a religious body which separates from the

Established Church, or maintains doctrines and prac

tices different from those prevailing in the oss>

munity;—one devoted to his party; a bigot ; partisan

Sectarianism, (sek-ta're-an-izni) n. System of division

into sects ; — disposition to form sects or divisioa*

from the prevalent or established forms ;—the quality

or character of a sectarian ; devotion to the interests

of a party. [herent of a sort

Sectary, (sek'tar-e) n. A sectarian ; a member or sd-

Sectile, ( sek'til ) a, [L. tectilu, from sesarv, s*ctuA.

to cut.) Capable of being cut ;—capable of being eat

smoothly without fracture—said of minerals inter

mediate between brittle and malleable, aa plsm-

bago, &c.

Section, (ses/shnn) n. [L. stctio, from sicane, aerr**,

to cut off.] Act of cutting or of separating bj

cutting : — a part separated from the rest ; a dm

: sion; a portion;—specifically, a distinct part of a book

or writing ; the subdivision of a chapter, law, or other

writing; hence, the character 9, often used to di-p.. . j-

such a division ;—a distinct part of a city, country,

people, class, or the like ; — representation of any

thing as it would appear if cut through by any inter

secting plane; profile.
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Sectional, (sek'shun-al) a. Pertaining to a Motion ;

partial.

Sectionality, (sek-shan-al'e-te) n. The state or quality

of being sectional ; sectionalism.

Sector, (sekt'er) n. [U, a cutter, from tecare, actum,

to cut.] A part of a circle com

prehended between two radii and 5- ^c

the included arc;—an astronomi

cal instrument used for measuring

the zenith distances of heavenly

bodies passing within a few degrees 1

of the zenith ;—also, a mathemati

cal instrument marked with lines

of chords, sines, secants, tangents,

i'c, and used in making plans,

diagrams, sections, Ac CAB sector.

Secular, (tek'u-lar) a. [L. uculari*, from neeulum,

as generation, age, the world.] Coming or observed

once in an age or century ;— pertaining to this pre

sent world or to things not spiritual or holy ; worldly ;

—not bound by monastic tows or rules.

Secular, (sek'u-lar) n. A layman ;—in the Romish

Church, an ecclesiastic not bound by monastic rules ;

—a church officer whose functions are confined to the

vocal department of the choir.

Secularity, (sek-u-lar'e-te) n. Supreme attention to

the things of the present life ; worldliness.

Secularization, (sek-u-lar-e-zfi'shun) n. Act of

rendering secular, or state of being rendered secu

lar : conversion from religious to lay possession and

uses.

Secularize, (aek'fi-lir-iz) v. t. To convert from regular

or monastic into secular ;—to convert from spiritual

to secular or common use;—to make worldly or uu-

spiritnaL

Secularly, (sek'u-lar-le) adv. In a secular or worldly

manner.

Secund, (se'kund) a. Arranged on one side only, as

flowers or leaves on a stalk.

Becundine, (so'kun-din) n. [P. Moulin*.*, from L.

stcunda (so. parte*), second parts.] In botany, the

second coat of an ovule ;—pi. The several coats or

membranes in which the fetus is wrapped in the

womb ; the after-birth.

Becurable, (s.-kur a-nl) a. Capable of being secured.

Secure, (se-kuV) a. [L. tecurut, from $e, for tine, with

out, and cum, care.] Free from care or anxiety ;

easy in mind ;—free from fear or apprehension ; con

fident ; assured ;—not doubting or distrusting ; sure of;

—free from danger or harm ; safe ; being preserved

or in good keeping ;—wanting caution ; careless ; over

confident.

Secure, (se-kuY) v. t. To make safe ; to guard ; to pro

tect;— to make certain; to assure; to insure;—to

make fast ; to close, inclose, or confine effectually ;—to

get possession of; to make one's self secure of:—imp.

it pp. secured ; ppr. securing.

Securely, (se-kur'le) adv. In a secure manner ; with

out fear or apprehension ; without danger ; safely.

Becurement, (se'-kur'ment) n. Cause of safety; defence;

protection.

Securer, (sc-kuVer) n. He or that which secures or pro

tects.

Becurifer, (se-kOVe-fer) n. [L $ecurU, axe or hatchet,

and ferre, to bear.] One of a family of hymenop-

terous insects, having a saw-shaped or hatchet-shaped

appendage to the posterior part of the abdomen.

Securiform, (seVk fire-form) a. In botany, having the

form of an axe or hatchet.

Security, (se-kurVte) n. That which secures ; protec

tion ; defence; state of safety or safe-keeping ;—free

dom from fear, care, or anxiety ; confidence ; hence,

carelessness ; want of caution or vigilance ;—certainty ;

assurance :—-act of giving caution or of being bound ;

or any thing given as a bond, caution, or pledge ;—

ou who becomes surety for another.

 
Sedan, (se-dan') n. [From Sedan, in France, wheal

it was first made.] A portable

chair or covered vehicle fur

carrying a single person,

borne on poles by two por

ters.

Sedate, (se-datO a. [h. sedut

pp. of Btdare, to allay, call ]

Unruffled by passion ;—com

posed; calm; quiet; tranquil ;

serene; undisturbed; sober;

serious.

Sedately, (se-datle) adv. In

a sedate manner ; soberly. Sedan.

Sedateness, (se-dat'nes) w. Condition or quality of

being sedate ; freedom from agitation ; composure ;

serenity ; tranquillity.

Sedative, (sed'a-tiv) a. \h. aedare.] Tending to calm

or tranquillize; allaying irritation ; composing; south

ing, [ity, and irritative activity or pain.

Sedative, (sed'a-tiv)n. A remedy which allays irritabil-

Sedentariness, (sed'en-tar-e-nee) n. State or quality of

being sedentary ; inactivity;—Btudioua habit or dis

position.

Sedentary, (sed'en-tar-e) a. [L. icdentarius, from

aedere, to sit] Accustomed to sit much or long, as

students, tailors, sempstresses, Ac. ;—requiring a sit

ting posture or long sitting, as employment;—passed

for the most part in sitting ;—inactive ; motionless;

sluggish.

Sedge, (sej) n. fA.-S. secy, Ir. & Gael. »ei»g, W. htsg.]

A plant growing in dense tufts, generally in wet

grounds, allied to the grasses, but distinguished by

having no joints in the stems.

Sedgy, (sej'e) a. Overgrown with sedge.

Sediment, (eed'e-ment) n, [L. iedimentum, from $edert,

to sit, to settle.] The matter which subsides to the

bottom from water or any other liquid ; lees; dregs.

Sedimentary, (Bed-e-ment'ar-e) a. Pertaining to,

formed by, or consisting of, matter that has subsided.

Sedition, (s£-dish'un) n. [L. teditio, from «, aside,

and itio, a going.] The raising of commotion in a

state not amounting to insurrection; excitement of

resistance to lawful authority ; tumult ; uproar ; riot;

revolt.

Seditious, (se-dish'e-us) a. Pertaining to or partaking

of the nature of Bedition;—tending to excite sedition ;

—turbulent; factious or guilty of sedition ; riotous;

mutinous ; rebellious. [ner.

Seditiously, (se-dish'e-us-le) adv. In a seditious man-

Seditiousness, (se-dish'e-us-nes) it. The quality of

being seditious ; disposition to excite popular commo

tion in opposition to law or the act of doing so.

Seduce, (.ir -d lis') v. t. [L. teducere, from *e, aside, and

ducert, to lead.] To draw aside from the path of

rectitude and duty;—to lead astray;—to tempt; to

allure ;—to corrupt ; to deprave ;—to deceive, as in

nocence ;—to induce to surrender chastity :—imp. &

pp. seduced; ppr. seducing.

Seducement, (&e~dfis'ment) n. Act of seducing; seduc

tion ;—the means employed to seduce.

Seducer, (se-dus'er) n. One who seduces or draws away;

a corrupter ;—a betrayer ;—a tempter ; Mpecifically,

one who prevails by art and persuasions over the

chastity of a woman. lor led astray.

Seduoible, (ae-dus'e-bl) a. Capable of being seduced

Seduction, (sc-duk'shun) n. Act of seducing or of

enticing from the path of duty ; specifically, the act or

crime of persuading a female to surrender her chast

ity ;—that which seduces ; means of leading astray.

Seductive, (se-duk'tiv) a. Tending to lead astray ; apt

to deceive or mislead ; — alluring ; enticing ;—hence,

showy ; specious.

Sedulity, (se-dule-te) n. [L. teduUta*.] Quality of

being sedulous: unremitting industry; diligent and

persevering application ; constant attention.
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Sedulous, (sed'u-luB) a. [L. tedulus, from tedere, to

hit. 1 Diligent in application or pursuit; steadily in

dustrious ; persevering ; close ; unremitted ; assidu

ous; laborious.

Sedulously, (sed'u-lus-le) adv. In a sedulous manner;

assiduously ; industriously; with painful diligence.

Sedulousness, ( sed'u-lus-nes ) n. Assiduity; assidu

ousness; steady diligence.

See, (se) n. [F. siege, from L. xdts, a seat,] A diocese ;

the jurisdiction of a bishop;—the seat of au arch

bishop; a province or jurisdiction of an archbishop ;

—the seat, place, or office of the ]x>pe or Roman

pontiff ; — the authority of the pope or court of

Home.

See, (se) v.t. [A.-S. won, Ger. sehen, IceL sta.) To per

ceive by the eye ; to behold;—to discover; to perceive;

—to observe; to note; to mark;—to form an idea or

conception; to discern; to comprehend ;—to regard or

look to ; to take care of ;—to have an interview with ;

to visit;—to fall in with; to meet or associate with;—

to experience; to suffer;— to know by revelation ;—to

apprehend by faith ;—to enjoy or be blessed in the

full knowledge of, as God ;—v. i. To have the power

of sight; —to have intellectual apprehension ; to pene

trate ; to discern ;—to examine into ; to inquire ;—to

be attentive ; to pay regard ; to give heed ;—imp. saw;

pp. seen ; ppr. seeing.

Seed, (s£d) n. [A.-S. seed1, from t&wan, to sow, Go.

seds, Ger. saat.) The embryo with its envelope or the

matured ovule, which gives origin to a new plant;—the

generative fluid of the male; semen; — that from

which any thing springs ; first principle ;—the prin

ciple of production;—progeny; offspring;—race; gene

ration; birth.

Seed, (sod) v. t. To grow to maturity, so as to produce

seed;—to shed the seed;—v. t. To sprinkle with seed,

or as if withseed; to bow:— imp. & pp. seeded; ppr.

seeding.

Seed-basket, (sed'bas-ket) «. A vessel for holding the

seed to be sown :—also seed-bag ; sted-cob ; seed-lob.

Seed-bed, (sed'bed) n. Bed or plot of ground for

raising seed.

Seed-bud, (sed'bud) n. The germ, germen, or rudiment

of the fruit in embryo ; the ovule.

Seed-cake, (sed'kak) n. A sweet cake containing

aromatic seeds.

Seed-corn, (sSd'korn)"rt. Corn or grain for seed.

Seed-down, (sed'down) n. A fine feathery or hairy sub

stance on some seeds, by which they are wafted by the

wind; the pappus or hairy crown.

Scediness, (aed'e-nes) n. State of being seedy ;—abun

dance of seeds ;—thread-bare or shabby condition, as

of clothes, &c. ;— nervous debility or depression after

intoxication.

Seedling, (sed"ling) n. A plant reared from the

seed, as distinguished from one propagated by layers,

buds, or the like.

Seed-plot, (sed'plot) n. The ground on which seeds

are sown to produce plants for transplanting; a

nursery, falsi), a sower.

Seedsman, (sR-dz'man) n, A person who deals in seeds ;

Seed-time, (sed'tim) n. The season proper for sowing.

Seed-vessel, ( sed'ves-el ) n. The case which contains

the seeds; a pod.

Seedy, (sed'e) a. Abounding with seeds; bearing

seeds ;—run to seed ;—hence, exhausted ; worn out ;

poor and miserable looking;—Buffering from the effects

of intoxication.

Seeing, (se'ing) ppr., but used as a con). In view of the

fact that ; considering ; inasmuch as ; since.

Seeing, (se'ing)n. Act of perceiving objects by the eye;

sight ; vision ; perception.

Seek, (sek) v. t. [A.-S. sican, Icel. saka, L. sequi, to

follow.] To go in search or quest of ;—to endeavour

to find or gain by any means;—to solicit ; to ask for;

to inquire for ;—to pursue ; to hunt ;—v. i. To make

Segment.

a 6, chord ; a t h.

search or inquiry ; — to endeavour; to attempt ; to

strive; to pursue; to aim at injuring or destroying,

— to seek to, to apply to; to resort:—imp. & pp.

sought ; ppr. seeking.

Seeker, (sek'er) n. One who seeks; an inquirer;—one

of a sect who profess no determinate religion.

Seel, (sel) v. t. [F. silUr.) To sew the eyelids together,

as a hawk ;—hence, to shut the eyes of; to render

blind :—imp. & pp. seeled ; ppr. seeling.

Seem, (sem) v. i. [O. Eng. seem, to become, befit,

A. -S. siman, to judge, Ger. xieitun. J To bave a show or

semblance; to present an appearance;—v. t. To befit;

to become '.—imp. & pp. seemed ; ppr. seeming.

Seemer, (sem'er) n. One who seems ; one whocarries so

appearance or semblance.

Seeming, (sem'ing) a. Appearing like; having the

semblance of; specious.

Seeming, (sem'ing) n. Appearance; show; sembla&re ,

fair appearance. [ostensibly.

Seemingly, (sem'iiig-le)m?<\ Inappearance; apparently;

Seemingness, (sem'ing -lies) n. Fair appearance,

plausibility.

Seemliness, (sem'le-nes) n. State or quality of

being seemly; comeliness; grace; fitness; propriety;

decency.

Seemly, (sem'le) a. [Ger. zitmheh.] Suited totbe

object, occasion, purpose, or character; becoming . fit ;

suitable ; proper ; appropriate ; meet ; decent ; de

corous, [ner.

Seemly, (sem'le) adv. In a decent or proper mair-

Seer, (ser) n. [From *«.] One who sees ;—a person

who foresees events ; a prophet

Seeresa, fseVes) n, A female seer ; a prophetess.

Seesaw, (sc'eaw) n. [Probably a reduplication ofw/,

expressing the motion in sawing.] A play amoc|

children, in which two persons, seated upon the ep

posite ends of a board which is supported in tU

middle, move alternately up and down ;—a board ad-

justed for this purpose;—a vibratory or reciprocattss

motion.

Seesaw, (se'saw) v. L To move backward and for

ward, or upward and downward:— imp. & pp. ■ee-

aawed; ppr. seesawing.

Seesaw, (se'saw) a. Moving up and down or to and

fro ; having a reciprocating motion.

Seethe, (sSth) v.t. [A. -8. uodhun, Ger. tiedm.) To

decoct or prepare for food in hot liquid ; to boil ;—

v. i. To be in a state of ebullition ; to be hot :-

seethed; pp. seethed, sodden; ppr. seething;.

Seg, (seg) n. Sedge ;—a castrated bulL

Segment, (segment) n. [L. Momentum, from

to cut] One of the parts into

which any body naturally separ

ates or is divided ; a section ;

a portion ;—a part cut off from a

figure by a line or plane; es-

pecially, that part of a circle con

tained between a chord and an arc

of that circle.

Segmental, (seg-ment'al) a. Relat

ing to, forming, or resembling a

segment

Segnitude, (seg'ne-tud) n. [L

segnis, slow.] Slowness; inactivity ; dulness.

Segregate, (seg're-gat) v. t. [L. segrrgare, tegrepxt*^

from se, aside, and grex, gregis, a flock or herd.] Ta

separate from others; to set apart: — imp. & p^.

segregated; ppr. segregating.

Segregate, (seg'rfi-gat) a. Select; hence, choice; speraal

Segregation, (seg-ie-ga'ahun) n. Act of segregating :

separation from others; a parting.

Seidlitz-powders, ( sedlitz-pow-dcrz ) n. ph Aperiexi

powders, containing bicarbonate and potasso-tartnw

of soda, and tartaric acid.

Seignior, (sen'yer) n. [F. seigneur, It signore, fros

L. senior, elder.] A lord; the lord of a manor—the
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English equivalent of the Spanish Sat or anil Italian

Signer, titles of address corresponding to Sir or Mr.

Seigniorage, (sen'yer-Bj) n. Something claimed or

taken by virtue of sovereign prerogative ; specifically,

a certain toll or deduction on bullion brought to the

mint to be coined.

Seigniory, (senyer-e) n. Power or authority of a

lord ; dominion ;—a lordship ; a manor.

Seine, (sen) n. [F. seine. It. ft L. sagena.] A large

net for catching fish.

Seismic, (sis'mik) a. Belonging to earthquakes.

Seismology, (sis-mol'o-je) n. [G. seismoe, earthquake,

and logos, discourse.] Doctrine of earthquakes, or a

treatise on the causes and phenomena of earthquakes.

Seismometer, (eis-mom'e-ter) n. [G. seismot, a shak

ing, and metron, measure.] An instrument for

measuring the duration and shock of an earthquake.

Seismoscope, (sis'mo-skdp) n. [G. teismon, earthquake,

and akoptin, to view.] An instrument for showing

visibly the movements or undulations of the ground

in an earthquake. [to be taken.

Seizable, (seVa-bl) a. Capable of being seized ; liable

Seize, (sez) v,t. [F. taisir, Arm. aeisxa.] To catch;

to grasp; to take hold of; to invade;— to fall or

rush upon suddenly and lay hold on ;—to take pos

session of by force ;—to take possession of by warrant

or legal authority ;—to bind or fasten together, as

ropes:—imp, &pp. seized; ppr. seizing.

Seizer, (seVer) n. One who seizes.

Seizin, (aezin) a. [F. xainne.] Possession of an estate

of freehold ;—the thing possessed; possession;—the

act of taking or entering on possession.

Seizure, (sez'ur) v. Act of seizing ; sudden and violent

grasp or gripe;—possession ;—thing laid hold of or

possessed ;—act of taking by warrant, as goods ;—act

of coming suddenly upon ; attack, as of disease ;—

a catching or catch, as of words.

Sejunction, (se-jungk'shun) n. [L. sejungcrc, to separ

ate.] Act of separating or disjoining; separation;

division.

Selah, (sola) n. [H., from sdldh, to repose, to be

silent.] A silence or a pause in the musical per

formance of the Psalms where it is introduced.

Seldom, (sel'dum) adv. ("A. -8. teldvm, Ger. telten,]

Rarely ; not often ; not frequently.

Seldom, (sel'dum) a. Rare ; infrequent

Seldomness, (sel'dam-nes) n. Rarity ; uncommonness ;

infrequency.

Select, (sfi-lekV) v.%. [L. teli*/ere, select urn, from $e,

aside, apart, and legere, to gather.] To choose and

take from a number; to pick out; to cull:—imp. &

pp. selected; ppr. selecting.

Select, (su-lekf) a. Taken from a number by pre

ference ; of special value or excellence ; chosen ; pick

ed; choice. [tion.

Selectedly, (sS-lek'ted-le) adv. With care in selec-

Selection, (se-lek'shun) n. Act of selecting or state of

being selected ; choice by preference from many

others ; —that which is selected ; something chosen or

culled ; also, the collection of things culled.

Selective, (sfi-lek'tiv) a. Exercising care and dis

crimination in choosing. [or well chosen.

Selectness, (sS-lekt'nes) n. State of being select

Selenic, ( se-len'ik ) a. Portaiiiiug to selenium ; not

ing an acid composed of one equivalent of selenium

and three of oxygen.

Selenium, (se-lefae-nm) n. [L. from G. jcttae, the

moon.] An elementary substance, allied to sulphur,

of a dark brown colour, with a metallic lustre.

Selenograph, (sel-e'no-graf) n. A delineation or pic

ture of the surface or part of the surface of the moon

—now executed by photography.

Selenography, (sel-e-nog'ra-fe) n. [G. »elini, the moon,

and graphein, to describe.] A description of the

surface of the moon.

Self, (self) a. Same ; very same ;—also used as a pro

noun, and in combination with personal pronouns,

to express emphasis or distinction, or reciprocal

action ;—also used extensively as a prefix.

Self, (self) a. [A.-S. tilf, self, Ger. telbst, Go. rilba]

The individual as an object to his own reflective con

sciousness ; a person as a distinct individual ;—hence,

personal interest, or love of private interest ; selfish

ness, [sense of guilt or shame.

Self-abased, (selfa-b&sd) a. Humbled by the conscious

Self-abasement, (self'a-bas-meut) n. Humiliation

proceeding from consciousness of inferiority, guilt, or

shame. [powers.

Self-abuse, (selfa-biis) n. Abuse of one's own person or

Self-command, ( self ' kom - mand ) n. Calmness or

equauimity ; control of temper ; cool and collected

exercise of the mental powers and resources.

Self-conceit, (selfkon-set) n. Conceit of one's self ; a

high opinion of one's powers or endowments; vanity.

Self-conceited, (selfkon-set-ed) a. Having a nigh or

overweening opinion of one's own person or merits ;

vain.

Self-confident, (selfkon-fl-dent) a. Relying on one's

powers or judgment; self-relying—usually in a bad

sense ; presumptuous.

Self-conscious, (selfkon-she-us) a. Conscious of one's

acts or states ;—conscious of one's self as an object of

the observation of others ; — estimating too highly

one's capacities, claims, or importance.

Self-contradiction, (self'kon-tra-dik 'shun) n. A

repugnancy in terms ; a proposition of which one part

or term contradicts the others.

Self-control, (selfkon-trol) a. Control exercised over

one's self. [own conscience or declarations.

Self-convicted, (selfkon-vik'ted) a. Convicted by one's

Self-deception, (self-dS-sep'shun) n. Act of deceiving

one's self; erroneous conception regarding one's self.

Self-defence, (selfde-fens) n. The act ofdefending one's

own person, property, or reputation.

Self-denial, (selfde-ni'al) n. The denial of one's self;

the forbearing to gratify one's own appetites or desires.

Self-determining, (selfde-ter'min-ing) a. Deciding by

itself or for itself ; free ; not necessary, as the power

of the will.

Self-devotion, (selfde-vo'shun) n. The devoting of

one's person and services voluntarily to any difficult

or hazardous employment.

Self-esteem, (self-es-tem') n. The esteem or good opinion

of one's self ; complacency.

Self-evident, (self-ev'e-dent) a. Evident without proof

or reasoning ; producing certainty or clear conviction

upon a bare presentation to the mind.

Self-examination, (selfegz-am-in-a'shun) «. Act or

duty of searching and trying one's character, motives,

and actions, especially by the law of Christ.

Self-existence, (self-egz-iBt'ena) n. Inherent or inde

pendent existence—an attribute of God.

Self-existent, (self-egz-ist'ent) a. Existing of or by

himself, independent of any other being.

Self-interest, (selfin-tgr- est) n. Private interest ; the

interest or advantage of one's self.

Selfish, (selfish) a. Regarding one's own good in

disregard, or at the expense, of that of others.

Selfishly, (selfish-le) adv. In a selfish manner ; with

regard to private interest only or chiefly.

Selfishness, ("selfish-nee) n. The quality of being

selfish ; exclusive regard to one's own interest or

happiness. [real character, abilities, or worth.

Self-knowledge, (selfnol-ej) n. Knowledge of one's

Self-love, (self'lnv) n. The love of one's self; tendency

to seek 6ne's own benefit or advantage.

Self-made, (selfmfid) a. Made by one's self;—noting

a man who has risen to wealth, learning, fame, ox

power, by his own talents or energies.

Self-murder, (selfmur-der) n. Act of killing one's

self ; suicide. [in one's opinion,

Self-opinioaative, (self-o-pinyun-a-tiv) a. Obstinate
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Self-possession, (selfpoz-zesh-un) n. The possession of

one's powers ; calmness ; self-command ; presence of

mind.

Self-preservation, (selfpre-zer-va shun) n. Act or duty

of protecting one's self from hurt, loss, death, &c.

Self-registering, (selfrej-is-ter-ing) a. That registers

or records observations automatically, as a ther

mometer.

Self-reliance, (selfre-li-ans) n. Reliance on one's own

powers ; self-confidence ; self-sufficiency.

Self-reproach, (selTre-proch) n. The act of reproaching

or condemning one's self. [esteem ;—pharisaic.

Self-righteous, (selfrit-e-us) a. Righteous in one's own

Self-righteousness, (self rit-e-ns-nes) n. Personal

rigliteonsness ; reliance for salvation on one's own

character and works. [same ; identical.

Self-same, (selfsam) a. Precisely the same ; the very

Self-seeking, (selfsek-ing) a. Selfish; seeking ones

own interest or pleasure.

Self-sufficient, (self'suf-fish-e-ent) a. Having full

confidence in one's own strength, abilities, or endow

ments ; hence, haughty ; overbearing.

Self-taught, (sel'tawt) a. Taught by one's self ;—self-in

structed; self-disciplined.

Self-will, (selfwil) n. One's own will ; obstinacy.

Self-willed, (selfwild) a. Governed by one's own

will ; not yielding to the will or wishes of others;

obstinate.

Sell, (sel) «. [F. telle.] A saddle;—a royal seat;

throne.

Sell, (sell v. t. [A.-S. niton, to give, to sell, Icel.

stlia.) To transfer to another for an equivalent; to

dispose of in return for something, especially for

money ; — hence, to accept a price or reward for, as

for a breach of duty, trust, or the like ; to betray ;—

to impose upon :—v.i. To practise selling ; — to be

sold :—imp. <t pp. sold ; ppr. selling.

Sell, (sel) n. An imposition or trick, as in a case where

confidence has been reposed or expectation excited.

Seller, (seTer) h. One who sells , a Tender.

Seltzer-water, (scltz'er-waw-ter) n. A mineral water

from Setters, in Germany, containing much free car

bonic acid.

Selvage, (sel'vaj) n, [Said to be from teIf and tdgtt

as if its own proper edge, but perhaps from Norm. F.

.'infi'i lage, from tauvtr, to preserve.] The edge of

cloth woven in such a manner as to prevent ravel

ling; list: —also selvedge.

Semaphore, (sem'a-for) u. [G. sema, a sign, and

phenin, to bear.] An apparatus for exhibiting signals

to convey information from a distance ; a telegraph.

Semaphoric, (sem-a-for'ik) a. Pertaining to a sema

phore or to semaphores ; telegraphic.

Semaphorically, (sera-a-forlk-al-e) adv. By telegraphy.

Semblable, (sem'bla-bl) a. [F.] Like ; resembling.

Semblance, (sem'blanB) u. [F. umhler, resemble, from

L. simulate, to imitate, from trim Hi*, like.] Seeming ;

appearance; show; form; — likeness: resemblance;

similitude. [similar.

Semblant, (sem'blant) a. [F. tembler.] Resembling;

Semeiotics, (se-mi-ot'iks) n.pl. [G. wmeion, sign.]

Doctrine or knowledge of symptoms in disease ; symp

tomatology :—also aemeiology.

Bemenality, (sem-in-al'it-e) n. The nature of or

power of producing seed.

Semen, (sVmen) n. [L.f from the root «, whence

mrtre, tatvm, to sow.] Seed, especially the male

generative product of animals; sperm.

Semi-annual, (seui-e-an'nu-al) a. Half yearly.

Semi-arian, (sem-e-a're-an) n. In eecUniattical hittory,

one who with the Arians denied the divinity of Christ,

and taught that he was created of like substance with

the Father ; a Homoiousian.

Semibreve, (sem'e-brev) n. A note of half the time

of the breve ;—called also a whale note. It is the

longest note now in general use.

 

Semicircle, (sem'e-eerk-I) n. The half of a circle ;—

a body in the form of half of a

circle.

Semicircular, (sem-e-s?rk'u-lar) a.

Having the form of half of a circle.

Semicolon, ( sem'e-ko-lon ) n. A

point or sentential mark [;] used

to indicate a separation between

parts or members of a sentence

more distinct than that marked by

a comma, but less than a colon, A C B Scmieirch.

and a pause in reading usually of longer dnrackm,

Semi-cylindrical, (sem-e-se-lin'drik-al) a. Half cylindri

cal.

Semi-diameter, (sem-e-di-am'et-er) *. Half of a

diameter ; a right line, or the length of a right line,

drawn from the centre of a circle, sphere, or other

curved figure, to its circumference ; a radius.

Semi-diaphanous, (sem-e-di-aran-us) a. Half or im

perfectly diaphanous or transparent; translucent.

Semi-fluid, (eem'e-flu-id) a. Imperfectly fluid.

Semi-lunar, (sem-e-lu'nar) a. Resembling in form s

half moon.

Seminal, (sem'in-al) a. [L. KeminalU, from sentes,

mnivit, seed.] Pertaining to seed : — contained is

seed ; holding the relations of seed, source, or first

principle ; radical ; rudiments! ; original.

Seminary, (sem'in-ar-e) a. [L. sraiiaartttsi, from

uminariu*, belonging to seed.] An institutieu cS

education; a school, academy, college, or universitr

in which young persons are instructed in varices

branches of learning; a source of propagation; — *

nursery. (dispersion of see!«

Semination, (sem-in-a'shun) n. Act of sowing ;—nat'irx!

Seminiflo, (sem-in-ifik) a. [L. wihcti, srmxnis, seed,

and J'acere, to make.] Forming or producing seed,

or the originative principle.

Semi-pelagian, (sem-e-pel-aje-an) n. A follower of

Casaianus, a monk of the 5th century, who denied

the Augustinian doctrines of original sin, moral h>

abiUty, unconditional election, and perseverance M

the saints, and taught that divine grace is co-opexafcTs

with, but not necessarily precedent to man's wiU is

the scheme of salvation.

Semiquaver, (sem'e-kwa-ver) n. A note of h*lf tbs

duration of the quaver ; a sixteenth note.

Semispherical, (sem-ls-fer'ik-al) a. Having the figure

of a half sphere. [an sir.

Semi-tangent, (sem'e-tan-jent) n. The tangent of t*k

Semitertian, ( aem-e-tcr'sne-an ) n. An intextnitssst

fever or ague, compounded of a tertian and quotidian.

Semitic, (sem-it'ik) a. Pertaining to the descendant*

of Shem, eon of Noah, and the countries peopled >j

them ;—noting one of the great families of language

usually classified as Aramean, Phoenician, aeJ

Arabic.

Semitone, (sem'e-tdn) n. Half a tone ;—-one of tht

degrees or intervals of the diatonic scale.

Bemitonio, (sem-e-ton'ik) a. Pertaining to a semi

tone ; consisting of a semitone or of semitones.

Semi-transparent, (seme-trans-pa-rent) a. Half cr

imperfectly transparent ; partly opaque.

Semi-vitrified, (sem-e-vit're-fid) a. Half or imperfertrf

vitrified ; partly converted into glass.

Semi-vocal, (sem'e-vo-kal) a. Pertaining to a semi

vowel;—half vocal ; imperfectly sounding.

Semi-vowel, (sem'e-vow-el) n. A sound intermemsta

between a vowel and a consonant, or partaking ti

the nature of both, and sometimes used in lamr^v*

with the value of a vowel; — the sign represent!^

such a sound.

Semolina, (sem-o-lFna) n. [It. ttmolo, bran, from I.

ximila, the finest wheat flour.] The hard grains ***

wheat retained in the bolting machine after the Sao

parts have passed through.

Semoule, (sa-iuouT) n. [P.] Hard,
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remaining in the bolting machine after the fine is

sifted; semolina.

Serapervirent, (sem-per-vi'rent) a. [L. temper, always,

and virens. flourishing.] Evergreen; fresh.

Sempiternal, (sem-pe-tcr'iial) a. [L. sempiternus,

from semper, always, and eternus, eternal.) Of never-

ending duration; everlasting; endless; having begin

ning, but no end. [without end.

Sempiternity, (sem-pe-tpr'ne-te) n. Future duration

Semester, (sem'ster) n. One who works with a needle ;

a eewer ;—a dealer in sewn goods.

Sempstress, (aem'stres) n. A woman who lives by

needle-work; a good sewer.

Senate, (sen'at) «. [L. senex, tenia, old, an old man.]

An assembly or council of citizens distinguished by

birth, dignities, wealth, influence, &c, and invested

with a share in the government, as in ancient Rome;

• —a body of elders chosen from the nobles of the

nation, and having supreme legislative authority;—

the upper or lees numerous branch of a legislature in

various countries, as in France and in the United

States ;—hence, in general, a legislative body; a state

council.

Senator, (sen'a-ter) n. A member of a senate.

SenatonaX (sen-a-to're-al) «. Pertaining to or becom

ing a senator or a senate.

Senatorially, fsen-a-td're-al-le) adv. In the manner of

a senate; with, dignity or solemnity.

Senatorihip, (son'a-ter-slup) n. The office or dignity

of a senator.

Send, (send) v.t. [A.-S. tendan, Icel. senda.] To

cause to go in any manner; to despatch ;—to procure

the going, carrying, transmission, &c, of ;—to emit;

to cast; to throw; to hurl ;—to commission or direct

to go and act ;—to cause to happen; to inflict;—to

propagate; to diffuse;—to grant; to bestow;-r.t. To

despatch an agent or messenger ; — to transmit a

message ; — among teamen, to pitch forward, as a

ship :—imp. A pp. sent ; ppr. sending.

Bender, (sen'der) n. One who sends, despatches, or

transmits.

Senescence, (se-nes'ens)n. [L.tene»cens,ppr. oiseneseere,

to grow old, inchoative form of senere, to be old.] The

state of growing old; decay by time.

Senescent, (se-neVent)a. Growing old; decaying with

the lapse of time.

Seneschal, (sen'es-shal) n. [F. senechal, Ger. eeneschalt,

from the root sin, strength, age, L. senex, old, ana

scale, scalh, a servant.] A steward; an officer in the

houses of princes and dignitaries who has the super

intendence of feasts and domestic ceremonies.

Senile, (se'nil) a. fL. senilis, from senex, tons, old, an

old man.] Pertaining to old age; proceeding from age.

Senility, (sS-nil'e-te) a. State of being senile; old age.

Senior, (se'ne-or) a. [L. senior, comparative of senex,

tenis, old.] More advanced in age or rank; elder;

—belonging to the fourth year of the collegiate course

in American colleges, or the third year in professional

schools. Senior counsel, at the English bar, one who

by professional standing and acquirements, or by

official position, leads in a case and takes precedence

of other counsel, called Junior;—senior wrangler, in

the University of Cambridge, the graduate who takes

highest honours in mathematics.

Senior, (se'ne-or) n. One who is older than another ;

—one older in office ; one prior in grade or rank ;—

an aged person.

Seniority, (s5-ne*or'e-te) n. Quality or condition of

being senior ; priority of birth ;—eldership ;—priority

or superiority in office or rank.

Senna, (sen'na) n. (A. sand or send.) A leguminous

plant, and especially its leaves, which are largely used

in medicine as a cathartic

Sennight, (sen'nit) n. [Contracted from sevennight.]

The space of seven nights and days; a week.

Sennit, (sen'nit) n. In ships, a kind of fiat cordage

formed by plaiting five or seven rope yarns together,

and used for covering fenders, <fcc.

Sensate, (sen'sat)a. [L. tensutus, from sensus, sense.]

Perceived by the senses.

Sensation, (seu-sa'shun)n. [F.fromL.*en*us, sense.] The

perception of external objects by means of the bodily

senses ; the effect produced on the sensorium, or

centre and seat of feeling, by something acting on

the bodily organs or nerves—impressions produced by

a foreign body on an organ of sense ; impression in

the living system produced by the actions of its own

parts or organs ;— in philosophy, mental faculty by

which we acquire the knowledge of objects and of

their qualities ; perception ; apprehension ; — the

faculty of apprehending beauty, harmony, novelty

sublimity, Ac.; emotional or artistic sense;—hence,

generally, any impression made upon the mind;

strong feeling of interest ; agreeable or disagreeable

feelings produced by the exhibition or description of

scenes, incidents, or characters, whether real or

fictitious ; excitement : commotion.

Sensational, (sen-sa'shun-al) a. Constituted by, con

sisting in, or having the nature of sensation or per

ception ;—melodramatic ; fitted to produce unnatural

interest and excitement.

Sensationalism, (sen-sa'shnn-al-izm) n. The doctrine

that our ideas originate solely in sensation or per

ception of external objects through the senses—op

posed to idealism ;—art or practice of writing, depict

ing, Ac, so as to produce unreal and unnatural

scenes of interest and excitement.

Sense, (sens) n. [L. tens us, from fenfire, senium, to

perceive, to feel. ] Faculty or power by which external

objects are perceived ; sight ; touch ; taste; hearing ;

smell;—perception by the bodily organs or five senses;

feeling ;— perception by the intellect; apprehension

of mind ; discernment ; — quickness or keenness of

perception ; sensibility ;—understanding ; soundness

of mind ; natural reason;—proper cause, ground, ob

ject, or motive; rationale;—opinion , judgment; notion;

—consciousness; conviction ;—moral perception ; feel

ing of right or wrong;— true meaning; import;

signification. Common sense, the inherent intelligence

proper to mankind;—instinctive and intuitive dis-

comment of what is right, becoming, suitable, or

expedient ; natural sagacity ; shrewdness ; mother

wit ;—moral sense, natural and inherent faculty in man

which determines between right and wrong ; con

science.

Senseless, (sens'les) a. Destitute of sense ; incapable

of feeling ; insensible ;—wanting appreciation or sym

pathy ; without sensibility ;—destitute of understand

ing; foolish; stupid;—contrary to reason or sound

judgment; unwise; ill-judged; foolish.

Senselessly, ( sens ' les-le ) adv. In a senseless man

ner;—stupidly ; unreasonably.

Senselessness, (sens'les-nes) n. The state or qual

ity of being senseless; unreasonableness; folly;

stupidity.

Sensibility, (scnfl-o-bil'e-te) n. [F. lensibiUte.)

Quality or condition of being sensible ; capacity to

feel or perceive ;—the capacity of the soul to exercise

or to be the subject of emotion or feeling, as dis

tinguished from the intellect and the will ; also, the

capacity for any specific feeling or emotion ;—acute-

ness of sensation or of perception ; quick emotion or

sympathy; — that quality of an instrument which

makes it indicate very alight changes of condition;

delicacy.

Sensible, (sensVbl) a, [L. tensibilis, from sentus, sense.]

Capable of being perceived by the senses; hence, also,

perceptible to the mind ;—easily affected ; having

nice perception or acute feeling ; also, readily moved

or affected by natural agents ;—perceiving or having

perception, either by the senses or the mind; cogniz

ant; satisfied; persuaded ;—having moral perception ;
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—possessing or containing sense or reason ; character

ized by good sense ; intelligent ; wine.

Sensibleness, (senre-bl-nes) n. Condition or quality of

being sensible ; sensibility ; susceptibility ; — intelli

gence ; reasonableness.

Sensibly, (sens/e-ble) adv. In a sensible manner; per

ceptibly to the senses ; — with intelligence or good

sense ;—judiciously ; — feelingly ; with sensibility ;—

acutely; visibly; audibly.

Sensitive, (sens'it-iv) a. Having sense or feeling;—

especially, having quick and acute sensibility ; highly

susceptible ; easily and acutely affected :—shrinking

from the touch ;—tender ; delicate ;—pertaining to,

or depending on, sensation. [ner.

Sensitively, (sens'it-iv-le) adv. In a sensitive man-

Sensitiveness, (sens'it-iv-nes) ?t. The state or quality

of being sensitive or easily affected by external ob

jects, events, or influences ;— quick and keen sensibil

ity >—in physics, susceptibility of chemical action or

change :—also sensitivity.

Sensitive-plant, (sens'it-iv-plant) n. A leguminous

plant of the genus Mimota, the leaves of which shrink

and close at the slightest touch. [or sensorium.

Sensorial, (sen-sd're-al) a. Pertaining to the sensory

Sensorium, (sen-so're-um) n. [L. sentirt, tension, to

discern or perceive by the senses.] The seat of sense

or sensation ; that part of the body where the senses

transmit their perceptions to the mind; the brain;

—also sensory.

Sensual, (sensual) a. [F. misuel, It. sensvale, from

h. sensus, sense.] Pertaining to, consisting in, or

affecting the senses or bodily organs of perception ;—

carnal ; fleshly ; pertaining to or consisting in the

gratification of sense or the indulgence of appetite :—

devoted to the pleasures of sense or appetite ; lux

urious : voluptuous.

Sensualism, (sens'u-al-izm) n. State of subjection to

animal or carnal feelings and apatites ; fleshly in

dulgence ; luxurious living ; habit or practice of

lewdness.

Sensualist, (sens'ii-al-ist) it. One given to the indul

gence of the appetite or senses ;—a carnal or worldly-

minded man; a bon-vivant; epicure ; a lewd or loose

liver.

Sensuality, (sens-fl-al'e-te) n. Quality of being sen

sual ; — devotedness to the senses or perceptions of

sense; addiction to the objects of bodily or animal

desire;—free indulgence in carnal or sensual pleasures.

Sensualization, (sens-u-al-iz-a'shun) n. The act of

sensualizing or the state of being sensualized.

Sensualize, (sens u-al-iz) v. t. To make sensual ; to de

base by carnal gratifications:—imp. & pp. sensualiz

ed; ppr. sensualizing.

Sensually, (sens'u-al-le) adv. In a sensual manner.

Sensuous, (sens'u-us) o. Pertaining to or addressing

the senses ; connected with sensible objects.

Sentence, (sent'ens) n. [L. sententia, from stntire,

to discern by the senses, to feel, to think.] An

opinion ; a decision ; especially, a philosophical or

theological opinion ;—in the civil and admiralty law,

the judgment of a court pronounced in a cause ; in the

common law, a judgment passed on a criminal by a

court or judge ; — a short saying containing moral

instruction ; a maxim ; an axiom ;—a short paragraph ;

a combination of words which is complete as express

ing a thought ; a period.

Sentence, (sent'ens) v. t. To pass or pronounce judg

ment upon; to doom;—to condemn; to decree punish

ment '.—imp. &pp. sentenced; ppr. sentencing.

Sentential, (sen-ten'she-al) a. Comprising sentences ;

—pertaining to a sentence or full period.

Sententially, (sen-ten'she-al-le) adv. In a sentential

manner ; by means of sentences.

Sententious, (sen-ten'she-us) a. Abounding with sen

tences, axioms, and maxima • short and energetic ;—

comprising sentences.

Sententiously, (sen-ten'she-us-le) adv. In a sententicas

manner; in abort, expressive periods; with striking

brevity.

Sentendousness, (sen-ten'ahe-us-nes) n. Quality of

being sententious; comprehension in a sentence ;—

brevity with strength of thought ; condensed force of

style; pithiness of remarks :—also sententiority.

Sentient, (sen'she-ent) a. [L. sentient, ppr. of en

tire, to discern or perceive by the senses.] Having a

faculty of sensation or perception ;—perceiving ; feel

ing ;—thinking ; reflecting;—noting parts of the body

which are more susceptible of feeliiig than other- ;

sensitive.

Sentiment, (sen'te-ment) n. (F., from L. mentire, to

perceive, feel, think.] A thought prompted by pas

sion or feeling ; feeling toward or respecting some per

son or thing ;—the decision of the mind forme- 1 by

deliberation or reasoning;— opinion; idea; notion,

judgment ;—a thought or wish expi eased in words : a

toast ;—also, the sense or meaning considered apart1

from the language or mode of expression;—aenadbilny ;

feeling; tender susceptibility.

Sentimental, (sen-te-ment'al)a. Abounding with senti

ments or reflections ;—having an excess of si iilimawl

or sensibility;—artificially or affectedly tender; roman

tic ; fanciful ; extravagant.

Sentimentalism, (sen-te-mentfal-izm) n. Character or

behaviour of a sentimentalist ; sentimentality.

Sentimentalist, (sen-te-ment'al-ist^ n. One who assets

sentiment, fine feeling, or exquisite sensibility.

Sentimentality, (sen-te-ment-al'e-te) h. Affectation of

fine feeling or exquisite sensibility.

Sentimentalize, ( sen-te-menfal-iz) v. i. To affect ex

quisite sensibility.

Sentimentally, (sen-te-ment'aMe)aaV. In a sentimental

manner ; with intellectual perception ;—with refined

feeling;—with affectation of sensibility; romantitall'

Sentinel, (sen'te-nel) n. [F. scntinelle, from L. arsfirt,

to perceive.] A soldier set to watch or guard an amy,

camp, or other place, from surprise.

Sentinel, (sen'te-nel) r. t. To watch over like a sect-

nel ;—to furnish with a sentinel ; to place under tk*

guard of a sentinel.

Sentry, (sen'tre)n. [Abbreviated and corrupted free

sentinel.) A soldier on guard; a sentinel;—guard:

watch ; the duty of a sentinel.

Sentry-box, (sen'tre-boks) n, A box to cover a senti

nel at his post and shelter him from the weather.

Sepal, (sepal) n. [L. scpalwn.] A leaf or division of

the calyx.

Sepaloid, (sfi'pal-oid) a. [From sepal, and G. rUsn,

likeness.] Like a sepal or distinct part of a periantk

Separability, ( sep-ar-a-bil'e-te ) m. Quality of hcuv

separable.

Separable, (ser/ar-a-bl) a. Capable of being separated

disjoined, disunited, or rent.

Separate, (sep'ar-at) r.(. [L. wparore, Kparam,

from se, aside, and parare, to prepare.] To part m

any manner ; to divide ; to break into parts or per

tions ; —to let loose ; to disconnect : to disjoin; hence,

to divorce ;—to withdraw ; to sever, as by an inter

vening space;—to set apart; to select ?—r.i. To pan.

to be disconnected; to withdraw from each other :—■*»

cleave; to split; to open: — imp. At pp. aeparasei.

ppr. separating.

Separate, (sep'ar-ftt) a. Divided from others; de-

joined ; disconnected ; — not united ; distinct ; —As-

united from the body; incorporeal.

Separately, ( eep'ar-at-le ) adv. In a separate state;

apart: distinctly; singly. [separat*

Separateness, (sep'ar-&t-nes) w. The state ofbeing

Separation, (sep-ar-a'shun) n. Act of separating : dis

junction;—state of being separate ; disunion ; daseon-

nection;—act of resolving or decomposing suVetancss :

chemical analysis ;—divorce; disunion of married pe**>
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Separatism, (sep'ar-at-izm) n. Disposition to withdraw

from a church ; the practice of so withdrawing.

Separatist, (separ-at-ist) n. One who withdraws or

separates himself* especially, one who withdraws from

a church to which he has belonged; a seceder; a dis

senter; a schismatic ; a nectary.

Separatory, (sep'ar-a-tor-e) n. A chemical vessel for

separating liquors ; — a surgical instrument for sep

arating the pericranium from the cranium.

Separatory, ( sep'ar-i-tor-e ) a. Serving to separate,

carry off, and discharge, as the lacteal ducts or glands.

8epia, (se'pe-a) n. [G. sepia, the cuttle-fish or squid.]

The cuttle-fish, a genus of Cephalopods of several

species ; — a dark pigment prepared from the black

in ice secreted in certain glands of the cuttle-fish of

ndia;—a brown pigment prepared from the secretions

of the cuttle-fish of the Mediterranean ; hence, used

adject!vely to note a kind of drawing or sketching in

water-colour with a dark back ground, and prevail

ing tone or hue of brown.

Sepoy, (se'poy) a. (Hind. sepekau) A native of In

dia employed as a soldier in the British service.

Beps, (seps) n. (L.J A genus of snake-like lizards.

Sept, (sept) n. (A.-S. sib, consanguinity, alliance, Oer.

sipt, I eel. sift, line of consanguinity. ] A clan, race,

or family, proceeding from a common progenitor-

used of the races or families in Ireland.

Septangle, (sept'ang-gl) n. A figure with seven sides

and seven angles ; a heptagon.

Septangular, ( sept-ang'gu-lar ) a. [L. septem, seven,

and ant/ului, an angle] Having seven angles.

September, (sep-tem'ber) n. fL. septem, seven, as

being the seventh month of the Roman year, which

began with March.] The month following August:

the ninth month of the year, reckoning from January.

Septemvir. (sep-tem'vir) n. [L. septem, seven, and viri,

men.] In ancient Rome, one of seven men associ

ated in office.

Septenary, ( sep'ten-ar-e) a. [L. septenarius, from

septem, seven.] Consisting of or relating to seven.

Septenary, (sep'ten-ar-e) n. The number seven.

Septennial, (sep-ten'ne-al) a. [L. septennis, from sep-

tem, seven, and annus, year.] Continuing seven years;

—happening once in every seven years. [years.

Septencially, (sep-ten'ne-al-le) adv. Once in seven

Septentrion, (sep-ten'tre-on) n. [L. septentrio.) The

north or northern regions.

Septentrional, (sep-ten'tre-on-al) a. Of or pertaining

to the north ; northern.

Sept-foil, (sept foil) n. [L, septem, seven, and folium,

leaf] A plant of the genus Tormentilia, the roots of

which are used in tanning, and in dyeing leather and

worsted yarn, and also in medicine as an astringent;—

an architectural ornament radiating from a centre in

seven branches or leaves, or consisting of seven seg

ments of a circle.

Septic, (sep'tik) a. [Q. septilos.) Having power to

produce or promote putrefaction :—also septieaL

Septic, (sep tik) . ». A substance which generates or

induces putrefaction :—also written septon.

Septuagenarian, (sep-tu-a-jen-arVan) n. A person who

is seventy years of age ; a septuagenary.

Septuagenary, (sep-tu-aj'in-ar-e) a. (L. septuogenarius,

from septuagem, seventy each, from septuayinta,

seventy.] Consisting of seventy; also, seventy years old.

Septuagenary, (sep-tu-aj'in-ar-e) n. A person seventy

years of age ; a septuagenarian.

Septusgesima. (sep-tu-a-jes'e-rua) n. [L. septuapesimus,

the seventieth, from septuagintu. seventy.] The third

Sunday before Lent—so called because It is seventy

days before Blaster.

Septuageaimal, <sep-ta-a-jes'e-rual ) a. Consisting of

seventy, or of seventy years.

Beptuagint, (scp'tfl-a-jint) n. fL. septuaginta, seventy.]

A Greek venjon of tho Old Testament — so called

because it was said to bo the work uf seventy, or

 

rather of seventy-two translators, about 270 years

b.c. :—often written LXX. [hence, a week.

Septuary, (sep'tu-ar-e) n. A collection of seven;—

Septum, (septum) n. [L., hedge, fence, from tepire,

to hedge in.) A partition; — in

botany, a partition that separates the

cells of the fruit; — in anatomy, a

partition which separates two cavi

ties, as of the nostrils.

Septuple, (sep'tu-pl)n. [L. septuple*.]

Seven times as much ; sevenfold.

Septuple, (sep'tu-pl) v. t. To muliply

by seven:— imp. & pp. septupled ;

ppr. septupling. aaa Septum.

Sepulchral, (se-pul'kral) a. Pertaining to burial, to

the grave, or to monuments erected to the memory

of the dead; monumental;—deep; grave; hollow, as

voice or tone ;—gloomy ; dismal, as look.

Sepulchre, ( Bep'ul-ker ) n. [L. tepulchrum, from

sepelirt, to bury.J A place in which the dead body

of a human being is interred, or a place destined for

that purpose ; a grave ; a tomb. [tomb.

Sepulchre, (sep'ul-ker) «. t. To bury ; to Inter ; to en-

Sepulture, (sep'ul-tur) n. [L. sepultura, from sepelire,

upultum, to bury.J Act of depositing the dead body

of a human being in the grave ; burial ; interment

Sequacious, (se-kwa'she-us) a. [L. sequar, sequacis,

from sequi, to follow.] Inclined to follow a leader ; fol

lowing ; attendant ; — having or observing logical

sequence ;—ductile ; pliant.

Sequacity, (se-kwaVite) n. Act of following ; ten

dency or disposition to follow ;—dueti.it/.

Sequel, (K'-'kwel) n. [F. sequelle. It, Kp., and L.

sequela, from sequi, to follow.] That which follows;

a succeeding part; continuation;—consequence; event.

Sequenoe, (sekweus) n. [F.,fromL. sequi, to follow.)

A following or that which follows ; consequent ; re

sult ;—line or order of succession ; natural course;

—in music, a regular recurrence or alternate succession

of similar chords;—in gaming, a set of cards following

each other immediately in the same suit;—in the

Romish Chureh, a short hymu introduced into the

man on certain days, so named because appointed to

follow the gradual or introit.

Sequent, (se'kwent) a. [L. sequent, ppr. of serpii, to

follow.] Following; succeeding ;—hence, resulting;

consequent :—also sequential.

Sequester, (sd-kwes'ter) r. t. [F. sequestrer, from L.

sequester, umpire, from se, apart, and quarrere, quasi-

rum, to seek.] To separate from the owner for a time;

—to take from or set aside from, as parties in contro

versy, and put into the possession of an indifferent

person ;—to set apart ; to separate from other things ;

—to cause to withdraw or retire into obscurity:—to

seclude or separate one's self from society; to with

draw for privacy ;—v. i. To renounce, as a widow, any

concern with the estate of her husband ; to with

draw ; to retire : — imp. & pp. sequestered; ppr.

sequestering.

Sequestrable, (se-kwes'tru-bl) a . Capable of separation;

subject to privation ; liable to sequestration.

Sequestrate, (se-kwes',trat) v.L To sequester:—

imp. & pp. sequestrated; ppr. sequestrating.

Sequestration, (so • kwes - tra ' shun) n. State of being

set aside ; separation ; retirement ;—disunion : dis

junction ;—the act of taking a thing from the parties

contending for it and intrusting it to a neutral party ;

—in ehanetty late, alienation of the disputed property

from both parties in the suit till the right be legally

determined, called voluntary when made by consent

of parties, and necessary when made by order of the

court ;—in Scot's law, legal process by which an in

solvent to avoid bankruptc-v, transfers all his pro

perty to trustees acting on behoof of the creditor* ;

—the act of seizing the pm]ierty or estate or a

criminal, traitor, &c, for the use uf the stute.

2X
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Sequestmtor, (w;-kwes'trat-er)n. [L,] One who seques

ters or taken possession for a time of an estate, pro

perty, or business, to mtisfy demands or claims oat

of rente or profits: —one to whom the keeping of

tiequestered property is committed.

Sequin, (ftcltwiu) n. [It. ztcehino, from zecea, the

mint, from A. seikak, a die, a stamp.] A gold coin

of Italy worth about 0*. 3d., and of Turkey worth

■ from 5*. 6U to Gs. tW. sterling.

Seraglio, (se-ral'yd) ». [It. serraglio, an inclosure of

jjftlusades, from It. serrare, to shut, Per. serdi, a

palace,] The palace of the grand seignior or Turkish

sultan, in which are oonfined the females of the

liarem ;—a harem ;—also, a house of debauchery.

Serai, (se-ra^ n. A place for the accommodation of

travellers in India and Tartary ; a caravansary or

rest-house. [bumen.] The albumen of the blood.

Seralbumen, (ser-al-bu'men) n. [From serum and at-

Seraph, (seraf) it, [H. sdrapk, to burn, to be eminent]

An angel of the highest order.

Seraphic, (se-raflk) a. Pertaining to, becoming, or

suitable to a seraph ; angelic; sublime;—burning or

inflamed with love or zeal; pure; refined from sen

suality ; holy ; spiritual.

Seraphim, (seVaf-im) n. pi. Angels of the highest

order in the celestial hierarchy—sometimes improperly

written seraphims, aa in the common English version

of the Bible.

Seraphine, (se,raf-in) n. [From seraph.] A wind in

strument of the organ kind whose sounding parts

are metallic reeds.

Sere, (ser) a. Dry ; withered ; sear.

Sere, (ser) «. [Norm. F. serve, clasp, terrtr, to lock,

to hold fast] A claw ; a talon.

Serenade, (aer-e-nad') n. [F., from soir. It. sera,

evening.] Musio performed in the open air at night

in compliment to some person, especially to a lady;

—also, a song or air composed or suitable for such a

purpose.

Serenade, (ser-o-nad') v. t. To entertain with nocturnal

music :—v. i. To perform nocturnal musio :—imp. &

pp. serenaded; ppr. serenading.

Serene, (sB-ren') a. [F. serein, L. strenus.] Clear and

calm; fair; bright;—unruffled; undisturbed. Serene is

given as a title to several princes and magistrates in

Europe, as serene highness ; most serene.

Serene, (se-ren') n. Serenity; calmness; tranquillity.

Serenely, (se-r@n'le) adv. In a serene manner;

calmly ; quietly :—with unruffled temper : coolly.

Sereneneu, (se-ren'nee) «. State of being serene ;

serenity.

Serenity, <s8 - ren ' e - te) n. Condition or quality of

being serene; clearness and calmness; quietness;

stillness ; peace ;—calmness of mind.

Serf, (serf) n. [F. serf, L. serws.] A servantorRlave

employed in husbandry; bondman; vassal; dependant

Serfdom, (serfdum) n. The state or condition of

serfs.

Serge, (aerj) n. [F. serga, It sargia, from L. sericus,

silken.] A woollen twilled stuff*, the warp of which

is worsted and the weft woollen.

Sergeaney, (aurjen-se) »l The office of a sergeant.

Sergeant, fs&r'jent) n. [L. servient, ppr. of servire, to

Berve.) Formerly, an officer in England nearly

answering to the more modern bailiff of the hundred;

—a non-commissioned officer next in rank above the

corporal, in a company of infantry or troop of cavalry,

whose duty Is to instruct recraito in discipline,to form

the ranks, Ac. :—a lawyer of the highest rank :—writ

ten also Serjeant

Serjeant-at-arms, (sAr'jent*t-arm«) n. An officer who

executes the commands of a legislative body in pre

serving order and punishing offence*

Sergeant-major, (sax-jent-ma'jor) ?j. A non

commissioned officer who acta aa assistant to the

adjutant

Sergeantship, (sar'jent-ship) n. The office of a

Serjeant

Serial, (se're-al) a. Pertaining to or consisting of a

series; appearing in successive parte.

Serial, (sVre-al) n. A periodical publication; a book

issued in a series or succession of parts; a tale or

other writing published, in successive numbers of i

periodical. [successively ; periodically

Serially, (sC re-al-le) adv. In a series or regular order;

Seriate, (se're-ftt) a. Arranged in a series or rows.

Seriately, (se're-at-le) adv. In orderly series, rows, or

succession.

Sericeous, (s6-rituYe-us) a. [L. serieut, silken, serines,

silk.] Pertaining to silk ; consisting of silk; silky;—

in botany, covered with fine soft hairs, as a leal

Series, (sC're-ez) n. [L. series, from serere, sertum,

to join or bind together.] A number of things or

events standing or succeeding in order, and connect^:

by a like relation; a line or row of things ;—sequence

order: course; succession of things ;—in natural &*■

lory* an order or subdivision of some class of natural

bodies ;—in arithmetic and algebra, an indefinite rub

ber of terms succeeding one another, and increafciu;

or diminishing proportionally by a determinate rata

Serio-comic, (se-re-o-kom ik) a. Having a mixture at

seriousness and comicality.

Serious, (sO're-us) a. [L. serius.] Grave in i

disposition; earnest; not light, gay, or volatile;

—really intending what is said; being in ear

important ; weighty ; not trifling ;—hence, giving rist

to apprehension; attended with danger;—earnest is

religion ; awakened to spiritual concern; devout;

pious.

Seriously, (s£Ye-usde) adr. In a aerioua manner;

gravely ; solemnly ; in earnest: without levity.

Seriousness, (sere-us-nes) n. Condition or quality at

being serious ; gravity of manner: solemnity; <

attention; solemn frame of mind, especially' in i

of> religion.

Serjeant, (nar'jent) n. A sergeant

Sermon, (ser'mun) n. [L. sermo, serrtumis, a i _

discourse, serta oratio, a connected speech.)- A dis

course delivered in public for the purpose of rehgh

ons instruction, and grounded on some tenrt or pass

age of Scripture — classified as extempore addresset

and written discourses read from the manuscript or

delivered from memory ; — a printed religion* dis

course ;—hence, a serious address ; a set exnortatios

or reproof.

Sermonise, (ser'mun-Iz) v. i. To compose or write a

sermon or sermons ; to preach ;—to inculcate rigid

rules ; to exhort or reprove ;—also, to sermon .^—«■/

& pp. sermonized ; ppr. sermonising.

Sennonizer, (ser-mun-iz'er) n. One who sermonises.

Seron, (se-roon') n. [F. serron, Sp. seron, a hamper.] a

bale or package of akin or leather for drugs or tar

like :—also seroon.

Serosity, ( se - roe'e - to ) n. The thin, watery rjquk

forming the chief constituent of most animal fluica

serum; — a fluid which exudes from the albumen of

the serum of the blood when coagulated by heav

Serous, (se'rus) a. Thin ; watery ; like w-hey; aotag

that part of the blood which separates in

tion from the red part :—pertaining to serum

Serpent, (serpent) a, [L. serpens, ppr. of j

erpein, to creep] A snake ; an ophidian reptile i

out feet, with an extremely elongated body, and

Ing by means of the folds it forms when in •

with the ground;—figuratively, a subtle or i

person :—a species of firework having a serpentisw ■*>

tion ;—a constellation in the Northern hetcispe*^

containing sixty-four stars;—a wind insi i ninsssii—m

called from its form. [to i

Serpentine, (seypeut-m) v.i. To wind bike a i _ (

Serpentine, (ser*pent-in) a. Resembling * sksrpe^'*

moving like a serpent; meandering; oroostad; sjaral—
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noting a kind of verse which begins and ends with

the same word.

Serpentine, (ser'pent-ln) n. A magnesian mineral or

rock, usually of an obscure green colour, with a spotted

or mottled appearance resembling a serpent's skin.

Serpentinely, (ser'pent-in-le) adv. In a serpentine or

winding manner.

Serrated, (ser'rat-ed) a. [L. serratus, from serra, a

saw.J Notched ou the edge like a saw.

Serrature, (sgr'rat-ur) n. [L. serratura, a sawing, from

serrare, to saw.] A notching like that between the

teeth of a saw in the edge of any thing.

Serried, (ser'id) a. Thick ; close ; compact; crowded.

Serry. (ser're) v.t. [F. Mirer.] To crowd; to press

together.

Serum, (se'rum) n. [L. allied to G. oros.] The liquid

port ion of the blood after the separation of the ooogu-

luni or clot;—a fluid of similar nature exuded from

the blood-vessels.

Servant, (serv'ant) n. [L. servient, ppr. of servire.]

One who serves or does services voluntarily or in

voluntarily ;—a domestic, male or female;—one em

ployed as an instrument in accomplishing a purpose;

—one in a state of subjection ;—a person of base con

dition or ignoble spirit ;—a term of civility or respect

in addressing another, with your, &c

Serve, (serv) v. t. [h. tervire, from tervus, a servant

or slave.] To work for ; to act as servant to ; to be

in the employment of ;—to do duty, as in the army,

navy, &c ;—to obey servilely or meanly; to be sub

servient to ;—-to minister to ; to wait on ;—to bring

in or up, as food from the kitchen; to present food

as on plate, china, Ax. ;—to deal out; to distribute, as

rations, stores, &c ; — to help by good office* ; to bene

fit ;—to be sufficient for ; to satisfy—to be in the

place of ; to act as a substitute for ;—to treat ; to deal

with; to requite; — to rem lor spiritual homage and

obedience ; to worship ; — to manage : to load and

fire, as guns; — to contribute; to conduce to; — in

ships, to cover or pay over with rope-yarn;—v. i. To

be a servant or slave ; to be in subjection;—to be in

the employment of;—to wait; to attend;—to act

as a soldier, seaman, &c. ;—to be of use ; to be suffi

cient ; to answer :—imp. & pp. served ; ppr. serving*.

Server, (sgrv'sr) n. One who serves; — a plate or

salver.

Service, ( agrv'is ) n. Act of serving ; occupation of

a servant ; performance of labour for the benefit of

another, or at another's command ;—assistance or kind

ness rendered ; office ; — employment ; place ;—duty ;

work; business;—religious duty ; worship ;—obedience;

submission ;—public office of devotion ; hour or form

of divine worship ;—a musical composition for use in

churches; specifically, military or naval duty;—useful

office; advantage conferred; benefit; avail;—profession

of respect uttered or sent ;—a set or number of vessels

ordinarily used at table;—order of dishes at table:

course;—the materials used for serving a rope, as

spun-yarn, 4c.

Serviceable, (serv'is-a-bl) a. Doing service ; promoting

happiness or any good; beneficial: advantageous; —

prepared for rendering service ; hence, active ; dili

gent ; officious.

Servioeableness, (uerv'is-a-bl-nes) n. State or quality

of being serviceable ; beiieficialness ; usefulness ; —

readiness to do service ; diligence ; ofBciouaness.

Serviceably, (sgrVis-a-ble) adv. In a serviceable

manner.

Service-book, (serVis-book) n. A prayer book or missal

Service-tree, (se.rv'is-tre) n. A tree of the genus Pyrus

of many species ; especially, the roan or roiean tree.

Serviette, (srrv-e-ef) n. [F.] A napkin for the table.

Servile, (sjrv'il) a. [L. servilis, from servire, to serve.]

Pertaining to or befitting a servant or slave ; slavish ;

mean ;—held in subjection; dependent;—meanly sub

missive ; cringing ; fawning;—in grammar, not belong-

ing to the original root; — not itself sounded, but

serving to lengthen the preceding vowel.

Servile, (sgiVil) n. A letter cot forming part of the

root 01 a word;—a letter not sounded in pronuncia

tion of the word. [ly; meanly.

Servilely, (eerVil-le) adv, In a servile manner; slavish-

Servility, (serv-il'c-te) n. State or quality of being ser

vile ; slavish deference; mean submission ; obsequious

ness, [menial.

Serving-maid, (serv'i ng-mad) n. A female servant ; a

Serving-man, (serving-man) m. A male servant; a

menial.

Servitor, (serv'o-ter) n. [L., from servire, to serve.] A

servant ; an attendant ; a follower or adherent ;—in

Oxford, an undergraduate who is partly supported by

the college funds. [a servitor.

Servitorship, (serv'e-ter-ship) n. Office or condition of

Servitude, (sQiVe-tud) it. [L. servitudo, from tervire,

to serve.] State of voluntary or involuntary subjection

to a master ; slavery ; bondage ;—state of a conquered

country ; slavish dependence ;—in civil law, the right

or title to the use of a thing for general or for a par

ticular purpose, without having personal interest or

property in it—such as right of way, water, Ac, on

another man's land.

Sesame, ( ses'a-me ) n. [L. sesamum, tetania, G.

sesame, A. simsim.] An annual herbaceous plant,

from the seeds of which an oil is expressed.

Sessile, (ses'sil) a. [L. tettilit, low, dwarf, from

sedere, tetsuni, to sit] Attached without any sensible

projecting support;—issuing directly from the main

stem or branch without a footstalk.

Session, (sesh'un) n. [L. testio, from sedere, testum,

to sit.] Act of sitting, or state of being seated;—

actual sitting of a court, council, legislature, &c, for

the transaction of business ;—the time or term during

which a court, council, legislature, and the like, meet

daily for business. Petty Sessions, meetings of two or

three justices of the peace for the trial of petty

offenders, and inquiry into graver charges previous to

remitting the accused to the central or circuit court ;

—quarter sessions, quarterly meetings of the justices

with fuller powers to try all felonies and trespasses,

except capital offences;—special sessions, meetings of

the justices to grant licenses, visit the prisons, Lc. ;—

'—Court of Session, the supreme civil court in Soot-

land ;—kirk or church session, the first and lowest

court for government and discipline in Presbyterian

churches, consisting of the minister and a body of

elders in a particular congregation.

Sessional, (seer/un-al) a. Pertaining to a session or to

sessions.

Sesspool, (ses'pool) n. [A.-S. sets, a settle, a seat,

sesnan, to settle, sit.] A cavity sunk in the earth to

receive the sediment of water conveyed in drains ; a

cesspool.

Sesterce, (ses'tera) n. [L. sestertius (so. nuvimus),

from semis, half, and tertitts, third.] A Roman coin,

in value originally containing two asses and a half,

afterwards four asses — equal to about two pence

sterling.

Set, (set) v.t. [A.-8. settan, Go. satjan, Icel. setia.] To

cause to sit; to seat; to place; to put; to fix ;—to at

tach to; to put or place on ,—to put in a condition or

state; to cause to be;—to make fast, permanent, or

stable ; to render motionless; hence, to stop ; to ob

struct ; to predetermine ; to dispose ;—to appoint ; to

assign ;—to name ; to designate ;—to render stiff or

rigid ;—to plant ;—to fix, as a precious stone in metal ;

hence, to place in or amid something which embel

lishes and shows off ,•—to convert into curd ;—to put

into a desired position or condition ; to adjust ; to

regulate ; to put in due order, as an instrument ; to

give a fine edge, as a razor ;—to extend, as the sail of a

ship;—to give a pitch to, as a tune;—to reduce from k

dislocated or fractured state, as a limb;—to stake at
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play ; to wager ;—to adapt, m word* to note* ; to pre

pare for singing;—to variegate with objecta placed

here and there ;—to exhibit ; to display ;—to offer for

choice ; to propose;—to put a price on ; to Talue ;—to

let ; to grant to a tenant ;—* i. To paaa below the

horizon ; to go down ;—to strike root ; to begin to

germinate; — to become fixed or rigid;— to congeal

or concrete ;—to have a certain direction in motion ;

to tend;—to indicate the position of game—said of a

dog; — to apply one's self;—to begiu : — imp. L pp.

set; ppr. setting.

Set, (aet) a. Fixed ; firm ; obstinate ;—regular; uni

form : formal ;—established ; prescribed.

Bet, (aet) n. Act of aetting ; deaoent below the

horizon ; -that which ia aet, placed, or fixed, aa a

Joung plant for growth :—permanent ohange of figure

n consequence of pressure;—a number of things of

the same kind ordinarily uaed together; an assort

ment: a suit;—a number of persona aaeociated by cus

tom, offlee, common opinion, or quality, or the like ;

a clique ;—direction or courae.

Setaceous, (se-ta'ahe-ua) a. [L. »eta, a briatle.] Set

with, or consisting of, bristlea; bristly ;—baring the

slender form of a briatle.

Bet-fair, (aet'far) k. In baramettrt, the word placed

opposite to the height of the column of mercury w hich

indicate* a continuance of fair weather.

Betiform, (eet'e-fonu) a. [L. teta, bristle, and forma,

form.] Having the form of a bristle.

Bet-off, (set'of) u. That which is set off against another

thing; an offset ;—a decoration ; an ornament : in

lav, a counter-claim : a claim filed or set up by tbe

defendant against the plaintiff's demand.

Baton, (se'ton) n. [L. uta, a thick, stiff hair, a bristle.]

A few horae hairs, or a twist of silk or fine linen, drawn

through the skin by meana of a large needle, by which

a small opening is made and continued for the dis

charge of humours.

Setose, (ae/tda) a. [I., $tto*ut, from afta, bristle.]

Having the surface aet with bristles; bristly :—also

ajflgsji,

Bet-speech, (set'spech) u. A regularly oompoaed or

writtan speech or discourse.

Settee, (set-te') n. [From **(.] A long aeat with a

back ; a kind of arm-chair for several persona to ait in

at once.

Better, (safer) "■ A sporting hound that indicates, by

aitting or crouching, the

place where game lies hid;—

utie who adapts words to

mime.—a compositor;—an

ornament ; set-off.,

Betting, (set'ing) n. Act of

placing, fixing, or establish

ing ;—actof sinking or seem

ing to sink below the hori

son ; — something aet in or

inserted; -that in which something, aa a gem, ia aet ;—

the direction of a current, sea, or wind ;—in building,

the hardening of plaster, mortar, or cement;—also, the

art of placing atones or bricks level and fair ;—act of

taking birds with a aettsr ; also, faculty of pointing

at game, aa a setter.

Settle, (aetn)n. [A.-S. sttl, from««an, to ait.] A wide

atep or platform lower than some other part ;—a bench

with a high back ; a aeat ; a stool.

Settle, (aetl) v. L [From «(.] To place in a fixed or

permanent condition : to make firm, steady, or stable;

hence, to establish in business, in situation, and the

like ;— to establish in the pastoral office ;—to marry or

give in marriage, as a daughter ;—to convey or secure

y legal act or deed, aa a pension, annuity, Ac. ; to

confer ;—to render quiet ; to still ; to compose J—to

make firm or compact ;^to clear of dregs and im

purities ; to render clear ;«^to restore to a dry or pass

able condition , as roads ;—to cans* to sink; to lower j
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Setter.

to depress ; —to free from uncertainty or wavering ;

to determine ;—to adjust, aa aomething in discussion

or controversy ; to adjust, aa accounts ; to liquidate ;

to balance ;—to plant with inhabitants; to colonize;—

v. i. To become fixed or permanent ;—to assume a

lasting form or condition ;—Mp<cifleally, to fix one's

place or residence ; to marry ; to be established in an

employment or profession ;—to become quiet or dear ;

to become dry and hard, as ground after rain or frost :

to clarify and deposit dregs, as a liquid ; —to sink

gradually; to subside;—to become calm ; to cease from

agitation ;—to adjust differences or accounts; —to rest ;

to repose :—imp. k pp. settled ; ppr. settling.

Settled, (set'ldhfl. Fixed; established;—stable: secure.

Settlement, (ssfl-ment) a. Act of settling;—establish

ment in business, condition, or the like ; ordination

or installation, as pastor ;—establishment of inhabi

tants ; colonization ; — act or process of adjusting or

determining ; composure of doubts or differences ; li

quidation of accounts ;—bestowal or giving possession

under legal sanction ;—a diapoaition of property for

the benefit of some person or persons, usually through

tbe medium of trustees :—matter that subsides : lees;

dregs;—a colony newly established ; a place settled .—

the sum secured to a person ; etpteially, a jointure

made to a woman at her marriage;—a settled place of

abode ; residence ; legal residence.

Settler, (Better) n. In law, one who confers or conveys

a gift, grant, Ac ;—one who makes his home in a new

country ; colonist.

Settling, (setling) n. Act of making a settlement;—

act of subsiding, aa lees;—adjustment of dinerencea:

—act of liquidating, as account* and debts ;—contrac

tion or hardening, as of building materials ; — srf.

Lees ; dregs ; sediment.

Set-to. (set'too) n. A conflict in boxing, argument, or

the like.

Seven, (sev'u) a. [A.-S. $eoftn, L. tepttm.] One more

than six.

Seven, (sev'n) n. The number greater by one than six;

—• Bvmbol representing seven units, aa 7 or vii.

Sevenfold, (sev'n-fold) a. Repeated seven times ; in

creased to seven times the sixe or amount.

Sevenfold, (sev'n-fold) adv. Seven times as much or as

often : in the proportion of aeven to one.

Seven-night, (eev'n-nit) n. A week ; the period of

aeven days and nights ; sennight

Bevensoore, (sev'n-skdr) w. Seven times twenty or a

hundred and forty.

Seventeen, (sev'n-ten) a. [A.-S. teafonttne, i *., arm

ies.] One more than sixteen or less than eighteen.

Seventeen, (sev'n-ten) n. The sum of ten and seven ;

—a symbol representing seventeen units, as 17 or

xviL

Seventeenth, (sev'n-tehth) a. One next in order after

the sixteenth ;—constituting or being one of seventeen

equal parts.

Seventeenth. (seVn-tenth) n. One of seventeen equal

parts ;—the next in order after the sixteenth.

Seventh, (seventh) a. One next in order after the

sixth:—constituting or being one of aeven equal parts.

Seventh, (sev'enth) n. Ons of seven equal parta;—

one next in order after the sixth ;—the interval be

tween any tone and the tone represented on the

seventh degree of the staff next above.

Seventhly, (seventh-le) adv. In the seventh pure.

Seventieth, (seven-te-eth) a. Next in order after the

sixty-ninth; —constituting or being one of seventy

equal parts into which any thing is divided.

Seventieth, (sev'en-te-eth) tt. One of seventy equal

I parts :—one next in order after the sixty -ninth.

Seventy, (sev'en-te) a. [A.-S seo/onriy.) Seven tunes

ten : one more than sixty nine

Seventy, (sev'en-te) a. The sum of seven times ten ;

—a -viiii'.! reprwontiiifr seventy units, as 70 or I XV

Sever, (sever) v. I, Loaid to lie from F. Mpartr, L.
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teparare, to separate, perhaps from F. ttvrtr. It, seev-

i-are, H. aaat»ar, to break.) To part or divide by vio

lence ; to separate by cutting or rending ;— to disjoin ;

to remove by distance ; - to disconnect ; to disunite ;

—to put in different orders or places ;—to keep distinct

or apart ; to make a distinction respecting ;—to part

jtoeaeasion of ;—v. i. To make a separation or distinc

tion ; to distinguish;—to be parted or rent asunder ;

to suffer disjunction.

Several, (sev'er-al) a. Separate ; distinct ;—diverse ;

different; various ;— consisting of a number; more

than two, but not very many ; appropriate ; peculiar.

Several, (sev'er-al) N, Each particular or number singly

taken ; an inclosed or separate place.

Severally, (sev'er-al-le) adv. Separately ; distinctly ;

apart from others.

Severalty, (sev'er-al- te) n. A state of separation from

the rest or from all others. [separation.

Severance, (sev'er-ans) n. Act of severing or dividing ;

Severe, (se-vCr*) a. [F. from L. severus.) Serious in

feeling or manner; grave; sober :—harsh ; sharp;—

rigorous; cruel ;—strict ; — rigidly methodical or ad

herent to rule or principle: — painful; afflictive;—

biting; keen; extreme, as cold ;—concise; not diffuse

or flowery, as style ;—exact ; critical ;—nice, as a test ;

—minute ; searching.

Severely, (se-veVle) adv. In a severe manner; gravely;

strictly ; painfully ; extremely ; fiercely.

Severeneis, (so-ver'nes) n. State or quality of being

severe ; severity.

Severity, (se-veVe-te) n. Quality of being severe ;—

gravity or austerity; extreme strictness; — extreme

coldness or inclemency ;—harshness; cruel treatment ;

—exactness; rigorousness;—strictness; rigid accuracy.

Sew, (so) v.t. ['A.-S. suwan, Go. riujan, allied to L.

•awe] To unite or fasten together with a needle

and thread;—v. i. To practise sewing:—imp. sewed;

pp. sewed, rarely sewn ; ppr. sewing.

Sewage, (su'aj) n. The refuse matter and filth of a

city sent down in a liquid form through subterranean

pipes or drains, and discharged into a river, firth,

or on a tidal shore, Ac. ;—the arrangement of pipes,

and canals for this purpose; — the refuse and filth

separated from the fluid matter mixed with some

deodorizing substance, and transported for manure,

called dry seicage.

Sewer, (sii'er) n. [Norm. F. stuxcitre, stu-irt, F. ainrrr,

to follow, iuir, to flow, essuyer, to dry up, A.-S.

slhan, to filter, flow down.] A drain or passago to

convey water and filth under ground.

Sewer, (so'er) n. One who sews or uses a needle.

Sewerage, (su'er-aj) n. Construction of a sewer ;—the

system of sewers in a city, town, &c ; the general

drainage of a place by sewers ;—the materials col

lected in and discharged by sewers : sewage.

Sewing, (sd'ing) n. The act or occupation of sewing

or using the needle ; that which is sewed with the

needle.

Sewing-machine, (sd'ing-ma-sheu) n. A machine of

American invention, origi

nally for basing, hemming,

Ac., but now adapted for

all kinds of needle-work

and embroidery.

Sex, (seks) a. [L. ssnuj

The distinguishing pecu

liarity of male or female ;

the physical difference be

tween male and female ,—

one of the two groups of

organic beings formed on

the distinction of male

and female ;—the distin- Sewing-machine.

Sashing peculiarity of plants, as staminate or pist.il-

te ; — womankind ; females, so used by way of

emphasis.

 

 

Sexagenarian, (seks-a-jen-aVre-an) n. A person of the

age of sixty years.

Sexagenary, (seks-aj'en-ar-e) a. [L. sexagenaries,

from sexageni, sixty each.] Pertaining to or desiguat*

ing the number sixty; proceeding by sixties.

Sexageaima, (seks-a-jes e-ma) n. [L. sexagesimals,

sixtieth.] The second Sunday before Lent, the next

to Shrove-Tuesday, so called as being about the six

tieth day before Easter.

Sexagesimal, (seks-a-jes'e-mal) a. Pertaining to or

founded on the number sixty.

Sexangular, (seks-aug'gu-lar) a. [L. i&r, six, and

aiigulus, angle.] Having six angles ; hexagonal.

Sexenary, (seks'en-ar-e) a. Proceeding by sixes; sex

tuple—applied especially to a system of arithmetic in

which the base is six.

Sexennial, (seks-en'ne-al) a. [L. sex, six, and annus, a

year.) Lasting bix years or happeuingoiice in six years.

Sexfoil, (seks'foil) a. [L. sex, six, and foliurn, leaf.}

Having six leaves, as certain plants or flowers.

Sexless, (seksTes) c Having no sex.

Sextain, (seks'tan) n. [L. sextus, sixth, from sex, six.]

A stanza of six lines.

Sextant, (seks'tant) n. [L. uxtans, sextantis.] The

sixth part of a circle ; — a

nautical instrument for measur

ing by reflection the altitude of

the heavenly bodies to deter

mine the latitude, or their angu

lar distances to determine the

longitude of a vessel at sea. It

differs from the quadrant in that

the limb or arch comprehends

only the sixth part of a circle or

sixty degrees, that the limb is Sextant,

graduated more minutely, and a telescope substituted

for the eye-slit of the quadrant in making the observa

tion, and a magnifying glass for reading it off.

Sextile, (seks'tU) n. [L. sextus, the sixth, from sex, six.]

Aspect or position of two planets when distant from

each other sixty degrees.

Sexto, (seks'to) u. [L. sextus, sixth.] A book formed

by folding each sheet into six leaves.

Sextodecimo, (seks-to-des'e-md) a. [I,. sextusdecimus,

the sixteenth, from sex, six, and deeimus, the tenth.]

Formed of sheets folded so as to make sixteen leaves ;

of or equal to the size of sheets so folded.

Sextodecimo, (seks-to-dtia'e-mo) n. A book composed

of sheets folded so as to make sixteen leaves or thirty-

two pages ; — the size of a book thus oomposed —

16mo., 16*.

Sexton, ( seks'tun ) n. [Contracted from sacristan.] An

under officer of the church, who takes care of the

vessels, vestments, &c, of the church : parish clerk;

—one who digs graves, buries the dead, has charge

of the vaults, Ac; a grave-digger.

Sextonship, (seks'tun-ship) H. The office of a sexton.

Sextuple, (seks'tti-pl) a. [L. sextuplus.] Six times as

much ; sixfold ;—having six parts.

Sexual, (seks'u-al) a. [L. sexualis, from sexust sex.)

Pertaining to sex or the sexes; distinguishing sex;

relating to the distinct organs of the sexea Sexual

system, mode of classification of plants based on the

distinction of certain organs—the male organ or sta

men producing the pollen or fine dust, which fecun

dates the stigma of the female organ or pistil.

Sexuality, (seks-u-al'e-te) n. The state of being distin

guished by sex. [lation.

Sexually, (seks'u-al-le) adv. In a sexual manner or re-

Shab, (shab) t>. i. To play mean tricks; to act shabbily:

—imp. & pp. shabbed ; ppi: ihabbing.

Shabbily, (shab'u-le) adv. [From shabby.] In a shabby

manner; meanly; raggedly.

Shabbiness, (shaVe-nes) n. The qnality of being

shabby; raggedneas ;—meanness; paltriness.

Shabby, (ehab'e) a. [D. tchobbig, Ger. sehabig, from
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Shad,

something to inter-

Mhaben, to shave, scratch.] Torn or worn to rags;

poor; mean; ragged;—clothed with ragged or soiled

garments ;—mean ; paltry ; despicable.

Shack, (shale) v. i. To shed or fall, as corn in

harvest;—to feed in stubble or upon the waste corn

of the field.

Shack, (shak) n. [Provincial Eng. lAack, to shake.]

Liberty of winter pasturage ;—grain left after har

vest or gleaning ; fallen mast or acorn*.

Shackle, (shak'l) v. t. To tie or confine the limbs of,

so as to prevent free motion; to fetter;—to join by

a link or chain;—to confine so as to obstruct or

embarrass action ; to impede :—imp^ & pp. shackled ;

,'/'>■. shackling.

Shackle, (shakl) n. [A.-S. xcacul, sceacul, a shackle,

from seacan, to shake.] A fetter; gyve; chain;—

hence, that which obstructs or embarrasses free action ;

—a link for connecting railroad carriages or vans ;—in

ships, a ring to which tackle, Ac , is hooked ^gene

rally in the plural. [locomotive and its tender.

Shacklebar, (shak'1-bar) n. The coupling between a

Shad, (shad) n. Ming. A pL [Ger. tehade, \V. ysgadan, a

herring.] A fish of the her

ring tribe, highly prized for

food.

Shade, (shad) n. [A.-S. tcadv,

tcead, Go. shidus, G. ilia,

a shade, akotos, darkness.]

Comparative obscurity owing

to the interception of the

rays of light;—-darkness; ob

scurity;—an obscure place ;

a secluded retreat ;—a screen

oept light or heat;—protection; shelter; cover;—figure

of any thing formed by interception of the rays of

light ; a shadow ;—the soul after its separation from

the body ; a spirit ; a ghost ;—the darker portion of a

picture ;—-degree or variation of colour, as darker or

lighter;—a very minute difference ; degree;—pi., in

mythology, the invisible world or region of the dead ;

—hence, deep obscurity ; total darkness.

Shade, (shad) v. t. To shelter or screen by intercept

ing tho rays of light ;—to cover from injury ; to pro

tect ;—to overspread with darkness to obscure ;—to

darken ;—to mark with gradations of light or colour ;

to cover from the heat of the sun :—imp. & pp. shad

ed; ppr. shading.

Shadily, (shade-le) adr. Under shade; umbrageously ;

—faintly ; indefinitely ;—obscurely.

Bhadiness, (shad'e-ues) n. State of being shady ; um-

brageouaneaa.

Shading, (shad'ing) n. The act or process of making

a Bhade ; that which represents the effect of light

and shade in a picture or drawing; the filling up

of an outline.

Shadow, (shad'o) n. [A.-S. tcadu.] Shade within

defined limits, representing the form of a body which

intercepts the rays of light;—a plane projection in

darkened outline of the form and relative proportions

of a body placed in front of the light;—darkness;

shade; obscurity; — obscure place; secluded retreat;

shelter made by any thing which intercepts light,

heat, or air ;—protection ; cover ;—the darker or loss

illuminated part of n picture ;—that which follows or

attends a person or thing like a shadow ; a spirit ;

a ghost ; — an imperfect aud faint representation *

adumbration ; indistinct image : hence, mystical

representation ; type ; — something unsubstantial ;

phantom: mockery.

Shadow, (shad'o) v. t. To cut off light from ; to put

in shade ; to cloud ; to darken ; — to make cool ; to

refresh by intercepting light or heat; — to conceal

under cover; to hide;—to protect; to screen from

danger ;—to paint in obscure colours ;—to mark with

slight gradations of colour or light; to shade;—to

represent faintly or imperfectly ; to adumbrate ;

hence, to represent typically :—imp. & pp.

ppr. shadowing. [unreality.

Shadowiness, (shad'o-e-nes) n. State of being shadowy ;

Shadowing, (shad'o-ing) n. Shade or gradation of

light and colour ;—act of typifying ;—act of casting

correctly the shadows of objects, and representing the

effect* of light and shade.

Shadowless, (shad'6-lee) a. Having or casting no

shadow ; hence, viewless ; unsubstantial ; ghostly.

Shadowy, (shad'6-e) a. Full of shade ; serving to

shade; — hence, dark; obscure; gloomy;— faintly

light ; not bright or luminous ;—faintly representa

tive ; typical ;—unsubstantial ; unreal.

Shady, (shade) o. Abounding with shade or shades :

overspread with shade;—sheltered from the glare of

light or sultry heat ;—hence, keeping on the beet or

most pleasant side ; selfish ; safe (colloquial).

Shaft, (shaft) n. [A.-S. scea/l, Ger. achoft, allied to

L. tea pus, G. skapos.] A body of a long cylindrical

shape ; the cylindrical column-shaped part of any

thing ;—the stem of an arrow ;—hence, an arrow ; a

missUe weapon ;—in architecture, the body of a column

between the base and the capital ; — the part of a

chimney above the roof ;—the spire of a steeple ;—the

handle of a weapon ; the stem or stock of a feather or

quill ;—the pole or one of the thills of a carriage ;—

a bar having one or more journals on which it rests

and revolves;—a well-like excavation in the earth,

through which the inner cavity of a mine is reached

and the ore is brought to the surface. [head.

Shafted, (shaffed) a. Having a handle, as a spear-

Shag, (shag) n. [A.-S. sceacga, a bush of hair.] Coarse

hair or nap, or rough, woolly hair;—a kind of cloth

having a long, coarse nap ; — a mixture of tobacco

leaves cut and shredded for smoking.

Shag, (shag) v.t. To make rough or hairy ;—to make i

shaggy; to deform: — imp. & pp. shagged; ppr. I

shagging,

Shagginess, (shag'e-nes) n. State of being shaggy;

roughness, with long, loose hair or wooL

Shaggy, (shag's) a. [From shag.] Rough with long hair

or wool ;—rough ; rugged.

Shagreen, (sha-gren') n. [Turk. & Per. sacrt, the skro

of a horses back.] A kind of leather prepared with- |

out tanning from the skins of horses, aspect, and

camels, and grained so as to be covered with small

round pimples or granulations.

Shake, (sli&k) v. t. [A.-S. seacan, IceL afror-a,] Te i

cause to move with quick vibrations ; to make to

tremble or shiver; to agitate;—to weaken the sts- i

bility of; to endanger ;—to cause to waver ; to impair

the resolution of;—to give a tremulous note to; te

trill ;—to move or remove by agitating ; to rid one's I

self of ; to throw down ; to throw off ;—1». s. To be '

agitated with a waving or vibratory motion ; te

tremble ; to shiver ; to quake ; to totter : — i»p.

shook ; pp. shaken ; ppr. shaking.

Shake, (shak) n. A vacillating or wavering motion : a

rapid motion one way and the other ; agitation ;—s

concussion; a shock;—a severe trial or strain of tfc*

system by acute disease ;—a motion given and re

ceived of clasped hands ;—a rapid alternation of two

tones on contiguous degrees of the staff ; a tnll.

Shakedown, (shiik'down) n. A heap of straw ap-mal

ou the floor of the kitchen, barn, Ac., serving as a bed

for menials, vagrants, Ac; hence, any temporary

substitute for a bed.

Shaker, (shak'er) n. A person or thing that shakes ;—

one of a sect of Christians so called from the H»Ty-.i^

or jumping which accompanies their devotional exn

cisos;—a variety of fancy pigeon.

6hakineM, (shak'e-nes) n. State or quality of bdsj

shaky ; instability ; insecurity.

Shaking, (shaking) n. The act of agitating

brandishing ,—concussion ; shock;—vibratory motkei

—trembling; shivering.
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Shako, (sha'ko) n. [F. schaka.] A military cap,

Shaky, (shak'e) a. Fall of slits,

clefts, or cracks, at timber; unsound;

loosely pat together; hence, weak;

likely to fall.

Shale, (anal) n. [Gar. schate.] A shell

or husk ; a cod or pod ; — a fine

grained rock having a slaty structure.

Shale, (shal) v. t. To peel; to shell.

Shall, (shal) v. i. & auxiliary. [A.-S.

teal, octal, I am obliged, Go., IceL Shako.

skat.] As an auxiliary, shall indicates a duty or

necessity whose obligation is derived from the person

speaking, as you shall go ; he shall go. It thus ordin

arily expresses, in the second and third persons,

a command, a threat, or a promise. In shall

with the first person, the necessity of the action

is sometimes implied as residing elsewhere than in

the speaker, as 1 shall suffer ; we shall see ; and

there is always a less distinct and positive assertion

of volition than is indicated by will. "1 shall go,"

implies nearly a simple futurity. In a question,

shall asks for permission or direction, or simply for

information. After a conditional conjunction, as if,

■whether, shall is used in all persons to express futur

ity simply :—imp. should.

Shalli, (sbal'le) n. A kind of twilled cloth made from

the hair of the Angora goat :—also written Chat lis.

Shalloon, (ahal-loon') n. [From Chalons, in France,

where it was first made.] A certain kind of worsted

stunt

Shallop, (shal'op) n. [F. chaloupe, Sp. ehaiupa, Ger.

BchMpfen, to glide, to slip.] A sort of large boat

with two masts, and usually rigged like a schooner; a

small boat with lugsails. [garlic; eschalot.

Shallot, (sha-lof) n. A bulbous plant resembling the

Shallow, (shard) a. [From the noun.] Having little

depth ; shoal ; — slight ; not of low, heavy, or penetrat

ing sound;— not intellectually deep; not profound;

not penetrating ; — simple; ignorant ; superficial ;

empty; silly.

Shallow, (snal'd) n. [From shelf.] A place where the

water is of little depth; a shoal; a flat; a sand-bank;

a shelf. [become shallow.

Shallow, (shal'o) v. t. To make shallow ;—v. i. To

8hallowly, (shal'6-le) adv. With no great depth;

foolishly.

Shallowness, (shal'6-nes) n. State of being shallow;

want of depth ;—superfirialness of intellect ; empti

ness; silliness.

Shaly, (share) a. Partaking of the qualities of shale.

Sham, (sham) n. Any trick, fraud, or device that

deludes and disappoints ; delusion ; imposture ; feint ;

pretence ; counterfeit.

Sham, (sham) a. [Ger. skemman, IceL skemma, to

shorten.] False; counterfeit; pretended.

Sham, (sham) r. t. To deceive expectation ; to trick ;

to cheat;—to obtrude by fraud or imposition ;—to

imitate ; to ape ;—v. i. To make false pretences; to

deceive :—imp. & pp. shammed ; ppr. shamming.

Shaman, (sha'man) n. [Per. & Hind, shaman, pi.

shaman&n, an idolater.] A wizard or conjurer in

some northern Asiatic regions.

Shamble, (shaui'bl) v. i. [D. schampelen, to slip.] To

walk awkwardly and unsteadily, as if the knees were

weak ; to shuffle along :—imp. & pp. shambled; ppr.

shambling.

Shambles, (sham biz) n. pi. [A.-S. scamol, scamul, a

bench, form, stooL] The place where butcher s meat

is killed and sold ; flesh market.

Shambling, (sham'bling) n. An awkward, clumsy,

irregular pace or gait.

Shame, (sham) n. [A.-S. senmu, sceanm, IceL skam,

Ger. scham.) A painful sensation excited by a con

sciousness of guilt, or of having done something

which injures reputation ; sense of decency ; de

corum ;—reproach incurred or suffered ; dishonour ;—

the cause or reason of shame; — the parts which

modesty requires to be covered.

Shame, (sham) v. t. To make ashamed ;—to cover

with reproach or ignominy ; to dishonour ; to dis

grace ;—to put to the blush ;—to mock at ; to scorn;—

v.i. To be ashamed; to think shame:—imp. & pp.

shamed ; ppr. shaming.

Shamefaced, (sham'fast) a. [A.-S. steam/ast, re

strained by shame.] Easily confused or put out of

countenance ; diffident ; bashful.

Shamefacedly, (shiim-fast'lo) adv. Modestly; bashfully.

Shamefacedness, (sham'fast-nes) n. Excess of modesty;

bashfulnees ; also, a becoming modesty.

Shameful, (sham'fool) a. Bringing shame or dis

grace ; injurious to reputation ;—raising shame in

others;— unbecoming; disgraceful; infamous;—in

decent ; shocking modesty.

Shamefully, (shani'fooMe) adv. In a manner to

bring reproach ; disgracefully ; infamously ;—in a way

to offend modesty ; indecently ; scandalously.

Shameless, (shamles) a. Destitute of shame; want

ing modesty ; impudent ; unblushing ; audacious ;

immodest ; indecent ; indelicate.

Shamelessly, (sham'les-le) adv. In a shameless man

ner ; without shame ; impudently ; unblush iugly.

Shamelessness, (shamles-nes) n. Destitution of shame ;

want of sensibility to disgrace or dishonour ; impu

dence; immodesty. [ment ; a mock combat.

Sham-fight, (sham'fit) n. A pretended fight or engage-

Shammel, (sham'el) n. A process of lifting ore or

water by bringing it first to an intermediate plat

form before raising it to the surface of the ground.

Shammy, (aham'e) «. A kind of leather prepared from

the skin of the chamois, and esteemed for its soft

ness and pliancy ; also from the akin of the common

goat or sheep :—also written Shamois and Chamoy.

Shampoo, (sham - poo ' ) v.t. [Hind. tsluXmpna, to

press, to squeeze.] To rub and percuss the whole

surface of the body of, in connection with the hot

bath ;—to wash thoroughly and rub the head of with

soap or a soapy preparation.

Shampooing, (sham-poo'ing) n. Act or process of rub

bing the limbs and kneading the joints to restore tone

and vigour to the muscular and nervous system ; tripsis.

Shamrock, (sham'rok) u. [Ir. seamrog, teamar.] A

plant used by the Irish as their national

emblem ; white trefoil ; white clover.

Shank, (shangk) n. [A.-S. scaitc, Ger.

tchenkel.) The lower joint of the leg from ,

the knee to the foot ; the shin ; hence, *

the bone of the leg ; the whole leg ; —

that part of an instrument, or tool, which Shamrook.

connects the acting part with a handle or part by

which it is held or moved;—the shaft of an anchor ;—

in architecture, the shaft of a column ; the space be

tween the two channels of the Doric trig]y ph.

Shanty, (shan'to) it. [Ir. seem, old, and tig, a house.]

A mean dwelling ; a hut.

Shapable, (shap'a-bl) a. That may be shaped.

Shape, (ahap) v. t. [A.-S. scapan. Go. skapan, IceL

skapa.) To form or create ;—to mould or make into a

particular form;—to adapt to a purpose; to regu

late ; to adjust ;—to image ; to conceive:—imp. shap

ed ; pp. shaped or shapen ; ppr. shaping.

Shape, (sh&p) n. Character or construction of a thing

as determining its external appearance;—figure made

by lines, angles, curves, dec ;—the trunk of the human

body ; bodily make or form ;—also, a living being as

endowed with form ; a figure ;—an embodiment of

form ;—mould ; pattern ;—idea ; conception of form ;

—guise ; manner. [form.

Shapeless, (shup/les) a. Destitute of shape or regular

Shapelessness, (shAr/les-nes) n. The state of being

shapeless ;—want of angles, curves, or lines; deform

ity.
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Shapeliness, (shar/le-nes) n. Beauty of form : propor

tion ; symmetry. [metrical ; well-lormed.

Shapely, (ahaple) a. Having a regular shape ; sym-

Shapixur, (shaping) ft. Act of giving form to or

embodying, as an idea, argument, Ac, in words;—

act of cutting out, as materials to be sewed for dress ;

- -act of designing, moulding, Ac., in fictile arts.

Shard, (shard) x. [A.-S. setard, from sceran, to shear,

cut.) A piece or fragment of an earthen Teasel or of a

like brittle substance :—the hard wing-case of a beetle;

—the shell of an egg or snail.

Share, (shar) a. [A.-S. scar, Oer. tear.) The broad

iron or blade of a plough which cuts the ground.

Share, (shar) n. [A.-S. seearu, team.] A certain por

tion ; a part ; a division ;—the part allotted or be

longing to one ;—one of a certain number of equal

portions into which any property or in vented capital

is divided.

Share, (shar) v. t, [A -S. scerian, from sceran.] To

part among two or more ; to divide ;—to partake or

enjoy with others ;—v. i. To have part ; to receive a

portion :—imp, A pp. shared ; ppr. sharing.

Share-beam, (shar'bcm) m. That part of the plough

into which the share is fixed.

Share-broker, (shar'brdk-fr) n. A dealer in stocks,

shares, and securities.

Share-holder, (sharliold-er) n. One who holds or owns

a share in a joint fund or property.

Sharer, (shar er) ft. One who shares ; one who par

ticipates in any thing with another ; a partaker.

Shark, (shark) n. [L. carehnru*, O lrarrhari«st

ao called from its sharp

teeth.] A cartilaginous fish

having a long, round body

tapering from the head, the

Hurface set with minute osse

ous granules in place of

scales, and the gill-openings Shark.

placed upon the sides of the neck—the mouth is set

with successive rows of sharp teeth ;—a rapacious,

artful fellow , a sharper.

Shark, (shark) v. f. To pick np hastily, slyly, or in

small quantities;— v. i. To play the petty thief; to

swindle ;—to live by shifts and stratagems:—imp. A

pp. sharked; ppr, sharking.

Sharker, (shark'cr) n. One who lives by sharking; an

artful fellow ; a sponge

Sharking, (sharking) ft. Petty rapine; trick; the

seeking of a livelihood by shifts and devices.

Sharp, (sharp) a. [A.-S. seearp, Ioel. sirarpr, Ger.

seharf.] Having a very thin edge or fine point ; —

keen ; cutting; — terminatiiig in a point or edge;

peaked or ridged :—having ready or nice perception ;

quick, as of sight or hearing ;—acute in mind; pene

trating;—shrewd ; knowing ;—attentive ; vigilant ;—

eager in pursuit; earnest; intent;—quick to punish;

severe ; cruel ;—alive to one's interest ; good at a bar

gain ;—affecting the taste ; acrid; sour;—affecting the

air ; shrill ; discordant ; — high in pitch ;—raised a

semitone in pitch ,—so high as to be out of tune or

above true pitch ;—eager fur food; keen, as appetite ;

—subtle ; fine, as distinctions;—witty; smart, as say

ings;—pungent ; sarcastic, as criticism;—biting; pierc

ing, as wind, weather, Ac.:— lean; emaciated, as vis

age; — among masons, hard, as sand; — painful ;

afflictive, as discipline ;—short and fierce; violent,

as a contest ; — uttered in a whisper, or with the

breath alone, as certain consonants ; whispered.

Sharp, ( sharp ) n. An acute sound ; especially, a note

raised a semitone above its proper pitch ;—the char

acter ; 2 J which directs that a note be thus raised.

Sharp, (sharp) v. t. To make keen, acute, penetrating,

and the like ; to aharpen ;—to raise above the proper

pitch: to raise a semitone above the natural tone;—

r. i. To play the sharper; to trick or cheat in bargain

ing, A.-'. :— imp. & pp. sharped ; ppr. aharping.

Xtf ,

make sharp;—to give a keen edge or fine point to;—■

to render more quick or acute in perception : — to {

make more eager ; — to make biting, sarcastic. * t

severe ;—to render less flat, or more shrill and piero-

ing ;—to make more tart or acid ; to sour:—to raise*

as a sound by means of a sharp;—v. i. To crow or

become sharp:—imp. A pp. sharpened ; ppr. aharpen

ing.

Sharper, (sbarp'er) ». A shrewd man in making bar

gains ; a tricking fellow : a cheat in bargaining; or

gaming ; swindler ; rogue.

Sharply, (sharpie) adv. With keen edge or point;—

exactly; minutely; — keenly ; acutely; severely; vio-

lently.

Sharpness, (sharr/nes) n. The condition or quality ef

being sharp ; keenness of edge, as a knife ;—quickness

of perception, as of sight; — acuteneas of intellect:

—eagerness of desire ; intensity ; painrulness, a* of

grief ;—severity of language ; pungency ;—shrillness,

as of sound ;—acidity; sourness to the taste.

Sharpshooter, (sharp'shoot-er) n. One skilled in shoot

ing at an object with exactness ; a good marksman ,

Sharpshooting, (sharp'shobt-ing) n. A shooting with

great precision and effect; hence, a keen contest of

wit or argument.

Sharp- sighted, (sharp'sit-ed) a. Having quick or acute

sight;—of quick discernment or acute understanding.

Sharp-witted, (sharp'wit-ed) a. Having an acute or

nicely discerning mind.

Shaater, (shaa'ter) n. A Hindoo treatise containing

i eligious instructions and precepts.

Shatter, (shat'er) v. t. [A.-S. scatcran.] To break at

>nce into many pieces ; to rend ; to crack ; to aplit ;

—to disorder ; to derange ; to render unsound ;—r. i.

To be broken into fragments:— imp. A pp. shattered;

ppr. shattering.

Shatter, (shat'er) n. A fragment of any thing forcibly

rent or broken—used generally in the pluraL

Shattery, (&hat'rr-e) a. Easily breaking and falling

into many pieces ; brittle ; not compact ; loose of tex

ture.

Shave, (shav) v. t. [A.-S. scafan, Ioel. slvfa.] To cut

or pare off from the surface of a body by a razor or

other edged instrument ;—to make bare or smooth by

cutting off closely the surface or surface-covering of ;—

to cut off thin slices, or to cut in thin slices ;—to skim

along or near the surface of ;—to strip ; to fleece .—

v. i. To use a razor for removing the beard; to cut

closely; hence, to be hard in a bargain ; to chest:—

imp. shaved ; pp. shaved or shaven ; ppr. shav in g.

Shave, (shav) n. A thin slice ; a shaving:—a cutting

of the beard; the operation of shaving;—a tool with a

long blade and a handle at each end, for sharing

hoops, Ac

Shaveling, (shav 'ling) ». A man shaved; hence,

a monk or Romish priest, in contempt.

Shaver, (shftv'er) n. One who shaves;—one who is

close in bargains; a cheat;—one who fleeces: a pillager;

a plunderer; —a little fellow; — a humorist; a wag.

fooot.)

Shaving, (shaVing) n. Act of paring the surface ;—a

i Inn slice pared off with a shave, a knife, a plane, or

"t her cutting instrument

Shawl, (shawl) n. [Per., Hind., and Turk. sAdl.] A

cloth of wool, cotton, silk, or hair, used as a loose

covering for the neck and shoulders.

She, (she) proii. [A.-S. sed. Go. si, D. xy, Ger «*>.]

This or that female ; the woman understood or re

ferred to ;—a woman ; a female — used humorously

as a noun ;—also used in composition to designate the

female sex, as she-bear.

Sheaf, ( shef ) n. [A.-S. *ctdf, from teilfan, to above.]

A quantity or armful of stalks of wheat, rye, oata, or

other grain bound together ,—any similar bundle or

collection;—in mechanics, a solid cylindrical wheel
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movable in a block or groore and round a pin or axis;

a sheave.

Sheaf, (shef) r. i. To collect and bind ; to make

sheaves;—v.t. To collect and bind in sheaves; to

make sheaves.

Bhealing, (sheTing) n. A hut or small cottage, such

as shepherds use in the fields, or fishermen on the

shore.

Shear, (sher) v. t. To cat or clip with shears, scissors,

or a like instrument;—to cut or clip from a surface ;

—to cut and reap grain [Scot,];—v.t. To divide or

part ;—to steer wild ; to yaw, as a ship; to deviate

from the course: — imp. sheared; pp. sheared or

shorn; ppr. shearing.

Shear, (sh£r) n. (From the verb.] pi. A cutting in

strument consisting of two blades with a bevel edge

movable on a pin, used for cutting cloth and other

substances ;—any thing in the form of shears ;—e»pe-

eiatly, an apparatus for raising heavy weights;—two

or more spars or pieces of timber fastened together

near the top, and furnished with the necessary tackles.

Shearer, (sheVer) u. One who shears.

Shearing, (sheYing) n. The act or operation of clipping

by shears; hence, fleecing; extortion.

Shearling, (shCr'ling) n. A sheep that boa been but

once sheared.

Shear-water, (sheYwaw-ter) n. A web-footed water

fowl, which takes its food by skimming along the sur

face of the sea with it* sharp and thin lower mandible

plunged beneath the surface.

Sheath, (sheth) »i. [A.-.S. tcerdh, Ger. tcheide, Skr.

tshid, to cover.] A case for a sword or other long

and slender instrument ; a scabbard ; — any thin

covering for defence or protection ; — a membrane

enveloping the stem, aa in some grasses ;—the wing-

case of an insect;—an embankment of loose mate

rials to keep a river in its channel.

Sheathe, (sheTH) v.t. To put into a sheath, case,

or scabbard;—to fit or furnish with a sheath; — to

case or cover with boards or with sheets of copper :—

to cover or line :—imp. & pp. sheathed; ppr. sheath

ing.

Sheathing, (aheTH'ing) n. That which sheathes; eape-

dally, the casing or covering of a ship's bottom aud

sides; or the materials for such covering — usually

thin sheets of copper.

Sheathleas, (sheTii'le*) «. Having no case or covering;

unsheathed ;—unprotected.

Sheathy, (sheTB'e) «. Forming a sheath or case.

Sheave, (shev)ti. [D. *chijve, orb, disk, schvf, a slice,

a fillet, Ger. aeheibe, a mark, a wheeL] A wheel in a

block rail, mast, yard, Ac, on which a rope works;

the wheel of a pulley.

Sheehinah, (she-kin'a) n. [H.] The visible emblem

of the glory of God ; a bright light resting on the

mercy-seat in the tabernacle.

Shed, (shed) v.t. [A.-S. teeddan, Ger. aeuHan.] To

cause to emanate, proceed, or flow out ;—to throw off

or give forth from one's self; to emit ; diffuse; — to

throw off, as a natural covering of hair, feathers,

■hell, and the like;—v. i. To let fall the parts ; to

throw off a covering or envelope :—imp. & pp. shed ;

ppr. shedding.

Shed, (shed) «. (Sw. tkvdd, a defence, stydda, to pro

tect.] A slight or temporary erection built to shelter

something; an out-building ; a hut;—in competition,

effusion, as bloodshed. (out.

Shedder, (shed'er) n. One who sheds or canses to flow

Shed-roof, (shed'ruuf) n. The simplest form of roof,

formed of rafters sloping from a higher to a lower

wall. [glittering; showy.

Sheen, (ahen) a. [A.-S. *ct?n<% Go. tkavns.] Bright;

Sheen, (shen)n. Brightness; splendour.

Sheep, (shop) v. sin?, ii pi. [A.-S. seedp, Ger. tcho\f, D.

Mchaap.) A small ruminant quadruped , valued for

its flesh and wool ;—the people of God, as being under

the government and protection of Christ, the great

Shepherd ;—a simple fellow ; a simpleton.

Sheep-cot, (shep kot) n. A small lnclosure for sheep;

a pen.

Sheepfold, (shep'foM) n. A pen for sheep ; a place

where sheep are collected or confined ;—hence, the

church. [ous; diffident; shy.

Sheepish, (shep'ish) a. Like a sheep ; bashful ; tlmor-

Sheepiahly, (shep'ish -le) adv. In a sheepish manner ;

bashfully.

Sheepishneai, (shep'i»h-nes) n. The quality of being

sheepish; excessive modesty or diffidence; bashfulness.

Sheep-market, (shep'mar-ket) n. Place or fair where

live sheep are sold. [sheep.

Sheep-run, (shep'run) n. A district or tract for feeding

Sheep' s-eye, (sheps'i) n. A modest, diffident look; a

loving or desiriug glance.

Sheep-shank, (shep'shangk) n. Among seamen, a knot

or hitch to shorten a rope, halyard, Ac.

Sheep's-head, ( shr-jizlied ) «. The head of a sheep

dressed for food ; also used adjectirely to note broth

or pies made from it. [wool from sheep.

Sheep-shearer, (shep'sher-er) n. One who shears the

Sheep-shearing, (shcp'sher-ing) n. Act of shearing

sheep ;—time of shearing sheep ; also, a feast made on

that occasion. [leather prepared from it.

Sheep-akin, (shep'skin) n. The akin of a sheep or

Sheep-walk, (shep'wawk) n. Pasture for sheep

Sheer, (sher) a. [A-S. #cfr, »eyrt Go. akeira.) Separ

ate from any thing foreign ; pure ; clear ;—being what

it seems to be ; simple ; mere ; — perpendicular ;

straight up and down.

Sheer, (sher) t\ t. To decline or deviate from the line

of the proper course; to turn aside :— imp. & pp.

sheered; ppr. sheering.

Sheer, (sher) n. The longitudinal curve or bend of a

ship's deck or sides.

Sheer, (sher) adv. Clean; right off ;—at once ; quick.

Sheet, (sh€t) m. [A.-S. *ce"te, tcyte, from tce'otan, to cast,

extend. J In general, any broad, uninterrupted ex-

pause ; a broad piece of cloth used as a part of K-il

furniture next to the body ;—a broad piece of paper

from the mill; a piece pressed, cut, aud folded; a piece

printed and folded ; a newspaper, pamphlet, or book;

—a broad expanse of water or the like ;—a broad,

thinly expanded portion of metal or other substance.

[Ger. Khote.) A rope fastened to the lower corner of

a sail to extend and retain it in a particular situation.

Sheet, (shet) v. t. To fold in a sheet ;—to cover, as

with a sheet ;—to draw or expand, as a sheet :—imp.

& pp sheeted ; ppr. sheeting.

Sheet-anehor, (shot ang-ker) n. [O. Eng. ihoot-anchor.]

The largest anchor of a ship, which, in stress of

weather, is sometimes the seaman's last refuge to

prevent the ship from going ashore ; — hence, the

chief support ; the last refuge for safety.

Sheet-cable, (shet'ka-bl) n. The cable attached to the

sheet-anchor, being the strongest and best cable of a

ship.

Sheeting, (shet'ing) n. Cloth for sheets.

Sheet-lightning, (shcflit-ning) «. Lightning diffused

over the sky in wide expanded flashes, but not accom

panied by thunder.

Sheik, (shek) n. [A. sheikh, a venerable old man,

a chief.] A chief; a lord ; a man of eminence.

Shekel, (shekl) n, (H. from shdkal, to weigh.] An

ancient weight and coin among the Jews equal in

weight to about half an ounce avoirdupois, and in

value equal to about 2s. Gd. sterling.

Shelf, (shelf) n. |A.-S. sctl/r,} A board or platform

elevated above the floor and fixed or set horizontally

on a frame or contiguous to a wall for holding vessels,

books, Ac. :—a sand-bank in the sea, or a rock or ledge

of rocks rendering the water shallow and dangerous

to ships;—in mining, a level vein or stratum, or a flat

projecting layer of rock.
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Shelfjr, (shelfe) a. Abounding in or composed of

shelves; full of dangerous shallows.

Shell, (she!) a. [A.-S. seell, IceL skil.) A hard, out

side covering ; especially, that serving as the natural

protection of certain fruits and animals ; also, the

covering or outside layer of an egg : — the hard or

ganized substance forming the skeleton of many in

vertebrate animals, usually external, but sometimes

internal ;—the hard covering of some vertebrates, as

the armadillo, tortoise, Ac. ;—a hollow sphere of iron,

which, being filled with gunpowder, and fired from a

mortar or cannon, bursts into pieces when the powder

explodes: a bomb; — any frame -work or exterior

structure regarded as not complete or filled in ;—a

coarse kind of wooden coffin ;— the outer frame or case

of a block ;—the outer part of a house unfinished ;—an

instrument of music, as a lyre.

Shell, (shel) v. t. To strip or break off the shell of; to

take out of the shell ;—to separate from the ear ;—to

throw shells or bombs upon : to bombard ;—v. i. To

fall off, as a shell, crust, or exterior coat ;—to cast the

shell or exterior covering :—imp. & pp. shelled; ppr.

shelling.

Shellac, (shellak) n. The resin lac spread into thin

plate* after being melted and strained.

Shell-board, (sherbord) a. A frame placed over a cart

and projecting laterally to carry a larger load of hay,

straw, sic

8hell-fish, (shel'fish) n. An aquatic animal whose ex

ternal covering consists of a shell, either testaceous,

as in oysters, clams, Ac., or crustaoeous, as in the

lobster.

Shell-proof, (shel'prdof) a. Proof against bomb-shells ;

iron-cased. {of shells.

Shelly, (shel'e) a. Abounding with shells;—consisting

Shelter, (shel ter) n. [Nors. *tytat to protect, Dan.

skinl, L. celare, to conceal.] That which covers or

defends from injury or annoyance; refuge: retreat;—

state of being covered or protected ; security ; protec

tion ;—hence, a defender ; a protector.

8helter, (shel'ter) v. (. To furnish a shelter for; to

cover from harm or injury ;—to defend : to protect; to

harbour ;—to betake to cover or a safe place—used

reflexively:—to cover from notice ; to disguise;—v.i.

To take shelter '.—imp. & pp. sheltered ; ppr. shelter

ing, [tection ; homeless.

Shelterless, (hhcl'tcr-les) a. Destitute of shelter or pro-

Bheltie, (shel'te) n. One of a breed of small ponies—so

called from Shetland, where they originated;—a small,

strong horse ;—a thaltie. [Soot.]

Shelve, (shel v) v. t. To furnish with shelves ; — to

place on a shelf; hence, to put aside with a view to

prevent reappearance ;—to lay by, as unfit for use;—to

remove from the list of those who are employed in or

capable of active duty ;—to postpone or give the go-l»y

to a motion or question ;—v. i. To incline ; to be

sloping :—imp. A pp. shelved ; ppr. shelving.

Shelving, (shelving) n. Operation of fitting up or fix

ing shelves ;—materials for shelves.

Shelvy, {shelv'e) a. Pull of rocks or sand-banks ; shal

low, [dead.

Sheol, (she'ol) n. [H.] The place or state of the

Shepherd, (shep'erd) n. [From sheep and herd.) A

man employed in tending, feeding, and guarding

sheep ;—a swain ; a rural lover ;—one who feeds and

tends the sheep or flock of Christ ; jwuitor of a church,

parish, or congregation; — overseer; bishop— called

under-shepherd, Chitf shepherd, Christ.

Shepherdess, (shep'erd-es) n. A woman that tends

sheep ; hence, a rustic lass.

Shepherd s-crook, (shep'^rds-krook) a. A long staff

having the end curved so as to form a large hook—

used by shepherds.

Sherbet, (sher'bet) n. [A., from saarido, to drink.) A

drink used in the East composed of water, lemon-

juice, and sugar.

Sherd, (sherd) n. A fragment — usually in the com

pound potsherd, piece of a broken pot.

Sheriff, (sher'if)». [A_-ti. $cir, scire, a shirs, and pvr^i,

a reeve.] The chief officer of a shire or county to

whom is intrusted the execution of the laws ; — in

Scotland, the chief local judge of a county or district .

Sheriff- tubtMute, acting or deputy-sheriff, appointed

by the principal Sherijfalerk, clerk of a aberiff-

oourt. [of sheriff.

Sheriffalty, (sherlf-al-te) v. The office or Jurisdiction

Sherry, (ahrr'e) n. A strong wine of a deep amber

colour, and having, when good, an aromatic odour—

so called from Xeres, in Spain, where it la made.

8hibboleth, (shit/bd-leth) n. [H. thibMUtk, an ear of

corn or a stream.] A word which was made the cri

terion by which to distinguish the Ephraimites from

the Gileaditea—the Ephraimites not being able to pro

nounce the letter t;. m, pronounced the word nbboUtk.

bee Judges, xi. and xii. ;—hence, that which distin

guishes one party from another.

Shield, (sheld) a. [A.-S. srild, scetd,

from skyla, to defend.] A broad piece

of defensive armour carried on the

arm ; a buckler ;—any thing which pro-

tecta or defends ; defence ; shelter ; pro

tection ; — figuratively, a person who

grotecta or defends ;—the escutcheon or

eld on which are placed the bearings

in coats of arms.

Shield, (sheld) v. t. To cover as with

Icel. ttioldr,

O
Shield.

shield ; to

secure from danger; to protect; to defend against; to

ward off :—imp. & pp. shielded ; ppr. shielding.

Shieldlesa, (sheldles) a. Destitute of a shield or of pro

tection.

Shift, (shift) v. r. [A.-S. sci/tan, to divide, to drive

away, Icel. $kipta, to change.] To change ; to alter ;—

to transfer from one place or position to another ;—to

put off or out of the way by some expedient ; — to

change, as clothes;—to dress in fresh clothes ;—v. i. To

move; to change place or position ;—to change course

or direction ; to veer ;—to give place to another ; to

exchange places ; — to change in opinions, prinapiea.

or language ; to vary ;—to be slippery or shifty ;—to

change one's clothes, ©specially the under garments ;—

to use indirect methods ;—to try different expedients ;

—to move from place to place, or from one scheme or

employment to another ;—to break loose and roll from

one side to another, as cargo in a ship ;—to take or

seek methods of safety :—imp. & pp. shifted ; ppr.

shifting.

Shift, (shift) n. A turning from one thing to another ;

a change ;—a mean refuge or resort; also, last resource:

—an evasion or subterfuge ; a temporary or deceitful

expedient : fraud ; artifice ; — a woman s under gar

ment; a chemise.

Shifter, (shift'er) n. One who shifts or changes, as

scenes in a theatre ;—one who plays tricks or practises

artifice ; a cozener.

Shifting, (sniffing) *. Act of changing ;—act of erad-

ing or putting off by some expedient.

Shiftless, ( shift ' les ) a. Destitute of mental resources,

contrivances, or devices ; lacking skill to discover or

energy to prosecute schemes or expedients with suc

cess; handless; incompetent.

Shifty, (shift e) a. Full of shifts ; fertile in expedients

or contrivances:—tricky; artful; evasive.

Shillalah. (shil-alah) n. An oaken sapling or cudgel,

said to be from a wood in Ireland of that name,

famous for its oaks :—also spelled Shillela.

Shilling, (shil'ing) h. [A.-S. A O. Sax. trilling, IceL

skitlinjrr, Go. skiUiffg*.] An English silver coin, equal

to twelve pence, or the twentieth part of a pound.

Shilly-shally, (shile-ehal'e) **. [Rues, ikatyu, to play

the fool.] Foolish trifling: irresolution: hesitation:—

to stand shilly-shallying, to hang off and on ; to fa*

irresolute or undecided; to dawdle.
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Shiloh, (sliilo) «, [H. shtldh, quiet, rest, from shAldh,

to rest.) The Messiah— so called by Jacob on his death

bed. Bee Gen. xlix, 10.

Shimmer, (shun 'or) v. i. [ A.-S. scimerian, from sctmian,

to glitter.] To gleam; to glisten; to glimmer with a

faint white light.

Shimmer, (shira'er) n. A gleaming: a glimmering.

Shin, (shin) n. [A.-S. sciana, Ger. schiene.] The fore

part of the leg, especially of the human leg, between

the ankle and the Knee. [a riot.

Shindy, (shin'de) n. An uproar or disturbance; a row;

Shine, (shin) v. i. [A.-JS. and Ger. scinan, Go. skeinan.]

To emit rays of light; to give light ;—to be lively and

animated; to be brilliant ;—to be glossy or bright, as

silk ;—to be gay, splendid, or beautiful ;— to be emi

nent, conspicuous, or distinguished ;—imScripture, to

be favourable ; to countenance ; to bless :—imp. shone

or ahined ; pp. shone or shined ; ppr. shining.

Shine, (hIi in) n. Fair weather;—state of shining; bright

ness; splendour; lustre; gloss; polish.

Shingle, (shing'gl) n. [Nor*, shingt, Ger. schindel,

L. scindula, from scindere, to split. ] A piece of wood

sawed or rived thin and small, with one end thinner

than the other, in order to lap lengthwise, used in

covering buildings, especially the roof ;—round, water-

worn, and loose gravel and pebbles on shores and

coasts.

Shingle, (shing'gl) v. t. To cover with shingles or tiles,

as a roof ;—to purify puddled iron from scoria in con

verting it into malleable iron :—imp. & pp. shingled ;

/'/''■- shingling.

Shingler, (shing'gler ) n. One who attends a ma

chine for shingling puddled iron.

Shingles, (shing'glz) n, [I.. cingulum, a girdle, from

cingere, to gird.] A kind of herpes, which spreads

around the body like a girdle ; an eruptive disease.

Shingling, (Hhing'gling) n. The act of covering with

shingles ; the process of expelling the impurities from

blooms of puddled iron by hammering or squeezing,

and converting it into malleable iron.

Shining, (shin'ing) a. Bright ; splendid ; radiant ; —

illustrious ; distinguished ; conspicuous.

Shining, (shin'ing) n. Effusion or clearness of light;

brightness. [dour; brilliancy.

Shiningneu, (shln'ing-nes) n. Resplendency; splen-

Shinty. (shint'e) ft, A Scotch game similar to Hockey,

played between opposite sides of players with curved

sticks and a ball ;—the curved stick used in the game.

Shiny, ( shin'e ) a. Bright ; luminous ; dear ; un

clouded.

Ship, (ship) n. [A.-8. trip. Icel. & Go. skip , G. skapM,

1m tcapha, a boat.] A largo

hollow vessel of wood, i ~*"^

iron, or a composition of •&<~^m\

both, made to pass ovei /JBk^^^LN^-

the sea with sails or by /a

steam power;—especially a

sailing vessel furnished

with a bowsprit and threo

masts, each of which i.

composed of a lower mnst, I

top-mast, and topgallant-

mast, and is square-rigged.

Ship, (ship) f. (. To put

on board of a ship or ves

sel for transportation ; henoe, to dispose of; to get

rid of ;—to engage for service on board of a ship ;—

to receive on board of a ship or vessel J—to fix any

thing in its place;—v.i. To engage for service on

board of a ship; to embark:—imp. & pp. shipped;

pin-, shipping.

Snip-biscuit, (ship'bis-kit) n. A kind of biscuit baked

hard, so as to keep on a voyage; biscuit used in shijw.

Shipboard, (shiptxird) adv. Upon or within a ship;

aboard. [of a ship.

Ship-boy, (shir/boy) «. A boy who serves on board

 

Ship-broker, (ship'brok-cr) n. An agent for the sale or

purchase of ships;—one who negotiates or effects in

surances on Bhips ;—one who supplies outfit, stores,

Ac- , to ships.

Ship-builder, (ship'bild-er) n. A man whoso occujja-

tion is to construct vessels; a naval architect.

Ship-captain, (ship'kap-tiln) n. Captain or commander

of a vessel.

Ship-carpenter, (ship'kar-pen-ter) n. A carpenter who

works at shipbuilding ; a shipwright ;—also, a petty

officer in a man-of-war and other large vessel who has

charge of the spare spars, and keeps all the wood-work

in proper repair.

Ship-chandler, (ship'chand-lcr) n. One who duals in

cordage, canvas, and other furniture of ships.

Shipman, (shii/man) n. A sailor; a seaman.

Ship-master, (ship'mas-ter)?!. The captain, master, or

I commander of a ship.

Shipmate, (ship'mat) n. One who serves on board of

the same ship ; a fellow sailor.

Shipment, (ship'meut) n. Act of putting any thing on

board of a ship; embarkation;—that which is shipped.

Shipowner, (shir/on-cr) n. The owner of a shfp or

ships.

Shipper, (shipper) n. One who ships or places goods

on board a ship for transportation.

Shipping, (sniping) n. The collective body of ships

in one place; vessels of navigation generally; tonnage.

Shipping, (ship'ing) a. Relating to ships.

Ship-shape, (ship'shap) adv. In a seaman-like man

ner ; hence, properly.

Shipwreck, (shiprek) n. The breaking in pieces of a

ship or other vessel by being driven against rocks,

shoals, and the like; — a ship destroyed upon the

water or the parts of such a ship;—hence, total de

struction; ruin:—failure; miscarriage.

Shipwreck, (ship'rek) v.t. To destroy, as a ship at

sea, by running ashore or on rocks or sand-banks, or

by the force of wind and waves in a tempest;—to

expose, as sailors, to destruction by the loss of a ship.

Shipwright, (ship'rit) n. One whose occupation is to

construct ships; a builder of ships or other vessels.

Shire, (shir) n. (A.-S. scire, scir, a division, county,

from sciran, to shear, divide.] A portion of the king

dom originally under the supervision of an earl ; a

territorial division, usually identical with a county,

but sometimes comprising a smaller district [Eng.]:

-—a division of a state embracing several contiguous

townships; a county. [Amer.]

Shire-hall, (shir'hawl) n. The coart-house or assem

bly-room of a shire or county.

Shire-town, (shir'town) n. The capital town of a

county ; a county town. [away.

Shirk, (sherk) v. t. To avoid or get off from : to slink

Shirk, (sherk) n. [From shark!} One who seeks to

avoid duty ; one who lives by shifts and tricks.

Shirr, (sher) n. An insertion of cord (usually elastic)

between two pieces of cloth ; also, the cord itself or

the cloth made with it.

Shirred, (sherd) a. [Ger. schirrcn, to prepare.] Hav

ing lines or cords inserted between two pieces of

doth.

Shirt, (shert) n. [Icel. siirta, slyrta, a shirt, D. schorl,

a petticoat, an apron.] An under garment of linen,

cotton, or other material, worn by men and boys.

Shirt, (shert) v. t. To cover or clothe, as with a shirt ;

—to change the shirt of :—imp. tt pp. shirted; ppr.

shirting.

Shirting, (ahert'ing) n. Cloth of the right width for

shirts.

Shirtless, (shert ' lea) a. Wanting a shirt.

Shittah. (shit'ta) n. The tree which produced the

shittim wood of scripture.

Shittim, (shit/tim) ». I If shittim.] A precious wood

of which the tables, altars, and boards of the taber-

nacle were made among the Jews.
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Shire, (shir) n. [D. seay/, Oer. seaeioc.] A alios ;—a

little piece or fragment.

Shiver, (ahiT'er) n. (Ger. achie/er, a splinter, acate-

fern, to scale, to shiver.] A small piece or frag

ment into which a thing breaks by sudden violence ;

—a thin slice ;—a species of blue slate ; schist ; shale ;

—in nautical language, a small wheel; a sheave.

Shiver, (shiv'er) v. t. [Oer. tchitfem, to shiver, D.

tchevern, H. thabar.] To break into many small

pieces or splinters ; to shatter ; to dash to pieces by a

blow ;—to cause to shake in the wind—applied to

sails ;—v. t. To break into small pieces ;—to quake ;

to tremble ; to vibrate ;—to quiver from cold ; to be

affected with a thrilling sensation of chilliness ;—to

shake from fear ; to shudder :—imp. & pp. shivered ;

ppr. shivering.

Shiver, (shiv'er) n. Act of shivering ; a shaking or

shuddering caused by cold, pain, fear, or the like ; a

tremor.

Shivering, (shiv'er-ing) n. The act of breaking or

dashing to fragments; severance; a trembling or

shaking from cold or dread of danger.

Shiveringly, (stuVer-ing-le) adv. With shivering or

slight trembling.

Shivery, (shiv'er-e) a. Full of or inclined to shiver ;

trembling ;—easily falling into many pieces.

Shoad, (shod) a. [Ger. tehutt, rubbish.) A train of

metallic stones or fragments of ore which hare be

come separated by the action of water, and which

serve to direct in the discovery of mines.

Shoal, (shol) n. [A-S. tedlu, tccAlu, a school, acorn-

Ey. ] A crowd ; a throng — said especially of fish.

r. tcholU, a clod, glebe, Kollo, tcotla.) A sand-

k or bar ; a shallow.

Shoal, (shol) r. i. To assemble in a multitude ; to

crowd ; to throng ;—to become more shallow ;—v. t.

To cause to become more shallow ; to come to a more

shallow part of :—imp. & pp. shoaled ; ppr. shoaling.

Shoal, (shol) a. Of little depth ; shallow.

Shoaliness, (sh61'e-nes) n. The state of being shoaly ;

shallowness ; little depth of water. [shallow.

Bhoaiy, (shol'e) a. Full of shoals or shallow places ;

Shock, (shok) n. [D. tchok, a bounce, leap, F. choc, a

shook, collision.] A collision ; a sharp concussion of

one thing against another ;—a violent onset ; conflict

of contending armies ;—in electricity, the effect on

the animal system of a discharge of the battery ; also,

the application of the force of the battery to any

body ;—in medicine, any agitation or derangement of

organic functions, and especially of the nervous sys

tem ; — an impression of disgust ; offence ; a blow.

[Ger. Khoc, /chock, a heap, a score.] A pile or assem

blage of sheaves of wheat, rye, and the like ; a stock.

Shook, (shok) n, [From *hag.] A dog with long hair ;

—hence, a thick mass of short hair.

Shock, (shok) v.t. To strike against suddenly; to

encounter ;—to strike with surprise, horror, or dis

gust ; to offend ; to horrify ;—to make or collect into

shocks, as sheaves of grain:—imp. & pp. shocked;

ppr. shocking.

Shocking, (shoklng) a. Striking, as with horror;

causing to recoil with disgust; extremely offensive;

appalling ; frightful ; terrible.

Shockingly, (shok'ing-le) adv. In a manner to shock

or to strike with horror or disgust.

Shockingness, (shok'ing-nes) n. State or quality of

disgusting ; offensiveness.

Shoddy, (shod'e) a. Noting a mill for the manufac

ture of yarn and cloth from old cloths and rags.

Shoddy, (shod'e) n. A fibrous material obtained by

devilling or tearing refuse woollen goods, rags, &c. It

is usually mixed with fresh wool and respun, forming

inferior and coarse cloth for pea jackets, druggets, «tc.,

but sometimes worked up to sell for fine cloth ;—

hence colloquially, any article manufactured of infe

rior or adulterated materials, but offered as genuine.

Shoe, (shoo) «. f A.-H. seda. Go. sMAs, Ger. era**.} A

covering for the foot, usually of leather ; also, aary

thing resembling a shoe in form or use :—a plate cif

iron nailed to the hoof of an animal to defend it from

injury ;—a plate of iron, or slip of wood, —il—* to the

bottom of the runner of a sleigh or sledge :—an iron

socket to receive the end of a rafter or a stmt j—

small block of wood fastened to the flake of as

anchor to prevent it from cutting the ship's sides in

hoisting, Ac.

Shoe, (shoo) v. t. To furnish with shoes; to put shoes

on ;—to cover at the bottom :—tiap. ft pp. shoe ; ppr.

shoeing.

Shoeblack, (shot/blak) v. One who cleans and blacks

shoes or boots. [shoe to the foot

Shoe-buckle, (sh6c/buk-l) n, A buckle for fastening xl*

Shoeing-horn, ( shoo'i rig-horn ) n. A curved piece of

horn used to facilitate the entrance of the foot into

a shoe;—hence, any thing by which a transaction is

facilitated ; a tool; a pander.

Shoe-latchet, (shoo'lat-chet) n. Tie or fastening for a

shoe. fare made.

Shoe-leather, (shoolcTH-er) n. Leather of which shorn

Shoeless, (shooles) a. Wanting shoes ; barefoot.

Shoemaker, (shoo'mak-er) n. One who makes shoes

and boots.

Shoe-tie, (stioo'ti) n. A ribbon or string used for fas

tening a shoe to the foot :—also thocstrtng, •he*~9f-rap,

Shog, (shog) n. [For shock.] A concussion; shake: jog.

Shog, (shog) v.t To shake; to agitate by sudden

shakes ;—r. i. To move off; to jog.

Shoggle, ( shog'1 ) v. t. To shake ; to joggle.

Shoo, (shoo) infer,/. [Ger. tcheucken, to scare, drive

away.] Begone ; away—used in scaring away fowfci

and other animals :—also thue.

Shoot, (shoot) r. t. [A.-8. seedfaa, Icel. srtdfer.] To let

fly or cause to be driven with force, as an arrow or

bullet;—to discharge ; to dart ;—to let off; to fire ;—

to strike with any thing shot ; to hit with a mu&ile :

—to send out or forth, especially with a rapid or sad

den motion ; to emit : to hurl ;—to push or thrwt

forward ;—to pass rapidly through or under;—to varie

gate, as if by sprinkling or intermingling ;—to kill hy

a ball, Ac. ;—v. i. To perform the act of discharging,

sending with force, or driving any thing by means of

an engine or instrument;—to be shot or propelled for

cibly; to be emitted, sent forth, or driven along:—

to be felt, as if darting through one;—to germinate.

to bud; to sprout ;—hence, to make progress ; to grow:

to advance ;—to spread over :—to be pushed out ; to

jut; to project:—imp. & pp. shot; ppr. shooting.

Shoot, (shoot) n. Act of propelling or driving any

thing with violence ; discharge of a fire-arm or bow?—

act of striking, or endeavouring to strike, with a mis

sive weapon;—a young branch ;—the spring or thrust

of an arch. [F. chute.] An inclined plane, either

artificial or natural, down which timber, coal, Ac,

are caused to slide.

Shooter, (shcot'er) a. One who shoots ; an archer ; a

gunner ;—that which shoots, as a fire-arm.

Shooting, (shoot'ing) n. The act of discharging fire

arms, or of sending an arrow with force ; sensation of

a quick, glancing pain ; the act or practice of killing

game.

Shop, (shop) n. fA.-S. tceoppa, a treasury, a store

house.] A building in which goods, wares, drugs,

Ac. , are sold by retail ;—a building in which mechanics

work.

Shop, (shop) v. i. To visit shops for purchasing goods :

—imp. & pp. shopped ; ppr. shopping.

Shop-board, (shop'bord) n. Bench on which any wvrk

is dona [in a shop or by retail.

Shopkeeper, (shop'kep-er) u. A trader who sells goods

Shoplifter, (shop'lift-er) n. One who steals or takes

goods privately from a shop. [a shop.

Shoplifting, (shop ' lift -iug) n. Larceny committed in
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Shopman, ( shot/man ) n. A petty trader : a trades

man ;—one who serves in a shop ; a salesman.

Shopper, (shop'gr) ?t. One who shops.

Shopping, (shop'ing) n. The practice of visiting shops

for purchasing or cheapening goods.

Shop-walker, (shop'wawk-er) n. An attendant in a

shop who directs customers to the proper department

for the goods they seek, and sees they are attended to.

Shop-woman, (shop'wiioni-an) ». A female who serves

in a shop.

Shore, (shor) ft, (A.-S. tcort, from tceran, tciran, to

shear, divide.) The coast or laud adjacent to a large

body of water, as a sea or lake.

Shore, (shor) n. [D. achoor, Icel. tlorda.] A prop or

timber placed as a brace or support on the side of a

building or other thing;—in nautical tanyuatit, a prop

placed beneath a ship s side or bottom for support ou

the stocks.

Shore, (shor) v. t. To support by a post or buttress ;

to prop :—imp. & pp. shored ; ppr. shoring.

Shoreless, (shdrles) a. Having no shore or coast ;

boundless.

Shoring, (shoi-'ing) n. The act of supporting or

strengthening with a prop or shore ; a system of props ;

props collectively.

Short, (shorl) n. Black tourmaline.

Shorting, (shurling) ». The skin of a sheep shorn

living.

Shorn, (shorn) a. Cut off;—having the hair or wool

cut off or sheared ;—deprived.

Short, (short) a. [A.-S. tcort, sctort, F. court, L. cur-

tut.] Not long; brief: having limited duration; —

limited in quantity; stinted; scanty; 'insufficient; in

adequate; defective; imperfect; not coming up, as

to a measure or standard : — near at hand; not far

distant ;—not fetching a compass ;—not going or reach

ing to the point intended ;—breaking off suddenly or

sharply ; brittle ; friable ;—crumbling in the mouth ;

crisp ; — narrow ; contracted ; — laconic : concise ; —

pointed ; severe ;—abrupt ; petulant;—not tenacious;

forgetting easily, as memory ;—inferior ; lower ;—not

equal or equivalent ; less ;—pronounced with a less

prolonged utterance, and with a somewhat thinner

and more slender sound.

Short, (short) n. A summary account ;■-/<!. The part

of ground grain sifted out, which is next finer than

the bran;—in rope-making, the shorter fibres of hemp,

or the toppings and tailings of long hemp dressed for

bolt ropes and whale lines.

Short, (short) adv. In a short manner, as briefly,

abruptly, suddenly, and the like.

Short-breathed, (snort'bretht) a. Having short breath

or quick respiration.

Short-cake, (shorfkak) n. A sweet, friable cake, in

which butter or lard has been mixed with the flour.

Short-coming, (short'kum-ing) n. Act of failing or

coming short, as a crop ;—neglect of or failure in per

formance of duty.

Short-dated, (short'dat-ed) a. Having little time to

run, as a bill ; drawn and made payable at an early

date.

Shorten, (shorfn) v.t. To make short In measure,

length, or time ;—to reduce or diminish in amount,

quantity, or extent ;—to contract ; to abbreviate ;—to

confine; to restrain ;—to lop; to deprive:—to make

short or friable, as pastry with butter;—v.i. To be*

come short or shorter;— to contract :—imp, & pp.

shortened; ppr. shortening.

Shortening, (short'n-ing) n. A making or becoming

short or shorter ;—that which renders pastry short or

friable, as butter or lard.

Short-hand, (shorfhand) n. A compendious method

of writing by substituting characters, abbreviations,

or symbols for words : stenography.

Short-horned, (shorfhorad) a. Having short horns;

—noting a distinct and valuable breed of cattle.

Short-jointed, (short'joint-ed) a. Having short inter

vals between the joints.

Short-lived, (short/livd) a. Not living or lasting long ;

being of short continuance.

Shortly, (shorfle) adv. In a brief time or manner;

—in few words; briefly;—quickly: snappishly.

Shortness, (shorVnes) n. Quality of being short ; bre

vity ; conciseness ; limited extent ; deficiency.

Short-rib, (short'rib) n. One of the lower ribs or rib*

below the sternum ; a false rib.

Short-sight, (short'sit) n. Short-sightedness.

Bhort-sighted, (short'sit-ed) a. Not able to see far ;

near-sighted ;—not able to look far into futurity ; of

limited intellect ;—having little regard for the future ;

heedless.

Short-sightedness, (short'sit-ed-lies) n. Inability to see

things at a distance ; near-sightedness ;—defective or

limited intellectual sight.

Short-winded, (short'wind-ed) a. Affected with short

ness of breath ; having quick respiration.

Short-witted, (short'wit-ed) o. Having little wit;

not wise.

Shory, (short) a. Lying near the coast.

Shot, (shot) n. [A.-S. scyte, a blow, Icel. ikot, a throw

ing, a javelin.] Act of shooting ; discharge of a mis

sile weapon ;—a missile weapon, particularly a ball

or bullet ;—small globular masses of lead for killing

birds and other small animals;—flight of a missile

weapon, or the distance which it passes from the en

gine ;—a marksman : one who practises shooting.

Shot, (shot) v. t. To load with shot over a cartridge :—

imp. &, pp. shotted ; ppr. shotting.

Shot (shot) n. f A.-S. *ceat.] Sum charged ; reck

oning ; — also, individual share of the reckoning.

[Scot]

Shot-belt, (shofbelt) n. A belt having a pouch for

carrying shot and, other ammunition.

Shot-box, (shot'boks) n. Box or locker in which balls,

grape, canister, or other shot are stored :—also thot-rape.

<cirr

Shot-free, (shot'fre) a. Free from charge ; exempted

from any share of the expense ;—unpunished :—also

teot-fru. [ship by a cannon ball.

Shot-hole, (thotliol) n. Hole or perforation made In a

Shotten, (shot'n) a. [From shoot,] Having ejected the

spawn ;—shooting into angles or nooks ;—dislocated ;

shot out of its socket, as a bone.

Should, (shood) imp. of shall.

Shoulder, (slml'der) n. [A.-S. ieuldor, probably from

Icel. tiyla, to cover, defend.] The joint by which the

arm of a human being, or the fore leg of a quadruped,

is connected with the body;—the flesh and muscles

connected with the shoulder-joint ; the upper part

of the back ;—that which supports or sustains ; sup

port ;—that which resembles a human shoulder, as

any protuberance or projecting appendage from the

body of a thing ;—the fore leg of an animal dressed

for market

Shoulder, (shol'dcr) v. t. To push or thrust with the

shoulder; to push with violence;—to take upon the

shoulder:—imp. & pp. shouldered; ppr. shouldering.

Shoulder-belt, (shol'der-belt) n. A belt that passes

across the shoulder.

Shoulder-blade, (shol'der-blad) n. The flat bono of

the shoulder or blade-bone.

Shoulder-knot, (shol'der-not) n . An ornamental knot

of ribbon or lace worn on the shoulder ; a kind of

epaulet.

Shout, (shout) v. i. [Perhaps a contraction from shoot

out.] To utter a sudden and loud outcry, usually in

joy, triumph, or exultation ;—v. t. To utter with a

shout; to cry;—to treat with shouts or clamour:—

imp. & pp. shouted ; ppr. shouting.

Shout (shout) n. A loud burst of voice or voices ; a

vehement and sudden outcry, especially of a multi

tude.
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Shove, (ihnT) v. t. [A.-S. act6fan, tetifan, loel. sl*u/a-)

To propel with the hand ; to push by direct strt;n$rtli

without a sudden impulse; to impel a body by slid

ing it along the surface of another body ;—to push

up ; to press against ;—to push along, aside, or away,

in a careless or rude manner; to Jostle ;—v. t. To

push or drive forward;—to push off: to move in a

boat with a pole :—imp. 6 pp. shoved ; ppr. shoving.

Shove, (ahuv) n. The act of shoving, pushing, or press

ing : a sudden impetus ; a short, quick push.

Shovel, (shuv'l) n. [A. -8. acofl, teeojt, from seed/an,

to shove.] A kind of spade with a broad blade

slightly hollowed—used for lifting grain, sand, or other

loose substances ;—-also, a semi-cylindrical vessel of

copper dosed at one end and rounded at the other

for lifting tea, sugar, flour, Ac. ; a sooop.

Shovel, (shuvl ) v.t. To take up ana throw with a

shovel ;—to gather in great quantities :—imp. A pp.

shovelled; ppr. shovelling.

Shovel-hat, (shuv'1-hat) n. A hat with a broad brim,

which is turned up at the sidea and straight in front,

worn by bishops, deans, Ac

Show, (ab6) v. t. [A.-S. teaman, to look, view, loel.

tkoda.] To display or present to view; to exhibit;

—to cause to see ; to enable to perceive ;—to inform ;

to point out to ;—henoe, to usher or guide; to con

duct ;—to make apparent or clear by evidence, testi

mony, or reasoning; to prove; to evluce; to explain ;—

to bestow; to confer ; to afford; — to manifest; to

publish ; to proclaim ;—v. i. To appear ; to look ; to

seem : — imp, showed ; pp. shown or showed ; ppr.

showing.

Show, (snA) n. Act of showing or bringing to view; ap

pearance; exhibition;—that which is shown or brought

to view; a spectacle;—proud or ostentatious display;

parade ; pomp ;—semblance ; likeness ; appearance ;—

pretext ; specious plausibility ; representation ; theat

rical action;—dramatic exhibition. Shovr of hand*,

vote taken at a public meeting by raising hands for

or against a motion, candidate, Ac.

Show-bill, (shiVbil) /i. A broad sheet oontainingan

advertisement in large letters, placed at shop doors,

windows, Ac.

Show-bread, (shi/bred) n. In the Mosaic ritual, loavea

of bread placed before the Lord on the golden table

in the sanctuary—they were twelve in number, re-

{>resenting the tribes of Israel, ornamented with gold

eaves, and served up hot with frankincense and salt:

—also Shtw-bread.

Shower, (shd'er) n. One who shows or exhibits.

Shower, (show'er) n. [A. -8. ac&r, scedr, I eel. A Ger.

lifli'.] A fall of rain or hail of short duration;—that

which resembles a shower in falling through the air

copiously and rapidly ; a rapid succession or thick

fall, as of arrows, Ac.;—an abundant supply; liberal

distribution, as of gifts, blessings, <&c.

Shower, (shower) v. t. To water with a shower ; to

wet copiously with rain;—to bestow liberally ;—to

distribute or scatter abroad ; — v. t. To rain in

showers:—imp. A pp. showered; ppr. showering.

Showerless, (show"er-lea) a. Wanting showers.

Showery, (show'e.r-e) a. Raining in showers;—per

taining to or produced by showers; rainy; abounding

in rain-falls. fously.

Showily, (sho'e-le) adv. In a showy manner: pomp-

Showiness, (sho'e-nes) n. Quality or state of being

showy ; pompoorness ;—parade; ostentation ;—gaudi-

ness; splendour.

Showing, (sho'ing) n. Act of presenting to view; ex

hibition;—verbal representation ; statement; demon-

stration.

Showman, (sho'man) n. One who exhibits shows.

Showy, (shoe) a. Making a show; attracting atten

tion ; presenting a marked appearance; gaudy; gorge

ous; magnificent; sumptuous; pompous; ostentatious.

Shred, (shred) v.*. [A.-S. scrwlrfian, Go. ikrtitan.)

To cut or tear into small pieces, particularly

and long pieces, as of cloth or leather :—imp. A pp.

shred; ppr. shredding.

Shred, (shred) n. A long, narrow piece cut or torn off;

a strip;—a fragment; a piece.

Shredding, (shred'ing) n. That which is eat off.

piece; strip; fragment.

Shrew, (shroo) a. [D. Mchretuwen, Ger. shrci**, to

brawl.] A peevish, spiteful, vexatious woman; m

brawling or clamorous woman ; a scold.

Shrewd, (shrood) a. Having the qualities of a. ahiww ;

malicious; peevish ;—sly; artful; cunning;—knowing;

astute ; sharp ; — sagacious ; penetrating ; discrimin

ating;—painful; pinching;—mischievous.

Shrewdly, (nhrood'le) adv. Archly; sagaciously ; with

good guess :— mischievously;—vexatious)/;—aharply ;

bitingly.

Shrewdness, (shrood'nes) n. Quality or state of being

shrewd; astuteness; sagacity ;—sly cunning; ; arch-

ness ;—mischievousness.

Shrewish, (shroo'ish) a. Having the qualities of a

shrew; froward; peevish; petulantly clamorous.

Shrewiahly, (sliroo'ish-le) adv. In a shrewish man

ner ; peevishly ; clamorously; turbulent ly..

Shrewishness, (ehroo'ish-nes) n. The state of being

shrewish; frowardness; petulance; clamorousnem

Shrew-mouse, (shroo'inous) «. An insectivorous ani

mal which burrows in the ground.

Shriek, (shivk) v.t. [Nor*. thrUta, Ger. scAreicu,] To

utter a loud, sharp, shrill cry; to scream, u in t

sudden fright, in horror ox anguish ;—v. t. To attar

sharply and shrilly:— imp. A pp. shrieked; ppr.

shrieking.

Shriek, (shreh) n. A sharp, shrill outcry or

such as is produced by sudden terror or

anguish.

Shrievalty, (shreVal-te) n. [Contracted from akeryff-

atty.] Office or jurisdiction of a sheriff; sheriffalty.

Shrift, (shrift) n. (A.-S. tcrifl, from serf/am, to

shrive.] Confession made to a priest.

Shrike, (shrik) n. [Prom sAricir.] A rapacious bird

of the genus Lan ius, characterized by a strong com

pressed conical beak, more or less hooked, with which

they prey on birds, frogs, and insects. The ahnkew

are gregarious, fly precipitately with a sharp, shrill

cry—hence the name, and are said to suspend their

prey when killed on thorns:—henoe called butcher

birds.

Shrill, (shril) a. [L. Ger. aehritt.] Uttering an acute

sound; sharp; piercing.

Shrill, (shril) v.t. To sound in a sharp, shrill ton*:

—to have an acute or piercing effect ;— r. & To utter

in a shrill tone ;—to pierce; to penetrate:—imp. A pp.

shrilled ; ppr. shrilling.

Shrilling, (shril'ing) n. A piercing, shrill sound.

Shrillness, (ahril'nes) tt. The state of being shrill or

acute in sound ; sharpness or fineness of voice.

Shrilly, (shril'e)a. Somewhat shrill or piercing; sharp.

Shrilly, ( shril'e ) adv. With a sharp sound or voice ;

acutely ; piercingly.

Shrimp, (shrimp) n. [A.-S. scrim man, to dry, dry up.]

A long-tailed, decapod crusta

cean—there are numerous spe

cies, some of which are used

for food;—a little, wrinkled

man ; a dwarf—in contempt.

Shrimp, (shrimp) v.t. (I).

krimpten, Ger. tenrumpftn, to

contract, A. -8. Mcrimmnn, to

dry up.] To narrow ; to con

tract; to compress. Shrimp.

Shrine, (shrin) n. [A. -8. <crin, L. scrtxiuw, a desk.)

A case, box, or receptacle in which sacred relioa an

deposited ;—-also, a tomb of a saint ; a mausoleum ;—

hence, any sacred or hallowed place ; an altar; a place

of worship.

imnan, to dry, dry up ;
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Shrink, (shringk) v.i. [A.-S. icrincan.] To become

wrinkled by contraction ; to shrivel; to contract; to

dry up ;—to withdraw or retire, as from danger ; to

express fear or horror by shrugging or contracting

the body ;—to recoil, as in fear, horror, or distress;—

v.t. To cause to contract:—imp. & pp. shrunk; ppr.

shrinking. The old imp. shrank, and pp. shrunken,

are nearly obsolete.

Shrink, (shringk) n. Act of shrinking ; contraction ;

corrugation ;—a withdrawing or contraction of the

body from fear or horror ;—recoil.

Shrinkage, ( shringk'Sj ) n. Contraction into a less

compass;— reduction in the bulk or dimensions of

any thing by shrinking.

Shrinking, (shringlr/ing) n. Act of falling back, as

from danger, or drawing back, as from fear ;—con

traction from exposure to heat, water, &c, as of

woollen goods, timber, Ac.

Shrinkingly, ( shringk'ing-le ) adv. In a shrinking

manner ; by shrinking.

Shrive, (shrlv) v.t. [A.-S. tcrifan, IceL ikrifla.} To

hear or receive the confession of—said of a priest ;—

to confess—used reflexlvely ;—v. i. To receive con

fessions:—imp. & pp. shrived ; ppr. shriving.

Shrivel, (shrivel) v. i, [Icel. itrijl, a thing torn.] To

draw or be drawn into wrinkles ;—v. t. To cause to

shrink or contract: — imp. & pp. shrivelled; ppr.

shrivelling. [and gives absolution.

Shriver, (snriv'er) n. A priest who hears confessions

Shriving, (shrining) n. Shrift ; confession taken.

Shroud, (shroud) n. [A.-S. sa-Gd, a garment, Icel.

ttr&d.] That which clothes,

covers, conceals, or protects ; a

garment ;—especially, a wind

ing-sheet :—a cover ; a shield ;

—the crypt of a cathedral

church ;—pL A set of ropes

reaching from the mast-heads

to the sides of a vessel to sup

port the masts.

Shroud, (shroud) v. t. To cover

with a shroud : etpeeially, to

inclose in a winding-sheet*:—to

cover, as with a shroud ; to

hide ; to veil ;—to defend ; to Shrouds,

protect ;—to oover entirely ; to overwhelm ;—v. i. To

take shelter ; to harbour :—imp. & pp. shrouded ; ppr.

shrouding-. [tide.

Bhrove-cake, (shroVkak)n, A pancake made at shrove-

Shrove-tide, (sbrcVtid) n. [From Mhrove, imperfect of

thrive, to take a confession.] The Tuesday following

Quinquagesima Sunday, and preceding the first day of

Lent, or Ash Wednesday.

Shrub, (shrub) n. [A.-S. acrob, scrobb, tcrybc.] A low,

dwarf tree ; a woody plant of a size less than a tree.

Shrub, (shrub) n. A liquor composed of acid and

sugar, with spirit to preserve it.

Shrubbery, (shrub'er-e) n. A collection of shrubs taken

as a whole;—a place where shrubs are planted.

Shrubbiness, (shrub'e-nes) n. State or quality of being

Bhrubby.

8hrubby, (shrub's) a. Full of shrubs ;— resembling a

shrub ;—bushy ; consisting of shrubs or brush.

Shrug, (shrug) v.t. [D. $ckrickcint from Ger. riicben,

A.-S. rhyg, krie, the back.] To draw up ; to contract,

especially by way of expressing dislike, dread, doubt,

or the like ;—v.i. To raise or draw up the shoulders,

as in expressing horror, dissatisfaction, aversion,

dread, doubt, or the like:—imp. & pp. shrugged ; ppr.

shrugging.

Shrug, (shrug) n. A drawing up of the shoulders—a

motion usually expressing dislike, dread, or doubt.

Shudder, (shud'er) v. i. [D. tchuddertn, Ger. tckau-

dern.] To tremble or shake with fear, horror, or aver

sion; to shiver with cold; to quake:—imp. & pp. shud

dered ; ppr. shuddering.

 

Shudder, (shud'er) n. A shaking with fear or horror ;

a tremor.

Shuffle, (shufl) v. t. [Ger. schufetn, D. tchotfetn.} To

shove one way and the other ; to push from one to

another ;—to mix by pushing or shoving ; to confuse;

to throw into disorder; to change the relative posi

tions of, as cards in the pack ;—v. i. To change the

relative position of cards in a pack ;—to shift ground ;

to practise shifts to elude detection ;—to evade fair

questions; to prevaricate ;—to evade duty ; to skulk ;

—to move in a slovenly, dragging manner ;—to shove

or scrape the floor with the foot in dancing :—imp. &

pp. shuffled ; ppr. shuffling.

Shuffle, (.shufl) n. Act of shuffling; act of mixing and

throwing into confusion by change of places; — an

evasion ; a trick ; an artifice ;—a rapid scraping move

ment of the foot in dancing.

Shuffler, (shufler) n. One who shuffles or prevaricates.

Shuffling, (shufling) n. The act of throwing into

disorder ; confusion ;—evasion ; trick ;—an irregular

walk or gait.

Shuffling, (shufling) a. Moving with irregular gait ;—

prevaricating; evasive.

Shufflingly, (shufling-le) adv. With irregular pace or

gait ;—evasively.

Shun, (shun) v. t. [A.-S. scHninn, allied to D. tchuinen,

to slope.] To avoid; to keep clear of; to get out of the

way of ; to escape from ; to neglect ;—v. i. To decline ;

to avoid doing a thing; ; to eschew:—imp. ii pp.

shunned; ppr. shunning.

Shunt, (shunt) r. t. To turn off to one side ; especially,

to turn off, as a railway carriage upon a side track ; to

switch off ; hence, to put off upon one ;—v. i. To go

aside: to turn off :—imp. & pp. shunted ; ppr. shunting.

Shunt, (shunt) n. [D. tchuinte, slopeness, declivity;

or contracted from thun it. ] A turn off to a side or

short rail that the principal rail may be left free.

Shunting, (shunt'ing) n. Act of diverting a train from

the main line to a side track ;— also, the track or line

into which a train is diverted; a siding.

Shut, (shut) r. t. [A.-S. tcyttan, teittan, to shut or lock

up, allied to Ger. nhiitzen, to defend, shut] To close,

as the fingers ; to contract ;—to close so as to hinder

ingress or egress ;—to forbid entrance into ; to pro

hibit ; to bar ; to exclude ; to preclude. Shut in, to

inclose ; to confine ; to imprison. Shut out, to deny

admission to ; to exclude. Shut up, to close ;—to ob

struct ; to bar the way;—to confine ; to imprison ;—to

hedge in ; to compel to a certain course, opinion,

determination, Ac, ;—to terminate ; to conclude ;—v. i.

To close itself ; to become closed :—imp. & pp. shut ;

ppr. shutting.

Shut, (shut) a. Having the sound suddenly interrupted

or stopped by a succeeding consonant ;—closed.

Shut, (shut) n. The act of closing; a small door or

shutter ; the line or place where two pieces of metal

are united by welding.

Shutter, (shut'er) n. One who shuts or closes;—a closo

cover for a window or other aperture.

Shuttle, (shufl) n. [A.-S. tcedul, a weaver's shuttle,

from scedtan, to shoot] An instrument used by

weavers for passing the thread of the woof from one

Bide of the cloth to the other, between the threads of

the warp ;—a shuttle-cock.

Shuttle-cock, (shut'1-kok) n. A cork stuck with

feathers, used to be struck by a battledore in play;

also, the play itself.

Shy, (bin) a. [A.-S. teeth, Ger. then, D. tchuw, shy.]

Sensitively timid; reserved: — easily frightened;

shrinking ; modest ; bashful ;—cautious ; wary ; sus

picious, [horse.

Shy, (shl) n. Start or swerving suddenly aside of a

Shy, (ihi) v. i. To start suddenly aside, as if a little

frightened :—imp. & pp. shied ; ppr. shying.

Shyly, (shile) adv. In a shy or timid manner ; not

familiarly; with reserve.
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Bhyness, (shi'nes) ». The quality or state of being

shy: bashful uess ; reserve; coyness : timidity.

Si ( *v ). A syllable applied in solmixation to the

seventh tone of the major diatonic scale.

Sibilant, (sib'e-lant) a. (I., tibitans, ppr. of tibilare,

to bin.] Making a hieting sound; uttered with a

hissing sound ; hissing.

Sibilant, (sib'e-lant) n. A letter that is uttered with a

hissing of the voice, as i and t.

Sibilation, (sib-e-U'shun) n. Utterance with a hissing

sound ; also, the sound itself.

Sibyl, (sib'il) n. [L. ribylta, G. sibuUa.) A woman

supposed to be endowed with a spirit of prophecy ;—a

female fortnne-teller or gypsy.

Sibylline, {sib'il hi) a. Pertaining to the sibyls; uttered

or composed by sibyls; prophetic; oracular; also,

mysterious.

Siccative, (sik'at-iv) a. Drying ; causing to dry.

Siccative, (sik'at-iv) n. That which promotes the pro

cess of drying.

Siccity, (sik'se-te) n. [h. riecita*, from ticcut, dry.]

Dryness ; aridity ; destitution of moisture.

Sick, (sik)a. (Eng. *rXvf A. -8. rye, teoe, IoeL *itU*r.]

Affected with or attended by nausea; inclined to

vomit ;—having a strong dislike ; disgusted:—affected

with disease of any kind; disordered; distempered;

indisposed ; ailing ; morbid.

Sick-bed, (aik'bod) n. The bed upon which a person

Is confined by sickness.

Sick-berth, (sik'berth) u. In a man-of-war, a room or

hospital for the sick.

Sicken, (sik'n) v.U To make qualmish; to disgust;—

to make sick ; to disease ;—v. i. To become sick ; to

fall into disease;—to grow weak ; to decay;—to droop ; !

to languish ; — to be filled to disgust ; to be filled

with abhorrence ; to be satiated ;—to become disgust'

lng or tedious:—imp. & pp. sickened ; ppr. sickening.

Sicker, (sik'er) " [Scot., Dan. $ikkert L. securut.)

Sure ; certain ; firm ; fast.

Sickerly, (sik'erle) adv. Surely;—firmly; fast.

Sickemess, (sik'er-nes) a. Sureties* ;—firmness ; fast

hold or grip.

Sickish, (sik'lsh) a. Somewhat sick or diseased;—ex

citing sickness or disgust; nauseating ; nauseous.

Sickishly, (slk'ish-le) adv. In a sickish manner.

Sickishnesa, (sik'lsh-nes) n. Quality of being sickish

or of exciting disgust.

Sickle, (sik'l) n. (A. -8. ticol, h. iteula, from snare, to

cut.] A reaping-hook ; a curved blade or hook of

steel set in a wooden handle, and having the sharp

edge in the interior of the curve, used for cutting

grain. [reaper.

Bickleman, (sikl-man) n. One who uses a sickle ; a

Sickliness, (sik le-nes) n. State of being habitually dis

eased ;—state of producing sickness extensively—said

of a season ;—disposition to generate disease exten

sively—said of the climate.

Sick-list, (sik'list) n. A list containing the names of

the sick.

Sickly, (siklo) a. Somewliat sick ; disposed to illness;

—producing or tending to disease;—appearing as if

sick;—not healthy; not sound;—faint; weals; languid;

disordered ; — producing disease extensively, as an

unhealthy season ;—tending to produce disease; un

healthy, as climate:—unwholesome: pestilential, as

air;—nauseating; offensive, as smell.

Sickly, (sikle) adv. In a sick or unhealthy manner;

faintly; languidly. [or odour of disease.

Sickly, (sikle) r. (. To disease ; to taint with the hue

Sieknesa, (sik'net) a. [A.-S. **6entu% equivalent to

tn.ht, Ger. tueht.] State of being sick or diseased ;—a

disease or malady, especially nausea; disorder ; dis

temper; ailment: indisposition.

Sick-room, (stk'nJom) n. A room in which a person

lies sick or to which he is confined by sieknesa.

Side, (sid) n. [A.-S. Hdr, IceL tida, Ger. sri(<.] The

margin, edge, verge, or border of a surface ; especi

ally, one of the longer edges ;—one of tbe sjniibm

which define or limit a solid, especially one of the

longer surfaces ;—any outer portion of a thing consid

ered apart from and yet in relation to the reat ; sJs* ,

any part or position viewed as opposite to or con

trasted with another ;—one half of the body consid

ered as opposite to the other half ; the part of the

body about tbe ribs ;—a slope or declivity, as of x

hill ;—position of a person or party regarded aa op-

posed to another person or party ; a body of advo

cates or partisans ; faction ; sect ;—tbe interest or

cause which one maintains against anotbnr ; a doc

trine opposed to another doctrine;—a line of descent

traced tlirough one parent, as distinguished from

that traced through another branch ;—part ; region ;

Suarter.

de. (sid) a. Being on the side or toward the aide ;

lateral ;—hence, indirect; oblique: collateral.

Side, (aid) v. i. To lean on one side ; to incline to .

—to suit : to pair with :—to embrace the opinions of

one party or engage in its interest when opposed to

another party ;—imp. & pp. aided; ppr. aiding.

Sideboard, (sid'bordl n. A piece of cabinet work

placed on one side in a dining-room to hold disbe*

and the like.

Side-box, (sid'boks) n. A box or inclosed eestt on tbe

side of a theatre, distinct from the centre boxes or

dress circle.

Sided, (sid'ed) a. Having a side—used in composition.

Side-dish, (sid'dish) «. Dish placed at the side, aa op

posed to dishes at the top or bottom of the table.

Side-glance, (sid'glans) n. A glance or brief look to

one aide.

Sideling, (sidling) a. Inclining to one side ; directed

toward one side; sloping. (front

Sidelong, (sid'long) a. Lateral; oblique: not directly in

Sidelong, (sid'long) ml v. Laterally; obliquely; in the

direction of the side ;—on the side.

Sider. (sid'er) h. One who take* a side or aides vrith

a party. [planet struck.

federated, (sid -«rated) a. [L. strferaruj.] Blasts! ;

Sideration, (sid-er-a'ehun) n, A sudden blasting in

plants, supposed vulgarly from sidereal influence ;—

sudden deprivation of sense;—a slight erysipehu.

Sidereal, (si-dt're-al) a. [L. tidtralu, from tidu*t tidt-

rU, a star. ] Relating to the stars ; starry ; astral :

—measured by the apparent motion of the stars :

pertaining to, marked out, or accompanied by a re

turn to the same position in respect to the stars.

Siderographic, (si-de-ro-graTik) a. Pertaining to side

rography or performed by engraved plates of steel.

Siderography, (si-der-og' raf-e) n. [G. tidiro*, iron,

and graptuin, to engrave, write.] Art or practice of

steel-engraving.

Side-saddle, (sid'sad-1) n A saddle for a woman to nl

upon when on horseback.

Side-table, (sid'ta-bl) n. A table placed against ths

wall, or aside from the princijwil table.

Side-view, (sid'vu) ». A view on or from one side;

an oblique view.

Sidewalk, (sid'wawk) n. A raised way for foot-pass

engers at the side of a street or road.

Side-wind, (sid'wind) a. A wind from one side, or

blowing laterally; hence, an indirect attack, or indi

rect means.

Sidewise, (sid'wix) adr. Toward one side; inclining;

— laterally : on one side :—also written sidntayt.

Siding, (sid'ing) n. Act of taking a side or joining with

a party or faction ;— a short line of rails on which

trains are shunted from the main line ; a shunting.

Sidle, (siMl) v. i. To go or move aide foremost : —

imp. A pp. sidled ; ppr. sidling. [most

Sidling, (sidling) adr. Sidewise ; with the side tore-

Siege, (sej) n. [F. tiigtjh seat, a siege, from L. s*des,

a seat, tidcre, to sit.] The setting of an army uround
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or before a fortified place for the purpose of compell

ing the garrisou to surrender ;—heiioe, a continued

attempt to gain possession :—a seat ; throne ;—rank ;

class ;—stool ;—a mason's bench.

Siege, (sej) v. t. To besiege ; to invest.

Sienna, (sl-en'na) n. [Prom Sienna, in Italy.] An

earthy pigment of a brownish-yellow colour—it is a

silicate of iron and alumina.

Siesta, (sa-es'ta) n. [Sp. from L. Mtxta (so. hora), the

sixth hour of the day after sunrise.] A short sleep

taken about the middle of the day or after dinner.

Sieve, (sir) n. [A.-S. sift, Ger. sieb.] A utensil for

separating the fine part of any pulverized or fine sub

stance from the coarse :—a kind of coarse basket.

Sift, (sift) v. t. [A-S. srftan, from sife, sieve.] To sep

arate by a sieve, as the fine part of a substance from

the coarse ;—to separate or part as If by a sieve ;—to

separate the good or bad of ;—to analyze ; hence, to

scrutinize :—imp. ft pp. sifted ; ppr. sifting.

Sifter, (sift'er) n. One who sifts ; that which sifts ; a

sieve. [examination.

Sifting, (sifting) n. Act of one who sifts ;—critical

Sigh, (si) v. i. [A.-S. sfcan, Ger. sujtdn.] To make a

deep single respiration, as the expression of fatigue,

exhaustion, grief, sorrow, or the like;—hence, to

lament ; to grieve ;—to make a sound like sighin g ;—

v. (. To utter sighs over ; to lament or mourn over ;—

to express by sighs:—imp. ft pp. sighed; ppr. sigh

ing.

Sigh, (si) n. A single deep respiration ; a long breath ;

—hence, a manifestation of grief or sorrow.

Bight, (sit) n. [A.-S. siht.] Act of seeing ; perception

of objects by the eye ; view ;—power of seeing ; the

faculty of vision ; instrument of seeing ; the eye ;—

state of admitting unobstructed vision ; visibility ;

region which the eye at one time surveys ;—that which

is seen ; a spectacle ; a show; exhibition ; particularly

any thing novel or remarkable ; wonder ; pageant ;—

inspection; examination;—notice; knowledge;— a

small aperture through which objects are to be seen,

and by which the direction is settled or ascertained—

a piece of metal near the muzzle or the breech of a

fire-arm, to guide the eye in taking aim ;—colloquially,

a great number, quantity, or sum.

Sight, (sit) v. t. To get sight off ; to see ;—to look at

through a sight: to see accurately ;—to give the proper

elevation and direction to by means of a sight ;—v. i.

To obtain a distinct view ;—to take aim by a sight :—

imp. A pp. sighted ; ppr. sighting.

Sighted, (sited) a. Gifted with sight ; seeing in a

peculiar manner, with qualifying adjective, as near,

short, Ac. ;—fitted with a sight; adjusted for taking

aim.

Sightless, (sitles) a. Wanting sight; blind ;—un-

pleasing to the eye ; unsightly.

Sightliness, (sit'Ie-nes) a. State of being sightly; come

liness.

Sightly, (sitie) a. Open to sight ; conspicuous ; pleas

ing to the sight ; comely.

Sight-seeing, (sit'se-ing) a. Given to seeing sights ;

eager for novelties or curiosities.

Sigil, (sij'il) n. [L. sigUlum.) Seal ; signature.

Sign, (sin) n. [L. signum, A.-S, segen, Ger. zeicktn.] A

token ;—that by which any thing is made known or

represented ;—any visible thing, motion, appearance,

or event which indicates the existence or approach of

something real or future ;—a wonder ; miracle ; pro

digy; phenomenon ;—an appearance, transaction, or

event offered or intended as evidence of something

else; hence, proof ; evidence by sight;—a monument; a

memorial ; something to preserve the memory of a

thing ;—visible mark or representation of inward and

spiritual grace ;—typical representation ; symbol ;—a

mark of distinction ; badge ; cognisance ;—a word,

emblem, or figure of speech :—subscription of one's

naiuo; signature;—a motion, action, or gesture, by

which a thought is expressed, or a command or wish

made known ;—hence, one of the conventional manual

motions by which conversation is carried on, as by the

deaf and dumb;—a conspicuous notice placed before a

house to advertise the business prosecuted or wares

sold there ;—the twelfth part of the ecliptic or zodiac:

—in algebra, a character indicating the relation of

quantities, or an operation performed upon them;—

in music, any character, as a flat, sharp, dot, ftc.

Sign, (sin) v. t. To represent by a sign ; to signify ; to

denote ; to show ;—to affix a signature to ; to notify

by hand or seal ; to ratify ;—v. %. To make a sign or

signal ; to communicate intelligence by signs I imp.

ft pp. signed ; ppr. signing.

Signal, (sig'nal) n, [L. signale, from signv.m.) A sign

which has been agreed upon to give notioe of some

occurrence, command, or danger, to a person at a dis

tance, or as the occasion of concerted action ;—hence,

a token ; an indication.

Signal, (sig'nal) a. [From the noun.] Distinguished

from what is ordinary ; — eminent ; remarkable ;

memorable ; extraordinary ; notable ; conspicuous.

Signal, (sig'nal) v.t. To communicate by signals:—imp.

ft pp. signalled ; ppr. signalling.

Signalize, (sig'nal-iz)r.f. [From signal.] Toroakesignal

or eminent ;—to distinguish:—imp. ft pp. signalized ;

ppr. signalising.

Signally, (sig'nsl-le) adv. In a signal manner; emi

nently ; remarkably.

Signature, (sig'na-tur) n. [L. rignatura, from rig-

nare, signatum.] A sign, stamp, or mark impressed ;

—especially, the name of any person written with his

own hand ; a sign-manual ;—the flats or sharps at the

beginning of a composition, which indicate the keyor

scale;—aletter or figure by which the sheets of a book

or pamphlet are distinguished and their order desig

nated;— in physiognomy, a feature or expression

indicative of personal character ;—in physiology, a

mark or form in plants by which their medicinal uses

was supposed formerly to be indicated ;—proof from

marks or signs ; evidence of handywork ; creative

stamp.

Sign-board, (sin'bord) n. A board on which a man sets

his name, a notice of his occupation, and of articles

for sale.

Signer, (sin'cr) n. One who signs or subscribes his

name.

Signet, (sig'net) n. [F. diminutive of signc] A seal ;

especially, the seal used by the sovereign in sealing

private letters and grants that pass by bill under the

sign-manual

Significance, (sig-nife-kans) n. State of being signifi

cant ;—meaning ; import ;—peculiar force ; earnest

ness ; power of impressing the mind ;—that which is

signified ;—moment ; weight ; consequence.

Significant, (sig-nife-kant) a, [L. significant, ppr. of

signiiieure.] Fitted or designed to signify or make

known something ; standing as a sign or token ;— de

serving to be considered ; important ; momentous.

Significantly, (sig-nife-kant-le) adv. In a significant

manner.

Signification, (sig-ne-fe-ka'shun) n. Act of signifying

or making known ;—that which is signified or made

known ;—meaning ; import ; sense.

Significative, (sig-uife-kat-iv) a. Betokening or repre

senting by an external sign ;—having signification or

meaning ;—peculiarly expressive ; forcibly suggesting

the intended idea.

Signifleativsly, (sig-nife-kat-iv-le) adv. So as to re

present or express by an external sign.

Signify, (sig'ne-fi) v. t. [h. signijlcare, from signum, a

sign, and facere, to make.] To make known by a

sign ; to communicate by any conventional token ;—

to convey the notion of;—to make known;—intimate;

betoken ; denote ; imply ; mean.

Sign-manual, (sin-man u-al) n. One's own name written
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by himself—applied particularly to the signature of a

sovereign or prince.

Sign-port, ((riirpoet) ft, A poet on which a sign hangs,

or on which papero are placed to gire public notice of

any thing.

Silence, (si'lens) n. State of being silent; entire absence

of sound or noise ;— forbearance front or absence of

speech ; — secrecy; — cessation of rage, agitation, or

tumult; calmness; quiet;—absence of mention; ob

livion.

Silence, (si'lens) inter/. Be silent—used elliptlcally for

let thert be silence or keep silence.

Silence, (si 'lens) v.t. To compel to silence; to restrain

from speaking : — to put down by argument ; to

answer; to confute:—to put to rest; to quiet;—to

restrain from noise; to still;—to appease; to pacify;—

to put an end to ; to finish ;—to cause to cease firing ;

to disable or dismantle, as a gun, battery, Ac ;—to

restrain from preaching by revoking the license:—

imp. tt pp. silenced ; ppr. silencing.

Silent, (sffent) o. [L. si lens, ppr. of siltrt, to be

silent.] Free from sound or noise ; absolutely still ;—

indisposed to talk ; speechless ; mate ; habitually taci

turn ; not expressed but understood ;—calm ; quiet ;

keeping at rest ; inactive ;—not personally transacting

business ; — unpronounced ; not having a distinct

sound, as a vowel or consonant.

Silently, (silent-le) adv. In & silent manner ; quietly.

Silentnesa, (si'lent-nes) u. State of being silent;

silence; stillness.

Silesian, (si -16 'she -an ) ft. Pertaining to Silesia, a

county or duchy now incorporated with Prussia; made

in Silesia. [Silesia.

Silesian. (s!-le'she-aii) n. A native or inhabitant of

Silex, (sfleks) ft, [L., a flint J Silicic acid, generally

impure, as it is found in natnre, constituting flint,

quartz, and most sands and sandstone.

Silhouette, (sil'66-et) u. [(■'., so called from Etienne

Silhouette, a French minister of fin

ance.] A representation of the outlines

ofan object filled in with a black colour;

a profile.

Silica, (sil'e-ka) ». [I., ttlex, sitins, a

flint.] Silicic acid in a state of purity.

Silicate, (sil'ik-at) n. A salt furn )>y

the union of silica and a ba><', as

alumina, lime, soda, magnesia, potass*,

Ac.—silicates form the great part Of the Silhouette,

bard minerals which encrust the earth.

Silicious, (sil-ish'e-us) a, [L. silicnts, from silex, a

flint] Pertaining to or containing silica, or partaking

of its nature and qualities.

Silicic, (sil-is'ik) «. [L. silex, silicis, a flint.] Of, per

taining to, or obtained from flint or quartz.

Silicon, (sil'e-kon) «. A dark, nut-brown, elemen

tary substance, destitute of metallio lustre, and a

non-conductor of electricity. It is the base of silex or

silica.

8ilique, (sllik) n. [L. siliqua, a pod or husk.] An

oblong seed-vessel, consisting of two valves, and a dis

sepiment between, and opening by sutures at either

margin.

Siliquous, (si'le-kwus) a. Bearing slliques; pertain

ing to or resembling siliques.

Silk, (silk) n. [A.-S. seolc, L. lericum, Serfc stuff, silk.]

The fine, soft thread produced by various species of

caterpillars in the form of a cocoon, especially that

produced by the silkworm ;—hence, thread spun, or

cloth woven, from the above-named material.

Silken, (silk'n) a. Made of, resembling, or pertaining

to silk ; — hence, soft, delicate, tender, smooth ;—

dressed in silk. [softness anil smoothness.

Silkiness, (silk'e-nes) n. State of being Bilky or silken;

Silk-mercer, (sllk'mer-ser) n. A dealer in silks.

Silk-mill, (silk'mil) u. A mill for reeling, spinning,

and manufacturing silk.

from Etienne

t

Silk-thrower, (silk'thro-er) n. One who twists or ■

silk, and prepare* it for weaving :—also rilt-thrtntiier.

Silk-weaver, (silk'we-ver) n. One whose occupation m

to weave silk stuffs.

The caterpillar which

 

Silkworm, (ailk'wurm) n.

duces silk ; the larve of a

white or cream-coloured

moth.

Silky, (silk'e) a. Made of

or pertaining to silk ;

silk - like ; — hence, soft

and smooth.

Sill. (Ml) n. [A.-S. «y{,

>•.■■'.'■', Qo. suljan, to lay a

foundation, to found ] Silkworm.

The basis or foundation of a thing ; a piece of timber

on which any thing rests ; the lowest part of a struc

ture, as a house, of a bridge, of a loom, and the like;

hence, the timber or stone at the foot of a door; the

threshold ;—the timber or stone on which a window-

frame stands.

Sillabub, (sil'a-bub) n. [Provincial Eng. rile, to strain,

and bub, liquor.] Milk or cream beaten up with eugar

into froth ;—a dish composed of sponge-cakes, fruits,

wine, and covered with whipped cream; trifle*;—airy

thing light or gossamer.

Sillily, (sil'e-le) adv. In a silly manner; foolishly.

Silliness, (siTe-nee) n. State of being silly : want of

sound sense or judgment ; simplicity ;—imbecility ; a

mild form of insauity.

Silly, (silV) a. [O. Eng. seehj, A.-S. *alip.\ Harmless:

simple; innocent;—weak in intellect; childish; foolish;

witless ;—destitute of ordinary strength of mind ;—pro

ceeding from want of understanding or common judg

ment ; weak ; helpless ; frail.

Silt, (silt) n. [Provincial Eng. sile, to strain, from S».

sita, to filter.] Mud or floe earth deposited from run

ning or standing water.

Silt, (silt) v. t. To choke, fill, or obstruct with mud ;

—r. t. To flow into or percolate through crevices or

narrow places, as muddy water ; to ooze :—imp. & pp.

silted ; ppr. silting.

8ilurian, (sMG're-an) a. Of or pertaining to the Sil*

vres, who inhabited a part of England and Wales :—

noting the group or strata of sedimentary rocks imme

diately below the old red sandstone ;—also, noting the

riod In which theae rocks were deposited ; early

Paleozoic. [sturgeon.

Silurus, (sl-lu'rus) n. A fish; the sheat-fish :—also, tbs

Silva, (sil'va) n. [I*] A collection of poems; — th*

natural history of the forest trees of a country:—writ

ten also Syl va.

Silvan, (sif'van) a. [L. silva, sylva, a wood or grove.!

Pertaining to or composed of woods or grows ; woody":

—written also Sylvan.

Silver, (sil'vjr) n. [A. -8. silfor, syl/cr, IceL silfr, D.

silver.] A soft, white, metallic element, very mal

leable and ductile, and capable of a high polish ;—

coin made of silver ; silver money ;—any thing having

the lustre or appearance of silver.

Silver, (sil'ver) n. Made of silver ;—resembling silver;

—white, as hair ;—having a ]>ale lustre, as the moon ;

—soft ; sweet, as voice or sound.

Silver, (sil'ver) v. t To cover with silver ,*—to polish

like silver; to cause to resemble silver; to make

smooth and bright ; — to make hoary or white and

shining, like silver: — imp. ii pp. silvered; ppr.

silvering.

Silver-fir, (sil'v^r-fter) n. A tree of the germs Abies

—it yields Burgundy pitch and Strasburg turpentine.

Silver-fish, (sil'ver- fish) n. A fish of the genos C ■. ■■ ,-, .. .■ .*.

named from its silvery stripes.

Silvering, (sU'ver-ing) ». Art, operation, or practice

of covering the surface of any thing with silver ;—the

silver thus laid on. [IcAf.

BUver-leaf, (sil'ver-lCf ) ». Silver beaten out into a thin
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Silverling, fsil' ver-ling) n. A imall silver coin.

Silver-paper, (sil'ver-pa-per) n. Paper with silver-leaf

on one side;—a species of thin, white paper; tissue-

paper.

Silver-plate, (siTver-plftt) v. Silver vessels used in a

house, as salvers, plates, cups, tankards, knives,

forks, <tc. [silver.

Silversmith, ( sil'ver-smith ) «. One who works in

Silvery, (sil'ver-e) a. Resembling or having; the lustre

of silver ;—besprinkled or covered with silver.

Simarre, (se-maV) u. [F.] A woman's long dress or

robe ; also, a light covering ; a scarf.

Similar, (slm'e-Ur) a. [L. similis, like, similar.]

Exactly correspouding : precisely alike ; — somewhat

like ; nearly corresponding ; resembling.

Similarity, (sini-e-laVe-te) n. State of being similar;

likeness ; perfect or partial resemblance.

Similarly, (sim'e-lar-le) adv. In a similar manner ; in

like manner.

Simile, (sim'e-le) n. [L. from similis.] A word or

phrase by which any thing is likened in one of its

as|>ects to another ; a similitude.

Similitude, (se-iuil'e-tud) n. [\,. similitudo, from similis,

similar.} State of being similar or like: resemblance;

likeness;—fanciful or imaginative comparison; simile.

Simmer, (sim'er) v.i. [ Provincial Bug., an ononiato-

poetic word.] To boil gently or with a gentle hissing;

—v. t. To cause to boil gently l—imp. & pp. sim

mered ; ppr, simmering.

Simoniac, (sim-d'ne-ak) n. One who practises simony

or who buys or sells preferment in the church.

Simoniacal, (sim-o-ni'ak-al) u. Guilty of, consisting of,

or jiertaining to simony.

Simony, (sim'on-e) n. [From Simon Magus, who

wished to purchase the power of conferring the Holy

Spirit. Acts viii.] The crime of buying or selling

ecclesiastical preferment.

Simoom, (ae-moonr*) n. [A samtim.] A hot, dry wind

that blows in Arabia from the interior deserts.

Simper, (sin/per) v.i. [Ger. zimpem, to be affectedly

coy.] To smile in a silly, affected, or conceited

manner.

Simper, (sim'per) n. A smile with an air of silliness,

affectation, or conceit.

Simperingly, (sim'pcr-ing-le) adv. With a silly smile.

Simple, (sim'pl) a. [L. simplex, from $emet, once, and

plicare, to fold ; or from tint, without, and pliea, a

fold.] Single : not complex ;—-consisting of one in

gredient or substance :—whole ; entire ;—mere ; bare ;

—plain ; unadorned ;—weak in intellect ; not wise or

sagacious; silly ; — undesigniug; artless ;—harmless ;

innocent;—artless in manner; unconstrained;—undis

guised; straightforward; sincere: hunoe, plain; honest:

—clear ; intelligible ; unmistakable ;—in botany, un

divided, as a root or stem; singlu or having only one

on a petiole, as a leaf; or one on a peduncle, as a

flower;—in chemistry, elementary ; not decomposable

or resolvable into components or ingredients.

Simple, (sim'pl) n. Something not mixed or com

pounded ;—a medicinal plant—so called because each

vegetable is supposed to possess its particular virtue,

and therefore to constitute a simple remedy.

Simpleness, ( sim'pl-nes ) n. State or quality of being

simple, single, or uncompounded ;—artlessness ; sim

plicity;—weakness; silliness; imbecility.

Simpler (sim'pler) n. One who collects simples or

medicinal plants; an herbalist: a simplist.

Simpleton, (sim'pl-ton) u. A silly person ; a person of

weak intellect ; a fooL

Simplicity, (sim-plisVte) n. Quality of being simple,

unmixed, or uncompounded ;—quality of being not

complex, or of consisting of few parts ;—artlessness of

mind; freedom from duplicity; sincerity;—freedom

from artificial ornament ; plainness ;—freedom from

subtlety or abstruseuess ; clearness ;—weakness of in

tellect; silliness

Simplification, ( sim-ple-fe-kA'shun ) n. Act of simpli

fying or making simple.

Simplify, (sim'ple-f0 v. t. [L. simplex, simple, and

facert, to make.] To make simple; to reduce from the

complex state by analysis ; to show an easier or

shorter process for doing or making ;—to make plain

or easy :—imp. & pp. simplified ; ppr. simplifying.

Simplist, (simplist) n. One skilled in simples or

mettical plants.

Simply, ( sim'ple ) adv. In a simple manner ; without

art; without subtlety; artlessly; plainly; —when

considered in or by itself; merely; solely; barely;—

weakly; foolishly.

Simulate, (sim'u-lat) v. t. [L. simulare, simulatum,

from rimilis, like, similar.] To assume the mere

appearance of without the reality: to counterfeit ; to

feign :—imp. & pp. simulated ; ppr. simulating.

Simulate, (sim'u-lat) a. Feigned : pretended.

Simulation, (sim-u-la'Bhun) n. Act of simulating or

putting on what is not true ; assumption of a false or

unreal character; pretending to be what one is not.

Simulatory, (sim'u-la-tor-e) a. Counterfeiting; pre

tending:—artful: politic.

Simultaneous, (sim-ul-ta'ng-us) a. [L. simuUancus,

from simul, at the same time.] Existing or happening

at the same time ;—entered on or performed together,

in concert, or with mutual aim or endeavour.

Simultaneously, (sfTu-ul-ta'iie-us-le)o'di'. At the same

time ; together ; in concert ; in conjunction.

Simultaneousness, (sfm-ul-ta'ne-us-nes) n. The state or

quality of existing or happening at the same time ;

conjunction in time and co-operation in endeavour to

the same end:—also written simultaneity.

Sin, (sin) u. [A.-S. syn, sin, Icel. synd, Ger. silnde.]

Transgression of the law of God ; disobedience of the

divine command : moral deficiency in the character;

iniquity ; depravity ; sinfulness ; corruption of the

moral and spiritual nature; ungodliness; — a sin-

offering ; an offering made to atone for sin. The

seven deadly sins are murder, lust, oovetousness, glut

tony, pride, envy, and idleness.

Sin. (sin) v. i. To depart voluntarily from the path of

dnty prescribed by God to man; to violate any known

rule of duty ;—to violate human rights, law, or pro

priety: to trespass; to err:—imp. &pp. sinned; ppr.

tinning.

Sinaitic, (sl-na-it'ik) a. [From Sinai, the mountain,]

Of or pertaining to Mount Sinai ; given or made at

Sinai, as the Moral Law.

Sinapism, (sin'a-pizm) n. [G. sinapixein, to apply a

mustard blister.] Muntard seed pulverized with some

other ingredients, used as an external application.

Since, (sins) adv. [O. Eng. *itkenet,from A.-S. stdhthan,

afterward, then, from ttdli, late, lately.] In the time

past, counting backward from the present; before this

or now; ago.

Since, (sins) pvepx From the time of; subsequently

to ; after—with a past event or time for the object.

Since, (sins) con). Since the time when; from the (past)

time that ;—seeing that ; because ; considering.

Sincere, (ein-ser') a. [L. sinceru*, said to bo composed

of sine, without, and eera, wax, (as pare honey.]

Pure ; unmixed ; unadulterated ;—being in reality

what it appears to be ; not simulated or falsely

assumed ;—real : honest ; unfeigned ; true; genuine;—

unhurt; uninjured.

Sincerely, (sm-eeVle) adv. In a sincere manner ;

honestly: unfeignedly.

Sincerity, ( sin - ser ' e - te ) n. State or quality of being

sincere ; honesty of mind or intention ;—freedom

from disguise, pretence, or hypocrisy.

Sincipital, (*iu-sip'it-al) a. Of or pertaining to the sin

ciput.

Sinciput, (sin'so-put) n. [L. from semi, half, and caput,

the head.] The fore part of the head from the fore

head to the coronal suture.
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Bine, (sin) n. [L. sinus, a bent surface, a curvy.]

right line drawn perpendicularfrom

one extremity of an arc to the dia

meter drawn through the other ex

tremity—thus d, c, being the arc,

e, e, the diameter, and a, d, the,

radius, a, b, is the sine of the arc

d, e, and of the angle d, a, c;—

verted sine, that part of the dia

meter intercepted between the sine

and the extremity of the arc—thus

6, c, is the versed sine of the arc d, c, and of the angle

d, a, e.

Sinecure, (sin'8-kur) ft. [L. sine, without, and ewra,

care.] An ecclesiastical benefice without the cure of

souls ;—an office which has revenue without employ

ment.

Sineeurist, (sin'e-kur-ist) n. One who has a sinecure.

Sinew, (sin'Q) n. [A.-S. sinetce, and rinu, Ger. sehne ]

That which unites a muscle to a bone ; a tendou ;—

muscle; nerve ;—pL Strength; means or supplies of

strength.

Sinew, (sin'Q) v. t. To knit as by sinews ; to

strengthen ; to harden :—imp. & pp. sinewed ; ppr.

sinewing. [firm : vigorous.

Sinewed, (sin'Qd) a. Furnished with sinews ;—strong;

Sinewiness, (sin'u-e-nes) n. The state or quality of

being sinewy.

Sinewless, (sin'Q-les) a. Having no sinews, and hence

no strength or vigour.

Sinewy, (sin'u-e) a. Pertaining to, consisting of, or re

sembling a sinew or sinews;—well braced with sinews;

nervous ; strong ; vigorous ; firm.

Sinful, (sin'fool) a. Full of sin ; wicked ; iniquitous ;

criminal; unholy;—containing sin, or consisting in

sin. [inlquitously.

Sinfully, (sin'f66Me)n<* v. In a sinful manner; wickedly:

Sinfulness, (sin'fdol-nes) n. Quality or state of being

sinful or contrary to the divine will ; wickedness ;

iniquity:—criminality;—corruption ; depravity.

Sing, (sing) r. t. (A.-S. singan, Ger. singen, Icel.

syngia.] To utter sounds with musical inflections or

melodious modulations of voice ;—to utter sweet or

melodious souuds, as birds ;—to make a small shrill

sound;—to celebrate something in poetry;—v.t. To

utter with musical modulations of voice;—to celebrate

in song ; to praise in verse :—imp, sung or sang; pp.

sung; ppr. singing.

Singe, (sinj) v. t. fA.-S. seengan, Ger. sengen.] To burn

slightly or superficially; to burn the surface of:—imp.

h pp. singed ; ppr. singeing.

Singe, (sinj) n. A burning of the surface; a slight burn.

Singer, (singer) n. One who sings ;—one whose pro

fession is to Bing ;—a bird that sings ; songster.

Singing, (singling) n. Act of one who sings : modula

tion of the voice in melody; musical articulation ;—a

humming or buzzing sound ringing in the ears.

Singing-master, ( sing 'ing- mas -ter) n. One who

teaches vocal music.

Single, (sing'gl) a. [L. singulus.] One only, as distin

guished from many or the whole; individual; separate;

—aloue ; having no companion ;—hence, unmarried ;

—performed by one person, or one on each side ;—un-

compounded; pure; unmixed;—hence, unprejudiced;

unbiased; sincere.

Single, (sing'gl) v. t. To select from among a number ;

to choose one from others ;—to consider alone or by

itself:—imp. <fc pp. singled; ppr. singling.

Single-handed, ( sing ' gl - hand - ed) a. Having one

hand or workman only;—alone ; unassisted.

Single-minded, ( sing ' gl - mind - ed ) a. Having but

one purpose or design ;—hence, sincere ; honest.

Singleness, (sing'gl-nes) n. State of being single or

separate from all others ;—freedom from duplicity or

secondary and selfish ends ; purity of mind and pur

pose ; simplicity; sincerity.

Single-stick, (sing'gl -stik) n. A cudgel used in fendsg

or fighting ; a game at cudgels.

Singly, (sing'gle) adv. Individually; particularly;—

only ; by one's self :—without partners, companions, or

associates;—honestly; sincerely.

Sing-song, (sing'song) n. A drawling tone, as of t

monotonous or badly executed song.

Singular, (sing'gu-lar) a. (L. singularis, from nspriu,

single.) Existing by itself; single; individual ;—par

ticular ; special ;—in grammar, denoting one pence

or thing ; not plural ; also, proper ; individual ; not

common or general ;—hence, rare ; unusual;—remark

able : eminent ; distinguished ;—strange ; queer ; odd:

peculiar;—solitary; only; being alone; noting that cf

which there is but one ; unique.

Singular, (sing'gu-lar) n. A single instance ; a parft-

cular ;—in grammar, the singular number.

Singularity, (sing-gu-larVte) h. State of being dis

tinguished from all or from most others ; peculiars ;

—any thing remarkable ; curiosity; uncommon Sors,

appearance, or character : — particular or exclcsire

privilege or prerogative ; distinctive title ;——!»"»«"

or trait of character different from others : oddity.

Singularly, (sing'gu-lar-le) adv. In a singular manner;

peculiarly; strangely ; oddly;—so as to express onset

the singular number.

Sinister, (sin'is-ter) a. [L. sinister. ] On the left bat-

or the side of the left hand ; left ; — in heralds*, &-

noting the sinister or left side of the escutcheon;—«>

lucky ; inauspicious ;—the left being regarded set*

unlucky side; — dishonest; unfair;— pervesse; ab

rupt.

Sinisterly, (sin'is-ter-le) adv. Unfairly : perverselT

Sinistral, (sin'is-tral) a. Inclining to the left; ste*

trous ;—in conehology, having the turns of the spini

made to the left ; reversed.

Sinistrous, (sin'is-trus) a. Being on the left side : in

clined to the left ;—wrong ; absurd ; perverse.

Sinistrously, (sin'is-trus-le) adv. In a ainistroos man

ner; perversely; wrongly; unluckily; with a tandem?

to use the left hand.

Sink, (singk) v. i. [A.-S. uncart, Icel tigeu) To Call V*

the force of gravity ; to descend lower and lower :—w

enter deeply ; to fall beneath or below- the sorbet ;-

hence, to enter so as to make an abiding iiiifsissBSMiii ■—

to be overwhelmed or depressed ;—to fail in atrongU

to decline ; to decay ; — to decrease in volute*, at •

river ;—v. t. To cause to sink ; to immerse in a £■■:'

—to depress ; to degrade ;—to make by digging sr

delving ;—to reduce in quantity ; to cause to deeim

or fall ;—to keep out of sight ; to suppress ;—to fever

in value or amount;—to reduce in amount v

diminish or annihilate by payment ;—to waste; t

dissipate:—imp. in pp. sunk; ppr. sinking.

Sink, (singk) n. A drain to carry off filthy- waitr

jakes :—a shallow box connected with a drain, as*

used for receiving filthy water, &c, as in a kitchen ;-

any place where corruption is gathered.

Sinker, (singk'er) w. A weight on something, as ca i

fish-line, to sink it

Sinless, (sinles) a. Free from sin ; pure ; perfect >-

innocent of transgression or trespass. [osa^

Sinlessly, (sin'les-le) adv. In s sinless manner ; iffiK-

Sinlessness, (sin'les-nes) n. State of being linlisr ; psr

feet innocence ; freedom from sin and guilt.

Sinner, (sin'er) «. One who has violated the tew *"

God ; one who has voluntarily disobeyed a divine pre

cept or neglected known duty ; an offender : a crista

n.il ;—one at enmity with God : an unbelieving =*

unregenerate man ; a persistent or unrepezning i

gressor.

Sin-offering, (sin'of-er-ing)n. A sacrifice for sin ; sc

thing offered as an expiation for sin.

Sinter, (sinter) n. [Ger.] Dross, ss of iron ; the ■

which flies from iron when hammered.

Sinuate, (sin'u-ftt) v. t. [L. tinuart, itntctu^, t

r^
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sinus, a bending, a curve.] To bend in and out ; to

wind; to torn:—imp. & pp. ainuated; ppr. sinuating.

Sinuate, (sin'u-at) a. Curved and indented on the

margin, as a leaf. [and out.

Sinuation, (sin-u-a'shun) n. A winding or bending in

Sinuosity, (sin-u-os e-te) ». Quality of being sinuous

or bending in and out;—a series of bends and turns in

arches or other irregular figures.

Sinuous, (sin'u-us) a. [L. rinvosus, from sinus, n bent

surface, a curve. J Bending in and out; of a serpen

tine or undulating form ; winding ; crooked.

Sinuously, (sin'u-us-lc) adv. In a sinuous manner ;

windingly ; crookedly.

Sinus, (si'nus) n, [L. a curve, the bosom of a garment.)

An opening ; a hollow;—a recess in the shore or an

opening into the land ; a bay;—in ntrpwy, a cavity in

a bone or other part ;—an elongated abscess with a

■mall orifice ;—i n. conchotomy, a groove or hollow ine

quality.

Sip* («*p) v. t. [A.-S. sipan, to tip, Ger. snw/cn, W.

sipian, allied to F. soitper, Eng. top, tvp.] To drink

or imbibe in small qoantites ; to take in with the

lipa in small quantities ;—to draw into the month; to

extract; to drink out of ;—v.i. To drink a small

quantity:—imp. k. pp. lipped; ppr. sipping.

Sip, (nip) v. The taking of a liquor with the lips ;

— a small draught taken with the lips ; a mouthful ;

a tasto.

Siphoid, (sffoid) n. A vaw or apparatus for receiving

and giving out gaseous waters.

Siphon, (si fun) n. [L. tipho, tiphonit, G. tiphSn.] A

bent tube or pipe with arms of unequal length, by

which a liquid can be transferred from one Teasel to

another.

Siphon-gauge, (si'fun-gaj) n. An instrument for indi

cating the degree of rarefaction in the receiver of an

air-pump.

Sipper, (sfp'er) «. One who sips.

Sippet, (sip'et) n. A small sop.

Sir, (ser) ». [P. tieur, sir, Norm. F. tire, lord, H. tJtur,

tortile.] A man of social authority and dignity: a mas

ter ; a gentleman—applied as a title of deference or

respect to any man of position ;—a knight or baronet ;

—formerly a priest or curate.

Sirdar, (ser-dar')n. [Hind. & Per. sardar.] A native

chief; headman; captain.

Sire, (sir) n. [Norm. F. tire, from L. senior.] A

father ; a progenitor;—one who stands in the relation

of a father, as a king or emperor; — an author; an

originator;—the male parent of a beast—applied espe

cially to horses.

Sire, (sir) v. t. To beget ; to procreate—used especially

of stallions;—imp. A pp. tired; ppr. siring.

Siren, (sfren) ft. [L. siren.] In mythology, one of throe

damsels, said to dwell near the Island of Caprea, and

to sing with such sweetness that they who sailed by

forgot their country and died in an ecstasy of delight;

—hence, an enticing or alluring woman.

Siren, (si'ren) a. Pertaining to a siren, or to dangerous

enticements; bewitching; fascinating ; alluring.

Siriua, (sirVns) w. [L.] The large and bright star

called the Dog-star, in the month of the constellation

Can is Major. {lonoe.} A loin of beef.

Sirloin, (ser'loin) n. [O. Eng. turtoin, from F. sur-

Sirocco, (se-rok'o) n. [A. shornk, from shark, the rifting

of the sun, the east.] An oppressive, relaxing wind

from the Libyan deserts, chiefly experienced in Italy,

Malta, and Sicily.

Sirrah, (ser'a) n. [O. Eng. sirrhn, Tr. sirreaeh, poor,

sorry, lean.] Sir—a word of reproach and contempt,

or of familiarity and playfulness.

Sirup, (ser'up) a. [A. sharbat, drink, beverage, from

sha.-iba, to drink.] The sweet juice of vegetables or

fruits, or sugar boiled with vegetable infusions ; also,

sweetened liquid of any kind. [qualities.

Sirupy, (sejr'ap-e) a. Like simp, or partaking of ita

Sist, (sist) v. t. [L. sistere.] To stop; to delay, as legal

proceedings;—to cite; to summon. [Soot.]

Sister, (sis'ter) ». [A.-iS. snstert loaL if/stir, Go.

svistar, L. sorer.] A female whose parents are the

same as those of another person ; correlative of brother;

-—a woman of the same faith ; a female fellow-Chris

tian;—a female of the same society, convent, abbey,

&c. ;—a female of the same kind or nature.

Sister, (sis'ter) v. t. To resemble closely ;—p. i. To be

akin ; to be near to.

Sisterhood, (sis'ter-hAod) n. A society of sisters, or

of women united in one faith or order;—state of being

a sister. [sister ; also, a brother's wife.

Sister-in-law, (sis'ter-in-law) a. A husband's or wife's

Sisterly, (shVter-le) a. Like a sister ; becoming a sister;

affectionate.

Sistine, (sis'tin) a. Of or pertaining to Pope Sixtns V.

Sistine chapel, a chapel in the Vatican at Rome.

Sistrum, (sis'trum) h. (L., G. seiein, to shake.] A

kind of timbrel of a thin, oval, metal frame—used by

Egyptian priests in the worship of Isis.

Sit, (sit) v. t. [A.-S. sittan. Go. sitan, allied to L.

tfdere.] To rest upon the haunches; — to perch, as

birds ;—to remain in a state of repose ; to rest ; to

abide :—to be adjusted ; to fit ;—to incubate ; to cover

and warm eggs for hatching ;—to be officially engaged

in public business, as judges, legislators, or officers of

any kind;—to be in any assembly or council, as a mem

ber ; to have a seat ;—to have a local position ; to be

in a particular quarter, as the wind ;—v. t. To keep

the seat upon, as a horse ;—to cause to be seated—used

reflexively :—imp. ii pp. tat; ppr. sitting.

Site, (sit) a. [L. situs, from sinere, tit am, to let, put,

lay, or set down.] Place where any thing is fixed ;

situation ; local position ;—a place fitted or chosen for

an edifice.

Sith, (sith) eonj. Since ; seeing that.

Sitter, (sit'er) n. One who sits; one who is placed

for his portrait or photograph ; — a bird that sits or

iucubates.

Sitting, (sit'ing) n. Posture of being on a seat ;—act of

placing one's self on a seat ; — a seat or the space

occupied by a person in a church ; — act or time of

resting in a posture for a painter to take the likeness;

—a course or period of unremitted study ; — uninter-

mitted application ; — actual presence or meeting of

any body of men in their s-uits, clothed with authority

to transact business ; a session ;—a time for which one

sits, as at play, at work, or on a visit.

Situated, (sit'u-at-ed) a. [L. tituatus, from tituare, to

place, from situs, situation, site.] Having a situation ;

seated, placed, or standing with respect to any object,

person, or place ;—placed or being in a state or condi

tion with reference toother interests, affairs, Ac. ; con

ditioned;—permanently fixed ; stationed; residing.

Situation, (sit-u iVsliun) «. Location in respect to some

thing else; seat ; site ;—position with respect to society

or circu metances ; condition ; — place ; office ; berth ;

post; plight; predicament.

Siva, (ai'va) n. In Hindoo mythology, the supreme

being in the character of the avenger or destroyer.

Six, (siks) a. [A.-S. sir, Icel. and L. sex, 11. shtth.]

Twice three; one more than five.

Six, (siks) n. The sum of three and three ;—a symbol

representing six units, as 6 or vi.

Sixfold, (siks'fold) a. Six times as much or many.

Sixpence, (siks 'pens) n. An English silver coin of the

; value of six pennies; half a shilling ;—the value of six

pennies or half a shilling.

Sixpenny, (siks'pen-ne) a. Worth sixpence ; bought or

I sold for sixpence.

> Six-pounder, (siks'ponnd-fr) n. A cannon carrying a

| shot of six pounds weight. [and twenty.

Sixscore, (siks'skor)a. Six times twenty; one hundred

Sixteen, (siks' ten) a. [A.-S. sixttne.) Six and ten;

| consisting of six and ten.
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Sixteen, (siks'ten) n. Tlie sum of ten and tix; — a

symbol representing sixteen units, as 16 or x vi.

Sixteenth, (aiks'tenth) o. Sixth after the tenth : next

in order after the fifteenth ; — being one of sixteen

equal parte into which any thing is divided.

Sixteenth, (siks'tenth) k. One uf sixteen equal parts ;—

an interval comprising two octaves and a second.

Sixth, (siksth) a. Next in order after the fifth :—

being one of six equal parte into which any thing is

divided.

Sixth, (siksth) n. One of six equal parte;—the interval

of four tones and a semitone, embracing six diatonic

degrees of the scale.

Sixthly, (siksthle) adv. In the sixth place.

Sixtieth, (siks'te-eth) a. Next in order after the fifty-

ninth : — being one of sixty equal parte into which

any thing is divided.

Sixtieth, (siks'te-eth) a. One of sixty equal parte.

Sixty, (siks'te) a. Six times ten ; three-score

Sixty, (siks'te) n. The sum of six times ten ;—a symbol

representing sixty units, as 60, or lx. , or LX.

Suable, (siz'a-bl) a. Of considerable size or bulk;—

being of reasonable or suitable size.

Sizar, (turar) n. One of a body of students who for

merly ate at the public table, after the fellows, free

of expense. [at Cambridge University.

Sizaxship, (sizar-ship) n. The station or rank of a sizar

Size, (six) a. [Abbreviated from oariii.] Bulk ; big

ness ; comparative magnitude ; extent of superficies

or volume ;—a settled quantity or allowance;—a con

ventional relative measure of dimension, applied to

shoes, gloves, and the like.

Size, (biz) n. [W. fifth, glue, starch, size, from syth, stiff,

rigid.] A kind of weak glue made from the clippings

of parchment, glove-leather, fish-skin, and the like-

it is used in paper-making, bookbinding, paper-hang

ing, Ac., and by painters as the vehicle of certain

colours ;—the buffy coat which appears on the surface

of coagulated blood drawn in inflammation.

Size, (six) v, t. To arrange according to size or bulk ;—

to cover with size ; to prepare with size ;—imp. & pp.

sized ; ppr. siting.

Sized, (sizd) a. Adjusted according to size ; having a

particular size or magnitude—with a qualifying ad

jective, [ing the foot.

Size- stick, (shrstik) n. A shoemaker's rule for measur-

Siziness, (slz'e-nes) «, State of being sizy ; glutinous-

ness; viscousness. [factures, arts, Ac.; size.

Sizing, (sizing) n. A kind of weak glue used in nianu-

Sizy, (size) a. Size-like; glutinous; thick and viscous;

ropy ; having the adhesiveness of size, as diseased

blood.

8kale, (skal) v.t. [A.-S. seWan.] To disjoin; to

separate: — to scatter: to disperse;—to spill;—v. i.

To part one from another ; to disperse, as an assembly

or congregation. [Scot.]

Skaith, (skath) n. [A.-S. *eathan,.to injure.] Hurt ;

injury ; damage ; harm ; loss.

Skate, (skat) a. [D. *ehaat*.] A frame for the foot

like the sole of a shoe, furnished with a metallic run

ner or for moving rapidly on ice.

Skate, (skat) v. i. To slide or move on skates :—imp.

& pp. skated ; ppr. skating.

Skate, (skat) n. [L. tquatv*, A.-S. aceadda] A

cartilaginous fish having the

body flattened , the skin set

above with spines or thorns,

and pectoral fins which form

broad lateral expansions, and

give the whole body a rhom

boid form.

Skater, (skater) n. One who

skates.

Skating, (skating) n. Act or

exercise of sliding on the ico

upon skates.

 

Skean, (sk£n) n. [Gael. *gn'«n, A.-S. sxrora, a knife.]

A short sword or knife.

Skedaddle, (skevdad'l) v. i. [Said to be of Swedish and

Danish origin.] To betake one's self to flight ; to run

away with precipitation, as if in a panic.

Skein, (aken) n. [P. eseaiffM, Gael. soWnn, sgeirtnidK)

A knot or a number of knots of thread, silk, or yarn ;

a quantity of yarn after it is taken from the reel

Skeleton, (skel'e-tun) it. [G. tttlHon (sc. »6ma\ a dried

body, a mummy.] The bony framework of the body ;

the bones of an animal body separated from the flesh

and retained in their natural situation or relative

position ;—the outer structure, case, or shell ;—the

compages or principal parte which give support and

strength to the softer and weaker parts :—hence, a

very thin or lean person ;—the general structure or

frame of any thing ;—the heads and outline of a lite

rary performance, especially of a sermon.

Skeleton, (skel'e-tun) u. Containing mere outlines or

heads.

Skelp. (skelp) v. t. [Icel. tkt(fa.) To beat with the

palm of the hand ; to spank ;—v. i To more or go

rapidly and vigorously ; to dash along or through.

Skelp, (skelp) a. [Gael. speafp, a slap] A blow ; a

smart stroke.

Sketch, (skech) n. [F. «ouw*f, Ger. sl-irzr.) A first

rough or incomplete draught or plan of any design ;

outline ; delineation ; design.

Sketch, (skech) v. t. To draw the outline or general

figure of ; to make a rough draught of :—to plan by

giving the principal points or ideas of ; design ; de

pict; portray:—imp. & pp. sketched; ppr. sketching.

Sketcher, ( skech ' er ) h. One who sketches.

Sketchily, (skech'e-le) adv. In a sketchy or incomplete

manner ; by outlines or rough draughts.

Sketchiness, (skech'e-nes) n . The state of being sketchy ;

incompleteness.

Sketchy, (skech'e) a. Containing only an outline or

rough form ; in the manner of a sketch ; incomplete ;

unfinished.

Skew, (sku) v. t. To shape or construct in an oblique

form or course ; to slant ;—v. i. To walk obliquely :—

to look obliquely or aside ; to squint [askew.

Skew, (sku) adv. [Ger. JcAi«/.J Awry; obliquely:

Skew, (sku) o. Distorted ; oblique.

Skewer, (akuer)n. [Probably allied to the root of sAorf.]

A pointed rod for fastening meat to a spit or for

keeping it in form while roasting—formerly used in

stead of pins.

Skewer, (skfi'er) r. t To fasten with skewers :—imp,

& pp. skewered; ppr. skewering.

Skid, (skid) n. [Prov. Eng. sAirir, a splinter, Tcel. Aid.

from A.-S. $eidan, to cleave. ] A piece of timber used

to protect the side of a vessel from injury by heavy

bodies hoisted or lowered against it;—a chain for fas

tening the wheel of a waggon to prevent its revolving

when descending a steep hill; a shoe; a drag;—a piece

of timber for supporting any thing, or along which

something is rolled or caused to move.

Skiff, (skif ) n. [Ger. achiff, L. Kapha.) A small, light

boat : a yawl ;—also, a light wherry employed to cross

a river; hence, colloquially, any light thing that jwwws

by, as a breeze of wind, a shower of rain, a fit of tem

per or of contention, &c.

Skiff, (skif) v. t. To sail upon in a skiff:—imp. & pp.

skiffed : ppr. skiffing.

Skilful, (skil'fool) a. Possessed of or displaying skill ;

expert ; dexterous ; adroit ; practised.

Skilfully, (skil'fool -le) adv. In a skilful manner ; with

skill, art, or practised ability:—dexterously.

Skilfulness, (akil'fool-nes) n. Quality of

skill; dexterousness; knowledge and ability derived

from experience.

Skill, (skll) n. [A.-8. toilian, $eytan, to separate, to

distinguish, Icel. *Hf, distinction.) Knowledge; un

derstanding ; — familiar knowledge of any art or
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science, united with readiness and dexterity in execu

tion or performance ; ability to perceive and perform;

adroitness ; expextness ; aptitude.

Skilled, (skild)a. Having familiar knowledge united

with readiness and dexterity in its application ; ex

pert ; skilful.

Skillet, (skil'et) n. [P. acuellette, tcuelU, a porringer.]

A small vessel with a handle, used for heating liquors,

boiling water, &c.

Skim, (skim) v. t. [A different orthography of sewn.]

To clear as a liquid from scum ;—to take off by skim

ming;—to pass near the surface off ;—to fly in an even

or smooth course without napping, as a bird ;—to run

over without attention or superficially ; to glance at

here and there ; to read or note parts of ;—v. i. To

pass lightly; to glide along near the surface;—to

hasten along superficially:—imp. & pp. skimmed; ppr.

skimming.

Skim, (skim) n. The thick matter that forma on the

surface of a liquor ;—scum ; refuse.

Skimmer, (skim'er) n. A shallow vessel or scoop for

skimming liquors;—one who reads a book or studies

a subject superficially;—a marine bird of the genus

Rhynchopn; shearwater.

Skim-milk, (skim'milk) n. Milk from which the cream

has been taken ; skimmed milk.

Skimming, (skim'ing) n. Act of taking off that which

floats upon a liquid, as scum, cream, or the like;—pi.

That which is removed from the surface of a liquid by

skimming.

Skin, (skin) n. [A.-S. scinn, Icel. skinn, Ger. sehitu]

The external membranous envelope of animal bodies ;

—skin of an animal separated from the body; a hide ;

a pelt;—the exterior coat of fruits and plants; the

husk or bark;—colloquially, the body ; the person.

Skin, (skin) v. t. To strip off the skin or lude of; to

flay; to peel ;—to cover with skin or as with skin ;—to

cover superficially ;—v. i. To be covered with skin :—

imp. A pp. skinned; ppr. skinning.

Skin-deep, (skin'dep) a. Siiperficial : alight.

Skinflint, (skin 'flint) n. [From tkin and Jlint ) A

very penurious person ; a miser ; a niggard.

Skink, (skingk) n. [A.-S. scene.] Drink ;—pottage;—

in Scotland, soup made of the shin of beef cut iu small

pieces;—[L. silicas.] A kind of lizard considered by

the ancients a sort of universal medicine; it is found

in Northern and Western Africa.

Skinless, (skinles) a. Having no skin or a vary thin

skin.

Skinned, (skind) a. Stripped of the skin ; flayed ;—

covered with skin—with qualifying adjective, as thin,

Ac.

Skinner, (skin'er) n. One who skins;—ono who deals in

skwiH, pelts, or hides,

Skinniness, (skin'e-nes) n. State of being skinny; lean

ness ; want of flesh. [wanting flesh.

Skinny, (skin'e) a. Consisting of skin, or of skin only ;

Skip, (skip) r. t. [Icel. skoppa, to run.] To leap; to

bound; to spring as a goat or lamb;— v. t. To pass

over or by ; to omit ; to miss ; to leap over :—imp. &

pp. skipped ; ppr. skipping.

Skip, (skip) n. A leap; a bound; a spring;—net of

passing over an interval from one thing to auother;

an omission of a part.

Skipper, (skip'er) n. [D. schipper.] The master of a

small trading or merchant vessel. [From skip.] A

dancer;- the cheese maggot.

Skippingly, (skip'ing-le) adv. By skips or leaps.

Skipping-rope, (skip'ing-rop) n. A small rope used by

young persons in skipping or leaping up and down.

Skirmish, (skgr'mish) n. [O. Eng. scttrmishe. It. scara-

muceia, F. eJtcarmoHche, from Ger. skinnan, to de

fend.] A slight fight in war ; a light combat or pre

liminary encounter, as between detachments and small

parties ; —a contest; a contention.

Skirmish, (sker'miah) v.i. To fight slightly or in

small parties ; to engage in a skirmish:—imp. & pp.

skirmished ; ppr. skirmishing.

Skirmisher, (sker'mish-er) n. Ono who skirmishes ; —

pi Detachments from the main body; light troops

sent in advance or thrown out on all sides to scour the

country and clear the road.

Skirmishing, (skcr'mish-ing) n. Act of fighting in a

slight or loose encounter. [run hastily.

Skirr, (sker) v. (. To ramble over; to scour;—v. t. To

Skirt, (skert) n, [A.-S. scj/rtun, to shorten, Dan.

skiort, Sw. skioi'ta, a shirt.] The lower and loose part

of a coat or other garment;—the edge of any part of

dress;—border ; margin ; extreme part :—a woman's

garment like a petticoat ;—diaphragm or midriff in

animals.

8kirt, (skert) v. I. To border: to form the border or

edge of; or to run along the edge of,—v. i. To be on

the border ; to live near the extremity :—imp. & pp.

skirted ; ppr. skirting.

Skirting, (Bkert'ing) n. The narrow vertical board

placed round the margin of a floor:—also skirting

board. [reflection or hit.

Skit, (skit) n. A wanton girl;—a jeer; ajibe; a jesting

Skit, (skit) v. /. To cast reflections on ; to asperse ; to

revile.

Skittish, (skit'ish) a. [A.-S. scitan, to shoot, cast.]

Easily frightened ; shunning familiarity ; timorous ;

shy ;—wanton ; volatile ;—hasty ; changeable ; fickle.

Skittishly, (skit'ish-le) adv. In a skittish manner;

shyly ;—wantonly ;—changeably.

Skittishncss. (Bkit'ish-nes) n. State of being skittish ;

timidity ; shyness ;— fickleness ; wantonness.

Skittles, (skit'lz) n, pi. Ninepins.

Skiver, (Bkiv'er) n. An Inferior quality of leather,

made of split sheepskin, used in bookbinding.

Skulk, (skulk) v.i. [Dan. ska lket to save one's self,

skiitle, to hide, Icel. skj/la.) To get out of the way in

a sneaking manner; to lurk:—imp. & pp. skulked;

ppr. skulking.

Skulker, (aknhVer) «. A person who skulks ; one who

avoids duty ; a lurker ; a shirk.

Skull, (skul) *. [Ger. schate, Sw. tkalU, Dan. slul,

Icel. kollr, skull.] The bony case which incloses the

brain ;—an empty, brainless head.

Skull-cap, (skullcap) ft, A close-fitting cap ;—also, a

headpiece of iron or steel covered with cloth or leather.

Skunk, (skungk) ft [Contracted from the Abenaki

seganku.] A fetid, carnivorous animal, found over a

very wide extent of country in North America. It is

nearly allied to the weasel on the one hand, and to the

otter on the other.

Skurry, (skur'e) n. Haste ; impetuosity.

Sky, (Bki) n. [Icel. aVy, Dan. ski/e.] The apparent

arch or vault of heaven ; the hcavous ;—the weather;

the climate. [azure.

Sky-blue, (ski"blii) a. Blue like the colour of the sky;

Sky-colour, (ski'kul-er) 11. The colour of the sky ; a

particular species of blue colour; azure.

8kyey, (ski'e) a. Like the Bky ; ethereal.

Sky-high, (skilil) adv. To the height of tho sky ; with

great elevation or excitement.

Sky-lark, (skili'irk) w A species of lark that mounts

and sings as it flies and is cele

brated for its melodious song.

Sky- larking, (ski'Urk-ing) n.

Act of running about the rig*

fing of a vessel in sport ; fro-

icking. >

Sky-light, (skilit) n. A window .

in the roof of a building, or

ceiling of a room, for tho ad

mission of light from above.

Sky-rocket, (ski'rok-et) n. A

rocket that ascends high and

burns as it flies ; a species of firework.

Sky-sail, (ski'sal) n. The sail set above the royal.

 

jfr+s*S

Sky-lark.
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Skyward, (ski'wawrd) a. Toward the sky.

Slab, (slab) n. [W. ytlab, Uab, a thin Blip.] A thlft

^)ieco of any thing, especially of marble Or other fetohft

laving plane surfaces;—--an outside piece taken from a

log in amwing It into board* or planks;—a puddle; slop.

Blab, (slab) a. Thick ; viscous ; glutinous.

Blabber, (siab'et) t. i. (Ger. achlabbem, tehtabben, to

lap.) To let the saliva or other liquid fall from the

mouth carelessly ; to drivel ; to slaver ;—v. t. To wet

and foul by liquids suffered to fall carelessly from the

mouth or by liquid spilled: -to sup up hastily, as

soup, pottage, &c :—imp. & pp. slabbered ; ppr. slab

bering, (slaver.

81abber, (slab'er) n. Moisture let fall from the mouth ;

Slabby, (slab'e) a. Viscous; glutinous;—wet ; sloppy.

Slack, (slak) a. 'JL-S. tteae, side, IceL slolv.) Not

t«nse or tight; not closely drawn together;— loose;

easy—said of ropes or rigging ; —weak ; not holding

fast—said of tbe hands ;.— remiss ; backward ; not

fervent in business or service; not using due dili

gence ; not earnest or eager ;—not violent ; not rapid;

slow.

Slack, (slak) adv. In a slack manner : partially ; in

sufficiently.

Black, (slak) n. The part of a rope that hangs loose,

having no strain upon it.

Slacken, (stak'nl r.u [A.-S. Mlacian, T>. slalen. Icel.

tfakna.) To become slack : to be made less tense,

Arm, or rigid ;—to be remiss or backward; to neglect;

—to lose cohesion or the quality of adhesion ; — to

abate ; to become leas violent ;—to become more slow;

—to languish ; to flag ;—v. t. To render slack ; to

make less tense or tight ; to loosen ;—to relax ; to re

mit;—to render leas earnest, violent, rapid, or de

cided; to abate;— to withhold; to use less liberally;—

to deprive of cohesion by combining with water; to

slake ;—to repress ; to check :—also written stack :—

imp. A pp. slackened; ppr, slackening.

81ackiy, (slakle) adv. In a slack manner; loosely;

remissly.

Slackness, (slak'nea) n. State of being slack ; want of

tightness or rigidness ; negligence ; inattention ; slow

ness ; tardiness ; want of tendency ; weakness.

Slag, (slag) a. [Sw. tlaga, Ger. ichtaek.] The dross or

lecretnent of a metal ;—the scoria of a volcano.

Slaggy, (slagV) a. Pertaining to or consisting of slag ;

drossy.

Slake, (slak) v. I. f Allied to tlack.] To quench ; to ex

tinguish :—to mix with water so that a true chemical

combination shall take place;—v.i. To go out; to

become extinct :—imp. A pp. slaked; ppr. slaking.

Shun, (slam) v. t. [O. Eng. lam, to beat, Icel. Initio,

A.-H. hltmman.) To strike with force or violence : to

shut with loud noise, as a door :—to beat; to cuff;—

to defeat at cards by winning all the tricks; to beat an

opponent without his scoring a point ;—v. t. To strike

violently and noisily ;—to strike hard, as a moving

part upon its seat: — imp. & pp. slammed; ppr.

slamming.

Slam, (slam) h. A violent driving and dashing against;

a violent shutting of a door;—defeat of an opponent

at cards b? winning all the tricks or scoring all the

points of the game.

Blander, (-Under) n. [F. utclandrt.1] A false tale or

report maliciously uttered, and tending to injure the

reputation of another; defamation ; detraction ;—dis

grace ; reproach ; ill name ; disrepute.

Slander, (slan'der) r. t. To injure by maliciously utter

ing a false report; asperse; defame; calumniate; vilify:

—imp. & pp. slandered; ppr. slandering.

Slanderer, (slan'der-er) n. A defamer : a calumniator ;

one who lays false imputations or brings false charges

against another.

Slanderous, (slan'der-us) a. Given or disposed to

slander ;—embodying or containing slander; calum

nious; —scandalous; infamous.

Slanderously, (slan'der-us-le) adv. With false or mali

cious report ; calumnioualy.

Slang, (slang) n. [Said to be of gipsy origin.] Low,

vulgar, unauthorized language ; a colloquial mode or

expression—especially, such as is in vogue with some

particular class in society ; cant.

Slant, (slant) a. [Sw. *linta, to slide.] Inclined from

a direct line ; sloping ; oblique.

Slant, (slant) v. t . To turn from a direct line ; to give

an oblique or sloping direction to;— r. t. To ho

turned or inclined from a right line; to lie obliquely ;

to slope:—imp. A pp. slanted; p;>r. slanting.

Slant, (slant) h. A slanting direction or plane; a dope

—a cutting reflection ; sarcastic hit.

Slantingly, (slant'iug-Ie) adv. With a slope or in

clination ; also, with oblique hint or remark.

Slantwise, (slant'wiz) adt. In an inclined direction ;

obliquely :—also slanttt/.

Slap, (slap) n. [Ger. arAfamv, a slap, W. Utfb, L

flu ra.) A blow given with the open hand or with

something broad ;—a gap : a breach in a wall.

Slap, (slap) v. f. To strike with the open hand, or

with something broad: — imp. ii. pp. slapped; yyw.

slapping.

Slap, (slap) adv. With a sudden and violent blow ;

hence, quickly ; instantly ; plumply.

Slash, (slash) r. t. [Icel. $loMtt to injure, wound.] To

cut by fltrikingviolently and at random; to cut in long

strips or slits;—to lash;—r. i. To strike violently and

at random with an edged instrument;—to lay about

with a sword or cutlass : — to dash or cut through

rapidly, as a ship:— imp. & pp. slashed; ppr. slashing.

Slash, (slash) a. A long cut; a cut made at random;—

a large slit in the thighs and arms of old costumes,

made to show a brilliant colour through the openings.

Slashing, (slashing) a. Cutting at random ;—good at

the sword; skilled in fighting or fencing;—cutting up;

sarcastic ; pungent.

Slate, (slat) n. [0. Eng. $clate, aelat, F. Mat, a shiver,

splinter.] An argillaceous stone which readily splits

into plates ;—any rock or stone having a slaty struc

ture ;—a prepared piece of such stone ; especially, a

thin, fiat piece for roofing or covering houses, dee.;—a

tablet for writing upon.

Slate, (sliit) r. (. To cover with slate or plates of

stone :—imp. & pp. slated ; ppr. slating.

Slate-pencil, (slat'pen-sil) n. A pencil of slate-clay,

used for writing or ciphering on slates.

Slater, (slat'er) a. One who slates buildings.

Slate-works, (slat'wurks) n. pt. A place where slates

are split and trimmed.

Slating, (stilting) n. Act of covering with slates : the

covering thus put on ;—slates taken collectively ; the

material for slating.

Slattern, (slat'ern)n. [Ger. tehlotltrn, to hang or fit

loosely] A woman who is negligent of her dress or

house ; a slut ; a sloven.

Slatternly, (slat'ern-le) a. Resembling a slattern; slut

tish : negligent ; dirty.

Slatternly, (slat'era-le) adv. Negligently; awkwardly.

Slaty, (alot'e) a. Resembling slate ; having tbe nature

or properties of slate; composed of thin, parallel plates

cajtable of being sejiarated by splitting.

Slaughter, ( slaw'ter ) n. [Icel. *la\trf shun flesh, afdxrr,

a blow, Go. tlauhu, slaughter, butchery.] Extensive

destruction of hilman life ; carnage ; massacre ; but

chery ;—act of killing cattle, as a matter of business.

Slaughter, (slaw'ter) r. t To kill; to slay in battle ;—

to butcher ; to kill for the market, as cattle :—tmn. ft

pp. slaughtered; ppr. slaughtering.

Slaughterer, (slaw'ter-er) n. A person employed in

slaughtering: a butcher.

Slaughter-house, ( slaw'ter-bous ) n, A house where

beasts are butchered for the market. [derous.

Slaughterous, (slaw'ter -us) a. Destructive; mur-

Slave, (slav) n. [F. ttclavet Ger. tclavc] A person
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who in held in bondage to another ; one who is wholly

subject to the will of another ;—one who has lost the

jKiwer of resistance ;—a drudge ; one who labours like

a slave ,* bondman ; serf.

Slave, (slav) v. i. To drudge ; to toil ; to labour as a

sla ve. [ing freedom.

SIare-born, (slav'born) a. Bom in slavery; not inherit-

Slaveholder, (sUvTiold-er) n. One who holds Blares.

Slave-market, (slav'niar-ket) u. A bazaar for the sale

or purchase of Blares.

Slaver, (sliv'cr) n. A vessel engaged in the slave-

trade;—a person engaged in the purchase and sale of

elares.

Slaver, (sla'ver) n. Saliva drivelling from the mouth.

Slaver, (sla'ver) v. t. To suffer the spittle to issue

from the mouth ;—to be besmeared with saliva ;—v, t.

To smear with saliva issuing from the mouth : —imp.

& pp. slavered; ppr. slavering.

Slaverer, (sla'ver-er) n. A driveller ; an idiot.

Slavery, (slav'er-e) n. Condition of a slave ; state of

entire subjection of one person to the will of another;

bondage ; servitude ; captivity.

Slave-ship, (slav ship) 71 . A ship used for transporting

slaves ; a slaver.

Slave-trade, (slav'trad) n. The traffic in human beings,

or the sale and purchase of Africans and negroes as

personal property, goods, or chattels ; especially, the

business of stealing, kidnapping, or purchasing men,

women, and children, and transporting them from the

western coasts of Africa to the continent of America.

Slave-trader, (slav'trader) n. One who traffics in

staves ;—a ressel employed in the slave-trade.

Slavish, (slav'ish) a. Pertaining to slaves; such as

becomes a slave ; — servile ; laborious ; consisting in

drudgery;—hence, mean; base ;—also, fettered by

rules ; dependent on or copying the example or prac

tice of others. [vilely; meanly; basely.

Slavishly, (alaVish-le) adv. In a slavish manner ; ser-

Slavishness, (slaVish-nes) n. The state or quality of

being slavbh : servility ; meanness.

Slavonian, (sla-vd'ne-an) n. A native or inhabitant of

Slavonia :—written also Sclavouian.

Slavonian, (sla-vo'ne-an) a. Pertaining to Slavonia or

to its inhabitants; — pertaining to the language now

spoken, in its various dialects, in Russia, Poland,

Bohemia, &c :—written also Setaronian and Sclavonic.

Slay, (sift) v. t. [A.-3. slahan, to strike, beat, slay,

Oer. tehlaptn ] To put to death by a weapon or by

violence; to kill; to destroy: —imp. slew; pp. slain;

Sir. slaying'. [an assassin,

yer, (sla'cr) n. One who slays ; a killer; a murderer;

Sleave, (slev) n. [Icel. sUfa, a slender thread, Oer.

.-■<-'■ I' </•', a knot.] The knotted or entangled port of

silk or thread ; silk or thread untwisted.

Sleave, ( slev ) v. t. To separate, as threads — a term

used by weavers. [sleazy.

SLeazineas, (sl£ ze-nes) n. The state or quality of being

Sleazy, (sleVe) a. fGer. schlei*:i{tt worn out, thread

bare.] Wanting firmness of texture or substance;

thin ; flimsy.

Sled, (sled) n. [Tod. tltdi, D. tttede, A-S. tttdan, to

slide.] A vehicle moved on runners, used for convey

ing heavy loads over the snow ;—sledge ; a light seat

mounted on runners, used for sliding on snow and

ice. [Amer.]

Sled, (sled) v. t. To convey or transport on a sled

f Anier. ):—imp. A pp. sledded; ppr. sledding.

Sledge, (slej) n. f A.-S. tlecge, from tlahan, to strike,

beat.] A large, heavy hammer.

Sledge, (slej) n. A vehicle moved on runners, or on

low wheels, for the conveyance of heavy weights, &c. ;

—a frame shod with iron on which ploughs or other

farming implements are carried to or from the fields ;

—a hurdle on which formerly traitors were drawn to

the place of execution ;—a sleigh for riding upon snow.

*" " . (slek) a. [Icel tlikia, to smooth, Ger. gleich.

even.] Having an even, smooth surface; smooth;

hence, glossy ;—not rough or harsh.

Sleek, (slek) v. t. To make even and smooth ; — to

render smooth, soft, and glossy :—imp. & pp. sleeked ;

ppr. sleeking,

Sieekly, (sickle) adv. In a sleek manner ; smoothly.

Sleekness, (alek'nes) n. The state or quality of being

sleek ; smoothness and glossiness of surface.

Sleeky, (slek'c) a. Of a sleek or smooth and glossy

appearance.

Sleep, (slep) v. i. f A.-S. slapan. Go. iV/wm] To take

rest by a suspension of the voluntary exercise of the

powers of the body and mind ;—hence, to be careless,

inattentive, or unconcerned ;—hence, also, to be dead :

—to rest ; to be unemployed ; to be inactive ;—to lie

still; to be unnoticed; to remain without discussion

or agitation :—imp. & pp. slept ; ppr, sleeping.

Sleep, (slep) n. [A.-S. slap, Go. slips.) A natural

periodical suspension of the functions of the organs of

sense, as well as those of the voluntary and rational

soul;—slumber; repose; rest;—death; rest in the

grave.

Sleeper, (slep'er) v. One who sleeps; also, a drone or

lazy person;—a piece of timber or stone on or near the

level of the ground, for the support of some super

structure, as joists, Ac., or to steady rails or frame-

work ;—one of the knees which connect the transoms

to the after-timbers on the ship's quarter.

Sleepily, (slep'e-le) "dr. In a sleepy manner ; drowsily ;

heavily; lazily; stupidly. [drowsiness.

Sleepiness, (sfep'e-nes) n. State of being sleepy;

Sleeping, (slep'ing) a. Resting or reposing in sleep ;—

occupied for sleeping.

Sleeping, (slep'ing) n. Act or state of resting in sleep;

—state of not being raised, discussed, or agitated.

Sleepless, (sleples) a. Having no sleep ; wakeful ;—

having no rest ; perpetually agitated.

Sleeplessness, (slep'les-nea) n. Want or destitution of

sleep ; inability to sleep.

Sleep-walker, (slep'wawk-er) ». A somnambulist ; one

who walks in his sleep.

Sleep-walking, ( slep ' wawk-ing ) n. Somnambulism;

walking in one's sleep.

Sleepy, (slep'e) a. Drowsy ; inclined to or overcome by

sleep ;—tending to induce sleep ; soporiferous ; somni

ferous ; heavy ; dull ; sluggish.

Sleet, (slet) n, [A.-S. sliht, from slahan, to strike.] A

fall of hail or snow mingled with rain, usually in fine

particles. [rain.

Sleet, (slet) r. i. To snow or hail with a mixture of

Sleety, (slet'e) a. Consisting of sleet or bringing sleet.

Sleeve, (slev) n. [A-S. si//, slS/e, from sle\fan, to put

on, to clothe.] The part of a garment that is fitted to

cover the arm. [sleeves into.

Sleeve, (slev) v. t. To furnish with sleeves ; to put

Sleeveless, (slevles) a. Having no sleeves;—wanting

a pretext or excuse ; bootless ; fruitless.

Sleid, (slid) v. f. To slcy or prepare for use ( in the

weavers sley '.—imp. & pp. sleided; ppr. sleiding.

Sleigh, (sla) *. [Ger. sltdc, sice.) A vehicle moved on

runners, and need for transporting persons or goods on

snow or ice ; a sledge.

Sleight, (slit) n. [Kng. sly, Icel. stood, cunning, Ger.

tchtich, trick.] An artful trick ; a feat so dexterously

performed that the manner of performance escai**i

observation ;—dexterous practice ; dexterity ;—sleight

of hand, legerdemain ; conjuring.

Sleighty, (slit'e) a. Crafty ; artful ; cunning ; dex

terous :—also written sUiffKtJuL

Slender, (alen'der) a. (D. Mlinder, thin, slender, j/i'n-

dertn, to creep.] Thin or narrow in proportion to cir

cumference or width ; — weak ; feeble ; not strong ;

moderate ; trivial ; inconsiderable ; — small ; inade

quate ; meagre ;—spare ; abstemious ; simple.

Slenderly, (slen'der-le) adv. In a slender manner ;

slightly; feebly; inadequately ; sparely.
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Slenderness, (slen'der-nes) n. State or quality of being

slender; thinness; weakness; sligbtness; feebleness;

stnallness ; insufficiency ; spareness.

Sleuth, (sluth) «. The track of man or beast as followed

by the scent. [Scot.]

Sleuth-hound, (sluth'hound) n. A hound that tracks its

prey by the scent ; a blood-hound.

Sleyi (sla) n, (A.-S. sltr.) A weaver's reed.

8ley, (sla) v. t. To part the threads of and arrange them

in a reed.

Slice, (alls) r. t. [Ger. slUan, sckleisten, to slit, A.-S.

r titan.) To cut into thin pieces or to cut off a thin

broad piece from :—to cut into parts:—imp. A pp.

sliced ; ppr. slicing,

Slice, (slis) n. A thin, broad piece cut off ;—that which

is thin, and broad, like a slice ;—a salver, platter, or

tray ;—a broad, thin knife for taking up or serving

fish ;—a spatula ;—a tapering piece of plank to be

driven between the timbers before planking.

Slick, (slik) a. Sleek ; smooth.

Slick, (slik) v. t. To make sleek or smooth.

Slick, (slik) adv. Immediately ; at once : thoroughly.

Slidder, (slid'er) v. i. [A.-S. stiderian.) To slide with

Sliddery, (slid'er-e) a. Slippery. (interruption.

Slide, (slid) r. i. (A.-S. tttdan, Go. shutturn.] To

move along the surface of any body by slipping : to

slip; to glide;—especially, to move over snow or ice;—

to pass inadvertently;—to move gently onward with

out friction or hinderance ;—to slip ; to fall;—r. U To

thrust along or to thrust by slipping ;—to pass or put

imperceptibly ; to slip in :—imp. slid ; pp. slid, sud

den; ppr. sliding.

Slide, (slid) ». A smooth and easy passage ;—that

which slides ; a slider ;—flow ; even course ;—an in

clined plane for sending down heavy bodies ;—descent

of a detached mass of earth or rock down a declivity ;

—a frozen footpath or piece of ice for sliding on ;—in

music, a grace consisting of two small notes moving by

conjoint degrees, and leading to a principal note either

above or below.

Slider, (slid'er) n. One who slides ;—the part of an

instrument or machine that slides.

Sliding, (slid'ing) n. Act of moving a body along a

plane, keeping the same surface of the body iu contact

with the plane ;—act of gliding on ice :—falling down

or away ; lapse ; declension ; backsliding.

Sliding-rule, (slld'ing-roul) n. A mathematical instru

ment consisting of two parts, one of which slides upon

the other, for the mechanical performance of multipli

cation and division.

Blight, (slit) a. [Go. slaihts, smooth, even, Ger. scklcehL]

Not decidedly marked ; inconsiderable; unimportant;

small; trifling ;—weak ; frail; fragile;—slim: slender;

thin ;—not deep ; faint ; transient ;—not violent or

severe ; — trifling ; silly ; — soft ; gentle ; — cursory ;

superficial.

Slight, (slit) n. A moderate degree of contempt, mani

fested by neglect ; disregard : inattention ; disdain.

Slight, (slit) v. t. To disregard as of little value and

unworthy of notice ;—neglect ; disdain :—imp. & pp.

slighted ; ppr. alighting.

Slighter, (slit'er) n. One who neglects.

Slightingly, (slit'ing-le) adv. With neglect or con

tempt ; without regard or respect.

Slightly, (slitle) adv. In a slight manner ; weakly;

, superficially ; negligently.

Slightness, (sUt'nes)n. Quality or state of being slight;

weakness ; want of force or strength ; superficialness ;

—inattention ; nogligence.

SUly, (sllle) adv. With secret cunning ; artfully; with

dexterous secrecy ; insidiously.

Slim, (slim) a. (D. slim, Ger. schlimm.] Of small dia

meter or thickness in proportion to the height ; slen

der ;—weak ; slight ; unsubstantial.

Slime, (slim) n. [A.-S. * Icel. slim.) Soft, moist earth

or clay having an adhesive quality ; viscous mud.

Slime, (slim) r. t. To make slimy; to cover with slim*;

to render slippery.

Slimineta, (slim'e-nes) u. The quality of being slimr

Slimnesa, (slim'nes)n. State of being slim, slendera**:.

Slimy, (slim'e) a. Abounding with slime ; consist*^

of slime ;—overspread with slime ;—resembling: slime ,

viscous ; glutinous.

Sling, (sling) n. [D. stinger-] An instrument for throw,

ing stones consisting of a strap and two strings ;—i '■

throw ; a stroke ;—a kind of hanging bandage pst

round the neck in which a wounded arm or hand a

sustained ;—a rope with hooks by which a ca«k. or htk

is swung in or out of a ship ; also, a rope or iron batd

used for securing the centre of a yard to the nxasi.

Sling, (sling) n. (Ger. schUngen, to swallow.) A dri-k

composed of equal parts of spirit (usually gin) and

water sweetened.

Sling, (sling) v. t. To throw with a sling: :—to hurl : w j

cast ;—to hang so as to swing ;—to put in rope* or ra*-

pend, as a cask, gun, or the like ;—to hoist or lower,

as boats, guns, or heavy goods by means of slings :—

imp. & pp. slung ; ppr. slinging.

Slinger, (sling'er) n. One who slings or uses a. sling ;—

in scripture, a soldier armed with a sling.

Slink, (slingk) v. i. (A. -S. stincan.] To creep a«T

meanly ; to steal away ; to sneak .—to miscarry, as a

beast ;—v. t. To cast prematurely ; to miscarry o£ st

the female of a beast: — imp. & pp. slunk; bst- '

slinking.

Slink, (slingk), a. Foaled or cast prematurely.

Slip, (slip) r. x. [A.-S. sltpan, Icel. sleppa.] To nww

along the surface of a thing without bounding. roQise,

or stepping ; to slide ; to glide ;—to move or fly oat a/

place ;—to depart or withdraw secretly ;—to etr; *e !

fall into error or fault ;—to pass unexpectedly gt is

perceptibly ;—to enter by oversight ;—to escape in**-

sibly ; to be lost ;—v. t. To convey secretly .—to part

from the branches or stem, as a twig of a tree: to takt ,

off; — to let loose ;—to throw off; to disengage oat1*

self from ;—to suffer abortion of ;—to omit ; to lose kf

negligence ; to miss ;—to pass over ; to overlook; w

neglect;—to escape from : to leave silly ;—to shp ea,

to put on loosely or carelessly :—imp. & pp. alipp&i.

ppr. slipping.

Slip, (slip) n. Act of slipping;—an unintentional error

or fault ;—a twig separated from the main stock;—*

leash or string by which a dog is held ; —an escape ; t

secret or unexpected desertion;—a long, narrow piece,

—a portion of the columns of a newspaper or other

work struck off by itself;—a loose garment worn by a

female ;—a child's pinafore ;—a sloping plane on it-

bank of a river used for shipbuilding :—a cuntrivaars

for hauling vessels out of the water for repairs, Ac. :—

in geology, a mass of strata separated vertically er

aslant.

Slip-knot, (alip'not) n. A knot which slips along tbe

rope or line around which it is made.

Slipper, (sbp'er) n. One who or that which slips ;—i

kind of light shoe which may be slipped on with ea* :

—a kind of iron slide or shoe for the wheel of a wag

gon ;—a kind of apron slipped over a child's dress io

keep it clean.

Slipperiness, (Blip'er-e-nes) n. State or quality of heir;

slippery ; lubricity; smoothness; glibness; — uncer

tainty ; want of firm footing.

Slippery, (slip'er-e) «. Allowing or causing any thing ,

to slip smoothly and easily upon the surface o»

smooth; glib;—not affording firm footing or eoefl- i

dence :—liable or apt to slip away: —not standing '

firm ; —unstable ; changeable ; uncertain ;—wanton ;

unchaste.

Slippy. ( slip ' o ) a. Easily sliding : slippery.

Slips. (slips)n.pf. The upper side boxes in a theatre.

Slipshod, (slipshod) 0. Wearing shoes like slipper*

without pulling up the quarters or heels

careless in manners, style, &c, ; shuffling.
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Slipslop, (slip'slop) n. [A duplication of slop.] Bad

liquor;—imperfect or weak work or composition.

Slipslop, (slip'slop) a. Ill-constructed or composed;

feeble.

Slit, (slit) v. t [A.-S. slttan IceL slila.] To cut length

wise ; to cut into long pieces or strips : — to cut vi

make a long fissure in or upon ;—to rend ; to split :—

imp. slit; pp. slit or slitted; ppr. slitting.

SI it, (slit) n. A long cut ; or a narrow opening.

Slitter, (slit'er) n. One who slits.

Slitting-mill, (slit'ing-mil) n. A mill where iron bnnr

or plates are slit into narrow strips, as nail-rods and

the like.

Sliver, (sli'ver) v. t. [Provincial Eng. slire, A. -8. sltfan,

to split, cleave.] To cut or divide into long, thin

pieces, or into very small pieces :—imp, & pp. sli

vered; ppr. slivering.

Sliver, (sli'ver) n. A long piece cut or rent off, or a

piece cut or rent lengthwise.

Sloam, (Mom) it. Layers of clay between those of coal.

Sloat, (jflot) v. [Ger., D. slot, Ger. situ, a shutting.] A

narrow piece of timber which holds together largo

pieces ; a slat.

Slobber, (slot/er) v. i. To let the saliva fall from the

mouth ;—to slaver ;—to drivel ;—v. t. To sup up has

tily ;—to spill ; to wet by spilling or dropping saliva.

Slobbery, (slob'er-e) a. Wet ; sloppy.

Sloe, (sl6) n. (A.-S. sld, Ger. sliha.) A small, bitter,

wild plum, the fruit of the black-thorn ; — also, the

plant itself.

Slogan, (slo'gan) n. [GaeL] The war-cry or gathering-

word of a Highland clan in Scotland.

Sloop, (sloop) ft, [D. sloep, Ger. schlttpe.] A vessel

with one mast, the mainsail of

which is attached to a gaff above,

to a boom below, and to the niaat

on its foremost edge.

Slop, (slop) n. [Ir. A Gael, slaib,

mud, dirt ] Water carelessl y

spilled or thrown about ; a pud

dle ;—pi. Dirty water; water in

which any thing has been washe.!

or rinsed.

Slop, (slop) n. TA.-S. xiop, afrock.] I

A garment, as breeches, trowsers, B

Ac — chiefly in the plural ; — *•—*

ready-made clothes, beading, and

the like.

Slop, (slop) v. t. To cause to overflow, ah a liquid ; to

spill ;—to spill a liquid upon;—v. i. To overflow or

be spilled, as a liquid.

Slope, (slop) a. [A.-S. slopen, a slipping.] Inclined,

or inclining, from a horizontal direction.

Slope, (sldp) «. A line or direction inclining from a

horizontal line ; properly, a direction downward ;—

any ground whose surface forms an angle with the

plane of the horizon ; a declivity or acclivity.

Slope, (slop) v. t To form with a slope ; to direct

obliquely ; to incline ; — v. i. To take an oblique

direction ; to be inclined :—imp. & pp. sloped; ppr.

sloping.

Slopewise, (slopViz) adv. Obliquely ; in a slanting

direction.

Sloping, (sloping) a. Inclining or inclined from a

horizontal or other right line ; oblique ; declivous ;

gradually bending up or down.

Slopingly. (sldp'ing-le) adv. Obliquely ; with a slope

or gradual inclination.

Sloppiness, (slop'e-nes) ft, The state of being sloppy ;

muddiness.

Sloppy, (slop's) a. [From slop.] Wet, so as to spatter

easily ; muddy ; plashy.

Slot, (slot) ». [Ger. slot, D. slot, a lock.] A broad, flat,

wooden bar ; a slat or sloat;—a depression or mortise

in a plate of metal or a slit or aperture through it for

the reception of some part of a machine, either fixed
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as a key-bolt or movable as a sliding adjustment;—tho

track of a deer ;—* hollow ; a depression between two

ridges.

Slot, (slot) v. t. [D. sluiten, allied to L. claudae, to

shut.] To shut with violence ; to slam.

Sloth, (sloth) n. [A.-S. slewdh, from slaw, slow.) Slow

ness ; tardiness ;—disinclination to

action or labour ; sluggishness ;

laziness;—a South American mam

mal of about the size of a common

cat, so called from the remarkable

slowness of its motions.

Slothful, (sldth'fool) a. Addicted to j

sloth ; inactive ; sluggish ; lazy ; i

indolent ; idle. |

Slothfully, (sloth'fool-le) adv. In a

slotliful manner; lazily; sluggishly;

idly.

Slothfulness,(8ldth'fudl-nes)n. State

 

Sloth.
or quality of being slothful ;

activity ; laziness.

Slouch, (slouch) n. A depression of the head or of some

other part of the body ; an ungainly lounging gait ;—

an awkward, heavy, clownish fellow.

Slouch, (slouch) v, t. [Eng. slug, slack; and D. slvs,

loose.] To hang down ; to have a downcast, clownish

look, gait, or manner ;—v. t. To depress ; to cause to

hang down :—imp. & pp. slouched ; ppr. slouching.

Slouching, (slouching) a. Hanging down ; stooping ;

awkward ; nngainly.

Slough, (slou) n. [A.-S. slop, a hollow place, W. ynlwch,

a slough.] A place of deep mud or mire ; a hole full

of mire.

Slough, (s1nf)n. [Ger. slUch, the skin of a serpent.]

The cast skin of a serpent ;—the part that separates

from a foul sore.

Slough, (sluf) v. t. To separate from the sound flesh ;

to come off, as the matter formed over a sore.

Sloughy, (sluf'e) a. Resembling or of the nature of a

slough or the dead matter which separates from flesh;

—miry; boggy; muddy.

Sloven, (sluv'n) n. [D. slof, slow.] A person careless

• >f his dress or negligent of cleanliness.

Slovenliness, (sluv'n-le-nes)n. State or quality of being

slovenly ; habitual want of cleanliness ;—neglect of

order and neatness ; untidiness ;—carelessness or per-

functoriness in work or duty ;—hence, want of finish ;

i t telegance.

Slovenly, (sluv'n-le) a. Negligent of dress or neatness;

—loose ; disorderly ; not neat.

Slovenly, (sluv'n-le) adv. In a slovenly manner;—

coarsely: imperfectly; inelegantly.

Slow, (slo)o. [A.-S. slaw.] Not swift; not quick in

motion ;—not happening in a short time ; late ;—lin

gering ; tardy ;—not ready or prompt ; dilatory ; pro

crastinating ;—acting with deliberation : deliberate ;

cautious :—not quick in temper ; calm ; easy ;—list

less ; dull ; heavy ;—indicating a time later than the

true time ;—not advancing, growing, or improving

rapidly ;—tedious ; wearisome ;—sluggish ; dull ; in

active.

Slow, (slo) v. t. To render slow ; to retard ;—v. i. To

relax or lessen in rate or speed.

Slowly, (stole) adv. In a slow manner ; moderately ;

not rapidly ; not early ; not rashly ; not readily ; tar

dily.

Slowness, (slo'nes) n. The state or quality of being

slow; want of readiness or promptness; dulness; deli

beration ; dilatoriness ; tardiness.

Slow-worm, (slo'wurm) n. A harmless reptile having a

very brittle body; the blind-worm.

81ub, (slub) n. A roll of wool slightly twisted.

Slub, (slub) v. t. To draw out and slightly twist—

applied to wool :—imp. A pp. slubbed; ppr. stubbing.

Slubber, (slnb'er)r.(. p). slobbtren, Ger. sehlubben.] To

do lazily, imperfectly, or coarsely;—to stain; to daub.
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Sludge, (slnj) Ti. Mud ; mire ; soft mud; slash ;—email

Moating pieces of ice or snow.

Blue, (alu) r. t. [Provincial Kng. sfew, to turn round.}

To turn about a fixed point :—to twist ;—specifically,

to turn a mast, boom, or spar in its cap or boom iron ;

—v.i. To turn about; to slip or slide from an expected

or desired course :—imp. & pp. slued ; ppr. sluing.

Slug:, (slug) »• IW. Itaa, D. tUk, a snail.} A drone; a

slow, heavy, lazy fellow;—a hinderance; an obstruc

tion ;—a kind of snail very destructive to plant*.

Slug, (slug) a. [A. -8. •t/ecftf.] A cylindrical or oral

piece of metal used for the charge of a gun.

Sluggard, (slug'ard)*. (From stajrand the termination

ard.) A person habitually lazy, idle, and inactive ; a

drone.

Sluggard,-(«higVird) a. Lazy : sluggish.

Sluggish, (slns/ish) a. Habitually idle and lazy : sloth

ful ;—inert; inactive; having no power to move itself;

—slow ; having little flow or current, as a stream or

river.

Sluggishly, (slng'ish-le) adv. In a sluggish manner ;

buily;—slothfuuy ;—idly; drowsily;—slowly.

Sluggishness, (slug'ish-nes) n. State of being sluggish;

sloth; dulneas;—inertness; slowness.

Sluice, (slus) n. [F. eelu*t, D. thtii, Oer. kMom, allied

to L. clandere, to shut.] A water-gate ; flood-gate;—

an artificial paasage for water fitted with a sliding

valve or gate for regulating the flow ;—hence, any

opening; that from which any thing flows; — the

stream which flows through a flood-gate;—hence, any

stream or source of supply ; channel.

Sluice, (slus) v. t. To wet copiously, as by opening a

sluice; to overwhelm;—to emit by flood-gates; to ]>our

forth:—imp. & pp. sluiced ; ppr. sluicing.

Sluicy, (sliu'e) a. Falling in streams, as from a sluice.

Slum, (slum) n. [Said to be a contraction of uti/l >•-,».]

A back street of a city, especially one filled with a

poor, dirty, and vicious population.

Slumber, (slumbcr)r. i. [A.-S. slumerian, Ger. achlvm-

vum.] To sleep lightly ; to doze;—to sleep;—to be in

a state of negligence, sloth, stipineness, or inactivity :

—imp. & pp. slumbered; ppr. slumbering.

Slumber, ((dumber) n. Light sleep ; sleep that is not

deep or sound ; repose.

Slumberer, (slum'ber-er) n. One who slumbers ; a

sleeper. [manner.

Slumberingly, (slum'ber-ing-le) adv. In a slumbering

Blumberlesa, ((>luin'ber-le*) a. Without slumber; sleep

less, [ferous.

Slumberous, (slum'ber-us) a. Inviting slumber; aopori-

Slump, (slump) v.i. [Scot, s/uwp, a dull noise produced

by something falling into a hole, I eel. slumpoi, to be

jolted suddenly.} To fall or sink suddenly through or

in, as when walking on snow, ice, a bog, &c.;—v. t.

To lump; to throw into a mass:—imp. & pp. slumped;

ppr. slumping.

Slump, (slump) a. Luni]>ed together ; taken in mass;

— gross; round—said of the total value of, or a sum

offered or paid for, several articles taken together.

Slur, (slur) v. t. [Ger. Khlurrtn, D. steurtn, slordip.]

To do negligently or slovenly ; to perform or go through

hurriedly or carelessly;—to run or pass over ; to con

ceal ;—in music, to ping or play in a smooth, gliding

style; to run one into the other, as notes;—to soil ; to

sully; to contaminate; to disgrace;—in printing, to

blur or double, as an impression from type ; to

ruackle:—imp. or pp. slurred ; ppr. slurring.

Slur, (slur) ti. A mark or stain ; hence, slight reproach

or disgrace ;—a trick played upon a person ;—* mark,

thus | ■»—' or y—-v], connecting notes that are to be

sung to the same syllable, or made in one continued

breath ; a tie.

Slurred, (slurd) a. In mimic, marked with a slur ; per

formed in a smooth, gliding style ;—blotted ; marred;

—passed over ; done carelessly or imperfectly.

Slush, (slush) n. Soft mud ; sludge ;—a soft mixture

of grease and other materials for lubrication;— rent tt

grease and fat, especially from salt meat.

Slut, (slut) «. [Ger. tehlutte, D. sltt, a rag, a slut j An

untidy woman ; a slattern ;—a female dee; ; a bitch

Sluttery, (slut'er-e) n. Habits or practice of a atat;

untidiness ; slovenliness ; neglect of cleanliness and

neatness ; filtfainese.

Sluttish, (slut'ish) a. Like a slut ; untidy ;

disorderly ; dirty ;—meretricious.

Sluttishly, (slut'ish-le) adv. In a sluttish

negligently.

Bluttishneas, (slut'ish-nes) a. Quality or state of bos?

sluttish ; untidiness; slovenliness; negligence of drew

and household duty generally.

Sly, (sli) a. [Ger. tchlnu, IoeL »lagr.] Daxterotn is

performing an action so as to escape notice ; skibai :

cautions ; shrewd ; knowing ; — artfully catadsf

secretly mischievous ; insidious ; — done with, sal

marked by, artful and dexterous secrecy; crafty, wuy

Slyly, (slfle) adv. In a sly manner ; craftily : in

sidiously, [ciinnnc.

Slyness, (Mines) «. State or quality- of being sty

Smack, (smak) r. i. [A.-.S. smtrcaft, to taste, leeL

tmaeka.} To kiss with a loud sound ; to buss;—»

make a noise by the separation of the lipa after

any thing ;—to be tinctured with any particular

—to taste of ; to savour ;—r. 1 . To kiss with a shir?

noise ;—to make a noise with, as the lipa. Id the ad d

j kissing or after tasting;—to make a sharp noise 17

striking; to crack, as a whip;—to strike with, the ptta

of the hand ; to spank '.—imp. & pp. —"i*wH ; sbf

smacking.

Smack, (smak) v. A loud kiss ;—a quick, sharp nam.

as of the lips when suddenly separated, or of a warp; -

taste ; flavour ; savour ;—a quick, smart blow; a asp.

—a small quantity ; a sip ; a snack.

Smack, ( smak ) n. [D. •max, Ger. scAmoeix.} A cbu£

coasting or fishing vessel, commonly rigged as a sk*p

Smacking, (sraak'ing) n. Act of making a sharps***

with the lips;—act of cracking, as a whip;—set d

striking with the palm of the hand ; a beating

Small, (mii awl) a. (A.-S. irm&l, smcr!, Ger. srAatei. t ,

Dau. <v Sw. #»mf.) Not large or extended in dns«

sions ; slender ; thin ; fine ;—not tall ; little : dhasst

tive ;— little in quantity ; inconsiderable ;—trttfc in

degree or progress ; faint ; imiierceptible ;—Ustk ir

influence or importance; trifling; trivial j—»

little worth or ability : petty ;—little in

cheap ;—short ; not prolonged in duration

soft ;—weak ; wanting strength ;—mean ; base ; tr-

worthy. [t&ae

Small, (smawl) «.. The small or Blender part of 1

Small, (smawl) adv. Comminutedly; in minute peace*

—timidly.

Small-arms, (smawi 7i rrnz)?i.»/. Muskets, rifica, psstnii.

Ac. in distinction from cannon.

Small-craft, (HinawTkraft)*. A vessel or veaseb of »

small size, as coasting vessels, colliers, fishing tna.

Ac.

Small-debts, (smawl'dets) ft. pi. Debts which mt o>

Kngland under £20; in Scotland £12. Swa>'

court, a court for the recovery of small debts it

damages limited as above.

Smallness, (nmawl'nes) n. The state of being small it

any of its senses ; littleness ; diminutireoeas ; iiav>-

siderableness ; meanness.

Small-pox, (smawl 'pokB) n. [From ssuiU and ?*'

poekt.) A disease consisting of a coxurtitatioxial «ehc>

affection and a cutaneous eruption.

Smalt, (smawlt) n, [Ger. seAmaife.] Corrunon rh*»

tinged of a fine deep blue by the protoxide of consK.

ground fine, and used as a pigment in various art*.

Smaxagd, (sma'ragd) n. [G. tmaraados.) Txte ezeeraai

Smaragdine, (sma-rag'din) a. [G. ^maraoefoa, enseraH]

Pertaining to emerald ; consisting of emerald, or re

sembling it.
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Smart, (smart) «. [IX smart, stnert, Ger. ncUmerz, L.

a ataru*, bitter.) Quick, pungent, lively pain ;—severe,

pungent pain of mind.

Smart, (smart) v. i. To feel a lively, pungent pain,

particularly a pungent, local pain from some piercing

or irritating application ;—to feel a pungent pain of

mind j—to be punished :—imp. <fc j»p. smarted ; ppr.

amartuif.

Smart, (smart) a. Causing a keen, local pain:—severe;

poignant ; — vigorous; sharp ;—active ; efficient ;—

marked by acuteness or shrewdness ; quick in sugges

tion or reply ; vivacious; witty; — showy; dashy;

spruce ;—brisk ; fresh.

Smartly, (smarfle) adv. In a smart manner ; keenly;

sharply : vigorously ; actively ; wittily ; showily.

Smart-money, (smart'mun-e) n. Money paid by a per

son to buy himself off* from some unpleasant engage

ment or some painful situation :—in the army, a sum

paid by a recruit previous to being sworn in, to pro

cure his release from service ;—also, a pension or re

tiring allowance to wounded and disabled seamen

Smartness, (smart'nes) n. Quality ot being smart or

pungent; poignancy; tartness: sharpness; acuteness;

keenness; quickness; vigour; liveliness; briskness;

vivacity : wittiness.

Smash, (smash) v. f. [Ger. tehuuitsen.] To break in

pieces by violence; to dash to pieces; to crush :—imp.

ft pp. smashed ; ppr. smashing. [stnictiou.

Smash, (smash) ». A breaking to pieces; utter de-

Smasher, (smash'er) h. He or that which smashes or

breaks ;—a stamper of false money ; a coiner; also,

one who passes bad money.

Smashing, (smashing) n. Act of coining or passing

bad money ;—state of being broken ;—-destruction ;

overthrow ; failure.

Smarter, (smat'gr) v. i. [Ger. scknuttern, to dash, to

warble, quaver.] To talk superficially or ignorantly ;

—to have a slight taste or a slight, superficial know

ledge.

Smatterer, (siuat'er«e,r) m. One who has only a slight,

superficial knowledge ; a sciolist. [ledge.

Smattering, (suiat'er-iiig) a, A slight, superficial know-

Smear, (imer) v. t. [A.-S. $merian, from imerv, fat,

grease.] To overspread with any thing unctuous, vis

cous, or adhesive ; to besmear ; to daub ;—to soil ; to

pollute :—imp. ft pp. smeared ; ppr. smearing.

Smear, (amCr) n. A spot made by an unctuous or ad

hesive substance, or as if by such a substance; blotch:

daub; stain.

Smeary, (smere) a. Adhesive ; glutinous ; dauby ;

staining : soiling.

Smegmatic. (smeg-mat'ik) a. [Q. nuigma, soap.] Being

of the nature of soap ; soapy ; cleansing ; detersive.

Smell, (smel) v. t. [D. emeulen, to smoulder.] To per

ceive by the nose; to have a sensation excited of by

means of the nasal organs ;— to perceive, as if by the

smell ; to give heed to ; hence, colloquially, to find

out: also, to suspect:—v.i. To affect the olfactory

nerves ; to have an odour or particular scent ;—to

have a particular tincture or smack of any quality ;—

to exercise the senso of smell :—imp. & pp. smellsd,

■melt; ppr. smelling.

Smell, (smel) n. Sense by which certain qualities of

bodies are perceived through the instrumentality of

the olfactory nerves ;—scent ; odour ; perfume ; frag

rance.

Smelling, (smel'ing) u. The sense by which odours ore

perueived; the sense of smell.

Smelling-salts, (smellng-sawIts) n. Volatile salts used

for stimulating the nerves of

the nose.

Smelt, (smelt) n. A small fish

allied to the salmon. It is

of a silvery white colour, and

is highly esteemed as delicate

food.

Smelt, (smelt) v. t. [D. smelten, IceL amelta.] To melt

as ore for the purpose of separating the metal from

extraneous substances '.—imp. ft pp. smelted; ppr.

smelting.

Smelter, (smelt'er) n. One who smelts ore. [ores.

Smeltery, (smelt'e.r-e) h. A house or place for smelting

Smelting, (smelting) it. Act of melting or fusing ores

to extract the metal. [shop.

Smiddy, (smid'e) n. [Soot] A smithery or smith's work*

Smilax, (umiaks) n. [L., G.] A genus of evergreen,

climbing shrubs ; sarsaparilla.

Smile, (smil) v.i. [8w. tmila, Dan. nailer, Skr. imi, to

laugh.] To contract the features of the face in such a

manner as to express pleasure, moderate joy, or love

and kindness ;—to express slight contempt by a look

implying sarcasm or pity ;—to look gay and joyous ;—

to be propitious ; to favour ; to countenance ;—v. I.

To express by a smile ; also, to sneer ; to look on with

contempt :—imp. ft pp. smiled ; ppr. smiling.

Smile, (smil) «. Act of smiling : a ]>eculiar contraction

of the features of the face, which naturally expresses

pleasure, moderate joy, approbation, or kindness :—a

somewhat similar expression of countenance, com

bined with malevolent feelings, as contempt, scorn,

ftc.; — favour; countenance; propitiousness ;—gay or

joyous appearance.

Smilingly, (smil'ing-le) adv. la a smiling manner ;

with a smile or look of pleasure.

Smirch, (smerch) r. t. (From the root of smear.] To

cloud : to dusk ; to soil.

Smirk, (smgrk) v. i. [A.-S. smercian, Ger. schmieren,

to smile.] To look affectedly soft or kind ; to smile in

an affected or conceited manner:—imp. ft pp. smirked;

ppr. smirking.

Smirk, (snigrk) ». An affected, conceited, or silly

smile ; a simper.

Smite, (smit) v. t [A.-S. smitan, Ger. sehmeiszen, L.

mittert.} To strike ; to hit with the hand or fist ; to

reach and wound with a cast or throw of a stone or

other missile: to pierce with a sword or other weapon,

—hence, to slay ; to kill ;—to knock or beat dowu ;-*.

to defeat with loss or slaughter ; to rout in battle ;—

to destroy life . to blast, us vegetation ;—to afflict ; to

chasten ; to punish ;—to strike or affect with passion,

as lore or fear;—v.i. To strike: to collide:—imp.

smote; pp. smitten, rarely unit; ppr. smiting.

Smite, (smit) w. A stroke ; a blow.

Smiter, (smlt'er) /i. One who smites or strikes;—a kind

of fancy pigeon.

Smith, (smith) n. [A.-S. $midk, D. smit, Ger. sehmied.)

One who forges with the hammer ; one who works in

metals; one who makes or effects any thing: artificer.

Smith, (smith) v. t. [A.-S. smithian.] To beat or ham

mer into shape : to forge.

Smithery, (smith'er-e) it. The workshop of a smith ; a

smithy ;—work done by a smith.

Smithy, (smith's) ». [A. S. smidhdhe.] The shop of a

smith ; a smithery.

Smitten, (smit'n)pD. of smite. Struck; killed:—affected

with some passion, especially, the passion of love ; en

amoured;—excited by admiration, sense of beauty, ftc.

Smock, (smok) w. [A.-S. nuiocc] A woman's under

garment; a shift; a chemise ;—a blouse ; a smock-

frock.

Smock-frock, (smokYrok) n. A coarse linen frock or

shirt worn over the coat by farm-labourers.

Smoke, (smok) n. [A.-S. rmoeta, smeoc, from sinedean,

to smoke.] The exhalation, visible vapour, or sub

stance that escapes or is expelled from a burning body;

—that which resembles smoke, as vapour or watery

exhalations.

Smokable, (smok'a-bl) a. Capable of being smoked.

Smoke, (smok) v. i. To emit smoke ;- -hence, to barn ;

to be kindled ; to rage;—to raise a dost or smoke by a

rapid motion ;—to use tobacco in a pipe or cigar ;—to

small ox hunt out ; to suspect;—r, (. To apply smoke
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to ; to scent, medicate, or dry by smoke;—to bum and

draw into the mouth and puff out the smoke of, as

tobacco ;—to subject to smoke, for the purpose of

annoying or driving out ;—to hunt or find out ; to

detect ; to discover ;—to ridicule ; to quiz :—imp. &

pp. smoked ; ppr. smoking.

Smoke-dried, (smok'drid) a. Dried or cured by smoke.

Smoke-dry, (smdk'dri) v. t. To dry or cure by smoke.

Smoke-jack, (smok'jak)n. A contrivance for turning a

spit by means of a fly or wheel turned by the current

of ascending air in a chimney.

Smokeless, (smokies) a. Not having or emitting smoke.

Smoker, (smoker) u. One who dries by smoke ;—one

who uses tobacoo by inhaling its smoke from a pipe or

cigar.

Bmokily, (smokVle) adv. In a smoky manner.

Smokiness, (srook'e-nes) a. The state of being smoky.

Smoking, (smoking) n. Act of emitting smoke ;—act

of curing by smoke; — act or practice of inhaling

tobacco-smoke from a pipe, &c

Smoky, (smok'e) a. Emitting smoke ; — having the

appearance or nature of smoke;—filled with smoke, or

with a vapour resembling it;—subject to be filled with

smoke from the chimneys or fire-places ;—tarnished

with smoke.

Smooth, (smooth) a, [A.-S. rmidhe, nmttdke.] Having

an even surface ; not rough :—level ; plain ;—evenly

spread ; glossy ;—equal in pace ; without starts or ob

structions :—unruffled ; equable ; — uttered without

stops ; gently flowing ; voluble ;—not harsh ; soft ;

nielli fluous ; — bland ; mild ; soothing ;—adulatory ;

fawning.

Smooth, (smooth) v. t. To make smooth; to make even

on the surface by any means ; to level ;—to free from

obstructions ; to make easy ;—to free from liarehness ;

to make flowing, pleasing, and graceful in sound ;—to

palliate ;—to calm ; to allay ;—to flatter ; to deceive

with blandishments:—imp. & pp. smoothed; ppr.

smoothing.

Smoothing-iron, (smooth 'ing-i-urn) n. Utensil in the

laundry for smoothing linens, &c., after being washed;

sad-iron.

Smoothly, (smooth Me) adr. In a smooth manner;

evenly ; unobstructedly ; blandly ; flatteringly.

Smoothness, (smooth 'nes) 71. The quality or condition

of being smooth; evenness of surface; softness or mild

ness ; gentleness ; blandness.

Smother, (smuTu'er) v. t. [Allied to O. Eng. amoor,

tmare. to suffocate, A.-S. smorian.) To destroy the

life of by suffocation ;—to affect as by suffocation ; to

stifle :—hence, to repress the action of ; to cover from

the view of the public; to suppress;—v. i. To be suffo

cated or stifled ;—to be suppressed or concealed ;—to

burn slowly without sufficient air and smoke ; to

smoulder :—imp. Si pp. smothered ; ppr. smothering.

8moulder, (snidTder) v. i. [D. tmeulen, to smoulder.]

To waste away by a slow and suppressed combustion ;

to burn and smoke without flame.

Smudge, (smuj) v. t. [From smut.] To smear with

dirt ; to Btain ; to blacken with ink or smoke.

Smudge, (smuj) n. A stain ; a blot ; a dirty mark.

Smug, (smug) a. [Qer. smuck.] Studiously neat or

nice ; spruce ; affectedly nice.

Smuggle, (smug7!) v. t. [Ger. tchmttpgeln, from Sw.

tmyga, to convey secretly, A.-S. miugan, to creep.]

To import or export secretly contrary to the law, or

without paying the duties imposed by the law ;—to

convey or Introduce clandestinely: — imp. is pp.

smuggled ; ppr. smuggling.

Smuggler, (smugler) ft. One who imports or exports

goods, either contraband or without paving the excise

or custom duett ;—a vessel employed in smuggling.

Smuggling, (smugling) n. Act, practice, or trade of

importing or exporting contraband articles or other

goods without paying the custom or excise dues.

Smugly, ( smug lu ) adv. Neatly ; sprucely.

; #pTUC?-Smugnesa, (smug'nes)n. Neatness; trimxtesa ;

neris without refinement or elegance.

Smut, (smut) n. [A.-S. smitta, Ger. *eAwwtr, a sprAer

stain.] Foul matter, like soot or cosd-dust. <>r tbr s» :

or soil which this makes ;—a parasitic fungus whj.ii

forms on grain, blasting it; mnst or mildew ;

or filthy language ; ribaldry.

Smut, (smut) v. t. To stain or mark with smut >

taint with mildew, as grain :—to blacken ;

—v. i. To gather smut ;—to give off' smut, :—imp. «

pp. smutted ; ppr. smutting.

Smutch, (smuch) v. t. [From mut.] To blacken siti

smoke, soot, or coal :—imp. & pp. smntdbed; pp..

smutching.

Smutch, (simich) n. Stain ; dirty spot.

Smuttily, (sniutVle) adv. In a smutty t^mim*** -

Bmokily ; foully ;—with obscene language ; obsccsuk

Smuttiness, (sniufe-nes) n. Quality or condition *:*:'

being smutty ;—obeceneness of language.

Smutty, (smut'e) a. Soiled with smut, ooad, soot :i

the like ;—tainted with mildew;—obscene ; indeceS

impure.

Snack, (snak) n. [0. Eng. tnuer, to snatch, allwi fc

map.] A share ; an equal part or portion ; a aZisrfet

hasty repast;—to go snacks, to take part with anethtr

to share or divide the expense.

Snaffle, (snafl) n. [Ger. tchnabel, a snout, »sk.

sehnujpeln, to snuffle.] A bridle consisting of a sfasi:

bit-mouth without a curb and with a single rein.

Snaffle, (snafl) v. t. To bridle ; to hold or manage win

a bridle ;—imp. & pp. snaffled ; ppr. snaffling.

Snag, (snag) n. [Gael. & Ir. tnaigh, to cut do*-*- i>

prune.] A short branch or a sharp or rough brafick-

a knot or stump ; a sharp protuberance : a j*?;— *

tooth, in contempt, or a tooth projecting b«yc&d &

rest.

Snag, (snag) v. t. To injure or destroy by or apt© 1

snag ;—imp. & pp. snagged; pp. snagging;.

Snagged, (snag'ed) a. Full of snags ; snaggy.

Snaggy, (snag e) a. Full of snags ; full of short, rand

branches or sharp points ; abounding with, knots.

Snail, (snal) n. [A.-S. map* I, mat, dixsinutir* d

snaca, snake.] A slimy, slow-creeping, testam.^

mollusc, furnished with four horns or tentacok a.

the head, which are retractile, and can be invert*! *

drawn into the interior of the body, and KaTi&f ta

eves in the extremities of the upper pair of hero* ,■—»

similar mollusc without the shell ; a slag :—bene*, i

drone ; a sluggard ; a lazy, alow-moving person.

Snake, (snak) n. [A.-S. xiwea, from tnaetak^ to crar-,

to sneak.] An oviparous,

vertebrate, creeping animal

without fins or feet ; a ser

pent; a reptile; specifically,

a non-poisonous reptile,

found in all tern iterate lati

tudes, and feeding on frogs,

birds, birds' eggs, &o. I

Snake, (snak) r. t. To drag \

or draw, as a snake from ;

hole [Amer.] : — in seaman's

language, to wind round Snake,

spirally, as a large rope with a smaller one cr vfu

cord ; to worm ;—imp. & pp. snaked ; ppr. —hag

Bnakish, (snftk'ish) a. Having a form, hahri*. -:~

qualities resembling those of a snake;—smooth ; sfip-

pery ;—deceitful ; tortuous ; insinuating.

Snaky, (snak'e) a. Pertaining to a snake or to tnassr.

resembling a snake; serpentine; winding ?—sjy; ess-

ning: insinuating;— covered with serpent*; hav^f

serpents.

Snap, ( snap ) v. t. [Ger. acAaappew, Icel tmapa.} T*

break short, as substances that are brittle :—ti> stete

with a sharp sound ;—to bite or seine suddenly, ssp^

dally with the teeth ;—to crack, as a whip :—r. «. T*

break Bhort ; to part asunder suddenly;—to i
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effort to bite ;—to utter sharp, harsh, angry words :—

imp. & pp. snapped; ppr. snapping.

Snap, (Hnap) n> A sudden breaking of any substance ;

—a sudden seizing or effort to seize with the teeth ;—

a crack of a whip ;—a small catch or fastening, us of

a bracelet ;—a crisp kind of gingerbread nut or cake ;

Snap-dragon, (snap'drag-uu) ft, A plant of the genus

Antirrhinum ;—a play in which raisins or sweetmeats

are snatched from burning brandy.

Snapper, (snap'er) n. One who snaps or picks up.

Snappish, (snap'ish) a. Eager to bite ; apt to snap, as

a cur ;— sharp In reply ; apt to speak angrily or tartly.

Snappishly, (siiap'ish-le) adv. In a snappish manner ;

peevishly ; angrily ; tartly. [snappish.

Snappishness, ( snap'ish-nos ) n. The quality of being

Snare, (snar) n. [Icel. nutra, snare, Ger. tchnur, a

string.J A contrivance consisting often of a noose of

cords, by which a bird or other creature may be

entangled : a trap;—a net; a noose ; a gin ; a catch; a

wi le ; any thing by which one is entangled and brought

into tronble.

Snare, (snar) v. t. To catch with a snare ; to entangle ;

to bring into unexpected evil, perplexity, or danger ;

—to entrap ; to inveigle ; to seduce : — imp. & pp.

snared; ppr. snaring.

Snarer, (snar'or) n. One who lays Bnares or entangles.

Snarl, ( snarl ) v.i. [Ger. schnarren.] To growl, as an

angry or Burly dog ; to gnarl ;—to speak rouglily :—

imp. & pp. snarled; ppr. snarling.

Snarl, ( snarl ) ». A knot or complication of hair,

thread, or the like, which it is difficult to disentangle;

—hence, embarrassing difficulty; entanglement.

Snarler, (snarl'er) n. One who snarls ; a surly, growl

ing animal ;—a grumbling, quarrelsome fellow.

Snarling, ( snar 'ling) u. Act or process of forming

raised work or convex lines, figures, Ac, in vessels or

vases of sheet metal, where the direct action of the

hammer is precluded by the narrowness of the vase or

vessel.

Snarling, ( snarl 'ing ) a. Growling angrily ; grum

bling;—cynical; snappish; waspish: peevish; quar

relsome, [entangling ; insidious.

Snaxy, (snaVe) a. Resembling or consisting of snares :

Snatch, (anach) v. t. [Eng. snack, to snatch. j To seize

hastily, abruptly, or without permission or ceremony;

—to seize and transport away ; pluck ; catch ; grasp ;

gripe :—imp. & pp. snatched ; ppr. snatching.

Snatch, (snach) «, A hasty catch or seizing ;—a short

period of vigorous action;—a small piece, fragment, or

quantity. [abruptly.

Snatcher, (snach'er) n. One who snatches or takes

Snatchingly, (snach'ing-le) adv. By snatching; hastily;

abruptly.

Snathe, (snath) v. f. To cut ; to lop ; to prune.

Snattock, (snat'ok) n, A slice ; cutting; chip.

Sneak, (snek) v.i. [A.-S. sntcan, Dan. sniper, to

creep.] To creep or steal away privately ;—to behave

with meanness and servility ;—to crouch j to truckle;

—v. t. To hide; to conceal:—imp. & pp. sneaked;

ppr. sneaking.

Sneak, (snek) n. A mean, paltry fellow.

Sneaking, (snek'ing) a. Marked by cowardly conceal

ment; mean; servile; crouching;—covetous; niggardly.

Sneakingly, (suek'ing-le) adv. In a sueaking manner;

meanly.

Sneakingness, ( sneVing-nes ) n. The quality of being

sueaking: meanness; niggardliness.

Sneok, (snek) n. [Scot.] The latch of a door.

Sneer, (sner) v.i. [Snort, to laugh loudly.] To show

contempt by turning up the nose, or by a particular

cast of countenance; — to insinuate contempt by a

covert expression ;—to utter with grimace or grin :—

imp. <fc pp. sneered ; ppr. sneering.

Sneer, (sner) n. A look of contempt, disdain, derision,

or ridicule ;—an expression of ludicrous scorn ; scoff;

jeer; gibe.

Sneerer, (sneVer) n. One who sneers. [or scorn.

Sneeringly, (sneVing-le) adv. With a look of contempt

Sneeze, (snez) v.i. [A.-S. nicjum, Ger. uitsen, to

sneeze,] To emit air through the nose audibly and

violently, by a kind of involuntary convulsive force,

occasioned by irritation of the inner membrane of the

nose:—imp. & pp. sneezed ; ppr. sneezing.

Sneeze, (snez) n. A sudden and violent ejection of air,

chiefly through the nose, with an audible sound.

Sneezing, (snez'ing) «. Act of ejecting air violently

through the nostrils ; sternutation, [active.

Snell, (snel) a. [A.-S. mel L J Keen ; piercing ;—brisk ;

Snib, (snib) v. /. To check ; to reprimand ;—to fasten ;

to bolt. [Scot] [bolt.

Snib, (fiiiib) n. A catch or fastening of a door ; latch ;

Snick, (snik) n. A small cut or mark ; notch ; nick ;

—latch of a door :—also sneci: [Scot. ]

Snicker, (snik'er) v. i. [Ger. dtnickern, from schnicken,

to move quickly,] To laugh slyly; — to laugh with

small, audible catches of voice, as when persons

attempt to suppress loud laughter.

Snicker, (snik'er) n. A half-suppressed broken laugh.

Sniff, (mi if) v. i. To draw air audibly up the nose ; to

snuff;—* t. To draw in with the breath through the

nose:—to perceive as by snuffing; to scent; to smell;—

to snuff. [a faint puff of air ;—a whiff.

Sniff, (Bnif) n. Perception by the nose ; smell ; scent ;

Snift (solA) v. i. [From miff.) To sniff; to snuff; to

smell ; to snort :—also written mifter.

Snig, (snig) n. A fresh-water eel.

Sniggle, (snign) v. i. To fish for eels by thrusting the

bait into their holes ;—1\ t. To snare ; to catch.

Snip, (snip) v. t. [D. snippen, Ger. tehnippen.] To cut

off the ntp of, or to cut off at once with shears or scis

sors ; to cut off; to. nip:—imp. & pp. snipped; .ppr.

snipping.

Snip, (snip) n. A single cut, as with shears or scissors ;

a clip ;—a small shred ; a bit cut off;—colloquially, a

tailor.

Snipe, (snip) n. [Ger. tchnebbe, tchruppt, bill, beak.}

A bird that frequents the

banks of rivers and the bor

ders of fens, distinguished by

its long, straight, slender bill.

Snivel, (sniv'l) n. [A.-S. nt&il- *

infft snoftl.] Mucus running r

from the nose ; snot

Snivel, (sniv'l) v. i. To run ath

the nose;—to cry or whine, aaj|

children :—imp. & pp. snivel

led ; ppr. snivelling.

Sniveller, (sniv'1-er) n. One

who cries with snivelling ;—one who weeps for slight

causes.

Snivelling, (snivl-ing) u. Crying or making a noise

like children : a whining and snuffling. [pitiful.

Bnivelly, (sniv'l-e) a. Running at the nose;—whining;

Snob, (snob) n. (Provincial Eng. snot] An affected

and pretentious person ; especially, a vulgar person

who apes gentility, or affects the intimacy of noble or

distinguished persons; an upstart; & parvenu ;—abo,

a shoemaker. [snob.

Snobbish, (snob'ish) a. Belonging to or resembling a

Snod, (snod) n, [A.-S.] A fillet; a headband : — in

Scotland written tnood.

Snod, (snod) a. Trimmed; neat; smooth. [Scot]

Snood, (snood) v. t. To bind up the hair with a fillet

or snod. [Scot] [slumbor.

Snooze, (snooz) n. [Scot] A short sleep; a nap;

Snooze, (snooz) v. i. To sleep ; to doze ; to drowse.

Snore, (endr) v. i. [A.-S. tnora, a snoring, Ger. aehnor-

chen, allied to schnarren, to rattle.] To breathe with

a rough, hoarse noise in sleep; to breathe hard through

the nose :—imp. & pp. snored ; ppr, snoring.

Snore, (snor) n. A breathing with a harsh noiBe in

bleep.

 

Snipe.
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floorer, (snoVer) n. One who

Smart, (snort) v. i. [Prom mart.] To force the air

with violence through the dom, so as to make a noise,

as high-spinted hone*;—to laugh out loudly :—imp. to

pp. snorted ; ppr. snorting, (now, as a hone.

8norting, (snort'ing) n. Act of blowing through the

Snot, (root) n . [A. -8., D., to Dan. mot.) Mucus secreted

in or discharged from the nose. (dirty.

Snotty, (mote) a. Foul with snot ; hence, mean ;

Snout, ("*nout)«. (D. iMuit, Ger. trhnautt.) The long,

projecting nose of a beast, as that of swine :—the nose

of a man—in contempt ;—-the nuzzle or end of a hollow

Snout, (snout) r. f. To furnish with a nozzle or point.

Snow, (snd) a. [A. -8. nulw, Go. tnaivt.] Watery par

ticles congealed into white or transparent crystals or

flakes in the air. and falling to the earth.

Snow, (and) v. i. To tall in snow—chiefly used imper

sonally:—v. t. To scatter like snow: — twp. to pp.

snowed; ppr. snowing. [or rolled togetliei

Snow-ball, (inobawl) n. A round mass of snow pressed

Snow-ball, (sno'bawl) r. (. To pelt with snow-balls :—

imp. to pp. anew-bailed ; ppr. enow-balling.

Snow-blindness, (snd'blind-nes) n. Blindness or dim

ness of sight caused by the light reflected from snow

Snow-crowned, (snd'krownd) a. Having the summit

covered with snow : also moie-cnpptd.

Snow-drift, (snd'drift) ». A bank of snow driven

together by the wind.

Snowdrop, (suo'drop) n. A bulbous plant bearing

white flowers, which often appear while the snow is

on the ground. (snow.

Snow-flake, (ro6 flak) n. A small, thin mass of falling

Snow-line, (sndlin) m. The line or mark in altitude

of perpetual snow on mountain peaks, varying in

height according to climate.

Snow-plough, (and' plow) n. A contrivance like a

plough for making a track In snow ;—an appendage

in front of a locomotive to clear the rails of stiow.

Snow-shoe, (sno'shoo) h. A light shoe or racket, worn

by men travelling on snow

to prevent their feet from

sinking into the snow.

Snow-slip, (snd'slip) n. A

large mass of snow falling

down the side of a moun

tain ; an avalanche.

Snow-storm, (mioitorru) ii.

A storm with falling snow;

—a heavy fall of snow.

Snow white, (•ud'hwit) a. White as snow; very white.

Snow-wreath, (sud'reth) a. A bank of snow drifted

together by the wind.

Snowy, (end's) a. White like snow ;—abounding with

snow;—pure; unblemished.

Snub, (snub) n. [D. tutb.) A knot or protuberance in

wood ; snag ; jag ;—a check or rebuke.

Snub, (snub) ». t. (IoeL mubbn, to rebuke.] To clip

or break off the end of:—to check, stop, or rebuke with

a tart, sarcastic reply or remark:—to alight designedly:

—imp. to pp. snubbed; ppr. snubbing.

Snub-nose, (snub'noz) n. [Ptov, Eng. tnub.] A short

or flat nose.

Banff, (snnf) n. [Ger. teknvppe.] The part of a candle-

wick charred by the flame, whether burning or not

(D. muif.) Pulverized tobacco or other substance

snuffed up or prepared to be snuffed up into the nose ;

—resentment: huff.

Snuff, (snuf) v.t. To draw in with the breath ; to

inhale ;—to perceive by the nose ; to scent ; to smell ;

—to crop the burning wick of a candle ; — ». t To

inhale air with violence or with noise ;—to torn up

the nose and inhale air, as an expression of contempt:

hence, to take offence : — imp. to pp. snuffed ; ppr.

snuffing. (about the person.

Bnuff-box, (suuf'bolu) *. A box for carrying snuff

 

Roow-thoe.

Snuffer, (snuf'er) n. One who snuffs :—pi. As instn-

ment for cropping the snuff of a candle.

Snuffle, (snuf'J) r.i. [Ger. AfAttttfWa, D. swa/eZ**.!

To speak through the nose ; to breathe hard throoxs

the nose, especially when obstructed ; to scuffle) • ibis

A pp. snuffled ; ppr. snuffling.

Snuffle, (snnf'l) n. A sound made by tbe passage fl

air through the nostrils ;—an affected nasal twanj ;

hence, cant ;—pt. Obstruction of the noae by

Snuffler, (snuf'ler) «. One who suurBea or

through the nose when obstructed.

Snuffling, (snuf 'ling) tt. Speaking through tbe nose.

Snuffy, (snuf'e) a. Soiled with snuff:—hence, musty.

Snug, (snug) r.i. To lie close ; to snuggle.

Snug, (snug) a. [lost tnooyr, nop, smooth, nest.]

Closely pressed : — close : concealed : — compact, cce-

venient, and comfortable ; neat.

Snuggery, (snug'er-e) n. A snug, comfortable place ct

(safety.

In a snng manner; closely.

The state of being; snng, nest,

apartment.
Snugly, ( snuggle ) odr.

Snugnees, (snug'uee) h.

or convenient.

Bo, (so) adr. [A.-S. . Go. tra, IoeL srd. Ger. *

In that manner or degree ;—in like manner or degree;

thus; with equal reason—used correlatively, foUowuu;

at; — in such manner; to such degree—used oorre*-

tively with a* or that coming after ;—iu snch a degree

in the same manner : under these circumstances ; is

this way — with reflex reference to something not

asserted or implied:—therefore ; for this reason.—it a

well : let it be; be it so;—well ; the fact being as it a.

—provided that ;—at this point ; at this time.

Soak, (sok) r. t. [A.-S. sdeiaa.] To cause or suffer to

lie in a fluid till the substance has imbibed what it can

contain :—to macerate : to steep ;—to drench ; to wet

thoroughly ;—to penetrate by wetting thoroughly : to

drew in by the pores, as the skin ;—v. i. To tic steef «•:

in water or other fluid ;—to enter Into pores or inter

stices;— to drink excessively or in temperately ; u

booze:—imp. to pp. soaked; ppr. soaking.

Soaker, (sorer) m. One who soaks in a liquid ;—a hard

drinker. [through and through.

Soaking, (sok'ing) n. Drenching ; state of besng wet

Soaky, (soke) a. Moist on the surface ; wet ; steeped

iu water.

Soap, (sop) a. (A.-S. edp*, L. oapo, G. MpdR.) A sub

stance used in washing, toe., compounded of one <f

more of the acids obtained from fatty bodies wits

alkalies or salifiable bases—when the alkali is sods,

the soap is hard, and when potassa, toft.

Soap, (sop) r. t. To rub or wash over with soap:—

imp. to pp. soaped: ppr. soaping.

Soap-boiler, (soplxnl-er) u. One whose occupation u V*

make soap.

Soap-bubble, (sop'bub-1) n. A spherical film of soap

suds formed by inflation .

Soap-suds, (sop'sudz) n. pi. Suds; water impregnate

with soap. [is manufacture!

Soap-work, (sop'wurk) ft, An establishment where suap

Soapy, (sop'e) «. Resembling soap; having the quali

ties of soap ;—smeared with soap.

Soar, (adr) v. t. [F. tttortr, to soar, from L. ex and

tic.li , the air.] To fly aloft, as a bird ; to mount

upward on wings or as on wings ;—to rise or tower in

thought or imagination:—imp. to pp. scared; p#r.

soaring.

Soar, (sor) n, A towering flight.

Soaring;, (soring) n. Act of mounting on tbe wings,

a* a bird : flight upwards ; lofty flight : — also, act U

rising high in thought, idea, language, eloquence, toe ;

intellectual flight.

Bob, (sob) v. i. [A.-S. afrfftan, to complain, bewailJ

To sigh with a sudden heaving of the breast or a kind

of convulsive motion ; to sigh with tears; to weep bit

terly with panting or gasping of the breath :—imp. to

pp. sobbed ; ppr. sobbing,
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Sob, (sob) ». A convulsive sigh or catching of' the

breath in sorrow ;—any sorrowful cry or sound.

Bobbing, (sob'ing) u. Grief ; lamentation ; convulsive

sigh or catching of the breath in sorrow.

Sober, (scVber) a. [L. scoria*, A. -8. syfer, sober, pure.]

Habitually temperate in the use of spirituous liquors ;

—not intoxicated by spirituous liquors ; — exercis

ing cool, dispassionate reason; self-controlled; — not

visionary or extravagant; unimpassioned ; — calm;

cool ; collected ;—steady ; regular;—sedate ; serious in

demeanour, habit, or appearance.

Sober, (so'ber) v, t. To make sober ; to cure of intoii-

cation ;—v.i. To become sober:—imp. & pp. sobered;

ppr. sobering, [perately.

Soberly, (sd'ber-le) adv. In a sober manner; tem-

Sober-minded, (sorber-mind-ed) a. Having a disposition

or temper habitually sober, calm, and temperate.

Soberness, (so'ber-nes) n. State of being sober; freedom

from intoxication ; temperance ; gravity ; calmness.

Sobriety, (sd-bri'e-te) n. Habitual soberness or temper

ance as to the use of spirituous liquors ;—habitual

freedom from enthusiasm, inordinate passion, or over

heated imagination ; — gravity without sadness or

melancholy ; moderation ; calmness : coolness ; staid-

ness ; seriousness ; solemnity.

Soc, (sok) a. [A.-S. sflc.J The power or privilege of

holding a court, as in a manor ; — liberty or privilege

of tenants excused from customary burdens: —also

Soke. [sociable; sociableness.

Sociability, (sS-she-a-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being

Sociable, (so'she-sv-bl) a. [L. $oeiabilis, from sociare, to

associate, from soeivs, a companion.) Inclined to or

adapted for society ; disposed to unite in fellowship ;

willing to share in and with the position, fare, Ac,

of others :— affable ; ready to converse ; inclined to

talk with others ; — affording opportunities for con

versation ; companionable ; convertible ; friendly ;

familiar.

Sociable, (so she-a-bl) n. A kind of waggonette with

two seats facing each other and a driver's box.

Sociableneas, ( so'she-a-bl-nes ) n. Quality of being

sociable : inclination to company and converse.

Sociably, (so'she-a-ble) adv. In a sociable manner ; with

free intercourse ; oonversibly; familiarly.

Social, (so'she-al) a. [h. tocialit, from tortus, a com

panion.] Pertaining to society; relating to men living

in society ;—affecting the general or public interest;—

ready or disposed to mix in friendly converse ;—com

panionable :—fond of society; gay;—convivial; festive;

—consisting in union or mutual intercourse; friendly;

—not silent or reserved; affable; talkative ^natur

ally growing together.

Social-evil, (so'she-al-ev-tl) ft. Public prostitution.

Socialism, ( so'she-al-izm ) n. A system in political

economy advocated and partially adopted, to secure

equal distribution of property and wealth in the com

munity, and abolish individual or separate rights and

interests.

Socialist, (so'she-al-ist) n. One who advocates socialism

or community of property among all the citizens of

the state. [socialism.

Socialistic, ( so-she-al-ist'ik ) a. Relating to or like

Sociality, ( so-she-ale-te ) n. Quality of being social:

sociablenew. [way.

Socially, (so'she-al-le) adv. In a social manner or

Society, (ao-sfe-te) n. [L. sortetas, from socivjt, a com

panion.] The union of many persons in one general

interest, or the number of persons united by one

common bond or Interest; community: human society;

the whole family of man;—a number of persons united

by agreement or incorporated by law for some specific

Surpose; company: partnership: club; association,

a. ;—the persons collectively considered who live in

any region or at any period; specifically, the more cul

tivated portion of any community in its social rela

tion* and influences ; — persona living in the same

neighbourhood and frequently meeting in the same

circle; acquaintance; friends;—union on equal terms',

intercourse; fellowship; social company; companion*

ship. [religious creed.

Socinian, (sd-sin'e-an) a. Pertaining to Socinus or his

Socinian, (sd-sin'e-an) n. One of the followers of

Socinus, who denied the doctrines of the Trinity, the

deity of Christ, the native and total depravity of man,

the vicarious atonement, and the eternity of future

punishment.

Sociology, (so-she-ol'd-Je) n. That branch of philosophy

which treats of human society ; social science.

Sock, (sok) n. [L. soccus, a light shoe, A.-S. socc.] A

covering for the foot ; especially, the shoe worn by an

ancient actor of comedy; hence, comedy in distinction

from tragedy ;—a knit or woven covering for the foot,

rather shorter than a stocking.

Socket, (aok'et) n. [Prom sock-.] An opening into

which any thing is fitted ; especially, the little hollow

tube or place in which a candle is fixed in the candle

stick ;—the receptacle or cavity of the eye, tooth, Ac.

Socle, (sokl) n. [L. socculus, diminutive at soceus.] A

plain block or plinth, forming a low pedestal to a

statue, column, Ac.

Socratic, ( so-krat'ik ) a. Pertaining to Socrates the

Grecian sage, or to his manner of teaching and philoso

phizing—the Socratic method of reasoning and instruc

tion was by a series of questions leading the hearer or

disciple step by step to the full principle, doctrine, or

truth. [roots of grass ; turf; sward.

Sod, (sod) n. [D. node, ioode.) Earth filled with the

Sod, (sod) *. t . To cover with sod ; to turf :—imp. 6

pp. sodded ; ppr' sodding.

Soda, (so'da) n. [G. soda, D. souda.] The protoxide

of the metal sodium. Carbonate of soda, a salt com

pounded of carbonic add and soda, chiefly obtained

by the conversion of sea-water into sulphate of soda.

Soda-ash, (soda-ash) n. Impure carbonate of soda.

Sodality, (so-dal'e-te) n, [h. sodalitas, from sodalis, a

comrade, companion.] A fellowship or fraternity.

Soda-water, (so'da-waw-ter) n. A very weak solution

of soda in water, highly charged with carbonic acid.

Soddy, (sod 'e) a. Consisting of or covered with sod;

turfy. [guilty of sodomy.

Sodomite, (sod'om-Tt) n. An inhabitant of Sodom ; one

Sodomy, (sod'om-e) n. Unnatural crime.

Soever, (so-eVer). A word compounded of so and ever,

used in composition with wAo, vha t, tehere, ichen. Aow,

Ac., and indicating a selection from all possible or

supposable persons, thinp*. places, or times.

Sofa, (so'fa) n. [A. soflah, from scjfrt, to dispose in

order.] A long ornamental seat, usually with a stuffed

bottom and raised tack and ends.

Soffit, (soffit) n. {It. so(Mta, from L. svJRxvs, pp. of

svffigere, to fasten beneath or below.] The under part

of a lintel or ceiling: the under side of the subordinate

parts and members of buildings, such as staircases,

archways, cornices, Ac.

Soft, (so'fe) ». [Per. svjl, G. eophos, wise. ] One of a

certain religious order in Persia ; a dervise.

Soft, (soft) a. fA.-S. style, tdfla, D. xagt, IceL s/fa,

to soothe.] Easily yielding to pressure ; easily im

pressed or cut; ductile; malleable, as metals;—■smooth

to the touch ; fine : sleek ;—smooth to the ear; gentle;

melodious ;—flowing easily; not vehement or harsh ;—

mild to the eye ; not strong or glaring ;—not rough or

harsh; gentle;—impressible; susceptible; easily yield

ing to influence or persuasion ;—easy ; quiet ;—weak ;

foolish: — effeminate; not courageous or manly;—

gentle in action or motion ;—not tinged with salts or

acids: not astringent;—not pronounced with an abrupt

utterance.

Soft, (soft) adv. Softly; gently; quietly.

Soft, (soft) inter). Hold ; stop ; not so fast.

Soften, (sof'n) r. (. To make soft or more soft; to

make less harsh or severe ; to abate ;—to make lees

2Z
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fierce or angry; to mollify; to assuage;—to make easy ;

to compose ;—to lighten ; to alleviate ;—to make less

bright or glaring ; to tone down;—to make leas loud ; to

subdue ;—to represent as less evil ; to palliate ;—v. i.

To become soft or more soft, in any of the senses of

the transitive verb: — imp. & pp. softened; ppr.

softening. [or palliates :—also written Softner.

Softener, (sof'n-er) n. One who or that which softens

Softening, ( sof n-ing ) v. Act or process of making

material substances soft or softer;—act Of making less

hard, cruel, loud, glaring, offensive, &c.;—in painting,

the blending, as of colours into each other ; toning.

Soft-hearted, (soffhartred) o. Having softness or ten

derness of heart ; gentle ; meek.

Softish, (ooft'ish) a. Somewhat soft, as material sub

stances :—rather weak in intellect ; easily impressed,

influenced, <fce. [gently; quietly; mildly.

Softly, ( softie ) adv. In a soft manner ; not liard ;

Softness, (soft'nes) n. Quality of being soft, as impres

sibility, smoothness, fineness, delicacy, and the like

—said of material objects; — acceptableness to the

senses, feeling, sight, hearing, &c., arising from deli

cacy or from the absence of harshness, hardness, <tc. ;

—smoothness;—mildness; gentleness—said of manners,

language, temper, and the like;—hence, effeminacy:

weakness ; simplicity ;—susceptibility ; tenderness ;—

hence, timorousnesa ; pusillanimity.

Soft-water, ( soft'waw-t^r ) n. Rain-water ; water not

impregnated with an acid.

Soho, (.-olio) inUrj. Ho !—a word used in calling from

a distant place; a sportsman's halloa

Soil, (soil) v.t. [A. -8. lyfian, Ulan, led. sola.] To

make dirty on the surface ; to dirt ; to foul ; to defile ;

—to tarnish ; to sully; to stain ;—to cover or tinge

with any thing extraneous ; — to cover with soil or

dung ; to manure. [F. saouler, to satiate.] To feed,

as cattle or horses in the barn or an inclosure with

fresh grass or green food cut for them ; hence, to purge

by feeding upon green food :—imp. & pp. soiled ; ppr.

soiling.

Soil, (soil) n. Any foul matter npon another substance;

dirt; foulness; spot;—stain; tarnish.

Boil, (soil) n. [L. solum, bottom, soil.] The upper

stratum of the earth; mould;—land ; country;—dung;

compost; manure.

Soiree, (swa'ra) n. [F. from soir, evening.] An even

ing party ;—public meeting of a society, congregation,

Ac, where tea and refreshments are served, with

speeches and business reports.

Sojourn, (so'jurn) v. i. [F. sejourner. It. topgiornare,

from L. tub, under, about, and diurnut, belonging to

tho day.] To dwell for a time; to live in a place as a

temporary resident or as a stranger : — imp. & pp.

sojourned ; ppr. sojourning.

Sojourn, (wVjurn) n. A temporary residence, as that

of a traveller in a foreign land.

.Sojourner, (sd'jurn-cr) n, A temporary resident; a

stranger or traveller who dwells in a place for a time.

Sojourning, (so'jurn - ing) ft. Act of dwelling in a land

or place tor a time ;—also, the time of such abode.

; Sol, (soL) n. A syllable applied in solmization to the

fifth tofie.of the diatonic scale;—the tone itself.

Solace, (acTaa) v. t. To cheer in grief or under calamity;

to relieve ; to -comfort ; to console, as persons ;—to

allay ; to assuage, as grief.

.'Solace, (sol'aa) n. (1,. tota-

tium, from aoltui, to com

fort, console.] Comfort in

grief; alleviation of anxiety;

— ti vat. which relieves dia-

'tress; that which affords com-

i fort or pleasure ; recreation ;

amusement.

Solan-goose, ( solan-goes ) n.

fNbrw. nth, Icel. tula. ]

The gaunet, a web-footed sea- Bolan-goose.

-<"\. 

fowl found on the coasts of Great Britain and Irebtad,

Labrador, Ac.

Solano, ( so-la'no ) n. A hot oppressive wind is the

Mediterranean, particularly on. the eastern coast c?

Spain.

Solarium, (so-la'num) n. [L.] A genua of monopetalsss

exogenous herbs, of many species, mostly narcotic, a*

night-shade, apple of Sodom, egg-plant, Ac.

Solar, (solar) a. [L. tolarit, from rol, the son.] re

taining to the sun ; proceeding from tlie son :—mm-

sured by the progress of the sun, or by its rv-u- v : ;

—produced by means of the sun.

Solatium, (so-la'she-urn) m. [L., solace.] In Seoft ier.

a sum of money awarded or paid over and above acteui

damages as a solace for wounded feelings.

Solder, (sol'der) ft, t. [L. solidare, from tolidmt, fira,

solid.] To unite. the surfaces of by the interv«ot>QB rf

a fusible metal or metallic cement ; — to mend ; w

unite any thing broken or divided :—imp. £ pp. stt-

dered ; ppr. soldering.

Solder, (sol'der) n, A metal or metallic compeer;--?

for uniting the surfaces of metals ; a metallic nangt

Soldier, (soT'jer) ft. [F. toldat. Norm. F. toudirr.] Cfe

who is engaged in military service, as an officer tx

private ;—especially, a private in military service, m

distinguished from an officer ;—a brave warrior.

Soldierly, (sol'jer-le) a. Like or becoming; a toh&a ;

brave ; martial ; heroic.

Soldiership, (soTjer-ship) n. Military qualities ; isi-

tary character ; martial skill ; behaviour Vjecoani&f. -

soldier. [considered ; the rnilits^r-

Soldiery, (soTjer-e) n. A body of soldiers coUectruV

Sole, (sol) n. [A.-S. toU, L. solea.] The bottom of flsj

foot ; hence, also, rarely, the foot itself ;—Che bo?fc "

of a shoe or boot, or the piece of leather which oaa>

tutes tho bottom ;—the bottom or lower part of is;

thing, or that on which any thing rest*.

Sole, (sol) n. [L. solea.] A marine flat tUh, allnut,

the flounder, which has both

eyes placed on one side of the

head, namely that side which

is uppermost when swimming. [

Sole, (sol) v. t. To furnish with

a sole : — imp. & pp. soled ;

ppr. soling,

Sole, (-01) a. [L. solus.) Being Sole,

or acting without another;—unmarried ; m-1' v.-i-

alone; solitary. [language or *dtf^.

Solecise, (sol'e-siz) v. i. To be guilty of impropriety i-

Soleciam, (sol'e-sizni) n. [G. solmkitein, to apeak ■

write incorrectly.] Impropriety in language, ox a

gross deviation from the rules of syntax ;—hexxs, amy

unfitness, absurdity, or impropriety ; — a word ■;:

phrase not in accordance with established usage.

Solecist, (sol'e-sist) n. One who commits a solecism ,

Solecistical. (sol-e-eist'ik-al) a. Pertaining to or invok

ing a solecism. [another

Solely, (sol'le) adv. Singly; alone; only; without

Solemn, (sol'em) a. [L. tolemnis, from wlrr*, to be

wont, and annus, a year.] Marked with religious rile

and pomps ; enjoined by religion ; — fitted to awakci

or express serious reflections ; — affectedly grave or

serious ;—made in legal form ; formal ; ceremonial ;

reverential ; devotional ; devout.

Solemnity, (so-lem'ne-te) ft. A rite or ceremony j -r

formed with religious reverence;—a ceremony adapt**!

to impress awe ;—gravity ; steady seriousness;—bencc,

affected gravity or seriousness1;—a proceeding aceuni-

ing to due form. [ing ; cel«bTsJu<*.

Solemnization, (sol-em-niz-&'shun) n. Act of ssjjassssss-

Solemnize, (sol'em-mz) r. t. To perform with ritsai

ceremonies or legal forms ;—to dignify or honour l*r

ceremonies ; to celebrate ; to perform religiously osax

a year ;—to make grave, serious, and reverential ; to

compose, as the mind, for worship or devotion :—say.

& pp. solemnized ; ppr. solemnizing.
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Bolemnly, (sol'em-le) adv. In a solemn manner; with

gravity ; seriously ; formally ; truly ; devoutly ; im

pressively.

Solen, (s6:len) «; [G. mien, channel, a kind of shell

fish.] The vertebral canal containing the spinal cord;

—in surgery, a maclune in which a fractured limb

is placed ; — a genus of bivalve molluscs having a

Ibng, slender shell ; razor-shell. [dition.

Soleness, (soTnes) n. Singleness; solitary state or con-

Sol-fa, (sol-fa*) v. i. [It & Sp. soi) To pronounce the

notes of the gamnt, ascending or descending;—imp.

Jk pp. sol-faed ; ppr. sol-faing.

Sol-faing, (sol-fa'ing) n. Singing by the terms or notes

of the gamut ; solmization.

Solfeggio, (sol-fej'e-o) ». [It. from solfa, the gamut.]

The system of arranging the scale by the names do,

re, mi, fa, sol, la, si, by which singing is taught.

Solicit, (so-lis'it) v. t. (L. tbllicitare, from sollicitus,

tvholly (i.e., violently) moved.] To ask from with

earnestness; to make petition to ;—to endeavour to

obtain ; to seek ;—to awake or excite to action ; to

Invite; supplicate; entreat; implore; importune:—

imp. <fe pp. solicited ; ppr. soliciting.

Solidtant (so-hVit-ant) n. One who asks or solicits.

Solicitation, (sd-lis-it-a'shun) n. Act of soliciting;

earnest request; importunity;—excitement; invitation.

Solicitor, (sd-lis'it-or) n. One who solicits or asks

with earnestness ;—one admitted to practise in a

court of chancery or equity, corresponding to an

attorney in common law courts;—a law-agent or legal

adviser.

Solicitous, (so-lisTt-us) a, [L. sollieitus.] Disposed to

solicit; eager to obtain, as something desirable ; anxi

ous to avoid, as any thing evil ; concerned ; careful ;

earnest

Solicitously, (so-lis'it-us-le) adv. In a solicitous man

ner ; anxiously ; carefully ;—eagerly ; earnestly.

Solicitude, (so-hYit-ud) n, [L. sollicitudo.] State of

being solicitous ; uneasiness of mind occasioned by

the fear of evil or the desire of good ; carefulness ;

concern ; anxiety ; trouble.

Solid, (sol'id) a. [L solidus, from solum, the ground.]

Not liquid or fluid; condensed; compact ; firm ; hard;

having the constituent parts so firmly adhering as

to resist the impression of other bodies ;—not hollow ;

full of matter ;—not spongy ; dense ;—having geomet

rical dimensions ; having length, breadth, and thick

ness ;—strong ; stable ; well-built ; secure :—sound ;

healthy ;—real ; true ; valid ; just : not fallacious ;—

grave ; profound ; not trifling or superficial.

Bolid, (solid) n. A firm, compact body ; a substance

held in a fixed form by cohesion among its particles ;

—a magnitude which has length, breadth, and thick

ness ;—pL The bones, flesh, muscles, and vessels, as

distinguished from the blood, chyle, and other fluids.

Solidarity, (sol-id-ar'e-te) n. [F. solidarity, from

soiidt, solid.] An entire union or consolidation of

interests and responsibilities.

Solidification, (sol-id-e-fe-ka shun) n. The act of mak

ing solid.

Solidify, (so-lid e-fi) v. t. [L. solidus, solid, and facert,

to make.] To make solid or compact;—!', i. To

become solid; to harden;—imp. iijyp. solidified; ppr.

solidifying.

Solidity, (so-lid'e-te) n. The state of being solid:

fulness of matter : not hollowness ;—not fluidity ;

compactness; hardness; firmness: density;—moral

firmness; intellectual strength; certainty; truth,

validity ;—in physics, that property of matter by

which it excludes all other bodies from the space

which it occupies ; impenetrability ;—the solid con

tents of a body ; volume.

Solidly, (Boffd-le) adv. In a solid manner ; densely ;

compactly : firmly ; truly.

Solidness, (wl'id-iica) n. The quality of being solid ;

solidity, firmness, density, as of material bodies ;—

soundness ; validity, as of arguments, reasons, prin

ciples, &c.

Solidungulatc, (sol-id-ung'gu-Iat) n. [L. solidut, solid;

and ungula, a hoof.] One of a tribe of mammals

having a single or solid hoof on each foot, as a horse,

ass, &c.

Sokfidian, (so-le-fid'e-an) n. [L. solus, alone, and

fides, faith.) One who maintains that faith alone;

without works, is sufficient for justification.

Soliloquize, (sd-lil'o-kwiz) r; i. To utter a soliloquy:—

imp. & pp. soliloquized ; p}ir. soliloquizing.

Soliloquy, (s5-lil'd-kwe) n. [L. soliUquinm, from

solus, alone, and loqui, to speak.] A talking to one's

self;—a monologue ;—a written composition reciting

what it is supposed a person speaks to himself.

Soliped, (sore-ped) n. [L. solus, alone, and pes, pedis,

a foot.] Ah animal whose hoof Is not cloven ; a

soliduiigulate, as horses, mules) ita.

Solitaire, (sol'e-tar) n. [F.] A person who lives in

solitude; a recluse;—an ornament for the neck—being

a single jewel in plain setting ;—an extinct bird allied

to the Dodo;—a certain game which one person can

play alone. [solitude.

Solitarily, (sol'e*tar-e-le) adv. In a solitary manner; in

Solitariness, (sol'e-tar-e-nes) n. Stato.of being solitary ;

retirement or habitual retirement ;—destitution of

company or of animated beings ; solitude ; loneliness.

Solitary, (sol'e-tar-e) a. [L. solitarius, from solus,

alone.] Inclined to be alone; destitute of associates;

alone; living alone;—not much visited or frequented;

retired ;—gloomy; still; dismal;—single; individual;

—being one only in a place; separate.

Solitary, (sol'e-tar-e) n. One who lives alone or in

solitude ; a hermit ; a recluse.

Solitude, (sol'e-tud) n. [F. from L. solitude, from

solus, alone.] A state of being alone; a lonely life;

loneliness;—remoteness from society; destitution of

company;—a lonely place; a desert

Solmization, (sol-miz-a'shun) n. [F. solmimtion, from

sotmiser, from the musical notes sol, mi.] The act of

sol-faing or applying to the seven notes of the musical

scale syllabic names or letters, as do, re, mi, fa, sol,

la, si, corresponding to C, D, E, F, G, A, B.

Solo, (bo'16) n. [It from 1* solus, alone.] A tune, air,

or strain played by a single instrument, or sung by

a single voice.

Solstice, (sol'stis) n. [L. soUtitium, from sol, the

san, and sistere, stiti, to cause to stand.) The point

in the ecliptic at which the sun is furthest from the

equator, north or south—viz., the first point of Can

cer and the first point of Capricorn, the former being

called the summer solstice, the latter the winter

solstice;—the time of the sun's entering the solstices

or solstitial points—viz., about the 21st June and

the 21st December.

Solstitial, (sol-stish'e-al) a. Of or pertaining to a

solstice ;—happening at a solstice ; especially, (with

reference to the northern hemisphere) happening at

the summer solstice.

Solubility, (eol-u-bile-tc) n. Quality of a body which

renders it susceptible of solution ; susceptibility of

being dissolved in a fluid ;—in botany, capability of

separating easily into parte, as of certain legumes :—

also written solubleness.

Soluble, (aoTu-bl) a. [L. solubilis, from solvere, to

loosen, to dissolve.) Susceptible of being dissolved

in a fluid;—capable of solution.

Solute, (so'lut) a. [L. sotulns.) Relaxed; unrestrained;

free: discursive;—in botany, loose; not adhering, as

a Btipule.

Solution, (sol-u'shun) n. [L. solutio, from solvere, to

loosen, dissolve.] Act of separating the parts of any

body ; disruption ; breach ;—the disentanglement of

any intricate problem or question—used es]iecially in

mathematics :—state of beinv solved or disintegrated;

disintegration ;—removal of a doubt ; clearing of an
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intellectual difficulty; explanation; resolution:—the

reduction of a body to a Liquid or fluid Ptate by

chemical agents ; the matter reduced or dissolved :

that which contains the matter dissolved ;—the pre

paration made by dissolving a solid in a liquid;—

release from an obligation ; especially, release from

a debt by payment ; deliverance ; discharge ;—termi

nation of a disease ;—a crisis. [debts.

Solvability, (solv-a-bU'e-te) n. Ability to pay all just

Solvable, (solvVbl) o. [L. solvere, to dissolve, pay.]

Capable of being solved, resolved, or explained ;—

capable of being paid.

Solve, (solv) v. t. [h. solvere.) To loosen or separate the

parts of ; to dissipate;—to clear up, as what is obscure

or difficult to be understood ; explain ; unfold ; re

move:—imp. & pp. solved; ppr. salving.

Solvency, (solv'en-se) n. State of being solvent ;

ability to pay all debts or just claims.

Solvent, (solv'ent) a. [L. solveiis, ppr. of solvere.]

Having the power of dissolving ;—possessing means

to meet all claims and obligations — said of indi

viduals, companies, communities, kc. ;—sufficient to

liquidate all debts or claims, as an estate.

Solvent, (solv'ent) n. Any fluid or liquid compound

which dissolves or reduces to the liquid form other

substances or bodies ; a menstruum.

Solver, (solv'er) n. One who solves or explains.

Somatic, (so-ni.it/ik) a. Relating to or constituted by

the body ; corporeal ; bodily.

Somatics, (so -mat' iks) n. ting. The science which

treats of the general properties of matter: somatology.

Somatology, (so-ma-toVo-je) n. [O. soma, the body, and

logo*, discourse.] The doctrine of the general pro

perties of bodies or material substances;—that branch

of physical science which treats of animal bodies,

especially of the human body.

Sombre, (som'ber) a. [F., from L, sub umbra, under

shade.] Dull ; dusky; cloudy ; gloomy; melancholy ;

sad ; grave.

Bombreness, (som'ber-nes) n. Darkness; gloominess.

Sombrous, (som'bms) a. Gloomy ; sombre.

Some, (sum) «. [A. -8. sitm. Go. sum*.] Consisting of

a greater or less portion or sum ; more or less;—

noting an indeterminate number; more or fewer ;—

a certain — indicating a person, thing, event, dec, as

not known individually or more specifically; — not

much ; a little ; moderate ;—about ; near ; more or

less;—certain; this, not that; these, not those — in

distinction from others ;—a part ; a portion—used

pronorainally.

Somebody, (sum'bod-e) n. A person unknown or

uncertain ; a person indeterminate ;—a person of

consideration. [some way not yet known.

Somehow, (sumliow) adv. In one way or another ; in

Somerset, (sum'cr-set) n. [F. soubresaut, from 1*. supra,

over, and saltus, a leap.] A leap in which a person

turns with his heels over his head, and lights upon

his feet:—also written somersault.

Someiuch, (sum'such) a. Noting a person of the kind

specified or of a similar kind.

Something, (sum'thing) n. A thing existing, though

it appears not what ; a thing, matter, or event not

specified, unknown, or undetermined ;—a part; a

portion, more or less; an indefinite quantity or

degree. [what.

Something, (sum'thing) adv. In some degree ; some-

Sometime, (sum'tim) adv. At a past time indefinitely

referred to ; once ; formerly ;—at one time or other

hereafter. [mer.

Sometime, (sum'tim) a. Having been formerly ; for-

Sometimes, (sum'timz) adv. At times ; at intervals ;

not always ; now and then ;—at one time.

Somewhat, (sum'hwot) n. More or less ; a certain

quantity or degree indeterminate; something.

Somewhat, (sum'hwot) adv. In some degree or

quantity.

Somewhere, (sum'hwar) adv. In some place unknow

or not specified ; in one place or another.

Somewhither, (sumnwiTH-er) adv. To some place t

other indeterminate or unknown,

Somnambulation, (som-nam-ba-la'ihun) *_ fL> sewn *

sleep, and ambvlatio, a walking about.] Act of wall

ing in sleep.

Somnambulic, ( som • nam ' bul - ik ) a. 'Walking i

sleep ; pertaining to somnambulism ;—-also mau<

bulistie.

Somnambulism, (■om-nam'bul-izm) w. Act or hafeh i

walking in sleep ;—mesmeric sleep ;—a state of ate

in which some of the senses and voluntary pow«

are partially awake.

Somnambulist, (soni-nanroul-ist) u. A person *1

walks in his sleep : a sleep-walker.

Somniferous, (som-nlf'er-us) a. [L. s&mtnJkr, £v

somnus, sleep, and ferre, to bring.] Causing or a

ducing sleep ; soporific.

Somnific, (som-nirik) a. [L. tomn\#evtt from **»*-

sleep, and factre, to make.] Causing sleep ; *en£j

to induce sleep.

Somniloquist, (som -nil o-kwist) n. [I* Mmau, aa«s

and loqui, to speak.] One who talks in his sleep.

Somniloquy, (eom-nilo-kwe) n. A talking or speak.*.

in sleep.

Somnolence, (som'no-lens) n Sleepiness : drowzbe*

inclination to sleep;— a state intermediate ber»«

sleeping and waking.

Somnolent, (som'no-lent) a. [L. somnolentes, &*

soninus, sleep.] Sleepy ; drowsy ; inclined to eleef

Son, (sun) n. [A. -8. sunn, IceL soar, Skr. «dam,?c

sH, to beget.] A male child ; the male issue d i

parent ;—a male descendant, however distant; bev

in the plural, descendants in general ;—any yt«

male person spoken of as a child ;—a native c? -

habitant of some specified place ;—a term of sain*

by an old man to a young, by a priest or oqe&*-

to his penitent;—also, a term of endearment;—* st'-

or disciple ;—also, convert in the faith, ;—the pmr '

of any thing.

Sonant, (sonant) a. [L. sonant, ppr. of soaart, *

sound.} Pertaining to sound: sounding ; — sjss»

with intonated or resonant breath; intonated: T*sv,

not surd—said of certain alphabetic sounds.

Sonata, (so-na'ta) n. [It., from It. and L. •oaeoj

sound.] A musical composition for one or r*?ii

struments, consisting usually of three or torn '

ments.

Song, (songX n. [A.-S. song, sang, sane, from

to sing.] That which is sung ; — a sacred pern.

hymn sung in joy or thanksgiving;—a short w*»J

be sung; a ballad;—a lay: a strain; & poem:—d

composition ; poetry ;—an object of derision.—a 1

trifle;—the notes of birds.

Song-bird, (soiurberd) n. A bird that sings.

Songster, (songster) n. [Gng. song. ] One vb« a

one skilled in singing; especially, a bird thai ■

Songstress, (song'stres) n. A female singer.

Soniferous, (sd-nifer-us) a. [L. sonus, •bv^i)

fcrre, to produce.] Sounding; producing mj^s^ J

Son-in-law, (mi n 'in-law) a. A man married «»j

daughter.

Sonnet, (son'et) n, fit. sonetto, from *uta»+, * s|

a song, from L. tonus, a sound.) A poem of fell

lines, the rhymes being adjusted by a particular]

and usually containing one theme, thought, art

which is worked out antithetically in the -5M

strophes of the poem;—also, a small abort pneuJ

Sonneteer, (Bon-et-eV) ». A composer of »s^4

small poems ;—a small poet—usually in ccctts]

also sonnetist.

Sonorific, (so-nd-rifik) a. fL. saner,

factre, to make.] Producing sound.

Sonorous, (sd-nd'rus) a. fu sonar*

sound, from sonart, to sound.] Giving i

in ccctts]

"ifree* «■

.-a
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struck ; — giving a clear or loud sound ; — yielding

•ound: characterized by sound; vocal;—high-sounding;

magnificent in respect of sound.

Sonoroualy, (so-no'rus-le) adv. In a lonorous manner.

Sonorousness, (sd-no'rus-nes) n. Quality of giving a

load or clear sound ;—a ringing tone, as of metals

when struck, or of a musical instrument or note of

the voice;—magnificence of sound.

Bonahip, (sun'ship) n. State of being a son or of hav

ing the relation of a son.*—character of a son; filiation.

Sonsie, (son'sa) a. Flump ; well-conditioned ;—good-

humoured; hearty.

Soon, (soon) a. Speedy; quick.

Soon, (soon) adv. [A.-8. sona. Go. suns.) In a short

time ; shortly after any time specified or supposed ;—

without the usual delay; early; before long;—readily;

willingly.

Boot, (soot) n. [A.-S. & Icel. s6t, Ir. suth.) A black

substance formed by combustion, or disengaged from

fuel in the process of combustion.

Soot, (soot) v. t. To cover or foul with soot:—imp. &

pp. sooted ; ppr. sooting.

Booth, (sooth) n. f A.-8. sddh, for sanadh, Icel. sannr,

Go. «uni«.] Truth; reality;—sweetness; kindness;—

prognostication; soothsaying.

8ooth, (south) a. True; faithful;—pleasing; delightful.

Soothe, (mouth) v. t. [A.-S. pe-sodhian, to soothe, to

flatter, Go. suthjon, to tickle, as the ears.] To please

with blandishments or soft words ; to flatter ;—to

soften; to assuage; to calm:—to gratify; to please:—

imp. it pp. soothed; ppr. soothing.

Soother, (sooTH'er) n. One who or that which soothes.

Sooth-fast, (soothfast) a. Firmly fixed in or founded

upon the truth ; true ; real.

Soothsay, (sooth'sa) r. i. To foretell; to predict.

Soothsayer, (sooth'sa-er) n. One who undertakes to

foretell events; a foreteller; a prognosticstor.

Soothsaying, (sooth'sft-ing) n. The foretelling of events.

Sootiness, (sodt'e-nes) 71. State of being sooty or foul

with soot.

Sooty, (ftoot'e) a. Producing, pertaining to, consisting

of, or soiled by soot ; dusky; dark; dingy.

Sop, (sop) n. [A.-S. sype, sop, soup, from sUpan,

to sip, Icel. sdupt soup.] Any thing steeped or

dipped and softened in any liquid, especially in

broth or liquid food, and intended to be eaten;—

any thing given to pacify.

Bop, (sop) v. t. To steep or dip in liquor :—imp. &

pp. sopped ; ppr. sopping.

Sophism, (sofixm) a. [L sophitma, G. sophizaOiai,

to play the sophist, from sophot, wise.] The doctrine

or avowed mode of reasoning practised by a sophist ;

a specious proposition ; fallacious argument or state

ment ; subtilty in reasoning ; hence, any fallacy de

signed to deceive.

Sophist, (sofist) ». [G. tophittis.) A philosopher; a

teacher of logic, rhetoric, and philosophy;—afterwards

in ancient Greece one of an inferior class of men who

taught for hire rhetoric and music; hence, as applied

by Aristotle, a false teacher of philosophy ; a dealer

in verbal niceties, quibbles, subtle enigmas, and fal

lacies ; a captious or fallacious reasoner.

Sophistical, (so-fist'ik-al) a. Pertaining to a sophist,

or embodying sophistry; fallaciously subtle; unsound

in statement or argument :—also sophistic.

Sophistically, (so-fist'ik-al-le) adv. In a sophistical

manner.

Sophisticate, (so-fist'ik-ilt) v. t. To render worthless

by admixture ; to pervert ; debase ; corrupt ; vitiate :

—imp. it pp. sophisticated; ppr. sophisticating.

Sophisticated, (sd-rlst'ik-at-ed) a. Adulterated ; not

pure ; not genuine.

Sophistication, (so-fist-ik-a'shnn) n. Act of adulterat

ing ; a counterfeiting or debasing the parity of any

thing by a foreign admixture.

Sophistry, (sofist-re) ft. The practice of a sophist ;

fallacious reasoning;—practice in the art of reasoning;

logical exercise ; ratiocination.

Sopor, (sopor) n. [L.] Sleep ; deep or heavy sleep.

Soporiferous, (sop-6-rifer-us) a, [L. sopori/er, from

sopor, a heavy sleep, and ftrre, to bring.] Causing

sleep or tending to produce it; narcotic.

Soporiferously, (sop-6-rifer-us-le) adv. With power or

tendency to produce sleep.

Soporific, (sop-6-rifik) a. [L. sopor, a heavy sleep, and

facere, to make.] Causing sleep; tending to cause

sleep ; soporiferous ; somniferous.

Soporific, (sop-6-rifik) n. A medicine, drug, plant that

has the quality of inducing sleep.

Soporous, (sop'u-rus) a. [L. soporus, from sopor, a

heavy sleep.] Causing sleep ; sleepy.

Soprano, (so-pra'no) n. [It soprano, superior, highest,

from sopra, L. supra, above.] The treble ; the highest

female voice.

Sopranist, ( so - pra ' nist ) n. A treble singer ;—a man

who sings the treble part, [berry of the tree.

Sorb, (sorb) n. [F. sorbe.) The service-tree; also, the

Sorbefacient, (sor-be-fa she-en t) n. [L. sorbere, to ab

sorb, and/acere, to make.] In medieint, any thing

I which produces absorption.

Sorbonitt, (sor'bon-ist) n. A doctor of theology of the

University of Paris.

Sorbonne, (sor-bon') n. A celebrated college for the

teaching of theology in the University of Paris.

Sorcerer, (sor'se.r-e.r) n. [F. soixier, from L. tors, sortis,

a lot, fate. ] A conjurer ; an enchanter ; a magician.

Sorceress, (sor'cer-es) «. A female sorcerer.

Sorcery, (sor'ser-e) a. Divination by the assistance of

evil spirits ; magic ; enchantment ; witchcraft.

Sordid, (sor'did) a. [L. sordidus, from sordrre, to be

filthy or dirty.] Vile ; base ; mean ;—meanly avari

cious; niggardly; dirty; gross; covetous.

Sordidly, (sordid- lc) adv. In a sordid manner; meanly;

basely ; covetously.

Sordidness, (sordid-nee) m. The state of being sordid ;

filthiness ; lutsenees ; meanness ; niggardliness.

Sore, (sor) 11. [A.-S. & Icel. sdr. Go. sair.] A place

where the skin and flesh are ruptured or bruised, so as

to be tender or painful ;—an ulcer ; a boll ;—grief ;

affliction ; trouble ; difficulty.

Sore, (sdr) a. (A.-S. & Icel. sdr.) Tender: painful;

inflamed ;—tender, as the mind ; easily pained, grieved,

or vexed ; —violent with pain; severe; afflictive ;

distressing.

Sore, (sor) adv. In a sore manner ; with pain ; in

tensely ;—greatly ; violently ; deeply.

Sorely, (sdrle) adv. In a sore manner ; grievously ;

greatly ; severely.

Soreness, (soViies) n. State of being sore ; tender

ness ; painfullness.

Sorites, (sd-ri'tez) n. [G. sortites (so. sullopismos),

heaped up syllogism.] An abridged form of stating a

series of syllogisms ;—logical propositions so arranged

that the predicate of the first shall form the subject of

the second, the predicate of the second the subject of

the third, and so on, until the predicate of the last

shall correspond with the subject of the first

Born, (sorn) n. [Scot. & Ir.] A kind of feudal tenure

which subjected a tenant to maintain his chief at free

quartern, usually for a debauch;—hence, act of obtain

ing free bed and board in another's house :—also

written sorning.

Sorn, (sorn) v. %. To live or have free bed and board in

the house of another.

Sororioide, (so-ror'e-sld) n. [L. soror, a sister, and

cadert. to kill.] The murder or murderer of a sister.

Sorrel, (sor'el) a. [F. saure, yellowish-brown, It toro.)

Of a yellowish or reddish-brown colour.

Sorrel, (sor'el) n. A yellowish or reddish-brown colour.

Sorrel, (sor'el) n. [A.-S. & Icel. «ur, sour, F. mure.)

One of various plants of the genus Rwmx, so named

from their acid taste.

-:-J
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Sorrily, (sortie) adv. In a sorry or pitiful manner ;

meanly ; poorly ; despicably.

Sorriness, (sort-oes) n. The state of being sorry or

pitiful ; meanness ; poorness ; despicableuesa.

Sorrow, (sort) n. [A.-S. torh, sorg, Ger. *nr«x.] Un-

ermmess or pain of mind produced by the loss of any

good, real or supposed, or by disappoint im-nt in the

expectation of good ; regret; unhappinees; grief; sad

ness ; mourning ; distress.

Sorrow, (sort) v. i. To feel pain of mind in consequence

of evil experienced, feared, or done ; to grieve ; to be

sad :—imp. & pp. sorrowed ; ppr. Borrowing.

Sorrowful, (sor'd-fool) a. Full of sorrow ; exhibiting

sorrow ;—producing sorrow ;—expressing sorrow ; sad;

mournful ; disconsolate ; lamentable ; distressing. ■

Sorrowfully, (sort-fool-le) adv. In a sorrowful manner.

Sorrowfulness, (sort-fobl-nes) n. State of being sor

rowful ; grief.

Sorrowing, (sort-ing) n. Act of feeling pain or distress

of mind ; grieving; mounting.

Sorry, (sort) a. [A.-S. »arig, *<trit from $art sore.]

Grieved for the loss of some good ; pained for some

evil ; — melancholy ; dismal ; — poor ; mean ; vile ,

worthless.

Sort, (sort) n. ft*. §or$, tort it, a lot, part.] A kind or

species; any number or collection of individual i>ersous

or things characterized by the same or like qualities ;

—manner; form of being or acting ;—degree of any

quality :—»/. Letters, points, marks, spaces, or quad

rats of particular kinds.

Sort, (sort) r. t. To separate, as things baring like

qualities from other things, and place in distinct

classes or divisions ;—to reduce to order from a state

of confusion ;—to select ; to cull ;— r. i. To be joined

with others of the same species ; to agree ;—to con

sort; to associate;—to suit; to fit;—imp. & pp. sorted;

ppr. sorting.

Sortable, (sort'a-bl) a. Capable of being sorted ;—be

fitting ; suitable.

Sorter, (sorter) n. One who sorts ; one who arranges

by sorts.

Sortie, (sor't£) )i. 'Y. from §ortirt to go out, to issue.]

The issuing of a body of troops from a besieged place to

attack the besiegers ; a sally.

Sortilege, (sort'e-lej) n. (L. son, tortit, a lot, and l/pere,

to gather, to select] Act or practice of drawing lots ;

divination by drawing lots.

So-so, (sd'so) a. Neither very good nor very bad; pass

able ; tolerable ; indifferent.

Sot, (sot) n. [A.-S. tot, Sp. iota, from Chald. <fc II.

thotth, foolish.] A person stupified by excessive

drinking; an habitual drunkard.

Sottish, (sot'ish) a. Doltish ; very foolish :—dull or

stupid with intemperance ; senseless ; infatuate.

SotUshly, (sot'ish-le) adv. In a sottish maimer ;

stupidly.

Sottishnese, (sot'ish-nes) h. Stupidity ; ttpeeially,

stupidity from intoxication.

Sou, (soo) n. [F. tou, let, from L. tolidut.] A French

copper coin, 20 of which make a franc or ten pence.

Soubrette, (soo-brut') v. (F.J A waiting maid; a female

attendant.

Souchong, fs66-shong/) n. [Chin, te ou chong, i.t,t

small, good quality.] A kind of black tea.

Sough, (suf) v. i. [A.-S. te&Jlan, to groan.] To whistle

or sigh, as the wind.

Bough, (suf) n. A hollow murmur or roaring; a

buzzing;—hence, a rumour or flying report.

8oul,(sol)n. [A.-S. tdwl,»dut, lceLsdf.J The spiritual,

nitioual, and immortal part in man;—sometimes, the

mural and emotional part of man's nature, in distinc

tion from intellect;- -sometimes, the intellect only;

the understanding;—the seat of real life or vitality;

the animating or essential part ;—spirit ; essence ;—

courage; fire;—generosity; nobleness of mind;—heart;

affection ;—a living or intelligent being ;—a human

being; a person; a man;—-a pure or disembodied spirit:

—also, a familiar name for a person, with a qualifying

adjective.

Soul-bell, (sdl'bel) ». The passing bell, signifying the

departure by death of a soul or person.

Soul-destroying, (s61-d£-stroy'ing) u, Pernicious to

the soul ; darkening or deadening the conscience.

Soulless, (sdlles) a. Without a soul or without great

ness or nobleness of mind; mean; spiritless.

Soul-scot, (sol'skot) «. [From tout and are* or *A«rf.]

A funeral duty, or money paid by the Roman

Catholics, in former times, for a requiem for Use

soul.

Sound, (sound) a. [A.-S. ntnd, gesund.] Entire ; un

broken ; free from imperfection, defect, or decay ;—

whole; unhurt; in good condition; perfect; not dis

eased; healthy ;—firm; strong; rigorous;—founded, in

truth; correct; just; weighty; solid;—heavy; laid on

with force ; — profound ; unbroken ; undisturbed ;—

free from error ; orthodox ;—founded in right and

law; legal; valid.

Sound, (sound) adv. Soundly; heartily.

Sound, (sound) n. [A.-S. & IceL smkk/, a swimming.]

The air-bladder of a fish.

Sound, (sound) n. [A.-S. & Ieel. tvnd, a narrow sea

or strait, from IceL tynda.] A narrow paawage of

water; a strait between the main land and &u isle,

or connecting two seas, or connecting a aaa or lake

with the ocean.

Sound, (sound) a. [F. tonde, Sp. tonda] A probe of

any kind ; etpeeialty, a probe to be introduced into

the bladder, in order to discover whether there is a

stone in that organ.

Sound, (sound) r. t. [F. tender, 8p. temdar.) To

measure the depth of ; ttpeeially, to ascertain tlss

depth of by means of a line and plummet;—to seek

to interpret or discern the intentions or secret wishes

of; to examine; to test;—to introduce a sound into

the bladder of;—r. i. To use the line and lead in

ascertaining the depth of water:—imp. & pp. sounded ;

ppr. sounding.

Sound, (sound) n. [A.-S. »6n, L. tonus, from somoit,

to sound.) Any tiling perceived by the ear; audible

impression or sensation; noise; report;—a sensation

or perception received by of the ear, and produced by

the impulse or vibration of the air or other medium

with which the ear is in contact;—the impulse or

vibration which would affect the organs and nerves of

hearing if in a healthy state;—noise without significa

tion ; noise and nothing else.

Sound, (sound) «. i. To make a noise; to utter a

voice ; — to be conveyed in sound ; to be spread or

published;—v. t. To cause to make a noise: to play

on ;—to utter audibly ;—to celebrate or honour by

sounds;—to spread by sound or report.

Sound-boarding, ( sound ' bord - iug ) «. Short boards

laid transversely between the joists, and spread over

with pugging, to prevent the transmission of sound

from one story to another.

Sounding, (sounding) a. Sonorous; making a noise;

—having a magnificent sound.

Bounding, (sounding) n. Act of one who or that

which sound*;—pi. Any place or part of the ocean

or other water where a sounding-line will reach the

bottom.

Sounding-board, (sound'ing-bdrd) n. A thin board

which propagates the sound in an organ, violin, esc;

—a board or structure- with a flat surface suspended

behind or over a pulpit or rostrum to give distinctness

and effect to a speaker's voioe.

Sounding-line, (sound'ing-lin) n. A line having a

plummet at the end, used for making soundings.

Sounding-rod, ( sound 'ing- rod) n. A small bar of

iron marked with divisions of inches, 4c, used to

ascertain the depth of water in a ship's hold.

Soundly, (sound'le) adv. Iu a sound manner; healthily;
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heartily; severely; smartly; truly; without error;

firmly; fast; closely.

Soundness, (eound'nes) n. State of being sonnd or

linn; strength; solidity;—wholeness ; eutireness ; un-

decayed or iinimpaired state ; health ; heartiness ;—

truth; rectitude;—validity ; cogency;—orthodoxy.

Soup, (soup) n. [P. scupe, I col. s6up, tup.] A de

motion of flesh, fish, vegetables, Ac., more or less

seasoned; strong broth.

Sour, (sour) a. [A.-S. A F. surf Ger. sautr.] Acid;

astringent; having a pungent taste; sharp to the

taste ; — turned or coagulated, as milk ; — harsh of

temper; — peevish; crabbed; — disagreeable to the

feelings ; producing discontent; hard to bear;—acri

monious; peevish.

Bout, (sour) n. A sour or acid substance; an acid.

Sour, (sour) v. t. To make acid ; — to make harsh,

cold, or unkindly;—to make cross, crabbed, peevish,

or discontented;—to make unhappy, uneasy, or less

agreeable ;—v. ». To become acid or tart ;—to become

peevish or crabbed ; — imp. & pp. soured; ppr.

souring'.

Source, (sors) n. [F. touree, from sourdre, L. iurgere,

to rise.) That person or place from which any thing

proceeds;—especially, the spring or fountain from

which a stream of water proceeds; any collection of

water in which a stream originates; — first cause;

original;—first producer; creator.

Bourdock, (sour'dok) u. Sorrel.

Souring', (sour'ing) n. That which makes acid ;—

a variety of sour apple.

Sourish, (sourish) a. Somewhat sour; moderately acid

Sourly, (sourle) adv. In a sour manner ; acidly ;—

peevishly; acrimoniously; discontentedly.

Sourness, (sour'nee) n. State of being sour; tartness;

acidity ;—harshness ; peevishness ; discontent.

Souse, (sous) adv. with sudden descent or violence ;

plumply; directly.

Souse, (sous) n. [A modification of saver.] Pickle

made with salt;—something kept or steeped in pickle;

especially, the ears, feet, tic., of swine pickled;—

act of plunging suddenly into water ; — a violent

attack, as of a bird swooping on its prey.

Souse, (sous) v. r. To plunge into water;—to steep in

pickle ;—to strike with sudden violence ;—v. i. [Ger.

stiusen, to rush, bluster.] To plunge, as a bird upon

its prey; to fall suddenly :—imp. & pp. soused; ppr.

sousing,

South, (south) n. [A.-S. silrlh, tunno.dk, from sunn*,

the sun, F. & Ger. tud.) One of the four points of

the compass; the quarter in which the sun is at

noon ;—the point of compass directly opposite to the

north ;—any particular land considered as opposed to

the north.

South, (south) a. Lying toward the south ; situated

at the south or in a southern direction.

South, (south) adv. Toward the south ; southward ;—

from the south.

South, (south) v. t. To turn or raovo toward the

south ;—to come to the meridian ; to cross the north

and south line—said chiefly of the moon:—imp. & pp.

southed ; ppr. southing.

South-east, (south Out) n. The point of the compass

equally distant from the south and east.

South-east, (south'est) a. Pertaining to or proceed

ing from the south-east :—also south-eastern, south

easterly.

Southerly, ( suTH'er-le ) a. Pertaining to, situated in,

or proceeding from the south ; pointing or proceeding

toward the south.

Southern, (suTH'era) a. [A.-S. sudh, south, and ern,

place.] Lying on the south of the equator ; me

ridional;—coming from the south;—lying towards the

south.

Southerner, (=mTH'ern-fr) n. An inhabitant or native

of the Southern States of America,

Southernwood, (suTH'era-wood) n. A composite fragrant

plant of the genus Artemisia, allied to wormwood.

Southing, (souTH'ing) n. Tendency or motion to the

south ;—the time at which the moon passes the me

ridian ;—course or distance south. [south.

Southmoit, (south'most) a. Furthest toward the

Southron, (suTH'run) n. An inhabitant of the more

southern part of a country ; formerly in Scotland, an

Englishman ;—in the Highlands, a Lowlander.

Southward, (south'werd) adv. Toward the south.

Southward, (south'weid) ». The southern regions or

countries.

South-west, (south/west) n. The point of the compass

equally distant from the south and west.

South-west, (south'west) a. Pertaining to or proceed

ing from the south-west ; lying in the direction of the

south-west.

South-wester, ( south- west 'er) n. A storm or gale

from the south-west.

South-western, (south-west'em) a. In the direction of

south-west or nearly so ; coming from the south-west

or from a point near it :—also south-westerly.

Souvenir, (soov'ner) n. [F. to remember, from L.

subvenire, to come to mind.] A remembrancer; a

keepsake.

Sovereign, (suv'er-in) a, [F. souverain, from L. super,

above,j Supreme in power ; superior to all others ;

chief; possessing or entitled to original authority or

jurisdiction; — efficacious in the highest degree ;

effectual ; controlling ; predominant.

Sovereign, (suv'er-in) n. One who exercises supreme

control ;—a chief, lord, or magistrate ; king or queen

regnant ;-^-a gold coin of England bearing au effigy of

the head of the reigning king or queen, and valued at

one pound sterling.

Sovereignly, (suvVr-in-le) adv. In a sovereign manner;

arbitrarily ; —supremely ; in the highest degree.

Sovereignty, (suv'er-in -te) n. Exercise of or right to

exercise supreme power ; dominion.

Sow, (sow)n. [A.-S. sugu, Ger. su.) The female of the

hog kind or of swine;—in smelting, the runner or main

channel where the liquid metal first enters ;—a mili

tary engine used in ancient sieges to cover a battering-

ram.

Sow, (so) v. t [A.-S. sdwan, IceL sd, »6a.] To scatter,

as seed, upon the earth ; hence, to plant in any way ;

—to supply or stock with seed; to scatter seed upon;—

to spread abroad ; to propagate ;—to scatter over ; to

besprinkle ;—v. i. To scatter seed for growth and the

production of a crop:—imp. sowed; pp. sewed or

sown ; ppr. sowing.

Sower, (sd'er) n. One who sows or scatters;—a breeder;

a promoter.

Sowing, (sd'ing) it. The act of scattering or setting seed

in the ground for propagation.

Soy, (soy) n. A kind of sauce for fish brought chiefly

from Japan ;—the plant from which this sauce is

obtained.

Spa, (spa) n. A spring of mineral water—so called from

a plaoe of this name in Germany.

Space, (spas) n. [L spatium, sitace, spatiari, to walk

about.] Extension considered independently of any

thing which it may contain ; room ; extent in length,

breadth, and thickness ;—any amount of extent ; suffi

cient room; amplitude; — the interval between any

two or more objects; — quantity of time; also, the

interval between two points oftime;—distance between

lines or words, as in books ;—a small piece of metal

cast lower than a type, used to separate words or

letters.

Space, (spas) v. t. To arrange the spaces and intervals

in or between, as words or lines in printed matter :—

imp. & pp. spaced ; ppr. spacing.

Spacious, (spa'she-us) a. [L. spatiosus,] Inclosing an

extended space ; vast in extent ;—having large or

ample room ; roomy ; rapacious ; wide ; vast.
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Spaciously, (spa'she-u*-le) adv. In a spacious manner ;

widely ; extensively.

Spaciousness, (sp&'she-us-nea) n. The quality of being

spacious ; largeness of extent ; exteusiveness ; roomi-

liuss; wideness ; breadth ; amplitude.

Spade, (spad) «. [A.-S. «/xi</, I eel. tpadi, G. tpathi.]

An instrument for digging or cutting the ground;—pi.

A suit of cards, each of which bean one or more figure*

resembling a spade.

Spade, (spad) v. t. To dig with a spade :—imp. & pp.

■paded ; ppr. spading.

Spadeful, (spOd'fodl) h. As much as a spade will lift

or hold

Spadille, (spa-dil') n. [Sp. tipadilla, diminutive of

tpada, a swonl.] The aoe of spades at ombre and

quadrille.

Spale, (soil) n. [Scot.] A lath : a shaving of wood.

Span, (span) n. [A.-S. ipann, Oer. spanneti, to span.]

The space from the end of the thumb to the end of the

little finger when extended ; nine inches ;—hence, a

brief extent or portion of time ;—extent of an arch

between its abutments.

Span, (span) v. t. To measure by the hand with the

fingers extended or with the fingers encompassing the

object ;—to measure or reach from one side of to the

other; to compass; to arch over:—imp. &pp. spanned;

ppr, spanning.

Spandrel, (spau'drel) n. [Eng. gpan, O. Eng. tpanrtc]

The irregular triangular space between the curve of

an arch and the rectangle inclosing it.

Spang, (spang) n. [D. $pa»ffe,} A thin piece of gold,

silver, or other shining material ; a spangled orna

ment ;—a span ;—a bound or spring. [Scot J

Spangle, (spang'gl) n. [Eng. ijxing, Ger. tpangt.] A

small plate or boss of shining metal, used as an orna

ment ;—any thing small and brilliant.

Spangle, (spang'gl) r. t. To set or sprinkle with spangles

or small glittering ornaments .—imp. & pp. spangled ;

ppr. spangling.

Spaniard, (spau'yard) n. A native or inhabitant of

Spain.

Spaniel, (span yd) ». [F- tpajpieul, from Hispaniola,

or Hayti, where was the

best breed of this dog.] A

dog used in sports of the

field, remarkable for his

sagacity and obedience—it

is generally white with

brown or dark spots of

irregular size, and long

pendulous ears covered

with long hair; the setter;-

Spaniel, (span'yel) a. Fawning j obsequious.

Spaniel, (span'yel) v. i. To fawn ; to cringe ; to be obse

quious ;—v.t. To follow, as a spaniel.

Spanish, (span'ish) a. Of or pertaining to Spain.

Spanish, (span'ish) n. The language of Spain.

Spanish-fly, (span'ish -fli) «. A brilliant green beetle

common in the south of Europe, used in ointments or

plasters for raising blisters.

Spank, (spangk) v. t. [I), spanpe, a blow, L. panyrre, to

thrust.] To strike on the breech with the open hand ;

to slap ;—[From span.] To move with a quick pace ;

to dash along :—imp. & pp. spanked ; ppr. spanking.

Spanker, (spangk'er) n. [From tpank.] A fore-and-

aft sail set on the mixzen gaff, and having the foot

extended by a boom.

Spanking, (spangk'ing) a. Moving with a quick, lively

pace ;—large ; big ; dashing.

Spanner, (span'er) n. One who spans;—an instrument

used in the manner of a lever to tighten the nuts

upon screws;—a contrivance for moving the steam

valves of steam-engines. [Quite new.

Span-new, (span'nu) a. [Perhaps from *panp and new.]

Bpar, (spar) n. [Oer. tpath, a chip, a splinter, and

A.-S. spar-ftdn, chalkstane.J Any earthy mineral that

 

Bpaoiel (King Charles')

a cringing, fawning person.

breaks with regular surfaces, and has some degree of

lustre.

Spar, (spar) n. [D. »par, Ger. gparren, a beam, Kir,]

A long beam;—a general term for mast, yard, boom,

and gaff ;—the bar of a gate.

Spar, (spar) v.i. [A.-S. tpyrian, to argue, dispute.)

To contend with the fists for oxercise or amusement .

to box;—to dispute; to quarrel in words; to wrangle :

—imp. & pp. sparred ; ppr. sparring.

Spar, (spar) n. A feigned blow ;—a contest at sparring

or boxing.

Sparable, (spar'a-bl) n. A small nail used by shoe*

makers.

Spare, (spar) v.t [A.-S. tparian, Ger. span**, Iced.

spara.] To hold as scarce or valuable; to use frugally;

to save ;—to part with reluctantly ;—to allow to be

taken away ; to give up —to do without ; to dispense

with ;—to omit ; to forbear ;—to save from danger

or punishment ; hence, to treat tenderly ;—to with

hold from ; tn save or gain, as from some engrossing

occupation or pressing necessity ;—v. i. To be frugal;

—to live frugally ; to be parsimonious;— to forbear :

to be scrupulous ;—to use mercy or forbearance ;—to

be tender :—imp. At pp. spared; ppr. sparing.

Spare, (spar) a. Scanty ; scarce ; not abundant or

plentiful ;—parsimonious ; sparing ;—over and aboTe

what is necessary, or which may be dispensed with;

superfluous ;—held in reserve, to be used in an

emergency ;—wanting flesh ; lean ; meagre ; thin.

Sparely, (spar/ie) adv. lu a spare manner ; spar

ingly.

Spareness, (spar'nes) n. State of being spare; l"^nimi;

thiuness; meagreness.

Sparer, (sparer) ji. One who spares or saves.

Spargefaction, (spar-je-fak'shun) n. [L. epargert, to

sprinkle, and/aeerf, to make.] Act of sprinkling.

Sparing, (spar'ing) n. Saving ;—parsimony.

Sparing, (siting) a. Scarce; little ;— scanty: not

plentiful ; not abundant ; — saving ; parsimonious :

cliary.

Sparingly, (spHrlng-le) ode. In a sparing manner: not

abundantly; frugally; parsimoniously; moderately;

cautiously.

8paringness, (sp&r'ing-nes) n. The quality of being

sparing ; parsimony; want of liberality ; caution.

Spark, (spark) a. [A.-S. ipearca, Ger. tprinptn, to

spring.] A small particle of fire or ignited substance

emitted from bodies iu combustion ;—a small, shin

ing body or transient light;— a small part of any

thing vivid or active; — any small portion; — that

which, like a spark, may be kindled into a flame or

action : a feeble germ ; au elementary principle;—*,

brisk, showy, gay man ; — a lover ; a gallant ; a

beau.

Spark, (spark) v. i. To emit particles of fire ; to

sparkle;—to play the spark or lover.

Sparkle, (spurkl) >i. [Diminutive of tparl;] A little

spark; a scintillation; a luminous particle;—any thing

luminous; a gleam, as of the eye;—lustre.

Sparkle, (sparki) v. i. To emit sparks;—to appear like

sparks ; — to glitter ; to twinkle ; to flash, as with

sparks ;—to emit little bubbles, as certain kinds of

liquors :—v. t. To shine forth ; to emit, as light or

fire ;—imp. & pp. sparkled : ppr. sparkling.

Sparkler, (sparkler) n. One who or that which

sparkles.

Sparklet, (spark'let) n. A small spark.

Sparkling, (sparkling) a. Emitting sparks; bright as

a spark; lively: glittering: brilliant; shining.

Sparklingly, ( spark' ling -le) adr. With vivid and

twinkling lustre.

Sparling, (sptir'ling) <>. A smelt.

Sparring, (spar'ing) n. Boxing for exercise or amuse

ment;—also, prelusive contention preparatory to dose

hitting;—hence, n slight debate; contest in argument

and repartee.
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Sparrow, (npar'6) n. [A.-S. speara, Go. tpanca.] One

of several species of small

passerine birds having coni

cal bills, and feeding on in

sects and seeds.

Sparrow-hawk, (apar'6-hawk)

n. A species of small short-

winged hawk.

Sparry, (spare) a. Resembl

ing spar or consisting of spur;

having a confused crystalline

structure.

Sparse, (spars) a. [L. sparsut, pp. of spa rgere, to strew,

scatter.] Thinly scattered ; set or planted here and

there. (ness.

Sparsenets. (spars'nes) n. State of being sparse: thin-

Spartan, (spartan) a. [L. Spartanus,] Of or pertain

ing to ancient Sparta; hence, hardy; undaunted.

Spasm, (Bpaxm) n. [G. spastna, from spaein, to draw.]

An involuntary and morbid contraction of one or

more muscles or muscular fibres;—a sudden, violent,

and convulsive effort

Spasmodic, (spaz-mod'ik) a. Relating to spasm; con

sisting in spasm;—soon relaxed or exhausted; con

vulsive, (removing spasm.

Spasmodic, (spaz-mod'ik) n. A medicine good for

Spat, (spat) 11. [From the root of spit.] The young of

shell-fish.

Spate, (spat) n. A flood ; an inundation of a river after

a thaw;—a heavy fall of rain. [Scot.]

Spathe, (spam) n. [L. spatha, G. spathf.] A

sheath-formed involucre, as in the Indian turnip.

Spathic, (spath'ik) a. [Ger. 'path, spar.] Like spar;

foliated or lamellar; spathoee.

Spathiform, (spath'e-form) a. [I.. $pathum, spar, and

Jbrnut, form.] Resembling spar in form.

Spathous, (spath'us) a. Having a spathe; resembling a

Bj»athe;—having the characters of spar; sparry.

Spatter, (spatfgr) v.t. [Prom the root of spit.] To

sprinkle with a liquid or with any wet substance, as

water, mud, or the like;—to injur-; by aspersion; to

defame:—imp. & pp. spattered; ppr. spattering.

Spatterdashes, (spat'er-dash-ez) n. pi. [From spatter

and dash.) Coverings for the legs, to keep them

clean from water and mud.

Bpatts, (spats) n. pL A kind of small spattei-daahes

reaching only a little above the ankle.

Spatula, (spat'u-la) ft. [L. spatvla, diminutive of

spatha.] A thin, broad-bladed knife, used for spread

ing plasters, Ac.

Spavin, (spav'in) n. [F. eparvin. It. sparano.] A

swelling or hard excrescence growing on the inside of

a horse's hough near the Joint, by which lameness is

produced.

Spavined, (spav'ind) a. Affected with spavin.

Spawl, (spawl) v. i. [Ger. speichel.] To throw saliva

from the mouth in a careless, dirty manner.

Spawl, (spawl) n. Saliva or spittle thrown out care

lessly:—a splinter or fragment, as of wood or stone.

Spawn, (spawn) n. [Etymology uncertain—said to be

from O. H. Ger. sptinni, udder, more probably from

A.-S. spiwan, Ger. speien, to spew, or from F. ponitre,

L. ponert, to lay.] The eggs of fish or frogs when

ejected;—any product or offspring—in contempt.

Spawn, (spawn) v.t. To produce or deposit, as fishes

do their eggs ; — to bring forth ; to generate — used

contemptuously;—v. i. To deposit eggs, as fish or

frogs;—to issue, aa offspring:—imp. & pp. spawned;

ppr. spawning.

Spawner, (spawn'pr) "- The female fish.

Speak, (sp&k) v. ». (A.-S. spreean, specan, Ger.

spreckeiu] To utter words or articulate sounds, as

human beings; to express thoughts by words;—to ex

press opinions ; — to utter a speech, discourse, or

harangue ; — to make mention;— to give sound; to

sound;—v, t. To utter with the WQWtb ," to pro

nounce;—to declare; to proclaim;—to talk or con

verse in;—to address; to accost;—to exhibit; to make

known;—to express silently or by signs;—to commu

nicate : — imp. spoke, spake ; pp. spoken, spoke;

ppr. speaking.

Speakable, (spek'a-bl) a. Capable of being spoken ;

utterable ; — capable of being spoken to ; affable ;—

having the power of speech.

Speaker, (spek'er) ft. One who speaks ; one who pro

claims or praises ;—especially; one who utters or

pronounces a discourse;—one who presides over or

speaks for a deliberative assembly, preserving order

and regulating the debates; a chairman.

Speakership, (apeVer-ahip) n. The office of speaker.

Speaking, (spek'ing) n. Act of uttering words j dis

course;—public declamation.

Spear, (sp€r) n, [A.-S. spere, Ioel. spior, L. sparus.] A

long, pointed weapon, used in war and hunting, by

thrusting or throwing; a lance;—a sharp-pointed in

strument with barbs, used for stabbing fish, &c. ;—a

shoot, as of grass ; a spire.

Spear, (sper) v. t. To pierce or kill with spear ;—r. i.

To shoot into a long stem, as some plants :—imp.

& pp. speared ; ppr. spearing.

Spear-head, (sperned) ft. The iron point, barb, or

prong of a spear.

Spearman, (sper 'man) ft, One armed with a spear.

Special, (speeh'e-al) a. [L. specialis, from species, a

particular sort, kind.] Pertaining to or constituting a

species or sort;—particular; peculiar;—different from

others ; extraordinary ; uncommon ; — designed for a

particular purpose or peraon ; — appropriate; indivi

dual ;—chief in value; excellent;—limited in range ;

confined to a definite field of action or discussion.

Speciality, (spesh-e-al'e-te) u. A particular or pecu

liar case ;—the special or peculiar mark or character

istic of a person or thing ; a special occupation or

object of attention; a specialty.

Specially, (spesh'e-al-le) adv. In a special manner ;

particularly ; especially ;—for a particular purpose.

Specialty, (spesh'e-al-te) n. Particularity ;—a particu

lar or peculiar case;—a contract or obligation under

seal ; a contract by deed ;—that for which a person

is distinguished, or which he makes an object of

Bpccial attention ; speciality.

Specie, (spfiahe) n. [Obsolete species, coin.] Copper,

silver, or gold coin; hard money.

Species, (spe'shez) ft, sing. & pi. [L., from specere, to

look, behold.] Appearance; image;—appearance to

the senses; visible or sensible representation;—a class;

sort; kind; variety; a sub-division of a more general

class or genus ;—in logic, a conception subordinated

to a generic conception or genus, from which it differs

in containing or comprehending more attributes, and

extending to fewer individuals;—in mineralogy, a

class of minerals composed of the same ingredients,

and combined in the same proportions ;—in zoology

and botany, a class of individuals possessing the same

forms, attributes, and properties, and transmitting

the same by natural propagation ;—the form or shape

given to materials ; fashion ; figure ;—in pharmacy, a

simple; apart of a compound medicine;—in algebra,

the letters or symbols which represent quantities in

an equation, Ac.

Specific, (spC-sifik) a. [L. specificus, from species, a

particular sort or kind, and facere, to make.] Per

taining to, characterizing, or constituting a species;

— tending to specify or make particular ; definite ;

limited ; precise ;—in medicine, exerting a peculiar

infiuence over any part of the body, or in the cure

of a particular disease. Specific gravity, the weight of

a body compared with another of equal bulk, which

is taken as a standard.

Specific, (spC-sifik) n. A remedy which exerts a spe

cial action in the prevention or cure of a disease; a

remedy supposed to be infallible;—in philosophyt that
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which it peculiar to any thing and distinguishes it

from others.

Specifically, (spo-sifik-al-le) adv. In a specific manner;

according to the nature of the specie*; definitely;

particularly.

Specificalness, (spe-sifik-al-nes) n. State or quality of

being specific.

Specification, (spes-erfe-ka'shun) n. Act of specifying

or determining by a mark or limit;—designation of

particulars ; particular mention ;—a written state

ment containing a minute description or enumera

tion of particulars;—any article or thing specified.

Specify, (spes'e-fi) v. t. [L. ipecijicare.) To mention

or name, as a particular thing;—to designate by some

particular marks of distinction :—imp. & pp. specified ;

ppr. specifying.

Specimen, (speaVmen) «. [L. , from spectre, to look, to

behold.] A part or small portion of any thing or

number of things, intended to exhibit the kind and

quality of the whole or of what is not exhibited;—

sample; pattern; bit; example.

Specious, (spSshe-us) a. [L. speciosvs, from species,

look, show, appearance.] Obvious ; manifest ;—ap

parently right; superficially fair, just, or correct;

appearing well at first view ;—plausible ; ostensible ;

colourable ; feasible.

Speciously, (spd'she-us-le) adv. In a specious manner;

with a fair appearance; with show of right

Speciousnese, (ape'she-us-nes) n. The quality of being

specious; plausible appearance ; fair external show.

Speck, (spek) n. [A.-S. specca, Oer. spaal.) A spot;

a stain ; — a small place in any thing that is dis

coloured by foreign matter, or is of a colour different

from that of the main substance;—a very small thing;

mote;—flaw; blemish; blot.

Speck, (spek) v. t. To stain with spots or drops ; to

spot :—iiup. & pp. specked ; ppr, specking.

Speckle, (epekl) n. [Diminutive of sped:] A little

spot in any thing of a different substance or colour

from that of the thing itself; a speck.

Speckle, (spekl) v. (. To mark with small spots of a

different colour; to variegate with spots:—imp. & pp.

speckled ; ppr. speckling.

Speckled, (spek'ld) a. Variegated with specks and

spots of different colours from the ground of the

object. [speckled.

Speckledness, (spekld-nes) n. The state of being

Spectacle, (spek'ta-kl) a. [L. spectacvlum, from spec-

tare, to look at, to behold, intensive form of spectre.]

A show ; a public exhibition or representation ; a

gazing-stock :—something exhibited to view—usually,

as extraordinary, or as unusual and worthy of special

notice;—pi. An optical instrument used to assist or

correct some defect of vision.

Bpeotaoled, (spek'ta-kld) a. Furnished with spectacles;

wearing spectacles.

Spectacular, (spek-tak'u-lar) a. Pertaining to shows;

of the nature of a show ;—of or pertaining to spectacles

or glasses for the eyes.

Spectator, (spek-ta'ter) n. [L.] One who sees or

beholds; oue personally present at any exhibition;—

witness. [office or quality of a spectator.

Spectatorship, (spek-t&'ter-ship) a. Act of beholding ;

Spectatress, (spek-tt'tres) n. A female beholder or

looker-on.

Spectral, (spek'tral) a. Pertaining to a spectre;

ghostly;— pertaining to a spectrum.

Spectre, (spek'tcr) n. [L. spectrum, an appearance,

image, from tpecert, to look.) An apparition; a ghost;

—something made preternaturally visible ;—a quad-

rumanons mammal of the genus Lemur, so called from

its nocturnal habits, long and lanky frame, and its

stealthy gliding motion ; — a genus of orthopterous

insects having a linear attenuated body.

Spectrum, (spok'trum) n. [L.] A visible form; some

thing seen;— also, an image presented to the eyes

after removing them from a bright or colouml

object ;—the display of colours resulting from the

deoom]K>sition of light; or a beam of solar light passing

through a small bole into a darkened room, and

refracted by a triangular glass prism—the beam or

ray is decomposed into seven colours, called prismatic:

—pi. Spectra.

Specular, (spek'u-lar) a. [L. specuiaris.] Having the

qualities of a speculum or mirror; having a smooth,

reflecting surface;—affording a view.

Speculate, (spek'u-lat) v.i. [L. tpeculari, speculate*,

to spy out, observe.] To meditate; to contemplate ;

to consider by turning an object in the mind and

viewing it in its different aspects and relations ;—to

purchase witli the expectation of a contingent advance

in value, and a consequent sale at a profit :—imp. £

pp. speculated ; ppr. speculating.

Speculation, (spek-u-la'shun) «. [L. specuhit to.] The

act of speculating;—mental view of any thing in its

various aspects and relations; contemplation;—iutel-

lectiud exmuination ; — train of thought formed by

meditation; conclusions or results of abstract or scien

tific thought;—views of a subject not verified or re

duced to practice;—conjecture; guess;—power of sight;

—a certain game of cards ;—act or practice of buying

land or goods, Ac. , in expectation of a rise of price

and of selling them at an advance, as distinguished

from a regular trade.

Speculative, (spek'u-lftt-iv) a. Given to speculatif>c;

contemplative ; meditative ;—founded on speculation;

theoretical; ideal; notional; not practical;—belonging

to view ;—prying ; inquisitive ;—pertaining to specu

lation in land, goods, and the like.

Speculatively, (spek'u-lat-iv-ie) adv. In a speculative

manner; contemplatively;—ideally; theoretically;—in

the way of speculation in lands, goods, and the like.

Speculativeness, (spek'u-lat-iv-nes) h. The state of

being speculative or of consisting in speculation only.

Speculator, (spek'u-lat-er) n. One who speculates or

forms theories ; an observer ;—one who buys goods,

land, or other things, with the expectation of a rise of

price, and of deriving profit from such advance .

Speculatory, (spek'u-hvtor-e) a. Exercising specula

tion; speculative;—intended or adapted fox viewing

or espying.

Speculum, (spek'u-lam) n. [L. from $ptcert, to look,

behold.] A mirror or looking-glass;—a reflector of

polished metal, especially such as is used in reflectiiig

telescopes; — in surgery, an instrument for dilating

certain parts of the body, and throwing the light

within them.

Speech, (spech) a. [A.-S. sprwe, spov, Ger. iprecans.}

The faculty or uttering articulate sounds or wonts., u

in human beings; power of speaking;—that which is

spoken ; words, as expressing ideas ; a particular ,

language; a tongue; a dialect;—talk; common saying;

—a formal discourse in public;—address; oration..

Speechify, (spech'e-fi) v. i. [Eng. speech and L. factrt,

to make.] To make a speech; to harangue—used de

risively or humorously:—imp. &t pp. speechified ; ppr.

speechifying.

Speechless, (spech'les) a. Destitute or deprived of the

faculty of speech; dumb;—not speaking for a time:

mute; silent. [speechless; mntenesv

Speechlessness, (spech'les-nes) n. The state of being

Speed, (sped) v.i. [A.-S. sptdan, sptdian, G. ape*-

deint to haste.] To make haste;—to attain what cote

seeks for; to prosper; to succeed;—to have any con

dition, good or ill; to fare;—v.t. To cause to maks

haste; to despatch with celerity;—to help forward; to

cause to succeed ;—to hasten to a conclusion; to bring

to a result ;—to bring to destruction ; to ruin ;—to

kill:—imp. & pp. sped, speeded; ppr. speeding.

Speed, (sped) «. The moving or causing to move for

ward with celerity ;—rapid course or pace, aa of a

horse, ic; swiftness; quickness;—haste; despatch;—
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prosperity in an undertaking; favourable issue; sue-

ceas;—start; advance.

Speedful, (sped'fool) a. Swift ; full of speed ;—suc

cessful ; having good Bpeed :—furthering advance or

success. [ner; with active furtherance.

Specdfully, (spe"d'f661-le) adv. In a quick, rapid niau-

Speedily, (spgd'e-le) adv. In a speedy manner ;

quickly.

Speedmess, (spCd'e-nes) n. The quality of being

speedy ; quickness ; celerity ; haste ; despatch.

Speedy, (specl'e) a. Not dilatory or slow ; quick ;

swift; nimble; hasty; rapid in motion.

Speir, (sper) v.i, ;'A.-S. tpyran, to trace.] To inquire,

as for the road or direction;—to ask, in a general

sense. [Scot.]

Spelding, (speld'ing) n. [Scot.] A dried haddock.

Spell, (spel) M . [A.-S. spelt, spel, story, a magic charm.]

A story or tale ; a ballad or narrative poem ;—a verse

or phrase repeated for its magical power ; a charm ;

—hence, (from the story-tellers or reciters of tales,

poems, doing it in turns or time about) the relief of

one person by another in any work ; a short period of

work; a turn;—a brief period or continuance; a season.

Spell, (spel) v. t. { A.-S. spellian, Go. spillon, to relate,

narrate.] To discover by characters or marks; to read

—with out;—to tell or name the letters of, as a word ;

—to write or print with the proper letters;—to relate

or recite, as tales or ballads ;—hence, to take turns or

relieve each other in relating or reciting;—v. i. To

form words with the proper letters, either in reading

or writing:—imp. & pp. spelled or spelt ; ppr. spelling.

Speller, (spel'er) n. One who spells ; one skilled in

spelling;—a spelling-book.

Spelling, (spel'ing) n. Act of naming the letters of

a word, or of writing or printing words with their

proper letters ;—manner of forming words with let

ters ; orthography.

Spelling-book, (spel'ing'book) n. A book for teaching

children to spell and read; a Bpeller.

Spelt, (spelt) n. [A.-S. spelt, Ger. spalttn, to split, on

account of the deep splits or cuts of the ears.] A

species of grain much cultivated for food in Germany

nnd Switzerland:—called also German wheat.

Spelter, (spelt'er) n, (Ger. spiauter.) Zinc.

Spenoe, (spens) n. [F. dispense, buffet, from despendre,

to spend.] A place where provisions are kept ; a

buttery ; a larder; a pantry.

Spencer, (spens'gr) n. [From Lord Spencer.] A short

over-jacket worn by men or women ;—a fore-and-aft

sail abaft the fore and main masts, set with a gaff and

no boom ; a trysail.

Spend, (spend) v.t. [A.-S. spendan, from L. expendere

or dispendere, to expend, dispense.] To weigh or lay

out; to dispose of; to part with;—to consume; to

waste ; to squandor ;—to pass, as time ; to suffer to

pass away ; — to exhaust of force or strength ; to

waste ;—v. i. To make expense ; to make disposition

of money;—to be lost or wasted; to be dissipated or

consumed :—imp. & pp. spent ; ppr. spending.

Spender, (spend'er) n. One who spends.

Spendthrift, (spend'thrift) n. One who spends money

profusely or improvidently ; a prodigal ; one who

lavishes his estate.

Sperm, (sperm) n. [G. sperma, from speirein, to sow.]

Animal seed; that by which the species is propagated;

—spermaceti ;—spawn of fishes or frogs.

Spermaceti, (spe,r-ma-se'te) n. (L. sperma, sperm, and

G. kitos, any large aea-animaL] A fatty matter

obtained chiefly from the head of the cachalot or

spermaceti whale—a white, semi-transparent, brittle,

crystalline mass, used for making caudles, ointment,

4k.

Spermaceti-whale, (sper-ma-se'te-hwal) ft. The cachalot

or whale from which spermaceti is obtained.

Spermatic, (sper-mat'ik) a. Pertaining to or consist*

ing of the semen or conveying it; seminal.

Spermatozoon, (sper-ma-to-zo'on) n. [Q. sperma,

seed, and zoon, living. J A minute particle in tho

spermatic fluid of animals—supposed to be the germ

of reproduction. (lot or spermaceti whale.

Sperm-oil, (spe.rm'oil) n. Oil obtained from the eacha-

Spcw, (spu) v.t. [A.-S. speowian, spiican, L. spuert.]

To eject from the stomach; to vomit:—to cast fortli

with abhorrence ;—v. i. To discharge the contents

of the stomach; to vomit:—imp. & pp. spewed; ppr.

spewing.

Spewing, (spu'ing) v. Act of vomiting.

Sphacelate, (sfas'e-lat) v. i. [I., spkacelare, sphace*

latum, from G. spkaltlos, gangrene.] To mortify ;

to become gangrenous, as flesh:—to decay or become

carious, as a bone;—*. (. To affect with gangrene:—

imp. & pp. sphacelated; ppr. sphacelating.

Sphacelation, (sfas-e-la'Bhun) 11. The process of be

coming or making gangrenous; mortification.

Sphenoid, (sfo'noid) a. [G. sphin, a wedge, and eidos,

likeness,] Resembling a wedge; — noting a single

bone placed transveiiely at the base of the skull,

and forming the cavity of the skull, the two orbits

of the eye, and the nose.

Sphere, (sfer) n. [L. spliera, G. sphaira.] A body con

tained under a single surface, which, in every part,

is equally distant from a point within, called tho

centre ; a globe ; an orb ; — any of the orbicular

bodies in the mundane system, as sun, moon, planet,

star, &c.;—circuit of motion; revolution; orbit;—the

concave expanse of the heavens; — a representation

of the earth on the surface of a globe; an orbicular

body representing the earth or the heavens;—indivi

dual place or position in life or in society ; centre or

province of active agency or of passive influence;—

right or suitable place for action or influence;—com

pass or range, as of knowledge, Ac. ; also, particular

department or brunch, as of information, &c. ;—

station ; post ; employment.

Spherical, (sfer'ik-al) a. Having the form of a sphere;

—round: globular;—pertaining to a sphere;—relating

to the heavenly orbs.

Spherically, (sfeyik-al-le) adv. In the form of a

sphere. [spherical: roundness.

Sphericity, (sfer-is'e-te) n. State or quality of being

Spheroid, (sfeVoid) n. [G. sphairoeides, ball-like,

spherical.] A body nearly spherical;

ttpecia lly, a solid generated by the

revolution of an ellipse about one

of its axes.

Spheroidal, (sfer-oid'-al) a. Having

the form of a spheroid; approach

ing the form of a sphere.

Spherule, (BfeVooOn. [L. sphfrrula.]

A little sphere or spherical body.

Sphcry, (sic'r'e) a. Belonging to the Spheroid,

spheres;—round; orbicular;—heuce, complete; sym

metrical:—also spheraL

Sphinx, (sfingks) n. [L. sphinx, G. spkigx, from

sphiggein, to bind,] A fabu

lous monster usually repre

sented as having the winged

body of a lion, and the face

and breast of a young woman /^

—it proposed riddles and put / *

to death all who were unable [^

to solve them;—a genus of)

lepidopterous insects includ- *

ing the hawk-moths. Sphinx.

Spicate, (spik'at) «, [L. spica, a spike. ] Having spikes

or ears, as corn :—also spicous; spicose.

Spice, (spis) ft. [F. epice. It. sptzit, Sp. espeeia.] A

vegetable production, fragrant or aromatic to the

smell and pungent to the taste;—that which resembles

spice, or enriches or alters the quality of a thing in

a small degree; also, a Bmall quantity;—a taste; a,

sample.
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Spice, (spis) v. t. To season with spice or that which

resemble* spice;—to fill or impregnate with the odour

or flavour of spice*;—to render nice: to affect with

scruples:—imp. & pp. spiced; ppr. spicing.

Spicery, (spis'er-e) n. apices in general; a repository

of spices, {gently.

Spicily, (spis e-le) adv. With high flarour ; pun-

Bpiciness, (■pis'e-iies) a. Quality of being spicy; pun

gency; strong and racy flavour.

Spick, (spik) n. A spike or nail.

Spick-and-span, (spik-ftnd-span') a. New; quite new;

bright; glossy.

Spicular, (spik'Q-lar) a. [L. tpiculum, a dart] Re

sembling a dart; having sharp points.

Bpiculate, (spik'u-lat) v. f. [L. tpiculare, tpiculatum,

from tpiculum, a little point, a dart.] To sharpen to

a point.

Spicy, (spis'e) a. Producing, pertaining to, or abound

ing with spices;—having the qualities of spice: fra

grant; aromatic :—pungent ;—hence, smart; poiuted:

racy, as style;—colloquially, showy; dashing; gaudy.

Spider, (spider) »* f^ng. tpinntr, from A.-S. tpinnan,

to spin.} An animal of the class Arachnida, aome of

which are remarkable for spinning webs for taking

their prey and forming a convenient habitation;—a

frying-pan somewhat resembling in form a spider;—

alto, a trivet for supporting vessel* over the fire.

Spider-like, (sprder-lik) a. Resembling a spider in

shape or qualities.

Spigot, (spig'ut) n. [Prom tpikt, Dan. tpiger.] A pin

or peg used to stop a fauoet, or to stop a small hole in

a cask of liquor.

Spike, (»pik) n. [Icel. tpikari, a spike, Dan. tpiger,

Oer. tpeiehe, a nail, L. tpiea, an ear of corn.] A long

nail of iron or wood;—a piece of pointed Iron set on

gates, walls, Ac, to prevent people from climbing

over them;—a nail used to stop the vents of cannon ;—

an ear of corn or grain ;—a shoot.

Spike, (spik) v. t. To fasten with spikes or long and

Luge nails;—to set with spikes;—to stop the vent of

with a spike, nail, or the like, as to tpikt a cannon:—

imp. St pp. spiked; ppr. spiking.

Spiked, (spikt) a. Furnished with spikes, as corn;—

fastened with spikes; stopped with spikes.

Spikelet, (spik'let) n. A small spike; a subdivision

of a spike. [in length.

8pike-nail, (spik'nai) n. A nail upwards of four inches

Spikenard, (spik'nard) h. [L. tpica nardi] A highly

aromatio plant of the natural order VateriaJtacta',

and much esteemed and used by the ancients as a

perfume, unguent, and medicine for hysteria and

euilupsy;—also, a fragrant essential oil.

Spiky, (spik'e) a. Having a sharp point or points;—

furnished or armed with spikes.

Spile, (spQ) n. (Oer. tpille, D. tpijl.) A small peg or

wooden pin, used to stop a hole ;—a stake driven into

the ground as a support for some superstructure ; a

pile ;—a thin bar or pin of iron ;—a match ; a thin

shaving of wood; ft thin slip of paper:—also written

tpill.

Spillikins, (spile-kenz) n. pi. Small pieces of wood,

ivory, bone, or other material for playing a game :—

the game itself; push-pin.

Spill, (spil) v. t. [A.-8. spillan, Ioel. tpilla.] To suffer

to fall or run out of a vessel; to lose or suffer to be

scattered;—to cause to flow out or lose;—to shed or

suffer to be shed;—to tpill a tail, to discharge the

wind from the belly of a sail in order to hand it mure

easily ;—v. i. To be shed : to run over ; to fall out,

be lost, or wasted;—imp. & pp. spilled or spilt; ppr,

spilling.

Spin, (spin) v.t. [A.-S., Go. tpinnan, Oer. tpinnen,

Icel. tpinna.] To draw out and twist into threads,

either by the hand or machinery ;—to draw out tedi

ously ; to extend to a ureat length—with out,—to

protract ; to spend by delays ;—to turn or cause to

whirl ; to twirl ; — r. i. To practise spinning ; — to

perform the act of drawing and twisting tnneada;—

to whirl, as a top or a spindle:—imp. ex pp. spa;

ppr. spinning.

Spinage, (spina]) n, [L. tpinackia, from *pi*ay a

thorn.] A plant whose leaves are need for grecxs

and other culinary purposes :—also tpinaek.

Spinal, (spinal) a. Pertaining to the spine or back

bone of an animal Spinal<oluuiH, the oonnaeted

vertebras of the back or its cartilaginous substitute ,

spine.

Spindle, (spin'dl) n. [A.-S. tpindtl, from spiaaax, to

spin.] The long, slender rod in spinning-wheels by

which the thread is twisted and wound ;—a slender,

pointed pin on which any thing turns ; an axis or

arbour;—the fusee of a watch;—a long, slender stalk :

—in manufacture*, a quantity of yarn, thread, or aUk

put up together after it is taken from the reed.

Spindle, (spin'dl) v. i. To shoot or grow in a long.

slender stalk or body:—imp. & pp. spindled; ppr.

spindling. [fcsca.

Spindle-legged, (spin'dl-legd) a. Having long, eSender

Spindle-shanks, (spta'dl-sbangka) n. A tall, alender

person.

Spine, (spin) n. [L. tpina, a thorn.] A sharp process

from the woody part of a plant; a thorn ;—a rigid.

Cited spike upon any part of an »™mM ;—-the

k-bone or spinal column of an animal.

Spinel, (spfnel) n. [L. tpinellut, from tpina, a thorn.]

A mineral occurring in regular crystals of eight or

twelve sides, an aluminate of magnesia.

Spinet, (spin'et) n. [It. ipinetta, P. epinrttt.} Aa

instrument of music resembling a harpsichord, but

smaller; a virginal—now superseded by the piano-forte.

[I* tpinttum,] A small wood; place where briars and

thorns grow.

Spiniferous, (spln-ifer-us) a. [L. tpinifer, from *>***,

a thorn, and fa-re, to bear, produce.] Producing

spines; bearing thorns ; thorny.

Spinner, (spin'er) n. One who spins;—a spider.

Spinning, (spin ing) n. The act or process of drawing

out and twisting into threads, as wool, cotton, flax,

Ac.

Spinning-jenny, (spin ing-jen-e) «. An engine or

machine for spinning wool or cotton, in which many

spindles are turned by a horizontal wheel.

Spinning-wheel, (spin'ing-hwel) b. A machine for

spinning wool, cotton, or flax into threads, in which

a wheel drives a single spindle.

Spinose, (spin'os) a. [L. ipinotut, from tpina, a thorn.]

Full of spines; armed with thorns; thorny.

Spinous, (spin'us) a. Spinose.

Spinoxism, (spi'nd-ziztn) n. The system of Benedict

Spinoza, which identified the being and essence of

God with the matter and substance of the universe,

and taught that every physical body and phenomenon,

and every mental and moral agent and action, is but

the natural development of Divinity according to the

law of necessity or fate.

Spinster, (spinster) n. [From spin and the terrainatkta

tter.] A woman who spins;—an unmarried woman; a

single woman.

Spinstry, (spiiis'tre) n. Art or business of spinning.

Spinule, (spin'tU) n. A small spine.

Spiny, (spin's) a. Full of spines; thorny;—like a spine;

slender;—perplexed; difficult; troublesome.

Spiracle, (spir'a-kl) n. [L. tpiraculum, from tpirare,

to breathe.] A small aperture in animal and veg*-

table bodies by which air or other fluid is exhaled

or inhaled;—any small aperture, hole, or vent.

Spiral, (spiral) a. [L. spirals coil, a spire.] Winding

round a cylinder or other round body, or in a circular

form, and at the same time rising or advancing for*

ward; winding like a screw.

Spiral, ' (spiral) n. A helix or curve which winds

round » cylinder like ft screw.
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In a spiral form or direc-

wheel having its

 

Spirally, (spir'al-le) adv.

tion.

Spiral-wheel, (spir'al-hwSl) n. A

teeth cut at an angle of 46* with

its axis, so that they resemble

small portions of screws or spirals

winding round it.

Spirant, (spir'ant) n. [L. spiralis,

ppr. of spi rare, to breathe.] A

consonant sound uttered with

perceptible expiration or emis

sion of breath—said of /, r, th

surd and sonant, and the tier-

man eh, Spiral-Wheel.

Spiration, (spir-a'shun) n. [I,, spiratio.] A breathing.

Spire, (spir) n. [L. spira, a coil, a spire.] A wind-

ing line like tlie threads of a screw ;—any tiling

wi-eathed or contorted ; a curl ; a twist; a wreath ;—a

body that slioots up or out to a point in a conical or

pyramidal form ; a steeple ;—a stalk or blade of grass

or other plant

Spire, (spir) v. t. [L. spirare.) To shoot u\i in a

conical form;—to sprout, as grain iu malting.

Spirit, (spirit) h. [L. gpiritus, from gpirare, to

breathe, to blow.] Air in motion; wind; hence,

breath ;—life or living substance considered indepen

dently of corporeal existence ;—the intelligent, im

material, and immortal part of man ; the soul ;—a

disembodied soul;—hence, a sujmrnatural apparition;

a spectre; a ghost;—also, sometimes a sprite; a

fairy;—temper; habitual disposition of mind;—tem

porary disposition of mind excited or directed to a

particular object : eager desire ;—ardour; courage;—

energy; vivacity;—animation; cheerfulness—usually

in the plural ;—bent or turn of mind, moral or in

tellectual ; — vigour of mind ; genius ; — a man of

activity; a man of life, fire, and enterprise; the leader

of a cause, Ac.;—in the art* and literature, strength

of resemblance ; life; force of expression or character;

—also, real meaning; import; intent;—especially, pure

or refined meaning ;—the renewed nature in man;—

the influences of the Holy Spirit ;—a liquid produced

by distillation ; egpecially, alcohol ;—hence, pi. rum,

whisky, brandy, and other distilled liquors having

much alcohol ; —Holy Spirit, or The Spirit, the third

person of the Trinity; the Holy Ghost.

Spirit, (spirit) v.t. To animate with vigour; to ex

cite ; to eucourage; to inspirit:—to convey rapidly

and secretly or mysteriously; to kidnap:—imp. & pp.

spirited ; ppr. spiriting.

Spirited, (spir'it-ed) a. Animated: full of life; full

of spirit or fire ;—vivacious ; ardent ; active ; bold ;

courageous. [animation, vigour, and briskness.

Spiritedly, (spir'it-od-le) adv. In a lively manner; with

Spiritedness, (spir'it-ed-nes) n. The state of being

spirited ; life ; animation.

Spirit-lamp, (spirit-lamp) 11. A lamp in which alcohol

is burned in place of oil.

Spiritless, (spir'it-les) a. Destitute of spirit ; wanting

animation ; dejected ; depressed ;—wanting life, cour-

.<?-•, or fire;—having no breath; extinct: dead.

Spiritlessly, (spir'it-les-le) adv. In a spiritless man

ner ; lifelessly ; without exertion ; listlessly.

Spirit-level, (spu/it-lev-el) n. An instrument for

determining a level or laying an exact horizontal

surface or line. [fine ; ardent.

Spiritous, (spir'it-us) a. Like spirit; refined ; pure ;—

Spiritual, (spir'it-u-al) a. Consisting of spirit ; incor

poreal ; immaterial ;—not gross or sensual ; refined ;

—pertaining to the intellectual and higher endow,

ments of the mind ; mental ; intellectual ;—pertain

ing to the moral feelings or states of the soul ;—

pertainfng to the soul or its affections, as influenced

by the Spirit; proceeding from the Holy Spirit; pure;

holy; divine;— relating to sacred things; ecclesias

tical.

Spiritualism, (spirTt-u-al-izm) n. State of being spiri

tual ;—the doctrine in opposition to the materialists,

that all which exists is spirit or soul ;—a belief in the

communication of intelligence from the world of

spirits through a person of special susceptibility,

called a medium.

Spiritualist, (spir'it-u-al-ist) n. One who professes a

regard for spiritual things only ; — one who main

tains the doctrine of spiritualism ;—one who believes

iu direct intercourse with departed spirits through

the agency of persons called medium*.

Spirituality, (apir-it-u-al'e-te) n. Essence distinct from

matter ; incorporeity ; immateriality ; — intellectual

nature or character;—spiritual nature; moral char

acter ;—holy affections ; purity of heart ; godliness ;

fervent piety;—that which belongs to the church or to

a person as an ecclesiastic, as distinct from tempo

rality.

Spiritualize, (spir'it-u-al-iz) v. t. To refine intellectu

ally or morally ;—to imbue with spirituality or life;—

to give a spiritual sense or meaning to :—imp. & pp.

spiritualized ; ppr. spiritualizing.

Spiritually, (spirlt-fl-al-le) adv. In a spiritual man

ner ; with purity of spirit or heart.

Spirituous, (spir'it-u-us) a. Having the quality of

spirit; tenuous in substance, and having active powers

or properties ;—consisting of or containing refined

spirit; ardent;—lively ; vivid; airy; gay.

Spirituousness, (spir'it-u-us-ncs) ft. Quality of being

spirituous; stimulating quality; heat, as of liquors;—

life ; activity.

Spirt, (spcrt) v. t. & i. To spurt.

Spiry, (spir'e) a. Of a spiral form ; wreathed ; curled ;

— having the form of a pyramid ; pyramidical ; —

furnished or abounding with spires.

Spissated, (spis'at-ed) a. Rendered dense or compact,

as by evaporation ; inspissated ; thickened.

Spis&itude, (spis'e-tud) n. [L. spissitudo, from spisstts,

dense.] Thickness of soft substances.; denseness or

compactness belonging to substances not perfectly

liquid nor perfectly solid.

Spit, (spit) h. [A.-S. tpitu, D. spit.] A pointed iron

prong or bar on which meat is roasted;—a small point

of land running into the sea.

Spit, (spit) 11. The secretion formed by the glands of

the mouth ; saliva.

Spit, (spit) v.i. [From the noun.] To thrust a spit

througn ; to put upon a spit ; — hence, to thrust

through ; to pierce : — imj>. & pp. spitted ; ppr.

spitting.

Spit, (spit) r. t. ["A.-S. gpittan, L. sputore, from

gpaere.] To eject from the mouth, as saliva or other

matter;—to eject or throw out with violence;—r. i.

To throw out saliva from the mouth:—imp. & pp.

spit; ppr. spitting.

Spitchcock, (spichlcok) n. An eel split and broiled.

Spite, (spit) «. [Abbreviated from despite.] Hatred;

malice; malignity; rancour; malevoleuce; grudge.

Spite, (spit) r. t. To be angry or vexed at ; to hate ;—

to treat maliciously; to injure; to thwart:—imp. &

pp. spited ; ppr. spiting.

Spiteful, (spit'fool) a. Filled with spite ; having a

desire to vex, annoy, or injure: malignant; malicioua

Spitefully, (spit'fool -le) adv. In a spiteful manner;

malignantly. [petty malice.

Spitefulness, (spit'fool-ncs) n. State of being spiteful1;

Spitfire, (spit'fir) it. A violent, irascible, or passionate

person.

Spitter, (spit'er) n. One who puts meat on a spit;—

one who ejects saliva from his mouth ;—a young deer

whose horns begin to shoot or become sharp.

Spittle, (spit 1) ». [Eng. spit.] The thick, moist matter

which is secreted by the salivary glands ; saliva.

Spittoon, (spit-toon') n. A vessel to receive spittle:—

also spit-box. [testinal viscera.

Splanchnic, (splangk'nik) t. Connected with the in*
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Splanchnology, (splangk-nol'o-je) ft. [G. splagehna,

bowels, and logo*, discourse.) That part of medical

science which treats of the viscera.

Splash, (splash) v.t. (Allied to plash.] To spatter

with water or with water and mud;—v. t. To strike

and dash about water:—imp. & pp. splashed ; ppr.

splashing.

Splash, (splash) n. Water or water and dirt thrown

upon any thing, or thrown from a puddle and the like.

Splasher, (splash'tr) n. One who er that which

splashes ; a guard placed over the wheel of a loco-

motiTo engine to protect the machinery from dirt and

wot.

Splashy, (splash 'e) a. Full of dirty water; wet and

muddy, so as to be easily splashed about.

Bplay, (spl&) ft. [Abbreviated from display.] Dis

played; spread; turned outward.

Splay, (splii) n. A slanted or sloped surface; especially,

the expansion given to doors, windows, and the like,

by slanting their sides.

Bplay, (spla) v,t. To display;—to spread;—to slope or

slant; to form with an oblique angle;—to dislocate, as

the shoulder bone of a horse. [outward.

Splay-footed, (spla looted) a. Having the foot turned

Spleen, (splen) a. [G. splin, the milt or spleen, affec

tion of the spleen.] A glandular organ situated in

the upper portion of the abdominal cavity to the left

of the stomach ; the milt—the ancients supposed it

to be the seat of anger and melancholy; — anger;

latent spite; ill humour;—melancholy; hypochondria

cal affections.

Bpleenish, ( splen 'ish) a. Spleeny ; affected with

spleen:—also spleenful.

Spleenishly, (splen'ish-le) adv. Peevishly ; fretfully ;

with ill humour. [humour; hypochondria.

Splecnishness, ( splen 'ish-ues) n. Fretfnlness; ill

Spleeny, (splen'e) a. Angry; peevish: fretful;—affected

with nervous complaints; melancholy.

Splendent, (splen'dent) «. [L. splendent, ppr. of

splendere, to shine.] Shining; beaming with light;—

very conspicuous; Illustrious.

Splendid, (splen'did) a. [L. sploididiis, from splendere,

to shine.] Possessing or displaying splendour; shin

ing; very bright;—showy; magnificent; sumptuous;—

illustrious ; heroic ; brilliant ; celebrated ; famous.

Splendidly, (splen'did-le) adv. In a splendid manner;

brightly; magnificently; sumptuously.

Splendour, (spden'dor) n. [L. splendere, to shine.}

Great brightness ; brilliant lustre ; — great show of

richness and elegance;—eminence;—magnificence; gor-

geousness ; showineas; pomp; parade.

Splenetic, (splen'et-ik) a. Affected with spleen;—

gloomy; sullen; peevish; fretful.

Splenetic, (splen'otrik) n. A person affected with

spleen.

SpUoe, (splis) v. t. [D. splitsen, Ger. spletixen.] To

unite as two ropes or parts of a rope, by interweaving

the strands;—to unite by lapping two ends together,

and binding or in any way making fast;—to scarf:—

imp. & pp. spliced ; ppr. splicing.

Splice, (splis) n. The union of ropes by interweaving

the strands;—-a connection between pieces of wood or

metal by means of overlapping parts; a scarfing.

Splint, (splint) m. [Ger. splint, D. splint.) A piece

split off; a splinter;—a thin piece of wood or other

substanoe used to hold or protect a broken bone when

set

Splint, (splint) r. /. To fasten or confine with splints,

its a broken limb:—imp. & pp. splinted; ppr. splint-

ins;, [solid substance runt from the main body.

Splinter, (splinter) n. A thin piece of wood or other

Splinter, (splinter) r. f. [Ger. splinten, D. splinteren.]

To split or rend into long thin pieces: to shiver;—

v. i. To be split or rent into long pieces.

Splintery, (eplinVer-e) a. Consisting of or resembling

splinters.

Split, (split) v.t. floel. splita, Ger. spltza*.] To

divide longitudinally or lengthwise; to rive; to cleave;

—to tear asunder by violence; to burst; to rend:—to

separate into parts or parties;—r. t. To part asunder;

to burst;—to burst with laughter;—to be dating to

pieces;—to be broken against rocks;—hence, to fail,

as in a joint enterprise; also, to divulge the secret

of a joint enterprise ; to inform against, aa ones

accomplices:—imp. & pp. split; ppr. splitting.

Split, (split) 7i. A crack, rent, or longitudinal fissure.

—a breach or separation, as in a political party.

Splitter, (split'er) n. One who splits or divide*.

Splitting, (split*ing) n. Act of rendering or clearing,

—act of bursting.

Splotch, (sploch) n. [Corruption of splash.] A dab; a

splash; a blot; a blotch. [splashes; stained.

Splotchy, ( sploch ' e ) & Marked with biota er

Splutter, (splut'er) n. A bustle ; a stir.

Splutter, (aplut'(r) 9.ii To speak hastily and con

fusedly:—imp. & pp. spluttered; ppr. spluttering.

Spoil, (spoil) v, t. [L> spoliare, from spolivm.) To

plunder ; to strip by violence ; to rob ;—to seize by

violence ; to take by force ;—to cause to decay and

perish ; to vitiate ; to mar ;—to render uaeleaa by

injury ; to ruin ; to destroy ;—v. i. To practise plun

der or robbery ;—to lose the valuable qualities ; to

be corrupted ; to decay :—imp. & pp. spoiled ; ppr.

spoiling.

Spoil, (spoil) n. That which is taken from others

by violence ; especially, the plunder taken from an

enemy ; pillage ; booty ;—act or practice of plunder-

ing ; robbery ;—corruption ;—slough ; oast akin of

serpent.

Spoiled, (spoild) a. Over indulged, as a child.

Spoiler, (spoil'er) n. One who spoils ; a plunderer : a

pillager ; a robber ;—-one who corrupts, mars, or ren

ders useless.

Spoilsport, (spoil'sport) n. One who interrupts or

hinders play or amusement; kill-joy; make-hate.

Spoke, (sp6k) n. [A.-JS. spdea, Ger. speicke.] One

of the small bars inserted in the1hub or nave of a

wheel, and serving to support the rim or felly ;—the

round of a ladder ,*—a contrivance for fastening the

wheel of a vehicle, to prevent it from turning in going

down a hill;—a handspike.

Spoke, (spok) r. t. To furnish with spokes:—iws. &

pp. spoked; ppr. spoking.

Spokeshavc, (simk'suav) n. A kind of drawing-knife

for dressing the spokes of wheels and other curved

work;—a wheelwrights plane.

Spokesman, (spdkVman) a. [From speak; spate, and

man.] One who speaks for another.

Spoliate, (spoTe-fit) v. I. [L. spoliare, spoliatum,] To

plunder; to pillage; to destroy;—r. *. To practise

plunder ; to commit robbery :—imp. & pp. spoliated ;

ppr. spoliating.

Spoliation, (spd-le-a'shun) n. Act of plundering;

robbery ; destruction ;—especially, the act or practice

of plundering neutrals at sea under authority.

Spoliator, (spole-at-or) n. One who spoliates.

Spoliatory, (spo'lo-a-tor-e) a. Tending to spoil ; de

structive ; spoliative.

Spondaic, (spon-da'ik) a. Pertaining to a spondee;

consisting of spondees ;—noting hexameter verse in

which the last two feet are spondees, instead of the

regular dactyl and spondee.

Spondee, (spon'dC) w. [G. spondeios (sc. penu), from

spondi, a libation.] A poetic foot of two long

syllables.

Sponge, (spunj) n. [L. spongia, G. spoggia.] A fibrous

substance regarded as of the nature of a compound

animal, found adhering to rocks, shells, 4c, under

wster—it is so porous as to imbibe a great quantity

of water, and is used for various purposes in the arts

and in surgery ; — one who lives upon others ; a

sponger,—any sponge-like substance; especially, dough
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before it u kneaded and formed ;—an instrument for

cleaning cannon after a discharge.

Sponge, (spuni) v. t. To cleanse with a sponge ;—to

wipe out with a sponge ; to efface :—1\ i. To Buck

in or imbibe, as a sponge ;—to gain by mean arts, by

intrusion, or hanging on;—to be converted, as dough,

into a light, spongy mass by the agency of yeast or

leaven :—imp. & pp. sponged; ppr, sponging.

Sponge-cake, (spuuj'kiik) n. A kind of sweet cake

which is very light and spongy.

Sponger, (spunj'er) n. One who uses a sponge ;—a

parasitical dependant; a hanger-on.

Bponginess, (spunj'o-nee) n. The quality or state of

being spongy or porous like sponge.

Sponging, (spunj'ing) n. Act of cleansing with a

sponge;—act of living upon others.

Spongy, (spunj'e) a. Soft and full of cavities;—wet;

drenched ; soaked and soft like sponge;—having the

quality of imbibing fluids like a sponge.

Spousal, (spon'sal) a. |L. tponsalis, from tpontnt*, a

betrothal] Relating to marriage or to a spouse;

nuptial.

Sponsion, (spon'shun) n. [L. ipontio, from spondere,

tpontum, to promise solemnly.] Act of becoming

surety for another;—in international late, an actor

engagement on behalf of a state by an agent not

specially authorized for the purpose, or who exceeds

his commission.

Sponsor, (spon'sor) n. [L. from spondere, sponsumv

to engage one's self] A surety ;—one who, at the

baptism of an infant, professes the Christian faith in

its name, and guarantees its religious education ; a

godfather or godmother.

Sponsorial, (spon-so're-al) a. Pertaining to a Bponsor

or to the position and duties of a sponsor.

Sponsorship, (spon'sor-ship) n. Oflioe or duties of a

sponsor.

Spontaneity, (spon-ta-nS'e-te) n. Voluntariness; free

and unconstrained impulse or propensity of the will;

quality of acting from natural or innate feeling, or

native energy, without physical, legal, or moral com

pulsion or necessity.

Spontaneous, (spon-ta'nS-ue) a. [ L. spontanetu, from

tpmite, of free will, voluntarily.] Proceeding from

natural feeling, temperament, or disposition ; free ;

not necessary; voluntary — said of persons ; — acting

from its own impulse or energy, or by the law of its

being or constitution, or from the laws of nature;

produced without human labour; produced without

external force—said of physical effects, as growth,

motion, combustion, Ac.

Spontaneously, (spon-ta'ne-us-le) adv. Voluntarily; of

one's own accord ;—by its own force or energy ; with

out external force.

Spontaneousness, {spon-t&'ne-UB-nes) n. Voluntariness;

—freedom of acting without external force or foreign

cause.

Spontoon, (spon-toon') n. [P. sponton.] A kind of

half pike formerly borne by inferior officers of in

fantry.

Spool, (spool) n. [D. gpofl.] A piece of cane or reed,

or a hollow cylinder of wood with a ridge at each

end, used to wind thread or

yarn upon. I

Spool, (spool) v. t. To wind

on spools : — imp. & pp.

spooled; ppr. spooling.

Spoon, (spoon) «. [A. -3.

gpdn, a chip, Icel. tpdiin.]

An instrument consisting of

a small concave basin with

a handle, used in preparing

or partaking of food;—a soft,

simple fellow.

Spoonbill, (spoon'bil) n. A

wading bird, so named from Spoonbill.

 

 

the shape of the bill. In form and habits it is allied

to the heron.

Spoonful, (spoon'fool) n.* The quantity which a spoon

contains or is able to oontain ;—hence, a small quan

tity;—in medicine, half an ounce.

Spoon-meat, (spoon'met) n. Food tliat is or must be

taken with a spoon ; liquid food.

Spoony, (speon'e) a. Soft; simple; silly;—amorous;

being in love (colloquial).

Sporades, (spor'a-dez) n.pL [0. $poradc*.] A group 6f

scattered islands, especially a group in the .dSgeah.

sea;—stars not included in any constellation.

Sporadie, (spo-rad'ik) a. [G. *poradiko$, scattered,

from speirein, to sow, to scatter seed.] Occurring

singly or apart from other things of the same kind;

separate; single;—in medicine, noting a disease which

occurred in single or few cases, as opposed to epidemic.

Sporran, (spor'an) ft. [Gael, sporan.] A leather pouch

worn in front of the kilt by Highlanders

when in full dress.

Sport, (sport) n. [B. boert, jest.] Play;

diversion; game; — that which diverts

and makes mirth;—contemptuous mirth;

—that with which one plays, or which is j

driven about ; a toy ;—diversion of the (

field, as fowling, hunting, fishing, and

the like ;—play on words ; jingle ;—jeer.

Sport, (sport) v. t. To divert ; to make Sporran.

merry;—to represent by any kind of play;—to exhibit

or bring out in public ;—v. t. To play; to frolic ; to

wanton ;—to practise the diversions of the field ;—to

trifle :—imp. h pp. sported ; ppr. sporting.

Sporter, (sport'er) n. One who sports ; a sportsman.

Sportful, (sport'fool) a. Full of sport ; merry; frolio-

some;—-done in jest or for mere play; ludicrous.

Sportfully, (sp6rt'fool-le) adv. In jest ; playfully ;

merrily. [humour; frolicsomeness.

Sportfulness, (sport'fdol-nes) n. Playfulness; merry

Sporting, (sport ing) n. Act of engaging in sports or

diversions of the field; pursuits of a sportsman.

Sportive, (sport'iv) a. Gay; frolicsome; merry; wan

ton ;—inclined to mirth ; playful ;—said or done in

jest ; ludicrous.

Sportively, (sport'iv-le) adv. In a sportive manner;

gayly; merrily; playfully.

Sportiveness, (sporriv-nes) n. The state of being

sportive ; mirth ; playfulness ; merriment.

Sportsman, (sportsman) n. One who pursues or Is

skilled in the sports of the field ; one who hunts,

fishes, and fowls.

Sportsmanship, (sports'man-ship) n. The practice

of sportsmen; skill in field sports.

Spot, (spot) n. (From the root of #pt(, D. $pat, a spot,

Dan. tpette.] A speck; a blot; a mark on a substance

made by foreign matter ;—hence, a stain on character

or reputation ; blemish ; taint ;—a small extent of

space; any particular place;—a place of a different

colour from the ground upon which it is ;—a dark

spot on the face of the sun ; — a variety of the

pigeon.

Spot, (spot) v. (. To make visible marks upon with

some foreign matter; to discolour ; to stain; — to

patch, as the cheek by way of ornament ;—to mark

or note so as to insure recognition ;—to blemish; to

tarnish, as reputation;—in sporting language, to name

the winner in a race or match:—imp. <bpp. spotted;

ppr. spotting.

Spotless, (spotles) n. Without a spot ; free from

reproach or impurity ; — unspotted ; unblemished ;

pure ; immaculate ; irreproachable.

Spotlessly, (spot'les-Ie) adv. In a spotless manner.

Spotlessness, (spot'les-nes) n. Freedom from spot or

stain : freedom from reproach.

Spotted, (spot'ed) a. Marked with spots. Spotted /ever,

a species of fever accompanied by a rush or eruption

of red spots.
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Spottiness, (spot'e-nes) n. State or quality of being

spotty or spotted :—alio spotUdneu.

Spotty, (spot'e) a. Full of spot*; marked with dis

coloured1 places.

Spousal, (spoural) a. [F. epousailUs, L. sponsalia.]

Pertaining to a spouse or to a marriage;—nuptial;

matrimonial: conjugal; connubial; bridal.

Spousal, (spousal) a. Harriage; nuptial*—generally

used in the plural.

Spouse, (spouz) n. [F. epov.se, L. spendere, to promise

solemnly, to engage one's self.] A man or woman

engaged or joined in wedlock ; a married person,

husband or wife.

Spout, (spout) n. fD. spirit, a spout, spviten, to

spout ) A pipe or tube for conducting a fluid ;—a pro

jecting mouth of a Teasel used in directing a stream of

a liquid poured out ;—a violent discharge of aqueous

matter from a cloud ; a water-epout;—-also, a heavy

fall, as of rain;— the shoot In a pawnbroker's shop;

hence, to put up the spout, to pawn;—to be up the

spout, to be in difficulties; to be compelled to

pawn.

Spout, (spout) v. (. To throw out, as liquids through

a narrow orifice or pipe;—to throw out, as words,

with affected gravity ; to mouth;— r. t. To issue

with violence, as a liquid through a narrow orifice or

from a spout;—to utter a speech in a pompous man

ner ',—imp. & pp. spouted ; ppr. spouting.

Sprain, (spr&n) v. t, [Dan. sprenffer, to break, F.

epreindre, to press out, L. exprimere.] To weaken, as

a joint or muscle, by sudden and excessive exertion ;

to overstrain :—imp. & pp. sprained ; ppr. spraining.

Sprain, (sprftn) n. An excessive strain of the muscles

or ligaments of a joint without dislocation.

Sprat, (sprat) n. [D. sprot, Oer. sprotte.) A small

fish closely allied to the herring and pilchard.

Sprawl, (sprawl) r. i. [Dan. sprdtle, D. sparteten,

to palpitate.] To lie with the limbs stretched out or

struggling ;— to spread irregularly, as vines, plants,

or trees;—to move when lying down with awkward

extension and motion of the limbs : — imp. & pp.

sprawled ; ppr. sprawling.

Spray, (spra) «. [A. -9. spree, a twig, branch, Icel.

sprek.] A small shoot or branch; a twig;—a collective

body of small branches.

Spray, (spra) n. [A.-8. sprtpan, to pour, D. spreijen,

to sprinkle.] Water flying in small drops or particles,

as by the force of wind, the dashing of waves, Ac.;—in

founding, a side channel of the runner of a flask,

made to distribute the metals in all parts of the

mould.

Spread, (spred) v.t [A. -8. aprerdau, Ger. spreiten.)

To extend in length and breadth or in breadth

only ;—to stretch ; to expand ; to form into a broad

surface or plate ;—to cover by extension ; to cause

to reach every part;—to divulge; to publish, as news

or fame;—to cause to affect great numbers; to pro

pagate, as disease;— to emit; to diffuse, as effluvia or

noxious emanations;—to disperse; to scatter over a

larger surface, as manure, plaster, &c:—to prepare;

to set and furnish with provisions, as the table ;—

to unfold; to unfurl, as a sail, banner, Ac.;—v.i.

To extend in all directions or in breadth only ;—to

be extended by drawing or beating ;—to be made

known more extensively ;—to be propagated from

one to another :—imp. it pp. spread ; ppr. spreading.

Spread, (spred) n. Extent ; compass ;—expansion of

parts ; — a table, as spread with a meal ; a feast

(colloquially). fspreads.

Spreader, (spred'er) v. One who or that which

Spreading, (spred'ing) n. Act of extending or expand

ing ; extension ;—act of publishing or propagating ;

diffusion.

Sprig, (sprig) n, [A.S. spree.) A small shoot or twig

of a tree or other plant ;—the figure of a branch or

spray in embroidery;—an offspring ; a scion usually

of nobility and in contempt ;—a youth ; * lad ;—a

brad ; a small nail without a head.

Sprig, (sprig) r. t. To mark or adorn with the represen

tation of small branches;—to embroider with figures

of spray or sprigs : — imp. & pp. sprigged ; ppr.

sprigging.

8P"CT7. (•prig'e) a. Full of sprigs or small branches.

Spright, (sprit) n. [Spirit, sprite. ] A spirit ; a i

an incorporeal agent ; an apparition.

Sprightful. (sprit'foo]) «. Lively; brisk; gay; i

8prightfulness, (sprit'fool-nes) u. Briskness; vivacity.

| liveliness.

I Sprightliness, (i*pritle-nes)n. Quality of being spright

ly : liveliness;—briskness ; vigour ; vivacity.

Sprightly, (spritle) a. Spirit-like or sprigut-likc ;

lively ; brisk ; animated ; vigorous ; airy ; gay.

Spring, (spring) v.t. [A. -8. springuiL, Ger. spnmpen,

Icel. sprxMfjti.] To leap; to bound; to jump:— to

issue with speed and violence ;—to start or rise sud

denly from a covert;—to fly back; — to bead from

a straight direction or plane surface ;—to shoot up,

out, or forth ; to arise ;—to issue, as from a parent

or ancestor ; to result, as from a cause, motive, or

principle ;—to appear above ground ; to vegetate ;—

to grow ; to thrive ;—r. t. To cause to spring up :

to start, as game;—to produce quickly or unexpect

edly ;—to cause to explode, as a mine ;—to burst :

to cause to open, as a leak ;—to crack or split ; to

bend or strain so as to weaken, as a mast;—to cause

to close suddenly, as a trap ;—to throw off or set

an arch from an abutment or pier:—imp. sprung;

pp. sprung; ppr. springing.

Spring, (spring) n. A leap; a bound; a jump, as of an

animal ;—a flying back; resilience ;—elastic power or

force ;—an elastic body, as a steel-rod, plate, or coil ;

a mass or strip of India rubber, Ac—used for various

meclmnical purposes; — any source of supply; rape-

dally, the source from which a stream proceeds; a

fountain ;—that by which action or motion is pro

duced or propagated : cause ; origin ; rise ; beginning;

—shoot ; young plant or tree ;—s leak in a ship ;

start of a plank ;—a quick and lively tune [Soot.) ;—

a shoulder of pork ;—the season of the year when

plants begin to vegetate and rise ; the months of

March, April, and May.

Spring-bok, (spring'bok) n. A species of antelope in

habiting the plainb of South

Africa, it has an exceedingly

light and graceful form.

I Springe, (sprinj) n. (From

 

| *priiif/.] A noose which, be

ing fastened to an elastic

body, is drawn close with a

sudden spring, by which

means it catches a bird or

other animal

Springer, (spring'er) u. One

w ho springs;—one who rouses

game ; a dog of the spaniel

or setter kind ;—the impost Spring-bok.

or point at which an arch unites with its support, and

from which it seems to spring.

Spring-gun, (spring 'gun) n. A gun which la dis

charged by means of a spring attached to the lock

—formerly set in fields, gardens, Ac., as a protection

against poachers, robbers, &c

Spring-head, (springlied) n. A fountain or source.

Springiness, (springe-nee) n. State of being springy;

elasticity; also, power of springing:—state of abound

ing with springs; wetness or sponginess, as of land.

Springing, (sprlng'ing) n. Act of arising issuing, or

proceeding; growth; increase;—leaping; bounding;—

in architecture, the impost or point at which the

arch rises from its support.

Spring-tide, (spring'tid) n. The tide which happens

at or soon after the new and full moon, which rises
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higher than common tides ; — the time of spring ;

spring time. [spring.

Spring-time, (spring'tim) n. Spring or the season of

Spring-water, (spring'waw-ter) n. Water issuing from

a natural source, as distinguished from river, rain

water, Ac.

Springy, (spring'e) a. Elastic; recovering itself after

being bent or twisted ;—having power to leap far ;—

light in tread or gait ; elastic ; — abounding with

springs or fountains ; wet; spongy.

Sprinkle, (spring' kl) v.t. [Diminutive of sprinke,

A.-S. sprmgan, to sprinkle.] To scatter or disperse

in small drops or particles, as water, seed, &c. ;—to

scatter on ;—to baptize by the application of a small

quantity of water; hence, to cleanse ; to purify;—v.i.

To perform the act of scattering a liquid, or any

fine substance ; — to rain moderately, or with drops

falling now and then:—imp. & pp. sprinkled; ppr.

sprinkling.

Sprinkle, (ffpringkl) n. A small quantity scattered;

a sprinkling ;—a utensil for sprinkling.

Sprinkling, (spring'kling) it. Act of scattering in

small drops or separate jiarta ;—a small quantity

falling in distinct drops or parts ;—hence, a moderate

number or quantity.

Sprit, (sprit) n. [A.-S. spredt.) A small boom, pole,

or spar, crossing the sail of a boat diagonally from

the mast to the upper aftmost corner, which it is

used to extend and elevate.

Sprit, (sprit) v. t. [A.-S. spryttan, Ger. spreiszett.) To

throw out with force from a narrow orifice ; to spirt ;

to spurt ;—v. i. To sprout ; to bud ; to germinate.

Sprite, (sprit) n. [Ger. spriet.) A spirit; a soul ; a

shade; an apparition; an elf; an attendant fairy;—a

demon :—also spright.

Sprout, (sprout) v.i. {Ger. sproseen, A.-S. tpre6tan.\

To shoot, as the seed of a plant ; to germinate ;

hence, to grow like shoots of plants ;—to shoot into

ramifications:—imp. & pp. sprouted ; ppr. sprouting.

Sprout, (sprout) »i. The shoot of a plant; a snoot from

the seed, or from the stump, or from the root of a

plant or tree ;—pL Young ooleworts ;—especially a

kind for late autumn or winter use—brussel sprouts.

Bpruce, (sproos) a. [Perhaps from spruce, a sort of

leather from Prussia.) Neat, without elegance or

dignity;—finical; trim; nice; foppish.

Bpruce, (sproos) v.t. To dress with affected neat

ness ; to trim ;—v. i. To dress one's self with affected

neatness:—imp. & pp. spruced; ppr. sprucing.

Spruce, (sproos) a. [O. Eng. Pruse, Prussian, so

named because it was first known as a native of

Prussia.] A coniferous tree, of the genus Abies, of

several species, especially the Norway Spruce, which

yields the valuable timber known as white deal; also,

the North American or black spruce, the timber

of which is used for yards and spars.

Spruce-beer, (sproos bOr) n. A kind of beer flavoured

with spruce. [affected neatness.

Sprucely, (sprooste) adv. In a spruce manner; with

Spruceness, (sproos'nes) n. Trimness; fineness; affected

neatness. [or spring.

Sprunt, (sprunt) n. Any thing short and stiff;—a leap

Spry, (spri) a. Having great power of leaping or

running; nimble; active; vigorous.

Spud, (spud) n. [Dan. spyd, a spear.] An Implement

somewhat like a chisel, with a long handle, used for

destroying weeds.

Spume, (spurn) n. [L. spuria, from spuere, to spit,

to spew.] Frothy matter raised on liquors or fluid

substances;—froth; foam; scum.

Spume, (spurn) v. i. To froth; to foam:—imp. A pp.

spumed; ppr. spuming. [or frothy.

Spuminess, (spuin'e-nes) n. The quality of being spumy

8pumous, (spu'mus) a. [L. spumotus, from spuina,

foam.] Consisting of froth or scum; foamy.

Spunk, (spungk) n. [Gael, spemg, Ir. sponc, tinder.

sponge, A.-S. span, spoon, a chip, tinder, touchwood.]

Wood that readily takes fire ; touchwood ; also, a

kind of tinder made from a species of fungus ; punk ;

amadou; — an inflammable temper; spirit; pluck;

mettle. [spirited.

Spunky, (spungk'e) a. Full of spunk ; quick ;

Spun-yarn, (spun'yA-n) n. A line or cord formed

of two or three rope-yarns twisted.

Spur, (spur) n. ia.'s. spura, Ger. sporn, allied to

spear,) An instrument having a little wheel with

sharp points, worn on a horseman's heels to prick a

horse in order to hasten his pace ;—incitement; insti

gation;—something that projects; a snag;—the largest

or principal root of a tree;—the hard, pointed pro

jection on a cock's leg; — a mountain that shoots

from any other mountain or range of mountains,

and extends to some distance in a lateral direction:—

a brace ; a strut ; — any projecting appendage of a

flower looking like a spur.

Spur, (spur) v.t. [From the noun.] To prick with

spurs ; to incite to a more hasty pace ;—to urge or

encourage to action or to a more vigorous pursuit of

an object ;—to fasten spurs on, as a boot ;—r. i. To

travel with great expedition ; to hasten ;—to press for

ward:—imp. & pp. spurred ; ppr. spurring.

Spur-gall, (spurgawl) ». A place galled or excoriated

by the spur.

Spurge, (spurj) n. [F. epurge, from L. expurgare, to

purge.] A plant of several species having an acrid,

milky juice.

Spurge, (spurj) v. t. To emit foam or froth, as beer

in course of fermentation ;—to discharge, as rheum

from the eyes.

Spurging, (spurjlng) n. Act of emitting foam or

froth, as fermenting liquors ; — act of discharging

rheum from the eyes.

Spurious, (apu're-us) a. [L. spnriu*.] Not proceeding

from the true source or from the source pretended :

not genuine or authentic; counterfeit ;—illegitimate ;

bastard ; adulterine. [falsely.

Spuriously, (spii're-us-le) adv. In a spurious manner ;

Spuriousness, (spu're-us-nes) n. State or quality of

being spurious, counterfeit, or illegitimate.

Spurn, (spurn) v.t. I. A.-S. spuntan, to kick, spura,

heel, L. spernere, to despise.] To drive back or away,

as with the foot; to kick;—to reject with disdain;

to treat with contempt; to scorn ; to despise;— v.i.

To kick or toss up the heels ;—to manifest disdain in

rejecting any thing:—imp. & pp. spurned; ppr. spurn

ing, (temptuous treatment.

Spurn, (spurn) n. A kick ;—disdainful rejection ; con-

Spurred, (spurd) a. Wearing spurs or having shoots

like spurs;—incited; instigated.

Spurrer, (spur'er) n. One who uses spurs.

Spurrier, (spur'e-er) n. One who makes spurs.

Spurt, (spurt) v. t. [O. Eng sprit, to sprout, to bud.)

To throw, drive, or force out violently, as a liquid

in a stream from a pipe or small orifice ;—v. i. To

gush or issue out in a stream, as liquor from a cask:—

written also spirt .-—imp. & pp. spurted; ppr. spurt

ing.

Spurt, (spurt) n. A sudden or violent gushing of a

liquid substance from a tube, orifice, or other con

fined place ; a jet ;—a short and violent effort ; an im

pulsive fit ; quick, energetic push or pull.

Spur-wheel, (spurtiwei) n. A wheel in which the

teeth are perpendicular to the axis,

and in the direction of the radii :—

also spur-gear.

Sputter, (spufer) v.i. [D. spuiten,

to spout, L. sputare, to spit.] To i

spit or to emit saliva from the mouth

in small or scattered portions, as in

rapid speaking ;—to throw out mois

ture in small, detached parts ;—to fly off in small

particles with some crackling or noise;—to utter words

 

Spur-whesl-
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hastily and indistinctly ;—v. t To throw out with

haste and noise ; -to utt«r with indistinctness:—imp.

A pp. sputtered ; ppr. sputtering, [particles.

Sputter, (sput'er) it. Moist matter thrown oat in small

Sputterer, (sput'er-er) n. One who sputters.

8py, (spi) n. (It spur, F. fsjnon, from L. spier rr, to

look.) One who keep* a constant watch on the

conduct of others ;—a person sent into an enemy's

camp to inspect their works, ascertain their strength

or their movements, and communicate intelligence to

the proper officer; emissary : scout.

Bpy. (*p0 v. t. To gain sight of ; to discover at a dis

tance, or in a state of concealment: to espy;—to dis

cover by close search or examination ; to detect;—to

explore; to view, inspect, and examine secretly;—1\ i.

To search narrowly; to scrutinize;—imp. A pp. spied;

ppr. spying.

Spy-glass, (spfglas) n. A small perspective glass or

telescope for viewing distant terrestrial objects.

Squab, (skwob) adv. With a heavy, sudden fail;

plump; flat.

Squab, (skwob) a. [Sw. tqvab, a soft and fat body,

Icel. qrap, soft, fat.) Fat; thick; plump;—unfledged;

unfeathered.

Squab, (skwob) n. A young pigeon or dove:—a person

of a short, fat figure;—a thickly stuffed cushion for

the seat of a sofa, couch, or chair.

Squabble, (skwobl) v. i. [Ger. quabbetn, 8w. Ixibbla,

to quarrel.) To contend for superiority ;—to scuffle;

to struggle ;—to contend in debate ; to wrangle ; to

dispute ;—to quarrel ;—in printing, to disarrange or

mix, so that the letters of one line get into the adja-

ceot lines:—imp. A pp. squabbled ; ppr. squabbling.

Squabble, (skwot/1) n. A scuffle ; a wrangle; a brawl;

a petty quarrel. [contentious person.

Squabbler, (skwob'ler) n. One who squabbles; a

Squabby, (skwob'e) e. Short and thick; equabbiah.

Squad, (slewed) n. [F. etcouadt, It. squadra.] A

division of a company in a regiment—usually there

are four squads in a company;—a small party of men

detailed for special duty, drill, Ac. ; — hence col

loquially, a set of men, or any small party.

Squadron, (skwod'run) n. [F. escadro* from "L. qua-

dratus, square.] A square body;—a body of troops

formed in a square;—a body of cavalry comprising

two companies or troops, averaging from 150 to 200

men ;—a division of a fleet ;—usually a third part of

the whole naval armament cruising together; — a

detachment of ships of war sent on a special expe

dition.

Squalid, (skwol'id) a. [L. sqvaliJus, from squatere,

to be foul or filthy.] Dirty through neglect; foul;

filthy..

Squalidly, (skwol'id le) adv. In a squalid, filthy man

ner, [ing squalid.

Squalidneas, (skwol'id-nes) n. State or quality of be-

Squall, (skwawl) v. i. [Sw. $qrala, to cry out, Ir. at

Gael. *aatt to shriek.] To scream or cry violently,

as a woman frightened, or a child In anger or dis

tress:—imp. A pp. squalled ; ppr. squalling.

Squall, (skwawl) n. A loud scream; a harsh cry;—a

sudden and violent gust of wind. [aloud.

Squaller, (skwawl'er) n. One who squalls or cries

Squally, (nkwaw)'e) a. Abounding with squalls : dis

turbed often with sudden and violent gusts of wind.

Squalor, (skwa/lor) n. [L., from squalen, to be foul or

filthy.) Foulness : filthiness; squalidness.

Squamous, (■kwa'mus) a. [L. squamous, from tquamat

a scale.] Covered with or consisting of scales; scaly.

Squander, (skwon'der) v. t. [Ger. uhtcenden, from

schteindan, to vanish, dwindle.) To spend lavishly or

profusely ; to spend prodigally ; — waste ; scatter ;

dissipate:—imp. A pp. squandered; ppr. squandering.

Squanderer, (skwon der-cr) n. One who squanders; a

prodigal: a spendthrift.

Square, (skwar) a. Having four equal aides and four

n

right angles:—forming a right angle:—having a shape

broad for the height, with rectilineal and anpulax

rather than curving outlines ; —- exactly suitable or

correepondent ; true ; Just }—rendering equal justice;

fair ; honest ;—even ; leaving no balance ;—at ri^xtt

angles with the mast or the keel, as '-he yards of a

sbip in their normal position.

Square, (skwar) a. [Let and quadra, a square ] A.

rectilineal figure having four equal

aides and four right angles ; — hence,

that which is square or nearly so, or ia

reckoned by squares or square mea

sure;—an area of four sides with houses ,

on each aide; sometimes, a solid block of I

houses:—also, an open place formed * *

by the intersection of two or more Sqaaxr

streets;—in arithmetic and algebra, the (carpenter/si.

product of a number or quantity multiplied by iteeh*:

—a carpenter's or joiners instrument, consisting of

two flat rules joined perpendicularly at their ex

tremities, so as to form a right angle;—also, a. rule

fastened perpendicularly to the middle part of an

other, called from its form a T square;—hence, con

formity ; regularity ; exactness of form ;—due pro

portion ; justness in conduct or dealing ; — level ;

equality.

Square, (skwar) r. t. To form with four equal sides and

four right angles;—to reduce to a square;— to com-

pare with or reduce to any given measure or standard;

—to adjust; to regulate; to fit; to accommodate ;—to

make even, so as to leave no difference or balance ;—

in mathematics, to multiply by itself;—to place at

right angles with the mast or keel, as the yards of

a ship;—v. t. To accord or agree exactly; to conform

or agree ; to suit; to fit ;—to take a boxing attitude:

—imp. A pp. squared ; ppr. squaring.

Squarely, (skwarle) udr. In a square form or man

ner.

Squareness, (skwaVnes) n. The state of being square.

Squaring, (akwar'ing) n. Act of forming or reducing to

a square;—act of adjusting or balancing, as accounts;

—act of regulating;—act of placing the yards at right

angles to the masts.

Squarrose, (skwar'os) a. [L. squarrotut.} Ragged, or

full of loose scales or projecting parts ; jagged.

Squash, (skwosh) v. t. [Eng. quash, F. cotter, L. em«u-

tart.) To beat or press into pulp or a flat mass;

to crush: to batter.

Squash, (skwosh) n. Something soft and easily crushed;

—a sudden fall of a heavy, soft body.

Squash, (skwosh) n. [Massachusetts Indian euq, pL

atquash, raw, green, immature, applied to fruit and

vegetables used when green or without cooking.] A

plant and its fruit of the gourd kind.

Squaaher, (akwosh'er) w. One who or that which

squashes, [squashy or soft.

Squashiness, (skwosh'e-nes) n. The state of being

Squat, (skwot) v. i. fit. quatto, squat, cowering, from

I. cogert, coactum, to drive together.) To sit down

upon the hams or heels, as a human being:—to sit

close to the ground ; to cower, as au animal ; to lis

close to escape observation:—to settle on another s

land without title [Amer.j:—imp. A pp. squatted;

ppr. squatting.

Squat, (skwot) a. Bitting on tile hams or heels;

sitting close to the ground : cowering : — short and

thick like the figure of an animal squatting.

Squat, (skwot) n. The posture of one that sits on

his hams or close to the ground.

Squatter, (skwot'er) n. One who squats or sits close;—

one who settles on new land without a title.

Squaw, (skwaw) n. [Karragansett squaws,] A woman;

—especially, a wife

Squeak, (skwi-k) r. i. [Sw. sq-rdka, to cry like a frog,

Ger. quieten.) To utter a sharp, shrill cry, usually

of abort duration; or to make a sharp noise, as a pipe
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or quill, a wheel, a door, &c. :—imp. & pp. squeaked ;

ppr. squeaking.

Squeak, (skwek) n, A sharp, shrill sound suddenly

uttered, either of the human voice or of any animal

or instrument. [squeaks.

Squeaker, (skwek'er) n. One who or that which

Squeaking, (skwCk'ing) a. Crying with a sharp, shrill

cry ; making a thin, sharp sound. [uer,

Squeakingly, (skwek'ing-le) adv. In a squeakingman-

Squeal, (skwel) v. i. (Sw. sqvdta, to cry out.] To

cry with a sharp, shrill, prolonged Bound, as certain

animals do, indicating want, displeasure, or pain :—

imp. & pp. squealed ; ppr. squealing.

Squeal, (skwSl) n. A shall, sharp and somewhat pro

longed cry.

Squeamish, (skwem'ish) a. [From qualmish.] Having

a stomach that is easily turned, or that readily

nauseates any thing; hence, nice to excess in taste;

easily disgusted;—dainty: scrupulous. [manner.

Squeamishly, (skwem'ish-le) adv. In a squeamish

Squeamishneas, (skwem'ish-nes) n. The state of being

squeamish ; fastidiousness ; excessive niceness ; af

fected or morbid delicacy or scrupulosity.

Squeezable, (skwez'a-bl) «. Capable of being squeezed;

—;figuratively, open to influence or coercion ; easily

constrained to grant or concede.

Squeeze, (skwez) v.t. [A.-S, ewisan, to crush, Ger.

qiutsehen.] To press between two bodies; to press

closely; to hug: to gripe;—to wring from; to oppress

with hardships, burdens, and taxes:—to force between

close bodies ; to compel or cause to pass ;—r. i. To

urge one's way ; to pass by pressing ; to press ; to

crowd :—imp. & pp. squeezed; ppr. squeezing.

Squeeze, (skwez) n. Act of one who squeezes ; com

pression ; pressure between two bodies ;—a close hug

or embrace ; a gripe ;—a crowd or throng of persons

huddled together.

Squeezer, (skweVer) n. One who or that which

squeezes ;—pi. In forging* & contrivance like a large

pair of pliers for Bhingling or squeezing the scoria

from the puddled metaL

Squeezing, (skwe/ing) n. The act of pressing ; com

pression;—oppression;—that which is forced out by

pressure.

Squib, (skwib) n. [W. eiriptaic, to move briskly, cicip,

a sudden turn.] A little pipe or hollow cylinder of

paper, filled with powder or combustible matter, and

sent into the air burning;—a sarcastic speech; a petty

lampoon.

Squib, (skwib) v.i. To throw squibs ;— to utter

sarcastic or severe reflections; to contend in petty

dispute.

Squill, (skwil) n. [L. squilla, G. tfciifar.l A lily-like

plant having a bulbous root of acrid and emetic

properties—called also sea-onion;—a crustaceous sea

animal resembling a lobster.

Squint, (skwint) a. [O. schuinte, a slope, schv.insch,

sloping, oblique.] Looking obliquely; — not having

the optic axes coincident—said of the eyes;—looking

with suspicion.

Squint, (skwint) v. i. To see obliquely ;—to have the

axes of the eyes not coincident;—to run obliquely;

to slope;—v.t. To turn to an oblique position;—to

cause to look with non-coincident optic axes :—imp.

A pp. squinted ; ppr. squinting.

Squint, (skwint) «. Act or habit of squinting;—a

want of coincidence of the axes of the eyes ; — an

oblique opening in the wall of a church.

Squint-eyed, (skwint'id) a. Having eyes that squint;— |

oblique; indirect; malignant;—looking obliqnely, or

by side glances. [ing squint.

Squinting, (skwint'ing) ft, The act or habit of look-

Squire, (skwir) n. A gentleman next in rank to a

knight; an esquire:—an escort of ladies; a champion;

—a country gentleman ; a landed proprietor ;—col

loquially, a gallant ; a beau.

 

Squirrel.

& pp. squirted; ppr.

Squire, (skwir) v. t. To attend, as a squire ; — to

attend as a beau or gallant for aid and protection :—

imp. & pp. squired ; ppr. squiring.

Squireen, (akwir-eu') n. One who is half squire and

half farmer in Ireland.

Squirely, (skwirle) a. Becoming a squire.

Squireanip, (skwir'ship) n. Hank and .state of an

esquire or squire :—also sqvirehowt.

Squirm, (skwerm) v. i. ort. [8kr. krimi, a worm.] To

move or cause to move like a worm or eel ;—to climb

with the hands and feet, as to a tree:—imp. & pp.

squirmed; ppr. squirming.

Squirrel, (akwir'el) ft, [F. ecureuil, G. skiouros, skia,

shade, and oura, tail. ] A small

Todent mammal having a

bushy tail—it is very nimble

in climbing trees and leaping

from branch to branch.

Squirt, ( skwert ) v.t. [Sw.

squdtta, to scatter.] To eject

or drive out of a narrow pipe .

or orifice in a stream ; — r. t.

To throw out liquid from a

narrow orifice in a rapid

stream ;—to throw ont words ;

to prate ; to chatter : — imp.

squirting.

Squirt, (skwert) /.. An instrument with which a liquid

is ejected in a stream with force; a syringe;—a small,

quick stream. [squirts.

Squirter, (Bkwert'er) n. One who or that which

Stab, (stab) *. t [ I). *to/t Ger. stab, a staff, stick.] To

pierce with a pointed weapon ;—to kill by the thrust

of a pointed instrument ;—to injure secretly or by

malicious falsehood or slander, as reputation ;—also,

to thrust ; to attempt to pierce or wound ; to feint ;—

v.i. To give a wound with a pointed weapon;—to

give a mortal wound ;—imp. & pp. stabbed ; ppr.

stabbing.

Stab, (stab) n. The thrust of a pointed weapon ;—a,

wound with a sharp-pointed weapon;—an injury given

in the dark; a secret Btroke or blow.

Stabber, (stab'fr) ft. One who stabs ; a murderer ;—a

sailmaker's instrument, like a pricker, but triangular

in shape, for piercing eyelet holes, &c.

Stabbing, (stab'ing) n. The act of piercing, wounding,

or killing with a sharp pointed weapon.

Stabilitate, (sta-bil'e-tat) v.t. To make firm or sure;

to establish.

Stability, (sta-bil'e-te) n. [L. stabilitas, from stabilire,

to make firm or stable.] State of being stable or firm;

strength to stand without being moved or overthrown;

—steadiness or firmness of character, resolution, or

purpose ;—constancy ; firmness.

Stable, (st-"i'U) a. \h. stabilis, from start, to stand.]

Fixed ; firmly established; not easily moved, shaken,

or overthrown ;—steady in purpose ; firm in resolu

tion ; not fickle or vacillating; steadfast ;—durable ;

lasting; permanent.

Stable, (staTd) ft, [L. stabulutn, from start, to stand.]

A house, shed, or building for beasts to lodge and

feed in ;—specifically, a covered shed or building with

separate stalls for horses.

Stable, (sttVbl) v. t. To put or keep in a stable;—v. i.

To dwell or lodge in a stable:—imp. & pp. stabled;

ppr, stabling.

Stableness, (staid-nes) n. Quality or state of being

stable : firmness of position ; steadiness ; constancy ;

stability.

Stabling, (st&'bling) 11. Act or practice of keeping

cattle in a stable;—a house, shed, or room for keeping

horses and cattle:—also, fodder and bedding for horses.

Btablish, (stab'Jish) r. t. [F. eltd/Ur, from L. ttabili*.]

To make firm ; to fix ; to settle ; to establish.

Stably, (sta'ble) adv. In. a stable manner ; firmly;

fixedly; steadily.
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Staccato. (stak-ka'to) a. [It,) Disconnected; dis

tinct—a direction to perform the note* of a passage

in a short, distinct, and pointed manner.

Stack, (stak) ft. [Icel. staekr, a heap, Ger. stock:]

A large pile of hay, grain, straw, and the like;—a

iniiiii.fi- of funnels or chimneys standing together;

—the chimney of a locomotive or steam-vessel ;—a

staff; a crotch;—a young tree left standing while

others are cut down; a standard tree;—a pile of wood

containing 108 cubic feet.

Stack, (stak) r. (. To lay, as hay or grain, in a

conical or other pile; to make into a large pile, as

wood, peat, Ac:—imp. & pp. stacked: pj*r. stacking.

Stacking, (stak'ing) n Act or operation of piling up

or building unthrashed corn, hay, beans, or other

crops, and thatching the upper surface as a defence

from the weather.

Stacking -band, (stak'ing-band) ft. A rope usually of

straw to hind the thatching on the roof of stacks.

Stack-yard, (stak'yard) tt. A yard or inclosure for

stacks of hay or grain.

Btaddle, (stad'l) n. j A -N. stadhtt, a foundation, firm

seat.] Any thing which serves for support; especially,

the frame or support of a stack of liay or grain;—a

small tree of any kind.

Stadtholder, fstafhold-er) it. [IV ttad, a city, and

houder, a holder.] Formerly the chief magistrate of

the United Provinces of Holland, or the governor or

lieutenant-governor of a province.

Staff, (staf) n. [A.-8. sta/, a staff, steb, a stump, Icel.

■"'•'/>■} A pole or stick ; — a stick carried in the

hand for support or defence; hence, a support;

prop; comfort; — in music, the Ave lines and the

spaces on which music is written;—a stick borne as

an ensign of authority:—a pole erected in a ship or

elsewhere, to hoist and display a flag upon ;—the

round of a ladder ; any long piece of wood. [F.

estnfette,] An establishment of officers in various

departments attached to an army or to the com

mander of an army ;—a corps of executive officers.

Stag, (stag) n, [Icel. sti ■■.'■>,-, the male of several ani

mals.] The male rr-1 dwr;

the male of the hind ; a

hart; —the maleof the bovine

genus castrated at such an

age that he never gains full

sixe.

Stay-beetle, (stag'bet-1) n. A

nocturnal beetle having

large hooked mandibles,

somewhat resembling the

horns of a stag.

Stage, (stftj) ». [F. etagc,

A.-S. stigan, to go, ascend,

O. steiytn, to mount. | A

platform slightly elevated on

which an orator may speak, Ac;

—a scaffold;—the flor for scenic

performances; hence, the theatre;

the dramatic profession;—a place

where any thing is publicly ex- ^

hibited; the scene of any noted

action or career ; — a pUoe ap

pointed for the relay of horses;—

the distance between two places

of rest on a road;—a degree of advancement in any

pursuit or of progress toward an end or result ;—any

large vehicle running from station to station for the

accommodation of the public

Stage-coach, (staj'koch) n. A coach that runs regularly

from one place to another at stated times, stopping

at stages for the convenience of passengers : — also

stage-carriage.

Stage-driTer, (st&j'driv-er) n. One who drives a stage

or stage-coach : -also stage-coachman.

Stage-effect, (staj'ef-fekt) n. Effect or impression

Staff-beetle.

 

produced by dramatic performance;—figuratively, ira-

pression sought to be produced by simulated or

affected passion, sentiment, distress, misery, At;—

theatrical display. [sents characters on the stage.

Stage-player, (staj'pla-er) n. An actor: one who repre-

Btaffer, (staj'e,r) n. One who has long acted on the

stage of life; a knowing fellow;—a horse used in draw*

ing a stage.

Stage-waggon, (staj'wag-un) it. A waggon which goes

between two places at stated times, conveying pas

sengers and goods.

Stagger, (stag'er) r. i. [D. staggeren, to stagger, from

ttalm, to stop.] To move to one side and the other in

standing or walking; to reel; to vacillate;—to oeaae

to stand firm; to give way ;—to begin to doubt and

waver in purpose: to hesitate;—v. t. To cause to red:

—to make less steady or confident;—to shake;—to

shock; to alarm:—imp. & pp. staggered; ppr. stag

gering, {of a tipsy person.

Stagger, (stager) *• A staggering motion; a reel, as

Staggering, (stag'er-ing) n. Act of reeling ; vacilla

tion ;—doubt or hesitancy. [manoer.

Staggeringly, (stag'r-ing-le) adv. In a staggering

Staggers, (stag'en) n. pi. A disease of horses and

other animals, by which they fall down suddenly

without sense or motion; apoplexy.

Stag-hound, (stagHiound) n. A hound employed in

hunting the stag or deer.

Staging, (staj'ing) «. A structure of posts and boards

for supporting workmen, Ac, in building : — the

business of running, managing, or of journeying in

stage-coaches. [place of his birth.

Stagirite, (staj e-rit) n. Aristotle, from Stagira, the

Stagnancy, (stag'nan-se) n. The state of being stag

nant

Stagnant, (stagnant) a, [L. stagnant, ppr. of stapnarr.]

Not flowing in a current or stream; still; motionless;

impure from want of motion;—not active; dull: not

brisk. pees, or inactive state.

Stagnantly, (stag/naut-le) adv. In a stagnant, motion-

Stagnate, (stag'ii&t) v. i. [L. stagnart, ttagrtatum,

from stagnum, a piece of standing water.J To oease

to flow; to lie motionless;—to cease to be brisk or

active :—imp, & pp. stagnated ; nr, stagnating.

Stagnation, (stag-na'shun ) w. Condition of being

stagnant; cessation of flowing or circulation, as of a

fluid;—cessation of action, or of brisk action; state

of being dull.

Staid, (stud) a. [From stay, to stop.] Sober; not wild,

volatile, flighty, or fanciful;—steady; composed: re

gular; sedate. [regularity; constancy; firmness.

Staidness, (stad'nes) u. Sobriety; gravity; steadinees;

Stain, (stftn) v.t. | W. ngtaen., spread out, G. teincin, to

stretch, or from F. teinttre, L. tingert, to dye) To

discolour by the application of foreign matter ; to

make foul ; to spot ; — to dye; to colour, aa wood,

flass, Ac., by proceases affecting the material itself;—

to impress with figures in colours different from the

ground;—to spot with guilt or infamy; to bring re

proach on ; to tarnish : — imp. & pp. stained ; ppr.

staining.

Stain, (stAn) n. A discoloration from foreign matter;

a blot; a foul mark ;—a natural spot of a colour dif-

erent from the ground ;—disgrace ; infamy; taint of

guilt;—cause of reproach: shame [a dyer.

Stainer, (stun'er) n. One who stains, blots, or tarnishes ;

Stainless, tetanies) a. Free from any stain; — free

from the reproach of guilt; free from sin.

Stair, (star) n. [A. -8. sttrger, from stigan, to ascend,

rise.] One step of a series for ascending or descending

to a different level ;—a series of steps, as for riming

from one story of a house to another—commonly in

the plural.

Staircase, (stiir'kOa) n. A flight of stairs with their

supporting framework, casing, balusters, Ac.

Stair-way, (stAr'wa) n. A flight of stairs or steps.
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Stake, (stak) n. [A.-S. staea, from the root of stick.]

A stick pointed at one end so as easily to be pushed

into the ground ;—especially, the piece of timber to

which a martyr was affixed while he was burning;

hence, martyrdom by fire ;—that which is laid down

as a wager or prize ;—the state of being pledged;—pi.

8ams of money to be run, contested, or fought for,

as in racing, wrestling, boxing, sailing, swimming,

Ac.

Stake, (stak) v. t. To fasten, support, or defend with

stakes;—to mark the limits by stakes ;—to put at

hazard upon the issue of competition or upon a

future contingency; to wager;—to pledge;—to deposit,

as the amount of a wager, &c. :—imp. & pp. staked ;

ppr. staking.

Stake-holder, (staklmld-er) n. One with whom the

beta are deposited when a wager is laid;—in laic,

one with whom a deposit is made by two or more who

lay claim to it. [panded by stakes.

Stake-net, (stak'net) n. A fish-net secured and ex-

Stalactite, (sta-lak'tit) n. [G. stalaktot, dropping.]

A pendent cone or cylinder of

carbonate of lime, resemblint,' ait

icicle in form, and attached to

the roof or side of a cavern.

Stalactitic, (sta- Jak-tit'ik) «..

Having the form or characters

of a stalactite.

Stalagmite, (sta-lag'mit) n. [G.

stalagma, a drop! A deposit of

calcareous matter on the fluui*

of caverns.

Stale, (stal) a. [Ger. stel, stal, from stalUn, to set.]

Vapid or tasteless from age ;—not new ; not freshly

made;—having lost the life or graces of youth; de

cayed ;—worn out by use ; trite ; oommon ; having

lost its novelty and power of pleasing.

Stale, (stal) ». [A. -S. stale, a handle, Ger. stall, that

which is set.] A long handle, as of a rake; shaft of

an arrow;—something set or exhibited to attract or

allure; a decoy;—hence, a prostitute;—old vapid beer

or wine—from standing long. [F. estaUc] Urine of

horses or other beasts.

Stale, (stal) v. i. [Ger. & D. stallen, F. Mailer.] To

maker water ; to discharge urine—said of horses and

cattle.

Stalely, (stal'le) adv. Of old ; of a long time; tritely.

Staleness, (stiTues) n. State of being stale; vapidness:

—oldness ; state of having lost taste or flavour by

keeping ;—triteness; commonness.

Stalk, (stawk) n. [IceL stilkr, allied to A.-3. steatct

high, steep.] The stem or main axis of a plant ;—the

petiole, pedicel, or peduncle of a plant;—the stem of a

quill ; — any thing resembling a stalk ; stem of a

spoon, tobacco pipe, &c ;—a straight or fluted orna

ment in the Corinthian capital.

Stalk, (stawk) a. A high, proud, or stately walk; a

wide step or pace.

Btalk, (stawk) v.i. f.V-S. stalcan, to go slowly, from

steale, high, elevated.J To walk with high and proud

steps;—to walk behind something, as a screen, for the

purpose of taking game ;—v. t. To approach under

cover of a screen or by stealth ;—imp. & pp. stalked ;

ppr. stalking. [fishing-net.

Stalker, (stawk'er) n. One who stalks ;—a kind of

Stalking, (stawk'ing) n. The act of going gently step by

step, or from one point of cover to another, so as to

get within gun-shot of the game.

Stalking-horse, (stawk'iug-hors) n. A horse or a

figure resembling a horse, behind which a fowler con-

v, aU himself from the sight of the game which he is

aiming to kill,-—hence, a pretence; a mere pretext.

Stalky, (stawke) «. Hard as a stalk; resembling a

staik.

Stall, ( i li I l n. | A. -S. sUill, a place, seat, D. & Ger.

stal\ A staiid; a station; hence, the place where a

horse or an ox is kept and fed ; — a stable ; a place

for cattle ;— a small house or slight shed in which

merchandise is exposed for sale;—a bench or form

on which wares are exhibited;—the seat of an eccle

siastical dignitary in the choir of a cathedral or colle

giate church ;—pi. Seats in a theatre, usually be

tween the orchestra and the pit.

Stall, (stawl) v. t. To put into a stall or stable ;—to

induct into an office with the customary formalities;

to install;—v.i. To dwell; to inhabit;—to kennel:

to be tired of eating, as cattle :—imp. & pp. stalled ;

ppr. stalling. [rent paid for a stalL

Stallage, (stawl'Sj) n. Right of erecting Btalls in fain;

Stall-feed, (stawlfed) v. t. To feed and fatten in a

stable or on dry fodder:—imp. & pp. stall-fed; ppr.

stall-feeding.

Stallion, (staTyun) u. [F. etalon. It. Stallone, from

Ger. stal, a stable.) A horse not castrated, used for

raising stock.

Stalwart, (stal'wert) a. [A.-8. stmlweordh, worth

taking.] Brave; bold; strong; redoubted; daring.

Stamen, (sta'men) n. [L., G. stimdn, the warp.] A

thread ; especially, a warp thread;—the male organ

of flowers for secreting and furnishing the pollen or

fecundating dust;—pi. The fixed, firm part of a body

wluch supports it or gives it its strength and solidity;

—whatever constitutes the principal strength or sup

port of any thing. [stamens or stamina.

Staminal, (stani'in-al) a. Pertaining to or consisting in

Sumineous, (stain -in 'e-us) a. [L. stamineus, from

stamen.] Consisting of stamens or threads;—pertain

ing to the stamens.

Staminiferous, (stam-in-ifer-us) a. [L. stamen, and

ferre, to bear.] Bearing or having stamens.

Stammer, (stain'gr) v. i. [Ger. ttammeln, Dan. stamina;

A.-8. stamei:] To hesitate or falter in speaking; to

speak with stops and difficulty ; to stutter ;—r. t. To

utter or pronounce with hesitation or imperfectly :

—imp. & pp. stammered ; ppr. stammering.

Stammer, (stam'er) n. Defective utterance or invol

untary interruption of utterance; a stutter.

Stammerer, (stam'er-er) n. One who stutters or

hesitates in speaking.

Stammering, (stam'er-ing) n. Hesitation in speak*

ing; impediment in speech ; stutter.

Stamp, (stamp) v. t. [Ger. stamp/en, D. stampen, F.

estamper, to stamp.] To strike, beat, or press forcibly

with the bottom of the foot ;—to impress with some

mark or figure;—to imprint; to fix deeply;—to coin ;

to mint ; to form ;—to cut out into various forms

with a stamp;—to crush by the downward action of

a kind of heavy hammer ;—to set a mark on, as cloth ;

—to put post-marks on, as letters ;—v. i. To strike

the foot forcibly downward :—imp. & pp. stamped;

ppr. stamping.

Stamp, (stamp) n. Act of stamping;—any instrument

for making impressions on other bodies ;—a figure,

device, motto cut in wood or metal ; a plate ; a die ;

a seal, Ax. ;—the mark made by stamping; an impres

sion;—that which is marked ; a thing stamped ;—an

official mark set upon things chargeable with duty

to government ;—a stamped or printed device issued

by the government, and required by law to be affixed

to certain papers, as evidence that the government

dues are paid ;—a character of reputation, good or

bad, fixed on any thing;—current value; authority;—

make ; cast ; form : character ;—a kind of hammer

or pestle for beating ores to powder.—a post-office

ticket affixed to prepaid letters as a mark of prepay

ment.

Stamp-collector, (stamp'kol-lek-tor) n. An officer who

receives or collects stamp-duties ; — also, one who

makes a collection of old, rare, and foreign stamps.

Stamp-duty, (stamp'du-te) n. A duty or tax imposed

for revenue purposes, on bonds, deeds of conveyance,

| legacies, bills, receipt*, sttc, which to be legally
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binding and valid must be written on parchment or

paper bearing the government stamp;—also, a duty

on cards; a duty on newspapers, advertisements, &c,

now abolished.

Stampede, (stam-ped') n. [From stamp.] A sudden

fright seizing upon large bodies of cattle or hones,

and leading them to run for many miles; hence,

any sudden flight in consequence of a panic.

Stampede, (stani-ped') v. t. To disperse by causing

sudden fright, as a herd, troop, or teams of animals.

Stamper, (stamper) v. An instrument for pounding or

stamping ;—a clerk in the post-office who affixes the

stamp to letters received for transmission.

Stamp-office, (stamp'of-is) n. An office for the issue

and sale of stamps, and the reception of stamp-duties

and other taxes.

Stance, (stans) n. [L. stans, ppr. of Stan, to stand.]

A site ; an area for building ;—a stand or stall in a

market. (Scot]

Stanch, (staush) v. t. [F. etanehtr, It. stancare, to

weary, from L. stagnate, to be stagnant.] To stop the

flowing of, as blood; to dry up;—v.i. To stop, as

blood; to cease to flow :—formerly written staunch;—

imp. & pp. stanched; ppr. stanching.

Stanch, (stansh) a. Strong and tight; sound; firm;—

firm in principle; constant; zealous; hearty; steady.

Stanchel, (stansh'el) n. A stanchion.

Stanching, (stansh'ing) u. Act of stopping or check

ing the flow of blood. [post.

Stanchion, (stan'shun) n. A prop or support ; a small

Stanchless, (stanshles) a. not to be stanched or

stopped ; having continued flow.

SUnchness, (stansb'nes) n. The state of being stanch ;

soundness; firmness in principle; closeness of ad

herence.

Stand, (stand) v. i. [A.-S. standan. Go. standan, Icel.

standa.\ To remain at rest in an erect position ; to

rest on the feet neither lying nor sitting j—to con

tinue upright fixed by the roots or fastenings;— to

remain firm on a foundation;—to occupy, as its place;

to be situated or located; — to cease froin progress;

to stop ; to pause ; to halt ;—to remain without ruin

or injury; to endure ;—to be fixed, steady, or firm ;—

to adhere to principles ; to maintain moral rectitude;

—to have or maintain a position, order, or rank ;—to

be in some particular state; to consist; to have its

being or essence in ;— to place one's self ; to interpose

or intervene;—to offer one's self as a candidate;—to

adhere to; to abide by;—to persist; to persevere :—to

succeed in trial ; to be proved and found worthy ;—

to insist; to dwell upon, in speech;—in navigation,

to hold a course or direction;—in Jaw, to be or remain

as it is ; to continue in force ;—to appear in court ;—

t*. t. To endure : to sustain ; to bear ;—to resist with

out yielding or receding; to withstand ;—to abide by;

to admit ;—to keep ; to maintain, as ground or posi

tion:—imp. & pp. stood; ppr. standing.

Stand, (stand) n. A place or post where one stands ;—

hence, a station in a city for carriages, cabs, and the

like ;—a stop ; a halt j—an erection for spectators ;—

any frame on which vessels and utensils may be laid;

—the place whero a witness stands to testify in court;—

act of opposing; resistance;—highest point ; point from

which the next step is retrogressive;—a difficulty;

perplexity ;—rank ; station ; <£

standing;—a young tree left

when others are cut down ;

standard.

Standard, (standard) n. [From

stand and A.-S. ard, sort,

kind, Oer. standarte, F. tten-

dardA An ensign of war ;

a staff with a flag or colours ;

a banner ; — that which is

established by authority U Borsl Staudsru

a rule or measure of quan- of England.

 

tity; hence, the original weight or measure sanctioned

by government ;—that which is established a* a rule

or model; criterion;—proportion of weight of fine

metsl and alloy established by authority ;—a stand

ing tree or stem ;—an upright support ; any upright

in framing.

Standard, (standard) a. Having a fixed or permanent

value ;—settled by imperial authority, as weights or

measures, &c. ;—hence, superior in excellence ; recog

nized as one of the best of its kind;—not of the dwarf

kind. [bears a standard.

Standard-bearer, (stand'ard-bar-er) n. An officer who

Stander, (stand'er) n. One who stands—only in com

position, bystander ,-—a standard tree.

Standing, (standing) a. Established, either by law

or by custom, or the like; settled ; pennanem; not

temporary ;—not flowing ; stagnant ;—not movable ;

fixed ;—remaining erect ; not cut down.

Standing, (stand'ing) n. Act of stopping or coming to

a stand ; state of being erect upon the feet ;—dura

tion or existence ; continuance ; — possession of an

office, character, or place ; — condition in society ;

rank. [stand or case for pen and ink.

Standish. (stand'ish) ft, [From stand and dt*A) A

Stand-point, (stand'point) ft, A fixed point or station;

a basis or fundamental principle ; point of view

Stand-still, (stand stil) a. A standing without moving

forward ; a stop.

Stang, (stang) n. [A-S. steng, D. stang.] A pole, rod,

or perch; a long bar; a shaft; — to ride the stang,

to bo placed straddling on a pole and so carried on

men's shoulders in derision.

Stanhope, (stan ndp) n. A light, two-wheeled or

sometimes four-wheeled carriage without a top—-.-.■

called from Lord Stanhope.

Stannary, (stan'ar-e) a. [L. stannutn, tin.] Of or

pertaining to tin mines cr to tin works.

Stannary, (Btan'ar-e) n. A tin mine or tin works;—

•certain royal rights or prerogatives in respect to tin

mines in a district. [tram tin.

Stannic, (stan'ik) a. Of, pertaining to, or obtained

Stanniferous, (stnn-ifer-us) a. [L starmvin, tin, and

ferre, to bear.] Containing or affording tin. [tin. I

Stannous, (stan'us) a. Of, pertaining to, or containing

Stanza, (ntan'za) ft, [It stanza, a stop, from 1 stans,

ppr. of stare, to stand] A combination or arrange

ment of lines of verse usually recurring, whether like

or unlike, in measure.

Staple, (sta'pl) n. [A.-S. stapel, a step, a prop, from

stapan, to step, raise.] A settled mart or market; an

emporium;—a principal commodity or production of

a country or district;—hence, the principal element:

the chief ingredient; — the thread or pile of wool,

cotton, or flax;—a loop of metal formed with two

points, to be driven into wood, to hold a hook;—un

manufactured material ; raw material.

Staple, (sta'pl) a. Pertaining to, or being a market or

staple for, commodities ;— established in commerce >—

settled;—regularly produced or made for market;

chief; principal ;—marketable ; fit to be sold.

Stapler, (sta'pler) it. A dealer in staple commodities.

Star, (star) n. [A.-S. steorra, IoeL stiarna, L. astru-st,

(!. aster.) One of the innumerable luminous bodies

seen in the heavens ;—in astrology, a configuration of

the planets supposed to influence or determine one's

fortune;—that which resembles the figure of a star,

as an ornament worn on the breast to indicate rank

or honour ; — the figure of a star [thus * ] used in

writing or printing as a reference; an asterisk:—a

person of brilliant and attractive qualities , a dis

tinguished theatrical performer, and the like.

Star, (star) v. t. To set or adorn with stars, or bright,

radiating bodies; to bespangle;—v. i. To be bright, or

attract attention, as a star ; to shine like a star ;

to figure prominently, especially as a theatrical per

former:—hiip, 6 pp. itarrvd j ppr. starring.
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Star-blind, (star'blind) a. Purblind ; blinking.

Starboard, (star'bord) n. (A. -8. atedrbord, from

stiriran, to steer, and bord, side, because the steers

man stands with the tiller on his right hand side.]

The right hand side of a ship or boat to a person

looking forward.

Starboard, (star'bord) a. Pertaining to the right hand

Hide of a ship ; being or lying on the right side.

Star-bowlines, (star'bd-lins) n. pi. The men in the

starboard watch. [Stiff; precise; rigid.

Starch, (starch) a. [A.-S. itearc, stark, strong, rough.]

Starch, (starch) n. [Ger. atarke, from atarken, to

strengthen, stiffen.] A granular substance used for

stiffening cloth, chiefly extracted from wheat flour,

but occurring as a proiimate principal in all cereal

grains, in tuberous roots, as the potato, in pulpy fruits,

as the apple, in the stem and pith of many plants,

and in some barks, as cinnamon ;—a stiff and formal

manner ;—starehness.

Starch, (starch) v. t. To stiffen with starch:—imp.

ft pp. starched ; vpr, starch i n 5.

Star-chamber, (star'cham-ber ) n. An ancient court

of criminal jurisdiction in England, which sat with

out a jury. It was abolished during the reign of

Charles I. fprecise : formal.

Starched, (atarcht) a. Stiffened with starch;—Btiff;

Starchednesi, (starch'ed-nes) n. The state of being

starched; stiffness in manners; formality.

Starcher, (starchVr) n. One who starches. [mally.

Starchly, (starchie) adv. In a starch manner ; for-

Starchness, (starch'nes) n. State or quality of being

starch ; stiffness of manner; preciseuess.

Starchy, (starch e) a. Consisting of or resembling

starch; stiff!

Btare, (star) k, [A. -8. ataer.] The starling.

Stare, (star) v. i. [A.-S. atarian, Ger. atarr/n.) To

look with fixed eves wide open ; to fasten an earnest

look on some object; to gaze: to look earnestly:—to

stand out; to be prominent: to glare;—r. t. To look

earnestly at; to gaze at:—imp. & pp. stared; ppr.

••taring. [wide open.

Stare, (scar) n. Act of staring: a fixed look with eyes

Starer, (staYer) «. One who stares or gazes.

Star-finch, (star'finsh) «, A certain bird;—the red

start.

Star-fish, (starfish) «. A marine radiate animal ; —

a pedicellate echinodorm re*

s^mbling a star in shape.

Star-gazer, (star'gaz-er) «, One

who gazes at the stars ; some

times in contempt, an astrono

mer.

Star-gazing, ( star* gar -ing) n.

Act or practice of observing the ^l

stars with attention ; astrology.

Stark, (stark) a. (A.-S. att>rct

IssiL aterkr, strong, rough, Ger. SUr*fi*U.

tturk, stiff.] 8tiff; strong; rugged; — mere; sheer;

pure; downright ; unmistakable.

Stark, (stark) adv. Wholly; entirely; absolutely.

Starkness, (stark'nes) n. The state or quality of being

stark; stiffness; stoutness;

strength.

Starless, (starles) a. Hav

ing no stars visible, or no

starlight.

Starlight, (starait) n. The

light proceeding from the

stars.

Starling, (sturli ng) n . [A. -S.

sttrr. ) A couirostral jwu-

Nerine bird of the genus Stur-

nxia, of a bluish-black colour,

and marked with white

specks or stars, and is easily

tamed and taught to whistle,

 

 

Start in*.

Starlit, (star/lit) a. Lighted by stars ; spangled with

stars.

6tar-monger, (star'mung-ger) n. An observer of the

stars ; an astronomer ;—a star-gazer ; au astrologer—

in contempt.

Starost, (sta'rost) n. In Poland, one who holds a fief;

a feudatory holding from the crown.

Star-spangled, (star'spang-gld) a. Spotted with stars,

as the United States' national flag.

Starry, (starve) a. Abounding with stars ; adorned

with stars ; — consisting of or proceeding from the

stars; stellar; stellary ;—shining like stars ; resembl

ing stars.

Start, (start) r. t. [O. Eng. aterte, Ger. aturzen, to

hurl, fall, allied to the root of atir.] To move sud

denly, as with a spring or leap from any sudden

pain, feeling, or emotion ;—to shrink; to wince ;—

to set out ; to begin, as on a race or journey ;—to

turn from ; to deviate ; — v.t To cause to move

suddenly; to alarm; to rouse:—to produce suddenly

to view or notice;—to move suddenly from its place;

to dislocate ;—to send off from the post ; to give the

signal for running in a race ;—among Maiorn, to

broach ; to pour liquor from, as a cask ;—also, to

slacken, as a sheet, brace, ftc.;—to quicken or give

a start to by punishing with a rope's end :—imp. ft

pp. started ; ppr. starting.

Start, (start) n. A Budden spring, leap, or motion

occasioned by surprise, fear, pain, or the like ;—a

convulsive twitch or spasm;—a wanton or unexpected

movement; a sally:—act of setting out; outset ;—a

push ; a shove ;—hence, alarm ; fright.

Start, (start) n. [A.-S. ateort, a tail, Ger. aterz.] A

projection; a push; a horn; a tail.

8tarter, (start'er) n. One who starts ; one who

shrinks from his purpose; one who suddenly moves

or suggests a question or au objection ;—a dug that

rouses game;—one who gives the signal for ruuning

in a race.

Starting, (start'ing) n. Act of moving suddenly or

shrinking, as from alarm, pain, ftc. ;—act of rousing

to duty, as seamen, with a rope's end.

Starting-place, (start'ing-plas) n. Station or point from

which one sets out^literally and figuratively :—also

itartina-point.

Startle, (start!) v. i. [Diminutive of atart.) To

shrink ; to move suddenly or bo excited on feeling

a sndden alarm;—v. t To excite by sudden alarm,

surprise, or apprehension ;—shock: frighten; astonish:

—imp. ft pp. startled ; ppr. startling.

Startle, (startl) n. A sudden motion or shock occa

sioned by an unexpected alarm, surprise, or apprehen

sion of danger. [surprise or alarm.

Startling.-/, (startTing-le) adv. So as to impress with

Starvation, (star-vu'shun) ». The act of starving, or

the state of being starved.

Starve, (starv) r.i [A.-S. ateorfan, to perish with

hunger or cold, Ger. aterben.] To perish or die with

cold ; — to perish with hunger ; to suffer extreme

hunger or want: to be very indigent;—1*. (. To kill

with cold :—to kill with hunger;—to distress or buo-

due by famine, as a garrison;—to destroy by want of

nutriment, as a plant;—to deprive of force or vigour.

Starveling, (starvling) a. Hungry; lean; pining with

want.

Starveling, (stArr'litig) n. An animal or plant made

thin, lean, and weak, through want of nutriment.

State, (stilt) n. [L. statua, a standing, from xtore, to

stand. J Circumstances or condition of a being or

thing at any given time ; modified form or condition;

temporary aspect of affairs ;—crisis ; high or difficult

position;—rauk ; quality;—wealthy or prosperous cir

cumstances;—any body of men constituting a com

munity;—the bodies that constitute the legislature of

a country ,—a body politic; the whole body of people

united under one government ; — appearance of
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greatness; pomp; dignity; grandeur ;—a chair or seat

o( honour;—also, used adjecti vely in ths wine of public

or govern mental.

State, (stat) v. t. To express tin particulars of ; to re

present fully in words : to narrate; to recite :—imp.

A pp. stated; ppr. stating.

State-apartments, (stata-part-menta) n. pi. Public

rooms in the palm* for the reception of company ;—

hence, the best or principal rooms in a castle, man

sion, &c.

BUte-craft, (sUfkraft) «. Sagacity and ability in

governing a state or conducting political affairs;

statesmanship ; -in a bad sense, political dexterity,

vanning, or artifice.

State-criminal, (stafkrini-in-al) n. A political offender;

one charged with treason or felony against the state.

Stated, (stated) a. Settled: established; regular; occur

ring at regular times ;—expressed ; told or described In

so many words.

Statedly, (stat'ed-le) adv. At stated or appointed times.

Stateliness, (aOt'le-ues) n. Condition of being stately ;

dignity; grandeur; loftiness of mien or maimer;—also,

affected dignity ; assumed pride; hauteur.

Stately, (stat'le) a. Evincing state or dignity ;—-digni

fied ; majestic ; magnificent ; august.

Stately, (stifle) adv. Majestically: loftily.

Statement, (stat'ment) n. Act of stating or presenting

verbally or on paper ,—a series of facts, circumstances,

reasons, &c. , expressed on paper ; account ; manifesto;

—a detail of facts, circumstanoes, &c., verbally recited ;

narrative ; declaration.

Btate-paper, (stat'pa-])er) «- Any document, written

or printed, issued by or relating to the state or the

government ; an order, edict, or report of some de

partment of government published by authority of and

presented to parliament.

State-prisoner, (sUt'prix-n-e. r) n. One in confinement

for political offences.

State-room, (stat'room) n. A magnifloent room in a

palace or great house, used for public receptions, balls,

assemblies, Ac. ;—one of the principal or reserved

apartments for lodging in a ships cabin.

Statesman, (stats'inan) n. A man versed In the arts of

government ; a politician ; one eminent for political

abilities ;—one employed in public affairs.

Statesmanly, (stats'mau-le) a. Becoming a statesman ;

having the wisdom and ability requisite for a poli

tician or political ruler or administrator.

Statesmanship, (stats'man-ship) n. The office or duties

of a statesman ;—the qualifications of a statesman ;

skill in legislation and administration ;—dexterity in

leading a political party and guiding thought and

action in political affairs. [tical offence*.

State-trial, (stat'tri-al) n. Trial of a person for poli-

Btatic, (st&t'ik) a. [G, itatiko*, from istanai, to cause

to stand.] Pertaining to bodies at rest or in equili

brium ;—resting ; acting by mere weight.

Statics, (stftt'iks) n. ting. [G. ttattki (sc. fpUtlmf).)

That branch of mechanics which treats of the equili

brium of force*, or relates to bodies as held at rest

by the forces acting on them.

Statins;, (stating) n. Act of expressing or representing

in writing or verbally ; statement.

Station, (sta'shun) n. [L. $tatiot from $taret ttatum,

to stand.] The spot-or place where any thing stands,

especially where a person or thing habitually stands,

or is appointed to remain for a time:— situation : posi

tion ;—post assigned : office :—employment ; occupa

tion; bvisiness;—state; condition of life:—a stopping-

place where railroad trains take in passengers, Ac. ;—

the place when the polioe force of any precinct is as

sembled when not on duty ;—the place at which an

instrument is planted and observations are made.

Station, (sta'ahun) v. t. To place ; to set ; to appoint to

the occupation of a noet. nlace, or office ;—imp. A pp.the occupation of a post place

stationed; ppr, stationing.

Stationarineas, (sta'shun-ar-e-nes) n. The quality of

being stationary ; fixity ; immobility.

Stationary, (sta'shun-ar-e) a. Not moving or not ap

pearing to move ; stable : fixed :— not improving ; net

growing wiser, greater, or better.

Stationer, (sta'ahuner) h. A bookseller—from tHe first

booksellers exhibiting their stock on stations or statils;

—etpecially, one who sells paper, quills, ink-stands,

pencils, and other furniture for writing.

Stationery, (st&'shun-er-oj n. The article* usually aosd

by stationers, as paper, ink, quills, and the like.

Stationery, (stashun-e,r-e) a. belonging to a stationer.

Station-house, (staehun-hous) n. A polioe office or

place of arrest and temporary confinement.

Station-master, (sta'shuu-niaa-ter) n. Superintendent

of a station or place where railway trains stop far

convenience of passengers or goods. [politician.

Statist, (statist) n. [From statt.] A statesman : a

Statistical, (sta-titt'ik*!) a. Pertaining to the oon-

dition of a people, their economy, their property- sjkI

resources; pertaining to statistics. (msuirter.

Statistically, (sta-tiat'ik-al-le) adv. In a statiatscsd

Statistician, (sta-tis-tish'e-an) n. A person who is taxni-

liar with the science of statistics.

Statistics, (sta-tiatika) «. ring. A pL [Eng. if.i.'n.*

from state, L. Mtatut.) A collection of facts arranged

and classified respecting the condition of the people

in a state, or respecting any particular class or inte

rest ;—the science which has to do with the collection

and classification of such facts.

Statuary, (stat'u-ar-e) n. [L. statuaria (sc art), from

tttittui, statue) Art of carving statues or images:—

one who practises the art of carving images or xuasung

statues ;—a statue or collection of statues.

Statue, (statu) n. [L. §tatua.) A solid substance

formed by carving into the likeness of a living being; ;

an image.

Statuesque, (stat'fl-esk) a. Partaking of or exemplify

ing the characteristics of a statue.

Sutuette, (stafu-et) tt. [F. J A small statue.

Stature, (stnt'ur) «. [L. sforuro, from $lart, gtatum, to

stand .] The natural height of an animal body—gene

rally used of the human body.

Status, (stil'tus) n. [L.] A standing; position ;—pre-

sent condition or state, as of affairs , the precise facts

or circumstances of a case ;—relati ve position or state:

social condition ; an individual's rank or influence in

the community ;—status ouesttonif, in controversial

discussions, the point In dispute; statement of the

whole case and of the views and arguments advanced

on both sides ;—status quo, a recurrence to the pre

vious position or relation, as of nations after war, or

]>orties after strife or dispute, agreeing each to hold the

same possessions, rights, &c, which they held before.

Statutable, (stat'Qt-a-bl) a. [From aiatute.) Made or

introduced by statute ;—made or being in conformity

to statute. ' [to statute.

Statutably, (stat'ut-a-ble) adv. In a manner agreeable

Statute, (stat'ut) u [L. statu turn, from ttatuert, to set,

ordain. ] An act of the legislature of a state or country,

declaring, commanding, or prohibiting sometiling ; a

positive law ;—the act of a corporation, or of its

founder, intended as a permanent rule or law ;—regu

lation ; edict; decree.

Statute-book, (stat'ut-bodk) «. A record of laws or

legislative enactments.

Statutory, (stat'iLt-or-e) a. Enacted by statute: de

pending on statute for its authority.

Stave, (stav) «. [Eng. $taff, Ger. atab.] A thin, nar

row piece of wood of which casks are made ;—a staff:

Ave lines and spaces on which musical notes are

written ;—a part of a psalm appointed to be sung in

churches.

Stave, (stiv) v.t. [From itavt, ttaff.} To thrust

through with a staff ; to break a hole in ; to burst f—

to push, as with a staff; — to delay forcibly ; to
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drive away, with off;—to pour out:—imp, A pp.

ttaved or stove ; ppr. staving.

fetay, (stO) v. t. [Dan. staa<, Sir. std, h. stare, to

stand.] To remain ; to continue in a place ; to stop ;

to stand still ;—to continue in a state ;—to wait ; to

attend ;—to dwell ; to tarry ;—to rely ; to confide ; to

trust ;—v.t. To hold from proceeding; to restrain ;

to stop ;—to delay ; to obstruct. [F. estayer, to prop,

from D. staeyet a prop.) To stop from motion or

falling ; to prop ; to hold tip : — to sustain with

strength ; to satisfy in part [—to tack, as a vessel, so

that the wind from being on one side is caused to

blow on the other:—imp. & pp. stayed or staid; ppr.

staying.

Stay, (sta) n. Continuance in a place; abode for a

time; sojourn;—cessation of motion or progression;

stand : stop. [F. estai, led. staff, a strong rope.]

That which serves as a prop or support ;—pi. A

bodice ;—a corset ;—a large, strong rope employed to

support a mast [supitorts.

Stayer, (sta'er) n. One who stays: one who upholds or

Stay-lace, (sta las) n. A lace for fastening the bodice in

female dress. Ito make stays

Staymaker, (sLVmak-er) h. One whose occupation is

Stay-sail, (sta'tal) m. Any sail extended on a stay.

Stead, (sted) n. [A.-S. stede, a place, station.] Place

or room which another hod or might have.

Steadfast, (sted'fast) a. (From stead and fast.] Firmly

fixed or established ; fast fixed ; firm ; — constant :

firm : resolute. [ner ; firmly.

Steadfastly, (su-d fast-le) adv. In a steadfast man-

Steadfastness, (sted'fast-nes) n. The state of being

steadfast; firmness; fixedness; constancy.

Steadily, (sted'e-le) adv. In a steady manner ; firmly.

Steadiness, (stedVnes) «. State of being steady ;

firmness;—constancy: steadfastness; resolution.

Steady, (sted'e) a. Firm in standing or position: fixed;

—constant in feeling, purpose, or pursuit: not fickle,

changeable, or wavering;—constant; uniform;—regu

lar : stable.

Steady, (sted'e) v. t. To hold or keep from shaking,

reeling, or falling; to support ;—v. u To be firm;

to maintain an upright position ; — imp. & pp.

steadied ; ppr. steadying.

Steak, (stuk) n. [led. sttik, broiled meat, A.-S. ttitcce,

sticce, a part, piece.] A slice of beef, pork, venison,

or the like, broiled or cut for broiling.

Steal, (si*l) v.t. [A.-S. stetan, statlan, led. stela,}

To take without right or leave;—to take feloniously;—

to take in small quantities; to pilfer;—to convey

secretly; to withdraw and remove without observa

tion;—to steal away, to gain or win by secret arts, or

by address or cunning ;—to lessen or weaken by im

perceptible steps or advances;— to steal a march on, to

get the start or advantage of another by secret

action; to be beforehand with;— v. i. To slip in,

along, or away un perceived ;—to withdraw secretly ;—

to take feloniously; to pilfer; to practise theft:—imp.

stole ; pp. stolen ; ppr. stealing.

Stealer, (steTer) n. One who steals ; a thief.

Stealing, (stei'ing) n. Act of taking feloniously the

goods or property of another: purloining; pilfering.

Stealth, (stelth) n. The act of stealing; theft ;—secret

art; clandestine practice or procedure; means used to

bring to pass any thing in a secret or concealed man

ner, [stealth ; clandestinely.

Stealthily, (stelth'e-le) adv. In a stealthy manner; by

Stealthineea, (stelth'e-nes) n. The state, quality, or

character of being stealthy; secret or clandestine pro

cedure.

Stealthy, (stelth e) a. Done by stealth ; accomplished

clandestinely; unperceived; secret; private: sly.

Steam, (bt*m) n. [A.-S. stedm, Ger. Hum, weather

when snow or rain is drifted by the wind.] The

elastic, aeriform fluid into which water is converted

when heated to the boiling point ; — mist formed

by condensed vapour ; visible vapour ;—any exhala

tion of heated bodies.

Steam, (stem) r. i. To rise or pass off in vapour, or

like vapour ; — to rise in steam-like vapour ; — to

move or travel by the agency of steam;—v. t. To

exhale ; to evaporate ;—to apply steam to for soften

ing, dressing, or preparing:—imp. & pp. steamed;

ppr. steaming.

Steam-boat, (stem'bot) n. A boat, especially one of

large size, propelled through the water by steam.

Steam-boiler, (stemIwil-er) n. A boiler for generating

steam, or for subjecting objects to the operation of

steam. [moved by steam.

Steam-carriage, (strm'kar-ij) n. A carriage ou wheels

Steam-chest, (stem'chest) n. The box from which

steam is distributed to a cylinder, and which usu

ally contains one or more valves.

Steam-engine, (stem'en-Jin) n. An engine moved by

steam ; a mechanical apparatus for utilizing the elas

ticity or expansive power of steam and its property

of rapid condensation, and converting it into a motive

power for driving machinery, locomotion, 4c. ;—

steam-engines are usually classed as high pressure or

non-condensing, when the action of the piston is due

solely to a high pressure of the steam ; and low pres

sure or condensing, in which the steam which pro

pels the piston in one direction is instantly condensed

and creates a vacuum, thus rendering the returning

stroke more easy.

Steamer, (sterner) ;i. A vessel propelled by steam;—a

fire-engine the pumps of which are worked by steam;

—a vessel in which articles are subjected to the

action of steam, as in washing or cookery.

Steam-gauge, (stfim'gaj) n. An instrument for indi

cating the pressure of the steam in a boiler.

Steam-gun, (stem'gun) n. A machine or contrivance

by which balls or other projectiles may be driven by

the power of steam. [mer wrought by steam.

Steam-hammer, (stemliam-gr) n. A large forge ham-

Steamineae, (steni'e-nes) n. The quality or condition

of being steamy ; vaporousness ; mistiness.

Steam-packet, (stem'pak-et) n. A packet or vessel pro

pelled by steam, and running periodically between

certain ports.

Steam-pipe, (stem'pip) n. The pipe by which steam

is conveyed to the steam chest or to the cylinder.

Steam-port, (stem'port) n. Valve opening for the

admission of steam from the steam chest to the

cylinder. [of steam applied to machinery, Ac.

Steam-power, (stem'pow-er) n. The force or energy

Steam-press, (stein'pres) n. Printing press driven by

steam. [power of steam.

Steam-ship, (stem'ship) n. A ship propelled by the

Steam-vessel, (stem'ves-cl) n. A vessel propelled by

steam.

Steam-whistle, (stemliwis-l) n. A small pipe or call

attached to a locomotive engine, through which

steam is blown forcibly to sound a signal of warn

ing, &c

Steamy, (stem's) a. Consisting of or resembling

steam; full of steam; vaporous; misty.

Stearine, (ste'a-rin) n. [0. stear, tallow, suet.] One

of the proximate principles of animal fat ;—sn acid

produced bv the action of alkalies on stearine.

Steed, (sted) n. [A.-S. stlda, Icel. stedda] A horse,

especially, a spirited horse for statp or war.

Steek, (stek) v. t. [Ger. stechen. to close, A.-S. iticon,

to pierce, to stab.) To sew with a needle ; to stitch ;

—to fix ; to fasten ; to close ; to shut. [8cot.]

Steek, (utek) u. A stitch.

Steel, (stel) n. [A.-S. Mrl, led. stdl, Ger. stahl.) Iron

combined with a small portion of carbon—used in

making h^strurnents ;—hence, an instrument made of

steel, as a sword, knife, or the like ;—specifically, au

instrument of steel for sharpening knives upon;—

hardness ; sternness ; rigoun
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Steel, (stei) v. t. To overlay, point, or edge with steel;

—to make hard or extremely hard; to make insensible

or obdurate;—to cause to resemble steel, as in smooth

ness, polish, or other qualities:—imp. & pp. steeled ;

ppr. steeling*. [other metallic compound.

Steel-pen, (steTpen) n. A pen manufactured of steel or

Steely, (steTe) a. Hade or consisting of steel ;—hence,

resembling steel ; hard ; firm.

Steel-yard, (stel'yard) n. A form of balance in which

the body to he weighed is suspended from the shorter

arm of a lever.

Steep, (step) a. [A.-8. ttedp, IceL $Uypir, a precipice.]

Ascending or descending with great inclination ; pre

cipitous, [rock, or ascent; precipice; height.

Steep, (step) n. A precipitous place, hill, mountain.

Steep, (step) v, t. [Ger. ttippeti, to steep, dip. ] To

soak in a liquid ; to macerate ; to drench :—imp. &

pp. steeped ; ppr. steeping. [things are steeped .

Steeper, (step'er) n. A vessel, vat, or cistern, in which

Steeple, (stepl) n. [A.-S. attpel, slypel, allied to steep.]

A tower or turret of a church ending in a point ; a

spire.

Steeple-chase, (stSpl-chfts) n. A race for thorough

bred, and hunting horses across the country in a course

marked by flags erected on the highest points of the

line between the starting and the winning posts.

Steepled, (st&pld) a. Furnished with a steeple; adorned

with steeples and towers.

Steeply, (steple) adv. In a steep manner; with steep

ness ; with precipitous declivity.

Steepness, (step'nea) n. State of being steep ; precipi

tous declivity. [steep. [Poet.]

Steepy, (step'e) a. Having a precipitous declivity ;

Steer, (ster) n. [A.-S. stedr, Go. stiur.] A young

male of the bovine genus ; a castrated bullock from

two to four years old ; an ox.

Steer, (ster) v.t. [A.-S. stetiran, stidran, Ioel ttyra.]

To control the career of; to direct; to guide; to govern

—applied especially to a vessel in the water ;—v. L

To direct and govern a ship or other vessel in its

course ;—to be directed and governed ;—to conduct

one's self; to take or pursue a line or course of action:

—imp. & pp. steered ; ppr. steering.

Steerage, (steVaj) n. Act or practice of directing and

governing in a course ;—the manner in which an

individual ship is affected by the helm ;—an apart

ment in the space between decks forward of the

great cabin ; also, fore-cabin in a ship for an inferior

class of passengers ; — that by which a course is

directed: management; regulation.

Bteerer, (steVerJ n. One who steers ; pilot.

Steering, (ster'ing) «. Act or art of directing a vessel

by movements of the helm ;—hence, act of guiding or

directing in general ; management.

Steering-wheel, (steYing-hwel) n. The wheel by which

the rudder of a ship is turned and the ship is steered.

Steerling, (sterling) h. A young steer or bullock.

Steersman, (stere'inan) n. One who steers ; the helms

man of a ship.

Steganography, (stog-a-nog'ra-fe) n. [G. gteganot,

covered, and graphein, to write.] The art of writing

in ciphers.

Stellar, (stel'ar) a. [L. steUaris, from rtella, a star.]

Pertaining to stars ; astral ;—full of stars ; set with

stars; starry:—also stellary.

Stellate, (stel'at) a. [L. stellatux, pp. of stellare, to

set or cover with stars.] Resembling a star; radiated;

—arranged in the form of a star.

Stelliform, (stere-form)a. |L. nulla, a star, and forma,

a form.] Like a star; radiated.

Stellular, (stel'u-lar) a. [L. itellula, diminutive of

Btella, a star.] Having the shape of little stars ;

radiated.

Stem, (stem) n. [A.-S. stemn, Ger. tfamm.] The

principal body of a tree, shrub, or plant of any kind;

—a Uttlo branoh which connects a fruit or flower

 

Memmateret.

with a main branch ; any thing resembling a stesa :

tube ; stalk ;—the stock of a family ;—a. descendant :

progeny. [A.-S. strfii, IceL rta/n.] A curred piece of

timber to which the two sides of a ship are unkai

at the fore end; — the forward part of a vessel;—

the leading position; the look-out; —in utuif, the

short perpendicular line added to the body of a note.

Stem, (stem) v. t. To oppose or cut, as with the sses

of a vessel ; to make progress against, as a earreDt;—

to resist; to stop; to check, as a stream or moriag

force :—imp. & pp. stemmed ; ppr. stemming.

Stemless, (stemTes) a. Having no stem.

Stemmatopus, (stem-at'6-pus) n. [G. struma, gar

land, and op$, the eye, face.]

The hooded seal, inhabiting

the Arctic ocean, seven or

eight feet long, having apiece

of loose inflatable skin on

the head, which is drawn

over the eyes when the ani

mal is menaced. <

Stench, (stensh)n. [A.-8. stenc,^

from stuican, to stink.] An

ill smell; offensive odour;

stink.

Stenchy, (stensh'e) a. H&ving an offensive smell

Stencil, (sten'sil) n. [A.-S. xtenge, a bar of wood, stake,

pole.] A thin plate of metal, leather, or othts

material, used in painting, marking, &c—the paitco

is cut out of the plate, wliich is then laid fist «s

the surface to be marked, and the colour breafced

over it

Stencil, (sten'sil) v. t. To paint or colour in flr^rs

with stencils:—imp. & pp. stencilled; ppr. stea

ling, [of writing short-hand: a short-hand *r.>i

Stenographer, (steu-og'ra-fer) n. One skilled in tb=wt

Stenographic, (sten-c-graf'ik) a. Of or pertaining t*

stenography.

Stenography, (sten-ogra-fe) n. [G. stenos^ close, iai

grttpkein, to write.] The art of writing in shta*-

haud. [rate; to assess [Scot.];—to »tn£.

Stent, (stent) v. t. [F. etteindrt,] To tax at a eertaa

Stent, (stent) n. A tax; assessment.

Stentor, (stent'or) n. [G.J Any person havicg i

powerful voice.

Stentorian, (sten-to're-an) a. [G. stentor, a benil

spoken of by Homer, having a very load voice.] Li-

tremely loud;—able to utter a very loud sound.

Step, (step) v. i. [A.-S. stepjxin, stapan, G. suibtin, fc>

tread.] To advance or recede by a movement of *fc#

foot or feet;—to go; to walk a little distance;—to *sit

gravely, slowly, or resolutely;—r. (. To set, a* tar

foot ;—to nx the foot of, as a mast iu the kodsaa —

imp. & pp. stepped ; ppr. stepping.

Step, (step) n. An advance or movement made t?

one removal of the foot ; a pace ;—one remove a

ascending or descending a stair ;—space passed Vf

the foot in walking or running :—a sruail space •:*

distance ;—gradation ; degree ;—act of advancement .

progression;—footprint; track; trace; vestige;—gait:

manner of walking;—proceeding; measure: action —

the round or rundle of a ladder;—one of the Iatjtt

diatonic degrees or intervals of the scale;—pL A

portable frame-work of stairs:—a block of wood ori

solid platform on the keelson, supporting the k**.

of the mast ;—a kind of bearing in which the kfwt:

extremity of a spindle or a vertical shaft revolves.

Step-brother, (step'brnTH-er) n. A brother by *a*r

riage only. [marriage u^ly

Step-child, (step'chfld) n. A son or daughter it-

Step-daughter, ( step'daw - tcr ) n. A daughter bj

marriage only. (^osify

Step-father, (step'fa-THer) n. A father by marra^

Step -mother, (step'muTH-er) n. A mother by Ea*.--

riags only.

Steppe, (step) »u [Rum. ttepj.) Oue of Uis vast piaa*
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in South-eastern Europe and Asia, generally unculti

vated.

Stepping-stone, (step'ing-stdn) it. A stone to raise

the feet above the water or mud in walking;—henoe, a

means of progress or further advancement.

Step-sister, (step'sis-ter) n. A sister by marriage only.

Step-son, (step'sun) n. A son by marriage only.

Stercoraceous, (ster-kd-rii'she-us) a. [L. stercus, ster-

coris, dung.J Of or pertaining to dung, or partaking

of its nature. [manuring.

Stercoration, (ster-ko-ra'sbun) n. Act of dunging or

Store, (ster) n, [F. from G. stereos, firm, solid.] The

French unit for solid measure, commonly used for

bulky articles, being equivalent to 35.3166 English

cubic feat.

Stereographic, (Bter-e-d-graf'ik) a. Made or done ac

cording to the rules of stereography ; delineated on a

plane. [neation on a plane; perspectively,

Stereographically, (e>ter-e-6-graf' ik-al-e) adv. By deli-

Stereography, (stcr-O-oy'ni-ie) n. [Q. stereos, firm,

solid, and graphein, to write.] The art of delineating

the forms of solid bodies on a plane ; a branch of

geometry which shows the construction of all solids

which are regularly defined.

Stereometer, ( ste,r-€-om'et-cr ) v. [G. stereos, firm,

solid, and metron, measure.] An instrument for de

termining the specific gravity of bodies.

Stereometry, ( ster-e-om'et-re ) n. [G. stereos, firm,

solid, and nutron, a measure.] The art of measuring

bodies and finding their solid contents.

Stereoscope, (ateVe-o-skop) n. [G. stereos, firm, solid,

and stopein, to view.] An optical instrument illus

trating the phenomena of binocular vision—two pho

tographic pictures are viewed through two separate

lenses, one for each eye, and adjusted to the angle of

vision, so that only one image of the two pictures is

impressed on the sensorium, and stands out in re

lief, round and seemingly solid.

Stereoscopic, (ater-e-o-akop'ik) a. Pertaining to the

stereoscope ; adapted to the stereoscope.

Stereotype, (ste^e-d-tip) n, [G. stereos, firm, solid, and

tupos, type.] A fixed metal type or block from which

impressions are taken by printing ; especially, a plate

of type metal cast or moulded from a page or sheet

of imposed type, and representing exactly the letters,

lines, spaces, Ac, of the movable types;—the art of

making fixed metal lio plates from types, and of print

ing from such plates.

Stereotype, (stcr'e-d-tlp) v. t. To makestereotype plates

for, as for a book :—imp. & pp. stereotyped ; ppr,

stereotyping,

Stereotype, ( steyg-o-tlp ) a. Cast or moulded from

types, as a plate ;—done or printed from plates or

casts of type.

Stereotyped, (ster/6-6-tipt) o. Cast in a mould;—hence,

fashioned and fixed after a model or ideal, as opinions,

Ac

Stereotypography, (steys-o-tip-ogra-fe) n, {G. stereos,

firm, solid, tupos, a type, and graphein, to write.]

The art or practice of printing from stereotype plates.

Sterile, (sterol) a. [L. sterilis, allied to G. steins, stiff,

barren.J Producing little or no crop ; barren ; un

fruitful ; not fertile ;—producing no young :—desti

tute of ideas or sentiment.

Sterility, (ster-il'e-te) n. Quality or condition of being

sterile; barrenness; unproductiveness; unfruitful-

ness.

Sterling, (sterling) a. [Etymology uncertain—said to

be from Fosterling, a small silver coin stamped in the

reign of Ring John by traders from the east of Ger

many.] Belonging to or relating to the British money

of account or to the British coinage;—genuine: pure;

of excellent quality. [—standard rate or value.

Sterling, (starting) n. English money; standard coin;

Stern, (stern) a. [A. -3. sterne, styrne, allied to Ger.

starr, staring.] Fixed, with an aspect of severity

and authority; austere;—severe in manners; harsh;

unrelenting ;—hard ; afflictive ; cruel ;—rigidly stead

fast; immovable;—dark; gloomy; threatening.

Stern, (stern) n. [A.-8. steam, from steor, helm,

and ern, place.] The hind part of a ship or boat ;—

the hinder part of any thing ;—hence, the place of

management ; direction.

Stern-board, (ste;rn'bord) «. The backward motion of a

vessel ; a loss of way in making a tack.

Stern-chase, (stera'chas) n. A chase in which two

vessels sail on one and the same course, one following

in the wake of the other.

Stern-chaser, (ste,rn'chas-er) «. A cannon placed In a

ship's stern, pointing backward, and intended to

annoy a (ship that is in pursuit of her.

Sterned, (sterod) a. Having a stern of a particular

shape, with a qualifying adjective, as square, round,

Ac

Sternly, (sterole) adv. In a stern manner ; austerely.

Sternmost, (st?rn'most) a. Furthest in the rear ; far

thest Astern.

Sternness, (stern'nes) n. The quality or state of being

stern ; severity of look ; austerity ; — liarchnest of

manners ; rigour. [stern of a ship.

Stern-port, (stera'port) n. A port or opening in tho

Stern-post, (stera'post) n. A straight piece of timber

erected on the extremity of the keel to support the

rudder and terminate the ship behind.

Stern-sheets, (stera'ahets) n. pi. That part of a boat

which is between the stem and the aftermost seat

of the rowers.

Sternutation, (ster-nu-ta'shnn) ft. [L. sternutatio, from

siernutare, to sneeze. ] The act of sneezing.

Sternutatory, (ster-nut'a-tor-e) a. Having the quality

of exciting to sneeze. * [vokes sneezing.

Sternutatory, (ster-nut'a-tor-e) n. A substance that pro-

Stern-way, (stern'wa) n. The movement of a ship

backward or with her stern foremost.

Stertorous, (ste/to-rus) a. [h. stertere, to snore.]

Characterized by a deep snoring, which accompanies

inspiration in some diseases, especially apoplexy ;

hoarsely breathing; snoring.

Stethoscope, (steth'o-akop) n. [G. stithos, the breast,

and skopein, to examine.] An instrument used to

distinguish sounds in the human chest, so that the

operator may judge of the action or condition of the

heart, the lungs, Ac.

Stethoscopic, (steth'o-ekop-ik) a. Pertaining to a

stethoscope ; made or ascertained by a stethoscope.

Steve, (Rtev) v. t. [From the root of stow.} To stow,

as cotton or wool in a ship's hold.

Stevedore, (stev'dor) n. One whose occupation is to

load and unload vessels in port.

Stew, (stu) v. t. [F. etuver, D. stoven,} To boil slowly

in a moderate manner or with a simmering beat ; to

seethe;—v. i. To be seethed in a slow, gentle manner,

or in heat and moisture :—imp. & pp. stewed ; ppr.

■tewing.

Stew, (stu) n. A house for bathing, sweating, cup

ping, &c. ;—a dish that has been cooked by stewing;—

a state of excitement; confusion.

Steward, (stu'ard) n. [O. Eng. stirard, A.-B. stig-

ev-eard, stiireard.] A man employed to manage do

mestic concerns, servants, accounts, &e. ;—a waiter on

board a ship ;—a fiscal agent of certain bodies ; a

high officer of state ; — in Scripture, a minister of

Christ. [board.

Stewardess, (stu'ord-es) n, A female waiter on ship-

Stewardship, (stu'ard-ehip) n. The office of a steward.

Stew-pan, (stu'pan) n. A pan in which things are

stewed.

Sthenic (sthen'ik)a. [G. ttftenox, strength.] Attended

with excitement or excessive action of the heart and

arteries ; phlogistic.

Btibial, (atibV-al) a. [L. stibium, antimony.] Like, or

having the qualities of, antimony ; antimonial.
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Stibium, (rtibVum) n. (I* atibivm, Q. ttibi, stimmi.)

A ntimony ; antimony glance.

Stich, {stik) n. [G. tUehoi, a row, line.] A Terse, of

whatever measure or number of feet; a line in the

Scriptures;—a row or rank of trees.

Stichomanoy, (stik-om'ans-e) s- [G. stichot, verse,

and manttia, divination.] Divination by lines or

verses taken at hazard from a poem or book; a kind

ottortet Virgitiatut.

Btichometry, (stik-om'et-re) v. [G. stickoi, line,

and metron, a measure.) Measurement or length

of books, as ascertained by the number of lines

which they contain; a division of the text of a book

into lines.

Stick, (stik) n. [A.-S. ttieca, Ioal. $titi, Ger. $Uken.]

The small shoot or branch of a tree or shrub cut off ;

a rod ; a staff ;—any stem or branch of a tree of any

size cut for fuel or timber:—an instrument of adjust

able width in which types are arranged in words and

lines ;—a thrust ; a stab.

Stick, (stik) v. f. To cause to enter, as a pointed in

strument ; to pierce ; to stab ;—to fasten by pierc

ing: to set; to fix in;—to set with something pointed;

—to fix on a pointed instrument ;—to attach to the

surface;—v. i. To hold to by cleaving to the surface,

as by tenacity or attraction; to adhere:—to remain

where placed ; to cling; to be united closely;—to be

hindered from proceeding ; to stop ;—to be embar

rassed or puzzled; to hesitate;—to adhere closely in

friendship and affection; to remain in the memory;

to endure :—to be constant or devoted to ; to be firm

and persevering, as in work or duty:—imp. & pp.

■took; ppr. sticking.

Stickiness, (stik'e-nes) n. Quality of being sticky ;

adhesiveness ; visoousness ; glutinousness ; tenacity.

Sticking-plaster, (stik ' ing-plaa-ter) u. An adhesive

plaster for closing wounds, dtc.

Stickle, (stik'l) v. i. [Prom the practice of prize

fighters, who placed seconds with staffs or sticks to

interpose occasionally. ] To take part with one side

or the other j— to contend, contest, or altercate;—to

go from one side to the other ; to play fast and

loose : to trim:—imp. & pp. stiokled; ppr. stickling.

Stickle-back, (stlk'1-bak) n. (O. & Prov. Eng. %tickl*t a

prickle, and back.] A small

fresh water fish — so called

from the spines which arm

its back, ventral fins, and

other parts.

Stickler, (stik'ler) n. One Stiekle-hack.

who stickles; a second; an umpire;—one who perti

naciously contends for some trifling thing.

Sticky, (itik'e) a. Inclined to stick; — adhesive;

viscous ; glutinous ; tenacious.

Stiff, (stif) o. [A.-S. ttif, Ioal. ttyfr, Ger. ateif.}

Not easily bent; not flexible or pliant;—not liquid or

fluid; thick and tenacious; inspissated;—impetuous in

motion ;—strong, as a breeze ;—hardy; stubborn ;—

not easily subdued; firm in resistance or perseverance;

—obstinate; pertinacious ;—constrained;—not natural

and easy ;—formal in manner ;—bearing a press of

canvas without careening much, as a vessel.

Stiffen, (stifn) v. t. To make stiff ; to make less

pliant or flexible;—to inspissate; to make more thick

or viscous :— v. t. To become stiff; to become more

rigid or less flexible ;—to become more thick or less

soft; to be inspissated;—to become less susceptible of

impression ; to grow more obstinate : — imp. 61 pp.

stiffened ; ppr. stiffening.

Stiffener, (stifn-er) n. That which stiffens; some stiff

material inserted or sewed into a neckcloth,

cravat, die, to keep it straight and smooth:—also

Stiffner.

Stiffening, (utifn-ing) n. Some material used to make

a dress less soft or flexible, as hair, whalebone, crino

line, Ac. ; — tome substance used to thicken or in-

i ingAk
jp'H^yjjilj^^g)

 

spissate liquid and gelatinous articles of food, as

isinglass, &c. [rigidly ; obstinately.

Stiffly, (stifle) adv. In a stiff manner; firmly: strongly:

Stiff-necked, (stifnekt) a. Stubborn ; inflexible ; ob

stinate ; contumacious.

Stiffness, (stifnes) n. State of being stiff; want of

pliancy or flexibility : rigidity ;—consistency ; thick

ness ; spissitude, as of semi-fluid substances ;—inap

titude for motion : torpidity, as of the joints or hxnbs:

—tension; inelasticity, as of a cord;—obstinacy ; stub

bornness of disposition ;—formality ; constraint, as of

manner ;—harshness ; rigorouaness;—want of ease and

simplicity ;—hard and precise manner, aa of speaking

or writing.

Stifle, (stiff) v. t [IoeL tttya, ttyfla, to repress, F.

etouffer.) To stop the breath ; to choke ;—to suffocate:

—to stop the breath temporarily ; to oppres* ;—to

smother ; to quench ; to suppress the manifestation

or report of; to conceal; to deaden; to extinguish;

to destroy :—imp. A pp. stifled : ppr. itifling.

Stifling, (stifling) a, Suffocating; close and oppressive.

Stigma, (stig'ma) n. [G. ttigma, prick or mark of a

pointed instrument] A mark j-
with a burning iron: » brand;— J

any mark of infamy ;—a stain or

blot on reputation ;—in patho

logy, a small red spot or speck

on the skin ;—in botany, that

vascular part of the pistil which

receives the pollen.

Stigmata, (stig-ma'ta) n. pi The *. Stigma.

external openings of the tracheae of insects ; the

spiracles ;—in the Roman Catholic Church, marks said

to have been supernaturally impressed upon the bodies

of saints in imitation of the wounds on the crucified

body of Christ.

Stigmatic, (atig-mat'ik) a. Marked with a stigma or

with something reproachful to character ;—impressing

with infamy or reproach :—also stigmatical.

Stigmatically, (stig-mat'ik-al-le) adv. With a mark of

infamy or deformity.

Stigmatize, (stig'ma- tiz) r. t. To mark with a stigma

or brand ;—to set a mark of disgrace on;—to declare or

denounce as infamous:—imp. & pp. stigmatised; ppr.

stigmatizing.

Stilar, (stilar) a. Pertaining to a stile or sty le of a diaL

Stile, (stil) n. A pin set on the face of a dial to form

a shadow ; a style.

Stile, (stil) n. [A.-S. ttigel, a step, from sttpun, to

ascend.) A step or set of steps for ascending and

descending in passing a fence or walL

Stiletto, (ste-leto) n. [It., from L. rtilus, a pointed

instrument.] A small dagger with a round, pointed

blade ;—a pointed instrument for making eyelet holes

in working muslin.

Stiletto, (ste-let'd) v. t. To stab or pierce with a stiletto:

—imp. & pp. stilettoed ; ppr. stilettoing.

Still, (itil) v. t. [A.-S. ttillan, from tlUU, quiet, firm,

Icel. stilla.) To stop, as noise ; to silence ;—to stop,

as motion or agitation ; to subdue ;—to calm, as tu

mult, agitation, or excitement ; to allay ; to appease :

—imp. & pp. stilled; ppr. stilling.

Still, (stil) a. Uttering no sound; silent;—not disturbed

by noise or agitation ; quiet ; calm ; — motionless ;

placid; peaceful; gentle.

Still, (stil) n. Freedom from noise ; calm ; silence.

Still, (stil) adv. To this time ; until now;—habitually ;

uniformly ;—by an additional degree ;—notwithstand

ing ; in spite of; nevertheless ;—after that; in con

tinuation.

Bull, (stil) n. [L. itilUtrt, to drop.] A vessel used in

the distillation of liquors; alembic;—a distillery.

Still, (stil) v. t. To expel spirit from liquors by heat,

and condense it by refrigeration ;—to distil.

StillatiHous, (Btil-a-tish e-tis) a. [L. ttillatitiui. from

ttiiiure, to drop] Falling in drops ; drawn by a suit
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Stillatory, (sti 1 'a-tor-e) n. An alembic ; * vessel for dis-

tillation ;—a laboratory.

Still-birth, (stil'berth) n. That which is born without

life; Mat* of being born without life.

Still-born, (stil'born) a. Dead at the birth;—abortive.

Still-life, (ttiTlif) n. The class or style of painting

which represents objects having vegetable existence,

as trees, plants, Ac., or not having animate existence,

as fruits, flowers, dead game or animals, Ac.

Stillness, (stil'nes) n. State or quality of being still ;

freedom from noise, motion, agitation, excitement,

and the like : calmness ; quiet ; sileuoe.

Stilly, (stile) «. Still; quiet; calm.

Stilly, (stile) adv. Silently ; without noise ;—calmly ;

quietly ; without tumult.

Stilt, (stilt) n. [D. sttlt, Ger. stelta.] A piece of wood

constructed to raise the foot above the ground in walk*

ing ;—a root which rises above the surface of the

ground.

Stilt, (stilt) v. t. To raise on stilts ; to elevate ;—to

raise by unnatural means:—imp. ft pp. stilted; ppr.

■tilting.

Stilty, (Ktilt'e) a. Inflated ; pompous :—also stilted.

Stimulant, (stim'u-lant) c. [L. stimulant, pjn'. of stimu-

tart.] Serving to stimulate; inciting; provocative;—

producing increased vital action in the bodily organism

or any of its parts.

Stimulant, (stim'u-lant) n. That which provokes or

excites ;—an agent which produces an increase of vital

activity in the organism or any of its parts.

Stimulate, (stim'ii-lat) r. t. [L. stimulate, sttmulatum,

to goad, from stimulus, a goad.] To excite, rouse, or

animate to action or more vigorous exertion by some

pungent motive or by persuasion ;—to produce an in

crease of vital activity in :—imp. ft pp. stimulated ;

ppr. stimulating.

Stimulation, (stim-Q-la'shun) n. Act of stimulating or

state of being stimulated ;—an increase of organic ac

tion, [stimulating.

Stimulative, (stim'u-lat-iv) a. Having the quality of

Stimulative, (stim'u-lat-iv) n. That which stimulates ;

that which rouses into more vigorohs action.

Stimulus, (stini'u-lus) n. [L. for stigthulus, from G.

stigma, to sting.] A goad; hence, something that rouses

the mind or spirits ;—that which produces an increase

of vital action ;—in botany, a sting ; a prickle.

Sting, (sting) n. [A.-S. sling, IceL stingr.] A sharp-

pointed weapon or instrument with which certain

animals are armed by nature for their defence ;—the

thrust of a sting into the flesh;—any thing that gives

acute pain ;—the point of an epigram or other pointed,

sarcastic saying ;—in botany, a glandular hair or fila

ment on the leaves of some plant* secreting a poison

ous fluid, as the nettle.

Sting, (sting) r. t. To pierce, goad, or poison with a

sting, as bees, wasps, scorpions, ftc ;—to pain acutely :

to prick, as with remorse ;—v. i. To use a sting ; to

practise stinging;—imp. ft pp. stuns; ; ppr. stinging.

Stinger, (sting'er) >i. One who or that which stings.

Stingily, (stin'je-le) adr. In a niggardly spirit ; grudg

ingly ; with mean covetousness.

Stinginess, (stiii 'je-nes) n. Extreme avarice; niggardli

ness; mean closeness or nearness in pecuniary matters.

Stingless, (stiug'lea) a. Having no sting. [pain.

Stingy, (sting'e) a. Having power to sting or produce

Stingy, (stiu'je) a. [Norm. P. chinche,Vf.ystang, strait]

Extremely close and covetous; meanly avaricious; nig

gardly.

Stink, (stingk) v.i. [A.-S. stincan, Oer. stinken.] To

emit a strung, offensive smell, mostly from putrefac

tion ;—hence, figuratively, to be in bad odour or re

pute; to be offensive and loathsome:—imp. stank or

stunk ; ppr. stinking. [ing odour.

Stink, (stingk) n. A strong, offensive smell ; a disgust-

Stinkard, (stingk'ard)n. A mean, paltry fellow ;—a car

nivorous animal allied to the skunk.

Stinker, (stingk'er) n. That which stinks ; an artificial

composition offensive to the smell ; stink-pot.

Stinkingly, (stingk'ing-le) adv. With an offensive smell.

Stink-pot, (stingk'pot) n. A pot orjar of stinking mate

rials burned as a disinfectant of noxious and contagious

air;—an earthen jar filled with powder, grenades, balls,

pieces of old iron, ftc., and ignited by a fuse, intended

to be thrown into an enemy's vessel previous to board

ing it.

Stint, (stint) v. t. [A.-S. stintan, styntan, to stop, Icel.

stunta.] To restrain within certain limits ; to bound:

to confine; to limit,—to assign a certain task iu labour

to :—imp. ft pp. stinted ; ppr. stinting.

Stint, (stint) v. Limit ; bound ; restraint ; extent ;—

quantity assigned ; proportion allotted.

Stintedness, (stinfed-nes) n. The state of being stinted.

Stinter, (stint'er) n. One who or that which stints.

Stipend, (strpend) n. [L. stipendium, from stips, stipis,

a gift, and vender*, to weigh or pay out.] Settled pay

or compensation for services, whether daily or monthly

wages or an annual salary ;—in Scotland, the provision

made for the support of a parish minister In the Estab

lished church by free teinds, money payments, or pay

ments in kind valued at the annual rate or Fiars ;—

hence, the money-salary of a minister or clergyman of

any church.

Stipendiary, (sti-pend'e-ar-e) a. Receiving wages or

salary ;—performing services for a stated price or com

pensation;—hired; subsidised, as troons.

Stipendiary, (sti-pend'e-ar-e) n. One who receives a sti

pend or performs services for a settled price or salary.

Stipple, (.-ti|>']) t\ t. [D. stippelen, diminutive of slip/ten,

to dip, dot.] To engrave by means of dots :—imp. ft

pp. stippled ; ppr. stippling.

Stipple, (stip'l) u. A mode of engraving In imitation

of chalk drawings, in which the effect is produced

by dots instead of lines.

Stippling, (stip'ling) n. A mode of engraving on copper

or wood by a succession of dots or small points instead

of lines.

Stipulate, (stip'fl-lat) r.i. [L. stipulari, stipulates,

originally to conclude a money transaction, from stips,

stipis, a gift in small coin.] To make an agreement or

covenant with any person or company to do or forbear

anything; to bargain; to contract:—imp. <fc pp. stipu

lated ; ppr. stipulating.

Stipulation, (stip-u-la'shun) n. Act of stipulating ; a

contracting or bargaining ;—that which is stipulated

or agreed upon ;—covenant ; contract ; colloquially,

a conditional engagement; an agreement with reser

vation, [tracts, or covenants.

Stipulator, (stipM-lat-er) n. One who stipulates, con-

Stipule, (atip'ul) n. [L. stipula, a stalk, stem.] An ap

pendage at the base of petioles or leaves,

usually resembling a small leaf in tex

ture and appearance.

Stir, (iter) v. t [A. -8. styrian, Ger.

stdren.] To change the place of in any g

manner ;— to move ; — to raise ; to ex

cite ;—to bring into debate ; to agitate ;

—to incite to action ; to instigate : to

prompt ;—v. t. To move one's self ; to

change one's position;—to be in motion ; a Stipule,

to be active ;—to become the object of notice or con

versation ; — to rise in the morning (colloquial):—

imp. ft pp. stirred ; ppr. stirring.

Stir, (ster) n. Agitation ; tumult ; bustle ; — public

disturbance or commotion; seditious uproar; — agi

tation of thoughts ; conflicting passion.

Stirabout, (stcr'a-bout) n. A dish of oatmeal boiled

in water to a certain consistency ; porridge ; also, a

dish made by pouring boiling water on oatmeal, and

stirring it ; brose.

Stdrk, (stcrk) v. [Scot] A young ox or heifer.

Stirless, (stertes) a. Without stirring ; very quiet ;

still.
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Stirrer, (sterner) n. One who stirs or in in motion ;—

one who puts in motion ;—* riser in the morning ;—

an exciter ; an instigator, with up.

Stirring, (steying) a. Active ; bustling ; energetic ;

pushing ; thriving ; busy.

Stirring, (sterlng) a. Act of putting in motion or of

turning up or round ; act of awakening, exciting,

stimulating, Ac.

Stirrup, (ster up) ft, [A. -8. Mtiprmp, ttir&p, from

ittffan, to mount, and rdp, a rope.] A

kind of ring for receiving the foot of a

rider, and attached to a strap which is

fastened to the saddle.

Stirrup-cup, (stfYupkup) n. A porting cup

taken on horseback.

Stitch, (sticb) v. t. [.VS. itieian, to prick, Stirrup,

pierce, Oer. Mtictxn,} To sew or work with a needle ;

to sew slightly or loosely ; to join or unite by sew

ing ;—In arrrieulturt, to throw up land into ridges ;—

». t. To practise sewing ; to work with the needle:

—imp. A pp stitched ; ppr. stitching.

Stitch, (stich) a. A single pass of a needle in sewing ;

the loop or turn of the thread thus made ;—a single

turn of the thread round a needle In knitting: — a

link of yam ;— a ridge ; a space between two furrows

in ploughed ground ; — an acute lancinating jmin,

like the piercing of a needle ; a sharp twiiigu, as in

the side.

Stitcher, (atich'er) n. One who stitches.

Stitching, (stich'ing) n. Work done by sewing in snch

a manner that a continuous line of stitches is shown

on the surface.

Stithy, (stiTH'e)n. [Icel. stedhi, 8w. Had, an am il. j

An anvil ;—a smith's shop ; a smithy.

Stiver, (stl'ver) n. [D. ttuiver.] A Dutch coin and

money of account of the value of about a halfpenny

sterling.

Stoat, (stot) n. The ermine—so called when of a red

dish colour, as in summer.

Stocoado, (stok-a'dd) h, [It itoccato, F. estocade.] A

thrust with a rapier ; a stab.

Stock, (stok) rt. [A.-8. etoec, a trunk, stick; Ger. $toel\

Icel. utoekr.] The stem or main body of a tree or plant;

the fixed, strong, firm part ;—the stem or branch in j

which a graft is inserted; — something fixed, solid,

and senseless ; a post ;—hence, one who is as dull as |

a post;—the principal supporting port ; the wood to 1

which the barrel, lock, Ac. , of a fire-arm are secured ; .

—the wooden handle by which bits are held in boring: j

a brace ;—the block of wood which constitutes the

body ot a plane ;—the piece of timber in which the

shank of an anchor is inserted ;—the block in which

an anvil is fixed :—an adjustable wrench for holding

dies for cutting screws ;—the part of a tally struck in

the exchequer which is delivered to the person who

has lent the king money on account—a fund : capital;

the money or goods invested or employed in trade,

manufacture, banking, agriculture, shipping, Ac.:—

also, the amount or value of goods on hand of a trader,

manufacturer, Ac. ;—Government securities ;—a share

or shares in a national, municipal, or other pnbiio

debt ; a share or shares In joint-stock companies,

as bank, mining, railway, insurance, Ac.:—in ftoosS

keeping, the account which is debited with all the

sums contributed or added to the capital of the con

cern, and credited with wliat-

ever is at any time withdrawn ;—

bulk ; body ; quantity ; store—

usually, ample store ;—the pro

genitor or head of a tribe or race ;

—family ; lineage ; descendants -.

—a band or cravat worn round

the neck :—domestic animals or

beasts used or raised on a farm ;

—jPf- A frame with holes in

which the feet and hands of Stocks.

 

 

criminals were confined by way of punishment ;—

pi. The frame or timbers on which a ship rests

while building ;—a flowering, cruciferous plant, sev

eral species of which are cultivated for ornament.

Stock, (stok) v. L To lay up for future use, as mer

chandise, Ac ;—to provide with material requisites: to

store : to supply ;—to put into a pack ;—to put in the

stocks :—imp. A pp. stocked ; ppr. stocking.

Stock, (stok) a. Used or available for constant ser

vice or supply; standard; permanent: standing.

Stockade, (stok-aa") *. [Sp. stoccodo, F. tMtoauU, a

thrust, A.-S. $toe, a stem.] A

sharpened post or stake set in the

earth ;—a line of posts or stakes

set in the earth, as a fence or bar

rier ;—an inclosure or pen made

with posts and stakes.

Stockade, (stok-ad') v. t. To sur

round or fortify with sharpened

posts fixed in the ground :—imp.

A pp. stockaded ; ppr. stockading. «wekade.

Stock-broker, (stoknrok-?r) ft. A broker who deals in

the purchase and sale of shares in the public funds.

Stock -dove, (stok'duv) n. The wild pigeon of Eb-

rope.

Stock-exchange, (stok'eks-chanj) n. The building or

place where stocks are bought and sold ;—an asso

ciation of stock-brokers.

Stock-fish, (stok'fish) n. God dried in the sun with

out being salted.

Stock-holder, (stoknold-er) *. One who is a proprie

tor of stock in the public funds or in the funds of a

bank or other company.

Stockinet, (stok'iu-et) «. An elastic, knit textile fab

ric of which stockings, under-garmenta, Ac, are made.

Stocking, (stok'ing) ft, [From gtock.) A cJoae-fittinz

covering for the foot and leg, usually knit or woven;

—the act of laying in goods, storing for future me,

or supplying. [dealer in hosiery goods.

Stockinger, (stok'in-jer) n. A stocking weaver: a

6tocking-fnune, ( stok'ing-fram ) n. A machine for

weaving stockings or other hosiery goods :—also .«;■-■!-

ing-i '„■,, i. [stocks for gain.

Stock-jobber, (stok'job-er) n. One who speculates in

Stock-jobbing, (stok'job-ing) n. Act or art of dealing

in stocks. [case or frame.

Stock-lock, (stoklok) n. A lock fixed in a wooden

Stock-still, (stok stil) -(. Still as a fixed post; perfectly

still.

Stock-taking, (stok'tak-ing) ft, Act of making up an

inventory or valuation of the goods on hand in a

manufacturing, commercial, or trading establishment

for a special purpose, or done at stated periods.

Stoic, (sto'ik) n. [0. $t6iiot, from *(ori, a porch, espe

cially a porch in Athens where Zeno and his succes

sors taught.] A disciple of the philosopher Zeno,

who taught that mon should be unmoved by joy or

grief, and submit without complaint to the una

voidable necessity by which all things are governed :

—hence, a person not easily excited ; an apathetic

person.

Stoic, (sto'ik) «. Pertaining to or resembling the

Htoios or their doctrines; unfeeling; manifesting in

difference to pleasure or pain.

Stoically, (sto'ik-al-le) adr. In the manner of tba

Stoics ; withont apparent feeling or sensibility.

Stoicism, (sto'e-eizm) n. The opinions and maxima

of the Stoics: — a real or pretended indifference to

pleasure or pain; insensibility; apathy.

Stoke, (stok) r. t. To stir up or poke, as the fire ; to

supply with fuel;—t>. i. To attend and feed a furnace.

Stoker, (stok'er) ft. One who is employed to tend a fur

nace and supply it with fuel, especially that of a

steam-engine.

Stole, (stol) n. [0. $tolit dress, robe, from sifllein, to

array.] A long, loose garment reaching to the feett
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—a narrow band of silk or stuff worn on the left

shoulder by deacons, and across both shoulders by

bishops and priests, pendent on each side nearly to the

ground.

Stoled, (stold) a. Wearing a stole or long robe; draped

—used in composition with an adjective prefixed, as

sable, white, &c.

Stolid, (stol'id)a. [L. xtolidus.] Hopelessly insensible

or stupid ; dull ; foolish.

Stolidity, (sto-lid'e-te) n. State or quality of being

stolid; dulness of intellect; stupidity.

Stolidly, (stol'id-le) adv. Dully ; insensibly; stupidly.

Stomach, (stum'ak) n. [L. ttomaehtts, G. stomacttos,

from stomat a mouth. } A musculo-membranous re

servoir, situated immediately beneath the diaphragm

—it is one of the principal organs of digestion ;—ap

petite ; — inclination ; liking ; desire ; figuratively,

anger; heat of temper.

Stomach, (stum'ak) v. t. [L. Homachart, to be angry

or vexed. J To resent;—to receive or bear without

repugnance; to brook;—v. i. To be angry or sullen; to

fret :—imp. & pp. stomached ; ppr. stomaching.

Stomacher, (stum'ak-er) A. An ornament or support

to the breast worn by women.

Stomachful. (stum'ak-fodl) a. Wilfully obstinate; stub

born; perverse.

Stomachic, (sto-mak'ik) a. Of or pertaining to the

stomach;—strengthening to the stomach ; exciting the

action of the stomach ; cordial :—also stomacicaL; sto-

machical.

Stomachic, (sto-mak'ik) n, A medicine that strengthens

the stomach and excites its action.

Stomach-pump, (stuni'ak-pump) n. A small pump or

syringe with a flexible tube for drawing liquids from

the stomach, or for injecting them into it

Stone, (ston) n. (A.-S. $tdn, Ioel. tteinn, Go. staina.]

A mass of concreted earthy or mineral matter ;—a

precious Btone; a gem;—a piece of rock hewn or cut

for building ;—a monument erected to preserve the

memory of the dead ;—a calculous concretion in the

kidneys or bladder; the disease arising from a cal

culus ;—a testicle ;—the nut of a drupe or stone fruit ;

—a weight which legally is 14 lbs., but in practice

varies with the articles weighed ;—torpidness and in

sensibility.

Stone, (ston) v. t. To pelt, beat, or kill with stones;

- -to free from stones ;—to wall or face with stones :

—imp. & pp. atoned ; ppr. stoning.

Stone, (ston) a. Hade of stone ; resembling stone ;—

hard ; fixed ; unimpressible. [blind.

Stone-blind, (ston'blind) a. Blind as a stone; perfectly

Stone-chatter, (ston'chat-er) n. A lively little bird,

common in England—allied

to the robin red-breast.

Stone-coal,(ston'k61)n. Hard

coal ; anthracite coal.

Stone-coral, (stdnkor-al) n.

Coral which is in masses, in

distinction from that which

is in the form of brauches,

Stone-cutter, (stou'kut-er) n.

One whose occupation is to

cut or hew stones.

Stone-dead,(Btdn'ded)a. Quite

dead ; lifeless, as a stone.

Stone-fruit, (ston'froot) n. Fruit whose seeds are cov

ered with a hard shell enveloped in the pulp, as

peaches, cherries, plums, and the like ; a drupe.

Stone-horse, (aton'hora) n. An entire horse; a stal

lion, [stone.

Stone-mason, (ston'ma-sn) n. A worker or builder in

Stoner, ( ston er ) n. One who beats or kills with

stones ;—one who walls with stones.

Stone's-cast, (storurkast) n. The distance which a

stone may be thrown by the hand.

Stone-wall, (ston'wawl) n. A wall built of stone.

 

Stone-chatter.

Stone-ware, (ston'war) n. A species of potter's ware

of a coarse kind glazed and baked.

Stone-work, (stdn'wurk) n. Mason's work of stone.

Stoniness, (stone-nee) «, Quality or state of being

stony or abounding with stones ;—hardness ; insensi

bility of heart.

Stony, (ston'e) a. Relating to, niade of, abounding

in, or resembling stone;—converting into stone ; petri

fying ;—inflexible; cruel; pitiless; obdurate.

Stony-hearted, (ston'e-hart-ed) a. Hardhearted; cruel;

unfeeling.

Stook, (atook) n. [Ger. st&Le, a heap, bundle.] A

small collection of sheaves set up in the field—in Eng

land, twelve sheaves.

Stook, (stook) v. t. To set up, as sheaves of groin, in

stooks:—imp, & pp. stooked ; ppr. stocking.

Stool, (stool) n. [A.-S. $$61, Icel. atdll. Go. stolt.] A

seat without a back, intended for one person ;—the

seat used in evacuating the contents of the bowels ;

hence, a discliarge from the bowels.

Stoop, (stoop) v. i. [A.-S. xtupian, D. stuj/prn, stoe-

pea.] To bend the body downward and forward ; to

incline forward in standing or walking ;—to bend by

compulsion ; to yield; to submit;—to condescend ;—

to descend from rank or dignity ;—to come down on

prey from a height with closed wings ; to swoop ;—

to alight from the wing ; to sink ;—v. t. To bend

forward, as a cask or vessel ;—to brinjj down ; to nib*

mit :—imp. & pp. stooped ; ppr. stooping.

Stoop, (stoop) n. Act of stooping ;—descent from dig

nity or superiority ; condescension ; — the fall of a

bird on its prey ; a swoop.

Stoop, (stoop) 7i. 1 D. sloep, from ttoepen, to sit.] The

steps of a door ; a verandah or a porch [Amer.] ;—also,

a stake or post; especially, the post of a bed '.—figur

atively, support ; pillar; chief promoter of an enter

prise or cause.

Stoop, (stoop) n. [A.-S. stoppo., a large cup, D. stoop.}

A vessel of liquor ; a flagon ; a stoup. [Scot.]

Stoopingly, (stoop'ing-le) adv. In a stooping manner

or position ; with a bending ofthe body forward.

Stop, (stop) v.t. [Ger. stop/en, It. stoppare, from

stoppa, L. stuppa, tow, oakum.] To close, as an

aperture, by filling or by obstructing;—to render im

passable ; to block, as roads or passage ;—to impede ;

to arrest progress ;—to restrain ; to suspend, as exe

cution of a decree or sentence ;—to repress ; to sup

press;—to check; to interrupt, as performance or pro

ceedings;—to hinder from any change of state ;— to

regulate the sounds of, as musical strings, by press

ing them against the finger-board ;—to punctuate ;—

v. i. To cease to go forward ;— to cease from any mo

tion or course of action ;—to spend a short time ;

to stay; to tarry:—imp. & pp. stopped; jtpr, stop

ping,

Stop, (stop) n. Act of stopping; cessation of motion;

interruption of progress, growth, or advance ; delay;

—repression ; hinderauoe of operation or of action ;—

that which stops, impedes, or obstructs ;—a hole or

vent in a wind instrument which is stopped by the

fingers ;—mechanism in the organ by which a certain

range of pipes is opened or closed ; also, gradation of

the scale made by the fingers on the strings of a violin,

&c ;—a mark of punctuation in irriting or printing,

serving to distinguish the sentences, parts of a sen

tence, or clauses.

Stop-cock, (stop'kok) n. A pipe for letting out a fluid

stopped by a turning cock.

Stop-gap, (stop'gap) n. That which closes or fills up

an opening, gap, or chasm ;—hence, a temporary ex

pedient.

Stoppage, (stop'aj) n. Act of stopping or arresting

progress or motion, or state of being stopped ; that

which Btops ; obstruction ;—a temporary halt ;—-jour

ney ;—a deduction from wagea or pay.

Stopper, (stupor) n. One who or that which stops;
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that which closes or filli a rent or hole in a Teasel ;—

a short pieoe of rope having a knot at one or both

ends, with a lanyard under the knot, used to secure

something, as the anchor, cables, &c.

(Stopper, (atop'er) v. t. To close or secure with a stop

per:—imp. & pp. stoppered; ppr. stoppering.

Stopple, (stop'l) n. [Diminutive of ttop] That which

stops or closes the mouth of a vessel ; a stopper.

Storage. (stdraj) «. [From ttort.] Act of depositing

in a store or warehouse for safe keeping; the safe

keeping of goods in a warehouse ;—the price for keep

ing goods in a store.

Btorax, (std'raka) *. [L. ityrttx, G. sfurar.] A fra

grant resin resembling benzoin—it is used as an ex

pectorant.

Store, (sto>) n. fW. yttor, bulk, store, A.-S. & IceL

ator, great, large, vast.] A source from which sup

plies may be drawn ; hence, a great quantity or a

great number :—a stock laid up or provided ; ample

supply ; plenty; abundance ;—a place of deposit for

large quantities ; a storehouse; a magazine;—hence,

any place where goods are sold, whether by whole

sale or retail ;—pi Articles, as provisions, clothing,

arms, ammunition, and general equipments, as for a

journey, voyage, expedition, or military and naval

service.

Store, (stAr) v. t. To collect ; to accumulate : to re

plenish ; to supply;—to stock or furnish against a

future time;—to deposit in a store, warehouse, or

other building for preservation ;—imp. & }ip. stored ;

ppr. storing.

Store, (stdr) a. Laid np ; hoarded : pertaining to a

store.

Store-house, (stoYhous) n. A building for keeping

grain or goods of any kind; a magazine ; a warehouse;

a repository.

Store-keeper, (storTcgp-er) n, A iwrson who has the

care of a store.

Storer, (stoVer) n. One who lays up or forms a store.

Store-room, (stoYroom) n. A room in which articles

are stored.

Storied, (sto'rid) a. [From storv.) Told in a story;

related in history ;—adorned with historical pictures;

—having a history; interesting from the stories which

pertain to it ;—furnished with or having stories.

Stork, (stork) n, [A. -8. store. IcoL ttorir.) A large

wading bird with a long, straight,

conical bill, allied to the heron.

Storm, (storm) n. [A.-S. storm,

Gcr. $turm.] A violent disturb

ance of the atmosphere produc

ing wind, rain, snow, hail, or

thunder and lightning; a fall of

rain or snow ;—a violent gale ; a

tempest ;—vehemence; violence ;

—affliction; calamity; distress;—

tumult ; sedition ; clamour ; dis

turbance of the peace;—acivi

political, or domestic commo

tion; — a violent assault c

fortified place. Stork.

Storm, (storm) v. t. To assault ; to attack and attempt

to take by scaling the walls, forcing gates or breaches,

and the like ;—r. t. To raise a tempest ;—to blow

with violence; to rain, hail, snow, or the like—used

impersonally ; — to rage ; to fume : — imp. & pp.

stormed ; Mr, storming.

Storm-cloud, (stormTtloud) n. A cloud which betokens

a coming storm.

Stonnful, (storm'fool) a. Abounding with storms ;

tempestuous:—stormy; passionate.

Btonninesa, (storm'e-nes) n. The state of being stormy;

temiMMtiiousness; impetuousness.

Storming, (storming) n. Act of assaulting and taking

by storm, an a fortification or city.

Stormy, (storm's) a. Tempestuous ;—characterized by

 

or proceeding from storm; agitated with furious

winds; boisterous;—proceeding from violent agita

tion or fury;—violent: passionate.

Story, (store) n. [I* kutoria.] A verbal narrative or

account of facts or incidents ; a narration or recital of

that which has occurred; history; — especially, the

relation of an incident or minor event ; a short nar

rative ; a tale ;—a fiction ; a fable ; a fictitioua narra

tive less elaborate than a novel ;—a falsehood.

Story, (sto're) a. [Either from starr, a warehouse, or

allied to itair.) A set of rooms on the same floor or

level ; a loft ; a floor.

Story, (sto're) v. (. To make the subject of a story or

tale; to narrate or describe ! — imp. & pp\ storied;

ppr. storying.

Story-teller, (std're-tel-er) a. One who tells stories ; a

narrator of incidents or fictitious tales ; one who teOs

falsehoods.

Story-telling, (stofre-tel-ing) h. Act or practice of re

lating short narratives, real or fictitious ;—habit of

speaking untruths ; falsehood.

8tot,(atot)u. (A.-S. stotte.] A young bullock or steer,

Stound, (stownd) n. [A.-S. jfunwis, to dash, stnxu] A

sharp, shooting pain ; a dull, heavy pain ;—none; din;

—astonishment ; amazement.

Stour, (atoor) n, [A.-S. styrian, to stir] Tumult or

trouble ;—dust.

Stout, (stout) a. [D. trout, Oer. stoU) Strong ; lusty;

vigorous ; robust ;—bold ; intrepid ; valiant ; brave ;—

big in stature ; large ; resolute ; obstinate.

Stout, (stout) n. A strong kind of beer ; the strongest

kind of porter.

Stout-hearted, fstoufhart-ed) a. Brave; intrepid.

Stoutly, (stout'le) adv. In a stout manner , lustily ;

boldly ; obstinately.

Stoutness, (stoutnes) n. The condition of being stout .

bulk ; corpulence ;—strength ; valour ;—boldness ; for

titude ; obstinacy ; stubbornness.

Stove, (stov)fi. [A.-S. #fo/r, IceL #f<yfe, D. store.) A

house or room artificially warmed ; a hot-house :—

formerly, a small iron pan filled with live coal to warm

the feet;—asquareorcylindrical box or case of iron, in

which fire is kindled, as in a ship, shed, Ac. ;—also, a

similar fire-place with apparatus to send heated air

through pipes to warm a warehouse, church, Ac. ;—

also, a portable fire-place with apparatus for culinary

purposes. Qas-stovt, stove in which heat for warming,

cooking, etc. , is generated by gas in place of coal fire.

Store, (*to v) v. t. To heat in a stove ; to keep warm

by artificial heat ;—to seethe or stew ;—[From stare]

To knock a hole in ; to break through ; to burst.

Stow7, (sto) v. t. [1>. stouwen, ttinctn, Ger. «fo ««?.*,

A. -S. »tov, a place. ] To place or arrange in a compact

mass ;—to fill by packing closely .—imp. & pp. stow

ed : ppr. stowing.

Stowage, (sto'Aj) n. Act or operation of placing in a

suitable position ; or the suitable disposition of several

things together;—room for the reception of things

to be repostted ;—state of being laid up..

Straddle, (strad'l) v.i. [From the root of stride.] To

stand or walk with the legs far apart :—v. t. To stand

or sit astride of :— imp. <fc pp. straddled; ppr. strad

dling.

Straddle, (strad'l) n. Act of standing, sitting, or walk

ing with the feet further apart than usual :—position

or distance between the feet of one who straddles.

Straggle, (atragT) v. i. [From array.] To wander from

the direct course or way ; to rove ;—to wander at large

without any certain direction or object ;—to stretch

beyond proper limits, as the branches of a plant ;—to

occur at intervals or apart from one another :—SJssa,

A pp. straggled ; ppr. straggling, (bond.

Straggler, (atrag'ler) n. One who straggles ; a Tagsv-

Straight, (strut) a. [A.-S. strekt, pp. of arrwcom, to

stretch.) Passing from one point to another by the

nearest course ; direct ; not deviating or crooked ,—
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not much curved ;—according with justice and recti

tude ; upright. [shortest time.

Straight, (strut) adv. Immediately ; directly ; in the

Straight-arch, (strat'arch) n. A form of arch in which

the intrados ia straight, or an arch consisting of straight

lines and a pointed apex, comprising two sides of an

equilateral triangle.

Straighten, (str&t'n) v. t. To make straight ; to reduce

to a straight form ;—to reduce to difficulties or dis

tress :—imp. & pp. straightened ; ppr. straightening.

Straightforward, (strat'for-werd) a. Proceeding in a

straight ooarse ; not deviating.

Straightforwardness, (strut'for-wQrd-nes) n. Direction

in a straight course; undeviating rectitude.

Straightly, (strat'le) adv. In a right line ; not crook*

edly. [ing straight; rectitude.

8traightness, (strat'nes) n. The quality or state of be-

Straightway, (str&t'wa) adv. Immediately; without

loss of time ; without delay.

Strain, (utran) v. t [F. etreindre, L. stringere, to draw

or bind tight.] To draw with force ; to stretch ;—to

put to the utmost strength ; to exert to the utmost ;

—to harm by over-exertion ; to sprain ; — to make

tighter ;—to make uneasy or unnatural ; to force ; to

constrain ;—to filter ;—v. i. To make violent efforts ;

—to be filtered:—imp. & pp. strained ; ppr. straining.

Strain, (strau) n. A violent effort ;—especially, an in

jurious tension of the muscles or hurtful over-exer

tion;—a continued course of action;—a particular

portion of a tune ; especially, one with a peculiar

interest or expression ; the subject or theme of a poem

or discourse ; style ;—turn ; tendency ; inborn dis

position.

Strainer, (stran'er) n. One who strains ;—that through

which any liquid passes for purification.

Strait, (strut) a. [F. droit, from L. strictus.] Drawn

together, close, tight ;—narrow ; close ; not broad or

wide ; near ; intimate ; strict ; rigorous ;—stingy ;

mean ;—difficult ; distressful.

Strait, (strut) n. A narrow pass or passage, either in

a mountain or in the sea between continents or

islands ; —■ distress ; difficulty ; distressing necessity

—often in the plural : — also written streight or

ttreight $.

Straiten, (strat'n) v. t. To make strait ; to narrow ; to

confine ;—to make tense or tight ; to distress ; to

press with poverty or other necessity '.—imp. & pp.

straitened; ppr. straitening.

Straitening, (strafn-ing) n. Act of narrowing, limit

ing, or confining.

Strait-jacket, (strat'jak-et) n. A strait-waistcoat

Strait-laced, (strutflflst) a. Bound tightly with stays ;—

strict in manners or morals. [rigorously.

Straitly, (strat'le) adv. • Narrowly ; closely ; strictly ;

Straitness, (strat'nes) n. State or quality of being

strait; narrowness; —strictness; rigour ;—distre.4.1 ;

difficulty;—want; scarcity.

Strait-waistcoat, (strat'wast-kot) n. A dress used for

restraining maniacs.

Btrake, (strak) n. An iron band by which the felloes

of a wheel are secured to each other ;—a continuous

range of planks on the bottom or sides of a vessel,

reaching from the stem to the stern ; a streak.

Stramash, (atra-niash7) n. Disturbance ; confusion ;—

a breaking and dashing together of a variety of

things at once. [Soot.]

Stramineous, (stra-min'8-us) a. [L. stramineus, from

strauun, straw.] Consisting of straw ; chaffy ; like

straw; straw-coloured.

Strand, (strand) n. [A.-S., Ger. & D. strand, Icel.

strond.] The shore or beach of the sea or ocean, or

of a large lake. [Ger. strahn, Russ. struma.) One of

the twists of which a rope is composed.

Strand, (strand) r. t. To drive pr run aground on a

shore or strand, as a ship;— to break one of tbo strands

bf( m ft rope J—vi i. To drift or be driven on shore I

to run aground :—imp. & pp. stranded ; ppr. strand

ing.

Stranding:, (strand'ing) n. Running of a ship on the

shore, beach, or strand ; running aground ;—hence,

wrecking ;—breaking one of the strands of a rope.

Strange, (strunj) a. [F. etrange, from L. extraneus,

external.] Belonging to another country;—foreign ;

alien ;—unfamiliar; not domestic; belonging to other

persons ;—new ;—unusual; extraordinary;—uncom

mon ;— wonderful ; — not before known, heard, or

seen ;—unacquainted with;—unknown to ;—also used

interjectionaily or elliptically for it is stranye.

Strangely, (stranjle) adv. In a manner or degree to

excite surprise or wonder.

Strangeness, (strauj'nea)n. Condition of being strange ;

—distance in behaviour ; reserve ; coldness ; — un-

couthness ; — alienation of mind ; estrangement ;—

the power of exciting surprise and wonder ; wonder-

fulness.

Stranger, (stranj'er) n. [F. ttrangert.] One who is

strange, as a foreigner ;—one whose home is at a dis

tance from the place where he is, but in the same

country ;—one who is unknown or unacquainted j—■

one who is not intimate or familiar ; a formal guest

or visitor.

Strangle, (strang'gl) v.t. [L. $trtinyulart, G. *trag~

gein, to draw or bind tight.] To destroy the life of by

stopping respiration; to suffocate ; to choke ;—to sup

press ; to hinder from birth or appearance: — imp.

& pp. strangled ; ppr. strangling.

Strangler, (strang'gler) m. One who strangles.

Strangles, (Btrang'glz) n. A tumour or swelling in a

horse's throat.

Strangling, (strangling) b. The act of destroying life

by stopping respiration : suffocation.

Strangulated, (strang'gu-lat-ed) a. Having the circula

tion stopped in any part by compression.

Strangulation, (fstrang-gu-ia'sbuu) n. Act of strang

ling ; suffocation ;—inordinate compression or con

striction.

Strangury, (strang'gu-re) n. [L. stranguria, G. straff*

go*, a drop, and ouron, urine.} A painful discharge of

urine drop by drop.

Strap, (strap) a. [A.-S. stropp, D. strop.] A long,

narrow slip of cloth, leather, or other material ;—

an instrument for sharpening a razor ; a strop ;—in

carpentry, an iron plate for connecting two or more

timbers, to which it is screwed by bolts ;—a band or

strip of metal, usually curved, to clasp and hold

other parts ;—in thi,-*, a piece of rope formed into

a circle, used to retain a block in its position ;—in

the army, a strip of silk, gold, or silver thread worn

on the shoulder when there is no epaulette.

Strap, (strap) v. t. To beat or chastise with a strap ;—

to fasten or bind with a strap ;—to sharpen by rub

bing on a strap or strop, as a razor:—imp. & pp.

strapped ; ppr. strapping.

Strappado, (strap-pa'do) n. [It. strappata.] A mili

tary punishment which consisted in drawing an offen

der to the top of a beam and letting him fall.

Strappado, (strap-pa'do) v. t. To punish or torture by

the strappado.

Strapping, ( strap'ing ) a. Tall ; lusty ; big ; power

ful, said of men ; — buxom ; handsome, said of a

woman.

Strata, (stra'ta) n. pi of stratum. Beds ; layers, as of

coal, sand, clay, &c.

Stratagem, (Btrat'a-jem) n. [G. stratigfma, from stra-

tos, army, and eyesthai, to lead.] Originally, art or

skill in directing military movements; — a plan or

scheme for deceiving an enemy;—any artifice, trick,

or device.

Strategetics, ( strat-e-jet'iks ) n. sing. The science of

military movements ; generalship.:

Strategic, (»trnt'6-jik) a. Pertaining to strategy; *f-

ftwUd bj> artifice.
u M
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Strategist, (strat'6-jiat) n. One skilled in strategy or

the acience <>f directing great movements.

Strategy, ( strut'e-je ) n, Science of directing great

military movement*; generalship; military tactics.

Strath, (strath) m. [Scot | A valley of considerable

extent through which a river flowa

Strathspey, (strath - spa') a. A lively dance of the

Hootch; a lively tune used in the dance.

Stratification, (strat - e - fa - ka'shun) ft. State of being

formed into layers in the earth ;—act of laying in

strata ;—process of being arranged in strata or layers.

Stratified, ( strat e-fld ) a. Arranged or deposited in

strata or layers.

Stratiform, (strafe-form) a. [Xj. ttratwn and forma,

form.] Having the form of strata.

Stratify, (itr.it .-li) v.t. [L. itrtttum and fatert, to

make.] To furm or deposit In layers, as substances

in the earth ;—to lay in strata -.—imp. *fc pp. strati

fied; ppr. stratifying.

Stratum, (stratum) n. [L. from tternere, stratum, to

spread.] A bed of earth or rock of any kind formed

by natural causes, and consisting usually of a aeries of

layers ;—a bed or layer artificially made.

Stratus, (atr&'tus) a. [I., pp. of Bternert, to spread,

straw, j A cloud spreading or extending in horizontal

layers or bands.

Straw, (straw) n. [A.-S. simw, striate.) The stalk or

stem of certain species of grain, pulse, Arc;—a mass

of the stalks of certain species of grain when cut and

after being thrashed ;—any thing proverbially worth

less.

Straw, (straw) r. 1. To spread or acatter; to strew.

Strawberry, ( straw ' ber - e ) n. [From straw and

berry.] A perennial plant thron

ing out slander, prostrate stems <<r

runners, with trifoliate and irreg

ularly indented leaves, and round,

pulpy berries, reddish or pink

when ripe;—alao, the berry, highly

prised for Ita deliciously oool ami

fragrant flavour.

Straw-colour, ( atraw ' kul - { i ) it.

The colour of dry straw; a deli

cate, yellowish colour. Strawberry.

Straw-hat, (strawtiat) a. A woman's hat or bonnet

made of plaited straw ; alao, a round hat made with

plaited atraw, used in warm clfmatea.

Straw-plait, (straw'plftt) ». Kibbona of straw plaited

in lengths of half an inch to an inch broad, and

aewed together to form h.it a. [straw.

Strawy, (straw's) a. Pertaining to, made of, or like

Stray, (stra) r. i. (F. estrayei; to atray, A.-S. stnrcan,

Ger. ttreiehen J To wander, aa from a direct course ;

—to wander from company or from the proper limits;

—to wander from the path of duty or rectitude :—

imp. ft pp. strsyed ; ppr. straying.

Stray, (stra) u. Having gone astray ; strayed ; wan

dering.

Stray, (stra) n. Any domestic animal that wandera

at large or ia lost

Streak, (strek) n. [A-S. Sirica, a line, from striean,

to go, Oer. stretchen.] A line or long mark of a dif

ferent colour from the ground ; a stripe;—a uniform

range of planks on the side or bottom, reaching from

the stem to the stern.

Streak, (strek) v. t. To form streaks or stripes in ;

to stripe :—imp. h pp. streaked ; ppr. streaking.

Streaked, ( strikt ) «. Marked or variegated with

atrijws of a different colour.

Streaky, (stroke) ft. Having atreaka ; striped ; varie

gated with lines of a different colour.

Stream, (strera) n. f A.-S. stredm, IceL ifraumr, Ger.

strom.] A current of water or other fluid ; running

water;—a brook; a rivulet; a rill ;—yu{f stream,

a warm current of water flowing from the Gulf of

Mexico and acroaa the North-eastern Atlantic j—a

 

current of melted metal or other substance :—a cur

rent or flow of air or gas ;—an issning in booms or

rays, as of light ;—any thing issuing from a source

and moving with a continued succession of paxta ; a

continued course; steady flow; progressive motion.

Stream, (strem) r. i . To issue in a stream : to flow in

a current;—to issue in streaks or rays ; to radiate, as

light ;—to extend ; to stretch in a long line, aa a tug

floating in the wind ;—r. t To send forth in a cur

rent or stream ; to pour ;—to streak or roars: with,

colours or embroidery in long lines: — s.- - 1 \ pp.

streamed ; ppr. streaming.

Streamer, (strem'er) a. An ensign or flag ; a pennon ;

—an auroral stream or column of light shooting up

ward from the horizon. [rill

Streamlet, (stremlet) n . A small stream ; a rivulet : a

Streamy, (strem'e) a. Abounding with streama or run

ning water ;—flowing with a current :—extending in

a line or streak ;—floating in the air.

Streek, (strek) v. t To lay out, as a dead body ;—to

make straight; to stretch. [Soot.]

Streeking, (stroking) ft. Act of laying out, aa a dead

body;—act of stretching. [Scot.]

Street, (stret) n. [I., strata (ac. via), a pared way,

A.-S. strat, Ger. strasse.] A paved way or road . a

city road ; a main way in distinction from a lane or

alley. [the street ; outer door.

Street-door, (atret'dor) n. Door of a house opening to

Streight, (strit) n. [L ttrictus, Pg. utreit.) A strait;

a difficulty ;—distress—usually in the plural.

Strength, (strength) ft, [A.-S. strenffdh, from sfr* -■

strong.] Quality or state of being strong ; capacity

for exertion or endurance, whether physical, intel

lectual, or moral ;—quality of bodies by which they

endure the application of force without breaking or

yielding;—power of resisting attacks ;—effective power

in an institution or enactment ; legal or moral force :

—otio who or that which is regarded aa embodying

force, strength, or firmness ;—amount or numbers of

any body, as of an army, a navy, and the like:—vigour

of style ; force of expression ;—intensity or degree of

the distinguishing and essential element ; — vehe

mence ; force.

Strengthen, ( strengthen ) v.t. To make strong or

stronger ;—to fix in resolution :—to cause to increase

in power or security ; fortify ; animate ; encourage :

—v. i. To grow strong or stronger : — imp. £ ^p,

strengthened ; ppr. strengthening.

Strengthener, ( strength en-er) n. One who or that

which increases strength, physical or moral

Strenuous, (stren'u-us) a. [L. strenuus, allied to < I.

strinis, strong, hard, rough, harsh.] Eagerly pressing

or urgent; ardent; bold; earnest; vehement; vigorous.

Strenuously, (stren'u-us-le) adv. Iti n strenuous man

ner: ardently; boldly; vigorously; actively.

Strenuouanoat, (stren'fi-us-nes) ». Condition or quality

of being strenuous; eagerness; earnestness; active

zeal.

Stress, (stres) n. [Abbreviated from distress.) That

which bears with force or weight, or the force or

weight itself: pressure; urgency; importance: violence;

—force exerted in any direction or manner between

contiguous bodies or parts of bodies.

Stress, (stres) r. t. To press ; to urge ; to distress ; to

put to difficulties.

Stretch, (strech) v.t. TA.-S. streccan, Ger. it rweAa*. ]

To draw out; to extend in length : — to extend in

breadth ; to spread ; to expand ;—to reach out -. to

put forth ;—to make tense; to rvuder tight;— to

strain ;—to exaggerate;—v.i. To be drawn out in

length or in breadth or both ;—to be extended ; to

spread;—to be extended without breaking, as clastic

substances ; — to strain beyond the truth : to exag

gerate;—to direct a course; to sail;—to inako violent

efforts in running : — imp. & pp. atrswhed ; ppr.

atretching.
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Stretch, (strech) a. Act of stretching ; extension in

length or breadth ; expanse ;—degree to which any

thing is stretched ; linear extent, as of a tract of land,

or of a body of water ;—force of a body extended :

strain;—hence, effort; struggle; undue exercise, as of

power or authority;—utmost extent, as of meaning;

—in navigation, act of tacking or extent of progress

made in one tack; reach;—in mining, a course or

direction, as of seams or veins.

Stretcher, (strech'er) n. One who or that which

stretches;—a brick or stone laid with its longer dimen

sion in the line of direction of the wall ;—a narrow

fiiece of plank for rowers to set their feet against;—a

itter or frame for carrying sick, wounded, or dead

persons.

Strew, (stro, stroo) v. (. [A. -S. sfrtirian, strtdwian,

Oer. atreuen, L. aUrnere.) To scatter; to spread by

scattering ;—to scatter loosely ;—to cover by scatter-

'ing something over: — imp, & pp. strewed; ppr.

strewing. [ing over.

Strewing, (stroo'ing) n. The act of scattering or spruad-

Strewment, ( stroo'ment ) n. Wreath or garland of

flowers strewed or laid on a coffin, tomb, Ac.

Stria, (stri'a) n. [L.] A small channel or thread-like

line in the surface of a shell, a crystal, or other object :

—a fillet between the flutes of columns or pilasters ;

—a large purple spot appearing under the skin in

some malignant fevers.

Striated, (stri'ftt-ed) a. [L. atriatua, pp. of ttriare, to

furnish with channels.] Formed with small channels ;

finely channelled.

Stricken, (strik'n) a. Struck ; smitten;—brought un

der influence or control ;—worn out ; advanced.

Strict, (strikt) a, [L. atrictua, pp. of atringere, to

draw or bind tight, to strain.] Strained ; drawn close;

tight ;—tense ; not relaxed ;—exact ; accurate ; rigor

ously nice ;—governed or governing by exact rules:

rigorous ; severe ; harsh ;—precise ; definite ;—rigidly

interpreted ; restricted.

Strictly, (striktfle) adv. In a strict manner; tightly;

closely; exactly; precisely; rigorously.

Strictness, (strikt'nes) n. Quality or condition of being

strict ; closeness ; tightness ;—exactness in the observ

ance of rules, laws, rites, and the like;—rigour; harsh

ness ; sternness.

Stricture, (strikt'ur) n. [F., from L. atricturu.] A

stroke ; a glance ; a touch ;—a touch of adverse criticism ;

critical remark; censure,—a drawing together; a mor

bid contraction of any passage of the body.

Stride, (strid) n. [A.-S. atrad, allied to i.. gradual] A

step, especially one that is long, measured, or pom

pous.

Stride, (strid) r. t. [A.-S. ttrtdan, to walk about,

fftatriduH, to stride, mount, ] Towalkwith long steps;

—to straddle ;—v. t To pass over at a step :—imp.

strid, strode ; pp. strid, stridden ; pp.: striding.

Strident, (strfdent) a. [L. atridtna, ppr. of stridert, to

make a grating or creaking noise.] Characterized by

harshness ; grating ;—sharp ; piercing.

Stridor, (striMor) ». [L.] A harsh creaking noise ; a

quick sharp sound.

Strife, (atrif) n. [Norm. F. eatrif.) Contention ; dis

cord ; struggle of opposing parties ;—contest of emula

tion; effort or exertion for superiority by physical or

intellectual means; — litigation; law-suit ; — opposi

tion ; contrariety ; discord ; enmity.

Strigous, (strl'gus) a. [L. atrigotut.] Set with stiff,

lanceolate bristles ; hispid.

Strike, (strik) v. t. [A.-S. atrUan, datriean, Ictl.

atnkia.} To touch or hit with some force ; to give

a blow to ;—to throw or dash quickly against ;—to

stamp with a stroke ; to coin ;—to cause to enter or

penetrate ; to thrust in ;—to graze in successive hits

or touches ; — to punish ; to smite; — to cause to

sound by one or more beats ;—to notify by sonnd, as a

bell, clock, drum, 6c, ; —to lower ; to take down, as a

flag or sail;—to affect strongly; to produce, as surprise,

alarm, terror, Ac., in the mind :—hence, to impress

strongly ; to create or evoke a vivid idea, conception,

or conviction ;—to make, as a bargain ;—to ratify or

confirm, as a treaty ;—to run on ; to ground—said of

a ship ;—to raise ; to begin to play or sing, as a note

or tune;—to level, as ameaaure of grain, Bait, &c, by

scraping off with a straight instrument what is above

the level of the top;—to atrikt off, to remove what is

superfluous, unnecessary, corrupt, 4c ; — to deduct

from an account :—to cut off or separate by a blow ;

—to print: to impress;—to atrikt out, to form at once

by a stroke or single effort ;—to invent ; to devise ;—

to efface ; to erase ;—v. i. To make a quick blow

or thrust ;—to hit: to dash ; to clash :—to sound by

percussion ; — to touch ; — to be stranded ; — to quit

work in order to compel an increase, or prevent a re

duction, of wages ;—to lower a flag or colours in

token of respect, or to signify surrender to an enemy;

—to break forth ; to commence suddenly : — imp.

struck ; pp. struck, stricken ; ppr. striking. Struck

is more commonly used in the pp. than atricktn.

Strike, (strik) n. An instrument with a straight edge

for levelling a measure of grain, salt, and toe like;

—act or state of a body of workmen refusing to work

unless higher wages or other specified conditions are

conceded to them ;—in gtotogy, the horizontal direc

tion of the out-cropping edges of tilted rocks.

Striker, (strik Vr) n. One who or that which strikes.

Striking, (striking) a. Affecting with strong emo

tions; surprising; forcible; impressive ;—exact ; true,

as a resemblance.

Strikingly, (strik'ing-le) adv. In such a manner as to

affect or surprise; forcibly; strongly; impressively.

String, (string) n. [ A. -S. 'iti-ulg, I eel. atrtngr. } A small

or slender rope, line, or cord ; a ribbon ;—a thread on

which any thing is filed ; and hence, a line of things ;

—the cord of a musical instrument;—a nerve or ten

don of an animal body;—the cord of a bow ;—a series

of things connected or following in succession.

String, (string) v, t. To furnish with strings ;—to put

on a string or thread ; to file ;—to make tense : to

strengthen ;—to deprive of strings ; to strip the strings

from :—imp. strung; pp. strung, rarely stringed ; ppt\

stringing.

Stringed, (stringd) a. Having strings.

Stringency, (strin'Jen-ae) n. State or quality of being

stringent; severe pressure.

Stringent, (strin'jent) o. [L, atringena, ppr. of atrin-

gert, to draw or bind tight. ] Binding strongly;

urgent ; making severe requirements ; strict ; rigid ;

—contracting ; tense ; drawn tight ;—binding; astrin

gent

Stringently, (striu'jent-le) adv. In a stringent man

ner; rigorously.

Stringer, (striug'er) n. One who strings; one who

makes or provides strings, especially for bows ;—in

railteaya, a longitudinal sleeper.

Stringiness, (stringVnes)n.The state of being stringy.

Stringy, (string'e) a. Consisting of strings or small

threads: fibrous: filamentous;—capable of being drawn

into a string or strings ; ropy ; v&cid.

Strip, (strip) r. U [A.-S. atrypon, Oer. atrei/en.) To

pull or tear off, as a covering ^-to deprive of a cover

ing; to skin; to peel;—to deprive; to bereave; —to

rob; to plunder; — to divest; — to uncover or nn-

sheathe ;—to press out the last milk at a milking ;

—v. i. To take off clothes or covering ; to undress:

—imp. & pp. stripped ; ppr. stripping.

Strip, (strip) n. A narrow piece comparatively long.

Stripe, (strip) n. [Oer. atript, atrtif,} A line or long

narrow division of any thing of a different colour

from the ground ;—a long narrow piece attached to

something of a different colour ;—a stroke or blow,

especially one made with a rod, strap, or scourge ;—a

long, narrow discoloration of the skin made by the
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blow of a lash or rod ; hence, punishment ; affliction ;

■offering*—often in the plural.

Stripe, (strip) v.t. To make stripe* : to form with

lines of different colours ; to variegate with stripes:

—itnp. £ pp. striped; ppr. striping.

Striped, (itript) a. Having stripe* of different colour*.

Stripling', (stripling) n. [Dim. of strip, as If a small

•trip from the main stock or stem.] A youth just

jwiasing from boyhood to manhood ; a lad.

Stripping*, (strip'ings) n. pi. The last milk drawn

from a cow at a milking.

Strive, (striv) v. i. [P. estriver, Ger. strroen.] To

make effort* ; to use exertion* : to labour hard ;—to

struggle in opposition ; — to contend reciprocally:—

imp. strove: pp. striven ; ppr. striving'.

Striver, (striv'er) n. One who strive* or contends.

Striving, (striving) n. The act of making efforts; exer

tion ; contention ; contest.

Stream, (strom) r. i. [Ger. rtrimm.) To pass by or

rush along, as a crowd of people ;—to wander about

idly.

Stroke, (strok) n. [From strike.] A blow ; the strik

ing of one body against another ;—a hostile blow or

attack : — a sudden attack of disease or affliction ;

calamity ; — fatal attack ;—the sound of the clock ;

—a dash in writing or printing ; the touch of a pen

or pencil ;—a masterly effort ;—an effect suddenly or

unexpectedly produced ; a decided hit or success;—

power ; efficacy ; — successful operation or series of

operations, as in business ;—the sweep of an oar in

rowing ;—the entire movement of the piston from one

end to the other of the cylinder.

Stroke, (strok) v.t. [A. -8. str&cian, IceL ttrUhgn.)

To rub gently with the hand; especially, to rub

gently in one direction; to soothe ;—to make smooth :

—imp. & pp. stroked ; ppr. stroking.

Stroker, (strok'er) n. One who stroke* : one who pre

tends to cure by stroking ;'—hence, a flatterer.

Stroking, (stroking) n. The act of rubbing gently with

the hand or of smoothing.

Stroll, (strdl) v. t. [Ger. strollen, sirolehcnA To wan

der on foot ; to ramble idly or leisurely :—imp. &

pp. strolled; ppr. strolling.

Stroll, (strol) n. A wandering on foot ; a walking idly

and leisurely ; a ramble.

Stroller, (stroTer) n. One who strolls; a vagabond ; a

vagrant ; an itinerant player.

Strolling, (stroking) a. Itinerant ; going from place

to place aud performing in booths or sheds, as a

player, Ac.

Strong, (strong) a. (A.-3. strong, strong, from the root

of string, IceL strangv.] Having physical active

power, or great physical power to act ; vigorous ;—

having physical passive power ; having ability to

bear or endure ;—able to sustain attacks ; fortified ;

—having great military or naval force; —having

great wealth, means, or resources; — moving with

rapidity; violent; impetuous;—sound; robust; hale;

—forcible ; cogent ; adapted to make a deep or effec-

tual impression on the mind or imagination ; — hav

ing virtues of great efficacy, or having a particular

quality in a great degree ;—full of spirit : intoxicat

ing ;—affecting the sight forcibly ; bright ; vivid ;—

affecting the taste forcibly ; pungent ;—affecting the

smell powerfully ;—not of easy digestion ; solid ;—well

established ; Arm ; compact;—violent ; vehement ; —

having great force, vigour, power, or the like, as the

mind, intellect, or any faculty ;—comprising much in

few words ; energetic.

Strong-hand, (strongtiaud) n. Violence; force; power.

Stronghold, (stronghold) n. A fastness; a fort or for

tress ; a fortified place ; a place of security.

Strongish, (strong ish) a. Somewhat strong.

Strongly, (strangle) adv. In a strong maimer; with

strength ; with great force or power j firmly; forcibly;

orlyi vehemently; loudly;

" ' —--I ■ n hi ,-tLj"L -^

Strong-minded, (strong'm.ind-ed) a

mind or will

Having a Straus

determined ;—bold : mat-resolute

culiue—said of women.

Strong-waters, (strong w&w-terz) n. pi. Anient spirits.

Strop, (strop) n. A strip of leather or of wood cover**!

with leather or other suitable material, used for

sharpening razors ;—a piece of rope spliced into s

circular ring or wreath, and fastened round the bol;

of a block for attaching it to a yard or other part U

a ship.

Strop, (strop) r. t. To draw over a strop with a view t*

sharpen :—imp. & pp. stropped ; ppr. atropfiiag.

Strophe, (stro'fS) n. [G. strophe", from ttrrpkan, te

twist, to turn.) That part of a song or dance wfetca

was performed by turning from the right to the left

of the orchestra, having an antithetical tuoveassEt

from left to right—called anttitropJu .-—a metric^

division of a lyrical poem or chorus ; a long atanx*.

Structural, (struk'tur-al) a. Of or pertaining to stric

ture.

Structure, (struk'tur) n. [L. strwticro\ from strmsr.

structum, to join together.] Act of building ;—esse-

ner of building; form ; construction ;—in nKiserslicv,

the arrangement of parts or of constituent partiess :

—in physiology, mode of organization or organise

form of animals or vegetables; constitution;—a boi& i

ing of any kind : an edifice.

Struggle, (strugl) v. i. [W. ystreigtaic, to torn. Get !

struckeln, to quarrel.] To strive or to make e£o

with contortions of the body ;—to use great effort*,

to labour hard ;—to be in agony; to labour in so?

kind of difficulty or distress :—imp. ds pp. atnggssi;

ppr. struggling.

Struggle, (strugl) n. Great labour ; forcible effort £>

obtain an object or to avoid au evil ; — contennan.

strife:—contortions of extreme distress: agony.

Btruggler, (strugler) n. One who struggles, strive*, er

contends. [tending ; vehement effpra.

Struggling, (struggling) n. The act of striving or eua-

Strull, (strul) n. A bar so placed as to resist weifbt

Strum, (strum) v. i. To strike or bring out the nssa

of a stringed instrument monotonous! v or nnssdlfaZK

Strumous, (stroo'nius) a. Scrofulous ; having sweUinp

in the glands.

Strumpet, (strum'pet) n. [It. stribriJ, Xorm. r

strupre, from L. stuprum, fornication.] A prustitiut

a harlot.

Strumpet, (strum'pet) o. Like a strumpet ; meretrsa-

ous ; venal ;—false; inconstant.

Strut, (strut) r. i. [Dan. strutte, Ger. strotzrmj Tn

walk affectedly with a lofty, proud gait and erect had :

—to swell ; to protuberate :—imp. & pp. strutted .

ppr. strutting.

Strut, (strut) a. Affectation of dignity- in walking:—

in roofing, a piece of timber obliquely placed from *

king or queen post to strengthen a rafter or horiieo-

tal piece ; a brace ;—any part of a machine or etna?- '

ture of which the principal function is to hold tlunp

apart (pompous fleDo*.

Strutter, (strut'er) n. One who strut* ; a cor*eeit.<

Struttingly. (strufing-le) adv. With a proud, loft?

step; boastingly.

Strychnine, (strik'mn) n. [L. ttiychno*t G. strursmew

A vegetable alkaloid, the sole active princinte at

Strychnos tievti, the most active of the Java poisan«

and one of the active principle* of Stryckn.09 iffxat-.l

Strychnos Nux vomica, Ac.—it has an intensely bitter

taste, and is a valuable medicine.

Stub, (stub) n. [A. -8. steb, Icel. stul^bi, allied to L

stipes.] The stump of atree, especially of a small c«

or shrub;—also, a leg or block; a dull or ahaggsa

youth.

Stub, (stub) v. t. To grub up by the roots ; to ere?-

pate. [Ger. ttubben.) To strike, ss the tees, again*

a stump, stones or other nxM object :—*isn. A y**-

stubbed | ppr. stubbing,
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Stubbed, (etab'ed) a. Short and thick; truncated;—

hardy; not delicate; not nice.

Stubbedness, (stub'ed-nes) re. State or quality of being

stubbed ; bluntneas ; obtuseness.

Stubble, (stub'l) n. [Diminutive of s'ub, 6er. stoppel,

L. stipula.] The stumps of wheat, rye, barley, oats,

or buck-wheat, left in the ground after reaping.

Stubborn, (stubborn) a. (O. Eng. stubborne, stibborne,

from *tuij,\ Unreasonably obstinate; not to be moved

or persuaded by reasons;—persevering; steady; con

stant;—stiff; not flexible;—enduring without com

plaint ; hardy; firm ;—not easily melted or worked ;—

intractable ;—refractory ; contumacious.

Stubbornly, (stub'orn-le) adv. In a stubborn manner ;

obstinately.

Stubbornness, (stub'orn-nes) n. State or quality of

being stubborn; obstinacy; contumacy; refractoriness.

Stubby, (stub's) a. Abounding with stubs;—short

and thick ; short and strong.

Stucco, (stuk'd) n. [It., F. stuc.] Plaster of any kind

used as a coating for walls ;—especially, a fine plaster

used for internal decorations and nice work ;—work

made of stucco.

Stucco, (stuk'o) v. t. To overlay with stucco or fine

plaster :— imp. & pp. stuccoed; ppr. stuccoing.

Stud, (stud) n. [A.-S. studu, D. stut, Icel. stod.] A

smalt piece of timber or joist inserted in the sills and

beams between the posts, to support the beams or

other main timbers ;—a kind of ornamental nail with

a large head ;—a kind of ornamental button or catch

for a shirt.

Stud, (stud) n. [A.-S. & Icel. stdd, stud, Ger. stute, a

mare.] A collection of breeding horses and mares ;

or the place where they are kept.

Stud, (stud) v. t. To adorn with shining studs or knobs;

—to set thickly, as with studs :—imp. & pp. studded ;

ppr. studding.
Studding, (studying) n. Materials for studs or joists;

studs or joists considered collectively ; studs.

Studding-sail, (stud'ing-sal) n. A sail set outside of

a principal or square sail of a vessel wheu the wind is

free and light or moderate.

Student, (stu'dent) h. [L. studens, ppr. of studere, to

study.] A person engaged in study ; a scholar ;—a

man devoted to books ; a bookish man ; one who

examines, investigates, or explores a subject in a for

mal or scientific manner.

Studentship, (stu'dent-ship) n. State, position, or time,

of being a student.

8tudied, (stnd'id) a. [From study.] Closely examined;

well considered ;—well versed in any branch of learn

ing ; learned ;—prepared beforehand ; premeditated ;

—hence, set; formal. [design or intention.

Studiedly, (atud'id-le) adv. In a studied manner: with

Studies, ( stud'ez) n. pi. Preliminary sketches or

drawings from nature or the life made by an artist

with intent to reproduce them in a finished picture;—

piece* of music, instrumental or vocal, designed for

exercise and practice in the use of the instrument or

voice, [or painter.

Studio, (stu'de-o) n, [It.] The workshop of a sculptor

Studious, (stu'de-us) a. Given to study ;—given to

thought or to the examination of subjects by contem

plation; contemplative ;—eager to discover something

or to effect some object ; diligent;—attentive to; care

ful ;—planned with study; studied ; deliberate;—fav

ourable to study;—suitable for thought or meditation.

Studiously, (atii de-us-Ie) adv. In a studious manner;

with study ; diligently; carefully; attentively.

Studiousness, (atu'de-us-nes) n. The quality of being

studious ; addictedness to books ; thoughtfulness ;

diligence.

Study, (stud'e) rk [L. studium, from studere, to

study.] Application of mind to books, to arts or

science, or to any subject, for the purpose of learning

what is not before known ;—absorbed or thoughtful

 

attention ; meditation ; — any particular branch of

learning that is studied ; any object of attentive con

sideration ;—a building or an apartment devoted to

study or to literary employment;—a work undertaken

for improvement in the art, and often left incom

plete ; a sketch from nature.

Study, (stud'e) v.i. To fix the mind closely upon a sub

ject ; to muse ;—to apply the mind to books or learn

ing ; to endeavour diligently ; — v.t. To apply the

mind to ;—to consider attentively ;—to con over ; to

commit to memory : — imp. & pp. studied; ppr.

studying.

Stuff, (stuf) n. [L. Mtuppa, tow, oakum.] Material to

be worked up in any process of manufacture;—woven

material ; cloth not made into garments; — a textile

fabric made entirely of worsted ;—refuse or worth

less matter; hence, foolish or irrational language ;

nonsense ;—furniture ; utensils ; domestic articles in

general.

Stuff, (stuf) v. t. To fill by crowding ; to load to ex

cess ;—to thrust or crowd; to press ;—to fill by being

put into; — specifically, to fill with seasoning;—to

obstruct, as any of the organs ;—to fill the skin of,

for the purpose of preserving, as a specimen—said of

animals ;—to form or fashion by stuffing ;—v. i. To

feed gluttonously:—imp. & pp. stuffed; ppr. stuffing.

Stuffing, (stufing) n. That which is used for filling

any thing ;—seasoning for meat.

Stuffing-box, (stufing-boks) n. An arrangement for

tendering a joint air or steam-tight with

soft material, where a movable rod passes

into a vessel of some kind, as the cylinder

of a steam-engine.

Stulra, (stulm) n. [Ger. stollen,] A shaft

to drain a mine.

Stultify, (stul'te-fi) v. t. (L- stvltus, fool

ish, and facere, to make.] To make fool

ish ; to make a fool of ;—to allege or prove

to be insane :—imp. & pp. stultified ; ppr. Stnmng-

•tultifying. ***■

Stum, (stum) 71. [D. /torn.] Unfermented grape-juice

or wine ; must.

Stum, (stum) v. t. To renew, as wine, by mixing must

with it, and raising a new fermentation.

Stumble, (Rtuni'M) v. i. [Eng. stumpy to walk or

step very heavily.] To trip in walking or moving in

any way upon the legs;—to walk in a bungling or

unsteady manner ;—to slide into a crime or an error ;

to err ;—to fall or light on by chance ;—imp. & pp.

stumbled; ppr. stumbling.

Stumble, (stum'bl) n. A trip in walking or running;—

a blunder ; a failure.

Stumbler, (stum'blc.r) re. One who stumbles or makes

a blunder.

Stumbling-block, (stum'bling-blok) ju A block or stone

that causes stumbling; auy obstacle or difficulty in

the way of comprehension or reception of the truth :

cause of error ; ground of offence or objection :—also

stumbling-stone.

Stumblingly, (stunVbling-le) adv. In a blundering

manner ; erroneously; with frequent failure.

Stump, (stump) n. [Ger., Dan., & Sv. stump, D.

stomp.] The part of a tree or plant remaining in the

earth after the stem or trunk is cut off; stub ;—the

part of a limb or other body remaining after a part

is amputated or destroyed ;—in cricl-ef, one of three

straight rods which support the bail and constitute

the wicket ;—a short, thick roll of leather or paper

cut to a point, and used to shade or colour a crayon

or pencil drawing ; a stimp ;—pL Legs.

Stump, (stump) v. t. To strike, as any thing fixed and

hard, with the toe :—to cut off a part of ; to reduce to

a stump;—to travel over, delivering speeches for elec

tioneering pur|)Oses ;—to knock down, as the stumps

or wicket in cricket-playing ;—v. t. To walk or move

like a stump; to walk heavily, noisily, or clumsily;
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—to par up or oat; to expend -.—imp. A pp. stumped ;

ppr. stamping, [thick : stubby.

Stumpy, (stump's) a. Fall of stumps;— short and

Stun, (stun) r. t. [A. -8. ifKMdn, Ger. «run?n, to be

astonished.] To make senseless or dizzy with a blow

on the head ;—to overcome: especially, to overpower

the tense of hearing of ; — to surprise completely :—

imp. & pp. •tunned; ppr. stunning.

Stunner, (stun'er) n. One who or that which stuns ;

colloquially, an astonishing or supremely good or '

pleasing person, performer, or performance.

Stunning, (stun'ing) «. Overpowering the organs of

hearing; confounding with noise: — striking with

astonishment; surprising; superlatively good or pleas- I

ing (colloquial).

Stunt, (stunt) v. t. [A. -3. atintan, styntan, to blunt.]

To hinder from growth ; to prevent the growth of ;—

v.i. To stop growing: to become stunted:—imp. di

pp. stunted ; ppr. stunting.

Stunted, (stunt ed) a. Stubbed; dwarfiah: thick, short,

and clumsy. [dwarfed or stunted.

Stuntedneta, ( stunt 'ed- lies) n. The state of being

Stupe, (stQp) «, [L. itupa, tow. ] Cloth or flax dipped

in warm medicaments and applied to a hurt or sore.

Btupefaeient, (stu-pO-fa'she-ent) n. Any thing produc

ing stupefaction or insensibility; narcotic; opiate:—

also written atHptfactive.

Stupefaction, (stii-pe-fak'shun) n. Act of stupifying;—

a stupid or senseless state ; insensibility; stupidity.

Stupe/active, (stu-pMak'ttv) n. Causing insensibility;

deadening or blunting the sense of feeling or under

standing.

Stupendous, (stu-pen'dns) a. [L. atuptndufi, astonish

ing, ttupere, to be astonished at.} Astonishing; won

derful ; amazing; astonishing in magnitude or eleva

tion, [manner.

Stupendously, (stu-pen'dus-le) title. In a stupendous

Stupendousness, (stu-pen'dus-neii) n. The quality or

state of being stupendous or astonishing.

Btupid, (stu'pid) a. [U stupidus, from atupert, to be

stnpified.] Very dull; wanting in understanding ;—

Insensible; sluggish; heavy;—formed without skill

or genius ; senseless ; wearisome : tedious.

Stupidity, (stii-pide-te) it. State or quality of being

stupid ; extreme dulness of perception or understand

ing ; sluggishness ; sottishnens : senselessness.

Stupidly, (stil'pid-le) adv. In a stupid manner ; fool

ishly; absurdly: without sense or meaning.

Stuptdncss, (stu'pid-nes) it. Stupidity. [pifies.

Stupifler, (stu'pe-fi-c r) n. One who or that which stu-

Stupify, (stu'pe-fi) r. (. [L. ttu/xre, to l»e struck sense

less, mio/acere, to make.] To make stupid; to blunt

the faculty of perception or understanding .—imp. &

pp. stupifled ; ppr. stupifying,

Stupor, (stu'por) n. [L.J (treat diminution or suspen

sion of sensibility; numbness;—intellectual insensi

bility ; moral stupidity.

Sturdily, (stur'de-Ie)ndf. In a sturdy manner; hardily;

stoutly ; obstinately; resolutely.

Sturdinaaa, (sturMe-ues) n. Condition or quality nf

being sturdy; stoutness; hardiness ;— brute strength;

obstinacy.

Sturdy, (sttirMe) a. [P. itowrdi, loel. styruY, rigid,

hard.) Hardy: stout; lusty, as persons ;—foolishly

obstinate; implying coarseness or rudeness, as disposi

tion ; — laid on with strength; violent, as blows;—

stiff; strong ; well set, as a tree.

Sturdy, (stur'de) n. A disease in sheep marked by dul

ness and stupor.

Sturgeon, (stur'jun) n. [F. estursvoa, A.-S, atyric,

ttyrtpt, porpoise.] A large

cartilaginous fish, in form

like a slunk, but covered

more or lens with bonyplntes

in longitudinal m«s, and Sturgeon.

liNvlnq one dorsal fin and a forked tail—the flesh is

esteemed agreeable food, caviar is made of the ova,

and the finest isinglass from the air bladder.

Start, (sturt) r. f. [Go. $tttrta.) To trouble ; to vex :

—r. i. To be afraid ; to startle.

Start, (sturt) n. Disturbance ; trouble ;—beat of tem

per : fit of ] nssion.

Stutter, (stut'rr) r. i. [Ger. ttottern, D. sfotterra, from

rtoottn, to stop.] To hesitate in ottering words; te

stammer:—imp. & pp. stuttered; ppr, stuttering-

Stutter, (stafer) w. The act of stutteri ng : star

Stutterer, (stufrr-e,r) n. One who stutters; i

merer. [i

Stuttering, (atufrr-ing) n. Hesitation of speech.

Stutteringly. (stufcr-ing-lejadv. With stammering.

Sty, (sti) n. (A.-S. ttipend.] An inflamed tumour ou

the edge of the eyelid : — also written sfjre ; stytir,

ttitin.

Sty, (sti) it. [A.-S. itifit, lost, sfta.] A pen or inck>

sure for swine ;—* place of bestial debauchery.

Sty, (sti) v. t. To shut up in a sty.

Stygian, (stlye-an) a. [L. Styoiua, from 0. o*fur the

Styx, i.e., the Hateful, from atupein, to hate.] Of or

pertaining to Styx, fabled by the ancients to he a

river of hell over which the shades of the dead paand,

or the region of the dead ; hence, hellish ; infernal

Btylar, (stU'ar) a. Of or pertaining to the style of a

dial ; stilar.

Style, (sti!) n. [L. atyltu, sttfiu, G. trwfoc, a pillar, a

writing instrument.] An instrument

used by the ancients In writing on tab

lets covered with wax; hence, a sharp-

pointed tool used in engraving; — a

pointed surgical instrument ;—the pin

or gnomon of a dial ;—the cylindrical

and tapering portion of the pistil

between the ovary and the stigma ;—

mode of expressing thought in lan

guage, whether oral or written ; choice

of words : — diction ; phraseology ; —

mode of presentation, especially in s. Style,

music or any of the fine arts ;—regard to what is

deemed elegant and appropriate, especially in literary

composition or in social demeanour ; fashion ;—man

ner ; form ; —course ; line of procedure ; — mode or

phrase by which any thing is formally designated:

the title; official designation;—a mode of reckoning

time, designated as old or nete.

Style, (sti I) v. t. To give a title to in addressing: name:

denominate ; designate ; characterize : — imp. & pp.

styled ; ppr. styling.

Stylet, (stil'et) n. [Diminutive of sfyfe.] A small

poniard or dagger ; a stiletto.

Stylish, (stU'ish) a. Given to or fond or the display of

style; highly fashionable; modish; genteel.

Stylishly, (stil'ish-le) ail v. In a stylish or fashionable

manner ; modishly.

Stylishness, (stU'ish-nes) n. The state of being styluJi

or fashionable; gentility: modishnesa.

Stylist, (stil'ist) n. One who is attentive to style : a

critic of style ; one who is a master or model of styK*.

Btylography, (stil-og'ra-fe) n. fL. atyltt*, a style, and

G. praphew, to write. J A mode of writing or trac

ing lines by means of a style or pointed instrument

on cards or tablets.

Styptic, (stfp'tik)n. Something which serves to arrest

hemorrhage— often used synonymously with asln>,~

pent.

Styptic, (stip'tik) n. [L. atypticut, G. atuptiknt, from

atuphein, tocontract.] Producing contraction: having

the quality of restraining hemorrhage : astringent,

Stypticity. (stip-tis'e-te) it. Quality of being styptic :

astriiigency.

Suable, (sO'a-bl) a. [From sue.] Capable of being sued

or called to answer in court.

Suasiblc, (swase-bl) a. [U suadere.] Capable of per

suasion ; easily persuaded.
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Suasion, (swft'shun) n. [L. *w rutin, from madere,

tuasttm, to advise, persuade.] Act of persuading ;—

persuading influence ; enticement ; inducement.

Suaaivc, (swi'siv) a. Having power to persuade ; in

fluencing the mind or passions ; persuasive.

Suaaire, (swft'siv) n. Inducement ; persuading influ

ence : enticing motfve.

Suaaively, (swft'siv-le) adv. In a manner to persuade;

with enticing manner or influence.

Suaaory, (swa'sor-e) a. Tending to persuade ; serving

to convince and induce bj reasons, motives, or con

siderations.

Suavity. (swaTVte) n. [L. maritat, from tuavit,

sweet.} That which is sweet or pleasing to the mind;

agreeableness ; softness; pleasantness; gentleness.

Subacid, (suh-as'id) a. Moderately acid or sour.

Subacrid, (sub-ak'rid) a. Moderately sharp, pungent,

or acrid.

Subagent, (sub-a'Jent) n. A person employed by an

agent to aid him or act in his absence ,—a deputy-

agent.

Subahdax, (iti-ba-dar') n. [Hind, tubah, a province,

and (far, holding, keeping.] A viceroy or the governor

of a province; also, a native of India who ranks as a

captain in the European companies.

Subaltern, (sub'al-tern) a. [h. tubalternut, from *vb,

under, and atternu.*, one after another.] Ranked or

ranged below ; subordinate ; inferior.

Subaltern, (sub'al-tern) n. A. person holding a subor

dinate position ; specifically, a commissioned military

officer below the rank of captain.

Subalternate, (sub-al-tern'at) a. Succeeding by turns;

successive;—subordinate; inferior.

Subalternation, (sub-al-tern-sVshun) a. Act of succeed

ing by course or in turns;—state of subjection or sub

ordination.

Subaqueous, (sub-u'kwO-us) a. Being under water or

beneath the surface of water ;—formed in or under

water. [terrestrial.

Subastral, (sub-as'tral) a. Beneath the stars or heavens*

Subastringent, (sub-as-trin'jent) a. Astringent in *

small degree ; moderately astringent.

Subcontract, (stib-kou'trakt) n. A contract under a

previous contract.

Subcontrary, (sub-kon'tra-re) a. Contrary in an infe

rior degree ;—having or being in a con

trary order— said of a section of an

oblique cone on a circular base by a

plane not parallel to the base, but in

clined to the axis, so that the section

is a circle ; applied also to two similar

triangles when so placed, as to have a

comnvm angle at the vertex, the oppo

site sides not being parallel;—character

izing the relation of opposition botwean SaViontrary.

the particular affirmative and particular ne'/\tive.

Subisacou, (nub'de-ku) n. A deacon's assistant, or an

under deacon in the Roman Catholic Church.

Subdean, (sub'deu) h. An under dean ; a dean's sub

stitute or vicegerent. (subdean.

Subdeanery, (sub-den'er-e) n. The office and rank of

Subdivide, (snb-de- vid ) v. t. To divide the parts of into

more parts ; to divide again, as what has already been

divided;— v.i. To be subdivided :—imp. A pp. sub

divided; ppr. subdividing.

Subdivision, (sub-de-vizii'un) n. Act of subdividing

or separating a part into smaller parts ;—part of a

thing made by subdividing.

Subdominant, (sub-dom'in-ant) n. The fourth tone

above the tonic—so called as being under the dom

inant.

Subdue, (sub'du) v. t. [L. tub, under, and dveere, to

lead.] To bring under; to oonqner by force or the

exertion of superior power ; to bring into permanent

subjection ;—to overpower so ait to disable from fur

ther resistance ;—to reduce; to destroy the force of;

 

—to break, by conquering a refractory temper or evil

passions ;—to overcome by persuasion or other mild

means ;—to charm ; to captivate ;—to make mellow;

to break, as land; also, to destroy, as weeds J—tmp. A

pp. subdued ; ppr. subduing.

Subduer, (sub-du'er) n. One who or that which con

quers and brings into subjection ; a tamer.

Subeditor, (sub-ed'it-or) n. An assistant to a principal

editor.

Suberic, (su'bcr-ik) a. [L. tuber, the cork tree.] Per

taining to cork ; noting an acid substance produced by

treating rasped cork with nitric acid.

Suberous, (au'ber-us) a. [L. tuber, cork.] Corky; light;

soft and elastic.

Subgenerio, (sub-jen-erik)a. Belonging to a subgenus

or subdivision of a family or class.

Subgenus, (sub'je-nus) n. A subdivision of a genus com

prehending one or more species.

Subglacial, (sub-gla'she-al) a. Pertaining to the under

side of a glacier ; being under glaciers.

Subindication, (sub-in-de-ka'shun) n. Secret or tacit

indication ; act of making known or revealing by

secret signs or hints.

Subinduce, (sub-in-duV) v. f. To suggest or offer indi

rectly; to insinuate.

Subitaneous, (sub-it-a'nS-us) a. [L. tubitaneus.] Sud

den ; hasty.

Subjacent, (sub-jfi'sent) a. [L. subjacent, ppr. of tub-

jacere, to He under.] Lying under or below;—being

in a lower situation, though not directly beneath.

Subject, (sub'jekt) a. [L. tubjectut, pp. ottubjicere, to

place, or bring under.] Placed or situate under ;—

placed under the power and dominion of another ;—

exposed ; liable from external causes ; obnoxious ;—

liable from inherent causes ; prone ; disposed.

Subject, (sub'jekt) n. [L. mbjectut.) One wboor that

which is placed under influence, operation or dominion

in general ; one who is placed under civil authority;

one who owes allegiance to a sovereign or other poli

tical ruler or government, and is governed by the

laws of the state;—one who acknowledges the author

ity of a spiritual head, teacher, Ac.;—that which is

brought under any physical process ; chemical sub

stance ; matter ;—that on which any operation is per

formed in anatomy; living body, limb, dec.; especially,

a dead body or part of a dead body for purposes of din-

section ;— that in which any attribute, relation, or

quality inheres or exists ; substance ;—that on which

any mental operation is performed ; object of inquiry

or examination ; matter of thought ; point of dispute;

topic treated of ;—the chief incidents, facts, or mat

ters described or written about ; the chief character

or hero of a poem, play, tale, Ac. ;—in the artt, the

design of a composition or picture ; that which is

sought to be embodied or represented ;—in viutic, the

principal theme or melody of a movement ;—in gram-

mar, the nominative case to a verb passive;—in logic,

that of which any thing is predicated or denied ;—

in philosophy, the active and immediate sentient and

thinking faculty which forms conceptions or ideas ot

the object ,- the Ego as opposed to the Non-ego or object.

Subject, (sub-jekt ) v. t. To bring under the control,

power, or action of : to subdue ; to enslave ;—to ex

pose; to make liable;—to submit; to make accounta

ble ;—to make subservient ;—to cause to undergo :—

imp. A pp. subjected ; ppr. subjecting.

Subjection, ( sub-jek'shun ) n. Act of bringing under

the dominion of another ;—state of being under ttie

control and government of another.

Subjective, (sub-jekt'iv) a. Relating to the subject ;—

designating the state, conceptions, and ideas of an

active, sentient, and thinking being respecting objects

or ideas external to himself;—noting the point of

view from which an object is regarded or conceived

of by the conscious subject ;—modified by personal

idiosyncrasy.
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Subjectively, (sub-jekt'iv-le) adv. In a subjective man

ner , in relation to the subject.

Subjectivencss, (sub-jekt'iv-ues) n. The state of being

subjective.

Subjectivity, (sub-jek-tiv'e-te) n. State of being sub

jective ; individuality ;—that which relates to per

sonal consciousness, or to the impressions or ideas of

an individual mind.

Subject-matter, (sub'jekt-mat-ter) n. The matter or

thought presented for consideration in some statement

or discussion.

Subjoin, (sub-join1) v. t. To add after something else

has been said or written ; annex : attach ; counect :

—imp. & pp. subjoined ; ppr. subjoining.

Subjugate, (sub'joo-gat) r. t. [L. tubjugttre, from tubf

under, and jugum, a yoke.) To subdue and bring

under the yoke of power or dominion; to compel to

submit to the absolute control of another :—imp. &

pp. subjugated ; ppr. subjugating.

Subjugation, (sub-joo-g&'almn ) w. Act of bringing un

der the power or absolute control of another.

Subjugator, (sub'joo-gat-or) n. One who subjugates or

enslaves ; a conqueror.

Subjunctive, (sub-jungk'tiv) a. [L. tubjunctivus, from

subjuugere, to subjoin.] Subjoined or added to some

thing before said or written. Subjunctive mode, that

form of a verb which expresses condition, hypothesis,

contingency, and is subjoined or added as subordinate

to some other verb.

Sublapsarian, ( sub-laps-a're-an ) n. [L. tub, under,

after, and laptus, fall.] One of that class of Cal-

vinists who consider the decree of election as made

after the fall, or as contemplating the apostasy as past,

and the elect as being in a fallen and guilty state.

Sublet, (sub-let') v. t To underlet; to lease, as a lessee,

to another person : — imp. it pp. sublet; ppr, sub

letting.

Sublimate, (sub'le-mat) v. t. [L. tublitnare, tublima-

turn, to raise, elevate, from tubtimis, high.) To bring

by heat into the state of vapour, as a solid substance,

which, on cooling, returns again to the solid state ;—to

refine and exalt ; to heighten ; to elevate :—imp. &

pp. sublimated ; ppi: sublimating.

Sublimate, (sub'le-mat) n. The product of a substance

sublimed ; especially mercury raised in the retort;—

corrosive sublimate, bichloride of mercury.

Sublimate, (sub'le-mat) a. Brought into a state of vap

our by heat and again condensed, as solid substances.

Sublimation, (nub-le-ma'shun) n. Act of sublimating

or state of being sublimated ;—act of heightening or

improving; exaltation; elevation.

Sublimatory, (sub~lim'a-tor-e) a. Used for sublimation.

Sublimatory, (sub-lim'a-tor-e) n. A vessel used for sub

limation.

Sublime, (eub-IIm') a. [L. sublimit, from sub and

limns, clay.] Exalted ; elevated ; high in place;—dis

tinguished by lofty or noble traits ; eminent ;—awak

ening or expressing the emotion of awe, adoration,

veneration, heroic resolve, and the like ; — lofty ;

grand ;—elevated by joy; elate.

Sublime, (sub-lim') n. A grand or lofty style ; the

grand in nature or in art, distinguished from the

beautiful ;—mental emotion produced by the contem

plation of the grand or lofty.

Sublime, (sub-lim') v. t To bring to a state of vapour

by heat and condense again by cold ; to sublimate;—

to exalt; to heighten: to improve :— to dignify: to en

noble;—v. ». To be brought into a state of vapour by

heat, and then condensed by cold:—-imp, A pp. sub

limed ; ppr. subliming.

Sublimely, (sub-limHe) adv. In a sublime manner ;

with elevated conceptions ; loftily.

Sublimeness, (sub-lim'nes) a. The quality or condition

of being sublime: sublimity.

Sublimity, (sub-lim'e-te) n. State of being sublime ;

grandeur ; vastuess ; — magnificence ; - elevation of

place; lofty height;—nobleness of nature or character;

eminence ;—an elevated feeling of astonishment and

awe at the contemplation of great scene* and objects,

or of exalted excellence ;—loftiness of sentiment or

style.

Sublunary, ( sub/lu-nar-e ) a. Situated beneath the

moon; terrestrial; earthly; pertaining to this world.

Submarine, ( sub-ma-rcn' ) a. Being, acting, er gner-

ing under water in the sea. tjaw.

Submaxillary, (sub-maks'il-ar-e) a. Situated under the

Submerge, (sub-merj ) r. t. [L. submergrre, from rub,

under, and mergere, to plunge.] To put under water:

to plunge ; — to cover or overflow with water ; to

drown ;—v. i. To plunge, as into water or other fluid;

hence, to be completely included or incorporated;—

imp. <b r"- submerged: ppr. submerging.

Submergence, ( suu-meij'ens) «. Act of submerging

or state of being submerged.

Submersed, (sub-menf) a. Being or growing under

water, as the leaves of aquatic plants.

Submersion, (sub-roer shun) ft. Act of putting under

water or other fluid, or of causing to be overflowed;

—state of being put under water or other fluid.

Submission, (sub-mish'nn) n. [L. sutmussio.] Act of

submitting ; act of yielding to power or authority;

obedience ;—state of being submissive ; acknowledg

ment of inferiority or dependence; meekness; resigna

tion;—acknowledgment of a fault; confession of error.

Submissive, (sub-mis'iv) a. Inclined or ready to sub

mit; obedient; compliant; yielding; humble; modest;

passive.

Submissively, (nub-mis'iv-le) adv. In a suhmisBv*

manner ; with submission ; numbly.

Submissiveneu, (•ub-raia'iv-nes) n. Quality or condi

tion of being submissive ; humbleness ; dependence;

confession of fault or of inferiority ;—vielding or de

ferential disposition.

Submit, (sub-mitf)v.f. [L. submitteir, from sub, under,

and mittere, to send.] To yield, resign, or surrender

to power, will, or authority ;—to leave or commit to

the discretion or judgment of another; to refer ;—

*. i. To yield one's person to the power of another;—

to yield one's opinion to the opinion or authority of

another; to be subject ;—to acquiesce in the authority

of another ;—to be submissive; to yield without mur

muring :—imp. & pp. submitted ; ppr. submitting.

Subnaacent, (sub-nas'ent) a, [L. subnascent, ppr. of

subnatci, to grow under.] Growing under ; springing

or rising from beneath.

Subnormal, (sub-normal) n. fL. tub and norma.)

That part of the axis of a curve line which is inter

cepted between the ordinate and the normal.

Subordinacy, (sub-ordin-ss-e) n. [L. sub, under, and

ordinans, ppr. of ordinare, to set in order, to ariunge. )

State of being subordinate or subject to control.

Subordinary, (sub-or'din-ar-e) o. Inferior in rank,

place, Ac. ; less important ; secondary ; — supernu

merary.

Subordinate, (sub-or'din-ut) a. Placed In a lower class

or rank ;—holding a lower position ;—inferior in order.

In nature, in dignity, in power, importance, or the

like. for rank below another.

Subordinate, (sub-or'din-at) ». One who stands in order

Subordinate, (sub-or'din-at) v. t. [I*, tub, under, and

ordinare, to set in order, to arrange.] To plaon in a

lower order ;—to make or consider as of leas value or

importance; — to subject or subdue : — imp. & pp.

subordinated; ppr. subordinating.

Subordinately, (sub-or'din-at-le) adv. In a subordinate

manner.

Subordination, (sub-or-din-a'shun) n. Act of subordin

ating, placing in a lower order, or subjecting; —

state of being subordinate ; inferiority of rank or dig

nity; subjection ;—place of rank among inferiors.

Suborn, (sub-orn') v. t. [L. suboniare, from sub, under,

secretly, and ornare, to furnish, provide.] To procure
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or cause to take a false oath amounting to perjury;

>—to procure privately ot by collusion :—imp. & pp.

suborned; ppr. suborning*

Subornation, (sub-or-n&'shuh) n. Act of suborning;

crime of procuring a person to take such a fake oath

as constitutes perjury;—crime of inducing another to

do a criminal or bad action.

Suborner, (sub-orn'er) n. One who induces another to

take a false oath or to do a bad action.

Suboxide, ( sub-oksfd ) n. An oxide containing one

equivalent of oxygen and two of another element.

Bubposna, (sub-pe'im) n. [L. sub, under, and poena,

punishment] A writ commanding the attendance in

court of the person on whom it is served as a witness,

Ac., under a penalty:—written also aubpena.

Subpoena, (sub-pe'na) v. t. To serve with a writ of sub

poena ; to command attendance in court by a legal

writ under a penalty in case of disobedience:—imp.

& pp. subpoenaed ; ppr. subpoenaing.

Subsaline, (sub-aa/lin) «. Imperfectly saline ; moder

ately salt.

Subsalt, (sub'sawlt) n. An oxysalt containing a less

number of equivalents of the ocid than of the base,

or in which the Utter is a suboxide.

Subscribe, (sub-skrib/) r. t. fL. subscriber*, from sub,

under, and teribere, to write.] To write underneath ;

to sign with one's own hand; to bind one's self by

writing one's name beneath;—to attest by writing

one's name beneath ;—to promise to give by writing

one's name ; — r. i. To give consent to something

written by signing one's name; to assent; to agree;

—to promise to give a certain sum by setting one's

name to a paper ;—to enter one's name for a news

paper, a book, and the like:—imp. & pp. subscribed;

ppr. subscribing.

Subscriber, (sub-skrib/er) n. One who subscribes ; one

who contributes to an undertaking by subscribing ;

—one who enters bis name for a paper, book, map,

and the like.

Subscription, (sub-skrir/shun) «. Act of writing one's

name under, or at the end of a letter, deed, or lnatru-

ment ; signature ; forni.il attestation or consent given

by signature ; —a formal declaration of consent to the

creed or articles of a church ; public confession of faith ;

—act of contributing ; act of giving or engaging to

give money to any cause or object ;—the sum given

or engaged to be given by an individual ; also, the

gum or amount contributed by all ; also, the paper

on which the names of the subscribers and the sums

subscribed are entered ;—in the book trade, act of

signing a paper engaging to take a copy or copies of

a new publication at a stated price; also, the price at

which copies subscribed for are sold or delivered.

Subsection, (sub-sek'ahun) n. Division or part of a

section ; subdivision.

Subsequence, (sub'se-kwens) n. State of being subse

quent, or of coming after something.

Subsequent, (sub'se-kwent) a. [L. subsequent, ppr. of

subsequi.) Following in time; coming or being after

something else at any time ;—following in order of

place ; succeeding.

Subsequently, (sub'se-kwent-le) adv. In a subsequent

time, manner, position, or the like.

Subserve, (sub-egrvO v. t. [L. subservire, from sub, un

der, and servire, to serve.] To serve in subordination

or instrumentally ; to help forward ; to promote ;—

1.1. To be useful as an instrumentor agent to accom

plish a design or work ; to answer the purpose :—imp.

& pp. subserved; ppr. subserving.

Subservience, (sub-serVe-era) n. Condition of being

subservient; subordination; mean submission ;—state

of being jnstrumeutally useful ;—also subserviency.

Subservient, (sub-serv'e-ent) a. Serving to promote an

object or end ; answering a purpose; useful as an in

strument ;—acting as a tool. [manner.

Subserviently, (sub-sc.rv'e-ent-le) adv. In a subservient

Subside, (sub-sid') v. i. [h. subsidere, from tub, under,

below, and sidere, to sit down, to settle.] To sink or

fall to the bottom ;—to fall into a state of quiet ; to

become tranquil ; to abate ;—to tend downward ; to

descend; to sink :—imp. at pp. subsided ; ppr. tub-

siding.

Subsidence, (sub/se*dens) n. Act or process of subsiding

or falling, as the lees of liquors ;—act of sinking or

gradually descending, as ground.

Subsidiary, (sub-sid e-ar-e) a. [L. tubsidiarius.] Fur-

nishingasubsidy; serving to help; assistant; auxiliary.

Subsidiary, (sub-sid'e-ar-e) n. One who or that which

contributes aid ; an assistant ; an auxiliary.

Subsidize, (suVse-diz) v.t. [From subsidy.] To pur

chase the assistance of by the payment of a subsidy:—

imp. & pp. subsidized ; ppr. subsidizing.

Subsidy, (subse-de)n. [L subtidiuiu.] Support; aid;

especially, extraordinary aid in money rendered to a

sovereign by his subjects; also, a sum of money paid

by one prince or nation to another, to purchase the

service of auxiliary troops.

Subsist, (sub-sistf) v. i. (L. tubtistere, from sub, under,

and sistere, to stand] To be ; to have existence ; to

inhere ;—to continue ;—to be supported; to live;—v.U

To support with provisions ; to feed ; to maintain :—

imp. Jk pp. subsisted ; ppr. subsisting.

Subsistence, (sub-sist'ens) n. Real being;— state of

being subsistent ; inherency;—means of support; pro

visions, or that which procures provisions.

Subsistent, (sub-sist 'ent) a. Having real being; in

herent.

Subsoil, (sub'soil) n. The bed or stratum of earth which

lies immediately beneath the surface soil.

Subsoil-plough, (sub 'soil-plow) n. A strong swing

plough, but without the coulter and mould •board,

used to loosen the subsoil.

Subsoil-ploughing, ( subsoil-plow-ing) u. Ploughing

deep to break up or looseu the subsoil.

Subspecies, (sub-spe'shez) n. A subordinate species ;

a division of a species.

Substance, (sub'stans) ». fL. substantia.) Being; some

thing which exists ; something real, not imaginary :

something solid, not empty;—that which underlies all

outward manifestations; substratum;—thatwhich con

stitutes any thing what it is; nature; real or existing

essence ;—the most important element in any exist

ence; the characteristics of any thing;—any thing

which has a material form; body; matter;—estate;

property.

Substantial, (sub-stan'she-al) a. Belonging to substance ;

actually existing ;—not seeming or imaginary ; real ;

true ;—corporeal ; material ;—having good substance ;

strong ; stout ; solid ;—possessed of goods or estate ;

moderately wealthy.

Substantiality, (sub-stan-sbe-al'o-te) n. The state of

having real existence; corporeity; materiality.

Substantially, (sub-stan'she-al-le) adv. Really; truly;

essentially; in substance ; in the main;—with com

petent means or estate.

Substantialness, (sub-stan'ahe-al-nes) « . State or qual

ity of being substantial ; firmness ; strength ; power

of holding or lasting.

Substantiate, (sub-stan'she-I&t) v. t. To make to exist;

—to establish by proof or competent evidence ; to

verify :—imp. & pp. substantiated ; ppr. substanti

ating.

Substantiation, (sub-start-she-i'shun) n. The act ol

making good or establishing by proper evidence, as a

charge or averment.

Substantive, (Bnb/stan-tiv)a. Betokening or expressing

existence ; solid ; real ;—having body ; fixed ; lasting,

as colours ;—not adjective or participial, as a noun.

Substantive, (sub/stan-tiv) n. A noun ; the part of

speech which designates something that exists, or some

object of thought, either material or immaterial ;

name ofan object founded on its properties or qualities.
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Substantively, (sub'stan-tiv-le) nrfr. In a substantive

manner; in substance; essentially;—as a name or noun.

Substitute, (sub'ste-tut) v. t. [L. tubttitutre, substilu-

tum, from tub, under, and itatuere, to put, place.]

To put in the place of another; to exchange ; to inter*

change:—imp. & pp. substituted; ppr. substituting.

Substitute, (sub'ste-tut) n. One who or th.it which u

substituted or put in the place of another .—in fair,

one delegated to act for another ;—In the militia, one

engaging to serve in room of another.

Substitution, (sub-sto-tu'shnn) u. Act of putting one

person or thing in the place of another;—state of being

substituted for another person or thing:—In grammar,

syllepsis, or the use of one word for another ;—in la tt,

the delegation of one or more parties to enjoy the

estate in default of the first heir or after him ;—in

(ihjebra, the putting of a simpler quantity in place

of a more complex, as in solving equations ;—In thto-

topy, the doctrine that Christ Buffered vicariously, or

in the room and stead of sinners.

Substitutional, ( sub-ste-tu shun-al ) a. Pertaining to

substitution.

Substitutionally, (sub-ste-tu'shun-aMe) adv. In a sub

stitutional manner; In the way of substitution.

Substitutionary, (sub-ste-tu'shun-ar-e) a. Pertaining

to substitution ; substitutional.

Substratum, (sub-stra'tum) n. [L. mbttratua, pp. of

Miibtternert, to strew under] That which is hud or

spread under ; a layer of earth lying under another ;

the subsoil;—in metaphor*, the ultimate matter or

substance forming the subject of perception, cogni

tion, and cause of phenomena. [foundation.

Substructure, (sub-strak'tur) n. An under structure; a

Substyle, (sub'stil) n. A right line on which the style

or gnomon of a dial is erected.

Subsultory, (sub-sult'or-e) a. [L. subtilirr, gubiuttum,

to spring up.] Bounding; leaping; moving by sudden

leaps or starts.

Subtangent, (sub-tangent) n. The segment of a pro

duced axis intercepted between an

ordinate and a tangent, both drawn

from the same point in the curve.

Tlius, let a 6 be the curve of a para

bola, d b the axis, a c the tangent,

and a e the ordinate, thou the sub-

tangent is c e.

Subtend, (sub-tend') t.t. [L. mft,

under, and tendert, to stretch.] To

extend under or be opposite to: —

imp. £ pp. subtended ; ppr. subtending.

Subtense, (sub-tens') n. [L. tvbtendere, tubtentum, to

stretch underneath.] The line subtending or stretch

ing across ; the chord of an arc,

Subterfluent, (sub-t^r'flu-ent) n. [L. nubterAuen*, ppr.

of gubterjtuere, to flow beneath.] Running under or

beneath:—aUo tubterjluous.

Subterfuge, (sub'ter-fiij) n. [f\ from L. Aubterfvgere,

to flee secretly, to escape.] That to which a person

resorts for escape or concealment ; hence, a shift; an

evasion: artifice; quibble: excuse.

Subterranean, (sub-ter-ra'ne-an) a. [L, ntbtcrranetn,

from sub, under, and terra, earth.] Being or lying

under the surface of the earth: situated within the

earth or under ground :—also tvbterrantou*.

Subtile, (sub'til)n. {}.. tntbtilu, from snd, under, and

tela, a web, warp.] Thin; not dense or gross ; rare ;

—delicately constituted or constructed; nice: fine;—

acute ; piercing ;—characterized by acuteness of mind;

refined ;—sly ; crafty.

Subtilely, (sub'tlMu) adr. In a subtile manner; thinly:

not densely ; — not grossly ; finely ; artfully ; cun

ningly; craftily.

Subtleness, (sub'tll-nes) n. State or quality of being

subtile : thinness : rareness, as of the air ; fineness ;

ai'titeiiwM; cunning; artfulness. [fineness.

Subtility, (*ub-tilVte) n. Quality of being subtile;

 

Bubtangtnt.

Subtilixation, (sub-til-iz-a'ahun) a. Act ofmating sub

tile, fine, or thin ;—the operation of making so vola

tile as to rise in steam or vapour ;—refinement ; ex

treme acuteness.

Subtilize, (sub/tU-iz) v. (. To make this or fine ; to

make less gross or coarse ;—to refine ; to spin oat in

minute distinctions or shades of meaning ;—*. ». To

refine in argument ; to make very nice distinctions :

—imp. & pp. subtilized ; ppr. subtilizing,

Subtilty, (sub'til-te) n. (Contracted from sweci&fy.J

State or quality of being subtile ; thinness ; Soeoes ;

—refinement; extreme acuteness;—slyness; cunning:

artifice.

Subtle, (sut'l) a. [Contracted from tvbtite.) Sly in

design; artful; cunning; insinuating; subtile;—cun

ningly devised.

Subtlety, (sut'l-te) n. Quality of being subtle or alj;

cunning ; craftiness ; artfulness;—acuteness of intel

lect ; shrewdness.

Subtly, (sut'le) adr. In a subtle manner ; slyly; art

fully ;—nicely; delicately.

Subtract, (nuh-trakt') v. t. [L. tab, under, and tmJkarr

to draw.] To withdraw or take from the rest, as a

port ; , to deduct ;—imp. it pp. subtracted; ppr. sub

tracting.

Subtraction, (sub-trak'shun) «. Act or operatioc of

subtracting or deducting;—the taking of a lesser num

ber or quantity from a greater of the" same kind or

denomination—classified as simple, when too num

bers or quantities are all of the same kind, and ena-

pound when the quantities are of different denomina

tions.

Bubtractive, (sub-traktlv) a. Tending or having power

to subtract ;—preceded by the sign minus.

Subtrahend, (sub~tra-hend') n. (L. tubtrakatd**, p.

fat pass, of tabtraho-f.) The sum or number to be

subtracted or taken from another.

8ubtriple, (sub-trip!) a. Containing a third or part

of a third ;—noting the ratio of 1 to 3.

Subulate, (sub'u-l&t) a. [L. subulatnt, from svosUa,

an awl.) Very narrow and tapering gradually to a

fine point from a broadish base; awl-shaped.

Suburb, (suVurb) n. [L. Muburbium, from *«6, under,

and nro*, a city.] The region on the confines of any

city or large town including buildings, streets, or ter

ritory ;—hence, the confines ; the out part.

Suburban, (snb-urb'an) tt. Pertaining to, inhabiting,

or being in the suburbs of a city :—also suburbial.

Suburban, (sub-urb'an) a. A dweller in the suburbs of

a city.

Subvariety, (sub-va-rTe-te) n. A subordinate variety.

Subvene, (sub-ven') v.i, (L. *h6, under, and ventre,

to come.] To come under or happen ;—to come to

the assistance of; to co-operate:—imp. & pp. sub

vened ; ppr. subvening.

Subvention, (sub-ven shun) n. [L. tubventio, from **b,

under, and ventre, to come.] Act of coming in aid or

support; interposition for relief;—a government aid

or bounty.

Subversion, (sub-ver'shun) n. Act of subverting or

state of being subverted ; entire overthrow ; utter

ruin. [overthrow and ruin.

Subversive, ( sub-ver'siv ) a. Tending to subvert or

Subvert, (sab-vertO v. t. [L. tub, under, and verier*,

to turn.] To overthrow from the foundation ; to ruin

utterly ;—to pervert, as the mind, and turn it from

the truth ; to corrupt :—imp. & pp. subverted ; ppr.

subverting*

Subverter, (sub-vert'er) n. One who subverts; an ovct-

thrower. [verted.

Subvertible, (sub-vert'e-bl) a. Capable of being sub-

Succades, (aukha-dez) *. pi. [L. sueews, juice.] Fruits

candied or preserved in syrup.

Succedaneous, (suk-s£-da'ne-us) a. Pertaining to or

acting as a Buccedaueum; supplying the place of some

thing else. J
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Suocedaneum, (suk-se-da'n8-um) n. (L.J That which is

used for something else ; a substitute.

Succeed, (siik-secT) v.t. [V. tucccder, from L. sub, under,

and cedere, to go, to give way, to pass.] To follow in

order ; to take the place of another who has quitted it

or died ;—to come after ; to be subsequent or conse

quent;—to further; to prosper ;—r. i. To come next

in order;—to come in the place of another;—to ascend

the throne after the removal or death of the occu

pant ;—to obtain the object desired ; to have a pros

perous termination;—to be received with general fav

our ; to have a good effect : — imp. & pp. succeeded ;

ppr. succeeding.

Succeeding, (suk-sed'ing) n. The state of prospering or

obtaining success.

Succentor, (suk-sen'tor) n. [L. sub and eantare, to

sing.] A subordinate to the precentor;—bass singer

in a choir.

Success, (suk-sesO n. [L. suceessu*. ] Act of succeeding

or state of having succeeded ; favourable termination

of any thing attempted ; prosperous issue; also, issue,

result, or effect, with aqualifying adjective, as good, ill,

great, little, &c.

Successful, (suk-ses'fool) a. Resulting in, assuring,

or promotive of success; accomplishing what was pro

posed ; happy ; prosperous ; fortunate ; auspicious ;

lucky. [ner ; prosperously ; favourably.

Successfully, (suk-ses'fodl-le) adv. In a successful man-

Successfulness, (suk-ses'fool-nes) n. Condition of being

successful ; prosperous conclusion ; favourable event;

success.

Succession, (suk-seshun) n. [L. successio.) Act of suc

ceeding ; a following of things in order of time or

place, or a series of things so following; sequence ;—

a series of persons or things according to some estab

lished rule ;—an order of descendants ; lineage ; race ; !

—power or right of acceding to the station or title of a 1

father or other predecessor;—the right to enter upon

the possession of the property of an ancestor, or one (

near of kin, or preceding in an established order.

Successions!, (suk-sesh'un-al) a. Pertaining to or ex- I

isting in a regular order or succession ; consecutive.

Successionally, (suk-sesh'un-al-le) adv. lu a succes-

sional manner.

Secessionist, (suk-sesh'nn-ist) ». One who holds the

doctrine of apostolical succession.

Successive, (suk-ses'iv) a. Following in order or unin

terrupted course ; coming after without interruption

or interval. [ner; in a series or order.

Successively, (suk-seslv-le) adv. In a successive man-

Successless, (suk-ses'les) a. Having no success ; un-

_prosperous ; unfortunate.

Successlessly, (suk-sesles-le) adv. Without success.

Successor, (suk-ses'or) ». One who succeeds or follows;

one who takes the place and part which another has

left.

Succiferous, (suk-sifer-us) a. [L. succns, jnice, and ;

fare, to bear, to produce. J Producing or conveying I

sap.

Succinct, (»uk-singkf) o. (L. succinct us, pp. of svc- '

cingcre, to gird below or from below.] Girded or j

tucked up ; bound ;—compressed into a narrow com

pass ; concise ; compendious ; summary ; laconic.

Succinctly, (*uk-singkt'Ie) adv. In a succinct man

ner ; briefly ; concisely.

Succinctness, (suk-singkt'nes) n. State or quality of

being succinct ; brevity ; conciseness.

Succory, (suk'kd-re) n. A plant of the genus Cichorium:

wild endive.

Succour, (suk'ur) v. t. [F. stcov.Hr, It. soccorrcre, h.

sub, under, and currtre, to run.] To help or relieve

when in difficulty, want, or distress ; aid ; help ; sup

port ; assist ; befriend: benefit ; comfort :—imp. & pp.

succoured ; ppr. succouring.

Succour, (suk'ur) u. Aid ; help ; ast'-istruice; fsprr-inllv,

assistance that relieves and delivers from difficulty,

want, or distress ;—the person or thing that brings

relief. [coured or assisted ; admitting of relief.

Succourable, (suk'ur-a-bl) a. Capable of being sne-

Succourer, (suk'ur-er) n. One who affords succour : a

helper. [lief.

Succourless, (suk'ur-les) a. Destitute of help or re-

Succulcnce, (suk'a-lens) n. The condition of being

succulent ; juiciness :—-also succulcncv.

Succulent, (suk'u-lent) a. [L. succuUntus, from «uc-

fw, juice, from sugtrc, to suck.] Full ofjuice ; juicy.

Succumb, (suk-kum) v. i. [L. sub, under, and cum here,

for ettbarc, to lie down.] To yield ; to submit , to

sink unresistingly :— imp. & pp. succumbed; ppr.

succumbing.

Succussive, (suk-kus'lv) a. Characterized by a

shaking motion ; moving up and down ; jogging ;

jolting.

Such, (such) a. [A.-S. strife, Go. svaUils, from sva,

so, and leiks, like.] Of that kind ; of the like kind ;

like ;—the same that ; noting a particular or tiling

previously mentioned; having the character, quality,

or relation specified ;—so great in size, amount, &c. ;

noting extent or degree of any kind ;—noting an in

definite number of persons or things of a certain class

or kind :—sometimes written suck and such.

Suchwise, (such'wiz) adv. In such a manner; so.

Suck, (suk) v. t. [A.-S. tucan, Ger. saugen, F. sneer,

L. sugere.] To draw up, in, or out, as a liquid, by

the action of the mouth ami tongue ;—to draw milk

from with the mouth ;—to draw in or imbibe by any

process which resembles sucking ; to inhale ; to ab

sorb;—to draw or drain ;—to draw in, as a whirl

pool ; to engulf;—v.t. To draw by exhausting the

air, as with the mouth or with a tube;—to draw

the breast ;—to draw iu ; to imbibe :—imp. A pp.

sucked; ppr. sucking.

Suck, (suk) n. Act of drawing with the mouth ;—milk

drawn from the breast by the mouth ; — a small

draught ; a si]).

Sucker, (suk'e.r) n. One who or that which sucks or

draws with the month;—the pis

ton of a pump ;—a pipe through >

which any thing is drawn ;—the 4

shoot of a plant from the roots

or lower part of the stein ;—a fish ; Sucker or

the lump-sucker or lump-fish ;—a Sucking-Pish.

fresh-water fish of the carp family.

Sucker, (suk'gr) v. t. To strip off the suckers or shoots

from;—Imp. & pp. suckered; ppr. suckering.

Suckle, (suk'l) v.t. [Diminutive of suck.] To give

suck to ; to nurse at the breast:—tuip. & pp. suckled ;

ppr. suckling. [nursed at the breast.

Suckling, (siucling) v. A young child or animal

Suction, (auk'shuu) n. [L. sugere, sactuni, to suck.]

Act of sucking or drawing, as fluids, by exhausting

the air.

Suctorial, (auk-to're-al) a. Adapted for sucking ; living

by sucking :—capable of adhering by suction.

Sudation, (su-d;Vahun) u. [L. sudc.tio.] A sweating.

Sudatory, (su'da-tor-e) n. A sweating-bath ; a vapour

bath. [to sweat.] Sweating; perspiring.

Sudatory, (su'da-tor-e) a. [L. sndatorius, from sudare.

Sudden, (sud'en) a. [A.-S. sotlen, F. soudaiti, from

];. subitus, that has come on suddenly.] Happening

without previous notice : coming unexpectedly ;—

hastily prepared or employed ; quick ; rapid ; rash ;

hasty; unusn.il; abrupt; unlooked-for.

Sudden, (sud'en) n. An unexpected occurrence ; sur

prise, [manner ; unexpectedly ; hastily ; off-hand.

Suddenly, (sud'en-le) adv. In a sudden, unexpected

Suddenness, (sud'en-nes) n. State of being sudden ;

a coming or happening without previous notice.

Sudoriferous, (su-dor-if^r-us) a. [L. sudor, sweat,

aml/tiTc, to boar.] Producing or secreting perspira

tion, [j'necre, to make.] Causing sweat.

Sudorific, (au-dor-ifik) a. [L. sudor, sweat, and
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Sudorific, (sG-dor-ifik) n. A medicine that produces

sweat

Buds, (sudz) n. ring. [Ger. tud.) Water impregnated

with soap and worked up into froth and bubble*.

Sue, (su) 1. 1. [F. suivrt, L. seqni, to follow,] To

follow up ; to prosecute ; to endeavour to win ;— to

aeek justice or right from by legal process ; to prose-

eute judicially : — to proceed with, as an action, and

follow it up to its proper termination ;—r. i. To aeek

by request ; to make application ; to petition ; to

plead ;—to prosecute ; to make legal claim;—to be

left high and dry on the shore, as a ship :—imp. A

pp. sued ; ppr. suing.

Buent, (su'ent) a. Even : smooth : regular.

Buer, (su'er) a. One who sues ; a suitor ; a prose

cutor.

Suet, (suet) n. [F. su\f, L. afbwm, sevum.] The

harder and less fusible fat of an animal abont the

kidneys and loins.

Buety, (au'et-e) a. Consisting of suet or resembling ft.

Suffer, (saf{r) r. t [F. souffrir, from L. sub, under,

and ferrt, to bear.] To feel or endure with pain,

annoyanoe, and the like ; to undergo ;—to endure

without sinking; to bear; — to be affected by; to

sustain, as a loss ;—to allow ; not to forbid or hinder ;

—r. i. To feel or undergo pain of body or mind;

—to undergo punishment ;—to be injured ; to sustain

loss or ineonTenience ;~imp. & pp. suffered; ppr.

suffering.

Buffsrable, (sufer-a-bl) a. Capable of being permitted ;

allowable ; tolerable ;—capable of being endured or

borne ; endurable.

Sufferableness, (sufer-a-bl-nes) n. The state orqualtty

of being sufferable ; tolerableness, [tolerably.

Sufferably, (sufer-a-ble) adv. In a sufferable manner;

Sufferance, (suTer-ans) v. State of suffering; pnin en

dured;—submission under difficult or oppressive cir

cumstances ;—patience ; — toleration ; permission ;—

negative consent by not forbidding or hindering.

Sufferer, (nrTer-er) ». One who suffers ; one who en

dures suffering ;—one whopermits or allows.

Buffering, (sufer-ing) n. The bearing of pain, ineon

Tenience, or loss ; pain endured ; distress, loss, or

injury incurred. [pain.

Sufferingly, (sufer-ing-Ie) adv. With suffering or

Suffice, (suf-fV) v.i. [L. suffletrt, to hold out, to

be sufficient, from nib, under, and facert, to make.]

To be enough or sufficient;—v. t. To satisfy ; to con

tent 4 to be equal to the wants or demands of :—imp.

A pp. sufficed; ppr. sufficing.

Sufficiency, (suf-flsh'e-en-se) h. State of being sufficient

or adequate to the end proposed;—qualification for

any purpose; ability; capacity;—adequate substance

or means ; competence ;—ample stock or fund.

Sufficient, (suf-AshVent) o. [L. stiffieiens, ppr. otsuffi-

cert.] Adequate to wants; enough for demand or sup

ply: equal to the end proposed;—possessing adequate

talents or accomplishments ; of competent power or

ability. [gree: enough.

Sufficiently, (suf-fish'e-cnMe) adv. To a sufficient de-

Sufficingness, (suf-fis'ing-nes) n. The quality of being

sufficient or of giving satisfaction or contentment.

Suffix, (sufnks) ». A letter or syllable added to the

end of a word; an affix; a postfix.

Suffix, (utf-fUs') r. t. [L. tvjplgtrt, from sub, under,

below, and Jtgert, to fix.] To add or annex to the

end, as a letter or syllable to a word:—imp. & pp.

suffixed ; ppr, suffixing.

Suffocate, (sufo-kat) v. t. [L. sujfoeare, from tub, un

der, and faux, faucis, pi. faucet, the throat. ] To

choke or kill by stopping respiration; to stifle; to

smother;—to destroy; to extinguish;—v. t. To become

choked, stifled, or smothered :—imp. & pp. suffo

cated ; ppr. suffocating.

Suffocatingly, (sufd-kfit-ing-le) adv. In a suffocating

manner ; so as to suffocate.

Suffocation, (suf-o-ka'shun) n. Act of suffocating,

choking, or stifling;—condition of being suffocated.

Suffragan, (sufra-gan) a. [L. sujjraffaiu, ppr. of nt/fris-

gari, to support with one's vote, to be faTourabie.)

Assisting.

Suffragan, (sufra-gan) n. A bishop considered aa an

assistant, or as subject, to his metropolitan; an assist

ant bishop.

Suffrage, (sufraj) n. fL. suffragium.} A voice given

in deciding a controverted question, or in the choice of

a man for an office or trust; rote;—testimonial; at

testation;—united response or prayer.

Suffraginous, (suf' fraj - in - us) a. fL. tujfrago. the

hough.} Pertaining to the knee-joint of a beast.

Suffuse, (suf-fuz') r. t. [L. sujfundere, suffusvut, from

tub, under, and fundert, to pour.] To overspread, as

with a fluid or tincture :—imp. & pp. suffused; ppr.

suffusing.

Suffusion, (suf-fu'zhun) n. Act or operation of eaffus-

ing, as with a fluid or with a colour ;—state of being

suffused;—that which is spread over ;—in medicine, a

cataract ;—an extravasation, as of blood, etc.

Sugar, (shoog'ar) n. (F. suere, Oer. sueltr, L. soceaor-

urn.) A sweet, crystalline substance obtained from

certain vegetable products, as the sugar-cane, maple,

beet, sorghum, Ac, ;—that which resembles sugar in

taste, appearance, or the like, aa sugar of lead ;—

figuratively, compliment or flattery employed to dis

guise or render acceptable something obnoxious.

Sugar, (shoog'ar) r. t. To impregnate, season, cover,

sprinkle, or mix with sugar : to sweeten; hence, figur

atively, to disguise by flattery or soft words ; to com

pliment :—imp. A. pp. sugared; ppr. sugaring.

Sugar, (shoog'ar) a. Made of sugar.

Sugar-basin, (fth66g'ar-biUt-n) n. A vessel for holding

sugar for the table :—also sugar-bowt.

Sugar-candy, (shoog'ar-kan-de) n. Sugar clarified and

concreted or crystallized.

Sugar-cane, (shoog'ar-kan} n. The cane or plant from

whose Juice sugar is obtained.

Sugar-house, (shuog'ar-hous) n. Building in which

sugar is refined ; — also, warehouse where sugar is

stored and sold wholesale.

Sugaring, (shtSog'ar-ing) n. The act of covering or

sweetening with sugar ; the process of making sugar.

Sugar-loaf, (shodg'ar-lof) n. A mass of refined sugar

usually in the form of a truncated cone.

Sugar-mill, (shoog'ar-mil) n. A machine for pressing

out the juice of the sugar-cane, usually consisting ck

two or more rollers, between which the cane is

crushed.

Sugar-refining, (shdog'ar-re-fln-ing) n. Act or process

of refining raw sugar and converting it into lump,

loaf, crystallized, Ac.

Sugar-tongs, (shdog'ar-tongz) n. Small tongs for tak

ing up lumps of sugar at table.

Sugary, (shoog'ar-e) a. Resembling or containing

sugar ; sweet ;—fond of sweet things ;—sweetened or

tinctured with sugar ; hence, flattering.

Suggest, (sug-jesf, suj-cst') v.t. [L. suggtrrrt, from

sub, under, and gtrtre, to carry, to bring.] To hint ;

to intimate or mention in the first instance or pri

vately ;—to insinuate ; to introduce indirectly to the

thoughts ;—to propose with diffidence or modesty :—

imp. & pp. suggested; ppr. suggesting.

Suggester, (aug-jest'er) n. One who suggests.

Suggestion, ( sug-jest'yun ) n. Act of suggesting ;—a

hint ; a first or faint mention or proposal ;—presenta

tion of an idea to one's own mind or consciousness;

prompting, as of conscience, memory, imagination,

Ac. ;—insinuation ; secret notification or incitement

to action ;—in taw, information without oath ; an

entry of a material fact or circumstance on the record

for the information of the court.

Suggestive, (sug-jest'ir) a. Containing a suggestion,

hint, or intimation.
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Suioidal, (su'e-sid-al) a. Partaking or in the nature of

the crime of suicide.

Suicide, (su e-sld) n, [h. suicidium, from *u», of one's

■elf, and cadere, to slay, to kill.] Act of designedly

destroying one's own life, committed by a person of

years of discretion and of sound mind ; self-murder ;—

one guilty of self-murder ; a/elo de u.

Suit, (Kfit) n. [F. suite, from suivre, to follow.] Act

of suing ; the process by which one endeavours to

gain an end or object ; endeavour ; a petition or appli

cation ;—<v eially , the attempt to win a woman in

marriage; courtship;— an action or pn>cess for the

recovery of a right or chum ; prosecution of right be

fore any tribunal;— pursuit; chase;—a retinue; a

company of attendants or followers.

Suit, (sfit) v. t. To fit ; to adapt ; to make proper;—

to be fitted to ; to become ;—to please ; to make con

tent;—to dress; to olothe ;—v. t. To agree; to accord :

—imp. 61 pp. suited ; ppr. suiting.

Suitable, (sut'a-bl) a. Capable of suiting ; likely to

suit; proper; fitting; becoming; competent; corres

pondent.

Suitableness, (sut'a-bl-nes) n. The quality or condition

of being suitable ; fitness ; propriety.

Suitably, (sut'a-ble) adv. In a suitable manner ; fitly:

agreeably.

Suite, (swt-t) n. [F.] The retinue or attendants of a

distinguished personage ;—a connected series or suc

cession, as of objects ; a set ; a series ; a collection.

Suitor, (sut'er) n. One who sues ; a petitioner ; an

applicant;—especially, one who solicits a woman in

marriage ; a wooer ; a lover ;—one who sues or pro

secutes a demand in court ;—one who attends a court

Sulcated, (sul'kat-ed) a. [L. suteare, to furrow, from

sulcus, a furrow.] Scored with deep, broad channels

longitudinally ; furrowed ; grooved.

Sulk, (sulk) v. t. [A.-S. soleen, dull, sluggish.] To be

sullen or dull; to show sulkinesa

Sulkily, (sulk'e-le) adv. In a sulky manner; sullenly;

morosely. [sulky ; sullenness.

Sulkiness, (sulk ' e-nes) n. State or quality of being

Sulks, (sulks) n. pL A sulky mood or humour.

Sulky, (sulk e) a. [From sulk.) Sullen ; sour ; obstin

ate ; morose.

Sulky, (sulk'e) n. [From sulky, a., so called from the

owner's desire of riding alone.] A two-wheeled car

riage for a single person.

Sullen, (sul'en) u. [Norm. F. solein, lonely, from L.

solus, alone.) Gloomy; dismal;—mischievous; malig

nant;—gloomily angry and silent; cross; affected with

ill humour; — obstinate; intractable;—heavy; dull;

sluggish.

Sullenly, (sul en-le) adv. In a sullen manner; gloomily;

obstinately; intractably; with moroseness.

Sullenness, (sul'eiwies) n. The state or quality of be

ing sullen ; ill nature with silence; gloominess: malig

nity; sulkiness. [nessof mind.

Sullens, (sul'ens) n. pi Morose temper or fit ; gloomi-

Bully, (sure) v. t. [F. souiller.] To soil ; to dirt ; to

spot;—to tarnish; to darken;—to stain ; to injure, as

the purity of reputation ;—v. i. To be soiled or tar

nished :—imp. & pp. sullied ; ppr. sullying.

Sully, (sul'e) n. Soil ; tarnish ; spot

Sulphate, (sul'fut) n. [L. sulphur, sulfur, brimstone,

sulphur.) A salt formed by sulphuric acid in combina

tion with any base.

Sulphite, (sul'fit) n. A salt formed by a combination

of sulphurous acid with a base.

Sulphur, (sul'fur) », [L.J An elementary non-metal

lic substance of a yellow colour, brittle, insoluble in

water, burning with a blue flame and a peculiar suf

focating odour ; brimstone. [sulphur.

Sulphurate, (sul'fu-rat) a. Belonging to or resembling

Sulphureous, (sul-fu'rg-us) a. Consisting of sulphur ;

having the qualities of or impregnated with sulphur.

SLulphuret, (sul'fu-ret) a. A combination of sulphur

with any non-acid element, metallic, alkaline, or

earthy.

Sulphuretted, ( surfu-ret-ed ) a. Having sulphur in

combination ; containing or combined with sulphur.

Sulphuric, (sul-fu'rik) a. Pertaining to or obtained

from sulphur ; specifically, noting an acid formed by

one equivalent of sulphur combined with three equiva

lents of oxygen.

Sulphurous, (sul'fur-us) a. Pertaining to, or specific

catty, noting an acid formed by one equivalent of sul

phur combined with two equivalents of oxygen.

Sulphury, (sul'fur-e) a. Partaking of sulphur ; having

the qualities of sulphur.

Sultan, (sul'tan) n. [A. sultdn, power, prince, king,

strong.] The emperor of the Turks; the grand seignior.

Sultana, (sul-ta'ua) a. The wife of a sultan ; a sul-

taness.

Sultaness, (sul'tan-es) n, A sultana.

Sultanship, (sul'tau-ship) n. State or office of a sultan.

Sultriness, (sul'tre-nes) n. State of being sultry ; heat

with a moist or close air.

Sultry, (sul'tre) «. [Corrupted from sveltry.] Very

hot, burning, and oppressive;—hot, close, stagnant,

and oppressive, as air.

Sum, (sum) n. (L. summa, from summits, highest, F.

somwe.} The aggregate of two or more numbers, mag

nitudes, quantities, or particulars ; — a quantity of

money or currency ; any amount indefinitely;—the

principal heads or thoughts when viewed together ; the

amount ; the substance ; compendium ;—height; com

pletion :—a problem to be solved or example to be

wrought in arithmetic.

Sum, (sum) v. f . To bring together into one whole ; to

cast up, as a column of figures ;—to bring or collect

into a small compass;—to comprise in tew words;

to condense :—imp. A pp. summed ; ppr. summing.

Sumac, (su'mak) n. [A. summdk, from samaka, to bo

high, tall, or long.] A plant or shrub of the genus

Rhus, and of many species, some of which are used in

tanning, some in dyeing, and some in medicine :—

also Sumach.

Summarily, (sum'ar-e-le) adv. In a summary man

ner; briefly ; concisely;—in a short way or method ;

without delay.

Summarist, (sum'a-rist) n. One who writes summaries;

a person who abridges writings.

Summarise, (sum'a-riz) v. t. To comprise in or reduce

to a summary ; to present briefly.

Summary, (aum'ar-e)a. [F. sommaire, from L. summa.]

Brief ; ooncise ; compendious ; reduced into a narrow

compass or into few words;—henoe, rapidly performed;

quickly executed. [abstract or compendium.

Summary, (sum'ar-e) n. An abridged account; an

Summation, (sum-a'shun) n. Act of summing or form

ing a sum, or total amount;—an aggregate.

Summer, (aum'er) n. [A.-S. sumer, tier. & I eel. som-

mo-.] One of the four seasons of the year ; the sea

son in which the sun advances to and recedes from

the northern solstice or cancer, and gives warmest

weather in northern latitudes ;—period from the eud

of May to the beginning of August inclusive ;— the

warmest halfof the year, opposed to winter.

Bummer, (sum'er) u. One who casta up sums or an

account. [in summer.

Summer, (sum'er) a. Relating to summer ; produced

Summer, (sum'er) v. i. To pass the summer :—imp. &

pp. summered ; ppr. summering.

Summer, (sum'er) n. [F. Mommter, a rafter.) A largo

stone or beam placed horizontally on columns, piers,

posts, and the like, serving for various uses, as the lin

tel of a door or window, the commencement of a cross,

vault, &c. :—called also summer-tree.

Summer-house, (sum'$r-hous) n. A house in a garden

to be used in summer ; arbour or bower ,—a house for

summer residence.

Summit, (sum'it) n. [L summum, from summvs,
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highest.) The lop; the highest point;—the highest

degree; utmost elevatiou; perfection :—also mmmitjf.

Summon, (nuia'un) v. t. [I., tub, under, secretly, and

vwnere, to warn.) To call, cite, or notify to appear;

—to give notice to or command to appear, as in court;

—to call up : to excite into action or exertion ;—to

call upon to surrender :—imp. & pp. summoned ; ppr.

summoning.

Summoner, (su tn'un ei ) n. One who summons or cites

by authority.

Summons, (sum'unz) ft. [With a plural termination,

but used in the singular number.] The command of

a superior to appear at a place named, or to attend to

some public duty ;—a warning or citation to appear

in court ou a day specified;—a call or invitation to

surrender.

Bumph, (sumf)u. [Scot] A dull heavy fellow; a block

head.

Bumpter, (sump'ter) n. [P. MHsssss*. ft beast of bur

den. It soiuaro.) An animal, especially a horse tli.it

carries packs or burdens—chiefly in composition.

Sumptuary, (sump'tu-ar-e) a. [L. tumptuaritit, from

tumptut, expense, cost.) Relating toexpense; regulat

ing expense or expenditure.

Sumptuous, (sump'tu-us) a. [I,. samptuotua, from

tumptut, expense, cost) Involving large outlay or

expense ; splendid ; magnificent.

Sumptuously, (suiup'tu-us-le) adv. In a sumptuous

manner.

Sumptuousness, (sump ' tu * us - nes) ft, State of being

sumptuous; costliness; expensiveuess ; splendour;

magnificence.

Bun, (sun) n, [A.-S. $unnt, Ioel. A Ger. tonne. Go.

tunna, 8kr. ■'•ii„n.\ The luminous orb the light of

which constitutes day, and its absence night ; the

central body round which the earth ami planets re

volve:—any heavenly body which forms the centre of

a system of orbs; — the sunshine; — whatever re

sembles the sun in splendour or importance.

Sun, (sun) v.t. To warm or dry in the light of the

sun : to expose to the sun ; to insolate :—imp. & pp.

sunned; Mr, Running.

Sun-beam, (suu'bem) ft, A beam or ray of the sun.

Sun-blink, (sun'blingk) n. A glimpse or flash of the

sun.

Sun-burn, (Run'burn) v. t. To burn, discolour, or scorch

by the sun i—imp, & pp. sunburned or sunburnt; ppr.

sun-burning,

Sunday, (sun'da) n. [Prom sun and day.] The first

day of the week ; the Christian Sabbath ; the Lord's

day.

Sunday, (sun'da) a. Belonging to the first day of the

week or Sabbath.

Sunder, (sun'dcr) v. t. | A.-S. tuiulrian, Ger. tonder,

from sunder, apart.) To disunite in almost any man

ner, either by rending, eutting, or breaking; to part ;

to separate; to divide ; to sever:—imp. & pp. sun

dered ; ppr. sundering.

Sunder, (sua'der) Commonly entered as a noun, but

only used adverbially with in; in sunder, in two;

into pieces.

Sun-dial, (sun'di-al) ft. An instrument to show the

time of day by means of the

shadow of the sun projected on

a graduated plate by a gnomon

or style.

Sundown, (sun'down) n. Sunset;

sun-setting.

Sundries, (sun'driz) n. pi, Many

different or small things; mis

cellaneous things ; — in book

keeping or statements of account Sun-dial,

and reckoning, small items classed under this general

heading.

8undry, (sun'dre) a. [A.-S. tundrio, from iundert

separate.) Several; dlvura; more than one or two.

 

 
Sunflsh, (sun'fish) n. A large, soft-finned sea-fish, sup

posed to be so named from its

nearly circular form and shining

surface ;—a siiecies of sliark.

8unfiower, ( sun'flow-er ) n. A

plant—so called from the form

and. the colour of its flower,

which is a large disk with yellow

rays, or from its habit of turn

ing to the sun .

Sunken, (suugk'en) ST. Lying on

the bottom of a river or other

water; sunk. SunfishL

Sunless, (sunles) a. Destitute of the sou or its rays.

Sunlight, (sunlit) ft, The light of the suu; daylight.

Sunlit, (sunlit) a. Lighted by the sun.

Sunniness, (sun'e-nes) ». The state of being sunny.

Sunny, (sun'e) «. Pertaining to, proceeding from, or

resembling the sun;—exposed to the rays of the sun;

—coloured by the sun.

Sun-picture, (sun'pik-tur) n. A picture taken by th»

agency of the sun s rays; a photograph.

Sunrise, (sun'nz) n. First appearance of the sun abovs

the horizon in the morning; the time of such appear

ance;—the east.

Sunset (sun'set) ft, The descent of the sun below the

horizon ; or the time when the sun sets ; evening ;—

hence, the west

Sunshine, (sun'shin) n. The light of the sun or th*

place where it shines;—state of being warmed and illo-

minated by the rays of the sun, or as if by its rays;

—hence, warmth; illumination;—prosperity; happi

ness.

Sunshiny, (sun'shin-e) a. Bright with the rays of the

sun; clear, warm, or pleasant;—bright like the sun.

Sun-stroke, (sun'strok) n. Any affection produced by

the action of the sun on some region of the body:

t»)Mciallyt- a sudden prostration of the physkal

powers, with symptoms resembling those uf apoj Ji v ,

occasioned by exposure to excessive heat.

Sunward, (sun'ward) adv. Toward the sun.

Sup, (sup) v.t. [A. -S. r&pan, to sip, drink, I eel. ntpo.)

To take into the mouth with the lips, as a liquid ; to

sip;—v. i. [P. sonnet*.] To eat the evening meal ,. w

take supper :—iw;j. & pp. supped; ppr. supping.

Sup, (sup) ft, A small mouthful, as of liquor orbroth:

a little taken with the lips: a sip.

Superable, (su'per-a-bl) «. [L. *uperaoi/ij, from tuptr-

are, to surmount.) Capable of being overcome or

conquered. [sumiountably.

Superably. (su'per-a-ble) adv. So as may he overcome.

Superabound, (sii-per-a-bound') r. i. To be very abun

dant or exuberant [superabundant

Superabundance, (su-per-a-buii'dans) ». State of being

Superabundant, (su-per-a-bun'dant) a. Abounding to

excess ; being wore than is sufficient : — also * try* '-

abounding. [than sufficiently.

Superabundantly, fsu-per-a-bun'dant-le ) adv. More

Superadd, (su-per-ad') v. t. To add over and above j—

to add or annex, as something extrinsic:—imp. & pp.

superadded ; ppr. superadding.

Superaddition, (su-per-ad-dish nn) n. Act of adding

to something, or of adding something extraneous ;

—that which is added.

Superannuate, (eu-per-an'u-&t) v. t. [h. sttper, above-,

over, and annua, a year.] To impair or disqualify by

old age and infirmity ;—to relieve from office or allow

to retire from service on half-pay, pension, &c. !—istj*.

& pp. superannuated ; ppr. superannuating.

Superannuation, (su-per-au-u-a'shun) n. State of being

superannuated or disqualified by old sge; decrepitude;

—state of being pensioned off, or retiring ou half-pay.

Superb, (su-perb') a. [L. tuperbut, from tuptr, above,

over.) Grand; magnificent; august; stately ;—rich ;

elegant;—showy; i>ompou*.

Superbly, (su-psrbie) adv. In a superb or splendid
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manner ; magnificently ; elegantly ; showily ; pomp

ously.

Supercargo, (sii-pe.r-kar'giH n. An officer in the East

India Company n vessels, or in merchant ships, having

power to sell the cargo at the port to which the ship

was bound, or to carry it to other ports, and to pur

chase or procure fresh cargo for the homeward voyage

tli-' office of supercargo is now abolished.

Supercilious, (su-per-sil'e-us) a. [L, superciliosus, from

supercitium, an eyebrow, pride.] Lofty with pride ;

haughty : dictatorial ; — manifesting haughtiness or

proceeding from it ; overbearing ; — contemptuous ;

sneering.

Superciliously, (su-per-sU'e-us-Ie) adv. In a supercili

ous manner ; haughtily ; dogmatically ; — with con -

tempt.

Superciliousness, (su-per-sil'e-us-nes) n. State of be

ing supercilious ; an overbearing temper or manner;

haughtiness.

Buperdominant, (su-per-dom'in-ant) n. The sixth tone

of the scale ; that which is next above the dominant :

—called also $ubmediant.

Supereminence, ( au-pcr-em'e-nens ) n. Distinguished

eminence ; uncommon degree of excellence :—also «-

pereminency.

Supereminent, (su-pcr-om'e-nent) a. Eminent in a

superior degree ; surpassing others in excellence.

Supereminently, ( su-pgr-em ' e-nent-le ) adv. In a su

pereminent manner ; in a superior degree of ex

cellence.

Supererogate, (su-per-^rTi-gat) v. i. [L. supcrerorfare,

supereroffatum, to spend or pay out, over, and above.]

To do more than duty requires :—imp. & pp. super-

erogated ; ppr. supererogating.

Supererogation, (»upgr-gr-o-ga'shun) n. Performance

of more than duty or necessity requires ;—works of

supererogation, among Papists, good works done by

an individual beyond what is needful for his own sal

vation, and therefore meritorious and available in

procuring the salvation of another.

Supererogatory, (su-per-e-rog'a-tor-e) a. Performed to

an extent not enjoined or not required by duty or

necessity. [lence.

Superexcellence, (su-per-ek sel-leus) u. Superior exoel-

Superexcellent, (su-pcr-ek'sel-leut) a. Excellent in an

uncommon degree.

Superficial, (su- per- fish 'e-al) a, (L. superjlcialis.}

Lying on or pertaining to the surface ; not penetrat

ing the substance ;—shallow; contrived to cover some

thing;—not profound or deep; smattering;—reach

ing or comprehending only what is obvious or ap

parent.

Superficial ist, (Bu-per-fish'e-al-ist) n. A man of super

ficial attainments ; a sciolist ; a smatterer.

Superficially, (su-per-fisb/e-al-le) adv. In a superficial

manner ; on the surface only.

Superfioialness, (su-per-fish'e-al-nee) n. State of being

superficial ; shallowness;—slight knowledge ; sciolism :

—also superficiality.

Superficies, (su-per-fish'ez) n, [L. from super, above,

over, and faciei, make, figure, shape.] The surface ;

the exterior part or face of a thing ;—every thing on

the surface of a piece of ground or of a building so

closely connected by art or nature as to constitute a

part of it

Superfine, (siVper-ffn) a. Very fine or most fine ; sur-

]*waiug others in fineness.

Superfluity, (su-per-flu'e-te) n. [L. supertluitas.] A

greater quantity than is wanted ;—state of being super

fluous; something beyond what is wanted; superabun

dance ; excess ; redundancy.

Superfluous, ( sQ-per'nu-na ) a. [L. superfluity, over

flowing, from supcrjluere, to overflow.] More than is

wanted or sufficient ; useless; exuberant; redundant

Superfluously, (su-pe/flu-us-le) adv* In a superfluous

manner*

Superfluousness, (su-peyflu-us-nes) n. The state of be

ing superfluous or beyond what is wanted.

Superhuman, (au-pcr-hu'man) a. Above or beyond what

is human ; divine.

Superimpose, (su-per-im-pozO v. t. To lay or impose

on something else :—imp. & pp. superimposed ; ppr.

superimposing. [ing on something else.

Superincumbent, (su-per-in-kum'bent) a. Lying or rest-

Superinduce, (su-per-in-dus^) v.t. To bring*in or upon,

as an addition to something ; to introduce, as a new

element, quality, consideration, 4&c. : — imp. & pp.

superinduced; ppr. superinducing.

Superinduction, (su-per-in-duk'shun)ff. Act of superin

ducing or state of being superinduced.

Superintend, (su-per-in-teud ) v. c. To have or exercise

the charge and oversight of: to take care of with

authority:—imp. & pp. superintended ; ppr. superin

tending.

Superintendence, fsu-per-in-tend'ens) h. Act of superin

tending; personal supervision and direction;—authori

tative care and oversight :—also superintendency.

Superintendent, (su-per-in-tend'ent) n. One who has

the oversight and charge of something with the power

of direction ; inspector; overseer; manager: — also

superintender.

Superintendent, (su-per-in-tend'ent) a. Overlooking

others with authority ; presiding ; governing.

Superintending, (su-per-in-tend'iug) a. Overlooking ;

directing ; controlling ; caring and providing for all,

as God in his providence.

Superior, (su-pe're-or) a. [L. superior, comparative of

superus, being above.] More elevated in place; higher;

upper ;—higher in rank or office ;—surpassing others

in the greatness, goodness, or value of any quality ;

higher in excellence; — being above or beyond the

power or influence of ; free from emotion or concern;

unaffected by.

Superior, (su-pe're-or) n. One who is more advanced

in age ;—one who is more elevated In rank or office ;—

one who surpasses others in dignity, excellence, or

qualities of any kind ;—the chief of a monastery, con

vent, or abbey;—in Scots' law, the grantor of a feu or

fief;—a small letter or figure used as an exponent, or

as a mark of reference, or for other purposes—so called

from its position, standing above or near the top of the

line, as » or l . [convent or abbey.

Superioress, (su-pe re-or-es) n. A female superior in a

Superiority, (su-pe-re-or'e-te) «. State or quality of

being higher, greater, or more excellent in any re

spect ; prevalence ; ascendency ; advantage.

Superiorly, (BU-pe're-or-le)«<ir. In a superior manner.

Superlative, (su-pe.r'lat-iv) a. [L. superlativus, from

super, over, and ferre, latum, to carry, to bear.] Most

eminent; surpassing all others; supreme;—expressing,

as a form of the adjective or adverb, the highest de

gree of the quality, as among the objects that are

compared.

Superlative, (su-peyiat-lv) n. That which is highest

or most eminent ;—a word in the superlative degree.

Superlatively, (su-perlat-iv-Ie) adv. In a manner of

speech expressing the highest degree ;—in the highest

degree ; transceudently.

Superlativeness, ( su-perlat-iv-nes ) n. The state of

being superlative or in the highest degree.

Superlunaryt ( su-per-lu'nar-e ) a. Being above tbe

moon ; not sublunary or of this world :—also super-

lunar, [the world.

Supermundane, («ii - per * mun 'dan) a. Being above

Supernal, (su-per'nal) a. [L. supernus, from super,

above.] Being In a higher place or region ;—relating

to things above ; celestial ; heavenly.

Supernatant, (su-per-na'tant) a, [L. supernatans,

ppr. of supernatare, to swim above.] Swimming

above ; floating on the surface.

Supernatural, (su-per-nat'ur-al) a. Being beyond or

exceeding the powers or laws of nature ; miraculous.
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Supernaturalism, (sii-per-nat'Qr-al-izm) n. State of be

ing supernatural ;—doctrine uf a divine and super

natural agency in the production of the miracle* and

revelations recorded in the Bible, and in the grace

which renew* and sanctifies men.

Supernaturally, («u-pe.r-nat ur-al-le) adv. In a super

natural manner.

Supernaturalness, (su-per-nat'ur-al-nes) v. The state

or quality of being supernatural, or beyond the power

or ordinary laws of nature.

Supernumerary, (su-per-num'cr-ar-e) a. Exceeding the

number stated or prescribed ;—exceeding a necessary,

usual, or required number or quantity.

Supernumerary, (su-per-num'er-ar-e) n. A ponton or

thing beyond what is necessary or usual ; especially,

a person employed to nil the place of another, as of

an officer killed in battle, an actor upon the stage, or

the like.

Superposition, (su-per-po-zish'un) n. A being placed

or situated above or upon something ;—that which is

situated above or upon something else ;—in geology,

the order in which mineral strata are placed upon

or above other strata.

Superscribe, (su-per-skrib') v.t. [L. superscribere,

from super, over, and scribert, to write.] To write

or engrave on the top, outside, or surface ; or to write

the name or address of a person on the outside or

cover of, aa a letter or envelope:—imp. &pp. super

scribed; ppr. superscribing.

Superscription, (su-per-skrip'shun) n. Act of super

scribing;—that which is written or engraved on the

surface, outside, or above something else ;—in Scrip

ture, an. impression upon coins;—direction ; address.

Supersecular, {su-per-sek'u-Ur) a. Being above the

world ; superior to worldly Interests ; spiritual ;

heavenly.

Supersede, (su-per-sea") v. t. [L. supertedere, to sit

above, to be superior to, to forbear.] To set above

or over ;—to suspend or displace from office ; to re

place by another appointment ;—to make void or in

efficacious by a new or superior power or influence ;—

to set aside ; to render unnecessary :—imp. at pp.

superseded ; ppr. superseding.

Supersedure, (su-per-se'dGr) n. The act of superseding.

Supersensible, (sii-pgr-sen'se-bl) a. Beyond the reach

of the senses or powers of perception:—also super'

sensual.

Supenensitiveness, (su-per-sens ' It-iv-nes) n. Exces

sive or over sensitiveness ; morbid sensibility.

Superstition, ( su-per-stish'un ) n. [L. superttitio, a

standing still, over, or by a thing, hence, amazement,

wonder.] An excessive reverence or fear of that

which is unknown or myateriout ; — especially, an

ignorant or irrational worship of the Supreme

Deity; excessive exactness or rigour in religious

opinions or practice ;—unnecessary fears and scruples

in religion; observance of rites or enduiance of pen

ances not enjoined or required ;—the worship of false

gods ; false religion ;—belief in the direct agency of

superior powers in certain extraordinary or singular

events, or in omens and prognostics.

Superstitionist, (su-p$r*etish'un-ist) n. One addicted

to superstition.

Superstitious, (su-per-stish'e-us) a. Pertaining to or

proceeding from superstition ;—evincing superstition:

addicted to superstition ; full of idle fancies and

scruples in regard to religion ;—over exact and formal

in religious observances, rites, and ceremonies ;—

scrupulous beyond need ;—excessively credulous ; be

lieving ignorantly in supernatural, spiritual, or diabo

lic agency. [stitious manner,

Superstitiously, (su-per-stish'e-us-le) adv. In a super-

uperstitiousness, (su-per-stish'e-us-nes) m The qual

ity of being superstitious : superstition.

Superstratum, (siVper-rtratuni) n. A stratum or laysr

above anoth.r, or resting on lomHbinf ties.

Superstruction, (su-per-struk'ahun) a. fL. from neper,

over, and ttruere, to build.] Act of building upon;—

that which is built upon some foundation ; a super

structure.

Superstructure, ( su-rjer-etruk ' tur ) n. Any material

structure or edifice built on something else ; expa-v

ally, the building raised on a foundation ;—any thins

erected on a foundation or basis.

Supersubstantial, ( su-per-sub-stan'she-al > ol Beanr,

more than substance ; beyond the region of men <

matter. [nice, or refined.

Supersubtle, (sQ-per-sufl) a. Over subtle : too artful,

Buperterrestrial, (su-i^r-ter-res'tre-al) a. Bring above

the earth or above what belongs to the earth.

Supervacaneous, (sa-per-va-ka'ne-us) a. [L. super sad

vacuus, empty.] Superfluous ; serving no good pur

pose ; needless.

Supervene, (su-pcr-vta*) v. a. [L. supei reani t, to con*

over or upon.] To come upon as something extra

neous; to take place ; to happen :—imp. et pp. ssner-

vened ; ppr. supervening. [veais^

Supervention, (sQ -per-ven'shun) n. The act of super-

Superviaal, (sd-pe r-viral) n. Act of supervising ; «-

pervision ; overseeing.

Supervise, (su-per-viz) v.t [L. super, over, and n>

ere, to look at attentively, to view, survey, inteastn

form of riders, visum, to see.] To oversee for dirs>

t ion ; to superintend ; to inspect :—imp. & pp. sspsr*

vised ; ppr. supervising.

Supervision, ( Bfl-per-vixh'un ) a. Act of overseeiac;

inspection; superintendence.

Supervisor, (sfl-per-viz'or) w. One who supervises ; aa

overseer ; an inspector ; a superintendent.

Supervisory, (stl-per-viz'or-e) a. Pertaining to or hav

ing supervision. [live : to snrvirt. ,

Supervive, (sn-pgr-viv*) v.t. To live beyond; to oct-

Supine, (sft'pm) il [L. supinum (so. i-rr&aras), n"8^

supini't, bent or thrown Itackward.) A verbal ecus

or a substantival modification of the infinitive soou* '.

in Latin, of which there are two, the first endiar to

itm of the accusative case, which lias an active sagnuV

cation, and the second ending in k of the abJstm

case, which has a passive signification.

Supine, (su-puV) a. Lying on the back or with the Vv

upward : — leaning backward or inclining with ex

posure to the sun ;—negligent; heedless ; inattenti< i

listless ; careless ; drowsy.

Supinely, (su-pin'le) adv. In a supine manner : ear?-

lessly ; indolently ; drowsily ; s*n a heedless, thouriv

less state.

Bupineness, (sQ-pm'nes) n. The state of being supine

indolence ; drowsiness ; heedlessness.

Suppeditate, (sup-ped'e-tat) v.t. [L. suppeditart

To supply ; to afford all needful aid.

Supper, (sup'er) n. [F. souper.] That which issoppnl

the evening meal ; the last meal of the day. Larfri

supper, the Eucharist ; a sacrament ordained b*

Christ for his Church in all time, wherein the eatirs

of bread and drinking of wine signify the living l-«

faith upon his body broken and his blood shed tr

its salvation. lout supper

Supperlsss, (sup'er-les) a. Wanting supper; being wti>

Supper-time, (sup'er-tlm) n. Hour or time fur tbr

evening meal ; evening.

Supping, (sup'ing) n. The act of one who saps ; lh»

act of taking supper.

Supplant, (sup-plant') v. t. [L. supplantart* to trip xf

oue's heels, from sub, under, and planta, the sols «*

the foot.] To remove or displace by stratagem v

displace and take the place of ;—to overthrow ; t» un

dermine :—imp. & pp. supplanted ; ppr. supi

Supplantation, (sup-plant-a'shun) n. Art of

planting.

Supplanter, (mp-plant'er) h. One who supplant*.

ftupple, (oupTj jr. [P touplt> from L. sub, TinsW. a&J
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compliant; not obstinate ;—bending to the humour of

others ; obsequious.

Supple, (sup'l) v. t. To make soft and pliant ; to ren

der flexible .--to make compliant or submissiTe ;—

v.i. To become soft and pliant ;—imp. & pp. sup

pled ; ppr. suppling.

Supplely. (aupi-le) adv. Pllantly; softly; mildly.

Supplement, (sup'le-ment) n. [ I. tuppUmentum, from

tuppleve, to fill up.) That which fills up, completes,

or perfects something to which it is added ; specifi

cally, something added to a book or paper to make

good its deficiencies or correct its errors ;—in maOie-

maties, the quantity which must be added to an angle

or an arc to make two right angles or a semicircle.

Supplement, (sup1&*ment) v. t. To fill up or supply by

additions; to add to :—imp. & pp. supplemented ;

ppr. supplementing.

Supplemental, ( sup-le-ment'al ) a. Added to supply

what is wanted ; additional.

Supplementally, (sup-le-ment'al-le) adv. Additionally ;

by way of supplement.

Suppleness, (supl-nes) n. (From supple.] Quality of

being supple or easily bent;—quality of easily yielding;

pliancy; pliableness; flexibility; facility; compliance,

Suppletive. (supHe-tiv) a. Supplying what is lack

ing: filling up deficiencies; supplemental;—supply

ing: helping:—also tuppletory.

Suppliant, (sup'le-aut) a. [F. suppliant, ppr. of sup

plier, to entreat ] Asking earnestly and submissively ;

—entreating ; beseeching ;—manifesting entreaty; ex

pressive of humble supplication.

Suppliant, (sup'le-ant) n. A humble petitioner ; one

who entreats submissively.

Suppliantly, (su]/le-ant-le) adv. In a suppliant or

submissive manner.

Supplicant, (suple-kant) n. One who supplicates ; a

petitioner who asks earnestly and submissively.

Supplicate, (sup'le-kat) v. t. ( L. suppticare, suppli-

catum, from tupplex, kneeling down.) To entreat for ;

to seek by earnest prayer ;—to address in prayer ;—

v. i. To petition with earnestness and submission ;

to implore :—imp. <fc pp. supplicated , ppr. suppli

cating.

Supplicatingly, (sup'lo-kat-ing-le) adv. In a suppli

cating manner; by way of supplication.

Supplication, (sup-le-ka'shun) n. Act of supplicat

ing; humble and earnest prayer in worship;—humble

petition ; earnest request.

Supplicatory, (sup'la-k&t-or-e) a. Containing suppli

cation ; submissive.

Supplier, (sup-pli'§r) n. One who supplies.

Supply, (sup-plf) v. t. [Xj. tupplere, from sub, under,

and ptere, to fill.} To fill up as any deficiency hap

pens ; to furnish with what is wanted;—to serve in

stead of ;—to bring or furnish :—imp. & pp. supplied ;

ppr. supplying.

Supply, (sup-pli') n. Sufficiency of things for use

or want; especially, the food, &<■ , which meets the

daily necessities of an army or other large body of

men ; store—chiefly in the plural :—also, the sums

of-money granted by Parliament to meet the publio

charges and expenditure for the current year.

Support, (sup-port) v. t [h. supportare, from sub, un

der, and portare, to carry.] To keep from falling ; to

sustain, in a literal or physical sense ;—to endure

without being overcome, exhausted, or changed in

character;—to keep from fainting or sinking;—to

assume and represent suocossfully, as the part of an

actor;—to furnish with the means of sustenance or

livelihood ;—to carry on; to enable to continue ;—to

verify ; to make good; to substantiate;—to defend

successfully; to vindicate ;—to keep up; to maintain ;

—to favour ; to countenance ;—to attend as an aid or

assistant;—to stand by j—to speak in favour of; to

second :—imp. & pp. supported; ppr. supporting.

Support, (sup-portf) n. Act or operation of supporting.

 

upholding, or sustaining: prop; pillar; foundation;

—that which maintains life, as bread ; maintenance ;

subsistence ; hence, means ; livelihood ;—that which

keeps from sinking, declining, or languishing; stimu

lus ; encouragement ;—that which upholds or relieves;

help ; succour ; assistance .—countenance ; patronage.

Supportable, (sup-pdrt'a-bl) «. Capable of being sup

ported, borne, or sustained; endurable; tolerable;—

capable of being maintained.

Bupportableness, (sup-pdrfa-bl-nes) n. State of being

tolerable or endurable. [manner.

Supportably, (sup-port'a-ble) adv. In a supportable

Supporter, (sup-porter) n. One who or that which

supports or upholds; a prop;

a pillar, Ac. ;—a sustainer;

a comforter ;—a defender ;—

an advocate;—an adherent

of a party ; oue who walks

or sits by another, as an at

tendant or assistant ;—one

who speaks in favour of a

motion; a seconder :~~pl. In

architecture, images which Supporters,

serve to bear up any part of a building in the place of

columns ;—in heraldry, figures of birds, beasts, fishes,

and sometimes of human beings, placed on each side

of the escutcheon, and appearing to support it

Supposable, (sup-pdzVbl) a. Capable of being sup

posed or imagined to exist; conceivable.

Suppose, (sup-poz') v. t. [F. supposer, from L. tub,

under, and ponere, to place.) To lay down without

proof : to advance by way of argument or illustration,

as a possible fact, relation, condition, &c,—to imagine

or assume as true or real;—to receive as true ; to

require to exist or be true ; to imply by the laws of

thought or of nature ;—v.i. To make supposition;

to think ; to believe or imagine:—imp. & pp. sup

posed; ppr. supposing.

Suppose, (sup-poz') n. A position without proof; a

supposition,

Supposer, (sup-poz'er) n. One who supposes.

Supposition, (sup-pdz-ish'un) n. Act of supposing;—

that which is supposed ; hypothesis ; position laid

down without proof;—imagination; belief without

evidence ; unfounded notion or fancy ; surmise ; guess.

Suppositional, (sup-pdz-zish'un-al) a. Hypothetical.

Supposititious, (sup-p6z-e-tiahe-us)fl. [L supposilitiust

from supponere, suppositum, to put in the place of

another.] Put by trick in the place or character be

longing to another ; spurious ; counterfeit

Supposititious!?, (sup-pdz-e-tUh'e-us-le) adv. In a sup

posititious manner ; spuriously.

Supposititiousness, (sup-pOz-e-tishe-us-nes) », The

state of being supposititious. [supposition.

Suppositive, (sup-pox'it-iv) a. Including or implying

Suppress, ( sup - pres ' ) v.t. [L. tupprimert, sup-

pressum, from tub, under, and premert, to press.] To

overpower and crush ; to put down ; to subdue ;—to

stop ; to restrain ;—to retain without disclosure ; to

conceal; not to tell or reveal;—to withhold from being

made public : to hinder from circulation ; to stifle ;—

to obstruct from discharges :—imp. * pp. suppressed ;

ppr. suppressing. [pressed or concealed.

Suppressive, (Bup-pree/e-bl) a. That may be sup-

Suppression, (sup-presh'un) n. Act of suppressing,

crushing, or destroying; overthrow ; destruction ;—

act of restraining from utterance, publication, or

circulation ;—stoppage or obstruction of excretions or

discharges, or of a cutaneous eruption ;—in aramtnar,

omission. [subduing ; concealing.

Suppressive, (sup-pres'iv) a. Tending to suppress ;

Suppressor, fsup-pres'er) n. [ I- ] One who suppresses.

Suppurate, (sup'u-rat) v. i. [L. suppurare, suppur-

atum, from tub, under, and pus, matter.) To gener

ate pus :—imp. & pp. suppurated ; ppr. suppurating.

Suppuration, (sup-u-ru'shun) n. Process of suppurating

3 0
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or forming pus, as in a wound or abscess ;—the mat

ter produced by suppuration.

Suppurative, (sup*u-rat-iv) u. Tending to suppurate ;

promoting auppuratlon.

Suppurative, (sup'u-r&t-iv) n, A medicine that pro-

mutes suppuration.

Supralapaorian, (su-pra-lap-sArVan) n. [L. supra,

above, beyond, and laptut, fall.] One of that class

of Calviuists who believe that God's decree of elec

tion was made before the fall of man; or that the

apostasy of man was determined before his creation,

in order to show the divine sovereignty in the election

of grace.

Supramundaae, (su-pra-mun'dan) a. Being ov situ

ated above the wprld or above our system.

Supremacy, (sii-preni'a-se) n. State of being supreme

or in the highest station of power; higher authority or

power.

Supremet fau-prem^ a. [L. $upremus, superlative of

superus, that is above, upper, from super, above.]

Holding the highest place in government or power;—

higbeat, greatest, or most excellent;—utmost; great

est possible ;—the Supreme, the Highest ; the Lord of

all; Jehovah.

Supremely, (su-premle) adv. In a supreme manner ;

in the highest degree ; to the utmost extent.

Sural, (su'ral) a. | L. sura, the caU of the leg.] Being

in, or pertaining to, the calf of the leg.

Surbase, (sur'bas) n. A cornice or series of mouldings

on the top of the base of a pedestal, podium, &c. ;

—skirt or border above the base of a room.

Surcease, (sur-ses') v.i. [F. sur and center.) To

cease; to stop;—to leave off; to practise no longer;—

r. t. To put an end to; to cause to cease.

Surcease, (sur-ses') n. Cessation ; stop.

Surcharge, (sur-charj') v. t. [F. turcharper.] To

overload; to overburden;—to overstock ; ettpeciuUy, to

put more cattle into, as a common, than the person

lias a right to do, or more than the herbage will sus

tain ;—to overcharge ; to make an additional charge ;

—imp. & pp. surcharged; ppr. surcharging.

Surcharge, (sur'cliurj) n. An excessive load or bur

den;—in law, an overcharge;—an overstocking with

cattle.

Surcingle, (sursing-gl) n. [Prefix fttr and tingle.]

A belt, band, or girth which passes over a saddle, or

over any thing laid on a horse's back, to bind it

fast;—the girdle of a cassock.

Burcoat, (surTcGt) ». [Prefix wur and cwit.] A short

coat worn over the other garments; especially, the

long and flowing drapery or knights anterior to the

introduction of platu armour.

Surd, (surd) a. [L. turdus.) Not capable of being

expressed in rational numbers; radical;—tittered with

simple breath; not sonant;—deaf; wanting the sense

of hearing. [pressed by rational numbers.

Surd, (surd) n. A quantity which con not be ex-

Sure, (ahuur) a. [P. xftr, te&r, $egur.) Certain ; un

failing ; not liable to be broken ; certain to be done ;

inevitable ;—certalidy knowing and believing; con

fident beyond doubt ;—firm; Btable ;—strong ; secure.

Sure, (slioor) adv. Certainly; without doubt; doubt

less; surely, [or fall.

Sure-footed, (sIi<Vdr'fuot-ed) a. Not apt to stumble

Surely, (shoorle) adv. In a sure or certain manner ;

certainly ; undoubtedly;—-without danger of falling;

steadily ; firmly. [tainty.

Sureness, (shoor'nes) n. State of being sure ; cer-

Surety, (ahoor'te) n. State of being sure ; certainty ;

security ;—that which makes sure ; ground of confid

ence or security;—foundation of stability ; support;—

evidence; confirmation;—security against loss or dam

age;—one who engages to answer for another's appear

ance in court, or for his payment of a debt, or for

the performance of some act ; a boil ;—a hostage.

Suretyship, (shoor'te-ship) n. State of being surety ;

obligation of a person to answer for ttie debt, defalk

or miscarriage of another.

Barf, (surf) n. (P. surj!+t, the rising of billow ops

billow, Ger. rurfen, sur/en, to suck in, to *walk*-j

The swell of the sea which break* upon the shore,

or upon sand-banks or rocks.

Surface, (sur'fSs) n. [F. ntrface.) The exterior psr.

of any thing that has length and breadth: superxkie*;

outside;—hence, outward or external appearance -

a magnitude that has length and breadth, withes",

thickness.

Surfeit, (Mir'fit) v. t. [From the noun.] To overfed

and produce sickness or uneasiness.;—to fill to safe*.'

and disgust; to cloy;—v. i. To be fed. or to least £

the system is oppressed and sickness or un&asiiksi

ensues :—imp. L pp. surfeited ; ppr. surfeiting-.

Surfeit, (sur'flt) n. [F. *ur/oit, excess, from *u.r/nvn,

to augment ] Excess in eating and drui king ■—fuiies

and oppression of the system occasioned by txasoi*-

eating and drinking;—hence, disgust caused by a-

cess; satiety.

Surge, (surj) n. [L. twrgtre, to rise. ] A large war* j

billow ; a great rolling swell of water.

Surge, (surj) v. t. To let go, as a portion of a rope, rei

denly ; or to render, as a rope round a pin;—v. i. I*

swell; to rise high and rolL as waves ;—to slip task

Surgelesa, (surj'les) a. Free from wave* or bilkm.

smooth ; calm.

Surgeon (aur'jun) n. [P. ekirurgiaiy from O- oWr,

hand, and ergon, work.] One whose ini>tuswi * .f

occupation is to cure diseases or injuries of tag to.'

by manual operation, or by local applicatksw -ff

remedies. (of a suisjaa

Surgeoncy, (sur'jun-se) n. Office or empl*?rm=&>

Surgeon-general, (sur-jun-jen'er-al) «. Tb» cask **:•

geon of a fleet or army.

Surgery, (sur'jer-e) ... [Contracted from O. Et£

iurgeanry.) Art of healing by manual operxfeo. ■

that branch of medical science Kluch treats of rs**-^

operations for the healing of diseasesi or injam* >'

the body ;—a place where surgical operations art per

formed or medicines prepared.

Surgical, (sur'jik-al) a. Pertaining to surgecai &

surgery :—-done by means of surgery.

Surgy, (sur'je) a. Rising in surges or billows ; fe2 ?.

surges; resembling surges; heaving; smelling; r*i*

ing. frsr-

Surlily, (surle-le) adv. [From turiy.) In a surly ***

Surliness, (sur'le-nes) n. State of being- surly; gbucr

moroseness ; crabbed ill nature.

Burly, (sutOe) a. [Said to be from sowr, i.*., •o^r'-iJ'-

pernaps from W. tieri, sullanncss.] Gloomily uajr^.

ill-natured, abrupt, and rude ; sour ; crabbed ; &&*

and rude ;—rough ; dark ; tempestuous.

Surmise, (sur-miz') v.t. [Norm. P. amtyt, p? "

turmitter, to suggest, to accuse, from enr end =-*^~

to put ] To oonjeoture ; to suspect ; — to ias*>*

without certain knowledge ; to infer or suppose .—

imp. & pp. surmised; ppr. surmising.

Surmise, (sur-raiz*) a. The thought or imagisst, r

that something may be, on feeble or scanty eridete

conjecture ; supposition ; suspicion ; doubt.

Surmiser, (sur-mnVfr) a. One who surmises.

Surmising, (sur-miz'ing) n. Act of conjecturiaf, i=

agining, or suspecting; — uufouuded apprastessi

suspicion ; generally in a had cense, eru or ex.

thought or doubt-

Surmount, (sur-mountO v. t. [F. wurmtmter, trc

over, and monter, to mount ] To rise above or

than ; — to ovorcome ; to conquer ; — to surj

exceed :—imp. <fc pp. surmounted ; ppr.

Surmountable, (sur-inount'a-bl) a. Capable of

surmouuted. [oven

Surmounter, (sur-mount'er) n. One who surxaoaa*

Surname, (sur'ntan) n. [P. turnon, from I* s%»

above, and nomen, name.] A name or
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ndded tq or over and above the baptismal or Chris-

ti'an name, and which becomes a, family name;—an

appellation added to the original name.

Surname, (sur-niim') v. t. To name or call by an appel

lation added to the original name :—imj>. & pp. sur-

named ; ppr. aurnarning.

Surnominol, (sur-nom'o-nal) a. [F. sur aud nominal.]

Pertaining to surnames.

Surpass, (sur-pas') v. t. [F. surpasser, from sur, over,

and passer, to pass.) To go beyond in any thing good

or bud; exceed; excel; outstrip :—imp. & pp. surpass'

ed; ppr. surpassing. [passed.

Surpaasable, (nur-paVa-bl) a. Capable of being sur-

Surpassing, (sur-pas'ing) a. Excellent in an eminent

degree ; exceeding others.

Surpassingly, (sur-pas'ing-le) adv. In a very excellent

manner ; iu a degree surpassing others.

Surplice, (sur'plia) n. [F. nurplis, L. super, over, and

pellicium, a robe of fur.] A white garment worn

over another drees by the clergy of the episcopalian

and certain other churches in some of their minis

trations.

Surplus, (snr'plus) n. [F. surplus, from sur, L.

super, over, and plus, more.] That which remains

when use is satisfied ; excess beyond tvhat is pre

scribed or wanted ;—balance of cash in hand ;— excess

of income over expenditure ; — amount of divisible

profits ;—residue of an estate after debts and legacies

are paid.

Surplusage, (sur ' plus-aj) n. Surplus excess ;—in late,

matter in pleading not necessary or relevant to the

case, and which may be rejected-

Surprisal, (sur-prizal) u. Act of surprising or coming

upon suddenly and unexpectedly ; or state of being

surprised.

Surprise, (sur-priz*) v. t. [F. surprendre, pp. surpris,

from L. sv.per, over, and prehendere, to take.] To

come or fall upon suddenly and unexpectedly; to take

unawares; — to strike with wonder or astonishment

by something sudden, unexpected, or remarkable;—

to confuse:—imp. & pp. surprised ; ppr. surprising.

Surprise, (sur-priz') n. [F. surprise, from surprendre.]

Act of coming upon unawares, or of taking suddeuly

ami without preparation ;—state of being surprised

or taken unexpectedly ;—an unforeseen or unexpected

act or event producing alarm, joy, or other emotion ;

a lively sense of wonder; astonishment; amazement.

Surpriser, (sur-priz'er) n. One who surprises.

Surprising, (aur-priz'ing) a. Exciting surprise; won

derful; extraordinary; astonishing.

Surprisingly, (sur-prurlug-le) adv. In a manner or

degree Uiat excites surprise ; wonderfully ; beyond

expectation.

Surrender, (sur-ren'der) v.t. [Corrupted from F. se

rendre, to yield.] To yield to the power of another ;

to give up after defeat in combat or battle ;—to de

liver up possession of upon compulsion or demand;—

to yield in favour of; to relinquish ; to resign ;—to

give up, as a principal by his bail, a fugitive from

justice by a foreign state, Ac. ;—to yield to any influ

ence, passion, or power — used reflexively ;—r. i. To

give up one's self into the power of another ; to yiold ;

—to capitulate, as a besieged fortress ;—to confess

himself vanquished by giving up his sword :—imp. 61

pp. surrendered ; ppr. surrendering.

Surrender, (sur-ren'der) n. Act of yielding or resign

ing one's person or the possession of something into

the power of another ;—the giving up of a principal

into lawful custody by his bail ; the giving up of fugi

tives from justice by a foreign state. [surrender.

Surrenderer, (sur-ren'der-e,r ) n. One who makes a

Surreptitious, (sur-rep-tish'e-us) a. (L. surreptitius.)

Bone by stealth or without proper authority;—made

or introduced fraudulently.

Surreptitiously, (sur-rep-tish'e-us-le) adv. In a surrep

titious manner ; by stealth ; fraudulently.

Surrogate, (our'ro-gat) n. [L. surrogatu*, pp. of tur-

rot/are, to substitute.] A deputy; a delegate; a sub

stitute ;—the deputy of an ecclesiastical judge ;—the

lawyer appointed to act for the bishop or chancellor

of the diocese.

Surrogation, (sur-ro-ga'shun) *. The act of substitut

ing one person in the place of another.

Surround, (sur-round') v. t. [Prefix sur and round.]

To encompass ; to environ ;—to inclose on all sides ;

—to lie or be on all sides of:—imp. & pp. surrounded;

ppr. surrounding.

Surrounding, (snr-round'ing) n. An encompassing ;—

pi. Things which surround; external or attending

circumstances, [fifth power.

Sursolid, (sur-sol'id) a. Pertaining to or involving the

SursoUd, (sur-sol'id) n. The fifth power of a number.

Surtout, (sur-too', stir-toot') ?t. [F. surtout, from sur,

over, and tout, all ] A man's coat worn over his other

garments; on overcoat, especially when long and fitting

closely.

Surveillance, (sur-vaTyangz) n. [F. from surveiller,

to watch over.] Watch ; inspection ; oversight.

Survey, (sur-va*) v.t. [Norm. F. surveair, from fur,

over, and veoir, h. videre, to see.] To inspect or take

a view of, as from a high place;—to view with a

scrutinizing eye ;—to examine with reference to con*

dition, situation, and value ;—to determine the form,

extent, position, Arc., of, as a tract of land, a coast,

harbour, or the like, by means of linear and angular

measurements; — imp. it pp. surveyed; ppr. sur

veying.

Survey, (sur'va) «. [Formerly accented on the last syl

lable.] An attentive view ; a looking with care ;—

a wide or general view, as from an elevated place;—

a particular view ; an examination ; especially, an

official examination of all the parts or particulars of a

thing, with a design to ascertain the condition, quan

tity, or quality ;—operation of finding the contour,

dimensions, position, or other particulars of, as any

part of the earth's surface ; also, a measured plan and

description of any line or portion of country.

Surveying, (sur-va'ing) n. That branch of applied ma

thematics which teaches the art of determining the

area of any portion of the earth s surface ;—the act or

the professional business of measuring and delineat

ing portions of the earth's surface, with their relative

bearings, individual forms and features, and computa

tion of their several extents.

Surveyor, (sur-vu'er) a. An overaeor: a superintendent;

—one who views and examines for the purpose of ascer

taining the condition, quantity, or quality of any

thing;—one who measures land or practises the art

of surveying;—an officer who ascertains the contents

of casks and the quantity of liquors subject to duty; a

ganger. [veyor.

Surveyorship, (sur-va'er-slup) «. The office of a sur-

Survival. (imr-vfv'al) ». A living longer than or be

yond the life of another person, thing, or event; out

living:—also survivanee.

Survive, (sur-vivO v. t. [F. survhre, from sur, above,

beyond, and vivre, to live.] To live beyond the life

or existence of; to outlive; to live longer than;—r.i.

To remain alive; to continue to live:—imp. & pp. sur

vived ; ppr. surviving;.

Surviver. (sur-viv'er) n. One that outlives another.

Surviving, (sur-viv'ing)a. Remaining alive; yet living.

Survivor, (sur-viv'er) n. One who survives or outlives

another person or any thing;—in law, the longer liver

of twojoint heirs, annuitant*, teuauts, &.c.

Survivorship, (aur-viv'er-ship) n. State of being a sur

vivor;—-rijAit of a joint tenant, or other person who

has a joint interest in an estate, to take the whole

estate upou the death of the other.

Susceptibility, (sus-sep-te-hU'e-te) n. State or quality

of being susceptible; capability of receiving impres

sions or of being affected;—specifically, capacity for
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feeling or emotional excitement:—also susceptible-

ness.

Susceptible, (sus-sep'te-bl) a. [L. suseipere, to take

up.J Capable of admitting any thing additional, or

any change, affection, or influence ;—callable of im

pression; Impressible; tender;—having nice sensibility;

sensitive. [manner.

Susceptibly, ( sus-sep'te-ble) ndr. In a susceptible

Susceptive, ( sus-sep'tiv ) a. Capable of admitting ;

readily admitting.

8u*ceptivity. (sus-sep-tiv'e-W) n. Capacity of admit-

ting; n-K-ptlvity:—^lso *u*«ptiveiur«.

BOspeeti (aus-pekt') v. t. [L. suspicere, suspectum, from

bib, Under, and speeere, to look, view. J To imagine to

exist, often upon weak evidence or no evidence at

all ;— to imagine to be guilty upon slight evidence or

without proof;—to doubt; to mistrust;—to conjecture;

to surmise;—r. t. To imagine guilt; to have a suspi

cion :—imp. & fit- suspected ; ppr. suspecting.

Suspect, (uis-pekf) a. Doubtful ; questionable j sus

picious.

luipectednesi, (sus-pekVetl-D.es) n. Stale of being sus

pected or doubted.

Suspectedly, (tus-pekfed-le) adv. In a manner to ex-

cite suspicion; so as to be suspected.

Buspeoter, (sus-pekt'er) n. One who suspects.

Suspend, (sus-pend') v. t. [L. suependere, tuspensum,

from tut, under, and pendcre, to hang.] To hang;—

to attach to something above;—to make to depend ;—

to cause to oeaee for a time ; to hinder from proceed

ing;—to hold in a state undetermined ;— to debar

from any privilege, from the execution of an office, or

from the enjoyment of income;—to cause to cease for

a time from operation or effect ;—v. i. To cease from

operation or activity ; especially, to stop payment or

be unable to meet obligations or engagements:— imp.

& pp. suspended; ppr. suspending.

Suspender, (sus-pen'dcr) n. One who or that which

suspends:—pi. Straps for holding up pantaloons ;

braces ; gal low-sen.

Suspense, (Bus-pens') n. A state of uncertainty: inde-

termination; indecision;—cessation for a time; stop;

—in lav, a temporary suspension of a man's right

Buspensible, (sua-pen'se-bl) a. Capable of being sus

pended or held from sinking.

Suspension, (sus-pen'shun) n. Act of suspending or of

hanging or attaching to something above :—state of

dependence ;—act of delaying; temporary cessation ;—

act of withholding the Judgment; forbearance of

decision;—hence, postponing of a sentence or execu

tion;—;i prevention or interruption of action or opera

tion;—hence, a temporary deprivation of office or offi

cial powers and privileges ;—in rhetoric, a keeping

back of the sense or most important point to excite

interest and curiosity ; — in chemistry, state of solid

particles of matter floating or held undissolved in

water.

Suspensory, ( sus-pens'or-e ) a. Suspended; hanging;

depending;—fitted or serving to suspend; suspending.

Suspensory, (sus-pens'or-e) n. That which suspends

or holds up, as a truss; specifically, a bandage for sus

pending the scrotum.

Suspicion, (sus-pisb'un) n. [L. nupicio.) Act of sus

pecting ; imagination of the existence of something

without proof, or upon very slight evidence, or upon

no evidence at all.

Bupicioui, (sus-pish'e-us) a. Inclined to suspect ;—

indicating suspicion or fear ; — liable to suspicion ;

adapted to raise suspicion ;—-given to suspicion.

Suspiciously, ( sus-piVh'e-us-le } adv. In a suspicious

manner.

Suspiciousness, (sus-pish'e-us- ties) n. Quality or state

of being open to suspicion or liable to be suspected ;

doubtful or questionable appearance ;—quality of sus

pecting or being apt to suspect; Jealous or distrust

ing temper or deposition.

Suspiral, (sus-pir'al) a. [From suspire.) A breathing-

hole ; a vent or ventiduct

Suspiration, ( sus-pir-a'shun ) ft. Act of sighing or

fetching a long, deep breath.

Sustain. (sus-tanO v. (. (L. sustinere, from *u6, under,

and tenert, to hold.] To keep from falling ; to up

hold ; to support; to keep from sinking in despond

ence ;—to maintain ; to keep alive ; to nourish ; — to

aid, vindicate, comfort, or relieve ;—to endore with

out failing ot yielding;—to suffer; to undergo;—to

allow the prosecution of; to sanction ;— to prove ; to

establish by evidence ; to be conclusive of, a* evidence;

—in music, to continue, as the sound of notes throagu

their whole length :—imp. & pp. sustained ; ppr. sus

taining.

Sustainable, (sus-tan'a-bl) a. Capable of being sus

tain ec I or maintained, as a plea, action, proof, &c

Sustained, (sus-tand') a. Kept up; maintained at a

certain pitch, height, or degree; hence, uniformly

excellent [tains.

Sustainer, (sus-tati'er) n. One who or that which sus-

Sustenanee, (sus'ten-ans) ». [P. suitenana,] Act of

sustaining ; support ; maintenance ;—that which sup

ports life ; food ; provisions.

8ustentation, ( sus-ten-tashun ) n. [L. *usU*tati&,

from svstentare, to support, maintain, intensive form

of sustinere.] Preservation from falling ; support;

—use of food or provisions ;—maintenance of life—

used adjectively to denote that which is designed or

fitted to support or provide means of subsistence.

Sutler, (sutler) n. A person who follows an army,

and sells to the troops provisions, liquors, Ac

Suttee, (eut-te ) n. [Skr. sati, feminine of sat. real,

true, good.] A widow who immolates herself on the

funeral pile of her husband ;—the sacrifice of burning

a widow on the funeral pile of her husband—formerly

practised in India.

Sutteeiam, (sut-te'izm) n. The practice of self-immo

lation among widows in Hindustan.

Sutural, (sut'ur-al) a. Relating to a suture or seam.

Suture, (sutfur) a. [h. sutura, from xuere, rvteia,

to sew or stitch.] Act of sewing ; the line along which

two things or parts are sewed together or are united

to form a seam ;—in anatomy, act of sewing together,

as the exterior parts of a wound, and reuniting them

by inosculation ; also, one of the particular modes in

which wounds are reunited by sewing ;—the seam or

Joint which unites the bones of the skull.

Sutured, (sut'urd) a. Having sutures ; knit or united

together. [fealty is due; a feudal lord.

Suzerain, (&u'z5-ran) a. A superior lord to whom

Suzerainty, (su'ze-ran-te) n. [P. svteraintU, from

suzerain, paramount, a lord paramount.] Dominion

or authority of a suzerain ; paramount authority.

Swab, (swob) n. [From the root of sweep.] A mop ; a

bundle of thrums, bit of sponge, cloth, Ac, fastened

to a handle, and used for scrubbing or cleaning floors;

—also, a bundle of old rope yarns tied tight at one

end and teased at the other—used for wiping or dry

ing the decks of a ship.

Swab, (swob) v. t. [A.-S, xieebban, to sweep.) To clean

with a mop or swab:—imp. & pp. swabbed; ppr.

swabbing.

Swabber, (swob'er) «. One who use* a swab to clean

a floor or deck ;—an inferior officer on board of ships

of war, whose business it is to see that the ship is kept

clean.

Swaddle, (swod'l) v. t. [From the noun.] To bind, as

with a bandage; to swathe, as an infant:—imp. A

pp. swaddled; ppr. swaddling.

Swaddle, (swod'l) n, [A.-S. sweedhil, svedhil, a bundle,

from tictdhian, to bind.] Clothes bound tight round

the body.

Bwaddling-band, (swod'Iing-band) n, A band or cloth

wrapped round a new-born infant :—also swaddling-

cloth.
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Swag, (swag) v.i. [A.-S. rigan, to sink, to fall, Ice).

sweigia, Ger. schwanken, to totter.] To sink down by

its weight ; to lean ; to swing, as something heavy

and sinking downwards :—imp. ft pp. swagged ; ppr.

•wagging.

Swage, (sw;ij) n. A tool nsed by workers in metals for

shaping their work ; a kind of mould of which there

are usually two, an under mould into which the

heated metal is put, and an upper one which is ham

mered down over it till the two meet and the casting

is made :—also tnoadge.

Swage, (swflj) v. f. To shape by means of a swage.

Swagger, (swag'er) v.i. [A.-S. twtgan, to make a

noise.] To boast or brag noisily; to bluster ; to bully:

—imp. ft pp. swaggered ; ppr. swaggering.

Swagger, (swag'er) n. Boastfulness or insolence of

manner. [boaster.

Swaggerer, (swag'er-er) v. A blusterer ; a bully ; a

Swam, (swan) n. [A.-S. twAyi, a boy, a herd, Icel.

tveina.] A young man ;—a servant employed in hus

bandry ; a shepherd ; herdsman ;—a pastoral youth;

a rustic ;—a lover ; one who courts a woman in the

manner of the shepherds of pastoral poetry.

Swainish, (swiin'ish) a. Rustic ; clownish ; ignorant

Swallow, (swol'6) n. (A.-S. ueattute, Ger. tchwalbt,

Icel. wain } A small bird of

passage, of the genus Hirundo,

remarkable for its swiftness and

the length of time it remains on

the wing. It has dense plumage,

very long wings, a forked or

pointed tail, and small, hooked

feet.

Swallow, (swol'd) v.t. [A.-8.

aieelgan, tieilyan, 8w. svalja.)

To take into the stomach;—to Swallow.

imbibe ;—to absorb ;—to draw into an abyss or gulf;

—to receive or embrace, as opinions or belief, without

examination or scruple;—to appropriate ;—to oocupy;

to employ;—to engross ; to engage completely ;—to

seize and waste; to exhaust;—to retract; to recant

(colloquial) '.—imp. ft pp. swallowed ; ppr. swallow-

Swallow, (swol'6) n. The gullet or esophagus ; the

throat ;—as much as is or can be swallowed at once ;

hence, appetite ;—voracity.

Swallow-tail, (swol'd-tal) n. A species of willow tree ;

—in carpentry, a joint formed by a mortise and

tenon ; dove - tail ; — a ooat with narrow forked

skirts.

Swamp, (swomp) k. [A.-S. ncaui, fungus, mushroom,

Ger. tehwamm.) A marsh ; a bog ; a fen.

Swamp, (swomp) v.t. To plunge, whelm, or sink in a

swamp ;—to overset or cause to become filled, as a

boat in water ;—to plunge into inextricable difficul

ties :—imp. ft pp. swamped ; ppr. swamping.

Swampy, (swomp'e) a. Consisting of swamp; low,

wet, and spongy ; boggy ; fenny.

Swan, (swon) n, [A.-S. twan, Ger. seAuan, Icel. tvanr.]

A large web-footed bird, like ■

goose, but handsomer and more

graceful, having also a longer

neck and beak, and being gener

ally larger and stronger.

Swank, (swangk) o. [Ger. achwank.]

Slender ; pliant ;—agile ; active.

Swannery, (swon'er-e) n. A breed

ing place for swans. Swan.

Swan's-down, (swonz'down) n. The down of the

swan ;—a fine, soft, thick cloth of wool mixed with

silk or cotton; a sort of twilled fustian like moleskin.

Swan-skin, (swon'skin) n. A species of flannel of a

soft texture, thick and warm ;—a thick kind of cloth

for the clothes of labourers, &c.

Swap (swop) v. I. [A.-S. swapan, Ger. $ehwappen.]

To exchange ; to barter;—to strike with a sweeping or

 

long stroke; to throw violently:—imp. ft pp. swapped;

ppr. swapping. [stroke.

Swap (swop) n. An exchange ; barter ; a blow ; a

Sward, (swawrd) n. [A.-S. tvotard, IceL tvordr.] The

grassy surface of land. ; turf.

Sward, (swawrd) v. t. To cover with sward:—imp.

ft pp. swarded ; ppr. swarding.

Swarm, (swawrm) n. [A.-S. sieearm, Ger. swam.]

A large number of small animals or insects, especially

when in motion ;~~$pec\lically, a great number of

honey bees which emigrate from a hive at once, un

der the direction of a queen ; or a like body of bees

united and settled permanently in a hive ;—any great

number or multitude.

Swarm, (swawrm) v. i. To collect and depart from a

hive in a body, as bees ;—to appear or collect in a

crowd ; to throng together ;—to be crowded ; to be

thronged ;—to abound : to be filled, as with a number

or crowd of objects ; to breed in great numbers :—

imp. ft pp. swarmed ; ppr. swarming.

Swarth, (swawrth) n. An apparition of a person about

to die ;—the sward; turf;—a swath; bands or ridges

of grass, <tc, laid by the scythe.

Swarthily, (swawrth'e-le) adv. With a tawny hue ;

duskily.

Swarthiness, (swawrth'e-nes) n. Darkness of com

plexion ; tawniness :—also Mivartineu.

Swarthy, (swawrth'e) a. [From stcarth or tieart.) Be

ing of a dark hue or dusky complexion ; black or

tawny :—also twarty.

Swash, (swash) n. A swaggering fellow;—impulse of

water flowing with violence ; a dashing of water ;—a

narrow channel of water lying within a sand-bank, or

between that and the shore.

Swash, (swash) v. i. [Sw. tvas$a, to bully, Ger. sc/ueot-

ten, to prate.) To bluster; to make a great noise ;—to

dash or flow noisily, as water ; to splash.

Swatch, (swach) «. A pattern or piece of cloth cut

and delivered as a sample of the quality;—a specimen

of any kind. [Scot.]

Swath, (swawth) n. [A.-S. svtadhu.) A band or fillet;

—a line of grass or grain cut and thrown together by

the scythe ;—the whole sweep of a scythe, or the

whole breadth from which grass or grain is cut by it.

Swathe, (swaTH) v.t. [A.-S. tneedhian, to bind. J To

bind with a swath, band, bandage, or rollers :—imp.

ft pp. swathed ; ppr. swathing.

Swathe, (swam) n. A bandage.

Sway, (swa) v. t. [D. zwaaijen, to turn, to wield, Dan.

tvaie.) To move or wield with the hand;—to influence

or direct by power and authority or by moral force ;

to rule ; to govern ;—to bias ;—to cause to incline to

one side ;—in nautical lariguage, to hoist ; to raise ;

—v. i. To bear rule ; to govern ;—to have weight or

influence;—to be drawn to one side by weight; to

swing:—imp. & pp. swayed; ppr. swaying.

Sway, (swa) n. Swing or sweep of a weapon ;—turn

or cast of the balance ;—bias ; influence or weight on

one side ;—direction ; rule ; dominion : control ;—a

switch used by thatchers in binding their work.

Swaying, (sw&'ing) n, A kind of lumbago caused by

a fall or by being overloaded—applied to beasts.

Sweal, (swel) v. i. [A.-S. twSlan, to burn slowly and

without a flame, loe\.*vala.) To melt and run down,

as the tallow of a candle ; to gutter ;—r. (. To singe

or scald the hair off, as from hogs :—also written

strait, tvale:—imp. ft pp. swealed; ppr. swealing.

Swear, (swar) v. i. [A.^8. ncerian, Ger. sc/utoreu, Sw.

svaria.] To obtest some superior power:—to declare

or promise upon oath ;—especially, to affirm or uttur

a solemn declaration, with an appeal to God for the

truth of what is affirmed ;—to give evidence on oath ;

—to use the name of God or sacred things profanely :

to curse ;—v. t . To utter or affirm with a solemn ap

peal to God for the truth of the declaration ;—to cause

to take an oath ; to administer an oath to ; — to
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declare or charge upon oath:—imp. swore; pp.

ppr. swearing.

Swearer, (swaVer) n. One who swear* ; especially,

one who uses profane language.

Swearing, (sw&ring) c- Act of affirming upon oath ;

—act or habit of using profane oathi ; cursing.

Bweat, (swet) n. [A. -8. fwftf, Ger. schweiss, L. rudm:]

The fluid or sensible- moisture which ia excreted from

the skin of an animal ; penpiration ;—state of one

who sweats ; hence, labour ; toil ; drudgery ;—mois

ture issuing from any substance.

Sweat, (swot) v. i. To excrete sensible moisture from

the skin ;—to toil ; to labour ; to drudge ;—to emit

moisture, as green plants in a heap ;—v. (. To cause

to excrete moisture from the skin;—to emit or suffer

to flow from the pores ; to exude ;—imp. A pp. sweat

or sweated ; ppr. sweating.

Sweater, (swet'er) n. One who sweats.

Sweatiness, (swet'e-nes) n. State of being sweaty

or moist with sweat.

Sweating, (awet'lng) n. Excreting moisture from the

skin ; perspiring ;—moisture exuded ; perspiration.

Sweating-room, (awet'ing-room) n. A room for per

sons in sickness ^-ln dairy busineiu, a room for sweat

ing cheese and carrying off the superfluous juices.

Sweaty, (swefe) a. Moist with sweat;—consisting of

sweat ;—laborious; toilsome; difficult.

Swede, (swod) n. A native of Sweden;—a Swedish

turnip.

Swedish, (swed'ish) a. Of or pertaining to Sweden.

S*eedi$h turnip, a hard kind of turnip, Btaxsica

ecmptttrit or rutabaga, of two varieties, white and

yellow.

Swedish, (swed'ish) n. The language of the Swedes.

Sweep, (swep) v. t. [A.-S. svsdpan. Go. trveipan, Ger.

KhwrifenJ] To brush or rub over with a brush,

broom, or besom for removing loose dirt;—to drive

or carry along or off, as by a tempest, gale, current,

tide, Ac ;—to destroy or carry off many at a stroke,

as a pestilence, epidemic, Ac. :—to rub over the floor,

ground, street, Ac—said of a long garment or train ;

—to lift or bear with pomp;—to put aside or out

of the way ; to remove;—to strike with long, rapid

strokes, as a lyre or harp ;—in teaman's Inrtfyuaffe, to

draw or drag over, as the bottom of a river with a

net ;—to pass rapidly over, as with the eye or Instru

ment of observation ;—v. t. To pass with swiftness

and violence, as something broad, or brushing the

surface of any thing;—to brush along with celerity

and force;—to pass with pomp;—to move with a

long reach :—imp. A pp. swept; ppr. sweeping.

Sweep, (swSp) n. Act of sweeping;—compass of a

etroko ;—compass of any turning body or motion ;—

compass of any thing flowing or brushing ;—violent

and general destruction ;—direction and extent of any

motion not rectilinear ;—one who sweeps ; a sweeper ;

—among women, a long, stout oar used to propel

small vessels in a calm or light wind;—a military

engine for projecting stones Into a besieged city ;—a

sweepstake.

Sweeper, (swep'fr) n. One who sweeps ; a sweep.

Sweepings, (swr-r/lngx) n.pl. Things collected by

sweeping; rubbish.

Sweepstakes, (swe}rst&ks) n. sing, or pi. The whole

money or other things staked or won at a horse

race :—one who wins all.

8weepy. (swep'e) ft. Passing with speed and violence

over a great compass at once ;—drawn out ; strutting ;

—wavy.

Sweet, (swet) a. fA.-fl. nette, L. m/Avin, Skr. srMn.}

Agreeable to the palate ; luscious ; seasoned with

sugar or saccharine matter ; sugary ;—having a taste

01 flavour resembling that of honey <tr sugar;-- pleas

ing to the smell; fragrant;- pleasing to the ear : soft ;

melodious , harmonious ;—pleasing to the eye ; beauti

ful ;—fresh ; not salt ;—preserved ; not sour or acid ;

—not stale or putrid;—mild; soft; gentle ;—kind ;

obliging ;—affectionate ; tender.

Sweet. (awet) n. That which is sweet to the taste-

used chiefly in the plural;—that which ia sweet or

pleasant in odour ; a perfume ;—that which is pleas

ing or grateful to the mind ;—* darling—a term of

endearment. [animal, used for food.

Sweet-bread, (swet/bred) n. The pancreas of an

Sweet-briar, (swet'bri-er) n. A shrubby plant of the

rose kind cultivated for its fragrant smell.

Sweeten, (swet'n) r. t. To make sweet to the taste ;—

to make pleasing to the mind ;—to make tuild or

kind;—to increase the agreeable qualities of:—to males

pure and salubrious by destroying noxious matter;—

to make warm and fertile ;—to restore to purity ;—

r. i. To become sweet :—imp. & pp. sweetened : ppr.

sweetening. [sweetens.

Sweetener, (swet'n-er) u. One who or that which

Sweetening, (swetfn-ing) ». That which sweetens; sac

charine matter.

Sweetheart, (swetfhart) n. A lover or mistress.

Sweeting, (swotlng) n. A sweet apple ;—a darling—

a word of endearment.

Sweetish, (swet'iah) a. Somewhat sweet or grateful to

the taste.

Sweetly, (swfitle) adv. In a sweet manner ; gratefully.

Sweetmeat, (swet'met) n. Fruit preserved with sugar,

as peaches, pears, nuts, orange peel, and the like.

Sweetness, (swet'iies) n. Quality of being sweet in any

of its senses, as gratefulness to the taste or to the

smell ; fragrance ; agreeablenesa to the ear ; melody ;

agreeableness of manners ; softness ; mildness ; azai-

ablenesa.

Sweet-ail, (swet'oll) «. Olive-olL

Sweet-potato, (swi"t-p5-ta'to) n. A trailing' plant and

its sweetish starchy tubers, which are much used for

food.

Sweet-william, (swet-wil'yam) n. A garden plant of the

genus Dianthus; a species of pink of many varieties.

Swell, (swel) v. i. [A.-S. swelUm, IoeL Stella] To grow

large by matter added within or by expansion of the

inclosed substance ;—to increase in sine or extent by

any addition ;—to rise or be driven into waves or bil

lows, as the sea ;—to be inflated ; to belly, as sails ;—

to rise or bulge out in the middle, as a cask ;—to be

puffed up, as with pride ; to be elated ;— to dilate with

anger; to fhroe ;—to increase in amount; to become

larger, as debts ;—to increase in volume ; to sound

louder, as a note or tone of the voice :—to be turpid or

bombastic, as speech or style;—to rise in altitude;

to expand to the view;—r. t. To increase the siseT

bulk, or dimensions of ; to dilate ;—to enlarge : to

augment ;— to heighten ; to aggravate ;—to utter with

Increasing force or loudness, as a note :—imp. swelled;

pp. swelled, swollen ; ppr. swelling.

Swell, (swel) n. Act of swelling;—extension of bulk ,

— a growing force or intensity .-—rising or increasing

power in style; climax;—a gradual ascent or elevation

of land ;—a wave or billow ; especially, a sneoesedon of

large waves setting In a particular direction >—the

waves that roll and break on the shore ; the fluctua

tion of the sea after a storm;—in nutate, a gradual in

crease and decrease of the volume of sound -fen-evaHy

indicated thus ■ —_SZ ■■■ ' ft showily dreswd

but vulgar person ; a dandy—iu contempt.

Swelling, (swel'ing) n. Protuberance; prominence.—

a tumour.

Swelter, (swolt'er) v. i. [A.-S. swslUm, Go. teifran, to

perish.] To be overcome and faint with heat; to be

ready to perish with heat;—v. t. To oppress with

heat:—also written swelt:—imp. & pp. sweltered;

ppr. sweltering. [aire with heat; surtrr.

Sweltry, (swei'tre) a. SnfTboatiug with heat : oporea-

Swerve, (swerv) r. i [D. «ir*rwa, to rove, Ger so* if*?r-

wiea, to swarm.] To wander:' to rove;—to wvsnVr

from any line prescribed, or from a rule of doty; to
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deviate;—to bend; to incline:—imp. & pp. swerved;

ppr, swerving.

Swerving, (swerv'ing) it. The act of going aside: de

parture from any rule or standard of duty.

8wift, (swift) a. [A.-S. swift, from xirifnn, to move I

quickly, to whirl.) Fleet: rapid;—moving with celerity

or velocity :—ready ; prompt :—coming without delay.

Swift, (swift) ft, A reel for winding yarn, thread, &lc

—chiefly in the plural :—a small

biid, like the swallow, but hav

ing a shorter bill and very long

wings:—the common newt or eft;

a species of lizard.

Swifter, (swift'er) n. A ropu used

to confine the bars of the capstan

in their sockets; a flying shroud

net above the other shrouds, to

give the masts additional se

curity.

Swiftly, (iwiftle) adv. Fleetly; rapidly; quickly:

nimbly.

Swiftness, (swift 'nes) H. State or quality of being

swift: speed; celerity; velocity ; rapidity; lleetness.

Swig, (swig) v. t. &: i. [Icel. siciga, Eng. sv.cl; swill.)

To drink by large draughts.

Swig, (swig) ». A large draught.

Swill, (swil) v. t. [A. -S. swilgnn, siretgnn, to swallow,

devour.] To drink grossly or gruoiily ; — v. i. To

drink greedily or swinishly; to drink to excess ;—imp.

<v pp. swilled; ppr. swilling.

Swill, (swil) n. Large draughts of liquor;—the wash

or mixture of liquid substances given to swine.

Swim, (swim) v. \. [A.-S. sicfmman, IceL trtma.] To

be supported in water or other fluid; to float;—to

move progressively in water by means of tile hands

and feet or of fins;—to be borue along by a current;

—to glide along with a smooth motion or with a wav

ing motion;—to be dizzy or vertiginous;—to be over

flowed or drenched j—to abound; to have abundance:

—e. t. To pass or move over or on hy swimming:—to

immerse in water that the lighter parts may swim;—

to cause or compel to swim; to make to float:—imp.

swam; pp. swum; ppr, swimming.

Swim, (swim) ft. Act of swimming: a gliding motion

like tliat of one swimming;—the time or distance one

swims or can swim;—the air-bladder of a fish; the

sound.

Swimmer, (swim'er) ft. One who swims:—pt. An order

of aquatic web-footed birds formed for swimming.

Swimming, (swim'ing) n. The art of floating or moving

OH the water by the limbs;—dizziness; vertigo.

Swimmingly, (swim'ing-Ie) adv. In an easy, gliding

manner; smoothly; hence, successfully.

Swindle, (swin'dl) v.t. [Oer. nchwtnddn, to be dizzy

or giddy, to client.) To cheat and defraud grossly, or

with deliberate) artifice ; to obtain illegally, as money,

goods, or property by fiilso statements or misrepresen

tations, by undue influence or legal standing, agency,

authority, or by practising on the ignorance or credul

ity of the owner :—imp. «fc pp. ■windled ; ppr. swindl

ing.

Swindle, (nwin'dl) a. Act or process of defrauding by

systematic imposition.

Swindler, (swin'dl?r) ft. Ono who swindles or defrauds

others by imposition or deliberate artifice ; a cheat.

Swindling, (swln'dling) n. The act of cheating or

defrauding ; fraud ; roguery.

Swine, (swirl) nt ring. & pi. [A.-R. Hn, Icel. svin.

Get. xchwrin, L. sninvs.] A well-knrtwri|vichydermat-

otis animal: a hog; a pig — the male is called boar,

abd the female sow.

Swineherd, (swin'hrrd) v. A keeper of swine.

Swinestone. (swin'ston) n. A sub-genus of limestone,

Which, on being rubbed, emits a fetid odour; stinL-

atoue.

Swing, (swing) r. i. [A.-S. tuingan, Ger. echwingen ]

To move to and fro, as a body suspended in the air; to

wave; to vibrate ;—to practise swinging ;—to move ot

float ;—to turn round an anchor :—to be hanged ;—

r. t. To cause to wave or vibrate, as a body suspended

in the air :—to move to and fro : to flourish ; to

brandish :—{11171. & pp. swung; ppr. swinging.

Swing, (swing) n. Act of swinging ; vibratory motion;

oscillation ;—.motion from one side to the other ;—a

line, cord, or other thing suspended and hanging loose,

upon which any thing may swing;—influence or power

of a body put in motion ;—free course ;—unrestrained

liberty or license.

Swinge, (swinj) r. (. [A.-S. swingan.] To beat soundly;

to whip : to chastise.

Swingeing1, (swinj'ing) a. Tinge ; very large.

Swingel, (swing'gcl) n. [A.-S. tvingel, tmtjMfei whip,

scourge.] Tint part of a flail which falls 011 the gtain

in thrashing ; swiple.

Swinger, (swingVr) n. One who swings.

Swingle, (swing'gl) v.t. [A. -S. sifriiigtiuig, a whipping,

from Eicinglan, to whip.] To clean, as flax, by nest

ing it with a swingle:— to cut off the tops of without

pulling up the roots—said of weeds.

Swingle, (swing'gl) n. A wooden instrument like a

large knife, used for cleaning flax.

Swing-plough, (swing'plow) n. A plough without a

forewheet under the beam.

Swing-tree, (swing'tre) n. The bar of a carriage to

which the traces are fastened ; the wbifflo-tree or

whipple-tree; swingle-tree.

Swinish, (swifi'ish) a. Befitting swine; like swine;

gross ; brutal ; sottish.

Swinishly, (swin ' ish - le) adv. In a swinish man

ner : grossly; sottish ly. [fleas.

Swinishness, (swin'ish-nes) n. Grossneas; sottish-

Swipes, (swips) n. [From sweeping*.) Small beer ;

taplash : in Scotland, a kind of home-brewed beer.

Swiple, (swip'l) n. That part of a flail which strikes

the grain in thrashing; a swingle.

Swirl, (swerl) ft, [Icel. swii-ra, to whirL] An eddy, as

of water, wind, or snow : a whirl ; a gyration.

Swiss, (swis) h. ring. & pi. A native or inhabitant of

Switzerland ; the people of Switzerland.

Swiss (swis) a. Of or i>ertaining to Switzerland.

Switch, (swich) ft, [From awing, twinge.] A small flexi

ble twig or rod;—4 movable part of two opposite rails

for transferring an engine or carriage from one line of

rails to aliother.

Switch, (swtch) •, (. To strike with a small twig or

rod ; to bent : to lash ;—to turn Trom one railway

track to another ; to transfer by a switch :—ffltn.

k pp. switched . ppr. switching.

Switchman, (wwich man) n. One who tends a switch

on a railway. [be in perplexity,

Swither, (swim er) ft *. To doubt : to hesitate : to

Swivel, (swiv'l) n, [A.-S. swifan, to move quickly.)

A ring, link, or staple that turns round on a pin or

neck:—a small cannon fixed in a swivel or in a Socket

or turning on a pivot. [pivot.

Swivel, (swiv'l) v. 1. To turn on a staple, pin, or

Swoon, (swdOh) t». i. [A.-S. sttuiiati, to fail In Intel

lect, swdninv, to faint] To sink into a fainting fit :

to faint :—imp, & pp. swooned ; ppr. swooning.

Swoon, (swoon) n. A fainting fit ; syncope.

Swoop, (swoop) v.t. [Allied to swr'rp.) To fall on at

once and seize.—to catch while on the wing:—to catch

up with a sweep : to seize ; to prey upon ;—1. t. Tn

descend with closed wings from a height upon prey,

as a hawk : to stoop ;—to pass by with pomp :—imp,

A pp. swooped; ppr. swooping.

Swoop, (swixm) n. A falling on and seizing, as of

a rapacious fowl on his prey; downward flight of .1

bird of prey upon its quarry.

Swop, (swop) v.t. (A. -8. swapan, to strike, i.e., a

bnhiain. I To barter : to exchange :—also swap.

Swop, (swop) k. An exchange, biuler.
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(sdrd) n. (A.-S. tweord, word, IceL nerd.]

An offensive weapon having a long, strong, and usu

ally sharp-pointed blade, for cutting or thrusting;—

heuoe, the emblem of judicial Tengeance or punish-

metit, or of authority and power .—destruction in

battle ;—the military power of a country ;—dissen

sion; strife.

Sword-arm, (sdrd'arm) n. The right arm or the

arm that wields the sword.

Sword-bayonet, (sord ba-on-et) *. A bayonet longer

and flatter than the common bayonet—generally used

with a rifle.

Sword-bearer, (sord'ber-er) u. Page or •quire who

carried the war-sword of a knight, count, Ac. ;—the

high official, usually the Premier, who carries the

sword of state before the sovereign ;—also, the person

who carries a sword as an emblem of authority before

certain dignitaries, as the Lord Mayor of London.

Sword-belt, (sdrd'belt) u. A belt W suspend a sword

by. [part of a sword.

Sword-blade, (sdrd'blad) n. The blade or cutting

Sword-flah, (sord fish) a. A large fiah of the genus

XiphiaM, allied to the mackerel,

and having the upper jaw

elongated into a sword-shaiied

J>rocess nearly a third of its

ength—it is found in the

Atlantic and Mediterranean. Sword-fish.

Sword-knot, (sord not) n. A ribbon tied to the hilt of

a sword.

Swordsman, (aordz'man) n, A soldier; a fighting man ;

—one skilled in the use of the sword.

Swordsmanship, (sdrdz'inan-ship) n. Skill in the use

of the sword.

Sword-stick, (sord'stik) n. A walking stick in which

a sword or foil is inserted or concealed.

Swound, (swound) n. A swoon.

Sybarite, (sib'ar-it) n. [L. Svbarin, a city in Italy

noted for effeminacy and voluptuousness.] A per

son devoted to luxury and pleasure.

Sycamine, (sik'a-min) n, [G. sukaminot.] A tree men

tioned in Scripture, and commonly supposed to be a

s]>ecies of mulberry.

Sycamore, (sik'a-mor) u. A native tree of the genua

Acer, allied to the maple and plane

tree—used from the luxuriance of

its foliage in ornamental planting,

and yielding timber suitable for the

construction of the wood-work of

musical instruments.

Bycee, (si-ee') a. In China, ingots of

silver, or silver in the form of half

balls or globes with the ends turned

up, bearing a government stamp, Svoamom

and being the only silver currency of native make.

Sycomore, (sik'a-mor) n. [Q. sukon, fig, and moron,

mnlberry.} A tree of the genus Ficui, leaved like

the fig tree, and yielding a fruit like the mulberry

—its wide spreading branches afford an agreeable

shade, and it bears fruit twice or thrice a year.

Sycophancy, (sik'o-fan-se) n. Character or characteris

tic of a sycophant ; hence, obsequious flattery ; ser

vility.

Sycophant, («ik'd-fant) n. [O. mkophoMtet, from

eukot, fig, and phanein, to show.) Originally, an

informer against those who exported figs oonfcrary

to the law In Athens :—a tale-bearer or informer;

—a make-bate ; parasite ; a mean flatterer; especially^

a flatterer of princes and great men.

Sycophantic, (sik-6-fan'tik) a. Pertaining to or resem

bling a sycophant ; obsequiously flattering : parasitic.

Syllabic, (sil-lab'ik) a. Pertaining to or consisting of

a syllable or syllables. [ner.

Syllabically, (sil-lab'ik-al-e) adv. In a syllabic man-

Syllabify, (ail-lab'e-fi) v. t. To form or divide into

syllables:—irup. & pp. syllabified; ppr. syllabifying.

 

Syllable, (sil'a-bl) a. (L. tylloba, G. ntUabf, that

which is held together, a syllable.] An elementary

sound, or a combination of elementary sounds uttered

together, or at a single effort or impulse of the voice,

, and constituting a word or a part of a word ;—-in writ-

| ing and printing, part of a word separated from the

| rest, and capable of being pronounced by a single

I impulse of the voice ;—a small part of a sentence or

I discourse ;—a concise part ;—a jot ; a tittle.

Syllabub, (sil'a-bub) n. A compound drink made of

J wine and milk.

; Syllabus, (sil'a-bus) n. [L.] A compendium contain

ing the heads of a discourse; an abstract .—a brief

outline of the points or topics discussed or treated

I of, as in a hook, course of lectures, arc

Syllogism, (sil'6-jizm) n. [L. iyllogi*iAM*t G. #*/fapr#-

j ««, a reckoning all together, a reasoning.] An

| argument or formal expression of reasoning consiytitig

; of three propositions, of which the first two are called

the premises, and the last the conclusion. The subject

of the conclusion is called the minor term, its predicate

i is the predicate of the major term or first premise, and

| the middle term shows the connection between the

major and the minor, or is that term in which the

| predicate of the major and the subject of the minor

i are compared.

Syllogistic, (sil-o-jist'ik) a. Pertaining to a syllogism;

or the form of reasoning by syllogisms.

Syllogistically, (sil-d-jiBt'ik-al-le) adv. In the form of

a syllogism ; by means of syllogism*

Syllogise, (sil'6-jiz) r. t. To reason by syllogisms :—

imp, & pp. syllogised ; ppr. syllogizing.

Sylph, (si If) n. [G. tilphi.) An imaginary being in

habiting the air ; a fairy.

Sylphid, (nil fid) m. A little sylph ; a young sylph.

Sylva. (sil'va) n. [L. sylva, tilra.] The forest trees of

any region or country ;—a work containing a botanical

description of the forest trees of any region or country;

—a collection of poetical pieces of various kinds.

Sylvan, (sirvan) a. Of or pertaining to a ayivs ; forest

like ; hence, also, rural ; rustic ;—abounding in forests

or in trees ; woody.

Sylvan, (sil'van) *, [L. Sylvanvs, from sytva, a wood

or forest.] A fabled deity of the wood ; a satyr ; a

faun;—sometimes, a rustic.

Symbol, (sim^bol) n. (L. sytttbolus, symbolttm, O. stem-

oolon.) The sign or representation of something

moral or intellectual by the images or properties of

natural things, as "the lion is the symbol of courage:"

—an emblem or representation of spiritual truth;

type ; figure ;—a figure or character standing for a

letter or word ; — in medal*, pictures, <fcc, a certain

mark or figure associated with or appropriated to

the person or character represented;—in matkemalie*,

a letter or figure representing quantities or magni

tudes, and indicating their relations ;—a sign or

badge; memorial.

Symbolical. (sim hol'ik-al) a. Pertaining to or in the

nature of a symbol ; representative; expressing by

signs, figures, or types:—also written symbolic.

Symbolically, (sim-bol'ik-al-le) adv. In a symbolical

manner; typically.

Symbolics, (sim-boriks) n. pi That branch of histcrw

theology which treats or creeds and confessions.

Symbolism, (sim'bol-izm) n. A system of symbols or

representations ;— the science of creeds ; symbolics;—

in chemistry, a combining together of particles or

ingredients ; the union or affinity of parts.

Symbolize, (sim'bol iz) v. i. To have a resemblance of

qualities or properties ;—v. t. To make to agree in

properties or qualities; — to make representative of

something ;—to represent by a symbol :—imp. 4t pp.

symbolized ; ppr. symbolising,

Symbologist, (sim-bolo-jist) n. One versed in sym-

bology or in the use of symbol*.

Symbology, (sim-bolo-je) n. [For tymbololoay, from
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G. sumbolon, symbol, and logos, discourse.} The art

of expressing by symbols.

Symmetrical, (sim-met'rik-al) a. Involving or ex

hibiting symmetry ; proportional in its parts.

Symmetrically, (aim-met'rik-al-le) adv. la a sym

metrical manner ; with due proportion of parts.

Symmetricalness, (sim - met 'rik - al - lies) n. State or

quality of being symmetrical.

Symmetrize, (sim'nie-triz) v. t. To reduce to symmetry;

to make proportional in its parts :—imp. it pp. sym

metrised ; ppr. symmetrizing.

Symmetry, (sim'me-tre) n. [L. symmetria, Q. sun,

with, and metron, measure.] A due proportion of

the several parts of a body to each other, or the union

and conformity of the members of a work to the whole;

—due proportion ; harmony ; beauty of form.

Sympathetic, (sini-pa-thet'ikj a. Inclined to or ex

hibiting sympathy;—pertaining to sympathy;—having

mutual affection ; feeling what another feels ; affected

by what happens to another;—in medicine, noting

symptoms or affections produced in parts remote from

the local seat of disease;—in anatomy, noting that

part of the nervous system seated in the epigastric

ganglion, and connected with the processes of nutri

tion, Ac. [by sympathy.

Sympathetically, (sim-pa-thet'ik-al-le) adv. With or

Sympathize, (siro'j)a-thiz) v. i. To have a common

feeling, as of bodily pleasure or pain;—to feel in con

sequence of what another feels ; to feel with another ;

to share a common or mutual grief;—to agree with;

to harmonize, as colours;—imp. & pp. sympathized;

ppr. sympathizing.

Sympathizer, (sinvpa-thiz-er) n. One who sympa

thizes with or feels compassion for another in sorrow.

Sympathy, (sim'pa-the) n. [0. sumpatheia, from tun,

with, and pathos, suffering, passion.] Feeling corre

spondingly to that which another feels; fellow feeling;

—an agreement of affections or inclinations, or a con

formity of natural temperament, which, makes two

persons pleased with each other :—pity; commisera

tion;—in medicine, reciprocal influence exercised by

the various parts of the body on one another in affec

tions or disorders of the system;—in natural history,

a propension of one body or substance to unite with

oract on another; affinity;—in thejine arU, conformity

of parts one to the other; — in painting, effective

anion of colours. [accordant; harmonious.

Symphonic-us, (sim-fd'ne-us) a. Agreeing in sound;

Symphonist, (sim'fd-nist) n. Acomposer of symphonies.

Symphony, (siru'fd-ne) v. [G. snmphdnia, from sun,

with, and ph6ni, a sound, the voice.] A consonance

or harmony of sounds Agreeable to the ear; — an

elaborate instrumental composition for a full orchestra,

consisting usually of three or four contrasted yet in

wardly related movements;—an instrumental passage

at the beginning or end or in the course of a vocal

composition.

Symphysis, (sim'fe-sis) n. [L., from G. sumphusis,]

In anatomy, union of bones by cartilage:—union or

coalescence of parts previously separate;—in surgery,

a coalescence of a natural passage;—the first intention

of cure in a wound.

Sympiesometer, (sim-pi-e-zoni'et-er) v. [G. sun, with,

piezein, to press, and metron, measure.] An instru

ment for determining the pressure of the atmosphere,

differing from the barometer in that a column of oil is

substituted for the column of mercury, and hydrogen

gas for the Torricellian vacuum.

Symposium, (sim-pdzVum) n. [L., G. svmposion, from

sumpinein, to drink together.] A drinking together;

a merry feast.

Symptom, (eimp'tnm) «. [F. symptom*, from G.

sumpiptein, to fall together.] A perceptible change

in the body or its functions which indicates disease ;—

that which indicates the existence of something else ;

sign; token; indication.

Symptomatic, (simp-tum-at'ik) a. Pertaining to symp

toms; indicating the existence of something else;—

according to symptoms.

Symptomatically, (simp-tnm-at'ik-al-le) adv. By means

of symptoms.

Symptomatology, (eimp-tum-a-toro-je) n. That branch

of medical science which treats of the symptoms of

disease.

Synagogue, (sin'a-gog) n. [L. synagoga, G. sunagogt',

an assembly, sunagtvn, to bring together, from sun,

with, and agein, to lead.] A congregation or assembly

of Jews met for the purpose of worship;—a Jewish

place of worship; the court of the seventy elders-

called the Great Synagogue or Sanhedrim.

Synarchy, (ein'ar-ke) u. [G. sunarchia.] Joint rule or

sovereignty. [time; simultaneous.

Synchronal, (sinlcro-nal) a. Happening at the same

Synchronism, (sinltro-nizm) n. [G. sugchronizein, to

be contemporary with.] Concurrence of two or more

events in time ; simultaueousneas; — the tabular

arrangement of contemporaneous historical events and

personages according to their dates.

Synchronistic, (sin-kro-nis'tik) a. Happening at the

same time ; simultaneous ;—noting contemporaneous

events or characters, as tables or charts.

Synchronize, (sin'kro-niz) v. i. To agree in time ; to

be simultaneous:—imp. & pp. synchronized; ppr.

synchronizing.

Synchronology. (sin-kro-nol'6-je) it. Knowledge of

contemporaneous events or characters; contemporane

ous chronology.

Synchronous, (ainTtro-nus) a. Happening at the same

time ; simultaneous.

Syncopate, (sin ' ko - pat) v. t. [L. syneopart, synca-

potum.) To contract, as a word by taking oue or

more letters or syllables from the middle.

Syncopation, (sin-ko-pa'shun) n. Contraction of a word

by taking a letter, letters, or a syllable, from the

middle.

Syncope, (sinltd-pe) n. [G. sugkopi, from sun, with,

and koptein, to cut off.] An elision or retrenchment

of one or more letters or a syllable from the middle of

a word ;—a fainting or swooning.

Syncretism, ( sin ' kr£ - tizm ) n. [G. sugiritizeiv , to

make two parties join against a third.] Attempted

union of principles or parties at variance with each

other.

Syncretist, (sin-kre'tist) n. A follower of Callixtus, a

Lutheran divine of the 17th century, who proposed a

coalition system in religion or a basis of doctrine on

which to unite the different sects of the Christian

church.

Syndic, (sin'dik) n. [G. sundikos, helping in a court of

justice, an advocate, from tun, with, and dike, jus

tice. J A magistrate ; a chief magistrate ;—an officer

of government invested with different powers in dif

ferent countries ; also, one chosen to transact business

for others.

Syndicate, (sln'dik-at) n. Office or jurisdiction of a

syndic ;—a council or governing body.

Synecdoche, (sin-ek'do-ke) n. [L. synecdoche, G.

sunekdechesthai, to receive jointly.] A figure or trope

by which the whole of a thing is put for a part, or a

part for the whole.

Synergist, (sin-er/jiat) n. [G. sunergeia, co-operation.]

One of a party of Lutheran divines in the end of the

16th century, who taught that divine grace requires a

concurrent or co-operating act of man's free will in

the work of regeneration ; a kind of semi-Pelagian.

Synod, (sin'od) u. [L. synodus, G. sunodos, a meeting.]

A council or meeting of ecclesiastics to consult on

matters of religion;—a meeting, convention, or coun

cil ;—a conjunction of two or more of the heavenly

bodies In the same optical part of the heavens.

Synodical, (sin-od ik-al) a. Of or pertaining to a synod;

transacted in a synod;—pertaining to conjunction,
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especially to the period Isrtween two successive con

junctions of the sun ami moon, or of the sun and a

planet.

Synodically, (sin-od'ik-al-le) «rft\ In a Bynodical man

ner ; by the authority of a synod.

Synonym, (siu'd-niin) ft. [G. tun, with, and ovoma,

name.) One of two or more words in the same lan

guage which are the equivalent* of each other, or

which have very nearly the same signification, and

therefore are liable to be confounded together :—also

aynonyme, synonymon.

Synonymic*, (sin-on'e-miz) r.f. To express in different

words the same meaning :—imp, A pp. aynonymized ;

ppr. synonymizing.

Synonymous, (sin - on ' e - raus) a. [G. $vnonumo*t

from tun, with, together, and ononui, name.J Ex

pressing the same thing; conveying the same idea ;

pertaining to synonyms :—also gynonywal.

Synonymously, (sin-on'e-nius-le)auV In a synonymous

manner.

8ynonynvy, (sin-on'e-me) n. Quality of expressing the

same thing by different words :—in rhetoric, a figure

by which synonymous words are used to amplify a

discourse.

Synopsis, (sin-cp'sls) n. fG. snnopsi*, from jrun.wfth,

together, and opti*t a sight, view.} A general Tie"-, or

a collection of heads or parts so arranged as to exhibit a

general view of the whole ; conspectus; compendium ;

epitome ; abstract.

Synoptic, (sin-op'tik) a. Affording a general view of

the whole or of the principal parts of a thing:—also

nynoptieul.

Synoptically, (sin-op'tik-al-Ie) ntfr. In such a manner

as to present a general view In a short compass.

Syntactical, (sin-tak tik-al) a. Conjoined; fitted to

each other ;—pertaining to syntax or the construction

of sentences ;—methodical ; orderly.

Syntax, (sin'tnka) n. [0. mntaxis, from *wnta**eiu, to

put in order together.] A system; a number of things

joined, together ;—*pcc\fieaUy, the construction of sen

tences; the due arrangement of words in sentences in

their necessary relations, according to established

usage.

Synthesis, (sin' thS-sia) n, [G., from nuntithenni, to

place or put together.] Composition, or the putting

of two or more things together ;—in chemittry, the

uniting of elements to form a compound:'—in loaic, a

combination of facta, principles, ideas, hypothetical

assumptions, A*s., so as to form a system ;—a mode

of treating scientific subjects by beginning with the

elements of thoughts, first principles, whether known

or assumed, and propositions either proved or sup

posed demonstrable, and adding or combining so as

to construct a complete theory or complete logical

system.

Bynthetioal. (sin-thet'ik-al) a. Pertaining to synthesis;

consisting In synthesis or composition.

Synthetically, (sin-thet'ik-al-lc) adv. By synthesis; by

composition.

Syntonic, (sin-tonlk) a. fG. sun, with, and teinein,

to stretch.) In music, sharp ; intense.

Syphilis, (slfil-is) n. [From Syphitut, a shepherd in a

]>atin poem, " Sypkiliu, sivo morbus Galliens. "J An

infectious venereal disease.

Byphilitic, (slf-il-it'ik) a. Pertaining to syphilis; in

fected with syplulis :—also syphiloid,

Syriao, (sir'e-nk) n. The language of Syria : t.*p*<ei<Uly,

the ancient language of that country.

Syriao, (siKe-ak) a. Pertaining to Syria or it* lan

guage :—also Syrian,

Syrian, (sir e-an) n. A native or inhabitant of Syria

Byringa, (sir-ing'ga) n. (L. from G. swrtpx, a pif**

tube.) A genus of flowering plants : the lilac.

Syringe, (sir'inj) n. [G. ttcrij/x, a pipe or tube.] A

tube terminating in a small orifice, and filled, by the

action of a piston, with a liquid, w hioh is first draw*

in and then expelled in a stream, as for injecticr,

animal bodies, Ac ;—a squirt.

Syringe, (sir-iuj') r. t. To inject by means of a syringe :

—to wash and cleanse by injections from a syringr:

—imp. Ar pp. syringed ; pp. syringing.

Syrtis. (sir'tis) n, [I* tyrtti, G. ntrfia] A qujcksau-l.

Systaltic, (sis-tal'tik) a. JO. $uwtrtUint to contract. 1

In medicine, having alternate dilations and contrac

tions.

System, (sis'tem) n. [G. tustfrna, from, svxwtersri,

to place together.] An assemblage of objects ar

ranged in regular subordination, or after some 6V-

tiuct method, usually logical or scientific ;—hence.

the whole scheme of created things regarded as tbrni-

ing one complete plan or whole ; the universe :—

regular method or order;—in mutie, an interval com

pounded or supposed to be comjiounded of sever*!

lesser intervals;— in naysiofopTf, the totality of ports

in the body performing the same, or an analogous of

a connected function ; hence, also, the body as a i mo

tional unity or whole.

Systematic, "(sis-tern -at'ik) a. Pertaining to system :

consisting in system; methodical ;—proceeding accord

ing to system or regular method.

Systematically, (ais-tem-afikal-le) arfr. In a systeiB-

atical manner.

Systematise, (sia'tem-a-tiz) v. t. To reduce to syvten ;

to arrange methodically:—imp. & pj>. systematisea ,

ppr. tyitemstiling.

Systematizcr, (sis'tem-a-tlz-er) h. One who system

atizes or reduces things to system.

Svstematology, (sis-ten i-a-tol76-Je) n. fG. mtttema, sys

tem, and lorjn,*, discourse.) A treatise oh the vaxicaa

systems in nature or in scientific nomenclature.

Systemization, (sis-teni-iz-n shun) it. The act or process

of redunijg things to system or regular order:—

also tyrtemattxation.

Systcmize, (sis teni-iz) v. L To reduce to system ; to

systematize.

System-monger, (sistem-mnng-ger) a. One given as

the construction of systems; framer of political coo-

stitutious, in contempt.

Systole, (sis'to-le) n. |G. from tnfteUrin, to contract T

The shortening of a long syllable :—the contraction of

the heart and arteries for expelling the blood and

carrying on the circulation. [tracti it£.

Systolic, (sis-tol'ik) a. Pertaining to systole ; oon-

Systyle, (sis'til) n. [G. gun, with, and stnfor, a

column.] The arrangement of columns in such a

manner that they are two diameters ajmrt;—a teniple

or other edifice "having a row of columns set close

together around it, as in the Parthenon at Athena,

T(t8) the twentieth letter of the English alpha

bet, is a simple consonant, being a mute or close

articulation formed by the pressure of the tongue

against the root of the upper teeth, and differing

from d only in that the pressure is closer artd more

protracted. When t is followed by a, as in think and

that, the combination really forms a distinct sound

for which we have no single character. This combina

tion lias two sounds in Euglish, surd or aspirated,

as in (Ainit(THink), and vocal or sonant, as in UaL

Ti before a vowel and unaccented is pronounced as

tli, as in jwrtiitl (parshal), nation (na'shun) ; aud in
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some words as eh, as in Christian (kris'chan), question

(kwes'chun).

Tab, (tub) h. A border of lace worn on tho inner front

edges of ladies' bonnets ;—the end of a lace ; a tag;—a

shoe-tie ;—a cup.

Tabard, (tab'ard) n. [W. tabar, P. tabatrt.) A sort

of tnnic or mantle worn over the armour, covering the

body before and behind, and reaching below the loins,

but open at the sides from the shoulders downward,

and with wide sleeves or flaps ;—a herald's coat :

—*lso taberd, tabeld.

Tabaret, (tab ar-et ) n. A stout satin-striped silk used

foT hangings, covers, dec.

Tabby, (tab'e) a. Having a wavy or watered appear

ance ;—hrinded ; brindled ; diversified in colour.

Tabby, (tab'e} n. (F. tabit, It. tabi, tabino.} A kind

of waved silk, usually watered ;—a mixture of lime

with shells, gravel, or stones, and water, forming a

kind of artificial rock ;—a cat of a tabby colour.

Tabby, (tab'e) v.t. To water, or cause to look wavy

by the process of calendering :—imp. & pp. tabbied ;

ppr. tabbying. [by disease.

Tabefaction, (tfi-be-fak'shun) n. A wasting away

Tabefy, (ta'be-fi) v. L [L. tabta, a wasting away, and

faccrt, to make.] To waste gradually ; to lose flesh I

—imp. & pp. tabefied ; ppr. tabefying.

Tabernaole, (tab'er-na-kl) n. [L. tabernaoulum, dim.

of taberna, a hut, shed.] A slightly built or tempor

ary habitation ; a tent ;—a portable structure used

by the Jews during the exodus as a place of worship ;

—the Jewish temple;—hence, a sacred place; place

of worship ;—a Methodist meeting-house ;—in 6cri;>-

ture, dwelling place ; place of abode ; also, the dwell

ing place of the soul ; the body ;—In papist churches,

an ornamental chest to hold the ciborium and pyxis ;

—in Ootkic buildings, a canopied stall, niche, or

tomb.

Tabernaole, (tnVer-nfi-kl) v. i. To dwell or reside for

a time ;—to be housed in :—imp. A pp. tabernacled ;

ppr. tabernacling.

Tabes, (tiVbr>z) n. [L. from tabere, to waste away.]

Progressive emaciation of the whole body, accom

panied with hectic fever, and with no well-marked

local symptoms. [with tabes.

Tabetic, (ta-bet'lk) a. Pertaining to tabes: affected

Tabinet, (tab'in-et) «. A more delicate kind of tabby;

taffety. [one affected with tabes ; wasting.

Tabitude, (tab'e-tud) n. [L. tabitudo.) The state of

Tablature, (tat/la-tiir) n. [L. tabula, a tablet.] A

painting on a wall or ceiling ; hence, a picture in

general.

Table, (ta/bl) n. [L. tabula, a board, tablet] A

smooth, flat surface;—a slab, leaf, or flat superficies of

wood, stone, metal, or other material, on which

any thing is cut or written; a tablet ; — hence, a

memorandum - book ; — that which is cut, drawn,

or written on a smooth, flat surface ; an inscrip

tion ; a drawing ;—the palm of the hand ;—a piece

in the game of draughts;—a system or series of num

bers formed on mathematical principles;— a list or

catalogue ; — in literature, an Index ; a condensed

statement of many items or particulars ; a scheme ; h

schedule; a synopsis;—one of the divisions of the deca

logue ;—an article of household furniture used for a

groat variety of purposes, as to eat, work, or write

upon ;—hemee, food placed on a table to be partaken

of ; fere y—the company assembled round a table.

Table, (tii'bl) v. t. To form into a table or catalogue ;

to tabulate;—to represent, as in painting ;— to lay on

the table ; to enter upon the record ; to present, as a

charge :—to set down in writing and present, as the

terms of a motion ;—also, to postpone the considera

tion of, or refer to a subsequent meeting ;—to supply

with food; to board ;^ in carpentry, to let or insert as

one piece of timber into amrther by attentate notches

and projections fitting into each other;—v. i. To live

at the table of another ; to diet ; to boanl :—imp. &

pp. tabled ; ppr. tabling.

Table, (ta'bl) a. Provided for or suited to the dinner

table;—fiat ; level ; plane.

Tableau, (tabid) n. [F., from L. tabula, a painting.]

A striking and vivid representation ; especially, the

representation of some scene by means of persons

grouped in the proper manner, placed iu appropriate

postures. [common use ;—small beer.

Table-beer, (ta'bl-ber) re. Deer for the table or for

Table-bell, (t<Vbl-bel) n. A small hand-bell lying on

the table for calling servants^ ftc.

Table-cloth, (ta'bl-kloth) n. A linen cover spread on

a table at meals.

Table-cover, (ta'bl-kuv-er) n. A cloth of woollen, cot=-

ton, or other stuff, woven or stamped with an orna

mental pattern, to be spread on a table between meal

times.

Table-d'hote, (tabl-dot) n. [F., literally table of the

landlord.] A common table for guests at a hotel;

an ordinary.

Table-land, (ta/bl-land) n. A tract of country at once

elevated and level ; plateau. [kins, Ac,

Table-linen, (ta'bl-lin-en) n4 Table-cloths: ntrp-

Table-rent, (Wbl-rent) it. Rent paid to bishops, Ac,,

reserved and appropriated to their table or honse-

keeplng. [coast.

Table-shore, (ta"bl-shor) n. A low, flat shore or sea-

Table-spoon, (tiVbl-spoun) n. One of the larger spoons

used at the table. [spoon will hold.

Table-spoonful, (Wbl-sp6un-fooI)n. Asmuchas a table-

Tablet, (tab'let) n. [Diminutive of table.) A small

table or flat surface ;—a small, flat piece of any thing

on which to write, paint, draw, or engrave;—pt, A

kind of pocket memorandum-book ;—a solid kind of

confection formed in little flat squares—lozcnye and

troche. [or at meals.

Table-talk, ( LVbl-tawk) n. Conversation at table

Table-turning, (ta'bl-turti-ing) u. Certain movements

of tables or other objects, attributed by some to the

agency of dejiarted spirits, by others to the develop

ment of latent vital or spiritual forces, but metre com

monly ascribed to the muscular force of persons in

connection with the objects moved.

Tabling, (ta/bling) n. A forming Into tables ;—setting

down in order ; entering on a record;—living at the

table of another; boarding;—the letting of one timber

into another by alternate scores or projections.

Taboo, (ta-boi'O n. A political prohibition and religi

ous interdict among the inhabitants of the islands of

the Pacific; hence, a total prohibition of intercourse

with or approach to any thing.

Taboo, (ta-bdo') v. t. To forbid or to interdict approach

or use :—imp. & pp. tabooed ; ppr. tabooing.

Tabour, (to/bor) n. [A. & Per. funiottr.] A small drum

used as an accompaniment to a pipe or fife.

Tabour, (tatx>r) v. i. To play on the tabour or little

drum :—to strike or beat frequently, as if on a drum.

Tabouret, (tab'6-ret) n. [F.] A convex seat or chaff

made of gilt wood, cushioned and stuffed, and covered

with silk cloth, fringes, tassels, Ac ; a stool;—an em

broidery frame.

Tabret, (tat/ret) re. A small tabour.

Tabular, (tab'u-lar) «. [L. tabularis, from tabula,

a board, table.] Having the form of ft table; flat ;

plane ;—formed in iannnio or scales ;—»ert down in the

form of a table or synopses ; arranged and classified J

—set in squares.

Tabulate, (tabu-lat) v. L [L. tabulate, from tabula,

a board, table,] To reduce to tables or synopses;—

to shape with a flat surface :—imp. & pp. tabulated ;

ppr. tabulating.

Tabulation, (tab-fl-la'shun) it. The art or act of form

ing tabic* or of throwing data into a tabular form.

Tacht, (taah) 71. [Norm. F.) A spot; stain; blemish;

—(W. tas, band.] A loop ; a oaten ; a button.
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Tacit, (tu'it) a. [L. taeitut, from taceret to be silent]

Implied but not expressed ; silent.

Tacitly, (tasit-le) adv. Silently; by implication.

Taciturn, (tas'e-turn) a. fL. Uxeitumu*.) Habitually

silent ; of few words : not apt to talk or converse ;—

reserved ; retentive ;—quiet ; still ; moody ; dull.

Taciturnly, (tas'e-turu-le) adv. Silently; without con

versation, [reserve in speaking.

Taciturnity, (tas-e-turn'e-te) n. Habitual silence or

Tack, (tak) v. t. [D. locivm, to touch, take, G. tasseia,

to set, F. attacker, to fasten, W. tagu, to stop.] To

join; to unite; especially, to fasten or attach in a

slight or hasty manner ;—to unite by stitching, as the

sheets of a book ;—to join, fasten, or secure by tacks '

or small nails ;—to add to or annex, as a supplemen- I

tary clause to a bill or a rider to a motion ;—in nau- I

tical phrase, to veer or turn a ship which is close- '

hauled from having the wind on one bow to having |

it on the other ;—r. i. To perform the operation of

tiu*lring or turning a vessel in the opposite course ; to

be turned in its course, as a ship from having a head

wind on one bow to having it on the other:—imp. &

pp. tacked ; ppr. tacking.

Taok, (tak) n. [D. tak, GaeL tacaUL] A small, short,

sharp-pointed nail, usually having a broad head ;—a

rope to confine the foremost lower corners of the courses

and stay-sails, when the wind crosses the ship's course

obliquely1; alio, a rope to pull the lower corner of a

studding-sail to the boom ;—the part of a sail to

which the tack is usually fastened ;—the course of a

ship in regard to the position of her sails.

Tacket, (tak'et) n. [Scot.] A small nail; a tack;—

especially, a broad-headed small nail on the soles of

shoes.

Tackle, (takl) ft. [D. tuktl, IceL taka.] A machine

for raising or lowering heavy weights ;—instruments

of action; weapons;—the rigging and apparatus of a

ship.

Tackle, (takl) v. c. To harness ;—to seise ; to lay

hold of :—imp. & pp. tackled ; ppr. tackling.

Tackling, (tak'ling) ft. Furniture of the masts and

yards of a ship,—the straps and fixtures by which a

none draws a carriage ; harness.

Tact, (takt) n. [L. tnctuf, from tangert, tectum, to

touch.] Peculiar skill or faculty ; nice perception ;

ready power of appreciating and doing what is re

quired ; skill or adroitness in adapting one's speech

and behaviour to circumstances ; delicate manipula

tion: dexterous management.

Tactic, (tak'tik) rt. Pertaining to the art of military

and naval dispositions for battle, evolutions, Ac.

Tactician, (tak-tiah'e-an) a. One versed in tactics ; a

manoBiivrer ; an admit manager.

Tactics, (tak'tiks) n. pi. [G. taktiko*, fit for ordering

or arranging.] The science and art of disposing mili

tary and naval forces in order for battle, and per

forming military and naval evolutions.

Tactile, (tax'til) a. [ L. tostitis, from tangere, tactum,

to touch.] Capable of being touched ; pertaining to

the organs or the sense of touch.

Tactless, (taktles) a. Destitute of tad

Tactual, (takt'u-al) a. Pertaining to the sense or or

gans of touch ; consisting in or derived from touch.

Tadpole, (tod'pdl) n. [A-S. tade, toad, and pola, L.

pullu*, young.] The young of a frog in its first state

from the spawn ; a polliwig.

Tael, (tftl) *, [Perhaps from Pg. talhar, tally.] A

money of account in Chirm in value about seven

shillings sterling ;—also, a weight about ls oz.

Ta'en, (tan). A contraction of taken.

Taffeta, (tafe-ta) n. [Per. tdjtah, from Utflan, to twist,

to spin.) A fine, smooth stuff of silk, having usually

a remarkably wavy lustre:—also tajftty.

Taffraii,(tarral)n. [I), tafereel, a panel, picture.] The

upper part of a ship's stern, which is flat like a table

on the top, and sometimes ornamented with carved

work ; the rail round a ship's stein :•

tefferel.

Tag, (tag) ft. {Allied to tack.) A metallic point at the

end of a string ;—hence, any slight appendage, as t&

an article of dress ; *pet\ticaUjft a direction-card or

label [—something mean and paltry ; the rabble.

Tag, (tag) v. t. To fit with a point or points ; — w

fit, as one thing to another ;—to join or fasten ;—to

append to; to annex:—nap. & pp. tasjycsd; ppr.

tagging.

Tag, (tag) n. A child's game, also called tig, in whxrb

one runs after and touches another, and then in tarn

runs away to avoid being touched.

Tag-rag, (tag'rag) n. The lowest dan of people ; the

rabble.

Tail, (tftl) n. | A.-S. tatgl, Icel. tagt. Go. tagl, hair |

Any long, flexible, terminal appendage ; the part of

an animal which terminates its body behind ;—hence,

the back, lower, or inferior part of any thing ;—the

side of a coin opposite to that which bears the bead

or effigy ;—any thing hanging down ; a catkin .—* U

long end of a block strap ;—in music, the upward or

downward line of a minim, crotchet, &c ;—a re

tinue ; the followers of a chieftain.

Tail, (tftl) h. |F. tail, a cutting, from F. tailler, to

cut.] limitation ; abridgment. Estate in tail, an

estate limited to certain heirs, and from which the

other heirs are precluded. [tailed.

Tail, (tftl) a. limited : abridged ; reduced : car-

Tailor, (tiler) n. [F. taitleur, from taitUr, to cutj

One whose occupation is to cut out and make men'*

garments.

Tailor, (tiler) v. i. To practise making men's clothes :

—imp & pp. tailored ; ppr. tailoring.

Tailoress, (taler-es) ft. A woman who makes gar

ments for men or boys.

Tail-piece, (tal'pes) n. An appendage ;—an ornament

placed at the bottom of a short page to All up the

space, or at the end of a book.

Taint, (tint) v. t. [F. teindre, to dye, tinge, L. tingtrt-]

To imbue or impregnate, as with some extraneous

matter which alters the sensible qualities of the sub

stance ;—more generally, to impregnate with some

thing odious, noxious, or poisonous ;—to stain ; to

sully; to tarnish ;—v. i. To be infected or corrupted :

—to be affected with incipient putrefaction:—imp. £

pp. tainted ; ppr. tainting.

Taint, (tint) ft. Tincture ; stain ;—Infection ; corrup

tion ;—a blemish on reputation.

Taintless, (tanties) a. Free from taint or infection :

pure : unspotted. (stain.

Tainture, (tant'flr) a. Taint; tinge: defilement:

Take, (tak) v. t. [A.-S. taean, to receive, IceL tat*,

G. deehestnai;—also, A.-S. taean, to teach, L. doetre;

—also, A.-S. thicgan, to take, as food: trooua, to draw,

to tug, L. dueere, allied to tag, L. tangtre.] To get

hold of or gain possession, in a more transitive

sense, or in a less transitive sense, to receive ; — ia

the more transitive sense, to lay hold of; to snatch :

—to seize; to grasp;—to catch by surprise or artifice:

to capture ; to make prisoner ;—to ensnare ; to en

trap;—to seize; to attack, as disease ;—to swallow, as

medicine;—to put in the mouth, as food;—hence, to

use or be in the habit of using, as particular arti

cles of diet, drugs, Ac . ;— to captivate ; to interest ; to

charm ;—to make selection of : to choose ; — also, to

have recourse to;— to employ; to occupy:—to de

mand; to require;—to enforce; to exact ;—to assume :

to adopt into the number or society of ;—to draw ; to

copy ;—to paint, to picture ;—to assume ; to acquire,

as shape; to permit to one's self : to enjoy or experi

ence, as rest, revenge, delight, sliame; to form and

adopt, as a, resolution:—to comply with; to close in

with ;—to admit ; to allow ;—to agree with; to suit;

—also, to conduct ; to convey ;—to recover ;—to in

hale; — to admit in copulation; — to discover; to
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detect ;—to require ; to be necessary for ;—in a more

passive sense, to accept, as something offered; to

receive ;—to partake of ; to swallow ;—to undertake

readily; to surmount or leap;—to submit to; to

tolerate ; to endure ; — to admit, as something pre

sented to the mind;—also, to receive in thought; to

understand ; to interpret ; to suppose:—to admit; to

receive ; to bear ; to submit to ; to agree with ;—to

transfer; to recover; to assume, &c..—v.i. To catch;

to fix or be fixed ;—to have the intended or natural

effect ; — to please; to gain reception; — to move or

direct the course; to betake one/s self; to go:—imp.

took; pp. taken; ppr. taking.

Take, (t,lk) n. The quantity of fish captured at one

haul or catch ;—the quantity of copy taken in hand

by a compositor at one time.

Take-in, (tak'in) n. An imposition or fraud;—a cheat;

an impostor.

Taker, (tik'er) n. One who takes, receives, or appre

hends.

Taking, (tak'ing) a. Alluring ; attracting.

Taking, (tak'ing) n. Act of gaining possession ;—

agitation; excitement; distress of mind.

Takingly, (taking-le) adv. In a taking or attractive

manner; alluringly.

Takingness, (tuk'ing-nes) n. The quality of being

agreeable or winning in manner.

Talbotype, (tal'bo-tip) n. [From the name of the

inventor.] A process of taking pictures by the camera

obscura on chemically prepared paper.

Talc, (talk) u. [F. from Ger. tatg, tallow.] Hydrated

silica of magnesia ,—a soft magnesian mineral of a

soapy feel, and usually of greenish, whitish, or grayish

colours.

Talcky, (talk'e) a. Containing, consisting of, or re

sembling talc.

Talcous, (talk'us) a. Pertaining to, composed of, or re

sembling talc ;—also talcose.

Tale, (tal) n. [A.-S. talu, from telian, tellan, to tell.]

A narrative; a story;—an oral relation ;—in law, a

written count or declaration ;—that which is told or

reported; information; disclosure of something secret;

report ; rumour ;—reckoning by count ; an enumera

tion ; a number reckoned or stated.

Tale-bearer, (tal'bar-er) n. One who officiously tells

tales.

Tale-bearing, (tal-biir'ing) n. The act of informing

officiously ; communication of secrets maliciously.

Talent, (tal'ent) n. [L. talentum, G. talanton, a bal

ance, any thing weighed, a definite weight, a talent.]

Among the ancient Greeks, a weight and denomi

nation of money—the Attic talent, as a weight, was

nearly equal to 57 lbs. troy weight; as a denomination

of silver money, £243 15s. sterling; — among the

Hebrews, aa a weight It was equal to about 93$ lbs.

avoirdupois ; as a denomination of silver estimated at

from £340 to £396 sterling ;—faculty ; natural gift or

endowment ;—intellectual ability, natural or acquir

ed;—also, eminent ability ; superior capacity;—spe

cial gift or faculty ; particular skill in some profes

sion.

Talented (tal'ent-ed) «. Furnished with talents or

aUU.

Talion, (tal'yun) n. [L. talio.) Law of retaliation—an

eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, <fcc.

Talisman, (tails-man) n. [A. tiliem, tllsam, a magi

cal image, G. teUtma, tribute, tax, incantation.] A

magical figure cut or engraved under certain super

stitious observances of the configuration of the

heavens, to which wonderful effects are ascribed ;—

hence, something that produces extraordinary effects,

especially in averting or repelling evil ; a charm.

Talismanic, (tal-is-man'ik) a. Pertaining to or having

the properties of a talisman ; magical.

Talk, (tank) v.i. [Ger. tall-en, to apeak indistinctly,

lost tulkOj to interpret, allied to tell.] To convene

familiarly ; to speak, as in familiar discourse ;—to

confer ; to reason ;—to prate ; to speak impertinently;

—v.t. To speak freely ; to use for conversing or com

municating ;—to mention in talking ; to utter :—to

consume or spend in talking :—itup. & pp. talked;

ppr. talking.

Talk ( tawk ) n. Familiar converse ; mutual dis

course ;—report : rumour;—subject of discourse;—

among the Indians of North America, a public con

ference, as respecting peace or war, negotiation, and

the like.

Talkative, (tawk'a-tiv) a. Given to much talking ; lo

quacious ; prating.

Talkativeness, (tawk'a-tiv-nes) n. The quality or con

dition of being talkative; loquacity ; garrulity.

Talker, (tawk'er) n. One who talks ; especially, one

who is noted for his power of conversing readily or

agreeably ;—a loquacious person ; also, a boaster ; a

braggart.

Talking, (tawk'ing) a. Given to talking; prating ; lo

quacious.

Talking, (tawk'ing) n. The act of conversing in a fa

miliar manner.

Tall, (tawl) a. [W. t&l, taldu, to make or grow tall,

Sw. tall, a pine tree.] High in stature ; long and

comparatively slender; lofty; eminent ; elevated.

Tallage, (tal'uj) n. [F. talliage, from tailltr, to cut

off.] An impost, tax, or excise ;—specifically, a sub

sidy or rate levied on lands for the behoof of the

king. [tall; height of stature.

Tallness, (tawl'nes) n. The quality or state of being

Tallow, (tal'6) r. t To grease or smear with tallow ;

—to fatten :—imp. Si pp. tallowed; ppr. tallowing.

Tallow, (tal'o) h. [A.-S. Ulg, Ger. talg.] The suet or

fat of animals of the sheep and ox kinds ;—the fat of

some other animals, or the fat obtained from certain

plants ;—specifically, mutton fat as prepared for mak

ing candles. [low.

Tallow-candle, (tal'5-kan-dl) n. A candle made of tal-

Tallow-chandler, (tal'6-chand-ler) n. [From tallowf

and F. chandelier, maker of tallow candles.] One wh£

makes or sells tallow candles.

Tallow-chandlery, (tal'6-chand-ler-e) n. The trade or

premises of a tallow-chandler.

Tallowish, (tal'o-ish) a. Having the properties or

nature of tallow ; resembling tallow.

Tallowy, (tal'd-e) a. Having the qualities of tallow ;

greasy.

Tally, (tal'e) n. [F. tailte, a cutting, cut, tally, from

tailler, to cut.] A piece of wood on which notches or

scores are cut as the marks of number ;—one thing

made to suit another ; a match ; a mate.

Tally, (tal'e) v, t. To score with correspondent not

ches ; to make to correspond ;—v. u To be fitted ;

to suit ; to correspond :—imp. & pp. tallied ; ppr. tally-

Tally, (tal'e) adv. Stoutly ; with spirit

Tally-ho, (tal'e-ho) interj. & n. The huntsman's cry

to incite or urge on his hounds.

Tally-shop, (tare-shop) n. A shop at which goods or

articles are sold on account, the account being kept

in corresponding books, one called the tally, kept by

the buyer, the other the counter-tally, kept by the

seller, payments being made by weekly or fort

nightly instalments, according to the time in which

the buyers (mechanics, labourers, Ac.) receive their

wages.

Talmud, (tal'mnd) n. [Chald. talmUd, instruction,

doctrine, from l&mad, to learn, timmad, to teach.]

The body of the Hebrew laws, traditions, and ex

planations, or the book that contains them.

Talmudic, (tal-mud'lk) a. Pertaining to or contained

in the Talmud. [Talmud.

Talmudiat, (tal'mud-ist) n. One versed in the

Talmudistic, (tal-mud-ist'ik) a. Pertaining to the

Talmud ; resembling the Talmud; Talmudic.
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Silky Tamarin.

Talon, (talon) 71. [V., from L. tulun, the ankle, heeL]

The claw of a fowl ; -a kind

of moulding ; on ogee.

Tamable, (tam'a-bl) </ . Cai>a-

blu of being tamed or sub

dued.

Taxability, (tani-a-bil'e-te)

n. Tlie quality of being

tamable ; taiuablenoss.

Tamandua, (ta-man'da-a) n.

A species of ant-eater, about

the size of an ordinary cat,

found in tropical America. Tamandua.

Tamarin, (tam'a-riii) n. A small South American

monkey (the Midas rosa-

lia), having glossy golden

hair, very large caw, and

a long bushy tail.

Tamarind, (tarn 'a -rind) n.

[A. Utiiiavhindi, Indian

date.] A leguminous tree

cultivated in truncal coun

tries for its shade and its

fruit ;—one of the preserved

seed-pods of the tamarind,

which abound with an acid

pulu of refrigerant and laxative properties.

Tamarisk, (tam'a-risk) ti. [h. tamarvtcus, G. vmriki.]

A tree or shrub of several species, clothed with very

small green leaves and long spikes of pink flowers.

Tambour, (tam'boor) «■ U*1- tambour, a drum.] A

kind of small flat drum ; a tambourine ;—a small

circular frame, somewhat resembling a drum, for

working embroidery upon ; also, a species of embroid

ery in which threads of gold and silver are worked In

leaves, flowers, 4c.

Tambourine, (tam-bod-ren') n. [P. tambourin, It, tam-

buriao.] A musical instrument for percussion ; a skin

or parchment stretched over the top of a broadish

hoop, in the circumference of which small bells are

hun-, and sounded by sliding the fingers along the

parchment or by tapping it with the knuckles ;—a

Uvely l'nmil dance, formerly iu vogue in operas.

Tame, (tarn) a. [A.-S. raw, Ger. zaJim.] Not wild ;

domestic; accustomed to man ; having.lost its native

wildness or shyness, as a bird or beast;—crushed ;

subdued; spiritless;—deficient in animation; dull;

flat.

Tame, (tarn) v. t. [A.-S. tamian, Skr. dam, G. daman,

L. domarc] To reduce from a wild to a domestic

state; to reclaim; to domesticate;—to subdue; to

conquer :—imp, & pp. tamed; ppr. taming.

Tameless, (tam'les) a, Wild; untamed; untamable.

Tamely, (tam'le) adv. In a tame manner; with un

resisting submission ; meanly ; servilely ; without

spirit ; meekly.

Tameneas, (tam'nea) n. The quality of being tame or

gentle ; a state of domestication ; want of spirit.

Tamer, (tam'er) n. One who tames or subdues.

Tamp, (tamp) v. t. To fill up, as a hole bored in a

rock for blasting, especially by driving iu something

with frequent strokes;—to drive in or dpwu by fre

quent gentle strokes.

Tamper, (taui'per) v- ». (A modification of tempo;]

To, Uv little experiments, as in physic:—to meddle:

\fO be busy iu without fitness or necessity ;— to trifle ;

to play with ; to practise secretly ; to work or plot

privately :—fttfl, & pp. tampered; nor, tampering.

Tampion, (tam'pe-on), >i. [F. tampon, Sp. tapon..] The

stopper of a oaunon or other piece of ordnance;—a

plug to stop the upper end of on organ-pipe :—also

Tan, (tan) v.t. [T. tanner.] To convert iuto leather,

as the skina of animals ;—to make brown by exposure

to the rays of the sun; to iinbrowu ;—v. i. To become

tanned l—it/ip.&L nn. tanned ; ppr. tanning,

 

Tan, (tan) n. (F. (an, D. tanne, probably ftom Armor

far.ii, an oak, and oak-bark.] The bark of the oak

and some other trees bruised and broken by a mil

for tanning hides;—a yellowish-brown colour bike tha.;

of tan ;—a browning of the skin by exposure to the

sun.

Tanbed, (tan'bed) «. In horticulture, a hot-house bed

-.omposed of tan or bark from a tannery.

Tandem, (tan'dem) adv. [L. tandem, at length.] Ob*

after another—said of horses harnessed and drira

one before another instead of side by side.

Tang, (tang) n, [Etymology uncertain—said to is

from G. taggos, rancid, perhaps corrupted from tc*;,

tongue.] A strong or offensive taste; ctpeeiaitj, a

taste of something extraneous to the thing iteelf ;—

relish ; taste ;—something that leaves a sting or pais

"bind ;—a sound; tone; —the tongue of a bell ;—tbj

loose end of a cord or strap ;—the projecting end <rf

chisels and similar tools by which they axe insert**!

iu a liandle or other part.

1 ingency, (tan'jen-se) n. State or quality of beuf

tangent ; a contact or touching.

Tangent, (tan'jent) n. [L, tangeus, ppr. of taRer% *

touch.] A right line which

touches a curve, but which,

when produced, does not cut

it, as a c;—in trigonometry,

Uie tangent of an arc is a f "vj |

straight line drawn from one *

extremity of the arc, and meet- Tangent

ing the diameter passing through the other ex I r ■.

Thus, let c b be an arc, d b the diameter, t !.- n a ■

is the tangent of the arc c 0 and of the angle c d* *,

of which the arc is the measure.

Tangent, (tan'jent) a. Touching;—touching at 1

single point

Tangential, (tan-jen'ahe-al) a. Of or pertaining to 1

tangent; in the direction of a tangent.

Tangibility, (tan-je-bil'e-te) n. Quality of being tup-

blc or perceptible to the touch.

Tangible, (tau'je-bl) a. [L. ta»gibiUs, from tcn^rr. I

touch.] Perceptible by the touch; palpable;—capsU;

of being possessed or realized ; readily appreLenale

by the mind. (pereeptibi;

Tangibly, (tan'je-ble) adv. In a tangible msxast;

Tangle, (taiu/gl) v. t. [Probably allied to Go. teai

hafr.] To unite or knit together confusedly ; to rate-

weave or interlock, as threads ; to insnare" to enOsu::

—v.u To be entangled or united confusedly :—i»>

& pp. tangled ; ppr. tangling.

Tangle, (tang'gl) n, A knot of threads or other tMap

so interwoven as not to be easily disengaged. [Ger k

Dan. tang, Sw. tang.] An edible sea-treed lurrisj

long ribbon-shaped fronds.

Tangram, (tan'graiu) n. A Chinese toy made bycet

ting a iquare of thin wood or other

suitable material into seven pieces,

as shown in the cut, these pieces

are capable of being formed into a

number of different figures, and are?

used in primary schools as a means

of instruction.

Tan-house, (tanTioua) n. A build

ing in which tanners' bark kstored.

Tank, (tangk) n. [R <lang,h. slug- Tangrsxe,

num.] A large basin, cistern, or reservoir;—in I»di*

an artificial dam, pond, or basin, for gathering v-

storing the rain-fall J—in/an>«, a reserrair for ftpv-

manure;—in ships, a case of sheet-iron fox the sSbiwsj1

of the ship's water.

Tankard, (taugk'ard) n. tlCorm. F. (anovoftf. t-

/■:, -luti-d.] A large vessel for liquors, ox a driefcs;

vessel with a cover.

Tanner, (tan'or) n. One whose oocupation U t' •*-*

hides. (uk'-jw
tannery, (tanfer-«) n. The hnuM and apnazatss 1 '
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Y : .-.-, (tau'ik) a. Of, pertaining to, or derived from

tannin.

Tannin, (tan in) a. [F. tannin, L. tanninvm.] The

astringent principle of oak-baik, nut-gall*, and

other trees — and in converting raw hide* into

leather, and also in medieiue: — now called tannic

acid.

Tannin;, (tan'ing) n. The process of converting the

raw hides of animals into leather by tannin.

Tansy, (tan'ze) n. [F. tanaisie, L. tancetum.] An ex

tremely bitter plant used for medicinal and culinary

purposes.

Tantalise, (tan'ta-liz) v. t. [From Tuntatux, in myth

ology, a Lydiau king, condemued in Tartarus to per

petual thirst w ith tempting fruits and water near him

which he never could reach.] To tease or torment

with » pros]>cct of good that can not be realized ;

disappoint; tease; vex; irritate:—imp. & pp. tanta

lized: ppr, tantalising.

Tantalizer, (tan'U-liz-er) n. One who tantalizes.

Tantamount, (tan'ta-mount) a. [L. tantus, so much,

and Eng. amount, from F. amon(, on higiLj Equiva

lent in value or signification ; equal.

Tantivy, (tau-tiv'e) adv. [Said to be from the note of

a hunting-horn.] Swiftly; speedily; rapidly—ahunt-

ing term.

Tantrum, (tan'trum) n. A whim or burst of ill-humour;

an affected air—usually in pi, tantrv.ua.

Tap, (tap) v. t. [F. taper, to strike, tape, a slap, tap,

from Ger. tapp, a blow.] To strike with something

small, or to strike with a very gentle blow ;—to put

a new solo or heel on, as a shoo or boot ;—v. i. To

strike a gentle blow :—imp. & pp. tapped ; jppr.

tapping.

Tap, (tup) u. A slight blow with a small thing.

Tap, (Lip) v. t. [A.-S. tappant IceL Uippa.] To

pierce so as to let out a fluid, as a cask, a tree, a

humour, or any thing containing a pent-up fluid;—

hence, to draw from in any analogous way.

Tap, (tap) ft. [A.-S. tiiupa, Icel. tappi.} A hole

or pipe through which liquor is drawn;—a plug or

spile for stopping a hole pierced in a cask; — a

place where liquor is drawn for drinking ;—an instru

ment made of hardened steel, and grooved longi

tudinally, for cutting the threads of internal screws

or nuts.

Tape, (tap) n. [A.-S. tappe, a fillet.] A narrow piece

of woveu fabric used for strings and the like ; — a

narrow fillet or baud of linen.

Taper, (titaer) n. fA.-S. taper, Ir. (apar.J A small

wax-candle, or a small light;—a gradual diminution

of thickness iu an elongated object.

Taper, (ta'per) ft. Regularly narrowed toward the

point; conical; pyramidical ;—becoming small towards

the end ;—hence, long and slender.

Taper, (t&'per) r. i. To diminish or become gradually

smaller toward one end;—v. t. To make or cause to

taper ;— uhj>. & )>p. tapered; ppr. tapering.

Taperingly, (wVpgr-ing-le) adv. In a tapering man

ner.

Tapestry, (tap'ea-tre) n. [F. taptsserie, from tapuser,

to carpet.] A kind of woven hangings of wool and

silk, often enriched with gold and Bilver, representing

various figures of meu, animals, battles, landscapes,

Ac, and used for covering the walls of churches,

banqueting halls, .Vc.

Tapestry, (tap'es-tre) v. t. To adorn with tapestry, or

as if with tapestry.

Tape-worm, (tupnurm) n. A broad, flat, many-

jointed worm, often many feet in length, found

iu the iutestines of man and other vertebrate ani

mals.

Tapioca, (tap-e-ota) ». A coarsely granular farin-

aoeous sutatuuee obtained from the root uf the Hani-

hot, Cassada, or Manioc plant, native of South

America.

 

Tapir,

[served from the tap.

[From Taranto, in the

Tapir, (tVpir) n. [Braz. tapyra.) A pachydermatous

hoofeu quadru{>ed resembling

the hog, but having a short

proboscis like the rhinoceros.

Tapis, (tapis, tape) n. [F.]

Carpeting ; tapestry; formerly

the cover of a council-table.

Tapping, (taping) n. In xur-

j/try, the operation of removing

water from the body, as in

dropsy.

Taproom, (tar/room) n. A room in which beer "is

Tapster, (tap'stcr) H. [Eng. tap, to broach, or open a

cask.] One whose business is to draw ale or other

liquor.

Tar, (tar) n. fA.-S. teru, IceL tiara, Ger. tkter.l A

thick, impure, resinous substance of a dark colour,

obtained from pine and fir-trees by burning the wood

with a close, smothering heat or by distillation ; — a

similar substance obtained from pit coal; coal tar;

—a bituminous substance found native in coal seams ;

mineral tar;—a sailor—so called from his tarred

clothes.

Tar, (tar) v. t. To smear with tar, as ropes, Szc. ;—

to tar and feather, to smear with tar and then cover

with feathers. [American.]: — imp. & pp. tarred;

ppt:tarring.

Tarantula, (ta-ran'tu-la)

south of Italy.] A species of

spider. Its bite sometimes

produces an irritating effect,

like the sting of a wasp.

Tardily, (tar'de-le) adv. In

a tardy manner ; slowly.

Tardiness, ( tar ' de - nes ) n.

Quality* of being tardy ;

slowness ; lateness ;—hence,

reluctance ; unwillingness.

Tardy, (tar'de) a. [L. tardus,

slow.] Moviug with a slow pace or motion ;—slow;

dilatory ; tedious;—late in arrival ; behind the time or

season ;—backward ; reluctant.

Tare (tar) ft, In Scripture, a weed growing among

wheat and other grain, alleged by modern naturalist*

to be the darnel ;—a plant of the vetch kind, culti

vated in England for fodder ; vetch.

Tare, (tar) n. [A. tarah, from taraha, to reject, re

move.] Allowance or abatement of a certain weight

or quantity from the weight or quantity of a com

modity sold in a cask, chest, bag, &c.f which the

seller makes to the buyer.

Tare, (tir) v. f . To ascertain, value, or allow for, as

the amount of tare in a chest, bag, &c

Target, (tar'get)n. [F. targe, A.-S. torg.] A kind of

small shield or buckler;—a mark for marksmen to

fire at in their practice. [a target.

Targeted, (tar'get-ed) a. Armed or furnished with

Targeteer, (tar-get-eV) n. One armed with a target

or shield.

Targum, (tar'gum) n. [Chald. targtm, to interpret.)

A translation or paraphrase of the Scriptures in the

Chaldee language.

Targumist, (tar'gtim-ist) n. The writer of a targum.

Tariff, (tar'if) n. [A. ta'rlf, information, definition.]

Properly a list or table of goods with the duties or

customs to be paid for the same, either on importation

or exportation ;—a list or table of duties or customs

to be paid on goods imported or exported.

Tariff, (tar'if) r. t. To make a list of duties on goods.

Tarlatan, (tar'la-tan) n. A kind of thin transparent

muslin used for ladies' dresses and the like.

Tarn, (tarn) n. [Icel. tioiii.} A small lake among the

mountains ;—a hog ; a marsh ; a fen.

Tarnish, (tarnish) v.t. [F. ternir,ppr. terni$$ant, to

tarnish, A.-S. dernan, to hide.] To diminish or de

stroy the lustre of ;—to diminish or destroy the purity
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of ;—v. i. To low lustre ; to become doll :—imp. A

pp. tarnished ; ppr. tarnishing.

Tarnish, (tar'nish) n. State of being toiled or tar

nished; spot; blot; blemish. [tarnishes.

Tarniaber, (tir'nish-er) n. One who or that which

Tarpaulin, (tar-paw'liii) n. [From far and pall, pall

ing.) A piece of canvas oovered with tar or a compo

sition, to render it water-proof;—a hat covered with

painted or tarred cloth, worn by aailora and others ;

—hence, a sailor:— also written tarpauting, tar-

pawling.

Tarry, (tare) v. \. [O. Eng. targen, F. tardtr, L. tar-

dare, to make alow.] To stay; to abide;—to lodge; to

dwell;—to stay in expectation; to wait;—to loiter;—to

stay behind ; to remain in arrear ;—to delay ; to put

off going or coming:—imp. & pp. tarried ; ppr. tarry-

Tarry, (tare) n. Stay ; stop; delay. (ing.

Tarry, (tare) a. Consisting of, covered with, or like

tar. [articulation of the foot

Tarsal, (tarVal) a. Pertaining to the tarsus or first

Tarsus, (tarsus) n. [L., G. tanat.] That part of the

foot to which the leg is articulated, the front of which

is called the instep.

Tart, (tart) a. [A.-S. fenrt, from fraran, to tear, split.]

Sharp to the taste ; acidulous;—keen; severe.

Tart, (tart) n. (F. tarte, tourte, Ger. tarte, D. taart.]

A species of small open pie or fiat piece of pastry, con-

bulling fruit or preserves.

Tartan, (tar'tan) n. [F. tiretaine, liusey woolsey.]

Woollen cloth checkered with threads of various

colours, much worn in Scotland.

Tartar, (tar'tar) n. [L. tartarum, G. tartaron.) An

acid concrete salt deposited from wines completely

fennentod—when pure, it is called cream of tartar,

and when crude, argal or argot ;—a concretion which

often incrusta the teeth;—a native or inhabitant of

Tartary;—a person of a sharp, quick, irritable temper.

Tartarean, (tar-t&'re-an) a. Pertaining to Tartarus;

hellish; Tartareous.

Tartareous, (tar-tft re-us) a. Consisting of or resem

bling tartar or partaking of its properties;—pertaining

to Tartarus; Tartarean. [tartar:—also tartarous.

Tartaric, (tur-tar'ik) a. Pertaining to or obtained from

Tartarize, (tir'fcir-iz) v. t. To impregnate with tartar;

to refine by means of the salt of tartar :—imp. & pp.

tartarixed ; ppr. tartarixing.

Tartarus, (taVta-rus) n. [G. TarfaroJ.] In Greek

mythology, the infernal regions : the place of punish

ment for the spirits of the wicked.

Tartish, (turt'ish) a. Somewhat tart

Tartlet, (tart' let) n. A small tart.

Tartly, (tartfle) adv. In a tart manner: sourly; sharply.

Tartness, (tart'nea) n. Sharpness; sourness; acidity;—

sourness of temper;—severity of manner or speech;

poignancy; keenness.

Tartuffe, (tar-toof) n. [F. tartufe.] A hypocritical

devotee — a nickname derived from the hero in a

celebrated comedy of Moliere.

Tar-water, (tiirSvaw-ter) n. A cold infusion of tar in

water, used as a medicine;—the- ammoniacal water of

gas works.

Task, (task) n. [Norm. F. tasehe, W. tatg, a pledge,

a job, F. tacht.) Business or duty imposed by another;

—burdensome employment ,—a lessou ; a fixed portion

of study imposed by a teacher; labour; toil; drudgery.

Task, (task) v. (. To impose a task upon;—to in

scribe a definite amount of work or business;—to

require; to exact;—to oppress with severe or excessive

burdens:—imp. to pp. tasked; ppr. tasking.

Tasker, (task'er) n. One who imposes a task.

Task-master, (task'mas-te.r) n. One who imposes a task

or burdens with labour; an overseer.

Task-work, (task'wurk) n. Work set as a task; a

definite amount of labour or service.

Tassel, (tas'el) n. [F. ta$se, a tuft, W. taael, a sash,

a bandage.] A sort of pendent ornament of silk or

gold fringe attached to cushions, curtains, *c, endue I

in loose threads ;—the pendent flower or bead of am*

plants, as of maize.

Tassel, (tas'el) v. i. To put forth a tassel; to flower, si

maize ;—v. t. To adorn with tassels :—imp. it js,

tassclled ; ppr. tasselliug, [savoury . rebsfciat.

TaaUble, (tast'a-bl) a. Capable of being tsstai,

Taste, (tlst) v. t. [Norm. F. tatter, to try, F. tafcr,

to feel, Ger. tauten, It tattart.) To perceive by rU I

tongue ; to have a certain sensation in the palate—\o

test the relish or flavour of by taking a small qnsstrj

into the mouth ;—to eat a small quantity of ;—toast

of previously ;—to feel ; to have perception of :—to I

relish intellectually ; to enjoy ;—to become acquauih*

with by actual trial ; to experience ;—to pexuk* of

to participate in—usually with an implied sense <£

relish or pleasure ;—v. i. To try food with the moats .

to eat or drink a little only ;—to excite a partrcbr

sensation, by which the quality or flavour is distin

guished ; to have a particular quality or character ;—

to have perception, experience, or enjoyment ; to psr-

take:—imp. 6 pp. tasted; ppr. tasting"

Taste, (tost) n. Act of tasting ; gustation ; — a par

ticular sensation excited by the application of a stV

stance to the tongue ; savour ; flavour ;—the seat

by which the savour of bodies is ascertained; palate:

—intellectual relish ; — judgment; discexTuaeBt : -

sensibility; critical faculty ;—style ; manner of deitft.

performance, or execution ; grace in unogtium a

composition ; elegance in form or structure:—penuuJ

likings or dislikings : individual choice, as in par*iia.

pleasures, dress) society, habits, 4c, as evidenoai

mid vidua) character, temper, and disposition;—tmi

experiment ; assay ;—a small portion given as a sjt£-

men : a bit. [—having or exhibiting good ts&.

Tasteful, (tust'fool) a. Having a high relish ; ssTsarr

Tastefully, (tast'fdol-le) adv. In a tasteful masa -r

with good taste. [tsafcM

Tastcfulness, (tast'fool-nes) n. State or quality of beet;

Tasteless, (tasfles) a. Having no taste; insipid ;—ss»-

ing no power of giving pleasure.

Tastelessnesa, (tust'les-nes) n. The state of being tact

less or in bad taste ;—want of relish ; insipsdity.

Taster, (tast'er) n. One who tastes ;—one who art=

food or liquor first {Sam

Tastily, (tast'e-le) adv. In a tasty manner : with ***

Tasting, (tasting) n. The act of perceiving ea ta«

tongue; the sense by which we perceive or dastistrs^

savours :—act of eating or drinking a little :—a

ful ; a morsel.

Tasty, (taste) a. Having a good taste or nice _

tion of excellence ;—being in conformity to tb* pn;

ciples of good taste ; elegant ; palatable : xitce.

Tatouay, (tat'66-a) n. A kind of armadilk* foesai *

South America, having a

round, pointed, and naked

tail.

Tatter, (tafcr) t».(.&i. [Icel.

tetr, tetur, a torn garment.]

To rend or tear into rags ;

to be in tatters or rags :—ob

solete, except iu the pp.

Tatter, (tat'er) n . A rag, or a

part torn and hanging to the

thing.

Tatting, (tat'ing) n. A kind of lace-edgiosj wow

knit from common sewing thread witb sv pw*>"

stitch.

Tattle, (tail) v.i. [Ger. tdteln, tatera. D. to»~~

To prate ; to use many words with little nwir^ '

to tell tales; to communicate secrets : t*- gfossTT '

imp. & pp. tattled ; ppr. tattling'. [pravse ; 9—*

Tattle, (tat'l) n. Idle talk or chat : trtfcnc »*

Tattler, (tat'ler) "• One who tattles ; an kU« talk*

Tattoo, (tnt-too') n. [D. tapioe, frexn ««/», *

faucet, and toe, to shut (ix., this taps or
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house*).] A beat of drum at uight, giving notice to

soldiers to repair to their quarters or tent*

Tattoo, (tat-too) v. t. [Probably by reduplication of

Polynesian '", to strike.] To prick the skin, and stain

the punctured spots with an indelible dye or colouring

matter, forming Hues, figures, letters, emblems, &c.:—

imp. & pp. tattooed; ppr. tattooing.

Tattoo, (tat-too') n. An indelible mark or figure made

by puncturing the body and introducing some pig

ment Into the punctures.

Tattooing, (tat-too'ing) n. The practice of pricking the

skin ana staining the punctures with an indelible dye

or colouring matter.

Taunt, (taut, tawnt) a. [F. (ant, L. tantvi, of such

size, so great in extent.] Very high or tall, as the

masts of a ship.

Taunt, (tawnt) v. t. [Sw. tanta, to reproach, F.

cancer.] To reproach with severe or insultuig words ;

to revile ; to upbraid :—imp. & pp. taunted ; ppr.

taunting.

Taunt, (tawnt} n. Upbraiding words : bitter or sar

castic reproach ; insulting invective ; scoff; mock.

Taunter, (tawnt'er) n. One who taunts, reproaches, or

upbraids.

Taunting, (tawnt'ing) n. The act of insulting with

bitter and sarcastic reproaches ; upbraiding ; reviling.

Tauntingly, (tawnt ing-le) adv. In a taunting manner;

insultingly: sooffingly.

Taurine, (taw'rin) a. [L. taurinus, from laurus, a

bulL] Relating to a bull:—relating to the species

which includes the domestic bull, ox, and cow.

Taurus, (tawrus) n. [L., Q. tauros.] The bull, one

of the twelve signs of the zodiac ;

—the second zodiacal constella- a

tion. ' \ty>

Taut, (tawt) a. [From tight.] In

teamen's language, tight ; not

slack, as a rope ;—fully stretched

or extended, as a sail ;—al*

having all the stays, rigging,

ropes, «tc, tightly drawn, and Taurus.

the yards squared or braced exactly.

Tautological, (taw-td-loj'ik-al)a. ltept*ling the same

thing ;—having the same signification.

Tautologioally, (taw-td-loj'ik-al-le) adv. With repeti

tion of the same meaning in different words.

Tautologist, (taw-tolo-jist) n. One who uses different

words or phrases in succession to express the same

sense.

Tautologise, (law-tol'o-jlz) v. i. To repeat the same

thing in different words j imp, & pp. tautologized ;

ppr. tautologizing.

Tautology, (taw-told-je) n. [O. tautos, the same, and

logos, speech.] A repetition of the same meaning in

different words; iteration of an idea in similar phraseg;

—redundancy of speech ; excessive verbiage.

Tavern, (tav'era) n. [F. taverne, W. tavarn, A.-S.

lab, cup, and arn, tern, place.] A public-bouse where

wines and other liquors are sold to he consumed on

the premises;—a house where drinking parties are

accommodated and entertained;—also, a victualling-

house ; a hostelry ; an inn. [tavern-keeper.

Taverner, (tav'era-cr) sk One who keeps a tavern;

Taw, (taw) v. (.. [A. -8. (avian, to prepare to taw.

Go. taiyan, to do,] To dress and prepare in white,

as the skins of sheep, lambs, goats, and kids, for

gloves, 6c, by imbuing them with alum, salt, and

other materials :—imp. & pp. tawed ; ppr. tawing.

Taw, (taw) n. A large marble to be played with ;—a

game at marbles.

Tawdrily, (taw'dre-Ie) adv. In a tawdry manner.

Tawdriness, (tawMre-nes) n. State or quality of being

tawdry ; excessive finery.

Tawdry, (taw'dre) a. (Corrupted from Saint Audrey,

1 and originally implying, bought at the fair of St

Audrey, where laces and gay toys of all sorts were

 

sold.] Very fine and showy in colours without taste

or elegance ; tinsel , splendid or gaudy without real

value or beauty. {leather.

Tawer, (taw'er) w. One who taws ; a dresser of white

Tawnineat, (taw'iie-nes) n. The quality or state of be

ing tawny.

Tawny, (taw'ne)a. [D. tanig, F. tanni, pp. of tanner,

to tan.] Of a dull, yellowish-brown colour, like things

tanned, or persons who are sunburnt.

Tax, (taks) n. [F. taxe, It. tasta, from L. taxare, to

value, estimate.] A charge or pecuniary burden im

posed by authority for the support of a government ;

—a rate or duty levied by government on the incomes

or properties of individuals, or on certain articles

used or consumed by its subjects ; also, a rate levied

on individuals or on their property for local or

municipal purposes, &c. ;—charge ; censure :—a task

exacted from one who is under control;—a disagree

able or burdensome duty or charge.

Tax, (taks) v. t. To subject to pay a tax or taxes ; to

lay a burden upon : especially, to exact money from

for the support of government ;—to assess, fix, or de

termine judicially, as the amount of cost on actions in

court :—to charge ; to censure ; to accuse :—imp. &

pp. taxed; ppr. taxing.

Taxable, (taks'a-bl) a. Capable of being taxed ; liable

by law to the assessment of taxes ;—capable of being

legally charged by a court against the plaintiff or de

fendant in a suit.

Taxation, (taks-a'shun) n. Act of laying a tax or of im

posing taxes:—act of assessing a bill of cost;—also,

state of being taxed ; sum mipoaed ; aggregate of par

ticular taxes.

Taxer, (taks'er) n. One who taxes.

Tax-gatherer, (taks'-gaTH-er-er) n. Collector of taxes ;

revenue officer.

Taxidermy, (taks'e-der-me) v. [G. taxis, arrangement,

and derma, a skin.] Art of preparing and preserving

the skins of animals, so as to represent their natural

appearance. [taxation.

Taxing, (taks'ing) n. The act of laying on taxes :

Tea, (te) u. [Chin, tskd, tka.) The leaves of a shrub

or small tree, a native of China and Japan ;—a decoc

tion or infusion of the dried leaves of tea in boiling

water ;—any infusion or decoction, especially when

made of the dried leaves of plants ;—the evening

meal, at which tea is usually served.

Teach, (tech) r. t. (A.-S. tacon, to show, teach,

Go. teihan, L. doeere.) To instruct ; to inform ; to

deliver, as doctrine, art, or words to be learned ; to

educate ; to discipline ;—to impart the knowledge of;

to inculcate as true or important; to exhibit impres

sively ; to tell ;—to direct, as an instructor ; to guide

the studies of ;—to admonish ; to counsel ;—to suggest

to the mind ;—to counsel ;—v. i. To perform the

office of an instructor ; to practise giving instruction

or lessons -.—imp. & pp. taught ; ppr. teaching.

Teachable, (tech'a-bl) a. Capable of being taught ;

readily receiving instruction ; docile.

Teachableness, (tech'a-bl-nes) n. Quality of being

teachable.

Teacher, (tech'er) n. One who teaches or instructs ;

an instructor ; a tutor :—one who instructs others in

religion ; a preacher; a minis

ter of the gospel.

Tea-cheat, (te'cnest)n. A thin,

wooden box, lined with sheet

lead, in which tea is import

ed from China.

Teaching, (tech'ing) n. Act

or business of instructing.

Tea-cup, (teTtup) n. A small

cup for drinking tea from.

Teak, (tek) n. [Malabar

theka, tekka.] A tree of the

genua Ttctona, growing in Teak-tree.
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the East Indies, which furnishes very excellent ship

timber ; also, the timber of the tree.

Tea-kettle, (te'ket-l) n. A kettle in which water is

boiled for making tea.

Teal, (tel) n. [D. teeling.] A webfooted water-fowl,

nearly allied to the com

mon duck, bat smaller.

Team, (tern) n. [A.-S. tedm,

offspring. J A number of

animals moving together;

two or more horses, oxen,

or other beasts harnessed

together to the same vehicle

for drawing ;—any number

passing in a line .—company

or troop of workers.

Teamster, (tem'ster) n. [From team and me termma

tion ster.] One who drives a team.

Tea-plant, (te'plant) n, Ashnibwhifb produce* tea

especially, Thea vindis, and T>

bohea, from which the tea of e>

merce is obtained.

Tea-pot, (teapot) n. A vessel «

a spout in which tea is made,

from which it is poured into tea

cups.

Tear, (tcr) n. f A.-S. tar, tear, Icel.

tdr, Qer. saahre, G. dakru.) A

drop of the limpid fluid secretut

by the lachrymal gland, and ap

pearing in the eyes or flowing from Tea-plant.

them ;—something in the fonn of a transparent drop of

fluid matter.

Tear, (tor) v.L [A.-S. teran, Go. tairan, G. teirein.]

To separate by violence ; to pull apart by force : to

rend; to lacerate;—hence, to divide by violent meas

ures; to shatter;—to pull with violence;—to move

violently;—v.i. To move and act with turbulent

violence; to rush ; hence, to rage; to rave :—imp. tore ;

pp. torn; ppr. tearing.

Tear, (tar) n. A rent ; a fissure.

Tearer, (tar'er) n. One who tears or rends any thing ;

—one who rages or raves with violence.

Tearful, (teYfool) a. Abounding with tears; weeping ;

shedding tears.

Tearless, (teVles) a. Shedding no tears ; without tears.

Tearing, (tar'ing)a. Having; ranting;—noisy; violent;

—huge (colloquial).

Tease, (tez) v. t. (A.-S. tartan, to pluck, Oer. srisoek]

To comb or card, as wool or flax ;—to scratch, as

cloth in dressing, for the purpose of raising a nap ;

—to harass, annoy, disturb, or irritate by petty re

quests, or by jests and raillery :—imp. & pp. teased ;

Ppr. teasing.

Teasel, (tee'el)*. [A.-S. tauvl, ta»l, the fuller's herb.]

A plant of which one species bears a large burr used

for raising a nap on woollen cloth ;—the burr of the

plant ;—any contrivance intended as a substitute for

teasels in dressing cloth.

Teasel, ( tcx ' el ) v. (. To subject, as woollen cloth,

to the action of teasels;—to cut and gather teasels ;—

also written teazel, teazle '.—imp. A pp. teaselled ; ppr.

teaselling. [for the tea-table.

Tea-service, (teaser-vis) n. The various utensils required

Tea-spoon, (tc'spobn) n. A small spoon used in drink

ing tea and other beverages.

Teat, (tet) n. [A.-N. tit, Qer. xitze, G. lilac*. ] That

organ in female mammals through which their young

draw the milk from the breast or the udder ;—the

dug of a beast : the pap of a woman ; nipple.

Tea-table, (te't&-b)) r. A table on which tea furniture

is set.

Teathe, (t*TH) n. ricel. tad. ] The manure or dung left

on lands by live stock while feeding.

Tea-urn, (te'urn) n. A Teasel in the form of an urn

or vase for supplying heated water forHea,

Techily, (tech'U-e) adv.

Techmesi. (tech'e-nes)

fretfulness.

Technical, (tek'nik-al) a.

Peevishly ; fretfully.

u Touchiness ; peerviahn

[G. teeknikoi, from teekni.

an art] Pertaining to art;—pertaining to any of the

arts, especially to the useful or mechanical arts ;—

pertaining to use, exercise, practice, in any art, science,

or profession ; noting words, terms, or phrase* used in

a limited or precise signification; exactly descriptive ;

definitive.

Technicality, (tek-ne-kal'e-te) n. State or quality of

being technical or peculiar to any trade, profession,

art, science, «Yc. ;—an idea, quality, attribute, or con

dition peculiar to any art, science.

Technically, (tek'ne-kal-le) adr. In a technical man

ner ;—in accordance with the signification of the term

of an art,profession, Ac

Technics, (tek'niks) n. The doctrine of arta in general:

such branches of learning as respect the arts.

Technological, (tek-no-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to

technology ;—pertaining to the art* or to the tfrms of

an art.

Technologist (tek-nol'6-jist) n. One who discourse* or

treats of arte, or of the terms of art.

Technology, (tek-nol'o-Je) n. [G. techni, an art, and

loyon, discourse. ] A description of or a treatise on tho

useful arts ;—an explanation of technical terms ;—

a collection and explanation of terms peculiar to an

art or science. [fretful.

Techy, (tech'e) a. [Corrupted from towcAy.] Pee*Tsh ;

Ted, (ted) v.t. [\\. tedu, to stretch.] To spread or

turn, as new mowed grass from the swath, and scatter

it for drying—chiefly in the pp. :—imp. & pp. tedded;

ppr. tedding,

Tedious, (tede-us) a. [L. tadiont*, from tcrdivm.]

Slow ; protracted ;—dull ; sluggish ;—dreary ; weari-

some ; — tiresome from continuance, prolixity, or

slowness which causes prolixity.

Tediously, (te ' de-ua-le) adv. In a tedious manner.

Tediouanesa, (te'de-us-nes) n. Quality of being tediooe;

wearisomeness ; tiresomeness ; prolixity.

Teem, (tern) r. i. [A.-S. tyman, tlmnn, to produce]

To bring forth, as an animal : to produce fruit, as a

plant ; to bear ;—to be pregnant ; to conceive ;—to be

full; to he stocked to overflowing; to be prolific .

To produce ; to bring forth :—imp. & pp.

ppr. teeming.

Tecmer, (tem'er) n. One who teems or brings forth

young.

Teeming, (tem'ing) a . Prolific :—fruitful.

Teens, (tenz) u, pi. [From teen, ten.] The rears of

one's age having the termination teen, beginning with

thirteen and ending with nineteen.

Teeth, (teTH) r. t. [From the noun.] To breed teeth:

—imp. & pp. teethed ; ppr. teething.

Teething, (teTH'ing) n. The process by which first

teeth make their way through the gums; dentition.

Teetotaliam, (te'td-tal-izm) n. [Etymology uncertain,

probably from the stammering pronunciation of an

advocate of t-t-total abstinence.] Principle or prac

tice of strictest temperance or abstinence from intoxi

cating liquors.

Teetotum, (te'to-tum) n. [From tee, mark, and totty,

falling, totter, to reel.] A child's toy, resembling a

top, but polygonal and marked with letters or figure?,

and set in motion by twirling with the fingers.

Tegular, (teg'u-lar) a. [L. teffula, a tile.] Pertaining

to or resembling a tile, or arranged like tiles.

Tegument, (tegTi-ment) n. [L. teaymenhtm, from

tegert, to cover.) A cover or covering;—especially,

the covering of a living body, or of some part or organ

of such a body. [ststing of tegument*.

Tegumentary, (teg-u-ment'ar-e)a. Pertaining to or con-

Tehee, (te-hC) n. [From the sound.] A laugh.

Teil. (tel) a. [L. dim, Ir. & Gael, teile.] The lime-tree

or linden.
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Tcinds, (tSndz) n.pt. In Scotland, tithes.

Telary, (tel'a-re) o. [L. tela, a web, from textret

weave.] Pertaining to a web.

Telegram, (tele-gram) n. [G. tele, far, ami gramma,

that which is written.] A message sent by telegraph;

a telegraphic dispatch.

Telegraph, (tel'e-graf) it. [6. tile, far, far off, aud

graphein, to write,] An apparatus or a process for

communicating intelligence rapidly between distant

points by preconcerted visible signals ; a semaphore ;

—especially, an apparatus for transmitting intelligence

from one station to another, by means of voltaic

electricity.

Telegraph, (tel'fl-graf) v. t. To convey or announce

by telegraph :—imp. & pp. telegraphed; ppr. tele

graphing,

Telegraph-cable, (tel'e-graf-ka'bl) n. A telegraphic

line, consisting of one or more conducting wires, in

closed by an insulating and protecting material, to

connect stations which are separated by a river, strait,

or sea : ocean-cable.

Telegraphic, (tel -C-graf'ik) a. Pertaining to the

telegraph ; made or communicated by a telegraph.

Telegraphically, (tel-e-grafik-al-le) adv. By means of

the telegraph.

Telegraphist, (tol'e-graf-iat) n. One who operates on a

telegraph ; a telegraphic operator : a telegrapher.

Telegraphy, (tel-eg'ra-fe) n. Science or art of con

structing, or of communicating by means of telegraphs.

Teleology, (tel-e-ol'o-je) u. [G. telos, the end or issue,

and logos, discourse.) The science or doctrine of the

filial causes of things.

Telescope, (tel'e-skop) n. [G. teleskopos, viewing afar,

far-seeing.] An optical instru

ment employed in viewing dis

tant objects, as the heavenly

bodies.

Telescopic, (tel-8-skop'ik) a. Per

taining to or performed by a tele

scope;—seen or discoverable only

by a telescope ;—able to discern

objects at a distance ; far-seeing ;

—having the power of extension

by joints sliding one within

another like the tube of a pocket

telescope.

Telescopically, (tel-c-skop'ik-al-le)

adv. By the telescope. Telescope.

Tell, (tel) v.t. [A.-S. tetian, tellan, Icel. telia, Ger.

sahleiu] To enumerate; to number; to count;—to

utter or recite in detail ; to give an account of;—to

make known ; to publish ; to betray ;—to give instruc

tion to ; to teach ; to ascertain by observing ; to find

out ; to discover :—v. i. To give an account; to make

report ;—to produce a marked effect :—imp. &, pp.

told; ppr. telling.

Teller, ftel'er) n. One who tells, relates, or communi

cates ;—an enumerator ;—in the English Exchequer,

one of four officers whose business it is to receive and

pay all moneys due or belonging to the crown ;—an

officer of a bank who counts over money received, and

pays it out on cheques ;—one who is appointed to

count the votes given in a public meeting, assembly,

and the like. [teller.

Tellership, (tel'er-«hip) n. Office or employment of a

Tell-tale, (tel'tal) n. An officious informer ; one who

tells that which prudence should suppress ; — a

movable piece of lead in an organ, which indicates

how far the wind is exhausted ;—in tfiips, a dial plate

in front of the wheel showing the position of the

tiller.

Telluric, (tel-lu'rik) a. (L. Ullvt, telluri*, the earth.]

Pertaining to or proceeding from the earth; pertaining

to or containing tellurium.

Tellurium, (tel-iu're-um) n. (L. Minn, telhtru, the

earth.] A metal of a silver-white colour, and in its

 

chemical properties closely resemblilig sulphur and

selenium.

Telotype, (tel'o-tlp) ft. [Q. tele, afor, aud tupo*, im

pression.] An electric telegraph which prints the

messages.

Temerity, (te-m§r'e-te) n. [L. temeritof, from tenure,

by chance.] Rashness ; extreme boldness ; daring ;—

unreasonable contempt of danger ; extreme veuture-

someness; fool hardiness; precipitation; indiscretion.

Temper, (tem'per) v. t. [L. temperarc, from tempu*,

time, from G. ttmiuin, to cut off] To mingle in due

proportion ; to modify, as by adding some new ele

ment ; to accommodate ; to adjust ;—to beat together

to a proper consistence ;—to soften by moisture ;—

hence, to mollify ; to assuage ;—to unite in due propor

tion ;—to form, as metals, to a proper degree of hard

ness ;—to govern :—imp, & pp. tempered; ppr. tem

pering.

Temper, (tem'per) n. Due mixture of different

qualities ; just combination ;—constitution of body ,*

temperament ;—disposition of mind ; constitution o'i

the mind, particularly with regard to the passions and

affections ;—calmness or soundness of mind ; modera

tion ;—heat of mind or passion ; proneness to anger;

irritation; irritability;— middle course; medium; a

mean state of a metal or other substance, especially as

to its hardness, produced by some process of heating

or cooling.

Temperament, (tem']ier-a-ment) «• Constitution ;—tho

peculiar physical and mental constitution of an in

dividual ; natural disposition ; idiosyncrasy ;—also,

the bodily or mental constitution common to many

individuals, and predisposing them to certain kind or

mode of thought and action ;—act of tempering or

modifying;— adjustment, as of clashing rules, in

terests, passions, Ac.

Temperance, ( tem ' per - ans ) «. [L. temperantia.]

Habitual moderation in regard to the indulgence of

the natural appetites and passions ; restrained or

moderate indulgence, as in eating or drinking ;—

especially, restraint in the use of spirituous or intoxi

cating liquors: sobriety ; abstinence;—patience ; calm

ness ; sedateness.

Temperate, (tem'per-at) a. [L. Umptratu*, ppr. of

femuerare.] Moderate; not excessive; moderate in the

indulgence of the appetites and passions ;—not mark

ed with passion; not violent; sober; calm; cool; sedate.

Temperately, (tem'pgr-at-le) adv. In a temperate

manner ; moderately ; without excess ; calmly.

Temperateness, (tem^>er-at-nea)n. State or quality of

being temperate ; moderation ; calmness ; coolness of

mind.

Temperature, (tem'p$r-a-tur) n. Constitution ; state ;

degree of any quality ;—condition with respect to

heat or cold ; degree of heat or cold

Tempering, (tem'per-ing) n. The process of giving the

requisite degree of hardness or softness to a substance,

as iron or steel.

Tempest, (tem'pest) n. [L. tempexttui, a season, weather,

storm, from temputt, time.] A storm of extreme

violence ;—henoe, any violent tumult or commotion.

Tempestuous, (tem-pest'u-us) a. Involving, or pertain

ing to a tempest; turbulent; violent; stortny.

Tempestuously, (tem-pest'u-us-le) adv. In a tempestu

ous manner; turbulently; violently.

Tempestuousness, (tem-pest'u-us-nes) n. The state or

quality of being tempestuous; turbulence; storroiness.

Templar, (tem'plar) ». One of a religious military

order, first established at Jerusalem to protect pilgrims

travelling to the Holy Land — a studeut of law —

so called from having apartments in the Temple at

London.

Temple, (tem'pl) n. [L. templum,] An edifice in

honour of some deity or for his worship;—the edi

fice erected at Jerusalem for the worship of Jehovah ;

—a place of public Christian worship ; a ohuroh ;—'
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any place in which the divine presence specially re

sides ;—in London, an edifice once occupied by the

order of Knights Templars, and now appropriated to

the chambers of two inns of court.

Temple, (tempi) n. [ L. tempv4, from the root tint,

to fall in.] The flat portion of the head between the ;

forehead and ear.

Templet, (tem'plet) n, [L. templatus, vaulted, from !

templum, a small timber.] A mould used by brick- |

layers and masons in cutting or setting out their

work;—a thin mould or pattern used by machinists, ]

millwrights, <tc ;—a short piece of timber under a

beam to distribute the weight or pressure.

Temporal, (tem'pd-ral)a. [h. temporalis, from Umpus,

time.1 Of or pertaining to time, that is, to the pre- !

sent life or this world; secular ; — having limited ■■

existence; finite, not eternal ;—civil or political, not I

ecclesiastical:—[P. temporal.) Pertaining to the tem

ples of the head.

Temporal, (tem'po-ral) n. Any thing temporal or '

secular;—a secular possession; a temporality.

Temporality, (tem-po-ral'e-te) n. State or quality of

being temporary;— pf. That which pertains to tem

poral welfare ; especially, revenues of an ecclesiastic

proceeding from lands, tenements, or lay-fees, tithes,

and the like.

Temporally, (tem'po-ral-le) adv. With respect to

time or to this life only.

Temporarily, (tem'po-rar-e-le) adv. For a time only;

not perpetually. [ing temporary.

Tcmporariness, (tem'po-rar-e-nes) n. State of be-

Temporary, (tem'jpd-rar-e) a. [L. temporarius, from

tempos, time.] Lasting for a time only; existing or

continuing for a limited time.

Temporize, (tem'po-riz) v. i. [L. tempvs, temporu, time.]

To comply with the time or occasion; to humour or ]

yield to the current of opinion or to circumstances ;

—hence, to delay ; to procrastinate : — imp. & pp.

temporized; ppr. temporizing.

Temporizer, (tem'pd-riz-er) n. One who yields to the

time or complies with the prevailing opinions,

fashions, or occasions; a trimmer.

Temponzingly, (tem-po-rir'ing-le) adv. In a tem

porizing manner.

Tempt, (temt) v. t. {L. tentare, intensive form of |

trndere, to stretch.] To endeavour to accomplish or

reach; to try;—to endeavour to persuade; to incite ;

to instigate ;—to put to trial ; to test; to prove;—to

lead or endeavour to lead into evil :—imp, & pp.

tempted ; ppr. tempting.

Temptation, (tem-ta'shnn) n. The act of tempting ;

enticement to evil;—state of being tempted or put

to the proof; trial;—that which tempts; an allure

ment.

Tempter, (temt'er) n. One who tempts or entices;—

especially, Satan or the Devil, regarded as the great

euticer to eviL [ductire.

Tempting, (temt'ing) a. Alluring ; attractive ; se-

Temptingly, (temt'ing-le) adv. In an attractive or

seductive manner.

Temptress, (tem'tre-s) a. A woman who entices.

Ten, (ten) a. [A. -8. tin, Ger. zeJtn, G. deka, L.

decern, Skr. da-can.] Twice five; nine and one.

Ten, (ten) n. The number consisting of nine and one;

the sum of five and fire ;—a symbol representing ten

units, as X or 10.

Tenable, (ten'a-bl) a. [P. tenable, from tenir, L. tenere,

to hold.] Capable of being held, maintained, or de

fended, against an assailant. [ble.

Tenablencss, (ten'a-bl -nea) a. The state of being tena-

Tenacious, (te-na'she-us) a. [L. tenax, tenacis, from

tenere, to hold.] Holding fast or inelined to hold fast;

apt to retain ; retentive ;—apt to adhere to another

substance ; adhesive ;—tough ;—close-fisted ; niggard

ly ;—holding stoutly to one's opinion or purpose; ob

stinate ; stubborn.

 

Teneh.

Tenaciously, (te-na'she-us-le) adv. In at

ner; retentively; firmly; adhesively.

Tenaciousness, (tl-nu'she-ua-ues) «. The quality or

stute of being tenacious.

Tenacity, (te-nas'e-te) n. Quality of being tenacxei;

retentiveness ; adhesiveness ;—that quality of bodies

which keeps them from parting without oansidcra&*

force ; cohesiveness ; toughness.

Tenancy, (ten'an-ee) n. [L. tenentia, tenantut.) A

holding or a mode of holding an estate ; tenure ; the

temporary possession of what belongs to another

Tenant, (ten'ant) n, [F. tenant, ppr. of tenir. L

tenere, to bold] One who has the occupation or tem

porary possession of lands or tenements, whose tills a

in another ;—a dweller ; an occupant.

Tenant, (ten'ant) v. t. To hold or possess as a tea-

ant:—imp. & pp. tenanted ; ppr. tenanting.

Tenantable, (ten ant-a-bl) a. Fit to be rented ; in s

state of repair suitable for a tenant.

Tenantless, (tenantries) a. Having no tenants ;

unoccupied.

Tenantry, (ten'ant-re) n. The body of tenants oh s

particular estate or in a district, kingdom, 4c .—

tenure of lands or tenements ; tenancy.

Tench, (tensh) n [F, tencke, L. tinea.) A fieah-wa&r

fish of the carp family,

very tenacious of life.

Tend, (tend) v. t [Abbrevi

ated from attend.) To ac- J

company as an assistant or *

protector ; to care for the

wants of ; to watch ; to

guard ;—to be attentive to ;

to note carefully; to attend to;—r. i, [L. trnderz.

G. teinein.) To move in a certain direction : to tea

towards ; to be inclined to ; —to be directed, as to as?

end or purpose ; to aim ;—to act as a mesne ; te

contribute;—to attend; to wait on, as «ervaats:—

imp. & pp. tended ; ppr. tending.

Tendency, (tend en-se) iu Direction or course tcsnud

any place, object, effect, or result; inclination ; prone-

ness ; drift ; scope ; aim.

Tender, (tender) h. [From tend.) One who tends cr

takes care of another ;—a small vessel employed tc at

tend a larger one, for supplying her with provisos*.

Ac ;—a car attached to locomotives, to supply than

with fuel and water ;—au offer of money or of service:

—a written offer to execute certain work, or sup^r

Bjn'cinc articles at a certain sum or rate;—tbe thins

offered.

Tender, (ten'der) v. t. [F. tendre, to stretch, stretch

out, L. tendere.) To offer in payment or satasfsctvw

of a demand, for saving a penalty or forfeiture ;—V

offer in words ; to exhibit or present for aceeptanee ,

—to regard ; to esteem:—imp. <t pp. tendered ;

tendering.

Tender, (ten'der) a. [V. tendre, L. fener.] Soft ; esss>

impressed, broken, or injured ; — sensible : cssiij

pained ;—not hardy or able to endure hardship: ds£

cite ; effeminate ;—weak and feeble ;—susceptibk d

the softer passions, as love, compassion, kindness

easily excited to pity, forgiveness, or favour;—excrtes;

kind concern; precious;—unwilling to cause psi?

gentle ; considerate ;—adapted to excite feeding; *

sympathy; expressive of the softer passions ; potthetK-

—expressing emotion or feeling; humane ; naercafsi.

Tenderhearted, (ten'der-hart-ed) a. Having greau sesst-

bility ; compassionate ; pitiful ; kindly in nature.

Tenderling, (ten'der-ling) a. One made tender by *»

much kindness ; a fondling ;—the finrt horns of % **

Tenderly, (ten'der-le) adv. With tenderness; mxtldi?:

gently ; softly ; kindly.

Tenderness, (ten'der-nes) n. State or quality of beast

tender; delicacy; softness; brittleness; sorene-si; sssmb-

bility; humanity; kindness; pity; clemency;

lousness ; caution.
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Tendinous, (ten'din-us) a. [F. Undinextx, from L. tendo,

tendinis, tendon.] Pertaining to ur partaking of the

nature of a tendon ;—full of tendons ; sinewy.

Tendon, (teu'don) n. [L. tendo, Q. tenon, from teinein,

to stretch.] A hard, insensible cord or bundle of

fibres by which motion is communicated from a muscle

to a bone ; a sinew.

Tendril, (ten'dril) a. Clasping ; climbing.

Tendril, (ten'dril) n. [F. tendrilton, diminutive of

tendron, from tenir, to hold.] A filiform spiral shoot

of a plant that winds round another body for the

purpose of support ;—clasper of vines, hops, or other

climbing plants.

Tenebrosity, (ten-e-bros'e-te) n. Darkness ; gloom.

Tenebrous, (ten'e-bms) a, [L. tenebrosus, from tentbroi,

darkness.] Dark; gloomy; dusky; obscure.

Tenement, (ten'e-ment) n. [L. tenementum, from

tenere, to hold. J A house or lands depending on a

manor;—a dwelling house ; a building for a habita

tion; or an apartment in a building used by one

family ;—also, a building subdivided and let for

dwelling houses to several families.

Tenemental, (ten-e-meut'al) a. Pertaining to a tene

ment ; held by tenure, as lands ; — capable of being

held by tenants.

Tenet, (ten'et) n. [L. tenet, he holds, from tenere, to

hold.] Any opinion, principle, dogma, or doctrine,

which a person holds or maintains as true.

Tenfold, (ton fold) a. Ten times more or ten times as

many. [ten times as much.

Tenfold, (ten'fold) adv. To a tenfold amount or degree ;

Tennis, (ten'is) n. [F. tenez, hold or take it, from tenir,

L. tenere, to hold.] A play in which a ball is driven

continually, or kept in motion by striking it with

rackets or with the open hand.

Tennis-court, (ten'is-kort) n. Racket-court ; an oblong

building or room in which tennis is played.

Tenon, (ten'un) n. [F., from tenir, L. tenere, to hold.]

The end of a piece of wood cut

into form, for insertion into a

cavity in another piece called a mor

tise, in order to unite the two

pieces.

Tenon, (ten'un) v. t. To fit for in

sertion into a mortise, as the end of

a piece of timber.

Tenor, (ten'or) n. [L. tenere, to hold.]

Continuity of state; manner of continuance; constant

mode; general curreucy ; -the general drift, course,

or direction of thought ; purport; intent: general

meaning;—stamp; character. (F. tinor, It. tenore.]

The higher of the two kinds of voices usually belonging

to adult males ;—hence, the part of a tune adapted

to this voice ;—a person who sings the tenor ; - -also, an

instrument which plays the part, used adjectively, as

tenor violin, tenor trombone, &o. ;—an exact copy of

a writing set forth in the words and figures of it-

Tense, (tens) a. [L. tensus, pp. of tendere, to stretch.]

Stretched ; strained to Btiffhess ; rigid ; not lax.

Tense, (tons) n. [F. temps, L. tempus, time, tense.]

One of the forms which a verb takes to indicate the

time of the action or event signified ; particular in

flection of a verb by which the time of the action is

expressed.

Tenseness, (teiurnes) «, The state of being tense or

stretched to stiffness ; stiffness.

Tension, (ton'shun)n. [L. tensio, from tendere, tensum,

to stretch.] Act of stretching or straining ;—state of

being stretched or strained to stiffness ; the state of

being bent or strained ;—hence, high intellectual

effort ;—strong excitement of feeling ;—the degree of

stretching to which a wire, cord, beam, Ac., is strained

by drawing it In the direction of its length ;—the force

by which a bow or string is pulled when forming

part of any system in equilibrium or in motion ;—ex

pansive or elastic force.

 

Tent.

to pitch tents

. lent;—to take

 

T Tenon.

Tensity, (ten'se-te) n. State of being tense or strained

to stiffness ; tension.

Tent, (tent) n. [F. tente, W. tent, L. tentorium, pro

perly, something stretched out,

from tendere, to Btretch. J A pavilion

or portable lodge of canvas or

other coarse cloth, stretched and

sustained by poles;—[L. tentare,

to handle, feel, try.] In surgery, a

roll of lint or linen, used to dilate

an opening in the flesh, or to pro-

vent the closing of a sore or open

ing from which matter has to be dis

charged.

Tent, (tent) v, t. To cover with tents ;

upon ;—to probe ; to search, as witli a

heed of; to observe [Scot] ;—v.i. To dwell in a tent .

to tabernacle ;—to observe attentively ; to attend.

[Scot.]

Tentacle, (ten'ta-kl) n. [L. tentaculuni, from tentare^

to handle.] A filiform process or organ round the

mouth of an invertebrate animal, as polyp, snail,

insect, crab, Arc, being either an organ of feeling, pre*

hension, or motion:—a feeler.

Tentacular, (ten-tak'u-lar) a. Pertaining to tentacles

Tentative, (ten'tat-iv) a. [h. tentare, to try. J Trying-

essaying ; experimental.

Tent-bed, (tentbed) n. A high post bedstead having

curtains in an arched form above.

Tented, (tented) a. Covered or furnished with tints, as

soldiers :—covered with tents, as a field.

Tenter, (ten'ter) n. [F. tendre, L. tendere, tentum, to

stretch.] A machine or frame for stretching cloth

by means of hooks, so that it may dry even and

square;—a workman who stretches cloth by tenter

hooks.

Tenter, (ten'ter) v. t. To hang or stretch on tenters ;—

v. t. To admit of being stretched or extended.

Tenter-hook, (ten'tcr-hook) n. A sharp, hooked nail,

used in stretching cloth on a tenter.

Tenth, (tenth) a. (From ten.] Next in order after the

ninth ;—being one of ten equal parts into which any

thing is divided.

Tenth, (tenth) n. One of ten equal parts :—the tenth

part of any thing, as of annual produce or increase;

tithe ;—the interval between any tone and the tone

represented on the tenth degree of the staff above

it.

Tenthly, (tenthle) adv. In the tenth place.

Tentmaker, (tent'miik-er) n. One who makes tents.

Tenuirostres, (ton-u-e-ros'trex) a . pi. [L. tenuis, Unn,

and rostrum, beak.] A division of passerine and

insessorial birds, distinguished by their long and

slender bill, which is either straight or curved.

Tenuity, (ten'u-e-te) n. [L. tenuitas, from tenuis,

thin.] Smallness in diameter; thinness, applied to

a broad substance, and slenderness, applied to one

that is long ;—rarity; rareness; thinness, as of a fluid

or of the atmosphere.

Tenuous, (ten'u-us) a. [L. tenuis, thin.] Thin; slender;

small; minute;—rare: subtile; not dense.

Tenure, (ten'uv) n. [F. from L. tenere, to hold.] A

holding or the terms on which any thing is held;—

the manner of holding lands and tenements of a su

perior ; — the consideration, condition, or service

which the occupier of land gives to his lord or

superior for the use of his land ;—manner of holding

in general.

Tepefaction, (tep-e-fak'shun) n. Act or operation oJ

making tepid or moderately warm.

Tepefy, (top'e-fi) v. I. [L. tepefaeere, from tepere, to

be tepid, aud facere, to make.] To make moderately

warm ;—v. i. To become moderately warm :—imp,

& pp. tepefied; ppr. tepefying.

Tepid, (tepid) a. [L. tepidus, from tepere, to be warm v*

Moderately warm ; lukewarm.
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Tepidness, (tep'id-nes) n. State or quality of being tepid;

moderate warmth ; lukewarmuees :—alio tepidity.

Teraphim, (tfr'a-flm) n. pi. [H. ter&phim,] Home-

hold deities or images ; tutelary domestic divinities.

Terce-major, (ters'm&-jor) n. A sequence of the

three best cards.

Tercentenary, (ter'sen-ten-ar-e) a. [L. ter, three, and

centum, a hundred.] Noting or comprising three

hundred years.

Terebinth, (te,re*binth) n. [L. torbinthu*, G. Urt-

binthos.) A tree or shrub of the

genus Pistacia, about fifteen to

twenty feet high, and yielding a "•

limpid balsamio resin, called Scio

turpentine.

Terebinthine, (tcr-*-binth1n) a. Of

or pertaiiiing to turpentine.

Terebrate, (ter'e-brit) r. U (X. tere-

brare. ] To bore ; to perforate ; to

pierce. Terebinth Tree.

Terebration, (tpr-e-bra'shun) n. [L. terebratio, from

terebra, a borer.] Act of terebrating or boring.

Terete, (ter-etO a. [L. teres, teretis, rounded off.)

Cylindrical and slightly tapering; columnar, as some

stems of plants.

Tergeminous, (ter-Jeni'In-us) a. [L. tert thrice, and

getninus, twin-bora] Threefold.

Tergiversation, (tc.r-je-ve.r-saahuii) n. [L. tergiver»atiot

tergivertari, to turn one's back.] A shifting; shift;

subterfuge ; evasion ;—fickleness of conduct ; change.

Term, (te.rm) n. [F. terme, L. terminus, G. terma.) A

bound or boundary ; the extremity of any tiling ; a

limit;—the time for which any thing lasts; any limited

time;—in universities and colleges, the time during

which instruction is regularly given to students:—in

late, the limitation or duration of an estate; the whole

time or period for which an estate is granted or con

veyed, as for life or for a number of years, &c;—a

fixed time prescribed by the court for establishing

an averment, production of proof or evidence, dis

charging an obligation, &c. ;—one of the periods of the

year in which the superior law and equity courts sit;

—also, one of four days in the year appointed for

jayment of rents, interest, Ac : — in contracts, con

dition ; stipulation; offer proposed; —in grammar, a

word or expression ; language which fixes or deter

mines an iuea ;—in logic, the subject or the predi

cate of a proifosition ;—one of the three component

parts of a syllogism, each one of which is used twice ;

—in algebra, a member of a compound quantity.

Term, (term) v. (. To apply a term to ; to name ; to

call ; to denominate :— imp. & pp, termed ; ppr.

terming.

Tennaganoy, (teyrna-gan-se) n. The state or quality

of being termagant ; turbulence ; tumultuousness.

Termagant, (te,r'raa-gant) a. Tumultuous; turbulent;

boisterous or furious ; quarrelsome; scolding.

Termagant, (trr'nia-gant) n. [Originally a deity, ex

tremely vociferous and tumultuous in the ancient

moralities ; perhaps from A. -8. tyr, lord, and vutgan,

powerful.] A boisterous, brawling, turbulent woman.

Termer, (tfirm'er) n. One who has an estate for a

term of years or for life;—one who travels to keep a

court term. flimitable.

Terminable, (tgrrn'm-a-bl) a. Capable of being bounded;

Terminableneas, (ttrm'iu-a-bl-nes) n. The state of

being terminable.

Terminal, (t^rm'in-al)a. (L. terminalis.] Pertaining to

or forming the end or extremity ; belonging to a

terminus ; — in botany, growing at the end of a

branch or stem ; - terminal value, in viathematta,

the hut and highest form or exponent of a quantity.

Terminate, (terni'in-at) v. t. [L. termhiart, termin-

atum] To set a term or limit to; to limit;—to bound;

'"' ; to conclude ; to close ;—to put an end to—to end ;

To be limited in space by a point, line, or

surface ; to stop short ; to cease :—to come to a limit

in time ; to end ; to close : — imp. & pp. termin

ated ; ppr. terminating.

Termination, (te,rm-in-&'shun) a. Act of limiting or

bounding ;—act of ending or concluding ;—limit in

space or extent ; bound ;—end in time or existence ;

—effect ; consequence ; conclusion ; result :—iu gram

mar, the end or ending of a word ;—final letter or

syllable ;—a term ; a word.

Term inational, (torni-iu-n shun-al) a. Pertaining to or

forming the termination or concluding syllable of a

word.

Terminer, (tcrm'in-er) n. (F. terminer, to bound, limit,

end.] A determining, as in oyer and termxner.

Terminology, (term-in-ol'6-je) a. [L. termiuuf, term,

and G. logos, discourse.] The doctrine at terms ; a

treatise on terms ;—that branch of any science or art

which defines and explains the technical words and

phrases peculiar to it ; glossology ;—the terms actually

used in any business, art, science, or the like ; no

menclature.

Terminus, (te,nn'in-us) u. [L.] Literally, a bound

ary ; a border ;—any post or stone marking a bound

ary ;—the extreme point at either end of a piece of

railway ; also, the station-house at either end ;—in

architecture, a half statue or bust springing from a

pillar or pilaster.

Termite, (ter'niit) ;j. [L. termes.] The white ant.

Termly, (terai'le) adv. Every term ; term by term.

Termly, (tcrm'le) a. Occurring every term.

Term-time, ( tcrm'ttm) n. The time when the law-courts

are sitting ;—also, the time for payment of rents,

interests, dividends, &c.

Tern, (te.rn) n, [Dan. terne, tarnt, IceL tkerna, sea-

swallow.] A long -winged

aquatic fowl of the genus

Sterna, clowly allied to the

gulls.

Ternary, (tcrn'a-re) a. [L.

temariui, from terni, three

each, three.] Proceeding by

threes; consisting of three.

Ternary, (tfnt'a-re) n. The

number three ; three things

taken together : — also ter-

nion. Tern.

Terpsichore, (terp'sik-dr) a. [G. tcrpein, to enjoy, and

choro*, dance, dancing^.] In Greek mythology, the moat

who presided over lync poetry and dancing.

Terrace. (ter'as) n. (F. terraue.] A raised level space

or platform of earth, supported on one or more aides

by a wall or bank of turf, or the like ;—the fiat roof of

a house;—a balcony or open gallery;—in architecture,

an area before a building serving as a promenade ;—

also, a street in a town having a row of buildings on

one side, and sloping ground usually planted with trees

on the other. [a terrace.

Terraced, (tcr'ast) a. Formed into a terrace : baring

Terraqueous, (t?r-;"i'kw6-us) a. [L. terra, the earth, and

aqua, water.] Consisting of laud and water, as the

globe or earth.

Terrene, (ter- en*) a. [L. terrenus, from terra, the

earth.] Pertaining to the earth ; earthy ;—earthly ;

terrestrial.

Terrestrial, (ter-os'tre-al) a. [L. terratru, from terra,

the earth.] Pertaining to the earth ; existing on the

earth ; earthly ;—pertaining to the present state; sub

lunary ;—consisting of or belonging to land in distinc

tion from water :—-also terrettriouM.

Terrible, (te^e-hl) a. [L. Urrubilit, from terrert, to

frighten.] Adapted to exciteJterror, awe, or dread:—

frightful; dreadful; awful; formidable;—excessive;

extreme ; severe. [terrible.

Tembleness, (t?r'e-bl-ne») n. Quality or state of being

Terribly, (teVe-ble) adv. In a manner to excite terror;

tu-eadfully;—violently; very greatly.
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Scotch Tomer.

Terrier, (teYe-er) n. [F. from L. terra, the earth.] A

dog or little hound remark

able for going into the

ground after animals that

burrow, of several species.

[L. tero.] An auger; borer;

wimble.

Terrifle, (ter-if'ik) a. [L.

terrificus, from terrere, to

frighten, and facere, to

make.] Causingterror; dread

ful ; frightful.

Terrify, (t§rVfi) v. t. To alarm or shock with fear ;

to frighten :—imp. & pp. terrified; ppr. terrifying.

Terrigenous, (ter-ij'en-us) a. [L. terra, the earth, aud

gignere, genitum, to beget.] Earth-born; produced

by the earth.

Territorial, (ter-e-to're-al) a. Pertaining to tenitory

or land ;—limited to a certain district

Territory, (teVe-tor-e) n. [L. territorium, from terra,

the earth.] Land: country;—dominion ;—possession;

—the extent of land within the bounds or belonging

to the jurisdiction of any state, city, or other body;—

a tract of land belonging to or under the dominion of

a prince or state, lying at a distance from the parent

country or from the seat of government.

Terror, (t^r'ur) n. [L. terror, from terrert, to frighten.]

Extreme fear ; fear that agitates the body and mind ;

violent dread;—the cause of extreme fear; in Scripture,

threatening ; apprehension of evil;—also judgments

of God :—king of terrors, death.

Terrorism, (t^ur-ira) n. A state of being terrified,

or a stabe impressing terror; government or system

of ruling by terror.

Terrorist, (teVur-ist) n. One who is easily frightened

for the publio safety; an alarmist ;—one who advocates

the system of ruling by terror.

Terrorises, (te/ur-les) a. Free from terrors.

Terror-struck, (teyur-struk) a. Stricken with terror.

Terse, (tfrs) a. [L. tersus, pp. of tergere, to rub or

wipe oft] Smooth ; polished by rubbing;—cleanly

written ; neat ; elegant ; — concise ; compact with

smoothness, grace, or elegance. [cisely.

Tersely, (tersie) adv. In a terse manner: neatly; con-

Terseneu, (te,nrnes) %. Neatness, as of style ; smooth

ness and elegance in diction;—conciseness; succinct

ness, [third.] Occurring every third day.

Tertian, (te^he-an) a. [L. tertianus, from tertius, the

Tertian, (t^r'she-au) «. [L. tertiana (sc. febris). ] A

disease or fever whose paroxysms return every third

day.

Tertiary, (t?r,she-ar-e) a. [L. tertiariiu, from tertiu*,

the third.] Of the third formation, order, or rank ;

third. Tertiary formation, in geology, the uppermost

group of strata, consisting chiefly of sand and clay,

and abounding in organic remains of existing as well

as of extinct animals.

Tertiate, (terthe-at) v. t. [L. tertiare, tertiatum, from

tertiu*, the third.] To do or perform for the third

time;—to examine the thickness of metal, as ord

nance, in order to ascertain its strength.

Tessellate, (tes'e-hH) v. t. [L. tessella, a little cube,

diminutive of tessera, a square piece of stoue, wood,

&c., from G. tessares, four.] To form into squares or

checkers : to lay with checkered work:—imp. & pp.

tessellated: ppr, tessellatmg.

Tessellated, (tea'e-lat-ed) «. Formed in little squares

or mosaic work : checkered ; — spotted like a chess

board:—also tesselar, [operation of making it.

Tessellation, (tes-£-la'shun) n. Mosaic work or the

Tessular, (tes'u-lar) a. Formed in squares, as the

octahedron, tetrahedron, and other crystalline bodies.

Teat, (test) n. (F. tet, an earthen pot ;—also, F. test,

a shell, L. testa, and F. test, test, trial, L. testis,

witness.] A cupel in which metals are melted for

trial and refinement ;— examination by the cupel;

hence, any critical trial and examination ■—means Jt

trial ;—that with which any thing is compared for

proof of ita genuineness; a standard ;—ground of ad

mission or exclusion ;—judgment ; distinction ; dis- •

crimination; a substance employed to detect any un

known constituent of a compound, by causing it to

exhibit some characteristic property; a re-agent.

Test, (test) v. t. To bring to or try by a test ; to ex

amine and compare ; to put to the proof ; to prove the

truth or genuineness of by experiment, or by some

fixed principle or standard ;—in metallurgy, to refine

gold or silver by means of lead in a test ;—in chemis

try, to discover the nature and properties of a sub

stance or compound body by means of a test-liquid,

test-paper, or other re-agent :—imp. & pp. tested ;

ppr. testing.

Testable, (teet'a-bl) a. [L. testabilis, from testari, to

testify, to publish one's hut will.] Capable of being

devised or given by will.

Testaceous, (tes-tashe-us) a. [L. testaceus, from testa,

a shell.] Pertaining to shells ;—consisting of a hard

shell, or having a strong, thick, entire shell, as ovsters

and clams, distinguished from crvstactovs animals,

whose shells are more thin and soft, and consist of

several pieces jointed, as lobsters, crabs.

Testament, (tes'ta-ment) n. [L. testamentvm, from

testari, to be a witness, to make one's last will, from

testis, a witness.] A solemn, authentic instrument

in writing, by which a person declares his will as to

the disposal of his estate and effects after his death ;

a will ;—one of the two general divisions of the

canonical books of the sacred Scriptures, as the Old

Testament, the New Testament;—often limited, in

colloquial language, to the latter.

Testamental, (tea-ta-mental) a. Pertaining to a testa

ment ; testamentary.

Testamentary, (tes-ta-raent'ar-e) a. Pertainiug to a

will or testament ;—bequeathed by will j given by

testament;—done, or appointed by, or founded on a

testament or will. [ing made and left a will.

Testate, (tes'tat) «. [I... testatus, pp. of testari.) Hav-

Testation, (tes-ta'shun) ft. [L. testatto.] Act of wit

nessing or attesting ;—witness ; evidence.

Testator, (tee-ta'tor) u. A man who makes and leaves

a will or testament at death.

Testatrix, (tes-ta'triks) n. A woman who makes and

leaves a will at death ; a female testator.

Tester, (tes'ter) n. [L. testa, an earthen pot, the skull.]

A flat canopy, as over a pulpit, tomb, and the like :—

the ton covering of a bed, consisting of some species

of cloth supported by the bedstead.

Tester, (tes'ter) n. (F. teston.] An old silver coin of

the value of about sixpence sterling :— also teston.

Testicle, (tes'te-kl) 11. [I., testieulus, diminutive of

testis, a testicle.] One of the glands which secrete the

seminal fluid in males.

Testiculate, (tes-tik'u-lat) a. In botany, ovate and

solid ; having two tubers resembling testicles in form,

as the Jerusalem artichoke.

Testification, (tes-to-fe-ku'shun) n. Act of witnessing

or of giving testimony or evidence.

Testifier, (tes'te-f i-er) n. One who gives testimony or

bears witness:—also testificator.

Testify, (tes'te-fi) v. i. |U testijfeari, from testis, a

witness, and facere, to make.] To make a solemn

declaration, verbal or written (and in law under

oath or affirmation), to establish some fact ; to give

testimony ; to bear witness ;—to declare a charge

against one ;—to protest agaiust ;—1>. t. To bear

witness to ; to support the truth of by testimony ; to

affirm or declare solemnly or under oath : — imp.

& pp. testified ; ppr. testifying. peevisldy.

Testily, (tes'te-le) adv. In a testy manner • fretfully ;

Testimonial, (tes-te-mo'ne-al) «. A writing or certifi

cate which bears testimony in favour of one's character

vt good conduct;—a sum of money, or gift of plate.
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portrait, bust, Ac., raiaed by subscription, and pre

sented to an individual as a token of respect.

Testimonial, (tes-te-nio'ne-al) a. Relating to or con

taining testimony.

Testimony, (tes'te-mo-ne) n. [L. testimonium, from

tentnri, to be a witness, to testify , to attest] A solemn

declaration or affirmation made for the purpose of

establishing or proving some fact ;—witness ; proof

of some fact ;—formal witness in a case ; evidence

given upon oath ;—witness borne to a particular

Soint ; attestation ; confirmation ;—hence, a public

eclaration in favour; manifestation;—witness, usu

ally approving witness or voice of conscience ;—in

Scripture, the two tables of the law ; the book of the

law; the ark containing it ;—also, the word or declar

ations of God;—the whole divine revelation.

Testinesa, (teste-nes) n Fretfulness ; peevishness;

petulance.

Testing, (test'lng) ». The act of trying for proof;—in

metallvroy, the operation of refining gold and silver

by means of lead in the vessel called a test ; cupella-

tion. (some chemical re-agent, such as litmus, Ac.

Test-paper, (test'pii-per) w. A paper saturated with

Testudo, (tes-tu'do) n. |L. from testa, the shell of

shell-fish.] The tortoise ;—among the ancient Romans,

a cover or screen which a body of troops formed with

their shields or targets, by holding theni over their

heads when standing close to each other.

Testy, (tes'te) a. f F. Utu, from tile, the head.] Fret

ful ; peevish ; petulant ; easily irritated.

Tetanic, (te-tan ik) n. A remedy for tetanus, which

acts on the nerves, and through them on the muscles.

Tetanus, (tet'a-nus) n. [L., G. teUtnos, stretched, from

teinein, to stretch.] A painful and usually fatal dis

ease, resulting generally from a wound, of which the

principal symptom is persistent spasm of the volun

tary muscles.

Tete-a-tete, (tat-a-taf) it. [F,, head to head.] In pri

vate;—a private conference or conversation :—a form of

sofa for two persons, so curved that they are brought

face to face while sitting on different sides of the sofa.

Tether, (teTH'er) n. A rope or chain by which a beast

is confined for feeding within certain limits.

Tether, (teTH'er) v. (. To confine, as a beast, with a

rope or chain, for feeding within certain limits.

Tetrachord, (tet'ra-kord) tt. [L. tetruchordon, G.

tetraehordos, four-stringed. J A series of four sounds,

of which the extremes, or first and last, constituted

a fourth.

Tetradynamia, (tet-ra-de-mYme-a) ». [G. tettera, four,

and Uunamis, strength.] An order of plants having six

stamens, four of which are longer than the others.

Tetragon, (tet'ra-gon) n. [L. tetragonum, G. tetra, four

and gonia, corner, angle.] A

plane figure having foil,

a quadrangle: — an aspect

two planets with regaru to the

earth, when they are distant

from each other 90% or the

fourth of a circle.

Tetragonal, (tet-rag'on-al) a. Of

ingle.] A

burangles;

aspect of 1

oa
Tetragona

having prominent

Having or composed

or pertaining to a tetragon ;

having four angle* or sides ;

longitudinal angles, as a stem.

Tetrahedral, (tet-ra-he"dral) a.

of four sides.

Tetrahedron, (tet-ra-h8'dron) n. [0. tetra, four, and

hedra, seat, base.] A solid figure in

closed by four triangles.

Tetrameter, (tet-rani'et-er) n. [L.

Utrametrus, G. tetrn, four, and

• tuttroit, a measure. ] A verse con

sisting of four measures, that is

in iambic, trochaic, and anapestic

verse of eight feet ; in other kinds

of verse of four feet Tetrahedron

 

Tetrareh, (tet'rark) n. [G. terra, four, and arrkos, a

ruler.] A Roman governor of the fourth part of a

province;—hence, any petty king or sovereign.

Tetrarcbate. (tet-rark'at) u. The fourth part of a pro

vince under a Roman tetrareh ; office or jurisdiction

of a tetrareh. [tetrarchy.

Tetrarchical, (tet-rark'ik-al) a. Of or pertaining to a

Tetrarchy, (tet'rark-e) r>. A tetrarcbate.

Tetrasyllable, (tet-ra-sU-lab'ik) a. Consiating of or

having four syllables.

Tetrasyllable, (tet-ra-ailla-bl) n. [G. tetrasullabos,

of four syllables.] A word consisting of fonr syllable*.

Tetter, (tet'er) n. [A.-S. titer, tetr.] A vesicular dis

ease of the skin ; herpes : scab ; scurf ; ring-worm ;—

also, a cutaneous disease in animals.

Tetter, (tet'er) »■ t To affect with tetter .—imp. A pp.

tettered; ppr. Uttering. [tious; fretful; peevub.

Tettish, (tetish) a. [F. tete, head. Eng. tetchy.} Cap-

Teutonie, (tQ-ton'ik) a. Of or pertaining to the Teu

tons, a people of ancient Germany ; or to their

descendants, usually classified as High German, inclnd-

ing the inhabitants of Upper and Middle Germany ;

Low Ger»uan, or Saxon, including the Dutch, Flem

ings, Anglo-Saxon, Ac. ; and Scandinavian, including

the Icelanders, Norwegians, Danes, and Swedes;—

also, pertaining to the language of the Teutons, which

is the root of the German, Jhttek, Anglo-Saxon, Ac

Tew, (to) r. t. [A. -S. tavtoa.] To work at ; to prepare

by working ;—hence, to work hard : to fatigue ;—to

beat or dress, as leather, hemp, and the like ; to taw :

—imp. A pp. tewed; ppr. tewing.

Tewel, (tu'el) n. [F. (uyou.1 A pipe or funnel, as for

smoke ; an iron pipe in a forge to receive the pipe of

a bellows.

Text, (tekst) n. [L. textus, texture, structure, con

text, from texere, textum, to weave, to compose.] A

discourse or composition on which a note or com

mentary is written ; the original words of an author,

In distinction from a paraphrase or commentary :—a

verse or passage of Scripture quoted as the subject of

a discourse, or in proof of a doctrine;—a particular

kind of handwriting— called from the sixe, targe,

middle or round, and small.

Text-book, (teksfbook) n. A volume, as of soma

classical author, on which a teacher lectures or com

ments ;—hence, any manual of instruction ; a achool-

book. (ing.

Text-hand, ( teksfhaud ) a. A large hand in writ-

Textile, (teks'til) «. (L. textilis, from texere, to weave]

Woven, or capable of being woven ; formed by weav

ing. [th« text.

Textual, (tekst'fl-al) a. Pertaining to or contained in

Textuorist, (tekst'Q-ar-ist) n. One who is well versed

in the Scriptures, and can readily quote texts ;—one

who adheres closely to the text:—also territory;

texuitt; texttalist.

Textuary, (tekst'A-ar-e) a. Contained in the text;

textual ;—serving as a text ; authoritative.

Texture, (tekst'ur) n. [I., textura, from texere, text*»,

to weave.} Aot of weaving ;—that which is woven ;

a web ; a fabric formed by weaving ;—the disposition

or connection of threads, filaments, or other slender

bodies interwoven ;—the disposition of the several

parts of any body in connection with each other.

Thaler, (tat'er) n. [h. thalerus.) A German coiner

money of aoconnt, in value about three shilling*.

Than, (Titan) conj. [A.-8. thanne, thonne, Ger. assm,]

A particle expressing comparison, used after certain

adjectives and adverbs which express comparison or di

versity. It is usually followed by the object com

pared in the nominative case. Sometimes, however,

the object compared is placed in the objective case,

and than may then be considered as a preposition.

Thane, (than) n. (A.-S. them, thin, a minister, a

servant of the king, a nobleman, a soldier, I eel.

thegn, a freeman.] A dignitary under the Anglo
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Saxons and Danes in England. After the Conquest,

this title was disused, and baron took it? place.

Thanedom, ( than'dum ) H, The land, property, or

Jurisdiction of a thane:—also thanage. (thane.

Thaneship, (than'ship) n. The state or dignity of a

Thank, (thangk) v.t. [A.-S. thancian,Ger. danken, Sw.

tacka.] To express gratitude to for a favour or for

kindness bestowed—also used in a contrary or ironical

sense :—imp. &, pp. thanked ; ppr. thanking.

Thank, (thangk) n. [A.-S. thane, Vionc, thought, will,

thanks, Go. thagks.] Expression of gratitude: ac

knowledgment expressive of a sense of favour or kind

ness received : — generally in the plural. Thanks,

elliptical for thank you, or I give you thanks, a verbal

acknowledgment of a favour or benefit

Thankful, (thangk'fool) a. Impressed with a sense of

kindness received and ready to acknowledge it ; grate

ful, [ner ; gratefully.

Thankfully, (thangk'fool-le) adv. In a thankful man-

Thankfulness, (thangk'fool-nes) n. Gratitude; a lively

sense of a favour or benefit received;—expression of

thinks; grateful acknowledgment.

Thankless, (thangk'les) a. fcot acknowledging favours

or expressing thankfulness for them; unthankful ; un

grateful;—notdeserving thanks;—not likely to receive

thanks. [ner; with ingratitude ; unthankfully.

Thanklessly, (thangk'les-le) adv. In a thankless man-

Thanklessness, (thaugk'les-nes) n. The state of being

thankless; ingratitude.

Thanksgiver, ( thangks ' giv - er ) n. One who gives

thanks or acknowledges a kindness.

Thanksgiving, (thangks'giv-ing) 71. Act of rendering

thanks or expressing gratitude for favours or mercies;

—a public celebration of divine goodness ;—also, a day

set apart for such celebration.

Thank-offering, (thangk'of-fer-ing) v. A sacrifice or

gift made in acknowledgment of mercy or benefit

received. [worthy of gratitude ; meritorious.

Thankworthy, (thangk'wur-Tiie) a. Deserving thanks;

That, (THat) pron. or conj. [A.-S. the, m., Vied, /.,

that, ?l, I col. that.] A pronoun referring to some

thing before mentioned, understood, or more remote,

and used as a demonstrative pronoun, pointing out a

person or thing before mentioned, or supposed to be

understood;—hence, it often designates a specific thing

or person emphatically ; — as a relative pronoun,

equivalent to mho or which, serving to point out and

make definite a iierson or thing spoken of or alluded

to before—in such cases it is used both in the singular

and plural ;—referring to an entire sentence or para

graph, and not merely to a word. [A.-S that. Go.

thatei.] A conjunction, having much of the force of

a demonstrative pronoun;—introducing a clause, as

the object of the preceding verb;—introducing a reason

or purpose, and sometimes a result ;—in that, because ;

for the reason that

Thatch, (thach) n. f A.-S. thde, IceL thak, Ger. daeh.]

Straw or other substance used to cover the roofs of

buildings or stacks of hay or grain.

Thatch, (thach) v. t. To cover with straw, reeds, or

some similar substance :—imp. *t pp. thatched ; ppr.

thatching.

Thatcher, (thach'er)n. One who thatches.

Thatching, (thach'ing) n. The act or art of covering

buildings, stacks, Ac, with thatch, so as to keep out

rain or water ; the materials used for this purpose.

Thaughts, (thawts) n. pi. [Corrupted from thwarts.]

Benches in a boat on which the rowers sit

Thaumaturgic, (thaw-ma-tur'jik) a. Exciting wonder;

working miracles :—also thaumaturgical.

Thaumaturgy, (thaw'ma-tur-jo) ». [G. thauma, won

der, and ergon, work.] Act of working wonders; act of

performing miracles ;—creative power.

Thaw, (thaw) v. i. [A.-S. thutcan, Icel. thdma, to con

sume, digestj To melt, dissolve, or become fluid, as

ice or snow ;—to become so warm, as to melt ice and

■now ;—v. t. To cause to melt ; to dissolve, as ice,

snow, hail, or frozen earth :—imp. & pp. thawed ; ppr.

thawing.

Thaw, (thaw) n. The melting of ice or snow; liquefac

tion by heat of any thing congealed by frost.

Thawy, (thaw'e) a. Liquefying by heat after having

been frozen ; thawing ; melting.

The, (thb) definite article, a. [A. -8. the or thai, Go.

thata, Icel. that.] A word placed before nouns and

used to designate or specify a general conception, or to

limit a meaning more or less definitely. [A.-S. that.

Vie, equivalent to I- eo.] Before adjectives in the com

parative and superlative degree, to heighten or make

more complete the contrast.

Theatre, (the'a-ter) n. [L. Vieatrum, G. theatron.)

Among the ancients, an edifice in which spectacles or

shows were exhibited ;—in modern times, a house for

the exhibition of dramatic performances ; a play

house .—that which resembles a theatre in form, use,

and the like ;—in universities, a publio hall for the

exhibition of scholastic exercises, conferring of degrees,

and other meetings of the senate ;—also, a room for

anatomical demonstrations or performing anatomical

operations by the professors in presence of the stu

dents;—any place of exhibition; arena or stage for the

display of great actions, virtues, qualities, &c. ;—a

natural situation rising by gradations like the seats of

a theatre ;—a beautiful or pleasing scene or prospect.

Theatrical, (the-at'rik-al) a. Pertaining to a theatre

or to scenic representations; resembling the manner of

dramatic performers ;— hence, adapted for display ;

pompous ; showy ; affected : feigned.

Theatrically, (the-at'rik-al-le) adv. In a theatrical

manner ; in a manner suiting the stage.

Theatricals, (the- at'rik-alz) n. pi. Dramatic perform

ances ;—also, scenes, dresses, and other apparatus re

quired for dramatic performances.

Theban, (the'ban) n. A native or inhabitant of Thebes;

—also, a wise man.

Theban, (the'ban) a. Pertaining to Thebes. Unban

year, the Egyptian year of 365 days and ti hours.

Thee, (tho) pron. ; objective cote of thou. [A.-S. the.

Use.J

Theft, (theft) n. [A.-S. thatfdh, thyfdh.] The act of

stealing ;—the private, unlawful, felonious taking of

another person's goods or movables with an intent to

Bteal them.

Their, (Tiiar) a. pron. [A.-S. Vidro, thara, properly

gen. pi. of (A*. J Of them ;—belonging to certain per

sons specified ;—uotiug the possession of by two or

more—used as a qualifying adjective of the noun to

which it refers.

Theirs, (th&tz) a, pron. [Intensive form of their.] Be

longing to them—used as a pronoun, or separate from

the word to which it refers, or standing as a substitute

for it, and therefore legitimately as the nominative of

a verb, or the object of a verb or preposition.

Theism, (the'izm) n. [G. theos, God. J The belief or

acknowledgment of the existence of a God, as opposed

to atheism.

Thcist, (the'ist) n. One who believes in the existence

of a God ; especially, one who believes in a personal

God.

Theistio, (the'-Ufik) a. Pertaining to theism or to a

theist ; according to the doctrine of theists.

Thelphusian. (thel-fuYe-an) n. [G. thile, nipple, and

phusan, to breathe.] One of

a family of crustaceans, re

sembling the land - crab,

which live in the earth near

the shore.

Them, (THem) pron. ; objec

tive case of tl<t>/. Those per

sons or things ; those.

Theme, (them) n, [I., thema,

Q. taenia, from tiihenai, to Thelphusian.
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set, place.] A subject or topic on which a person write*

or speaks :—a short dissertation, usually on some

assigned topic.

Themselves. (THem-8elvz/) pron. pi. of himself, her$tlf,

or itself;—frequently used after they by way of eui-

pliasis.

Then, (men) adv. [A.-S. thonne, thanne, Go. than,

Ger. dann J At that time, referring to a time speci

fied, either past or future ;—soon afterward or imme

diately ; afterward :— at another time : hereafter ;—

upon this ; thereupon j—in consequence uf ; in that

case :—therefore j for this reason ;—and adjectirely

for then existing.

Thence, (mens) adv. [Ger. dannen, A.-S. tlianan,

thanon.) Prom that place;—from that time;—for thut

reason.

Thenceforth, (mens'forth) adv. From that time.

Thenceforward, (THens'for-werd) adv. From that time

onward.

Theocracy, (the-ok'ra-ee) iu [Q. theon, God, and tratein,

to rule.] Government of a state by the immediate

direction or administration of God ;—the state thus

governed.

Th- orratic. (the-d-krafik) a. Pertaining to a theocracy;

administered by the immediate direction of God.

Theodolite, (the-od'6-Ht) ft. [Etymology uncertain—

perhaps from G. theomai, I see,

and dolos, cunning, or dolichot,

long.] An instrument, vari

ously constructed, used, espe

cially iu trigonometrical survey

ing, for the accurate measure

rnent of horizontal angles, or the

angular distances between object*

{projected on the plane of thti

lorizon, consisting of a telescope

moving freely on a horizontal and

graduated circle, and elevated of

depressed by a graduated vertical

circle—the whole being set upon Theodolite,

a portable frame with three legs, and a spirit-level to

adjust it to the plane of the horizon.

Theogonist, (the-ogo-niat) «. A writer on theogony or

the generation of the gods.

Theogony, (the-og'6-ne) n. [G. theogonia, from theos, a

god, and gonos, race, birth.] The generation of the

gods ; that branch of heathen theology which taught

the genealogy of their deities.

Theologian, (the-d-16'je-an) n. [L. theologu*, from G.

theos, God, and legein, to speak.] A person well versed

in theology; a professor of divinity; a divine.

Theological, (the-d-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to divinity

or the science of God and of divine things.

Theologically, (the-6-loj'ik-al-le) adv. According to

the principles of theology.

Theologist, (the-ol'6-jist) n. One versed in theology; a

theologian :—also theologer, theologne.

Theology, (the-ol'6-je) n. The science which treats

of the existence, character, and attributes of God, his

laws and government, the doctrines we are to believe,

and the duties we are to practise.

Theopathio, (the-6-path'ik) a. Relating to theopathy.

Theopathy, (the-opVthe) n. [G. theos, God, and pathos,

suffering, feeling.] Capacity for religious affections or

worship;—emotion excited by the contemplation of

God: piety;—religious enthusiasm; mysticism;—sym

pathy with the divine nature.

Theophilanthropiam, ( thS-o-fll-an'thro-pizm ) ft. [G.

theot, God, phitos, lover, unthropos, man.] Love to

God and man. [of God ; divinely inspired.

Theopneustic, (the-op-nuVtik) a. Given by inspiration

Theopneusty, (the ' op - nust - e) n. [G. t'heopueuttos.]

Divuie inspiration.

Theorem, (the'd-rem) n. [G. theHrfma, from theorein,

to look at] An established principle or position; a

speculative truth;—a position requiring demonstra

 

tion; a proposition that has to be proved, a* ■l»»t>^-

guished from a problem that has to be solved;—a

algebra, a rule; especially, a symbolic rule or formula

Theorematio, (the-6-re-mat'ik) a. Pertaining to a

theorem ; comprised in a theorem ; oonawttnc; of

theorems:—also tkewemie, theon atteul.

Theoretical, (the-6-ret'ik-al) a. Pcitaining to,

ing on, or confined to theory; speculative .—u

ing in theory or speculation ; unpractical : — alto

theoretic.

Theoretically, (the-o-ret'ik-al-le)oc . In or by theory;

in speculation; speculatively; not practically.

Theorist, (the o-rist) ft. One who forma '

given to theory; a theorizer: speculatist.

Theorize, (the'6-rix) r. i. To form a theory or

to speculate;—imp. & pp. theorized; : .■■■ thi

Theory. (thCo-re) ft. [U theona, G. tAeffna, frees

thedrein, to look at.] A doctrine or scheme of things

which terminates In speculation or oontexnplsUao*

without a view to practice; speculation:—an exposi

tion of the general principles of any science; — the

science distinguished from the art;—the philosophical

explanation of phenomena, either ) hysical or dm

Theosophical, (the-6-sofik-al) a. Pertaining to

sophy.

Theosophy, (the-os'6-fe) ft. [G. tA'osonata

God, ana sophos, wise.] Divine wisdom

knowledge of God derived from divine iliuminatie*

—also, a direct, as distinguished from a revealed

knowledge of God, supposed to be attained by a

certain system of thought and culture; mysticism.

Swedenborgianism .

Therapeutic, (th?r-a-put'ik) a. [G. ' Ami7* u rite*, firm

thernpeudn, to take care of, to heal. J Pertaining to

the healing art: curative.

Therapeutics, ( ther-a-put'iks ) ft, tina. That part of

medicine which respects the discov try and appueatsm

of remedies for diseases.

Therapeutist, ( ther-a-put'ist) n. One versed in ther-

There, (THur) adr. [A.-ti. thcrr, <*e>, Icel. & Go. tAor.]

In that place ; further off, as opposed to Aerr «—to

that place—used as an exclamation or direction:—in

composition, that. There is used to begin sentesMca,

or before a verb, without adding essentially to the

meaning.

Thereabouts, (mar-a-bouta') adr. Near that place :—

near that number, degree, or quantity; marly ;—cua-

cerningthat:—also thereabout.

Thereafter, ( THflr-aft'er ) adv. After that; afterward.

—according to that ; accordingly.

Thereat, (THar-at) «dr. At that place ;—at that oc

currence or event ; on that account

Thereby, (THar-biO aav. By that; by that means; in

consequence of that.

Therefor, (THiir'for) adv. For that, or this, or it.

Therefore, (Tiior'for) eoiij. &adv. [From there and /•*-.] j

For that or this reason, referring to something previ

ously stated ; for that ;—consequently :—in i

Of recompense for this or that ; accordingly.

Therefrom, (THar-fromO adr. From this or that.

Therein, (THiir-in') adv. In that or this place,

or thing ; in that particular.

Thereinto, (THftr-in-too') adr. Into that or that

Thereof, (Tnar-of) adv. Of that or this.

Thereon, (THar-on') adr. On that or this.

Thereout, (Tnar-outO adr. Out of that or thia.

Thereto, (THiu%t66') adr. To that or this.

Thereunder, (THar-un'djr) adv. Under that.

Thereunto, [THar-un-too/) adr. Unto that or this ;

thereto.

Thereupon, (mar-up-on') adv. Upon that or this ;—

on account of that : in consequence of thar

mediately ; without delay. [m odiatd •

Therewith, (Tnar-withO adr. With that or thia ;•

Therewithal, (Tiiur-with-al') adv. Over and above ;■

at the s&mo time ;—along with that.
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Thermal, (thermal) a. [0. thermal , hot springs, from

thermis heat.] Pertaining to heat ; warm.

Thermo-electric, (ther'nio-e-lek'trik) a. Pertaining to

thermo-electricity.

Thermo-electricity, (ther'mo-e-lek-tris'e-te) n. [G.

thermos, warm, hot, and Eug. electricity. \ Electricity

developed by the action of heat.

Thermometer, (ther-moni'et-er) n. (G. thermos, hot,

and metron, measure.] An instrument for measuring

temperature, consisting of a slender tube, with a Bmall

bulb, and a very Bmall bore in the stem, containing

mercury or spirits of wine.

Thermometries!, (ther-mo-met'rik-al) a. Pertaining to

a thermometer ;—made by means of a thermometer.

Thermoacope, ( therruo-skop ) ft. [G. thermos, hot,

and skopein, to view.] Any instrument for indicating

changes of temperature without indicating the degree

of heat.

Thesaurus, (thS-saw'rus) n. [L.] A treasury or store

house ;—often applied to a comprehensive volume like

a dictionary or cyclopedia. [opposed to those.

These, (th&z) pron, [A.-S. this, thds.) Plural of this.

Thesis, (the'sis) n. [L. thesis, G. thesis, from tithenai,

to place, set.] A position or proposition which a per*

son advances and offers to maintain, or which is actu

ally maintained by argument; a theme ;—especially, a

subject or proposition for a school or university exer

cise, or the exercise itself;—hence, an essay upon a

specific theme;—the unaccented part of the measure;—

in prosody, the depression of the voice in pronouncing

the syllables of a word ;—the part of the foot upon

which such a depression falls.

Thespian, (thes/pe-an) a. [Q. Tkespis, the founder of

the Greek drama.] Theatrical; dramatic; belonging

to the stage.

Thetis, (the'tis) n. [G.] A sea-nymph, and the mother

of Achilles ;—a small asteroid between the orbits of

Mars and Jupiter.

Theurgical, (the-ur'jik-al) o. Pertaining to theurgy or

the power of doing supernatural things.

Theurgist. (thG'ur-jist) n. [G. theourgos, from theos,

God, and ergon, work.] One who pretends to or is

addicted to theurgy.

Theurgy, (the'ur-je) n. [G. tkeourgia.] Divine work

or operation ;—the power of doing supernatural things

by divine agency, or by invocation ofdivine help:—the

Sower of doing supernatural things by invocation of

emons, devils, or other superhuman spirits; necro

mancy; or by mystic incantations, charms, spells, &c. ;

the black art;—power of doing supernatural things

by superior knowledge of the properties of bodies and

the processes of nature ; natural magic,

Thew, (thu) a. [A.-S. thedw, thdu, G. ethos.] Quality;

custom ; habit ;—a muscle ; sinew—chiefly pi. sinews ;

brawn ;—bodily form or proportions betokening great

strength.

They, (TUa) pron. pi [A.-S. thd. Go. thdi.] The

men ; the women ; the things ; — those persons or

things ;—indefinitely, for any persons or people in

general : the public

Thick, (thik) a. [A.-S. (Ai«*f leal, thych; Ger. dick,

dicht.) Dense; not thin or rare; foggy;—not clear;

turbid; muddy ; — coagulated ; — compact: solid;—

close; not separated by much space; crowded; —

abundant; frequent; following in quick succession ;—

noting the diameter of a body ; great in circumference;

not slender ;—noting the third dimension of a body

as distinguished from long and broad ; deep ; — not

having a good articulation ;—somewhat deaf ; dull ;—

intimate ; familiar.

Thick, (thik) n. The thickest part, or the time when

any thing is thickest :—a thicket.

Thick, (thik) adr. Frequently; fast; quick:—closely;

—to a great depth, or to a thicker depth than usual.

Thicken, (thik'u) v.t. To make thick, in any of the

senses of the word ;—to render dense ; to inspissate ;

—to make close ; to fill up interstices in;—v.i To

become thick ;—to become more dense ;—to become

consolidated ; to concrete ;—to become dark or ob

scure ; to become more close or numerous; to crowd

to press;—to become quick or animated :—imp. & pp.

thickened; ppr. thickening,

Thickening, (thik ' u - ing) n. Something put into a

liquid or mass to make it thicker.

Thicket, (thik'et) «, A wood or collection of trees or

shrubs clusely set.

Thickish, (thik'ith) a . Somewhat thick.

Thickly, (thik'le) adv. In a thick condition or man

ner ; deeply ; compactly ; closely ; quickly.

Thickness, (thik'nee) n. The quality or state of being

thick ; density ;—consistence ; spissitude ;—grossness :

dulness;—closeness; crowded state;—extent of a body

from side to side, or from surface to surface ; depth.

Thickset, ( thik'tet) a. Close planted ;—having a short,

thick body ; stout.

Thickset, (thik 'set) n. A close or thick hedge; — a

kind of stout, twilled cotton cloth.

Thick-skinned, (thik'skiud) a. Having a thick skin;

not sensitive; dull; obtuse. [slow to learn.

Thick-skulled, (thik'skuld) a. Dull ; heavy ; stupid ;

Thief, (thef) n. [A.-S. thtdf, thtft Icel. thid/r. Go.

thiubs.) One who secretly, unlawfully, and feloni

ously takes the goods or personal property of another ;

—an excrescence or waster in the snuff of a candle.

Thieve, (thev) v. i. To practise theft ; to steal.

Thievery, (theVer-e) n. The practice of stealing ; theft;

—that which is stolen.

Thievish, (thev'ish) a. Given to stealing ; addicted to

the practice of theft ;—like a thief ; acting by stealth;

sly ; secret. [by theft

Thievishly, (theVish-le) adv. In a thievish manner ;

Thieviahness, (thev'ish-nes) n. Practice or habit of

stealing ;—disposition to Bteal.

Thigh, (thi) n. [A--S. the6h, Icel. thid, Ger. dich-bein,

thick bone.] The part of the lower limb between the

trunk and the leg ;—the thick fleshy portion between

the knee and the trunk.

Thigh-bone, (thi'bon) n. The bone of the thigh.

Thill, (thil) n. [A.-S. thill, a board, plank, beam, Icel.

thil, a table.) A shaft of a cart, gig, or other carriage;

—one of two arms of wood projecting from the body

of a cart between which the last horse is placed.

Thiller, (thil'er) n. The horse that goes between the

thills or shafts and supports them.

Thimble, (thim'bl) «. [Probably from thumb-bill,

cover for the thumb.] A kind of metallic cap or cover,

or sometimes a ring for the finger, used in sewing to

protect the finger from the needle ;—any thimble-

shaped appendage or fixture :—an iron ring with a

groove round its circumference to receive the rope

which is spliced about it.

Thimbleful, (thim'bl-fool) n. As much as a woman's

thimble will hold;—a very small quantity ; a drop.

Thimble-rig, (thim/bl-rig) n. A sleight-of-hand trick

played with three small cups shaped like thimbles,

and a small ball or pea.

Thimble-rigger, (thim'bl-rig-cr) n. One who practises

the game of thimble-rig ;—hence, a cheating gamester;

• a low trickster ; a sharper.

Thin, (thin) a. [A.-S. thinne, thynn, Ger. tlunn, L.

tenuis.] Having little thickness or extent from one

surface to the opposite;—rare; not dense—applied to

fluids or soft mixtures ;—not close ; not crowded ; not

filling the space:—hence, not abundant;—not full or

well grown ;—slim ; slender ; lean ; gaunt : — small;

fine; not full;—slight; flimsy; not sufficient for a

covering.

Thin, (thin) adv. Not thickly or closely ; in a scatter

ed state.

Thin, (thin) v. L To make thin, in any of its senses ;—

to make rare or leas thick ; to attenuate ;—to make

less close, crowded, or numerous;—to rarefy; to make
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less dense :—v. i. To grow or become thin :—imp. &

pp. thinned ; ppr. thinning.

Thine, (THin) pronominal a. (A.-8. thin, gen. of thu or

thu, thou, Go. farina, Ioel (Asm*. J Belonging to thee;

relating to thee; thy.

Thing, (thing) n. (A.-S. thing, Ger. ding.) A material

object ; an inanimate substance ; whatever is that is

not a person;—that which is created ; an animal ;—

that winch is manufactured or produced ; article ;

commodity;—that which occurs or happens ; event;

occurrence ;—that which is proposed, done, or told ;

deed; action;—a portion or part; something;—a piece

of work ; a composition, in depreciation;—a person,

in contempt;—pt personal property ; accoutrements;

clothes ; furniture ; appurtenances.

Think, (tliingk) v.i. [A. -8. Duncan, leal, thenkja,

Go. thagljan.) To have iileas ; to compare things or

terms in the mind ; to perform any mental act of

apprehension, illation, or judgment;—to cogitate ; to

deliberate ;—to consider ; to Judge ;—to conclude ; to

determine; — to imagine; to fancy;— to muse; to

meditate ;—to recollect ; to remember; — to intend ;

to design; — v. t. To conceive; to imagine;—to be

lieve ; to consider; to esteem:—imp. A pp. thought;

ppr. thinking. [who thinks in a particular manner.

Thinker, (thmgk'er) "■ One who thinks, especially one

Thinking, (thingking) a. Having the faculty of

thought; cogitative; capable of a regular train of

ideas. [judgment

Thinking, (thingk'ing) n. Imagination ; cogitation ;

Thinly, (thinle)odv. In a thin, loose, scattered manner.

Thinner, (thin'? r) n. One who thins or makes thin.

Thinness, (thin'ues) n. State of being thin in any of

the senses of the word ; smallno** of extent from one

side or surface to the opposite ; tenuity : rareness.

Thinning, (thin'ing)n. Toe act of reducing the number

of field or garden plants that have been sown, or the

number of trees that have been planted, in order that

the remainder may attain a fuller and maturer growth.

Thin-skinned, (thin'skiud) a. Having a thin skin ;—

benoe, unduly sensitive ; irritable.

Third, (therdl a. [A.-S. thridda, Ger. dritU.] The

next after the second ; coming after two of the same

class;—constituting one of three equal parts into which

any thing is divided.

Third, (therd) «. The quotient of a unit divided by

three : one of three equal parts ;—the sixtieth part of

a second of time ;—the third part of any thing ;—in

music, the interval of a tone and a semitone, embracing

three diatonic degrees of the scale.

Third-floor, (therd flor) a. The fourth story of a house.

Thirdly, (thgrd'le) adv. In the third place.

Thirl, (therl) v. t. (A.-S. thirlian.) To bore; to per

forate ; to drill ;—hence, from the custom of boring

the ears of slaves, to enslave ; to thrall.

Thirst, (therst) u. The desire, uneasiness, or suffering,

occasioned by want of drink ;—a want and eager desire

after any thing;—dryness; drought; parchedness.

Thirst, (therst) r. i. [A.-S. thyrttan, Icel. thyrsta, Ger.

dursten.) To experience a painful sensation of the

throat or fauces for want of drink;—to have a vehe

ment desire—with for or afur:—4mp. A pp. thirsted ;

Ppr- thirsting.

Thirstily, (thersfe-le) adv. In a thirsty manner.

Thiratiaesa,(therste-nee)*. Stateofbeingthirsty:thirst.

Thirsty, (therst'e) o. Feeling a painful or distressing

sensation from want of drink ;—deficient in moisture;

dry; parched;—having a vehement desire of any thing.

Thirteen, (thcVten) a, (A. -8. thredtyne, from thrt, thred,

three, and tin, tin, ten.] One more than twelve ; ten

and three.

Thirteen, (ther'ten) n. The sum of ten and three ;—a

symbol representing thirteen units, as 13 or xiii.

Thirteenth, (theytenth) a. Next in order after the

twelfth;—being one of thirteen equal parts into which

W thing is divided.

 

Thistle.

Thirteenth, (ther'ten th) n. The quotient of a unit

divided by thirteen; one of thirteen equal parte;—the

interval comprising an octave and a sixth.

Thirtieth, (ther'te-eth) a. Next In order after the

twenty-ninth ;—being one of thirty equal parts into

which any thing is divided.

Thirtieth, (theVte-eth) n. The quotient ofa unit divided

by thirty ; one of thirty equal parts.

Thirty, (ther'te) a. (O. Eng. thrifty, A.-S. ttrfrie.]

Three times ten ; one more than twenty-nine.

Thirty, (ther'te) a. The sum of three times ten «

twenty and ten ;—* symbol representing thirty units,

as SO or xxx.

This, (THis) pren. [A.-S. the*, wl, tkeib, /,, tikis, *.,

Icel. thrssi.] Denoting something that is present or

near in place or time, or something just mentioned or

that is just about to be mentioned;—denoting the last

past time;—denoting the next future.

Thistle, (this'l) n. (A.-S. thistel, Icel. tkUtitl, Ger.

distel.) One of numerous

prickly plants of the class

Syngtnena, of which there

are upwards of thirty known

species in Europe—it is the

national badge of Scotland.

Thistly, (this'le) a. Over

grown with thistles.

Thither, (th i-rnVr)firfr. [A.-S.

(Aider, Icel. thadhru. Go.

thathr6.] To that place—op

posed to hither; — to that

Jwint, end, or result.

Thitherward, (THiTH'er-wcrd)

adv. Toward that place.

Thole, (thol) n. t A.-S. (hot, Icel. thollr, post, pin.1 A

pin inserted into the gunwale of a boat, to keep the

oar in the rowlock in rowing.

Thong, (thong) n. [O. Eng. t/iavng, A.-S. thieong, from

O. Sax. thuitigan.) A strap of leather used for fasten

ing any thing.

Thor, (thor) n. A Scandinavian divinity, the son of

Odin, corresponding to the classic Jupiter, and wor

shipped as the god of the elements and of thunder.

Thoracic, (tho-ras'ik) a. Pertaining; to the thorax or

breast.

Thoral, (tho'ral) a. [L. torus, a couch, bed.] Pertain

ing to a bed.

Thorax, (th5'raks) n. [L., G. tkdrax.) The portion of

the trunk between the neck and abdomen ; the chest:

—the second general segment of insects ;—<a breast

plate ; a corselet.

Thorite, (tho'rit) n. [Prom the god Thor.'] A massive

and compact mineral found in Norway, and resembling

gadolinite—it contains 58 per cent of the rare earth

thoria, combined with other metallic substances.

Thorn, (thorn) n. [A.-S., Icel. thorn. Go. tkauntxt,

Ger. don*. J A sharp, ligneous, or woody shoot from

the stem of a tree or shrub ; a spine ;—popularly, but

incorrectly, a prickle ;—a tree or shrub armed with

spines, or sharp, ligneous shoots;—sometimes incor

rectly applied to a bush with prickles ;—henoe, any

thing troublesome ;—pL In Scripture, difficulties or

impediments ; especially worldly cares or anxieties.

Thornback, (thorn'bak) n. A fish of the ray kind

marked by strong, short recurved ^^.

spines on the back and tail, com- _

monly found on the British and \

Irish coasts.

Thorn-hedge, (thornliej) n. A I

hedge or fence consisting of J

thorn bushes.

Thorny, (thorn'e) a. Full of :

thorns or spines ;—sharp ; prick

ing ; — troublesome; vexatious ;

harassing.

Thorough, (thur'o) a. [A.-S.

 

TV->rn!mcV.
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thuruh, Ger. durth. J Pasting through or to the end ;

hence, complete ; perfect

Thorough, ( t hur 6) prep. From side to side or from end

to end ; through.

Thorough-base, (thur o-bis) n. Representation ofchords

by figures placed under the base—sometimes used as

synonymous with harmony.

Thorough-bred, (Uiur'S-bred) a. Completely bred or

accomplished ;—got by parents of full blood on both

sides, as a horse ;—hence, high-mettled ; spirited.

Thoroughfare, (thur'6-far) n. A passage through ; a

passage from one street or opening to another; an un

obstructed way ;—hence, a frequented street ;—right

of passage.

Thorough-going, (thur'o-go-ing) a. Going through or

to the end or bottom ; very thorough ; complete ;—

going all lengths; undaunted;—out and out; consistent

in all points. (fully ; entirely ; completely.

Thoroughly, (thur'd-le) adv. In a thorough manner ;

Thoroughness, (thur'd-nes) n. State or quality of being

thorough ; completeness ; perfectness.

Thorough-paced, (thuro-past) a. Perfect in what is

undertaken ; complete ; going all lengths.

Those, (THdz) prim. [A.-S. the*.] Plural of ihat; not

ing, as a correlative of these, the former as distin

guished from the latter.

Thou, (thou) pron. fA.-S. (Art, It-el. (Art, L. '", G.

tu.) The second personal pronoun, in the singular

number, denoting the person addressed — need in

the solemn or poetical style and by Quakers.

Thou, (thou) v.i. To use (Aou and thee in ordinary

discourse.

Though, (tho) adv. & conj. fA.-S. thedh, tkih. Go.

thdu, IceL th6.] Granting; admitting; notwith

standing ;—however—used in familiar language at

the eud of a sentence.

Thought, (thawt) n. [A-8. (AoA(, from thewean,

thencan, to think.] Act of thinking; exercise of the

mind in any way except sense and perception: re

flection; — meditation; serious consideration; — that

which is thought;—an opinion; a Judgment:—a con*

oeit; a fancy; — design; purpose; intention;—a small

degree or quantity.

Thoughtful, ( thawt 'fool) a. Full of thought; em

ployed in meditation; —contemplative; —attentive;

careful;—having the mind directed to an object;—

promoting serious thought: favourable to musing or

meditation;—anxious; solicitous.

Thoughtfully, (thawt'fdol-le) adv. With thought; con

siderately; carefully: anxiously; seriously.

Thoughtfulness, (thawt'fool-nes) n. Deep meditation:

—solicitude; anxiety; — consideration for others; —

seriousness ; attention to spiritual concerns.

Thoughtless, (thawtles) a. Careless: negligent; heed

less ;—inconsiderate ;—stupid ; foolish.

Thoughtlessly, (thawtles-le) adv. Without thought :

carelessly ; stupidly.

Thoughtlessness, (tbawtles-nes) n. Want of thought :

inattention ;—inconsiderateness ;—heedlessness ; care

lessness.

Thousand, (thou'zand) a. fA.-S. tkfaend, ToeL (Ati-

tttnd.] Consisting of ten hundred ; being ten times

one hundred;—hence, consisting of a great number

indefinitely.

Thousand, (thou'zand) n. The number of ten hun

dred ;—hence, indefinitely, a great number ;—a sym

bol representing one thousand units, as 1000, M, or

CIC. [thousand.

Thousandfold, (thousand-fold) a. Multiplied by a

Thousandth, (thousandth) a. The ordinal of thousand:

—constituting one of a thousand equal parts into

which any thing is divided.

Thousandth, (thon'zandth)n. The quotient of a unit

divided by a thousand.

Thracian. (thru'she-au) a. belonging to Thrace ;—as a

noun, a native or inhabitant of Thrace.

Thrall, (thrawl) n. [A.-S. (Ami, thrAll, IceL thrall.]

A slave ; a bondman;—slavery; bondage; servitude.

Thrall, (thrawl) v. (. To enslave ; to inthrall.

Thraldom, (thniwl'duxu) n. Slavery; bondage; state

of servitude.

Thrash, (thrash) v. (. [A.-S. thriscan. Go. (ArwJtan,

IceL threttia.] To beat out grain from ; to separate

from the husk of with a flail :—to beat soundly ; to

drub ;—v. i. To practise thrashing;—hence, to labour;

to drudge :—imp. & pp. thrashed ; ppr. thrashing.

Thrasher, (thrasher) n. [A.-S. thritcere.] One who

thrashes grain ;—the fox-shark ox sea-fox, a large spe

cies of shark.

Thrashing-floor, ( thrash ' ing - flor ) n. [From (AraaA

and Jloor.] A floor or area on which grain is beaten

out.

Thrashing-machine, (thrash' ing -ma-shen) h. A

machine or apparatus for separating the grain from

the straw.

Thread, (thred) n. [A.-S. (Artfd, IceL (Antrfr, Ger.

trdhan, to twist) A very small twist of flax, wool,

cotton, silk, or the like, drawn out to -considerable

length ;—a filament, as of a flower, or of any fibrous

substance, as of bark ;—also, a line of gold or silver ;

—something continued in a long course or tenor;—

the prominent spiral part of a screw or nut.

Thread, (thred) v. t. To pass a thread through the

eye of ;—to pass or pierce through, as a narrow way

or channel:—imp. & pp. threaded; ppr. threading.

Threadbare, (thred'bar) a. Worn to the naked thread ;

having the nap worn off ;—hence, worn out : trite ;

hackneyed ; used till it has lost its novelty or interest.

Threadbarenest, (t hred'bar-nes) n. State of being worn

out, used up, or hackneyed ; triteness.

Thready, (thred'e) a. Like thread or filaments ; slender;

—containing or consisting of thread :—also threaden.

Threap, (threp) v. i. (A.-H. threapian, threaoan.] To

insist upon ; to assert or deny with obstinacy or

pertinacity : to try to palm upon ; to cajole : — also

threep. [Scot.]

Threat, (thret) n. Declaration of an intention or de

termination to inflict punishment, loss, or pain on

another; menace; denunciation.

Threaten, (threfn) v. t. [A.-S. thredtian, to urge, IceL

threyta, to weary, Go. thriutan, to grieve] To hold

np to, as a terror ; to menace ; to denounce evil

against ;—to terrify, or attempt to terrify by the ex

hibition of power or by the assertion of an intention

to inflict evil:—to charge or enjoin with menaces or

denunciation of punishment : — to betoken coming

evil ; to present the appearance of something evil

or unpleasant as approaching to or toward ;—v. i. To

use threats or menaces:—imp. & pp. threatened; ppr.

threatening.

Threatener, (thret'n-er) n. One who threatens.

Threatening, (thret'n-ing) a. Indicating a threat or

menace; - indicating something impending; imminent.

Threateningly, (thret'n-ing-le) adv. In a threatening

manner ; with a threat or menace.

Three, (thrfi)a. [A. -8. (Art, Ger. dm, Go. (Arris, L. tret,

Q. trrts.] Two and one.

Three, (thre) n. The sum of two and one ;—a symbol

representing three units, as 3 or Hi. [or angles.

Three-cornered, (thre'kor-nerd)o. Having three corners

Three-decker, (thrCdek-er) n. A vessel of war carrying

guns on three decks. [repeated.

Threefold, (thre'fold) o Consisting of three, or thrice

Threepence, (thre 'pens) n. A small silver coin of

three times the value of a penny.

Threepenny, (thre'pen-e)a. Worth threepence ;— hence,

worth but little ; poor ; mean.

Three-ply, (thre'pll) o. [From (Ar« and ply, a fold.)

Consisting of three distinct webs inwrought together

1 in weaving, ns cloth or carpeting.

I Threescore, (thre'»koi')«. Sixty; thrice twenty.

I Threescore, (thru'skur) n. The number of sixty.
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Three-aided, (thrc-sWed) a. Having three sides, espe

cially three plane sides.

Threnody, (thren'6-de^ n. [G. thrinot, and bdi, a song.]

A song of lanientatiuu ; a short funereal poeiu ; a

dirge ; a threnode.

Thresh, (thresh) r. t. To thrash.

Thresher, (thresh'er) «. One who threshes; a thrasher.

Threshold, (threshold) n. [A. -8. thretewatd, from

thretcan, to beat, and void, door-step, Ger. thurteh-

wlle, from thur, door, and schireUe, sill.] The door-

nill ; the plank, stone, or piece of timber which lies at

the bottom or under a door :—hence, entrance; gate;

door;—the place or point of entering or beginning;

outset.

Thrioe, (thris) adv. [O. Eng. thries, from three. ] Three

times;—repeatedly ; earnestly ; emphatically.

Thud, (thrid) v. f. [From thread.} To slide through

by a narrow passage; to pass, as a thread, through the

eye of a needle ; to thread :—imp. dc pp. thridded;

v/t. thridding.

Thrift, (thrift) n. [From thrive.) A thriving state or

condition; economical management ; frugality ; good

husbandry ;—profit ; gain ; prosperity ;—success and

advance in the acquisition of property :—vigorous

growth, as of a plant. [gaily ; prosperously.

Thriftily, (thriftVie) adv. In a thrifty manner ; fru-

Thnftinesa, (thrift'e-nes) n. State or quality of being

thrifty ; frugality ; good husbandry ;—prosperity in

business.

Thriftless, (thriftles) a. Not thrifty; deficient in thrift;

profuse; extravagant; not thriving.

Thriftlessly, (thrift'les-le) adv. In a thriftless manner;

profusely ; extravagantly.

Thriftlesaneaa, (thriftiee-nes) n. Want of thrift ; pro-

fusenesa ; extravagance.

Thrifty, (thrift'e) a. Frugal ; sparing ; not lavish or

profuse; using economy and good management of pro

perty;—thriving by industry aud frugality; increasing

in wealth ;—gruwing rapidly or vigorously, as a plant;

thriving. [nation.

Thrill, (thril) ». A warbling ; a trill ;—a thrilling sen-

Thrill, (thril) v. t. [A.-S. thyrlian, Ger. drillen, to drill,

tritlem, to trill.] To perforate by turning a pointed

instrument ; to bore ; to drill :—hence, to pierce ; to

penetrate ;—to affect, as if by something that pierces

or pricks, or that causes a tingling sensation ;—v. i. To

pierce to penetrnte ;—to feel a sharp, shivering sensa

tion running through the body:—imp. & pp. thrilled;

ppr. thrilling.

Thrilling, (thril'ing} a. Piercing ; penetrating; feeling

a shivering sensation running through the nerves or

body. (tious.

Thxillingly, (thril'ing-le) adv. With thrilling sensa-

Thrive,(thrlv)».i. [leal. CArf/as, to grow, flourish, thrif,

good success.] To prosper by industry, economy, and

good management of property ; — to prosper in any

business;—to grow vigorously or luxuriantly, asa plant;

to flourish :—imp. thrived or throve ; pp. thrived or

thriven ; ppr. thriving.

Thriving, (thriving) a. Growing ; increasing .■—pros

perous ; successful. (increasingly.

Thrivingly, (thriVing-le) adv. In a prosperous manner;

Throat, (throt) n. [A.-S. throte, Ger. droza.} The por

tion of the neck anterior to the spinal column, with its

cavities or passages :—the passage through which any

thing is ejected upward from the lungs or stomach ; —

any thing long and deep ;—main road of any place ;—

opening; entrance;—in seaman's lanauaoe, the curved

end of a gaff which fits round the mast.

Throb, (throb) r. i. rSw. drabba, allied to G. thorubein,

to make a noise.] To beat, as the heart or pulse, with

more than usual force or rapidity ; to palpitate ;—to

heave or rise and fall, as the breast in sorrow or dis

tress ;—imp. & pp. throbbed ; ppr. throbbing.

Throb, (throb) n. A beat or strong pulsation; a violent

oeatlng of the heart and arteries ; a palpitation.

Throbbing, (throb'ing) a. Act of beating with nmuca

force, as the heart or pulse ; violent paipitatJofi ;—*r

of heaving, as the breast in mental distress.

Throe, (thro) n. [A.-S. thred, thredw, affliction, free

tkredwan, to suffer.) Extreme pain; violent purr

anguish : agony ; especially, the anguish of travad a

childbirth or parturition ;—-also, last struggle ; desth-

paug.

Throe, *

 

(thro) r. t. To struggle with extreme p*i" : p

agonise.

Throne, (thrdn) n. [L. thronus, G. tar-once, F. (rear J

I A chair of state ; a royal seat ;—

' hence, sovereign power and dignity;

' —also, the seat of a bishop;—in

! Scripture, the piace where God

1 manifests his power and glory;—pL

Angela ; spiritual powers.

| Throne, (thrdn) a (. To place on a

i royal seat ; to enthrone ;—to place

in an elevated position; to exalt:—

i imp. & pp. throned ; ppr. throning. Throne.

Throng, (throng) ;u [A.-S. thranp, throng, treat ikris-

£W», to press.] A multitude of liTing brings pmssii^

, or pressed into a close body or assemblage ; crowd.

, Throng, (throng) r. t. To crowd together ; to press ins*

• a close body, as a multitude of persons;—r. t. Tocrowd

g or press, as persons:—imp. & pp. thronged; ppr.

thronging.

Throstle, (throsT) n. [A.-S. tXrottle, IceL rAjw'r, Gsr.

drouel.] A bird of the genus Turdut; song-thrush

Throttle, (throt'l) n. [Diminutive of throat } Ts*

wind-pipe or trachea ; the weasand.

Throttle, (throt'l) v. i. To have the throat obstroctei

so as to endanger suffocation; to choke; to suffocate:—

to breathe hard, as when nearly suffocated ;—r. L To

choke ; to strangle :—imp. A pp. throttled ; par.

throttling. fend.

Through, (throo) a. Being or extending from eadw

Through, (tlur66)pr«>. [A.-S. thurk.thtmh. Go. tfcasnL]

From end to end of, or from side to side of .—between

the aides or walla of ; within; by transmission oresa-

veyance;—by passage between, among, or in the midst

of ;—by means of ; by the agency of ;—over the wbelt

surface or extent of;—among or in the midst of;—frota

beginning to end ; to the end or conclusion.

Through, (throo) adv. From one end or aide to the

other ;—from beginning to end ;—to the end ; to the

ultimate purpose.

Throughout, (throo-out) prep. Quite through: in every

part of ; from one extremity to the other of.

Throughout, (throo-out') adv. In every part; quite

through.

Throw, (thro) t. t. [A.-S. (Ardwan, to twist, Ger.

drdhan.) To fling or cast in a winding direction; to

hurl;—hence, to propel; to project: to send;—to wind

or twist two or more filaments of, as si Ik, so as to form

one thread ;—to form or shape roughly on a potter *

wheel ;—to venture at dice ;—to divest or strip one's

self of; to put off;—to put on ; to spread carelessly :—

to overturn ; to prostrate in wrestling;—to throw meac,

to reject ;—to waste or lose ;—to throw back, to retort:

—to throw by, to lay aside; to neglect;—fo taroie cfar*.

to overthrow ; to destroy ;—to throw in, to inject ;—to

give or concede, as something additional to a bargain,

Ac. ;—to throw off, to expel ; to emit ;—to discard : te

renounce ;—to throw on, to impose ; to load or burdes

with;—to devolve;—to throw out* to utter; to give, as

a hint or suggestion :—to refuse sanction to: to reject;

—to throw up, to surrender : to resign :—to discharge

from the stomach :—v. i. Tu perform the act of cast-

ing ; to cast ; specifically, to cast dice :—imp. threw ;

pp. thrown ; ppr. throwing.

Throw, (thro) n. Act of hurling or flinging ; a driving

or propelling from the hand or from an engine:—a c***

of dice; the manner in which dice fall whan oai

distance which a missile la or may bo thrown.
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Thrush.

Thrower, (thrfi'er) «. One who throws; specifca lly, one

who throws or twists silk ; a throwster ;—one who

shapes Teasels on a potter's wheel.

Throwster, (thro'ster) %, [From throw and ster.] One

who throws, twists, or winds silk.

Thrum, (thrum) n. [Icel. thrdni, edge, lip, Ger. Inimw,

D. drom, end.) One of the ends of weavers' threads ;

a tuft ; an v coarse yarn.

Thrum, (thrum) v. i. [Icel. thruma, to groan, to sigh,

D. (row, a drum.] To play coarsely or monoton

ously on an instrument with the Angers ;—v.t. To

play, as an instrument, in a rude or monotonous

manner :—to weave ; to twist ; to fringe ; to knot ;

—to dress or work with thrums :—in seaman's lan

guage, to insert or work in, as short pieces of spun-

yarn into a sail or mat:—imp. & pp. thrummed; ppr.

thrumming^

Thrummcr, (thrum Vv) n. One who plays unmusically

on the harp or guitar. (resembling thrums.

Thrummy, (thruni'e)a. Made of thrums; containing or

Thrush, (thrush) n. [A.-S. thrysee, Ger. drouet, Icel.

throstr.] A small, plainly-

coloured singing bird of

the genus Turdus, of

several species ; especially

the song-thrush, throstle,

or mavis;—[From thrust.]

An inflammatory and sup-

Jmrating affection in the

eet of the horse and som<-

otber animals; — minute

ulcers in the mouth,

fauces, and esophagus.

Thrust, (thrust) v.t. [Icel. thrista, to force, urge, L.

trudere, frequentative trusare.] To push or drive

with force ; to shove ; to impel ;—to pierce ; to stab,

with through;—to obtrude ; to intrude, with in;—

to drive away ; to expel, with ok(;— v. i. To make a

push; to attack with a pointed weapon ;—to enter by

pushing ; to squeeze in ;—to push forward : to prees

on ; to intrude:—imp. & pp. thrust; ppr. thrust-

ins;.

Thrust, (thrust) n. A violent push or driving, as with

a pointed weapon, or with the hand or foot; attack;

assault;—a horizontal outward pressure, as of an arch

against its abutments.

Thud, (thud) n. [A.-S. thoden, noise, din.] A stroke

or blow causing a blunt, dull, and hollow sound.

[Scot]

Thumb, (thum) «. [A.-S. tkunut, Icel. thuma{ftngr,

Ger. daum.] The short thick finger of the human

hand, or the corresponding member of other animals.

Thumb, (thum) v. t. To handle awkwardly ; to play

with the fingers ;—to soil or wear with the thumb or

the fingers;—v.i. To play with the thumbs or with

the thumbs and fingers ; to thrum :—imp. & pp.

thumbed ; ppr. thumbing.

Thumb-screw, (thum'skroo) n. A screw having the

head flattened in the direction of its length, bo that

it may be turned by the thumb and fore-finger;—an

instrument of torture for compressing the thumb or

hand by a screw, formerly used in Scotland; a

thumbkin ; thumbikins.

Thummim. (tbum'im) n. pi. Perfections—a Hebrew

word. The urtm and thummim were worn as orna

ments in the breastplate of the high priest when he

attended the altar ; but what they were has never

been ascertained.

Thump, (thump) n. [An onomatopoetie word.] The

sudden fall of a heavy weight ;—the sound made by

the sudden fall of a heavy body, as of a hammer or the

tike.

Thump, (thump) v. t. To strike or beat with some

thing thick or heavy, or so as to cause a dull sound ;—

v. i. To strike or fall with a heavy blow :—imp. <fc pp.

thumped ; ppr. thumping.

Thumper, (thump'er) n. One who or that which

thumps ;—any thing huge, great, or extraordinary.

Thumping, (thump'ing)a. Heavy; stout; large.

Thunder, (thun'der) n. (A.-B. thunder, Icel. dunr,

Ger. donner.] The sound which follows a flash of

lightning;— a thunder-bolt ; — any loud noise;— an

alarming or startling threat or denunciation.

Thunder, (thun'der) r. i. To sound, rattle, or roar,

as an explosion of electricity;—to make a loud noise,

especially, a heavy sound of some continuance;—r. t.

To emit with noise and terror; to publish, as a threat

or denunciation: — imp. & pp. thundered ; ppr.

thundering.

Thunder-bolt, (thun'der-bolt) n. A shrift of lightniog;

—an iron bolt familiarly supposed to be shot by light

ning—the emblem of Jupiter;—hence, a daring or

irresistible hero;—ecclesiastical denunciation; fulmi-

nation.

Thunder-clap, (thun'der-klap) n. A burst of thunder;

sudden report of an explosion of electricity.

Thunder-cloud, (thun'der-kloud) ft. A cloud that dis

charges lightning and causes thunder.

Thunderer, (thun'der-er) n. One who thnnders;—an

epithet applied by the ancients to Jupiter.

Thundering, ( thun ' d?r - ing ) n. The report of an

electrical explosion ; thunder ; any loud noise ;—fulmi-

nation ; act of publishing threats or denunciations.

Thundering, (thun'der-ing) a. Uttering a loud sound;

fulminating;—very loud or noisy;—very large; huge;

excessively good or bad (colloquial).

Thunderous, (thun'der-us) a. Producing thunder;—

making a noise like thunder; sonorous.

Thunder-rod, (thun'der-rod) n. A metallic rod erected

and acting as a conductor to protect buildings ur

vessels from lightning.

Thunder-shower, (thun'dcr-show-er) w. A shower

accompanied with thunder.

Thunder-storm, (thun'der-storni) n. A storm accom

panied with lightning and thunder.

Thunder-struck, (thun'der-struk) a. Astonished;

amazed; struck dumb by something surprising or

terrible suddenly presented to the mind or view.

Thurible, (thu're-bl) n. [L. thuribulum.] A censor of

metal for burning incense, held in the hand or sus

pended by chains, UBed in solemn services of the

Roman Catholic Church.

Thursday, (thurz'da) n. [A.-S. thunres dag, from

thunrts, genitive of thunm; thunder, and dug, day—bo

called from its being originally consecrated to Thor,

IceL Thorr, the god of thunder.] The fifth day of the

week.

Thus, (thus) adv. [A.-S. thus, D. dut.] In this or that

manner; on this wise:—to this degree or extent; so.

Thwack, (thwak) v. t. [A.-S. thaceian, to touch gently,

to stroke.] To strike with something flat or heavy:

beat or thrash; thump; belabour :—imp. & pp. thwack

ed ; ppr. thwacking. [flat or heavy ; a thump.

Thwack, (thwak) ft. A heavy blow with something

Thwart, (thwawrt) a. [A.-S. thiceorh, Icel. thver, adv.

fan >■(.] Across something else; transverse.

Thwart, (thwawrt) v. t. To move across or counter

to ; — to cross, as a purpose ; to oppose ; hence,

to frustrate or defeat:—r. t. To move or go in an

oblique or crosswise manner :—imp. & pp. thwarted ;

ppr. thwarting.

Thwart, (thwawrt) n. The seat or bench of a boat on

which the rowers sit, placed athwart the boat.

Thwarting, (thwawrt'ing) n. Act of crossing or oppos

ing ; frustration. [trariety ;—transversely.

Thwartly, (ihwawrtle) adv. With opposition or con-

Thwart-ships, (thwawrt ships ) adv. Across the ship.

Thy, (THi) pron, [Abbreviated from thine.] Oftheo

or belonging to thee; the possessive of (am—used in

the solemn or grave style, and in poetry.

Thyme, (tlm) n. [L. thymxun, thymus, G. thv.ein, t<\

sacrifice, to smell.] A plant of several specie*, lh«
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garden thyme U a warm, pungent aromatic, med tu '

(tive a relish to seasoning and soups.

Thymy, (tim'e) a. Abounding in thyme; fragrant.

Thyself, (THi-self) pron. An emphasized form of the

personal pronoun of the second person—used after

thou to express distinction with emphasis.

Tiara, (ti-A'ra) a. [F. (tare, probably of Fenian origin.]

An ornamental hat or turban

worn by the ancient Persian

kin^s and dignitaries, of different

forms according to their rank ;—

the head-drees worn by the Poiw

on ceremonial occasions, in the

form of three crowns piled one

above the other, studded with

precious stones, and surmounted

by an orb and cross, from which

depends on either side a chain of

Jewels. Tiara.

Tibia, (tib'e-a) n. [L. ] The shin-bone ;—in entomology,

the fourth joint of the leg.

Tibial, (tib'e-al) a. [L. tibialis, from tibia, the shin-

bone, and a pipe or flute originally made of hone.]

Pertaining to the large bone of the leg;—pertaining to

a pipe or flute.

Tic-douloureux, (tik-dool-oo-n'w) n. [F. tic, a knack,

and douloureux, painful.] Neuralgia In the face ; a

painful affection of a nerve coming on in sudden

attacks, usually in the head or face, often abbreviated

to tie. [Credit ; trust.

Tick, (tik) n. [Probably abbreviated from ticket]

Tick, (tik) n. [F. ttaue, Oer. zecire.] A little insect of

a livid colour that infests sheep, cows, and other

animals.

Tick, (tik) n. [D. til; tyk, Ger. tieehe, allied to L. tegert,

to cover. ] The cover or case of a bed containing feathers,

wool, or other material.

Tick, (tik) v. i. [From fie*, credit.] To go on trust or

credit;—to give tick; to trust;—to make a small noise,

as a watch or clock; to beat; to click;—v. t To mark

or dot—with off.—imp. & pp. ticked; ppr. ticking.

Tick, (tik) n. The distinct, quick beat, as of a watch

or clock ;—any small mark to direct attention to some-

thing else, or to serve as a check.

Tickbean, (tik'ben) n. A small field bean used for feed

ing horses and other animals.

Ticket, (Uk'et) n. [F. esticguette, etiquette, a label,

ticket.] A small piece of paper serving as a notice,

certificate, or distinguishing token of something ;—a

certificate of right of admission to a place of assembly,

or to be carried in a public conveyance ;—a label to

show the character or price of goods in a parcel;—a cer

tificate or token of a share in a lottery, &c. ;—a notice

attached to a wall, window, dtc, as of houses or lodg

ings to let, articles for sale, dec.

Ticket, (tik ot) v. t. To distinguish by a ticket;—to put

a ticket on, as goods, Ac. :—imp. A pp. ticketed ; ppr.

ticketing.

Ticket-porter, (tik'et-pdrt-er) n. A licensed porter wear

ing a badge by which be may be identified

Ticking, (tik ing) n. [From tick.] A closely-woven

cloth used for making bed-ticks ; ticken.

Tickle, (tiki) v. (. [Diminutive of fie*, to beat, L.

titillare.] To titillate;—to touch lightly so as to cause

a peculiar thrilling sensation, which commonly causes

laughter ;—to please by slight gratification ;—v. i. To

feel tit illation ; —to excite the sensation of titillation :—

imp. dt pp. tickled ; ppr. tickling. [pleases.

Tickler, (tik'l^r) n. One who or that which tickles or

Tickling, ( tik'l i ng) n. Act of affecting by slight touchy;

titillation ;—act of pleasing by slight gratifications ;

excitement of the palate.

Ticklish, (tik'lish) a. Sensible to slight touches: easily

tickled ;—standing so as to be liable to totter and fall

st the slightest touch ;— unsteady ; uncertain ;—diffi

cult ; nice ; critical

Ticklishly, (tik'lish-le) adv. In a ticklish manner;—

in a critical state.

Ticklishness, (tiklish-nes) n. State or quality of being

ticklish ;—the state of being tottering or liable to fall;

—criticalness of condition or state.

Tidal, ( tidal) a. Pertaining to tides; periodically rising

and falling, or flowing and ebbing.

Tidbit, (tidbit) n. A delicate or tender piece of any

thing eatable :—written also titbit.

Tide, (tld) is. [A.-S. fid, tyd, time, season, from tidan,

Sw. time, to happen.] Time ; season :—the alternate

rising and falling of the waters of the ocean, and of

hays, rivers, Ac, connected therewith ;—stream ; cur

rent ;—tendency or direction of causes, influence*, or

events ; course ; sometimes favourable onncorrerrce of

causes or influences ;—also, turning point :—flow or

current, aa of blood;—among miner*, a period: of twelve

hours.

Tide, (tid) r. t. To drive with the tide or stream :—v. i.

To pour a tide or flood ;—to work in or out of a river

or harbour by favour of the tide, and anchor when it

becomes adverse.

Tide-gate, (tid'gat) n A gate through which water

passes into a basin when the tide flows, and which m

shut to keep the water from flowing back at the ebb.

Tide-gauge, (tid'gaj) n. A mechanical contrivance for

registering the state of the tide [tide.

Tideless. (tid'les) a. Having no ebb or flow, as of the

Tide-lock, (tid'lok) ». A lock situated between as

entrance-basin and a canal, harbour, or river, and

forming a communication between them, being fur

nished with double gates, so that craft can pass either

way at all times of the tide :—called also guard-lock.

Tide-mill, (tid'mil) n. A water-mill in which ihe wheel

is driven one way with the flood-tide, and the reverse

way with the ebb.

Tide-table, (tid'tA-bl) n. A table giving the time of faith

water at the principal ports or landing-places throe?b-

out the year.

Tide-waiter, (tid'water) n. An officer who watches the

landing of goods to secure the payment of dntiea.

Tide-way, (tid'wa) n. The channel in which the ti-le

seta. [eimpliaTv.

Tidily, (tid'e-le) adv. In a tidy manner ; with Deal

Tidiness, (tid e-nes) n . State or quality of beans; tidy ;

neatness.

Tidings, (tid'ingz) n. pi. [0. Eng. tiden, A.-S. tide*, to

happen.] Account of what has taken place, and was

not before known ;—news ; information ; intelligence.

Tidy, (tid'e) a. [Bw. tidia.] Seasonable; timely-:—neat:

dressed with simplicity;—kept in properand becoming

neatness, or habitually keeping things so.

Tidy, (tide) n. A cover, often of ornamental work, for

the back of a chair, the arms of a sofa, and the like :—

a child's pinafore. fingly ; to make neat.

Tidy, (tid'e) v. f. To put in order ; to arrange becctn-

Tie,(ti)r.f. [A.-S. (tfcean, ftoa.) To fasten with a band

or cord and knot; to bind ;—to fold and make fast ; to

knit; to complicate;—to hold or constrain by anthority

or moral influence; to restrain ; to confine;—in 6vi/d-

ing, to bind together two parts by a piece of timber or

metal ;—in music, to unite, as notes, oy a cross line, or

by a curve line drawn over them :—imp. dt pp. tied;

ppr. tying.

Tie, (ti) u. A knot ; fastening ;—bond ; obligation,

moral or legal :—a knot of hair;—an equality in num

bers, as of votes, Ac. , which prevent either party from

being victorious;—a beam, a rod, or the like, for hold

ing two bodies or parts together ;—in ntutic, a curved

line written over or under the notes, signifying; that

they are to be slurred, or closely united in the per-.

formance. [pinafore.

Tier, (tier) ». One who or that which ties ;—a child's

Tier, (ter) n. [A.-S. tUr, rank, series.] A row or rank,

especially when two or more rows are placed one above

another.
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Bengal Tiger.

Tierce, (tere) n. [F. tiern, L. tertiug, the third.] A cask

whose content is one-third of a pipe, that is, 42'wine

gallons ;—also, a liquid measure of 42 wine, or 35 im

perial, gallons ;—a cask for packing salt provisions for

shipping, containing 336 pounds or 304 pounds;—

sequence of three cards of the same suit;—a particular

sort of thrust in fencing.

Tiercel, (teVsel) n. ( F. tier*, the third, so called because

the third in the nest is said to be a male.] The male

hawk or goshawk.

Tie-rod, (tr*rod) n. A wrought iron bar or rod used to

hold parts of structures together.

Tiff, (tif) n. [Etymology uncertain, said to be from F.

toper, to tope, tipple; perhaps from tip off, drink off.]

A draught of liquor; drink;—a fit of anger or peevish

ness ; a slight altercation ; tift. [Scot.]

Tiff, (tif) v. t. To be in a pet ; to quarrel.

Tiffany, (tif'.vne) n. [F. tyffe, ornament, tijfer, to adjust,

adorn.] A species of gauze or very thin silk.

Tiffin, (tifin) n. A lunch or slight repast between

breakfast and dinner.

Tig, (tig) n. A child's play ; tag ; tig-tag.

Tiger, (ti'ger) n. [L. tigrig, G. tigris.] A fierce and

rapacious animal of the genus

Felit, about the size of a lion,

but longer in the body, and

without a mane, of a fawn

colour above, white below, and

irregularly marked with black

stripes, and found chiefly in

India and the Indian islands:—

a young servant in livery who

rides behind his master or mis

tress.

Tiger-cat, (ti'ger-kat) n. A carnivorous animal resem

bb'ng the tiger but of smaller size, as the ocelot

Tiger-lily, (ti'ger-lil-e) ft. A species of lily having

spotted flowers.

Tiger-moth, (ti'ger-moth) n. A large moth of the genus

Arctia, with dark brown streaks on a cream-coloured

ground on its wingn.

Tight, (tit) o. [Ger. dicht, D. * Sw. dipt.'] Close ;

firmly held together; compact:—close so as not to admit

the passage of a fluid ; not leaky ;—close so as not to

admit the entrance of air;—fitting close to the body;—

whole: neat;—close; parsimonious; saving;—not slack

or loose; taut—applied to a rope extended or stretched

out :—somewhat intoxicated ;—scarce or dear ; to be

had only on good security or at a high rate of interest

or discount, as money in the market ;—noting high

prices, little demand, and therefore few sales or trans

actions, as the market.

Tighten, (tifn) v. t. To draw tighter; to straighten; to

make more close in any manner :—imp. & pp. tight

ened; ppr. tightening. [cleverly; adroitly.

Tightly, (title) adv. Closely ; compactly :—neatly ;—

Tightness, (tit'nes) n. Closeness; compactness;—strait-

ness ;—neatness :—parsirnoniousneas ;—scarcity, as of

demand or snpply.

Tights, (tits) n. pi. Close-fitting pantaloons or trousers;

—part of the stage dress of an actress, dancer, eques

trian, kc.

Tigress, (ti'gres) n. [From tiger.] The female of the

tiger. [blood-thirsty :—also tigrine.

Tigrish, (ti'grish) a. Resembling a tiger ;—fierce ;—

Tike, (tik) n. [Armor, tick; a fanner, from Ht a house.]

A countryman or clown. [I eel. tik, a bitch, cur.] A

dog ; a cur ;—a queer fellow ;—an obstinate, snarling

fellow; tyke, [Scot.]

Tile, (til) n. TA.-S. tigul, tigel, L. tegula, from tegere,

to cover. J A plate or tliin piece of slate-stone or of

baked clay, used for covering the roofs of buildings,

for floors, for drains, Ac.

Tile, (til) v. t. To cover with tiles;—to cover, as tiles :—

imp. <t pp. tiled ; ppr, tiling.

Tiler, (tilVr) n. A man who covers buildings with

tiles ;—a doorkeeper at a lodge of freemasons :—also

tyler. Lburned ; a tile-kiln.

Tilery, (tll'er-e) n. A place where tiles are made or

Tiling, (tiling) n. Act of covering with tiles ;—the roof

of a house covered with tiles ;—tiles collectively.

Till, (til) n. A money-box in a shop : a drawer.

Till, (til) prep. [A.-S. til, Ger. HI, end, limit.] To the

time of; until;—up to the time specified in the sen

tence or clause following.

Till, (til) v. t. [A-a tUian, Ger. xildn.) To plough and

prepare for seed, and to dress crops of; to cultivate :—

imp. & pp. tilled; ppr, tilling.

Tillable, (til'a-bl) a. Capable of being tilled; fit for the

plough; arable.

Tillage, (til'aj) n. The operation, practice, or art of

tilling ;—a place tilled or cultivated ;—culture ; hus

bandry; farming; agriculture.

Tiller, (til'er) n. One who tills; a husbandman ; a cul

tivator ;—the bar or lever used to turn the rudder of

a ship or boat ;—the shoot of a plant springing from

the root of the original stalk;—the sprout or young

tree that springs from the root or stump.

Tiller, (til'er) v. t. To put forth new shoots from the

root or round the bottom of the original stalk:—some

times written tillow : — imp. «fc pp. tillered ; ppr.

tillering.

Tiller-rope, (til's r-rop) «■ Among seamen, the ropo

which forms a communication between the fore end of

the tiller and the steering wheel.

Tilt, (tilt) n. [Icel. tiald, Ger. telt, from A-S. teldan,

to cover, shut in.] A covering overhead; a tent:—the

cloth covering of a cart or waggon ;—a small awning

extended over the stern-sheets of a boat.

Tilt, (tilt) v. t. To cover with a tilt or awning :—imp.

& pp. tilted ; ppr. tilting.

Tilt, (tilt) v. t. [A.-S. teultrian, tealtian, to waver, tealt,

inconstant.] To raise one end of, as a cask, for dis

charging liquor from ;—to point or thrust, as a lance ;

—to hammer or forge with a tilt-hammer ;—v. i. To

run or ride, and thrust with a lance ;—to rush, as in

combat ;—to move forward, rising and falling on the

waves ; to pitch ;—to lean ; to fall, as on one side.

Tilt, (tilt) ?<. A thrust, as with a lance ;—a military

exercise on horseback, in which the combatants attacked

each other with lances ; a tournament ;—a tilt-ham

mer ;—inclination forward.

Tilter, (tilt'er) n. One who practises the exercise of

pushing a lance on horseback ,—one who hammers with

a tilt or tilt-hammer.

Tilth, (tilth) ». [A.-S. tildh, from Mian, to till.] State

of being tilled or prepared for a crop ; culture ; hus

bandry ;—also, cultivated land ; tillage.

Tilt-hammer, (tilfhani-$r) n. A heavy hammer used

in iron-works, which is lifted or tilted by projections

or wipers on the axis of a wheel ; a trip-hammer.

Tilting, (tilt'ing) n. Act or exercise of thrusting with

a lance on horseback;—act of hammering or forging by

means of a tilt-hammer.

Tilt-yard, (tilt'yard) ft. An inclosed place for tilts and

tournaments on horseback ; titting-list.

Timber, (tim'ber) n. [A-S. tivibor. Umber, wood, Ger.

simmer. J That sort of wood which is proper for build

ings or for tools, utensils, furniture, carriages, fences,

ships, and the like :—the body or trunk of a tree ;—a

single piece or squared stick of wood for building :—

woods or forest ; wooded land ;—in shipt, a rib of a

curving piece ot wood branching outward from the keel

and bending upward in a vertical direction.

Timber, (tim'ber) *. J. To furnish with timber:—imp.

& pp. timbered ; ppr. timbering.

Timbered, (tira'be.rd) «. Furnished with timber ;—

covered with growing timber ;—built ; constructed;

contrived.

Timber-head, (timT>er-hed) n. In thips, the top end of

a timber rising above the gunwale, and serving for

belaying ropes and the like

3 E
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Timbering, (tini'ber-ing) n. The act of furnishing with

timber ;—timber* taken collectively.

Timber-trade, (timlacr-trad) n. Traffic or commerce in

timber.

Timber-yard, (tim'ber-yard) m. A yard or place where

timber is deposited.

Timbre, (tim'ber) n. [F. timbre.) In heraldry, a rank

or row, a* of ermine; also, the crest on a coat of arms ;

—the quality of tone distinguishing voices or instru

ments.

Timbrel, (tim'brel) n. [It. tamburello, diminutive of

tamburo, a tabour.] An instrument of music ; a kind

of drum, tabour, or tabret.

Time, (tim) n. [A. -8. lima, Iccl. rfmt, lr. & Gael, tim,

F. tempt, L. tenipvt. ] A particular period or part of

duration, whether past, present, or future ;—a proper

season ; an opportunity ;—absolute or unmeasured

duration ;—the duration of one's life ; hours and days

one has at his disposal ;—the period at which any de

finite event occurred or person lived : age ; period ;—

allotted period; life-time;—the present state of things;

earthly existence;—period of completed pregnancy ;

hour of travail in child-birth :—repetition ; doubling;

addition of a number to itself;—repeated act or per

formance ; mention or statement of a thing done re

peatedly ;—in music, relative duration of sound or the

measure of that duration ; note ; tone :—also, quick

ness or slowness of a movementor musical composition ;

—in grammar, a tense marking the period of action,

present, past, or future ; — pL state of things at a

particular period.

lime, (tim) r. t. To adapt to the time or occasion ;—to

regulate as to time ;—to ascertain the time, duration,

or rate of ;—to measure, as in music or harmony;—r. t.

To keep or beat time; to proceed in time :—imp. it pp.

timed ; ppi: timing.

Time-ball, (tim'bawl) n. A ball arranged to drop from

the summit of a pole to indicate true mid-day time, as

at Greenwich Observatory.

Time-bargain, (tim'bar-gin) it. In commerce, a contract

for the sale or purchase of merchandise or of stock in

the public funds at a certain time future.

Time-book, (tim'book) n. A book in which is kept a

record of the time persons have worked.

Timeful, (tim'fool) a. Timely ; seasonable : early.

Timeist, (tim'ist) n. One who keeps good time in

musical performance ;—a time-server.

Time-keeper, (timxep-er) n. A clock, watch, or other

chronometer ;—a person who keeps or markB the time

of workers in a public work, &c.

Timeless, (timles) a. Unseasonable; done at the wrong

time ;—untimely ; done before the right time ; prema

ture ;—of unknown date.

Timeliness, (tlmle-nes) n. State or quality of being

timely ; seasonableness ; being in good time.

Timely, (timle) a. Being in good time ; sufficiently

early ; seasonable.

Timely, (timle) adv. Early ; soon ; in good season.

Timeous, (tlm'ns) a. Timely ; early.

Timeously, (tim'us-le) adv. Seasonably ; opportunely ;

in good time.

Time-piece, (tim'pes) w. A clock, watch, or other instru

ment, to measure the progress of time; a chronometer.

Time-server, (tim'serv-er) n. One who adapts his

opinions and manners to the times : one who obse

quiously complies with the ruling power :—also titne-

pleater.

Time-serving, (tim'serv-ing) n. An obsequious com

pliance with the spirit of the times, or the humours of

men in power ;—temporizing ; trimming.

Time-table, (tim'ta-bl) a. A tabular statement of the

time at which, or within which, something- is to take

place, as the arrival and dojvirture of railway-trains,

the Tin© and ebb of the tides, Ac

Time-worn, (tim'worn) a. Wasted or impaired by time.

Tinud, (tim'id) a, [L. timidus, from timere, to fear.]

Wanting courage to meet danger ;—timorous ; afraid;

cowardly ; shrinking ; retiring.

Timidity, (tim-id'e-te) n. Quality or state of ban*

timid; want of courage; timoroucneas ; fearfulnesi:—

also timidnet*. [without oourags.

Timidly, (tim'id-le) adv. In a timid manner ; weakly.

Timorous, (tim'or-us) a, [L. timorosvj, from timer, tmz,

from timeret to fear.] Fearful of danger; timid; dtxt>

tute of courage ;—indicating fear ; full of scruples.

Timorously, (tim'or-ua-le) adv. In a timorous manner;

fearfully. [want of courafe

Timorousneas,(tim'or-u8-nes) n. Fearfulneas; umidirr

Tin, (tin)n. [A.-S. and Icel. tin, Ger. rin, L. tt&tmunL]

A white, soft, nonelastic metal, very malleable:—this

plates of iron covered with tin ;—a diah or bowl msas

at or covered with tin;—* shape for baking; cakes, Le.,

—colloquially, money.

Tin, (tin) v. t. To cover with tin or tinned iron, or »

overlay with tin-foil : —imp. & pp, tinned ; ppr. tea-

ning.

Tinctorial, (tingkt-to're-al) a. [L. tincten-iut, dte

(t«c(0T, a dyer, tinaert, to dye.] Relating to oolocr,

serving to colour.

Tincture, (tingkt'fir) n. [L. fincrura, from tingree.

tinetum, to tinge, dye.} A tinge or shade of colour ;—

the finer and more volatile parts of a substance,

separated by a solvent ;—* spirit containing medicinal

substances in solution;—slight taste superadded to axy

substance :—slight quality added to any thing.

Tincture, (tingkfur) v. t. To tinge ; to impregnate with

some extraneous matter ;—to imbue the mind of; to

communicate a portion of any thing foreign to :—im*.

& pp. tinctured ; ppr. tincturing.

Tinder, (tin'der) n. [A.-S. tender, tynder, from tendon,

Icel. tendra, to kindle.] Something very inflammable,

used for kindling fire from a spark. fkepC

Tinder-box, (tin'dcr-boks) n. A box in which tinder it

Tina, (tin) n, [A.-S. tind, a prickle, IceL tiwdr.] Tb*

tooth or spike of a fork ; a prong ;—also, the tooth of

a harrow or drag.

Tin-foil, (t i n'foil) n. Tin reduced to a thin leaf.

Ting, (ting) n. [An onomatopoetio word. L. tinvire, to

ring, W. tinciaie.] A sharp sound, as of a bell ; s

tinkling.

Tinge, (tinj) r. f. [L. tingere, G. teggcin.) To imbc«

or impregnate with something foreign ; especially, to

colour slightly;—dye ; stain; discolour ; taint:—i*ip.

& pp. tinged ; ppr. tingeing.

Tinge, (tinj) n. A align* degree of some colour, taste.

or something foreign, infused into another substance

or mixture, or added to it :—tincture.

Tinglaaa, (tin'glas) n. Bismuth.

Tingle, (ting^gl) v. i. [Diminutive of ting.] To feel a

kind of thrilling sensation in the ears;—to feel a share,

thrilling pain ;—to have a sharp, thrilling sensation, or

a slight pricking sensation :—imp. & pp. tingled ;

ppr. tingling.

Tingling, (ting'gling) n. A tremulous, thrilling sensa

tion in the nerves ;—a ringing in the ears.

Tink. (tingk) v. i. [W. finciatc.) To make a sharp,

shrill noise; to tinkle.

Tinker, (tingk'er) n. fFrom tink, because their way d

proclaiming their trade is to beat a kettle, or because

in their work they make a tinkling noise.] A ruend-r

of brass kettles, pans, and other metal ware.

Tinker, (tingk'er) v. L To mend or solder, as metal

wares: hence, more generally, to mend ; to cobble ; u

patch. [of a tinker ;—mending ; cobblinr.

Tinkering, (tingk^r-ing) n. The act or employment

Tinkle, (tingk'l) v. i. [Diminutive of tink.] To* maka

small, quick, sharp sounds, as by striking on meul ;

to clink ;—to be beard or ring in the ears, as a small,

sharp sound ;—v. t. To cause to clink or make sharp,

quick sounds :—imp. A pp. tinkled; ppr. tinkling.

Tinkle, (tingk'l) n. A small, sharp, quick sound* as

that made by striking metal.
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Tinkling, (tingk'ling) n. A small, sharp, quick sound.

Tinman, (tinman) n. A manufacturer of tin vessels; a

dealer in tin ware. (obtained.

Tin-mine, (tin'min) n. Bed or vein from which tin is

Tinner, (tin'er) n. One who works in the tin-mines;—

one who works in tin ware; a tinman.

Tinning, (tin'ing) n. The act or process of covering or

lining any thing with melted tin or with tin-foil, as

kitchen utensils, locks, and the like ; the covering or

lining thus put on.

Tinny, (tin'e) a. Pertaining to, consisting of, abounding

with, or resembling tin. [tin.

Tin-plate, ( tin 'plat) n. Thin sheet-iron coated with

Tinsel, (tin'sel) n. [F. ttincdle, a spark, L. scintilla.)

A shining material used for ornamental purposes ;—

something very shining and gaudy, or having a false

lustre, and more gay than valuable ;—a kind of orna

mental lace.

Tinsel, (tin'sel) v. t. To adorn with tinsel; to deck out

with cheap but showy ornaments :—imp. & pp. tin

selled; ppr. tinselling'. [tinner.

Tinsmith, (tin'sniitb) n. One who works in tin; a

Tint, (tint) n. [F. teint, from L. tinctus, pp. of tingtit,

to dye.] A slight colouring distinct from the principal

colour ; a faint dye.

Tint, (tint) v.l. To give a slight colouring to; to tinge:—

imp. & pp. tinted ; ppr. tinting.

Tintinnabulary, (tin-tin-ab'u-lar-e) a. [L. thitinna-

outum, a little bell] Having or making the Bound of

a bell.

Tiny, (ti'ne) a. [Probably a diminutive of thin, Dan.

tynd.) Very small ; little ; puny.

Tip, (tip) n. [D. & Dan. ftp, I eel. typpi.] The point

or extremity of any thing small ; the end;—in botany,

an anther ;—a alight stroke ; a tap ;—small present in

money ;—a hint ; secret information.

Tip, (tip) v. t. To form a point upon ; to cover the tip,

top, or end of. [Ger. tippen, Sw. tippa.) To strike

slightly or with the end of any thing small; to tap ;—

to bestow a gift or douceur upon;—to lower one end of

or to throw upon the end;— v. i. To fall on or toward

one side ; to fall headlong :—imp. & pp. tipped ; ppr.

tipping.

Tippet, (tip'et) n. [A.-S. tappet, from tappe, tape.] A

narrow covering for the neck made of fur or cloth.

Tipple, (tip'l) it. Drink ; strong liquor.

Tipple, (tip'l) v.i. [Diminutive of tip.} To drink

spirituous or strong liquors habitually ; especially, to

drink frequently, without absolute drunkenness;—v.t.

To drink, as strong liquors in luxury or excess:—imp.

& pp. tippled; ppr. tippling.

Tippler, (tipper) n. One who habitually indulges in the

excessive use of spirituous liquors.

Tippling-house, (tip' ling- hous) n. A dram shop ;

public bouse.

Tipsily, (tip'se-le) odt?. In a tipsy manner.

Tipsinesa, (tip'ae-nes) «. State of being affected by

strong drink; intoxication.

Tipstaff, (tip'staf) n. An officer who bears a staff tipped

with metal ; a constable ;—a staff tipped with metal.

Tipsy, (tip'se) c [Ger. tip*, drunkenness.] Affected

B with strong drink; fuddled; intoxicated;—staggering,

aa if from intoxication.

Tiptoe, (tip'tu) n. The end of the toe—also used ad

verbially with on or o.

Tiptoe, (tip'to) a. Being or performed on the end of the

toes ;—hence, springy.

Tip-top, (tip'top) n. The highest or utmost degree.

Tip-top, (tip'top) a. Very excellent ; most excellent or

perfect.

Tirade, (te-rad') n. [F., from tirer, to draw.] A strain

of censure or invective ; a rambling dissertation ; a

volley of abuse.

Tire, (tirt n. [H. tur, Norm. F. tiere.) Aroworrank;

—a head-dress ;—attire: apparel ;—a band or hoop of

iron, used to bind the fellies of wheels.

Tire, (tir) v. (. [A.-S. terian, ','r*<1*t to vex, irritate, G.

teirein, L. tertrt, to rub, waste.] To weary; to fatigue;

—to exhaust the strength of by toil or labour ;■—to

dress, as the head ; to adorn ; to attire ;—v. i. To

become weary; to be fatigued ; to have the strength

fail ; to have the patience exhausted :—imp. & pp.

tired ; ppr. tiring.

Tiredness, (thunes) n. State of being wearied; weari

ness.

Tiresome, (tirauni) o. Fitted or tending to tire ;

exhausting the strength or patience ; wearisome ;

fatiguing ; tedious.

Tiresomeness, (tir'sum-nes) n. Quality of exhausting

strength or patience ; wtarisomeness ; tediousness.

Tiresomely. (th/sum-le) adv. In a tiresome manner ;

wearisomely.

Tirl, (tirl) v. t. To drill ; to bore ;—especially, to bore

or drill through the pin or pec fastening a door-latch

on the iuside ;—hence, r. t. To try to raise the latch

of the door ;—to shake or rattle at the door. [Scot.]

Tis, (tiz). Poetical form of it is.

Tissue, (tish'u) n. [F. tissu, pp. of tisser, to weave,

from Jl texere.] Cloth interwoven with gold or

silver, or with figured colours ;—the texture of ana

tomical elements of which any part of the body is

composed ;—in botany, the minute elementary parts

of which the organs of plants are composed, arranged

in thejforoiu, cellular, or vascular fovxn;—a connected

series; a succession ;—tissue paper, very thin gauze-like

paper ; silver paper.

Tissue, (tish'u) t\ t. To form tissue of; to interweave:

—imp. At pp. tissued; ppr. tissuing.

Tit, (tit) n. [G. titthi.) A teat.

Tit, (tit) 7i. [Icel. tita, a tender thing.] A small

horse;—also, in contempt, a woman ;—a small bird ;

a titmouse or tomtit.

Titan, (M'tan) n. [G.] In mythology, one of the

giants, sons of Heaven and Earth, who warred

against Jupiter ;—hence, a man of gigantic stature,

courage, intellect, Ac; a man of rebellious temper.

Titanic, (ti-tan'ik) a. Belonging to the Titans;

gigantic; superhuman;—noting an acid, the peroxide

of titanium.

Titanium, (ti-tan'e-um) n. A metal of a deep-blue

colour, very light and brittle, but so hard as to scratch

steel. [also tidbit.

Titbit, (tifbit) n, A tender piece ; a nice morsel :—

Tithable, (tlTH'a-bl) a. Subject to the payment of

tithes.

Tithe, (tiTH) «. [A. -a trwlha, the tenth.] A tenth;

the tenth part of any thing ; specifically, the tenth

part of the increase arising from the profits of land

and stock, allotted to the clergy for their support;

—hence, a small part or proportion.

Tithe, (tiTH) v. t. To tax to the amount of a tenth ;

to levy a tenth part on ;—v. i. To pay tithes:— tinp.

&pp. tithed; ppr. tithing. [tithes.

Tithe-gatherer, (tiTH'gaTH-er-er) n. One who collects

Tithing, (tiTH'ing) n. Act of levying or taking tithe;

that which is taken aa tithe ; a tithe ;—a number

or company of ten householders dwelling near each

other, and sureties to the king for each other's good

behaviour.

Titillate, (tit'il-lat) r. i. [L. Utiltare, titillatvm.]

To tickle:—imp. & pp. titillated ; ppr. titillating.

Titillation, (tit-il-hVshnn) n. Act of tickling, or state

of being tickled:—any pleasurable sensation.

Titlark, (titlark) n. A small bird ; a species of lark.

Title, (tr*tl) n. [L. titulvs.] An inscription put

over any thing as a name by which it is known;—the

inscription in the beginning of a book, containing

the subject of the work, and sometimes the author's

name ;—a chapter or division of a book ;—an appella

tion of dignity, distinction, or pre-eminence given to

persons ; — a name; designation ;— that which con-

btitntcs a jUBt cause of exclusive posses-ion; ri^ht;—
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the instrument which is evidence of a right; charter;

title-deed.

Title, (ti'tl) v.t. [h. titulart.) To call by a title; to

name; to entitle:—imp. & pp. titled; ppr. titling.

Title-deeds, (ti'tl-deoe) a. pi Writings evidencing a

person's title or right to property.

Title-page, (ti'tl-pAj) n. The page of a book which

containa it* title.

Titling, (titling) n. A bird of the genus Saxitrdu,

belonging to the family of warblers ; stonechatter.

Titmouse, (tit'mous) n. [Fmm tit, email, little, and

A.-S, mdse, Ger. mew.] A

native paaserine, oonirostril,

and inaeaeorial bird, building

in the holes of old tree*, ami

storing up seeda for winter aws

—it is very small, actire, an>l

restless: tit.- tomtit. There am

numerous species.

Titter, (tit'er) v. i. [IceL fifes,

to tremble, Ger. Iritkem, to

titter.] To laugh with the

tongue striking against the

root of the upper teeth;—to Titmouse.

laugh with restraint; to gigglo:— imp. & pp. tittered ;

ppr. tittering.

Titter, (titer) w. A restrained laugh.

Tittle, (tit 1) n. [Diminutive of tit. small] A small

particle . a minute part ; a jot ; an iota.

Tittle-tattle, (tit'l-tatl) ». [A reduplication of tattle.]

Idle, trifling talk; empty prattle.

Tittle-tattle, (tit'l-tatl) v. «. To talk idly; to prate;—

to gabble : to gossip. [gossiping.

Tittle-tattling, (tit 1-tat'ling) n. Act of talkin gidly ;—

Titular, (tit'ii-lar) a. [L, titultu.) Existing in title

or name only ; nominal ; haTing the title to an office

or dignity without discharging its appropriate duties.

Titularly. (tit'u-lar-le) adv. In a titular manner;

nominally.

Titulary, (titu-lar-e) n. A person invested with a

title, in virtue of which he holds an office or benefice,

whether he performs the duties of it or not.

Titulary, (tit'u-lar-e) a. Consisting in a title; titular ;

—pertaining to a title.

To, (too) prep. [A.-S. t6. Go. du, for tu, It. & Gael.

do.] It primarily indicates approach and arrival,

motion made in the direction of a place or thing

and attaining it ; and, also, motion or tendency with

out arrival — opposed to from ; — hence, course, or

tendency toward a time, a state or condition, an aim,

or any limit to movement or action ; — it connects

transitive verbs with their remoter or indirect ob

ject, and adjectives, nouns, and neuter or passive

verbs with a following noun which limits their action;

—as sign of the infinitive, to had originally the use

just defined, governing the infinitive as a verbal

noun, and connecting it as indirect object with a

preceding verb or adjective. Bnt it has come to be

the almost constant prefix to the infinitive, even in

situations where it has no prepositional meaning. It

denote* or implies extent: degree of comprehension;

—end ; consequence : — apposition ; connection ; op

position ;—accord ; adaptation ;—comparison ; — addi

tion ;—accompaniment.

Toad, (t6d) n. [A.-S. tddie, faafi>.] A small hatra-

cliian reptile, having a warty and thick body—it is

useful in gardens by feeding on noxious insect*.

Toad-eater, (todet-er) n. [8aid to be from an old

practice among mountebanks' boys of eating toads

(vulgarly supposed to be poisonous), in order that

their masters might have an opportunity of pretend

ing to effect a cure.] A fawning, obsequious parasite;

a mean sycophant ; a toady.

Toad-spawn, (t&d spawn) n. The seed of toads.

To»d-«pit. (tod spit) *. An excretion of a frothy kind

found on plants :—also called cucLoo-epit.

Toad-stone, (tdd'ston) it. A variety of trap-rock of

a brownish-gray colour ;—a kind of jewel or precious

stone formerly popularly supposed to be contained

in the head of a toad.

Toad-stool, (tod'stool) n. A poisonous mushroom at

fungus which grow* in moist and rich ground.

Toady, (tod'e) n. A toad-eater; a sycophant.

Toady, (tod'e) v. t. To fawn upon ; to flatter meanly

or hypocritically;—t*. i. To play the sycophant *»-

imp. &, pp. toadied; ppr. toadying, [sycophanry'.

Toadyism, (tod'e-ixm) n. Practice or spirit of a toady;

Toast, (tost) v. t. 1 1., torrert, tottum, to parch, roast,]

To dry and scorch by the heat of the fire ;—to wans

thoroughly;—to name when a health is drank ; t»

drink to the health of or in honour of;—r. «'. T*

propose a toast or health ; to drink to the health of:

—imp. & pp. toasted; ppr. toasting.

Toast, ( tost ) n. Bread dried and scorched by the

fire, sometimes put into milk or melted batter, and

formerly into liquor;—a lady in honour of whom

persons are invited to drink;—hence, the name of nay

person in honour of whom health is drank ;—hence

also, any thing commemorated in a aimil^y w :%«, : A

sentiment. [for toasting any thing

Toaster, (tost'er) n. One who toast* ;—an instrument

Toasting, (tost ing) n. System or practice of proposing

and drinking healths;—act of scorching or browning

before the fire.

Toast-master, (tosfmas-ter) n. One who at pablk

dinners announces the toasts, and directs or times the

cheering.

Tobacco, (to-bak'5) n. [From the Indian *«/«•*». tbs

tube or pipe in which the Indians or

Caribbees smoked the plant.] A plant

of tlii- genus Hicotiana* native of

America, much used for smoking ar 1

chewing, and in snuff—as a medicin ■

it i* narcotic, emetic, and cathartit :

—the leaves of the plant prepared f<<r

smoking, chewing, Ac.

Tobacconist, (t6-bak'6-nist)n. A deal- r

in tobacco ; also, a manufacturer of

tobacco.

Tobacco-pipe, ( to-bnk '6 -pip) n. A pipe usert ia

smoking tobacco, made of clay, wood, meerschaum.

£o.

Tobine, (tol)in) n. A twilled silk used for ladies'

dresses ; a species of Florentine. {fantasia.

Toccata, (tok-ka'ta) n. [It.] In mwiif, a prelude; a

Tocher, (toch'er) >i. [Scot.] Dowry brought by a

bride to her husband.

Tocsin, (tok'sin) n. (F. toqurr, to strike, and aria.

Mint, a bell, L. $ipnnm, a sign.] An alarm bell, or

the ringing of a bell for the purpose of alarm.

Tod, (tod) n. [IceL toddi, a piece of a thing, Ger.

zotte, tote, a tuft of hair.] A bush; a thick shrub;—a

quantity of wool being 28 pounds or 2 stones.

To-day, (too-tuV) n. [From to and day .J The present

day. [day.

To-day, (too-dS') adr. On this day ; on the prevent

Toddle, (todl) v. I [Allied to totter and Ic,, ..; Tt>

walk with short steps, as a child.

Toddy, (tod'e) it. [Uiud. tdri.] A juice drawn team,

various kinds of the palm in the Cost Indies; or a

spirituous liquor prepared from it ;—a mixture ef

spirits and hot water sweetened.

To-do, (too-doo1) n. Bustle ; stir ; commotion : ado.

Toe, (to) v. [A.-S. MA, Icel. td, Ger. sHs.] One of

the small members which form the extremity of the

foot ;—the fore part of the hoof of a horse and of

other hoofed animals :—the member of a beast's foot

corresponding to the toe in man.

Toe, (to) v. t. To touch or reach with the toes ; to

come fully up to :—imp. & pp. toed ; ppr, toeing.

Toed, (tod) a. Having toes—used as the second element

of a compound word, as long-toed, Ac.
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Toffy, (tofe) n. A sweetmeat made of treacle thick

ened by boiling, with shred almonds or other in

gredient to flavour it. [homestead.

Toft, (toft) n. [A.-S.] A bush; a tuft:—a house ; a

Toga, (to'ga) n. [L. tigere, to cover. ] The loose outer

garment worn by the ancient Romans, consisting of

a single broad piece of cloth wrapped round the body.

Togated, (to'g&t-ed) a. [h. toga tut, from toga, a

covering, gown.} Dressed in a gown; wearing a gown:

—also toged.

Together, ( too - geTH ' er ) adv. [A.-S. I6gadere, from

gador, at once.} In the same place ;—in the same

time; contemporaneously;—in ooiupany; unitedly;—

in or into union; into junction;—in concert

Toggery, (tog'er-e) n. [O. Eng. toge, a toga, gown.]

Clothes ; garments ; articles of dress.

Toggle, (tog'l) n. [Eng. tug, and Ger. ttiickel, a little

stick.} A small wooden pin tapering toward both

ends with a groove around its centre.

Toggle-joint, (tog'l -joint) n. An elbow or knee joint,

consisting of two bars so connected that they may be

brought into a straight line, and made to produce

great end-wise pressure.

Toil, ( toil ) v. i. [ A.-S. teolian, to strive, strain,

tilian, to prepare, to till, D. tuj/len.] To exert

strength with pain and fatigue of body or mind; to

labour; to work hard : — imp. & pp. toiled ; ppr.

toiling.

Toil, (toil) n. Labour with pain and fatigue; labour

that oppresses the body or mind; drudgery; exertion;

task; travail.

Toil, (toil) n. [F. toilet, toils, nets, from toile, cloth,

L. tela, a web.] A net or snare ; a mesh, web, or

string spread for taking prey.

Toiler, (toiler) n. One who toils or labours with pain.

Toilet, (toil'et) u. [F. toilette, from toil", cloth,

linen.] A covering spread over a table in a chamber

or dressing-room :—a dressing-table;—mode of dress

ing or that which is arranged in dressing ; attire ;

dress;—a bag or case for night-clothes.

Toilet-table, (toilet-t&-bl) n. A dressing table.

Toilful, (toil'fool) a. Toilsome ; wearisome;—labori

ous; requiring exertion.

Toilsome, (toil'sum) a. Attended with toll or fatigue

and pain; laborious ; wearisome.

Toilsomely, (toil'sum-le) adv. In a toilsome manner;

laboriously.

Toilsomeness, (toil'sum-nes) n. The quality or state of

being toilsome; laboriousness; wearisomeness.

Toilworn, (toil'worn) a. Overcome with labour; over

worked; fatigued.

Tokay, (to-ka') n. A kind of wine produced at Tokay,

In Hungary, made of white grapes, and having a re

markable aroma.

Token, (tok'n) n. [A.-S. tdeon, from tcecan, to teach,

Ger. zeiehen.] A sign; a mark;—something intended

or supposed to represent something else ;—in medi

cine, an external mark; symptom;—a memorial of

friendship ; a souvenir;—a piece of metal intended

for currency, and issued by a private party, re

deemable by the issuer in lawful money;—in Scotland,

a ticket of admission to the sacrament of the Lord's

table, being either a printed card or a piece of metal

stamped with the name of the church, Ac ;—la print

ing, ten quires of paper; — colloquially, evidence;

proof.

Tole, (tol) v. t. [Probably from toll, to call by the

sound of a bell.] To allure by some bait:—imp. &

pp. toled; ppr. toling.

Toledo, (td-hVdo) n. A sword-blade of the finest

temper—so called from Toledo in Spain, once famous

fqf its sword-blades.

Toifcrable, (tol'er-a-bl) a. [L. tolerabilU] Capable of

being borne or endured; supportable, either physically

tff mentally;—-fit to be tolerated; suflerable ;—mod

erately good or agreeable; not contemptible; passable.

Tolerableness, (tol'er-a-bl-nes) n. The state of being

tolerable: tolerability.

Tolerably, (tol'er-a-ble) adv. In a tolerable manner;

supportably; — moderately well; passably; not per

fectly.

Tolerance, (tol'rr-aiis) n. Power of endurance; act

of enduring; toleration ;—feeling habit or practice of

beaiing with and not seeking to coerce those whose

opinions, actions, &c. , differ from ourown; indulgence.

Tolerant, (tol'er-ant) a. Forbearing; patient of

opposition: indulgent;—favouring toleration ; liberal.

Tolerate, (tol'er-at) v.t. [L. tolerare, from the root

tol, whence tollere, to lift up, and tuli. perfect of

j'erre, to bear.] To suffer to be, or to be done without

prohibition or hinderanee; not to restrain:—imp. &

pp. tolerated ; ppr tolerating.

Toleration, (tol-er-a'shun) «. [L. toleratio.) Act of

tolerating ; allowance of that which is not wholly

approved ; — tpecijlcath/, the allowance of religious

opinions and modes of worship in a state, when

contrary to or different from those of the established

church or belief;—freedom from bigotry in matters

of religion ;—permission of difference of opinion in

matters of laith ; latitude.

Toll, (tol) »l [A.-S. toll, Ger. zoll, G. telo*, tax, duty,

F. tailler, to cut off, L. toller,:] A tax paid for

some liberty or privilege, particularly for the privilege

of passing over a bridge or on a highway :—an excise

upon goods ; a mulct of a part for the free passage

of the rest;—a portion of grain taken by a miller as a

compensation for grinding.

Toll, (tol) v. L [h. toiler*,) To take from, as an

excise, custom, &c. ; to exact tribute;—v. i. To pay

toll or toUage;—to take toll, as a miller.

Toll, (tol) v. i. [W. tol, tela, a loud sound, a din.]

To sound or ring as a bell, with strokes uniformly

repeated at intervals, as at funerals ;—v. t. To cause

to Bound, as a bell, with strokes slowly and uniformly

repeated ;—to strike or to indicate by striking, as the

hour:—imp. & pp. tolled; ppr. tolling.

Toll, (tol) n. The sounding of a bell with strokes

Blowly and uniformly repeated.

Tollbar, (tol'bar) ». A bar or gate placed across

the road at the toll-house to prevent passage until

the toll is paid. (for passing it.

Toll-bridge, (tol'brij) n. A bridge where toll is paid

Toll-corn, (toTkorn) n. Corn taken as pay for grind

ing at a mill.

Toll-dish, (toTdish) n. Vessel for measuring the toll

of corn taken for the trouble of grinding : — also

toll-hop. [bell.

Toller, (tdTer) n. A toll-gatherer;—one who tolls a

Toll-gatherer, (tol'gaTH-er-er) n. The man who takes

or gathers toll. [by a receiver of toll*.

Toll-house, (toThous) n. A house erected or occupied

Tolling, (till ing) n. Ringing of a bell, usually with

slow, measured stroke of the clapper.

Tollman, (tol'man) n. One who receives or collects

toll; a toll-gatherer.

Tolu, (to-lu) n. A resin or oleo-resin, produced by

a tree of South America.

Tomahavk, (tom'a-hawk) n. [Indian.] A kind of war-

hatchet used by the Ameri

can Indians, ft was origin

ally made of stone, but after

wards of iron.

Tomahawk, (tom'a-hawk) v. t.

To cut or kill with a hatchet

called a tomahawk :—imp. &

pp. tomahawked; ppr. toma

hawking,

Tomato, (to-m&'to) n. [Of

American origin.) A plant

and its fruit, which is called

also love-apfie, and is eaten Tomahawk,

either raw or cooked.
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Tomb, (toom) n. [G. tumbot, a tomb, grave] A pit in

which the dead body of a human being is deposited; a

grave;—a house or vault for the reception of the dead;

—a tombstone ; a monument in memory of the dead.

Tomb, (toom) v. r. To place in a tomb ; to bury ; to

inter:—imp. & pp. tombed; ppr. tombing.

Tombleas, (toom lea) a. Destitute of a tomb or sepul

chral monument.

Tomboy, (tom'boy) n. [From Torn and boy. ] A rude,

boisterous boy ;—also, a romping girl ; a hoyden .

Tombstone, (toomston) n. A stone erected over a grave

to preserve tbe memory of the deceased ; a monument.

Tomcat, (tonik.it) n. A male cat, especially when full

grown or of large size.

Tome, (torn) n. [F. from O. toman, a piece cut off, a

part of a book, a volume, from temnein, to cut.] A

ponderous volume ; a book.

Tomfool, (tom'fool) n. A great fool * a silly trifler.

Tomfoolery, (tom-fool'er-e) n. Foolish trifling ; ridi

culous behaviour ;—knick-knacks, trinkets, <fcc.

Tommy, (tom'e) n. Truck system ; practice of paying

workmen by goods or orders on the track or tommy-

shop instead of by money. [fool ; a dunce.

Tomnoddy, (tom'nod-e) n. A sea-bird ; the puffin ;—a

To-morrow, (too-mor'6) n. [From to and morrow.) The

day after the present ; the next day.

To-morrow, (too-mor'd) adv. On the day after the

present day ; on the morrow.

Tompion, (tom'pe-on) n. The stopper of a cannon.

Tomtit, (tom'tit)w. [From Tom and tit.) A little bird;

the titmouse. [vogue.

Ton, (tong) n. [F.] The prevailing fashion or mode ;

Ton, (tun) n. [A. -3. t untie, a tun, tub, a large vessel,

Ger. tonne.] Tbe weight of twenty cwts. or 2240

pounds avoirdupois ;—a wine measure of capacity equal

to two pipes or 262 gallons ; a fun ;—in navigation, a

certain weight or space, as a measure of capacity, being

forty two cubic feet, by which tbe burden of a ship is

estimated :—a certain quantity of timber, consisting of

40 solid feet if round, or 54 feet if square.

Tone, (ton) n. [L. tonus, G. tonos, a stretching, a tone.]

Sound, or the character of a sound; a particular modi

fication of a sound ; note, either grave or acute ;—any

impulse or vibration of the air perceptible by the ear ;

—an accented sound ; an inflection or modulation of

the voice;—in music, a sound considered as to pitch;—

the larger kind of interval in the diatonic scale, the

smaller being called a semiton*/—the peculiar quality

of sound in any voice or instrument ;—healthy and

vigorous state of the body or of its organs ;—state of

mind; temper; mood;—tenor; spirit;—general or pre

vailing character or style, as of morals, manners, or

sentiment ;—in painting, harmonious relation of col

ours in light and shade.

Tone, (ton) v. t. To utter with an affected tone ;—to

tune. To tone down, to subdue or soften :-~imp. & pp.

toned ; ppr. toning.

Toned, (tond) a. Having a tone, with a qualifying

adjective prefixed, as high, loud, sweet, Aic.

Toneless, (ton'les) a. Having no tone ; unmusical.

Tong, (tong) n. The catch of a buckle ; tongue.

Tongs, (tongz) n. pi. [A-S. tange, IoeL t&ng, Oct.

gauge.) An instrument consisting of two long shafts

joined at one end—used for handling fire or heated

metals.

Tongue, (tung)n, [A. -3. tunge, Icel. tunga, Go. tuggd,

L. lingua.) A muscular organ attached by one end to

the floor of the mouth, serving as the instrument of

taftte, and in man of articulation also;—hence, speech;

discourse ; sometimes, fluency of speech ;—a language;

—words or declarations only ;—a nation, as distin

guished by language ;—a point ; a projection ; catch

of a buckle; point of a balance;—a narrow strip, as of

land stretching into the sea or a lake ;—any tapering

part or point.

Tongue, (tung) v. t. To modulate or modify with the

tongue, as notes in playing the flute, &c. ;—to join by

means of a tongue and groove ;—to chide ; to rebuke ;

—v. i. To talk ; to prate ;—to use the tongue in form

ing the notes, as in playing the flute and other wind

instruments :—imp. it pp. tongued ; ppr. tons^xxns;.

Tong-ued, (tungd) a. Having a tongue.

Tongueless, (tungOes) a. Having no tongue ;-—hence,

speechless ; mute ;—unnamed ; not spoken of.

Tongue-tied, (tung/tid) a. Destitute of the power of

distinct articulation ; having an impediment in the

speech ;—unable to speak freely from whatever cause.

Tonguing, (tung'ing) it. Act of fitting a pointed or

tapering end of one piece of timber into the notched

or forked end of another.

Tonic, (ton'ik) a. [G. tonikos.) Relating to tones or

sounds ; — increasing tension ; hence, increasing

strength ;—increasing strength or the tone of the

animal system.

Tonic, (ton'ik) n. A medicine that increases the strength

and gives vigour of action to the system;—the key-tone

or first tone of the scale.

To-night, (to..-nit') n. [From to and night."] The pre

sent night, or the night after the present day.

To-night, (too-nif) adv. On this sight.

Tonnage, (tun'flj) n. [From ton.] The weight of foods

carried in a boat or ship;—the cubical content or bur

den of a ship in tons ; or the amount of weight which

a ship may carry;—a duty or impost on ships eetisnated

per ton, or a duty, toll, or rate payable on goods per

ton transported on canals;—the whole amount of ship-

ping estimated by tons.

Tonsil, (tonsil) n. [L. tonsilla, pi.) One of two glsa-

dular bodies in the throat or fauces—they have several

excretory ducts opening into the month.

Tonsile, (ton'sil) a. [L. tousilis, from tender*, to shear,

clip.] Capable of being clipped.

Tonsorial, (ton-so're-al) a. [L. tonsorius* from tew***', a

shearer, barber.] Pertaining to a barber or to shatipfe.

Tonsure, (ton'shoor) n. [L. tonsvra.) Act of clipri*^

the hair or of shaving the crown of the head . or the

state of being shorn;—in the Roman Catholic Cfaarti,

the corona or crown which priests wear as a mark tit

their order and of their rank in the church.

Tonsured, (ton'shoord) o. Having the tonsure: shaves;

dipped ;—hence, bald.

Tontine, (ton-tenO n, [So called from its inTsntor,

Tonti, an Italian in the 17th century.] An annuity or

survivorship ; or a loan raised on life-annuities with

the benefit of survivorship.

Too, (tod) adv. [A. -8. t6.) Over; more than enough;—

overmuch ;—noting an excess, or used to augment tha

signification of an adjective or adverb to an improper

degree ;—besides ; over and above ; likewise ; also ;—

too is sometimes reduplicated by way of emphaeia.

Tool, (tool) n. [A.-S. t6l, for tavil, from las-tea, t.-.

moke, prepare.] An instrument used in the rnansa)

arts, to facilitate mechanical operations * any iastrt-

ment used by a craftsman or labourer at his work ; as

implement ; — a person used as an instrument l>*

another person.

Tool, (tool) v. t. To shape, form, or finish with a tool:-

imp. & pp. tooled ; p/<r. tooling.

Tool-chest, (tool'chest) n. A chest in which, a wort-

man keeps his tools.

Tooling, (tool'iug) n. Workmanship performed wits i

tool ;—in masonnj, dressing a stone with a bra*

chisel, so as to form a fluted or channelled surface ,—

in hook-binding, indenting the boards or back of i

book with lines, curves, figures, Ac. [mens toot.

Tool-maker, (tool'mak-er) n. One who makes wcrx

Toom, (toom) a. [Dan. tommer.} Empty; tbosi

[Scot]

Toot, (toot) v. i. [A.-S. totiatt, to project, to she*

I), tuyttn,] To stand out; to he prominent:—to mat

a peculiar noise by contact of the tongue wttb £>

root of the upper teeth at the beginning and end ctf &
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sound;—also, to sound a horn in a similar manner;—

v. t. To to cause to sound, as a horn, the note being

modified at the beginning and end as if by pronounc

ing the letter (;—hence, to blow; to sound:—imp, &

pp. tooted; ppr. tooting,

Toot, (tout) u. A note or sound on a horn; a blast;

a noise.

Tooth, (tooth) n. [A.-S. todh, pi Udh, Go. tunthus,

allied to G. odoiis.] Oue of the series of small bones

attached to the jaws of vertebrate animals which

serve the purpose of taking and chewing food;—hence,

taste ; palate ;—any projection corresponding to the

tooth:—a tine; a prong of a multifid instrument, as

a rake, comb, &c. ;—a projecting part on the axis of a

wheel fitting into or catching correspondent parts in

other bodies.

Tooth, (tooth) v. t. To furnish with teeth ;—to in

dent ; to cut into teeth ;—to lock or fit into each

other:—imp. <fc pp. toothed; ppr. toothing.

Toothache, (tooth'ak) n. Fain in the teeth.

Tooth-brush, (tooth/brush) n. A brush for cleaning

the teeth.

Toothed, (tootht) a. Having teeth or jags, as a wheel;

—in botany, having projecting points, remote from

each other, about the edge; dentate.

Toothful, (touth'fuol) a. Palatable; pleasant to the

taste; toothsome. [a mouthful.

Toothful, (tdoth'f66l) n. A small glass of liquor; a sip;

Toothless, (tooth'les) n. Having no teeth.

Tooth-pick, (tdoth'pik) n. An instrument for clean

ing the teeth of substances lodged between them.

Tooth-powder, (tooth'pow-der) n, A powder for clean

ing the teeth ; a dentifrice. [palatable.

Toothsome, (tooth'sum) a. Grateful to the taste;

Top, (top) n. [A.-S. top, Icel. toppr, W. tob.] The

highest part of any thing ; the upiwr end, edge, or

extremity; the upper side or surface;—the utmost de

gree ;—the highest rank ; the most honourable position ;

—the chief person ;—the crown of the head, or the

hair upon it ; the head ;—the forelock ;—in ships, a

sort of platform surrounding the head of the lower

mast, and projecting on all sides.

Top, (top) «. [Ger. top/.] A child's toy, commonly

pear-shaped, made to spin on its point.

Top, (top) v. i. To rise aloft ; to be eminent ;—to pre-

duminato ; — to excel ; to rise above others ; — v. t.

To cover on the top; to tip; to cap ;—to rise above ;—

to rise to the top of ;—to outgo; to surpass;—to take

off the top or upper part of; to crop '.—imp. & pp.

topped ; ppr. topping.

Top-armour, (top'urm-gr) n. In ships, a railing on

the top, supported by stanchions, and equipped

with netting.

Topaz, (topaz) n. [G. topazios, said to he from Top-

a:os, an inland in the Red Sea, also from Skr. tapus,

fire, the sun, perhaps from tophus, pebble, gravel.]

A mineral; the silicate of alumina with a portion

of fluorine, occurring in primitive rocks as loose or

embedded crystals, rhombic in form, and yellow,

blue, green, and white in colour. The Brazilian or

vellow topaz is most valued by the lapidary.

Top-boots, (tor/boots) n. pi. Hoots with an ornamental

band of bright-coloured leather around the upper

part.

Top-coat, (top'kot) n. An outer or over-coat.

Top-dressing, (top'dres-ing) n. A dressing of manure

laid on the surface of the land for fertilizing it.

Tope, (top) v.%. [P. toper.) To drink hard; to drink

spirituous liquors to excess :—imp, & pp. toped ; ppr.

toping. (drunkard ; a sot.

Toper, (top'er) n. One who drinks to excess ; a

Topful, (top'fool) a. Full to the top; full to the brim.

Top-gallant, (top 'gal - lant) a. High; elevated;

splendid ;—noting the mast or the sail attached to

it, which is above the topmast and topsail—for

merly the highest sail in a ship.

Top-heavy, (topTiev-e) «. Having the top or upper

; part too heavy for the lower.

Tophet, (tft'fet) u. [H, tdphet.] A place lying south

east of Jerusalem, in the valley of Hinnom, where

fires were continually kept to burn dead carcases,

and where all the filth of the city was poured;

hence, hell.

Tophus, (t ofus) n. [L.] A loose, porous rock, con

sisting of calcareous matter deposited from water,

and also formed from volcanic dust cemented by

infiltration of water :—also written tufa.

Topiary, (td'pe-ar-e) a. [L. topiarius, belonging to

ornamental gardening, from G. topos, a place. J

Shaped by cutting or pruning ; made ornamental or

fanciful by trimming or training.

Topic, (top'ik) n. [L. topica, G. topika.] In rhetoric

and logic, one of the various general forms of argu

ment to be employed in probable as distinguished

from demonstrative reasoning ;—a treatise on or a

scheme of forms of argument or oratory;—any sub

ject of discourse or argument;—a branch or division

of a general subject;—a subject of conversation ; a

commonplace;—the particular matter treated of ; a

theme ;—the specific point handled in a discourse,

argument, or literary composition ; a matter treated

of;—in medicine, an external local remedy applied

as a plaster, a poultice, &c.

Topic, (top'ik) a. [G. topikos, belonging to a place.]

Pertaining to a place ; limited ; local ;—pertaining to

a point or subject of discourse or to a general head:—

also written topical.

Topically, (top'ik-al-le) adv. In a topical manner;

locally ; with application to a particular part of the

body;—with respect to a subject of argument or dis

course ; with limitation to the point in hand.

Top-knot, (top'uot) n. A crest of feathers on the head

or top, as of a bird ; also, an ornamental bow worn on

the top of the head by women.

Topman, (top'man) n. Sailor stationed in the top when

all hands are called ; —man who stands and works

uppermost in a saw pit.

Topmast, (top'mast) n. The second mast or that which

is next above the lower mast.

Topmost, (top'most) a. Highest; uppermost.

Topographer, (to-pog'ra-fer) n. One skilled in the science

of topography. [pograpby; descriptive of a place.

Topographical, (to-po-grafik-al) a. Pertaining to to-

TopogTaphicaUy, (t6-p6-graf'ik-al-le) adv. In a to

pographical manner.

Topography, (to-pog'ra-fe) n. [Q. topos, a place, and

graphein, to describe.] The description of a particular

place, city, town, manor, parish, or tract of land; tho

scientific description in minute detail of any place or

region.

Topping, (toping) a. Rising above; surpassing ;—hence,

assuming superiority ; proud.

Topping, (toping) n. Act of raising or tilting one end

of a yard, gaff, boom, &c, above the other.

Toppingly, (top'iug-le) adv. Highly ; surpassingly ;—

proudly.

Topple, (topi) v. i. [Diminutive of top.] To fall for

ward; to pitch or tumble down;—v. t. To throw down;

to throw over:—imp, & pp. toppled; ppr. toppling.

Top-sail, (top'sal) h. A sail extended across the topmast.

Topsy-turvy, (top'se-tnr ve) adv. [Tops or heads in the

turf,] In an iuverted posture ; with the top or head

downward : with the bottom upward ; upside down.

Torch, (torch) n. [F. torehe, from torquere, to twist,

because it is twisted like a rope.] A light formed of

some combustible substance; a large candle or flam

beau, [torch.

Torch-bearer, (torch *bftr-er) n. One who carries a

Torch-light, (torch'lit) n. The light of a torch or of

torches;—a tight kindled to supply the want of the sun.

Tore, (tor) n. [L. Ursiu.] In architecturtt & large

round moulding on the base of a column.
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Toreuinatology,(tor-u-raa-toro-Je) it. [0. toreuma, sculp- j

ture, and logo*, discourse.] The science or art of

carving in bas-relief;—a treatise on sculpture.

Torment, (tornient) n. [L. tormcntum, an engine for

hurling missiles, an instrument of torture, from toi''

quere, to turn, to twist.] Extreme pain; anguish; the

utmost degree of misery either of body or mind;—that

■which gives pain, vexation, or misery.

Torment, (tor-raenf) v. t. To put to extreme pain or

anguish either of body or minu ;—to pain ; to distress;

to afflict ;—to tease ; to vex ; to harass :—imp. & pp.

tormented ; ppr. tormenting.

Tormentor, (tor-ment'er) n. One who or that which

torments ;—one who inflicts penal torture ;—in agri

culture, au instrument in the form of a harrow run on

wheels, for tearing or breaking up stiff or weedy soil:—

also tormentor.

Tormentingly, (tor-ment'ing-le) adv. So as to torture ;

—in a manner to produce distress or anguish.

Tornado, (tor-na'do) n. [Sp. tornar, It, tornare, to

turn.] A violent gust of wind, or a tempest distin

guished by a whirling, progressive motion ; a hurricane.

Tomography, (tor-nogrra-fe) n. [Tornado, and G.

graphein, to write.] A treatise on whirlwind hurri

canes and tornadoes.

Torpedo, (tor-pe'd6) n. [L. from torpere, to be stiff,

numb, or torpid.] A species of

ray having electric power—it is

also called cramp-JUh ; — au

engine or machine used for de

stroying ships by blowing them

up.

Torpescent, (tor-pes'ent) a. [I*

torpetcens, ppr. of torpe*cere, to

grow stiff, numb, or torpid. J

Becoming torpid or numb.

Torpid, (tor'pid) a. [L. torpid,**, from torpere, to be

stiff, numb, or torpid.] Having lost motion or the

power of exertion and feeling ; numb ;—dull ; stupid;

sluggish ; inactive ; benumbed.

Torpidity, (tor-pid'e-te) n. TorpidnesB ; numbness ;

dulness ; sluggishness.

Torpidly, (tor'pid-le) adv. In a torpid manner ; slug

gishly; lazily.

Torpidness, (tor'pid-nes) n. The state of being torpid ;

numbness ;—dulness ; inactivity ; sluggishness ; stu

pidity.

Torpor, (tor'por) n. fL. from torpere, to be numb or

torpid. ] The state of being torpid ; loss of motion or

of the power of motion ; numbness ; inactivity;—dul

ness ; laziness ; sluggishness ; stupidity.

Torques, (torlcwes) n. An ornament worn by the

ancient Britons round the neck, formed of small rings

of metal interlaced in each other,

rorrefaction, (tor-S-fak'shun) n. [F. from L. torre-

faccre.} Act or process of heating or drying by fire ;—

in metallurgy, the operation of roasting ores ;—in

pharmacy, the heating of drugs on a metallic plate,

until they become friable and fit for compounding,

mixing, Ac.

Torrefy, (tor'S-fl) v. t. [L. torrere, to dry by heat, and

facere, to nuke.] To dry by fire ; to parch ;—to roast

or scorch, as metallic ores :—imp. ft pp. torrefied; ppr.

torrefying,

Torrent, (tor'ent) n. [L. torrent, burning, roaring,

boiling, ppr. of torrere, to dry by heat, to burn.] A

violent stream, as of water, lava, or the like ; a

violent or rapid flow ; a strong current.

Torricellian, (tor-re-sel'e-an) a. Pertaining to Torri-

celli, au Italian philosopher, who discovered the prin

ciple on which the barometer is constructed. Torricel

lian vacuum, a vacuum which is formed in the baro

meter.
'orrid, (torpid) a. fL. torridu*, from torrere, to parch!

Parched; dried With heat;—violently hot; burning or

parching. Torrid zone, that space or broad belt of the

 

Torek,

 

earth included between .the tropics, where ttn sett «

always greatest.

Torsion, (tor'shun) n. [L. tcrsio, from tonyiim, V

twist. ] Act of turning or twisting; that fcreev.li

which a thread, wire, or rod of any material rr«r«

or tends to return to a state of rest after *t has b&£

Torsk, (torsk) n. A fish allied to the cod; ta*

Torso, (tor'so) n. [It. torso,

from L. tky7msus, G. thursoi,

a light, straight staff.] The

trunk of a statue mutilated

of head and limbs.

Tortile, (tor'til) a. (L. tortilis,

from torquere, to twist,

wind.] Twisted ; wreathed: coiled.

Tortoise, (tor'tis) n. [F. tortue, from L. to rtvt, tested.

crooked.] A reptile inclosed

in a case formed by two

leathery or scaly shields, and

having horny jaws in the

place of teeth ;—in ancient

tear/are, a position of defence

assumed by the soldiers, each

man stooping and raising his Tortoist.

buckler over his head, so as to form a covering we

the whole line like a tortoise shell.

Tortoise-shell, (tor'tis-shel) n. The shell or boo <

scutes or plates of the tortoise, used i n inlaying o& a

various manufacture*—also used^uijectively.

Tortuous, (tortd-us) a. [L. tortuotu*, from t*t*t

twisted, crooked.] Bent in different direct

wreathed ; twisted ; winding ;—deviating fr :-

tude ; erroneous ; crooked ; deceitful.

Tortuosity, (tor-tu-ortt-e) n. Wreathed or twut^i f *"

—mental crookedness ; disposition to folio* m U

and devious courses.

Tortuously, (tor'tu-ns-le) adv. In a crooked ease '

insinuatingly; deceitfully.

Tortuousness, ( tor ' til - us - lies ) v.. State of best

twisted ; sinuosity ; — crookedness of dispositwc ■

conduct ; want of straightforwardness ; hence, dtost-

fulness.

Torture, (tor'tur) n. [Y. torture. It. tortvn. fcoE L

torquere, to twist] Extreme pain ; anguish of boej

or mind; pang; agony; torment ;—especially, srw»

pain inflicted judicially, either as a punishment!**

crime, or for the purpose of extorting a confesstoti.

Torture, (tor'tur) v. t. To put to torture ; to V*3

extremely ;—to punish with torture ;—to keep on &

stretch or in suspense ; to vex ; to hsspsjsj ;—t*s. t

pp. tortured ; ppr. torturing. [meofcr

Torturer, (tor'tur-er) n. One who tortures; s t*

Tory, (to're) n. [Said to be an Irish word deac&fc

a robber or a savage. ] An advocate of the theory ■

the divine right of kings to reign, and of heredit*-?

succession to the throne ; an opponent of tier ■

monarchy and of republican government ;—a **r*

porter of the union between church and state—•■

state maintaining the church by declarative act c '■■

endowment, and the church lending sanctity »•

spiritual authority to the acts of the state ;—one *t

seeks to preserve the present constitution and to -.

hold the royal, ecclesiastical, and aristocraticat »

stitntions, as being. in themselves right and r>£

and who is averse to any change, especially is '-*'

way of extension of deuiocratical power ;—anitj*

cate of class distinctions and privileges, as oppose^

the republican theory of equality;---* meenher rf*

conservative party, as opposed to, the whig, radical J

progressive party. \* .

Tory, (to're) a. Pertaining to the tones.

Toryism, (td're-izm) n. The principles of the tram

Toss, (toe) r. (. fW. (otiajr, to jerk, u>i, a quick jc-

a snatch.] To throw with the hand ; to thro* »r

ward ;—to lift or throw tip with a sudden or *****
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Toucan

motion ;—to cause to rise and fall :—to agitate : to

make restless;—v. i. To roll and tumble; to be in

violent commotion;—to be tossed:—imp. & pp. tossed;

ppr. tossing.

Toss, (tos) n. A throwing upward or with a jerk ;—

a throwing up of the head with a jerk.

Tossing, (toVing) n. The act of throwing upward ; a

rising and falling suddenly; a rolling and tumbling. I

Tosspot, (toVpot) n. A toper; an habitual drunkard.

Tot, (tot) n. Any thing small — used as a term of

endearment.

Total, (total) a. [T. totalis, from totus, all, whole.]

Full; complete;—not divided;—whole; entire.

Total, (to'tal) h. The whole; the whole sum or

amount. [tity or amount.

Totality, (to-taTe-te) n. The whole sum ; whole quan-

Totally, (to'tal-le) adv. In a total manner; wholly;

entirely; fully; completely.

Totter, (tot'er) ft. 4 (Ger. dotUrn, to tremble, shake.]

To shake so as to threaten a fall ; — to shake ; to

reel ; to lean :—imp. & pp. tottered ; ppr. tottering.

Toucan* (tooltan) u. [Sp. & 8. Americau tucd. tulcdn,

Pg. & Brax. tucano.] A bint

of tropical America, of seve

ral species, remarkable for

the large size of its bill.

Touch, (tuch) v. t. [F. toucher.

It toccare, L. tangert, ftsf*

turn.) To come in contact

with ; to extend the haiM,

foot, &<\, so as to reach Of

rest on;—to perceive by the-

sense of feeling;—to come to;

to reach ; to attain to;—to relate to; to concern;—

to make a faint impression on; to mark or delineate

slightly;—to handle ; to meddle or interfere with:—to

treat or speak of superficially ; to allude or advert to ;

—to move, as the feelings or sensibility; to affect;—

to soften ; to melt ;—to influence ; to act on by im

pulse ;—to infect, as with disease; to seize slightly;

—to strike, as an instrument of musio ; to play on ;—

to afflict or distress;—to touch up, to improve by

slight strokes or corrections :—v. i. To be in con

tact;—to be in close union without intervening space:

—to fasten on; to take effect on;—to treat of slightly

In discourse ; — to mention or discuss briefly ; — to

touch ut. to go to or to call at a port or place without

staying:—imp. A pp. touched; ppr. touching.

Touch, (tuch) n. Act of touching ; meeting of two

bodies; superficial junction; contact ;—the sense of

feeling or common sensation, one of the five senses :—

act of handling ; examination by a stone or other

standard; test;—proof; tried and ascertained quality

or worth ;—a single stroke on a drawing or picture ;

—feature ; lineament;—a small quantity Intermixed ;

a little ;—a hint ; suggestion ;—hence, a slight effort

or essay;—power of exciting the affections;—personal

reference or application ; hit ;—animadversion ; cen

sure ;—in music, the resistance of the keys of an

instrument to the pressure of the fingers ;—also, the

manner of touching, striking, or pressing the keys of

a pianoforte; individual style of execution.

Touchable , ( tuch'a-bl ) a. Capable of being touched ;

tangible.

Touch-hole, (tuch'hol) n. The vent of a cannon or

other species of fire-arms, by which fire is comuiu-

nicated to the powder.

Touchily, (tuch'e-le) adv. Irritably ; peevishly.

Touchiness, (tuch'e-nes) a. The quality of being

touchy ; peevishness ; irritability : irascibility.

Touching, (tucn'ing) a. Affecting: moving; pathetic.

Touching, (tuch'iug) prrp. Concerning ; relating to ;

with respect to.

Touching, (tuch'ing) n. The sonse of feeling; touch.

Touohinjrly. (tuch'ingde) adv. In a manner to

move the feelings ; pathetically.

Touch-me-not, (tuch'me-not) n. A plant of the genus

Impatient.

Teuoh-needle, (tuch'ned-1) n. A small bar of gold and

silver, either pure or alloyed in some known propor

tion with copper, prepared for trying gold and silver

on a touch-stone.

Touch-stone, (tuch'ston) n. A variety of extremely

compact silicious schist, used for ascertaining the

purity of gold and silver by the streak impressed on

the stone ;—hence, any test or criterion .

Touchy, (tuch e) a. Peevish ; irritable ; irascible ; apt

to take fire.

Tough, (tuf) a. [A.-S. t6h, Ger. ioA<.] Having the

quality of flexibility without brittleness ; — not easily

broken; able to endure hardship; firm; strong;—not

easily separated; tenacious; ropy:—stiff; rigid; not

flexible ;—severe ; violent ; difficult ; arduous.

Toughen, (tufn) v. i. To grow tongh or tougher;—v.t.

To make tough or tougher :—imp. & pp. toughened ;

ppr. toughening. [hard, or difficult.

Toughish, (tufish) a. Somewhat tough:—rather stiff,

Toughly, (tufle) adv. In a tough or flexible manner.

Toughness, (tufnes) n. The quality of being tough ;

flexibility, with a firm adhesion of parts;—strength of

constitution or texture ;—viscosity ; tenacity.

Tour, (toor) n. [F., from G. tornot, a circle, a ronnd.]

A going round ;—hence, a journey in a circuit ;—any

thing done successively, or by regular order ; a turn;

oast; manner:—excursion ; trip: expedition; jaunt

Tour, (toor) r. i. To make a tour :—imp. & pp. toured ;

Apr. touring.

Tourist, (tourist) n. One who makes a tour, or per

forms a journey in a circuit.

Tourmaline, (toor'ma-lin) «. [From tournamal, a

stone in Ceylon.] A mineral occurring usually in

black three-sided or six-sided prisms, terminated by

three-sided pyramids, consisting of silica, alumina,

and boracic acid, with portions of manganese,

lithia, Ac

Tournament, (toor'na-ment) n. A mock-fight or mili

tary sport, in which a number of combatants were

engaged—a joust is a trial of skill between two.

Tourney, (toor'ne) n. A tournament

Tourney, (toor'ne) v. i. [Norm. F. tournoicr.] To per

form tournaments: to tilt.

Tourniquet, (toor'ne-ket) n. [F. from tourntr, to turn.]

A surgical instrument or bandage which is tightened

or relaxed with a screw, and used to check the flow of

blood, as from wounds, amputation, or other surgical

operation.

Touse, (touz) v. t. [Ger. tausen, D. twin.] To pull ;

to haul ; to tear ;—v. i. To tear about ; to rave :—

imp. & pp. toused : ppr. tousing.

Tousle, (tooz'l) v.t. [From touse. ] To pull or haul about;

—to dishevel ; to disorder, as dress or hair. [Scot.]

Touslesmoia, (toola-mwa) n. [F.] A granular, starchy

substance, like arrowroot, obtained from the root-

stocks of various species of Canna.

Tout, (toot) v. i. [b. tuytcn, to spy.] To look out for;

to wait ;—specifically, to wait and ply for customers to

a hotel, Ac. *

Touter, (toofer) n. A hanger-on ;—one who hangs on

at stations, wharfs, Ac., to solicit the custom of !i.i-

vellors to a hotel, Ac. ;—one who hangs about the

training-ground of race-horses to pick up information

which may be available for betting purposes.

Tow, (to) v. C [A.-S. Mohan, to lead, draw.] To drag,

as a boat or ship through the water by means of a

rope :—imp. 6 pp. towed ; ppr. towing.

Tow, (to) n. [A-S. tow, tow, Ger. to«, a rope.] The

coarse and broken part of flax or hemp;—act of towing

or state of being towed. [towing.

Towage, (to'aj) n. Act of towing;—price paid for

Toward, (to'ard) prep. [A -8. tdietard, tdwtardts.] In

the direction of ;—with direction to, in a moral sense;

—with respect to ; regarding ;—nearly; about
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Toward, (Ward) adv. Near; at hand; in a state of pre

paration :—also toward*.

Toward, (to'ard) a. [A.-S. toward.] Ready to do or

learn ; not froward ; apt.

Towardliness, (to'ard-le-nes) n. Quality of being to

ward : readiness to do or learn ; aptness ; docility.

Towardly, (K/ard-le) a. Ready to do or learn ; apt ;

docile ; tractable ; compliant with duty. [new.

Towardneaa, (td'ard-nes) n. Towardliness ; tractable-

Tow-boat, (tdTjot) n. A boat which is towed ;—a

steamer used for towing other vessels.

Towel, (tow'el) n. [P. touaitU, It. tovagtia, IoeL thvot

to wash.] A cloth used for wiping the hands and for

other purposes ; a napkin.

Towelling, (towel-ing) h. Cloth for towels.

Tower, (tow'er) n. [A.-S. torr, F. lour, L. turris.} A

lofty building much lugher than broad, and variously

shaped, standing alone or forming part of another edi

fice, as of a church, castle, Ac. ;—a citadel : a fortress;

hence, a defender ;—a high head-dress formerly in

vogue;—a high flight : elevation.

Tower, (tow'er) v.i. To be lofty or very high ; hence,

to soar :—imp. & pp. towered ; ppr. towering.

Towered, (tow'erd) a. Adorned or defended by towers.

Towering, (tow'er-ing) a. Very high ; elevated ;—ex

treme ; violent;—surpassing.

Towery, (tow'er-e) a. Adorned or defended by towers.

Tow-line, (to'iin) n. A small hawser used to tow a

ship, Ac.

Tow-path, (to'path) n. A path used by men or horses

that tow boats :—also toviuy path.

Town, (town) n. [A.-S. t&nt inclosure, garden, house,

Tillage, town, Icel, (ii», Ger. rrtn.] A collection of

houses inclosed by fences or walls:—hence, any collec

tion of houses larger than a village, and not incor

porated as a city;—the body of inhabitants resident in

a town;—a township;—the court end of London;—the

metropolis or its inhabitants ;—a farm-steading ;—

village; hamlet

Town-clerk, (townTtlark) n. An officer who keeps the

records of a town, and enters all its official proceedings.

Town-crier, (town'kri-«r) n. A public crier.

Town-council, (town'kouii-sil) n. Body or a meeting of

the body of deputies elected by the male ratepayers of

a town or burgh to manage its municipal affairs.

Town-councillor, (town'kouu-sil-or) n. One who is a

member of a town-council.

Town-hall, (townTiawl) n. A public room or building

for transacting the business of a town.

Town-house, (townlious) ». The house where the public

business of the town is transacted by the inhabitants;

—a house in town, in opposition to a house in the

country. [inhabitants of a city.

Towns-folk, (townr/fok) n. The people of a town ; the

Township, (towu'ship) n. The district or territory of a

town ; the corporation of a town.

Townsman, (townsman) n. An inhabitant of a town ;

one of the same town with another.

Town-talk, (town'tawk) n. The common talk of a place

or the subject of common conversation. [boats.

Tow-rope, (to'rftp) n. Any rope used in towing ships or

Toxicological, (toks-e-kd-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to

toxicology.

Toxicologi'st, (toks-e-kol o-jist) ft. One versed in toxi

cology ; the writer of a treatise on poisons.

Toxicology, (toks-e-kol'6-je) n. [G. toxiton, poison, and

loftm, a discourse.) The science which treats of poisons,

their effects, antidotes, and testa.

Toxopholite. (toka-ofd-lit) n. [G. toxon, a bow, and

phiUirt, to love.] An archer; one addicted to archery.

Toy, (toy) n, [D. foot,] A plaything for children ; a

bauble ; a thing for amusement, but of no real value ;

a trifle;—matter of no importance;—wild fancy: folly;

trifling opinion or behaviour ;—amorous dalliance.

Toy, (toy) v. i. To dally amorously; to trifle ; to play:

to wanton :—imp. A pp. toyed ; ppr. toying,

Toyer, (toy'er) », One who toys ; one who la full of

trifling tricks. ( trirhnx-

Toyful, (toy'fool) a. Full of tricks ; playful: sportive;

Toyish, (toy'ish) a. Trifling ; wanton.

Toyiahnesa, (toy'iah-nes) «, Disposition to trifling :

amorous dalliance.

Toyman, (toy'man) n. One who deals in toys.

Toy-shop, (toy shop) n. A shop where toys are sokL

Trace, (tras) n. A mark left by any thing pais i rig : a

footprint ; a track ;—a mark, impression, or visible

appearance of any thing left when the thing itself bo

longer exists ; remains ;—a delineation or sketch ; oat-

line;—a small quantity; something barely perceptible.

Trace, (tras) n. One of the two strap*, chains, or ropes

by which a carriage or sleigh is drawn by horses.

Trace, (tras) v. t [F. tracer, from L. tract**, pp. at

trahere, to draw.] To walk over ; to pass through ;—

to draw or delineate with marks ; especially, to copy.

as a drawing, by following the lines and rnarki ngf them

on a sheet superimposed ;—to follow by footsteps ox

tracks or some mark that has been left by a person or

thing which has preceded ;—hence, to follow the trace

or t nick of ;—to follow with exactness :—imp. dt pp.

traced ; ppr. tracing.

Traceable, (tras'a-bl) a. Capable of being traced.

Tracer, (traVer) n. One who or that which traces.

Tracery, (tras'er-e) n. An ornamental divergency of

the mullions of a window into arches, carves, etc. ;—

the subdivisions of groined vaults and the like.

Trachea, (tra-kea) n. [G. trocseta (so, artlria\\ Toe

windpipe or canal conveying air to the lungs ; the

weasand ;—the air-tubes of the body in insects and

similar animals.

Tracheal, (tra-ke'al) a. Pertaining to the windpipe.

Tracing, (traVing) n. Act of delineating or drawing

in lines;—an outline or drawing;—regular track or

path; course.

Tracing-paper, (tr&Ving-pa-per) x. Thin transparent

jiaper, usually tissue paper soaked in oil or varnish,

used for copying drawings, patterns, mouldings, d?e.

Track, (trak) n. [F. tract, D. trtek, a drawing.] A

mark left by something that has passed along;;—a

mark or impression left by the foot, either of man

or beast; trace; vestige; footprint ;—a road; a beaten

path ;—course ; way ;—in railways, the permanent

way.

Track, (trak) v. t To follow when guided by a

trace or by footsteps;—to draw or tow, as a vessel:—

i»tp. & pp. tracked ; ppr. tracking.

Trackage, (trak'&j) n. A drawing or towing, as of

a boat.

Track-boat, (trak'bot) w. A boat or vessel drawn

or towed by a horse; canal-boat.

Trackless, (trakles) a. Having no track or foot

print; untrodden.

Tract, (trakt) n. [L. frwrfiur, from trakert, to draw.]

Something drawn out or extended;—a region or quan

tity of land or water of indefinite extent;—a written

discourse or dissertation, generally not of great length:

especially* a short treatise on practical religion;—

continued or protracted duration; length; extent

Tractability, (trakt-a-bil'e-te) w. Quality or state of

being tractable or docile ; docility: tractablenesa.

Tractable, (trakfa-bl) a. [L. tractabili*.] Capable cf

being easily led, taught, or managed; docile; manage

able;—capable of being handled; practicable: feasible.

Tractablenesa, (trakt'a-bl-nes) ft. State or quality of

being tractable; docility.

Tractably, (trakfa-ble) adv. In a tractable manner.

Tractate, (trakt'ftt) n, [L. tracUUvs.) A treatise:—a

dissertation;—a pamphlet or small book.

Tractile, (trakt'il) a. [L. trahere, frortwra, to draw.]

Capable of being drawn out in length ; ductile.

Tractility, (trak-til'e-te) n. Quality of being tractile ;

ductility.

Traction, (trak 'shun) n. [L. fraArrr, tracrum, to
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draw.] Act of drawing or state of being drawn ;—

attraction: a drawing toward;—act of drawing a solid

body along a plane. [tracting.

Tractive, (trak'tiv) a. Serving to draw; pulling; at-

Tractor, (trak'ter) n, [L. trahere, tractum, to draw.]

That which draws or is used for drawing ;—pi. Two

email pointed bars of brass and steel, which, being

drawn over diseased parts of the body, were at one

time supposed to give relief through the agency of

electricity or magnetism.

Tract-society, (trakfso-ei'S-te) n. A society formed for

preparing, printing, and distributing small religious

publications.

Trade, (trad) n. [P. traite, from trailer, to treat, to

trade, h. tractate.] Act or business of exchanging

commodities by barter ; the business of buying and

selling for money ; commerce ; traffic; barter ;—par

ticular occupation, manual or mercantile, distin

guished from the liberal arts and the learned profes

sions;—the business which a person has learned and

which he carries on ;—especially, mechanical employ

ment ;—business pursued ;—instruments of any occu

pation ;—custom ; habit ;—a company of men engaged

in the same occupation;—pi. The trade-winds.

Trade, (trad) r. i. To barter or to buy and sell ; to

traffic: to bargain ; — to buy and sell or exchange

property in a single instance ;—to act merely for gain ;

to be venal ;—v. t. To soil or exchange in commerce ;

—to barter ; to exchange :—imp. & pp. traded ; ppr.

trading.

Trade-mark, (trad'mark) n. A distinguishing mark

or device used by a manufacturer on bis goods or

Libels, the legal right in which is recognized by law.

Trade-price, (trad'prls) n. Price charged for goods to

members of the same trade, or by wholesale dealers to

retailers.

Trader, (trader) ti. One engaged in trade or com

merce; a trafficker; a merchant ; — also, a trading

vessel: vessel plying regularly between two ports or

countries.

Tradesfolk, (tradzTSk) n. People employed in trades.

Tradesman, (tradz'man) n. One who trades; a shop

keeper;—any mechanic or artificer.

Trades-union, (tiudz'un-yun) n. A combination among

workmen for the purpose of maintaining their rights

and privileges with respect to wages, hours of labour,

and the like.

Trade-wind, (trad'wind) n. A wind in or near the

Torrid Zone, which blows from the same quarter

throughout the year—so called because of great ad

vantage to navigators and trade—the general direction

is from N.E. to S.W. on the north side, and from S.E.

to N\ W. on the south side of the equator.

Trading, (trading) a. Carrying on commerce; engaged

in trade;—venal; acting from interest rather than

principle, as a politician, ,fcc.

Tradition, (tra-dish'un) «. [L. irattitio, from tradere,

to give up, transmit.] Act of delivering into the

hands of another ; delivery ; — act of handing down

from mouth to mouth narratives of facts or incidents,

or of transmitting from age to age customs and

practices ;—especially, act or process of transmitting

from age to age, or from one member or functionary

of the church to another, religious doctrines, opinions,

rites, ceremonies, &c. ■—sum of religious faith and

observance derived from antiquity by oral commu

nication ;—that which is handed down ; an ancient

doctrine or belief; an old custom or practice; popular

delusion or fancy; old fable; family story; legend, Ac.

Traditional, (tra-dish'un-al) a. Pertaining to or do-

rived from tradition ; communicated from ancestors

to descendants by word only.

Traditionally, (tra-dish'un-al-le) adv. In a traditional

manner ; by tradition from age to age.

Traditionary, (tra-dish'un-ar-e) a. Pertaining to or

derived from tradition ; traditional.

Traditionist, (tra-dish'un-ist) ». One who adheres to

tradition.

Traduce, (tra-dfls^ v. t. (L. traducere, from trans,

across, over, and ducere, to lead.] To represent as

blamable ; wilfully to misrepresent ; to calumniate ;

to defame ; to slander ;—to increase or continue by

deriving from another:—imp. & pp. traduced; ppr.

traducing.

Traducer, (tra-duVer) n. One who traduces ; a calum

niator ; a slanderer.

Traduoingly, (tra-dQs'ing-le) adv. Slanderously ; by

defamation.

Traduction, (tra-duk'shun) n. Derivation from ono

of the same kind;—transmission from one to another;

tradition; also, a translation into another language.

Traductive, (tra-duk'tiv) a. Derivable ; that muy be

deduced.

Traffic, (traf'ik) n. Commerce, either by barter or

by buying and selling ; trade;—business* done on a

railway with reference to the number of passengers

or the amount of freight;—dealing ; barter ; trade ;

exchange ; merchandise.

Traffic, (trafik) v.i, [F. trajtqner, It. traffieare, from

L. trans, across, and facere, to make, to do ; A.-S.

/organ, to suit, to fit.] To pass goods and commodities

from one person to another for an equivalent in goods

or money; to barter ; to trade; to buy and sell wares ;

to practise commerce ;—to trade meanly ; to deal on

mercenary principles; to huckster; — v.t. To ex

change in traffic : — imp. & pp. trafficked ; ppr.

trafficking. [a merchant.

Trafficker. (trafik-?r) n. One who trafficks ; a trader;

Trafficking, (trafik-ing) >i. Bargaining ; trading ;—

mean or mercenary dealing; jobbing.

Traffickless. (trafik-les) a. Destitute of trade or traffic.

Tragacanth, (trog'a-kanth) n. [G. tragakantha, from

tragos, 'goat, and alantfut, thorn.] Goat's horn ; a

leguminous plant of the genus Jxtragalhis, yielding a

gummy juice ; gum-dragon ;—the concrete juice or

gum of several species of shrubby or herbaceous plants

found in Persia, Arabia, and Siberia.

Tragedian, (tra-jfi'de-an) n. A writer of tragedy ;—a

tragic actor or actress.

Tragedy, (traj'e-de) n. [L. tragadia, G. trago*, a goat,

and ode, a song.] A dramatic poem representing some

signal action performed by illustrious persons, and

generally having a fatal issue ;—a fatal and mournful

event ; any event in which human lives are lost by

human violence.

Tragic, (traj'ik) a. Pertaining to, or of the nature of,

tragedy ;—fatal to life ; calamitous :—mournful ; ex-

nreasive of tragedy, loss of life, or of sorrow.

Tragically, (traj'ik-ol-le) adv. In a tragical manner ;

mournfully.

Tragi-comedy, (troj-e-kom'e-de) n. A composition par

taking of the nature both of tragedy and comedy.

Tragi-comio, (traj-e-kom'ik) a. Pertaining to tragi

comedy ; partaking of a mixture of grave and comio

Trail, (tral) v. (. [Norm. F. trailler, to hunt a doer on

a cold scent, D. treillen, to draw, to drag.] To hunt

by the track ;—to draw along the ground ; to drag ;—

to draw a long floating or waving body;—to lower : to

carry, as a flro-arm, with the breech near the ground,

and the upper part inclined forward, the piece being

held by the right hand near the middle ;—to tread

down.asgnuw, by walking through;—v.i. Tobedrawn

out in length ;—to grow to great length, especially

when slender and creeping upon the ground, as a

plant :—imp. <fc pp. trailed ; ppr. trailing.

Trail, (tral) n. Track followed by the hunter :— scout

left on the ground by an animal pursued ;—any thing

drawn to length ;—any thing drawn behind in long

undulations; a train;—the entrails of a fowl, especially

of game ;—that part of the stock of a gun-carriage

which rests on the ground when the piece is unllm-
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be red ;—in architecture, a running ornament of leaves,

flowers, ■prigs, &o., in the hollow of a moulding.

Trailer, (trat'er) n. One who or that which trail* ;—

especially, a creeper ; a plant which requires support ;

a trailing plant. {a boat ; a drag-net.

Trail-net, (tral'net) »t. A net trailed or drawn behind

Train, (tran) v. t. [F. trainer. It. trainare, to train, to

draw, L. trahere.] To draw along ; to trail ;—to draw

by persuasion, artifice, &c. : to entice ; to allure ;—to

form by practice; to exercise ; to discipline:— to bring

up ; to teach; to educate ;—to break, tame, and accus

tom to draw, as oxen ;—to lead or direct, and form to

a wall or espalier ; to form by growth, lopping, or

pruning :—imp. & pp. trained ; ppr. training.

Train, (tran) n. That which draws along ; artifice or

enticement;—that which is drawn along in the rear of

or after something ;—that part of a gown which trails

behind the wearer ;—the after part of a gun-carriage ;

—the tail of a bird;—a number of followers; a retinue;

—a ■uceession of connected things ; a series ;—regular

method ; process ; course :—a line of gunpowder laid

to lead fire to a charge, or to a quantity intended fur

execution ;—a continuous or connected line of cars or

carriages on a railroad.

Trainable, (trtn'a-bl) a. Capable of being trained.

Train-band, (trim/band) n. A band or company of

militia. fas of a robe.

Train-bearer, (tran'bar-er) n. One who holds up a train,

Trained, (trand) a. Having a train ;—brought up ;

instructed ;—exercised ; disciplined.

Trainer, (tran'er) ». One who trains ; especially, one

who prepares men for athletic exercises, ox horses for

the race.

Training, (tran'ing) n. The process of educating; educa

tion ; —the art of forming young trees, shrubs, or

branches to grow in a particular <U paction or shape;—

the art of disciplining troops ;—the art of preparing

men for athletic exercises, or horses for the race-course.

Training-ground, (tran'ing-ground) n. The ground

where soldiers are exercised or horses prepared for the

race. [the blubber or fat of whales.

Train-oil, (tran'oil) n. [D. traan, Ger. (Aran.) Oil from

Trait, (trft, tr&t) n. [F., L. tractus, from truhere, to

draw.] A stroke; a touch;—a distinguishing or marked

feature or peculiarity.

Traitor, (tra'tor) h. [F. traitre, L. traditor, from tra

der*, to deliver, to betray.] One who violates his alle-

giance and betrays his country: one guilty of treason;

—one who betrays his trust; a betrayer.

Traitoreas, (tra'tor-es) n. A woman who betrays.

Traitorly, (tra'tor-le) a. Like a traitor ; treacherous ;

jterfldioua.

Traitorous, (tra'tor-us) a. Guilty of treason ; treacher

ous; perfidious; faithless;—consisting in or partaking

of treason. [ously ; treacherously.

Traitorously, (tra'tor-us-le) adr. Faithlessly ; perfldi-

Traitorousneas,(tra'tor-us-nes) n. Perfldiousness; trea-

sonableness ; treachery.

Traitress, (tra'tree) n. A female traitor; a traitoress.

Traject, (tra-jekf) v. t. [L. trajicere, from (rim, across,

nndjacere, to throw.] To throw or cast through :—

imp. & pp. trajected; ppr. (rejecting*.

Traject, (tra'iekt) «. [F. trajct, h. trajeclus.] A ferry;

passage for boats across a stream, canal, kc.

Trajection, (tra-jelrshun) n. Act of throwing or casting

through or across ; transportation ;—also, emission ;—

in grammar, transposition.

Tram, (tram) *. A coal waggon used in.some parts of

England, especially at Newcastle ;—one of. the rails or

tracks of a tram-road ;—the shaft of a cart or barrow.

[Soot]

Trammel, (tram'el) n. [F. tramail, L. tramela, a kind

of net for taking fish.] A kind of long net for catching

birds or fishes ;—a kind of shackles for regulating the

motions of a horse ;—whatever impedes activity* pro*

gnu, or freedom;—«n iron hook used for hanging

kettles and other vessels over the fire,--

for drawing el li pass ; also, elliptic or beam-cornpasses

Trammel, (tram'el) % t Te confine ; to hamper ; to

shackle ;—to catch ; to intercept *—imp\ A pp. trass-

melled ; ppr. trammelling.

Trammeller, (traic'oI-f/O a. One who or that which,

trammels or restrain* .—one who uses a trammel-net.

Tramontane, (tra-moa'tan) a. [It, traaumtamo, 1_ rrasr,

across, beyond, and. mtms, montis, mountain.] Lying

or being beyond the mountain : foreign ; barbarous.

Tramp, (tramp) v. t, [IceL trumj>a. Go, trisMpasu] T»

tread forcibly and repeatedly ; to trample ;—r. i. Te>

travel ; towander or stroll :—inn. & pp. tramped ; ppr.

tramping1. {& trsxaper.

Tramp, (tramp) «. A foot-journey j—* foot traveller ;

Tramper, (tramp'er) n. One who tramps: a stroller ; a

vagrant. [as a rail to form a tramway.

Tramplate, (tram'plat) n. A flat piece of iron laid down.

Trample, ( tramp']) r. t. (Ger. trampeln, from frstsspta,

D. tramjxlen.] To tread under foot; especially, to

tread upon with pride, contempt, triumph, or mora ;

—to prostrate by treading ;—to treat with pride, con

tempt, and insult :—r. i. To tread in contempt ;—to

tread with" force and rapidity:—inn. A' pp. trampled;

Pin: trampling.

Trampler, (trampler) n. One who tramples or treads

down.

Tram-road, (tram'rdd) n. A road prepared for easy

transit of trains or waggons by forming the wheel,

tracks of smooth beams of wood, blocks of stone, or

plates of iron ; tramway.

Trance, (trans) «. (F. tmnsc, fright, L. transitu*, a

))Assage.] A state in which the soul seems to have

passed out of the body into another state of being;

an ecstasy ;—total suspension of mental power and

voluntary motion, pulsation and breathing; continu

ing, and the muscles flexible: catalepsy.

Tranced, (transt) a. Lying in a trance;—entranced.

Tranncl, (tran'el) n. A sharp iron pin or bolt ; a tree

nail.

Tranquil, (transrwil) a. [L. tramjvillus.) Quiet; calm;

undisturbed; peaceful; not agitated.

Tranquillity, (tran-kwil'e-te) n. [L. tranquillittu]

Quietness ; calm or peaceful state ; peace of mind ;—

peaceable condition, as of public affairs ; — freedom

from disturbance or agitation.

Tranquillization, (tran-kwil-e-zA'shnu^ n. Act of tran

quillizing or state of being tranquillized.

Tranquillize, (tran'kwil-iz) v. t. To compose; to render

calm ; to allay when agitated:—imp. h pp. tranquil

lized; r>pr. tranquillizing.

Tranquillizer, (tran'kwil-iz-er) n. One who or that

which makes calm and peaceful ;—a kind of chair

in which patients are placed in a fit of delirium or

frenzy. (tranquillize.

Tranquillizingly, (tran'kwil-iz-ing-le) adv. So as to

Tranquilly, (tranTcwil-e) adv. Quietly ; peaceably.

Tranquilness, (tran'kwil-nea) n. The state or quality

of being tranquil; quietness: peaoefulneas.

Transact, (trans-akf) v. t. [L. trans, across, through,

and agere, to lead, act.] To do; to perform ; to man

age;—v. i. To conduct matters; to manage; to treat :

—imp. & pp. transacted ; ppr. transacting.

Transaction, (trans-akshun) n. The doing or perform

ing of any business ; management of any affair ; nego

tiation ;—that which is done or performed ; act; affair:

—result of negotiating or dealing;—a single sale or

purchase :—in laic, adjustment of a dispute between

parties by mutual consent ;—pL Proceedings ; min

utes or reports of the subjects investigated nnd

discussed in certain scientific or philosophical asso

ciations.

Transactor, (trans-akt'er) n. [L.] One who manages

qr conducts any business or negotiation.

Transalpine, (trans-al'pTn) a. fL. trans, across, be

yond, and Alpinus, of the Alps.} Lying or being
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beyond the Alps in regard to Rome, that is, on the

north or west of the Alps—opposed to Cisalpine.

Transatlantic, (trans-at-lan'til) a. Lying or being be

yond the Atlantic.

Transcend, (tran-send') r. (. fL transcendtre, from

trans, beyond, over, and scandere, to climb.] To rise

above: to surmount ;—to pass over; to go beyond;—

to excel; to exceed ;—v. i. To rise above; to go

beyond ; to surpass :—imp. & pp. transcended ; ppr.

transcending.

Transcendence, (tran-send'ehs) n. State of being tran

scendent ; superior excellence ; supereminence.

Transcendent, (tran-send'ent) a. Very excellent: su

perior or supreme in excellence; surpassing others;

—transcending or going beyond the bounds of human

knowledge.

Transcendental, (tran-send-ont'al) a. Supereminent;

surpassing others;—general: pervading many particu

lars ;—ascending above the highest genera or categori

cal expressions; supersensual ; —'pertaining to the

method of investigation a priori; not empirical;—

noting knowledge of objects or ideas which stand

in relation to thought, but not in relation to experi

ence;—in popular language, mystical; vague; illusory.

Transcendentalism, (tran-send-ent'al-izm) n. In the

Kantian philosophy, the transcending or going be

yond empiricism, and ascertaining a priori the funda

mental principles of human knowledge ;—system of

investigation of the higher truths of being, human or

dlrine, apart from the facts and forms of existence as

ascertained by observation and experience, and the

logical processes and formula of scientific enquiry ;

the highest philosophy ;—in popular language, that

which is vague, mystical, or extravagant in philoso

phical theories or statements.

Transcendentalist, (tran-send-ent'al-ist) n. One who

believes in transcendentalism.

Transcendentally, (tran -seud-ent'al - le) adv. In a

transcendental manner.

Transcendently, (tran-send'ent-le) adv. In a tran

scendent manner; very excellently; supereminently.

Transcribe, (tran-skrir/) v.t. [L. transcribe™, from

front, across, over and, scribere, to write.] To write

over again or in the same words; to copy:—imp. &

pp. transcribed ; ppr. transcribing.

Transcriber, (tran-skrib'er) n. One who transcribes; a

copyist.

Transcript, (tran'skript) n. [L. transcriptus, pp. of

transcribere.] That which has been transcribed ; a

written copy ;—a oopy of any kind from an original ;

an imitation.

Transcription, (tran-skrip'shnn) n. Act of transcrib

ing or oopying ;—a kind of free translation of a vocal

into a pianoforte or an orchestral work.

Transcnptive, (tran-skrip'tiv) a. Having tho style or

character of a transcript or copy ; imitative.

Transept, (tran'sept) n. [L. trans, across, beyond, and

septum, an iuclosure.] A cross aisle ; the transverse

portion of a church which is built in the form of a

cross ; one of the parts of n church that projects at

right angles to the body (that is, the high central por

tion of either nave or choir) ; one of the arms of

the cross.

Transfer, (trans-ffrO v. t. [L. transftrre, from trans,

across, over, and ferre, to bear.] To convey from one

place or person to another; to transport; to remove ;

—to convey ; to give or grant to another ;—to make

over the possession or control of ;— to remove from

one substance to another :— imp. & pp. transferred;

PP^- transferring.

Transfer, (trans'fer) n. Removal of a thing from one

place or person to another ;—conveyance of right,

title, or property, either real or personal, from one

person to another;—that which is transferred ; estate,

property, or right conveyed ;—writ or deed of con

veyance.

Transferable, (trans-feVa-bl) a. Capable of being

transferred or conveyed from one place or person to

another ;—negotiable, as a note, bill of exchange, Arc.

Transfer-day, (trans'fer-da) n. One of certain regular

days at the bank of England for registering transfers

of bank stock and government funds in the books

of the corporation.

Transferee, (trans-fern?) n. The person to whom a

transfer Is made. [transfer.

Transference, (trans'fer-ens) n. Act of transferring;

Transfer-paper, (trans'fer-pa-per) it. A prepared paper

used in lithography or oopying presses for transferring

impressions. [fer or conveyance.

Transferrer, (trans-fer'er) n. One who makes a trans-

Transferrible, (trans-fer'e-bl) a. Capable of being

transferred; transferable.

Transferring, (trans-feeing) n. Act of removing from

a place, or conveying from one person to another.

Transfiguration, (trans-fig-ur-A'tnun) 11. A change of

form ; especially, the supernatural change in the

personal appearance of our Saviour on the mount;—

a feast on the 6th of August, in commemoration of

this miraculous change.

Transfigure, (tnms-fig ur) v. t. [L. transfigurare, from

trans, across, over, and ftgurare, to form, shape, from

Jigura, form, figure.] To change the outward form

or appearance of; to transform ;—especially, to change

to something very elevated and glorious :—imp. & pp.

transfigured; ppr. transfiguring.

Transfix, (trans-nits') v.t. [L. trans, across, through,

and jigere, to fix, fasten.] To pierce through, as with

a pointed weapon :—imp. & pp. transfixed; ppr.

transfixing.

Transform, (trans-form') v. t. [L. trans, across, over,

and formare, to form.) To change the form of; to

metamorphose;—to change into another substance; to

transmute ;—to change the disposition and temper of,

from a state of enmity to God and his law into a dis

position and temper conformed to the will of God ;—

to change into another form without altering the value,

or changing the area or volume :—imp. At pp. trans

formed; ppr. transforming.

Transformable, (trans-form'a-bl) a. Capable of being

transformed or changed.

Transformation, (trans-form-a'shun) n. Act or process

of changing form or external appearance of; metamor

phosis:—a changing of one metal into another ; trans

mutation;—changing of the elements of one body into

those of another; transubatantiation;—change of form

or condition.

Transforming, (trans-forming) a. Effecting or able to

effect a change of form or state*

Transfuse, (trans-rax') v. t. [L. transfundere, trans-

fusum, from trans, over, across, hnd/umUre, to pour,

pour out.] To pour, as liquor, out of one vessel into

another ;—to transfer, aa blood, from the veins or

arteries of one animal to those of another ;—to cause

to pass from one to another :—imp. & pp. transfused ;

ppr. transfusing. [fused.

Transfusible, ( trans- fuz'e-bl) c. Capable of being trans-

Transfusion, (trans-fu'zhun) n. Act of transfusing or

pouring, as liquor, out of one vessel into another;—act

of transferring the blood of one animal into the vas

cular system of another.

Transgress, (trans-gresO v.t. [L. trans, across, and

gradi, to pass.] To overpass, ns any rule prescribed as

the limit of duty; to break or violate, as a law, civil or

moral ;—v. i. To offend by violating a law; to sin :—

imp. & pp. transgressed ; ppr. transgressing.

Transgression, (trans-gresh un) n. Act of transgress

ing ; violation of a law or known principle of recti

tude ;—fault ; offence ;—crime : misdemeanour ; sin.

Transgressional. (trans-gresh'un-«l) a. Violating law

or commandment ; involving transgression.

TransgressiTe, (trans-gres'iv) a. Disposed to trans

gress; faulty; culpable.
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Transgressor, (trans-gres'or) n. One who breaks a law

or violates a command ; a sinner.

Tranship, (tran-ship') v. t. To transfer or convey from

one ship to another.

Transhipment, (tran-ship'ment) n. Act of transferring,

as goods from one ship to another.

Transient, (tran'she-ent) a. [L. tjrantiens, from trant,

across, over, and ire, to go.] Passing, as it were, over

or across a space or scene viewed, and then disappear

ing ; hence, of short duration ; not permanent or

stationary;—hasty; momentary; imperfect;—fleeting;

evanescent ; temporary.

Transiently, (tranahe-ent-le) adv. In a transient man

ner ; in passage ; for a short time.

Tranaientness, (tran'she-ent-nes) n. State of being

transient ; speedy passage ; shortness of continuance.

Transit, (tran'sit) n. [L. tramitus, from trantire, to go

over.] Act of passing ; passage through or over ;—act

or process of causing to pass ; conveyance ;—a line of

passage or conveyance through a country ;—the pass

age of a heavenly body over the meridian of a place,

or through the field of a telescope ; —the passage of a

smaller body across the disk of a larger, as of Mercury

or Venus across the sun's disk;—a transit-instrument.

Transit-circle, (tran'sit-Berk-1) n. A transit-instrument

with a graduated circle attached—used for observing

the altitude of the star and the time of its transit.

Transit-duty, (trau'sit-dii-te) n. Custom due on goods

that pass through a country.

Transit-instrument, (tran'sit-in'stroo-ment) n. A kind

of telescope, used in connection with a clock for ob

serving the time of transit of a heavenly body over the

meridian of a place.

Transition, (tran-sizh'un) n, [L. tranritio.] Passage

from one place or state to another; change;—a passing

directly from one key to another;—a passing from one

subject to another. [ing, or denoting transition.

Transitional, (tran-eizh'un-al) a. Containing, involv-

Transitive, (trans'it-iv) a. [L. tranxitivus.] Having

the power of passing ;—active ; noting a verb which

is or may be followed by an object on which it acts ;

expressing an action, relation, or condition which is

effected or transferred from the antecedent of the verb

to its consequent, object, or words governed by it.

Transitively, (trans'it-iv-le) adv. In a transitive man

ner, [manner; of short continuance.

Transitorily, (trans'e-tor-e-le) adv. In a transitory

Transitoriness, (traus'e-tor-e-nes) n. The state of being

transitory; speedy departure or evanescence.

Transitory, (trans'e-tor-e) a. [h. transitorius.] Con

tinuing only for a short time ; speedily vanishing or

ceasing to be ;—fleeting; evanescent; hasty; momen

tary ; imperfect.

Translatable, (trans-lat'a-bl) a. Capable of being trans

lated or rendered into another language.

Translate, (trans- Lit') v. t. [L. tran^ferre, translatum.]

To remove from one place to another ;—to change to

another condition, position, office, or form ; hence, to

remove, as by death;—to render iuto another language;

hence, to explain or recapitulate in other words:—imp.

& pp. translated ; ppr. translating.

Translation, (trans-la'shun) n. Act of translating, re

moving, or transferring ; removal ;—state of being

translated or removed ; especially, the removal of a

biBhop from one see to another;—act of rendering into

another language ; interpretation ; — that which is

translated ; a version.

Translator, (trans-lat'or) n. One who translates.

Translueence, (trans-lu'sens) n. State of being trans

lucent ; clearness ; partial transparency.

Translucent, (trans-lu'sent) a. [L. translucent, ppr. of

translucere, to shine through.] Transmitting light;

transparent : clear ;—transmitting light, but not the

outlines or colours of objects behind it, as ground glass,

dfco. ; imperfectly diaphanous, as certain crystalline

substances.

Tranalucently, (trans-lu'sent-le) adv. So as to he im

perfectly visible.

Transmarine, ( trans -ma -ren') a. [L. fros*, smss,

beyond, and marinus, marine, from stare, the set.]

Lying or being beyond the sea.

Transmigrant, (trans'me-grant) a. [L. tranjsugrexi,

Pfir. of transmigrure ,] Migrating or passing frean eu

place or state to another.

Transmigrate, (trans'me-grat) r. i. [L. traru, kern,

and migrare, to migrate.] To pass from one coaatrr

to another for the purpose of residence ; to migrate;—

to pass from one body or state into another :—1&£. ft

pp. transmigrated ; ppr. transmigrating.

Transmigration, (trans-me-gra shun) «. The passing ^

men—especially of a whole people—from one country

to another for residence; emigration of a nation;—;:.*

passing of one body or substance into another ;—tqr~

dally, metempsychosis, or the passing of the soul itv>

another body. [migrata.

Transmigrator, (trans'me-gr&t-or) «. One who tea-

TranEmigratory, (trans-mi'gra-ior-e) a. Fasting fhaa

one place, state, or body to another.

Transmissibility, (trans-mis-e-biTe-te) n. The qaais?

of being transmissible

Transmissible, (trans-mis'e-bl) a. Capable of bea;

passed from one to another ; capable of being psssei

through a transparent substance.

Transmission, (trans-mi&h'un) n. Act of sending fttre

one place or person to another ;—act of passant; or see

ing through, as light through a transparent body;—«ti

of conveying or giving to another.

Transmissive, (trans-mislv) a. Capable of being tnss-

mitted;—transmitted or derived from one to U& et**r.

—having power to transmit.

Transmit, (trans-mif) v. t [L. frana, across, cvtr sM

mittere, to send.] To cause to pass over or threari ;

to send from one person or place to another;—to s&fie"

to pass through :—imp. A pp. transmitted : ppr. trass*

mitting. [tran*sk»E4L

Transmittal, (trans-mit'al) n. Act of tranatarixtsz :

Transmitter, (trans-miter) n. One who transanal

Transmittible, (trana-roit'e-bl) a. Capable of best;

transmitted : transmissible.

Transmutability, (trans-mut-a-biTe-te) w. Sascest-

bility of change into another substance.

Transmutable, (trans-mut'a-bl) a. Capable of beta?

transmuted or changed into a different sabasanot j

form.

Transmutation, (trans -mu-W shun) *. Alteratbx

change of any thiug into a different substance or isv

a different form ;—in alchemy, the process to wkiri

baser metals were subjected to convert tbesn into (ok

or silver ;—in geometry, the reduction of a figurt "

area to an other figure or area having the same *a^

ficial extent or solidity but a different outline or fxtz

—in phytiologyt the supposed change of one specs

into another.

Transmute, (trans-muf) v. (. [L. (ram, serosa, sat

mutare, to change.] To change from one nature* ferz

or substance into another; to transform :—vsaji. £ p »

transmuted ; ppr. transmuting.

Transmuter, (trans-mut'er) n. One who tnnamnre

Transom, (tran'sum) n, fL. fraasenno.] A knas^

mulliou or cross-bar in a window;—

a lintel over a door ;—a beam or

timber across the stern-post of a

ship ;—the piece of wood or iron

connecting the cheeks of gun-car

riages.

Transparency, (trans-par'en-ee) n.

Quality or condition of being trans- «, a* *, Tn*s*--c--

parent ;—state or property of a body by whiob ra* '

light pass freely through it, and object* behind » *

distinctly visible ;—a picture on thin elotit, gfcssa. >

celain, or the like, to be viewed by natxuml or azc£=»

light, which shines through it.
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Transparent, (trans-paYent) a, [L. transparent, ppr.

of transparere, to be transparent] Having the pro

perty of transmitting rays of light, so that bodies can

be distinctly seen through ;—translucent ; pellucid ;

clear ; bright ; diaphanous.

Transparently, (trans-par'ent-le) adv. In a transparent

manner; clearly.

Transparentness. (trans-por'ent-nes) n. The quality of

being transparent ; transparency.

Transpiration, (trans-pir-tt shun) n. Emission in vapour;

—in physi ology, cutaneous exhalation ; excretion

through the pores of the skin of obstructed fluids;—in

botanyt excretion of the superfluous water of the sap,

usually deposited at the extremities of the leaves.

Transpirable, (trans-pir'a-bl) a. Capable of being trans

pired or of being emitted through pores.

Transpiratory, (itrans-pir'a-tor-e) a. Relating to trans

piration ; serving to exhale ; excretory.

Transpire, (trans-pirO v. t. [L. trans, across, through,

and spirare, to breathe.] To emit through the excre-

toriea #f the skin ; to send off in vapour ;—v. i. To

pass off in insensible perspiration ;— to escape from

secrecy ; to become public ;—to happen or come to

pose :—imp. & pp. transpired ; ppr. transpiring.

Transplant, (trans-plantf) v.t. [F. transplanter, L. traiut

and plantare.] To remove and plant in another place;

—to remove and settle or establish for residence in

another place :—imp. & pp. transplanted ; ppr. trans-

Iransplantation, (trans-plont-fi'shun) v. Act of trans

planting or removing to another soil, as plants ;—

removal ; conveyance from one to another ;—removal

of men from one country to another.

Transplanter, (trans-plant'cr) n. One who transplants.

Transplanting, (trans-plant'ing) n. Act of removing

plants or trees from one situation to another.

Transplendent, (tran-splend'ent) a. Resplendent in the

highest degree. [eminent splendour.

Transplendently, (trnn-splend'ent-le) adv. With super-

Transport, (trana-pdrf) v. t. [L. tram, across, and

portare, to carry.] To carry or convey from one place

to another ; to remove ;—to carry into banishment, as

a criminal ;—to carry away with vehement emotion ;

to ravish with pleasure or ecstacy: — imp. & pp.

transported ; ppr. transporting.

Transport, (transport) n. Transportation ; carriage ;

conveyance ;—a ship or vessel employed for transport

ing—especially for carrying soldiers, warlike stores,

Ac., from one place to another, or to convey convicts

to their destination ;—vehement emotion ; passion ;

ecstasy ; rapture ;—a convict transported or sentenced

to exile. [transported.

Transportable, ftrans-port'a-bl) a. Capable of being

Transportation, (trans-port-A'shun) n. Act of transport

ing from one place to another ; removal ; conveyance;

—banishment for felony.

Transportedly, (trans-port'ed-le) adv. In a transported

manner ; in a state of rapture or ecstney.

Transporter, (tram-portVr) n. One who transports or

removes.

Transporting:, (trans-port'ing) a. Carrying away with

vehement emotion ; passionate ; ecstatic.

Transportingly, (trans-pdrt'ing-le) adv. In a transport

ing manner ; ravishingly.

Transposal, (trans-pdVal) n. Act of changing the places

of things and putting one in place of the other ; sub

stitution.

Transpose.(trans-poz') v. t. [L. tran*, across, and ponere,

to put, place.] To change the place or order of ; to

substitute one thing for another;—to put out of place;

to remove ;—in algebra, to bring, as any term of an

equation, from one side over to the other, without de

stroying the equation :—in music, to change the key

of:—intp. & pp. transposed; ppr. transposing.

Transposition, (trans-po-zish'un) it. Act of changing

Uio places of things a ad putting one in place of the

other ; substitution ; — removal from one place to

another ; reciprocal change ;—in mastic, alteration of

a composition, by scoring or performing it in a higher

or lower key or pitch;—in algebra, the bringing of any

term of an equation from one side over to the other,

without destroying the equation.

Transpositional, (trnns-po-zish'un-al) a. Pertaining to

or involving transposition: —also trunspositive.

Transubstantiate, (tran-sub-stan'she-at) v. t. [L. trans,

across, over, and substantia, substance.] To change

into another substance ; especially, to change, as the

sacramental bread and wine into the flesh and blood

of Christ.

Transubstantiation, (trun-Bub-stan-she-a'shun) n. A

change into another substance ; — in the Roman

Catholic Church, the doctrine that the bread and wine

in the eucharist are converted into the body and blood

of Christ. [of transuding.

Transudation, (tran-su-dashun) n. The act or process

Transude, (tran-sud') v.i. [L. trans, across, through,

and svdare, to sweat] To pass through the pores or

interstices of texture, as perspirable matter or other

fluid :—imp. & pp. transuded ; ppr. transuding-.

Transversal, (trans-vers'al) a. Running or lying across.

Transversal, (trans-ve.rs'al) n. A straight or curved line

which intersects any system of other lines.

Transverse, (trans-versO a. [L. transversus, pp. of

trantvertere, to turn or direct across.] Lying or being

across, or in a crosswise direction.

Transverse, (trans'v$r8) n. That which crosses or lies

in a cross direction.

Transverse, (trans-versO v.t To change; to overturn;

—to change from prose into verse.

Transversely, (trans-verale) adv. In a transverse di

rection; across; athwart

Trap, (trap) n. [A.-8. trappc, trap, F. trape, It.

trapola.] A contrivance that shuts suddenly or with

a spring, used for taking game; — an ambush; a

stratagem ;—« wooden instrument shaped somewhat

like a shoe, used in the game of trap ball ;—a drain

pipe for sinks, siphons, and the like ;—pi. Small or

portable articles for dress, furniture, or use ; goods.

Trap, (trap) ». [Sw. trapp, Dan. trappe, Ger. treppe,

stairs.] A heavy, igneous rock of a greenish-black

or grayish colour, consisting of feldspar and horn

blende or pyroxene.

Trap, (trap) v. t. To catch in a trap ;—to insnare ;—

to take by stratagem ;—to adorn : to dress with or

naments :—imp. & pp. trapped; ppr. trapping.

Trapan, (tra-pan') v.t. [A.-S. treppan.] To insnare ;

to catch by stratagem :—imp. & pp. trapsnned ; ppr.

trapanning. [which shuts close like a valve.

Trap-door, (trap'dor) n. A door, as in a floor or roofr

Trapes, (traps) n. A slattern; an idle sluttish woman.

Trapeze, (tra-]uV) n. A trapezium;—an apparatus for

performing acrobatic feats, being a short bar of wood

suspended by ropes at each end from the roof of the

circus or theatre, and at a great height from the

ground ; sometimes two or more aro suspended at

distances of thirty or forty feet, and the acrobat

swings or throws himself from one to the other ;—

performance on the trapeze.

Trapezian, (tra - pC'ze-an) a. [F.

trapezien.] In crystallography,

having the lateral planes com

posed of trapeziums, situated in

two ranges between two bases.

Trapezium, (tra-pe'ze-um) *, [G.

traptzion, a little table.] A plane

figure contained under four right Trapezium,

lines, of which no two are parallel.

Trapezoid, (tra'pC-zoid) n. (G. trap

ezian and eidos, shape.] A plane,

four-sided figure, having two of |

the opposite sides parallel to each

other. Trupeiwid.
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Trappean, (trap'e-an) a. Pertaining to or denoting

trap or trap rock :—also trappou*.

Trapper, (trap'er) n. One who seta traps to catch

animals, usually for furs.

Trappings, (trap'ingz) «. ;>/. [From trap.) That which

serves to trap or adorn; ornaments; external deco

rations ;—especially, ornaments put on hones.

Trappist, (trap'ist) n. One of a Roman Catholic order

of monks, founded in 1140, in the valley of La

Trappe, in Normandy, and noted for their strict

piety. [leading down from a trap-door.

Trap^sUir, (trap'star) n. A narrow staircase or ladder

Train, (trash) n, [Norm. F. trouste, loppings or

cuttings, Sw. dra*a, a rag, Ger. dvtteher, chaff.]

That which is worthless ; stuff which is good for

nothing ;—especially, loppings of trees, bruised canes,

and the like ;—a worthless person ;—irrelevant talk ;

nonsense.

Trash, (trash) v. t. To lop off; to crop ;—to crush ; to

humble ;—to encumber ; to clog ;—r. t. To trample

after ; to follow with fatigue and bustle.

Trashy, (trash 'e) a. like trash; waste; rejected;

worthless; useless.

Travail, (trav ill) v. i. [F. travaiUer, It tmvagliare.]

To labour with pain; to toil ;—to suffer the pangs of

childbirth ;—imp. & pp. travailed; ppr, travailing.

Travail, (trav'al) n. Labour with pain ; severe toil;—

parturition.

Trave, (truv) n. [Sp. traba.] A beam; alay of joists;

a traverse ;—a wooden frame to confine a horse whilo

the smith is setting his shoes;—a partition between

two stalls in a stable :—also written travU,

Travel, (travel) v. i. [A different orthography and

application of travail.) To go or march on foot ; to

walk ;—to pass by riding, or in any manner, to a dis

tant place; to Journey;—to pass; to go; to move;—v.t.

To journey over; to pass:—imp. & pp. travelled ; ppr.

travelling.

Travel, (trav'el) n. Act of travelling from place to

place; a journey ;—pi. An account of occurrences and

observations made during a journey.

Travelled, (trav ' eld) o. Having made Journeys ;—

having gained knowledge or experience by travelling;

hence, knowing.

Traveller, (trav el-er) n. One who travels in any way ;

one who visits foreign countries;—a commercial agent

who travels for the purpose of receiving orders for

merchants, making collections, &c ;—an iron ring

made to travel on a rope or boom.

Traversable, (trav ' ers - a - bl) a. Capable of being

traversed or denied.

Traverse, (trav'ers) a. [L. translernu.] Lying across;

being in a direction across something else.

Traverse, (trav'ers) adv. Crosswise; athwart.

Traverse, (trav'ers) n. Any thing that traverses or

crosses;—something that thwarts or obstructs;—a

cross accident;—in architecture, a barrier, movable

screen, or curtain;—a gallery or loft of communica

tion in a church or other large building ;—a work

thrown up to intercept an enfilade or reverse fire

along any line of work;—in late, a formal denial of

some matter of fact alleged by the opposite party in

any stage of the pleadings;—in geometry, a line or

plane cutting or intersecting other lines or planes;

—in navigation, the variation of a ship's course,

or the zig-zag line of its progress caused from tacking,

wearing, leeway, cross currents, kc. ;—a flexure ; a

turning;—a subterfuge: a trick.

Traverse, (trav'ers) v. t. To lay in a cross direction;

to cross;—to thwart; to obstruct;—to wander over; to

cross in travelling ; — to pass over and view ; — in

gunnery, to turn to the one side or the other, in

order to point in any direction;— in carpentry, to

plane in a direction across the grain of the wood ;—in

lav, to lodge objections to a pleading ; — to deny

formally, as what the opposite party has alleged;—v. t.

To use the posture or motions of opposition or

counteraction, as in fencing ;—to turn, as on a pivot :

to swivel :—imp. A pp. traversed; ppr. traversing.

Traverser, (traVers-er) n. One who or that Which

traverses or moves, as an index on a scale ;—in iav,

one who opposes or denies a plea.

Traverse-sailing, (trav'ere-aaTing) n. The method

of finding the course and distance resulting from a

series ot different shorter courses and distance* actually

passed over by a ship

Traversing, (travers-ing) n. Act of crossing or ob

structing;—act of opposing or denying a plea ;—act of

ranging or pointing, as a gun, in a required direction,

Travertine, (traVer-tin) n. [F. travertin.) A whits

concretionary limestone, hard and crystalline, de

posited from water that holds lime in solution.

Travesty, (traVes-te) u. [F. travettir, from L. trans,

across, and teatire, to dress, clothe.] A burlesque

translation or imitation of a work ; a parody.

Travesty, (trav'es-te) v. t. To translate or parody so aa

to render ridiculous or ludicrous :—imp, & pp. faatts)-

t ied ; ppr. travestying.

Trawl, (trawl) n. A trawl-net ;—a long line sometimes

extending a mile or more, having short lines with

baited hooks attached to it, used for catching certain

fish.

Trawl, (trawl) v. i. To take fish with a trawL

Trawler, (trawl'er) n. One who fishes with a trawl-net;

—a vessel which drags a trawl-net, or trails a drag-net

behind it; traict-boat.

Trawl-net, (trawl'net) n. A kind of drag-net for

catching fish that live near the bottom of the water.

Tray, (trt) n. [A.-S. trog, Sw. (rag, Dan. trug, a

trough.] A small trough or wooden vessel for various

domestic uses ;—a waiter or salver.

Treacherous, (trech'er-us) a. Like a traitor ; involving

treachery; traitorous to the state or sovereign ; betray

ing a trust ;—perfidious ; insidious ; plotting.

Treacherously, (trech'er-ns-le) adv. In a treacherous

manner ; faithlessly ; perfidiously.

Treacherousness, (trech'er-us-nes) n. Quality or state

of being treacherous ; faithlessness ; perfidiousneea.

Treachery, (trech'er-e) n. [F. tricherie,from triektr, to

cheat, to trick. ] Violation of allegiance or of faith and

confidence ; treasonable or perfidious conduct.

Treacle, (tre^kl) w. [F. triacU, G. thiriaktm (ec, pitar>

makon), an antidote against the bite of poisonous

animals, from thfriou, a beast, a wild beast.] A medi

cinal compound used as a preventive of or cure for the

effects of poison, or the bites of venomous animals ;—

a viscid, uncrygtallixable sirup which drains from the

sugar-refiner's moulds—the word is often used for

molasses.

Tread, (trad) v. u [A.-S. tredan, Go. trudati, allied to

L. trudere, to thrust, shove forward,] To set the foot;

—to walk or go;—to walk with solemn, stately, or

measured step ;—to copulate, as birds ;—v. L To step

or walk on ;—to beat or press with the feet ;—to crush

under the foot ; to trample ; — to copulate with, ; to

feather ; to cover—said of the male bird ;—to put in

action by the feet ; to drive as & wheel ;—imp, trod ;

pp. trod, trodden ; ppr. treading.

Tread, (tred) n. A step or stepping ; pressure with the

foot ;—a track ; a beaten path ;—manner of stepping ;

pace :—act of the male bird in copulation ;—in artii-

tecture, horizontal part of a step on which the foot is

placed.

Treader, (tred'er) n. One who treads.

Treading, (trcd'ing) n. Act of pressing with the foot ;

—act of the male bird in copulation.

Treadle, (tredl) n. The part of a loom, or other

machine, which is moved by the foot ; trtddle.

Treadmill, (tred'mil) «. A mill worked by ptiracns

treading on steps upon the periphery of a wide hori

zontal wheel :—also tread-vthuL It is used chiefly as

a means of prison discipline.
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Trcuon, (trG'zn) n. [F. traJtison, Pr. trahir, L. tradert,

to give up, betray.] The offence of attempting to over

throw or betray the government of the state to which

the offender owes allegiance ; disloyal ty ; treachery ;—

overt act of devising or compassing the death of the

sovereign, or members of the royal family, or levying

war against the realm, or aiding and abetting the ene

mies of the realm;—writing or publication of writings

hostile to the safety and authority of the sovereign

and the peace of the realm.

Treasonable, (tre'zn-a-bl) a. Pertaining to, or consisting

of, treason; involving the crime of treason, or partak

ing of its guilt.

Treaaonableness, (tre'zn-a-bl-nes) n. State or quality

of being treasonable. [manner.

Treasonably, (tre'zn-a-ble) adv. In a treasonable

Treasure, (trezh'ur) n. [L. thesaurus, G. tktsauros.]

Wealth accumulated ; a stock or store of money ;—a

great quantity of any thing collected for future use ;—

that which is very much valued; ample supply; great

abundance.

Treasure, (trezh'ur) v. t. To collect and lay up, as

money or other things, for future use ; to hoard :—

imp. & pp. treasured ; ppr. treasuring'.

Treasure-house, (trezh'ur-hous) n. A bouse or building

where treasures and stores are kept.

Treasurer, (trezh'ur-er) n. One who has the care of a

treasure or treasury ; one who has charge of collected

funds. (surer.

Treasurership, (trezh'ur-er-ship) n. Office of a trea-

Treasure- trove, (trezh'ur-trov) n. [From treasure, and

F. trouvi, pp. of trouver, to find.] Any money, bullion,

Ac, found in the earth, the owner of which is not

known, in which case it is claimed by the crown.

Treasury, (trezh'ur-e) n. A place or building in which

stores of wealth are deposited ; a place where public

revenues are deposited; hence, the place of deposit mid

disbursement of any collected funds ; also, a store

house or repository of great abundance;—a department

of government which controls the management, collec

tion, and expenditure of tbe public revenue;—the

officers of the treasury department

Treat, (tret) r. t. [F. traiter, L. tractate, to handle,

manage, treat.] To manage; to use ;—to discourse on;

to handle in a particular manner, in writing or speak

ing ;—to entertain with food or drink, especially the

latter, as a compliment or expression of regard ;—to

manage in the application of remedies, as a disease or

patient ;— in chemistry, to subject to the action of ;—

v. i. To discourse ; to handle a subject in writing or

speaking ;—to come to terms of accommodation : to

give an entertainment of food or drink :—imp. & pp.

treated ; ppr. treating.

Treat, (tret) ». An entertainment given as an expres

sion of regard ;—something which affords much plea

sure ;—a rich entertainment ; a feast.

Treater, (tret'er) n. One who treats ; one who enter

tains ;—one who handles or discourses on.

Treating, (tret'ing) n. Act of handling or discoursing

on ;—act of entertaining, especially of entertaining

electors in order to secure their votes in parliamentary

elections ; species of bribery.

Treatise, (tret'iz) n. A written composition on a par

ticular subject, in which the principles of it are dis

cussed or explained;—dissertation ; essay; excursus.

Treatment, (tret'nient) n. Manner in which a subject

is treated ; manner of mixing or combining, of decom

posing, &c. ;—manner of using ; behaviour toward a

person ; usage ;—manner of applying remedies to cure

or check, as disease ;—manner of applying remedies to,

as a patient.

Treaty, (trefei n. [F. traiU, h. traetalus.) Act of

treating for the adjustment of differences; negotiation;

—a formal agreement, league, or contract between two

or more independent nations or sovereigns.

Treble, (treb1)o. [F. triple.) Threefold; Triple;—acute;

sharp ;—playing or singing the highest part or most

acute sounds.

Treble, (tret/1) n. Highest of the four principal parts

in music; the part usually sung by women ; soprano;—

also, the air or melody of a part song or instrumental

symphony.

Treble, (trebl) v. t. To make thrice as much ; to make

threefold ;—v. i. To become threefold :—imp. & pp.

trebled ; ppr. trebling. [quantity.

Trebly, (treble) adv. With a threefold number or

Tree, (tr5) n. (A.-a treow, trc6, Icel. tri, Go. triu .] A

perennial plant having a trunk, bole, or woody stem,

and sending forth branches with woody stems and

structure similar to Itself — distinguished from an

herb as having a perennial stem, and from a shrub

as having only one stem or trunk properly so called,

and sometimes only by the superior hardness and

height to which it attains ;—something constructed

in the form of, or considered as resembling a tree ;—

a piece of timber or something made of timber—used

in composition;—a cross .—genealogical tree, family

pedigree ; in the form of a tree and branches illus

trating the parent stock, and the different descend

ants who have sprung from it ;—tree of liberty, tree

planted to commemorate the achieving of liberty or

of some accession to liberty by the people of a com

munity or state.

Tree, (tre) v. t. To place upon a tree ; to fit with a

tree ; to stretch upon a tree : — to drive to a tree ;

to cause to ascend a tree [Amer.] : — imp. & pp.

treed ; ppr. treeing. [before sowing.

Tree-fallow, (tre-faT'6) r. (. To plough a third time

Tree-fern, (trofcni) n. An arborescent fern growing

twenty or twenty-five feet high ; the existing species

are confined to the tropics.

Tree-goose, (tre'goos) 11. A species of goose found

in northern seas ; a barnacle.

Treeless, (treles) a. Destitute of trees.

Treenail, (tre'nul) n. [From tree and nail.] A long,

wooden pin, used in fastening the planks of a ship

to the timbers.

Trefoil, (tre'foil) n. (L. tres, three, and folium, a

leaf.] A plant of many species of the genus Trifolium,

which includes the white clover, red clover, &c. ;—

an ornament of three cusps in a circle, resembling

three-leaved clover.

Treillage, (trel'aj) u. [F. trellis.) A sort of rail-work

for supporting espaliers, and sometimes for wall-

trees.

Trellis, (trel'is) n. [F. treillis, L. trickita, a bower,

arbour, summer-house.] A frame of cross-barred

work or lattice-work, used for screens, doors, windows,

&c , and also for supporting wall-trees, Ate. ; — also

written trellice.

Trellised, (trel'ist) a. Having a trellis or trellises.

Tremble, (trem'bl) v.i. [F. trembler, from L. tre-

mert, to shake, tremble.] To shake involuntarily,

as with fear, cold, or weakness; to quake; to quiver:

to shiver; to shudder; — to totter; to shake — said

of a thing ;—to quaver; to shake, as sound:— imp.

& pp. trembled ; ppr. trembling. [quivering.

Tremble, (trem'bl) n. An involuntary shaking or

Trembler, (trenVbler) n. One who trembles.

Trembling, (tre in 'Ming) n. Act or state of shaking

from cola, weakness, or fear.

Tremblingly, (trem ' bling-le) adv. In a trembling

manner ; with shivering or shaking. [tree.

Trembling-poplar, (trem'bling-pop-lar) n. The aspen

Tremendous, (tre-men'dus) a. [L. tremendus, fearful.]

Fitted to excite fear or terror ; such as may astonish

or terrify by its magnitude, force, or violence ; dread

ful ; frightful ; fearful ; formidable.

Tremendously, (tre-men'dus-le) adv. In a manner to

astonish or terrify : with great violence; excessively.

Tremendousness, (trt-men'dus-nes) n. The state or

quality of being tremendous, terrible, or violent.
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Tremolo, (trem'd-16), [It.] In ntuttc, the Agitation

or quivering of the voice in strong emotion or passion.

Tremor, (tre'mor, trem'or) n. [U, from trrmere, to

tremble.] An involuntary trembling ; a ahivering or

shaking ; a quivering or vibratory motion.

Tremulous, (treni'u-lus) a. [L. tremulut, from fremere,

to tremble.] Shaking; shivering ; quivering ; trem

bling ; fearful ; timid.

Tremulously, (trem'u-lus-le) adv. With trembling or

quivering. [or trembling.

Tremulousness, (trem'u-lus-nes) n. Slate of quivering

Trench, (trensh) v. t. [F. traneker, to cut, L. truncare.]

To cut or dig, as a ditch, a channel for water, or a

long hollow in the earth ;—to dig and turn over the

soil with a spade :—to fortify by digging a ditch and

forming a rampart with the earth thrown up:—v. i.

To uncroach :—trap. & pp. trenched ; ppr. trenching.

Trench, (trensh) h. A long, narrow cut in the earth ;

a ditch ; — a deep ditch, or the wall or breastwork

formed of the earth thrown out of the ditch to cover

troops in their approaches to a besieged town ; also,

a similar work to defend the approaches to a camp

against the attacking party.

Trenchant, (trensh'ant) a. [F. trtnehant, ppr. of

traneker.] Cutting; sharp:—unsparing; severe.

Trencher, (trensh'er) n. One who trenches or digs

ditches.

Trencher, (trensh'er) n, [F. trandunr.] A wooden

plate on which meat was served or eaten at table ;—

hence, the table ; hospitable board ;—food ; pleasures

of the table.

Trencher-friend, (trensh'er-frend) n. One who fre

quents the tables of others ; a sponger ; a parasite :

—also trtnclur-Jly.

Trencher-man, (trensh'er-man) n. A feeder; a great

eater ; a gormandizer.

Trenching, (trenshing) n. Act or method of digging,

turning over, and pulverizing the soil to a greater

depth than can be done by ordinary spade-digging.

Trench-plough, (trensh'plow) n. A plough for opening

land to a greater depth than that of common furrows

Trench-plough, (trensh'plow) v. (. To plough with

deep furrows.

Trend, (trend) v. i. fDan. A Sw. trine!, round.] To

run or stretch in a certain direction ; to incline :—

imp. A pp. trended ; ppr. trending.

Trend, (trend) n. Inclination in a particular direc

tion : tendency ; direction .

Trendle, (tren'dl) n. TA.-S. tryndel, circle, ring.)

A little wheel ; the hoop of a wheel ; a trundle.

Trent*!, (tren'tal) n. [It frenfa, from h. triginta,

thirty.] An office for the dead in the Roman

Catholic service, consisting of thirty masses rehearsed

for thirty days suooessivejy ;—a dirge ; an elegy.

Trepan, (tre-pan') n, [F. trepan, It t,vipano, from

O. trup&n, to bore.] A cylindrical saw for perforat

ing the skull and cutting out a circular piece—it is

worked like a wimble or auger.

Trepan, (tre-pan*) v. t. To perforate the skull with *

trepan, and take out a piece ;—(A.-S. treppan.] To

insnare; to trap: — imp, & pp. trpanned; ppr.

trepanning.

Trepan, (tre-pan1) n. A snare; a trapan.

Trepanncr, (tre-pan'er) n. One who trepans; a cheat.

Trepanning, (trfi-pan'ing) n. Operation of perforating

or removing a portion of the skull to relieve the brain

from compression, Ac.;—act of inanaring or catching

by deceit

Trephine, (tre-fen") m. "(Diminutive of trepan.] An

instrument for trepanning, smaller than the trepan,

worked by half turns of the hand alternately from

right to left

Trephine, ( trf - fen' ) v. t. To perforate with a tre

phine; to trepan: — imp. dt pp. trephined; ppr.

trephining.

Trepidation, (trep-id-a'shun) m [L. trtptdatio.) An

involuntary trembling, sometimes an effect of par

alysis, but usually caused by terror or fear: quaking;

quivering; tremor;—hence, a state of terror; trem

bling alarm;—confused haste; agitation; harry.

Trespass, (tree'pas) v. i. [F. trespasser, from tram,

across, and patter, to pass,] To pass unlawfully over

the boundary line of another's land ;—to go too far.

to intrude ;—to commit any offence, or to do any act

that injures or annoys another ; — to violate any

known rule of duty ; to transgress :—imp. & pp,

trespassed; ppr. trespassing:.

Trespass, (treepas) n. Any injury or offence done

to another ; — any voluntary transgression of the

moral law ; any violation of a known rule of doty ;

—an unlawful act committed with force &nd violence

on the person, property, or relative rights of »tH*her ;

—an action for injuries accompanied with force.

Trespasser, (tres'pas-er) n. One who commits a trss-

Trespaispafs-offering, (trerpes-ofer-ing) «. Awwng the

Jews, an offering for a trespass.

Tree*, (tree) n. [F- tresse, Sw. treat, D. freaser,] A

braid, knot, or curl of hair ; a ringlet

Trestle, (tres'l) a. [D. driaUxl, a tripod, from drie,

three, and ital, * place, F. trtttau, freteau.] The

frame of a table ;—a movable frame or support for

any thing, consisting of three or four lags secured

to a top-piece, and forming a sort of stool or horse;

—also, a kind of frame-work of strong posts or piles

and cross-beams, for supporting a bridge, &c :—also

treatt.

Tret, (tret) n. [Etymology uncertain—said to he from

Norm. F. trett, Y. trait, from train, L. trxzherr, to

draw, perhaps from L. trtrus, worn off, wasted. J An

allowance by wholesale dealers to retail purchasers lor

waste or refuse matter, of 4 pounds on every 1W

pounds of weight, after tare is deducted.

Trey, (tri) n. [F. trots, L. tret, three.] A three at

cards; a card of three spots.

Triable, (trra-bl) a. Fit or possible to be tried: liable

to be subjected to trial or test ;—liable to undergo s

judicial examination.

Triad, (trfad) a. [G. (rial, from freis, three.] The

union of three; three objects or persons united,—the

common chord, consisting of a tone with its third and

fifth.

Trial, (tri'al) n. Act of trying or testing in any

manner \~tpeeificallg, any exertion of strength for

the purpose of ascertaining what it is capable of

effecting ;—act of testing by experience ; experiment :

—examination by a test;—that which tries or afflicts:

that which tries the character or principle ; that

which tempts to evil ;—state of being tried or tempted:

—the formal examination of the matter in issue in a

cause before a competent tribunal.

Triandria, (tri-an'dre-a) a. [O. (mi, three, and

anir, androt, a man.] A class or order of monoclinoes

or hermaphrodite plants, having three distinct and

equal stamens.

Tnandrous, (tri-an'drus) a. p3- frets, three, and anir,

androt, a male.] Having three distinct and equal

stamens in the same flower, with a pistil or pistils-

Triangle, (tri'ang-gl) n. [L. triangulum*} A figure

bounded by three lines and con

taining three angles ;—plane tri

angle, triangle in which the three

lines or sides are right or straight;

—equilateral triangle, triangle in

which all the three sides are equal

(fig.) ; — isosceles triangle, triangle

in which two sides are equal;— TrJanirle-

icatene triangle, triangle in which all the three aides

are unequal;—right-angled triangle, triangle having

one angle * right angle;—obtute-angled triangle, tri

angle having one obtuse angle ; — acute-angled tri-

anglt, triangle in which all the angle* are acuta ;—
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curvilinear triangle, triangle with curved lines or

aides ;—spherical triangle, triangle in which the sides

are arcs of great circles of the sphere, or arcs of the

same circle;—in the army, three halberts stuck in the

ground and united at the top to which a soldier iB

tied when he 1b to he flogged;—in music, a bar of steel

bent into the form of a triangle, and struck with a

small rod.

Triangular, (tri-ang'gu'-lar) a. Having three angles;

—flat or lamellar, and having three sides;—oblong,

and having three lateral faces.

Triangularity, (tri-aug-gu-lar'e-te) n. The quality of

being triangular. [form of a triangle.

Triangularly, (tri-ang'gfi-lar-le) adv. In or after the

Triangulate, (tri-ang'gu-lat) v. t. To survey by means

of a series of triangles properly laid down and mea

sured ; — to make triangular : — imp. & pp. tri

angulated ; ppr. triangulating.

Triarchy, (tri'ark-e) n, [G. treis, three, and arehif

sovereignty.] Government by three persons.

Trias, (tri'aa) n. [G. trias, union of three.] The

upper new red sandstone formation—so called because

composed of three strata or layers.

Triassic, (tri-as'ik) a. Pertaining to trias or the pe

riod of its formation.

Tribe, (trib) n. [L. tribus.] A family, race, or series

of generations descending from the same progenitor,

and kept distinct, as in the case of the twelve tribes of

Israel;—a number of things having certain characters

or resemblances in common ; — a nation of savages

or uncivilized people united under one leader or

government ;—any division, class, or distinct portion

of people or persons.

Triblet, (trib'let) n. [P. triboulet.] A goldsmith's

tool for making rings :—a steel cylinder round which

metal is bent in forming tubes.

Tribrach, (tri'brak) n. [G. treis and brachus, short]

A poetic foot of three short syllables.

Tribulation, (trib-fi-l&'shun) n. [F. from L. tributare,

to thrash, to beat ] Severe affliction ;—distress : sor

row and suffering; the troubles and vexations of

life;—in Scripture, persecution, or the troubles and

distresses which arise from persecution ; special trial,

sorrow, and suffering falling to the lot of a disciple

of Christ.

Tribunal, (tri-biVnal) n. [L. tribunal, from tribvnus,

a tribune who administered justice.] The bench on

which a judge and his associates sit for administering

Justice ;—hence, a court of justice.

Tribune, (tribMn) n. [L. tribunus, properly chief of a

tribe, from tribus, tribe.] In ancient Rome, an officer

or magistrate chosen by the people, to protect them

from the oppression of the patricians or nobles ;—a

commander of a cohort;—a judgment-seat; tribunal ;

—an elevated seat or bench in a school, hall, Ac. ;—

In France, a desk or pulpit in the chamber of deputies,

from which the members speak in turn.

Tribuneahip, (trib'un-ship) ft. The office of a tribune :

—also tribunate.

Tributary, (trib'u-tar-e) a, [L. tributarius.] Paying

tribute to another ;—hence, subordinate ; inferior ;—

paid in tribute;—yielding supplies of any thing; con

tributing.

Tributary, (trib'u-tar-e) n. One who pays tribute or

a stated sum to a conquering power ;—an affluent ; a

stream which flows into a larger or distinct stream.

Tribute, (trib'ut) n. [h. tribuere, tributum, to bestow,

grant, pay.] An annual or stated sum of money or

other valuable thing, paid by one prince or nation

to another, either as an acknowledgment of submis

sion, or as the price of peace and protection, or by

virtue of some treaty; — a personal contribution in

token of services rendered, or as that which is due or

deserved.

Tribute-money, (trib'ut-mun-e) n. Money paid as

taxes or tribute.

Trice, (tris) v. (. [Ger. trissen.] To haul or tie up by

means of a rope.

Trice, (tris) n. [Perhaps from thrice, while one can

count three.] A very short time ; an instant ; a

moment

Tricennial, (tri-sen'ne-al) a. [L. tricennium, from

triginta, thirty, and annus, year.] Pertaining to

thirty years ; occurring once in every thirty years.

Trichord, (triTtord) n. [G. treis, three, and chorde,

cord or string.] An instrument, as a lyre or harp,

having three strings.

Trick, (trik) n. [D. trek, a pull or drawing, a trick,

trekken, to draw, F. tricher, to cheat, to trick.] Arti

fice or stratagem ; a sly procedure, usually with a dis

honest intent implied ;—a sly, dexterous, or ingenious

procedure fitted to puzzle or amuse ;—mischievous or

annoying behaviour ;—a particular habit or manner ;

a peculiarity ,—the whole number of cards played in

one round, and consisting of as many cards as there

are players ;—the cards falling to the winner at one

round :—among seamen, the time which each steersman

works in turn at the helm.

Trick, (trill) t>.f. To deceive: to impose on; to cheat;—

v. t. |w. treciaie, to furnish, to equip out.J To dress;

to decorate ; to set off ; to adorn fantastically ;—v. i.

To live by deception and fraud :—imp. & pp. tricked ;

Ppr. tricking.

Trickish, (trik'lsh) a. Given to tricks ; full of deception

and cheating ; knavish. [artfully ; knavtshly.

Trickiahly, (trik'ish-le) adv. In a trickish manner ;

Trickishness, (triklsh-nes) it. State of being trickish

or deceitful.

Trickle, (trikl) v. i. [Ger. trippeln, trbp/eln, to fall in

small drops, to trickle-.] To flow in a small, gentle

stream ; to run down : — imp. & pp. trickled ; ppr.

trickling. [tricker ; a cheat.

Trickster, (trik'ster) n. One who tricks ; a deceiver ; a

Tricky, (trlk'e) a. Given to tricks; practising decep

tion ; knavish.

Tricolour, (tri'kul-er) n. [L. tri and color, colour.) The

national French banner, of three colours, blue, white

and red flag.

Tricuspid, (tri-kus'pid) a. [L. tres, three, and cuspis, a

point.] Having three cusps or points.

Trident, (tifdent) n. [L. tridens.) A kind of sceptre

or Bpear with three prongs, the common attribute of

Neptune ;—a three-pronged fish-spear.

Trident (tri'dent) a. Having three teeth or prongs.

Tridentate, (tri - dent ' at) a. Having throe teeth or

prongs; trident

Tridentiae, (tri-dentln) a. [L. Tridentum, Trent] Per

taining to Trent, or the celebrated council held in that

city.

Triennial, (tri-en'ne-al) a, [U triennium.] Continuing

three years ;—happening or appearing once in every

three yearn.

Triennially, (tri-en'ne-al-le) adv. Once in three years.

Trier, (tri'er) n. One who tries ; one who makes experi

ments;—one who tries judicially;—a person appointed

to try challenges of jurors.

Trifarious, (tri-fa're-us) a. [L. tn/arium, in three man

ners.] Arranged in three rows or ways ; threefold.

Trifld, (trffld) a. [L. trifidus.] Divided halfway fnlo

three parts ; three-cleft.

Trifle, (tri'fl) n. A thing of very little value or impor

tance ;—a dish composed of sweetmeats and cake with

syllabub ;—a certain sort of cake.

Trifle, (tri'fl) r.». [D. treyfelen, to trifle, A.-S. trifelan,

to break.) To act or talk with levity ; to indulge in

light amusements;—v. t. To spend in vanity; to waste

to no good purpose; to dissipate :—imp. & pp. trifled;

ppr. trifling.

Tnfler, (tri'fler) n. One who trifles or acts with levity.

Trifling, (tri'fling) a. Being of small value or impor

tance; trivial; inconsiderable;—petty; slight; unim

portant ; Insignificant
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Triflingly, (tri'fling-le) adv. In a trifling manner ;

with levity.

Triflingneaa, (tri'fling-nes) a. The itite of being trifling;

levity of manneri ; emptiness; vanity; triviality.

Trifloral, (tri-fld'ral) a. [I*, trtt, three, and ,rt«, jtori$,

flower.] Bearing three flowers.

Trifoliate, (tri-fdle-at) a. [L. trt* and folium, leal]

Having three leave*, aa clover.

Triform, (tri'fonu) a. [L. triformu, from trt* and

forma, form.] Having a triple form or stui|e

Trdonnity. (tri-form'e-te) n. The state of being triform,

or of having a three-fold shape.

Trig, (trig) p. t [Dan. trykkt, to press, A.-S. thryccnn,

W. trigaw, to stay.] To stop, aa a wheel, by placing

something under it ; to scotch.

Trig, (trig) a. [Allied to trick, to dress, to decorate.]

Pull : trim : neat.

Trigamy, (trigVme) iu [G. trei*, three, and gamo*,

marriage. ] State of being married three times, or state

of having three husbands or three wiTea at the same

time.

Trigger, (trig'er) n. [From trip, Ger. drueker, the

trigger of a gun.] A catch to hold the wheel of a

carriage on a declivity ; — the catch of a musket or

pistol, which, being pulled, looses the lock for striking

Are. [A book in three languages.

Triglot, (trfglot) n. [G. trtit, three, and glotta, tongue.]

Triglyph, (tri'glif) n, [L. triglyphu*, G. trti*. three,

and gluphtin, to carve.] An ornament in the frieze of i

the Doric column, repeated at equal intervals.

Tnglyphic, (tri-glifik) ft. Consisting of or pertaining

t*i triglyph*. [corner, angle.] A triangle.

Trigon, (tri'gon) u. [G., from trtis, three, and gonia, a

Trigonal, (trig'on-al) a. Having three angles or cor

ners; triangular.

Trigonometrical, (trig-on-d-met'rik-al) a. Pertaining

to trigonometry ; performed by or according to the

rules of trigonoruetry-

Trigonometrieally, (trig-on-o-met'rik-al-le) adv. Ac

cording to the rules or principles of trigonometry.

Trigonometry, (trig-on-om'et-re) h. [G. trigdnon, a

triangle, and mttron, measure.) That branch of

mathematics which treats of the relations of the sides

and angles of triangles, with the methods of deducing

from certain parte given other parts required.

Trigraph, (tri'graf ) n. [G. trtit, three, and graphf, a

writing.] Three letters united in pronunciation eo as

to have but one sound, or to form but one syllable, aa

wu In adUu. [faces.

Trihedral, (tri-hfi'dral) a. Having three equal sides or

Trihedron, (tri-hedron) n. (G. trtit, three, and hcdra,

a seat, base. ) A figure having three

equal sides.

Trilateral, (trl-lat'er-al) a. [P., from

L, trt*, three, and latu*, lattri*,

side.) Having three sides.

Trilemma, (tri-lem'ma) n. [G. trti*,

three, and lemma, an assumption.]

A syllogism with three conditional

propositions, the major premises of Trihedron,

which are disjunctively affirmed in the minor.

Trilingual, (tri-ling'gwal) a. [L. trt* and lingua.]

Consisting of three languages or tongues.

Trilateral, (tri-lit'er-al) o. [L. trt*, three, and litera,

letter.] Consisting of three letter*. [letters.

Tri literal, (tri-lit'cr-al) n. A word consisting of three

Trilith, (tri'lith) n. [G. trtit, three, and litho*, stone.]

In archaeology, a sepulchre or other monumental edi

fice, consisting of three stones or columns, one placed

transversely above the other two, aa a lintel on the

door-posts.

Trill, (tril) n. A shake or quaver of the voice in singing,

or of the sound of an instrument

Trill, (tril) ». (. [It. trillart, D. trilltn, to tremble, to

shake.] To utter with a quavering or tremulousneas

of voios ; to shake i—«, i. To flow 111 a small stream ;

 

to trickle :—to shake or quaver :—imp. Jt pp. triUed ;

Pi*- trilling.

Trillion, (tril'yun) n, [L. trt* and >aiMiow.] Tb* pro

duct of a million involved to the third power, at the

number represented by a unit with IS ciphers an

nexed, [lobe.] Having three lobes.

Trilobate, (trDo-bat) a. [G. trri*, three, and h»6*«. a

Trim, (trim) a. [A.-S. (rum.] Firm ; compact ; tight ;

snug;— fitly adjusted; being in good order, or made

ready for service or use ;—neat ; cleanly ; tidy.

Trim, (trim) v. t. [A.-S. tryviian, trymmaH-, to prepare,

dispose.] To put iu order for any purpose : to adjust :

—to dress ; to decorate ; to adorn ;—to make ready by

cutting or shortening ; to clip or lop ;—to drees, as

timber ; to make smooth :—to adjust, aa a ship, by

disposing the weight of persons or goods in due order

for sailing;—to supply with oil and adjust the wick,

as a lamp ;—to reprove : to rebuke ;—to beat ; to chas

tise ;—r. i. To balance ; to fluctuate between parties,

so as to appear to favour each ;—iotp. & pp. trimmed ,

ppr. trimming.

Trim, (trim) «. Dress; gear; ornaments:—disposition;

state or condition ;—state of a ship or her cxr^o, bal

last, masts, &c, by which she is well prepared for

sailing.

Trimeter, ftrl-me'ter) n. [G. trimttro*.} A poetical

division of verse consisti tig of three measures.

Trimetrical, (trl-roet'rik-al) a. Consisting of three

poetical measures. [good order.

Trimly, (trimle) adv. In a trim manner ; nicely ; in

Trimmer, (trira'er) n. One who arranges, fits, or orna

ments :—one who fluctuates between parties, so aa to

appear to favour either ; a time-server.

Trimming, (trim ing) n. Act of one who trims :—ver

satility ; political inconstancy ;—that which serves to

trim, adjust, ornament, and the like; the appendants,

as of a garment ; the concomitants of a dish ; a relish

—usually in the plural.

Trimness. (trim'ues) n. State of being trim; compact

ness ; suugness ; neatness.

Trinal, (tri'nal) a. [L. trinu*, trini, three each, three

fold.] Threefold.

Trine, (trin) n. The aspect of planets distant from esch

other 120 degrees, or one third of the zodiac

Trine, (trin) v. t. To put in the aspect of a trine.

Tringle, (tringgl) «. [F. tringte, of Celtic origin.] A

little square member, as a listel, reglet, Ac., but espe

cially a little member fixed exactly over every trig!.* plu

—a iath or rod between the posts of a bed.

Trinitarian, (trin-e-ta're-an) a. Pertaining to the

Trinity or to the doctrine of the Trinity.

Trinitarian, (trin-e-ta're-an) n. One who believe* th*

doctrine of the Trinity; —one of a religious order insti

tuted in 1198, in honour of the Trinity.

Trmitarianism, (trin-e-t& re-an-ixra) n. The doctrine of

Trinitarians.

Trinity* (trinVte) n. [L- trinita*, from rrint, three

each.] The union of three persons (the Father, the

Son, and the Holy Spirit) in one Godhead, so that

all the three are one God as to substance, but three

persons as to individuality.

Trinket, (triugk'et) h, [Perhaps originally trickrt, from

Prov. Eng. trick, trig, elegant, neat, trim.] A small

ornament, as a jewel, ring, or the like;—a thing <&

little value ; tackle ; tools. [keta ; jewels.

Trinketry, (tringk'et-re) n. Ornaments of drees; trin-

Trinonual, (tri-nfi'mo-al) n. [G. trcis, three, and noatf,

division, distribution.] A quantity consisting of three

terms, connected by tbe sign 4* or —.

Trio, (tri'6) it. [It, Sp, & F., from L. trt*, tria, three.]

Tliree persons in company or acting together;—a com-

poution for three voices or instruments.

Trip, (trip) v. i. [D. tripp*nt Ger* tripptn, F. friper.)

To move with light, quick steps : to skip ; to move

nimbly;—to take a brief or sudden journey; to travel;

—to make a false step ; to loose footing ; id make x
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false movement ;—to commit an offence Against mo

rality, propriety, or rule ; to err ;—v. t. To cause to

take a false step ; to cause to loose the footing,

stumble, or fall :—to overthrow by depriving of sup

port ; to supplant ;—to detect in a misstep ; to catch ;

to convict :—to loose, as the anchor, from the bottom,

by its cable or buoy-rope:—imp. A pp. tripped; ppr.

tripping.

Trip, (trip) n. A quick, light step : a skip >-a brief

journey or voyage ; an excursion or jaunt ;—a false

step ; a misstep ; a loss of footing or balance :—a slight

error ; a failure ; a mistake ;—a stroke or catch by

which a wrestler supplants his antagonist

Tripartite, (trip'ar-tit) a. [L. tripartitus, from tres,

three, and partiri, to divide.} Divided into three

parts ;—having three corresponding parts or copies ;—

made between three parties.

Tripartition, (trip-ar-tish'un) n. A division by threes

or into three porta.

Tripe, (trip) n. [F. tripe, D. tripe.] The entrails ; also,

the large stomach of ruminating animals when pre-

\«red for food.

Tripedal, (trip'6-dal) a. [L. tripednlis, from tret, three,

and fies, pedis, a foot.] Having three feet.

Tripetalous, (tri-pet'al-us)a. [G. treis, three, and pctaton,

a k-af. ] Having three petals or flower-leaves.

Trip-hammer, (tri pluun-er) n. A heavy hammer at the

end of a beam, which is raised, tilted, or tripped, by

projecting teeth on a revolving shaft ; a tilt-hammer.

Triphthong, (trifthong, triphthong) n. [G. treis, three,

and phtoggi, the voice, a sound.] A combination of

three vowels in a single syllable, forming a simple or

compound sound ; a union of three vowel characters

representing together a single sound, as ieu. in adieu;

a trigraph.

Triphthongal, (trif-thong'gal) n. Of or pertaining to

a triphthong; consisting of three letters pronounced

together in a single syllable.

Tripinnate. (tri-pin'nat) a. [Tri and pinnate.) Having

the petiole branching twice with tripinnate leaflets

arranged on each side.

Triple, (trip'l) a. [L. triplex, from tres, three, and pli~

ctxre, to fold.] Consisting of three united; multiplied

by three ;—three times repeated ; treble.

Triple, (trip'l) v. t To make thrice as much or as

many ; to treble '.—imp. & pp. tripled ; ppr, tripling.

Triplet, (triplet) n. [Prom triple.] Three of a kind,

or three united ;—three verses rhyming together ;—

three tones or notes sung or played in the time of two.

Triplicate, (triple-kit) a. [L. triplicattis, pp. of trip-

tieare.] Made thrice as much ; threefold ; tripled.

Triplicate, (triple-kat) it, A third paper or thing cor

responding to two others of the same kind.

Triplication, (trip-le-ka'sbun) n. The act of tripling or

making threefold ; the state of being tripled.

Triplioity, (tri-plis'c-te) «, State or quality of being

triple or threefold ; trebleness.

Tripod, (tri'pod) n. [L. tripits, tripodis, O. treis, three,

and potts, podos, a foot.] A seat or stool supported by

three feet on which the priestess of Apollo sat when

delivering the oracles ;—a bowl or cup supported on a

three-legged pedestal, in which the wine and water

were mixed at the banquets of the ancients ;—any

utensil or vessel supported on three feet ;—a three-

legged frame or stand for supporting a theodolite, com

pass, or the like.

Tripoli, (trip'6-le) n. An earthy substance (originally

brought from Tripoli), used in polishing stones and

metals.

Tripper, (trip'er) n. One who trips or supplants ; one

who walks nimbly.

Tripping, (trip'ing) a. Quick ; nimble.

Tripping, (trip'ing) n. Act of one who trips ;—a light

kind of dance ; — the loosing of an anchor from the

ground by its cable or buoy-rope. [nimbly.

Trippingly, (trip'ing-Ie) adv. In a tripping maimer ,

Triptote, (trip'tot) n. [L. triptotum, G. treis, three, and

ptdtos, falling.] A name or noun having three onset*

only.

Triptych, (trip'tik) n . [G. treis, three, and ptux, a fold

or leaf. J A writing tablet in three parts ;—an altar

piece in three compartments, the middle one affixed

to the wall, and the other two folding on this.

Trireme, (trfrem) n. [L. triremis, from tres, three, and

remus, an oar.] A galley or vessel with three benches

or ranks of oars on a side.

Trias, (tris) v.t. [W. treisaw, to seise.] To haul up;

to hoist and tie up with a rope or line.

Trisect, (tri-sekf) v. t. [L. tres, three, and secare, sectum,

to cut] To cut or divide into three equal parts:—

imp. & pp. trisected; ppr. trisecting.

Trisection, (tri-sek'shun) n. [L. tres, three, and sectio,

a cutting, from secare, to cut.] The division of a thing,

as an angle, into three equal parts.

Trisepalous. (tri-sep'al-us) a. Having three sepals or

small bracts of a calyx.

Trisulcate, (tri-aul'kat) a . [L. trisuleus, from tres, three,

and sulcus, a fork.] Having three furrows, forks, or

prongs.

Trisyllabic, (tris-sil-laVik) o. TL. trisyllabus, G. trisub

labos.] Of or pertaining to a trisyllable ; consisting ol

three syllables. [syllables.

Trisyllable, (tris-silla-bl) n. A word consisting of three

Trite, (trit) a. [L. tritus, pp. of terere, to rub, to wear

out] Worn out ; used until so common as to have

lost its novelty and interest; hackneyed ; stale.

Tritely, (trifle) adv. In a trite or common manner.

Triteness, (trit'nes) n. Quality of being trite ; com

monness ; staleness.

Tritheism, (tri'the-izm) n. [Prefix tri, three, and

theism..] The opinion that the Father, Son, and Holy

Spirit are three distinct Gods.

Tntheist, (tri'thS-ist) n. One who believes that the

three persons in the Trinity are three distinct Gods.

Tritheistic, (tri-the-ist'ik) a. Pertaining to tritheism.

Trithing, (tri'thtng) n. One of the three divisions of

the county of York:—now called riding.

Triturable,* (trit'Q-ra-bl) a. Capable of being reduced

to a fine powder by rubbing or grinding.

Triturate, (trit'u-rat) v. t. [h. triturure, from terere,

tritum, to rub.] To rub or grind to a very fine powder:

—imp. & pp. triturated ; ppr. triturating.

Trituration, (trit-u-ra'shun) n. Act of reducing to a

fine powder by grinding.

Triumph, (tri'umf) n. [L. triumphus, allied to G.

thriambos, a procession in honourof Bacchus.] Among

the ancient Romanst amagniflcentceremonial performed

In honour of a general who had gained a decisive vic

tory ;—state of being victorious ;—victory ; conquest ;

—joy or exultation for success.

Triumph, (tri'umf) v. i. To celebrate victory with pomp:

to exult in an advantage gained ;—to obtain victory ;

to meet with success ; to prevail ;—to flourish ; to be

pros])erous;—to insult upon an advantage gained:—

imp. & pp. triumphed ; ppr. triumphing.

Triumphal, (tri-umfal) a. Pertaining to triumph ; in

dicating, or in honour of, a triumph.

Triumphant, (tri-umfant) a. Rejoicing for victory;

triumphing ;—celebrating victory ;—graced with con

quest ; victorious.

Triumphantly, (tri-umfant-le) adv. In a triumphant

manner ; victoriously ; with success ;—rejoicingly ;—

with insolent exultation.

Triumpher, (tri'unif-er)a. One who triumphsor rejoices

for victory ; one who vanquishes.

Triumvir, (tri-um'vir) n. [I,. , from tres, genitive trium,

three, and vir, a man.] One of three men united in

office.

Triumvirate, (tri-um'vir-at) n. Government by three

in coalition or association ;—a coalition or association

of tliree in office or authority.

Triune, (tri Tin) a. [L. tri, three, and v.nus, one.)
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Being three in one ; at once three and one ; expressing

the unity of the Godhead in a trinity of persons.

Trivet, (triv'et) n. A three-legged stool, table, or other

support.

Trivial, (trivVal) a. fF.J Vile : worthless ; vulgar ;—

of little worth or importance; inconsiderable; trifling.

Triviality, (triv-e-al'e-to) a. State or quality of being

trivial; trivialness :—that which is trivial ; a trifle.

Trivially, (trivVal-le) adv. Commonly ; vulgarly ;—

lightly ; inconsiderably ; in a trifling degree.

Trivialness, (tri v'e-al-nea) n. Commonness;—lightness ;

unimportance.

Trochaic, (trd-k.Vik) n. A trochaic verse or measure.

Trochaic, (tro-ka'ik) a. Pertaining to or consisting of

trochees.

Troche, (trrVke) n, [G. troche, a wheel, from trechein,

to run.] A form of medicine in a circular cake, in

tended to be gradually dissolved in the mouth, and

slowly swallowed, as a demulcent.

Trochee, (tnYke) n. [L. trocham*, G. trochaio* (sc

pou*).] A foot of two syllables, the first long ami the

second short, or the first accented and the second un

accented.

Trochu, (troliil) n. [L. troehilus, G. trechein, to run.]

An aquatic bird with long legs, and capable of run-

nine very swiftly ;—also, the humming-bird ; honey-

sucker.

Trochometer, (tro-knm et-er) n. [G. troche, a wheel,

and metron, measure.] An instrument for computing

the revolutions of a carriage or other wheel.

Troglodyte, (tiogld-dit) n. [G. tr6tjtottv.tr' m, ono who

creeps into holes.] One dwelling iu a subterraneous

cave.

Troll, (trol) t». t. [Ger. trollcn, to roll, to troll, W.

trblitiw, to troll, trundle.] To move circularly or

volubly; to roll ; to turn ;—to circulate, as a vessel in

a company drinking ;—to sing the parts of in succes

sion, as of a round or catch ; also, to sing loudly or

freely ;—to angle for with a hook drawn along the

•urface of the water ; hence, to allure : to entice ;—to

fish in ; to seek to catch fish from;—v. i. To roll ; to

run about ;— to fish with a rod whose line runs on a

wheel or pulley :—imp. A pp. trolled ; ppr. trolling.

Troll, (trdi) n. [Ioel. trold, Sw. iroH.1 A supernatural

being of diminutive size, said to inhabit caves, hills,

and like places, [W. troetl, wheel.] A kind of reel

over which the trolling line used in fishing for pike

runs. [woman loosely dressed; a slattern; a slut

Trollop, ftrorup) n. [From h-oll, to roll, to stroll] A

Trollopish, (trol'up-ish) a. Slovenly ; dirty : tawdry.

Trombone, (trom'bdn) n. [It tronihone, augmentative

of trotiibo, a trumpet] A deep-

toned brass instrument of the trum

pet kind, consisting of three tubes,

the middle one of which is doubled,

and slides into the other two—by

lengthening or contracting the slide Trombone,

tube, the different notes of the scale are produced.

Tromp, (tromp) n, [F. trombe, a water spout, a water-

blowing machine.] A blowing apparatus used in fur

naces, [ing of wool.

Tronage, (tron'aj) n. A toll or duty paid for the weigh-

Trone, (trim) n. [F. tmnel, weight, balance.] A steel

yard ; a weighing machine consisting of two horizontal

bars crossing each other, beaked at the extremities,

and supported by a wooden pillar—used for heavy

weights.

Troop, (troop) n. [F. troupe, It truppa, Ger. trupp,

allied to L. turba, a crowd.) A collection of people ; a

company; a number; a multitude;—pi. Soldier* taken

collectively: an army;—*pecificolly, a small body or

company of cavalry, light-horse, or dragoons, com

manded by a captain.

Troop, (troop) v. i. To more in numbers ; to come

or gather in crowds ;—to march on ; to go forward in

haste :—imp. & pp. trooped ; ppr. trooping.

bone, augmentative

Trooper, (troop'er) n. A soldier in a body of CKvabr ;

a horse-soldier.

Trope, (tr6p) n. [G. trope*, from trtprin, to tarn.]

Use of a word or expression in a different sen-<e frr»3

that which properly belongs to it, as when we ■**'! a

brave man a lion, or a shrewd man a fox ;—the ex

pression so used,

Trophied, (tro'fid) a. Adorned with trophies.

Trophy, ttrft'fe) *. [L. tropaum, G. tropaian.] A pile

of arms taken from a vanquished enemy ;—the repre

sentation of such a pile iu marble, on medals, ic :—

any thing taken from an enemy, and preserved is a

memorial of victory ;—evidence of victory.

Tropic, (trop'ik) n. [L. tropicus, from G. trrpei*, te

turn.] One of the two small circles of the celestial

sphere, situated on oach side of the equator, at a dis

tance of 23* SIS', and parallel to it, which the sun just

reaches at its greatest declination north or south;—

one of the two corresponding parallels of terrestrial

latitude ;~pl. The space lying between the tropica,

called the torrid zone.

Tropical, (trop'ik-al) a. Pertaining to the tropic*; being

within the tropics ;—incident to the tropics : —[From

trope,] Rhetorically changed from it* proper or ori

ginal sense ; figurative. [manner.

Tropically, (trop'ik-al-le)od>. In a tropical or figurative

Tropiat, (tro'pist) a. One who deals in trope* ;—one

who explains or interpret* Scripture allegoricalle.

Tropological, ( trop-o-loj'i k-al) o. Characterized or varied

by tropes ; changed from the original import

Tropoloiry, (trd-pol'6-je) h. [G. tropo*, a trope, and

logo*, discourse.] A rhetorical mode of speech includ

ing tropes.

Trot, (trot) v, I [F. trotter, It. trottare, G. frettc*.] To

move faster than in walking, as a horse or other quad

ruped, by lifting one fore foot and the hind foot of the

opposite side at the same time ;—to walk or move fast;

to run ;— v. t. To cause to move, as a horse or other

animal, in the pace called a trot ;—to trot omi, te

make to show his paces, as a horse;—to exhibit:—

imp. & pj>. trotted; ppr. trotting.

Trot, (trot) n. The pace of a horse or other quadruped.

more rapid than a walk, when he lifts one fore foot

and the hind foot of the opi>osite side at the same

time ;—a quick, hobbling kind of step ;—an old woman,

in contempt

Troth, (troth)n. [A-S. treothe, truth.] Belief; laith;

fidelity ;— truth : verity; veracity.

Trothless, (trothles) a. Faithless ; treacherous.

Trothplight, (troth'plit) n. Act of plighting or pledging

faith ; betrothing. [sheep.

Trotter, (trot'er) n. A beast that trota ;—the foot of a

Trouble, (trubl) v.t. [F. troubler, L. turbare, to dis

turb, from turbo, crowd.] To put into confused mo

tion ; to agitato ;—to disorder ; to disturb ; to per

plex;—to distress; to make uneasy; to Tex; to molest;

—to busy ; to engage overmuch ;—to give occasion for

labour to:—imp. & pp. troubled; ppr. troubling.

Trouble, (trubl) « . Agitation of mind ; commotion of

spirits ;—disturbance ; perplexity; inconvenience; an

noyance ;—uneasiness ; vexation ;—public disorder:—

calamity ; affliction ;—that which afflicts ;—that which

gives disturbance, annoyance, or vexation.

Troubler, (trub'ler) n. One who troubles or disturbs.

Troublesome, (trubl-sum) a. Giving trouble, disturb

ance, or inconvenience;—vexatious; harassing; an

noying; disgusting; irksome; burdensome; tiresome;

wearisome; importunate. [trouble; vexatioualT.

Troublesomely, (trubl-sum-le) adv. In a way to give

Troublesomeness. (trub'1-sum-nes) n. State or qua

lity of being troublesome.

Troubling, (trubling) n. Putting into a state of com

motion ; the act of afflicting.

Troublous, (trur/lus) a. Full of trouble or commo

tion; agitated ; tumultuous:—full of trouble or dis

order; troublesome; full of affliction.
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Trough, (trof) n. [A.-S. trog, tro\, IceL trog.] A long

hollow vessel, generally for holding water or other

liquid; also, a wooden channel for conveying water,

as to a mill-wheel ;—hence, a channel, receptacle, or

depression of a long and narrow shape.

Trounce, (trouns) v. t. [P. troncer, to cut.] To punish

or beat severely ; to castigate '.—imp. & pp. trounced ;

Ppr. trouncing, [tion.

Trouncing, (irouns'ing) n. A beating; severe castiga-

Troupe, (troop) n. [F. , troop.] A company or troop ;

especially, tine company of performers in a play or

opera. [making trousers.

Trousering, (trouz'er-ing) n. Cloth or material for

Trousers, (trouz'erz) n. pt [F. trouua.) A loose gar

ment worn by males, extending from the waist to the

knee or to the ankle, and covering the lower limbs ;—

pantaloons ; breeches.

Trout, (trout) n. [A.-S. truht, L. trutta.] A fresh-water

fish of the genus Salmo, variegated with spots, and es

teemed most delicate food.

Troutlet, (troutlet) n. A small trout: troubling.

Trout-stream, (trout strem) n. River in which trout

abound or breed.

Trover, (tro'ver) n. [F. trover, trouver, to find.) The

gaining possession of any goods, whether by finding or

by other means ;—an action to recover damages against

one who found goods, and would not deliver them to

the owner on demand.

Trow, (tro) v. i. [A.-S. tirdunan, tr&wian.] To believe ;

to trust ; to think or suppose.

Trowel, (trow'el) ». fF. truelte, D. troffcl, L. truella.]

A mason's tool used in spreading and dressing mortar,

and breaking bricks ;—a gardener's tool, somewhat like

< a mason's trowel.

Trowel, (trow'el) v. t. To form or dress with a trowel.

Trowelled, (trow 'eld) a. Formed with a troweL

Troy-weight, (troy'wat) n. [Said to be from Troye$, in

Franco, where it was first adopted.] The weight by

which gold and silver, jewels, and the like, are weighed.

Truancy, (tr66'an-se) n. Act of playing or state of

being truant. (ing ; Idle.

Truant, ( troo'an t) a. Wandering from business ; loiter-

Truant, (trdtrant) n. [F. truand, truant] One who

stays away from business or duty ; an idler ; a pupil

who stays away from school without leave.

Truce, (troos) n. [Go. triggtoa, Ieel. trigd, compact,

league, from trig, to fold, to make fast.] A temporary

cessation of hostilities, for negotiation or other pur

poses ; an armistice ;—hence, intermission of action,

pain, or contest ; short quiet. [truce.

Truce-breaker, (troos'brak-er) n. One who violates a

Truck, (truk) v. i. [F. rroo\*«r, Sp. & Pg. trocar.] To

exchange commodities ; to barter ; to deal ;—v. t. To

exchange ; to give in exchange ; to barter :—imp. &

pp. trucked ; ppr. trucking.

Truck, (truk) n. Exchange of commodities ; barter ;—

commodities appropriate to barter.

Track, (truk) n. [G. trockos, a wheel, from rrreforin,

to run.] A small wooden wheel not bound with iron ;

—a low carriage for carrying heavy articles : a kind

of hand-barrow on two wheels ;—a swivelling frame

with wheels, springs, Ac, to carry and guide one end

of a locomotive or car ;—a small wooden cap at the

summit of a flag-staff or mast-head ;—a small, solid

wheel, as for a gun-carriage.

Truckage, (truk'aj) «u Practice of bartering goods ;

exchange ;—money paid for conveyance on a truck.

Tracker, (truk'er) n. One who trafficks by exchange

of goods.

Truckle, (trukl) n. [Diminutive of truck.) A small

wheel or caster.

Truckle, (truk'l) v. t. [Ger. truggeln, to flatter, to fawn,

A.-S. trucian, to fail, diminish.) To yield or bend

obsequiously to the will of another; to submit; to

creep.

Truckle-bed, (truk'l- bed) n. A bed that runs on

wheels, and may be pushed under another ; a trundle-

bed.

Truckling, (tinkling) a. Yielding obsequiously to the

opinions and wishes of others ; meanly submissive.

Truckman, (truk'man) n. One who convoys goods on

a truck.

Truculence, (troc/ku-lens) n. Quality of being truculent;

ferociousness ; — terribleness of countenance : — also

trucultncy.

Truculent, (troo'ku-lent) a. [L. truculentus, from

trux, trucis, wild, fierce.] Fierce; savage; barbarous;

—of ferocious aspect ;—cruel ; destructive ; ruthless.

Truculently, (troo'ku-lent-le) adv. In a truculent

manner ; fiercely ; destructively.

Trudge, (truj) v. i. [Allied to tread.] To go on foot ;

—to travel or march with labour ; to jog along :—

imp. & pp. trudged ; ppr. trudging.

True, (trod) a. [A.-S. tredwc, faithful, IceL triir, Got.

treu.) Conformable to fact ; in accordance with the

actual state of things;—conformable to a rule or

pattern ; exact ;—steady in adhering to friends, to

promises, to a prince, or the like ; faithful ; loyal ;—

actual ; not counterfeit, adulterated, or pretended ;

genuine ; pure ; real ;—not false ; veracious ; trust

worthy ;—honest ; not fraudulent ;—rightful ; lawful,

as the beir.

True-bill, (trooTul) n. Indorsement of a bill of indict

ment by the grand jury, when they find sufficient

cause for sending the accused to trial.

True-blue, (troO'blu) a. Of inflexible honesty and

fidelity—a term derived from the true or Coventry blue,

formerly celebrated for its unchanging colour.

True-blue, (troO'blu) n. A person of inflexible integrity

and fidelity.

True-born, (trot/born) o. Of genuine birth ; having

a right by birth to any title or inheritance.

True-bred, (troo'bred) «. Of a genuine or right breed ;

—being of real breeding or education.

True-hearted, (troonart-ed) a. Of a faithful heart ;

honest ; sincere.

True-love, (trooluv) n. One really beloved ; a plant

of the genus Pari*, possessing narcotic properties, and

formerly regarded as a powerful love-philter; oneberry.

Trueness, (troo'nes) n. Quality of being true ; truth ;

reality; genuineness; faithfulness; sincerity; exactness.

Truffle, (trufl) n. [F. trude, L. tuber.} A kind of

mushroom found buried in the soil of woods at a

depth of several inches, much esteemed in cookery.

Truism, (troo'izm) n. An undoubted or self-evident

truth. [strumpet ; a trollop.

Trull, ftrul) n. [Ger. troll, trotle.] A drab; a

Truly, (troole) adv. In a true manner; according to

truth ;—exactly ; justly ; precisely ;—sincerely ; hon

estly ; faithfully ;—in feet ; in reality.

Trump, (triinip)n. [F. trompe, It. tromba.) A wind in

strument of music ; a trumpet ;—a Jew's harp. [Scot .')

Trump, (trump) n. [F. triomphe, It. trion/o.] One

of the suit of cards which takes any of the other suits ;

—a good fellow.

Trump, (trump) v. t. To play a trump card when an

other suit has been led;—[F. tromper.] To deceive;

to impose;—r. (■ To take with a trump card:—

imp. « pp. trumped ; ppr. trumping.

Trumpery, (trump er-e) n. [F. tromperie, deceit, from

tromper, to deceive] Something serving to deceive by

false show or pretences ; worthless but Btiowy matter ;

—hence, things worn out and of no value : rubbish ;

trifles ; empty talk. [character ; paltry.

Trumpery, (trump'er-e) a. Worthless or deceptive in

Trumpet, (trumpet) n. A wind instrument of music,

often used in war and military exercises ;—soldi-r who

blows the trumpet; a kind of herald;—one who praises

or celebrates ; the instrument of propagating praise.

Trumpet, (trumpet) v. t. To publish by sound of

trumpet ; to proclaim ;—to sound the praises of :—

imp. & pp. trumpeted ; ppr. trumpeting.
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Trumpet-call, (trump'et-kawl) ». A call by the sound

of the trumpet.

Trumpeter, (trump'et-er) n. One who sounds a trum

pet;—one who proclaims, publishes,

or denounces; —a variety of the

domestic pigeon ;—a bird of S.

America, somewhat resembling

both the pheasants and the cranes

—so called from its uttering a noise

resembling that of a trumpet.

Trumpet-fish, (trunip'et-ttsh) n. A

sea-fish, so called from its tubular

muzzle ; bellows-fish.

Trumpet-shaped, (trump'et-sh&pt)

a. Formed like a trumpet :—also Trumpeter, Golden*

trump-lite. breasted.

Trumpet-tongued, (trump 'et-tungd) a. Having a

tongue vociferous as a trumpet

Truncate, (trungk'at) v. f, [L. truncart, truncatum,

from truncuM, maimed, cut short.] To cut off; to

lop; to maim:—imp. & pp. truncated; ppr. truncating.

Truncate, (trungk'at) o. [L. truneatuM, pp. of truncart. J

In botany, appearing as if cut off at the tip, as a leaf.

Truncated, (trungk it-ed) a. Cut off; cut short;

maimed. Truncated con* or pyramid, a

cone or pyramid whose vertex is cut off

by a plane parallel to its base.

Truncation, (trungk'a-shun) n. Act of lop

ping or cutting off; — state of being

truncated ;—in mineralogy, replacement

of an edge by a plane equally inclined to

the adjoining faces.

Truncheon, (trun'shun) n. [F. trtmeon,

from I ,. truncut, cut short] A cudgel ;—

a short staff ; a club ;—a baton or staff of command.

Truncheon, (trun'shun) r. (. To beat with a trun

cheon ; to cudgeL

Trundle, (trim Ml) n. [A-S. trendt, trtrndie, a round

body.] Any round rolling thing ;—a kind of low cart

with small wooden wheels ; a motion as of something

moving upon little wheels ;—a wheel or pinion having

its teeth formed of cylinders or spindles, as in mill-

work ;—one of the bars of such a wheel.

Trundle, (trun'dl) v. t. To roll, as a thing on little

wheels ;—to cause to roll ;—v. i. To roll, as on little

wheels ;—to roll , as a hoop :—imp, & pp. trundled ;

ppr. trundling.

Trundle-bed, (trun'dl-bed) n. A low bed that is moTed

on little wheels, so that it can be pushed under a

higher bed ; a truckle-bed.

Trunk, (trungk) n. [L. frMncu*, F. tronc] The

stem or body of a tree, apart from its limbs and

roots ; stock ;—the body of an animal, apart from the

limbs;—the main body of any thing;—in architecture,

the shaft of a column ;—the snout or proboscis of an

elephant;—a box or chest covered with leather or hide,

for containing clothes, Ac. ; a portmanteau.

Trunk-hose, (trungk 'hex) n. Large breeches formerly

worn, reaching to the knees.

Trunnion, (trun'yun) n. [F. trognon.] A knob pro

jecting on each side of a piece of ordnance, and serving

to support it on the cheeks of the gun-carriage.

Truss, (trus) n. [F. trouise.] A bundle, as of hay or

straw;—a bandage or apparatus used in cases of hernia;

—the rope or iron used to keep the centre of a yard

to the mast ;—a framed assemblage of timbers for

f. ft oniiig or binding a beam, or for supporting a roof,

&c.

Truss, (trus) v. t. To bind or pack close :—-to strain ; to

draw close or tight ;—to skewer, as a fowl for cooking

It ;—-to execute by hanging ; to hang :—imp. & pp.

trussed ; ppr. trussing.

Trussing, (trus'ing) n. The timbers, Ac., which form

a truss taken collectively;—In falconry, the act of a

hawk or other bird of prey iu seizing its quarry

and soaring with it into the air.

Trust, (trust) n. [Ieol. traust, confidence, security,

Go. trautti.] Confidence;—reliance on the integrity.

veracity, justice, friendship, or other sound principk

of another ;—credit given ; delivery of property or

merchandise in reliance upon future payment;—de

pendence upon something future or contingent, as if

preaent or actual;—that which is committed or in

trusted to one;—responsible charge or office:—that

upon which confidence is reposed ; ground of reliance ;

—an estate held for the use of another.

Trust, (trust) v. t. [Icel treytta, to confide, frenurr,

faithful, firm.] To place confidence in ; to rely on;—

to give credence to; to believe; to credit:—to show

confidence by intrusting ;—to commit, aa to one's

care ; to intrust J—to give credit to ; to well to upon

credit ;—to venture confidently ;—v. i. To confide in ;

to rely on ; to depend on ;—to be won to confidence ;

—to be credulous ;—to be confident, a* of something

present or future ;—to sell, exchange, or alienate, in

reliance upon a promise to pay :— imp. A pp. trustei.

ppr. butting. [to a trustee for some specific use.

Trust-deed, (trust'ded) »i. A deed conveying property

Trustee, (true-te/) a. A person to whom property i

legally committed in trust, to be applied either for

the benefit of specified individuals or for public uses.

Trusteeship, (trus-te'ship) u. The office or duty of a

trustee ; the state of being placed in the bmTMis of a

trustee.

Truster, (trust'er) n. One who trusts or give* credit ;

—one who executes a trust-deed. (Scot]

Trustful, (trust'fool) a. Full of trust ; trusting.

Trustfully, (trust'fool-e) adv. Confidingly: trastingiy.

Irustily, (trust'e-le) adv. Iu a trusty manner; faith

fully; honestly. (honesty; integrity.

Trustiness, (trust'e-nes) n. Fidelity; faithfulness:

Trustingly, (trust'ing-le) odr. In a trustful manner:

with implicit confidence. [inconstant

Trustless, (trusties) a. Unfaithful; not to be trusted;

Trustworthiness, (trust ' wur - THe - nes) n. State or

quality of being trustworthy.

Trustworthy, (trust'wur-THe) a. Worthy of trust or

confidence ; trusty.

Trusty, (trust'e) a. Honest; faithful; true: fit to he

confided in : trustworthy ; reliable ;—hence, not liable

to fail ; strong ; firm.

Truth, (trooth) n. [A -8. trtowtK, Ger. Jmit] The

quality of being true ;—conformity to fact or reaiity;

—conformity to rule ; exactness ;—fidelity: constancy:

—the practice of speaking truth ; veracity ;—honesty;

virtue ;—real state of things : verity ; reality;—a veri

fied fact; an established principle, fixed law, or the

like. [relish!*.

Truthful, (trooth'fool) a. Full of truth; veracious;

Truthfully, (trooth'fool-le) adv. Iu a truthful manner.

Truthfulness, (trodth'fodl-nes) n. The state of being

truthful.

Truthless, (troothles) a. Wanting truth ; wanting

reality;—faithless ; unworthy of trust.

Try, (in) v.i. To exert strength ; to endeavour; te

attempt ;—*. L [F. trier, from L. tertre, tritw-et, to

rub, grind.] To prove by experiment ; to make ex*

periment of ; to test ;—to purify or refine, as metals ;

to melt out and procure in a pure state, as oil, tal

low, lard, &c.;—to subject to severe trial ; to pat to

the test ;—to examine judicially,*—to experience ; te

have knowledge of by experience:—to essay:—tap.

A pp. tried ; ppr. trying.

Trying, (tri'ing) a. Adapted to try or put to serer*

trial ; severe; afflictive.

Trysail, (tri'sal) n. A fore and aft sail set with a

boom and gaff ;—also, a fore and aft sail set with a gaff

only.

Tryst, (trist) n. An appointment to meet; an ap

pointed place of meeting;—a fair; a market. [Scot.]

Tryst, (trist) v. t. or i. To agree to meet, or

with to meet.
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Tab, (tub) n. [D. tobbe.] An open wooden vessel

formed with staves, beading, and hoops—used for

various domestic purposes;—the amount which a tub

contains, as a measure of quantity ;—a small cask ;—

a pulpit, in contempt

Tub, (tub) r. t. To plant or set in a tub :—imp. &

pp. tubbed; ppr. tubbing.

Tubbing, (tub'ing) n. The forming of a tub ; materials

for tubs ;—a lining of timber or metal around the

shaft of a mine.

Tube, (tub) n. [h. tubus.] A hollow cylinder of any

material, used for the conveyance of water, gas, sound,

and the like ; a siphon ; a pipe ; a conduit ;—a vessel

of animal bodies or plants which conveys a fluid or

other substance ;—the part of a telescope into which

the lenses are fitted, and by which they are directed

and used. [pp. tubed ; ppr. tubing.

Tube, (tub) v. t. To furnish with a tube :—imp. &

Tuber, (tuber) n. [L., a hump, knob, from tumert,

to swelL] A fleshy, rounded stem or root, usually

containing starchy matter, as the potato ;—in surgery,

a knot or swelling in any part

Tubercle, (tG'ber-kl) n. [L. tubereulum, diminutive of

tuber.) A small swelling or excrescence ; pimple ;—a

small mass or aggregation of diseased matter ; espe

cially, the deposit which accompanies scrofula or

phthisis.

Tubercular, (tu-bgrTcu-lar) a. Having little knobs or

tubercles ;—affected with tubercles ; tuberculous.

Tuberous, (tu'ber-us) a, [ L. tuberosus.] Covered with

knobby or wart-like prominences ;—consisting of or

containing tubers.

Tubiform, (tu'be-form) a. In the form of a tube.

Tubing, (tub'ing) n. Act of making tubes ;—a series

of tubes ; material for tubes.

Tubular, (tub'u-lAr) a. [h. tubuhut, diminutive of

tubus, a tube.] Having the form of a tube or pipe ;

consisting of a pipe ; flstular.

Tubulated, (tub u-lat-ed) a. [L. tubulatus, from tub-

u/iu.] Made in the form of a small tube ;—furnished

with a tube.

Tubule, (tub ul) n. [L. tubulus, diminutive of tubus, a

tube, pipe.] A small pipe; a little tube.

Tubulous, (tuVu-rus) a. Resembling or in the form

of a tube ;—containing small tubes.

Tub-wheel, (tub'hwel) n. A horizontal water-wheel,

usually in the form of a short cylinder, to the circum

ference of which floats, placed radially, are attached.

Tuck, (tuk) n. [W. twca, a kind of knife, tur, a cut

or chip. J A long, narrow sword; a rapier;—a hori

zontal fold made in the skirt of a garment ;—a kind

of net.

Tuck, (tuk) v, t. [Ger. tuclen, zucktn, to draw.] To

thrust or press in or together ; to fold under ;—to

inclose by pushing the clothes closely around ;—r. i.

To contract; to shrink in:—imp. & pp. tucked; ppr.

tucking.

Tucker, (tuk'er) n. One who or that which tucks ;

—a small, thin piece of dress for covering the breast

of women or children.

Tuesday, (tuz'da) n. [A.-8. TUvctdag, from Tiw, the

god of war, and dag, a day. ] The third day of the

week.

Tufa, (t.rrf.'O n. fit. tufo.] A soft or porous stone

formed by dejtositions from water ;—a volcanic sand-

rock, rather friable, formed of agglutinated, volcanic

earth ; also, a similar rock of trap or basaltic material.

Tuft, (tuft) n. [F. toufe, toupet, Sp, tup*.} A collec

tion of small, flexible, or soft things in a knot or

bunch ;—a cluster ; a clump.

Tuft, (tuft) v. (. To separate into tnfts;—to adorn with

tufts or with a tuft :—imp. & pp. tufted ; ppr. tufting.

Tutted, (tuft'ed) a. Adorned with a tuft ;—growing

in a tuft or clusters. [tufts or clusters.

Tufty, (tuft'e)a. Abounding with tufts;—growing in

Tug, (tug) v. t. [A.-S. U6han, tedgan, Ger. ziegen.) To

 

pull or draw with great effort ; to drag along with con

tinued exertion; to haul along;—v. i. To pull with

great effort ;—to labour ; to strive ; to struggle :—imp.

& pp. tugged • ppr. tugging.

Tug, (tug) n. [Ger. zug.] A pull with the utmost

effort ;—a steam-vessel used to tow ships.

Tugger, (tug'gr) iu One who tugs or pulls with great

effort [great effort.

Tugging, (tuning) n. Act of pulling or hauling with

Tuition, (tu'ish-un) n. |i. tuitio, from tueri, tuitus,

to see, watch, protect.] Superintending care over a

young person; guardianship;—especially, the act or

business of teaching the various branches of learning ;

instruction ;—the money paid for instruction.

Tuitionary, (tu-ish'nn-ar-e) a. Pertaining to tuition.

Tulip, (ttt'lip) n. \T. tulipe, Ger. tulpe.] A bulbous

plant producing flowers of great » j

beauty and of a variety of colours, rjm

Tuhpomania, (tu-lip-6-ma'ne-a) n. NSK

[L. tulipa, tulip, and mania,

madness.] A violent passion for

the acquisition or cultivation of

tulips, such as occurred in Hol

land in the 17th centurv.

Tulle, (tul) n, [F., so called from

Tulle, in France, where it was

first made. ] A kind of open net

work or lace. Tulip.

Tumble, (tumT)l) v.i. [F. toniber, A.-S. tu»ibian, to

fall, Dan. tumler, Ger. tauvieln, to reel.] To fall down;

to oome down suddenly and violently to the ground ;

— to fall in great quantities or in confusion ;—to roll

about by turning one way and the other ;—to play

mountebank tricks by various contortions and move

ments of the body ;—v. t. To turn over or throw

about for examination ; to roll or move in a rough,

coarse, or unceremonious manner ; to precipitate ;—

to disturb ; to rumple ;—to throw by chance or vio

lence ; to throw down :—imp, & pp. tumbled ; ppr.

tumbling. |':i fall.

Tumble, (tum'bl) n. Act of tumbling or rolling over ;

Tumbler, (tnm'ble.r) n. One who tumbles ; one who

fdaye the tricks of a mountebank ;—that part of a

ock which detains the shot-bolt in its place, until a

key lifts it and leaves the bolt at liberty ;—a drinking

glass originally made without a foot or a stem, with a

pointed base, so that it could not be set down with any

liquor in it ;—a small variety of the domestic pigeon.

Tumblerful, (turn'bhjr-tf661) n. Quantity of liquid suffi

cient to fill a tumbler.

Tumbling, (tum'bling) n. Act of falling down or roll

ing about ;—the performances or practice of a clown,

harlequin, Ac.

Tumbril, (tutu'mil) n. [F. tombrel, from tomber, to fall,

to tumble.] A ducking-stool for the punishment of

scolds ;—a rough cart ;—a cart with two wheel* for

conveying the tools of pioneers, cartridges, &c.

Tumefaction, (tu-me-fak'shun) n. Act or process of

tumefying ; a tumour ; a swelling.

Tumefy, (tu'me-fi) r. t. [L. tumere, to swell, and/aefrr,

to make.] To swell ; to cause to swell ;—r. i. To rise

in a tumour; to swell:—imp. ii pp. tumefied; ppr.

tumefying.

Tumid, (tu mid) a, [L. tumidus, from tumere, to swelL]

Swelled, enlarged, or distended ;—rising above the

level ; protuberant ;—swelling in sound or sense ;

pompous; bombastic; turgid. Tgidity.

Tumidity, (tu-mid'e-te) n. State of being tumid ; tur-

Tumidly, (tu'mid-le) adv. In a swelling form.

Tumidness, (tu'mid-nes) n. State or quality of being

tumid.

Tumour, (tu'mor) n. [L. tumor, from tumere, to swelL]

A morbid swelling or growth on any part of the

body.

Tumoured, (tu'mord) a. Distended ; swollen.

Tumorous, (tu'inor-ua) a. Swelling ; protuberant.
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Tamp, (tump) n. [W. (imp, tm] A little hillock : a

knolL

Tump, (tump) v.t To form a man of earth or a hil

lock round a plant or young tree '.—imp. & pp.

tumped ; ppr. turnping.

Tumular, (tum'u-lar) o. [L. tumulus, a mound, from

tumere, to swell. ] Consisting in a heap ; formed or

being in a heap or hillock. [alio tumulou*.

Tumulose, (turn u-loe) a. Full of heaps or hillocks :—

Tumult, (tu'iuult) n. [L. tumultus, from tumrre, to

swell. ] Commotion, dUturbance, or agitation of a mul

titude, usually accompanied with great noise, uproar,

and confusion of voices ;—violent commotion or agita

tion, with confusion of sounds :—irregular or confused

motion; high excitement ; stir; bustle;—riot: uproar;

brawl. [duct : turbulence.

Tumultuerinesa, (tu-mult'd-ar-e-nes) n. Disorderly con-

Tumultuary, (tii-nmlt'tt-ar-e) a. Attended by or pro

ducing a tumult ;—disorderly ; riotous ; promiscuous ;

confused ; restless ; agitated ; unquiet.

Tumultuate. (tti-mult'G-at) v. i. To make a tumult ; to

storm ; to rage or rave.

Tumultuation, (tfl-mult-Q-a'shun) n. Irregularand con

fused agitation ; disorderly movement.

Tumultuous, (tu-mult'u-us) a. Full of tumult ; con

ducted with tumult ; disorderly ; noisy ; confused ;—

turbulent; violent :—agitated by conflicting feelings

or passions ; disturbed ; greatly excited.

Tumultuously, (tu-mult'u-us-le) adv. In a tumultuous

or disorderly manner: by a disorderly multitude

Tumultuousness, (tu-mult'fi-us-nes) n. The state of

being tumultuous ; disorder ; commotion ; confusion.

Tumulus, (tum'u-lus) «. [h., a mound, a sepulchral

mound.] An artificial hillock, especially one raised

over the grave of a person buried in ancient times ; a

barrow.

Tun, (tun) n. [A. -8. tunne, Ioel. Ir. A OaeL tunna,

Oer. tonne.] A large cask ;—a certain measure for

liquids, as for wine, consisting of two pipes or four

hogsheads, or 252 gallons;—a large quantity—used

proverbially.

Tun, (tun) v. (. To put into tuns or casks '.—imp. &

pp. tanned ; ppr. tanning.

Tunable, (tun'a-bl) a. Capable of being tuned or made

harmonious ; harmonious ; musical ; tuneful.

Tunableness, (tun'a-bl-nee) n. State or quality of being

tunable or tuneful ; harmony; melodiousness.

Tunably. (tun'a-ble) adv. Harmoniously : musically.

Tune, (tun) n. [A different spelling of tone, ] A rhythmi

cal, melodious series of musical tones for one voice or

instrument, or for any number of voices or instru

ments in unison, or two or more such series forming

parte in harmony ; a melody; an air ;—harmony ; con

cert of parte ; harmonious arrangement ;—state of giv

ing forth the due or proper sounds ; correct intona

tion ; pitch of the voice or an Instrument;—hence,

figuratively, right disposition ; fit temper ; agreeable

humour.

Tune, (tun) v. t To put into a state adapted to pro

duce the proper sounds ; to harmonize ;—hence, to put

into a proper state or disposition ;—to give tone to ; to

adapt in style of music ;—to sing with melody or har

mony :—v. t. To form accordant musical sounds :—

imp. ft pp. toned ; ppr. toning. [ical.

Tuneful, (tun'fool) a. Harmonious; melodious; mus-

Tunefulness, (tuVfuol-nes) n. Quality of being tuneful;

harmoniousness, [in a tuneful manner.

Tunefully, (tun'fool-le) adv. Harmoniously : musically ;

Tuneless, (tunics) a. Without tune ; unharmonious ;

unmusical ;—not employed in making music

Tuner, (tdn'er) n. One who tunes ; one whose occupa

tion is to tune musical instruments.

Tungsten, (tungsten) n. [Sw. tunijsUn, Oer. tungtttin.]

A metal of a grayish-white colour and considerable

lustre.

Tonic, (tu'nik) n. (L. tunica.] An under garment

 

worn by both sexes in ancient Rome : also, a

worn under the ooat-of-mail by knights ;—in _

a membrane that covers or composes some part or

organ ;—in botany, a natural covering;; an intesrumeri*-.

Tunicle, (tu'ne-ki) n. [L. tunicuta, diminutive of

tunica, a tunic] A natural covering ;—a kind of

long robe worn by priests.

Tuning-fork, (tuning-fork) n. A steel instrument

consisting of two prongs and a handle, which, beinj

struck, gives a certain fixed tone—used for tcturc

instruments, or for ascertaining the pitch of tcusea.

Tunnel* (tun 'el) n. [A.-S. tenet, F. tonwUe] A

funnel ;—a vessel with a broad mouth at one end. and

a pipe or tube at the other, for conveying liquor into

casks, bottles, or other vessels;—a flue for the pass*??

of smoke ;—an arched drain or sewer ;—art arched sub

terranean passage or excavation through a bill or

under a town or river, to carry a canal, road, or raiiwiv

in a direct course.

Tunnel, (tun'el) v.t. To form into a tmtxtel or Kks

a tunnel ;—to catch In a tunnel net ;—to make sa

opening way for passage through, as a hill or moun

tain, or under, as a river:—imp. dt pp. tansellfd

Ppr. tunnelling.

Tunnelling, (tun'el-ing) n. The work of cutting si

arched passage through any eminence, or beneath i

town or river, for the purpose of forming a canal,

railway, toad, Ac

Tunnel-net, (tun'el-net) a. A net with a wide nssotk

at one end and narrow at the other.

Tunny, (tun'e) n. [L. thynnus.} A flah of the gtmu

Seomberoides, similar in

form to the mackerel, but

much larger, rounder, and

with a shorter snout.

Top, (tup) n. A ram.

Tup, (tup) v.t To cover, as a Tunny,

ram.

Turban, (tur'ban) n. [Per. dulbnnd.) A head-4re»

worn by some Orientals, consisting of a cap, and asssk

or scarf wound about the cap ;—a head-dress worn

by ladies, [a turbaa.

Turbaned, (turTxind) a. Wearing a turban ; dressed ia

Turbid, (turbid) a. [L. furotdus, from furoa. tunait,

disturbance.] Having the lees disturbed : foul witk

extraneous matter; soiled; muddy; thick.

Turbidness, (tur bid-nes) n. The state or quality of

being turbid ; muddiness; foulness:—also tmrtiditw.

Turbinated, (tur bin-itt-ed) a. [1+ turbinate*, fros

turbo, turbinie, a whirL] Shaped like a top or cess*

inverted ;—spiral : twisted conically;—whirling, as »

body that turns round on its axis.

Turbine, (tur'hin) n. [L. turbo, tvrbinis, a whirL] A

horizontal water-wheel, usually constructed with >

series of curved floats upon the periphery.

Turbit, (tur'bit) «. [L.J A variety of the domesui

pigeon remarkable for its short beak.

Turcot, (tur 'hot) n. [F. turbot, W. rorfrwt, frost

li. turbo, a top. ] A na

tive flat-fish of the genus

Rhombua, next in size to the

halibut, but smaller, and

much more circular in form.

Turbulence, (tur 'bu- lens) «.

A disturbed state; tumult;

confusion ;—agitation or tu

mult of the passions ;—tu

rn ultuousncss; disposition to Turbo*,

resist authority or raise strife and disorder; Insub

ordination.

Turbulent, (tuTt>o-lent)a. [L. turbulent*tt from rariw,

disorder.] Disturbed ; agitated ;—in violent comnv-

tion ;—disposed to insubordination and disorder .—

producing commotion ;—restless ; unquiet; refractor?

Turbulently, (tux'bu-lent-le) adv. in a turbuJsc;

manner; tumultuously ; with violent agitation.
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Tureen, (tu-ren') n. (F. terrint, from ttrre, L. terra,

earth.) A large, deep vessel for holding soup or other

liquid food at the table.

Turf, (turf) ft. [A.-8. turf, Icel. tor/.] That upper

stratum of earth which is filled with roots : sward ;

sod ;—peat, especially when prepared for fuel ;—race-

ground; or horso-racing.

Turf, (turf) v. t. To cover with turf or sod :—imp. &

pp. turfed ; ppr. turfing.

Turf-clad, (turf' kind) «. Covered with turf.

Turfen, (turf'n) o. Turfy; consisting of turf.

Turfinesa, (turfe-nes) m. State or quality of being turfy.

Turfy, (turf'e) a. Abounding with turf; made of or

covered with turf;—having the appearance or quali

ties of turf.

Turgent, (tur'jent) a. [L. turgens, ppr. of turgere, to

swell.] Rising into a tumour or puffy state ; swell

ing ;—inflated ; bombastic.

Turgeseenoe, (tur-jes'ens) n. Act of swelling or state

of being swelled;—superabundance of humours in any

part;—empty pompousness; bombast.

Turgescent, (tur-jes'ent) a. [L. tttrgescere, to begin to

swell, inchoative form of turgere, to swell. ] Swelling;

growing big.

Turgid, (tur'jid) a. [L. turgidun, from turgere, to

swell.] Distended beyond the natural state by some

internal agent or expansive force; swelled; bloated;—

swelling in style or language ;—pompous ; inflated;

bombastic. [tumidness.

Turgidity, (tur-jid'e-te) n. State of being turgid;

Turgidness, (tur'jid-nes) ft, The quality of being turgid,

Turk, (turk) n. A native of Turkey.

Turkey, (turTte) n. [So called because it was believed

to have come originally from Turkey.] A large

gallinaceous fowl, a native of America—the flesh is

highly valued for food.

Turkey-buzzard, (turtle-buz-ard) n. Acommon Ameri

can species of vulture, hav

ing a distant resemblance

to a turkey.

Turkey-red, (turTtfi-red) M.

A fine durable red pro

duced by madder upon

calico or woollen cloth.

Turkey-stone, (turTte-st

n. A kind of oil-stone from

Turkey ; novaculite.

Turkish, (turk'ish) a. Per

taining to the Turks or

Turkey.

Turkish, (turk'ish) n. The language of Turkey.

Turmeric, (tur'mer-ik) ft, \L. terramerita , tvrmerica.]

An East Indian plant;—the root or root-stock of the

same plant—it is used for dyeing and also as a medi

cine.

Turmoil, (tur-moil') v. t To harass with commotion;

to disquiet ; to weary ;—v. t. To be disquieted ; to be

in commotion.

Turmoil, (tur'moil) ft. Harassing labour; trouble ;

molestation by tumult ; disturbanco.

Turn, (turn) r. t. [F. tourner, A.-S. tynmn, to turn, It.

twnot a wheel, L. temus, a lathe,] To put into a

circular motion; to move round; to revolve;—to

change or shift with regard to the sides; to put the

upper side downward or one side in place of the other;

—to alter, as a position ;—to change the state of the

balance ;—to alter, as the posture of the body or the

direction of the look :—to form on a lathe ; to give

circular or other curved or linear figures to ;—hence,

to give form to ; to shape ;—to give another direction,

tendency, or inclination to ;—to change from a given

use or office ; to divert, as to another purpose or end ;

—to change the quality or effect of; to transform ;—

to change from one opinion or party to another : to

convert ; also, to pervert ;—to render into prose or

verse ; to translate ;—to hand over ; to transfer ;—to

 

Turkey-buzzard.

make to nauseate, as the stomach ;—to make giddy, as

the head;—to infatuate ; to make foolish ;—to blunt or.

dull, as the edge of a tool ;—to throw back ; to retort ;

—v. i. To move round ; to have a circular motion ;

to revolve entirely, repeatedly, or partially; to cliange

position, so as to face differently ;—hence, to revolve

as if upon a point of support ; to hinge ; to depend ;

—to result or terminate; to issue;—to be deflected;

to take a different direction or tendency; to be differ

ently applied;—to be changed, altered, or transformed ;

—in specific uses, to become acid ; to sour—said of milk,

ale, &c. ;—to become giddy—said of the head :—to be

nauseated—said of the stomach;—to become inclined

in the other direction—said of scales ;—to change from

ebb to flow, or from flow to ebb—said of the tide :—

imp. & pp. turned ; ppr. turning.

Turn, (turn) n. Act of turning ; movement or motion

about a centre ; revolution ;—change of direction ;

different order, position, aspect of affairs, &c. ;—

hence, alteration ; vicissitude ;—successive portion of

a course ; reckoning from change to change ;—a wind

ing ; a bend ; a brief walk ;—successive course ; alter

nate or incidental occasion ; appropriate time ;—con

venience: occasion; purpose;—form; cast; shape; man

ner ; fashion—used in a literal or figurative sense;—

hence, form of expression ;—one round of a rope or

cord ;—an embellishment, marked thus r++/, formed

of appoggiaturas, and consisting of the principal note,

together with the note above and the semitone below,

the note above being sounded first, the principal note

next, and the semitone below last, the three being

performed very quickly.

Turn-bench, (turn'bensh) n. A small kind of iron

lathe for working in metal

Turncoat, (turn'kot) n. One who forsakes his party

or principles ; a renegade ; an apostate.

Turner, (turn'er) «. One who turns -.—especially, one

whose occupation is to form articles with a lathe ;—

a variety of pigeon.

Turnery, (turn'er-e) n. Art of fashioning solid bodies

into various forms by means of a lathe;—things or

forms made by a turner, or in the lathe.

Turning, (turn'ing) n. A winding ; a bending course;

flexure ; a corner, as of a street or road ;—deviation

from the way or proper course;—a manoeuvre by which

an enemy, or position, is turned;—act of forming solid

Nubstances into various forms by meanB of a lathe ;—

pi. Pieces detached in the process of turnery.

Turning-lathe, (turn'ing-lftTH) n, A lathe used by

turners to shape their work.

Turning-point, (turn'ing-point) n. The point upon

which a question turns, and which decides a case.

Turnip, (turnip) n, [W. turn, round, and viaip, a

turnip, A.-S. nape, L napus.) A plant much culti

vated on account of its solid, bulbous root, which is

valned as an articlo of food, especially for cattle.

Turnkey, (turnlte) n. A person who has charge of the

keys of a prison ; gaoler.

Turn-out, (turn'out) ». Act of coming forth ;—a short

side track on a railroad ; a shunt ;—an equipage ;—a

strike, as of workmen.

Turn-over, (turn'6-v$r) ft, Act or result of turning

over ;— a semicircular pie made by turning one half

of a circular crust over the other.

Turnpike, (turn'pik) ft. A frame consisting of two

bars (originally with sharpened ends), crossing each

other at right angles, and turning on a post or pin,

to hinder the passage of beasts, but admitting a person

to pass between the arms ;—a toll -gate or gate set across

a road;—a turnpike-road ;—in military ojfairs, a beam

full of spikes to obstruct the progress of an enemy.

Turnpike, (turn'pik) v. t. To form, as a road, in the

manner of a turnpike-road:—in,p. & pp. turapiked;

ppr. turnpiking.

Turnpike-road, (turn'pik-rod) n. A road on which

turnpikes or toU-gates are established by law.
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Turn-serving, (tumVrv-ing) a. Available ; useful ;

profitable.

Turnsole, (turn'sol) n. [F. tourneml, from tourner,

to turn, and L. tot.) Heliotrope—ao named became

its flower is supposed to turn toward the sun ;—a kind

of dye obtained from certain lichena ; archil.

Turnspit, (tum'spit) n. One who turns a spit ;—

hence, one engaged in tome menial office ;—a variety

of dog—so called from being formerly employed to

turn a spit jar h ; a turnpike in a foot-road.

Turnstile, (turn'stil) n. A revolving frame in a foot-

Turn-table, ( I unit. i M) a, A Urge revolving platform

for turning railroad cars, locomotives, Ac., in a dif

ferent direction.

Turpentine, (tur'pen-tln) n. [F. terfbenthine, from

I. terebintkinu*, of the turpentine-tree.} An oleo-

resinous substance exuding naturally or on incision

from several species of trees, chiefly those of the con

iferous kind.

Turpentine-tree, (tuypen-tin-tre) n. A tree of the

genus PUtaeia, a native of the eastern continent,

which yields a highly aromatic kind of turpentine.

Turpitude, (tur'pe-tud) n. [L. turpitudo, from turpi*,

foul, base.] Inherent baseness or vileneas of principle,

words, or actions ; extreme depravity ; essential

wickedness.

Turquois, (turltoiz) n. [F. turquoise, so called be

cause it came first from Turkey.] A mineral of

a peculiar bluish-green colour—it is susceptible of

a high polish, and used in jewellery.

Turret, (tur'et) n. [F. tourette, diminutive of tour, 1.

turrit, tower. J A small eminence or spire attached to

a building, and rising above it :—a small tower ;—

formerly, square wooden erections of several stories

in height, and moved on wheels, so as to serve in

making approaches to a besieged city, Ac.

Turret, (turet) v. t. To construct with turrets; to form

like a turret. [nished with turrets.

Turreted, (turet-ed) a. Formed like a tower ;—fur-

Turtle, (tur'tl)n. [F. tourterelle, from L. lurfur.] A

gallinaceous bird—called

also turtle-dove and turtle-

?<<[!■ on — it.- note is plaint-

ve and tender, ana it is

celebrated for the con

stancy of its affection.

Turtle, (tur'tl) n. Pro

bably corrupted from tor-

toiee, but thought by some

to be the same word as tho

preceding, transferred to

a tortoise—often restricted

to the large sea-tortoise.

Tuscan, (tus'kan) a. Pertaining to Tuscany in Italy;

—noti ng one of the five great orders

of architecture, which is distin

guished by its extreme simplicity,

by the absence of ornamentation in

the capital, and of fluting in the

column—synonymous with Doric.

Tuscan, (tus'kan) n. An inhabitant

of Tuscany ;—the onler of architec

ture so called.

Tush, (tush) interj. Pshaw I—an ex

clamation indicating check, rebuke,

or contempt. Tuscan Order.

Tusk, (tusk) n. [A. -8. tutc, tux.) The ,o»g, pointed,

and often protruding tooth ofoertain rapacious animals;

a fang ;—a fish of the cod family . tort th.

Tusked, (tuskt) a. Furnished with tusks.

Tussle, (tus'l) n. [From tou*U, touse, Ger. zaustn, to

pulL] A struggle ; a conflict; ascufBe.

Tussle, (tus'l) v. i. To struggle, as in sport or wrestling;

to scuffle. [checking or rebuking.

Tut. (tut) interj. Be still!— an exclamation used for

Tutelage, (tu'tel-ftj) h. [U tuteta, protection, from
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tueri, to watch, defend. } Guardianship ; protection—

applied to the person protecting ;—state of bexaz

under a guardian.

Tutelar, (tu'tel-ar) a. Having the charge of proteetiaf

a person or a thing ; guardian ; protecting:.

Tutor, (tutor) n. [L. tutor, from tueri, to watch, de

fend.] One who protects, watches over, or haa she

care of another;—in line, one who haa the charge of

a minor ; a guardian ;—a private or public teacher ;

—an instructor of a lower rank than a professor

Tutor, (tutor) v. (. To have the guardianship or care of;

to teach ; to instruct ;—to treat with authority or

severity ;—to discipline ; to correct :—imp. & " pp.

tutored; ppr. tutoring.

Tutorage, (tu'tor-aj) n. Office or occupation of a tutor ,

tutorship ; guardianship. [a governess.

Tutoress, (tu'tor-es)n. A female tutor; an instructress ;

Tutorial, (tu-td're-al) a. Belonging to or exercised by a

tutor.

Tutorship, (tiVtor-ship) n. The office of a tutor.

Tutti, (tut'te) n. pi. [It., from L. torus, pL fori, all.]

All ;—a direction for all the singers or plavers to per

form together. [responding to (**■*•*.

Tuwhit. (too'hwit) n. The cry of the owl—nsoallv cor-

Twaddle, (twodl) v. i. To talk in a weak and* aiHy

manner ; to prate.

Twaddle, (twodl) n. Silly talk ; senseless verbiage ;

gabble. [silly manner.

Twaddler, (twod'l^r) n. One who prates in a weak and

Twain, (twin) a. or n. [A.-S. turgen, twd, two, Ger.

neei. ] Two.

Twang, (twang) v.i. [Ger. straw, constraint, force]

To make the sound of a string which is stretched and

suddenly pnlled; to sound with a sharp, quick vibrat

ing noise ;—r. t. To make to sound, as by polling a

tense string and letting it go suddenly :—imp. & pp.

twanged; ppr. twanging.

Twang, (twang) n. A harsh, quick sonnd, like that

made by a stretched string when pulled said suddenly

let go ;—a kind of nasal sound of the voice : an afiVrted

intonation ;—a peculiar taste or flavour, generally a

disagreeable flavour. [China.

Twankay, (twangka) n. A species of green tea frvea

Tweak, (twek) v.t [A.-S. twieeian, to twitch, pull,

Ger. zvicken.} To pinch and pull with a sudden jerk

and twist ; to twitch. [distress.

Tweak, (twek) n. A sharp pinch or jerk ;—trouble ;

Tweed, (twed) n. A light, twilled cotton or woollen

stuff, used for summer clothing.

Tweedle, (twtdl) v. t. [Ger. dudetn, to play badly on

an instrument] To handle lightly—said with refer

ence to awkward fiddling : hence, to influence, as if

by fiddling: to coax : to allure.

Tweese, (twez) n. [F. etui.] A surgeon's box of in

struments :—also written tweett, tweeter.

Tweezers, (twvzVrz) n. pL [Eng. tweese.] A pair of deli

cate nippers ;—small pincers used to pluck out hairs,

&c.

Twelfth, (twelfth) a. The next succeeding the eleventh ;

—the ordinal of twelve ;—constituting one of twelve

equal parts into which any thing is divided.

Twelfth, (twelfth) n. One of twelve equal parte ;—as

interval comprising an octave and a fifth.

Twelfth-cake, (twelfth'kak) n. A cake or bun baked

for a twelfth-night party.

Twelfth-night, (twelfth'nTt) n The evening of the

twelfth day after Christmas or Epiphany, observed as

a festival.

Twelve, (twelv) a. [A. -8. tteelf, Go, tvaltf, from frc,

two, and lif, ten.] One more than eleven ; two and

ten ; twice six ; a dozen.

Twelve, (twelv) n. The sum of ten and two, or of twice

six ;—a symbol representing twelve units, as 12 or ul

Twelvemonth, (twelv munth) n. A year, which con

sist* of twelve calendar months.

Twelve-pence, (twelv'pens) n. A shilling sterling.
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Twelvepenny, (twelv'pen-o) a. Sold for a shilling;

worth twelve-pence.

Twentieth, (twen'te-eth) a. Next in order after the

nineteenth;—the ordinal of twenty;—constituting one

of twenty equal parts into which any thing is divided.

Twentieth, (twen'te-eth ) n. One of twenty equal parts ;

—an interval comprising two octaves and a sixth.

Twenty, (twen'te)a. [A. -8. tvdntig, from tiram, tteend,

two, and Go. tig, ten.] Twice ten ;—an indefinite num

ber—used proverbially.

Twenty, (twen'te) n. The number next following nine*

teen ; twice ten ;—a symbol representing twenty units,

as 20 or xx.

Twenty-fold, (twen'te-fdld) a. Twenty times as many.

Twice, (twis) adv. [O. Eng. twits, from two, with the

termination ofa genitive.] Two times; once and again;

—doubly ; in twofold quantity.

Twiddle, (twidl) v. U To touch lightly or play with ;

to tweedle ; to twirl with the fingers;—v. i. To play

or move with a tremulous motion ; to quiver.

Twifallow, (twi'fal-16) v.i. [A. -8. twi, two, and En§.

fallow.] To plough a second time—said of land that is

fallowed :—imp, & pp. twifaliowed ; ppr. twifallowing.

Twifallowing, (twi'fal-o-ing) n. Operation of ploughing

a second time before sowing.

Twig;, (twig) n. [A.-S. tirtg.] A small shoot or branch

of a tree or other plant of no definite length or size.

Twig, (twig) v. t. To beat with twigs ; to lash ;—to un

derstand the meaning of (colloquial) ;—to observe slyly.

Twiggen, (twig'en) a. Made of twigs or osiers; wicker.

Twiggy, (twig'e)a. Full of twigs; abounding with shoots.

Twigless, (twis/les) a. Having no twigs.

Twilight, (twrlit) n. [A.-S. tun, two, and Eng. light,

twednUdht, i.e., doubtful light.] The faint light per

ceived before the rising and after the setting of the

sun ;—hence, a dubious or uncertain view.

Twilight, (twilit) a. Imperfectly illuminated ; shaded;

obscure.

Twill, (twil) v. t. (From quilt, It. eu.UU, reed, Ger. zwil-

tieh, trellis work, from twillen, to separate in two.] To

weave, as cloth, so as to produce the appearance of

diagonal lines or ribs on the surface of.

Twill, (twil) n. An appearance of diagonal lines or ribs

produced in textile fabrics ;—a fabric woven with a

twill. [with ribs, bars, or ridges.

Twilled, (twild) a. Worked in twills or quills ; woven

Twin, (twin) n. [A.-S. twin, double, getwinne, twins.]

One of two produced at a birth by an animal that

ordinarily brings forth but one at a birth—used chiefly

in the >>/.;—one very much resembling another.

Twin, (twin) a. Being one of two born at a birth ;—

being one of a pair much resembling one another.

Twin-born, (twuVborn) a. Born at the same birth.

Twin-brother, (twin'bruTH-e.r) n. One of two brothers

who are twins.

Twine, (twin) v. t. [A.-S. Uetnan, from twi, two.] To

twist together; to form by twisting or winding of

threads ;—to wind about ; to embrace ; to entwine ;—

v.i. To unite closely or by complication of parts;—

to wind ; to bend ; to make turns '.—imp. A pp. twined ;

Jppy- twininr.

Twine, (twin) n. [D. twijn, Icel. tvinni, adouble thread.]

A twist ; a convolution ;—act of twining or winding

round ;—a strong thread composed of two or three

smaller threads or strands twisted together ; a small

cord or string.

Twinge, (twinj) v. t. [Ger. twingen, allied to tweak,

twitch, and twang.] To pull with a twitch ; to pinch ;

to tweak ;—to torment with pinching or sharp pains ;

—v. i. To have a sudden, sharp, local pain, like a

twitch :—imp. & pp. twinged ; ppr. twinging.

Twinge, (twinj) n, A pinch ; a tweak ; a twitch :—a

darting local pain of momentary continuance ;—a sharp

_rebuke ; ft prick, as of conscience.

ring, (twinj'ing) n. A sudden, sharp local pain ;

, of pinching or tormenting

Twinkle, (twingTd) v. i. [A.-8. twinclian.] To open

and shut the eye rapidly ; to blink ; to wink ;—to

sparkle; to flash at intervals ; to scintillate:—imp. &

vp. twinkled; ppr. twinkling.

Twinkle, (twing'kl) n. A closing or opening, or a quick

motion of the eye ; a wink ;—the time of a wink ;—a

twinkling ; a sparkling ; a shining with intermitted

tremulous light.

Twinkling, (twingkling) n. Act of that which twinkles;

a wink ; a scintillation ; a sparkling;—the time of

a wink ; a moment

Twinling, (twin'lingl n. [From twin.] A twin lamb.

Twin-like, (twinTik) a. Closely resembling ; being a

counterpart to another.

Twinned, (twind) a. Born at the same birth;—like, as

twins; paired; matched. [flutter ;—to simper.

Twire, (twir) v. i. To twitter; tochirp;—to quiver ; to

Twirl, (twerl) v. L [A.-S. thwiril, a flail, Ger. querlen,

allied to whirl] To move or whirl round ; to move

and turn rapidly with the fingers ;—v. i. To revolve

with velocity ; to be whirled round rapidly :—imp.

& pp. twirled ; ppr. twirling.

Twirl, (twerl) n. A rapid circular motion ; a whirl

ing; quick rotation ;— a twist ; convolution.

Twist, (twist) v. t. [A.-S. Uei*t, two, cloth of double

thread, from twi, two, Icel. tvUtr.] To oontort ; to

complicate ; to convolve ;—hence, to turn from the

true form or meaning ; to pervert ;—to wreathe ; to

wind ; to unite by intertexture of parts ;—hence, to

form ; to weave ;—to wind in ; to insinuate—used

reflexively ;—to unite by winding one thread, strand,

or other flexible substance round another;—to form

into a thread from many fine filaments ;—v. i. To be

contorted or united by winding round each other :

—imp. & pp. twisted; ppr. twisting.

Twist, (twist) n. Any thing formed by winding Btrands

round each other ;—a cord ; a string ;—a single strand

or ply of a cord or rope ;—a small roll of tobacco ;—

manner of twisting ; form given in twisting ;—con

tortion ; writhe ;—a convolution ; a bending.

Twister, (twister) n. One who twists ;—the instrument

used in twisting or making twists.

Twit, (twit) v.t. [A.-S. dtwitan, to reproach, from

iit, at, to, and wUan, to know.] To vex by bringing

to notice or reminding of a fault, defect, misfortune,

or the like ;—upbraid ; taunt :—imp. & pp. twitted ;

ppr. twitting.

Twitch, (twich) v. t [A.-S. twiccian.] To pull with a

sudden jerk ; to pluck with a short, quick motion ;

to snatch:—imp. & pp. twitched; ppr. twitching.

Twitch, (twich) n. A pull with a jerk ; a short, sud

den, quick pull ;—a sudden spastic contraction of the

fibres or muscles. [twitches.

Twitcher, (twich'er) n. One who or that which

Twitter, (twit'er) v. t. [D. hwettenn, Sw. qvittra.)

To make a succession of small, tremulous, intermitted

noises ;—to have a slight trembling of the nerves ;—to

titter ; to giggle :—imp. & pp. twittered ; ppr. twit

tering.

Twitter, (twit'er) n. One who twits or reproaches.

Twitter, (twit'er) n. A small, tremulous, intermitted

noise, like that made by a singing-bird;—a slight

trembling or agitation of the nerves ;—a half-sup

pressed laugh ; a titter ; a giggle.

Twittering, (twifer-ing) n. The act of one who or that

which twitters ; a state of slight excitement ;—the act

of uttering a succession of weak, interrupted sounds.

Twittingly, (twit'ing-Ie) adv. with taunting or up

braiding.

Twixt, (twikst). A contraction of betwixt.

Two, (tod) a. fA.-S. twegen, tied, two, L., G. duo,

Skr. cttri.] One and one.

Two, (too) u. The sum of one and one ;—a symbol re

presenting two units, as 2 or ii.

Two-edged, (too'ejd) a. Having two edges, or edges

on both Bides.
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Two-faced, (too'fOst) a. Having two faces ; insin

cere ; given to double dealing ; equivocating.

Twofold, (tod'xold) a. Doable ; duplicate ; multiplied

by two.

Twofold, (too'fold) adv. In a double degree ; doubly.

Two-handed, (toe-hand-ed) a. Having two band* ;

hence, stout ; strong ; powerful ;—used with both

hands ; requiring two hands to use it, as a sword.

Two-handled, (tod 'hand -Id) a. Having two handles

or projections to hold by or lift.

Two-legged, (tod/legd) a. Having two legs ; biped.

Two-pence, (too'peus, tup'ens) «. A small coin and

money of aoqpunt in England, equivalent to two

pennies.

Two-penny, (too'pen-e, tup'en-e) a. Of the value of

two-penoe ; hence, of little worth ; commou ; vulgar ;

mean.

Two-ply, (too'pll) a. [Prom two and ply.) Consisting

of two thicknesses ;—woven double, as cloth or car

peting, by incorporating two sets of threads of the

warp and two sets of the weft.

Two-tongued, (too'tungd) a. Double-tongued; deceitful

Tycoon, (ti-koon') n, [Japanese.] The political sove

reign of Japan.

Tye, (ti) a. A knot ; a tie,—a bond ; obligation.

Tye, (ti) v. f. To bind or fasten ; to tie.

Tying, (ti'ing) a. Binding ; fastening.

Tyke, (tDt) it. A dog, or one as contemptible as a dog ;

alike. [Scot.]

Tymbal, (tim'bal) n. [F. HmbaU, It. taballo, from

O. tuptrin, to beat.] A kind of kettle-drum.

Tympan, (tim'pan) n. [L. tympanum, a kettle-drum,

a panel of a door.] A panel ; a tympanum ;—in print

ing, a frame covered with parchment or cloth, on which

the blank sheets are put in order to be laid on the form

to be impressed. [panum ; drum-like.

Tympanio, (tiiu-pan'ik) a. Connected with the tyni-

Tympanites, (tim-pan-i'tes) n. An elastic distention

of the abdomen ; obstructed flatulence that swells the

body like a drum ; wind-dropsy.

Tympanixe, (tim-pan-ixO »• t. To stretch, as skin over

a drum ;—v. t. To beat the drum ; to play, as a

drummer.

Tympanum, (tim'pan-um) v. [L-, G. (vmpanon, a

kettle-drum.] Toe middle hollow portion of the ear,

separated by a membrane from the external passage ;

also, this membrane itself, on which atmospheric

vibrations act directly in producing sound—the drum

of the ear :—the naked face of a pediment ;—the die

of a pedestal ;—the panel of a door.

Tympany, (tim'pau-e) n. [Q. tumpanon, drum.] A

flatulent distention of the belly.

Type, (tip) n. [L. typus, 0. tupoi, root tup.] The

mark or impression of something , stamp ; emblem ;—

impressed form ; kind ; sort ; — the aggregate of

characteristic qualities ; the representative ; and tpe-

cijtcally, the ideal representation of a species or

group, combining its essential characteristics ;—the

order in which the symptoms of a disease exhibit

themselves and succeed each other ;—a figure or repre

sentation of something to come ; a token ; a sign : a

symbol ;—a raised letter, figure, accent, or other char

acter, cast in metal, or cut in wood ;—types In general

—spoken of collectively.

Type-founder, (tip'fomul-er) v. One who casts or

manufactures type.

Type-founding, (tip'rbund-ing) n. The art of forming

metallic types used by printers.

Type-foundry, (tip'found-re) n. A place for the manu

facture of types.

Type-metal, (ttp'met-al) n, A compound of lead and

antimony, used for making type—usually in a pro

portion of three to one.

Tphoid, (ti'foid) a. [0. tuphot, stupor from fever, and

eidos, form, likeness.] Of, pertaining to, or resem

bling typhus ; like typhus of a low grade.

Typhoon, (ti-foon') ». [L. typkon, G. tupkSn, a violent

whirlwind—so called because it was held to be tk

work of Ti/phon, a giant struck with lightning by

Jupiter, and buried under Mount iEtna.] A violaa

tornado or hurricane occurring in the Chinese seas ;—

sometimes, the simoom.

Typhus, (ti'fus) h. [L., from G. tuphot, smoke, stupor.]

A continuous fever attended with great pxostraxicc

and cerebral disorder.

Typical, (tip'ik-al) u. [L. typicui, G. tupito*, free

tupot, type.} Of the nature of a type : represent^

something by a form, model, or resemblance ; ee-

blematio ; figurative :—also written typic.

Typically, (tip'ik-al-le) adv. In a typicni manner;

figuratively. [being typical

Typicalness, (tip'ik-al-nes) n. State or quality of

Typification, (Up-if-ik-a'ahun) n. Act of reproeentira'

by an image, form, or figure.

Typify, (UpVff) v. t. (G. tupot, type, arid I_ /atrrr.

to make.] To represent by an image, form, model,

or resemblance ; to prefigure ; to show in exnbiezn :

—imp. & pp. typified ; ppr. typifying.

Typographer, (ti-pog'ra-fjr) a. A printer.

Typographical, (tJ-po-grafik-al) a. Pertaining w

typography or printing ; emblematic :—aJao written

typographic.

Typographically, (ti-po-grafik-al-le) adv. By meant

of type ; after the manner of printers ;—exuhksnafc-

cally ; figuratively.

Typography, (ti-pog'ra-fe) n. [G. cttpot, type, and

graphein, to write.] The art of printing, or the oper

ation of impressing type on paper ;—emblex&atk,

figurative, or hieroglyphic representation.

TypoiofTi (ti-pol'd-ie) n. [G. tupot, type, and lopsf,

discourse.] A discourse or treatise on types: tb*

doctrine of types as taught in Scripture.

Tyrannical, (ti-ran'ik-al) a. [L. tyrannical] Of or

pertaining to a tyrant ; unjustly severe in govern

ment :—imperious ; despotic ; arbitrary.

Tyrannically, (ti-ran'ik-al-le) adv. In a tyrannical

manner. [disposition or practice.

Tyxanrticalnesa, (ti-ranVkal-nee) n. A tyrannical

Tyrannicide, (ti-nm'e-sid) u, |'L. tyrannicidHum, the

killing of a tyrant, tyrannicida, the killer of s

tyrant.] Act of killing a tyrant ;—one who kills s

tyrant.

Tryannize, (tir/an-lx) v. i To act the tyrant : to

exercise arbitrary power ;—v. t. To subject to arbi

trary, oppressive, or tyrannical treatment ; to oppress

—imp. & pp. tyrannixed ; ppr. tyrannizing:.

Tyrannous, ( tir'an-un) a. Tyrannical ; arbitrary ;

despotic.

Tyrannoualy, (tir'an-us-le) adv. With despotic ruk

or authority ; arbitrarily; cruelly : severely.

Tyranny, (tlr'an-e) n. [G. turannia.] Gorernroest

or authority of a tyrant ; arbitrary or despotic exer

cise of power ;—cruel government or discipline .-—se

verity ; rigour.

Tyrant, (trrant) n. [L. tyranntu, G. ftcrannee, as

absolute sovereign.] An absolute ruler, or one un

restrained by law or constitution ;—a monarch, or

other ruler or master, who uses power to oppress hu

subjects ; a despotic ruler ; a cruel master ; an op

pressor.

Tyri*11* (tir/e-an) a. Pertaining to Tyrt ox ita people,

—being of a purple colour, like a celebrated dye

formerly prepared at Tyre.

Tyro, (tiro) n. [L. tiro.] A beginner in learning ; one

in the rudiments of any branch of study ; a novitiate ;

—a person imperfectly acquainted with a subject

Tyrolese, (ti'rMea) a. Belonging to the Tyrol

Tyrolese, (tiro-lex) n. A native or inhabitant of the

TyroL

Tsar, (tsar) n, [From CteaorJ The emperor of Russia:

—more commonly written Czar.

Tsarina, (tsa-rO'na) n. The empress of Russia.
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u.

U(u) is the the twenty-first letter and the fifth rowel

in the English alphabet. Its true primary

sound in Anglo-Saxon, was the sound which it still

retains in moat of the languages of Europe—that of oo

in cool, tooL This sound was changed to that of

eu or yu, as in Duke, unite, union, uniform, annuity,

in the attempt made to introduce the Norman-French

language into common use in England. Besides

these two sounds, « has also two other sounds, a long

sound as in bull, full, and a short sound as in run,

sun, &c. The vowel u has a close affinity to the con

sonant v, and these two letters were formerly con

founded in writing and printing.

TJberous, (u'ber-u.i) a. fF. ubereuz, L. uber.] Fruit

ful ; copious ; abundant ; plentiful.

liberty, (u'ber-te) n. [L. uberta.i.) Abundance;

fmit fulness; plentifulness.

Ubiety, (u-bi'e-tc) n, [L. ubietat, from vbi, where.]

State of being in a place; local relation or apposition ;

wkereiuu.

Ubiquitarian, (u-bik-we-tilr'o-an) a. [F. vbiquitaire. ]

One of a school of Lutheran divines who held that

the body of Christ is present every where, and

especially in the eucharist, in virtue of his omnipres

ence.

Ubiquitary, (fi-bik'we-tar-e) a. [L. ubique, every

where, from ubi, where.] Existing every where, or

in all places; ubiquitous,

Ubiquitous, (u-bik'we-tua) a. Existing or being every

where ; omnipresent.

Ubiquity, (u-bik'we-te) n. [L. ubique, every where.]

Existence in all places at the same time; omni

presence.

Udal, (u'dal) n. [I eel. odal, a hereditary estate, Swed.

(Hlal, Dan. odel.) A freehold in the Shetland Isles ;

property held by udal or allodial right : — also

udaller.

Udaiman, (u'dal-raan) n. A freeholder in the Shetland

Isles; one who holds property by udal or allodial right.

Udder, (ud'?r) n. [A.-S. uder, h. uber, Skr. udhar.]

The gland of a female mammal in which the milk is

secreted for the nourishment of the young ;—the dug

or teat of a cow or other large female animal.

Uddered, (ud'erd) a. Furnished with udders.

Uglily, (ngle-le) adv. In an ugly manner ; with defor

mity ;—basely ; wickedly.

Ugliness, (ugle-nes) n. Quality of being ugly ; want

of beauty ;—turpitude of mind ; moral depravity ;—

also, ill-nature ; crossness.

Ugly, (ug^e) a. [A.-S. egle, troublesome, hateful, Go.

oou, base, dgjan, to frighten. J Offensive to the sight ;

of disagreeable or loathsome aspect ; — ill-natured ;

cross-grained.

Ukase, (Q-kaO n. fRuss. uld*.] In Russia, an imperial

order having the force of law.

Ulcer, (ul'ser) n. [L. ulcus, ulceri*.] A sore dis

charging pus, originating generally in a constitutional

disorder.

Ulcerate, (ul'ser-at) v. i. To become ulcerous;—v. t. To

affect with an ulcer or with ulcers :—imp. & pp. ulcer

ated ; ppr. uloerating.

Ulceration, (ul-se. r-.Vshun) n. Process of forming into

an ulcer; state of being ulcerated;—an ulcer; a morbid

■ore discharging pus, Ac. [ated.

Ulcered, (uTaerd) a. Having become ulcerous; ulcer-

Ulcerous, (uTser-us) a. Having the nature or character

of an ulcer ;—affected with an ulcer or with ulcers.

Ukerously, (ul'ser-us-le) adv. In an ulcerous manner.

Ulcerousness, (uTsgr-us-nes) n. The state of being

ulcerous. |

Uliginous, (u-lij'in-us) a. [L. uliginotux, from vXigo,

moisture.] Muddy; slimy; oozing out slime.

Ullage, (iil'ai) n. [F. eullage, from cuxUer, D. vullen,

to filLJ That quantity which a cask wants of being

full.

Ulmaceous, (ul-ml'she-us) a. [L. ulmua, an elm.] Of

or pertaining to an order of trees, of which the elm is

the type.

Ulmine, (ul'min) n. A vegetable add exuded by the

elm, oak, and other trees :—also called ulmic acid.

Ulmus, (ui'mus) n. A genus ofexogenous trees cultivat

ed for their timber ; the elm.

Ulna, (ulna) n. [L. ulna. G. dim?, the elbow.] The

larger of the two bones of the fore-arm.

Ulnar, (ulnar) a. Pertaining to the ulna.

Ulterior, (ul-tfi're-or) a. [L. ulterior, comparative of

ulter, beyond or on the other side.] Situated beyond

or on the further side ;—further; remoter; more dis

tant ; succeeding.

Ultimate, (ul'te-mat) a. [L. ultimatum, from uliimus,

the furthest.] Furthest; most remote;—last in a train

of progression or consequences ;—incapable of further

analysis, division, or separation ; constituent ;—ex

treme ; conclusive.

Ultimate, (ulte-mat) v. t. h i. To come or bring to an

end or issue; to end:—imp. & pp. ultimated ; ppr. ulti-

mating. [end.

Ultimately, (ul'te-mat-le) adv. Finally; at last; in the

Ultimatum, (ul-te-ma'tum) n. [I., j A final proposition

or condition ;—especially, the final propositions, con

ditions, or terms offered as the basis of a treaty.

Ultimo, (ul'te-md) n. [h. (sc. menu), in the last month.]

The last month preceding the present—often con

tracted to utt.

Ultra, (ul'tra) a. [L. from ulter, beyond or on the other

side.] Disposed to go beyond others or beyond due

limit ; radical ; extreme. [an ultraist.

Ultra, (ul'tra) n. One who advocates extreme measures;

Ultraism, (urtra-izm) n. Principles of men who advo

cate extreme measures.

Ultraist, (ul'tra-ist) n. One who pushes a principle or

measure to extremes ; a radical or ultra.

Ultramarine, (ul-tra-ma-rin') o. [L. ultra, beyond, and

marinu$t marine. ] Situated or being beyond the sea.

Ultramarine, (ul-tra-ina-rt-n') ». A blue pigment ob

tained originally by powdering the lapis-lazuli, but

now made artificially.

Ultramontane, (ul-tra-mon'tan) a. [L. ultra, beyond,

and montanut, from mons, mantis, mountain.] Being

beyond the mountains or Alps in respect to the one

who speaks ;—belonging to the Italian or extremely

popish party of the Roman Catholic Church.

Ultramontane, (ul-tra-mon'tan) n. An adherent or

advocate of extreme or ultra-popish views.

Ultramontanism, (ul-tra-mon't&n-ixm) n. The prin

ciples of those who maintain extreme views as to the

pope's supremacy ; — the endeavour to render the

Gallican and other national Catholic churches more

subservient to the Romish see.

Ultramontanist, (ul-tra-mon't&n-ist) n. One who holds

to ultramontanism.

Ultramundane, (ul-tra-mun'dan) a. [L. ultra, beyond,

and wundus, the world.] Being beyond the world, or

beyond the limits of our system.

Ultra-tropical, (ul'tra-trop'ik-al) a. Situated beyond or

outside of the tropics ; tropical temperature.

Ultroneous, (ul-tro'ne-us) a. [L. ultroneus.] Spon

taneous ; voluntary ; done of one's own will or consent.

Ululate, (ul'n-lat) v. i. [L. ululare, ululatum, allied to

G. ololuuin.] To howl, as a dog or wolf.

_
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Ululaiion, (ul-G-li shun) n. A howl, as of the wolf or

dog.

Umbel, (um'bel) n. [L. umbella, a little shadow, umbra,

shade.} A kind of flower-cluster 111

which the flower-stalks spread mi

erately from a oommon point, ;i

form a common plane or convaiiM

•urface above, as in the carrot.

Umbellate, (um-ber&t) a. It*-;* ri

umbels , pertaining to an umbel

Umbelliferous, (um-bel-if'er-us) «.

[L. umbell{fer, from umbella and

ftrre, to bear.] Producing the in-

florescence called an umbel; bearing

umbels. Umbel.

Umber, (um'ber) n. Tlie Scopus umbrctta, a grallatorial

bird of the heron family,

inhabiting Africa ;—a fish

of the salmon family ; a

grayling.

Umber, (um'ber) h. |'l

umbra, shade, or from

Umbria, a district in Italy,

where it is said to lm

been first obtained] An

ochreous ore of iron, of a

brown or blackish-brown "~^H4e^~~

colour, often used as a pig

ment. Umber.

Umber, (uniTicr) v. t. To colour with umber ; to shade

or darken.

Umbilioal.fum-bil'ik-al) a. (I. umbilicus, 0. omphalos.]

Of or pertaining to the navel.

Umbilicus, (um-biTik-us) u, [L.] A round cicatrix

about the median line of the abdomen ; the navel ;—

the scar left where the stalk of the seed separates from

the base ; hilum.

Umbles. (una'blz) n. pi. The entrails of a deer ;—hence,

sometimes, entrails in general.

Umbo, (um'bo) n. j I. | Pointed boas, or protuberant

part of a buckler or shield ;—in concholoay, the point

situated above the hinge of a bivalve shell.

Umbrage, fum'braj) n. [h. umbra, a shade.] Shade :

shallow ;—hence, that which affords a Bhade, as a screen

of trees ;—the feeling of being overshadowed; jealousy

of another, as standing in one's light or way ;—hence,

suspicion of injury ; offenoe ; resentment.

Umbrageous, (um-brftj$-us) a. |T. umbiatieus, from

umbra, a shade.] Forming or affording a shade ;—

shady ; shaded ;—hence, obscure.

Umbrageously, (um-bra'je-us-le) adv. Shadily ; ob

scurely, [being umbrageous ; shadiness.

Umbrageousness, (um-bra'je-us-nes) n. The state of

Umbrate, (um'brat) v. f. [I., unbare.] To shade ; to

shadow ;—to foreshadow ; to typify.

Umbrella, (um-brel'a) n. [L. umbra, a shade, umbella,

a sun-shade.] A shade or screen carried in the hand

for sheltering the person from the rays of the sun, or

from rain or snow.

Umpirage, (um'pir-&J) n. Power of an umpire to de

cide ;—decision of an umpire ; arbitrament

Umpire, (um'pir) n. [F. impair, nompair, uneven—

i.e., a third, L. par.] A third person to whose sole

decision a controversy or question between parties is

leferred ;—a third person who is to decide a contro

versy or question submitted to arbitrators, in case of

their disagreement ; referee. [umpire.

Umpireahip, (um'pir-ship) n. Office or authority of an

Un, (un). [A.-S. nn, on, Go., Ger. us, L. in..] A

negative prefix of very wide application. It may be

attached at will to almost any English adjective, or

participle used adjectively, or adverb, from which it

may be desired to form a corresponding negative ad

jective or adverb, while it is also prefixed to less

numerous classes of nouns and verbs. [fused.

Dnabaahed, (un-a-bashf) a. Not confounded or cou-

Not lessened in strength or

[•assisted or aided.

a. Not supported ; net

Not permanent ; tea-

Unabated, (un-a-but'ed) a.

violence ; undiminished.

Unabetted, (un-a-bet'ed)

Unabiding, (un-a-biding)

porary ; fleeting.

Unabiured, (un-ab-joord') a. Not renounced on oath

Unable, (un-ft'bl) a. Not able , not having sumcusBt

strength, means, knowledge, skill, or the like; im

potent, [rnaining in force.

naboUshed, (un-a-bol'isht) a. Not repeated; r. ■

Unabridged, (uu-a-bnjt ) a. Not vhortened iff

curtailed ; entire ; complete. [forgives

Unabsolved, ( un-ab-solvd') a. Not acquittal or

nabsorbed, (un-ab-sorbdO a. Not absorbed or imbibed.

Unaccented, (un-ak-sen'ted) a. Having no accent

Unacceptable, (un-ak-eepta-bl) a. Not acceptable;

not pleasing; not welcome.

Unaccepted, (uu-ak-eepfed) «. Not received ; rejected

naccommodating. (uu-ak-kom 'o-dat-ing) a. Nat

i-eady to oblige ; uncompliant

Unaccompanied, (un-ak-kum pan-id) a. Having ne

attendants or followers ;—played or sung without as

Mccompanimeut

Unaccomplished, (un-ak-kom'plisht) a. Not accom

plished or performed ; also, not refined or pcli&hed by

culture.

Unaccountable, (un-ak-kount a-bl) a. Not accountable!

or responsible;—not to be accounted for; inexplicaUe.

Unaccountably, (un-ak-kount'a-ble) adv. In an unac

countable manner ; strangely.

Unaccustomed, (nn-ak-kus'tuuid) a. Not accustomed

to ; not familiar with ; not yet habituated to.

Unachievable (un-a-cheVa-bl) a. That- cannot be ac

complished [attained.

Unachieved, (un-a-chevd') a. Not accomplished or

Unacknowledged, (un-ak-nol'ejd) a. Not owned or

recognized ; not avowed. [unfamiliar.

Unacquainted, (un-akdewanted) a. Not acquainted;

Unacquitted, (un-ak-kwit'ed) a. Not *et free; not

declared to be innocent {**•*?

Unacted, (un-ak'ted) a. Not performed, not put onths

Unadjusted, (un-ad-justed) a. Not settled or regulat

ed ; not liquidated. [liahed ; plain ; *impk.

Unadorned, (un-a-dornd') a. Not decorated or «nM-

Unadvisable, (un-ad-vura-bl) a. Not advisable ; net

to be recommended ; inexpedient [manner.

Unadviaably, (un-ad-vir/a-ble) adv. Iu an unadvisabi*

Unadvised, (un-ad-vizd')fi. Notadvised;—done without

due consideration ; imprudent ; rash.

Unadvisedly, (un-ad-vic'ed-le) adv. Without das

consideration ; imprudently ; indiscreetly.

Unaffected, (un-af-fekt'ed) a . Not affected or moved ;

—not artificial or formal: simple; natural

Unaffectedly, (un-af-fekt'ed-le) adv. In an unaffected

manner ; really ; without disguise.

Unaffecting, (un-af-fekt'ing) a. Not pathetic; not

touching or moving the feelings.

Unaided, (un-ad'ed) a. Not assisted ; not helped.

Unaiming, (un-am'ing) a. Having no particular aim

or direction. [alienated; not transfcrabla.

Unalienable, (un-al'yen -a-bl) a. That cannot he

Unalarmed, (un-a-larmd' ) <i Not disturbed.

Unallied, (un-a-ho") a. Having no alliance by treaty or

by marriage ; having no influential connection.

Unallowable, (un-a-low'a-bl) a. That cannot be per

mitted or granted [by foreign admixture.

Unalloyed, (uu-al-loid') a. Not alloyed ; not reduced

Unalterable, (uu-al'ter-a-bl) o. Incapable of change ;

unchangeable ; immutable. [variably.

Unalterably, <un-al'ter-a-ble) ade, Unchangeable :i-

Unambiguous, (un-am-big'u-us) o. Not ambiguous;

not of doubtful meaning ; plain ; clear ; certain.

Unambitious, (un-am-bish'e-ua) a. Not aspiring , vi>id

of ambition ; not affecting pomp or show.

Unamenable, (un* a -men'a-bl) a. Not amenable or

responsible.
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Unamended, (un-a-mend'ed) a. Not amended ; un

improved, [adapted to gain affection ; unlovely.

Unamiable, (un -a' me- a-bl) «. Not amiable; not

Unanimity, (u-na-ium e-te) n. [L. unanimitas.] State

of being unanimous ; agreement in opinion or deter

mination.

Unanimous, (u-nan'e-mua) a. [L. unus and animus.]

Of one mind; agreeing in opinion or determination;

formed with the agreement of all.

Unanimously, (u-nan'e-mus-le) adv. In a unanimous

manner. [tempered by heat.

Unannealed, (un-an-neid') a. Not annealed ; not

Unannounced, ( un - an - nounst ' ) a. Not declared or

proclaimed. [having received extreme unction.

Unanointed, (un-a-noiut'ed) a. Not anointed;—not

Unanswerable, (un-an'ser-a-bl) a. Not answerable ;

not capable of refutation.

Unanswerably, (un-an'ser-a-ble) adv. In a manner

not be to answered ; beyond refutation.

Unappalled, (un -ap-pawld') a. Undaunted: not

impressed with fear.

Unapparent, (un-ap-pa'rent) a. Not visible ; obscure.

Unappealable, (un-ap-peTa-bl) a. Not admitting of

appeal ; incapable of being carried to a higher court.

Unappeasable, (un-ap-peYa-bl) a. Implacable ; that

cannot be pacified.

Unappeaaed, (un-ap-pezd') a. Not pacified.

Unapplied, (u u-.ip-plid') a. Not applied or used accord

ing to their destination, as funds. [or esteemed.

Unappreciated, (un-ap-pre'she-a-ted) a. Notduly valued

Unapprehended, (un-ap-pre-hen'ded) a. Not under

stood ;—not taken into custody.

Unapprised, (un-ap-prizd') a. Not previously informed.

Unapproachable, (un-ap-prdch'a-bi) a. Inaccessible.

Unappropriated, (uu-ap-prd'pre-at-ed) a. Not assigned

or directed to be applied to a specific use, as funds,

,'.e. ;—not annexed to a college or other ecclesiastical

corporation, as a benefice.

Unapproved, (uo-ap-proovd') a. Not approved.

Unapt, (un-aptf) a. Not apt ; not ready to learn ;

not qualified or fit ; unsuitable.

Unaptly, (un-apt'le) adv. Unfitly ; improperly.

Unarmed, (un-armu") a. Not furnished with arms, ar

mour, or defence.

Unarraigned, (un-ar-rftnd') a. Not brought to trial.

Unarrayed, (un-ar-rad') u. Not dressed or adorned.

Unarrested, (un-ar-rested) a. Not stopped or checked

in its course ;—not apprehended, as a criminal.

Unascertainaole, (un-as-er-tan'a-bl) a. That cannot be

known or reduced to a certainty.

Unascertained, (un-as'er-tand) a. Not certainly known;

—not reduced to a certainty.

Unasked, (un-askf) a. Unsolicited.

Unaspixated, (un-as'pi-rat-ed)a. Not having an aspirate.

Unaspiring, (un-as-jii-'ing) a. Not ambitious.

Unassailable, (un-as-saTa-bl) a. That cannot be at

tacked ; impregnable.

Unassailed, (uti-as-eAld') a. Not attacked or assaulted.

Unassayed, (un-as-sadO a. Unattempted.

Unassessed, (un-as-sesf) a. Not rated or taxed accord

ing to a fixed rate.

Unassignable, (nn-as-sin'a-bl) a. That cannot be trans

ferred by endorsement ; not negotiable.

Unassinulated, (un-as-sim'il-at-ed) a. Not assimi

lated ;—not united with or absorbed in the proper

fiuids or solids of the body, as food.

Unassisted, (un-as-sist'ed) a. Not aided or helped,

Unassociated, (un-as-ecVshe-at-ed) a. Not united in

company or society with ; unconnected.

Unassuming, (uu-as-eum'ing) a. Not assuming ; not

bold or forward.

Unatoned, (un-a-t6nd/) a. Not expiated.

Unattached, (un-at-tachf) a. Not adhering; notunited;

—not arrested ;—not joined in affection.

Unattainable, (un-at-tan'a-bl) a, Incapable of being

attained or gained ; out of reach.

Unattempted, (un-at-tempt'ed) a. Not tried.

Unattended, (un-at-tend'ed) a. Unaccompanied ; for

saken.

Unattested, (un-at-tes'ted) a. Not signed or witnessed;

without attestation. [lured.

Unattracted, (un-at-trak'ted) a. Not attracted or al-

Unattraotive, (un-at-trak'tiv) a. Not inviting or allur

ing ;—uninteresting.

Unauthorized, (un-aw'thor-izd) a. Not properly com"

missioned;—not supported by authority.

Unavailing, (un-a-varing) a. Of no avail; not having

the effect desired; ineffectual : useless.

Unavenged, (un-a-venjd') a. Not avenged or revenged.

Unavoidable, (uu-a-void'a-bl) a. Not avoidable;—not

to be shunned ;—necessary ; inevitable.

Unavoidably, (un-a-void'a-ble) adv. Necessarily ; in

evitably, [inattentive.

Unaware, (un-a-waV) a. Not aware; without thought;

Unaware, (un-a-warO adv. Without previous design or

preparation ; suddenly ; unexpectedly.

Unawed, (un-awd^a. Unrestrained by fear or reverence.

Unbalanced, (uii-bal'anst) a. Not balanced; notlnequi-

poise ;—not adjusted ; not brought to an equality of

debt and credit ;—unsteady ; unsound.

Unbaptized, (un-bap-tizd') a. Not baptized.

Unbar, (un-bar') v. t. To remove a bar or bars from ;

to unfasten ; to open. [dured.

Unbearable, (un-bar'a-bl) a. Intolerable ; not to be en-

Unbeaten, (nn-bet'n) a. Untrodden ;—not beaten.

Unbecoming, (un-be-kum'ing) a. Not becoming ; im

proper for the person or character: indecorous.

Unbefitting, (un-be-fifing) o. Not becoming; unseemly.

Unbegotten, (un-be-got'n) a. Not begot ; not generated;

especially, having never been generated; having al

ways been self-existent.

Unbeknown, (un-be-non') a. Not known : unknown.

Unbelief, (un-be-lef) n. The withholding of belief ; in

credulity ;—especially, disbelief of divine revelation,

or in a divine providence or scheme of redemption ;

want of faith ; distrust ; doubting.

Unbeliever, (un-b5-leVer) n. One who does not be

lieve ; one who discredits revelation, or the mission,

character, and doctrines of Christ.

Unbelieving, (un-be-leVing) a. Not believing ;—dis

crediting divine revelation, or the mission, character,

and doctrines of Christ.

Unbend, (un-bend1) v. t. To free from flexure ; to make

straight ;—to remit from a strain or from exertion ;

to set at ease for a time ; to relax ;—to unfasten from

the yards and stays, as sails ;—to cast loose or untie,

as a rope.

Unbending, (un-bend'ing) a. Not suffering flexure ;—

unyielding; resolute; rigid; inflexible.

Unbendingly, (un-bend'ing-le) adv. In an unbending

manner ; obstinately. [seemly.

Unbeseeming, (un-be-afim'ing) a. Unbecoming; un-

Unbias, (un-bi'as) v. t. To free from bias or prejudice.

Unbidden, (un-bid'n) a. Not commanded ;—spontane

ous; voluntary;—not invited.

Unbind, (un-bmd') v. (. To remove a band from ; to

untie ; to unfasten ; to loose.

Unbleached, (un-blechf) a. Not bleached or whitened.

Unblemished, (un-blem'isht) a. Not blemished ; free

from turpitude, reproach, or deformity : pure; spotless.

Unblenohing, (uu-blensh'ing) a. Not shrinking or

flinching ; firm.

Unblest, (un-blesf) a. Not blest ; excluded from bene

diction ;—wretched ; unhappy.

Unblushing, (un-blush'ing) a. Not blushing ; desti

tute of shame ; bold-faced ; impudent.

Unbolt, (un-bolf) v. t To remove a bolt from ; to un

fasten ; to open.

Unbolted, (un-bolt'ed) a Not having the bran or coarse

port separated by a bolter ; not bolted ; unsifted.

unbookish, (un-book'ish) «. Not studious or fond of

reading ;—not cultivated by erudition.
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Unborn, (on-born') a. Not born ; not brought into life ;

still to appear ; future. [one's own.

Unborrowed, (nn-bor'rod) a. Genuine ; native ; being

Unbosom, (un-boo'zum) v.t. To disclose freely ; to re

veal in confidence. [not finding a purchaser.

Unbought, (un-bawtO a. Obtained without money ;—

Unbound, (unbound') a. Not bound: in sheets; loose;

—not tied by obligation.

Unbounded, (un-bound'ed) a. Having no bound or

limit : unlimited in extent ;—having no check or con

trol ; unrestrained.

Unboundedly, (un-bound'ed-le) adv. In an unbounded

manner ; without bounds or limits. [rotis.

Unbounteous, (un-bountfe-us) a. Not liberal or gene-

Unbowed, (un-bowd') a. Not bent.

Untowel, (un-bow'el) v. f. To deprive of the ontrails ;

to eviscerate. [to loose.

Unbrace, (un-bribr*) v.t. To free from tension; to relax;

Unbi-aid, (un-brid') v.t. To separate the strands of;

to undo, as a braid.

Unbranched, (un-bransht') a. Not shooting into

branches:—-also unbranehing. [for breathing.

Unbreathable,(un-breTH'a-b])a. Not respirable ; unfit

Unbreathed, (un-breTHd') a. Not exercised.

Unbred, (un-bredO a. Not well bred; rude: uneducated:

unpolished. [fluenced by money or gifts.

Unbribed. (un-briW) o. Not bribed ; not hired or in-

Unbridled, (un-bridld) a. Loosed from the bridle, or

as from the bridle ; hence, unrestrained ; violent.

Unbroken, (nn-brc/kn) a. Not broken or violated ;—

untamed ; untaught ;—unsubdued ;—whole ; entire.

Unbrotherly,(un-bruTH'er-le)a. Unbecoming a brother;

unkind ; unlike the character and relation of a brother.

Unbruised, (un-brusd') a. Not bruised ; unhurt.

Unbuckle, (un-bukl) v. t. To loose from buckles ; to

unfasten.

Unburden, (un-burun) v.t. To relieve from a bur

den or burdens ;—to throw of :—figuratively, to ease,

as the mind or heart, by disclosing the cause of trouble,

grief, &c. :—also written unburtken,

Unburied, (un-beVed) a. Uninterred ; not honoured

with funeral rites.

Unburnt, (un-burntf) a. Not consumed by fire ;—not

scorched ;—not baked, as brick.

Unbutton, (un-bufn) v. t. To loose the buttons of.

Uncage, (un-kaJO v. /. To loose from, or as from a

cage ; to set free.

Uncalled, (nn-kawkT) a. Not summoned or invited ;

—not required or demanded, with for.

Uncandid, (un-kan'did) a. Void of candour; not

frank or sincere :—not fair or impartial.

Uncanonical, (un-ka-non'fk-al) a. Not agreeable to

the canons ; not recognized as authentic.

Uncanonized, (un-kan'on-izd) a. Not canonized ;—

not raised to the rank of a saint

Uncared, (un-kird') a. Not regarded ; not attended

to—with for. [covering ;—to strip ; to flay.

Uncase, (un-kas^) v. t. To disengage from a case or

Unceasing, (un-ses'ing) c. Continual ; uninterrupted.

Unceasingly, (un-seVing-le) adv. Without intermission

or cessation ; continuously.

Uncensured, (un-sen'shoord^ a. Free from public

reproach ; unblamed ; unreproved.

Unceremonious, (mi-scr-o-niu'ne-us) a. Not ceremoni

ous or formal ;—plain ; easy.

Uncertain, (un-aeytan) a. Not certain ; not positively

known ;—not to be depended upon ;—not having

certain knowledge ;—not sure of the direction or the

result ; doubtful ; insecure.

Uncertainty, (un-ser'tftn-te) n. State of being uncer

tain ; doubtfulness ; dubiousness ; — contingency ;—

want of certainty;—something unknown or undeter

mined, [finement, or slavery.

Unchain, (un-c-h'm') v. t. To free from chains, con-

Unchallenged, (un-ohal'enjd) a. Not objected to;

—not called to account ;—not summoned to fight.

Unchangeable, (un-chanj'a-bl) a. Not sabjes -

change or variableness ; immutablei.

Unchangeableneas, (on-chanj 'a-bl-nea) *. lasas-

bility;—state or quality of being not ssbjaR i

change.

Uncharitable, (un-charVta-bl) a. Not chanaa

contrary to charity; severe in judging.

Unchaste, (un-chist") a. Not chaste ; not coariier

not pure ; libidinous : lewd.

Unchastely, (un-chistle) adv. In an ir^Nr"** o*£t-"

incontinently; lewdly.

Unchastity, (un-cha*'t*-te) n. Want of chastity ; itw

Unchecked, (un-chekf) a. Unrestrained ; not hste-i

—not contradicted. [divers^*

Unchequered, (un - chek'erd) a. Not cheque:

Unchristian, (un - krist' van) a. Not Chxatisa . v

converted to the Christian faith;—nnhtrwr ~:i

Christian.

Unchurch, (un -church') v. t. To expel from a c£ec

to deprive of the character and rites of a chnrck

Uncial, (un'she-al) n. An uncial letter.

Uncial, (un'she-al) a. [L. unciaXit.) Pertaitsr •

a species of character of a large six*, ccssptui--

between the capital and smaller letters.

Unciform, (un'se-form) a. [L. uncus and forme-] Br

ing a curved or hooked form.

Uncircumcision, (un-ser-kum-sizbAin) n. Abseu* "

want of circumcision ;—those who are not ci

Uncivil, (un-fii v'il) a. Not civil or civilised ?

plaisant ; not courteous ; rude.

Uncivilized, (un-siv'il-izd) a. Not civilized; act >

claimed from savage life. Jra*.?

Uncivilly, (un - siv ' il - le) adv. In an uncivfl bmsu~

Unclad, (un-klad')a. Not clad ; not clothed.

Unclaimed, (un-klaind') a. Not claimed or deaaoi*

Unclasp, (un-klasp*) v. t. To open or loots, ** **s

is fastened with a clasp.

Unclaasical, (un - klas ' ik - al) a. Not classical, l'

according to the manner or idiom of the bat

standard writers.

Uncle, (ung'kl) n. [L. avunculus.] The bn&x

one's father or mother.

Unclean, (nn-klen/) a. Not clean; foul ; dirty : £^'

—ceremonially impure ;—morally impure : mxdsL

Uncleanness, (un-klen'nes) w. Want of classa*

dirtiness; foulness; lewdness; incontinwnoa

Unclerioal, (un-kler'ik-al) a. Unbecoming tn* cs*r

or clerical character.

Unclog, (un-klogO v. t. To disencumber ; to free r-

encumbrances, or any thing that retard* metka-

Unclose, (un-klftz7) v. t. To open ; to break tk* s»

of ;—to disclose ; to lay open. [ing ; to lay fcc

Unclothe, (un-kloTii') v. t. To strip or divest of cfc

Unclouded, (un-kloud'ed) a. Free frazn ckmck; =-■

veiled ; clear ; not darkened or obscured by esse*

Uncocked, (un-kokf) a. Not cocked, as a. gua ;-*

turned up at the brim, as a hat. [of t r*?

Uncoil , (un-koil') v. t. To unwind or opes ths stnx

Uncoined, (un-koindO a. Not coined.

Uncoloured, (un-kul'erd) a. Not coloured, r*t^

or dyed;—not heightened or embellished indst"

tion. [unseemly; unbecca^*

Uncomely, (un-kumHe) a. Not comely or gnct-

Uncomfortable, (im -kum'fort-a-bl) a- Not txs^^*

able ; affording no comfort ; gloomy ;—giri^ -

easiness.

Uncomfortably, (un-kum'fort-a-ble) adv. In an ew*

fortable manner ; without comfort or chafsrfbJats

Uncommon, (un-kom'un) a. Not common ; nut ecu

hence, remarkable ; strange.

Uncommonly, (un-kom'un-le) adr. In an unss=:

manner or degree ; unusually : rarely.

Uncomplaining, (un-koni-plan'ing) a. Not strip

ing ; disposed to be contented. [ecnrw^

Unoomplsisant, (un-kom'plu-xant) a. Not srrfl -'

Uncompromising, (uu-kom pro-mix-ing) a* Not s&-
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ting of compromise ; not agreeing to terms ; making

no concession ; unyielding.

Unconcern, (un-kon-sern') a. Want of concern ; ab

sence of anxiety ; freedom from solicitude.

Unconcerned, (un-kon-serud') a. Not concerned;

not anxious; feeling no solicitude; easy in mind; care

lessly secure.

Unconcernedly, (un-kon-sern'ed-le) adv. In an un-

ooncerned manner ; without anxiety.

Unconcerted, (un-kon-ser'ted) a. Not concerted ; act

ing independently.

Unconciliatory, (un-kon-ail'e-a-tor-e) a. Not tending

or disposed to gain favour or conciliate.

Uncondemned, (un-kon-demd') a. Not found guilty ;

not disowned or denounced.

Unconditional, (un-kon-dish'un-al) a. Not condi

tional ; absolute ; unreserved.

Unconditionally, (un-kon-dish'nn-al-le) adv. With

out conditions ; without reservation.

Unconflned, (un-kon-find')o. Not confined ; free from

restraint ;—having no limits; unbounded. •

Unconfirmed, ( un-kon-fermd' ) a. Not fortified by

resolution ;—not supported by testimony;—not having

been settled in the church by the rite of confirma

tion.

Unconformable, ( un-kon-form'a-bl ) a. Not conform

able ; inoonsistent ; not lying in a parallel position,

as strata. [consistency; want of agreement.

Unconformity, (un-kon-form'e-te) n. Incongruity ; in-

Unconfounded, ( un - kon - found ' ed) a. Not con

founded or confused ; distinct.

Uncongealed, (un-kon-jeid') a. Not frozen; not

concreted by cold. rpulsive ; distant.

Uncongenial, (uu-kon-jen'e-al) a. Not congenial ; re-

Unconnected, (un-kon-nekt'ed) a. Not joined together;

incoherent; not joined by a proper dependence in the

various parts ; loose ; vague.

Unconquerable, (un-kong'ker-a-bl ) a. That cannot

bo vanquished or defeated ; invincible ;—unable to

be brought under control.

Unconquered, ( un - kong' kerf ) a. Not vanquished or

overcome; invincible; insuperable.

Unconscionable, (un-kon'shuu-a-bl) a. Not conscion-

able : Unreasonable; inordinate;—enormous; vast.
Unconscionably, (un-kon'shun-a-ble) <<</-■. Un*

reasonably.

Unconscious, ( un-kon'she-us ) a. Not knowing; not

perceiving ;—not mode the object of consciousness.

Unconsciously, (un-kon'she-us-le) adv. In an uncon

scious manner.

Unconsidered, (un-kon-sid'erd) a. Not considered or

thought of ;—not attended to.

Unconstitutional, (un-kon-ste-tu'shun-al) a. Not con

stitutional ; not agreeable to the constitution or con

trary to it

Unconstrained, (un-kon-strund') a. Free from con

straint or compulsion ; acting voluntarily ;—spon

taneous, [pended, or destroyed.

Unconsumed, ( un-kon-eumd' ) a. Not wasted, ex-

Uncontaminated, (un-kon-tam'in-at-ed) a. Not tainted

or corrupted ; stainless.

Uncontemned, (un-kon-temd') a. Not despised.

Uncontested, (un-kon-tes'ted) a. Not contested or

disputed.

Uncontrollable, (un-kon-troTa-bl) a. Not controllable ;

ungovernable ;—that cannot be resisted.

Uncontroverted, (un-kou'trd-vert-ed) a. Not disputed;

not called in question.

Unconverted, (un-kou-vert'ed) o. Not converted ; not

changed, as In opinion, or from one faith to another;

—f*ptcialtyt not persuaded of the truth of the Chris

tian religion ; hence, unregenerate ; impenitent.

Unconvicted, (un-kon-vik'ted) a. Not convicted.

Unconvinced, ( un-kon-vinsr ) a. Not convinced or

persuaded,

uncooked, (un-kookf) a. Not cooked.

Unoord, (un-kord') v. t. To loose the cords of; to

untie.

Uncorrected, ( un-kor-rek'ted ) n. Not corrected or

revised ;—not amended. [depraved.

Uneorrupted, (un-kor-rup'ted) a. Not vitiated; not

Uncouple, (un-kup'l) v.t. To loose, as dogs from their

couples ; to set loose; to disjoin.

Uneourteous, (un-kurt'e-us) a. Not courteous; un

civil ; unpolite ; not kind and complaisant ; rude.

Uncouth, (un-kooth') a. [A.-8. unciUih.) Having

awkward manners ; unseemly ; awkward ; clumsy.

Uncouthly, (un-koothle) adv. In an uncouth man

ner ; awkwardly ; strangely.

Uncouthness, (un-kodth'nes) u. State or quality of

being uncouth ; oddness ; strangeness.

Uncover, (un-kuv'er) ?. t. To take the cover from ;

to divest of covering ; to lay open :—v. i. To take

off the hat ; to bare the head in token of respect.

Uncreated, (un-kre-at'ed) a. Not yet formed or

created ;—not existing by creation ; self-existing.

Uncrossed, (un-kroaf) a. Not crossed or cancelled;—

not thwarted or opposed. [for want of room.

Uncrowded, (un-krowd'ed) a. Not pressed or straitened

Unction, (ung'shnn) n. [L. unctio.] Act of smearing,

or rubbing with oil, or ointment, especially for medi

cal purposes, or as a symbol of consecration ;—an

unguent; an ointment; — hence, that quality in

language, address, or the like, which excites emotion,

especially strong devotion ; religious fervour and

tenderness ;—divine and sanctifying grace.

Unctionless, (ung'shuu-les) a. Wanting unction or de

votional tenderness and fervour.

Unctuosity, (uug-tu-cVe-te) n. State or quality of being

unctuous ; greasiness ; oiliness; fatness.

Unctuous, (ung'tu-us) a. [L. wictuotus.] Fat ; oily ;

greasy, [unctuous; fatness; oiliness.

Unctuousness, (ung*tu-us-ncs) ». The quality of being

Uncultivated, (un-kul'te-vat-ed) a. Untitled; unused

in tillage; —uninstructed ; uncivilized; rude and

rough in manners.

Uncurbed, (un-kurbd') a. Unbridled ; unrestrained.

Uncured, (un-kurd*) a. Not healed or remedied

Uncurl, (un-kurl') v. t. To loose from curls or ring

lets;—v.t. To fall from a curled state; to become

straight. [abridged.

Uncurtailed, (un-kur-ttlld ') a. Not shortened or

Uncut, (un-kuf) a. Nut cut.

Undamaged, (un-dam'ajd) a. Not damaged, impaired,

or spoiled. [not depressed or dejected.

Undamped, (un-dampf) a. Not moistened or wet;—

Undated, (un'dat-ed) a. [h. undare.] Rising and fall

ing in waves towards the margin, as a leaf.

Undated, (un-d&t'ed) a. Not dated; having no

date. [by fear; fearless; intrepid.

Undaunted, (un-daut'ed) a. Not subdued or depressed

Undebauohed, (un-de-bawchf) o. Not corrupted by

debauchery; pure.

Undecagon, (un-dek'a-gon) n. [L. undecim, and G.

jrdnia.] A figure of eleven angles, and eleven sides.

Undecayed, (un-de-kfid) a. Not decayed; unimpaired

by age, loss, &c. ; being in full strength.

Undecaying,(un-de-ka'ing)a. Not suffering diminution

or decline ;—undying ; immortal.

Undeceive, (un-de-BeV) v. t. To tree from deception,

cheat, fallacy, or mistake. [settled.

Undecided, (un-de-sld'ed) a. Not determined ;—not

Undecipherable, (un-de-sif'er-a-bl) a. Not decipher

able ; mysterious ; enigmatic.

Undefended, (un-dc-fend-ed') a. Without defence ; ex-

iwsed to assault. [or corrupted.

Undeflled, (un-de-fildO a. Unpolluted ; not vitiated

Undeniable, (un-de-ni'a-bl) a. Not deniable; incapable

of denial ; palpably true ; obvious.

Undeniably, (uiwlC-ni'a-ble) adv. In an undeniable

manner ; bo plainly as to admit no contradiction or

denial.
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Undeprivad, (un-dS-privd') a. Not divested of power ;

not deprived of any possession.

Under, (un'der) prep [A. -8. under, Go. vndar, Ieel.

undir.) In a lower position with respect to; m u

to be covered, overhang, or overtopped by ; beneath :

below;—in relation to something or person that is

superior, oppresses, governs, directs, powerfully influ

ences, or the like ;—in relation to something that ex

ceeds in rank or degree, in number, size, weight, and

the like;—in relation to something that comprehends

or includes, that represents or designates, that fur

nishes a cover, pretext, or the like ;—in the relation

of being subject, of undergoing regard, treatment,

and the like.

Under, (un'der) adv. In a lower, subject, or sub

ordinate condition. Iject; subordinate.

Under, (un'der) a. Lower in rank or degree ; sub-

Underaction, (nn-dcr-ak'shuu) n. Subordinate ac

tion ; action incidental and not essential to the story.

Under-age, ( un-dex-aj ' ) a. Not yet arrived at full

age ; not twenty years of age.

Under-agent, (un-der-a'jent) n. Subordinate agent.

Underbearer, (un-der-bor er) ». In funerals, one

q{ those who sustain the weight of the coffin, as dis

tinguished from the relatives or friends, who sustain

the pall. [another, as in auctions.

Underbid, (un-der-bid') v. I. To bid or offer less than

Underbred, (un-der-bred') a. Of inferior breeding or

manners ; vulgar.

Underbrush, (uu'der-brush) n. Shrubs and small trees

In a wood or forest growing beneath large trees ;

undergrowth.

Undercharge, (un-d(r-chArj') v. t. To charge below

or under ; to charge lees than Is usual.

Underclothes, (un'der -kldTHz) n. pi. Clothes worn

under others.

Undercurrent, (un'der-kur-ent) n. A current below

the surface of water, sometimes flowing in a con

trary direction to that on the surface.

Underdo, (un-der-doo*) u.i. To act below one's abilities ;

—v.t. To do less than is requisite; to cook insufficiently:

—imp. underdid ; pp. underdone ; ppr. underdoing.

Underdratn, (un'der-dr&n) n. A covered drain or trench

below the surface of the ground.

Undcrdrain, (un-de.rdr&n') v.t To drain by forming a

covered channel below the surface.

Underestimate, (un-der-es'te-mat) v. t. To form too low

an estimate of; to rate beneath the real value.

Underfed, (under-fed) a. Insufficiently fed.

Underfoot, (un'der-foot) adv. Beneath.

Undergird, (un-der-genT) v. t. To bind below ; to gird

round the bottom, as a ship.

Undergo, (un-dc.r-go') v. t. To be subjected to ; to bear ;

to suffer ; to sustain :—imp. underwent ; pp. under,

gone ; ppr. undergoing.

Undergraduate, (un-der-grad'u-at) ».. A itudent or

member of a university or college who has not taken

his first degree. [face of the ground.

Underground, (under-ground) a. Being below the aur-

Undergrowth, (un'der-groth) u. That which grows

under trees ; shrubs or small trees growing among

large ones.

Underhand* (un'der-hand) adv. By secret means ; in a

clandestine manner;—by fraud; by fraudulent means.

Underhand, (under-hand) a. Secret ; clandestine—

usually implying meanness or fraud, or both.

Underived, (un-de-rWd') o. Not drawn or derived from

any foreign source ; not borrowed.

Underlay, (un-der-hV) v. t. To lay beneath ; to support

by something laid under '.—imp. A pp. underlaid ; ppr.

underlaying. [or lessee,

Underleaae, (un'der-les) n. A lease granted by a tenant

Underlet, (uu-der-lef) r. t. To let below the value ;—

to let or lease at second hand ; to let under a lease.

Underlie, (un-der-lF) v. (. To lie under; to be situated

under ,■—to bo at the basis of ; to form the foundation

of ; to support :—imp. underlay ; pp.

underlying. [as words ; to underscore.

Underline, (un-der-Iin*) v. t To mark with a line bete*.

Underling, (under-ling) n. An inferior person or agect

a mean sorry fellow.

Undermine, (un-de,r-min') r. t To excavate the earth

beneath, especially for the purpose of causing to ni.

or be blown up ;—to sap ;—to rvmove the fouEdanesi

or supjwrt of by clandestine means.

Undenniner, (un-der-min'er) ft. Oue who undermine*,

saps, or excavates. [state, or eonditk*

Undermost, (un'dfr-mdst) a. Lowest in place, raai.

Underneath, (un-der-neth*) adv. [A.-S. untUrne&iia*-}

Beneath ; below ; in a lower place.

Underneath, (uu-dfr-neth') prep. Under ; beneath.

Underpart, (un'der-part) n. Subordinate or nun nasi ~

tial part. [under a skirt or another pettJeoai

Under-petticoat, (un-dgr-pefe-kot) n. A petticoat wer=.

Underpin, (un-der-pin') v. t. To lay stones under, as th*

sills of a building on which it is to rest ;—to place sobk-

thing underneath for support ,—to prop ; to support.

Underpinning, (un-der-pin'ing) n. Act of one wis

u nderpins ;—the stones on which a building imme

diately rests.

Underplot, (un'der-plot) ». A series of events in &

play proceeding collaterally with the main story, a&i

subservient to it ;—a clandestine scheme.

Underprop, (uu-der-prop') r. (. To prop from, beneath,

to support.

Underrate, (un-der-ritf) v. t. To rate too low ; to rate

below the value ; to undervalue. [under

Underscore, (un-der-skor') v. t. To draw a mark or Lb*

Undersell, (un-der-seT) v. t. To sell the sum anklet

at a lower price than ; to sell cheaper than :—isp, £

pp. undersold ; ppr. underselling.

Underset, (un-der-set') v. t. To prop ; to support

Underset, (un'der-set) h. A current of water bek*

the surface flowing in a direction contrary to the wind.

and to the surface-water moved by it

Undersetter, (un'dfr-set-er) n. A prop ; a pedestal ; *

support :—also written twdenettinff.

Undershot, (un'der-shot) a. Moved by water psasuaf,

beneath — said of a water-

wheel, and opposed to over-

tkot.

U&der-shrub,(un'der-shrub) n.

A low shrub, woody and per

manent at the base, but de

ciduous above.

Undersign, (un-der-suV) v. t.

To write one's name at the

foot or end of, as a letter or

legal instrument

Undersigned, (un-der-sind') n.

or lias signed ; the subscriber.

Undersized, (un'der-eizd) a. Of a size leas *hmn

common. fsubsotl

Under-soil, (nn'der-soil) v. Soil beneath the sur&ce:

Understand, (un-dfr-stand') r. t. To have just and ade

quate ideas of; to apprehend the meaning or inten

tion of; to know ;— to be apprised ; to have informa

tion of ;—to hold or suppose to mean ; to interpret ; i*<

ascribe intention to ;—to mean without expressing ; fc.»

imply ;—r. i. To have the use of the intellectual lav-nl-

ties ;—to be informed by another ; to learn :—imp. A

pp. understood; ppr. understanding.

Understanding, (un-der-stand'ing) n. Act of a perscs

who understands any thing (in the several senses *V

the word); knowledge; exact comprehension ;—intelli

gence between two or more persons: terms ofcmnxnmu-

cation ; agreement of minds ; union of sentiments ;—

adjustment of differences ; any thing mutually under

stood or agreed upon ;—in philosophy, the faculty of

the human mind which receives or comprehends fact*.

ideas, and their relations ;—the intellectual faculty .

,power of knowledge and judgment ; power to disui-

 

Undershot-wbreL

The person who sags*

Of a size
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guish between truth or error, good or evil, cause and

effect, and means and ends ;—in the Kantian philo

sophy, the logical faculty ; the power of induction or

of reasoning u posteriori, as distinguished from reason,

or the intuitive faculty.

Understate, (un-der-etaf) v.t. To state or represent

less strongly than the truth warrants.

Understratum, (un'der-stra-tum) n. Subsoil ; the bed

or layer of earth on which the mould or soil resta.

Understroke, (un-der-strok') r. t. To underscore ; to

underline.

Undertake, (un-der-tftk') v. L To take upon one's self;

to engage in; to enter upon; to set about; to attempt;

—specifically, to lay one's self under obligations, or

enter into stipulations, or covenant or contract, to

perform or to execute ;—v. i. To take upon or assume

any business or province;—to promise ; to be bound ;

—to venture; to risk:—imp. undertook; pp. under

taken ; ppr, undertaking.

Undertaker, (un-djr-tak'er) n. One who undertakes;—

specifically, one who takes the charge and management

of funerals.

Undertaking, (un-der-tak'ing) n. That which is under

taken ; any business, work, or project which a person

engages in or attempts to perform ;—enterprise.

Under-tenant, (un'der-ten-aut) n. The tenant of a

tenant ; one who holds lauds or tenements of a tenant.

Undcr-tone, (un'der-ton) n. A low or subdued tone

or utterance.

Undervalue, (un-der-val'u) r. t To rate or estimate be

low the real worth ;—to esteem lightly ; to despise.

Underwood, ( un ' der-w66d ) n. Small trees that grow

among large trees ; coppice.

Underwork, (un-dcr-wurk') v. t. To undermine ; to

destroy by clandestine measures ;—v. i. To work or

labour upon less, or for a less price than is sufficient

or proper:—imp. & pp. underworked or underwrought ;

ppr. underworking. [world.

Under-world, (un'der-world) n. The lower or inferior

Underwrite, (un-der-rit') v. t. To write under some

thing else ; to subscribe ;—to set one's name to, as a

policy of insurance, for the purpose of becoming

answerable for loss or damage, for a certain premium

per cent. :—v. i. To practise underwriting ; to act as

underwriter :—imp. underwrote ; pp. underwritten ;

ppr. underwriting.

Underwriter, (un-der-rit'er) n. An insurer—so called

because he underwrites his name to the conditions of

the policy. [insuring ships, goods, &c.

Underwriting, (un-der-rit'ing) n. Act or profession of

Undeserved, (un-dfl-ze,rvd ) a. Unmerited; not

deserved.

Undesigning, (un-de-sin'ing) a. Sincere: upright; art

less ; having no artful or fraudulent purpose.

Undesirable, (un-de-zh/a-bl) a. Not to be wished or

desired ; unpleasing.

Undetermined, (un-de-te^mind) a. Not decided ; not

settled ; not limited ; not denned.

Undeterred, (un-de-terd') a. Not deterred or restrained

by fear or obstacles.

Undeviating, (un-de've-at-ing) a. Not departing from

a rule, principle, or purpose ; regular ; steady.

Undigested, (un-de-jerted) a. Not digested : crude.

Undignified, (un-dig'ne-fid) a. Wanting dignity; mean;

vulgar. [impaired.

Undiminished, (un-de-min-ismY) a. Not lessened ; un-

Undine, (un'din) n. [L. unda, a wave.] One of a class

of fabled water-spirits.

Undisciplined, (un-diaVplind) a. Not duly exercised

and taught ; raw ;—not instructed ; untaught.

Undisclosed, (un-dis'kldzd) a. Not disclosed ; not

revealed.

Undiscouraged, (un-dis-kur'ajd) a. Not disheartened.

Undiscoverable, (un-dis-kuv^r-a-bl) a. Not to be dis

covered or easily found out. [unseen : secret.

Undiscovered, (un-dis-kuv'e.rd) a. Not found out ,

Undisoriminating, (un-dis-krim'in-at-ing) a. Making

or seeing no distinction or difference.

Undisguised, (un-dis-gizdO a. Not covered with a mask

or false appearance ;—open ; plain ; sincere.

Undismayed, (un-dis-mod') a. Not discouraged or de

pressed with fear. [still on hand—with of

Undisposed, (un-dis-pozd') a. Not parted with ; being

Undisputed, (un-dis-pot'ed) a. Not disputed or callec

in question ;—incontrovertible.

Undissembled, (un-dis-sem'bld) a. Undisguised ; un

feigned ; open ; honest.

Undistinguishable, (un-dis-ting'gwish-a-bl) a. Ineap-

able of being distinctly seen, or of being known by

any peculiar mark or property.

Undistinguished, (un-dis-ting'gwisht) a. Not separ

ately seen ; not plainly discerned ; not marked with

any particular property; not treated with special

favour.

Undistinguishing, (un-dis-ting'gwish-ing) o. Making

no distinction or difference ; indiscriminate.

Undistracted, (un-dis-trakt'ed) a. Not perplexed by

variety or contrariety of thoughts, desires, or concerns.

Undisturbed, (un-dis-turbd'j a. Not disturbed or

agitated ;—free from perturbation ; calm ; tranquil ;

placid ; serene.

Undivided, (un-de-vid'ed) a. Not separated or dis

united ; unbroken ; whole.

Undividedly, (un-de-vid'ed-le) adv. In a manner so

as not to be parted or separated.

Undivorced, (un-de-vorst'J a. Not divorced.

Undivulged, (un-de-vuljdO «• Not revealed or dis

closed; secret.

Undo, (un -duo') v. t. To reverse, as what has been done;

to annul ;—to loose ; to open ;—to unfasten ; to un

tie;—to bring to poverty, to ruin, as in reputation,

morals, or the like:—imp. undid; pp. undone; ppr.

undoing.

Undock, (un-dok') v. t. To take out of dock, as a slap.

Undoing, (nn-doo'ing) n. Ruin; destruction ; fatal mis

chief ;—act of reversing.

Undomesticated, (un-do-mes'tik-at-ed) a. Not domesti

cated : unused to live in a family ; wild ; untamed.

Undone, (un-dun*) a. Not performed or executed ;—

ruined; brought to destruction.

Undoubted, (un-dout'ed) a. Not doubted; not called in

question , indubitable ; indisputable.

Undoubtedly, (un-dout'ed-Ie) adv. Without doubt;

without question ; indubitably.

Undoubting, (un-douVing) a. Not doubting; not

hesitating in belief. [portion.

Undowered, (un-dow'erd) a. Not having a dower or

Undramatic, (un-dra-mat'ik) a. Neither agreeing with

the rules of the drama nor suited to it.

Undreamt, (un-dremf) a. Not dreamt or thought of.

Undress, (un-dres') v. t. To divest of clothes ; to

strip ;—to deprive of ornaments; to disrobe ;—to take

the dressing or oovering from, as a wound.

Undress, (un'dres) n. A loose, negligent dress:— author

ized habitual dress of officers and soldiers, but not

full uniform.

Undressed, (un-dreef) a. Not dressed or attired;—

not cooked or prepared ;—not pruned or put in order;

not trimmed.

Undried, (un-drid') a. Not dried; moist;—fresh; green.

Undue, (un-du/) a. Not due ; not yet owing ;—not

agreeable to a rule or standard, or to duty ; excessive;

immoderate.

Undulate, (un'dO-lat) r. t. [L. undulare, undulatum..]

To move backward and forward, or up and down, as

waves; to cause to vibrate;—v. i. To vibrate: to move

back and forth ; to wave :—im^. & pp. undulated ; ppr.

undulating.

Undulation, (uu-du-lashun) n. A waving motion or

vibration :—the rnoveroent of a fluid collected in any

natural or artificial cavity which is felt by pressure or

by percussion ;—« rattling or Jarring of sounds, as
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when discordant tones are sounded together ;—* mo

tion to and fro, up and down, or from side to aide in

any fluid medium, propagated continuously among its

particle* ; a vibration.

Uudulatory, (un'du-la-tor-e) a. Moving in the manner

of waves ; resembling the motion of waves, which

successively rise or swell and fall ; pertaining to a

propagated alternating motion.

Unduly, (un-du'le) adv. In an undue manner ; not

according to duty or propriety ; not in proper propor

tion ; excessively.

Unduteoua, (un-du'te-us) a. Not performing duty; dis

obedient ; irreverent :— also umlutiful.

Undutifulness, (un-du'te-fuol-nes) n. Neglect or viola

tion of duty ; disobedience ; want of respect or rev

erence, [mortal.

Undying, (un-di'ing) a. Not dying or perishing ; im-

Unearth, (un-erth') v. t. To drive or draw from the

rarth ; hence, to bring out from concealment ; to dis-

c/ose. [natural ; preternatural.

Unearthly. (un-erthTe) a. Not terrestrial ; super-

Uneasily, (un-ei'e-le) adv. In an uneasy manner; with

uneasiness or pain.

Uneasiness, (un-eze-nes) n. The quality or condition of

being uneasy ; want of ease : disquiet ; perturbation.

■Jntasy, (un-CVe) a. Not easy; restless; unquiet; dis

turbed by pain, anxiety, or the like;—not easy in man

ner ; constrained ; stiff ; awkward ;—cramping : dis

agreeable ; unpleasing. [or instructing.

U icdifying, (un-ed'e-fi-ing) a. Not edifying, improving.

Uneducated, (un-ed-u-k&t'ed) a. Not educated or

instructed ; unlearned.

Uneffaced, (un-ef-fasf) a. Not effaced or obliterated.

Onelected, (un-e-lekt'ed) a. Not elected; not chosen or

treferred.

Jnembarraased, (un-em-bar'ast) a. Not perplexed in

piind ; not confused ; free from pecuniary difficulties

3 r encumbrances.

Unembodied, (un-em-bod'id) a. Incorporeal ; imma

terial ;—not formed into a body.

Unemployed, (un-em-ploid') o. Not employed or in

use ;—at leisure : idle.

Unencumbered, (un-ln-kum'berd) a. Not encumbered

or burdened ;—free from charge, mortgage, &c.

Unending, (un-end'ing) a. Not ending ; everlasting ;

eternal.

Unendowed* (un-on-dowd') a. Not invested or fur

nished, as with gifts, graces, funds, &c.

Unendurable, ^uii-en-dii ra-bl) a. Not to be endured ;

intolerable ; insufferable.

Unengaged, (un-en-gajd') a. Not engaged or employed;

not bound by covenant or promise. [tive.

TJnengaging, (un-en-gaj'ing) a. Not inviting or attroo-

Unengliah, (un-eng'Ush) a. Not English.

Unenlightened, (un-en-lit'nd) a. Not illuminated or

enlightened. [desired.

Unenviable, (un-on've-a-bl) a. Not to be envied or

Unequal, (un-oxwal) a. Not equal ; not matched ;

not of the same sire, length, breadth, quantity,

strength, talents, acquirements, age, station, or the

like ;—not uniform ; not regular.

Unequalled, (un-e/kwald) a. Not equalled or to be

equalled ; unparalleled ; unrivalled.

Unequally, (un-eTtwal-le) adv. In an unequal man

ner : in different degrees.

Unequivocal, (nn-e-kwiv'o-kal) a. Not doubtful;

clear ; evident ; not ambiguous ; not of doubtful sig

nification ; not admitting different interpretations.

Unerring, (un-eVing) a. Committing no mistake; in

capable of error;—incapable of failure ; certain.

Unerringly, (un-c/ing-le) adv. Without mistake ; in

fallibly; certainly.

Unessential, (un-es-sen'she-al) a. Not essential ; not

necessary or of first importance.

Uneven, (un-e'vn) a. Not even ; not level ; rough ;—

not equal ; not of equal length.

Unevennesa, (un-e vn-nes) n. Quality of being uneven:

want of uniformity.

Unexamined, (un-egz-am'ind) a. Not examined ; &■-.

investigated or discussed.

Unexampled, (un-egz-ani'pld) a. Having no exas»p>

or similar case; unprecedented ; unparalleled.

Unexceptionable, (un-ek-eep'shun-a-bl) a. Not liahls ta

any exception or objection ; unobjectionable; fanltksa

Unexceptionably, (uu-ek-sep'shun-a-ble) <idr. In aa Mr

exoeptionable manner.

Unexecuted, (un-eks'e-kutred)a. Not done OTperfarnwi;

—not signed and sealed ; invalid.

Unexemplified, (un-ega-ern'ple-fid) a. Not illustrate

by example or instance.

Unexercised, (un-eks'er-sizd) a. Not exercised ; ti-

disciplined ; unexperienced. [not put fortii

Unexerted, (un-egz-ert'ed) a. Not called Into actj&s :

Unexhausted, (un-egt-awst'ed) a. Not spent ; ns

drained to the bottom .

Unexpected, (un-eks-pekfed) a. Not expected; o^mis;

without warning ; not provided against ; sadden.

Unexpectedly, (un-eks-pektfed-le) adv. In an unex

pected manner ; suddenly. [out, or spesi

Unexpended, (un-eks-pend'ed) a. Not expended, to!

Unexplained, (un-eks-plandO a. Not made clear or

obvious to the understanding ; not interpreted cr

illustrated. [or examined ; unknown

Unexplored, (un-eks-plord') a. Not searched, viewed.

Unexposed, (un-eks-pottT) a. Not exposed or laid opes

to view. [explained.

Unexpounded, (un-eks-pound'ed) o. Not expounded or

Unextorted, (un-eks-tort'ed) a. Not extorted ; spon

taneous, [drawn est

Unextraoted, (un-eks-trakt'ed) a. Not extracted or

Unfading, (un-facVing) a. Not liable to wither ;—re

taining freshness or colour ; blooming.

Unfailing, (un-firing) a. Not failing; not Ha^fr t©

fail ; not capable of being exhausted.

Unfair, (un-farO a. Not honest ; not impartial ; dis

ingenuous ; using or involving trick or artifice.

Unfairly, (un-farle) adv. In an unfair or unjast

manner.

Unfairness, (un-fftx'ne*) n. State or quality of being us-

fair ; dishonest or disingenuous conduct or practice.

Unfaithful, (un-fath'fdolj «. Not faithful ; not obser

vant of promises, vows, allegiance, or duty ; violating

trust or confidence;—treacherous; faithless; neelirest

Unfaithfully, (un-fath'fool-le) adv. In an unfaithful

manner ; In violation of promises, vows, or duty;

treacherously.

Unfaithfulness, (nn-fath'fcol-nes) n. Quality of banr,

unfaithful ;—neglect or violation of vows, promiaes,

allegiance, or other duty ; treachery.

Un fallen, (un-fawl'n) a. Not fallen ; upright.

Unfaltering, (un-fawrter-ing) a. Not faltering ; un

hesitating, [unaocuatamed.

Unfamiliar. fun-fam-il'yar) a. Uncommon ; unusual ;—

Unfashionable, (un-fash'un-a-bl) a. Not fashionable:

not according to the prevailing mode. [untie.

Unfasten, (mi-fas' n ) v. t. To unloose ; to unfix ; ie

Unfathomable, (un-nvnr*um-a-bl) a. Not fathomable;

not to be sounded with a line of ordinary length.

Unfathomed, (nn-faTH'umd) a. Not fathomed or

sounded; bottomless.

Unfatigued, (un-fa-tegd') a. Not wearied ; untired.

Unfavourable, (un-fa'ver-a-bl) a. Not favourable : not

propitious ; not disposed or adapted to countenance er

support ;—adverse ; discouraging.

Unfavourably, (un-fa'ver-a-ble) adv. In an unfavour

able manner; unpropitiously ; unkindly.

Unfed, (un-fed') a. Not fed ; not supplied with food.

Unfeeling, (un-fBllng) a. Destitute of feeling ; void

of sensibility ; insensible ;—cruel ; hardhearted.

Unfeelingly, (un-feTing-le) adv. In an unfeeling man

ner ; cruelly ; unkindly. [critical ; real ; sincere.

Unfeigned, (un-fand/) a. Not counterfeit ; not hypo*
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TJnfelt, (un-felf) a. Not felt ; not perceived.

TJnfeminine, (nn • fern 'in - in) a. Not feminine or

woman 1 v ;—bold ; forward.

Unfetter, (un-fet'er) v. t. To loose from fetters ; to un

shackle ;—to free from restraint ; to Bet at liberty.

Unfilial, (un-flTe-al) «. Unsuitable to a sun or child ;

undutiful ; not becoming a cliild.

Unfinished, (un-fin-isht') a. Not finished ; not brought

to an end ; imperfect ; incomplete. [suitable.

Unfit, (un-flf) a. Not fit ; unqualified ; improper ; un-

Unfit, (un-fitf) v.t. To make unsuitable , to deprive of

the strength, skill, or proper qualities for any thing ;

—to disqualify :—imp. & pp. unfitted ; ppr. unfitting.

Unfitly, (un-flt'Ie) adv. In an unfit manner ; not pro

perly ; unsuitably.

Unfitness, (un-fit'nea) n. Quality of being unfit ;—want

of suitable powers or qualifications.

Unfix, (un-fika) v. (. To loosen from a fastening ; to

detach from any thing that holds ; to unhinge : to

unsettle. [ing spirit.
Unflagging, (un-flagging) a. Not drooping ; maintain-

Unfleoged, (un-flejd') a. Not furnished with feathers ;

young ; immature. [ing.

Unflinching, (un-flinsh'ing) a. Not flinching or shrink-

Unfold, (un-fold') v. t. To open the folds of ; to ex

pand ; to spread out;—to open, as any thing covered

or close ; to lay open to view or contemplation ;—dis

close ; reveal ; declare ; divulge.

Unforbidden, (uu-for-bid'n) «. Not prohibited ; per

mitted ; allowed.

Unforced, (uii-fdrst') a. Not compelled or constrained;

—not violent ; gradual :—easy ; natural

Unforeseen, (uu-for-sOu') a. Not foreseen ; not fore

known; unexpected.

Unforgiving, (nn-for-giVing) a. Not forgiving ; not

disposed to overlook or pardon offences ; implacable.

Unforgottcn, (un-for-got'n) a. Not forgotten ; remem

bered ;—not overlooked or neglected.

Unformed, (lui-forcmT) a. Having the form destroyed :

not formed ; not arranged into regular shape, order, or

relations.

Unfortified, (un-fnr'tc-fId) a. Not fortified by walls or

bulwarks;—unguarded; defenceless;—not strengthened

against temptation.

Unfortunate, (un-for'tu-nat) a. Not fortunate ; not

prosperous; unlucky; attended with misfortune—

sometimes used as a noun. [nate manner.

Unfortunately, (un-for'td-nat-le) adv. In an unfortu-

Unfounded, (un-found'ed) a. Not built or established;

—having no foundation ; baseless ; vain ; idle.

Unframe, (un-frara) v.t. To destroy the frame or

construction of ; to unsettle.

Unfrequented, (un-fre-kwent'ed) a. Rarely visited ;

seldom resorted to by human beings.

Unfriendliness, (un-frend'le-nes) «. The quality of

being unfriendly ; disfavour ; unkindness.

Unfriendly, (un-frend'le) a. Not friendly ; not kind or

benevolent ; not favourable.

Unfrock, (un-frokQ v. t. To deprive of a frock;—hence,

to deprive of priestly character or privilege.

Unfrozen, (un-froz'n) a. Not froze*?) or congealed.

Unfruitful, (un-fr6ot'fo61) o. Not producing fruit ;

barren;—not producing offspring; not prolific; barren;

—not producing good effects or works;—unproductive.

Unfruitfulness, (un-froot'fool-nes) n. Quality of being

unfruitful ; barrenness : infecundity ; unproductive

ness, [pliahed.

Unfulfilled, (un-fool-fiW) a. Not fulfilled ; not accom-

Unfunded, (un-fund'ed) a. Not funded; having no

permanent funds for the payment of its interest.

Unfurl, (un-furr*) v. t. To loose from a furled state ;

unfold ; expand *.—imp. A pp. unfurled ; ppr. nnfurl-

Unfurnished, (un-fur-nisht') a. Not supplied with

furniture, domestic utensils, Ac;—misapplied with

decorations or ornaments.

3 TrafGTJLA

Ungainliness, (un-ganle-nes) n. Clumsiness; awk

wardness.

Ungainly, (un-gan'le) a. [A.-S. ungasgne.) Not expert

or dexterous ; clumsy ; awkward ; uncouth.

Ungallant, (un-gal'ant) a. Not gallant; not polite ;

uncourteous ; not chivalrous.

Ungallantly, (un-golant-le) adv. Not gallantly; not

politely ; anoourteously.

Ungarrisoned, (un-gar'e-sund) a. Unfurnished with

soldiers for defence.

Ungathered, (un-gaTH'erd) a. Not cropped or picked.

Ungenerous, (un-jen'er-us) a. Not generous; illiberal;

ignoble ; unkind; dishonourable. [manner.

Ungenerously, (un-jen'er-us-le) adv. In an ungenerous

Ungenial, (un-je'ue-al) a. Not kind or favourable for

growth;—cold; unsympathetic.

Ungenteel, (un-jen-teT) a. Not genteel; not consistent

with good manners or polite breeding.

Ungentlemanly, (un-jen'tl-man-le) adv. Unbecoming

the character of a gentleman.

Ungifted, (un-gift'ed) a. Not gifted or endowed.

Ungilded, (un-gild'ed) a. Not gilt; not overlaid with

gold.

Ungird, (un-genf) v. t. To loose from a girdle or band;

to unbind:—imp. & pp. ungirded or ungirt ; ppr. un-

girding.

Unglazed, (un-glazd') a. Not glazed or covered with

vitreous matter ; not polished or shining.

Ungodliness, (un-godle-nes) n. Quality of being un

godly; impiety; wickedness; disregard of God and his

commands.

Ungodly, (un-godle) a. Not godly; neglecting the fear

and worship of God ; wicked ; impious ; sinful.

Ungovernable, (un-guv'crn-a-bl) a. Not capable of

being ruled or restrained; licentious; wild; unbridled.

Ungovernably, (un-guvVrn-a-ble) adv. In an ungov

ernable manner; without restraint; wildly.

Ungoverned, (un-guv'e,rud) o. Unrestrained; un

bridled; licentious.

Ungraceful, (un-gras'fool) a. Not graceful : not marked

with ease and dignity; wanting beauty and elegance ;

awkward; clumsy.

Ungracefully, (un-graVfool-le) adv. In an ungraceful

manner; awkwardly; inelegantly.

Ungracious, (un-gra'she-us) a. Not gracious; showing

no grace or kindness of heart ; without good will ;

offensive : unpleasing ; unacceptable.

Ungrammatical, (un-gram-mat'ik-al) a. Not according

to the established forms and rules of grammar.

Ungrammatically, (un-gram-mafik'Sl-le) adv. In a

manner contrary to the rules of grammar.

Ungrateful, (un-grat'fdul) a. Not grateful ; not thank

ful for favours;—unpleasing; unacceptable; disagreea

ble, [manner.

Ungratefully, (un-grat'fool-le) adv. In an ungrateful

Ungratifled, (un-grat'e-fid) a. Not gratified; — not

pleased or indulged. for support; baseless.

Ungrounded, (un-ground'ed) a. Having no foundation

Ungual, (un'gwal) a. [L. unguis, a naiL] Pertaining

to or resembling a nail, claw, or hoof.

Unguarded, (un-gard'ed) a. Not watched or defended ;

—negligent ; careless - incautious ; — said or done

thoughtlessly or incautiously. [lessly.

Unguardedly, (un-gard'ed-le) adv. Incautiously; care-

Unguent, (un'gwent) n, [L. vnguentum, from ungere,

to anoint] A soft composition used as a topical

remedy, as fur sores, burns, and the bike; ointment.

Unguiculate, (un-gwik'u-lat) a. [L. unguiculatus, from

unguix, a nail or claw. J Having claws; clawed:—

furnished with a claw, that is, a narrow base, as the

petal in some flowers.

Unguiform, (un'gwe-form) a. [L. unguis, claw, nail,

and forma, shape.] Shaped like a claw.

Unguis, (un'gu-la) n. [L.t from unguis, a nail] A

section or part of a cylinder, cone, or other solid of

revolution cut off by a plane oblique to the base.
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Ungulate, (un'gu-lat) a. [L. vnaulatuM. from unfftUa,

a hoof. J Hhajwd like a hoof;— haying hoofs.

Unhallow, (iin-hal'lo) v. (. To profane; to desecrate.

Unhand, (un-hand') v. t. To loose from the bandi; to

let go; to take the hands from off.

Unhandily, (un-hand e-le) adv. In an unhandy man

ner ; awkwardly ; clumsily.

Unhandsome, (un-hand'aum) a. Not handsome; not

beautiful ; ur graceful ; unbecoming ; unsuitable ;—

illiberal; disingenuous;—uncivil; uupolite.

Unhandsomely, (un-hand'sum-le) adv. In an unhand

some manner; ungracefully; illiberally.

Unhandy, (nn-hand'e) a. Not handy ; not dexterous ;

not ready in the use of the hands; awkward;—not

convenient.

Unhang, (un-hang7) v. t. To direst or strip of curtains

or hangings;—to remove from the fastenings and let

down. [the gallows.

Unhanged, (un-hangd') a. Not hanged or executed on

Unhappily, (tin-hap'e-le) adv. In an unhappy manner;

unfortunately; miserably; calamitously.

Unhappiness, (un-hapVnee) n. State or quality of be

ing unhappy; misfortune; ill luck; infelicity; misery.

Unhappy, (un-hap'e) a. Not happy ; unfortunate;

unlucky;—in a degree miserable or wretched;—marked

by infelicity ; calamitous.

Unharmed, (un-harmdO a. Unhurt; uninjured.

Unharneu, (un-bar'nes) v. t. To strip of harness ;—

to disarm : to divest of armour.

Unhealthful, (un -helth'fool) a. Not healthful ; un

wholesome; noxious;—sickly; abounding with disease.

Unhealthily, (un-helth'e-le) adv. In an unhealthy or

unsound manner.

Unhealthineas, (un-helth e-nes) n. Quality or condition

of being unhealthy; want of health;—unsoundness;

want of vigour;—unfavourableness to health.

Unhealthy, (uu-helth'e) a. Wanting health; habitually

weak or indisposed; unsound; wanting vigour;—

abounding with disease ; insalubrious; unwholesome ;

—not indicating health; morbid.

Unheard, (un-hero") a. Not heard ; not perceived by

the ear ;—not known by fame ; not illustrious ;

obscure.

Unheeded, (un-hed'ed) a. Disregarded ; neglected.

Unheeding, (un-hed'ing) a. Negligent; careless; heed

less: unmindful; inattentive.

Unhelmed, (un-helmd ) a. Divested of the helm, as a

ship; not having a helm.

Unhelped, (un-helpt) a. Unaided; unassisted.

Unheroio, (un-he-ro'ik) a. Not heroic or brave.

Unhesitating, (un-hexe-tat-ing) a. Not hesitating ;

not remaining in doubt ; prompt ; ready.

Unhesitatingly, (un-hexVtat-ing-le) adv. Without

hesitation or doubt; promptly; readily.

Unhinge, (mi-hinj) v.t. To take from the hinges :~

to displace; to unfix by violence;—to render unstable

or wavering. [impiety.

Unholiness, (un-hole-oes) n. Quality of being unholy;

Unholy, (un-bole) a. Not holy ; not hallowed ; not

consecrated ; profane ; wicked ; impious.

Unhonoured, (un-on'erd) a. Not honoured ;—not re

garded with respect or veneration ;—not celebrated.

Unhook, (un-hook') v. t. To loose from a hook ; to undo

or open by loosening or detaching the hooks of.

Unhoped, (un-bApf) a. Not hoped

for ; unexpected.

Unhorse, (un-horO v.t. To throw

from a horse; to cause to dismount.

Unhouse, (un-houz') v.t. To drive

from the house or habitation ; to

dislodge; henoe,to deprive ofshelter.

Unhurt, (un-hurt') a. Not hurt ;

not harmed ; free from wound or

injury ; safe and sound.

Unicom, (o'ne-korn) n. [L. uni

cornis, one-horned.] A fabulous Unicorn, (fler.)

 

animal with one horn—often represented in heraldry

as a supporter :—an animal so called in the Scriptures

—probably the rhinoceros.

Umdeal, (iin-i-de'al) «. Not ideal; real

Uniform, (One-form) a. [L. un\formiMt from trass, one,

and f<m*at form.] Having always the same totel

manner, or degree;—conforming to* one rule or mods;

consonant;—consistent with itself at all timet; regu

lar ; constant ; undeviating.

Uniform, (u'ne-form) n. A dress of the suns kind, by

which persons are assimilated who belong; to the same

body, whether military, naval, or any other.

Uniformity, (u-ne-fonn'e-te) n. Quality of being uni

form ; resemblance to itself at all times ;—ecmsormity

to a pattern or rule ; resemblance, consonance, or

agreement ;—consistency ; sameness ;—eimilitade be

tween the parts of a whole;—continued or unvaried

sameness or likeness. [without variasios.

Uniformly, (u'ne-form-le) adv. In a uniform manner ;

Unify, (ii'ne-fi) v. t. [L. vnvj, one, and farrrt, to

make.] To cause to be one ; to make into a unit; to

view as one :—imp. & pp. unified ; ppr. unifying.

Unilateral, (u-ne-lat'er-al) a. Having one side ;—bemr,

on one side only.

Unimaginable, (un-lm-aj'in-a-bl) a. Not able to be

imagined or conceived ; beyond the power of taWujrhL

Unimaginative, (un-im-nj'in-n-tiv) a. Not ima&na-

tive ; prosaic ; literal.

Unimbued, (un-im-bud') a. Not imbued: not tinctured.

Unimparted, (un-im-part'ed) a. Not imparted or shared

Unimpaaaioned, (un-im-paah'und) a. Free from pasetcn;

calm ;—wanting fire or spirit ; cold ; dull.

Unimpeachable, (un-im-pech'a-bl) a. Not to be im

peached; free from stain, guilt, or fault; irreproacha

ble; blameless. [called in question; fair

Unimpeached, (an-iro-pechf) a. Not accused ; net

Unimportant, (un-im-port'ant) a. Of no great moment;

insignificant ; immaterial ; — not assuming airs of

dignity.

Unimpressive, (un-im-pres'iv) a. Not impressive < r

forcible ; not fitted to excite the feelings, &c

Unimprovable, (un-im-proovVbl) o. Incapable of

amendment or melioration ; incapable of being culti

vated.

Unimproved, (un-im-proovd') a. Not improved ; not

made better or wiser; not advanced in knowledge,

manners, or excellence;—not tilled; not cultivated,

as land.

Uninfluenced, (un-in'flu-enst) a. Not influenced ; not

induced or moved by the persuasion of others ; acting

independently; free from bias or prejudice.

Uninformed, (un-in-formd') a. Not instructed ; un

taught ;—not animated or enlivened.

Uninhabitable, (un-in-hat/it-a-bl) a. Not habitable :

unfit for the residence of men.

Uninhabited, (un-in-hab'it-ed) a. Not inhabited by

men ;—unoccupied, as a dwelling. (harm.

Uninjured, (nii-injurd) a. Unhurt : suffering no

Uninspired, (un-in -spira") a. Not inspired; — not

prompted by another.

Uninstructed, (un-iri-etruk'ted) a. Uneducated : un

taught ;—having received no directions or instruc

tions, [against Joss.

Uninsured, (un-in-sh66rd)o. Not insured; not a—mud

Unintelligible, (un-in-tel'ii-e-bl) a. Not inteUigibJe:

that cannot be understood.

Uninterested, (un-in'tfr-est-ed) a. Not interested ; not

having any interest or property in; having nothing at

stake:—not having the mind or the passions engaged.

Unintermitting, (un-in-ter-mit'ing) a. Not ceasing ;

continuing ; constant.

Uninterrupted, (un-jn-ter-rupt'ed) a. Not interrupted

or broken : continuous ;—not disturbed.

Uninured, (un-in urd) a. Not inured ; not hardened

or accustomed by use and practice.

Uninvited, (un-in-vit'ed) a. Not invited;—not solicited.
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Uninviting, (un-in-vlt'lng) a. Not inviting ; forbid

ding ; repulsive.

Union, (un'yun) n. [h. v.nio, from unus, one.] Act of

uniting or joining two or more things into one, or

state of being united or joined ;—agreement and oon-

iunction of mind, spirit, will, affections, or the like :

larmony ;—combination or coalition of parts or mem

bers ; a confederation ; a consolidated body ;—the

upper, inner corner of an ensign, in distinction from

the rest of the flag, which is called the ,/ty;—a combin

ation among the workmen of a particular trade to

obtain higher wages, diminish the hours of labour,

and other purposes ;—a workhouse erected by several

parishes in combination for the reception of the

paupers in each ;—sometimes, the United States.

Unionist, (un'yun-ist) n. One who advocates or pro

motes union ; especially, a loyal supporter of a federal

union, as that of the United States.

Union-jack, (un'yun-jik) n. A small flag containing

only the union without the fly.

Uniparous, (u-nir/ar-us) o. [L. unus, one, and parere,

to bring forth. ] Producing one at a birth.

Uniped, (ii'iie-ped) a. [L. unus, one, and pes, pedis,

foot.] Having only one foot.

Unique, (u-nek) a. [F. unique, L. uniens, from unit*,

one.] Without a like or equal! ; unmatched ; single in

kind or excellence.

Uniradiated, (Q-ne-ra'de-ftt-ed) a. (L. wniradiatus,

from anus, one, and radius, a ray.] Having one ray.

Uniserial, (u-ne-se're-al) a. Having only one row or

series.

Unison, (u'no-son) n. [L. unisonus, from unus, one,

and sonus, a sound.] Harmony; agreement ; concord;

union,—an accordance or coincidence of sounds pro

ceeding from an equality in the number of vibrations

made in a given time by a sonorous body.

Unison, (u'ne-son) a. Sounding alone ; — sounded

together.

Unisonanoe, (u-niu'6-nana) n. Accordance of sounds.

Unisonant, (G-nis'd-nant) a. [L. unus, one, and rmmns,

ppr. of sonare, to sound.] Being in unison; having

the same degree of gravity or acuteness.

Unisonous, (u-niao-nus) a. Being in unison.

Unit, (fi'nit) n. [L. unit urn, from unire, to unite, from

mil'*, one.] A single thing or person ; the least whole

number ; one.

Unitable, (u-nit'a-bl) a. Capable of being united.

Unitarian, (u-ne-ta're-an) n, [L. unitas, unity.] One

who denies the doctrine of the Trinity, believing that

Ood exista only in one person ;—one who denies the

divinity of Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit;—one

opposed to dualism in philosophy, science, and the

like.

Unitarian, (u~ne-ta're-an) a. Pertaining to Unitarians

or to their doctrines ;—of or pertaining to a system in

philosophy, science, and theology, which is opposed to

dualism. {tariana.

Unitarianism, (u-ne-ta're-an-irm) n. Doctrines of Uni-

Unite, (u-nif) v. t. [L. unire, vnitum, from vnui,

one.] To put together or join, as two or more con

stituents, to form a whole ; to cause to adhere;—

hence, to join by a legal or moral bond, as families by

marriage, nations by treaty, men by opinions : to

associate ;—v. i. To become one; to be cemented or

consolidated ; to grow together ;—to join in an act ;

to act in concert :—imp, & pp. united ; ppr. uniting.

United, (u-nlt'ed) a. Joined or combined ; made one ;

attached together by growth, [efforts.

Unitedly, ( u-nit ' ed-le ) adv. With union or joint

Uniter, (u-nit'er) n. One who or that which unites.

Unit-jar, (unit-jar) n. A small, insulated Leyden jar

placed between the electrical machine and a larger

jar or battery, so as to tell by its repeated discharges

the amount of electricity passed into the larger

(u'ne-to) ». [L. unitat, from unus, one.]

 

State of being one ; oneness ;—conjunction ; agree

ment ; uniformity;—any definite quantity, or aggre

gate of quantities or magnitudes, taken as one, or for

which 1 is made to stand in calculation ;—one of the

principles by which a uniform tenor of story and

propriety of representation are preserved, being in

the Greek drama unity of action, time, and place ;—

the correspondence of all the various parts of a work

so as to form a harmonious whole ;—a kind of sym

metry of style and character.

Univalve, (u'ne-valv) n. A mollusc whose shell is

composed of a single piece, as the

snail.

Univalve, (u'ne-valv) a. (L. unus, !

one, and valva, a valve.] Having i

one valve only, as a shell or peri

carp.

Univalvular. (Q-ne-valv'u-lar) a. Hav

ing one valve only.

Universal, (u-ne-vera'al) a. Extend

ing to or affecting the whole number,

quantity, or space ; unlimited;—

constituting or considered as a Univalve,

whole ; total ; whole ;—comprising all the particu

lars.

Universal, (u-ne-vjrs'al) n. A general abstract con

ception, so called from being universally applicable

to or predicable of each individual or species con

tained under it;—a universal proposition, or one in

which the subject is taken in its widest extent, and

the predicate applies to every thing which the sub

ject can denote.

Universaliam, (u-ne-vers'al-izm) n. The doctrine or

belief that all men will be saved.

Universalist, (u-ne-vera'al-ist) n. One who holds the

doctrine that all men will be saved, in opposition to

the doctrine of eternal punishment ;—alw, one who

believes in the universality of divine grace, in oppo

sition to the Calviniatic doctrine of particular eieo-

tiun.

Universality, (u-ne-vera-al'e-te) n. State of being uni

versal; state of extending to the whole; unlimited

extension or application.

Universalize, (u-ne-vers'al-iz) v. I. To make general

or universal ; to extend or make applicable to all.

Universally, (u-ne-vciVaUe) adv. In a universal

manner ; with extension to the whole ; without

exception.

Universe, (u'ne-vjra) «. [L. universus, from unus,

one, and vtriere, versum, to turn, if., turned into

one.] All created things viewed as constituting one

system or whole ; the world.

University, (u-ne-vers'e-te) n. [I* universitas, from

universus, all together.] A universal school, in which

are taught all branches of learning, or the four

faculties of theology, medicine, law, and the sciences

and arts ; an assemblage of colleges established in

any place, with professors for instructing Btudents in

the sciences and other branches of learning, and

where degrees are conferred.

Univocal, (ii-nivu-k.il) a. [L. univoevs, from unus,

one, and vox, vocis, a voice, word.] Having one

meaning only ;—having unison of sound ;—regular ;

pursuing always one tenor ; uniform.

Univocal, (u-niv'6-kal) n. A generic term applicable

in the same sense to all the species it embraces •/—a

word having but one meaning.

Univooally, (u-niv'o-kal-le) adv. In one term ; in one

sense. flatiou.

Unjointed, (un-joint'ed) a. Having no joint or articu-

Unjudged, (un-jujd') a. Not judicially determined ;

—unconsidered.

Unjust, (un just') a. Acting contrary to the standard

oi right established by the divine law ; not animated

or controlled by justice;—contrary to justice and

right; wrongful
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Unjustifiable, (un-jus'te-fi-a-bl) a. Not justifiable ;

that cannot be vindicated or defended.

Unjustifiableness, (un-jus'te-fi-a-bl-nee) n. Quality of

nut being iiutifiable.

Unjustifiably, ( un-j us'te-fi-a-ble) adv. In a manner that

cannot be vindicated or defended.

Unjustly, (un-just'le) adv. In an unjust manner.

Unkennel, (un-kenel) v. t To drive from a kennel

or bole ; to rouse from secrecy or retreat.

Unkind, (un-kind') a. Wanting in kindness or benevo

lence ; cruel; harsh;—unnatural.

Unkindliness, (un-kfnd'le-nes) n. The quality of be

ing unkindly ; unkindness ; unfavourableneas.

Unkindly, (un-klndle) a. Not kind ; Unkind ;—un

natural ; contrary to nature ;—unfavourable ; malig

nant.

Unkindly, (un-kindle) odr. In an unkindly manner ;

without affection ; cruelly ;—unnaturally.

Unkindness, (un-kind'nes) n. Quality of being un

kind ; want of kindness ; want of natural affection ;

disfavour.

Unkingly, (un-king'le) a. Unbecoming a king; ignoble:

—also written wikinfftike.

Unknightly, (un-nltle) a. Unbecoming a knight.

Unknit, (un-nitf) v. t. To separate, as threads that

are knit ; to open ; to loose, as work that is knit or

knotted :—imp. A pp. unknit or unknitted ; ppr.

unknotting.

Unknot, (un-noV) v.t. To free from knots; to

untie.

Unknowing, (uu-no'ing) a. Not knowing ; ignorant ;

unpractised. [intentionally; ignorantly.

Unknowingly, (un-no'ing-le) adv. Without deaign; nn-

Unknown, (unnon') a. Not known ;—greater than is

imagined;—not having had cohabitation ;— not hav

ing communication.

Unlaboured, (un-la'berd) a. Not produced by toil ;

—uncultivated ;—natural ; spontaneous ; easy ; free.

Unlace, (un-lus/) v.t. To loose from lacing or fastening

by a cord or strings passed through loops and holes ;—

to loose the dress of.

Unlade, (un-lan?) v. t. To unload ; to take out the

cargo of ;—to remove, as a load or burden ; to dis

charge :—imp. unladed ; pp. unladed or unladen ; ppr.

unlaaing.

Unladylike, (un-la'de-lfk) a. Unbecoming a lady.

Unlaid, (un-lOdO a. Not placed or fixed ;—not sup

pressed or pacified ;—not laid out, as a corpse.

Unlamented, (un-la-ment'ed) a. Not lamented or

deplored. [the latch.

Unlatch, (un-lachO v. i. To open or loose by lifting

Unlawful, (un-law'fool) a. Not lawful ; contrary to

law ; illegal ; not permitted by law.

Unlawfully, (un-law'fool-Ie) adv. In an unlawful

manner ; illegally ;—illegitimately. [illegality.

Unlawfulness, (un-lawTool-nes) n. Contrariety to law ;

Unlearn, (un-leroO v. t. To forget, as what has been

learned ; to lose from memory ; to learn the contrary

of.

Unlearned, (un-lernd') a. Not learned ; ignorant ;

illiterate ;—not gained by study ; not known ;—not

suitable to a learned man. [manner ; ignorantly.

Unlearnedly, (un-lern'ed-le) adv. In an unlearned

Unleavened, (un-lev'nd) a. Not leavened ; not raised

and made light by barm or yeast ; unfermented.

Unless, (unit*) con.;. [A.-8. onlemn, to loose or re

lease.] Except, that is, remove or dismiss the fact or

thing stated in the sentence or clause which follows ;

if not ; supposing that not. [illiterate.

Unlettered, (un-let'erd) a. Unlearned ; ignorant ;

Unlicensed, (nn-H'senst) a. Not licensed ; not having

legal permission. [—untutored.

Onlicked, (un-likf) a. Shapeless; unformed ;—rough;

Unlike, (uii-lik ) a. Not like; dissimilar; diverse; hav

ing no resemblance.

Unlikely, (un-Ukls) a. Not likely ; improbable ; not

to be reasonably expected ;—likely to fail ; unprarci*-

ing. [ixapi^rjablT .

Unlikely, (un-lik'le) adr. In an unlikely manner ;

Unlikeness, (un-Hk'nes) n. Want of resemblance;

dissimilitude.

Unlimber, (un-lbn'ber) r. t To detach the limber

from, as a gun.

Unlimited, (un-lim'it-ed) a. Not limited ; boundless ;

—undefined ; indefinite ; not bounded by proper ex

ceptions ;—unconfined ; not restrained.

Unlimitedly, (vm-lim'it-ed-le) adv. Without boonds;—

indefinitely. [not adjusted or settled ; unpaid.

Unliquidated, (un-lik'we-dat-ed) a. Not liquidated :

Unload, (un-looY) v. t. To discharge of a load or cargo :

to disburden ;—to relieve from any thing onerous or

troublesome ;—to take out the powder and ball, as

a gun. [to open, in general ; to lay open.

Unlock, (un-lok') v.t. To unfasten, as what ia locked;—

Unlocked, (nn-lookV) a. Unforeseen; unexpected—

with /or. [free.

Unloose, (un-locV) v.t To loose ; to untie ; to set

Unloved, (un-luvd') a. Not loved.

Unloveliness, (un-luvle-nes) n. State or quality of

being unlovely ; want of loveliness ; unaxniableneas.

Unlovely, (un-luvTe) a. Not lovely ; deatitute of

the qualities which attract love, or possessing qualities

that excite dislike ; disagreeable.

Unloving, (un-luv'ing) a. Not loving or fond :—un

kind, [unfortunately.

Unluckily, (un-luk'e-le) adr. In an unlucky manner;

Unluckiness, (un-lukVnes) ft. State or quality of be

ing unlucky.

Unlucky, (un-luk'e) o. Not lucky ; unfortunate ; not

successful ; unhappy ;—ill-omened ; inauspicious ;—

plightly mischievous ; mischievously waggish («rf-

loquiat). (omitted to be made.

Unmade, (un-mad') a. Not made or formed;—

Unmaidenly, (un -niftd'n-le) a. Unbecoming a

maiden; immodest.

Unmake, (un-niakO v. t. To destroy the form and

qualities of; to deprive of being; to uncreate :—

imp. & pp. unmade ; ppr. unmaking.

Unmalleable, (un-maTe-a-bl) a. Not malleable ; not

capable of being hammered into a plate, or of being

extended by beating.

Unman, (un-manO v. t. To emasculate ; to deprive of

virility ;—to deprive of the courage and fortitude of

a man ; to dishearten ; to deject:—»«o. & pp. un

manned ; ppr. unmanning.

Unmanageable, (un-uian'aj-a-bl) a. Not manageable :

not easily restrained or directed ;—uncontrollable.

Unmanly, (un-manle) a. Unsuitable to a man;

effeminate ;—not worthy of a noble mind ; ignoble;

ungenerous ; cowardly.

Unmannerlinesa, (un-man'er-le-nes) a. Want of good

manners ; breach of civility ; rudeness of behaviour.

Unmannerly, (un-man'er-Ie) a. Not mannerly ; not

having good manners ; ill-bred ; rude in behaviour.

Unmarked, (on-markf) a. Having no mark : un

observed ; undistinguished. [unsaleable.

Unmarketable, (un-market-a-bl) a. Not marketable ;

Unmarried, (nn-marrid) a. Not married ; not having

a wife or husband.

Unmask, (un-ma.sk') r. (. To strip of a mask:, or of

any disguise ; to lay open ; to expose.

Unmatched, (un-macht1) a. Matchless; having no

match or equal.

Unmeaning, (un-menlng) a. Having no meaning;

destitute of meaning or signification:—inexpressive;

not indicating intelligence.

Unmeasured, ( un - mez ' urd ) a. Not measured :

plentiful; beyond measure;—immense ; infinite.

Unmeet, (un-metf) a. Not fit or proper ; unworthy.

Unmelodioua, (un-me-lo'de-us) a. Not melodious ;

discordant ; harsh; grating. [spoken of.

Unmentionable, (un-nien'shun-a-bl) a. Not to fas
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Unmentioned, (un-nieii'shund) a. Not mentioned or

named.

Unmerciful, (un-me^se-fool) a. Not merciful; indis

posed to mercy or grace ; cruel ; inhuman ;—uncon

scionable ; exorbitant.

Unmercifully, (un-mer'se-fvol-le) adv. Without mercy

or tenderness ; cruelly.

TJnmercifulneu, (un-mer'se-fool-nes) n. The quality

of being unmerciful ; want of mercy ; cruelty.

Unmerited, (un-mer/it-ed) a. Undeserved.

Unmilitary, (un-miTit-ar-e) a. Not military.

Unrainded, (un-mind'ed) a. Not minded or heeded.

Unmindful, (un-mlnd'fool) a. Not mindful ; forgetful;

careless; inattentive.

Unmingled, (un-ming'gld) a. Unmixed; pure; un

alloyed.

Unministeiial, (un-min'is-te-re-sl) a. Not ministerial.

Unmistakcable, (un-mis-t&k'a-bl) a. Incapable of being

mistaken or misunderstood ; clear ; evident.

Unmistaken, (un-mis-tak'u) a. Not mistaken ; sure;

certain. [softened, or pacified.

Unmitigated, (un-mit'e-gat-ed) a. Not mitigated,

Unmixed, (un-miksf) a. Not mixed; pore: unalloyed.

Unmodified, (un-mod'e-fid) a. Not altered in form ;

not qualified in,meaning.

Unmolested, (un-mo-leet'ed) a. Not molested ; free

from disturbance or annoyance.

Unmoor, (un-moor') v. (. To cause to ride with a single

anchor, after having been moored by two or more

cables ; —to loose from anchorage.

Unmounted, (un-mount'ed) a. Not seated on horse

back ; not placed on a carriage ;—not furnished or

set. Sic.

Unmoved, (nn-moovdO a. Not put out of place ;—

not changed in resolution ; not touched or affected by

feeling or emotion : unimpressed.

Jnmufiu, (un-mufl) v. t. 1o take a covering from,

as the face ;—to remove the muffling of, as a drum.

Unmusical, (un - mu ' ze - kal) a. Not harmonious or

melodious; harsh. [deprived of a limb or part.

Unmutilated, (un-mut'e-lilt-ed) a. Not mutilated or

Unmuzzle, (un-nmz'l) v. t. To loose from a muzzle ;

to remove a muzzle from.

Unnamed, (un-namd*) a. Not named; not mentioned.

Unnatural, (un-nat'ur-al) a. Not natural ; contrary to

the laws of nature ; contrary to the natural feelings ;

—acting without natural affections.

Unnaturally, (un-nat'ur-al-le) adv. In an unnatural

manner ; in opposition to natural feelings and senti

ments.

Unnecessarily, (un-nes'es-sar-e-le) adv. In an unneces

sary manner ; without necessity ; needlessly.

Unnecessary, (un-nes'es-e&r-e) a. Not necessary ; not

required by the circumstances of the case ; useless ;

needless.

Unneighbourly, (un-nalrar-Ie) a. Not suitable to the

duties of a neighbour ; unfriendly ; unkind.

Unnerve, (un-ncrvO *. t. To deprive of nerve, force,

or strength; to weaken ; to enfeeble.

Unnoticed, (un-ndt'ist) a. Not noticed ; unobserved.

Unnumbered, (un- nam'herd) a. Not counted; in

numerable.

Unobjectionable, (un-ob-jek'shun-a-bl) a. Not liable

to objection ;—that need not be found fault with.

Unobservable, (un-ob-zerv'a-bl) a. Incapable of being

observed ; not apparent or evident. [tentive,

Unobserving, (un-ob-zerv'ing) a. Not noticing ; inat-

Unobstrueted, (un-ob-strukt'ed) a. Not obstructed or

hindered. [forward ; modest.

Unobtrusive, (un-ob-troo'siv) a. Not obtrusive ; not

Unobtrusiveness, (un-ob-tro6/siv-nes) n. The state or

quality of being unobtrusive ; modesty ; bashfulness.

Unoffending, (un-of-fend'ing) a. Not offending; harm

less ; innocent;—not giving offence.

Unoffered, (un-oferd) a. Not offered or presented for

■noaptsjim

Unofficial, (tin-of -flsh'e-al) a. Not official; not

sanctioned by proper authority

Unopened, (un-o'pend) o. Not opened.

Unopposed, (un-o-pdzdQ a. Not opposed or resisted.

Unostentatious, (un-os-ten-ta'she-us) a. Not ostenta

tious ; not boastful ; not making show or parade ;

modest; unassuming;—not glaring ; not showy.

Unpack, (un-pak') v. f. To open, as things packed.

Unpaid, (un-pad') a. Not pud or discharged, as a

dent ;—not having received his wages, as a servant,

&c [sive to the taste ; nauseous.

Unpalatable, (un-pal'at-a-bl) a. Not palatable ; offen-

Unparaileled, (un-paral-eM) a. Having no parallel or

equal ; unequalled ; unmatched.

Unpardonable, (ua-par'dun-a-bl) a. Not to be pardoned

or forgiven ; irremissible.

Unparliamentary, (un-par-le-ment'ar-e) n. Contrary

to the usages or rules of proceeding in parliament;

Unpastoral, (un-pas' to-ml) ". Not pastoral or becom

ing pastoral life or manners.

Unpatriotic, (un-pat-re-ot'ik) a. Not patriotic.

Unpaved, (un-pavd) a. Not paved; not covered with

stone.

Unpawned, (un-pawnd') a. Not pawned or pledged.

Unpeeled, (un-peld') a. Not stripped of the peel.

Unpeg, (un-peg1) v.t. To pull out the peg ; to open.

Unpeople, (un-pe'pl) v. t. To deprive of inhabitants ;

to depopulate ; to dispeople. [observed.

Unperceived, (un-p§r-sevdO a. Not perceived ; un-

Unperturbed, (un-psr-turbd) a. Not disturbed ; cool;

collected. [stone.

Unpetrified. (un-pet're-fld) a. Not converted into

Unphilosophical, (un-fil-o-eofik-al) a. Not philoso-

pineal ; not according to the laws or principles of

philosophy or right reason,

unpin, (un-pinO v.t. To loc

what is held together by pins.

Jnpm. (un-pinO v.t. To loose from pins; to unfasten.

Unpitied, (un-pitld) a. Not pitied or regarded with

compassion.

Unpitiful, (un-pit e-fool) o. Not merciful ; having no

pity or compassion. [no compassion.

Unpitying, (un-pit'e-ing) a. Having no pity ; showing

Unpleasant, (un-plezant) a. Not pleasant ; displeas

ing, [manner.

Unpleasantly, (un-plez/ant-le) adv. In an unpleasant

Unpleasantness, (un- pies 'ant -nee) n. The state or

quality of being unpleasant ; disagreeableness.

Unpledged, (un-plejcT) o. Not pledged or engaged.

Unpliant, (un-pH'ant) a. Not easily bent; stiff;—not

conforming to the will of another.

Unpoetical, (un-po-et'ik-al) a. Not poetical ;—unbe

coming a poet ;—not having the beauties of poetry;

—having no taste for poetry ; unimaginative.

Unpointed, (un-poinfed) a. Having no point ;—not

punctuated;—wanting the vowel points, as a Hebrew

book. [filed.

Unpolluted, (un-pol-lu'ted) a. Not corrupted ; unde-

Unpopular. (un-pop-u'lur) a. Not popular; not having

the public favour; disliked by the people and com

munity, [unpopular.

Unpopularity, (an-pop-fi-larVtc) n. State of being

Unpractised, (un-prak-tisf) a. Not skilled by use or

experience ; raw.

Unprecedented, (un-pres-*-dent'ed) a. Having no pre

cedent or example ; not having the authority of prior

example.

Unprejudiced, (un-prej 'ii-dist) a. Not prej adiced ; free

from undue bias or prepossession ; impartial.

Unpremeditated, (un-pre-medVta-ted) a. Not previ

ously meditated or prepared in the mind ;—not done

by design.

Unprepared, (un-pre-pftrd') a. Not prepared or made

ready ; unfitted or unfurnished ;—not made fit for

death and eternity.

Unpreeaed, (un-prest') a. Not pressed or subjected to

pressure ;—not urged or enforced.
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Unpretending, (un-pr»-tend'ing) a. Not pretending ;

nut claiming distinction ; niodeat.

Unpretendlngly,(uii -pre-tend ing-le)a<fv. Without pre

tension ; modestly.

Unpriestly, (un-prestle) a. Unbecoming a priest.

Unprincefy, (un-prins'le) a. Unbeoomiug a prince.

Unprincipled, (uu-prin'ie-pld) a. Not baring settled

principles ;—baring no good moral principles ; desti

tute of virtue ; profligate.

Unprinted, (un-print ed) a. Not printed;—unstamped.

Unproductive, (un-pro-duk'tiv) a. Not productive ;

barren ;—not producing large crops ; not making pro

fitable returns for labour :—not producing profit or

interest, as capital ;—not efficient; not producing any

effect.

Unproductiveness, (un-pro-duk'tir-nes) n. The state

or condition of being unproductive, as land, stock,

capital, labour, and the like.

Unprofessional, (un-pro-fesh'nn-al) a. Not profes

sional ;— not belonging or suitable to a profession.

Unprofitable, (un-profit-a-bl) a. Not profitable ; pro

ducing no gain, improvement, or advantage ; useless.

Uii profitably, (un-profit-a-ble) adv. In an unprofitable

manner; without gain; without any good effect or ad

vantage.

Unproliflc, (tin-pro-lifik) a. Not producing young;

barren ;—not producing in abundance.

Unpromising, (un-prom'ii-ing) a. Not promising ; not

affording a favourable prospect of success, of excel

lence, of profit, or the like.

Unpronounceable, (un-prd-uounsa-bl) a. That cannot

be pronounced. (uttered.

Unpronounoed, (un-pro-nounst) a. Not spoken or

Unprophetie, (un-pro-fet'ik) a. Not foreseeing or pre

dicting future events.

Unpropitious, (un-pro-pish'e-ns) a. Not propitious;

not favourable ; inauspicious.

Unprosperous, (un-pros'per-us) a. Not prosperous ; not

attended with success; unfortunate.

Unprotected, (un-pro-tek'ted) a. Not protected or

defended ; helpless. (by evidence or argument.

Unproved, (on-proovd*) a. Not tried ; not established

Unprovided, (un-pro-rid'ed) a. Not provided ; un-

supplied ; unfurnished.

Unprovoked, (un-pro-voktT a. Not provoked.

Unpublished, (nn-publisht) a. Not published or made

public ;—secret. (with impunity.

Unpunished, (un-pun'isht) a. Not punished ; escaping

Unpurchased, (un-pur-chasf) a. Not bought.

Unpurged, (un-purjd') a. Not purged or purified.

Unpursued, (un-pur-efid') a. Not pursued.

Unqualified, (un-kwol'e-fid) o. Notqualified; not hav

ing the requisite talents, abilities, or accomplishments;

—not having taken the requisite oath or oaths ;—not

modified or restricted by conditions or exceptions;

absolute; unconditional

Unquenchable, (nn-kweii»ha-bl) a. Not to be ex

tinguished or quenched.

Unquenohed, (un-kwenshf) a. Not extinguished.

Unquestionable, (tin-kwest'yun-a-bl) a. Not questiona

ble; not to bequestioned; not to be doubted; indubita

ble; certain; questionless.

Unquestionably, (uii-kwest'ynn-a-ble) adv. In an

unquestionable manner ; without doubt.

Unquestioned, (nn-kwesfyund) a. Not examined; un

disputed, (less ; uneasy ; agitated ; disturbed.

Unquiet, (un-kwfet) a. Not calm or tranquil ; rest-

Unquietneat, (un-kwiet-nes) n. State or quality of

lieing unquiet; want of quiet; restlessness; uneasiness.

Unravel, (un-ravl) v. t. To disentangle ; to disengage

or se]>arate( as threads that are knit;—hence, to clear

from complication or difficulty; to unfold; to solve;

—to separate the connected or united parts of;—to

throw into disorder ; to confuse

Unready, (un-red'e) a. Not ready or prepared; not

prompt or quick ; slow ; awkward.

Unreal, (un-real) a. Not real; unsubstantial; baring

appearance only.

Unreasonable, (un-re'm-a-bl) a. Exceeding the bounds

of reason ; irrational ; inordinate) ;—immoderate : ex

orbitant ; excessive. (ity of being unreaeuriabia.

Unreasonableness, (un-re'm-a-bl-iies) ». State or queJ-

Unreasonably, (un-rt'xn-a-ble) adv. Immoderately;

excessively.

Unreconciled, (tm-rek'on-sild) a. Not reconciled-

Unrecordcd, (un-re-kord'ed) a. Not registered or offi

cially entered for attestation and preservation ;—not

narrated or recited in historical or other account*;—

not kept in remembrance by public monument*

Unredeemed, (un-re-dftmd') a. Not redeemed ; not

ransomed ;—not taken up or recalled by payment of

the principal, as bonds, mortgages, &c.

Unredressed, (un-re-dreef) a. Not relieved froxu in

justice ; not reformed or removed.

Unrefined, (un-re-find/) a. Not refined or purified—

literally or figuratively. [amended.

Unrefcnned, (un-re-formd') a. Not corrected or

Unregarded, (un-re-gard'ed) a. Not respected or heed

ed ; neglected; slighted.

Unregenerate, (un-rC-jen'er-iU) o. Not born again: not

brought to a new spiritual state ; not renewed in

heart.

Unregistered, (un-rej'is-terd) a . Not put on the roll or

registered ; not recorded.

Unrelenting, (un-rc-lentlng) a. Not relenting ; hav

ing no pity ; hard ; cruel ; implacable.

Unreliable, (uu-re-iTa-bl) a. Not reliable : not to be

depended ujion ; not trustworthy.

Unremitted, (un-re-mifed) a. Not remitted or for

given ;—not abated or relaxed ; continued.

Unremitting, (un-re-mit'ing) a. Not abating ; not re

laxing for a time ; incessant ; continued.

Unremunerative, (un-re-mun'er-at-iv) a. Not repaying

or recompensing for outlay or labour ; unprofitable.

Unrenewed, (un-re-nud') a. Not made new ; not born

of the Spirit of God ; unregenerate. [warded.

Unrepaid, (un-re-pad') a. Not recompensed or re-

Unrepealed, (un-re-peld') a. Not abrogated or re

voked.

Unrepented, (un-rt-pent'ed) a. Not repented of; set

regretted or expiated by penitential sorrow.

Unrepenting (un-re-pent'ing) a. Not penitent or

sorry for sin. [murmuring peevishlr

Unrepining, (un-re-pin'ing) a. Not complaining or

Unreported, (un-re-ported) a. Not narrated, described,

or detailed by the press;— not officially stated or

mentioned.

Unrepresented, (un-rep-re-zent'ed) a. Not represented;

baring no agent, delegate, etc., to act for one.

Unreproved, (un-re-proord') a. Not censured or re

buked.

Unreserved, (un-rS-xervdO a. Not reserved ; — not

limited ; not withheld in part ; full ; entire ;—con

cealing or withholding nothing ; open ; franfe.

Unreservedly, (un-re-rerv'ed-le) adv. Without limita

tion or reservation ; frankly; openly.

Unresisted, (un-re-zist'ed) a. Not resisted or oppoawL

Unresisting, (un-re-zist'ing) a. Not opposing ; making ,

no resistance.

Unresolved, (un-re-iolvd') a. Not determined : baring

made no resolution ;—not solved or cleared up.

Unrespited, (un-ree'pit-ed) a. Not respited or re

prieved, [back ;—not cured.

Unrestored, (un-re-stord') a. Not restored or given

Unrestrained, (nn-re-strand') a. Not hindered ux

checked ;—unlimited ;—loose ; licentious.

Unrestricted, (un-re-strik'ted) a. Having no limita

tion, restriction, or qualification : absolute.

Unretracted, (uu-re-trakt ed) a. Not withdrawn ; not

revoked.

Unrevealed, (un-rC-veld') a. Not revealed or i

—not made known by divine revelation.
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Unrevenged, (un-r6-venjd') a. Not revenged or

avenged. [recompensed.
■Unrewarded, (un-re-wawrd'ed) a. Not rewarded ; not

Unriddle, (un-rid'l) v. t. To read the riddle of ; to

solve or explain. [mantle.

Unrig, (nn-rigO v. t. To strip of rigging ; to ilia-

Unrighteous, (un-ritfyus) a. Not righteous ; evil ;

wicked ;—contrary to law and equity ; unjust.

Unrighteously, (un-rit'yus-le) adv. Unjustly ;—sinful

ly ; wickedly.

Unrighteousness, (un-rit'yus-nes) n. Quality of being

unrighteous ; injustice ; wickedness.

Unrip, (un-rip ) v. t. To rip open ; to tear up.

Unripe, (un-rip') a. Not ripe; not mature; not brought

to a state of perfection ;—not seasonable ;—not pre

pared ; not completed. [immaturity ; crudity.

Unripeness, (un-rip'nes) n. State of being unripe :

Unrivalled, (uu-ri'vald) a. Having no rival ; without

a competitor ; peerless. [dress ; to disrobe.

Unrobe, (uu-rut/) v. t. To strip of a robe ; to un-

Unxoll, (un-roT) v. t. To open, as what is rolled or

convolved ;—to display ; to lay open.

Unromantic, (un-ro-mau'tik) a. Not romantic ; pro

saic ; not fanciful or visionary ;—commonplace.

Unroof, (un-roof) v. t. To strip off the roof or cover

ing.

Unroot, (un-roof) v. t. To tear up from the roots ;

to extirpate ; to eradicate ;—v. i. To become un

rooted.

Unruffled, (un-rufId) a. Not ruffled ; calm ; tranquil ;

peaceful ; quiet.

Unruliness, (un-rool'e-nes) h. Tho quality or con

dition of being unruly ; disregard of restraint ; licen

tiousness ; turbulence.

Unruly, (un-rool'e) a. Not submissive to rule ; dis

regarding restraint ;—apt to break over fences ; licen

tious ; turbulent ; refractory.

Unsaddle, (un-sad'l) v. t. To' strip of a saddle ; to take

the saddle from ;—to throw from the saddle ; to

unhorse.

Unsafe, (un-saf*) a. Not safe ; not free from danger ;

exposed to peril ; dangerous ; hazardous.

Unsafely, (un-saf 'le) adv. In an unsafe manner;

insecurely ; dangerously.

Unsaleable, (un-eal'a-bl) a. Not meeting a ready sale ;

not in demand ; unmarketable.

Unsalted, (un-sawlfed) a. Not seasoned with salt ; not

pickled; fresh. [consecrated : unholy.

Unsanctined, (un-sank'te-fid) a. Not sanctified or

Unsated, (un-safed) a. Not satisfied or satiated.

Unsatisfactory, (un-sat-is-fak'tor-e) a. Not giving

satisfaction ;—failing to explain fully or to convince

the mind.

Unsati sfied , ( un - sat ' is - f id ) a. Not pleased or

contented;—not gratified to the full;— not fully

eonvinced ;—not fully liquidated.

Unsavoury, (un-ea'vur-e) a. Not savoury; tasteless ;

insipid ;—disagreeable to the taste or smell; offensive;

disgusting.

Unsay, (un-saV) v. (. To recant or recall, as what has

been said ; to retract:—imp. & pp. unsaid: ppr. un

saying, [with wounds.

Unscarred, (un-skardO a. Not scarred or marked

Unscholarly, (uii-skol'gr-le) a. Not scholarly ; unbe

coming the training or habits of a scholar.

Unschooled, (un-skooUT) a. Not educated or in

structed ;—undisciplined. [touched by fire.

Unscorched, ( un • skorcht ' ) a. Not scorched or

Unscrew, (un-skr66/) v. t. To draw the screws from ;

to loosen or withdraw, as a screw, by turning it.

Un scriptural, (un-skrip'tu-ral) a. Not agreeable to

scripture ; not warranted by the word of God.

Unscrupulous, (un-skroo'pu-lus) a. Not scrupulous ;

having no scruples ; unprincipled.

Unseal, (un-seT) v. t. To break or remove the seal

of. to open, as what is sealed.

Unsearchable, (un-sercb'u-bl) a. Not searchable;

inscrutable; hidden; mysterious. [explored.

Unsearched, (un-serchf) a. Not examined ; not

Unseasonable, (un-se'zn-a-bl) a. Not seasonable ; not

in the proper season or time ; ill-timed ; untimely;—

not suited to the time or occasion ; unfit.

Unseasonably, (un-s6'zu-a-ble) adv. In an unseasonable

manner ; not in due time, or not in the usual time.

Unseasoned, (un-sez'nd) a. Not seasoned;—not dried

and hardened for use, as timber ;—not salted, spiced,

flavoured, Ac, as provisions;—not inured by habit,

use, or exercise. [prive of a seat.

Unseat, (un-sef) v.t To throw from the seat ; to de-

Unseaworthy, (un-se'wur-THe) a. Not in a fit state, as

to repairs, equipments, crew, to encounter the perils

of a sea-voyage. [supported.

Unseconded, (un-sek'un-ded) a. Not seconded or

Unseemly, (un-aemle) a. Not seemly ; not fit or

becoming; uncomely; unbecoming; indecent.

Unseemly, (un-sfim'le) adv. In an unseemly or un

becoming manner ; indecently.

Unseen, (un-sen) a. Not seen; not discovered; invisi

ble ; not discoverable.

Unselfish, (un-sel'flsh) a. Not selfish ; not unduly

attached to one's own interest.

Unsent, tun-sent') a. Not dispatched or transmitted.

Unserviceable, (un-se.rv'is-a-bl) a. Useless ; bringing

no advantage, profit, or convenience.

Unset, (un-sef) a. Not placed or fixed ;—not having

sunk below the horizon.

Unsettle, (un-sef1) v.t. To move or loosen from a

fixed state ; to unhinge ; to make uncertain or

fluctuating : to unfix ;—v. i. To become unfixed.

Unsevered, (un-sev'e.rd) a. Not parted or divided.

Unsex, (un-soks') r. t. To transform in respect of

sex.

Unshackle, (un-shakl) v.t To loose from shackles

or bonds; to set free from restraint: to unfetter.

Unshaken, (un-shak'n) a. Not agitated or moved;—

not weakened in resolution: firm; steady.

Unshapely, (un-shap'le) a. Not well formed.

Unshapen, (un-shap'n) a. Not well shapen; deformed;

ugly. [sheath or scabbard, as a sword.

Unsheathe, (un-sheTif) v. t. To draw from the

Unshed, (un-shed') «. Not shed or spilt.

Unsheltered, ( un - shel ' terd ) a. Not screened or

protected.

Unship, (un-shipO v. t. To take out of a ship or other

water-craft;—to remove, as any part or implement,

from the place where it u fixed or fitted.

Unshod, (un-ehod') a. Not shod; having no shoes.

Unshorn, (un-shorn') a. Not shorn;—not clipped.

Unshrinking, (un-shrink'ing) a. Not shunning danger,

toil, pain, <tc; firmly enduring.

Unshut. (un-ahuf) a. Not shut or closed; open.

Unsifted, (un-siffed) a. Not separated by a sieve;—

not critically examined ; untried.

Unsightly, (un-sitle) a. Not sightly; disagreeable to

the eye ; ugly ; deformed.

Unsisterly, (un-sis't^r-le) a. Unbecoming a sister.

Unskilful, (un-skil'fodl) a. Not skilful: wanting the

knowledge and dexterity which are acquired by ob

servation, use, and experience ; awkward ; clumsy.

Unskilfulness, (un-skil'fool-nes) n. Quality of being

unskilful ; awkwardness: clumsiness.

Unslaked, (un-slakf) a. Not slaked or quenched.

Unsleeping, (un-sler/ing) a. Wakeful ; always vigilant.

Unslumbering, (un-slunfber-iirg) a. Never sleeping;

always watchful

Unamoked, (un-smokf) a. Not dried in smoke;—not

used in smoking, as a tobacco pipe.

Unsociability, (un-so-ahe-a-bil'e-te) n. Tho state or

quality of being unsociable; unsociableness.

Unsociable, (un-so'she-a-bl) a. Not sociable; not in

clined to society; averse to companionship or conver

sation; solitary; reserved.
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Unsooisbly, (un-sdahe-svble) adv. In an unsociable

manner; reservedly. [not beneficial to society.

Unsocial, (un-ed'the-al) «. Not adapted to society;

Unaoiled, (un-soild') a. Not stained or tainted.

Unsold, (on-sold') a. Not sold or exchanged for money

or other consideration;—remaining; on hand or in

stock.

Unsoldierly, (un-sol jer-le) a. Unbecoming a soldier.

Unsolicited, (un-sd-lis'it-ed) a. Not requested or asked

for;—hence, voluntary.

Unsolved, (un-eolvd') a. Not solved or explained.

Unsophisticated, (un-so-fis'te-k&t-ed) a. Not adulterat

ed by mixture ; pure ; genuine;—hence, inartificial;

natural. [according to kind, classes, ic.

Unsorted, (un-sort'ed)a. Not separated and distributed

Unsound, (un-eound') a. Not sound; wanting any thing

essential; deficient; defective;—infirm; sickly;— not

orthodox; defective:—not sound in character; not I

honest ; not faithful ; not to be trusted; deceitful;—

not close: not compact;—erroneous; wrong; sophistical:

—not strong ; not fast; not calm;—not well establish

ed ; defective ; questionable.

Unsoundly, (un-soundle) adv. In an unsound manner.

Unsoundness, (un-sound'nes) n. The quality or state

of being unsound: defectiveness.

Unsoured, (un-eourd') a. Not soured;—not made

morose or crabbed.

Unsown, (un-son') a. Not scattered, as seed ; — not

propagated by scattering seed ;—uot sown, as land.

Unsparing, (un-spar'ing) a. Not sparing; not parsi

monious ; liberal ; profuse.

Unspeakable, (un-spek'a-bl) a. Incapable of being

uttered or adequately described ; unutterable ; ineffa

ble ; indescribable. (utterably.

Unspeakably, (un-spck'a-ble) adv. Inexpressibly; un-

Unspent, (un-spenV) a. Not spent or wasted ;—not

exhausted or weakened.

Unspoiled, (un-spoild') a. Not pillaged or plundered ;

—not marred, corrupted, or rendered useless.

Unspoken, (un-spok'n) a. Not spoken or uttered

Unspotted, (un-spot'ed) a. Not spotted; free from

spot ;—especially, free from moral stain ; untainted

with guilt : unblemished ; immaculate.

Unstable, (un-eta'bl) a. Not fixed or fast ;—unsteady;

irresolute; inconstant. [ment ; fickle; volatile.

Unitaid, (un-stad') a. Unsteady ; not settled in Judg-

Unstained, (un-stand') a. Not stained or dyed ;—not

dishonoured ; unpolluted. [pressed.

Unstamped, (uu-stampt') a. Not stamped or im-

Unstatesmanlike, (un-statr/man-lik) a. Unbecoming a

statesman.

Unsteadfast, (un-sted'fast) a. Not standing or being

firm ;—not fixed in purpose : irresolute. [ner.

Unsteadily, (un-sted'e-le) adv. In an unsteady man-

Unsteadiness, (un-sted'e-nes) n. The quality or state of

being unsteady ;—mistablenees ; inconstancy ; want of

firmness; irresolution; mutableness.

Unsteady, (un-sted'e) a. Not steady ; not constant;

mutable ; variable ; changeable.

Unsteeped, (un-stepf) a. Not steeped or soaked.

Unstinted, (un-stint'ed) a. Not stinted or limited.

Unstirred, (un-st?rd') a. Not stirred ; not agitated.

Unstop, (uii-stop') v. t. To free from a stopple, as a

bottle or cask ;—to free from any obstruction; to

open.

Unstored, (un-stord') a. Not warehoused or laid up in

store :—not supplied with stores or provisions.

Unstrained, (un-strand') a. Not forced; easy.

Unstratifled, (un-strat'e-tld) a. Nut deposited in strata

or beds.

Unstring, (un-stringO v. i. To deprive of strings :—to

relax the tension of; to loosen;—to take from a

string:—imp. A pp. unstrung; ppr. unstringing.

Unstudied, (un- stud 'id) a. Unpremeditated ; — not

lalxjured ; easy ; natural.

Unatuffed, (un-stoft') a. Not stuffed ; not filled.

Unsuccessful, (un-suk-sea'fool) a. Not successful . r»t

producing the desired event : not fortunate.

unsuitable, (un-suta-bl) a. Not suitable ; not adapt

ed ; unfit ;—unbecoming ; improper.

Unsuitably, (un-suta-ble) adv. In an unsuitable man

ner ; incongruously.

Unsuited, (un-sut'ed) a. Not fitted or adapted ; onvt.

Unsullied, (un-sul'lid) a. Not stained or tarnished ;

—spotless ; pure. [versa.

Unsung, (un-sungO a. Not sung ;—not celebrated is

Unsupported, (un - sup - port ' ed) a. Not i—wrtr-1 «r

countenanced;—not seconded;—not sustained by other

testimony or evidence. (exceeded

Unsurpassed, (un-sur-pasf) o. Not snipes—sl or

Unsurveyed, (un-sur-vad') a. Not surveyed.

Unsusceptible, (un-sus-sept'e-bl) a. Not r^raMf of

admitting or receiving im pressions ; insensible; un

feeling, [liable to suspicion of evil in design or ad

Unsuspected, (un-sus-pekfed) a. Not suspected ; not

Unsuspecting, (un-sus-pekt'ing) a. Not **r"*giT'iTig evil

in act or design ; tree from suspicion.

Unsuspended, (un-sus-pend'ed) a. Not bung up : not

delayed. [having no suspicion.

Unsuspicious, (un-siis-pishe-us) a. Not eu#ptaocjj ;

Unsustained, (un-sos-tand') a. Not sustained or sup

ported, [cleaned with a brassi.

Unswept, (un-swepf) a. Not swept ; not brushed &

Unswerving, (un-swerv'ing) a. Unaeviating.

Unsymmetrical, (un-sim-met'rik-al) a. Wanting *tb-

metry or due proportion of parts.

Untainted, (un-tant'ed) a. Unsullied ; unpolluted;—

not charged with a crime;—not corrupted or putrid.

Untaken, (un-tak'n) a. Not captured;—not swallowed;

—not filled or occupied.

Untameahle, (un-tara'a-bl) a. That cannot be tamed.

Untamed, (un-tamd') a. Not tamed or domesticated ;

unsubdued. [enjoyed.

Untasted, (un-tast'ed) a. Not tasted or tried ;-^*4

Untaught, (un-tawf) a. Not educated or instructed.

Untaxed, (un-taksf) a. Not charged with taxes ;—

not charged or accused.

Untempered, (un-teni'pml) a. Not tempered; not

duly prepared and hardened for use.

Untenable, (un-ten a-bl) a. Not to be held in pi—ui

sion ; indefensible ; that cannot be defended or main

tained, [unoccupied

Untenanted, (un-ten'ant-ed) a. Having no tenant ;

Untendered, (un-ten'd(rd) a. Not offered.

Unthanked, (un-thangkt') a. Not thanked.

Unthankful, (un-thaugk'fdol) a. Ungrateful : not

returning acknowledgment for good received.

Unthinking, (nn-thingk'ing) a. Not thinking; not

heedful ; thoughtless ; inconsiderate ;—not indicating

thought or reflection. [tion; thoughtlessly.

Unthinkingly, (un-thingklng-lo) adv. Without re&ec-

Unthought, (un-tlmwt ) a. Not supposed to be ;—not

heeded or regarded—with o/.

Unthrift, (un-thriff) ?i. A prodigal ;—extravagance :

waste.

Unthrifty, (un-thrifVe) a. Profuse ; prodigal ; lavish ;

—not improving ; not gaining :—■imtkrwinp.

Untidiness, (un-ttd'e-nes) n. Want of tidiness or

neatness; slovenliness. [kept in good order.

Untidy, (un-tid'e) «. Not tidy or neat ; slovenly ;—not

Untie, (un-tr) r. t. To loosen ; to disengage the parts

of, as a knot :—to free from any fastening; to unbind;

—to free from hinderance or obstruction ;—to reaoliv:

to unfold; to clear :—imp- & pp. untied ; ppr. untying.

Until, (uii'tir) prep. [Go. und, Icel tuts. Gear. wax.]

To ; till ; as far as—in respect to time.

Until, (un-til') eonj. As far as ; to the point that ; te

the place or degree that ; up to the time that ; till.

Untimely, (un-tim'le) a. Not timely; happening

before the usual or natural time ; premature ; un

seasonable, [time; prematurely ; unseasonably

Untimely, (un-timle) adv. Before the natural ox usual |
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Untinetured, (un-tings/tord) o. Not tinged, stained,

mixed, or affected :—also unt\ngea\ [wearied.

Untired, (un-tird'j a. Not exhausted by toil; un-

Untiring, (un- tiring) a. Not becoming tired or ex

hausted ; enduring ; patient. [nor ; indefatigably.

Untiringly, (un-tir'ing-le) adv. In an untiring mau-

Untitled, (un-ti t'ld) a. Having no title.

Unto, (un'too) prep. [Go. untt, O. Sax. vnti, to, till,

and Eng. to.) To—now used only in antiquated, for

mal, or icriptural style.

Untold, (uu-told') a. Not told ; not related ; not

revealed ;—not numbered or counted.

Untouched, (un-tuchtf) a. Not touched or handled ;—

not meddled with;—not reached; unattaiued;—not

moved or affected.

Untoward, (un-to'ward, un-to'ard) a. Froward ; per

verse ; refractory ;—awkward ; ungraceful ;—incon

venient ; troublesome ; unmanageable.

Untowardly, (un-to'ward-le) adv. In an untoward

manner : perversely ; ungainly.

Untowardly, (un-to'ward-le) a. Perverse; froward;

awkward.

Untowardness, (un-to'ward-nes) ». State or quality

of being untoward; frowardness; pervereeness ; awk

wardness.

Untracked, (un-traktf) a. Not marked by footsteps ;

—not followed by the tracks :—also untroeed.

Untrained, (un-triind') a. Not trained ; undisciplined ;

not instructed ;—unguverned ; irregular.

Untranslatable, (un-traiis-l.it a-bl) a. That cannot be

translated.

Untranslated, (un-trana-l'it'cd) a. Not translated.

Untravelled, (un-trav'eld) a. Not travelled ; not trod

den by passengers;—having never seen foreign coun

tries.

Untried, (un-trid') a. Not tried or attempted ;—not

experienced ;—not judicially heard and determined.

Untrodden, (un-trod'n) a. Not passed over or marked

by the fool

Untroubled, (un-trabld) a. Not agitated or dis

turbed; unruffled;— free from passion, die.;—not

muddy ; clear.

Untrue, (un-trodO a. Not true ; false ; contrary to

the fact ;—not faithful ; inconstant ; not fulfilling

duties; disloyal.

Untruly, (un-trodOe) adv. In an untrue manner;

not truly ; falsely ; not according to reality.

Untruth, (un-trddtb/) n. The quality of being untrue:

contrariety to truth: falsehood; want of veracity;

treachery ; want of fidelity ;—that which is untrue ;

a false assertion. [acity.

Untruthful, <un-trdoTH'fo61) a. Wanting in ver-

Untunable, (un-tun'a-bl) a. That cannot be tuned or

brought to the proper pitch ;—inharmonious ; not

musical.

Untune, (un-tun) v.t. To make incapable of harmony;

to put out of tune ; to disorder.

Unturned, (un-turnd") a. Not turned.

Untutored, (un-tu'tord) a. Untaught ; uninstructed.

Untwine, (un-twin') v. t. To untwist : to disentangle ;

to separate, as that which winds or clasps.

Untwist, (un-twisf) v. tori. To separate and open,

as threads twitted ; to turn back tliat which is

twisted ;—to open; to disentangle.

Unused, (un-unr) a. Not used or accustomed ;—never

put to use ;—unemployed. [rare,

unusual, (un-uz'u-al) a. Not usual ; uncommon ;

Unusually, (un-uz'u-al-le) adv. Not commonly ; not

frequently ; rarely.

Unutterable, (un-ut'er-a-bl) a. Incapable of being

uttered or expressed ; ineffable ; inexpressible.

U nvalued, (un-val'ud) a. Not valued or prized ;

neglected ; -- inestimable ; — not estimated or ap

praised.

Unvaried, (un-va'rid) n. Not altered or diversified.

Unvarnished, (un-var'uisht) a. Not overlaid with

varnish ;—not artificially coloured or adorned ; not

artfully embellished ; plain. [constant.

Unvarying, (un-va're-ing) a. Not liable to change ;

Unveil, (un-valO v. t. To remove a veil from ; to

divest of a veil ; to uncover ; to disclose to view.

Unversed, (un-verstf «■ Not versed or skilled in

the forms or rules of any art or science.

Unviolated, (nn-vi'5-hU-ed) a. Not violated: not

broken or transgressed ;—not injured.

Unvieited, (un-viz'it-ed) a. Not visited ; not called

on ; not resorted to. [corrupted.

Unvitiated, (un-vi&h'e-at-ed) a. Not vitiated or

Unvouched, (un-vouchf) a. Not warranted or sup

ported by testimony \—not fully tested.

Unwarily, (un-wa're-le) adv. In an unwary or careless

manner ; needlessly. pessness.

Unwariness, (un-wa're-nes) n. Carelessness ; beed-

Unwarmed, (un-warmd*) a. Not warmed ; not excited.

Unwarned, (un-warnd') «. Not apprized or cautioned

against danger.

Unwarped, (un-warptf) a. Not warped ; not biased ;

not turned from the true direction ; impartial.

Unwarrantable, (un-wor'ant-a-bl) a. Not warrantable ;

indefensible ; not justifiable ; illegal : unjust ; im

proper.

Unwarrantably, (un-worant-a-ble) adv. In an un

warrantable manner ; improperly ; unjustly.

Unwarranted, (un-wor'an-ted) a. Not warranted or

authorized ;— not made sure or certain ;—not coven-

anted to be sound, good, Ac

Unwary, (un-wa're) a. Not vigilant against danger ;

not cautious ; unguarded ; precipitate,

i (un-woahtf) a. Not washed or cleansed byUnwashed,

water.

Unwasted, (un-wast'ed) a. Not lavished or dissipated;

not used or consumed ;—not lost by evaporation,

&c.

Unwatched, (un-wochf) a. Not watched or guarded.

Unwatered, (un-wawt'jrd) a. Not watered ; dry.

Unwavering, (un-wav'er-ing) a. Not fluctuating or

vacillating ; firm ; constant.

Unwearied, (un-wg'rid) a. Not fatigued or tired ; per

sistent : indefatigable.

Unweariedly, (un-wfi'rid-le) adv. In an unwearied

manner ; without fatigue.

Unweave, (un-weV) v. t. To unfold ; to undo, as what

has been woven. [ately considered.

Unweighed, (un-wad^ a. Not weighed ;—not deliber-

Unwelcome, (un-wel'kum) a. Not well received; not

pleasing or agreeable. [in good health; ailing.

U n well. ( un - wel') a. Nut well ; indisposed ; not

Unwholesome, ( un - hoi sum ) a. Not wholesome ;

unfavourable to health ; insalubrious ;—pernicious ;—

injudicious.

Unwholesomenets, (un-hoTtmm-nes) n. The state or

quality of being unwholesome ; insalubrity.

Onwieldiness, (un-wfild'e-nes) n. The state or quality

of being unwieldy; difficulty of being moved; heavi

ness.

Unwieldy, (un-weld'e) a. Not wieldy ; movable with

difficulty; unmanageable; bulky; ponderous.

Unwilling, (un-wil'ing) a. Not willing ; loath ; disin

clined ; reluctant [manner: reluctantly.

Unwillingly, (un-wil'ing-le) adv. In an unwilling

Unwillingness, (un-wil'iug-nee) n. The state or qual

ity of being unwilling ; disinclination ; reluctance.

Unwind, (un-wind*) v. t. To wind off; to loose or

separate, as what is wound or convolved ; — to disen

tangle;—v.t. To become unwound ; to be capable of

being unwound:—imp. & pp. unwound; ppr. un

winding, [rubbing.

Unwiped, (un-wipf) a. Not wiped or cleansed by

Unwise, (un-wur*) a. Not wise ; defective in wisdom ;

injudicious; indiscreet; foolish. [faded.

Unwithered, (un-wiTH'grd) a. Not withered?; un-

Unwitnessed, (un-wit'nest) a. Not witnessed or jeen
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by other*;—not signed or attested in presence of

witnews. [ledge or oonsciuusness ; iguorantly.

Unwittingly, (un-wit'ing-le) adv. Without know-

Unwonted, (un-wont'ed) a. Not wonted: unaccustomed;

unused : not made familiar by practice ;—uncommon;

unusual ; infrequent ; rare.

Unwontedly, (un-wont'ed-le) adr. In an unwonted or

unaccustomed manner.

Unwontedness, (un-woufed-nee) n. Quality of being

unwonted; uncommonness ; rareness; rarity.

Unworkmanlike, (nn-wurk man-lik) a. Unbecoming

a workman ; unskilful ; slovenly.

Unworldlinesa, (un- wurld'le-nes) n. Want of a worldly,

carnal, or covetous spirit ; spirituality.

Unworldly, (un-wurldle) a. Not carnal, covetous, or

self-seeking ; spiritual.

Unworthily, (un-wur'THe-le) adv. In an unworthy

manner ; not according to desert,

Onworthiness, (un-wur'THe-nes) n. The quality of

being unworthy ; want of worth or merit.

Unworthy, (un-wurTHe) a. Not worthy; undeserving ;

wanting merit ;— worthless ; base ;—unbecoming ; dis

creditable; inadequate. (injured.

Unwounded, ( un - woond'ed ) a. Not wounded or

Unwoven, (un-w6v'n) a. Not woven.

Unwrap, (un-rap') v.t. To open or undo, as what is

wrapped or folded.

Unwrinkled, (un-riiurTtld) a. Not shrunk or marked

with ridges or furrows.

Unwritten, (un-rit'n) a. Not written ; not reduced

to writing ; verbal ;—containing no writing; blank.

Unwrought, (uu-rawV) o. Not laboured; not manufac

tured, [ing ; unpliant ; stiff ; firm ; obstinate.

Unyielding, (un-yeld'ing) a. Not yielding ; unbend-

Unyoke, (un-yok ) v. t. To loose or free from a yoke ;

—to part ; to disjoin.

Up, (up) adv. [A. -8. up, vpp. Ice), upp, Go. iup.] Aloft;

un high ; toward a higher place ; in a higher position;

above ;—hence, from a lower to a higher position,

literally or figuratively—used with verbs of motion;

—in a higher place or position—used with verbs of

rest, sitnatiou, and the like;—to or in a position of

equal advance or equality ; not short of, leas than,

away from, or the like—usually followed by to or with;

—completely : wholly ; quite.

Up, (up) n. The state of being up or above ; a state

of elevation, prosperity, and the like. [along.

Up, (up) prep. From a lower to a higher place ; on or

Upas, (upas) n. [Malay. Upas, poison.] A tree oom-

mon in the forests of Java and of the

neighbouring isles, the secretions of

which are poisonous. It has been

fabulously reported that the atmos

phere surrounding it is deleterious.

upbear, (up-bar7) v. t. To bear up ;

to raise aloft ; to elevate ; to sus

tain:— imp, upbore; pp. upborne;

Ppr. upbearing.

upbind, (up-bUHT) v. t. To bind up ;

—to close.

Upbraid, (up-bradO v.t. [A.-S. upptbrtdan, to up

braid, reproach, from up, up, and pebrtdan, to twist,

to braid.] To charge with something wrong or dis

graceful;—to reprove severely; to bring reproach on ;

to chide :— imp. & pp. upbraided ; ppr. upbraiding.

Upbraiding, (up-brad'ing) n. Accusing another with

something disgraceful ; act of reproaching ;—self-

acvuaations of conscience.

Upbraidingly, (up-brad'ing-le) adv. In an upbraiding

or reproachful manner.

Upcast, (uplcast) a. Thrown upward, as a bowl ;—

turned upwards, as the eyes.

Upcast, (uplcast) n. A cast ; a throw.

Upheaval, (upheVal) n. Act of upheaving ; a heaving

or lifting up. [beneath.

Upheave, (up-hflv^ v. t. To heave or lift up from

 

Upai tree.

Uphill, (up*hH) o. Ascending ; going up ;—attended

with labour ; difficult.

Uphold, (up-hold ) v. t. To lift on high ; to elevate;—

to support ; to sustain ; to keep from falling : to

maintain ;—to give moral support to : to coonfi*-

nanoe :—imp. & pp. upheld ; ppr. upholding.

Upholder, (up-hotd'er) «. One who or that which

upholds ; a supporter ; a defender ; a euetainwr.

Upnolster, (up-hol'ster) v. (. To supply with curtains.

Arc., as a window ; to cover anew and repair, as furni

ture.

Upholsterer, (up-hdTster-er) u. (A corruption of wp>

holder.] One who furnishes houses with ft&rar&ire,

beds, curtains, and the like. [upholsterers.

Upholstery, (up-hul'ster-e) n. Furniture supplied by

Upland, (np'lantl) n. High land; ground elevated above

the meadows and intervals which lie on the banks of

rivers, near the sea, or between hills.

Upland, (up' land) a. High in situation ; being on

upland ;—pertaining to uplands.

Uplander, (up'lan-der) n. One dwelling in uplands

mountaineer; highlander.

Uplandiah, (up-land'ish) a. Of or pertaining to up

lands ; dwelling on high lands or mountains; benoa,

rude ; rustic.

Uplift, (up-lifV) v.t. To lift or raise aloft; to xBase;

to elevate ;—imp. & pp. uplifted ; ppr. uplifting-.

Upmost, (up'most) a. Highest ; topmost ; uppermost

Upon, (up-on') prep. [A.-S. uppan, uppon.) On :—in

contact with or lying above the surface or upper part of

a thing and supported by it ;—in the state of resting

in, on, or upheld by;—in the state of acting or per

forming with the hand or fingers :—hence, in the

sense of conveying action or influence, addition or

increase, Ac. ;—hence, in addition to ; besides :—ut

dependence or reliance;—at or near to ;—at or in tb*

time of; during;—after;— in consequence of : fol

lowing ; — in consideration of : by virtue of ;—with

the pledge of ;—noting approach or attack ;—noting

dependence for means of subsistence.

Upper, (up'er)u., camp, of up. [Got. ofter, A.-S. nfir,

higher.] Further up, literally or figuratively ;—higher

in situation, position, rank, dignity, or the like ;

superior.

Upperhand, (up'er-hand) n. Ascendancy: BupericritT.

Uppermost, (up?r-niost)n. [Suptrtativt of vp or upper.]

Further up; upmost; highest in situation, position,

rank, power, or the like ; supreme.

Uppish, (up'iflh) a. (From up.) Proud: arrogant:

assuming; putting on airs of superiority.

Uppishness, (up'isb-nes) n. The quality of being

uppish ; pride or arrogance of manner.

Upraise, (up-riir') v.t. To raise ; to lift up.

Uproar, (up-reV) v. t. To rear ; to raise.

Upright, (up'rit) a. In an erect position or posters ;

pointing directly upward ; perpendicular ;—honest ;

nut ;—conformable to moral rectitude.

Upright (up'rit) n. Something standing erect or

perpendicular.

Uprightly, (up'rit-le) adv. In a direction perpen

dicular to the piano of the horizon ;—with strict recti

tude ; honestly.

Uprightness, (up/rit-nes) n. Quality or condition of

being upright ; perpendicular erection : eroctness ;—

integrity in principle or practice ; honesty; rectitude;

probity.

Uprise, (np-rixO r. t. To get up ; to rise from a bed

or seat ;—to ascend above the horizon :—imp. uprose ;

I pp. uprisen; ppr. uprising.

Uprising, (up-ruing) n. The act of rising ; also, s

cteep ascent.

Uproar, (up'ror) n. [Gar. on/, up, and ruArm, A.-S,

hrtran, to stir, agitate.] Great tumult; violent di*-

turbance and noise; bustle and clamour.

Uproarious, (up-rore-us) a. Making or accompanied

by great noise and tumult ; boisterous ; disorderly.
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Uproariously, (up-roYe-us-le) adv. Noisily ; boister

ously ; in a disorderly and tumultuous manner.

Uproot, (up-rootf) v. (. To tear up by the roots; to

eradicate. [sleep ; to awake.

TJprouM, (up-rouzO « '- To rouse up ; to rouse from

Upset, (up-set) r. t. To set up ; to put upright ;—to

overturn, overthrow, or overset :—imp. & pp. upset ;
,'/''•■ upsetting. [carriage.

Upset, (up'set) n. An ovorturn : an overthrow, as of a

Upset, (up'set) a. Offered or exposed for sale;—noting

the price at which an article is put up for sale.

Upshot, (upshot) n. Final issue ; conclusion ; end.

Upside, (up'sid) ». The upper side; the part that is

uppermost. Upside down, with the upper part under

most, hence, in confusion.

Upstairs, (up-starz^ adv. Towards or in the upper

floor or story. [denly.

Upstart, (up-starf) v. t. To start or spring up sud-

Upstart, (up'start) n. Something that starts or springs

up suddenly ;—one suddenly arisen from low life to

wealth, power, or honour ; a parvenu.

Upstay, (up-staO v. t. To sustain ; to support.

Upturn, (up-turn*) v. t To turn up; to direct upward;

to throw up.

Upward, (up'ward) a. Directed to a higher place.

Upward, (up'ward) adv. In a direction from lower to

higher ; toward a higher place ; toward the source or

origin ;—in the upper parts ; above ;—yet more :—also

upwards. [containing uranium.

Uranic, (u-ran'ik) a. Pertaining to, obtained from, or

Uranium, (u-ra'no-um) n. [L. from G. ovranos,

heaven.] A metal of a reddish-brown colour, com

monly obtained in a crystalline form.

Uranology, (u-ra-nol'o-je) n. [G. ouranos, heaven,

and logos, discourse.! A discourse or treatise on the

hcaveus and the heavenly bodies.

Uranus, (u-ra'nus) n. [L.J One of the primary

planets—it is about 1,800,000,000 miles from the sun.

Urban, (ur'ban) a. [L. urbanus, from urbs, urbis, a

city.] Belonging to a city; municipal.

Urbane, (ur-ban') a. Courteous in manners; polite;

civil ; refined.

Urbanity, (ur-ban'e-te) n. Civility or courtesy of man

ners; suavity; refinement; courteousness; courtliness.

Urchin, (urchin) n. [O. Eng. urchone, hirchen, ¥.

Mrisson, L. trinaceus.) A hedgehog ;—a mischievous

elf supposed sometimes to take the form of a hedge-

bog ;—a child ; a pert or rough little fellow.

Ureter, (u-ro'ter) 71. [L. from G. ourethra, the urinary

duct, from ovrein, to make water.] One of the excre

tory ducts of the kidney, conveying the urine to the

bladder.

Urethra, (ii-re'thra) n. [L. from G. ourithra, from

©«rein, to make water.) The canal by which the urine

is conducted from the bladder and discharged.

Urethral, (u-ro'thral) a. Of or pertaining to the urethra.

Urge, (urj) v. I. [h. urgert, v.rguere.] To press; to

push; to drive; to impel; to force onward;—to ply

with motives, arguments, persuasion, or importun

ity;—to press hard upon; to follow closely;—to present

in an urgent manner ; to press upon attention ;—to

treat with forcible means ; to take severe or violent

measures with:—imp. & pp. urged; ppr. urging.

Urgency, (nr'jen-se) n. Quality of being urgent; im

portunity ; earnest solicitation;—pressure of necessity.

Urgent, (urgent) a. [L. urgent, ppr. of urgert.] Press

ing with necessity ; instant ; of the Lost importance ;

—violent; vehement; — besetting; plying with im

portunity.

Urgently, (ur'jent-le) adv. In an urgent manner; press-

ingly ; with earnest importunity ; — forcibly ; vehe

mently.

Uric, (u'rik) a. [G. ouron, urine.] Pertaining to or

obtained from urine ;—noting an acid which occur*

in urine and gouty concretions.

Urim, (u'rim) iu [H. urim, pi. of ur, flame, lire, or,

light.] An ornament worn along with the tkummim

on the breastplate of the high priest among the

ancient Jews, on certain occasions, on which he re

ceived and delivered to the people special revelations

of the Divine will.

Urinal, (u'rin-al) n. [L, urina, urine.] A bottle in

which the urine of diseased persons was formerly con

veyed for medical inspection ;—a vessel for containing

urine ;—a convenience, either public or private, for

men to discharge their urine in :—also urinary.

Urinary, (u'rin-ar-e) o. Pertaining to urine ;—resem

bling or of the nature of urine. [water.

Urinate, (u'rin-at) v. i. To discharge urine ; to make

Urination, (u-rin-a'shun) n. Micturition ; act of pass

ing or voiding urine. [urine ; diuretic.

Urinative, (u'rin-at-iv) a. Provoking the flow of

Urine, (u'rin) u. [L. urina, G. ouron, Ger. horn,

urine, and Skr. vdri, water.] An animal fluid Becreted

by the kidneys, whence it is conveyed into the bladder

by the ureters, and through the urethra discharged.

Urinous, (u'rin-us) a. Pertaining to urine or partaking

of its qualities.

Urn, (urn) n. [L. urna.] A vessel of various forms,

usually largest in the middle, and fur

nished with a foot or pedestal, employed

for holding liquids, for ornamental uses, 1

for holding lots to be drawn, and for

preserving the ashes of the dead after

cremation.

Urn, (urn) v. t. To inclose iu an urn, or as

if in an urn.

Urnal, (ur'nal) a. Pertaining to or resem

bling an urn.

Urnful, (urn'fool) n. As much as an urn will hold;

enough to fill an urn.

Urn-shaped, (urn-shuptf) a. Formed like an urn ;

having the shape of an urn.

Uroscopy, (u-rosTco-pe) n. [G. ouron, urine, and

skt ,■'"", to view.] Judgment of diseases by the in

spection of the patients' urine—formerly universal

among physicians.

Ursa, (ur'sa) n, [L.] A bear. Ursa Major, the Great

Bear, one of the constellations, #-._

situated near the pole—it con- SsIKjl j£*~*

tains the stars which form the

Dipper or Charles' Wain. Ursa

Afinorythe Little Bear, the con

stellation nearest the north pole

—it contains the pole-star, which

is situated in the extremity of

the tail.

Ursine, (ur'sin) a. [L. ursinas,

 

Dm.

53
i-

rsa Major,

from ursits, a bear.] I'ertainuig to or resembling

a bear.

Ursuline, (ur'su-lin) n. One of an order of nuns, so

called from St. Ursula, devoted to the education of

tho young.

Ursus, (ursus) n. fL.J The bear ; a genus of planti

grade carnivorous mammals of several varieties, black,

brown; and white.

Urtication, (ur-te-ka'shun) n. [L. urtica, a nettle.]

Stinging with a nettle; whipping with nettles—some

times applied medicinally to a paralysed limb, &c.

Us. (us) pron. pi. [A.-S. As, Icel. oss, Go. uns.) The

objective case of we.

Usable, (ibra-bl) a. Capable of being used.

Usage, (uYaj) n. [F. usage, from L. usus, use, cus

tom.] Act of using; mode of using or treating; treat

ment ;—long-continued practice ; habitual use ;—

legal custom ; prescription ;—ordinary employment,

as of a word in a particular sense or signification.

Usance, (uz'ans) n. The time which, by custom, ia

allowed in certain countries for the payment of a bill

of exchange ;—usury ; interest paid for money.

Use, (us) n. [I ,. usus, from uti, usus, to use.) Act

of employing any thing or of applying it in any inau-

3H
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ner or for any purpose, but especially for a profitable

purpose ; handling ; practical exercise ; application ;

employment ;—occasion or need to employ ; necessity;

—advantage derived; usefulness; utility;—continued

or repeated practice ; customary employment ; usage ;

custom ;—the benefit or profit of lands and tenements.

Use, (uz) v. t. [L. uti, u*us, to use.] To make use of;

to convert to one's service ; to put to a purpose ;—to

handle, occupy, or apply ; — to waste, consume, or

exhaust by employment ;—to behave toward ; to act

with regard to : to treat :—to practise customarily ;—

to accustom; to habituate ;—to frequent; to inhabit;

—v. i. To be wont or accustomed ; to practise cus

tomarily:—imp. & pp. used; ppr. using.

Useful, (uVfool) a. Full of use, advantage, or profit ;

producing or having power to produce good ; beneficial ;

profitable. [fit-ably.

usefully, (us'fool-Ie) adv. In a useful manner ; pro-

Usefulness, (us'fool-&es) n. State or quality of being

useful; oonducivenesB to some valuable end; service-

ableness ; advantage ; profit.

Useless, (furies) a. Having no use ; unserviceable ;

producing no good end; answering no valuable pur-

pone ; fruitless ; ineffectual ; unprofitable.

Uselessly, (us'les-le) adv. In a useless manner ; with

out profit or advantage.

Uselessness, (us'les-nes) n. Unservioeableness : unfit

ness for any good purpose, or for the proposed end or

design.

Usher, (ush'er) n. [Norm. F. uuier, F. kuisrier, from

kuis, a door.] An officer or servant who has the care

of the door of a court, hull, or the like; an officer whose

business it is to introduce strangers, or to walk before

a person of rank ;—an under-teacher or assistant to

the preceptor of a school.

Usher, (ush'er) v. t. To introduce, as forerunner, or

harbinger ; to forerun :—imp. & pp. ushered ; ppr.

ushering'. [tion.

Usherance, (nsh'er-ans) n. Act of ushering ; introduo-

Ushership, (ush'gr-ship) n. Office or rank of an usher;

—also usherdom.

Usquebaugh, (us'kwe-bn.) n. fir. uitgt btatha, i.e.,

water of life.] A kind of whiskey made in Ireland and

. Scotland;—a liquor compounded of brandy, raisins,

cinnamon, and other spices.

Ustion, (ust'yun) a. [L. ustin, from urert, ustum, to

burn.] Act of burning ; state of being burned.

Usual, (u'zhu-al) a. {F. usuel. It, usuaU, from Ii.

usus, use.] Common ; general ; such as occurs in

ordinary practice, or in the course of events ; custom

ary; ordinary; frequent.

Usually, (u'zhu-al-le) adv. In the usual manner; com

monly ; customarily ; ordinarily.

Usufruct, (u'zhu-frukt) n. [L. usu,fruetnsf from writ*,

use, and fructus, fruit.] The right of using and

enjoying the produce, benefit, or profits of a thing

belonging to another, provided that it be without

alienating or impairing the substance.

Usufructuary, (u-zhu-fruk'tu-ar-e) n. A person who

has the use of property and reaps the profits of it,

but without the right or title of ownership.

Usufructuary, (u-zhfi-fruk'tu-ar-e) a. Pertaining to

or in the nature of a usufruct.

Usurer, (fish ur-cr) n. Formerly, a person accustomed

to lend money and take interest for it ; now, one who

lends money at a rate of interest beyond that estab

lished or permitted by law.

Usurious, (u-zhu're-us) a. [L. tuvrariua] Practising

usury; taking exorbitant interest for the use of

money ;—containing usury. [usurious.

Usurjousneas, (ii-zhu're-us-nes) n. The quality of being

Usurp, (u-gnrpO v. t [L. usurpare, from usu, by use,

and raptrt, to seize.) To seize and hold in possession

by force or without right ; assume ; appropriate :—

imp. £ pp. usurped ; ppr. usurping.

Usurpation, (u-zurp-a'ahun) a. Act of seising, or

occupying and enjoying, the power or propertj ct

another without right

Usurper, (u-zurp'er) n. One who seizes or occupies the

power or property of another without right.

TJsurjiingly, (u-zurp'ing-le) adv. In a usurping mas-

ner ; without just right or claim.

Usury, (u'zhu-re) n, (L. u*ura, from *fi, vnu, to use.]

Interest ; premium paid or stipulated to be paid fer

the loan or use of money; exorbitant interest ;—rate

charged for the use of borrowed money beyond the

legal or customary amount ;—the practice of lending

money on interest ; the profession of a money lender.

Utensil, (u-ten'sil) ». [¥. uttnsile, from L. utexsitu,

fit for use.] An instrument; an implement ; eiji*-

cially, an instrument or vessel used in as kitchen, or

in domestic and farming business.

Uterine, (»Vter-in) a. [L. uterinus, from uterus, the

womb.] Pertaining to the womb ; belonging to the

uterus;—born of the same mother, bnt by/ a different

father.

Uttro-gestation, (u-ter-d-ges-ta'shun) n. fL. tt&rw.

the womb, and gestare, to carry.] Pregnancy ; act or

period of carrying in the womb from conception to

birth.

Uterus, (fl'ter-us) n. [L. uterus.] The womb.

Utilitarian, (u-til-e-tA're-an) a. [L. utilitas, utility]

Consisting in or pertaining to utility; pertaining ro

utilitarianism. [trine of utilitarianMSL

Utilitarian, (u-til-e-ttre-an) n. One who holds ib* doe-

UtUitarianism, (u-til-e-ta're-an-izm) n. The doctrine

that the greatest happiness of the greatest number

should be the end and aim of all social and political

institutions ;—the doctrine that virtue is founded s

utility, or that the practice of morality is budisg

on man, and enjoined by God solely on the ground

of its tendency to promote the happiness of mankin-k

—the doctrine that utility is the sole standard ef

virtue, or that every thing is morally right which is

conducive to the well-being of society.

Utility, (u-til'e-te) n. [L. utilitas, from utilis, useful ]

State or quality of being useful ; production of good :

profitableness to some good end; advantage ; use: bene

fit ; profit ; service. [state of being utilized

Utilization, (u-til-e-za'shnn) n. Act of utilizing or

Utilize, (u'til-iz) v. t. To make useful ; to turn to pro

fitable account or use ;—imp. & pp. utilised ; ppr.

utilizing.

Utmost, (ut'most) a. [A.-S. upmost, vtemest.) Situ

ated at the furthest point or extremity ; iurtrj*«t

out ; most distant ; extreme ; last ;—being in the

greatest or highest degree.

Utmost, (ut'most) n. The most that can be ; the great

est power, degree, or effort.

Utopia, (u-to'pe-a) a. (Q. ou, not, and tcpos, a place]

An imaginary island represented by Sir Ttwotw

More, as enjoying the greatest perfection in politics

laws, and the like ;—a place or state of ideal per

fection.

Utopian, (u-Wpe-an) a. Pertaining to Utopia ; ideal :

chimerical ; fanciful.

Utricle, (u'tro-kl) n. (L- utriculus, diminutive of

liter, iitrw, a bag.] A little bag or bladder ;—a micro

scopic cell in the structure of an egg, or »wirnkiJ

or plant.

Utricular, (u-trik'Q-lar) a. Containing utricle* ; fur

nished with glandular vessels like small bags, as

plants.

utter, (ut'er) a, [A.-8, Utter, liter, exterior, from fe*.

■Ate, out.] Situated on the outside or remote froa

the centre ; outer ;—placed or being beyond compare :

in no known place;—utmost; extreme; excessive.;

—complete: total; final;—peremptory; absolute;--

perfect; entire.

Utter, (ut'er) v. t. To speak ; to pronounce ; to ex

press ;—to disclose ; to discover ;—to publish ; to

issue ;—to sell ; to vend ;—to put In circulation, a*
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money ; to put off, as currency ; to cause to pan in

trade :—imp. it pp. uttered ; ppr. uttering.

Utterable, (utfer-a-bl) a. Capable of being uttered,

pronounced, or expressed.

Utterance, (ut'er-ans) n. Act of uttering ; pronunciation ;

manner of speaking ; vocal expression ;—emission ;

circulation; publication;—issuing, as of false coin.

Utterer, (ut'gr-er) n. One who utters or pronounces ;

—one who discloses or divulges ;—one who sells ;—

one who puts into circulation ;—issuer, as of false

coin. [perfectly ; totally.

Utterly, (ut'er-le) adv. To the full extent ; fully :

Uttermost, (ut'er-moat) a. Extreme ; utmost; being

in the furthest, greatest, or highest degree.

Uttermost, (ut'er-most) n. Utmost; highest degree

of measure ; extremest thing or degree possible.

Uveous, (u've-UB) a. [L. uvcus, from uva, a grape.]

Resembling a grape.

Uvula,(u'vu-la)n, [L. diminutive of uva, a grape.} The

fleshy conical body suspended from the middle of the

lower border of the soft palate.

Uvular, (u'vu-lar) a. Pertaining to the uvula.

Uxoriai, (uks-o re-al) a. Dotingly fond of, or servilely

submissive to a wife; uxorious;—becoming a wifej

pertaining to a wife.

Uxoricide, (uks-orVsid) n. [L. uxor, wife, and cadere,

to kill.] The murder of a wife by her husband;-

one who murders his wife.

Uxorious, (uka o're-us) a. [L. tucorius, from vxor,

a wife.] Submissively or excessively fond of a

wife.

Uxoriously, (uks-6're-us-le) adv. With fond or servile

submission to a wife.

Uxoriousness, (iiks-d're-us-nes) n. State or quality of

being uxorious ; excessive and foolish fondness for a

wife.

V.

V(ve), the twenty-second letter of the English

alphabet, is a labial articulation formed by the

junction of the upper teeth with the lower lip, and

is nearly allied to /, from which it differs in being

simply vocal, and not aspirate. V and u were for

merly interchangeable, and in some cases v was pro

nounced as w—being allied to the Semitic vaw or

tcaw. But in English it is a distinct consonant,

having one uniform sound, as in vain, vote,

lavish.

Vacancy, (v&Ttan-se) it. [P. racanct, from L. varan*.]

Empty space; vacuity;—* space between bodies or

things: chasm; gap;—state of a post or employment

when it is unfilled or unsupplied; absence of the in*

cumbent or regular officiating functionary;—a place

or post unfilled or open to candidature; an unoccupied

office ;—time of leisure; unemployed time ; intermis

sion of business ;—relaxation ;—hstlessnesa ; want of

thought; inanity.

Vacant, (valiant) a. [L. vacuus, ppr. of vacare, to be

empty, to be free from labour.] Empty; unfilled;

void;—exhausted of air, as a receiver;—unencum

bered ; uncrowded;—free : not engaged with business

or care; unemployed; having leisure;—unoccupied;

—not filled or occupied with an incumbent, possessor,

or officer;— thoughtless; empty of thought ; not studi

ous or reflective;—in fair, abandoned; having no heir,

IKjssessor, claimant, or occupier.

Vacantly, (vaVkant-le) adv. In a vacant manner.

Vacate, (va-kiit*) r. t. [h. vacare, vacatum, to be

empty.] To make vacant; to leave empty;—to quit

possession of ;—to annul; to make of no authority

or validity:—imp. & pp. vacated ; ppr. vacating.

Vacation, (va-k&'shun) n. (L. vacatio, a being free

from duty, a service, Ac.] The act of vacating,

making void, or of no force;—intermission of a stated

employment, procedure, or office ; specifically, inter

mission of judicial proceedings ; the space of time

between the end of one term and the beginning of the

next; non-term;—the intermission of the regular

studies and exercises of a college or other seminary,

when the students have a recess;—the time when a see

or other spiritual dignity or office is vacant.

Vaccinate, (vak'sin-at) v. t (L. vaccina*, belonging

to a cow, from vacca, a cow.] To inoculate with the

cow-pox or a virus taken from cows, called vaccine

matter—for the purpose of securing from the contagion

of small-pox '.—imp. A pp. vaccinated ; ppr. vacci

nating.

vaccination, (vak-ain-a'shun) n. Act, art, or practice

of vaccinating or of inoculating persons with the

cow-pox or kino-pox.

Vaccinator, (vak'sin-at-cr) n. One who inoculates

with the cow-pox or kino-pox.

Vaccine, (vak'sin) a. [L. vaccinas, from vacca, a cow.]

Pertaining to cows or to vaccination.

Vacillate, (vas'il-lat) v. i. [L. vacillare, vaeillatum.)

To move one way and the other; to reel;—to fluctuate

in mind or opinion : to be unsteady or inconstant:—

int;>. A pp. vacillated; ppr. vacillating.

Vacillating, (vas'il-Iut-ing) a. Inclined to fluctuate;

wavering; unsteady.

Vacillatingly, (vas'il-lat-lng-le) adv. In a vacillating

manner; unsteadily.

Vacillation, (vas-il-la'shun) n. Act of vacillating ; a

wavering; a reeling or staggering ;—fluctuation of

mind; unsteadiness; inconstancy. [or void.

Vacuate, (vak'u-at) v. 1. [L. vacuare.] To make empty

Vacuity, (va-ku'e-te) n. [L. vacuitas, from vacuus,

empty.] Quality of being vacuous; a state of being

unfilled; emptiness;—space unfilled or unoccupied, or

occupied with an invisible fluid only ; void ;

vacuum.

Vacuous, (valr/u-us) a. [L. vacuus.] Empty; unfilled;

void. [or void.

Vacuousness, (vak'ii-us-nee) n. State of being empty

Vacuum, (vak'fi-um)n. [L from vacuus.] Space empty

or devoid of all matter or body.

Vagabond, (vagVbond) a. fL. vaaabundus, from

vagari, to stroll about.] Floating about without

any certain direction ; driven to and fro ;—moving

from place to place without any settled habitation ;

wandering.

Vagabond, (vag'a- bond) n. One who wanders from

town to town or place to plnce, having no certain

dwelling, and usually without the means of honest

livelihood ; a vagrant.

Vagabondage, (vagVbond-aj) n. Condition of a vaga

bond ; a state or habit of wandering about in idle

ness :—also vagabondism.

Vagarious, (va-ga're-us) a. Whimsical ; capricious ;

ranging from one theme or place to another;

crotchetty.

Vagary, (va-gaVe) n. [L. vagari, to stroll about]

A wandering of the thoughts ; a wild freak ; a

whim ; a whimsical purpose.

Vagina, (va-jfna) n. fL.] In anatomy, the canal

which leads from the external orifice to the uterus

or womb ;—in botany, the sheath formed by the con

volution of the petiole or leaf-stalk round the stem,

as in grasses, Ac.

Vaginal, (vaj'in-al) a. Pertaining to a sheath or re

sembling a sheath ;—in anatomy, pertaining to the

vagina.
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Vagranoy, (va'gran-se) n. State of a vagrant ; a wan

dering without a settled home.

Vagrant, (va'grant) a. [Norm. F. vagarant, L. vagari,]

Moving without certain direction ; unsettled ;—wan

dering from place to place without any settled habita

tion.

Vagrant, (va'grant) n. One who strolls from place to

place; an idle wanderer; a sturdy beggar; a vagabond.

Vagrantly, (vil'grant-le) adv. In a vagrant, wandering,

unsettled manner.

Vague, (vag) a. [h. ragut.) Unsettled ; unfixed ; un

determined; indefinite;—proceeding from no known

authority ; looso : uncertain ; flying.

Vaguely, (vagte) adv. In an uncertain or indefinite

manner ; loosely.

Vagueness, (values) n. The state of being loose, general ,

or undefined ;—indeflniteness ; uncertainty.

Vail, (val) u. (F. voile, L. return.] A concealing screen

or envelope ; a cover :—also written Veil.

Vail, (val) r. t. [ F. avaler.) To let fall; to lower :—to

sink ;—especially, to lower in token of inferiority,

reverence, submission, or the like.

Vails, (valz) a. pi. Gratuities or money given to the

servants of a household by a guest.

Vain, (van) a. [F.,£rom L. ranus, 8kr. miia.) Empty;

worthless; having no substance, value, or iniportauoe;

fruitless ; ineffectual ; done or said to no purpose ;—

meanly proud ; proud of petty things or of small

attainments; conceited; elated by a high opinion of

one's personal appearance, talents, or accomplishments,

with the implied seuse that such elation is groundless

and silly;—empty; unreal; unsatisfying;—light; in

constant ;—false ; deceitful ;—showy; ostentatious.

Vainglorious, (v&n-gld're-us) a. Vain to excess of one's

own achievements ; boastful ; vaunting.

Vaingloriously, (van-glo're-us-le) adv. In a vain

glorious maimer.

Vainglory, (van-glo're) n. Excessive vanity excited by

one's own performances ; empty pride ; undue elation

of mind.

Vainly, (vanle) adt>. Without effect ; ineffectually ;

boastingly ;—proudly ; arrogantly ;—idly ; foolishly.

Vainness, (van'nes) ». The state or quality of being

vain ; inefflcacy ; ineffectualness.

Vair, (var) n. One of the furs employed in heraldic

blazonry—usually represented as white or argent, and

blue or azure,

Vairy, (vir'e) a. (L. varin*, variegated.) In heraldry,

I with

olours.

charged \ i vair; variegated with argent and azure

Valance, (val an*) ft. [Norm. F. ralavnt, F. avalant,

descending.] Hanging drapery for a bed, a couch, a

window, &o. ; especially, that which hangs around a

bedstead from the bed to the floor.

Valance, (val'ans) v.t. To furnish with a valance ; to

decorate with hanging fringes '.—imp. & pp. valanced ;

JPpr. valancing.

vale, (val) n. [L. ralli$, F. ml.) A tract of low ground,

or of land between hills ;—valley ; dell ; dale.

Vale, (va'le) adv. [L.] Farewell; adieu.

Valediction, (val-u-dikshun) n. [L. valedicere, rale-

dictum, to say farewell.] A farewell ; a bidding fare

well.

Valedictory, (val-C-dik'tor-e) a. Bidding farewell ;

taking leave ; suitable or designed for an occasion of

leave-taking. (address.

Valedictory, (val-e-dik'tor-e) n. A farewell oration or

Valenoia, (va-len'sbe-a) n. A kind of stuff for waist

coats having the weft of wool and the warp of silk or

cotton :—also written valentia.

Valenciennes, (val-en'se-enz) n. [F.J A rich kind of

laoe made at Valenciennes, in France.

Valentine, (val'en-tln) n. A sweetheart chosen on St.

valentine's day ;—a letter containing professions of

lore or affection sent by one young person to another

on St \ alcutiiie's day.

Valentine's day, (val'en-tJnz-dS) n, A day sacred to St. '

Valentine, being the 14th of February.

Valet, (vaTet) n. [F. valet.] A servant who attends on

a gentleman's person ;—a body servant or personal

attendant ;—also written vadlet, vatlct, variet, &c. ;—

in the manige, a kind of goad or stick armed with aa

iron point.

Valetudinarian, (ral-Mfid-in-firVan) a. [F. valet*-

dinaire, from I* valetudo, health, from refc/ir, to be

strong.] Or infirm health; seeking to recover health ;

sickly; weakly; infirm.

Valetudinarian, (val-e-tud-in-ar'e-an) n. A person of a

weak, infirm, or sickly constitution ; one who is seek

ing to recover health.

Valetudinarianism, (val-e-tud-in-ar e-an-izm) n. A state

of feeble health : infirmity. [valetudinarian.

Valetudinary, (val-e-tud'iri-ar-e) a. Infirm; sickly ;

Valetudinary, (val-e-tud'iii-ar-e) a. An infirm person :

a valetudinarian.

Valhalla, (val-hal'la) n. [Icel.valAott, hall of tbealarn.)

In Scandinavian mytholopy, the palace of immortality

inhabited by the souls of heroes slain in battle.

Valiant, (valyant) a. [F. raillant, L. vaUn*, ppr, of

ralere, to be strong.] Stout ; puissant :—intrepid ia

danger; heroic, courageous; brave,-—pea-formed with

valour ; bravely conducted ; gallant

Valiantly, (val'yant-le) adv. Stoutly; vigorously; coot- '

ageously ; bravely ; heroically.

Valiantness, (val'yant-nes) n. Stoutness ; strength;

valour ; bravery; intrepidity In danger.

Valid, (val'id) c. [L. vattdut, from valere, to be strong

Having sufficient strength or force ; founded in truth:

ca]>ablu of being justified, defended, or supported ;—

having legal strength or force; executed with the pro

per formalities ;—Just : weighty ; sufficient.

validity, (va-lid'e-te) *. State or quality of being valid,

strength ; force ; especially, power to convince ; just

ness: soundness;—legal strength or force: that quant t

of a thing which renders it supportable in law or

equity.

Validly, (ral'id-le) adv. In such a manner or degree as

to make firm or to convince ; justly ; soundly ;—

legally ; so as to bind effectually.

Valise, (vales') «. [F.] A small sack or case for

containing the clothes, <fce., of a traveller ; a port

manteau.

Vallation, (val-U'shnn) h. [L. valtart, to surround

with a rampart, from vallum, rampart.] A rampart

or intrenchment.

Valley, (vale) n. [h. vallie, F. ratift.} A hollow orfc*r

tract of ground between hills or mountains ;—a If"

alluvial tract of ground or plain permeated by a river .

—in architecture, the gutter or internal angle formed

by two inclined sides of a roof.

Vallum, (varum) a. ( L.) A trench, mound, or raze-

part round a camp or town.

Valorous, (val' ur-ns) <>. Possessing or exhibAtii*;

valour; brave : courageous ; gallant ; fearless..

Valorously, (val'ur-us-le) adv. In a valorous man

ner : heroically.

Valour, (val'ur) n. [Ia valor, from valere, to be strong, 1

Strength of mind in regard to danger ; personal

bravery ; warlike courage ; heroism ; intrepidity ,

urowess; gallantry; boldness; fearlessness.

Valuable, (val'u-a-bl) a. Having value or worth :

being of great price : costly; precious ; — ynwifaf*;

Sua li ties which are useful and esteemed ;—worthy

eserving esteem.

Valuable, (val'u-a-bl) ». A thing of value ; a chore

article of personal property ; precious merehanUi*-

in small bulk—generally used in the plunxL

Valuation, (val-u-A'shun) u. The act of estimating tbs

value or worth; estimation ; appraisement ; — vahw

set upon a thing ; estimated worth.

Valuator, (val'fl-at-or) n. One who sets a value on asy

thing ; an appraiser.
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Value, (val'u) «. [P. valmr, pp. vatu, L. valere, to

be worth.] Worth; the property or properties of a

thing which render it useful ; or the degree of such

property or properties ; utility; price ;—rate or esti

mated worth ; amount obtainable in exchange for a

thing ; equivalent ;—importance ; efficacy in produc

ing effects ;—import; precise signification;—account;

estimation .—high rate or estimation.

Value, (vitl'u) v. t. To estimate the worth of ; to

rate at a certain price; to appraise ;—to reckon with

respect to number, power, importance, and the like ;

—to rate at a high price ; to have in high esteem ; to

hold in respect and admiration. [worth.

Valueless, (vol ' u-les) a. Of no value ; having no

Valuer, (val'u-er) n. One who values ; an appraiser;—

one who holds in esteem.

Valvate, (valv'at) a. Resembling or serving as a

valve : consisting of or opening by a valve or valves.

Valve, (valv) n. [L. vatvaj] A folding door, or one

of the leaves of such a door ;—in mechanic*, a lid or

covering to an aperture, orifice, or tube, so formed as

to open a communication in one direction, and close

it in the other by lifting, turning, or sliding; — in

anatomy, a membrane which opens in certain vessels

to admit the blood, and closes to prevent its regress ;

—in botany, the outer coat or covering of a ca]wule

or other pericarp ;—in conchology, the shell—classed

as univalve, when formed of one piece, bivalve, when

formed of two, and m-ultivalve, when formed of more

tlian two pieces.

Valved, (valvd) a. Having valves ; composed of valves.

Valvular, (valv'u-lar) o. Pertaining to valves ;—con

taining valves ; serving as a valve ; opening by means

of valves.

Valvule, (valv'OI) n. A little valve.

Vambraoe, (vonVbras) n. [F. avant bra*, before the

arm. J Piece of plate armour worn for the defence of

the fore-arm from the elbow-joint to the wrist.

Vamp, (vamp) n. [F. avant-pied, forefoot, Sp. avam-

pie$, also W, gtcam, that goes round. J The upper

leather of a shoe or boot.

Vamp, (vamp) v. t. To provide, as a shoe, with new

upper leather ; hence, to piece, as an old thing with

a new part; to repair:—imp. & pp. vamped; p)n:

vamping. [tiling with something new.

Vamper, (vamp'er) n. One who vamps or pieces an old

Vampire, (vam'ptr) n. [Ger. & D. vampir.} A dead

person superstitiously be

lieved to return from the

other world, and to wander

about the earth doing every

kind of mischief to tin; liv

ing, and to Buck the blood of

persons asleep ;—hence, one

who Uvea by preying on

others ; an extortioner ; — a

large species of bat found in

tropical America.

Vampirism, (vam'plr-ixm) n.

of vampires : the practice of blood-sucking ;—hence,

figuratively, the practice of extortion.

Van, (van) n. [F. avant.] The front of an army ;

—the front line or foremost division of a fleet either

in sailing or in battle.

Van, (von) n. [L. vannu«.] A fan for cleansing grain

or the like; a winnowing machine;—a wing with

which the air is beaten ; — a large, light, covered

wsggon, for the transportation of goods and the like.

Van-courier, (vanTcoo-re-er) n. [F. avant-courritv,

from avant, before, and courtvr, a runner.] One

sent in advance; a precursor; especially, one of a

body of light-armed soldiers sent before armies to

beat the road upon the approach of an enemy.

Vandal, (van'dal) n. One of the most barbarous of

the northern nations that invaded Rome in the 5th

century, notorious for destroying the monument* of

 

Vampire Bat.

Belief in the existence

art and literature; — hence, one hostile to the arts

and literature ; one who is ignorant and barbarous.

Vandalic, (van-dal'ik) a. Pertaining to or resembling

the Vandals ; hence, ferocious ; rude ; barbarous.

Vandalism, (van'dal-izm) n. Spirit or conduct of

Vandals ; ferocious cruelty ;—hostility to the arts and

literature.

Vane, (van) n. [A.-S. fana, banner, Go. fana, cloth.]

A fixture attached to some elevated object for the

purpose of showing which way the wind blows—

usually a plate or thin slip of metal or wood movable

on a pivot;—in tfiips, a piece of bunting;—any flat

extended surface moved by the wind; hence, a

similar fixture moved in or by water ; — the thin,

membranous part or web of a feather on the side of

the shaft ;—a broad flag or pennon carried on the

spear-head by knights in a tournament.

Vans;, (vang) n. In thip*, a brace leading from the

endor peak of a gaff to the ship's side to steady the gaff.

Vanguard, (van'gard) n. [F. avant garde, from avant,

before, and garde, guard. J The troops who march in

front of an army ; the first line.

Vanilla, (va-nilia) n. [Sp. vainilla, diminutive of

vaina, a sheath, a pod.] A genus of plants of the

orchis group, natives of tropical America ;—the cap

sule of one species is employed in seasoning liqueurs,

ices, &c.

Vanish, (van'ish) v. i, [P. e"vanouir, L. vanescerc, from

vanv.n, empty, vain.] To pass from a visible to an

invisible state; to be lost to view; hence, to dis

appear gradually ;—to be annihilated or lost ; to pass

away :—imp. & pp. vanished ; ppr. vanishing.

Vanish, (van'ish) n. A sound that gradually be

comes weaker till it ceases ;—the final or closing

portion of a syllable or of a vocal element. [Amcr.l

Vanishment, (van'ish-ment) n. Disappearance; passing

beyond the limits of vision ; a vanishing.

Vanity, (van'e-te) n. [L. vanitat, from vanu$, empty,

vain.] Emptiness; inanity; uncertainty ;—fruitless

desire or endeavour; useless labour;—empty pleasure;

idle show; unsubstantial enjoyment j— unreality;

shadow ;—especially, an inflation of mind upon slight

grounds ; empty pride ; — conceit of one's personal

appearance, dress, talents, accomplishments, Ac. —

usually implying a silly and forward display of them,

and an eager desire to court the notice and approba

tion of others ;—love of indiscriminate admiration ;-—

ostentation ; vainglory ;—that which is vain ; any

thing empty, visionary, or unsubstantial ;—one of the

characters in the old moralities and puppet-shows.

Vanquish, (vangk'wiah) v. t. [F. vainer*, pret. vain~

qv.U, L. vincere.] To subdue in battle, as an enemy :

to conquer ;—to overcome ; to surmount, as obstacles ;

—to defeat in any contest ; to get the better of ; to

put dowu ; to refute in ^ argument ;—imp. & pp.

vanquished ; ppr. vanquishing,

Vanquiahable, (vangk'wish-a-bl) a. Capable of being

vanquished or conquered. [a conqueror.

Vanquisher, (vangk wish-er) n. One who vanquishes ;

Vanquishment, (vangk wish-raent) ». The act of

vanquishing, or the state of being vanquished or

subdued.

Vansire, (van'sir) n. [F.] A small, digitigrade, car

nivorous mammal, Bomenhat resembling a weasel.

Vantage, (van'taj) u. Superior or more favourable

situation or opportunity ; advantage. Vantage-

ground, place or condition which gives one an ad

vantage over another.

Vapid, (vap'id) a. [L. wiptdu*.] Having lost its lifo

and spirit; spiritless; insipid; flat; dull: unauiiuated.

Vapidly, (vap'id -le)o<It>. In a vapid manner.

Vapidness. (vap'id-nes) n. State of being vapid ; flat

ness ; deadness ; dulness ; want of life or spirit.

Vaporable, (va'por-a-bl) a. Capable of being converted

into vapour by the agency of neat.

Vaporation, (vap-or-a'shun) n, Act or process of con*
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verting into vapour or of passing off in vapour;

evaporation.

Vaporific, (va-por-ifik) a. [h. vapor, vapour, and

facere, to make.J Forming into vapour; converting

into iteam.

Vaporisation, (va-por-ix-ft'shun) ». Act of vaporizing,

or state of being converted into vapour; the artificial

formation of vapour.

Vaporize, (va'por-ix) v. t. To convert into vapour by

the application of heat ;—v. i. To pass off in vapour:

—imp & pp. Taporized ; ppr. vaporizing.

Vaporous, (v&'por-us) a. Full of vapours or exhala-

tiona ;—windy ; flatulent ;—proceeding from the vap

ours ; unreal ; vain.

Vapory, (v&'por-e) a. Full of vapours ; vaporous;—

hypochondriacal; splenetic; peevish.

Vapour, (va'pur) n. (L. vapor.] Any substance in

the gaseous or aeriform state, the condition of which

is ordinarily that of a liquid or solid ;—in a loose and

popular sense, any visible diffused substance floating

in the atmosphere and impairing its transparency,

as smoke, fog, or the like ;—wind : flatulence ;—vain

imagination ; unreal fancy ; airy or unsubstantial

dream ;—something unsubstantial, fleeting, or transi

tory ;—pi. A disease of nervous debility, in which s>

variety ofstrange images float in the brain, or appear as

if visible; hypochondriacal affections; dejection; spleen.

Vapour, (va'pur) v. i. [L. wporane.] To pass off in

fumes, or a moist, floating substance; to steam ; to be

exhaled; to evaporate;—to boast or vaunt with a vain,

ostentatious display of worth ; to brag ;—v. (. To

emit, diffuse, or scatter in fumes or steam:—imp. &

Vop. vapoured ; ppr. vapouring.

apourer, (va'pur-er) n. A braggart; a boaster.

Vapouringly, (va'pur-ingde) adv. In a vapouring or

boasting manner.

Vapourish, (va'pur-ish) a. Full of vapours; affected

by hysterics; splenetic ; peevish ; hypochondriacal.

Variability, (va-re-a- bil'e-te) n. Susceptibility of

change; liability to change; mutability ;—fickleness ;

inconstancy : levity.

Variable, (vi're-a-bl) a. [F., L. raria6iJi.«, from vartvs,

various.] Changeable ; capable of alteration in any

manner;—fickle; inconstant; mutable; liable to change.

Variable, (vU're-a-bl) it. A quantity which may in

crease or decrease ; a quantity which admits of an

infinite number of values in the same expression;—a

shifting trade-wind.

Variableness, (vi're-a-bl-nes) n. State or quality of

being variable ; susceptibility of change ; liableness or

aptness to alter ;—inconstancy ; fickleness ; levity.

Variably, (vare-a-ble) adv. In a variable manner;

changeably.

Variance, (va're-ans) n. Difference that produces con

troversy ; disagreement; dissension; discord; — any

alteration or change of condition;—in late, an altera

tion in the tenor of a writ or deed, or a difference

between the declaration or pleading and the deed on

which it is grounded ;—hence, discrepancy ; incon

sistency; want of agreement.

Variant, (vi're-aut) «. Different ; diverse.

Variats, (vi're-at) v.t. [L. rurwire, variatum.) To

alter ; to make different ; to vary.

Variation, (vaVre-a'shun) a. Act of varying ; a partial

change in the form, position, state, or qualities of

the same thing;—difference ; change from one to

another ;—change from itself; inconsistency; — de

viation;—in grammar, inflection; change of termina

tion fn nouns and adjectives, constituting gender,

number, and case;—the extent to which athing varies;

amountor rateofchange;—repetition ofatune or melo

dy with various embellishments and fanciful changes.

Varicose. < va're-kos) a. [L. varix, varicis, a dilated

vein.] Prefernaturally enlarged or permanently dilated

—applied only to veins. [tiers or forms.

Variedly, (va'red-le) adv. Diversely; in different man-
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Variegate, (v& re-e-gat) r. t. fL. vorisu, various, sa«

agtre, to move, make.] To diversify in external ap

pearance; to mark with different colours; streak;

stripe :—imp. h pp. variegated ; ppr. variegatirg

Variegation, fva-re-e-gA'shun) a. Act of cUv*rsirruv.

or state of being diversified by different colour*;

diversity of colours.

Variety, (va-ri'6-te) a. Quality of being various; inter

mixture or succession of different things; — diSe>

euce; unlikeness ;—variation; deviation ;—a rmmter

or collection of different things ;—something varyuur

or differing from others of the same general kind ;—s

subdivision of a species.

Variform, (va're-fonn) a. [L. voriits, different, and

fantut, shape.] Having different shape* or forms.

Varify, ( va're-f I) v. t. To diversify ; to make different.

Variola, (va-ri'o-la) n. [L.] The small pox—so caned

from the spotted effect it produces on the skin.

Variolar, (va-ri o-lar) a. Pertaining to or desagnaxzn*

the small-pox :—also variolic, variolous.

Varioloid, (va're-o-loid) n. [L. variola, the small-pox.

and 0. ndoi, form.] The small-pox as modinedbv

previous inoculation or vaccination.

Variorum, (vi-re-dYuin) a. [L. cum %aH$ rariorta*,

with notes of various persons.] Designating editkea

of the Greek and Roman classics with notes of nnnter-

ous commentators—published chiefly in Holland in

the 17th and 18th centuries.

Various, (v&'re-us) a. [L. varius.1 Different;

diverse; several ; manifold ;—changeable ; uncertain;

unfixed ;—variegated . diversified. (*>*?*-

Vsriously, (va're-us-le) adv. In variona or cusnsreat

Varlet, (varlet) w. I Norm. F.l A page or knight's

follower :—a servant or attendant:—» ieotxnaa;—

hence. a low fellow ; a scoundrel ; a rascal.

Varnish, (var'nish) «, [F. rtrnii, Ger. _Sr*ij=, L

vernix.) A thick, viscid liquid laid on work to girt

it a gloss ;—g lossy appearance ;—An artificial cover

ing to give a fair appearance to any act or conduct;

outside show; gloss.

Varnish, (vir'nish) v. t. [F. vemir, vtmisatr, L r-.f-

rifttrv, to glue.) To lay varnish on ; to cover with

something that gives a fair external appearance;—W

give a fair colouring to :—imp. £ pp. varnished ; par.

varnishingi

Varnisher, (var*nish-{T) n. One who varnishes.

Varnishing, (v&r'nish-ing) n. The act of laying on

varnish ;—also, materials for varnish.

Vary, (v&'re) v. (. [L. roruxre, from vnrisu, various ^

To change the aspect of ; to alter in form, appear

ance, substance, or position;—to change to tozuethiac

else; to exchange; to alternate; — to diversify, w

variegate ;—v. i. To alter or be altered in any man

ner ; to suffer a partial change ;—to differ or be differ

ent ;—to alternate ;—to deviate ; to depart ;—to dis

agree ; to be at variance :—imp, 6 pp. varied ; ppr.

varying.

Vascular, (vas'ka-lar) a. [L. rasrttluut, a small vessW,

diminutiveof voa, vessel.] Consisting off vessels orcue-

taiuiug them, as an essential part of animal and

vegetable bodies;—operating by means of or made np

of an arrangement of vessels ;—pertaining to the ves

sels of animal or vegetable bodies.

Vascularity, (vas-ku-lar'e-te) a. State or quality of be

ing vascular.

Vase, (vis, vax) a. [L. t*«», Kuaia.) A vessel of i

forms and materials for domestic pur

poses, and anciently tor sacrificial uses ;

an ornament of sculpture placed on a

pedestal representing one of the vessels

of the ancients ,—the body or naked

ground of the Corinthian anil Composite

capital

Vassal, (vas'al) «. Subservient; servile:

meanly submissive.

Vassal, (vas'al) a. [F. xuual, It. vassal.
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from W. gioasawl, serving, froui gwds, a youth, page,

servant.] One who holds land of a superior, and who

vows fidelity and homage to him ; a feudatory ;—a

dependant ; a servant ; a bondman ; a slave.

Vassalage, (vas'al-iij) n. State of being a vassal ;—

political servitude ; dependence ; slavery.

vast, (vast) o. [P. raste, L. vastus, empty, waste.]

Waste ; desert ;—being of great extent ; very spacious

or large;—very great in numbers or amount ;— very

great in force ;—very great in importance ; immense;

mighty; prodigious; astonishing.

Vast, (vast) n. A waste region ; boundless space.

Vastation, (vas-ta'shun) n. [L. vastatio, from vastare,

to lay waste, from vastus, empty, waste.] A laying

waste ; depopulation; devastation. [greatly.

Vastly, (vast'le) adv. To a vast extent or degree; very

Vastness, (vast'nes) n. State or quality of being vast ;

enormous magnitude, amount, or importance; im

mense bulk or extent; immensity.

Vasty, (vast'e) a. Very spacious ; immense ; vast.

Vat, (vat) n. [A. -8., Icel. fat, Ger. fan.] A large

vessel or cistern ; a large cask-like receptacle ;—&

measure for liquids, and also a dry measure of varying

capacity.

Vatican, (vat'e-kan) n. A magnificent assemblage of

buildings in Rome, including the pope's palace, a

museum, the library, Ac. ; the seat of the papal au

thority.

Vaticanist, (vat'e-kan-lst) n. One who strongly ad

heres to the papal authority ; a devoted papist*

Vaticide, (vat'e-sid) n. ( L. rates, a prophet, and cadere,

to kill. J The murder of a prophet ;—one who murders

a prophet.

Vaticinate, (va-tis'in-at) v. t. &i. [L. raticinari,

vaticinatus, from vates, a prophet. ] To prophesy ; to

foretelL [Prediction ; prophecy.

Vaticination, (va-tis-ln-a'shun) «. [L. raticinatio.)

Vaudeville, (vod'vel) n. [F.J A kind of song of a lively

character, sung to a familiar air in couplets with a

refrain;—a theatrical piece the dialogue of which

is intermingled with light or satirical songs.

Vaudois, (vd'dwa) n. An inhabitant or the inhabi

tants of the Swiss canton of Vaud.

Vault, (vawlt) ». [F. route. It. valta, from L. volvtre,

volutum, to roll, to turn about 1

A continued arch, or an arch- < I

roof or ceiling ; — an arched

apartment, especially, a subter

ranean room used for storing

articles, for a prison, for inter

ment, and the like ; a cell ;—a

cave; a cavern; a cellar; — a

leap or bound ; especially, the

bound or leap of a horse.

Vault, (vawlt) v. t. [It voltare. Vault.

F. router.) To form with a vault, or to cover with

a vault ; to give the shape of an arch to ; to areb ;—

to leap on ; to mount by leaping ;—v. i. [It. volteg-

piare, F. voltiger.\ To leap ; to bound ; to jump; to

spring ;—to exhibit feats of tumbling or leaping.

Vaulted, (vawlt'ed) a. Arched; concave ;—covered

with an arch or vault. [tumbler.

Vaulter, (vawlt'er) n. One who vaults ; a leaner ; a

Vaulting, (vawlt'ing) n. The art or operation of

constructing arched roofs or vaults ; — vaults in

general ;—the art or practice of leaping and tumbling ;

the profession of a vaulter.

Vaulting-shaft, (vawlt'ing-sbaft) n. A short pillar

rising from a corbel in the wall of a Gothic structure,

from the top of which the ribs of the vault spring.

Vaunt, (vawnt, vant) v. i. [F. ranter, L. vanitare,

from vanus, vain.] To boast; to talk with vain

ostentation ; to brag ;—v. t. To boast of or to make

a vain display of :—imp, & pp. vaunted ; ppr. vaunt

ing, [or has been, or has done ; boast.

Vaunt, (vawnt) n. A vain display of what one is.

 

Vaunter, (vawnt'gr) n. One who vaunts ; a boaster ; a

braggart. [boasting ; bragging.

Vaunting, (vawnt'ing) n. Act of one who vaunt* ;

Vauntingly, (vawut'iug-le) ailv. Boastfully ; with

vain ostentation.

Vaward, (vii'ward) n. The fore part ; vanward.

Veal, (vel) ft. [F. viei, L. vitulus, a calf.] The flesh of

a calf killed for the table.

Veda, (vfi'da) ?». [SUr. from rid, to know.] The an

cient sacred literature of the Hindoos ; also, one of

four collections constituting the most ancient portions

of that literature, viz., Kig, Yajust, Saman, and

Atharvan.

Vedette, (vC-def) ft. [F., It. vedetta, from vedere,

to see.] A sentinel, usually on horseback ; a vidette.

Veer, (ver) v.i. [F. virer, D. vieren. It. virare.) To

change direction ; to turn;—v. t To direct to a differ

ent course ; to turn ;—to veer out, to let out ; to pay

out;—to slacken ;—to veer and haul, to slacken and

pull tight ; to pay out and take in alternately :—imp.

& pp. veered ; ppr. veering.

Veering, (ver'ing) h. In skips, act of wearing; act

of turning the stem to leeward, and so going about

on the other course or board, instead of turning it to

windward, as in tucking. [changingly ; shiftingly.

Veeringly, (ver'ing-le) adv. In a veering manner ;

Vegetable, (vej e-ta-bl) n. An organized body destitute

of sense and voluntary motion, deriving its nourish

ment through pores on its outer surface, or vessels

adhering to some other body, as the earth, and in

general propagating itself by seeds;—in a more limited

sense, a plant cultivated in gardens, and used for

culinary purposes.

Vegetable, (vej'e-ta-bl) a. [L. vegetabilis, enlivening,

from vegclare, to enliven.] . Belonging to plants ;—

consisting of or comprising plants ;—having the na

ture of plants.

Vegetal, (vej'e-tal) a. Pertaining to a vegetable;—per

taining to a class of vital phenomena common to

plants and animals.

Vegetarian, (vej-e-taVe-an) n. One who holds that

vegetables constitute the only proper food for man ;

one who abstains from animal flesh, and lives on vege

tables, milk, Ac . [tarianism.

Vegetarian, (vej-fi-tarVan) a. Pertaining to vege-

Vegetarianism, (vej-e-taVe-an-izm) n. The theory and

practice of living solely on vegetables.

Vegetate, (vej '6-tat) v.i. [L. vegetare, regetatum, to

enliven.] To grow, as plants; to sprout; to germin

ate ;—hence, figuratively, to lead a life too low for

an animate creature ; to do nothing but eat and grow;

—imp. & pp. vegetated; ppr. vegetating.

Vegetation, (vej-5-ta'shun) ft. Act or process of vege-

tatiug ; vegetable growth;—vegetables or plants in

general.

Vegetative, (vej'e-tat-iv) a. Growing or having the

power of growing, as plants;—having the power to

produce growth in plants;—in physiology, partaking

of simple growth and enlargement of the systems of

nutrition and generation. [ing vegetative.

Vegetativeness, (vej'e-tut-iv-nes) ft. The quality of be-

Vehemence, (vehe-mens) n. [F. from L. vehement.]

Violence ; force derived from velocity ; impulsive

power ; impetuous force ; impetuosity ; — violent

ardour: animated fervour; great heat:—also written

vehemeney.

Vehement, (vSTie-ment) a. [L. vehement, from ve, an

inseparable particle denoting privation, and men*,

the mind] Acting with great force; forcible: mighty ;

—very ardent; very eager, urgent, or fervent; violent;

impetuous ; passionate.

Vehemently, (vfi'he-ment-le) adv. With great force or

violence; impetuously;—urgently ; forcibly ;—ardent

ly ; with great zeal.

Vehicle, (vehe-kl) «, [L. vthiculum, from rehire,

to carry.] That in which any thing is or may be
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carried, as a coach, waggon, cart, carriage, or the

Jike; a conveyance;—that which is used as the instru

ment of conveyance or communication ;—a substance

in which medicine is taken :—a liquid in which pig

ment* are dissolved and prepared for use.

Vehicular, (ve-hik'u-lar) a. Pertaining to or serving

as a vehicle.

Vehme, (vein) n. [Ger.] A secret society in We*t-

phalia during the middle ages, originally fur protec

tion against feudal tyranny, and executing justice in

the community—but afterwards used for political

purposes.

Vehmic, (vem'ik) a. Pertaining to the Vehme; done

by order of the Vehme:—also Vehmique.

Veil, (val) n. [L, velum, a sail, covering, curtain. It.

veto, F. voile.) A cover; a curtain ;—something to

intercept the view and hide an object; especially, a

screen, usually of thin gauze or similar material,

to hide or protect the race ;—a cover ; a disguise.

Veil, (val) r. t. To throw a veil over; to cover with a

veil ;—to hide ; to conceal :—imp. & pp veiled; ppr.

veiling. [with a veil ; uncovered ; open.

Veilleu, (vaTles) a. Not having or being covered

Vein, (van) n. [L. rena.] A vessel in animal bodies

which receives the blood from the capillaries and

returns it to the heart ; a blood-vessel ;—in botany,

a tube or congeries of tubes through which the sap

circulates; a small rib or branch of the frame-work

of leaves, &c. ;—in geology, a seam or layer more or

less wide, intersecting a rock or stratum, and not

corresponding with the stratification ; — a fissure,

cleft, or cavity, as in the earth or other substance;—

a streak ur wave of different colour appearing in

wood, in marble, and other stones;—a train of associa

tions, thoughts, and the like; a course;—peculiar

temper; tendency or turn of mind: humour:—strain;

quality. [cover with veins.

Vein, (van) v. t. To form or mark with veins; to fill or

Veined, (vand) a. Full of veins ; streaked ; varie

gated ;—having vessels branching over the surface, as

a leaf.

Veinless, (vanles) a. Having no vein, an a leaf.

Veinlet, (vin'Iet) n. Asmallveiu; a vein branching

off from a larger vein.

Vein-stone, (van'ston) n. The rock or mineral ma

terial which accompanies or incloses ores in veins ;

gangue. [veins : streaked :—also veinotu.

veiny, (van'e) «. Full of veins; veined; marked with

Velleity, (vel-le'e-te) H. [L. vetle, to will, to be

willing.] The lowest degree of desire; imperfect or

incomplete volition.

Vellicate, (vel'e-kat) v. (. A i. I T. veliicure, vellicatuui,

from vellere, to pluck, pull.] To move spasmodically;

to twitch:—imp. & pp. vellicatcd ; ppr. veUicatmg.

Vellication, (vel-e-ka'shuu) n. Act of twitching or

of causing to twitch;—a local twitching or convulsive

motion of a muscular fibre, especially of the face.

Vellum, (vel'uin) n. [F. rilin, L. vitulut, a calf] A

fine kind of parchment or skin prepared for writing ;

—a coarser kind used in book-binding.

Velocipede, (ve-los'e-ped) n. [U vtlox, swift, and pel,

pexlit, It. pxede, a mot.] A

light road-carriage for a

■ingle person, usually pro

pelled by means of a bar or

pedal which puts in motion

the cranked axle of the

wheels.

Velocity, (vc-los'e-te) n. [L.

reloeita*, from vtlox, swift,

quick.] Quickness of mo

tion;—rate of motion ; re

lation of motion to time, Velocipede,

measured by the number of units of space passed over

by the moving body in a unit of time; swiftness:

celerity ; neutneas ; spued.

 

Velvet, (vel'vet) n. [It. wlluto, F. ndwn, verm,

from velous, hairy, L. villonu, from riltut, ahagry

hair.] A soft material of silk, or of silk and oottai

mixed, having a loose pile or short slug of thread

on the surface. [like velvet ;—also nlretti.

Velvet, (vel'vet) a. Made of velvet ; soft and dohtan

Velveteen, (vel-vet-en') n. A kind of cloth nso*

of cotton in imitation of velvet ; cotton velvet.

Velveting;, (vel'vet-ing) n. The fine shag of velvet,

a piece of velvet ; velvet goods.

Velvety, (vel'vet-*) a. Made of velvet or like velvet :

soft; smooth; delicate.

Venal, (ve'nal) a, [L. vena, a vein.] Pertaining W

a vein or to veins ; contained in the veins ; venous.

Venal, (venal) a. [L. vtnalti, from venvs, sale, wjiit,

to i»' sold.] To be bought or obtained for money**

other valuable consideration ; held for sale ; mercen

ary ; prostitute ;—that may be purchased or procured

by bribery, as a vote.

Venality, (ve-nal'e-te) n. State or quality of bang

venal or purcliaaable ; mercenariness :—prostitutra

of talents, office, or services for money, protnotiefc.

or other reward.

Venary, (vtVnir-e) a. [L. rtnariut, from men,

venatus, to hunt.) Relating to hunting.

Venatical, (ven-at'ik-al) a. [L. vtnatteut.) Ussa" in

hunting ;—relating to hunting :—also venatoruU.

Venation, (ven-ashun)n. [h. vtnatio.} Act or prarts*

of hunting ;—state of being hunted ;—in botany, t'-

manner in which the veins of leaves are arranged,

Vend, (vend) v. t. [L. render*.] To dispose of ly

sale ; to sell :—imp. & pp. vended ; ppr. veadiag.

Vendcan, (ven-dean) «. A native or inhabitant sf

Vendee or La Vendee. (is Tended or ante

Vendee, (ven-de*) h. The person to whom s bbbsJ

Vender, (vender) n. One who vends ; a seller.

Vendibility, (veud-e-bU'e-te) u. State of being vend

or saleable.

Vendible, (vend'e-bl) a, [L. rouiiottta, frdm rtsdm.

to sell. J Capable of being disposed of, as an obj*tf

of trade ; saleable.

Vendibleness, (vend'e-bl-nee) n. State or quality of

being vendible ; vendibility.

Vendor, (vend'er) u. A vender ; a seller.

Vendue, (ven'du) n. [F. vendre, pp. rendu, to **-l

A public sale of any thing by outcry to the higbut

bidder ; an auction.

Veneer, (vc-neY) V. f, [Ger. fkrnirnn, F. Journir, to

furnish.] To overlay or plate with a thin 1st** tt

wood or other material for outer finish or decorate

—imp. & pp. veneered; ppr. vencenng.

Veneer, (ve-ner') h. A thin leaf or layer of a MR

valuable or beautiful material for overlaying an in

ferior one.

Veneering;, (vS-neVing) n. The act or art of overfly

ing a coarse or inferior wood with thin leaves of *

superior material;—the covering thus bud on.

Venerable, (ven'e,r»a-bl) a. [L. venerabilis.] CapsN?

of being venerated ; worthy of veneration or ssssf

ence ;—rendered sacred by religions or other a-- ■

tions. [being VSJMnftli

Venerableness, (ven'cr-a-bl-nes) n. State or quality d

Venerably, (ven'er-a-ble) adv. In a venerable maniwf

Venerate, (ven'jr-at) v. t. [L. wwmtri, w ».< ■■a h i ] ft

regard with rospect and reverence ; revere :—<.-.l t

pp. venerated ; ppr. venerating.

Veneration, (ven-fjr-a'shun) n. Act of venerating rt

the state of being venerated : respect mingled rfl

nwe ;—among phrenologists, an organ or bump in ^

middle ofthe coronal region of the brain, and suppose

to be the faculty which produces respect or r*™r

ence. [reverence

Venerator, (ven'cr-at-fr) n. One who venerates a>

Venereal, (v*j-ii6'ri*-al) n. [L. venevrus, from rssW

Veneris, the goddess of love.] Pertaining to veocry

or sexual love ;—arising from sexual intercourse ;-

J
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adapted to the cure of venereal diseases ;—adapted to

excite sexual desire ; aphrodisiac.

Venery, (ven'gr-e) n. [L. Venus, Veneris, the goddess

of lore.] Sexual lore ; sexual intercourse.

Venery, (ven'gr-e) n. [F. vinerie, from L. venari, to

hunt.] Act or exercise of hunting; sports of the chase.

Venesection, (ven-e-sek'shun) n. [L. vena, a vein,

and aectio, a cutting.] Act or operation of opening

a vein for letting blood ; blood-letting.

Venetian, (ve-nesh'e-an) a. Pertaining to Venice.

Venetian blind, >& blind for windows, doors, &c.t

made of thin bars, slips, or pieces of wood or motal,

aet transversely in a frame, with movable end pins,

so as to overlap each other when closed, and to open

for the admission of air and light.

Vengeance, (venj'ans)n. [F. from vengo; L. vindicare,

to avenge.] The infliction of pain or loss on another

in return for an injury or offence ; due retribution ;

Just recompense ;—in Scripture, penal retribution ;

divine punishment of wrong-doing ; — also, divine

right to vindicate law, and punish evil and injustice;

—often, in a bad sense, passionate or unrestrained

revenge. [vengeful.

Vengeful, (venj'fool) a. Vindictive ; retributive ; re

vengefully, (venj'fool-le) adv. In a vengeful manner ;

vindictively.

Venial, (vB'ne-al) a. fit. veniale, F. veniel, from L.

_ venia, forgiveness.] Capable of being forgiven ; not

heinous ; excusable ; pardonable ; — allowed; per

mitted. Venial sin, in the Romtih Church, a sin which

' does not destroy grace or exclude from absolution and

communion, as opposed to mortal or deadly sin.

Veniality, (ve-ne-al'e-te) n. State or quality of being

venial or pardonable.

Venially, (v8'ne-al-le) adv. In a venial manner;

pardonably.

Venialness, (ve'ne-al-nes) n. State or quality of being

> venial.

Venison, (ven'e-zn, ven'zn) n. [F. venaiton, from L.

venatio, hunting.] The flesh of edible beasts of chase;

game ;—especially, the flesh of deer.

Vennel, (veu'nel) n. [F. venelle, small street.] A small

or narrow street ; an alley ;—a gutter ; a sink.

Venom, (ven'um) n. [L. venenum, F. venia.] Hatter

fatal or injurious to life; poison; — spite; malice;

malignity.

Venom, (ven'um) v. t. To infect with venom ; to

poison; to envenom ;—v. i. To be infected or poisoned.

Venomous, (ven'um-us) a. [O. Eng. venemous, L.

venenum, poison.] Full of venom; noxious to animal

life; poisonous ;—noxious;—mischievous ; malignant;

spiteful.

Venomously, (ven'um-ns-le) adv. In a venomous man

ner; polsononsly; malignantly ; spitefully.

Venomousness, (ven'uni-us-nes) n. Quality of being

venomous.

Venous, (ve'nua) o. [L. venosus, from vena, a vein.]

Pertaining to a vein or to veins ; contained in veins ;

—marked with veins ; veined.

Vent, (vent) n. [Probably from F. vent, wind, L.

rendu.] A small aperture : a hole or passage for air

or any fluid to escape ;—the flue or funnel of a fire

place ;—the opening at which the excrements are dis

charged ;—the opening at the breech of a fire-arm;

touch-hole;—in architecture, a loop-hole;—the act of

opening;—passage; emission ;—escape from confine

ment;—[F. rente.} Sate ;—opportunity to sell; de

mand ; publication ; issue.

Vent, (vent) v. t To let out at a vent or small aper

ture ;—to suffer to escape from confinement ; to let

out ;—to utter ; to pour forth ;—to publish ;—to sell ;

—v. i. To snuff ; to snort:—imp. & pp. vented ; ppt:

venting.

Ventage, (vent'iij) n. A small hole, as in a flute.

Venter, (ven't^r) n. [L.J The abdomen or lower belly;

—formerly, any cavity of the body containing viscera,

as the head and breast;—in law, the womb;—hence,

mother.

Ventiduct, (ventfe-dukt) n. [h. ventus, gen. venti, wind,

and ductus, a leading, conduit.] A passage or pipe for

ventilating apartments.

Ventilate, (vent'e-lut) v. t. [L. ventilare, ventilatum,

from ventulus, a slight wind.] To fan with wind;

to open and expose to the free passage of air or

wind; to air;—to winnow ; to sift and examine ; to

expose to examination and discussion ; to agitate :

—i in ft. <t pp. ventilated ; ppr. ventilating.

Ventilation, (vent-e-la'shun) n. Act of ventilating or

state of being ventilated; free exposure to air ;—act of

fanning or winnowing for the purpose of separating

chaff and dust from the grain ;—act of sifting and

bringing out to view or examination ; public discus

sion, [to secure ventilation.

Ventilative, (vent'e-lat-iv) a. Pertaining to or adapted

Ventilator, Xvent'e~lat-er) ^ ^ contrivance for draw

ing off or expelling foul or stagnant air from any close

place or apartment, and introducing that which is

fresh and pure.

Ventose, (ven'tds) a. Windy; flatulent

Ventosity, (ven-We-te) n. [F. ventosite, from L.

ventus, wind.] State of being ventose; windiness;

flatulence;—vainglory; pride.

Ventral, (ven'tral) a. [L. veniralii, from venter, the

belly.] Belonging to the belly;—in botany, pertain

ing to that side of an organ, Ac., which faces toward

the centre of a flower ;—in fishes, noting the fin be

tween the anus and the throat.

Ventricle, (ven'tre-kl) n. [L. ventrieulus, diminutive

of venter, the belly.] A cavity of the animal body, as

of the brain or larynx ; especially, either of the two

cavities of the heart which communicate with the

auricles, and propel the blood to the arteries.

Ventricular, (ven-trik'u-lar) a. Pertaining to a ven

tricle ;—having a cavity ; distended in the middle.

Ventriloquism, (ven-tril'o-kwizni) n, [L. ventriloquus,

speaking from the belly.) Act, art, or practice of

speaking in such a manner that the voice appears to

come, not from the person, but from some distant

place. [ventriloquism.

ventriloquist, (ven-tril'o-kwist) n. One who practises

Venture, (vent'ur) n. [F. aventure, 8p. & It. ventnra.}

An undertaking of chance or danger ; a hazard ;—an

event that is not or can not be foreseen ; chance; con

tingency; luck ;—the thing put to hazard ; a risk ;

especially, something sent to sea in trade.

Venture, (vent'ur) v. i. To have the courage to

do, undertake, or say ; to dare ;—to run a hazard or

risk ;—v. t. To expose to hazard ; to risk ;—to put or

send on a venture or chance :—imp. & pp. ventured ;

ppr. venturing.

venturer, (vent' fir -er) n. One who ventures or

puts to hazard ; an adventurer.

venturesome, (vent'ur-snm) a. Inclined to venture ;

not loath to run risk or danger ; bold ; daring.

Venturesomely, (vent'ur-eum-le) adv. Boldly^daringly.

Venturing, (vent'ur-ing) n. The act of putting to

hazard; risking. [fearless; adventurous.

Venturous, ( vent ' ur - us ) a. Daring ; bold ; hardy ;

Venturously, (vent'fir-us-le) <uf i\ Daringly; fearlessly ;

boldly ; intrepidly.

Venturousness, (vent'ur-us-nes) n. Boldness; hardi

ness; intrepidity; daring.

Venue, (ven'u) «. [Norm. F. vxsne, from L. vtcinus,

neighbouring.] A nieghbourhood or near place ; the

place or county in which an act or fact is alleged to

have happened ; the place where an action is laid.

Venus, (ve'nus) n. (L., W. avener, from jrwyn, fair,

white.] In mythology, the goddess of female beauty

and of love ;—one of the planets, the second in order

from the sun—the most brilliant of the planets.

Veracious, (ve-ra'she-us) a. [L. verax, veracis, from

vents, true.] Observant of truth; habitually disposed
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Veranda.

i..v['m--..,.i in words;

oral ; not written ;—

to mi..- ik truth ; truthful ;—characterized by truth;

true. [manner ; truthfully.

Voraciously, (vu-ra'she-us-le) adv. In a veracious

Veracity, (vfi-rase-te) n. State or quality of being

veracioui ; habitual observance of truth ; truthful

ness; truth ; —consistency of a statement with fact ;

accuracy ; — consistency of a statement with the

author's belief ; honesty ; integrity.

Veranda, ( ve-ran'da ) n. I Mai. buranda, Skr.

warunda. Hind. & Per.

bdrdtnadah.] A kind of

light, open portico or outer

gallery with a sloping roof.

Veratria, (ve-ra'tre-a) n. [L.

t'erufrum, hellebore.] A

vegetable alkaloid, nearly

white, acrid and poisonous.

Verb, (verb) n. [L. verbum, a

word.] A word which atlin us

or predicates something of

some person or thing; a juut

of speeclk expressing being,

action, or the suffering of

action.

Verbal, (vgrb'al) a. [L. «r-

balis, from veroiim, a word.]

addressed to the ear ; spoken

consisting in words, dealing with words rather than

tilings ;—having word; answering to word; literal;

—derived directly from a verb.

Verbal, (vgrb'al) ft. A word derived from a verb.

Verbalism, (vgrb'al-izm) n. Something expressed ver

bally or orally.

Verbalist, (vgrb'al-ist) n, A literal adherent to, or a

minute critic of words; one skilled in words.

Verbality, ^vgr-bole-te) n. Mere woids; bare, literal

expression.

Verbalize, (verb'al-iz) v. t. To convert into a verb ;

to make verbal:—lap, & pp. verbalized ; ppr. ver

balizing, [orally ;—word for word.

Verbally, (verb'al-le) adv. In words; by words spoken;

Verbatim, (vgr-ba'tim) adv. [U, from verbum, worth]

Word for word; in the same words;—verbatim et

literatim t word for word and letter for letter ; in the

form of an exact copy.

Verbena, (vgr-be"nA) n. [['..] A genus of plants, of

which several species are extensively cultivated, some

for their lemon-scouted, fragrant foliage, and others

for the great beauty of their flowers ; vervain.

Verberate, (vgi'ber-at) v.(. [h. vtrberare, verberatum.,]

To beat; to strike.

Verberation, (vgr-bgr-a'whun) n. [L. rtrbemtio.] Act

of beating or striking blows;—impulse- of a body

which causes sound.

Verbiage, (vgr'be-iij) ». The use of many words without

necessity; superabundance of words; verbosity; wordi

ness.

Verbose, (vgr-boV) a. [L. verbosus, from verbum, a

word.] Abounding in words; using more words than

are necessary; prolix; wordy.

Verbosely, (vgr-txis'le) adv. Wordily; prolixly.

Verbosity, (vgr-bos'e-te) n. [L. verbositai.) Quality of

being verbose ; use of more words than are necessary ;

prolixity:—also written verboteneu.

Verdancy, (ver'dAii-ae)n. Quality or condition of being

verdant; greenness;—hence, rawness ; inexperience.

Verdant, (vgrdant) a. [F. rerdoyant, from ll viridiu,

green, from virere, to be green, to flourish.] Flourish

ing ; growing;—covered with growing plants or grass;

green; fresh;—green in knowledge; ignorant of the

ways of the world. [freshly.

Verdantly, (vgrdant-le) adv. In a verdant manner ;

Verderer, (vgrdgr-er) n. [P. verdixr, from rerd, vert,

green.] An officer who has the charge of the king's

forests to preserve the vert and venison, die ;—also

verderor.

Verdict, (vgrMikt) n. [L. vtr urn dictum, a tr

ation.J The answer of a jury given to the court <

oerning any matter of fact in any cause, civil or

criminal, committed to their examination and deter

mination ;—decision ; judgment ; opinion pronounced.

Verdigris, (vgrMe-gris) a. [F. vat, green, He, of, and

grig, gray.] The bibasic acetate of copper, used as a

green pigment.

verdure, (v?rd'ur) ft. [F., from vttd, vert, L. riridu,

green.] Green; greenness; freshness of vegetation.

Verdurelesa, (vgrd'ur-les) a. Destitute! of verdar*.

free of vegetation.

Verge, (verj) 11. [F., L. virvo, from nrm. to re

jjreen.] A kind of rod carried as an emblem of au

thority; the mace of a dean;—the shaft of a oohuuo;

or a small ornamental shaft ; — the spindle of a

watch-balance.

Verge, (vgsj) n. [L. rergere.} The extreme side or

end of any thing which has length;—edge; margin;

brink ;—in lav, the compass or extent of tin? kt&f'i

court;—in hortieultuit, the edge or outside of s

border ;—a slip of grass between the gravel walk*

and the parterre.

Verge, (vgrj) r. ». [L. vergere.] To tend downward;

to bend; to slope;—to border upon; to tend; to ap

proach :—imp. Jfc pp. verged ; ppr. verging.

Verge-board, (vgrj'bord) n. The projecting ornament

of wood-work upon the gable of a house ; barge-board.

Verger, (vgrj'gr) h. [F., from verget a rod.] One wba

carries a verge or emblem of office; an attendant upon

a dignitary, as on a bishop, a dean, a justice, ami

the like ;—the beadle of a cathedral church.

Verifiable, (vgiVfi-a-bl) a. Capable of being - . t ?: -:■ ■.

proved, or confirmed by evidence.

Verification, (vgr-o-fe-ka'shun) n. Act of proving u

be true or correct ; confirmation ; authentication.

Verifier, (vgr e-fi-$r) 7i. One who verifies or proves.

Verify, (vgrVfi) v. t. [F. verifier, from L. wrw. true,

and facere, to make.] To prove to be true or correct,

to confirm ;—to establish the authenticity of ; to au

thenticate ;—to fulfil, as a promise or predictions

to make good or valid:—imp. & pp. verified; ppr.

verifying.

Verily, (vgrVle) adv. [From very.] In a true man

ner ; in truth; in fact;—with great confidence; really;

truly.

Verisimilar, (vgr-e-sim'e-lar) a. fJL. vrrisimilit, from

verus, true, and similis, like.] Having the appear

ance of truth ; probable ; likely.

Verisimilitude, (vgr-e-sim-U'e-tud) n. Appearance of

truth; probability; likelihood.

Veritable, (veyit-*-bl) a. fl* wnfa*, truth.] Agree

able to truth or to fact; actual; real; true.

Veritably, (vgr'it-a-ble) adv. In a veritable man

ner; really; truly.

Verity, (vgr*e-te) «. [L. Veritas, from «n«, true-]

Quality of being very true or real ; consonance el

a statement, proposition, or other thing to tact;

moral truth ;—consonance of the words with the

thoughts or belief of the speaker ; truthfulness ;—a

true assertion or tenet.

Verjuice, (versus) n. [F. vtrjus, from rrrt, green, and

jus, juice.] The Bour juice of crab-apples, of gram

or unripe grapes, apples, etc.;—also, a kind of vinegar

made from such juice.

Vermeology, (vgr-mG-ol'6-je) n. [L. vermes, worms, and

G. logos, discourse.] A discourse or treatise on worms,

or that part of natural history which treats of them;

helminthology.

Vermicelli, (ver-me-chelle) n. [It vermiccUo, L_ xrr-

miculus, dininutive of permit, a worm.] A kind at

wheat paste made into slender, worm-like tubes «r

threads, and used in this country to thicken aouxsv

die. It is manufactured chiefly in Naples.

Vermicular, (vgr-inik u-lar) a. [L, vermieulus, '"ffitin-

tive of vcinuis, a worm.] Pertaining to a worm;
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shaped like a worm; especially, resembling the motion

of & worm ; peristaltic.

Vermiculate, (vgr-mik Q-lat) v.t To form, as work,

by iulaying which resembles the tracks or motion of

worms :—imp. & pp. venuieulatcd ; ppr. vennioulat-

ing.

Vermiculation, (vgr-mik-u-lA'shun) ft, Act of moving

in the form of a worm ; continuation of motion

from one part to another, as in the peristaltic motion

of the intestines;—act of forming so as to resemble

the motion of a worm.

Vermiculous, (vgr-niik'u-lus) a. Containing worms;

full of worms or grubs ;—resembling worms :—also

vermiculose.

Vermiform, (vgr'me-form) a. [L. vermU, a worm, and

forma, form.) Having the form or shape of a worm.

Vermifugal, (ver-niifu-gal) a. Possessing the qualities

of a vermifuge ; tending or serving to expel worms.

Vermifuge, (vg^me-fuj) n, [L. vermis, a worm, and

Jkgare, to drive away.] A medicine or substance

that expels worms from animal bodies ; an anthel

mintic ; wormkiller :—also written vermicide.

Vermillion, (vgr-mil'yun) n. [F. renneit, vermiHon,

It. vermighone, from L. vermiculus, a little worm.]

Originally the cochineal, considered to be a worm ;

—a native red sulphuret of mercury ; cinnabar ; also,

a prepared sulphide of mercury in the form of a flue

powder of a bright red colour;—any beautiful red

colour. [with a delicate red.

Vermillion, (vgr-mir'yun) v. t To dye red ; to cover

Vermin, (vgi'min) n. ting. A pi. [F. and It. vermiwe,

from L. vermU, a worm.] A noxious or mischiev

ous animal ; especially, collectively, noxious little

animals or insects, as squirrels, rats, mice, worms,

grubs, flies, etc. ;—hence, noxious human beings, in

contempt.

Verminate, (vgr'min-at) v. i. [f.. verminare, to have

worms, from vermis, a worm.] To breed vermin.

Vermin ation, (vgr-min-a'Bhun) ft, Generation or breed

ing of vermin ;—a griping of the bowels.

Verminous, (vgr'min-us) a. [L. verminosus, from ver

mis, a worm.] Tending to breed vermin ; full of or

infested by vermin ;—caused by or arising from the

presence of vermin.

Vermivorous, (vgr-miv'o-rus) a. [L. vermis^ a worm,

aud vorare, to devour.] Feeding on worms.

Vernacular, (vgr-nak'u-lar) o. [L vtrna, a slave born

in his master's house, a native.] Belonging to the

country of one's birth ; native ;—belonging to one by

birth. [guage; one's mother tongue.

Vernacular, (vgr-nak'u-lar) u. The vernacular lan-

Vernacularism, (vgr-iiak'u-lar-irm) it, A vernacular

idiom. [the vernacular.

Vernacularly, (vgr-nak'u-lar-le)a(ft?. In agreement with

Vernal, (vernal) a. [L. vernalis, from ver, spring.]

Belonging to or appearing in spriug ;—hence, be

longing to youth, the spring of life. [in spring.

Vernant, (vgr'nant) a. [L. reman.*.] Flourishing, as

Vernation, (vgr-un'shun) n. [L. vernatio.] Disposition

of the leaves within the bud ; prefoliation.

Vernier, (vgr*ne-gr) n. [From the inventor, Pierre

Keraier.] A short grad- C « ~

nated scale made to slide

along the divisions of a

graduated instrument for

measuring parts of its

spaces. Vernier.

Veronese, (vgr'o-nez) a. Pertaining to Verona i n I taly ;

—as a noun, an inhabitant or the inhabitants or

natives of Verona.

Verrel, (verel) n. The ring at the end of a cane,

ramrod, and the like ; a ferrule.

Versatile, (vgr'sa-til) a. [L. versatilis, from rewire,

to turn.] Capable of turning ; easily turned ; change*

able ; variable ;—liable to be turned in opinion ;—

turning with ease from one thing to another ; readily

t, 9 to ?

applied to a new task or to various subjects;—un

steady ; fickle.

Versatility, (vgr-sa-til'o-te) ». Readiness to be turned ;

—aptness to change ; variableness ; — ready applica

tion of one's mental gifts or adaptation of one's views

or sentiments to other positions or circumstances;—

talent of ranging or the extent of range from one

topic, theme, science, art, &c, to another, and the

facility or measure of facility in handling or treating

them.

Verse, (vers) n. [F. vers, L. rersus, a verse, from rer-

tere, to turn.] A line consisting of a certain number

of long and short syllables, disposed according to

metrical rules ;—metrical arrangement and language:

poetry ;—a short division of poetical composition ;

a stanza ; stave ;—a short division of any composition,

especially of the chapters in the Old and New Testa

ments ;—a piece of poetry. [cally.

Verse, (vgrs) v. t. To tell in verse ; to relate poeti-

Versed, (vgrst) a. [I., versa (its, pp. of versari, to turn

about frequently, to be engaged in a thing.] Ac

quainted or familiar with, as the result of>experieiice,

study, practice, and the like ; skilled ; practised.

Verse-monger, (vgrs'muug-ggr) n. A writer of verses ;

a poetaster, in contempt

Versicle, (vgrsVkl) n. [L. rersiculus, diminutive of

versus.] A little verse.

Versicoloured, (vgrae-kul-grd) a. [L. versare, to turn,

to change, and color, colour.] Having various col

ours; changeable in colour.

Versicular, (vgr-sik'u-lar) a. Pertaining to verses ;

designating distinct divisions of a writing.

Versification, (vgrs-e-fo-ka'shun) n. Act, art, or practice

of versifying ; metrical composition.

Versifier, (vgrs'e-fi-gr) ft. One who makes verses ;—one

who expresses in verse the ideas of another written in

prose.

versify, (vgrs'e-fi) v.i. [L. versijlcare, from versus,

a verse, and Jacere, to make.] To make verses;—

v.t. To relate or describe in verse ;—to turn into

verse :—imp. & pp. versified ; ppr. versifying.

Version, (vgr'shun) n, [L. xersio.] Act of translating ;

—a translation ; that which is rendered from another

language ;—change ; transformation. [language.

Versus, (vgrsus) prep. [L.] Against—used in legal

Versute, (vgr-sut)a. Crafty; cunning; wily; artful.

Vert, (vert) n. [F. vert, green, L. were, to be green.]

£very thing that grows and bears a green leaf within

the forest;—in heraldry, a green colour represented in

a drawing or engraving by parellul lines sloping down

ward toward the right.

Vertebra, (vgrt'e-bra) n, [L., from verttre, to turn.]

A joint or segment of the

back-bone or spinal column

in a fish, reptile, bird, or

quadruped, and in man;—pi.

Vertebrae, the assemblage of

small bones or joints which

compose the spine;—hence,

the spine.

Vertebral, (vgrt ' 5 - bral) a.

Pertaining to the joints of Vertebra,

the spine or back-bone ;—having a back-bone.

Vertebrate, (vgrt'e-br&t) n. An animal having an

internal jointed back-bone or spinal column.

Vertebrate, (vgrt'e-brat) a. Having a back-bone or

vertebral column containing the spinal marrow.

Vertex, (vgrt'eks)n, [L. vertex or vortex.] Principal or

highest point: summit; crown;—the summit or top of

a hill;—the crown or top of the head;—in optics, tho

pole of a glass ;—in astronomy, the zenith ; the point

in the heavens which is directly overhead or perpen

dicular to the spectator;—in mathematics, the point in

any figure opposite to or furthest from the base ; the

apex of a cone, pyramid, triangle, or other figure.

Vertical, (vgrt'ik-al) a. Situated at tho vertex or
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highest point ; directly overhead or in the zenith ;—

perpendicular to the plane of the horizon;—upright;

plumb. [from above downward.

vertically, (vert'ik-al-le) adv. In a vertical manner ;
■Verticil, (verte-sil) n. [F. vertieitU.] A little whorl ;

a mode of inflorescence in which the flowers surround

the stem in a kind of ring.

VerticiUate, (vcr-thriMat) a. [L. verticillatus, from

vertex.] Arranged in a ring or whorl; arranged

around a stem or pedicel, like the rays of a wheel

Vertiginous, (ver-tij'in-us) a. [L, vertiffinosus, from

vertigo, giddiness.] Turning round ; whirling; rotary;

—affected with vertigo; giddy; dixiy. [giddiness.

Vertiginoualy, (ver-tijrin-ua-le) adv. With a whirling or

Vertigo, (ver-ti go) ». [L. from vertert, to turn.] Dizzi-

ness or swimming of the head ; giddiness.

Vervain, (vcr'van) w. [F. vtrvcine.] A plant of the

genus Verbena.

verve, (ve;rv) n. [F.J Nervous energy in the com

position, expression, utterance, or performance of

artistio works ;—imaginative enthusiasm, poetical fire;

intense aiffl lively spirit

Very, (vcVe) a. [O. Eug. veray, rerrtiy, F. rrai, from

L. rents, true.] True ; real ; actual

Very, (verV) adv. In a high degree; to no email

extent; exceedingly ; excessively.

Vesicant, (vea'e-kant) n, A blistering application.

Vesicate, (veeVkat) v. t. [L. vesicare, vesication, from

vesica, a bladder, blister.] To raise little bladders or

blisters upon ; to blister :—imp, A pp. vesicated ; ppr.

vesicating. [of raising blisters on the skin.

Vesication, (ves-o-ka'shun) n. Process of vesicating or

Vesicatory, (vesVka-tor-e) n. A blistering application

or plaster. [blister.

Vesicatory, (veeVka-tor-e) a. Having a power to

Vesicle, (ves'e-kl) n. [L. vesicula, diminutive of

vesica, a bladder.] A bladder-like vessel; a mem

branous cavity ; a cyst ; a cell ;—a small bladder

like body in the substance of a vegetable, or upon

the surface of a leaf ;—a small orbicular elevation of

the cuticle containing lymph.

Vesicular, (ve-sik'u-lar) a. Pertaining to or consisting

of vesicles ;—full of interstices; hollow ;—having little

bladders or glands on the surface, as the leaf of a plant.

Vesper, (ves'per) n. [L. vespert G. kesperos.] The

evening star ; Hesper ; Venus ; hence, the evening.

Vesper, (ves'per) a. Pertaining to the evening, or to

the service of vespers.

Vespers, (ves'perc) n. pL The evening song or evening

service in the Roman Catholic Church.

Vespertine, (ves'per-tin) a, [L. vespertiuuM.] Pertain

ing to the evening; happening or being in the evening.

Vessel, (ves'el) n. [F. vaissel, vaisseau, It. vasetlo,

vascello, from L. vasculum, diminutive of vat, a ves

sel] A utensil proper for holding any thing; a hollow

dish of any kind ;—any structure made to float upon

the water for purposes of commerce or war; a ship;—in

anatomy, any tube or canal in which the blood and

other fluids are contained, secreted, or circulated ;—in

botany, a canal or tube of very small bore in which

the sap is contained and conveyed ;—something receiv

ing or containing; one into whom, or that into which,

any thing is conceived as poured.

Vessclful, (ves'el-foo)) n. As much as a vessel will

hold ; the whole content* of a vessel.

Vest, (vest) n. [L. vestis, F. vtsU, It. vesta, Go. vasjan,

to clothe.] An article of clothing covering the person;

an outer garment ;—hence, any outer covering ;—

specifically, a waistcoat or body garment for men,

without sleeves, and worn under the coat.

Vast, (vest) v. t. To clothe with a garment, or as if

with a garment; to cover, surround, or encompass

closely ;—henoe, to put in possession; to furnish; to

endow ;—to give an immediate fixed right of present

or future enjoyment ;—f.i. To come or descend; to

be fixed; to take effect, as a title or right

Vesta, (ves'ta) %. [L-] In ntytholapy, a virgin divinity,

the goddess of the hearth and of fire :—a small nlaact

or asteroid ;—a small wax lucifer match.

Vestal, (vestal) a. Pertaining to Vesta., the goddess d

fire among the Koni&us, and a virgin ;—henoe, pure ;

chaste.

Vestal, (ves'ta!) n. A virgin consecrated to Vesta, and

to the service of watching the sacred tire, wb ich m

to be perpetually kept burning upon her altar.

Vested, (vest'ed) a. Covered ; clothed ;—placed is

possession of ;—fixed ; Inalienable ;—not in a state of

contingency or suspension. [robe or to dress.

Vestiariaa, (ves-te-ftre-an) a. Pertaining to a ward-

Vestiary, (ves'te-ar-e) *. [L. vestiarium.) Boom ins

monastery or abbey where the clothes ware kept ; s

wardrobe. (vearibeJe.

Vestibular, (vea-tib'u-lar) a. Pertaining to or like s

Vestibule, (ves'te-bul) n. [L. vestibutuM.) The porch

or entrance into a house; an antechamber lislsnsm

the hall and the outer doors ; a lobby ;—in amato&f,

the porch of the ear; a cavity in the labyrinth of the

ear.

Vestige, (vee'tij) n. [L. vtstiffium.) The mark of the

foot left on the earth; a track or footstep; trace;

sign; hence, faint mark of something which has been ;

small or feeble remains—often in the plural.

Vesting, (vesting) n. Cloth for vests ; a vest, pattern

Vestment, (vestment) n. [L. restttsearwm, from ret-

tire, to clothe, from vest is, a garment, clothing.] A

covering or garment ; some part of clothing or dress ;

a dress ; a robe.

Vestry, (ves'tre) n. TL. wtiarium, from resfu, a

garment.] A room appendant to a church, in which

the sacerdotal vestments and sacred utensils are

kept and where parochial meetings are held ;—an as

sembly of persons who manage parochial affairs.

Vesture, (vest'ur) «. [F. v4tnre, It. reslitra, from L.

vestire, to clothe.] A garment; a robe; dress; appeiv;.

habit ;—clothing ; covering;—hence, external form;—

guise; semblance.

Vestured, (ves'turd) a. Covered with a vesture or gar

ments ; clothed ; dressed. [volcano in Italy.

Vesuvian, (ve-su've-an) a. Pertaining to Yeaavius/a

Vesuvian, (v&eu've-an) n. A kind of lucifer match.

Vetch, (vech) n. [F. vesee, It veceia, L. ricio, G*r.

wicke, I), wile. } A leguminous plant allied to the peas,

tares, &c, of several species, some of which are

valuable for fodder.

Vetchling, (vechling) n. [From vetch.) A small

leguminous plant ; everlasting pea.

Vetchy, (vech e) «.. Consisting of vetches or of pea

straw ;—abounding with vetches.

Veteran, (vet'er-an) a. [L. veteranus, from vrfsu,

vtteris, old.] Long exercised in any thing, esmecsarlv

in military life and the duties of a soldier ; hanui-

great experience;—grown old in service.

Veteran, (vet'er-an) n . One who has been long exer

cised in any service or art, particularly in war.

Veterinarian, (vet-er-in-a're-an) n. [L. reterisuxris*.]

One skilled in the diseases of cattle or domestic ani

mals ; veterinary surgeon.

Veterinary, (vet'er-in-ar-e) a. Pertaining to the art of

healing or treating the diseases of domestic animals,

as oxen, horses, sheep, and the like.

Veto, (veto) n. [L. r**o, I forbid.] Any authoritative

prohibition ; especially, the power possessed by the

executive branch of a legislative body, as a king,

president, governor, izc, to negative a bill which hw

passed the other branches of the legislature ; also,

the act of exercising this power.

Veto, ( vL-'to) v. t. To withhold assent to, especially to

a bill for a law, and thus prevent its enactment :—

imp. A pp. vetoed ; ppr. vetoing.

Vex, (veks) v. t. [L. vexare.) To make angry by little

provocations ; to irritate ; to torment ;—to disturb ;

to disquiet ; to agitate ;—to trouble ; to distress ; to
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afflict ,—v. i. To be uneasy ; to fret ;—to bo Irritated

or teased :—imp. & pp. vexed ; ppr. vexing:.

Vexation, (veks-a'Bhun) n. [L. vcjcatio.} Act of

troubling, harassing, or irritating; — state of being

disturbed or irritated in mind;—disquiet ; uneasiness;

—annoyance ; bother ; — the cause of disquiet or

trouble ;—affliction ; severe judgment ;—a harassing

by law ; a vexing or troubling, as by a malicious

suit ; a slight grievance.

Vexatious, (veka-a'she-us) a. Causing vexation; dis

turbing or agitating to the mind ;—distressing; harass

ing;—full of trouble, or disquiet;—annoying; teasing ;

slightly troublesome.

Vexatiously, (veks-a'she-us-le) adv. In a manner to

give trouble or annoyance.

Vexatiouaness, (veks-a'she-us-nes) n. The quality of

being vexatious or of giving trouble and disquiet.

Vexed, (vekst) a. Disturbed; agitated; — troubled;

irritated ; provoked ; annoyed.

Vexer, (veks'er) n. One who vexes, irritates, or

troubles. [tease, or irritate.

Vexingly, (veka'ing-Ie) adv. In a manner to vex,

Viability, (vi-a-bire-te) Ik Quabty of being viable ;

capacity of living after birth ;—capacity of living or

. being distributed over wide geographical limits.

Viable, (vra-bl) a. [F., from vie, life, L. vita, from

vivere, victum, to live.] Capable of living; bora in

such a state as to be capable of living, as a new

born infant or premature child.

Viaduct, (viVdukt) n. [L. viaductits, from via, a way,

and ductus, a leading.) A __

structure of considerable

magnitude, and usually of

masonry, being a bridge or

series of arches for conduct

ing a carriage or railway rood

above the level of tin

ground across a valley or

river.

Vial, (vi'al) n. (F. vioU, G. Viaduct.

pkialS.) A small bottle, usually of glass; a phial.

Viand, (vi'and) ft. [F. viande, meat, food, L. vivenda,

from vivere, to live.] An article of food ; food ;

victuals—chiefly iu the plural; — cooked or dressed

provisions.

Viatic, (vl-at'ik) a. [L. viaticus, from via, a way.] Of

or pertaining to a journey or to travelling.

Viaticum, (vi-at'e-kum) ». [L., from via, a way.]

Provisions for a journey ;—among the ancient Romans,

a?i allowance to those who were sent into the provinces

to exercise any office or perform any service ; an

allowance to the officers and soldiers of the army ;—

in the Roman Catkolie Church, the communion given

to persons in their last moments.

Vibrate, (vi'brat) v. i. [L. vibrart, vibratum.] To

swing ; to oscillate ; to move to and fro, or from side

to side, as a pendulum, &c. :—to have the constituent

particles move to and fro, with alternate compression

and dilation of parts, as tho air or any elastic body;

—to quiver ; to sound with a tremulous noise ;—to

pass from one stato to another;—v. t. To brandish; to

move to and fro; to awing;—to cause to quiver;—to

affect with vibratory motion :—imp. & pp. vibrated ;

ppr. vibrating.

Vibratile, (viTira-til) a. Adapted to or used for a vibra

tory motion.

Vibration, (vf-br&'shun) n. Act of vibrating or state

of being in vibratory motion; quick motion to and

fro ; oscillation.

Vibratory, (viTjrii-tor-e) a. Consisting in vibration or

oscillation; vibrating;—causing to vibrate.

Vicar, (vik'ar) n. [F. vicaiw, L. vicarius, from vice,

in turn.] One deputed or authorized to perform the

functions of another; a substitute in office;—the in

cumbent of an appropriated or impropriated benefice;

the clergyman of a parish in which the tithes belong

 

 

to a chapter, college, layman, <ftc., who receive them,

and allow out of them a Ratary to the clergyman.

Vicarage, (vik'ar-aj) h. Tho benefice of a vicar;—the

residence of a vicar.

Vicarial, (vi-ka're-al) a. Pertaining to a vicar.

Vicariate, (vi-ka're-at) n. Delegated office or power;

vfcarship; the office or oversight of a vicar.

Vicarious, (vi-ka're-ns) a. fL. vicarius, from vicU,

change, turn.] Pertaining to a substitute or deputy;

deputed ; delegated ;—acting or suffering for another;

—performed or suffered in the place of another; sub

stituted.

Vicariously, (vi-ka're-us-le) adv. In a vicarious man

ner ; in the place of another ; by substitution.

Vicarship, (vik ' ar-ship) n. Office or functions of a

vicar.

Vice, (vis) n, fL. vitium.) A defect; a fault ; a blem

ish ; an imperfection ;—a moral fault or failing ;

especially, immoral conduct or habit ; unworthy or

undesirable custom ;—depravity or corruption of man

ners;—a bad trick in a horse;—a character in the

old English moralities ; iniquity ; wickedness.

Vice, (vis) n. [F. via.) A smith's instrument consist

ing of two jaws, closing by a

screw, for holding work, as in

filing, Ac. ;—a grasp; a gripe;—

in atrhiteeture, a spiral or wind

ing staircase.

Vice, (vis) v. t. To press closely

or squeeze with a vice, or as if

with a vice ;—imp. & pp. viced ;

ppr. vicing.

Vice, (vis). fL. vice, in the place

of, instead of] A prefix in words signifying persons,

and denoting one who acts in the place of another, or

who is second in rank or authority.

Vice-admiral, (vis-ad'me-ral) n. A naval officer of the

necond rank—he flies his flag on the fore-top-gallant

mast ; formerly, the second officer in command.

Vice-consul, (vis-kon'sul) n. One who acts in the

place of a consul.

Vice-chancellor, (vis-chan'sel-lor) n. A judge in Chan

cery, subordinate to the Lord Chancellor, hut sitting

in a separate court—there are now three, the high

est of which is called Vioe-Chancellor of England ;—

an officer in a university in England, annually elected

to manage affairs in the absence of the Chancellor.

Vicegerency, (vis-jo'ren-se) n. The office of a viceger

ent; deputed power ; lieutenancy.

Vicegerent, (vis-je'rent) n. An officer deputed by a

superior, or by proper authority, to exercise the

nowers of another ; a lieutenant. [gated power.

Vicegerent, (vis-je'rent) a. Having or exercising dele-

Vicenary, (vrson-ar-e)a. [L. vicenarius.) Belonging to

twenty.

Vicennial, (vi-sen'ne-al) a. [L. viceni, twenty, and

annus, year.] Lasting or continuing twenty years.

Vice-presidency, ( vts-pres'e-dou-se) ft. The office of

vice-president. (rank below a president.

Vice-president, (vls-pres'e-dent) n. An officer next in

Vice-regal, (vis-rB'gal) a. Pertaining to a viceroy or

viceroyalty.

Viceroy, (vis'roy) n. [F. vice-roi, from rice, in the

place of, and F. roi.] The governor of a kingdom or

country who rules as the king's substitute.

Vioeroyalty, (vts-roy*aMe) n. Dignity, office, or juris

diction of a viceroy.

Vicinage, (vis'in-aj) n. [L. vicinus, neighbouring, from

viens, a village.] The place or places adjoining or

near ; neighbourhood ; vicinity.

Vicinity, (ve-sin'e-te) n. [L. vicinitas.] Quality of

being near ; propinquity ; proximity ;—that which is

near or not remote ; that which is adjacent to any

thing ; neighbourhood ;—immediately adjoining coun

try.

Vicious, (visk'ua) a. [L. vitiosut, from vitium, vice.]
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Defective ; imperfect :—depraved ; wicked :—addicted

to vice; corrupt in principle* or conduct ;—lacking

purity;—physically corrupt; foul; insalubrious ; —

faulty ; not pure or authorised, aa idioms or style ;—

not well broken ; given to bad tricks ; unruly, as a

horse. [faultily ; corruptly ; Incorrectly.

Viciously, (vish'us-le) adv. In a vicious manner ;

Viciousness, (vish'us-nes) n. Addictednees to vioe;

corruptness of moral principles or practice; depravity ;

—unruly or refractory disposition and action; wicked

ness ; immorality ; profligacy ; untidiness.

Vicissitude, (ve-sis'e-tud) n. [L. vicuritwlo, from vicis,

change, turn.] Regular change or succession from one

thing to another ; alternation ;—change ; mutation,

as in human affairs. [tudes ; full of changes,

Vicissitudinous, (ve-siB-e-tu'din-us) a. Subject to vicisai-

Victim, (vik'tim) n. [L. victima, a beast of sacrifice

adorned with the fillet or vitta.] A living being

sacrificed to some deity, or in the performance of a

religious rite ;—a person or thing destroyed or sacri

ficed in the pursuit of an object or gratification of a

passion ;—a person or living creature destroyed by,

or suffering, grievous injury ;—one who is caught or

cheated ; a dupe ; a gull.

Victimise, (vik'tim-iz) v.t. To make a victim of; to

sacrifice ;—to subject to pecuniary charge or dam

ages '.—imp. & pp. victimised ; ppr. victimising.

Victor, (vik'tor)n. [L., from vincere, vtcfmu, to con

quer.] One who geta the better of another in any

struggle ; especially, one who conquers in war ; one

who defeats an enemy in battle ; winner ; gainer.

Victor, (vik'tor) a. Gaining the victory; victorious.

Victoress, (vik'to-res) n. A female who vanquishes.

Victorine, (vik-tor-eu') n. A lady's fur tippet;—a fruit

allied to tin.' peach.

Victorious, (vik-to're-us) a, [L. victoriotv*.] Belong

ing to a victor; having conquered in battle or con

test ;—producing conquest ;—emblematic of conquest ;

indicating victory : triumphant ; successful.

Victoriously, (vik-to're-us-le) adv. In a victorious

manner; triumphantly.

Victory, (vik'to-re) n. [L Victoria, from victor, a

victor.] The defeat of an enemy in battle or of an

antagonist in contest ; conquest ; triumph ;—in scrip

ture, superiority gained over spiritual enemies, sinful

habits or desires, temptations, &c. ;—in mythology, a

goddess who presided over victories, Ac.

Victual, (vitl) v.t. To supply with provisions for

subsistence ; to provide with food :—imp. & pp. victu

alled ; ppr. victualling.

Victualler, (vit'l-er) n. One who furnishes victuals or

provisions;—one who keeps a house of entertain

ment .—a provision ship ; a vessel employed to carry

provisions and stores to other vessels or to troops

on a foreign coast:—also victualling ship.

Victuals, (vit'lz) n. pi. [P. victuailles, from I*. victu-

alis, belonging to living or nourishment, from vicfu*,

nourishment.] Food for human beings prepared fur

eating; that winch supports human life ; provisions;

meat; sustenance.

Vide, (vi'de). [L. imperative of videre, to see.] See

—used to direct attention to something.

Videlicet, (vi-deTe-set) adv. [L., viderc licet, one may

or can see.] To wit: namely—often abbreviated to viz.

Vidimus, (vi'de-mus) n. [L., we have seen.] An ex

amination or inspection ;—a statement, report, or ab

stract of papers, documents, accounts, <£c.

Viduage, (vid'Q-aj) n. [L.] The state or class of

widows; widowhood;—also written viduity.

Vidual, (vid'u-al) a. [L. ridualis, from vidna, a

widow.] Pertaining to the state of a widow ; widowed.

Viennese, (vi-en-nes ) n. A native or inhabitant of

Vienna ;—in the plural, the people of Vienna.

Vie, (vi) v.t. [A.-S. vigian, wigpan, to fight] To

strive for -superiority ; to contend; to use emulous

effort, as in a race, contest, competition, rivalship,

or strife ;—v. t. To practise in competition :— iap.

& pp. vied; ppr. vying.

View, (vu) v. t. To look at with attention or fcr us

purpose of examining ; to behold ; to inspect ; to ex

plore ;—to survey intellectually ; to examine *itii tkc

mental eye ; to consider ;—imp. 4t pp. viewed ; ?p

viewing.

View, (vu) n. [F. vv.e, from voir, to see, L. rid^T ■

Act of seeing or beholding ; sight ; surrey ; inspectws.

—hence, mental survey; intellectual exanunsnos ;-

reach of the sight ; power of seeing, either pbyBeillj

or mentally ;—that which is seen or beheld; teer*.

prospect ; display as apprehended by one who I< • ;

—the representation of a scene ; a sketch, Qt^r

drawn or painted;—mode of looking at or rectiriaf

any tiring ; manner of apprehension ;—that which a

looked toward or kept in sight, as object, ain„i&tto-

tion, purpose, design ; —appearance ; show.

Viewer, (vVeri n. One who views, surveys, or pi*id:s a

Viewing, (vu'ingl n. Act of beholding or surveying.

Viewless, (vfiles) a. Not to be viewed, beheld, or isff ;

not perceivable by the eye ; invisible.

Viewly, (vule) a Striking to the view; hsndsose,

personable.

Vigesimal, (ve-jes'e-mal) a. [L. vioetivtuj, tweabcth.

from viginti, twenty.] Twentieth ; divided is» a

consisting of twenties or twenty parts.

Vigil, (vy'il) n, [L. vigilia, from vigil, awake. sstoV

ful.J Abstinence from sleep, either usual sleep or a

the customary time; sleeplessness; watch ;—vstcsist

or waking fur religious exercises;—the evening tefcn

any feast: a religious service performed in th« free

ing preceding a holiday; also, a fast observed ca tat

day preceding a holiday ; a wake.

Vigilance, (vy'il-ans) n, [L. vigilantia.} State or qaiJ-

ity of being vigilant; forbearance of sleep ; wsichfv-

ness ; caution ; circumspection ; carefnuaess.

Vigilant, (vij'il-ant) a. [L. rigitarc, to watch, fr»

vigil, awake.] Attentive to discover and avoid danger

or to provide for safety ; wakeful; watchful: ansa*

spect; cautious; careful. [watchfoll?

Vigilantly, (vij'il-ant-le) adv. In a vigilant mia&a;

Vignette, (vin-etf) a. [F. vignette, from vigne, s ri&t J

A running ornament consisting of leaves and ur>a ; '.

used in Gothic architecture;—a capital letter in aoewt

manuscripts ;—formerly, any kind of printers' oru-

ments.as heads, flowers, and tail-pieces; morsrecte*-!?.

any kind of wood-cut, engraving, &c., not isckNeJ

within a definite border ;—in photography, s head «

quarter-length likeness projected without aceessu»

or surroundings on a plain card.
Vigorous, (vig'or-iis) a. Full of physical strengti ■■•

active force ;—powerful ; strong:—not weaken*! ■■

lessened: forcible ;—having full possession and use d

all its faculties, aa intellect ; full of life and spurt ;

energetic; active. [fcmW*-

Vigorously, (vig'or-us-le) adv. In a vigorous maBiw.

Vigorousness, (vig'or-ua-nes) n. The quality of ba*J

vigorous, or possessed of active strength.

Vigour, (vigor) n. (L. vigor, from vigere, to be lively «

strong.] Active strength or nerve of body ; pJrni*

force ; — strength of mind ; intellectual nufm «

energy ;—healthy and lively growth ; sound and P3***

organic form ; vital activity in animal or vegetal*

nature ;—strength ; energy ; efficacy.

Viking, (vfking) n. One of the pirate chief* nrs

among the Northmen who plundered the oossn «

Europe in the eighth and ninth centuries.

Vile, (vil) a. [L. vilit.] Base; low; desnuabk-

morally base or impure ; depraved by sin ; batend a

the sight of God and men; abominable ; sordid: £*>£•

wicked; worthless; impure.

Vilely, (vil'le) adv. Basely: meanly; shimewT'

in a cowai-dly manner. ^^

Vileness, (vil'nes) n. The quality of being rib: bss-

ness; meanness;—moral degradation or dsj*»r,V»
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extreme wickedness; worthleasness ; odiousness ; shame-

lessness. [defaming.

Vilification, (vil-e-fe-k&'shun) n. Act of vilifying or

Vilifier, (vil'e-fi-er) n. One who vilifies or defames.

Vilify, (vil'e-f i) ». t. [L. vitificare, from vilia, vile, and

faeere, to make.] To attempt to degrade by slander ;

to defame; traduce; slander: calumniate;—to debase;

to make vile or despicable:—imp. & pp. vilified;

Tppr. vilifying.

Villa, (villa) n. [L. and It villa, F. vilte.] A

country-seat; a country residence, usually of a wealthy

person.

Village, (vil'aj) n. [L. villa,] A small inhabited place;

an assemblage of houses in the country, less than a

town or city; hamlet.

Villager, (vil'aj-er) n. An inhabitant of a village.

Villain, (vil'an) n. [F. vilain, L. villanus, from

villa, a farm.] A feudal tenant of the lowest class ;

a bondman or servant ; — a vile, wicked person ; a

deliberate scoundrel; a designing rascal:—also rill, in.

Villainous, (vii'&n-us) a. Base: vile; becoming a

villain;—wicked; depraved; mischievous: destructive;

—sorry; poor—in contempt;—rascally; vile: infamons.

Villainously, (vil'an-us-le) adv. In a villainous man

ner; with extreme wickedness or depravity ; basely.

Villainousness, (viTan-us-nes) «. Quality of being

villainous: extreme depravity; baseness.

Villainy, (vil'an-e) n. Extreme depravity ; atrocious

wickedness ;—depraved or infamous talk ;—the act of

a villain ;—a deed of deep depravity ; a crime :—writ

ten also villany.

Villanage, (vil'on-aj) «, [F. vitlenage.] State of a

villain ; serfdom;—a tenure of lands on condition of

doing the meanest services to the superior or lord :—

also written villenage. [defame.

Villanixe, (vil'an-ix) v. t. To debase ; to degrade ; to

Villarsite, (vU'iar-sit) n. A mineral of n yellowish-green

colour, being a hydrous silicate of magnesia.

Villatic, (vil-at'ik) a. [L. vitlaticu*.) Pertaining toa

viUage or to villages.

Villi, (villi) n.pl. [L., pi. of villus, shaggy hair.]

Minute papillary elevations ou animal membranes,

giving them a velvety appearance ; — flno hairs on

plant*.

Villiform, (vil'e-form) «. [L. villus, shaggy hair,

and forma, form.] Having the form or appearance

of villi ; like close-set fibres, either hard or soft.

Villosity, (vil-los'e-te) n. A coveiing of lung, weak

hairs ; shagginess.

Villous. (vil In-),-. [Tj. viltoswt.) Abounding or covered

with fine;hairs or woolly substance; nappy;—furnished

with fine fibril-like projections over a surface; downy:

—also viltose.

Viminal, (vim'ui-al) a. flj. vimen, a pliant twig.]

Pertaining to, consisting of, or producing twigs.

Vimineous,(vi-min'e-us)a. [L. viaifcwuj, from vimen, a

pliant twig. J Made of or producing twigs or shoots.

Vinaigrette, (vin'a-gret) n. [F., from vinaigrt, vine

gar.] A sauce of which vinegar, oil, Ac, are in

gredients ;—a small box, usually silver or plated,

having an inner lid, movable and perforated on the

top, for containing a sponge saturated with aromatic

vinegar, and used as a smelling bottle to stimulate

the nerves of the nose, eyes, and brain.

Vincibility, (vin-se-bil'e-te) n. State or quality of

being vincible.

Vincible, (vin'se-bl) a. [L. vincibili*, from vineere,

to conquer.] Capable of being overcome or subdued;

conquerable.

Vinculum, (vingTcu-lum) n. [L., from vincirt, vinctum,

to bind.] A bond of union ;—in algebra, a straight,

horizontal mark placed over several members of a

compound quantity which are to be subjected to the

same oi>eration, or are to be treated as one quantity.

Vindemial, (vin-deme-al) a. [L. vituteiAia, a vintage.]

Pertaining to a vinatge.

Vindemiate, ( vin-de'me-at) v. i. To gather the

vintage.

Vindicable, (vin'de-ka-bl) a. Capable of being vindicat

ed, defended, or justified.

Vindicate, (vin'de-kat) v.t. [L. vindicare, vindieatum.]

To defend ; to justify ; to allege and maintain as

true, lawful, or right against deuial, censure, or ob

jections ; — to assert or maintain with success ; to

prove to be just, valid, or right;—to clear from cen

sure:—to claim or establish a claim effectually ;—to

maintain and defend, as a cause, by force or otherwise ;

—hence, to avenge :—imp. & pp. vindicated ; ppr.

vindicating. ,

Vindication, (vin-de-ka'shun) n. Act of vindicating ;

—justification of an act against censure or objections ;

defence or support of a statement, Ac., against de

nial or doubt: maintaining a cause by force or other

wise ; assertion of a right or title ; establishment of a

claim, Ac. [vindicating.

Vindicative, (vin'de-kftt-iv) a. Tending to vindicate ;

Vindicator, (vin'de-kat-or) n. One who justifies, main

tains, or defends.

Vindicatory, (vin'de-kat-or-e) a. Tending to vindi

cate ; justificatory;—inflicting punishment; aveng

ing ; punitory. [Given to revenge ; revengeful

Vindictive, (vin-dik'tiv) a. [I* vindicta, revenge.]

Vindictively, (vin-dik'tiv-le) adv. In a vindictive

manner ; revengefully. [per ; revengefulness.

Vindictivencss, (vin-dik'tiv-nes) n. Revengeful tem-

Vine, (vin) n. [F. vigne, from L. tinea.] The plant

from which wine is made; the

woody, climbing plant that

produces grapes ; — hence, a

climbing or trailing plant; a

creeper.

Vine-dresser, (vin'dres-cr) n.

One who cultivates vines.

Vine-fretter, (vin'fret-cr) w, A

small insect that injures vines; ...
the aphis. Vlna*

Vinegar, (vin'C-gar) n. [F. vinaigrc, from vin, wine, and

aigre, bout.] An acid liquor obtained from wine,

cider, beer, and the like, by acetous fermentation ;—

hence, any thing sour—used metaphorically.

Vinegar -cruet, (vin'e-gar-krou-et) n. Small glass

bottle for holding vinegar at table.

Vinegarette, (vin-e-gar-etf) n, [F. vinaigrette.] A bot

tle or small box, usually of silver, to contain aromatio

acid, smelling salts, &c.

Vinery, (viu'er-e) n. A structure usually inclosed with

glass, and having a stove and flues attached, for rear

ing vines and forcing grapes by artificial heat.

Vineyard, (vin'yard) n, [From vine and yard.] An

inclosure or yard for grape vines ; a plantation of

vines producing grapes.

Vinous, (vfnuB) a. [L. vinotus, from vinum, wine.]

Having the qualities of wine; pertaining to wine:—

also vinotte.

Vintage, (vint'aj) «. [From vine.] The produce in

grapes or in wine of the vine for the season;—the time

of gathering the crop of grapes.

Vintage, (vint'aj) v. (. To pluck, crop, or gather

grapes in the season ;—v. i. To gather grapes and

make wine. [or grape crop.

Vintager, (vint'aj-er) n. One who gathers the vintage

Vintaging, (vint'aj-ing) ft. The act of guth«sing a

crop of grapes.

Vintner, (vint'ngi) n. [O. Eng. vintener, L. vitwlarius,

from vinum, wine.] One who deals in wine; a retail

seller of wine ;—an inn-keeper ; a publican.

Viny, (vin'e) a. Belonging to vines; producing grapes;

—abounding in vines.

Viol, (vfol) n. [F. viole, It. viola.] A stringed musi

cal instrument formerly in use, of the same form as

the violin, but larger, and having six strings.

Viola, ( vi'o-la) n, [It ] The tenor violin ; a larger kind
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of violin, intermediate in compass between the second

violin and the violonoeUo. [being violated.

Violable, (vi'd-la-bl) a. [L. violabilu.] Capable of

Violaceous, (vi-d-la'she-us)a. [L. violaceus, from viola,

a violet.] Resembling violets in colour.

Violate, (vi'6-lat) v. t. [L. violart, violation, from ft*,

strength, force.] To treat in a violent manner ; to

abuse ; to break in upon ; to disturb ;—to infringe ;

to transgress ;—to treat with irreverence ; to profane;

—to injure ; to hurt ;—to commit rape on; to ravish :

—imp. & pp. violated ; ppr. violating.

Violation, (vi-d-hVshun) n. Act of violating; inter

ruption, as of peace; — infringement; transgres

sion ; non-observance ; — profanation or contempt

uous treatment of sacred, things ; — ravishment ;

rape.

Violator, (vi'6-lat-or) n. One who injures, interrupts,

or disturbs ;—one who infringes or transgresses ;—

one who profanes or treats with irreverence ;—a

ravisher.

Violence, (vl'6-lens) «. [L. violmtia.] Physical force;

strength of action or of motion ; impulsive or impetu

ous force, as of the wind or other elements;—excessive

or unjust exertion of moral power ;—impulsive eager

ness, as of desire; fun, as of passions;— unjust

force; outrage; — forcible assault or attack; — the

effects of unlawful force; injury ; hurt ; murder ; e»pe-

-'.'•■<"', rape.

Violent, (vi'6-lent) a. [L. vioUntu*.) Forcible; urged

or drivon by force ;—excited by strong feeling or

passion ; vehement ; outrageous ;—produced by force ;

not spontaneous or natural;—acting by force; fierce;

severe; extremo ; — committing outrage ; breaking

law or right ; furious ; impetuous ; passionate.

Violently, (vl'6-lent-le) adv. In a violent manner; forci

bly; vehemently. [onr.

Vioiescent, (vl-o-les'ent) a. Tending to a violet col-

Violet, (vi'6-let) n. [F. violette, It vioUtta.) An

herbaceous plant of the genus Viola, of many

species; especially the blue, purple, and scented

species ;—the colour seen in a violet, being one of

the seven primary colours of the solar spectrum.

Violet, (vi'd-let) a. Dark blue, inclining to red ; red

and blue combined.

Violin, (vi'6-lin) n. [It. violino, diminutive of riola,

L. vidula, diminutive of fide*, fiddle, Ger. fied* I. ]

A musical instrument with four strings played with

a bow ; a fiddle.

Violinist, (vi'o-lin-ist) n. A player on a violin.

Violoncellist, (vi-d-lon-sol'ist) n. One who plays on

the violonoello.

Violoncello, (vi-o-lon-Bel'o) n. [It., diminutive of

violone, a bass-viol.] A bass-violin with long, large

strings, giving sounds an octave lower than the tenor

violin or viola.

Violone, (vi-o-16'ne) ti. [It., augmentative of viola,

a viol.] The largest instrument of the violin kind,

having strings tuned an octave below those of the

violoncello ; double-bass ; contra-bass.

Viper, (vi'per) n. [L. vipera, contracted from vivi-

pera, from vivut, alive, and parere,

to bring forth, because it was be

lieved to be the only serpent that

brings forth living young.] One

of a family of poisonous reptiles

belonging to the order of the

snakes ;—hence, a malignant per

son. Viper.

Viperous, (vrp£r-us) <'■ Having the qualities of a

viper; malignant; venomous.

Virago, (ve-ra'go) n. I L j A woman of extraordinary

stature, strength, and courage; a female warrior; —

hence, a bold, impudent, turbulent woman ; a

termagant ; a vixen.

Virelay, (vir/e-la) n. [F. virelai, from virer, to turn,

and ha, a song, a lay.] An ancient French sons,

 

wholly in two rhymes, and composed in short fca,

with a refrain.

Virescent, (vi-res/ent) a. [L. vireteent, pjr, of tin*

cere, to grow green.J Slightly green ; beginning fi> b<

green ; greenish.

Virgate, (veVgat) a. [L. virgatui, from ri/po, s tarifc

rod.] Having the shape of a rod or wand.

Virgilian, (vir-jil'e-an) o. Pertaining to Virgil, 'i«

Roman poet ; resembling the style of vlrgfl.

Virgin, (vermin) n. [L. viroo, viryinis, from, wft,*

be green.] A female of unspotted purity; she »bot»

preserved her chastity ; a maiden ;—a person < f e '

sex who has not been married,—the sign of the Zoiix,

in which the sun is in August.

Virgin, (vgr'jin) a. Chaste ; pure ; undented1 : M

new ;—becoming a virgin ; maidenly ; modes; ; bfr

eating modesty.

Virginal, (veYjin-al) a. Pertaining to a virgin; Dia-

enly ; modest.

Virginal, (veVjin-al) «. [Probabjy so called from be*

used by virgins.] An instrument formerly in a*

somewhat resembling the spinet.

Virginia, (ver-jin'e-a) n. A kind of tobacco, w ii -

from Virginia, the place of its growth.

Virginity, (ver-jinVte) n. Maidenhood; state of I* !-

a virgin, or of having had no carnal iMercoant-

purity ;—freshness.

Virgo, (veVgo) n. [L., a virgin] A sign of tbas*is

which the sun enters about the

21st of August ;—a constellation

of the zodiac containing 110

stars.

Virid, (verfd) a. [L. riridts.]

Green ; verdant t(%

V iridescent, (vcr-e-des'ent) a.

Slightly green; greenish.

Viridity, ( ve - rid'e - te ) it [h. Virga

viriditas, from viridig, green.] Greenness; Mini

the colour of fresh vegetables :—also vindaw

Virile, (virll) a. [L. viritiA, from vir, a man.] Perti>

ing to a man ; belonging to the male sex;—msrit»

not puerile; not feminine;—procreative.

Virili^r, (ve-ril'e-te) tu Quality of being viril* ; ■*■*

hood ; manly character ;—power of procreation

Viripotent, (vir'e-pd-tent) a, [L. viripoten*.] FH^>

husband ; marriageable.

Virole, (ver'61) n. The hoop, ring, or mouth-pHw '•

bugle or huntiug-liorn.

Virtu, (ver'tQ) n. [It. rirtit, from L. virtu*.] Ah*

of the flue arts ; a taste for curiosities ;—objecfe sftf

or antiquity taken collectively.

Virtual, (veytu-al) a, [U virtvalu, from m**

strength, power.] Being in eseeuce or effets,**-

fact ; potential ; having the power of acting, « •*

cacy. [power ; efDcacy ; uMstfl

Virtuality, (ve,r-tu-al'it-e) n. Virtual chawser *

Virtually, (ver'tu-al-le) adv. In a virtual masse; I

officacy or effect only.

Virtue, (ver'tu) n. [L. virtiu, courage, virtus, !•

vir, a man.] Active quality or power; strengta; f "

efficacy ;—natural excellence ; worth .-—nigral **

lence; morality; uprightness;—a pArticuUr E**

excellence;—especially, female chastity: t im

purity ;—one of the orders of the celestial hi«vc■ ■ '

medicinal quality or efficacy ;—legal power or esV*"

authority.

Virtuelesa, (veytu-les) a. Destitute of virtue; *■*■

efficacy or active powers or qualities.

Virtuosity, (TeT-tu-oVe-te) a. The character, ^vn>f

spirit of a virtuoso ; dilettanteism ;—a form rf & '•'

tionity springing from artistic or aesthetic percept^

or from abstract philosophical consideration*. <* - ■'

vague and indefinite emotions ; sentunentauat-

Virtuoso, (vcr-tu-o'sO) n. fit. ] One skilled in •• i=

arts, in antiquities, curiosities, and the like;—2 ^

noisseur in art, especially In muiio.
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Virtuosoahip, (ver-tu-6'so-ship) n. Character or pur

suits of a virtuoso.

Virtuous, (ver'tu-ns) a. Possessing or exhibiting virtue;

—showing moral virtue or excellence ; good : blame

less ; righteous ;—chaste; pure—applied to women ;—

being in conformity with the divine law or the stan

dard of moral goodness ; done from high principle or

generous motives; — powerful; eflicacious; — having

medicinal qualities.

Virtuously, (ver'tu-us-le) adv. In a virtuous manner.

Virulence, (vir'Q-lens) n. Quality of being virulent; in

jurious activity; poisonousness;—acrimony of temper;

extreme bitterness or malignity ;—rancour ; venom.

Virulent, (vir'u-lent) a. [L. virulentus, from virus.]

Extremely poisonous or venomous; very active in doing

injury ;—very bitter in enmity ;—malignant j ran

corous ; spiteful.

Virulently, (vir'a-lent-le) adv. In a virulent manner.

Viruav(vi'ru3)n. [L.] Contagious or poisonous matter,

as of specific ulcers, the bite of snakes, &c. ;—the

special contagion of n disease ;—hence, the spirit, aim,

or drift of any thing injurious of a moral nature.

VU, (vis) n. [L.] Force ; power ;—in physiology, vital

power and its effects;—in taw, violence ; constraint ;—

vis inertia; the resistance of matter, as when a body

at rest is set in motion, or a'.body iu motion is brought

to rest, or has its motion changed.

Visage, (viz'aj) ft, [F., It. visaffyio, from L. videre,

visum, to see.] The face, countenance, or look of a

person.

Visaged, (viz'njd) a. Having a visage or countenance.

Viscera, (vis'er-a) n. [L.] The contents of the great

cavities of the body, as of the head, thorax, and ab

domen, but especially those of the abdomen ; bowels.

Visceral, (vis'er-al) a. Pertaining to the viscera ;—hav

ing bowels of compassion.

Viscerate, (vis'er-at) v. t. To deprive of the entrails or

viscera ; to eviscerate ; to embowel :—ivip. & pp. vis

cerated ; ppr. viscerating.

Viscid, (vis'id) a. [L. viscidus, from viscum, the mistle

toe, bird-lime.] Sticking or adhering, and having a

ropy or glutinous consistency; — adhesive; sticky;

tenacious.

Viscidity, (via-id'e-te) n. Quality of being viscid ;

glutinousness ; tenacity; stickiness ;—that which is

viscid ; glutinous concretion.

Viscosity, (vis-kos'e-te) w. [L. viscositas.] Quality of

being viscous; viscidity.

Viscount, (vrkount) n. (F. vicomtc] An officer who

formerly supplied the place of the

count or earl ; the sheriff of tho

county ; — a nobleman next in

rank below an earl ; also, his de

gree or title of nobility. Vis

count's Coronet, a cap of crimson-

coloured velvet, turned up at the

bottom with ermine, and sur

mounted at the top with a golden

tassel, and encircled with a broad Viscounts Coronet,

bead of chased gold, surmounted with twelve halls.

Viscountess, (vi'kount-es) n. The lady of a viscount ;

a peeress of the fourth order.

Viscous, (vislcus) a. [h. viscomx, from viscum, bird

lime.] Adhesive or sticky, ropy or glutinous ;—

clammy ; tenacious.

Vise, (vis) n. [F. vis,] A spiral staircase, the steps of

which wind round a perpendicular shaft or pillar ;—

an instrument for griping and holding things, closed

by a screw.

Vise, (ve-za') n. [F. riV, pp. of viser, from L. videre, to

see.] An indorsement made by the police officers of

certain countries on the continent of Euro]*; on a

passport, denoting that it has been examined, and

that the person nho bears it is permitted to pro

ceed on his journey.

Vise, (vu-z&O v. (. To examine and indorse, as a

«#•§••»

passport; to visa:—imp. & pp. viseed ; ppr. visa

ing.

Vishnu, (vish'nu) n, [Skr. from vish, to pervade all

nature.] A Hindoo deity, the second of the trimurti

or three great gods of creation, and regarded as the

preserver, while Brahma is the creator, and Siva the

destroyer of life.

Visibility, (viz-e-bil'e-te) n. [L. visibilitas.] State

or quality of being visiblo or perceivable by the eye ;

perceptibility ; state of being apparent ; conspicn-

ousness.

Visible, (viz'e-bl) a. [L. visibilis, from videre, visum,

to see.] Perceivable by the eye ; to be seen ; per

ceptible ; in view ; — noticeable ; apparent ; open ;

conspicuous.

Visibleness, (vir'e-bl-nes) n. State or quality Of be

ing visible; visibility.

Visibly, (vizVble) adv. In a manner perceptible by

the eye: noticeably; apparently; clearly.

Visigoth, (viz'e-goth) n. One of the Western Goths,

or that branch of the Gothic tribes which settled in

Dacia.

Vision, (vizh'un) n. [L. visio, from videre, visum,

to see.] Act of seeing external objects ; actual sight ;

—faculty of seeing ; sight ;—that which is seen ; an

object of sight;—something imagined to be seen; a

phantom ; spectre . supernatural appearance ; — a

mental or optical delusion ; — a dream ; something

shown in a dream ;—hence, something imaginary ; a

creation of fancy ; — in scripture, a revelation of

God ; some thing exhibited or presented to the minds

of the prophets or other inspired writers while in a

trance, and fitted to convey spiritual truths or to pre

figure future events.

Vision, (vizh'un) v. t. To see in vision ; to dream :—

imp. & pp. visioned ; ppr. visioning.

Visional, (vizh'un-al) a. Pertaining to a vision.

Visionary, (vizh'un-ar-e) a. Affected by phantoms;

disposed to receive impressions on the imagination ;

given to reverie ;—existing in imagination only ; hav

ing no solid foundation;—fanciful; fantastic; unreal;

imaginary.

Visionary, (vizh'un-ar-e) n. [F. visionnaivc] One

whose imagination is disturbed;— one who forms

impracticable schemes.

Visionless, (vizh'un-les) a. Destitute of vision.

Visit, (viz'it) i\ (. [F. visiter, It. A: I., ruttare, from

visere, to go to see.] To go or come to see; to attend;

—hence, specifically, to go or come to Bee for inspec

tion, examination, correction of abuses, or the like ;

—hence, in scripture language, to come to for the

purpose of chastising, rewording, comforting, or the

like; to appear and judge:—v. i. To keep up the

interchange of civilities and salutations: — imp. &

pjK visited ; ppr. visiting.

Visit, (viz'it) n. Act of visiting or going to see a

person or thing ; a brief stay of business, friendship,

ceremony, curiosity, and the like ;—act of going to

view or inspect ; official or formal in spection.

Visitable, (viz'it-a-bl) o. Liable or subject to bo

visited or inspected.

Visitant, (viz'it-ant) n. One who visits: one who goes

or come* to see another ;—one who is a guest in the

house : visitor.

Visitation, (viz-it-a'shun) n. Act of visiting, or the

state of being visited; — a judicial inspection and

examination, as by a bishop in his diocese, or by

vnmmissioners appointed to report on the state of

Colleges, schools, hospitals, or other public institu

tions : — in scripture, the divine act of sending

afflictions, distresses, calamities, Ac, on men, to

punish them for their sins or to prove them ;—also,

communication of divine favour and goodness.

Visite, (ve-zef) n. [F.J A light cape or short cloak

of silk or lace worn by ladies in suinmor.

Visiting, (viz'it-ing) n. Tho act of attending on
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professionally ;—the act of calling on another, or stay

ing as a guest, in a friendly way.

Visitor, (viz'it-or) n. One who visits, or who comes or

goes to see another ;—a superior or person authorized

to visit a corporation or any institution, for the

purpose of seeing that the laws, regulations, Ac., are

observed. [visitor or superintendent

Visitorial, (viz-it-6're-al) a. Belonging to a judicial

Visne, (ven) n. [Norm. F., from L. xicxnia, neigh

bourhood.) Neighbourhood; venue.

Visor, (viz'ur) n. [L. tidere, visum, to see.] A part

of a helmet perforated for the purpose of seeing

through ;—a mask used to disfigure and disguise ;—

the forepieoe of a cap, projecting over and protect

ing the eyes—also written vizor. [guised.

Visored, (viz'urd) a. Wearing a visor; masked; dis-

Vista, (vis'ta) n. [It., sight, view, from vedere, to see,

L. videre.] A view, especially a distant view through

or between intervening objects, as trees; hence, the

trees or other things that form an avenue.

Visual, (vizh'u-al) a. [F. visucl. It. visual*, from

L. visit-*, a seeing, sight] Belonging or relating to

sight ; used in sight ; instrumental to vision.

Vital, (vrtal) a. [L. vitalis, from vita, life.] Belong-

ing or relating to life, either animal or vegetable;—

contributing or necessary to life;—containing life;

living ;—being the seat of life ; being that on which

life depends ;—very necessary; highly important;—

essential.

Vitality, (vl-tal'e-te) n. [L. vitalitas.) State or

quality of being vital ; the principle of life ; ani

mation.

Vitalize, (vi'tal-iz) v. t. To make vital or alive ; to

rive life to :—imp. & pp. vitalized ; ppr. vitalizing;.

Vitalization, (vi-tal-iz-ashuu) n. Act or process of

infusing the vital principle.

Vitally, (vi'tal-le) adv. In a vital manner ; so as to

give life ;—essentially.

Vitals, (vi'talz) n. /*/. Parte of animal bodies essential

to life ;—the part essential to life, or to a sound state.

Vitiate, (vish e-at) v. t. [h. tntiare, vitiatum, from

vitium, a fault, vice.] To make vicious, faulty, or

imperfect; to render defective;—to cause to fail of

effect, wholly or in part ; to destroy, as the binding

force of an instrument or transaction ;—corrupt ; de

prave: defile; pollute; taint; contaminate:—imp. it

pp. vitiated ; ppr. vitiating.

vitiation, (vish-e-a'shnn) n. Act of vitiating, or state

of being vitiated ; depravation ; corruption ;—act of

destroying tho legal force of, as a deed ; invalidation ;

—contamination ; pollution.

Vitiosity, (vish-e-os'e-te) ru Quality of being vicious ;

corrupt state ; depravation.

Vitreous, (vit're-ua) a. [L. vitrtus, from vitrum, glass. J

Of, pertaining to, or derived from, glass ;—consisting

of glass ;—resembling glass. Vitreous electricity, the

kind of electricity excited by nibbing glass with

certain substances, as distinguished from that de

veloped by the friction of resinous substances :—

called also positive electricity.

Vitreouaness, (vit're-ua-nes) n. State or quality of

being vitreous.

Vitreseenco, (ve-tres'en«) ji. State of being vitreous;

the quality of being capable of conversion into glass.

Vitrescent, (ve-tres'ent) a. [L. vitrum, glass.] Capable

of being formed into glass ; tending to become glass.

Vitrifaotion, (vit-re-fak'shun) n. Act, process, or opera

tion of vitrifying, or of converting into glass by heat.

Vitrifaoture, (vib-re-fak'tur) «. [L. vitrum, glass,

and facert, to make.] The manufacture of glass and

uottery. [or converted into glass.

Vitriflable, (vit're-f I-a-bl) o. Capable of being vitrified

Vitriform. (vit're-fortn) a. \L. vitrum, glass, and

forma, form.] Having the form or appearance of

glass ; resembling glass.

Vitrify, (vit're-fl) v. U [L. vitruui, glass, and/a«re, to

make.] To convert into glass by fusion <x tike vz*

of heat ;—v. i. To become glass ; to he tears**.

into glass :—imp. & pp. vitrified ; ppr. vUrifr^

Vitriol, (vitfre-ol) n. {F. vitriol, from L. mm*, clsa]

A soluble sulphate of any of the metals. Oil e/nmi,

sulphuric or vitriolic acid.

Vitriolate, (vifre-d-lat) v. t To convert into a vjtni

—imp. & pp. vitriolatsd; ppr. vitriclatir.j.

Vitriolation. (vit-re-6-lA'ihun) a. The act or pre*

of converting into a sulphate or a vitriol.

Vitriolic, (vit-reollk) o. Pertaining to vitriol ; k*

i og the qualities of vitriol, or obtained from R>

Vituline, (vit'u-Hn) a. [L. vitulinus, from ritsitt >

calf.] Pertaining to a calf or to veal

Vituperable, (vi-tfi'per-a-bl) a. Liable to or devrrs

vituperation or censure ; blameworthy or cewsnt*

Vituperate, (vi-tu'per-at) v.L [L, ritupervt, &■

vitium, a fault, and parare, to prepare, or psrtn. i

bring forth.] To find fimlt with ; to overwbeta rd

abuse ; to censure.

Vituperation, (vi-tu-per-a'shun) «. Act of vitapes-

ing ; abuse ; severe censure ; blame.

Vituperative, (vi-tfi'per-aViv) a. Uttering « vn^'

censure ; abusive.

Vivacious, (vi-v&'ahe-us) a. [L. virtu, from n-"*"-

to live.] Lively; active;—having great vnabr r

vigorous powers of life ; — sprightly in tffipa -

conduct ;—animated. [*^

Vivaciously, (vi-va'she-us-le) adv. With vnaaij . I*.

Vivacity, (vi-vas'e-te) n. Life; spiritedneai;—«£«?'

liness of temper or behaviour ; air of life sad scc^'

—liveliness ; animation :—also vivacununm.

Vivandiere, (ve-vongue-er) n. [F.) A temaVw^

Vivarium, (vi-va're-um) a. [L. rirariK«a,fromn.nr^J

belonging to living creatures, from view, ah** f*

ing.] A place artificially arranged for ssepiaj *

raising living animals, as a pond, cages, a*:-1

vivary.
Vives. (vivz) n. pi. [F. arivex..] A disease aaKaii v "■

consisting in a swelling or tumour of tat [*."*""-*

glands.

Vivid, (viv'id) c rL. rividus, from riwre, * fc*j

True to the life; exhibiting the aprvanooe •< ■■

or freshness ;—animated ;—forming brillia&i s-f5"

or painting in lively colours; lively;—bright, smflr

striking.

Vividly, (viv'idJe) adv. In a vivid manner :*

life ;—with brightness ; in bright colours ;—*iii c

mated exhibition to the mind.

Vividness, (viv'id-uea) n. Quality of beiaj ^ ■i-

life; sprightliness;—strength of colouring: brgfc*-'-

Viviflc, (vi-vifik) a. [L. virus, alive, aid /-^ "

make.] Giving life ; reviving ; enlivening

Vivification, (viv-e-fe-ka'shun) n. Act of viriris*

restoration of life ; revival

Vivify, (viv-e-fI) r. (. To endue with life ; toff^*"

to animate :—imp. A pp. vivified ; ppr. vnifys?

Viviparous, (vi-viryar-us) a. [L. vivipan* *JJ;
vivus, alive, and jMrrrt, to bear, bring font-.I -T

dncing young in a living state, as all mammal

Vivisection, (viv-e-eek'ahun) n. (X*. virus, slrf- *

stctio, a cutting.] The dissection of an autci- »-

alive for the purpose of making phyuoJop^ - ~

tigations.

Vixen, (viks'en) «. [A.-S. /rrw, a she fox.] **

cub of either sex;—a cross, ill-tempered wcbse

Vixenly, (vikaeu-le) a. Having the quaur* '

vixen. [thatHir^

Viz, (viz) adv. [A contraction of r«M«TtJ T'

Vizard, (viz-ard) n. [F. visiere.} A mask; ah**^

used to conoeaJ or disguise the face.

Vizier, (viz'y? r) n. (A trerfr, warCr, a bsars ^*

dens, a porter.] A high executive officer is -^

and other Oriental countries. Grand vixur, sV •*

minister of the Turkish empire.

Vocable, (vO k.i-bl) ». [L. cvcoouIkm, ftta ^
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to call, from vox, a voice.] A word; a term; a name;

specifically, a word considered as composed of certain

sounds or letters, without regard to its meaning.

'Vocabulary, (vo-kab'u-lar-e) n. IF. voeabulairet

from L. rocabulum, a word.] A list or collection of

words arranged in alphabetical order and explained;—

a word-book ; — the whole sum of words and terms

employed in a particular science, Ac. ; — range or

extent of language at command ; the stock of words

which an individual, author, or speaker employs.

"Vocal, (vo k.il) a. [L. vocalis, from vox, vocis, voice.]

Having a voice;—uttered or modulated by the voice :—

pertaining to a vowel or voice-sound;—also, spoken

with tone, intonation, and resonance ; sonant—said

of certain articulate sounds.

Voealism, (vokal-izm) ». The exercise of the vocal

organs;—art or profession of singing.

Vocalist, (vo'kal-tst) n. A vocal musician, as opposed

to an instrumental performer;—a public singer dis

tinguished by superior powers of voice and execution.

Vocality, (vd-kal'e-te) n. Quality of being utterable

by the voice; power of utterance ; resonance.

Vocalization, (vo-kal-iz-a'shun) n. Act of vocalizing ;

—formation and utterance of vocal sounds.

Vocalize, (vdTtal-iz) v.t. To form into voice ; to make

-vocal or sonant ;—to practise singing on the vowel

sounds:—imp. & pp. vocalized; ppr. vocalizing.

Vocally, (volial-e) adv. in a vocal manner ; with

voice ; orally ;—in words ; verbally.

Vocation, (vd-ka'shun) n. [L. vocatio, from vocare, to

call, from vox, voice.] Call; summons: citation;

especially, designation to a particular state or pro

fession;—hence, destined or appropriate employment ;

occupation ; business;—a calling by the will of God;—

the bestowment of God's distinguishing grace upon a

person or nation, by which that person or nation is

put in the way of salvation ;—a peculiar mission or

call to voluntary, religious, or philanthropic efforte—

In irony or contempt.

Vocative, (vok'a-tiv) a. [L. vocativus, from vocare,

to call. ] Relating to, or used in, calling or address—

staid of that case of the noun, pronoun, or adjective,

in which a person or thing is addressed.

Vocative, (vok'a-tiv) n. The case in which a word

is put when the person or thing is addressed ; the

fifth case or state of nouns in the Latin tongue.

Vociferate, (vd-sif'er-at) v. i. [L. vox, vocis, voice,

and ferrt, to bear.] To cry out with vehemence ; to

exclaim;—v. t. To utter with a loud voice:—imp. &

pp. vociferated; ppr. vociferating.

Vociferation, (vo-aif-er-a'shun) n. A vehement utter

ance of the voice ; a violent outcry.

Vociferous, (vo-sif'er-us) a. Making a loud outcry ;

clamorous ; noisy.

Vociferously, (vd-sif'sr-us-le) adv. In a vociferous

manner; with great noise in calling, shouting, or the

like.

Vociferousneaa, (vd-sif'er-us-nes) n. The quality of

being vociferous; clAmorousness.

Voe. (vo) h. In Orkney and Shetland, a creek ; an

inlet ; a bay.

Vogue, (vog) n. fF. rogue, course of a ship, It voga,

rowing, Ger. tcogen, to wave.] Temporary mode, cus

tom, or practice; popular reception—as the plirase in

vogue.
Voice, (voia) n. [L. vox, It. voce, F. roix.] '• Sound or

audible noise uttered by the mouth ; utterance ;

hence, the tone or sound emitted by any thing ;—

mode of speaking, singing, or otherwise producing

sound ; distinctive character or quality of tone ;—lan

guage ; words ; expression ; signification of feeling or

opinion :—opinion or choice expressed ; a vote ;—com

mand ; precept—chiefly in scriptural language;—a

particular mode of conjugating or inflecting verbs,

by means of which the relation of the subject of the

verb to the action expressed by it is indicated, and

classed as active voice, passive voice, and middle

voice .—in music, the part assigned to a human voice

in a composition or part-song, and the kind of voice

suitable for performing it—classed as alto, treble, and

contralto in females, and tenor, baritone, and bass

in males.

Voice, (vois) v.t. To fit for producing the proper

sounds; to regulate the tone of;—to rumour; to report;

to give expression to ;—hence, to vote ;—imp. A pp.

voiced; ppr. voicing.

Voiced, (voist) o. Furnished with a voice—usually

with a qualifying adjective prefixed, as loud, deep, <tc.

Voiceful, (vois'fool) a. Having a voice; vocal; tuneful.

Voiceless, (vois/les) a. Having no voice, utterance, or

vote.

Void, (void) a. [F. vide, from L. viduus, widowed,

deprived of.) Empty; vacant ; not occupied ;—being

without; destitute; free; — having no incumbent;

unoccupied ;—having no legal or binding force ; null ;

not sufficient to produce its effect ;—unsubstantial ;

vain. [ness ; vacancy.

Void, (void) n. An empty space ; a vacuum ; euipti-

Void. (void) v. t. To make or leave vacant or empty ;

to quit ; to leave :—to throw, emit, or send out ; to

evacuate ;—to render of no validity or effect ; to nul

lify ; to annul :—imp. & pp. voided ; ppr. voiding.

Voidable, (void'a-bl) a. Capable of being voided or

evacuated ;—capable of being adjudged void, invalid,

and of no force ;—capable of being avoided.

Voidanoe, (void'ans) n. Act of voiding or emptying;

ejection ; especially, ejection from a benefice ;—state

of being void ; vacancy, as of an incumbent in a bene

fice.

Voider, (void'er) it. One who or that which voids or

empties, vacates, or annuls.

Voiding, (void'ing) n. The act of one who or that

which voids; that which is voided or evacuated; a

remnant ; a fragment

Voidness, (void nes) n. State or quality of being void :

emptiness ; vacuity ; destitution ; nullity ; inefficacy ;

—want of substantiality. ._

Volant, (vo'lant) a. [L. volant, ppr. of volare, to fly.]

Passing through the air upon wings ; flying ; hence,

passing from place to place ; current ;—nimble ; light

and quick ; active ; rapid ;—in heraldry, represented

as flying ; having the wings spread.

Volatile, (vol'a-til) a. [L. volatilis, from volare, to fly.]

Flying ; passing through the air ;—having power to

fly ;—having the power of spontaneous evaporation ;

—easily passing into the aeriform state; —lively ; gay ;

full of spirit ; airy ; hence, fickle ; apt to change.

Volatiiencss, (vol'a-til-nes) n. Quality of being vola

tile ; disposition to exhale or evaporate ; — great

sprightliness ; mutability; levity; fickleness :—also

volatility. [volatilized.

Volatilizable, (vol'a-til-iz-a-bl) a. Capable of being

Volatilization, ( vol-a-til-iz-a'sbun ) n. Act or process

of volatilizing or rendering volatile.

Volatilize, ( vol'a-til-Iz ) v.t. To render volatile; to

cause to exhale or evaporate :—imp. &, pp. volatilized ;

Vtpr. volatilizing,

oleanio, (vol-kan'ik) a. Pertaining to a volcano or to

volcanoes;—produced by a volcano ; changed or af

fected by the heat of a' volcano.

Volcanist, (volltan-ist) a. One versed in the pheno

mena of volcanoes ;—one who believes in the effects of

eruptions of fire in the formation of mountains.

Volcanite, (voVkan-it) n. A volcanic mineral :—also

called augite.

Volcano, (vol-ka'no) n. [L. Vulcanite, the god of fire,

It, Volcano, a burning mountain.] A mountain from

which lava, steam, sulphureous gases, and the like,

are ejected.

Vole, (vol) n, [F. vote, from voler, 'to steal, to steal

away, to fly.] A deal at cards that draws all tho

tricks ;—an animal of the rat kind ; a water-rat.
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Vole, (vol) ». ». To win all the trick* in cards.

Volery, (vol'cr-e) ». (F. voltirt, from ruler, to fly.]

A flight of birds ;—a cage large enough for bird* to

fly in :—also written rotary.

Vohtation, ( vol'it-a-sliun ) n. [L. vohtart.\ Act of

flying ; rapid flight

Volition, (vo-lish'un) n, [L. rotttio, from voto, refit,

to will, be willing.] Act of willing or choosing ;

exercise of the will ; power of willing or deter

mining.

Volitive, (vol'it-iv)a. Having the power towiJl or ex

ercise free choice;—relating to the will ;—expressing

a wish.

Volley, (vol'e) n. [F. ro/eV, a flight, from voter, to

fly J A flight of shot : the discharge of many small

arms at once ;—a burst or emission of niany things

at once.

Volley, (vol'e) v. t. To discharge with a volley ;—v. i.

To be thrown out at once; to be discharged in a volley,

or as if in a volley:—imp. & pp. volleyed, ppr. vol

leying.

Volt, (v61Volt, (volt) n. [F. volte, a ring, It volte, a turn, from

L. votvert, volutum, to roll, wind. J A round or circular

tread ; a gait of two treads made by a horse going side

ways round a centre ;—in fencing, a sudden movement

or tarn to avoid a thrust

VolU, (vnl'ti). (It] In nuutc, a direction to repeat a

passage one or more times.

voltaic, (vol-U'ik) a. Pertaining to, originated by, or

named in honour of, Volta, who first devised ap

paratus for developing electric currents by chemical

action, and established this branch of electric science :

— pertaining to voltaism or voltaic electricity.

Vottaic battery, an apparatus consisting of n series of

plates or pieces of dissimilar metals, as copper and

xinc, arranged in pairs, and subjected to the action

of a saline or acid solution, by which a current of

electricity is generated whenever the two poles or

ends of the series are connected by a conductor ; a

galvanic battery.

Voltaism, (vol'ta-lxm) R. That form of electricity which

is developed by the chemical action between metals

and different liquids; also, the branch of science

which treats of this form of electricity:—called also

•■■ itvan m hi, from Galvani, who was the first to discover

the remarkable effect which this species of electricity

produces on animal bodies.

voltameter, (voltam'et-er) w. [From Volta, and 0.

'"'''■on, measure.] An instrument

for measuring the strength of a

voltaic battery or of a voltaic cur

rent, by passing it through a gradu

ated tube nearly filled with n

solution of sulphuric acid and

water—the strength of the current

is indicated by the rate of decom

position of the solution, which may

be read off on the scale of the tube.

Voltigeur, (vol'te-zhur) ft, |F.,

from Yottiper, to vault,] A leaper

or vaulter ;—a light infantry sol

dier.

Volubility, (vol-u-bil'e-te) ft. [L. volubilUa*.} State or

quality ot being voluble;—aptness to roll;—act of roll

ing;—fluency of speeclL

Voluble, (vol'u-bl) a. ft*, volnnilis, from volrere,

volutum, to roll, to turn round.] Easily rolling or

turning ; rotating ; apt to roll ;—moving with ease

and smoothness in uttering words ; of rapid speech ;

fluent

Volubly, (rol'u-ble) adv. In a voluble, rolling, or fluent

manner.

Volume, (vol'tlm) n. [h. volvmen, a thing rolled up, a

roll of writing, from votvere, rot u turn, to roll.] A

roll ; a scroll ;—hence, a book ; a tome ; etpecially,

that part of an extended work which ia bound tip

 

Voltameter.

together In one cover ;—any thing of a rounded v

swelling form ; — dimensions; conipaaa; apace om-

(tied, as measured by cubic inches, feet, yards, and uw

ike ;—power, fulness, quantity, or calibre of voice «

tone.

Volumed, (vol'umd) a. Having the form of a rvlur :

or roll ;—bulky ; massive.

Voluminous, (vd-lu'rain-us) a. Consisting of many erai>

or complications ; — consisting of niany volumes p.*

books;- having written much or made many volume*,

copious : diffuse.

Voluminously, (vd-lu'rain-us-le) mlv. In a Toltuainasx

manner ; in many volumes ; very copkHisly.

1 Voluminousness, (vd-ln'min-ua-nes) n. State or quabt?

of being voluminous.

Voluntarily, (vol'un-tar-e-le) adv. In a voluntary na»-

ner : of one's own accord ; without compulsion ; spoe-

taneously.

Voluntariness, (vol'un-tar-e-nes) h. State or quality of

Iwing voluntary; spontaneousness.

Voluntary, (vol'un-Ur-e) a. [L. voluntttritu, fros

roluntat, will, choice.] Proceeding' front the will;

free : unconstrained :—willing ; ready j—proreedise

from choice or free will; done of his or ita own aceord

spontaneous;—done by design or intention; purposed;

intended; —subject to the will; regulated by the will;

—endowed with the power of willing ;—free ; withofft

consideration ; gratuitous ;—pertaining to the rohnv

taries.

Voluntary, (vol'un-tar-e) n. A piece plaved by a nos-

cian, often extemporanly, aecoiding to his fancy; new

generally used to indicate the organ -playing at the

opening of church service; —a composition for tits

organ .—one who engages i n any affair of his own accord;

a volunteer;—in rceltttatticat history, a dissenter: ot*

who is opposed to state endowments or compulsory

rates or taxes for the supimrt of the clersy ;—one who

objects to all state grant* on behalf of religion, aad t:

the union of church and state.

Voluntaryism, (vol'un-tar-e-ixm) n. The principles or

practice of a voluntary in church affairs ;—cystcm *f

maintaining religion, and »i>ecially the clergy, fcf

voluntary contributions or free-will offering* from tb*

p ■■> i'li'. as opposed to compulsory rates or taxes, stale

endowments, or other legal provision.

Volunteer, (vol-un-t«V) *. One who enters into asr

service of his own free will ;—one who enters inte

military service voluntarily, but when in wnw ss

subject to discipline and regulations like etW

soldiers.

Volunteer, (vol-un-terO «. Entering into service of free

will ;—composed of volunteers.

Volunteer, (vol-un-t-firO v. t. To offer or bestow- t©1to-

tarily or without solicitation or compulsion ;—r. i. T«j

enter into any service of one's freewill, without sobn-

tation or compulsion '.—imp. ft pp. volunteered ; pfr.

volunteering'.

Voluptuary, (vo-lnpt'u-ar-e) n. fL. volujtttuxriuM, free

rolnpta*, pleasure.] A person who makes his owa

bodily enjoyments his chief object or care j—one ad

dicted to luxurious living, carnal pleasures. ±c ,—

sensualist; epicure.

Voluptuous, (vn-lupt'u-us) a. [L. voluptvottts, ?-■

voluptas, pleasure.] Full of delight or pleasure; roir.i-

tering to seusual gratification; exciting sensual desirr:

sensual ;—given to the enjoyments of luxury and pk»-

sure.

Voluptuously, (vo-lupt'u-us-le) adv. In a voltiptoes*

manner ; with free indulgence of sensual pleasure* .

luxuriously.

Voluptuousness, (vo-lupt'u-us-nes) n. Luxnrioiisnew :

nddtctediiesa to eensnal gratification; animal pJestftm;

—bodily form, attitude, or expression attracting1 & I

suggesting sensuality.

VoluUtion, (vo-lu-ta'shun) n. [L. volutalio.] Act of

rolling; wallowing.
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Volute.

Volute, (v5-lutf) n. [F., It. voluta, from volvere, rolu-

turn, to roll.] A kind of spiral

scroll used in the Ionic and Com

posite capitals.

Voluted, (vo-lut'ed) a. Having a

volute ; formed with a spiral

scroll.

Vomic-nut, (vom'ik-nut) n. The

fruit ofthe Strychnosnux vomica,

of the size of a small orange, anil

of the same colour—the seeds are

medicinal but not emetic, how

ever, as the name implies.

Vomit, (vom'it) v.i. [L. vomerc, vomitum, allied to G.

euiein.] To eject the contents, of the stomach by the

mouth; to puke: to spew;—v. t. To throw up; to dis

gorge;—hence, to eject from any hollow place; to belch

forth ; to emit :—imp. A pp. vomited ; ppr. vomiting.

Vomit, (vom'it) v. [L. vomitus, from vomere.] The

matter ejected from the stomach :—an emetic.

Vomiting, (vora'it-ing) n. Act of ejecting the contents

of the stomach from the mouth ;—act of throwing out

or belching forth from a hollow place, as a volcano, Ac.

Vomitory, (vomVtor-e) a. Procuring vomiting; causing

to eject from the stomach ; emetic ; vomitive.

Vomitory, (vom'e-tor-e) ft. An emetic; a vomit;—a

principal door or entrance of a large building, as of an

amphitheatre.

Voracious, (vd-ra'she-us) a. (L. vorax, voracis, from

varure, to devour.] Greedy for eating ; very hungry ;

eager to devour or swallow ;—ravenous ; rapacious.

Voraciously, (vo-ru'she-us-le) adv. In a voracious

manner ; with greedy appetite ; ravenonsly.

Voraciousness. (v&-ra'she-us-nes) n. Quality of being

voracious; greediness of appetite; ravenonshoss; rapa*

ciousneas.

Voraoity, (vo-ras'e-te) n. Quality of being voracious ;

greediness of appetite ; voraciousness.

Vortex, (vor'teks) n, [L. vortex, from vortere, vertere,

to turn.] A whirling or circular motion of any fluid,

forming a kind of cavity in the centre of the circle ; a

whirlpool ; -a whirling of the air ; a whirlwind.

Vortical, (vor'tik-al) «. [L. vortex, vorticis.] Pertain

ing to or resembling a vortex in form or motion ;

whirling.

Votaress, (v5'tar-es) n. A female devoted to any ser

vice, worship, or state of life ; a female votary.

Votary, (v<Vtir-e) u. (L. votus, pp. of vovere, to vow,

to devote.] Consecrated by a vow or promise ; conse

quent on a vow ; devoted ; promised.

Votary, (vo'tor-e) n. One devoted, consecrated, or en

gaged by a vow or promise ;—one devoted to any

particular worship, service, study, pursuit, or manner

of life.

Voto.(vot) n. [L. votum, a vow, wish, will, from vorere,

votum, to vow. ] Wish, choice, or opinion of a person

or body of persons, expressed in some received and

authorized way ; suffrage ;—that by which will or pre

ference is expressed in elections, or in deciding pro

positions;—expression of will by a majority.

Vote, (vot) v. i. [P. voter.] To express or signify the

mind, will, or preference ;—v.t. To choose by suffrage;

to elect ;—to enact, establish, grant, or the like, by a

vote ; to determine :—imp. A pp. voted ; ppr. voting.

Voter, (vot'er) n. One who votes ; one who has a legal

right to a vote or suffrage.

Voting, (vot'ing) n. Act of expressing the mind, will,

choice, preference, Ac, or of enacting, establishing,

granting, &c, by giving or taking and recording the

voices or suffrages of the electors, members, man

agers, Ac.

Votive, (vot'iv) a. [L. votivus, from votwn, a vow.J

Given by vow; devoted.

Vouch, (vouch) r. t. [Norm. F. voucher, from L. vocare,

to call.] To obtest; to call upon to witness ;— to

attest ; to declare;—to warrant ; to maintain by afflr-

-to back ; to support ; to establish :—to call

nd defend, c

iiiations ;

into court to warrant and defend, or to make good a

warranty of title ;—v. t. To bear witness ; to give

testimony or full attestation :—imp. A pp. vouched;

ppr. vouching.

voucher, (vouch'er) «. One who vouches, or gives

witness or full attestation to any thing: — a book,

paper, or document which serves to vouch the truth

of accounts, or to confirm and establish facts of any

kind;— in Scotland, a receiptor written evidence of

payment.

Vouchsafe, (vouch-saf) v. t. [From vouch and safe,]

To permit to be done without danger ;—to condescend

to grant ;—1\ t. To condescend ; to deign ; to yield ;

to descend or stoop :—imp. A pp. vouchsafed; ppr.

vouchsafing.

Voussoir, (voos-swar') n. [F., from vouter, to vault.]

One of the wedgelike stones forming part of an

arch ;—middle voussoir, the key-stone.

Vow, (vow) h. [L. rot i'., i, from vovere, votum, to vow,

F. voeu.] A solemn promise made to Ood or to some

deity ; a devotion of one's self; a dedication of some

part of life or some part of property, talents, time,

or other possessions, to a particular service or duty ;—

a promise of fidelity ; a pledge of love or affection.

Vow, (vow) v. t. To give, consecrate, or dedicate to

God by a solemn promise ; — to devote ;—v. i. To

make a vow or solemn promise ;—to declare or affirm

solemnly; to asseverate; — imp. A pp. vowed; ppr.

vowing.

Vowel, (voVel) n. [F. voyelle, It, vocale, L. vocalis,

from vox, vocit, a voice, sound.] A simple sound ;

an articulation which can be uttered by itself; a

sound uttered by opening the mouth, or through a

more open position of the organs than that with

which a consonant is uttered : also, a letter or

character which represents such a sound.

Vowel, (vow'el) a. Pertaining to a vowel ; vocal.

Vowelled, (vow'eld) a. Furnished with vowels.

Vower, (vow'e.r) n. One who makes a vow.

Vow-fellow, (vow'fel-o) h. One bound by tho same

vow.

Voyage, (voy'ftj) n. (F. voyage, from voie, way, L.

vialicui, belonging to a road or journey.] Origin

ally a passage on the way; a journey in general ; a

passing by sea or water from one place, port, or

country to another ; especially, a passing or journey

by water to a distant place or country.

Voyage, (voy'fij) v. i. To take a voyage or journey ;

especially, to sail or pass by water ;—v. t. To travel ;

to jiaas over :—imp. A pp. voyaged ; ppr. voyaging.

Voyageable, (voy'aj-a-bl) a. Capable of being sailed

over ; navigable.

To;

[or other water.

oyager, (voy'aj-er) n. One who sails or passes by sea

Vulcan, (vul kan) n. [L. vuleanus.] In mythology, the

god of fire and of working in metals; — hence, a

smith; especially, a blacksmith.

Vulcanian, (vul-kiL'ne-an) a. Pertaining to Vulcan or

to works in iron or other metals ; — peftaining to

the system or theory which ascribes the changes in

the earth's surface to the agency of fire, or main

tains that all rocks are of igneous origin : — also

Volcaniaa, Plutonian,

Vulcanization, (vul-kan-e-zH'shun) n. The art or pro

cess of imparting new properties to caoutchouc by

causing it to combine with sulphur.

Vulcanise, (vullcau-iz) v. t. To change the properties

of, as caoutchouc or India rubber, by the process

of vulcanization : — imp. A pp. vulcanized ; ppr.

vulcanising.

Vulgar, (vul'gar) a. [L. vulgaris, from valgus, the

multitude, the common people.] Pertaining to the

moss or multitude of people; common; general; ordi

nary; public; hence, in general use; vernacular;—

belonging to the common people ; pertaining to com

mon life; plebeian; lacking cultivation or refinement--
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rustic ; boorish ; also, offensive to good taste, refined

feelings, or delicacy.

Vulgar, (vul'gar) ». The common people.

Vulgarian. (vnl-gar'e-au) w. A vulgar person; one

who has vulgar ideas.

Vulgarism, (vurgar-iziu) n. Grossneas of manners ;

vulgarity ;—a vulgar phrase or expression.

Vulgarity, (vul-gar'e-te) n. Quality of being vulgar ;

the state* of the lower classes of society:—grosanesi

or clownishness of manners or language ;—coarseness;

rudeness ; want of delicacy or refinement.

Vulgarize. (vul'gar-u) v.t To make vulgar :—imp.

*;>/). vulgariied; ppr. vulgariring.

Vulgarly, (vui'gar-le) adv. In a vulgar manner ; in

the ordinary manner ; among the common people ;

commouly ;—meanly ; rudely ; clownishly.

Vulgate, (vul'gftt) *u [L. vutfftitui, pp. of vulgart, to

make general or common.) A very ancient Latin

version of the Scriptures—so called from its common

use in the Latin church. [of the Scriptures.

Vulgate, (vul'gat) a. Pertaining to the Latin version

Vulnerability, (vul-ner-a-blTe-te) n. State of being

vulnerable ;—susceptibility of injury or harm

Vulnerable, (vul'ner-a-bl) a, [L. vulrurabili*, from

wlnertu*, to wound.] Capable of being wounded;

susceptible of external injuries; — liable to injury ;

subject to be affectod injuriously , assailable.

Vulnerary, (vnKner-ar-e) o. [P. rWnrrcur*. 1

vulnvs, vulneru, a wound.] Useful in healing i

adapted to the cure of external injuria*.

Vulnerary, (vulner-ar-e) a. Any plant, drug, er

composition useful in the cure of wouuds,

Vulneration, (vul-ner-ft'ehnn) a. The act of woead-

ing ; infliction of injury or hurt.

Vulninc, (vul-nif'ik) a. [L. ruthum, a. woond, ant

facere, to make.] Causing wounds; inflicting wounda

Vulpine, (vuTpin) a. [L. vulpintu, from ruipe*, a fcx. :

Pertaining to or resembling the fox; cunning; erafiv

artful.

Vulture, (vult'ur) n. [L. vultur.) A rapacioaa bird

belonging to the hawks and the owls, and ciiaractetTrcU

by an elongated beak, of fthich the upper mandi^

is curved at the end, anil by the want of ft^x^n

on the head and part of the neck. It seeds chwSr

on offal and dead carcases, and acta aa a kind <Jt

scavenger in the warm countries in which it is dis

tributed.

Vulturine, (vult'ur-In) a. Pertaining to the vulture —

having the qualities of or resembling the vulture

rapacious.

Vulturiih, (vult'ur-ish) a. Like a vulture ; bavin;

the habits of a vulture.

Vulturous, (vult'Or-ua) a. Like a vulture; rapa

cious.

W.

W(dub1-u). the twenty-third letter of the English

alphabet, takes its form and name from the

repetition of a V, the Koman U. It is properly a

vowel formed by expiration and opening of the lips,

when previously fully rounded and closed. It is,

however, regarded as a consonant, because it acts aa

such at the beginning of words and syllables, as in

war. onward ; because it Is invariably followed by a

vowel unless in the specified case of A, and because

it never terminates a word unless preceded by a

vowel. The terminal w is sometimes mute, as in

low (16), l-nov (nd) : and also the initial before r,

as in write (rli).

Wabble, (wool) v.i. [Ger. wabbetn.] To move stagger

ingly from one side to the other ; to vacillate.

Wabble, (wobT) «. A hobbling, unequal motion, aa of

a wheel unevenly hung.

Wabbling, (wobling) a. Having an eccentric motion

forward and backward.

Wabster, (wab'ster) n. A weaver:—also webster, [Scot]

Wacke, (wake) n. [Ger. J A rock allied to basalt, of

which it may be regarded as a more soft and earthy

variety, (imywaclt, a kind of conglomerate grit-

rock.

Wad, (wed) n. [D. & Ger. -watte, allied to A.-S. %rad,

clothing.] A little mass, tuft, or bundle, as of hay or

tow ;—especially, a little mass of soft material for

stopping the charge of powder in a gun and pressing

it close to the shot ; hence, a soft mass of some

loose fibrous substance used for various purposes, aa

for stopping an aperture.

Wad, (wod) v. t. To form into a mass or wad, or into

wadding;—to insert or crowd a wad into:—into, & pp.

wadded ; ppr. wadding.

Wad, (wod) n. [A.-S. weddian, to promise, L. vas,

vadti, a pledge.] A pledge; a promise;—a wager; a

bet

Wad, (wod) v. t. To pledge : to wager ; to bet.

Wadding, (wod'ing) ». A wad or the materials for

wads;—a kind of soft stuff of loose texture used for

stalling garments ; also, sheets of carded cotton pre

pared for the same purpose.

Waddle, (wod'l) ». i. [A.-8. wddlian, to wander, Ger.

«

wattheln,] To walk with short stepa, throwing tha

body from one side and the other, like a dock: or a very

fat person .*—imp, & pp. waddled ; ppr. waddling.

Waddler, (wodler) a. One who waddles.

Waddlingly, (wodling-le) adv. In a waddling man

ner ; with a vacillating gait

Wade, (wad) v. i. [A.-S. tcodVin, Ger. waxen, allied

to L vadere, to go.] To walk through any «iI«jk;

that yields to the feet, as water, mud. Ac;—to men

or pass with difficulty or labour :—r. t. To pass cr

cross by walking in or through mud, snow, or other

Yielding substance ; — especially, to cross a

>y walking on the bottom of it :—imp. & pp.

pr. wading.

ader, (wilder) -n. One who or that which

—one of an order of long-legged birds that wade in

the water in search of food.

Wadset, (wod'set) a. In Scot? late, a conveyance cf

land in pledge of or for satisfaction of a debt ; a kind

of mortgage.

Wady, (wod'e) n. [A. icddt, a valley, a channel of a

river, a river.] The channel of a water-course which u

dry except in the rainy season.

Wafer, (wa'fer) n. [Ger. wajjTtl, D. vaftL} A thin

cake or leaf of flour and other ingredients :—a thin

leaf-like bread, used by the Roman C*tholios in the

Eucharist ; — a thin leaf of paste, used in sealing

letters, &c.

Wafer, (wa'fer) t>. t. To seal or close with a wafts- :—

imp. & pp. wafered ; ppr, wmfering.

Waft, (waft) v. t. [Allied to irave.) To bear through

a fluid or buoyant medium ; to convey through water

or air ; to buoy up : to cause to float : to keep from

sinking;—to oast lightly or gently, as the eyes; to

direct, as a momentary glance towards ;—to convey,

as a sign or hint by a motion of the hand ; —r. ». To

be moved or to pass in a buoyant medium; to float:

—imp. & pp. wafted ; ppr. wafting.

Waft, (waft) n. A signal made by moving something,

as a flag in the air ; a motion or wave, aa of the

hand.

Waftage, (waft a;) n. Conveyance through a buoyant

medium, as air or water ; transportation ; i
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Waiter, (waft'er) it. One who or that which wafts.

Wafture, (wufl'ur) n. The act of waring; wave-like

motion.

Wag, (wag) i*. (. [A.-S. trepan, wagian, Sw. rigan, to

carry, move.] To move one way and the other with

quick turns ; to cause to vibrate, as a part of the

body ;—to move or shake Blightly, or from side to

aide ;—r. i. To 'move one way and the other ; to be

shaken to ami fro ; to vibrate ;—to be in action or

motion; to move; to stir:—imp. & pp. wagged; ppr.

wagging.

"Wag, (wag) n. [From the verb.] A man full of sport

and humour ; a ludicrous fellow j a humorist ; a wit.

Wage, (wflj) v. t. [Ger. wagen, F. gager, to wager, lay,

A.-S. teedd, a pledge, promise.] To pledge : to hazard

on the event of a contest ; to stake : to bet ; to

lay : to wager ;—to expose one's self to, as a risk ;

to Teuture ; — to carry on, as a war :—imp. & pp.

waged; ppr. waging.

Wage, (wilj) n. [A.-S. vwdd, pledge, promise, allied

to L. va», vadi*.) That for which one labours ;

Ktipulated payment for service performed ;—hire ; re

ward : allowance ; pay.

Wager, (wa'j?r) n. Something deposited or hazarded

on the event of a contest or some unsettled question;

a bet : a stake ; a pledge ;—that ou which nets are

laid ;—in lata, formerly an offer to make oath of in

nocence in an accusation, or of non-indebtedness in a

suit—now abolished ;—wager of battle, the giving of

a gage or pledge, usually by throwing down a gaunt

let or glove, for the trying of a cause by single com

bat with the accuser or the opponeut, either in person

or by champtou—now abolished.

Wager, (wa'jer) r. (. To hazard on the issue of a

contest, or on some question that is to l>e decided, or

ou some casualty ; to lay ; to bet ;—v, i. To make a

bet : to lay a wager.

Wagerer, (wa'jer-e,r) a. One who wagers or lays a bet.

Wages, (wl'jes) ft, [Plural in termination but singular

in signification.] A compensation given to a hired

person for his or her services ;—hire ; salary ; pay ;

recompense ; remuneration.

Waggery, (wag'er-e) n. Manner or action of a wag ;

PArcasm in good humour ; pleasantry.

Waggish, (wag'ish) a. Like a wag ; rognish in mer

riment or good humour ;—done, made, or laid for

sport ;—merry ; roguish; droll; frolicsome.

Waggishly, (wag'ish-ie) adv. In a waggish manner ;

in sport, [ing waggish.

Waggishness, (waglsh-ues) ft, State or quality of be-

Waggle, (wa^l) r. i. [Diminutive of wag, allied to

L. vacillare.) To reel or move from Bide to side: to

waddle ;—v. (. To move one way and the other : to

wag :—imp, & pp. waggled ; ppr. waggling.

Waggon, (wag'un) «. [A.-S. wden, Tcel. vngn, Ger.

icagen,] A four-wheeled carriage used for carrying

heavy burthens or freight ;—a railway goods truck

or van. [waggon. TAnier.

Waggon, (wag'un) v. t. To carry or transport in a

Waggoner, (wag'un-er) »• One who conducts a waggon;

a waggon-driver; — a constellation; Ursa Major;

Charles's wain.

Waggonette, (wag-on-ef) n, A kind of carriage or

drag without a top, and with two seats vis a vis to

hold six or eight persons, and a driver's box.

WaggonfuL (wag'un-fool) n. As much as a waggon

will hold ; enough to fill a waggon.

Wagtail, (wag'tul) a. A small

hi i '1 of several species, so

named from the incessant

motion of its loug tail ;—

especially the pied or black

and white species, called

the waterwag-tail.

Waif, (waf) n. fNonn.-P.

wtf, wief, 0. Eug. waive.] Wagtail,

 

Goods found of which the owner is not known;—

hence, that which comes along, as it were, by chance.

Wail, (\v;il) < . /. [Icel. valu, to lament, Ir. wailt, W.

awylw.] To lament ; to moan ; to bewail : to grieve

over ;—v. i. To express Borrow audibly ; to lament ;

to weep :—imp. & pp. wailed ; ppr. wailing.

Wail, (wal) ft, Loud weeping ; violent lamentation ;

great mourning. [ments.

Wailer, (wal'er) n. One who wails, grieves, or la-

Wailing, (wal'iiig) n. Loud cries of grief; audible

sorrow ; lamentation.

Wailingly, (waljug-le) adv. In a wailing manner;

with deep grief and sorrow.

Wain, (wan) n. [A.-S. wam.] A carriage for the trans

put tation of goods on wheels ; a waggon ;—a constel

lation ; Ursa Major.

Wainscot, (won skot) n. |D. wagensehot, a clap

board.] A wooden lining or boarding of the walls of

apartments made in panels.

Wainscot, (wan'skot) v. t. To line with boards or panel-

work, or as if with panel-work;—imp. & pp. wain

scoted ; ppr. wainscoting.

Wainscoting, (wuu'skot-ing) n. Act of covering or

lining with hoards in panel;—the material used to

wainscot a house, or the wainscot as a whole.

Waist, (wast) n. [A.-S. washn, form, figure, W. gwasg,

from gwasga, to squeeze] That part of the human

body which is immediately below the ribs or thorax ;

—hence, the middle part of other bodies ; especially,

that part of a ship which is between the quarter-deck

and forecastle.

Waist-band, (wilsfhand) n. The band or upper part

of breeches, trousers, or the like, which encompasses

the waist ;—a sash worn by ladies around the waist.

Waist-cloth, (wast'kloth) >i. A cloth or wrapper worn

about the waist ;—a covering of canvas or tarpauling

for the hammocks stowed on the gangways, between

the quarter-deck and the forecastle.

Waistcoat, (wastTc&t) w. A short coat or garment,

witlioutsleeves, worn under the coat, and covering the

waist ; a vest.

Wait, (wilt) v. i. [F. guetter, It. guatare, Ger. wahten,

to watch.] To stay or rest in expectation ; to stop or

remain stationary till the arrival of some person or

event; — to rest in patience; — to lie in ambush,

as an enemy ;—to wait on, to attend, as a menial ;

to act as a servant or hired attendant ;—to go to

see ; to visit ;—to stay the leisure of ;—to follow, as

a consequence ;—v. f. To Btay for ; to await ; to ex

pect ;—to attend : to accompany with submission :—

iMp, & pp. waited; ppr. waiting.

Wait, (wat)n. Ambush;—pi. Itinerant musicians who

perform in the streets about Christmas time at night

or in the early morning ; serenaders.

Waiter, (wat'gr) n. One who waits ; an attendant ;

especially, an attendant in a hotel or place of public

entertainment ;—a salver ; a tray or plate on which

something is carried, as tea things, «fcc.

Waiting, (watting) ju The act of staying in hope or ex

pectation ; attendance on others.

Waiting-maid, (wat'ing-mad) u. A female servant

who attends a lady.

Waitress, (wat'res) u. A female waiter or attendant

in a public room or at an inn.

Waive, (wav) v.L To relinquish ; to give up claim

to ; to forego ;—to throw away ; to cast off ;—to defer ;

to put off for a season ;—to put out of the protection

of law, as a woman : — imp. At pp. waived ; ppr.

waiving.

Waiver, (waVer) n. [Norm. F. quever, qttaver.] The

act of waiving or not insisting on some right, claim,

or privilege.

Wake, (wak) v. i. [A-S. waean. Go. vakan, lcel. vaka.)

To be or to continue awake ; to watch ; not to sleep ;

—to hold a night revel ;—to awake ; to be awakened ;

to osase to sleep ;—to be stirred up from a dormant,
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torpid, or inactive state ;—v. £ To rouse from sleep ;

—to put in motion or action ; to arouse : to excite ;

—to bring to life again : to re-animate ; to revive ;—

to sit up or watch with at night, as a dead body:—

imp. A pp. waked; ppr. waking.

Wake, (wok) n. Act of waking or being awaked; state

of forbearing sleep: vigils ;—hence, tptajUaUy, an

annual parish feat ival in commemoration of t ho

dedication of the church ;—the sitting up of iwrsons

with a dead body, chiefly among the Irish ;—the track

left by a vessel in the water. [ful ; vigilant.

Wakeful, (wak'fool) a. Indisposed to sleep ; watch-

Wakefully, (wak'fddl-le) adv. In a wakeful manner ;

with watching or sleeplessness.

Wakefulness, (wak'foul-nes) n. Quality or condition

of being wakeful ; indisposition to sleep ; want of

sleep.

Waken, (waVn) v. i To wake ; to cease to sleep : to

be awakened ;—v. t. To excite or arouse from sleep;

to awaken;—to rouse into action ; to stir up :—imp.

& pp. wakened ; ppr. wakening.

WakenT, (w&k'n-er) n. One who wakens.

Wakening, (wak'n-ing) n. The act of one who wakens ;

the act of ceasing to sleep.

Waldenses, (wal'den-sez) n. pi. A sect of Christians

substantially Protestant in principles, who never

submitted to, and were frequently persecuted by, the

Koman Catholic Church—they reside in the valleys

of Piedmont.

Wale/^wal) n. [A. -8. walu, a mark of stripes, Go.

valut, a rod, staff, also A.-S. vtl, a web of cloth, a

strip.] The mark of a rod or whip on animal flesh ;

—a ridge or streak rising above the surface of cloth,

Ac. : — one of the strong planks extending along a

ship's sides, throughout the whole length, at different

heights.

Wale, (wRl) v. t. To mark with wales or stripes.

Walk, (wawk) v.i. [A.-S. weatoiH, Ger. tcailen, to

rove, to wander.] To more along on foot ; to advance

by steps ; to go on without running ;—to move or go

on the feet for exercise or amusement ; — to be stir

ring ; to be abroad ; to go restJessly about ;—to appear

as a spectre ; — to move off ; to depart (colloquial) ; —

hence, to behave ; to conduct one's self ; — v.t. To

pass through or upon ; to perambulate ;—to cause to

walk or step slowly ; to lead, drive, or ride with a slow

pace ;—to move off; to dismiss -.—imp. & pp. walked ;

rrr- walking.

Walk, (wawk) n. Act of walking ; advance without

running or leaping ;—act of walking for air or ex

ercise ;—manner of walking ; gait ; step ;—the slowest

pace of a horse or beast of burden ;—that in or

through which one walks ; an avenue set with trees ;

place or distance walked over ; a iplaoe or region in

which animals may graze ;—habitual place of action ;

sphere ;—conduct ; course of action ; behaviour.

Walk, (wawk) v. t. [0. watlen, to full, A.-S. Kmlceare,

a fuller.] To felt, as hats ; to full, as cloth.

Walker, (wawk'er) n. One who walks ;—an officer ap

pointed to walk over or inspect a certain space of a

forest: a ranger;—[A. -S. weatceart.] A fuller of cloth ;

—street walker, acommon prostitute.

Walking, (wawk ing) n. Act of going on foot ; act

of moving with a slow step, as opposed to running,

trotting, dec.

Walking-staff,(wawk'ing-staf)n. A staff carried in the

hand for support or amusement in walking ; a cane.

Wall, (wawl) n. [A.-S. wall, L. vallum.] A solid and

permanent inclosing fence, as around a field, a park, a

town, or the like : also, one of the upright inclosing

part* of a building or room ;—pi. Fortifications in

general : works for defence ;—hence, a defence ; means

of security and protection.

Wall, (wawl) r. t. To inclose with a wall ;—to defend

by walls ;— to close or fill with a wall :—imp. A pp.

walled i ppr. wailing'.

:
Wallachian. (wal-lu'ke-an) v. A native or inbahtUft

of Wallachia, in Northern Turkey ; a Wallach.

Wall-cress, (wawPkres) n. A cruciferous plant o' lis

genus A raLu, growingon walla, and in dry stony plse*.

Wallet, (wol'et) n. IF. mallete, valise, dimincUTc .<

mall*, a trunk, Ger. malka,] A bag or sack for earryis*

the necessaries for a journey ; a knapsack ;—a peiir »

pack ;—a hag carried by beggars or vagrants .—* kx&d

of pocket-book with wide flap* for holding papen ;-

a kind of leather pouch or purse ;—any thing pMo-

berant and swagging.

Walleteer, (wol et-ex) n. One who carries a wallet

Wall-eye, (wawll) n. [A.-S. AtrWaK, to wither, to b&

away, and eye.} An eye in which the ixia is of a t«j

light gray or whitish colour- said usually of horse* -

an eye in which the white is very large and distorted

Wall-flower, (wawl'flow-er) n. A cruciferous, «*e-

green plant, which grows in old. walla, etc ; a st«

gillyflower;—a lady who keeps her seat at the side of*

ball-room, failing to find a partner for the dance.

Wall-fruit, (wawl'froot) n. Fruit which, to be ripetet,

must be planted against a wall. |«*I>.

Walling, (wawllng) n. Walls in general;—material (or

Wail-knot, (wawl'not) n. Among *eant*n, Ac a Eft*

made by untwisting the strands at the end of »kj«,

and interweaving them in a particular manner.

Wallop, (wol'up) v.t, [A.-S. *tallany wtll**, Ga

vallen, to boil up, to bubble.] To boil with s o*-

tinued bubbling;—to be heaved or tossed up and J *

or to and fro :—to move or walk with a rolling gaiv

to waddle ;—to be slatternly ;—r. t. To beat souadlj

to flog; to whip:—imp. A pp. walloped; ypr. waBsfisg

Wallop, (wol'up) n. A rolling movement ; a heave *r

swing to a side ;—a stroke or blow.

Walloper, (wol'up-er) n. One who wallops—used in tW

compound, pot-walloper, one who boils his potinti*

own house ; a householder.

Walloping, (wol'ap-ing) n. A beating.

Wallow, (wol'o) v. L (A. -8. wealovian.) To roll ere'i

self about, as in mire, or on other substance: w

flounder ;—to live in filth or gross vioe :—imp. t f,

wallowed ; ppr. wallowing. [wheel

Wallower, (wol'd-er) n. One who wallows ;—a lantern-

Walnut, (wawl'nut) n. [A.-S. iceclh, foreign. and ass.',

a nut, D. valnoct.} A tree of the genus Jitpla** ssU

its fruit, comprehending several species—the nut *

used both raw and pickled on the dinner table, ss>l

the timber is extensively employed for the better kinds

of cabinet-maker's work.

Walrus, (wol'rus) n. [D. A Ger. teal, in mtetacs, *

whale, and rot, a horse.] An

aquatic carnivorous mammal

of the seal family, found in the

Arctic seas—it is hunted for the

sake of its oil and tusks

Waltz, (wawlts) n. [D. vah,

Ger. walzer, from walun, to

revolve.] A dance performed

by two persons in circular

figures with a whirling motion;

also, a piece of music composed

for this kind of dance.

Waltz, (wawlts) v. i. To dance a waltz :—imp. A pp.

waltzed ; ppr. waltzing.

Waltxer, (wawlts'er) n. A person who waltzes.

Wamble, (wom'blj v. i. [Dan. vawrnel, squeamish. Icel

vamat to nauseate.] To be disturbed with nausea;—to

move irregularly to and fro ; to roll.

Wampum, (wom'pum) n. Small beads made of shell*,

used by the North American Indians as money, and

wrought into belts, Ac as an ornament.

Wan, (won) o. [A.-S. wcutn, v>an.] Having a pale **

'sickly hue ; pale.

Was, (won) v. i. To grdw wan : to become pale cr

sickly in looks.

Wand, (wood) n, [IceL fiiiidr, Go. vandtu.] A nball

 

Walrus.
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•tick; a rod;—hence, tpeciftcaUy, a staff of authority ;—

i rod used by conjurers or diviners.

Wander, (won'd$r) v.i. [A.-S. vfandrian, wandlian,

to change, Ger. waudetn. It. andare, to go] To

ramble here and there; to range about ; —to gu away;

to stray off; to go astray ; -to be delirious ;—eiT ;

deviate ; depart : — imp. A pp. wandered ; ppr.

wandering.

Wanderer, (won'der-e,r) n. One who wanders ; a ram-

bler , one who roves.

Wandering, (won'der-ing) n. Act or habit of going or

travelling from place to place; roving; peregrination;

—a divergence from the direct road; especially, aber

ration from the path of duty; deviation from rectitude;

—hence, want of fixedness ; uncertainty ;—distraction

of the thoughts or attention from the point or business

in hand ; want of concentration ;—discursiveness in

style or speech ; want of logical coherence ;—rambling

of the mind or raving, as in delirium, fever, &c.

SVane, (wan) v.i. [A.-S. Iranian, Ger. toantn, from A.-S.

van, wanne, Ger. wan, empty J To be diminished; to

decrease—especially applied to the illuminated part of

the moon ;—to decline ; to fail ; to sink '.—imp. & pp.

waned ; ppr. waning.

Vane, (win) n. Decrease of the illuminated part of the

moon to the eye of a spectator ;—decline ; failure ; de

crease ; declension.

Vaning, (wan'ing) n. Act or process of declining ;

jwreasing ;—diminution or decrease.

Tanly, (won/Ie) adv. In a pale or wan manner.

r'snness, (won'nes) n. The state or quality of being

■ran ; a sallow, dead, pale colour; paleness.

Tanniah, (won'ish) a. Somewhat wan; of a pale hue.

fait, (wont) n. [A.-S. wan, wttnne, Ger. wok, empty.]

State of not having ; absence or scarcity of what is

leeded or desired ;—in a general sense, destitution ;

(overty ;—that which is needed or desired ; a thing of

rhich the loss is felt.

'ant, (wont) v.t. To be without; to be destitute of;—

o have occasion for, as useful, proper, or requisite; to

t<quire ; to need ;—to feel need of; to wish or long

>r : to desire ;—to be lacking in respect of or to tho

mount of;—to lack;—v.i. To be deficient or lacking:

i fail; to fall abort;—to be missed; not to be present :

-imp. & pp. wanted; ppr. wanting,

inting, (won't ing) a. Absent ; deficient ;—slack ;

iling; insufficient.

uiton, (won'tun)a. [W. pwantan, variable, fjtcant ley,

kle. J Moving or flying loosely; playing in the wind;

running to excess ; loose ; unrestrained ; — Inxu-

mt ; overgrown ;—not turned or formed with regu-

ri t-y ;—wandering from moral rectitude ; licentious ;

isolute ;— especially, deviating from the rules of

astity ;—skittish; frisky; lascivious; libidinous.

nton, (won'tun) u. A lewd person; a lascivious

in or woman ;—an insignificant or vain trifler.

nton, (won'tun) v. i. To rove and ramble without

traint, rule, or limit ; to revel ; to frolic;—to sport

lewdness or lasciviously ;—to move irregularly ; to

y looselyv aa in the wind :—imp. & pp. wantoned ;

. wantoning

itonly, (won'tun-le) adv. Tn a wanton manner;

iely; sportively; gayly; lasciviously,

tonness, (won ' tun • nes) n. Quality of being

ito ii ; — laaeiviousuess; lechery ; — licentiousness ;

li gerice of rule or restraint ; — sportivoueas ;

ic.

en sohaw. (wa'pin-shaW) n. [A.-S. wepen, a

pon, and tceaieu, a show.] An exhibition of arms,

an exercise and trial of skill in their use, made

ertain seasons in sumo districts of the kingdom.

t*]
mtake, (wa'pen-tak) n. [A. -3. wtjyenpetdce.)

tome northern counties of England, a division

district answering to the Hundred iu other

ities.

 

Wapiti.

Wapiti, (w&'pe-te) n. The North American elk-

called in the Iroquois dialect.

War, (wawr) n. [A.-S. werre,

Ger. werra,] A state of opposi

tion or contest ; enmity ; hosti

lity ;—a contest between nations

or states carried on by force ;

armed conflict of sovereign

powers;—the profession of arms;

art of war.

War, (wawr) r. i. To contend ;

to strive violently; to fight;—

to make war ; to carry on hostilities ; to be in a state

of contest by violence :—imp. & pp. warred ; ppr.

warring.

Warble, (wawi^bl) r. t. [Ger. wirbeln, to warble.] To

sing in a quavering or vibratory manner ; to trill ;—

to utter musically ; to carol ;—to cause to quaver or

vibrate ;—v. i. To be quavered or modulated ; to be

uttered melodiously;—to sing in a trilling manner or

with many turns and variations: — imp. & pp.

warbled ; ppr. warbling.

Warble, (wawr'bl) n. A quavering modulation of the

voice; a song.

Warbler, (wawr'ble.r) n. One who or that which

warbles ; a linger ; a songster — applied chiefly to

birds.

War-cry, (wawr/krl) n, A cry or signal used in war.

War-dance, (wawr'dans) n. A dance among savages

preliminary to going to war.

Ward, (wawrd) v. t. [A.-S. iceardian, to keep, protect,

icerian, to defend, Ger. wartin.) To keep in safety;

to watch ; to guard ; — to defend ; to protect ; — to

fend off; to repel ; to turn aside, as any thing mis

chievous that approaches;—v. i. To be on the watch;

to keep guard :—imp. L pp. warded ; ppr. warding.

Ward, (wawrd) n. (A.-S. weard, keeper, guard, Go.

vardt, F. garde.) Act of guarding ; watch ; guard ;

—state of being under guard ; custody ; confinement ;

—guardianship ; the condition of a child under a

guardian ;—one who or that which guards ; defence ;

protection ; defender ; protector ; — a fortress ; a

stronghold ;—a guarding or defensive motion or posi

tion in fencing;—a minor or person under the care

of a guardian ;—a certain division or quarter of a

town or city ;—a division of an hospital ;—a project

ing ridge of metal in the interior of a lock.

Ward, (wawrd) a. Pertaining to a townward or district

division of a tit v.

Warden, (wawrd'en) n. A keeper ; a guardian ;—

the master or president of a college; —a jailor or officer

of a prison ;—one of the managers of a church and

parish. [diction of a warden.

Wardenship, (wawrd'en-ahip) n. The office or juris*

War-department, (wawr'dO-part-ment) n. That part

of civil government connected with the maintenance

and general control of the army ;—the officials and

the public offices attached to the department.

Warder, (wawrd'er) ». One who wards or keeps ; a

keeper ; a guard ;—a truncheon or staff of command.

Wardmote, (wawrd mot) n. A meeting of a municipal

ward ; also, a court of the ward, whose province it

is to present defaults in matters relating to the watch,

police, and the like.

Wardrobe, (wawrd'rob) n. A room, apartment, or

portable clowt, where clothes are kept ; — wearing

apparel in general.

Wardroom, (wawrd'room) n. A room occupied as a

mess-room by the commissioned officers of a war-

vessel.

Wardship, (wawrd'sliip) n. Office of a ward or keeper ;

guardianship; right of guardianship,—state of being

under a guardian ; pupilage.

Ware, (w»r) v. t. To wear ; to veer.

Ware, (war) a. [A.-S. war, Dan. r«r.| Being in

expectation of ; provided against ;—cautious] wary.
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Ware, (war) a, [A. -8. v&ru, IceL vara.] Article of

merchandise ; ttpccially, in the plural, goods; com

modities ; merchandise.

Warehouse, (warnous) n. A storehouse for goods.

Warehouse, (warTious) v.t. To deposit or secure in

a warehouse ; to place in the government or custom

house stun*, to be kept until duties are paid :—

imp. & pp. warehoused; ppr. warehousing.

Warehouseman, (wartious-nian) n. One who keeps a

warehouse ;—one who keeps a wholesale shop for soft

goods or wares.

Warehousing, ( waVhoux-ing) n. The act of placing

goods in a warehouse or in a custom-house store ;—

varehouting tyttem, an arrangement for lodging im

ported articles in the custom-house storva, without

^payment of duties, until they are taken out for

lome consumption. [goods.

Wareroom, (wor'room) n. An apartment for holding

Warfare, (wawr'fir) ». [From war and fare, to go,

to pass, A.-H. /oru.J Military serrioe ; war ; hostili

ties ;—contest ; struggle.

Warfare, (wawr'fur) v.i. To lead a military life ; to

carry on continual wars.

War-horse, (wawrliort) n. A strong, powerful, spirited

horse for military service ; a charger.

Wanly, (ware-le) adv. In a wary manner: cautiously.

Wariness, (ware-lies) «. Prudent care to foresee and

guard against evil ; caution ;—circumspection ; fore

sight; care.

Warlike, (wawrTfk) a. Fit for war : disposed for

war ;—pertaining to war ; military ; having a martial

appearance ;—threatening war ; hostile.

Wsxlikeness, (wawrTik-nes) n. A warlike disposition

or character.

Warloek, (warTok) *. [A.-8. icdrfooa.] A male witch;

a wizard ; a sprite ; an imp.

Warm, (wawrm) a. [A.-Ss. wtarm, Go. varms, Icel.

rarwtr.] Having heat in a moderate degree; not cold;

—subject to heat;—zealous ; ardent ; not indifferent,

lukewarm, or the like, in spirit or temper ;—vehe

ment ; excited; passionate ;—vigorous ; sprightly ;—

easy in money matters ; rich ;—in vaintina, having

yellow or yellow-red for a basis of colour.

Warm, (wawrm) r. f. To communicate a moderate

degree of heat to ;—to make engaged or earnest ; to

excite interest, ardour, or seal in ;—v. i. To become

moderately heated ;—to become ardent or animated :

—imp. & pp. warmed ; ppr. warming.

Warm-blooded, (wawrnrolud-ed) a. Having warm

blood—applied especially to birds and mammala

Warmer, (wawrm'er) n. One who warms ; that which

warms—used as the second element of a compound

word, as plate-wanner, foot-warmtr.

Warm-hearted, (wawrm hart-ed) a. Possessing lively

interest or affection ; cordial ; sincere ; hearty.

Wanning, (wawrmlng) n. Act of heating moderately;

—state of becoming warm ;—chiefly used in the com

pound /toutt-icariHing, a feast made when a person

or family hare entered on the occupation of a new

house, Ac.

Warming-pan, (wawrm'ing-pan) n. A pan used for

warming a bed with ignited coals;—a i>erson put into

a place or office to keep it till the nominee can take

tRarmlr, (wawrmle) adv. In a warm manner; with

some degree of temper or anger ;—eagerly ; earnestly ;

ardently.

Warmth, (wawrmth) n. Gentle heat; — fervour of

mind ; zeal ;—a state of lively and excited interest :—

earnestness ; eagerness ;—enthusiasm ;—the glowing

effect which arises from the use of warm colours, and

also from the use of transparent colours In the process

of glasing.

Warn, (wawrn) *. t. [A. -8. warnian, IosL varna, Gcr.

women.) To make aware; to giro previous informa

tion or notice to ; hence, to notify or summon by au

thority ^-to caution against evil practices) or any th&z

that may prove injurious ;—to admonish of dnty :—

imp. A pp. warned ; ppr. warning. [id*er

Warner, (wawrn'er) n. One who warns; an admrc

Warning, (wawrn'ing) n. Caution against danger &

against faults or practices whicli incur danger: —

admonition ;—previous notice ,—notice to quit, ss *

house, service, &c.

Warp, (wawrp) v.i. [A.-S. worpa*t Ger. s«r?K

to throw, to cast.] To turn, twist, or be twisted ***

of a straight direction, as a board in seasoning or tj

shrinking ;—to turn or incline from a straight, tny

or proper course; to deviate ; to swerve;—to fly will

a bending or waring motion ;—r. t. To turn or rw

out of shape, or out of a straight direction ;—to tan

aside from the true direction ; to pervert:—to tow < -

move, as a vessel, with a line or warp attached v

buoys, to anchors, or the like ;—to run off the em

into hauls to be tarred, as yarns:—imp. A pp. ■muss ,

pur. warping,

Warp, (wawrp) n. The threads which are extended

lengthwise in the loom and crossed by the woof ;-

the state of being warped or twisted ;—a towing bx* ;

a warping-hawser.

Warper, (wawrp'er) n. One who forma yarn or tares*1

into warps or webs for the loom.

Warping, (wawrp'ing) n. Act or operation of one vb"

or that which warps;—act of changing or perrertiru: ;

—art or occupation of preparing the warp of web* t-r

the weaver.

War-proof, fwawr'prodf) a. Abie to resist attack.

Warp-thread, (wawn/thred) n. One of the threso

which form the warp.

Warrant, (wor'ant) r. f. [W. gwirantv^ Nona. F.

ffarantir, F. ffuarantir, to guarantee.] To authors,

to give power or right to do or forbear with assurance

of safety or indemnity;—to make secure ; to guarantee

safety, to;—to support by authority or proof: to justify.

—to secure to, as a grantee, an estate granted ; to as

sure;—to indemnify against loss:—to secure to, as*

purchaser, the quality or quantity of the goods tnid

as represented ;—to assure, as a thing sold, to the pc.--

chawer—that is, to engage that the thing is what it a

represented to be ;—imp. «? pp. wimattd ; yjy.

warranting.

Warrant, (wor'ant) n. That which warrants or author

izes ; a commission giving authority or justifying ti;

doing of any thing ;—a precept authorizing an officer

to seise an offender and bring him to justice ;—ih*.

which Touches or insures for any thing; guarantee.

security ; that which attests or proves ; a Toucher :—

a writing which authorizes a person to receive mow?

or other thing.

Warrantable, (wor'ant-a-bl) a. Authorized by commis

sion, precept, or right ; justifiable ; defensible,

Warrantableneas, (wor'ant-a-bl-nes) k. Quality of be

ing warrantable.

Warrantably, (wor'ant-a-ble) adv. In a warractab*

manner ; justifiably.

Warranter, (worant-er) n. One who warrants, gxvw.

authority, or legally empowers; one who assures at

covenants to assure ; one who contracts to secure su-

ot her in a right, or to make good anj defeat of trtfe

or quality.

Warranty, (wor'ant-e) n. An engagement or under

taking, express or implied, that a certain tact regard

ing the subject of a contract is or shall be as it is ex

pressly or impliedly declared or promised to be ;—*

stipulation or engagement by a party insured that car

tain things relating to the subject of insurance, m

affecting the risk, exist, or shall exist, or hare hr*e,

or shall be done ;—security ; warrant ; guarantee.

Warranty, (wor'ant-e) i\ (. To warrant; to guarantee.

Warren, (woren) «. [Norm. F. oartnn*.) A pbw*

privileged, by prescription or grant from the king, tot

keeping certain beasts and fowls ;—a piece of gro*u*l
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for the breeding and preservation of rabbits ;—a place

for keeping fish in a river.

Warrener, (wor'en-er) it. The keeper of a warren.

Warrior, (wawr'e-or) *. [From war, F. ffuerrier.] A

man engaged in war or military life ; a soldier ; a

champion ; especially, a good soldier ; a brave man ;—

also used adjectiveiy.
■Wart, (wawrt) n. [A.-S. weart, IceL varta, Ger. warxe.)

A small hard excrescence on the skin ;—a glandular

excrescence or hardened protuberance on plants.

Wart-cress, (wawrfkres) «, A low. dwarfish annual

plant of the genua Coronobut, having small, whitish

flowers.

Wart-hog, (wawrfhog) n. A pachyderm of the genus

Phueochtrrut, having a large head, tusks of remarkable

size inclining laterally upward, and a thick fleshy lobe

on each cheek, resembling a large wart, whence the

name. [warts ;—of the nature of warts.

Warty, (wawrt'e) o. Having warts ; overgrown with

War-worn, (wawr'wdm) o. Worn with military service.

Wary, (ware) a. [A.-S. wan-, IceL var.) Cautious;

watchful; carefully watching and guarding against de

ceptions, artifices, and dangers; timorously prudent;

circumspect ; discreet. [stantive verb to be.

Was, (woz) [A.-8. iriit. ] The past tense of the sub-

Wash, (wosh)v. t. [A.-S. leatcan, Ger. watchen.] To

cleanse by ablation, or by dipping or rubbing in water;

to scrub with water, <tc. ;—to cover with water; to

wet ; hence, to overflow or dash against ;—to waste

or abrade by the force of water in motion;—to re

move by washing ; to take away by the action of

water ;—to tint lightly and thinly ;—to overlay with

a thin coat of metal ;—in Scripturt, to purify ; to free

from the pollution and taint of sin;—v. i. To per

form the act of ablution ;—to perform the business

of cleansing clothes in water ;—to bear the operation

of being washed;—to be wasted or worn away by the

action of water :—imp. & pp. washed ; ppr, washing.

Wash, (wosh) n. Act of washing ; ablution ; a

cleansing, wetting, or dashing with water; hence, the

quantity of clothes washed at once ;—the shallowest

part of a river or arm of the sea ; also, a bog; a

marsh ;—substances collected and deposited by the

action of water ;—waste liquor, the refuse of food,

Ac, from a kitchen ;—the fermented wort from which

the spirit is extracted ;—that with which any thing

is washed, or wetted, smeared, tinted, coated, &c,

upon the surface ;—a cosmetic for the complexion ;

a liquid dentifrice ; a preparation for the hair ;—a

lotion ;—a thin coat of colour spread over spaces of a

picture ;—a thin coat of metal laid on any thing for

beauty or preservation.

Wash-ball, (woab/bawl) n. A ball of soap to be used

in washing the hands or face.

Wash-board, (woshtwrd) n. A board with a Anted

or ribbed surface on which clothes are rubbed in

being washed;—a board running round the walls of

a room, next to the floor ; mop-board—a broad, thin

plunk fixed on the top of a vessel's side, to prevent the

sea from breaking over.

Washer, (wosh'er) n. One who or that which washes;

—a ring of metal, leather, or other material, used to

relieve friction, to secure tightness of Joints, or for

other purposes.

Washer-woman, (wosh'er-woom-an) n. A woman

who washes clothes for others or for hire.

Wash-house, (woshlious) n. A house for washing

linens, &c.

Washing, (wosh'ing) n. Act of one who washes ;

ablution ; — clothes washed, especially those washed

at one time ; wash.

Washing-machine, (wosh'ing-ma-shen) n. A machine

for cleansing family linen, or cotton, calicoes, or

other fabrics—of various forms of construction.

Wash-pot, (wosh'pot) n. A pot or vessel in which any

thing is washed.

 

Wssp.

Wash-stand, (wosh'stand) n. A piece of furniture

holding the ewer, basin, and other requisites for

washing the hands and face. (washed.

Wash-tub, (woah'tub) n. A tub in which clothes are

Washy, (wosh'e) a. Watery ; damp ; soft ; — lacking

substance or solidity ; weak ; thin.

Wasp, (wosp) n. [A.-S. wasp, icaps, Ger. wupt. L.

vespa.] Ahymenopterous insect, al

lied to the hornet, and capable of

stinging severely — it constructs

combs and rears its young in the

cells.

Waspish, (wosp'ish) a. Having a

slender waist, like a wasp ;— quick ,

to resent a trifling affront;—irritable;

irascible; peevish.

Waspishly, (wosp'iBh-le) adv. In

a waspish or snappish manner ; irri

tably ; petulantly.

Waspishness, (wosp'ish-nes) n. State or quality of

being waspish ; irritability ; irascibility ; snappish-

nets.

Wassail, (was'sfd) n. [A.-S. wes-hdl. be in health.]

An ancient expression of good wishes on a festive

occasion, especially in drinking to one; — a festive

season ; roystering festivity; — a liquor composed of

wine or ale, sugar, nutmeg, and roasted apples ;—a

song or glee sung at a festive gathering.

Wassail, (was'sal) v.i. To hold a festive occasion, at

which there was much drinking of healths ; to

carouse. (convivial ; festive.

Wassail, (was'sal) a. Pertaining to or used for wassail;

Wassailer, (waa'&al-er) n. One who drinks wassail , a

reveller.

Wast, (wost) imp. of the substantive verb to 6«, in

the second person singular, indicative.

Waste, (wost) v. t. [A.-S. wittan, Ger. written, L.

vastare.] To bring to ruin ; to devastate ; to de

stroy;—to wear away by degrees; to impair gradually;

—to spread unnecessarily or carelessly ; to employ

prodigally ; to lavish ;— to spend ; to consume ;—in

law, to damage, impair, or injure, as an estate,

voluntarily, or by suffering the buildings, fences,

Ac, to go to decay ;—v. i. To be diminished ; to be

consumed by any cause ; to dwindle ;—imp, & pp.

wasted ; ppr, wasting.

Waste, (wast) a. Desolate; devastated; stripped;

bare; hence, dreary; dismal ;—lying unused; of no

worth ; valueless ;—lost for want of occupiers ;—un

productive ; wild ; uncultivated.

Waste, (wast) n. Act of wasting, desolating, laviah-

i ing, expending and the like ;—that which is wasted

or desolate ; uncultivated, or wild country ; unoccu

pied or unemployed space ; desert ;—that which is

of no value; worthless remnant; refuse; — spoil,

destruction, or injury done to houses, woods, fenceB,

lands, Ac, by a tenant;—prodigality ; dissipation.

Waste-basket, (wast'bas-ket) n. A small, light basket

used in offices, libraries, and the like, for holding

waste papers, and other refuse.

Waste-book, (wast'book) n. A book in which rough

entries of transactions are made, previous to their

being carried into the journal.

Wasteful, (wast'fodl) a. Full of waste;—expending

property, or that which is valuable, without necessity

or use;—profuse; prodigal; extravagant.

Wastefully, (wastfool-le) adv. In a wasteful man

ner; lavishly.

Wastefulness, ( wBst'fool-nes ) n. The quality of

being wasteful : lavishness ; prodigality.

Waateness, (wast'nes) n. The state of being waste ;

a desolate state ; solitude.

Waste-pipe, (wast'pip) n. A pipe for conveying off

waste water and the like.

Waster, (wasfer) u. One who squanders property ;

one who consumes extravagantly or without use;— a
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kind of cudgel ;—a thief in a candle or excrescence on

the wick which causes the candle to gutter.

Watch, (woch) n. [A.-8. vaeee, Go. vahtvd, Icel

rakt] Act of watching ; forbearance of sleep ; close

observation ; guard ; preservative or preventive

vigilance;—one who watches or those who watch : a

sentry ; a guard ;—post or office of a watchman ; also,

the place where he is posted ;—the period of the

night in which one person, or one set of persons,

stands as sentinels ; hence, a division of the night ;—

a small timepiece or chronometer to be carried in the

pocket;—in Mint, an allotted portion of time, usu

ally four hours, for watching or being on duty ;—

that part of the officers and crew of a vessel who to

gether attend to working her for an allotted time.

Watch, (woch) v. i. To be awake ; to be or con

tinue without sleep ;—to be attentive or vigilant ; to

be on the look-out ; to keep guard;—to be expectant ;

to wait ; to seek opportunity ;—to attend during the

night, as a nurse, &&;—v.t To give heed to; to

keep in view ; — to tend ; to guard ; to have in

keeping ;—to observe from a secret place or ambush ;

to lie in wait for ;—to observe in order to detect or

prevent :—imp. & pp. watched ; ppr. watching.

Watch-box, (woch'bnks) a. A sentry-box.

Watch-case, (woch'k&s) n. The cose or outside cover*

ing of a watch.

Watch-dog, (woch'dog) n. A dog kept to guard

premises or property, and to give notice of the

approach of intruders.

Watcher, (woch'er) *, One who watches; especially,

one who attends upon the sick during the night ;—a

diligent observer.

Watchful, (woch'fodl) a. Vigilant; attentive; cautious;

careful to observe or guard, with of before the thing

observed and againtt before the thing to be avoided

or prevented.

Watchfully, (woch fool -le) adv. In a watchful man-

ner ; vigilantly ; attentively ; cautiously ; needfully.

Watchfulness, (woch'fool-nes) n. State or quality of

being watchful ; careful and diligent observation for

the purpose of preventing or escaping danger, or of

avoiding mistakes and misconduct;—vigilance; wake

fulness : circumspection; cautiousness.

Watch-glass, (woch'glas) n. In ships, a half-hour

sand-glass to measure the time or divisions of a watch ;

—a concavo-convex glass for covering the face or dial-

plate of a pocket watch.

Watch-house, (woch'houa) n, A house in which a

watch or guard is placed ;—a place where persons

under temporary arrest by the police of a city are

kept ; a lock-up.

Watch-light, (wochlit) «. A light used for watching

or sitting up in the night; a candle having a rush

wick.

Watchmaker, (woch'mak-er) n. One whose occupa

tion is to make and repair watches.

Watchman, (woch'man) n. One set to watch ; a

sentinel ;—one who guards the streets of a city or

building by night.

Watch-tower, (woch'tow-er) n. A tower on which a

sentinel is placed to watch for enemies or the approach

of danger.

Watchword, (woch'wurd) n. The word given to sen

tinels and to such as have occasion to visit the

guards, used as a signal by which a friend is known

from an enemy : a countersign : pass-word.

Watch-work, (wochwork) n. The different internal

parts of a watch.

Water.(waw'ter) n. [A.-S. v&ter, Ger. waster, Q. hudor. ]

The fluid which descends from the clouds in rain, and

which forms rivers, lakes, seas, etc. ;—a body of water,

standing or flowing ;—-especially, the sea ; ocean ;—one

of various liquid secretions, humours. Ac.—so named

from their resemblance to witter ; urine ;—the colour

<->»" lustre of a diamond.

Water, (wawter) v. t. To wet or overflow with

—to irrigate;—to supply with water for drink;—to wet

and calender, as cloth, so as to impart to it a huTrvfe

api»earance in wavy lines ;—z>. i. To shed water at

liquid matter ;—to get or take in water :—imp. & pp.

watered ; ppr. watering.

Water-bearer, (waw'ter-bar-er) «. A sign of the iodise,

and the constellation from which it is named ,

Aquarius.

Water-borne, (waVter-born) o. Borne on the wafer ;

floated ;—conveyed by water.

Water-butt, (waw'ter-but) ». A large cask set sp ca

end to contain water.

Water-carriage, (waw'ter-kar-aj) n. Conveyance by

water ;—the means of conveying bj water.

Water-cart, (waw'ter-kart) n. A cart bearing wattr,

(specially, one by means of which water is sprinkieil,

as in the streets, Ac

Water-caak, (waw'ter-kaak) a. In skips, a large strongly

hooped barrel or cask for holding water.

Water-clock, (waw'ter-klok) a. An hourglass; for mea

suring time by the dropping of water instead of sand ;

a clepsydra.

Water-closet, (waVter-kloz-et) n. A privy: etperietf*,

a privy furnished with a contrivance for introducia;

a stream of water to cleanse it.

Water-colour, (waw ' ter-kul-er) n. A colour ground

with water and gum or size ; a colour the vehicle of

which is water.

Water-colour painting, (waw/ter-kul>r-p&nt-ing)s. Act

or process of painting or drawing in water colours in

stead of oil

Water-course, (waw'ter-kors) n. A stream of water ;—

a channel or canal for the conveyance of water, espe

cially in draining lands.

Water-crane, ( waw ' ter-kran ) n. An apparatus for

supplying water from an elevated tank, as to the teadx?

of a locomotive.

Water-cure, (waw'ter-kur) n. The mode or system of

treating diseases with water ; hydropathy :—also, a&

establishment where such treatment is employed.

Water-dog, (waw'ter-dog) n. A variety of doty"remark

able for its aquatic habits, which render it valuable to

sportsmen ;—a small floating cloud supposed to indi

cate rain ;—a sailor (colloquial).

Water-drain, <waVt*r-dran)«. A drain or -haniwrl for

water to run off. [eiallv, a tear.

Water-drop, (waw'ter-drop) ». A drop of water ;—ersw-

Watered, (waw'terd) a. Bprinkled with water ; sap-

plied with water;—made lustrous and wavy in apjiear-

ance by being wet and calendered.

Waterer, (waw'ter-er) n. One who waters.

Water-fall, (waw'ter-fawl) u. A fall or perpendicular

descent of the water of a river or stream, or a dr&cest

nearly perpendicular ; a cascade : a cataract ;—a kind

of female head-dress or arrangement of the long hair

at the back of the head.

Water-fowl, (waw'ter-fawl) n. A bird that frequents

the water, or lives about rivers, lakes, or on or Dear

the sea ; an aquatic fowl.

Water-gall, (waw'ter-gawl) n. [Ger. woateryafle.] A

cavity made in the earth by a torrent of water :—a

watery appearance in the sky accompanying the rain

bow.

Water-gauge, (waw'ter-gaj) n. An instrument for

measuring or ascertaining the depth or quantity ef

water.

Water-gilder, (wav/ter-gild-er) n. One who practises

the art of water-gilding.

Water-gilding, (waw ' ter-gild-ing) n. The gilding of

metallic surfaces by covering them with a thin cxwtinf

ofamalgam of gold and mercury, and then volsAOisjag

the mercury by heat.

Water-gruel, (waw'ter-groo-el) n. A liquid food* cost-

posed of water and a small portion of meal, or other

farinaceous substance, boiled .

J
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Water-lily.

Rendered Jog-like,

Wateriness, (waw't$r-e-nes) n. 1 1 uxnidity ; moijstare ;

state of abounding in water.

Watering, (waw'ter-ing)n. Act of supplying with water

for drink ;—the place of snch supply ;—act of sprinkling

with water artificially, as plants ;—irrigation, as of

land ;—process of sprinkling with water and calender

ing, as silks and other textile fabrics, to give them a lus

trous wary appearance and reflections or plays of light.

Watering-place, (waw'te.r-ing-plas) n. A place where

water may be obtained, as for a ship, for cattle, &c. ;—

a place to wliich people resort for mineral water, or

for bathing, &c. [watery ;—somewhat watery ; moist.

Waterish, (waw'ter-ish) a. Resembling water ; thin ;

Watenshnesa. (waw't?r-ish-nes) «. State or quality

of being waterish ; wateriness.

Water-level, ( waw ' ter-lev-el ) n. The level formed

by the surface of still water ;—a levelling instrument

in which water is employed for determining the

horizontal liue.

Water-lily, (waVter-lil-e) n. An aquatic plant, dis

tinguished for its beautiful and

usually very fragrant flower*,

and large, floating leaves.

Water-line, (waw ' ter- lin) n, A

horizontal line supposed to bo

drawn about a ships bottom st

the surface of the water;classifie<l

as light when the vessel is empty,

and load when it has a full cargo

on board.

Water-logged, (waw'ter-logd) o.

heavy, or clumsy in movement, in consequence of

being filled with water, as a ship.

Waterman, (waw'ter-man) >t. A man who manages

water-craft ; a boatman ; a ferryman ;—an attendant

on cab stands, &c, who supplies water to the horses,

and touts for fares.

Water-mark, (waw'ter-mark) n. A mark indicating the

height to which water has risen, or at which it has

stood; — a letter, device, &c, wrought into paper

during the process of manufacture.

Water-melon, (waw'ter-niel-un) n. A plant (Cucitr-

bita Citritltm) and its pulpy fruit, which abounds

with a sweetish liquor highly prized for its cooling

qualities. [chinery is moved by water.

water-mill, (waw'ter-ruil) n. A mill whose ma-

Water-ousel, ( waw'ter-66-zl) n. An aquatic bird;

the dipper.

Water-pot, (waw'tcr-pot) n. A

Tessel for holding, conveying, im

sprinkling water, Ac.

Water-power, (waw'ter-pow-er) n .

The power of water employed ti >

move machinery, &c;—a fall of ...

water which may be used to ^jp

drive machinery.

Water-privilege! (waw'ter-priv-e- Water-ousel-

lej) n. The right to use water for mills or to drive

machinery. [as not to admit water.

Water-proof, (waiter-proof) a. So firm and compact

Water-proof, (waw'te,r-proof) n. A substance or prepara

tion for rendering any thing, as cloth, leather, &c., im

pervious to water [Amer.] ;—a coat or other garment

made water-tight. [cloth, Ac, is made water-proof.

Water-proofing, (waw'ter-prodf-ing) n. Process by which

Water-rail, (waw'ter-ral) n. A wadiug bird of the

genua Rallu*.

Water-rate, (waw't?r-rat) n. A

municipal rate or tax fur Um

supply of water.

Water-rot, (waw'ter-rot) v. t. To

rot by steeping in water :—Imp,

A pp. water-rotted; ppr. water-

rotting.

Water-shed, (wawter-ehed) n. A

range of high land between two W'aUi-iaiL

 

 

 

river-basins, and discharging its Waters Into them

from opposite directions.

Water-soak, (waVter-sok) v. t. To soak in water ; U

lill the interstices of with water.

Water-spout, (waw' ter-spout) n. A meteorological

phenomenon, of the nature of a

tornado or whirlwind, usually ob* |

served over the sea, and sometimes ,

over the land — it consists of a

dense cloud, generally of a conical

Bbape, hanging downward from the

clouds toward the earth, and when

uniting with a similar portion '

from below, they together form !

an unbroken column from the

earth to the cloud—it often dis

charges water in vast quantities, Water-spooL

whence the name.

Water-tight, (waw'ter-tit) a. So tight as to retain or

not to admit water, or to suffer it to escape ; not

leaky.

Water-wheel, (waw'tcr-hwfll) n. Any wheal for pro

pelling machinery or other purposes, that is made to

rotate by the direct action of water—called an otvr-

ihot-icheet when the water is applied at the top, an

under$kot-teheil when at the bottom, a breast-tchfet

when at an intermediate point, and a turbint-vkrtl

when its axis is vertical, and the water acts upon

different sides of the wheel at the same time.

Water-work, (waw'tcr-wurk) n. Any hydraulic ma

chine for raising, retaining, conducting, or distribut

ing water, or for obtaining and utilizing motive

power from the flow or fall of water ; — also, the

engines, pumps, aqueducts, pipes, Ac., by which water

is supplied and distributed for manufacturing or

domestic purposes .—an artificial spout or play of

water from a fountain, Ac.

Water-worn, (waw't$r-worn) a. Rounded or smoothed

on the surface by the action of running water, at

pebbles, &c.

Watery, (waw'ter-e) a. Resembling water; thin o*

transparent, as a liquid ;—hence, abounding in thin,

tasteless, or insipid fluid;—abounding with water;

wet ;—pertaining to water ;—aqueous ; humid ; wet.

Wattle, (wot!) n. [A.-S. vattl, a twig, allied to

witfie, L- viti*, a shoot] A twig or flexible rod;

hence, a hurdle made of such rods ;—a rod laid on

a roof to support the thatch ;—the fleshy excrescence

that grows under the throat of a cock or turkey, or a

like substance on a fish.

Wattle, (wot!) v. t. To bind with twigs;—to twist or

interweave, as twigs, one with another ; to plat ;—to

form of platted twigs '.—imp. & pp. wattled ; ppr.

wattling.

Wattling, (wotling) n. The act or process of binding

or platting with twigs ;—also, the platting itself.

Waught, (wawt) n. [A.-S. vxaht.] A large draught

of liquor :—also toaucht. [Scot.]

Waul, (wawl) v. i. [Allied to in.'. it.] To cry as a cat ;

to squalL

Wave, (wav) n. [A.-S. vxa, wceg, Oer. wope, Sw. wag,]

An advancing ridge or swell on the surface of a

liquid ; a moving swell or volume of water : a billow j

—hence, the sea ;—an undulation : a vibration pro

pagated from particle to particle through a body or

elastic medium, as in the transmission of sound ;—

inequality of surface .—the undulating Hue or streak

of lustre on cloth watered and calendered ;—a waving

or undulating motion.

Wave, (wav) v. i. To move like a wave one way and

the other ; to undulate ;—to be moved, as a signal ;—

to fluctuate ; to waver ;—v. t. To raise into inequa

lities of surface; — to waft; to remove any thing

floating ; — to move one way and the other ; to

brandish ;—to signal by a waving motion ; to beckon:

—imp. & pp. waved ; ppr. waving.
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Wavaleaa, (wav'Ies) a. Free from waves; undisturbed;

unagitated.

Wavelet, (waVIet) a. A little wave ; a ripple.

Wave-offering, (wftvaf-er-ing) n. An offering in the

Jewish services by waving the object toward the four

cardinal points.

Waver, (w*'ver) v. i. {D. wtifelen, to totter, hesitate,

A.-S. wn/an.) To play or move to and fro ;

fluctuate ; to be unsettled in opinion ; to be undeter

mined ;—to be in danger of falling ; to totter; to reel

—imp. & pp. wavered ; ppr. wavering.

Waverer, (* .Vve r-rr) n. One who wavers.

Waveringly, (wi'ver-ing-le) adv. In a wavering,

fluctuating, doubtful manner.

Wavy, (wa ve) a. Kiting or swelling in waves;—play

ing to and fro ; undulating.

method ; mode ; fashion ;—regular course ; habitual

method of life or action;—determined course; resolved

mode o( action or conduct ;—in lav, the right of pass*

ing through or over the land of another ; the specs

over which such right is exercisable ;—in nart^rtie*,

motion of a ship through the water;— y I The umben

on which a ship is launched,

to j Way-bill, (wl/bil) n. A list of passengers in a public

vehicle, or of the baggage or goods transported by it

Wayfarer, (wa'far-er) «. A traveller ; a pas&enger.

Wayfaring, (wa'far-ing) a. Travelling; passing; bemx

on a journey.

Waylay, (wall) v.t. [From tray and lay.] To lie is

wait for ; to watch insidiously in the way of, with a

view to seize, rob, or slay:—imp. & pp. waylaid ; ppr.

.ylaying. [wait.

Wax, (waks) n. [A.-S. wax, Icel. vox, Ger. vaeh*.) Waylayer, (wala-er) a. One who waylays or 1

A fatty, viscid, tenacious substance, produced by | Way-mark, (wa'mark) n. A mark to guide in travel-

bees;—hence, any substance resembling wax in con- \ ling. [p*tb-

sistency or appearance s—a thick, tenacious substance i Way-aide, (w&'sfd) n. The edge or border of a road er

secreted in the ear ;—a wax-like composition used fur

uniting surfaces, or for excluding air, and like pur

poses ;—a com position used by shoemakers for rubbing

their thread.

Wax, (waks) r. t. To smear or rub with wax ; to treat

with wax;—v.i. [A. 8. Imuran, Icel. vaxa, Ger.

wacfwcn.] To increase in siae; to grow; to become

larger or fuller ;—to pass from one state to another ;

to become :—imp. waxed ; pp. waxed or waxen ; ppr

waxing.

Wax-candle, (wakVkan-dl) n. A candle made of wax.

Wax-chandler, (waks'chand-ler) n. A maker of wax

candles.

Wax cloth, (waks'kloth) ft. Cloth covered with a

coating of wax in omameutAl figures, and used to

cover tables, floors, Ac.

Waxen, (waks'n) u. Made of wax:—resembling wax ;

hence, soft ; yielding :—covered with wax.

Wanness, (waks'e-nes) *>. The state or quality of

being waxy.

Waxlight, (waksllt) n. A taper made of wax ;—a wax

candle ;—a match made of wax ; a vesta.

Wax-modelling, (wakt-mod'el-iug) n. Art or profes

sion of forming busts, figures, dec., in wax ; cero

plastic art.

Wax-painting, (waks pilnt-ing) n, A mode of paint-

ing among the ancients upon wax liquefied by heat,

giving great brilliancy and permanency to the colours;

encaustic painting.

Wax-paper, (waks'pu>per) n. Paper prepared with a

coating of white wax, turpentine, and spermaceti.

Wax-wing, (waks'wiug) a. A dentirostral bird of the

genua Bambyt%lla, about six or

eight inches long—there are sev

eral beautiful species.

Wax-work, (waks'wurk) n. Work

made of wax ; especially, a figure

or figures formed of wax in imita

tion of real beings; also, imitations

in wax of flowers, fruits, Ac. ;—

also, anatomical figures imitated

in wax ; — a public exhibition or

show of wax models or figures of Wax-wing,

historical personages, living celebrities, notorious

criminals, Ac.

Waxy, (waks'e) a. Resembling wax in appearance or

consistency: viscid; adhesive; soft;—hence, yielding;

pliable ;—moist ; not mealy, as a potato.

Way, (wa) n. [A.-H. wrgt Ger. A D. weg, F. rait, L.

via. ] A passing ; a passage ;—place or means of pass

ing ; road ; street ; lane ; thoroughfare ; highway,

Ac.:—advance; progress;—room for passage; scope;—

range ; sphere of observation ; — length of space ;

distance ; interval ;—coarse or direction of motion or

progress ;—means by which any thing is reached or

any thing is accomplished ; scheme; device;—manner;

 

Wayward, (wa'ward) a. [A. -8. wtnedrtiiiee, wantonly,

from tetd, woe, evil, ardt station, practice, and iicr,

like. J Liking one's own way ; full of humour* ; fhv

ward ; perverse ; wilful. (perversely.

Waywardly, (wa'wkrd-le) adv. In a wayward manner:

Waywardness, (w& ward-nee) a. The quality of beinx,

wayward.

We, (we) proa., pi. of /. f A.-S. kv.] I and others : a

number in whom I am included—w* is used by anthers,

editors, and the like, to avoid the appearance of egotism

in the too frequent repetition of the pronoun I .- afco

by royalty.

Weak, (wek) a. [A.-S. vde, from trfran, to yield, to

totter, Icel. in' At.] Wanting physical atresias :

feeble : infirm ; sickly ;—not able to sustain a great

weight ;—easily broken or separated into pieces ;—not

stiff ; pliant; frail; soft;—easily subdued or overcome.

—lacking force of utterance or sound ; low : small r—

of leas than the usual strength or spirit ;—lackinc

ability for an appropriate function or office ;—feeble

of mind ; spiritless ;—unwise ; injudicious : hence,

foolish ;—not having full confidence or conviction :—

not able to withstand temptation, urgency, persuasion,

or the like ;—not having power to convince ; not sap-

ported by force of reason or truth :—wanting in point

or vigour of expression ;—not prevalent or effective,

or not felt to be prevalent :—not wielding or having

authority or energy; deficient in the resources that an

essential to a ruler or nation.

Weaken, (wck'n) v. t. To make weak ; to leaven the

strength of ; to debilitate; to enfeeble ; to enervate;—

to reduce in strength or spirit :—imp. & pp. weak

ened ; ppr. weakening,

Weakener.fwekn-er) n. He who or that which weakeoa

Weak-hearted, (wekliart-ed) a. Having little courage;

dispirited.

Weakling, (wekTing) n. A weak or feeble creature.

Weakly, (wck'le) adr. In a weak manner ; feebly ■

with bttle strength; faintly; timorously; indiscreetly.

Weakly, (wekle) a. Not strong of constitution j infirm.

Weakness, (wek'ues) n. State or quality of twins;

> weak ; want of physical strength ;—want of eprightb-

ness or force;—want of steadiness or resolution;— want

of moral force or effect upon the mind;—want ofjudg

ment ; weak trait or characteristic ;—defect ; Tailing ;

fault.

Weak-aide, (wek'sid) n. That part of one's character

or natural disposition by which he is most easily in

fluenced, deceived, or cajoled ; particular vanity er

conceit ; individual whim or hobby ;—that part which

most readily yields to temptation ; moral infirmity >—

frailty ; foible. (eight.

Weak-sighted, (wek'sit-ed) a. Having deficient or wreak

Weal, (wel) n, [A. -3. waL ] The mark of a stripe ; a

wale.

Weal, (wCl) a. [JL-tS. utia, Gar. vohl, Dan. z*. ] A
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sound, healthy, or prosperous state of a person or

thing ; prosperity ; happiness ; public interest ; com

mon good.

"Weald, (weld) n. [A.-S.] A wood ; a forest ;—a woody

place or waste—also mid ; wait; wold, and used in

composition of names of places ;—a valley or tract of

country lying between the North and South Downs of

Kent and Sussex in England.

"Wealden, (weld'en) a. Pertaining to a formation of

rocks lying beneath the greensand and above the oolite

in the weald* of Kent and Sussex.

"Wealth, (welth) n. [Eng. vxat, A.-S. welega, tcetga,

rich, riches.] Large possessions of money, goods, or

land ;—riches ; affluence ; opulence ; abundance.

Wealthily, (welth'e-le) adv. In a wealthy manner;

richly.

Wealthiness, (welth'e-nes) n. State of being wealthy

or rich.

Wealthy, (welth'e) a. Having great wealth or large

possessions in lands, goods, money, or securities, or

larger than the generality of men ; opulent ; affluent ;

rich.

Wean, (wen) v. t. [A.-S. tcenian, to accustom, dvennav,

dwenian, to wean.] To accustom and reconcile to a

want or deprivation of the breast ;—hence, to detach

or alienate, as the affections, from any object of de

sire :—imp. & pp. weaned; ppr. weaning.

Weaning-, (wSn'ing) n. Act of depriving a child of its

mothers milk, and accustoming it to other food ;—

alienation and transference, as of the affections or de

sires from any thing or person to another.

Weanling, (wenling) v. A child or animal newly

weaned.

Weapon, (wep'un) n. [A.-S. icoipen, IceL vdpn, Go.

vepna, pi.] An instrument of offensive or defensive

combat ; something to fight with ;—hence, that with

which one contends against another.

Wcaponed, (wep'und) a. Furnished with wenpons or

arms ; armed ; equipped.

Weaponless, (wep'un-les) a. Having no weapon ; un

armed, [tively.

Weaponry, (wep'un-re) n. Weapons taken collec-

Wear, (war) v.t. [A.-S. wrn'an, to carry, to wear, as

arms or clothes, W. ywariaw, to spend.] To carry or

bear upon the person, as an article of clothing, decora

tion, warfare, or the like ; to have on ;—to have or

exhibit an appearance of ;—to consume by nse; to use

up ;—to impair, waste, or diminish by continual attri

tion, scraping, percussion, and the like ;—to cause or

occasion by friction or wasting ;—to affect by degrees ;

—to put on another tack, as a ship, by turning her

round, with the. stern toward the wind : to veer ;— to

wear out, to waste by degrees; to consume;—to harass;

to tire ; to exhaust ;—to wear until it is threadbare,

as a garment ;—v. i. To endure or suffer use ; to bear

the consequences of use, as waste, consumption, or

attrition ; — to suffer injury by use or time ;—to be

consumed by slow degrees :—imp. wore ; pp. worn ;

vpr. wearing.

Wear, (war) n. Act of wearing or state of betnj? worn ;

consumption by use ;—the thing worn ; style of dress;

the fashion.

Wear, (wer, war) n. [A.-S. tear, an inclosure, a fish

pond, from tcerian, to defend, protect.] A dam in a

river to stop and raise the water, for conducting it to

a mill, for taking fish, Ac.;— a fence of stakes or twigs

set in a stream for catching fish :—also written weir.

Wearable, (waYa-bl) a. Capable of being worn ; snit-

1 able to be worn.

Wearer, (wfir'er) n. One who wears or carries as an

appendant to the body;—that which wastes or dimin

ishes [incessant.

Weariless, (we're-les) a. Incapable of being wearied ;—

Wearily, (we're-le) adv. In a weary manner.

Weariness, (we re-nes) n. State of being weary or tired;

lassitude ; exhaustion of strength ; fatigue.

 

Wearing, (waring) n. Act of turning, as a ship,

round to the other tack ; veering.

Wearing, (waring) «. Noting what is worn ;—good,

useful, or lasting ;—designed for wearing, as apparel.

Wearisome, (wo 're-sum) a. Causing weariness; —

troublesome ; tedious ;—exhausting ; fatiguing;—tire

some ; annoying. fto weary or tire.

Wearisomely, (we'ro-eum-le) adv. Tediously; so as

Weaxisomenesi, (wo're-sum-nes) n. The quality of

exhausting patience ; tiresomeness ; tediousness.

Weary, (we're) a. [A.-S. virig, O. Sax. vmorig.)

Having the strength exhausted by toil or exertion :

—tired ; fatigued ; — impatient of further effort or

labour ; desirous to discontinue ;—impatient of what

is irksome or monotonous ; sick of ;—causing weari

ness ; tiresome.

Weaxy, (we're) v. I. To tire ; to fatigue;—to reduce or

exhaust the physical strength or endurance of ;—to

make impatient by continuance ;—to harass by any

thing irksome ;—v. i. To become tired or weary ; to

become impatient of continuance : — imp. & pp.

wearied ; ppr. wearying.

Weaaand, (we'zand) n. [A.-S. amend* wasend.] The

windpipe ; the canal through which air passes to

and from the lungs ; the throttle.

Weasel, (we'zl) n. [A.-S. vale, Ger. vriesel, D. vxael)

A small carnivorous quadru- —

ped of the genus Mu$Ula, t~

about 6 inches in length,

with a tail about 2 inches

long. It is remarkable for ,

its slender form and agile

movements.

Weather, (wero'er) n. [A.-S.

weder, Icel. vedr, Ger. wetter.)

The air or atmosphere with respect to its Btate as

regards heat or cold, wetness or dryness, calm or

storm, clearness or cloudiness, &c. ; meteorological

condition of the atmosphere.

Weather, (weTH'er) v.t. To expose to the air; to

air; to season by exposure to air:—to sail to the

windward of ; to pass between the wind and ;—

hence, to sustain the trying effect of ; to endure ; to

resist :—imp. & pp. weathered ; ppr. weathering.

Weather-beaten, (wcTH'er-bet-n) a. Beaten or har

assed by the weather ; worn by exposure to the

weather.

Weather-board, (weTH'er-bord) «. That side of a ship

which is toward the wiud;—the windward side;—in

architecture, a board extending from the ridgo to

the eaves, and forming a close junction between the

shingling of a roof and the side of the building be

neath, [weather.

Weather-bound, (weTn'er-bound) a. Delayed by bad

Weather-cock, (weTH'er-kok) n. A vane or weather-

vane ;—a thin piece or plate of wood or metal, often

in the form of a section of the body of a cock, and

placed on the top of a spire, &c, to show by its

turning the direction in which the wind blows ;—

hence, any thing or person that turns easily and

frequently ; a fickle, inconstant person.

Weathered, (weTH'$rd) a. Made sloping, so as to

throw off water ; — in geology, having the surface

altered in colour, texture, or composition, or the

edges rounded off by exposure to tho elements.

Weather-gage, (weTH'er-gaj) n. Position of a ship

to the windward of another ; hence, a position of

advantage or superiority.

Weather-glass, (weTH'er-glas) it. An instrument to

indicate the state of the atmosphere, changes of at

mospheric pressure, and hence, changes of weather.

Weather-proof, (weTH'er-proof) a. Proof against rough

weather. [windward of a ship.

Weather-shore, (weTH'ershor) n. The shore to the

Weather-wise, (weTH'er-wiz) a. Skilful in foreseeing

the changes or state of tho weather.
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WhwIM

wizened—used

Weave, (wev) *. f. [A.-B. we/an, Icel. vtfa, Go. vciban.]

To unite, as threads of any kind, in such a manner

as to form a texture ;—to form, as cloth, by interlac

ing threads ; to intertwine, as twigs or other flexible

material ; to form into a fabric : to compose;—hence,

to unite intimately or by close connection or inter

mixture ; to form by insertion ; to work into ;—v. i.

To practise wearing : to work with a loom ;—to be

come woven or interwoven:—imp. wots; jtp. woTen,

wove ; ppr. weaving.

Weaver, (weVer) n. One who weaves.

Weaver-bird, (wev'er-bjrd) n. A passerine bird of

the family of finches, species Plo-

eeina, found in both hemispheres,

and remarkable for their skill in

interweaving small twigs, blades of

grass, tic., to form their nests.

Weaving, (weVing) a. The act or

art of forming cloth in I loom by

the union or intertexture of

threads ; the work to bo done in

making textile fabrics.

Weazen, (wB'xn)a. [A.-S. inmian,

to wither.] Thin; lean;—withered

chiefly in the compound weazen-faced.

Web, (web) ». [A. -8. webb, wasb, Ger. gewtb, 8w.

vaf,) That which is woven; texture; textile fabric;—

a piece of cloth ;—a kind of dusky film that forms over

the eye ; suffusion ; — in ornithology, the membrane

which unites the toes of some aquatic birds ;—the

texture of very fine thread spun by a spider ; a

cobweb.

Web, (web) v.t. To unite or surround with a web,

or as if with a web ; to envelope ; to entangle :—

imp. ft pp. webbed; ppr. webbing.

Webbed, (webd) «. [From web,] Having the toes

united by a membrane or web.

Webbing, (web'ing) n. A strong and narrow fabric

of hemp, used for suspenders, straps, &c, and for

supportinc the seats of stuffed chairs, sofas, ftc.

Web-footea, (web'foot-ed) a. Having webbed feet;

palmiped, [tcobitcr. [Scot]

Webster, (web'ster) n. A weaver: — also vabtter;

Wed, (wed) v. t. [A.-S. weddian, to covenant, promise.]

To take for husband or for wife : to marry;—to join

in marriage ; to give in wedlock ;—to unite closely

in affection ; to connect indissolubly or strongly ;—

v. t. To contract matrimony ; to marry :—imp. ft

/-/'. wedded ; ppr. wedding.

Wedded, (wed'ed) a, Pertaining to wedlock or mar

riage; matrimonial. [festivities; marriage; nuptials.

Wedding, (wed'ing) n. Nuptial ceremony ; nuptial

Wedding-day, (wed'ing-dii) ft. The day of marriage.

Wedding-feast, (wed ' ing-fest) n. An entertainment

provided for the guests at a wedding.

Wedge, (wej) n. [A.-S. were/, Icel. veggr, D. wig.} A

piece of wood, metal, or other hard ma

terial, thick at one end and sloping to

a thin edge at the other, used in split

ting wood, rocks, ftc—it is one of the

mechanical power* ;—any thing in the

form of a wedge, as a body of troops

drawn up in such a form ;—a mass or

lump of metal.

Wedge, (wej) r. t. To clenvo or separate

with a wedge ; to rive ; — u> force or Wedge,

drive, as a wedge is driven;—to force, as a wedge forces

its way ; — to fix in tho manner of a wedge ; — to

fasten with a wedge or with wedges :—imp. ft pp.

wedged ; ppr. wedging. [like a wedge.

Wedge-shaped, (wej-shapf) a. Cuneiform ; shaped

Wedge-wood-ware, ( wej 'wood - w&r ) n. [From the

inventor.] A kind of semi-vitrified pottery, without

much superficial glaze, made of white clay, but

capable of receiving different colours by means of

mutallio oxides and ochres ; Staffordshire ware.

D. wig.} /

J'
W

Wedlock, (wedlok) it. [A.-S. werfZdc, from verfrf, i

ledge, and lAcy a in ft.] Marriage ; matrimony .

ednesday, (wenz'da) m. [A.-S. H'Odneadaff, from

\V6d* i), loeL OdHinn, the god ot the Scandinavians,

and A.S. dag, day.) The fourth day of the week.

Wee, (we) n. [Ger. trenip-.] Small ; little. [Seotl

Weed, (wfid) n. [A.-S. we6d, tcio-.l.) Any plant that is

useless or troublesome ;—any thing useless.

Weed, (wed) n. [A.-S. wad, Icel. rod, Go. ridan, to

bind.] A garment; clothing; especially, an upper or

outer garment ;—an article of dress worn in token of

grief ; especially, in the plural, mourning garb, as of ■

widow.

Weed, (wed) v. t To free from noxious plants :—to Use

away.ai noxious plants:—to free from any thin* hurt

ful or offensive ; to root out ;—imp. ft pp. weeded;

ppr. weeding.

Weeder, (wetFer) n. One who or that which weeds ;—

■x weeding tool : spud.

Weeding, (wed'ing) n. Act or process of freeing frees

noxious weeds—also used adjectively before the differ

ent tools used in weeding.

Weedy, (wM'e) a. Relating to or consisting of weeds ;

' —abounding with weeds.

Week, (wek) n. [A. -8. wtoee, wice, Icel vika. Go. rite.}

A period of seven days, usually that reckoned from ob*

Sabbath or Sunday to the next.

Week-day, (wck'da) n. Any day of the week except tb?

Sabbath or Sunday.

Weekly, (wek'le) a. Pertaining to a week or to week

days;—happening or done once a week ; hebdomadary.

Weekly, (wekle) u. A publication issued once in seven

days, or appearing once in a week. [period*.

Weekly, (wek'le) adv. Once a week ; by hebdomad*!

Ween, (wen) v.i. [A.-S. Whom, Ger. vaAnra.] To think,

to imagine ; to fancy.

Weep, (wCp) r. t. [A.-S. wfpan. Go. vopjon] To show

grief or distress by shedding tears ; to cry ;—to lax&ect :

to complain;—to flow or run in drops;—to drip; to be

very wet ;—to hang the branches, as if in sorrow ; to

droop ;—v. t. To lament ; to bewail -. to bemoan ;— ■ ■■

shed or pour forth, as tears ; to shed drop by drop, as

tears:—imp. & pp. wept; ppr. weeping.

Weeper, (wer/er) h. One who weeps or sheds tours ;—

a white linen cuff worn on the sleeve of a cuat or gown

as a badge of mourning.

Weeping, (wep'ing) n. Lamentation: shedding oftcan.

Weeping, (wep'ing) a. Lamenting ; shedding tears ;—

drooping ; pendulous, as ash, birch, and other trees.

Weepingly, (wep'ing-le) adv. With team or lamenta

tion.

Weeping-willow, (wGp'ing-wil-o) n. A species ofwilfcst

whose branches grow very long

and slender, and hang down

nearly in a perpendicular direc

tion.

Weevil, (weVil) n. [A.-S. w\ftl,

ler. wibt I. \ A small insect of the

beetle tribe, with a long, beaked

head. Weeping-willow.

Weft, (weft) n. [A.-S. weft, from we/an, to wesrta]

The woof of cloth ; the threads that cross the warj

from selvage to selvage :—a thing woven ; a web.

Weigh, (wft) v.t. [A.-S, wtgan, to bear, Ger. ee^ssx.

Icel vepa, allied to L. rehere.] To bear up ; to raja?

to lift so that it hangs in the air :—to examine by tbi

balance ; to ascertain the weight of j—to be equivilen

to in weight; to counterbalance;—to pay, allot, or tat*

by weight;—to ponder in the mind; to estimate del-

berately and maturely ;—r. i. To have weight ; t* b*

heavy;—hence, to be considered as important:—to bee

heavily ; to press hard :—imp. ft pp. weighed; jft.

weighing.

Weigh, (wa) n. A certain quantity estimated by

weight; an English measure of weight.

Weighable, (wa'a-bl) a. Capable of being weighed.
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Weigher, (w&'er) n. One who weighs ;—an offioerwhose

Inty it is to weigh commodities.

Weighing-machine, (wa'ing-nia-shen) n. Any machine

it apparatus for weighing ; especially, platform scales

irranged for weighing heavy bodies, as waggons with

:heir loads, cattle, and the like.

height, (wat) n, [A.-S. iciht, Ger. gevriekt, D. wigt.]

The quality of being heavy ; that property of bodies

,»y which they tend toward the centre of the earth ;—

1 uantity of heaviness; quantity of matter as estimated

>y the balance ; that wb^ch any tiling weighs ;—hence,

pressure; importance; influence ; consequence ; — a

scale or graduated standard of heaviness ;—a ponder

ous mass ; something heavy ;—a definite mass of iron,

lead, brass, or other metal, to be used for ascertaining

;he weight of other Indies ;—the resistance against

which a machine acta, as opposed to the power which

moves it.

Weight, (wat) v. t. To load with a weight or weights ;

<o Toad down ; to attach weights to : — imp. & pp.

weighted; p;>r. weighting.

Weightily, (wat'e-le) adv. In a weighty manner; pou-

lerousl; ;—with force or impressiveness.

Weightiness, (wftt'e-nes) n. State or quality of being

"■eighty ; ponderousness ; heaviness;—solidity; im-

(ireasiveness ; importance.

Weighty, (wife) a. Having weight ; heavy ; pon-

lerouB;—burdensome; onerous;—serious; important;

momentous ; grave ;—adapted to turn the balance in

[he mind, or to convince.

Weir, (wer) n, [A.-S. war, iter, D. waaren.) A dam

in a river to stop and raise the water, for conducting

t to a mill, for taking fish, and the like ;—a fence of

itakes or twigs set in a stream for taking fish; a wear.

Weird, (werd) n. A spell or charm ;—fate; destiny.

Soot.)

Weird, (werd) a. [A.-S. wyrd, fate, fortune, one of the

Pates. ) Skilled in witchcraft ;—caused by or suggest-

ng magical influence; supernatural; unearthly; wild;

—weird titters, the Fates.

Welcome, (welkurn) a. [A. -S. leilciimo, from vet, well,

ud euman, to come.] Received with gladness ;—pro-

lucing gladness in its reception; grateful; pleasing ;—

Free to have or enjoy gratuitously.

Welcome, (wel'kum) n. Salutation of a new comer;—

cind reception of a guest or now comer.

Welcome, (wel'kum) v. t. To salute with kindness, as a

new comer ; to receive and entertain hospitably and

cheerfully :—imp. At, pp. welcomed ; ppr. welcoming,

Welcomely, (wellcum-le) adv. In a welcome manner;

irith kindness or hospitably ; cheerfully ; gladly.

Weld, (weld) a. [A. -S. wad, waade, Ger. weid. ] A plant

p-owing in England and various European countries ;

wood—used by dyers to give a yellow colour ;—the

ttlour or colouring matter extracted from this plant.

Weld, (weld) v. (. [Ger. & D. wellen.) To press or beat

n to intimate and permanent union, as two pieces of

i on when heated almost to fusion :—imp. A pp.

welded ; ppr. welding. [welding.

Weld, (weld) n. State of being welded : joint made by

Weldable, (weld'a-bl) a. Capable of being welded.

Welder, (weld'er) ». One who welds or unites by

velding.

Welfare, (wel'far) n. [From well and fare, to go, to be

n any state.] Well-doing or well-being in any respect ;

-njoyraent of health and the common blessings of life ;

exemption from sickness, calamity, or evil; pros

perity ; happiness—applied to individuals :—exemp-

ion from evil, war, pestilence, famine, or other cala

mity ; enjoyment of the blessings of peace, good order,

plenty, ic—applied to communities or states.

Welkin, (welkin) n. [A.-S. wolcax, Ger. wolte.] The

rault of heaven ; the sky.

Well; (wel) 7i. [A.-3. well, from weallan, to boll.] An

issue of water from the earth ; a spring ; a fountain ;—

tience, a source;—a cylindrical hole dunk into the earth

to such a depth as to reach a supply of water ;—an in-

closure in the middle of a ship's hold, around the

pumps to preserve them from damage;— ar. apartment

in the hold of a fishing-vessel having holes to let in

fresh water for the preservation of fish.

Well, (wel) v.i. To issue forth, as water from the earth;

to flow; to spring :—imp. & pp. welled ; ppr. welling.

Well, (wel) a. (A.-S. wel, well, Ger. wokt, L. valens.]

Good in condition or circumstances ; desirable, either

in a natural or moral sense ;—being in health ; Bound

in body; not ailing, diseased, or sick ;^being in favour;

favoured.

Well, (wel) adv. [A.-S. wel, Tcel. vel.) In a good or

proper manner ; justly ; rightly ;—sufficiently ; abun

dantly; folly; adequately; thoroughly;—in such man

ner as is desirable ; favourably; advantageously ; con

veniently;—considerably; not a little : far ; skilfully ;

with due art ;—well enough, tolerably ;—well nigh,

nearly ; almost.

Well-a-day, (wel'a-da) inter}. [A.-S. wdtawd.] Alas!

Well-appointed, (wel'ap-point-ed) a. Fully furnished

and equipped. [decorous ; proper.

Well-behaved, (weCbe-hftvd) a. Courteous ; civil ;—

Well-being, (wel'be-ing) n. Welfare ; happiness ; pros

perity, [family.

well-born, fwel'born) a. Born of a noble or respectable

Well-bred, (wel'bred) a. Educated to polished manners;

polite ; cultivated ; refined. [manoe of duties.

Well-doing, (wel'doo-ing) n. A doing well ; perfor-

Well-done, (wel'dun) interj. In a right manner; nobly;

bravely—a word of praise.

Well-done, (wel'dun) a. Cooked thoroughly.

Well-favoured, (wel'fa-vurd) a. Handsome ; well-

formed ; beautiful ; pleasing to the eye.

Well-grounded, (wel'ground-ed) a. Based on good and

valid reasons; solid; cure :—also well-founded.

Well-head, (welTied) n. A source, spring, or fountain.

Well-informed, (wel'in-fonnd) a. Correctly informed ;

possessing stores of knowledge or general information:

—also well-instructed. [or acknowledged.

Well-known,(wel'non ) a . Fully known ; generallyknown

Well-meaning, (wel'men-irjg) a. Having a good inten

tion, [friendly.

Well-meant, (wel'ment) a. Rightly intended ; kind ;

Well-nigh, (wel'ni) adv. Almost ; nearly.

Well-room, (wel'room) n. A room where a well or spring

is situated; especially, one built overa mineral spring.

Well-spoken, (wel'spdk-n) a. Speaking with fitness or

grace, or speaking kindly ;—spoken with propriety.

Well-spring, (wel'spring) n. A fountain ; a spring ; a

source of continual supply.

Well-water, (wel'waw-tfr) n. The water that flows into

a well from subterraneous springs ; water drawn from

a welL

Well-wisher, (wel'wish-er) n. One who wishes another

well ; a person benevolently Inclined.

Welsh, (welsh) a. Belonging or relating to Wales or

its inhabitants;— welsh rabbit, cheese toasted and

served usually on slices of toasted bread ; — welsh

flannel, a very fine kind of flannel.

Welsh, (welsh) n. The language of Wales or of the

Welsh ;—pi. The natives or inhabitants of Wales.

Welt, (welt) n. (W. awaldu, to welt or to hem.] That

which, being folded or brought round, serves to guard,

strengthen, or adorn something, as a small oord covered

with cloth and sewed on a seam or border to strengthen

it ; an edge of cloth folded on itself and sewed down ;

—a narrow strip of leather around a shoe, between the

upper leather and sole.

Welt, (welt) v. t. To furnish with a welt; to sew a welt

on :—imp. A pp. welted ; ppr. welting*

Welter,( wu*ter) v. i. [A.-8. weltan, to roll, to welter,

IceL veltaj] To roll, as the body of an animal ; to

wallow ; to tumble about, especially in any thing foul

or defiling;—to rise and fall, as waves; to tumble over,

as billows :—imp. A pp. weltered ; ppr. weltering.

3 K
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Welter, (welter) n, A state of confusion ; a mesa.

Welting, (wel'tiiig) n. Act of sewing on or strengthen

ing with a welt ;—the wolt put on ;—the materials for

a welt.

Wen, (wen) n. {A.S. venn, D. wen, Ger. wenne.] An

mcyetod indolent tumour, without inflammation or

change of colour of the akin.

Wench, (weush) a. [A.-S. vtncle, a maid, a daughter,

Ger. wenig, smalL] A low, vicious, coarse young

woman ; a drab ; a strumpet ;—a black woman ; a

coloured female servant. [Aiaer.]

Wench, (wensb) v.t. To frequent the company of

wenches or women of ill fame '.—imp. & pp. wenched ;

ppr. wenching.

Wencher, (wenah'cr) «. One who wenches ; a lewd

man. [pany of loose women.

Wenching, (wensh'ing) n. Act of frequenting the com-

Wend, (wend) v. i. [A -8. wendan, to turn, to go.] To

go ; to pass ; to betake one's self ;—v. U To direct : to

betake. [of a wen ; resembling a wen.

Wennish, (wen'ish) a. [From teen.] Having the nature

Went, (went) imp. of wend—now used as the preterit of

go, but in origin having no connection with it.

Were, (wer) imp. ind. pi. & imp. moj. ting. & pi. of be,

[A.-S. ware, IceL vera, to be.] The imperfect tense

plural used in the declension of the verb to be, as was

is for the ttnaular. [dpid. [Soot]

Wersh, (wersh) a. Destitute of salt ; tasteless ; in-

Werst, (w^rst) n. A certain Russian measure of

length ; a rent.

Wert, (we,rt). The second person singular of the sub

junctive imperfect tense of 6*.

Wesleyan, (wt*1e-an) n. A follower of the sect of

Armenian Methodists founded by John and Charles

Wesley, who dissented from the Church of England

about 1740. [Wesleyanism.

Wesleyan, (wesle-an) a. Pertaining to Wesley or to

Wesleyanism, (weslg-an-izm) n. The doctrines or

avsteiu of church polity instituted by John Wesley ,•—

the principles and practice of the Wesleyan Methodists.

West, (west) n. [A. -8. west, IoeL vettr, Ger. west.] The

direction or quarter of the heavens where the sun sets;

the point, direction, or region opposed to east ;—a

country situated in a region toward the sunsetting,

with respect to another.

West, (west) a. Situated toward the west, or in the

direction of the settiug sun ; relating to the west ;—

coining or moving from the west or western region.

West, (west) adv. [A -8. wetU] To the western region ;

at the westward ; more westward.

Westerly, (west er-le) a. Being toward the west ; situ

ated iu the western region ;—moving from the west

ward.

Westerly, (west'er-le) adv. Tending, going, or moving,

toward the west.

Western, (west ern) a. Situated in the west : being in

that quarter where the sun sets ;—moving toward the

west

Westward, (west'ward) adv. Toward the west

Wet, (wet) a. [A. -8. wot, IceL vdtr, vatn, water.] Con

taining water ; full of moisture ;—very damp ; rainy;

—humid ; moist ; watery.

Wet,(wet)«. Water or wetness; moisture or humidity

in considerable degree;—rainy weather; foggy or misty

weather.

Wet, (wet) v. t [A:-a watan, Ioel h Sw. vata.) To

fill or moisten with water or other liquid ;—to dip or

soak in liquor :—imp. & pp. wet; ppr. wetting.

Wet-dock, (wet'dok) n. A dock in which a uniform

level of water is maintained sufficient to keep vessels

afloat at ebb-tide.

Wether, (weTH'er) n. [A-8. wdher.] A castrated ram.

Wetness, (wot'nes) a. State of being wet ; moisture ;

humidity;—a watery or moist state of the atmosphere.

Wet-nurse, (wet'nurs) n. A nurse who suckles a child.

utpuciaUy the child of another woman.

 

Wettish, (wetfish) a. Somewhat wet ; moist ; humid.

Wey, (wa) n. A certain measure of weight—a wry of

wool is «J tods? or 132 lbs. ; a wey of butter or chcee

varies from 2 to 3 cwte. ; a wey of com or salt is ¥i

bushels, Ac.

Whack, (hwak) v. t. [From thwack.} To strike; to pn

a heavy or resounding blow to ;—v.t. To strike sej

thing with a smart blow.

Whack, (hwak) a. A smart, resounding blow.

Whale, (hw.il) n. [A -a. hwal, Sw. i Dan. hwl,

Ger. trall-Jluhtlj.bateena.]

A large aquatic mamma

lian of the genua Oeta-

ceo, of which there are

several species. The Green

land whale, or right whale, '

when fully grown, is from

fifty to seventy feet in Greenland Whale.

length, and from thirty to forty feet in its grtsiec

circumference. The whale furnishes oil, whalebone.

Ac. [sharp at both ends, used by whaJ«3Dec

Whale-boat, (hwalbot) a. A long, narrow beat.

Whalebone, (hwaTbon) it. A firm, elastic subslaj^

resembling bone, taken from the upper jaw of tht

right whale, used as a stiffening in staya, mu,

screens, and for various other purpose*.

Whale-fishery, (hwiil fish-cr-e) n. The fishery or oeen-

pation of taking whales. [fishery.

Whaler, (hwal'er) a A ship employed in the whata-

Whsle-shot. (hwal'shot) n. The spermaceti or matter

from the head of the whale—so called by Dutch asd

English whalers. [taking whales ; whaJe-fiaherT.

Whaling, fhwal'lng) n. Business of fluhfog frr or

Whaling, (hwal'ing) a. Relating to the fc«hiT*g for

or taking of whales. [shoe. (Soot,}

Whang, (hwang) h. A leathern thong for fii=t-:?uu._ &

Whap, (bwop) n. [A. -8. hweop, a whip, Aweopwa, w

whip, scourge.] A blow or quick, smart stroke,

Whapper, (hwop'er) n. Something uncommonly larrje

of the kind ; — especially, a bold lie—also written

whopper.

Wharf, (hwawrf) n. [A.-8. hwarf, from kwearfajL, to

turn.] A perpendicular mound of timber or s*ot«

and earth, raised on the shore of a harbour, river,

canal, or extending into the water, for the con

venience of lading and unlading vessels ; a mole ; a

pier ; a qauy.

Wharf, (hwawrf) v. t. To hold up, as earth or water,

by an embankment of stone or timber ; — to 1st

alongside of a wharf;—to land or lodge in a wharf.

Wharfage, (hwawrfaj) a. The fee paid for the prio

lege of using a wharf;— a wharf or wharves xa

general.

Wharfinger, (hwawrfin-jer) a. [Prom wkarfing] A

man who has the care of a wharf ; or the proprietor

of a wharf.

What, (hwot)proa. [A.-S. kw&t, IceL Ararf, L. ewui]

An ititerrogative pronoun, used in asking question*

as to things or inanimate objects, correspondui.'

thus to who, which is used for persons ; — used as an

exclamatory word, meaning how rtmartabU or £■**

great ; — sometimes prefixed to adjectivta in aa

adverbial sense, as nearly equivalent to how .*—a aoar-

pound relative equivalent to that which- adjectneo

to the. . . which ; the sort or kind rtthe . . . states .*

and rarely to the ... on or at which ; used also in s

corresponding adverbial sense ;—whatever ; whao»-

ever — used indefinitely ; — in part ; partly — wiii

re]>ctition, and followed by with.

Whatever, (hwot-ev'er) pron. Any tiling soever

which ; being this or that; all that ; the whole parti

culars included in that.

What-not, (hwot'not) n. A kind of stand or piece

of household furniture, having shelves for books,

ornaments, &c

Whatsoever, (hwot-sd-ev'er) a. Whatever.
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Wheal, (hw61) n. [A.-S- hwele.] A pnstulo ; a

tumour.

"Wheat, (hwet)n. [A.-S. hvxtte, Ger. weitzm, D. writ.]

A plant of tin* genus Triticum., and the seed of the

plant, which furnishes a white flour for bread.

Wheat-ear, (hw£t'er) n. An ear of wheat ;—a small

bird common in Europe,

and found in Greenland—

called also fallow-chat or

fallow-finch.

"W h e a t e n , (hwet ' n ) «.

[A.-S. hwceten.] Made of

wheat

"Wheat-fly, (hwet'fli) n. One

of several insects injurious ,'

to wheat. *~Mt^-

Wheat-moth, (hwet' moth) n.

An insect whose grubs de- Wheat-ear.

your wheat ; grain-moth.

Wheedle, (hwe'dl) v. t. [A.-S. leadlian, to be poor,

to beg.] To entice by soft words ;—to gain or get

away by flattery.—v.i. To flatter; to coax:—imp. &

pp. wheedled ; ppr. wheedling.

Wheel, (hwEl) n. [A.-8. hteeOl, Icel. hiol, wheel, allied

to Go. valcjan, to roll.] A circular frame turning on

an axis ; a rotating disk—sometimes formed of one

piece, but usually consisting of a nave or hub of

wood or iron, from which radiate bars or spokes of

wood to support a circular rim or felly ;— wheel and

axle, one of the mechanical powere ; — hence, any

circular body or instrument having a similar form ;—

an instrument for punishing criminals, formerly but

now no longer used;—a circular frame having handles

on the rim, used in steering a ship ; — a round,

wooden disk revolving horizontally at the top of a

vertical shaft or spindle, on which the clay is shaped;

—a turn or revolution; rotation; compass ;—a kind of

round game in cards.

Wheel, (hwOl)tf. t. To convey on wheels;—to put into a

rotatory motion ; to cause to turn or revolve;—r. i.

To turn on an axis or as on an axis ; to revolve ; to

rotate ;—to go round in a circuit ;—-to roll forward ;—

to move or turn round :—imp. &. pp. wheeled ; ppr.

wheeling.

Wheel-barometer, (hwel'bar-om-et-er) n. A barometer

having its scale on a circular dial, the index of which

is moved by a thread passing over a pulley on its

axis.

"Wheel-barrow, (hwCd'har-o) n. A light frame with a

box for conveying articles, supported by one wheel,

having two handles, and rolled by a single person.

Wheel-carriage, (hwelltar-ij) n. A carriage moved on

wheels.

Wheel-cutting, (hwiH'k ut-ing) n. Operation of cutting

the teeth or cogs in wheels, pinions, &c.

Wheeled, (hwCdd) a. Having wheels—with a qualify

ing adjective, as four, two, Arc.

Wheeler, (hwSl'er) n. One who wheels or turns ;—

one of the hindmost horses in a carriage, or one next

the wheels, as opposed to leader ; shaft-horse— also

vheel-horse.

Wheel-house, (hwellious) n. A small house on deck

which contains the steering-wheel.

Wheeling, (hweTing) n. The act of conveying on

wheels;—the act of turning or moving troops in com

panies or ranks round, half-round, &c. ;—convenience

or suitable condition for driving wheel-carriages.

Wheel-plough, (hwel'plow) n. A swing-plough with a

wheel or pair of wheels attached under the beam to

steady it and keep the share at a uniform level in

making the furrow. {wheel is fixed.

Wheel-raoe, (hweTras) n. The place in which a water-

Wheel-rope, (hweTrop) n. A rope which connects the

steering-wheel and the rudder.

Wheel-window, (hweTwin-do) n. A circular window

with xuulliona radiating from the centre.

Wheel-work, (hwSl'wnrk) n. A combination of

wheels, and their connection in a machine. i

Wheel-wright, (hwel'rit) n. A man who makes wheels

and wheel-carriages.

Wheeze, (hwez) v. i. [A.-S. htecomn, Icel. hva*a, to

hiss, whiz.] To breathe hard and with an audiblo

eound, as persons affected with asthma :—imp. & pp.

wheezed; ppr. wheezing.

Whelk, (hwelk) n. [A.-S. htvylca, varicose vein,

l<ylcut a bend.] A wrinkle; an inequality on the

surface; a protuberance;—a stripe or mark; a streak;

—a mollusc having a one-valved, spiral, and gibbous

tad J, with an oval aperture ending in a short canal

or gutter.

Whelm, (hwelm) i\ t. [A.-S. for~welmant hieelfan, to

overwhelm , to cover. ] To cover with water or

other fluid ;—to cover completely; to immerse deeply;

to overburden : — imp. & pp. whelmed ; ppr.

whelming.

Whelp,(wnelp) n. [A.-S. Incelp, Icel. kvelpr, Ger. mrf/1

The young of the canine species, and also of beasts of

prey: a puppy; a cub;—a child; a youth—contemptu

ously so called.

Whelp, (hwelp) v. i. To bring forth young, as the

female of the canine species and some beasts of prey :—

imp. & pp. whelped ; pair, whelping.

When, (hwen) adv. [A.-S. hwenne, hieanne, Go. /iron.]

At what time—used interrogatively ;—at what time ;

at the time that—used relatively ;—while ; whereas—

used in the manner of a conjunction ;—which time ;

then—ellipticaliy used as a substantive.

Whence, (hwens) adv. [O. Eng. whennes, A.-S. hwana,

kwanon.] From what place ; from what or which

Bource, origin, antecedent, premise, Ac. ; how—used

interrogatively ; — from what or which place, Bource,

&c. ; the place, source, Arc, from which— used rela

tively.

Whencesoever, (hweiw-so-ev'er) relative adv. or conj.

From what place soever ; from what cause or source

soever. [ever time.

Whenever, (hwen-ev'jr) relative adv. or conj. At what-

Whensoever, (hwen-so-ev'er) relative adv. or conj. At

what time soever ; at whatever time ; whenever.

Where, (hwar) adv. [A.S. hwar, Go. & Icel. hvar.] At

what place ; in what situation, position, or circum

stances—used interrogatively;—at which place; at the

place in which—used relatively ;—to what or which

place ; whither—used interrogatively and relatively.

Whereabout, (hwir'a-bout) adv. About where ; near

what or which place—used interrogatively and rela

tively ;—concerning which ; about which--also used

substantively ;—whereabouts.

Whereas, (hwar-az/) conj. Considering that; since-

used to introduce a preamble;—when in fact: the case

being in truth that—implying opposition to something

that precedes, or implying a recognition of facts.

Whereat, (hwar-af) adv. At which—used relatively;—

at what—used interrogatively.

Whereby, (liwar-bi*) adv. By which—used relatively;—

by what—used interrogatively.

Wherefore, (hwaVfdr) adv. [From where and/or.] For

which reason—used relatively;—for what reason; why

—used interrogatively.

Wherein, (hwar-in') adv. In which ; in which thing,

time, respect, book, or the like—used relatively ;—in

what—used interrogatively.

Whereof, (hw3.r-of) adv. Of which—used relatively;—

of what—used indefinitely ;—of what—used interroga

tively.

Whereon, (hwar-on') adv. On which—used relatively;

on what^used interrogatively.

Wheresoever, (hwar-so-ev'er) adv. In what place

soever; in whatever place, or in anyplace indefinitely;

wherever.

Wherethrough, (hwar-throo') adv. Through which.

Whereto, (hwar-tOoO adv. To which—used relatively;
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—to what ; to what end—used interrogatively :—also

vhereunto. [sequence of which.

Whereupon, (hwar-up-onO adv. Upon which ; in oon-

Wherever, (hwar-ever) adv. (From v>htre and ever.)

At whatever place.

Wherewith, (hwar-withO adv. With which—used rela

tively ;—with what—need interrogatively.

Wherewithal, (hwar-with-awl') adv. With which—used

relatively ;—with what—need interrogatively.

Wherry, (hweVe) n. [Allied to ferry.) A shallow, light

boat, built long and narrow, and sharp at both ends,

for fast rowing or sailing ; also, a half-dected vessel

used in fishing.

Whet, (hwet) v.t, [A.-S. hteettan, Iccl. hvattr, Ger.

leetzen.) To rub for the purpose of sharpening, aa an

edge-tool :—to make sharp, keen, or eager ; to stimu

late ; -to stir up : to excite ; to provoke :—imp. dt pp.

whetted ; ppr. whetting.

Whet, (hwet) n. The act of sharpening by friction ;—

something that provokes or stimulates the appetite.

Whether,(hweTH er)prott. (A.-S. hwadJter, Go. iivatkar,

I eel. hv&n; allied to L. uter.) Which of two ; which

one of two—used interrogativoly and relatively.

Whether, (hwero'er) conj. Used to introduce the first

of two or more alternative clauses, the other or others

being connected by or ; it also frequently introduces

each one, except the last, of several alternatives.

Whetstone, (hwet'ston) n. A stone used for sharpen

ing edged instruments by friction with water or oil ; a

hone. [sharpens.

Whstter, (hwet'er) n. One who or that which whets or

Whew, (hwoo) n. or interj. A sound like that of a half-

formed whistle, expressing astonishment, acorn, or

dislike.

Whey, (hwa) n. [A.-S. kteag.) The serum or watery

part of milk, separated from the more thick or coagul-

able part, particularly in the process of making cheese.

Whey, (hwa) a. White ; pale.

Wheyey, (hwa'e) a. Partaking of or resembling whey.

Wheyish, (hwa'ish) a. Having the qualities ofwhey ;

resembling whey ; wbeyey.

Wheyishnesa, (h'wa'ish-nes) «. The state or quality of

being wheyish.

Which, (hwich) pron. [0. Eng. whiVce, which*, A.-S.

hwylc, hicile, I eel. ftitlUr] An interrogative pronoun,

used both substantively and adjectively, to ask for an

individual, person, or thing among several of a class,

being more demonstrative than tcho or what ;—in this

use signifying irho or what one of a number, sort, kind,

or the like ;—a relative, used generally substantively,

but sometimes adjectively, in all numbers and genders,

and for all objects excepting persons ;—a compound

relative, standing for that which, those which, Vie . . .

whieh, and the like.

Whichever, (hwich-ev'er) pron. Whether one or the

other ; which of the two :—also whichsoever.

Whiff, (hwif) h. [W. chwiff, a whiff, a hiss, Icel. veifat

to shake, whirl.] A sudden expulsion of air from the

mouth; a quick puff of air;—a glimpse; a hasty

view.

Whiff, (hwif) v. t. To throw out in whiffs ; to consume

in whiffs ; to puff ; to smoke ;—to convey by a puff ;

to blow ;—r. t. To emit whiffs, as of smoke ; to puff;

to smoke :—imp. & pp. whiffed ; ppr. whiffing.

Whiffle, (hwiH) v. i. [A.-S. wrjfan, D. wei/eUn, to

waver, Ger. zveifcln.) To waver or shako, as If moved

by gusts of wind: to change from one opinion or course

to another; to be fickle and unsteady :—v. t. To dis

perse, aa by a puff; to blow away; to scatter :—to talk

or argue out of :—imp. «fc pp. whiffled ; ppr. whiffling.

Whiflie, (hwifl) n. A small flute or fife.

Whiffler, (hwifler) u. One who whiflles or frequently

changes his opinion or course ;—one who shifts his

ground in argument or discussion ; an equivocator ;—

•> light-headed, inconstant ptreon ; a triiWr ;—a piper ;

• flier ;—hence, a herald.

Whiffle-tree, (hwifl-tre) n. The bsurto which fta;=»

of a carriage are fastened for draught; a **as»>

tre*- „ ■«.
Whig, (hwig) n. [A.-8. hwtug.} Sour a»lf-«

butter-milk ;—whey; the serum of coagnhi*! *** '

watery part which separates from the canl,--

watery part of a baked custard pudding.

Whig, (hwig) n. [A political nickname of Str-

origin, said to be from whip, aoor milk, the ar=»

the peasantry, and with covert allusion to uV ~

acter of their principles and manner of life. J frv

ally in Scotland, a covenanter and opposes* dtr.

tian and prelatic government ; — in fxghsc ■

opponent of the royalist or tory party, and rf a*

succession to the throne, and of the divine ret

kings ;—afterwards, an advocate of coostitot*& >

opposed to monarchical powers, of a mixed m off*

to an autocratic or to a republican goTernawo-^

ing this century the whigs have been oonsistert *-<

catea of constitutional reform and moderate ti'-

of democratical powers ;—in American k*sta*y, 1C

porter of the principles of the revolution sad -f -

war, as opposed to a loyalist.

Whig, (hwig) a. Pertaining to or composed of *^

adhering to the principle* of the whi£*.

Whiggish, (hwidish) a. Pertaining to whigs ; J"*-"*

ing of the principles of whigs.

Whiggishly, (hwig'ish-le) odr. In a whiggish eset

after the manner of the whigs.

Whiggiam, (hwiglxm) m. The principles ofa *tx

While, (hwil) n. [A.-S. AwiJ, icel. Artie, Ga ^-

Space of time or continued duration ; time. *

while, worth the time which it requires : wari -

time, pains, and expense.

While, (hwil) adv. During the time that ; as kef -

at the same time that ;—hence, under which in

stances ; in which case :—also whilst.

While, (hwil) v. t. To cause to paaa away *

irksomeness or disgust ; to spend or pass :-*. t ■

loiter ; to spend to little use :—imp. £ pp. waflat ff

whiling.
Whilom, (hwH'om) adv. (A.-S. Airtitfst, IssSsa, w-

marly.] Formerly; once; of old.

Whim, (hwim) n. [IceL Ariw, W. e*wia% a dp*

motion.] A sudden turn or start at the se»± -

fancy ; a capricious notion : a humour ;—in **i*i»' ■

large capstan or windlass worked by horse a •»*

power for raising ore or water, Ac, fresa awft» ■

called also whim-pin and whiouey.

Whimbrel, (hwimtirel) «. A bird closely alhei * •

curlew, and resembling it in

appearance and habits.

Whimper, (hwim ' per) *. i.

[Soot. trAtmnier, Ger. trim*

mem.) To cry with a low,

whining, broken voice;—v.t.

To utter in a low, whining

tone :—imp. & pp. whimper- ,££

ed ; ppr. whimpering.

Whimperer, (hwim'per-er) m.

One who whimpers or whines.

Whimsey, ( hwim ' xe ) n. vTalsotrat

[From trAim.] A whim : a freak : a oprsooss.

Whimsical, (hwim'se-kal) a. PnU of whims ; bra

odd fancies:—hence, singular; curious; odd; of

oua ; fanciful ; fantastical.

Whimsicality, (hwim-re-kaTe-te) n. State ores*'

of being whimsical; whimsicalnesa.

Whimsically, (hwim'se-kal-le) ode. 1» * wheasa

manner. ^^ _»^_ * .
Whimwham, (hwimTiwam) *. [From wwxw w

duplication.] A whim or whhnaey ; a freak ; ss •

device ; a toy. .

Whin, (whin) n. rW. eAirya, weeda, a «e^J*

Gores: furre-^ppliedsJaotoaterumi»esa(rfSi»-

ing /allow flowara

 

r
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"Whinchat.

&pp.

Whinchat, (hwin'chat) n. [From whine and chat.] A

small singing-bird of the genus

Saxicola, allied to the stone-

chatter.

Whine, (hwin) v.i. [Icel. kvtna, to

creak, kvetna, to lament, Ger.

ft.ih.cn, to deplore, A.-8. irdnian,

rirdnian, to mourn, howl, Go.

jjratndn, to groan.) To utter a

plaintive cry; to complain in a

shrill, long-drawn tone ; hence,

to complain in a mean, unmanly way ;—imp.

whined ; ppr. whining.

Whine, (hw in) n. A plaintive tone ; the nasal puerile

tone of mean or affected complaint.

Whiner, (hwin'er) it. One who whines.

Whiningly, (hwin'ing-le) adv. In a whining manner.

Whinny, (hwin'e) v. t. [L. hinnire.] To utter the

sound of a horse ; to neigh :—imp. A pp. whinnied ;

ppr. whinnying. [neigh.

Whinny, (hwin'e) n. The cry or note of a horse ; a

Whinny, (hwin'e) a. Abounding in whins, gorse, or

furze-bushes.

Whin-stone, (hwfn'ston) w. [From whin and ttonc.]

Trap or green-stone—a provincial name given to

basaltic rocks, and applied by miners to any kind of

dark-coloured and hard, unstratified rock.

Whip, (hwip) v. t. [A.-S. hwcopian, to whip, Icel.

nppa.] To strike with a lash, a cord, a rod, or any

thing lithe; — to beat; to drive with lashes; — to

punish with the whip ; to flog ,—to lash, as with sar

casm, abuse, or the like ;—to sew lightly ; to form

into gathers by overcasting a rolled edge and drawing

up the thread;—to overlay, as a cord, rope, Ac, with

other cords ; to wrap ;—to take or move by a sudden

motion ; to jerk ; to snatch ;—among seamen, to hoist

or purchase by means of a whip ;—v. i. To move

nimbly ; to start suddenly and run ; to turn and run ;

—imp. & pp. whipped ; ppr. whipping.

Whip, (hwip) n. An instrument for driving horses or

other animals, or for correction ;—a coachman or driv

er of a carriage ;—one of the fore-arms or frames of a

windmill on which the sails are spread ;—a small tackle

with a single rope, used to hoist light bodies.

Whip-cord, (hwip'kovd) n. A kind of hard-twisted or

braided cord, sometimes used for making lashes,

Whiphand, (hwiptiand) n. The hand that holds the

whip in driving ;—advantage over ; upperhnud.

Whip-lash, (hwSplash) n. The lash of a whip.

Whipmaker, (hwip'mak-er) n. One who makes or

pells whips.

Whipper, (hwip'gr) n. One who whips ; especially, an

officer who inflicts the penalty of legal whipping;—

one who raises coal with a tackle from a ships hold.

Whipper-in, (hwir/er-in) n. A huntsman who keeps

the hounds from wandering, and whips theni in, if

necessary, to the line of chase >—hence, one who en

forces the discipline of a party, and urges the attend

ance of the members on all necessary occasions.

Whipper-snapper, (hwip/er-snap'er) n. A diminutive,

insignificant person. Trod; flagellation; beating.

Whipping, (hwip'ing) n. Correction with a whip or

Whipping-post, (hwip'ing-pdst) n. Post or pillar to

which criminals were tied or bound when whipped.

Whipping-top, (hwir/ing-top) n. A top caused to whirl

witii a lash.

Whipple-tree, (hwip/1-tre) n.

The bar to which the

traces or tugs of a harness are

fastened.

Whip-poor-will, (hwip' poor -

wil) n. An American bird,

allied to the night-hawk and

nightjar, so called from its

note, or the sounds of its

voice ;—also tcJiippotrill, Whip-poor-will.

 

Whip-snake, (hwir/snak) n. A kind of venomous snake

found in the east, having a long, slender body resem

bling the lash of a whip. [is turned ; a tiller.

Whip-staff, (hwip'staf ) n. A bar by which the rudder

Whipster, (hwip'ster) n. [From whip.] A nimble little

fellow.

Whip-stock, (hwip'stok) n. The rod or staff to which

the lash of a whip is fastened ; sometimes, the whole

whip.

Whir, (hwjr) t\ t. [A.-S. hiceor/an, to turn.] To whirl

round with noise ; to fly with a buzzing or whizzing

Bound ; —v. t. To hurry away.

Whir, (hwer) n. A buzzing or whizzing sound produced

by the rapid or whirling motion of any thing.

Whirl, (hw$rl) v. t. [l<x\. hvirfla, Oer. wirbeln, A.-S.

hwyr/an, to turn, to whirl.] To turn round rapidly ;

to cause to rotate with velocity ;—to remove quickly,

with vtrvy ,•—v. t. To be turned round rapidly ; to

move round with velocity; to gyrate;—to move

hastily '.—imp. & pp. whirled ; ppr. whirling.

Whirl, (hwcrl) n. A turning with rapidity or velocity;

rapid rotation :—any tiling that moves or is turned

with velocity, especially on an axis or pivot;—a re

volving hook used in twisting ;—a whorL

Whirl-bat, (hwerl'bat) n. Any thing moved with a

whirl as preparatory for a blow, or to augment the

force of it;—in poetry, the ancient cestua.

Whirl-blast, (hwe.rl'blast) u. A whirling blast of wind;

a whirlwind.

Whirl-bone, (hwerl'bon) n. fA.-S. hwearbon, hwyrf-

fcan.l The patella; the cap of the knee; the knee-pan.

Whirler, (hwerl'er) u. One who or that wliich whirls.

Whirligig, (hwerl'e-gig) n. [From whirl and gig.] A

child's toy spun or whirled around like a wheel upon

an axis, or like a top ;—a wooden cage turning on a

pivot in which petty offenders in the army were in

closed and whirled round by way of punishment.

Whirlpool, (hwerl'pool) w. An eddy of water ; a vor

tex or gulf in which the water moves round in

a circle.

Whirlwind, (hwfrl'wind) n. A violent wind moving

in a circle as if round an axis, and having a progres

sive motion.

Whirring, (hweying) «. The sound of the wings of a

partridge or pheasant in rapid flight.

Whisk, (hwisk) n. [Icel. risk; Ger. witch.] Act of

whisking; a rapid, sweeping motion, as of something

light;—a small bunch of grass, straw, hair, or the like,

used for a brush ; hence, a brush or small besom ;—

a small culinary instrument for whisking or beating

eggs, cream, Ac. ;—part of a woman's dress ; a kind

of tippet;—a quick motion of wind; a sudden gale.

Whisk, (hwisk) v. t. [Ger. wisken, D. wisschen.] To

sweep, brush, or agitate with a light, rapid motion;—

to move nimbly over the ground; to sweep along ;—

v. i. To move nimbly and with velocity:—imp. & pp.

whisked; ppr. whisking.

Whisker, (hwisk'gr) n. That part of the beard which

grows upon the sides of tha fees or the cheeks ;—

the long, projecting hairs growing at the sides of the

mouth of a cat or other such animal.

Whiskered, (hwisk'erd) a. Formed into whiskers ;

furnished with whiskers ; having whiskers.

Whiskey, (hwisk'e) n. A kind of one-horse chaise—

formerly called hm-whislry.

Whisky, (hwisk'e) n. [Corrupted from usquebavph,

from lr., Gael. uisge, water, featha, life.] A spirit

distilled from barley, wheat, rye, maize, Ac.

Whisper, (hwis'per) v. i. [A.-S hmsprian, Icel.

hviskra.] To speak softly or under the breath ;—to

make a low, sibilant sound or noise;—to speak with

suspicion or timorous caution ;—to plot secretly ; to

devise mischief ;—v. I, To utter in a low tone ;—to

address in a low voice ;—to prompt or suggest secret

ly :—imp. & pp. whispered ; ppr. whispering.

Whisper, (hwuVper) «. A low, soft, sibilant voice;
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words attend with such & voice;—a cautious or timor

ous speech.

Whisperer, (hwiafper-cr) n. One who whispers;—

one who tells secrets; tattler; backbiter; slanderer.
■Whispering, (hwis'per-ing) o. Speaking in a low tone

of Toioe ; telling secretly ; insinuating ; backbiting.

Whispering, (hwis'per-ing)?!. Speaking in a low tone

of voice; cautious speech;—slandering; backbiting.

Whisperingly, (hwis'per-ing-le) adv. In a whisper or

low voice.

Whist, (hwist) a. [Ger. it! pet! bet t hush 1 peace !

silence 1 j Not speaking ; not making a noise ; silent ;

mute ; still.

Whist, (hwist) n. A certain game at cards—so called

because it requires silence or close attention.

Whist, (hwist) intery. Be silent ; be still ; hush.

Whistle, (hwisl) v.i. [A.-S. hvuttan, D. hvitUtcr,

L. Jletula, a pipe.] To utter a kind of musical sound

by pressing the breath through a small orifice formed

by contracting the lips;—to make a shrill sound with

a wind instrument like that made with the lips;—to

sound shrill or like a pipe :—v. t. To form, utter,

or modulate by whistling ;—to send or call by a

whistle '.—imp. tt pp. whistled ; ppr. whistling.

Whistle, (hwis'l) n. [A. -8. kvutle, h. Jtitula.] A

sharp, shrill sound, made by pressing the breath

through a small orifice of the lips, or through an

instrument which gives a similar sound ; the shrill

note of a bird ; the shrill sound made by wind

passing among trees or through crevices ; the shrill

noise of steam or gas escaping through a small orifice;

—on instrument producing a sound like that made

by the passage of breath through the compressed

lips ;—a sportsman's call to his dogs ;—in ehipe, a

boatswain s pipe or call summoning or directing the

crew to duty.

Whistler, (hwisler) n. One who whistles.

Whistling, (hwis'ling) n. Act of one or of that which

whistles ;—the sound made through a pipe or a small

orifice of the lips ; shrill sound, as of the wind.

Whit, (hwit) n. [A.-S. iciht, a creature, a thing.] The

smallest part or particle imaginable ; a bit; a jot

White, (hwit) o. [A.-S. htrtt, IceL hvttr, Go. hvtitt.)

Being without colour; formed by the mixture of

all colours ; in popular language, appearing like pure

snow ; snowy ; reflecting to the eye all the rays of the

spectrum combined;—having the colour of fear ; pale ;

—having the colour of innocence; pure ; clean ;—spot

less ; unblemished ;— gray, as from age; — hoary;

venerable; fortunate; auspicious;—in scripture, puri

fied from sin ; sanctified ;—white heat, temperature at

which metals or other substances become incan

descent or emit a bright white light ;—vhite lead, a

carbonate of lead, used as a pigment, &c ;—white

vitriol, sulphate of sine ;—white wine, any wine of a

clear, transparent colour, as Madeira, Sherry, Ac.

White, (hwit) «. The colour of pure snow ; one of

the natural colours of bodies, yet not strictly a col

our, but a composition of all the colours ;—something

having the colour of snow, or reflecting to the eye

the rays of light unseparated ;—the centre of a mark

at which an arrow or other missile is shot—for

merly painted white :—one of the white race of men.

White, (hwit) v. t. To make white ; to whiten ; to

whitewash :—imp. & pp. whited ; ppr. whiting.

White-bait, (hwit'bat) n. A very small, delicate fish

of the herring kind, com

mon iu the Thames.

White-bear, (hwit oar) n. A

species of bear which in

habits the polar regions, so

called from its colour. "White-bait.

White-boy, (hwifboy) n. One of certain disturbers

of the peace by night in Ireland, so called from the

colour of their clothes.

White-clever, (hwit-klo'vfir) «. A small species of

perennial grass or clover, bearing white flowers-

much relished by cattle and by the honey bee.

White-feather, (hwiffeTH-er) n. To #Ao» the xkitt

feather, to shrink from righting in a just cause ; is

show symptoms of fear or cowardice.

White-fish, (hwiffisb) h. A haddock or whiting.

White-friars, (hwit'fri-arz) n.pt. Monks or me&dkasi

friars, of which there are several order*, so called

from wearing a white habit.

White-livered, (hwitliv-eru) a. Having a pale kick ;

feeble : cowardly.

White-meat (hwit'met) n. [A. -8, htrttmjte.) M&*

made of milk, butter, cheese, eggs, and the Eke;—

young or delicate flesh, as veal, poultry, rabbits, and

the like.

White-money, (hwit'mun-e) «. Silver coin.

Whiten, (hwit'n) v. t. To make white ; to bleach ; : ■

blanch ;—v. t. To grow white ; to turn or becec-s

white or whiter : — imp. & pp. whitened ; ppr.

whitening. [makes whii*.

Whitener, ( hwit'n -er) n. One who bleaches re

Whiteness, (hwit'nes) n. State or quality of bciic

white ;—paleness ;—freedom from stain or Mf»uM> ;

purity; cleanness.

Whitening, (hwit'ning) a. Chalk purified, putreriard,

and sometimes made into cakes, used fur polishing,

&c

White-smith, (hwit'smith) a. One who works in

tinned iron or white iron ;—a worker in iron wbe

finishes or polishes the work, in distinction from oca

who forges it

White-squall, (hwitskwal) n. A sudden, violent, and

dangerous gale of wind in tropical latitudes, and

usually presaged by a small white cloud in a very

clear sky.

Whitewash, (hwit'wosh) n. A wash or liquid compo

sition for whitening something ;—a wash for making

the skin fair ;—a composition of lime and water, or of

whiting, size, and water, used for whitening the

nlaster of walls, and the like.

Whitewash, (hwit'wosh) r.L To cover with a whits

liquid composition, as with lime and water, &c ;—ut

make white ; to give a fair external appearance :

hence, to clear, as an insolvent or bankrupt of debts

he owes :—imp. &pp. whitewashed ; ppr. whitewash

ing, (washes.

Whitewasher, (hwit'wosh-er) n. One who white-

Whither, (hwiTH'er) adv. [A.-S. Awader, hicuUr,} Te

what place—used interrogativaly ;—to what or whkb.

place—used relatively ;— to what point or detjree.

Whithersoever, (hwiTH'e,r-sd-ev-er) adv. To whatever

place. [toward what placc

Whitherward, (hwiTH'er-ward) ode. In what direct**!

Whiting, (hwit 'ing) n. [From watte. J A sea-rash allied

to the cod, valued on account

of its delicacy and lightness

as an article of food;—ground

chalk carefully cleaned from

all stony matter.

Whitish, (hwit'iah) «• Some- Whitinc-

what white ; white in a moderate degree :■

with an opaque white powder. [what white

Whitiehness, Qiwit'ieh-nes) k. Quality of being sotae-

Whitleather, (hwit leTir-er) «. Leather dressed with

alum, salt, ic, remarkable for its pliability and

toughness ;—a brood, tough, white ligament on ta*

neck of quadrupeds which supports the weight «*

the head.

Whitlow, (hwit'16) n. [A.-S. h«rU, white, and fcnr,

flame, fire.] An inflammation of the fingers or toes,

usually under the nails, and terminating in suppura

tion ;—in eJuep, an inflammatory swelling round the

hoof filled with acrid matter.

Whitmonday, (hwit'mun-da) a. The Mondayafter Whit

sunday. [Whitsuntide.

Whitsun, (hwit'sun) a. Pertaining to or observed at
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Whitsunday, (hwit'sun-da) n. [From white and Sun

day, or tide.) The seventh Sunday after Easter ; a

festival commemorative of the descent of the Holy

Spirit on the day of Pentecost—so called, because, in

the primitive church, those who had been newly

baptized appeared in white garments ;—in Scotland,

the midsummer term day for payment of rents, inter

est. &c. ; the fifteenth of May:-—also Whitsuntide.

Whittle, (hwitl) n. [A.-S. hwitle.] A knife ; a pocket,

sheath, or clasp-knife.

Whittle, (hwitT) v.t. To pare or cut off the surface of

with a small knife ;—v. i. To cut or shape a piece

of wood with a small knife '.—imp. & pp. whittled ;

ppr- whittling. [white and brown.

Whity-brown, (hwife-brown) o. Of a colour between

Whiz, (hwix) v. i. [An onomatopoetio word allied to

his*. ] To make a humming or hissing sound like an

arrow or ball flying through the air:—imp. & pp.

whizzed ; ppr. whizzing-.

Whiz, (hwiz) n. A hissing and humming sound.

Whizzingly, (hwiz'ing-le) adv. With a hissing, whir-

ring, or whizzing sound.

"Who, (hod) pron. [A.-S. Awa, Go. hvaf IceL hver, L.

quis, qui.] As a relative, the person or persons pre

viously spoken of ;—as an interrogative , which or what

one of persons present, or of many persons, or of

persons indefinitely. [without exception.

"Whoever, (hdo-ev'er) pron. Whatever person ; any one

Whole, (hoi) a. [A.-S. k&t, healthy, sound, whole.

Go. hails, W. holt.} Containing the total amount,

number, and the like :—all ; total ;—complete ; entire ;

—not defective or imperfect;—unimpaired; uninjured;

—unbroken ; healthy; sound; well.

Whole, (hoi) n. The entire thing ; the entire assem

blage of parts ; totality ;—a regular combination of

parts ; a system ;—amount ; aggregate ; gross ; sum.

Whole-hoofed, (hdl'hooft) o. Having an undivided

hoof. [from end to end.

Whole-length, (hollength) n. The extent or surface

Whole-length, (hollength) a. Extending from end to

end ;—representing the full length or figure, as a por

trait or statue. [ness ; totality ; completeness.

Wholeness, (hol'nes) n. State of being whole ; entire-

Wholesale, (hol'sal) n. Sale of goods by the piece or

large quantity, as distinguished from retail ;—by whole-

sa I'-, in the mass; without distinction or discrimination.

Wholesale, (bol'suM) a. Buying and selling by the piece

or in large quantities or in the lump, as a merchant,

<bc. ;—extensive ; done on a large scale ; general, as

trade ;—pertaining to the trade by the piece or in large

quantities ; noting the price charged to a retail trader.

wholesome, (hol'Bum) a. [Ger. heiUam, Eng. whole nod

some.] Salubrious ; tending to promote health ; fa

vouring health ;—contributing to the health of the

mind ; sound ; orthodox ; conducive to religion or

morality ;—conducive to public peace and prosperity ;

salutary ;—useful ;—kindly ; pleasing.

Wholesomely, (hol'sum-le) adv. In a wbolesomo or

salutary manner ; salubriously.

Wholesomeness, (hoTsum-nee) n. The quality of being

wholesome ; salubrity ;—saiutariness ; conducivenees

to the good or happiness of the individual, or to the

w-elfare of the state.

Wholly, (hol'le) odo. In all the parts or kinds;—en

tirely; completely; perfectly;—to the exclusion of other

things ; totally.

Whom, (boom) pron. The objective of who.

Whomsoever, (hoom-so-ev'cr) pron., the objective of

irhoaoevf,: Any person, without exception.

Whoop, (hwoop) «. A shout of pursuit or of war ; a

halloo ; a hoot, as of an owL

Whoop, (hwoop) v. i. [A. -6. kicdpan, Go. vopjan, to

call, to cry out.) To utter a loud cry of eagerness, en

thusiasm, or enjoyment ; to shout ; to hoot, as an owl ;

—v. t. To insult with shouts or yells ; to hoot ;—imp.

& pp. whooped ; ppr. whooping,

 

Whooping-crane.

Whooping-crane, (hwoop'ing-kran) n. Oneof thefamily

of Qruuue, with long necks and

bills—so named from its peculiar

note.

Whop, (hwop) v. t To beat se

verely ;—to turn over suddenly.

Whop, (hwop) n. A sudden fall,

or the suddenness of striking in

a fall ;—a heavy blow.

Whore, (hor)n. [A.-S., Ger. hurt,

W. huran, from huriaw, to hire.]

A woman who practises unlawful

sexual commerce with men, espe

cially one who does it for hire ;—harlot ; courtesan ;

prostitute; strumpet.

Whore, (hor) v. i. To have unlawful sexual commerce.

Whoredom, (hor'dnm) n. Practice of unlawful com

merce with the other sex ; fornication ; lewdness ;—in

Scripture, the desertion of the worship of the true

God for the worship of idols ; idolatry.

Whoremaster, (hor'mas-ter) n. A man who practises

lewdness ; a lecher ;—a pimp ; a procurer.

Whoremonger, (hor'mung-ger) n. A whoremaster;

a lecher ; a pimp.

Whoreson, (hdVsun) n. A bastard.

Whoreson, (hor'sun) a. Illegitimate ;—hence, baso ;

mean ;—dirty ; scurvy.

Whorish, (hoVish) a. Addicted to unlawful sexual

commerce ; incontinent ; lewd ; unchaste.

Whorishnesi, (horfsh-nes) n. The practice of lewd

ness ;—the character of a lewd woman.

Whorl, (hworl) ?i. [Allied to whirl.] An arrangement

of a number of leaves, flowers,

or other organs, around astern,

in the same plane with each ,

other;—a wreath or turn of the

spire of a univalve shell.

Whorled,(hworld)a. Furnished

with whorls ; arranged in the

form of a whorl or whorls.

Whort, (hwort) n. The fruit

of the whortleberry ; also, the

shrub itself.

Whortleberry, (hworHl-ber-e) n, r

native plant of the genus Vaccini urn, akin to the bil

berries, cranberries, Ac., and its small, round, edible

berry, the huckleberry. [of who or which.

Whose, (hooz) pron. The possessive or genitive cue

Whosesoever, (hota-so-ev'e.r) pron. The possessive of

whosoever ; of any person whatever.

Whosoever, (hoo-sd-ev'er) pron. Whatsoever person ;

any person whatever t hat,

Whur, (hwur) v. i. To make a rough humming sound,

like one who pronounces the letter r with too much

force ;—to snarl or growl, as a dog

Whur, (hwur) n. A humming sound like that of a body

moving through the air with velocity ; whir.

Why, (hwi) adv. [A.-8. hwy, why, hwa, htcat, who,

what.] For what cause, reason, or purpose ; on what

account—used interrogatively;—for which reason or

cause ; on which account — used relatively ; — why is

sometimes used as an expletive.

Wick, (wik) n. [A.-S. weoca, weeca,Ger. wicke, lint]

A cotton cord which by capillary attraction draws up

the oil, melted tallow, or wax, or other material used

for illumination, in small, successive portions, to bo

burned.

Wick, (wik) n. [A. -8. trie, wye, L. vicua.] A village;

a mansion;—a jurisdiction—used as the second ele

ment of compound names, as Berwick, Norwich,

Alnwick, &c.

Wicked, (wik'ed) a. [Etymology uncertain—said to

. be from A.-S. wieeian, to bewitch, because crimes

were attributed to witchcraft ;—probably from Sw.

vilca. A.-S. wican, to decline, to fall away, Ger.

vxich, weak, j Evil in principle or practice ; contrary

 

Whorls.

[A.-S. heottberg.]
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Wicket*

to the moral law; addicted to vice : immoral ; sinful ;

—epiteftil; malicious—also, troublesome; mischievous,

—baneful ; pernicious ; hurtful ; unjust ; unrighteous;

unholy ; Irreligious ; ungodly ; profane.

Wickedly, (wik'ed-le) adv. In a wicked manner ;

viciously ; corruptly : immorally ;—also, bitterly ;

spitefully ; maliciously.

Wickedness, (wik'ed-nes) n. The state or quality of

being wicked ; sinfulness; immorality ;—transgression

of the divine law ; guilt ;—evil and corrupt disposi

tions ; depravity ; inherent corrnption of the whole

man;—maliciousness; spitefulness;—a sinful thought,

word, or deed ; crime ; sin.

Wicker, (wik'er) a. [Ioel. trtdtr, willow. 1 Made of

or covered with twigs or osiers.

Wicker, (wik'er) n. A small twig or osier ; a rod for

making basket-work and the like.

Wicker-work, (wik'er-wurk) n. Basket work; a texture

of osien or twigs.

Wicket, (wik'et) n. [F. guichet. from loot wit.

corner, A.-S. «Hk, recess, port] A

small gate or door, especially one

forming part of a larger door or

gate;—a small gate-like frame

work of rods, usually three, to

support the bails in playing

cricket.

Wicking, (wik'in) n. The ma

terial of which wicks are made.

WickliflUe, (wiklif-it) n. A follower of Wickliffe, the

early English reformer and translator of the Scrip

tures.

Widdy, (wid'e) n. [A.-8. withig.] A rope or halter

made of witns or willows ;—the gallows. [Scot.]

Wide, (wid) a. [A.-8. wid, Ioel. vidr, Ger. veil.]

1 'i",wl ; having a great extent every way ; spacious ;

vast ;—having considerable distanoe or extent between

the sides ; not narrow ;—of a certain measure between

the sides;—remote; distant; ample; comprehensive;

diffusive.

Wide, (wid) adv. To a distance ; far.

Widely, (wjdle) adv. In a wide manner; to a wide

degree; far; extensively; —very much; to a great

degree.

Widen, ^wid'n) % t. To make wide or wider ;—v. i. To

grow wide or wider; to enlarge :—imp. &pp. widened;

7>/>r. widening.

Widenesa, (wid'nes) n. Quality or state of being wide ;

breadth ; width ;—large extent in all directions.

Widgeon, (wrj'un)n. [F. vingeon, gingeon.) A water

fowl of the duck group, smaller than the common

duck.

Widow, (wid'd) n. [A.-S. triduwf. Go. viduvo, L.

vidua, Skr. vidhavd, from vi, without, and dhava,

husband.] A woman who has lost her husband by

death and has not taken another. Orau-vidow, a wifo

who has been separated for a considerable time from

her husband, or who has been deserted by her hus

band.

Widow, (wid'5) v. 1. To bereave of a husband ;—to

deprive of one who Is loved ; to make desolate or bare:

—imp. & pp. widowed; ppr. widowing.

Widower, (wid'6-er) n. A man who has lost his wife

by death, and has not married again.

Widowhood, (wid'o-hood) «. The state of being

a widow; also, more rarely, the state of being a

widower.

Width, (width) ». [TceL vuld, Ger. write.] Extent

from side to side ; breadth ; widenesa.

Wiel, (wel) ti. [A.-S. wael.) A small whirlpool ; on

eddy. [Soot.]

Wield, (weld) i-.t. [A.-S. wealdan. Go. valdan, tocom-

M.m.l, Ioel. valda, to effect) To use with full com

mand or power, as a thing not too heavy for the

holder ;—to use or employ ; to control ; swoy ; manage;

handle '.—imp. & pp. wielded; ppr. wielding.

 

Wieldable, (weld'a-bl) a. That may be wielded:

manageable. [manager.

Wielder, (weld'cr) n. One who wields or employi; s

Wife, (wif) n. [A. -8. wif, led. v\ft Ger. vc*.\ A

woman ; an adult female;—the lawful consort of ft

man; a woman who is united to a man in wedlock

Wifehood, (wifhood) n. State and character of a wife.

Wifeless, (wiflee) a. Without a wife ; unmarried.

Wifely, (wlfle) a. Becoming or like a wife ; pertaining

to a wife.

Wig, (wig) n. [Ger. week.] An artificial covering

of hair for the head ;—a sort of cake ; a bun.

Wig-block, (wig'blok) n. A block on which wig* are

woven and shaped. [wig ; peraked.

Wigged, (wfgd) a. Having the head covered with s

Wigging, (wig'ing) n. [A.-8. wig, war.] A scolding; »

rating.

Wight, (wit) n. [A. -8 wihtt a creature, animal. Go.

vaihts, IceL vdtL) A being ; a person—used in poetry

or burlesque. [powerful ;—swift ; active.

Wight, (wit) a. [A.-8. wigena, a warrior.] Brare;

Wigmaker, (wig'mak-er) n, A person who

wigs.

Wigwam, (wigVam) n. [Algonquin or Mi

■sftssj ass %lt " in hia(or their)

house," contracted by the

English to weekwam and wig-

intm,] An Indian cabin or

hut of a conical shape, mad

of bark or mats.

Wild, (wild) a. [A.-S. wild.

IceL vittr, Go. vilthei$, W.

gwyllt.] Living in a state of

nature ; not tamed or domesti -

cated;—growing or produce- 1

without culture ; native ; —

desert ; not inhabited ;—not refined by culture

savage; uncivilired ;—ungoverned ; licentious s.

disorderly ;—uncouth ; strange ;—not well planned ar

digested ; imaginary ; impracticable ;—violent ; turbu

lent ;—exposed to the wind and sea ; unsheltered .•—

indicating strong emotion, intense excitement, or

bewilderment ; crazy ; ungoverned ; irregular ; dis

orderly.

Wild, (wild) n. An uninhabited and uncultivated tract

or region ; a forest or sandy desert ; a wilderness.

Wilder, (wil'deri v.t. [Eng. viU] To cause to toss

the way or track ; to bewilder :—imp. & pp. wilderei

ppr. wildering.

Wildennent, (wil'der-inent) «. State of being be

wildered ; confusion ; bewilderment.

Wilderness, (wil'der-nes) n. A tract of land or region

uncultivated and uninhabited by human beings,

whether a forest or a wide, barren plain ; a wild ; ft

waste ; a desert.

Wild-fire, (wild'fir) n. A composition of inflammable

materials, which when Inflamed is very hard v>

quench.

Wild-goose, fwud'goos) n. An aquatic fowl of the grau>

Ana*, a bird of passage, and the congener of the do

mestic goose ; grey goose ; greylag.

Wilding, (wild mg) n. A wild crab-apple j—a yeans

tree that is wild or growing without cultivation.

Wildish, (wDd'ish) a. Somewhat wild.

Wildly, (wfldle) adv. In a wild condition or manner;

—without cultivation ;—with perturbation or de

traction ; with a fierce or roving manner or look;

irrationally; extravagantly; fiercely; irregularly.

Wildness, (wild'uea) n. State or quality of baaf

wild; rude or uncultivated state ;—irregularity of

manners or speech ; inordinate vivacity ; savaguusn.

brutality;— wandering; deviation from a settW

course ;—aberration of mind ; cr&xineas ;— state of be

ing untamed.

Wild-oat, (wild'ot) n. A kind of grain that grow*

wild, having twisted awns. To tow ssWa wJd «a.
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to put through a period of youthful extravagance and

thoughtless dissipation.

Wilds, (wild?,) n. The part of a plough by which it iw

drawn ;—waste tracts or regions of laud ; uninhabited

deserts.

Wile, (wfl) n. [A.-S. trite, Icel. riel.) A trick or

stratagem practised for insnaring or deception ; lure ;

artifice ; snare.

Wile, (wQ) v. t. To impose upon ; to deceive ; to beguile.

Wileful, (wil'fool) a. Full of wiles ; trickish ; mis

chievous.

Wilful, (wil'fool) <i. [From icill and full] Governed

by the will without yielding to reason ;—obstinate;

perverse ; inflexible ; stubborn ; refractory ;—done or

suffered by design. [by design ; of set purpose.

"Wilfully, [y.\\ fool -If) a dr. Obstinately; stubbornly;—

Wilfulness, (wil'fool-nes) n. Quality of being wilful ;

obstinacy ; stubbornness ; perverseness.

Wiltfy, (wO'e-le) adv. By stratagem ; with insidious

art ;—fraudulently. [artfulness.

Wilineis, (wil'e-nes) n. Guile ; cunning ;—slyness ;

Wilk, (wilk) n. [A.-S. vrnlc, a shellfish, 1). weUt, J A

species of mollusc

Will, (wil) n. [A.-S. ville, IoeL vxl, G. bout*.] Power

of choosing ; mental power by which we determine to

do or to refrain from doing something which we con

ceive to be in our power ; the natural attribute of

sv moral and responsible agent ; volition;—that which

is willed ; determination ; choice ;—state of being in

one's power to will ; discretion ; good pleasure ;—de-

termination of one who has authority; command;

direction ; arbitrary disposal ;—especially, divine de

termination ; counsel, purpose, commandment, or

lavw of God .—disposit ion ; inclination ; desire ;—strong

wish or desire;—in law, the legal declaration of a

person's mind as to the manner in which he would

have his property or estate disposed of after his death ;

testament ; devise ;—good-will, favour, kindness ;—

right intention ;—transfer, as of a business and of its

custom, with desire to put the purchaser In a favour

able position to retain it ;—ill-will, enmity ; malice ;

spite.

Will, (wil) v. t. (A.-S. willan, Ger. wollau] [I will,

thou wilt, he will; imp. would, pp. wanting.] Used

as an auxiliary, to denote futurity dependent on the

subject of the verb. Thus, in the first person, "I

-.-ill" denotes willingness, consent, promise; and

when " icill " is emphasized, it denotes determination

or fixed purpose. In the second and third persons,

the idea of distinct volition, is evanescent, and simple

certainty is expressed. [I -trill, thou wiliest; he wills;

imp. ft pp. willed; ppr. willing.] To determine by an

act of choice; to ordain ; to decree ;—to give or direct

the disposal of by testament ; to bequeath ; to devise;

—to command ; to direct ;—v. t. To exercise an act of

volition ;—to be inclined or disposed ; to desire ; to

choose;—to order or direct by testament.

Willing, (wil'ing)a. [Ger. willig, Dan. & 8w. villig.']

Free to do or grant ; having the mind inclined ; dis

posed; spontaneous; free;—ready; prompt;—desirous;

pleased ;—received of choice or without reluctance ;

chosen ; desired.

Willingly, (wil'ing-le) a dr. In a willing manner ; with

free will; without reluctance ; cheerfully.
■Willingness, (wil'ing-nes) n. Quality of being willing;

free choice or consent of the will ; readiness of the

mind to do or forbear.

Willow, (wil'6) n. [A.-S. vilig, V.wilg.] A tree or

shrub of the genus 8alix, of

many species, found in most

temperate climes in moist soil

and beside water - courses—its f

slender branches, from the |

pliancy of the shoot and the

toughness of the fibre, are used

ivi making hoops, baskets, ftc. ; Willow.

 

—a machine in which cotton is opened and cleansed—

probably so called from having been originally a

cylindrical cage made of willow rods.

Willow, (wil'o) v.t. To open and cleanse, as cotton,

by means of a willow :—.i1m> willy.

Willowed, (wil'od) a. Abounding with willows ; con

taining willows. [the willow.

WiUowish, (wil'5-ish) a. Resembling the colour of

Willowy, (wil'd-e) a. Abounding with willows;—re

sembling a willow; pliant; flexible; pendent; drooping.

Willy, (wil'e) n. A machine for opening and cleansing

wool similar to the willow used in cotton manufac

tures.

Wilt, (wilt) v. i. [Ger. welken, to fade, A.-S. KwiU,

lean.] To lose freshness and become flaccid, as a

plant when exposed to great heat in a dry day, or

when separated from its root; to droop;—v.t. To

make flaccid, as a green plant ;—hence, to depress or

destroy the vigour and energy of :—imp. ft pp. wilted;

Ppr. wilting.

Wily, (wile) a. [From wile.) Full of wiles, tricks, or

stratagems; mischievously artful; sly; crafty; subtle;

insidious.

Wimble, (wimnl) n. [Scot, wimmle, D, wimptl] An

instrument for boring holes turned by a handle; a

gimlet ; a kind of auger.

Wimble, (wim'bl) v. t. To bore or pierce, as with a wim

ble:—imp. & pp. wimbled; ppr. wimbling.

Wimbrel, (wim'brel) n. A bird of the curlew kind :—

whimbret.

Wimple, (wira'pl) n. [Ger. wimpel.] A covering of silk,

linen, or other material, laid in

folds, for the neck, chin , and sides

of the face, formerly worn by

women as an out-door covering,

and still retained in the con

ventual dress of nuns ; a hood ;

—a veil;— a fold ;—a winding. /I'll

[Scot.]

Wimple, (wim'pl) v. t. To draw

down or to lay in folds or plaits,

as a vail ; to cover, as with a vail ;

hence, to hood-wink;—v. i. To Wimple,

ripple; to undulate;—to wind in its flow; to meander;

to run in small eddies, as a stream [Scot.] :—imp. ft

pp. wimpled ; ppr. wimpling,

Win, (win) v. (. [A.-S. winnan, Go. vinnan, Icel. vinna.]

To gain by success in competition or oontest ;—to allure

to kindness ; to bring to compliance ;—to gain over to

one's side or party ; to render friendly or approving ;

to gain by courtship;—to gain by persuasion or artifice;

—to gain by play;—to earn, as bread or livelihood ;—

v.t. To gain the victory ; to be successful ; to gain

ground ;—to be a gainer at cards or other games ;—to

win upon, to gain favour or influence :—imp. ft pp.

won; ppr. winning.

Wince, (wins) v. t. [A.-S. irincian, to bend one's self,

W. gwingaw, to struggle, F. (/Hindu,'.] To shrink, as

from a blow or from pain ; to flinch ; to start back ;—to

kick or flounce, as a horse when unsteady or impatient

of a rider :—imp. ft pp. winced ; ppr. wincing.

Wincer, (wins'er) n. One who or that which wincea

Winch, (winsh) n. [A.-S. wince] A lever having a pro

jecting handle at one end and the other end fixed to

an axle of a wheel or cylinder which it serves to turn ;

—a crank-handle ;—an axle turned by a crank-handle

for raising weights ; a windlass ;—a twist or turn ;—

the kick of a horse impatient of its rider or from fret-

fulness or pain.

Winch, (winsh) *. t. \V. guincher, A.-S. wineian.] To

wince ; to shrink ;—to kick, as a horse, with impa

tience or uneasiness.

Winchester-bushel, (win'ches-te,r-boosh-el) n. The Eng

lish standard dry measure established by Henry VII.,

containing 2160.42 cubia inches.

Wind, (wind) n. [A.-S. wind, Icel. rtntfr, L. ventm]
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Air naturally in motion with any degree of Telocity :

a current of air ; a breeze ;—air artificially put in mo

tion ;—breath modulated by the respiratory and vocal

organs or by an instrument ;—power of respiration ;

breath ;—gas generated in the stomach and bowels;

flatulence ;—air impregnated with an odour or scent;

—a direction in which the wind may blow ; a point

of the compass : especially, one of the cardinal points ;

—any thing insignificant or light as wind ; mere breath

or talk.

Wind, (wind) v. (. To expose to the wind : to winnow ;

to ventilate ;—to perceive or follow by the scent ;—to

ride or drive hard, as a horse, so as to render it scant

of breath : to blow;—also, to rest, as a horse, that it

may recover its wind; to breathe:—imp. &pp. winded;

ppr. winding.

Wind, (wind) v. t To blow ; to sound by blowing ;

ttjxcially, to sound so that the notes shall be pro

longed and mutually involved :—imp. & pp. wound ;

ppr. winding.

wind, (wind) r. t. [A.-S. irindan, Go. vindan, I eel.

vinda.) To turn completely or with repeated turns ;

to turn about something fixed ; to coil ; to twine ; to

twist ;— to enfold ; to encircle :—to turn and bend at

one's pleasure ; to regulate ; to govern ;—to introduce

by insinuation . to change : to vary ; to cover or sur

round with something coiled about;—to tcind up, to

bring to an end ; to settle ;—to raise by degrees ;— to

straiten, as a string, by turning that on which it is

rolled ;—to put in order for continued action, as a clock

or watch, by raising the weights or tightening the

spring ;—r. i. To turn completely or repeatedly ; to

become coiled about any thing ;— to have a circular

course or direction ;—to bend ; to crook :— to move

round ; to double ;—to go to the one side or the other ;

to meander:—imp. bpp. wound (rarely winded); ppr.

winding.

Windage, (wind'nj) n, [From wind.] The difference

between the diameter of the bore of a gun and that of

a hall or shelL

Wind-bag, (wind'beg) n. A bag filled with air ;—hence,

something hollow or unsubstantial;—an empty talker.

Windbound, (wind'bound) a. Prevented from sailing

bv a contrary wind.

Wind-broken, (wind'brok-n) a. Diseased in the power

of breathing by the rupture, dilatation, or running

together of some of the air-cells.

Wind-egg, (wind eg) n. An addle egjf.

Winder, (winder) n. One who or that which winds ;

hence, a creeping or winding plant ;—a reel or swift for

winding silk, cotton, Ac., on ;—ouo of the steps of a

winding staircase.

Windfall, (wind'fawl) h. Any thing blown down or off

by the wind, as fruit from a tree;—an unexpected

legacy or other gain.

Wind-gall, (wiud'gawl) a. A soft tumour on the fetlock

Joints of a horse—formerly supposed to contain air.

Wind-gauge, (wind'gaj) n. An instrument for ascer

taining the velocity and force of wind ; an anemo

meter.

Wind-gun, (wind'gunj n. A gun discharged by the

force of compressed air ; air-gun.

Wind-hover, (windTiuv-er) a. A species of hawk—so

called from hovering in the air while watching for its

prey.

Winn i nets, (wiml'e-nes) n. State of being windy or tem

pestuous ;—flatulence ;—tendency to generate wind,

Kan, or flatulence ;—tumour : putflness.

Winding, (wind'ing) o. Twisting or bending from a

direct lino or an even surface.

Winding, (wind'ing) n. A turn or turning ; a bend ;

flexure ; meander ;—a call by the boatswain's whistle.

Winding-sheet, (wind'ing-alu-t) «. A sheet in which a

corps** is wound or wrapped.

Wind-instrument, (wind'in-stroo-ment) n. An instru

ment of music sounded by means of wind, especially

 

by means of the breath, as a flute, clarionet, and the

like.

Windlass, (windlas) n. [D. vinda*, vindcuu, from

winden, to wind, and a*, an axis.) A cylinder or

roller for raising weights, turned by a crank or lever,

with a rope or chain attached to the weight.

Windie, (win'dl) n. A kind of reel ; a spindle.

Windless, (windles) a. Having no wind ; calm ;—ex

hausted of air ; out of breath. [reed for pUttinr

Windlestraw, (win'dl-etraw) n. A stalk of grass;*

Windmill, (wind'mil) n. A mill turned by the wind.

Window, (win'do) n. [Dan. rtn-

due, leal, vindavga, properly

wind-eye.] An opening in the

wall of a building for the ad

mission of light and air, usually

closed by glazed sashes, capable

of being opened and shut ;— \

the door or sash that closes or »'

covers the aperture or opening ;

—a lattice or casement ; an

aperture or opening resembling

a window ;—windows o/hcuvtn,

clouds ; rain-clouds. WindmuL

Window, (win'do) v. t. To furnish with windows ; U

place at a window.

Window-blind, (win'do-blind) n. A blind to intercept

or obscure the light of a window.

Window-curtain, (win do-kur-tan) a. A curtain, nsuauj

decorative, hung inside, and over the recess'of, a win

dow, [frame to close up a window

Window-shutter, (win'do-shut-er) n. A wooden or iroa

Windpipe, (wind'pip) n. The passage for the brsata

to and from the lungs ; the trachea.

Windaail, (wind sal) n. A wide funnel of canvas, with

the mouth open to the wind, to convey fresh air i£k>

the lower parts of a ship ,—the sail of a windmill.

Wind-tight, (wind'tit) a. Impervious to wind.

Windward, (windward) a. The point from which the

wind blows ;—to lay an anchor to tMt vindward, to

adopt previous or anticipatory measures for success or

security. [direction from which the wind bkm.

Windward, (windward) adv. Toward the wind ; in the

Windy, (wind e) a. Consisting of wind:—next the wn>i:

—tempestuous ; boisterous ;—flatulent ; attended or

caused, by wind in the intestines ."—empty : airy.

Wine, (win) n. [A.-S. win, Ger. wtia, il r»n*eu] TV

fermented juice of grapes ;—hence, a liquor rewmbir -

that from grapes yielded by other kinds of fruit :-

any spirituous liquor produced by fermentation ;—

drinking : intoxication. Spirit of trine, alcohol

Wine, (win) v. t> To furnish or supply with wise;—

v.i. To drink wine. [wine ; a great drink?:

Wine-bibber, (win/bib-fr) «. One who drinks mora

Wine-biscuit, (winTas-ket) a. A kind of biscuit served

with wine. [wine is k*|^

Wine-cask, (win'kask) n. A butt or barrel in whidi

Wine-cooler, (winkool-er) a. Any contrivance for ooz

ing wine in bottle for the table. [is drank

Wine-glass, (win'glas) a. A small glass in which wo*

Wine-measure, (win'mexh-ur)n. The measure by ehicii

wines and other spirits are sold.

Wine-merchant, (win'merch-ant) n. Importer of, wadr-

sale dealer in, or retailer of wines. [pesswi

Wine-press, (win'pres) n. A place in which grapes *r*

Wing, (wing) n. [IceL v&ngr, wing, vimen. agitation.

funning, Ger. teinge,] One of two anterior Limbs ^

a fowl, corresponding to the arms of a man, and l?

most birds used for flying ;—any similar member ■-

instrument; the limb ofan insect;—passage by ftyic? :

flight ;—motive or incitement ;—acceleration of spee^

—that which agitates the air as a wing does, a* a ns

or vane for winnowing grain ;—one of two correspond

ing appendages attached to the sides of any thing ; «r

a single appendage so attached ;—a side-buildinr **

than the main edifice ;—a membranous
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A colossal figure of a
 

WiDged-bulL

a plant ;—the right or left division of an army, regi

ment, and the like ;—that part of the hold or orlop of

a vessel which is nearest the aides ;—in a fleet, one of

the extremities when the ships are drawu up in a line,

or when forming the two sides of a triangle ;—one of

the sides of the stage.

Wing, (wing) v. f. To furnish with wings; to enable

to fly or to move with celerity ;—to supply with wings

or side-pieces :—to cut off the Wings of ; to wound in

the wing:—imp. & pp. winged; ppr. -winging.

"Winged, (wingd) a. Furnished with wings or wing

like expansions ;—swift ; rapid ;—wounded or hurt in

the wing.

Winged- bull, (wingd'bool) n.

bull sculptured in high relief

on the gateways, porches, &c.,

of Assyrian, Persian, &c,

temples and palaces, having

wide-spreading wings rising

over the back, a human head

and beard, and the breast and

parts of the bodies covered

with curly hair. «=

Wingless, (wiin/les) a. Hav

ing no wings ; not able to fly.

Winglet. (winglet) ft, A little wing.

Wing-shell, (wiugshel) n. The cane or shell which

covers the wing of a coleopterous insect, as a beetle :—

also written wing-case.

Wingy, (wing'e) a. Having wings ; rapid.

Wink, (wingk) v.i. [A.-S. wincian, Ger. icinlen.] To

close the eyelids with a quick motion ;—to close and

open the eyelids quickly ; to blink ;—to give a hint by

a motion of the eyelids ;—to shut the eyes purposely

for the sake of not seeing any thing, or as if not seeing;

—to connive at any thing ; to avoid taking notice ;—

to be dim ; to flicker, as a light :—imp, & pp. winked ;

Ppr. winking.

Wink, (wingk) n. Act of closing the eyelids quickly ;—

a motion of the eye ;—a hint given by abutting the

eye with a significant cast ; a brief closing of the eye ;

—a short period, as of sleep. [blinder.

Winker, (wingk'er) n. One who winks ; a horse's

Winner, (win'er) n. One who wins or gains by success

in competition or contest, (favour ; charming.

Winning, (win'ing) a. Attracting ; adapted to gain

Winning, (win'ing) n The sum won or gained by suc

cess in competition or contest—usually in the plural.

Winningly, (wiu'ing-le) adv. In a winning or enticing

manner.

Winning-post, (win'ing-pdet) u. In horse-racing, the

post or goal at the end of a race-course.

Winnow, (win'6) v.t. [A.-S. windvriant L. vannare,

from vannus, a fan.] To separate and drive off the

chaff from by means of wind ;—to sift for the purpose

of separating falsehood from truth ;—to fan ; to beat,

as with wings ;—r. i. To separate chaff from grain ;—

imp. & pp. winnowed ; ppr. winnowing.

Winnower, (win'o-er) a. One who winnows.

Winnowing, (win'6-ing) n. The act of one who or that

which winnows.

Winsome, (win sum) a. [A.-S. wynsum, vmnsum, from

■?ry /<•>, joy.] Cheerful ; merry ; comely ; attractive ;—

agreeable ; pleasant.

Winter, (win 'tor) n, [A.-S. winter, Go. rintrus, pro

bably allied to wind, because it is the windy season of

the year.] The cold season of the year ; in common

tuaage, in the northern hemisphere, the period from the

first day of December to the fiist day of March ; in

astronomical usage, the period from the solstice in

December (about the twenty-first day) to the vernal

equinox in March (about the twenty-first day)

year.

Winter, (win'ter) v. i. To pass the winter ;—v. t. To

keep, feed, or manage during the winter :—imp. & pp.

wintered ; ppr. wintering.

Winter, (win'ter) a. Pertaining to winter.

Winter-apple, (win'tcr-ap-1) n. An apple that keeps

well in winter ; a late kind of apple.

Winter-garden, (win'ter-gar-dn) n. Ornamental garden

for winter. ■

Wintering, (win'ter-ing) n. Act of passing the winter ;

—act of feeding, keeping, or preserving in winter.

Winterly, (win t^r-le) a. Of a wintry kind ; such as

is suitable in winter.

Winter-quarters, (win'tcr-kwar-tcrz) n. pi. The quarters

of an army during the winter ; a winter residence or

station.

Winter-solstice, (win'ter-eol'stis) n. The time when the

sun enters Capricorn, "December 21st.

nter-wheat, (win't^r-hwet) n. Wheat sown in

autumn, which lives during the winter, and ripens

in the following summer.

"Wintry, (win'tre) a. Suitable to winter; resembling

winter ;—cold ; stormy ; snowy ; frosty; icy.

Winy, (win'e) a. Having the taste or qualities of wine.

Winxe, (wiu'ze) n. In mining, a small sltaft sunk from

one level to another for the purpose of ventilation.

Wipe, (wip) v. t. [A.-S. wtpian, to wrap up.] To rub

with sometliing soft for cleaning : to clean by rubbing ;

—to strike off gently ;—to remove by rubbing ; to rub

off; to clear ;—to wipe out, to efface ;—to wipe off, to

clear away ;—to wipe down, to rub down and clean :

—imp. & pp. wiped; ppr. wiping.

Wipe, (wip) n. Act of rubbing for the purpose of

cleaning:—a blow; a Btroke; a hit;—a gibe ; a jeer.

Wiper, (wip'er) n. One who wipes ;— something used

for wiping, as a towel or rag. [thread of metal

Wire, (wir) n. [A.-S. wir, wire, Icel, wijr.] An even

Wire, (wir) v. t. To bind with wire ; to apply wire to;

—to put upon a wire ;—to snare by means of a wire or

wires;—to transmit by wire ; to telegraph [Amer.J : —

imp. & pp. wired ; ppr. wiring.

Wire-cloth, (wirltloth) n. A coarse cloth made of

woven metallic wire, and used for strainers and other

nurpoees.

Wire-draw, (wirMraw) v. t. To form, as a piece of

metal into wire by drawing it through a hole in a

plate of steel;—hence, to draw by art or violence;

—hence, also, to draw or spin out to great length

and tenuity :—imp. wire-drew; pp. wire-drawn; ppr.

wire-drawing,

Wire-drawer, (wir/draw-er) n. One who draws metal

into wire ;—one who draws the wires and regulates

the motion of puppets, marionettes, &c. ;—hunce, a

scheming politician ; one who guides and influences

the actions of others, himself being in the back

ground ; wire-puller.

Wire-gauze, (wir'gawz) n. A texture of finely inter

woven wire resembling gauze.

Wire-puller, (wir'pool-c.r) n. One who pulls the wires,

as of a puppet ; hence, one who operates by secret

means ; an intriguer. [twisted wire.

Wire-rope, (wir'rop) n. A rope formed of strands of

Wire-worker, (wirwurk-er) n. One who manufactures

articles from wire.

Wiriness, (wir'e-nes) n. The state of being wiry.

Wiry, (wb/e) a. Made of wire ; like wire ; drawn out

like wire;—capable of endurance ; tough; sinewy.

Wit, (wis) v.t. [A.-S. wtrian, G. wissen, D. weeten.]

To know; to be aware;—to think; to suppose ; to

imagine :—imp. & pp. wist.

Wisdom, (wiz'dum) n. [A.-S. wtsdfan, from wis, wise,

and the termination ddm, from ddm, doom, judgment,

power.] Quality of being wiso: knowledge and the

capacity to make due use of it; discernment and

judgment; discretion; sagacity; — practical trutli ;

—in scripture, profitable words or doctrine ; — the

revelation of God ; the Word ; the Son of God ;—

spiritual understanding or discernment ;—godliness ;

piety ;—quality of acting wisely ; prudence ; reason

ableness.
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Wisdom-tooth, (wisdom-tooth) ru A large, back double

tooth—familiarly no called because amieariiig after tha

person has arrived at the age of wisdom.

Wise, (wis) a. [A. -8. wit, I eel. vU, Go. rein, Ger. «-«"«.]

Having knowledge; enlightened;—eiptciatly, having

knowledge to discern and judge correctly ; able to

discriminate between what is true or false, right or

wrong, proper or improper ; sagacious ;—practically

knowing ; discreet ; judicious ; able to choose right.

proper, or expedient object* or ends, and to devise and

carry out the best means to effect them ;—skilful ;

dexterous ;—skilled in arts, science, or philosophy ;

learned;—skilled in hidden arts, magic, or divination

•—used ironically;—godly; pious; religious ;—dictated

or guided by wisdom ; containing wisdom ; Judicious,

as counsel ;—becoming a wise man ; grave, as deport

ment-

Wise, (wiz)n. [A.-8. wUe, Ger. weiee, F. put*-.] Way

of being or acting ; manner ; mode—used adverbially

with on (At«, in any, in no, and also in composition

with lite, other, no, end, «Yc

Wiseacre, fwira-ker) n. [Ger. weieeager, a foreteller.}

One who makes undue pretensions to wisdom ; hence,

a simpleton ; a dunce. [fuL

Wise-hearted, (wu'hart-ed) a. Wise ; knowing ; skil-

Wiselike, (wizTik) a. Resembling that which is wise ;

seemingly wise.

Wisely, (wfcrla) adv. Prudently ; judiciously ; dis

creetly ; with wisdom ;—craftily ; cunningly.

Wise-woman, (wixVoom-an) n. A witch; an en

chantress ; a sorceress.

Wish, (wish) v. i. [A.-S. irysrnn, Ger. wxtntehen.) To

have a desire ; to long ; to banker ;—to be disposed or

inclined ;—to entertain hope or fear in respect to any

thing ;—r. t. To desire ; to long for ; to hanker after;

—to frame or express desires concerning ; to invoke

in favour of or against any one ; to imprecate :—imp.

& pp. wished ; ppr. wishing.

Wish, (wish) n. Desire; eager desire; longing;—ex

pression of desire; request; petition ; hence, invoca

tion or imprecation;—a thing dexired; object of desire.

Wishsble, (wiah'a-bl) a. Capable or worthy of being

wished for ; desirable.

Wish-bone, (wuuVbon) n. The forked bone In front of

the breast-bone in birds :—called also merry-thought.

Wisher, (wish'er) it. One who wishes or expresses a

wish. [showing desire.

Wishful, (wish'fool)o. ITavingdesireorardentdesire;—

Wishfully, (wish'fool-le) adr. In a wishful manner;

with desire or ardent desire ; with the show of desiring.

Wishfulness, (wish f06l-nes) n. The state of having or

showing desire.

With-wash- (wish'wosh) n. Any weak or thin drink.

Wishy-washy, (wish'e-wosh'e) a. Thin and pale*

without force or solidity ; also, very weak, when said

of liquor.

Wisp, (wisp) n. [IceL ft Dan. risk.] A small bundle

of straw or other like substance ;—a whisk or small

broom.

Wistful, (wftt'fool) o. [Prom wuf, pret of trie.]

Eagerly attentive ; engrossed ; earnest ;—eagerly look

ing with hope or expectation ;—expressing a longing

desire.

Wistfully, (wisffool-le) adv. Earnestly ; eagerly ; with

longing desire. [being wistful.

Wistfulness, (wist'fool-nes) n. The state or quality of

Wit, (wit) v.i. [A.-S. witan.) To know—now used

only in the infinitive, to wit, and equivalent to namely,

that it to eay.

Wit, (wit) n. [A.-S. wit, IceL vit.) Mind; intellect;

understanding: sense;—* mental faculty or power of

the mind; imagination; fancy;—the faculty of associat

ing idea* seemingly incongruous by selection of some

pout of real or fancied resemblance in a quick, pointed,

and amusing manner;—the sentiment excited by

quickness of faucy, or by the felicitous association of

ideas, or by aptness and liveliness of i i [inaejimi ,—

humour ; ingenuity ; cleverness in repartee ;—* per

son of eminent sense or knowledge ; * man of genius,

fancy, or humour ; one distinguished for bright or

amusing sayings, for repartee, and the like :— ; '

Soundness of mind; unimpaired intellect; — asso,

I presence of mind ; readiness of resource ; fertility of

device, Ac

Witch, (wich) n. (A.-S. wiece, enchanter.] A person,

especially a woman, who is given to the black art ; a

sorcerer or sorceress ;—* churning person—said of a

woman.

Witch, (wich) v.t. To bewitch; to fascinate; to

enchant:—imp. it pp. witched; ppr. witching -

Witchcraft, fwichluaft) n. Practices of witches ;

sorcery ; enchantments ;—power more than natural

Witchery, (wich'er-e) n. Sorcery; enchantment ;

witchcraft ;—fascination ; entrancing influence.

Witching, (wich'ing) a. Suited to enchantment or

witchcraft ;—fascinating; enchanting.

Witenagemote, (wit-en-ag-e-mdtf) n. [A.-S. tnta, a

wise man, and gemot, a meeting.] A meeting; of wise

men: the national council of England in the days of

the Anglo-Saxons before the conquest.

With, (wiTii) prep. [A.-S. %cidh, Ger. mit] "Jsta

denotes or expresses nearness; proximity; association;

connection ; partnership ; intercourse ;—ntuatkm or

estimation among; treatment or regard by; — as

sistance ; countenance:—accompanying; cause or occa

sion; instrument; means ;—correspondence ; compan*

son ;—close succession ; immediate subsequence.

With, (with) n. [A.-S. widhig, Ger. weide, L. ritir,

vitex.] A flexible, slender twig or branch used ss s

band ; a willow twig ; a withy :—a band consisting of

a twig or twigs twisted :—also Withe.

Withal, (wiTii-awl') adv. [From rith and alL] With

the rest ; likewise ; at the same time.

Withdraw, (wim-drawO v. (. To take away, as what

has been enjoyed ; to draw back ; to recall ,—to cause

to go away or retire;—to take back; to retract;—e. L

To quit * company or place ; to go away; retire ; re

treat ; recede :—imp. withdrew ; pp. withdrawn ; ppr.

withdrawing.

Withdrawal, (wiTH-drawal) n. Act of withdrawing or

taking back; recalling;—state of being taken back,

recalled, or retired.

Withdrawing-room, (wiTH-draw'ing-room.) n. A room

behind another room for retirement ; a «m^n—• or

inner drawing-room.

Withdrawment, (wiTH-draw'ment) ft. Act of with

drawing or state of being withdrawn ; withdrawal.

Withe, (with) r. t. To bind or fasten with with* ox-

twigs ;—imp. &, pp. withed ; ppr. withing.

Wither, (wiTH'er) v.i. [A.-8. gewytherod, withered,

dried by the weather or air, Ger. rertrittrnt, to

be decayed by the operation of the weather.] To

fade ; to lose freshness ;—to lose or want animal mois

ture; to pine away, as animal bodies ;—to languish ; to

perish ; to pass away ;—v. t. To cause to fade and

become dry ;—to cause to shrink, wrinkle, and decay;

—to cause to languish, perish, or pass away :—imp. at

pp. withered ; ppr. withering.

Wither-band, (winier-band) n. A piece of iron in a

saddle near a horse's withers to strengthen the bow.

Withered, (wiTiferd) a. Dried; shrunk,—faded; de

cayed.

Withering, (wiTn'er-ing) o. Shrinking; fading:—de

caying; drying up; scorching ;—hence, figuratively,

extremely sarcastic.

Witheringly, (wiTH'er-ing-le) adv. In a manner tend

ing to wither or cause to shrink.

Withers, (wiTii'en) it. pi. [Ger. viderrUt, from wh/ct,

against, and ri*t, an elevation, elevated part.] The

ridge between the shoulder-bones of a horse at the

bottom of the neck.

Withhold, (witu-hOld)v.t. To hold back; to restrain;
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to keep from action ;—to retain ; to keep back ; not to

grant:—imp. withheld ; pp. withheld or withholden ;

Vpr. withholding.

Withholder, (wiTH-hold'er) n. One who withholds.

Within, (wiTH-in*) prep. [A.-S. icidhinnan, from widh,

with, and innan, in, inwardly.] In the inner or

interior part of ; inside of ;—in the limits or compass

of ; not further in length than;—hence, inside the

reach or influence of; not beyond, overstepping,

exceeding, or the like.

"Within, (wiTH-ln*) adv. In the inner part ; inwardly ;

internally :—in the house ; in doors.

Without, (wiTH-ouf) prep. [A. -8. widhtitan, from

vidh, with, and titan, tit, out] On or at the outside

of; out of; not within ;—beyond ; out of the limits

of; out of reach of;—not with; otherwise than with;

—in a state of absence from ; apart from ;—in a statu

of not having ;—in a state of being destitute or depriv

ed of ;—independently of ; not by the use or exercise

of;—in a state of exemption from ; exclusively of.

'Without, (wiTH-ouf) adv. Not within ; on the outside;

out of doors ; externally.

Without, (wiTH-ouf) conj. Unless ; except ; if not.

Withstand, (wira-stand') v.t. To oppose; to resist,

either with physical or moral force :—imp. ft pp. with

stood ; ppr. withstanding. [and tough.

Withy, (with'e) a. Hade of withs ; like a with ; flexible

Witless, (witles) a. Destitute of wit or understand*

ing ; thoughtless; inconsiderate;—hence, indiscreet;

not under the guidance of judgment.

Witlessly, (wit'les-lo) adv. Without understanding or

judgment ;—thoughtlessly.

Witlessness, (wit'les-nes) n. Want of understanding

or judgment ; thoughtlessness.

"Witling, (witling) n. A person who has little wit or

understanding; a simpleton ;—a pretender to wit ; a

man of petty smartness.

Witness, (wit'nes) n. (A.-S. from tcitan, to know.]

Attestation of a fact or event ; testimony ;—that

which furnishes evidence or proof;—one who beholds

or otherwise has personal knowledge of any thing ;—

one who gives evidence before a judicial tribunal;—

one who sees the execution of an instrument, and

subscribes it for the purpose of confirming its authen

ticity by his testimony ;—one who gives testimony.

Witness, (wit'nes) v. t. To see or know by personal

presence ; to have direct cognisance of ; to observe ;—

to give testimony to ; to testify to something ;—to see

the execution of, as an instrument, and subscribe it

for the purpose of establishing its authenticity ;—r. i.

To bear testimony; to give-evidence ; to testify:—

imp. & pp. witnessed ; ppr. witnessing.

Witnesser, (wit'nes-e r) n. One who witnesses.

Witness-box, (wit'nes-boks) n. The box where a witness

stands when examined before a court.

Witted, (wit'ed) a. Having wit or understanding—

used in composition with qualifying adjective, as

Mharp, quid; Ac.

Witticism, (wit'e-sirm) n. ' A sentence or phrase which

is affectedly witty ; an attempt at wit ;—a witty

remark ; stroke of humour or repartee, pun, Ac.

Wittily, (wit'e-le) adv. In a witty manner; Ingeniously;

artfully ; with wit

Wittincss, (wit'e-nee) n. The quality of being witty.

Wittingly, (wit'ing-le)ooTr. Knowingly;with knowledge.

Witty, (wit'e) a. Possessing wit or humour ; good at

repartee ;—imaginative ; fanciful ;—incentive ; inge

nious ;—judicious ;—sarcastic ; pungent.

Wire, (wiv) v.L [From wife.] To marry, as a man ;

to take a wile ;—v. t. To match to a wife ; to provide

with a wife : to take for a wife ; to wed, as a man ;—

imp. ft pp. wived; ppr. wiving,

Wiving, (wiving) n. Act of taking a wife.

Wizard, (wizard) n. (From wise and the termination

ard.] One devoted to the black art ; a magician ; a

conjurer; a sorcerer;

 

Wolf.

Wizard, (wiz'ard) a. Enchanting ; charming ; haunted

by wizards.

Wizen, (wiz'n) a. [A.-S. irimian, to grow dry, Ger.

veasan, lean.] Thin ; dried up ; weazen.

Wizen, (wiz'n) v. s. To wither ; to become dry, hard,

and shrivelled.

Woad, (wod) n. fA-S. vdd, Ger. waid, weid.] An

herbaceous plant of the genus laati*, formerly culti

vated for the blue colouring matter derived from its

leaves ;—the colouring matter, or the colour derived

from the plant.

Woe, (wo) u. [A-S. wA, Ioal. vo, Ger. weh, Go. vai, L.

vae.} Grief; sorrow; misery; heavy calamity ;—a

curse ; malediction.

Woe-begone, (w6'be-gon) a. [Eng. woe and begone,]

Overwhelmed with woe ; immersed in grief and

sorrow.

Woful, (wo 'fool) a. Sorrowful; distressed with grief

and calamity ; unhappy ; sad ; — full of distress ;

mournful ; lamentable, as a day;—bringing distress,

affliction, or evil ; calamitous, as an event ;—miserably

small; sorry: paltry ;—excessive ; distressingly great.

Wofully, (wo'fool-le) adv. In a woful manner ; sor

rowfully ;—wretchedly ; miserably.

Wofulness, (wo'fool-nes) n. The quality of being woful;

misery ; calamity.

Wolf, (w661f)n. [A.-S. vulf, Go. vulfi, Ger. ft D. vol/.]

A digitigrade carnivorous

animal of the genus Cants,

crafty, ravenous, and noted

for its depredations on the

sheep-cote, farm-yard, Ac.;—

hence, any thing very raven

ous, dangerous, or destruc

tive.

Wolf-dog, (woolf'dog) n. A

dog of a large breed, kept to

guard sheep.

Wolfish, (wuolfish) a. Like a wolf ; having the quali

ties or foim of a wolf.

Wolfishly, (woolfish-le) adv. In a wolfish manner.

Wolf's-bane. (woolfir*b&n) n. A poisonous plant of the

genus Aconitum ; monk's-hood.

Wolverine, (wool'ver-in) n. [Prom vol/.] A carnivor

ous mammal of the genus Onto, _ -

inhabiting the coasts of the ~^g

Arctic Seas ; the glutton.

Woman, (woom'an) n. [A.-S. vf/-

man ii, iclmann,] The female of |

the human race, especially when

grown to adult years ;—a female

attendant or servant. Wolverine.

Woman-born, (woom'an-born) a. Born of a woman ;

human.

Woman-hater, (w66m'an-h&t>er) n. One who has an

aversion to the female sex ; a misogynist.

Womanhood, (wdom'an-hood) n. State, character, or

Qualities of a woman ;—women collectively.

Womanish, (woom'an-ish) a. Suitable to a woman ;

having the qualities of a woman ; feminine ;—un

manly ; effeminate ; soft ; weak.

Womanishly, (woom'an-ish-le) adv. In a womanish

manner ; effeminately.

Womankind, (woom'an-kind) n. The female sex ; tbo

race of females of the human kind.

Womanly, (woom'an-le) a. Becoming a woman ; femi

nine ; not masculine ;—not childish or girlish ;—re

sembling a woman. [woman.

Womanly, (woom'an-le) adv. In the manner of a

Womb, (woom) n. [A.-S. womb, Go. vamba, loel. vomb.]

The uterus of a female ;—the place where any thing

is generated or produced :—any cavity containing and

enveloping any thing;—the belly; the stomach; wame.

[Scot.] [reside ;—to live.

Won,(wun)v.». [A. -8. vonian, wvnian.] To dwell; to

Wonder, (wun'der) n. [A -8. wunder, wundork Ger*
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minder.} The emotion excited by novelty, or the pre

mutation to the Right or mind of something new, un

usual, strange, great, extraordinary, and not well

understood : surprise ; astonishment ; — cause of

wonder ; that which excites surprise ; a prodigy ; a

miracle.

"Wonder, (wun'der) v. i. To be affected by surprise or

udniii.tt.il in ; to be struck with astonishment; to mar-

Tel ;—to feel doubt and curiosity :—imp, & pp. won

dered ; ppr. wondering.

Wonderer, (wun'de,r-§r) ». One who wonders.

Wonderful, (wuu'der-fool) cu Adapted to excite wonder

or admiration ; exciting surprise;—amazing; astonish

ing; surprising.

Wonderfully, (wun'der-fool-le) adv. In a wonderful

manner.

Wonderfulneu, (wun'der-fool-nes) n. The state or qua

lity of being wonderful.

Wonderment, (wun'der-ment) n. Surprise ; astonish

ment ; wonder.

Wonder-struck, (wun'der-struk) a. Struck with won

der, admiration, or surprise.

Wonder-worker, (wun'dcr-wurk-er) n. One who per

forms wonders or miracles.

Wonder-working, (wun'der-wurk-ing) a. Doing won

ders or surprising things.

Wondrous, (wun'drus) a. Such as may excite surprise

and astonishment ;—strange; prodigious; marvellous;

admirable.

Wondrous, (wun'drus) adv. In a surprising degree ;

wondrously.

Wondrously, (wun'drus-le) adv. In a strange or won

derful manner or degree.

Wont, (want) «. (A.-S. vninian.) Using or doing cus

tomarily ; accustomed ; habituated.

Wont, (wunt) >i. Custom; habit; use.

Wont, (wunt) v. i. To be accustomed or habituated ;

to be used :—imp. wont ; pp. won! or wonted ; ppr.

wonting.

Wonted, (wunt'ed) a. Accustomed ; customary ; used.

Wontedneu, (wuut'ed-nes) it. The state of being accus

tomed.

Woo, (w66) v. t. [A. -8. tedffian.] To solicit in lore ; to

court ;—to invite with importunity ;—v. i. To court ;

to make love :—imp. & pp. wooed ; ppr. wooing.

Wood, (wood) a. [A.-S. ieod.\ Mad ; raging ; furious;

—icud. [Scot J

Wood, (wood) n. [A. -8. rendu, vruda, Ger. wnW.J A

large and thick collection of trees ; a forest ;—the hard

substance of trees ; timber ;—the material of succulent

plants and parts of shrubs not hardened and ligneous,

as well as of trees ;—trees cut or sawed for the fixe or

other uses ;—an idol made of wood.

Wood, (wood)v.t. To supply with wood, or get supplies

of wood for ;—v. i. To take in wood ; to supply with

wood :—imp. & pp. wooded ; ppr. wooding.

"Wood-ashes, (wood-ash'ez) n. pi. The remains of burnt

wood or plants.

Wood-bricks, (wood'hriksj «. pi Pieces of timber cut

in the form of bricks and inserted in the Interior walls

of buildings to serve as holds for brackets, pipes, and

other metal fittings.

Woodbine, (wood'bin) n. [A.-S. vntdubrnd, wudubind.]

A climbing plant having flowers of great fragrance ;

the honeysuckle.

Woodchat, (wood'ehat) n. A species of butcher-bird

or shrike.

Woodchuok, (wood'ehuk) ft, In New England, a ro

dent mammal, a Bpecies of

marmot. It burrows in the

ground, and Is very trouble

some to fanners by devouring

grain, &c.

Wood-ooal, (wood'kol) n. Char

coal ; also, lignite or brown

coal.

 

 

Woodchuck.

Woodcock* (woodltok) n. A wild bird of the

family, noted by its long ro

bust bill, short legs, and rapid

flight— its flesh is highly

esteemed for food.

Wood-craft, (woodliraft) «.

Skill and practice in shoot

ing and other sports of the

chase ; especially, skill in

hunting the deer.

Wood-cut, (wood'kut) n. An "Woodcock.

engraving on wood, or an impression from such an

engraving.

Wood-cutter, (woodltut-er) n. A person who cut* wood :

one who makes wood-cuts ; an engraver on wood.

Wood-cutting, (wood'kuving) ft. The art or profes

sion of cutting wood ;—wood-engraving.

Wooded, (wood'ed) a. Supplied or covered with wood.

Wooden, (wood'n) a. Made or consisting of wood ;—

clumsy ; awkward. [cm wood.

Wood-engraver, (wodd'en-grav-er) n. One who engraves

Wood-engraving, (wood en-grSv-ing) n. The act or art

of engraving on wood, or of cutting figures of natural

objects on wood; xylography;—an engraving on wood.

Wood-grouse, (wdod'grous) n. The largest species of

grouse ; cock of the mountain ; capercailzie. [Scot.]

Wood-house, (woddhous) a. A house or shed in which

wood is deposited. [woody.

Woodiness, (wood'e-nes) n. State or quality of being

Woodland, (woodland) a. Relating to wood* ; sylvan.

Woodland, (woodland) ft. Land covered with wood, or

land on which trees are suffered to grow either for

fuel or timber.

Wood-lark, (wdodlark) n. A species of lark.

Wood-louse, (wdodlous) n. An insect of the garni

Oniscu*; the millepede.

Woodman, (wood'man) n. A forest officer appointed to

take care of the king's wood ;—a sportsman : a

hunter ;—one who cuts down trees ; a wood-cntteff.

Woodmonger, (wood'mung-ger) n. Buyer or seller ef

wood ; wood-merchant ; dealer in wood.

Woodnote, (wood'not) n. Music or song of the wood ;

natural tone of a bird;—hence, natural and genuine

musical or poetical expression, as opposed to artificial

or elaborately artistic.

Woodnymph, (wood'nimf) a. A nymph inhabiting the

woods ; a fabled goddess of the woods ; a dryad.

Wood-offering, (wood'of-er-ing) n. An offering or

sacrifice of wood ;—wood burned on the altar.

Woodpecker, (wood'pek-er) n. A scansorial bird of

many species—it has a strong bill,

and pecks boles in the wood or

bark of trees in pursuit of insects.

Wood-pigeon, (wood pg-un) n. The

ring dove.

Woodruff, (wood'ruf) n. A native

filant of the genus Atperuta, the

eaves of which when bruised or

dried emit a strong fragrant odour.

Wood-screw, (wdoefskroo) n. A

screw made of iron, and furnished

with a sharp thread for insertion "Woodpecker.

in wood. [ture which is wrought of wood.

Wood-work, (woodVurk) n. That part of any strac-

Woody, (wodd'e) a. Abounding with wood ■—eonssst-

ing of wood ; ligneous. [in love.

Wooer, (woo'er) n. One who wooes, courts, or solicits

Woof, (woof) n. [A.-S. vejan, to weave.] The threads

that cross the warp in weaving j the weft :—texture ;

cloth. [soliciting ; courtship.

Wooing, (woo'ing) n. The act or art of inviting or

Wooingly, (wod'ing-le) adv. Enticingly ; with per

suasiveness.

Wool, (wool) ft, [A.-S. mttZ, Ger. voile, D. wot] That

soft, curled, or crisped species of hair which grows

on aheerj and some other animals ;—thort. thick; Lair,
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especially when crisped or curled ; — in botany, a

pubescence or covering of dense, fine hairs on the

surface of parte of plants ;—the fibre of tin: cotton

plant ;—tho fleece of a sheep.

"Wool-bearing, (wool'bar-iug) o. Producing wool.

Wool-burring, (wool'bur-ing) it. Act or process of teas

ing or of cleansing wool with burs.

"Wool-comber, (woolTtdm-er) ?i. One whose occupation

is to comb wooL [combing wool

Wool-combing, (wool'kSni-ing) n. Act or process of

Woold, (would) v. t. [D. wotlen, Ger. truhUn.) To

wind a rope round, as a mast or yard, when made

of two or more pieces, at the place where they

hare been fished or scarfed, for confining and

blip-porting them : — imp. & pp. woolded ; ppr.

woolding,

Woolding, (woold'ing) n. The act of winding, as a

rope round a mast ; a rope used for binding masts and

spars.

Wool-driver, (w66l'driv-ej) n. One who purchases wool

from the farmer, &c., and carries it to market

Wool-dyed, (wuol'did) a. Dyed in the form of yarn

before being made up as cloth.

Wooled, (wOold) a. Baring or made of wool—with a

qualifying adjective prefixed, aajine, &c.

Wool-gathering, (wool'gaTH-er-ing) n. Indulgence in

idle exercise of the imagination ; a foolish or useless

pursuit or design ; vagary.

Wool-gathering, (wool-gaTH'er-ing) a. Idly fanciful;

visionary ; indulging in vain dreams.

Wool-grower, (wdol'grd-er) n. A person who raises

sheep for the production of wooL [wool.

Wool-growing, ( wool'grd-ing) a. Producing sheep and

Woollen, (wool'eu) n. Cloth made of wool ; woollen

goods.

Woollen, (woui'en) a. [A.-S. wullen, wyUen.] Made

of wool ; consisting of wool ;—pertaining to wooL

Woollen-draper, (wool'en-drap-ej) n. One who deals in

woollen goods. [woolly.

Woolliness, (wool'e-nes) n. State or quality of being

Woolly, (wool'e) a. Consisting of wool ;—resembling

wool ; of the nature of wool ;—clothed with wool ;

—clothed with a pubescence resembling wool.

Wool-pack, (wool pak) n. A pack or bag of wool

weighing 240 pounds; — any thing bulky without

weight.

Woolsack, (wool'sak) ». A sack or bag of wool ; tpecifl-

cally, the seat of the lord chancellor of England in the

House of Lords, being a large, square bag of wool,

without back or arms, covered with red cloth.

Wool-sorter, (wddl'sort-er)n. One who sorts or arranges

different kinds of wool according to their texture or

value.

Wool-stapler, (wool'ata-pler) v. One who deals in

wool ;—one who sorts wool according to its adaptation

to different manufacturing purposes.

Wool-winder, (wool'winder) h, A person employed

to wind or make up wool into bundles for sale.

Word, (wurd) n. [A.-S. word, Ger. wort,] The spoken

sign of a conception or idea ; a single component part

of human speech or language ; a term ; a vocable ;—

the written or printed character or characters express

ing such a term ;—talk ; discourse ; oral expression ;—

account ; tidings ; message;—signal ; order; command ;

—statement: affirmation; declaration; promise; —

verbal contention ; dispute ;—a brief remark or ob

servation ; a phrase, clause, or short sentence ;—a pro

verb ; a motto ;—the Word, Scripture ; the revelation

or the book containing the revelation of the will of

God to man ;—the second person of the Trinity ;

Christ before his incarnation.

Word, (wurd) v. t. To express in words; to phrase :—

imp. <k yi>. worded; ppr. wording.

Word-book, (wurd'book) n. A collection of words;

a vocabulary ; a dictionary.

Wordiness, (wurd'e-nes) n. The state or quality of

being wordy or abounding with words ; verbosity ;—

diffusiveness of style; prolixity.

Wording, (wurd'ing) «. Tho act of cxprcwiinfj in

words ; phrasing;—the manner of expressing in words;

style of expression ; phraseology ;—the term or terms

in which an idea is conveyed.

Word-picture, (wurd'pik-tur) n* An accurate and vivid

description which presents an object clearly to the

mind, as if in a picture. [containing many words.

Wordy, (wurd'e) a. Using many words ; verbose ;—

Work, (wurk) v.i. [A. -8. vryrcan, Icel. verka.] To

exert one's self for a purpose ; to labour ; to be

engaged in the performance of a task, a duty, or the

like ;—to operate ; to act ;—hence, to be effective ;—

to have effect or influence ;—to carry on business ;—to

be customarily engaged or employed ; to toil ;—to be

in a state of severe exertion ; to move heavily ; to

strain ; to labour;—to make one's way slowly and with

difficulty ; to proceed with effort ;—to ferment, as a

liquid ;—to act or operate on the stomach and bowels,

as a cathartic ;—v. t. To labour or operate upon ; to

prepare for use ; to stir and mix, as materials ;—to

manufacture ;—to produce by labour ; to accomplish ;

to effect ;—to produce by slow degrees ;—to wear or

bore, as a passage through, by active force or con

tinued action ;—to put into use or exercise ; to exert ;

to strain ;— to influence by acting upon, as the fil

ings ;—to form with a needle and thread or yarn ;

especially, to embroider ;—to set in action, as ma

chinery or motive power ; to manage ; to govern ;—to

direct the course of, as a ship, die. ;—to cause to fer

ment, as liquor:—imp. & pp. worked or wrought;

ppr. working.

Work, (wurk)n. Toil; labour; employment; exertion

of strength; effort directed to an end; particularly,

manual labour ;—the matter on which one is at work;

matorial for working upon ; subject of exertion;—that

which is produced as the result of labour ; product ;

performance ; fabric ; manufacture ; or in a more

general use, act, deed, effect, result, feat ;—indifferent

or awkward performance ;—bungling attempt ;—man

ner of working ; management ; treatment ; — that

which is produced by mental labour ; a composition ;

a book ;—embroidery ;—pi. Structures in civil, mili

tary, or naval engineering, as docks, bridges, embank

ments, trenches, ic. ; also, the structures and grounds

of a manufacturing establishment ;—the mechanism

of a watch ;—in theology, moral duties or external

performances, as a ground of pardon or justification,

in opposition to grace.

Workable, (wurk'a-bl) a. Capable of being worked,

as a metal ;—capable of being worked or worth work

ing, as a mine.

Work-box, (wurk'boks) n. A box for holding instru

ments or materials for work.

Worker, (wurk'er) n. One who or that which works ; a

labourer; a performer. [work with another.

Work-fellow, (wurk'fel-6) n. One engaged in the same

Work-folk, (wurk'fok) n. pL Persons that labour.

Work-house, (wurk'hous) «, A house in which the poor

are maintained at the public expense, and provided

with labour ; a poor-house.

Working, (wurk'ing) a. Employed in manual work ;

labouring ;—operating ; producing ;—fermenting.

Working, (wurk'ing) n. Act of labouring ;—motion ;

operation ;—fermentation.

Working-class, (wurk'ing-klas) n. The class of people

who are engaged in manual labour, or are dependent

on it for support ; labourers ; operatives ; mechanics,

Ac.

Working-day, (wurk'ing-da) n. A day on which work

is performed, as distinguished from the Sabbath, fes

tivals, and tne like.

Working-day, (wurk'ing-da) a. Plodding ; hard-work

ing ; common ; coarse ; gross.

Workman, (wurk'man) n. A man employed in labour;
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a worker ; a labourer ;—especially, a skilful artificer or

mechanic. [man : skilful ; well performed.

Workmanlike, (wnrk'man-lik) a. Becoming a work-

Workmanly, (wurkman-Ie) adv. In a skilful manner;

in a manner becoming a workman.

Workmanship, (wurk'man-ehip) n. Skill of a workman;

execution or manner of making any thing;—that which

is effected, made, or produced ; manufacture; especially,

something made by manual labour.

Work-people, (wurk'pe-pl) n. pi. Those who labour In

a manufactory, workshop, &c ;—labourers.

Workshop, (wurk'shop)n. A shop where any manufac

ture is carried on.

Work-table, (wurk'tft-bl) n. A table for holding work,

especially needlework, and materials and implements

for it

Work-woman, (worlrVoom-an) n. A woman who per

forms any work ; especially! a woman skilled in needle

work.

World, (wurld) n. [A.-S. vorold, world, Ieel. rer&lld,

D. mrrelt.] The earth and its inhabitants with their

concerns ;—in a more restricted sense, a dirisiou of the

globe, or of its inhabitants ;—in an extended sense,

the earth and the surrounding heavens ; the creation ;

universe ;—any planet or heavenly body considered

as inhabited ;—present existence ; this life :—customs,

practices, and interests of men ; general affairs of life;

human society ; public society; sphere of notoriety,

rank, fashion, Ac. :—individual experience of or con

cern with life ; course of life ;—the inhabitants of the

earth ; the human race : mankind ;—the earth and its

affairs, as distinguished from heaven ; a secular, as

opposed to a religious life ; hence, worldly corruption :

—the ungodly or wicked part of mankind ;—a great

multitude or quantity ; a large number.

Worldlinesa, (wurldle-nes) n. Quality of being worldly;

a predominant passion for or attachment to wealth or

to temporal honours, pleasures, or enjoyments ;—

covetousness. (world and its enjoyments.

Worldling, (wurldling) n. One who is devoted to this

Worldly, (wurld'le) a. Relating to the world ; human;

common ; —pertaining to this life, in contradistinction

from the life to come ; secular ; temporal ; devoted to

this life and Its enjoyments; covetous; greedy of gain;

—carnal ; not spiritual.

Worldly, (wurldOe) adv. In a worldly manner.

Worldly-minded, (wurld'le-mind-ed) a. Devoted to

worldly interests; covetous of gain or of temporal pros

perity, honour, or pleasures ;—not heavenly-minded ;

carnal ; not spiritual.

Worldly-mindedness, (wurldle-nrind-ed-nes) a. State

of being worldly-minded ; love of this present world ;

engrossing attention to temporal interests, pursuits,

ami pleasures; oovetousness ; carnality; want of spiri

tuality of mind.

Worm, (wurm) n. fA-8. wjrrm, Ger. wurm, Go. vaurms,

L. vermis.] Originally, any creeping or crawling ani

mal ; a serpent, caterpillar, snail, or the like ;—a being

dcljAsed or despised ;—pi. Animals which live and

breed in the intestines of other animals ;—figuratively,

something that gnaws or afflicts one's conscience ;—

any thing spiral, vorraiculated, or resembling a worm;

—the thread of a screw ;—a spiral instrument for

drawing cartridges from fire-arms :—a small worm-like

ligament under a dog's tongue;—a spiral metallic pipe

through which vapour passes in distillation ;—a snort

revolving screw the threads of which drive a wheel

by gearing into its teeth.

Worm, (wurm) v. i. To work slowly, gradually, and

secretly;—v.t. To drive by secret and slow means,

with into /—to expel or undermine by alow and secret

means, with out ;—to extort or draw out, as a secret ;—

to draw a wad or cartridge from, as a fire-arm ;—to

but the ligament called a tvorm frdm under the tongue

of, as a dog, for toe purpose of checking the disposi

tion to gnaw;—to wind rope, yarn, or other material

spirally round :—imp. A pp. wanned ; ppr. wmnv

ing.

Worm-eaten, (wurn ietn) a. Gnawed by worms ;—hav

ing cavities in the interior made by wanna;—hence,

old; worthless.

Worm-wheel, (wurm'hwel) n. A wheel having teeth

formed to fit into the spiral threads of a screw so that

the wheel may be turned by the screw :—ta*ffe*t~

wheel

Wormwood, (wurm'wood) n. [A.-8. wermod, Ger. «r-

iiiuth.) A plant having a bitter nauseous lastn sn

called because formerly supposed to be fatal to worms.

Wormy, (wurm'e) a. Containing a worm ; abounding

with worms ;—earthy ; grovelling.

Worn-out, (worn'out) a. Consumed or rendered use

less by wearing, as a garment ; trite ; old ; exploded.

Worry, (wur'e) v. C [U. worgen, to strangle, Ger. srwr-

gen.) To harass with importunity or with care and

anxiety ; to torment ; to trouble ;—to harass with

labour : to fatigue ;—to harass by pursuit and bark

ing ; also, to tear or mangle with the teeth :—m. i. To

express undue care and anxiety;—imp. £ pp. war

ned ; ppr. worrying.

Worry, (wur'e) n. A state of disturbance from care

and anxiety : vexation ; anxiety ; trouble.

Worse, (wurs) a, (A.-S tryrta, comparative of mew,

perverse, bad.] Bad, ill, evil, or corrupt in a higher

degree ; in poorer health ; more sick-—used both in a

physical and moral sense.

Worse, (wurs) adv. In a manner more evil or bad.

Worsen, (wurs n) v. f. To make worse ; to c

to impair.

Worship, (wur'ship) n. [From vortA and the 1

tionsAip.] Dignity; eminence; excellence;—honour:

respect;—hence, a title of honour used in addresses to

certain magistrates, Ac. :—religious reverence and

homage ; adoration paid to God or to a being viewed

as God ;—idolatry of lovers.

Worship, (wur'ship) v.t. To adore ; to pay divine

honours to ; to venerate with religious rites :—to pay

civil reverence to ; to treat with the highest respect ;—

v.t. To perform acts ofadoration;—to perform religions

service ;—to attend church : to wait on the ministry

of word and sacrament :—imp. & pp. worshipped ;

ppr. worshipping.

Worshipful, (wur'ship-fool) a. Entitled to worship,

reverence, or high respect.

Worshipfuily, (wur'ship-fool-le) adv. Tn a worahipfU

manner ; respectfully. (being worahipmL

Worshipfulness, (wurship-fodl-nes) m. The quality of

Worshipper, ( wur ship-er) n. One who worships.

Worshipping, (wur'ship-ing) n. Act of paying arris*

honours to ; adoration.

Worst, (wuret)a. Bad, evil, or pernicious in the highest

degree, whether in a physical or moral sense.

Worst, (wurst) n. That which is most bed or evil ; th#

most severe, calamitous, or wicked state or degress.

Worst, (wurst) v. t. To gain advantage over in con

test ; to get the better of ; to defeat ; to overthrow ;—

imp. <fc pp. wonted ; ppr. worsting.

Worsted, (woostfed) a. [From Worsted, a town rn Nor

folk.) well-twisted yarn spun of long-staple weal

which has been combed to lay the fibres parallel.

Worsted, fwoost'ed) a. Made of woollen yarn ; axes*

from wool ; consisting of wonted.

Wort, (wurt)n. [A.-S. wyrt, virt, Ger. wan. Go. vtmris.;

A plant ; an herb—used chiefly in compounds ?—spsrt-

teally, a plant of the cabbage kind.

Wort, (wurt) n. [A -8. wirt, must.] New beer uafcr-

men ted or in the act of fermentation.

Worth, (wurth) n. (A.-S. weordk. Go. roirfAc] Tket

quality of a thing which renders it valuable or useful :

value ; hence, often, value as expressed in a standard,

as money ;—value of moral or personal quahnei .

virtue ; eminence ; usefulness ;—importance ; cua*-

uuence.
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Worth, (wurth) a. Equal in value to ;—deserving of

—chiefly in a good sense ;—having wealth or estate to

the value of.

Worthily, (wur'THe-le) adv. In a worthy manner ;

deservedly ; justly ; suitably ; becomingly.

Worthiness, (wur'THC-nes) n. State or quality of being

worthy;—desert: merit; excellence; dignity; virtue.

Worthless, (wurthles) a. Destitute of worth ; having

no value, virtue, excellence, dignity, or the like ;—un

deserving; useless; vile; base. [ner.

Worthlessly, (wuvthles-le) adv. In a worthless man-

Worthlessness, (wurth'les-nes) n. Want of valuo ;—

state of being useless ;—want of excellence ; want of

dignity ;—meanness ; baseness.

Worthy, (wur'THe) a. Having worth or excellence ;

deserving ; meritorious ; — having dignity ; noble ;

illustrious ;—estimable ; virtuous ;—equal iu value

to; entitled to;—suitable to any thing bad ;—deserv

ing of ill.

Worthy, (wur'Tne) n. A man of worth : a person of

conspicuous desert;—one distinguished for useful and

estimable qualities ;—a man of valour—often in the

pluraL

Wot, (wot) v. i. [A.-S. icdt, present of iritan, to know.]

To know ; to bo aware.

Would, (wood) imp. of will, used aa an auxiliary verb

with an influitive, to which it gives the force of the

subjunctive mood ; also, to express condition or sup

position ; to express a simple desire, to wish to do, or

to wish to have.

Would-be, (wood'bS) a. Desiring or professing to be.

Wound, (woond) n. [A.-S. wand, Ioef. und, Go. vunds,]

A cut, stab, bruise, rent, or the like ;—hence, injury ;

hurt ; damage ; detriment.

Wound, (woond) v. (. To hurt by violence, as by a cut,

stab, bruise, and the like ; to injure ; to damage ;

lienoe, to hurt the feelings of; to pain ; to affront ;—

imp. k pp. wounded; ppr. wounding.

Woundable, (woond'a-bl) a. Capable of being wounded.

Woundily, (wound'e-le) adv. Excessively ; greatly.

Wounding, (woond'ing) n. Act of injuring by violence;

hurt; injury.

Woundy, (woun'de) a. Excessive ; vastly great.

Wrack, (rak) n. [P. varec.) A marine plant ont of

which kelp is made, and which is also of great utility

an a manure ;—sea-weed in general, thrown ashore by

the waves. [thin, flying cloud; a rack.

Wrack, (rak) n. [A.-S. rec, Ger. much, raucken.) A

Wraith, (rath) n. [Probably corrupted from swairth.]

An apparition of a person in his exact likeness, seen

before death, or a little after ; a spectre ; an unreal

image.

Wrangle, (rang'gl) v.i. [A. -3. wringan, to wring,

strain, press. J To dispute angrily ; to quarrel peev

ishly and noisily; to brawl; to altercate;—in univevii-

ties, to dispute publicly ; to maintain or oppose a

thesis :—imp. & pp. wrangled ; ppr. wrangling.

Wrangle, (rang'gl) n. An angry dispute ; a noisy

quarrel ;—bickering ; brawl ; jar ; contest ; contro

versy.

Wrangler, (rang'gler) n. One who wrangles ; an angry

disputant ;—at Cambridge University, one in the first

or highest class of those who tako the degree of

Bachelor of Arts ;—senior wrangler, the first on this

list

Wr&nglerahip, (rang'gler-Bhip) n. The distinction or

position of taking first-class honours in arts.

Wranglesome, (ranggl-sum) a. Contentious : quarrel

some, [altercation.

Wrangling, (rang'gling) n. Act of disputing angrily ■

Wrap, (rap) r. t. [Probably allied to warp,} To wind

or fold together;—to envelop completely; to enfold;

—to conceal by enveloping or enfolding; to hide;

hence, to involve, as an effect or consequence ;—to

comprise ; to contain :—imp. & pp. wrapped ; ppr.

wrapping,

 

Wrapper, (rap'er) n. One who wraps ;—that in which

any thing is wrapped or inclosed ; envelope ; covering;

—specifically, a loose outer garment ; an overcoat

worn by men;—a woman's undress, morning gown,

or negligee. [any thing ; an envelope.

Wrapping, (rap'ing) n. A wrapper ; that which covers

Wrasse, (ras) «. [W. wrach,] A prickly-spined, hard-

boned fish of several species, inhabiting the Mediter

ranean and Atlantic.

Wrath, (rath) n. [A.-S. teradh.) Violent anger ; vehe

ment exasperation ; indignation ; rage ; fury ; ire ;—

the effects of anger ;—the just punishment of an offence

or crime.

Wrathful, (rath'fool) a. Full of wrath ; very angry ;

greatly incensed ;—springing from or e'xpresaing wrath ;

—furious; raging; passionate. [sionately.

Wrathfully, (rath'f661-le)«rfv. Angrily; furiously: pas-

Wrathfulness, (rath'fool-nes) n. The state of being

wrathful ; vehement anger.

Wreak, (rek) v. (. [A.-S. wrecan, Go. vrikan.] To

execute in vengeance or passion ; to Inflict; to hurl

or drive :—imp. & pp. wreaked ; ppr. wreaking.

Wreath, (reth) n. Something twisted or curled,:—a

garland ; a chaplet ; an ornameutal

twisted band for the head; especially,

one given to a victor.

Wreathe, (rem) v. t. [A.-8. wrfdJian,

Ger. ridan, Icel. rtda.) To twist ; to

wind one about another; to entwine;

—to surround with any thing twisted

or convolved ; to encircle ; to enfold ;

—to twine or twist about;—v. i. To bo Wreath^

interwoven or entwined :—imp. & pp. wreathed; ppr.

wreathing. [wreath.

Wreathing, (rCTH'ing) n. The act of encircling ; a

Wreathless, (rC-THles) a. Destitute of a wreath.

Wreath-shell, (reTH'shel) u. The spiral shell of a mol

lusc of the genus Turbo; screw-shell.

Wreathy, (revrn'e) o. Twisted ; curled ; spiral.

Wreck, (rek) n. [D. Wrote, damaged, brittle, wracle, a

wreck.] Destruction; ruin; desolation ;—specifically,

the destruction or injury of a vessel by being cast on

shore or on rocks, or by being disabled or sunk by the

force of winds or waves ;—the ruins of a ship stranded

or otherwise rendered useless by violence and fracture :

—the remains of any thing ruined ; dead weeds and

grass ;—goods, etc., which, after a shipwreck, are cast

upon the land by the sea;—any thing in a state of

ruin or decay ;—a person worn out by disease, dissipa

tion, &c.

Wreck, (rek) v. t. To destroy, disable, or seriously

damage, as a vessel, by driving against the shore or on

rocks, by causing to founder or the like ;—hence, to

bring ruin upon ; to destroy :—imp. & pp. wrecked ;

ppr. wrecking.

Wreckage, (rek'fij) n. Act of wrecking;—that which

has been wrecked ; the remains of a vessel or cargo

which has been wrecked-

Wrecker, (rek'er) n. One who plunders tho wrecks of

ships;—one who by false lights or otherwise draws

vessels from their proper course tliat they may be cast

ashore, wrecked, and plundered.

Wren, (ren) n. f A.-S. wrenna, It. drean.] A small inses-

sorial bird of the genus Trochi lus,

lively and active in its habits,

feeding chiefly on insects, and in

winter sheltering in house roofs,

bains, stacks, Ac.

Wrench, (rensh) v. t. rT}.venerin~

pen, to wrench, A-S, wrencan,

to wring.] To wrest, twist, or

force by violence;—to strain; to

sprain; to distort: — imp. & pp* wrenched ; ppr.

wrenching.

Wrench, (rensh) n. A violent twist, or ft pull with

twisting;—a sprain;—an instrument for exerting a

 

Wren.
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twisting strain, as in turning bolt*, nuts, screw-taps,

Ac. :—hence, contrivance; meaiu^f compulsive action;

hold.

Wrest, (rest) v.t. [A.-S. wrcwtan.] To turn ; to twist;

enpteially, to twist or extort by violence ; to pull or

force away by violent wringing or twisting ;—to turn

from truth or twist from its natural moaning ; to

distort; pervert :—imp. <fe pp. wrested ; ppr. wresting.

Wrest, (rest) u. Violent pulling and twisting; dis

tortion; perversion ;—a key or hammer used in tuning

a stringed instrument.

Wrester, (reefer) n. One who wrests or perverts.

Wrestle, (res'!) t*. i. [A.-S. wrattlian, allied to vrattan,

to wrest ] To contend, as two persons by grappling

together and each striving to throw the otherdown;

—hence, to struggle ; to strive ; to contend :—imp.

& pp. wrestled ; ppr. wrestling.

Wrestle, (res'l) n. A struggle between two to see which

will throw the other down ; a struggle.

Wrestler, (res'ler) «. One who wrestles ; one who is

skilful in wrestling.

Wrestling, (ree'ling) n. Act of grappling one with

another and trying to throw the other down ;—con

tention ; strife ;—struggle; hand to hand contest.

Wretch, (rech) n. (A. -8. terecca. an exile.] A miser

able person ; one profoundly unhappy ;—one sunk in

vice or degradation ; a base, despicable person ;—a poor

sorry creature, in pity or alight contempt;—a dear or

fondly loved person.

Wretched, (rech'ed) a. Very miserable ; sunk in deep

affliction or distress either from want, anxiety, or

grief; calamitous ;—worthless ; paltry; very poor or

mean ;—despicable ; base; vile and contemptible.

Wretchedly, (rech ed-le) adv. In a wretched manner ;

miserably ; unhappily ; meanly; despicably.

Wretchedness, (rech'ed-nes) ». Quality or state of

being wretched ; extreme misery or unhappiness—

meanness; despicableneas.

Wriggle, (rig'l) v. i. [D. wrikktn, A.-8. wrigian, to

bend.] To move the body to and fro or from side to

side with short motions;—v. t. To put into a quick,

reciprocating motion ; to move by twisting and

squirming; to introduce by a shifting motion; to

insinuate by going from side to side ;—imp. As vp.

wriggled; ppr, wriggling.

Wriggler, (rigger) n. One who wriggles.

Wriggling, (rig Hug) n. Act of moving one way and

the other wiih quick turns ; twisting from side to

side.

Wright, (rit) n. [A. -8. vyrhta, from vryrcan, to work.]

One whose occupation is some kind of mechanical

business ; an artificer ; a workman—chiefly used in

compounds suggesting workmanship in wood.

Wring, (ring) v.t. [A. -8. win#an, Ger. nnjren,] To

twist and compress ; to turn and stram with violence;

—to extract or obtain by twisting and compressing;

to squeeze or press out; hence, to extort ;—to turn or

twist, as the body in pain; to writhe;—-to gripe closely;

to pinch ;—hence, to pain ; to distress ;—to bend or

strain out of its position ;—hence, to distort; to pervert

—», i . To turn or twist, as with pain ; to writhe in

anguish :—imp. & pp. wrung ; ppr. wringing.

Wringing, (ringing) n. Act of pressing and twisting,

as the hands, in anguish, despair, Ac.

Wj-ing-bolt, (ring'bdlt) n. A oolt used by shipwrights

i' • bend and secure the planks :—also ring-bolt.

Wringer, (ring'cr) n. One who or that which wrings;

hence, an extortioner ;—especially, an instrument for

forcing water out of any thing, particularly for wring

ing water from clothes after they have been washed.

Wring-stave, (ringatav) n. In shipbuilding, a strong

b:u- or piece of wood used in applying wring-bolts.

Wrinkle, (ringltl) n. [A.-S. vnrincU, h. ruga, a wrinkle,

W. rhyg,* furrow.] A small ridge, prominence, or

furrow formed by the shrinking or contraction of any

smooth bubstonoe ;—a oorrugatiou of the akin of the

face ; a sign of age or of care, &c ;—a fold or rumple

in cloth ; a crease ;—any roughness or unevenoess.

Wrinkle, (ringtcl) r. r. To contract into furrows and

, prominences; to corrugate;—to make rough or uneven;

—v.i. To shrink into furrows and ridges :—itAp. k.

pp. wrinkled; ppr. wrinkling.

Wrinkly, (ring/kle) a. Full of wrinkles; liable to bs

wrinkled ; corrugated.

Wrist, (net) *. [A.-S. icrist, allied to «r*e*rnK, to

wrest, to twist.] The joint by which the hand u

united to the arm ; the tarpus :— also used adjee-

tively ;— briUlt-tcrist, a horseman's left hand.

Wristband, (risfband) n. Tliat band or part of a shirt'

sleeve which covers the wrist.

Writ, (rit) n. [From vrite,) That which is written;

writing ;—especially the Scriptures ; Bible :—an in

strument in writing, under seal, issued from th#

proper authority, and directed to some public cancer,

or to some private person, commanding him to <k>

something in relation to a suit, action, or other ser

vice, official or personal ;—a judicial summon* by

which one is cited to appear before a legal tribunal ;

—an order to elect in a certain town or district one or

more members of parliament ;—a legal instrument ; a

deed.

Write, (rit) v. t. [A.-S. wrtian, Icel. ritat to write.

Go. rrits, a stroke.] To set down, as legible char

acters ; to inscribe on any material by a suitable in

strument;—to express in legible or intelligible char

acters ; to inscribe ; hence, tptcifically, to set down

in an epistle; to communicate by letter;—hence, U»

compose or produce, as an author;—to impress dur

ably;—to make known by writing; to record;—r. i.

To form characters, letters, or figures as representa

tives of sounds or ideas ; to be regularly employed at

occupied in writing, copying, or accounting; — to

frame or combine ideas and express them in words:

to recite or relate in books ; to compose ;—to call

one's self; to be entitled to; to use the style of:—

imp. wrote ; pp. writ or written ; ppr. writing.

Writer, (rit'er) h. One who writes or has written : a

scribe ; a clerk;—au author;—in Scotland, a legal prac

titioner ; a solicitor ; an attorney-

Writhe, (riTH) v.t. [A.-S. widhan.] To twist with

violence ; to distort : to wring;—to wrest; to distort ;

to pervert;—v.i. To twist; to be distorted :—tnjx k

pp. writhed; ppr. writhing.

writing, (rit'ing) n. Act or art of forming letters and

characters on paper, wood, stone, or other materia.1 .

—any thing written or expressed in letters : a legal

instrument ; a pamphlet ; a book; a manuscript ; aa

inscription \—pL Official papers ; deeds ; instruments

of conveyance, Ac.

Writing-desk, (rit'ing-desk) n. A table with a shaping

top for writing upon ;—also, a portable desk lor wrfi-

ingon and containing writing materials.

Writing-master, (rifiug-nias-ter) n. One who teaches

the art of penmanship.

Writing-paper, (rit'ing-pa-per) n. Paper finished witi

a smooth surface, sized, and fitted for writing upon.

Writing-table, (rit'ing-ta-hl) «. A table for writis?

on—usually with a sloping top, and fitted with

drawers, d,*c, beneath.

Wrong, (rong) a. [Icel. r&ngr, oblique, wrong, A.-S

terang, vrong, injury.] Not physically right;—u*4

fit or suitable to an end or object ; not appropriate

for use ;—not suitable to the highest and best east .

not morally right ;—not according to truth ; unjosa;

faulty ; incorrect ; erroneous ; improper ; mistaken.

Wrong, (rong) ». That which is not right ; whatever

deviates from moral rectitude ; any injury doss* w

another; a trespass ; injustice; injury.

Wrong, (rong) adv. Not rightly ; amiss; morally m ;

erroneously.

Wrong, (rong) v.t. To treat with injustice; to de

prive of some right, or to withhold some act ofjustac*
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from ; to injure ;—to impute evil to unjustly ? imp.

& pp. wronged ; ppr. wronging. [or does wrong.

'Wrong-doer, (rong'dud-er) n. One who injures another

Wrongful, (rong'fool) a. Pull of wrong; injurious ;

unjust ; unfair. [injuriously ; unjustly.

Wrongfully, (rong'fool-le) adv. In a wrongful manner;

Wrongheaded, (rong'hed-ed) a. Wrong in opinion; per

verse : having a crotchety or impracticable mind.

Wrongheadedness, (roughed-ed-nus) n. The quality of

being wrongheaded ; perverseness ; erroneousness.

Wrongly, (rong'le) adv. In a wrong manner; un

justly; ainiss.

Wrongnets, (rong^iea) n. Quality of being wrong ;

wrong disposition ; erroneousness ; — state of being

wrong; error. [ilk-gal.

Wrongous, (rong'us) a. Constituting a wrong; unjust;

Wrong-timed, (rong'timd) a. Done at an improper

time ; ill-timed.

Wroth, (rawth) a. [A.-S. wrddA.] Full of wrath ;

angry ; incensed '; indignaut ; provoked ; enraged.

Wrought, (rawt) a. Worked into n tough state by

welding and hammering, in distinction to cast, aa

iron, dtc. ;—-wrought up, excited ; inflamed ;—wrought

upon, influenced ; persuaded.

Wry, (ri) a. [Go. vraiqys, curved, A.-S. vridan, to

twist.] Turned to one side ; twisted ; distorted ;—

hence, deviating from the right direction;—perverted;

wrested.

Wtt (ri) v. t. To distort ; to turn aside ; to wrest :—

v. t. To be turned aside or distorted ; to deviate from

the right line, direction, &c

Wryneck, (ri'nek) n. A twisted or distorted neck ;—a

small native bird ofthe genus Yunx,

allied to the woodpecker—so called

from the manner in which, whenv

surprised, it turns its head ove

its shoulder.

Wrynecked, (ri'nekt) a. Having a

distorted neck. i

Wryness, (ri'nes) n. State of being / ,, -

wry or distorted. //

Wye, (wi) n. One of the two' ' A

forked pieces or bearings resem

bling the letter Y in shape, in the

opening or notch of which rest the Wryneck,

ends of the axis supporting the telescope in a theo

dolite, the pivots in a transit instrument, and the

like :—written also Y, pi. Y*s,

Wynd, (wind) n. [A.-b. icindan.] A narrow lane or

alley, [boot]

 

X.

X(eka), the twenty-fourth letter of the English

alphabet, is borrowed, as to its form, from the

Greek X, and is not found as an initial letter, with

one exception, unless in words of Greek origin. It is

called a consonant or compound consonantal sound,

being at once guttural, palatal, and sibilant. At the

end of words it has the sound of ks, as in wax; in

the middle, the sound of ks, or sometimes of </:, as

in axis, example. At the beginning of a word, x is

pronounced as z.

Xanthian, (zan'the-an) a. Pertaining to Xanthus, an

ancient town of Asia Minor;—noting certain marbles

found near that place.

Xanthic, (zan'thik) a. [G. xanthos, yellow.] Tending

toward a yellow colour, or to one of those colours,

green being excepted, in which yellow is a constitu

ent, as scarlet, orange, and the like.

Xanthine, (xan'thin) n, [G. xauthos, yellow.] The

yellow, insoluble, colouring matter contained in cer

tain plants and the petals of certain flowers.

Xanthophyll, (zan'thd-fil) n. [G. xanthos, yellow,

a.ndphullon, leaf.] Yellow colouring matter contained

in the leaves of some trees in autumn.

Xanthous, (zau'-thus) a. Yellow ; yellowish - fair ;—

noting the fair races or tribes of mankind.

Xantippe, (zan-tip'pv) n. [G., the wife of Socrates.] A

female scold ; a shrew.

Xebec, (ze'hek) n. [Sp. xabeque, Pg. xabeco.) A small,

three-masted vessel, used in the Mediterranean sea.

It carries two large, square sails, or, when close

hauled, large lateen sails.

Xerophagy, (zS-rofa-je) n, [G. xiros, dry, and pJiagein,

to eat.] The eating of dry meats—a sort of fast

among tho primitive Christians.

Xerophthalmy, (ze-rofthal-me) n. [G. xiros, dry, and

ophthalmos, the eye.] A dry, red soreness or itching

of the eyes, without swelling or a discharge of humours.

Xerotea, (ze'ro-tez) >\. [G. xirotis, dryness.] A dry

habit or disposition of body.

Xiphias, (zife-as) n. [Q, xipkos, a sword.] The sword-

fish ;—a comet shaped like a sword.

Xiphoid, (zi'foid) a. [G. xipkoeidls.] Resembling a

sword ;—xiphoid cartilage, a small cartilage placed

at the bottom of the breast-bone.

Xylograph, (ztld-graf) a. An engraving on wood or

the impression from such an engraving.

Xylophagmn, (zi-lofa-gan) n. One of a tribe of coleop

terous insects, comprehending those of which the

larves devour the wood of trees in which they are

developed ;—one of a family of dipterous insects, the

larves of which have similar destructive habits.

Xylophagous, (zi-lofa-gus) a. [G. xulophagos, eating

wood.] Eating or feeding on wood. [raphy.

Xylographer, (zi-log'raf-er) «. One who practises xylog*

Xylography, (zi-log'ra-fe) n. (< >. xulon and ffraphein.]

Act or art of cutting figures in wood in representation

of natural objects ; wood-engraving.

Xyst, (zist)n. [G. xustos.] In ancient architecture, a

covered portico or court in which the athletes prac

tised or performed their exercises.

Xyster, (zis'ter) n. [G. xustir, a scraper.} A surgeon's

instrument for scraping bones.

Y(wi), the twenty-fifth letter of the English alphabet,

derives its form from the Greek y. At the begin

ning of words or syllables, it is called a consonant,

produced by bringing the rout of the tongue in close

contact with the lower part of the palate, in the posi

tion in which the soft g is produced. Hence, y has

been substituted for y in words of Anglo-Saxon origin,

as year fur gear, yellow for gtaUw. In the middle

and at the end of words it is a vowel, having precisely

the same sounds as i, viz., a long sound, as in defy

(de-fi/), and a short sound, as in synonymous (sin-on'e-

mus), glory fglo're).

Y, (wi) n. One of the forked pieces which support

the pivots of a transit instrument, of the telescope,

of a theodolite, and the like ; a wye—so called from

its furm ;—a portion of a railway line consisting of
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two converging tracks connected by a cross-track :—

jU. Vs.

Yacht, (yot) n. (D. jagt. from jacht, a chase, hunt

ing, from jagcn, to cba

hnot.] A light and ele

gantly furnished sea-goin-

vessel used for pleasu M

trips, racing, and the like j

also, a vessel of state, for

conveying kings and other

dignitaries across sea.

Yachter, (yot'er) n. One

who keeps, commands, n

sails in a yacht ; a yachts

man.

Yachting, (yot'ing) n. Sail

ing on pleasure excursions

in a yacht. Yacht.

Yachting, (yot'ing) a. Relating to a yacht or yachts.

Yachtsman, (yots'man) n. One who owns, or sails a

yacht ; one employed on hoard of a yacht.

Yager, (yaw'ger) a. [Qtz.jiiger, from jdgtn, to hunt] A

hunter:—a huntsmau ; a royal or princely forester ;

—one of certain regiments in the Germanic states;—

a footman behind a carriage ; a tiger.

Yahoo, (y.VluV.) ».. (One of a tribe of animals with

certain human attributes, passions, and vices—intro

duced in Swift's Gulliver.] A savage, brutal person .

a man of strong passions, and given to gross vices ;

—also, a rude, boorish member of society.

Yam, (yam) n. [West Indian (Aafttt.1 A large, escu

lent tuber or root of a genus of climbing plants, grow

ing in tropical climates, and funning, when roasted

or boiled, a wholesome, palatable, and nutritious

food.

Yammer, (yam'er) v.i. [Ger. jammeren.] To speak or

cry out loudly ;—to talk loosely and incoherently;—

r. t. To blurt out ; to utter without thought.

Yankee, (yangTie) ». Ati American ; a native or sub

ject of the United States—so called in Europe ;—a

New Englander ; a native of the Northern States—so

called in America;—colloquially, a man shrewd and

sharp at a bargain ; sometimes, one who takes an un

fair advantage, or tries to overreach another in his

dealings.

Yankee, (yangTt?) a. Belonging to the Yankees or to

the United States of America.

Yankee-doodle, (yang'ke-doo-dl) n. An American or

native of the United States ; tin' national air of

America ; a tune or song—so called.

Yankeeitm, (yang'ke-izm) u. A practice or idiom of

tin; Yankees.

Yap, (yap) v. i. [F. japptr, to yelp.] To bark; to yelp:—

to snap.

Yapping, (yap'fng) n. Barking;—snapping.

Yard, (yard) ft. [A.-S. gcnl.] A measure of length,

three feet or thirty-six inches, beiug the standard of

English measure ;—also, a rod or stick of that length ;

yard-stick ;— the penis ; — a long, slender piece of

timber, nearly cylindrical, suspended upon the mast,

by which a sail is extended.

Yard, (yard) n. (A.-S. peard, hedge, allied to gyrdan,

to gird.] A small. Inclosed place in front of or around

a house or barn j an inclosmo within which any work

or bnsiness is carried on, or in which material is stored.

Yard-arm, (yurd'arm) ». Either half of a ship's yard

from the centre or mast to the end.

Yardful, (yard'fool) n. As much as a yard will con

tain ; enough to fill a yard.

Yard-stick, (yard'stik) 71. A stick three feet in length,

used as a measure of cloth and the like :—also written

yarti-ieantl.

Yare, (yar) a. (A.-8. gearie.] Ready ; dexterous ;—

active ; handy.

£*\ (**"») n- (A.-S. gearnt Ioel. & Ger. gam.)

Woollen thread ; also, thread of other materials, as

 

of cotton, flax, hemp, or silk ;—one of the threads of

which a rope is composed :—a story span out by t

sailor for the amusement of his cotnpaniotia.

Yarrow, (yar'o) m. [A.-S. pea net.) A composite phut:

having a strong odour and pungent taste.

Yataghan, (yat-a-gan*) M. [Turk. yafactfa.] A hag

Turkish dagger :—also ata-

jgliun.

Yaw,(yaw)f. t. [Ger. wworw,

to rock, vatigen, to totter,

shake,] To steer wild, or

out of the line of her course,

aK.iahip:—imp. &pp.yawed; :

vpr. yawing. Yatagra.

Yaw, (yaw) a. A movement of a vessel by which sW

temporarily alters her course; an irregular deviatiea.

eer.

Yawl, (yawl)n. [D. jo/, Ger. & Dan. jolU.] Aul

ship's- boat, usually rowed by four or six oari ; a sassil

decked fishing-boat.

Yawn, (yawn) v.i. (A.-S. gAnia,it Ger. gakmat, G-

chainrin.) To open the mouth involuntarily thros^b.

ttrowsiness, dulness, or fatigue ;- to gape ;—to gaps or

often wide, as if to allow the entrance or exit off a*i

thing;—hence, to be eager ; to desire to swallow anr

thing :—imp. & pp. yawned ; ppr. yawning.

Yawn, (yawn) u. A deep and involuntary iaspiratk<g,

with a pretty wide opening of the mouth, followed t*

a prolonged and more or less sonorous expiration . »

piping :—an opening wide ; a gape.

Yawningly, (yawn'ing-le) adv. In a yawning manner-

Yaws, (yaws) ft, [African yate, a raspberry.] Ado-

ease characterized by cutaneous tumours which, ia

mhape and appearance, resemble raspberries.

Ye, (ye) pron, (A. -3. ge.) The nominative Bfanl«4

the second person—sometimes used as the objective.

Yea, (ya) atlv- fA.41 gea, Ger. & Go. ja.) Yes; af

—used affirmatively, meaning it ia so—used interroga

tively, meaning is it so? — enforcing the previous

affirmation ; not only so but more:—in Seriptvrt, used

substantively to denote certainty, assurance, or abso

lute confirmation;—pi. Yeas, those who vote in the

affirmative : ayes.

Yean, (yen) v.i. A i. [A.-S. eanian.) To bring fort*

young, as a goat or sheep :—imp. & />/>, yeaned : * *-r

yeaning. [sheep ; a lanta.

Yeanling, (yenling) n. [From ytan.] The roans: »*

Year, (yer) ». [A.-S. gtdr, Go. jir, Ger. jakr, "icel ar l

Time of the appareut revolution of the sun throaf 1

the ecliptic ; period occupied by the earth in uiuv

its revolution around the sun; also, a period more or

less nearly agreeing with this adopted by various ca

tions as a measure of time ;—pi. Age, or old age.

Year-book, (vir'book) n. A reference book, of fart*

and statistics published yearly ;—a book eontainic;

annual reports of cases adjudged in the courts of

England.

Yearling, (yerling) n. A young animal one year old.

Yearling, (yeVling) a. Being a year old.

Yearly, (yerfe) a. Happening, accruing, or comi£§

every year; annual;—lasting a year;—oocomplishtd

in a year.

Yearly, (yerle) adv. [A.-S. gtdrllct.} Annually ; once

a year ; from year to year.

Yearn, (yern) i\ t. [A.-S. gtornutn, from gtam, desir

ous, Go. gotrnjan, to desire,] To be filled with lra#-

ing desire or with emotions of affection or tenderness,

to long ; to be eager ;-—1\ t. To grieve ; to vex :—uaa

& pp. yearned ; ppr. yearning.

Yearning, (yern'ing) a. Longing: feeling strong esse-

tions of pity and tenderness ;—having a longing desire.

Yearning, (yera'ing) h. Act or state of being mov«d

with pity or tenderness; longing desire: — mental

uneasiness arising from emotions of compassion, ryav

pathy, Ac.

Yearningly, (y§rn'ing-le) adv. With longing desire;
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with feelings of compassionate sympathy, tenderness,

Ac.

Yearnings, (yern'ingz) n. pi. The maws or stomachs of

voting calves, used as a rennet for curdling milk.

"ifeast, (yest) n. [A.-S. gist, Ger. gdscht, D. gist.] The

foam or froth of beer or other liquor in fermentation,

used for raising dough ; harm. [or frothy.

Yeastiness, (yest'e-nes) n. The state of being yeasty

Yeasty, (yestfe) a. Frothy; foamy ; spumy, like yeast.

Yell* (yd) v.t. [A.-8. geltan, Ger. getlen.] To cry

out or scream, as with agony or horror;—v. t. To

utter with a yell :—imp. & pp. yelled; ppr. yell-

injr.

Yell, (yel) n. A sharp, loud, hideous outcry.

Yelling, (yd'ing) n. Act of loud screaming or crying.

Yellow, (yel'd) a. [A.-S. geolu, Ger. gelb.] Being of a

bright saffron-like colour ; of the colour of gold or

brass ;—hence, jealous. Yellow fever, a malignant

febrile disease of warm climates, often attended with

yellowness of the skin.

Yellow, (yero) n. A bright golden colour ; one of the

simple or primitive colours. [yellow.

Yellow, (yel'd) v. t. To make yellow :—r. t. To grow

Yellowish, (yel'o-ish) a. Somewhat yellow.

Yellowness, (yel'6-nes> n. The state or quality of being

vellow; Jealousy:—bSbo yellotcishness.

Yellows, (yel'oz) ». A disease of the bile in horses,

cattle, and sheep, causing yellowness of eyes ; jaundice.

Yelp, (yelp)*. ». [A.-S. gilpan, Ger. gelban, to boast.]

To ntter a sharp, quick cry, as a hound ; to bark shrilly

with eagerness, pain, or fear:—imp. & pp. yelped;

ppr. yelping.

Yelping, (yelping) n. Act of barking shrilly.

Yeoman, (yd man) n. [Etymology uncertain—said to

be from A.-S. gemam, Ger. gemein, common, i.e., a

common man ;—also from A.-S. ye or yeo, young, and

man;—perhaps from Go. gavi, G. ge, Ger. gate, ge,

land, and man; in Fris. gaeman is a villager.]- A

man who lives on and farms his own land ; a free

holder ; a man of small estate in land ; a gentleman

farmer ;—formerly, a kind of steward on an estate ;—

an officer in the king's household ;—in a man-o/-wf?r,

an inferior officer charged with the stowage, account,

jind distribution of the stores.

Yeomanry, (yt/man-re) «. The collective body of

yeomen or freeholders ;—a body of volunteer cavalry

composed of yeomen, freeholders, &c.

Yerk, (yerk) v.t. To kick or striko suddenly; lo

jerk ;—r. i. To throw out the heels; to kick;—to

move with a quick, jerking motion.

Yerk, (yerk) a. A sudden or quick thrust or motion.

Yea, (yes) adv. [A.-S. gete, from gta, yes, indeed, and

ft, let it be. J Ay; yea—a word expressing affirma

tion or consent ;—even so ; not only so but more.

Yeater, (yes'ter) a. [A.-S. gistran, gestern, gestrav,

Ger. gestevn, L. hesternus.) Being before the present

day ; last past ; next before the present—scarcely used

pave in composition [next before the present

Yesterday, (yes'ter-da) n. The day last past ; the day

Yesterday, (yes'ter-da) adv. On the day last past ; on

the day preceding to-day.

Yemter-ere, (yes'ter-ev) n. The evening of yesterday ;

the evening last past:— also yetter-tvening ; yestreen.

[Scot!

Yester-morn, (yes'tfr-morn) n. The morning of yester

day :—also yester-morning. [last past.

Yeater-night, (yes'ter-nitf n. Last night : the night

Yester-night, (yes'ter-nit) adv. On the List night.

Yester-noon, (yes'ter-noon) n. The noon of yesterday ;

the noon last past.

Yet, (yet) adv. (A.-S. get, git.] In addition ; further;

besides ; over and above;—at the same time ; still ;—

up to the present time ; thus far ; hitherto ;—at least ;

—even ; after all. [ever.

Yet, (yet) co)'j. Nevertheless ; notwithstanding ; how-

Yett,(yet)n. Agate, [Soot]

Yew, (u) «. [A.-S. eote, iic, W. yieen, Ger. cibe.) A

native coniferous tree of the genus Taxut. allied to

the fir, pine, Ac. It is a tree ramifying in numerous,

widely spreading branches, and is planted for its

umbrageousness in church-yards, &c. Its wood was

formerly employed in making bows, and is prized for

its hard, compact grain by turners, &c.

Yewen, (u'en) a. Made of yew.

Yield, (yeld) v.t. [A.-S. geldan, gildan, to pay, to

render, W. gitdiav, to produce, to contribute.] To

give in return for labour or cultivation ; to produce ;

to render back, as interest or profit from capital, stock,

funds, &c;—to produce in general ;— to afford ; to ex

hibit ;—to emit ; to expire ;—to resign ; to surrender ;

—to give up, as something that is claimed or demanded:

to make over to one who has a claim or right ;—to

admit to be true ; to concede ;—to permit ; to grant ;

—v. i. To give up the contest ; to submit ;— to coni-

Ely ;—to give way ; not to oppose ;—to give place, as

lferior in rank or excellence:—imp. & pp. yielded;

ppi*. yielding.

Yield, (yeld) n. Amount yielded; product—applied

especially to products resulting from growth or cul

tivation.

Yieldable, (yeld'a-bl) a. Disposed to yield; complying;

—capable of being yielded or conceded.

Yielding, (yeld'ing)n. Inclined to give way or comply;

—obsequious ; flexible ; compliant ; accommodating.

Yieldingly, (yeid'ing-le) adv. la a yielding manner;

with compliance.

Yieldingness, (yeld'ing-nes) n. The quality of being

yielding ; disposition to comply.

Yird, (yird) h. Earth ; the ground ; the soil. [Scot.]

Yoke, (yOB7 **- [A.-S. geoe, Qo.jvl; F.jottl; L. jugvm.)

That which connects or binds ; bond of connection ;—

s/#cificatlyt the frame of wood by which two oxen are

fastened together for drawing ;—a frame of wood fitted

to a person's shoulders for carrying a pail, Ac, sus

pended on each side ;—a frame or convex piece by

which a bell is hung for ringing it ;—a frame at right

angles to the head of a boat's rudder, from the end of

which air lines by which the boat is steered ;—a mark

of servitude; hence, slavery ; bondage; service;—two

animals yoked together; a couple; a pair that work

together.

Yoke, (yok) r. (. To put a yoke on ; to join in a yoke ;

—to couple ; to join with another ;—to enslave ; to

bring into bondage ;—to restrain ; to confine ;—to

harness and put to work, as horses ;—r. i. To be

joined or associated ; to be intimately connected ; to

consort clcedy :—imp. & pp. yoked ; ppr. yoking.

Yoke-fellow, (yok'fel-d) n. An associate or companion ;

—a mate ; a fellow ; especially, a partner in marriage.

Yokel, (yokel) it. A country bumpkin.

Yoking, (yoking) n. Act of putting a yoke on;—act

of joining or coupling ;—act of harnessing and putting

to work, as horses or other draught animals ;—amount

of work by draught animals done at one time.

Yolk, (yok) it. The yelk of an egg;— an unctuous

secretion from the skin of sheep.

Yolk-bag, (ydk'bag) n. In an egg, the sac which holds

the yolk of the ovule.

Yon, (yon) a. At a distance within view ; yonder.

Yon, (yon) adv. Yonder.

Yonder, (yon'der) a. Being at a distance within view

or conceived of as within view ; that or those there.

Yonder, (yon'der) adv. [A.-S. geond, there, beyond.

At a distance within view.

Yore, (yor) adv. [A.-S. gedra, formerly allied to gedr,

a year.] In long time past : in old time ; long since.

You, (u) pron. [A.-8. erftr, IceL ydhr.) The pronoun

of the second person in the nominative or objective

case, indicating the person or persons addressed.

Young, (yung) n. [A.-S. gtthig, Icel. Hingr, L. juvenis.]

Not Jong born ; not yet arrived at adolescence, ma

turity, or age ; not old ; juvenile ;—being in the
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first part of growth :—having little experience ; igno

rant, (sjiiylt.- animal or offspring collectively.

Toung, (yung) n. The offspring of animals, cither a

Youngish, (yung'teh) a. Somewhat young.

Youngling, (yung^ing) n. A young person ; a youth ;

also, any animal in the first part of life.

Youngly, (yung !•) adv. Early In life ;—jgtiorantly ;

weakly ; in an inexperienced manner.

Youngly, (yungTe) a. Youthful.

Youngster, (yung'stcr) n, A young person; a lad;—a

midshipman.

Younker, (yung'ker) u. A young person . a stripling.

Your, (flr) possessive vron. [A.-S. etheer, Ioel. ydhar.]

Belonging, pertaining, or relating to you ; of yon ;—

the possessive of you.

Yourself, (flr-self*) pron. Your own person or self.

Youth, (youth) n | A. -8. peoyuth, Utaudlu] State, con

dition, or quality of being young; juvenility ;—the

part of life that succeed* to childhood; the whole

early part of life from childhood or infancy to man

hood ;—a young person ; especially, a young man ;-

young persons collectively.

Youthful, (yooth'fool) a. Not yet mature or sged :

young ;—pertaining to the early part of life ;—suit***

to the first part of life ;—fresh ; vigorous, sa in y ■■■■'.

Youthfully, (yooth'fowl-le) adv. In a youthful MMSE

Youthfulness, (yuuth'fool-nes) ft. The quality of banr

vouthful.

Yttria. (ifre-a) v . [So called from Ttttrby, a quam a

Sweden. ) A fine, white powder or earth, without tstt

or smell, and insoluble in waier; an oxide of yttrisr-

Yttrium, (it're-um) n. A very rare metal of a 1*4

texture and grayish-black colour.

Yule, (ul) n, [A.-S. ffedU Go. jutteix.) ChristoK, *

the feast of the nativity of our Saviour—applied sfti

sometimes to the festival of Lammaa. Yule log, * bn

log of wood formerly put on the hearth on Christen

eve as the foundation of the fixe.

Zfzed). The twenty-sixth and last letter of the

English alphabet is a sibilant consonant, and is

merely a sonant or vocal s. In Italian and German it

is a double cousonant, or has a compound sound of

dz or d*. But in English it has one uniform sound,

n.H in haze, maize, which bears the same relation to *

that v does to/, that of a vocal as contrasted with an

aspirate articulation. (a column.

Zaccho, (zak'ko) n. The lowest part of the pedestal of

Zaffer, (zafer) n. [It. ;". '' era . \ Impure oxide of cobalt,

obtained by the calcination of cobalt :—also zaffdr,

zajfrt ; taphara. [Ionian Islands.

Zantiot, (zan'te-ot) n. A native of Zante, one of the

Zany, (zane) ft, [It xnnni, a buffoon, merry Andrew.]

A merry-andrew ; a buffoon. [zany.

Zanyism, (z&'ne-izm) n. The state or character of a

Zax, (zaks) n. [A.-S. *.<?r. sex, knife, Icel. sax.] An

instniment for cutting slate.

Zea, (ze'a) a. [!..,'.;., Skr. yava, barley.] A cereal plant

cultivated in most warm climates for producing bread-

stuffs—especially the American variety , Indian corn ;

maize.

Zeal, (zel) n. [G. xitos.] Passionate ardonr in the pur

suit of any thing : eagerness in favour of a pcrnou or

cause ; earnestness ; enthusiasm.

Zealot, (zel'ot) n. [G. tiUitis.] One who is zealous;

especially, one who is over-zealous, or carried away by

his zeal ; an enthusiast ; a fanatical partizan.

Zealotiam, (zel'ot-izm) n. The character or conduct of

a zealot ; zealotry.

Zealotry, (zel'ot-re) n. The character and behaviour of

a zealot ; excess of zeal ; fanatical devotion to a cause.

Zealous, (zel'us) a. Filled with zeal ; warmly engaged

or ardent in behalf of an object ; earnest ; passionate ;

enthusiastic. [passionate ardour ; with eagerness.

Zealously, (xel'us-le) adv. In a zealous manner ; with

Zealousness, (zel'us-nes) a. State or quality of being

zealous ; zeal.

Zebra, (zffbra) n. [Of African origin.] A quadruped

of Southern Africa, nearly as

large as a horse, white, with

numerous brownish -black

bands of greater or less in

tensity, and lighter down the

middle of each band.

Zebra-wood, (ze^bra-wood) n.

A kind of wood from South

America, used in cabinet-mak

ing; having the stripes of

brown and black on a white

ground, resembling those of Zebra.
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Zebu.

a zebra—it is obtained from the O-Mpkehbix*

lantberti.

Zebu, (ze'boo) ft, [The native Indian name.] Auniii

rum i riant niammid uf the bo

vine tribe, remarkable for its

long, pendulous ears, and a

fatty excrescence on the

shoulders, which is valued for

food.

Zechin, (ze^in) ft, [It : ■*-

ehino, Sp. sequin.] An Italian

gold coin; a seqniu, worth

about 9*. id. sterling ;—alsu, a

Turkish coin, worth about 5*.

6d,

Zemindar, (zem-in*d.'irO n. [Per. Zemin, land, and (^'

holding.] In India, a feudatory or landholder iusi«

the government, with the right of underlettiftg fti

land, and certain other privileges. {zenui&"

Zemindary, (zem'in-dar-e) ti. The jurislictHSi d »

Zenana, (ze-na'na) ft, [Per. zenanak. J The part <A >

dwelling appropriated to women in the East India-

Zend, (zend) ft, [Abbreviation of Zendavetia,] rV

perly the translation of the Avesta or Zofosstrus

scriptures:—the language, an ancient Persian thai

in which the Avesta is written.

Zenith, (ze'nith) n. [P., It. zenit] The vertical ?&

or highest point in the

heavens the upper pole of the

celestial horizon — opposite

to the nadir or lower pole ;

that point in the sky which A

is directly over-head of the

spectator, and which would

lie indicated by a plumb-line

hanging freely and at rest ;—

hence, figuratively, the point

of culmination; greatest

height ; the height of success

or prosperity. Z. Zenith ; X, X«&

Zenith-distance, (zenith-die-tans) n. The rfUUi; - ■'

a heavenly body from the zenith, being the ceoi?f

ment of the altitude when the body is ahem ■■

horizon, and the depression increased by 90*. wfcrf

the body is below the horizon.

Zenith-sector, (ze'nith-sek-tor) n. An instrument H

measuring with great accuracy the distance:* from &*

zenith of stars which pass near that point.

Zephyr, (zefer) a. [L. zephyrus, G. upkuret, ft*

tophos, the dark side, west] The west wind ; i>

poetically, any soft, mild, gentle breeze.
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Zibet

Zero, (zfi'ro) n. (It. zero, from A. co/Wtm, c^ntm,

empty.] Cipher; nothing; naught ;—the point from

which the graduation, as of a thermometer, commences.

Zest, (zest) n. [Per. rwtan, to peel, allied to G. schistos,

cleft, from sehidsein, to divide.] A piece of orange or

lemon peel, used to give flavour to liquor, or the fine,

thin oil that spurts out of it when squeezed ;—hence,

something that gives or enhances a pleasant taste, or

the taste itself; an appetizer; hence, keen enjoyment;

relish.

Zest, (zest) v. t. To cut into thin slips, as the peel of

an orange, lemon, Ac. ; or to squeeze, as peel over

the surface of any thing ;—to give a relish or flavour

to ; to heighten the taste or relish of :—imp. & pp.

zested ; ppr. zesting,

Zetetic, (zS-tet'ik) a. [G. zStein, to Beek.] Proceeding by

inquiry. ■

Zetetics, (ze-tet'iks) n.sing. A branch of algebra

which relates to the direct search for unknown

quantities.

Zeugma, (ziig'raa) «. [G. zeugnunai, to yoke, join.]

A figure by which an adjective or verb, which agrees

with a nearer word, is referred also to another more

remote.

Zibet, (211)61) n. [It. zibctto,] A digitigrade carniv

orous mammal of the genus

Vi etrra, somewhat resem

bling the weasel, and secret

ing an odoriferous substance

like that of the civet.

Zig-zag, (zig'zag) a. Having

■■hoi t, Bharp turns.

Zig-zag. (zigzag) n. [Ger. zick-

zack, from zacke, a dentil,

tooth.] Something that has short turns or angles.

Zig-zag, (zig'zag) r. t. To form with short turns :—

imp. & pp. zigzagged ; ppr. zigzagging.

Zimb, (zim) n. (A. zimb.] An insect of the genus

Tabanus ; the dog-fly j—the hornet of Scripture.

Zinc, (zingk) n. [Ger. zxnk, allied to zinn, tin.] A

metal of a brilliant white colour, with a shade of blue;

spelter. It is not brittle, but less malleable than cop

per, lead, or tin, and is largely employed in the manu

facture of brass and other alloys.

Zinciferous, (zm-sifcr-us) a. [Eng. zinc, and li.ftrre,

to bear, produce. ] Containing or affording zinc.

Zineographer, (zing-kog'ra-fe.r) n. An engraver on

zinc.

Zincographic, (zing-ko-grafik) a. Pertaining to zinco

graphy.

Zincography, (zing-kog'raf-e) ft. [Eng. line, and G.

praphein, to write.] Engraving on ziuc in the style

of woodcuts.

Zincous, (zingTtus) a. Pertaining to zinc; pertaining

to the positive pole of a galvanic battury.

Zingiber, (zin'jo-ber) n, [L.] A genus of tropical

plants found in both hemispheres ; especially the

Zingiber officinalis, the root of which furnishes the

Jamaica ginger of the shops.

Zmky, (zingk'e) a. Pertaining to zinc or having its

appearance :—written also zincky.

Zion, (zi'on) n. [H. zii/y6n, originally a hill.] A hill

in Jerusalem, the royal residence of David and his

successors;—hence, the theocracy or church of God.

Zircon, (z^r'kon) n. [Cingalese.] A mineral con

taining the earth ziroonia and silica, occasionally red,

and often nearly transparent.

Zirconia, (zer-ko'ne-a) n. An oxido of zirconinm. It

is, when pure, a white powder, soluble in sulphuric

acid.

Zirconium, (zer-ko'ne-nm) v. A metal obtained from

the minerals zircon and hyacinth. It is commonly

in the form of a black powder.

Zizel, (ziz'el) n. A small rodent quadruped found in

the North of Germany and Russia; the earless mar

mot; suslik.

 

 

Zones.

Zodiac, (zo'de-ak) n. [L. zodiacus, G. zodiakos (sc.

kuklos).] An imaginary belt

in the heavens in the middle IJ

of winch is the ecliptic or

sun's path. It comprises the

twelve constellations which

once constituted, and from

whjehare named, the twelve

signs of the Zodiac ; — a

girdle.

Zodiacal, (zo-di'ak-al) a. Per

taining to the zodiac; within

the zodiac.

Zollverein, ( zol ' ver-In ) n.

[Ger. zoll, duty, and remit, union.] An agreement

or union among the German States for the collection

of custom-house duties.

Zone, (zon) n. [h. zona, G. zone*, from zdnnunai, to

gird.] A girdle;—one of the

five great divisions of the

earth with respect to latitude

and temperature, viz., the tor

rid zone between the two

tropical circles; two Umptrate

zones between the two tropical

and two polar circles ; and two

frigid zones between the polar

ci rcles and the poles ;—the por

tion of the surface of a sphere

included between two parallel

planes ;—a band or stripe running round any object ;

—a band or areaencircling any thing ;—circuit ; cir

cumference, [zones or concentric bauds.

Zoned, (zond) a. Wearing a zone or zones ;—having

Zoneless, (zon'les) a. Not having a zone.

Zoogony, (zo-og'6-ne) n. [G. 20071, animal, and genesis,

generation.] The doctrine of the formation of the

organs of living beinga

Zoographer, (zd-og'ra-l'er) n. One who describes ani

mals, their forms and habits.

Zoographical, (zd-og-raf'ik-al) a. Pertaining to the

description of animals.

ZoogTaphy, (zo-og'ra-fe) n. [G. zoon. an animal, and

praphein, to write.] A description of animals, their

forms and habits ; zoology.

Zooid, (zooid) n. [G. zoon, animal, and eidos, form.]

An organic cell having locomotion like a true animal,

as a spermatozoa ; an animal in one of its inferior

stages of development . one of tjie individuals in a

coniiwsite group, as of zoophytes.

Zoolitc. (ziVd-lit) ■>;. [G. 200/1, an animal, and tithoj,

stone.] An animal substance petrified or fossil.

Zoological, (zo-6-loj'ik-al) a. Pertaining to zoology or

the science of animals.

Zoological-garden, (zd-o-loj'ik-al-gnr-den) n. A public

garden or place where a collection of animals, wild and

tame, is kept

Zoologically, (zo-o-loj'ik-al-le) adv. According to

principles of zoology.

Zoologist, (zo-ol'd-jist) n. One versed in the natural

history of animals; one who describes animals.

Zoology, (zo-ol o-je) n. \G. zdon, an animal, and <'■■.■■<■■,

discourse.] That part of natural history which treat*

of the classification, structure, habits, and habitations

of animals.

Zoonic, (zo-on'ik) a. [G. zoon, an animal^ Pertaining

to animals: obtained from animal substances.

Zoonomy. (zd-on'd-me) n. [G. z6on, an animal, and

fUMUM, a law.] The laws of animal life, or the science

which treats of the phenomena of animal life, their

causes and relations.

Zoophagous, (zo-ofa-gus) a. [G. zoon, an animal, and

phagetn, to eat.] Feeding on animals.

Zoophorio, (zo-6-for'ik) a. [G. zoon, an animal, and

pharos, bearing.] Bearing or supporting the figuro

of an a ni iiiul.
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Zoophorus, (zd-ofbr-us) n. The part between the

arclutrave and cornice of a building—so called from

the figures of animals carved upon it.

Zoophyte, (zd'6-fit) n. [G. from zoon, an animal, aiid

phuton, plant.] An organic body shar-

ing, or supposed to partake of th<

nature, both of an animal and of a

Klant, as madrepores, rneliepores, coral-

nes, Ac ;—pt. One of the great divi

sions of the animal kingdom, tba

simplest in organic structure, contain

ing such as have their parts or organs

more or less distinctly radiating from

a centre or arranged round an axis— Zoophyte,

there are five subdivisions, polypi, infusoria, acalepha,

cchinodermata, and ontozoa.

Zoophytic, (z6-6-flt'ik) a. Pertaining to zoophytes.

Zoophytology, (zo-of-e-tot'6-je) w. (G. zwfikuton, an

animal plant, and logos, discourse.] The natural

history of zoophytes.

Zootomy, (zo-ot'd-me) w. [G. zoon, an animal, and

ttriinein, to cut] The anatomy of animals; comi>ara-

tive anatomy.

Zoster, (zos'ter) n. [Q. zoster, a girdle.) A kind of

erysipelas which spreads round the body like a girdle;

shingles.

Zostera, (zoVtCT-a) n. A gcuus of aquatic plants; gra&s-

Wracku; sea-wracko.

Zouave, (sw;Vv) ». [From the Arabic /■■■■■■. a

tribe in Algeria.) One of an active and hardy '■■■••*,

, soldiers in the French service, originally Arabs, W.

now composed of Frenchmen who wear the ArabUre*.

Zounds, (zouudz) infer;. (Contracted from Gvft

wounds.] An exclamation fonut-rly uaed is anoaib,

and an expression of anger or wonder.

Zygomatic, (zig-6-mat'ik) a. [ti. ztugwa, the cbeek-

bone.] Pertaining to the bony arch placed in nun

upon the side of the head, back of the cheeks, and

extending from the prominence of the. cheeks to the

ear.

Zymology, (zi-mol'o-je) n. [G. tmmj, ferment sM

lottos, discourse.) A treatise on the fernieDtaUoa tt

liquors, or the doctrine of fermentation.

Zymometer, (zl-mom'et er) ft, [G. steni, ferment, and

i<" !<■■■!.■. measure.] An instrument for ascertaining

the degree of fermentation occasioned by the mixtoie

of different liquids, and the degree of beat which the;

acquire in fermentation.

Zymosis, (zi-mo'zis) n. [G. zwjhwm, fermentation.] A

morbid action in the blood analogous to fernientatios

in vegetable fluids.

Zymotic, (zi-wot'ik) a. [G. zutaovn. to ferment) Of,

pertaining to, or caused by fermentation. Zwvtobe

dJMWt, any epidemic, endemic, contagions, or sporadic

affection which i* produced by somu tuorbihu priocipk)

, acting uit the system Uke a furiueut.
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A has, (aba) [F.] Down ; upon the

ground.

Ab extra, [L.] From without.

Ab hoc et ab hoc, [L.J From this

and that; confusedly.

Ab initio, (!-.] From the beginning.

Ab intra, [L.J From within.

A bon chat, bon rat, (a-bong-sha bong-

ra) [F.] To a good cat a good rat ;

set a thief to catch a thief.

A bon marche, (a-bong mar-shu) [F.]

Cheap : at a bargain.

Aborigine.fi,.] From the beginning.

Ab ovo usque ad mala, [L.J From

the egg to the apples ; from begin-

nins to end-

A bras oUTerta, (a-braz-66-vcr) [F.]

With open arms.

Absente reo, [L.J The defendant

being absent.

Ab uno disce omnes, [L.J Fromono

learn all ; from a single inatnnce

infer the whole.

Ab urbe conditA, [L.] From the

founding of the city.

Abusus non tollit usum, [L.J Abuse

is nut an argument against proper

use. [to foot.

A capita ad calcem, [L. ] From head

Accedas ad curiam, [L.] You may

come into court—a writ at common

law in English practice.

Accestit, [L.J He came near—ap

plied to one second in merit

Acerta errando, [Sp.] Ho blunders

into the right

A ohaque saint sa chandelle, (a-shak-

Bang-sa-shang-del) IF. J To each

saint his candle. [back.

A cheval, (a-sha-val) [F.] On horse-

A eompte, (a-kungt)[F.) On account.

A coup aur, (a-kod-sur) [F.] With

certainty ; surely. [cover.

A convert, (a-k66-ver) [F.l Under

A cruce salus, [L.J Salvation from

the cross.

Actum est de republica, [L. ] It is all

over with the commonwealth.

Ad arbitrium, [I.J At pleasure.

Ad astra, [L.J To tho stars or to an

exalted state.

Ad Calendas Grsecas, [L.J To or at

the Greek Calends, i.e., never, as

the Greeks had no Calends.

Adcaptandumvulgus, fL.] To catch

the ordinary or vulgar mind, taste,

opinion, Ac.

Ad eundem (sc. gradum), |L.J To

the same degree.

Ad extremum, [L.J To the last or

highest point

Ad fincm, [L.J To the end.

Ad hominem, [L. ] To the man, that

is, to his interests, passioii8(opinions,

or declarations, £c.

Ad infinitum, [L.J To infinity.

Ad inquirendum, [L.J For inquiry.

Ad interim, [L.J In the meanwhile.

A discretion, (a-dis-kre-ae-ong) [F.J

At discretion.

Ad libitum, [ I- ] At pleasure.

Ad modurn, [L] After the manner

of; to pattern.

Ad nauseam, [L.J To disgust

Ad patrea, [L.J To his fathers; that

is, dead.

Ad rem, [L.] To the point

Adungucm. [L.j To the nail; exactly.

Ad utrumque paratua, [L.J Prepared

for either event [value.

Ad valorem, [L.J According to the

JEquo animo, [L.J With an equal

mind ; with equanimity.

iEre perennius, [L.J More lasting

than brass; enduring ever.

JEtatis sux, [L.J Of his age; of her

age. [A love affair.

Affaire d'amour. (af-fur-da-moor) [F.]

Affaire d'honneur,(af-far-don-ur) [F.J

An affair of honour ; a duel.

Affaire du coaur, (af-fiir-du-kdur) [F.J

An affair of the heart.

Affmnatim, [L.J In the affirma

tive, [that.

A fin de, (a-feng-de) [F.J To the end

A gauche, (a-gosh) [F.j To the left.

Agenda, [L. ] Things to be done.

A grands frais, <a-groug-fra) [F.J At

great expense.

Aide toi et le ciel faiders, (ad-twa-

ii-le-se-el-ta-dr-a) [F.J Help your

self and heaven will help you.

A 1 abandon, (a-la-bang-dong) [F.J

At random.

A la bonne heure, (a-la-bon-ur) [F.J

In good time; very well; excellent

A la Franoaise, (a-la-frang-aaz) [F.J

After the French mode.

i A la Orecque, (a-la-grek) [F.J After

the Greek fashion.

A l'Amcricaine, (a-la-mer-e-kan) [F.J

After the American fashion.

A la mode, (a-la-mod) [F. J In fashion.

Al'Anglaise, (a-lang-glai)[F.J After

the English fashion.

A la Parisienne,(a-la-i>a-ris-e-en) [F. ]

After the Parisian fashion.

Al'envi((a-lang-ve)[F.J Emulously.

A l'cxtrcmite, (a-leks-tr&-me-ta) [F.J

At the point of death.

Alia tentanda via est, [L] Another

method must be tried.

Alieni appetens, sui profusus. [L.J

Lavish of his own property while

coveting that of others.

A rimproviste, (a-leng-pro-vt-st) [F.J

Unawares ; on a sudden.

A l'ltalienne, (a-le-tal-e-en) [F.J In

the Italian mode.

Allez voua en, (al-la-v66z-ang) [F.J

Away with you. [come.

Allona, (al-long) [F.J Let us go;

Alma mater, [LJ A fostering mother;

the university or coUoge in which

one is or has been instructed.

A l'outrance, (a-loo-trongs) [F.J To

the utmost.

Al piu fit.) At most.

Alter ego, [L.J Another self.

Alter idem, [lij Another precisely

similar. [rels.

Amantium ine, [L.J Lovers' quar-

A maximis ad minima, [L.J From

the greatest to the least.

Amende honorable, (a-mongd-on-or-

ab-1) [F.] Satisfactory apology ; re

paration, [board.

A mensa et thoro, [L.J Fromhedaiid

A merveille, (a-mgr-vo-ya) [F.J To a

wonder. [court.

Amicus curia, [ L. ] A friend of the

Amicus usque ad aras, [L.J A friend

even to the altar, that is, to the last

extremity. [halves.

A moitie, (a-mwa-te-a) [F.J By

Amor patrise, [L] Love of country.

Amour propre, (a-moor-pro-pr) [F.J

Self-love ; vanity.

Ancien regime, (ong-se-ang-rC-zhem)

[F.l Ancient order of things.

Anglioo, [L.J According to the Eng

lish manner.
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Anguis in herb*, [L.] A snake in

the gnus. [of stealing.

Animus furandi, [L.] The intention

Anno etatis warn, [L.] Id the year

of ids or her age. [Christ.

Anno Chriati, [L.] In the year of

Anno Domini, [L.J In the year of

our Loni. [world.

Annomundi, [L.] In the year of the

Anno urbis conditas, (L.J in the year

the city Rome was built.

Annus mirahilia, [L.J Year of won

ders.

Ante bellum, \h.] Before the war.

Ante lucem, (L.) Before the light.

Ante meridiem, [L.J Before noun.

A perte do rue, <a-per-de-vu) [F.]

Beyond ones view ; out of sight.

A pen pree, (a-pu-pra) [F.J Nearly.

A pezzi, [It] By the pieoe ; piece

by piece.

A piacere, [It] At pleasure.

A pied, (a-pe-a) [F. ] On foot.

A plomb, (a-plong) [F.J Perpendicu

larly ; firmly.

A point, (a-uwang) [F. ] To a point ;

exactly right ; just enough.

A posteriori, [L. J From the effect to

the cause. [war.

Apparatus belli, [L.] Materials fur

Appetitos rationi pareat, [L.J Let

appetite yield to reason.

Appui, (ap-pwe) [F.J Point of sup

port ; prop.

A prima vista, [It.] At flnst sight.

A priori, [L.J From the cause to

the effect.

A propos de rien, (a-pro-p<w.le-re-ang)

[F.J Apropos to nothing; not per-

tinently. [cohol.

Aqua vita, [L. } Brandy; spirit; al-

Aquila non eapit museas, [L.J An

eagle does not catch flies.

Arbiter elegantiarum, [L.J Master of

ceremonies ; an umpire in matters

of taste.

Arcana imperii, [L.J The mysteries

of government ; state seen* tit

Arc-en-ciel, (ark-ang-ee-el) [F.J The

rainbow.

Argutnentumadcruroenam, [L. ] An

argument to thu purse ; an appeal

to interest.

Argumentum ad hominem, [L.] An

argument to the man : deriving its

force from the situation of the per

son to whom it is addressed.

Argumentum baculinum, [L.] Club

law ; appeal to force.

Arrectis auribua, [L.J With atten

tive ears.

Arricre peni6e,(ar-re-ar-peng-sc)[F.]

A mental reservation.

Ars est celare artem, [L.j True art

in to conceal art.

Ars longa, vita brevis, [L.J Art is

long, but life is short.

Artium magister, [L.J Master of

arts—usually abbreviated to A.M.

or M.A.

A teneris annis, [T.. ] From tender

years.

A tort et atravers, (a-tdr-a-a-tra-vfr)

(F. J At croai purposes.

A touts force, (a-tout-fore) [F.J With

all one's faros.

A tout prix, (a-too-prt) [F.J At any

price. [not broken.

At spes non fracta, [L.] But hope is

An bon droit, (6-bong-drwa) [F. ] To

the just right.

An bout de son Latin, (o-bocMe-eong-

la-tin)[F.J At the end of his Latin:

to the extent of his knowledge.

An eontraire, (o-kdng-trar) [F.J On

the contrary. (sides.

Audi alteram partem. [L.] Hear both

Au fait, (6-fft) [F.J Well instructed ;

expert. [worst.

Au pis aller, (o-pez-al-lfi) [F.J At the

Au rests, (6-rest) (F.J As for the rest.

Au-revoir, (6-rev-war) [F.J Adieu

till we meet again.

Auri sacra fames, [L. ] The accursed

thirst for gold.

Aussitot dit, aussitot fait, (os-se-to-

d*i os-ne-to-fu) [F.J No sooner said

than done.

Autant dhommes, autant d'avis. (6-

tang-dom, o-tang-da-v€) [F.J fck>

many men, so many opinions.

Aut vincere aut mori, [1-1 Either

to conquer or die; victory or death.

Aux armes, (oz-arm) [F.J To arms.

Avant-coureur, (a-vong-koo-rur) [F.]

A forerunner.

Avant propos, (a-vong-pro-po) [F.J

Preface : preliminary remark.

Avec permission, (a-vek-per-mis-se-

ong) [F.J By or with consent.

A verbis ad verbera, [L.J From.

words to blows.

A vinculo matrimonii, [L.J From the

tie of mamage.

A volonte, (a-vo-ldng-tu) [F.J At

pleasure, [health.

A vostra salute, [It.] To your

A votre sante, (a-vd-tr-edng-U) [F.J

To your health.

Banco regis, [L.] On the king's

1 >ench.

Baa bleu, (ha-blu) [F.J A bluestock

ing; a literary woman.

Battre la campagne, (bat-tr-la-kong-

pan) [F.J To beat the busli ; to

scour the country. [mory.

Beats) memolias, [L.] Of blessed me-

Beau ideal, (bo-e-da-al) [F.J A jwr-

fect model of beauty, or a model

of ideal perfection.

Beau monde, (bo-mongd) [F.J The

fashionable world.

Beaux esprits, (boz-ea-pru) [F.J Gay

spirits ; iih-h of wit.

Belle esprit, (bel-es-pre) [F.J A bril

liant mind ; a person of wit or

genius. [hateful to women.

Bella matronis detestata, [L.] Wars

Beneflcium aceipere, libertatem ven

dere. [L.J To receive a favour is to

sell your liberty.

Bene orasse, est bene studuitse, [ L. ]

To have prayed well, is to have

studied well.

Beneplacito, [L.] At pleasure.

Benigno numine, [L.] By the favour

of Providence.

Ben trovato, fit.] Well found, a

happy discovery or invention.

Ben vienea, si vienes solo, pp.]

Welcome, if thou comeat alow—

spoken of misfortune

Bete noir, (bet-nwar) [F.J A blade

beast ; an object of dislike or a? et-

sioii ; a bugbear.

Bienseanoe, ( be-ang-se-angs) [F]

Civility ; decorum.

Billet doux, (bil-l4-d66) [F. ] A bw

letter.

Bis dat, qui cito dat. [L.] He vbs

gi ves promptly gives twice as mudi.

Blase, (bla-za) [F.J Palled; surfeit:

rendered incapable ofcontinued en

joyment.

Blondine, (bl6ng-den) [F.) A bxy

with fair complexion and hair; *

blonde.

Bona fide, [L.] In good faith ; in

reality. IfrieoU.

Bon ami, (bon-a-me) [F.] Good

Bon gre, mal gre, (bong-gra mal-gri)

[ F. ] Willing or tin willi ng.

Bon jour, (bdng-xhour) [F.J Good

day : good morning. [nesa.

Bonne, (bon) [F.] A nurse orgover-

Bonne foi, (bon-fwa) [F.] GoodfaiUi.

Bon soir, (bong-ewar) [F.] Goad

evening.

Bouleveraement ( boo! - vers - ma&£ ) j

[F,] Subversion ; overttuniug.

Boutique, (boo-tek) [F.] A stall Sex

the sale of goods.

Brevi manu, [L.J With a abort

hand; extemporaneously.

Brevis esse laboro, obscurus flo, [LI

In endeavouring to be concur, I

become obscure.

Brutum fulraen, [L.] A harmless

thunderbolt ; an empty threat.

Buona mano, [It.] A small presoit.

Cabaretier, (kab-ar-et-e-5) fF.] An

innkeeper.

Cachot, (kaah-ii) [F.] A dungeon.

Cacoethea loquendi, [L.] A rare

for speaking.

Cacoethea scribendl, [L.] An ifcfl

for scribbling.

Cadit quasstio, fL.] The question

falls; there is no further tliscusaioa.

Cetera desunt, [L.J The remainder

is wanting. [being eqtuJ.

Cssterii paribus, [L.] Other tiling

Cambio non e furto, [It.] Exchange

is no robbery. (Lord.

Cantate Domino. [L.] Sing to the

Capias ad respondendum, [L. ] Yc*

may take to answer—a writ for tak

ing and keeping the defendant to

answer the plaintiff in the action.

Capias ad satisfaciendum, {L.I Tea

may take to satisfy—a writ fox tak

ing and keeping the party nasssJ

until he gives satisfaction to tba

party by whom it is issued.

Capitulum. [L. | Head ; section.

Caput, [L.j Head : chapter.

Carpe diem, [L-] Enjoy the present

day ; seize the opportunity.
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Carte do visite, (kart-de-ve-zet) IT- ]

A visiting card ;—a small photo-

* graphic likeness on a card.

Casus belli, [L.] That which in

volves or justifies war ; occasion or

ground of quarrel.

Casus consoientisB, [L.] A case of

conscience.

Catalogue raisonne, (kat-a-log-rii-

zon-na) [F.] A catalogue of books

arranged according to their sub

jects.

Caveat actor, [L.] XiCt the doer

beware. [beware.

Caveat emptor, [L.] Let the buyer

Cedant anna togas, [L.J Let arms

yield to the gown ;—let military

authority yield to the civil power.

Cede Deo, [L.] Submit to Providence.

C'en est fait do ltd, (sen-a-fa-de-

loo-e) [F.J It is all over with him.

C est a din, (sa-ta-dCr) [F.] That

is to say.

(Test une autre chose, (aa-tun-o-tr-

shdz) [F.] That is quite a different

thing.

Chacun a son gout, (slia-kun-a-song-

goo) [F.J Every one to his taste.

Champs Elysees, ( shang-za-le-za )

[F.J Elysian fields ; a beautiful

public park in Paris.

Chanson, (shang-song) [F.J A song.

Chapeau has, (sha-pO-ba) [F.J Hats

off.

Charmante, (shar-mongt) [F.J A

charming lady ; a lady-love.

Chateaux en Espagne, (sba-td-zang-

es-pan) [F.J Castles in Spain ;

castles in the air.

Chef-d'oeuvre, (aha-doo-vr) [F.J A

master-piece.

Chen ami (shar-a-me) [F.J A dear

friend ; a mistress.

Chevalier d'industrie, (sha-val-ya-

deng-dus-trtj) [F.j A knight of

industry; one who lives by his wits.

Chiaroscuro, [It.] Distribution of

light and shade in painting.

Chi da presto raddoppia il dono, [It.]

He that gives quickly doubles the

gift.

Chi tace confessa, [It] Silence is

confession. [merly.

Ci-devant, (se-de-vong) [F.] For-

Clarum et venerabile nomen, [L.]

An illustrious and venerable name.

Cesium non animum mutant, qui

trans man currant, [L.] They

change their sky, not their affec

tions, who cross the sea.

Cct-na Domini, [L.J The Lord's

supper.

Cognoscente, [It.] A connoisseur.

Comme il faut, (kom-el-fo) [ V.] As

it should be.

Commune bonum, [L.J A common

good. [mon consent.

Communi Consensu, [L.] By com-

Compagnon de voyage, (kong-pan-

yong-de-voy-azh) [F.J A travelling

companion. [put**.

Componere lites, [I..] To settle dis-

Compos mentis, [L. ] Of soundrmind.

Comptoir, (koug-twar) [F.J A count

ing-room, [estly.

Con amore, [ItJ With love ; cam-

Con diligenza, [It] With diligence.

Conditio sine qua non, [L.J A neces

sary condition.

Con dolon, [It] With grief.

Confrere, (kong-fr&r) [F.J An asso

ciate. [A leave to elect.

Conge d'elire, (kong-zha-da-ler) [F.J

Consensus facit legem, [L.J Con

sent makes the law.

Contra bonos mores, [I..] Against

good manners.

Copia verborum, [L.J Copiousness of

words; fluency of speech.

Coram nobis, | L.J Before us.

Corps de garde, (kor-de-gard) [F.]

A body of men who watch in a

guard-room ; the guard-room itself.

Corps diplomatique, (kor-dip-lo-nia-

tek) [F.J A diplomatic body.

Corpus delicti, [L.J The body or

foundation of the offence.

Corpus juris canonici, [L] The

body of the canon law.

Corpus juris civiUs, [L.J The body

of the civil law. [made.

Corrigenda, [L.J Corrections to be

Couleur de rose, (koo-lur-de-roz) [F.J

Rose colour ; hence, an aspect ot

beauty ; favourable or agreeable re

presentation.

Coup-d'essai, (koo-des-su) [F.J A

first essay ; attempt.

Coup d'etat, (koo-da-ta)[F.] A stroke

of policy ; a violent measure in

public affairs.

Coup de grace, (koo-de-gras) [F.J A

finishing stroke.

Coup de main, (koo-de-meng) [F.] A

sudden enterprise or effort.

Coup de maitre, (koo-de-ma-tr) [F.J

A master-stroke.

Coup de plume, (koo-de-ploom) [F.J

A literary attack.

Coup de soleil, (koo-de-so-lul) [F.]

A stroke of the sun.

Courage sans peur, (koo-razh-sang-

pur) [F.] Courage without fear.

Coute qu'il coute, (kout-kel-koot)

[F.J Cost what, it may.

Cresoit eundo, [L.J It increases by

going. (jury.

Crimen falsi, [L.] Falsehood ; per-

Crimcn lsesm majestatia, [L.J High

treason.

Cui bono, [L.J For whose benefit is

i t ?—what good end does it serve ?

Cum privilegio, [L.] With privilege.

Cum grano salis, [L*J With a grain

of salt ; with some allowance or

qualification.

Currente calamo, [L.J With a run

ning or rapid pen.

Custos morum, [L.J The guardian

of morality. [rolls.

Custos rotulorum, [L.J Keeper of the

D.

Dabit Deus his quoque flnem, [L.J

God will put an ond to these also.

D'acoord, (dak-kor) [F.J Agreed;

in tune.

Da locum melioribus, [L] Give placo

to your betters.

Dame d'honneur, (dam-don-ur) [F]

Mai of honour.

De bonne grace (do-bon-gras) [F.J

With good grace ; willingly.

Deceptio visas, [L.J An illusion of

the sight.

Decies repetita placcMt, [L.J Ten

times repeated it will please.

Decipimur specie recti . [ L J We are

deceived by the appearance of good

ness or truth. (day.

De die in diem, [L] From day to

De facto, [L.J From the fact; really.

Degage, (da-ga-zha) IF.] Easy and

unconstrained. [disgust.

Degout, (de-god) [F.J Disrelish ;

De gustibus non est disputandum,

[L.] There is no disputing about.

tastes. [out of ; foreign.

Dehors, (de-bor) [F.J Without ;

Dei gratia, [L.J By the grace of God.

Dejeuner a la fourchctte, (de-zhun-a-

a-la-fi' "

fast.

i-foor-shet) [F.J A meat break -

De jure, [L] From the law; by right.

De mal en pis, (de-mal-ang-pe) [F. ]

From bad to worse.

Demi-monde, (dem-e-mongd) [F.]

Disreputable female society ; class

of gay courtezans.

De mortuis nil nisi bonum, [L.J Say

nothing but good of the dead.

De nihilo nihil fit, [L.J Of nothing

nothing is made.

Do novo, [L.] Anew.

Deo gratias, [L.J Thanks to God.

Deo juvante, [L.] With God's help.

Deo volente, [L.J God willing —

usually contract cil D. V.

Deprofundis, [L.] Out of the depths.

Dernierressort,(dern-ya-res-s6r)[F.]

A last resource.

Desideratum, [L.J A thing desired.

Desipen in looo, [L-] To jest at the

proper time. [is wanting.

Dcsunt ctetera, [L.J The remainder

De trop, (de-tro) [F.J Too much or

too many.

Detur digniori, [L.] Let it be given

to the more worthy.

Deus vobiscum. [L.J God be with you.

Dextre tempore, [L.J Atafavourable

time.

Dictum, [L.J A saying; a decision.

Dies faustus, [I..] A lucky day.

Dies infaustus, (L.J An unlucky day.

Dies ine, [L.] Day of wrath—the

title of a celebrated Latin hymn.

Dies non, [L.J A day in which the

court does not sit, or in which no

business is done.

Dieu defend le droit, (de-do-de-fang-

le-drwa)[F.J God defends the right.

Dieu et mon droit, (de-66-o-mong-

drwa) [F.J God and my right.

Dieu vous garde, (de-oo-voo-ganl)

[F.J God protect you.

Dii majorum gentium, [L.J The gods

of the superior class.

Dii penates, [L.J Household gods.

Dilettante, [It] A lover of the hue

arts.

Di novelle tutto par bello, [It] New

things always appear fine.

Di oalto, [It.] By a leap or sudden

step. '
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Disjecta, membra, {L.J Scattered

limbs or remain*.

Distingue, (di»-ting-gwa) [F.] Dis- .

tinguishud ; eminent

Distrait, (dis-tru) [F.J Absent in

thought.

Sites moi, a'il vous plait, (det-mwa-

*«1 voo-pla) [F.J Tell me, if you

please, [rule.

Divide et impcra, |L.] Divide and

Docendo diacimut, [L.J We loani by

teaching. [ble.

Dolce, [It.] In music, soft and agreea-

Dolce far niente, [It.J Sweet doing

nothing ; sweet idleness.

Doloroto, [It.J In music, soft and |

pathetic. [be with you. '

Dominua vobiscum, [L.J The Ixml

Domua et placent uxor, [L. J A house

ami pleasing wife.

Double entendre, (doo-bl-ang-tang-

dr) [F.J Double meaning; a ]>lay on •

words. [a bribe.

Douceur, (doo-eur) [F.] Sweetness; |

Doux yeux. (dooz-e-u) [F.J Soft i

and tender glances ; sweet looks.

Dramatia perton*. [L.] Character* j

represented iu a drama.

Droit dea gene, (drwa-da-zhong) [F.J

The law of nations.

Dulce domum, [L.J Sweet home.

Dulce et decorum eat pro patria

mori, [L ] It is sweet and glorious j

to die for one** country.

Dum apiro spero. (L.J While I

Wreathe I hope.

Dum vivimus vivauiua, [L.J While ,

we live let us live.

Durante vita, [L.J During life.

E.

Eau de Cologne, (d-de-ko-lon) [F.]

Cologne water.

Eau de lavande, (6-de-la-vongd) [F.J

lavender water.

Eau de Tie, (6-de-vC) [F.J Water of

life; brandy.

Ecoe homo, (I,.) Ik-hold the man— ;

s|>ecially applied to any picture re-

ipresenting the Saviour given up by

'ilate to the people, and wearing a

crown of thorns.

Ecoe aignum. [L.J Behold the sign.

E contrario, [L.J On the contrary.

Editio princepa, [L. ] The first edition.

Egalitc, (a-gal-e-tft) [F.J Equality.

Eheu, fugacea labuntur anni, (L.J

Alas, the fleeting years glide by.

Eloge, (a-16xh)[F.J A funeral ora

tion ; a panegyric on the dead.

Emigre, (a- me-gra) (F.J An emigrant

Employe, (ang-plwa-ya) (F.J A per-

aon employed by another.

Emportement, (ang-p6rt-maug ) [F.J

Transport ; paation.

Empresaement, (ang-pres niang) [F.J

Zeal ; ardour ; interest.

Ed avant, (ang-a-vang) [F.J For

ward.

E™ b^*tolle, (ang-bag-a-tel) [F.J

Trifungly , contemptuously.*

Enoiante, (aiis-ae-angtj [F.J Preg.

nant ; with child.

En deshabille, (ang-des-a-be-yu) [K.J

In undress.

Enfamille, (ang-fa-me-ya) [F.J In a

ilomestic statu : in the home circle.

Enfant de famine, (ang-fong-de-fa-

me-ya)[F.J Children of the family.

Enfant perdua, (ang-fong-jwr-du)

(F.J Lost children; the forlorn hope.

En fin, (aug-fuig) [F.J At last ; iu

the end.

En foule, (ang-fool) [F.J In a crowd.

En grande tenue, (ang-groug-ten-u)

[F.[ In full dress.

En matte, (ang-mas) [F.J In a body.

En passant, (ang-pas-sang) [F.J In

passing ; by the way.

En regie, (ang-ra-gl) [F.J In order ;

according to rule. [wav.

En route, (ang-root) [F.J On the

Entente cordiale, (aug-tangt-kor-de-

al) [F.J Evidence* of good will and

justice toward each other, exchang

ed by the chief persons of two

states, [stinacy.

Entetement, (ang-tet-mang) [F.J Ob-

En tout, (ang-too) [F.J In all;

wholly. [tween ourselves.

Entre nous, (ang-tr-noo) [F.J Be-

En verite, (ung-vjr-c-tA) [F.J In

truth. [or messenger.

Enroye, (ang-vwa-ya)[F.J An envoy

Eo ammo, [L.J With that design.

Eo nomine, [L.J By that name.

E pluribua unum, [L.J One com-

iK»ed of many.

Epulis accumbere divum, [L.J To

sit at the feast of the gods.

E re nata, [L.] According to tho

exigency. (is human.

Errare eat humanum. (L.J To en-

Erratum, pi. errata, [L.J An error.

Eaprit de oorpa, (ea-pre-de-kor) [F.J

Tlio animating spirit of a collective

body, as of the army, the bar, Ac.

Esprit dea loia, (es-pre-da-lwa) [F.J

The spirit of the laws.

Eat modus in rebua, [L] There is a

medium in all things.

Etata Qcneraux, (a-tn-rhcn-f.r-6)

J F. ] The State* General.

Et ceotera. [L.J And the rest ; A'c.

Et cum spiritu tuo, [L.J Aud with

thy spirit.

Et hoc genua omne, [L.J And every

thing of the sort.

Eureka, [G.J 1 have found it.

Ex abundantia, [L.J Out of the

abundance.

Ex adverto, [L.J From tho oppo

site side.

Ex icquo et bono, [L.J Agreeably

to what is good and right.

Ex animo, [L.J Heartily.

Ex auctoritate mini commissi, [L.J

By the authority entrusted to me.

Ex capita, (L.J From the head;

from memory.

Ex cathedra, [L.J From the chair;

with authority.

Excelsior, |L. ] nighcr; more ele

vated.

Exceptio probat regulam, [LJ Tho

exception prove* the rule.

Excerpta, [L.J ExtracU.

Ex conceaao, [L J Flow what lia*

been conceded.

Ex curia, [L.J Out of court

Exempli gratia, [L.J By way of

example.

Exeunt, [L.J They go out.

Exeunt omnea, [llj All go out or

retire.

Exit, [L.J He goes out : death.

Ex officio, [L.J By virtue of bu

office.

Ex parte, [L.J On on© side only.

Ex pedo Herculem, [L.J We reror-

nixe a Hercules from the size of

tho foot, that is, we judge of Uts

whole from the specimen.

Experimentum erucia, (L-J The ex

| penment of the cross ; a deame

1 experiment ; a teat of Ike m«A

I searching nature.

: Experto credo, [L.J Trust one who

I has tried or had experience.

Explicit*, [L.J Explicit! v.

Expose, (eks-po-za) [F.J ' An «]»■

1 sition.

Ex pott facto, [L.J After the deed

is done.

Expreatii verbia, [L.] In express

terms.

Extempore, [L. ] Without pre

meditation.

Extra, muros, [L.J Beyond tlu

walls.

Ex uno ditce omnea, [UJ Frtflu

one learu ail ; from one judge Um

whole.

Ex utu, [L.J From or Ly use.

Ex Toto, [L. j According to vow.

F.

*n:-Facetia), (L.J Humorous

ings or sayings ; joke*.

Facile princept, (L.J Evidently

preeminent ; the admitted chief.

Facilis eat detcenaua ATerni, |L]

Descent to Avernus is easy ; lbs

road to evil is easy.

Facon, (fa-song) [F.J Manner;

style.

Fac aimile, [LJ Make it like; *

close imitation.

Fac totum, [L.J Do all ; hence, a

man of all work.

Fait accompli, (fa-ta-kong-ple) [F.J

A thing already done.

Falsi crimen, (L.J The crime o{ \

forgery.

Famaclamota, [L.J A prevailing re- '

port ; a current scandal.

Fat eat ab hoate doceri, | L J *lt a

right to bo taught by an enemy.

Fata Morgana, [It] AtmosubeiK

phenomena along the coast of

Sicily; mirage.

Faux pat, (fo-pn) [F.J A mistake;

a false step.

Fecit, [L-J Ho made or executed

it—put after an artist's name.

Felo de to, [ L. ] A suicide.

Femme de chambre. (fem-de-sho&r

br) [F.J A chambermaid.

Femme de charge, (fem-de-sbarji

[F.J A housekeeper.

Fete champetro, (fat-shang-pi-ti)

IF. J A rural festival.
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.Feu de joie, (fu-de-zhwa) [F.] A

firing of guns in token of joy ; a

bonfire.

Fiat justitia, mat ccelum, |l |

Let justice be done, though thu

heavens should fall.

Fiat lux, (L.J Let there he light.

Fxdei defensor, [L.J Defender of

the faith.

Filius terras, [I*] One of low birth.

Finem respice, [L.J Look at the

end.

Finis, 1 L.l The end.

Finis coronat opus, [L.] The end

crowns the work.

Flagrante bello, [L.] During hos

tilities, [not to be broken.

Flecti, non frangi, 1 1 . ] To be bent,

Fonctionnaire, (fung-sc-on-fir) [F.j

A public officer.

F'ons et origo, [L.J The source

and origin.

Formaliter, [L] In form.

Forsan et haeo olim meminisse ju-

vabit, [J j. J Perhaps it will be

pleasant hereafter to remember

these things. [in acting.

Fortiter in re, [L.] With firmness

Frangas, non flectes, [L.] You may

break, you shall not bend me.

Front & front, (frong-a-frong) [F.J

Knee to face.

Fronti nulla fides, [L.] There is

no trusting to appearances.

Functus officio, IL.J Having per

formed his office or duty ;—hence,

out of office.

Furor loquendi, [L.'] A rage for

Kjteaking.

Furor poeticus, [L.] Poetic fire.

Furor scribendi, [L.]

writing.

Gloria in excel sis, [L.J Glory to

God in the highest.

Gloria path, [L.J Glory to the

Father.

Goutte a goutte, (goot-a-guut) [F.J

Drop by drop.

Gouvernante, (goo-ver-nongt) [F.]

A governess. [Thanks to God.

Grace a Dieu, (gras-a-de-66) [F.J

Gradatim, [L.J Gradually; step by

step.

Gradus ad Parnassum, [L.J Aid

in writing Greek or Latin poetry.

Grand merci, (grong-m?r-se) [F.J

Many thanks. [knife.

Guerra al cuchillo, [It.] War to the

Guerre a l'outrance, (gar-a loo-

trongs) [F.J War to the uttermost.

Guerre a mort, (gur-a-mur) [F.J

War to the death.

H.

G.

Gallice, [L.J In French.

Gareon, (gar-song) [F.j A boy or

. visiter.

Garde a cheraL (gard-a-sha-val) [F.J

A mounted guard.

Garde da corps, (gard-du-kur) [F.J

A body-guard.

Garde mobile, (gard-mo-bel) | F.J A

■t i tard liable to general service.

Gardes, (gard-a) [F.] Take caro ;

bo on your guard.

Genius loci, [L] The genius of the

place. [Armed police.

Gens d'armes, (zhong-d&rni) [ F. ]

Gens de condition, (zhang-de-kong-

dts-e-ong) [F.J People of rank.

Gens d'eglise, ( zhoug - da - glez )

(F.J Churchmen.

Gens de guerre, ( zhong-de -gar)

[F.J Military men.

Gens de lettres, (zhong-de-let-tr)

[ F. J Literary people.

Gens togata, [L.] Civilians.

Germaxuce, [L.] In German.

Giovine santo, diavolo vecchio, [It.]

A young saint, an old devil.

Gitano, (Sp.l A gipsy.

Gli assenU hanno torto, [It] The

absent are In the wrong.

Habile, rL.] Skilful ; able.

Hae lege, [L.J With this law or

condition.

Hardiesse, (har-de-es) [R] Bold

ness, [brief intervals.

Hand longis intervallis, [L.J At

Haud pas&ibus aequis, [L.J Not

with equal steps.

Haut gout, (bo-goo) [F.] ITigh flav

our ; fine or elegant taste.

Hiatus valde deflendus, [L.J A

deficiency much to be regretted.

Hicetubique, [L.J Here and every

where, [in epitaphs.

Hie jacet, [L.J Here he lies—used

A rage for Hie labor, hoc opus est, |L. ] This

is labour, this is work.

Hie sepultus, [L.] Here buried.

Hinc ills) lacriinic, ( L. j Hence pro

ceed these tears.

Hoc age, [L.J Do this; attend to

what you are doing.

Hoc anno, [L.] In thin year.

Hoc loco, [L.] In this place.

Hoe tempore, [L.] At this time.

Hodie mini, eras tibi, [L.] To

day to me, to-morrow to thee.

Hominis est errare, [L.J It is com

mon for man to err.

Homme de bien, (om-de-be-ang) [F]

A good ; an upright man.

Homme des affaires, (om-daz-af-far)

[F.] A business agent ; a financier.

Homme des lettres, (oin-dJi-let-tr)

[F. ] A man of letters ; a literary

man.

Homme d'esprit. (om-des-pre) [F.]

A man of talent or of wit.

Homme d'etat, (om-dfl-ta) [F.J A

statesman.

Homo turn, humani nihil a me

alienum puto, [L.J I am a man,

and deem nothing that relates to

man foreign to my feelings.

Honi soit qui mal y pense, (h5-ne-

swa-ke-nial-6-pangz) [F.J Evil to

him who evil thinks.

Hone canonical, [L. ] Canonical

hours; prescribed hours for prayer.

Horresco referens, [L.J I shudder

to relate.

Hors de combat, (hor-de-kong-ba)

I F J Out of condition to fight.

Hors de la loi, (hdr-do-la-lwa) [F.J

In the condition of an outlaw.

Hors de saison, (hor-de-sO-zong) [F.J

Out of season. [dried plants.

Hortus siccus, [L.] A collection of

Hotel de ville, (6-Ul-de-vil) [F.j A

town halL

Hurtar para dar por Dioi, [Sp]

steal in order to give to God.

To

Ich dien, [Ger.] I serve.

Idem sonani, [L.] Meaning the

some. 1 to ... .

Id est, fL.] That is—abbreviated

U faut de l'argent, (el-f6^de-lar-

zhong) [F.J Money is wanting.

H n'est sauce que d'appetit, (el-nft-

sos-ke-dap-pa-te) [F.] Hunger is

the best sauce.

Imo pectore, [L] From the bottom

of the heart.

Imperium in imperio, [L.J A gov

ernment within a government.

Impolitesse, (ang-po-le-tes) [F.]

Rudeness ; coarseness.

Impos animi, [L.J Of weak mind ;

imbecile.

In ambiguo, [L. ] In doubt.

In armis, [L.] Under arms.

In articulo mortis, [L.J At the

point of death ; in the lost strug

gle, [chief.

In capite, fL.] In the head; in

In commendam, [L. ] In trust or

recommendation.

In curia, |L.) In court.

Index expurgatorius, [L.J A list of

prohibited books.

In dnbiis, [L.J In matters of

doubt lanced.

In equilibrio, [L.J Properly bal-

In esse, [L.J In being.

In eztenso, [L.J At full length.

In extremis, [L.J At the point

of death. [the fact.

In flagrante delicto, [L.J Token in

In forma pauperis, [L.] As a poor

man.

In foro conscientioo, [L.J Before

the tribunal of conscience.

Infra dignitatem, [L.J Below

one's dignity.

In future, [L.j In future; hence

forth.

In limine. [L.] On the threshold.

In loco parentis, [L.] In the place

of a parent.

In media* res, [L.J Into the midst

of things or affairs.

In medio tutissimus ibis, [L.]

You will go roost safely in tho

middle; safety lies in a middle

course.

In memorism, [L.] To the memory

of ; in memory.

In nomine, [L.J In the name of.

In nubibus, [L. ] In the clouds.

In nuce, [L.] In a nut shell.

In omnia paratus, [L.] Ready for

all things.
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In perpetuus., [L.J For ever.

In petto, [It.] Within the breast;

in reserve.

In pleno, 1 1 ,.| In full.

In posse, [I*. J la iKNtaible existence;

in possibility. [time.

In prsseenti, [L.] At the present

In propria personA, [L.J In person.

In puris naturslibus, [L.J (ajuite

naked.

In re, [L.J In the matter of.

In rerum naturu, [L.J Iu the na

ture of tilings.

In esdcula aasculorum, [L.J For ages

on ages.

Insouciance, (in-«od-se-aug«)[F.] In

difference ; carelessness.

Inatar omnium, [L.J Like all; an

example to others.

In statu quo, [L.J In the former

state. [uncertainty.

In suspeneo, [L.] In suspense or

In to, Domine, speravi, [I. ] In

thee, Ix-rd, have I put my trust.

Inter alia, [L.J Among other

things.

Inter not, [L.J Between ourselves.

Inter pocula, [L. ] At one's cups.

In terrorem, [L.J As a warning.

Inter ae, [L.J Among themselves.

In totidem verbis, [L.J In so

many words.

In ti an situ. [L.J On the passage.

In un batter d'occhio, [It] In

the twinkling of an eye; instantly.

In uiu, [L.J In nse.

In mum Delphini. [L.] For the

use of the Dauphin, said of au

edition of the clamics.

In utrumqae paratus, [L,] Prepared

for either event.

In vacuo, [L.J In empty space, or

in a vacuum.

In vino Veritas, [L.J There is truth

in wine ; truth is told under the

influence of wine.

Ipse dixit, [L.J lie himself said

it | dogmatism. [words.

Ipsissima verba, [L.J The very

Ipso facto, [L.J In the fact itself.

Ira furor brevis est, jL.J Anger

is a short madness.

Italiee, [L.J Iu Italian.

Jacta est alea, [L.] The die is cast.

J'ai bonne cauae, (zha-bon-koz) [F.J

I have a good cause.

Jamais arriere, (iham-az-ar-re-Or)

[F.J Never behind.

Je maintiendrai le droit, (zha-

meiig-te-ang-dra-le-drwa) (F.J I

will maintain the right.

Je ne aaia quoi, (zhA-ne-sa-kwa) [F.J

I know not what.

Je n'oublierai jamais, (zha-noob-

lcr-tt-zliam-ii) [F.J I will never

forget. (am ready.

Je suis pret, (zha-swe-pra) [F.J I

Jet d'eau, (zliet-d6) [F.J A jet of

water.

Jeu de mots, (zhu-de-mo) [F.J A

play upon words ; a pun.

Jeu d>sprit, (zuu-des-pri-) [F.J A

witticism.

Jubilate Deo, [L.J Be joyful in

the Lord ; rejoice in God.

Jure divino, [L.J By divine law.

Jure humano, [L.] By human law.

Jus oanonicum, [L.] Canon law.

Jus civile, (L.J Civil law.

Jus divinum, [L.J Divine law.

Jus gentium, [L.J The law of na

tions, [sword.

Jus gladii, [L.] Ttie right of the

Jus poaseasionia, [L.J The right of

possession. [golden mean.

Juste milieu, (zhuet-nicl-yu) [F.J The

Juxta, [L.J Near by.

L'abito C- una seconds natura,

[It,] Habit is a second nature.

Labor omnia vincit, [L.] Labour

conquers everything.

La gente pone, y Dios dispone,

(Sp. J Men propose, but Ood doth

dupcee.

Laisaes faire, (Uka-aa-far) [F] Let

alone; suffer to have ita own way.

Laiaaez nous faire, (las-sa-noo-tar)

(F.J Let us act for ourselves.

Langage des hallos, (laug-gazh-dJi-

al) [F.J Talk of the market place ;

Billingsgate.

Lapis philosophorum, [L.] The

philosopher's stono.

Lapsus calami, [L.J A slip of the

!•»■ n. [tongue.

Lapsus linguic. [I..1 A slip of the

Lapsus memoris>, [L.J A slip of

tin* memory. [gods.

Lares et penatee, [L.] Bousehold

Latet anguis in herba, [ I.. J A suake

lies hid in the grass.

Latino dictum, (1. ] Spoken in

Latin.

Laudura immensa cupido, [L.] In

satiable desire for praise.

Laua Deo, [L.J Praise to Ood.

L'avenir, (lav-ner) [F.J The future.

Le beau monde, (le-bd-mongd) [F.J

The fashionable world.

Le bon temps viendra, (le-bong-

tong-ve-ongAlra) [F.J The good

time wiU come.

Legatua a latere, [L.J A papal

nmlioRsador.

Legerte, (le-shar-ta) [F.J Light

ness ; activity ,—levity.

L'empire des lettrea, (laiig-per-da-

let-tr) [F.J The republic of letters.

Le pas, (le-pa) [F.J Precedence in

place or rank.

Le roi le veut, (le-rwa-lo-vu) [F.]

The king wills it.

Lea affaires font les hommea,

(lax-af-far-fong-laz-om) (F.J Busi

ness makes men.

Les extremes se touchent, (laz-cks-

tram-aa - toosh ) [F.J Extremes

meet.

Le tout ensemble, (le-too-tang-

sang-bl)(T.) All together.

Lettre de cachet, (lettr-kash-i) [F.J

A aealed letter ; a royal warrant

for secret arrest and uupnatD-

ment.

Lex loci, [L.J The law or ctu-

tom of the place.

Lex non script*, (L.J The common

law.

Lex scripts, [L.J Statute law.

Lex talionis, [L.] The law of re

taliation.

Lex terns, [L.] The law of the land.

L'homme propose et Dieu dispost

(lom-pio^poz-a-deroo-dis-poz) [F.]

Han proposes and God disposes

Li berum arbitriuxa, (L.J Free vilL

Licentia vatum, [ll] The license of

the poets ; poetical license.

Lingua Franca, (It.] The mixed

language spoken by Europeans a

the East.

Lis sub iudioe, [L.] A case cot

yet decided. |tnal

Lite pendente, (L.) During lb*

latere scripts manet, [L.J TLs

written letter remains.

Locale, (16-kal) [F.J A place or

station.

Locum tenets, [L.] One occupyifi*

the place; a deputy oraubsctatc;

a proxy. [the criBS.

Locus c'riminis, [L] The place of

Locus in quo, [L.J The place is

which. [peot&DO!

Locus penitentiss, [L.] Phwe for re-

Locus sigilli, [L. J The place of uw

seal—usually abbreviated to LS.

Longo intervallo, [L.J By or w: "

long interval. [meat

Lucidus ordo, [L.] A clear arranr*-

Lucri causa, [L.J For the sake of

gain. [with sacred tbiaga

Ludere cum aacria, [L.J To trite

Lucus nature?, [L.j Asportorfrmk

of nature.

M.

Ma chew, (m»-enar) [F] Mjd«r.

Macte rirtute, [I- J Proceed ui rir-

tue. tfcne.

IU foil, (ma fwa) (F.) Cpon »!

Maggiore fretta minora atto. [it-)

The more baste the worte speed

Magister ceremoniarum, (L.J Mx-

ter of the oeremooiea

Magna eat Teritas et prerabkiL

IL.] Truth U migbly and it «iU

prevail.

Magna eat via eonauetudiail, |L

Great ia the force of habit

Magni nominie umbra, [L.J "*

shadow of a great name.

Magnum bonum. [L.) A great |«i

Magnum eat vectigal peniBMa*

[L.) Economy ia itself a f"

inoome.

Magnum opue, [L.] A gnat ml

Magnus ApoUo, [L.\ Grrat Apte

one of high authority.

Maigre, (ma-gr) [F.] Fnuoj;

food other than animal fl«k

Maiaon de campagne. (mJ-»»f«-

kong-pan) [F.] A oountry «»<-

Maiaon de aantf, (miV-ag-i

aoug-tu) [F.J Prirato 1
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Maison do ville, (ma-zong-de-val)

[F.] The town-house.

Haitre d'hotel, (mo-tr-do-tel) [P.]

A house-steward.

M-iitresae, (ma-tree) [F.] Mistress.

Maladie du pays, (mal-a-de-du-pa)

I F. ] Homesickness.

Mala fide, [L.J With bad faith;

treacherously.

Hal a propos, (nial-a-prd-po) [F.J

Ill-timed. [ache.

Hal de tSte, (mal-<lc-tet) [F.J Head-

Malgn- nous, (mal-gra-noo), [F.J

In spite of us.

MaIgr-3 soi, (nial-gra-swa) [F.J In

spite of himself.

Malheur ne vient jamais seul. (mal-

lir-ne-ve-zltam-a-sul) [F.] Misfor

tunes seldom come singly.

Kalis avibus, [L.J With un pro

pitious birds ; with bad omens.

Halo mori quam fcedari, [L.] I

would rather die than be debased.

Manet alta mente repostum, [L.] It

remains deeply fixed in tlie mind.

Manlbus pedibusque, [L.J With

hands and feet. [hand.

Manu forti, [L.] With a brave

Hanu propria, [L.J With one's

own hand. [bay.

Hare clausum. [L.] A closed sea; a

Mas vale saber que haber, , [8p.]

Better be wise than rich.

Mas vale tarde que nunoa, [Sp.]

Butter late than never.

Materfaxnilios, [L.J The mother

nf a family.

Mauvais gout, (mo-va-g06) [F.] Bad

taste. [False modesty.

Mauvaise honte, (mo-vaz-ongt) [F.J

Mauvais sujet, (mo-va-su-zhu) [F.J

A bad subject ; a worthless fellow.

Maximus in minimis, I L.J Very

great in trifling things.

Mediocria firma, [L.j The middle

station is surest.

Medio tutissimus ibis, [L. ] 1 n a me

dium course you will go most

safely.

Megabiblion, mega kakon, [G.] A

great book is a great evil.

Me ju dice , [L. j I being judge ; in

my opinion. [death.

Memento mori, [L.] Remember

Memorabilia, [L.J Things to be re

membered.

Memoria in roterna, [L.] In ever

lasting remembrance.

Mens agitat molem, [L.J Mind

moves matter.

Mens divinior, [L.J The inspired

mind of the poet.

Mens legii, [L.J The spirit of

the law.

Mens sana in corpore sano, [L.] A

sound mind in a sound body.

Mens aibi conscia recti, IL.J A

mind conscious of rectitude.

Meo perieulo, [L.J At my own risk.

Meo voto, (L. ] By my desire, or

according to my wish.

Mesalliance, (me-za-le-angs) [F. ]

Marriage with an inferior; improper

association ; degrading or disparag

ing connection, [thine.

Heum et tuum, [L.] Mine and

Mirabile dictu, [L.] Wonderful to

be told. [be seen.

Mirabile visu, [7...] Wonderful to

Mirabilia, [L.J Wonders.

Minim in modum, [L.J In a won

derful manner. [crew.

Miserabile vulgus. [ L. ] A wretched

Mittimus, [L.J We send—a writ

to commit an offender to prison.

Modus operandi, [L.J Manner of

operation. [friend.

Mon ami, (mon-a-me) [F.J My

Mon cher, (mong-shar) [F.J My

dear. [Irish fashion.

More Hibemico, [L.J After the

More majorum, [L.j After the

manner of our ancestors.

More suo, [L.J In his own way.

Mors omnibus communis, [L.J Death

is common to all.

Mob pro lege, [L.] Custom for law.

Mot du guet, (nio-du-gwo) [F.] A

watchword.

Motu proprio, [L.J Of his own ac

cord.

Muet comme un poisson, (mwe-

kom-ung-pwis-song) [F.j Mute as

a fish. [little.

Multum in parvo, (L.j Much in

Mutatis mutandis, [ L. ] The neces

sary changes being made.

Mutato nomine, [L.] Tho name

being changed. [sent.

Mutuua consensus, [L.] Mutual con-

N.

Naissance, (nas-sangs) [F.J Birth.

Natale solum, [L.J Natal soil.

Natura lo fece, e poi ruppe la

stamps, fit. | Nature made him,

and then broke the mould.

Naturam expellas furca, tamen

usque recurret, [L.] Though you

drive out nature with a club,

yet will she always return.

Necessitas non habet legem, [L.]

Necessity has no law.

Nee mora nee requies, [L.] Neither

delay nor rest.

Nee pluribus impar, [L] Not an

unequal match for numbers.

Nee prece, nee pretio, | L. j Neither

by entreaty nor by bribe.

Ne exeat, [L.] Let him not de

part.

He fronti erede, [L.] Trust not to

appearances.

NegligS, (neg-le-zha) [F.] A morn

ing dress.

Nemine contradicente, [L.J With

out opposition ; no one speaking

in opposition.

Nemine dissentients. [L.] No one

dissenting ; without a dissenting

voice.

Nemo me impune laceasit, [L.] No

one injures me with impunity—

the motto of Scotland.

Nemo repente fuit turpissixnus, [L.J

No man ever became a villain at

once.

Ne plua ultra, [L.J Nothing fur

ther; the utmost point.

Ne sutor ultra arepidam, [L.J Let

not the shoemaker go beyond his

last. [point.

Nihil ad rem, [L.] Nothing to the

Nihil debet, [)-..) He owes noth

ing ; a plea for denying a debt.

Nihil quod tetigit non ornavit, [L.J

Ho touched nothing without eni-

. bellishing it.

Nil admirari, [L.] To wonder at

nothing. [spair.

Nil desperandum, [L.J Never de-

Nil dicit, [L.J He makes no answer.

Nil nisi cruce, [L.] Nothing but

the cross ; depending upon tlie

cross alone. [out Qod.

Nil sine numine, [L.J Nothing with-

Ni l'nn ni lautre, (ne-lung-ne-lo-tr)

I F. ] Neither the one nor the other.

N'unporte, (nang-port) [F.j It mat

ters not.

Nimium ne crede colori, [L.J Trust

not too much to looks.

Nisi Dominus frustra, [L.] Unless

the Lord be with you all your toil

is vain.

Niter in adversum, [L.] I strive

against opposition.

Noblesse oblige* (no-bles-ob-iry.il)

[F.J Rank imposes obligation.

No es todo oro lo que reluxe, [Sp.J

All is not gold that gutters.

Nolens volens, [L.J Whether ho

will or not. [me.

Noli me tangere, [L.] Don't touch

Nolle prosequi, [L.J To be unwill

ing to proceed.

Nom de plume, (nong-de-ploom) [F.J

An assumed or literary title.

Nom de guerre, (nong-de-gar) [F.]

A war name ; a travelling title.

Non assumpsit, [L.J The plea of a

defendant in an action that "he

did not undertake and promise,"

&c

Non compos mentis, [L.J Not in

sound mind. [pear.

Non constat, [L.J It does not ap-

Non est inventus, [L. ] He has not

been found. [me.

Non libet, [L.] It does not please

Non liquet, [L] It is not clear.

Non mi rioordo, [It: J I don't re

member, [for ourselves.

Non nobis solum, [L.J Not merely

Non obstante, [L.J Notwithstand

ing.

Non omnia possumus omnes, [L.j

We cannot all of us do all things.

Non omnis moriar, [L.j 1 shall

not wholly die.

Non sequitur, [L.] It does not fol

low ; an unwarranted conclusion.

Non sibi, sed omnibus, [L.J Not

for itself, but for all.

Non sibi, sed patriae, [L.J Not for

himself, but for his country.

Non sum qualis eram, [L.J I am

not what I was.

Non tali auxilio, [L.] Not with

Buch aid, or such a helper.

Noscitur a sociis, [L.J He is known

by his companions.

Nota bene, N.B., [L | Mark wen.

Notatu dignum, [L.J Worthy of

note.
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Notre Dune, (no-tr-dam) [F ) Our

Lady ; a cathedral in Paris.

H'oubliei pas, (uoo-ble-4-pa) 1F.J

Duiit forget. (We snail see.

Nous verrona, (noo-ver-roug) [F.J

Nouvelles. (nuo-vel) [F.J News.

Nouvellette, (noo-vel-Iet) [F.j A

short tale or novel.

Novui homo, [L.J A new man or

one who has raised himself from

obscurity.

Nuance (nod-angs) [F.J Shnde ;

tint; gradation.

Nudis verbis, [L.J Tn plain words.

Nudum pactum, [L.J A mere agree

ment.

Nulli secundua, [L.] Second to

none.

Nunquam non paratuj, [L.J Never

unprepared.

Nuptial, [L.J Nuptials; wedding.

Obiit, IL.J He or she died.

Obiter dictum. (L.J A thing said

by the way or iu jMiwing.

Obsrrvanda, IL.J Tilings to be ob

served.

Obsta principiis, [L] Resist tlio

first beginnings.

Odi profanum, IL.J I loathe the

profane.

Odium theologictun, [L.J The ha

tred of theologian*.

Officios, gentium* [L.J Workshop of

the world.

Omne ignotum pro magnifko. [L.J

Whatever is unknown in thought

to be magnificent.

Omnem roovere Upidem, [L.J To

leave no stone unturned.

Omnia ad Dei gloriam, |1. ] All

things to the glory of God.

Omnia bona bonis, [I. J All things

are good with the good.

Omnia vine it amor, [L.J Love con

quers all things.

Omnia vincit labor, [L.J Labour

overcomes all tilings.

Omnia amana amena, [L.J Every

lover is demented.

On connait 1'ami au besom, (ong-

kon-ua-la-meo-be-swang) [P.] A

friend is known in time of need.

On dit. (ong-du) [F.J Tliey say;

report; a flying rumour.

Onus probandi , [L.J The burden

of proving.

Ope et oonailio, [L.J With assist

ance and counsel.

Operas pretium est, [L } It is

worth while.

Optimates, [L.J Of the first rank ;

the chief men.

Ora e sempre, [It.] Now ami al

ways.

Ora et labors, (L.J Pray and work.

Ora pro nobis, (L.J Pray for us.

Orator fit, poeta nascitur, [I,.]

The orator is made, but the poet is

born.

Ore rotundo, [L.J With round,

full voice.

Origo mali, [L.J Origin of the evil.

0 ! ai sic omnia, (L.J Oh ! that he

had always done or spoken thus.

Os rotundum, [L.J Eloquent de

livery.

0 tempora ' o mores! [L.J O the

times ! O the manners !

Otia dant vitia, LL.J Idleness tends

to vice.

0 ti um cum d ignitat< , ( I , ] Ease

with dignity ; dignified leisure.

Otium sine Uteris mors est, !!.. 1

Leisure without literature is death.

Ouvrage, (oov-razh) [F. J Work.

Ouvriers, (oov-re-1) [F.] Oper

atives; workmen.

P.

Pace tuR, fL.} With yonr consent.

Pacta conventa, [L.J The condi

tions agreed on.

Padrone, I It. J Master; employer;

landlord.

Pallida mors, [L.J Palo death.

Palmam qui meruit ferat, fL.J Let j

him who has won it bear the palm. |

Par accident, (p*r-ak-se~dong) [F.J

I3y chance.

Par avance, (pur-a-vong*) [F.J In

advance.

Par depit, (par-da-pe) [F.J Out of

spite.

Par exemple, (par-egx-ong-pl) [F.J

For example.

Par excellence, (pAr-ek-sel-langB)

[F.J By way of eminence.

Par faveur, (lu'ir-fa-vui) [F.J By

favour.

Par force, (par-furs) [F.J By force.

Par pari refero, [L] I return like

for like.

Pari passu, |T..] With equal pace ;

together.

Paritur pax bello, [L.J Peace is pro

duced by war.

Par nobile fratrum, [L] A noble

]>air of brothers ; two just alike.

Parole d'honneur, (pa-rdl-dou-imr)

[F.J Word of honour.

Pars adversa, [LJ The adverso

Pars pro toto, [L.J Tart for the

whole.

Particeps criminif, (L.J An accom

plice.

Partout, (par-too) (F.J Every where.

Parturiunt montes, nascitur ridic-

ulus mue, [L.J The mountains are

iu labour, a ridiculous mouse is

brought forth.

Parva componere magnis, [L.J To

compare small things with great.

Parvum parva deoent, |I.. j Little

things become a little person.

Pas a pas on va bien loin, (poz-a-paz-

ong-va-be-ang-lwang) [F.J 8tep by

step one goes a long way.

Passe-partout, (pa*-i>ar-too) [F.J A

master-kev.

Paterfamilias, [L.J The father of

a family.

Pater neater, [L.J Our Father;

henoe, the Lord's prayer.

Pater patriae, [L.J The father ul

his country.

Patreo conscripti, fLJ Conscript

fathers ; the Roman senators.

Peccavi, [L. J I have sinned.

Pendente lite, [L.J Pending tb»

suit.

Penetralia, ft*.] Secret recesses.

Penaee, (pang-ea)[F.J A thought

Per annum, [L.J By the year.

Per aspera ad aatrm, [L-] Thro«?a

trials to glory.

Per capita, [LJ By the head.

Per centum, [L.J Br the hua-

dred.

Per contra, [L.J On the eontrarr.

Per diem, fL.] By the day.

Per fas et nefaa, [L.] " Through

right and wrong.

Per gradus, [L.] By steps: step by

step.

Per mare per terras, [L.J By sta

and land.

Per ae, [L.J By itself considered.

Per troppo dibatter ha verita si

perde, (It.] Truth is lost by too

much controversy.

Per viam, [L.J By the wit of.

Petit, (pa-te) fF.J omalL *

Petitio principii, [L. ] A begging of

the question.

Petit-maitre, (pa-te-ma-tr) (F.J A

fop.

Peu de chose, (pa - do - sbox) [F.J

A trifle.

Pietra mossa non fa muachie* [It ]

A rolling stone gets no moss.

Pis aller, (pez-al-la) (F.J The fcsrt

or worst sliift.

Pleno jure, [L] "With full au

thority.

Poeta nascitur, non fit, fL] The

poet is born, not made.

Pondere, non numero, [L.J By

weight, not by number.

Pons esinorum, [L.J Btridre .'

asses ;—a difficult lesson to hegi.;.-

ners : the fifth proposition of the

first book of Euclid.

Populus Tult decipi, fL.] Peopl*

like to be deceived.

Poste restante, (pos-res-tonrt) fF.J

To remain until called for—ap

plied to letters in a post-office.

Post mortem, [L.J After death.

Post obitum, [L.J After death.

Potage au gras, (pd-taxh-6-rn)

[F.J Heat-soup.

Pour fairs visit*, (poor-fir-ve-art)

[F.J To jay a visit.

Pour passer le tempo, (poor-pav

aa-le-tong) [F.J To pass away taw

time.

Four prendre conge, (r*y>r-prv»af-

di-kong-zha) (F.J To take lr.i-.c-

usually abbreviated P. P.O.

Praemonitus, prsmunitna, (L.J Fofe-

warned, forearmed.

Prescripttun, [LJ A thing pre

scribed.

Pn't d accoraplir, (pri-da-konj-plcr1*

( F. ] Ready to accomplish.

Preux chevalier, (pru-*ha-ral-y»>

(F.J A brave knight.

Prima facie, [L.J On the first view.

Primo, [L J lu the first place,
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Primus inter pares, [LJ Chief

among equals.

Principia, non homines, [L.] Prin

ciples, not men.

Pro axis et focis, [L.J For our

altars and hearths.

Probatum est, IL.J It is prove*].

Pro bono publico, [L.J For the

public good.

Procea verbal, (pro-aa-vjr-bal) [F.]

A written statement.

Pro confesso, [L-] As if conceded.

Pro et «on, [ I .. ) For and against.

Profanum vulgus, [L.J The pro*

fane vulgar.

Pro forma, [LJ For the sake of

form.

Pro hac vice, tf..] For this turn

or occasion.

Pro patria, [L.J For our country.

Propaganda fide, |L.) By, in, or

through extending the faith.

Proprietaire, (prd-pre-a-tar) [F.J A

proprietor.

Pro ratA, [L.] In proportion.

Pro re nata, [L.J ror a special

emergency ; according to the cir-

euuistances.

Pro tanto, [L.] For so much.

Proteje, (pro-te-zha) [F.] One pro

tected or patronized by another.

Pro tempore, [L.J For the time

being.

Pugnis et calcibus, [L.] With all

his might: vtith fists and heels.

Punctum saliens, [L.] A salient

or prominent point.

Q-

Qusere, [L.] Query : inquiry.

Quamtur, [L.] The question arises.

Qualia ab incepto, [L.J The same

as from the beginning.

Qualis rex, talis grex, [L.] Like

king, like people.

Quaiis vita, finis ita, [L ,] As is

life, so is ita end.

Quamdiu ae bene gesserit, [L.]

During good behaviour.

Quonti est sapere ! [L.J How de

sirable ia knowledge !

Quantum, [L.] The quantity or

amount.

Quantum libet, [L.] As much as

Jou please.

Quantum meruit, [L.] As much as

be deserved.

Quantum sufflcit, [L.] A suffi

cient quantity.

Quantum via, [L.] As much as you

will.

Quasi, [L. ] Aa if ; in a manner.

Quelque chose, (kelk-eh6z)[F.] A

trifle.

Quid nunc ?[L.] What now?

Qui docet, discit, [L.J He who

teaches, learns.

Quid pro quo, [L.] An equivalent ;

tit for tat.

Quid rides! [L] Why do yon

laugh?

Quid times! [L] What do you

fear?

Qui m'aime aime mon chien, (ke-

maxu-am-mong-she-ong) [F.] Love

me, love my dog.

Qui nimittm probat, nihil probat,

[L.J He who proves too much,

proves nothing.

Quis custodiet ipsos custodea! [L.]

Who shall guard the guards them

selves?

Qui vive? (ke-vev) [F.] Who

goes there? hence, on the qui vive,

on the ulert.

Quo animo, [L.] With what mind

or intention.

Quocunquo modo, [L.] In what

ever manner.

Quocunque nomine, [L.J Under

whatever name.

Quod averLat Deus, [L] Which

may God avert.

Quod erat demonstrandum, [L.]

Which was to be proved or demon

strated.

Quod erat faciendum, [L.] Which

was to be done.

Quod vide, [L.J Which see.

Quo jure ? [L. ] By what right ?

Quo modo ? Li— J En what manner ';

how?

Quorum pars magna fui, [L. I Of

which, or whom, I was a great or

important part.

Quos Deus vult perdere, prius de-

roentat, [LJ Those whom God

wishes to destroy, he first makes

mad.

R.

d'etat, (ru-zong-dft-ta) [F.]

A reason of state.

Ears avis, (L.J A rare bird ; a

prodigy.

Rechauffe, (re-sho-fu) [F.] Warmed

again, as food ;—hence, insipid ;

stale.

Eedolet lucerna, [L.] It Bmells of

the lamp; it is a laboured produc

tion.

Reductio ad absurdum, [L.J A re

ducing a position to an absurdity.

Regium donum, [L.] A royal gift

—applied to an annual grant of

pubbc money for the support of

the Presbyterian Church in Ire

land.

Re infecta, [L.] The business being

unfinished.

Religio loci, (L.J The religious

spirit of the place.

Remis velisque, [L.J With oars

and sails ; with all means.

Reprise, (ra-prez) [F.J ReprisnL

Requiescat in pace, [L.J Hay he

rest in peace.

Res angustadomi, [L.J Narrow cir

cumstances at home ; poverty.

Res gestae, [L.J Exploits perform

ed ; also, business transacted.

Respice flnem, [L} Look to the

end.

Respublica, [L.J The common

wealth.

Rcsurgam, [L.J 1 shall rise again.

Resume, (ra-zum-a) [F.J An ab

stract or summary.

Revenons a nos moutons, (rev-

i)6ng-a-n6-m66-tdng) [F J Let us

return to our sheep ; let us return

to our subject.

Re vera, [L.J In truth.

Rien n'est beau qua le vrai, (re-

ang-na-bo-ke-le-vra) [F.J Nothing

is beautiful but truth.

Rifacimento, [It. J Renewal ; re-

establishment.

Robe de chambre, (rob-de-shoug-br)

[F.J A dressing gown or morning

gown.

Rudis indigestaque moles, [L.J A

rude and undigested mass.

Ruit mole sua, [L.J It falls to ruin

by its own weight.

Ruse de guerre, (ruz-de-gar) [F.]

A stratagem of war.

Rus in urbe, [L.J The country in

town.

Rusticus expectat dum defluat am-

nia, [I..] The rustic waits till

the river shall have all flowed by.

S.

Sal Atticum, f L | Attic salt; tliat

is, wit.

Salvo jure, [L.J The right being

safe.

Salvo pudore, [L.J Without offence

to modesty.

S'amuser a la moutarde, (sa-muz-a-

a-la-moo-tard) [F.J To stand on

trifles.

Sanctum sanctorum, [L] Holy of

holies.

Bans ceremonie, (sang-ser-a-mo-nO)

[F.) Without ceremony.

Sans doute, (sang-duot) IF.) With

out doubt.

Sans peur et sans reproehe, (sang-

pur-a-sang-ra-prosh) [F.J With

out fear and without reproach.

Sans tache. (sang-tash) [ F.J With

out spot ; stainless.

Sartor resartus, [L.J The tailor

mended.

Satis, superque, [L.J Enough, and

more than enongh.

Satis verborum, [L.J Enough of

words.

Sauve qui peut, (sov-kS-pu) [F.]

Save himself who can.

Savoir faire, (sa-vwar-far) [F.J

Ability; contrivance or skill.

Savoir vivre, (sa-vwar-ve-vr) [F.]

Good-breeding ; refined manners,

Scandalum magnaturn, [L.J De

famatory speech or writing to the

injury of persons of dignity.

Scire facias, [L.J Cause it to be

known.

Secundum artem, (L.J According

to rule ; scientifically.

Secundum naturam, [L.J Accord

ing to the course of nature.

Secundum ordinem, [L. ] In order.

Se defendendo, [L.J In self defence.

Selon les regies, (sa-long-la-rl-gl)

[F.] According to rule.

SH
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Semper avarus eget [L.J The ava

ricious man is always needy.

Semper idem, [L.J Always the

same.

Semper paratui, [L.J Always ready.

SenaluB consultum, [L.j A decree

of the Senate.

Bensu bono, [L.J In a good sense.

Sensu malo, [L J In a bad sense.

Sero, sed aerio, [L.J Late, but seri

ously.

Serua in ccelum redeas, [L.] Late

may you return to heaven; may

you live long.

Servare modum, [L J To keep with

in bounds.

Sie itur ad astra, [L.] Such is the

way to immortality.

Sic pasaim, [L.J bo every where.

Sic semper tyrannii, [L.j Ever so

to tyrants.

Sio transit gloria mundi, [L.J So

pusses the glory of the world.

810 vole, sic jubeo, [L.J Thus I

will, thus 1 command.

Sie vos non vobia, [L.] Thus you do

not labour for yourselves.

Si je puis, (B&zha-pwe) [F.J If I

can.

Silentium altum, [LJ Deep silence.

Similia timilibus curantur, [LJ

Like things are cured by like.

Similia simili gaudet, [L.J Like

is pleased with like.

Si monumentum quaeris, circum-

apioe, [L.J If you seek his monu

ment, look around.

Simplex munditiis, [LJ Of simple

elegance.

Sine cura, [L.] Without core or

charge.

Sine die, [L] Without a day ap

pointed.

Sine dubio, [L-] Without donbt.

Sine mora, [L] Without delay.

Sine odio, [LJ Without hatred.

Sine qua non, [L.J An indis

pensable condition.

Siste, viator, [LJ Stop, traveller.

Sit tibi terra levis, [L.J May the

earth lie lightly upon thee.

Soccorao non viene mai tardi, [It.]

Help never comes too late.

Solvuntur tabula), [LJ The bills

are dismissed—used in legal lan

guage.

Soubrette, (soo-bret) [F.J An in

triguing woman.

Sourfler le ehaud et le froid, (soof-

fla-le-aho-a-le-frwa) [F.J To blow

hot and cold.

Sous tous les rapports, (sod-tod-la-

rap-por) [F.J In all respects.

Soyer ferme, (swi-a-ferm) [F.] Be

firm.

Spero meliora, [L] I hope for

better things.

Spolia opima, [L.J The richest

booty.

Sponte sua, [L.J Of one's own

accord.

Spretas injuria forms, [LJ The

insult of despised beauty.

* Btat magni nominis umbra, [L.J

Ue stands the shadow of .1 mighty

Stat pro rations voluntas, [L]

Will stands for reason.

Statu quo ante bellum. [L.J In

the state which was before the

war.

Status quo, [L.J The state in which.

Stet, [LJ Let it stand.

Stratum super stratum, [L.J Layer

above layer.

Suaviter in modo, fortiter in re,

[L.J Gently in manners, but re

solutely in action.

Sub colore juris, [L.J Under col

our of the law.

Sub conditions, [LJ Under the

condition.

Sub judice, [LJ Under considera

tion.

Bub poena, [L.J Under a penalty.

Sub pnetexta juris, [LJ Under

the pretext of Justice.

Sub rosa, [L.J Under the rose;

privately.

Sub silentio. [L.J In silence.

Sub specie, [L.J Under the appear

ance of.

Eub voce, [L.J Under the voice.

Succedaneura, [L.J A substitute.

Sufre por saber, y trabaja par tener,

[Sp.J Suffer in order to be wise,

and labour in order to have.

Suggestio falsi, [L.J Suggestion

of falsehood.

Sui generis, [LJ Of its own kind.

Sui juris, [L.J In one's own right.

Sumptibus publicis, [LJ At the

public expense.

Suppressio veri, suggestio falsi, [L.J

A suppression of the truth, is the

suggestion of a falsehood.

Surgit amari aliquid, {)..] Some

thing bitter rises.

Suum cuique tribute, [L.J Give

every man his due.

Suus cuique mos, [L.J Every ono

haw his particular habit.

Tableau vivant, (ta-blo-ve-v6ng) [F.]

The representation of some scene

by means of persons grouped in

appropriate postures, and remain

ing silent and motionless.

Table d'hote, (ta-bl-dot) [F.J A com

mon table for guests.

Tabula rasa, [LJ A smooth or

blank tablet.

T&che sans tache, (tash-sang-tash)

[F.J A work without a stain.

Tasdium vitro, [L.J Weariness of

life.

Tant mieux, (tang-me-ou) [F.J So

much the better.

Tant pis, (tang-pc) [F.J So much

the worse.

Tant soit pen, (tang-swa-pu) [F.J

Never so little.

To judice, [L] You being the

Judge.

Tel est notre plaisir, (tel-a-nd-tr-p*la-

zer) [F. ] Such is our pleasure.

Tel maitre, tel valet, (tel-ma-tr-tel-

va-hl) [F.J Like master, like man.

Tempora mutantur, et zm axte:

in lllia, [L.) The tune* sit asis-

ed, and we axe ehanpd «■

them.

Tempus edax renm, [L] Umii

devouxer of all things.

Tempus fugit, [L J Tuw fia.

Tempus ludendi, [L] The ttnei'

play.

Tempus omnia revelat, [L] '-

reveals all things.

Tenes, (tt-ni) [F.J Take K.

Tentanda rim est, [L] A nr - • "

be tried.

Terminus ad quern, [LJ T>

boundary-line, point, cr ura 3

which.

Terminus a quo, [L] Tbe :■ '

or term from which.

Terracotta, [It] Bsfcedevta

Terra firms, [L] Sohd euu >

safe footing.

Terra incognita, [LJ As -

known country.

Tertium quid, "[L] A ttirf *3>

thing ; a nondescript.

Toga virilia, [L-J Thegonefsc

hood.

To kalon, [G.J The bswtifc: -'

chief good.

To prepoa, [G.] The pwBere^

coming.

Totidem verbis, [L] In *' **'

words.

Toties quotiea, [L.] M oftsc ft

Totia viribus, [L.J With ifl k*

might

Toto ccelo, [L.J By the ski

heavens ; diametrically eff**^

Totum, [LJ Thewhok.

Totus teres atque rottsia-

Completely smooth and n*»-

perfect

Toujour* prirt, (too-muerF-

[F.J Always ready.

Tour de force, (tour-de-feiJIF. J

feat of strength or skill

Tour d'expresstUm, (tecr-JskK*

se-ong) [F.J An idiom orrss^*

force of expression.

Tout-4-fsit, (too-ta-fi) IF J 2-

tirely ; wholly. _

Tout & l'heure, (too-ta-ter)

Instantly. _.

Tout a tous, (too-to-**) '-

Wholly yonrs. „

Tout de meme, (tow-d*ffiSEj .<

Precisely the same.

Tout de suite, (tuo-de«*&) '

Immediately.

Tout ensemble, (loo-tSBf«* -'

[F.] The whole taken *****

Tout est pris, (too-ta-prf) IF x

is taken ; every avenss p^'

pied. _

Tranchant, (trocg-shoag) [T.J ■'

emptory ; sharp ; trencsar.v

Triajunctainuftft,[L] Tar*."'

ed in one.

Tristesse, (tris-tes) [F.J ata*

sorrow.

Troppo disputars la veriti a **
[It I Too much djaptnaf .-*•

truth to flight ^

Truditur data die, [LJ J* *

is pressed onward by
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Tu ne cede malia, [L. ] Do not yield

toeriji.

Tutor et ttltor, [L.] Protector and

aTenger.

Tuum est, [L.] It ia jour own.

u.

TTbi supra, [L.] Where above

mentioned.

Ultima ratio reg-um, [L.] The last

Argument of kings ; war.

Ultima Thule, [L.] The utmost

boundary or limit.

Ultimatum, [L.J The last or only

condition.

Ultra lioitum, [L.] Beyond what

is allowable.

Una scopa nuova spazza bene, [It]

A new broom sweeps clean.

Un.i voce, [L.J With one voice;

unanimously.

Un bien fait n'est jamais perdu,

( ung - be-ang-fa-na-zba-ma-per-du )

(F.J A kindness is never lost.

Un cabello haze aombra, [Sp.J

The least hair makes a shadow.

Une foia n'est pas ooutumo, (un-

fwa-na-pa-koo-tuni) [F.J One act

doe* not make a habit.

Unguibus et rostro, [L.] With

claws and beak ; tooth and nail

Uno animo, [L.J With one mind ;

unanimously.

Usque ad nauseam, [I-.] To disgust

Usus loquendi, [L.J Usage in speak

ing.

Utcunque placuerit Deo, [L.J As

it shall please Qod.

Utile dulci, [L.J The useful with

the pleasant.

Utinam noster esset, [L.J Would

that he were ours.

Ut infra. [I,.] As below.

Uti possidetis, [L.J As y«u pos

sess ; state of present possession.

Ut supra, [L.J As above stated.

Vade in pace, f L.J Go in peace.

Vade mecum, [L.J Go with me; a

constant companion.

Va victis, [L.J Woe to the van

quished.

Vale, [L.J Farewell.

Valeat quantum valere potest, [L.J

Let it pass for what it ia worth.

Valet de chambre, (val-a-de-shong-

br) [F.] An attendant; a foot-

Variee leetiones, [L.J Various read

ings.

Variorum notoo, [L.] Tho notes of

various authors.

Varium et mutabile semper fes-

| mm a, [L.J An ever changeful and

! capricious thing is woman.

| Vel prece, vel pretio, [L.] For

i either love or money.

\ Veluti in speculum, [L.J As in a

mirror.

; Veni, vidi, vioi, [L.J I came, I

j saw( I conquered.

\ Ventis secundis, [L.] With pros-

! perous winds.

I Vera pro grata*, [L.J Truth be

fore favour.

< Vera prosperita 6 non aver neces-

i aita, [It) 'Tis true prosperity to

I have no want

Verbatim et literatim, [L.J Word

for word and letter for letter.

Verbum sat sapienti, [L.J A word

is enough for a wise man.

Veritas prevalebit, [L.J Truth will

! prevail.

Veritas vincit, [L.J Truth con-

, quers.

j Ver non semper viret, [L.J Spring

! does not always flourish.

Versus, [L.J Against ; toward.

Vestigia, [L.J Tracks; vestiges.

Vexata quastio, [L.J A disputed

question.

Via, [L.J By the way of.

Via media, [L.J A middle course.

Vice, IL.J In tho place of.

Vice versa, [L.J The terms being

exchanged.

Videlicet, [L.J To wit; namely—

usually abbreviated to vis.

Video meliora proboque, deteriora

sequor, [L.J I see and approve of

the better things, I follow the

worse.

Videtur, [L.J It appears.

Vide ut supra, [L.J See what is

stated abore.

Vi et armis, [L.J By force and

arms.

Vigilate et orate, [L.J Watch and

pray.

Vin, (veng) [F.J Wine.

Vincit amor patria, [L.J Love of

country prevails.

Vincit qui se vincit, [L.J Ho con

quers who overcomes himself.

Vinculum matrimonii, [L.J Tho

bond of marriage.

Vindex injuria, [L.J An avenger

of injury.

Vires acquirit eundo, [L.J She ac

quires strength in her progress.

Vir sapit qui pane a loquitur, [L.J

He is wise who taltts ht't little.

Virtus in arduis, [L.J Courage or

virtue in difficulties or trials.

Virtute et flde, [L.] By or with

virtue and faith.

Virtute et labor*, [L.J By virtue

and labour.

Virtute officii, [L.J By virtue of

his office.

Virtutis amore, [L.J From love

of virtue.

Via a tergo, [L.J A propelling

force from behind.

Vis a vis, (ve-za-ve) [F.J Oppo

site ; facing.

Vis inertia, [L.J The power of in

ertia ; resistance.

Vis medicatrix nature, [L.J The

healing tendency of nature.

Vivat, (ve-va) [F.J A shout of

"long live."

Vivat regina, [L.] Long live

the queen.

Vivat rex, [L.J Long live the king.

Viva vooe, [L.J By the living voice;

by oral testimony.

Vivat respublica, [L.J Live the

republic.

Vive la bagatelle, (vov-la-bag-a-tel)

[F.J Success to trifling.

Vive le roi, (vev-le-rwa) [F.J Long

live the king.

Vive, vale, [L.J Farewell and

bo happy.

Vivida vis animi, [L.J The lively

vigour of genius.

Voila, (vwal-a) [F.J Behold! there

is, or thore are.

Voila tout, (vwal-tt-tod) [F.J That's

all.

Votum castitatis, [L.J A vow of

chastity.

Vous y perdrez vos pas, (voox-e-per-

dra-no-pa) [F.J You will lose

your labour.

Vox, et praterea nihil, [L.J A

voice and nothing more ; sound

without sense.

Vox faucibus haesit, [L.J The voice

(or words) stuck in the throat

Vox populi, vox Dei, [L-] The voice

of the people is the voioe of God.

Vulgo, [L.J Commonly.

Vulnus immedicabile, [L.J An irre-

liarable injury.

Vultus est index animi, [L.J The

face is tho index of the mind.

Zonam perdidit, [L.J He has lost

his purse.

Zonam solvere, [L.J To loose the

virgin girdle or baud.
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A', all.

Abe*. Lei a oef, to let alone.

Ableexe, blazing ; on fire.

Aboil. To come uboit, to begin to

boil.

Aboon, abune, above.

Abreed, in breadth.

Acre-braid, the breadth of an acre.

Action-sermon, the aenuon that

precedes the celebration of the

Lord's Supper.

Addle, putrid water.

Adow, doing ; matter ; conse

quence.

Ae, one.

Aefauld, one fold ; simple.

Aefurland, a field that, from itn

nteepness, can only be ploughed

in one direction.

Aff, off.

Aff-loof, off-band: unpremeditated.

Aff ane's fit, weakly ; declining

in healtli.

Aff-fa'ine, sera]** ; crumb*.

Affgate, outlet ; a mode of dispos

ing of goods.

Afftok, waggiahness; trying to ex

pose to ridicule.

Afore, before.

Aft, oft.

Aften, often.

Afterhend <<r afterhin. afterward*.

Afterins, the last milk taken from

the cow at a milking.

Agley, off the right lino ; wrong.

Ahint, behind.

Aiblins, perhaps.

Aik, oak.

Ala, owu.

Ainaelli, own selves.

Air, early.

Airl-penny, a penny given as an

earnest or hiring money.

Airlea, earnest or hiring money.

Aim, iron ; a tool of that metal ; a

mason's chisel.

Airta, points of the com paw-.

Aith, an oath.

Aits, oata,

Aitmeal, oatmeal.

Aizle, a hot cinder.

Aiee, awry ; on one side.

Alane, alone.

Allanerlie, solely ; only.

Alow, alowe, a fire ; in a flame.

Amaist, almost.

Amang, mnoug.

An', and.

1 Ante, anet, once.

I Ana, one.

Anent, over against; opposite ; con*

' ceming ; about.

i Anes-errand, of set purpose ; sole

! errand.

! Aneuch, enough.

Angersum, irritating ; provoking.

Anither, another.

Ass, asae, ashes.

> Ask, awsk, .in eft . a kind of liz-

I urd : a newt.

Assoilzie, aaaoUiie. acquit

Asteer, abroad; stirring; in a fer

ment

i At e'en, in the evening.

; Athol - brose, honey mixed with

whisky.

Atwr-pi, I wot well.

1 Aucht, eight.

' Aucht, (the eh as 7* liarvli and gut-

! tural) to possess or belong to.

Aught, (gk as eh) post»e*8iou; pro-

I perty.

Auld, old.

Auldfarran or auldfarrant, sagaci

ous; cunning; prudent.

Auld langiyne, olden time; days

of other years.

Auld - warld, old - faahioned ; an

tique.

I Aumous-dish, a beggar's dish for

[ receiving alms ; a vessel for col

lecting money for the poor at

j church.

Aumrie, close cupboard for keeping

I victuals, dishes, drc.

Ava'. at all.

Awa . away.

Aweei, well.

Awfu', awful.

Awn, owing.

Ayont, beyuud.

B.

Ba'. ball: hand-ball; football.

Bab, bunch ; tassel ; nosegay.

Bechles, old shoes down in the

heels.

Backlina, coming ; coming back ;

returning.

Back-owre, some way back ; be

hind.

Baff, blow; bang; heavy thump.

Baggie, the belly.

I Bak, basket or baikey, a wwdea

scuttle for coals, ashes, Ac

1 Backit, backed. MueJde-bacM,

I broad-hacked.

I Baide, endured ; did stay.

1 Baik, beck ; courtesy ; reverencr

Bailie, municipal magistrate.

Bainie, having large bones ; st^L

Bairn, a child.

Bairnleaa, without issue ; chikUea.

Baith, both.

1 Baittle, rich posture.

Ballant, ballad.

Band, bond.

Bane, bone.

Bannet bonnet.

Bannocks, a thick, flat cake, invd

in shape.

Baps, rolls of bread.

Bareflt, barefooted.

Barken, to incrust .

Barkit, tanned.

Barley, (from parley) a cry u^;

boys at their games for a truce.

Barley-bree, malt-liquor ; ale «

beer.

Barm, yeast.

Barmie, of or like harm.

Bash, a stroke ; a blow or the

mark left from a blow .

Batta, botta; colic.

Baudrona, a cat

Bauk, a cross beam on the ml

of a house.

Bauld, bald ; alto, bold.

Bawbee, a half-penny.

Bawbees, money.

Bawk, bank : a atrip of ob-

ploughed land.

Baws'nt or bawaon-faced. .bavin;

a white, oblong spot on the race.

Baxter, baixter, baker.

Bayganet, baignet, bayonet.

Beal, biel, mouth; opening; e-T*\

to suppurate.

Bean, bien, bein, well to do ; ceeu-

fortable and well provided.

Beastie, diminutive of bctist

Bebble, to tipple.

Bedral, a beadle: alao, one wi*

is bedridden.

Beek, to bask.

Begoud, began.

Begrutten, having the face da-

figured with, weeping.

Berunk, begoke, trick.

Bead, bield, shelter.

Beld, bald.
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Belike, perhaps.

Belive, belyve, by and by; speedily.

Belly-rack, food ; gormandizer.

Ben, the inner apartment.

Bent, a kind of grass ; metaphori

cally, the hill ; the moor.

Bethankit. grace after meat.

Beuk, a book.

Bicker, a kind of wooden vessel

for hulditig liquor, brose, &c ; a

short race ; contention ; strife.

Bide, to stay ; to reside ; to endure.

Big, to build.

Biggin, a building; a house,

Biggit, built.

Bike, Dyke, a nest of wild bees.

Bill, a bul I.

Bink, bench ; bank ; acclivity; a

hive.

Bins, bing, heap of unthrashed

corn, potatoes, Arc

Binna, be not.

Birk, birch.

Birken-ahew, a wood of young

birch-trees.

Birkie, a child's game at cards; a

lively young fellow.

Birle, to drink.

Birling, drinking; alto, making a

grumbling noise like a spinning-

wheel or hand-mill in motion.

Birn, burden.

Birr, noise ; vehemence.

Birring, the noise of partridges,

Ac., when they spring.

Birse, bristles. To tet up one's

birtef to rouse him to his mettle ;

to put him in a towering passion.

Birsle, a quick toasting or scorch

ing of a substance.

Bit, used as a diminutive, as a bit

6urn, a small rivulet ; a bit lattie,

a little girl ;—a small space ; a

small piece.

Bittock, a little bit ; a short dis

tance.

Bizx, a bustle ; to buzz.

Blackavioed, dark-complexioned.

Blackit, blackened.

Blait, modest ; bashful.

Blatter, a rattling sound.

Blaud, a flat piece of any thing; to

slap.

Blae, pale blue, the colour of tho

skin when bruised.

Blaw, to blow; to boast; to flatter;

to coax.

Blaw-i'-my-lug, a flatterer ; a para

site.

Bleerit, bleared ; sore with rheum ;

bedimmed with weeping.

Bleeze, a blase ; to blaze.

Blellum, idle talking fellow.

Blether, to talk idly ; nonsense ;

a bladder.

Blethers, babbling ; foolish talk.

Blin. blind.

Blink, a little while ; a glimpse ;

a smiling look ;—to look kindly ; to

shine by fits.

Blinkin', smirking.

Bluid, blood.

Bluntie, snivelling.

Blype, a shred ; a large piece.

Bock, to vomit ; to gush intermit

tently.

Bodach, (Gael.) an old man.

Bode, what is bidden ; offer.

Bodle, a copper coin, value the

sixth part of an English penny,

equal to two doits, or Scottish

pennies.

Bogie, a small morass.

Bogles, goblins; bugbears; scare

crows.

Bole, boal, a locker in the wall

of a cottage for keeping books, &c. ;

a crypt or small press.

Bonnet-laird, a small proprietor of

land.

Bonnie or bonny, handsome; beauti

ful ; alto, strong ; worthy ; ap

proved.

Boord, a board.

Boost, behoved ; must needs.

Boot, buit, a balance of value in

barter.

Bothy, a hut ; a hovel ; a place

where labouring servants are

lodged.

Boucht, bucht, a pen in the corner

of a fold where ewes were placed

when milked.

Bountith, the bounty given in ad

dition to stipulated wage*.

Bourocks, bourachs, confused heaps;

miserable huts; also, small iu-

closures.

Bourtree-bush, elder-bush.

Bow, a boll ; a dry measure, con

taining the sixteenth part of a

chalder, or four firlots.

Bowie, a cask with the head taken

out ; a tub.

Bowk, bulk ; body.

Bowt, bended, crooked.

Brae, a declivity; a precipice; the

slope of a hill ; rising ground.

Braid, broad.

Braik, a kind of harrow.

Brainge, to run rashly forward.

Brak, broke ; made insolvent.

Brander, a gridiron.

Brandered, grilled ; broiled.

Brankie, gaudy.

Branks, a kind of wooden curb for

horses.

Brash, a sudden illness.

Brats, coarse clothes ; rags ; the

term is also applied to children.

Brattle, a short race ; hurry ; fury.

Braw, fine ; handsome ; well-

dressed.

Brawlys, brawly, or brawlie, very

well ; bravely ; finely ; heartily.

Braxie, a morbid sheep, or the

mutton of a sheep which has been

smothered in snow.

Breastit, did spring up or for

ward.

Brechara, a work-hone's collar.

Breckan, brecken, fern.

Breeka, breeches.

Breckless, breechless.

Breering, coming through the

ground, as young corn, Arc.

Brent, smooth ; clear.

Brie, juice ; liquid.

Briar, a bridge.

Brither, a brother.

Broach, broche, a spit.

Broch&n, gruel.

Brook, a badger (from its white

or spotted race).

Brockit-cow, a wlute-faced cow.

Brog, a ]x>inted instrument, such

as a .shoemaker's awl. •

Brogues, shoes ; in the Lowlands,

shoes of half-dressed leather.

Broo, bree, broth ; juice ; water ;

alto, opinion founded on bruit or

report.

Brose, a kind of pottage made by

pouring boiling water or broth

on meal, which is stirred while

the liquid is poured.

Brownie, a domestic goblin; the

1 ' Robin Goodfellow " of Scotland.

Browst, brewing ; as much as is

brewed at one time.

Bruokle, brittle; ticklish,

Brugh, a burgh.

Bruick, brook, to use; to wear ; to

enjoy.

Bruilzie, broil ; scuffle ; disturb

ance.

Brunstane, brimstone.

Brunt, did burn ; burnt.

Bruit, to burst ; burst.

Brusten, bunted.

Buckie, shell of a sea-snail, or any

spiral shell of whatever size.

Bught, a pen for holding sheep.

Buirdly, stout-made ; strong ; ath

letic

Bummle, to blunder.

Bung, tipsy ; fuddled.

Bunker, a bench or soil of low

chest that serves for a seat ; aim,

a seat which also serves for a

chest, opening with a hinged lid ;

a place for holding ooaR

Burdies, diminutive of bints,

Bure, did bear.

Bumie, diminutive of bv.ru.

Buskit, dressed.

Buss, shelter; a bush.

But, the outer apartment of a

house consisting of only two apart

ments.

But-an'-ben, (be-out and be-in) the

outer and inner side of the par

tition-wall in a house consisting of

two apartments.

By, post ; besides ; over and above.

By ordinar, more than ordinary.

Bygones, what is gone by and past.

By-himsel, lunatic ; distracted.

Byke, a bee-hive.

Byre, a cow-house.

Bytime, odd time ; interval of

leisure ; now and then.

C.

Oa', to call ; to name ; to drive.

Ca't or ca'd, called ; driven ; calved.

Cadger, a carrier ; a huckster.

Cadgy, lively and frisky ; wanton.

Cadie or caddie, a porter or mes

senger.

Caff, chaff.

Caickling, cackling.

Caimed, Icaimed, combed.

Caird, tinker.

Cairts, cards.
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Callan, callant, young lad ; a fine

follow.

Caller, cool ; fresh ; refreshing.

Cam, came.

Camsteris, camstairie, froward ;

perverse ; unmanageable.

Canie, cannie, gentle ; mild ; good ;

dexterous; neat; pretty.

Canna, cannot.

Cennilie or cannily, dexterously;

gently.

Canny, skilful ; prudent ; lucky ;

good conditioned, and safe to deal

with ; trustworthy.

Cantie or canty, cheerful ; merry ;

lively.

Cantie, the hack part of the

head ; also, a fragment broken off

any thing.

Cantrip, a charm : a spelL

Cap, wooden vessel for holding

food or liquor.

Cappie, diminutive of cap.

Cappernoity, crabbed ; peevish.

Cap-stane, cope-stone : key-stone.

Carl or carle, a churl ; a gruff old

man.

Carlin, carline, the fern inine of

Carle.

Carritch, oarritches, a catechism.

Carte, low and productive land

commonly near a river.

Carvy, oarraway.

Cast, got over ; recovered from.

Cast, lot ; fate.

Castoc, cuttoc, the pith of cabbage.

Cast out, to fall out ; to quarrel.

Cast up, to appear ; aUot to throw

in one's teeth ; to reproach with.

Cat-loup, as to distance, a short

space ; as to time, a moment ; in

stalltly.

Caudron, a caldron.

Cauff, chaff.

Cauld, oold.

Cauld-kail-bet-again, broth served

a second day ; a sermon preached

to the same audience a second

time.

Cauldrife, chilly ; susceptible of

cold.

Caup, cap, a cup ; a wooden bowl ;

the shell of a snail.

Causey, causeway, a raised ami

paved street.

Cavie, eavey, a hen-coop.

Cawf-kintra, the place where a

person has been brought up.

Check, a snack ; a luncheon.

ChafU, jaws.

Chalder, (dry measure) sixteen

bolls.

Chancy, lucky.

Chap, a blow ; a fellow.

Chappit, struck; pounded; mashed.

Chaw, chew.

Cheap o't, well deserving of it ;

deserving worse.

Cheek o* the fire, near or by tlio

side of the fire.

Cheep, a chirp ; to chirp.

Ohield, ohiel, a young fellow.

Chimla, ohimlie, a fire-grate; a

fireplace,

©himla lug, the fireside.

Chimley-neuk, chimney-comer.

Chirms, to be habitually repining

and complaining.

Chirt, a squeexe; pressing together

from scanty room.

Chittering, shivering ; trembling.

Choast, a severe cough.

Chokin', choking.

Chop, shop.

Chouks, the Jaws.

Chow, to chew.

Chuckic, a barn-door fowl.

Chuckie-stanes, pebble-stones, such

as children play at chuck-farthing

with.

Chuffie, fat-faced.

Clachan, a small Tillage about a

church ; a hamlet

Clack-geese, claiok-geese, barnacle

gee»e.

Clagged, claggit, clogged.

Claise or claes, clothes,

Claith, cloth.

CIaithing, clothing.

Clamjamfrie, a mob; tag-rag and

bobtail.

Clarkit, wrote.

Clarty, unclean ; very dirty.

Claah, an idle tale ; tittle-tattle ;

scandal.

Clat, slant, to rake together ; an in*

strument for raking together mire,

weeds, &c [story.

Clatter, to tell idle stories ; an idle

Claught, clutched ; snatched at ;

laid hold of.

Claut, to clean ; to scrape.

Clavering, talking idly and foolishly.

Glavera, idle stories.

Claw, to scratch ; to scrape.

Clock, to collect; to bring together ;

to hatch.

Cleckin, a brood of chickens,

decking-time, hatching-time.

Cleed. to clothe.

Cleedin, apparel ; clothing.

Cleeds, clothes.

Cleek, cleick, to book; to link; to

seize; to snatch up hastily; a hook.

Cleg, the gad-fly.

Cleugh, cuff; also, a ravine.

Clink, a smart stroke; a jingling

sound; money.

Clinket, clanked ; struck.

Cliah-claah, idle talk.

Clishma-claver, idle conversation.

Clock, to hatch ; a beetle.

Clookin', clocking, clucking; hatch

ing.

Clog, a short, thick piece of wood.

Cloich, a sheltering place; the hol

low of a rock.

Cloit, a stunning and heavy fall;

a stupid inactive fellow.

Cioot, cloove, divided hoof; cloven

hoof.

Clootie, a name for the devil.

Clour, a bump upon the head from

a blow ; aUo,\ indentation in a

brass or pewter vessel produced by

a blow.

Cluds, clouds.

Clunk, the sound of liquor in

emptying a bottle or cask.

Coaxin', wheedling.

Coble, a small fishing boat upon

Cock-a-bendy, an instrument with

which ropes are twisted ; a sprightly

youth.

Cockernonie, cockernonny, the ga

thering of a young woman's hair

under the snood or fillet.

Cock-laird, a land proprietor who

cultivates his own estate.

Cocky-leekie, coek-a-leekie, kvfc

soup, in which a cock has bee*

boiled.

Cod, .pillow ; also, pod.

Ooft, bought.

Cog, coggie, cogie, a round wooden

vessel for holding milk, brose,

liquor, Ac

Collie, a general, and sometimes a

particular, name for a ahe|iherdx

do$.

Collie-shangie, a quarrel ; a con

fused uproar like that produced

when collie* fall a-worrying one

another.

Commaun, command.

Contramaahoua, stubborn.

Cood, the cud.

Coof, a blockhead ; a ninny.

Cookie, a kind of small sweet bread

for eating at tea.

Coost, did cast.

Coot, the ankle or foot.

Cootie, a wooden kitchen dish cr

small tub.

Corbie, raven.

Corn-craik, the land-rail

Corn't, fed with oat*.

Corrie, a hollow reoeas in a moun

tain, open only on one aide.

Cosh, quiet ; comfortable ; cc-zie ;

anug.

Cosy, coxie, warm and oomforxa-

ble ; snug ; social ; chatty.

Couidna, could not.

Coup, to turn over ; to barter ; to

buy horses or cattle.

Couping, buying, particularly horses;

also trucking or bartering.

Oouthie, kind; loving.

Cowe, to terrify; to keep under; to

lop.—a fright ;—a branch of fur*

Cowp, to barter ; to tumble over-

Cowpit, tumbled.

Cowrin, cowering.

Cow-sharn, the dung of cows.

Cowt, oowte, a colt.

Cosily, snugly.

Crabbit, crabbed ; fretful.

Crack, conversation.

Crackin, couversing.

Craft or croft, a field near a boose

(in old husbandry).

Craig, rock ; neck ; throat,

Craiks, cries or calls.

Crankoua, fretful ; captions.

Craareuch, the hoar-frost.

Crap, a crop ; to crop ; toe top of

any thing ; the craw of a fowl, ossd

ludicrously for a man's stomach.

Craw, a crow of a cock ; a rook,

Craw-taes, crowfoot ; figurativ#rr ,

wrinkles in the skin near the ev«

Creach, creagh, [Gael] a Vgri^in-1

foray; a plundering incursion.

Creel, a basket or pannier.

Creelfu', a basketful

Creeshie, greasy.
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Creish, creesh, grease ; tallow.

Orombie, crummy, a crooked-honied

cow.

Crouchie, crook-baeked.

Croulin', crawling.

Grouse, brisk; full of heart; courage

ous-like.

Crouscly, cheerfully; courageously.

Crowdie, crowdy, a composition of

oat meal and boiled witter, some

times from the broth of beef, mat*

ton, Ac ; aUo, meal and milk mix

ed in a cold state.

Cruds, curds. [horns.

Crummock, a cow with crooked

Crump, hard iind brittle—spoken

of bread. [cudgeL

Crust, a blow on the head with a

Cruppin, crept.

Cuddie, ass.

Cuddle, to fondle; to caress lovingly.

Cuif, a blockhead ; a ninny.

Cuitikins, gaiters.

Cuitle, to wheedle.

Cuittle, to tickle.

Cummer, midwife ; gossip.

Cummock, a short staff with a

crooked head.

Curch, [Gael, and F.] a kerchief; c

woman's covering for the head.

Curchie, a courtesy.

Curlie, curled : whose hair falls

naturally in ringlets.

Curney, round ; granulated.

Curpin* the rump of a fowl ; but

tocks ; crupper.

Curple, crupper.

Cushat, the dove or wood-pigeon.

Custer, cuiaser, cursour, a stallion.

Cutty, a slut ; a wortliless girl ;—

a spoon ; tobacco-pipe cut or broken

short.

Cutty, short.

Cutty-spoon, a short horn spoon.

Cutty-stool, a short-legged stool ; a

raised seat in church where ac

knowledged offenders were seated,

and publicly rebuked by the min

ister.

D.

Dabs, small bits or specks stuck

upon any thing.

Backer, to search, as for stolen

or smuggled goods.

Daddie, a father.

Dsddle, daidlie, a child's pinafore.

Daffln, merriment; foolish playful

ness.

Daft, merry ; giddy ; foolish ;

mad.

Daidlin', daidling, loitering ; trifl

ing ; getting on in a lazy, careless

way.

Daiker, to toil, aa in job-work.

Dalt, foster-child.

Dambrod, the draught-board.

Daimner, a miner ; a stun ; con

fusion by striking on the head.

Dandering, sauntering ; roaming

idly from place to place.

Danders, cinders ; refuse of a

smith's fire.

Dang, dung, struck ; subdued ;

knocked over.

DarkenhV, gloamin ; evening twi

light.

Darg, dargue, a day's work.

Darklins, darkling.

Daud, to thrash ; to beat ; to bang ;

—a large piece ;—the noise of one

falling flat.

Dauntit, intimidated ; subdued.

Daur, to dare.

Daured, daurt, dared.

Dawner, dauner, daunder, a stroll

without any particular aim ; a

ramble.

Dawtit or dawtet, fondled; car

essed.

Dead men's shoon. To wait for

dead rnm'i thoon is to wait for the

present incumbent's death before

obtaining the office.

Dead • throw, the death-throes ;

lost agonies ;—lukewarm ; neither

hot nor cold.

Dearie, diminutive of dear.

Dearthfu', dear.

Deas, dais, table ; great hall table ;

a pew in the church ; a turf Beat

erected at the doors of cottages.

Deave, deeve, to deafen ; to stupefy

with noise.

Detroit, decreet, the final sentence

given by a judge.

Dee, to die ; alto, to do.

Deeing, dying ; also, doing.

Dog, a stroke with a sharp pointed

instrument.

Deil, devil.

Deil's darain needle, the dragon

fly.

Deil's dozen, thirteen.

Deil's snuff-box, the common puff-

ball.

Deleerit, delieret, delirious ; daft.

Dementit, foolish ; mad ; insane.

Denner, dinner.

Denty, dainty ; nice.

Denied, concealed.

Descrive, to describe.

Devall, a deviation from the per

pendicular ; an inclined plane.

Devel, a very hard blow .

Dibler, a large wooden plate or dish.

Dichtin, cleaning slightly.

Didna, did not.

Dight, to wipe ; to clean corn from

chaff;—cleaned from chaff.

Dike, dyke, stone-wall fence.

Ding, to wont ; to push ; to strike;

to beat ; to subdue.

Dink, neat; trim; tidy; also,

contemptuous ; scornful of others.

Diana, do not.

Dinnle, a thrill : a vibration ; a

tremulous motion.

Dirdum, uproar ; tumult ; evil

chance.

Dirl, a slight, tremulous stroke or

pain;—to thrill ; to tingle.

Dishini, a drubbing ; a thrashing.

Disjaskit, jaded ; decayed ; worn

out.

Dite, to dictate ; to indite.

Div, do.

Divot, thin sod for thatching.

Dizzen or diz'n, a dozen.

Doch-an-dorrach, [Gael. 1 stirrup-

cup ; partingsup.

Dochter, daughter.

Doddie, cow without horns.

De-drum, a fancy ; a whim.

DoUed, dyled, dazed ; stupid ; dot

ing.

Doited, turned to dotage ; stupid;

confused.

Donnert, donnard, grossly stupid;

in dotage.

Doncie, unlucky.

Doo, a dove.

Dook, douk, to duck ; to immerse

under water ; to bathe.

Dooket, doucat, dove-cot ; pigeon

house.

Dool, sorrow. To ting dool, to

lament ; to mourn.

Doon, down.

Door-stane, threshold.

Dorty, saucy ; nioe.

Douce or douse, quiet ; sober ;

sedate; wise; prudent.

Doucely, soberly ; prudently.

Doufie, dull ; spiritless.

Douk, plunging into the water ;

Bwi mniing.

Doukit, ducked.

Doup, backside ; bottom ; but-eml.

Dour, doure, haul and Impenetrable

in body or mind ; sullen ; stub

born.

Dover, neither asleep nor awake:

temporary privation of conscious

ness ;—to doze ; to drowse.

Dovering, half asleep ; besotted.

Dow (pronounced as ov> in now),

am or are able ; can.

Dow (pronounced as o in do), dove,

a term of endearment.

Dowcote, pigeon-house.

Dowf, dowff, pithless ; wanting

force ; hollow ; dull.

Dowie, worn with grief, fatigue,

&c. ; dull ; melancholy ; in bad

health.

Downs, dare not.

Down bye, down the way.

Doylt, stupid.

Draff-poke, a bag of grain.

Draig, draick, dreg; dregs.

Draigle, to soil or tear by trailing,

&c, in walking.

Drammock, a thick, raw mixture of

meal and water.

Drop, a drop ; to drop.

Drappie, a little drop.

Drapping, dropping.

Drappit-egg, a poached egg.

Drave, drove.

Dree, to suffer; to endure;—to dread

the worst that may happen.

Dreeling, drilling.

Dreep, w ooze ; to drop.

Dreigh, tedious; long about it;

slow.

Dribble, drizzling ; slaver.

Drift a drove.

Droddum, the breech.

Droghling, wheezing and blowing.

Droich, a pigmy ; a dwarf.

Drone, part of a bagpipe; a hurt

fellow.

Droop-rumpl't, drooping at the crup

per.
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Droukit, wet ; drenched.

Drountmg, drawling.

Drouth, thirst ; drought.

Drouthy, droughty, thirst)'.

Drow, drizzle ; mizzling rain.

Drucken, drunken.

Drumly, maddy.

Drunt, pet ; eour humuur.

Dub, a small pond.

Duds, rags ; tatters ; clothes.

Duddie, duddy, ragged.

Duffle, yielding to pressure: soft; as

applied to the mind, stupid.

Dule, dole, sorrow ; mourning.

Dulse, dulee, sea-celery.

Dumpy, short and thick.

Dung, worsted ; pushed ; driven.

Dunniewaaaal, [Gael, from duine, a

man, vasal, well-born] a High

land gentleman ; the cadet of a

family of rank, with a title do-

rived from the laud he occupied.

Dunskin, dunchin, jogging smartly

with the elbow.

Dunt, a knock, stroke, or blow, that

produces a din or sound ;—a good

sizable portion of any thing.

Duraie, unfeeling; bard-hearted.

Swam, dwaum, a qualm ; a swoon.

Dwining, deeayiug ; declining in

health.

D yester, dyer.

Dyke, a stone-wall fence.

Dyvour, a bankrupt ; a debtor who

cannot pay ; au idle fellow.

E.

Eannaruich, [Gael] strong soup.

Kara, an eagle.

EastJan, the eastern parts of

Europe.

Eckle-feckle, blithe ; cheerful ; gay.

Ee, the eye.

Ee. ae ee, a dearly beloved child ; a

darling.

Sen, the eyes.

E'enin', evening.

Eerie, frightened ; dreading spirits.

Eerisome, producing fear.

Eident, ay-doing; diligent; careful ;

attentive.

Eik, eke, addition.

Eild, old age.

Eilding, fuel.

Eildins, yealiaa, equal in age.

Eithly, easily.

Eizel, aizle, a live pieoe of cool ; a

hot ember.

Elbuck, the elbow.

Eldritch, ghastly ; frightful

Elahin, an awl.

En', end.

Eneugh, enough.

Ern tang*, iron tongs.

Estreen, yestreen, yesterday—more

properly, last night.

Ettle, to aim ; to try ; to attempt ;

to intend.

Eweat, nearest ; contiguous.

Ewin-drift, snow when It is drifted

by wind.

Ewking, itching.

Excambie, to exchange.

Extranear, an incomer to a burgh,

but not enjoying its liberties.

Eydent, diligent : eident.

Fa', fair, fall ; lot ;—waterfall ;—to

befall ; to fail.

Fa, get. We mamma fa that, we

must not hope to get that.

Fa'ard, favoured.

Fab, a pocket.

Faddom't, fathomed.

Fae, a foe.

Fae, xraa, from.

Faem, foam.

Fa'en, fallen.

Faiket, unknown ; unemployed ;

abated.

Fair-in. a fairing ; a present

Fair-strae-death, death from natu

ral causes.

Farther, father.

Fald, fauld, a ahecpfold.

Fallow, fellow.

Falset, falsehood.

Fame, faim, froth ; foam.

Fan, whan, when.

Fand, did find.

Fane, fond ;—aa a noun, an elf ; a

fairy.

Far awa\ at a great distance.

Farl, farle, now the fourth part

of a large cake, originally used for

corn or bread.

Farrant, wise ; sagacious.

Faah, faaherie, trouble.

Fashing, taking or giving trouble.

Faah ana's thoom, to give one's

self trouble and uneasiness,

Faahoua, troublesome.

Faster e'en, fastern e'en, Shrove

Tuesday.

Fat, what.

Fauld, a fold : to fold.

I Faulding, folding.

Faund, found.

Faur'd, favoured. Wetl-faurW, well-

favoured ; good-looking.

Fause. false.

Fause-faoe, a mask.

Faut, fault ; default ; want.

Fawsont, decent ; seemly.

Feal, a field ; a sod.

Feal, faithful ; loyal ; true.

Fear, feer, entire.

Fc-ar't, frightened.

Feat, neat ; spruce.

Fecht. to fight.

Fechtin, fighting.

Feck, many ; plenty.

Feck, strength and substance ; part

of a thing. Bett feek, better part.

Maut feck, greatest part.

Feckless, powerless; pithless; feeble;

deficient in some quality.

Fecklesaneaa, weakness ; feebleness.

Feft, put in possession of a pro-

I party in a legal manner.

Feg, a fig.

Fegs. a mincing, petty oath.

Feide, feud ; enmity.

Fell, the flesh immediately under

the skin ; a field pretty level, un

t he side or top of a hiil ; a rockv

hill.

Fell, strong and fiery ; keen ; biting.

Fen, mud ; filth.

Fend, to live comfortably ; defend ;

to provide against want ; to make

shift in general.

Pending;, providing; provision.

Ferlie or feriey, a wonder ; a rarity

—a term of contempt

Femiticklea, freckles on the face.

Fash, to bring ; to fetch.

Fetch, to pull by fit*.

Fettle, to place in proper order : t»

tie up.

Fickle, to puxzlo ; to nonplus .

difficult

Fie, fey, acting unaccountably, cs

persons in health and soon to d*

are supposed to do.

Fient, fiend ; a petty oath.

Fient a haet, deuce a bit.

Fier, sound ; healthy ;—a brother,

a friend.

Tike, fyke, restless and bustlinj

about trifling matters.

Fieing-, fyking, fidgeting; fiddle'

faddiing.

Files, defiles ; spoils.

Finnin-haddies, Findoa Hjkj.WI[«

Finner, a small whale.

Fire-naught flash of lightning.

Firlot, fourth part of a boll of con.

First - fit, the person who first

enters a bouse on New Tear's Day,

supposed to bring luck or mis

fortune.

Fiale, flaael, to make a ruatliaj

noise ; to fidget ; a bustle.

Fissenlese, nzzenleas, fuaionleas,

pithless ; weak.

Fit, a foot ; a step.

Fittielan, the nearer hone of the

hindmost pair in the plough.

Fitsted, the mark left by the foot

Flaff, to flap ; to fan.

Flannen, flannel.

Flaming, luuting.

Flauchtering, shining fitfully; flkfe-

ering.

Flaw, a gust : a blast

Fleech, to flatter ; to wheedle ; »

supplicate in a nattering; manner.

Fleechin', fleechinf?, eapphnunc;

flattering.

Flees, fliea.

Fleeah, a fleece.

Fleg, a kick: a random blow; fright

Flemit, frightened. [a, housf

Flet, a saucer ; a floor or story J

Fiether, to decoy by fair words.

Fiey, to scare; to frighten.

Flichter, to flutter.

Flichtering, a fluttering.

Flinders, shreds ; broken pieces,

Flisk, to fret at the yoke,

Flisking, whisking up mud down.

Flit, to remove ; to depart.

Flitter, to vibrate like the wings d

small birds.

Flittering, fluttering ; vibrating

Flud, inundation.

Fluff, flash.

Flyte, flita, to scold

Folk, fock, people in genera;

relations.
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Foord, a ford.

For-as-muokle-as, forasmuch^.

For-a'-that, notwithstanding wbAt

has been said and done. i

Forbears, forefathers ; ancestors.

Tor-bye, past ; beyond ; besides ; I

over and above.

Tore. To the /ore, still in existence ;

not lost, worn oat, or spent, as

money, Ac ; a ho, in front

Foretsuld, foretold.

Forfairn, distressed ; worn out ;

jaded.

Forfaulted, forfeited.

Forfoughten, exhausted with fight

ing ; fatigued and breathless,

forgather, to meet ; to encounter

with.

Torgie. to forgive.

Torjetket, jaded with fatigue.

Torment, directly opposite.

Toxpet, fourth part of a peck.

Toirit, forret, forward.

Forspeak, to affect with the curse of

an evil tongue ; to bewitch.

Tother, fodder.

Xou\ fow, full ; drunk.

Foughten, troubled ; harassed,

foumart, polecat.

Fourhours, the time formerly of

taking tea, viz. , four afternoon.

Touth, plenty ; enough, or more

than enough.

Trae, from.

Frample, unruly ; forwanl.

Fraucht, to freight, as a ship.

Freath, froth.

Traits, freats, superstitious obseiv-

ancea.

Treitty, superstitious.

Frem, fremmit, fraim, frem'd,

strange ; not related ; acting like

a stranger ; keeping at a distance.

Tries', friend.

Tristed, put off for a time.

Trash, easily broken ; brittle.

To' full.

Fud, the scut or tail of the hare,

coney, &c.

Tuff, to blow intermittently ; to

puff; to whiff; a puff; a whiff.

Fugie-warrant, a warrant to appre

hend a debtor who purposes to

escape by flight

Tule, fool.

Funk, funking, applied to a horse

kicking upthe rear without dashing

out the heels.

Tunnie, full of merriment.

Fur, a furrow.

Tur-a-hin, the hindmost horse on

the right hand when ploughing.

Turin, a form : bench.

Fyke, trifling cares; to piddle; to

be in a fuss about trifles.

Fyle, to soil ; to dirty.

TyTt, dirtied.

G.

Gab, the mouth ; to speak boldly

or pertly.

Oaberlunzie, a beggar ; a mendi

cant ; one who carries a wallet

Gabstick, a spoon.

Oadaman, a ploughboy ; the boy

that guides the horses in the plough.

Gae, to go.

Gaed, went.

Gaen or gane, gone.

Gaet or gate, way ; manner ; road.

Gaisling, a gosling.

Gait, a goat.

Gait, a path ; a way.

Gsitt, get, what is begotten; a child;

a brat.

Gang, to go ; to walk.

Ganging, going.

Gangrel, a child beginning to walk;

also, a vagrant.

Gar, garr, to make ; to compel.

Garr'd, made ; compelled ; caused.

Garret, the highest room in a build

ing.

Gar't, forced to.

Garten, a garter.

Gaah, wise ; sagacious ; shrewd ;

talkative; alio, to convene ; alto,

chatter ; gossip.

Gate, way ; manner.

Gathering-peat, a fiery peat sent

round by the Borderers to alarm

the country in time of danger.

Gaucy, jolly ; large

Gaudsman, a ploughman.

Gauger, an exciseman.

Gaunt, to yawn.

Gaun, going. [in;.

Gawky, half-witted; foolish; romp-

Gawsie, plump ; jolly ; portly.

Gay, pretty. Qay gude, pretty good.

Gay weel, pretty well.

Gear, goods ; dress ; equipment ;

riches.

Geek, to toss the head in wautonness

or scorn ; to jeer : to mock,

Geck-neckit, having a wry neck.

Ged, gedd, the pike.

Geizened, geissend, shrunken ;

warped ; leaky.

Gentles, gentlefolks.

Gcordic, a guinea.

Gey sharp, pretty sharp. Gey gv.de,

pretty good.

Ghsist, a ghost

Gie, togive. (tied, gave. Oien, given.

Gifan, if; supposing.

Giff-gaff, tit for tat ; mutual giving

and taking ; mutual obligation.

Giftie, diminutive of gift.

Gillie, a man-servant in the High

lands.

Gills, gullies.

Gilpey, gilpy, a half-grown, half-

informed ooy or girl ; a romping

lad ; a hoyden.

Gimmer, a ewe from one to two

years old.

Gin, gifan, if; suppose.

Gingle, gingling, jingle or clink;

jingling.

Girdle, an iron plate for frying cakes

on.

Girn, to grin like an ill-natured dog;

to twist the features in rage.

Girnel, girnal, a meal-chest.

Girning, grinning.

Girskaivie, volatile ; giddy.

Girth, gird, a hoop.

Glaiks, deception; delusion. Fling

the glaik't in folk's eent to throw

dust in people's eyes.

Glaikit, glaik, light-headed; idle;

inattentive; foolish.

Glaive, a sword.

Glaizie, guttering ; smooth, like

glass.

Glamour, magical deception of sight.

Glar, glaur, mud.

Gleck, sharp ; ready.

Gled, a kite.

Gleed, flame ; a burning coal ; a

bright and strong fire.

Gleed, gleid, gleyed, squinting; alto,

oblique ; awry.

Gleeing, squinting.

Gleg, sharp ; keen ; on the alert.

Gleib, glebe.

Gley, a squint ; to squint ; on one

aide; asquint Agley, off at a side;

wrong.

Gliff, a glimpse ; a short time ; alto,

a fright.

Glimmer, a 1.1 ink.

Glint, to glance ; to gleam ; to peep.

Glisk, a glimpse.

Gloamin, gloaming, the twilight

Glour, glowr, to stare ; to look ; a

stare ; a look.

Glunch, to frown ; to look sour.

Gomeril, a fool : a blockhead.

Goustie, gousty, waste ; desolate ;

ghostly; dreary ; preternatural.

Goutte, a drop.

Gowan, the flower of the daisy,

hawk-weed, &c.

Gowany glens, daisied dales.

Gowd. gold.

Gowff, the game of golf ; to strike as

the bat does the ball at golf.

Gowk, the cuckoo ; a fool.

Gowkit, foolish ; stupid ; giddy.

Gowpen, gowpin, as much as both

hands held together, with the palms

upward, and contracted in a cir

cular form, can contain.

Gowpenfu', the fill of the gowpen.

Graff, great*, a grave.

Grain'! and gaunted, groaned and

gaped.

Graining, graning, groaning.

Graip, a pronged instrument for

cleaning stables.

Graith, accoutrements ; furniture ;

dress; gear. [knee.

Gramashes, gaiters reaching to the

Gran', grand; fine.

Grandey, a grandfather.

Grane or grain, a groan ; to groan.

Grannie, grandmother.

Grape, to grope.

Grat, wept ; shed tears : cried.

Great, intimate ; familiar.

One, to agree ; to live in amity ; to

reconcile parties at variance. To

bear the gree, to be decidedly victor.

Gree, a step ; a degree ; superiority ;

fame ; reputation.

Greeance. agreement.

Greeshoch, griesoch, hot embers—

groperly peat; peat Are piled on the

earth.

Greet to shed tears ; to weep.

Greetin, greeting, crying ; weeping.

Grew, grue, to shudder; to shiver.

Grewsome, gruesome, horrible.
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Grieve, an overseer.

Grippie, gnppy, avaricioiu.

Grippet, grippit, catched ; Mixed.

Grippie, griping: greedy; avaricious.

GroaU, corn stripped of the husks.

Grozet, a gooseberry.

Grue, shudder.

Grumph, a grunt; to grunt

Grurnphia, a sow.

Grun', grand, ground; bottom.

Grunstane, a grindstone.

Gruntle, a snout ; the phiz ; a grunt

ing noise.

Grushie, thick ; of thriTing growth.

Gride, the Supreme being ; good,

Gude-brither, brother-in-law.

Gude-man, husband.

Gude-sister, sister-in-law.

Guffaw, gaffaw, a loud burst of

laughter.

Quid, good.

Guid-morning, good morrow.

Guid-e'en. good evening.

Guid-man and guid-wife, the master

and mistress of the house.

Guiz&rds, gysarts, disguised per

sons ; mummers who volunteered

vocal music for money about the

time of Christmas and New Year's

day.

Gully or gullie, a large folding knife.

Gurl, growl.

Guse, goose.

Gusing-iron, a laundress's smooth

ing iron.

Gustfu', agreeable to the palate.

Gusty, tasteful

Oyre-carline, gyre-carling, a hag ; a

weird-sister ; an ogress.

Gyte, crazy; ecstatic; senselessly ex

travagant ; delirious.

H.

Ha', hall ; manor-house.

Habble, difficulty ; squabble.

Ha' -Bible, the large Uible kept for

family worship by the i>eu*aiitry,

such as Burns describes.

Ha'd. to hold.

Hadden, holden.

Ha1-door, the chief door of a gentle

man's house.

Haddows, haddies, liaddocka,

Hae, possession ; property.

Hae, ha'e, to have ; to offer any

thing.

Ha'en, had (the participle).

Hast, thing. Fient haet, a petty oath

of negation.

Haffeu, hafflts, half-heads; the sides

of the head ; the temples.

Hafflin, hafflins, half; half-long;

nearly half; partly; not folly grown;

a half-witted person.

Hagg, brushwood.

Haggies, haggis, the pluck, Ac, of

a oow or sheep, minotxl with suet,

onions, dec, boiled in its paunch.

Hsik, to wander about to little

pu rposo.

Haill, hale, whole; healthy; tight.

Haimert, homeward. [ous.

Hain, to spare; to save; tobepenuri-

Hainch, the haunch.

Hairst, harvest [thought

Haivers, nonsense ; speech without

Hal' or hald, an abiding place.

Hallan, a partition between the

door of a cottage and the fire-place;

aUo, a seat of turf at the outside of

a cottage.

Hallanshaker, a sturdy, beggarly

scamp.

Hailions, rogues; worthless fellows, j

Halloween, the evening before All- ■

hallows.

Halae, hause, throat ; neck.

Halae, haileie, hail; salute; em

brace.

Haly, holy. Ua ly be h it cast, happy

be his fate.

Hame home.

Hamely, homely; affable; familiar.

Hamshackle, to tie the head of a

horse or cow to one of its fore legs.

Han' or haun, hand. Ahintththati',

behind ; in debt.

Hand-nut, to betroth by joining

hands; to bind solemnly; to pledge.

Hand-waled, chosen ; picked out

with the hand. [away.

Hone, hain, to spare; not to give

Han'-for-nieve, very friendly.

Hantie, a great many ; a great deal.

Hap, an outer garment, mantle,

plaid, &c. ; to wrap; to cover; to

nop.

Happit, happed, hopped ; aUo, co

vered for warmth or security.

Hap, step, an' loup, hop, step, and

leap.

Harkit, hearkened.

Harle, to drag ; to trail along the

ground.

Ham, very coarse linen.

Haras, brains.

Hashne, ruin from carelessness.

Hask, hard and dry.

Haana, has not

Haas, the throat. A tparl in. ant't

has*, a thirst for strong drink.

Hatted-kit or hattit-kit, a bowl

ful of sour cream ; a mixture of

milk warm from the cow aud but

ter-milk.

Hand, to hold.

Hauding, support ; dependence.

Haughs, low-lying rich lands;

valleya

Haulda, holds ; habitations ; places

of resort

Haurl, to drag; to peel.

Haver, haiver, to talk foolishly

or without method.

Havermeal, oatmeal.

Havers, haivers, idle talk.

Havre1, haivrel, a half-witted per

son, fa white face.

Hawkie, a cow ; properly, one with

Hawkit, white-faced — applied to

cattle; foolish; silly.

Headstane, a tombstone.

Healsome, healthful; wholely.

Heapit, heaped.

Heart-scald, heart-soaud. heart

burn ; metaphorically! regret ; re

morse.

Heartsome, cheerful

Heather, heath.

Heather-bell, the flower of the

heath.

Hech! oh! strange.

Hecht, promised to foretell soase-

thing that is to ba got or given;

foretold ; offered,

Heese, to elevate; to raise; to

hoist.

Heff, a place of rest.

Heft, to lift up ; to carry aloft

Heft, the handle of a knife,

Heich, a slight elevation.

Heid-geir, dress for the head.

Heir-skip, inheritance.

Hellicat, half-witted.

Hellockit rude and bouterous.

Hempie, a rogue; one for wkca

hemp grows.

Hereawa', in this quarter or do

trict ; thereawa', in that quarter.

Hera's fye, the vulgar mode of

drinking one's health.

Heretell, to learn by common re

port.

Herrin', herring.

Herry, to plunder; properly to

plunder birds' nests.

Herryment, plundering; devacte-

tion.

Herse, hearse, hoarse.

Hesp, a hank of yarn ; a hook <?

hasp.

Het hot

Het-akin, a thorough beatinr

Heuck, heuk, a reaping book.

Heugh, a precipitous acclivity,

also, a hollow dell; a ravine; s

coal-pit.

Heugh-head, head of the cliff;

alto, head of the glen, between

two cliff*.

Hicht, height.

Hidlins, secret ; concealed.

Hie, to go in haste.

High-jinks, a game played u.

several different ways. Most cot

monly it was determined by s

throw of dice who should 5»

sometime sustain a fictitioui cfcjc

actor, or repeat a certain number of

loose verses in a certain order,

under the penalty of either swal

lowing an additional bumper, ^

paying a small sum toward the

reckoning.

Hilch, a hobble ; to halt

Hilchin, halting.

Hill-folk, Cameroniaiis.

Himsel, himself.

Hinderlans, back parte.

Hiney, hinny, honey. Jt> Ussri,

ray darling.

Hing, to hang.

Hippen, cloth for wrapping It*

hips of an infant

Hirdie-girdie, topsy-turvy ; in, red

less confusion.

zTirduBfr-dirdmn, confused, asds?

mirth or revelry.

Hirple, to walk lamely or cxasQ?:

to creep ; to halt

Hirsel, to move forward with a rs«i-

ling noise along a rough suraw* -

to move sidewise in a sitting ^

lying posture by means of ts*

hands.
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Histie, dry ; chapped ; barren.

Hixzy, a hussy ; a young girl.

Hobble-show, hobbil-show, a hub

bub ; a tumult ; an uproar.

Hoddin, tho jolting motion of a

countryman riding on a cart-horse.

Hoddin-gray, ooane cloth made

from wool in its natural state

without being dyed.

Hoddle, to waddle.

Hoggie, a two-year-old sheep.

Hogmanay, the last day of the year.

Hogscore, a kind of distance line

in curling, drawn across the rink

or course.

Hoighlin. doing a thing awkwardly.

Hool, hull, a husk ; a hull ; a cover

ing ; a slough.

Hoolie, take leisure ; stop.

Hoolie, hooly, slowly ; leisurely.

Hoord, aboard; to hoard.

Hoordit, hoarded.

Hornie, the devil, so called in allu

sion to his horns.

Hoshens, stockings without feeL

Heat or boast, to cough.

Hostin, coughing.

Hoten, hitch.

Hotch'd, turned topsy-turvy; blend

ed ; mixed.

Houdie, a midwife.

Houkit, dug out.

Houlet, an owl.

Housie, diminutive of hovn.

Houts, touts, tut !

Houtfle, hout awa', pshaw I non

sense)

Hove, to heave ; to swell

Howebackit, sunk in the back,

aa a horse, &c. [house.

Howff, a place of resort ; au ale-

Howk, to dig.

Hoy, to urge ; to incite.

Hoying, a hallooing to ; setting on,

as a dog.

Huddy-craw, the carrion crow.

Huff, sudden anger ; disappoint

ment.

Huggers, stockings without feet.

Hum-dudgeon, a complaint ; need

les* noise ; much ado about noth

ing.

Humle, humble, without horns.

Humlock-know, hemlock knoll.

Humplock, a small knoll, as of

earth or stones.

Hurcheon, a hedgehog.

Hurdies, the loins ; the buttocks.

Hure, a whore.

Hurl barrow, a wheelbarrow.

Huxley-backets, small troughs or

sledgea in which people used for

merly to slide down an inclined

plane on the side of a h ill.

Hurley-house, a dilapidated, totter

ing house.

Huahion, cushion.

Has, us.

I.

F, in.

tcker, an ear of corn.

Ieroe, a great-grandchild.

Ilk or ilka, each; every. Of that

ilk, of the same, as Knoekwinnoek

of that ilk, Knoekwinnoek of

Knoekwinnoek.

Ilka-days, every day ; week-days.

\ Ul-aff, in poverty.

Ill-faard. ul-far'd, ill-faurd, evil-

favoured ; ugly ; unbecoming ;

mean ; disgraceful.

Ill-redd-up, disorderly, [niggardly.

Ill-willie, ill-natured ; malicious ;

Ingaan, entrance.

Ingans, onions.

Ingine, genius; ingenuity.

Ingle, fire ; fire-place. fngle-sUte,

fireside. Inglt-nook, corner by the

fire.

Inlack, deficiency of any kind.

Inmeats, the intestines of au animal

used as food.

In-put, contribution.

Intak, a swindler.

I'se, I shall or will.

Ither, other ; one another.

J.

Jagg, a prick, as of a pin or thorn.

Jagger, peddler.

Jaggie, piercing ; prickly.

Jaud, jadd, a jade ; a mare.

Jaugs, peddler's wallets.

Jauk, to dally ; to trifle.

Jaukin, trifling ; dallying.

Jaw, a wave ;—petulant loquacity ;

coarse raillery ;—to pour out ; to

jerk ; to dash, as water.

Jaw-hole, a sink; a place into which

dirty water is thrown.

Jee, to move ; to stir ; to budge.

Jeest, joist of a house.

Jimp, to jump ;—slender in the

waist; handsome. [hardly.

Jimply, jimp, barely ; scarcely ;

Jink, a quick elusory turn ; a sud

den turning a corner ;— to elude ;

to cheat ; to make a quick turn ;

to avoid.

Jirbling, pouring oat ; spilling any

liquid by making it move from one

side to the other in the vessel.

Jirg, to jar ; to creak.

Jirk, a jerk.

Jooteleg, a kind of clasp-knife.

Joes, sweethearts.

Jougs, an iron collar formerly used

to surround the neck of a criminal,

and fas tened to a wall or tree by au

iron chain. [head.

Jouk, jowk, to stoop ; to bow the

Jow, a verb which includes both the

swinging motion and pealing sound

of a large bell.

Jummle, to make dirty ; to foul.

Jundie, to justle ; to jog.

Jupe, a kind of mantle for a woman ;

a great-coat for a man.

K.

Kae, a daw.

Kail, coluwort.; colewortsoup. Kail

through the reek, a good rating ; a

good scolding.

Kail-brose, a kind of pottage with

meal and the fat of broth.

Kail-runt, the stem of colewort

Kail-yard, cabbage-garden.

Kaim, a fortified station ; a low

ridge.

Kame, a comb ;—honey-comb.

Kane, kain, cane, duty paid by a

tenant to his landlord in eggs,

fowls, Ac

Kavel-mel, a large sized hammer for

breaking stones.

Keb, to cast lamb ; to lose a lamb,

as a ewe.

Kebback, kebbuck, a cheese.

Keb-ewe, a ewe that lias lost hex

lamb.

Kebbie, a cudgel ; a club.

Kech, a cough of a consumptive

kind.

Keek, a peep ; to peep.

Keeking-glass, a looking-glass.

Keel, ruddle ; red chalk ; soft stone

for marking sheep.

Keelyvine-pen, a pencil of black or

redlead.

Kelpies, mischievous spirits, said to

haunt fords and ferries at night,

especially in storma

Keltic, kelty, fine of a bumper.

Kemping, striving for victor}', as

reapers on a harvest field, Ac.

Kemple, forty wisps or bottles of

straw or hay about eight pounds

each.

Ken, to know. Kend or ken't, knew.

Kennin', kenning, knowing ; also, a

small portion ; a little.

Kenspeckle, having so singular an

appearance as to be easily recog

nized, [stick.

Kent, a cudgel ; a rough walking-

Ket, matted ; hairy ; a fleece of

wool.

Kill-logie, kiln fire-place.

Kilt, the pbilabeg or short petticoat

of a Highlander. To kilt, to tuck

up or truss up.

Kiltie, one who is arrayed in a kilt.

Kimmer, cummer, a gossip ; an idle,

gossiping girl.

Khnmerin, a feast at the birth of a

child.

Kin, kindred.

Kin, kind.

King's-hood, a certain port of the

entrails of a cow.

Kinkhost, the hooping-cough.

Kintra, Kintray, country.

Kip-nose, a pug nose.

Kipper, salmon salted and smoke-

dried; ateo, in the state ofspawning.

Kipple, to join; to fasten.

Kirk, church. Te may maJc a kirk

an mill o'tt you may build a church

or mill out of it, that is, do what

you like with the property.

Kirk-ladle, an instrument carried

round the pews of the church fox

collecting poor's money.

Kirkin, the first appearance of a

newly-wedded pair at church.

Kirk - skailing, dismissal of the

church,.
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Kirn, the harvest nipper ; a churn.

Kirn-milk, buttermilk.

Kireen, kirsten, to christen or

baptise.

Kirtle, gown, mantle, or petticoat.

Kilt, a chest ; a trunk ; a coffin.

Kistin, putting a corpse into a coffin.

Kitchen, any thing eaten with bread,

such as butter, cheese, ate. , to give

it a relish.

Kitchen-fee, drippings.

Kith, kindred ; acquaintance.

Xitlin, a young cat

Kittle, to tickle ; ticklish.

Kittled, having brought forth young

—applied only to cats.

Kittlie, Itchy.

Kiver, to cover.

Knacks, trifles for ornament ; nick-

knacks, [rocks.

Knaggie, like nags or points of

Knsppin - hammer, a hammer for

breaking stones.

Knavelled, navelled, beat violently

with the flats. [lock.

Knowe, knoll, rising ground ; hil-

Knurl, a dwarf.

Kuter, to nurse tenderly.

Kye, cows.

Kyle, a district in Ayrshire.

Kyloes, Highland cattle.

Kyte, the belly.

Kythe, to discover ; to show one's

•elf ; to see ; to appear.

Labonrin', tilling the fields.

Lad-bairn, lad-wean, a male child.

Laddie, diminutive of Iwf,

Laft, the gallery of a church.

Laid, load.

Laif. a loaf.

Laigh, low. Laigh erofl$, low-lying

fields of inferior quality.

Lair, a grave or burying place.

Lair, lear, learning ; education.

Laird, lord of a manor ; squire.

Lairdie, diminutive of la int.

Lsir-stane, a tombstone.

Laith, loath ; reluctant.

Laithfu', bashful ; sheepish.

Laive, lave, the rest ; what is left.

Lambie, diminutive of lamb.

Lamitar, a lame person ; a cripple.

Lammas-moon, the harvest moon.

Lamping, beating; alto, going quick

ly and with long strides.

Lampit, a kind of shell-fish.

Lan', land ; estate.

Land, (in towns) a building includ

ing different tenements above one

another, upon the same foundation,

and under the same roof. Land o'

the teal, the place of the faithful or

blessed.

Landlouper, runagate ; one con

stantly shifting from one place to

another.

Laae, lone. Afy lane, mvself alone,

Ac. By their lane, themselves alone,

J*a«ly. lonely.

****. long. To think lanp, to long :

Jo weary.

Langsum, tedious; long in coming.

Langiyne, long since ; long ago.

Lang-tungd, babbling ; revealing se

crets.

Lap, did leap ; leaped.

Lapper, to coagulate ; to curdle.

Lash, a heavy rain. Its taehin' oh,

raining heavily.

Lassie, Ussock, little girl.

Lauch, law ; custom ; usage ;—to

laugh. [others.

Lave, the rest ; the remainder ; the

Laverock, the lark.

Lawing, lawin, shot ; reckoning ;

bill.

Lawlan, lowland.

Le, lse, a lie ; a fib.

Lea, to leave.

Leddv, a lady.

Led-farm, a farm on which the

tenant does not reside.

Leefu', very lonely.

Lmlane, leefu'lane, all alone ; quite

solitary.

Lee-lang, live-long.

Leepit, parboiled.

Leesome, pleasant

Leevin', leeving, living.

Leeze-me, a phrase of congratula

tory endearment : I am happy in

thee, or proud of thee.

Leglins, milk-pails.

Leif, leave.

Leifsum, pleasant ; desirable.

Leister, a three-pronged dart for

striking flsh.

Let-a-be, let alone.

Let on, to seem to observe or ac

knowledge any thing.

Let that flea stick to the wa', let

that alone.

Lettering, tanning the hide ; a

thrashing.

Laugh, laughed.

Leuk, a look ; to look.

| Leven, levin, lightning ; the light

of the sun. [fuse.

Levins, leevins, what remains ; re-

Libbet. gelded.

Lift, the sky. [help.

Lift, a heave. To gie ane a lift, to

Lifters, cattle dealers ; those who

forcibly stole cattle as a booty.

Lightly, sneering ; to sneer at ; to

Might :—also liehtlie.

Lilt, a ballad ; a tune ; to sing.

Limmer, a kept mistress ; a strum

pet

Lunp't, limped ; hobbled.

Lin, linn, a waterfall : a precipice.

Link, to trip along: to do anything

smartly and quickly.

Linkin, linking, tripping ; walking

quickly and lightly.

Links, flat, sandy ground on the

sea-shore.

Lintwhite, a linnet

Lippen, to expect ; to rely upon ; to

trust to.

Lippin, quite full.

Lippit notched,

Lippy, the fourth part of a peck,

Litn, a joint.

Loan, a lane ; an inclosed road.

Leanin, loaning, the green sward on

which cows are milked.

Look, a lake ; a bay or arm of the

sea.

Lochan, a small lake ; a pond,

Lo'e, loo, love ; to tore.

Loof, luif, the palm of the band.

Outside of the loof, back of the

band.

Leone, a school paoishment kt

striking the open psdoi with the

lash.

Loop, a bend of a river.

Loopy, crafty : deceitful

Looeome, lovely.

Loot, did let.

Loun, a fellow ; a ragamrifJln ; a

woman of easy virtue.

Loun, lound, calm ; low and skel

tered : still ; tranquil.

Lounder, a severe, stunning bio* .

to beat with severe strokes.

Loup, a leap : a jump ;—to leap ; to

spring ; to run or move quickly.

Louping-on-stane. a horse-block :

the step-stone by which one gets to

the saddle.

Loup the dyke, to leap the fence ; to

break out of or into the incJosare ;

a scamp.

Low, lowe, a flame.

Lowrie, a fox.

Lowse, to loose.

Lows'd, loosed.

Luckie, an old grandam.

Luck-penny, a small sum given back

to the payer by one who receive

money under a con tract or bargaia.

Lug, the ear ; a handle.

Luggie, a small wooden dish with »

handle.

Lum, the chimney.

Lum-pig, a can for a chimney-top

Lunt a column of smoke ; — tu

smoke.

Lyart, of a mixed colour ; gray.

M.

Mae. moe, more.

Hags;, to steal.

Hagg, a halfpenny.

Maggie-menyfeet a oentipede.

Maicnleae, destitute of bestir/

vigour.

Maiden, an instrument for decausb

tion simitar to the puillotiM*,

Xaik, equal : He hasna his maik w

the hole parish.

Mail, payable rent Btaet-metU, »s

impost paid by landholder* to fr-

booters for protection of their pro

perty.

Mailen, mailing, a farm.

MailUo, a pet sheep

Mail-payer, a rent-payer.

Msining. bemoaning.

Mair, more.

Maist most ; almost.

Maister, a master ; a landlord.

Maisterfu', imperious ; violent

Maistery, power.

Msistlins, for the most part

Maiatly, mostly.

Mak, to make.

Makin, making.
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Kane, a moan ; to moan ; to be

moan.

Hang, among.

Manna, must not.

Minnie, a little man.

Han-swear, to commit perjury.

Hant, to stutter in speech.

Hanty, mantua silk ; a mantle.

Hare, a mason's trough; support for

a scaffold.

Harrow, to match ;—a mate ; one of

a pair.

Hart, the fatted cow or animal

slaughtered at Martinmas for winter

provision.

Hashlach, mingled together.

Haahlnm, mixed grain ; meslin.

Haak, to mash, as malt, Ac ; to in

fuse ; to be in a state of infusiou.

Haakinpat, a tea-pot.

Kauchy, foul ; dirty.

Haukin, mawkin, a hare.

Maun, must

Haunna, muat not,

Haut, malt

Haw, to mow.

Mawsie, »t rapping ; sonsie.

Haybie, it may be ; perhaps.

Meal-ark, a large chest for holding

meat

Hear, meer, mare.

Heikle, much ; great ; large.

Heit-buird, an eating table.

Meitha, meatha, eggs of the blow-fly

upon meat ; maggots.

Meitha, marks ; landmarks.

Hell, to be intimate ; to meddle ;—

also, a mallet for pounding.

Melt, the spleen.

Meltith, a meal.

Han* to mend.

Mends, amends ; atonement ; re

venge.

Menae, good manners ; decorum ;

moderation.

Mensefu', mannerly ; modest.

Menselesa, ill-bred : rude ; impu-

dent. [13*. 4d.

Merk, an old Scottish coin value

Herle, the blackbird.

Herry-metanzie, a girl's game.

Michtie, strong ; of high lauk.

Hidden, a dunghill.

Mightna, might not.

MUaie, a strainer.

Kim, prim ; prudish ; precise.

Minnie—, prudtBhness.

Hin". mind ; resemblance.

Kind't, resolved ; intending.

**'>"iiyl mother ; dam.

Hint, to aim ; to attempt ; to en

deavour.

Mirk, mirkeat, dark ; darkest. Pit

miri; dark aa pitch.

Mirkness, darkness.

Viaca', to abuse : to call names.

Misca'd, miscalled ; abused.

Mishanter, misfortune ; ill-luck.

Mish-maah, in a disorderly stnto :

Miztie i.iaxtie.

Hislear'd, ill-taught ; ill-bred ; un

mannerly.

Hialippen, to neglect ; to suspect

Hiateuk, mistook.

Miatryst, to disappoint by breaking

an engagement ; to deceive.

Hither, mother.

Hitherlesi, motherless.

Hitherlie, motherly.

Hittans, worsted gloves.

Hoittify, to moisten.

Honiplies, the tripe of an animal

which consists of many folds.

Mony or monie, many

Hoo, the mouth.

Hoop, moup, to nibble, as a sheep.

Hoorlan', of or belonging to moors.

Mornin', morning dram or draught.

Mortal, dead drunk.

Moss-hags, pits and sloughs in a

mire or bog.

Mottie, motty, full of, or consisting

of, motes.

Hou', the month.

Houdiwarp, moudiwart, moudiwort,

mouldwarp, a mole.

Mouls or moola, earth ; the grave.

Mountain-dew, Highland whisky

Houaie, diminutive of mouse.

Huok, dung.

Muintees, a kind of mittens.

Muils, mools, moulds ; cloth or list

shoes.

Muir, a moor.

Huir-pouts, young grouse.

Muslin-kail, broth composed of

water, shelled barley, and greens.

Hutch, a woman's linen or muslin

cap.

Mutchkin, an English pint.

Mysell, ma'sell, myself.

N.

Ifa', no ; not ; nor.

Nab, a smart stroke.

Nabbit, caught suddenly and unex

pectedly.

Nae. no : not Any.

Naething or naithing, nothing.

Naig, a nag ; a horse.

Nam, own. Nainsell, ownself.

Nakit, naked ; unclothed.

Nane, none.

Napery, table-linen.

Nappy, ale; tipsy; elevated with

drink.

Nar. near.

Natheless, nathless, nevertheless.

Near, close ; narrow ; niggardly.

Near-behaddin, similar to near-be-

jjaien, niggardly.

Near-hand, near at hand ; nearly ;

almost

Nebbit having a beak or nose.

Neebor, a neighbour.

Needna, need not

Keeps, turnips.

Ne'er-do-weels, scapegraces.

Neevc, the closed hand : the fist ;—

also mere.

Neid-fire, a beacon.

Neist, nearest ; next.

Nettle-kail, broth made of young

nettles.

Neuk, a nook ; a corner.

Nevoy, nephew.

New-fangled, new-fashioned ; en

grossed with some novelty.

Nicher (ch representing a harsh gut

tural sound of /<), to neigh; to laugh

in a loud and ridiculous manner.

Nioht-cowl, a night-cap.

Nievefu', a handful.

Niffer, an exchange ;—to exchange ;

to barter.

NiflVnafly, fastidious ; conceited

and finical.

Nippit, miserly ; niggardly.

Nirl, a small crumb.

Nit, a nut

Nocht, nothing.

Nochtie, puny, little, and weak.

Noggie, a small wooden dish ; a

litpffit. fcibly.

Noited, knoited, rapped ; struck for-

Noozle, to squeeze.

Norland, northland ; belonging to

the north country.

Northin, northerly.

Nourice, a nurse.

Noup, a round-headed eminence.

Nout, nowt, nowte, black cattle.

0.

0', of.

Odds an* ens, scraps ; remnants.

Oe, oy, oye, grandchild.

O'erby, over ; at no great distance.

O'ercome, the overplus ; the burden

of a song.

Off-come, an excuse ; an escape in

the way of subterfuge or pretext.

Onding, Onfa', a fall of rain or snow ;

a falling on ; an attack.

Onslaught, an inroad ; a hostile

incursion ; an attack.

Onatead, a farm-stead; the buildings

on a farm.

Ony, onie, any.

Oo, wool.

Oop, to tie with a thread ; to unite.

Oorie-like, fatigued ; shivering with

cold

Open ateek, open stitch.

Or, ere ; before.

Ordinal', ordinary; common; usual.

Orra, odd ; not matched ; what may

be spared ; unemployed ; petty ;

paltry.

Orra-man, an extra person employed

about a farm.

0't, of it.

Oughtlins, in any or the least degree.

Ourgaun-rapea, ropes for keeping

down the thatch on stacks.

Ourie, shivering; drooping.

Oursel or ouraels, ourselves.

Out by, without ; a little way out ;

at some distance.

Outlers, cattle not housed.

Outreik, outfit for a journey.

Out the gait out of the way.

Outwail, refuse.

Overly, superficial; not deep or

thorough.

Oversman, an overseer ; a superin

tendent ; an umpire.

Ower, over ; above ; too ; too much.

Ower-bye, over the way.

Ower-come, excess.

Overlay , o'crlay, overlay, a cover

ing.
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Owerta'en, overtaken.

Owranee, superiority ; masterv.

OWM

P.

Paddock-hair, th« down on untied;

ed birds

Paidle, pettle, a paddle; a staff; a

plough-staff ; a boo.

Paidle, to tramp, as clothes in a tub;

to walk with short alexia ; to play

in the water, as children.

Paik, to beat

Faiks, blows; a beating.

Fainch, a paunch.

Paip, the pope.

Pang, to cram.

Panged, crammed ; stuffed.

Pantoun, a slipper.

Pap, to move from place to place

with a quick motion ; to pop.

Paraffle, ostentatious display.

Paraitch, parritah, porridge ; oat-

meal pudding.

Parritch-ume, breakfast-time.

Partan, the common sea-crab.

Pat, did put ; a not. Tak pat /wot,

take whatever happens to be pre

pared for dinner. (ridge.

Patrick, paetrick, pairtrick, a part-

Pauchty, paughty, proud; liaughty.

Pauk, wife.

Fauky, pawkie, or pawky* cun

ning, sly; wily; artful with gentle

ness and good-humour ; cautiously

insinuating with pleasantry.

Paumie, a stroke on the baud with

the ferula or tawse at school

Paut, a stroke with the foot.

Pawkie, a woollen mitten having a

thumb, but without finger*.

Pearlins, pearling*, lace made ofsilk

or thread.

Pease-bogle, scarecrow.

Peaseweep, peeweet, the lapwing.

Feat-creel, a basket in which peats

are carried.

Peat-reek, the smoke from peats ,—

Highland vskukyt from its flavour

as distilled by means of peats.

Pech, pegh, to fetch the breath

short, as in asthma.

Pechan, the crop ; the stomach.

Peeble, a pebble.

Peel, a pool ; a place of strength or

fortification ; in the border counties,

a small square tower.

Peenge, to complain ; to whin

Peer, poor :—a pear.

Feerie, a boy's spinning top set in

motion by the pull of a string ;—

curious: suspicious.

Peery, to look sharply into.

Feghing, peching, puffing and pant

ing : breathing hard. (bullet.

Pellack, pelloak, a porpoise; a

Pellet, n sheepskin without the wool.

Pensy , pensie, proud and conceited ;

spruce.

Perflte, exact ; perfect.

Perfltenesa, exactness.

Perk, a cord extended in a room for

hanging clothe* on.

Pettis, to cherish : to indulge ; to

treat as a pet ; a plough-staff.

Philabeg, the Highland kilt

Phraise, fair speeches; flattery ;— |

to flatter ; to cajole.

Phraisin, phraising, palavering ;

I making long or fine speeches;

! flattery.

Pibroch, peebroch, (eh having a

harsh guttuial sound of A), a High

land war-song adapted to the bug-

Pick, aa pick-axe ; alto, pitch.

Pickle, a grain of corn ; a small

quantity of any thing.

Pick-maw, a small sea-gull.

Fifer, peifer, to cry whinmgly ; to

whimper.

Fig, an earthen pot, vessel, or

pitcher ; a can for a chimney-top.

Pigs, piggt. Gang to pigs and

\rhut Its, to go to wreck and ruin.

Pike, to pick , to cull ; to select

Pinchers, pincers ; a tool for draw

ing nails.

Pinging, uttering feeble, frequent,

and peevish complaints. •

Pinner, a cap with lappets for

merly worn by women of rank.

Pioted, pyoted, pit-bald.

Pipe-staple, a tobacco-stopper: also,

broken tubes of clay tobacco-pipes.

Pirn, a bobbin ; the liobbiu of a

spinning wheel ; the reed in a

weaver's shuttle ; the wheel of a

fishing-rod.

Pirnie, a woollen nightcap.

; Pit, to put.

I Flack, an old copper coin, equal to

i the third of an English penny.

Plackless, pennyless.

Plainstanea, the pavement.

Plenishing, furniture.

Plet, plaited ; folded.

Plew or pleugh, a plough.

Plies, folds.

Plickle, a mischievous trick.

Plot, to scald ; to make scalding hot.

Plottie, mulled wine.

Floy, employment; a harmless frolic;

a merry meeting.

Pluff, a puff; a hairdresser's powder;

puff ; to puff.

Pluffy, chubby ; flabby.

Pock, poke, a pouch ; a bag.

Poind, to distrain ; to seize on cattle,

or take the goods, for rent ; pind,

purui.

Polonie, Polonian, a great-coat; a

surtout

Fone, a thin turf.

Poo, to pull.

Poorfu', powerful.

Foor-man-of-mutton, cold meat ;

cold mutton broiled.

Poortith, poverty.

Pootry, powtry, poultry. [&c.

Poota, pouts, poults ; young grouse,

Pose, a deposit : a hoard of money.

Posie, a nosegay.

Pouk, to pluck ; to pull ; a alight,

quick pull, or sportive snatch.

Poussie, poosie, a hare or cat

Pout a poult ; a chick ; a child : a

Joung partridge, moor-fowl, tur-

ey, ore.

Pou't, did pull.

Fouthered, powdered : slightly salted.

Pow, the poll ; the head.

Pownie, ; powny, a little horse.

Powt, a snort convulsive motion.

Powtering, pockerins;. groping

among the ashes ; poking in tht

fire : rummaging in th* dark.

Powther or pouihex, powder.

Prap, to support

Pratty, pretty.

Preceesely, precisely.

Freek, to be spruce or gar.

Preen, a pin.

Preen-cod, a pin-cushion.

Prent, printing.

Pridefn , proud.

Prie, to taste ; to prove by Uitinj.

Prief, proof.

Prig, to cheapen; to dispute: to

haggle.

Prigged, entreated earnestly; plead

ed hard for a bargain .

Propale, to publish ; to disclose.

Fropine, a present ; a gift ; drink-

money.

Propone, to lay down ; to propose.

Public, a pubhc-hoo»e: an inn.

Puddings, guts : sausages.

Puddock-stooL a toad-stool ; a mush

room.

Puddock, a frog.

Pun, pund, pound, pounds.

Puir, poor.

Pupit, a pulpit.

Purpie. purple.

Put, throw or cast of a stone- T*t

hint ant's put ffude, to accoiaphftk

one's object.

Put-on, clothed ; dressed.

Pyat pyot a magpie.

Fyket, pikct, i>icked ; made bars

Q-

Quaen, quean, a young woman.

0-uaich, quaigh, a small shaUo*

drinking-cup with two ears ktf

handles.

Quaif, a head-dress ; coiff.

ftuak, to quake.

Quakin-aah, tlie aspen -tree.

ftuat to quit

Queer, the choir.

Queezie, squeamish ; disordrml

after being drunk.

Queme, closely : exactly.

Quern, a handmiil.

Quern, corn, a grain.

Quertie, cheerful; lively.

Quey, a heifer ; a young cow.

Quirkie, tricky.

R.

Rabble, rsible, to talk or rat*

nonsense.

Rachlin, hairbraincd ; noisy.

Bade, rode.

Baa, roe.

Raff, a person of vrorthlesa characto

Raffan, roving : joyous; happy'
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Baid, a hostile or plundering incur-

sion. t [tool.

Rauk, an idle or indolent person; a

Railly, an upper garment worn by

females,

Raip, a rape ; a rope ; a rood or six

ells in length.

Hair, to roar ; a roar ; an outcry.

Raird, to bleat or low, as sheep or

cattle.

Raise, rose ; arose.

Raise, to madden ; to inflame.

Ramfeezl'd, fatigued ; overspread.

Raxnpagious, furious.

Raxnpallions, rude romps.

Rampauge, to rage and storm; to

prance about with fury.

Ramahachled, much distorted ; in

a crazy state. (rash.

Ram-stam, thoughtless ; forward ;

Randy, riotous; disorderly.

Ranty, merry.

Raploch, a coarse, undyed, woollen

cloth, but used as an adjective for

coarse .

Rath, ready ; quick ; early.

Ratten, ratton, a rat.

Rattle, a smart blow.

Raucle, rash ; stout ; fearless.

Raught, reached.

Raun, rawn, the roe of fish.

Raunle-tree, randle-tree, the beam

from which the crook is suspended,

where there is no grate.

Rave, tore.

Ravelled, entangled ; confused.

Raw, a row.

Rax, to stretch.

Ream, cream ;—to cream.

Reamin, brimful ; frothing.

R p ave, rove.

Reaving, reeving, rieving, open vio

lent thieving.

Reek, to heed.

Red, to interfere and separate, as

two people fighting; todisentanglu;

to put in order. [comb.

Redding - kame, a large - toothed

Redding-straik, a stroke received

in attempting to separate com

batants in a fray.

Redd up, to put in order.

Rede, counsel; to counsel: to advise;

also, to separate ; to put to right*.

Red-wud, stark mad.

Ree, half-drunk ; fuddled.

Reek, smoke,

Reekie, smoky. Auld Retkti, Edin

burgh,

Reekin, smoking.

Reesie, blowing briskly, as wind.

Eeezie, tipsy. [shrubs.

Reise, ryse, twig ; brushwood ;

Reist, toarrest; to stop obstinately;

to stick fast in the middle ; to dry

by the heat of the sun or in a chim

ney.

Reisted, stopped ; stuck fast ; a l.*o,

roosted ; smoke-dried.

Relating, restive ; having the habit

of stopping, as a horse.

Remead, remeid, remedy. [ered.

Restit, stood restive; stunted; with-

Restricked, restricted.

Rew, repentance.

Richt, In health ; right

Richt, to correct ; to mend.

Rickle, a shook of corn ; a stook ; a

heap of stones or peats, «fec.

Riding-days, days of hostile incur

sions on horseback.

Rief, reef, plenty ; robbery.

Rief-randies, sturdy beggars.

Rievers, robbers.

Rig, a ridge of land ; the back of

an animal ; course ; path.

Rigging, back ; ridge ; roof.

Rigging-tree, roof-tree.

Rin, to run; to melt. Rinnin, run

ning.

Rink, the course of the stones in

curling on ice.

Rin-there-out, to gad about ; — a

vagabond : vagrant.

Rip, a handful of unthreshed corn.

Ripe, to grope ; to search.

Ritt, to make an incision in the

ground as a line of direction in

digging; to rip; to tear;—a slight

incision in the ground; a scratch

made on a board, Ac. [tear.

Rive, to rift; to split; to rend; to

Riven, rent ; torn.

Rizzer'd, half-salted and half-dried,

as fish. [distaff.

Rockin, spinning on the rock or

Rokelay, a short cloak.

Rone, a spout for carrying off rain

water from a house. [villain.

Roodoeh, a term of contempt; a

Roof-tree, a house or dwelling in

cluding tho family.

Roon, a Bbred.

Roopit, hoarse.

Roose, ruse, to praise ; to commend ;

to extol.

Rooshoch, coarse; half insane.

Rose, erysipelas.

Rotten-faw, a rat-trap. [nera

Rouch-spun, coarse ; of rude man-

Roughies, withered boughs ; a sort

of rude torcbes ; also, dried heath.

Rous', round ; in the circle of

neighbourhood.

Round, roun", a.whisper.

Roup, auction.

Roupet, hoarse, as with a cold.

Rouping, auctioning.

Roupit, rouped, sold by auction.

Rousted, roosted, rusted.

Routh, plenty.

Routhie, plentiful.

Routing, rowting, roaring; bellow

ing ; snoring.

Row, to roD; to wrap;—a roll; a

list ; a roll of bread.

Rowt, rowte, to low ; to bellow.

Rozet, rozin.

Reset, to prepare with rozin.

Rubbery, robbery.

Ruction, the act of belching ; a

quartet; noisy or disorderly strife ;

insurrection.

Rue or rew, to repent.

Rue-bargain, money paid for with-

* drawing from a bargain.

Ruffing, applauding by stamping

with the feet or clapping of the

hands.

Rug, to pull ; a dog-cheap bargain.

Ruggin an' rivin, tearing and haul

ing in a quarrel.

Rumgumption, rummilgumtion,

good, sound common sense.

Rumple-bane, the rump bone.

Runch, to grind, as with the teeth.

Rung, a cudgel; a rough undressed

Runkled, wrinkled. (staff.

Runt, the stem of colewort or cab

bage ; an old cow.

Ryke, reach.

Ruse, to commend ; to extol.

Rushie, a broil ; a tumult.

Ruskie, stout ; strong ; vigorous.

s.

Sa, sae, so.

Sack and fork, pit and gallows : the

power of drowning and hanging.

Backless, saikless, sakeless, inno

cent.

Soft, wet. A taft day, a rainy day.

Saftly, softly.

Sain, to bless against evil influence;

to sign with the sign of the cross.

Sair, sore ; painful ; — a sore ; —

sorely ; very much.

Sair, to serve; to give alms.

Sairly or sairlie, sorely.

Salie, a hired mourner at a funeral.

Sandy-laverock, a sand-lark.

Sang, a song.

Sap, a sop ; a ninny; a heavy-head

ed fellow ; liquid.

Sappyt juicy; savoury; — plump;

sonsie;—also, smart ; keen.

Sark, a shirt. [bing.

Sarkfu'-o'-sair-banea, a sound drub-

Sarkin, cloth for shirts : shirting.

Sarkit, provided with shirts.

Sark-tail, the bottom of a shirt.

Saugh, the sallow broad-leaved wil

low.

Saul, soul ; mettle. [stand.

fiaultfat, a pickling tub ; a beef-

•Saumont, a salmon.

Saunt, a saint.

Saurless, insipid ; tasteless.

Saut, salt. You'll ne'er cast taut on

am tail, you will never catch him.

Saut, to salt; to put in pickle.

Saw, to sow seed.

Sawin', sawing, sowing.

Sax, six. Saxpence, sixpence.

Scaith, to damage ; to injure j—in

jury ; harm.

Scaithless, unharmed ; uninjured.

Scald, scauld, skaud, to scold ; to

rate ; to burn ;—a scold ; a shrew.

Scantling, a rude sketch ; a scroll

of a deed. Scantlings, rafters.

Soart, to scratch ; to scrape ; a

scratch ; a puny looking person ;

a niggard.

Scattergude, a reckless spendthrift.

Scauff-and-raff, rough plen ty; refuse;

rabble.

Scaura, a slight burn.

Scaup, the scalp ; the skull.

Scaur, to scare : to frighten ;—a

precipitous bank of earth over

hanging a river ; a cl iff.

Scaury, apt to be scared ; timorous.

Scaw, the itch.

Bchimmer, to glisten ; to glitter.
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Sclate, a slate ; to cover with slate*,

a* a roof,

Solater, one who covers roof* with

slates.

Scomflce, to suffocate by bad air: to

disgust ; to nauseate : teon\A$K.

Scone, a kind of bread ; a small cake ;

a slap ; — to beat with the open

palm ; to spank.

Scotch collops , scotched collops ;

beef-steaks broiled with onions.

Scotch-mist, small wetting rain.

Scoup. skelp, to move hastily from

one place to another ; to scamper.

Scour, to urge forward; to whip; to

beat.

Scouth, scowth, plenty ; abundance.

Scouther, to scorcli.

Scowry, showery; shabby in appear

ance ;—a. a scurvy fellow

Scraioh, scraigh, to scream as a hen,

partridge, ic.

Scrauchle, to creep forward, as if on

both hands and feet.

Scranky, thin; lean ; lank.

Scraughing, scraighing, screaming

hoarsely.

Screed, to tear ; a rent ; a long strip

of cloth hastily torn off ; a lengthy

part of a sermou or other spoken

address ; a loug extract or quota

tion ; a list or catalogue.

Screeded, torn ; rent.

Screigh o' morning, the first dawn.

Scrieve, to glide swiftly along.

Scrimp, to scant ; scant ; short ;

bare.

Scrimpie, niggardly ; illiberal.

Scrimpit, did scant; scanty.

Scrimpneas, scantiness; small allow

ance.

Scroggie, covered with underwood.

Scrunt, a niggardly person.

Scud, a smart blow; a smart and

sudden shower of rain or hail ; to

beat ; to tktlp.

Sculduddery, grosuneas: obscenity

in act or word ; fornication.

Scull, a shallow basket for fish or

for peat-fuel.

Scunner, disgust ; to disgust.

Seannacnie, a Highland bard who

preserved and repeated the tradi

tions of the clans.

Seer, sure. [sieve.

Seiled, strained through a cloth or

Seiped, oozed.

Sel, sell, self. A hotly'* *tl$ one's

self alone.

Sell't, did sell ; sold.

Sely, wretched ; miserable.

Semple, of low birth—opposed to

gentle.

Sen', to send.

Se'ring, sairing, serving : as much

as serves the turn : enough.

Set, to fit ; to become ; to suit.

Seta, corn in small stacks.

Settlin, settling. To get a tettlin, to

be frightened into quietness.

Bettlins, the dregs of liquor.

Sey, the opening in a gown or shift

through which the arm passes ; a

sort of woollen cloth.

Shachle, to distort from the right

■haps or right direction.

Shaird, a shred ; a shard.

Shank aff, tosetoffquicklyand with

out ceremony.

Shanks, legs. Shanks-naigie. Rid

ing on thanJci naigie, travelling on

foot

Sham, thin oow-dnng.

Shauchling, ahaughling, shaugling,

shambling. ShauchUnyaJiOontBhoiM

trodden down on one side by bad

walking.

Shaul, shallow.

Shaup, the husk.

Shave, a slice of bread, cheese, Ac.

Shaver, a humorous wag ; a barber.

Shavie, to do an ill turn ;—u trick.

Shaw, to show ; a small wood in a

hollow place.

Shaws, stems and leaves of pota

toes, turnips, Ac.

Shealing, a temporary summer

house ; a hut ; a shelter.

Sheen, bright; shining.

Sheenest, clearest.

Shellum, skellum, a rogue; a low

worthless fellow.

Sheltie, a pony.

Sheugh, a ditch ; a trench ; a sluice.

Shiel, a shed ; to shell ; to take out

of the husk.

Shilpit, weak ; washy and insipid—

applied to liquors.

Shinnera, cinders.

Shinty, an inferior species of golf:

also, the club or stick used in play

ing the game.

Shochlin, contemptible ; paltry.

Snog, a shock ; a push off at one

side.

Snogging, shaking ; jogging.

Shoogle, a shaking motion.

Shooi, a shovel ; to shovel.

Shoon, shoes.

Shooster, a seamster.

Shore, to offer ; to threaten.

Shouldna, sudna, should not.

Shouther, shoulder. To ghotc the

eauld thouthcr, to appear cold and

reserved.

Shreigh, shriegh, to shriek.

Shuts, to push ; to shoot.

Sibb, sib, related to by blood.

Sic, siccan, Mich.

Sieear, sicker, sure : steady ; secure ;

safe ; cautious.

Sicht, sight

Sickerly, certainly ; surely.

Siclike, just so. Sic and tielike, a

phrase commonly used to denote

strict resemblance.

Side, long ; hanging low—said of

garment*.

Bidelina, sidelong : slanting.

. Siller, silver; money.

Sillerless, without money.

i SiUock, a fish.

Simmer, summer.

Sin', since. (tion.

Sindry, sundry; in a state of disjunc-

Sinsyne, since such a time.

Sipple, to sip.

Sith, since.

Skailin, dispersion ; dismissal ; as,

the ikailin o' Oie kirk.

Skair. a share.

Skaith, injury ; harm ; scaitb.

1 Sksithlesa, innocent ; not injured.

Skart, a scratch ; to scratch.

' Skean, a dirk.

Skeer, to whip.

Skeely, skeelfu', skilful; ennciac .

| intelligent,

j Skeen, a knife ; a dirk. Skrindk*^

| a black knife, the Highlarsd^r'i

"dernier ressort."

Skeich, liable or apt to startle, as

a horse.

Skelloch, a shrill cry ; a equal! ;

wild mustard; wild radish.

Skelp, to strike ; to slap : to walk

with a smart tripping: step; a ■mart

stroke ; a blow ; a heavy tali of

rain.

Skelpin', skelpinff/, walking : awr-

ing rapidly ; alto, slapping witU

the palm of the hand.

Skep, a bee-hive.

Sketchers, skatehers, skates.

Skiegh or skeigh, prond : nice;

high-mettled.

Shift, a passing shower.

'■ Skilly, wise ; intelligent.

Skinfc, to pourout : aiso, soap made

, of the shin or hough of beef.

' Skirl, to shriek ; to cry .-la ill v , a

| shrill cry.

Skitt, banter ; jeer.

Skrrie, out of the proper direction ;

deranged.

Sklent, slant ; to run aslant ; to dt>

! viate from the truth.

I Skon, scone, a thin cake made of

Hour.

Skoot, a syringe.

Skreigh, screigh, to scream ; to

screech ; a loud, shrill cry.

Skrunty, meagre : infirm ; miseri?.

Skyte, to slide rapidly off"; a worth

less fellow.

Slabbery, noting a state of weather

at once rainy and windy.

Slack, an opening between two htffe;

a hollow where no water runt

Blade, did slide ; slid ; slipped along.

Slae, sloe.

Slaistering, doing any thing in an

awkward and untidy way;—c*p*ci

ally, dabbling into any thing mc4»i

or unctuous.

Slaisters, dirty slops.

Slake, to smear ; a small quantat*

of that with which any thing is be

daubed.

Slap, a breach in a fence.

Slaw, slow.

Slee, sly. Slee*t, slyest.

Sleekit, sleeky ; sly.

Sliddery, slippery.

Slimmer, delicate : easilv injured.

Slink, little worth ; not to be o>

mnded upon : aUoT veal of a calf

killed immediately after birth ; *

sneaking fellow ; a cheat,

Sloan, a sloven.

Sleekened, slaked : quenched.

Slogan, a war-cry or gathering wesxi

Slot-hounds, sleuth-hounda, bJopd-

hounds who follow the slot or scent

Slounger, an .indolent laury person.

Slue, to sUp softly and quietlv.

Slype, to fall over, as a wet furre^

from the plough.
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Sma', small.

Smaik, a silly fellow ; a paltry rogue.

Smeddum, dust ; powder ; mettle ;

sense.

Smeek, to send forth smoke ; to

smoke.

Smiddy, a smithy.

Smitch, a spot ; a speck.

Smookie, given to pilfering.

Smoor, to smother.

Smoutie, smutty ; obscene ; ugly.

Snaps, gingerbread nuts.

Snash, abuse ; billingsgate.

Snaw, snow ; to snow.

Sneck, the latch of a door. Stuck

drawer, a latch-lifter : a sly fellow.

Snecket, secured by a latch ; notched.

Sned, to lop ; to cut off.

Sneeshing, anuff.

Sneeshing-mill, a snuff-box.

Snell, bitter ; biting ; sharp ; severe.

Snifter, to draw the breath (in a

manner to be heard) through the

nostrils.

Sniggering, tittering sneeringly.

Snod, neat ; well-trimmed.

Snood, a fillet for tying round the

hair, worn only by maidens.

Snool, one whose spirit is broken

with oppressive slavery ; to submit |

tamely.

Snoore, to go smoothly and con* j

stantly ; to sneak.

Snotter, the proboscis of a turkey-

cock. To motter and tnivel, to

blubber and snuffle.

Snowk, to scent or snuff, as a dog,

horse, &c

Snuffy, sulky ; angry ; vexed.

Snurl, to ruffle.

Somegate, somehow ; somewhere.

Sonsie, having sweet, engaging looks;

plump ; jolly ; fat.

Sookin-turky, a ninny ; a fool.

Boom, to swim.

Soor-dook, butter-milk.

Sootio, black with soot.

Sornera, sojourners ; sturdy beg

gars ; vagrants claiming the privi

lege of bed and board.

Sorning, claiming, as a beggar, the

privilege of bed and board for a

night ; hence, obtruding on the

hospitality of another ; spunging.

Sough, the noise of wind ; a sigh ; a

sound dying on the ear : a rumour.

Souk, sook, to suck.

Souple, the striking part of a flail ;

the swiple ; a cudgel. [swift.

Souple, supple ; flexible ; active ;

Bouter, aoutor, a shoemaker.

Southron, a south-countryman ; an

Englishman.

Sowk, to drench, as with rain.

Sowp. a spoonful ; a small quantity

of any thing liquid.

Sowther, solder; to solder; to cement.

Spae, to prophesy ; to foretell.

Spae-wife, a female fortum:-telli i.

Spaik, the spoke of a » heel.

Spairge, to dash ; to soil, as with

mire. [with elastic force.

Spang, a bound or spring ; to spring

Spat, spot ; place.

Spate, a swell in a river ; a sweep

ing torrent after rain or thaw.

Spaul, a limb.

Spauld. spawld, the shoulder.

Spaviet, having the spavin.

Speel, to climb.

Speerings, askings: answers to ques

tions asked ; information.

Spence, interior apartment of a

country house.

Spier, to ask; to inquire; also, tpter.

Spindle-shanks, small thin limbs.

Spit, to rain slightly. [mud.

Splatch, to bespatter; — a clot of

Spleuchan, spleughan, a tobacco-

pouch.

Splore, a frolic : noise ; riot.

Sporran, [GaeLj a purse.

Sprack, spruce, sprightly.

Spraich, a shrill cry. [cattle.

Spreagh, prey ; booty ; literally,

Spreckled, spotted ; speckled.

Sprittie, full of sprits.

Sprug, a sparrow.

Spubrie, spoil

Spune, a spoon.

Spunk, a match; a taper; a spark of

fire; a small fire ; mettle ; wit.

Spunkie, mettlesome ; fiery ; a will-

o-wisp or ignis fatuus.

Spurtle, a stick used in making oat

meal pudding or porridge.

Squalen, aery; a scream.

Stacher, to stagger.

Stair, a young horse not yet broken

in lor work or riding ; a stallion.

Staik. steak.

Stamaeh, stomach.

Stance, standing-place ; station ;

position ; site.

Stane, staine. stone.

Stang, a sting; to sting; oho, a

long pole ; a branch of a tree.

Stank, pool of standing water.

Stap, stop ; to stop ; a step.

Staumrel, a blockhead; half-witted.

Staun, to stand.

Staup, to take long strides.

Staw, did steal ; stole ; to surfeit ;

to put to a stand.

Steek, to shut ; a stitch.

Steer, to molest ; to stir.

Bteery, bustle ; stir ; disturbance ;

tumuli ; quandary.

Steeve, stiff; strong; durable; firm.

Stell, a covert ; a shelter ; an in*

closure for cattle ; n still.

StenneTS, the pebbles and gravel in

the dry part of the bed of a river.

Stents, tribute ; dues of any kind.

Sterns, status, stars.

Stey. steep.

Stibble, stubble.

Stickit, stuck ; stabbed : bungled

and spoiled in the making.

Stimpart, the eighth part of a Win

chester bushel; the fourth part of

a peck.

Stirk. a young steer or heifer be*

tween one and two years old.

Stock, a plant or root of colewort,

cabbage, Ac.

Stockin', stocking.

Stocked, made up in shocks, as corn.

Stoop and roop, stoup and roup,

stump and rump; altogether.

Stoor, to rise in foam or spray, or

in clouds, as dust or smoke.

Storm-sted, stopped on a journey on

account of a storm.

Stot, a bullock between two and

three years old.

Stoup or stowp, a kind of jug or

dish with a handle.

Stour, stoor, stern; gruff; large and

strong ; tail.

Stour, stoure, dust ; more particu

larly, dust in motion ; skirmish ;

battle.

Btouth and routh, plenty.

Stouthrief, robbery.

Stow, atoo, to cut off ; to lop ; to

crop.

Stowlina, by stealth.

Btown, stolen.

Stoyte, stumble ; stoit.

Strack, did strike; struck.

Strae, straw.

Straik, did strike; struck; a stroke.

Straike, a bushel.

Stramaah, a crash ; a tumult.

Strappan, tall and handsome.

Straucht, straught, straight ; to

make straight ; to stretch.

Stravagin, wandering without an

aim.

Streak, streek, to stretch ; to lay

out a corpse.

Striddle, to straddle.

String, to hang by the neck.

Stroan, strone, to spout ; to send

forth, as a water-pipe ; to stale.

Strunt, spirituous liquor of any

kind; to walk sturdily. To tai' the

atrunt, to take the pet.

Stuffie, stout and strong.

Stumpie, diminutive of stump.

Sturt, to trouble ; to molest.

Sud, suld, should.

Sugh, the continued rushing noise

of wind.

Suae, soon.

Sunkie, a low stool.

Bute, soot.

8wack, to drink deeply and greedily.

Swaird, sward.

Swank, stately ; jolly.

Swanking, supple ; active.

Swarf, swoon.

Swat, did sweat.

Swatch, a sample.

Swats, drink ; good ale ; wort.

Swaul, to increase in size.

Swee, to move a body backwards

and forwards.

Sweer, lazy ; averse ; also, invar.

sweir.

Sweeties, sugar-plums ; sweetmeats,

Swire, the neck ; the declination

of a mountain or hill near the

summit.

Swirl, a curve ; an eddying blast or

pool ; a knot in wood ; a whirl.

Swirlie, knaggy ; full of knots.

Swither, to hesitate in choice ; an

irresolute wavering in choice ;

doubt ; hesitation.

Swoor, rwuir, swore.

Syke, tike, a small rill, commonly

running out of a quagmire.

Syn, syne, since ; then ; afterward ;

in that case.

Synd, to rinse.

Syndings, rinsings ; slops.

3N
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T.

Tack, a lease, u of n farm : — An

addition; a slight hold or fastening.

Tacketa, a kind of nails for driving

into the heels and soles of shoes.

Taa, to. (three prongs.

Tae, a toe. Thrte tae'dl having

Taa. The tat, the one. Tat hatf,

the one half.

Taed, taid, a toad.

Taillie, a deed of entail.

Tairge, a target ;— to rate severely.

Tak, to take ; takin\ taking.

Tak the gate, to commence a

Journey.

Tale-pist, a tale-teller or tale-bearer.

Tangs, tongs.

Tap, the top.

Tape, to make a little go a great

way; to use sparingly.

Targat, a tatter ; a tassel.

Tarr'd, marked with tar, as sheep.

A ' tarr'd wi' at stick, one an bad as

the other. [work.

Taaker, a labourer who does task-

Tatter • wallops, flapping with or

fluttering in rags.

Tauld or tald. told.

Taupie, a foolish, thoughtless young

woman ; a slut.

Tauted or tautie, matted together ;

—said of hair or wool.

Tawm, a fit of sullenness and ill

temper.

Tawse, aleatherstnipcutattheend

into thongs, used for chastisement.

Tent, a field pulpit ; attention ;

heed ; caution ; to take heed.

Tentie, heedful ; cautious,

Teugh, teuch, tough.

Thack, thatch. Under thael- and

rapt, under thatch and rope ; snug

and comfortable.

Thae, these. [string.

Thairm, small gut; catgut; a fiddle-

Thankit, thanked.

Theek, theik, thatch ; to thatch.

Thegither, together.

Themsel, themselves.

Thereout, out of doors.

Thick, intimate ; familiar.

Thieveleea, indifferent; forbidding—

aaid of a person's demeanour.

Thir, these.

Thirled, thrilled ; vibrated.

Thole, to suffer ; to endure.

Thoom, thumb.

Thowe, a thaw : to thaw.

Thowless, thewless, alack ; lazy ;

sluggish.

Thrang. a throng : a crowd ; busy.

Thrapple, the throat; the windpipe.

Thrash, a rush,

Thraw, to sprain : to twist ; to

writhe ; to contradict. Htadt and

thratci, lying side by side, but the

feet of the one beside the head of

the other; irregularly. [pered.

Thrawart, cross - grained ; ill-tern-

Thrawin, thrawing, twisting ;

thwarting. [verse : crabbed.

Tarawa, sprained ; twisted ; per-

Threave, 24 sheaves, or two stooks

of grain.

Threep, threap, accusation; pertina

cious affirmation ; threat.

Threepit. persisted in averring.

Threshin, thrashing.

Thristle, a thistle.

Thretty, thirty.

Throughgaun, clever ; active.

Through ither, pell-mell ; con-

fuaedly.

Thumpit, thumped.

Thunner, thunder.

Ticht, girt firmly.

Tig, a twitch ; a tap : a pet ; a fit of

sullen humour ; to twitch ; to give

a slight stroke to.

Till, to.

Timmer, timber.

Timmer-tuned, having a rough, in

harmonious voice ; not musical.

Tine, to lose.

Tinkler, a tinker. [war.

Tint, lost. Tmt the gate, lost the

Tip, toop, a ram , tup.

Tippence, twopence.

Tither, the other.

Tittle, to whisper.

Tocher, a marriage portion.

Tocherleas, portionless.

Tod, a fox.

Toddlin, toddling, tottering ; wad

dling, as children do.

Toom, empty.

Toshly, cleanly; neatly.

Touchie, ready to take offence.

Toun, a hamlet ; a farm-house.

Tousle, to treat roughly ; to dis

hevel.

Tout, a pet; a huff; a fit of ill-

humour ; a copious draught ; also,

the blast of a horn or trumpet ; to

blow a horn, Ac. ; to pout ; to sulk.

Tousled, in disorder ; rumpled.

Tow, substance of which ropes are

made ; aUo, a rope ; prepared flax.

Towmond, a twelvemonth.

Towzie, tousie, rough ; shaggy.

Toy or toy-mutch, a head-dress of

linen or woollen, without laoe, frill,

or border, and with flaps covering

the neck and part of the shoulders,

worn by old women of the lower

classes.

Toyte, to totter like old age.

Trachie, to throw up dirt with the

feet ; to draggle.

Traiking, lounging; dangling.

Tranae, a passage.

Transe-door, the kitchen door.

Transmogrified, transmigrated ;

metamorphosed.

Trashed, jaded ; deteriorated through

bad usage.

Trews, trowsera.

Trickie, full of tricks.

Trocker, a mean and low trader.

Trocking, troggin, trucking; bar*

terng.

Trogs, troggs, troth—a vulgar oath.

Trone, tron, a weighing machine

used for heavy wares, Tront-ttone,

a weight equivalent to nineteen and

a half pounds.

Trowan, a trowel.

Tryste, tryst, appointment; rendez

vous ; to make an appointment

Trysted, api>oiuted , met.

Tug, raw hide, of which in. old

times plough-traces were made.

Tuggle, to handle in a rough mariner.

Tuhue, a quarrel ; to quarrel ; to

fight. [hreL

Tumbler, a kind of cart ; a tom-

Turn-tail, a runaway.

Twa, twae, two.

'Twad, it would.

Twa-faced, false ; deceitful.

Twal, twall, twelve. TW/nraavt,

one penny sterling, which ts eqaiw

lent to twelve pence, ancient Scot

tish currency. Twtpe&Hit werte.

a small quantity ; a penny-wortk.

Twa-three, a few.

Tweel, verily: truly.

Tyke, a dog of the larger *Ht>h

Tyne, to lose ; to forefeat ; to kt

lost ; to perish. Tint, lost

U.

TTg, to feel disgust at.

Ugsome, disgusting.

UUie. oil

TJmquhile, whilom; sometime; late

ly: attimes. former: late; deceaumi

Uncanny, dangerous ; imprudent .

supernatural ; severe (applied to s

blow or fall).

TJnee, an ounce. ftaa-d.

Unchancy, unlucky; dangerous: ifl-

! Unco, uncouth : strange ; unknown,

it is also used intensively, as vacs

tittle, very little.

Uncos, news.

Unkenn'd, unknown.

Unsicker, unsure; unamfe; un5teadr.,

Unskaith'd, undamaged : unhnrt

Untenty, incautious ; carejesa.

Unweel. unwell: a state of ill health.

Unwetting, unwotting ; unkiw*-

ingly. [tbewaj-

Up-bye, a little way farther cm; up

Upcast, a reproach.

Upgang, a steep ascent.

Upnaua, to uphold : to n

Uphauden, supported ; laid *

obligation.

I TJpo', upon.

. Upsetting, assuming ; oonoeared.

1 Upsides with, even with; quit with.

Up-tak, apprehension ; conception

or notion ;—power of the under

standing in acquiring or learning

V.

Vaes or voes, (in Orkney and Shet

land) inlets of the sea.

Vaik, to be or become vacant.

Vane, a vein.

Vap'rin, vapouring.

Vauntle, haughty ; boastful

Vera, very.

Virl, a ring round a column, &&

Vision , emaciated bodilyform ; ske>-

ton appearance.

Vianomy, visage.

Vivera, food ; eatable*.

Vogie, joyous ; merry.
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w.

Wa\ wall. Wa\ walls.

Waal, welL [tain.

Waal-head, well-bead; spring; foun-

Wab, a web. Wabater, a weaver.

Wad, would ; to bet ; a bet ; a

wager ; a pledge ; a hostage.

Wadaa, would not

Wae, woe ; sorrowful

Waesome, woful; melancholy.

Waff, shabby ; a blast ; a hasty mo

tion ; act of waving.

Waise, weise, to lead ; to direct.

Wakerife, waukrife, vigilant.

Wale, choice ; to choose.

Walie, ample; large ; jolly; also, an

interjection of distress.

Walise, 'saddle-bags; a portman

teau ; a valise.

Walth, plenty ; wealth . [ward.

Wamble, to move backward and for-

Wame, womb ; belly.

Wample, wriggle.

Wan, got; won. Wait o'er, got over.

Wan-thriven, stunted; decayed; in

a state of decline.

Wanworth, undeserving; unworthy;

of little value.

Wap, a throw; a quick, smart

stroke ; to throw quickly ; to flap.

Ware, wair, to expend ; to lay out.

Warf or warld, world.

Warlock, a wizard. [ever kind.

WsuTs-gear, money; wealth of wbat-

Wariy, worldly ; eager to amass

wealth.

Warran, a warrant ; to warrant.

Warse, worse.

Warsh, wersh, not salted; taste

less ; insipid.

Waraler, a wrestler.

Waritle, wrastle, a wrestle ; a

struggle ; to wrestle ; to strive.

Waena, was not [expense.

Wastrie, wastry, waste; imprudent

Wastrife, prodigal ; wasteful

Wat weet to know.

Water-broo, water-brose, brose made

of meal and water without milk,

butter, dec.

Wather, weather.

Wattle, a twig ; a wand.

Wauble, to swing ; to reeL

Wauch, waugh, waff ; nauseous ;

bad ; shabby.

Wauff, to wave ; to flap.

Waught a hearty draught ofliquor.

Wauken, to rouse from sleep.

Waur, worse ; also, to put to the

worse ; to get the better of.

Waws, wells, and swelchies, waves,

whirlpools, and gulfs.

Wean, wee ane, weanie, little one ;

child.

Wearifu.', painful ; distressing.

Weasand, weason, the wind-pipe,

Weather-gaws, signs of an approach

ing storm.

Wee, little. Wee thing*, little ones.

Wei bit, a small matter.

Weed, welL Weelfare, welfare.

Weed, well, weal ; prosperity ; ad

vantage.

Weal a weel, well, well 1

Weet, rain ; wetness.

Weetar, rainy. [for weighing.

Weign-bauks, the beam of a balance

Weight wecht, a sieve without holes

for winnowing corn.

Weird, fate ; destiny. The. weird is

dree'd, the ill-fortune is suffered ;

the destiny is fulfilled

Welked, waulkit, fulled, as cloth.

Wern, a scar.

Werena, were not.

We'se, we.shall.

Westland, westlin, western.

Westlins, westwards.

Wha, who.

Whaap, whap, the cnrlcw.

Whalpit, whelped.

Whamle, the state of being over

turned, or turned upside down.

Whample, a stroke; a blow; a slash;

to stroke ; to slash.

Whang, leather; a leathern string;

a piece of cheese, bread, <£c.

Whar, whaur, where. Whar-e'er,

wherever.

Whase, whose.

Wheen, a parcel; a number of per

sons or things.

Wheep, to fly nimbly; to jerk.

Wheesht, be silent [noise.

Wheczie, a blaze with a whizzing

Whid, the motion of a hare run

ning, but not frighted ; a lie.

Whidding, scudding ; moving nim-

Whilea, whyles, sometimes. [bly.

Whilly, to wheedle ; to gull ; to

cheat with specious pretences.

Whilk, which.

Whinge, to whine : to fawn like a

dog ; complain ; fret.

Whinger, a sort of hanger used as a

knife at meals, and as a sword in

broils.

Whins, furze ; gone.

Whistle, a whistle ; to whistle.

Whisht, silence. To hold one's

whisht, to be silent

Whitter, a hearty draught of liquor.

Whittle, a knife.

Whittret, a weasel—so called from

its white throat

Whomling, whelming: overturning.

Whummle, whummel, to whelm ; to

turn over or upside down.

Whun-stane, whin-stone.

Whiur, to make a whirring sound.

Wick, to strike, as a stone, in an ob

lique direction—a term in curling.

Wicker, willow (the smaller sort).

Wiel, a small whirlpool.

Wifle, a diminutive or endearing

term for wife.

WiUyard, wild ; strange ; shy.

Wimple, awindingturn; to meander.

Wimplin, waving ; meandering.

Win, to winnow ; to get ; to arrive

at. To win by, to get past. To win

off, to get away ; to escape ; to be

acquitted.

Windlestrae, crested dog's-tail grass.

Windies, a turning frame uponwhich

yarn is put to be wound off.

Winna, wunna, will not.

Winnook, a window.

Winsome, gainly ; lovely ; pretty ;

of engaging appearance.

Wintle, a staggering motion ; to

stagger ; to reel ; to roll.

Winze, an oath.

Wias, to wish.

Withoutten, without

Witters, barbs of a fishing-spear, or

of a fish-hook, Ac.

Wizen'd, hide-bound; dried; shrunk.

Wonner, a wonder—a contemptuous

appellation.

Wons, dwells.

Woo' wooL

Woooie, a gallows ; aim, a withie or

rope of twisted wands.

Wordy, worthy.

Worreting, contention ; wrangling.

Worrieoow, wirriecow, a hobgoblin ;

a bugbear ; a scarecrow; the devil.

Wow, an exclamation of pleasure or

wonder.

Wowf, wayward; wild; unreclaimed;

disordered in intellect

Wrack, to tease ; to vex.

Wrang, wrong ; to wrong.

Wrioht, a joiner.

Wud, mad ; furious.

Wull, will. What's yer trull t what

is your pleasure ?

Wull-a-wins, woe is me 1

Won, to win; to get, in all its senses.

Wunna, winna, will not

Wurr, to snarl like a dog.

Wuss, to wish.

Wyle, to beguile ; to select ; to culL

Wyte, blame ; to blame.

Y.

Yabble, to gabble ; to speak ill-

naturedly.

Yaff, to bark like a dog ; to J'elp; to

prate ; to talk pertly.

Vagger, a hunter ; a ranger about

the country ; a peddler.

Yald, yauld, supple; active; athletic.

Yammer, to complain peevishly.

Yarn, to carp ; to find fault ; to

whine.

Yaud, a jade ; a mare.

Yauld, alert ; athletic.

Yaup, hungry.

Yaup, the cry of a bird or of a child.

Yearn, to coagulate, as milk.

Yearning, rennet.

Yelloch, a shrill cry ; a yell ; to

scream ; to shriek. [mer.

Yellow - yeldring, the yellow-bam-

Yenoo, at this moment

Yer, your.

Yerd, yird, earth.

Yerk, to lash ; to jerk.

Yerl, an earL

Yestreen, yester even ; last night

Yett, a gate at the entrance into a

farm-yard or field

Yill, ale.

Yin, one. Yince, once.

Yokin, yoking, the ploughing that is

done at one putting-toof the horses.

Yont, beyond

Yook, yeuk, itch,

Youf, to bark.

Yowe, a ewe.

Yule, Christmas.
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Abarit. A Scythian priest of Apollo,

said to have hdden through the air

on an arrow.

Aceites. A king of Sicily who en

tertained ./Eneas and Anchises.

Aclueua. SonofXuthus, from whom

the Actueans were descended.

Achate*. A trusty friend and com

panion of A£neaa

Acheron. Bon of Sol and Terra,

transformed into a river in the in

fernal regions.

Achillas. A Grecian hero distin

guished for his warlike prowess,

and invulnerable, except in his

right heel ; hut at length slnin by

Paris In the Trojan war. He was

the son of Peleus and Thetis.

Acia. The eon of Faunus, a Sicilian

shepherd, who was killed by Poly

phemus, because he had obtained

the affection* of Galatea.

AcUeon. A celebrated hunter who,

having seen Diana bathing, was

changed into a "tag, and limited

down by him own dogs.

Admetus'. A king of Pherse, in Thes-

aaly, and husband of Alceetis.

Adonis. A Cyprian youth famed for

his beauty and beloved by Venus ;

he was gored to death by a wild

boar. Venus bewailed his death,

and changed the blood which

flowed from the wound into the

flower anemone.

JEaeui. Son of Jupiter and -Egina,

famed for his justice and piety.

After his death he was made one of

the judges in the Infernal regions,

JEgssua. A king of Athens, who

gave the name to the iEgean sea.

from his having been drowned in it

.finest. A Trojan warrior, son of

Venus and Anchises. He is distin

guished for his pious care of his

father at the capture of Troy ; his

adventures form the subject of Vir

gil's Mneut

JEolui. The god or ruler of the

winds, who resided in the islands

between Italy and Sicily.

.fiaoulapiua. Son of Apollo, and

god of the healing art.

Agamemnon. Brother of Menelaus,

and commander of the Grecian

forces against Troy. He was mur

dered by his wife Clytemnestra,

with the aid of .EgUthus, tier para

mour.

Aganippe. A fountain at the foot of

Mount Helicon, sacred to the

Muses ;—hence, they were called

Aganippides.

Ajax. A son of Telamon, and one

of the bravest of the Greeks in the

Trojan war.

Alcestis. Wife of Admetus, to pre

serve whose life she resigned her

own. She was afterward, however,

brought back from the lower world

by Hercules.

Aloides. A name of Hercules.

Al«m>jm*- Wife of Amphitryon, and

mother of Hercules by Jupiter.

Alcyone. A daughter of jEolus, who

drowned herself in grief for the

loss of her husband, and was turned

into a king-fisher.

Aleoto. One of the Furies.

Ammon. A title of Jupiter.

Amphion. A Theban prince who

cultivated the art of music with

such success that, at the sound of

his lyre, stones came together, and

formed the walls of Thebes.

Amphitrite. Daughter of Nereus

and Doris, and wife of Neptune.

Ancssua. A king of the Saraians,

who, leaving a cup ofwine untasted

to pursue a boar by which he was

killed, gave rise to the proverb,

"There's many a slip between the

cup and the lip."

Anchises. The father of .Kneas by

Venus.

Andromaohe. The wife of Hector

the Trojan warrior, distinguished

for her domestic virtues.

Andromeda. Daughter of the Ethio

pian king Cepheus. Her mother,

Cassiope, having boasted herself

fairer than Juno, Andromeda was

exposed to a sea-monster, but was

rescued by Perseus, who married

her.

Antssus. A monarch of Libya, of

gigantic sice and strength, being

sixty-four cubits in height: he was

slain by Hercules.

Anteros. The god who avenges

slighted love.

Antigone. A daughter of (Eilipus

and Jooasta, famous for her filial

piety.

Aphrodite. The Greek name of

Venus.

Apollo. A deity of the Greeks and

Romans, worshipped as the sun-

god. He was also god of medicine,

divination , archery, and poetr; ,

and presided over the Muses.

Arachna. A Ljdian -"aj-^fffi who

challenged Minerva to a trial i4

skill in embroidery, and tu

changed into a spider aa a punish

ment for her presumption.

Arethuaa. Daughter of Nereus, a

nymph of great beauty, in the train

of Diana, in K lis—changed into s

fountain when pursued by the

river-god Alpheus. It was belief

that this fountain flowed under ti--

sea with the Alpheus, and appeared

again in Sicily.

Argonauts. Companions of Jason,

who went to Colchis, in the ship

Argo, in search of the golden fleece.

Argus. The son of Ares-tor ; mnl to

have had a hundred eyes, two of

which in their turns slept. Bok

sent by Juno to watch lo, he was

slain by Mercury, whereupon Jhro,

to make amends for his death,

turned him into a peacock, and

scattered the eyes on the tail of the

bird.

Ariadne. Daughter of Minos, km;

of Crete, who, for the love she bur*

to Theseus, gave him a dew •.'

thread, which guided him safely oat

of the labyrinth of Crete.

Arion. A famous musician and tyrv

poet of Methymoa, in Lcebos, res

cued from drowning by a dolphin,

-who was charmed with the sweet

ness of his music.

An-ts-us. A rural god, son t-f Ape»r

and Cyrene, who discovered 1b*

use of honey, oil, Ac. , and who fire

taught men the management U

bees.

Artemis. The Greek name of Diaax

Ascalaphus. A son of Acheron, vk,

having asserted that Proaerpif*

had eaten a pomecr-anate-seed ia

the kingdom of Pluto, was taraci

into an owi for mischief-masaDx

Astrtea. The goddess of jurtB-r

During the Golden Age she li*---

on earth, but when that ]—m '

away she abandoned it and re

turned to heaven.

Astyanax. Son of Hector and Aa-

dromache, killed by Ulysses at lea

destruction of Troy.

Atalanta. A princeaa of Scyrce, wh>-

conaeuted to marry any one of her
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■niton who shop Id outrun her.

Hippomenes »y vesting three gol

den apples at different distances on

t he course, which Atalanta stopped

to lift, m«« kllu successful coni-

petitor.

Ate. The goddess of revenge.

Athu. A Titan, and king of Mauri

tania, who is said to have supported

the world on bis shoulders.

Atropos. One of the three Farcte or

Fates. Her duty is to cut the

thread of life.

Augeas. One of the Argonauts, and

afterward king of Ells. His stables

were the scene of the fifth labour of

Hercules, who cleansed them from

the accumulated filth of thirty

years by turning a river through

them.

Aurora. The goddess of morning.

B.

Bacchanalia. Feasts in honour of

Bacchus.

Bacchantes. Priestesses of Bacchus.

Bacchus. Son of Jupiter ami

Semele, and the god of wine.

Bellerophon. Son of Glancus, and

grandson of Sisyphus, <listin-

guished for his chastity. Having

caught Pegasus by the help of Nep

tune, he attacked the Chinuera and

slew him, for which Jobates gave

him his daughter in marriage. This

success so transported Bellerophon

that he endeavoured to fly upon

Pegasus to heaven, for which Jupi

ter struck him with madness.

Bellona. The goddess of war and

sister of Mars.

Belua. A king of Assyria, the first

to whom an idol was set up and

worshipped ; also, a name of

Jupiter.

Berenice. Sister and wife of

Ptolemy Euergetea Her beautiful

hair was placed in the heavens as a

constellation.

Bona Dea. Among the Romans,

the goddess of chastity. It was

u n lawful for any man to enter her

temple.

Briaretu. A famous giant, feigned

to have a hundred hands and fifty

heads. He made war against the

gods, but Jupiter dashed him down,

hound him with chains, and thrust

him under Mount JEtna : where,

as often as he moves, the moun

tain sends forth great flames of fire.

Briseis. A beautiful slave of Achil

les, from whom she was taken by

Agamemnon.

Brontes. One of the Cyclops who

forged Jupiter's thunderbolts.

Busiris. A king of Egypt, who,

in consequence of an oracle, sacri

ficed strangers on the altar of

Jupiter. Hercules sacrificed both

him and his son on the same altar.

Byblia. The daughter of Miletus,

who loved her brother, and being

avoided by him, wept herself into a

fountain.

C.

Oaoua. A noted giant and robber,

fabled to have had three heads. He

stole the oxen of Geryon from

Hercules, who on that account

slew him.

Cadmus. Son of the Phoenician

king Agenor, and the inventor of

alphabetic writing.

Caduceus. Mercury's winged rod,

which had two serpents twined

round it.

Galohas. A famous soothsayer of

the Greeks in the Trojan war.

Calliope. Mother of Orpheus, and

chief of the nine Muses. She pre

sided over epic poetry.

Callisto. Daughter of Lycaon, an

Arcadian king. She was changed by

Juno, on account of jealousy, intoa

bear, and was placed by Jupiter

among the stars.

Calypso. A nymph who reigned in

the island of Ogygia, where she

entertained Ulysses for eight years.

Camilla. A warlike queen of the

Volscians, slain in the war with

jEueas.

Capaneue. One of the seven heroes

who led an expedition from Argon

against Thebes. He was struck

with lightning by Jupiter.

Cassandra, A daughter of Priam

and Hecuba, whose prophecies of

evil and woe the Trojans refused to

believe.

Castalia. A celebrated fountain

on Mount Parnassus, sacred to

Apollo and the Muses.

Cecropa. The founder and first king

of Athens, who instituted marriage

And the Interment of the dead.

Centaurs. A Thessalian race, fabled

to have been half men and half

horses. They were the first who

tamed horses and used them in

war.

Cepheus. A king of Ethiopia, hus

band of Cassiope, and father of

Andromeda,

Cerberus. 'Die three-headed dog of

Pluto, which guarded the gate of

Hades. It was subdued by Hercu

les, and brought up to the earth.

Ceres. The goddess of grain, fruits,

and agriculture. She was thedaugh

ter of Saturn and Ops, sister of

Jupiter, Pluto, and Neptune, and

mother of Proserpine.

Charon. The son of Erebus and

Nox, who ferried the souls of the

dead over the rivers Acheron and

Styx to Hades.

Gharybdis. A ravenous woman,

turned by Jupiter into a whirlpool

on the coast of Sicily, opposite to

the rocks called Scylla.

Chimera. A fabulous monster in

Lycia which vomited fire, and was

slain by Bellerophon.

Chryseis. A daughter of Chryses, a

priest of Apollo. Having been cap

tured by the Greeks, and given

to Agamemnon, Apollo sent a pesti

lence upon the Grecian hosts,

whereupon she was restored to her

father.

Circe. A sea-nymph and sorceress,

who, by means of an enchanted

cup, turned men into beasts ; she

entertained Ulysses, but he was

proof against all her aaaaulta

Clio. The Muse who presided over

history ; represented with a half-

opened roll.

Gloacina. A Roman goddess who

presided over the sewera

Clotho. The youngest of the three

Fates; her office was to spin the

thread of life.

Clytemnestra. The faithless wife of

Agamemnon, whom she, with her

paramour, ASgisthus, murdered on

his return from Troy, for which

crime she was killed by her son

Orestes.

Cocytus. A river in the lower world.

Coelus. One of the earlier deities,

the spouse of Terra, and father of

Saturn. [merriment.

Comus. The god of festivals and

Corybantes. Priests of Cybele.

Creon. A king of Thebes who

promised his sister Jocasta in mar

riage to any one who would ex

pound the riddle of the Sphinx.

Croasus, A king of Lydia celebrated

for his great riches.

Cupid. The god of love, son of Mars

and Venus ; he is represented

naked, with wings, and bearing a

bow and quiver.

Cybele. The wife of Saturn, called

the mother of the gods.

Cyclops. A class of savage giants

of enormous strength who work

ed for Vulcan ; they had but one

eye—in the middle of the fore

head.

Cynthia. Diana, so called from

Mount Cynthus, in Delos, where

she was born.

Cynthius. Apollo.

Cyparissus. A youth beloved by

Apollo. Having by accident slain

a favourite stag belonging to the

god, he besought that he might be

changed into a cypress.

D.

Daedalus. A famous Athenian arti

ficer, father of Icarus, and builder

of the Cretan labyrinth ; he is said

to have constructed wings with

which he fled across the jEgean

sea to avoid the resentment of

Minos.

Damon. A Pythagorean of Syra

cuse, celebrated for his friendship

for Pythias.

Danae. Daughter of Acrieina, nnd

mother of Perseus by Jupiter, who

visited her in the form of a ahowor
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of gold, her father having shut her

up in a tower.

Danaides. The fifty daughters of i

Daiiaui, all of whom, with the

exception of Hypenunestra, slew !

their husbands on their wedding

night ; for which crime they were

doomed eternally to fill with water

a tub pierced with holes.

Daphne. A nymph beloved by

Apollo, who chow rather to be '

changed into a laurel than yield to j

his wishes.

Dardanua. Son of Jupiter and j

Klectra, the Pleiad. Having slain

his brother lasius he fled into

Asia, where he founded the city of

Troy.

Dc-idamia. Daughter of Lycomedes,

king of Bcyros, and mother of

Pyrrhua by Achilles.

Dcjanira. The wife of Hercules,

wno killed herself because she had

aent to her husband a shirt dipped

in the blood of the centaur Neseus,

to escape the agony occasioned by

which, be burned himselfon Mount

CKta.

Delia and Delius. Diana and Apollo,

so called from Delos where they

were born.

Delphi. A city of Phocis, on the

hill of Parnassus, where was a

celebrated crude of Apollo.

Deucalion. Son of Prometheus,

king of Phthla in Thessaly, who,

with his wife Pyrrha, was preserved

in a small boat from a flood which

drowned the rest ot Greece, and,

landing on Mount Parnassus, re-

peopled the country.

Diana. The daughter of Jupiter and

Latona, and the twin sister of

Apollo. She was regarded as the

virgin moon goddess, the protector

of virginity, of women in labour,

and the patroness of the chase.

Dido. The foundress and queen of

Carthage, the site of which she ob

tained by purchasing as much land

as could be encompassed with a

bullock's hide, which she cut into

small shreda She fell In love with

jEneas, and killed herself because

he slighted her.

Diomed. A king of Thrace who fed

his horses on human flesh : he was

orercome by Hercules, and thrown

to be eaten by hiaown horses;—also,

a famous Grecian hero who assisted

Ulysses to carry off the Palladium

from Troy. [Venus.

Dions. A sea-nymph and mother of

Dis. Pinto.

Discordia. The goddess of discord,

banished from heaven for exciting

divisions among the gods.

Dons. A nymph of the sea.

Dryads, Dryades. Nymphs who

presided over the woods.

with Narcissus, but being slighted

by him, pined away, until nothing

was left but her voice.

Egeris. A nymph of Aricia, in

Italy, the spouse and instructress

of Numa.

Electra. One of the seven Pleiades,

daughter of Atlas and Pleione, and

mother of Dardanus by Jupiter :—

a daughter of Agamemnon and

Clytemnestra, and sister of Orestes.

Elysium. The place assigned for the

residence of good men after death.

Enceladus. The strongest of the

giants who conspired against Jupi

ter, and attempted to scale heaven.

Jupiter hurled Mount iEtna upon

him.

Endymion. A beautiful young shep

herd of Mount Ijitmos, condemned

by Jupiter to eternal sleep. Diana,

or the moon, from time to time,

came down from heaven to awake

him.

Epeus. Son of Panopeus, and fabri

cator of the wooden horse, by means

of which Troy was taken.

Ephialtes. A giant who, with his

brother Otus, waged war with

heaven, and was killed by Apollo.

Erato. The Muse of lyrio and ama

tory poetry.

Erebus. An infernal deity, son of

Chaos, and brother of Nox ; also,

a dark and gloomy cavern through

which the shades pass on their way

from earth to Hades.

Ericthonius. A son of Vulcan, aud

the inventor of chariots.

Erinny*. A Fury.

Eumenidea. The benevolent or gra

cious ones, euphemistically applied

to the Furies.

Euphorbus. A brave Trojan, son of

Panthous or Pan thus. [Graces.

Euphrosyne. One of the three

Europa. Daughter of the Phoenician

king Agenor, and mother of Minos

and Sarpedon by Jupiter, who,

under the form of a white bull,

carried her off into Crete.

Euryale. Daughter of Minos, king

of Crete, and mother of Orion ;—

also, one of the three Gorgona.

Eurydice. Wife of Orpheus, to re

gain whom he descended into the

lower world. Pluto yielded to his

prayer on condition that he should

not look back at her until they

reached the light, which condi

tion he failed to fulfil, and was

obliged to return without her.

Eurynome. Daughter of Oceanua,

and mother of the Graces.

Eurystheus. A king of Myceme,

who, at the command of Juno, im

posed upon Hercules, his cousin

and junior, twelve difficult labours.

Euterpe. The Muse who presided

over music.

E.

■oho. A nymph who fell in Ioto | FAm.

F.

Goddesses who presided

over human life:—they were called

by Greeks, Clothe, Laekau. and

Atropot; the first spun the thread,

the second held or extended it;

the third cut it oft

Fauna. A prophetic goddess of

the Latins, called also Bon*

Fauna. Sylvan deities with horns

and goats' feet ; the oflsprin*; of

Faunua,

Faunas. A mythical king of Lati-

um, worshipped after death as

the god of agriculture and afaep*

herds.

Feronia. An Italian deity, the

goddess of plants, and the pa

troness of freedmen.

Flora. The goddess of flowers and

gardens.

Fortune- The goddess of fortune,

from whose hand were derived

riches and poverty, happiness and

misery—represented as blind.

Fulminator. The thuuderer : Jupi

ter.

Furies. The goddesses who avenge

in the next world the sins com

mitted in this ; they are repre

sented armed with ~

lighted torches.

G.

Galatea. A sea-nymph passion

ately loved by Polyphemus.

Gallus. A youth beloved by

Mars, and by hini changed into a

cock.

Ganymede. The son of Tros, a

youth of surpassing beauty, car

ried off by Jupiter's eagle from

Mount Ida to heaven, where he

became cupbearer to the gods in

place of Hebe.

Genii. Tutelar deities or guardian

spirits of persons or places.

Geryon. A king of Spain whoa*

oxen Hercules carried off into

Greece after he had killed their

master.

Gordius. A Phrygian king wno

tied in the harness of his chariot

an inextricable knot, of which it

was foretold that whoever untied

it should become king of all Asia

Alexander the Great, being unab*

to disentangle it, cat the rope with

his sword.

Oorgona, Three daughters of Phor-

cys and Ceto, of hideous appear

ance, who had power to change

men into stone by simply look

ing at them. Their names wtte

Euryale, Sthenio, and Medusa.

Graces. Three beautiful virgin

goddesses, daughters of Jupiter

and Eurynome, constantly in at

tendance on Venus.

Oyges. A king of Lyons, tamos*

for having a ring, by means of

which he could make himself in-

risible :—also, a giant With a hoar

dred arms.
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H.

Hades. The place of departed

spirits, comprehending both Ely

sium and Tartarus.

Hamadryads. Nymphs who lived

in the woods, and presided over

trees.

Harpies. Rapacious monsters, hav

ing the faces of women, and the

bodies, wings, and claws of birds

of prey.

Harpocrates. The Egyptian god

of silence, represented with liis

finger on his mouth.

Hebe. The goddess of youth and

cupbearer to the gods, until super

seded by Ganymede.

Hecate. A goddess who presided

orer enchantment*, conjurations,

ftc.

Hector. Son of Priam and He

cuba, and the bravest of the Tro

jans, but slain at last by Achilles,

who dragged his body three times

round the wails of Troy.

Hecuba. The wife of Priam. She

tore out her eyes for the loss of

her children.

Helena. Daughter of Tyndarus

and Leila, and wife of Menelaus,

the most beautiful woman of her

age. By eloping with Paris she

occasioned the Trojan war.

Helenes. The son of Priam and

Hecuba, spared by the Greeks on

account of his skill in divination.

Helicon. A mountain of Bceotia,

sacred to Apollo and the Muses.

Halle;. Daughter of Athamus and

Nephele. She fled from her step

mother Ino, and was drowned in

the Pontic Sea, thence called the

Hellespont.

HeraclidsB. The descendants of Her

cules.

Hercules. The son of Jupiter and

Alomena, celebrated for great

strength, and his twelve labours.

Hermes. Mercury.

Hermione. Daughter of Mars and

Venus, and wife of Cadmus,

changed into a serpent;—also, a

daughter of Menelaus and Helena,

and wife of Orestes.

Hero. A beautiful priestess of

Venus at Sestos, in Thrace, beloved

by Leandor of Abydos, who used

to swim over the Hellespont every

night to see her. Leander being

at length unfortunately drowned,

she threw herself in despair into

the sea.

Hesione. Daughter of Laomedon,

king of Troy, rescued from a sea-

monster by Hercules, who gave

her in marriage to Telamon.

Hesperides. The daughters of

Hesperus, who had orchards on

an island beyond Mount Atlas

producing golden apples, which

were carried away by Hercules.

Hesperus or Vesper. Son of Ja-

petus and Asia, and brother to

Atlas, changed into the evening

star.

Hippolyte. Queen of the Ama

zons, married to Theseus.

Hippolytus. Son of Theseus and

Hippolyte, who was torn to pieces

by bis own horses, but was re

stored to life by jiSsculapius at the

request of Diana.

Hippomedon. Son of Nesimachns,

and one of the seven Grecian

chiefs in the war against Thebes.

Hippomenes, A Grecian prince who

beat Atalarita in a race by throw

ing golden apples before ner, and

thus obtained her as his wife.

They were both changed by Cybele

into lions.

Hyaeinthus. A beautiful Spartan

youth, beloved by Apollo. Having

accidentally killed him while

playing with the discus or quoit,

Apollo changed the blood that

was spilt into a flower called the

hyacinth.

Hyades. Nymphs whose names,

parentage, and number are differ

ently stated ; but the number

commonly given is seven. They

were placed among the stars, and

were thought to threaten rain

when they rose with the sun.

Hydra. A celebrated water-serpent

with seven heads, which infested

lake Lerna. As fast as one head

was cut off, two sprung up in its

stead. Hercules however succeeded

in killing it.

Hygeia. Daughter of ^sculapins,

and the goddess of health.

Hylas. A beautiful son of Theoda-

mus, passionately loved by Her

cules—he was lost on the coast of

Myaia, and was long sought for

by Hercules, but in vain.

HymensBus and Hymen, Son of

Bacchus and Venus, or, as some

say, of Apollo and one of the

Muses. He was the god of mar

riage.

I.

Icarus. A son of Daedalus, who,

flying with his father out of

Crete into Sicily, fell into the

sea, since called the Icarian Sea.

Idomeneus. A king of Crete, and

leader of the Cretans against Troy.

Bus. A son of Tros and Callir-

rhoe, and the founder of Troy,

which was called after him Ilium.

Io. Daughter of Inachus and la

ment*, beloved by Jupiter, who,

through fear of Juno, turned her

into a cow. She wandered into

Egypt, was restored to her former

shape, married King Osiris, and

after her death was worshipped

by the Egyptians under the name

of Isis.

Iphigenia. Daughter of Agamem

non and Clytemnestra. Her father

sought to offer her as a sacrifice

to Diana, whose resentment he

had incurred ; but the goddess

put a hart in her place, and she

became a priestess in the temple

of her preserver.

Iris. Daughter of Thaumas and

Electra, and messenger of Juno,

who changed her into a rainbow.

Ixion. A king of the Lapithaa,

in Thessaly, and the father of the

Centaurs, by an image of cloud

which he supposed to be Juno.

Having boasted of his intimacy

with the goddess, he was pun

ished by being fastened in hell

to a fiery wheel perpetually turn

ing round.

J.

Janus. An ancient Italian deity. *

He entertained Saturn on his ar

rival in Italy, and introduced the

use of wines, altars, and temples.

He is represented with two faces,

looking backward and forward, to

denote the past and the future.

His temple at Rome was always

open in time of war, and closed

in time of peace.

Jason. A prince of Thessaly, who,

with the aid of Medea, brought

away from Colchis the golden

fleece which was guarded by a

sleepless dragon,

Juno. Daughter of Saturn and

Ops, and sister and wife of Jupi

ter. She was the queen of heaven,

the guardian deity of women and

of marriage.

Jupiter, The supreme god of the

Romans, identical with the Grecian

Zeus. He was the son of Saturn,

brother of Neptune and Pinto, and

brother and husband of Juno.

L.

Lachesis. One of the three Fates.

Her office was to hold or extend

the thread of human life.

Laius. King of Thebes, and father

of CKdipus, who unwittingly killed

him.

Lamia. Female spectres who as

sumed the most seductive forms

to insnare young persons, whom

they devoured.

Laocoon. Son of Priam and Hecuba,

a Trojan priest, who, having offend

ed Pallas, was destroyed by ser

pents, together with his two

sons.

Laomedon. A king of Troy, and

father of Priam and Ganymede:

killed by Hercules for refusing to

give him Hesione in marriage, after

he had delivered her from a sea-

monster.

Lares. Tutelar deities who presided

over houses and families.

Latinus. A king of the Laurentians,
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in Italy, who gave JEnees his

daughter Lavinia in marnaire

Latona. The mother of Apollo and

Diana, whom she brought forth on

the floating island of Delos.

Laverna. The goddess of thieves.

Her image was & head without a

body.

Leda. Daughter of Thestiua and

wife of Tyndarus, beloved by Jupi

ter—said to hare laid two eggs,

from one of which came Pollux and

Helena, and from the other, Castor

and Clytemnestra.

Lerne. A famous marsh near Argos,

where Hercules slew the Hydra.

Lethe. A river of the lower world,

whose waters caused a total for*

getfuluess of the past.

Ligeia. One of the three Sirens.

Limnidts. Nymphs of the lakes and

ponds.

Lucina. The goddess of childbirth.

Lucifer. The planet Venus when

seen in the morning: called Vesper,

Vssperugo, Hesperus, when soeu

after sunset.

Luna. The moon, daughter of Uy- j

perion and Terra.

Lupercalia. Festivals in honour of

Pan.

Luperci. The priests of Pan.

Lyoaon. A king of Arcadia, who,

having offended Jupiter by his

monstrous impiety, was struck

by lightning, and turned into a

wolf.

Lyoomedes. A king of the island of

Scyroa, among whose daughters

Achilles for a time concealed him*

self, disguised in female attire, to

avoid going to the Trojan war.

M.

Son of Jvscnlnpiui, a

famous surgeon of the Creeks be

fore Troy.

Mamaasa. Female companions of

Uacchus.

Mais. Daughter of Atlas and

Pleione, and mother of Mercury by

Jupiter.

Hart. The son of Jupiter and Juno,

the god of war ; in Greek, Ares.

Martyas. A satyr who, having

challenged Apollo to a trial of

skill In music, was defeated and !

flayed alive by him.

Mausolus. A king of Carta, and

husband of Artemisia, who erected

to his memory a magnificent

monument, the Mausoleum, which

was reckoned one of the seven '

wonders of the world.

Medea. A celebrated sorceress, |

daughter of iEetes, king of Colchis.

Through her assistance Jason secur

ed the golden fleece.

Medusa. One of the Gorgons, slain

by Perseus.

Megssra. One of the Furies.

Mel«s*er. Son of Cineus, king of

<-*l/don, and Althaea. Hi* life de

pended on the preservation of an

extinguished brand, and thii his

mother burned out of rerenge for

the death of her brothers whom he

had slain.

Melpomene. The Muse who pre

sided over tragic and lyric poetry.

Memnon. A king of Ethiopia, son

of Tithonus and Aurora. He went

to the aid of the Trojans, and was

slain by Achillea, His statue near

Thebes gave forth a sound like

that of a harp-string whenever the

first beams of the rising sun fell on

it.

Manelana. King of Sparta, and

husband of Helen, whose elope

ment from him with Paris caused

the Trojan war.

Mentor. A faithful friend of

Ulysses, and left in charge by him

of his domestic affairs, and par

ticularly of his son Telemachua.

He was regarded as the wisest man

of his time.

Mercury. Son of Jupiter and

Maia, messenger of the gods, the

inventor of letters, and the god

of eloquenoe, merchants, and

thieves.

Merops. A daughter of Atlas, one

of the Pleiades, aud married to

Sisyphus.

Midas. A foolish king of Phrygia

who entreated Bacchus that every*

thing he touched might be turned

into gold. Apollo changed his ears

into those of an ass, because he

decided a musical contest in favour

of Pan.

Mile. A celebrated athlete of

Crotona.

Minerva, The goddess of wisdom,

of the liberal arts, and of spinning

and weaving. She was not born

like others, nut sprang full armed

from the head of Jupiter.

Mtnos. A king and lawgiver of

Crete, son of Jupiter and Europe,

aud brother of Rhad&manthua.

After death he was made a judge

in the lower regions on account of

the prudence and wisdom he had

manifested on earth.

Minotaur. A famous monster with

the head of a bull and the body of

a man ; he was kept in the Cretan

labyrinth, and fed on human flesh.

He was slain by Theseus.

Mnemosyne. The mother of the

Muses, and the goddess of memory.

Momus. The god of ridicule and

satire, a son of Nor.

Morpheus. The son of Somnus, and

god of dreams.

Mora. A deified personification of

death.

Muses. Nine goddesses who presid

ed over poetry, music, and the

liberal arts and sciences ; they

were daughters of Jupiter and

Mnemosyne. Their names were

Calliope, Clio, Erato, Euterpe,

Melpomene, Polyhymnia. Terpsi

chore, Thalia, and Urania.

Myrmidsna. Troops who

panied Achilles to the war against

Troy.

N.

Naiads. Nymphs of fountains and

streams.

Napes*. Nymphs of the groves and

valleys.

Narcissus. A beautiful youth, son

ofCephisus and the nymph Liriope.

Beholding his own image in a

fountain, he fell so violently in

love with it, that he wasted away

with desire, and was changed inti>

the flower of the same name.

Nemesis. The gwIdeas of retri

butive justice.

Neptune. The god of the sea and of

other waters ; son of Saturn and

Ops, brother to Jupiter, and hoe-

baud of Amphitrite ; be is repre

sented as bearing a trident for a

sceptre.

Nereids. Nymphs of the sea,

daughters of Nereus.

Nereus. A sea-god, son of Oceanus

and Tethys, husband of Doris, and

father of the Nereids.

Nessua. A centaur slain with a

poisoned arrow by Hercules, for

offering violence to Dejanira.

Nestor. Son of Neleus and Chlon>.

eminent among the Grecian beroe*

before Troy for bis eloquence and

wisdom. lie is said to have oathv#d

three generations of men.

Ninus. The first king of Assyria.

hufband of Semirainis, and founds i

of Nineveh.

Niobe. The daughter of Tantals-.

and wife of Amphion, king *rf

Thebes. Hsr pride in her chiidrtj

provoked Apollo and Diana, who

alew them all ; on which Niobe.

was struck dumb with grief, or

was turned into stone.

Nox. One of the most ancient

deities, and goddess of night.

0.

Occanidea. Sea-nyrapha, three hun

dred in number, daughters of

Oceanus.

Oceauua, Son of Cosine and Terra,

the most ancient god of the ass,

and father of the nymphs presiding

over springs and rivers.

(Edipus. A king of Thebes wfcf

solved the riddle of the Sphici

unwi ttingly killed his father Lains,

and married his mother Jocssts.

on discovering which he went aud.

And tore out his own eyes,

Olympius. Jupiter ; so called tree.

Mount Olympus the seat of as

throne.

Omphale. A queen of Lydis. kr

love of whom Hercules became a

slave, exchanged his ch»b for a

spindle and distaff, and sufcrrj
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himself to bo beaten with her

■Upper.

Ops. Cybele.

Oreads, Nymphs ofthe mountains,

who accompanied Diana in hunting.

Orestei. Son of Agamemnon and

Cly teninestra, and the firm friend

of Pyladee. He avenged the death

of his father by slaying his mother

and her paramour iEgisthus, and

was in consequence pursued and

tormented by the Furies.

Orion. A mighty giant who was

made a constellation.

Orpheus. A poet and musician,

whose skill in music was such, that

the very rocks and trees followed

him.

Ossa. A lofty mountain of Thes-

HaJy, which the giants in their war

against the gods, piled upon Mount

Pelion, in their attempt to scale

heaven.

Otus. One of the giants who warred

against heaven.

P.

Factolus. A celebrated river in

Lydia in which Midas washed him

self, when his touch turned every

thing to gold, from which cause it

ever after rolled golden sands.

Fahunedes. A king of Eubcea,

and one of the Greeks before Troy,

where he lost bis life through the

machinations of Ulysses, whose

feigned madness (feigned that he

might avoid going to the war) he

had discovered.

Pales. The goddess of husbandry

and cattle.

Falinurui. The pilot of .Eneas, who

fell asleep at the helm, and tum

bled into the sea.

Palladium. A wooden image of

Pallas, on the possession of which

the security of Troy was supposed

to depend. It was stolen from

Troy by Ulysses and Diomedes.

Pallas. Minerva.

Fan. The god of shepherds, guardi

an of bees, and patrun of fishing

and fowling; he is represented as

combining the form of a man with

horns upon his head, and the legs,

tad. and feet of a goat.

Pandora. The first woman, made

by Vulcan at the command of

Jupiter, and endowed by Venus

with great beauty. Jupiter gave

her a box containing all kinds of

misfortunes; curiosity tempted her

to open it, and they all new out;

but Hope remained at the bottom.

Pares*. The goddesses of fate ; the

Fates.

Paris, Son of Priam.king of Troy,

and of Hecuba. He decided a

contest of beauty, between Juno,

Pallas, and Venus, in favour of

the last, who in return promised

him Helen, the wife of Menelaus,

and the most beautiful of womeni

By carrying her off to Troy, he

brought on the Trojan war.

Parthenope. Ono of the three

Sirens. She fell in love with

Ulysses, and not winning him, cast

herself into the sea, and was thrown

| by the waves on the shore where

Naples afterwards stood.

Patroclus. One of the Greeks

before Troy, the friend of Achilles,

slain in single combat by Hector.

Pax. The goddess of peace, repre

sented in the form of a matron,

holding forth ears of corn, and

crowned with olives or laurel.

Pegasus. A winged steed belonging

to Apollo and the Muses. He

sprang from the blood of Medusa,

one of the Gorgons, when slie was

slain by Perseus.

Felopi. A king of Phrygia and

son of Tantalus. When a child he

was served up to the gods by his

father, but whs restored to life by

Jupiter, who gave him a shoulder

of ivory in place of the one eaten

by Ceres.

Penates. Old Latin guardian gods

of the household and of the state,

as being formed of a union of

households.

Penelope. The wife of Ulysses,

who, being pressed by suitors dur

ing his absence, made them pro

mise to delay until she had finished

a web which she was then weaving,

and of which she unravelled at

night what she wove by day.

Perdix. The nephew of Dae

dalus, thrown from a tower by

his uncle, and changed by Minerva

into a partridge.

Perseus. Son of Jupiter and

Danae, who was made a constel

lation. He vanquished the Gor

gons, and performed many won

drous deeds by means of Medusa's

bead.

Phaeton. The son of Phoebus and

Clymene, who obtained permis

sion from his father to drive his

chariot for a single day; but being

unable to manage the fiery steeds,

he was hurled by Jupiter into the

river Eridanus to prevent a general

conflagration.

Fhiloctetes. Son of Pceaa, of Thes-

saly, and a celebrated archer. Her

cules, at his death , gave hi in

some poisoned arrows, without

which Troy could not be taken.

Philomela. Daughter of Fandion,

king of Athens, She was changed

into a nightingale.

Phineus. A soothsaying king of

Thrace, who, having blinded and

imprisoned his children on a false

accusation, was himself struck

blind and tormented by the

Harpies.

Phlegethon. A river in Hades

which ran with fire instead of

water.

Phlegyas. A king of the Lapitha*,

who, having burned the temple

of Apollo, was placed in hell under

a great stone, apparently about to

fall at every moment.

Phoebe. Diana, as goddess of the

moon.

Phoebus. Apollo, as god of the sun.

Phoenix. A fabulous bird, which,

according to Herodotus, visited

Heliopolis, in Egypt, once in every

five hundred years. It had no

mate, but when about to die, made

a nest and burned itself to ashes,

froni which a young phoenix

arose.

Pierides. The Muses; so called

from Mount Pierius;—also, the

daughters of Pierius, whom the

Muses changed into magpies for

challenging them to sing.

Pirithous. Son of Ixion, king of

the Lapithse, husband of Hippo-

damia, and intimate friend of

Theseus.

Pleiades. The seven daughters of

Atlas and Pleione, transformed

into the constellation of the same

name.

Pluto. The god of Hades, or the

lower world, son of Saturn and

Ops, brother of Jupiter and Nep

tune, and husband of Proserpine.

Plutus. The god of wealth, repre

sented as lame in bis approach,

but winged in his departure.

Pollux. Castor and Pollux, twin

sons of Leila. Jupiter was the

father of Pollux, and Tyndarus,

her husband, father of Castor.

They were transformed into the

constellation Gemini or the Twins.

Polydamas. A famous athlete.

Folydorus. A son of Priam and He

cuba, killed for his riches by the

Thracian king Polymnestor.

Polyhymnia. The Muse who pre

sided over singing and rhetoric.

Polyphemus. A cruel giant who

had but one eye in the middle of

his forehead, which Ulysses burned

out with a firebrand, having first

made him drunk. He was one of

the Cyclops, and a son of Neptune.

Pomona. The goddess of orchards

and fruits.

Priam. Son of Laomedon, hus

band of Hecuba, and father of

Hector, Paris, &o. He was the

last king of Troy, the city being

taken during his reign.

Priapus. The god ol gardens and

vineyards, and of procreation.

Procrustes. A savage highwayman

of Attica, who placed his captives

on a couch, and, if too short,

stretched them out to fit it, but if

they were too long he cut off their

legs — whence the metaphorical

phrase, the bed of Procruate*.

Progne. Daughter of Pandion,

king of Athens, wife of Tereus,

and sister of Philomela. En-

deavonring to escape from her

cruel husband, she was changed

into a swallow.

Prometheus. The son of Japetus;

one of the Titans, and Clymene,

fabled by the poets to have eur~
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I all mankind in knowledge,

and to have formed men of clay,

to whom he gave life by means of

fire stolen from heaven; at which

Jupiter being offended, sent Mer

cury to bind him on Mount Cau

casus, and placed a vulture to tor

ment him by continually preying

on his liver.

Proserpine. Daughter of Jupiter

and Ores, wife of Pluto, and queen

of the lower regions.

Proteus. A sea-god who foretold

future events, and possessed the

power of transforming himself into

any shape he pleased.

Psychs. A nymph beloved by

Cupid, and made immortal by

Jupiter.

Pygmies. A nation of dwarfs in

Africa, only a span high. Every

spring they were attacked by the

cranes and defeated ; others say

they inhabited Thrace, and were

destroyed by the cranes.

Pygmalion. Son of Belus, king of

Tyre, and brother of Dido, whose

husband, Sichssus, he slew for his

money ;—a great-grandson of Be-

lus, who made a statue of which

he became so enamoured that

Venus at his entreaty gave it life,

and which he afterward* mar

ried.

Pylades. A true and faithful

friend of Orestes.

Pyramus. A Babylonian, the lover

of This be. On account of her

supposed death, he stabbed himself

under a mulberry tree, and she,

finding his corpse, put an end to

her life on the same spot and with

the same weapon.

Pyrrhus. Son of Achilles and Del-

damia. He distinguished himselfat

the siege of Troy by his cruelty and

vindietiveness as well as bravery.

At the request of his wife he

wss slain by Orestes.

Python. A huge serpent killed

near Delphi by Apollo, who insti

tuted the Pythian games in com

memoration of the event.

Quirinus. A name given to Ro

mulus after his death and deifica

tion ;—also, a title of Jupiter and

Mars.

ttuirites. A name given to the

ancient Roman people.

Remus. The twin brother of Rom

ulus, slain by him for leaping in

scorn over the walls of Rome when

they were being built.

Rhadamanthus. A lawgiver of

Cr-u' *°n oi J«plterf *nd brother

of Minos. He was famous for

his justice and equity, and was

on that account, after death, made

one of the judges in the lower

world.

Rhea. A name of Cvbele.

Romulus. A son of Mars and Rhea

Silvia. His uncle threw him as

soon as he was born into the

river Tiber, but he was saved and

brought up by a shepherd, and

finally became the founder and

first king of Rome,

S.

Balii, Priests of Mars.

Salmoneus, A king of Elis, struck

by lightning for imitating the

thunderbolts of Jove.

Sarpcdon. A son of Jupiter and

Europe, and king of Lycia, who

distinguished himself at the siege

of Troy, and was killed by Patro-

clus.

Saturn. Son of Cosine and Terra,

and father of Jupiter. Having

been banished from the throne of

heaven by his son, he fled for

safety into Italy, and taught the

people agriculture and the useful

arts. The time in which he did

this is called The Golden Age.

Satyrs. Lascivious sylvan deities

with horns and goate' feet.

Saturnalia, Festivals in honour of

Saturn.

Scylla. A daughter of Fborcys,

changed by Circe, out of jealousy,

into a sea monster, and placed on a

rock on the Italian coast, opposite

Charybdis on the coast of Sicily ;—

also, a daughter of Nisusof Megara,

beloved by Minos, for whom she

cut off from her father's head a

purple lock on which his life de

pended ; for which crime she was

changed into a l,.rk.

Semele. Daughter of Cadmus, and

mother of Bacchus by Jupiter.

Silenus. The foster • father of

Bacchus ; lascivious and addicted

to drunkenness, but regarded as

the god of abstruse mysteries and

knowledge. He is represented as

bald-headed, with short horns and

a flat nose, and as riding on an ass.

Sirens. Three birds, with the faces

of virgins, on the southern coast of

Italy, where with their sweet voices

they enticed ashore those who were

sailing by, and then killed them.

Their nAmes were Leucaria, Ltgeia,

and Parihenope.

Sisyphus. Son of JSolns, king of

Corinth, and a noted robber, killed

by Theseus. For his crimes he was

condemned in hell to roll to the

top of a hill a huge stone, which

constantly fell back again to the

bottom.

Sol. Apollo.

Somr.us. A son of Erebus and Nox,

and the god of sleep.

Sphinx. A fabulous monster near

Thebes, with the head of a woman,

the body of a lion, and the wings

of a bird, which put forth riddles

to passers by, and devoured all who

were unable to solve them. <Edi-

pus solved one proposed to hiss,

whereupon she destroyed hersell

Stentor. A herald mentioned by

Homer; his voice is amid to have

been as loud as the voices of fifty

men together.

Styx. A river in the infernal region

by which the gods swore their most

solemn oaths.

Sylvanus. A Roman deity who pre

sided over woods and all place*

planted with trees. He warn king

of Balamis, and first scaled the

walls when Hercules took th«

city of Troy in the reign of Lao-

medon.

T.

Tacita. The goddess of silence.

Tantalus. A king of Pnrygia, son

of Jupiter,aud father of Na>be aou

Pelops. For his misdeeds he was

placed in a lake of water which

receded whenever he Attempted to

drink, and under a tree laden

with all manner of delicious fruhw,

which always eluded his grasp.

Tartarus. The place of punish

ment in Hades, or the lower world.

Telamon. One of the Argonaut*,

son of JSacus brother of Pelec-.

and father of Ajax and Teacer.

Telemschus. The only son of Ulysses

and Penelope. He went in search

of his father after the siege of

Troy.

Tellus. The earth personified, the

most ancient of all the deities after

Chaos. She is *t*p»^mnti«d as a

womanwithmany breaats distended

with milk.

Temps. A vale of Thesaaly throe?I

which ran the river Peneoa, be

tween Ossa and lVlion—deaennoi

by the poets as the most delightful

spot on earth

Terminus. A div inity at Rome who

was supposed to preside over bounds

and limits, and to punish usurpa

tions of land.

Terpsichore. The Muse who pre

sided over dancing.

Tethys. WifeofOcean ua, a

of the sea-nymphs and riv

Thalia. Ons of the Muses; ts*

Muse of comedy. One of the time

Graces.

Themis. Daughter of Ccelus aad

Terra, and goddess of justice, whs

rewarded,virtue and punished tk*

Theseus. ' King of Athens, and ear

of the most famous heroes of »-

tiquity. He was the son of £&**

and ,*thra, husband of Ariadne

and afterward of Phssdrs, sad

father of Hippolytua by the Am-

zonian Hippolyte. He was spe

cially noted for slaying the suae-
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taur and conquering the Centaurs,

and for his friendship for Pirithous.

Tisiphone. One of the three Furies.

Titan, Son of Coalua and Terra,

elder brother of Saturn, and father

of a race of giants, called Titans,

who contended with Saturn for the

sovereignty of heaven, until Jupiter

cast them by his thunderbolts into

Tartarus, A grandson of the above,

and son of Hyperion; the sun-god.

A name given to Prometheus, as

grandson of Titan.

Tithonus. Son of Loomcdon, and

father of Memnon by Aurora, who

endowed him with immortality,

and when he had become very old

and decrepit turned him into a

grasshopper.

Tityus. A son of Jupiter, slain by

Apollu for an attempt on the

chastity of Latona, and condemned

in the infernal regions to have a

vulture for ever feeding on his

liver, which was perpetually re

newed. He was a giant of size so

huge, that his body, when stretched

out, covered nine acres of land.

Triptoiemua. A king of Eleusia,

who was the inventorof agriculture,

and became a judge iu the lower

world.

Triton. Son of Neptune and the

nymph Salacia ; a sea-god and

Neptune's trumpeter.

Troilus. Son of Priam and Hecuba,

slain by Achilles.

Trophonius. A deity who imparted

oracles in a cave near Lebadia, in

Bceotia. He was the builder of

Apollo's temple at Delphi.

Turnus. A king of the Rutuli, in

Italy killed by ..Eneas.

Tydeus. A king of Calydun, son

<>f (Eneus, and father of Diomedes;

celebrated for his victory over

Eteocles, king of Thebes.

Typhon. A famous giant, struck

with lightning by Jupiter, and

buried under Mount j£tua.

U.

Ulysses. Son of Laertes, husband

of Penelope, father of Telemachus,

and king of Ithaca ; the most

eloquent, wise, and politic of

the Grecian heroes in the Trojan

war.

Urania. The Huso who presided

over astronomy.

Uranus. The most ancient of the

gods, husband of Tellus or Term,

and father of Saturn. He woe

called Ctelus by the Romano.

Venus. The goddess of love, grace

fulness, beauty, and pleasure, wife

of Vulcan, mother of Cupid, ^ueas,

arc.

Vertumnus. A Roman deity who

presided over the seasons (par

ticularly spring), and their produc

tions. He was the lover of Pomona.

Vesta. The goddess of flocks and

herds, and of the household in

general ; daughter of Saturn and

sister of Jupiter, Neptune, Pluto,

Juno, and Ceres. Her temple con

tained a sacred fire, tended by

virgins, and never permitted to go

out

Vulcan. Son of Jupiter and Juno,

and husband of Venus. He was

the god of fire, and presided ovei

workers in metal. His workshop

was supposed to be under Mount

.Etna, where, assisted by the

Cyclops, he forged thunderbolts for

Jove.

Z.

Zephyrus. The west wind, son of

yEolug and Aurora, and the pas

sionate lover of the goddess Flora.

Zetes. One of the Argonauts, son

of I !.>n-as and Orithnia, and brother

to Calais, together with whom he

pursued the Harpies, and drove

them from Thrace ; he is generally

described as a winged being.

Zethus, Son of Jupiter and Ami-

ope, and twin brother of Amphion;

very expert in music.

Zeus. The Greek name of Jupiter.



ETYMOLOGICAL VOCABULARY

OF

MODERN GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES.

I. EXPLANATORY INDEX OF PREFIXES, TERMINATIONS, AND

FORMATIVE SYLLABLES.

Air, ar, (ir) [Celt.] A watercourse ;

u, Aar, Arve, Argens.

Ab. aub, (awb) [Per.] Water: a

river ; ai, Doab, two rivers, viz. ,

the conntry between the Ganges

and the Jumna ; Punjaub, five

riven, i, «., the country watered

by five great riven ; Abikuren,

river of Kur or Cyrua.

Ab, abing, abbot, [A. -8,] An ab

bot ; as, Abtoit, abbot's town ;

Abingdon, abbot's liill ; Abbots-

bury, abbot's town.

Abad, (a-bad) [Per.) A city, abode,

or residence ; as, Akbarabad, city

of Ak Liar ; Aurungabad, city of

Aurungzebe ; Fyabad, beautiful

city.

Abbas, (ab^bas) [Per.] Father ;

as, Abbasabad, paternal abode, or

abode of Abbas.

Abbe, (ab'ba) [F.J Abbot ; as, Ab

beville, abbot's town.

Aber, (abVr) [Celt.] An estuary

or mouth of a river ; as, Aber

deen, a town at the uioitthj of the

Dee ; Abergavenny, a town at the

junction of the Gavenny with the

Usk.

Ao, ak, auf, ook, oke, [Skr. ]

Earth ; land ; place.

Ao, ack, or ock, [A.-S.] An oak ;

as, Aekton, oak-town ; Ackworth,

oak farm ; Ookley, oak-meadow.

Aoqua, (ak-kwa) [It.] aiz, (a) eaux,

(6) [F.] (From L. aqua.) Water:

as, Aix-la-Chapeile, water* of the

chapel ; Bordeaux, border of the

waters.

Add, (i-del) [Ger.] Noble: as,

Adelsberg, noble's bill ; Adelsdorf,

village of the noble.

Adler, arl, [Ger.] Eagle ; as, Adlen-

berg, Arlsberg, eagle mountain.

Al. el, [A. and Sp.) The article

the—a prefix to many names : as,

Alcantara, the bridge ; Alcazar,

i : El-Araisb, the gardenthe palace ; ',

vf pleasure.

Alb, alp, [Celt., related to L. albas.]

A hill or mountain white with

snow ; as, Alps.

Albo. alba, [Sp and It., from L.

albut.) White: as, Albanella,

Albino ; the Latin form also ap

pears in the French name* Aubiu,

Aubeterre, white land.

Aldea, (al-di-'a) [Sp. and Pg.J aide*,

(al'da) [F.] Village; as, Aldea

del Cano, village of the dog ; Aldea

Velha, old village.

Allah, (al'lah) [A.] God; as, Al

lahabad, city of Allah.

Alta, Altan, [Mong.] Gold: as,

Altai, properly Alta yeen Oola,

the golden mountain ; Altannor,

the golden lake.

Alto, alta, [It. & Sp., from L,

altui.] High ; Altamura, high

wall ; Alta California, Upper Cali

fornia.

Anti, (G.) Opposite; as, Anti-

paroe, opposite Faros ; Antitaurus,

opposite Taurus; Antilibanua, op

posite Lebanon.

Ard, [Celt] A height: promon

tory; as, Ardfert, the hill of the

grave ; Ardglaas, green height or

hill.

Arde, (arMl) [D.] Earth : land ;

as, Oudeuarde, old land or district.

Ash. [A.-S.] Ash ; Ashneld, Ash

land, Ashton.

Ath. [Ir.] A ford; as, Athboy,

yellow ford ; Athleague, ford of

the stones; Athloue, ford of St.

Luanua.

Aue, (ow'a) [Ger.] Field; meadow ;

as, Auerbach, brook of the mea

dow.

Augusta, [I., feminine of Angtit-

ti'n.] Noble, august ; joined to

some Celtic and Germanic names :

as, Augsburg, castle or city of Au

gustus ; Autun, [L. A ugustodu-

num.] town of Augustus.

Aven, avon, [Celt, a/on..] Water;

a river ; as, Avenburg, town on a

stream ; Avondale, Strathaven,

valley of the Avon.

B.

Bab, [A. & Chald.] A gate ; court ;

as, Babylon, court of Bolus; Babel-

mandeb, gate of tears, from the

many shipwrecks that occur in

this strait.

Bach, (bak) or pach, (pak) [Ger.]

beck. [Eug.] bee, [F.j Brook :

rivulet; as, Auerbach, brook of

the meadow ; Anspach, situated at

the stream : Hoibeck, brook in the

hollow ; Woodbatch, wood-brock :

Caudebec, cold brook.

Sad, (bat) baden, (be-den) ;J.

[Ger.] bagn. (ban) bain, nairna,

Eg) [F.] bagno, (ban-yd) faagni.

-yfi) pL [It. from L. fraisirvs.]

i, baths; as, Carlsbad, Chariest

bath; Badenhaiwen, bathhouses.

Bagnoles ; Bains -du-mant-oTer,

baths of the golden mountain ;

Bagni dl Lnoca, batha of Locra

Bal, ball, bally, [Celt.] An abode:

a township; a Tillage; aa, Bal-

briggan, Brocan*« or Brecaa'4

town ; Ballinderry, town of the

oak wood ; Baliyclare, town of the

plain.

Bar, [Skr.] Land: conntry; region;

as, Malabar, country of moun

tains.

Baa, (be) basses, (bis) [F\, from

G. bathiuA basso. [It.] bat, [GerJ

Low; as, Bas Rhin, lower Bitine ;

liaaees Alps, lower Alp* ; Pays

Bas, low country, i. «., Nether*

lands ; Campobasao, low plain.

Bay, iF.ng.j bahia, (bi-ea> [Sp.

and Pg.] As, Botany Bay: Torbey.

headland bay ; Bahla Honda, oVe-j»

bay ; Boa Bahia ; Bombay, good

harbour.

Bayou, (ba-66) [F.] Stream ; creek;

an, Bayou Pierre, Peter's creek.

Bean, (bo) bel. belle, [P.] belk

bella, [It. Sp. and Pg.] [From L.

bellut, btUa.] Beautiful; fine: as.

Beau lieu, beautiful place ; Bel

mont, beautiful mountain; Belk-

iale, beautiful island ; Puerto B*lt

fine harbour ; Isola Bella, beautify,

island.

Bel, [Ir.] The moutb of a fcrd

or entrance to a river; ae, Belfast

town by the sandbank in the river

Bela, (ba-la) bielo, (be-alo) bieia.

bialy, (be-i/le) [Slav.] White : aa.

Belgrade, white town or city :

Biela, BielopoL white city ; Huiy-

stock, white outlet or opening

Beled, (be-led') [A.] Country ; as,

Beled-el-Jereed, country of the

date.

Ben, pen, ven, (Celt.) A head: a

hill; a mountain; a promontcry ;

as, Benlomond, beacon moantaia .

Bennevis, cloud-capped 1
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Apennines, Pennine Alps: Penrith,

head of the ford; Morven, great

mountain.

Berg, [Ger.] A hill; mountain; a

hill fortress ; as, Adelaberg, noble's

hill ; Schwarzenberg, black moun

tain.

Beth, [H.] House; as, Bethany,

house of dated ; Bethel, house of

God ; Bethlehem, house of bread.

Bianco, (be-an'ko) bianoa, [It,]

blaao, (blong) blanche, (blongsh)

■ F.J bianco, (blan'kd) [Sp.] White ;

aa, Bianca Villa, white town; Mont

Blanc, white mountain ; Mer

Blanche, white sea ; Cabo Blanco,

white cape.

Bischof, (bish'oO [Ger.] Bishop;

as, Bischofsheim, residence of the

bishop.

Blair. [Celt.] A plain clear of

woods; as, Blairathol, Ardblair,

the height in the plain.

Boden, [Ger.J Bottom; deep; us,

Bodensee, Lake of Constance, deep

sen ; Bodenstadt, deep town.

Bceuf, (buf) [Norm. F., from Icel,

byr, abode.) Village; as, Daubceuf,

dale Tillage ; Elbceuf, high Tillage.

Bon, (bong) bonne, (bon) [F.]

bueno, (bwa'no) buena, [Sp., from

L. bonus, bona.] Good ; fine ; as,

Bon Seoours, good succour boy ;

Terrebonne, good land ; Cap Bon-

homme. Cape Goodman ; Buena

Vista, fine view; Buenos Ayres,

good air.

Borough, (bnr*6)[A.-S. buruti, burg.]

A hill; mountain; also, a fortified

town, as, Marlborough ; St. Maid-

ulfs town.

Bridge, (brij) [Eng.] briick, (bntk)

brUcke, (bru'ka) [Ger.J brugge,

(brug'ge) [D.] Bridge; as Cam

bridge, the bridge over the Cam ;

Tunbridge, town bridge; Innsbruck

or Innspruck, bridge over the Inn ;

Brugge, Bruges, the bridge.

Brook, [Eng.] Brook; stream; as,

Westbrook; Brookfield.

Bryn, [Celt.] A brow; hence, a

ridge ; as, Brandon ; Braintree.

Bud, (hood) [Ger.J Hut ; building ;

dwelling ; as, Buda, Budweiss,

white dwelling.

Burg, [A. -3. and Ger.] borg. [Dan.

ana Sw.J borgo, [It.] bourgo, [F.J

burgh, [Scot., the distinctive

name of Scotch corporate towns.]

borough, [Eng., a distinctive name

of English corporate towns, and

the termination of old English

towns, particularly north of the

Humber, Borrow, Berry, Bury,

Burrow.] A castle or fortified

town ; as, Wurzburg, herb-town ;

Strasbourg, street-town ; Borgo-

forte, strong castle ; Cherbourg,

Caesar's town j Edinburgh, city of

Edwin ; Portberry, harbour town ;

Canterbury, city of Kent.

Burn, born, bourne, bone, [A.-S.,

hirina, Ger. ftronn, brnnn.) A

brook, well, fountain ; as, Bannock-

burn, the Bannock stream ; Burn-

ham, brook-dwelling ; Tyburn, the

Ty brook ; Sherborn, clear brook ;

Willybourne, brook of the willows;

Hary-le-boue, St. Mary's at the

brook ; Heilbronn, fountain of

health ; Schdnbriinn, beautiful

fountain.

By, [A.-S., from Dan.] A dwelling,

village, town ; as, Ashby, ashtowu;

Rugby, red-town; Fenby, fentown;

Derby, village of deer or of wild

beasts; Kirkby, church-town.

Cabo, [Sp. & Pg.J cap, [F.J capo,

[It. J A cape ; headland ; as, Cabo

Frio, Cold Cape ; Capo d'istria.

Cape of Istria.

Caer, oar, [Celt.] A camp ; a fort,

fortress, or fortified town ; as, Car

marthen, Merlin's fort.

Caflr, kaflr, caffre, [A.] Infidel; as,

Kanristatt, land of the infidels, t. e.,

the inhabitants of South Africa.

Caster, cester, cheater, [A.-S. from

L. cattrum, castru.] A camp, for

tress ; as, Lancaster, fortress on the

Lan or Lune; Colchester, fortress

on the river Col lie ; Dorchester,

city of the Durotriges, or dwellers

by the water.

Castle, [Eng.] chateau, (aha- to*)

chatel, (sha-telO [F.J cassel, castel.

[Ger.J [From L. eattellum.] A

castle ; as, Newcastle : Neufchatel,

new castle ; Castellamare, castle on

the sea.

Ceap, [A.-S. from ceapian, to buy,

traffic] Cattle ; saleable commodi

ties ; market-place ; as, Cheapside ;

Chepstow, market town ; Chippen

ham, market town.

Oefn, (kefn) [W.J A back; a ridge ;

as, Cefn Bryn ; Chevy Chase ;

Cheviot hills ; Les Cevennea.

Cenn, [GaeL] A head ; as. Ken-

more, great summit ; Kent, Kin

ross.

Cerro, [Sp.] Mountain, peak ; ns,

Cerro Gordo, a mountain guard or

pass.

Cheher or Shear, (slier or shalier)

[Turk.&Per.J House; town; Pon-

dicherry, new town ; Alashehr, ex

alted town.

Chow, tchoo, IChin.] A town of the

second class ; as, Hang-chow-foo.

Civita, (che've-ta) citta, (chit'ta) [It]

cidade, (se-da'da) [Pg.J ciudad, (se-

od-dad) [Sp.J [From L. ciriios.] A

city ; as, Civita Veochia, old town ;

Citta Nuova, new town ; Cidade do

Recife, city of the reef; Ciudad real,

royal city.

Clar, [Ir.J Board ; table ; level ; as,

Clare ; fiallyclare, town of the

plain.

Comb, cwm, (koom) [W.] A bowl-

sliaped valley ; as, Wycombe, valley

of the Wy ; Compton ; Cwmdee,

black Talley.

Costa, [Sp. & Pg.J cote, [V.J Coast ;

region ; as, Costa Rica, rich coast ;

Cote d'or, gold cons?.

Cot, cote, coataa, [A.-S.J A mud-

house; cot; cottage; as, Cotsmore,

Southcote.

Craig, oaxrick, [Celt] Rock ; crag ;

rocky plain ; as, Ballycraigy, town

on a rock ; Carrickfergus, the rock

of Fergus.

Cruz, (krooz) [Sp, & Pg.J croce,

(kro'cha) [It.] oroix, (krwa) [P.]

Cross ; as, Vera Cruz, true cross ;

Santa Croce, and • Sainte Croix,

holy cross.

Cron, kron, krone, (kro'ne) [Ger.]

Crown ; Cronstadt or Kronstadt,

crown city.

Cul, col, cole, [Celt] Back ; hinder

part ; comer ; as, Culross, of Ross,

the peninsula of Fife ; Coleraine,

corner or angle of the ferns.

D.

Bagh, tagh, [Turk.] A mountain ;

as, Daghetstaii, country of moun

tains; Belurtagh, cloud mountains;

Mustagh, ice mountains.

Bale, dell, [Eng.] thai, (tal) [Ger.]

daal, (daD [D.] Vale ; valley ; as,

Annandale ; Dovedale ; Arundel,

dell of the Arun ; Frankenthal,

valley of the Franks; Blosmendaal,

vale of flowers ; Dalecarlia, land of

valleys.

Bam, [D.J Dam ; dike ; as, Amster

dam, i.e., a town situated at the

dam of the Amstel ; Rotterdam,

dam of the Rotte ; Schiedam, dam

of the Schie.

Ban, dane, den, [A.-S.] The Danes;

as, Danbury, town of the Danes ;

Danesfield; Denham, Dane's home.

Be, du. dea, (da) [F.] del, della, [Sp.

Alt.] The; of the ; as, Des Moines,

of the mounds; Prairie du Chien,

dog prairie ; Tierra del Fuego, laud

of fire ; Rio del Norte, river of the

north.

Den, [A. -S.J A valley or ravine ; as,

Camden, crooked valley ; Denbigh,

dwelling in the vnle.

Ber, [A.-S.] Wild deer, or wild

beasts in general ; as, Derham,

deer's home ; Derby, deer's dwell

ing ; Deerhurst, deer's wood.

Berry, [Ir., G. tlrut, Druid.] An

oak ; as, Derry ; Kildare, oak forest.

Dive, (dev) [Malay.] Island; as,

Maldives, the thousand islands ;

Laccadives, the ten thousand

islanda

Bol, [Celt.] A plain: field ; as, Dot

berry, town on the plain ; Dairy,

king's field ; Dalkeith.

Bon, [Celt] Deep; low; as, Don,

Donau ; Danube, low plain or

meadow.

Borf, [Ger. J Village, town ; as,

Altdorf, old town ; Dusseldorf,

village on the DusseL

Drum, [Erse dntim.) Back, ridge;

as, Dromore, great ridge.

Dub, dubh, dhn, [Celt] Black : as,

Dublin, black pool ; Dhuisk, black

wat*-r; Douglas black water.
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Dulce, (dool'sft) [Sp.] does, (do-si)

[Pg., from L. da lei*.] Sweet; as

Agua Duloe, sweet water ; Rio

Doce, aweet rirer ; i,c, river of

fresh water.

Dun or don, [Celt.] A hill or fort

on a hill; castle ; as, Dundee, hill-

fort on the Taj- ; Dunkeld, fort of

the Celts ; Bnowdon, snow hill ;

Abingdon, abbey hill ; Clarendon,

bill clear of trees ; Yverdun, in

Switzerland.

E.

East, est, es, [A.-S.] ost. [Ger.]

oost. [D.] East ; as, Enstham, east

home ; Easton, east town ; Essex,

Kast Saxons, Osterreich, (Austria)

the east kingdom ; Oostburg, the

east castle.

Eich, (ik) [Ger.) Oak; as, Eich-

Htndt, oaktown.

Eisen, (i'zen) [Ger.] Iron ; as, I

Eisenstadt, iron town ; Eisenberg, J

iron mountain.

Entre, (ong'tr) [P.] entre, (en'tra) |

[Sp. and Pg., from L. inter.] Be- '

tween; as, Entre-deux-mera, be

tween the two seas; Entre rios, be-

tween the rivers : Entre Douro e ;

Minho, between the Douro and the ;

Minho; Interlachan, between the

lakes.

Era, (erts) [Ger.] Ore; as, Erzge-

birge, ore mountains.

Ey, ea, ay, a, [A.-S. ig, ea, Norw.

or.] An island ; as, Anglesey, isle

of the Angles or English ; Chelsea,

shingle isle ; Jersey, Caesar's Is

land; Colonaay, St. Columba's Isle;

Stafia, isle of steps.

F.

Fell, [Ger.] Rock; as, Drachenfels,

dragon's rock*; Weisseufels, white

rocks.

Field, [Eng. a forest clearing, or

ii lace where the trees have been

elled.] feld, [A.-S. and Ger.] veld,

[D.] A field; plain; open country;

as, Marshfield ; Lichfield, field of

corpses ; Lilienfeld, field of lilies ;

Winfeld, field of victory.

Field, Field, (fyeld) [Dan. and

Norw.] Mountain range; as, Dovre-

fieJd, mountain range of Dovreor

Daavre, a Tillage on the side of a

mountain.

Fleet, [A.-S.] An arm of the sea ; a

channel ; as, Beamfleet, Northfleet,

Southfleet.

Folk. [A.-S.] People; as, Norfolk,

north people ; Suffolk, south peo

ple.

font, (fong) fontaine, (fongVin)

[P.] fontana, (fon-ta-na) [It.]

fuente, (fwen-ta) [Sp.] [From L.

font.] Fountain ; as, Fontoouvert,

covered fountain: Fontainebleau

(Fontaine Belle Eau), fountain of

beautiful water ; Fontana Fredda,

cold spring ; Fuente del Msestre,

the master's fountain ; Fuenterabia

or Fontarabia, rapid stream.

Foo, fou, [Chin.] A large or im

portant city ; as Chang-choo-foo,

the great city of Chang Cboo.

Ford, [A. -S.J fort or furth, (foort)

[Ger.] A ford ; as, Bradford, broad

ford ; Deptford, deep ford ; Hart

ford, hart ford ; Hereford, army

ford : Milford, Oxford, Waterford;

Frankfurt, ford of the Franks.

Formoso, formosa, (Pg., L. formo-

sus.] Beautiful ; as, Rio Formoso,

beautiful river, Island of Formosa.

Fort, (for) forte, (fort) [P.] forte,

(forta) [It.] fuerte, (fwer-ta) [Sp.,

L. fortu.] Strong; strong place;

stronghold; fort ; as, Rochefort,

strong rock; Borgo Forte, strong

town ; Villa del Fuerte, town of

the fort.

Frank, [Ger.] The Franks (a small

German tribe); as, Frankenthal,

valley of the Franks ; Franoonia,

France.

Free, [Eng.] frei, frey, (fri) [Ger.]

Free ; as, Freeport, Freetown,

Freyburg.

Fried, (fret) friede, (fre'de) [Ger.]

Peace ; as, Friedland, laud of rest ;

Friedeburg, town or city of peace.

Frith or Firth, [Soot., from L. /re

turn, a strait.] fiord or fjord, [Dan.

and Norw.] A strait or estuary,

an arm of the sea; as, Frith or

Firth of Forth: Lymfiord, muddy

inlet ; Hvalflord, whale strait.

G.

Gall, [Celt] West, western; as,

Gaul, Cornwall; Galway, western

way or direction.

Gate, [Eng.] A road or street; a

passage among the hills ; as, H ar-

rowgate; Reigate, ridgegate, %.€.,

passage through the ridge.

Gatt. [D.] Hole, passage, strait ; as,

Cattegat, strait of the Catti ;

Horllgatt, whirlpool strait.

Garth, A small inclosure ; as,

Applegarth, Haygarth, Wingarth.

Gau, (gow) [Ger.] District, country ;

as, Rheingau, country of the Rhine;

Aargau, country of the Aar ; Thui -

gau, district or canton of the Thur.

Gebirge, (ge-ber'ge) [Ger.] Moun

tains, mountain range ; as, Riesen-

gebirge, giant mountains.

Ghaut, Ghauts, [Hind.] A flight of

steps; mountain pass; as. Ghauts;

BalaghauU, beyond or above the

Ghauts.

Glas, glass, [Celt.] Green; as,

Arglass, green height; Glasgow,

green wood.

Gorod, grad, [Slav, allied to Eng.

garth and garden.] Town or city ;

as, Novgorod or Norigrad, new

town ; Belgrade or Belgrad, white

city.

Graf, [Ger.] ' Count; as, Grafen-

berg, count's mountain ; Grafen-

hausen, count's houses or town.

Graf, grave, [A.-S.] Intrenchmect,

small inclosure, grove: as, Graftoa,

Gravesend.

Great, [Eng.] grand, (prong) grand*,

(grongd) [F.J Great ; as. Great

Falls, Great Slave Lake, Grand

Bourg, great town; Bio Graude.

great river.

Green, [Eng] gron, [Ger., DaB_

Norw.] Green; as, Greeiifrcid,

Gronland, Greenland.

Gros, (gr6) groan, (grog) [F.]

[Ger.] groote, (gro'te) fD-J L

[It A Pg.J Large, great* thick .

as, Gros Bliderstoff, Great Blidexs-

toff; Gros Glogau, great Glagan:

Groote Eylandt, groat island;

Monte Grosso, great hill-

Grub, (groop) gTube, (groo'be) [Gar]

Mine ; as, SaLtgrub, salt mine.

Guad, (gwad or wad) gusvdi, (swa'de

or wade) [Sp., from A- end,

wady.] River; as, Guadalquiver,

Wadalkebeer, the groat river;

Guadalupe, river of the bay.

Hal or Hay, (hi) [Chin.] Sea: as,

Whanghai, yellow sea : -Shanghai,

supreme port.

Ham, (A.-S.] heim, (him) [Ger.]

Hamlet; town; home: as, Hami'tcu,

home town ; Oakham, oak hosne :

Waltbam, home in the wood ;

Bischofsheim, bishop's home; Droav

theim, home of the throne ct court

Haven, [Eng.] hafen, [Ger.) haasa,

[Sw.] havn, (hown) [Dan.] Hs>*l.

harbour ; as, Fairharen ; New-

haven ; Friedrichehafen. Frederx-'s

haven ; Christinahamn, Christuia •

port ; Kjobenharn, Copenfaagen,

open port.

Heilig, (hi lip) heUigeu, fhrTe fcen)

[Ger.] Holy; as, Heiligenstadt, holy

town-

High, [Eng.] hoch. hohe, hehca*

[Ger.] hoog, [D.J High ; as, H^fc-

gate; Highbridge ; Hochbvrg, L«L

mountain ; Hohenlinden, high lia-

dens ; Hoogeveen, high turf.

Hithe, [A.-S.] Landing place, port

or haven ; as, Rotherhithe. bavee

of the red height; Lambeth (tor

Loamhithe), loamy oar clayey pan ;

Greenhithe, haven by the yjnaij et

meadow.

Ho, (Chin.] River; canal ; as,

Hoangho, yellow river; T*-a*v

roval canal

Hof, [Ger.] Court: as, Hoftf-.n,

residence of the court.

Holm, [A.-S. and Norse.} lalasd

as, Bornholm, island fooataia

Flatholm, flat island ; Stocfchetafc

island formed by stocks or paaw,

Hulniettrand, island cons*.

Holt, [A.-S.] A wood; a copse ; ss

Aldersholt or Alderuhot. Apfde-

holt. CberryhoH, Trostanhaft. dry

wood.
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Hondo* (ou'rto) honda, (onVia) [Sp,]

Deep ; as, Rio Honda, deep river ;

Bahia Honda, deep bay.

Hunt, [A. -S. ] Thick wood or forest;

as, Ly ndhurst, lime forest ; Brad-

hunt, broad forest ; Brockhurst,

forest on the brook; Penshurst,

forest on a high hill.

lie, isle, («) [P.] ilha, (el'ya) [Pg.l

iala, (es'la) [Sp.] iaola, (e-ed-lA)

[It] ennis, inch, innia, [Celt.]

[From L. insula.] Island: as, He

de France, Isle of France; Belleiale,

beautiful island ; Lisle, the island ;

Ilha Grande, large island ; Isla

de Leon, island of Leon ; Isola

Madre, mother island ; Enniskil-

lcn, the kirktown on the island ;

Inchcolm, island of St Colm or

Coluraba ; Innistory, high island.

Hi, (*le) [Turk.] Country; as,

Rumili or Rouiuelia, country of the

Romans.

Ing, inge, [A.-S.] Meadow; as, Deep

ing: also, a family settlement ; as,

Dorking, Hastings ; Aldington,

town of the Ardings ; also, in

Germany, Tubingen, Gottingen.

Irtver, [Ir.J Mouth of a river; as,

I nverary, mouth of the Airy ;

Inverness, mouth of the Ness.

Jebel, [A.] Mountain ; as, Jebel

Zatout, mountain of Apes ; Jebel

al Tank, Gibraltar, or mountain of

Tank.

Jeni, yeni, [Turk.] New: as, Jeniken,

new market ; Yeniahchr, new city.

Jung, (young) [Ger.] Young ; as,

Jujigfrau, young woman or maiden.

K.

Kaiser, (ki'zar) [Ger., from L.

C<uar.) Cajsar; emperor ; as,

Kaiserstuhl, Caesar 's throne or

seat : Kaiserstadt, imperial town.

Kara, [Turk, and Tartar.] Black;

as, y*ntnitt.nJA| country of black

men.

Ken, son, [Cell] Cape, headland;

as, Kenmore, the great head ; Kin-

i mird, the head of the heights.

Kiang, [Chin.] River ; as, Yang-tse-

Kiang, son of the sea-river; Ta-

Kianr, great river.

TS.il, kail, [D.J Channel: creek; as,

Schuylkill, hidden creek.

Kil. kUl, [Celt, L. cella.) Cell,

church, cloister: as, Kilkenny,

church of Kenny; Kilpatrick,

Patrick's church ; Kilmore, the

great church; lcolmkill, cloister or

cellofHt. Columba.

Kins; or kin, [Chin.] Capital; court;

as, Nankin, southern capital ; Pe

king or Pekin, northern capital.

King, [Eng. ] oyning, coning, conis,

cunning, (A.-S.] konig, [Ger.]

King ; as, Kingston, king's town ;

Kingsbury, Coningsby, Conisbor-

ough, Cunningham, Konigsberg,

king's mountain ; Kbnii&ratz,

king's town.

Xirche, [Ger.l kerke, kerk, [D.J

kerque, (!•'.] kirk, [Scot.] Church;

as, Funfkirchen, five churches ;

Dunkerqne, church on the hill ;

Kirkby, church town ; Kirkcud

bright, St Cuthbert's church.

Kleinen, (kli'nen) [Ger.] Little ; as,

Kleinenberg, little mountain.

Koord, kourd, kurd, [Per.] Strong;

fierce ; as, Koordistan, land of the

strong or fierce.

Kopf, (Ger.] Head ; as, Schneekopf,

snow head or summit.

Hoping, kjoping, (oho'ping) [Sw.]

Mart; place of trade ; town ; as,

Nykoping, new town.

Lao, [F. from L. lacus.) lago, [It.

& Sp.] loch, [Soot.] lough, [I r.]

Lake ; as, Lac des Bois, lake of the

woods; Lago Maggiore, larger lake,

with reference to that of Lugano,

with which it is connected ; Loch

Doine, deep lake; Lough Bawn,

white lake.

Land, [Eng.] Land; country; as,

England, land of the Angles; Ice

land; Netherlands.

Lauter, (low'ter) [Ger.] Clear; pure ;

as, Lauterbrunn, clear fountain.

Law or low, [A.-S. hlaw.) Mound,

conical hill, rising ground ; as,

Wardlaw, guard lull ; Hounslow,

hound's hill.

Ley or ly, [A.-S. Uak.) An open

place in a wood, a glade, pasture,

lea; as, AJderley, amid alders; Ock-

ley, amid oaks ; Paisley, amid pas

ture grounds.

Lichten, (lik'ten) [Ger.] Light ;

clear; as, Lichtenstcin, clear stone;

Lichtenwald, open, clear forest.

Lieu, (le-uh') [P. from L. locus.)

Place; as, Beaulieu, fine place.

Lin, lyn, [Celt] Deep pool; as,

Dublin, black pool ; Linlithgow,

lake of the gray hound; Lynn Regis,

king's pool.

Lis, [Celt] An earthern fort ; as,

Lismore, great fort.

Llan, (thlan) [W.J An inclosure;

a church ; as, IJandaff, church on

the Taff.

Long, [Eng.] longue, (long) [F.]

langen, (Ung'en) [Ger.] lung*,

(locni'ga) [It. ] Long; as, Longford,

Long Island, Longueil, long eye ;

Ixwgueville, long town; Langen-

dorf, long village ; Vailelunga, long

valley.

Lund, (loond) [Dan. <fc Sw.] Grove

or wood ; as, PIumbehind ; Freder

icks)und.

M.

Magh, (mah) [Jr.] mass, (ma'es)

[Celt] A plain or field; as, Armagh,

on the plain ; Maes bury, town on

the plain.

Mark, [Eng. & Ger.] Limit; bound

ary ; as, Markdorf, frontier village;

Markenstein, boundary stone; Mar-

brook, boundary brook ; Marston,

boundary stone.

Mark, [Scand.] Field; territory;

as, Finmark, territory of the

Finns; Denmark, territory of the

Danes.

jsarkt, [Ger.] Market; as, Neu-

niarkt, Newmarket ; Marktbach,

market brook.

Mere, [A.-S.] meer, (mer) [Ger. &

D.] [From L. mart.] Sea, lake,

pool ; as. Windermere, Merton, sea

town ; Harlemmer Meer, sea of

Harlem.

Mill, [Eng.] mtihl. [Ger.] Mill; as,

Millbury, Millbrook, Muhlhausen,

mill village.

Minster, (A.-S. from L. monaste-

Hum.) munstor, [Ger.] A monas

tery ; as, Axminster, on the Axe;

Westminster, west from St Paul's,

London ; Munster, Munsterberg,

munster mountain.

Mor, more, [Celt.] Great ; as,

Glenmore, big glen ; Morven, great

mountain.

Mount, [Eng.] mont, (mong) [F.]

monte, (mon'ta) [It.] monte, (mon-

ta) [Sp.] [From L. mont.) Hill,

mount ; as, Fairmount ; Mont

Blanc, white mountain ; Monte

negro, black mountain; Montserrat,

jagged mountain.

Mouth, [Eng.] mund, (mount) [Ger.]

mond, (mont) [D.] Mouth ; as, Ex-

mouth, town at the mouth of the

Exe; Plymouth, town at the mouth

of the Plym ; Travemunde, mouth

of the Trave ; Roermond, mouth

of the Root.

Mull, [Celt.] A bare headland ; as,

the Mull of Cantyre, Mull of

Galloway.

N.

Kant, [Celt] Valley ; as, Nant-

wich, valley dwelling; Pennant,

head of the valley ; Nantes.

Nase or naze, [Eng.—a corruption

of Sac*.) noes or nas, [Norw. 4c

Sw.] nesa, [Scot] nos, [Rnss.

from L. nasiu.J Nose, cape, pro

montory ; as, the Naze, Naseby,

Dungeness, headland of danger ;

Lindesnaes, lime cape ; Fifeness,

promontory of Fife ; Sheerness,

Whiteness, Vostochnii Nos, east

cape.

Negro, [Sp. ft Pg.] nam, [It]

noir, (nwar) [F. from L. niger.)

Black ; as, Montenegro, black

mountain; Rio Negro, black river;
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Negropont, black bridge ; Acqua

Negra, black water ; Mor Noire,

Black Sea.

Hether, [A. -S. ] nieder, (ne'der)

(Ger.] neder, [D.] Lower ; as,

Netherby, lower dwelling or vil

lage; Niederheesen, Lower Hesse;

Niederlande, Netherlands or low

countrice.

Nevado, (ne-va'dO) nevada, [Su.]

White with snow ; as. Sierra Ne

vada, snow-clad mountain chain.

New. [Eng.J nan, (noi) [Ger.) neuf,

(uQf) ntuve, (nflv) (F.J nuova,

(ndd-6'v») [It] nuova, (nwa'va)

(Sp.) [From L. novut.} New ; as.

New England, Neubrunn, new

fountain ; Nieupoort, Newport ;

Villeneuve, new town ; Castel

Nuovo, Newcastle ; Nouvean Mex-

iqoe, New Mexico ; Nuova Segovia.

North, [Eng.J nord, (nor) [F.J nord,

(nort) [tier.) norte, [Sp. and Pg.]

North ; as, Norwich, north town ;

Nordheim, north home ; Rio del

Norte, river of the north.

0.

0 or fie (o^e) [Dan. and Norw.]

Island ; as, FarQe, sheep islands ;

SandOe, sand islands.

Ober, [Ger.] Upper: as, Oberhofen,

upper palace or court.

Old, (Eng.J al, aid, a, an, el, [A.-S.]

alt, (Oer.) oudt, (owMe) [D.] Old ;

as, Oldham, old home ; Alby, old

dwelling; Auburn, old brook ;

Elton, old town ; Altdorf, old Til

lage : Oudenard, old earth or land.

Ore, (Hind.) Town; Tillage; as Vel-

lore, Nellore, T&njore.

Ort, |Ger.) Place: hamlet; Tillage;

as, Tiefenort, deep plaoe.

P.

Para, [Braz.J A river; as, Fara-

hiba, Paraguay, Parana.

Pas, (pa) [F.J Strait ; outlet ; as,

Pas a l'Outre, outer pass ; Pas de

Calais, straits of Calais.

Fatam or Patnam, [Hind.] Fort

or town ; as, Seringapatam or

Sfringajwtnam, town of Sriringa,

that is, Vishnu.

Fei, (pa) [Chin.] White; as Peiho,

white river.

Pen*, (pen'ya) [Sp.] A rock ; as,

Cabo de Penas, cape of rocks.

Fenj, panj, punj, [Per.) Five ; as

Feujab or Punjaub, five rivers,

i. e., the country watered by them ;

Penjshehr, five castles or towns.

Feint, (Eng. and F.] punU, (pdon'ta)

(It and Sp.J ponta, [Pg.] [From L.

pinetum.) Point; cape; headland;

", Point Judith; Point aux Trem-

HS trembling point ; Punt* di

17*rmj stony point ; Ponta Del-

Rada, fine point.

PoUa, pol, poli, b^ plo or M#( [Q

poli*. ] City ; as, Nicopolis. city

of victory ; Sevastopol, city of Au

gustus ; Tripoli, three cities ; Ore-

noble or Gratianopolis, city of

Gratian.

Font, (pong) [F.J ponte, (ponta)

[It. j pueato, (pwen'ta) [Sp.] [From

L. pons.] Bridge; as, Negropont,

black bridge ; Pontefract or Pom-

fret, broken bridge ; Ponte di

Legno, bridge of wood ; Fuente de

Genii, bridge on the Genii

Poor, poors, pore, [Skr. pwra.)

Town ; city ; as, Cawnpoie, city

of a Khan; Serampore, city of

prosperity.

Footra, poutra, [Skr.] Son; as,

Brahmapootra, sou of Brahma.

Port, (Eng.J porto, [It.] puerto,

(pwer'to) (Sp.] [From L. portug.}

Haven or port ; as, Bridgeport,

Portland, Porto Eroole, port of

Hercnles ; Puerto Rico, rich port.

Pres, prest, [A.-S.J A priest; as,

Preston and Presburg, town of a

priest ; Freatwich, priest's dwell

ing.

Puebla, (pweb-la) [Sp.] Town or

city ; as, Puebla Nueva, new town.

Q-

ftuatre, (kat-r) [F.] Four; na,

(juatre Bras, four arma

ftuente. (ken-ta) [Pg.] Hot; as,

Agoa Quente, hot spring.

B.

Rajah or raja, [Skr.] King ; royal ;

as, Rajahgor, royal fortress; Rajah-

poor, royal city.

Raa, (A.J Head; headland; cape;

as, Ras-el-Abiad, white cape ; Raa-

el-Tafal, chalk cape.

Reich, Oik) or reichen, (niton)

IGer.] nco, (re'ko) [Sp.J Rich ; as,

Reichstadt, rich town ; Costa Rica,

rich coast ; Porto Rico, rich port.

Ridge, rig, [A.-&. hrycg.] Ridge ;

back; as, Rigby, ridge village ; Rig-

ton, ridge town ; Rawkeridge.

Biese, (reza) rieaen, (re'zen) [Ger.J

Giant; giants; as, Kiesengebirge,

giant mountains.

Bio, (rt'6) [Sp. & Pg.] River ; as,

Rio Colorado, coloured river, from

the deep, red tinge of its waters ;

Rio Grande, great river.

Roche, (rosh)tF.] Rock; fortress;

as, Rochefort, strong fortress.

Rosa, [Celt.] A promontory, head

land, or bluff; a height or summit;

as, Kinross, head of the promon

tory ; Melrose, naked promontory ;

Roxburgh, the castle on the pro

montory.

Rosso, [It.] rothen, (ro'ten) [Ger.)

rouge, (roozh) [F.J Red ; as, Castel

Rosso; Rothenthurm, red tower;

Mer Rouge, Red Sea,

R*y*l, (Eng.J real, [0p.J reale, (ri

al*) [It] [From L. rtgclu.) Roval;

as, Fort Royal; Villa. Real, rvyal

town; Montreal, Mount RovaL

Boh, (rod) rune, (roo'e) [Ger.] Rest:

as, Carlaruhe, Charles'- rest or

resting-place.

S.

Sable, [F.J Sand; as, Riviere as

Sable, sandy river; Cape Sable,

sandy cape.

Saint, [Eng.] saints, (sangt) [F]

son, [It, and Sp.J sanct, (saidrt)

[Ger.J [From L. tanctvj.] Stint:

as, Saint or St John's; St. Helena,

San Juan, St. John. ; Santa Cras,

holy cross; Sanct Hubert, St.

Hrbert.

Salt, [Eng.] aalado, JSp.) sal* [F.J

ulx, [Ger.] (From L. #aL] Salt;

as, Salt River; Salt Lake: B»

Salado, salt river; Riviere Sal*-,

salt river; Salzbnrg, salt castle;

Salzgruu, salt mine.

Saut, sault, (so) [F. ] Waterfall ; as,

Sault St. Marie, falls of St.

Mary.

Soar, [Norse.] A pxedpitons bank

of earth : a cliff; as, Scarborough,

the Skerries.

Schlosa, (shloa) [Ger.] Castle; as

Schlosaberg, castle biU.

Schnee, (ahna) (Ger.J Snow ; as,

Schneeberg, snow mountain.

Schon, (shon) [Ger.] Beautiful ; as,

Schonbrunn, beautiful spring oc

fountain ; Schonberg, beautiful

mountain or lul I,

Schuylen, (skoi-len) [T>.] To hide ;

au, Schuylkill, hidden cree-k.

Schwan or Schwartz, (sfawarv.

[Ger.] Black ; as, Schvfarxwald,

black forest; Schwarzenbexg, black

mountain.

Scrob, [A.-S.] A ahmb or bosh ,

as, Shropshire, Shrewsbury.

See, <z£) [Ger.] see. [D.J Sea cr

lake; as, Thunnsr See, hake rf

Thun ; Zetland, sea land, ue., land

nearly or quite surrounded by the

sea.

Semlia, [Slav.] Land ; as, Kovaia

Senilia, new land.

Set, [A.-S.] A settlement; as Dor

set, Some reel.

Sax, [Eng.] sacks, («ok») [Ger]

8azon ; as, Sussex, kingdom of

the south Saxons; Essex, kin^dusa

of east Saxous ; Sachsen, Saxoc ? .

Shaw, [A. -S. tceafa.} a shady

place ; a wood ; as, Bradsba*,

uroadwood.

Shire, [A-S., from anraa, to shear,

divide.] A county; as, « "hr-rf.ii-'

Lancashire.

Sieg, (seg) [Ger] Victory; as, Saeg-

berg, mountain of victory.

Sierra, (se-erra) [Sp. from L. aerrw, a

saw, on account of tlte tissm

blanoe of a chain of nacuntojs» w

the teeth of a saw.) Mountain

ridge or range ; as. Sierra Blanca.

white mountain ridge ;
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Leone, the lion's range ; Siena

Nevada, snowy mountain ridge.

Bk, akoe, [Boas.] An adjective

suffix denoting a town or village ;

as, Tobolsk, town on the Tobol;

Looganskoe, town on the Loogan.

Slav, [Rubs.] A prefix or suffix de

noting the habitation of Slaves or

Slavonians; as, Slavoota, Yaro*

alav.

South, [Eng. from A.-S. suth, sut-

her.] itid, (aut) [Ger.] ruyder, (zei'-

der) [D.] sud, (sood) [Sp.] South ;

as, Southampton; Southwark; Zuy-

der Zee. South Sea ; San Juan del

Sud, San Juan of the South.

Stadt, (stat) [Ger.] stad, [Dan.]

Town ; as, Carlstadt, Charlestown ;

Christian stad, Christian's town ;

Frederikstad, Frederick town.

Stan, [Per.] Country; as, Hindo-

stan, country of the Hin

doos ; Koordistan, country of the

Khoords; Turkistan, country of

the Turks.

Sted, stead; itede, [A.-S.] A stead ;

home ; town ; as, Hampstead,

homestead ; Horstead, Horsa's

town.

Steth. f A.-S.] Bank of a river ;

aa, Bickersteth ; Toxteth.

Stock, stoke, stol, stow, [A. -8. sloe.]

A stockaded place; seat; place;

dwelling ; as, Woodstock, woody

place ; Tavistock, place on the

Tavy ; Stockbridge, dwelling by

the bridge ; Bishopstoke ; Brad-

stow, the broad place ; Chepstow

market place.

Stone, [Eng.] stan, [A.-S.] stein,

(■tin) [Ger.] steen, (stan) [D.j

Stone ; as, Stoneham, Staunton,

atony town ; Steinbach, stony

brook ; Ehrenbreitstein, honour's

broad stone ; Steenkerke, stone

church.

Strat, [A.-S.] straase, (stras'se) [Ger.

from L, strata.] Street; way;

road ; as, Stratford, ford by the

street; Stratton, town onthepublic

road ; Btrassbourg, town or castle

on the highway.

Strath, [Gael.] Long and broad val

ley ; aa, Strathmore, great valley ;

Strathearn, valley of the Earn ;

Strathspey, valley of the Spey.

Strom, [Ger.] Stream ; current; as.

Maelstrom, mill stream—so called

from its whirling or eddying mo

tion.

Sund, (soont or soond) [Ger. &

Dan.] Sound or strait; as, Stral-

Huud, the Sound of Strale.

T.

Ta, [Chin.] Great; as, Ta-Kiang, great

river ; Ta-shan, great mountain.

Tchang, [Chin. J Middle; as, Tchang-

kooe, middle kingdom, the native

name of China.

Thorpe, throp, trop, [A. -S.J A

village ; as, Althorpe, old village.

Thwaite, [A.-S.] A forest clearing ;

a pasture ; as, Burnthwaite.

Tierra, (te-er'ra) [Sp., L, ttrra.)

Earth or land ; as, Tierra or Terra

del Fuego, land of fire.

Tod, [A.-S.] Fox; as, Todburn,

fox brook ; Todfield, field of the fox.

Toft, [Dan.] tot, (to) [Norm. F.J

A homestead ; incloaure ; as,

Lowestoft, Yvetot.

Torre, (tor'ra) [It. from L. turrit.]

thurm, (toorm) [Ger.] A tower ; as,

Torres Vedras, old towers ; Torres

Novas, new towers; Rothenthurm,

red tower.

Town, [Eng.] ton, [A.-&] A town ;

village; as, Watertown, Nortun,

north town; Brighton ; Sutton,

south town; Langton, long town.

Tre, [Celt] A place ; dwelling; aa,

Treborough ; Treton ; Tredegar ;

Trecastle.

Tricht, (trikt) or treeht, (trekt) I'D ]

A passage; as, Maastricht, the pass

age of the Meuse ; Utrecht, beyond

the passage of the Bhiue.

Trois, (trwa) [F.] Three; as, Trois

Rivieres, three rivers.

TJnter, (oon'ter) [Ger.] Under ;

lower; also, among ; as, Uuter-

walden, among the woods.

Val, valle, (vaiaa) [Sp. & It.] vau,

(v6) [F., from L. vallis.] A valley;

as, Val d* Arno, valley of the Arno;

Valle Hernioso, beautiful valley ;

Vauoluse, closed valley.

Var, [Hung.] Fortified place ; as,

Teraesvar, fortification of the

Temes ; Uj Var, new fort.

Vecchio, (vek'ke-6) vecchia, (vek'-

ke-a) [It.] velho, (vel'yo) (Pg. ] viejo,

(ve-a'ho) [Sp.] vieux (ve-uh) [F.]

Old : as, Porto Vecchio, old port;

Civita Vecchia, old city; Villa Velha,

old town: Puerto Viejo, old port;

Vieux Conde, old Coiide.

Vero, T55*t [Sp-i froni L.

varus.'

cross.

varus.} True,

[tip.

; as, V.era Cruz, true

Villa, [It.] ville, (vel) [F.] [From L.

villa.] A town; as, Villa Nuova;

Vilieneuve, new town.

W.

Wad or Wady, (wa'de) [A] A

valley, ravine, or river; as, Wady

Moosa, valley of Moses; AVad-el-

keeber, Guadalqiiiver.

Wald, wait, weald, wold, would,

(A.-S ] wald, (wait) or walde

(wal'de) [Ger.] Woodland; a wild

uncultivated land; as, Waltham,

woodland home; Walden; Coxwold;

Ringawoulde; Schwarzwald, black

forest.

Weiler, (wi'ler) [Ger.] An abode ;

as, Badenweiler, village of baths.

Weia, (wie) or weiaaen, (wi'sen)

[Ger.] White; as, Weisskirch, white

church : Weissenburg, white fort

or town ; Weisseufels, white rock.

West, [Eng. and Ger.] West;as,West-

ford; Westfield, Westhofen, western

court.

Wich, wick, [A.-S.] A town ; also,

a creek or harbour ; a reach or

straight portion of a river between

bends ; as, Greenwich, green reach;

Norwich, north village; Sandwich,

town on the sand; Warwick,

garrison town ; Sleswic (Schleawig)

village on the Schley.

Wood, [A-S.] Wood; as, Norwood,

north wood ; Weetwood.

Worth, [A.-S. and Ger.] A man

sion; manor; town ; as, Aldworth,

old mansion ; Tamworth, town on

the Tame; Bosworth, St. Botolph's

town ; Konigaworth, king's man

sion or town.

Y.

Yang, [Chin.] Strong; aa, Yang-

tse-kiang, strong one or thing of

the sea ; great river.

Yar, [Celt, garw, garaic.) Rapid;

rough; turbid; as, Yare; Yar

mouth; Yarrow; also, Garry .

Garonne.

II. A BRIEF ALPHABETICAL LIST OF GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES

WITH THEIR DERIVATION AND SIGNIFICATION.

Aberdeen. Mouth of the Dee. I Accomao, [Ind.] Land on

Abyssinia* From the Hawash, one I other aide or beyond

vt ita chief rivers, I water.

the I Adrianople. Named after the Em-

the I peror Hadrian, its founder.

I Adriatic. Sea of Adrian or Hadrian.

8 0
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Afghanistan. The country of the

AffghanS.

Agawam, [Ind.] Low land ; marsh

or meadow ; also, a place below or

down stream, with reference to

some place above or up stream.

Agiochook, [Ind.] Place of the spirit

of the pines.

Albania. Prom its snowy ranges.

Albany. Probably the same as,

Albyn, the Celtic name of Scotland,

meaning, country of heights.

Albuquerque. Sp. from L. alba,

white, quercu*, oak.

Alcala, [A. al-kal-ah.] The castle.

Aleutian Islands. From Russ. aletU,

a bald rock.

Alessandria. Named after Pope

Alexander.

Alexandria. Named after Alexander

the Great.

Algarvc The west

Algesiras, Algiers. [A, Al Jezair.]

The island ; the peninsula.

Alhambra, [A. kal-a-al-hamra.]

The red castle.

Alleghany, [Ind.] River of the

AHigewi.

Almaden. The mines.

Alsace or Alsatia. The " other

seat," or the abode of the German

settlers west of the Rhine.

Altamaha, [Ind.] The place of the

Tillage ; where the Tillage is.

Amazon. From Amassona, the

Indian name, signifying " boat de

stroyer," in allusion to the great

height and violence of the tide.

America. Named after Amerigo

Vespucci, who, in 1499, landed upon

the continent south of the equator,

which Columbus had discovered in

the preceding year. The name first

occurs in a narrative published at

St. Die, in Lorraine, in 1507, and

attributed to Vespucci, though it

was issued without his consent.

Amiens, [L. ambient.) Because sur

rounded by water.

Ammonoosue, [Ind. ] Fish-story

river.

Anatolia, From G. anaiole, the

rising; the east—applied usually to

Asia Minor or the Levant.

Ancona. From G. agkon, elbow,

angle—named from its position in

an angle of the coast.

Andalusia. Probably a corruption

of Vandalusia, t. e., country of the

Vandals — some scholars are of

opinion that it is from an Arabic

source, and means "region of the

evening.'*

Andes. From Peruvian anta,

signifying copper or metal in

general.

Androscoggin. From Ind. amas-

kohegan, fish-spearing.

Annan. Peace of the south.

Annapolis. Anne's city—named

in honour of Queen Anne, who

bestowed several valuable presents

on the town.

Antigua, [Sp. ] Old ; ancient.

Antwerp. The town which sprang

up "at the wharf."

AppalachicoU, [Ind.] Town of the

Appalachites.

Appledore, [Apple, and Celt ned,

water. ] Apple-water— Appledore

was once a maritime town.

Ardennes. The great forest—on the

frontiers of Belgium and France.

Argyll, [Gael.] Country of the

Gael

Arizona. Sand-hills.

Arkansas. From Kansas, with the

French prefix of are, a bow.

Aries, [Celt ar-latth.] The town

upon the marsh.

Armagh, [Celt] The town "on

the plain."

Armorica, [Celt] The land "upon

the sea.'*

Aroostook, find.] Good-giver.

Ascension. Named by Albuquerque,

on his Toyage to India, in 1503,

probably from having been seen

on Ascension day.

Ascutney, [Ind.] Fire-mountain,

from having been burned over.

Asia. According to Pott, from the

Sanskrit whan, land of the dawn.

Assiniboin, [Ind.] Stone Sioux—a

wandering band of the Sioux.

Astrakhan. The dominion or dis

trict of a Khan.

Asturia, [Basque atta, a rock, and

tira, water. J From its mountains

and estuaries.

Atchafalaya, [Ind.] Long river.

Athabasca, [Ind.] Swampy.

Athens. City of Minerva, from G.

Atbini, Minerva or Pallas, goddess

of wisdom, the tutelary goddess of

the city.

Atlantic. From G. A tlantikos pela-

f/ot, i.e.t the sea beyond Mount

Atlas.

Atlas. Said to have been derived

from Atlas, king of Mauritania,

who, according to ancient fable,

supported the heavens upon his

shoulders.

Attica. The promontory.

Aukland. Oakland.

Australia. From L. avstralU,

southern.

Austria. L. from the Ger. Otater-

rcich, Eastern Empire, so called in

contradistinction from the western

dominions of Charlemagne.

Anton. A corruption of its Latin

name Augu*todunumt town of

Augustus.

Auverne. Probably from Celt ar/ear

ami, the high country.

Azores. From Pg. aeoret, pt. of

aeoi; a hawk, so called from the

great number ofhawksfound there.

B.

Bactria, [Per. bakhtar.) The east

Balaklava. Corruption of It bella

chiare, beautiful quay—the town

was founded by the Genoese.

Balearic From G. battein, to throw,

because the inhabitants were noted

slingers.

Balixe. A corrupasom of Ysm; t

name given by the Spaniards tats*

place, from, ita having sees o-

covered and resected to fcy at

F.nglinh pirate name*! Wa^-sa

Baltic Sea at berta or stress, boa

Celtic and Norse bait or s*i

Baltimore, Named after Lccd Ba&

more, who settled the prcraa i

Maryland in 1636.

Bangor. [A.-8. or GaeL] "mUt

choir." Malgo Conan, not keg- i£s

a.d., 516, built a crry wfcjefe, ti

the beauty of it* situation, he saL^

Ban-cor, i. <_, the high or *■■

spicuous choir.

Barbadoee, Said to have derive*»

name from the long baHd-Eh

streamers (L. occr&a, hoerdjofsus

hanging from th& branches d t.

trees.

Barbery, [A] From the Barbs*.

an appellation by which tht Aa*

designated the people of thai rsp-t

before the Saracen conquest

Barcelona. A corrupuoa cf iv U—

name Barcino, trum Ksc;a-

Barca, the father of Hannibal b»

whom it is said to have bes w-

founded.

Baale or bale. The queenly ea?.

from G. bamUia.

Baton Rouge. " Bed staaT"—*: »

said that when the pi**w wat fc*

settled, there was growing ea ^

spot a cypress (the bark i£ wbj±

tree is of a reddish colour) ef 3*-

mense size and prodigseus hsK&

entirely free from branches, s»*r*

at its very top—one of the sskks

playfully remarked that tea sv

would make a hamiaea* ot

whence the place hae smee tea

called Baton Rouge.

Bavaria, [L.] Anciently Beam,

i.e., the country of the Beet

Behring's Strait Named by Ob

tain Cook after Vitus B^ft*^, %

whom it was discovered, in lTi-

Bcrgen. Probably from lsm.fr-~

Ger. berg, a mountain, it heme fc

rounded on the land safe by fcv-

mountains.

Bermudas. Named after Jess »*

mudez, who diaoovered theffi -*

1527.

Berne. From Ger. ©a>ra, pi- «*■-

a bear, which ^tm™*1 figures ea t»

armorial bearings of the tcwa, se

on its fountains, public beaafeaa

*c.

Berwick. Estuary town.

Birmingham, tA.-3.] Brasavpar

town.

Bohemia, [L.] Aneiezrtly Bc**--

mum, the home of the Boll

Bokhara. Treasury of eoa&eL

Bolivia. Named after tmar--

Simon Bolivar.

Boothia Felix. Named in hz**:

of Sir Felix Booth.

Borneo. From the Sanair.: iisr»

or bhoorni, land, the issrw £ -

principal city, apphwJ h* new-

peans to the whole wsand.

Bosphorus* From Gk seee a»
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poros, ox-ford or cow-ford, or from

0014* and pkerein, to bear, because,

according to the legend, Io, being

changed into a cow, was borne over

thte strait, [town.

B jston. Originally, St. Botolph's

Botany Bay. Bo named from the

great variety of new plants found

there by Captain Cook in 1770.

Brabant, [Anciently Brach-bant.]

Ploughed land, from Ger. pvacha,

ploughing, and bant, a district.

Brazil. Prom the Portuguese naroo

of the red dye-wood exported from

the country.

Bridgewatcr. A corruption of Burgh

Water, the castle of Walter of

Douay, one of the companions of

William the Conqueror.

Brunn. Derived from its native

name, Bron, i. e., ford.

Bucharest. City of enjoymen t.

Buckingham. Home of the Bucings,

or descendants of Buo.

Bulgaria. [L.] Country of the Vol-

gnrians or Huns.

Burgos. Probably from tho same

root as Ger. barg, a tower or castle.

Cadiz. Prom L. Gadea, a corruption

of [Phen.] Gadir, signifying shut

in ; inclosed.

Cairo, [A. £l-kahireh.\ The vic

torious.

Calcutta. The ghaut or landing

place of Kali, the goddess of time.

California, A name given by Cortes,

in the year 1535, to the peninsula

now called Lower or Old California,

of which he was the discoverer.

Cambray or Cambria, [F. cambren,

caves.] Derived by some from the

number of caverns where the in

habitants were wont to put their

goods for safety.

Canada. [Ind. ] A collection of

huts ; a Tillage ; a town.

Canandaigua, [Ind.] A town set off

or separated from the rest of the

tribe.

Canterbury, [A. -S.I The burgh of

the men of the headland.

Canton, [ Chin, j Kwang - tung,

"large east" city, properly, the

name of the province of Canton,

but applied by Europeans to the

town itself.

Cape Breton. Discovered by mari

ners from Brittany or Bretagne.

Cape Colonna. From the white

columns of a ruined temple which

served as a landmark to the

Genoese and Venetian sailors.

Cape Horn. So called by Schouten

its discoverer, in 1616, in honour

of his birthplace, Hoorn, in the

Netherlands.

Cape of Good Hope, [Pg. Cabo de

Son BsperatiQe.] Named by John

II., king of Portugal, who regarded

it as the goal of the circumnaviga

tion of the African continent.

Cape Verde. The green cape.

Capri, [L. capra, a goat.*] From

having been famous for its wild

goats.

Carisbrooke, [Anciently Wiht-gara-

byriy.] The burg of the men of

Wight.

CarmeL. [H.] Vine of God, other

wise a garden or orchard.

Carnarvon, [Gael . dtr-yn-ar-Fon . ]

Tho stronghold opposite to Mona

or Anglesea.

Carpathians. From the Slavonic

gora, a mountain ; a mountain

range.

Carpentaria, From Carpenter, a

Dutch captain, who discovered it

in 1606.

Carthage, [Phen.] The new town.

Carthagena. A corruption of Car

thago Nova, or New Carthage.

Caaco, [IncL] Crane.

Cassel. A corruption of its Latin

name, Cattellum, a castle.

Castile. From L. Castetlum, a fort

or castle, named from thenumerous

forts erected for its defence against

the Moors.

CatskiU Mountains, [D. KatzlrilL]

So called from the panthers or

lynxes that formerly infested them.

Cattaraugus, [Ind.] Bad-smelling

shore.

Cayuga, [Ind.] Long lake.

Carolina. Originally named after

Charles IX. of France—the name

fell into disuse, and was afterward

revived in tho time of Charles II.

of England.

Caroline Islands. Named by Lopes

de Villalobos, in 1543, after Charles

V.

Caucasus. Said to be a corruption

of a Scythian word, meaning white

mountain.

Ceylon. From Pg. selcn, Ceitao, a

corruption of 8inluiladioipat the

island of lions.

ChaleurB, [F.] Bay of heats— so

called on account of the extreme

heat at the time of its discovery.

Champlain. Named from a French

naval officer, Samuel Champlain,

who discovered it in 1609.

Charleston. Named after Charles I.

of England.

Chatauqua. [Ind.] Corruption of

an Indian phrase, signifying foggy

place.

Cnattahoochee, [Ind.] Figured or

painted stone.

Chemung, [Ind.] Big horn—from a

fossil tusk found in the river.

Chesapeake, [Ind.] Great waters.

Chesuncook, [Ind.] Great goose

lake.

Chicago. French form of an Indian

word signifying a skunk ; also, a

wild onion, from its strong and dis

agreeable odour.

Chichester, [Anciently Cissanceas-

ter.] The fortress of Cissa, who,

according to the old chronicle, suc

ceeded in taking the old Roman

city, and made it the capital of his

kingdom of the South Saxons.

Dhioopee, [Ind.] Cedar tree ; other

wise, birch bark place.

Chili, [Peruv.] Land of snow.

Chimborazo, [Sp.] A chimney.

China. Probably from the dynasty

of Thain, in the third century before

Christ, when the first knowledge of

the country was conveyed to tho

west.

Christiana. Named after Christian

IV. of Denmark, by whom it was

rebuilt.

Chuquiaaca, [Ind.] From Choque-

eaca, ». «., bridge of gold, from the

treasures formerly carried across

the river at this point to Cuzoo, the

town of the Incaa. [river.

Clyde, [Gael ctith.] The strong

Coblentz. From L. conflucntes, so

called from its situation at the con

fluence of the Rhine and Moselle.

Cocheco, [Ind.] Very rapid or vio

lent—applied to falls or rapids on

various streams.

Cothituate, [Ind.] Land on or near

falls or rapid streams.

Cohasset, [Ind.] Place of pines.

Cologne. From L. eolonia, a colony,

its original name being Colonia

Ai/ri/ipina, given it by Agrippina,

mother of Nero,whowas born there.

Colorado, [Sp.] Red or coloured.

Columbia. Named after Cliristopher

Columbus.

Connecticut, [Ind. Qunnitulitt.] The

country upon the long river.

Constance. Named"after its founder,

Constantius, father of Constantino

the Great.

Constantinople. City of Constantino.

Contoocook, [Ind.] Crow river.

Coos, [Ind.] A place of pines.

Cordilleras. [Sp. cordillera,] A

chain or ridge of mountains.

Cork, [Ir.J A moor ; a marsh.

Cornwall. Kingdom of the Welsh of

the horn.

Coromandel. Country of the Chola,

an ancient dynasty of India. Tho

Hind, mandal, moidul, signifies a

circle ; district; country.

Corpus Christi, [L.] Body of Christ.

Corrientes, [Sp.] A current—there

is a strong current off the capes of

this name.

Corsica, [Phen.] The wooded island.

Cracow. Named after Krak, Prince

of Poland, by whom it was founded

about the year 700.

Crimea. From G. Kimmerikon, tho

ancient name of a small town on

the peninsula.

Croatia. Country of the Croats, an

ciently called Chrobates, a tribe

from Bohemia, who settled here in

the year 640.

Cumberland. Land of the Cymry.

Cyclades. From O. IcuJelot, a circle,

so called from the position in which

they lie.

D.

Dacotah, [Ind.] Leagued ; allied-
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tbe oommon nune of the con

federate Sioux tribe*.

Dahlonega, (Ind.) Place of gold.

Damariscotta, [Ind.J Alewife place.

Dantzik. Danish town, settled by

the Dane*.

Dardanelles. From the castles called

Dardanelles, on iu banks, at the

south-west entrance, that on the

Asiatic side being near the site of

D&rdanus, an ancient town built

by Dardanus, the ancestor of Priam.

Deccan, [Skr. J Tbe south—it forms

the southern part of the peninsula

of Hi iidostan.

Delaware. Named in honour of

Thomas West, Lord de la Ware, who

visited the bay in 1610, and died

on his ressel at its mouth.

Delft. A canal—it is situated on the

canal between Rotterdam and the

Hague.

Deptford. The deep ford or reach.

Detroit, [F.] Named from tbe river

or strait on which it is built.

Devizes, [L. divisor.] The point

where the road from London to

Bath passed into the Celtic district.

Devon. The land of the Damnonii,

a Celtic tribe.

Dhawalagiri. [Skr.] The white

mountain.

Dijon. A corruption of its L. name

Dibio or Zhvio.

Dominica, [Sp. Dominica, Sunday.}

Named from the day of its discovery

by Columbus, in 1496.

Do'uxo, [Celt] Water.

Dover, [Celt] Water.

Dumbarton, [Celt.] Fort of the

Britons.

Dumfries. From Gael dun, a forti

fied hill, and freat, shrubs or brush

wood.

Dungeness, [Norse] Danger point.

Durham. A corruption of Dunnohii,

town on an island in a river.

Ecuador, [Sp.] Eqnator, so named

from its position under the line.

Skaterinenburr. Town founded by

the Empress Catherine.

El Paso del Norte, [Sp.J The North

Pass.

England, [A. -8. Bngatand.] Land

of the Englos or Angles.

Brie, [Ind.J Wild cat—the name of

a fierce, tribe exterminated by the

Iroquois.

Espiritu Santo, [Sp.] Holy Spirit.

Esquimaux, [Ind] Eaters of raw

flesh.

Ethiopia. L. Ethiopia, G. Aitkio-

pia, from aitknn, to burn, dps, the

face, in allusion to the colour of its

inhabitants.

■tan. A corruption of the Pheni-

cian » ft una,, a furnace

Jton, [A.-S.J uund town.

Xiirope. Q. Surtpi, from turut,

,?™- *nd **» *°ot op. to see, in

atneion to the broad face of the

earth. Some, however, refer it to

a Semitic root, and think that it

means the "land of the setting

sun."

Exeter, [Formerly Exeater.] Camp

on the Exe.

Falaise, [F.J Named from the

falai*u, or rooks, upon which it is

built.

FayaJ. From Port Faya (L. fagut\

A beech tree.

Fichtelgebirge, [Qer.J Pine moun

tains.

Fife. The forest.

Finisterre. French, from L. jfinii

terra, land's end.

Florence, [It Firtnte, Ftortnsa, L.

Florentta.] The flower city.

Florida. Named by Ponce de Leon

from the day on which he dis

covered it, Easter Sunday, called

in Spanish Pascua Florida.

Fond-du-lac, [F.] Foot or end of

t lie lake.

France. Called after the Franks,

a small German tribe who colon

ised, in an imperfect manner, a

portion of Central France.

Frederick: city, (Maryland): Fred

ericksburg, (Virginia). Named in

honour of Frederick, Prince of

Wales, son of George 1 1.

Frejus. A corruption of Forum

Julii.

Frieslaad. Land of the Frisii.

Frobisher Strait Named after its

discoverer, Sir Martin Frobisher,

1576.

G.

Galapagos, [Sp.] Islands of land

turtles.

GalUpoli. Anciently Callipoli, from

G . Lalo$t beautiful, and pot is,

city.

Ganges, [Hind. Qunga or Ganga.)

So called as flowing through Gang,

the earth, to heaven.

Geneva. Probably from the Celt

cefn a/on, the head of the river.

Georgia. Named in honour of

George II. of England, who granted

a charter, establishing the colony,

June 8, 1732.

Geysers, [IceL] The boilers.

Gibraltar, [A. Jtbetat tarik.) Moun

tain of Tarik, a Moorish general,

who in a.d., 712, conquered this

place.

Gothland. Goodland or perhaps

land of the Goths.

Gottenburgh. Named by Charles

IX., duke of Gothland, in honour

of the Duchy.

Gracios a Dios, [Sp.] Thanks to

God.

Gratz, [Slav, grade:.] A fortress.

. L. Qnxcia, from G. Graikdi,

one of the names applied to lb*

people of Hellas. v

vuienne. A corruption of L Aq te

tania, F. Aquxtaine, the ancum

name of the province.

Hague. From Dutch firoeralaap,

count's hedge. The Hague ova

its origin to a country seat bnih

there by the counts of Holland ii

1250.

Halifax (Nova Scotia), Named is

honour of Lord Halifax.

Halls. From the Celtic lei, art

—it stands on the river Stale, oil

river.

Hampshire, [From Hantune, Hut

tone, now Southampton.] Nasal

from its situation on sac rinr

Ant or Anton, the SoatbxmpMfi

water.

Han. From O. & karzt s Ibmi ;

wood.

Havre, Le, [F.] Harbour; port;

from Ger. hfjjen, haven, or fivu

Celt aber.

Havre de Oraoe, [F.] Harbour of

grace or safety.

Hayti. [Ind.] High land; swf

tainous country.

Heligoland. Holy island land.

Heniopeo. From a Dutch expre*-

sion, meaning to run in.

Himalaya, [Skr.] Abode of soov.

Holland, [D. ollanL] Marshjground:

a fen.

Hoboken, [Ind.] The "smoke pip*."

name of a place where the erttten

met the Indian chiefs in ooei"---

and smoked the pipe of peace win*

they formed a league of amity

Hong Kong, [Chin.] Red harhoo:

Hudson River, Hudson's Bay. Nam

ed after Henry Hudson, who as

cended the river in 1607, and de-

covered the bay in 1610.

Hungary. The land peopled bj

the Huns.

Huron, (From F. Avrv, a bead ^

hair.] A name applied by '!■■

French to the Wyandots.

Illinois. From Ind. illinx\ ■*

and the French suffix oil, tribe <i

men.

India. The land of the river.

Indians. From the word Indiaa.

Indus. Probably a corruptive •-

Hindus or Sinde—its native &**

derived, perhaps, from Smdt-

the sea, the river being one at tf*

largest in India.

Iowa. The French form of w

Indian word signifying drowrj.^

the sleepy ones, a Sioux naaw »

the Pahoja or Gray-snow tribe

Irawaddy, [Originally Erivslij T*

great river.
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Ireland, [Gael ] The western iale.

laia, [Celt.] Water.

Isle of Han, [L. Mona, Monapia.

In Tacitus, Mona is Anglesey.] A

rocky islam!, from Brit, moa or

"W. vhien, a atone.

Islington, [A.-S.] Town of the

1 slings.

Ispahan, [Per. sipak,] A soldier.

Itasca. A name formed by School

craft for a lake at the supposed

source of the Mississippi, from ia,

to be, and tototti, the female

breast, with a locative inflec-

tiorj.

Iviea. From L. Bbums, its an

cient name, meaning pine Island.

J.

[Ind. Caymaea.] Said to

mean a country abounding in

springs.

Java. The island of nutmegs.

Jerusalem, [H.J House or habita

tion of peace.

Joliba. River of the Joli or red

men.

J°PP*^ (H.] Fine or beautiful.

Jordan, (H.J The flowing.

Juan Fernandez. Named after its

disooTerer.

Jutland, [Dan.] Land of the Jute*

Kalamazoo, [hid.] A term derived

from stones seen through the water,

which by refraction look like

otters.

Kansas, [Tnd.] Smoky water ; also

snid to signify good potato.

Katahdin, [lud.J The highest

place.

Kearsarge, [hid.] The high place.

Kennebec, [lad. J Long Lake—a

name of Mooeehead Lake trans

ferred to the river.

Kennebunk, [iud. ] Long water

place.

Kenosha, [hid.] Pike river.

Kensington, [A. -S.J Home of tho

Kensings.

Kentucky, [Ind. ] At the head of a

river.

Khelat. A hill-castle ; a fortress.

Kiel, [Dan. keol.] A ship.

Kurile Islands. Supposed to be de

rived from the Japanese Kooroo

Mit«it i. t.t the road of sea

weeds.

Labrador, [Sp.] Named by the Span

iards Tiara Labrador, cultivable

land, to distinguish it from Green

land.

Ladrones, [8p.] Islands of the rob

bers, so named at the time of their

discovery by Magellan from the

thievish propensity of the peo

ple.

Lebanon, [H. laban, white.] The

white mountain.

Leghorn. A corruption of It. Liv-

orno, from L. Ltburni (Portu»\

Leicester, [L. legioni* eattra.) Camp

of the legion.

Leipsic Linden town, from the

lime trees [Slav, lipa.] growing

about it,.

Lena. A sluggard ; slow, sluggish

stream.

Levant. Land of the sunrise—a

name given by the Genoese and

Venetians to the Eastern shores

of the Mediterranean.

Lewes, [Norse.] Wharf; landing-

place ; fort.

Leyden. A corruption of Lupdunum,

its Latin name, which comes from

the Celtic roots llvxh, a lake,

morass, or hollow, and dun, a for

tress.

Liberia, [L.] A free state.

Lima, A corruption by the Indi

ans or Spaniards of the ancient

native name Rimac

Lincoln, [Celt linn, and L. colfr

Mia.] Colony by the deep

pool.

Lisbon. A corruption of Olisipo,

which contaiiu) the Phenician word

hippo, the walled town. It was

also called Ulysipo from a tradi

tion that Ulysses laid the founda

tion of the city.

Little Book. Named from an igne

ous slate rock in the river, which

at low water is about 25 feet above

the surface, and at high water is

almost hidden from view.

Livonia. From its inhabitants, the

Liven, a Finnish tribe.

Llangollen, [W.] St Collen'a

church.

Loch Leven. Smooth hike.

Loire. From its Latin name

Liger.

Lombardy. Country of the Longo-

bardi, commonly translated long

beards, but derived by Vossius

from lon'jis bardis, i. e., long battle

axes.

London, [Celt.] City of ships.

Londonderry. Originally, Deny ;

resettled by the London guilds.

Lorraine. From Lotharingia, i.e.,

lotharii rtanv.m, the kingdom, of

Tjotharius.

Los Angeles, fSp.] The angels ;

(originally Pueblo de los Angeles)

city of the angels—so named from

its beautiful environs and its de

lightful climate.

Louisiana. Named after Louis

XIV. of France.

Luxembourg, From the old chateau

of Lucili burguin, which, in 963,

was acquired by Siegfried, count of

Ardennes, whose descendants took

the title of Counts of Luxembourg.

Luxor, [Egypt] The palaces (el-

kusr)—eo called from its magnifi

cent temple now in ruins.

M.

A seaport.

Madeira. From Pg. madeira, L.

materia. Timber; wood—from

having been originally covered

with forests.

Madras. Formerly Madras Pattan,

from A. madrata, a university,

and Skr. pattana, a town; univer

sity town.

Maelstrom. So called from its

whirling or eddying motion.

Magdeburg, Town on the plain

Magellan (straits of). Named after

their Portuguese discoverer, Ma-

galhaeus or Magellan.

Mahratta, [Hind.] Outcasts.

Maine. An ancient province of

Frauce, probably from the Celtic

man, a district;—also, one of the

United States.

Majorca. From L. major, greater

(Balearia Major).

Malaga. [Phen. wwifaca.] Salt

Malta. A contraction of its an

cient name Metita, which means

a place of refuge.

Manhattan, [Ind munnoh-atan.] A

town on the island.

Manitoulin, [Ind.] Spirit islands.

Margarita. From the pearls (L.

Margarita, a pearl) which Colum

bus obtained from the inhabi

tants.

Marmora. From L. marmor, mar

ble, the name of a small island

famous for its marble quarries,

toward the western extremity of

the sea.

Marquesas. Named in honour of

the Marquis Mendoza de Caneu.-,

who equipped the expedition

whioh led to the discovery.

Maryland. Named after Henrietta

Maria, queen of Charles 1.

Massachusetts, [hid.] About tho

great hills, i. e., The Blue Hills of

Milton.

Mauritius. Named by the Dutch

after Maurice, Prince of Orange.

Medina, IA.J The city.

Mediterranean. From L. mediug

and terra, from being, as it were,

in the middle of the land, or the

midland sea.

Medway, [A.-S, Medwaegt.] Mid

dle water, the river which runs

through the middle of the kingdom

of Kent

Memphremagog, [Ind.] Lake of

abundance.

Mcnan, [Intl.] Island.

Merida. From its Latin name,

Av.gvsta Emerita.

Merrimae, [ind.] Swift water.

Mexico, [Aztec.] Place of Mexitli,

the Aztec god of war.

Michigan, [hid.] A weir for fish.

Michilimackinac, [Ind.] Great turtle

place.

Milwaukee, [Ind.] Rich land.

Minnehaha, [Ind.] Laughing water ;

curling water ; a waterfall.
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Minnesota, [Ind.] Cloudy water;

whitish water.

Mississippi, [IiuL] Great and long

river.

Missouri, [Ind.] Muddy.

Minorca. From Latin minor, less

(Balearis Minor).

Mohawk. Men-eatera—literally, it

signifies eaters of live food—a name

given by the New England or

Eastern Indians to the Iroquois.

Monadnock, [lutLJ Their spirit's

place.

Motion gahela, [Ind.] Falling-in

bank river.

Montauk, [Ind.] A manito tree.

Mont Blanc. White mountain.

Montreal, [P.] Royal mountain—

so named by the French explorer,

Jacques Cartier, in 1534.

Moravia. From the March or

Morava, [ava is the Ger. aha, a

river] a bordering river.

Munich, [From Ger. nitmchni,

monks, L. numachus.) The city

taken its name from some monks

who erected warehouses for salt

upon the spot where it now stands.

Mutcul District of the march or

boundary—this province was for

many years the debatable ground

between the Moors and Christians.

Kuskeego, [Ind.] Place of cran

berries.

Muskingum, [Ind.] Moose-eye river.

N.

tfahant, [Tnd.] At tho point.

Nantes, [Celt.] A valley.

Naples. [It. Najwli.] From it*

ancient Greek name Ntapoli$t new

city.

Nashua, [Ind.] Betwoon the rivers.

Natal. Named by Vasoo de (liini.i,

because ho discovered it on Christ

mas day (day of the Nativity).

Naugatuek, [Ind.] Fork of the

rivers ; point between two rivers.

Nebraska, [Ind.] Water valley;

shallow river.

Nepissing, [I ■].!.] At tho small lake.

Neshotah, [Ind.] Twins (the two

rivers Wisconsin).

Neveraink, [Ind. ] High land between

waters.

Newfoundland. Named by its dis

coverer, John Cabot, in 1497—first

applied by him to all the territory

he dUcowred, but afterward re

stricted to the island to which it is

now applied.

New Hampshire, Named by Captain

John Mason (who obtained a grant

of this region) after his native

county in England.

New Jersey. Named in honour of

Sir George Carteret, an inhabitant

of the idle of Jersey.

New York. Named after the Duke

of York, afterward James II.

Niagara, [Ind.] Neck of water

conneirtuig Lake Erie with Lake

Ontario.

Niger. From L. niper, black.

Nimes or Niamei. From the Celtic

linnet, a sacred grove.

Niphon, [Japan.] Fountain or

source of light.

Normandy. The part of France

occupied by the Normans or North

men.

Norridgewock, [Ind.] Plaoeofdeer.

North River. The Hudson at New

York— so called in distinction frmn

the Delaware, which was styled the

South River.

Northwalk, [Ind.] The middle land

fa tract between two rivers).

Nova Scotia, [L.] New Scotland. In

1621, Sir William Alexander, a

Scotchman, obtained from James

I. a giant of the country.

0.

Ocmulgee, [Ind.] The rivers ; too

watercourses.

Oconee, [Ind.] Water-course; small

river.

Ohio, [Ind.] Beautiful.

Oneida, [Ind.] People of the beacon-

stone.

Onondaga, [Ind.] Place of the hill?.

Ontario, [Ind.] From OnontaJ,

a village on a mountain, the chief

scat of the Onondagas,

Oporto, IPg. o porto.\ Th° harbour.

Oregon. Named by Carver, Oregon

or Oregan, i. e., River of the West;

according to others, derived from

Sp. ortgano, wild marjoram, which

grows abundantly on the Pacific

coast.

Orinoco, [Ind.] Coiling snake.

Orkneys, [Gael.] The isles of

whales.

Orleans. Named after the Emperor

Aurelian, by whom it was embel

lished.

Osage, [Ind.] The strong.

Ossipee, [Ind.] Strong river.

Ostend, [D. oost, east, einde, end.]

The east end of the kingdom.

Ottawa. [Ind.] Traders.

Ouse, [Celt.] Water.

Owasoo. [Ind.] A bridge.

Pacific Ocean. So called by Fernando

do Magellan, who sailed across it

in 1521, enjoying continuous fair

weather and favourable winds for

throe months and twenty days.

Paleatine, [ H. ] The land of

strangers; the ancient Philistia or

Pahvstina, named from the Pales-

tines or Philistines.

Pampeluna. Corruption of Pmnpeio-

potit, the city of Pompey, its

reputed founder.

Panama, [Ind.] From the nmd-fifJi

in which the bay abounds.

Papua, Frizzled, from the enormous

frizzled heads of hair of tho natives.

Parana, [Brax] The river.

Paacagoula. Nation of bread.

Passaic, [Ind.] Valley.

Passamaquoddy, [Lad. J Great plaes

for pollock.

Passumsic, [lud.] Cleax river.

Patagonia. So called by Magtdka.

from Sp. paXagon, a large, cram*;

foot, a name given by bun to tik

inhabitants on account of tike sup

posed magnitude of their feet.

Pawcatuck, [Ind.] Clear river.

Pawtucket, Und.] At the fans.

Pawtuxet, [Ind.J At the Irtik

falls.

Pembroke, [Celt. Pen,~bro ] Theh--aJ

of the land.

Femigewasset, [Ind.] Crooked place

of pines.

Pennsylvania. Penn's wood, [L

tylvtt, a wood] named after William

Penn, who settled the- country is

1681.

Penobscot. At the rock ; rock land

—applied originally to a place neii

Castuie, near to the river.

Penzance, |Celt.J Saint'* h«*dlso--l

Perekop, [Slav.] A cut ; the ditea

dug across the neck of land at tfc#

entrance of the Crimea for tbs

security of the place.

Perigord. A corruption of its Latin

name Pttricortiiv-m..

Pernambuco. The mouth of hdL

Philadelphia, [G.J City of brotherly

love.

Philippine Islands. Named after

Philip II. of Spain.

Piacenza, [L. PtacenXiei.'] Xazued

from its delightful situation.

Piedmont. From It. Pi* di m**ite,

foot of the mountain—so c&ikd

from its situation.

Fiscataqua, [lud] Great deer

river.

Pittsburgh, Named after William

Pitt, Lord Chatham.

Poitiers. City of the PicUme* er

Pictavi.

Poland. From the Ger. fVrs er

Pohlen, the men of the plaica.

Polynesia, [G.] Many islands.

Pomerania, [Slav.] Upon or by tl«

Potomac, [Ind.] Place of the 1

ing pine, resembling a council Sre-

Pougkkeepsie, [Ind.] Shallow inl—t.

safe harbour for small boats.

Prcsque Isle, [F.] Peninsula.

Prussia, Formerly B&ra*r»&9 i.e_,

couutry of the Borussi. Aocordir^

to others, the country of tb-« fV

Ilvsi, i.e., the men near the- R&c

or Russians, or perhaps rj«ax tit*

Ituaso, a branch of the Nt*in«rn.

Fruth. From Slavonic prtui^ nvtx.

Quebec. An Algonquin term taei

ing *' take care of the rock. *

Quinnebaug, [Ind J Long pond.

Quinnepiae, [Ind] The i

log country.
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QuLnsigamond, [Ind.] Fishing place

for pickerel.

R.

Raleigh. Named in honour of Sir

Walter Raleigh, who planted a

colony on the Roanoke about 1586.

Rapidan or Rapid Ann. Said to have

been named in honour of Queen

Anne.

Rappahannock, [Ind.] A river of

quick rising waters.

Reggio. From L. rkegium, said to

be from G. rtgnumi, to break, be

cause Sicily was here severed from

the mainland by the force of the sea.

Reikjavik, [Ice!.] Steam town,

named from the hot springs near it.

Rheims. Capital of the Rnni, a

people of Gaul mentioned by Caesar.

Rhine. From the Celtic root rhe or

rkin, meaning rapid.

Rhode Island. Rod Island [D. rood,

red) from its reddish appearance.

Rhodes. Commonly derived from

G. rodon, a rose.

Rhone, [Celtic rhe and don.] Rapid

river or water.

Rio de la Plata, [So.} River ofsilver

—so named by Diega Garcias in

1027 from the silver brought him

by the natives.

Rio de Janeiro, [Sp.] Situated on

an arm of the sea named Janeiro,

probably from its discovery by

Alfonso de Sousa on the feast day

of St Januarius.

Roanoke, [Ind.] Equivalent to peag,

sea shell or wampum.

Romney, [Gael, ruimne.) A marsh.

Rouen. A corruption of its ancient

name Rothomum.

Roumelia. A Turkish corruption of

Romania, i. c, the country of the

Romans.

Runnimede, [A. -8.] Meadow of the

Runes, it being the ancient Anglo-

Saxon field of council.

Rutland. Red land, from the colour

of its soil.

S.

Sagadahoc, [Ind.] Ending place,

i. «., mouth of the Kennebec.

Sahara, [A.] A desert.

Samareand. A corruption of Alex

andria.

Samoa, [A.santa,tobehigh.] Lofty.

Sandusky, [Ind. J Cold spring.

Sandwich Islands. Named by Cap

tain Cook in honour of Lord Sand

wich, First Lord of the Admiralty.

San Domingo, [Sp.] Holy Sabbath.

San Francisco, [Sp. ] St. Francis.

San Jose, [Sp.] St. Joseph.

San Paulo, [Sp.] St. Paul

6an Salvador, [Sp.] Holy Saviour.

Santo Barbara, [Sp.] St. Barbara.

Santa Cms, [Sp.] Holy Cross.

Santo Fe, [Sp.j Holy Faith.

Santarem. Named from St. Irene,

a holy virgin.

Santiago, [Sp.] For Sant Iago, or

St. James.

Saragossa. Corruption of its Latin

name, Casarea Augusta.

Saranac, [Ind,] River that flows

under rook.

Saratoga, [Ind.] Place of the mirac

ulous waters in a rock.

Saskatchewan, [Ind.] Swiftourrent.

Saxony. Country of the Saxons

[Sataisuna, sons of the Sakai.]

Schenectady, [Ind.] River valley

beyond or through the pine trees.

Schleswig. From its situation on

the little river Schlty, and wig, a

bay.

Schoharie, [Ind.] So named from a

tributary which throws out its

waters so forcibly as to cross the

main stream.

Schoodio, [lnd.J Burnt lands.

Seio. From seino, mastic, one of its

principal products.

Scotland. Land of the Scot! or

Scots.

Scutari. From Per. uskudar, envoy,

messenger, courier — Scutari was

formerly, as now, a post station for

Asiatic couriers,

Sebago, [Ind.] Place or region of

river-lake.

Seneca. A corrupt Indian pronunci

ation of the Dutch nanibnr, ver

milion.

Senegambia, Named from it* situa

tion between the rivers Senegal and

Gambia.

Seville. A corruption of its Latin

name, Hispa I i*.

Schetucket, [Ind.] The land be

tween the rivers.

Siberia. Supposed to be derived

from the ancient town Sibir (the

residence of the Tartar prince Kut.-

sheen Khan), the remains of which

are still standing.

Singapore. City of the lion.

Sinde, scinde, [From Hind. Scin-

dhoo, Sindhu.) A collection of

waters.

Skagerrack. The crooked strait of

Skagen(from Go. *l-agata,ii isthmus,

promontory), a cape that forms the

northern extremity of Jutland and

Denmark.

Skowhegan, [Ind.] Spearing.

Society Islands. Islands in the

North Pacific named by Captain

Cook in honour of the Royal

Society.

Spa. Flem. spa, a fountain.

Spires. Named by Bishop Roger, in

the 11th century, from the rivulet

- Speier-bacb, by which it is watered.

Spitsbergen. From Ger. spitz* , a

point or peak, and bergen, moun

tains—on the coasts of this group

of islands are mountain-chains

bristling with granite peaks, many

of which exceed 4000 feet in height.

Sporades. From G. tporades, scat

tered, from their position.

St. Etienne, [P.] St. Stephen.

St. Kitta. Properly St. Christopher's,

from its discoverer, Christopher Co

lumbus.

St Petersburg, [i.e., Peter's town

or castle.] Named after its founder,

Peter the Great.

Stutgard, [Ger.j The stallion in

cisure, from the stallions formerly

kept there for purposes of war.

Styria, [Ger. Bteyermari.] From

Steyer, its chief town and river.

Suabia. From the name of its

ancient inhabitants, the Suevi.

Sunderland, [A.-S. svndrian, to

separate.] Land separated from

other land.

Superior (Lake). [L.] The upper

Sweden, [L. Suedia.] Country of

Suevi or Suiones.

Switzerland. From Scbwyz, one of

the three forest cantons which

asserted their independence of

Austria—since applied to the whole

country.

Syria. Probably from Tsar or Tyre

(a rock), ito chief cit£

Tagns, [Phen.] River offish.

Tallahasse, [Ind.] Old town.

Tallahatohee, [Ind.] River of the

rock.

Tallapoosa, [Ind.] 8wift water.

Tappan (Sea), [Ind.] Cold stream.

Tasmania, Named from its dis

coverer Abel Janssen Tasman, a

Dutch navigator of the 17th

century.

Taunton, [Anciently Thonodunum.]

Town on the Tone.

Tennessee, [Ind.] River of the Big

Bend.

Terceira, [Pg.] " Third," it being

the third in length, of the Azores

Islands.

Terra Haute, [F.] Highland.

Thames, [L. Tament.l The broad

Lris.

Thrace, [G. traehus.] The rugged

country.

Tioga, [Ind.] Swift current.

Tippecanoe, [Ind.] A kind of fish

living in this branch of the Wabash

River.

Titicut, [Ind.] A contraction of an

Indian word, meaning on the great

river.

Toledo, [L. ToUdum.) Named by its

Jewish founders from H'toUdoth,

generations, families, races.

Toplitz. From Slavonic topol, the

poplar.

Toronto, [Ind.] An Iroquois term

denoting oak-trees rising from the

lake.

Tortugas. [Sp.] The # *' tortoises "

either from their shape or from the

tortoises found on the ooast.

Toulon. Corrupted from Tdonium

or named after Telo Martins, a

tribune who colonized it.,

Transylvania, [From L. irons,

across, beyond, and tyl%at a wood.]
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80 called by the Hungarian* aa

being beyond their woody frontier.

Trebixond, A corruption of G. tra-

jpesou8t trapezua, from trapexion.

Said to have been so named be

cause built in the shape of a

trapezium.

Trent, [Brit.] Winding river.

Trent, [Tyrol.] Contraction of Tri-

dentum, its former name, derived

by some from three streams that

fall into the Adige.

Trieste. Corrupted from its Latin

name Tergate.

Trinidad, [8p.J Trinity—so called

bj Columbus, because? having dis

cerned three mountain peaks rising

from the waters, and appearing to

be three separate islands—he dis

covered on nearer approach that

they formed one united land, a fact

which he recognized as a mysteri

ous emblem of the Trinity.

Trujillo or Truxillo. A corruption

of its ancient name Turrit Julia.

Troyea. The chief town of the

Trecasses, a Celtic nation, from

whom it took the name ofTricasssj,

afterward Treca.

Tunis. From its ancient name

Tunetum or Tunes.

Turin, [L. Taurinum, Augiuta

Taurinorum.] Named from its

inhabitants, the Taurini,

Tuscaloosa, [Ind] Black; black-

warrior.

Tuscany, [L. Tuteicu] Country of

the tttrusci or Etruscans.

U.

TTkreine, [Slar.] A frontier.

Umbagog, [lad.] Clear lake; shal

low.

T/ral, [Tartarian. ] A belt or girdle.

TJak. [Celt.] Water ; a current.

Coca. The ancient.

V.

Valencia, [From L. Valentin.]

Strong ; powerful.

Valparaiso, [Sp.] Paradise valley.

Vancouver's Island. Named after

Vancouver, who visited the island

in 1791

Van Diemen's Land. Named by its

discoverer Taaman, after the

daughter of the then Dutch gover

nor of Batavia.

Vaud, [L. vallu, a valley.} Named

from the Waldeuses or Valdeneee,

the inhabitants of the valleys.

Venezuela, [Sp.] Little Venice—so

named on account of some Indian

villages which the first conquerors

found built on piles in lake Mara-

caybo.

Venice, [L. Venetia.] The territory

of the ancitnt Veneti, of which it

formed a dependency.

Vermont, [From F. vtrd, green, moni,

mountain.] Green mountains.

Vesuvius, [Oscau.] Emitter ofsmoke

and sparks.

Virginia. Named in honour of

Queen Elizabeth, the virgin queen,

in whose reign Sir Walter Raleigh

made the first attempt to colonize

this region.

W.

Wabash, [Ind.) A cloud blown

forward by an equinoctial wind.

Wachusett, [Ind. J The mountain.

Wallochia. Country of the Wallachs

or Romani.

Washington. Named after George

Washington, first president of the

United States.

Washita. (I ml.] Male deer.

Waterford, [Norse.] Frith of rams

or wethers.

Weser, [Anciently Wtiamha.) West

ern river. [land.

Westmoreland, [A.-S.] West-moor-

Westphalia. The western field or

plain.

Wetumpka, [Ind.] Waterfall; tum

bling water.

Wheeling, [Ind. KwWnJfc,] Place of

a head.

Wight, [L. vtctis, A. -a viht-land.]

The land or island of the Wyte or

Jutes. I

Windermere, [A.-E] Oar-***

lake.

Windsor, [Anciently WiadjaKin

The winding shore.

Winona, [Ind.] Frst-born daari-^r

Winnepeg, [Ind] Turbid *its

Winnipisiogee, [Ind.] Land of la

beautiful lake.

Winooaki, [Ind.] Beaatifel itar

river.

Wiscaasat, [Ind-J Place of ydrt

pine.

Wieoonain, [Ind.] Wild ns&a;

channeL

Wolga, [Sar.J The great river.

Worcester, [A oorruptiac of L-i

llwieicara-eeaster.] The essu* ff

the iahabitanta of the coutn d

the II uiocii.

Wye, (W. p*y or srj.) Watst

Yellow Bern. From the msw?.

lemon, yellow colour of its **'-''

near the land, arising fm= l*

nature of the bottom, which a<A*

touched by vessels narigmWii '<---■

sea.

Yucatan, [From the Ind .?■»»•'

What do you say?] Auwp'a

by the Spaniards from ths aw**

returned by the native* te a-

qniries oonoerning the oasu o£ ~e

country.

Yverdum. A corruption of 1* Lus

name EbroduAumi.

Z.

Zanguehar, [A Btr-a-Z<*f. tail *

the Zing.] Land or coart a! o>

Z&nguor negroea.

Zanta. A corruption of itt ubc*

name Zacvnthm.

Zansebar. A corruption er awes-

cation of Zanguebar.

Zurich, A corruption of Alba

Turicun or TkKrian. t1*11

TliKTicut (eon of Tbeodorirt »*»

rebuilt the city alter it. <"

by Attala.



PRONOUNCING VOCABULARY

GREEK AND LATIN PROPER NAMES,

ALPHABETICALLY AERANGED.

>'a~hu A-ce'ni-a A-di-e'nus jE-gotftvltu Ag'a-mna

han't** A-ce-ei'nea Ad-i-man'tua jE'gon Ag-a-nip'pe

Ag-a-pe'norbavn'ti-a* A-OM'ta Ad-me'w ^goa Pot'a-moa

>-ar-ba're-a A-cea'tcs Ad-tne'tua iE'gUB Ag-a-ie'ni

:» a-ris A-chaVa A-do'ui-a jE-gu'sa Ag-a-riata

bu A-chwi A-do'nia J£-gyp'tM A-gas'i-clea

3'*-B» Ach-ildVa Ad-ra-myt'ti-um jE-gyptua Ag'a-sus

«-a-ai'tis A-cUiJ1e« Ad-ra'na JSIi-a Ag'a-tha

baa'aua Aoh-il-le'uro Ad-raa'ti-a iE-li-a'nua Ag-a-thar'chi-dei

'R-ton A-chi'Ti Ad-raa'ti Cam'pi jEli-us Ag-a-thi'aa
■•-da-lon'y-mus

Ach-la-da-ns A-draa'tus A-elTo Aga-tho

j-de'ra A-ci-cho'ri-ua Ad-ri-a-nop'o-lia j&lu'rua Ag-a-thn-cle'a

►-der-i'tea A-ci-daTi-a A-dri-a'nua /E-mil-i-a'nus A-gath'o-cles

xLfi'nu A-dl'i-a A-dri-at'i-cum -E-niil'i-us Aga-tbon

>-do-lon'y-mtifl A-dl'i-ua Ad-ri-nie'tum jE'mon Ag-a-thyrai

be-a'teu A'cis Ad-u-at'a-ci yK-mo'iu-a A-ga've

b*Ha Ac-mon'i-des A-duaa ,E-mon 'i-dea Ag-dea'tia

bi-a A-coa'tea A-dulia iE-na'ri-a Ag-e-las'tus

bi-i A-oon'ti-tu Ad-yr-macL 'i -das JB-ne'a Ag-e-la'us

>i-U Ac'o-ris jE'a *E-ue'a-d;+! A-gen'di-cam

biaVroa Ac'o-rue iE-a-oe'a iE-ne'aa A-ge'nor

■ no-ba A'cra ^-ac'i-dea jE-ne'irt A-ge-ean'der

>-o-bri'ca Ac'ra-gaa iE'a-CUa jE-nea-i-de'mua A-ge'si-as

bco'cri-tua A-cra'tua Alx'a jE-ne'tua A-gea-i-la'ua

■ O J.l'lll
A'cri-te A»-aii-te'um .fi-ni'a Ag-e-eipVlia

bon-i-tei'chos A-cri-a'tes iE-an-ti'dw .(E-no-bar'bus Ag-e-aia'tra-ta

bor'raa Ao-ri-doph'n-gi JE'u JS-oli-a Ag'i-die

A^ia.-la-da'Us A-cris-i-o'nr-us iE-de'si-a JE-a'h-x

brocVniaa A-crie-i-o-niVdea jE-dilea jE-ol'i-dt« Ag-lai'a

.-ro-di-aa'tm A-cris'i-us A-e'don jE'o-Us Ag-la-o-ni'ce

bron A-cri'taa A-«-do'nia iE'o-his Ag-lau'roa

bron'y*chas Ac-ro-a'thon M'dn-i JE-o'ra Ag-la'ua

bn/U Ac-ro-ce-rau'm-ura jK-c'U iE'py-tua Ag-no-di'oo

brofo-nnm Ac-ro-corin'thoa ^E-t)'ti-as JE'qui Ag-no'ni-a

bra'po-lia

t>-ayrti-des

Aoron jE-gje'ou jE-quic'o-H Ag-nou'i-des

A-crop'o-lis M-igm'nm jE-qui-meli-UDi A-go'iti-u.i

AgVrao-ayr'taa A-crot'a-tua iE-gale-oa A-er'o-pe

■bu-li'tes Ac-ro-tho'ou iE-ga'le-uni jE'ro-pua Ag-o-rac'ri-tus

byMua Ao-tas'oxi iE-ga'tea ^Eaa-cui Ag-o-ra'nis

l/y-la Ac-tas'aa A£-ge'lo-on iE-aa'ge-a Ag-o-ran'o-mi

[>-y«-«i'iii Ac'ti-a iE-ge'ri-a jEa'chi-nt* A/m

;-ft-Cal'lia Ac-ti-aa'nea ./E-ge'uB jEa'chri-on Ag'ra-gaa

:;-a-ce'ai-us Ac'ti-um jE-gia-le iEa'chy-Ina A-grauli-a

-cft'ci-ua Ac'ti-us iE-gi-a-le'ua jEa-cu-la'pi-u» A-grau'loa

.--a -de'mi-a Ac-tori-des jE-gi'a-lua ^-ao'pua A-gri-a'nes

c-a-de'mus Ac'to-rfa wE-gil'i-a JC-thalt-a A-gric'o-la

- .i-lau'diud A-cula-o M-gim'u-TUB jB'thra A-gn-o'ni-a

•a mas A-cu'phis ^-gi'na jE-thu'aa A-grip'pa

-camp'Bis A-cu-ai-la'iM ^E-gi-ne'ta ^E-toli-a A-griivpi'na

-cau'thua Ad'a-da ■fi-gi-ne'tea JE-U/lUB A'gri-ua

-oar-na'ni-a A-das'ua ^-gi'o-chua A-fia'ni-iia Ag'ro-las

-caa'tua Ad-a-man-taVa ^-gi'pau Afri-ca A'gron

t/ci-a Ad'a-mas iE-gi'ra Af-ri-ca'nua A-grot'e-ra

o'ci-iw Ad-a-maa'tua ^E-gia'thus Af'ri-cum A-gyi-«-aa

'CO Ad'da-a jE'gi-uin Ag-a-me'des A-gyl'la

-ccr-a'tus Ad-her'Kil •ffl'glea Ag-a-mcm'ihin A-gTr'i-um

-cer'ne A-di-at'o-rix i£-gle't«8 Ag-a-mem-non'i-dm A-ha'U
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A-hen-o-bar'buB

Ai-do'ne-u»

Ai'm Lo-cu'ti-u

A-l»'ft

A-lw'i

Al'a-la

Al-al-com'e-nro

AJ-a-niau'ni

A-la'ni

Al-a-riciu

A-Wtor

A-laB'to-rw

A-U'«on

Al-ba'ni

Al-ba'ni-a

Al-ba'uuB

Al'bi-a

Al-bi'ci

Al-bi-gau'num

Al-bi'ni

Albi-on

Al'bius

Albula

Al-bu'noa

Al-ow'u*

Al-can'der

Al-catb'i>-o

Al-cati'o-iia

AVo

Al-ce'nor

Al-cos'toa

Al-ci-bi'a-dea

Al-cid'a-uiaa

Al-ci-da-*uo'a

Al-cid'a-iuus

Al-^i'des

Al-cid'i-co

Al-cim'a-chus

Al-cim'e-de

Al-cim'o-don

Al-cim'e-nea

Al'ci-uuiR

Al-cln'o-ua

Al'ci-phrou

Alcip'pe

Al-cith'o-o

Alc-mro'on

Alc-me'ua

Al-cy'o-im

Al-cy'o-uo-ufl

A'le-a

A-lec'to

A-loc'tor

Aleo"try-on

A-loi'u» Cam'pus

Al-«-nian'ni

A-l^sa

A-le'si-a

Ale'thea

Al-eu-a'dn

Alex

A-lex-a-me'nns

Al-ex-an'der

Al-ex-au'dra

A!-ex-an'dri a

Al-exandri'na

Al-ex-an-dru^o-

Al-«x-a'nor

A-lex'ai

Al-^x-icVcua

Al-ex-i'nus

A-lex'on

Al-ex-ip'pus

A-lex'is

A-lex'o

Al-fc'nua

GBEEK AKD lATD»P»OPm^AltM.

Al'gi-dum

A-li-ac'roon

A-li-ai'toa

A-liVnuB

Al'l-to

ATl-i

Al-il»'i

Al-i-men'tus

Al'i-pbm

Al-i-phe'ra

Al-ir-io't.hi-ua

AJ'li-a

Al-lob'io-gw

Al-lot'ri-gea

Al-lu'ci-us

A-lo'a

A-lo'e-ua

Al-o-i'd»

Al-o-i'dea

Al'ivpo

A-lop'e-oa

A'loa

Al-pe'nuB

Al-pne'nor

Al-phe'nus

Al-phe-M-boo'a

ATphe-us

Al-pi'nua

Al'ai-nui

Al-thn'a

Al-thio'nie-lKM

Al-ti'num

A-lun'ti-um

A-ly-at'tes

Aly-ba

Al-y-csa'a

A-lyti'o-niua

Al-y-peHus

Al/pus

A-lya'aus

Al-yx-oth'o-8

Al-y-je'a

A-mad'o-cils

A-nialthma

A-mal-tho'um

A-man'ti-a_

A-man-ti'ni

A-ma'nus

A-mar'a-cus

A-mar'di

Ani-a-rynis

Am-a-ryn'oe-ua

Am-a-ryn'ci-do*

Am-a-rjn thus

A'mas

Am-a-ae'a

A-ma'ais

A-mas'tri8

A-nias'trua

A-ma'ta

A-ma'thu»

A-max'i-tis

Am-a-ze>ics

Ama-am

Am-a-zo'ncs

Am-a-K>'iii-"s

lis Am-bart-i

Am-bar-valiM IIos

ti-sa

Am-bar-va'li-a

Am-bi-a-ti'»us

Am-bi-ga'tua

Am-bi'o-rix

AniTjla-da

Aro-bra'ci-a

Aiubro'noa

Am-bn/ai-a

Am-bro'Bi-ua

Am-brys'Bus

Am-bn-ba'jai

AinVbM

Am-e-na'nus

A-me'ri-a

A-mea'tra-tua

A-mea'tria

A-wi'tla

A-mil'oar

Am'il-oe

A-miVi-ua

A-miioa

Am-i-tor'num

Am-mi-a'uua

Am-mo'iii-ua

Am-ne'ua

Am'ni-u

Am-ni'BUB

Am-o-me'taB

A'mor

Am-o-iw'ua

A-mor'gos

Am'pe-loa

Am-pe-lu'ai-a

Am-pbi-a-ra'ua

Am-phi-clo'a

Am-phic'nvtes

Am-phic'ty-on

Am-ubic-ty'o-nea

Am-phi-div'mi-a

Am-phi-ge'iua

Am-phiTo-chus

Am-plul'y-tua

Am-pbim'e-don

Am-pbin'o-mus

Am-phi'on

Am-pbip'o-lee

Am-phip'o-lw

Am-pbip'y-ros

Am-pbi'io

Am-pbia-bai'na

Aio-pbia'sa

Am-pbi*-ti'de8

Am-pbi-the-a'tram

Am-pbi-tri'ta

Am-phit'ry-ou

Am -pb.it -ry-o-ni a-

dea

Ani-phot'eras

Am-phiyaua

A-niu'li-ua

A-my'cla

A-m/clie

Am'y-cua

Am'y-don

Am-y-mo'no

A-myn'tas

A-myn-ti-a'nua

A-myn'tor

Am-y-ri'euB Cam pus

A-myB'tis

Am-y-tha'on

Am'y-tis

A-naba-sia

Au-a-c«'a

Aii'a-cee

Afl-a-char'sia

Au-a'ci-uni

A-nac're-on

A-nac-to'rum

An-a-dy-om'o-no

A-nag'ni-a

An-a-i'tis

An'apho

An-a-phlya'taB

A-na'i'iB

A-na'pi-na

A-na'pua

Amu

A-nau'rua

A-nau'aiB

A'nax

An-ax-ag'o-ras

An-ax-an'der

An-ax-an'dri-dM

Aii-ax-*r'e-t«

An-ax-e'nor

A-nax'i-aa

An-ax-ib'i-a

An-ax-ic'ra-tM

A-nax-i-da'mua

A-nax-i-la'oa
An-ax-ilri-dfla

A-nax-i-man'der

An-ax-im'e-nea

An-ax-ip'o-lia

An-ax-ip'pmi

A-nax'ia

An-oaa'iu

An-cal'i-te«

An-chem'o-ltts

A»-chea'luua

An-chi'a-la

An-chi'a-lus

An-cbim'o-lus

An-chi'sea

An-cbi»'i-a

An'cho-as

An-chu'ru8

An-oi'le

An-co'na

An-c/ras

An-dab'a-tra

An-da'ni-a

An-dc-gaM

An-doc'i-dea

Au-dn'as

An'dri-a

An-dri'a-ca

An-dri'oua

AJi-dia'cua

An-dro'U-u3

An-dro-cle'a

An-dro'clee

An-4ro-cli'dea

An-dio'clua

An-<lrod'a-maa

An-dro'du»

An-dro'ge-uB

An-drog'y-naa

An-drom'a-che

An-drom'a-chus

An-drom'e-da

An-dro-ni'cU8

An-diophVgi

An-dro-pompua

An-droathe-nea

An-dro'ti-ou

An-«-loiiti8

An'e-mo

An-e-mc/li-a

An-e-mo'sa

An-e-mo'tis

A-ne'tor

An-ge1i-"i

An-gi'tea

An-git'i-a

An-«it'u-la

AngU*

An-gnirt-»

An-i-oa'taa

A-nkrt-a

A-nid-na

A-ni'giM

An-i-t<Wsi»

A'ni-ua

An-nalis

An-ni-a'ntia

Au'ni-bal

An-nic'e-ria

An-Uo'oa

An-tag'o-raa

An-tal'd-^iaa

An-tan'droai

An-tei'iia

An-tem'naB

An-t^nor

An'ta-roe

An'te-rn*

An-tbe'a

An-theaa

An-the'doa

An-theU

An-tbeTi-a

An'tbe-mia

An'tbe-mus

An-the'ne

An-ther'mus

An-thea-pbo'ri-*

An-thea-te'ri-a,

An'tbe-us

An-tbi'a

An'Uii-naa

An'thi-am

An-thro-popbVgi

An-thyl'la

An-ti'a

An-*i-ci-no1iB

An-ti-cle'a>

An-ti-cli'deai

An-titfra-gua

An-tic'ra-loa

An-tWy-r*

An-ti-do'nis

An-tig'e-noa

An-ti-gan'i-des

An-tia/o-ne

An-ti-go'lii-*

An-tig'o-nua

An-ti-lib'av-noa

An-til'o-choa

An-tim a-chuB

Aii-tiu'o-e

An-tin-o-e'a

An-ti-nop'o-li*

An-tiJi'o-OB

An-ti-o-chi'a

An-ti'o-ohus

An-ti'o-p«

An-tdp'a-roB

An-tip'a-ter

An-ti-patri-a

An-tip^a-tri»

An-tipb'a-nes

An-tiph'a-tea

An-tipb'i-loa

An'U-phon

An'ti-phna

Au-tipfo-dtt

An-tip'o-lis

An-tirrtii-am

An-tisaa

An-tii'th»-n«

An'ti-um

An-to'ni-a



»[,«v«iiH-uy

ii.-"'nv

Baj-n3,ny

aq-tS,ny

un/JS-uy

0B-«8(ny

w(aS-ny

*3,ny

cnp-g,ny

BO-i,pg-ny

wu/jp-g-ny

«,iaj-ny

sni-n,?y

•n-UIVW

Bua-i^y

*>j»,»y

sn,i»j-?y

Bod-OJ^y

i»:p,Ui-v

fln-ax^y

»»H,«q-«-^y

xu*,y

Baa-ui/ty

B»i,80l-y

sep-i^trei-^y

Ba^tnq-^y

*-i,mvy

*un-v
bti-itivv

*-Ltn-T

«iq,raXqvy

sw,oqvy

Bw-a,q^y

■nj,op-<HuaqvV

o-ni,eqvy

eu^qvy

««i-o,9*-ae-q$y

suam-a-my

nm,cKti-e-qiy

wu^qvy

«a,aqvv

Bn-iB,wu-«-qiy

rem-«,q^y

sau^vm-TJ-qiv

«M«VV

w-anjei-v

BTVB8,.nrj-V

Sfqa-aq^-V

B8q,irei-«-^y

w»,uiq-*-iv

mi-^qvvv

sni-n,qvvv

BTqo-X^sy

n<u-A%sy

8ni-i,qdA>-8y

*,aq-TO-A^-sv

aqo-o^-By

Bii-o,uXv>y

om-o,u.Ci-sy

w^np-ara-A^-fly

sn[-£*,sy

swtn-^p.fj-sy

«,ei-uia-AVsv

area-n^-sy

8tq-u,A^-fly

ee9-v,X)-«y

aJB-w^-sy

b3j-ni.«V

m-tij,sy

ed-o^avBV

n-ip,oj-ai-By

sn-u^-By

BU-a^By

uo-Li^-sy

U-U/O^-BV

Hnd-B-j,By

wl-^l^y

ui^aS-w^-BV

sna-ttj(«y

B-i^Xs-ay

Bnu,oi-od-BV

BItp,U3d-8V

Ban,iqv«d-By

su-w(Bd-sy

*-pJ,Wd-BV

ran-i^B-red-By

sajqvi,nrod-BV

Btld/)8-V

Bjd^OB-V

Bap-*,i'd-os-y

«-'id,os-y

sn-rt,v

«nu-i,av

ea-iay

BTl-U,mi-IB-V

«-u(wu-JB-y

flua-i,ju-i»-v

*-is,y

o-njas-y

pjq-'ujp.sv

mui-no,By

■n-ra^oo-sy

B>u/»ve[o-8V

Bn-idyo|a-By

Btu,op-o-id-op-sy

•dp-v^d-aja-By

B^id-ajo-By

BT»-ia,«o-By

»-ra,«D-sy

aoi-«D,By

■nqd^rso-sy

an.SAq-sy

jep,ireB-y

Bw^ffj-dXj-y

sap,ire-Aj-v

IH!■>\-.iY
«a(.«A-xy

BTl-1^UTU-V

suiu^y

ku-u,ovjv

uoin-ai,^

i^im-ovxy

mn-i/BTra-oij-jy

o-i^rjm-e^-jy

sua-a^y

siu(op-iai-evjy

sBta-a^V

88,\19■\1.-1-J\'
WJ-*,XBVjy

w/xtr^-jy

sap^A-e^-jy

seuxaqd-uv-ry

•tiu,«v<xv

Bafl^aS-^-jy

su^aS-vvxy

ua,*-oo-evjv

oa^ao-wj-xy

BO-*Vy

lxq-*VV

siur,uq-i?v.iy

saa,«a-«q-wi-iy

snu,vq-vj-xv

8-0,11is-iy

w-is^y

B1t-IU,W8-jy

OJp-13;«B-jy

siiu,w-|i-xv

Bn^aiq-vqj-jy

iuuu,id-jy

vVutu/M-y

sn-iq^ou-jy

iBO-i^jora-jy

sm-i,uiw-ay

lun-u^sni-nn-xy

«-ju,aai-jy

sn-jj,y

sn^su-y

BTm-o^xoi-Bij-y

Bai-a^o^-su-y

uoqd-ojsu-y

sau-^qdo^-BU-y

suu-o^au-v

Bno(ra-oa-Bu-y

0fl,nTO-oi-8u-v

uoi,su>y

saa-a.raovsu-V

tnqa-B,moj-bu-y

oqa-w,raov«u-y

uoj,i3-oi-6[j-y

Bau-e/3o^-BiJ-y

snra,ep-o^-BU-y

9sy%-vipa\-su-y

sap,tia-oj-Bu-y

sap-o-jejj-V

Bn[,nq-ovflu-y

o^bu-v

Bii-xj^u-y

Bnd/Ii^-flu-y

Bnuij-BJ-jy

sap,!J-s(.i-V

au-evu-y

Bv-a^^u-y

snqa/Jw^-BU-y

oqo,i»»-BJj-y

aap,w«}-Bu-y

sui-o^Swi-Biz-y

Bit,aj)-B[i-y

iuna^-B]j-y

sii'j-o^uftri-Bi-iy

su,y

Btl^BTA-O-IJ-V

no;u-y

Biip^reta-o-u-v

Bou^-iBq-o-u-y

i,9Bqd-inu-v

ran-iayaiu-y

s«Ht,»in-ij-v

id,Bvai-u-y

ej,oa-8Jj-y

mn^ajS-u-y

Bi»,ajp-u-y

«-ipu-y

Baqi^-B-u-y

Buvre-u-y

flau^nra-u-y

an/B-u-y

aa,p«-u-y

«-u,y

ed-TiflJ-iy

ui,^S-jy

Bn^ajCS-jy

u^nS-jy

e^/tvea-o3-xv

ni-oSjiy

Bno-ija8-jy

iA,i8-jy

wa(S-ay

T.ajdiliS-iy

savioqd-i3-.iv

aw,nu-i3-jv

v,i3-ay

mii(uaS-jy

Bn-iu/>qv«i«3-JV

su,ai2-jy

Bn-aa,v

w^nqj-a-jy

Baj(ai-y

o^(oz-y

tnrj^^y

iif-t^qdwj-a-jy

80,93^-8-jy

^-e^iy

sap-1,10^-88-jy

jo;/Baa-y

BBu^qi-Ba-jy

Bix-o^o-ej-y

BnU-^do-ai-y

s^i^-vd-o-aj-y

aa^-y

uo-i^jora-e-xy

iuni,iq-a-xy

ura^ia-np-xy

an-op^y

oa-rp/jy

n-op^y

snj^nvooy

sttovary

acot-^qdoj-oay

Buu^vaiy

suau-a^p-jy

s^^qa-jy

saj,uoqa-jy

Btriqo-jy

Btid/inp-jy

ed^diqa-jy

snS-Bjad-iqa-iy

Bap^atu-jqa-xy

siiqa-ojp^a-jy

vau-a^iqa-xy

BtiLP^S-iqa-xy

fltim^p-pia-xy

snin,wp-pp-xy

«-ira,«p-iqa-jy

SB-iqa^y

Bn;-&o,8eqa-xy

Bmu-a,ioi-deqa-xy

stu-o^maqa-xy

Kni(.i-tj,rnaqD-jy

Bn,*i-eqa-xy

Biiq^-B^ftjqa-jy

8n,w(-i-Baa-jy

uoqd-o,aa-jy

uinu,«a-jy

Bn-ip^Ba-jy

n-i^ca-jy

vLoq-JV

Boo-wq^y

mi,y

snp-«#jy

«nq^;nA"a-*-xy

wjoqa-'B-jy

B-w,oqa-»-jy

ea,qaw-v

flno-i,q«j-v

w-jq^Bi-y

«-m,o|-in-b'

oj-pilr

t!,iai*ttib-'

w-ttud-

B»,iai-n-(I

^laf-n-d

SJ-avl

HJLUd-

sa-Md;

Bn-id,«l

uiiu,o,jx*id,d

v,\\v-\d4i\

imu(Ti-ul-tl

«ap-v,jd-d<

Bwo-e-qiod-'

wu^B-ra-od-

Bti-m/ii-io-d

Bap-i(aoi-|<wI

ii-!u,oj-io-d

Bii-i/jp-oi-iod-

b-aj-aj/wt-io^

oli«I-

Baj^u-ji-jod-

Bid/

UO-ld/

aB|-o,id-

«U-t,d'

BHU-O^ptd-'

811-1,01(1-'

v*,»a-i-d'

B-id,'

Bp/q'd--

Btjo/Io^-ip-oj-qd'

ai^ip-ax-qd'

lan-is^ip-oj-qd

s«-iB,ip-oj-qdi

«-ts,!p-oi-qdi

B»o,Lrqd-i

afi-B,qdi

svqd/

sn-aj.w-qd1

eo-v^qd'

sw-ad;

jad,'

sna/m-ua-a'

voo-tiA&d-

BOLied-'

w^ui-b-*!

sns,03d-

bu,o-

■TLi-oqd,«o-

bti^o-

TB,JO-

ima,Jo-

BU-O,

«-in,o-

sou-o;

IIO

©p,a»-

«o-u,qo-

tra%'£t\r

rcmn^-XTi

Biqiiu-

Bop-i^ion-tr

asj,q-od-o-iu-ovu

siI-o,do-ra-ori-u

Bna^-o^-a

666sauvHHaaoajmutiauvsaaso
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Au-gns-to-du'nnm

Au-gua'tu-lus

Au-gus'tua

Au-le'tea

Au'lia

Anion

Aulas

Au-rell-a

A«-re'li-;.n

Au-reli-u*

Au-re'o-lus

Au-ru'ra

Au-nin'ei

Aus'ci

Au'ser

Au'eon

Au-w/ni-a

Aa-eo'ni-as

Aua'pi-cea

Autochthones

An-tWo-h*

Aa-toTy-cas

Au-tom'e-don

A u -torn-e-d u '*■

Au-toiu'e-mn

Aa-tom'o-li

Am ton'o .'

An-ton'o-ma

Aii-tu'ra

AuxViu-a

Av-arl-cum

Av-en-tl'nus

A-rer'nua

A-viVnus

A Vitus

Ai'e-niu

Ax-i'o-chu*

Ax'i-on

Ax-i-o'the-a

Axl-us

Ax'o-na

A'zan

A-xi'ria

A Zo'tUS

B.

Rib'i-lu.

Bab'y-Jon

llab-y-lo'ni-a

Bab-y-ltVni-i

Ba-byVea

M ic'cha-iiiil

Bac-cha-nali-a

llac-chan'tea

Bac-chi'a-d*u

Bac'chi-nni

Bac'chi-us

Bac'chos

liac-chyri-dea

TU-ce'nia

Ba'cis

Bactri-a'na

Bl-< UJI tl-IH

Ba-cu'ri

B.wl-u-heu'u»

Bas'tl-ca

Ba-go'as

Bag'ra-da

Bai'as

Bala

Bal-a-nae'a

Balbil'lua

Bal-btnua

Ba-le-a'rea

Ua-Ie'tua

Ban'ti-a

lUr.i-tliniiu

BarWri

Bar-ba'ri-a

Bar-boe'the-nea

Bar-cart

Bar'co

Bar-dyllia

Bar-gu'ai-i

Ba-riases

Ba'ri-um

Baa-ile'a

Ba-eil'i-a

Ba-Bil'i-dw

Bas-ili-des

Ba-elM-o-pota-rno»

Bas'i-lia

Ba-sil'i-us

Baa'i-las

Bas-sarl-des

Baa-Ur'nae

Ba-U'ri

Ba-ta'vi-a

Ba'thoa

Ba-thyllus

Ba'ton

Bat-ra-cho-niy-o- 1 1 in.'-

chi-«

Bat-tia-des

Bau'bo

Bau'cia

Beb'ry-oes

Beb-ryci-a

Bel-e-phan'tes

Bel'e-sya

Be I'Ki ra

Bel'gi-um

Be-H'dea

Belli

Bel-i-ea'na

Bel-i-aa'ri-iia

BeMor'o-phou

Belle-rua

Bel-lo'na

Bel-lo-na'ri-i

Bel-lova-ci

Belon

Beltu

Be-na'cua

Ben-e-Ten'tum

Ber-e-cyn'ti-a

Ber-e-ni'ce

Ber'o-e

Be-ree'a

Be-ro'aua

Ber-rhce'a

Ber'y-tus

Bo-sip'po

Bl-a'nor

Bi-bac'u-lim

Bi'blia

Bibrac'te

Bib'u-lu*

Bi-oor'ni-ger

Bi-coi in*

Ui-for'mia

Bi'frona

Bil'bi-lia

Bi-ma'ter

Bin'gi-um

Bi'on

Bi-wJ'tm

Bi-aal'tia

Bi-au'tha

Bis'to-nia

Bl'thua

Bi-thyn'i-a

Bi'ton

Bi-tu ri-goH

Bix'y-a

Bhui-du'si-a

Blem'my-es

BJn'ci-uxa

Bo-ad-i-cc/a

Bo-a'gri-us

Boc'cno-ris

Bo-di-on'ti-ci

Bo-du'ni

Bo-e-dn/mi-a

Ike-oti-a

BoVtbi-oa

B</i-i

Bo'la

Bol-bi-ti'num

Bo-lia'sus

Bo-mi-en'ses

Bo-milcar

Bo-mo-nl'cao

Bo-no'ni-a

Bo-o-sn'ra

Bo-oMea

Bo're-as

Bo-re-aa/mus

Tfir rrrthr nw

Bot-ti-aVia

Bo-Ti-a'num

Bo-villa

Brach-nia'nm

Brach-ma'nes

Bran'chl-dxi

Bran -nodu mim

Braa'i-das

Bras-i-de'a

Brau'ro

Brau'ron

Breo'ni

Bri-a're-ua

Bn-gan'tes

Bri-gan-tinua

Bri'ae-ia

Bri-tan'ni

Bri-tan'ni-a

Bri-tan'ni-cua

Bri-to-mar'tia

Bri-to'nea

Brix-ellam

Brix'i-a

Bro'mi-ae

Bruc'te-ri

Bnin-du'ai-ani

Bru'ti-i

Blll'tUB

Bry'ges

Bu-baa'imA

Bu-baa'tia

Bu-ceph'a-la

Bu ccph'a-lus

Bu-col'i-ca

Mu In

Bu'nua

Bii'pha-gus

Bu-praa'ai-um

Bu'ra

Bu'rai-cua

Bu-ei'ris

Bu'teS

Bu-thro'tum

Bu-thro'tiu

Bn'to-a

Bu-tori-dea

Bu'toa

Bu-xy'ges

ByT»lU

By-sa'ci-nm

Jjv-z.ui 'ti-um

Byzaa

C.

Ca-an'tbua

Ca-bal'a-ca

Cab-al-Li'nna

Ca-U'ra

Ca-bi'ri

Ca-bi'ri-a

Ca'ca

Ca'uua

Cad-me'a

C&d-me'U

Ca-du'ce-us

Ca-dur'ci

C*'ci-aa

CajcU'i-a

Cae-cil-i-a'nuB

Caxal'i-i

Cae-cU'i-oa

Cae-ci'nua

Caycn-bum

GayoD-baa

CaVcu-lua

Caeli-a

Caali-ua

Cw'nie

Casiii-drM

(^B-ni'na

l ':r !iis

Caa-nop'o-lia

Cera

Cw'aar

Ccee-a-rea

Caj-aa'ri-o

Caj-Ha-ro-du'num

Cayai-oa

Cai'cua

Cai-e'ta

Cai'ua

Ca'la-ber

Ca-la'bri-a

Cal'a-ia

Cal'a-moa

Ca-la'noa

Cal'a-tea

Cal-au-rea

Cale

Cal-e-do'ni-a

tVl.tiiiiM

Ca-le'nua

Calea

Cal'e-ti

Ca-lid'i-ua

Ca-lig'u-U

Cal-lai'ci

Cal'li-as

Cal-li-oe'nu

Cal-Iich'o-mm

Caili-clea

Cal-li-co-lo'na

Cal-lic'ra-tea

Cal-1 1 -crat'i-das

C&l-lim'a-chus

Cal-U'nns

Cal-li'o-pe

Cal-li-o-pe'a

Cal-Ii-pa-ti'tm

Caili-pboQ

Cal-lip'o-lia

Cal-lirl»o-e

Cal-Ua'te

Cal-lia'ti-a

Cal-Iia'the-Dea

CaJ-lia'to

CaJ-IJa-to-tii'oa

Cal-lts'tra-toa

Cal-lix'e-na

Calor

CaJ-porn i-oa

CaJ-u-«id i-aa

Cal-y-cad'ntu

Cal'y-oe

Ca-lTd'na

CaJy-don

Ca-lym'ne

Ca-Iyn da

Ca-trp'ao

Cam-a-io-dn'ntim

Cam-a-rfna

Caiu-bu'fii-i

Gam-bjr'aeB

Cam-e-ri'nam

Caai-e-ri uua

Ca- nulla

Ca-millae

Ca-millu

Ca-mi'io

Ca-mi'rua

Ca-moB'nm

Cam-pa'ni-a.

Cam-pas'pe

Ca'na

Ca-nari-i

Can'da-oa

Can-da'Ti-a,

CaB-dawlaa

Ca'nena

Ca-neph'o-ri

Ca-nioQ-la'res

Ca-nid'i-a

Ca-nid'i-ne

Ca-nio-e-ta'tes

Ca-ninl-ua

Ca'ni-ua

Ca-nopl-cmn

Ca-oo'pua

Can'ta-bri

Can-U"bri-a

Can'tba-nks

Can'ti-um

Can-a-lei'a

Cau-u-lei'us

Ca-nuai-n.m

Cap'a-ne-os

Ca-pella

Ca-pe'na

Ca-pe'ni

Ca-pe'tns

Ca-pha're-as

Cap'i-to

Cap-i-to-li'naa

Cap-i-toli-um

Cap-pa-do'a-a

Cap'pa-dox

Cap-nM-a

Ca'pre-aD

Cap-ri-corua*

Cap-ro-ti'iia

Cap'n-a

aliu,
Car-a-alls

Car-a-ca'tes
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Cara-lia

Ca-rani bia

Ca'ra-nua

Ca-rau'ai-us

Car-che'doa

Car-cinua

Car'di-a

Car-du'chi

Ca'rea

Ca'ri-a

Ca-rilTa

Ca-ri'nas

Ca-ri'nua

Car-me'lua

Car-nien'ta

Car-men-tales

Car'ne-a

Car-ne'a-des

Car-nei'a

Car-nn'taa

Car'o-lus

Car-pa'thna

Car-poph'o-ra

Car-ae'o-li

Car-tai'a

Car-the'a

Car-tha-gi-ni-«n'aea

Car-tha'go

Ca'rus

Car-viri-uB

Ca-ry-at'i-des

Ca-rya'tus

Cas-oel'li-iis

Cas-i-U'imm

Ca'ai-ua

Caa'pi-i

Caa/pi-um

Caa-aaa'der

Cas-aan'dra

Cas-aan'dri-a

Cassia

Caa-ai-o-do'rus

Cas-si'o-pe

Caa-ai-ter'i-dee

Caa'ai-ua

Caa-ai-ve-lau'nna

Caa-tab'a-la

Caa-tali-a

Caa'tu-lo

Cal-a-be'ni

Cat-a-oe-caa'me-ne

Cat-a-du'pa

Cat'av-na

Oit-ar-rhac'tea

Ca-tlue'a

Cat-i-li'na

Ca-til'lua

Ca'ti-na

Ca'to

Ca-tuTlua

Cat'u-lua

Ca-tu-ri'gea

Cau'ca-aua

Cau'co-nea

Cau'di-um

Caa-lo'ni-a

Oiu'uus

Catt'roa

Cau'rus

Car'a-rea

Ca-ya/ter

Ce'a

Cat)*

Cebea

LVbre'ni-a

VTtrua

Ce-ci'na

Ce-oro'pi-a

Ce-crop'i-daa

Ce'cro-pia

Ce crops

Ce-dre-a'tia

CVi

Cel'a-dua

Ce-lee'ne

Ce-layno

Ce-lei'a

Ce-len'na

CeTer

Cel'e-rea

Cel'e-trum

Cele-ua

CeUtl-be'ri

Cel'ti-ci

Cel-to-ecy'tha*

Ce'ma

Ce-naj'um

Cen'chre-a

Cen'chre-ia

Cen'chre-ua

Cen-i-mag'ni

Ce-ni'na

Cen-so'res

Cen-ao-ri'nua

Cen-tau'ri

Cen-tro'nes

Cen-tum'ri-ri

(.Vn-tu'ri-n

Cen-tu'ri-on

Cen-tu'ri-pe

Ce'oa

Ceph'a-liB

Ceph'a-laa

Cepb'a-le

Ceph-a-len'i-a

Ceph'a-lon

Ceph-a-Ue'dia

Ceph'a-laa

CVphaa

Ce-phe'nea

Ce'phe-na

Ce-phia'i-a

Ce-ph ia-o-do'nia

Ce-phi-aod'o-tua

Ce-phi'BUB

Ce-ra-mi'cua

Cera-mus

Ce-ra'aua

Ce'ra-tua

Ce-rau'ni-a

Ce-rau'ni-i

Ce-rau'nua

Cer'ba-lua

Cer'be-rus

Cer-ca-so'rum

Cer-ci'na

Cer-co'pea

Cer'cy-on.

Cer-cy'ra

CWe-a'li-a

Ce'ree

Ce-rilli

Ce-hn'thua

Cer-re-ta'ni

Caa-tri'nus

Ce-the'gua

CVti-ua

(Vto

Ce'oa

<Vyx

Cha'bri-aa

Cha^re-aa

Chee-re'mon

ChajrVphon

Chser-o-ne'a

Cha-laVum

Chal-cee'a

Chal-ce'don

Chal-ce-do'ni-a

Chal-ci-den'aee

Chal-cid'i-ce

Chal-ci-oa'cua

Chal-das'a

Chal-dse'i

Chal'y-bee

Chal'y-bon

Chal-y-bo-ni'tia

Cha'lyba

Clia-ma'vi

Cha'o-nea

Cha-o'ni-a

Cha'oa

Cha-ra'dra

Cha'rax

Cha-rax'ua

Cha'raa

Charf-dea

Char-i-la'ua

Cha-ria'i-a

Cha-ria'i-ua

Chart-tea

Chart-ton

Char'mi-dea

Char-mi'one

Cha'ron

Cha-ron'daa

Cha-ro'ne-um

Cha'ropa

Cha-ryVdia

Chau'bi

Che-li-do'ni-a)

Che-lo'ne

Chel-o-ni'tia

Chel-o-noph'a-gi

Che'opa

Cher'se-as

Cher-aid'a-ma*

Cher-ao-ne'aua

Che-rua'ci

Chi'lo

Chi-ina>'ra

Chim'a-rna

Chi-me'ri-um

Chi'oa

Chi'ron

Chlo'e

Chlo'ria

Chlo'roa

Cho-as'pea

Chasr'a-dea

Cbcert-lua

Cho-ras'mi-i

Cho-roe'bus

Chris-toph'o-rr.a

Chit/nos

Cluyaa

Chrya'a-or

Chrya-a-o're-

Chxy'aaa

Chry-ae'ia

Chr/aaa

Chry-aip'piia

Chry-aoc'e-raa

Cbry-sog'o-nua

Chry-aop'o-lia

Chry-aortho-as

Cbry-aoa'to-moa

Chiy-BOth'e-mii

Ciba-ho

Citfy-ra

Cic'e-ro

Cic'o-iifH

Ci-lic'i-a

Ci'lix

Cim'bri-cua

Cim'i-Dua

Cim-nie'ri-i

Cim-me'ri-uiii

Ci-mo'lus

Ci'mon

Cin'ci-a

Cin-cin-na'tus

Cin'ci-ua

Cln'e-aa

Ci-ne'ai-aa

Cin-get'o-rix

Cin'gu-lnm

Cinx'i-a

Ci'nypa

Cin'y-phua

Cin'y-raa

Cir-cen'ces Lu'di

Cir-ce'i-i

Cir'ci-ua

Ci'ria

Cia-al-pi'na

Cia'ae-ia

Cia'ae-ua

Ci-thm'ron

Cith-a-ria'ta

Cit'i-um

Ci-Ti'lU

Cla'de-oa

Cla'nia

Cla'ni-us

Cla'roe

Claa-tid'i-um

Clau'di-a

Clau'di-iB A'qusa

Clau-di-a'nua

Clau-di-op'o-lis

Clau'di-ua

Clav'i-ger

Cla-zo'me-na)

Cle-an'thea

Cle'mena

Cle'o-bia

Cle-ob-u-li'na

Cle-o-bu'lua

Cle-oe'tas

Cle-om'bro-tua

Cle-o-me'dea

Cle-o-me'luH

Cle-o'me-ues

CWaa

Cle-o'naa

Cle-o-ui'ca

Cle-ou'y-moa

Cle-o-pa'tra

Cle-op'a-triH

Cle-o-phau'tua

Cle'o-phaa

CleHsatra-tus

Clep'ay-dra

Cli'max

Clin'i-aa

Cli'nua

CU'o

Clia'the-nes

Cli'tw

Cli-tar'chu*

Cli-tom'a-choa

Cli'tor

Cli-tura'nu^

Cli'tua

Clo-a-ci'ua

Clo'di-a

Clo'di-us

Cl(o'li-a

Clu-a-ci'na

Clu-en'ti-ua

Cln'pe-a

Clu-ai'nl

Clu'si-um

Clu'ai-ua

Clym'e-ne

Clym-e-iiei'dea

Clym'e-uus

Cly-tem-nea'tra

Cly'ti-e

Cni'dua

Cno'sus

Co-as'tne

Coc'a-hw

Coc-cei'ua

Co'clea

Co-cytua

Co-da'ui

Co-da'nua

Co-do-nia'nvia

Co-diop'o-lis

Co'drua

Coele

Cce'lo-Syr'i-a

Coe/li*ua

Coelna

Culiora

Co-len'da

Col-la'ti-a

Col-la-tin'us

Col-li'na

Co-lo'na>

Co-lo'ni-a

Co-lo'noa

Col'o-phon

Co-loa'aua

Col-u-bra'ri-a

Col-u-liiel'la

Col-um'naj Her'cu-les

Co-lu'thna

Co-ma-go'no

Co-ma'na

Co-mit'i-a

Com'mo-dua

Com-pi-tali-a

Co'mum

CVmua

Con'ca-ni

Con-cor'di-a

Con'da-t«

Con-do-cha'tea

Con-dru'ai

Co-ni'a-ci

Co-nim'bri-ca

Can'ni-daa

Co'non

Con-sen'tea

Con-aeu'ti-a

Con-ston'ti-a

Con-ataD-ti'na

Con-atan-ti-nop'o- li a

Con-atan-ti'nUM

Co'pa

Co-pa'ia

Cc/pi-a

Co'ra

Co-ni-ce'si-«ni

Co-ral'U

Ctfrax

CorObu-lo
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Cor-cy'ra Crom'my-on Cy-ti'ni-um Do-moph'o-on DraVo

Cor'du-ba Cro'ni-a Cy-U/rua De-moYthe-ne* Drop'a-iia

Cor-dyTa Cro'pbi C/zi-cum De-o'ia Dru-en'ti-i

Co're Cro-to'na Cy^n-cua Der'oe-to Dru'i-diB

Cor-fin'i-um Cro-to-ni'a-t*o Der-cli'dee Dru-aU'la

Co-rin'ua Cnis-tu-nie n-um Der-to'na Dru'saa

Co-rin'nuH Crua-tu-mi'ni
D.

Deu-ca'li-on Dry'a-dea

Co-rin'thua Cte'm-ai Dex-am'e-ne Dry-matr'a

Co-ri-o-la'nua Ctea-ibi-na Di'a Dry'o-pea

Cu-ri'o-li Ctarf-phon Da'as Di-agVraa LiubU

Co-ri-oI'Ia Cu'la-ro , Da'ci-a Di-a'lia IhxlxiM

Cor-ne'u-a Cu'mw Dac'ty-li Di-a-mas-ti-go'sis Du-Uli-a

Cor-neTi-i Cu-pi'do Das da-la Di-a'na Du-illi-oa

Cor-iie'li-ua Cu'rea Ihe'da-lua Di-a'ni-um Du-lich'i-um

Cor-nic'u-lum Ca-rVtes DaVmon Bi-a'ai-a Dam'nor-ii

Cor-ni-flc'i-ua Cu-re'tia Dal-nia'ti-a Di-cas'a Du'ri-ua

Cor'ni-ger Cu'ri-a Dal-mat'i-cua Dic-tam'nom Du-rtxsor'to-ruitt

Co-rce'bua Cu-ri-a'ti-i Dam-a-ge'tua Dic-tator Du-um'Ti-ri

Co-ro-ne'a Cu'ri-o Dam-aa-oe'ne Dio-tyn'na Dj'raa

Co-n/nia Cu-ri-o-aol'i-ta9 Da-maa'ci-ua Did'i-ua

Cor'ai-ca Cu'ri-um Da-maa'cus Di'do

Cor-to'na Cu'ri-ua Dam-a-aippua Di-ea'pi-ter

E.
Cor-Yi'nue Cuyti-ua Dam'ni-i Di-gen'ti-a

Co-ry-ban'tca Cu-rulia Da'mo-cles Di'i

Co'ry-Uw Cua-ase'l Da'mou Di-nar'chua E-a'nna

Co-ry'cua Cu'aua Da'na Din'dy-mua Eb'o-r»

Cory-don Cu-til'i-a Dau'a-6 Di-noc'ra-tes Eb-o-ra'cnm

Co-ryra'bi-fer CyVne Dan'a-i Din-ol'o-chua E-ou'dje

Co-ry-ne'tcB Cy'a-uflu Da-na'i-dea Di-nom'a-che Eb-u-ru'nea

Co-ry-pha'ai-um Cy-a'ne-na Dan'a-us Di-noiu'a-chua E-bu bus

Cor'y-thua Cy-ax'a-roa Da-nu'bi-us Di-nomVnea Ec-batVua

Co'sa Cy-bo'be Daph'ne Di'nou E-chid'na

O/tm C/be-la Daph-ue-pho'ria Di-o-clo-tl-a uua E-cbin'a-des

Oo-Mi'num C/be-le Dar'a-ba Di-o-dor'ua E-chi-nu*isi

Co-au'ti-i Cyb'i-ra Dar-an-U'M-a Di-og'e-nea E-chi'on

O/xm Cycla-dea Dar-dan'i-dea Di'o-med-e E-chi-onl-des

Co'thon Cy-clo'pea DarUa-nia Di-o-me'dea E'cho

Cot'i-ao Cy'di-aa DarMa-nua Dion E-dea'aa

Cot'ti-a> Cy-dip'ps Dares Di-o-nas'a Ed-e-ta'ni

Co-ty-o'um Cy-do'ni-a Da-ri'ua Di-o'ne Edon

Co-ty-ai'on Cyd'ra-ra Da-ri'ciia Di-o-nya^-a E-do'cea

Co-tyl'i-ua Cyl-le'ne Dat'a-mes Di-o-ny-«i a-dea E-do'ni

Co'tya Cyl-lft-ue'ua Dat-a-pher'uea Di-o-nya'i-aa E-ge'ri-a

Co-tyt'to Cy'mre Da'tia Di-o-ny-aip'o-lia E-i'on

Cra'gua Cyn-»-gi'rus Da'toa Di-o-nTB'i-UB

Di-o-phan'tua

E-lse'a

Cran'a-oa Cyn'e-as Dau/lia El-a-gab'a laa

Cra'non Cy-ne'tes Dau'ni-a Di-o-aoor'i-dea El-a-phe-btli-*

Crater Cyu'i-ci Dau'inm IM-oa-cu'ri El-a-t*-a

Cra'ter-ua Cy-nis'ca Do-cap'o-lie

De-oeb'a-lua

Pi-oa'po-lia El-»>er

Crates Cy'no Dip'o-lia Ele-a

Cra'thia Cy-no-ceph'a-li De-oe'Ie-a
Difraa

E-lec'Uu

Cra-ti'nua ■ Cy-no-phon'tis De-ce'ti-a Dir'co E-lectri-d«

Crat'y-lua Cy-no-sar'gea De'ci-ua Dia-oor'di-a E-lec'try-oa

Crem'e-ra Cy-nos-se'ma De-cu'ri-o Ditb-y-ram'bua E-lei

Crenvwy'oii Cy-no-au'ra De-i-a-ni'ra Di-vi-ti'a-cua E-lele-oa

Cre-mo'na Cyn'thi-a Do-id-a-mi'a Di-vo-dn'runi El-o-phanti m

Cre-niu'ti-ua Cyn'thi-ua De-i'o-oes Do-do/na El-e-phan'tin

Croon Cy-pa-rissa De-i-ot'a-rua Do-do-naa'us El-e-pLan-topb'a-fi

Cre-oph'il-ua Cy-pa-ri*'sua Do-iph'o-bo Do-do'ne El-ea-*ini-a

Cres-phon'tes Cyp-ri-a'nua

Cjrprue

De-iph'o-bua Do-don'i-*les El-eu-ei'aus

Cre'ta De'li-a Dol-a-bel'la El-tni'sia

Cre'the-ia Cyp-sel'i-Urt Deli-um Dol'i-ohe El-eu'ther-s

Cre-u'aa Cyp'aa-lus Deli-na Do'lon El-eu-the'ri-a

Cre-u'sia Cy-re-na'i-ca Del-minl-um Dol'o-pea El-eu'tho

Cri-mi'sua Cy-re-na'i-ci DeOoa Do-mi-du'cua E-licl-ua

Cria-pi'nna

Cri'tno-ia

Cy-re'ne Del-phio'o-la Do-mifi-a EliB

Cy-ree'chft-t,i Del'pbic-us Do-iuit-i-a'uuB E-lia'aa

Cri'to Cy-ri'a-deB Dul-phin'i-um Do-na'tua El-lt/pi-a

Cri-tob'u-lus Cy-rillua Dema-dea Do-nu'sa El-pi-ni'ca

Crit-o-U'uB Cyr-rbea'ti-ca Dem-a-ra'tua Do'rw* EJ-y-mala

Cri-u-me-to'pon Cyr-ail'ua De-me'tri-aa Do'ri-on E-Jjt1-oid

Cri'ua Cynia De-m©'tri-ua Do'ria E-roerl-ta

Cro-by'si C/ta De-mo-oe'dea Do-ria'cna Baft am

Croo-o-di-lor/o-lla Cy-tarTa De-moch'a-rea Do'rua E-mo'di
Cro'cus

Cy-tho'ra De-moo'ri-tus Dor-y-Ue'am Exn-pod'o-clei
Croa'aiu

Cyth-a-ra'a Do-mod'i-oe Dc/wn En-cela-da*
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En-dym'i-ou

En'e-ti

E-nip'e-us

En'iii-ua

En-tel'la

En-tel'lus

E-n/o

E*oa

E-pam-i-non'daa

E-petal

Eph'e-sus

EpbVtaj

Eph-i-al'tea

Eph'o-ri

Eph'o-raa

Eph'y-ra

Ep-i-char'mua

Ep-ic-te'tua

Bp-i-cu're-i

Ep-i-cu'rua

Ep-i-dau'ri-a

Ep-i-dau'rua

Ep-i-dc/tn

E-pig'o-ni

Ep-i-roen'i-dea

Ep-i-me'the-ua

Ep-i-pha-ne'a

E-piph'a-nea

E-pip'o-Ue

E-pi'rua

Ep-o-red'o-rix

E-quir'i-a
Eqrai-t«i

Er-a-aia'tra-tus

Er'a-to

Er-a-tos'the-iies

ErVbue

E-rech'the-os

Er-«cb-thi'da»

Er^ea-ai

Ere'tri-a

ET-ich-tho'ni-UB

Er-i-cu'aa

E-rid'a-nua

E-rb/o-ne

E-rig-o-nei'n»

E-rig'o-nus

Er-i-me/de

E-rin'e-oa

E-rin'na

E-rin'nya

Er-i-phy'le

E'rii

Er-i-aich'thon

E'roa

E-roa'tra-tua

Er-y-ci'na

Er-y-man'tbua

Er-y-the'a

Er'y-thrio

ETrjX

Ea-quU'i-fB

Ea-qui-li'nua

Es-ti-nVtta

Es'u-la

E-te'o-cIes

E-teb-clua

K-to'Hi-os

E-tru'ri-a

E-traa'ci

Ku-Wa

Kn-bo'i-cus

Ea-bu'li-des

Ku'hll-lUB

En-cli'das

Eu-do/ci-A

Eu-dox'un

Eu-er'ge-ttD

Eu-ga'ue-i

Ea-gefai-ua

Eu-mso'ua

Eu'me-lus

Eu'me-nes

Ea-me'ni-a

Eu-men'i-daa

Eu-mol'pi-das

En-mol'pua

Eu-na'pi-ua

Eu-on'y-inoa

En'pa-tor

Eu-pa-to'ri-a

Eu'pha-oa

Eu-phor'tma

Eu-pho'ri-on

Eii-phxa'nor

Eu-phra'tea

Eii-phroa'y-ne

Eu'po-lia

Eu-rip'i-dea

Eu-ripua

Eu-ro'po

Eu-ro-pre'ua

Eu-ro'taa

Ea'rua

Eu-ry'a-lua

Eu-ry-bi'a-des

Eu-ry-cle'a

Eu-ryd'a-maa

Eu-ryd'i-ce

Eu-rym'e-don

Eu-ryn'o-mua

Eu-rya'the-iiea

Eu-rys'the-u-s

Eu-ryt'i-on

Eu-ry'tuB

Eu-se'bi-a

Eu-ae'bi-ua

Eu-sta'thi-us

Eu-ter'pe

Eu-thyc'ra-tea

Eu-tro'pt-ua

Eux-i'nua Pon'tua

E-vad'ne

E-Tag'o-raa

E-van'der

E-vem'e-ma

E-ve/nua

Er-e-phu'iiua

F.

Fa-ba'ri-a

FaT>i-i

Fa-brid-us

Ftt'su-hu

Fa-le'ri-a

Fa-leVi-i

Fa-ler'nua

Fa-lia'ci

Fa-lia'coa

Fan'ni-a

Fan'ni-i

Fan'ni-ua

Fai^ia-rua

Fau'na

Fiiu-na'li-a

Fau'ni

Faa'nua

Faus-ti'na

Faus'tu-lua

Fa-To-ri'nua

Fe-ci-alea

Fe-lic'i-tas

Fe-raTi-a

Fer-en-ti'num

Fer-en'tum

Fe-re'tri-ua

Fe-nyni-a

Fea-oen'ni-a

Fi-bre'nua

Fi-cul'ne-a

Fi-de'nn

Fi'des

Firtni-ua

Fis-cellua

Fla-min'i-a

Fla-min'i-ua

Fla'vi-a

Fla-vo'na

Flo'ra

Flo-rali-a

Flo-ren'ti-a

Flo-ri-a'nua

Flo'rua

Foo-te'i-ua

For'mi-iB

For-mi-a'num

For-tu'na

Ft/rum

Fre-gella

Fren-ta'ni

Frirf-i

Fron-ti'nua

Fu'ci-iiua

Fu-ga'li-a

Ful'vi-a

Ful'vi-ua

Fun-da'nua

Fu'ri-aa

Fu'ri-i

Fu-ri'na

Fu'ri-ua

Fur'ni-us

Fu'»i-ua

G.

Ga/bi-i

Ga-bin'i-a

Ga-bin'i-ua

Oa-bi'nns

Ga'dea

Ga-di-ta'nus

Gte-tu'li-a

Ga-lan'thia

Gal'a-tiB

Gal-a-te/a

Ga-la'ti-a

Ga-le/nua

Ga-le'ri-ua

Ga-le'aua

Gal-i-la^a

Galli-a

Galli-cua

Gal-liVnua

Gal-lip'o-lis

Gal-lo-gne'ci-a

Ga-me'li-a

Gan-garl-dm

Gan-y-me'dea

Gar-a-man'tea

Gar-ga'rniB

Gar-gaph'i-a

Gar'ga-rua

Gau-ga-me'la

Gaulua

Gau'rua

Ge-dro'ai-a

G«aa

Geli-a

Geli-aa

Ge'lon

Ge-lo'ni

Gem'i-ni

Go-nau'ni

Ge-ne'va

Ge'tii-ua

Gen'ti-ua

Gen'u-a

Go-nu'sua

Go-or'gi-ca

Ger-go'vi-a

Ger-ma'ni-a

Ger-man'i-cua

Ger-ma'ni-i

Ge-ron'tbno

Ge'ry-on

Ges-BO-ri'a-cum

Ge'ta

Ge'tffi

Gi-gan'Uw

Gla-di-a-to'ri-i Lu'di

Glaph'y-ra

Glau-oo'pis

Glaa'cua

Giii'dua

Gnos'si-a

Go-na'taa

Gor-di-a'nua

Go/di-ua

Gor'gi-aa

Gor'go-iies

Gor-gon'i-fer

Gor-gt/ni-oa

Gor-go'paa

Gor-goph'o-ne

Gor-goph'o-uua

Gor-go'pia

Gor-ty'na

Go'thi

Gra-di'Tua

Gro'ci-a

Gra-ni'ctis

Gni'ti-ie

Gra-ti-a'nua

Gra'ti-ua

Gre-gc/ri-ua

Gu-al-te'ri-ua

Gul-i-el'mua

Gy'a-rua

Gy-lip'pua

Gym-na'ai-nm

Gym-ne'si-ae

Gym - 1 1 1 >-so ph i s 't i o

Gy-neBc-o-thce'naa

Ha-dri-a'nua

Ha-dri-at'i-cam

Hro-roo'ni-a

Hue'mna

Hal-cy'o-ne

Ha-li-ac'mon

Ha-li-aytua

Hal-i-car-iioH'BUB

Hal-my-dea'sua

Hal-OD-ne'aaa

Ha'lys

Ham-a-dry'a-dea

Ha-mil'car

Han'ni-bal

Har-uio'di-ua

ll.ar-ino'ni-a

Bar'pa-gua

Har-pal'y-ce

Har-poc'ra-toa

Har-py/i-83

Ha-rn'dea

Ha-rua'pex

Has'dru-bal

He^ba

He/brua

Hec-a-Wiia

Het/a-te

Hec-a-tom'po-lia

Hec-a-tom'py-los

HetAi-ba

He-go'mon

He-ge'si-iw

He-ge-aip'pna

He-ge-sia'tra-tua

Hel'e-na

Hel'e-noa

He-li'a-dea

Hel'i-ce

ik-riM-iiTi.

Hel-i-oo-ni'a-dea

He-li-o-do'nia

He-Ii-o-gab'al-ua

He-li-op'o-lia

Heli-oa

Hel-le'nea

Hel-les-pon'tua

Hello-paa

Hel-lo'tia

Ho-lo'rua

HoToa

He-lo'tes

Hel-ve'ti-i

Hel'Ti-i

Hen'e-ti

He-ni'o-chi

He-phass'ti-a

He-photB-tiVdes

He-pha38/ti-on

Hep-tap'y-loe

Hc/ra

Hor-a-cle'a

He-ra-clena'tea

Ee-rade-um

He-ra-cli'daj

He-ra-cli'dea

He-ra-cli'taa

He-raVa

HB-ne'um

Her-cu-la'ne-um

Her'cu-les

Her-cule-um

Her-cyn'i-a

Her-do'ni-us

He-ren'ni-ua

Her-mie'a

Her-nue'um

TIer-maph-ro-di'tua

Her-ma-tbe'na

Her-roa-ai'an-ax

Her'mi-aa

Her-mi'o-ne

Her - mi - on ' i - cna

Si'nna

Her-mir/pna

Her-moc'ra-tea

Her-mo-do'rua
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Her-mog'fr-nM HyVdee I-lrr'da I-taTi-ca Lae-U-a'ntu

Her-mo-la'ua Hy-am'po-lia

Hy-an'tia

I-ler-ge'tea I-tal'i-cua Laeli-na

Her-mop'o-Ua ll'i-a Ifa-lua La-er'tea

Her-ruo-ti mua Bfm I-li'a-cua Ith'a-oa Laea-tryg'o-Dea

Her-mun/du-ri Hyt>la 1-li'a-daa Ith-a-co,ai-89 Ije-tori-a

Ile'ro Hy-dar'nee Il'i-aa Ith-o-mK'a La»-Ti nua

He-ro'dea Hv-daapee Il'i-on I-tbo'me La'gua

He-ro-di-a'nua HyMia I-li'o-ne 1-tono La-i'a-dea

He-rod'o-tiu Hy-diaataa I-lie'aua I-to'nua La'ia

He-ro'ea Hy'dnu I-lith-y-i'a It'o-ram Lal-aa

He'ron Hj-amp'aa]

Hy-gei£

Il'i nu i I-tu-no'a Lazn'a-cfana

Her-o-op'o-Ua Il-li-turtjie I'tya Lara-bri'ui

He-roph'i-la Hy-gi'nua

Hy-lac'tor

Il-lyrt-a I-qIoj LA'mi-a

He-roph'i-lua

Her-ail'i-a

ll-lvr'i-cum Ix-i'on La'mi-as

HyOaa Il'ly-rie li-i-on'i-dea Lam-pc'do

II»T'.l U Hy-me-nn'ua Una Lam-pe-tia

He-ai'o-doa Hy-met'tua I-lyrtjia Lam'po-to

Htt-ai'o-ne Hy-par*pa Im-a'ui

J.
Laun-pridl-tta .CTi-

Hea-pe'ri-a Hyp'a-uia Im'l*-ma na

Hea-per'i-dea Hyp'a-ta lm-braa'i-dde Lam'pro-clea

Hea'per-ie Hy-per-bo're-i Ini'bra-euB Ja-cotHU Lampaav-cb.ua

Hea'per-ua Hy-pert-dee Im'broa Ja'nna La'nius

Ha-ayohVua Hy-pe'ri-on In'a-chi Ja-pe'tna Lam'y-rua

He-tru'ri-a Hy-perm-nee'tra 1-na'chi-a Ja'aon Lan'd-a

Hi-ber'ni-a Hyp-aic'ra-tea I-nach'i-dw Jo-caa'ta Lan-go-bax'di

HiVra Hyp-eip'y-le

Hyr-ca/ni-a

In'a-chua Jor'da-nea La-nu'Ti-om

Hi-a-np'o-lia In-ci-utus Jor-aan'daa lA>«c'o>-an

Hi-erf-ohoa Hyr-ca'num Ma'ro In'di-a Jo-ae'phiu La-od-*-mi'a

Hi'er-o Hy-ri'e-oi In-dig'e-tee Jo-Ti-a'nm Lavodl-ea

Hi-er'o-clea Hyr'ta-cua I'no Jvffaa La-od-i-oe'a

Hi-t'-ron'i-ca Lex Hja-Wpaa I-no'a Jn-daa'a La-od-i-oe'ne

Hi-e-ron'y-mua I-no'pus Ju-gur'tha La-od'o-coj

Ili-e-ro-Bol'v-ina In'au-brea Jali-a La-om'e-doa

Hi-e-ro-aol'y-nius

I.
In-ta-phertiee Ju-li-a'nu* La-om-«-doa-4i a-d«

Hi-U'ri-ue In-te-ram'na JuTi-i La-phry'a

Him'e-rB In'a-ua Ju-li-om'a-gna La-phyata-om

Hi-mil'co I-ac'ohua l'o Ju-li-op'o-lis Lapi-thae

Hip-par'ahaa I-aTy-eua I-o-lai'a Ju'Ii-ua Lara

Hip'pa-nu I-UrbS I'o-lae Jo'ni-a La-ran'da

Hip'pi-M I-aratll-ohua I-ol'ohoa Ju'no La-rcnti-a

Hip'pi-ua I-am'i-das I'o-le Ja-no-nali-a La'rea

H1p-po-oen-tan'ri I-a-pyg'l-a I 'on Jn-no'nea La-ri na

Ilip-poc'ra-tea I-a'prx

I-ar'baa

I-o'nea J-i-no'iu-a La-ris'sa

Hip-po-cre'im I-o'ni-a Ju-no-nig'e-na La-riaraa

Hip-pud'a-iue I-ar'chaa I'o-pe Ju'pi-ter La'ri-aa

Hip-pu-ila-iin';i I-as'i-dea 1'oa Ja'ra Lirtim

H i p-pod'ro-nma l'a-eia Iph/I-clea Jua-ti-ni-a'nus La'aua

ilip-pol'y-te I-a'ai-na lph-ic'ra-tea Joa-ti'nna Lat-e-ra'&oa

Hip-pol'y-tun 1'a-euB I-phi-ge'ni-a Ju-Ur'na Lav-tc/ri-iUBi

Uip-pom'e tlun I-ax'ar-t** I-phino-e Ju-ve-na'lia La-ti-alia

Hip-pom'e-uea I-ba'ri I-phia Jn-Ten'taa LavtTni

Hip-po-mol'gi I-Wri-a Iph'i-tua

Vn.

Ju-vor'ua La-ti'nua

Ilip-po'na I-ba/nu La'ti-utu

Hip-po'nax I'blM I-re-nsu'ua La-tob n-fi

Hip-pop'o-dea Ib'y-cue I-re'ne

L.
La-to'mi-aj

Hip'po-taa I-ca'ri-a I'ria La-tona

Hip-poth'o-on I-ca'ri-ua I'rua La-top'o-lis

Lav-touaHip-pn'ns IcVrua 1-mu'ua Lab-dac'i-dea

Hir-pi'ni Ic'e-loa ls'a-ni Lab'da-cus Lau-re'a-cam

Hia'pa-lia I-wr-ni I-aau'ri-a La'be-o
L*unsn-tarlj-a

Hia-pa'ni-a Ich-nn'aa I-eau'ri-caa La-bVri-oa Laa-icn'toa

Hia-pa'nua Ich-thy-oph'a-gl Ie-chora'a-chiia La-bi'cum Lan-nsn'ti-a

Hii-ti-ne-o'tia I-cUI-oa U-i-oVrua La-bi-e'noa Lau-ran-tfni

Hla-ti-ie'ua I-oo'ni-om Ida Lab-y-rin'thua Lau-ren'ti-am

Ho-mc'nu Ic-u-lie'ma lama-nia La-cu'na Lau'rcm

Ho'nor 1'da la-me'ne La-oe-dfie'mon La'ua U

Ho-no-ri'nua I-daya Ie-me'ni-aa La-ce-div'nio-iiM Lan'aua

Hor-a-pol'lo I-dalia la-men'i-dm Lach'e-aia La-vur'na

Ho-ra'ti-a I'daa la-me'nua La-cjn'i-am La-Ter'ni-am

II • r ! T : u ,
I'dex I-aoc'ra-tea La-ool/ri-ga La-Tin'i-a

Hor-t«n'ai-a I-dia-ta-Ti'atu le-aed'o-iie* t-ico'iii-a La-vin'i-nm

Hor-ten'ai-ua I-dom'e-neua Jath'mi-a Lac-tan'ti-aa l.c-ander

Hi/run
I-do'the-a la-ti-aWtia La-cy'd«i Leb-a-da%

Hoa-til'1-a
I-du/be-da l-'tri a La'de Leb'e-dm

Hy-a-dn'thia
I-dn-me'a la-trop'o-lia La'don Le-chff'nm

Uy-a-cin'thijij
I-a*u'Ti-um I-U'b-a Ijelapa La/da
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Le-dw'a Lix'us Lye/da-mis Man-sue' tus Meg'a-le

Le'dUB Lo'cri Lyg'da-mua Mau-ti-ne'a Me-ga-le'ai-a

Lel'e-gea Lo-cus'ta Lyg-o-dea'ma Man'tu-a Me-gali-a

Le'lex Lo-cu'ti-ua Lyn'ce-ua MarVthon Meg-a-lop'o-lia

Le*ma'nus LolTi-a Lyr-nea'eua Mar-cella Meg'a-ra

Lem-o-vi'cei Lol-H-a'mia Ly-aaii'der Mar-cel-li'mis Meg'a-ria

Lem'u-ren Lol'li-ua Ly-aan'dra Mar-cellua Me-gaa'the-nes

Le-mu'ri-a Lon-din'i-um Lya'i-aa Mar'ci-a Me-gia'ta

Le-naYua Lon-gim'a-uua Ly-aim-a'chi-a Mar-ci-a'na Me-gia'ti-aa

Len'tu-lu* Lon-gi'nuB Ly-aira'a-chus Mar-ci-an-op'olis Mela

Le'o Lon-go-bar'di Ly-aip'pus Mar-ci-a'nua Me-Iam'pua

Le-o-co'ri-on Lon'gu-la Ly/ais Max/ci-ua Mel-an-chas'tee

Le-onl-daa Lo'tofl Mar-co-man'ni Mel-an-chw'iii

Le-on-ti'ni Lo-toph'a-gi Mar-do'ni-ua Mel-a-nip'pe

Le-on'ti-um Lu'ca

M.
Mar-gi-a'na Mel-a-nip'pi-dea

I.e-oe'the-nen Lu-ca'ni Mar-gi'tea Mel-a-nip'pus

Le-o-tych'i-dea Lu-ca'ni-a Ma'ri-a Me-Ian'th i- us

Lep'i-da Ln-ca'nus Ma'cn Ma'ri-a Lex Me-Ian'thua

LepM-dua Lu-ca'ri-a Ma-ca're-as Ma-ri-ani'ne Melat

Le-pon'ti-i Lu-ce'i-tu Ma-eo'ri-a Ma-ri-aii-dy'ni Me-le'a-per

Lep'ti-nea La'ce-rea Mac'e-do Ma-ri-a'nus Me-le-ag'ri-dea

Le-ri'ua Lu-oe'ri-a Ma-oed'o-nea Ma-ri'ea Melea

Le'ro Lu-ci-a'mis Ma-ce-do'ni-a Ma'ri-ua Mel-e-aig'e-nea

Le'roa Lu'ci-fer Ma-ce-don'i-cua Mar-mar'i-ca Mel-i*ba?'a

Le-au'ra Lu-cU'i-us Ma'cer Slar-mar'i-die Mel-i-boa'ua

Lethe La-cilia Ma-chan'i-das Mar-ma'ri-ou Mel-i-cer'ta

Len'ca Lu-ci'na Ma-cha'on Ma'ro Mel-i-gu'uia

I^n'cas Lu-cre'ti-a Ma'cra Ma'ron Me-lia'aa

Leu'ce Lu-cret'Mia Ma-cri-a'nua Ma-ro-ne'a Me-Iia'aus

Leu'ci Lu-cre'ti-ua Ma-cri'nua Mar-pe'si-a Mel'i-ta

Leu-cip'pae Luc-ta'ti-ua Ma-crc/bi-i Mar-pea'aa Mel-i-te'ne

Leu'cou Lu-cul'li Hor'ti Ma-cro/bi-ua Mar-pe'sita We'li-ua

Leu-copVtra La-cullas Mac'ro-cheir Mar-ni-ci'ni atVltM

Leu'co-phrya Lu'cu-mo Ma-cro'nea Mar-ru'bi-um Mel-pom'e-ne

Lea'ooa Lug-du'num Ma-dau'ra Mar-ru'vi-um Meni'mi-a

Leu-oo'ai-a Lu'pa Ma-d^tae Mar'sa-oi Mem'mi-ua

Lea-co-ayr'i-i Lu-per'cal Mie-an'der Mar'ay-aa ileraphi'tia

Lea-co'the-a Lu-per-cali-a Mas-ce'nas Mar-ti-alia Me'na

Leu-cuth'o-e Lu-per'ci Mre'di Ma-rullua Me-nal'caa

Leu-cy-a'ni as Lu-per'cua Mseli-oa Maa-in-ia'aa Me-na-lip'pe

Me-nan'derLex-o'vi-i Lu'pi-aa MaVna-des 3Ias-aa-ge'ta9

l.i-ua'ni-us Lu'pua Mae'na-lus Maa'ai-cua Me-na'pi-i

Lib a-mis Lu-ei-ta'ni-a Mavo'ni-a Maa-aili-a Me'naa

Lib-en-ti'na Lu-ao'uea Mffi nii'i .hi' Maa-ay'li
Me-necyra-tea

Liber Lu-ta'ti-ufl Mic-on'i-dea Maatram'e-Ia Men-e-de'mua

Lib'e-ra Lu-te'ti-a MaVo-nis Ma-tia'co He-ne-Iai'a

Li-bertaa Ly-ae'ua Mte-o'ta) Ma-tra'li-a Men-e-la'ua

Li-be'thra LycVbaa Mtc-o'tia Palua Ma-tro'na Me-ne'ni-ua

Li-beth'ri-dca Lyc-a-be'tua MaVvi-us Mat-ro-na'li-a Me'nea

Li-bi-ti'na Ly-caVa Mag-nen'ti-ua Mat-ti'a-ci Me-nea'theos
Lisbon

Ly-caVua Mag-ne'ai-a Ma-tu'ta Me-nip'pua

Li-bo-phos-ni'cea Ly-cam'bea Ma'go 31au'ri Me-noa'ce-ua

Li-bur'na Ly-ca'on Ma'gon Mau-ri-ta'ni-a Me-nos'tea

Lit/y-a Ly-ca-o'ni-a Ma-hartal Mau'roe Me'non

Lib'y-cum Ma're Ly-caa'tus M:i'i-a Mau-ni'rii-i Me-noph't-lua

Li-byeaa Lych'ni-dua Ma-jea'tas 3fau-«olua Mer-cix'ri-na

Lich'a-dea Lycrt-a Ma-jor'ca Ma'vora Me-ri'o-nea

Li chas Lyc'i-daa Mal-e-veu'tum Ma-vor'ti-a Merm'na-da)

Li-cin'i-a Ly-cia'cua Ma-mer'cua Max-en'ti-ua Jld''oo

Li-cin'i-n* Lyc'i-us Ma-mer-ti'na Max-im-i-a'ima Mer'o-pe

Li-ci'nua Lyc-o-meMea Ma-mer-ti'ni Max-i-mi'mu Me'ropa

Li-ga'ri-ua L/con Ma-oiil'i-a Lex Max'i-iniw Me'rua

Li'ger Ly-ct/phron Ma-mil'i-J Ma2'a-ca Me-aa'pi-a

Li-gu'res Ly-oop'o-lia Ha-mil'i-us Me-de'a Me-aem'bri-a

Li-gu'ri-a Ly-oo-re'a Mam-maya Me'di-a Me-ae'ne

Li-gna'ti-cum Ma're Ly-co-re'ua Ma-mu'ri-ua Me-di-o-la'num Mea-o-me'des

Lil-y-baVura Ly-co'ria Ma-murra Me-di-o-mat'ri-ci Me-4-o-jto-ta'mi-a

Mea-aaOaLin'go-nea Ly-cor'mas Man-ci'nua Me-di-tri'na

Lip'a-ra Ly-cor'tas Man-dela Me-do'a-cua Mea-sa-li'na

Lip'a-ris Ly-oo-su'ra Ma'nea Mc'dun Mes-aa-lt'nua

Li-quen'ti-a Ly-cur'gi-dea Ma-ne'tho Med-n-a'Da Mea-aa'pi-a

Li'ria Ly-ciir'gus Ha'ni-a Me'daa Mea-ae'na

Li-tertrnm Ly/oos Ma-nil'i-a Me-du'aa Mt-a-ae'ni-a

Li-ty-er'aaH Lyd'i-a Ma-nU'i-ua Me-ga-by'ziiB Met'a-bua

LiVi-a Lyd'i-ua Man'li-a Lex Meg'a-clea Me-ta-poii'tum

Lj^i-ua Ly'dus Man'li-ua Me"8*'r* 3 p Me-tan'rua
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Mo-teHi

Me-thu'ne

Me-thym'na

Me-til'i-a Lex

Me-til'i-i

Mer'tU

Mu'ti-na

Mo-tu/ci-a

Me'ton

Me-tn/bi-ua

Met'ro-clea

Met-ro-do'rus

lltf-tu'lnm

Me-va'ni-a

Me-zen'ti-ua

Mi-cip'aa

Mi'das

Mi-de'a

Mi-le'si-i

Mi-le'ai-ua

Mi-le'tua

Mil'i-chua

MJ'lo

Mil-ti'a-defi

Mil'vi-ua

Mi-mal'lo-nes

Mi'mM

Mim-ner'rmis

Min'ci-ua

Mi-ner'va

Mi-ner-va'li-a

Min'i-o

Min-nco'i

Mi-no'ia

Mi'noa

Min-o-tau'rus

Min-tur'na.)

Mi-nu'ci-ua

Min'y-ro

Min'y-aa

Miu-y-«i'dea

Mi-au'num

Mi-ae'nua

Mi'thraa

Mith-ri-da'tcs

Mith-ro-bar-za'nes

Wit-y-lo'iiaj

Mit-y-lo'no

Mna-sal'caa

Mna'fton

Jl iie'mon

Mne-mos'y-iio

Mne-wir'chus

lines'thous

Mnu'via

Mo-dea'tua

Mce'nus

Moo-rag'e-ttis

Mto'ria

Mas'si-a

Mo'li-a

Mo'lo

Mo'lo-ia

Mo-lor'chua

Mo-los'ai

Mo-los'ai-a

Mo-Ios'bus

Mo'mua

Mo'na

Mo-nw'soa

Mo-rn/ta

3ion'i-ma

Mon'o-dua

Mo-uoe'cua

Moo-ta'nua

Mon'y-cua

;.luji'Ki-iini

Mop-so pi -a

Mop-au-ea'ti-a

Mor-gen'ti-a

Mori-ni

Mor'uhe-na

Mo'aa

Moa'chi-on

Mo-ael'la

Mo'aee

Mo-aychliiB

Mo-ay-noe'ci

Mal'ci-ber

MuTvi-us

Mum'mi-ttB

Mu-na'ti-us

Mu-nich'i-a

Mu-ne'na

Mur'ci-a

Mur-gan'ti-a

Mur'ti-a

Mu'aa

Jfu-ase'tia

Mu-aag'o-no

Mu'ta

Mu'ti-a

Mu'ti-na

Mu'ti-nee

Mu'ti-tu

Mu-tu'nus

Mu-zu'ria

Myo'a-le

Myc-a-lea'sos

My-ce'naj

Sdy-oe'nia

My-oe-ri'nui

My'con

My-oo'nna

My-ec'pho-ris

MyVnua

Myg-do'ni-a

Myg'do-nua

My-las'sa

MyOe

My-lit'ta

My-o-ne'aua

My-o*ni-«

M/ra

My-ri'na

My-ri'nua

Myr-mid'o-nes

My'ron

Myr'ai-lua

Myr'ti-lua

MyT-to'um Ma're

Myr-tun'ti-uru

My-aceTlus

Mya'i-a

My'aon

My-ti-lrtio

M/oa

N.

Nab-ar-za'nes

Nab-a-the'a

Na'bia

Nie'ni-a

N»'vi-ua

Na-han-ar-vali

Nai'a-dea

Na'ia

Na-ia'ana

Nan-tu-a'tee

Na-phsese +

Kapb'i-lua

Nar-bo-uen'aia

Nar-cia'aua

Na-ria'ci

Na^ni-a

Na-ryc'i-a

NaVa-mon

Naa-a-ruo'nea

Naafci-o

Naa'i-ca

Jsa-aid-i-e'nua

Na-ad'i-ns

Na'ao

Na'aua

Nau'cra-tes

Naulo-chua

Nau-aim'a-cbe

Nau-sim'a-chus

Na'va

Na'vi-ua

Nax'oa

Ne-as'ra

Ne-te'thua

Ne-al'ooa

Ne-an'thea

Ne-ap'o-lis

Ne-ar'chiia

Ne-brVdea

Ne-broph'o-noa

Ne-crop'o-lia

Nec-tan-e'buB

Ne'leua

Ne-maa'a

Ne-me'a

Nc-iue-ai-a'ims

Nem'e-eia

Neni'e-tea

Ne-nio-rali-a

Ne-mos'aus

Ne-o-bule

Ne-o-ctea-a-re'a

Ne'o-clea

Ne-o-me'ni-a

Ne'on

Ne-on-ti'cboa

. Ne-op-tol'e-mus

Ne'pe

Ne-phaQi-a

Neph'e-la

Neph'e-lia

Ne'pi-a

Ne'poa

Ne-po-ti-a'uua

Nep-tu-na'U-a

Nep-tu'nuH

Nerei-das

Ne're-is

Ne-re'tum

Ki/re-UB

Ne'ro

No-n/ni-a

Ner'Ti-i

Ne'sis

Nea'to-cloa

Nea-to'ri-uB

Ne'twm

Ki-ce'a

Ni-cag'o-raa

Ni-cau'der

Ni-ca'nor

Jfi-ca'tor

Ni-oe-pho'ri-nm

Ni-oe-phoYi-ue

Ni-oeph'rua

Ni'oer

Ki-oe'taa

Ki-oe-te'ri-a

Nic'i-aa

Ni<ip'paa

IJi'co

>'i-cocb'a-rea

Ni-ooc'ra-lea

Ni-coc're-on

Kic-o-da'maa

Kic-o-de'mud

Nic-o-do'rua

Nioo-la'oa

Ni-com'a-chns

Ki-oo-me'dea

Ni-oo-me'di-a

Ni'con

Ni-coph'a-nes

NicVphon

Kic'o-phron

Ni-oop'o-li«

Ni-coe'tra-tua

Ni'ger

Ni-gidl-ns

Ni-gri'te

Kileua

Nilua

Nin'y-aa

Ni'o-be

Ni-pba'tea

Ni'reua

Ki'aa

Nis'i-bifl

Ni'sua

Ni-te'tia

Ni-ti-ob'ri-^ca

Ni-to'cria

Nit'ri-a

Ni-va'ri-a

Noc-ti-la'ca

NoTa

Nom'a-dea

Nom-en-ta'nua

Nu-nieu'tUlli

No'mi-us

Non'a<ru

Ko'ni-ua

Nor-ba'nua

Nor'i-cam

Nor'ti-a

No'tua

No-veai-nm

No-Ti-o-du'nam

No-Ti-oni'a-gum

Na-oe'ri-a

Nu-ith'o-nea

Nu'ma

Na-ma'na

Nu-man'ti-a

Mu-iue'ni-m

Nu-me-ri-a'nu*

Nu'mi-cus

Nu'mi-da

Nu-mid'i-a

Nu'mi-tor

Nu-mi-to'ri-oa

Nun-di'ua

Nur'pi-a

Nyc'te-ia

Nyo-teli-a

Nyc-teli-ua

Nyc'ttns

Nyo-tim'e-no

Nym-pluw'um

Njm-piue'aa

KTm-pbkn-fla

>Vaa

K>ya?-n3

J»y-«e'ra

Ky-*i»-d<a

0.

O-u'kx

O-ax'os

Owirih

O-CelMU

(Xcha

Ccto.

O-cr.c'a-lalD

Oc-Wri-a

Oo-tA-Ti-a'os

Oo-U'Ti-as

0-CTp"e-t«

O-qr'o-e

Ofculi

O-ds'tas

0-d*iun

O-do'a-cer

Od"rj--«o

Oi-jtirt

Od-Vv*!'tD

CE-Uli-«

Ouba-lui

(BtK-rii

CE-cluli-a

CE-cu-me'ci-a

CEd'i-fv

CE*m

(X/De-ns

CE-m'Ja

aw<
(E-noai'ft-as

<£-nu'uA

<£-no'iui

(E-nu'oe

<£-Dopi-ofi

CE-nrftri

<£-sa'tri-i

<E-notra

CB-na^m

GS-o'hqi

CEu

CEty-liM

O-U'eu

Olta-a

O-UVro*

Olcu

O-len-om

Olen-w

01-i-«>>

Ol-i-aip'i^

OITi-M

O-ljm'pi-ai
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0*vid'i-ua

Ox'um

Ox-y-iyn'chua

Oz'o-a

OzVIa

Oz'o-li

P.

Pa-ca-ti-a'nua

Pa-chy'nua

Pac'o-rna

Pnc-to'lua

Pac'ty-a

Pa-cuvi-ua

Pa'dus

Pa-du'na

Paj'au

Pfy'on

Pie'o-nes

Paa-o'ni-a

Pfe-on'i-dea

Pfti'soa

Paj'tua Cco-cin'na

PagVaw

Pa-laj-ap'o-lia

Pa-luj'iuon

Fa-hwp'a-phos

Pa-ltB-pkar-sa'lus

Pa-Jio'iiha-tua

Pa-Wiw-lis

Pa-hvs'te

P&-lns-ti'ua

Pa-Ires-tin i

Pa-lre'tyr-ua

PaL-a-uie'dea

Pai-a-ti'nus

Pa-la'ti-ura

Pales

Pa-li-bo'thra

Pa-li'ci

Pa-lil'i-a

Pal-i-nu'rns

Pal-i-u'rua

Palla-dea

Pal-la'di-um

Pal-lad i-us

Pal-Ian-Wum

PaMan'ti-as

Pal-lat i-di'3

Pal-le'ne

Pal-ma'ri-a

Pal-my'ra

Pa-mi sua

Pani'me-nes

Pam'plii-lua

Pam-phy'Ie

Pani-ph.vl'i-

Pan-a-ce'a

Pa-mc'ti-ua

Pan-ath-e-nrea

Pan-chre'a

Pan-chai'a

Pan'da-rua

Pan-da-ta'ri a

Pan-de'nius

Pan'di-,i

Pan'di-on

Pan-do'ra

Pan-do'si-a

Pan-dro'aoe

Pan-gayus

Pan-hol-lc'ne*

Pa-iii-o'ni-ura

Pan-no/ni-a

Pau-oiu-phio'ua

Pan'o-po

Pan-o'pe-ua

Pa-nup'o-Jia

Pa-nop'tea

Pa-nor'mus

Pan-ta'le-on

Pan-tho'a

Paii-the'un

Fan-tho'i-des

Pan-ti-c.'L-pju'uin

Pan-tic'a-pes

Fa'phi-a

Faph-la-go'ni-a

Pa'phos

Pa'phua

Pa'pi-aa

Pa-pin-i-a'nus

Pa-pir'i-us

Par-a-bys'ton

Par-a-di'sus

Pa-rre'ta-co)

Pa-iw-to'ni-um

Pa-reu-ta'li-a

Pa'ria

Pa-ris'M

Pa'ri-um

Par-inen'i-dca

Par-me'ni-o

Par-nas'sus

Fa-ro-paui'i-s»«

Pa-ro'pua

Par-rlia'si-a

Far-rha'si-ua

Par-the'ni-a)

Par-the'ni-us

Par'the-non

Par- 1lion-o-paVua

Pai-then'o-pe

Par/thi-a

Pa-rys'a-tta

Pa-sar'ga-d:o

Paa'i-phre

Pa-ait'i-griB

Paa'aa-ron

Pas-si-o'nus

Pat'a-le

Pat'a-ra

Pa-ta'vi-um

Pa-tcr'cu-lus

Pa-ti-zi'Lues

Pa'tne

Pa-tri'ci-us

Pa-tro'clua

Pa-tro'clua

Pa-tro'ua

Pa-tul'ci-ua

Pau-li'mw

Paulua

Pau-sa'iii-aa

Pa-ven'ti-a

Pa'vor

Pax'oa

Pe-da'aua

Pe'do

Pe'dum

Pe-gaa'i-des

PegVais

PegVsus

Pe-laa'gi

Pe-las'gi-a

Pe-laa-gi-o'tJa

Pe-laa'gua

PoHe-ua

Pe-li'a-dea

Peli-as

Pe-li'dea

Fe-lig'ni

Pe'li-on

Pe-le'ne

Pe-lo-pe'a

Po-lop'i-daa

Pel-o-pou-ne'auB

Polopa

Pe-lo'ri-a

Po-lo'rus

Pe-lu'ai-um

Pe-na'U*8

Pe-nel'o-iJo

Pe-ne'us

Pe-ni'mia

Pen-tapo-Ha

Pen-tel'i-cus

Pen-the-ai-lo'a

Pen'the-ua

Peu'thy-lus

Pep-a-re'thos

Pe-rre'a

Per-co'pe

Per-co'te

Per-dic'cas

Pe-ren'na

Pe-ren'nia

Per'ga-mua

Pe-ri-an'dcr

Per-i-bce'a

Pert-cles

Por-i -clym'e-nus

Fe-ri-o-ge'tea

Pe-ril'la

Pe-iil'luB

Per-t-me la

Pe-rin'thus

Per-i-pa-tet'i-ci

Fer-mea'aua

Pe'ro

Pi/ro-o

Per-pen'na

Per-pe-re'na

Per-rhre'bi-a

Per-8R:'iia

Per-at-ph'o-no

Per-sep'o-lis

Per'seus

Fer'si-a

Per'ai-ua

Per'ti-nax

Pe-ra'si-a

Pea-ceii'ni-ua

Pt-s-fii'im.H

Put-e-li'ui

Pe'te-oa

Pe-til'i-a

Pe-til'i-ua

Pet-o-ai'ria

Pe'tra

Pe-trre'a

Pe-trei'ua

Pe-tri'num

Pet-rtMx/ri-l

Pe-tro'ni-a

Pe-tro'iii-ua

Pou-coa'tea

Peu-ce'ti-a

Peu-ci'ni

Phre'a

Phre-a'ci-a

Phayax

Phre'don

Plue'dra

PhreMrua

Phre-nar'e-te

Pha?'ne-aa

Pha'o-thon

Pha'o-ton-ti-a-dea

Plial-a-cri'na

Pha-Ian'thus

PhaJ'a-ris

Pha-lo'ron

Pha-lo'rua

Phal'li-ca

Pka-lo'ro

Pha-nro'ua

Phan-ta'ai-a

Phaon

Pha'raa

Pha'ria

Phar-ma-cu aa

Phar-na-bar.ua

Phar-na-ce'a

Phar'na-cea

Pha'roa

Phar-aa'H-a

Phar-salua

Phar-u'ai-i

Fha-at/lia

Pha-ai-a'na

Pha'si-as

Pha'ais

Phe'geua

Phe/mi-ua

Phe'ne-ua

Phe'ue-um

Phe'raa

Phe-r«)'uB

Pho-rec'ra-tea

Phor-e-ti'ma

Pbt^ron

Phidias

Phi-di]»'pi-dos

Phi-dit'i-a

Pbi'don

Phi'la

Phil-a-del'plii-a

Fhil-a-dulplms

Philaa

Phi-l«yni

Pbi-lam'mon

Phi-le-tac'rua

Phi-le'taa

Phi-li'nua

Phi-lip'pe-i

Phi-lip'pi

Phi-lip'pinlea

Phil-ip-pop'o-lifl

Phi-lip'pua

Phi-luVcua

Phi-lia'ti-on

Plii-Us'tua

Philo

Phi-lo-cho/rua

Phi'lo-clea

Phi-loc'ra-tca

Phil-oc-te'tea

PbU-o-cy'prua

Phil-o-de'niua

Phil-o-la'us

Phi-lol'o-goa

Phi-lom'bi'o-tUB

Pbi-lo-me'Ia

Phi-Iou'i-dea

Phi-lon'o-e

Phi-Ion'o-me

Plii-lop'a-tor

Phi-lo-pce'cncn

Phi-lortra-tus

Phi-lo'taa
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Phi-lotia Pin'da-aua Pol-yg-no'tu-* Pro-me'thia QuiVtu-;

Phi-lox'a-nui Pi-ra'ne Pol-y-hym'iii-a Pro-me-thi'dea Qninc'ti-aa

Phl-ly-re P.-riU.'0-tu lVly'i-dus Pru-uje'thua Quia-d«-cem ' ri-ri

Phi-lyri-dea Pi'aa Pol-ym-nee'tor Pronap'i-dea Quin-quam-a

Phl'neiM Pl'MB Pol-ym-nee'tua Pron'omua Qmn-qucn nale»

Pbin'ti-a Pi-aan'der Pol-y-ni'oea Pxou'n-ba Quin-Ul-i-a'nn*

Phin'ti-M Pi-ca'tes Pol-y-pe'mon Pro-per'ti-iu Quin-tUI-na

Phle'ge-thun Pi-aau'rua Pol-y-per'chon Pro-pcet'i-de* Qnin'ta-oa

Phle'goli Pia'e-ua Pol-y-phe'imia Pro-pon'tU Quir-i-na li-»

Phlegim Pirid'ia Po-lyx'o Pro-aer/p.-na Qoir-i-na1ia

Plile'gym PU-ia-trat'i-die Pol-y-xelna Fro-tes-i-la'ua ^ui-ri'nua

Phlo'Ky-M

Phli-a.i-i

Pia-ia-trat'i-dea Po-me'ti-a Pro'te-ua Qui-ri'tea

Pia-i»'tra*tua Po-moim Pro-togVnea

Phliu. Piao Pom-pe'i-a Prox'«-nua

Pho-be'tor Pi-ao'nes Pom-pe-i-a'oua Pni-dea'ti-ua
E.

Pho-bo. Pith-e-cu'aa Pom-pei-i Pni'aa

Pho'cas-a Pl'tho Pom-pft-i-op'o-lia Pru'ri-aa

Pho-dan'ara Pi-lhole-on Pom-pe'i-ua Piyta-nea Rv>kir'i--j*

Pho'd-oo Pitthem Pom-piri-na Pry-ta-ne'um Ra-mi'eea

Pho'di Pit-u-La'n. Pom-po'nl-a Paam'a-the Raa-rav'ci

Pho'oui Pit'y-ua Pom-pn'ni-m Paam-met'i-choa Ra-Teu'na

Pho-cyM-dei Pit-y-u'aw Pomp-ti'na Paa'phta Re-ate

Phoebe Pla-oen'ti-a Pon'ti-a Pao'phia Re-dio'a-lna

Phosb'i-dae Pla-cid'i-a Pon'ti-cum Pay'clie Red'o-nea

Phao-bi'ge-na Plan* rift Pon'ti-cua Pay'chrua Be-pl'U

Plice'bua Plan-ci'na Fon-ti'na Ptaaoum Reg-il-lji'oQs

Phee-ni'oe Pla-tas'a Pon-ti'ua Pte-la-re^u Re-gillui

Phoe-nic'i-a Pla'to Po-pil'i-ua Pt«'ri-a Reg'a-lua

PhcB-nl-cu'ta
Plau'ti-a I ■ • \

Pop-lic'o-1* Ptul-e-mv'nm Re'mi

PhoonU'ta Plau-ti-a'nua Pop-pas'a Ptol-e-ntfe'iia Rem'a-lan

Phoenix Plau'tiu Pop-u-lo'ni-a Ptol-e-ma'ia Re-nm'ri-*

Phol'o-a Plei'a-dea Por'ci-a Pub-lic'o-la Ke'maa

Pholiu Plei'o-n« Por'ci-ua Publi-ua Rba-co'tU

Phor'cus Plera-myrt-mi. Por-phyrf-os Pul-che'ri-a Rh&d-a-iuan 'thus

Phortni-o Pleu-mox'i-i Por-aen'na Pu'ni-cum Bellnm Rhje'ti

Pho-ro'ne-ua Plex-ip'pui For-turn'noa Pii-piVnaa Rhas'ti-a

Pho-ro'nia PliD'i-tu Po'rua Pu'pi-ua Rha'ros

Phoa'pho-rus

Pho-tVmu

Plia-tar'chua Poa-i-de'um Pu-te'o-li Rhea

Plia'the-nea Pc-ri'don Py-a-Dep'ri-a Rhed'o-nes

Phnt-a'tea Plia-ti'nua
Poa-l-dorni-a

Pyg-ma'li-on Rbe'gi-uEu

Phra-ha'toa Plis-to'aiiax Poa-i-do'ni-ua PyTa-dt» Rhe'mi

Phra-or'tea Plo-tin-op'o-lis Poa-tho'mi-u* PyT» Rbe'ue

Phrlx'ua Plo-ti'naa Poat-ver'ta Py-lag'o-nD Rhc'ni

Phron'i-ma Plia-tar'chua Po-tam'i-dea PyTaa Rbe'nna

Phryg-1-a Plu'to Pofa-mon Pyloa Rhi-a'niLa

PliryK'i-u« Pln'tna Pot'a-mna Py'm Rhin-o-co-lu'ra

Phry'ne Plu'vi-na Pot-i-die'a Py-rac'mon Rhi'oii

Phryn't-chua Plyn-t*'ri-a Po-tit'M Pyr'a-mwa Rhi-pha- 1

Phry'uia Pod-a-lir'i-aa Pot'ni-s Pyr'*-niB Rbi'nxn

Phry'no Po-dar'w Pne-nea'to Pyr-e-nw'iia Rho'de

Phryx'iu

Phtiii'a

PoHlar'fo Pnc'tor Py-re'ne Rhod-o^a'iM

Poe'aa Prat'i-naa Pyr-got'e-lea Rhod'opc

Phthl-o'tia Pca'ci-ld Prax-ag'o-rM Py-ro'dea Rho-do^pis

Phy-a Pce'ni Prax-tt'e-lea Pyr'rhi-a Rho'du»

Phy'ciia PiVgoii

PoOa

Pre'lMia Pyr'rhi-diB Rhcelwa

Phvl'a-ce Pri-an.'i-dea Pyr'ri-cha Rhce'cus

Phyla Pole-mon Pri'a-miu Py-thag'o-raa Rboe-te'am

PhylTi-oa PCli-aa Pri-a'pua Pyth'e-aa Rbae'taa

Phja'co-a Po-H-or-ce'tea Pri-e'ne Pyth'e-ua Rho'sus

Pl-ali-a Po-lia'ma Pria-ci-a'nua Pythl-a Rhox-a'na

Pi-oo'ni Po-li'tee Pri-vertium Pyth'i-ua Rbox-a-l&'zu

Pi-oan-ti'a Pol-len'tl-a Pro'bua Py'tho Rltu-te ni

Pi cen-ti'ni Polli-o Pro'caa Pyth'o-clea Rhynda-cua

Pi-oo'num Po-lue'ca Proch'y-ta Py'thon Rig-o-dulum

Pic-U'vi Poly-Buna Pro-cinua Pyth o-nis'sa Ri-pha^i

Pic'to-nei Fo-lyM-ua Pro'clea Pyfna Ro-bi^o

Pi-a'ri-a Po-ly-bo'tea Pro-cli'dea Ro'uia

Pi-er'i-dea Pol'y-bua Pro-oon-ne'sua Ro-ma'ni

Pi'e-rua Pol-y-car'pua Pro-co'pi-ua

Q-
Rom'u-La

Pi'e-taa Pol'y-clea Procrna'tee Ro-mn1i-da%

Pi-la tin Pol-y-cle'tna Pro-cu-lei'ua Rom'u-luE

Pl-lum'nua Po-lyda-maa Proc'u-liu Qua'di Ro'tuua

Pi m-ple'a Pol-y-dam'na Pro'cy-on

Prod'i-cua

Qua-dr&'tUB Rae'ci-aB

Pi-na'ri-ua Pol-y-dec'tea Quodro-froua Rox-a'XiK

Pin'a-rue

Pin'da-rm

Pol-y-do'ra Prwt'i-dea Queea-to'rea Rox-o-la ni

Pd-y-do'rua Pro-we'thena (Juer-quet'u-U RUT4
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S.

Sal-vid-i-e'nua

Sal'vi-ua

Saly-e*

Sa-ma'ri-a

Sa'me

Sa'mi-a

Bani-ni'tiB

Bam-ni'tes

Sam'ni-um

Sa-mo'ni-um

Sa'nioe

Ba-nioa'a-ta

Sam-o-thra'ci-a

Sa'mus

Bao-oho-n i 'a-thou

Han-da- If 'on

San-da-le-o'ti»

Ban-dro-oot'tua

San-ga'ri-ua

San'to-uea

Sa'on

8a-pre'i

Sau-i-re'ne

Ba$or

Bar-a-oe'na

Ba-ran'gea

Kl-l.lVUS

Sar-da-na-palus

Sar'de-on

Sar-din'i-a

Bai'ma-tas

Sar-ma'ti-a

Bar-men'tua

Bar-ne'ua

Ba'rou

Ba-ron'i-cos Si'nus

Bar-pe'don

Sar-raa'toa

Bar'ai-na

Sar-au'ra

Ba'aon

Sa-taa'pea

Sat-i-bar-za'nea

Ba-tic'u-Ia

Bat-re-pe'ni

Bat'ri-cuni

Sat'u-ra

8at-u-rei'ns

Bat-ur-na'li-a

Sa-tur'm-a

Sa-tnr-ni'iiua

Sa-tur'm-iia

Ba-tiu'iius

Bat'y-ri

Bat'y-rus

Sav'e-ra

Sa'vo

SeVns

Say 'o- nta

Scro'a

BcseVa

Scicvo-la

Boa-man'der

Sca-man'dri-a

Scan-di-na'vi-a

Bcap-tes'u-ta

Scap'ti-a

Soap'u-la

Bcar-phi'a

Bcau'nia

Sced'a-euB

Bcel-e-ra'tua

8ce-ni'te

Sche'di-a

K-he'di-us

Buhe'ri-a

Bchoa'neua

Scho/nua

Bci'drus

Sci'a-thoa

Bei-lu'rua

Sci'nia

Bci-o'ne

Bci-pi'a-dso

Scip'i-o

Bci'ra

Bci'raa

Bci'run

Bci'rus

Beolus

Sou'pas

Scor-dis'd

Sco-ti'mia

Sco-tus'ua

Bcri-bo'ni-a

Scri-bo ni-a'nus

8cri-bo'ni-ua

Styl-a-ce'um,

Scylax

Scyl-las'utn

Bcyl'li-aa

Bcy'raa

Scyrl-aa

Scy'roa

Scy'theo

Bey'then

Scyth'i-a

Bcy-thi'nus

Be;'thou

Scy-thop'o-Iis

Be-baa'Ui

Se-bas-te'a

Seb'e-da

Seb-en-uy'tua

Be-be'tos

Btxl-e-ta'ni

Be-du'ni

Se-duai-i

Be-gee'ta

Se-gea'tea

Se-ge'ti-n

Beg-o-bri'ga

Be-gon'ti-a

Be-gon-ti'a-ci

Be-go'vi-a

Se-gu-ai-a'ut

So-gu'si-o

Be-ja'nus

Se-lem'iiua

Se-le'ne

Scl-eu-ci'a

Be-leu'cis

Se-leu'cus

Be-lim'uua

Se-li'nus

Sel-la'ai-a

Bel-l^ia

Bel-le'Uo

Se-lym'bri-a

Beiu'e-le

Bem-i-gor-ma'ni

Seuw-gan'tua

Be-mira-mia

Bem'no-nea

Be-nio'nes

Bem-prD'ni-a

Sem-pro'ui-us

Se-mu'ri-um

He'na

Se-na'tus

SenVea

Bc'ui-a

Se-no'nes

Sen-ti'num

Bep-tem'vi-ri

Bep-tim'i-ua

Seq'ua-na

Beq'ua-ni

Se-ra'pi-o

Se-ra']ri*

Ser-bo'ma

Be-re'na

Be-re-ni-a'nua

Se-re'nua

Be'res

Str-gea'tua

Scr'gi-a

Ber'gi-us

Be-n'phua

Ber-ra'nua

Ber-to'ri-ua

Ber-Tie'ua

Ser-vi-a'uus

Ber-vil i-a

Ser-YJl-i-a'nua

Ser-vil'i-urt

Ser'vi-UB

Be-aoa'tria

Bea'ti-as

Se-au'vi-I

Set'a-bia

Be'thuu

Sa'ti-a

Be-ve'ra

Se-ve-ri-a'nui

Be-ve'rua

Se'vo

Bex'ti-a

Sux-til'i-a

Bex-til'i-ua

Sex'ti-ua

Ki-byl'la

Si-cam'bri

8i-cam'bri-a

Bi-ca'ni

Si-ca'ni-a

Si-oel'i-dea

Si-chw'ua

Bi-cil'i-a

8i-cin'i-ua

Bi-ci'nna

Sic'o-rua

Bic'u-li

Sic'y-on

Sic-y-o'ni-a

Si'de

Bi-de'ro

Bid-i-ci'num

Bi'dun

Bi-do'ui-i

Bi-do/uU

Bi'ga

Bi-ge'um

Bifni-a

Bi-gy'ue

Bi'la

Bt-la'na

Bi-la'uua

Sira-rua

Bi-le'ni

Bi-le'nua

Sil-i-een'aa

Bil'i-os

Bil'pi-a

Si-lu'res

Bil-va'nua

Hi me'iia

Si-nie thus

Bim'i-lia

Bim'mi-as

Bi'iuo

SimVis

Bi'nion

8i-nion'i-dea

Sim-plic'i-us

Him'u-lus

Hi'muft

Him'y-ra

Bin'ga-ra

Bi'nja

Bin'o-o

Bi'non

Si-no']*)

Sin'o-rix

Bin-ti'oe

8in'ti-i

Bin-u-ea'aa

Bi-pon'tum

Bip'y-lua

Bi-re'nea

Bi'ris

Bir'mi-o

Sir'nii-um

Si-Nim'nes

Sta'a-po

Bia-cia

Bi-a«n'i)a

8ia-y-gam'l)ia

Bia'y-phua

Bi-talcea

Bi'thou

Bit'i-ua

Bit'o-nes

Bma-rag'diu

Bme'nus

Bmi'lax

Smilia

Bmin'theus

8oc'ra-t««

Bce'mi-aa

Bog-di-a'na

8og-di-a'nua

So-li'nus

Solon

N>-liViii-iuii

Snl v ina

Bop'a-ter

SVphax

Ho-j'lie no

Bopli'o-cleB

Bopli-o-nU1)a

Bophron

Boph-ro-nia'cna

8o-phro/ni-u.s

Bo-phroa'y-ut3

Sop'o-lia

Bo'ra

Bo-rac'tc

Bo-ra'nua

S/rex

So-rit'i-a

Bo'ai-a

Bo-aib'i-as

Bo-eio'ra*te4

Bo-aig'e-neB

Bo'ai-i

Boal-lua

Bo-aip'a-ter

Bo-aia'tnt-toa

Bo'ai-ua

Boa'pi-tu

SoVtha-nea

Boa'tra-tiu

Bota-daa
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So'ter '

Bo-ta'ri-a

Ho- ti -a' tea

So'ti-oa

So'iib

8o-zom'e-nua

Spa'co

Siiar'ta-cus

Spar-ta'ni

Spar-ti-a'nua

Bpor-chi'us

8i>er-ma-toph'a-gi

8peu-aip'mu

8phac-te ri-a

8phe'dri-aa

Spi-tam'e-mi*

Bpith-ri-cU'taa

Spo-le'tutu

Kpor'a-dea

Spu-rin'iia

Bpu'ri-ua

Sta-beM-ua

. Sta'bi-JB

Stab'u-lum

Sta-gi'ra

Stains

HUiph'y-lui

Sta-sau'dor

Sta-sn'nor

St;i's«.'-;n

Sta-aic'ra-toa

Sta-sila-us

8ta-tU'i-a

Stat'i-nra

Sta-ti'ra

Sta'ti-us

Sta'tor

Htel-la'tea

StelTi-o

Kto-noc'ra-tc3

SttiD'to-ris

Steph'a-nua

NUir'o-pe

SterVpes

Ster-tiu'i-us

Bte-sag'o-riuj

Ste-aich'o-nid

Stea-i-la'iia

Bte-sira'bro-tua

Sfchen'e-lo

Bthen'e-lua

Sthe'nis

Stho'no

Stili-cho

Btim'i-chon

Stiph'e-lua

Sto -b;e'us

Stojcli'a-des

Sto'i-ci

Stra'bo

Stra-tar'chua

Stra'to

Strat'o-cles

Strat'o-las

Btrat-o-ni'co

Strat-o-ni'cus

8tra-to'nis Tur'ris

StrophVdes

Strtrphi-ua

Strym-o-do'ruf

Btry'mon

8tu-be'ra

Stym-pha'lis

Rtym-pha'lua

Sty'ra

bu-aUi

8u-ar-do'ncs

Su-blic'i-ua

Sub-iuou-to'ri-uui

Bu-bti'ra

Su-bur'ra

Su'cro

Su-ea'sa

Sues-so'nes

Sue-to'ni-ua

Sue'vi

SuVvi-UB

Suf-fe'nua

8u'i-daa

Su-il'i-ua

Sui'o-nea

Sol-pit'i-a

Sul-pit'i-us

Sul-pic'i-ua

8u'ni-um

Bu-o-ve-tati-ril'i-a

Su'per-uiu Ma'ro

Su'ra

Su-re'na

Bu'ri-um

Sur-nm'tum

Su'rua

Bu'aa

Su'sa-na

Su-sa'ri-on

Su-si-a'na

Su'aia

Su'tri-um.

Sy-a'grua

Syb'a-ris

Syb-a-ri'ta

Syb'o-ta

8yb'o*taa

Sy'e-dra.

8y-e'ne

Sv-cn'ne-fiia

8y-le'a

8y-le'um

Sy'leua

SylVson

Byl-va'nus

Svl'vi-ua

By'ma

Sym'bo-lam

Sym'nia-chus

Byni-pleg'a-doB

8yn-cel'lua

Sy-ne'ai-ua

Sy-no'pe

Sy-pbfe'um

Sy'phax

Syr-a-co'ai-a

Syr-a-cu'aro

Syr'i-a

Syrinx

8vr-o-pbje'ttix

Sy'roa

Sv'ruB

Sytliaa

Ta-au'tes

Tab'ra-ca

Ta-bu'da

Ta-bur/aua

Tao'a-pe

Tac-a-tu'a

T.tc-fa-ri'nas

Ta-ohomp'so

Ta'chos

Tac'i-ta

Tac'i-tua

Tten'a-rus

Ta'gea

Ta-go'Di-ua

Ta'gus

Tal'a-us

Tal'o-tuni

Tal-thybi-ua

Tani'e-sis

Ta'mos

Tan'a-gra

Tan'a- is

Tan'a-quil

Ta-no'tum

Ta'nis

Tan'ta-lua

Ta-nu si-us

Ta'phi-w

Ta-prob'a-ne

Tar-ax-ip'pu*

Tar-bel'li

Tar-che'ti-us

Tar-chon-diui'o-tus

Ta-ren'tum

Ta-ren'tua

Tar-pe'I-a

Tar-quin'i-a

Tnr-qutt'i-ua

Tar-ra'ci-na

Tar'ra-co

Tar-te'sus

Taa-fce'ti-us

Taa-ti-a'mia

Ta-ti-en'sea

Ta'ti-us

Tau'rl

Tau'ri-ca Cher- eo-

ne'sus

Tau-ri'ni

Tau-ria'ci

Tau-ro-min'i-ura

Tau'rus

Tax'i-la

Tax-i-magVlns

Ta-yg'e-te

Ta-ygVtus

Te-a'nura

Te'a-rua

Te-a'te-a

Tec-mea'sa

Tec-toe'a-gca

Te-ge'a

Teg'u-la

Te-gy'ra

Tei'iiH

Te'Ia

Tel'a-raon

Tel-a-mo-ni'a-dea

Tel-chin'i-ua

To'le-a

Te-leb'o-m

Te-Ieb'o-es

Te-leb'o-aa

Te-Ie-bo'i-des

Tel'e-clea

Tel-e-cli'des

Te-legVnus

Te-lem'a-chua

Tel'e-nius

Tel-e-phaa'sa

Tel'e-phua

Te-leVi-a

Te-les'i-clea

Te-le-sil'la

Te-le-«in'i-cU8

Te-le-tinua

Te-le-aip'pua

Te-le-ihuaa

Te-leu'ti-as

Tel-le'naa

Telli-aa

Tel-mes'eua

Teloa

Tel-phu'aa

Te-ma'tbi-a

Te-uie-nitM

Te'rae-noa

Te'me-nua

To-me-riu'da

Tem'e-sa

Tench'W-ri

Te'ne-a

Ten'e-dos

Ten'e-rua

To'iiea

Ten'e-aU

Te-no'uia

Te'nos

Teu-ty'ra

Te'oa

To-re'don

Te-ren'ti-a

Te-ren-ti'a-nus

Te-reu'ti-us

l^-ren'tua

Te'reua

Ter-gea'te

Ter-gea'tuui

Te'ri-aa

Ter-i-dates

To-ri'ua

Te-ri'o-'i

Ter'me-ra

Ter'me-rus

Ter-me'sua

Ter-mi-na'Ii-a

Ter-mi-na'Jis

Ter'uii-iit'j

Ter-pan'der

Tt'i"p-aiciro-re

Ter-ra-ci'na

Ter-ra-aidi-na

Terti-a

Ter'ti-UB

Ter-tul-li-a'uua

To'tuya

Te-txap'o-lia

Tet'ri-cua

Teu'cer

Tau'cri

Teu'cri-a

Teu-raea'aus

Teu'ta

Teu-to-bur'gi-uju

Teu'to-ni

Teu'to-uea

Tba-be'na

Tba'ia

Tba'la

Tbal'a-mo

Tha-laa'si-ua

Tba'lez

Tba-lea'tria

Tha-li'a

Thal'pi-ua

Tham'y-r&s

Tham'y-ria

Thap'aa-cua

^hiir-fieli-a

TLa'ti-Oi

Tha'sna

Thau'ma-ci

Thau-maa*u-ss

Thau-mantis

Thau'maa

The'a

Tbe-ag'e-iirt.

The-a'no

The-ayi-daa

ThelMB

The-baia

The"be

The mis

The-mis'cy-ra

The-me'si-on

The-inista

The-mis'to-eks

The-mis-tog e-iict

Ttie'o-clea

The'o-clu»

Th»?-o-cJy m'e-sa

The-oc'ri-tca

The-o-detrte»

The-o-do'ru

Tht>o-do-re'taa
The-o-do-riJeBa

Th^-o-do'ra

The-o-do-ai-*>p»-il

The-o-do'*i-Qa

The-od a-ta

Tb«»-od'o-U?

The-o-do'ti^ ti

Th«-od'o-tU5

Tho-c^iii*

The-om-acatB*

The'on

The-on*o-»

Th<'o-i>t

The-oph"a-i»

The-op.h'a-riaa

The-o-pha T-i-a

Tho-oph ; -las

The-o-jihra* tea

The-o-pfaj -lartw

Thd-opo-ia

The-o-pc^E pm

The-o-ti'taiu

The-ox*e-a*

The-ox-«'ni-a

The-ox-c'ni-««

The-raia'e-Dfi»

Tlwr-mo'don

Ther-niOpy-1*

The-ro^ia-mafl

The'roti

Ther-eau'dsr

Ther-^iro-caaa

Ther-ci'tca

The-«'ia

Ths'aeiw

The-«'d»

The-ea'd^d

Thes-tnopbVk»

Thes-moth e-ae

Thea'pi-a

Thea-pi'a-dy*

Tter-pia-d«

Tht*'rd-«»

Thee-proV*

Thea-pn^'tw

Thea-aWb*

Th<s-aa-U-o'tif

Tries-«a-k>-cla

Th*»sa-lBJ

Thetia

Thi'a
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Tfai'as

Thi-od'a-maa

Thir'nii-da

Thia'o-a

Tho'as

Tho'on

Tho'rax

Tho'ri-a Lex

Tho'ua

Thra'oe

Tbra'cea

Thra'ci-a

Thra'cia

Thrae-ci'da

Thra'ai-ua

Thra'ao

Thraa-y-bulua

Thraa-y-dse'us

Thra-aynue

Thra-symft-chus

Thraa-y-me'dea

Thraa-y-iue'nua

Thu-cyd'i-dea

Thn-ia'to

Thu'le

Thu'ri-i

Tha-ri'ni

Thua'ci-a

Thy'a

ThyVdes

Thy'a-mis

Thy-a-ti'ra

Thy-ca'ta

Thy-ea'tea

Thyin'bri-a

Thy'nie-le

Thy-moch'a-rea

Thy-roce'tea

Thyr'i-dea

Thyr-aag'o-taj

Th/us

Tib-a-re'ni

Ti-be'ri-aa

Tib-er-i'nua

Til/e-rw

Ti-be'ri-ua

Ti-be'aia

Ti-btil'lua

Ti'bur

Ti-ci'nua

Ti-fata

Ti-fer'nnm

Tig-el-li'uiia

Ti-gel'U-ua

Ti-gra'nea

Ti-gran-c-cer'ta

Ti'grea

Tig-u-ri'ni

Til-a-tw'i

Til-a-vemr/ua

Ti-ma/a

Ti-mae'ua

Ti-mag'e-nes

Ti-mag'o-raa

Ti-man'dra

Ti-mati'thea

Ti-mar'chtta

Ti-nia'si-on

Tim-a-aith'e-ua

Ti-ma'nia

Ti-me'ai-ua

Ti-rooch'a-ria

Ti-mo-cle'a

Tim'o-clee

Ti-moc'ra-tes

Ti-mo'cre-on

Ti-mo'le-on

Ti-moOua

Ti-mom'a-chua

Ti'mon

Ti-mo'the-us

Ti'phia

Ti-re'ai-as

Tir-a-da'tee

Tiro

Ti-ryn'thua

Ti-sam'e-nua

Ti-aan'dms

Tis'i-ae

Ti-siph'o-ne

Ti-aiph'o-nua

Tis-aa-pher'nea

Ti-tre'a

Ti-ta'nee

Ti-ta'ni-a

Ti-tan'i-dea

Ti-ta'nus

Tit-a-re'aua

Tith-e-nid'i-a

Ti-thi/nua

Ti-thraua'tea

Ti-ti-a'na

Ti-ti-a'noa

Ti-tin'i-ua

Tit/i-ua

Ti-tor'niua

Ti-tu'ri-ua

Ti'tua

Tit'y-rua

Tit'y-ua

Tle-pol'o-mua

Tmo'lua

To-ga'ta

To-le'tum

To-lo'aa

To-lum'ni-ua

To'lua

To'ne-a

To-pa'zua

Tor-qua'tua

ToVua

To-ry'ne

Tox'e-ua *

Tox-ic'ra-te

Trach'a-lua

Tra'chaa

Tra-chin'i-ce

Trach-o-ni'tea

Tra'gua

Tra-ja-nup'o-lis

Tra-ja'nus

Traa-i-me'tias

Tre-ba'ti-ua

Tre-bel-li-a'nua

Tre-bel-li-e'nua

Tre-belli-UB

TreTji-a

TWbi-ua

Tre-bo'ni-ns

Treb'u-la

Tre'rua

Trev'e-ri

Tri-a'ri-a

Tri-a'ri-ua

Tri-bal'U

Trib'o-ci

Tri-bu'ni

Tri-caa'aea

Tri-caa-ti'ni

Tri-cip-i-ti'nua

Tri-cor'y-thua

Tri-cre'na

Tri-den'tum

Tri-e-ter'i-ca

Trif-o-li'nua

Tri-gem'i-na

Tri-na'cri-a

Trin-o-ban'tea

Tri-oc'a-la

Tri'o-paa

Tri'opa

Tri-phyl'i-a

Trip'o-lia

Trip-tol'e-mua

Tri-que'tra

Tris-me-gis'tus

Trit'i-a

Tri'ton

Tri-to'nia

Tri-ven'tum

Triv/i-B3 An'truiu

Triv'i-oj La'cua

Tri-vi'cum

Tro'a-dea

Tro'aa

Troch'o-ia

TitB-ze'ne

Trog'i-lua

Trog-lod'y-tce

Trog-Iod'y-tea

Tro'gua Pom-pe'i-ua

Tro'i-lua

Tro'ja

Tro-Ja'm

Tro-pho'ni-ua

TroB'su-lum

Tru-en-ti'ni

Tru-en'tuni

Tryph'e-rua

Tryph-i-o-do'rus

Tr/phon

Trv-pho'aa

TuTxs-ro

Tu-is'to

Tu-b'n'gi

Tul'li-a

TuMi-a'num

Tul-li'o-la

TulTi-ua

TVnia

Tur-de-ta'ni

Tu'ri-na

Tu'ro-nea

Tur'pi-o

Tu-rul'Ji-ua

Tua-ca'ni-a

Tua-cn-la'nuni

TWcu-lum.

Tn'ti-a

Tu'ti-cum

Ty'a-na

Ty-a-nsa'na

Ty-a-ni'tis

TyTme

TyO>ur

Ty'che

Tych'i-us

Ty'de

T/deua

Ty-dea

Ty^oa

Ty-moliw

Tym-pa'ni-a

Tym-phas'i

Tyn-derl-dea

Tyn'da-ria

Tyn'da-rua

Tyo/ai-cua

Ty-pho'eua

Trphon

Ty-ran'ni-on

Ty-ran'nua

Ty'raa

Ty'ree

Ty'ro

lyroa

Tyr-rhe'ni

Tyr-rhe'num

TjT-rhe'nua

Tyr-Wna

Ty'raa

Tya'i-aa

U.

UTu-i

U-cal'e-gon

U'fena

U-fen-ti'na

Ul-pi-a'nus

U'lu-braa

TJ-lye'aes

Um'bri-a

Um-bri'ci-us

TJn-de-oem'vi-ri

U-nelli

Unx'i-a

U'pis

U-ra'ni-a

U-ra-uop'o-lLj

U'rrv-nua

Ur-bic'u-a

UrTn-cua

Ur-bi'num

U'ti-ca

Ux-ei-lo-du'nam

Ux'i-i

V.

VaxMiayi

Va-cu'na

Vad-i-mo'nia La'cua

Va'ga

Vag-e-dru'aa

Va-ge'ni

VaTia-liB

Valeria

Va-Ien'ti-a

Va-len-ti'ni

Val-en-tin-i-a'uus

Va-le'ri-a

Va-le-ri-a'nua

Vare-ruB

Val'gi-na

Van-dali-i

Van-gi'o-nea

Van'ni-ua

Va-ra'nea

Var-da^i

Va'ri-ua

Va'rua

Va-aa'tea

Vas-oo'nea

Vat-i-ca'noa

Vat-i-e'nna

Vac'ti-na

Vec-to'nee

Ve-ge'ti-ua

Ve'i-a

Vo-i-en'tea

Ve-i-en'to

Ve'i-i

Vej'o-via

Ve-la'bruia

Ve-la'ni-ua

Veni-a

Vo-li'na

Ve-li'nua

Vel-i-ter'na

Ve-li'tno

Vel-le'i-ua Pa-ter'cu-

lua

Ve-na'rrum

Ven'e-di

Veu'e-ti

Ve-ne'ti-a

Ve-nil'i-a

Ven*no'nee

Ven-tid'i-ua

Ven-u-lei'ua

Ve'nua

Ve-nu'si-a

Ve-ra'gri

Ve-ra'ni-a

Ve-ra'ni-ua

Ver-cel'lse

Vor-oin-got'o-rii

Ver-gaa-i-Iau'nud

Ver-gellua

Ver-gil'i-a

Ver-gin'i-us

Ver-gob're-tua

Ver'i-taa

Ver-o-man'da-i

Ve-ro'na

Ve-ro-ni'ca

Vor'ri-ua

Ver-ti-oor'di-a

Ver-tnm-na'li-a

Ver-tum'nua

Ver-u-la'mia

Ve'rua

Vee'e-ria

Ve-ee'TUB

Vea-pa-ai-a'nua

Vee-talae

Vea-ta'li-a

Vee-til'i-ua

Vea-ti'ni

Vefl-ti'nua

VeaM-ua

Vot'e-ra

Vot'ti-UB

Vet-tc/naa

Vet-u-lo/ni-a

Ve-tu'ri-a

Ve-ta'ri-ua

Ve'tua

Vi'a-drua

Vi-bid'i-a

Vi-bid^-ua

Vil/i-ua

Vi-buni-oa

Vi'ca Po'ta

Vi-oen'ti-a

Vic-to'ri-a '

Vic-to'ri-ns

Vi-*n'na

Villia Lex

VUOl-ue

Vim-i-nanis

Vm-cen'ti-ua

Vin'ci-UB

Viu-del'i-ci
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Vin-de-mi-a'tor

Vin-dic'i-UB

Vin-do-nia'aa

Vi-nio'i-ua

Vin'i-ua

Vip-aa'ni-a

Vir-bi-na

Vir-gil'i-as

Vir-gin'i-a

Vir-gln'i-ui

Vir-i-a'thua

Vir-i-pla'ca

Vi-WHUB

Vi-aig'o-thas

Virtu-la

Vi-telli-a

Vi-telli-us

Vit'i-a

Vi-tru'vi-us

Vit'u-la

Vo-oo'ni-a

Vo-ge'sus

GREEK AND LATIN PBOFEB NAME9,

Vol-a-ter'ra

Vo-log'e-sia

Vol-tin'i-a

Vo-la'bil-is

Vo-lam'na

Vo-lum'ni-a

Vo-lum'ni-ua

Vo-lum'nus

Vo*lu'pi-a

Vo-lup'tas

Vol-u-ae'nus

Vol-u-ai-a'uua

Vo-lu'si-us

Vol'U-0U8

Voltix

Vo-ma'nna

Vo-no'nea

Vo-pis'cua

Vo-ra'nus

Vo-ti-«'nua

Vul-ca'nua

Vul-ca'ti-us

Vul-turnum

Vul-tur'niw

X .11 1 'this

Xan'thi-as

Xan-thip'pe

Xan-thip'pua

Xe-nag'o-ras

Xe-narebus

Xen'a-res

Xen'e-tus

Xe-ni'a-dea

Xe'ni-us

Xen-O-cle'a

Xen'o-cles

Xe-ooc'ra-tea

Xe-nod'a-mua

Xe-nod i-co

Xe-nod'o-chus

Xe-noph'a-not

Xe-noph'i-lua

Xen'o-phon

Xer-o-lib'y-a

Xy'chua

Xyl-e-nop'o-Ua

Z.

ZabVtua

Zab'o-lua

Za-cyji'thus

Za'greaa

Za'grus

Zal'a-tes

Za-leu'coa

Za/ma

Za-moix'is

Zar-bi-o'nua

ZeTa

Ze'no

Ze-no'bi-a

fl— o itfim

Ze-nod'otn

Ze-noth>-mi*

Ze-pbyri-on

Zoph'y-nu

Ze-rin thu5

Zeax-i-da'nms

Z«ux-ippe

Zem'ia

ZiH-a

Zi-pce'tea

Zo'i-loa

Zo-ip'poi

Zona

Zona-rai

JSo-pyrt-oo

Zoi?y-ras

Zor-o-as'tna

Zosl-mos

Zow-ten*

Zyg»*

Zyg^-i

Zy-gop'o-La



ALPHABETICAL LIST

OF THE

'ROPER NAMES IN THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS,

WITH THE

MEANING OF THE WORDS IN THE ORIGINAL LANGUAGES.

I'ron, a teacher, or lofty,

bad'don, the destroyer.

bag'tha, father of the wine-press.

ba na, made of stone, ft building.

> a-rim, passages, or passengers,

r'dft, a servant, or servitude.

>'di, my servant.

>-di'el, the servant of God.

i'don, a servant, or cloud of judg

ment

bed'ne-go, servant of light,

bel, vanity, breath, vapour.

bel, (a city) mourning.

bel-beth-ma'a-chah, mourning to

I*.- house of Maacliah.

bel-ma im, mourning of waters.

bel-me-hoiah, sorrow or mourn-

ig of weakness or sickness,

bel-mii-ra'im, the mourning of

ie Egyptians.

bel-shittim, mourning of thorns.

Ms, an egg, or muddy.

Bit my father.

bi'ah, A-bijah, the Lord my

ither.

bi-aTbon, most intelligent father.

bi'a-thar, excellent father.

Bib, green fruits, or ears of corn.

bi'dah, the father of knowledge.

bi'dan, father of judgment.

bi'el, God my father.

bi-e'ser, father of help.

' i-gail, the father's joy.

i'i-hail, the father of strength.

binu, he is my father. I

bi'jam, father of the sea.

-i-le'ne, the father of mourning.

bi-ma'el, a father sent from God.

bim'e-Iech, father of the king.

bin'a-dab, father of willingness.

bi-no'am, father of beauty.

bi'ram, a high father.

r'i-shab, ignorance of the father.

bi-sha'i, tine present of my father.

bish'al-om, Absa-lom, the father

r peace,

bi-shu'a, father of salvation.

bi'shur, the father of the wall,

r father of uprightness.

bi'tal, the father of the dew.

bi'tub, father of goodness,

bi'ud, father of praise.

)'ncr, father of light.

brain, high father.

A'bra-ham, the fattier of a multi

tude.

Ac'oad, a vessel, pitcher, or sparkle.

Ac'cho, close, pressed together.

A-cel'da-ma, the field of blood.

A-chai'a, grief, or trouble.

A-cha'i-cus, a native of Achaia.

A chan, or A'char, he that troubleth.

Ach'bor, a rat, or inclosing the well.

A'chim, preparing, or revenging.

A'chish, thus it is, or how is this ?

A'chor, trouble.

Ach'sah, adorned; bursting the veil.

Ach'shaph, poison, tricks.

Achzib, liar, lying, or that runs.

A'da-dah, the witness of the assem

bly.

Adah, an assembly.

Ad-a-i'ah, the witness of the Lord.

Ad-a-li'ah, one that draws water.

Ad'axn, earthy man, red.

Ada-man, red earth, or of blood.

Ada-mi, my man, red, earthy,

human.

A'dar, high, or eminent.

Ad-be'el, a vapour, a cloud of God.

Ad'di, my witness, adorned, prey.

Ad don, basis, foundation, the Lord.

A'di-el, the witness of the Lord.

A'din, adorned, voluptuous, dainty.

Ad-i-tha'im, assemblies, testimonies.

Adlai, my witness, my ornament.

Ad'mah, earthy, red, or bloody.

Ad-ma'tha, a cloud of death, a

mortal vapour.

Ad'nah, rest, or testimony eternal.

A-don-i-be'zek, the lightning of the

Lerd, or the Lord of lightning.

A-do-ni 'iah, the Lord my master.

A-do-ni karri, the Lord raised.

A-do-ciram, my Lord most high,

or Lord of might and elevation.

A-don-i-ze'dek, justice of the Lord.

A-do'ram, their beauty, their power.

A-do-ra'im, strength of the sea.

A-dram'me-lech, the cloak, glory,

grandeur, or power of a king.

Ad-ra-mytfti-um, the court of death.

A-dulTam, their testimony, their

prey, or their ornament.

Ag'a-bus, a locust, feast of the

father.

A'gag, roof, floor.

A'gur, stranger, gathered, together.

ATiab, uncle, or father's brother.

A-has-u-e rus, prince, head, or chief.

A-ha'va, essence, or generation.

Aliaz, one that takes and possess'1*.

A-ha-zi'ah, seizure ; vision of the

Lord.

A-hi'ah, A-hi'jah, brother of the

Lord.

A-hi-e'zer, brother of assistance.

A-hi'kam, a brother who raises up.

A-hi'lud. a brother born.

A-him'ft-as, brother of the council.

A-hi man, brother of the right hand.

A-him-elech, brother a king.

A-hi'moth, brother of death.

A-hi-no'am, the beauty of the

brother, jr brother of motion.

A-hi'o, his brother, bis brethren.

A-hi'ra, brother of iniquity, or

brother of the shepherd.

A-his a-mach, brother of strength.

A-hi'shar, brother of a prince, or

brother of a song.

A-hith'o-phel, brother of ruin or

folly.

A-hi'tub, brother of goodness.

A-hi hud, brother of praise.

Ah/lab, which is of milk, or of fat.

A-holah, his tabernacle, his tent.

A-ho-li'ab, the tent or tabernacle of

the father.

A-hol'i-bah, tent or tabernacle in

her.

A-hol-i-ba'mah,tabernacle is exalted.

A'i, or Hai, A-i'ath, mass, or heap.

A-jalon, a chain, strength, a stag.

A-lam'me-lech, God is king.

Al-ex-an'der, one who assists men.

Al-le-lui'a, praise the Lord.

Allon, an oak, or strong.

AHon-bach'uth, oak of weeping.

Al-mo'dad, measure of God.

Al'pheus, a thousand, learned, chief.

Am'a-lek, a people that licks up.

A-ma'na, integrity and trath.

Am-a-ri'ah, the Lord says, or the

excellency of the Lord.

A-ma'sa, sparing the people.

Am-a-zi'ah, strength of the Lord.

Am'mah, my people.

Am mi, the same with Ammah.

! Am-min'a-dib, my people is liberal.

Am-mi hud, people of praise,

j Am-mi-shad da-i, the people of the
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Almighty, the Almighty ia with

me.

Amnion, a people, eon of roy people.

Am'non, faithful and true, or tutor.

A'mon, faithful, true.

Am'o-rite, bitter, a rebel, a babbler.

Amos, loading, weighty.

A'moz, strong, robust.

Am'pli-as, large, extensive.

Am'ram, an exalted people ; their

sheaves, or handful* of corn.

Am ra-phel, speaker of secrets.

A'nab, answerer, or afflicted.

A nak, a collar, or ornament.

A-ti am uie-lech, answer, song of the

king.

An-a-ni'as, the cloud of the Lord.

An'a-thoth, answer, song, poverty.

Aji drew, a stout and Btrong man.

An-dron'i-cua, one who excels.

A'ner, answer, song, affliction.

An'na, gracious, or one who gives.

Annas, one who answers.

An ti-christ. adversary to Christ.

An'ti-och, speedy as a cliariot.

An'ti-pas, for or against all

An-ti-pa'tris, for or against the

father.

A-pelles, exclusion, separation.

Aphek. a stream, a rapid torrent.

A-pol-lo'ni-a, perdition, destruction.

A-polloa, who destroys or wastes.

A-polly-on, one who exterminates.

Ap-phi'a, productive, fruitful.

A-quil'a, an eagle.

A-rabi-a, evening ; wild, desert.

Aram, highness, magnificence, one

that deceives, or their curse.

Ar'a-rat, the curse of trembling.

A-rau'nah, ark, song, joyful cry.

Ar'ba. city of the four.

Ar-che-la'us, prince of tl»e people.

Ar-chip'pus, chief of the horses.

Are-turua, a gathering together.

A-reli, the light or vision of God.

A-re.op'a-gus, the hill of Mars.

A-re'tus, agreeable or virtuous.

Ar'gob, a turf, or fat land.

A'ri-el. altar, light, or lion of God.

A-ri-ma-the'a. lion dead to the Lord.

A'ri-och, long, great, tall.

Ar-is-tar'chus, a good prince, or the

best prince.

Ar-is-tob'u-lus, a good counsellor.

Ar-ma-ged'don, mountain of the

Gospel, or of Megiddo.

Ar'non, rejoicing, leaping for joy.

Ar'o-er, heatb, tamarisk.

Ar'patl, the light of redemption.

Ar-phax'ad, one that heals.

Ar-tax-erx'es, the silence of light.

Ar'te-mas, whole, sound.

A'sa, physician, or cure.

As a-hel, work or creature of God.

As-a-i'ah, the Lord hath wrought.

A'aaph, one who assembles.

As e-nath, peril, or misfortune.

Ash dod, effusion, inclination, theft

Ash er, happiness.

A-shi'ma, crime, position.

Ash ke-naz, a fire that spreads.

Ash'ta-roth, flocks, sbeep, or riches.

A shur, who is happy, walks, looks.

A'si-a, muddy, boggy.

As'ke-lon, weight, balance, or fire of

infamy.

SCRIPTURE PROPER NAMES.

As-nap'per, unhappiness, increase of

danger.

As'sir, prisoner, fettered.

As sos, approaching, coming near.

A-syn'cn-tus, incomparable.

A'tad, a thorn.

Ath-a-li'ah. the time of the Lord.

At-tali-a, that increases or sends.

A'vcn, iniquity, force, riches.

Au-gus'tus, increased, exalted.

Az-a-ri'ah, he that hears the Lord.

A-zekah. strength of walls.

Azgad, a strong army, strength of

fortune, or a gang of robbers.

Az noth-ta bor, ears of Tabor, or ears

of purity, or contrition.

A-zotus, the same as Ashdod.

A zor, he that assists or is assisted.

B.

Ba'al, who rules and subdues.

Ea'al-ah, her idol, or she that is I

governed or subdued, a spouse.

Ea'al-be rith, idol of the covenant,

Baal-gad. idol of fortune or felicity. J

Ba'al-hainon, who ruleB a crowd.

Ba'al-her'mon, possessor of destruo- i

tion or of a tiling cursed.

Ba'a-li, my idol, or lord over me,

Ba'a-lim, idols, masters, false gods. !

Ba'al-is. a rejoicing, or proud lord.

Ba'al-me'on, idol, or master of the

house.

Ba'al-pe'or, master of the opening.

Ba'al-per'a-zim, god of divisions.

Ba'al-shal'i-sha, the god that pre

sides over three, the third idoL

Ba-al-ta'mar, master of the palm-

tree.

Ba'al-ze'phon, the idol or possession

of the north ; bidden, secret.

K a'a-nah, in the answer, in affliction .

Baa-shah, he that seeks, or lays

waste,

Ba'bel, confusion, or mixture.

Bab'y-lon, see Babel.

Ba'ea, a mulberry-tree.

Ba-hu'rim, choice, warlike, valiant.

Ba'iith, a house.

Balaam, the ancient of the people.

Ba'lak, who lays waste, or destroys.

Ba'mah, an eminence, or high place.

Ba-rabTms, son of shame, confusion.

BarVchel, Ear-a-chias, who bows

before God.

Barak, thunder, or in vain.

Bar-je'sus, son of Jesus or Joshua,

Bar-jo'na. son of Jona, or of a dove.

Bar na-bas, son of the prophet, or of

consolation.

Bar'sa-bas, son of return, son of rest.

Bar-thol'o-mew, a son that suspends

the waters.

Bar- ti-mc'us, son of the honourable.

Ba'ruch, who is blessed.

Bar-zilia-i, son of contempt.

Ba'shan, in the tooth or in ivory.

Bash'e-math, perfumed ; confusion

of death, or in desolation.

Bath she-ba, the seventh daughter,

or the daughter of satiety.

Be'dad, alone, solitary.

Be'dan, according to judgment.

Be-el'ze-bub, god of the fly.

Be er , a welL

Be-er-la-hai'roi, the well of him tij.:

liveth and seeth me.

Be-er she-ba, the well of an oath.

Bekah, half a.shekel.

Bel, ancient or nothing.

Beli-al, wicked, of no account.

Bel-shaz'Ear, master of the tresssr-..

Bel-te-shaz'rar, who lays up trea

sures in secret.

Be-na'iah. son of the Lord.

Ben-am mi, son of my people.

Ben-ha'dad, eon of Hstduui, or neifc-

Ben ja-min, son of the right hud-

Ben- o'ui, son of my sorrow, ■_-

pain.

Be or, burning, foolish, mad.

Ber'a-ehah, blessing, bending t&*

knee.

Be-re'a, heavy, weighty.

Be'rith, covenant.

Ber-ni'ce, one that brings victory

Besor, glad news or iueariiat-os.

Se'tah, confidence.

Beth-ab a-ra, the house of j

Beth a-ny, the house of song *

affliction.

Beth-a'ven, the house of vanity U

iniquity, of trouble.

Beth-berai, the house ofmy Creatx.

the house of my health.

Beth car, the house of the Lusb

Beth-da'gon, the house oform.

Beth-dib-U-tha'im, house of £n

figs.

Beth'eL the house of God.

Be'ther, division, or in the trial

Be-thea'da, house of pity or rcerrj

Beth-e'zel, a neighboar-'a boose.

Beth-ga'mul, the bouse of roxs-

pense.

Beth-hac'ce-rem, the houss ef tie

vinevard

Beth-ho'ron, the house of wraxk

Bethle-hem, the house of bread.

Beth - pe ' or, house of gaping ac

opening.

Beth'pha-ge, the house ofthe roosts

Beth-ssi'da, house of fruits, c*r *-

food, or of snares.

Beth'shan, house of the tnoth.

Beth-she'mesh, house of the ssgl

Be-thu cl, filiation of God,

Be-ulah, married.

Bez-ale-el, in the shadow o/GocL

Be'zek, lightning, or in the ■■*i^»

Bich'ri, first-born, first-fruits.

Bid'kar, in compunction, or chiz?

. in the press.

BiT'dad, old friendship, old i

Bilbah, who is old or ccnfcssd.

Bir'sha. in evil

Bi-thi ah, daughter of the Lerd.

Bith'ron, division, or of axxger.

Bi-thyn'i-a, violent precapstarxo.

Blas'tus. that buds and brings fcrtL.

Bo-a-ner'ires, sons of thunder.

Bo'as or Booz, in strength.

Bo'chim, the place of weepis^.

Bozes, mud, bog.

Boz'rah, in tribulation or «

Bui, old age, perishing.

Bui, despised or plundered

Bu'si, my contempt.
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c.

Calml, displeasing or dirty.

Cain, possession, or possessed.

Caleb, a dog, a crow, a basket.

Cal'va-ry, the place of a skulL

Ca'na, zeal, jealousy, or possession.

Canaan, trader ; that humbles.

Can ila-ce, who possesses contrition.

Ca-per na-um, the field of repent

ance, or city of comfort.

Caph'tor, a sphere ; buckle ; a hand.

Car'mel, circumcised lamb; harvest;

full of ears of corn.

Cax'mi, myTineyard.

Car'pus, fruit or fruitful

Oenchre-a, millet; small pulse.

Cephas, a rock or stone.

Ce'sar, cut out of the womb.

Chal'col, who nourishes, or consumes

the whole.

Chal de-a, as demons; or as robbers.

Char'ran, a singing or calling out

Che'bar, force; strength.

Che-dor-la'o-mer, roundness of a

sheaf.

Che'mosh, handling ; taking away.

Che'rith, cutting ; piercing ; slaying.

Chil'i-on, finished ; complete.

Chi'os, open or opening.

Chit tim, those that bruise.

Chlo'e, green herb. [mystery.

Cho-ra'zin, the secret; or here is a

Chu za, the seer or prophet.

Ci-lic'i-a, which rolls or overturns.

Cle'ment, mild ; good ; merciful.

Cle "o-phas, the whole glory.

Co-los'se, punishment ; correction.

Co-ni'ah, the strength of the Lord.

Cor'inth, which is satisfied, or orna

ment, or beauty.

Cor-ne li-us. of an horn.

Crete, carnal ; fleshly.

Cu'shan, Cu'shi, blackness ; heat

Cy prus, fair or fairness.

D.

DabTia-aheth, flowing with honey.

Da'gon, corn; or a fish.

Da-mas'cus, a sack fuli of blood.

Dan, judgment ; or he that judges.

Dan'i-el, judgment of God.

Da'ra. generation.

Da'than, laws or rites.

Da'vid, well-belovod ; dear.

Deb o-rah, word ; thing ; or a bee.

De'dan, their breasts ; or friendship.

De-liTah, poor ; small.

Di-a'na, luminous or perfect.

Did y-mus, a twin or double.

Dinah, judgment ; or who judges.

Dor, Du'ra, generation or habitation.

Do than, the law or custom.

Du'mah, silence or resemblance.

E.

Etal, heap ; a mass that disperses.

E"bcd, a servant or labourer.

Eb-en-e'zer, the stone of help.

E'ber, one that passes ; or anger.

Ed, witness.

E'den, pleasure or delights.

E'dom, red ; earthy ; or of blood.

Eglah, Eg Ion, heifer; chariot;

round.

E B-ypt, that troubles or oppresses.

Ek'ron, barrenness ; tore away.

Elah, an oak ; a curse ; perjury.

Elam, a young man ; a virgin.

E'lath, a hind ; strength ; an oak.

El-e'a-leh, burnt offering of God.

E-le-a'zar, help of God.

El-ha'nan. gift ; mercy of God.

Eli, the offering or lifting up.

Eli, my God.

E-li'ab, God my father.

E-li'a-kim, resurrection of God.

E-li'a-shib, the God of conversion.

E-li-e'zer, help, or court of my God.

E-liliu, my God himself.

E-li'jah. God the strong Lord.

Elim, the rams ; the strong.

El-iph'a-let, the God of deliverance.

El'i-phaz, the endeavour of God.

E-lis'a-beth, the oath of God.

E-liah'ah. it is God ; God gives help.

E-lish'u-a, God my salvation.

E-li'hud, God my praise,

E-li'zur, God my rock ; rock of God.

El-ha'nan, God the zealous ; or the

reed of God.

El-na'than, the gift of God.

E'lon, oak ; grove ; or strong.

Elul, cry or outcry. fscure.

Em ma-us, people despised or ob-

Em'mor, an ass.

En'dor. fountain; or habitation.

E-ne'as, laudable. [happiness.

En-ge'di, eye of the goat; or of

Enoch, dedicated or disciplined.

E non, cloud or mass of darkness.

E'nos, mortal ; sick ; forgetful.

E-paph-ro-di'tus, agreeable ; hand

some.

E-pe-ne'tus, laudable ; of praise.

E'pnah, weary ; tired.

Eph'e-sus, desire.

Eph'pha-tha, bo opened.

Eph'ra-tah. Eph'rath, abundance ;

or bearing fruit.

Ep-i-cu-re'ans, who gives assistance.

Er. watch ; or enemy.

E'rech, length ; health ; or physic. '

E'sau, he that acts or finishes.

E'sek, contention.

Esh coL bunch of grapes.

Esther, secret, hidden.

E'tham, their strength, their sign.

Eu-bulus, prudent, good counsellor.

Eve. living, enlivening.

Eu'ni-ce, good victory.

Eu-phra'tes, that makes fruitful.

Eu'ty-ehus, happy, fortunate.

E-ze'ki-el. the strength of God.

E'zel. going abroad, or walk.

Ez'ra, help, or court.

F.

Felix, happy or prosperous.

Fes'tut, festival, or joyful.

For-tu-na'tus, lucky, or fortunate.

G.

Ga'al, contempt or abomination,

Ga'ash, temi>est, commotion.

Ga'bri-tl, God my strength.

Gad, a band, happy.

Gai'us, lord, an earthy roan.

Ga-la'ti-a, white, the colour of milk.

Gal'i-lee, wheel, revolution, heap.

Ga mali-el. recompense of God.

Gath-rim'mon, the exalted press.

Ga'za strong, or a goat.

Ge doI, bound, or limit.

Ge da-li'ah, God my greatness.

Ge-ha'zi, valley of sight.

Gen-nes'a-ret, garden of the prince.

Ge'ra, Ge'rer, pilgrimage, dispute.

Gt rah. twentieth part of a shekel.

Gerl-zim, cutters.

Ger shon, his banishment.

Geth-sem'a-ne, a very fat vale.

Gibe-ah, a hill.

Gid e-onf he that bruises and breaks.

Gil'e-ad, heap or mass of testimony.

Gil'gai, wheel, revolution, heap.

Giloh, that rejoices, overturns.

Gob, cistern or grasshopper.

Gob:, roof, or covering.

Golan, passage, or revolution.

Golgo-tha. heap of skulls.

Go-li'ath, passage, revolution, heap.

Go'mer, to finish, complete.

Go-mor'rah, rebellious people.

Go'shen, ;i ] p] .roach ing, drawing near.

Our, the young of a beast.

H.

Ha-bakltuk, he that embraces.

Ha dad. joy, noise, clamour.

Ha'drach, point, joy of tenderness.

Ha'gar, a stranger, or that fears,

Hag/ga-i, our feast, solemnity.

Hal-le-lujah, praise the Lord.

Ham, hot, heat, brown.

Ha'man, noise, tumult.

Han a-ni'ah. grace, gift of tho Lord.

Han'nah, gracious; he that gives.

Ha'ran, mountainous country.

Har-bo'nah, his destruction.

Ha'rod, astonishment, fear.

Ha'tach. he that strikes.

Ha-vilah, that suffers pain, that

brings forth.

Ha-za'el, that sees God.

Ha'zor, court., or hay.

Helwr, one that passes, or anger.

He'bron, society, friendship.

Heg'a i or Hege, meditation, word,

separation, or groaning.

He lam, their army, their trouble.

Hel'bon, milk, or fatness.

Heli, ascending, or climbing up.

He'man, their trouble or tumult.

Hen, grace, quiet, or rest.

Heph'zi-bah, my delight in her.

Hermes, Mercury, gain, or refuge.

Her'od, the glory of the skin.

Hesh bon, invention, industry.

Heth, trembling or fear.

Heze-ki'ah, strength of tho Lord.

Hid'de-kel, «harp voice or sound.
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Hi'el, God lives, the life of God.

Hif-A'im, meditation.

Hil-lu ah. God my portion.

Hillel, be that praises.

Ho bah, lore, friendship, or secrecy.

Hoph'ni, he that covers, or my flat.

Hot, who conceives or shows.

Ho'reb, assart, solitude, destruction.

Ho-se'a and Hoahea, saviour or safety.

Bui, pain, infirmity.

Hul'dah. the world,

Hur, liberty, whiteness.

Hu ahai, their baste, their silence.

IbTiar, election, or be that is chosen.

I'cha-bod, where is the glory ;

Id do, his band, power, or praise.

I-du-me'a, red, earthy, bloody.

I jon, look, eye, fountain.

Imlah, plentitude, or circumcision.

Im-man'u-el, God with us.

Indi-a, praise, law.

I'ra, city, watch, or spoil.

Isaac, laughter.

I-sai ah, the salvation of the Lord

Is cab, he that anoints.

Isb-bosh eth, a man of shame.

Iah'ma-el, God that hears.

Israel, who prevails with God.

Ia'aa-char, reward or recompense.

IthVraar, Island of the palm-tree.

Ith'e-il, sign, or coming of God.

Ith re-am, excellence of the people.

Irak, iniquity.

J.

Ja'a-lam, who Is hidden.

Ja'bal, which glides away.

Jab"bok, evacuation or dissipation.

Ja besh, dryness, oonfusioa, shame.

Jaoex, sorrow, or trouble.

Jacob, that supplants.

Ja'el, he that ascends, or a kid.

Jah, living, everlasting.

Jahax, quarrel, dispute.

Ja'ir, Jair'us, light, who diffuses

light.

Jan'na, Jan'nea, who speaks or

answers.

Japh'eth, he that persuades.

Ja'red, he that descends or rules.

Ja sher, righteous.

Ja van, he that deceives, or makes

sorrowful.

Ja ear, assistance, or he that helps.

Je bus, which treads under foot.

Je-co-ni'ah, preparation of the Lord.

Je-di-di'ah, beloved of the Lord.

Je-ho ash, the fire of the Lord.

Je-hoi'a-chim, strength of the Lord.

Jehoi a-da, knowledge of the Lord.

Je-hoi'a-kim, resurrection, or cuii*

flrraation of the Lord.

Je ho'ram, exaltation of the T>onL

Je hosh'a-phat, God judges.

Jehovah, living, everlasting.

Je hovab-jirsh, the Lord will see,

or provbiu,

Je ho van-ma si, the Lord mybanner.

Je-ho'vah-shalom, the Lord send

peace. [there.

Je-ho'vah-aham'mah, the Lord is

Je-ho'vah-tsidxe nu, the Lord our

righteousness.

Je'hu, himself, or who exists.

Je-mi ma, handsome as the day.

Jeph'thah, he that opens,

Je-phun'neh, he that beholds.

Jerah, the moon or month.

Je-re-mi'ah. exaltation of the Lord.

Jericho, Ids moon or month.

Jer-o-boam, he that opposes the

people.

Je-rub ba'aL he that defends Baal.

Je-ru sa-lem, vision of (ieace.

Jeru shs, exiled or banished.

Je ahu run, upright or righteous.

Jes'se, to be, or who is.

Je'sus, Saviour.

Jetb'ro, his excellence or posterity.

JexVbel, isLiud of the habitation.

Jer re-el, seed of God, the brightness

of the Lord. [Lord.

Jo'ah, fraternity, brother of the

Jo-ar/na, grace or gift of the Lord.

Jo ash, who despairs or burns.

Job, he that weeps or cries,

Joch'e-bed, glorious, honourable.

, Jo'el, he that wills or commands.

John, the grace or mercy ofthe Lord.

Jok'tan, small, dispute, contention.

Jonah, or Jonas, a dove, or he that

■ oppresses.

Jonathan, given of God.

j Jop'pa. beauty, or comeliness.

Jo ram, to cast, elevated.

Jor dan, the river ofjudgment.

I Jo'se, Jo'sea, raised, or who pardons.

i Jo'teph, increase, or addition.

Josh u-a, the Lord, the Saviour.

Jo si ah, the Lord burns, the fire of

the Lord.

Jo'tham, the perfection of the Lord.

Juoal, he that runs. [Lord.

JuV.ah, Judas, the praise of the

E.

Ka desh. holy, or holiness,

Ka dar, blackness, sorrow.

Kc'de-moth, antiquity, old age.

Ke nu, this nest, this lamentation.

Kn ri-oth. the cities, the callings.

Ke-tu'rah, incense.

Kesi'a, cassia.

Xe'xii, end, extremity.

Kir, a city, wall, or meeting.

KirMath, city, vocation, lesson.

Kiah, hard, difficult ; straw.

Kit tim, they that bruise : or gold.

Ko'hath, congregation, wrinkle.

Koran, bald, frozen, icy.

Lai)an. white, or a brick.

La'chiah, she walks, she goes.

Lah'mi, my bread, or my war.

La'mech. poor, made low.

Le ah, weary, or tired.

Leb'a-non, white, or incense.

Lem u-el, God with them or him.

Le'vi who is tied and associated.

Lib nah, Lib'ni, white, whiteness,

Lo-am'mi, not my people.

Lo - ru - ha ' man, not having ob

tained mercy, not pitied.

Lot, wrapped up, hidden, covered.

Lux, separation, departure.

M.

Xa'a-chah, to squeeze, [won.

Ma-ce-do'ni-a, adoration, prosua-

Mach-pelah, double.

Hag da-la, tower, or greatness.

Mar/da-len, elevated, magnihoent.

Ma'rog, roof, or that covers.

sta'ha lath, melodious song.

Ma-ha-na'ira, two fields or armies.

Mahlah, Hahlon, song or infirmity

Msl'chux, king or kingdom.

Mam'mon, riches.

Mam're, rebellious, or bitter.

Ma-na'an. a comforter.

Ma nas seh, forgetfulness, forgotten.

Ma-no'ah, rest ; or a present.

Ma'on, house, habitation.

Mara, Ma rah, bitter, bitterness.

Mar'cus, Mark, polite, shining,

Ma'tri, rain or prison.

Mattan, Mafthat, Matthew, gift

Me'dan, judgment, process.

Me di-a, measure, habit, covering.

Me-gid do, his precious fruit

Mel-ehix'e-dek, king of justice,

Mel'it-a, affording honey.

Me'ne, who reckons or is counted.

Meph-ib'o-sheth, out of my tnrath

proceeds reproach. [tor.

Mer-curi-us, an orator, an interyre-

Mer'i-bah, dispute, quarrel.

Me rom, eminences, elevations,

Me'ros, secret, or leanness.

Me ahach, that draws with force.

Me'ahech, who is drawn by force.

Mea-ai'ah, anointed.

Me-thu'sel-ah, he has seat death.

Mi can, poor, humble.

Mi-cai ah, Mi-chai'ah, 1**^ii,elT who

is like to God?

Midi-an, judgment, habit, covering.

Mig'ron, fear, farm, tbrosvt

Mi'lo, fulness, repletion.

Mir i-ara, exalted

Miah'a el. who is asked for, or lent

Mit-y-le'ns, purity, dennaing, or

press.

Mi'car, little. [round

Miz'pah, Miz'peh, a sentinel, taking

Mix-ra'im, tribulations, [ter.

Mna'son, a diligent seeker, anexhor-

Mo'ab, of his father.

Molech or Moloch, king. [ing.

Mor'de-cai. contrition, bitter braav

Mo-ri'ah, bitterness of the Lord.

Mo sea, taken out of the water.

Mu'thi, he that touches or that

takes away*

N.

Nt'i-nu, beautiful, *gree»hk.

N»T)»1, fool, or ■
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Nalrath, would, prophecies.

Nalior, hoarse, dry, hot.

Nalium, comforter, peniteut.

Na'joth, beauties, or habitations.

Na-o'mi, beautiful, agreeable.

Haph'ish, the soul, he that rests.

Naph tali, that struggles or fights.

Nar'Ci8'sus,astonishment,8tupidity.

Nathan, who gives, or is given.

Na-than-a'el, the gift of God.

Naz'ar-eth, guarded, flourishing.

Ne-ap'o-lis, the new city.

NeTio, that speaks or prophesies.

Ne'cho, lame, beaten.

Ne-he-mi'ah, consolation, repentance

of the Lord.

Ne-hush'ta, snake, soothsayer.

Ker, lamp or new tilled land.

Ne-ri'ah, light ; land of the Lord.

Ni-ca'nor, a conqueror, victorious.

Nic-o-de'mus, conqueror of the

people.

Ni-cop'o-lis, the city of victory.

Nimrim, leopard, bitterness.

Nim'rod, rebellion, him that rules.

Nim'shi, rescue from danger.

Nine-Teh, handsome, agreeable.

Ni'san, fight or standard ; proof.

No ah, repose, rest, consolation.

Nob, discourse, prophecy.

Nod, wandering. [drops.

Noph, honeycomb or sieve, or that

Nun, son, durable and eternal.

0.

O-ba-di'ah, servant of the Lord.

O'bed, a servant.

Coil, that weeps.

O ded, to sustain, hold, or lift up.

Og, a cake, bread baked in ashes.

O'nel, tent, tabernacle, brightness.

Omar, he that speaks, or bitter.

Om'ri, sheaf or bundle of corn.

On, 0 nan, pain, power.

O-nes'i-mus, profitable, useful.

O'phel, a tower or elevated place.

O'phir, Oph'rah, ashes, dust.

O'reb, a raven, sweet, or evening.

Or'pah, the neck or skull.

Oth ni. my time, my hour.

Oth'ni-el. the hour of God.

Oiem, that fasts, their eagerness.

0-zi'as, strength from the Lord.

Fa'a-rai, opening.

Fa'dan-a'ram, land of two, because

between two rivers.

Pa'gi-el. prevention, prayer of God.

Fal-es-ti'na, which is covered, water

ed, or brings and causes ruin.

Pal'ti, deliverance, flight.

Pam-phyli-a, made upofevery tribe.

Pa phos, which boils, or which is hot.

Pa ran, beauty, glory, ornament.

Par'me-nas, that abides or is perma

nent.

Pa'roah, a flea, the fruit of a moth.

Far'u-ah, flourishing or that flies

•way.

Pat'a-ra, which is trod under foot.

Pa'thros, mouthful of dew, persua

sion.

Pat'mos, mortal.

Pau, that cries aloud, that appears.

Paul, Paul'us, small, little.

Pe-dai'ah, redemption of the Lord.

Pe'kah, he that opens, or liberty.

Pe-la-ti'ah, deliverance of the Lord

Peleg, division.

Pe-ni'el, face of God, that sees God.

Pe-ni nah, pearl, precious stone.

Pe'or, hole, or opening.

Per'ga, very earthy.

Per gn-mos, height, elevation.

Per si a, Perais, that cuts, or

divides, or nail, or horseman.

Pe'ter, a rook or stone.

Pe-thu'el, mouth of God, persuasion.

Phal'ti, deliverance, flight.

Pha'raoh, that disperses, that spoils.

Pha rez, division, rupture. *

Phar par, that produces fruit.

Phe be, shining, pure.

Phe-ni'ce, red, purple.

Phil-a-del'phi-a, love of a brother.

Phi-le'tus, amiable, who is beloved.

Philip, warlike, a lover of horses.

Phi-Us'tines, those that dwell in

villages.

Phin'e-has, aspect, face of trust.

Phle'gon, zealous, burning.

Phrygi-a, dry, barren,

Phu rah. that bears fruit, or grows.

Phy-gellus, fugitive.

Pilate, who is armed with a dart.

Pi'non. pearl, gem ; that beholds.

Pi-ra'thon, his deprivation, rupture.

Pis gah, hill, eminence, fortress.

Pi-sid i-a, pitch, pitchy.

Pi thon. las mouth, his persuasion.

Pon'ti-us, marine, belonging to the

sea.

Pont us, the sea.

Pot'i-phar. bull of Africa, a fat bull.

Pris'ca, Pris-ciHa, ancient.

Pul, bean, or destruction. [holds.

Pu'non, precious stone, or that be-

Pur, lot.

R.

Ra'a-mah, greatness, thunder, evil.

Rabbah, great, powerful, conten

tious.

Rab mag, who destroys a multitude.

Rab-shaTteh, cup-bearer of the

prince.

Ra'chal, injurious; or perfumer.

Ra chel, ewe.

Ra'gau, a friend, a neighbour.

Ra'hab, proud, quarrelsome.

Rak'kath, empty, temple of the

head. [tears,

RakTcon, vain, void, mountain of

Ram, Ra'mah, Ra'math, raised,

lofty.

Ra'me-aes, thunder.

Ra'moth, eminences, high places.

Raph'a, relaxation, or physic.

Raph'u, cured, comforted.

Re'ba, the fourth, a square,

Re-bek'ah, fat, a quarrel appeased.

Re'chab, square, chariot ; a team.

ReTiob, breadth, space, extent.

Re-ho-bo'am, who sets the people

at liberty.

Return, merciful, compassionate.

Re-ma-liah, the exaltation of the

Lord. [pomegranate tree.

Rem'mon, greatness, elevation or a

Re-pha'im, giant, physician, relaxed.

Re-phi'dim, beds, or places of rest.

Re'sen, a bridle or bit

Reu, his friend, his shepherd.

Reuben, who sees the buii.

Reu'el, the shepherd or friendof God.

Re'zin, voluntary, good-will.

Re'ron, lean, small, secret, prince.

Rhe'ei-um, rupture, fracture.

Rho'da, Rhodes, a rote.

Rib'lah, quarrel ; greatness to him.

Rim'mon, exalted, pomegranate.

Ri'phath, remedy, release, pardon.

Ri sab, watering, distillation.

Riz'pah, bed, extension, coal, fire-

stone.

Rome, strength, power.

Rosh, the head, top or beginning.

Ru'fus, red.

Ru-ha'mah, having obtained mercy.

Ru'mah, exalted, sublime, rejected.

Ruth, drunk, satisfied, fulness,

beauty.

s.

Sa-be'ans, captivity, conversion, old

age.

Sa'doo, just, justified.

Sa'lah, mission, sending.

Sal'a-mis, shaken, tossed, beaten.

Sa'lem, complete, perfect, peace.

Sal'mon, peaceable, perfect

Sa-ma'ri-a, his lees, his prison, his

throne, his diamond.

Samlah, raiment ; his left hand.

Sa'moa, full of gravel.

Sam'son, his sun ; his service.

Sam'u-el, heard of God, asked of God.

San-bal'lat, bush, enemy in secret

Saph, rushes, sea-moss.

Sarah, lady, princess.

Sar'dis, prince of joy.

Sar'gon, who takes away protection.

Sa'ruch, branch, layer, twining.

Satan, adversary, enemy, accuser.

Saul, demanded, lent, ditch, hull.

See va, disposed, prepared.

Se'bat, twig, sceptre, tribe.

Se'gub, fortified, raised.

Se'ir, hairy, goat, demon, tempest.

Se-leu'ei-a, shaken or beaten by the

waves.

Sem'e-i, hearing, obeying.

Sen eh, bush.

Seph-ar-va'im, the two books, the

two scribes.

Be'rah, lady of scent ; the song, the

morning, the morning-star.

Se rug, branch, layer, twining.

Beth, put, or who puts.

Sha-ar-a'im, gates, valuations, hairs.

Sha-ash'gaz, he that shears the sheep.

Sha'lim, fox, fist, path. [feet

Bhallum, Shal'man, peaceable, per-

Sham gar, here a stranger.

Sham huth, desolation, destruction.
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Shamir, prison, bush, let*, thorn.

Shammah.desolation, astonishment.

Shaphan, rabbit, wild nit ; their

lip, their brink.

Sha'phat that judges.

Sha'ron, liis plain ; his song.

Sha'ahak, a bag of linen, or the

sixth bag.

Sha'veh, the plain ; that makes

equal

Bhe-al'ti-el, I have asked of God.

Shearjaahub, tho remnant shall

return.

She ba, captivity ; conversion ; old

age.

Sheb'na, who rests himself; captive.

She'chem, part ; portion ; back.

Bhed'e-ur, Held ; pap.

She Ufa, that breaks ; tli.at unties.

Bhem, name; renown.

She-ma-i'ah, that hears the Lord.

8he'mar, guardian; thorn.

Bheml-nith, the eighth.

Shen, tooth ; ivory ; change.

She nir, lantern ; light that sleeps.

She'ihach, bag of flax or linen.

She'va, vanity ; fame ; tumult.

Shib'bo leth, burden ; ear of corn.

Shig-gai'on, a Bong of trouble or

comfort.

Shi'loh, sent ; peace, abundance.

Shim-e'ah, that hears; that obeys.

Shiph'rah, handsome ; truni|*;t.

Shit tim, that tuni away or divert, j

Shu'ah, pit ; that swims ; huiuilia- '

tion.

Shu'al, fox ; hand ; fist.

Bhula-mite, peaceable; perfect.

Shur, wall; ox; or that beholds.

Shu shan, Uly ; rose ; joy.

Sibmah, convermun: captivity.

Si'don, hunting; Ashing; \enison.

8i-ri'o-noth, variable soii-.'s or tunes, j

8i'hor, black ; trouble.

Silas, three, or tho third.

8i-lo'ah or Si-lo'am, sent ; a dart or

branch ; whatever Is sent.

Sim'e-on, that hears; that is hoard.

Si'nai, a bush ; enmity.

Si on, noise' tumult.

Birl-on, a breastplate; or deliver

ance.

Si'van, a bush or thorn.

Smyrna, myrrh,

So'coh, tents ; tabernacles.

Sod'om, their secret ; their cement.

SeTo-moa, peaceable ; perfect.

So-s ip'a-ter, who defends the father.

Serek, vine ; hissing. [ful.

Sosthe-nea, saviour; strong; power

Steph'a-nas, crown ; crowned.

Succoth, tents; tabernacles.

Su-san'na, lily ; rose ; joy.

Su si, horse ; swallow ; moth.

Tab'e-rah, burning.

Tab'i-tha, clear-sighted.

Talwr, choice; purity.

Tad'mor, the palm-tree; bitterness.

Tc-ha-pa'nes, Tah-pe'nea, etaud-

ard ; flight ; temptation.

Talith-a-cu'mi, youngwoman, arise!

Tal'mai, my furrow ; heaps of

waters.

Ta max, palm ; palm-tree.

Tam'mux, abstruse ; concealed.

Tar'ahish, contemplation.

Taraus, winged ; feathered.

Tar'taH, chained ; bound ; shut up.

Te'beth, the tenth month.

Te kel, weight

Te-ko'a, trumpet: that is confirmed.

Terns, admiration ; perfection.

Tc'rah, to breathe, aceut, or blow.

Ter a-phim, an image ; an idol.

Thad'deue, that praises and con

fesses.

Thaliaah, that makes haste.

Th * man, that blots out.

The'btz, inuddy : eggs ; fine linen.

The-oph'i-lua, friend of Gcd.

Thy-a-ty'ra, i»erfume ; sacriflco.

Ti-be'ri-aa, good vision ; the navel.

Tib'ni, straw ; hay.

Tiglath-pi-le'ser, that binds or

takes away captivity.

Tun'nath, image ; figure.

Tiph sah, passage ; leap ; step.

Tiraah, benevolent; well-pleasing.

Tishbite, that makes captives.

Tob, good ; goodness.

ToTiu, that lives; that declares.

To'i, who wanders.

Tola, worm ; grub ; or scarlet.

To'phel, ruin ; folly ; foolish.

To'phet, a drum ; betraying.

Tro'aa, penetrated.

Troph'i-mua, well brought up.

Tubal, the earth ; the world.

Tyre, Tyrus, strength, rock, sharr.

TT'cal, power, prevalency.

TTlai, strength, fool, senseless.

Un'ni, poor, afflicted, that answers, j

TJr, fire, light ; a valley. [or fire.

U-ri'ah, TJhjah, Uriel, God my light .

TJ'rim and Thummim, light and

perfection.

U*. counsel, wood.

TJz'zah, strength, goat.

Us-ziah, TJx-zi'el, strength of God.

Vaah'ni, the second.

Vaah'ti, that drinks ; or thread.

Voph'ai, fragment, diminution.

Z.

Zab'di, portion, dowry.

Zac-che'ua, pure, dean, jmt.

Zach-a-ri'ah, memory of the Lord.

Za'dok, just, justified.

Zaluun, crime, impurity.

Zal-mo'nah, Zal-mnnna, ahaik-w.

image.

Za-no'ah, forgetfulness, desertion.

Za'rah, Ze'rah, east, brightness.

Zeb-a-di'ah, portion of the L-jt L

Zelwh, victim, sacrifice.

Zeb'e dee, abundant portion.

Ze-bo'im, deer, goats.

Zo TraL Zebu-lun, habitation.

Zed-e-kiah, the Ijord my justit-e.

Ze eb, wolf.

Zc-Io'tes, jealous, full of real

Zeph-a-ni ah, the Lord is niy secret.

Zephath, which beholds, or ci.vers.

Ze'ror, root, that straiten a:

binds.

Ze-ru'ah, leprous, wa#p, horn*-*.

Ze-rub'ba-beX a stranger at Baby

lon, dispersion or confusion.

Zer-u-i'an, pain, tribulation.

Ze'thar, he that examines or behokis.

Zi*ba, army, fight, strength.

Zichri, that remembers, a male,

Zi'don, hunting, fishing, venison.

Ziklag, measure pressed do* n.

Zilpah, distillation.

Zim'ran, song, singer, or vine.

Zin, buckler, coldness.

Zi'on, monument raised tip, drjne*.

Ziph, mouth, or mouthful.

Zip-porah, beauty, trumpet.

Zith'ri, hidden, demolished.

Zix, flower, branch, ox a lock of hair.

Zo ax. Zu'ar, little, small.

Zot>ah, an army, or warring.

Zo'phar, white, shining, dryness.

Zo'rah, leprosy, scab.

Zuph, that beholds, roof, covering.

Zur, atone, ruck, or that 1
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A, [A.-S.] on or in ; as abed,

ashore, afield.

A, an, [G.J without, denoting priva

tion; as apathy, without feeling ;

anarchy without government.

A, ab, abs, [L.J from or away ; as

avert, abhor, abstain, abstract.

Ad, [.L.J with its different forms a,

ac, af. ag, al, an, ap, ar, as, at ;

as adhere, ascend, accept, affect,

aggravate, allot, announce, appear,

arrest, assent, attend.

Am, [L.J round, about ; as ambient,

ambition, amputate.

Ambi, [L.J both ; as ambidexter.

Amphi, [G.J both, round, about ;

as amphibious, amphitheatre.

Ana, [G.J through or up ; as an

atomy.

Ante, | L.J before; as antecedent.

Anti, [G.J opposite to, against ; as

antipathy, antipodes, antagonist.

Apo, [G.J from ; as apostasy, apos

tate.

B.

Be, [A.-S.] by, before, beside ; as

bystander, bespatter, bespeak, be

sprinkle.

Cata, [G.J down, downwards, ac

cording to ; as cataract, catechism.

Cireum, [L.J round about ; as cir

cumscribe, circuit, circumfluent,

circumspect.

Cis, [L.J un this side ; as cisalpine.

Con, [L.J with its forms co, cob;,

col, com, cor, together, with ; as

cohere, collect, correct, convene,

compose.

Contra, [L.] against; as contradict,

controvert.

Counter, [F. contre.] against ; as

counteract.

De, [L.J down, from, or off; as

deject, deter, defend.

Dia, [G.J through; as diameter,

iliaphonous.

Bis, [L.J with its forms dif and

di, off, asunder, away, out ; as dis

pel, disarm, dishonest, diffuse,

divert.

Dys, [G.J UJ, difficult ; as dysentery.

E.
En, em, or im, [F. and G.] in or on,

also to make ; as encircle, embark,

encaustic, enfeeble.

PEEFIXES.

Kpi,. [G. ] upon ; as epitaph, epheme

ral

Ex, [L.J with its forms e, ec, ef,

out from; as exclaim, evade, effuse,

effulgence.

Ex, [G.J from, out of; as exodus,

extasy, eccentric.

Exo, [G.J without; as exotic.

Extra, [L.J on the outside, beyond ;

as extramural, extraordinary, ex

tradition.

For, [A.-8.J from, away, against; as

forswear, forbid.

Fore, [A.-S.J before; as forerun, fore

tell.

Gain, [A.-S.J against; as gainsay.

Hyper, [G.J over, above ; as hyper

critical, hyperborean.

Hypo, [G.J under ; as hypothe-

nuse, hypocrite.

I.
In, [L.J with its forms ig, il, im, ir,

in, into, upou ; as inter, illumine,

impend, irrigate ; before an adjec

tive it means not, as inactive,

ignorant.

In, [A.-S.] in, on; as inwrap, in

ward ; to make, as im bitter.

Inter, [L.J between; as intercept,

interpose, interval.

Intro, [L.J into, within ; as intro

duce.

Intra, [L.J in the inside of, within;

as intramural.

Juxta, [L.J close to, near; as juxta

position.

M.

Meta, [G.J change ; as metamor

phose ; method

Mis, [A.-S.] error; misdeed, miscon

duct; not, mistrust, misbelieve;

ill, mischance, mishap, misfor

tune.

N.

He, [L.J not ; as nefarious, neuter.

Ne, [G.J not ; as nepenthe.

Nee, [L.J not ; as neglect, negative.

Hon, [L.J not ; as nonsense, non

age ; a doubling of ne, or from ne

unum, not one.

0
Ob, [L.] with its forms oo, of, op,

against, in front : in or on ; as ob

loquy, occur, oppose, oiler.

Out, [A.-S.J beyond; as outdo,

outrun.

Over, [A.-8.J eminence or excess;

as overtop, overthrow.

P.
Para, [G.J alongside, beyond,

against ; as parallel, jtarody.

Fene, [L.J almost ; as peninsula.

Per, [L.J through, thoroughly ; as

perfect, perambulate, permit, pel

lucid.

Peri, [G.J round ; as perimeter,

periphrasis, period.

Pol, por, pour, pur, [F.] other forms

of L. pro ; as pollute, portend,

pourtray, purvey.

Poat, [L.J after, behind ; as post

pone.

Pre, [L.J before ; as predict, precede,

prevail.

Preter, [L.J beyond ; as preter

natural.

Pro, [L.J forth, forward, for ; as pro

ceed, proconsul, provoke, pro

noun.

R.

Re, [L.J back ; as retract, resound,

redeem, reflux, revive, repeat,

reanimatiou.

Retro, [L.J going backwards ; as

retrograde, retrospect.

Se, [L.] literally by itself, without,

aside; as separate, secure, seduce,

seclude.

Sine, [L.J without ; as sinecure,

simple, sincere ; from se and ne,

not.

Sub, [L.J with its forms su, sue, suf,

sug, sup, sub, under or after ; as

subject, succeed, suffuse, suggest,

suppose, sustain.

Subter, [L.J under ; as subterfuge,

subterraneous.

Super, [L.J over, above, beyond :

as superstructure, superfine, super

add.

Supra, [L.J over, above; as super

abundance, supernumerary, supra-

mundane.
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Bur. [F., L. super.] as surmount,

surprise.

Syn, [G.J with its forms ey, iyl

•ym, together, with; as syntax,

system, syllogism, 1/111pathy, syn

onym.

T.

Trans, [h.] beyond, over, through;

as transit, translucent, transport.

Able, [L. abilU.) fit to be ; as port

able.

Ac, [G. akos.) pertaining to ; as

elegiac

Aceous, [L. acevs.] having the

qualities of ; as herbaceous.

Aoious, [L. cur, acu.) full of; as

audacious.

Acity, [L. acitas.) power, abun

dance ; as capacity, loquacity.

Acy, [L.J act of doing, as conspiracy;

state, as celibacy.

Ada, [F.] one who, act of ; as com

rade, escalade.

Age, [F.J aot of doing or thing done,

state, sum ; as passage, parentage.

£TT[L. alit.] belonging to; as

bridal, criminal, nuptial.

An. (L. asms.] belonging or per

taining to, one who ; as guardiau, j

human, librarian.

Ana, [L.] things belonging to, say

ings ; as Johnsoniana,

Anoe, anoy, [L. atititi.) state or 1

being ; as ignorance, abundance,

constancy, occupancy.

Ant, [I-. a«*.J agent or doer of a

thing ; as assistant, aidant.

Ax, [L. art*.} of or belonging to ; as 1

globular, angular; one who, as \

beggar.

Ard, [A. -S.] one who ; as drunkard, j

Ary, (L. ariu*.] agent or doer, one

who ; as secretary, missionary,

lapidary.

Ate, [L. atum.) to make ; as regu- 1

late, deliberate; one who; as dele-

gate, potentate : office, thing ; as j

consulate, duplicate; having, full;

as animate, adequate.

Ative, [L. ativua.] having power ;

as vegetative, creative.

Atory, [L. atorius.] relating to,

being ; as predatory, transitory.

Ature, [L. atura.] state, form ;

creature.

Cy, [L. fia.] being or state of being;

as clemency, delicacy, intimacy,

infancy.

D.

Bom, tA.-S] .tale, power ; as king-

ilom, aarldoni, dukudoni, popedom,

freedom.

u.
Ultra, [L.] beyond ; aa ultra

marine.

Un, [A.-S., Jt. in.] not; as unable,

unseen ; before a rerb, to do the

opposite , aa unloose, untie, unfet

ter.

Under, [A.-S.] under, below; as

underprop, uudersell.

AFFIXES.

E.

Ed, fEng.J having, action done ; as

lauded, finished.

Ee, [ F. ] one who ; as, lessee,

trustee, referee, refugee.

Ear, [F.J one who, agent or doer;

as muleteer, charioteer, mutineer,

engineer.

El, [A. -S. ] instrument; as shovel.

En, [A.-S.) made of or belonging to;

as wooden, golden; to make, as

lengthen, strengthen.

Ence, ency, [L. aitui.] action, state

or being ; as leniency, consistence,

tendency, indolence, complacency.

Eat, [L. ens.) being ; as president,

opponent, different.

Eoua, [F. tux.) as righteous, courte

ous.

Er, [A.-S. wer, L. rir.] one who ;

as maker, robber, gambler, ruler.

Erel, [ A. -3.]little; as mackerel, from

er and el diminutives,

Ern, [A.-S.] direction to or from ;

as eastern, western ; or belonging

to ; as modern.

Bry, [F. erie.] place, act, state;

as brewery, bribery, waggery.

Erly, I A. -8.] direction to or from;

a« southerly, easterly.

Esoent, [L. etcen*.] growing, becom

ing ; as convalescent.

Ess, [F.J aa tigrees, lioness.

Et, [G. itis.] one who ; as poet, pro

phet ;—[A.-S.] little; as casket,

tablet, floweret, rivulet.

Etio. [G. etikot.) relating to; as

pathetic.

Ette, (F.J little : as coquette.

Ety, (F. «.«.] state of; as sobriety,

anxiety.

Ever. [A.-S.] every, any; as whoso

ever, whoever.

Ey, [Eng.j consisting of; as clayey.

Ful, [A.-S.] full of; as Joyful,

useful, painful, delightful.

Py, [F. Jier, L. faeere.) to make ;

as, purify, fortify, diversify.

Hood, [A.-S.] state or being; as

manhood, priesthood, neighbour

hood.

TJp, [A,-8. J high, over ; as uplift

upland, upset.

V.

Ve, [L.] no, not; as vehement.

w.
With, (A.-S.] against, back; si

withstand, withdraw.

Ible, [F., L. ibilis.) able to be; as

flexible, accessible, possible.

Ic, [L. and G-] belong to; ss

gigantic, angelic, cubic.

Ice, [I*, thaas.] thing done; asser-

vice, notice.

Ioity, [L. icitax) state; as rtrstkm,

elasticity.

Icle, [L. iculuM.) cbnunutire: as par

ticle, icicle.

Ics, [G.J what belongs to a soesce;

as pneumatics, mathematics.

Id, [L.] belonging to; aa rabid,

fervid.

Be, JL.J belonging to; a* juvenile,

mercantile, gentile.

Ins, [L. tavs.) belonging to ; as

divine, genuine, feline, bnrotn*.

Ion, [L. io.J being or atate of being;

as creation.

lor, [L,] more : aa superior, inferior.

lah, [A.-S.J like; as childish, girlisa,

foolish ; little, as brownish ; —

[F. ir, L. ire.] to make ; aa estab

lish, finish.

Ism, [G. isaias.] act, being or state

of being, as patriotism, bapbuu,

heroism, paganism.

1st, [G. isles.] one who ; as druggist,

duellist, Caivinist, chemist, air-

nalist, cabalist.

Ite, [L. itus, ita.] belonging; to, one

who ; as satellite, parasite, hypo

crite, favourite.

Ition, [L. itio.) act of, state of: aa

opjiosition, condition.

Ittve, [L. itivus.] having power ;

as nutritive, sensitive.

Itory, [F. itoire.) state ; aa domi-

tory.

Ity, [L-l being or state: aa abihxt,

capability, inability.

Ire, [L.] belonging to, having the

power to ; as natire, active, ex

pansive, persuasive.

ii, [L.1 as executrix, testatrix.

lie, [G. ids6.] to make ; as fer

tilize, realize, equalize, canonic

epitomize.

Kin. rA.-S.) little; aa

manikin.

Kind, [A- -Si race, sort : as

kind, humankind, mankind.
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Le, [A.-S-] little; as needle, settle;

often, as sparkle.

Lent, IL. lentus.) full of ; as bene-

rolent, redolent, violent, virulent,

corpulent.

Less, [A.-S.] without; as useless,

worthless, valueless, tenant less.

Let, [A.-S.J diniiuutiou, little ; as

eaglet, streamlet,

like, [A.-S. lie.] like; as warlike,

saintlike, godlike.

Lint;, [A. -S.J little, young ; as duck

ling, codling, darling.

Ly. (A.-S. lie.) like ; as lordly,

friendly, kingly, manly.

M.

Kent, [F., L. mention.] act or state

of; as treatment, excitement, ad

vancement, nourishment.

Xony, [F. monie, L. monia.] act or

state of; as parsimony, testimony,

matrimony.

Host, [A.-S.] greatest: as upper

most, endmost, topmost.

N.

Nets, [A.-S.] beine or state of

being; as madness, blindness, kind

ness, tenderness.

Ock, rA.-S.J Uttle : as hillock.

Om, pV-S] that which ; as bottom.

On, fit.] large ; as million, billion.

Or. [~L.] one who: as imitator, perse

cutor, author, factor.

Ory, [L. oriui.1 belonging to or place

where ; as olfactory, purgatory,

prefatory, piscatory.

Om, [L. o»u4.) full of; aa verbose,

jocose.

Osity, [L. otitat.) abundance, state ;

as verbosity, curiosity.

Ot, [A. -S.J little; as ballot ;—fG.

otet.] one who ; as patriot, zealot.

Our, [A.-S.J stats of being ; as hon

our, dishonour, favour.

Ous, (L. us.] full of; as prosperous,

lustrous, nervous, dubious, fibrous,

igneous*

Re. [A.-S.] place ; as here, there.

Red, [A.-S.J state, tl*>se who ; as

kindred. [bishopric.

Ric, [A.-S.] dominion, region ; as

B.y. [F. ric.] art, place ; as masonry,

foundry.

Be, [A.-S.] to make ; as cleanse.

Ship, [A.-S.] state or quality: as

hardship, friendship, stewardship,

penmanship.

Some, fA.-S.] full of; as tiresome,

quarrelsome, gladsome.

Ster, [A.-S.] agent or doer, one

who: as maltster, spinster, punster,

gamester.

Stress. [A.-S.] as songstress.

8y, [F. tie, G. sis.] state ; as

ecstasy, courtesy, pleurisy.

T.

Ter, [(!.] that which ; as character.

Th or T, [A.-S.J state or thing; as

birth, mirth, gift, loft. '

Ther. [A.-S.] towards; as whither,

thither, hither.

Tude, [L. tudo.] being or state of

being; as solitude, altitude, grati

tude.

Ty, [F. te, L. tat.] being or state

of being ; as captivity, poverty,

rapidity, dignity, ltonesty.

TJlt, ft* vltnt.] state or act ; as

tumult, insult, difficult, occult.

Viet, |L. otentut.) full, containing;

as corpulent, virulent.

Umc. [L. umen.J act or state of;

a? volume.

TJre, [L.] act or state ; as verdure,

mixture, capture, exjiosure.

Ute, [L.] belonging to ; as prosecute,

persecute, acute, dispute.

W.

Teen, [A. -8.] ten to be added ;

fifteen, sixteen.

Ward, [A.-S.] in the direction of;

as hitherward, homeward, east

ward.

Ways, [A.-fi.] way, manner; as

side-ways, bye-ways, wrong-ways.

Wis, [A.-S.J way, manner; as like

wise.

Y, [A.-S.] full of, having: as windy,

clayey ; [L. in. J state, act, or

place ; a* rectory, victory, archery.

Yer, [A. -8.] one who, as lawyer.

Yte, [G. utcs. J one who; as neophyte,

' troglodyte.

SQ



ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN

WRITING AND PRINTING.

A. Adjective ; in com

merce, Accepted ; in music,

alto ; afternoon.

1. or ai [Ana, G. 'and ]

In medicine, of each the

Mine quantity.

A.A.G. Assistant Adju

tant-General.

A.A.S. [Acadtmia Ameri

cana Sociut.] Fellow of

the American Academy.

A.B, [^rtitnu AWco/aere-

ti*. ) Bachelor of Arte.

Abbr. Abbreviated.

AbL Ablative.

Abp. Archbishop.

Abr. Abridged.

Ace. or Acct Account.

Ace. Accusative.

A.D. [Anno Domini] In

the year of our Lord.

Ad. or adv. Adverb.

Ad lib. [Ad fi&ifum.] At

pleasure,

Ada. Admiralty ; Admi

ral.

Admr. Administrator.

Admx. Administratrix.

Adr. Advent; Advocate,

JR., JEt [JEtatit.] Of age ;

aged.

AgT. or Afrie. Agricul

ture.

Agt Agent.

Alf. Algebra.

Alt Attitude.

A.M. {Artium Magi*ttr]

Master of Arte; \Ant«

Meridiem.] before nuon ;

{Anna Mundi] In the

year of the world.

Amer. American.

Amt. Amount.

An. [Anno.] In the

year.

AnaL Analysis.

Anat. AnAtomy.

Anon. Anonymous.

Ana. Answer.

Ant or Antiq. Antiqui

ties.

Ap. Apostle.

Apo. Apogee.

Apoo. Apocalypse.

Ail [Aqua.] Water.

A.R. [Anno Regni.] Tear

of tlso reign ; Arabic.

Arch. Architect

Arith. Arithmetic.

Art Article.

Aast Assistant.

Att Attorney.

Att. Gen. Attorney-Gen

eral.

A.U.O. [Ab UrU Cnndita.]

I n the year from the

building of Rome.

Avoir, Avoirdupois.

B.

b. born.

B.A. British America ;

Bachelor of Arts.

Bal. Balance.

Bart, or Bt Baronet

Bar. Barrel.

B.C. Before Christ.

B.C.L. Bachelor of Civil

Iaw.

B.D. Bachelor of Divinity.

Bd. Bond ; bound..

Bds. Bound in boards.

Bib. Bible ; biblical

Biog. Biography ; bio

graphical.

Bk, Bank ; book.

B.L. Bachelor of Taws,

Bot Botany ; botanical.

Bp. Bishop.

Brig. Brigade ; Brigadier.

Bro. Brother.

B.V. [Beota Virgo.] Blear

ed Virgin -.—[Bene Vutt.\

Farewell.

C.

0. Carbon: Consul; Cm«ar;

—[Centum.] A hundred ;

cent : centime.

C. or Cap. [Caput] Chap

ter.

C.A. Chartered Account

ant ; controller of ac

counts.

Cal. Calendar; [Calendar.]

Calenda

Cam. Cambridge.

Cant Canticle*.

Cap. Capital.

Capa. Capitals.

Capt Captain.

Cat Catalogue.

Cath. Catholic,

G.B. Companion of the

Bath.

0.0. County Commis

sioners; County Court.

O.O.P. Court of Common

Pleas.

C.X. Canada East ;—Civil

Engineer.

Cent [Centum.'] A hun

dred.

C.H. Court House ; Cus

tom House.

Ch, Church ; chapter.

Chal. Chaldron.

Chap. Chapter.

Chem> Chemistry.

Chr. Christian.

Cnron, Chronicles ; Chron

ology.

Cit Citation ; citizen.

Civ. Civil.

C.J. Chief Justice.

CI. Clergyman ; clerk.

CK. Common Metre.

Co. Company ; county.

C.O.D. Cash or collect on

delivery.

CoL Colonel : Coloesians.

Coll. College ; collector ;

colleague.

Com. Commissioner: Cotn-

raodore; committee; com

mentary : commerce.

Comp. Compare ; com

pound.

Conch. Conchology.

Con. or Or, Contra ;

against in opposition ;

credit

Cong. Con grew.

Conj. Conjunction.

Const Constable ; Consti

tution.

Cor. Corinthians.

Cor. Mem, Corresponding

Member.

Cor. Sec Corresponding

Secretary.

Cos. Cosine.

C. P. Court of Probate ;

Common Picas.

C.P.8. ICuttoa Frirati Sig-

illi.] Keeper of the Privy

Seal.

Cr. Credit ; Creditor.

Crim. Con. Criminal con

versation or adultery.

C.S. Court of Session;

Clerk to the Signet; [Cut-

to» Sigi Ui] Keeper of

the Seal

Cur. Current; this month.

C.W. Canada West.

Cwt [L. centum, a hun

dred,

and English tetigkt.] A

hundredweight.

Cyc. Cyclopaedia.

D. Deputy; Degree ; [>•

nariusor Dfjtariijipemi

or pence ; Duke; Bewscer.

Dutch.

d. died ; daughter.

Dan. Danish; Daniel

Bat Dative,

B.C. [J>a Capo.] Apia;

or from the beginning. i

B.C.L. Doctor of aril {«

Canon) Law.

B.D. [Dit miiatis Better}

Doctor of Divinity.

Dee. December; da ;■ .

sion ; declination.

Def. Definition,

Deg. Degree,

DeL Delegate.

Del [Dtiinearit.] H«or J

she drew it ; |irenxrd w

the draughtsman*! oara.

Bern. Democrat

Dep. Deputy; Department.

Dept Deponent

Deut DeuteroDomr.

D.F. [Fidri dejexmtr.] De

fender of the faith.

Dft Defendant

D.O. (2*i Orotut] Br

the grace of God.

Biam. Diameter.

Diet Dictionary.

Disct Discoant

Diss. Dissertation.

Diet Atty. District At-

torney.

Di». Division: DtThlewi

D.JC Doctor of Mb*k

Do. [Ditto] The ssfte-

Dola. Dullare.

Dos. Dozen.

Dr. Debtor ; doctor : draffi

D.S. [Dal Segn*) Free

the sign.

D.T. [Dorier TW*cwI

Doctor of Divinity.

D.V. [i»w> roUxU.] God

willing.

Dwt IL. Dmariu*, and

Eng. wigkt.} Penu;-

weight

E.

em. <■-., Y

Xbor. York.
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E.O. Eastern Central (Post

al District, London).

Eccl or Eccles. Eccleaias-

tes; ecclesiastical.

Ed. Editor ; edition.

E.E. Er torn excepted.

eg. [exempli gratia.] For

example.

E.I. East Indies or East

India.

E.Lon. East Longitude.

Ency. Encyclopaedia.

E.N.E. East-North-East

Eng. England ; English.

Engin. Engineering.

Ent. Entomology.

Eph. Ephesians.

Eq. Equal or equivalent.

E.S.E. East-South-East.

Esq. or Esqr. Esquire.

E.T. English translation.

et al. [et alibi.] And

elsewhere .—[et allii or

alia.} And others.

Etc. or Ac, [et cateri,

axterce, or etttera,] Aud

others ; and so forth.

et aeq. [et uquente* or et

stauentia.] And the fol

lowing.

Ex. Example.

Exo. Excellency.

Exch. Exchequer ; Ex

change.

Exec Executor.

Execx. Executrix.

Exod. Exodus.

Ezek. Exekicl.

F.

F. Fellow ; franc ; florin ;

French.

Fahr, Fahrenheit.

Tar. Farriery : farthing.

F.A.S. Fellow of the So

ciety of Arts : Fellow of

the Antiquarian Society.

Fcp. Foolscap.

Feb. February.

Pern. Feminine.

Fig. Figure; figuratively.

Fir. Firkin.

F.H. Field Marshal.

Fo. or Fol. Folio.

Fr. France : French.

F.R.C.S. Fellow of the

Royal College of Sur

geons.

F.R.G.S. Fellow of the

Royal Geographical So

ciety.

Fri. Friday.

Fris. Frisian.

F.R.S. Fellow of the

Royal Society.

F.R.S.E. Fellow of the

Royal Societv, Edinburgh.

F.R.S.L. Fellow of the

Royal Society of Litera

ture; Fellow of the Royal

Society, London.

F.8.A. Fellow of the

Society of Arts.

Ft. Foot ; feet ; fort.

Fth. Fathom.

Fur. Furlong.

Fut. Future.

G.

G. Genitive.

G. Guinea; Gulf.

Gael. Gaelic.

Gal. Galatiana.

Gal. Gallon or gallons.

G.B. Great Britain.

G.C. Grand Chanter.

G.C.B. Grand Cross of

the Bath.

Gen. Genesis ; General.

Gent. Gentleman.

Geog. Geography.

Geol. Geology.

Geom. Geometry.

Ger, German.

Go. Gothic.

Gov. Governor.

G.M. Grand Master.

G.P.O. General Tost Office.

Gr. Greek ; Gross.

Gram. Grammar.

Id. [Idem.) The same.

I.e. or i.e. [Ideal. \ That is.

I.H.S. [lest'* or Jeau*

Itoniinum Salvator.] Je

sus the Saviour of men.

Imp. Imperial ; Impera

tive, [known.

Incog. [Intoffnito.] Uu-

Ind. India; Indian.

Inf. Infinitive.

In lira. [In limine.] At

the outset.

I.N.R. [Ictus or Jesus

Nazarenust Rex Judaor-

um.] Jesus of Nazareth,

King of the Jews.

Int. Inspector.

Inst. Instant.

In trans, [In transitu.]

On the passage.

Int. Interest.

Interj. Interjection.

I. 0. 0. F. Independent

Order of Odd Fellows.

1.0. TJ. I owe you—an ac

knowledgment for money..

i . q [idem quod.] Thesame

as.

Isa. Isaiah.

It, Ital. Italian ; Italic.

H. J.

h. hours.

H. Hydrogen ; High

Hab. Habakkuk.

Hag. Haggai.

H.B.C. Hudson's Bay

Company.

H. B. K. His (or Her) I

Britannic Majesty.

H.C.M. His (or Her)

Catholic Majesty.

Hcb. Hebrews. ■

H.G. Horse Guards.

Hhd. Hogshead.

H.I.H. His (or Her) Im- |

perial Highness.

Bait History.

H.M. His (or Her) Ma- j

H.M.S. His (or ner) Ma- |

jesty's Steamer, Ship, or

Service. |

Hon. Honourable.

H.R. House of Represen

tatives.

H.R.E. Holy Roman Em

pire or Emperor.

H.R.H. His (or Her)

Royal Highuesa

Hund. Hundred.

Hyd. Hydrostatics.

Hydraul. Hydraulics.

Hypoth. Hypothesis.

I. Island; Iodine,

lb. Ibid. s[Ibidem.] In

the same place.

| Ice. Icelandic.

J. A. Judge Advocate.

Jan. January.

Jag. James.

J.C. Justice Clerk.

J.C.D. [Juris Civilis

Doctor.] Doctor of Civil

Law.

J.D. [Jurum Doctor.] Doc

tor of Laws.

Jer. Jeremiah.

J. G. W. Junior Grand

Warden.

Jno. John.

Josh. Joshua.

J.P. Justice of the Peace.

J. Prob. Judge of the

Probate.

Jr. or Jnr. Junior.

J.U.D. [Juris Utriusque

Doctor.] Doctor of Both

Laws ; that is, the Cauon

and Civil Law.

Judg. Judges.

Jul July ; Julep.

Jus. Justice.

J.W, Juniur Warden,

Ki. Kings.

Kil. Kilderkin.

X.M. Knight of Malta.

Knt. or Kt Knight.

K T. Knight of the

Thistle;

L or £. A pound ster

ling ; Lord ; Lady ; Lake.

Xam. I .anien tat ioii i*.

1. lb. [Libra.] A pound

in weight.

Lat. Latin ; Latitude.

L.C. Lower Canada.

I.e. Lower case ; [loco

citato.] Ln the place before

cited.

Ld. Lord,

Ldp. Lordship.

Lea. League.

Legii. Legislature.

Lev. Levites ; Leviticus.

L.I. Light Infantry.

Lib. [Liber.] Book.

Lieut, or Lt. Lieutenant.

Lit. Literature; literary.

Lith*. Lithuanian.

LL.B. [ Leg urn Buccal aure

us.] Bachelor of Laws.

Note, —The initial letter

of a word is sometimes

doubled, as in the present

instance, to signify the

pluraL

LL.D. [Legum Doctor.]

Doctor of Laws.

Lon., Long. Longitude.

L.P. Large paper.

L.S. Left side ; — [Locus

Siffilli.] Place of the

Seal

L. S. D. [libra, . Sohdi,

Denarii.] Pouuds\ Shil

lings, Pence.

M.

K.

K. King.

KB. Knight of the Bath;

King's Bench.

K. C. B. Knight Com

mander of the Bath.

K. G. Knight of the

Garter.

E.G.C. Knight of the

Grand Cross ; Knight of

the Golden Circle.

K. [Mille.] Thousand;—

[MeriUie$.] Meridian or

noon.

IE. or m. Masculine;

month; mile ; morning ;

Monday ; Marquis ; min

ute.

H.A. Master of Arts;

Military Academy.

Mac. Maccabees.

Hadm. Madam.

Mag. Magazine.

Maj. Major.

Hal. Malachi.

Han. Manual.

Has. Masculine.

Hath. Mathematics.

H.B. [Mcdichifp Bacca-

la strews. ] Bachelor of

Medicine.

H.C. Member of Congress;

Master of Ceremonies ;

Master Commandant.
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K.D. [JJoduHnn Doctor.]

Doctor of Medicine.

Kddle. Mademoiselle.

K.E. Methodist Episcopal;

Military or Mechatnuil

Engineer; Most Excellent.

Keen. Mechanic*.

Hem. Memorandum.

Keaara. [Mwuurt.] Gen

tlemen ; Sir*.

Heth. Methodist.

K.O. Major General.

K.H.S. Member of the

Historical Society.

Xic. Micah.

Kid. M idsli i pman.

Kil. Military.

Kin. Minutti.

Kim. Mississippi.

K.K. Their Majesties.

Kme. Madame.

Kod. Modern.

Mom. Monsieur or Sir.

Kos. Months.

X.P. Member of Parlia

ment; Member of Police.

X.F.P. Member of ths

Provincial Parliament,

Mr. Matter or Mister.

Mrs. Mistress—pronoune-

ed Missis.

US. Manuscript

KSS. Manuscripts.

Mt. Mount; Mountain.

Km. D., Kut. Doc. Doctor

of Music.

K.W. Most Worth v.

M.W.O.M. Most Worship

ful Grand Master.

Myth. Mythology.

N.

V. or n. Noun ; Neuter;

North; Note; New; Nitro

gen.

N.A, North America.

Nab. Nahum.

Nat. Natural ; National

Naut Nautical.

N.B. New Brunswick;—

[A'ofa iicN/] Note Hell, or

take notice.

N.C. North Carolina.

N.E, North East; North

Eastern (Postal District.

IiOiidon).

Neh. Nehenijah.

Nem. Con. [JStemino Con

tra UicenU.) No one

contradicting ; unanim

ously.

Nem. Dim. [Xtmtne Di*.

MtntitnU.} No one dis

senting.

Neth. Netherlands.

Neut Neuter.

N.F, Newfoundland.

N.L. [Son liquet.] It

Appears not ; the case is

not clear.

J. Lat North Latitude.

N.N.E. North - North -

East.

N.N.1 North - North -

| v* est.

I No. [Xumero.] Number.

j Non obat [Son obstante.]

1 Notwithstanding.

! Non. pros. [Son prose

quitur.} He does not

prosecute — a judgment

entered against the plain

tiff when he does not

appear to prosecute,

Non. acq. [Son ttqmtur.]

It does not follow.

Nom. Nom i native.

Nor. Nor.nan.

Norm. F. Norman French.

Norw. Norway.

Nos. Num)»er*.

N.P. Notary Public.

N.S. Nova Scotia; New

Stvle (since 1752).

N,l*. New Testament

Num. Numbers.

N.W. North West ; North

Western (Postal District,

London).

K.Y. New York.

NX New Zealand.

tor.] Doctor of Philoeo-

0.

0. Old: Oxygen.

Ob. \0biil.) Died.

Obj. Objective; Objection.

Obs. Olieertatory ; OImo-

lew.

Obt. Obedient.

Oot Outuber.

O.F. Old Fellow*

Olym. Olympiad.

Ord. Ordnance ; Ordinary';

Ordinance.

Oric. Original.

Omith. Ornithology.

0.8. Old Stjle.

O.T. Old Twtament

Oxon. \0xonia.] Oxford.

Oz. Ounce ur ounce..

P.

$k

F. or p. Page ; part.

p. a. Participial adjective.

Pari. Parliament.

Part or part Participle.

Pass. Passive.

P.B. [phitoaophia Bat-

calaureus.] Bachelor of

Philosophy.

P.C. Privy Councillor.

Pd. Paid.

Pent Pentecost

Per an. [Per annum.] By

the year.

Per cent [Per centum.]

Bv the hundred.

Pert Perfect.

Pen. Person ; persona.

Persp. Perapecti ve.

P.O. Past Grand.

Pp. Portugese.

Ph.D. {Pkiltoophia Doc-

Philippiana ; Phile

mon ; Philosophy.

Philom. [Philomath**,]

Lover of learning.

Phot Photography.

Fhren. Phrenology.

Phya. rirvsics ; PhyaicaL

Physiol. Ph v siology.

Pinx., Pit [Pinxit.] He

or slie painted it

Pk. Peck.

PI. PJuraL

PUT. Plaintiff.

Plup. Pluperfect

P. K. Post Master ;—

[Pott Meridiem.] After

noon.

P.H.O. Post Master Gen

eral

P.O. Post Office.

Poet Poetrv : Poetical.

P.0.0. Post Office Order.

Port Portuguese.

Foe*. Possessive.

pp. Pages.

P.P. Parish rriest.

p.p. Past participle.

P. P. C. \Povr Prendre

Coupe" ) To take leave.

Pph. Pamphlet.

P.pr. Present participle.

Fr. or Per. By the.

P.E. Prize Ring.

Prep. Preposition.

Pree. President

Pret Preterit.

Priv. Privative.

Prof. Professor.

Prom Pronoun.

Prop. Proposition.

Pro tern. [Pro tempore,]

For the time being.

Pros'. Prorerbe ; provost ;

Proi Ince,

Prox. [Proriyio.) Next

P.B. B- President of the

Royal Society.

Frua Prussian.

P.S. [PoU tcriptuvL] Post

script; a paragraph added

to a letter.

Pa. Psalni or Psalms.

Ft Pint; Part; Pay

ment

Pub, Public; Publisher.

Pub. Doc. Public Docu

ments.

Q.. or Qu. Query; Ques

tion.

0..B. Queen's Bench.

Q..C. Queen's Counsel.

Q.d. [Quasi dicaL] As if

he should say.

Q.E.D. [Quod erat demon-

Mtrajidutn.] Which was

to be demonstrated.

(U. [Qumitunn lihet.] As

much as yon please.

Q..K. Quarteri mister.

Q. H. G. Quartermaster

GeneraL

Qr. or qr. Quarter (23

pounds) ; Farthing ; Quire

Quant Suf or <t S. f Qua*.-

tuiH wjfieit.} A suffieaei*.

quantity.

Ql Quart ; Quantity.

Que*. Question.

Q.V. or q.v. [Quod rts&J

Which see.

B. Rsil»ray;-rAKr.]Krflr.

[Regina.] Queen; rood,

roods, river.

B.A. Royal Academy or

Academician ; Rear Ad

miral; Right Aaee&son;

Royal ArtiUery.

Bee. or B. Recipe.

Bee. Bee. Recording Secre

tary.

Bef. Reformer : reforma

tion ; referee ; reference.

Beg. Register.

Bep. Representative ; re

public ; reporter.

Bev. Reverend ; revtga-

tion ; revolution ; review,

revenue ; resise,

B.K. Royal Mail ; Royal

Marines.

B.N. Royal Navy.

Bom. Roman ; RmiuE!.

Bom, Cath. Roman Caihd'

lie

B.B. Railroad.

Bt Hon. Right Honour

able,

Rt. Rct. Right Reverend.

Buss. RuBsian.

B.W. liifeht Worshipful

S.

S. Sign ; South : 6aint ;

Sunday ; Saturday ; Sec

ond ; Shilling.

8. A. South America*

Sam. Samuel

Sans. Sanscrit

8ax. Saxon.

Se. [Seutprit.] He or she

engrared it

Be. [&t<irel.] To wit;

namely.

Sch. [Scholium] A note

or comment

Script Scripture.

8.B. South East : South

Eastern (Postal District,

London).

See. Secretary : eecrioa.

Serg. or Serj. Sergeant «ar

Serjeant.

Sep. September.

Sept Septuagint

Ser. Senea,

Servt Servant

S, U. S. [Socittatis ATSrfe- )
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rice Socius.] Fellow of

the Historical Society.

Sing. Singular.

S.J. Society of Jesus.

S.J.O. Supreme Judicial

Court.

8. Lat South latitude.

S.M. Short Metre; Ser

geant Major.

S.M.I. [Sa Ma.je.9t4 Jm-

pdriale.) His or Her Im

perial Majesty.

S.P.&.R. [Seaatus Popu-

l usque Homani.] Senate

and People of Rome.

S.S. Sunday School: Saint

Siniplicius (the mark on

the collar of the Chief

Justice of EnglandX

S.S.C. Solicitor before the

Supreme Courts.

S.S.E, South-South-East,

S.S.W. South-South-Wuit.

St. Saint : street.

Stat. Statute ; statuary.

S.T.D. [Sacrce TheotoaioB

Doctor.] Doctor of Di

vinity.

Ster. or Stg. Sterling.

Stet. Let it stand.

S.T.P. [Sacra; Theolopice

Professor.] Professor of

Theology.

Subj. Subjunctive.

Subit. Substantive.

Sutf. Suffix.

Sun. or Sund. Sunday.

Sup, Superintendent ;

supplement ; superfine ;

superior.

Surg. Surgeon : surgery.

Burr. Surveyor.

S.V. [Si'b Verba.] Under

the word or heading.

Sw. Swedish.

S.W. South West ; South

Western (Postal District,

London); Senior Warden,

Syn. Synonym.

Syr. Syrian.

T. Township; Ton; Tenor;

Tuesday —[tutti.] All.

Teut Teutonic.

Theol. Theolop^.

Theor. Tbnoreiu ; Theo

retical.

Thess. Thessaloniaua,

Tim. Timothy.

T.O. Turn over.

Top. Topography.

Tr. Translation ; Trans

pose ; Trustee ; Treasurer.

Typ. Typography.

u.

TT. 0. Upper Canada.

TJlt [Ultimo.] Last, or of

the last month.

Univ. University.

V. P. United Presbyte

rian.

U.S. United States ; [Uti

supra.} As above.

U.S.A. United States of

America ; United States

Army.

U. S.M. United States

Mail ; United Statu* Ma

rine.

US MA. United States

Military Academy.

U, 8. N. Uuited States

Navy.

U.T. Utah Teritory.

V.

V. Victoria : Verb.

V.a. Verb active.

V.O. Vice Chancellor.

V.G. Vicar Geuentl ; Vice

Grand.

V.i. Verb intransitive.

Vid. [Vide.] See.

Via. [Videlicet.] Namely;

to wit.

V.n. Verb neuter.

Vol Volume.

V.P. Vice President.

V.E. [Victoria Rcgina.]

Queen Victoria.

Vi. [ Versus. ] Against or

in opposition.

Y.t. Verb transitive.

W.

W. Wert; Welsh; Warden.

W.C. Western Central

(Postal District, Loudon).

W.L West Indies ; West

India.

W. Lon. West Longitude.

W.M. Worshipful Master.

W N. VT. West- Korth-

West.

Wp. Worship.

W.S. Writer to the Sig

net.

W. 8. W. West - South

west.

X.

Xm. or Xmas. Christmas.

Xt. Christ.

Tr. Year.

Yd. Yard.

Zech. Zechariah.

Zeph. Zephaui&h.

Zool. Zoology.
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USED IX

WRITING AND PRINTING.

I. ASTRONOMICAL.

J. SUN GREATER PLANETS, Etc.

O. >• «J <

a "••

o. »r c

y

*. «r *

The Sun.

The Moon.

Mew Moon.

First Quarter.

Full Muon.

last Quarter.

Mercury.

Venua

The Earth.

Man.

Jupiter.

Saturn.

Uranus.

Mi-ptune.

Comet.

Fixed Star.

«i»- The asteroids are now desig

nated by number* Indicating theord.r

of their diacovery. and their symbol

is a small circle Inclosing this number ;

aa, ®, Cere. ; T), Palla. j @, Juno ;

Q, Vesta; and the like.

2. SIGXS OF THE ZODIAC.

Spring

Signs.

Summer

Signs.

Antumn

fcigua.

Wlnbr

Signs.

1. T

3- 0

a. D

*• S

a. s>

6. r«>

J. £k

». m
9. /

io. yy

a. x:

12. K

Aries, thf Ram.

Taurus, the Hull

Gemini, Me Turing.

Cancer, the Oao.

I>eo, the Lion.

Virgo, the Virgin.

Libra, the Balance.

Scorpio, the Scorpion

Sagittarius, the

Archer.

CapricornusJtheGnat

Aquarius, the Water

man.

llscea, the fithes.

3. ASPECTS AND NODES.

6 Conjunction ;—Indicating that the

b»di*.» have the same longitude, or

right -

* Sejttile ;—indicating a difference

of 60° In longitude, or right ascen

sion.

□ Quadrature ;—Indicating a differ

ence of 9u° in longitude, or right

ascension.

& Trine ;—indicating a difference of

120° In longituiie, or ngut ascension.

$ Opposition ;—indicating a differ

ence of 18u° in longitude, or right

ascension.

ft Ascending Node; — called atao

Draffon't Head.

JJ Descending Node; -called also

Draguii's Tail.

II. CHEMICAL.

. One equivalent of oxygen ;—

written above a symbol representing

an element, and repeated to indicate

two. three, or more equivalent*;

thus, Ke denotes a compound of one

equivalent of oxygen with one of

iron; 9 a compound of three equi

valent* of oxygen with one of sul

phur.

, One equivalent of sulphur ;—used

in the same manner a* the preced

ing ; thus, Fe denotes a compound

<.f two .'univalents of sulphur and

one of iron.

•9* A dash drawn across a symbol

having either of the foregoing signs

above It, denotes that two equivalents

of the substance represented by the

symbol are Joined with the number of

equivalents of oxygen or sulphur indi

cated by the dots or commas; thus,

•Fe represents a compound of two

equivalents of iron and three of

oxygen, forming sesqui-oxlde of iron.

+ Indicates, In organic chemistry, a

base or alkaloid, when placed above

the initial letter of tbe name of the

+ ■«■

utibstance; as, M, morphine: (J,

quinine.

— indicates. In organic chemistry,

an acid, when placed above the

initial Inter of tbe name of the add;

aa, 0, citric acid ; T, tartaric add.

t8T Every elementary substance is

represented, in chemical notation, by

a symbol constsiing of the initial or

abbreviation of Its Latin name; as, H

for hydrogen, 0 for oxygen. Ag (frees

Argentum) for silver.and tbe like, each

symbol, when used ■.ingiy. always

indicating a single atom or equivalent

of the substance represented by %;

thus, O stands for one atom or equiva

lent of oxygen. C for a single equiva

lent of carbon, and the others in like

manner. A compound body msde up

of single equivalents of itscumtita-

ents is represented by the two symboU

of the respective constituents wnttea

side by side; as, HO. a compound of

one equivalent of hydrogen with, oae

of oxygen, forming water. To express

more than one atom or equivalent of

a sulvtAnce. a number Is used, either

prefixed to the symbol, or, more coe>-

uiuiily, written after It, below the fcae;

as, 'iO, or Oa, two equivalent* of

oxygen.

A secondary compound, as a salt, is

indicated by writing the symbol* of

the constituent compounds one alter

another, with the sa.cn + rxtwtvn

them, the symbol of the base bemsj

always placed tir-t; thus, G*0+G>a

represents cai bonau- of lime. A cumisa

is frequently used instead of the siga

+ . commonly to express* a more inti

mate union than would be expressed

by that sign. Thr period isalsosume-

times u»ed to indicate a union more

Intimate than that denoted by the

sign +, but less than that so implied

by a comma. A uumber wnuea

bvfore the symbol of a compound

d*-signates a corresponding naoiberof

equivalents of that compound ; as.

3S03, three equivalents of sulphuric

acid. When the formula of tbe quan

tity contains several terms, those is

which the figure applies are included

in parentheses or brackets, to wiuca

tb" figure Is prefixed; as. 3 (CkO+SO**

three equivalents of sulphate of Late.
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EI. MATHEMATICAL.

THE RELATIONS OF

QUANTITIES.

+ Pins ; and ; more ;—indicating addi

tion ; asa+6—c ;—used also to indi

cate that figures have been omilted

from the end of a number, or tbat

the latter is approximately exact; us.

the square rout of 3 is 1. 4143136+ .

— Minus; less;— indicating subtruc

tion; as, a-b=c.

± , or =p Plus or minus : ambiguous ;

—indicating tbat the number or

quantity to which it is prefixed may

have either of the signs + or — ;

as, a ± 6.

X Multiplied by; times; into; as,

ax^ab; 6X4 = 24.

(^- Multiplication is also often

Indicated by placing a dot between the

factors, or by writing the latter, when

not numerals, one alter another with

out any sign.

-4-, or : Divided by ; as, a ■— b ; that

is, a divided by o; 6+3=2.

9&* Division is also very often In

dicated by writing the divisor under

the dividend, with a line between

them ; as, - ; that is, a divided by

b;i = 2.b

3

= Is equal to ; eqnals ; as, (a + h)

X c = ac + oc ; 6 + 2= «.

>• Is greater than; as, a > !• ; that

is, a it* greater than b ; 6>6.

•< Is less than; as, a<^t>; that is,

a Is less than b; 'S <4.

__n Is equivalent to;—applied to

"^ magnitudesor quantities which

are equal In area or volume, bat are

not of the same form, or capable of

suiwrposition.

& Hie difference between ; — used

to indicate the difference between

two quantities without designating

which is the greater; as. a ~6.

OC Varies as ; Is proportional to ; as,

a cab.

{—used tn indicate

geometrical pro

portion ; as, a i b

:: c: d; that In,

aistooascistod.

. * • Hence ; therefore ; on tb Is account.

• . • Because.

oo Indefinitely great; infinite; in

finity.

0 indefinitely small; infinitesimal ;

—used to denote a quantity less

than any assignable quantity ; also,

as a numeral, naught ;. nothing ;

xero.

/ Angle; the angle; i\ / A B C.

L Khjbt angl-; th* rinht angle;

m,( AUC; that is, the right angle

ABC.

J_ The perpendicular; perpendicular

to; as. draw ABIC l>.

|1 Parallel ; parallel to ; is parallel

to ; as, A B Jj C I>.

Q Circle ; circumference ; 36u°.

C\ Triangle; the triangle; as A

ABC; that Is, the triangle ABC.

□ Square ; the square; as, Q ABC I);

that Is, the square ABCL).

| I KectangL«; the rectangle; as,

[~1 A BCD; that is. the rectangle

a tf CD.

V, or V Root;—indicating, when

used without a figure placed above

It, the square root ; as, V4 = 3;

V t "' = 2a . This symbol Is called

the radical li^n. To denote any

other than the square root, a figure

(called the index) expressing the de

gree of the required root, is placed

_t _4 S_

above tbe sign; as va, Va, Va, &c.

(s%r- The mot of a quantity Is also

denoted by a fractional Index at the

right hand side of the quantity and

above it, the denominator of the Index

expressing the degree of the root ;

as a*, o.l, at ; that is, the square, cube,

and fifth roots of a, respectively.

Vlncn- (-Indicate that the

turn, quantities to which

( ) Par»-n- they areapplh-d.or

thesis, which are inclosed

Q 31 ' '>' ll"'m' *re t° be

or Brackets, i taken together; as,

» + i*i2(o + 6);

aX{b+c[c+d});

Function ; function of ; as

y =/(x) ; tbat is, y is, or equals, a

function of x.

fV* Various other letters or signs

are frequently used by mathemati

cians to indicate functions; as/, $,

0', $, w, and the like.

d Differential; as, dx; that is, the

differential of x.

3 Variation; as fix; that Is, tbe

variation of x.

A Finite difference.

l> Differential co-efficient; deriva

tive.

W The letters d. fi, A, D, and

sometimes others, are variously em

ployed by different mathematicians,

prefixed to quantities to denote that

the differentials, variation*, finite dif

ferences, or differential co efficients of

these quantities are to be takeu ; but

tbe ordinary stgniMcaiious are those

given above.

Integral; Integral of;—indicating

tbat the expression before which it

is placed is to be integrated ; as,

fQaodx = x* ; that is, the integral of

2xdx is X2.

{}•

I Bar,

/. or F

/

ijy It Is repeated to Indicate tbat

the operation of integration is to be

performed twice, or three or more

times, as //, ///, &c For a number

of times greater than three, an Index

/:

Is commonly written at the right

band above; as.y** xuV"; that is, the

mth Integral, or the result of m inte

grations Of XtifZ"*.

denotes that the integral t« to bo

taken between the value b of the

variable and its value j f* denotes

that the integral ends at the value

a of the variable, and fh that it

begins at the value b. These forms

must not be confounded with the

similar one indicating repeated lnte*

gration. ur with that indicating the

integral with respect to a particular

variable.

2 Sum ; algebraic sum ;—commonly

used to Indicate the sum or sum

mation of finite differences, and in

nearly the same manlier as the

symbol/.

« Residual.

w Tbe number 3.14159365+ ; the

ratio of the circumference of a circle

to Its diameter, of a semicircle to

Its radius, and of the area of a circle

to the square of Its radius. In a

circle whose radius is unity, it Is

equal to the semi-circumferenc*>,

and henc3 is used to designate an

arc of lau°.

° Degrees ; as, 60° ; that Is, sixty

degrees.

' Minutes of arc; as, 30'; that is,

thirty minutes.

" Seconds of arc; as, 20"; that is,

twenty seconds.

', ", '". fiic. Accents used to mark

quantities of the same kind which

are to be dlstingufohed ; as, a', a",

a'", fitc, which are usually read a

prime, a second, a third, A*c. ;

a 6* c"+ a' b" c + a" 6 c'.

', \ ', &C Indices placed above and

at the right hand of quantities to

denote that they are raised to powers

whose degree Is indicated by the

figure ; as, a> ; that Is, the first

power of a ; a2, the square or second

power of a; a3, the cube or third

power of a; and the like.

IV. MEDICAL.

iia (O. aval, of each.

B, (L. Recipe.) Take.

APOTHECARIKS* WEIGHTS.

fft Pound.

\ Ounce : as, $i, one ounce ; |ss.

half an ounce; JIbs, one ounce and

a bait ; JiJ, two ounces. &c.

3 Drachm ; as, 3*. one drachm ; 3S*>

half a drachm; 31**- one drmiim

and a half; 30. Lw<> drachms. Ac.

9 Scruple ; as ^ I, one scruple ; ^>s,

half a scruple ; ^iss, one scruple

and a half ; ^ ij> two scruples, &c

APOTHECARIES' MEASURES.

0, or 0 (L. Octariut.) Pint.

J Ounce, or/ 5, fluid ounce.

3 Drachm, or/3 Au|d drachm.

rq Minim, or drop.
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V. MISCELLANEOUS.

k. it, &». And. — Ac. (Et cattra.)

And the rest ; and 60 forth ; and no

en ; and the like.

B, Response;— used In Roman Catho-

lie service books.

y Vcrslcle ;—used In service-books

In the Roman Catholic church lo

denote the pait recited or sung by

the priest.

4J) A character used in Roman

Catholic service-book* to dtviile

each verse of a p-wlm into two

nana, and show where the response

begins.

|||grf A sign of the crow osed

by the pop1, and by Roman Catholic

bi*hops snd archbishop-, imme

diately before the subscription of

their names. In Roman Catholic

service-books It is used in tluwe

places of the prayers and benediction

where th* priest is to make the sign

of the cross.

•^ Broad Arrow ; a British govern

ment mark, stamped, cut, or nthor-

wi»e fixed on all government pro

perty u*ed in the royal ships or dock

yards, in order to prevent enibesalc-

ment of naval stores.

X, or + A character customarily

made by persons unable to write,

when they are required to execute

instrument* of auy kind, as deeds,

affidavits. Ac

The name of the bis

party is added by John x Smith

some one who can mark,

write; at,

»to, or 4°. Quarto; four leaves, or

eight pages, to a sheet

sjvo, or 8°. Octavo ; eight leaves, or

sixteen pages, to a sheet.

12mo, or 13°. Duodecimo; twelve

leaves, or twenly-four pages, to a

sheet.

l»mo. or 1 «°. Sextc-deelmo ; sixteen

leaves, or thirty-two pages, lo a

sheet

lanio. or 1 6°. Ocio-declmo ; eighteen

leaves, or thirty-six piges, to a sheet.

«w/" Other sizes are 24mo. m 21°

( Vlgeslmo-quarlo), 32mo, or 33° (Trt-

geslmo secundo), 36uio, or 36° (Tri-

gesimo-texui), 4»mo. or 4B1 (Quadri-

gesimo-oclavo), «4mo or 8i° (Sexx-

gealmo-quarto), 72mo, or 73° (Seplua-

gesimo-accundol, 96mo, or »6° (Nonx-

gesimo-sexto), 128mo. or 12s° (Cen-

tealmo et vigeslmo-octavo). These

sties are of rare occurrence, and arc

not commonly known by their I.*tin

names, but are colloquially called

twenly-four-mo, tbirly-two-mo. Ac,

or twenty-fours, thirty-twos, Ac.

7ber, September; 8ber. October;

tber, .November ; lober, December.

VL MONETARY AND

COMMERCIAL.

£ Pound, or Pounds (sterling); as,

§ Dollar, or Dollars ; as, 5l ; 8 -*00.

s) C-nt, or cents; as, Vit ; %Zp.

to Pound, or Pounds (In weight) ; as

1ft; 2ltt>.

(5) At, or to ; as, silk @ §2 per yd.

» I'er; as, sheep 9l p bead.

% Ter cent.; as, discount 6 /0 =

8l0.2L

*/, Account ; as. J. Smith In *', witl>

J. Jones.

/ Shilling, or Shilling*; as, '/, =

U. 6d. ; V, = 21. 3d.

A 1 The designation of a first-class

vessel. In Lloyd's Register ol Urtiu-h

and Foreign Shipping; the letter

denoting that the hull is well built

and seaworthy, and the figure the

efficient stale of her rigging, an

chors, cables, Ac

XX Ale of double stremrth.

XXX Ale of triple strength.

VII. TYPOGRAPHICAL.

1. MARKS OF PUNCTUATION.

Etc.

Comma.

• Semicolon.

; Colon.

, Period.

— Dash.

P Interrogation.

J Exclamation.

( ) Parenthesis,

f ] Brackets, or Crotchets.

J Apostrophe.

_ Hyphen.

' Acute Accent

* Grave Accent

*■ Circumflex Accent

- Circumflex, or Tilde.

- The Long, or Macron.

- The Short, or Breve.

•* Diteresi*.

., Cedilla.

A Caret

" " Quotation Mark*.

\ Brae*.

••• EUlpti*.

. . . Ellipsis, ; alto, Leaders.Ellipsis.'

• Asterisk.

f Dagger, or Obelisk,

J Double Dagger.

A Section.

|| Paralleb.

•fl Paragraph.

«J3r Index.

'.*, «r.». Asterism.

2. CORRECTION OF THE FRESi

& or S1 (dW«) Delete, take onl a

expunge.

(5) Tum a reversed letter.

# A space, or more apace between

word*, lellers, or lines.

^ Leas space, or no apace, between

words or letters.

[_, or_] Carry a word further to the

lefI or to the right.

3 Indent

1—' Elevate a letteT.werd. or character

that is sunk below the proper fevei.

, , Sink or depress a letter, wori c?

character raised above tie props'

level.

I shows that a portion of a pan-

graph projects laterally beyond tie

rest .

J, directs attention to a quadrat or

space which improperly apr-sss.

X, or -f directs attention to a brokfa

or Imperfect type.

Bring a word or words to the be

ginning of a line ; also, mate t oe»

paragraph.

«U Make a new paragraph

— Change from Italic to Romaji. or

from Roman to Italic, ss Ihe ca*

may be.

= Put In small capital!

= Put iu capitals.

g^- The other marks ere Wf- I

explanatory ; but toe blowing aM-v-

nations, used in correcting proof-

sheets, require explanation.

ic/. Wrong font ;—used when • ebs-

racter is of a wrong sixc or rtjle.

tr. Transpose.

L e. Lower-case ; ». «_ put ta small

or common letters a word or a letler

that has been printed In capitals or

small capitals,

s. caps, or sate. Put m small capital!

Qu., Qi , or ' Query.

o»tf,t.e. Words are wanting, seecopv.

WILLI**! COLLINS A OoatrAHY, FRIKTEM, GLASGOW.





 



 



 


